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52.
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On the construction of bridges in, 379.
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made manifest to the world, 287.
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" Comfort in the dark hour." Anecdote entitled, 315.

Cinnamon. On the culture of in Ceylon, 110.
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Climate. On the possibility of an increase or diminu-
tion in the heat of the sun, 174.

and rainfall in India. 300.
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forests, 338.
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rial for, 52.

Coal. On the manufacture of chemicals from the waste

products of, 52.

as a product of the transformation of wood, 235.

dust. On the utilization of, in France, 372.
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College graduates ? What becomes of the gifted, 37.
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lives of, 362. 370. 381.
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" Coming to Jesns." Kemarks on the expression, 263.
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Conformity to the world. On, 412.

Consecrated Looking-glasses. Extracts from an address

entitled, 198. 202.

Consumption. On Dr. MacCormac's theory of, 84.

Contentment. Kemarks on, 142.

Conversation. Exaggeration in, discouraged, 259.

Convents in England. On the increase of, 332.

Conversion. On the danger of mistaking conviction

for, 124.

On the entire change of heart in, 125.

Tlie presumption and danger of the doctrine of

immediate, 303.

Cope David. Memorial concerning, 394.

Coral. Statistics of the growth of, 367.

Cotopaxi. Account of the first ascent of, 289.

Cotton. On the history of the manufacture of, 94. 100.

Court.' Eecent charge to a Grand Jury in a Chester
County, and comments, 127.

Coyetousness. Remarks on, as a prevailing sin, 167.

Crisp Steplien. Remarks of, upon iiis early experience
in religion, 1.35.

Cromwell Oliver. Remarks on the character of, as a
professed Christian, 229.

Dark day in New England, in 1780. Account of the, 115.
Date palms. Account of the, 60.

Day calls for Decision, The. Essay entitled, 278.
Deaths.—Sina Armstrong, 216; William J. Alsop,
Mary R. Brown, 88 ; Susan Ridgway Branson,
William Balderston, 144; Jane Bovce, 152; William
Batting, 224; Amos Battey, 240 ; Elizabeth E. Borton,
2S8 ; Edmund Bailey, 368 ; Margaret Bailev, 368
William Comfort, 24; Mary Craft, 144; Anna S

Collins, 168; Jane Canby, 176; Sarah Conrad, 192
Lucy A. Chambers, 208 ; Margaret Comfort, 312
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Abigail S. Clark, 344 ; William H. Davidson, 64

;

James DeCou, 168 ; Mordecai L. Dawson, 168
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Thomas H. De Cou, 288; Martha De Cou, 288;
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160; Joseph Fox, 240; Elizabeth Fawcett, 320;
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Hannah M. Levick, 168 ; Lydia Leedom, 200 ; Jaae
Lippincott, 312; Hannah Llewelyn, 360; William
Llewellyn. 400; Rachel Miller, 128 ; Susanna Malin,
200 ; Dr. Isaac S. Mulford, 232 ; Hannah W. Men-
denhall, 320; Nicholas Newlin, Sr., 320; Priscilla
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S. Rhoads, 104 ; Samuel Reeve, 184; Mary Reed, 224
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Elizabeth W. Reeves, 344 ; Mercy Roberts, 352 ; Asa
Raley, 360 ; Ruth Stanley, 104; Mary P. Simpson,
112; Elisha Sidwell, 120; Caroline M.Smith, 128;
Maria Smith, 160; Walter Smith, 416; Mary T
Sharpless, 224 ; Rebecca R. Sharp, 232 ; Job Scott,
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Hannah Thorn, 280 ; Hannah A. Warner, 56 ; Elma
Windle, 80 ; Deborah L. Walton, 88 ; Edwin Wright,
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Warner, 416.

Debtors. On tlie moral obligation of, 391.

Detraction. Advice in regard to, 319.
Dewsbury, William. The convincement of, 139.

Remarks of, on the work of the Lord's spirit in
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Encouragement by, to faithful Friends, 277.
Diary of Samuel Scott. Extracts from, and comments,

245. 262. 270. 274. 283. 302. 322. 348. 377. 387. 403.
411.

Disraeli Benjamin. Account of, 97. 105.
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Dogs. Anecdotes of, 154. 327. 379.
Dollinger. John Joseph Ignatius von. Sketch of, and

the new protest against Rome, [continued from vol.

xlv. p. 410], 1.

Dress. The demoralizing effect of fashionable, 28.

The cross borne in, a part of the needful discip-

line of the Christian, 177.

Remarks on, and personal adornment, by a Pres-
byterian clergyman, 198. 202.

Bemafks on, by Mary Fletcher, a Methodist, 268.

Dress. Experience of Daniel Wheeler in reference to a

plain, 298.

Scripture texts on women's, 323.

of Friends. Remarks on the, 342. 412.

Drought. Remarks on the late, 390.

Duty. On the prompt performance of, 92.

Earthquake waves noticed at sea, 299.

Earthquakes. On the physical causes of, 89. 98.

Ecclesiastical millinery. On, 70.

Economy. The advantage of devoting to benevolent

purposes the money saved by, 30.

Edmundson Wm. Remarks of, on acceptable prayer,

190.

Education. Remarks on the practical effects of, ob-

served in college graduates, 37.

On the value of the study of languages in, and

the object of, 51.

On the importance of cultivating the memory in,

391.

Edwards Ann, and Esther Collins. Brief sketch of the

lives of, 362. 370. 381.

Editorial.—On commencing the Forty-sixth volume, 7
;

Comments on the memoranda of Elizabeth Greer, 15

;

Notice of " Dress and worldly compliance, addressed

to the members of the Society of Friends," 15 ; On
the efforts being made among Friends to subvert

their views in relation to true gospel ministry

Notice of the proceedings of Canada Yearly Meeting,

31 ; Observations on the defection in regard to th

testimonies of Friends among members of the Society

in England, 38 ;
Comments on an article entitled

" The assailants of Barclay and his quasi-defender,"

47 ; Account of the recent removal in a Philadelphia

Court of the hat of a Friend, a juror, and comments,

55 ; Notice of " A History and General Catalogue of

Westtown Boarding School, 71 ; Notice of the pro

ceedings of Ohio Yearly Meeting, 1872, 79. 95 ; Ar
unchristian advocate of the extermination of the In-

dians, reviewed, 79 ; On the blessings of and lessons

to be learned in sickness, 87 ;
Observations on the

ministry, 94 ; Remarks on the wide-spread disease

among horses, 103 ; Comments on the late great

tire in Boston, and the lessons to be learned from
such calamities, 103 ; Notice of the proceedings of

Western and Indiana Yearly Meetings, 1872, and
comments, 111; Remarks on proceedings of "The
Free Religious Association," and denial of an accord-

ance in the doctrines held by them with those of

Friends, 119 ; Notice of a slander printed in England
in reference to Friends acting as Indian agents, and a

letter of President Grant on continuing his " Indian
policy," 120 ; Observations on the extracts entitled,
" Without me ye can do nothing," 127 ; Notice of "A
Sketch Map of the Nile Sources, &c., of Central Af-
rica," 128 ; Notice of the proceedings of Kansas
Yearly Meeting, 128 ; Comments on the testimony of
Edward Alexander and other dedicated servants,

against the defection in doctrines and practices of
Friends, 135 ; Remarks on the award of the Joint
High Commission, and the happy method thu
adopted of deciding international disputes, 143; Con
siderations on the progress of religious truth in the
civilized world, and on the increase of infidelity

among circles of the higher society in England, 151

;

Reflections on the close of the year, and the eviden-
ces of the circulation of the life of Christianity among
the masses, 159 ; Remarks on the prevailing love of
money and the shameless pursuilof it, 167 ; Comments
on erroneous doctrinal views, 175 ; Notice of Balti-
more Yearly Meeting, 176 ; Notice of the Memorial
of '''riends to the Constitutional Convention upon
military services, IS*; Notice to contributors, 184;
The importance to the young of an early surrender of
their will and aflections to the Lord, 191

; On the
divine origin of the Holy Scriptures, and the impiety
of claiming rightly to understand them by the natural
intellectual powers only, 199 ; True love to God the
origin of true love to man, 207 ; On the duty of alms-
giving, 215 ; Remarks on a pamphlet entitled " What
is the Gospel ?" 222 ; Caution to Friends against com-
promising their testimonies in professedly religious
exercises, 231 ; Remarks on the force of the example
upon children of a merely formal profession of reli-

gion, 239; Observations in reference to a "General
Meeting" in Ohio, 240 ; Remarks on proceedings in
some so-called " Friends' Meetings," 247

; Notice of a
remonstrance by Edward Ash against Barclay's Apo-
logy, 255 ; On the pleasures and profit of religion,
263 ; Thoughts upon the return of Spring, 271 ; Ex-
tract upon a Revival meeting in Indiana, 272 ; Re-
view of "Brief Remarks on the Appeal lot the Ancient
Doctrines of the religious Society of Friends put forth
by the Yearly Meeting of PhUadelphia in 1847," 278

;

Account of the proceedings of Philadelphia Y(
Meeting, 294 ; On the impossibility of experiencii

the forgiveness of sins in man's own time and wL
and the danger of such a profession, 303; On kee;

ing the faith in low seasons, 311
;
Remarks ^

Epistle of Hannah Gibbons, 312; Comments on s

article entitled, " .4n object in life," 328 ; Remarl
on the interest attaching to scientific explorations i

the East, 335 ; Comments on a critique of a conti

buted article, 335 ; Comments on the applicability

:

the present time of the declaration, " Woe unto yo

when all men shall speak well of you," &c., 343
;

mark in reference to publishing notices of marriag

343 ; Remarks on leaving the city during the wan
weather, 351 ; Notice of the proceedings of Londo
Yearly Meeting, 1873, 359 ;

Comments on an accoui

of the proceedings of Philadelphia Yearly Meetini

1873, published in The British Friend, 359 ; Remarl
on the comparative healthfulness of country and cit

life, and on the weekly mortality in Pbiladelphi:

367 ; On the thankful enjoyment of every day blesi

ings, 375 ; Remarks on the " Journal of the Fourt

Annual Session of the General Council of the Ind^a

Territory," 383 ; Remarks to a contributor, 384

;

marks on a minute of New York Yearly Meeting an

the course pursued by Philadelphia Yearly Meetin,

in regard to the separation in Ohio in 1854, 39f

406. On the necessity of a true knowledge of seli

and the impossibility of obtaining it without obedi

ence to the Light of Christ, 415.

Egypt. Notes on shopping in, 249.

Mourning women in, 263.

Account of an ancient scroll from, 332.

Egyptian Summer and second Spring. On, 243.

record of the Exodus. Account of a, 255.

Elephants. Longevity of, 228.

Ellwood Thomas. Remarks of, on adopting the teslii

monies of Friends, 412.

Emlen Samuel. Anecdote of interview of, with Racha
Price, 66.

Emlen Institution. Appeal on behalf of, 231.

Employers and employed. The reciprocal duties O!

the, 3.

Endurance. On the lesson of, 101.

England. Ceremony in the Parliament of, 7.

Statistics of the increase of convents and Roman^
ism in, 332.

English language. The number of words in the, de'

rived from Latin and Teutonic sources, 30.

Ephesus. Exploration of the temple of Diana at, 300.

Epistle of Hannah Gibbons to Middleton Monthly
Meeting of Friends, 308.

Remarks on the above, 325.

of John Banks, 374.

Europe. The outlook in, 141.

Evans John. Brief notice of, 179.

Evans Jonathan. Extract from a letter of, to a minis-

ter, 94.

Evans William. Testimony of, concerning Hinchm.'in

Haines, 21.

Remarks of, on prayer and thanksgiving, and
comments, 44.

Extracts from the Journal of, 203. 271.

Letter of, to the Superintendents of Westtuwn
Boarding School, 268.

Extract from, upon separations in the Church,

271.

On experiencing our sins blotted out, 311.

Comments on the above, 326.

Remarks on an incident in the life of, 354.

Evans Eli-zabeth. Incident in the ministry of, 382
Exaggeration in conversation discouraged, 259.

Extracts from Letters, &c., referring chiefly to Friends
in America, during la.«t century, with notes, 109. 114
121. 132. 137. 146. 1.53. 161. 169. 179. 186, 201. 209.

219.

Faith. The distinction between that which is of man,
and true, 93.

The walk of, 141.

On the trial of our, 220.
On keeping the, in low seasons, 311.

Comments on the above, 327.
Faraday Michael. Biographical sketch of, 195. 203. 210.
Fathers. On the treatment of sons by, 118.
Fenelon. Remark of, on his love of mankind, 7.

Fidelity to duty. On, 101.
Fire alarm telegraph. Account of the New York, 70.
Fish. Objection to the use of edible, in England a0
manure, 101.

Flaw-hunters. The, 383.
Florida. The climate and appearance of East, 281.
Food. Suggestion for the supplying of cooked, in cities,

from a central establishment, 382.
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iraminifera in the China Seas. Notes on, 131.

)rests. Silence of the Brazilian, 14.

Effects of the destruction of, upon climate, 338.

irmalism. The danger of substituting, for godliness.
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Friends. Incidentrelatedof C.Healy inconnection with
" Bible Chri.stians" among, in England, 358.

Kemark in reference to the separation from, in

1827, 356.

On controversy in the Society of, 382.

Kemarks on the watchful care of concerned

Friends, in the Society of, 390. _

A want of true inward prayer a chief cause of

the weakness and visions among 398.

Remarks of Thos. Ellwood, on being required to

adopt the testimonies of, 412.

Fruit. On the advantage of, to health, 134.

Fruits. Cause of the rupture of, after rains, 397.

George. Remarks of, to those who had received a,

gift in the ministry, and comments, 94.

Letter of, on preaching, and comments, 181.

Testimony of Wm. Penn concerning, 190.

On the understanding of the Scriptures, 200.

Paper of, showing that people must repent before

they can receive the gospel, 244.

On the Life and Times of, by William Knox, ^ „ , ... ,
^ ,

313.322.329.337.346.355.364. Gallop for life. Account of a „ ,
,
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Maria. Extract from, on holv stability, 6. George IV. of England. Interview of William Savery

athergiU John. Remarks of, on the danger of leaving
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with, 5
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On the building up of Zion, 124.

othergill John, Pr. Letters of, 109. 114.

Biographical notice of. 114.

Testimony of Samuel Scott concerning, 270.

othergill Samuel. Letters of, 133. 137. 146. 147. 194.

Incident related bv, and comments, 213.

Extracts from, 239. 347.

Irance. Description of an ancient dungeon in, 294.
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praud. On, 162. 170. 180.
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341. 347. 397. 405. 406.
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Advice of London Yearly Meeting of 1838, in
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On Faith as professed by, 93.

Encouragement to support the testimonies of,

127. 218. 306.

A paper by Edward Alexander, on the raising up
of the Society of, to bear witness to the spirit-

ual appearance and government of Christ in
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New York city, 164,
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testimonies in regard to dress by, not d'

ished, 177.

On unitv among the early, 181.

Remarks of Thos. Clarkson on the bearing of

their testimony by, 183.
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to the truth of the doctrines of, 188.
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Encouragement for, 306.

Remarks on the plain dress of, 342.

Remarks in reference to Philadelphia Y'early

Meeting of, 343. 398. 406.

Gibbons Hannah. Epistle of, to Middleton Monthly
Meeting of Friends, 308.

Remarks on the above, 325.

Glaciers. On the polishing of rocks by, 113.

Glue. Practical hints on using. 77.

Godliness. Observations on the form of, without the

power, 314.

Gold pens. The method of manufacturing described.

Gratitude. Memorial of, 167.

GreerElizabeth. Minute of County Tipperary Monthly

10. 22. 25. 34. 42. .50. 58. 67. 76. 83.

Remarks on the above, 15.

Griffith John. Extracts from, 60. 71.

Remarks of, on his call to the ministry, 196. 268

Grimsel. Description of the, by Prof. Tyndall, 113.

Grubb Sarah [L]. Part of a communication of, in Lon^

don Yearly Meeting, 187.

Remarks of, on parental responsibility and duty

247.

Extracts from, in relation to the Society in Eng
land, in 1837-8, 282.

Gurney Joseph John. Remarks on, as an assailant of

Barclay, 46. 47.

The doctrines taught by, different from those of

Friends, 278.

Remarks on the doctrines of, 285.

Hagger Marv. Extract from, 222.

Hail-storm of Seventh month, 1873. Remarks on the,

389.

Haines Hinchman. Remark of, concerning the habit

of preaching, 21.

Testimonv of William Evans respecting, 21

Hand. The preferential use of the right, partly due to

physiciil causes, 148.

Remarks on the evidence of design in the, 284.

Harvey. On the discovery of the circulation of the

blood bv, 117.

Hat honor. Recent incident in a Philadelphia Court

respecting, and comments, 55.
" Hay fever." Account of the symptoms of, &c., 11.

Heald John. Memorial concerning, 338.

Extracts from a journal of, with comments, 349,

356. 365. 369. .378. 386. 395. 401. 409.

Health. Seasonable hints on the preservation of, 5.

Notes on autumnal catarrh or "hay fever," 11.

On the danger to, from newly built houses. 111.

On the proper care of young children, 129.

On the advantage of the use of fruit to, 134.

Successful experiments with sewage, 135.

The importiince of sunlight to, 297.

Impure water as a cause of typhoid fever, 356.

358.

The necessity of ventilation to, 410.

Healy Christopher. Incident in the ministry of, 358.

Hints to mothers, 129.

Holy Scriptures. Remarks of William Penn on man s

interpretation of, 36.

The help of the Holy Spirit to be waited for, in

understanding the, 117.

The truth of the, confirmed by the records of

Nineveh, 143.

On the impiety of claiming rightly to understand

the, by the natural intellectual powers only,

199.

Illustrations of the appropriateness of some of

the allusions of, 243. 249. 375.

Remarks on reading the, 335.

On the confirmation of the accuracy of, by explo-

rations in the East, 335.

Holy Spirit^ On the presence and influences of the.

Holy Spirit. Rem.arks on the infallibility of the, 377.

Home and its queen, 316.

Honesty. On commercial, 404.

Honey.' Account of a large collection of wild, in Cali-

fornia, 244.

Hornold William. Dying expressions of, 252.

Horses. Notice of the recent prevailing sickness among,

and comments, 103.

Houses. On the danger of dwelling in newly built. 111.

How much do I cost ?" Anecdote entitled, 327.

Huguenots. Account of the medal struck by the Pope

to commemorate the slaughter of the, 340.

Humility and searching of heart. On,_ 229.^

Humility the prime grace of Christianity, 379.

Hunt Nathan. Incident in the life of, 282.

Hydra. Observations on the, 387. 405.

Ice. Experiments showing the regelation of, 135.

Ice-producing caverns. Account of, 390.

Idaho. Notice of recent explorations in, 236,
'' I'll na trust ye." Anecdote entitled, 207.

Remarks on the above, 325.

India. On the destruction caused by wild beasts, &e.,

in,291. 398. 411.

On the climate and rainfall in, 300.

Statistics of the increase of religious " commu-
nicants" in, 303.

On the production of opium in, 307. 325.

On the use of ice in, 315.

Notes on the railroads of, 380.

On the antiquity of the cotton manufacture in,

94. 100.

Notes on caste in, 233.

India-Rubber. On the collection of, in South America,

Indian i

of, 26

Indians

imes in Pennsylvania, &c. On the meaning

Account of a recent peace Council of, with

the Kiowas, 28. 34.

Speeches of John Jumper, a Seminole, and of

other civilized, 28. 34.

The mound builders, a different people from the,

of the Central Superintendency. Statistics of the

progress of, 71. 262. 314.

Statistics showing the efficiency and economy of

the present public policy towards the, 78.

An unchristian advocate of the extermination of

the, reviewed, 79.

A peaceful policy towards, the wisest and cheap-

est, 84.

Letter of President Grant, stating his intention of

continuing the peaceful policy of the Govern-

ment towards the, 120.

Report of Committee of Philadelphia Yearly

Meeting for the improvement of, 155.

Suggestions in reference to enforcing the treaty

obligations of the Government towards, 158.

Statement in reference to the relief of Oneida,

near Green Bav, 167.

of Penn.sylvania during last century. Letters,

&c., in reference to, 169. 179. 186. 194. 201. 209.

Remarks on Wm. Penn's treatment of the, 187_.

Letter of Thos. C. Battey, concerning his resi-

dence among the Kiowa, 211. 342.

On the origin of the late war with the Modoc,

221.

Letter of Jona. Richards, on the improving con-

dition of the Comanche and other, 314.

Appeal of the Women's Association for the aid

of, 323. ^ ., ,
Remarks on the Journal of a recent Council ot,

in the Indian territory, 383.

Report of Committee on Agriculture to a General

Council of, 385.

Indian aid Association. Appeal on behalf of, 190.

Infidel. Conversion of an, 383.

Influences of the Holy Spirit. On the, 309.

Comments on the above, 326.

Insects. On the ravages of white ants, 45 ;
Para-sites

on flies, 51 ;
Bird-eating spider, 218; A pet wasp,

220.

Insincerity in speech. Remarks on, 315.

Instinct. Recent researches upon, 254.

Illustration of hereditary, 367.

Integrity. A man of, 367.

Intemperance. Extract from A. Barnes, on the spread

of, in the community, 174.

Intoxication. Punishment of, in Russia, 55.

Intoxicating drinks. Example of the benefits of total

abstinence from, at Bessbrook, 330.

Example of Mary Capper in regard to, 367.

Statistics of the increasing consumption of, in

England, 388,



Van Hassen Gharret. Account of the convincement
and death of, 402.

Vegetation in the tropics. Kemarks on, 123.
Illustration of ihe rapid growth of tropical, 178.

Ventilation. The necessity of, to health, 410.
Vesuvius. Account of the eruption of, in 1872, 125.

182. ISo.

Vigilance over self essential to the christian, 379.
Virtues to be cherished, 299.
Vokins Joan. An invitation by, to all those that want

peace with God, 12.

A testimony to the work of God's power by, 18.

Volcanoes. Observations on the phvsical causes of,

89. 98.

Volcanoes of the Phillipine Islands. On the, 61.

Account of the eruption of Vesuvius, 1872, 125.
182. 185.

Account of the first ascent of Cotopaxi, 289.
Voyage on an ice-floe. Account of a, 345. 355.

Walter William. Memorial concerning, 412.
"Want of faithfulness in little things. Remarks of R.

Shackleton on, 235.

War. On the unchristian character of Bishop Whip-
pies' eulogy of, 106.

On the happy results of arbitration in settling

international disputes, 143.
Extract from John Woolman upon, 153.
Memorial of Friends to the Constitutional Con-

vention upon military services, 183.
Comments on the late Modoc Indian, 221.
On the example of Oliver Cromwell in relation

to, 229.

Review of the results of, in Europe, during the
last twenty years, 237.

Instanceofa testimony against, among the French
" Derbists," 367.

Opinions of several great men upon, 381.
Wars with Indians. Statistics of the cost of some late,

78.

The policy of, considered, 84.

Wasp. Account of a pet, 220.
Water. Account of phenomena attending the decom-

position of, 57.

Waterspout. Description of a, 148.
Way to life, and the effects of walking therein. The,

Way
"We are a chosen people." Essay entitled, 218.

INDEX.
Weather for Twelfth month, 1872. Review of the, 178.

First month, 1873. Review of the, 21.3.

Sixth month, 1873. Review of the, .381.

Statement in regard to the predictions of the, by
the signal service bureau, 219.

Webster Daniel. History of a remarkable passage in a
speech of, 4.

" Weeping may endure for a night, butjoy cometh in the
morning." Extract entitled, 110.

Westinghouse air brake. Account of a trial of the, 322.
Westtown Boarding School. Report of the Committee

having charge of, 166.

Letters to the Superintendents of, 268. 269.
Remarks on raising a fund for increasing the

salaries of the teachers of; 324.

What the day calls for. Extract entitled, 230.
Wheeler Daniel. Remarks of, on his death bed, 2.

Remarks of, on the last illness of his son Charles,

Extract from, on the disappointment experienced
by some in religion, 6.

Extract from, on the responsibility of elders, 7.

Convincement of, and testimony of in relation to

a plain dress, 298.

Whittier's Pastorius. Extracts from, 204.
" Why the vacant seats are not filled up." Essay en-

titled, 198.
" Without me ye can do nothing." Essay and extracts

entitled, 99. 108. 117. 123.

Comments on the above, 124. 127.
Wonders of Vegetation. Notes on some of the, 333.

339.

Wood. Alleged method of rendering fire-proof, 127.
On the transformations of, 235.

Women. Advantages of teaching, the principles of
account-keeping, &c., 293.

The influence of, as felt at home, 316.
Women of rank. Remarks on the industrious habits

of English, 38.

Women's rights and proper place. Remarks on, 254.
Woolman John. On the .superfluities of life, 333.

Encouragement from, to the faithful Friends,
347.

The testimonies of the Society a weighty trust
to its members. Remarks on, 366.

Remarks on being tried with prosperity, 375.
Worldly business and outwart greatness. On, 333.
Worship. Remarks of T. Story on drowsiness in meet-

ings for, 71.

Worship. Observations of David Hall upon attendii
meetings for, 227.

Hints towards discouraging wandering though
in meetings for, 299.

Some expressions of a child, upon attendii
meetings for, 332.

Remarks on the performance of acceptable, 37

Year 1872. Extraordinary character of meteorolog
,cal and other phenomena of the, 13. 178.

Reflections upon the events of, 159. 179.
Yearly Meeting, Baltimore, 1872. Notice of procee

ings of, 176.

Yearly Meeting, Canada, 1872. Notice of the procee
ings of, 31.

Indiana 1872. Notice of the proceedings of, 11
Iowa. Appeal on behalf of education in, 410.
Kansas, 1872 Notice of the proceedings of, 12
London, 1842. Counsel of upon the religio^

training of youth, 62.

1838. Extract from an Epistle of, 91.
1827. Extract from an Epistle of, 98.

1836. Part of a communication of S. fLl Grul
in, 187.

^

1777. Advice of, against mixed marriages, 33
1873. Account of the proceedings of, 359.
New York, 1873. Brief reference to, 389.
Comments on a minute of, in relation to Phi

adelphia Y^early Meeting, 398. 406.
Ohio, 1872. Notice of the proceedings of, 79.

Extracts from the minutes of, 95.
Philadelphia, 1872. Remarks in relation to tl

Committee appointed by, to visit the subo
dinate meetings, &c., 159.

1847. Remarks on the " Appeal for the Ai
cient Doctrines" by, 278.

1873. Account of the proceedings of, 29
359.

Comments on the course of, 343. 398. 406. '

Western, 1872. Notice of the proceedings c

Young. Remarks upon and advice to the, bv I
Shackleton, 199.

" Youth of our day." Extract entitled, 220.

Zoophytes of the Victoria docks, London. Notes o
the, 82.
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Ir. DoUinger, and the new Protest against Rome.
CConcluded from page. 410, vol. xlv.)

It cannot but interest us to know what
be representatives of German Protestantism
hink of the Alt-Katholiken. They are on
he spot, and ought to be abler to judge than
ve can be of the real strength of the move-
nent, and the goal to which it is tending. A
ecent tour in Germany afforded us opportu-
lities, of which we gladly availed ourselves,

)f hearing the views of leading Protestants
this subject. Among others, we waited on

Professor von Eanke, the well-known author
li "The History of the Popes," than whom
here is no one better entitled, from long study
jf the general subject, to pronounce an opin-

on. We asked what he expected from the Alt-

Jatholic movement? His instant reply was,
'I expect very little from it." On our inquir
ing the grounds of his conclusion, he entered
fully into the question, explaining that the
ground taken up by the Alt-Catholics was too
narrow to sustain a great popular movement
[Besides, he felt that the infallibility of the
Pope was the logical landing-place of the
Roman system. Dr. Dollinger had gone too
far in admitting the infallibility of the bishops,

jor not far enough in not admitting also the
^fallibility of the Pope. The Alt-Catholics
were attempting a middle position ; they were
'not Papists, and yet they refused to become
Protestants. They said, " We are German
Catholics." "No," said Professor Eanke, "we,
the Protestants, are the German Catholics,
they are the Eoman particulars. Not one
bishop have thej' with them," continued
nanl<(_', " and Eome cares little about profes-

rois. The whole of her machinery, whether
Df ^iivernment or surveillance, is managed by
liisli'ips, and retaining them, her organization
is uuliroken and complete, and will be worked
for the infallibility."

The inconsistency which Professor Eanke
pointed out as cleaving to the position of Dr.
Dollinger in admitting the infallibility, but
stopping short of its logical issue in the
Church's head, we afterwards saw expressed,
but in a satirical form, in one of the public

We had also the privilege of hearing Dr. Hoff-

man, the court preacher and general superin-

tendent of the German Protestant Church,

state his views on the Alt-Catholic movement.
The great meeting at Munich had not then

been held, and it was not precisely known on

what basis the roovoment would be rested
;

but Dr. Hoffman was clearly of opinion that

fit should be rested on the Tridcntine basis,

matters would be worse than ever as respects

an internal reformation of Eoraanism. On
the canons of Trent did the Munich meeting,

which assembled a few days later, place the

movement ; so here have we the strange spec-

tacle of a church planted on a thoroughly

Popish basis, yet adopting and prosecuting a

line of action which has sundered her from

the great Mother Church at Rome, and which
must take her further and further every day
from the centre of Catholicism without bring-

ng her into the Protestant orbit. Dr. Hoff-

man further laid stress upon the fact, of which

he was well assured by those who had re-

cently travelled over Bohemia, Moravia, and
parts of Austria, that the populations of these

countries were not prepared to join the move-

ment. The masses shut in under Jesuit sur-

veillance could not be reached. On this same
ground Prince Bismarck's expectations from

it, as Dr. Hoffman assured us, are not parti-

cularly high. He looked for greater things,

as a popular movement, from the crusade

which priest Anton was carrying on by his

living voice in the Austrian provinces, than

from the Dollinger movement, which, he

feared, would spend itself among the learned.

We had the good fortune to travel in the

same railway carriage from Dresden to Prague
with Professor Vogel, of the theological facul-

ty of Vienna. His opinion in brief was that

the Dollinger movement had no future. Eome
had spoken, and on their own principles the

Alt-Catholics had no alternative but submis-

sion. The torpor and immobility of the

Catholic population it would be impossible,

he feared, to overcome.
This vis inertice is one of the main bulwarks

around the Church of Eome. We see, from
time to time, a recalcitrant priest or monk
rise up in that Church and call loudly for a

reform. He makes a great noise, and we say,

"What a powerful man! What a mighty
movement he is inaugurating!" But we for-

get that all this noise is outside ; that his voice

is not heard within the Church ; that there

he speaks to a world of deaf men ;
and know-

ing this, Eome remains tranquil, and permits

all this clamor to spend itself. The hour passes,

and with it passes the man, and the dominion

of the Church is still prolonged.

The competency of these men to form a

judgment of the Alt-Catholic movement is

undoubted—is pre-eminent. They have a close

prints. "lam quite convinced," Dr. Dollin-'view of it. But distance in place, like distance
ger was made to say, "that twice two make in time, has, sometimes, its advantage; and
five, but I will never permit myself to be per- this advantage we enjoy, and so we shall ven- 1

spi. ,
, i +1, 1 nlor

suaded that twice two make six." Iture to judge for ourselves and form our own 'in their temporal rights, and tnougn unuei

pinion. Were we to view this movement as

a mere ecclesiastical one, or judge of it as a

pie doctrinal question, we would agree out

and out with the eminent men whose opin-

ions we have just stated. But other influ-

ces besides doctrinal ones are shaping this

movement. Social and political elements have

now largely entered into it, and viewing it in

this complex character, we look for a longer

life to it; and we hope to see it accomplish

greater things, before running its course, than

the distinguished men to whom we have re-

ferred have dared to believe.

Although Dr. Dollinger's position is open

to objections, and is, in fivct, inconsistent and

illogical, there are times and circumstances in

which there is a higher wisdom than mere

logic. Dr. Dollinger, we believe, has acted

according to his light, and in following it he

has been guided by a way he knew not to

issues he did not contemplate. Had Dr. Dol-

linger severed himself from communion with

Eome, and formally come out of that Church,

we question whether, in the present state of

public opinion in Bavaria, a score of persons

would have followed him. The movement
would have died as soon as it was born. In-

stead of this. Dr. Dollinger remained in the

Church, and took up the position of an Old

Catholic Protester, and around him there

gathered straightway many thousands of his

fellow-citizens, who, like himself, claimed the

character of Old Catholic Protesters. Of

these men a great many filled offices and dis-

charged functions which were spiritual, no

doubt, but which, by the constitution of their

country, had certain temporal advantages

connected therewith. Eome at once stripped

these men of all their spiritual functions and

powers, and, by consequence, of all the civil

status and emoluments which they held on

the ground of their spiritual office. But the

Church's excommunication did not stop there;

it smote indirectly the lay adherents of the

movement, whom the Church placed in the

same condemnation with the clerical leaders,

and who were also denuded of such of their

civil rights as were dependent upon the sacra-

ments li ihe Church. In short, the whole

machinery of the country, as regards baptiz-

ings, marriages, and burials, was thrown into

confusion. This drew the government into

the quarrel, and that, in our humble judg-

ment, is the better half of the business. The

State said to the Church, "Your spiritual

sentence may be all orthodox and right
;
we

don't seek to annul it. You are at perfect

liberty to declare these men who do not be-

lieve the Pope infallible no longer members of

your Church, but we cannot permit you to

expel them from their chairs, to deprive them

of their salaries, and to make void every bap-

tism and marriage they celebrate, in the way

of denying the civil effects which the consti-

tution binds up with the performance of these

ritual offices. We shall defend these ~""
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excommunication by the Church, the law will

Btill recognise their spiritual character, and

give civil effect to all they do in that charac-

ter." This drew the spiritual thunder upon

the Governments ; and nothing better could

have happened. We should have liked to

have seen a good thundering bolt flung at

Prince Bismarck. We believe it would have

been done with hearty good will had it been

judged at all expedient, and returned, doubt-

less, with an equally hearty good will. But
enough has been done in this respect to give

increased vitality to the movement. lis ground
has been enlarged, and from being a question

of a technical kind touching the infallibilitj-,

whether it resides exclusively in the bishops

or exclusively in the Pope—a strife which
would have dragged languidly along, and, in

a short while, gone out—it has been elevated

into a conflict for civil rights and mental
emancipation, and grown into a war which
Rome for her own sake had belter have
avoided. How that war, now fairly com-
menced, can be stopped, we do not see. Every
man who joins the Alt-Catholics, and every

new excommunication thundered forth from
Rome, is a widening of the breach. The Alt-

Catholics cannot make their submission, and
the governments cannot wilhdravv their pro-

tection from them, unless they are prepared
to yield up the country to a foreign power.
Thus Germany is being turned into a politico-

ecclesiastical battle-field. Neither party can
permit the controversy to rest where it is at

present. The Alt-Calholics must advance if

they mean to make good their position against

their great enemy. They must discuss and
agitate and enlighten the public mind. In
conducting this process their views will en-

large, their sympathies will widen, and, per-

chance, they may even j-et adopt a higher
doctrinal basis. But though the movement
should never grow into a reforming one, of

which we have very little hope, it will, be-

yond peradventure, grow into a strong dis-

ruptive force, which will help to break in

pieces the iron unity of a power which has
weighed so long and so heavily upon the civi-

lization, the liberty, and the religion of the
world.

Tor "The Priend."

On reading in the 49th number of "The
Friend" the account of Lj^dia Hibberd, and
her desire in her last sickness that " all would
leave the room, that she might wrestle alone :"

it has brought forcibly to mind a similar ex-
ercise of dear Daniel Wheeler's in his lust

sickness. When apparently in a very ex-
hausted state, he said to those around him,
" Well now my dear friends, I want to be left

entirely alone with my heavenly Father;"
and several times during his illness he made
a similar request. His testimony also con-
cerning his son Charles, in his last illness, has
been remembered : The comforting evidence
given him after his death of his being " ac-
cepted in the Beloved."
"Dear Charles' desire that I should pray

for him, when on the bed of sickness, often
tended greatly to my own humiliation, it

being at that time frequently mj' lot to be as
one unable to pray even for myself; and when
the spirit of supplication was at seasons per-
mitted to influence my mind, it was not that
length of days should be added to his life, or
that it should be shortened ; but that the will

of his heavenly Father should be done, what-

ever it might be ; and that all his afflictions

might be sanctified to his eternal benefit; and
strong were my cries to the God and Father
of our Lord Jesus Christ, that though the

dear sufl:erer might not be permitted to give

us any strikingly comforting assurance of his

being ' accepted in the Beloved ;' yet that an

evidence might be vouchsafed of his having
been admitted into that heavenly kingdom,
which shall never have an end. On looking

at his remains some hours after his departure,

to my unspeakable comfort, 1 saw on his

placid countenance that evidence for which
I had besought the Lord. In the midst of

death there was a sweet angelic smile, sur-

passing that of life; its loveliness none can de-

scribe."

A Naturalist's Life in Brazil.

One day was so much like another, that a

general description of the diurnal round of

incidents, including the sequence of natural

phenomena, will be sufficient to give an idea

of how days pass to naturalists under the

equator.

We used to rise soon after dawn, when
Isidoro would go down to the city, after sup

with species in both Lepidoptera and Coleop-

tera. We rarely saw caterpillars. After several

years' observation, I came to the conclusion,

that the increase of these creatures was
checked by the close persecution of insectiv-

orous animals, which are excessively numer-
ous in this country. The check operates at

all periods of life—on the eggs, the larvae, and
the perfect insects.

;

The heat increased rapidly towards two
o'clock (92° and 93° Fahr.), by which time
every voice of bird or mammal was hushed;
only in the trees was heard at intervals the

harsh whirr of a cicada. The leaves, which
were so moist and fresh in the early morning,
now became lax and drooping; the flowers

shed their petals. Our neighbors the Indian
and ilulatto inhabitants of the open palm-
thatched huts, as we returned home fatigued

with our ramble, were either asleep in their

hammocks or seated on mats in the shade, too

languid even to talk. On most days in June
and July a heavy shower would fall some time
in the afternoon, producing a most welcome
coolness. The approach of the rain-clouds

was after a uniform fashion very interesting

to observe. First, the cool sea-breeze, which
plying us with a cup of coffee, to purchase the 'commenced to blow about 10 o'clock, and
fresh provisions for the day. The two hours which had increased in force with the increas-

before breakfast were devoted to ornithology, ling power of the sun, would flag and finally

At that early period of the day the sky was die away. The heat and electric tension of

invariably cloudless (the thermometer mark- the atmosphere would then become almost in-

ing 72° or 73° Fahr.); the heavy dew or the 'supportable. Languor and uneasiness would
previous night's rain, which lay on the moist seize on every one; even the denizens of the

foliage, becoming quickly dissipated by the
j

forest betraying it by their motions. White
glowing sun, which rising straight out of the clouds would appear in the east and gather

east, mounted rapidly towards the zenith, into cumuli, with an increasing blackness

All nature was fresh, new leaf and flower-buds ' along their lower portions. The whole east-

expanding rapidly. Some mornings a single iern horizon would become almost suddenly

tree would appear in flower amidst what was black, and this would spread upwards, the sun
the preceding evening a uniform green mass 'at length becoming obscured. Then the rush

of forest—a dome of blossom suddenly created
i of a mighty wind is heard through the forest,

as if by magic. The birds were all active ; 'swajing the tree-tops; a vivid flash of light-

from the wild-fruit trees, not far off, we often jning bursts forth, then a crash of thunder,

heard the shrill j-elping of the Toucans ;and down streams the deluging rain. Such
(Rhamphastos vitellinus). Small flocks of storms soon cease, leaving bluish-black motion-

parrots flew over on most mornings, at a great 'less clouds in the sky until night. Meantime
height, appearing in distinct relief against the jail nature is refreshed; but heaps of flower-

blue sky, always two by two chattering to petals and fallen leaves are seen under the

each other, the pairs being separated by regu- trees. Towards evening life revives again,

lar intervals; their bright colors, however, and the ringing uproar is resumed from bush
were not apparent at that height. After break- land tree. The following morning the sun
fast we devoted the hours from 10 a. ji. to 2 'again rises in a cloudless sky, and so the cycle

or 3 p. JNi. to entomolog:y; the best timefor in- is completed; spring, summer, and autuoin,

sects in the forest being a little before the
j

as it were, in one tropical day. The days are

greatest heat of the day. We did not find more or less like this throughout the year in

this country. A little difference exists be-

tween the dry and wet seasons; but gener-

ally, the dry season, which lasts from July to

December, is varied with showers, and the

wet, from January to June, with sunny days.

It results from this, that the periodical pheno-

We
them at all numerous, although of great va-

riety as to species. The only kinds that ap-

peared in great numbers of individuals were
ants, termites, and certain species of social

wasps; in the open grounds dragon-flies were
also amongst the most abundant kinds of in-

sects. Beetles were certainlj' much lower in 'mena of plants and animals do not take place

the proportion of individuals to species than at about the same time in all species, or in the

they are in England, and this led us to the jindividuals of any given species, as they do in

conclusion that the ants and termites here
|

temperate countries. Of course there is no
must perform many of the functions in nature! hybernation ; nor, as the dry season ia not

which in temperate climates are the office of jexcessive, is there any aistivation as in some
Coleoptera. As to butterflies, I extract the tropical countries. Plants do not flower or

following note from many similar ones in my shed their leaves, nor do birds moult, pair, or

journal. "On Tuesday, collected 46 speci-j breed simultaneously. In Europe, a wood-
mens, of 39 species. On Wednesday, 37 speci- land scene has its spring, its summer, its au-

mens of 33 species, 27 of which are different 'tumnal, and its winter aspects. In ihe equa-

from those taken on the preceding day." The torial forests the aspect is the same or nearly

number of specimens would be increased if I so every day in the year : budding, flowering,

had reckoned all the commonest species seen, fruiting, and leaf shedding are always going
but still the fact is well established, that there on in one species or other. The activity of

is a great paucity of individuals compared birds and insects proceed without interrup-
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ion, each species having its own separate

imes; the colonies of wasps, for instance, do
lot die off annually, leaving only the queens,

18 in cold climates; but the succession of gen-
irations and colonies goes on incessantly. It

s never either spring, summer, or autumn,
put each day is a combination of all three.

iVith the day and night always of equal
engtb, the atmospheric disturbances of each
lay neutralising themselves before each suc-

eeding morn ; with the sun in its course pro-

ieeding mid-way across the sky and the daily

perature the same within two or three
legrees throughout the year—-how grand in

ts perfect equilibrium and simplicity is the

arch of Nature under the equator!

—

Bates.

Service.

Be ye servants unto all, even as Christ is

;ervant unto all." Service is the highest act

md attitude of one being to another. The
lumb, blind, unintelligent service of animals
-of the horse, the dog, the elephant, and in

arlier times of the falcon and otter—has

rained and ennobled the position of these

•easts that perish. Their constant companion-
hip with humanity has changed their wild

lature and taught them affection, while their

nstincts have been so sharpened and directed

hat they approach reason. Intelligent asso-

iation has made them intelligent and culti-

ated their natural powers.
What school of training have we in our

ouseholds now? How do people in general

ook at their relations with servants ? Dean
wift once said to a lady, complaining of her
ervants :

" Madam, you cannot expect every
"rtue under Heaven for ten pounds a year."

Chere is a general feeling of distraction now
all classes. Complaints of shiftless, inferior,

Jegenerate help, meet our ear on all sides. We
ihink it very largely the employer's fault.

When one meets another, whom he considers

greatly his superior, he waits to have his su-

perior decide their mutual intercourse. If he
confident, dull, and conceited, he often takes

t upon himself to place himself in intimate
^•elationship, whether it is welcome or not.

The greater and larger nature must forbear

th the inferior, because of his very superi-

ority and to set him an example. But in

sither case the superior leads the inferior.

Once awaken self-respect in and for their

siness, and you have powerful educators
[with you. If servants can take hold of the

pdea that they are most necessary and valu-

able parts of our household, and can earn by
their well-doing, besides their wages, consid-

eration, value, affection, the antagonistic rela-

ition between employers and employes will

idie, and the higher idea of help, of service pos-

isess their souls.

Let every master or mistress remember
three general rules: "Do as you would be
done by." "Put yourself in his or her place."

"Then let your example be right."

In these late hot days and nights, when life

was a burden in the parlor, how went it with
cooks and laundresses? Their always over-

beating occupations were desperate under
such weather. We knew of one poor girl, in

a large house in the country, whose room was
over the kitchen and directly under the roof

of a wing, and so between two fires, the sun
above, and the stove below. She worked hard
all day, and at night went to her room, to be
baked alive, and bitten besides by thousands

of mus(iuitoes, while there were three or four

cooler rooms in the high house, furnished with
nets, that were empty and unused. How
much strength or enthusiasm could this ser-

vant put into her daily work after such nights?
Put yourself in his place. Would you like

the never-ending drudgery of coarse house
work day by day? You answer, the best of
you. Yes, I would, if, like them, I could do
nothing else. There comes in j'our superi-

ority. The better you are the better you
would do this work, common as it is

;
and your

education would help you to do it easier and
better, besides giving you pleasant thought bj'

the way.
If a servant is treated with selfishness, it

brings out his own selfishness in response.
If we neglect her personal comfort she will

think little of ours in return. If we scorn

menial labor, she will slight it, doing as little

as possible in return for wages. If her friends

are not allowed to visit her freely and openly,

she will deceive; or her starved nature will

sour and embitter toward you who make this

unjust rule. Let him or her exercise his capa-

city for friendship and enjoy its pleasures.

Being friendly to one assists friendship for

all ; fur feeling grows, as much as muscle, bj-

exercise. Encourage all their attempts at

improvement. Let them see your sympathy,
and receive your help in their at first almost
blind struggles after something higher.

It seems sometimes as if many mistresses

never thought once of the mutual obligation

of domestic service. It is owed from the ser-

vant for money duly paid by the employer.
That the superior intelligence owes anything
besides wages to the inferior does not seem
to occur to them. It is, on the other hand, a

grave responsibility, not to be shirked, to look

well to the ways of our household.
In this connection it may not be improper

to speak from personal experience. We have
ourselves taken emigrants fresh from ship—

•

stupid, so stupid that they have twice set the

house on fire. They have boiled lettuce and
dressed asparagus as a salad, reversing direc-

tions. For some weeks they showed not a

spark of intelligence, and they seemed hope-

less. But when a few years have passed, this

raw creature had changed to a dignified, kind,

religious girl, who enjoyed books and papers
and lectures, and who was offered a fabulous

price as nurse and companion to a sick young
lady. But neither large wages nor lighter

work could tempt her from her first place.

Only when a good home and a gude man of

her own offered was she tempted to "better
herself."

When these rustic peasants came in, we
have taken pains to explain to them the great

change in their life. How diet would affect

them, and that many of their countrywomen
lost their fine skins and good teeth and rich

hair by too generous living, after their plain

diet. We have told them of the danger of

strong tea and coffee; and they have believed

us, and with pride exhibited their dazzling

white grinders after seven years of American
life. We have found them uniformly docile,

apt, and grateful. Of course, there is a differ-

ence in materials to work upon. But we be-

lieve almost any nature will respond more or

less to persistent effort of enlightenment; also

that this household work is a great duty of

the American woman, and one sadly ne-

glected.

And, finally, when we are troubled by their

incompetency, their inefficieacy, their incom-

plete work and random helterskelter notions,
for keeping up our patience, let us remember
how our service seems to the Great Master.
At our best, it is but striving, not fulfillment,

and in his eyes most full of shortcoming
;
yet,

if only the will, the purpose is right, how he
accepts it. And then remember faithful ser-

vice ennobles him who offers it, but cannot
exalt him who receives it. We are the in-

feriors, if we constantly receive and never be-

stow.— The Independent.

It is Dark.—There come seasons of dark-
ness in all our lives,—times when there are
neither sun, nor moon, nor stars in the sky,

and we stand still in fear, or grope, trembling.
A few years ago there fell upon my life one
of these seasons, in which I could see neither
to the right hand nor to the left. A terror

of darkness was upon me. One night I lay
awake, thinking, thinking until my brain
grew wild with uncertainty. I could not see

even a step in advance, and feared to move
onwards lest with the next footfall I should
plunge into hopeless ruin. Very strongly
was I tempted to turn aside from the way
in which I was going,—a way reason and
conscience approved as right ; but something
held me back. Again and again I took up
and considered the difficulties of my situation,

looking to the right hand and the left for

ways of extrication ; now inclining to go in

this direction, and now in that
;

j'et always
held away from resolve by inner convictions

of right and duty that grew clear at the mo-
ment when I was ready to give,up my hold
on integrity.

So the hours went heavy-footed until past

midnight. My little daughter was sleeping

in the crib beside my bed. But now she be-

gan to move uneasily, and presently her timid

voice broke faintly the still air.

" Papa I papa !" she called. " What is it,

darling?" I asked. "Oh, papa! It is dark.

Take Nellie's hand." I reached out my band
and took her tiny one in my own, clasping it

firmly. A sigh of relief came up from her
little heart. All her loneliness and fear were
gone, and in a few moments she was sound
asleep again.

" Oh my Father in Heaven!" I cried, in a
sudden, almost wild outburst of feeling. " It

is dark, very dark. Take my hand /" A great

peace fell upon me. The terror of darkness
was gone. " Keep hold of my hand, oh, my
Father!" I'prayed fervently ;

"and though
I walk through -the valley of the shadow of

death, I will fear no evil. Let not my feet

wander to the right or to the left."

Sleep fell softly on my eyelids, and morning
broke with scarce a seeming interval of time.

I felt calm and strong. The day was to be

one of severe trial. Dark uncertainty rested

over it. But I was resolved to walk steadily

through its trials and its pains, holding tight-

ly the hand of my Father. Oh I is not the

Lord better to us, if we will trust Him, than
all our fears ? There came fierce assaults

upon my integrity. I was lured by golden
promises. I was threatened with disaster

and disgrace ; but my hand lay in the firm

clasp of One who " sticketh closer than a

brother," and who is strong to save. In my
rectitude I found safety. Had I swerved, I

should have gone down to hopeless ruin.

Even my tempters, who had hoped to gain

through my defections from honor, bore wit-

ness to my integrity. And now, having ea-
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caped the perils of this difficult and danger-

ous pass, peace, prosperity, and honor opened

on my view; but the highest and dearest of

all my possessions is mine integrity, which

but for the hand of my Father grasped it

darkness, I should have lost.

—

Home Maga
zine.

FATHER AND CHILD.

cloudThe way is dark, my Father : cloud c

Is gathering o'er my head, and loud

The thunders roar above me. See, I stand

Like one bewildered : Father, take my hand.

And through the gloom lead safely home
Thy child.

The way is long, my Father ; and my soul

Longs for the rest and quiet of the goal:

WhUe yet I journey through this land.

Keep me from wandering. Father, take my hand.

Quickly and straight lead to heaven's gate

Thy child.

The cross is heavy. Father, I have borne
So long, and still do bear it. Let my worn
And fainting spirit rise to that blest land

AVhere crowns are given. Father, take my hand

;

And, reaching down, lead to thy crown
Thy child.

The way is dark, my child ; but leads to light

:

I would" not have thee always walk by sight

;

My dealings now thou canst not understand
;

I meant it so ; but I will take thy hand.
And through the gloom lead safely home

My child.

The way is long, my child ; but it shall be

Close to the gate, how I did take thy hand.
And, quick and straight lead to heaven's gate

My child.

JAMIE DOUGLASS.
'Twas in the days when Claverhouse
Was scouring moor and glen.

To change with fire and bloody sword
The faith of Scottish men

Who'd made a covenant with the Lord
Firm in their faith to bide.

Nor break to Him their plighted word
Whatever might betide.

The sun was well nigh setting.

When o'er the heather wild
And up the narrow mountain path

Alone there walked a child.

He was a bonnie, blithesome lad.

Sturdy and strong of limb,

—

A father's pride, a mother's love
Were fast bound up in him.

His bright blue eye glanced fearless round,
His step was firm and light.

What was it, underneath his plaid.

His little hands grasped tight ?

'Twas bannocks, which that very morn
His mother made with care

From out her scanty store of meal,
And Dow^, with many a prayer.

Had sent by Jamie, her one boy,

—

A trusty lad and brave,

—

To good old Pastor Thomas Roy,
Hid now in yon dark cave.

For whom the bloody Claverhouse
Had hunted long in vain.

And sworn he'd never leave that glen
Till old Tam Roy was slain.

So Jamie Douglass went his way
With heart that knew no fear.

He turned the great curve in the rock,

Kor dreamed that death was near.
And there were Claverhouse's men,
Who laughed aloud in glee

When, trembling now, within their power
The frightened child they see.

He turns to flee ; but all in vain.

They drag him back apace.

To where their cruel leader stands.

And set them face to face.

The cakes, concealed beneath his plaid,

Soon tell the story plain.
" 'Tis old Tam Roy the cakes are for

!"

Exclaims the angry man.

" Now, guide me to his hiding-place.

And I will let you go."

But Jamie shook"his yellow curls,

And stoutly answered " No."
" I'll drop you down yon mountain's side.

And there upon the stones

The old, gaunt wolf, and carrion crow,

Shall battle for your bones."

Then in his brawny, strong right hand
He lifted up the' child,

And held him where the cleft rock frowned

A chasm deep and wild,

—

So deep it is, the trees below
Like stunted bushes seem.

Poor Jamie looked in frightened maze

;

It seemed some horrid dream.

He looked up to the sky above.

Then on the men near by.

Had they no little boys at home.
That they could let him die?

But no onespoke, and no one stirred,

Nor lifted hand to save

From such a fearful, frightful death

The little lad so brave.

" 'Tis woefu' deep," he shuddering cried
" But oh! I canna tell.

So drop me down then, if you will

;

'Tis nae sae deep as Hell."

A childish scream, a faint, dull sound,

O Jamie Douglass true

!

Long, long within the lonely cave
Shall Tam Roy wait for you !

Long for your welcome coming waits

The mother on the moor.
And stands and calls, " Come, Jamie, lad !"

Through the half-opened door.

No more adown the rocky path
You'll come with fearless tread.

Nor over moor and mountain take
The good man daily bread.

But up in Heaven the shining ones
A wondrous story tell

Of a child snatched up from a rocky gulf
That's nae sae deep as Hell.

And there, before the great white throne.
Forever blest and glad.

His mother dear and old Tam Roy
Shall meet their bonnie lad.

Independent.

Webster's Speeches.—In one of the
in Congress, which suddenly called Daniel
Webster to his feet, he made a brief but most
eloquent speech, apparently without any op-
portunity for previous preparation. In the
course of his remarks, he threw out the fol-

lowing sentence, which has ever since been
admired as one of the most harmonious and
expressive in the English language. He was
speaking of our military' conflict with Great
Britian :

" Our fathers raised their flag against
a power to which, for purposes of foreign

conquest and subjugation, Eome, in the height
of her glory, is not to be compared ; a power
which has dotted over the surface of the
whole globe with her possessions and military

posts, whose morning drumbeat, following the
sun in its course, and keeping pace with the
hours, circles the earth with one continuous
and unbroken strain of the martial airs of
England." As he sat down, one of the Sena-
tors congratulated him upon his speech, and,
alluding lo the above passage, said that to him
'twas inconceivable how Mr. "Webster, in a
speech so manifestly unpremeditated, could

have formed so perfect and so beautiful a

sentence, which with hours of study he could

not improve. D. Webster replied that the

passage was not extemporaneous; that in his

summer vacation he had visited Quebec, and,

while standing on the massive and almost im-

pregnable citadel there, looking out upon the

wondrous scene of national grandeur, and ol

nature's loveliness spread before him, the idea

occurred to his mind. He immediately took
his seat upon a gun, and, with pencil and pa-

per, sketched the thought in the most appro-

priate language he could at the moment com.
mand. Upon arriving at his hotel he sat

down at his leisure, and wrote and re-wrote

it, with many interlineations and erasures,

until he had molded it into the form of words
which satisfied him. He then laid it aside in

his retentive memory, to be used when the

occasion should offer. The opportunity arose

upon that day.

—

Late Paper.

Sponge Gathering.—The Pall Mall Gazette

furnishes an interesting account of the man-
ner in which sponges are collected on the

coast of Tunis, the information being derive
"

from a report on the subject to the foreign

office, by 'V'ice Consul Green.

The business is most actively carried on
during the three winter months, for at other

seasons the places where the sponges exist

are overgrown with seaweeds. The storms
during the Eleventh and Twelfth months de-

stroy and sweep away the thick marine vege-

tation and leave the sponge exposed to view.

The gathering is divided into two seasons,

namely, summer and winter, the former com-
mencing in the Third and ending in the

Eleventh month. Bu.t the business is not
very productive in summer, as it is confine

to the operations carried on with diving ap-

paratus, which can only be used on rocky and
firm bottomed places, or to the success of na-
tive searchers who wade along the shores and
feel for sponges with their feet among the

masses of seaweed.
The sponges thus collected by the Arabs

are also of an inferior quality, owing to the
small depth of water in which they are grown.
As calm weather and a smooth sea are essen-

tial to success in obtaining the sponge, the

winter season, although lasting three months,
does not generally afford more than forty-five

working days. The Arab inhabitants of the
coast, Greeks and Sicilians, are chiefly em--
ployed in the business, the Greeks, however,
being the most expert sponge-men, while the •

Arabs are the least skilful. Sponges are either
obtained by spearing with a trident, diving,

with or without the assistance of an appa-
ratus, and by dredging with a machine some-
what similar to an 03'ster dredge. The Arabs,
principally natives of Markenah and Jerbah,
employ boats called sandals, manned by from
four to seven persons, one of whom is the only
harpooner or spearsman, while the others
manage the sails, &c. The spearsman watches
for the sponges from the bows of the sane
and the boat is luffed round on his perceiving
one, so as to enable him to strike it.

The depth of the sea in which the Arabs
collect is from fifteen to twenty-five feet. Al-
though the Greeks are most expert divers,

the majority of them use the spear. They
employ small and light boats, just sufficient

to carry a spearman and oarsman. The boat
is rowed gently along, while the spearman,
searches the bottom of the sea by means of a
tin tube fourteen inches in diameter, by nine-.
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ben inches in lengtli, at the end of which is

laced a thicl< sheet of glass. The tube is

ighlly immersed in the water and enables

36 spearman to view the bottom undisturbed

y the oscillations of the surface. The spears

3ed by the Greelis are shorter than those

nployed by the natives and Sicilians, but

ith wonderful adroitness they are enabled

( reach sponges covered by sixty feet of

ater.

They hold in their hands from three to

)ur spears, and dart them so quiclsly and

'ith such precision, one after the other, that

efore the first has time to disappear under

he surface, the second strikes its upper ex-

reraity, and thus gives it additional impetus

3 reach the sponge aimed at. The Sicilians

Iso use the spear, and in small rowing boats,

ut do not understand the employment of the

ube, and have not acquired the knack of the

Jreeks in using several speai-s ; they conse-

uently seldom secure an equal quantity of

ponges, although they are always more suc-

essful than the Arabs. A new sponge is re-

roduced within a year whenever one has

een removed, and the produce might be coq-

iderably increased by the employment of

acre hands.

For "The Friend.

William Savery.

Having lately been reading the life of Wil-

am Savery, and being particularly struck

rith the interesting nature of the whol
ournal, I have concluded to transcribe a few

aragraphs to be inserted in " The F:
"

loping some of our young friends who see

hem may be induced to read for themselves

hose valuable writings of our worthy "Elders

Q the Truth ;" believing, were they willing so

o do, they would find much more peace and
atisfaction than in spending their time over

he fashionable reading of the present day,

Page 442, Friends' Library, W. Savery
ays, " My good friend and companion Wil-

iam Farrer having received a letter from
lome, informing of the illness of his nephew
md partner, thought it his place to return

.here, which was some trial to me, having
ravelled in true fellowship on the continent

ind on these islands ten months together, and
ive parted in the same, both being affected

it the separation. Several Friends accom
oanied me to Bath, at which we arrived before

^oon. The public meeting this evening was
arge, a considerable number of other profes

30rs attended, and many could not get in
;

ihey behaved with great propriety, and I felt

my mind relieved to my own satisfaction

Very few of the members of our Society here

have the appearance of Friends, and some
3aid they were sorry they could not attend,

but they were engaged in parties at that

hour.* Having paid a visit in the forenoon

to the famous Hannah More and her four

sisters, some of them being present at the

meeting, came and invited us to their house
again." After relating several interesting

circumstances W. Savery says, " Hannah
More having desired a friend to bring me to

their house again, I there found the celebrated

William Wilberforce who had been at the

meeting, which I knew not of; but it was
somewhat remarkable and unusual, that I

should be led to touch upon the enormity of

*As far as appears these watering places prove very
Onproductiye soil for Quakerism.

te familiar,

and he asked me many questions about the
the slave trade ; we soon became qui

state of religion in the ditferent parts of the

continent where I had been, and appeared

much pleased that 1 had bad an interview

with Thomas Paine. Hannah More and her

sisters are all unmarried, live in good style

ind do a great deal of good, they have written

and compiled many excellent works, some for

he use of charity schools, &c. They are a

band of sisters desirous of employing their

time in doing what maj^ be beneficial in the

world, and avoid all the gay and dissipating

amusements of Bath."

4th. On leaving Bath, I was persuaded

that notwithstanding the great dissipation

abounding in the place, the Lord hath a con-

siderable number of sincere-hearted seeking

children there, though our Society is indeed

at a very low ebb. Looking back at my visit

among the people, thankfulness covered my
mind that the Lord had preserved me, as 1

humbly hope, from wounding the blessed cause

of Truth, which is at times above all thin

dear to me. I had dreaded going there, but

was convinced that the Lord is sufficient for

his own work. Passed on to Devizes, but

felt no necessity to make much stay there.

Walking through the market, I took notice

of a monument in the middle of the street

erected to commemorate the sudden death of

a woman, who told a deliberate lie, in order

to defraud. The inscription is a solemn

warning to deter people from frauds and lies

in making bargains.

3d mo. 10th. Dined at Benjamin West's,

in company with George Dillwyn; and he

having concerted the necessary measures pre-

paratory to a visit to the royal family, George
Dillwyn, Mary Knowles and myself, went
with him in his carriage to Buckingham
house, where we arrived about six o'clock.

The queen ordered the pages to show us into

one of the apartments where we waited about

five minutes, when one of the lords came to

conduct us to the drawing room. The king,

queen and three of the princesses, with prince

Ernest Augustus, met us with pleasant coun-

tenances. Being informed of my late journey

on the continent, the prince asked me many
questions, but with rather too much rapidity,

tie particularly wished to be informed of the

present state of Lyons, which gave me an

opportunity of expressing my feelings on the

horrors and mis.^eries of war, and that it must
be devoutly wished by every good Christian,

that a total cessation of that dreadful practice

should take place, and which every one, ac-

cording to his rank and station in the world,

ought to labor to promote : to this the queen

and princesses, who stood close around us in

a groupe gave an emphatic assent. The king

and queen asked questions on several subjects,

to which I gave answers as I was qualified.

The king engaging in conversation with

George Dillwyn, I turned to the queei

I told him I seldom meddle at all with
politics, as it was not my business. No, no.

no, said he, I understand; but as a people

you can never form so natural an attachment
with any nation of Europe as England

; we
are united by religion, relationship, commerce
disposition, &c. I replied, that I valued the

connection, and hoped the family compact
would never be broken ; and the queen who
had caught a part of the conversation desired

I would repeat it ; was much pleased with the

dea, and spoke of it to her daughters with

satisfaction. The king spoke of the Theo-
philanthropists in France, but had not a

right idea of them. I told him I desired to

embrace the good, as my brethren, under
every different modification of outward form
and profession in the world ; to which ho

and the queen replied, a good christian must
do 80, for he has the same regard for good
people of different professions. After much
free conversation, I could hardly take leave

of them without tears. Benjamin West made
a motion, the king and queen, with the chil-

dren drew a little back, and with gestures of

respect, bid us a " good evening." I said a

few words at parting; George Dillwyn also

expressed a little. After we retired, Benja-

min West staying a little, heard the king say

to the queen, " Charlotte, how satisfactory

this has been."

prii

with the interview. She gave me the names
of the children and their ages, and told Mary
to bring her sister Amelia, who was unwell,

but she came in
;
she is a tall girl of fourteen.

We conversed with the king, queen, and chil-

dren, like old acquaintances ; and I told them
I was grateful for their condescension in re-

ceiving us in this social manner, for there

was not a single person in the room with us

all the time. The king asking me about the

Words in Season About the Season.—The
season of the year has arrived when comfort

and health are in antagonism. Caution is

especially needed this j'ear, as the frequent

rains have deposited an unusual amount of

moisture, to be acted upon by the hot sun,

which has caused in many places unusually

rank vegetation. The coolness of the August
evenings tempt many people to sit out of

doors, on lawns, and grass-plats. This is an

especial temptation to the dwellers in cities,

who are temporarily in the country. The
strangers are surprised that the regular

country residents do not appreciate the deli-

cious coolness, but prefer to remain indoors.

Experience may teach the pleasure seekers

that a few hours of personal comfort are

dearly purchased at the price of an inter-

mittent fever. Even "ague," in its mildest

form, is sufficient to shake out of the patient

all appreciation of the beauty of a summer
nights dream in the country. Only within

the range of the bracing air of the seashore

can one with impunity be exposed to the

night air.

The costume of children is a subject to

which more sensible heed should be given.

Exposure of the naked limbs may be tolerated

at midday, but the practice, not wise at any

time, is dangerous in the early morning, or in

the evening. Laborers who endure, apparent-

ly uninjured, extreme heat and sudden rains,

prefer woollen clothing to any other, and

would soon be prostrated if they ventured

who all appeared highly pleased upon the half-clothing which careful parents

put upon their children. Nature provides for

dumb animals, suited to certain climes, the

covering appropriate. Man, whose residence

is upon the whole earth, is given reason to

adapt his habits and his costume to the pre-

servation of his health. The season and its

" kindly fruits" are inconsiderately blamed

for the sickness which is the simple result of

imprudence. U a reasonable amount of fruit

should not enter into man's daily food, then

situation of things between France and Am- 'Nature, in richly providing it, is ver^ waste-
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ful. But nature does not provide the fierce

condiments and artificial combinations which
create "intestine war." These things, and
not simple and nutritious vegetables, are the
source of many of the diseases for which
climate and articles of diet are denounced
Ledger.

that "

hath 1

There

He

For "The Friend

A Word of Enconragemcnt.

A letter received from a Friend residing in

a country town, after expressing his apprecia-

tion of •' The Friend," as a valuable journal,
and bis satisfaction with the editorials that
have from time to time appeared in its col-

umns, contains the following remarks, which
seem of general interest.

"Surely in this day of extravagance in

dress, and of erecting very costly and gaudy
places of worship, it is no time to lay down
our arms, and sa}' our testimonies are not
worth contending for. On the other hand
there is much to encourage us. Several testi-

monies given us alone to bear before the
world, have now become very much if not
entirely adopted by other religious people, if

not by societies, t think the great spectacle
of two of the most powerful nations on the
face of the earth being willing to submit im-
portant differences to a peaceful arbitration,

such as is now sitting at Geneva, is a great
and encouraging spectacle ; also witness how
our testimony against slavery, intemperance,
judicial oaths, mourning, as it is called, lot-

teries, ctr-., have become subjects of serious
reflection to sober minded people of all classes.

An interesting case took place here recently
in regard to mourning; a mother of a large
and interesting family of pretty strict Pres-
byterian views, moving in our best circle of
society here, with whom I had an acquaint-
ance, having been informed that her end was
near, expressed her regret that they did not
let her know sooner, as she had something
on her mind that she would like to have at
tended to; but among her dying requests was
one that her family should not put on mourn
ing for her. An editor of one of our papers,
ou whom I called to publish an article or
Judicial Oaths, who had been Provost Mar
shal of this district, rather declined to pub
lish, but on calling again, said he had read it,

and would publish it ; that the reading of it

had entirely changed his views; that he had
administered thousands of oaths, and had
taken that with the uplifted hand without
thinking of the responsibility he was assum-
ing : now he believed that an affirmation was
safest. So it appears to me, that all that is

wanted in many instances is, that the Truth
should be presented in a proper manner."

without form or comeliness," and
o " beauty" to make Him desirable.

is nothing to feed and support those
airy and fantastic notions, which their minds
have previously and so perniciously imbibed.
Thus the inestimable pearl is overlooked or
set at naught ;—the language of the prophet
is verified, and the blessed Master is, I fear,

at this day, by too many in this way " des-

pised and rejected of men."—D. Wheeler.

Selected.

There are persons who have actually com-
menced a reform in great sincerity, and have
been drawn into solid and sei'ious reflection

;

but these unhappily, frequently fall into the
way of a class of people, whose writings and
conversation lead them to expect, that when
they embrace the religion of Jesus, they will
immediately witness some delightful sensa-
tions of heavenly joy. But alas! they calcu-
late on the reward before the warfare is be-

gun. If such, for a short season, persist in

communing with their own hearts, and are
through condescending love and mercy, favor-
ed to draw near to the Saviour of men, their
expectation is disappointed; and they find

Peddlers in Japan.

In all times and countries peddlers and
hawkers seem to have been and to be an in-

stitution. It may have been thought that
the introduction of railways, a cheap and
rapid means of locomotion, would be a death-
blow to the fraternity, but it is a fact that
even in the close neighborhood of London
itself, where the lines of railway form a com-
plete network over the face of the country, a
large business is still at the present day trans-

acted by these peripatetic merchants. We
need not, therefore, be surprised to find that
they flourish in Japan ; and having lately "in-
terviewed" one or two of the fraternity, we
thought that the information we obtained
might be interesting to some among our read-
ers. Theflrst of these was a travelling "fami-
ly medicine" chemist, with a store of pills,

boluses and herbs of different sorts, for the
replenishing of the medicine chests of his
clients. Hesitating to offer him the use of
our body whereupon to experiment, we fol-

'owed him to a house where he had business.
Ou his arrival the lady who presided over the
menage brought forth a lot of bags, all appar-
ently containing medicines, from which the
peddler picked out the one bearing his house
seal. This contained a series of smaller bags
which he proceeded to overhaul. First giv-
ing credit for the pills, etc., left from last
year, he went through the stock in a most
business like manner, inquiring as to the pre-
vailing ailments during the preceding twelve
months. The family consisted of four child-
ren, between the ages of one and five years,
and the stock of medicines for that juvenile
portion of the house having been exhausted
early in the year, had been replenished by
another" traveller;" which seems to show that
the practice of giving quantities of physic to
those who are too young to be able to offer
any successful resistance is not confined to
Europe and America. Any chance of a simi-
lar error in the estimate of the quantity re-
quired for this year was carefully guarded
against, and our Autolycus proceeded with
his investigations. A pill which, from the
quantity given out, we should take to be al-

most as universal in its effects as Holloway's,
was next in order; and in the interest of sci-

ence one of them was tried, with most effec-

tive results. The whole of the stock having
been reinforced to the liking of both parties,
the bill was made out, and to our surprise
amounted to some sixty cents only. There
was no grumbling about it, and the man went
on his way to the house of the next of his
customers. This pack-man was fairly com-
municative, and told us with an apparently
truthful air that he was from Kashiu, and that
his establishment supported about thirty men
like himself, who took it in turns to com-
pound medicines and travel round with th

ninth month, and manage to get the whole
their round done in six months. He spo
highly of the capabilities of the

this neighborhood for swallowing physic, b
thought that Osaka was too well supplie

According to him, there are, of course,

medicines like those produced by his houf
and the benighted condition of the Osakait
is something painful to contemplate.
On another occasion we waylaid a gentl

man with a large pack on his back, and foui

that a load of books and pamphlets constit

ted his stock in trade. He estimated its vali

at about 870, and told us that there we
about twenty-five men belonging to varioi

booksellersin Osaka who travelled in the i

style, and made regular tours all over tl

diflferent parts of Scshiu, and that if he wei
to walk for a month without making, at
rate, $20 profit he should think he had dor
badly. His stock was a motley one. Larj
scrolls folded up, for teaching Japanese an
Chinese writing in all its curious varietie
the characters being left white on a blac
ground ; English spelling books, dictionarie
natural philosophies, grammars and others
aids to the English and the German langui
ges

;
books of songs for the guitar and smalk

books of warlike ballads; political squibs (

all kinds, and a miscellaneous stock that
would take a day to describe. Along wit
his peddling of these, which he sells to an
one who will buy, he also carries on a regula
commercial traveller's business in taking oi

ders for future delivery. One book which ef

pecially took our fancy was a native imitatioi

of "McGuflfey's Eclectic Primer," which ha'

been printed at Yeddo, and printed in color

too. This specimen of literary piracy is reai

ly worth the small price asked for it by th
dealer, for the sake of a laugh. The openin;
page shows a picture of three good Japanesi
children going into a gateway which is labelet

in distinct characters "Gakko," or "school.'
A little further on we came to some vili

specimens of caligraphy, which are intende(
to teach the young Japanese idea how t<

write English, but on seeing them one cat

easily understand why so few of the manj
Japanese who have studied from books only
can read any of the written character. Fol
lowing upon these is a series of drawings sup
posed to illustrate the alphabet, but it would
surprise a good many Europeans were they tc

be told that " ra-ku" is the pronunciation ol

"lark;" and it is confusing to find that the
word before it is "ink," spelled as "iunki,
though the latter would be more likely to leadi

to a recognition of the word than the previous
example. Still we fully recognize the difficul-

ty there is in spelling these and similar wordf
with the very imperfect syllabary now
use in Japan, and sincerelj- sympathize with
the widespread craving for books of this kind
amongst all classes, high and low. One more
" curio" in this book we must mention. It ia

an illustration to a lesson about " going up,"
and shows a horseman in full Japanese dress,
on a gaily caparisoned steed, careering up
remarkably steep flight of steps. We hope
that none of the students of this work will be
mpted to essay a climb to the Moon Tem-

ple in the fashion here dipicted, or we are
afraid they may obtain a lesson in " coming
down," which will effectually put an end to
their schooling.He said he was one of a party of four, who are

now " doing" Sesbiu (this province,) and Ban-
1 On tlie'whole, however, these books are a

Bhiu. Ihey start out during the eighth or I healthy sign of the times. They show at
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LSt that among the people generally there

an earnest and widely diffused desire to

irn, which is a great stride along the road

progress.

—

Iliogo News.

Selected.

Went in the afternoon to Tonedale. Towards
e conolusion of the visit (^as indeed through-

it the day at times) iny mind seemed to be

vered with something of a desire to ap-

oach the sacred footstool. There did not

ipear to bo any opportunity for giving ex-

eesion to this feeling, nor am I sure such

I offering was required. I desire to be found
atchlul, in not passing by opportunities of

awing near to the Fountain of all good,

hen we meet for social intercourse, in thai

veront bowedness of spirit, wherein the

ind is permitted to feel the descendinga of

ivenly dew; but I am afraid of words,
epen us all. Oh Lord ! cause us to grow in

) root rather than in the branches; that

B maj' increase in holy stability, and bring

rth only such fruit as is acceptable to Thee,

I'ough the power of the Spirit of our Lord

I

BUS Christ.

—

Maria Fox.

Ceremony in the English Parliament.—On
iday [June 14lh] before the customary
Baty questions were renewed, the House

entertained by a visit from the Lord
ayor of Dublin. The corporation of this

ty has the right, in common with the cor-

iration of the city of London and the Town
juncil of Edinburgh, to present petitions at

e bar through their chief officer in his robes,

d the right is never waived. The advent
his lordship was preceded by a slight flut-

r of excitement in the House, and presently

e doors were flung wide open. In the dis-

nce in the lobby might be seen a gorgeous
aze of scarlet, which we supposed must be

e nimbus about something above common
ortality, for Lord Charles Eussell, the Ser-

ant-at-Arms, left his sent, walked up to the

,ble, and taking the mace, went down to-

ards the entrance to the House. A mes-
inger next advanced and slid the brass rod
ross the passage between the cross-benches,

this brass rod is really the bar, but except on
ocasions like this it is never drawn. The
bor-keeper now entered the House, and
jiouted out " Lord Mayor of Dublin," where-
pon the Lord Mayor, attended by the Ser-

tant-at-Arms, with the mace on his shoulder,

jbd some other corporation officer in full

ress, advanced to the bar and bowed to the

beaker. "Lord Mayor of Dublin," called out

be speaker, in a clear voice, " what have you
aere?" "A petition, sir," humbly replied

lis lordship, and the nest thing to be done
(as to direct the clerk at the table to go and
bceive it. This the clerk did ; it was read at

16 table and the Lord Mayor then retired,

ackwards, bowing as he went, till he reached
le door,—not a very easy thing to do, let me
»y. So the corporation got their jietition

resented. What it cost to do it is their

ffair, and not ours. It is their affair, too, to

ansider whether any substantial advantage
Iras secured by this mode of presentation be-

fond what would have been secured by ad-

iressing it to their worthy member, Mr. Pim,
jnd .putting it in the post-office.

—

Xoncon-
}prmist.

I A good cause is often hindered more than
Ldvanoed by an injudicous zeal in promoting
!t.

—

George Billivyn.

Ninth month 2nd, 1839. In the last sitting

of the select meeting, [Ohio] I had some re-

marks to make on the great responsibility of
those in the station of elders, who, if not
anointed from on high, are incapable of dis-

cerning from whence the ministry proceeds

;

and to add my belief, that there is a ministry
growing in the Society, which if not checked,
would till the minds of the hearers with thing^
like the "abomination of desolation," spoken
of by the prophet, that would stand in the
holy place, where it ought not,—in the place

of vital religion, and would make truly des-

olate and destitute of the presence of the
Lord. It was the elder.-) of Ephesus who
were sent for, and charged to take heed tc

themselves, and to the flock, by the great
Apostle.

—

Daniel Wheeler.

Fenelon, Archbishop of Cambray, used to

say that he loved his family better than him-
self, his country better than his family, and
mankind better than his country; for I am
more a Frenchman, added he, than a Fenelon,
and more a man than a Frenchman.

THE FRIEND.

EIGHTH MONTH 24, 1872.

This being the first number of another vol-

ume of "The Friend," we would remind our
subscribers of the difference in the price

charged if paid in advance, and if not paid

until after the issue of the sixth number.
Experience has proved that prepayment for

the volume is equally acceptable to subscribers

and helpful to ihose who have the labor ana
expense of conducting the Journal. Our sub-

scription list has increased considerably dur-

ing the last year, and it gives us pleasure to

aclinowledge that our patrons are almost
universally prompt in complying with thu

terms. Of course, new subscribers are charg-

ed but two dollars let their subscription be-

gin at what time in the volume they may.
The whole amount received is required to de-

fray the actual expenses of the journal, with-

out any pecuniary emolument to the " Con-
tributors," who edit and cater for it. They
are therefore the more emboldened to urge
on Friends to take the needful care for ex-

tending its circulation in their respective

neighborhoods.
A considerable accession to the list of sub-

scribers in Great Britain has been particularly

gratifying, and the testimonials from several

Friends there of their approbation of the

efforts made by ''The Friend" to maintain
the principles and doctrines of the gospel as

revived and promulgated by the early mem-
bers of our religious Society, and to point out

and oppose the various departures from those

doctrines and testimonies which so sorrow-

fully characterize the present eventful period

in the history of our Society, both in that

country and our own, are strengthening and
encouraging, giving ground to hope that a

band of living witnesses for the truth will be

preserved by the blessed Head of the Church
within the Society everywhere, who, though
" a poor and afflicted people," as they continue

to trust in the Name of the Lord, may yet see

of the travail of their souls and be satisfied.

The line of demarcation between those
who adhere to true (Quakerism or Primitive
Christianity revived, and those who, having
embraced a new religion, arc unwilling longer
to acknowledge Fox, Penn and Barclay as
exponents of their faith, is becoming more
and more clearly defined

;
and as the laying

down of one testimony after another goes
on among the latter, it must ere long become
so apparent that many who are using the in-

fluence they possess, to lead away from the
ground originally occupied by the Society, are
much nearer to some other professions than
to Friends, that the impropriety of their con-
tinuing to assume the name will be too glaring
10 be persevered in, and the world will be able
to discriminate between them and Friends.

In entering on the 46th volume of "The
Friend," many reminiscences are awakened
of the vicissitudes it has passed through, and
of those who in the course of that time have
been numbered among " The Contributors."
A generation has passed away and another
risen to take their places since it was insti-

tuted and devoted to the defence and promul-
gation of the doctrines and testimonies of
Friends. Men of excellent talents and large

religious experience, whose places on earth
shall know them no more, have given it their

care, and labored that it might be rightly con-

ducted. The work is now in the hands of
their successors, who though they cannot flat-

ter themselves with having caught the man-
tles of their prodecessers, are nevertheless

conscientiously bound to support the same
cause, and feel it a duty, however imperfectly

it may be performed, to continue in the
course marked out by those who have gone
before them. They will endeavour, while
supplying a similar selection of miscellaneous

reading as heretofore, to raise a warning
voice against the inroads of that spirit which
is leading away so many from the simple
spiritual religion of the New Testament held

by our forefathers, and to give their feeble

efforts towards building up the members of

our beloved Society on our most holy faith.

Contributions, whether original or selected,

are solicited from all who are willing to assist

in the good work, and the same regulations

as heretofore published, in regard to the ad-

mission of matter into the columns of the

journal, will be observed.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The annual meeting of the British Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science opened at

Brigliton on the lotli. Dr. W. B. Carpenter presided^

In liis opening address lie alluded in terms of warm,
praise to Dr. Livingstone, who persisted in remaining
in Africa in the interest of science. He also highly

commended Stanley, who was present, for the courage

he displayed in carrying out his mi^siim to a^^certain

the whereabouts of Livingstone. At tin m. • ii',_ ( - (lie

association on the following day, St m k-

count of Dr. Living.-tune's travels .i ' m
Africa during the p:i-t si.x vt.ir-. ,

• nt,

the .

^pekc

s. He
'. of Li

Itawlii

Liboro .and state

illuwcd, cordially acknowledging

The strike of agricultural laborers for higher wages
Lontiiiiies in U.'cfordshire. The government has placed

a number of soldiers at the di^po--al of ihe farmers, and
the crop-. \\ hich were in danger are now being harvest-

ed. The olficers of the National Agricultural Union
have protected against the proceedings of the authori-
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The passage of the repeal of the party proce-isions act

was generally celebrated throughout Ireland on the

loth inst. by "the Roman Catholics, and in some places

there was disorder. At Belfast, while the procession

was passing through the streets, it was stoned by a large

crowd of persons. The entire city was thrown into an

uproar of excitement, and several collisions occurred

between mobs of Protestants and Catholics, during

which a large number of persons were .seriously injured.

The riots continued on the three following days, and

the barracks of the police and several houses were

sacked by the rioters. A regiment of dragoons had

been sent" from Dublin to assist the police in restoring

order.

Belfast advices to the 19th state that the rioting in

that city continued. Many victims of the riot were in

the hospitals, a large number of them being disabled

with bullet wounds and sword cuts. Some persons had
been killed in the streets. Serious disturbances were

also in progress at Lurgan.

A Berlin dispatch says: It is reported that valuable

petroleum wells have been discovered in Silesia, and
there is much excitement in the province.

General Moltke ha-s gone to Belfort to inspect the

new fortifications. A Paris correspondent of the Stan-

dard says, the German government has intimated to

Thiers its intention to retain po.ssession of Belfort,

though it is willing to make a compensatory concession

to France.

By order of the German authorities the Jesuit estab-

lishment at Issenheim, Alsace, has been closed. Beck,

the general of the order of Jesuits, has convoked an

assembly of Jesuits at Borne, to consider a project

changing the name and dress of the Jesuits expelled

from Prussia: making as many as possible enter into

the orders still suffered to exist there.

A special dispatch from Madrid to the London Tivies

says that King .A.raadeus has not, as reported by tele-

graph from that city, signed the decree providing for

the gradual abolition of slavery in Cuba and Porto Rico.

The document which he has signed is simply a code of

rules, providing for the enforcement of the law passed

by the Cortes in 1869, making preparations for the em-
ancipation of slaves in the Spanish colonies. It is re-

ported that Don Carlos has returned to Geneva from
Spain.

A special dispatch from Florence to the London
Daily News, states that it is rumored there that Cardinal

Antonelli has quarrelled with the Pope, and threa

to resign should the latter persevere in his hostility to

the Italian government ; and, also, that Anlonelli ha-s

requested the clerical journals to refrain from publisl

ing speeches of the Pope.

A Paris dispatch says : The report that the Germans
are fortifying Belfort in violation of their treaty obliga-

tions is declared to be without foundation. They have
only completed the works commenced during the siege

of Belfort, which were left in an unfinished state.

The Cnban insurrection still retains vitality. The
Biario, of Havana, says the indications are that a win-

ter campaign against the insurgents will be necessary

We are convinced that this campaign of 1872-73, will

be the last we will have to sustain.

On the 22d ult. a revolution broke out in Lima,
lieaded by Thomas Guiterrez, Minister of War. Presi-

dent Balta was seized and thrown into prison, and
Guiterrez declared himself dictator. He was supported

only by the army. President Balta was subsequently

murdered in pri.son. The dictatorship lasted only four

days, the popular feeling being .strongly declared against

the usurper. Many lives were lost during the outbreak,

including Guiterrez and his brothers.

It is estimated that the present population of Paris

is half a million less than it was six years ago.

During the Sixth month 1500 deaths occurred in

Valparaiso, more than half being from small pox,

which prevails throughout Chili and Peru.

A Madrid dispatch of the 19th says, that it is appre-

liended there will soon be a fresh outbreak attempted

by partizans of the ex-Queen Isabella, and that the oc-

casion will be seized upon by the Carlists to renew theii

attacks. Local disturbances have occurred in Pampe
luna between the Carlists and Liberals.

London, Stli mo. 19th.—Consols 92J. U. S. sixes,

1862, 92i ; ditto, ten-forties, 88.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, Ojd.; Orleans, lOJfi.

lOJrf. California while wheat, 12s.; red western spring,

lis. 6(/. a lis. ?,d. per 100 lbs.

United States.—Miscdlaneom.—A dispatch from
Dakota says that track laying on the Northern Pacific

Railroad is progressing at the rate of three miles per

day. The line is now being located along the Yellow-

stone river in Montana, and there is no opposition from
the Indians on any part of the route.

Illinois is about to build fifty-five miles of levees on
the Mississippi river, seven feet high, forty-one feet at

the base, and five feet at the top. It is expected by
this work to reclaim 200,000 acres of the best land in

the State.

A dispatch from San Francisco says that rich silver

mines have been discovered in Lower California, 200
miles south of the American line.

The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered
495, including 240 infants under two years of age. There

i 104 deaths of cholera infantum, 36 marasmus, 8

sunstroke, 9 drowned, consumption 42, small pox 8,

old age) 5.

The steamship Pennsylvania, the first of the four
steamers to ply between Philadelphia and Liverpool,
was launched on the 15th inst. from the ship-yard of

Wm. Cramp & Sons, on the Delaware. The contracts

were made with this firm about one year since for four

iron steamships of 3016 tons each, to be 3-53 feet long,

and 43 feet beam ; to carry 75 first class and 854 steer-

age passengers. The whole to be finished by the first

of next year, at a total cost of $2,080,000.
The Third National Bank of Baltimore, situated in

the heart of the city, was robbed by burglars on the

night of the ISth inst. The entrance was effected from
an adjoining building. Two of the safes were broken
open and a large amount of bonds and currency carried

off". The total loss will probably amount to several

hundred thousand dollars.

TTie MarkeU, &c.—The following were the quotations
ijn thf 10[li inst. New York.—American gold, II44.

r. S. -i.x, -, I-^l, 118; ditto, 5-20's, 1868, 115|; ditto,

lii-Ki, ."i |H-i r,-iu-, 113J. Superfine flour, $5.75 aS6.25
;

StiiiL- fxtra, Si;., 5 a §7.30; finer brands, ?-7.50 a $10.50.
White Virginia wheat, §1.85; white Tennessee, .S1.80;
amber Tennessee, *1.70; red western, $1.60. Western
mixed oats, 44} cts. ; white, 47 a 51 cts. Philadelphia.—
Middling upland.s cotton, 22 ots,; New Orlean.s, 22 } cts.

Superfine flour, §>.•_'-) a S,i..>(i: lim-r Iii-;umIs, ,^,").7.">
:i §10.

Kentucky whUe win-, a, ,-l.--'.; aiMl.n-, .~1.7ii a -1.75;
Indiana red, S1.U2 a ,^l.'i,j. Kvi-, ^li

i [-. W-iImw corn,

63 cts. ; white, 60 a 7U cts. White uat,-<, 4G a 48 cts.

;

western mixed, 43 a 44 cts. Sales of about 2,500 beef
cattle at the Avenue Drove-yard, choice and extra at 7f
a 8J cts. per lb. gross; fair to good, 61 a 7\ cts., and
common, 4 a 5 cts. Sheep sold at 5.', a 6J cts. per lb,

gross ; hogs at §7.50 a §7.87 per 100 lb. net. Baltimore.
—Choice white wheat, §1.80; fair to i)rime red, §1.0.;

a §1.75. White corn, 68 a 70 cts.
;
yellow, 64 a 65 cts.

Southern oats, 44 a 46 cts. Chicago.—No. 2 Chicago
spring wheat, §1.57 ; No. 3 do., $1.18 a »1.20. No. 2
mixed corn, 41 cts. Oats, 27} cts. Lard, 8} a 8| cts

St. Louis.—No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.00. No. 2 corn
36J cts. Oats, 25} cts. Rye, 60 cts. Cleveland.—No. 1

red winter, -1.60; No. 2 do., $1.40. Corn, 45 a 50 ct

Oats, 32 a 36 cts. De/roii.—Extra wheat, §1.67 a §1.6!
amber, §1.41. Oat.s, 35 cts.

RECEIPTS.
Received from William C. Stokess, N. J., §2, vol. 46

;

from Uriah Borton, N. J., §2, vol. 46; from Samuel P.
Leeds, N. J., §2, vol. 46; from Nicholas Newlin, Sen,
Pa., per Hannah Mendenhall, §2, vol. 46 ; from Sarali
Greene, R. I., §2, vol. 46 ; from Alfred King, Agent
N. Y., *2, vol. 46, and for Mary Ann Simkin, Susan
King, Gilbert Weaver, Francis Arraistead, Samuel
Simkin, and Earl Hallock, §2 each, vol. 46; from
Richard C. Shoemaker, Pa., »2, vol. 46 ; from James
Hilyard, N. J., §2, vol. 46 ; from Morris Cope, Pa., §2,
vol. 46 ; from Hannah G. Leeds, N. J., per Abram P.
Rudolph, §2, vol. 46 ; from Elizabeth Fawcett, O.,

vol.46; from Edward Thorn, N: J., §2, vol. 46, 'and
for Joseph S. Middleton, ^2, vol. 46 ; from Wilson Hall,
for Friends' Boarding School, Mt. Pleasant, O., $2, vol!

46, and for Mary P. Smith, Ind., $2, to 52, vol. 45

;

from Ezra Engle, N. J., §2, vol. 46; from WalkL_'
Moore, N. J., §2, vol. 46 ; from Sarah A. Cope, Pa., §2,
vol. 46 ; from D. J. Scott, Pa., $2, vol. 46, and for Ann
Scott, §2, vol. 46 ; from Jane B. Davis, Pa., $2, vol. 46;
from Sarah C. Paul, N. J., and Hannah T. Paul, City
§2 each, vol. 46.

Bemiltances received after Fourth-day morning, will not
appear in, the Receipts until thefollowing week.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Term of this Institution opens on thi

28th of Tenth month next. Parents and others who
intend to .send pupils will please make early applic;.

tion to Aaron Sharpless, Superintendent, (address
Street Road P. O., Chester Co., Pa.), or to Charles J,

Allen, Treasurer, No. 304 Arch street, Philadelphia.

I

Eighth mo. 13th, 1872.

FRIENDS' SCHOOL AT GERMANTOWN.
The Committee having engaged an experienced Ma.

Teacher, competent to give instruction in the branchi

taught by the late Principal, the school will be n
opened on Second-day, the 9th of Ninth month, wit

the expectation of continuing its past high standard i

a graded school. The school is divided into Primar
Intermediate and Higher departments, each supplie

with good teachers; and the course of study includ<

the usual English branches, mathematics, Latin, Greel

f de.iired ; French and drawing. Special facilities ft

instruction in Chemistry, Physics, and Physiology ai

afforded by a suitable laboratory, ample philo-^ophit

apparatus,' and a very superior set of Auzouz's model
in comparative anatomy.
For terms, &e., apply to Samtjel Emlen, Clerk t

Committee, No. 627 Market St., or Germantown, Phili

The Association for the care of Colored Orphans a

lad to be noticed by a " Country Contributor." Thi

ave a large family under their care this summer, an-

will gratefully receive fruits and vegetables, if delivere

in good order, through the West Philadelphia Expres
No. 119, 432 or 3948 Market St., at the Institution 44t

and Haverford Sts. ; or by Hibberd Alexander, v
'

kindly interested to forward them.
E. Rhoads, Secretary.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
These schools, under the care of the four Month!

Meetings of Friends in this city, will re-open c

Second-day, Ninth mo. 2d, 1872. The Boys' Schoo
on Cherry St., above Eighth St., is under the care •

Zebedee Haines, as Principal. The Girls' School, c

Seventh St., below Race St., is under the care

Margaret Lightfoot. There are also two Primal
Schools for the instruction of those children who
too young to attend the higher schools ; one of which
held in the Meeting-house at the corner of Sixth

Noble streets, the other in the Boys' School buildii

on Cherry street.

The attention of Friends residing in this city and i

neighborhood is particularly invited to these school

The terms are moderate, and by provisions recently 1

for tliat purpose. Friends belonging to Philadelph
Yearly Meeting, sending children to these schools, (al

meiiiliersl who may find the charges burdensome, can 1

fully relieved. In the principal schools opportuniti
are afforded of obtaining a liberal education in usef

branches of study, and in the Latin and Greek la

guages. In the primary schools the children are 1

grounded in tho.se of a more elementary character.

It is desirable that applications for admission of chi

dren should be made early, and that parents retnrnir

children to the schools should send them at the begii

ning of the term.

Further information may be obtained upon applic
tion to the Trea.surer of the Committee,

James Smedley, No. 415 Market stree

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The next Term will begin Ninth mo. 11th. Exam

nation for admission Ninth mo. 10th, at 9 A. M.
Arrangements are in progress to establish a course 1

Practical Scieiice and Civil Engineering, to which studeni

may be admitted next term.
Students whose homes are within a convenient <

tance, may be admitted to the College for instructio)

without board.

For terms, &c., apply to Samuel J. Gujime
Haverford College P. O., Montgomery Co., Pa.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philaddphv
Physician and Superintendent

—

JoshuaH. Worti
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may \

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board i

Managers.

Died, at the residence of Joseph Ilooton, near Moore
town. New Jersey, on the 4th inst., Marmaduke Ln
pincott, aged about 77 years. During his illness 1

was preserved in a patient, submissive spirit. His di

pendence seemed to be placed on the mercy and meri
of his Saviour—to which he several times referred ; an
his friends have the consoling belief that he has bee

WILLIAM H. pile, PRINTER.

'

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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The Mound Builders.

The following extracts are taken from Bald-

in's Notes on American Archfeology:

One of the most learned writers on Ameri
a,n antiquities, a Frenchman, speaking of

iscoveries in Peru, exclaims, "America is to

e again discovered ! We must remove the

eil in which Spanish politics has sought to

ury its ancient civilization." In this case,

uite as much is due to the ignorance, indif-

arence, unscrupulous greed, and religious

inaticism of the Spaniards, as to Spar
lolitics. The gold-hunting marauders who
bjugated Mexico and Peru could be robbers

ind destroyers, but they were not qualified

any respect to become intelligent students

(f American antiquity. What a select com-

bany uf investigators, such as could be organ-

ized in our time, might have done in Jlexico

liod Central America, for instance, three hun-

dred and fifty years ago, is easily understood,

[n what they did, and in what they failed to

io, the Spaniards who went there acted in

strict accordance with such character as they

Qad ; and yet we are not wholly without obli-

gation to some of the more intelligent Span-

iards connected with the conquest.

There are existing monuments of an Ameri-
can ancient history which invite study, and
most of which might, doubtless, have been

studied more successfully in the first part of

the sixteenth century, before nearly all the

old books of Central America had been de-

stroyed by Spanish fanaticism, than at pre-

sent. Remains of ancient civilizations, differ-

ing to some extent in degree and character,

are fnand in three great section.s of the Ameri
can continent: the west side of South Ameri-
ca, between Chili and the first or second de-

gree of north latitude; Central America and
:Mexico ; and the valleys of the Mississippi and
Ohio. These regions have all been explored

to some extent—not completely, but suffi-

ciently to show the significance and import-

ance of their archroological remains, most of

which were already mysterious antiquities

when the continent was discovered by Colum-

An ancient and unknown people left remains
of settled life, and of a certain degree of civi

for them either as a nation or a race ; therefore

they are called " Mound Builders," this name
having been suggested by an important class

of their works.
Prominent among the remains by which

we know that such a people once inhabited

that region, are artificial mounds constructed

with intelligence and great labor. Most of

them are terraced and truncated pyramids.

In shape they are usually square or rectangu-

lar, but sometimes hexagonal or octagonal,

and tho higher mounds appear to have been

constructed with winding stairways on the

outside leading to their summits. Many of

these structures have a close resemblance to

the teocalUs of Mexico. They differ consider-

ably in size. The great mound at Grave Creek,

West Virginia, is 70 feet high and 1000 feet

in circumference at the base. A mound in

Miamisburg, Ohio, is G8 feet high, and 852

feet in circumference. The great truncated

pyramid at Cahokin, Illinois, is 700 feet long,

500 wide, and 90 in height. Generally, how
ever, these mounds range from six to 30 feet

high. In the lower valley of the Mississippi

they are usually larger in horizontal extent,

with less elevation.

There have been a great many conjectures

n regard to the purposes for which these

mounds were built, some of them rather fan-

ful. I find it most reasonable to believe that

le mounds in this part of the continent were

used precisely as similar structures were used

in Mexico and Central America. The lower

mounds, or most of them, must have been

constructed as foundations of tho more im-

portant edifices of the mound building people.

Many of the great buildings erected on such

pyramidal foundations, at Palenque, Uxmal,

and elsewhere in that region, have not disap-

peared, because they were built of hewn stone

laid in mortar. For reasons not difficult to

understand, the Mound Builders, beginning

their works on the lower Mississippi, con

structed such edifices of wood or some other

perishable material ; therefore not a trace of

them remains. The higher mounds, with

broad, flat summits, reached by flights of steps

on the outside, are like tho Mexican teocaltis,

or temples. In Mexico and Central America

these structures were very numerous. They
are described as solid pyramidal masses of

earth, cased with brick or stone, level at the

top, and furnished with ascending ranges ot

steps on the outside. The resemblance is

striking, and the most reasonable explanation

seems to be that in both regions mounds of

this class were intended for the same uses.

Another class of these antiquities consists

of inclosures formed by heavy embankments

of earth and stone. There is nothing to ex-

plain these constructions so clearly as to leave

no room for conjecture and speculation. It

has been suggested that some of them may
have been intended for defence, others for

the ditches or fosses were on the inside, in

others on the outside. But no one can fully

explain why they were made. We only know
that they were prepared intelligently, with

great labor, for human uses. Lines of em-

bankment varying from five to 30 feet in

height, and inclosing from one to 50 acres, are

very common, while inclosures containing

from 100 to 200 acres are not infrequent ;
and

occasional works are found inclosing as many
as 400 acres. Combinations of the square and

circle are common in these ancient works, and

the figures arc always perfect. This perfec-

tion of the figures proves that the builders

had a standard of measurement and a means

of determining angles.

About 100 inclosures and 500 mounds have

been examined in Eoss county, Ohio. The

number of mounds in the whole State is esti-

mated at over 10,000, and the number of in-

closures at more than 1,500. The great num-

ber of these ancient remains in the regions

occupied by the Mound Builders is really sur-

prising. They are more numerous in the

gions on the lower Mississippi and the Gulf

of Mexico, than any where else ;
and here, in

cases, sun-dried brick was used in the

embankments.
One peculiarity at the South is, that while

the inclosures are generally smaller and com-

paratively less numerous, there is a greater

proportion of low mounds, and these are often

laro-er in extent. Harrison Mound, in South

Carolina, is 480 feet in circumference, and 15

feet hio-h. Another is described as 500 feet

in circumference at the base, 225 at the sum-

mit, and 34 feet high. In a small mound near

this, which was opened, there was found an

urn 'holding 46 quarts, and .also a considerable

deposit of beads and shell ornaments, very

much decomposed. Broad terraces of various

heights, mounds with several stages, elevated

and long avenues, and artificial

lizalion, in the valleys of the Mississippi and 1

ligious purposes. A portion of them, it may

its tributaries. We have no authentic name |
be, encircled vUlages or towns. In some cases

passage
,

ponds, are common at the South.

At Seltzertown, Miss., there is a mound

600 feet long, 400 wide, and 40 feet high.

The area of its level summit measures four

acres. There was a ditch around it, and near

it are smaller mounds. Tho north side of this

mound is supported by a wall of sun-dried

brick two feet thick, filled with grass, rushes

and leaves. Dr. Dickeson mentions angular

tumuli with corners still quite perfect, and

formed of large bricks bearing the impression

of human hands. In Louisiana, near the

Trinity, there is a great inclosure faced with

sun-dried bricks of large size; and in this

neighborhood ditches and artificial ponds have

been examined. In the Southern States these

works appear to assume a closer resemblance

to the mound work of Central America.

The result of intelligent exploration and

study of these antiquities is stated as follows

:

"Although possessing throughout certain gen-

eral points of resemblance going to establish

a kindred origin, these works nevertheless re-

solve themselves into three grand geographi-
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respects Society. At different times, in the love of the ble with her friends for the solemn purpose

fnT. pJhTh fh'/> •

'°
S'^^'^.'^fy

merge,Gospel she visited most of the meetings with-
1
worship. She was a tender symrthLerwiinto each other that it is impossible to deter- in the bounds of Dublin Yearly Meeting of the
--•" .ympamizer wi

mine where one series terminates and another —^-' -• • -
e^

begins."

On the upper lakes, and to a certain extent
in Michigan, Iowa, and Missouri, but particu-
larly in Wisconsin, the outlines of the inelo-

sures (elsewhere more regular in form) were
designed in the forms of animals, birds, ser-

pents, and even men, appearing on the surface
of the country like huge relievos. The em-
bankment of an irregular inclosure in Adams
county, Ohio, is described as follows by Squier
and Davis :

" It is in the form of a serpent,
upwards of 1000 feet in length, extended in

graceful curves, and terminating in a triple
coil at the tail. The embankment constitu-
ting this figure is more than five feet high,
with a base. 30 feet wide at the centre of the
body, diminishing somewhat toward the head
and tail. The neck of the figure is stretched
out and slightly curved. The mouth is wide
open, and seems in the act of swallowing or
ejecting an oval figure, which rests partly
within the distended jaws. This oval is formed
by an embankment four feet high, and is per-
fectly regular in outline, its transverse and
conjugate diameters being respectively 160
and 80 feet. The combined figure has been
regarded as a symbolical illustration of the
Oriental cosmological idea of the serpent and
the egg; but, however this may be, little doubt
can exist of the symbolical character of the
monument.
No symbolic device is more common among

the antiquities of Mexico and Central America
than the form of the serpent, and it was some-
times reproduced in part in architectural con
structions.

CTo be continued.)

, . , , ,.,. .. u. - - cted, frequently to be found at the btwhich she was a diligent attender to an ad- side of the sick and dying, endeavoring
vanced period of life; and was also at times soothe and comfort them, and alleviate th<engaged in visiting the families of Friends, ^distress and suffering. When ability
principally within the bounds of her own 'granted, she would pour forth a petition 1

1

Quarter y Meeting
_

_

|them to the God and father of all our merciJOur dear friends interest in our beloved She was most kind and pitiful to the poor i

Society continued unabated to the end; and had a gift for healing; and many came ev'during her last illness, she said, while on that from a distance, to have their wounds and i I

bed, her spirit had often travailed in deep ex- juries attended to by her i

ercise on its behalf, as well as for her own I Elizabeth Greer's sympathy extended
'

particular meeting. the whole human family. She was introduciShe was favored to retain her faculties to the into much feeling with the sufferers in tl'
last

;
spoke ot the precious covering granted late European war, being deeply sensible th '

her and said, 'I feel to be sitting at the Lord's all war is entirely contrary to the principl i

footstool, waiting His time;" ''I feel very of the Gospel of bur Lord "and Saviour Jes.i

/n'^'n'T "^k"'! P'Vr°' '^^y ^^1'' O Christ, which breathes "on earth neace..ooLord, not mine, be done.'"
She often prayed that patience might be

granted her to wait the Lord's time, and
that He would compassionate her weakness,

A Selection from the Memoranda and letters of the
late Elizabeth Greer—for private circulation.

" The Righteous shall 1

—Psalm cxii. 6.

1 everlasting remembrance.'

Minute of County Tipperary Monthly Meeting,
concerning Elizabeth Greer, a Minister de-
ceased.

Our beloved friend was the daughter of
Thomas and Jane Lucas, and was born in the
year 1779.

In some memoranda left by her, she alludes
to her early life having been much given up
to frivolity and love of pleasure; in the midst
of which, her mirth was often turned into
sorrow, from a sense that she was stifling the
inward convictions of the Holy Spirit; but
goodness and mercy followed her, and bowed
her heart by the transforming power of divine
grace. In the year 1810 she was married to
Thomas Greer. The death of her first-born
Bon, under peculiarly trying circumstances,
tended yet more to bow her into submission
to the will of her Heavenly Father.
She was recorded as a minister by this

Monthly Meeting in First month, 1829. Her
communications, whilst brief, were sound and
lively, and the deep and varied trials through
which, in the course of a long and chequered
life, it pleased her Heavenly Father to suffer
her to pass, eminently qualified her to enter
into tender sympathy with many who were
in affliction and sorrow.
She was a true believer in the Gospel of our

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, and was con-
cerned for the right upholding of the doctrines
and testimonies committed to our religious

on earth peace, goo
will toward men." Her mind seemed to tal
in the prominent passing events of the worl
particularly when hearing of any advanc
ment in the knowledge of the truth. She r
joiced at the accounts of the enlightening
fluenee of the Gospel having broken throug
the darkness and superstition in Spain, ar
of some who were willing to suffer for the
dear Lord and Master.

Elizabeth Greer attended the Yearly Mee
ing in Dublin in 1861 for the last time; j

which she was liberated to visit the men
meeting, where, in a very solemn manne
she spoke of her advanced years, and of ii

being the last occasion on which, she expec
ed, she should join her friends in their Annus
Assembly. In reviewing her service and ei
perience, she testified that she had seen, mor
than once in her day, the encroachments
desolations made in our Society by the spiri
of error, and the falling away that had r<

suited from it; and that now the same thin
Signed by direction and on behalf of the!^^^ making its appearance amongst us, an

Yearly Meeting of Friends in Ireland, held'^'^^'* '* rested with that meeting to make

though she was willing to endure „„„„..„^,
f such was her Heavenly Father's will, say-
ng her dear Saviour had suffered for her, and
should she shrink from her portion!
Near the close, with a clear voice, she ut-

tered the words, "Glory, glory, glory!" and
peacefully passed away the 17th of Eleventh
month, 1871, aged about 93 years—a minister
nearly 41 years.

Signed on behalf of the meeting,
Besja.min Fatle, Clerk.

Signed on behalf of Munster Quarterly Meet-
ing, held at Clonmel the 15th of Fourth
month, 1872,

Benjamin Haughton, Clerk.

The foregoing Minute has been read in this
meeting, and is united with.

in Dublin, by adjournments, from the 1st of
Fifth month to the 9th of the same, inclu-
sive, 1872.

Samuel Bewley, Clerk.

MEMOIR.

Our dear friend Elizabeth Greer was the
laughter of Thomas and Jane Lucas. She

buried in Friends' Burial Ground, Clonmel,
the 23d of the same, aged 92 j-ears and five
months—a minister about 44 years. Her
off'erings in the ministry were brief, sound,
and weighty, evidencing that her lips had
been touched with a live coal from off the holy
altar. She was fervent in prayer, having near
access to the throne of grace. The weio-hti-
ness of her spirit could be felt, even in°our
silent meetings. Her labors in the Gospel
were confined chiefly to Ireland: she was
several times engaged in visiting the families
of Friends within the bounds of her own
Quarterly Meeting. She twice attended the
Yearly Meeting in London.
This dear friend was a bright example in

the diligent attendance of all our meetings,
even to within two weeks of her decease, not

stand against it. Having had this concer:
upon her, she gave it as a charge to them, an.
laid her burden down amongst them.
Our beloved friend had a severe illness ii

the winter of 1866. Hearing that a frieni
was inquiring for her, she desired to see
Elizabeth Greer was feeling better, was raisec

-_- „ „„„ ^^^ ^„.^.. ^Mieiin bed, and spoke of her belief that she wa.was born at Clonmel in the year 1779, and not then to bo taken, telling of the feeling.
was educated at Suir Island School, in that on her sick bed very instructively, then sen:
town. In 1810 she was married to Thomas the following message to one who was absent!
Greer, a member of the Society of Friends at —" Write to thy sister—tell her and her hus-Clonmel She first spoke as a minister in

j

band, with my dear love, that I had not !

1826, and was recorded as such in 1829 She cloud in my way; but the gates did not oper
died the 17th of 11th month, 1871, and was to receive me, so I must wlit, and I am onlj

waiting. I did not see that I was going then
tt felt to me an awful solemn thing to stanc
before Divine Purity, but how much mon
awful if I had to meet an offended God ! Lei
none leave the work of the salvation of th<
immortal soul to a sick bed, for I can tell thai
the pain and weakness of the body are enough
to bear." It was remarked how clear, bright
and sound her views were. She replied, " li
is the Lord's doing; no merit of my own. All
mercy—unmerited mercy."
About two weeks before her removal she

took cold, but notwithstanding attended meet-
ing on First-day morning, the 5th of 11th
month, 1871, for the last time. Towards the
conclusion of meeting a friend supplicated in
a very striking manner for one about to enter
" the valley of the shadow of death," praying.

— „, '"""1 ""<= va.icj/ ui Lue Boauow 01 aeatti, ' pallowing infirmities to prevent her. She often that such might " fear no evil," thai the Lordremarked, it felt to her a privilege to assem-' would be very near, that "His rod and HiS'
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The First-day previous Elizabeth Greer had

en at meelint;;, and exercised her gift in the

Hnistry sound and clear, commencing with

:i„ese words of Scripture :—" Quench not the

iriDirit, despise not prophesyings ;" and then

it forth in distinct language the danger of

lenching the Spirit, and of despising pro-

hecy, dwelling on the operation of the Holy

pirit'in the secret of the heart; adding her

ill belief that the doctrines and testimonies

'truth, as professed by our Society from its

)mmencement are in accordance with the

!,
ospel of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ

;

sjading with these words, " This is my faith."

Our dear friend continued very ill. On

'ourth-day she said to one who stood at her

edside :—" I want to tell thee, that on awak-

ag this morning, a portion of Scripture open-

d to my mind in a very remarkable manner.

For Zion's sake will I not hold my peace,'

cc. 1 wish to tell it to thee, for 1 believe it

vas given to me for the encouragement of

hee and thy sisters, and thy brother and

,i8ter who are with you. When thou goes

lome, get the Bible, and have the 62d chap-

,er of fsaiah read for you all together ;" add-

n>T, " This is a remarkable time in our Society,

i Remarkable time in the religious world, and

[ilso in the political world." She made some

srery striking remarks respecting " our beloved

,j
Queen," &c.

(To be continued.)

time. When, on the same date, the third

year, I caught coU, I^hegiinJo i^q'^'i"«^^'^^°^|;

For "The Friend."

Autumnal Catarrh, (Hay Fever.)

Dr. Morrill Wyman has recently published
''

a book on this disease, to which he has been

;|subject for many years. There are some

'[points about it which have a popular, as well

as a strictly scientific interest. He considers

'lit distinct from the Hay fever of England.

I
One of its most striking peculiarities, is the

' regularity with which, in successive years, it

'

returns, almost on the same day of the month,

generally about the 20th of the Eighth month,

though the precise day varies with different

individuals, and is somewhat affected by local

influences.

The disease appears to be confined to the

northern and middle portions of the United

States. The central and northern parts of

Maine, much of the White Mountain and

Adirondack region, and the higher portions

of the Catskill Mountains are free from it. It

does not appear to extend into Canada, or to

those portions of the Southern States south of

Virginia.

There are probably many cases of it which

are considered by the sufferers as ordinary

colds, and as attention is more generally called

to it, and more extended investigations made,

it may be found to be of more frequent occur-

rence than has heretofore been supposed.

H. W. Beecher, who is one of its victims,

thus describes the manner in which ho is

affected :

" Until I was about thirty-six years of age,

I had no symptoms of it. I was not subject

to catarrh or colds. On returning from a

residence of from twelve to fifteen years

Ohio and Indiana, where I was at various

times subject to malarial poison, I settled in

Brooklyn, N. Y. The second year of my set-

tlement here, say 1849, while at Woodstock,

t, and then learned I had Hay Fever, or Hay

Asthma. I have, with the exception of two

years, had a return of it so punctual, that 1

have always admired, rather than desired,

this instance of the regularity of nature.

There are four stages of the disease in my

'

1. From the first of August to the 17tb

2nth, there is, I am persuaded, a slight febrile

disturbance of my system. Ordinarily it is

not troublesome, or even noticeable. Jiut,

the least cold taken, or the slightest i^-egu-

larity of diet, developes heat, and a kind ol

knitting of the sutures of the skull, as if they

were slfghtly moving, or matching themselves

over again. Sleep is also full of dreams not

celestial. But the whole passes so lightly,

that I did not, until within three years, make

it a matter of study.
, „ .

2 On or about the seventeenth of August,^

the'second stage is developed. My eyes puft

out are very sensitive to light, and full ol

tears. My uose is exquisitely sensitive, and

subject to incessant and copious defiuxion.

The slightest draft of air produces sneezing

of the most enterprising character. To sneeze

in tens and twenties, with repeats ad libitum,

is part of my daily duty. The odor of flowers,

smoke and cinders in cars, dust, perfumes, or

ything ordinarily without disagreeable ef-

3ts now produce sneezing, and a copious

secretion of thin and watery mucus. I his

stage lasts about a week or ten days,—my
eyes growing worse, and the light more in-

tolerable. A walk of half an hour in the full

sunlight is enough at any time to bring on a

paroxysm in every symptom.
_

3. After about ten days the secretion be-

comes thicker, the nose is stuffed
;

the eye

crrows stronger, but the lids are inflamed, and

ftch incessantly. The alee of the nostrils also

are vexed with sharp and itching paroxysms.

During all this time my appetite is moderate^

digestion good, and sleep undisturbed. Other-

wfse than the difficulty of using the eyes,

there is no hindrance to intellectual labors.

4 About the fourth week the eyes are en-

tirely well, the nose somewhat congested still

but the disease drops down upon the chest

asthma develops, a convulsive cough sets m.

In the morning I raise a thick starch-like

mucus, without blood, or any other admix

ture, but like calf's-foot jelly. It has a slightly

metallic taste. T bis stage lasts about a week

or ten days, and then the disease quietly dis

appears; or else it breaks up with some rovi

n the system,—such as a breaking out al

over the'body of itching blotches ;
or a violent

night of cough and asthma, that wrenches

everything about me.

The attack often, in the beginning, comes

on so suddenly that whereas at tea I am en

tirely well, in ten minutes after I am deluged

with tears, and flowings at the nose. In other

seasons the inception is more gradual.

The same feature is observed in the close.

Sometimes it ends so abruptly, that after a

nicrht of suffering, I awake without a symp-

tom left. At other times it oozes and creeps

away, like a rill gradually drying up.

During the whole period of from five to six

weeks, the disease is subject to distinct remis

sions. Although I have bad thirty years' ex

periencc, I am not cured of believing, every

year, that it has ended its career two or three

times during its progress. A day of violent

perturbation is sure to be followed by a day

of quiet. Two or three days of very little

disturbance break out into a great uproar. I

have not noticed that alternate days are, re-

gularly, well and sick days respectively."

"The two summers that I visited Europe,

I was entirely free from it. During the week

that it was due (in 1863) I was in the Tyrol.

On the seventeenth of August it came, knock-

ed, and looked in upon me, but did not stop.

There was a single hour of mild but unmis-

takable symptoms, and onl}^ one.

I have abundant evidence that change,^not

of place, but of climate, will prevent it. The

Catskill Mountain House is tilled every sum-

mer with fugitives from 'Hay Fever,' and

they find immunity. Some of my friends es-

cape it by going to the Adirondack?, and some

by a tour through the Lake Superior region.

The Fire Island Hotel is a great resort of

New Yorkers who are afllicted with ophthal-

mic catarrh. Fire I>land is about fifty miles

from New York, on the ocean coast of Long

Island."

In general, the affection does not appear

to injure the general health of the patient,

though there have been some cases in which

the long continued irritation of the mucous

membrane has led to a permanent thickening

of it; and others, in which chronic bronchitis

has been developed.

There are many causes which are sufficient

to bring on an attack in those liable to this

disease. The most universally efl'ective of

these are the odor of the rag weed (Artemisia)

and riding in railway cars, with exposure to

the attendant dust and cinders. But there

is still great uncertainty as to what it is that

predisposes the system to be so acted on by

these secondary causes. It ceases with the

first heavy frost, which would seem to indi-

cate a vegetable origin.

But one eff'ectual remedy has yet been dis-

covered, which is to remove during its season

to a spot which is free from it. It is surpris-

how effectual, and how rapid in its action,

this remedy is.

" The change in a suff'erer fully under the

influence of his malady, on arriving at the

mountains is sudden and striking. His first

night's sleep is refreshing, and in the morning

his most annoying symptoms—the itching

and watering of the eyes, the sneezing and

nose-blowing, or the asthma—have much di-

minished. A second night is usually followed

by a day, in the course of which most of the

symptoms disappear. If, however, the disease

has continued until the mucous membrane of

the nostrils and air tubes has become irritated

and thickened, the disappearance of the effects

these changes is gradual. Besides this re-

,..f of the local symptom, a still greater change

takes place in the spirits. Activity of mind

and body replace discouragement and weak-

ness, and the sufferer feels assured that he

has at last shaken off his enemy.

The number of cases obtaining this relief

in certain regions is too great to be explained

by coincidence; the repetition, year after

year, of the same relief at the time of arrival

in such regions, is conclusive that the relief

is connected closely with the arrival ;
that the

causes of the disease, whatever they may be,

have ceased to be eUicient. We have no_ evi-

dence that persons, residents of these regions,
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suffer. We have also the still farther evidence
that it is not dependent upon simple eha
of residence, in the fact that very many "of

those who are relieved have tried various
other places without success ; and yet these
places, by their distance from their usual re

sidence, and different physical conditions,

should have afforded relief, provided ordinary
change alone were required. They have also

tried various kinds of drugs, and different

methods of medical treatment, with as little

success." .

'WAITING FOR THE MORNING."
"I am waiting for the morning,"
The languid .sufferer said,

As worn with pain and weariness,
She lay upon her bed.

" I am looking at the eastern skies.

To watch the early dawn
;

Oh, give me patience, blessed Lord,
While waiting for the morn.

" I am waiting for the morning

;

To-night I cannot sleep;

I'm listening for the first bird-note

To break the silence deep

;

I am watching for the twitter

On leafy bough and spray,

And praying still for patience,

While waiting for the day.

" I am waiting for the morning,
I long to see the sun

Come forth in golden glory,

His daily course to run

—

To watch him from the hill-tops

Dispelling .shades of night.

And beaming on my patient eyes.

While waiting for the light.

And thus, " waiting for the morning,"
The weary sufferer lay,

And saw the golden glories

Of a never-ending day.
While gazing at the eastern skies,

Before the early dawn.
Her Saviour sent and called her home,
While waiting for the morn.

For "The Friend."

The following, taken from the "Ledger"
of Philadelphia, represents snakes in a light

so different from that in which they are gener-
ally viewed, that the facts may be worth re-

cording in " The Friend." The habits and
instincts of the Boa are so repulsive that it

is one of the last creatures we should think
of as a domestic pet, but, " there is no ac-

counting for tastes." We have not seen the
English gazette containing the account, but
the known character of the "Ledger," is a
guarantee of the truthfulness of the narrative.

We have no doubt that birds and other
animals may be so paralyzed by fear when
conscious of the near proximity of a snake
endeavoring to capture them as to become
powerless for escape, but the common notion
that snakes can " charm" their prey and
draw it to them, we believe to be an error.

SNAKES IN CHANCERY.

A curious case has been occupying public
attention and the Court of Chancery in Eng-
land, very recently, and, in fact, is not dis-

posed of yet. It exhibits one of the most
extraordinary developments of modern times
in a civilized country ; and, we must go back
to the remote days of serpent worship in

ancient Egypt to find its parallel. A gentle-
man residing near Carlyle house, in London,
is in the habit of keeping a boa constrictor,

a python, and several small snakes in his

house, allowing them to roam about freely in

bis garden, and treating them as members of

his family. The details are horrible, and
would be almost incredible, but that they
have been sworn to before the magistrate and
in a court of law. The circumstances are

best narrated in a letter to the London Times,
which is too long to quote, but is in substance

as follows : The writer of the letter called

on the gentleman in question, who is a music
master, named Mann, and saw him and his

wife. While conversing with them, Mr.
Mann produced out of a closet some snakes,

a boa constrictor and a python, and put them
on his table, to the no small terror of the
visitor, whose fear, however, became mingled
with amazement when he saw the boa and
the python coil themselves round and round
Mr. Mann. Soon afterwards Mrs. Mann and
two little girls entered the room, and went
to the boa, which had been placed on an arm
chair, and, calling it by the most endearing
names, allowed it to twine itself around them.
The creature is described as being as thick
round as a small tree, and after playing with
the children, it coiled itself round Mrs. Slann's

waist and neck, and formed a kind of turban
round her head, expecting to be petted like

a kitten. The children over and over again
took its head in their hands and kissed it.

The visitor says that the animal seemed much
pleased, but kept turning its head continually

toward him with a curious gaze, until he
allowed it to nestle its head for a moment up
his sleeve ; and that nothing could bo prettier

than to see this splendid serpent coiled all

round Mrs. Mann while she moved about the
room.

It is a curious fact that these horrible and
deadly reptiles can form so strong an attach
ment to human beings as they seem to have
done in this instance. About a year ago M
and Mrs. Mann were away for six weeks, and
left the boa in charge of one of the keepers
of the zoological gardens. The poor reptile

moped and refused to be comforted while
there ; but when its master and mistress ap
peared it sprang upon them with delight,

coiled itself round them, and showed everj^

symptom of intense pleasure. The neighbors
on Cheyne Walk, however, did not appreciate
boa constrictors, pythons and snakes, either

generally or individually, but looked upon
them as disgusting reptiles. They could not
welcome snakes in their gardens and houses.
The occupier of one of the adjoining houses
was kept in continual fear by them, for they
would crawl over the garden wall and wander
about his premises to the terror of his family
and servants. And as Mr. Mann refused to

part with his reptiles, the neighbor (Mr.
Cockburn) applied to a magistrate for advice.
The magistrate recommended him to make an
application to the Court of Chancery for an
injunction to restrain Mr. Mann from keep-
'ng the snakes on his premises, and to bring
in indictment against him for carrying on a
nuisance. Mr. Cockburn applied to the Court,
and Mr. Mann was summoned to appear and

cause whj' an injunction should not
issue. lie appeared by counsel, and alleged
that the snakes were pets and harmless. The
judge, however, did not see it in that light;

he did not order the snakes to be brought
into court and examined, it is true ; but he
made the defendant give an undertaking not
to permit any of them to escape into the
plaintiff's garden or house, until the cause
could be fully argued next term; and so the
motion stands over for the present, because

of the Long Vacation. It is surprising ll

the neighbors did not take the law into tli

own hands and destroy the snakes, iiiste

of going into Chancery.
Cases have been known of children havi

been so paralyzed by the gaze of a serjio

that they became helpless victims, and bii

have been destroyed by the reptile in li

manner. In Asia serpent-taming, or " char
ing" as it is called, has been a profession fi-c

time immemorial, but it has always been i

tended with danger. In hot climates i

snakes are venomous; this is not the case

cold climates, and if Mr. Mann's snakes a
English they may be harmless, as he say
but the boa constrictor is a native of Indi

and of the southern portion of this continen
it is a most wicked reptile, and that rende
the triumph of Mr. and Mrs. Mann over tl

one they possess the more remarkable. Tl
subject is a curious one. Snake fascinatic

can be inherited as well as snake propensitie

In Dr. O. W. Holmes' tale of " Elsie Venner
which he says is founded on fact, a very ii

teresting illustration of this power is given.

For "The Friend."

The Way to Life —and the Effects of Walking

therein.

In the writings of Joan Vokins are tw
papers dated respectively, 1687 and 1690, th

one of which seems to have been designed t

point out to those who were burdened
sin, the way of deliverance and of obtainin

peace with God ; and the other is a lively tee

timony to the goodness of the Lord, ai

perienced by those who obey His commands
May the thoughtful reader be encouraged V

follow the leadings of the Spirit of Jesus, a

she recommends, and know its sanctifying

power to accomplish its work in him.

The first of the papers referred to is entitled

" A tender invitation unto all those that wan
peace with God, by reason of the burden of sir

that keeps them from acceptance with the Lore

Jesus, and from an assurance of salvation
\

though it be very desirable to them.
" Oh, it is the weary and heavy-laden that

he tenders rest unto ! and they that take heed
to his good Spirit which is light, and leave

off that which it condemns, and follow its in-

structions, they obtain the way of life, and he
becomes their Shepherd, and they hear his;

voice, and a stranger they will not hear; buti

they follow him ; and he feeds them with thati

which the strangers to his voice, and hireling,

shepherds cannot attain unto, by all thein
arts or parts external ; but it comes to be en-

joyed by faith in Christ Jesus, that gives vic-

tory over sin ; and, therefore, it is time for all

people to consider, and as the apostle said, to

try and examine themselves, whether they be
n the true faith or no; for there is no true

faith, but that which stands in the almighty
Power, and that gives victory over the powers
of darkness; and without this faith it is im-
possible to please God, as it is left upon record
n the scriptures of Truth. So all are to be-

lieve in the Son of God, who is the Light of

the world, and hath enlightened every one
that comes into the world, as saith the sci'ip-

ture; and in the universal love of God, he
gave his Son for a Light to enlighten the
Gentiles, and to be salvation unto the ends of
the earth. He died for all ; and his love so
far extended unto all, both male and female,
that he would have none to perish, but that
fill by turning to his good Spirit, may be
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aved from all that the evil spirit leads into
;

or whosoever follows the leadings of the

tipirit of Jesus, who is given for a Leader of

is people, he leads them in the path of ri^jht-

iilousness, and as they come to be servants of

ighteousness, they come to be free from sin.

t is written in the scriptures of Truth, that

he servants of sin are free from righteous-

less, and they that commit sin are of the

[evil, for he is the original of sin ;
but Jesus

/hrist is the original of the pure, holy and

ndefiled religion, that keeps from the evil of

he world, which is pride, adultery, lying,

heating, idolatry, superstition, and other

pots that those are stained with, who are

iiiot acquainted with him, that said, I wisdom
sad in the midst of the paths ofjudgment, to

ause them that love me to inherit substance.

llPhere is much talking of loving him, but few

l|nclined to keep his commands; and much
alking of his fear, but little standing in awe,

as not to oft'end him. But so far are many
rom taking heed unto the measure of his

spirit of Light that he hath placed in their

learts, that they do not know it leading them
the heart-cleansing fear; for if they did,

low could they plead for sin, so long as they

emain in these bodies? whereas it hath been

laid by the Spirit of the Lord, and left upon
''kcripture record, that the fear of the Lord, is

1 18 a fountain of life, to depart from the snares

>f death ;
and the beginning of the true wis-

lom, and a good understanding, have all they

hat follow after it, for thej- depart fi'om ini-

shuity. It cleanses the heart, and keeps it

lean, according to the testimonies the scrip-

li.ures bear record of; therefore unto it I re-

mend all people, that all may have the

I'brivilege of it, that their hearts may be

ijileansed; for it is well known, there is no re

jentance in the grave, but as death leaves,

ighteoQS judgment will find. And, there

bre, let the loug-suffi^ring and patience of the

Lord lead to repentance, such a repentance

;hat needs no repenting of, a changing of the

aeart, abstaining and refraining from every
ippearance of evil.

This is that which the Lord hath long

ijwaited for, and doth yet wait to be good and
tj^racious unto all those that confess and for-

lisake their evil thoughts, words, and works
tiand they shall surely find mercy with him
•and be acquainted with him, and feel accept

: ance with him, and know the work of hi^

1 sanctifying power, to sanctify throughout in

;
body, soul, and spirit, that the work of saneti

; fication may not be to do when the messenger
'of death will not be denied, for then it will b

!too late to work out our salvation with fear

i and trembling; and, therefore, it would b

good for all to consider, how good the Lord
is, in that he hath considered the frailty of

-all flesh, and hath given unto every one a

.measure of his good Spirit, to help our infirmi

ties, and to teach us. But if we neglect this

gift of God, we shall be inexcusable in the daj'

of account, and he will be clear of us all ; and,

itherefore, let all be diligent to hear the word
of reconciliation, that the work thereof may
be experienced, for it begets again unto God,
those that were afar off, and when the work
of regeneration is witnessed, and the birth of

the water of life, and Spirit of Jesus; then the

new creature that avails with God, comes to

no entering into the kingdom ; for the first

birth cannot enter into the first Adam's na-

ture, all are dead, but they that are begotten

again by the word of God's power, as the

.cripture testifies, they come to be changed
nto the nature of the second Aihiin, the Lord
from heaven, the quickening Spirit, in him all

such are made alive; and as they live in his

fear, and do not grieve his Spirit, their sufli-

ciency is in the engrafted Word of his Grace
that is able to save, and in the same do wit-

ness preservation, as in the days of old
;

it is

the same that David hid in his heart, that he

might not sin against the Lord, and it was as

a lantern unto his feet, and a light unto his

path.

"And so it is now, blessed be the Name of

the Lord I unto them who are truly watchful

in it. But those that are obeying the power
of darkness, break the command of Christ

Jesus; and it is left upon scripture record,

that he did not say only unto one, but unto

all, watch ; and surely it is as needful as ever

for us to keep a narrow watch, and that in

the Light ; for our soul's enemy woi ks al wa3-s

in the dark, and except we keep a continual

watch over our hearts, in that which doth

discover his snares, we cannot escape ; and so

let all that have any sense, that it is their

dut}^ to wait upon the Lord, be careful to keep

Ihecomraandof watchfulness, that the enemy,
nor any of his instruments, do not prevent

from waiting in stillness upon the Lord, for

he doth renew the strength of them that do

truly wait upon him ; and the Lord, by his

servant, hath said. That they shall run and not

be weary, and walk and not faint ; and now he

is fulfilling the scripture, wherein it is said,

The children of the Lord shall be taught of the

Lord, and they shall be established in righteous

ness, and great shall be their peace.
" Oh, let all that want it, hearken unto the

true Shepherd of the little flock, for whom
the kingdom is prepared, who encourages

them, and bids them fear not; though the

wolfish destroyer is nijjh unto them, yet he

is the overseer, and in all trials and exercises

he is their preservation ; and they that have

been exercised deeply, and tried thoroughly,

they can tell of his wonderful works, and have

cause to speak well of his most worthy Name,
and to invite others to come and taste and see

for themselves, how good the Lord is, in that

he gives all a time of tender visitation. Oh !

that all people would but consider it before it

be too late, that while the good Spirit of Light

is striving, their hearts may be affected with

it, and joined to it, for it will not always
strive; and, therefore, let such as could not

conic into obedience because of sufferings, now
consider how good the Lord is, in that he

hath calmed the storms of persecution, and
opened a door for such as are convinced to

come into obedience; let them now perform

what they promised to the Lord, when they

were looking to see what the Lord would do

with his poor despised people, (called Quakeis.)

the present time be not ill spent, but while it

is to day, if any will hear his voice, let them not

harden their hearts, as it was in the day of pro

-

ition : for many are the invitations of the
great love of God, and if it be slighted, he will

certainly withhold his mercies; and therefore

we have great nerd to embrace his love, that
we may not provoke him to wrath, for he is

just, and will render unto all people accord-
ng to their doings. Joan Vokins.
West-Chawlow, 14th of the 3d month, 1687."

A Phenomenal Year.

The past twelve months have been phe-
nomenal in many respects, and in none more
than in their meteorologial wonders. The
temperate zone has quite lost its character
for moderation, the present summer, and has
seemed to be more like the torrid belt, not
only in the intensity and the unyielding per-

sistence of its heat, but in the tornadoes and
cyclones which have repeatedly' burst upon
it, in the place of the old-fashioned "summer
showers." There have been other natural
prodigies for the scientist to observe with
interest—an eruption of Vesuvius greater
than that volcano has shown for the last

eighteen hundred years; an earthquake at

Antioch more terrible than any in recent
days ; a drought and dearth in Persia of
portentous extent

;
pestilence in Buenos Ayres

;

the swallowing up of an island in the Phillip-

pines; the visiting of the North American
continent, on both its coasts, and even in

very high latitudes, by unaccustomed trem-
blings of the earth, in which the bottoms of
canals " fall out," and other strantje terrestrial

occurrences take place; the widespread and
destructive progress of small-pox, cholera and
yellow fever; an almost unprecedented pelt-

ing of the earth by meteoric stones ; whirl-

winds and waterspouts in unusual places;

with many other notable performances, in

which nature—that is to say, the condition
of the earth and its atmosphere—bears a
great part. It is superfluous to invent such
needless alarms as the amusing story about
Plantamour's apocryphal comet, when there

are so many cuiious and instructive phe-

nomena in genuine science to note and re-

flect upon.
Certainly, the daily heat and storms which

have been the visible commonplaces of our
summer season are suflSciently strange to be

worth consideration. More than a month
ago we were all noticing them as a singu-

larity in our experience in this latitude. We
have repeatedly given the figures to show
that the July of this year was the hottest

ever known in Philadelphia, and not only the

hottest but the sickliest. The same was true

of many other American cities. Not long

since we cited the figures to denote how un-

usual the heat and sultriness of August had
been ;

and the last week has been hotter and

for, said they, it 'is the Truth that they suS^ei-jmore exhausting than the days then spoken

for, but we cannot suffer for it; the sufferings] of. In New York the heat has been^ap-

are too hard for us to bear, else we should jparently even more intense than here. Tak-

own it. Oh I let all such truly consider the ing at random one day of last week from the

wonderful love of God, his tender mercy may
|

thermometrical record there, by way of ex-

not be disregarded, nor his great love under- j
ample, we find that at 3 a m. the mercury in

valued, but let every such a one double their the shade was at 78; at 9 a. m. it was at 82
;

be in unity and peace with him, and then the
j

diligence, and make no delays, for delays in at 12 m. it was at 88; at 3 p. m. it was at 98;

Spirit of Jesus bears witness to the spirits of this weighty concern are very dangerous; for at 6 p. m. it was at 91 ;
at 9 p. m. it was at 86.

such, that they are the children of the Lord, ' who knows how little time they have to come, So we might go on with other days to show

but except a being born again, there can bo or what it may bring forth; therefore, that that the August heat in New York has been
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quite as great as in Philadelpbia, or even
gi-eater.

Again, the storms of last week here have
been, as we all know too well, equatorial in

their suddenness and severity. Yet at the

higher latitude of Boston they were far more
appalling. For example, in Arlington, a sub-

urb of the city, two miles distant, an accurate

observer, with watch in hand, found the

thunder which followed one ouiblirst of the

storracloud to be " constant for a period of

thirteen minutes, without the intermission of

one instant of silence." At length, the per-

petual forks and flashes of lightning caused

him to count them, and, as a result, ho found

in the first minute 51 vivid flashes; second

42 ; third, 30 ;
fourth, 47 ; fifth, 37

;
sixth, 61;

seventh, 54—making 331 discharges of elec-

tricity in seven minutes, distinctly visible

from one point, each discharge starting a

fresh roar of the celestial artillery. And, all

the while the moon was visible, but so magni-

fied through the haze and vapor as to seem a

brilliant flame suspended in the sky. The
Boston Journal, which would hardly be given

to exaggeration, declares " we have in our

office men who have sailed on every sea, and
have been in all the lightning places of the

earth, and they declare that they never wit-

nessed anywhere such scenes as enveloped

this vicinity about midnight. The hurricane

and cyclone are generally accompanied by
terrific lightning and thunder, but the driv-

ing tempest sweeps these before it, and gives

variety even to the terrible; while last night

it seemed as if heaven and earth were in a

blaze, and both bursting asunder. Until the

heavens shall pass away like a scroll, the

elements shall melt with a fervent beat, and
the world itself be burned up, we do not ex-

pect to witness such another scene." If the

language seems fervent, the reader need only
turn to the files of New England papers for

the destruction caused in all the eastern

States during the past week, and the prodi-

gious and unparalleled record of damage
through lightning strokes will remove his

scepticism.

We cite these cases to show the wide-
spread character of the phenomenal storms
to which New York, the southern States

and the western are equully clear witnesses.

While the heavy rain gusts were raging here
last week, Louisville reported a tempest of

unprecedented severity, and New Mexico the

"most terrible storm ever experienced here."

It would be a long task, however, to go
through with the multitudinous evidences
cited to the strange character of this year's

storms and this j'ear's heats. A Providence,

R. I., paper speaks of one storm in which the

lightning " recorded the marks of its presence
in every part of the city, and no such half

hour was ever known in Providence." But
the same story is repeated everywhere in the

country, and even in all parts of the world,

for we are told th IS mornir tele

cf "the most terrific hurricane ever experi-

enced on the New Zealand coasts," where, also,

the winter is severe almost beyond precedent.

The London Spectator, struck by the ex-

traordinary and unprecedented records of

heat, both in North America and in Europe,

has set seriously at work to discover the rea-

son of the phenomenon, and quotes authori-

ties to truce it to a chanije in tne constitution

of the sun, which, according to Tacchini, the'

Italian astronomer, is just now overcharged!

by a superabundance of magnesium, causing
an unusual intensity of heat. But the New
Y'"ork World, discussing this idea, asks, " If!

this theory can satisfy the mind as to where

|

this intolerable heat may come from, how is I

it going to explain the accompanying phe-

nomena of such thunderstorms and borealic

lights as have been witnessed in the past
fortnight? Certainly the man is not living

who, at this period of the year, ever saw be-

fore such combinations of midsummer and
midwinter atmospheric convulsions as those

that have visited this city and various parts

of the country—east, west and south—during
the past two weeks. It has been accompanied
by storms which, in vividness of lightning,

intensity of thunder and violence of rain have
never been surpassed even among the hurri-

canes of the tropics." Upon what theory the

scientists may settle for a full explanation of

these phenomena we cannot say ; but there is

little diSiculty in collecting instances to show
that everywhere the present has been justly

regarded as a phenomenal year in meteoro-
logical developments. For the present, the

most disastrous effects to note of the heat

have been an unprecedented number of deaths
from sunstroke and from summer diseases

throughout the country ; while the storms
have destroyed vast amounts of property by
lightning, and far greater amounts through
prodigious floods in all parts of the eastern

and middle States, particularly on rivers em-
ployed for manufacturing purposes.

—

Public

Record.

Sapucaya and Brazil-nuts.—In one place

there was a quantity of large empty wooden
vessels, which Isidoro told us fell from the

Sapucaya tree. They are called Monkey's
drinking-cups (Cuyas de Macaco), and are the

capsules which contain the nuts sold under
the name just mentioned, in Covent Garden
Market. At the top of the vessel is a circular

hole, in which a natural lid fits neatly. When
the nuts are ripe this lid becomes loosened,

and the heavy cup falls with a crash, scatter-

ing the nuts over the ground. The tree which
yields the nut (Lecythis ollaria), is of immense
height. It is closely allied to the Brazil-nut

tree (Bertholletia excelsa), whose seeds are

also enclosed in large woody vessels; but these

have no lid, and fall entire to the ground.
This is the reason why the one kind of nut is

so much dearer than the other. The Sapu-
caya is not less abundant, probably, than the
Bertholletia, but its nuts in falling are scat-

tered about and eaten by wild animals ; whilst

the full capsules of Brazil-nuts are collected

entire by the natives.

The Cow-tree of Brazil.—We had heard a
good deal about the Cow-tree, and about its

producing from its bark a copious supply of

milk as pleasant to drink as that of the cow.
We had also eaten its fruit in Para, where it

is sold in the streets by negro market women
;

and had heard a good deal of the diirableness

in water of its timber. We were glad, there-

fore, to see this wonderful tree growing in its

native wilds. It is one of the largest of the
forest monarchs, and is peculiar in appear-
ance on account of its deeply-scored reddish
and ragged bark. A decoction of the bark,

I was told, is used as a red dye for cloth. A
few days afterwards we tasted its milk, which
was drawn fi-om dry logs that had been stand-

ing many days in the h(jt sun, at the saw-
mills. It was pleasant with coflfee, but had a

slight rankness when drunk pure; it 80(

thickens to a glue, which is excessively ten

cious, and is often used to cement brok*

crockery. I was told that it was not safe

drink much of it, for a slave had reeentl

nearly lost his life through taking it too freel

Silence of the Forest.—We often read,

books of travels, of the silence and gloom
the Brazilian forests. They are realities, ai

the impression deepens on a longer acquain

ance. The few sounds of birds are of thi

pensive or mysterious character which inte

sifies the feeling of solitude rather than ir

parts a sense of life and cheerfulness. Som
times, in the midst of the stillness, a sndde

yell or scream will startle one; this c

from some defenceless fruit-eating anims
which is pounced upon by a tiger-cat

stealthy boa-constrictor. Morning and eve:

ing the howling monkeys make a most fearf

and harrowing noise, under which it is dif

cult to keep up one's buoyancy of spirit. Tl
feeling of inhospitable wildness which tl

forest is calculated to inspire, is increased te

fold under this fearful uproar. Often, eve

in the still hours of midday, a sudden crae

will be heard resounding afar through tl

wilderness, as some great bough or entire tn

falls to the ground. There are, besides, man
sounds which it is impossible to account fo

I found the natives generally as much at

loss in this respect as myself. Sometimes
sound is heard like the clang of an iron bi

against a hard, hollow tree, or a piercing ci

rends the air ; these are not repeated, and tl

succeeding silence tends to heighten the ui

pleasant impression which they make on tl

mind. With the natives it is always the Cur
pira, the wild man or spirit of the fores

which produces all noises they are unable

explain. Myths are the rude theories whic
mankind, in the infancy of knowledge, invei

to explain natural phenomena. The Curapii

is a mysterious being, whose attributes ai

uncertain, for they vary according to localit;

Sometimes he is described as a kind of oran;

otang, being covered with long, shaggy bai

and living in trees. At others he is said 1

have cloven feet, and a bright red face,

has a wife and children, and sometimes come
down to the ro§as to steal the mandioca. A
one time I had a Mameluco youth in my
vice, whose head was full of the legends am
superstitions of the country. He always wei
with me into the forest; in fact, I could nc

get him to go alone, and whenever we heari

any of the strange noises mentioned abov<

he used to tremble with fear. He woul
crouch down behind me, and beg of me t

turn back. He became easy only after he ha
made a charm to protect us from the Curi
pira. For this purpose he took a young pah
leaf, plaited it, and formed it into a rinj

which he hung to a branch on our track.-

Bates.

The Bear Rock.—Oa. the left bank of th

Purgatoire River, just above the mouth of th

Alkali Arroyo and about twenty-five milt

from its junction with the Arkansas, in Col(

rado, is a remarkable object known as th

Bear Rock. At this point, and for many mile

above, the Purgatoire, sometimes known s

the Purgatory, but generally corrupted int

Picketwire, flows between sandstone bluf
from forty to sixty feet high, which leave s

their base " bottoms" valuable for grazing
and, when irrigated, for cultivation, from on
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t'lJDurth of a mile to nearly two miles wide.

Cntil within a very few years this stream

'%a8 a favorite resort of the prairie Indians,

ijtpeeially of the Arrapahoes ; and its vallej-

Jii 3 still exposed to their incursions whenever
'Ijhey are hostile.

i The Bear Eock is a comparatively smooth
ii(ico of a sandstone bluff that extends about
aiiixty feet above the water, from which it is

in jstant a hundred or more yards. Upon the

bixposed surface of the rock about ten feet

teirom the bottom of the cliff, is an excellent

inife-size representation in profile of a three-

ni'ear-old cinnamon bear.

le The figure is darii brown, approaching
JUilack, being darker on the anterior half The
aSutlineis distinct and perfect, unless excep-

ijon may be taken to a slight blurring at the

eiottom of the hind-feet and a somewhat pro-

rftounced excess of the claws of the fore-feet.

IVom the tail to the nose the length is about
fkix feet, and the height at the shoulders is

tk bout three and a half feet. These are merely
eipproxiraate dimensions, the writer having
re facilities for exact measurement at the
lilime of his inspection, Aug. 8, 1871. The legs

tire all visible, and the head points straight to

whe front, as ifjust about to take or just hav-
ii|Qg taken a step. The fore-feet are on a

« lightly higher plane than the hind ones, as

Pon rising ground. The expression is one of

urprise and alarm ; the head is thrust for-

slirard and slightly upward, the ears are sharp-

fif cocked forward as if on the alert, the whole
A.ttitude displays the utmost fidelity to that of

bear in some excitement and apprehension,

li'here is no room for a moment's doubt as to

he animal or the state of mind in which it

3. The figure is of full size, but until scruti-

liized appears smaller, being dwarfed by the

I'oagnitude of the rock on which it is depicted.

No history or tradition pretends to give

he date of its origin, although there is noth-

ag in its appearance to indicate extreme an-

iquity. The ordinary Indian story is, that
long time ago a party fell in with a bear and
ave it chase, when it mysteriously disappear-

i in this canyon, and that the figure was
hen first observed. It was immediately re-

garded as supernatural, and has since been
looked upon as great or strong "medicine."
Beads and broken arrows are still to be found
jslow it and in the crevices near by, appar-
intly placed there as propitiatory offerings.

Deep gashes in the adjacent sandstone show
vhere the savages have for a long period
harpened their knives in its presence, while
udely carved, not painted, figures on the
•ocks are apparently the autographs or to-

ems of individuals or bands.

The popular explanation among the white
ettlers is, that it has been painted by the In-

iflians. This is inconceivable by those having
my intimate knowledge of them, from the
itter absence of artistic skill among the sav-

iges, as shown by the almost unintelligible

hieroglyphics near at hand, and from their

ivant of familiarit}' with paint as durable as

his pigment. The fidelity to nature of this

igure is utterly beyond anj' ability ever
finown to be exhibited by them.
! White barbarians are already destroying
this natural curiosity. It affords a tempting
mark to passing ranch-men, and it is fast be-

Ingdef'aced by their well-aimed shots. Others,
Sn sympathy with that vandalism that befouls

Ithe fairest monuments of civilization, chip off

'convenient projections, and pencil their little
I

names on the fresher rock beneath. What
the superstition of the red savage has pre-
served, the irrational iconoclasm of his white
brother destroys.— Old and A^ew.

Thou must hold communion with God or
thy soul will die. Thou must walk with God,
or Satan will walk with thee. Thou must
grow in grace or thou will lose it.

THE FRIEND.

EIGHTH MONTH 31, 1872.

Through the kindness of a frieud—one of

the compilers of the little work—we have re

ceived a copy of a Selection from the Memo-
randa and Letters of Elizabeth Greer, with
permission to publish such parts of it in " The
Friend," as we may think will be interestin

to our readers. With the omission of a few
letters having reference more particularly to

home affairs, we intend republishing it in our
columns, and have commenced it in the pre-

sent number, giving first the minutes of the

several meetings of which she was a member,
order to show her standing with those

among whom she labored.

To those who are watching, often with sor-

row-stricken hearts, the progress of change
n our religious Society, it is interesting and
nstructive to notice the identity of religious

sxercise and spiritual feeling in relation to

the departures from its original faith, though
under a show of religious revival, to which
expression has been given by the more emi-

nent and dedicated servants of Christ, within
its pale, since these innovations commenced.
We need not go over the list which includes

Thos. Sbilitoe, Sarah L. Grubb, Geo. and Ann
Jones, Daniel Wheeler, Elizabeth Eobson,
Elizabeth Greer and many others in Great
Britain, and Jonathan Evans, Christopher
tiealy, Hinchman Haines, Samuel Bettle, E.

Comf jrt, Ruth Ely, Hannah Gibbons, Mildred
Ratcliff, William and Elizabeth Evans, and
many others in this country. These all " hav-

ing obtained a good report through faith,"

bore unequivocal testimony against the intro-

duction into the Society of principles which
they clearly saw, if adopted, must lead away
from the fundamental doctrines and testi-

monies of the gospel as held by Friends, and
satisfy the members with substituting the

study of the scriptures and drawing their own
deductions therefrom, for close attention and
submission to the manifestations of the Light
of Christ in the secret of the soul. And as

Friends in the beginning were gathered out

of various religious professions, and made will-

ing to avow and maintain the doctrines and
testimonies of the gospel which made them a

peculiar people, by obeditmce to this inward
manifestation of the Spirit of Christ—God's
gift for man's salvation—so they saw that just

in proportion as this substitution took place

among the members, the Society would let

fall one of these testimonies after another,

and go back to the rites and appliances from
which it had been called away; and its Bible

classes, its First-day school teachings, its mis-

sionary societies, and much of its preaching,

would show its approximation nearer and
nearer to other religious professors. The re-

sult so far has shown that their vision of the

future was in that light which could not de-| dressed to the members of the Society of

ceive. And so it is at the present time with
those amongst us, who walk by the same rule
and mind the same thing as they did, and
who notwithstanding the censure and con-
tumely they are subjected to therefor, can-
not but endeavor to bear a fiiithful testimony
against the different evidences of defection,
and struggle to maintain our holy religion in
its purity and spiiituality.

If ever our Society is brought back to its

once high standing and influence,— -and we
firmly believe that in the Lord's own time it

will be—it must be by the members coming
unreservedly to acknowledge and live up to
the great fundamental principle of our pro-
fession, the Light of Christ within

; which
Wm. Penn truly says is Friends' "character-
istic, or main distinguishing point or princi-
ple." George Fox sets this forth in the fol-

lowing language

:

" When the Lord God, and his Son Jesus
Christ, sent me forth into the world to preach
his everlasting gospel and kingdom, I was
glad that I was commanded to turn people to
that inward light. Spirit and grace, by which
all might know their salvation, and their way
to God, even that Divine Spirit which would
lead them into all truth, and which I infallibly
knew would never deceive anj'." And he
further shows what would be the effects re-
sulting from obedience to this Divine Spirit.
" But with and by this divine power and
Spirit of God, and the light of Jesus, I was to
bring people off from ali their own ways, to
Christ the new and living way; from their
churches which men had made and gathered,
to the church in God, the general assembly
written in heaven, which Christ is the Head
of; from the world's teachers made by inen. to
learn of Christ, who is the way, the truth and
the lite; of whom the Father said, 'This is

my beloved Son, hear ye him ;' and off from
all the world's ivorships, to know the Spirit of
Truth in the inward parts, and to be led there-
by, that in it they might wor.^hip the Father
of Spirits, who seeks such to worship him,
which Spirit they that loorship not in, know not
lohat they worship. * # * I was to bring them
off from all the world's fellowships, prayings
and singings, which stood in form without
power, that their fellowship might be in the
Holy Ghost, the eternal Spirit of God; that
they might pray in the Holy Ghost, sing in the
Spirit, and with the grace that comes by
Jesus, making melody in their hearts to the
Lord, who hath sent his beloved Son to be
their Saviour, caused his heavenly sun to shine
upon all the world, and through them all, and
his heavenly rain to fall upon the just and
the unjust, which is God's unspeakable love
to the world."

Oh ! the folly of those who have thought
that their talents or their learning has enabled
them to work out a more rational and an
easier religion than this ; and alas for the
awful responsibility of those who while re-

pudiating doctrines and testimonies which
this Light of Christ has enlightened Friends
to comprehend, and to support before the
world, remain among them, and by " cunning
craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to de-
ceive," are leading those who trust in them
nto the same errors they have themselves
adopted.

We have received a pamphlet of 43 pages,
ntitled " Dress and Wurldly Compli;
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Friendt"." It ia a compilation made up fnmi

approved writings of Friends, and the object

aimed at in getting it up is expressed in the

following introductory remarks.

"The succeeding piiges on the subject of

Dress and Worldly C.irapliance, have been

compiled under an apprehension that the pre-

sent may be a suitable time for reviving in

the minds of all who bear the name of Friends,

this important testimony, which the Society

from its rise until the present time, has been

called upon to maintain b 'fore the world, and

which, without doubt, will continue to be a

te~timony to be borne while the Societj' shall

have existence as a distinct branch of the

church universal."

It is for sale " by Jacob Smedley, Book-

seller, No. 304 Arch street, Philadelphia."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FOBEION.—The disgraceful rioting in Belfast con-

tinued, with temporary interruptions, up to the 24th

inst. The fighting was kept up by parties of men with

stones, bludgeons and firearms. On the 19ih the mob
attacked three large warehouses and made a complete

wreck of the interior of the buildings, carrying off every

portable article, and demolishing other merchandize.

The magistrates having become convinced of their in-

ability to restore order, surrendered control of the city

into the hands of the military, thus practically estab-

lishing martial law. The mayor and magistrates are

severely censured for their want of energy and decision.

It is alleged that if they had acted with due promptness
and vigor at the commencement of the outbreak, the

disorder might soon have been suppressed. School-

houses and dwellings have been destroyed by the rioters,

and many individuals shamefully maltreated.

Several English railway companies contemplate

abolishing the use of class carriages on their roads, and
adopting the style of cars used in the United States.

The importation of Belgian coal continues on an ex-

tensive scale, being 4s. per ton cheaper than English

coal.

Slight disturbances have occurred at Leicester, Maid-
stone, Exeter and other towns, in consequence of the

early closing of public houses in compliance with the

provisions of the new licensing act.

Gledstanes & Co., the large East India and China
merchants, beretofore in first-rate standing, have failed.

Their liabilities are £2,000,000. The firm is represent-

ed in the directory of the Bank of England and other

banking institutions.

The Spanish government has received information

of an organized plan for an insurrection in the disaf-

fected provinces in the north. The French govern-

ment has been informed of the plans of the conspirators

and requested to prevent them from receiving aid from
France.

It is believed that the approaching elections for the

Cortes will result in the choice of a majority of mem-
bers favorable to the existing government.
King Amadeus and his wife, as well as the Ministers

who accompanied them on their tour through the north

of Spain, have returned to Madrid.
Count Orloif has transmitted to President Thiers a

letter from the Emperor of Russia, which states that

the approaching meeting of the Emperors of Russi
Austria and Geiminy, at Berlin, is not intended to be

unfriendly to France.

The Emperors of Germany and Austria will meet at

Ischell the 28th inst., and remain there four days.

Mexican advices state that all the revolutionary

leaders have accepted the amnesty offered them except
Garcia de Cadena, who, holding out detiantiv, was cap-

tured. The government has borrowed SoOO,"000. This
is the first time in many years that the Mexican govern-
ment has had sufficient credit to contract a loan. Con-
fidence is returning slowly, and trade has slightly im-
proved.
London telegrams of the 26th report all quiet in

Belfast, and no apprehen-sions of further disorders.

London, 8th mo. 26lh.—Consols 921. U. S. bonds,

1862, 92h 1867, 92J ; ten-forties, 88.

Liverpool.— Uplands cotton, 9J a lOrf. ; Orleans,

lOJd. Breadstuffs firm.

The reports of the condition of the cereals in France
are favorable, and the crops are pronounced very good
in forty-two departments, good in thirty-seven, and
passable in six. They are also good in Corsica and
excellent in Algeria.

.1 Berlin dispatch states that great preparations are Canada, per Dr. C. E., $1, to No. 27, vol. 46
;

fr

being made for the festivities attending the meeting of James Bowman, O., *2, vol. 46; from Amos Batt

the Emperors of Germanv, Austria and Russia, on the
j

Agent, lo., for James Harkness, Nathaniel McDon;
''

~ month. There is to be a torch light pro- 1 and Russel Taber, $2 each, vol. 46; from Ilei

nd the whole citv is to be illuminated. ' Knowles, Agent, N. Y., for David Peckham, Lore i

in 'Rockwell, John P. Carpenter, and Chester A. Weiu
,A Bombay dispatch says the cholera has appeared

, . , ^

the valley of Cashmere, and is reported to be raging §2 each, vol. 46, and for Levi Youmans, $2, to :

with great violence. I vol. 47 ; from Carlton P. Stokes, N. J., $2, vol. U

United States.—Miscellaneous.—The interments in 'for Mary Ann Paul and Jane H.Pickering, SJ

Philadelphia last week numbered 426, including 187 vol. 46; from Benjamin D. Stratton, Agent, i

infantsunder two years of age. Tbere were 69 deaths of Preston Beck, Barton Dean, Sarah S. Luptcin

rholera infantum, 64 of consumption, 9 casualties, 30 Cliristopher Allen, $2 each, vol. 46; from Tl

marasmus, 13 sunstroke, and 14 old age. Conard, Agent, Pa., $2, vol. 46, and for Sarah L

The wheat crop of 1872 is said to be the largest ever
]
terthwaite and Samuel Hoopes, S2 each, vol. 4G

;

'

Benjamin W. Passmore, Agent, Pa., S2, vol. 46, a

Harvey Thomas, William Batting, Caleb E. Tl

The Japanese bark Fu Ju Mam, arrived at San Caleb VVebster, Rachel ^ill, and^ Amanda G
Francisco on the 23d inst., from Hong Kong, with teas,

being the first vessel manned by Japanese and flying

the Japanese colors, which has entered an American
port.

The country along the line of the Union Pacific Rail-

road is being settled rapidly, and towns and villages

are springing up along the route, hundreds of miles

west of Omaha.
The New Orleans Board of Health state that there

been a case of yellow fever in that city this

season.

Another new planet has been discovered from Litch-

field observatory, Hamilton College, New York, the

24th of a group of asteroids. It is a bright star shin-

g as a star of the tenth magnitude.

Nearly three millions of letters went to the Dead-
Letter Office last year. Of these 58,000 had no county

or State direction ; more than 400,000 wanted stamps,

nd 3,000 were put in the post-office without any ad-

dress at all. Over $3,000,000 in drafts and $92,000 in

found in these letters.

Negotiations are in progress, through the U. States

Minister at Versailles, for a postal convention with AUman, Benjamin Harrison, Samuel Shaw,

France. There is now no plan between the French JEUyson, Rachel W. Cope, John Lipsey, Thoma

*2 each, vol. 46; from Rebecca Trimble, Pa., S'J, \

46 ; from George Abbott, Jr., N. J., S2, vol. 411
:

I'r

Henry Wood, N. J., $2, vol. 46 ; from Isaac P. \\ ill

Mass., $2, vol. 46 ; from Stephen H. Foster, 111., s^, \

46 ; from Ellis Winner, O., S2, vol. 46 ; from Jen

m

Foster, R. I., $2, vol. 46 ; from Jordan Ballard, ' '..

vol.46; from Daniel J. Morrell, Pa., and Hnrati.

Morrell, N. H., $2 each, vol. 46 ; from C. I. H:nv~.

S2, vol. 46, and for Amos Fawcett, *2, vol. 40 : fr

Elizabeth E. Beaty, lo., per John Bell, Agent, Si'. '

46 ; from William Bettles, 111., $2, vol. 46 ; frun. .1

M. Saunders, N. J., $2, vol. 46; from Nathan Hi!

City, $2, vol. 46 ; from John D. Harrison, Pa., Si', -

46 ; from John A. Potter, Agent, N. Y., S2, vol. 4", :

for Robert W. Wright, Sarah B. Bowerman, an.! 1 i

love Owen, $2 each, vol. 46 ; from Townsend ilooi

Pa., $2, vol. 46; from Mary A. Chambers, Pa., -2, ^

46; from Caleb Hoopes, Pa., $2, vol. 46; from Mar
Sankey, Pa., $2, vol.46; from Sarah E. Haines 1

per Edward Marshall, .'62, vol.46; from Israel Si.

O., $2, vol. 46; from Job Huestis, O., S2, vol. in. :

for Linton Hall, Joseph Taylor, Barah Asli

AUman, Benjamin Harrison, Samuel Sha>

d United States governments for an exchange of

mails. Letters for France must be addressed " Via
England," and the postage prepaid.

At the recent election in West Virginia the majority

voted against the new Constitution for the State. The
word " white" as a qualification for office, submitted

for a separate vote, was almost unanimously voted
down.
Me Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations

on the 26lh inst. Neio York.—American gold, 112|.

U. S. sixes, 1881, 116; ditto, 1862, 114; ditto, 10-40, 5

per cents, 111|. Superfine flour, $5.60 a $6.20; State

extra, $6.70 a $7.20 ; finer brands, - 7.50 a $10. No. 2

Chicago spring wheat, $1.52 ; red western, $1.53 a S-1.56;

amber Tennessee, *1.65 ;
white do , $1.74. Oats, 43^ a

47 cts. Western mixed corn, 62 J cts.; yellow, 63 a 63

J

cts. ; white, 64 a 66 cts. Philadelphia.—Cotton, 22i a

22J cts. for middlings, uplands and New Orleans.

Cuba sugar, 8f a 8i cts. Superfine 5our, $4.75 a $5.50;
extra, So.75 a $6 ; finer brands, S6..50 a $10. Western
red wheat, $1.50 a $1.55; amber, $1.60 a t-1.65. Rye,
80 cts. Yellow corn, 61 cts. White oats, 46 a 48 cts.

;

mixed, 40 a 45 cts. Clover .seed, 10 a lOi cts. Timothv,
$3.50 per bushel. About 4,000 head of beef cattle

arrived at the Avenue Drove-yard, and sold at 7 a 7|
cts. per lb. gross for extra, 6 a 6J cts. for fair to good,
and 3 a 5 cts. per lb. for common. Sheep sold at 5i-a

6} cts. ptr lb. gross, and hogs at $7.50 a $7.75 per 100
lb. net for corn fed. Receipts 3,521 head. Chicago.—
Extra spring flour, $5.50 a $5.62. No. 2 spring wheat,

$1.13 a rl.l4. No. 2 mixed corn, 38 cts. No. 2 oats,

27} cts. No. 2 rye, 64J cts. Barley, 77 cts. Lard, 8}
cts. Si. iou«.—No. 1 winter red wheat, $1.65 ; choice,

$1.75. No. 2 mixed corn, 34i a 35 cts. Cincinnali.—
Family flour, $6.75 a $7. Wheat, $1.35 a $1 .40. tbrn,
46 a 47 cts. Old oate, 35 a 40 cts. ; new, 25 a 30 cts.

Baltimore.—Choice white wheat, $1.75 a $1.80; red
western, $1.45 a $1.55. Southern white corn, 68 cts.

;

yellow, 62 a 64 cts. Oats, 39 a 41 cts.

RECEIPTS.
Received from James Smedley, City, $2, vol. 46, and

for Sarah Haines, N. J., $2, vol. 46; from Amos Cope,
O., $2, vol. 46 ; from James Heald. O., $2, vol. 46 ; from
Benjamin Bowerman, Mich., $2, vol. 46 ; from Martha
T. Cox, City, *2, vol. 46; from Elizabeth Hunt, N. Y".,

2, vol. 46 ; from Abigail Ware, O., $2, vol. 46 ; from
Daniel Smith, O., $2, vol. 46 ; from Benjamin Gilbert,
Agent, Pa., $2, vol. 46, and for James Mean.s, I.saac

Price, Stephen M. Brinton, and Joshua Cope, $2 each,
vol.46; from Nancy B. Buffinton, Mass., $2, vol.46;
from Lydia A. Hendrickson, N. J., $2, vol. 46 ; from
Charles W. Roberts, Pa., $2, vol. 46 ; from Levi Varney,

burn, and David Wickersham, $2 each, vol.

Robert Thomas, N. J., $2, vol. 46.

Remittances received after Fourth-day morning, will

appear in the Receipts until thefollowing week.

WESTTOWN BOARDLNG SCHOOL.
The AViNTEK Term of this Institution opens on

28th of Tenth month next. Parents and others v

intend to send pupils will please make early appl:

tion to Aaron Sharplkss, Superintendent, (addi
Street Road P. O., Chester Co., Pa.), or to Charles
Allen, Treasurer, No. 304 Arch street, Philadelphi

Eighth mo. 13th, 1872.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLORE
PERSONS.

Teachers are wanted for these schools, to be oper
about the first of Tenth month.

Applications may be made to

Elton B. Giflbrd, 28 North Third St.,

Richard J. Allen, 472 North Fifth St.

Thomas Elkinton, 118 Pine St.,

Geo. J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

FRIENDS' SCHOOL AT GERMANTOWN.
The Committee having engaged an experienced Ml

Teacher, competent to give instruction in the brand
taught by the late Principal, the school will be
opened on Second-day, the 9th of Ninth month, w
the expectation of continuing its past high standard
a graded school. The school is divided into Prima
Intermediate and Higher departments, each suppl
with gno.l tearliers ; and the coun-^e of study inclu

the usual EnL;lish branches, mathematics, Latin, Gre
if desire.l ; French and drawing. Special facilities

instruction in Chemistry, Physics, and Physiology ;

alibrded by a suitable laboratory, ample philosophi
apparatus, and a very superior set of Auzouz's mod
in comparative anatomy.

For terms, &c., apply to Samuel Emlen, Clerk
Committee, No. 627 Market St., or Germantown, Phi

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, ( Twenty-third Ward, ) Philadelphii
Physician and Superintendent

—

JosuuaH. Wori
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

WILLIAM nriSLE^^PRINTEK
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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The Mound Builders.
'

(Continued from page 10.)

, Oo the Ohio and ita tributaries, and further

south where the mounds are numerous, the

inclnsures have more regular forms ; and in

ithe Ohio Valley very often their great extent

Ihas incited speculation. At Nevcark, Ohio,

iwhen first discovered, they were spread ove

an area more than two miles s^quare, and still

showed more than twelve miles of embank
ment from two to twenty feet high. Farther
south, as already stated, the inclosures are

fewer and smaller, or, to speak more exactly

the great inclosures and high mounds are

much less common than low truncated pyra-

mids, and pyramidal platforms or foundations

with dependent works. Passing up the val-

ley, it is found that Marietta, Newark, Ports-

mouth, Chillicothe, Circleville, Ohio; St.

Louis, Missouri, and Frankfort, Kentucky,
wore favorite seats of the Mound Builders.

This leads one of the most intelligent investi-

gators to remark tbat " the centres of popula-

tion are now where they were when the

mysterious race of Mound Builders existed."

There is however this difference : the remains
indicate that their most populous and ad-

vanced communities were at the South.

Careful study of what is shown in the many
reports on these ancient remains, seems plainly

to authorize the conclusion that the Mound
Builders entered the country at the South,

and began their settlements near the Gull'.

Here they must have been very numerous,
while their Works at every point in the limit

of their distribution, north, east, and west, in-

dicate a much less numerous border popula-

tion, liemainsof their works have been traced

through a great extent of country. They
are found in West Virginia, and are spread
through Michigan, Wisconsin and Iowa, to

Nebraska. They have been observed on the

Kansas, Platte, and other remote western
rivers, it is said. Thej' are found all over th

intermediate and the more southern country,
being most numerous in Ohio, Indiana, ill

inois, Wisconsin, Missouri, Arkansas, Ken-
tucky, Tennessee, Louisiana, Mississippi, Ala-

bama, Georgia, Florida, aud Texas.
This ancient race seems to have occupied

nearly the whole basin of the Mississippi and

ts tributaries, with the fertile plains along

the Gulf, and their settlements were continued

across the Eio Grande into Mexico; but toward

their eastern, northern, aud western limit,

the population was evidently smaller, and
' occupation of the territory less complete

than in the Valley of the Ohio, and from that

point down to the Gulf. No other united

people, previous to our time, can be supposed

to have occupied so large an extent of terri-

tory in this part of North America.

It has heretofore been stated that remains

of this people exist in Western New York,

but a more intelligent and careful examina-

tion shows that the works in Western New
York are not remains of the Mound Builders.

It is usual to rank the civilized life of the

Mound Builders much below that of the

cient people of Mexico and Central America.

This may be correct, for the remains as they

now exist appear to justify it. But if all the

ancient stone-work in Central America, with

its finely carved inscriptions and wonderful

decorations, had disappeared in the ages be

fore Europeans visited this continent, the

difference might not appear to be so great:

for then the Central American remains, con-

sisting only of earth-works, truncated pyra-

mids, pyramidal foundations, and their con-

nected works made of earth, would have a

closer resemblance to works of the Mound
Builders, to those especially found on the

lower Mississippi. On the other hand, if we
now had in the Ohio and Mississippi Valley,

remains of tho more important edifices an-

ciently constructed there, the Mound Builders

ight be placed considerably higher in the

scale of civiliaation than it has been customary

to allow.

It can be seen, without a long study of their

orks as we know them, that the Mound
Builders had a certain degree of civilization

hich raised them far above the condition of

savages. To make such works possible under

any circumstances, there must be settled life,

with its accumulations and intelligently or-

ganized industry. Fixed habits of useful work,

directed by intelligence, are what barbarous

tribes lack most of all. A profound change

in this respect is indispensable to the begin-

ning of civilization in such tribes.

No savage tribe found here by Europeans

could have undertaken such constructions as

those of the Mound Builders. The wild In

dians found in North America, lived rudely ii

tribes. They had only such organization as

was required by their nomadic habits, and

their methods of hunting and fighting. These

barbarous Indians gave no sign of being capa

ble of the systematic application to useful in

dustry which promotes intelligence, elevates

the condition of life, acumulates wealth, and

undertakes great works. This condition of

industry, of which the worn and decayed

works of the Mound Builders are unmistak-

able monuments, means civilization.

Albert Gallatin, who gave considerable at-

tention to their remains, thought their works

indicated not only a dense agricultural popu-

lation, but also a state of society essentially

different from that of the Iroquois and Algon-

quin Indians. Ho was sure that the people

who established such settlements and built

h works must have been " eminently agri-

cultural." No trace of their ordinary dwell-

ings is left. These must have been built of

perishable materials, which went to dust long

before great forests had again covered most

of the regions through which they were scat-

tered. Doubtless their dwellings and other

edifices were made of wood, and they must

have been numerous. It is abundantly evi-

dent that there were large towns at such

places as Newark, Circleville, and Marietta,

in Ohio.

Their agricultural products may have been

similar to many of those found in Mexico
;

and it is not improbable that the barbarous

Indians, who afterwards occupied the coun-

try, learned from them the cultivation of

maize. Their unity as a people, which is

every where so manifest, must have been ex-

pressed in political organization, else it could

not have been maintained.

In the details of their works, and in manu-

factured articles taken from the mounds, there

is evidence of considerable civilization. For

instance, it has been ascertained that the cir-

cular inclosures are perfect circles, and the

square inclosures perfect squares. They were

constructed with a geometrical precision which

implies a kind of knowledge in the builders

that may be called scientific. Belies of art

have been dug from some of the mounds, con-

sisting of a considerable variety of ornaments

and implements, made of copper, silver,

obsidian, porphyry, and greenstone, finely

wrought. These are axes, single and double;

adzesT chisels, drills or gravers, lance-heads,

knives, bracelets, pendants, beads, and the

like, made of copper. There are articles of

pottery, elegantly designed and finished; or-

naments made of silver, bone, mica from

the Alleghanies, and shells from the Gulf of

Mexico.
The articles made of stone show fine work-

manship ;
some of them are elaborately carved.

Tools of some very hard material must have

been required to work the porphyry in this

manner. Obsidian is a volcanic product large-

ly used by the ancient Mexicans and Peru-

vians for arms and cutting instruments. It

is found in its natural state nowhere nearer

the Mississippi Valley than the Mexican moun-

tains of Cerro Gordo.

There appears to be evidence that the

Mound Builders had the art of spinning and

weaving, for cloth has been found among

their remains. Fragments of charred cloth

made of spun fibres have been found in the

mounds. A specimen of such cloth, taken

from a mound in Butler county, Ohio, is in

Blackmore Museum, Salisbury, England. la

the same collection are several lumps of burnt
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clay which formed part of the "altar," so

called, in a mound in Eoss county, Ohio: to

this clay a few charred threads are still at-

tached.

Schoolcraft gives this account of a discovery
made in West Virginia: ^'Antique tube: tele-

scopic device. In the course of excavations

made in 1842, in the easternmost of the three

mounds of the Elizabethtown group, several

tubes of stone were disclosed, the precise ob-

ject of which has been the subject of vari-

ous opinions. The longest measured twelve
inches, the shortest eight. Three of them
were carved out of steatite, being skilfully-

cut and polished. The diameter of the tube
externally, was one inch and four-tenths; the
bore eight-tenths of an inch. This calibre

was continued till within three-eighths of an
inch of the sight end, when it diminishes to

two-tenths of an inch. By placing the eye at

the diminished end, the extraneous light is

shut Irom the pupil, and distant objects are
more clearly discerned."

He poiuts out that the carving and work-
manship generally are very superior to Indian
pipe carvings, and adds, it this article was a
work of the Mound Builders intended for a
telescopic tube, it is a most interesting relic.

An ancient Peruvian relic, found a few j^ears

since, shows the figure of a man wrought in

silver, in the act of studying the heaveus
through such a tube. Similar tubes have been
found among relics of the Mound Builders in

Ohio and elsewhere. In Mexico, Captain
Dupaix saw sculptured on a peculiar stone
structure, the figure of a man making use of
one. Astronomical devices were sculptured
below the figure. This structure he supposec
to have been used for observation of the stars

For " The Frienrt."

Tlie Way to Life,—and the Effects of Walking
thereiu.

(CoDcIiidt'd from page 13.)

A Testimony to the Work of God's Poiver.

"Because of the marvellous love of God in

Christ Jesus, I cannot conceal my testimony
for the wonderful work of his eternal Power,
that hath been admirably manifested in my
poor soul, and weak, frail body, and if 1 should
not leave a short testimony of it to posterity,
I should be very ungrateUil. I pray God that
the sin of ingratitude may not be laid heavy
on any of us professing Truth, when the mes-
senger of death calls, but that while we live
we may live in subjection to his almighty
Power, that when we die, wo may seal our
testimonies thereunto in true submission, and
receive the blessed reward of the faithful.
"Oh, what tongue can declare the wonder-

ful loving-kindness of the Lord, as is experi-
enced by those that o.be}' his commands!
Surely this is the way to abide in his love,
and his great love has been so largely mani-
fested to me, that it baa engaged me so to love
him again, as to forsake the world's glory,
customs and fashions, vanities, elements, tra-
ditions, and superstitions, and to take up my
daily cross and follow Jesus through the many
tribulations. But blessed be his worthy Name!
he hath filled my cup with his sweet consola-
tions, and caused me to say, that one day in
his courts, is better than a thousand else-
where; and I had rather bo a doorkeeper
the house of my God, than to dwell in the
pleasantcst palace of the wicked. I-^or until'this ..„. „„^„ .„ ^.^^^ „v^..^.=c,
I through tender mercy, had unity with Jesu« ' when temptations came in as a flood, and the

in his divine Spirit of Light, my soul could

have no true satisfaction, though ever so self

righteous; but when the heart-searching Light
made manifest my condition, my heart was
60 affected with it, that I still desired th

operation of the power of it; and as I came
to watch in the measure of it, I became awar
of the enemy, and through faith in Christ

Jesus obtained a waiting state, which could

not be obtained by me, but as I felt the al-

mighty Power to rebuke the subtle enemy
that lies so nigh. As we are commanded to

watch, we find great benefit by keeping that

command. And magnified be that wonderful
Power that has preserved in dangers deep,

and difSeulties many; there is nothing too

hard for it to do ; it has often rebuked the de-

stroyer, helped the helpless, and strengthened
the weak, and supported the needy; and as

we have waited for it, we have been partakers
of the arising of it, to our comfort, when our
souls Lave been in a desolate condiliou, when
we could not help ourselves, nor had none to

help us. Oh ! how hath it wrought by sea

and land, and aaiong false brethren ; it hath
so signally preserved and wrought deliver-

ances many, sometimes by ways unexpected.
Surely it is worthy to be trusted in, and de-

pended upon, and magnifie.-l, as it hath been
nifested, my soul hath cause to saj' to the

honor and renown of it, for its perfect strength
hath been my support in every great weak-
ness, and in its strength I have travelled

man}' thousands of miles by land, and many
thousands of leagues by sea, through many
and sore exercises, both inwardly and out-

wardly, and.it hath raised my soul from death,

and my body many times from the brink of

the grave. Oh ! let it have honor of its own
works, saith my soul; for it is worthy, for it

will make the strong to bow, and the weak
to be as David, and it is worthy to be extolled
in a wonderful manner, for no heart can be
too much affected with it, there is all-suffici-

ency in it, to relieve the poor and to encour-
age the feeble. Though there be much to be
met with in our heavenly progress, yet here
is a sure defence in stormy times, wherein
(glory unto it) I have found shelter, when
any times in a weary condition by reason

of exercise of soul and spirit, and weakness
and pain of body. Oh ! how many hundreds
of miles have I travelled in this the land of
my nativity, and thousands elsewhere, in such
a condition, not having many well days in

many years together, but }'et have good cause
to say, (to the honor and renown of the sanc-
tifying Power of the God of my life,) blessed
be the Lord Jesns, his rod and staff have com-
forted me, and ho is always with me, and I

have cause to admire the tender dealing of
m}' heavenly Father, for ho hath exercised
ne in the deep, and made his wonders known.
A.nd I have cause to speak well of his worthy
Name, for it hath been as ointment poured
into my poor wounded soul, and it was also
so much comfort and strength to my weak
body, that I can tenderly invite others to
come aud taste and see how good that Name

that brings salvation, that those that have
desire for it, may obtain it; for as the heart
)mes to be bowed unto the powerful Name

of Jesus, and the soul and spirit come to be
gathered into a sense of the great love of God,
there will then be felt a necessity to serve
and obey the God of all our mercies. And

with me when in great weakness,

enemy, by his buffettings, was read}' to ov(

come. Oh ! blessed and magnified, and r(

nowned over all, be that everlasting Powej
that wrought a resignment so etfectuall}-, an
caused me to cast my care upon him, tha

always carethfor his children, who is the Hoi
One, and dwelleth in tho highest heavent

and has regard to them of low degree, for h

has been more to me than all that this worl

can produce, and hath fulfilled many preciou

scriptures. He hath not been wanting
tender Father, but his mercies of old, and th
continuation of his favors, and the renewin;

of his tender dealing, have deeply obliged

to glorify him unto the end, and in the e

for evermore, for he is worthy, for he hati

redeemed m}- soul from out of the grave o

sin and death : and now may I say to th

praise, and honor, and renown of his powerfu
Name, that to live is Christ, and to die is si

much gain, that my soul is deeply affected ii

a true consideration of the same. Oh, tha

my posterity and friends, for whom my sou

hath so long breathed and travailed may be

so concerned, that every one may be madt
partakers of the like precious laith with me
while on the stage of this world, that we maj
leave a faithful testimony behind, that thi

generations to come may be induced therebj

to fear and serve the Lord, for he is a sure re

warder of all them that are diligent in s<

doing, not only in this world, but in tht

which is to come, with life everlasting, worl

without end. Amen. Joan Voki.xs."

This was written a few months before her decease

about the 1st month, 1690.

South American Monlieys.

I have already mentioned that monkeyt
were rare in the immediate vicinity of Para
I met with three species only in the forest neat

the city ; they are shy animals, and avoid the

neighborhood of towns, where they are sub-

ject to much persecution by the inhabitants,

who kill them for food. The only kind wti

I saw frequently was the little Midas ursulus,

one of the Marmosets, a family peculiar tc

tropical America, and differing in many esi

tial points of structure and habits from all

other apes. They are small in size, and more
like squirrels than true monkeys in their man-
ner of climbing. The nails, except those of

the hind thumbs, are long and claw-shaped
like those of squirrels, and the thumbs of the.

fore extremities, or hands, are not opposable)

to iho other fingers. I do not mean to convey,

that they have a near relationship to squir-

els, which belong to the rodeuts, an inferiori

order of mammals ; their resemblance to those

animals is merely a superficial one. They
have two molar teeth less in each jaw than
the Cebida;, the other family of American
monkeys; they agree with them, however, in

tho sidewaj' position of the nostrils, a charac-

ter which distinguishes both from all the

monkeys of the old world. The body is long
an 1 slender, clothed with soft hairs, and the

tail, which is nearly twice the length of the

trunk, is not prehensile. The hind limbs are

much larger in volume than the anterior pair.

The Midas ursulus is never seen in large

flocks ; three or four is tho greatest number
observed together. It seems to be less afraid

of tho neighborhood of man than any other
monko}-. I sometimes saw it in the woods
which border the suburban streets, and once
I espied two individuals in a thicket behind
the English consul's house at Nazareth. Its
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mode of progressiou aloncr the main boughs
'^of the lofty trees is like that of squirrels; it

''does uot ascend to the slender branches, or
'take those wonderful flying leaps which the
'fCebidfB do, whose prehensile tails and flexible

"bands fit them for such headlong travelling.

*It confines itself to the larger boughs and

I

trunks of trees, the long nails being of great
'"assiislanc'e to the creature, enabling it to cling

'securely to the bark ; and it is often seen pass-

'liug rapidly round the perpendicular cylindii-

'(cal trunk. It is a quick, restless, timid little

'icreature, and has a great share of curiosity,

'(for when a person passes by under the trees
'Jalong which a flock is running, they always
Istop for a few moments to have a stare at the
•iLntruder. In Para, Midas ursulus is often seen
'!in a tame state in the houses of the inhabi-
tants. When full grown it is about nine inches
long, independently of the tail, which mea-
sures fifteen inches. The fur is thick, and
black in color, with the exception of a reddish-
brown streak down the middle of the back.
When first taken, or when kept tied up, it is

very timid and irritable. It will not allow
itself to be approached, but keeps retreating
backwards when any one attempts to coax
it. It is always in a querulous humor, ut-

tering a twittering, complaining noise; its

dark, watchful eyes, expressive of distrust,

observant of every movement which takes
place near it. When treated kindly, however,
as it generally is in the houses of the natives,

it becomes very tame and familiar. I once
saw one as playful as a kitten, running about
the house after the negro children, who fon--

dled it to their heart's content. It acted
somewhat differently towards strangers, and
seemed not to like them to sit in the ham-
mock which was slung in the room, leaping

up, trying to bite, and otherwise anno3'ing

them. It is generally fed on sweet fruits,

such as the banana; but it is also fond of in-

sects, especially soft-bodied spiders and grass-

hoppers, which it wjll snap up with eagerness
when within reach. The expression of coun-
tenance in these small monkeys is intelligent

and pleasing. This is partly owing to the

open facial angle, which is given as one of
60°; but the quick movements of the head
and the way they have of inclining it to one
side when their curiosity is excited, contribute

very much to give them a knowing expres-

sion. Anatomists who have dissected species

of Midas tell us that the brain is of a very low
type, as far as the absence of convolutions
goes, the surface being as smooth as that of a

squirrel's. I should conclude, at once, that
this character is an unsafe guide in judging
on the mental qualities of these animals; in

mobility of expression of countenance, intel-

ligence, and general manners, these small
monkeys resemble the higher apes far more
than they do any rodent animal with which
I am acquainted.

On the Upper Amazons I once saw a tame
individual of the Midas leoninus, a species first

described by Humboldt, which was still more
playful and intelligent than the one just de-

scribed. This rare and beautiful little monkey
is only seven inches in length, exclusive of

the tail. It is named leoninus on account of

the long brown mane which depends from the
neck, and which gives it very much the ap-

pearance of a diminutive lion. In the house
where it was kept, it was familiar with every
one; its greatest pleasure seemed to be toclimb
about the bodies of different persons who en-

tered. The first time I went in, it ran across

the room straightway to the chair on which I

had sat down, and climbed up to my shoulder;

arrived there, it tui-ned round and looked into

my face, showing its little teeth, and chatter-

ing, as though it would say, " Well, and how
do you do ?" It showed more affection towai'ds

its master than towards strangers, and would
climb up to his head a dozen times in the

course of an hour, making a great show every

time of searching there for certain animal-

e. Isidore Geoffroy St. Hilaire relates of

a species of this genus, that it distinguished

between different objects depicted on an en-

aving. M. Audouin showed it the portraits

of a oat and a wasp ; at these it became much
terrified : whereas, at the sight of a figure ot

a grasshopper or beetle, it precipitated itself

on the picture, as if to seize the objects there

represented.

—

Bates.

For " The Frioml,

In an intellectual and cultivated state of

society, reading occupies a very important

position. Our books, papers and magazines,

as well as the letters we receive from absent

correspondents, not only employ much of the

time that can be spared from strictly business

pursuits, but exercise a very marked influence

over us. It would be wise, therefore, for each

of us to consider the nature of this influence,

and how our reading habits affect our intel-

lectual development, and our moral and re-

ligious affections.

There has been of latter years in this coun-

try, an enormous development of newspaper
and magazine literature. Its tendency is to

keep us informed of the movements going oe

around us in the political, physical and intel

lectual world, and hence the person who
spends much time in the perusal of these pro

ductions is likely to have a general knowledge
of many things, and to possess a store of facts

which may make him an agreeable, chatty

companion. On the other hand, his know-
ledge is apt to be very superficial, and if he

meets with one, who is desirous of penetrat-

ing below the surface of things, he is at fault

and out of his depth. The desultory habi'ts

of mind produced by the reading of numerous
unconnected paragraphs, tends to weaken
rather than strengthen the mental powers,

and therefore is far less improving than the

careful perusal of works which have a bond

of connection between the different portions

of them—such as historical or scientific trea-

tises. Without neglecting altogether periodi-

cal literature, it ought to occupy a much more
subordinate place in our reading, than is the

case with many.
It is wonderful to consider the extent to

which fictitious reading has been used of latter

time for the illustration of religious, moral,

and even scientific ideas. We have " philoso-

phies in sport," in which the laws of sound,

of mechanics and of falling bodies are inter-

woven with the adventures of divers heroes

and heroines ; but it is often the case in rea(

ing such books, that the adventures are cage

ly devoured and the dry detail of scientific

principles skipped over, or lost sight of in the

more absorbing parts of the narrative.

Literature of so exciting a character, fur-

nishes an unsubstantial and unwholesome food

for the mind. It is like feeding an individual

with candy and bonbons. The stomach un-

der such a diet soon loses its tone, and the

health is deranged. So the mind which is fed

with novels and tales is weakened by it—at

least docs not obtain that strength and de-

velopment which a more judicious supply of

tellectual food would have furnished. There
are some who can recall their experience in

former days, when the mind rushed through

the pages of an exciting story, eagerly seizing

the leading incidents, skimming over the de-

scriptive parts, and scarcely noticing the style

or language in which the narrative was con-

vej'ed. At the conclusion, the brain was left

state of exhaustion; which, if often re-

peated, would be unfavorable to the physical

health, especially to persons of a delicate or-

ganization.

It is our highest wisdom, in all our actions

in life, to endeavor to promote those habits of

mind, and that condition of feeling which will

most strongly tend to prepare us for happi-

ness hereafter. It is therefore especially im-

portant, that we keep this primary business

of life in view in our reading. If we find any-

thing we are perusing tends to excite within

us thoughts and feelings inconsistent with

the state of purity and holiness which wo are

called upon to aim at, let us avoid it as a moral

poison; and let us not neglect to cultivate a

fondness for those W7'itings whose influence

over us is to solemnize and tender the feel-

ings, and draw our attention to the workings
of Divine goodness in ourselves aad in the

world.

Flesh is not Silent.—Most men take up prin-

ciples (according to their own, or other men's

understanding of the Scriptures) and judge

according to those principles ; and so the

Spirit and light of the Lord judgoth not in

them, but they themselves judge according to

an a.ssinned knowledge. So that flesh is not

silent, the man is not dead in them and brought

to nothing, but only lives in an higher region

than he did before. Before he lived in an ap-

parent unrighteousness; now he lives in ima-

gined righteousness and faith ; but not in the

Son's righteousness, not in the Son's faith,

not in the Son's power, not in the Son's do-

minion ; but at best only in that which he

apprehendeth and strongly imagineth to he so.—
I. P.

_^

The opcniag of the First Roman Parliament.

The great day for the opening of the Italian

Parliament in Kome was definitely fixed for

the 27th of ISTovember. Prince LTmbert and
the Princess Margaret, the undeviating favor-

ite of the people, arrived at the Quirinale on

a certain Saturday ; and the king, who hates

pomp and glorification, came about a week
later, driving from the station with scarcely

more stir than a private gentleman.

The 27th fell on a Monday, and all the pre-

ceding week, nay, even more than that, the

preparations were making for the public re-

joicing, which would be expressed by the illu-

mination of various streets and public places

—the long line of the Corso, beginning with

the Piazza del Popolo, in the centre of which

runs the lofty obelisk, which four thousand

years ago stood before the Temple of Heli-

opolis ;
the parallel Pipetta, the parliament

house on Monte Citorio, the Campadoglio, or

Capitol, and the piazza of the Eotunda, or

Pantheon. Here great preparations were

going forward, nobody knowing what exactly

was to be done, the papalini inhabilants grum-

bling no little, because pavements were broken

up in many places, and the good travertine
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stone of their houses channelled to admit of

gas-pipes being carried up higher than the

second story. The passage of carriages, too,

was interrupted, especially in these selected

streets and squares, all principal places of

traffic, whilst ladders and poles and lofty

arches were being erected, which produced
endless confusion. And after all, said the

grumblers and depredators, how could this

illumination be worth talking about? and,

above all, be worth all the money it was to

cost, which was to be only or in part an illu-

mination of gas? Then again, what could be

said regarding the prodigious expense to

which these new civil powers were going, as

if there were not already suflBcient poor in the

city, and sufficient taxes laid on all, without
one hundred and fifty thousand liri being spent
on a gas illumination !

As to the poor in Eome, that is a sore sub-

ject. Even the warmest patriot thinks sor-

rowfully about it, for what is to be done with
a people who will not work, even when work
is offered by which they might live in com-
fort ? But the new state of things, be it con-

sidered, has completely overturned the old.

In the pope's time, poverty was considered
the proper condition of man, that which even
the highest saints aimed at. The older gen
oration, therefore, cannot be expected to have
adopted the perfectly new doctrine, that if a
man will not work, therefore neither shall he
eat. They may make it unlawful to

the streets, but beggars were never more
numerous.
The celebrated Catholic saint. Prince Charles

Borromeo, said that two things were neces-
sary in Eome, to say your prayers and to keep
your carriage. One day, therefore, when
driving outside the walls to visit the Seven
Churches, he met his brother. Saint Philip
Neri, who being a merry, light-hearted man,
stopped the carriage, saying, "Ho, ho, brother!
you have fine times of it, driving from church
to church

;
just step out and try what walk-

ing on foot, like a poor man, is."

" Good," replied the cardinal, laughing

;

" we will make an exchange, I will walk and
you shall drive."

"Agreed," said Philip, "for that will be
something new to me."
The cardinal stepped out and the poor saint

took his place. Hardly, however, had he gone
many yards when he perceived that the car-

dinal had converted his luxury into a penance.
The seat of the carriage was a sharp board-
edge, which cut into tbe body like a knife, on
perceiving which he called to the cardinal,
who was briskly striding forward,

—

" Ho ! brother cardinal, wait for mo ! Get
again into your carriage, and let me go a-

foot
!"

The Church has taught that it is better to
go on foot, even though 3-ou walk in the mire,
than to ride in a carriage the seat of which
has a concealed razor-edge ; and that the going
on foot, and the rags, and the begging bring
you much nearer to heaven, the gates of
which are opened to the rich by the farthings
which they give to you. Remain poor, there-
fore, both for your own sakes and theirs!

This has been the teaching of the Eomish
Church for many long generations. Poverty
is a privilege and work is a curse ; therefore,
thousands of the poor will not work. It is

far easier and far pleasanter to them to seat

exhibit there their rags and their misery to

the wealthy passer-by for a centissime or two

;

or to bask on the steps of St. Peter's, and

then, having received a goodly alms from

some pious papalino, creep into the great

warm church, and devoutly show their thanks
by kissing the worn bronze toe of the statue

of St. Peter, who has sent them this dole.

" If, however, there be no hope of amend-
ment in the older generation, there is good
encouragement as regards the young. Schools

are required, like that admirable one of Mrs.
Gould's, who, for want of space and funds,

cannot as yet receive half the youthful appli-

cants for knowledge who, so to speak, cry
aloud to her with an eagerness equal to that
with which the most importunate beggar asks
for alms. The young desire to learn, and are
ready to work.

\Ve ourselves know a little pale-faced lad,

with large beaming eyes, who, acting as a
youthful porter, at the door of a studio, sits

absorbed for hours over a little pink-paper-
covered book bearing the title, "Evangelo di

San Luca." A gentleman gave him this book
some time ago, and his youthful soul, during
the week preceding the great 27th of Novem-
ber, was occupied about equally between
two subjects—the contents of that treasured
little book, and the cutting-out and making a

new shirt for himself. He had earned tbe
money to buy the calico, and a poor English
woman had engaged to make it for him. And
when the 27th came, Hagazzo appeared in hit

new white under-garment, with a vast ex
panse of front—his waistcoat being for that
day thrown aside in honor of " nostre re." The
lad's mother all this time took no part—she
did not know how to sew, she had never made
a shirt in her life; she was a good, true papa-
lino, and could not read, and had a painful
idea that the little book which was such a
delight to the lad was one which the priest

would disapprove of On the great 27th,
therefore, she would not allow herself to look
at the beautiful street decorations, but went
to St. Peter's with many other women to say
her praj-ers.

So it is, the fathers and mothers who know
not how to work, sit in their rags, and pray
and weep in the churches; the little lads are
taught to work and earn money, buy decent
clothes for themselves, make use of their

judgment, even if it be a little eccentric, then
go to see the king open Parliament with the
Gospel of St. Luke in their pockets. Let it

never be said or thought that there is small
hope of the rising Roman generation.

'The morrow dawned; the sun rose in golden
splendor; every cloud had disappeared, and a
deep blue vault over-arched the rejoicing city.

No one can describe the effect of such a morn-
ing under such circumstances. The people
seemed almost wild with delight; flags waved
from every window, drums beat in all parts
of the city for the mustering of the National
Guard, who presently were seen marching in

battalions to the various stations allotted
them.
The operations of the foregoing night had

transformed the long line of the Corso, from
the Piazza del Popolo to the Piazza Venezia,
'nto a scene of mediasval splendor. Tall arches
spanned it at short intervals through its

whole length, which at night would be aj

blaze of ga-^, and between each arch were

Rich draperies and hangings hung from wii

dows or clothed balconies; above were sm
lit masses of colors; below were crowiis i

people looking on with wondering admir:.

tion. A dense throng filled the Piazza Mom
Citorio, less to wonder at the decorati-ii

here than to watch the arrival of carria^

which conveyed gentlemen and ladies ii

grand toilet to the parliament house. In i h

meantime another crowd had asserablfil i:

the picturesque piazza of Monte Cavallo. i<

witness the royal cortege leave the Quirin li

The fashionable crowd in the great h;ill >

Monte Citorio was great, but yet small ii

comparison with those who wished to ''i

present. But a few hundreds only could bi

admitted, and even of these many were com
polled to stand. The wife of the Italian Min
ister of War sat on the stairs.

But to return to the parliament house
The king entered the hall punctually at the

hour of eleven, a cannon having notified tc

the Roman world the moment he commenced
his progress thither, but not the cannon of

St. Angelo, which, out of regard to the Pope's
feelings, was on this occasion silent. The
king, who has an especial aversion to all

pomp and ceremony, wore no robes of state,

bore no sceptre; crown there is none, save
the iron crown of Lombardy, so called of iron

because it contains a small iron rim said to be

formed of a nail of the true cross. A famous
crown this, which was used at the coronation
of all the German emperors who were crown-
ed in Italy, which crowned Charlemagne, and
afterwards Napoleon at Milan. As regards

this crown, even at the risk of interrupting

my narrative, I must be allowed a few words.
It appears that at the union of Italy it was

proposed to have a new crown, a grand mod-
ern crown, in which the modern king of Italy

could appear in becoming state. Ttie thing
was proposed and not objected to by the
monarch, and, with the money in their hands,

his ministers craved an audience to discuss

the subject with him. " But," said he, " there

is no need for a new crown, the old one is

good enough for my use. Let the money so

raised be devoted to the erection of a hospi-

tal"—I believe for the blind, who were not
thus provided for in Florence. "Let this,"

added the unostentatious monarch, "be the
new crown of Italy."

But to return to the king : he stood in the
new parliament house, not in robes of state,

but in the uniform of a general. It is said of

the house of Savoy that it never knew fear,

and of Victor Emmanual that he exhibited

the bravery of a true soldier as he faced the

Austrian guns; now, however, the sight of

his enthusiastic subjects, the representatives

of the entire nation, evidently affected him,

and his hand trembled with emotion as he
held the address he was about to read to

them. The address was short, and then the
Minister of the Interior announced in the
name of the king that the Parliament was
opened.

—

Leisure Sour.

themselves under a wall in the sun or the suspended, the width of the street, scarlet
shade, according as the season maybe, and ! draperies, or banners, fringed with gold.

An Astonished Arab.—I remember on one
occasion, says Mr. Hay, travelling in the coun-
try with a companion, who possessed some
knowledge of medicine. We arrived at a door,

near which we were about to pilch our tents,

when a crowd of Arabs surrounded us, curs-

ing and swearing at the I'ebellers against God.
My friend, who spoke a little Arabic, to an
elderly person, whose garb bespoke him a
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est, said, " Who taught you that we wore
iibelievei'rt ? Hear my daily praj'er, and
Ige for yourselves." He then repeated the

i.rd's Prayer. All stood artuized and silent,

t( the priest exclaimed, "May God curse me,
^3ver I again curse those who hold sueh a

siief; nay more, the prayer shall be my
ijiyer till ray hour be come. I pray thee, O
iizarene, repeat that prayer, that it mav be

iiloembered among us in letters of gold?"

—

irisiian Union.

Selected for "The Friend."

Chy acceptable letter reached us gii'iiig the

^fticulars of the last da3^s of your valuable

i honorable uncle, as likewise those attend-

i; the funeral, as well as the movements of

I'eral of your dear friends engaged in the

stry : which renewed earnest solicitude

it in the exercise of tlieir gifts, they may
t only be furnished with the commission,

t the needful credentials, with the King's

il affixed. On thinking of these beloved

lorers, I remembered Lydia Lancaster's

vice to Samuel Fothergill, that he might
preserved "within the bounds of his com
ssion, rather than over, as a shortness is

iier to mend than an overplus, while some-
les the fervor of our spirits is ready, wilh-

t steady care and watching, to take a flight

the detriment of the whole." Though
are may be many instructors in Christ even

our day, yet we have but few fathers,

lose lengthened out years of experience in

B school of Christ, places them in a capacitj-

d position to offer a word in season. For
yself I feel to abound with poverty, yet I

lieve I can say to my beloved tellow-laborer.-

younger life, that the prayer of my spirit

:en is, that we may all so dwell in a steady

ite of watchfulness unto prayer, under the

:ercise of the gift dispensed, that we maj-

alize the " Glory of tne Lord to go before,

id the God of Israel to be our rearward." 1

ive often had to remember a testimony de-

rered by Hincbman Haines, in the first

sarly Meeting of Ministers and Elders I at-

nded, being in 1834: That there was a

ason, after he had been engaged in public

inistry, that he contracted a habit of preach-

g, and thought he was promoting the good
use, but the Lord in unutterable mercy
owed him his efforts were fruitless, and re-

iwed that baptism which brought him to

e his real condition, and for which he felt

iry thankful ; this is the substance and I be-

sve very nearly the words of his testimony,

wish my love with much affectionate de-

re, that all ray brethren and sisters with
hom I became acquainted when last in your
irts, raay bo preserved on the only safe

undation; more particularly do these feel

gs extend to those of the tribe ofLevi, and
)pe now in my declining years, they will

ive me in their feelings, that I may be pre-

rved unto the end, which seems near at

ind.

A Testimony of William Eoans concerning

'inchman Haines.—He was a pillar in the

lurch of Christ ; a living, baptising minister

;

id a firm and consistent supporter of the

(ctrines and testimonies of the gospel held

7 our religious Society ; and in the spreading
' which, he travelled much in the ministry,

eing possessed of a good judgment, and a
leerful disposition, and having from an early

sriod of his life, been disciplined in the school
' Christ, his converBation was interesting

and instructive to the sincere lovers and sei'k-

ersof the Truth. Though he was firm in his

attachment to the truth, and in maintaining
what he believed was right, yet when his

friends did not see eye to eye with him, in

things not decided on by the body, he treated

them in a sweet christian spirit, and did not

allow himself to say any thing to le-sen their

reputation or standing in the church. He
was in the eighty-sixth year of his age, and
his removal will be much felt by many who
have partaken of his ministry, and among
whom he was af\ilherin Christ, and an exam-
ple of christian gravity, simplicity and self

denial.

AVHY WKEPEST THOU?
A Pound in yonder glade,

But not of fount or breeze,

A sound, but not of the whi.spering made,
By the palm or the olive trees

;

It i.s not the minstrel's lute,

Nor the swell of the niglit-bird's song.

Nor the city's hum, where all else is mute,

By echo borne along.

'Tis a voice, the Saviour's own,

—

" Woman, why weepest thou '!"

She turns, and her grief is forever flown,

And the shade that dimmed herbrow :

He is there, her risen Lord,
No more to know decline

;

He is there, with peace in His every word,

The wept One still divine.

"My Father's throne to share,

As King, as Lord, I go
;

But a brother's heart will be with me there,

For my brethren left below."
'The weeper is laid in dust

;

Her Lord is enthroned on high
;

But our's may be still that weeper's trust,

And our's "that Lord's reply.

Mourner 'raid nature's bloom,
Dimming its light with tears.

And eaptive,-ta whom the lone, dark room
Grows darker yet with fears.

And spirit, that like a bird.

Rests not on sea or shore,

—

The voice in the olive gl.ide once heard.
Hear ye, and weep no more.

31. I. Jeicsberry.

CHEVALIER.
While he lies asleep beside me,
Shaggy head on shaggy paws,

Blinking just a bit when squirrels'^

Rustle by for hips and haws,

—

While, with careless hand, I fondle
His crisp hair of mottled gray,

—

I will tell the oft-told story.

Why I called him Chevalier.

I was but a tiny urchin,

Filling every hour with play,

And this dog asleep beside me
Kept me company all day

;

Frolicked with me, served me, loved me,
In my joy and wantonness

;

Patient with ray small caprices,

Glad of every slight caress.

I was waked one night from slumber
By a sudden cry and rout

;

Many bells with frightening clangor
Poured their batty warnings out.

Everywhere was ruddy radiance
Brighter than the brightest day

;

All around the lofty windows
Tongues of flame began to play.

To the door I rushed in terror

;

Hastily I threw it wide;
Clouds of smoke with lurid centres

Barred my way, before, beside !

Shrinking back, I shrieked for succor
" Father ! Mother !" None could hear.

Still I shrieked in wilder accents,
j

Accents shrill b^ deadly fear.

Suddenly the <l.vj ,,.„. ,,!,,r,.i,.,v

Through thu -.
I 1 IP

: .1,1 flame,

Paused with um- -I.mii I,i,!,, I. -ide me,
Whimpered wli.-n 1 ,n. .1 l,i- name.

Tlien tluTer,,„K-adrram of i, rrnr,

Biirniny be.-,t mihI hhisting light,

Heat and light that Ijnrned nnd racked me
Many a day and many a night.

When at last the fever left rae.

Some one sitting l,v rav bed
Told meallthc-.i,, ,:i,-ir-!,.i> ;

How the fh-.- I, ill. , 1 1 pread;
How theinm.ii.-, .

i . ,. -lumber.
Had been n-n.,! ..- il.. .

1 ,y.

All but me. No d.uing funtstep

To my door could make its way.

But the dog, unloosed and whining,
Pricked his ears to hear me call.

Sprang within the smoke-filled doorway,
Leaped along the blazing hall,

Bounded up the shrinking staircase,

Then, while flames roared high and higher,
Staggered back, blinded and panting.

Through the centre of the fire,

—

Dropped his .scorched, unconscious burden
Just beyond the line of heat.

Crept, with mottled hair on fire,

Moaning, to my mother's feet.

As I wept to hear the story,

Lo, a huge head ro.se beside,

Two rough paws were planted by me,
And my sudden tears were dried.

Then the nurse said, while I kissed him
Welcome in my childish way,

"He's .so brave, and grand, and gentle, -

I would call him Chevalier."

Oliver Optic's Magazine.

The Atlantic Cable.—U there is one thing
more surprising than the fact that it is pos-
sible to transmit intelligence beneath the wa-
ters of the broad Atlantic, it is the celerity

with which that business is performed. In
the average time upon each message trans-
mitted between New York and London, the
service is barely equalled by the best manag-
ed circuits wholly up'm the land. For the
seven days ending July 2U, 1872, the actual
time averaged upon messages exchani^ed be-

tween New York and London was 13 min-
utes and 59J seconds. That is to say, that a
telegrara addressed to London, leaving New
York at 9 a. m., New Y(irk time, reached its

destination at a fraction Lss than 9:14 of
same time. When the distance is considered,
the fact that the message has to he re-written
four times—at Plai.ster Cove, Heart's Con-
tent, Valentia, and London, and that this is

the average upon the whole bu.-iness for the
week, and not the time upon any one mes-
sage— it speaks volumes for the business man-
agement and the skill of the operators en-

gaged.

That the average time of this week was
not exceptional, we have ample proof upon
the examination of the record.

An exact record is kept of every message
by each of the corapanies engaged in its

transmission, the precise time of its reception
at each office is taken, and from this a daily
and a weekly average is made. In this aver-

age, press and government despatches are
included, which from their much greater
lenyth than ordinary business messages, serve
to place the average time somewhat greater
than is really occupied in the transmission of
business for the general public.

Messages between New York arid London
pass over the wires of four Companies—the
Western Unhm, to Phii-t r C.vc ; the New
York, Newf.iundland and London, from Plais-

ter Cove to Heart's Content; the Anglo
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American, from Heart's Content to Valentia
and from Valentia to London, by the British

lines.

On one of the seven days given above, the
average time of tram^mission between New
York and London, was actually only six min-
utes and thirty-five seconds; and the shortesi

average time for mossages for the entire day
over one of the four lines, was one minute and
four seconds.

—

Journal of the Telegraph.

A Splection from the Memnramla and Iftters of the

Jate Elizabdh (ireer—lor private circulation

tCcntinned frori' i.nge H.)

To her dear friend, E. M., who came to see

her on Tbird-daj-, the 15th, she said, "I wish
it to be known that should I die now, I die in

the faith of, and full unity and love with, our
early Friends, and what they professed. It

was the very truth. My spirit has often tra-

vailed, while on that bed, in deep exercise on
behalf of our Society, and for our poor meet-
ing. Often, of late, when sitting in meeting,
I have been favored with such a sense of the
overshadowing of Heavenly Goodness, that
I have seemed ready to say, "It is too much
for me." At the beginning of this illness I

felt much stripped, but the last few days 1

have been favored with such a precious cov-
ering that I feel to be sitting at His footstool,

waiting His time. I feel very quiet, breath-
ing the petition, ' Thy will, O Lord, be done,
not mine.'

"

When the same friend was sitting beside
her next day, she did not say much of a reli-

gious nature, but alluded a little to matters
in her early life ; her cough was very dis-

tressing that day, and at night she became
increasingly ill. She was frequently in prayer
to her dear Lord and Muster, that He would
give his old servant patience to endure her
Bufferings; many limes saying to her daugh-
ter, " Thou art not willing to give me up.

Bo not hoM me. Let me go. 1 h^ng to go."
" Ah, dear Jane, thou wilt miss thy old moth-
er," pressing her hands earnestly in both hers,

saying to her and to her kind attendant, "I
am very much obliged to you

;
you are doing

all j-ou can for me. The Lord will reward
you."
On Fifth-day morning, the 16th, she asked

to be taki-n out of bed and laid on the sofa,

which was some relief. Then was seen the
decided change in her countenance. Many
friends called, desiring the privilege of taking
a silent last look at her. She made a request
that no stimulant should be given her, nor
anything to soothe the nerves, as she would
rather endure the cup of suffering, if such
were her Hi-avenly Father's will. Her dear
Saviour, (she said) had suffered for her, and
should she shrink from her portion !

To a dear relative who stood beside her
couch, she said, "It is an awfiil thing to die,

but not for me." "This weakness is hard to

Jbear, but my Saviour suffered for me, and I

am willing to bear what He is pleased to lay
on me."
Her daughter said, " Mother, H. is come

from Walerford to see thee." Taking his

hand, she said, "Come to see the last of his

poor grandmamma." Then repeating his

name again, she said, "I am going to my
everlasting rest." To her daughter she said,

"Pray for me
;
pray for thy mother." Her

dputrh'i r asked licr Ind she a message of love
for hir 'lear f'ie:i(i-!. M. M. and sisters? and
told her they were present. Taking by

the hand, she said, "Ah! yes, dear , 1

have long loved thee." Asking for the olh
ers, she kissed each of them, and they all re
ceived from her a beautiful "Farewell in the
Lord." She spoke of the close union between
them and herself through life, and added
clear voice, "I die in the unity and faith of
our early Friends. Our Society will never
rise to its ancient standing, until it comes
down and bows low before the Lord. It will

not rise by Bible meetings or social meotingi
but ' By my Spirit, saith the Lord of Hosts.'
She recognized a dear friend who called in

the afternoon, and said, "Darling E., my
hands have often been raised in this room in

prayer for thee ;" and kissed her.

On the doctor coming in, she said to him,
" This tabernacle is going down, down, Doc-
tor, but I have an humble trust that mj- S.iv-

iour has a little mansion prepared for me,
' For I know that if our earthly house of this

tabernacle were dissolved, we have a building
of God, an bouse not made with hands, eter-

nal in the heavens.' " 2 Cor. v. i. The doc-

tor finished the text for her.

That evening she said to her daughter,
'^ My work is done. 'I have fought the good
fight.'

"

The night-was spent in painless dozing, her
cough having ceased. The doctor said she
was not suffering, corroborating her own
words during the previous night, that "the
Lord had promised her an easy passage."
On Sixth day evening her long-loved friend,

A. W., with her husband arrived. She had
been inquiring for them, and sent loving mes-
sages in case she did not live to see them.
Being told they were beside her, she repeat-
ed their names. Her bodily powers were
then much prostrated, but on their taking
final leave of her, she said, " Ah ! farewell in

the Lord. Glory! glory! glory! as though
to convey to them that she had even then a

sight and foretaste of that glory upon which
she was just entering. About half-past ten
o'clock that night she ceased to breathe,
ithout a struggle, and has gone to join that
innumerable company" who "came out of

great tribulation, and have washed their

es, and made them white in the blood ol

the Lamb. Therefore are they before the
throne of God, and serve him day and night
'n his temple." Ecv. vii. 14, 15.

MExMORANDA.

I may in truth, from living experience,
make the acknowledgment that "Great and
marvellous are thy works. Lord God Al-

mightj', just and true are thy ways, thou
King of saints : who shall not fear Thee, O
Lord, and glorify Thy name."—Eev. xv. 3, 4.

I have long felt a desire to set down a lit-

tle of the Lord's dealings with me ; though it

may be far short of His goodness and mercy
towards one so unworthy of His compassion-
ate regard, remembering my unfaithfulness
to His requirings in early life, when He was
pleased to extend His visitations from time
to time, and followed me with the reproofs of
'nstruction, when my feet wandered from His
fold, and when I was led away from that path
in which I undoubtingly knew He was call-

ing me to follow him. Many times when with
my giddy companions in the midst of what
\ce called pleasure, my mirth was secretly
turned into sorrow from the inward convic-
tion that I was committing sin in yielding to
folly and lightness, thereby endeavoring to

rise above the witness for truth in the se

of my heart, that still followed me, notw
standing my backsliding and unfiiithfuln

and, although I was not what might by
world be called loicked, yet my levity

great flow of spirits caused me to stifle

witness in my heart, and led me farther t

I should ever have gone, into gaiety of
parel and other deviations that I felt to

wicked in me ; and had I been left by
compassionate Saviour, what should have
come of me at the end ! I can acknowl
that amidst all my giddiness and thoughtl
ness, goodness and mercy have followed

|

all the days of my life : many times have
feet been plucked as from the horrible pit j

out of the miry clay; yet, through all

wandering steps from my Heavonlj- Fath.
love, I was preserved from many teraptati

which were spread before mo. When, in

youthful days, marriage with some not
membership with our Society was propo
to me, gay as I was, I shuddered at suci

thought as that of being cut off from a Suci
I dearly loved, and looked upon far above i

other in the world, as to the purity of its pi

eiples when faithfully upheld. Though i

of these proposals were such as the wo
might call a good settlement for me, yet I
mained unmoved as to a wish to join myi
to any of them

;
I believe my dear Lord v

near. To Him alone be the praise for tl

preserving me. . . . [ loved good Frien
Many of them in meetings and out of me
ings spoke to my state. I had full faith

the revelation of the Father's will throu
his faithful ministers. Oh I that none m
lightly esteem true Gospel ministry. I h;

had large experience of the purity and effi

cy of it, when I was met with and arrested

the midst of my levity. One dear friend,

particular, S. G. was led in our meeting
follow me in her ministry from state to sta

and, on one occasion, in a family visit s

spoke to me in these words: "I belie

there are great things in store for thee if th

art faithful." I did not know then ; nor h
I the least conception what ray calling w
to be, until one day silting in our meeting
was led to crave secretly that the Lord woi
give me a place among the righteous, wh
these words followed as plain as any woi
ever spoken to my outward ear : "Art th
prepared to go forth in my name?" Oh!!
was so awful. I said, " What is it, Lord ?

it to preach ? I can never do it." I startJ

from it and said, "I can never do it." Thi
one was pointed out to me that had recent
been called to the ministry, and 1 understo -

the terms of my being joined to the rightoo'

must be to tell to others what the Lord h J

done for xny soul. I can never, while mei
ory lasts, forget that day. I was then mt
ried, had a good liusband, and all I could wi
to make me comfortable, as to the outwai
I returned from that meeting under the mo
painful feelings. I wished to die rather th:

give up to obey that clear call. I said aga
and again, "I can never do it." Oh!
was the severest conflict and trial I had ev
met with. I thought if the Lord would tal

y life and spare me such an exposure befo
the people, how glad I should be. Then
followed, if I died in disobedience to His wi
I would not be joined to the righteous of !

generations. I was brought into a narro
place, where there seemed no room for me
turn from the Lord. My days and nighi
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(i-e spent iu bemoaning nij-solf and thiLkiiig Tho docior maliin^' a visit to thu cuminitleo
^at would my husband suy if I bocamo a of sequestrators sitting at Waitham, in Kssox,
acher? and what would tho world say, they soon fell into a discourse and commen-
t one so sprightly and so unlikely to be dation of his great memory

; to whieh he re-

ed to such an awful SL^rvice should speak plied: "'Tis true, gentlemen, that fame has
neetings! Thus the enemy followed me given me the report of a memorist, and .f you
h these suggestions from year to year, and please, 1 will give you an experiment of it."

ed from the thought of yielding to such a They all accepted the motion, and told hiiu

uiring, and went on in disobedience until, they should look upon it as an obligation,

38t the sweet state I had been in, and' praying him to begin. " Gentlemen," says lie,

med farther than ever separated from inyi" I will give you an instance of my memory
ivenly Father's love, being plunged into in the particular business in which you are
kness and sorrow, fearing to look agaiai employed. Your worships have thought tit

ards His holj'- Temple, knowing my diso- to sequester an honest but poor cavalier par-

ience to His will, so fully and clearly son, my neighbor, from his living, and com-
de known to me. I feel it while I write,j mitted him to prison; he has a large family

"ll the despite I was doing to the Spirit ofi of children, and his circumstances are but in-

nd would warn any of His called different ; if you will please to release hiin out
of prison, and restore him to his living, I will

never forget the kindness while 1 live."

isu.-),
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Tip
I

i - ,' iiL'bt, of the Uiiiled Sialts was reduced
s, ' , ;ir,g the Eighth month. Jt araouWed
nil !,. . .: ., Icsscasfi iu the Treasury, to $2,1T7,-

o:12,v2'j. iJi ilus sum $429,791,919 bears no interest.

The balance in the Treasury consisted of coin $73,918,-

817, and currency $10,934,742.

Ihe Markets, dec.—The following were the quotations

on the 2nd inst. jVcw York.— American gold, 1131.

U. S. sixes, 1881, 1 16i ; ditto, 1868, 114 ; ditto, 10-40, 5

per cents, 109. Superfine flour, $5.80 a $6.40 ; State

extra, S7 a $7.40 ; tiner brands, 7.50 a $10. White
Michigan wheat, $1.78 a $1.80; amber do, Sl-72 a

$1.76; No. 2 Chicago spring, rl.62; amber western,

$1.65 a T-1.68. Western mixed oats, old, 44J a 45 cts.;

new, 41 a 43 cts. ; old white, 48 a 50 cts. Rye. 75 cts.

Western mixed corn, 64 uls.; white, 67 a 69 cts.;

southern white, 79 a ,S0 cts. Cuba sugar, 8J a 9 cts.

Refined, 12J a 121 ct< C.rolina rice, 8J a 9i cts.

PAi/ade/pAia.—Uplands and New Orleans cotton, 22 a

22^ cts. Superhne lour, $4.50 a $5.25; extni, So.oO a

$6.25 ; finer brands, $6.50 a $10.25. Western rvd wheat,

$1.60 a 1.65; southern do., $1.73 a $1.76; KtiitiKky

white, $1.83. Yellow corn, 63 cts. New uals, 38 a 45

cts.; old, 46 a 48 cts. Smoked hams, 16 a IS cts. Lard,

9 a 9]- cts. Clover seed, 10 a 10>, cts. About 2,700

beef cattle were sold at the Avenue Drove-yard. Extra

at 7i a 7j cts. per |i>, criM-^ : f lir to good, 6 a 7 cts., and

common 4 a 5A .i. -:i j' -M at 5 a 6i cts. p- r lb.

gross. Receipts 1' ! 1 i^s sold at $8 a $8.25

per 100 lb. net. I, .11.:- ., -j; head. Baltimore.—
Choice white wheat, ol.^o a -i.oj; fair to prime do.,

$1.«0 a rl.75 ; choice amder, $1.75 a $1.80. Southern

white corn, 65 a 66 cts.; western mixed, 62 cts. Oats,

39 a iU cts. Rve, 75 a 80 ets. Lard, 9 cts. Cincin-

nati.— F-.inuU \Un, <::> a ^:Jm. IUmI u-heat, Sl.oO a

No. 2 oats, 25 cts. Ohicdgo.— No. 1 spring wheat, 1.24

a $1.25; No. 2 do., $1.21; No. 3 do., $L13. No. 2

mixed corn, 38i cts. No- 2 oats, 25J cts. No. 2 rye,

57 cts. No. 2 fall barley, 66 cts.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLORED
PERSONS.

Teachers are wanted for these schools, to be
about the first of Tenth month.

Applications mav he made to

Elton" B. Gifloni, 28 North Third St.,

Richard J. Allen, 472 North Third St.,

Thomas Elkinton, 118 Pine St.,

Geo. J. Scaitergood, 413 Spruce St.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Term of this Institution opens on the

28th of Tenth month ne.xt. Parents and others who
intend to send pupils will please make early applica-

tion to Aaron Shaepless, Superintendent, (address

Street Road P. O., Chester Co., Pa.), or to Charles J.

Allen, Treasurer, No. 304 Arch street, Philadelphia.
Eighth mo. 13th, 1872.

FRIEND.S' SELECT SCHOOLS.
These schools, under the care of the tour Monthly

Meetings of Friends in this city, will re-open on
Second-day, Ninth mo. 2d, 1872. The Boys' School,

on Cherry St., above Eighth St., is under "the care of

Zebedee Haines, as Principal. The Girls' School, on
Seventh St., below Race St., is under the care of

Margaret Lightfoot. There are also two Primary
Schools for the instruction of tho.se children who are

too young to attend the higher schools; one of which is

held in the Meeting-house at the corner of Sixth and
Noble streets, the other in the Boys' School building

on Cherry street.

The attention of 1 < i. n-K n iiliiig in this city and its

neighborhood i- ;
' :.iied to these schools.

The terras are nil.,;. .1 ., u.nisions recently made
for that purposL', I ,. nl, 1,

1 Mging to Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting, sending ehildien to these schools, (alsi

mem hers) who may find the charges burdensome, can be
fully relieved. In the principal schools opportunities
are afforded of obtaining a liberal education in useful

branches of study, and in the Latin and Greek lan-

guages. In the primary schools the children are well
grounded in those of a more elementary character.

It is desirable that applications for admission of chil-

dren should be made early, and that parents returning
children to the schools should send them at the begin-
ning of the term.

Further information may be obtained upon applica-

tion to the Treasurer of the Committee,
James Sjledley, No. 415 Market street.

from N ahai.i.

King, N..I., iH

M. lvl.lv. M:,-.

$2, voi.-.n;; U

Stephen Hoi.-,

HoliinL:-«..nli

Daniel .\l. .Mot

jld. S-.-,(i

N. v., s-

vol. 4ii, an

North, Pa., |ier William Webster, $2, vol. 46; from
Watson Newbold, N. .1., S2, vol. 46, and for Walter
NewhuM, SL', vol. H;; fn„ii 1 laniiah Sn-ven.son, 111., .lt-2,

vol. 41;; ti-in l; It. ,11 .M,.,.re. I'a.. S2, vol. 46; from
Jane .\iii. l';i<-i„..i.., I'a., S:.!, v.il. IC. ; from Henry R.
Post, L 1., S2, vol. 4G; from Jo.-luia Embree, Pa., »r2,

vol. 46 ; from Sarah P. Darnell, N. J., $2, vol. 46 ; from
Henry Knowles, Agent, N. Y., for Benjamin Boss,
Robert Knowles, Milton Smith, Alonzo Knowles, Ben-
jamin R. Knowles, and Jo-cph (.'olliiis, S2 each, vol

RECEIPTS.
Received from John Brantingham, Agent, O., $2,

vol. 46, and for Samuel Carr, and Isaac Cope, $2 each,

vol.46; from John Eldridge, Pa., S2, vol. 46; from
Elizabeth M. Cope, Pa., $2, vol. 46 ; from Robert Milk-r,

O., $2, vol. 46
;
from E. W. South, M. D., N. J., Si', v.. I.

46; from Susannah Marriott, N. Y., -2, vol. 46; iVoiii

Deborah Satterthwaite, X. .1., per Hen iv Wood. .\gLiit.

2, V..1. 4o: li..m ,\ni, V.;r..u. Is. ,1.. |„'r II. l.\ W.j.h],

Dr. George .\la

MU-I Walton, 0., $2, vol.46;
Pa., $2, vol. 46 ; from Sarah

from Daniel Will:

for Isaac Mitchell, Asa
H. Branson, Pu.sev W.
louav, Siirali I'ni'vian,

l;,iil.'v. .]....,.], \X:,\U

i.Ue

46, and
11..L;.', .luliann

bHol-
Uowav, .loseph

W. Holloway,
1 .-Vmos Evens,
46

;
from Isaac

harpk-ss, N. J.,

N. .1., p.T Maiv Kaighn, S2 ca

Child, lo., $2, vol. 46 ; from K
$2.20, to No. 52, vol. 46 ; from ll.nrv K. W.iodward,
N. J., $2, vol. 46 ; from Walker .M.h.i ,-, I'a., .S:^, vol. 46

;

from William L. Bailey, Pa., $2, vol. 46 ; (vum Benj.
W. Passmore, Agent, Pa., for Rebecca Larkin, Sarah
Larkin, and Nathan Pennell, $2 each, vol. 46; from
Parker Hall, Agent, O , S2, vol. 46, and for Nathan
Hall, William Hall, William Hall, Jr., Josiah Hall,
John W. Smith, Lewis Taber, and James .McGrail, $2
each, vol. 46 ; from Joseph Stanton, O., :4, vols. 46 and
47; from George Haines, X.
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! I prayed to Him to enable me to submit to

lis holy will. In His mercy He accepted my
rayers. When all the mouutains of opposi-

;6n and hills of difBculty seemed removed
at of the way—after the dark clouds that

ad long surrounded me bad vanished—I felt

aat if He would again take me under His
rotecting care I would endeavor to follow

[im in the way of His requirings.

Ob ! my God, Thou only knowest tbe con-

iets of my soul, in giving up to follow Thee
a this awful call ; for I thought such a one as

had been could never be purified eufficiontly

[0 go forth in Thy name ; but the work is

j'hine and tbe preparation is Thine and must
<ie Thine, to fulfil sncb a duty. I was now
bade willing to submit, my will being brought
lown by affliction

;
yet, the dread of the call

vas still over me, so that I trembled going
ilong the street on a meeting day, lest I might
)Q required to speak.

No date.

i

I had now one daughter and three sons
ily health bad become very delicate ; I went
,0 Cheltenham, my husband accompanying
iie. While there I was under very weighty
'eelings respecting my health and the tulfil-

tnent of my covenant in the days of my dis-

;res8.

1 also wont to London, and one day while
;here, being in Gracechurch street meeting, I

^elt what I btf ieve was a command to say a
few words; but the weakness of the creature
was such that I withheld, which brought a
cloud over me. On my return homo I thought
,—let what would be required of me I should
never again prove unfaithful to tbe command
of my long-suffering God. But ob I how I

dreaded the command if it should come. Soon
after, in the year 1826, when under great ex-
ercise of mind, in meeting, on First-day morn-
ing, I was suddenly arrested with these words,
accompanied by a very clear command to

give them forth: "The grace of God that
bringeth salvation hath appeared unto all

men," &(.'. Oh I the conflict 1 endured is not

and made to stand upon my feet, and the

words spoken for me (for I seemed not to be

speaking myself) When I tremblingly sat

down the enemy struck a dart at me that I

bought would have taken my spiritual life.

My misery was great and I seemed in a

worse state tfcan ever. ,1 returned sorrowful

to my own house, after having such a clear

opening ; and as I believed my great Lord had

been very near to enable me to speak in His

name, and at the right time, I went to my
room and walked about.

Suddenly, as in a moment, there seemed to

come a sweet and solemn calm, under which

very precious covering I was brought to stand

still, and these words from Scripture were

mercifully banded me in a way 1 could not

doubt: "There is, therefore, now no condem-
nation to them which are in Christ Jesus, who
walk not after the flesh, but after the Spirit."

—Komans viii. 1. Oh! may I never forget

this season. "The serpent's head was bruised."

For days I seemed to partake more of the

joys of heaven than to feel like one on earth :

my cup was full of heavenly joy. 1 walked

in tbe garden alone, and thought I should

wish for no greater joy in heaven were I then

called away. But here was not to be the place

of my rest.

I have since thought that this suggestion

at the door, caused by a man coming to let

know the largo buildings connected with

the business were on fire, and at six o'clock

the whole was consumed, except a small part

miraculously saved by the wind shifting; bad

not this been the case, it is probable that

many habitations adjoining would have shared

the same fate. I desire we may remember the

mercy of Providence in thus rescuing those

bouses from tbe flames, which were awful to

look upon. I believe merciful support was
near to some of our minds in time of trouble.

Oh! may this fresh instance of the uncertainty

of all things here below so operate on the

mind as to wean from a dependence on this

inorUrs riches and fading prospects, that so

often draw from dwelling under the holy in-

fluence of the unchangeable truth, which the

sincere believer finds to be his only sure foun-

dation in times of trial. "Riches make them-

selves wings, and fly away," Prov. xxiii. 5,

but truth, the blessed truth, will endure for

ever.

Eleventli month Uth, 1833; Fifth-day, meet-

ing day :—This morning my beloved husband

seemed much better than for days, and spoke

cheerfully to me, so I concluded to go to meet-

ing, leaving our daughter with him. I went

to the bed-side and bid him farewell; he

sweetly and composedly said, farewell, which

of the enemy was permitted to show me tfts fwaS the last wordhe ever spoke to mo. When
great enmity against the blessed truth as it is partly dressed, he walked |o his chai>, placed

in Jesus, and to forewarn me of his near ap-

proach in offerings in the ministry, in which

I have since discovered him, not only as the

accuser of the brethren, but as a crooked

twining serpent. When be cannot cast down,

he would appear as an angel of light, to draw
away from that sure dependence on tbe Divine

Power which can alone preserve any from
running before their Guide or tarrying be-

hind. Being at a Yearly Meeting in Dublin,

I was enabled to see this (%iger. In my weak
state, I was near standing up with a few

words, when I saw it was a temptation of the

enemy, and not my Great Master's requiring,

so that I was truly thankful for deliverance,

and in being enabled to say, " Get thee hence."

I note this under humiliating feelings, and

with a hope that it may be for the instruc-

tion of others, to bevrare and not run before

their only sure Guide in first coming forth in

the work of the ministry. Should the gift be

small, the cruel enemy is near, as well as with

those who have larger and more extensive

service. But there is One mighty to save,

and able to deliver in every time of trial and
temptation. In Him my faith, though deeply

tried, has never been shaken, through all the

storms and bitter blasts from the wilderness

that have followed me year after year.

Oh ! Lord Thou knowest I have in and
through all desired Thy preserving and pro

tecting power, that so I may never be suffered

to make shipwreck of faith.

before the fire, on sitting down, his daughter

perceived him breathe quickly, and heave a

sigh. On her asking him if anything was the

matter with him, be made no answer, nor did

ever speak more ;
she sent and had me

called out of meeting; against I got to him,

he only breathed once, I believe, which was

bis last. It was awfully sudden, and a shock

to us all ;_yet it was a great favor that his

sufferings were removed in great degree for

me weeks before his death, and we bad tbe

consolation of enjoying his company more

than we bad for months previous. He was

from home in the North from Fifth month,

1833, to tbe end of Seventh month the same

year. While there, he became very poorly,

his breathing much oppressed, so that he had

little sleep. The physician considered him in

a precarious state; a second and a third I

called in confirmed the same, holding out

little hope of recovery, but thought he might

continue some months. I may truly say he

was in a state of great bodily suffering—his

breathing so oppressed, he could not lie down
in bed, and sat up changing from one position

to another all night. It was a trial being

separated from our home and family, except

our daughter, who was with us. I had no

expectation of being able to get him home,

nor did tbe doctors hold out any hope that I

should. But there is a Great Physician of

value who overrules all things, and before

whom my fervent prayer was put up, that
nor ever will be, I believe, forgotten. I could •— , ,

- ,',-u- -ju
not move

; my limbs refused to help me, when I
Tenth month 8tli, 1825.—About three o'clock He would be pleased to bnng my dear hus^

I was raised by that invisible Arm of Power in the morning we were alarmed by a rapping 1 band to his own house and family, and that
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if so, I should be resigned to IIU will after-

wards, and blessed be His name He did hear

my petition, and in a marvellous manner
raised him up to the wonder of doctors and

all around us, so that I ventured in faith to

move forward, and had it sealed on my mind

that I should succeed, although I had near

two hundred miles to travel with him in his

precarious weak state, his complaint being of

that nature, it was thought he might go off

suddenly while travelling. I seemed borne

up all the way, though I was in a chaise with

him alone. On reaching Dublin, I had two
doctors to see him. Tbey did not think he

would be able to get beyond Ballitore. I had

no fear to go forward, believing my Great

Master would help me; and so it proved, for

•we were permitted to reach our dear home
in less than a week. Oh ! the thankfulness 1

felt in thus being brought back alter all my
toils and conflicts; my heart was in gratitude

often ready to exclaim, that great and mar-

vellous were indeed the works of the Lord, in

all His dealings with us, for He did work by

His almighty power in the heart of my deeply

tried husband, so that his long and suffering

illness was, I assuredly believe, a preparation

for the great change which was soon to take

place in removing him from earth to a man-
sion of rest and peace eternal in the heavens.

He was a man greatly engaged in business,

and perhaps suffered it too much to occupy
his mind

;
yet he was a man greatlj' beloved,

being of a meek and quiet sj)irit, and exceed-

ingly gentle in his family, and an example of

great patience at all times, and particularly

80 during his illness. I do not remember to

have heard him ever say an impatient word,

but was frequently in supplication to his God,

and was resigned to His will, settled his out-

ward affairs with calmness, and spoke of his

departure from this life as though he was only

going to take a journey. Thus, the prepara-

tion of heart went forward through the tender

mercy of his Kedeemer and the purifying

operation of the Holy Ghost, until the war-

fare was accomplished, and it pleased the

Father of all our sure mercies to say, " It is

enough," and I believe, to my comfort and
consolation, that his end was peace. We
were permitted to be together in our own
home a much longer period than we expected,

and now I often sit solitary, and feel myself
a widow.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend,"

The Mound Builders.

CCoDtinuBd from page 18.)

The Mound Builders used large quantities

of copper such as that taken from the copper
bods on Lake Superior, where the extensive

mines yield copper, not in the ore, but as pure
metal. It exists in those beds in immense
masses, in small veins, and in separated lumps
of various sizes. The Mound Builders worked
this copper without smelting it. Spots of

pure silver are frequently found studding the

surface of Lake Superior copper, and appear-

ing as if welded to it, but not alloyed with it.

No other copper has this peculiarity ; but cop-

per with similar blotches of silver has been

dug from the mounds. It was naturally in-

ferred from this fact that the ancient people

represented by these antiquities, had some
knowledge of the art of mining copper which
had been used in the copper region of Lake
Superior. This inference finally became an
ascertained fact.

Remains of their mining works were first

discovered in 1848, by S. O. Knapp, agent of

the Minnesota Mining Company, and in 1849

they were described by Dr. Charles T. Jack-

son, in his geological report to the national

government. Those described were found at

the Minnesoto mine, in upper Michigan, near

Lake Superior. Their mining was chiefly

surface work; that is to say, they worked the

surface of the veins in open pits and trenches.

At the Minnesota mine, the greatest depth of

their excavations was thirty feet; and here

not far below the bottom of a trough-like

cavity, among a mass of leaves, sticks and
water, Knapp discovered a detached mass of

copper weighing nearly six tons. It lay upon
a cob-work of round logs or skids six or eight

inches in diameter, the ends of which showed
ainly the marks of a small axe or cutting

tool, about two and-a-half inches wide. They
soon shriveled and decayed when exposed to

the air. The mass of copper had been raised

several feet, along the foot of the lode, on

timbers, by means of wedges. At this place

was found a stone maul weighing thirty-six

pounds, and also a copper maul or sledge

weighing twenty-five pounds. Old trees show-
'ng 395 rings of annual growth stood in the

debris, and the fallen and decayed trunks of

former generation were seen lying across

the pits.

The modern mining works are mostly con-

fined to that part of the copper region known
as Keweenaw Point. This is a projection of

land extending into Lake Superior, and de-

scribed as having the shape of an immense
horn. It is about eighty miles in length, and,

at the place where it joins the main land, about
forty-five miles in width. All through this

district, wherever modern miners have work-
d, remains of ancient mining works are

abundant; and they are extensive on the ad-

jacent island, known as Isle Royale. The area
covered by the ancient works is larger than
that which includes the modern mines, for

they are known to exist in the dense forests

of other districts, to which the modern min-
ing has not yet been extended.
One remarkable mining excavation of the

Mound Builders was found near the Water-
bury mine. Here, in the face of a vertical

blutf, was discovered an ancient, artificial,

cavern-like recess, twenty-four feet in hori-

zontal length, fifteen feet high, and twelve
feet deep. In fi-ont of it is a pile of excavated
rock on which are standing, in full size, the
forest trees common to this region. Some of

the blocks of stone removed from this recess

would weigh two or three tons, and must have
required levers to get them out. Beneath the
surface rubbish were the remains of a gutter
or trough made of cedar, placed there to carry
off water from the mine. At the bottom of
the excavation a piece of white cedar timber
was found, on which were the marks of an
axe. Cedar shovels, mauls, copper gads or
wedges, charcoal and ashes were discovered,

over which forest trees had grown to full size.

Modern mining on Lake Superior began
effectively in 1845. The whole copper region
has not been fully explored. Works of the
ancient miners are found at all mines of any
importance; and they show remarkable skill

in discovering and tracing actual veins of the
metal. Colonel Charles Whittlesey, one of
the best authorities on this point, believes the
Mound Builders worked the copper beds of
that region during a great length of time, and

more of their works will doubtless be c

covered when the forests shall be cleai

away from those portions of the copper rcgi

not yet worked by modern miners. So far

they have been traced, they every where she

the same methods, the same implements, a
the same peculiarities of both knowledge ai

lack of knowledge in the old miners.

That the Mound Builders and their wor
belong to a distant period in the past is e'

dent ; but, of course, we have no means of c

termining their antiquity with any approai

to accuracy, no scheme of chronology I

which their distance from us in time can I

measured. Nevertheless, some things o

served in their remains make it evident th

the works are very ancient.

One fact showing this is pointed out l

those who have examined them carefully

follows: None of these works (mounds ar

inclosures) occur on the lowest formed of tl

river terraces, which mark the subsidence
the western streams; and as there is no goc
reason why their builders should have avoid
erecting them on that terrace, while the
raised them promiscuously on all the other
it follows, not unreasonably, that this terrac

has been formed since the works were erecte(

It is apparent, also, that in some cases th

works were long ago partly destroyed b

streams which have since receded more tha
half a mile, and at present could not reac

them under any circumstances. Those stream
generally show four successive terraces, whic
mark four distinct eras of their subsidenc

since they began to flow in their preset

courses. The fourth terrace, on which non
of the works are found, marks the last an
longest of these periods ; and it marks also th

time since the Mound Builders ceased to 0(

cupy the river-valleys where it was formec

The period marked by this fourth terrac

must be the longest, because the excavatin
power of such streams necessarily diminishe

as their channels grow deeper. This geolog
cal change, which has taken place since th

latest of the mounds and inclosures were coi

structed, shows that the works are very olc

no one can tell how old. To count the year
is impossible; but we can see that the date,

;

found, would take us back to a remote perioi

in the past.

Great antiquity is indicated by the skele

tons taken from the mounds. Every Bkeleto;

of a Mound Builder is found in a condition o

extreme decay. It sometimes appears tha

the surface of a mound has been used by thi

wild Indians for interments; but their skek]

tons, which are always found Tvell preserved^

can be readily distinguished by their positioii

in the mounds, as well as by other peculiar!]

ties. The decayed bones of Mound Builder;

are invariably found within the mounds, neve
on the surface, usually at the bottom of th;

structure, and nearly always in such a stat

of decay as to render all attempts to restor

the skull, or, indeed, any part of the skeleton;

entirely hopeless. Not more than one or tw
skeletons of that people have been recoverei

suitable for intelligent examination. It i

stated in the work of Squier and Davis, tha

the only skull belonging incontestably to ai

individual of the Mound Building race, whicl
has been preserved entire, was taken from i

mound situated on a knoll, (itself artificia

apparently) on the summit of a hill, in th<

Sciota Valley, four miles below Chilicothe.

What, save time itself, can have brough;
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heso akoletODS to a condition in which they

all to pieces when touched, and are ready to

lissolve and become dust? All the circura-

tances attending their burial were unusually
avorable for their preservation. The earth

iround them has invariably been found " won-
lerfuUy compact and dry." And yet, when
ixhumed, they are in such a decomposed and
irumbling condition that to restore them is

rapossible. Sound and well preserved skele-

-ons, known to be nearly two thousand years

)ld, have been taken from burial-places in

England, and other European countries less

avorable for preserving them. The condi-

ion of an ancient skeleton cannot be used as

m accurate measurement of time, but it is

ufEciently accurate to show the difference

)etween the ancient and the modern, and in

bis case it allows us to assume that these

ixtremely decayed skeletons of the Mound
Guilders are much more than two thousand
rears old.

The great age of these mounds and inclo-

lUres is shown by their relation to the prim-

!val forests in which most of them were dis-

lovered. I say primeval forestB because they
eemed primeval to the first white men who
ixplored them. Of course there were no un-

)roken forests at such points as the Ohio
/"alley, for instance, while they were occu-

)ied by the Mound Builders, who were a

ettled agricultural people, whose civilized in-

lustry is attested by their remains. If they
bund forests in the valleys they occupied,

hese were cleared away to make room for

heir towns, inclosures, mounds and cultivated

ields; and when, after many ages of such oc-

lupation, they finally left, or wore driven

bway, a long period must have elapsed before

,he trees began to grow freely in and around
.heir sbandoned works. Moreover, observa-
ion shows that the trees which first make
ihoir appearance in such deserted places are

lot regular forest trees. The beginnings of

meh growths as will cover them with great

bresls comes later, when other preliminary
growths have appeared and gone to decay.

For "The Friend."

Sewel's History.

To the student of history there is a peculiar

ittraetion in going to the sources of know-
edge—the original records, biographies, and
monuments—out of which our historical writ-

srs gather the materials and build up the

goodly structures, which they present to us

is Histories of different nations and eras.

Some writers may be compared to skilful

irchitects, who arrange the materials, fit them
iO each other, and construct from them beau-

iiful buildings, whose form and character de-

pend not merely on the original facts, but on
ihe intellectual and moral peculiaritiesof those
who dovetail and cement them together.

Dthers are mere collectors of material, who
supply to the architectthe wood, stone, bricks,

fee, which he needs must use in his operations,

lo this latter class, in great measure, belongs
William Sewel, the early historian of the So-
ciety of Friends, whose work still continues
to be the most valuable and interesting of all

that have been written on that period of our
history. The reader is not troubled with long
philosophical disquisitions, but he finds gath
ered together a large collection of striking

narratives, often in the very language of the
actors. We are brought, as it were, into con-

tact with those who lived two centuries ago
;

we hear their words, almost as they uttered

them ;
we are enabled to see with their ejus,

and to feel as they felt. This constitutes one
of the principal charms of the book.
The author was a Dutchman, and origin-

ally wrote his work in his native language,
and afterwards translated it into English. In

his dedication (to the King of England) after

referring to his own partiality for historical

researches, he says: " Having gathered great

store of very remarkable cases, which I

thought worthy to be kept upon record and
not buried in oblivion, I was induced to com-
pose a history, which contains such rare oc-

currences, and unusual matters as I believe,

are not easily paralled." In the preface to the

work, after remarking that " the manj' singu-

lar cases related in his history will afford no
unpleasing entertainment to curious readers,"

he adds as a caution to the incredulous, " I

have endeavored to the utmost to relate noth-

ing, but what after a nice enquiry seemed to

me to be true, or at least very probable."

The book opens with a condensed account

of the reformation in the Christian Church
from the errors of the dark ages, showing the

gradual manner in which it pleased the great

Head of the Church to open the eyes of his

faithful servants to see the darkness and super-

stition which surrounded them. Thus John
Hubs, though he acknowledged as true, many
gross errors in the Catholic Church, saw the

vanity of the doctrines of purgatorj-, and of

praying to and worshipping images, and seal-

ed his testimony by his blood, being burnt at

Constance, in Germany, in 1415. From time

to time others were raised up, who carried on

the work of reformation further than their

predecessors, and like John Huss many of

these suffered even to the extent of martyr-

dom. These deserve to be held in honorable

remembrance, as men, who were faithful wit-

nesses to that degree of light which had been

given them, and thus were good stewards of

the Grace which they had received, and doubt-

less in the end were permitted to enter into

the joy of their Lord, which is the glorious

reward of all the faithful. In the fulness of

time, "it pleased God," to use the language of

Sewel, " to make yet a clearer discovery of

His truth, in a time when many godly people

were zealously seeking after a farther mani-

festation of the will of God, from a sense that,

notwithstanding all their outward observa-

tions of religious performances, there still

stood a partition-wall whereby the soul was
hindered from living in perfect peace with its

Creator."

This longing after a closer union with God,

this desire to penetrate the shell of outward
performances and to realize the living and
substantial truth they were designed totypifj',

was widely spread, and when George Fox was
raised up, qualified and commissioned to go
forth and proclaim the spiritual nature of true

religion—that it is the power of Divine Grace,

the spiritual appearance of Christ in the

heart, the Light within, that must begin,

carry forward and complete the work of

man's redemption, through our submission to

its blessed operations; he found multitudes

prepared to receive his testimony, who had
themselves been taught the same glorious

truths by the immediate convictions of the

Spirit of Truth. These were ready to unite

with him in the support of the doctrines he

preached, and thus in a very few years, great

numbers gathered around the standard he
uplifted. In London alone, it was estimated
that there were 10,000 Quakers in those early

days.

The history of this remarkable era in the
religious world i^ full of interest and instruc-

tion. In reading the records of it, says Sewel,
" we shall not only meet with bitter re-

vilings, scornful moekings, rude abuses, and
bloody blows from the fool-hardy rabble; but
also severe persecutions, hard imprisonments,
grievous banishments, unmerciful spoiling of

goods, cruel whijipings, cutting off of ears,

smotherings in prisons, and also putting to

death by the hands of the hangman, by order
of the magistrates ; afterwards some quiet and
rest; then again severe persecution, until the

furious promoters of it, at last wearied, de-

sisted from their mischievous labor for a time,

more by being at their wit's end, than out of

mercy. And among all these vicissitudes,

notable instances have been seen of unfeigned
godliness, sincere love, much true-heartedness,

extraordinary meekness, singular patience,

ardent zeal, undaunted courage, and unshaken
steadfastness, even among the female sex,

which though the weakest, yet in the hardest

attacks, showed a more than manly spirit

;

insomuch that seldom any age hath afforded

matter where more powerful examples to

virtue have been seen."

There may be some among my readers who
have not read Sewel's History. Such I would
earnestly advise to take an early opportunity

of becoming acquainted with its contents. It

will throw much light on that most interest-

ing period of English history, which witness-

ed the death of Charles 1st, the supremacy of

Oliver Cromwell, the restoration of Charles

2d, and the expulsion of his brother James.
It will kindle in their hearts warm admira-

tion for their fixithful forefathers in religious

profession, who being strengthened by the

sense of duty, and animated by a feeling of

the presence and help of their Creator and
Redeemer, fearlessly encountered beatings,

stonings, and unjust imprisonment in filthy

jails—which was often the response to their

earnest pleadings for the Truth. And finally,

it may be a means of awakening that tender-

ness of feeling, which is ever an evidence of

the extension of Divine goodness, and which
many persons have known to accompany the

thoughtful reading of its pages. Christopher

Heal}', in his old age, when conversing on the

days of his youth, said he well remembered,
when he was quite a child, his father bring-

ing home Sewel's Historj', "I used," he said,

" to read it aloud to my father whilst he sat

upon his bench making shoes ; and I can re-

member that I was sometimes so affected in

reading the accounts therein given, that I

could not go on. My feelings were very much
in sympathy with the poor sufferers of whom
we read ; and I thought really if there were
ever any good people in the world, these were

they. I said in my heart, if the Lord should

ever make me a Quaker, and give me any
testimonies to bear for His sake, that I would

lay down my life and die for His cause rather

than to be persecuted out of them.
" And I now gratefully remember that the

Lord did reveal His Son in me, and gave me
many precious doctrines to believe, and many
noble testimonies to bear for His name's sake;

and I feel bound to say that He has graciously

enabled me to continue faithful to Him." May
we all be enabled to adopt a similar language.
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The Golden Umbrella.—The Htee, or Gold-

en Umbrella of the king of Burmah, arrived

at Eangoon from Mandalay, on the 22nd Oc-

tober. The Rangoon Gazette gives the fol-

lowing description of the relic : The founda-

tion, which is of iron, is badly worked up and

very rough ;
over this rugged surface there

is in many places only a thin and badly-laid

wash of gold. The gold plate is fastened to

the iron framing with copper and other nails,

whose heads show out dark and distinct,

though the precious metal itself is in great

part tarnished to a deep red, and everywhere
bent and battered like the sheathing on an

old hulk. In many places it is bo loose that

the Burmese have been obliged to tie it on

with wire, the fastenings of which add to the

general wretched appearance of the much-
vaunted ornament. The rubies and other

precious stones which arc placed in the lower

rings of the Htee, are set in a manner which
reminds one of Birmingham rings manufac-

tured at a couple of shillings the gross ; but

coarse as is the execution of the whole affair,

its worshippers are already pressing round in

Sampans to bow down before it with looks of

unfeigned admiration. The only good pieces

of workmanship that we could discover, were
the bells, which are intended to be hung at

the top; these bear in Burmese the names of

their respective donors, and one of them in

particular has a beautifully clear and mellow
tone. The rings of which the lower part of

the structure is composed, will be landed sep-

arately, as their united weight would be too

much to deal with at one operation. The
lowest and largest of these weighs nearly
eight hundred weight. We were shown one
plate on the bottom ring where a Burmese
visitor, at some station beyond our frontier,

had torn off a small piece of the gold plating

;

the poor wretch was at once taken on shore
and decapitated.

Over-dressing demoralizes a woman. It

takes from her that purity of thought and
character, the high prerogatives of a perfect

life, which is her legitimate birthright, and
she sells it for a mess of pottage. It opens
the avenues of her soul to a thousand destroy-
ing influences, and leads her by silken ten-

drils over into the valley of the shadow of

death. I think of this when I see mothers
helping their little ones into the thraldom

;

I thought of it last Sunday, as I glanced from
the chapel-master, in his robes, to a baby-
worshipper in blue iii\^, en panier, all ruffles

and folds, and Grecian bend—to the white
hat, with its cluster of mature red roses—to

the small wrists clasped in jeweled bands— to

the shapely baby fingers heaped with dia-

monds. I looked at the soft, pale, golden
hair, arranged just like mamma's—to the
white brow on which the lace hat so proper-
ly rested—to the clear-cut features of the
mature, pi-ecocious face, luminous with seven
years' wisdom, and I could not reiterate the
good man's assertion :

" Of such is the King-
dom of Heaven." It seemed to me too much
in the fashion of this world " which
away."

—

Chicago Tribune.

"If we met with no sorrows in our way,
we should be still more prone, than we are at

present, to forget that better land towards
which we are journeying. Our Saviour knows
that trials are necessary for us."

THE TEACHEE TAUGHT.

One sultry summer's eve we went,

I and my little May,
Down to a stream beside the Trent,

Where water-lilies lay.

Till, laden with the golden spoil.

Nor wishiiifi; more to roam,
Rewarded well for all our toil.

We turned to seek our home.

But we had wandered far away,
Intent upon the flowers.

Nor watched the quickly-closing day.

Or the fast-gathering showers.

With tiny hand close clasped in mine.

Her joys she prattled o'er.

Until she saw the lightning shine,

And heard the thunder roar.

Then the blue eyes looked up with dread.

The hasty footsteps stayed.

And earnestly the sweet voice said,

" Auntie, are you afraid ?"

"No," I replied, "because I know
How all these things must be,

Since certain changes in the earth

Cause electricity

;

" And that the rolling noise we hear.

Or sudden heavy crash.

Is but the meeting of the air.

After the lightning's flash."

But all my scientific lore

Moved not the little maid
;

She answered, " It will soon be o'er,^

God knows when we're afraid."

Oh, lesson learned in simple form !

Here shall my trust be stayed
;

God sees me shrink in life's dark storm.

And knows when I'm afraid.

He knows when earthly troubles press.

Till clouds of sorrow fill

My timid heart with loneliness,

And whispers, " Peace, be still
!"

Whilst in this thorny path I roam,
His strength shall be my aid

;

And though death's valley lead me home.
He'll know when I'm afraid !

Sunday at Home.

For "The Friend."

Indian Council.

We have received, through the kindness of

an unknown correspondent, an extra of the
Lawrence (Kansas) Tribune, published on the

27th ult., and containing a detailed report of

an Indian Council held on a tributary of the

Washita river, near old Fort Cobb. The re-

port is made by Cyrus Beedo, chief clerk, to

Enoch Hoag, the central superintendent. In
reading it we have been renewedly impressed
with a sense of the importance of having for

agents and other Indian officials, men who
are willing to devote time and labor and anx-
ious care to the preservation of peace, and the

prevention of war and bloodshed. We desire

the encouragement of all such honest laborers

in a good cause, believing that there are com-
paratively few persons in this country, who
have in their power greater opportunities of
doing good, especially by preventing incal-

culable evil.

The Kiowas, one of the remote prairie

tribes, had for some time past been in an un-

settled condition, having stolen horses and
mules, killed two or three persons, and carried

off throe young persons from Texas as cap-

tives. To put a stop to these raiding expe-
ditions, procure the return of the captives and
stolen animals, and prevent the breaking out
of war which would probably end in their

destruction, and possibly involve other wai

doring tribes, the assistance of the civilize

Indians of the Indian territory was invokei

Accordingly the General Council of those Ii

dians arranged for a council with the raidin

Indians under the following resolution.

" Whereas, It is with profound regret that th

General Council has learned that depredatior

have recently been committed by parties (

Indians of the plains, upon citizens and pn
perty of the United States; and whereas, It

the earnest desire of the General Council tht

all the nations and tribes of the Indian Terr

tory should be at peace among themselve

and with the Government and people of tb

United States; therefore
" Be it resolved by the General Council of tl

Indian Territory, That the President of th

Council he and he is hereby authorized an

requested to appoint a Commission, to consii

of two members of the General Council froi

the Choctaws, two from the Muscogees, tw
from the Serainoles, and two from the Chen
kees, together with such others as he ma
select and appoint from the Comanches, Deli

wares, or Caddoes, and Affiliated Bands, wh
shall be, and hereby are instructed to procee

as early as practicable to the Kiowas an
other tribes of the plains, not represented i

this General Council, and assure them of th

continued friendship of the nations and tribe

confederated in the General Council, of thei

readiness to aid them in establishing friendl

relations with the Government of the Unite

States, to urge upon them the necessity c

abstaining from further hostilities, and of r(

maining at peace with the same, and to invit

them to send delegates to the next session c

the General Council."

Considerable difficulty was experienced i

securing the attendance of the raiding Ie

dians, and after the Council convened, a specia;

messenger was despatched by its authority t

persuade them to come in. This caused

further delay of several days, but they wer
finally induced, under promise of safeguard

to be present.

The speeches made by many of the settlei

Indians show a sound good sense, a skill it

argument and appeal, and a sincere desire fo

the good of their brethren which do then
credit ; and their effect was doubtless increases

by the knowledge that their motive was ai

unselfish one, a desire to shield their rec

brethren from the destruction they were
bringing on themselves.

A preliminary meeting of the council was
held 7th mo. 24th, at which Black Beave:
(Delaware) was chosen chairman, and Danie
H. Ross (Cherokee) secretary.

7th mo. 25th.—Council met, and called t(

order by the president. Representatives o
the Cherokees, Creeks, Seminoles, Delawares
Comanches, Apaches, Caddoes and Wichitas
appeared (Arapahoes and Cheyennes not ye
having arrived.)

" On motion of Mit-co-hut-chee, of th(

Creeks, the council arranged themselves in ;

circle on the ground, commencing with the

Cherokees, then the Creeks, Seminoles, &c., &c
A general shaking of hands then ensued, fol

lowed by smoking of the pipe. An invitatior

was extended to the representatives of th«

government in attendance, to advise and as
sist the council from time to time during it(

sessions."

After several speeches, it was agreed t(

send a special runner to the Kiowas, anc
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'accr, an Apache Indian was selected for the

urpo.se.

"After adjournment, a large delegation of

^Lrapahoes arrived, including the following

laraed chiefs, to wit : Little Raven, Big Mouth,
fellow Bear, Spotted Wolf, Left Hand and
fellow Horse. Also Cheyennes, under Little

iobe White, Shield and Running Bull.

~t,h mo. 26th.—The council met according
adjournment, the Cheyennes and Arapa-

loes present. EoU called. Mit-co-hut-chee

.ddressing himself to the Cheyenne and Ara-
ahoes, said it used to be customary on meet-

ng with friends to shake hands, then to smoke
he p<l'e. We are all met together as friends,

md 1 think it is a good thing for our women
md children. Now let our brothers get up
ind shake hands with each other, then the

)ipe will be lighted. After all shake hands
md smoke the pipe of peace, then all sit down
vith the Cfaeroliees, Creeks, &c. ; a general

baking of hands and smoking ensued.

"Col. Vann, (Cherokee) addressed the coun-

il, urging the Indians already assembled to

vait patiently the arrival of the delegation

rom the Kiowas, as there would be no 'big

alk' until the messenger sent to them re-

rned."

The council continued to meet and adjourn,

wailing the arrival of the Kiowas. Cyrus
Boede, in his report under date of 8th mo. 2d
iays : "This morning Lone Wolf (acknow-
edged by the Kiowa tribe as their principal

hief) and White Horse, than whom perhaps
10 worse raider belongs to the tribe, made
iheir appearance on the ground and rode up

front of our tent. Being busily engaged at

,he time, I did not notice their arrival, but

was informed that White Horse refused to

jhake hands with one of our party who went
iDut to meet him, and informed him that he
thought himself sufftcient to manage our out-

fit. They both readily recognized me, how-
ever, and shook hands with me cordially,

when I approached them. They also recog-

nized and shook hands with Joseph D. Hoag,
a member of the Executive Committee of

Friends, who was with me, and who also ac-

companied me last winter to the Kiowa camps
at the west end of the Wichita mountains.

" White Hcjrse said it was no use to hold
council with iheir old coffee chiefs, for thoy
might make peace; but unless it suited the
young warriors, they would not observe it

This was to be an Indian council, and he did

not know whether to be friendly or not.
" It may here be stated that this man is just

from Texas, that he and Big Bow are cohorts
and leaders of the raiding Kiowas. White
Horse has wounds in many parts of his body,
and his right arm recently broken by a bullet,

somewhat disqualifies him for service, and he
is a little careful of the use of it. This, how-
ever, does not seem to check his natural dis-

position for I'aiding. I gave them some din-

ner, which they seemed duly to appreciate.

"Lone Wolf said ho was not looking for

me, he had heard that some white men were
here, and didn't feel very well about it ; but
when he saw me he felt good ; he remember-
ed me at his camp last winter, and he liked

me then, and it made his heart feel good to

meet me now
;
he regarded me as belonging

to him, as his boy, and he felt good ; he said

he would tell me a straight story of all the
raids committed by Kioways since I left his

camp last winter, and without any solicita-

tion on my part, he enumerated the following

" We took 125 mules and horses from Cap-
tain Moore, and returned a part of them. We
took the thirty-eight mules and horses from
William Shirley, trader of the Wichita agen-

cy. Kiowas killed Frank Lee at Fort Sill,

and pointing to White Horse, sitting by, said

he had been to Texas, and on his return, near
Double Mountain, had encountered some Tex-
ans, and his brother had been killed in the

fight which ensued. To avenge this he had
raised a large party, and return L'd to the south

side of the Clear Fork of the Brazos. In Pal-

o-pin-ta county they had taken sixty horses,

and returned with a part of Ihem, but lost

one man killed (the prettiest man in the Kio-
wa tribe, and one whom the}' all liked)."

"Addressing himself to Jones and McCus-
kor, White Horse said, referring to a visit

of Agent Tatem and Jones to the Wichita
agency last winter, at which place himself

and Big Bow met them, it was the deliberate

intention to have killed them both, and would
have followed them on the road to Fort Sill

and murdered them, but for the objections of

the women belonging to the party, who pro-

tested against the proceeding as likely to in-

volve them all in difficulty. Corroborating
this statement, Jones states that at a council

held at the Wichita agency at that time, Big
Bow had asked to be disconnected from the

Kiowa, and joined to the Wichita agency;
but being informed that such a change could

not be made without an order from Washing-
ton, that agent Richards would issue them a

few rations as visitors, they were not very
well satisfied ; and that on the morning agent
Tatum and Jones left for Sill ; Big Bow ac-

companied the latter as far as the commissary
building, about a mile from agent Richards'

house, both being on foot, Big Bow during
the walk took Jones' gun and examined it

carefullj', at the same time asking Jones how
far it would shoot. The latter being some-
what alarmed and apprehensive of Big Bow's
intentions, knowing the uninhabited country 1

over which they had to pass, and having no
guard, requested Howard, the chief clerk of

the agency, while at the commissary to issue

the party some beeves, which would occupy
their attention in dressing them until he and
the agent could get beyond their reach, on
the road to the Kiowa agency. This issue

was made in accordance with Jones' request,

and the agent and his interpreter went home
in safety.

" (It must be understood that Big Bow was
and is an outlaw; having been the leader in

some raiding parties, for which agent Tatum
had ordered his arrest and cut oS his rations)."

"Council met this morning, 8th mo. 3d, 9

o'clock. Kiowas represented by Lone Wolf,

Woman's Heart, Son of the Sun, White Horse,
Running Bear, and Black Eagle's brother.

" Mit-co-hut-chee (Creek) proposed that the
usual ceremonies of shaking hands and pass-

ing around the calumet, or pipe of peace, be

performed.
" Captain Yann (Cherokee) addressed the

assembled chiefs as follows : Ail of you are

my brothers ; I am glad to see you ; after

shaking hands, we will then smoke the pipe

;

when we get through smoking, then we will

proceed to the business of the council. This
is a rule when the Indians of the timber meet
those of the prairie, they first stand up audi
shake hands. JSfow I want all my brothers

i

to stand up straight. (Here Lone Wolf in-

terrupted by a,nnouncing the arrival of To-

1

ban-son, another Kiowa chief, who entered

the council and joined the Kiowa delegation
;

the shaking of hands was then proceeded
with most enthusiastically, smoking of the

pipe followed ; the ceremony seemed to be

performed by the chiefs devotionally, they
fill their two hands with smoke and raise it

first towards the Great Spirit, then lower
their hands to mother earth.

" Chilly Mcintosh said to the interpreter,

ask my brothers, the Kiowas, if they are now
ready to hear from their brothers in the tim-

ber; if they are ready, Captain Vann, of the
Cherokees, will address them.
"Lone Wolf answered, ready.
" Addressing himself to the Kiowas he said :

These people are my friends. It is a matter
of no small importance that we are here; im-
portant issues are involved in our delibera-

tions; we are here for the purpose of concili-

ating all our interests and feelings ; we have
smoked the pipe of peace, and the smoke of
that pipe has already reached the home of

the Great Spirit; I hope the smoke of that

pipe has ascended high enough for all our red

brothers over the land to see it, and come and
help in the deliberations of this council. To-
day my red brothers have all met together,

we are all of the same race, and I want us

all to make the same road, and travel in it;

I hope all will listen to the talk of to-day, and
with strong hearts embrace it ; after we have
all made this road, if some of us draw off, the

road will not be a good one and a strong one
;

we have already met together and smoked
the pipe of peace, but I don't know whether
that is to be the end of it or not, we have not

found out yet, that is the talk I have to make
to you our brothers. The Cherokee nation

is anxiously waiting to hear the result of this

council ; next winter some of the Cherokee
chiefs will go to Washington and see their

Great Father, and have some talk with him;
they will represent to him the result of this

council. They will tell him we don't want
our land sectionized, we want no railroads, if

they want to divide our land, let them take
an axe and cut it in two

;
all these tribes re-

presented here are making one common road,

and I think it will be a strong one, because

all participate in making it. Washington
loves the Indians ; they are poor, having no
homes, and he is willing to provide for them,

if they keep the peace. All white men are

not bad ;
there are some good chiefs among

them, and they are trying to help the In-

dians. The white man's chief in Washington
has told these chiefs that this country be-

longs to the Indians, and shall not be taken
away from them. Those people that live in

Texas, and those that live in Kansas, have
been making bad talk to the Indians. Three
peoples (Texas, Arkansas and Kansas) want
to open this country to settlement; our white
chiefs are talking to these bad people and
holding them back, and if you will now keep
peace, they will help you. You know that

two of your men are prisoners in Texas, and
Washington knows it too. Now, if you will

behave yourselves we will write a paper to

him, and in tinie we think he will have them
released. We have met here now to make a

good road, and we must go slow or we shall

go wrong. Now, if you have any prisoners

among you, bring them in and release them
first; that will be the first step in the right

direction, [f those Kiowa prisoners in Texas
were released, it would make their hearts all
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scended from the same people and are broth-
ers, and ought to live as such. The Dela-
wares are just like the Cherokees; their

hearts are good and big enough to take in all

their brothers. The Cherokees live a long
distance from here. It took me fifteen days
to come to this council. We have come a
long distance to see our brothers, the Kio-
was, and we have other talk for them after I

get through
;
then I would like to have their

principal chief speak as 1 have done. I have
kept you here a long time because I love you."

CTo be continued.)

feel good
;
and if those held by the Kiowas'know whereof I speak. The Great Spirit is

were brought in, it would make the whites jalways present at these councils, and therefore
feel glad; their feelings and the Kiowas' in we talk straight. When we met you we did
this respect are similar. not meet you as strangers, but as friends.

"My brothers, this is my talk, and I hope The Delawares are the fathers of all the In-
you will listen to me and help to make this dians, being older than any. We all de
good road, and stay on it when it is made. I

have taken you by the hand, and don't pro-

pose to let go of it to-morrow, or next week,
or next year, but hold fast to it. Some of us

live to the east, some to the west, some to the
north, and some to the south; but our road
made here leads back to our homes, and from
thence directly back to this council fire. We
have met here and had this talk because we
love you, and we want you to listen to it.

Some of these chiefs are disposed to keep on
this road ; we respect chiefs of that kind. All

the people are watching us, and they will

know who holds fast to this talk. I love all

the Indians, and don't want to throw any of

them away, don't want to lose one of them,
but desire that all shall corac in and live as

brothers. I want all of you to feel just as 1

do, throw no one away ; this is the reason we
sent for you ; we want every tribe represent-

ed in making this road. This land belongs
to the Indians, and will not be given to the
white people. The Great Spirit gave it to

the Indians, and it must be ko])t for them and
their children. I love all the Indian women
and children, and want them to keep this

country for their children. If we all live on
this road and do right, the Great Spirit will

have pity on us and help us to keep this cou
try. Your brothers in the timber have i

ready got on this road, and are doing right,

and you must look on them and do as they
do. I want you all to assist us in makin
this road

;
quit going on the war path, quit

raiding; and -when you go to your camps, if

any of your people are on the war path, tell

them of this road and have them quit raiding;
remember. I want to take you by the hand
and hold fast, and when you go home, remem-
ber that we are watching you; remember
what you have said and what you have done
here, and after a while we will have another
council and make this road broader and
wider. What I have told you is the truth.
After a while I think your children will raise
corn like the Cherokees. You will not prob-
ably do this, but you will die, your children
will live like us. A great many of your
brothers through the country have built

houses, and when you visit them they will

invite you to eat. We have cows, and hogs,
chickens, and horses, and if you adopt this
road you can have them too. If you will not
listen to this talk, the buffalo will soon be
gone, and you will be destitute. If you build
houses and raise these things for yourselves,
you will have homes and subsistence when
the buffalo are gone. If you live like the
white people, you can raise your own tobacco.
If you live in houses you won't get wet when
it rains ; this road is like a clear sky without
a cloud. These houses are the proper places
for your old men and women, of whom you
have many. I want every tribe here assem-
bled, to remain on this council ground until
we are through. We have made a big white
road which extends to our homes in the
nation

; that road is made by the Indians,
and it belongs to them. I would not toll you
an untruth in this council, all that I have
said is straight. If I did not know th

Selected for " The Friend."

There is a great danger lest a constant at-

tention to so right a practice as an invariable
economy should incline the heart to a love of
money. One great mean of counteracting
this natural propensity would be to adopt the
christian habit of devoting those retrenched
expenses to some good purpose ; and then
economy, instead of narrowing the heart,
would enlarge it by inducing a constant asso-
ciation of benevolence with frugality.— Glean-
ings from Pious Anthors.

" A Boiv and a Scrape."—That backward
sweep of the foot with which the conventional
stage-sailor accompanies his bow,—a move
ment which prevailed generally in past gen
erations, when " a bow and a scrape" went
together, and which, within the memory of
living persons, was made by boys to theii

schoolmasters with the effect of wearing i

hole in the floor,—is pretty clearly a prelimi
nary to going on one knee. A motion so un
gainly could never have been intentionally
introduced; even if the artificial introduction
of obeisances were possible. Hence we must
regard it as the remnant of something ante
cedent; and that this something antecedent
was humiliating may be inferred from the
phrase, " scraping an acquaintance," which,
being used to denote the gaining of favor by
obsequiousness, implies that the scrape was
considered a mark of servility,—that is, of
se?/-ility.

—

Herbert Spencer.

Luther says: No man can rightly kn
God unless he immediately receives it fr

his Holy Spirit; unless he find it by exp
ence in himself; and in this experience
Holy Spirit teacheth, as in his proper sch(

out of which school nothing is taught !

mere talk.
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Gray's " Elegy in a Country Church-yard"
contains 991 words, of which 821 are derived
from the Anglo-Saxon, 125 from the Latin, 15
from the French, 7 from the Italian, and 23
from the Greek. It would, however, be a mis-
take to accept this, or any other similar test,

as conclusive in the matter of the composition
of the English language. The fact is that the
articles, pronouns, prepositions, and auxiliary
verbs occur over and over again in any piece
of English composition. 'Thommerel, who
examined every word in the dictionaries of
Webster and Kobertson, demonstrated that
there are, really, only 13,330 Teutonic words
in the English language, against nearly 30,000
which can either mediately or immediately
be traced to a Latin source.

—

Public Opinion.

There are many that understand the Greek
and Hebrew of the Scriptures, the original
language in which the text was written, that

things to be so, I would not tell you, but 1
1 never understood the Spirit language.

It is a source of not a little painful anxi^

to those who are solicitous that the religic

principles of Friends maj' not be abandoi
by the members of the Society, to o'

the efforts continuing to be made to subv
those views respecting the true character a

value of gospel ministry which have evert
tinguished us as a people. Dr. Ash, of Ei
land, in his published attack upon the stai

ing of and some of the prominent doctrit
held by oui' early Friends, first broached
sentiment that Friends had placed a mistak
estimate on divine inspiration as the soui
from which ministers are to draw the mat
preached, and that they should look upon :

Scriptures as the source whence to derive
and consequently should study the Bible a
the various commentaries upon it in order
be the better prepared for the work they we
gaged in.

This, like many other views which
spread abroad throughout the Society befc
he honorably withdrew from membership
it,—remaining out until the leaven introduc
by himself and others had suflSciently chan
ed the body to allow of his being again £

cepted as a member in unity— is now free
advocated among us; with the further avow
of the opinion held by other religious proft
sors, that the proper and most commendat
preaching of the gospel calls for a le

ministry, a ministry prepared with thekno'
ledge acquired by study of biblical and oth
literature to elucidate and apply the sacn
truths recorded in the Scriptures. And
one step makes way for another, there a
those among us inculcating the notion recen
ly put forth by Dr. Ash in the " Londc
Friend," that a minister need not hesitate
premeditate what he will speak about, bt
may so far prepare himself as to arrange
his mind the manner in which his subject ms
be treated

; looking, of course it is said, fori

right qualification to bring forth what he saj
upon it at the proper time and in the rigl:

way. In other words, going back very nea
ly to the opinion held respecting gospel mil
istry by other religious professors, that a mil
ister is as likely to be inspired while writin
his sermon as if he delivered it extempore.
We are no friends to ignorance, but woul

have all the members of our Society partal
ers of the blessing of a sound and liberal
ucation. A rightly qualified minister of th
gospel has no more need for such an educs
tion than any other member. When any ha
got it, it is of no avail towards enabling hit
or her to preach the gospel, unless, to use th
'anguage of S. Crisp, this, with his other gifti

has " passed through the fire of God's altar,

sacrifice to his praise and honor; that sc

being baptised into death, the gifts may b
used in the power of the resurrection of th
life of Jesus in him." Indeed the possessio
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aree stores of literary knowledge, by one drawing the minds of y.,y ^^^^Y '^ f.^^™"
r^fs been divinely called and qualified to pic J^'P';'!^^"^'^,.^^^'^,

,V^%'f; ''^i ™^^^^^^
• Aft in (ho ministrv must be a eon- tion and operation ol the LigQt ot Ohiist, ana
„ve a gift '^^.^l^^,.,'^'":^;'

' ™,"f:,,7„,,,h. .whichever will be opposed to the simple, sp.nt-
>„„ _uso for fear and u-irelaxed watch

ess, lest the exercise of the gift may be

•red by substituting his own head-know-

^e and reasoning for the revelations made

Him who knows the secrets of the hearts

,hose whom he is called upon to labor

jn<r. Ministers, like other members of

church, have their treasure in earthen

sels, and their dependence must bo upon

a alone who has ordained, raised up and

them forth, or they cannot serve Him ac-

tably in the awfully humbling and respon-

e work committed to them. In this god-

ealousy of themselves, those who have been

itised by the same Spirit into the one body,

vhich Christ is the head, will freely sym

hize with them ;
while they are fully sen

e that whatever in their ministration is

product ot man's mere will or powers, is

rse than useless to the hearers. It is said

,t on one occasion Nicholas Wain, who waf

jarned man and a fluent speaker, when ad

issino- a meeting in an interesting manner,

IdeuFy stopped, stood still for a little time,

m said, "that was Nicholas Wain," and

down: indicating that what he had just

d had no higher source than himself.

We are far from believing that ignorance

any part of the qualification of a gospel

nister, but we do believe that the notion of

vantage resulting from a learned ministry,

a ministry that allows its discourses to be

3-arranged and conned over is a mischievous

lusion. We know that in every «-« smne

which ever will be opposed to tne simple, spi

ual truths of the gospel as accepted and main^

tained by Friends. They have already.to a sad

extent, been productive of a wordy, lifeless

ministry, and just in proportion as they prevail

11 they iirompt to dry, doctrinal discourses,

ithout the savor of the true anon

chain
the si:

is blessed dispensation was ushered

iod^haTh^chosen the foolish things of the

?rld, to confound the wise, and the weak

ings of the world, to confound the things

lich are mighty; and base things of the

jrld, and things which are despised, hath

od chosen, yea, and things which are not, to

iw to naught things that are ;
that no flesh

'outd o-lory in His presence." All true min-

try must come directly from Him, through

,e inspiration- of a measure of the Holy Ghost

jnt down from heaven, just as the apostles

'ere enabled to preach the gospel in their

Those who through the humbling,

wer of Christ and the fieryansforming po

build up a people fond of being amused with

words, rather than entering into individual

labor to know their hearts prepared by the

Holy Spirit, to offer to the JVIost High that

worship which is acceptable in his holy sight.

May those who are sensible of these things

seek for ability rightly to hear testimony

a>'ainst them, and to intercede with the bles-

sed and long suffering Head of the Church to

make bare his arm for the defence and sup

port of his holy cause of truth and righteous-

ness,

CANADA YEARLY MEETIXG.

We have received a printed copy of the

minutes of the " Yearly Meeting of Friends

held in Pickering, Ontario, from the IHth ot

the Sixth month to the 2d of the Seventh

month, inclusive, 1872."
, t

Adam Clark was appointed Clerk, and Levi

Varney assistant. Epistles were read from

most of the Yearly Meetings, and replies

thereto prepared. The proposition "trom

Westerly Yearly Meeting relative to holding

a General Conference," which had been re-

ceived last year, was referred to a joint com-

mittee of men and women Friends, who re-

ported that " way does not open to recora

mend any action in the matter," with which

the meeting united, and directed information

thereof to be givert,to *Western Yearly Meet

ing. A summary of the replies to the Queries

sent up from the subordinate meetings indi-

cate deficiencies in several particulars, and the

meeting appears to have entered into serious

consideration thereof, and issued a minute ot

advice. An taddress was received from the

officers of the " Temperance League of Quebec

and Ontario," inviting the meeting to co-

operation in the suppression of intemperance,

and the clerks, by direction of the meeting,

prepared a minute in reply, which it adopted,

statinu- that "we will cheerfully co-operate

with yourselves and others in any right move-

ment' having for its object the suppression ot

the liquor traffic."

The effort to institute a boarding school

has not yet been successful for want of funds.

It was agreed to raise §4.000 during the corn-

in <^ year towards the sum required.

A minute from the Meeting of Ministers and

Elders was received and read. It appears to

have been called forth by some deficiency

"with regard to love and unity," and gives

some account of the exercise that was pro^

duced in that meeting. The Reports showed

that there were belonging to the Yearly Meet

ino- twenty-eight meetings, two hundred and

ninety-seven families, two hundred and sixty-

six parts of families, sixteen hundred and six-

teen members, two hundred and seventy-six

children of suitable age to go to school, ol

* Pluladelphia Yearly Meeting having
never received

officU information of the setting up ot either of these

meetings, they of course are not known by it as Nearly

Meetings,

aptisms of his Spirit, know their own will to

p crucified, and who thus attain to a child-

Ike dependence on their Leader and Shep-

erd if they are put into the ministry by

[im' and are careful to move in the ability

rhic'h He gives, be they learned or unlearned,

?ill realize that they have no power or au-

hority in themselves to depend on, but that

hey must speak in just such manner, and just

long as He may condescend to make use

if them. They may be poor, unlettered and

ineducated, obliged to confess, as to any spirit-

lal riches belonging to them as men, as did

'eter and James, when they told the lame

nan in relation to their outward poverty,

'Silver and gold have I none," but through

,he extendings of help from Him who wi

It the time supply all their needs, they will

36 enabled to preach the gospel of lite and

jalvation "in the demonstration ot the bpirit

and of power."
_ .

The views new among us respecting ministry

are a natural sequence of those now so much

dwelt on, of the paramount importance of the ^.eeungs.
. •

, ^ „, nn annendix to the

study 01 the Bible, and both alike are the fruit ^ This address is printed as an appendix to

of the spirit at work in the Society, which is minutes.

whom two hundred and sixty-eight were at-

tending common schools.

Epistles were addressed to other Yearly

Meetings and the meeting concluded, to meet

at the same place at the appointed time next

year.

SUMMARY OF EVEN'TS.

Foreign —Lamb, Nash & Co., of London, bankers

id c..iimii-=-ioii iiiiichants, have tailed. Their liabili-

es aiv -
I

:,' ':J'"M"I0.

! .Mled by the striking mania. The

, ,1 W iuibe, the coal men of Lewistoft,

cuci,- ui SiJbury, the .stone-masons of Pres-

lu.i ...^ ^.igiiieer., uf Birkenhead, the china and earthen-

ware manufacturers of Staflbrdshire, together with the

London carpenters, painters, bricklayers, bakers and

caliinet makers, are all on the strike.

Tlie new commercial treaty, now in process of nego-

tiation between England and France, has been so modi-

fied as to make it much less objectionable to the English

people. The French* tariff on manufactures of silk,

woolen and cotton, will be (luite moderate.

On the 3d inst., the celebrated cathedral of Canter-

bury was partially deetroyed by fire, caused by the ac-

cidental upsetting of a cliarcoal furnace, which was being

used by workmen who were repairing the lead roof of

the edifice About one hundred and fifty feet ot the

roof was completely destroyed, and the building was

deluged with water.
, tt •. j

About 19,000 emigrants left Liverpool for the United

States during the Eighth month.

On the 4th a heavy thunderstorm occurred in Lanca-

shire, causing the loss of several lives and doing much

uage to the crops.
„ , ^ n j

i Dublin dispatch says many of the Jesuits expelled

from Germany will come to Ireland, where they are

promised a hearty welcome.
, ,.,

The rinderpest has appeared among the cattle in

Yorkshire. Precautions have been taken to prevent

the spreading of the disease. ....
Tliere has been a further advance in the prices ot

English coal, and the miners of the Midland coal mines

demand an increase of wages.
, „^, ^^ „ , ^

London, 9th mo. 9th.—Consols92f . U.S. five-twenties

1867 92J ;
ten-forties, 87i ; new five per cents, 89 J.

LiVerpool.—Uplands cotton, lOJ a lO^d.; Orleans,

lO.UZ. California white wheat, 12s. 10(7. per 100 lbs.

;

re3 western spring wheat, 12s. id. a 12s. yd.

There were no public demonstrations any where in

Frince on the 4th inst., the anniversary of the procla-

mation of the French Republic. Banquets were given

n Paris, Lyons, and other cities, but they were not of

a public character.

Dispatches from Bayonne report that all is quiet on

the Spanish frontier. There are no indications of Car-

list niovements. They are leaving the frontier pro-

vinces for Switzerland and the north of France. Ihe

crovernment of Spain is negotiating with the bankers of

Paris for a loan of 500,000,000 francs.
_

The Department of the Aude is threatened with a

deol'iration of a state of siege, on account of an attack

made on the military by the inhabitants of Narbonne.

Orders have been issued to stop work on the military

defences near the Mount Cenis tunnel. .,.„.,,
Tliere were 4177 known cases of suicide in Pans last

year They were attributed to the following causes

:

lin affection, 1377
;
physical suffering, 930 ;

disap-

pointed love, 701; family quarrels 532; want, 383;

drinking absinthe, 232 ; fear of punishment, 22.

There has been a collision of authority at Lyons, be-

tween the municipal and national authorities. The

City Council had removed certain ecclesiastical teachers

from the schools, and the national government inter-

fered and reinstated them. The citizens collected in

lan^e numbers in ihe streets to protest against the resto-

r'xtuin of the teLichers, and the government was at last

obliged to call on the military to disperse the gather-

ngs and prevent their recurrence.

An organized agitation against slavery will soon

commence in Spain. Public meetings are to be held

the larger cities. Petitions for the abolition of

slavery in the Spanish colonies will be circulated, and

IS soon as tlie Cortes meets will be presented to that

body. The new chamber will consist of 144 ministerial,

and 180 opposition members.
'

The Emperor of Russia and one ot his sons, reached

Berlin on the 5th inst., where they were received by the

Emperor of Germany, the Crown Prince Frederick

William, and a large number of other German Prices.

The Ministers, with ChanceUor Bismarck at their head,
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749,910. Total iiuraber of workmen 129,7
gregate value of the products §300,691,567.

and EECEIPTS.

decided that the next meeing should be held in New
York. It is reported that the meeting was tumultuou
and without any satisfactory result. The delegates to the
Congress numbered 69, including three women. Man-
French Communists were attracted to the Hague by tlie

meeting of the International Congress,
The Hungarian Diet was opened by the Emperor

Francis Joseph in person. In his speech the emperor
urged perseverance in the work of internal reform, and
congratulated the kingdom and empire on their happy
relations with foreign Powers.
The census taken of the population of Italy at the

close of 1871, has yielded the following results: The
entire number of inhabitants amounted to 2t),789,008,

against 25,02-l,191 in 1861, including the provinces,
which at that time were not comprised within the king-
dom.
Two craters of Vesuvius are still smoking, and slight

shocks are felt at the foot of the mountain.
The difficulty between Brazil aigi the Argentine Con-

federation has been arranged, and amicable relations
resumed.
The Emperor of Austria arrived at Berlin on the 6th,

and was received with the same attentions that were
accorded to the Czar.

A Cairo dispatch says, that no Egyptian force has
entered Abyssinia, as has been asserted. Troops have
been stationed on the frontier to prevent incursions by
the Abysinians, but they liave no orders to invade the
country.

The disorderly portion of the population of Berlin
took occasion, during the festivities of the 8th, on ac-
count of the visits of the Emperors of Russia and Aus-
tria, to create many disturbances. One party of rioters,
enraged at the advance in the price of beer, made an
attack upon a brewery and completely wrecked it. The
police force, in suppressing the riot, wounded mam-
persons and arrested a large number.
The Moscow Gazette announces that with the begin-

ning of next year, instruction in the Russian langua-;.
will become compulsory in all the primary schools oi
Russian Poland.
United States.—3Iiscd!aneou^.~The interments in

Philadelphia last week numbered 302. There were 26
deaths of cholera infantum, 37 of consumption, 20 of
debility, drowned 5, casualties 6, marasmus 25,' small
pox 1. The mortality of children under two vears was
134. The number of taxable inhabitants in "tlie citv
by the assessment of this year, is 1.51,.544. In 1866 "it

was 125,828.

The mean temperature of the Eighth month, by the
record kept at the Pennsylvania Hospital, was 81.64
deg. The highest during the month was 97 deg., and
the lowest 58 deg. The amount of rain 8.31 inches.
The average of the mean temperature of the Eio-hth
month for the past eighty-three years, is stated tfl lie

73.33 deg. The highest mean during tliat entire period
occurred the present year; the lowest, Gli deu-.

'

The mean temperature of the three s'uniiiie °m
1872 has been 8U.09 deg.; the average of the summer
tem_peratures for the pa>t eighty-three years is stated to
be /3.67 deg. The highest mean in all that time oc-
curred this year. In the first six months of 1872 the
rain fall reached only 15.34 inches; in the Seventli
month there was 11.22 inches, and in the Eighth 8 31
making a total of 34.87 inches in eight mouths agains
31.23 inches in the corresponding months last year.
An official statement to the Internal Revenue Office

shows the number of distilleries in operation through-
out the United States on the first inst., to be 151 with
a daily producing capacity of 148,244 gallons. '

On the 4th inst. the principal hotel in Erie, Pa. took
fire from a coal oil lamp and was destroved, together
with other property. The estimated loss $300,000
The Pacilic Mail Company have received a dispatch

from Yokohama, Japan, announcing that their steam-
ship America arrived at Yokohoma from San Franci«co
on the 24th ult., and the same night was burned to the
water edge. Treasure amounting to $400,000 was on
board and was lost. The America was built in 1869
and valued at $1,000,000. A'ineteen lives were lost bv
the burning of the vessel.

_
The census of 1870 gives the following items respect-

ing the iron industry of the United States. Establish-
ments producing bar, rod and railroad iron, nails &c
309, employing 44,463 hands, and producing to the

se.ssion! Information has been received in Washington thatL deceived from J. B. Foster, R. I., $2, vol. 46
; ,(

•
—^

• Sarah PpnslfP N. H., 50 cents, to No. 13, vol. 46
; ij

and the most prominent generals of the army, also at
tended on the occasion.

A Congress of ihe International Society was in .se.ssioi

at the Hague last week. It sat with closed doors, and the Geneva Arbitration has concluded its"delii?e'ra^^" '
' " ' "' The official announcement was not expected till the 11^''^'^ ^^^'*^^' ^^J'> ^^^^•' ^^> ''°^- ^6

;
from St.

14th inst., when the judgment of the tribunal will be ™'"' *"^''-' ®^' ^°'- ^^! ^^^ J°'' Young, lo i

signed in duplicate by all of the arbitrators, attested by 1 1°\ f^ '
/rom Hannah Roberts, Pa., $2, vol. 46

;

the British and American agents, and transmitted to ^^^f^
^*''^^°' ^^ ?2' ''ol' 46.1 from Willi.mT. Fav i

their respective governments.
The New York Board of Supervisors have fixed the

amount to be raised by t;ixation in that city for the
at $20,437,523, or at the rate of 2 9-10 per cent of

the assessment.

T!ie Markets, &
on the 9th inst.

U. S. sixes, 1881
cents, 110.',. Superiiiii' li .i. -

i

~.

lo a$7.-30; finer bra)- , ... . ,, -;
: _

2 Chicago spring wheat, .i.-jj, 1^^.^ }.[i

$1.68 ; amber Michigan, $1.70. Xevv oats
old, 46 a 52 cts. Yellow corn, 64i a 65 cts. ; so
hite, 80 cts. PMladelphm.—MiddVmgs cotton,
3 cts. for uplan.l- nnd Xcm- Orleans. Porto

~

'

8i^a9icts. t^np.-:v
! . ^M.oU a So.25;

—The following were the quotations
iVe!» York:— .-Vinerican e-'ild. 113!.

i.uk

_ $6.25 ; finer hi .

-

$1.62 a 5-1.70; :i,;i-.. 1-, ,-..,--j
;, .$1.76;

Rye, 90 cts. Yellow corn, tiU cts.; wes
cts. New western oats, 37 a 41 cts.; old, 4-',

,, m ,{-

Clover seed, 10 a lOJ cts. About 2,800 bti-f caiil.- witc
sold at the Avenue Drove-yard. Extra at 7^ a .^ cts,

;

fair to good, 6} a 7 cts., and common 4.1 a 6 cts. per lb!
gross.

_
Sheep sold at 5 a 6| cts. per lb. gross for fair

to choice, and common 3 a 4 cts. per lb. Hogs, $7.75
§8.25 per 100 lb. net for corn fed. Baliimore.—

Choice white wheat, $1.90 a $1.95 ; fair to prime $1.70
$1.8o; choice amber, $1.90 a $1.95; good to prime

red, §1.75 a $1.85; western red, $1.60 a #1.65. Yellow
65 cts. a/ca-70.—Extra spring flour, §6 a

'ng wheat, ,i51.27.l
; JSo. 2

Joel Harlan, Pa., $2, vol. 46 ; from
Ind., i2, vol. 46; from Jacob Roberts, Pa., §2, vol
from John W. Foster, E. I., §2, vol. 46 ; from Gi
Foster, L. I., $2, vol. 46, and for James Willetts, $
vols. 45 and 46, and H. V. Duryea, S2, to No. 32
46 ;

from Deborah D. Honiev, Ind., §2, vol. 46 ;

'

Phebe C. Parker, William Marshall, and Williai
Walter, Pa., per Charles J. Allen, $2 each, vol. 46

;

George L. Smedley, Pa,, per J
L-b, vol. 46; from Daniel Satti

s;,,
"litr. .\

.
.1., -r-j, vol. 46, and for Samuel Satterthv

j^l'
and Williuni .'^alti.rthwaite, Mich., Reuben Satti

,.^ [
waitc, Del., and Daniel Satterthwaite, Jr., N. Y.

^j^'i'

each, vol. 46; from Royal Woodword, N. Y., §2,
i .^ :

46
;
from Benjamin J. Lord and James J. Lord, N

icosuo^ar \P^'^ Ricbard W. Bacon, §2 each, vol. 46; from Ma.cosu„ar,!^ri.H. Xt J per C. P. Stokes, $2, Vol. 46

Si, I, .,11,.

iMickle, N. J.,

,
30.',

\Vi ;ard, 9

L-ured hams, 15

WANTED.
A teacher for a School under the care of Burlington

Preparative Meeting, N. J. Application may be made
to Rowland J. Dutton, Burlington, N. J.

'

t

F. Troth, City, $2, vol. 46; from Samuel Trimble, \
-]

Pa., $2, vol. 46 ; from James W. McGrew, Agent
S2, vol. 46, and for Mark Willits, John Hoyle,

;
Xathan Hussey, James Edgerton, and Amasa Ne

.
S 2 each, vol.46; from Nathan Garrett and Lyd
Allen, Pa., $2 each, vol. 46 ; from Ruth Foster, I
$2, vol. 46 ; from Je-sse Haines, Pa., $2, vol. 40
E. J. Richards, City, $2, vol. 46; from William ,_

ley, Pa., §2, vol. 46"
; from Joseph K. Evens, N. .J.,

Mary Kaighn, $2, vol. 46; from Edward Stral
Agent, O., for Marv S. Barber, William Blackb
Abel H. Blackburn, Nathan M. Blackburn, and W...
H. Blackburn, $2 each, vol. 46 ; from Joseph B. Taj
Pa., §2, vol. 46 ; from Andrew Moore, Pa., $2, vol.

\o •'>

oafs ML g(, 1

from Sarah L. Passmore, Pa., $2, vol. 46 ; from J
uramerSJ cts'

I

Forsythe, Pa., $2, vol. 46 ; from Asa Raley, Jof

>at SI 66- No o'fall l-^*'*'-''
Joseph P. Lupton, and Benjamin Hoyle,

i««.i(,—FLmilv flour'
!*^-' P^"" Rachel Raley, $2 each, vol. 46; from J:

a .SI .55 • white §1 55 '

^^'^^^' ^^-^ ^^' '*'o'- ^6 ;
from David Darnell, N. J.,

lard 8
'

cts winter
' ^°^- '^'^' ^"^ ^°'" Howard Darnell, $2, vol. 46 ; f

' " '
' Bartram Kaighn, N. J., $2, vol. 46; from Samuel
Smedley, City, $2, vol. 46, and for Samuel Large, N
$2, vol. 46 ; from Sarah Hoopes, Pa., $2, vol. 46 ; fj

William Hill, Me., $2, vol. 46; from Thomas Pe
R. I., for Elizabeth Perry and George C. Foster,
each, vol. 46, and for Charles Perry, £2, to No. 11,

value ot bl20,30l,159 annually
; producers of pig iron

38b establishments, with 27,554 hands, value of urodurt
$69,640,498; in founderies, forges, &c., 57,760 hands
were employed, and the yearly value of products $110

"-

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Teem of this Institution opens on the

28th of Tenth month next. Parents and others who
intend to send pupils will please make early applica-
tion to Aaron Sharpless, Superintendent, (address
Street Road P. O., Chester Co., Pa.), or to Charles J.
Allen, Treasurer, No. 304 Arch street, Philadelphia.
Eighth mo. 13th, 1872.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
These schools, under the care of the four Monthly

Meetings of Friends in this city, will re-open on
Second-day, Ninth mo. 2d, 1872. The Boys' School,

Cherry St., above Eighth St., is under thi

Remittances received after Fourth-day morning, will
appear in the Receipts until thefollowing week.

NOTICE.
The Committee appointed by Philadelphia Ye

Meeting to visit the Quarterly, Monthlv, and ot
meetings comprising it, will convene in the large cc
mittee-room of Friends' meeting-house on Arch stn
on Seventh-day, the 21.st of Ninth month, 1872, at
o'clock, A. M.

WANTED,
At Westtown Boarding School, a well qualif

Teacher to take charge of the first Mathematical 1

Zebedee Haine^^ arPririn,! 'ThpTr."". '« , "T "' P^'"""^"* ^°' ^oys. Application to be made toz,ebeaee Haines as Piincipal. The Girls' School, on Clarksnn .m,PTmnrH f4.»o„,„;„i, w t„.
Seventh St., below Race St., is under the care of
Margaret Lightfoot. 'There are also two Primary

of those children who areSchools

higher schools; one of which is

use at the corner of Sixtl
in the Boys' School building

held in til,, .M

Noble SI ri,. IS 1

on Cherry sti-c(

The attention of Friends residing in this city and its
neighborhood is particularly invited to these" schools.
The terms are moderate, and by provisions recently made
for that purpose. Friends belonging to Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting, .sending children to these schools, (also
members) who may find the charges burdensome, can be
fully relieved. In the principal schools opportunities
are afforded of obtaining a liberal education in useful
branches of study, and in the Latin and Greek lan-
guages. In the primary schools the children are well
grounded in tho.se of a more elementary character.

It is desirable that applications for admission of'chil-
dren .should be made early, and that parents returnino-
children to the schools should send them at the begin"
ning of the term.

Further information may be obtained upon applica-
tion to the Treasurer of the Committee,

James Smedley, No. 415 Market street

Clarkson Sheppard, Greenwich, N. Jersey, .'

Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch street, Philada..
Samuel Morris, Olney, near Philada.,
Charles Evans, M. D.,"702!Race street, Philat

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLORE]
PERSONS.

Teachers are wanted for these schools, to be open
about the first of Tenth month.

Applications may be made to

Elton B. Giflbrd, 28 North Third St.,

Richard J. Allen, 472 North Third St.

,

Thomas Elkinton, 118 Pine St.,

Geo. J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, [Ttuenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia
Physician and Superintendent—Joshua H. Wort;

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may 1

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

WILLMM H. pile, PRINTER^
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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The Mound Builders.

(Continued from page 27.)

When the Ohio Valley was first visited by
luropeans it was covered by an unbroken
)re8t, most of the trees being of great age
nd size; and it was manifest that several

enerations of great forest trees had preceded
lose found standing in the soil. The mounds
nd inclosures were discovered in this forest,

nth great trees growing in them. Eight
undred rings of annual growth were counted
1 the trunk of a tree mentioned by Sir Charles

jyell and others, which was found growing
n a mound at Marietta. In the same way
uecessive generations of forest trees had
rown over their extensive mining works
ear Lake Superior, and many of those works
re still hidden in what seem to be primeval
Drests.

General Harrison made the following sug-

;estion in regard to the establishment of these

orests in Ohio. When the individual trees

hat first got possession of the soil had died

lut one after another, they would, in many
[ases, be succeeded by other kinds, till at last,

,fter a great number of centuries, that re-

Qarkable diversity of species characteristic of

^orth America would be established. His
uggestion, the result of practical observation
iod study, is not without reason. It is cer-

jain, in any case, that the period when these
jild constructions were deserted is so far back
n the past, that suflioient time has since

passed for the abandoned towns and fields to

remain for years, and perhaps centuries, as

waste places, pass through the transition from
vaste lands to the beginning offorestgrowths,
Lnd then be covered by several generations
if such forest trees as were cleared away to

!)reparo the soil for the settlements, towns
!ind farms, of our people.

There are many indications to warrant the
ionclusion that the Mound Builders occupied
,heir principal seats in the Ohio and Missis-

rippi Valleys during a very long period. If

fhey came from the south, as appears evident,

iheir settlements must have been extended up
the valley gradually. After their first com-
munities were established in the gulf regions,

considerable time must have elapsed before

their advancing settlements were extended
northward, through the intervening region,

into the Valley of the Ohio. On the Ohio,

and in the valleys of its tributaries, their set-

tlements were very numerous, and evidently

populous. The surprising abundance of their

works in this region, which have been traced

in our time, shows that they dwelt here ia

great numbers, and Lad no lack of industry.

This region seems to have been one of the

principal centres from which their settlements

were advanced into the western part of Vir-

ginia; into Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Ill-

inois, Indiana, and Missouri. The spread of

their settlements was necessarily gradual,

and a long period must have been required to

extend them over all the country where re-

mains of their works are known to exist. It

their civilization was chiefly developed after

their arrival in the country, which however
is unlikely, many years must have elapsed be-

fore colonies went forth, to any great extent,

from the original seat of its development. In

any case time was required to make their

chief settlements sufficiently old and populous

to send forth colonies. It is manifest in their

remains that the communities of this ancient

people most remote from the populous centres

on the Ohio, east, north and west, were, like

all border settlements, the rudest and least

populous. The remains at these points do

not indicate either as much wealth or as many
workers, and the places where these borderers

settled must have been the latest occupied

and the earliest abandoned. One diligent in-

vestigator, who believes they came originally

from Mexico, speaks of the time of their stay

in the country as follows :

" When we consider the time required to

people the whole extent of the territory where

their remains are found, and bring that peo-

ple into a condition to construct such monu-

ments, and when we reflect on the interval

that must have passed after their construc-

tion until the epoch of their abandoment, we
are constrained to accord them a very high

antiquity."

He points out that they were sun worship-

pers, like the Mexicans and Peruvians, and

calls attention to the disks dug from their

mounds, which appear to have been designed

as representations of the sun and moon.

Their long occupation of the country is sug-

gested by the great extent of their mining

works. All who have examined these works

agree with Col. Whittlesey that they worked
the Lake Superior copper mines for a great

length of time. How long they had dwelt in the

Ohio Valley when this mining began can not

be told, but a very considerable period must

have elapsed after their arrival at that point

before the mines were discovered. We can-

not suppose the first settlers who came up

from the Gulf region to the Ohio Valley went

on immediately, through the wilderness a

thousand miles, to hunt for copper mines on

Lake Superior ; and, even after they began to

explore that region, some time must have
! passed before the copper was found.

After they discovered the mines and began

to work them, their progress could not have

been rapid, as their open trenches and pits

could be worked only in the summer, and by
methods that made their operations much
slower than those of modern miners, no great

advance of their work was possible during the

working time of each season ; and yet remains

of their mining works have been discovered

wherever mines have been opened in our day

;

and, as previously stated, they are known to

exist in heavy forests, where the modern

raining works have not yet been established.

There is nothing to indicate that they had

settlements anywhere in the mining region.

Colonel Whittlesey, and others whose study

of the subject gives theiropinion much weight,

believe the Mound Builders went up from the

settlements further south in the summers, re-

mained in the copper region through the sea-

son, and worked the mines in organized com-

panies until the advance of winter terminated

the operations.

Colonel Whittlesey says: "As yet no re-

mains of cities, graves, domiciles, or highways

have been found in the copper region ;" and

adds, "As the race appears to have been

farther advanced in civilization than their

successors, whom we call aborigines, they

probably had better means of transportation

than bark canoes." It may be said, also, that

the accumulations called wealth were neces-

sary to make this regular and systematic

mining possible. Without these they could

not have provided the supplies of every kind

required to sustain organized companies of

miners through a single season. A great

many summers must have passed away before

such companies of miners, with all needed

tools and supplies, could have made their

works so extensive by means of such methods

as they were able to use.

They probably occupied the country on the

Gulf and Lower Mississippi much longer than

any other portion of the great valley. Their

oldest and latest abandoned settlements ap-

pear to have been in this region, where, we
may reasonably suppose, they continued to

dwell long after they were driven from the

Ohio Valley and other places at the north.

The Natchez Indians found settled on the

Lower Mississippi, may have been a degen-

erate remnant of the Mound Builders. They
differed in language, customs and condition,

from all other Indians in the country; and

their own traditions connected them with

Mexico. Like the Mexicans, they had temples

or sacred buildings in which the " perpetual

fire" was maintained. Each of their villages

was furnished with a sacred building of this

kind. They had also peculiarities of social

and political organization different from those

of other tribes. They were sun-worshippers,

and claimed that their chief derived his de-

scent from the sun. The Natchez were more

settled and civilized than the other Indians,

and, in most respects, seemed like another
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race. One learned investigator classes them
with the Toltec race, thinks they came from

Mexico, and finds that, like the ancient peo-

ple of Panuco and Colhuacan, they had the

phallic ceremonies among their religious ob-

servances. Their history can not be given,

and there is little or nothing but conjecture

to connect them with the Mound Builders.

The Xatchez were exterminated in 1730, by
the French, whom they had treated with great

kindness. Of the few who escaped death,

some were received among the Chickasaws
and Muskogees, but more were sent to Santo
Domingo and sold as slaves.

Baldwin discusses at considerable length

the question of " Who were the Mound Build

ers?" and reaches the conclusion that there

is no trace or probability of any direct rela

tionship whatever between the Mound Build-

ers and the barbarous Indians found in the

country. The wild Indians of this continent

had never known such a condition as that of

the Mound Builders. They had nothing in

common with it ; there can be no serious doubt
that the wild Indians of North America were
original barbarians, born of a stock which
had never, at any time, been either civilized

or closely associated with the influences of

civilization. The aborigines of America may
have been originally all of the same race
There are some considerations in favor of this

hypothesis, which have been used by writers
entitled to great respect; but it cannot yet be
claimed with reason that they have been able

to settle this question beyond the reach of

doubt, even in their own minds. Therefore,
to speak moderately, it would be premature
to assume that the Mound Builders were even
remotely of the same race with the wild In-
dians, from whom they were so different in

all we know of them.
(To be continued.)

A Selection from the Memoranda and letters of the

late Elizabeth Ureer—lor private circulation.

LContJDaed frum page -7.)

IS^o date.

I believe there never was a time that called

more loudly to us to mind the light in the
secret of the soul, which comes by Jesus
Christ, and " while we have the light, may we
believe in the light, that we may be the chil-

dren of light."—John xii. 36.

I think I have more clearly seen than ever
that the enemy's aim is to deprive us of this

light if possible, and to set up bis darkness in

the room of it, so I desire the craving of our
spirits may be, that our eyes be rightly an-
ointed with the eye-salve of the kingdom,
whereby we can alone; discover him in all his
appearances. It is an awful day with us in

which Satan desires to have us, that he may
sift us as wheat.

I believe it is because we have departed
from the true light, that blindness in part has
happened unto Israel. I believe God is jeal-

ous for His honor, yet I am comforted in a
hope that, notwithstanding all, many are flee-

ing to their stronghold, Christ Jesus, and that
there are witnesses being raised up as from the
stones of the street, who are bound to testify

against these delusions, and will do so. Blessed
be His name, some have to acknowledge in

their experience, that " Greater is He that is

in us than He that is in the world."
Tenth month 11th, 183G.—I have thought

since the loss the Church has sustained in the
removal of that extraordinary instrument in

the Lord's hand, our departed Edward Alex
ander, that his was a day of brightness. Hi
kept the faith as it is in Jesus, and faith ii

the principles professed by us as a Society,

without wavering; his sun has set in bright-

ness, and the savour of life unto life remains
in those who were of the same belief, and
under the same baptism that he was baptized
with, having had often to acknowledge in

secret that surely his fellowship was with the
Father and with His Son Christ Jesus. It

has appeared to me that his life in the minis
try somewhat resembled that of his Great
Pattern. It seemed as if ho was given to us
in love and mercy to our souls—raised up to

turn us to the light of Christ in our own hearts,

from the power of Satan unto God, and so
come to know through our Holy Eedeemer a
deliverance from sin. He was " endued with
power from on high" to speak a word in sea-

son to the tribulated travellers. He was an
encourager of the youth, and a sharp witness
against transgressors. I have, however, feared
that man}' were too much leaning on him,
and rejoicing in his brightness, yet the work
was not according to the knowledge of the
truth as declared to them through him. I

was an instrument designed to
gather us to come and sit down at the Lord's
table—even sent to the highways and hedges
for this purpose, that His table might be filled.

Yet it is not filled as was designed by thus
raising him up. He was one who might be
termed weak and despised of this world, yet
who was enabled through his Eedeemer to
confound the wisdom of the wise, and bring
to nought the understanding of the prudent.
Wo could say from what we saw in him

—

" Great and marvellous are Thy works," &c.
How great will be our condemnation if this

bright star, lent us for a season to point out
so eminently, and to light our steps safely to
the haven of rest, in the only sure path that
leads thereto—how great, I say, will be the
fault on our part, if we have chosen dark-
ness rather than light, and may at last stum-
ble on the dark mountains. I hope it is not
the case with all, but that some will come for-

ward to give God the glory, and that many
desire in secret to follow him as he has fol-

lowed Christ, to die the death of the right-
eous, that their latter end may be like his. I
hope that, seeing the places are becoming
vacant, many gathering to their everlasting
rest, may stimulate others to come into the
viuej^ard and work ; that they may receive
the penny, for unless we work, we shall not
be worthy to receive it at the close of the day.
Many forsake their sure mercies, by turning
aside when the language has powerfully gone
forth immediately and instrumentally, so that
there could be no mistake—saying, " This is

the way—walk in it." May we bo wise now
"Uing to put our shoulders to the burden,

and come under the yoke, saying in sincerity,
" Thy will, not mine, be done on earth as it is

" eaven." Then we may expect the joyful
sound, " Well done good and faithful servant;
enter thou into the joy of thj' Lord." I be-

'ieve we who have received the one talent
must also occupy faithfully with it if we re-

ceive this sentence.

Fifth month 1st, 1840.—My exercise at this
Yearly Meeting has been beyond what I could
describe; great have been my fears that, not-
withstanding all, the enemy has prevailed
with those among this people who many
years stood as watchers on the walls of our

Zion. Yet, I believe, he has not doi

us, nor will he leave us until another
gem is speciously laid, with design tij

our standard in the truth as followed
innocent lives and simplicity of our
Friends, and by those who have been c

to guard every avenue, lest the hedge set

around us might be broken down, and so tl

liberty which is of the enemy, and not of
truth, might bj' any means enter and sp
the beautiful order in which we were built i

founded on the Immutable Rock, even Chri
who first gathered us from all depender
save on Him alone

; laid for us our foundatic
the first stone in the spiritual building ; rais

for us Himself, when He called us from t

'• Lo here's and Lo there's," saying, " I am t

way, the truth, and the life," and " This is t

way—walk ye in it." But alas! where
we going, or ichy are we going from tl

heavenly voice, and leaning on man's wisdc
that loveth change, and to do great thin
seeking great things for themseves, whicl
believe will be brought to nought ere the glo
of our God shall again cover us as a people
My belief is that the sifting and shaki

will continue; the furnace shall be heati
until He whose right it is to take unto Hi
self Hia own great power, and rule and rei

in us, shall sit as King, Judge, Lawgiver, a
we become His humble followers, not taki
one step without His command, followi
Him out of all error into all truth ; for it

the Lamb and His followers that shall ha
the victory. I believe, through all the stori

that have assailed us, there are those whc
heads are covered with grey hairs, who ha
borne the burden and heat of the day, ha
sat as with their heads bowed down durii

this Yearly Meeting at the things going ft

ward around them, scarcely able to sa
" Spare Thy people, oh ! Lord," &o. Ere loi

these will be gathered to their everlastii

rest, having been as pillars in their Lor
house, that went not out. Having pass
through great tribulations, and kept firm
the Eock of Ages, Christ Jesus, their buildi

has not been shaken, nor will it fall. T
sentence, to these, I believe, will be, " W(
done, good and faithful servant, thou ha
been faithful over a few things ; I will mal

3 ruler over many things," &c. Matt. xs.

23.
CTo be continned.)

For "The Friend.'.

Indian Council.

(Coucluded from page 30.)

In the afternoon Lone Wolf, on behalf
the Kiowas, replied as follows :

The Arapahoes, Comanches and all the
prairie Indians are my friends, and I wa:i

all the council to listen to what I have to (

When I was a little boy I heard that tl

Cherokees were trying to make a good roa
and make this country larger for the Kiowi
Now I know who it was. All these chie

assembled here are my brothers, all of tl

same skin, and I want them to take pity
me and help fix this thing up ; I want all the
Indians on the prairie, the Cheyennes ai

others, to listen to what I say. I am goii

to give you my heart, and let you fix up tJ

road, if you fix it straight, I and my peop
are going to travel in this road you are ma
ing, and if I get off from it the fault will

yours, because you don't make the roi

straight. I commit my women and childn
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) you. My friends I am ready to do all that

on ask rae to do, but first I want you to take

way all the soldiers from my country. 1

rant to live just as you do. I want traders

at no soldiers up and down these streams,

'hose eastern Indians arc just like the white

eople, and that is just the way that I and my
eople want to live. But first let all the sol-

iers be taken out of the country. I have

iid fast hold of all this talk, except going to

Vashington, and that they have tried to pur-

aade me to do for a long time, but I went to

Vashington once, and they did nothing for

ae, and when I got homo the first thing they

id was to make war on me. What is the use

f going again ? My brothers we are all In-

,ians, and for that reason I have listened to

,11. I would not have listened to the white?

Q the same way. I hope that all you have

aid is true. When I was a little boy my
ountry extended from the Rio Grande to the

lissouri, and I hope you will fix it just that

ray again, that will be just right, what more

an I say. I have given all my young men
you, we all belong to you, we are on your

oad. All I ask is that my country may be

extended as proposed, and troops taken out

»f it. Kicking Bird and all these young men
ire of the same mind as myself, they left the

Buffalo and went on the white man's path
;

out those white men about Fort Sill used my
)eople badly, and they went back to the buf

,'alo. They have now returned to these civi

'ized Indians, and I trust they will fix it all

Ip right.

1 "John Jumper then proposed to adjourn

iill to-morrow morning, when he will address

the Kiowas.
1 "Lone Wolf proposed that the council con

sinue to-morrow, and to-morrow evening go

home.
i (" I here informed the council that impor-

tant issues deeply involving some of these

people were yet unsettled, and urged every

member now present to remain until every

effort was exhausted to assist in settling the

diflScullies.)

"Adjourned till to-morrow morning. After

adjournment Lone Wolf and Little Raven, of

the Arajiahoes, came to my tent, where the

latter urged the former to accept the propo-

sition made by the council, return the prison-

ers and the stolen mules, and go to Washing-
ton to settle the remaining difficulties. He
told him plainly that it was useless to ask

"Washington" to remove Fort Sill, but if

they, the Kiowas, behaved themselves, the

soldiers wouldnever be allowed toinjurethem.

"8th mo. 4th.—Council met. White Wolf,

chief of the Cooch-a-teth-ka band of Coman-
ches, being present for the first time, it was
decided to honor his arrival by forming the

circle, and embracing him and his staff with

the usual salutation of shaking hands.

"John Jumper addressed the council as

follows

:

" My Brother Kiowas, I speak to you with

a clear heart. We are all Indians. Our lan-

guage is different, and possibly you may not

understand all I have to say, but we have one

mother, and we are the children of one wo-
man, and we are the sons of one man. Our
father in heaven orders that we should live

in this way. He makes us one color, but

gives us different tongues, white, red and
black. All are children of one woman. The
great God created us for his own use and plea-

sure. Different tongues has been the cause

of our separation, and a daily mingling be-

tween us would result to great advantage. I

want you to listen to my talk good
;
give heed

to nothing else ; be disturbed by no outside

matters. You have an opportunity to recon-

cile your difficulties. We were sent hero to

make peace with you, and maintain it both

'th yourselves and the United States. Bs
tablish yourselves atone place, and be content,

this is our advice. I want you fully to undor-

tand I am telling you the truth. You have

Qiplements of war in your hands, wo tell you

to put them aside ; this talk may disturb you,

but it is for your good, your old men have

aised you up to this position, but we, your

brothers, advise you to put down your imple-

ments of war immediately. I have been a

warrior like you. A few years ago where we
ve, there were no Seminoles. I went

far from my nation, beyond 'Tampa Bay,' a

small portion of my people went with me, and

a small tract of land was allotted us. The
President requested us to remove to our

brothers west of the Mississippi. The Presi-

dent promised if we would go to our brethren

the Muscogies, he would provide for us and

subsist us. At that time I had many chiefs,

women and children, plenty of them all with

me. I refused to answer this advice, but

chose rather to fight the Government and

risk the consequences. I had no other nation

to help me. Our chiefs opened the war-path

to their young men. The warriors felt that

a gay frolic was approaching, the United

States raised its arms and we went to fight-

ing. The white path and the war palh were

both presented, we chose war and rejected

peace. The war path was encompassed with

clouds, no clear sky, a hard war strewed this

path with the blood of my people. I have

served my time in it. While prosecuting war

the President sent messengers of peace to us

at every opportunity ; we destroyed families

and set fire to their houses, in many instances

we cut the throats of defenceless white mo
thers while feeding their children, those are

some of the crimes I have committed, and am
yet living, and don't like to talk about it now

;

for all this, I got pay in trouble, desolation

and punishment. I never saw peace until I

accepted the terms offered by the President,

and came to my people in the timber. I have

now no knowledge of the spot where my
mother, my chiefs, my children or my people

were buried. The few children spared rae by

the war, are living in the Indian nation.

When peace was restored the bereaved sur-

vivors piteously asked: 'Why did you go

into this cruel war, why did you advise it?

You are responsible for the loss that has fallen

upon us.'

" This is our sad history. At the close of

the war, the President said to us :
' You re-

jected my advice, you refused to accept peace,

you fought against me, and are conquered,

nevertheless, 1 will not forsake you, but will

subsist you till you can subsist yourselves.'

" When we were removed here the President

fulfilled these pi-omises, clothed my children,

notwithstanding my disobedience, and I am
now convinced of the folly of a small tribe

going to war against so powerful an enemy
My own sad experience induces mo to advise

the principal chiefs of the Kiowas, to stop

before your young men are killed, and theii

survivors hold you in reproach. I know the

war path is not a good path, but the longer

you walk in the peace path, the brighter it

becomes. Your young men, women and chil-

dren, will be satisfied, j-our mothers, children

and friends, can be buried in peace. You
must be friends with oveiy nation ; spill no

blood. I talk for the benefit of your children

..nd my children, to come after us. The Pre-

sident of the United States is now waiting to

hear your choice. Go to him with your wants,

and his door is open to receive you, not only

the President, but the Maker above, who has

us under his protection and care. W^e want

you to take good care, and consider well the

road you choose. Lot us all unite on one road,

as the waters of these several streams unite

to form the Washita. It makes a strong

stream, we cannot change its course.

" And let me tell you, if all the Indian tribes

combined were to declare war against the

United States, it would be utterly useless,

they would only equal in numbers the people

of one State. The United States is rapidly

advancing in population, and during its ad-

vancement it watches every violation of In-

dian treaties, as an excuse for taking addi-

tional territory.
" Locate yourselves in one place, and com-

mence with your civilized brothers, and if

you remain at peace, the President will sub-

sist you till you become a working people,

raise your own subsistence, and kill your own
meat, and if you hunt the buffalo, you can do

it in peace. When you do this, and live in

your own houses, and plant your own corn,

then the President will remove the soldiers

from your territory. A few years ago there

was a settlement beyond that hill, (Fort Cobb)

and the United States located troops there to

see that treaties were not violated, and when
they commenced farming the soldiers were

taken away.
" But while you continue to go on the war

path there is no prospect of the soldiers being

removed. When I first came to this country

I had nothing, save what the government

gave me, an axe and a hoe, that was my be-

ginning. My young men can now read and

write, and do good work at farming. Some
of my people have large stores, also we have

native mechanics and carpenters. Now, my
brothers, if you lived near me and were desti-

tute, my young men would help you. I don't

want much help from the President now, we
raise enough corn and cattle for our own uses.

All the aid I now require is to educate my
children. And we also look to our white

brothers to propagate the Gospel among us
;

all other wants are embraced in our treaty.

You are better off to commence than I was.

When I came to this country, you had horses;

1 have none; and if you would turn your at-

tention to farming, you could soon be better

off than we are now. In a few years you

would have plenty—the results of your own
industry. I want you now, before your pro-

perty is placed in another man's hands, while

you have a home, to decide upon this good

road, and accept the situation. There are bad

men in any nation. Some crimes are com-

mitted on the border, and perhaps many times

crimes may have been wrongfully charged

upon the Kiowas. You have a bad reputa-

tion, and these crimes are charged upon you.

Now my friends let me suggest that if you

have any property in your possession belong-

ing to the United States keep it; do not dis-

pose of it until j-ou make peace with the Pre-

sident; then return it and all private property,

and let the United States do the same by you.
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Preliminary to this go to the President and is the reason why we, your brothers, are

his forgiveness, and he will grant it. H
door is always open to receive his red chil-

dren. If you conclude to make peace, send
your delegation to Washington. Select some
man to go with you, and he will meet you.
Fearing your threatened destruction, I came
all this distance to see you. Not finding you
here I have waited this long and sent after you.
I have now told you how to get out of this

trouble, and am about through. We are sons
of one man, and all descended from the same
womb. If you make any reply I will take it

homo with me.
" Lone Wolf's reply :

' We are here, one
color, red flesh, and want to make the white
path. My brothers are making the white
path. I put myself with you to make this

white path. Our Great Father called us here
to make peace, and wants us to take the white
road. Here we are all red brothers together,
and the road you take, we take. If the whites
will take pity on us, we will take his road.
Here are many of my brothers who have
taken the white path, and I take it the same
as my brothers. The head leaders of the war
party are here, Comanches and othei-s. Let
them put out their war pipe and I will mine.
If all my brothers here of every tribe will put
out their pipes, let me see them in houses,
then I will put mine out. When these other
Indians do anything wrong they charge upon
the Kiowas, but the Iviowas are not alone in

all ihese depredations, others are implicated
with them. I will listen to whatever my
Great Father at Washington says. I^obody
here will say anything against him ; he calls

us his children ; I have already adopted sc

of their foolish ways, but now I want to
safe, and want my children to be safe. Here
is our land ; a great big tract of land ; nothing
bad about it

;
great good white road already

made through it.'

"Afternoon session. Captain Black Beaver
addressed the Kiowas as follows : A great
many of you know me ; every once in a while,
since I built me a house, my friend. Kicking
Bird, comes to see me; when he comes he al-

ways asks, got any news for me? I always
explain to my friend, nothing bad, all good.
Now, my brothers, listen to me : I am an old
man, and all these brothers who know me
know I tell the truth. The white people will
not always wait for you to fix this thing up

;

they are now only waiting to see if we can fix

it up for you; if we fail and go away from
this council, then you must expect war, and
that very soon. Before this grass is all dead
you will see soldiers moving upon you, and
before grass comes again, these prairies will
be covered with soldiers. My brothers, they
will cut you off from your friends in the tim-
ber

;
they will drive you from your country

;

your women and children will perish with
cold and hunger; your young men will fall in
battle or be scattered among other people

;

we know the truth of what we tell you. The
white people are like the leaves on these trees;
you can not count them; their soldiers will
come upon you from the North, they will
come from the South, they will come from
the Bast and from the West. The soldier
chief (General Sheridan) has told the chief at
Washington, if he will give him the chance,
he will soon settle this trouble ; it will only
take him throe months; he is now only wait-
ing to hear from this council, if we do noth-
ing then the war will commence at once, this

urging you to listen to our talk, it is easy to

fix it now, stop going on the war path now, cut

it right oil now, then agree upon some men in

whom you have confidence and send them to

Washington, your people can draw rations in

your absence ; if you do this, we know you
can effect a settlement of your diflSculties if

you do this, we believe you can again see

your people now prisoners in Texas. The
two prisoners there are my friends; they
wrote me a letter, i-equesting me to say to my
friends the Kiowas, ' go no more on the war
path, and we expect to see you again.' I took
this letter to Okmulgee, and explained it to

all the chiefs in council ; my friends, I tell

you the truth, I want you to go to Wash'
ton and fix up this ditBculty with your Great
Father, and when you fix it, let it stay fixed

Our chiefs sent us here to try to help you fij

t up ; I promised you, my friends, when I heai

anything; I will tell you, now you know it.

George Washington (Caddo) said : I want
to say a few words to my friends, the Kiowas
Not go back ; it is nearly night; I talk of to

day, and what is to be done to-morrow, the

living present; I want to tell you that what
that old man (Black Beaver) said is true.

The Cherokees, Creeks and Seminoles have
come from afar off in the timber and are your
friends ; we want to see all the red people to-

gether, all living peaceably; I want these

people who have taken prisoners from Texas,
to turn them all with the stolen mules, over
to these delegates from the timber. I want
to take all by the hand ; it is broad enough to

hold all the women and children and keep the

white people away from them. Turn over
your white prisoners, the stolen mules, &c.,

and you will have peace with the United
States. Do that way and we will all stick

together and all will be right. If this council

results favorably and them delegates go home
and report it so, the soldiers will be drawn
back. Some of these people know me, and I

am a friend to you, and don't want any of

you killed. If you return the prisoners and
the mules, then you can go to Washington
with this, and some other good man. I want
you to decide this now, don't wait too long
they have already waited long for you, and
won't wait very much longer; return the
prisoners and mules, right away, then one or
two of your tribe and one or two of each of
the other tribes can go to Washington

; when
there, having a number of good heads to-

gether, you can help one another. While you
are gone your women and children will be
protected. I think this is the right way now

;

turn over the children and mules, then go to
Washington.

(" The last speaker is a Caddo, who culti-

vates two farms, has plenty of cattle, horses,

mules, swine, wagons and a good carriage.)

Lone Wolf then said: I will now make
you a straight talk. You white men bring
back Satanta, so we can see his face, and then
we will return all the jorisoners and mules,
and go to Washington as requested. Bring
up Satanta, so I can see his face and I will

return all the prisoners and all the mules and
go to Washington, give up Satanta and I will

give up myself and my whole tribe, work hard
tor this, and have Satanta brought back quick.
I want to go to Washington no quick; no
matter what time of day Santata is brought
up here, just then I will start for Washington.
If I can't see Satanta's face Washington can.

not see mine. If I don't see Satanta I w
think the white people have lied, and then

will lie. I am not a very nice man myse
but I have some young men I love, and wa
very much to see Satanta. This is all I ha
to say."

With this ultimatum the council broke u

but the leading chiefs of the Kiowas we
evidently very uneasy at the difliculties

which they were involved, and had sever

private interviews with C. Beede, who urgi

the immediate return of the prisoners. Kic
ing Bird, having consulted with the your
people and warriors, replied Sth mo. 6th:

"This day is already nearly gone, and
family is at the Wichita camps, I must
after them. ' In ten days after to-morrow
will deliver the three prisoners in the han(

of my people to the Wichita agency. I

not carry them to the Kiowa agency on a
count of Ft. Sill ; I am afraid to go there.'

" This proposition I accepted and promise
my influence to prevent any movement
soldiers towards the Kiowas during the tic

He further promised that if any unforesee

obstacle prevented his performing this wor
in the time specified, he would inform me b

special messenger. About two hours after h

returned to the oflSee and called for me, bt

no interpreter being present he said pointin

to his distant camps, 'ride, ride, ride, hea
iding. Kicking Bird no tire, heap talk,' an
holding up his fingers and thumbs on hot

hands, signifying ten days, he then held u
three fingers, denoting the three prisoners

and made the motion for them to sit dowr
signifying that he would put them down a

the agency. On the conclusion of this speed
we shook hands cordially and parted, he goin;

towards the Pen-e-teth-kah camps where h
proposed stopping the first night, and I sooi

started for Fort Sill ; arriving early the nox;

morning. I communicated my arrangemen
with Kicking Bird to agent Tatum, and ii

company with the agent, informed Majoi
Scofield, commander of the post, and on th

following morning, 8Lh mo. Sth, left Fort Sill.

Under date of 8th mo. 26th, the following

postscript is made to the report: " Official in-

formation is received to-day that the Kiowa
chiefs have brought in and delivered to the

Wichita Agency the two young lady captivee

recently taken in Texas, thus fulfilling 1

'

parting promise to me at the close of the

council. Cyrus Beede,

Man (whilst unregenerated) setting his wit
and wisdom to fathom and comprehend the

intention of the Holy Ghost in many of those
writings [the scriptures] hath occasioned that
confusion, darkness, and perplexed contro-
versy that now so lamentably pesters the
world.— Wm. Penn.

American Borax.—One of the most valuable
mineral productions ofNevada is borax, which
is found in the marshy lands about the sinks
of rivers, most plentiful in Esmeralda county.
At Pagtown, near the sink of Carson river,

works are erected for the separation of the
borax from the crude material with which it

is mixed, the whole being hauled from exten-
sive deposits in the marshes about twenty
miles east of that place. There it is found
lying in detached masses, over thousands of

|

acres. It is usually combined with soda, mag-

1

nesia, salt, and other minerals. Its separa-
tion is effected by & series of settling vats'

j
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poration, and chemical processes. Simihir

•ks are in operation at Wadsworth, the

material to supply them being brought

a Hot Springs, some fifty miles east, on

line of the Central Pacific Eailroad. The

osits are practically inexhaustible.

—

Good

ilth.

Selected.

FINISHING THE WORK.
Ever in life is a work to do,

Long enduring, and ne'er gone through ;

Seeming to end, and begun anew.

Knowledge hath still some more to know ;

Wealth hath greater to wliich to grow

;

Every race hath farther to go.

Say not, e'en at thy latest date,

Now I have naught but to rest and wait
;

Something will take thee without the gate.

What if thine earthly task be o'er.

Still is another for thee in store.

Heavenward walking, and heavenly lore

:

Graces to nurture ;
snares to shun

;

Temptations to combat, one by one

:

This is a work which '

left hh home to enter the academy. His i
reciter, at the expense of the more thorough

fiUher could aftord him but scanty aid. From
|

but less showy thinker; et the student be

he Education Society he received nothing, so more intent on /aiow/nf/ than on seeming to

. ne'er be done.

Only One, when he bowed the head.

Where on the cross he for thee had bled,

Rightly then, " It is finished," said.

Well on thy bed of death for thee.

If ever said it may fitly be,

" Christ hath finished my work for me."
Lord KMoch.

it, had
I
cram

id, a

Selected,

THE TREE,
ive thee when thy swelling buds appear,

i one by one their tender leaves unfold,

if they knew that warmer suns were near,

r longer sought to hide from winter's cold
;

i when with darker growth thy leaves are seen

veil from view the early robin's nest,

)ve to lie beneath thy waving screen,

th limbs by summer's heat and toil oppressed:

d when the autumn winds have stripped thee bare,

d round thee lies the smooth, untrodden snovv,

len naught is thine that made thee once so fair,

jve to watch thy shadowy form below,

|d through thy leafless arras to look above

stars that brighter beam when most we need their

love.

What Becomes of Tiiem?

The occurrence of the annual series of col-

;e commencements naturally ]irovokes a

petition of the question once asked by aper-

of philosophic tendency, " What becomes
: all the gifted young men who graduate

ery year from our colleges, and who are

pected to make a great figure in the world ?"

le question may shape itself differently

:

iVhy is it that so many young men, who
laduate with high promise, are never known
iter they leave the commencement stage, and

at the real men of power are so often the

en whom no one ever heard of while they

3re in college ?"

One cause, no doubt, may be found in the

Bt that oftentimes the successful competitor

made it the end of his ambition to graduate

ith a high appointment. When that result

attained, his goal is reached. He has noth

g further to aspire to. The motive powe
exhausted. His classmate, who aimed to

1 a mail, rather than to be valedictorian,

i)e8 on with undiminished, with increasing,

iomentum, and is heard of.

Not seldom it is not graduating loell, but

radualing at all, that exhibits and develops

ie qualities which assure success. We re-

lember a young man, a candidate for the

dnistry, who, at the age perhaps of eighteen,

depended mainly and increasingly upon

himself. Through his preparatory studies

and his college course, he accepted every op-

portunity by which he could earn anything,

frequently walking ten or fifteen miles to

preach on the Sabbath, and walking back in

season for recitation before breakfast on Mon-

day morning. When he graduated, he was

not the first scholar in his class. It would

have been a miracle if he had been, so largely

were bis time and his energies expended upon

procuring the means of maintenance. But

the experience through which he had passed,

and the spirit in which he had met
given him a resolution, a breadth of

knowledge of the conditions of success, a sym-

pathy with humanity, that made him the first

man in his class and that have enabled him,

ever since, to maintain this preiJminence.

And it may often take place that the very

qualities that ensure immediate success and

distinction in the college course, are hostile

to real and permanent success. One man has

a ready verbal memory. He can commit,

whether he understands or not. He recites

bis propositions from memory, without wast-

ing time and strength in trying to compre-

hend them. He wiH often make a brilliant

recitation, when his neighbor, who cannot

learn what he does not understand makes but

a poor figure. One student must be ever ask-

ing questions that lead him aside from the

immediate track of the lesson. If the study

be history, he goes back to the events which

were causes, and forward to the events which

were results, and he traces out the parallel

course of contemporary history. " Why ?"

" What then ?'' he perpetually asks. And so

he may be unprepared with an exact and

brilliant account of the text book, and may
have a low mark; and yet he is laying the

foundation, it may be, for future greatness.

The scholar of better marks has given bis

whole mind, perhaps, to the acquisition of the

pages assigned to the class ; beyond this he

has not gone.

The biographer of Sir Henry Lawrence
quotes from one of his school day friends the

remark: "I am .satisfied that had our profes-

sors been asked to name the cadet of all the

120 youths present at the academy, whom
they deemed most likely to distinguish him-

self in after life, Henry Lawrence's name
would have occurred to none." And the fol-

lowing statement goes far at the same time

to tell why he stood somewhat low at school,

and also why, in subsequent life, he proved

himself one of the first men of his ago: "he

was always asking the reasons of things, and

tracing effects to their causes; walking slowly,

as it were, and marking the road."

And his youthful studies were not the end,

they were but the beginning of his education.

When some one remarked to him, that it was

a pity that he had not been better taught

when at school, Lawrence replied :
" Well,

that's past; we can now teach ourselves."

And teach himself he did. During the whole

of his life in East India, where many an

officer finds in the climate an excuse for in-

dolence, he spent every leisure hour in read-

ing, observing, inquiring, thinking on what
he had acquired, aud .skiving the result of his

reflections to

Let the instructor not overrate the brilliant
'

last

know; and let him remember that Commence-
ment is rightly named. It is but the com-

mencement. If he mistake it for the end, he

assures his own ultimate and remediless fail-

ure.

—

Kat. Baptist.

The Goose-Livfr Pasty.

The fattening of geese for the tureen is now
carried on in Strasburg very extensively. It is

chiefly in the hands of women. The fatteners

or" crammers" buy their birds late in autumn,

either lean or half fattened. Young, well

formed geese are selected in preference. Some
rs, however, will also take older birds.

The unhappy birds are confined in narrow

cages, with just sufficient room for a move
ment forward or backward to the extent off

few inches, although precluding the possibility

of turning round. The cage has a narrow

opening in front, through which the bird can

put its head to drink, a vessel of water being

placed before it. Great attention is paid to

the cleanness of the cage. Most crammers

keep the birds in cellars and dark places only,

caged up as close as possible during their

three or four weeks' martyrdom ;
but some

follow a more humane method, allowing their

birds at least the enjoyment of the light of

day, and a little freedom of motion. W^e have

been assured, and we have certainly had oc-

casion also to judge for ourselves, that these

trifling indulgences granted to the poor birds

do not act so adversely upon the development

of the liver as is usually urged in explanation

and excuse of the more cruel system.

In the actual cramming process, the maize

is soaked in warm water with a little salt in

it ; or it is parboiled in water seasoned with a

little-salt.

The cramming is performed twice or three

times a day ; the greater or less frequency of

feeding depends upon the more or less rapid

digestion of the bird.

The poor goose is dragged forth for the

puopose from its narrow cage by the feeder,

who places it firmly between her knees, opens

the beak with one hand, and crams the soften-

ed maize down the gullet with the other. Ex-

pert crammers simply push the feed down with

the finger. The less skillful hands generally use

a funnel for the purpose, with a smooth wood

or ivory stick to expedite the descent of the

food. Some give their birds, instead of maize,

or alternately with it, balls made of potato

flour and barley meal.

When the bird has bad enough, in the judg-

ment of the feeder, it is thrust back into its

living tomb, and left to digest, in helpless im-

mobility, its forced gorging, till its turn comes

round again for another repetition of the same

unnatural act in the same sad drama of suf-

fering.

It usually takes from a fortnight to three

or four weeks to cram a goose up to the proper

" sticking" or throat-cutting point.

In the last stage of the process, the unhap-

py goose may be said literally to sweat fat

through all pores ofits body; its cellular tissue,

its intestines, its blood, are absolutely loaded

with fat.

Under the unnatural treatment, the liver ot

the bird swells to an enormous size, attaining

ed, aud giving the result ot his a weight of one to two, and, in some rare ex-

the world through the press. Iceptioual cases, even three pounds. In tbe

rnntor not overrate the brilliant ' last state of the fattening process, the cram.
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mer has to be very watchful and careful in

the handling of her birds, as cases of apoplexy
are by no means rare. An unlucky blow or
a hard squeeze will often suffice to bring the
unhappy bird's life to an untimely end. We
were told by a crammer who passes for one of
the most expert in her business in Strasburg,
that she has literally to watch the birds' eyes
for the symptoms threatening a premature
end. If a goose is permitted to fall a victim
to apoplexy instead of the knife, the loss to

the feeder is rather serious, as the liver of the
dead bird, filled with dark-colored blood, is

held to be of no use to the pastry-cook.
When the crammer thinks the time has

come for the poor fat goose, the knife puts an
end to its miserable life.

The dead bird is properly drawn, the liver

being left intact inside, as this most important
part must first acquire the necessai-y degr
of firmness before it can be taken out. To
this end the carcass is kept hanging for twenty-
four hours in a cold and airy place

; after
which the liver is most carefully removed, so
that no scratch orother blemish may be found
on it. A fine liver must look a nice light sal

mon or cream color. We saw five superior
livers at one crammer's, four at another, and
nine at a third place— all of them remarka
bly fine looking and of large size, averaging
from one and a half to two pounds each in

weight. These all had come from small birds
weighing when drawn six or seven pounds
only.

These birds had been fed. three weeks, or
an average twice' a day, entirely with par-
boiled maize; the total quantity of Indiar
corn consumed in the process averaging some
twenty quarts per bird.

The livers are neatly wrapped in a wet
muslin or fine linen cloth, to be taken to the
pastry-cook, who pays for them according to
size and quality. In January last the prices
ranged rather low, livers under one pound
weight fetching no more than three shillings

per pound. Above one pound up to one pound
and a half, they were paid at the rate of 3s.

Gd. to 3s. 9(/. per pound
; above one pound and

a half up to two pounds, 4s. per pound
; above

two pounds, 5s., and even 6s. per pound. A
few months before, large livers had actually
fetched 7s. Gd., to 8s. per pound. The pastry-
cook seasons and spices the raw liver, after
which he places it in the tureen along with
truiHes and other ingredients. The dearest
tureens generally contain only one large liver,

while the less expensive contain two orseveral
smaller livers. We were shown a tureen in

the Meisengasse, with an exceptionally large
liver in it, which we were told weighed three
pounds one ounce; for this article the lucky
proprietor got the small sum of 2L 10s. The
article went to Gen. Fransecky, commander
of the military district of Alsace-Lorraine. So
the pastryman, who ostentatiously professed
strong philo-French predilections, might, in

addition to the handsome price netted by him,
rejoice also in the patriotic hope of givint; the
hated German general a dyspeptic fit. When
the contents of the tureen have been duly
baked, a layer of fresh hog's lard is poured
over the mass to keep it ti-om contact with
the air.

It is calculated that the amount of money
which the Strasburg pastry-cooks net annu-
ally by the sale of goose liver-tureens reaches
very nearly one hundred thousand pounds
Bterling.

It is, however, a wicked and cruel industry
at the best, even with the infusion of the
largest practicable portion of humanity,
the treatment of these unhappy victims of
the luxuriousness of man. Besides that, the
product of the process, though no doubt most
delicious to the palate of a gourmet, cannot
possibly be wholesome.— Tinsley's Magazine.

English and American Girls.—The following
remarks by an Englishman, contrasting the
industrious habits of English and American
girls and women, are worthy the attentive
consideration of parents and daughters. How
few American mothers, especially of cities and
villages, compare, favorably with tb

It is always an ungrateful task to us to

down in black and white and send forth

large number of readers, criticisms upoi
condemnations of things occurring in out

wealthy, loved Society, however much we may tl

titled ladies mentioned, in activity and Indus- they give evidence of departure from its v

try! known faith and practices. We have had
" I can assure you that, having lived in dif- pie experience that controversy within

ferent castles and manor-houses of Great Bri- ligious Society is little likely to promote
tain, and being accustomed to the industrious growth of vital religion among its memb
habits of duchesses and countesses, I was ut- and where the points at issue are, by I:

terly astonished at the idleness of American parties, deemed important to its present'
ladies. No Englishwoman of rank (with the fare or future usefulness, to treat them v
exception of a few parvemies), from the queen the justice and candor required, calls for
downward, would remain for one hour unera- exercise of a perspicacity and self-comm:
ployed, or sit in a rocking-chair, unless seri- to which not many can lay claim. But i

ously ill. They almost all (with hardly an time of innovation, and we might say, of i

exception) copy the business-letters of their olution in ourportion of the professing chui
husbands, fathers, or brothers; attend minute- like the present, as conseiencious journal
\y to the wants of the poor around them, and we feel ourselves bound to keep our reac
then take part in their amusements, and sym- apprized of the new features developed,
pathize with their sorrows

; visit and superin- to warn them, if need be, of the goal to wh
tend the schools ; work in their own gardens

;
the Society appears to be hastening,

see to their household concerns; think about We are often told that the differences amc
their visitors

;
look over the weekly accounts, the members are upon minor points,

not only of domestic expenses, but often those though the condition of things requires ci

of the farm and estate; manage penny clubs yet there is no cause for anxiety or ala

in conjunction with the working classes, to But however the points now in controve
help them to keep themselves; and with all among Friends may, to others, seem of mil
these occupations, by early hours, they keep worth or of comparatively little consequer
up their acquaintance with the literature and to us they are invested with a subversive c

politics of the day, and cultivate the accom- racter and a deep significance, that threa'
plishments of music and drawing, and besides results too serious to allow them to be ligh
often acquire some knowledge of scientific passed by, and involve principles directly
pursuits. fecting the whole religious system that 1

"The late Marchioness of Landsowne was heretofore preserved us as a distinct peoj:

so well acquainted with her cottagers in her We fully believe that if the Society
neighborhood, that she used to visit and look realizes the end for which it was institui

at the corpses of the dead, because she found by the Head of the Church, it must be by ;

that her doing so soothed and comforted the hering undeviatingly and consistently to
bereaved. Lady Landsowne's only daughter the doctrines of the gospel as it originally i

used one hundred guineas (given her by her derstood and promulgated them, and
father-in-law. Lord Suffolk, to buy a bracelet) maintenance of all the testimonies which
to build pig-sties with his permission, at her faithful members in the beginning, and
husband's country residence. She educates every generation since, have experienced
her own children without assistance, teaching arise out of a practical application of thci

the boys Latin, and the girls all the usual 'doctrines to the duties of life. Ifitturnaw"
branches of education. The late Duchess of|frora these or from any of them, it not orf

Bedford, I accidentally discovered when on ceases to be what its distinguishing name i

'

visit to Woburn, had for thirty years of her ports, but, having betrayed its trust, it I

married life risen at six o'clock, summer and .comes a hindrance to the advancement
winter, lit her own fire, made some tea for the cause of truth, a blight instead of a ble
the duke and herself, and then, as he wrote ing in the visible church. Having from t;

his own letters of business she copied them,
j
beginning, not only made profession of Chr'

and they came down to a large party ofitianity in its simplicity and spirituality, b'

iiests at ten o'clock, to dispense breakfast, borne a systematic testimony against the
without saying one word of their matutinal I doctrines, outward rites and observanc,
avocations; so that you might have been a i which it has ever believed to bo foreign

|

visitor in the house without finding out that [the spirit of the pure religion of Christ, t'
the duke or duchess had transacted the ne- 1 defection and departure of its members frol

cessary business of the day, before, perhaps, 4ts faith and church system constitute a mc
you had risen! I rather mention those that I

effective means for wounding that pure re
are gone to their reward than write of women 'gion in the house of its professed friends, ai

that are stiil among us
;
but you may believe discouraging others from striving to obtain

rao when I say that I am constantly among! The sijntiment often expres.sr-d, that it

those who live such lives of energy and use- 'necessary to accommodate our religious pi
fulness, but they so employ themselves with. I fession to the more enlightened age and

out ostentation or an idea that they are d
more than their simple duty."

—

Manufac\
and Builder.
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ore inti-Uectual culture of the general soci-

j iti which we live, indicates not a little of

ror or confusion of thought. The religion

the iStcvv Testament is not a changeable

ligion. Its doctrines are not for one age

,ly, but for all : its truths are yea and amen
rever. Friends have ever believed that their

ligion is Christianity revived. If it was in

cordance with the truths of the gospel two
nturies ago, it must be so now ; and if it

en led those who were faithful to its re-

lirements into the testimonies which ren-

ted Friends a peculiar people, it must do

still. Their religion cannot be changed,

id they remain the same Society as in the

iginuiug. Nor is the Society a hroad church

gauization, within which persons holding

verse articles of faith, some observing, and

hers testifying against certain rites and cer-

aonies, may harmonize together. It was
ithered out of other religious professions by

e Head of the Church for a specific purpose
;

hold up before the world and exemplify in

e and conversation the simple, unadulterat-

l truths of the gospel. It imposes its fiiith

)0n none, leaving every one to enjoy the

)eriy of conscience which it claims for it-

If; and its catholic spirit freely extends in

iristian love to all the true disciples of

hrist, as well without as within its pale,

ut it is its religious duty not only to main-

in the truth, but to testify against error.

any amongst its members are not united

ith it m its faith and its testimonies, and so

jenly declare or act, they are bound by

ristian integrity to withdraw from its corn-

union ; or, if they perist in imposing them-

Ives on it, it is bound by its allegiance to the

luse of Truth, after unavailing gospel labor,

disown them, and this without any breach

heavenlj^ charity.

How far the Society and its pure christian

rofession have suffered by this duty not hav-

g been performed faithfullj' by either party,

e have had repeatedly and sadly to notice.

i, stands this day shorn of its original bright

fess and power as an advanced section of the

niversal church, though so many within it

re exulting in the backward steps it has

iken into things from which it was separat

,i in its rise by its divine Leader. Where a

irge portion of those now claiming member-
hip will ultimately arrive, if they continue

p the coui-se they have chosen, the following

lay assist our readers in determining.

In the 8th month number of the "Chris-

ian Worker" is a letter from Dr. Edward
Lsh, of England, in reply to one received by
im from a member in this city, inquiring

fhat was the practice in the Society ther

when any of its members partook of tne

-utward ordinances, and wished to retain

heir membership." In the reply the Doctor

tates that as his "own knowledge of such

aatters is but scanty, I have not only applied

Df information to several Friends here [Bris-

ol], but also have written to two in the north

if England, who would be universally regard-

id as peculiarly likely to be well informed."

rhe information he obtained in relation to

ihe disposal of cases where members have

)articipated in the rite of water Baptism and

.he Supper, goes to show that for the last

-wenty years or more, the all but, if not the

ibsolutcUj universal practice has been not to dis-

mn. He then instances twelve cases brought

to his knowledge of members, participants in

these rites, all but one of whom remained

members, some holding important stations in

the Society.

The practice of not bearing testimony
against such an open violation of a well known
and long established testimony of the Society,

having become all but, if not universal in Eng-
land, it matters not what the number may be

who thus openly show they do not unite with

Friends as witnesses to the spirituality of the

christian religion, its baptism and commun-
ion ; the meetings they belong to give equal

evidence of either their unity with this change
u faith and practice, or their "want of chris-

tian zeal and strength to testify against error.

This being the case, it is but natural that

those who wish to see the practice of these

i-ites introduced among the members gener-

illy, should desire it to be more undisguisedly

and ofiicially sanctioned ; that so in resorting

to them they may not be troubled with any
sense of wrong doing, which can hardly fail

to attend their engaging in pi-ofessedly reli-

gious acts, which they well know contravene

the oft declared religious principles and prac-

tices of a Society of which they still claim to

members.
Accordingly in the last number of the [Lon-

don] " Friend" is a communication relative to

the " Baptism of Sarah Smiley," in which the

author argues—and, considering the opinion

on the subject of baptism among Friends in

England, we think justly—that it is not cor-

rect to suppose that by that act she has

"withdrawn from the Society." "She may
have felt, (he Buys.) that the progress amongst

us of more Catholic views on the conditions of

church fellowship, must ultimately lead to a

modification of our discipline, and that mean-
while her own duty was plain," &c. The
conclusion he arrives at is given in the fol-

lowing words :
" On no ground then could

we believe it to be justifiable to exclude from
our communion such of our friends as simply
comply with what they honestly believe to

be Scriptural in the use of this [water bap-

tism] and the kindred rite of the supper, while

pi-ayerfully avoiding dependence on any
thing external." He further says, "Those
who hold the freest interchange of sentiment

with their fellow members, will have found

that a large number of the most serious and re

fleeting amongst them, are conscientiously dissatis

fled with our entire rejection of the two symbolic

rites, undoubtedly piracticed in the apostolic

church of Gentile as well as Jewish believers'

The italics are our own. These, it is true, are

the opinions and testimony of an individual

but taken in connection with that of Dr. Ash
it gives pretty clear indication of where a

large portion of the Society in England has

already got to, and what must bo its termina-

tion.

Another writer in the same number of the

same journal, thinks the Society culpable in

not providing more amply for its ministers.

It ought not only, he says, to furnish the

funds necessary to meet his expenses when on

a gospel mission, but also to support his fam-

ily during his absence. He thinks the pres-

ent mode of helping ministers ought to be

changed, so that when engaged in religiout-

service he need not be burdened with appre-

hensions relative to the support of his family.

The meetings ought to raise a sustentation

fund. "Now what is the tendency [he says]

of such [the present] practice? Is it not to

hinder the Lord's work, or to lead to the Bo-

man Catholic and unscriptural doctrine of

priestly celibacy? A young man without
property feels called '

,

'
'<is whole time to

the work of the minibuy ; h^ k..ow8 that if he
marries ho must either disobey the call or
neglect his family, because the Society makes
no provision for their support. What is he to

do ? The question with him is. Shall I put the
call away from me, or shall I be a celibate ?" *

* * * u \v"hen a Friend fi;els it right to set-

tle himself in a particular meeting, and to la-

bor all his time for the edification of its mem-
bers, and for its increase, and his labors prove
edifying and acceptable, how can the menx-
bers of that meeting hold themselves excused
from ministering of their 'carnal things' to

his wants, when tht-y are clearly enjoined to
do so by the New Testament command. Let
him that is taught in the word communicate
unto him that teachelh in all good things."

Such views as these go hand in hand with
those that have led to the laying down of the
" minor testimonies" of the gospel which
Friends are called to uphold before the world.
They are consistent adjuncts to the practice of
the rites of baptism and the supper, and if

they spread—as the loosely held principles of
many at the present, and the experience
of the past forces us to believe they will—and
the demand for a learned ministry is complied
with, it will not be long before we will have
young men among us studying divinity for a
livelihood.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The Geneva Court of Arbitration met for

the last time on the 14th inst. Count Selopis, the pre-

sident of the court, read the agreements of the arbitra-

tors, concurring in the decision of the tribunal, and an-
nounced that the sum awarded to the United States

was $15,500,000 gold.

At the close of the proceedings Count Selopis read
an address congratulating his colleagues on the good
relations preserved between them throughout the ses-

sions of the board. The arbitrators and others con-
nected with the court then exchanged farewells and
separated.

The five arbitrators were agreed in awarding damages
on account of the depredations committed by the Ala-
bama ; four of them for reasons assigned in the written
decision, and the fifth, Lord Cockburn, for reasons
separately assigned by him. In the case of the Florida,
judgment is given against Great Britain by a majority
of four voices against one, and in that of the Shenan-
doah by a majority of three to two.

Claims were put in by the agents of the United States

for damages inflicted by the rebel cruisers Georgia,
Sumpter, Nashville, Tallaha.ssa, Chickamauga and
others, but all these were set aside by a unanimous
vote, some of them because the evidence was defective,

and others because it was believed that the government
of Great Britain had not failed in its duty in regard to

the vessels.

A special dispatch to the London Daily News from
Kome, ?ays the Emperors of Germany, Austria and
Paissia, at their conference at Berlin, resolved to advise
the Pope to abandon the Jesuits, and agreed to use
their good oiBces with the Italian government for the
protection of foreign religious corporations in Italy.

The Emperors of Austria and Bussia, on the llth
inst., gave audience to the French Minister to Berlin.
His reception was friendly, and satisfactory assurances

were given as to the object of the imperial visit to Ger-
many.
The Austrian emperor left Berlin the evening of the

11th inst. He was accompanied to the railroad station

by Emperor William, Prince Frederick William, and
many ofHcers of the army and court.

A Madrid dispatch oi' the 11th says: A great land-
slide is reported near Fraga in Arragon, on the banks
of the river Cinca. The bed of the river was filled with
earth, its waters forced from their course, and the coun-
try around the town inundated. The bridge which
crossed tlie river at that point was carried away. A
barge with forty men, women and children, taken from
flooded houses, was swamped, and all on board drowned
except three. Many other lives were lost, and the

damage to property was very great.
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A Brussels dispatch of the 13di says: A coal pit near
I
United States, imbibed christian views, all the forms of for Francis Davis O., S2, to No. 33, vol. 47;

Heristol, on the Neuse, was accidentally flooded to-day
,

the religion of Confucius are hereafter to be rigidly en- 1 Truman Forsvthe, Pa.,'S2, vol. 46 ; from Isaac Hea(
while the men were^at work. The mundation was so

]

forced, and Chinese relisiuus instruction is to form a Pa., S2, vol. 46 ; from Levi Boulton O. $2, vol.

|74,s

Tin

U.S.:
1868,

sudden that twenty-five miners were drowned in the part of the rm
bottom of the pit. sexes, of high r.

Eio Janeiro papers state that General Mitre, Argen- Chinese govern
tine envoy, was preparing the basis of a treaty for the' education, and
settlement of all the differences between Brazil and the
Argentine Confederation.

A great part of the potato crop in England has been
destroyed by disease. The yield in some places in

chalk ground is said to be good and the tubers sound,
but in most places the crop is to a large extent a failure.

The Farmer's Chronicle estimates the total yield at about
one-fourth of an average crop.

The London Times, when announcing the result of
the Geneva Arbitration, expresses satisfaction with the
award on the ground that it will tend to obviate similai

difficulties in future, and says :
" Willingly will we con

sent to pay this sum to improve the law of nations.'

The other London journals rejoice over the conclusion
of the controversy, and express the hope that the fonn
dation has been laid for a permanent good understand
ing between the United States and Great Britain.

As Prince Arthur is soon to visit Birmingham, the
city authorities have made an appropriation for the ex-
penses of his reception. The Kepublican club of Bir-
mingham protest against the increase of local rates for

such purposes, declaring that illuminations, decorations
and banquets at the public expense on these occasions,

were no longer in accordance with the spiritof the age.

London, 9th mo. 10th.—Consols 925. U. S. 5-20's of

186.% 931 ; do. 1SG7, 92] ; new five per cents, 89f.
Liverpool.— Uplands cotton, 9 J a 9srf. ; Orleans,

10 a Wld. Sales 10,000 bales. Breadstufis firmer.

A Havre dispatch of the 14th says: President Thiers
arrived here to-day, and
officers, headed by i

'

an address, and in i

favorable relations (

nations. He said In

waited on by the city

He was presented with
--i<l liis pleasure at the
wicii France and other
MVDur to establish peace

at home, and reniove all cans;,, of contention among the
French people, anil would continue to govern the coun-
try in the same spirit as licrct.it'ore. The reception
extended to Thiers n:is i.ith,- n:iiiiicst character.
A Madrid disji^iiJi ^i li,, 1., I, -ays: The king open-

ed the sessions of iIp i . , 1 i: M.-dav. In his speech
he stated that the (i: i. - i - : il.lish diplomatic re
lations with the I'ai-I S> ,: lia.l „, I'ar proved uuavail
ing. The promised reform in Cuba would be carried
into effect as .soon as the rebellion was over. The king
said that the government was determined to subdue the
rebellion in Cuba, and would send to the island all th
additional troops required. Zorilla, Prime Minister,
was present, and made a loyal and patriotic speech!
He assured his friends that the government would be
administered not for a party, but for the whole peopL
of the country.

The cholera epidemic has abated in Ru.ssia, but i

reported to be on the increase in the Austrian province
of Galicia.

United States.—Miscellaneous.—The interments
Philadelphia last week numberetl 284, including 116
children under two years of age. There were 17 deaths
of cholera infantum, 33 of consumption, 20 of debility,
14 disease of the heart, 11 typhoid fever, 24 marasmus,
2 of small pox. The total mortality in this city during
the three summer months was 6,309, which is 1230
more deaths than ever occurred before in any similar
period. The great heat accounts for the unusual mor-
tality. There were 1,547 deaths of cholera infantum,
and a large number of sunstroke, debility, congestion of
the brain, &c.
A cable dispatch to the Pacific Mail Steamship Com-

pany, confirms the report of the burning of the steamer
America. It states also that three of the crew and
thirty Chinese passengers were lost. It is believed that
the lost specie may be recovered by divers.
There are 192 mills in the State of Nevada, used in

the crushing and reduction of the ores of gold and
silver. They carry 2848 stamp.s, and cost over $10 -

000,000.

The census of 1870 shows the number of cotton
manufacturing establishments in the entire country to
be 9-56.

Pennsylva
Wages pai

of product
madeduri
ing, shirii

lawns and
Thirty

since at Sa

Ma.ss; setts had 191 ; Rhode Island
Connecticut HI; New York
the year $:;9,U44,132. Total va

c siudcius arrived a few days
Three tutors of mandarin rank

accompany them. As the last students, while in the

The customs receipts for the week endirig 9th mo.
14th, were at New York $3,522,303 ; Boston, $552,301

;

• Treasury at the close of business
ic: Currency, $.5,796,871; coin,

:; ruin Certificates, .r27,566,000.
ilie following were the quotations

York
tto.

The .students are of both from Isaac Hall, Pa., $2, vol. 46; from Williai
rut. They are sent by the Taber, Mass., S2, vol. 46 ; from Edward G. Sme(
nvides liberally for their Pa., $2, vol. 46 ; from John S. Lowry, City, $2, vol
' thirty students to this from Joseph Barton, N. J., $2, vol. 46, and for Chi

DeCou, $2, vol. 46 ; from Richard P. Gibbons, Del,
vol. 46; from Gideon C. Smith, R. I., $2, to No
vol. 47 ; from William P. Smedley, Pa., $2, vol.

from Meader Allman, O., $2, vol. 46 ; from El
Roberts, N. J., $2, vol. 46 ; from Abiel Gardner, N
$2, vol. 46; from Jonathan Chace, R. I., S2, vol
and for Harvey Chace. R. I., and Oliver Chace, M
S2 each, vol. 46; from Joseph W. Hibbs, Pa., *2,

American gold, 11

5-20's, 1862, 114; ditt

cents, 107;;. SuperHi
a, 87.35 a S7.6o ; fim
' Chicago spring wl

^l.oS
;

red western, .S1.60 a Sl_.67 ; amber Indiana, each, vol. 46 ; from Henry W. WUls, N. J., $2, vol
i>\J<). Oats, 42 a o2 cts. Rye, /6 a 7S cts. Western and for Joshua S. Wills, $2, vol. 46; from Jos
-xed^corn, 64 cts.; yellow, 65 ci-. ; ~ikK.ii, wldte, 80|Snowdon, N. J., $2, vol. 46; from George Haines,

' ~ Wills, $2 e:

46 ;
from James R. Kite, Agent, O., for Joseph Mas i

David Ball, Thomas Llewelyn, Joseph King, D:l
Masters, William Masters, Aaron P. Dewees, Riel
Penrose, Robert Milhous, Hannah M. Penrose, J

,
j

Dewees, Mary Wilson, and Mary Ann Plummer

cts. Philadelphia.—Cotton, 21', :

uplands and New Orleans. Cm
Superfine dour, $4.62 a So.50; < xi

amber, sl.Tii a -I.7^i; X,,, I Mihi

43 cts. .^iiK.kcd hams, 16 a IS ct

About 2,500 beef cattle were sold i

,'ard. Ch( at 7|- i

Snowdon,
ii il'llings, [and Samuel J. Eves, N. J.,' per Amy

! a 9 cts. voh 46; from William P. Townsend, Agent, Pa.,
'

"
:: Sii.oU ;

;
.Jaoob Smcdlcy, Abram Pennell, Mary W. Jones, Ik.'

" " I'" a 1.7J; IC. Pim, Anne Pim, Benjamin Hoopes, and Marg
iil<i'' -1" '"i^- >!.''": \V. Pyle, »2 each, vol. 4(5, and for Mary H. Parke,
iiil lis. Hals, :;, a to No. 27, vol. 46; from Isabella P. Huston, Pa.,
Laid, 9 a 9] cts. vol. 46 ; from Elizabeth D. Meredith, Pa., $2, vol.

the Avenue Drove- from K. L. Roberts, N. J., $2, vol. 46 ; from Danie
cts. per lb. gross ; fair to good. Price, Pa., $2, vol. 46 ; from Joseph Pusey, Pa., $2

Oo a (2 cts., and common il a 6} cts. Sales of 12,000 46; from Joshua P. Edge, Pa., $2, vol. 46; from L
sheep at o a 6J cts. per lb. gross. Hogs, $8 a $8.25 per ley M. Brackin, O., $2, vol. 46 ; from Charles E. Ga
100 lb. net Receipts 3,800 head. C%(CO(/o.—Spring N. J., $2, vol. 46; from M M. Morlan, Agent, O.,
extra flour, $6 a S7. No. 1 spring wheat, -1.28

; No. 2 Aaron Stratton, William Fisher, Mark Bonsall, Will
$1.21. ^o. 2 corn, 36 cts. No. 2 oats, 24i cts. No. 2 Bonsall, Jonathan Blackburn, Mary J. French,
rye, o7 cts. No. 2 barley, 69 cts. Winter lard, 9 cts.

;

Sarah Alleson, .*2 each, vol. 46, and for Kache
summer, S^ cts. St. Louis.—No. 1 winter red wheat, French, $2, to No. 47, vol. 46 ; from" Benjamin
$1.79 a rl.80

;
No. 3 fall, $1.65. No. 2 corn, 36 a 36.1 Stratton, Agent, O., for Joseph Stratton, Joshua

cts-. Oats, 26i a 27 cts. Cincinnati.—Family flour, $7.40 bert, Jonathan Dean, and Benjamin H. Coppock.
a $/.bo. Red wheat, $1.40 a $1.45. Corn, 45 cts. Old each, vol. 46; from Edward Boone, Canada, $2.25,'
oats, 38 a 42 cts.

;
new, 33 cts. Cleveland.—No. 2 winter 46 ; from William C. Ivins, N. J., $2, vol. 46 • f

red wheat, $1.42. Corn, 48 a 49 cts. No. 1 oats, 34 i

RECEIPTS.
Received from Cliarles Cooper, Pa., $2, vol. 46 ; from

Rebecca Hibberd, Pa., $2, vol. 46 ; from Pelatiah Gove,
Vt., $2. ml. ir,, and l'..r Daniel Gove, $2, vol. 46; from
Thomas (onaid, A-.nt, Pa., for William Wickersham,
Susanna I Iniinln i>, .Mary Jane Chambers, and Thomas
Passmore, .$2 each, vol. 46; from Isaac Huestis, M. D.,
Agent, O., $2, vol. 46, and for Jesse Hiatt, Henry Crew,
Ann Smith, Amy John, James Edgerton, P'lem;

Stogdell Stokes, Pa., $2, vol. 46.

« received after Fourth-day morning, will
appear in the Receipts until thefollowing week.

WANTED.
A teacher for a School under the care of Burling

Preparative Meeting, N. J. Application may be i

to Rowland J. Ddtton, Burlington, N. J.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Ann omiui, Amy donn, james liOgerton, J^leming Tbp Wtxtt-pc Tirour .^f ti,;, r, >•* .•

wi^ZSnd-VsTi^^^w-^.r^' ''°" '° Aaro/shabpless, Superintendent, (ILWindle and Isaac E. W.ndle, Street Road P. O., Chester Co., Pa.), or to Charles

Tlu™ Pmldv o'"^^"'' !\«° ^^^^^' ^'•'"^'"•^'•' ^'«- '^O^ Arch street, Philadelphiihomas Lundy O ij2, vol. 4b
; Eighth mo. 13th, 1872.

vol. 46; from John Bell, Agent, Ind., for John Gri
William E. Bell, Job Windle

"

$2 each, vol. 46, and for

No. 20. vol. 47
; froi

from Gilbert JIacomber, Mass., ;-2, vol. 46; from Ruth
P.Johnson, Pa., -2, vol. 46; from Sarali C. Winner,
Pa., $2, \^nl. 40

;
from Beulah Roberts, O., per Jesse

Roberts, $2.75, to No. 52, vol. 46 ; from Joshua Ilaifht
Agent N.Y., $2, vol. 46, and for Levi II. Atwifter'
Humphrey S. Haight, Hibbard Fuller, and ^Villiam
Breckon, $2 each, vol. 46, and fnr David llai-ht $2
to No. 8, vol. 47; from Jr^-^i, W . Tavlur, Citv, S2,'vol.'

46; from John I!. Jones, N..I., S:^, vni. Ill; IV. an Howard
Yarnall, City, $2, vol. 4i:, and f..r Tli.mnis Yarnall,
and Jesse Yarnall, Pa., $2 each, vol. 46 ; from Phebe
McBride, lo., $2, vol. 46; from Charles Burton, Pa.,
per M. M. Child, $2, vol. 46; from Gilbert Cope and
Lucy Cope, Pa., $2 each, vol. 46 ; from S:miuel Ran-
dolijh, City, $2, vol. 46, and for Mary Randolph, *2,
vol, -10; from George Matlack, N. J., $2, vol. 46; from
Abel J. Hopkins, Pa., $2, vol. 46 ; from George Sharp-
less, Pa. ,$2, vol. 46; from Reuben Battin, A^ent Pa
$2, to No. 10, vol. 47, and for Abel M.Cariv. (ieorge =^=^^^=^^^^=^^=^=r^rr=r=^^^^!!:
Schill, Henry Brackman, and Thcudnn. il,-:, >- each,

j

I>ied, on the 8th of Fourth month 1872 Ann.
vol. 46, for Aaron McCarty, ,S2, i,, X,,. 1;;, vnl. 46, |

H.mnes, daughter of the late Hinchman Haines in I

Josei)h McCarty, $2, to No. 44, vol, 40, >Sara!i .Miuard, i

7Sth year of her age, an esteemed member of Evesh

WANTED,
At Westtown Boarding School, a well qualiti

Teacher to take charge of the first Mathematical ]

partment for Boys. Application to be made to
Clarkson Sheppard, Greenwich, N. Jersey,
Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch street, Philada.i
Samuel Morris, Olney, near Philada.,
Charles Evans, M. D., 702 Race street, Phila.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphi
Physician and Superintendent—Joshua H. Wobi

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

Jr2, to No. 11, vol. 47, and for Je.sse McCarty, $2, to No'.
12, vol. 47 ; from Asa Garretson, Agent, O.j $2, vol. 46,
nd for Benjamin H
Dempsev llnndv, P.a

Hall, i;:.i"ai ^•] :

Green, Jehu
Tatn

Monthly Meeting, New Jersey.——
,
at the residence of her son, Jesse Hiatt, Ch.

r.'-i'
Morgan Co., Ohio, on the 24th of Sixth mon

lb/2, after a lingering illness. Tamer Hiatt, (wid
of Jehu Hiatt,) a member of Chesterfield Monti
Meeting, in the 92d year of her age. She was firn

.

al'^thed to the principles of Friend.s, and a regular

T V '"rl
-''''""^'''' Garretson, tender of meetings, while health permitted, till wit!

John Ihomosson, Joseph W. about a year of her death; and we doubt not i

ild:

Esther 6c,,l,-, ( ,,u.

Dr. Kpbraim Will __
, , „„...t,..

Doudna, O., and Homer Gibbons, lo., $2 each, vol. 46] ,

gathered;^ as a s'ho"ik of corn'fully ripe"to her °eVerk
for Joseph Doudna, 0., $2.80, to No. 52, vol. 46, and ing rest. ^ ^ ' ^^'"'^^^
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The Unconscious Action of tlie iJrain.

The anatomist who ouly studies the human
rain is very liable to bo misled in regard to

be character of the ditferent parts, by the

act that the higher part^—that which we call
" e Cerebrum

—

is so immensely developed in

uan, in proportion to the rest of the animal
reation, that it envelops, as it were, the por-

ion of which I am about to speak, concealing

t, and reducing it apparently to the condition

fa very subordinate part ; and yet that sub-

)rdinate part is, as I shall show you, the foun-

lation or basis of the higher portion—the

;I!erebrura itself. The brain of a tish consists

pf very little else than a series of these gang-

lia, these little knots—-the word '' ganglion"
aieans '-knot," and the ganglia in many in-

jtances, when separated, are little knots, as

it were, upon the nerves. The brain of a fish

Consists of a series of these ganglia, one pair

belonging to each principal organ of sense.

Thus we have in front the ganglia of smell,

then the ganglia of sight, the ganglia of hear-

ing, and the ganglia of general sensation.

These constitute almost entirely the brain of

the tish. There is scarcely anything in the
brain of the fish which answers to tlie Cere
brum, or higher part, of the brain of man
The Cerebrum in most fishes is a mere little

film, overlaying the sensory tract, but in the

higher fish we have it larger; in the rept;"

we have it larger still, and in birds we have
it still larger; in the lower mammalia it is

larger still ; and then, as we ascend to man,
this part becomes very much larger in propor
tion. This Cerebrum, this great mass of the

brain, at the bottom of which these ganglia
of sense are buried, as it were, so overlies and
conceals them, that their essential functions
for a long time remained unknown. Now in

the Cerebrum, the position of the active por-

tion, what we call the ganglionic matter, that
which gives activity and power to these ner-

vous centres, is peculiar. In all ganglia, this

"gray" matter, as it is called, is distinct from
the white matter. In ordinary ganglia, this

gray matter lies in the interior, as a sort of

little kernel, but in the Cerebrum it is spread
out over the surface, and forms a film or layer.

If any of you have the curiosity to see what
it is like, you have only to get a sheep's brain

and examine it, and you will see this film of

reddish substance covering the surface of

the Cerebrum. In the higher animals and in

this film is deeply folded upon itself, with

the effect of giving it a very much more ex-

tended surface, and in this manner the bluod-

essels come into relation with it ; and it is by
the changes which take place between this

nervous matter and the blood, that all our

nervous power is produced. You might liken

t roughly to the galvanic batterj^ by which
the electric telegraph acts, the white, or

fibrous portion of the brain and nerves being
" ke the conducting wires of the telegraph.

Just as the fibres of the nerves establish a

communication between the organs of sensa-

tion and the ganglionic centres, and again be-

tween the ganglionic centres and the muscles,

so do the white fibres which form a great

part of the brain, establish a communication
between the gray matter of the convoluted or

folded surface of the cerebrum and the sen-

sory ganglia at its base. Now I believe that

this sensory tract which lies at the base of

the skull is the real Sensori.um, that is, the

centre of sensation ; that the brain at large,

the cerebrum, the great mass of which I have
speaking, is not in itself the centre of

sensation ;
that, in fact, the changes which

take place in this gray matter only rise to our

consciousness—only call forth our conscious

mental activity—when the effect of those

changes is transmitted downwards to this sen-

sorium. Now this sensorium receives the

nerves from the organs of sense. Here, for

instance, is the nerve from the organ of smell,

here from the eye, and here from the body
generally (the nerves of touch), and here the

nerves of hearing—every one of these has its

own particular function. Now these sensory

ganglia have in like matter reflex actions. I

will give you a very curious illustration of

one of these reflex actions. You all know
the start wo make at a loud sound, or a flash

of light; the stimulus conveyed through our

eyes from the optic nerve to the central gang-

lion, causing it to send through the motor

nerves a mandate that calls our muscles into

action. Now this may act sometimes in a

very important manner for our protection, or

for the protection of some of our delicate or-

gans. A very eminent chemist a few years

ago was making an experiment upon some
extremely explosive compound which he had
discovered. He had a small quantity of this

compound in a bottle, and was holding it up

to the light, looking at it intently; and,

whether it was a shake of the bottle or the

warmth of his hand, I do not know, but it ex-

ploded in his hand, the bottle was shivered

into a million of minute fragments, and those

fragments were driven in every direction.

His first impression was, that they had pene-

trated his eyes, but to his intense relief he

found presently that they had only penetrated

particles reaching his eyes; and yet in that

nterval the impression had been made upon

lis sight, the mandate of the reflex action, so

to speak, had gone forth, the muscles of his

eyelids had been called into action, and he had

closed his eyelids before the particles reached

them, and in this niannfct-'his eyes were saved.

You see what a wonderful proof this is of the

way in which the automatic action of our

nervous apparatus enters into the sustenance

of our lives, and the protection of our most

important organs from injury.

But there is one particular kind of this ac-

tion of the sensory nerves to which I would

direct your attention, because it leads us to

another very important principle. You are

all of you, I suppose, acquainted with the ac-

tion of the .stereoscope ;
though you may not

all know that its peculiar action, the percep-

tion of solidity it conveys to us, depends upon

the combination of two dissimilar pictures

—

the two dissimilar pictures which wo should

receive by our two eyes of an object if it were

actually placed before us. If I hold up a jug,

for instance, before my eyes, straight before

the centre of my face, my two eyes receive

pictures which are really dissimilar. If I

made two drawings of the jug, first as I see

it with one eye, and then with the other, I

should represent this object differently. For

instance, as seen with the right eye I see no

space between the handle and the body of the

jug; as I see it with the left eye, I see a space

there. If I were to make two drawings of

that jug as I now see it with my two eyes,

and put them into a stereoscope, they would

bring out, even if only in outline, the concep-

tion'of the solid figure of that jug, in a way

that no single drawing could do. Now that

conception is the result of our early acquired

habit of combining with that which we see

that which we feel. That habit is acquired

during the first twelve or eighteen months of

infancy. When your little children are lying

in their cradles and are handling a solid ob-

ject, a block of wood, or a simple toy, and are

holding it at a distance from their eyes, bring-

ing it to their mouth, and then carrying it to

arm's length, they are going through a most

important part of their education ;
that part

of their education which consists in the har-

monization of the mental impressions derived

from sight, and those derived from the touch
;

and it is by that harmonization that we get

that conception ofsolidity or projection, which,

when we have once acquired it, we receive

from the combination of these two dissiniilar

alone, or even in the case of objectspictur

familiar to us, without two dissimilar pictures

at all—the sight of the object suggesting to

us the conception of its solidity and of its pro-

jection.

A case occurred a few years ago m London,

here a friend of my own performed an opera-

the outside of his eyelids. You may conceive' tion upon a young woman who had been born

how infinitesimally short the interval was be- blind, and though an attempt had been made

tween the explosion of the bottle and the in early years to cure her, that attempt had
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failed. She was able just to distioguish large

objects, the general shadow, as it were, of

large objects, wilhuut an>' distinct perception

of form, and to distinguish light from dark-

ness. She could work well with her needle

by the touch, and could use her scissors and
bodkin, and other implements, by the train-

ing of her hand, so to speak, alone. Well, my
friend happened to see her, and he examined
her eyes, and told her that he thought he

could get her sight restored ; at any rate it

was worth a trial. The operation succeeded
;

and being a man of intelligence, and quite

aware of the interest of such a case, he care-

fully studied and observed it; and ho com-
pletely confirmed all that had been previously

laid down by the experience of similar cases

There was one little^^cident which will give

you an idea of the education which it requir-

ed for what you would suppose is a thing per-

fectly simple and obvious. She could not
distinguish by sight the things that she was
perfectly familiar with by the touch, at least

when they were first presented to her ey
She could not recognize even a pair of scissors.

Now you would have supposed that a pair of
scissors, of all things in the world, having
been continually used by her, and their form
having become perfectly familiar to her hands,
would have been most readily recognized bj-

her sight; and yet she did not know what
they were ; she had not an idea until she was
told, and then she laughed, as she said, at her
own stupidity. No stupidity at all ; she had
never learned it, and it was one of those things
which she could not know without learning.
One of the earliest cases of this kind was re-

lated by the celebrated Cheselden, a surgeon
of the early part of last century. Cheselden
relates how a youth just in this condition had
been accustomed to play with a cat and a dog

;

but for some time after he attained his sight
he never could tell which was which, and
used to be continually making mistakes. One
day, being rather ashamed of himself for hav-
ing called the cat the dog, he took up the cat
in his arms, and looked at her very atten-
tively for some time, stroking her all the
while; and in this way he associated the im-
pression derived from the sight of the cat
•with the impression derived from the touch,
and made himself master (so to speak) of the
whole idea of the animal. He ttien put the
cat down, saying, "Now puss, I shall know
you another time."

Now the reason why I have specially di-

rected your attention to this, is because it

leads to one of the most important principles
that I desire to expound to you—what I call

in mental physiology the doctrine of resultants.
All of you who have studied mechanics know
very well what a " resultant" means. You
know that when a body is acted on by two
forces at the same time, one force carrying it

in this direction, and another force in that
direction, we want to know in what direction
it will go, and how far it will go. To arrive
at this wo simply complete what is called the
parallelogram of force. In fact it is just as if

a body was acted on at two different times,
by a force driving it in one direction, and then
by a force driving it in the other direction.
Now I use this term as a very convenient one
to express this—that when we have once got
the conception that is derived from the har-
monization of these two distinct sets of im-
pressions on our nerves of sense, we do not

fall back on the resultants, so to speak. The
thing has been done for us; it is settled for

us; we have got the resultant; and the com-
bination giving that resultant is that which
governs the impression made upon our minds
by all similar and future operations of the
same kind. We do not need to go over the
processes of judgment by which the two sets

of impressions are combined in every indi-

vidual case, but we fall back, as it were, upon
the resultant. Now what is the case in the
harmonization of the two classes of impres-
sions of sight and touch, I believe to be true
of the far more complicated operations of the
mind, of which the higher portion of the
brain, the Cerebrum, is the instrument. Now
this Cerebrum we regard as furnishing, so to

speak, the mechanism of our thoughts. I do
not say that the Cerebrum is that which does
the whole work of thinking, but it furnishes
the mechanism of our thought. It is not the
steam engine that does the work, the steam
engine is the mere mechanism. The work is

done by the heat supplied. The steam engine
furnishes the mechanism, the work is done
by the force. Now in the same manner, the

come to know what it is to drink of the c
which He drank of, nor to be baptized wi
the baptism He was baptized with, exce
we know Him inwardly, suffer with Him i

wardly, and take up His cross, bearing i

proacbes of men, following Him in the wi
He chooses (not as ive choose), for then
would be no cross. All must be laid down
the foot of His cross, and we must, throuj
Christ within, overcome the world, the flee

and the devil. How many are believing
all Christ did for us without us, and yet i

main in their sins. Where He is, they ca
not come, because sin remaineth. It is tl

operation of the Holy Ghost cleansing fro
ail sin, which enables us to feel that we a.

His. We are not His children until, by ado
tion and regeneration, we become sanctifit

and purified by our sins going beforehand
judgment. A life of righteousness is attaint

to by the purifying operation of the Ro.
Ghost and tire, which onlj- burns up the cba
destroys the reprobate silver, the dross, at
the tin. Then the pure tried gold remain
and we may call Him Father, who is of pun
eyes than to mix His purity with ourmpurit;
Ah ! no. Professions of Him will do nothing

ust have His blessed truth in possessioi

brain serves as the mechanism of our thought,
and it is only in that sense that I speak of the
work of the brain. But there can be no ques- to stand before Him at His appearing, wit
tion at all that it works of itself, as it were— jpure hearts redeemed, with our robes w'ashe
that it has an automatic power, just in the

j
and made white in His precious blood, ere w

the sensory centres and the can mix with those before His throne, singin
"

'"' '^' "' -' the song of Moses and the Lamb—"Greatan

same manner
spinal cord have automatic power of thei

own. And that a very large part of our
menoal activity consists of this automatic ac-

tion of the brain, according to the mode in

which we have trained it to action, I think
there can be do doubt whatever.

—

Lecture by
Dr. Carpenter, F.R.S.

A Selection from the Memoranda and letters of the

late Elizabetli lireer—for private circulation.

CCoDtiuued from page 3i.)

No date.

marvellous are thy works," &c.

Second month 16th, 1859.—Went to Cahi
Meeting on First-day morning. S. D., my carf
taker, much discouraged, on going into meet
ing, by hearing of the accidental death of
friend. A very heart searching and near!
overwhelming time. So many hard rock
and stones appearing in the way, until Tha.
which is higher than we are, sent a little hel'

in the needful time—when that comparabl
to the gates of brass and iron gave way unde
the power that can alone break in pieces.

I testify that the first words I ever spoke little ability was afforded to crave help fron
the line of the ministry were these :

" The the Holy Sanctuary, and a few words in testi
grace of God which bringeth salvation hath
appeared unto all men, teaching us that, deny-

g all ungodliness and the world's lusts, we
hould live soberly, righteously, and godly in

this present world." 1 further testify that it

was this grace of God and His Holy Spirit

appearing in me at this solemn moment that
enabled me to stand upon my feet to express
these words in the power and authority He
then gave me, or I could never have opened
my mouth to speak in His great name; for

the creature shrank from such an ojjen con-
ion before men, and would have for ever

forborne, had I not feared His righteous judg-
ments if I dared to hide His light as under a
bushel. No. I was to proclaim it upon the
house-top. His grace and light were sufficient

for mo, a poor unworthy worm, who could
of mj-self do nothing for His cause, but by
and through His Beloved Son Christ Jesus
strengthening me, I was enabled to do what
He then required at my hands, and could con-
fess to the truth that greater was He that was
in me, than He that was in the world. Thus

mony followed. At the close my minute wa
read, and friends appointed to "lay out visit

to the families.

On Fourth-day my kind and esteeme(
young friend, W. F., came with me fron
Clogheen, and attended Ciihir Meeting. Thi.i

ended my visit to that meeting, and to all th«

members who were well enough in health tc

receive me— 1 think fifteen families. On look:
ing hack on this little service, which in thi

beginning cost me deep conflict and searching!
of heart, I feel bound, in humble gratitude, ti-

acknowledge that my dear Lord and Master!
from time to time, was near to help an(
strengthen me for the work I believe He ealle(

for at my hands, unworthy as I feel myself o
the least of His favors—an unprofitable eer
vant.

Fourth month, 1861.—I felt a strong drawm^
to attend our Yearly Meeting. ^Ky belovet
S. L. was my dear and helpful companion
nwardly and outwardly. I have to com
memorate the goodness and mercy of mj

.,, „ Tr- X.-...,..,, , .
dear Lord and Master, who, through His „„

will all His faithful followers fand it as they loved Son, enabled me to pay a visit to the
can wholly on Him and not on man. Oh! Men's Meeting, and leave my burden there
the awfulness of first opening the mouth ink felt sweet peace for this act of obedience
His great name in the assemblies of the peo-JMay I in every movement trust and lean on
pie

:
but how much more awful if we dare to Him, not to my own understandincr. May I

> „ , , ,, • . , .
.' ,

do so, unless our lips be touched with the live never take the least step in His great cause
fall back on the original impressions, but wo i coal from off His holy altar. We shall not without right anointing and deep abasement
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(f tho creature in His divine presence. It

vas a remarkably favored Yearly Meeting.

ilany Bound, weighty ministers present. * *

thought opposing spirits were overruled,

md the Lamb and His followers had the vic-

ory. Amen.
First-day, Twelfth month 14th, 1862.—This
orning a solemn feeling covered the meet-

p, under which I was brought into dee])

mffering, I believe on account of the affliction

)f those who were the near relatives of .

He was ill, and there were doubts of his re-

overy. I felt exercised to express what I

jelieved concerning him, but the creaturely

Dart began to reason, and 1 was near being

infaithful until the woe was heavy upon me.

5o I stood up, I may truly say, in the fear of

,he Lord, with these words, " There is a rest

"or the people of God even here on earth,

(vhen they are favored with that peace which
the world cannot give, and, blessed be the

Dame of the Lord ! cannot take away. And
there is a rest for them in that kingdom where
they cease from their labors, and their works
follow them. Then why should we bemoan
them?" "Weep not for the dead, neither be

moan him, but weep sore for him that goeth

away : for he shall return no more, nor see

his native country." Jer. xsii. 10. When I

sat down 1 was tried with fears, as no account

had come of the friend's death, lest I might
have hurtmy Lord's cause, should he i-ecover

In the afternoon meeting my doubts were
done away, for I saw dear as clearly as

ever I saw her with my natural eye sitt'

widow. I said in my heart, " O Lord, be

near the widow." That evening an account

came of her husband's death. I cannot but

say in my heart, "Great and marvellous are

thy works. Lord God Almighty," &c. But I

feel my un worthiness and the weakness of the

creature, not daring to shrink from suffering.

but fearful above all things of hurting that

precious cause, nearer and dearer to mo than

my naturallife. Oh, Lord! Thy word is truth;

for Thou hast never ei-red from the found

lion of the world.

Some months since, when sitting in silence,

endeavoring to wait on the Lord, and think-

ing of the present low state of our once

favored Society, and pondering as to how it

might be with us for our unfaithfulness, I

heard a language in my spiritual ear on this

wise: "I will do a thing at the hearing of

which the ears of him that heareth it shall be

made to tingle."

Third month, 1862.—I have lived to see, in

some measure, these words verified in the

Lord's dealings with us in this meeting. How
much more His holy hand may be laid upon
us we must leave ; for truly we have often

been, in love and mercy, called on to follow

Him, our dear Eedeemer, in the way of His
requirings, and had obedience kept pace with
knowledge and faithfulness to His divine visi-

tations, we should be in a very different state

to what we are at tho present time. Truly
He is merciful and long-suffering; but He is

also a jealous God— -jealous for His honor and
requiring us to honor Him, which is only our
reasonable duty. I pen this as marvellous in

my eyes and in humble remembrance of the

opening I was favored with.

We have seen the undeniable messenger
Bent to some of our houses in quick succes

sion. May these visitations be blessed by sub

ame may bo exalted as in the midst of thi.

furnace.
CTo bo contiuued.)

great mound of Chicker-Itza is 75 feet high,

d has on its summit a ruined stone edifice;

that at Mazapan is 60 feet high; the edifice

placed on its summit has disappeared ;
that

at Uxmal is 60 feet high and has ruins like

those of Chicker-Itza. The great mound at

Miamisburg, Ohio, is 68 feet high ; and that

at Grave Creek, Virginia, is 75 feet high.

Both had level summits, and stairways on the

outside, but no trace of any structure remains

on them. All these mounds were constructed

for religious uses, and they are in their way,

as much alike as any five Gothic churches.

Could these works be restored to the con-

dition in which they were when the country

was tilled with their busy communities, wo
should doubtless see great edifices, similar in

style to those in Yuca'cdn, standing on the

upper terraces of all the low and extended

mounds, and smaller structures on the high

mounds, such as those above named. There
would seem to be an extension of ancient

Mexico and Central America through Texas
into the Mississippi and Ohio Valleys

;
and so,

if there were no massive stone-work in the

old ruins of those countries, it might seem
that tho Mound Builders' works were ancient-

ly extended into them by way of Texas.

The fact that the settlements and works of

the Mound Builders extended through Texas
and across the Eio Grande indicates very

plainly their connection with the people of

Mexico, and goes far to explain their origin.

We have other evidence of intercourse be-

tween the two peoples ; for the obsidian dug
from the mounds, and perhaps the porphyry
also, can be explained only by supposing com-
mercial relations between them.

This colonizing extension of the old Mexi-

can race must have taken place at a remote

period in tho past ; for what has been said of

the antiquity of the Mound Builders shows
that a very long period, far more than two
thousand years, it may be, must have elapsed

since they left the Valley of the Ohio. Per-

haps they found the countrj' mostly unoccu-

pied, and saw there but little of any other

people until an irruption of warlike barbarians

came upon them from the north-west.

In speculating on the causes of their with-

drawal after centuries of occupation, absolute

certainty is impossible, and we have no means
of going much beyond mere conjecture. We
may suppose as most probable that an influx

of barbarians destroyed their border settle-

ments, interrupted their mining operations,

and caused them to retire gradually toward

the Gulf Fragments of their communities

may have become incorporated with the bar-

barous tribes."

On a view of the whole matter Baldwin
concludes that the Toltecs and the Mound

For "The Frieud."

The Mound MMm.
(Concluded from page 34.)

After further discussion of the subject our

author continues :
" They were unquestion-

ably American aborigines and not immigrants

from another continent. That appears to

me the most reasonable suggestion which

assumes that the Mound Builders came ori-

ginally from Mexico and Central America.

It explains many facts connected with their

remains. In the Great Valley their most popu-

lous settlements were at the south. Coming
from Mexico and Central America, they would

begin their settlements on the Gulf coast, and

afterward advance gradually up the river to

the Ohio Valley. It seems evident that they

came by this route; and their remains sho

that their only connection with the coast was

at the south. Their settlements did not reach

the coast at any other point

Their constructions were similar in design

and arrangement to those found in Mexico

and Central America. Like the inhabitants

of those regions, they had many of tho smaller

structures known as teocaUis, and also large

high mounds, with level summits, reached by

great flights of steps. Pyramidal platforms

or foundations for important edifices appear

in both regions, and are very much alike. In

Central America important edifices were built

of hewn stone, and can still be examined '"

their ruins. Tho Mound Builders, like some

of the ancient people of Mexico and Yucatan,

used wood, sun-dried brick, or some other

material that could not resist decay. There

is evidence that they used timber for build

purposes. In one of the mounds opened

the Ohio Valley, two chambers were found

with remains of the timber of which the walls

were made, and with arched ceilings precisely

like those in Central America, even to the

overlapping stones. Chambers have been

found in some of the Central American and

Mexican mounds, but there hewn stones were

used for the walls. In both regions the ele-

vated and terraced foundations remain, and

can be compared. Elevated and terraced foun-

dations for important buildings are peculiar

to the ancient Mexicans and Central Ameri-

cans ;
that this method of construction, which,

with them, was the rule, is found nowhere

else, save that terraced elevations, carefully

constructed, and precisely like theirs in form

and appearance, occupy a chief place among
the remaining works of the Mound Builders.

* * * This method of building was brought

to the Mississippi Valley from Mexico and

Central America, the ancient inhabitants of Builders were probably the same people, and

that region and the Mound Builders being the

same people in race, and also in civilization,

when it was brought here.

A very large proportion of the old struc-

tures in Ohio and farther south called mounds,

namely those which are low in proportion to

their horizontal extent, are terraced founda-

tions for buildings, and if they were situated

in Yucatan, Guatemala, and Southern Mexico,

they would never be mistaken for any thing

else. The high mounds also in the two regions

are remarkably alike. In both cases they are

pyramidal in shape, and have level summits

this opinion has some confirmation in such of

the old Mexican books as have survived the

vandalism of the Spanish conquest. In one

of these it is stated that the Toltecs at one

time occupied a country far to the north-east

of Mexico, that it was successfully invaded by
barbarous aboriginal tribes, who were united

under one great leader :
" There was a terrible

struggle, but, after about thirteen years, the

Toltecs, no longer able to resist successfully,

were obliged to abandon the country to escape

complete subjugation. Two chiefs guided the

march of the emigrating nation, at length

mission to the Lord's will, under His chasten-! of considerable extent, which were reached they reached a region near the sea, named

ing hand, is my earnest desire, and that His by means of stairways on the outside. The ''Tlapalan-Conco,' where they remained several
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years. But they finally undertook another
migration and reached Mexico, where they
built a town called ' Tollanzinco,' and later

the city of Tullan, which became the seat of
their government."

For "The Friend."

The following may very properly be called

the dying testimony of one who loved the
Truth, as it was written but a few months
before his removal, and is now offered for

publication, believing the times require such
expressions, and hoping it may do good.

Germantown, 10th mo. 12th, 1871.

Dear Friend,—My mind was rather unex-
pectedly turned back to the pleasant little

call from thee on First-day week, accompanied
with the desire for thy help and encourage-
ment, amid the many trials from enemies of
our own household, who seem so far to have
lost their faith in Divine Wisdom and direc-

tion as to be leaning to their own understand-
ings; following the direction of the natural
reason and will, being deceived into the belief,

doubtless in some cases, that in so doing they
are serving God by their activity and perse-
verance in a way of their own devising,—in

the pursuit of their own inventions, as a sub-
stitute for the obedience which is of the faith

of Christ; which leadeth into quiet humble
waiting upon God in holy patience, till the
times of refreshing shall come from H
heavenly presence. This turns the mind and
heart away from all creaturely dependence,
into that holy reliance which maketh us more
than conquerors through Ilim who continueth
to love and help his faithful children. Great
indeed are the discouragements iu the Militant
Church as to the increase, growth and faith
fulnessof its members; but the same Almighty
Arm of goodness and wisdom is still extended
to us, that helped our forefathers in the Truth
to triumph over their inward and outward
enemies. At • thou hast no doubt thy
trials in beholding the cross of self-denial
trampled under foot, and in its place the ex-
altation of natural creaturely wisdom in the
work of religion. Eat this thing must have
an end as those who constitute the life of th
body are engaged in humble exercise for th
desired change, suffering themselves to be
used as instruments in the Divine Hand for

holy care and fear are gone, what hope have
we for the preservation of our religious m^

ings in a healthy and hopeful condition ? This
is a sober serious question, and I hope may
be made to take hold upon the minds of those

who are seeming to regard preaching and
teaching of much more importance than hum-
ble quiet waiting in holy dependence upon the

Great Head of the Church, preferring the sub-

stitution of creaturely activity and wisdom to

the silence of the flesh. How far many have
gone in this direction I need not attempt to

say, but thou knowest the departure to be
very great, and the need there is of faithful

adherence to our ancient faith, which led our
forefathers into the narrow way of self-denial,

accordingto the exampleoftheirHoly Leader,
who became obedient to the death of the

cross, making self of no reputation.

Affectionately thy friend.

the accomplishment of His pi

I can but hope our dear J. E.'s place may
be filled in the community and the church.
Quiet, humble walking, with the exercise of
kindness and hospitality, and reverential wait-
ing: a meekness of demeanor and a heart
filled to overflowing with love to God and
man, were evidences of christian power and
influence for good in his case, as well as in
that other instance of christian growth in an
aged mother in the church, with whom he
was closely united in affectionate communion
and sympathy. Oh I for more such instances
of refining and attainment of growth from a
young man to a strong man in Christ through
the refining operation of the spirit of judg-
ment and burning, whereby.the dross and the
chaff of human wisdom and invention are con-
sumed and driven away, and the Lord alone
is exalted in the heart as our Lawgiver, Judge
and King, our Bishop, Minister and Priest,
our Leader and Director, without whose holy
help and command we dare not go forth in
His holy warfare against the enemies of His
church

: dare not attempt to speak in his name
in the assemblies of his people. When this

Mud-lumps of the Mississippi—Among the
emarkable phenomena which perhaps owe

their existence to subterranean water courses,
we must mention the sudden or gradual ap-
pearance of those hillocks of clay ("mud-

ps") which rise, to the great danger of
navigators, either in the middle of the bars of
the Mississippi, or in the immediate vicinity.

Like small volcanoes ofmud, the " mud-lumps"
generally appear under the form of isolated

cones, allowing a rill of dirty water to escape
from their summits. Some of them are irre-

gular on their surface, on which lateral orifices

here and there show themselves, some in full

activity, others abandoned by the streams
which formerly' gushed from them. The water
of some " mud-lumps" is loaded with oxide of
iron or carbonate of lime, which, with the
agglutinated sands, form hard masses, having
the consistence of perfect rocks. These hil-

locks vary both in their height and shape.
The greater part remain hidden at the bottom
of the water, and even their summits do not
reach the level of the river or sea; others
hardly raise their heads above the waves; the
most considerable, however, rise to a height
of 6, 9, or even 19 feet, and their base covers
an area of several acres.

The sudden way in which most of these
water volcanoes make their appearance, the
anchors of vessels, and the remains of cargoes
which have been found on their surface, their
conical form, their terminal craters, and all

the springs " which seem to spout out as if

from a subterranean sieve," indicate the exist-

anco of a subten-anean force always at work
to upheave this band of hillocks.

Humphreys and Abbott think that this

power consists in the discharge of hydrogen
gas proceeding from the alluvium of the Mis-
sissipi. According to these engineers, great
masses of vegetable products—trunks of trees,

branches, loaves, and seeds—brought down
by the waters of the river, drift upon the bar

;

these are afterward covered up, and, as it were,
imprisoned under a bed of mud, and, ferment-
ing, produce gases, which ultimately distend
their covering, and puffing it up into a multi-
tude of cones, escape into the air, after having
pierced the soil which held them captive.
Thomassy is of the opinion that the hillocks
of these bars are the orifices of regular arte-

sian wells, naturally formed by a sheet of
subterranean water descending from the pla-

teaus of the interior, and flowing below the
Mississippi and the clayey levels of Louisiana.
However this may be, the mode in which

these mud hillocks are formed is well enou
known to render it easy to clear them aw
from the mouths of the Mississippi, and p
tect the interests of navigation. When a eo
of clay makes its appearance on the bar
charge of powder is introduced into it a
explodes it. Thus, in the year 1858, the soui

west passage was cleared of a "mud-lum
which formed a considerable island; a sin^

charge was sufficient to annihilate the who
The island suddenly sunk ; in its place a wi
depression was formed, the circumference
which resembled that of a volcanic crater;
the same time an enormous quantity of h\

drogen gas was discharged into the atmc
phere.— r/)e Earth, by E. Beclus.

For "The Fiieod.

The DiTiue Life in the Soul—Prayer and Thantl

giving.

The following paragraph from the Jonrc
of William Evans, has been read with imprt
sions that the important sentiments and cou
sel which it conveys may be worthy of reviv
at this time.

"1853. lOthmo. 9tb. I felt impelled to brii

to view the great difference there is betwet
those who, according to the apostolic injun
tion, pray without ceasing, and in everythir
give thanks, and those who rarely pray, at

ho feel thankful for none of the blessinj

they partake of; which is truly a fearful coi

dition. It appeared to me, if we live in tl:

ment of prayer and thanksgiving, thei

11 be divine life, and a fervent concern ft

the support and promotion of the cause an
kingdom of Christ. But when he that ridet

on the pale horse, whose name is death
sent to our habitation, what hope can thoE
have who neglect true prayer, but have bee
wrapped up in their own selfishness and th
things of time without gratitude for favon
and have turned the back on the eonvictin
power of Divine grace ? They may cry,

they have the time granted to do it, Lore
have mercy upon me I but how can they ej

pect mercy, seeing they have rejected th
calls of the Lord, when He visited and es
tended to them the offers of His mercy, an
they refused to receive and obey Him."
The views expressed above by this experi

enced servant of Christ, agree with those o
the most eminently pious characters spokei
of in holy writ. Moses was a man of praye
and thanksgiving, and David's psalms abouno
in both these exercises. Daniel prayed three
times a d.ay, and said on one occasion, " Blesseo
be the name of God forever and ever, for wis
dom and might are his. * * I thank thet

and praise thee, O thou God of my fathers
who hast given me wisdom and might, ant
hast made known unto me now what we de
sired of theel"

If we live in the element of prayer anc
thanksgiving, there will be divine life," sayt
Wm. Evans. Oh how expressive of the ani
mated condition of the renewed soul! Hert

test that we may apply to ourselves, u\
re whether or no we be in the true faith

Countless are the mercies and favors which s

gracious Providence has showered upon us at

people. First among them is that "Rich
and free redemption," purchased for man bj
the life of the Son of God.

AVe are placed in the midst of a land fertile

in all that is needed to sustain life, ministei
to our comfort, and gratify the taste. The
wisdom of all prior ages of the world has
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ured itself into our generation throuifh the

sdium of the printinjj press, and wearereap-
cr the advantages of inventions which have

(juired years to perfect and bring into prac-

jal use.

The " holy experiment" of a free govern-

9nt and liberty of conscience has become a

alizcd fact in this land of social and political

uality. Surely the language of the Psalmist

ould arise from all appreciative minds :

»Vhat shall I render unto the Lord for all

is benefits toward me !" If we are strangers

these grateful sentiments, we raaj- well con-

ade that the Divine life in the soul is also

anting. "In Him (_Ctirist) was Life, and
e life was the light of men." As many as

ceive this life from the only Fountain will

quickened by it, and they will become sons
' God through its power, being born again,

)t of the will of the flesh, nor of man, but of

od. John i. 4 : 12, 13. May we, then, all

riously examine ourselves in this Light, and
sensible of coldness of heart towards the

lorable Saviour and Author of all our mer-

es, seek to know the cause and have it re-

oved by the Physician of value. Awful iu-

is the thought, that we may fall into

at condition of Laodicean lethargy, wherein

e esteem ourselves " rich and increased with

)ods, and have need of nothing, and know
)t that we are wretched, and miserable, and
)or, and blind, and naked."

It is to be feared that too many pass easily

ong the stream of time without God in the

orld, and often destitute of any spirit of

ayer or thanksgiving for years together,

ho nevertheless dream that their compara-
ve freedom from gross sin, and the mercy of

e Almighty, will eventually shield them
om the lake that burneth with fire. This

fills the lists of those who seem to close

leir lives very much with the stolid insensi-

lity which characterize the beasts that

srish. Heedless of the awakening calls and
shining Light of Him who came to summon
ners to repentance, and reveal to fallen

iian the breadth of his alienation from God,
ley finally grow dull of hearing, and their

piritual vision seems blinded. " He that hath
n ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith to

be churches."

Ravages of the White Ants.—These destruc-

ive insects abound in the Philippine Islands,

?here at times during the rainy season their

iresence becomes intolerable. In illustration

'f their silent, concealed and rapid ravages,

lir John Bowring relates the following as a
i^ell authenticated fact: In the town of Obando,
irovince of Bulacan, on the ISlh of March,
838, the various objects destined for the sor-

ices of the mass, such as robes, albs, amices,
he garments of the priests, &c., were ex-

,mined and placed in a trunk made of the

70od called narra. On the 19Lh they were
ised in the divine services, and in the evening
Tare restored to the box. On the 20th some
lirt was observed near it, and on opening,
ivery fragment of the vestments and orna-

nents of every sort were found to have been

educed to dust, except the gold and silver

ace. On a thorough examination, not an ant
was found in any other part of the building,

aor any vestige of the presence of these vora-

;iou8 destroyers; but five days afterwards
;hey were discovered to have penetrated

through a beam sis inches thick.

—

Late Paper.

The Assailants of Barclay, and his (|uasi De-

fender.

To the Editor of The British Friend.

Dear Friend.—A few months ago a series

of articles appeared in The British Friend on
" Barclay and his Assailants," since which the

whole has been issued in a pamphlet form, to

which is added a paper by the late Edward
Alexander, of Limerick. I read the pamph-
let carefully, and saw that it was open to sev-

eral serious objections, which I shall endeavor
briefly and clearly to set forth.

Oue consideration is self-evident, that he
who undertakes the defence of Barclay, espe-

cially in his famous work, the Apology, should

not himself bo an assailant. It should not be

a matter of doubt with his readers whether
to regard him as a real defender or merely a

nominal one, nor should he enter on such du-

bious ground, and advocate such questionable

views, as shall make him appear, in reference

to those principles of Truth which it was the

object of the Apology to defend, to be pulling

down, as it were, with the one hand, whilst

he is building up with the other.

There are, undoubtedly, many passages in

the essay which do full justice to Barclay's

Apology, but then there are others which con-

vey objections to its frame-work, such as the

use of the syllogism, the formal proposition,

and the occasional harsh language, and more
than these, and of immeasurably more im-

portance, we have the insinuation that it is

a work of merely human authority ! He says,
'• Not that the Society of Friends has, or can

have, any standard works of merely human
authority." Whoever thought they could

have any standard works, that is, religious

works, of merely human authority f It should

be remembered, however, that this implied

•'merely human authority" (and our author
has unconsciously fallen into this trap) is made
to extend to the writings of all our early

Friends, in order to weaken, and finally to

destroy the testimony, which they, with one
accord, bear for the Truth, and against what
the " Assailants of Barclay" are endeavoring

to establish in its place. The " withdrawing
the power of authentication from the 'Morn-
ing Meeting,'" which the author, with much
complacency, considers " a safe retreat" from

''a very dangerous position," was, it is to be

feared, merely a subterfuge, in order to cast a

shade, in a quiet and indirect manner, over

the doctrinal and controversial writings of

Barclay and others.

The instances of hostility to Barclay's Apol-

ogy, brought forward by the author, are de-

serving of close attention; such are the fol-

lowing :—When Barclay has been " assailed

in various quarters of high authoritj-," there

has been " the absence of any official counter-

action." When "some of the fundamental
principles of the Apology" were impugned,
"in no dubious or measured terms,"—" as no

longer tenable," but " mistaken and unscrip-

tural," these have met with no " oflSeial notice

or reprehension." Further on, ho adds, " The
question of his soundness" (mark, Barclay's

soundness!) "has been so far raised in our

standing representative body,—the 'Meeting
for Sufferings,'—as to check the distribution

of the Apology in a cheap form." And, dur-

ing the Yearly Meeting of 1871, when " ex-

ception was likewise taken," from no insigni-

ficant quarter, to the teachings of Barclay, in

some portions of his great work, on the ground
of their unscriptural character ; which though

not allowed to be passed over wholly in si-

lence, were without restraint from the table."

Again, "Similar views have been manifest in

other parts of the country; and at a recent

Monthly Meeting in London,— not a very
small one,"—"a Friend of position and ex-

perience was not satisfied without denounc-
ing the Apology as a book of a ' dangerous
tendency,' and warning his j-oung friends

against its perusal as leading to 'Rational-

ism I' And this," the writer adds, "was al-

lowed to pass unnoticed in a 'joint-meeting'

of men and women Friends, without a single

voice being raised in deprecation of sentiments
so startling and unqualified, or on behalf of

our ancient and learned Apologist!"

The author deserves commendation for

these illustrations of the doings of the " Assail-

ants of Barclay," and something is perhaps
due to the assailants themselves, for the open
avowal of their sentiments, which contrasts

favorably with the lack of moral courage dis-

played by not a few. Would it not be better

for the Society of Friends if there were more
of this plain-speaking, and less of conceal-

ment ; fewer of those amongst us who, like

some formerly, " say they are Jews, and are
not?"

Sad as the thought is, that the Apology,
which more than any other authorized publi-

cation of Friends, has been the means of

drawing persons within the precincts of the

Society, should be publicly proscribed as of

"dangerous tendency," yet to any one who
has watched the developments within the So-

ciety, during the last ten or a dozen years,

theconclusion is irresistible, that many pro-

fessing Friends, to be consistent with them-
selves, must be opposed to the leading princi-

ples of the Apology, and if they are not, they
at least ought to be " Assailants of Barclay."

There are abundant proofs that the " leaders"

in the Society have shifted their ground; and
the original and distinguishing principles of

Friends, if not abandoned, are, as is justly ob-

served by the writer, " held with bated breath

and subdued voice, as if they were more than

half-ashamed of them." Many extracts might
be given from the essay, to show that the

ministrj-, the documents of the Society, as for

instance the Yearly Meeting's Epistle, and
especially the new Book of Discipline, all par-

take of the declension alluded to. Yet, strange

to say, amid all these symptoms of decay, we
are every now and then called upon to rejoice

in the efforts of First-day school teachers, and
in the anomalous and spasmodic labors of a

Friend's (?) Missionary Society, and to believe

that a revival is taking place, and that we are

in a hopeful, if not exactly in a flourishing

condition I Would that it were so I

"Won tali auxilio, nee defensoribus istis

Tempus eget."

Whilst the Apology is thus set aside by not

a few who profess to be " Friends," as being

in their estimation "unscriptural" and of
" dangerous tendency," why does the author

deal so tenderly with these "Assailants of

Barclay," — speaking of them as Friends

of "position and experience," "deservedly

esteemed for their works' sake ?" How a

Friend could be " deservedly esteemed for his

works' sake," or possess the right kind of
" experience," who is doing his best to lay

waste and to destroy the authority of the

Apology, I am at a loss to conceive. Why,
it may well be queried, does the writer be-
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stow such eulogistic terms on these most con-
spicuous of " Barclay's Assailants ?" Instead
of eulogium, there should have been censure.
And, moreover, if such had not the common
honesty to resign their membership, on the
ground that they did not agree with the
principles of Friends, the Society at any rate
ought to have cleared itself of its apostate
members, by issuing its testimony of disown
ment against them :—in other words, the tes
timony of Truth, should have been set over
its opposers. It may well be asked why was
not this done,—why was the true judgment
baulked, and the "Assailants of Barclay "

lowed to escape? The answer is, the '

sailants" themselves occupied the position of
"leaders of this people," and the cry prevail
ed—the oft-repeated cry —We must uotjudge

!

I have alluded to the essaj ist as being him-
self one of Barclay's assailants, and in proof
would refer to the way in which he writes of
what is known in the Society of Friends as
the "Beacon Controversy." As is well known,
the Beacon, which was written by Isaac
Crewdson, of Manchester, was objected to by
Friends, because the chief sentiment which
pervaded the work was, that the Scriptures
were the highest rule of faith and doctrine, in
short, that all knowledge of the Supreme Be-
ing, and of his will concerning us, was to be
derived from the Bible. Let the reader turn
to the second proposition of Barclay's Apol-
og3', that on " Immediate Eevelation ;" in the
opening statement of the proposition, he will
find these words :

" Seeing ' no man knoweth
the Father but the Son, and he to whom the
Son revealeth him;' and seeing the revela-
tion of the Son is in and by the Spirit; there-
fore the testimony of the Spirit is that alone by
which the true knowledge of God hath been, is,

and can be only revealed." So we see that the
Beacon flatly contradicts the Apology, in a
leading and fundamental article of belief.

Amongst the ''Assailants of Barclay," the
author of the Beaeon was pre-eminent. It

hurt of the daughter of my people slightly,
saying. Peace, peace, when there is no peace.'

Surely the writer of Barclay and his Assail
ants cannot be oblivious of the fact, that the
author of the Beacon was doing his best to
bring the Apology into disrepute, yet it is re-
markable he has not one word to say against
this arch-assailant. He eulogizes the Yearly
-Meeting's committee with a full knowledge of
the impotent results of their labors; he de
plores the separation of a large number of
"influential Friends, many of them" ("assail
ants" be it remembered) " of the highest repu
tation and standing ;" he regrets the action of
the Society at that time, and actually hazards
the notion that our platform is broad enough
to admit of even the assailants of Barclay !

It must be obvious that no religious society
could long hold together if such latitudinarian
sentiments were to abound, and what is more,
they are out ofharmony with the Truth which
we as a people profess. We may be sure its
cause can never be safely advocated, nor its
claims upheld at the expense of consistency.
There is one other subject I should wish

briefly to advert to. On page 24 the author
•peaks of the gift of teaching, as something
ery difi'erent to rightly-called and truly-
anointed ministry. I would ask, Is there no
teaching in a living ministry ? Early Friends,
I believe, never acknowledged a "gift of
teaching," apart from the ministry—the sepa-
ration of teaching from ministry, was one of.' had been magnified by'the miracle while
the points insisted upon by the "ablest and I peculiar motion imparted by th°e latter imost prominent writer of the last generation" frlven tho nv,r,oo,.o„«o ^f t„j:„.,„ „„ i,„-

already referred to, (an undoubted assailant
of Barclay,) and adopted by most modern
Friends, more especially of the class of First
day school teachers.

The Mirage of the Plains.—One of the
subjects which addresses itself to the mit
the stranger on the Plains, particularly
be of a philosophical or scientific turn of n
is the mirage, which is here observed i

perfection. Many aweary mile of the trj

ler has been whiled awa}- in endeavors t(

count for the fitful and beautiful chanj
visions presented by the mirage. Soraeti
the distortions are wonderful, and so nat
as to deceive the most experienced eye. V
one occasion I met a young officer who
spent several years on the Plains and in

Indian country. He was, on the occa
alluded to, in command of a detachmen
cavalry in pursuit of a party of Indians
had been committing depredations on
frontier. While riding at the head of his e
raand he suddenly discovered, as he thouj
party of Indians not more than a m

tant. Thelatterseemedtobegallopingtow
him. The attention of his men was callei

them, and they pronounced them Indians
horseback. The " trot" was sounded, and
column moved forward to the attack,
distance between the attacking party and
supposed foe was rapidly diminishing, the
dians appearing plainer in view each mom(
The charge was about to be sounded,
it was discovered that the supposed party
Indians consisted of the decayed carcasses
half a dozen slain buffaloes, which numi

In conclusion I would strongly recommend
the perusal of the piece by Edward Alexan-
der, of Limerick, which is appended to the
es.say I have been discussing. One short
paragraph from it is subjoined :—"It has ap-
peared to me that the enemy of the church of
Christ is endeavoring to scatter the sheep,
nd to overthrow the faith once delivered to

the saints, in three ways, viz :—to lessen our
estimation of the doctrine of the light of
Christ; to set the Scriptures above the Spirit
by which they were given forth, and to lower
the standard of perfection." We are here
shown some of the causes, probably the prin-
cipal ones, that have contributed to the So-
ciety's declension, but to which not the slight-
est allusion is to be found in the long essay
which precedes E. A.'s paper. Why this con-
cealment of well-known departures from the

was because he and his adherents had struck
a heavy blow at the just estimation in which
Barclay's work was held, that at the Yearly
Meeting of 1835, a committee was appointed
to visit the Quarterly Meeting of Lancashire.
It may be remembered, however, that the
Society never bore, as it ought to have done,
a clear and unequivocal testimony against the
errors of the Beacon

; the consequence was,
that these errors remained unreproved, were
tolerated, received a sort of indirect sanction,
and being in their nature more acceptable to
the unrenewed mind, they spread their roots
far and wide. In reference to this last point,
the writer admits "that those very views"'
(errors of the Beacon) "are now the most
prominently held in many leading quarters,
if not in the Society at large."

It was doubtless owing to the presence on
that committee of the Y^early Meeting of the
" ablest and most prominent writer* of the
last generation," that the clear judgment of
Truth against the errors of the Beacon was
frustrated. I entirely demur to the state-
ment of the author, that "the Society had
strength enough at that time to cast out from
it the views which had occasioned the difl5-

culty." It had no such strength, the commit-
tee prevented that by smoothing it over and
covering it up out of sight. On that occasion,
it may be truly said, "they have healed the and will fori"a chapter in th

primitive faith of Friends, and of all the ex-
ercise of mind these departures have caused
to manj- well-concerned Friends in days gone
by, extending over a period little short of
half a century? The errors of Gurney and
others have again and again been explicitly
pointed out by consistent Friends on both
sides of the Atlantic, and it has been predict-
ed what would most surely befall the Society
of Friends if it refused to put away these er-
rors. The writer of the essay on Barclay and
his Assailants must know these things per-'

given the appearance of Indians on hoi
back.

I have seen a train of government wage
with white canvas covers moving througl
mirage which, by elevating the wagons
treble their height and magnifying the size
the covers, presented the appearance of a I

of large sailing vessels under full sail, wl
the usual a])pearance of the mirage gave
correct likeness of an immense lake or si

Sometimes the mirage has been the cause
frightful suffering and death by its decepti
appearance.

Trains of emigrants making their way
California or Oregon have, while seekii
water to quench their thirst and that of the
animals, been induced to depart from the
course in the endeavor to reach the invitir
lake of water which the mirage displayed b
fore their longing eyes. It is usually repr
sented at a distance of from five to ten mile
Sometimes, if the nature of the ground
favorable, it is dispelled by advancing towai
it; at others it is like an ignis fatuus, hoverici
in sight, but keeping beyond reach. Hei
and there throughout this region are pointe
out the graves of those who are said to hav
been led astray by the mirage until the;
bodies were famished and they succumbed t

thirst.— Galaxy.

Taking God's name in vain, says Isaac Per
ington, in reference to "prayers conceive
ivithout the immediate breathings of the Spiri
He that utters a word beyond the sense whic
God begets in his spirit, takes God's name i

^'''hiTT7t'K^' t u' ^"'''^V
."'^^"'-!^"""> ^°d provokes him to jealousy againshistory, and though they may be ignorecl

|

his own soul. The /.,« words which the Spiri

^Joseph John Gumej.

by contemporaries, they cannot thus be got rid sp.aks are pleading to God, and profitable t

of SeL H n''?l^^PP'""°°"^'';T''^'^'^<^ «°"'; but the ma.y wm-ds which nof these days in all their cogency and force; wisdom aff-ects hurts the precious life,

W.LwlZ?A f"l
'° '

k! ^""u^''
°^ ^ ""^'^ '^''^'''' '^"^ ^'^il «f -^e^th oVer the soul, keephighly-favored people, fraught with instruction ing that part alive which separates from God

8th month 5th, 1872. a. I which part must die ere the soul can live."
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Baclu'l Price.

Earl}" in life it became a manifest dutj' of

pine requiisition unto Eacliel Price, that she

)uld make a public appearance in the rain-

ry. Though it was a well settled doctrine

the Society of Friends that the gift of the

spel ministry is not contined to either sex,

t, so heavily did the weight of responsibili-

rest upon her mind that she diligently

ight the Scriptures to find authority for

jmptiou froQi the service, and consequent

ief of mind. But when she reflected that

d is no respecter of persons, that His spirit

Tiven ill, and that woman and man, are

eirs together of the grace of life," she could

t doubt that she was equally under the com-

,nd
—" freely ye have received, freely give."

[Jnder the solemn impressions made upon

r mind when attending the funeral of an

jient friend, it was manifested to her

—

ow is the acceptable time ;" and in a broken

,ce she was enabled to declare—" God is a

rit, and they that worship him aright must

rship Him m spirit and in truth, for it is

!h that He seeketh to worship Him j" and

s found in obedience the reward of peace.

;ain she doubted and questioned her own
3sion or that of any female appearing in

! ministry ; when Deborah Darby and Re-

;ca Young, English Friends, visited the

eting, and the Ibrmer spoke so clearly to

) subject and her condition of mind as to

nove all doubtiugs ; so tbat late in life she

,B enabled to testify that—" I have never

any time since been tempted to question

) propriety of women's preaching, fully be-

Fing in the declaration that male and fe-

ile are one in Christ. My merciful Law-
yer and Judge, who knew that my heart

,8 not altogether stubborn, but rather fear-

the putting forth my hand to the Ark un-

Iden, condescended to manifest His pres-

Be by breaking and handing forth a little

his Hoavenl)' bread; and I was enabled

ain to taste of his goodness, and praise His

)ly name as on the banks of deliverance;

t with fear and trembling, lest I should add

or take away from what He should com-

ind." " Those dear Friends visited and had

ecious opportunity under our roof Debo-

h, after saying a good deal to encourage

,

particularly addressed herself to me, say-

j,
' Why art thou discouraged on account of

e smallness of thy gift in the ministry?

)8t thou not know that five words fitly

oken in season are better than five thou-

nd without life? It is by being faithful in

e little, that we have the promise of being

ade rulers over more.' These excellent re-

arks encouraged me then, and often since

ive afforded me instruction and strength."

Memoir of Philip and Rachel Price.

A Eeimplanting of Teeth.—A member of the

loutological Society of England, has suc-

eded in replanting teeth which had been

:tracted in consequence of disease. To the

•ocess by which this was accomplished, he

ive the name of Reimplantation. Another

ember of the same society has now had the

)eration tried on himself, and with success.

he tooth, which had for some time been

linfully affected by changes of temperature,

as carefully pulled out, to prevent straining

•tearing of the gum; the dental canal was
eansed, the decayed part was scraped from

le crown, and stopping applied iu the usual

ay, and then the tooth was replaced in its

socket. The operation lasted about half an
hour ; for three or four hours there was a dull

aching pain, which, however, entirely ceased
before noon of the following day, though some
tenderness remained. This iu turn disap-

peared; and by the end of a fortnight, the re-

planted tooth did without difficulty all the

dut}- which a tooth is expected to do. From
this it will be understood that a tooth slightly

iseased at the root need not be thrown away,
and that persons who object to an artificial

tooth may with proper care retain the teeth

which j^Jature gave them.
A well-known dentist of this city (Boston)

has in several instances successfully made the

ame operation. In one instance the tooth

uplanted was one which had been extracted

from the mouth of another person some
jnths previous.— Good Health.

Friends, get into an inward acquaintance

with the Lord in spirit, for it is a good thing

to retire to the Eock, there is safety, there is

good standing and excellent bottom, and room
enough. If any go out of the bounds of Truth,

thinking thereby to bring others in, they will

find themselves to be iu slippery places
;
be-

e of joining with false unsettled spirits.

—

Isaac Alexander, 1705.

Charity, though forbearing, is not blind.
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the time the trau.-^aotions took place. From
information derived from reliable sources, we
believe that had London Yearly Meeting had
a fair opportunity for giving an unbiased
judgment, when the consideration of the Bea-
conile heresy was before it, there was sound-
ness in the faith, and strength enough among
the members to have borne a clear and un-
compromising testimony against it. But it

was plainly stated then by some of its most
experienced members, as is now said by this

reviewer of the "quasi Defender" of Barclay,
that the meeting was diverted from doing so

by the course pursued by its Committee. The
principles advocated by the Beaconites, then
freely declared to be unsound by the great
body of the active members of that Yearly
Meeting, were "smoothed over and covered
out of sight," so far as practicable, and the
meeting thus failed in the performance of the

dut}' of testifying against error, which is in-

cumbent on the church of Christ, allowing
those who had denied its faith and endea-
vored to propagate their own unsound views
throughout the Society to resign from mem-
bership instead of being disowned.

It was well known that many of those who
were involved in that heresy, declared that
they were led into the adoption of the senti-

ments for which they were arraigned, by
reading the works of one of the most active

members of that committee; and as he and
another of its members, equally publicly dis-

credited the primitive Quakerism of Fox,
Barclay and Penington, they, as a matter of
course, would endeavor to withhold the Yearly
Meeting from issuing a decided testimony in

its favor.

The sad consequences of thus allowing the
root to remain after the first shoot had been
broken off have been making themselves more
and more apparent ever since, until we now
have the testimony given from various quar-
ters, not only by those who cannot go with
the current, but also by others who have
joined in with the changes made, that the prin-

ciples of the Beaeonites are those of the great
body of the members in Great Britain. But
we believe there is a remnant preserved
which holds fast its integrity, and is crying to

the Lord for help, and looking for deliverance

from their bondage. May they and may all

who feel themselves bound to maintain un-

mutilated all the doctrines and testimonies of

the gospel, as true Quakers have ever held
them since the rise of the Society, keep in

mind the warning and yet consoling truth
proclaimed by the prophet to the king of
Judah, "Hear ye me Asa and all Judah and
Benjamin ; the Lord is with you while ye be
with him, and if ye seek him he will be found
of you, but if ye forsake him. He will forsake

you."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—A dispatch from Teheran reports that the

cholera is raging witli great violence in Bokliara. It is

estimated that a thousand people are dying daily from
tlie scourge.

Letters from Dr. Livingstone dated 7th mo. 2d, have
been received at Zanzibar. Livingstone was still at

Unyanyerabe ; he was well, and was waiting the arrival

of Stanley's second expedition.

Some of the English journals express great dissati.s-

faction with the result of the Geneva Arbitration. The
London Advertizer says England has been adjudged to

pay tribute to a bully who repudiates his own obliga-

The Herald also breathes defiance and hatred

The article under the caption of " The
Assailants of Barclay, and his quasi Defend-

which we have taken from the last num-
ber of The British Friend, and publish in our

present issue, will, we think, interest the most

of our readers. We rejoice to hear such a

voice from the other side of the Atlantic ; it

affords ground to hope there are yet those

preserved among the members of London
Yearly Meeting, who see and feel the grievous

defection from the principles of Friends that

has taken place there, and who will yet mani-

fest more willingness to incur whatever dis

credit or censure may attend an unequivocal

protest against that defection and its cause,

and endure the suffering that may bo brought

upon them by earnestly contending for the

laith once delivered to the saints.

We gave some extracts from the published

production of the " quasi Defender" alluded

10 some months since, not,—as we said at the

time—that we approved of all his statements

or arguments, some of which appeared to us

unsound and impotent, but because we thought

that the startling testimony given by one who
confessed his leaning to many of the innova-

tions made on the original principles and
practices of Friends, as to the deplorable fruit

already produced among those who have left

those principles and practices, for the modified

Quakerism now so generally accepted among
the members there, might help to clear the

vision of some here, who profess to be unable

to see any of these departures from the faith

of Friends, nor any evidence tbat the testi-

monies of Truth, as heretofore held by them,

are not maintained in their original purity.

The statement made respecting the Beacon
controversy and separation, is in accordance'

;'fAmerica, ami savs that the breach between the two
with the facts well known in this country at countries has only been widened. The Standard com-
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ments upon the award in a similar strain. It savs : We
went to Geneva for justice and reconciliation," but in-
stead met with invectives from the American counsel,
and a partially adverse award, dictated rather by a de-
sire for compromise than by equity. The whole pro-
ceedings in connection with the arbitration are entirely
unsatisfactory to England.
There wa.s"a frost in some parts of England on the

21st inst., the tirst of the season. A severe thunder
storm at Rochdale, on the ISth, caused the death of
several persons by lightning.

The mine owners of IS'ewca-stle, in reply to the de-
mands of the deputation of the Miner's "Association,
have refused an advance of 15 per cent, in wages, on
the ground that the price of coal has already fallen, and
a further considerable decline is expected.
John Fox & Co., merchants, of London, have failed

with liabilities of £500,000. They had connections with
American houses, and recent failures in Baltimore
caused the suspension of Fox & Co.
Snow fell on the 22d inst. at Sheffield and in the

neighborhood of that city.

London, 9th mo. 23d.—Consols 92,!. u. S. o-20's of
1865, 92| ; do. 10-10 five per cents, 87^.

Liverpool.— Uplands cotton, 9 J a 9id.; Orleans,
gjd. Sales 12,000 bales. Breadstufls quiet and steady.

Charles XV., king of Sweden, deceased on the 19th,
aged 46 years. His brother, Prince Oscar, has suc-
ceeded to the throne of Sweden and Xorway.
The anniversary of the occupation of Rome by tlie

Italians was celebrated on the L'Oih with much enthu-
siasm. The city was profiisuly decorated. The Po|.i-
received visits of condolence froiu his adherents, ari.l

addressed his visitors lamenting the misfortunes of tin
Catholic Church, and the injustice done to it by th.

Italian government.
A Congress of "Old Catholics" has been held :ii

Cologne, the attendance was large. A committee i

ted to promote united action on the part of

At a reception given by President Thiers on the 23d,
Count OrloB, Russian Minister to France, said that the
Czar would not have gone to any meeting the object of
wt)ich was hostility to France. Count Orloff further
said that the Czar had ordered him to formally state
this fact to the French President.
The order of tlie government prohibiting celebra-

tions in honor of the anniversary of the First Republic,
created some excitement in various- places. An attempt
was made in Marseilles to have a public banquet in
defiance of the order, but it was broken up by the
police.

United States.—3IisceUaneous.~The interments in
Philadelphia last week numbered 277. There were 13
deaths of cholera infantum, 22 of marasmus 42 con-

mption, 18 old age.
'

According to the census of 1870, there were 2,891
anufactories of woollen goods in the United States

with a capital of §98,824,531, number of hands em-
ployed 80,053, wages paid during the year $2(5,877,575

:

total value of products * 155,405,000.
The saving banks of San Francisco have dcpn-it<

amounting to .*40,369,405, owned by 42,999 depo-ii.
During the last half year they received Sl,712,i'>'
dividends, which is at the rate of 8-1- per ceiu.

i

- r

Charleston, S. C, is recovering rapidly from the deso-
lation caused by the late war. The burned district is
being rapidly built up, and new residences are Ijcini;

fd all over the city. The trade in rice, Sea l>-]:u,A
n and fertilizers in increasing year by year. i :i

n-i for il,e year ending 8th mo. 31st" last, v

in the reform
Lincoln, Ely and Wesim
land, and the Epi-TM] il i

sent at the openin-
During the receii! :

the subject of the iin i.i;

III. The Bishops ol

the Church of Eng-
"'laryland were pre-

- I I emperors in Berlin,
'I lily uf private property at

sea m time of war, was considered. It was regarded as
a good omen for the final establishment of the prii

"

that the governments of the United States, Russia
mauy, Austria, Italy and Holland, were united
support. ,

The Spanish Mini.ster, Zorilla, has declared in the
Cortes that he would introduce a bill for the reorgani-
zation of the army, and abolish the system of miUtary
conscription in Spain.

It is officially announced that the number of Cuban
insurgents still in arms against the government is 4,500,
a great majority of whom are Mexicans, Americans and
Dominicans. The carrying into eifect of the reforms
promised on that island will be prevented as lono- as
the insurrection continues.

"

Several trains uii lie i ,:

Barcelona have l:il. 1

bold have these it -;

in fear of their live-. .,;.>,

ning of trains between the I

I ween Saragossa and
i'on by Carlists. So
(lie that the drivers,
to work, and the run-
has been suspended.

,

J.I- -. .0 ihat aljont 40,000 Mennonites, long resi-
' '^ ;i. !i:ive decided to emigrate and found £

':
:

I -".eiiiaska. They are to leave by iustal-
i"< ill- a:Hi ,1. e,,nling to age. The ancestors "of these
I'e.jjiie Went Iroiu Prussia to Russia in the eighteenth
eentuiy, but they are now required to perform ;::,...

.

service ur emigrate, and have concluded to take the
latter alternative.

l%e Markets, ifcc—The following were the quotations
on the 23d inst. New yorA.— American gold, 114
U. S. sixes, 18S1, nSJ ; ditto, -'-DO's, IS'tjS 1131 -'di'to'
10-40 r, .. ..,:

,
-,,'- ii;:':. Smju ,,;,,. •

-
- ' '

State e\ ' - : "
.

-^ ;-, ,;,,,
;

White M.. ,.:.,.; •,.!
No. 1 :\illw;o,M.' -irv.' .-, 0-.

.
,

1.55; No. SChieago si,.!: ..

Western mixed corn, (i.. r
,

,

white, 80 cts. Philaddi
19Jcts.for uplands anil ,s. v, ' 'i.. i

$4.50 a $5.25; exir,,- ,-\7 \ ,, -
,
-:,

a $10.2.5. While V ., ,1. -1..
, :i

$1.85; western i
'

I. 1.7" . , I 7 r

70 cts. New we-uiu nilve.l oat'

white, 48 a 50 cts. Lard, 9 a 9'.

a 10^ cts. Timothy, $3.75. The
beef cattle numbered 4,200 Jiead.

sporunists condemned to tran
_

Brest lor New Caledonia." On
ondemned to death for mur-
II ted.

en Emperor William, Eis-

of

Ont
tatioii,

the sar

dering
The

marck ami im i.i-n.p.i lirmeland, on the
excommunication, is published. The Bishop t o'',

cided ground against the interference of sei n

thority in matters of religion. The tone of ih
municationon both sides is sharp and uncompronii
The German governnieut has issued a second circ

in still more threatening terms than the original
against emigrants; who, it declares, will be treated as
outlaws, over whom special surveillance and supervi-
sion has been instituted. Despite the menaces of the
government, emigration from Germany has been only
slightly afl'ected.

The United States Consul at Bucharest has laid a
proposal l.eloie the government of Koumania, for
laeililatiiii; ilie emigration of the Jews from that coun-
try. 1 hi- pioiiosal has met with general approval, and
it is believed that the Chamber will vote money to
carry it out.

The French government on the 23d inst., paid to
Germany 57,000,000 francs, completing the fifth half
milliard of the war indemnity. A Berlin dispatch says
it is reported in that city that there will soon be a con-
siderable reduction in the force of the army now occu-
pying the French territory. I

-. .^uperhne di

liner brands, $6.50
-; amber, $1.S0 a
Yellow corn, 69 a
4U a 44 cts.; old

^. Clover-seed, 10
rivals and sales of
Extra sold at 7i a

li CIS. per lb. gross; fair to good, 6 a 7 cts., and com-
mon 4 a 5J cts. Sales of about 16,000 .sheep, fair to
choice 5 a 6i cts. per lb. gross; lambs, 7 a 9 cts.' Corn
fed hogs, S,7.37 a $7.75 per 100 lb. net. Receiuts 4
head. i?,,W„,_o,-e.-Choiee atnber wheat, $2; good to
pnnie re.l, >.[.,.) a M.J.j

; eoninion to fair, rl.45 a $1.65

(Jats, 40 a 42 cts. Kve, 77 a SO etV. "Lard, U eN.''su<far-
cured hams, 19] a 20 cts. Crai'i«/M/('

—

F-uniJv il'our
$7 50 a $7.75. Red wheat, $1.50 a S| ,,.-,

; ^lutj si (ju
a $1.70. Corn, 45 cts. Oats, 35 a ; i eis. lui „|,|'; new
27 a 35 cts. Summer lard, 8 cts.; winter »'

cts'
< :,„^,o^o. 2 spring wheat, *1.1S^ ; No. 1 do., $1.26;'

do., $1.09. No. 2 mixed corn, 351 cts. No. 2
- I

.
.
- 1 cts. 8t. Louis.—'So. 2 winter red wheat, $1 77-

-\o. .J do. fl.70. No. 2 mixed corn, 38 a 40 cts. No'
2 oats, 30 cts. No. 2 rye, 65 cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Term of this Institution opens on the

28th of Tenth month next. Parents and ml,er° who
intend to send pupils will please make early apnlica-
t.on to Aaron Sharpless, Superintendent, (address
Street Road P. O., Chester Co., Pa.), or to Charles JAllen, Treasurer, No._304 Arch street, Philadelphia.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Phebe Bowerman, N. Y., $2 vol

from Amy Middlelon, N. J., per Josiah l' Iliines,
vol. 46; from James Thorp, Pa., S2, vol. 46- f!
Joshua Borton, N. J., $2, vol. 46

; from Elwood Thoi
Pa., b2, to No. 14, vol.47; from Eli.sha Woodwc
Mass., $2, to No. 44, vol. 46

; from Achsah Mott
per John S. Fowler, $2, vol. 46 ; from William C. SI
pard, and Jo.seph T. Warren, N. J., per William I

penter. Agent, 5^2 each, vol.46; from Charles E
City, 412, vol. 46, and for Benjamin Evans, Pa $2
46; from Joseph Hall, .Agent, lo., for Thomas Cr'c
Isaac A\alker, John Thoma.s, Israel Heald, Tho
Heald, Thomas Leech, John Oliphant, Nathan ;

terthwaite, Lindley Heald, and Sarah Ann Atkini
*2 each, vol. 46, and for John Hirst, $3.25, to No

Rufns Churehill, N. S., $2, vol. 46 ; fi

'
ii-ii. --. ','11. 46; from Aaroh Sharpl

-lOiiey .Shiu-plcss and Thoi
'•: lioiu William Baldersi

I

'

I. lies Kitely, Canada, $2
- I 111 Samuel Nicholson, N.

"iliin and William D.Gri
'

: : 'in John E. Sheppard, N
ui Lia\ .1 l;,jberts, N. J., $2, vol. 46 ; f
io., ^5, vol.-. 44 and 45 ; from Nat

.Vgent, Io.. $2, vol. 46, and for E
s Penrose, John \-m\, .John Hoge, Jos
Ml Cooper, David Holloway, Micl

'
1 illemaii, Jonathan Brigg.s, and Ro'

li. vol. 46; from John Q. Spen
.. 47; from Mary H. Varney, Vt.,

•John Boadle, N. J., $2, vol. 46; "

,-, - r. ,
''™"g'"". ^'- J., $2, vol. 46, and

George Kashner, i;2, vol. 46 ; from George Brinton,
Emmons, Io., »2, vol.'

vol. 46; from
Thomas Y.
Pa., $2, vo
Sharpless,

Pa., $2, V.

ington

Plenrv D.

$2, vol. 46 ; from Thou
from Jo,seph Winder, O., $2, vol. 46; from Cha
Lippmcott, N. J., $2, vol. 46 ; from Jesse Willia
City, b2, vol. 46; from Nicholas D. Tripp N Y
Hobson Lamborn, $2, vol. 46 ; from William WiA
Pa $2, vol. 46; from Jno. W. Cloud, Jr., Mass.,
vol. 4b; from James DeCou, N. J., per Daniel DeC
S>2, vol. 46; from Elijah Kester, Md., $2, vol. 46 •

fj

George B. Allen, Pa., $2, vol. 46; from Richard']
Agent, England 10.S-., vol. 46, and for Join, Sadler
vol.s 4, and 40 for Thomas Williamson, Will:
A» alker, Kobert Bigland, Elizabeth Williams, Will
Adair George M. Goundry, Nancy Ritson, Richarc
Wkb,ank, Alice AUham. Martin Lidbetter, Jos.
Hall, JoMah Hall \V,lliam Wigham, John Li,
Jo.-iah Ihonip.son, Rachel Jackson, William Dodg,
Join II. \\ alker, and John E. Brockbank, 10s. et
Vol. 4(1, ami lor Sarah S. Moss and Thomas Jacksi
lU^-. e.ieli, to No. 31, vol. 47; from William Bei
Germ n, .^2, vol, 40 ; from Edward Michener, Pa.
™'--^^,;.,*™"^ ^i^'T ^^- -^Pplegate, N. J., $2, vol.

w ?,*'",'"" ^- -lownsend. Agent, Pa., for Delia
\Vjillace, !!,2, vol. 46, and ibr Ralston R. Hoopes,
vol. 4b

;
Irom Dr. Samuel Whitall, New York $2

Eighth mo. 13th, 187

HADDONFIELD SCHOOL FOR BOYS ANDGIRLS, under the care of Friends.
This School is now in session—a few scholars could

be accommodated with board.
Terms given on application to Chas. Rhoads, 36South Seventh St., or to the Teacher, John Bo^le

at the school.
^^j^j'.

Remittances received after Fourth-dav morning, wUl
appear tn the Receipts until thefollowing week.

WANTED.
A teacher for a School under the care of Burling

Preparative Meeting, N. J. Application may t
to Rowland J. Dutton, Burlington, N. J.

WANTED,
At AVesttown Boarding School, a well qualif

Teacher to take charge of the first Mathematical I
partment lor Boys. Application to be made to

Clarkson Slieppard, Greenwich, N Jersey
Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch street, Philada'i
Samuel Morris, Olney, near Philada
Charles Evans, M. D., 702 Race street,'Phila

FRIENDS' ASYLUmTor THE INSANE.mar Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadetphi,

ington! m"d.'
!="perintendeiit-JosHUA H. WoM

Applications for the Admi.ssion of Patients may

Mana-°
."^ Superintendent, or to any of the Boar"d

Died, at his residence, in Moorestown, on the 22dTwelfth month, 1861, Joseph Haines, aged 64 yeaan esteemed member of Chester Monthly AleetingfN.
Jersey, and son of the late Hinchman and Mary Hain

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER.'
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Lifbig and Agriculture.

Justus Liebig was born in the year 1S03,

t Darmstadt, where his father carried on a

hriving business. The early years of the

iture professor were not characterised by
hat preeocit}' which we are apt to look for

1 the childhood of remarkable men. It is on
ecord that as a schoolboy ho sat with a single

ompanion on the lowest form, and when the

ohool inspector came round he and his fellow-

iggard received a very sharp rebuke for their

aekwardness, flavored with some unflatter-

3g predictions as to their future lot. Many
ears afterwards Liebig met at Vienna his

Id pi. there held tht

onorable post of Royal Director of Music.
The inspector's prophecies did us no greau

arm," said Liebig. "No," said the other,

it is rather odd that, of all the boys in the

ohool, you and I are the only two who have

Qade any way in the world."

In the year 1S39 he received from the

British Association of JSTaturalists at Liver-

)ool, the honorable commission to draw up a

epo'rt on the state of our knowledge of or-

ranic chemistry, especially in relation to agri-

culture and manufactures. On setting about

ihe collection of materials for his report, and

reducing them to order, he became aware

that there was really no certain knowledge

sxisting on the subject—nothing but vague

indefinite views, unproved hypotheses, and a

mass of palpable error. Such being the case,

report would be of no value whatever

tain bodies contain a fourth clement, nitrogen.

The question which had to be met was,

Whence do plants derive these, their consti-

tuent elements?
Liebig gave it as his view that plants derive

their carbon solely from the carbonic acid

hich is contained in the atmosphere, and
which arises from the slow combustion of old

vegetable remains in the ground—that there-

fore, although the decaj-ed vegetable matter

certainly contributes to the nourishment of

the plant, it does not do so in the manner sup-

posed ; but that it first passes by oxydation

nto carbonic acid, and in that form is the

food of the plant.

As to the source of the hydrogen and oxy-

gen contained in plants, there was no differ-

ence of opinion—the subject presenting no

difficulty. No so with the nitrogen, which in

plants appears in a substance resembling the

white of egg. It was known that the remains
of plants and animals could replace the ex-

hausted nitrogen of the soil,—but here, Liebig

howed, the same process occurs as with the

carbon : not in the form of albumen or fibrine

:;ould these substances be taken up by the

plant, but only after they had been decom-
posed by corrupting, and their nitrogenic con-

tents had passed oif in ammonia. The grand
iistinction between the origin of plants and
that of animals was here at once made plain,

viz., that plants live upon inorganic matter

lives upon the organic

parting with it as inorganic refuse which can

again be applied to the nourishment ot the

plant Thus was the connection between the

two livincr kingdoms of nature—a connectiori

which had been often suspected and suggested

by men of science—established with wondrous

clearness and force. The

make new organic bodies: the sugarcane can

was plain to Liebig from the fact that for

centuries the same plants have grown in the
savannas and pampas of South America year
after year in the same lavish abundance—the

only difference between the savannas and the
fields and meadows of the European farmer
consisting in this, that the former are never
reaped, and the latter are reaped every year
or oftener.

It was plain, therefore, that with the reaped
crops some materials must be taken away
which the atmosphere could not replace.

Eoasoningin thisstraightforward way, Liebig

came upon the great fact which lies at the

foundation of modern agricultural science,

viz., that the ashy constituents of plants are

ndispensable to the life of the plant—that the

plant without a certain quantity of this un-

fleeting fireproof matter could not maintain
fself

The indispensable ashy constituents of the

plant consists of certain acids, salts, alkalies,

&c., and they are found in the ashes of plants

when burned. They would in the course of

nature return again to the soil, but man can-

not afford to wait long years for that ; they

must be replaced as they are wanted, and
hence it is the chief business of the agricul-

turist to procure these materials as cheaply

as possible, to maintain his land " in heart."

Science lends him a helping hand; she rum-
mages the rocks, the stones, the refuse of the

earth, and rifling from them the reouired in-

use to the farmer, xne lar aisiauu"^5uwicn v/x

the silent sea are explored and treasures of

priceless value which for thousands of years

have lain useless are brought hor

door and applied to the purposes ot

With the due knowledge of the means of

to

of life.

and

h^";i=?^»£hrxf^:-E;-;S.%"!S
take up no sugar th its roots, it must rather

make sugar; the rape-plant or the olive can

not be manured with oil, they must both

make oil, and for that purpose they require

the same materials which the vine requires to

make wine, and the poppy to make opium,

namely, carbonic-acid, ammonia, and water,

bstances exist as gases in the
These three

therefore, if he would execute his commikon, atmospheric air and ^^e borne by the air to

'

science,
I

every portion ot the eaitti s suriate,

But if nothing more werein
he must construct or invent a

and present the association with that

this necessity originated the remarkable work

which, in the year 1840, he presented to the

British Association at Glasgow, under the title

of "Organic Chemistry in its Application to

Agriculture and Physiology." When he first

entered on the prf)per chemistry of agricul-

ture he found that the whole business had to

be explored from the beginning. In order to

understand the process of growth in vegetable

bodies, the question had first to be answered,

From what sources do plants derive their sub-

stance? It was known that all living things

for the

support of plants, then agriculture would con-

sist of nothing more than sowing the seed and

reaping the crop. Ten thousand experiences,

however, show that such is not the case-

that, on the contrary, by continued sowing

and reaping, land, however rich, is brought

sooner or later to an unproductive condition

The reason of this was supposed to be that

each plant throws off matter from its roots

which is prejudicial to itself but useful to

plants; and this theory—" ""^—»-naturally

Sa^S-^^iV^onlybyi^edu^^h
plants as contain in themselves the const,.

Lent elements of his own body. The v^ge

table albumen in clover and hay differs only

in form from the albumen of the ox and the

bird, and this differs just as little from that

in man-so that it is true that the grass of

the field supplies the matter of the brain ot

^"^

When a^'people have exhausted their soil by

the cultivation of centuries, they must either

conquer new territory or be conquered by

thei^r neighbours. The migrations of nations

in past ages have been the consequence of

viofations^of natural laws. The Alar.cs the

Genserics, the Attilas were the chiefs offamme-

stricken hordes driven by hunger from their

wornout lands. The prosperity of Greece was

but of brief duration because its soil was so

limited : at the time of Philip it was already

suffering from want of gram, and to that

want, rather than to the Macedonian arms

lit succumbed. The permanent dominion otother pitiuuu, «.-- •'
J ^ ^ l;t

,^.^, ^„ ^ _.„^„ strengthened by the known ^^dvautage dc- it =^^v,.^.^^-^ - .
^^^ y of the
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quered to supply corn to their eonqueroi'S, and

thus the productive soils of Sicily, Northern

Africa, Asia Minor, and other subject States,

were made to pour their yearly produce into

the granaries of the capital. Never was Italy

so populous as at the time of the landing of

JSneas, and never was Greece so rich and

powerful as at the period which Homer speaks

of in his " Catalogue of Ships." Thus, in the

course of ages, has the sovereignty of the

world transferred itself from the south to the

north, because here in the north, lay the un-

exhausted land ; and it would as certainly

disappear from the north but that we have

discovered the natural laws and learned to

obey them. In this sense it may be said that

chemistry reconquers the earth for mankind,

seeing that it has taught us how the land we
live in may be made to maintain its fruitful-

ness, and thus ensured to us for a perpetual

possession. The conquerors of antiquity

—

the Tamerlanes, the Gengis-khans—passed

like a hurricane over the earth, and left no

trace of their presence save destroyed cities

and slaughtered citizens. The triumphs of

science are of lasting duration; their traces

are the waving cornfields and the cattle on a

thousand hills; and while tending to the ever-

enlarging growth of human industry, they

form the material basis for a permanent peace

among the nations of the world.

A Selection from the Memoranda and Letters of the

late Elizabeth Greer—for private circulation.

(Contiaaed from page 43.)

Baheen, Fifth month 21th, 1867.—This day
I have numbered eightj^-eight years, and have
to commemorate the goodness, unmerited
mercy, and loving kindness of my Heavenly
Father all my life long up to the present day.
When I remember His visitations to me in

T(\"ir^^i"^n^°S,^^ ''Pd as I advanced in years,east me otf when i retused to humble myself^°d ^°";,^° ^'^ ^^'"' "^"t was led away with
other wild ones from the safe enclosure wherethe dear Saviour keens his flnr.t t a„A

j^^^

might

i^ps his flock. I
the wilderness of this world, where I

been lost for ever had not His endurTn.mercy and the convictions of his Holy Spiritshowed me whereabouts I was
^

This day I feel bound to thank and blessHis name What can I render to Him for allHis benefits to a poor dependent unprofitable
servant? Sensibly do I feel that if, at any
time, I have performed His will acceptably
It has been by His Holy Spirit, strengthenin^gme through my blessed Saviour. I feel that
witbout this wecan do nothing to promote
truth and righteousness on His earth I feel
convinced that all who are called to go forth
in His name, as ministers of the Gospel, must
receive the commission from Him, and comeunder the purifying operation of the Holy
Gho.st, waiting for the anointing and appoint-
ing for so great a work. The excellency ofthe power is m Him, not in us. \Y^ mustwait for fresh anointing from time to time.

from mm 1 am persuaded that our HolyHead will have a spiritual Church, and will
reign and rule over all. All that is set up inman 8 wisdom will be rejected. Let it be set
lorth in all the eloq
witho '

ing, that the little I might have to say in

ministry should be in Divine appointing

—

that Living Power might be in it, so that it

would reach the witness for truth in the

hearers—that all of the creature in me should

be laid low—the Great Name alone be exalted.

I have seen that even a few words out of the

life brings death over a meeting and tends to

wound that precious life hid with Christ
'

God. On the other hand, under the right

anointing and appointing, ministry has been
blessed to many souls hungering and thirsting

after righteousness.

Eighth month 25th, 1867.—Seventh-day night
was to me a night of as deep baptism as I

have felt ; so that the heavens appeared as

brass and the earth as bars of iron. In this

state I went to meeting for the first time after

a severe illness, with desires in my heart to

be anything or nothing, according to the
Divine will. After much conflict the words
given me were for a visited soul that could
not be the Lord's chosen unless obedient to

His call, with encouragement to submit—by
so doing obtain His blessing, which, I believe,

was then offered. Oh ! may the Lord grant
strength to give up all to follow Him whose
holy arm is extended for deliverance out of
darkness into His marvellous light, and fol

low Him in the regeneration and newness of
life. But oh ! the creaturely activity goin
forward at the present time, is tending to
crush the precious life, and the leadings of
the Holy Spirit, which, if followed, would
bring us to be true children of God.

Eighth month 27th, 1867.—Alone, and
quiet retirement, some time since, these woras
were intelligibly presented to my inward ear
"I will do a thing at which the ears of hinr

that heareth it shall be made to tingle." ]

then raised my hands and said: " Oh, Lord
wilt Thou make a full end?" The answer
followed in.^hmfflWwithlAj«.""7c;7s"a;

a this inward voice has never deceived meIn It I reverently believe. However the MostHigh may be pleased to deal with His people
ill in His holy hand.

''I must leave

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

To-

Eleventh month 8th, 1859.
^any, very many have been

last

Well!

_ provings and conflicts since I
addressed thee, in so much that the grain ofliving faith seemed almost at an end, and mydwelling in the midst of a dark cloud, notfeeling how I might, if ever I might, be de-hvered from it. But, oh! my detr, I haveseen the need we have to wait with patiencewhen in such a spot-hard to flesh and bloodyet necessaiy for the truly humble followers
of our dear Eedeemer; taught, herein that if

doubt? And now, as 1 feel a little liberty t

write to thee, it may be for thy encouragi
ment—after this deep descending—I hav
been able to look again towards His Hoi
Temple, and, as on the banks of deliveranci
" to sing His praise." I hope not to forgt
His works.
On waking this morning I could lift up m

soul and lay all I have and all I am at H;
footstool, if I may but hold out to the end !

. . . Last First-day, at afternoon mee
ing, I felt constrained to otter up my feebl

petition on behalf of those who were weepin
as between the porch and the altar, crying i

secret, "Spare Thy people, oh Lord!"&c., &

To
Fifth month 30th, 1860.

. . . The Calvinistic doctrine is prevai
ing in this day, and it best suits those wh
cannot bear to be broken to pieces, nor t

pass through the furnace, wherein the vess
must be purified for the Master's use.

1 in all the eloquence of human learning My poor unworthy snirit ft''

''''

, , .. Many ^^uu uceu
have been my conflicts before going to meet-

we reign with Him we must be willing to
suff'er with Him also, in order that we may
experimentally know the power of His resur
rection; for it is a day when our cruel enemy
18 seeking in no common way to strike at the
precious life. Oh I may we lie low before theLord, and travail in spirit on behalf of those

lie has given us as a neoole to
bear before the world, as self-denying followers
of Him, our blessed and crucified Eedeemer.

ited to

e^-tu i , ^ "" ""'^ died in
faith. And 18 not this faith in accord-
with the truths of His Gospel, beyond

To
Kinth month 21st, 1860.

. . . Now, my dear, as to the subject (i

thy last letter. How relieved I was to het
my deep feeling as regards thee aceountel
for, and I must tell thee of it. In the niglj
season the language of my spirit was (perhaj

!

for what I know I spoke it aloud), " Oh !—

!

where art thou ? Art thou in the deep water
I

with wave upon wave ready to overwheLI
thee? or, art thou sitting at the King's Gat
waiting to be called in?" Yes I this was tl

spot I thought I saw thee in; deep was m
travail for thee; but now all is maryellousi!
revealed, and I may tell thee I quite lookc

for it as regarded thee—that thou might pe
haps be brought into such a baptism as hs
not before been my experience, after havin
r .-.--„ „^ i..igely of the heavenly treasure
I his IS needful for the Christian traveller i

order to keep the spiritual life in health an
that we may come to feel sensibly that tt
excellency of the power is notof ;/.?, but froi
Him, who IS the alone Giver of every goo
and perfect gift. Oh ! then what need w
have, when all good appears withdrawn t
keep the faith until it may please our blesse
Master to say, "It is enough." And ther'
when we are enabled to praise Him on th
banks of deliverance, we must take heed tha'
our "flight be not on the Sabbath-day, an

'

more tban in the "winter season." May's'
thou, with my own poor self, lie very low a^
His foot-stool, waiting to know what His wil'
concei-ning us is. I hope that all our trial'
and attlictions may place our feet more an(
more firmly on the never-failing rock Chris
Jesus, and that when Hosannas are sun.^ w.
shall 8till think of the words, " Remembei-inr
mine affliction, the wormwood and the gallmy soul hath them in remembrance and i,;
humbled within me."

To M. M.
Eaheen, Ninth month 11th, 1861.

My Beloved Friend,—I may truly say thy
lines to me came at a very needful time and
were a comfort to ray oft-tribulated mind. I
had been m the deep waters, or rather have
had of late to sit beside the muddy waters of
Babylon, m some of our meetings ; where it
might have been far otherwise had obedience
kept pace with knowledge, and the message
sent through the Lord's anointed servants
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^^^^^^^^Il^^^^^d.hoden.der. Thy account
|

educate tbe.powerB than those connectod

of the Quarterly Meeting raised a feeling of with the ancient classK.B. Not a step can bo

thankfulness in my heart. It is a favor that

many are still preserved, as I believe, on the

Eock of Age3, although some of these may

have deep baptisms to pass through ;
for the

state of our little church, so much robbed and

spoiled. Yet let us remember that "the effect-

ual fervent prayer of the righteous availeth

much." It appears to mo as if the sincere-

hearied should be held up, for there is a place

in the church for all her members—even tor

the little ones. As in an outward building

one stone supports another to have it com-

^
Last First-day, I think, we had a favored

meetincr. I felt my Divine Master's support

enabling me to deliver what I believed to be

His message. Undeserving as we are, i

thouc'ht the wing of ancient goodness was

mercifully spread over us. I felt a grateful

mind for such unmerited mercy.

How very interesting was thy account ot

the woman who spoke at the parting meet-

in cr I hope she may be purified for her cali-

inS and see yet more of the Lord's will con-

caning her. I think she is a remarkable

person thus far.

I cannot, my dear M., send thee from my
pen a return for thy valuable letter; yet I

trust you will think me worthy of your re-

membrance and desires for my preservation

in that cause near and dear to me as my

natural life. I believe more so.

Dear M., I hope after this day of deep dis-

courao-ement and scattering, the gathering

will follow in the Lord's own time. Fear not

!

Let us each keep near the unchanged and un-

changeable truth, as it is in Jesus.

May He be with you in your little circle

unto the end. Amen.
From thy much attached friend,

B. Greer.
CTo be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Literary Culture.

From a thoughtful article on the relations

of science to a complete education, published

some months ago in the mnional Baptist the

following passages have been selected, which

are commended to the attention of those who

are disposed to undervalue the literary culture

which forms a part of ail liberal systems of

education. . , .. ^

" It must be distinctly borne in mind that

liberal studies have for their primary object

the man himself, his powers, susceptibdiues,

character, and not his particular calling in lite;

they should prepare him to live worthily, and

not to get a living; they should build him up

in strength and virtue, give him possession

and control of his entire nature, and send him

out into the world, far-seeing, high-minded,

resolute, courteous, able to work in any direc-

tion, to think clearly, judge impartially, inves-

tigate accurately, and speak forcibly,—in a

word, to be a leader of men by virtue of what

he is and what he does for them, and not by

virtue of what he acquires for himself.

" With this view of the chief end to be

gained by liberal studies, it is at once evident

that the uses. to which a particular science

may be applied in the ordinary business of

life in buying and selling and getting gain,

will be no evidence of its value in discipline

or culture.
. , ,

" There are no studies which do more to

with the ancient ciasHu-s. j-^vji- » ""^-i-
—-

safely taken in the dark. When the student

comes to a passage which seems to his un-

practiced eye like a deep and tangled forest

of words, impassable, impenetrable, he must

try to enter it at this point and that; and

thou.'h baffled a hundred times, must renew

the attempt, scrutinizing every part from

every possible point of observation, watching

eao-erly for the first ray that reveals an open-

ing but confident that he will at last find the

rl^ht way of entrance, and then bo able to

explore it throughout. This is an educational

process worthy of the name ; it tries every

power of the mind,—memory imagination,

udLrment, taste; it unites in itself observation

analysis, synthesis, the invention, the trial

the rejection of hypotheses, and the careful

weio-hino- of probable evidence ;
and if there

be a^'ny vTrtue in discipline it must be extracted

and appropriated by such a process.

"Lancruage is the natural organ and means

of thought; the process of learning to think

well and speak well, is a great part of educa-

tion ; and, therefore, the study of a fine lan-

guage must contribute directly to the work

of education. Man, we are told, is distin-

guished from the lower animals by the power

of rational speech, and it is affirmed by close

observers of the mind that no fact or truth in

the realm of matter or of spirit can bo dis-

tinctly grasped by the intellect without the

aid of language ;
that all knowledge is ei her

found in speech or made clear to the soul by

speech. This may be carrying the matter too

far but the circumstance that men of rare

powers believe themselves unable to think

without the help of words, proves the latter

to be very necessary to the clearest mental

action and the best mental disciphne.

" Lant^uage is the great storehouse and con-

servatory of knowledge and therefore de-

serves a high place in liberal study, ihe

study of language reveals man, and man is

the apex of creation, so far as creation is ac-

cessible to the student here.

" Say what you please of the greatness, the

variety, the harmony, the beauty, the mys-

tery of the material univer.so, passing up from

the mote in the sunbeam to systems upon sys-

tems of worlds, balanced upon nothing, yet

seemingly stable as the throne of God
;
say

what you please of unity in diversity, of order

in chaos, of light breaking forth from dark-

ness, of life issuing from decay, of good emerg-

incr out of evil ; add all the lessons fi-om ani-

mal life, whether present or past, from the

first particle of protoplasm to the most saga-

cious gorilla; put the case boldly, and dis-

course of the faint glimmer of reason and the

fainter shadow of conscience in the noblest

creatures below man ;
accumulate instances,

seek out analogies, set your arguments in

order, remove objections,—and what then /

There is more of the highest and best to be

learned from a single soul than from all this

croodly frame, the earth, . . . this most ex-

cellent canopy, the air, . ._. this brave oer

hancnng firmament, this majestical roof tret-

ted with golden fire," and indeed from all

that meets the eye of that soul, looking curi-

ously and solemnly out into the void of peo-

pled regions of space. The spirit of man gives

more to the universe than it takes from it;

puts deeper and holier meanings into it than

wore there before. As it is true, in a sense,

that the eye makes light, and the ear sound,

so it is true, in as deep a sense, that the soul

makes the principles of order, of causation, ot

divino efficiency, which it sees reflected from

the face of nature and the firmament of

heaven. . ,

" And this brings me to the crowning excel-

lence of our nature, the moral faculty. \ou

may have heard of the man who was sneer-

ingly said to have no soul,—only an intel-

lectual gizzard. If that were true of all our

race, as a certain sect of philosophers may bo

thought to teach, the study of physical science,

of matter in its varied forms and life in its

lower grades, might be the perfection of dis-

cipline for our youth. But it is true of none.

To be a man is to be a moral being; and

whether conscience is a function of reason, or

a power and sensibility above reason, it is the

hio-hest element of our being, it is the crown

an'd apex of personality, and by virtue of it,

more than for any other cause, man is the

culmination and glory of earthly life.

" Let this fact be duly considered. For uso

ripens into habit, and one whose studies re-

mind him perpetually of duty, of morality, of

rifht and wrong, of a law that binds the spirit

to'^action of a particular quality, and whispers

evermore in the ear of conscience ' There is a

God '

is going through a process of moral

training which will be likely to issue in charac-

ter and character, human character, is some-

thing greater and nobler than intellect. It

is perhaps conceivable, that one may give

himself up to the study of physics with so

absorbing a zeal as to forget the idea of right,

or be^in to question the reality of moral law

;

for of' this idea and law there is no trace in

the material world, no record on the tablets

of stone encrusting our earth, no voice from

the life of instinct which in myriad forms and

ranks peoples the universe ; and therefore it

is not so astounding a fact as some have

thont'-ht, if there are now extant able trea-

tises on branches of natural science, from

which it would be difficult to infer that their

authors ever dreamed of a moral law or a holy

God."

For "The Friend."

Parasites.

A Parasite, according to the Lexicographers,

has various definitions, but as generally un-

derstood is a plant obtaining nourishment

immediately from other plants to which it

attaches itself; or, an animal, which hves

during the whole or part of its existence, on

the body of some other animal.

Of the latter class there is a multitudinous

variety, and there is ground for the belief that

no animal with which we are acquainted is

exempt from parasites, and that all animated

nature, whether bipeds or quadrupeds, men

or beasts, birds or fishes, reptiles or insects,

sustain parasites, peculiar to the animal from

which their sustenance is obtained, and eacli

differino- in kind from every other. Many

persons^'are familiar with those belonging to

[he human family, and to our domestic quad-

rupeds and to such as abound on poultry and

other birds, but are not aware that our com-

mon house flies and other insects are subjected

to similar annoyances. The writer, whilst

seated at a table with his family a few even-

ings since, found that the flame from the gas-

burner had singed the wings of several flies,

which fell on his newspaper, and the remark

was made that these had living parasites upon

them. One or two of the flies were secured,
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and to the unassisted eye some very minute
spots of a red colour were visible, not laro-er
than the smallest dot made by a fine pen.
These were thought to be caused by the heat
of the gas acting upon the blood vessels of the
fly, but being carefully removed by the po
of a pin, and placed upon the object glass of
a microscope, they were magnified to plump,
round or oval animals, apparently three-
eighths of an inch in length, with feet actively
in motion, though not able, perhaps from some
injury sustained, to remove from the spot
where they were placed. If a microscope of
greater magnifying power were used, it is
quite probable that these animalculae would
be found to afford nourishment to others still
more diminutive. Is there not reason to be-
lieve that the gradations of animal existence,
continue to diminish far beyond any means
at our disposal for their discoverj'.

S. M.

Original.

_
Our Society," * * * "will not ri.se by Bible meet

ings nor social meetings, but 'By my Spirit,' saith the
Lord of Uosts."—Death-bed saying of Elizabeth Greer
The Friend, vol. 46, page 22.

Oh ! brother,—if the Lord thy voice require,
He will anoint thy lips with living fire
Fresh from His holy altar,—He will teach
How, what and when in His great name to preach.

Go thou not forth unbidden ! did not they.
Who walked beside Him on His earthly way.
Through tears and triumplis,—ere they left their all,
Hear from His voice the clear, enabling call ?

Was learning sought for when the fishers' bark
Irave to the infant Church its men of mark '

Chosen of Christ, these fell His inward fower
Iheir aid and teacher in each trying hour.

And he, the latest called, whose tongue and pen
Trained in the Jewish schools, were mighty then
To reach the Gentiles,—did not Paul assio-n
Sis power in preaching to the Word divine f
''Ah ! woe is me!" he cried, "if I withhold
Aught that the Spirit in mine ear hath told —
H)s mes.sage to His Church—(though I am weak
His strength suffices), I must boldly speak !" '

Thus did this great Apostle hold as dross
All he had learned,—beside his Master's cross
To Jews a stumbling, Greeks but foolishness'"

1 et all in all to him to save and bless.

So .should we also in this Gospel day
Prom outward search and labors turn away

"

Looking within, with faith and earnest prayer
lo hnd our Saviour's life and presence there !

'

Read by the light of Christ, for every hour
To cheer, arouse, illumine and control.
Yet unto God they cannot lift the soul

!

The Way appointed is our risen Lord
Who died to save us,—the true, living Word —
Unless His loving power our bosom fills
We look in vain without, " the letter kills."

Not then by Bible meeting, First-day school,
bhall Jacob rise or our own faith be full •

The Rock of Ages is the only stay
'

From which Life's storms shall never sweep away 1

Clinging to this, oh brethren ! shall we find
Sure strength and refuge for each troubled mind •

btorms will sweep o'er us, doubts may oft assail
'

let faith here anchored shall through all prevail I

JIY LITTLE LABORER.
A tiny man, with fingers soft and tender,

As any lady's fair

;

Sweet eyes of blue, a form both frail and slender,
And curls of sunny hair.

A household toy, a fragile thing of beauty,—
Yet with each rising .sun

Begins his round of toil,—a solemn duty.
That must be daily done.

To-day he's building castle, house and tower,
AVith wondrous art and skill

;

Or labors with his hammer by the hour
With strong, determined will.

'

Anon, with loaded little cart he's plying
A brisk and driving trade

;

Again, with thoughtful, earnest brow is tryino-
Some book's dark lore to read.

°

Now, laden like some little beast of burden.
He drags himself along,

And now his lordly little voice is heard in
Boisterous shout and song,

—

Another hour is spent in busy toiling
With hoop and top and ball,—

And with a patience that is never failing.
He tries and conquers all.

But sleep at last o'ertakes my little rover
And on his mother's breast,

Joys thrown aside, the day's hard labor over
He sinks to quiet rest

;

'

And as I fold him to my bosom, sleeping,
I think, 'mid gathering tears,

Of what the distant future may be keeping
As work for manh

Must he with toil his daily bread be earning
In the world's busy mart,

'

Life's bitter lessons every day be learnincr
With patient, struggling heart?"'

Or shall my little architect be building
Some monument of fame,

Ou which, in letters bright with glory's gilding
The world may read his name ?

Perhaps some humble, lowly occupation,
But shared with sweet content;'

Perhaps a life in loftier, prouder station.
In selfish pleasure spent;

Perchance these little feet may cross the portal
Of learning's lofty fane.

His life work be to scatter truths immortal
Among the sons of men !

N. Y. Evening Mail.

* Not that we are suflScient of ourselves, to think
any thing, as of ourselves ; but our sufficiency is of God •

Who al.so hath made lis able ministers of the New
Testanient; not of the letter, but of the Spirit; for the
letter killeth, but the Spirit giveth life."—2d Corin-
thians, 111. 5, 6.

Paper Clothing.—The universal cheapness
of paper compared with cotton, linen and
woolen fabrics, has led to a long-expressed
desire to utilize it in the manufacture of arti-
cles of clothing. Barbarous and semi-civilized
nations have long employed paper clothing.
Collars, cuffs, frills, and a variety of minor
articles made of paper, have been introduced
and successfully manufactured in this coun-
try and in Europe, but the introduction of
paper cloth as a material for dress goods has
hitherto seemed unattainable. An invention
has been recently introduced in England
which 18 said to be a success, and by means
of which a fabric combining the essential con-
ditions of strength, durability, and cheapness
has been manufactured. It is described as
being a mixture of various animal and veo-e-
table substances, the former being wool sitk
and skins, while the latter consists of' flax'
.lute, hemp, and cotton. These substances are
al reduced to a fine pulp, bleached, and then
felted by means of machinery. The mixture
of these several materials is said to produce -

a fabric of wonderful flexibility and strength twhich can be sowed together either by hand i
or by a machine, and which maki
strong as that of woven cloth
said to be of a very servicea^.v,
has been made into table-cloth

and other articles of dress. Petticoats ha
been made from it of very elaborate desigi
and when printed or stamped, they bear s
close a resemblance to hand.some cotton an.
hnen goods as to make it difficult to discer
the difference. The stamped open work skirt
display a delicacy of pattern which would b.
difficult to imitate with any ordinary gkil
with the needle. Imitation blankets ant
chintz for bed.s, furniture, or curtains, are als.

de very cheaply; while embossed table
cloths and figured napkins made of feltec
paper so clo.-<ely resemble the genuine damasi

en as to be palmed off upon unsuspectini
persons for the genuine article. We are noi
informed, at present, of the relative cost o
these paper flibrics, but it is evident that :

industry which will develop into laro-e pro
portions has been inaugurated. From the
abundance and cheapness of the raw materia
the manufactured goods ought to be furnished
at a moderate price, compared with woven
goods and if so the invention promises to be
one of great and permanent utility.—^mer.
ArcAange and Review.

The Cliemicai Products of Waste.

Those gorgeous colors, the aniline dyes ex-
hibiting almost every shade of the solar spec-
trum

;
stupendous blocks of alum; beautiful

yel ow and red chrystalline masses of ferro
and fern-cyanide of potassium; enormous
cakes of paraffin, a chemical curiosity a few
years ago, but now one of the largest of Encr.
Iish manufactures; the variety of lucifer
matches in connection with the development
and production of phosphorus; the almost
endless combinations for artificial manures

;the still greater assortment of paper in its'
useful applications, are little else than the
mere chemical products of the dust-heap and
sewer. Dirt has been aptly defined as valu-
able matter in the wrong place ; and that such
18 the truth is evident from the fact that all
the manufactures alluded to, as well as those
of Prussian blue, disinfectants, glue, etc., have
•sprung into existence by the application of
chemical principles to such waste products as
coal-tar, gas-water, rags, and bones. In the
destructive distillation of coal for the produc-

handkerchiefs,

tion of ordinary gas, a quantity of offensively-
smelling water and a consideralile bulk of
tarry inatter are also produced. These were
formerly thrown away as useless and deleteri-
ous, but now they are utilized.
The noxious odor of the gas-water is due to

the presence of sulphur and ammonium com-
pounds, and by simply adding sufficient quick-
linie the alkaline compounds are decomposed
and ammonia gas is liberated. This is con-
ducted into chambers filled with carbonic acid
gas, and thus the common salt, known as car-
bonate of ammonium, is produced. More than
2,000 tons of this useful chemical are annual-
ly made from refuse gas-water. If, instead of
quicklime, hydrochloric acid be added, sal-
ammoniac IS obtained, from which nearly all
the medicinal preparations of ammonia are
produced. The quantity of sal-ammoniac thus
manufactured fromyear to year, exceeds 4 000
tons. If, again, sulphuric acid be employed
in the place of hydrochloric acid, sulphate of

Tb;.r'"°
'^^(^"^"^on'um is the result, about 5,000 tons of

irt,?;^^''';rr'''"' r- '^""r"^'
"^^'^ ^°'- '^"""''^«- whennature. It to a solution of sulphate of ammonium one ofnapkins, sulphate of alu

curtains, pantaloons, shirtB;!line substance c^lledTlum rs obtained.

nium is added, the crystal-

so gen-
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(ally useful in the arts. The sulphuric acid

led in preparing alum may also be eliminat-

[ from gas-water. The sulphur impurities

iferred to before are removed by means of a

ixture of sawdust and iron, sulphide of iron

id water being produced ; air is then passed

irough the mixture, the effect of which is

I convert the sulphide of iron back again into

side, the sulphur at the same time separat-

ig in the form of powder. The sulphur is

len burned in a properly constructed fur-

ace, and, by causing the fumes to combine

fith' nitrous and aqueous vapors in leaden

harabers, sulphuric acid is obtained.

Let us pass now to the tarry matter, the

;tber waste product of the distillation _ol coal.

;his is a very complex body, containing a

irge number of substances, most of which are

olatile, some acid, some alkaline, and some

eutral. By appropriate chemical means

bese components of crude coal-tar are ch-

ained in a state of purity. The lighter por-

ions, known as coal-naptha, consist pnnci-

)ally of benzol, a liquid of great utility in the

irts. By treating benzol with nitric acid,

litro-benzol is produced, which is used, on

iccount of its sweet taste and almond-like

)dor, to perfume soaps and flavor confection-

ry.
'

Aniline, the base of all the dyes bear-

ng that name, is obtained from the action of

aascent hydrogen or nitro-benzoi. Carbolic

icid is another product of the fractional dis

,illation of coal-tar. By the action of nitric

icid carbolic acid is converted into carbazoti

icid, which is now used as a yellow dye.

Perhaps the most interesting of all the pro

lucts of coal-tar is solid paraffin, a colorless

3rystalline fatty substance, which may truly

be termed "condensed coal-gas." It is found

naturally in the coal-measures, and other bi-

tuminous strata, constituting the minerals

known as fossil wax, oz!>kerit, etc. It exists

also in solution in many kinds of petroleum,

and may be obtained by distilling off the more

volatile portions, and exposing the remainder

low temperature. The "" -"' "*
eater bulk of

paraffin is, however, obtained from coal-tar.

The oil produced from paraffin will only burn

in the presence of a wick, and is therefore per-

fectly safe; when burning, it splits up into

defiant gas, thus producing a brilliant white

light. To sum up : from the two waste pro-

ducts of coal, in the manufacture of gas, are

obtaine'd carbonate, chloride, and sulphate of

ammonium, sulphur and sulphuric acid, coal-

naptha, benzol, nitro-benzol, aniline, carbolic

and carbazotic acids, and solid paraffin.

The next division of this interesting sub-

ject is rags. First and foremost of the many
applications of this humble material is the

manufacture of paper; for this purpose Eng-

land alone uses not less than 85,000 tons of

rags and waste, representing a money value

of about $3,500,000. The transformation ef-

fected by the action of certain chemicals on

paper is very striking. A sheet of common
white blotting-paper, which will scarcely bear

its own weight when wetted, is converted in

a few seconds, by the action of sulphuric acid,

into a substance possessing all the properties

of ordinary animal parchment, and so strong

that it can be only broken with difficulty.

Great as this change is, strange to say, no

chemical alteration has really taken place;

the acid merely produces a molecular change,

and is entirely washed away at the end of

riers first collect them ; they are then suc-

cessively converted into mungo, shoddy and

devil's dust, and reappear as ladies' superfine

cloth ; they then degenerate into druggets,

and are finally used for the manufacture of

flock paper. After undergoing all these trans-

formations they are used by the agriculturist

as manure, on account of the large amount of

nitrogen they contain. The presence of this

element makes them of great use, also, to the

chemical manufacturer; he boils them down

with pearlash, horns and hoofs of cattle, old

iron hoops, blood, clippings of leather, and

broken horseshoes, and produces the beauti

ful yellow and red salts known as prussiates

of potash. From these, again, the rich and

valuable pigment called Prussian blue is made;

and thus do our old rags enter upon a fresh

career of beauty and usefulness, to form, in

their turn, other waste products, which may
again be utilized through the power of man's

ntelligence.

The vast and important subject of bones

.low demands attention. Bones are composed

of half their weight of phosphate of lime, about

a third of their weight of cartilage or gelatine,

and the remainder of earthy matters. The

gelatine is extracted by boiling water under

pressure, and is used to stiffen calico, etc.

;

when purified, it constitutes the nutritious

aliment known as calf's-foot jelly.

When the bones are heated without access

of air, the organic matter of the cartilage is

decomposed, oily products passing over, an-'

a black carbonaceous residue being left
:
th

is bone-black, or animal charcoal, greatly used

as a deodorizer and disinfectant. Bones, when

calcined and heated with sulphuric acid, yield

superphosphate of lime, so highly esteemed

as a manure. The last, and certainly the

most important application of bones, is the

manufacture of phosphorus. The bones are

first burnt, to remove all traces of animal

matter ;
the resulting bone-earth, as it is call-

ed, is then subjected to the action of sulphuric

acid, by which superphosphate of lime is pro-

duced. This acid phosphate is then mixed

with charcoal and strongly heated in a retort,

when it splits up into normal phosphate and

phosphoric acid, the latter being finally re-

duced by the charcoal to phosphorus, while

hydrogen and carbonic oxide are liberated as

gasses. The combustible and poisonous pro

perties of phosphorus make it very dangerous

to employ in the arts ; but Professor Sehroter

discovered that when ordinary phosphorus

was heated for some time in a closed vessel

to a temperature of 470°, it lost its power of

igniting spontaneously, and became of a deep

red color. By making use of this discovery,

matches can now be made without danger,

either to those who manufacture them or to

those who use them. The safety-match is

made by putting the oxidizing material alone

on the match, the red phosphorus being mix-

ed with emery and pasted on the side of the

We have thus mentioned a few of the val-

uable applications of substances which some

years ago were looked upon as utterly worth-

less. Coal-tar, rags, and bones, rise from the

sewer and dust-heap, and are transformed by

The f.Rowing interesting letter is offered

for publication in "The Friend :"

the process. KaffS from woolen materials un-

dergo many peculiar metamorphoses ; old clo'

chemistry into gorgeou

ties of civilization, giving employment, in

their transformations, to thousands.

Praise is most shunned by the praise

worthy.

EJinburRb, .3d mo. 1841.

5 Xorth Bank street.

Dear friend, Edward Pease,—At thy desire

I have sent this account of the Lord's wonder-

ful dealings in bringing me from darkness to

his marvellous light. Glory be to his holy

name forever

!

I was born of respectable Ji'wish parents,

and educated in the law of Moses, which I

may say in my youth I was a strict observer

of: faithfully keeping (as far as I was able) to

all the ceremonial law ;
frequently fasting for

twenty-four hours—believing by so doing that

my sins would be forgiven. Even at this

period of my life I felt something within me
that showed me there was something more to

be attained, before I should be worthy to sit

down with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, and

the holy men of Israel. It often was a matter

of surprise to me, after going through some

of our most rigorous ceremonies, to observe

old and young immediately to rush into the

various pleasures and follies of the world. By
degrees I began to see the inconsistency of

our ceremonies, and felt as it were, called

upon to bear a testimony against some of

them, and have often been severely repri-

manded for so doing. About this time I be-

came acquainted with my dear husband, and

after I had known him a short lime, I freely

told him the state of my mind and what diffi-

culties I had to encounter in keeping the law,

and that it was according to my belief more

the letter than the spirit of the law that was

so earnestly contended for. He said he was

of the same opinion of myself, and advised me
to act according to my conscience and to seek

help from on high. I became more and more

dissatisfied with the ceremonial part of Juda-

though still firmly belit-ving that Jesus

of Nazareth was a false prophet.

As yet I had never seen the Xew Testa-

ment, and what I had heard of it made me no

way desirous of becoming at-quainted with it

;

knowing full well I could never obtain my
dear mother's consent to marry a Gentile, I

was married without it, and left her house in

great displeasure. For about a twelvemonth

I was very happy in my mind ;
when by de-

grees I began to be very miserable, thinking

[ had committed a great sin—so I could get

no rest night or day, till I went to my mother

and asked her forgiveness. It was a moment

that I shall never forget, when my parent

.„ised me from my knees, and pronounced a

blessing on me ;
and prayed that the God of

y fathers might also forgive me. In a few

months the joy of receiving my mother's par-

don subsided, and gave place to other feelings

as regarded the consistency of my conduct in

my partial observance of the law of Moses,

for if I considered the keeping of them im-

possible before I was married to a Gentile,

how was I to act, now that I was breaking

them every time I took a meal. The thought

of these things rendered me extremely wretch-

ed ;
then all my mother's arguments in defence

of my partial observance of the laws left me,

and I saw that according to the law there was

8 luxuries and necessi- no hope for me.

In this time of sore conflict I with many

tears sought the Most High to have mercy

on me and guide my steps. As yet I had

never read the New Testament, when sud-

denly it came rushing on my mind to read it,
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and perhaps I might find some consolation
there. On opening it the first passage I saw
was that " Whosoever believetb in him should
not die but have eternal life;" I closed the
book and earnestly prayed that I might be
enabled to believe, and strength given me to
understand what was here written; I then
turned up the passage and found that him on
whom I was to believe was no other than the
humble Jesus of IS'azareth : him who I had
ever been taught to despise, and had never
heard spoken of but with scorn—from that
moment I felt that love for him who died that
I might live, that I could not express by
words, and became convinced that Jesus Christ
was the true Messiah, him of whom the pro-
phets, had written. As there was an inde
pendent chapel near to where I lived, I asked
permission of my husband to go there and see
if I could learn something more of the creed
I had adopted. The first text that I heard
was, " Come unto me all ye that labor and are
heavy laden." The minister explained this
passage to my satisfaction, and still further
convinced me that I might be saved. My
dear husband, although a most excellent moral
man, never attended a public place of worship
I often invited him to come with me, but could
not prevail on him. When I gradually saw
a change come over him, and at last he con-
fessed he was not so happy as he thought I
was, and began to be serious. About this time
a young man who was working with him,
bought a parcel of old books, and among them'
was Barclay's Apology, and being struck with
the title, he asked the young man to lend it
him

;
the perusal of it gave him great satisfac-

tion. A short time after, one First-day morn-
ing, observing some Friends go into a meet-
ing, he followed them in. When he returned
I enquired what he had heard. He replied,
DO person spoke that morning, but he had felt
that communion with his Maker, of which
hitherto he was a stranger, and with Divine
aid he would go again. Heit;ontinued to at-
tend Friends' meetings and felt great satisfac-
tion therein. Great was my delight when I
saw that my dear husband was a regular at-
tender of a place of worship, and in this I
clearly saw an answer to my prayers. I con-
tinned in this happy state some time, think-
ing I had made my calling and election sure
About this time my health began to decline
and I was constantly reflecting on eternity

•'

and the idea presented itself continually tomy mind, after all thy profession, art thou fit
to die ? Then came a long train of doubts and
fears for I saw clearly in the scriptures of
Iruth, the positive command ofouniear Lord
; Be ye therefore perfect," and feeling my own
imperfect state, the idea made me truly miser-
able. But in this conflict of mind I had the
satisfaction of receiving sympathy from my
husband. I began to feel dissatisfied with
the doctrine I had heard, as it did not appear
to coincide with what I found in the New
Testament, in many particulars ; neither did
the appearance of the congregation seem to
come up to that christian simplicity which I
began to think necessary for the f )llowers of
the meek and lowly Jesus : Therefore I sought
an interview with the minister; he treated
me very kindly, and to the best of his abili-
ties endeavored to refute the objections I ad-
vanced, though not at all satislactory to my
mind. At this time my health became bad
and the doctor advised me to go out of Lo

'

bands circumstances, I did not mention it to. This wasteful destruction i» uuw pronioii ihim .-yet felt assured if I addressed myself to by Act of Parliament, but the killing of gri ithe Fhysician of souls, he would open some is still I believe a fertile source of destruct)
'

way for me. Soon after my husband asked and should also be restrained by lawme if r thought a change of scene would be Every spring or summer the salmon
beneficial for me, as he had seen an advertise-
ment which he thought would suit him, to go
to Scotland. I then informed him what the
doctor had said, and that I could plainly see
this was the work of the Lord. My husband
wrote to Scotland and got the situation. On
our arrival there, my husband continued to
attend Friends' meetings, and sometimes I ac-
companied him. As yet I did not feel clear
to present my certificate to any christian
church, but sought the Lord in my own apart-
ment; and truly I may say I was taught by
him who taught as never man did, and the
objections I had against some of the views of
Friends, were gradually removed. But the
disuse of the outward supper caused me many
sleepless nights, for I thought Friends were
right in other respects, but had great doubts
on this.

When we had been in Scotland about a
year, my husband applied for membership,
and Friends thought proper to accept him'
As regards myself it pleased the Most High
to lead me, step by step, until I saw cleaHy
that it was necessary to leave all outward
ceremonies; and that the christian religion
was purely spiritual and wanted not the sup
port of any outward forms or observances
Then great was the peace of mind I enjoyed,
and many were my thanksgivings tothe great-
Shepherd of Israel for all his tender mercies
to an unworthy daughter of Abraham. I
then felt it my duty to make application to
" admitted into membership, and was kindly

Thy affectionate friend,

Sarah Wells.

received.

The Salmon
Hartwig says : The natural history of the

salmon was, until lately, but very imperfectly
known, as the parr (brandling, samlet) and
the grilse, which are now fully proved to
but intermediate stages of its growth, were
supposed to be distinct fishes. The first per-
son who seems to have suspected the true na-
ture of the parr, was James Hogg, the El-
triek shepherd, who in his usual eccentric
way took some pains to verify his opinion
As an angler, he had often caught the parr in
Its transition state, and had frequently cap-
tured smolts (at that time the only acknow-
ledged youthful salmon) with the scales bare-
ly covering the bars or finger marks of the
parr. Wondering at this, he marked a great
number of the lesser fish, and offered rewards
to the peasantry to bring him any fish that
had evidently undergone the change. Tbes
crude experiments of the talent.-d shepherd
convinced him that the parr were the youno^
of the salmon in the first stage, and since then''
professed naturalists have fully settled the
question by watching the egg into life, and
tracing the growth of the young fish stop by
step, until it ultimately changed into the true
salmon.

This ignorance of the true nature of the
parr had most disastrous effects, as it largely
contributed to the depopulation ofour streams
for the farmers and cotters who resided near
the rivers, used not unfreqiiently, after fillincr
the frying pan with parr, to feed their pigs

the ocean to deposit their spawn in the swi
waters, often at a distance of many hundr
miles in the interior of the Continent, so th
the same fish which during part of the ye
may be breasting the waves of the Xorth S(
may at another be forcing the current of i

Alpine stream. Their onward progress is n
easily stopped

; they shoot up rapids with tl

velocity of arrows, and make wonderful «

forts to surmount cascades or weirs by lea
ing, frequently clearing an elevation of eigl
or ten feet. These surprising bounds appes
to be accomplished by a sudden jerk, which
given to the body; by the animal from a bei
into a straight position. If they fail in the
attempt, and fall back into the stream, it
only to rest for a short time, and thus recri
their .strength for a new effort. * * *
As the salmon laboriously ascend the ri^

ers, it may easily be imagined that the cur
ning and rapacity of man seeks every oppoi
tunity to intercept their progress. JSTets c
the most various form and construction ar
employed for their capture; numbers are en
trapped in enclosed spaces formed in weire
into which they enter as they push up thi
stream, and are then prevented by a grating
of a peculiar contrivance from returning oi
getting out; and many are speared, a modt
frequently practised at night, when torchee
are made use of to attract them to the surface,
or to betray them by their silvery reflection
to the attentive fisherman.
In former times our rivers abounded with

salmon, more than 200,000 having been caught
in a single summer in the Tweed alone, and
2,500 at one haul in the river Thurso ; but,
besides the causes above mentioned, our fish-
ing or fishing at an improper season, and
probably in many cases the pollution of the
streams with deleterious matter from mines
or manufactories, have considerably reduced
their numbers.
The salmon not only frequents the streams

of northern Europe, but it is especially abun-
dant in the rivers of Siberia and the Pacific
slope of North America. The rivers of Kamt-
schatka abound in salmon of various kinds
so that the stream, swelling as it were with
ving waves, not seldom overflows its banks

and casts multitudes ashore. Stetler affirms
that, in that almost uninhabited peninsula,
the bears and dogs and other animals catch
more of these fishes with their mouths and
feet than man'in other countries with all his
cunning devices of net and angle.
The salmon of Iceland, which formerly re-

mained undisturbed, are now caught in large
numbers, for the British market. A small
river bearing the name of Salmon river, has
been rented for the trifling sum of £iOO a
year by an English company, which sends
""ery spring its agents to the spot well pro-

ith the best fishing apparatus.

Uniformity is but the shadow of unity ; and

vided

how often have churches
after the first, lost th
n the fable lost both.-

second-
- Guthrie.

vain attempts
ike the dog

d.n for » ohan,e„.^, ......Vwr.-,^rwir r.r^^^^^^^^^^^

Unmixed sincerity towards God is an ex-
cellent sweetener of all the cups we drink of
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nimnls in the Philippine Islands.—Pew of, to onjoy liberty of conscience as guaranteed and vindictive judges; and in New England

Id animals are found in the to every freeman by the Constitution, has goaded on high profe- ^ing Puritans to ban

ppiiies. The elephant must have been

wn in former times, as the names gadya

phant) and elephant hunting are preserv-

tho Tagal language. Oxen, swine, buf-

,
deer, goats, sheep, a great variety of

s and monkeys, cats, flying squirrels, dogs,

mangooz and other quadrupeds are found

'arious stages of wilduess and domesticity.

of the bats measure from five to six feet

the tips of their wings,

uakes, lizards and other reptiles- abound
;

ers of enormous size, tarantulas, &c. The
flies illuminate the forests at night. There

some trees to which they attach them-

es in preference to others. Few objects

more beautiful than a bush or tree lighted

hese bright and glancing stars. The bril-

t creatures seem to have a wonderful gym-

ly with one another, sometimes by the

luction of a sudden blaze of beautiful light,

pale and delicate green, and sometimes

ts as sudden extinction. Of aquatic crea-

18 the tortoise is of considerable commer-
portance. The natives, who watch the

J of their coming on shore, conceal them-

and when a certain number are march-

inland, run between the tortoises and the

es, turn them one after another on their

, and return at their leisure to remove

he buffalo is, perhaps, the most useful

druped found in the islands. Immense
Is of wild buffaloes are found in the in-

or, but the tamed animal is employed in

labors of the fields and the transport of

modities, whether on its back or in wag-

Its enjoyment is to be merged in water

Qud. Such is the attachment of the mother

ler young, that she has been known to

ng into the river and furiously to pursue

crocodile that had robbed her of her calf

d boars and doer abound. These the In-

kill by arrows of two kinds—one barbed

a clow from the wild palm, shot direct;

ther with an iron head, shot upwards and

inu- down upon the animal. Tbey raak^

ried venison of the flesh, and send it to ibe

nilla market.—£owrin?.

5very individual found in the streets of the

ies of Russia in a state of intoxication, is

led to work at sweeping the streets

ring the whole of the following day. The

•or and impartiality as to nation, sex, or

ition, with which this rule is earned out

worthy of imitation by many more civi

nations.

iliz-

"Many afflictions will not cloud and ob-

uct peace of mind so much as one sin,

erefore if we would wait cheerfully, be

ore careful to walk holily. All the winds

(out the earth make no earthquake but only

lat within."

THE FRIEND.
TENTH MONTH 5, 1872.

A circumstance recnilly occurred in one 01

[le Courts in Philadelphia, which from its

ovcltj—though in a former, persecuting age

ot uncommon—and from its bearing upon

le right of a citizen of this Commonwealth

created some indignation among the people,

and called forth not a little comment and ani-

madversion in the public press, both here and
in other places. We allude to the fact that

a Friend who was serving as a juryman in the

Court, over which Judge Allison presides, had
his hat taken from off his head by one of the

oflicers, in conformity with an order of the

Judge.
The circumstances of the case, as given by

the Friend, may be thus briefly stated. Hav-
ing an important engagement at the hour
when the Court opened, which he could not

postpone, ho requested his brother to go to

the court room, inform the Judge how he was
tuated, and ask him to excuse his absence

for a short time. While the brother was sit-

ting in the room, waiting for an opportunity

to speak to the Judge, an oSicer came to him
d roquested him to take off his hat. He

replied, "I am a Friend," which appeared to

be satisfactory to the officer, who turned

way. Hearing the Judge speaking to him,

he stepped up to the bar for the purpose ot

making the request for his brother, but wa-^

surprised to hear the Judge say, "I don't

care what the excuse is, it is not respectful."

As he stood still, without replying, an officer

came, took the hat off his head and laid it

aside. The Judge then heard the statement

he had to make, and acceded to the tempor-
ary absence of the juror, who was not called

on to serve during that day.

The next day, not liaving heard anything
rom his brother respecting the diflSculty con-

cerning his hat, the Friend again appeared at

the Court, and soon after it opened an otficer

told him that the Judge requested him to

take off his hat; this he declined doing.

He then stat.^H tr. ths .TnHcre that wearing his
hat was out of no disrespect to lue '^•s^'--

that in entering his place of worship he did

not remove it, and he did not see why he

should do so there. The Judge replied that

"Eeligious societies were not to come there

to set up their conscientious scruples, and that

if he did not take off his hat, it would be

taken off" The Friend then said he was not

aware of any law that required him to take

off his hat, but if there was, he could not do

it. The Judge replied. He knew enough ot

the rules of propriety, that men were to

make a respectable appearance in Court, and

men might come there naked, but they were

10 make a respectable appearance. The

Friend then resumed his seat, and presently

officer came, took off his hat, and carried

it to the reporter's desk.

We apprehend the Judge's reflections soon

convinced him of the mistake he had made,

or he may have wished not to have to repeat

the same scene the next day. Be that as it

may, after the Friend had sat before him bare-

headed a little more than an hour, the same

oflicer who had taken off his hat came and

told him that the Judge excused him from

serving as a juror.

Were this extraordinary action in accord-

ance -with or sanctioned by any law of the

State, it would be a disgrace to the place and

the age, betraying a lingering existence in the

community, of that persecuting spirit which

once filled the gaols of Great Britain with in-

nocent Friends, because they would not vio-

late their conscientious scruples, in order to

gratify the pride and unjust demands of cruel

ministers of the gospel of Christ, because they
presumed to sot their feet within the limits of

theirjurisdiction after iAei/ had forbidden them
to come. But being the illegal act of one man,
Itogether opposed to the spirit and feelings

of the community in which he lives, while we
t that he should have thus sullied the

dignity and equity of the position he holds,

we disclaim any belief that in his determina-
tion that the members of religious societies

should not act up to their religious scruples

when in court, or in his peculiar notion, that

men, in order to make a respectable appear-
ance there, must not wear their hats, ho re-

presents the opinion or feeling of any other
judge in the State.

Wm. Penn guaranteed the enjoyment of
the rights of conscience to all who would live

peaceably under the government, and the
Ci^nstitution of the State expressly declares

there is no power in the State that has au-
thority to interfere with that right or divest

the citizens of its enjoyment. When in 172.'>,

Judge of the Court of Chancery in Pennsyl-
iiiia ordered a Friend, who was a lawyer, to

have his hat taken off' when before him, who
represented the king, a remonstrance was
presented to the Governor by the Friends of
Philadelphiaagainstthisinfringomentof their

rights, and the Cbancellor, convinced of his

error, magnanimously condemned himself and
issued the following rule :

"On consideration had of the humble ad-

dress presented, this day read in open court,

from the Quarterly Meeting of tbe people
called Quakers, for the city and county of

Philadelphia, it is ordered that the address be
filed with the register, and that it be made a
standing rule of the Court of Chancery for the

province of Pennsylvania, for all time to come,

ficer or person whatsoever, professing himself

to be one of the neople called Quakers, may

and shall be admitted, if they so think fit, to

speak or otherwise officiate or apply them-

selves decently unto the said court, without

beino- obliged to observe the usual ceremony

of uncovering their heads by having their

hats taken off. And such privilege hereby

ordered and granted to the people called Qua-

kers shall at no time hereafter be understood

or interpreted as any contempt or neglect of

said court, and shall be taken only as an act

of conscientious liberty, of right appertaining

to the religious persuasion of the said people,

and agreeable to their practice in all civil af-

fairs of life.

By Sir William Keith, Chancellor.

In an Address which accompanied the Re-

monstrance, the Friends, after citing the legal

trroundson which they claim the right to the

exercise of liberty of conscience, and refuse to

observe the common usage of uncovering the

head as a mark of respect or honor, say

" Though no people can be more ready or

willing in all things essential, to pay all due.

reo-ard to superiors, and to honor the courts

oflustice, and those who administer it, yet in

such points as interfere with our conscientious

persuasion, we have openly and firmly borne

our testimony in all countries and places,

where our lots have fallen." From that day

to the present we believe there has never

been an instance where a Friend has been re-

quired to take off his hat before any judge or

in any court in_Penn8ylvania except m the
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case now under review, bj- which Judge Alli-

son has made himself so cont^pieuous.

We commend the rule of Chancellor Keith,
and the emphatic declai'ation of the Constitu-
tion of our Slate relative to liberty of con-
science, to the serious consideration of Judge
Allison, and if he should find, as we doubt
not he will, that the extraordinary course he
has pursued towards the Frieud who vvas a
juror in his court, is sanctioned by no legal

authority or precedent, but rests solely for its

justihealion upon his own ipse dixit, we can
not but believe that, oecupjing the important
position he does, as an expounder of law and
administrator of justice, he will find it iiicum
bent upon him to remove the injury he has
inflicted on a class of peaceable, law-abiding
citizens, and to allay the indignation he hat
excited in the public mind, by so acknowledg
ing, it may be as publicly as the error was
committed and the wrong done.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS,
Foreign. — Gambetta, in a speech at Grenoble,

severely creticised the comluct of President Thiers in
prohibiting public celebrations of tlie anniversary of the
First Republic. He also censured the Bonapartists and
the National Assembly, and advocated the return of the
seat of government to Paris. The conservative journals
of France condemn Gambetta's speech.
The Patrie publishes the report of a recent conversa-

tion with President Thiers, in which he declares every
one in Europe desires peace. Germany has weakened
herself by the annexation of non-German territory.
Russia is friendly, and Austria sympathizes with
France. France has nothing to fear. She will have
her revenge—not by arms, but by work.

Eighteen thousand Communists are still held in con-
finement. It is the intention, however, to immediately
release one-half that number. Only those accused of
assassination, robbery and arson, will be tried.

The flow of emigration from Metz, since the occupa-
tion of that city by German troops, has been so great
that the poijiilation is now reduced to one-third of what
it was before the late war.

General Manteuffel, commander of the German troops
-i=.>^-ravtr<riiuii0l Ills' J lei lartllK'-m-i ul' Afarnp nnrl H...,.
Marne, shall commen.v „„ il,. L3th i„st

"^'*"'^"

The Turkish amba.sa.lor to t->anee died on a railwaytrain wh, e going from Paris to Lemberg AuSHis nneratook place at Constantinople on ,& 2Gth uUThe Austrian government is taking strict niM^nr
to prevent the Jesuits expelled from Germany fromfinding a refuge in its dominions.

'

'

The German government is about takin» furthermeasures against the Bishop of Ermeland." As he

fi^Zl'^'T '^ ^"'^'''"'g^" acknowledgmen ofthe sovereignty of the State, the Prus.sian Dift at itsnext session, will be called on to provide nl'.""-

CaThZecll^rct"^'"""^
''"' —'--Ts-of" thl

A cipher dispatch of four hundred words, signed bv

vepT.^: Lyrrthor^iiif
^-''^' '^-^^ -p-

The Sultan of Turkey has sent a special messenger to

General Garabaldi, in his lett^ to he Pre;ident ofhe International Peace Congress at Lugana Serland speaks of the settlement of the ciTims brEngland and the United Slates bv the peacefulthe Geneva Tribunal, and heartilv^app ovemanner of solving dspntes between nadonfihe Spanish Carlists continue troublesome o

mills to such an extent that it has been decided to
duce the number of hours of labor in them while the
present high price is maintained.
Aberdeen, Scotland, and the country in the vicinity

of that city, were visited by a terrible rain storm on the
2oth ult. The railway station was submerged, and th_
streets were so flooded as to be impassable. Great
damage was sustained in the country around.
The Chambers of Commerce of several of the leadirg

cities of England, have adopted resolutions congratu-
lating the government on the happy termination of the
Alabama Arbitration.

Lowe, in a speech at Glasgow, and Foster, in an ad-
dress to his constituents at Bradford, express satisfac-
tion at the settlement of the dispute with the U. States.
Lowe expressed the opinion that it would have been
better had Chief Justice Cockburn signed the Genev
decision, with the other arbitrators, instead of renewing
guments after the dispute had been settled. Fostei

observed that the decision not only gives America
,000,000, but gives her peace, and gives both coun-

tries new international rules of the highest value, be-
sides establishing a precedent that cannot fail to be
beneficial to all nations.

The London Ttnes confirms the report of the res.^„„
tion of the Lord Chancellorship of England by Lord
Hatherly.

A meeting of railway servants has been held in Hyd
Park, to take into consideration measures for further
ing a movement which has been commenced for th
emigration of large numbers of this class to the United
States and Canada.
Heavy gales have prevailed on the British coast.=

causing numerous marine disasters. The ship Nazarin
was wrecked ofl'Formby, and all on board perished.
London, 9th mo. 3Uth.—Consols 921. U. S. sixes

lS6.i, 93i ; do. 10-40, S7f ; new fives, 891-.

Liverpool.—Middling uplands cotton, 9Jd. ; Orlean
d. Sales 14,000 bales. Breadstufls quiet and stead .

.

United States.—The interments in Philadelphia
last week numbered 267, including 84 children under

years of age. There were 41 deaths of consump-
tion, 14 of marasmus, 10 of typhoid fever, 1 of small
pox.

The number of registered voters in this city the pre-
Qt year is 162,148. In 1866 the number was 141,890.
The production of coal oil having of late largely ex-

ceeded the demand, the Pennsylvania oil producers
have resolved to suspend all pumping of wells anU
drilling for thirty days.
The balance in thejl-S T-~>="-^ ~" ti.^ oSth ult

rency.
"" "" "^'"'^'^='^^" <=«">, and $4,521,2051?cur:

the'v:hre''jiL\'n''r\-'°"' '^^ S^^^' i~einvalue
: '

'•
1 '" ""e ot our western cities. Many

nigbi

le ot our western cities. M
'• tiotight a barge load of coa. .„

" -1 he barge sunk at the landing
delivered and he had to sell it for«ho bought itwas unable to pay, but

flour, -6.25 a $7.2.5. No. 2 spring wheat, $1.19 ; N(
do., §1.26. No. 2 mixed corn, 36 cts. No. 2 o
231 cts. No. 2 rve, 55 cts. Cincinnati.—Family flc

-57.40 a $7.65. Wheat, $1.50 a $1.55. Corn, 44
Old oats, 35 a 40 cts. ; new, 30 a 35 cts. Summer la.

8 cts. St. Louis.—No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.85 ; 1
2 spring, $1.27. No. 2 mixed corn, 40 cts. Oats,
cts. Choice barley, 95 cts. No. 2 rye, 63 cts.

RECEIPTS
Received from James Woody, Agent, Ind., $2

46 ; and for Robert Cox, $2, "vol. 46 ; from Williii
Neal, City, $2, vol. 46 ; from Thomas M'arrington, p
S2, vol. 46; from Eilmund Darnell, N. J., $2, \

from Francis Bartley, Mich., per Samnel Shaw, Age
-82, to No. 22, vol. 47 ; from Morton Neil, O., $2, v
46 ;

from Matilda Hodgson, Germ'n, $2, vol. 46 ; frc

Sarah E. Kenyon, Mich., per William Satterthwai
.$2, to No. 43, vol. 46 ; from Josiah Stratton, lo., 5
vol. -46

; from George D. Smith, Agent, O., $2, vol. .

and for Jemima Edwards, Sr2, vol. 46 from Edwa
Stratton, Agent, O., -2, vol. 46, and for Mifilin Ca
walader, Esther Cadwalader, Jesse Edgerton, and Me.
Hall, $2 each, vol. 46, and for Elizabeth Young, $2,
No. 52, vol. 45 ;

from Abner Eldridge, Agent, lo., j

vol. 46, and for Alexander L. McGrew, Simon
McGrew, -and Nancy L. Thompson, $2 each, vol. '

and for M. A. Fritchman, $2 to No. 19, vol. 47 ; frc
Asa Garretson, Agent, for John Bundy, Asenath Cre
ind Henry C. Lewis, O., and Abraham Cowgill, lo.,
each, vol. 46, and for Sinclair Smith, O., *2, to No.
vol. 47 ; from Philip P. Dunn, N. J., $2, vol. 46, a
for Thomas A. Bell, Pa., $2, vol. 46 ; from Horatio
Cooper, Pa., per Thomas Conard, Agent, $2, vol. 4
from Larkin Pennell, City, $2, vol. 46; from Hen
Clark, O., $2, vol. 46 ; from James R. Kite, Agent, <

lor Patience Gilford, $2, vol. 46, and William Massi
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Chemical Force.

The two gases hydrogen and oxygen, both
thorn elements, that is, substances incapable
decomposition, may be mixed together in

ly proportions without exerting any action

1 one another: but if a lighted taper, a red-

)t wire, or even a little cold platinum in the

lely divided form known as platinum black,

'ntroduced into the mixture, a mighty
rce immediately arises and expends itself;

le elements combine in definite and very
pie proportions, and the compound called

ater is produced. This experiment, which
one of the simplest, is at the same time one

:' the most marvellous that we meet with in

le study of chemistry. It may serve as a

xt for the exposition of some of the grandest
uths of the science, and its attentive study
Ifords many direct illustrations of that grand
actrino of the fundamental identity of the

iflforent forms of force which it is our especial

bject to elucidate.

Let U8, therefore, take our start from this

periment, and endeavor to reckon up a fe

F the most important points which have to

considered in regard to it, and observe
leir bearing on the subject which we have

1 hand.
1. Force is exerted during the experiment.—
here can be no doubt of this. At the i

lent of the combination a bright flash of light

. observed
;
heat, the most intense that can

produced without the assistance of electri-

!ty, is evolved ; and a loud explosion, duo to

le sudden expansion which the heat pro-

uces in the resulting steam, is heard. This
xpansion maybe made to do mechanical work
-to throw a cork from a small model cannon,

nstance; but we need not speak further
[ this, as it is obviously only an instance

rthe conversion of heat into work. Instead
r causing the gases to combine in mass, it is

isy, by a suitable arrangement, to make them
urn quietly at a jet. The result is just the

ime. They combine and produce water,

nd, in doing so, give a pale flame, which
raits little light, but a most enormous heat,

his flame is known as the oxy-hydrogen hlow-

ipe ; and, insignificant as it appears, it is able

J produce the most astonishing effects. Not

only can all the common metals be melted in

it, but even those, like platinum, which resist

the most intense heat of the furnace. St Claire

Devillo has succeeded, with a powerful ar-

rangement of the oxy-hydrogen blow-pipe, in

melting largo quantities, even fifty pounds at

a time, of platinum. Iron not only molts, but

burns with great brilliancy in the flame. The
stem of a tobacco-pipe may be molted into a

glass-like mass, and flint or rock crystal drawn
nto threads like sealing-wax, under the same

potent agency. One of the few substances

which resist iho heat is quick-lime. When
the jet is directed upon fragments of lime, tho

limo remains unaltered, but becomes intensely

white-hot, and then emits the magnificent

light known as tho "lime light."

2. The properties of the substances concerned

in the experiment are entirely changed.—We
begin with hydrogen and oxygen, both per

manent gases. Hydrogen is the lightest of

known bodies, and is very inflammable. Oxy-

gen is the activeconstituentof the atmosphere,

a powerful supporter of combustion and ani-

mal life—tho main agent indeed in tho im-

portant processes of burning and breathing,

After the experiment, if the proportion of the

gases was correct, there remains nothing but

water, incombustible and incapableof support

ing combustion or respiration, quite different

in weight from either hydrogen or oxygen,

and capable of passing easily into either the

solid, the liquid, or the gaseous state.

That form of force by whict changes in the

composition and properties of substances are

effected is called ciiemicai. force, or, in the

older manuals of chemistry, " chemical af-

finity." We have already seen that it is only

one form of the one universal force which
works in nature; but its operations are so

complicated, so important, and in many re-

spects so obscure, that it is necessary in trac-

ing the modern doctrine of force to bestow a

more careful study upon it. It may bo said

shortly that the science of chemistry is mainly

concerned with the operations of chemical

force.

3. In the experiment, combination only takes

place between definiteproportions of the two gases.

—Two measures of hydrogen always combine
with one of oxygen ; and if either be present

in excess, that excess is left behind unchanged
after the explosion. Oxygen is sixteen times

heavier than hydrogen, and it therefore fol-

lows that one part by weight of hydrogen
unites with eight parts by weight of oxygen.
Whenever chemical action takes place, a sim'

lar definiteness and invariability is observed

in the quantities concerned. Eight parts by
weight of oxygen, for instance, will always
combine with 32 of copper, with 103 of lead,

or with 100 of mercury; and 100 of mercury
will always combine with 16 of sulphur, with

80 of bromine, or with 127 of iodine. It often

happens, indeed, that two elements will com-
bine, under suitable conditions, in more than

one proportion ; but even in these cases the

higher proportions always bear a simple nu-

jrical relation to tho lower ones.

This peculiarity of chemical force, which

was first brought into clear light by John

Dalton, the Quaker schoolmaster, that won-

derful genius to whom we owe the atomic

theory, is of the utmost importance, not only

in the study of chemistry, but also in the or-

dinary business of life. A manufacturer has

a ton of saltpetre, and he wishes to know how
much nitric acid he can obtain from it, and

what weight of oil of vitriol will be consumed

in the process. He can make tho calculation

in a minute by a knowledge of the laws of

chemistry, which tell him that 101 parts of

saltpetre are acted on by 49 of oil of vitriol,

and yield 03 of nitric acid. In chemical

treatises, certain numbers called "conibining

weights" are attached to tho names of the

elements. These indicate the relative weights

of diflerent elements which act on one another,

and from them the combining weights of com-

pounds can readily be calculated.

Our hydrogen and oxygen experiment has

already served to illustrate several very im-

portant characteristics of chemical force. _Wo
have seen that it is a force, inasmuch as it is

capable of giving rise to other forces; that it

is a force which produces changes in the com-

position and properties of matter, and one

which acts only between definite quantities

of matter. The next question which arises,

prompted naturally by our previous studies of

the operations of force, is, what is the origin

of this chemical force ? whence came it ? Wo
admit that it cannot have been produced from

nothing, but must have arisen from some pre-

vious force ; but we want to trace its past his-

tory—its pedigree, in fact. Now, one thing

is clear at the outset. Whatever may have

been its origin, tho force is one which is capa-

ble of lying latent for an indefinite period of

time. Hydrogen and oxygen may bo mixed

together in tons, and tho mixture preserved

for years, perhaps forever, without the de-

velopment of any force; but tho introduction

of one grain of platinum black, or the tiniest

spark, will at any moment start tho action

—

a vast force will bo set in motion, and will

continue to act as long as any of the mixture

remains. Then it will disappear, and we
must look about for the new forces which

have succeeded it.

In looking at the past history of the force

developed in our typical experiment, we are

naturally led to seek for its origin in the pro-

cesses by which the hydrogen and oxygen

were prepared. These elements occur in na-

ture almost exclusively in a state of combina-

tion. Oxygen is by fiar the most abundant of

all the elements. It constitutes eight-ninths

of the weight of water, and more than one-

third of the weight of all the principal rocks.

It is probable that not less than two-thirds of

tho whole weight of the crust of the globe

consists of oxygen. Hydrogen is far less

abundant. It constitutes one-ninth of the
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weight of water, and is an important compo-
nent of nearly all the so-called organic sub-

stances. Hydrogen is never found free
; but

a small proportion—about one two-millionth

—of the oxygen which our earth possesses,

exists in an uneombined state in the air. The
air, it is true, contains other gases besides

oxygen; but these are merely in a state of

mixture, and not chemically combined with
it. Nevertheless, so great is the difficulty of

removing the other constituents from the at-

mosphere, that pure oxygen can only be ob-

tained from it by an indirect process which
has no practical value. Practically, all the
oxygen and hydrogen with which experi-

ments are made is obtained by separation
from some of their numerous compounds.
The methods required for these separations

differ a good deal ; but it will be found on close

examination that they all involve the consump-
tion of some force. This is the essence of all

processes of the kind, and it will become more
obvious if we describe a few of them in gen-
eral terms.

In the first place there is that very beauti-

ful and instructive experiment, the exact re-

verse of that from which we started, in which
water is decomposed by the passage of an
electric current through it. A wire proceeds
from each end of a somewhat powerful gal-

vanic battery. Each wire terminates in a
platinum plate, and these plates, or poles, as
they are called, are immersed in water with
their free ends upwards, and at a short dis-

tance from one another. The water should
be slightly acidulated with sulphuric acid to

make it a better conductor, and over each
pole a small glass jar filled with acidulated
water is inverted. The moment this arrange-
ment is completed, bubbles of gas arise from
each of the platinum poles, and are collected
in the jars. From the pole which is connected
with the zinc end of the battery hydrogen is

obtained, while oxygen rises from the other,
and it is therefore evident that the water is

decomposed into its elements by the action of
the electricity. As the process proceeds, it is

seen that for every two measures of hydrogen,
one measure of oxygen is obtained ; so that
by the decomposition of liquid water we ob-
tain the same gases in the same proportions
as those employed in our original experiment.
As that was the synthesis, so is this the ana-
lysis of water.

This wonderful experiment, the discovery
of which by Nicholson and Carlisle in the
year 1800, was the entry into a new field of
science, has been investigated with great suc-
cess by Faraday, Grove, and other electricians
and chemists. Faraday proved that the de-
composition of the water was attended with
a loss of electricity, and further that the
amount of electricity which disappeared was
in exact proportion to the amount of hydro-
gen and oxygen which were produced. Grove
went a step farther, and succeeded, by an in-

genious arrangement known as the "gas bat-
tery," in getting the electricity back again by
the slow combination of the hydrogen and
oxygen. The electricity produced by the
union of eight grains of oxygen with one of
hydrogen is found to be exactly sufficient to
decompose nine grains of water.

In this particular case the immediate cause
of the force, liberated during the combination
of hydrogen and oxygen, is abundantly clear.

The force is the new form which the electri-

city, which was lost during the decomposition

of the water, has taken. There has been an
intermediate period during which the force

may be said to have lain latent in the hydro-
gen and oxygen, but that we may leave out
of the question for the present. But after all,

this explanation only throws the question of
the origin of the force one step farther back.
We still have to inquire how the force of elec-

tricity arose in the battery, and this also is a
chemical question. In all active batteries, of
whatever construction, chemical force is in

operation. Being in operation, it is in process
of destruction, or, more accurately, of disap-

pearance. It is constantly being destroj'ed

as chemical force, and taking birth again in the
new form of electricity, and the electricity is

exactly measured by the amount of chemical
action which has taken place in the battery.
In most batteries, some metal, generally zinc,

is acted on by some acid, generally sulphuric
acid. These two substances have between
them the same kind of latent force which, as

we have already seen, resides in a mixture of
hydrogen and oxygen. When they act on
one another, the inert substance called sul-

phate of zinc is formed, which is directly com-
parable to the inert water produced by the
union of hydrogen and oxygen. And just as
force is consumed during the decomposition
of water, so force is consumed during the de-

composition of sulphate of zinc. It can be
decomposed—by electricity, for example, or
by heat—but, for doing so, force equal in

quantity to that liberated in the battery dur-
ing its formation would be required.

A Selection from the Memoranda and Letters of the

late Elizabeth Greer—for private circulation.

(Continued from page 51.)

To
Second month 1st, 1862.

. . . Ah I it is easy to follow our dear
Lord, when Hjs presence goes with us in

delivering his messages to the people
; but

when He is pleased to order our feet into the
bottom of Jordan, here is the proof of our
faith and allegiance—to be willing to remain
there until He is pleased to say, " Come
forth." Oh ! may I, a poor worm, be enabled
to bring up acceptable "stones of memorial,"
and be willing herein to wait His own time.

To
Tenth month 30th, 1862.

. . I have indeed been low since my
return from the Quarterly Meeting, where my
portion was more that of deep suffering than
rejoicing. Silent in nearly all the meetings
—being made willing thus to remain. But
about three o'clock on Second-day morning,
the command to me appeared to be—to go
into the men's meeting, with a little service
required. Ah! I would fain have been ex-
cused, and could sleep no more; yet I felt

the "woe "would attend disobedience, now
when the sands of life are nearly run down.
I gave up to go, but fear I did not deliver the
whole message

;
yet I trust I may be forgiven

if I did not. I had to call on the brethren
for the surrender of their wills—to look around
on the places, which in the course of nature,
must ere long be vacated by those who have
borne the " burden and heat of the day," &c.
—alluding to the messages that had been sent
to their houses and from man to man. Would
they not come under the preparing hand to
fill these places ? I said it was my faith that

this Society would again arise and shine, a

the glory of the Lord be seen upon it. B
ere this would be the case, ice must go back
that living power which first gathered us to bi

People. . . . Ah ! perhaps this is the 1;

sacrifice of the kind my dear Master may
quire of me.

To

Ninth month 8th, 1863

. . . I greatly wish I could in pers
state to my experience as regar
music. I did love it exceedingly in my you
days and could scarcely hear a tune on
without knowing it; and also in company
joined in singing, until it pleased my Heave
ly Father in unmerited mercy to show i

what I must do end what I must leave u
done, and by His holy help I was enabled e

tirely to lay it aside. From that time dov
to the present I never remained in compai
where music and singing were introduce
And I am fully persuaded that what is call

sacred music is not required at our hands
the performance of worship

; that indeed it

only in the silence of all flesh we can hear tl

"still small voice," and obey it, as stren

and living faith are vouchsafed to us. Al
my dear, let us remember the songs of prai

offered in prisons and loathsome dungeons I

our dear early Friends. They had no instr

ments of music then. I know that it is vei

delightful to the outward ear ; it would be 1

me, if I might indulge in it; but spiritu;

worship is, in my view, too pure to be associa

ed with it.

To
Eleventh month 2nd, 1863.

. I was not, I believe, to take up m
rest in that sweet peace, felt for a time aftf

my return from your memorable Quarterl
Meeting. And I must not attempt to descrit

the conflict I have had to pass through
;
pe:

haps much of it in order to remove, in mj
self, more and more of the dross, and of th

raprobate silver,'still holding place in thes

poor tenements of claj'. It may be ala

deep calling unto deep" with thee in thy ei

perience : for truly thcu hast been my con
panion at times, night and day, and I feel

not addressing a stranger to the Lord'
dealings for days and years past. And no^
if He be, in the riches cf His love and mercj
calling on thee for more faithfulness and ded;

cation to His holy will, turn not to the righ
hand nor to the left, but keep a single eye ti

the pointings o: duty, even if it may be tf

confess Him more decidedly before men than

thou hast hitherto done.

And if thou liast to be more retired from
the excitement sometimes met with in com
pany, try, dear, and bear the cross for a
son, until thou feels more liberty again in thj

Master's will, as it may be through smal
sacrifices we shall be made rulers over more

I commit thee to thy Father in heaven, wh(
is able to build thee up in His most holy faith

and give thee an inheritance among them wh(
are sanctified, through Jesus Christ our Lord.
Amen.

To

First month 10th, 1864.

. . . Oh ! if I could convey my feelings

toward thee on that sick bed. Never,fl be-

lieve, was my dear Master nearer! A s

calm came over me, in which my heart wae
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ted up for thee on this wise: "O Lord,

able her to do whatsoever Thou may'st

II for at her hands, and when the language

lee forth, 'Whom shall wc send? who will

I for us ?' may the response of her heart be,

lere am I, Lord ; send mo.' " Fear not a

II Burrender to the Divine will. Mind the

ij of small things. Go not before, nor tarry

ibind when thy Saviour's voice is heard,

e is not a hard Master, I can in humble rev-

ence testify. When in outward things we
el that we must take up the cross, every act

dedication brings its own reward.

M. Jf., attending Yearly Meeting in Dublin.

Eaheen, Fourth month 29th, 1S64.

, . I feel very grateful for thy letter,

by account of Women's Meeting seemed
w, so few elderly Friends, as in years past

ho were as weighty pillars, upholding the

uth in its ancient simplicity. I can say in

y heart, Alas I Thy sister, A. W., must be

lissed, and the travail of her spirit. I thought

uch of j-ou while sitting in our small silent

eeting on Fifth-day. I greatly desire that
' an Epistle be sent down to us. Friends u

sr the weight of the state of our dear Society

ay be employed in it, such as see things as

ley really are, and who may not be afraid

) speak the truth, in upholding the precious

sstimonies given us to bear, now too lightly

3teemed by some; indeed, I may say, by

any who plead for more liberty in this our

ay. Yet they cannot change the truth as it

! in Jesus, for it changeth not ; nor can it be

estored to us as in days of old and former

ears, save by and through His Spirit and

ower. To this we must again come, if we
re his self-denying, humble followers, as

?hen we were gathered to be His own peo-

le. My pen has run on : thou wilt escuse

hy poor absent friend, often mourning over

i^hat the enemy has done and would do in

he sanctuary.
' So that the command to the

isciples formerly seems as needful now

—

Watch and pray," &c.

I suppose Epistles will be sent to the dear

fflicted American Friends : they claim deep

ympathy and the secret prayers of those

vho can rightly pray for them. Farewell,

lear JI. May the truth be over all, is the

lesiro of
Thy poor but loving friend,

Elizabeth Greer.

To 31. M.
Seventh month, 1864.

. . . My love, please, to any ofmy friends

ho may inquire for me at Limerick Quarter-

y Meeting ;
for in truth I do love all those

nost dearly who love the dear Saviour. Tell

lem, the nearer I draw to my everlasting

ome, the more I value those precious testi-

nonies given us to bear, in accordance with

ihe Gospel truths so faithfully upheld by our

sarly Friends, fathers and mothers who, " be-

ng dead, yet speak to us on this wise—" Fol-

low us as we followed Christ." Surely, they

knew from living experience they had not

followed cunningly devised fables.

I hope you may have a good meeting, un-

der that Divine influence and power which can

alone give it. It is the only crown and dia-

;dem of all our rightly gathered assemblies.

May this be your experience ! is the desire of

Thy much attached
Elizabeth Greer.

CTo be conUnned.)

Goltl Pen Making.

Pure gold, pure silver, and pure copper are

the materials from which the alloy used in

the manufacture of gold pens is made. Gold

alone, from its softness, cannot be used, but

combined with the baser metals, in degrees of

14, 10, and IS carats, it forms a composition

of great hardness, durability, and elasticity.

If the reader will accompany us in imagina-

tion through one of the manufactories in this

city, the largest perhaps of its kind in the

world, owned by Messrs. Mabie & Todd, we
will endeavor to point out the many ingenious

processes through which the metal, or rather

the alloy, passes from the time it undergoes

its first melting to its final exit into the world

in the shape of finished pens.

Our attention is first called to the unco

bined metals; virgin gold in little irregular

shaped nuggets, so soft as to be easily scratch-

ed by the thumb nail, silver in like form, and

copper in odd pieces of wire and thin plate.

Into a delicate pair of scales, certain portions

of each of these metals are thrown. A nice

adjustment of weights, a few seconds of waver-

ing of the beam, and, the operation being fin-

ished, the contents of the scale pan are hand-

ed over to the melter. This workman we find

busily engaged in blowing a small charcoal

fire made in an open furnace. As soon as a

fierce heat is obtained, a hole is raked in the

coals and a small crucible containing the met
als placed in the fiery bed. More coal is

heaped on, the blast is made stronger, and we
can see the crucible gradually turn white hot

as the fire increases. Meanwhile, the work-

man is preparing his mold, two simple pieces

of iron which, fitting close together on their

edges, leave a space between for the shaping

of a small ingot. This he places conveniently

at hand, and then, with his tongs, lifts the

crucible from the fire. Out flows the metal,

a Kquid stream of dazzling brilliancy. A mo-

ment of waiting, the mold is opened, and a

dull yellow ingot lies before us ;
seizing it

with his pincers, the melter thrusts it among
the coals. This is the annealing process, and

we watch the bar gradually turn to a deep

cherry red. Then it is quickly withdrawn

and plunged, hissing, into a bath of very weak
sulphuric acid water. It cools quickly, for

not a minute seems to elapse before the ingot

is placed in our hands for examination. It is

about a foot long, two and a half inches wide,

and about three-sixteenths of an inch thick.

Its value is about §250. A small set of rolls,

which a workman has been adjusting during

our inspection of the ingot, is now ready.

The machine is set in motion, and into it pass-

es the bar of metal ; once through, it is very

slightly flattened, but not much changed;

back again, the workman tries it with his

gauge, tut it is far too thick. It goes between

tht rollers again and again, until finally the

before solid bar is but a thin ribbon of elastic

metal. Thin, we say, but still much too thick

for its final condition in the shape of pens.

Thus prepared, the gold is passed to another

operative who proceeds to cut it into blanks
;

that is to say, he holds the ribbon under a

small press, in which a punch and a die of the

proper shape and size are fitted. By this

means, the first crude form of the pen—the

blank—is cut out. The ribbon of metal, af

ter these pieces are removed, is more particu-

larly intended to be shown by this illustration

the blanks being so cut out as to economize

material to the greatest extent.

A quantity of blanks being completed, the

next process is to fit them with so called

" diamond" points. A gold point would wear

away almost immediately; even platinum is

incapable of resisting the friction of constant

use. Consequently the point of the pen is

tipped with a very hard substance: not dia-

mond, as is popularly supposed, for these

gems could not be soldered to the gold, and

could only be attached by a setting which

would render the pen useless to write with :

but iridium, a rare grayish white metal fur-

nished for the purpose in fine grains, costing

about 8150 per ounce. It is generally ob-

tained from gold-bearing ore, and is often

found in the bottom of crucibles after gold

has been melted in them. It is separated

from the latter metal by the action of aqua

regia, which dissolves the gold, leaving the

iridium untouched. By another process, the

gold thus put in solution is regained. To
place the iridium point, the blank must be

fitted to receive it. This is done with great

rapidity by a small revolving stone, which

cuts a piece from the end of the blank. Some
twenty blanks, being thus prepared, are rang-

ed on a table before a workman, who, with

the aid of a lens, selects bits of iridium of the

proper size to fit the points. These bits ho

places in the notches before cut, together with

a drop of a solution of borax and water.

Then picking up each carefully, he spreads

the blanks along on a piece of charcoal, and

brings to bear, by means of a blow pipe, upon

every point an intense flame. The gold around

the nibs is thus fused, and the borax, forming

a flux, flows around and solders the iridium

firmly into position. The blanks are next

passe'd through setts of rolls, the metal, of

course, being rendered much thinner by the

compression. The rolls employed are steel

cj'linders, on the lower one of which is an ar=

rangement whereby the iridium point of the

blank is prevented from receiving any pres-

sure, as in such case it would be crushed or

broken. In their present shape, the blanks

now receive some three hundred blows of a

hammer, the object being to give them tem-

per, elasticity and hardness. They are then

placed under another punch which, descend-

"ng, forces the metal into a die, a small pro-

jection termed a "tit" being left at the end

in order to guide the pen during subsequent

operations. While the pen is in this condition,

the manufacturer's name, its number, &c., are

stamped upon it.

If the reader will examine an ordinary gold

pen, he will notice that its shape is peculiar,

that its middle portion is constructed on a

curve of much greater radius than the upper

part, while around its nibs and point the metal

is almost flat. In order to change the pen

from its present form—a simple flat blank

—

to the required shape, a very ingenious ma-

chine is used. Described briefly, it consists

of a convex plunger, of a length equal to that

of the pen, which fits into a concave die of

steel placed beneath it. The blank being laid

above this lower die, the plunger descends

upon it, forcing it into the concavity of the

former ;
at the same time two concave hori-

zontal hammers strike the pen at either side,

thus turning up its edges around the vertical

plunger.

So far as form goes, our pen is now com-

plete, but it is as useless as ever as a writing

implement. The slit at the point is yet to be

cat. This is done by very thin circular sheets
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of refined copper, covered with fine emery
flour and oil and revolved with great rapidity.
Each sheet is held by clamps, which are dress-
ed to perfect trueness. Against the edge, the
point of the pen is pressed ; and in a few revo-
lutions it is cut through. This process re-

quires the utmost accuracy and delicacy of
perception, as the slit must be directly in th(

middle, a cobweb's breadth to either side ruin
ing the pen. A steel knife fixed in a kind of
hand stamp nest lengthens the slit, the upper
end of which is cut square by means of a
rapidly revolving and extremely fine saw.
The pen now passes to the grinders. These

men have before them a number of copper
cylinders, of varying diameters, which are
covered with a paste of emery and oil. To
these the points and sides of the pens are held.
As fast as a little metal is removed, the pen
is tried, and the somewhat tedious process is

continued until the operator is satisfied that
his work is complete. The inside of the per
is then smoothed with a kind of steel burnish
er, and finally a cutting wheel is allowed to
rotate for a second or two in the slit to remove
any roughness which may remain. The pen
is next polished by holding it against revolv-
ing cylinders made of circular layers of felt.

The outside surface of the cylinder is com-
posed of the edges of the layers, and is cover-
ed with a mixture of fine German tripoli and
candle wax. The inside of the pen, which
cannot be reached by this method, is burnish-
ed by a small revolving spindle covered with
cotton and jeweler's rouge. Eubbing with
Scotch hone roughens or frosts the metal in-

side of the nibs, and so prevents the ink flow-
ing too rapidly to the point. Lastly, the pen
is sent back to the grinder, who sets the nibs
and adjusts the pen to write with perfect
smoothness. Nothing now remains to be
done but to pack the finished pens in boxes
and send them to the market.
The bar of gold which wo first saw cast,

and which we valued at $250, is now made
into gold pens worth 8350, and yet over 40
percent, of the metal has been lost or unused
during the processes of manufacture. The
unused gold is in the form of scraps and cut-
tings, which are remelted. Ten per cent.,
however, of the entire amount of the gold
brought into the factory is irretrievably lost.

It is carried off in fine particles on the clothes,
disappears in the machines, is blown away by
drafts, and, in fact, it is hardly known what
becomes of it. Every year a large quantity
of metal is reclaimed from the water the
workmen wash in, from their working clothes,
and from the sweepings of the factory. In
the establishment visited by us, where GO
hands are employed, and 1,500 pens are pro-
duced weekly, eighty dollars worth of gold
has been found in the dirty water during a
period of six months, and it is estimated that
$1,500 is yearly reclaimed from the sweepings
and refuse.

—

Scientific American.

The only way to preserve the strength,
glory, and dignity of a religious society is,

for all who undertake to be active in it, cer-
tainly to feel the Lord leading and directing
them in all their services; and on the other
hand, the sure way to desolation is, where
the active members in religious things, move
therein by the strength of human abilities.

—

J. Griffith's Journal.

Ambition carries the torch of discord.

COMMIT THY WAY TO GOD.

Commit thy way to God,
The weight which makes thee faint,

AVorlds are to Him no load.

To Him breathe thy complaint.

He who for winds and clouds
JIaketh a pathway free,

Through wastes or hostile crowds
Can make a way for thee.

Thou must in Him be blest

Ere bliss can be secure
;

On His work must thou rest

If thy work shall endure.

To anxious prying thought.
And weary fretting care.

The Highest yieldeth nought

;

He giveth all to prayer !

Father ! Thy faithful love,

Thy mercy wise and mild.
Sees what will blessing prove,
And what will hurt thy child.

And what thy wise foreseeing,

Doth for thy children choose,

Thou bringest into being,

Nor sufferest them to lose.

Nothing thy work suspending,
No foe can make thee pause,

When Thou thine own defending,

Dost undertake their cause.

Hope then, though woes be doubled,
Hope, and be undismayed,

Let not thy heart be troubled,

Nor let it be afraid.

This prison where thou art,

Thy God will break it soon,

And flood with light thy heart

In His own blessed noon.

Up, up ! The day is breaking,
Say to thy cares—" good night,"

Thy troubles from thee shaking
Like dreams in day's fresh light.

Thou wearest not the crown.
Nor the best course can tell

;

God sitteth on the throne,

And guideth all things well.

Trust Him to govern them,
No king can rule like Him,

How thou wilt wonder, when
Thine eyes no more are dim—

To see those paths which vex thee,

How wise they were, and meet.
The works which now perplex thee.

How beautiful, complete

!

Faithful the love thou sharest.

All, all is well with thee !

The crown from hence thou bearest
With shouts of victory.

In thy right hand to-i

Thy God shall place the palms,
To Him who chased thy sorrow,
How glad will be thy psalms.

Paul Gerhardt.

The Date Tree.— Originally a native of

Arabia and Northern Africa, the date palm
is pre-eminently the tree of the desert, where
it grows in nearly every oasis, and by its re-

freshing shade, its fruits, its milk, and its

general usefulness, has won the affection of
the natives and the admiration of all travel-
lers.

A single stem, straight and "slender, gener-
ally rises to a height of 45, 60 or even 75 feet,

perfectly bare, unbroken by a single branch
or leaf. At the top only a large plume of
feathery leaves, growing in a bunch, forms, so
to speak, the capital of the vegetable column.
This tuft may be from nine to twelve feet

long, and at the roots of its long
pears the fruit.

The date, says Martins, is the true frie

of the desert ; there alone it ripens its frui

and without it the Sahara would be un;
habitable.

The date requires eight months of contic
ous warmth to bring its fruit to perfectio
The climate of the Sahara is well adapted
its growth, the heat of which commences
the Fourth month and continues to the Ten
month. During the summer the thermoraet
at times reaches from 113° to 125° in tl

shade. The winter is relatively cold, b
dates can endure for a short time a temper
ture as low as 21°, if the air at the same tin

be dry. The radiating sand of the dese
cools off more readily than the air, and pr
serves, at a certain depth, a degree of fresl

ness which invigorates the roots of the tree
Rain is rare in the Sahara ; it falls only
winter, and imparts a new life to the withere
plants. Sometimes rain falls in torrents, bi;

these gusts are of short duration. In so

parts of the desert whole years pass withon
a drop of rain. Hence the very natural ac

miration of the Arab for this tree with it

et fruits, which grows in the sand, fed b

brackish waters that would be fatal to almos
11 other plants; which remains gree

flourishing when all around is burnt up b;

the fierce rays of the sun ; which resists th

winds that may bend its pliant plume to thi

ground, but cannot break its strong stem com
posed of interlaced fibres, nor tear it from thi

soil to which it clings by manifold roots tha
strike deep and defy the tempest.

In passing across the Eastern Sahara
Martins came across a clump of date trees ii

an unlocked for situation. He says: "The
boundless desert was stretching out before me
The sun, high above the round horizon-
round as we see it on the ocean when out ol

sight of land—seemed the only living thing
n the midst of death. All at once I perceived
the summits of palms, the trunks of which
were not yet visible. I thought it an illusion

mirage. We drew nearer—the tufts be-

came more distinct, but the trunks could not
yet be seen. The caravan halts near a well.

I hastened toward the palms and found they
were planted at the bottom of a trough nearly
24 feet in depth. The sand had been raised

on all sides ; a feeble palisade of palm leaves

helped to keep it up on one side, on the other
sides crystals of sulphate of lime of all sizes

and shapes, arranged as we see them in col-

lections of minerals, helped to fix the shifting:

sand. At the bottom of the trough the dates:

were planted irregularly; but this was not the
slender, elegant palm of the painter. These
were trees with short, thick trunks of cylin-

drical form ; looking like the short massive
columns of an Egyptian temple, or of a Moor-

mosque. Surface roots, joining the lower
part of the trunk to the soil, formed a pedestal

for these columns, and the lofty tufts on high
resembled exactly the vast colonnades of an-

cient temples. In the evening, when pene-
trating under the sombre vaults of these

palms, I could not resist a feeling of awe ; for

these palms, majestic and immovable at the
bottom of their crater of sand, were a fit em-
blem of African civilization unchanging amid
the ever changing outside world."

Asenseof the want of that food which Christ

gives, is a symptom of life.

—

S. Fothergill.
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For "The Friend"

;ircular of the Bible Association of Friends in

America.

In again calling the attention of Auxiliaries

tiie Annual Queries to be answered pre-

ous to the general meeting of the Associa-

:)n on the 6th of Eleventh month, the Cor-

sponding Committee would press upon

fiends, who have been engaged in the dis-

ibution of the Holy Scriptures, the import-

ice of furnishing full and accurate answers

all the Queries, and of forwarding their re-

)rt seasonably to the Depository.

It may be recollected, that in making dona-

3ns to Auxiliaries, the Board are guided in

jciding what number of Bibles and Testa-

8 sliall be sent to each, by the informa-

on given in its report. Hence those Aux-

laries that do not report in time, are liable

be left out in the distribution.

Specific directions should be given in every

tse, how boxes should bo marked and for-

arded ; and their receipt should always be

'ompthj acknowledged.

Address John S. Stokes, No. 116 N. Fourth

treet, Philadelphia.
Samuel Settle,
Charles Rhoads,
Anthony M. Kimber,

Committee of Correspondence.

Philada., Tenth mo. 1872.

QUERIES.

1. What number of families or individuals liave been

ratuitously furnished witli the Holy Scriptures by the

uxiliary during the past year ?

2. What number of Bibles and Testaments have been

)ld bv the Auxiliary within the past year ?

3. How many members, male and female, are there

elonging to the Auxiliary ?
. , . , .

'. What number of families of Friends reside within

s limits?
, . , . ,.

5. Are there any/amifc of Friends within your limits

ot supplied with a copy of the Holy Scriptures in good

lear type, and on fair paper ; if so, how many ?

6. How many members of our Society, capable of read-

g the Bible, do not own such a copy of the Holy

criptures?

7. How many Bibles and Testaments may probably

disposed of by sale within your limits ?

8. Is the income of the Auxiliary sufficient to supply

hose within its limits who are not duly furnished with

he Holy Scriptures ?

). What number of Bibles and Testaments would it

_ necessary for the Bible Association to furnish gratui-

ously, to enable the Auxiliary to supply each family '.

10. What number would be required in order to fur-

lish each member of our religious Society, capable of

•eading, who is destitute of a copy, and unable to pu

ihase it ?

11. How many Bibles and Testaments are now on

land ?

more does He bring light out of darkness, and and hopes of husbandry. Larthquakes shako

joy out of sorrow, and great peace out of con- the land, overthrow the strongest edifices and

-ict, for those whom ho is leading in the Di- sport destructively with the power ^_of man,

vine life, and preparing for the blessed rest.— volcanic mountain

D. Jlarch.

nland waters, in the same way that La i.- The country In the ^^'Shborhood is covered

n adopted by the Spaniards as with sand and stone, whu.h on different occa-

It would seem impossible for us to attain

the highest experience of peace and rest in

this life except through some great and ter-

ible trial, some awful and costly sacrifice.

[f we would reign with Christ we must be

willing to drink of the cup, and be baptized

with the baptism of his sufferings. We shall

never acquire any great capacity for joy, the

blessed peace of God will never possess our

mind and heart, so long as we can be fright-

d at shadows, so long as we shrink from

self-denial. The darkness which rests upon

our path in the time of trial, is the pavilion

of the Divine presence, the veil with which

God covers his glory when he comes to bring

us new blessings, and to kindle the light of

new hopes in our hearts. We must learn to

feel that God is nearest to us in the very hour

when the mourning heart is ready to exclaim

"Why hast thou forsaken mel" So ever-

Tiie Pliilippiiie Islands.

The following detached notes are taken

from Sir John Bowring's narrative of his

visit to the islands in 1858.

The extent of the Philippine Archipelago

is about 300 leagues from north to south, and

180 leagues from east to west. The islands of

which it is composed are innumerable, most

of the larger ones having some Spanish or

mestizo population. (The total population is

estimated at about 5,000,000.) A range of

ar mountains runs through the centre

of the whole. Those known by the name of

the Caraballos, in Luzon, are occupied by un-

subdued races of idolatrous Indians, and ex-

tend for nearly sixty leagues. Several large

rivers have their sources in the Caraballos.

There are large lakes in several of the islands,

and during the rainy season some of them be-

come enormously extended. These inunda-

tions are favorable to the vegetable produc-

tion by fertilizing vast tracts of land. Min-

danao, which means "men of the lake," has

its Indian name from the abundance^ of

the

gana has
. .

the designation of the province borderin_

the Lake of Bay. In this latter district are

many mineral and thermal springs, which

have given to one of its pueblos (villages) the

name of Los Banos (the baths.)

The climate of the Philippines is little dis-

tinguished from that which characterizes

many other tropical regions of the East. It

may generally be stated that the rainy sea-

son lasts one half, and the dry season the other

half of the year ; there are, however, many
months of uncertainty, in which humidity in-

vades the ordinary time of drought, and

drought that of humidity. But from J une to

Novemberthecountryisinundated, the roads

are for the most part impassable, and travel

ling in the interior is difficult and disagree

able. The heat is too oppressive to allow

much active exertion in the middle of the

day, and the siesta is generally resorted to

from one to three o'clock, p. h., before and after

which time visits are paid and business trans-

acted. The pleasant evening time is, how-

ever, that of social enjoyment, especially from

half-past 8 o'clock to' about 11 o'clock.

The difference between the longest and

shortest day at Manilla is 1 h. 47 m. 12 s. On

the 20th June the sun rises at 5 h. 33 m. 12

3., and sets at 6 h. 26 m. 48 s. ; on the 20th

December it rises at G h. 26 m. 48 s., and sets

at 5 h. 33 m. 12 s.

The minimum yearly fall of rain is 84 inch-

es, the maximum 114. The average tempera-

ture is about 80 deg. Fah., and the variations

of the thermometer are confined within a lim-

ted range. Winter garments are scarcely

ever required.
-m.-,-

Like other tropical climates, the Philip-

pines are visited by the usual calamities gath-

ered by the wild elements round that line

which is deemed the girdle of the world.

Violent hurricanes produce fearful devasta-

tions ;
typhoons cover the coasts with wrecks,

inundations of rivers and excessive rains de

stroy the earth's produce, while long-continu-

ed droughts are equally fatal to the labors

nundate the earth with

their torrents of burning lava. Clouds of

locusts sometimes devour all that is green

upon the surfiice of the ground ;
and epidemic

diseases carry away multitudes of the human
race. The ravages caused by accidental fires

are often most calamitous, as the greater part

of the houses are constructed of inflammable

materials. When such a disaster occurs it

preads with great rapidity, and, there being

no adequate means of extinction, a whole

population is often rendered houseless.

During the change of the monsoons especial-

ly, the storms are often terrific, accompanied

by very violent rains, fierce lightning and

loud thunder. If in the night, the darkness

thickens. Many lose their lives by lightning

strokes, and houses are frequently carried

away by the vehemence of the torrents.

The largest of the volcanoes is that of

Mayon, in'Luzon. It is in the shape of a

sugar-loaf, perfectly conical. Its base covers

leat^ues, and it is one of the most prominent

objects and landmarks visible from the sea;

there is a constant smoke, sometimes accom-

panied by flames; its subterraneous sounds

are often heard at a distance of many leagues.

hich on different occa

.ions have been vomited forth from the cra-

ter. There is a description by the alcade of

an eruption in 1767, which lasted ten days,

during which a cone of iiame ascended, and a

river of lava was poured out for two months,

120 feet in breadth. Great ruin was caused

to the adjacent villages. The lava torrent

was followed about a month afterwards by

enormous outpourings of water, which either

greatly widened the beds of the existing riv-

ers, or formed new channels in their rush to-

wards the sea. The town of Malinao was

wholly destroyed and a third part of that of

Casana. Many other villages suffered ;
forests

were buried in sand ; which also overwhelm-

ed houses and human beings. The ravages

extended over a space of six leagues.

From an eruption at Buhayan, sixty leagues

from Zamboanga, in the island of Mindanao,

n 1640, large masses of stone were thrown

to a distance of two leagues. The ashes fell

._ the Moluccas and in Borneo. Dense dark-

ness covered Zamboanga. Ships at sea light-

ed their lamps at 8 a. m., but the light could

not be seen through the clouds of sand. The

mountain whence the explosion originated

disappeared, and a lake was formed and

still remains in the locality as a record of the

ao-itation. The waters of the lake were long

vdiite with ashes. The noise of the eruption

was heard at the distant city of Manila.

On the 21st of September, 1716, sounds like

those of heavy artillery proceeded from the

Taal volcano, and the mountain seemed to be

in a state of ignition over a span of three

leagues. Gigantic towers of boiling water

and ashes were thrown up, the earth shook

on all sides, the waters of the lake were agitat-

ed and overran its banks : this lasted for three

days. The water was blackened, and its

sulphurous smell infested the whole district.

In 1754 a yet more violent eruption, lasting

eicrht days, took place, with terrible explo-

sions, heavings of the earth, darkness, and

such clouds of dust and ashes that all the roofs

of the houses at Manila, at a distance of twen-
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ty leagues, were covered. Great masses of
stones, fire and smoke were thrown from the
mountain. The lake boiled in bubbles. Streams
of bitumen and sulphur ran over the district
of Bongbong. The alligators, sharks, tunnies,
and all the large fish, were destroyed in the
river and flung upon its banks. It is said that
subterranean and atmospheric thunders were
heard at a distance of a hundred leagues from
the volcano, and that the winds carried the

was mid-day darkness. Many pueblos were
•wholly destroyed

; others bearing the same
names have been since founded at a greater
distance from the mountain.
Lopez gives a description of his descent

into the crater. He employed 100 men for
eight days to make a slope for his going down.
He says the crater is oval, two miles in diarae
ter; that the lake within thecrater issurround
ed by level and solid ground; that there was
a deep chasm which had been recently ignit-
ed

; there was sulphur enough to load many
ships. The crater wall is perpendicular on
all sides

; that on the north 1,200 feet high,
the lowest exceeding 900 feet. The waters
of the lake were impregnated with sulphuric
acid, and 12 pounds of the water, when dis-
tilled, left a mineral residuum weighing 2i
pounds.
The destructive ravages and changes pro-

duced by earthquakes are nowhere more re-
markable than in the Philippines. They have
overturned mountains, they have filled up val-
leys, they have desolated extensive plains;
they have opened passages for the sea into
the interior; and from the lakes into the sea.
There are many traditional stories of these
terrestrial revolutions, but of late disasters
the records are trustworthy. That of 1796
was sadly calamitous. In 1824 many churches
in Manila were destroyed, together with the
principal bridge, the barracks, great numbers
of private houses; and a chasm opened of
nearly four miles in length. The inhabitants
all fled into the fields, and the six vessels in
the port were wrecked.
About twenty leagues from Manila is the

province of Batanza. In one of the bays is
an island remarkable for its beauty, for the
variety of its vegetation, and the number of
animals which inhabit it. The eastern part
of the island is a mountain, whose extinct vol-
cano is seen in the form of a truncated cone
ofenormous extent, surrounded by desolation,
The flanks of the mountain have been torn by
vast channels, down which the lava streams
must have flowed. The sides are covered
with ferruginous and sulphurous pyrites and
scoria, which make the ascent diflicult. It is
most accessible on the southern side, by which
we reach the mouth of the crater, whoso cir-
cumference exceeds three miles, and whose
deep and wild recesses exhibit astounding
evidences of the throes and agitations which
in former times must have shaken and con-
vulsed this portion of the earth. There are
still some signs of its past history in the
smoke which rises from the abyss; but what
characterizes the spot is the contrast between
the gigantic wrecks and ruins of JSTaturo on
one side, and the extreme loveliness and rich
variety of other parts of the landscape.
One cannot but be struck, in reference to

the geographical character of these islands,

accessible to the foot of man. There is noth-
ing to disturb their silence but the hum of
sects, the song of birds, the noises of wild a...
mals, the rustling of the leaves, or the fall of
decayed branches. It seems as if vegetation
revelled in undisturbed and uncontrolled 1

uriance. Creeping plants wander from tree
to tree

;
lovely orchids hang themselves from

trunks and boughs. One asks, why is so

,.,,,., T „ much sweetness, so much glory, wasted?
°
'"?! 1 f.^';'!''"'',^'-

^° ^^",''y thertf^But is it wasted ? These half concealed, half
developed treasures, are but reserved store
houses for man to explore

; they will furnish
supplies to awaken the curiosity and gratify
the inquiry of successive ages. Eove'where
he may—explore as he will—tax his intellect
with research, his imagination with inven-
tions—there is, there will be, an infinite field
around and about him, inexhaustible through
countless generations.

For " The Friend."

The valuable counsel contained in the epistle
of London Yearly Meeting of 18-12, is recom-
mended to the attention of the readers of
" The Friend," especially the concern therein
expressed for the religious training of the
young, and the need there is that older Friends
be themselves good examples in the practice
of self-denial and godly simplicity.
"This meeting has been brought under much

religious concern in consequence of the defi
ciencies acknowledged in the answers to the
fourth query. And we feel engaged earnestly
to press upon Friends the consideration of
the important particulars to which it refers.
Greatly do we desire that the subject of the
training up of our families in a religious life
and conversation, consistent with our Chris-
tian profession, may, in all its bearings, obtain
the increased and serious attention of Friends.

" We are glad to believe that the frequent
reading of the Holy Scriptures prevails in
most of our families. May the opportunities
for this purpose be more and more times of
reverent waiting upon the Lord, and of look-
ing to Him for the supply of our several needs,
And may parents be enabled to imbue the
minds of their children with a love of those
precious writings, and with a sense of the
high importance and Divine authority of their
contents.

We have been led at this time deeply to
feel how important is the efl'ect of example, in
the great work of religious training; and we
would aflFectionately entreat those to whom
the care of families is entrusted, to ask them-
selves, in the fear of the Lord, how far their
conduct and conversation, their self-denial,
and godly simplicity, are calculated to attract
to, and to lead forward in the Christian course
the minds of their beloved offspring.

" Powerful indeed upon others, and especi
ally upon the young, is the influence of a trulj
religious life. It answers to the witness of
God in their hearts and consciences

; and by
this witness they quickly perceive the incon-
sistencies with the Divine law, which may be
exhibited in the practice of those who are
around them. These inconsistencies have, we
believe, had no small influence in lowering, in
the estimation of the young, that standard of
plainness of speech, behavior, and apparel,
which we have ever deemed it our duty to
hold up to the world.

Him they may obtain the forgiveness of si

and be taught in his school who was me
and lowly of heart. How, dear Friends, sh
we prosecute this work, if we have not o
selves submitted to the yoke of Christ, a
been taught of Him ? We believe that no
few who have been measurably thus instru
ed, and who are religiously concerned for t

welfare of their families, will do well to lo

around them and consider, whether any thi

in their habits of life, whether the indulge
ces which they allow themselves, the chart
ter of their conversation, the persons wi
whom their children have intercourse, ai

the books and other publications which a
permitted to enter their houses, are not o
posed to the training of their families in
religious life and conversation. Let us n
esteem any of these things as insignificant.

" We should remember that our children,
well as ourselves, are beset with many tem
tations, and that the corrupt tendencies of tl

natural man, are evinced in very early 1

Highly important then is the endeavor
this period to inculcate right principles
action, and to form good habits. If the lo^

of the world and the pride of life be encou
aged by our conduct to our children in the
tender years, how can we expect to find thei
ready as they advance in life, to submit t

those restraints which we believe the Trut
leads into. We cannot gather grapes of thorni
nor figs of thistles. We must lay the founds
tion such as we would have the buildin
be

;
and carry into action in the earliesrin

tercourse with our children, the principles o
truth and simplicity,

"Parents should beware that they do no
cherish the seeds of vanity in their offspring
by providing them with ornamental attire
or gratify similar dispositions in themselves
by thus decorating even their children of th(
tenderest age. The will should be early sub
jected in the authority of Christian love; and
children accustomed from their very infancy,
to a strict adherence to truth-speaking.
"Above all things, dear Friends, let us seek

to impress upon the susceptible minds of our
youth, the fear and love of their Creator and
Redeemer, and the minding of those gentle
intimations of his will, which are frequently
made by the Spirit of Truth, upon the very
youthful heart.

"Blessed indeed is the child who is thus
betimes taught of the Lord, and led onwards
amidst the snares of youth in his holy way.
Well is known to many children, that struggle
described by the apostle, 'the flesh warrethi
against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the

'

flesh ;' and ' these two are contrary.' And '

it may be the privilege of those who have the
charge of youth, by example, and byword, to
help them in these conflicts, and strengthen
them to cleave to the Lord. And O may it

not be that any of these little ones are offend-
ed, and stumbled by the conduct of those to
whom they look up, as their instructors and
examples.

" We are renewedly persuaded that our tes-
timony to plainness of speech, behavior, and
apparel, rests upon sound, unalterable grounds.
It was in the hearty reception of the govern-
ment of Christ, and in love to Him and fidelity
to his law, that our forefathers in the light of
that truth which the Lord was pleased

S£i5iiH£:;SS:iSSS=5S3HSSSSSSI
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ve 8o largely insinuated themselves into the

,ablished customs, and the changing fash-

18 of the world. They were truly an honest,

lin and truth-speaking jieople : their con-

ct manifested that they wore not of this

irld ; and they believed it right to train up

sir children in those habits and practices

;o which the law of Christ had led them,

r present concern is that we may all be

ught to follow Christ in the same faithful-

.8 and devotedness of heart.

"Dear young Friends! We desire that the

jonsistencies or worldly-mindedness which

u may see around you, may not be permit-

l to offend or stumble you. Look, above

,
to your Heavenly Father, and to the per-

t example of your Lord and Saviour—the

tie ones are precious in His sight, and those

10 are of a teachable, tender, and obedient

nd, are the objects of his constant care and

re. We are persuaded that as j'ou walk in

3 fear of the Lord, minding his Light in

ur consciences, you will tind your peace

d growth in the Truth, to be connected

th the maintenance of our testimony to

linness of speech, behavior, and apparel;

d that this course does not lead you into a

eater separation from the habits of the

)rld, than is accordant with your own con-

jtions of what the Spirit of Truth requires,

d is conducive to your advancement in the

avenly race. • William Manley."

his dismay he found that the canoe and his spiders, as they are sometimes called, often

friend had drifted away to some distance I !
crawl on the sandy beach, and lie to all ap-

From the " Leisure Hour."

Tlie Octopus in tlie Pacific.

As there has been a good deal of contro

rsy of late about the habits of the octopus,

pecially as to the truth of its alleged attacks

: men, the following communication from

r. Gill, of Mangaia, will be read with inter-

t. In the South Pacific the name of the

topus is the poulpe, and Mr. Gill's paper,

ritteu without any knowledge of our Euro-

lan discussions, is entitled poulpe diving.

The octopus or poulpe, like the chameleon,

langes its hue at will in order to elude pur-

it. The poulpe-diver is usually provided

ith a sharp-pointed ironwood stake, a pock

-knife suspended from the neck, and a small

lantity of slacked lime securely wrapped up

leaves. Should the poulpe hide itself in

)le inaccessible to the stake, the lime is

read over the entrance; the fish dies in-

antaneously and floats to the surface.

Poulpe diving is not unattended with dan-

ir. Two natives go in a canoe a short dis-

mce outside the breakers; one to dive, the

her to take care of the canoe and to succor

is companion in case of need. Saturday is

le favorite fishing-day throughout the islands,

1 account of the approaching sabbath. Not
ng since the best diver on this island set off

ith a friend in quest of materials for a good

mner. Peering down through the clear wa-

he saw with pleasure a very large poulpe,

tentacula spread out over the coral bot-

)m. He accordingly dived down about

velve feet and prepared to strike the fish,

at the octopus had seen its foe and moved
s position, so that when Tauri had reached

le bottom it was behifid him. Whilst look-

ig about for his victim, he was suddenly

lade prisoner, both arms being secured by

tentacula of this formidable fish. Ho
iruggled hard to extricate one hand in order

) get at his knife ; but in vain. It now oc-

urred to him to strike his feet against the

ottom 80 as to rise to the surface, when to

Before it was possible for his companion to

reach him, the pinioned diver sank again.

Had this process been repeated, Tauri would
certainly have been drowned. At last it

providentially occurred to him to walk as

best he could along the rugged coral bottom

to the shore. Slowly and painfully he moved
on, the foe in no degree relaxing its grasp, un-

til he gained shallow water. Very exhausted
he emerged from the sea. The poulpe now
endeavoured to make its escape, but was pre-

vented by its quondam prisoner, who held on

to the thick part of the fish. With the as-

sistance of his companion it was soon dispatch-

ed. Including its long arms, it measured
somewhat more than six feet. On Tauri's

back was a wound made by the teeth of the

poulpe.

On another occasion a servant of mine went
diving for poulpes, leaving his son in charge

of the canoe. After a 8om_ewhat long inter-

val, the diver rose to the surface ; his arms
free, but nostrils and mouth completely cov-

ered with a large octipus, the entire face be-

ing firmly clasped by formidable tentacula

The sight was ridiculous and alarming, as i1

was impossible for the old man to breathe

With wonderful presence of mind the lad with

one hand immediately grasped his father by

the hair of his head, and with the other ac

tually tore oft' the poulpe and whisked it into

the canoe. But for this timely aid the old

man must have been suffocated,

tually the case many years ago with a man
who toolishly went alone.

The poulpe when cooked is very tough and
disagreeable to the European palate. I have

tasted it many times ; but cannot advise my
readers to emulate my example. To make it

tender, the natives resort to a very cruel prac

tice, viz., beating it with iron-wood sticks, or

even pounding it alive with large stones'

I once saw a woman deposit in the road, in

front of her house, a live poulpe just caught.

With unerring instinct the fish began to move
towards the sea, which was more than one

hundred yards away. The woman repeated-

ly crushed its tentacula with stones, her ex-

cuse being that such was the custom from
time immemorial to render the food tender

and palatable.

Ou dark nights the poulpe ventures on the

reef and prowls about in search of food. It

often happens that rats run about the sand,

close to the water's edge, to pick up scraps of

taro left by women and girls engaged in torch-

fishing. Very frequently a luckless rat, ob-

livious of danger whilst enjoying these stray

morsels, is suddenly seized by one or two of

the long and strong arms of this fish, and ut

terly powerless in its grasp is drowned and
devoured. Eats are often found inside the

stomach of the poulpe
Not long since some boys caught a rat and

threw it into the sea for the pleasure of see

ing it swim ashore again. As the rat was
coming ashore, it was seen by an octopus

hiding in the coral. Contrary to its usua'

practice, it unwisely gave chase by daylight

to its favorite prey. But while this marine
rat-catcher was enjoying its feast, the boys
approached unperceived and dispatched it

with a sharp-pointed stick.

At the island of Aitutaki there is a species

of poulpe which has two tentacula longer and
more powerful than the rest. These sea-

peaiance dead. The rats prowling about in

h of garbage thrown up by the waves,

see what appears to be an unusually good
feast. But no sooner do some of them go
near to nibble, than the wily fish encloses

them in its powerful arms and hurries off to

the sea with its prey !

At Manihiki and Rakaanga and many other

low coral islands lying about four hundred
miles from Mangaia, the poulpe or sea-spider

is accustomed to leave the sea and travel over

the sand and broken coral to climb the pau-
danus-trees which grow on the beach, in or-

der to feast upon their sweet-scented and
sweet-tasted flowers and fruit. At dawn these

curious fish may be seen in clusters on the

outspread branches of the pandanus thus en-

joying themselves ; but as soon as their sharp
eyes perceive the approach of their enemy,
man, they instantly drop on the stones be-

neath, and hasten back to their proper ele-

ment.
A small fish called the " pakevakeva," with

remarkably sharp teeth, persecutes the octo-

pus most cruelly. Its bite is directed to a
single arm ; the attacker instantaneously re-

treating to a safe distance, lest it should be

enfolded in the fatal embrace of the poulpe.

Sea-spiders are often caught which have lost

all their eight arms by the repeated attacks

of this daring little fish. Such octopi are al-

most defenceless, and experience great diffi-

culty in feeding, being in the same predica-

ment as a man who should lose his hands and
feet; his only remaining resources being a
dexterous use of his teeth.

At the Penrhyn Islands the poulpe was
worshipped down to their reception of Chris-

tianity, in 1S56. When advised by our native

evangelists to eat this fish, the heathen said,

" We shall surely die if we injure our God."
" Try this once," said the teachers, proffering

at the same time a cooked poulpe, which had
been caught bj' themselves. After much per-

suasion, one or two of them tremblingly ven-

tured to imitate the example of their spiritual

instructors, and just tasted a mouthful. The
heathen bystanders felt sure that their im-

pious fellow-countrymen would suddenly swell

to an enormous size and burst. After wait-

ing a long time and finding that no evil con-

sequences followed, they all loudly condemn-
ed their own folly in former years, and par-

taking of the food so entirely new to their

palate, pronounced it excellent!

The best time for obtaining t

early morning, when it is perfectly white.

The contrast with the dark coral bottom en-

ables the diver to see it at a great distance.

At midday and in the afternoon the ever-

changing hues—mottled, yellow, scarlet, and
dark brown—almost defy detection.

Should the diver lose his hold of the fish, a

sudden discharge of sepia most eft'ectually

conceals the poulpe. This sepia is highly

prized for bait by anglers of the " api," a dark
spotted fish very, plentiful in these waters.

When mixed wiih caudle-nut oil and plaster-

ed over the fish-hook, it is greedily devoured.

Formalism.—Undoubtedly there are many
motives by which men are induced to substi-

tute the form of godliness for its power; but

all, perhaps, may be summed up in one great

fact, namely, the power of godliness, or true

spiritual religion, requires purity of heart and
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vprightness of life. Such is the rehxtion of the
spiritual element in man to the moral, that
when the former is in a healthy and active
state, it exerts a controlling intluence over the
latter. He who stands in awe of God will not
sin while under the full influence of this emo-
tion. So where sin reigns, the power of god-
liness cannot dwell. As well think of main-
taining ordinary combustion under water, as
true devotion in a heart under the dominion
of sin. It is this spiritual in man which strug
gleswith his carnality. " For the flesh lusteth

against the spirit, and the spirit against the
flesh ; and these are contrary the one to the
other." As the one lives, the other must die,

Hence the fierceness of the conflict. How
true to the experience of all who are strug
gling to rise up into the higher life is the out
cry of the Apostle, " O wretched man that I

am ! who shall deliver me from the body of

this death ?" But while the power of godii

ness is thus irreconcileablj^ opposed to sin

and must ever war against it, it is not so with
the form. It may be worn over a heart full

of all manner of uncleanness—a heart wherein
dwell pride, avarice, unholy ambition, hatred
envy, and lust. It may walk hand in hand
with robbery, oppression, and fraud. It can
sing hymns and repeat praj'ers with the same
lips that utter falsehood and slander. Though
the livery of heaven, it may be worn in the
service of the devil. The power of godliness
requires self-denial, which may be as the cut
ting off of the hand, or the plucking out of
the eye; the form allows of any amount of

self-indulgence. Hence the readiness to ob-

serve the form while neglecting or denying
the power. There are many motives to bt

religious, and many more to have the reputa
tion of being so. But to be so in fact, to be
a Christian indeed, sin must be dethroned and
God exalted ; selfishness must be subdued,
and the love of neighbor take its place. These
are hard sayings f'or the natural man. H
inquires if godliness cannot be made easier, if

this painful self denial cannot be avoided, if,

in some way, sin and godliness cannot be re
eonciled and made to dwell together peace
fully in the same heart. Ah, how strong the
temptation to assume the form and to deny
the power of godliness; or, having the power,
to compromise with sin till the power dies in

the form ! Thus formalism is a comprom
between a sense of religion, duty, and interest
on the one hand, and a love of sin on the
other.

—

Christian Advocate.

THE FRIEND.
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SUMMAKY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—London dispatches say tliat the cattle

plague has appeared in Yorlisliire.

The recent reports of the potato crop are more favor-
able, and it is believed the deficiency will not be so
great as was apprehended.
The Staffordshire iron master.? have reduced the price

of finished iron £2 per ton.

Agrarian violence is rife in some parts of Ireland.
Landholders in the vicinity of Newport have been shot
at and other outrages committed.

Negotiations are in progress for a new commercial
treaty between England and France. The French
government proposes to establish compensatory duties
in proportions exactly determined between raw ma-
terials and manufactured goods.
On the 2d inst., the passenger train from London to

Edinburg, while running at a very rapid rate, came in I in

collision, near Kirtle Bridge, with a freight train, caus-
ing the instant death of eleven persons, and the serious
injur_v of a much larger number.
A London dispatch of the 8th says : An explosion

took place in a coal mine at Morley yesterday, while
the miners were at work. Thirty men are known to

have been killed. The Hilda, of Liverpool, was wreck-
ed yesterday off South Shields, and all on board were
lost.

London, 10th mo. 7th.—Consols 92*. U. S. Bonds,
1865, 94 ;

ten-forlies, 88.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 9|(Z. ; Orleans, lOJrf.

Bed winter wheat, 12s. a 12s. 3d. per 100 lbs.

The celebrated palace and monastery of the Escurial,

24 miles north-west of Madrid, was struck by lightning
on the 2d inst. The building was quickly on tire and
sustained great damage before the flames were extin-
guished. The Escurial was built by Philip II., between
1563 and 15S4, at a cost of more than $15,000,000, and
was the stateliest and most imposing of all the palaces
of Spain.

A report which has latterly been current that the
Spanish government had resolved to submit to a council
of the European powers its claims against the United
States for damages inflicted by filibustering expeditions
to Cuba, is pronounced untrue.

As the time granted to the people of Alsace and
Lorraine to choose between German and French citizen-

ship drew toward a close the inhabitants withdrew into
France in great numbers. It was estimated that 88,000
emigrating Alsatians will take up their residence in
Nancy alone, while many will g-o to other places. The
population of Metz has been reduced to only 10,000
persons, about 18,000 left that city in two weeks, to

seek homes under French protection. Subscriptions
have been opened in Paris for the relief of those who
have left their homes in order to retain their French
citizenship.

There are rumors that President Thiers intends, at

the next session of the Assembly, to urge the Conserva-
tive Deputies to support a proposition for the definitive
establishment, by proclamation, of a Eepublic based on
strictly conservative principles.

_
The Pope, replying to the deputation which visited

him on the anniversary of the plebiscitum in Bome,
declared that the triumph of the church would a.ssuredly
come ; if not in his lifetime, in that of his successors.

Late advices from Bombay report that the cholera is

disappearing.

A dispatch from Yokohama states that two-thirds of
the treasure lost by the burning of t^p steamship
America at that port, has been recovered.
The railroad now being constructed from Lima to

Oroya, piercing the Andes, will, when completed, be a
remarkable work. The tunnel, which is 3,000 feet
long, is being excavated at an altitude of 1.5,000 feet

above the level of the sea, and with extraordinary
rapidity. Many lives have already been lost among
the workmen by disease induced by the rarefied atmos-
phere. Indians alone are employed in the work, no
others being able to endure prolonged labor at that
high elevation.

The Paris Official .lournal announces the appoint-
ment of a French Supreme Council of War, the mem-
bers of which are Marshal MacMahon, Marshal Can-
robert, General L'Admirault, Duke d'Aumale, Admiral
de la Eociere, and M. Ozerne. The council is charged
with the organization and administration of the army
but not with the direction of military movements.
Von Arnim, the German ambassador, has notified

the Minister of Foreign Affairs that citizens of France,
entering German territory on and after the first of next
month, must be provided with passports.
United States.—Miscellaneous.—The interments in

Philadelphia last week numbered 240, including S(

children under two years of age. There were 36 death.,
of consumption, 15 marasmus, 13 inflammation of the
brain, 10 old age.
The mean temperature of the Ninth month, by the

Pennsylvania Hospital record, was 70.03 deg., the
highest during the month 93 deg., and the lowest 53
deg. Amount of rain 3.82 inches. The average of the
mean temperature of the Ninth month, for the past S3
years, is stated to be 66.29 deg., the highest mean for
that month during the past 83 years, was 72.68, and
the lowest in that entire period was 60 deg., in 1840.
The total rain fall of the first nine months of this year
has been 38.69 inches. In the corresponding months,
1871, it was 37.14 inches.

The attempt to acclimatize the Cashmere goat in
California has been successful, the animal attaining a
larger size and yielding a finer fleece than in its native

The public debt of the United States on the first in

less cash in the Treasury, was $2,166,994,677, wh
is $10,327,343 less than on the first of the preced

month. The decrease in the debt since 3d mo. .

1869, has been §358,468,583. The balance in the Tr
sury consisted of $78,417,220 coin, and $8,499,193 >

rency.

A large number of miners have returned to

Francisco from Arizona, denouncing the reports

diamond fields in that territory as a fraud.

AVatson's machine shop and silk factory in Pattersi

N. J., were burned the night of the 4th inst., estimai

loss 3300,000.
Mori, the Japanese Minister at AVashington, has :

thorized a denial of the recent published statement
regard to the unsettled condition of affairs in Japi
and an alleged reactionary movement. The latest <

vices, he says, are that the country is quiet and govei
mental affairs progressing favorably.

The fifth cargo of tea to the United States via t

Suez Canal, arrived at New Y'ork on the 24th
seventy-five days from Shanghai. The cargo consist

of 3,100 tons.

The Markets, tic.—The following were the quolatic
on the 7th inst. New York.—American gold, 11;

U. S. sixes, 1881, 116; ditto, 1868, 1141-; ditto, 10-
5 per cents, 107J. Superfine flour, $6 a $6.35 ; Sti

extra, $7 a S7.30 ; finer brands, $7.50 a $11.25. No
Chicago spring wheat, $1.44; No. 2 do., $1.49 a SI
red western, $1.64. No. 2 western barlev, §1. (

41 a 50 cts. State rye, 90 a 92 cts. Western m
corn, 631- a 64 cts. ; western white, 67 a 68 cts.; southe
white, 81 a 82 cts. Bio coffee, 14 a 17f cts. ; Jav;
a 20 cts. gold, f ',ir..liivi ri.>», 81 a 9 cts. ; India,
cts. Cuba siiL'i'-, - :!

i; .i<. Philadelphia.—Cottc
191- a 20 cts. I . [lands, and New Orleai
Superfine flour. .-,..' a -i._i; extras $6 a $6.25 ; f

brands, S6.50 a .^lo.-jU. Western red wheat, $1.(

S1.72 ; amber, $1.S0 a -1.S5 ; white, $1.90 a $2. Ej
75 cts. Yellow corn, 67 cts. ; western mixed, 641 a

cts. Oats, 39 a 44 cts. Smoked hams, 16 a 18
Clover-seed, 10 a 101 cts. About 3,800 beef cattle s

at the Avenue Drove-yard. Choice at 7J a 7J cts. p
lb. gross ; fair to good, 6 a 7 cts., and common 31
cts. per lb. Choice sheep sold at 61 cts. per lb. gr
and fair to good, 5 a 51 cts. Receipts 15,000 hea
Sales of 4,300 corn fed hogs at $7 a $7.50 per lb. m
Baltimore.—Common to fair red wheat, $1.50 a $1.7
Southern white corn, 67 a 71 cts.

;
yellow, 68 a 69 cts

western mixed, 67 cts. Oats, 42 a 45 cts. Lard, 8J-

8| cts. Chicago.—"So. 2 spring wheat, *1.12J ; No.
do., $1.20. No. 2 mixed corn, 32J cts. No.

"

21 J cts. Eye, 52 cts. Lard, 8| a 8J cts. Cincinna
—Family flour, $7.50 a $7.75. Red wheat, $1.50
$1.55; white, $1.65 a $1.75. Eye, 71 a 73 cts. 01
oats, 34 a 38 cts. ; new, 30 a 35 cts. Lard, 7| a f

A Stated meeting of the " Haverford School Associi
tion," will be held at the Committee-room of Arc
Street Meeting-house in this city, on Second-day, 14t
inst., at 3 o'clock, p. ii.

Philip C. Gakkett,
Philada., 10th mo. 1872. Secretary.

WESTTOWN BOAEDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Term of this Institution opens on th

2Sth of Tenth month next. Parents and others
"

intend to send pupils will please make early applica
tion to Aaron Sharpless, Superintendent, (addres
Street Road P. O., Chester Co., Pa.), or to Charle-s 3
Aleen, Treasurer, No. 304 Arch street, Philadelphii

Eighth mo. 13th, 1872.

WANTED,
At AVesttown Boarding School, a well qualifies

Teacher to take charge of the first Mathematical De'
partment for Boys. Application to be made to

Clarkson Sheppard, Greenwich, N. Jersev,
Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch street, Philada.,

i

Samuel Morris, Olnev, near Philada.,
j

Charles Evans, M. D.,"702 Race street, Philada,

FEIENDS' ASYLUM FOE THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia. '

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. AVorth-:
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may he.

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board oi

Managers.

Died, at his residence near Muscatine, Iowa, on the

m -
, ,„„„„„, 19th of Ninth month, 1872, AVileiam H. Davidson,

intry. Ihere are now about 10,000 Cashmere goats son of Amy H. Eldridge, in the 3Sth year of his age, a
the btate.

| member of Bloomington Monthly Meeting.
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Ancient Peru.

The following notices of Peruvian Euins,

some of the great works of the former

habitants of that country, are taken from
ildwiu's valuable book on Ancient America.

The ruins of Ancient Peru are found chiefly

the elevated table-lands of the Andes, be-

?een Quito and Lake Titicaca; but they can

traced five hundred miles farther south, to

lili, and throughout the region connecting

high plateaus with the Pacific coast,

great district to which the}^ belong, ex-

nds north and south about two thousand
iles. When the marauding Spaniards arrived

the country, this whole region was the seat
' a populous and prosperous empire, co

ete in its civil organization, supported by
efficient system of industry, and present-

a very notable development of some of the

ore important arts of civilized life. These
lins differ from those in Mexico and Central

merica. No inscriptions are found in Peru
;

lere is no longer a marvellous abundance of

3Corations; nothing is seen like the mono-
ths of Copan or the bas-reliefs of Palenque.

he method of building is different ; the Peru-

ian temples were not high truncated pyra-

ids, and the great edifices were not erected

1 pj'ramidal foundations. The Peruvian
lins show us remains of cities, temples,

alaces, other edifices of various kinds, for-

esses, aqueducts (one of them 450 miles

)ng) great roads (extending through the

hole length of the empire) and terraces on

le sides of the mountains. For all these con-

iructions the builders used cut stone laid in

lortar or cement, and their work was done
dmirably, but it is every where seen that the

lasonry, although sometimes ornamented,
j&s generally plain in style and always mas-
ive. The antiquities in this region have not

een as much explored and described as those

orth of the isthmus, but their general charac-

er is known, and particular descriptions of

ome of them have been published.

The Spanish conquest of Peru furnishes one
f the most remarkable chapters in the his-

ory of audacious villainy. It was the work
f successful buccaneers as unscrupulous as

iny crew of pirates that ever robbed and
nurdered on the ocean. After their settle-

ments began on the islands and the Atlantic

coast, rumors came to them of a wonderful

country somewhere at a distance in the west.

They knew nothing of another ocean between

them and the Indies; the western side of the

continent was a veiled land of mystery, but

the rumors, constantly repeated, assured them

that there was a country in that unknown
region where gold was more abundant than

iron among themselves. Their strongest pas-

sions were moved : greed for the precious

metals and thirst for adventures.

Balboa was hunting for Peru when he dis-

covered the Pacific, about 1511 A. d. Ho \yas

guided across the isthmus by a young native

chief, who told him of that ocean, saying it

was the best way to the country where all the

common household utensils were made of gold.

At the bay of Panama, Balboa heard more of

Peru, and went down the coast to find it, but

did not go south much beyond the eighth de-

gree of north latitude. In his company of ad-

venturers at this time was Francisco Pizarro.

by whom Peru was found, subjugated, robbed

and ruined, some fifteen or twenty years later.

Balboa was superseded byPedrarias, another

greedy adventurer, whose jealousj' arrested

his operations and finally put him to death.

The town of Panama was founded in 1519 by

this Pedrarias, chiefly as a point on the Pacific

from which he could seek and attack Peru.

Under his direction, in 1522, the search was

attempted by Pascual de Andagoya, but he

foiled to get down the coast beyond the limit

of Balboa's exploration. Meanwhile clearer

and more abundant reports of the rich and

marvellous nation to be found somewhere be-

low that point were circulated among the

Spaniards, and their eagerness to reach it be-

came intense.

In 1524, three men could have been seen in

Panama busily engaged in preparing another

expedition to go in search of the golden coun-

try. These were Francisco Pizarro, a bold

and capable adventurer, who could neither

read nor write; Diego de Almagro, an impul-

sive, ]>a8sionate, reckless soldier of fortune,

and Hernando de Luque, a Spanish ecclesi-

astic. Vicar of Panama, and a man well ac-

quainted with the world, and skilled in read-

ing character, acting at this time, it is said,

for another person who kept out of view.

They had formed an alliance to discover and

rob Peru. Luque would furnish most of the

funds, and wait in Panama for the others to

do the work. Pizarro would be commander-

in-chief. The vessels used would necessarily

be such as could be built at Panama, and,

therefore, not very efficient

Pizarro went down the coast, landing from

time to time to explore and rob villages, until

he reached about the fourth degree of north

latitude, when he was obliged to return for

supplies and repairs. It became necessary

to reconstruct the contract and allow Ped

rias an

the equator, and encountered a vessel " like

a European Caravel," which was, in fact, a

Peruvian balsa, loaded with merchandize,

vases, mirrors of burnished silver, and curious

fabrics of cotton and woolen.

It became again indispensable to send back

to Panam^i for supplies and repairs, and Pi-

zarro was doomed to wait for them seven

months on an island. He next visited Tum-
beg, in Peru, and went to the ninth degree of

south latitude; but he was obliged to visit

Spain to get necessary aid before he could at-

tempt anj^ thing more, and it was not until

the year 1531 that the conquest of Peru was

actually undertaken.

In 1531 Pizarro finally entered Tumbeg
with his buccaneers, and marched into the

country, sending word to the Inca that he

came to aid him against his enemies. There

had been a civil war in the country, which

had been divided by the great Inca Huayna
Capac, the conqueror of Quito, between his

two sons, Huascar and Atahuallpa, and Huas-

car bad been defeated and thrown into prison,

....d finally put to death. At a city called

Caxamalca, Pizarro contrived, by means of

the most atrocious treachery, to seize the

Inca and massacre some ten thousand of the

principal Peruvians, who came to his, camp
unarmed on a friendly visit. This throw the

whole empire into confusion, and made the

conquest easy. The Inca filled a room with

gold as the price of his ramsom ;
the Span-

Tards took the gold, broke their promise, and

put him to death.

It is now agreed that the Peruvian antiqui-

ties represent two distinct periods in the an-

cient history of the country, one being much
older than the other. Prescott accepts and

repeats the opinion that "there existed in the

eountryj a race advanced in civilization, be-

fore the'time of the Incas," and that the ruins

on the shores of Lake Titicaca are older than

the reign of the first Inca. In the work of

Rivero and Von Tschudi, it is stated that a

„ritical examination of the monuments "in-

dicates two very different epochs in Peruvian

art, at least so far as concerns architecture
;

one before and the other after the arrival of

the first Inca." Among the ruins which be-

long to the older civilization are those at Lake

Tituiaca, old Huanuco, Tiahuanaco, and Gran

Chimu, and it probably originated the roads

and aqueducts. At Cuzco and other places

are remains of buildings which represent the

later time; but Cuzco of the Incas appears to

have occupied the site of a ruined city of the

older period.

At Lake Titicaca some of the more ina-

portant remains are on the islands. On Titi-

caca Island are the ruins of a great edifice

described as a palace or temple. Remains of

other structures exist, but their ruins are old,

much older than the time of the Incas. They
and had doorswere all built of hewn stone

nterest in it. On the next voyage, land windows, with posts, sills, and thresholds

of the vessels went half a degree south of |of stones, the doorways being narrower above
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than below. On the island of Coati there are
remarkable mine. The largest building here
is also described as a palace or temple, al-

though it may have been something else. It

was not high, but very large in extent. It

stood around three sides of a parallelogram,
with some peculiarities of construction con-
nected with the ends or wings. Making al-

lowance for the absence of the pyramidal
foundations, it has more resemblance to some
of the great buildings in Central America
than to any thing peculiar to the later period
of Peruvian architecture.

CTo be continued.)

Selected for "The Friend."

Eachel Price has left the following account
of her early religious impressions. " I believ

children are often visited with the endearin^
influence of Divine Love in their hearts even
in early years. When I look back to the
many precious feelings that 1 was favored to
witness in early life, my mind is clothed with
gratitude to the Author of my existence for
his care of me. Often, when my pious parents
were concerned to collect their numerous off-

spring together and read the Scriptures or
some good book, the sweet impressions that
I sometimes felt remain fresh in my recollec-
tion, now in advanced age. I mention this
for the encouragement of parents, who may
have young families coming up around them,
to take up the cross and invite their children
together, not merely in a formal manner, but
with sincere desires for mutual improvement.
Although parents may not see their pious
labor and care crowned with success, yet 1
believe they will receive the reward of peace,
and may have the hope that their concern
and exercise may, like the bread cast upon
the waters, be found after many days. I can
freely acknowledge that the tender care of
my pious parents was the means, under the
guidance of best wisdom, of preserving
my youthful days, from many of the snares
into which too many of the unguarded fall,

in passing along the slippery paths of youth'
They were not stern or severe in their com
mands, but kept the way open for advice and
counsel. I seldom or ever parted with my
dear mother, without her saying to me some-
thing iu this wise: 'Now thou wilt be from
under my eyes for a short time, but remem-
ber that thou art always under the All-Seeing
Eye that is watching over us in mercy.' I at
that time thought there was an over anxious
solicitude about me, but since I have experi-
enced the anxiety of a mother, I feel thank-
ful for her care."

In the 5th month, 1782, Rachel Kirk (after-
wards Price) was passing by the gate of
Friends' meeting-house, at Second and Market
streets, Philada., and was stopped by a Friend
who took her hand, and asked, " Whence
comest thou ?" Being told the place and her
name, and having answered as to the settle-
ment in life of her sister Rebecca, whom the
Friend had met before, and whom ho remem-
bered and loved, he paused and said, "Rachel,
it will be thy turn next, and be careful that
thou place thy affections upon virtue. Let
not anything short of virtue sway thy mind.
If anything inferior should gain pre-eminence
in thy view, difficulties may ensue ; but if vir-
tue and piety govern thy mind in making a
choice of a companion, you may walk halid
in hand happily together through life, and be
true helpmates to each other." Still holding

her by the hand, he continued,— " Farewell : There are, indeed, only four primitive
now mind what I eay." This Friend was'radical kinds of taste—acid,
Samuel Emlen, an eminent minister, who [bitter. Th
through life seemed to hav

eet, salt, a
be shown by experime

been gifted withllf we close our nostrils on tasting any sat
prophetic spirit. That casual meeting— substance, the perceived taste will come unc
3ual8ofarasmancandiscern—in the crowd- one or other of these four heads. Thus wh

ed market-place, produced a lasting impres
sion, and may have determined the current
of a happy and useful life. Narrating it to
her children, after she had lived in wedlock
for more than half a century, and known all

the experience of a long life, she said
thought it a remarkable interview with an
entire stranger. But it was of great use to
me in settling my mind to make a prudent
choice, which was soon after brought to a
trial, having but a few days previously be-
come acquainted with Philip I?rice, with whom
his prediction has been verified, and as far re-

alized as can be expected in this probationary
state of trial, for our refinement and prepara-
tion for a more perfect state of existence."
They were married on the 20th of the 10th
month, 178-1. Assisted by the opportune ad-
vice, she preferred the serious, virtuous, and
solid character, to the more gay and showy,
and enjoyed the felicity of a congenial com-
panionship through life, but witnessed the
moral declension of him of specious address
and appearance, who had had but a momen-
tary power to hold her choice in suspense.

—

Memoir of Philip and Rachel Price.

From "Good Health."

Smell.

The seat of the sense of smell, says M
Papillon, in the Moniteur Scientiflque, is, as

we know, in the lining membrane of the nos
trils. This membrane has a mucous and irre
gular surface, over which spread a number of
nerves, with delicate terminations. It secretes
a lubricating liquid. By means of muscles,
the apparatus of smell is dilated or contracted,
like that of sight.

The mechanics of smell are, simply, the
contact of odorous particles and the olfactory
nerve. These particles are carried by the air
into the nostrils. U, on the one hand, the
nerve is injured, or even compressed; if, on
the other, the air is prevented from passing
into the nostrils, there is an absence of smell.
The upper part of the nostrils is the most sen-
sitive as regards odor. The sense of smell
varies much in different people. Some are
entirely without it. Others are quite insen-
sible to certain odors; a case similar to that
of Daltonism, in which some eyes fail to per-
ceive certain colors. It is recorded of a cer-
tain priest that he perceived no odors but
those of smoke and decayed cabbage, and to
another person vanilla seemed quite inodor-

Blumenbach speaks of an Englishman
who could not perceive the fragrance of mig-
nonette.

Smell is sometimes voluntary, sometimes
involuntary. In the former case, to obtain a
ively sensation, we close the mouth and make
I long inspiration, or a series of short and
jerking ones. The muscles contract the orifice
of the nostrils, and thus increase the intensity
of the current of air. On the other hand,
when we wish not to smell, we expire through
the nose so as to drive away the odorous air,
and inspire by the opened mouth.

Smell and odors are closely connected with
the phenomena of taste or gustation. Most
savors perceived by us arise from a combina-
tion of sensations of smell with those of taste.

the sa'vthe olfactory membrane is

of food is altered.

How do odorous substances act with refe

ence to the matter which separates them fro
the organ of smell ? Prevost, in 1799, show
that if an odorous body were put in a saue
full of water the emanations from it agitat
the molecules of the water visibly. The
motions, of which camphor gives a very gO(
example, have been recently studied by ]

Liegeois.

He found that some substances caus(
movements of gyration and translation
the water surface, similar to those of eamphc
Of this class are benzoic acid, succinic aid, at
orange bark. In the case of others, this m
tion ceases very soon, as they become encase
in an oily layer over their surface.

He thinks these motions are due, not to
disengagement of gas, causing something lik

recoil, but to the separation and rapid diffi

sion of the odorous particles in the walei
The f5uid shows affinity for these. Similarh
a drop of oil falling on water sends out an ii

finite number of very small globules, whic
spread through the liquid, while the volum
of the drop is not sensibly diminished. S
with aromatic essences; though insoluble i:

water, the small odorous particles tend to dit

perse themselves in it. A small quantity o
odorous powder will thus impart perfume ti

a large body of water.

It is the same odorous molecules which an
carried to our nostrils; and the action of water
is thought by M. Liegeois, to assist in tbi

formation of them. In the morning, whet
the ground is moist, and the flowers an
covered with dew-drops, there is a large ex
halation of perfume. Similarly after a showei
of rain. In gustation we have something
analogous; the saliva is fitted to diffuse tht

odorant principle; by the motion of the tongue
in the cavity of the mouth, this diffusion is

promoted, for the surface of evaporation i

enlarged. Now, in the same way as the sma
particles diffuse themselves in water do they
diffuse themselves in air, which then becomes
the vehicle carrying them to our nostril

Some odorous substances have a very great
diffusibility. Ambergris, newl}' cast on the
shore, is smelt a long way off. Bertholin states

that the odor of rosemary oft' the Spanish
coast is perceptible long before the land comes
iu sight. The degree of division of the par-

ticles is in some eases marvellous. A grain
of musk will perfume an apartment for a
whole year, without sensibly losing weight
Haller mentions having kept for forty years
some pieces of paper perfumed with a grain
of ambergris, and at the end of that time they
still retained their odor.

It is to be noted that the odorous particles

are sent out, and the body emitting them does
not act as a centre of agitation, giving rise to
vibrations. It is thus a different case from
those of light and heat. The odor is the odor-
ous molecule itself; whereas light, as per-
ceived, is not the luminous body.
We cannot tell whether oxygen has some

chemical influence on the particles, nor what
kind of action takes place on contact of the
particle with the nerve, whether a mechani-
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agitation or a chemical decomposition,

t the distinction of the scnaes into physical

ffht, touch, and bearing), and chemical (taste

i smpll), is a just one. In the latter, con-

t is always implied.

The intensity and delicacy of the sense of

ell vary in different individuals and races

some it is wonderfully sensitive. Wood-

,rt tells of a woman who predicted storms

eral hours in advance from the sulphurous

jr (due to ozone probably), which she per-

ved in the air. A young American, who
,s deaf, dumb, and blind, became a good

anist, simply by the sense of smell. It is,

vever, in some of the lower animals that

find the sense most highly developed;

ninants, pachydermous animals, and, above

irniverous raammifers. Smell is, with

ne of them, like an eye, which sees objects,

t only where they are but where they have

The keen scent of the dog is well

own.
Humboldt mentions that when, in his trav-

in South America, it was desired to attract

dors, all they had to do was to slaughter

ox or a horse, and in a short time the odor

iracted a number of these birds, though

were visible previously. Of birds, waders

the largest olfactory nerves, and their

Qse of smell is most highly developed

The olfiictory organ in reptiles isf large,

shes also have an olfactory membrane; and

hermen have observed that they are driven

ray when certain odorous substances are

rown into the water. Sharks and other

racious fishes often gather from great dis-

nces when a carcass is thrown into the sea.

astaceans are not insensible to emanations

bich come in contact with their olfactory

ires.

Entomologists say that the sense of smell

insects is very subtle, but it is difficult to

termine the seat of it. When meat is ex-

ised in the air flies soon appear in great

imbers, though none were seen before. The
rcases of animals left on the ground attract

)sts of insects, which find nourishment in

lem, and deposit their eggs. This will often

ippen when the object is concealed, so that

eir search cannot be guided by sight.

1 Selection from tlie Memoranda and Letters of the

late Eliziilietli lireer—for private circulation.

CContinned from page 59.)

To C. M., on her leaving home to attend the

Yearly Meeting in Dublin.

Kaheen, Fourth month 30th, 1866.

. . . Please to give my love to any dear

friend who may think me worthy to inquire

fter, and say that I never loved my friends

more at any time in my life; that I never

. ...ued the testimonies given us as a religious

Society to uphold faithfully to the world more

than at the pi-esent time. And now having

numbered many days, the nearer I draw to

the end thereof, I may say I believe those

precious testimonies are in accordance with

he Gospel. Although I have seen many

changes, I have never seen any in the un-

changeable truth as it is in Jesus—" The foun-

dation of God standeth sure, having this seal,

the Lord knoweth them that are his." Then

let the righteous hold on their way, and they

that are of clean hands shall wax stronger

and stronger,—strong in the Lord, and in the

power of His might.

With desire that the Holy Head may rule

and reign over all, to His own praise, and for

the help of those who may be going heavily

on their way,
I am thy affectionate friend,

Elizabeth Greer.

a sleepless night, even to the dawning of the

day, and now in the evening of my life is in-

creasingly precious to me. I should not con-

sider the day comfortably spent without the

morning and evening reading of the Scrip-

tures. But, dear friend, I have never dared

to place them above that Living Eternal Word

—the Holy Spirit—which was before words

were and will remain when words shall cease

for ever.

The Holy Scriptures testify of themselves,

and are a blessing to us, calling for deep and

humble gratitude to the Great Giver; so that

throughinspired writers we have this precious

book as our school-master, to lead us unto

Christ, and that we may know an abiding in

Him, the living vine, through the unerring

Spirit that gave them forth.

And now I hope thou wilt bear with thy

aged sister, and allow me to ask thee, did thy

heavenly Father require this thing at thy

hands? thus to place the Bible above Himself

and His blessed and Holy Spirit.

Lot me entreat thee to retire before thy

Lord, and enter into deep searching of heart,

that thou may'st come clearly to know what

is His good and acceptable will in this thing.

Jlay the light of His truth be thy experience

!

I must tell thee that having numbered

nearly eighty-eight years, 1 have seen many

changes in our beloved Society. Some in Eng-

land, who were anointed and, I fully believe,

appointed to preach the Gospel, and also some,

at different periods, in my own native land,

whom I knew before thou wast born, did run

well for a season, yet, by leaning to their own

understanding, worldly wisdom and acquire-

ments, they fell to the ground and pierced

themselves through with many sorrows and

brought dishonor on the truth. Had these

poor fallen ones kept to the guidance of the

Blessed Spirit, the cruel enemy, ever watch-

ing for our M/iwatchfulness, would not have

thus prevailed against them.

I can also say I have lived to see very many

of the Lord's faithful ones, who, by an hum-

ble and entire dependence on the leadings of

His Holy Spirit, kept their different callings

and ranks in righteousness, the savor of their

lives has often been felt, even in our silent

meetings, as well as when they were called

forth to preach the unsearchable riches of

Christ. I believe these worthies could—when

their work on earth was accomplished—in

livino- experience adopt the language " I have

fought a good fight. I have finished my course.

I have kept the faith. Hencelorth there is

laid up for me a crown of righteousness, which

the Lord, the Eighteous Judge, shall give me

at that day, and not to me only, but unto all

them also that love His appearing."—2 Tim.

iv. 7, 8. And, dear friend, may thy end and

mine be like unto their glorious end. Let us

mind the injunction :
" Quench not the Spirit.

Despise not prophesying." "Touch not mine

anointed, and do my prophets no harm.

Thou must make excuse for my aged eyes—

scarcely able to write legibly.

Had we, as a Society, followed our early

Friends—bright sons of the morning—as they

followed Christ, we should now be as a city

set upon a hill, and others seeing our good

works, would have fled as doves to our win-

dows.
I have a consoling belief that our Holy

Head will raise up witnesses for Himself, and

To
Eighth month 6th, 1866.

. I am about endeavoring, my loved

friend, to convey to thee something of the

favor 'bestowed on our little Church here,

through that blessed Spirit on which some of

us lean, and hope, for a revival of the kingdom

of our God, and of His Christ. In a joint

meeting of men and women Friends, two dear

servants of the Lord laid before us their con-

cern to visit us in our families, which was

cordially united with, they having first in our

meetings given full proof of their ministry,

that their faith was established on the " Rock

of Ao-es." Oh I how my aged heart leaped

for joy in hearing the Gospel preached " in

demonstration of the Spirit, and with power."

The different states spoken to unmistakeably,

and thy friend not forgotten. I wish. I could

convey all to thee. It was indeed a solemn

assembly, long to be remembered by some.

They took tea with me, and my dear, it was

such an evening, that great thanksgiving has

been the feeling of my heart almost ever since.

It was to me more than " a brook by the

way." After both had addressed me,

prayed for vie, and for this meeting, in which
' I had borne the burden and heat of the day."

Matt. XX. 12. It was the truth. And now,

nearing my close, she believed a place of eter-

nal rest would be mine. But I do feel myself

to be " an unprofitable servant." Yet I can

say, " Bless the Lord, O my soul, and all that

is within me bless his holy name. Bless the

Lord, O my soul, and forget not all his bene-

fits."

To a Friend.

Raheen, First month, 1867.

I hope thou wilt accept these lines

as they are offered to thee, which is in love

and goodwill, for such I do feel for thee.

I have been in the practice of reading the

Scrintures to mv comfort and consolation. In ^j-^cv^ .. ... .....^ -j- •

yearsover and^gone, when in deep conflict, that He will have a «P'-^-^l f^-'^h jn H
Ihe Bible was my companion through many own time and in his own way; not by man
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icisdom or power, but by My Spirit, saith the
Lord.
The last time, in parting with thee, a prayer

was raised in my heart for thee—that the
Lord would make thee all He would have
thee to be.

This still continues to be the desire of thy
aged sister, often feeling her own unworthi-
ness of being the Lord's servant.

Elizabeth Greer.

To M. M.
Eaheen, Ninth month llfh, 1867.

I hope you may have a good Quarterly
Meeting, and that the Power of Ancient Good-
ness may, in love, and mercy, condescend to
rule and reign over all, whose sole rio-ht it is
that all of the creature be laid low^ at Hi's
footstool

;
here it is that we shall experiment-

ally come to know and feel the refreshment
that comes from His presence only—thereby
be strengthened, giving Him all the glory
Truly It IS a favor that a few are preserved
to testify against that spirit that would lead
us back into the pit from whence we as a re-
ligious Society, were so marvellously deli-
vered.* Oh

! may those who love His truthwho thus delivered us, when ability is afford-
ed, put up the humble petition, even in secret •

"Spare Thy people," &c., &c. Let us still hope
that all is not lost that is in danger Fare
well, dear M., my love unfeigned salutes each
of you, desiring that I with you, may be found
abiding in the living vine in and through all.

Elizabetu Greer.
(To be continaed.)

The origin of the term "foolscap" has
doubtless puzzled many writers who use the
paper known by that name, and yet asmany similar cases, it took its name from avery simple circumstance. Charles I of
England, granted numerous monopolies' for
the support of the government. Among oth-
ers was the manufacture of paper. The wa-
termark of the finest sort was the royal arms
of England. The consumption of this article
was great, and large fortunes were made by
those who purchased the exclusive right to
^^°/

u- .P'n' T'"'
"^^"'^ monopolies, was set

aside by the Parliament that brought Charles
I. to the scaffold; and by way of showing
their contempt for the king, they ordered
the royal arms to be taken from the paperand a fool with his cap and bells to be substi-
tuted. It IS now over 200 years since the
foolscap was taken from the paper, but still
the paper of the size which the Eump Parlia-ment ordered for theirjournals bears the name
of the watermark placed there as an indignity
to Charles.—iV. American.

Moths Among~Chthes. — To prevent the
ravages of these insidious pests, the first de-
sideratum is a box with a close-fitting lid.Nothing else will serve the purpose of keep,
ing out the moths for any length of time; forwhere they cannot get in bodily, they will
thrust m the ovipositor, and deposit their
eggs. To destroy the laryffi and moths if
ttiey have entered, benzole will be found themost efficacious. This may be sprinkled overthe apparel; if, as before mentioned, the lid is
close fitting, the benzole will retain its influ-
ence^for a length of time. If economy is an

Yp*Jv'm 'r''^'/° *? Pi-oPO^ition made at London

SgfrdlSt."^" ("non-members") into o^

object, rags saturated with turpentine, alone,
or mixed with benzole, may be placed in a
corner of the box. It need hardly be stated
that a light should not be brought near the
box when first opened, as the vapor of ben
zole is highly inflammable, but soon

^^ Selected,

JESUS KNOWS.
I cannot understand wlien o'er time's ocean

My life barque sailed,
Wliy tempests came, and why in dim confusion

My way seemed veiled.
The reasons are not clear to my weak vision

;

I look in vain
For the fair past, and for those fields Elysian

I thought to gain.
But this is plain God saw it best, and therefore

The storm arose

:

And tho' I cannot see the why, nor wherefore,
Yet Jesus knows.

They found him there with open book,
And eyes closed with a calm content

;

The same old sweetness in his look
There used to be when fellows went

To ask him questions and to talk,
When recitations were all o'er ;

—

We saw him in the college walk
And in his former place no more.

I cannot tell why, when the day seemed clearest,
Dark clouds should lower:

Nor why the hopes that my fond heart held dearest
Failed in that hour

:

I know not why the morning's glorious shining
Was veiled ere noon

;

Nor why the fragrant garlands love was twining
Should fade so soon.

But this I know; though God his why and wherefore
Does not disclose.

His purposes are ever best, and therefore
My Jesus knows.

Much, much there is to our poor human vision
Shrouded in gloom;

Much that, when questioned by our weak decision,
Seems saddest doom.

Many the treasures that we mourn departed,
From our fond hold,

Leaving us desolate and broken hearted,
With grief untold.

We cannot fathom yet the why nor wherefore
Ofjoys or woes.

But our dear Lord does ever right, and therefore
My Jesus knows.

THE OLD PROFESSOR.
The old professor taught no more,
But lingered round the college walks

;

Stories of him we boys told o'er

^

Before the fire, in evening talks.
I'll never forget how he came in
To recitation, one March night.

And asked our tutor to begin

:

"And let me hear these boys recite."

As we passed out, we heard him say,—
"Pray leave me here awhile, alone;

Here in my old place let me stay.
Just .as I did in years long flown."

Our tutor smiled, and bowed consent,
Rose courteous from his high-backed chair.

And down the darkened stairs he went,
Leaving the old professor there.

From out the shadows, faces seemed
To look on him in his old place,

Fresh faces that with radiance beamed,—
Radiance of boyish hope and grace •

And faces that had lost their youth.
Although in years they still were young,

And faces o'er whose love and truth
The funeral anthem had been sung.

"These are my boys," he murmured then,
"My boj's, as in the years long past;

Though some are angels, others men,
Still as my boys I hold them fast,

'

There's one don't know bis lesson now,
That one of me is making fun.

And that one's cheating ;—ah ! I see
I see and love them every one.

"And is it, then, so long ago
This chapter in my life was told?

Did all of them thus come and go,
And have I really grown so old?

Nol Here are my old pains and joys.
My book once more is in my hand,

Once more I hear these very boys.
And seek their hearts to understand."

Persia as it is.

Persia having acquired a more than usu
interest in Europe, on account of the terrib
famine raging within her boundaries, a fe

facts regarding the present state of the coui
try, the cause of its gradual decay, and th
origin and consequences of the famine, ma
be acceptable.

Statistics regarding the population of
country like Persia are impossible. Differet
writers have variously stated the populatio
to number from six to forty millions of ii

habitants. Their statements may be true, o
very far from it; it is impossible to say.

'

A
population of which nearly one-half are nc
mads, and a great number of the other hal
are hardly ever seen outside of their housef
cannot be correctly counted by any travell
or resident in the country. The Persian an
thorities neither keep registers of birth o;

death nor any public records whatever. "Sufli
cient for^tbo day is the evil thereof" they tak(
in a literal sense, and whatever has happened
to them, or their ancestors, belongs to the
past, and is, as such, forgotten. Whatever
may happen to them or their descendants ie

not to be thought of.

The government is despotic. The Shah is

the government. His will is supreme, and
against his veto there is no appeal. He is the
" Shahinshah," the king of kings

; his subjects
the dust which he sweeps about at pleasure.
He possesses the chief power, and therefore
oppresses his subjects. Every one in the
country, according to the adage "Servant
like master," oppresses his inferior, that is,

the one who has less power. The people whoj
suffer most are therefore those who possess
least power, namely, the ryots, the men
who work, the tradesmen, the husbandmen.
Through the oppression of the government
the ryots are discouraged, their work is made
precarious and unprofitable, and work is in

many cases neglected for indolence, and the
easier way of earning a livelihood by begging
or robbery. "When a country loses its work-
ing members it cannot flourish. With a sys-
tem such as exists with the present govern-
ment deterioration is certain.

As to any statements regarding the revenue
there is also no certainty. Everybody in
Persia does his business with a view to cheat-
ing everybody else. A custom-house officer
has orders from his immediate superior to
take sixpence from every load of goods enter-

g bis district ; he takes sevenpence, six for
the superior, one for himself The superior
gives fivepenee to the governor of the town,
who gives fourpence to the governor of the
province. Threepence is the lawful charge,
fourpence had therefore been unlawfully taken
from the ryot, and four government officials

enriched at his expense. The governor of the
province pays a certain amount yearly to the
Shah for the benefits of 'i farming" the pro-
vince. Anything which he makes above this
sum is, of course, his own, as per contract, but

I when the Shah hears of too great a profit, he
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imands bis share, and it is almost needless

say tbat whatever the Shah gets is entirely

8 own. He pays his necessary army and a

w ministers, and with the rest of the monej'

ijoys himself, keeps his palaces, hunting

ats, royal guards, several hundred women,
me thousand horses, carriages, &e. When he

akes any journey his subjects have to pay
expenses by extra taxes levied upon them

;

hen it becomes necessary to move a regi-

ent of soldiers, or an army corps, the same

sy way of procuring money is pursued.

Persia is in civilization many centuries be-

nd us. The great cause of the country re-

aining in such a backward state is the re-

rion. Thousands of erudite writers have

id so before, and others will say so as long

Mohammedanism exists. A Persian has

•eat capabilities, but as long as he remains

Mussulman, tbat is a true believer, he can

sver be an educated man. As soon as he at-

ns any education and some true knowledge

the sciences, ho ceas'is to be a Mussulman,

icause everything he learns is in direct con-

adiction to what his prophet Mohammed
ught.

Trade and commerce are in Persia at the

west ebb. The roads are bad, robbers abound

1 through the country, and the transport of

erchandise is very expensive.

The principal produces of Persia are cotton,

Ik, opium, rice, wheat, barley, tobacco, and

lies. All of these were in former years ex-

)rted in great quantities; they are now
irely suificient for home consumption. Ghi

Magenderan, and some of the western

irts of Persia contain forests; the other pro-

ces are mostly devoid of trees, and present

melancholy and deserted appearance in con-

iquence. Only in the gardens near towns

]d villages does one see trees, and even then

ily in small quantities. One finds in these

irdens the Oriental plane, the sycamore,

m, poplar, willow, and sometimes, and only

the warmer provinces, the cypress; also

36 walnut, apple, cherry, fig, apricot, and

lum trees ; the pear is scarce in Persia, being

ly found in certain districts. In the south-

pn parts of Persia, as the Mekran coast, part

Fi'irs, and Laristan, the date palm is the

rincipal tree; a little more north the plains

d the mountain slopes are often covered

th dwarf oaks, species of the zizyphus, the

ornel, and bitter almonds. On the high

3ads, from forty miles north of Shiraz as far

Teheran, more than 500 miles, it would be

o difficult labor to count the trees one sees;

nly small thorny plants cover the bleak

ocks and the often salty plains. From the

orth of Yezdikhast, as far as Teheran, the

ighest plants which I noticed in the plains

rare the dry three or four feet high stalks of

he gum ammoniac plants, and these arecon-

ined to only a small district between Yezdik-

ast and Mahyar, a distance of about sixty

liles. In the low-lying provinces upon the

anks of the Caspian Sea nearly every tree

^hich one sees in European forests and gar-

ens is to be met with; the finest fruits, the

elicate mimosa, orange and lemon trees, vines,

lives, all grow in that, to trees, favorable

Hmate, in wild luxuriance.

Persia produces many gums and drugs

bey are, however, of so little value, or found

n such small quantities, as to have no influ

ince on the commerce of the country.

Persia is very rich in minerals. Iron, cop

)er, lead, antimony, and probably many other

motals, are to be found in many places, but,

usual, the government is the cause of their

remaining useless under ground. A person

ght pa}' heavily for the permission to mine
for a certain metal, he might then spend an-

other heavy sum in constructing his mine,

but as soon as the mine began to give a profit

on his outlay the government would seize all,

and he would find he had spent his money in

vain. Rocksalt, gypsum, and marble abound
everj-where; coal is plentiful in the northern

and western parts of Irak; sulphur, asphalt,

and naphtha are found in many districts with

hardly-any trouble.

[ shall now say a few words regarding the

famine and its consequences. As I mentioned
before, the first drought happened in the

winter of 1867-1868. The harvest of 1868

was in consequence very bad, and the prices

of grain were doubled. The drought con-

tinued the next winter, and in 1SG9 the har-

vest was worse. The grain which had been
stored from 1867, with the little realised by
the 1869 harvest, was barely sufficient for the

people; prices of wheat, barley, and bread
became three times as much as they were in

1867. The next winter 1869-1870, again
brought but very little rain and snow, and
only half of the small quantity of grain which
had been sown in the foregoing autumn came
up. The famine then (1870) began. Land-
owners and masters, on account of the great

losses they had suffered, now paid less wages
to the men they employed, prices of food rose

again, and men could hardly earn sufficient

money to get their living. The inhabitants

of the villages, each an owner of perhaps one
or two acres of ground, could in former years
eke out a certain kind of existence by selling

the proceeds of their little land. The con-

tinual drought took away their only means of

subsistence, they were obliged to sell land,

house, furniture, then their clothes, for bread,

and at last, nothing to sell remaining, they
died of hunger, or, becoming robbers, were
caught and executed. The drought affected

the rich people also. There are many noble

men now having neither food nor clothes who
in 1867 were the possessors of vast expanses
of arable land, of large mansions richly fur-

nished, stables full of horses, crowds of re-

tainers and servants, and large sums of ready
money.
The winter of 1870-71 was like its prede-

cessors. Only a little rain, just sufficient to

revive the drooping hopes of the people, and
then a sunny azure sky, glorying in the per-

petual drought. During 1871 the famine was
at its maximum. The prices of all articles of

food had risen enormously. The poorer peo-

ple, now out of work and having no property

to sell, died in thousands. The number of

people who died of starvation is incalculable

and can only be guessed at. The many letters

only in a few instances exaggerated, which
have appeared at different times in English

newspapers, have told enough of the horrible

sights which were and are now daily to be

seen in all towns of Persia. It will be need-

less to repeat their harrowing statements

Yezd on account of the famine, and whom I

asked for information.

This winter (1871-72) plentiful rain has

fallen, and the people, now only the well-to-

do, who could manage to put some grain into

the ground, have good hopes. Should the

ain continue till the end of March, and the

harvest bo good, the famine will be at an end.

In view of the favorable prospects the prices

offood have fallen considerably, in some places

more than half

Some of the effects of the famine are the

following. The country, already poor before

867, has now become trebly so. Nobody has

,ny confidence in the government, and dis-

atisfaction is expressed everywhere. The
government did nothing to relieve the distress;

only in the latter part of last year did the

Shah give some ridiculously small suras to

buy bread for the poor. The whole country
now more than ever is infested with robbers.

Many people who had lost their usual occu-

pations have become footpads, others have
joined some quasi-chiohain and become high-

way robbers, and bands of twenty to forty

armed desperate men exist at present every-

where in Persia. In consequence of the many
robbers nearly all trade and traffic of goods
from place to place have stopped, and articles

of importation, as tea, sugar, coffee, cotton

goods, &c., are twice as dear as they used to

be. The governors of districts now execute

everj'' thief they seize, even if he have stolen

an article of only a shilling in value. Hun-
dreds of once thriving villages are now totally

deserted. Most of their inhabitants died of

hunger, and their remains, many unburied,

lie around their former homes. Those who
had some strength left went to other districts

in search of food, and but too often also there

died that worst of deaths—a death of starva-

tion.

Once flourishing towns like Yezd, Meshed,
Aberkub, and Kazerun, are now almost de-

populated. Kazerun, a town which three or

four years ago numbered 15,000 inhabitants,

now contains barely 2,000, and of that num-
ber half are destitute. The inhabitants of

Bushire, Shiraz, Ispahan, and Teheran, suf-

fered also very much. The numbers said to

have died in those towns are almost incredi-

ble.

The drought has been so excessive that the

bed of the Eiver Zeinderud, on whose banks

Ispahan lies, is now completely dry. Many
of the small springs, of vital necessity to a

country in which the rainfall is so small, are

dried up, and should they not begin to flow

again, great parts of the country will, in spite

of rains during the winter, remain dry and
barren. The numbers of cattle, horses, mules,

and asses, have decreased about fifty per cent,

during the last few years on account of the

scarcity of fodder. Many landowners, as

they could not afford to feed their animals,

sold their cattle at low prices to butchers, and
left the horses, mules, and donkeys, wander-

ing about in the plains, where they fell easy

victims to beasts of prey.

Property, like houses or land, has now
Id inMuch has been said as to whether cannibalism hardly any value. Arable land is so

had been resorted to in Yezd or not. I have 'Persia per " mann of barley," that is, the ex-

had occasion to see a letter written by a well- tent of ground which a mann, six pounds, of

known and trustworthy person at Yezd to his barley, sown in the usual manner, will cover.

relative, ii sheikh at Islam (a chief judge), in In 1867 a mann cost five or six shillings; it now
which more than seventy cases of cannibalism finds no purchasers at one shilling. Houses,

were vouched fori This statement has been including the ground they stand upon, are

corroborated by different people who had left sold at a valuation of what the stones, of
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which they are built, will sell for. I have
beard of instances of houses, including ground,
of several rooms, offices, stabling, small gar'
den, and a well with good water, being sole
for seven and eight shillings. They" cost
perhaps, £.30 to build.

Selected.

Success in life, in its highest and truest
form, can come onlj- from the abiding convic-
tion that it is worth what it will cost. And
by success we do not mean merely that "get-
ting on" which aims at worldly comfort and
position and power. As needs to be constant-
ly reiterated, it is not getting nor doing, but
being, that measures the successful life. The
crowning product of such a life is not in its
outward acquisitions, whether of wealth or
learning, nor yet in its popular influence, but
in the personal character it has secured.
Knowledge and wealth and power may be
precious instruments, if wisely used; but
their value is in their use. They are means
and not ends. Character, as a product,—as
the sum of all the influences to which'man
has been subjected, and all the energies which
he has disciplined and developed,—is the only
thing of permanent and intrinsic value. It is
portable. It belongs to the man inherently
and essentially, as a possession for all worlds
and all duration. It is his preparation for im-
mortality and for the society of God.
And such character is the result of con-

quest,—of victories over self and the world,
victories of faith, which spring from the be-
lief that the end is worth the means, worth
the sacrifice and effort and struggle which it
will demand. Such character is the fruit of
the new birth, with its holy aspirations and
holy motive?,—the divine discontent that will
be satisfied with nothing less than the full
perfection provided for and made possible by
the Gospel.

few drops of vinegar is added to the solution
It IS all the better, for then the free chlorine'
18 liberated. Do not allow them to remain
too long in the bleaching liquor, or fhey be
come too brittle, and cannot afterwards be
handled without injury. About fifteen min-
utes will be sufficient to make them white
and clean-looking. Dry the specimens in
white blotting paper, beneath a gentle pres-
sure. Simple leaves are the best for younc'
beginners to experiment upon

; the vine, popu-

lar, beach, and ivy leaves, make excellent
skeletons. Care must be exercised in the se-
lection of leaves, as well as the period of the
year and the state of the atmosphere wh
the specimens are collected, otherwise failure
will be the result. The best months to gather
the specimens are July and August. Never
collect specimens in damp weather; and
but perfectly matured leaves ought to I

lected.

may come

_

Skeleton Leaves.—Z. F. Robinson describes
ID Hardwick's Science Gossip a simple method
of preparing skeleton leaves, which seems
preferable to the old and tedious method of
maceration, and which he recommends to all
young botanists, especially to his fair friends,
who take up the science of liotany more as an
intelligent amusement than for severe study.
First dissolve four ounces of common wash-
ing soda in a quart of boiling water, then add
two ounces of slaked quicklime, and boil for
about fifteen minutes. Allow the solution to
cool

;
afterward pour off all the clear liquor

into a clean saucepan. When this liquor is
at Its boiling point place the leaves carefully
in the pan, and boil the whole together for an
hour, adding from time to time enough wa-
ter to make up for the loss by evaporation
I be epidermis and parenchyma of some leaves
will more readily separate than others. A
good test is to try the leaves after they have
been gently boiling for an hour, and if the
cellular matter does not easily rub off betwixt
the fingers and thumb beneath cold water
boil them again for a short time. When the
fleshy matter is found to be sufficiently soft-
ened, rub them separately but very gently
beneath cold water until the perfect skeleton
18 exposed. The skeletons, at first, are of a
dirty white color; to make them of a pure
white, and therefore more beautiful, all that
18 necessary is to bleach them in a weak solu-
tion of chloride of lime,—a large teaspo^n^.i
of chloride of lime to ,

"Let Mm alone."—The time
when the awful words pass from the lips of
the righteous Judge, " Ephraim is joined to
his idols, let him alone," and Providence will
let the man alone

; and the Word of God will
let the man alone; and his own conscience
will let the man alone

; and the Spirit of all
grace will let the man alone. It is not for us
to usurp the prerogative of the Omniscient
It IS not for us to affirm of any one let his
character or conduct be what it may, that he
has reached or passed the mysterious point
beyond which that comes true. It is not for
any one to pass such sentence upon himself
I3ut let all of us stand upon our guard and
reflect that if for months and years we 'have
been growing colder, deader, more indifferent
to spiritual things, to the unseen and eternal
realities; if conscience has been gradually loos-
ing her hold and weakening in her power if
we can listen now un moved to what once would
have impressed and affected us; if we court
and dally with temptations wo once would
have shunned; if sins are lightly committed
which once we would have shrunk from • by
these, and such like marks, it is apparent that
o'^r day of grace has been declining, the
shadows of its evening have been lengthening
out and that, if no change occur, if this coursi
of things go on long, ere the sun of our natu-
ral existence goes down, the sun of our spirit
ual day may have set, never to rise again —
Late Paper.

Ecclesiastical Millitiery.—The dress ques-
tion receives from ritualists a disproportion-
ate share of attention. They give too much
time to It, are too much engrossed by it and
hence allow it to acquire a degree of irapor
tance in their eyes, wholly disproportionate
to the dignity of the subject. While making
little of preaching, and other aspects of their
calling they are ever ready to expatiate on
the clothes question," and even hold fairs

fortheexbibilion of fancy dresses, ornamental
altar-cloths, book-marks, and other varieties
of ecclesiastical millinery. And in London
these fairs often attract crowds of ritualistic
clergy and their feminine followers.
What does this prove? Why clearly that

the religion inculcated in their churches is
and ever must be, of the same superficial and
unsatisfactory sort. Else there is no truth in
the maxim similia sijnilibus. How was it in
the dark ages, when the churches were con

concerts," and the clergy into popular p(
formers, arrayed "in purple and fine linen
It IS notorious that the church lost her pow<
her salt its savor, and her candlestick was r

moved or ceased to shed gospel light, and tl
fires of her altars kindled no divine life. Thi
we see that this is no untried experiment, bi
an old device to make religion attractiv'e
the thoughtless and the worldly. But tl
world is not won to Christ thereby, nor tl
careless, converted. As Bishop Coxo said
these modern mass houses, they who applau
the loudest at the ballet during the week, bo-
lowest before the altar on Sunday.— CAwrc
and State.

quart of water; if a verted into museums, the services into " sacred

The New York Fire Alarm Telegraph.
A visitor to the central office in Merce

Street is surprised at the amount of delieat
and costly machinery which is crowded int
the small room devoted to the use of the tele
graph. Three sides ofthe apartment are com
pktely filled with the apparatus—some of i

80 intricate that it must be kept covered witl
glass, to exclude the least dust or grit, whicl
would at once interfere with its movements
At the end of the room facing the entrance
may bo seen the wires, which center hen
from all parts of the city to the number o:
nearly two hundred, each with its little brass
key with which it is thrown "into circuit.'
To the right of this frame of wires stano
large "annunciator," similar to that used in
hotels

;
this is surmounted by a Morse mag-

net and a small gong. Below and in front of
the annunciator is a printing machine, and on
each side of this a "dial machine" and point-
er similar to those used in the station houses.
On the opposite side ofthe room a very beauti-
ful piece of mechanism stands on a table, cov-
ered with glass and always ready for use. At
the first glance, one would say it was a rather
complicated musical box or a small barrel or-
gan

;
for it has six drums with the stops and

steel combs, and its operation is somewhat
similar. To this instrument is entrusted the
work of conveying an alarm to every engine
house from the Battery to Harlem, which it
does with "neatness and dispatch."
To illustrate, let us suppose that an alari

IS struck on the gong. The number rung .„

256
;
instantly the annunciator uncovers this

number, and the printing machine writes it
down three times and the gong repeats it
twice. The wires are thrown at once into
" circuit" by an operator, while another places
a brass button bearing the same number on
the spindle of the machine in the glass case,
touches a spring, and off starts the automaton
operator, striking 2- 5—6 on every firegong
in the city, making a pause of five seconds,
and then repeating the 2—5—6, and yet again
repeating the numbers after a similar pause.
While thi8isgoingon,thesameoperator throws
the wires to the bell towers into circuit, and
the alarm is thrice sent to them; and, in less
time than it takes to read the description, the
bells are heard, and if the fire is near the of-
fice, the engines rattle by.
The next step is to make a record of what

:ipparatus is at the fire which is done by pull-
ing out, from their receptacles in a neat frame,
cards bearing the numbers of the engines and
trucks which respond to a first alarm. This
is scarcely done before 3—3—3 is rung on the
gong. This is a private signal, sent from
some box by a fireman, policeman, or perhaps
one of the commissioners who has not heard
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lartn distinctly, and wants to know
here the fire is. The number of the box
hence the alarm came (2— 5—G) is at once
t to the box designated by the annunciator,

here it is rung on a little bell. Occasionally
is inquiry comes from half a dozen boxes.

By this time the bells in the office have
ised their tinkling, the automaton has given
alarm, the record of engines out is made,
d the operators sit down to compare notes

to what buildings are in the neighborhood
the box giving the alarm, and the proba-

ities of a large fire. But any apprehen-
)n8 are allayed very soon by the signal 2

—

-2 6, announcing that engine No. 6 has

turned from the scene of the tire, proving
at it was either a trivial affair or a false

rm. No. 6 is returned to its place in the

ister, showing that the district is no longer

protected. The other engines announce
jir return in a similar way. In a few niin-

38 after the last one has returned, a report

the property burned, the cause of the fire

d the probable loss is received from the po-

e station in the district, all of which is regis-

ed.

At some time during the night, or perhaps
or three times, the roll is called, to ascer-

Q if the tower men are at their posts and
ake. This is done by throwing all the

^er wires into circuit, and giving the pn
te signal, which is responded to by the

itchers striking the numbers of their re

;etive towers on the gong in the office. As
instance of how acute the sense of hearing
;omes by constant training, it may be men-
ned that an operator can almost certainly

1 by the manner in which the numbers are

uck, whether the reply comes from the pro-

r tower, or another watcher is answering.

r instance, if tower No. 6 answers fur itself,

d then attempts to answer for No. 9, the

ference in the manipulation for the longer

nal will be detected by the operator at

idquarters. In this case, or should no re-

be received, a messenger is despatched to

d out why the tower is without its occupant.

Df course, where instant action is required,

is necessary that the circuits be complete,

i batteries all in working order, and the

.chinery without fault. To secure this, the

1 of music is very ingeniously obtained. A
mber of magnetic coils are attached to the

mmers of a harmonicon, and thfy, with the

ites of the instrument, form the opposite

To prove that everything is in proper

ler this harmonicon is thrown into connec-

n with the other maehiner}-, and if everj--

,ng is right a complete octave from C to G
performed. Should anything be out of or-

c, one or more notes will be dropped, and
) missing tone indicates where to look for

trouble.

Like all other telegraph lines, accidents will

ppen to the wires occasionally, and here

other very ingenious contrivance is brought
o use. Should there be any break in the

e running up Third avenue, for instance,

itead of sending a man to examine the wire

m the central office to Harlem and back
lin, the circuit is made complete, a little

trument attached, and a current sent

rough the line, which travels until it meets
s break, where, of course, it stops; and
8 point is indicated so exactly that the

erator can tell almost the particular block

(which the repairers must look for the

l>uble.

—

JVew York Evening Post.

The Indians of the General Superintendency.

We have received the following from our
friend Wm. Nicholson, the General Agent for

the Friends' Indian Committee:
"The following tabular statement exhibits

the comparative condition of the Indians of

the Central Superintendency for the years
1SG9 and 1872. It embraces the condensed
statistics of the Kickapoos, Kaws, Osages,
Quapaws, Peorias, Ottawas,Wyandottes, Sene-

cas. Sacs and Foxes, Absentee Shawnees, Chip-

pewas and Munsees, Cheyennes, Arapahoes,
VVichitas, Keechies, Caddoes, lonies, Kiowas
and Comanches, and covers the period of

President Grunt's first official term. The Su-

perintendent (Enoch Hoau), and the Agents
for these Indians, were nominated at the re-

quest of the President, by the Society of

Friends

:
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It has been prepared with much labor and
care, and wo think there are few living, of

the thousands who have received part or the

whole of their education at Westlown, that

will not take an interest in perusing its con-

tents; some part of which can hardly fail to

recall times, scenes and persons, with which
they were familiar in their school days.

Prior to its publication, the work was sub-

mitted to the inspection of some of the Com-
mittee having charge of the Institution, who
were satisfied with its completeness and ac-

curacy.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The London Times of the 12th, in an

obituary notice of William H. Seward, says he was a

useful statesman and an eminent American, and gave
proof by his deeds of uniform philanthropy and love of

A special dispatch from Berlin, to the London Tele-

graph, says it is believed in official circles in that city,

that the decision of the Emperor William on the San
Juan boundary question will be favorable to the United
States.

Additional military forces have been ordered to Lis-

burn, Ireland, on account of threatened anti-Catholic

disturbances in that town.

The weather on the British coasts has been tempes-

tuous, causing some damage to shipping.

The explosion in the coal mine at Moorley was more
serious in its results than the first dispatch stated. It

is now known that at least forty miners were kiHed.

The price of coal in England has again advanced,

the mining companies of Belgium are not able to exe-

cute the orders they have received to send coal abroad
in consequence of the scarcity of miners.

A firm in Birmingham has made a contract with the

Prussian government to furnish 150,000 rifles of an im-
proved pattern.

It is stated that the telegraphic charges on dispatches

forwarded and received at the expense of the British

government, on the subject of indirect Alabama claims,

amounted to *-±00,000.

London, 10th mo. 14th.—Consols 92|. U. S. sixes,

1865, 93J ; do. new fives, SOJ.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 9|(i. ; Orleans, lOJd.
Breadstuffs steady.

U. S. Minister Washburn and Count De Eemusat
have agreed on the draft of a postal treaty, which the

post-office authorities of France and the United States

will probably accept. It fixes the letter postage at eight

cents for one-third of an ounce, and newspaper postage

which was eight is reduced to three cents.

Prince Napoleon returned to Paris with the intention

of making France his permanent residence, but this

proceeding was disapproved by President Thiers. He
was ordered to quit Paris witliout delay, and in conse-

quence left that city for Switzerland on the 12th inst.,

in charge of agents of the government.
Transports have sailed with 580 more Communists

for the penal colonies.

The permanent Commission of the Assembly held a

meeting on the 10th, at which Thiers was present.

Matters were discussed on which there was some con-
flict of opinion. Gambetta's political tour and speeches
in the provinces were condemned by Thiers and others

as likely to lead to trouble, tending to divide the na-

tion and render the position of the government abroad
more difficult.

An official statement has been made of the result of

the " Option" ofiered to the people of Alsace and Lor-
raine. It shows that 164,63.3 of them have declared in

favor of retaining French citizenship. About 12,000
domiciled Frenchmen have also left the ceded pro-

vinces.

The Grand Duke Nicholas of Russia, recently visited

Constantinople, and was well received.

It is estimated that Persia has lost three millions of

its inhabitants by famine.

The Spanish Cortes, by a vote of 161 against 57, has
refused to consider the amendment offered by the Re-
publican members, to move an address to the king ask-
ing for the emaueiiiation of all the slaves in the colonies.

A Republican insurrection has broken out among
the troops garrisoning the arsenal at Ferrol, in the pro-
vince of Corunna. The insurgents siezed the gunboats
which were anchored in the harbor, and liad also ob-
tained possession of the light-house, and imprisoned
the keeper. By these means they have closed the port

so that government reinforcements cannot reach the
place by sea. When the Minister of the Colonies an-
nounced this in the Cortes, the Republican deputies
took occasion to disavow any complicity of their parti-

zans with the movement, and to declare their sympathy
with the government as against the insurrection. It

was believed in Madrid that the revolt would soon be
|

suppressed.

A fleet of five German men of war is now fitting out!
for a cruise around the world. The expedition will be
under the command of Admiral Weemer. The fleet

sails directly for the West Indies, and thence will pro-
ceed to New Orleans and other ports in the U. States.

Madrid dispatches of the 14th', state that anarchy
prevails among the Ferrol insurgents, and it was be-
lieved that the insurrection would be overthrown by
the first attack of the government troops. The rebels

continued to concentrate at the arsenal; about 1500 of
them, who left Ferrol for Jobos, were intercepted by
the forces under Marshal Brega, and retreated. The
entrance to the harbor of Ferrol city was blockaded by
three Spanish war vessels, making it impossiblefor any
of the vessels captured by the rebels to get out.

The Congress of Peru has decreed the abolition of
the death penalty, and fifteen years imprisonment is to

be the maximum of all punishment in that Republic.
United States.—Miscellaneous.—The interments in

Philadelphia last week numbered 249, including 71
children under two years of age. There were 47 deaths
of consumption, 11 of convulsions, 18 of debility, 9
heart disease, 11 typhoid fever, 7 old age. At the elec-

tion in this city on the 8th inst., there were 118,119
votes cast for Governor viz., for Hartranft, Rep., 69,278,
and for Buckalew, Dem., 48,841.

The Chicago Relief and Aid Society has published a
statement showing that the charitable distributions

made by it have thus far amounted to $5,500,444. The
amounts received and distributed by other societies,

together with funds furnished by individuals and those
contributed by Cincinnati, St. Louis and other cities,

and expended by special committees, foot up §1,443,812,
making the total charitable distribution in aid of the
.sufferers amount to $6,944,256.
On the 8th inst., State elections were held in Penn-

sylvania, Ohio, Indiana and Nebraska, in all of wliioli

the Republican party was found to be in tlie majority,
thus removing all doubt of President Grant's re-election.

William Henry Seward died on the 10th inst., at his
home in Auburn, New York, aged 71 years. The de-
ceased long filled prominent and honorable positions
in the political world, being for many years Senator
from New York, and afterwards United States Secretary
of State.

A large delegation of Indians from the far west were
introduced to President Grant a few days since. The
President assured them that everything would be done
to advance them in civilization and preserve their lives,

by giving them comfortable homes, but they must con-
fine themselves to the reservations and respect the lives

of their white brothers. The sooner they understood
this, the better for them.
The exports from the United States during the year

ending 6th mo. 30th, 1871, amounted to $590,978,550,
and the imports to $541,493,708. At the port of New
York the exports were §305,647,530, and the imports
$357,909,779; at Boston the exports were $14,411,689,
and the imports $53,652,225 ; at New Orleans exports
j 95,246,791, and imports $19,427,238; San Francisco,
exports $23,647,530, imports$20,384,907

; Philadelphia,
exports $17,728,006, imports *17,903,202; Baltimore,
exports $15,124,228, imports §24,672,891.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 14th inst. New York.—American gold, 112J.
U. S. sixes, 1881, 116} ; ditto, 1868, 114|; ditto, 10-40,

5 per cents, 108}. Superfine flour, $5.95 a $6.50 ; State
extra, $7 a $7.30 ; finer brands, i.7.50 a $11.50. No. 2
Chicago spring wheat, $1.52 a $1.53; No. 2 Milwaukie,
$1.58; No. 1 do., $1.64; red western, $1.64. Canada
barley, $1.12 a S1.16. Oats, 42 a 50 cts. Western
yellow corn, 65 cts. ; western white, 67J a 69 cts. ; State
round yellow, 81 cts. Philadelphia.—Middlings cotton,
20 a 20.1 cts. for uplands and New Orleans. Superfine
flour, $4.50 a $5.25; extras §5.75 a $6.25 ; finer brands,
$6.50 a $10.25. Western red wheat, $1.68 a $1.70;
amber, S1.77; white, $1.90 a $2. Rye, 78 a 80 cts.

Yellow corn, 65 cts. Oats, 41 a 45 cts. Lard, 9 a 9}
cts. Clover-seed, 9i a 10 cts. The arrivals and sales
of beef cattle at the Avenue Drove-yard reached about
3,800 head. Extra sold at 7\ a 7 J cts. per lb. gro.ss;

fair to good, 6 a 7 cts., and common 4 a 5J cts. per lb.

gross. About 14,000 sheep sold at 5 a 6A cts. per lb.

gros.s, and 5,781 hogs at $7.50 a §7.75 per'lOO lbs. net.

Baltimore.—Choice white and amber wheat, $2.05 a
$2.10

;
good to prime red, $1.80 a $1.95. Common to

fair, §l.-50 a §1.75. Southern white corn, 70 a 73 cti

yellow, 67 a 70 cts. ; western mixed, 63J cts. Oats,

a 45 cts. Rve, 75 a 85 cts. St. Lotiis.—No. 2 sprii

wheat, $1.18' ; No. 3 fall, $1.70. No. 2 mixed corn,

cts. No. 2 Oats, 26j cts. Summer lard, 8 cts. Qi

cinnati.—Family flour, §7.40 a §7.75. Red wheat, §1.

a §1.55; white, §1.65 a §1.72. Corn, 42 cts. Oats,;

a 35 cts. Rye, 70 a 72 cts. Sugar cured hams, 17jt;
19 cts. Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat, f 1.20; No. 2 d<

§1.131; No. 3 do., §1.05. No. 2 mixed corn, 331 o
No. 2 oats, 22 cts. No. 2 rye, 52 cts. No. 2 barle

631 cts.

WOMAN'S INDIAN AID ASSOCIATION.
Our friends Margaret Richards and Emmeline I

Tuttle, are in immediate need of supplies of materi
for clothing for the women and children at their r

spectlve stations.

Our Treasury contains only $69, and we earnestl

appeal to interested Friends to enable us to meet tl

above, and similar applications as they may occur, l

prompt and liberal contributions, which may be .sent I

Rebecca T. Haines, Secretary, No. 545 N. Twent;
second street; or "Woman's Indian Aid Association
116 N. Fourth street.

AVESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The WiNTEK Session of the School will commen

on Second-day, the 28th instant.

Pupils who have been regularly entered and ^yho
{

by the cars from Philadelphia", can obtain tickets attl
depot of the West Chester and Philadelphia Rail:
corner of Thirty-first and Chestnut streets, by glvit
their names to the Ticket-agent there, who is furnishe
with a list of the pupils for that purpose. In sue
case the passage, including the stage fire from tl

Railroad Station, will be charged at the School, to 1

paid for with the other incidental charges at the clos

of the term. Conveyances will be at the Street Eoa
Station on Second and Third-day.s, the 2Sth and 29t
inst., to meet the trains that leave Philadelphia at 7.

and 10 A. M., 12 m. and 2.30 p. jr.

BS~ Bagg.age may be left either at Thirty-first a:

Chestnut St. or at Eighteenth and Market. If left i

the latter ])lace, it must be put under the care of i
.Vlexander & Sons, who will convey it thence to Thirtj
first and Chestnut at a charge of 10 cents per trunk, 1

be paid to them. Those who prefer can have their ba(

gage sent for to any place in the built-up part of tl

City, by sending word on the day previous to H. Alei
ander & Sous, No. 5 North Eighteenth St. Their charg
in such case for taking baggage to Thirty-first and Ches
nut Sts., will be 25 cents per trunk. Fur the same charg
they will also collect baggage from the other railr

depots, if the checks are left at their office No. 5 Norli
Eighteenth St. Baggage put under their care, if pr(

perly marked, will not require any attention from th

owners, either at the West Philadelphia depot, or at tb

Street Road Station, but will be forwarded direct to th

School. It may not always go on the same train as th
owner, but it will go on the same day, provided th

notice to H. Alexander & Sons reaches"them in t'

DtJHiNG the Session, passengers for the School wi)

be met at the Street Road Station, on the arrival of th
first train from the City, every day except First-days
and small packages for the pupils, if left at Friend
Book Store, No. 304 Arch St., will be forwarded ever;
Sixth-day at 12 o'clock, excepVon the last two Sixth-day
in the Twelfth month, and the expense charged in theL
bills.

Tenth month 15th, 1872.

WANTED,
At Westtown Boarding School, a well qualifiei

Teacher to take charge of the first Mathematical De
partment for Boys. Application to be made to

Clarkson Sheppard, Greenwich, N. Jersey,
Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch street, Philada.,
Samuel Morris, Olney, near Philada.,
Charles Evans, M. D.,' 702 Race street, Philada

FRIENDS' ASYLUM P^OR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia.
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Worth
ington, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may b
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board <

Managers.

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Ancient Pern.

(CoLtinued from page 06.)

A few miles from Lake Titicaca, at Tiahu-

aco, are ruins which were very imposing

heu first seen by the Spaniards in the time

Fizarro. It is usual to speak of them as

I oldest ruins in Peru, which may or may
3t be correct. They must, however, be

assed with those at the lake. Not much
w remains of the edifices, which were in a

3ry ruinous condition three hundred and

rty years ago. They were described by

ieca de Leon, who accompanied Pizarro,

id also by Diego d'Alcobaca. De Leon

lentions great edifices that were in ruins, an

:-tificial hill raised on a ground work of stone,

[id " two stone idols resembling the human
gure, .and apparently made by skilful artifi-

;rs." -These " idols" were great statues, ten

twelve feet high. One of them which was

in-ied to La Paz, in 18i2, measured " three

d a half yards" in length. Sculptured dec

rations appear on them, and, according tc

)e Leon, the figures seemed to be clothed in

)ng vestments different from those worn in

he time of the Incas. Of a very remarkable

ditice, whose foundations could be traced

ear these stations, nothing remained then

ut a well-built wall, which must have been

tere for ages, the stones being very much
yorn and crumbled. Cieca de Leon's descrip-

ion goes on as follows: "In this place, also,

here are stones so large and so overgrown

hat our wonder is incited, it being incompre-

lensible how the power of man could have

Dlaced ihem where we see them. They are

Variously wrought, and some of them, having

he form of men, must have been idols. Near

he walls are many caves and excavations

inder the earth, but in another place, farther

est, are otherand greater monuments, such

1 large gateways with hinges, platforms, and

DOrche.x, each made of a single stone. It sur-

prised me to see these enormous gateways

le of great masses of stone, some of which

tvere thirty feet long, fifteen high, and six

ihick."

Many of the stone monuments at Tiahu-

aco have been removed, some for building,

aome for other purposes. In one case, large

masses ofsculptured stone, ten yards in length

and six in width, were used to make grinding

for a chocolate mill. The principal

monuments now seen on this field of ruins are

a vast mound covering several acres where

there seems to have been a great edifice, frag-

ments of columns, erect slabs of stone which

formed parts of buildings, and several of the

monolithic gateways, the largest of which

W.1S made of a single stone ten feet high and

thirteen broad. The doorway is six feet four

nches high, and three feet two inches wide.

Above it, along the whole length of the stone,

which is now broken, is a cornice covered

th sculptured figures. " The whole neigh-

borhood," says Squier, "is strewn with im-

mense blocks of stone elaborately wrought,

equalling if not surpassing in size, any known

to exist in Egypt or India."

At Cuzco, two or more degrees north of

Lake Titicaca, there are ruins of buildings

that were occupied until the rule of the Incas

was overthrown. liemains of the old struc-

tures are seen in various parts of the present

town, some of them incorporated into new

edifices built by the Spaniards. Cyclopean

remains of walls of the Temple of the Sun,

now constitute a portion of the convent of St.

Domingo. In the days of the Incas, this tem-

ple stood " a circuit of more than four hun-

dred paces," and was surrounded by a great

wall built of cut stone. Eemains of the old

fortifications are seen ;
and there is an exten

sivo ruin hero which shows what is supposed

to be all that remains of the palace of the

Incas. Occasionally there is search at Cuzco,

by means of excavation, for antiquities. With-

in a few years an important discovery has

been made, a lunar calendar of the Incas,

made of gold, has been exhumed. At first it

was described as a gold breast plate or sun,

but William Billaeot, who gives an account of

it, finds that it is a calendar, the first dis-

covered in Peru. Many others probably, went

to the melting pot at the time of the conquest.

This is not quite circular. The outer ring is

five inches and three tenths in diameter, and

the inner four inches. It was made to be

fastened to the breast of an Inca or priest.

The figures were stamped on it, and there

seem to be twenty-four compartments, large

and small, including three at the top. At the

bottom are two spaces ;
figures may perhapi

have been there but it looks as if they had

been worn away. It was found about the

year 1859.

The uniform and constant report of Peru-

vian tradition places the beginning of this old

civilization in the Valley of Cuzco, near Lake

Titicaca. There appeared the first civilizers

and the first civilized communities. This

beautiful valley is the most elevated table-

land on the continent. Lake Titicaca being

12,846 feet above the sea level. Were it not

within the tropics, it would be a region of

higher peaks of the Andes, among them

Serato, Illimani, and Sapama.
The ancient Peru conquered .and robbed by

Pizuri-o, is now divided into Ecuador, Peru,

Bolivia, and Chili, as far down as the 37th

degree of south latitude. Its remains are

found to some extent in all these countries,

although most abundantly in Peru.

The ruins known as " the Palaces of Gran-

Chimu," are situated in the northwestern

part of Peru, near Truxillo. Here, in the

lime of the first Incas, was an independent

state, which was subjugated by the Inca set

down in the list of Montesinas as the grand-

father of Huayne Capac, about a century be-

fore the Spaniards arrived. For what is

known of these ruins we are chiefly indebted

to Mariano Kivero, director of the National

Museum at Lima. They cover a space of

three-qu.arters of a league, without including

the walled squares found on every side. The

chief objects of interest are the remains of two

great edifices called palaces. " These palaces

are immense areas surrounded by high walls

of brick, the walls being now ten or twelve

yards high, and six feet thick at the base."

There was in each case another wall exterior

to this. Within the palace walls were squares

and dwellings, with narrow passages between

them, and the w.ills are decorated. In the

largest palace are the remains of a great re-

servoir for water, which was brought to it by

subteranean aqueducts from the river Moche,

two miles distant. Outside the inclosures of

these palaces are remains of a vast number of

buildings, which indicate that the city con-

tained a great population. The Spaniards

took vast quantities of gold from the tombs

at this place. The amount taken from a sin-

gle tomb in the years 1566, and 1592, was

officially estimated at nearly a million dollars.

Remarkable ruins exist at Cuelap, in North-

ern Peru. They consist of a wall of wrought

stones 3,600 feet long, 560 broad, and 150

high, constituting a solid mass with a level

summit. Probably the interior was made of

earth. On this mass was another 600 feet

long, 500 broad, and 150 high. In this, and

also in the lower structure, there are many

rooms made of wrought stone, in which are a

great number of niches or cells, oiie or two

yards deep, which were used as tombs. Other

old structures exist in that neighborhood.

Farther south, at Huanuco, are two peculiar

edifices and a terrace, and near them the

faded traces of a large town. The two edi-

fices were built of a composition of pebbles

and clay, faced Avith hewn stone. One of them

is called the " Look-out," but it is impossible

to discover the purpose for which it was built.

The interior of the other is crossed by six

walls, in each of w hich is a gateway, the outer

one being finely finished, and showing a sculp-

tured animal in e.ach of the upper corners.

eternal snow, for it is more than 4,000 feet It has a large court, and rooms made of cut

gher than the beginning of perpetual snow stones. Connected with this structure was a

1 Mont Blanc. Near it are some of the] well built aqueduct.
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Seven leagues from Lima, near the sea, are
the much dilapidated ruins of a large city of
the Incaa, which was built chiefly of sun-dried
bricks. It is called Pachacamac. Euins of
towns, castles, fortresses, and other structures
are found all about the country. At one place,
nearChavin do Iluanta, there are remarkable
ruins which are very old. The material used
here was like that seen at Old Huanuco.
From the interior of one of the great build
ings there is a subterranean passage which
it is said, goes under the river to the opposite
bank. Very ancient ruins, showing the re-

mains of large and remarkable buildings, were
seen near Huamanga, and described by Cieca
de Leon. The native traditions said this city
was built by " bearded white men, who came
there long before the time of the Incas, and
established a settlement." It is noticed every
where that the ancient Peruvians made large
use of aqueducts, which they built with nota
ble skill, using hewn stones and cement, and
making them very substantial. Some of them
are still in use. Tboy were used to carry
water to the cities and to irrigate the culti

vated lands. A.few of them were very long.
There is mention of one which was a hundred
and fifty miles long, and of another which
was extended four hundred and fifty miles
across sierras and over rivers, from south to
north.

CTo be concludedO

For "The Frieud."

The following interesting letter is taken
from "The American Historical Eecord."
The nole by the editor of that journal fur-

nishes the needful information respecting it.

[WILLIAM PENN.]

The Record is indebted to the Eev. Edward D.
Neill, for the following cof)y of a letter
written by William Penn, from Philadel
phia, on the 9th of January, 1683, to the
Duke of Ormond, then Viceroy of Ireland.
It was copied by a daughter of Mr. Neill
in Dublin, from a copy in the possession of
Mrs. Maria Webb, of that city, authoress
of "The Penns and Penningtons of the
Seventeenth Century in their Domestic and
Eeligious Life," who copied it from the ori-

ginal in the Carte Collection (see page 128
of the Record) in the Bodleian Library at
Oxford. It has never before been published—[Editor.]

My Noble & old Freind :

Permitt me at this great distance, the best
way y' is left me, to Congratulate thy quiet
and happy Eegiment in Irland; and to salute
thee w'" y' sincere affection & respect which
former obligations have raised in me & made
indellible by time or distance.

The singular intimaces it pleased thee to
allowe me (above the men of my Eank) in
the Court of Irland, are remombred with
adequate sentiments: For I love gratitude,
the' I vanely lament my inability to show it;

but it is some comfort, y' great men are borne
to do good & that they have their reward in
the good they do, or it would undo small folks
to be the object of their favor.
But if it bo below great men to be kind for

recompence & marehendizo their Pow"', it is
equally below all

when measur'd & valud by the respect and in-

tegritj' of y' sends thee.

This said, I wish thee length of days, health
&_true felicity, begging by the old freedom &
friendship that I have bad with thee, that thy
moderation may be known to all men, in all

things, because God, our Judge, is at the Door

;

who will have the finall Inspection of all our
actions, at that great and general assize of ibe
world where nothing can be dissembled, or
escaped that we have done. This is a lesson
y' affects all, but of all. Magistrates, & of those
Supream, who have not only their own, but
the people's sin's to answear for, if by exam-
ple and punishment they labor not [to] teach
virtue and deter the People from Impiety and
the reason is plaine, for Justice and Sobriety
are the end of Governm', and the reason of
that extraordinary pow"' not to vex men for
their beliefe & modest practise of y' faith with
espect to y° other world, into w""" Province &

soveraignety temperall PoW reaches not, from
'ts very nature & end. Iloneste vivere, al-

terum non Ia3dere, et jus suum cuique tribuere
(Pardon my extract) are the Magistrates
mark.
To take care of the worship of God was a

peculier commission to y' Jewish Potentates,
whoso entire modell, in every ceremonious
part thereof, came from God, & w"*" stood in
externall Eites, for the most part; but the
Eeligion & Kingdom of Xt. are not of this
world, more mentall, inward, and spirituall;
neither at the mountaine, nor at Jerusalem,
the Eitesof neither place, but sales our blessed
Savour, in spirit & in truth, with as little shew
& pomp as may be, this is y" worship chris-
tain, not calculated to our senses, but our
souls. This comes from heaven, over comes
and prevales by conviction; no fire from
heaven to make eonforme, much less from the
earth

; Christ Jesus, to whom all pow'' is given,
is suflicient for y" part, as to him only it is ap-
pointed of the father. Butlettvice be punisht,
Corporall Ills have Corporall suflferings and
corrections, y' the Magistrate may be a terror
to evil doers, not mistaken believers about
t'other world, much less peaceable livers &
worshipers.

Of all that falls under thy administration,
in the love of God & the sincere affection of a
friend, lett mo prevale with thee to avoide
troubling conscientious and quiet liveing dis-
senters

; they are best for the country and not
the worst for the church. Since if Eeligion
be at heart in our great churchmen, they'will
leave the example of such vertue and make it

a spurr to mend the pace of thos y' they con-
ceive of sounder principles in their own com-
munion.
For my part, I franckely declare, I cannot

think y' God will damn any man for the errors
of his judgement & God forbid y' we should
think y"' all or y" most part of the world err

ngly in understanding; and if both be
allow'd, y' Conclusion is short, that there are
but two churches in the world, & they contain
all y" good & bad people in it : of which Christ
& Satan are tho heads. So y' damnation &
salvation goe not by names but natures &
quaHfications according to y" unquestionable
doctrine of St. Peter and St. Paul, y' God is
no respecter of Persons, but those y' in all na-
tions feare him & worke righteousness shall

I

be accepted, that men must reap w'they sow,
are whom thej' obey;

& Eites if you commit sin you are the sc

vants of sin, slighting their conceits of hei
ship, k sonship hy sueession k peculiar tr
ditions, a snare too powerful upon a gre:
part of the world.
Lett then the tares grow with the

errors in judgement r< main till remov'd t

y''pow"'of light & conviction: a Etiigion wit!
out it is inhumain since reason onij- maki
humanity. Should men supercede y' to be coi
formists y' essentially makes them better the
beasts, to Witt understanding; to concluc
men by authority is coercive, to conclude b
conviction is manly & christian.

Lett it not. Noble fr'd, be uneasy to the
that I am thus long & pertieuler ; tis a Iroubh
some time in those parts of the world, & goo
% peaceable men may suffer by y" foliys (

other Pretenders. We hear of a Presbyter
Plott & the severity y ' is exercised against ou
'"'"""'"

'n divers parts on y' occasion, tho' t

le mindes to neglect
to yield their best acknowledgments, and, ........... ^„o u
therefore, great friend, suffer mine to write and his servants people
upon thee, tho' m homely sort, which I have thus Xt. overthrew y= ..„» nr^a. precen-confidence to hope will be taken in good part, 'tions to Abraham, Moses, y= pl-ophets' Law

the astonishment of our prosecutors there b
none of them found in the list, tis what I eve
told the King & Duke, & y' at parting

; if Goi
should suffer men to be so farr infatuated
to raise commotions in y' Kingdom, he wouli
never find any o.f y' Parly among y"" at lea
of note or Credit, the Lord Hyde was by nov
Earl of Eochester: their designe being no mori
but to enjoy their conscience & follow theii
vocations peaceably, y' the labor of y= weel
may not be y= price of their Sabbath, I mear
worship

; & y' I believed he would live to b(
convinced that we never carried the mattei
higher: lett others answear for themselves.
This makes me press y° more upon thee
favour of our fr'ds in Irland, because upon
their address to the King 'in w"" they pleaded
their innocency & declared their abhorrence
of plotts, & prayed to be releived in their suf-
ferings-;' the King gave them thanks, & said,
he believed them, & promissed to take care to
dress them.
I plead against ray interests, for the So-

veritys of those parts increase the plantation
& improvements of these. But I am for the
just & mercifuU thing, whoever getts or loses
by it, as ought all men of truth, honour and
conscience to be, w"" said give me leave to say
something of this party.

I thank God, I ame safely arrived in y" pro-
vince y' the providence of God & Bounty of
the King hath made rayne, & which the credit,
prudence, & industry of tho people concerned
w"' me must render considerable— I was re-

ceived by the ancient Inhabitants w"' much
kindness & rcsj)eet & the rest brought it w"
them. There may bo about four thousand!
soules in all. I speak, I think within compass
we expect an increase from France, Hollanc
& Germany, as well as our Native Country.
The land is generally good, well waler'd &:

not so thick of wood as I immaggined
; there

are also many open places y' have been old i

Indian fields. The trees y' grow here are the
mulberry white and read. Walnut, black, gray
and Hickory; Poplar, Cedar, Cyprus, Chcsnut,
Ash, Sarsafrax, Gum, Pine, - Spruce, Oake,
black, white, red, Spanish Chesnut & Swamp

has a leafe like a willowe, and is most last-

The food the woods yield is your Elks,
Deer, Eacoons, Beaver, Eabbits, Turkeys,
Phesants, Heath-birds, Pidgeons, & Partridges
innumerably; we need no setting dogs to
ketch, they run by droves into the house in
cold weather. Our Eivers have also plenty
of excellent fish & water fowl, as Sturgeon,
Eock, Shad, Herring, Codfish, flat heads,
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leeps heads, Roach & Perch, & trout in in-

nd streams. Of fowls, the Swan, white gray

black Goose, & Cranes: the best Duck &
sal I ever eato, & the Snipe and Curiae, with

Snow-bird are also excellent.

The aire is sweet & clear w'" makes a sereen

id steady sky as in the more southern parts
' France—Our Summers & winters are corn-

only once in three years in extreamea, but

le winters seldom last above ten weeks &
rely begin till y" latter end of December,

he days are above two hours longer, & y' sun

uch hotter here than with you, w°" makes
me recompense for y' long nights of the

inter Season, as well as the woods y' make
leap & great dres.

We have of graine, wheat, maize. Rye,

arly, oates, severall excellent sorts of beans

pease
;
pumkens, water & musmollons, all

iglish Roots & garden stuff, good fruit & ex-

lUent sider. The Peach we have in divers

nds & very good & in great abundance. The
ne of severall sorts & y" sign w'" us of rich

nd) is vei-y fruitfull & tho' not so sweet as

ime I have eaten in Europe, yet it makes a

d wine, and the worst good vinegar: I

ive observed three sorts, the great grape

has green, red & black on y' same tree, the

uskedell, and black little grape which is the

3St, ct may be improv'd to an excellent wine,

hese are spontaneous.

Of cattle we have the horse, not very hand

)me, but good—low cattle & hogs in much
lenty & sheep encrease apace.

Our town of Philadelphia is seated between

yo navigable rivers, having from 4 to 10

ithom water; about 150 houses up in on

oar, & 400 Country settlements, thus do

hour to render our selves an Industreous

jlony to y" honor & benefitt of y" crown as

'ell as our comfort & advantage, & lett them
ot be separated say I.

Pardon this history, & the imperfect dress

; shows things in. 1 thought better offend

y being troublesome a little, than by neglect

f duty. The first ship y' goes for Ireland,

hall carry a small present of this Countrys
rowth, as a Token of my Respect which I

ssure myselfe will not be disagreeable for the

allue, vvhen 'tis considered as y° all of testi-

Qony y' is left me here to express myselfe by,

pho in all places & conditions shall with zeal

i pleasure study to approve myselfe

—

My noble freind

Thy aflfec' and
faithfuU freind

to serve thee in w' I can
Wm. Penn.

Asiatic Rhinoceroses.

The first section of existing rhinoceroses is

distinguished by the possession of a single

aasal horn, and by the skin or hide being very

ihick and tuberculated, and partitioned off by

reat folds into what have been compared to

plates of mail. This is the type of rhinoceros

with which alone tho people in Europe have

long been familiar. It is known that African

-horned rhinoceroses were anciently ex-

hibited in the Roman circus, but in modern
times the larger of the two one-horned Asiatic

pecies was the only kind that had been seen

in Europe, until the arrival some years ago of

one of the African species in the London Zoo
[logical Gardens.

This large one-horned rhinoceros is a huge

I beast that attains to nearly or quite six feet

n height, with enormous bulk of body. Its

geographical range and distribution would
appear to be comparatively limited. It in-

habits the swampy lands at the base of the

Enstern Himalaya, becoming more numerous
eastward, and being especially abundant in

the valley of Assam, from which province the

young are not unfrequently brought alive to

Calcutta, and hence the supply of specimens

for the menageries of Europe and America.

In other localities, the lesser one-horned rhi-

noceros (to be described in the sequel) has

been generally mistaken for it.

An experienced sportsman and hunter of

this p;irticular species in Assam remarks of

it, that "for so ponderous an animal, the

rhinoceros is wonderfully agile in its move-

ments; and when charging an enemy dashes

through the densest covert with astounding

ease and rapidity. It is as much as an ele-

phant can do to keep ahead of an infuriated

one; and it often struck us, when being pur-

sued after firing at and wounding one, that if

the rhinoceros had continued the chase a little

farther, instead of abandoning it, as they usu-

ally do after fifty yards or so, we should in-

fallibly have been caught. These animals

are gregarious, and are found in small herds

of four and six together, although more often

in pairs. The period of gestation is nearly

eighteen months, and only one young one
'

produced at a birth. The little one, when
first sees light, is nearly three feet in length

and two in height. It continues to suck for

about two years. The haunts of the rh

noceros are characterised by numerous broad

tracks trodden in his peregrinations to his

favorite feeding-places. These he invariably

follows, and he is occasionally killed by the

natives, who lie in wait for him, concealed in

a tree that may happen to be near the path.

Habitually sluggish in his movements, he

wanders along with a slow measured tread,

sometimes stopping to plough up the ground

in mere wantonness, and covering himself

with mud and dirt. At times he takes it into

his head to pay a visit to any neighboring

paddy or rice-fields that may perchance be in

the vicinity of his retreats. On these occa-

sions, woe to the luckless cultivators of the

soil I for the amount of devastation and ruin

that he commits almost surpasses belief A
pair of rhinoceroses in a single night will com-

pletely destroy a large rice-field of four or five

acres in extent. It is not so much what they

eat—although their appetites are by no means
delicate—but the amount of damage which

they do in trampling the grain with their

great clumsy feet into the soft, yielding soil.

Drinking large quantities of water, and being

fond of bathing and wallowing in the ground,

they are consequently compelled to keep to

those localities which afford these essentials

to their existence and comfort, and which

also supply tho luxuriant and profuse vegeta

tion necessary for their support. Hence the

interminable swamps and jungles of

are the favorite resorts of the species,

teem with herds of them."
Writing of one of the single-horned species

of rhinoceros, another experienced observer

remarks :
—" It is surprising to see how rapid-

ly, and without the least exertion, as it seems,

these huge, heavily-bailt, unwieldly-looking

animals get over tho ground, such ground

consisting of the densest jungle of hill-reeds,

bushes, and brushwood, and thick saplings

interspersed with large trees. Awkward as

is their gait, they trot very fast: I say trot,

for their movements more nearlj' resembles a

trot than anything else, though actually it is

rather a gait between a trot and a canter.

Elephants with howdahs have no chance with

them in the chase ; and unless dropped with

the first shot, or they suddenly stop to turn

to stand at gaze, thus exposing the fatal shot

n the temple within fair ball distance, they

generally manage to escape. It is useless

firing at the body." This was written before

the present more eflfioient style of weapons

came into use, or tho terrible explosive shell

was invented, which is now so promptly fatal

not only to the largest quadrupeds on land,

but equally so to tho far more gigantic warm-
blooded inhabitants of the ocean.

Another experienced sporting writer re-

marks of one of the two single-horned species,

that " it is a mistake to suppose that their horn

is their most formidable weapon. I thought

so myself at one timo," he adds, " but have

long been satisfied that it is merely used in

defence, and not as an instrument of offence.

It is with their cutting teeth that they wound
so desperately. I killed a largo male, which

was cut and slashed all over its body with

fighting; the wounds were all fresh, and as

clearly cut as if they had been done with a

razor. Another rhinoceros that we had wound-

ed stood, and, out of pure rage, cut at tho

jungle right and left, exactly as a boar uses

his tusks. A medical friend had a man, who
was sauntering through the forest, actually

embowelled by a rhinoceros. He examined

the wound immediately, and I heard him say

afterwards that if it had been done with the

keenest cutting instrument it could not have

been cleaner cut, and that could not have been

with the horn." A writer before cited re-

rks, of the large species in Assam :
" The

beast does not generally use his horn for ag-

isive purposes, but makes play with his

hty jaws, with a single snap of which he

can cut a man in two."

There is little marked difference in size be-

tween the sexes of this species, but the male

is generally somewhat larger. There is a

particularly fine male now in the Regent's

Park ;
and an old female with unusually long

horns. It often happens that, in captivity, a

rhinoceros wears away its horn to a level with

the nose. The horn or horns in this genus

consist merely of agglutinated hair, and are

attached to the skin only, so that they are

more or less movable, and when long are apt

to hang over to the front, as exemplified by

that of the female animal now in the London

Zoological Gardens. One at Moscow knocked

off its horn some time ago, and another has

since grown in its place.

Another and smaller kind of single-horned

rhinoceros inhabits the countries lying east-

ward of the Bay of Bengal, inclusive of the

Malayan Peninsula and the Island of Java to

the south, ifnot also both Sumatra and Borneo,

which is at present doubtful.

It is comparatively a small animal, which

never much exceeds four feet in height; but

its horns attain a beautiful development, more

especially the anterior one, which is much

longer than tho other, and has a graceful

curvature backward, which is more or less

decided in different individuals; the other, or

posterior horn, is not placed contiguously to

the first, as in all of the African species, but

at a considerable distance from it, and it has

a corresponding backward curvature.
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This animal inhabits Borneo as well as Su-

matra, but not Java. It occurs likewise in the
Malayan Peninsula, and would appear to be
extensively diffused in the Indo-Chinese coun-
tries. One was captured not lono- aero in
Chittagong (at the head of the Bay ol' Be^nffal
on Its eastern side.) It appears that some
natives came into the station and reported
that a rhinoceros had been found by them in
a quicksand, being quite exhausted with its
efforts to release itself. They had attached
two ropes to the animal's neck, and, with

rr^^SiiE =S;^ ^ '?^rKSS;:AKis-^_ ....,.,.1^ ^„^ uuuuieu men, aragged
her out, and keeping her taut between the
two ropes, they eventually made her fast to
a tree. The next morning, however they
found the animal so much refreshed, and mak-
ing such violent efforts to free herself that
they were frightened, and made application
to the magistrate of Chittagong for protec
H°°- The same evening Captain Hood and
H. W. Wickes started with eight elephants
to secure the prize, and, after a march of about
sixteen hours to the south of Chittacronff thevcame up with the animal. "She^was then
discovered to be a Sumatran or Asiatic two-
horned rhinoceros, rather more than four feet
in height, with a smooth hairy skin some-
what like that of a pig, and with two-horns—
one up high almost between the eyes, and
small

;
the other rather larger, and just above

the nose-and the upper lip almost coming
to a point, and protruding a little. The ele
phants at first sight of the rhinoceros were
very much afraid, and bolted one and all- but
after some little exertion they were brought
back, and made to stand by. A rope was now
with some trouble attached to the animal's
hind leg, and secured to an elephant. At this
juncture the rhinoceros roared, the elephant
again bolted, and had it not been for the rone
slipping from the leg of the rhinoceros, thathmb might have been pulled from the body
1 he rhinoceros was, however, eventually se-cured with ropes between elephants, andmarched into Chittagong in perfect health.Iwo large rivers had to be crossed—firstly
the Sungoo Eiver, where the animal wastowed between elephants, for she could notswim, and could only just keep her head above
water by paddling with thi fore feet Hke apig; and secondly, the Kurnafuli River, wherethe ordinary ferry-boat was used. Thousands
Of natives thronged the march, which occu-pied a few days; the temporary bamboo
bridges on the government road invarkbW
falling in from the numbers collected thereon
to watch the rhinoceros crossing the stream
below, and sometimes the procession was atleast a mile in length. The ' Begum,' as therhinoceros has been named, is now free from
all ropes, and kept within a stockade inclo-
sure, having therein a good bath excavated
in the ground and a comfortable covered shed
attached, bho is already, very tame, and will

called 'dampers') from the hand, and shmight almost be led about by a string "

which does Mr. Jamrach much credit. She
travelled best at night, and would then follow
her keeper, who walked in front with a light-
ed lantern kept close to the ground. The
guide used to sing to her at night as she trot-
ted along, and the natives joined in chorus.
In the streets of Calcutta she lay down like
a sulky pig, and they had to wet the road so
as to make it semi-mud and drag her along
bodily. She was shipped on board the steamer
' Petersburg' at Calcutta and brought direct
to the Millwall Docks in a gigantic cage made

Life should be full of earnest work,
Our hearts undashed by fortune's frown

Let perseverance conquer fate,"
'

And merit seize the victor's crown.
The battle is not to the strong,
The race not always to the fleet

;

And he wlio seeks to phick the stars
Will lose the jewels at his feet.

Since this was written "Begum" has made
^1^3 VT ^'}^'' Zoological Gardens inK? /'''u''

"""^ ^"^ ^^''''o^ part of Frank
Btickland's characteristic report of her coTdttion in her new quarters: "Although called

nea; Oh tf" '^^'^'^''T'
' ^'^nm' wa% caughtnear Chittagong, and was partly led andpartly driven, with ropes round her le-s like

Ia pig going to market, all the way throu-hthe jungle from that place to the river, a task

'

ASPIEATIOXS.
Our aims are all too high

; we try
To gain the summit at a bound,

W hen we slioiild reach it step by step
And climb the ladder round by round.

±le who would climb the heights sublime
Or breathe the purer air of life,

Must not expect to rest in ease,
But brace himself for toil or strife.

We should not in our blindness seek
To grasp alone for grand and great,

Disdaining every smaller good;
For trifles make the aggregate.

And if a cloud should hover o'er
Our weary pathwav like a pall,

Remember, God permits it there,
And Hia good purpose reigns o'er all.

--^-i v^i uu.o vaiuauic auiiuai
tor she cost more than £1,000—from her

travelling box to the elephant house alono-
the path was effected by Mr. Bartlett with
hisusual ability and tact. He was, of course,
assisted by Mr. Jamrach, who knew the habits
of the animal well. She had to walk com-
paratively loose some sixty or eighty yards."

THOUGHTS OF HEAVED. ^""^

No sickness there—
No weary wasting of the frame away

;

No fearful shrinking from the midnight air-
No dread of summer's bright and fervid ray!

No hidden grief-
No wild and cheerless vision of despair

;

No vam petition for a swift relief-
No tearful eyes, no broken hearts are there.

Care has no home
Within the realm of ceaseless praver and song

;
Its billows break away and melt in foam.
Far from the mansions of the spirit throng

!

The storm's black wing
Is never spread athwart celestial skies !

Its wailings blend not with the voice of spring,
As some too tender floweret fades and dies !

No night distils
Its chilling dews upon the tender frame;
Is o moon is needed there ! The light which fills
inat land of glory from its Maker came

!

No parted friends
O'er mournful recollections have to weep !No bed of death enduring love attends
To watch the coming of a pulseless sleep !

No blasted flower
Or withered bud, celestial gardens know

!

No scorching blast or fierce descending shower
bcatters destruction like a ruthless foe !

No battle word
Startles the sacred host with fear and dread !

The song of peace creation's morning heard.
Is sung wherever angel minstrels tread !

Let us depart.
If home like this await the weary soul 1

^!!°u uF' J*"""
'^'"cken one 1 Thy wounded heart

hUall bleed no more at sorroiv's stern control.

With faith our guide,
VVhite robed and innocent, to lead the way.Why fear to plunge in Jordan's rolling tide.And find the ocean of eternal day?

For « The Friend

A Boarding House for Friends.

Without imputing to our friends residii
in Philadelphia any want of hospitality y\from the removal of so many to parts qui'
remote and widely separated, it does appe
desirable that a central home should be pi
vided, where those visiting the city on bu
ness of the Society as well as on other occ
sions, could, for a moderate compensation
accommodated with comfortable lodging ai'
meals. Such a home properly conducts
would, It is apprehended, be found also to 1

n'reat convenience to many even in the cit
not housekeepers, who would be glad to av£
themselves of the opportunity to obtain qui«
pleasant quarters, and where, as desire promt
ed, they could mingle in a social way wil
those holding similar views and feeling
Friends are a social people, and many feelic
themselves restrained from much unnece
sary intercourse with people of the world ac
other religious persuasions, do feel at time
the want of the society and sympathy of the
fellow members. There is also an advantag
Q Friends mingling together—asperities ai
rubbed off, and prejudices many times ri

moved; and if access were had to a goo
library, it would add greatly to the advai
tages of such an institution.

A Selection from the Memoranda and Letters of th
late Elizabetii Greer—for private circulation

CCoDtinaed from page 68.)

To 3J. M.
Eaheen, Seventh month 12th, 186,.

I felt much obliged for thy kind remem
brance of me, and pleased to hear of your saf
arrival at the nice place at your journey'
end. I can truly say I never missed you mon
and your kind visits. As we sat together, oi
your taking leave of me, I felt a little coverint
not at our command. And now thou wilt b(
.surprised when I tell thee I attended the meet
ing in Carrick, on Firstday, for the first, anc
t may be the last time. When I saw th€
gathering of Friends I felt a little dismayed—the number was twenty-eight—not going
under what I might stamp so high as a con-
cern, I at first thought I might pass away in
silence

;
but, after a while, found I must peti-

tion for best help, and afterwards delivered
ray messages. I trust we were owned by a
'ittle life which is not our own, but crowns
ill. I had a wish to be at Carrick meeting,
before my last illness, but had given it up,
until dear L. G. proposed my going— it is a:
very quiet spot; if our busy enemy may bei
.kept out. I met from all Friends a welcome
comforting to my aged heart. Farewell, dear
M., sornetimes remember thy old but loving
friend in thy prayers.

Elizabeth Greer.

To 21. 31.

Eaheen, Seventh month 4th, 1868.

... I shall be obliged for the reading
of the pamphlet. I have only seen the ex-
tract from it in the " P. Friend," which is sad.
Where can we look, or to whom can we

look in this day, but unto Him who changeth
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To M. M.
Ralieen, Kinth month 2d, 18G8.

Thinking of thj- valued letlor last

The}- might let Robert Barclay's ashes rest night on my bed, I was hoping to send thee

peace, for I believe his soul has rested in
I ^ few lines. Ah! dear A. W.'s prayer for poor

I.' Through the help of His dear Son, may
ne of these things move U3 from under the

idow of the Eternal Rock of Agei

iven near two hundred years, if not more.

A.h, dear M., where will all that is now going

ward end? I hope soon to write to thy

ter. I have felt much for her and her hus-

nd since they were here; but I trust they

ly be favored with strength from the only

le source of it, to stand with the dear Lord

d Master. No other strength will avail,

d keep us walking safely through this

ludy yet high professing day, in which

;re is so much of man's wisdom going forth.

Thou knows I love the cause of truth, thus

ain and again smitten.

Thy loving friend,

Elizabeth Greek.

To ill. M.
Eaheen, Eighth month 18th, 1868.

All I seemed able to .say yesterday to thee

d thy sisters was, " I am very sorry." Now
s-ish to add how much I felt your kind visit

an hour so needed. Oh ! the sad event*

rmitted to take place under our roof—neve

times to be forgotten. Whether we may
er be permitted to meet again, we must

tve. Your visits at all times are a source

comfort to me, I could open my mind so

3ely to you, as regards our beloved Society

trust though absent we shall be united ir

e truth, walking by the same rule and mind

g the same things. In this desire I again

y, farewell. May the Shepherd of Israel be

ith you—He who ever remains to be the

Way, the Truth, and the Life ;" and when

ell with you, remember your poor, often

eply-tried friend,

Elizabeth Greer.

To
Eighth month 26th, 18G8.

. . . I am now a little weak, but much
jtter, and thankful to bo able once more to

t down, and pen my thoughts to one who is

ble and willing to enter into feeling with a

oor wayworn traveller, often cast down, yet

trust not forsaken, which I very humbly

jlieve I was made sensible of this morning

efore I left my room, in the condescending

)ve of my Heavenly Father, after having

assed through deep conflict for many days,

bowed very low under a sense of being raised

gain from a state of much spiritual desertion,

that I could say, from living experience,

1 know that my Redeemer liveth," &c. How
eedful are these plunges for us, that we may
ot trust to ourselves, and still keep our faitli

nd integrity, even when the " heavens may
ppear to us as brass," and the earth " as bait

>f iron" around us. Here it is that we have

to take heed to these words, " In patience

ye your souls ;" and, " Because thou

kept the word of my patience, I also will

ceep thee I'rom the hour of temptation." But

vhy should I trouble thee, unless that when

hou thyself art tried, thou may'st remember

hat it is in love and mercy, that wo should

lot trust to ourselves, but to " Him who hath

oved US, and given himself for us."

Alas! alas! few indeed know how often I

feel that in me, as a creature, " dwelleth no

ood thing."

unworthy rnc. To think that her dear Master

and my dear Master hath thus cared for me.

May 1 not sa}% with the deepest gratitude,

that Ho hath been my refuge and strength in

the day of many troubles and conflicts in vari-

ous ways, when the billows and waves at

times seemed ready to overwhelm? Now
ay I acknowledgeHim to be as the shadow

of the never-failing, unchanged, and unchange-

le Rock in a weary land.

My dear knows her Lord's will, but to

do it can only bo accomplished by submission

How would I rejoice that those I dearly love

might come and lay down all at the feet of

the dear Saviour. Then would the language

of my aged heart be on this wise, " Now let-

tost Thou Thy servant depart in peace," &e.

But, ray dear M., we have lived to see a day

in which we have need to keep very near to

our only sure Guide. So much of a religious

name is going forth, ministry breaking out on

the right hand and on the left ; no doubt seen

and known by Him who still is, and ever will

be, " The Minister of the sanctuary and of the

true tabernacle, which the Lord bath pitched,

and not man." We must leave all to His turn-

ing and overturning. ...
I write with freedom, as to a sister in the

truth. 'And now, dearly, farewell.

Thy attached friend,

Elizabeth Greer.

(To be continued.)

Practical Notes ou Cements.

It may bo a somewhat bold assertion, but

it is nevertheless a true one, that nearly every

man, woman and child in the country is inter-

ested in this subject. It is not alone the car-

penter with his glue, or the professional paper

hanger and the book binder with their paste,

but it is the business man with his bottle of

mucilage, the housekeeper with her cements

for mending broken furniture, glass, and

crockery, the school girl with her scrap book,

the boy with his kite, and even the little girl

with her toys, that feel a desire to know the

best methods of preparing and using cements.

We consequently find that no contribution is

more acceptable to those journals that deal in

practical matters than a recipe for a new ce-

ment, and the paragraph containing it is sure

to be extensively republished. Now the truth

is that we do not so much require a knowledge

of improved cements as of the best methods of

using those that we have. Good glue leaves

nothing to be desired as an article for uniting

pieces of wood. When it is properly applied,

the pieces united by it will part anywhere

rather than through the joint. Well made
paste will cause pieces of paper, cloth, &c

adhere to each other, and to wood, plaster,

earthenware, &e., so that the very substance

of the paper, cloth, &c., will give way before

the paste separates ;
and the same is true of

many cements in use for mending earthenware,

glass, &c.. when these are applied by persons
"
ho thoroughly understand the proper meth

The death of a domestic

arcumatance3.

ader peculiarly trying

bottles of cement for mpnding broken glass,

china, &e., and condemn the vendor as a cheat,

when I he fact is that the very same cement,

in the hands of those who know how to use

it, is cajjablo of uniting pieces of broken glass

so that the joint will be the strongest part of

the object

!

The art of using cements depends upon cer-

tain general principles, which are easily un-

derstood and put in practice. The power
which all cements have of uniting separate

jiieces depends upon the strength of the ce-

ment itself, and upon its adhesion to the ob-

jects to which it is applied. Strange to say,

it has been found in practice that a joint may
actually exhibit a strength which is greater

than that possessed by the cement when the

latter exists in large masses. A bar of solid

glue an inch square and a foot long is not so

trong as a similar bar composed of thin strips

of wood glued together ; and the little sticks

of cement that are sold for mending earthen-

ware aro very brittle, although they form
joints that bear a great deal of rough usage,

and this principle seems to be the foundation

of the fact that the thinner the layer of ce-

ment the stronger will be the joint. Most in-

experienced persons err in using too much
cement. Actuated by liberal motives, they

are determined not to stint matters, and in

their desire to use enough, they use by far too

much. Let us take, for example, the case

of the coarsest and simplest cement,—the

mixture of resin, shellac, and finely ground
brick dust, that is so frequently sold for mend-
ing earthenware. The directions are to ap-

ply it hot ; and indeed, it cannot be used cold,

since it must be melted before it can be ap-

plied to the surfaces that are to be joined.

But in nine cases out of ton the broken pieces

are merely warmed so far that the cement
may be smeared over them, and when they

are brought together a thick layer of cement
is always allowed to intervene. The result

is either that the joint breaks along the line

of the cement or the cement separates from

one of the surfaces. If the pieces had been

made sufiiciently hot to render the cement as

fluid as possible, the layer of cement would
have been exceedingly thin, and the adhesion

between it and the surfaces to be joined have

been so great that separation would have

taken place anywhere else rather than along

the line of union. We must therefore, select

a cement that will be as strong as possible,

and we must also see that layer of cement is

as thin as it can be made without leaving any
part of the surfaces bare.

The adhesion of any cement to the surface

to which it is applied depends largely upon
the closeness with which the cement and the

surface are brought together; and this depends

very much upon the condition of the surface

as regards freedom from grease, dirt, and even

air. It may sound strange to talk of freeing

a surface from air, and yet the feat is not im-

possible. All surfaces that have been expos-

ed for some time to the air attract a thin film

of that gas, which prevents the intimate con-

tact of othersurfaces. This fact is well known
to electrotypers who find it necessary to take

the utmost pains to get rid of the thin adher-

hich
od of doing it. And yet how often do we seeling layer of air which invariably attaches

articles of furniture, that have been joined by|it8elf to their plates. A very striking exam-

crlue prepared and applied by those who have pie of the influence of this layer of air may be

had 'no experience in its use, which actually shown as follows: take a new and clean

fall to pieces by their own weight I And how needle and lay it gently on the surface of some

frequently do we see housekeepers purchase water, and it will float. The explanation la
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that the water is prevented by the adhering
layer of air from coming into contact with
the needle and wetting it, and the combined
influence of the bouyant power of the air and
cohesion of the water is sufficient to float an.
ordinary sewing needle. The easiest way to
drive off this adhering air is to heat the art:
cle. If the needle be heated, it will be im
possible to cause it to float until after it has
cooled and has been exposed to the air for
some time, and the sams process is applicable
to most surfaces to which cement is to be ap-
plied.

Whenever an article is broken which is

considered worth mending, the broken sur-
faces should be kept scrupulously clean until
such time as we are ready to repair the dam-
age. When a valuable glass or china vessel
is broken, the usual practice is to fit the sur-
faces together a doaen or twenty times, and
rub them all over with the fingers. This is

done without any object except to gratify the
mere idle curiosity of the moment, but the
result is that the broken edges are chipped, the
surfaces are covered with the oily exudations
of the fingers, and a neat and strong joint be-
comes unattainable. Keep the edges away
from each other until you are ready to ce-
ment them together, and keep your hands off
them. The same is true in regard to the
joining of pieces of wood, such as broken
furniture. We have seen people attempt to
glue together two pieces of wood the surfaces
of which were covered with old glue, the re-

mains of former efi'orts to unite the parts.
Such joints cannot hold even if the very best
glue be used. In cases where it is desired to
unite joints that have been previously imper-
fectly cemented, the old cement should be
carefully removed. Glue may be removed by
water, shellac and resin by means of acohol,
and other cements by means of their appro
priate solvents. There are two other pointe
that demand attention, the first being the
necessity of bringing the surfaces together by
means of heavy pressure. Pieces of wood
that are firmly clamped together b}' means of
powerful screw clamps while the glue is hard-
ening will adhere with a force far greater
than if they were merely stuck together. In
the Sfcond place, we must allow abundant
time for the cement to harden. These ce-
ments that merely cool, and do not dry out,
require very little time. Cements of which
the solvent is water or alcohol dry out in a
few days

; but those which have an oily basis,
like white-lead, require half a year to dry
perfectly. People frequently attempt to use
articles cemented with such compounds be-
fore the drying process has been completed,
and, as a consequence, fail in their efforts.

These general principles are applicable to
all cements, and a careful observance of them
will frequently enable us to attain success
where others have failed.

—

Harper's Bazaar.

was in my life before, or ever expect to be;
and if I had believed this twenty years ago,
I might have been spared much anxiety.

—

-Last hours of Dr. Payson.

Christians might avoid much trouble and
inconvenience, if they would only believe what
they profess, that God is able to make them
happy without anything else. They imagine
if such a dear friend were to be removed, they
would be miserable, whereas God makes them
a thousand times happier without them. To
mention my own case, God has been depriv-
ing me of one blessing after another, but as
every one was removed, he came in and filled

the place, and now, when I am a cripple and
not able to move, I am happier than I ever

Some Striking and Important Facts in Regard
to the Indians.

The following extracts are taken from a
speech delivered in Ealeigh, N. C, on the
24th of July last, by the Hon. Columbus De-
lano, a copy of which has been furnished us.
The Honorable Secretary says :

—

"I have applied to the efficient Commis-
sioner of Indian affairs, General F. A. Walker,
for certain facts connected with the Indian
service, and upon his authority I assert that
during the present year more than twenty-
five thousand Indians have been added to the
number of those directly under the control
of the Government. During the three years
of the present Administration more than
eighty thousand Indians have been brought
to agencies and placed under the care and

pervision of Indian agents. Not to exceed
fifty thousand Indians are still roaming be^

yond the supervision of their agents, not-
withstanding the immense extent of territory
which yet intervenes between the settled po
tions of the country. It has become almost
a certainty that the coming year will see the
number of roaming Indians so far reduced
that, substantially, the whole Indian race

thin the United States will be settled upon
reservations. These reservations are located
with reference to allowing the freest develop-
ment of railroad communications, the largest
extension of agricultural settlements, and the
safety of the white citizens. They are also
located with a view of securing the best in-

terests of the aboriginal population, and in

order to afford the members of that unfortun-
ate race opportunity to learn the arts and
customs of civilized life, and I trust in the end
to participate in the happy destinies of the
American people. Such a result would be
well attained at any expense, for the free
velopment of railroad communications and
the extension of our settlements is of incalcu
lable value merely from a pecuniary point of
view.

Every year the advance of our frontier
takes in a new extent of lands teeming with
agricultural and mineral wealth equal to the
area of many of the largest States of the
Union, or some of the most powerful empiref
of the world. To accomplish this without de
lay or embarrassment from the aborigines of
the country is one of the first duties of states-
manship at the present time, and this is being
done under the humane and Christian policy
of the Republican administration, not only
with strict justice to the Indians, but in the
spirit of mercy and peace.
Of the 29.3,000 Indians within the limit of

the United States, exclusive of Alaska, accord-
'ng to the best estimate which it is possible to
form, 130,000 are now supporting themselves
upon their own lands, receiving absolutely
nothing from the Government beyond the in-

terest of their own money or the annuities
granted them in consideration of cession of
their lands. The lands which they have
ceded have been sold by the Government to
actual settlers at three, five, ten or twenty
times the amount paid the Indians for them.
The aggregate cost of the subsistence of the

113,000 Indians at agencies, who are in whole „^„.
in part, often in a very small degree, eub- 1 expenditures afford, ponder^'these" i&cta,and

sisted by the Government, was, for the
]

year, 82,446,000, including the excessi^
high charges for transportation of supp
which prevail in those distant regions. '.

fact that this sum divided among 113,000
dians give an average of only $21.50 per he
is sufficient evidence that large numbers
these Indians are already closely approach
the condition where they will bo self-suppc

ing, while others are learning the rudime
of the mechanical or agricultural arts.

Fifty or sixty agents, with a force of £

ployees, carpenters, blacksmiths, farmers, n

ers, and teachers, to thenumberin all of 9

are engaged in the work of instructing th(

people to break up their own lands, bu
their own fences and cabins, saw their oi

umber, and grind their own corn, as well
to speak in our language and write in our
phabet.

The cost of so great an enterprise is nee
sarily heavy, but it is nothing compared
the cost of a month of general Indian wi
It must also be remembered that war nec(
sarily interrupts the progress of railways
well as the settlements of our countrj', ai

renders insecure the lives of those who li

on its frontier.

The total amount appropriated for the I
dian service in the fiscal year ending July
1872, including all deficiency appropriatior
was $6,055,774.69. Of this sum Sl,277,997.(
was appropriated only in the sense that
gave the administrative officers of the Gover
ment authority to pay or to expend in beha
of the Indians moneys belonging to then
These moneys wore the price of the cessic
of many a hundred million acres of land, no-

covered by the farms and factories or the citi(

of the whites.

Moreover, of the sum appropriated, coi
siderable in excess of $300,000 remained ui
expended at the close of the year, reducin
the actual expenses of this gigantic servic
below four and a half millions of dollars.

Single wars of the United States with singl
tribes of Indians have cost the treasury teii

twenty, thirty, and forty millions of dollai
The report of the Commissioner of India
Affairs for the year 1868 reaches the conclu
sion that every Indian warrior killed in th
Florida war, the Sioux war of 1852 and 1854
arid the Cheyenne war of 1864, cost the Govern
ment a million of dollars and the lives of twenti
white men. This is the cost of wars with singl<
tribes, and the worst of it is, that these ivari

have never settled anything. The Indians stil,

remain, either to be annihilated by force 01

arms, at such enormous expenditures of blood
and treasure, or else to be pacified by concilia-
tory actions, won over by kindness, knit to

us by constant good offices, assisted to a con-
dition of self-support, and in the end r

one with the whites by mutual sympathy
and by a common devotion to a com
country and the same Heavenly Father.
Let those who, from lack of correct infor-

mation, are incredulous; let those whose desire
for punishment or revenge has been aroused by
exaggerated accounts of Indian depredations

;

let those who wish to change the present
policy in order to renew again a host of faith-
'ess agents and contractors to plunder the
gnorant savage, and rob him of the aid and
beneficence of the government; and, finally,

et those who desire war that they may reap
the rich profits which its large and necessary
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wei' before God and a Christian nation

iher they will, if they can, destroy the pre-

policy of peace, justice and progress, and
ore the former system of cruelty, robbery, in-

lanity, war, bloodshed, and crime."—Late

jer.

THE FRIEND.
TENTH MONTH 26, 1872.

OHIO YICARLY MEETING,
his mceiing convened at Mount Pleasant,

o, on Secorid-day, 9lh mo. 30tli, and closed

Fiflh-day, lOlh mo. 3d. The meeting; was
ught to be the largest annual gathering

i there for several years, and was through-

marked by a feeling of unity and religious

gbt that vvas comforting to those in at-

lance. There was quite a large number
ouQg persons present, and their plain ap-

ranco and solid deportment, evinced their

:fiou8 concern and their interest in the

irs which came before the meeting.

ong other matters of interest transacted,

rge committee was appointed for the pur-

3 and distribution of the approved wril-

of Friends ;
also the Meeting for Suflfer-

reported the purchase of a considerable

iber of Barclay's Apology for that pur-

hero were in attendance two ministers

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, with min-

for religious service. When the printed

ules are received we shall give extracts

them.

r attention has been called to an article

[ the editorial head, that appeared in

le Interior" of the 3rd instant, in refcr-

3 to '• the (Quaker or peace policy" of our

ernmcnt towards the Indians of the far

t. "The Interior" is published at Chi-

, in the interest of the Presbyterian So-

T, is conducted with spirit and talent, and

;oae on religious as well as other subjects

merally moderate and discriminative. In

article alluded to however, the author,

)ever he may be, seems to have forgotten

he was addressing a community that, at

t, professes to be christians, and that the

Id has advanced in christian civilization,

;e the Puritans who landed in JMew Eng-

i thought they had the same authority for

ermiuating the aborigines of America as

Israelites had to destroy the inhabitants

Janaan. He appears to have no faith

value or crlicacy of the principles of peace

good-will inculcated and commanded by

ist and his Apostles, and therefore longs

recurrence to the sanguinary ministra

of carbines and sabres, in order to induce

Indians to give up bloodsheddiug, and em
|ce the civilization of their oppressors, and

urderers of their kinsmen and friends,

Ve will let him speak for himself, by giv-

such extracts as fairly exhibit his views

animus, only italicising some passages

; appear to us most characteristic.

When some three years since, our gov-

ment adopted what is known as the 'yua-
' or peace policy, in its dealings with the

ians upon our Western and South-western

ders, the hope arose in the heart of the

ion that at length we had entered upon a

era in our relations with what has long

been the opprobrium of our homo administra-

tion—the Indian question. Mercy and truth

were now to meet together, righteousness and
peace to kiss each other. The savage was to

be tamed by kindness, tempered by firmness,
" the horrors of the past were to be forgot-

ten in the reign of unbroken peace to follow

upon this new depai'ture in our Indian policy."*****
He slates there were those who from the

rst " predicted the early and total failure of

the experiment," " and time has but too fully
"

I their predictions. There is doubtless

a very considerable difference among the vari-

ous tribes along tlie Western frontier. Some
among them seem to be less savage and blood

thirsty, and more susceptible to appeals to

the better side of human nature than are oth-

ers. But we fear it must be set down as a

fact never to be lost sight of in dealings with

them, that Indians are by nature crafty,

treacherous, false and cruel, wholly destitute

of the virtues usually found among civilized

communities of the lowest grade. They can

be reached and controlled only through their fears.

Moral considerations, of whatever order, arepow-

erless to restrain them from the most fiendish of

practices. There is absolutely no safety for

our pioneers, and for travellers across those

portions of our country which are still in pos-

session of the aborigines, except in the ability

they possess to defend themselves against the

urderous onsets of these demons in human
form. There may bo exceptions, but such is,

we fear, the rule.

It is hard to be obliged to come to conclu-

sions seemingly so at variance with Christian

feeling ; but the experiment of bringing the

Indian under the sway of considerations of

gratitude, justice, truth or mercy, must, we
think, be acknowledged closed. The mission-

ary must follow, not precede the soldier. Car-

bines and sabres will do a work which blankets

arid stores and soft words will in vain essay.

The Indian must be conquered first, and con-

verted afterward."
After saying that the Indians had " no

right or claim to endlessly hold * * any
portion of this country," he declares that the

''rightful owner" arrived in the Mayflower,

and has " ever since been reclaiming that which

was his own by the only title ever to be recog-

nized in such litigation."

" Civilization or extermination is the single

allernaUve that can bo proposed to him.

[The savage.]
" But not in the interest of selfishness. Not

in disregard of the fact that he is a man, with

all the rights of a man, which he has not for-

feited by crime. Not in any spirit whatever,

but that of Christian love. But out of the high-

est, broadest, most Christian philanthropy should

this be done. It is high time that these un-

tamed and untamable fiends were told in lan-

guage of which there is no mistaking the

meaning, that there is one choice, and but

one, open to them : cessation from their mur-

derous and worse than murderous practices,

or death ; the surrender to justice of every

Indian known to be guilty of capital offences,

or the extermination of all who connive at his

crime and escape. It is at once the only hu-

mane and merciful, as it is the only just and

righteous way of dealing with these wretches.

It may involve even the destruction of a few

squaws and papooses ; but it will save from

loul dishonor, and worse by far than death,

many an American woman and many a bright

and promising child, and will preserve many
fo worth more to the world than that of

a tribe of Kiowas and Apaches. It was per-

haps well that the experiment we have made
should be fully tried. Now, in the name of

Christian philanthropy, let Crook and Sheri-

dan come to the front."

To those who are acquainted with iha facts

in the case, it is hardly necessary to say that

the assertion of the "total failure" of the

"Quaker or peace policy" towards the In-

dians, is altogether untrue, and betrays either

culpable ignorance on the part of one who
undertakes to publish abroad such dogmatic
opinions on the subject, or a blind determina-
tion to decry the effort making to restore to

the Indian confidence in the white man, and
to subdue his hostility by a policy consonant
with the religion we profess, and to urge the

Government once more to resort to the bar-

barities of war, with no other probable result,

as past experience teaches, than the extermi-

nation of the less civilised race.

In the last week's number of our Journal
we published a statement of the "General
Agent of the Executive Committee of Friends
on Indian affairs," showing the progress made
in agricultural employment and its products;
the statistics in which speak louder than ar-

gument as to what has been done in the Su-
perintendency over which Friends have con-

trol. In the present number will be found
extracts from a speech made by Secretary
Delano, demonstrating the large benefit which
the Government and people have already
realized by the " Quaker or peace policy" to-

wards the Indians. These witnesses are un-

impeachable, and we think their evidence
might satisfy even the editor of the " Inter-

ior" that the i-esult obtained is encouraging,
and more than was to be expected in so short

a time, in dealing with "demons in human
form," " untamed and untamable fiends," over
whom, of course, if such, "moral considera-

tions of whatever order are powerless to re-

strain them from the most fiendish of prac-

tices."

To us it seems worse than folly to speak of
"Christian love," the "highest, broadest,

most Christian philanthropy', " as liavingany
thing to do with such an unmerciful course as

is recommended by this writer, viz: "The
extermination of all who connive" at the
crime or escape of any Indian "known to bo
guilty of capital offences," and sweeping all

off who will not, at once, give up the mode of

life which they and their progenitors have
always pursued. " Civilization or extermina-
tion is the single alternative that can be pro-

posed to him." It is this kind of derogation
of Christianity that furnishes the sceptic with
plausible objections to its divine origin.

The title of the " owner" of the soil of
America, " who arrived in the Mayflower,"
if we understand this writer, i-ests on the as-

sumption that "Every thing in this world be-

longs, in the last analysis, to him who has the
ability and disposition to use it," a doctrine
which we think every agrarian and commun-
ist supposes entitles him to demand a share
of the wealth and land of the capitalist and
the landowner.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FoRElON.—Prince Napoleon has appealed to the Pro-

cureur-General of France for redress against the Minis-
ter of the Interior, the Prefect of Police, and others who
took part in his expulsion from France. If the appeal
is rejected, the Prince will commence personal proceed-
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ings in the courts against the parties concerned, and

avail himself of all legal means to procure a restoration

of his rights as a citizen of France.

The French government has resolved to support it

the approaching session of the Assembly a motion foi

the appointment of Commissioners to investigate the

actsoftheOllivierand Palakao Cabinets, preparatory to

the impeachment of the imperial ministers on a charge

of having provoked the war with Germany.
The Count de Chambord has written a letter protest-

ing against the establishment of the Republic as a per-

manent form of government. He says a monarchy

alone can save France.

Charles Sumner has visited Gambetta, and in conver

sation between them Senator Sumner expressed the

warmest .sympathy for the French Republic, but re-

gretted the want of sincere religion in France.

The bulk of the German force in Marne and Upper
Marne will be soon withdrawn. A small detachment

will remain at important points.

Heavy rains have caused the rivers Rhone, Saone

and Loire, to overflow tlieir banks.

The insurrection at Ferrol has been suppressed al-

most without bloodshed. The rebels fearing the result

of an attack by the government forces, dispersed on a

dark and stormy night. Some took refuge on the ves-

sels they had seized, and left the port. Others fled

through the town and about one hundred were captured.

The Spanish forces entered the Arsenal without resist-

ance, and there captured four hundred of the rebels who
remained inside.

A bill has been introduced in the Cortes, abolishing

the death penalty for political oflences, and it has passed

a first reading.

The Emperor of Russia has issued a decree granting

full pardon to Michael Czarkowski, the Polish general,

who under the title of Sadyk Pasha, took .service in the

Turkish army and distinguished himself as commander-
in-chief of the Ottoman Cossacks in the war against

Russia.

A man who participated in the Communist revolt in

Paris has surrendered himself to the police in Brussels,

and made a declaration that he was an accomplice of

Troppman who murdered an entire family near Paris.

An examination shows the man to be of sound mind.
The railway between Yokohama and Yeddo, Japan,

has been formally opened by the Mikado.
The British Parliament will reassemble on the 19th

of Twelfth month.
Agitation has commenced for the abolition of flog-

ging at Newgate as a penalty for crime. Many letters

have appeared in the Times and other journal.s, urging

the discontinuance of the barbarous practice.

Five thousand laborers on the steamship docks ii

Liverpool are on a strike.

The suit brought against the United States Consul at

Liverpool, by a man named Alcott, who enlisted as a

seamen on the privateer Alabama, for compensation
for his detention at Liverpool as a witness, by order of

the consul at the time the Alabama sailed, has just been
brought to a conclusion, and resulted adversely to the

plaintiff. The court decided that tbe Geneva Tribunal
had settled all questions connected with the Alabama
case, and directed a verdict to be entered for the de-

fendant.

The London Board of Public Works has voted al-

most unanimously in favor of removing the tolls on the
Waterloo and other toll bridges over the Thames. A
conference with the government for the purpose of carry-

ing out the measure will shortly be held.

While imprisonment for debt has been abolished in

Great Britain, it still remains in force in the Channel
Islands. A bill to effect a partial change has been re-

ferred to a committee.
The gallery of a circus at Sheflield gave way while

filled with spectators, and was precipitated on the heads
of those below. About 70 persons were injured by the
accident and in the panic wliich ensued.

The steamer Mary of Leith ran into the bark Caro-
line Marcer, of Gottenburg. The latter filled and sunk,
and eight of the crew were drowned. The steamer
Batavia, on her passage to the river Rliine, came into

collision with an unknown ve.ssel and was so seriou.sly

injured that she soon after sunk. All on board were
saved except two per-sons who went down in the

London, 10th mo. 21st.—Consols 92. U. S. sixes,

ISe.-), 91i ; 1867, 92^ ; ten-forties, 87 1-.

Liverpool. — Uplands cotton, 9J a Qfd. ; Orleans,
lOi a lOgd. Breadstuffs quiet and steady.

A Madrid dispatch of the 21st says : The insurgents
who escaped from Ferrol fled in all directions. About
500 were captured without any resistance. The re-
mainder have disappeared in the mountains.

A Geneva dispatch announces the sudden death,
the 21st inst., of D'Aubigne, the celebrated historian of
the Reformation. He was 78 years of age.
The Prussian government has ordered its officials,

especially the authorities in harbor towns, to furnish
statistical reports on the emigration of Germans to

America, setting forth the number of emigrants, and as
far as can be ascertained their motives. The returns
are demanded with a view to prevent, if possible, a
further exodus to the United States.

United States.—TAe Cotton Crop.—According to

the report of the Department of Agriculture, the general
average condition of the coming crop was reduced dur-
ing the month covered by the returns, but is still placed
higher than in last years report for the Tenth month,
while the area planted is considerably greater. Many
parts of the cotton region have suffered from drouglit
and the ravages of caterpillars.

The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered
250, including 84 children under two years of age : 47
of consumption, 17 debility, 11 marasmus, 2 small pox
and 8 old age.

At the late State election in Pennsylvania, 671,147
votes were polled. Hartranft, the Republican candi-
date for Governor, received 353,387 votes, and Bucka-
lew, opposition, 317,760 : Republican majority 35,627.
Philadelpliia gave 118,119 votes ; Allegheny, 42,261

;

Luzerne 26,774; Lancaster, 22,838; Berks, 21,845;
Schuylkill, 18,3.38 ; Montgomery 16,917 ; Chester, 1.5,-

896. The smallest vote, 758, was given in Forest
county.

There were 163 deaths in Boston last week, 28 of
which were from small pox.
The total vote cast in Ohio for Secretary of State, at

the election on the 8th inst., was 520,037, and the Re-
publican majority 14,055.

It was, until quite recently, believed that the lands
of Colorado had very little agricultural value, but this

season large quantities of wheat have been sent from
the territory to Kansas and Missouri. Previous to this

year Colorado had imported most of the flour and grain
required by its inhabitants.

The California gold product appears to be gradually
decreasing. A numberof claims worked by sluices and
hydraulic processes, are exhausted every year, and very
few new ones are opened. At the same time the pro-
ductive quartz mining does not increase in importance.

27ie Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 21st inst. New York.—American gold, 113^.
U. S. sixes, 1881, ] 16}; ditto, 1865, 116; ditto, 1868,
114| ; ditto, 10-40, 5 per cents, 108!. Superfine flour,

$5.90 a $6.60 ; State extra, $7 a §7.25 ; finer brands,
*7.50 a $12. No. 1 Chicago spring wheat, $1.60; No.
2 do., $1.50 a $1.51 ; No. 2 Milwaukie, $1.58 ; red
western, $1.63; amber, $1.67; white Michigan, $1.95.
Western barley, $1 ; Canada, $1.15. Oats, 45 a 51 cts.

Yellow corn, 6.5 cts.; western mixed, 62 cts. ; white, 68
cts. Philadelphia.—Middlings cotton, 20 a 20J cts. for

uplands and New Orleans. Superfine aour,'$4.50 a
$5.25; extras $5.75 a $6.25 ; finer brands, $6.50 a $10.25.
White wheat, $1.90 a $2; amber, f 1.79 a $1.87 ; western
red $1.68 a $1.73. Rye, 80 cts. Yellow corn, 64 a 65
cts. ; western mixed, 63 a 64 cts. Oats, 41 a 47 cts.

Smoked hams, 16 a IS cts. Lard, 9 cts. Timothy
seed, *3.50. The cattle market was dull. Sales of
about 3,200 head at the Avenue Drove-yard. Extra at

7 a 71 cts. per lb. gross ; 8 cts. for a few choice ; 5} a
6J cts. for fair to good, and 4 a 5 cts., per lb. gross for

common. About 14,000 sheep sold at 5| a 6|- cts. per
lb. gross for choice, and 5 a 5.5 cts. for fair and middling.
Hogs sold at $7 a $7.50 per 100 lbs. net. Receipts,
5,5-52 head. Cincinnati.—White wheat, $1.68 a $1.73;
red, $1.52 a $1.57. Corn, 40 a 41 cts. Oats, 30 a 35
cts. Summer lard, 7J- cts. Milwaukie.—No. 2 spring
wheat, $1.12i. No. 2 mixed corn, 3U cts. No. 2 oats,

24 cts. No. 1 rye, 53 cts. No. 2 barley, 65 cts.

BIBLE ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS IN
AMERICA.

The Annual Meeting of " Philadelphia Auxiliary,"
will be held at No. 109 N. Tenth St., on Fourth-day,
30th inst., at 7 J- p. M. A. M. Kimber,

Philada., lOtb mo. 1872. Secretary.

The Executive Committee of Friends' Freedmen's
Association of Philadelphia, have opened the .schools
under its care in Virginia and North Carolina, and
desire to call the attention of Friends to the need of
funds to carry on the work. The Treasury is nearly
empty, and expense having begun, the Committee hope
that those interested in the cause will continue to for-

ward contributions to Richard Cadbuky, Treasurer,
No. Ill South Fourth street, Philadelphia.
Tenth mo. 18th, 1872.

WOMAN'S INDIAN AID ASSOCIATION.
Our friends Margaret Richards and Emmelint

Tuttle, are in immediate need of supplies of matt

for clothing for the women and children at theii

spective stations.

Our Treasury contains only $69, and we earnt

appeal to interested Friends to enable us to meet
above, and similar applications as they may occur

prompt and liberal contributions, which may bt- sei

Rebecca T. Haines, Secretary, No. 545 is\ Twe
second street ; or " Woman's Indian Aid Associati

116 N. Fourth street.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session of the School will comuu

on Second-day, the 28th instant.

Pupils who have been regularly entered and win
by the cars from Philadelphia, can obtain ticket? at

depot of the West Chester and Philadelphia Kailn
corner of Thirty-first and Chestnut streets, by i;i\

their names to the Ticket-agent there, who is furnis

with a list of the pupils for that purpose. In s

case the passage, including the stage fare from
Railroad Station, will be charged at the School, t(

paid for with the other incidental charges at the c

of the term. Conveyances will be at the Street R(

Station on Second and Third-days, the 28th an.l 2

inst., to meet the trains that leave Philadelphia at ',

and 10 A. M., 12 m. and 2.30 p. m.
8®°- Baggage may be left either at Thirty-first

Chestnut St. or at Eighteenth and Market. If let

the latter place, it must be put under the care of
Alexander & Sons, who will convey it thence to Thi
first and Chestnut at a charge of 10 cents per trunk
be paid to them. Those who prefer can have their 1

gage sent for to any place in the built-up part of

City, by sending word on the day previous to H. X]
ander & Sons, No. 5 North Eighteenth St. Their cha
in such case for taking baggage to Thirty-first and Ch
nut Sts., will be 25 cents per trunk. For the same cha
they will also collect baggage from the other railr

depots, if the checks are left at their office No. 5 Nc
Eighteenth St. Baggage put under their care, if

j

perly marked, will not require any attention from
owners, either at the West Philadelphia depot, or at

Street Road Station, but will be forwarded direct to

School. It may not always go on the same train as

owner, but it will go on the same day, provided
notice to H. Alexander & Sons reaches them in tim-

During the Session, passengers for the School i

be met at the Street Road Station, on the arrival of

first train from the City, every day except First-dai

and small packages for the pupils, if left at Friec
Book Store, No. 304 Arch St., will be forwarded ev<.

Sixth-day at 12 o'clock, except on the last two Si.rth-d

in the Twelfth month, and the expense charged in th

bills.

Tenth month 15th, 1872.

WANTED,
At Westtown Boarding School, a well qualif

Teacher to take charge of the second Mathemati
Department or the writing school for Boys.

Application to be made to

Clarkson Sheppard, Greenwich, N. Jersey,
Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch street, Philada.
Samuel Morris, Olney, near Philada.,

Charles Evans, M. D., 702 Race street, Philai

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphit-

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. AVori
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

Married, on the 26th of Ninth month, 1872,
Friends' Meeting-house, Wilmington, Del., Edwai
Bettle, of Philadelphia, to Elizabeth H. Tatnai
daughter of William Tatnall, of Wilmington.

, on the ninth day of Tenth month, 1872,
Friends' Meeting-house, Salem, New Jersey, Georc
Abbott, Jr., to Elizabeth E. Lippincott, both oft
above place.

Died, on the 15th of Tenth mo. 1872, Elma, daug
ter of Henry and Martha D. Windle, in the 20th ye
of her age, a member of Bradford Monthly Meetir
Chester county. Pa. " Be ye therefore ready also, i

the Son of man cometh at an hour when ye think not
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Ancient Peru.

(ConcludBd from page 74.)

Nothing in Ancient Peru was more remark-
ble than the public roads. No ancient peo-

ple has left traces of works more astonishing

ihan these, so vast was their extent, and so

;reat the skill and labor required to construct

hem. One of these roads ran along the moun-
ains through the whole length of the empire
["rom Quito to Chili. Another starting from
this at Cuzco, went down to the coast and ex-

tended northward to the equator. These
roads were built on beds or deep understruc-
ures of masonry. The width of the road-

ways varied from twenty to twenty-five feet,

and they were made level and smooth by
paving, and in some places by a sort of ma-
cadamizing with pulverized stone mixed with
lime and bituminous cement. This cement
was used in all the masonry. On each side

of the road way " was a very strong wall,

more than a fathom in thickness." These
Is went over marshes, rivers, and great

chasms of the sierras, and through rocky pre
ciplces and mountain sides. The great road
passing along the mountains was a marvellous
work. In many places its way was cut through
rock for leagues. Great ravines were filled

up with solid masonry. Eivers were crossed

by means of a cui'ious kind of suspension
bridges, and no obstruction was encountered
which the builders did not overcome. Th
builders of our Pacific Eailroad, with their

superior engineering skill and mechanical
appliances, might reasonably shrink from the
cost and difficulties of such a work as this.

Extending from one degree north of Quito to

Cuzco, and from Cuzco to Chili, it was quite

as long as the two Pacificrailroads, and its wild

route among the mountains was far more
difficult.

Sarmiento describing it, said : "It seems to

me that if the emperor (Charles V.) should
see fit to order the construction of another
road like that which leads from Quito to

Cuzco, or that which from Cuzco goes toward
Chili, I certainly think he would not be able

to make it, with all his power." Humboldt
examined some of the remains of this road,

and described as follows a portion of it seen
in a pass of the Andes, between Mansi and

Loxa: "Our eyes rested continually on superb

remains of a paved road of the Incas. The
road-way, paved with well cut, dark porphy-

ritic stone, was twenty feet wide, and rested

on deep foundations. This road was marvel-

lous. None of the Eoman roads I have seen

in Italy, in the south of France, or in Spain,

appeared to me more imposing than this work
of the ancient Peruvians." He saw remains

of several other shorter roads which were

built in the same way, some of them between

Loxa and the river Amazon. Along these

roads at equal distances were edifices, a kind

of caravanseras, built of hewn stone, for the

accomodation of travellers.

These great works were described by every

Spanish writer on Peru, and in some accounts

of them we find suggestions in regard to their

history. They are called " roads of the Incas,"

but they were probably much older than the
" me of these rulers. The mountain road run-

ng toward Quito was much older than the

Inca Huayna Capac, to whom it has some-

limes been attributed. It is stated that when
he started by this route to invade the Quitiis,

the road was so bad that " he found great

difficulties in the passage." It was then an

old road, much out of repair, and he imme
diately ordered the necessary reconstructions.

Gomera says, "Huayna Capac restored, en-

larged, and completed these roads, but ho did

not build them, as some pretend." These

great artificial highways were broken up and

made useless at the time of the conquest, and

the subsequent barbarous rule of the Spaniards

allowed them to go to decay. Now only

broken remains of them exist to show their

former character.

The development of civilization in Peru

was very different from that in Mexico and

Central America. In both regions the people

were sun-worshippers, but their religious or-

ganizations, as well as their methods of build-

ing temples, were unlike. Neither of these

peoples seems to have borrowed from the

other. It may be that all the old American

civilizations had a common origin in South

America, and that all the ancient Americans

whose civilization can be traced in remains

found north of the Isthmus, came originally

from that part of the continent, This hy-

pothesis appears to me more probable than

any other I have heard suggested. But, as-

suming this to be true, the first migration of

civilized people from South America must have

taken place at a very distant period in the

past, for it preceded not only the history in-

dicated by the existing antiquities, but also

an earlier history, during which the Peruvians

and Central Americans grew to be as different

from their ancestors as'from each other. In

each case, the development of civilization re-

presented by existing monuments, so far as

we can study it, appears to have been origiiial.

In some respects the Peruvian civilization

was developed to such a degree as challenged

admiration. The Peruvians were highly skill-

ed in agriculture and in some kinds of manu-

factures. No people ever had a more efficient

system of industry. This created their wealth

and made possible their great public works.

All accounts of the country at the time of the

conquest agree in the statement that they

cultivated the soil in a very admirable way,

and with remarkable success, using aque-

ducts for irrigation, and employing guano as

one of their most important fertilizers. Euro-

peans learned from them the value of this

fertilizer, and its name g%iano, is Peruvian.

The remains of their works show what they

. ..0 as builders. Their skill in cutting stone

and their wonderful masonry can be seen and

admired by modern builders in what is left of

their aqueducts, their roads, their temples,

and their other great edifices.

They had great proficiency in the arts of

spinning, weaving, and dyeing. For their

cloth they used cotton and the wool of four

varieties of the Llama, that of the Vicuna

being the finest. Some of their cloth had in-

terwoven designs and ornaments, very skil-

fully executed. Many of their fabrics had

rare excellence in the eyes of the Spaniards.

Garciluse says :
" The coverings of the beds

were blankets and friezes of the wool of the

vicuiia, which is so fine and so much prized

that among other precious things from that

land, they have been brought for the bed of

Don Philip II." Of their dyes this account

is given in the work of Eivero and Von
Tschudi:

" They possessed the secret of fixing the

dye of all colors, flesh-color, yellow, gray,

blue, green, black, &c., so firmly in the thread,

or in the cloth already woven, that they never

faded during the lapse of ages, even when ex-

posed to the air or buried (in tombs) under

ground. Only the cotton became slightly

discolored, while the woolen fabrics preserved

their primitive lustre. It is a circumstance

worth remarking that chemical analyses made

of pieces of cloth of all the various dyes, prove

that the Peruvians extracted all their colors

from the vegetable and none from the mineral

kingdom. In fact, the natives of the Peruvian

mountains now use plants unknown to Euro-

peans, producing from them bright and last-

ing colors."

They had great skill in the art of working

metals, especially gold and silver. Besides

these precious metals they had copper, tin,

lead and quicksilver. Iron was unknown to

them in the time of the Incas, although some

maintain that they had it in the previous

ages, to which belong the ruins at Lake Titi-

caca. Iron ore was and still is very abundant

in Peru. It is impossible to conceive how the

Peruvians were able to cut and work stone in

such a masterly way, or to construct their

cn-eat roads and aqueducts without the use of

fron tools. Some of the languages of the

country, and perhaps all, had names for iron;

in official Peruvian it was called quillay, and

in the old Chilian tongue panilic. " It is re-
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markable," observes Molina, "that iron which
has been thought unknown to the ancient
Americans, has particular names in some of
their tongues. It is not easy to understand
why they had names for this metal, if they
never at any time had knowledge of the metal
itself. In the Mercurie Peruana of 1791, it is

stated that anciently the Peruvian sovereigns
worked magnificentiron mines at Ancoriames,
on the west shore of Lake Titicaca, but I can-
not give the evidence used in support of this
statement.

Their gold-smiths and silver-smiths had at-
tained very great proficiency. They could
melt the metals in furnaces, cast them
moulds made of clay and gypsum, hammer
their work with remarkable dexterity, and
solder it with great perfection. The gold and
silver work of these articles was extremely
abundant in the country at the time of the
conquest, but Spanish greed had it all melted
for coinage. It was with articles of this gold
work that the Inca Atahuallpa filled a room
in his vain endeavor to purchase release from
captivity. * * * Nothing is more con-
stantly mentioned by the old Spanish chroni-
clers than the vast abundance of gold in Peru.
It was more common than any other metal
Temples and palaces were covered with it
and it was very beautifully wrought into or-
naments, temple furniture, articles for house-
hold use, and imitations of almostevery object
in nature. In the course of twenty-five years
after the conquest, the Spaniards sent from
Peru to Spain more than eight hundred mil-
lion dollars worth of gold, all or nearly all of
it having been taken from the subjugated
Peruvians as booty.

Philip and Rachel Price.

An early lesson of instruction to Eachel
Price, which remained with her through life
and is left for posterity, was derived in this
wise: She had heard John Simpson very in-
structively in the ministry, and particularly
so in explaining the mysteries of the Pevela-
tions; and on an expected visit from him
looked forward to it as an occasion of spiritual
instruction in respect to the sublime truths
which ^lad so interestingly engaged his mindm the ministry. She was disappointed to
hnd him drawn to speak familiarly of his
farming operations, and to abstain from those
high and serious matters her own mind was
dwelling upon

: and among other things he
narrated was the occurrence of a disorderly
contest among his hands in the harvest field
whereby they injured his wheat. He started
to arrest their proceedings, determined to turn
some of them out of the field in a hurry but
was himself arrested in the way by a voice
which inwardly spoke to him in the language
"John, govern thyself before thou art rtghtly
qualified to govern others." He sat down until
his own mind was quieted, then went to the
men, addressed them upon the impropriety
and ingratitude of wasting the grain bounti-
fully bestowed for our sustenance by a merci
ful Creator; and was heard with respect and
submission all steadily resuming their work.
She concluded this to be the lesson she most
stood in need of as one of the heads of a lar-e
family of various dispositions, sayino- "I fHt

raent, and sometimes recommended to others
for their advantage."
One of the earliest occasions of prolonged

absence of either from home on a religious
journey, apparent from their correspondence,
was the accompaniment by Philip Price of
Charity Cook, and Susanna Hollingsworth,
of South Carolina, on a visit to the meetings
of the Society in Virginia and Western Penn-
sylvania, during the severe winter of 1796-97.
The crossing of the mountains was then a
diflicult task, not free from danger. He writes
from Virginia: "I wish thee may be favored
to bear with patience my absence, being in
hopes it is still right for me to go on with
them, however trying it may be. I feel an
earnest desire of being found in my allotment
(of duty). I have had some heavy exercises
to pass through since I have been from home,
both on my own account and on that of the
Society, but I have endeavored to come into
state of resignation, wherein I now enjoy a

good degree of peace of mind. * * I could
write a good deal more, but must decline at
present, as it is so cold the ink freezes in my
pen, although near a good fire." From Bed-
stone he wrote, " Way has been wonderfully
made for us to get along, without meeting
with auy accident or injury, yet not without
great dangers, wherein we have experienced
that Preserving Power to be near in our
greatest straits, who I have no doubt has
called for the present dedication. My faith
has never been more closely tried, I believe,
on any occasion." * * * "I have no doubt
but thou feels thy situation lonesome and
often trying in my absence, but I have a hope
thou art preserved in patience and submission
to the will of Him to whom we ought to sub-
mit in all things, and let these trials work for

which is what I have longed to experienc
more than any other enjoyment in this worh
and it is to be preferred to everything b.

sides." The responses of his beloved wil
breathed the same deep religious dedicatiof
and sympathizing affection. " My anxitt
for thy preservation is at times past descii]
tion, though at some times I am favored wit
resignation and patience to bear thy Ion

'

absence from me with more fortitude than
expected. I feel my mind measurably sup
ported under it at this time, yet often, vei'
often, forcibly feel the want of thy tendei
sympathizing, and endearing company, in m^
present trying situation."

A lasting friendship was formed betweoi
these travellers, who had moved together ii

that " unity of spirit which is the bond o
peace."

—

Jlemoir.

Life in the Victoria flocks.

The shipping-docks of our great seaports
might seem at first sight a queer place of re-

sort for a field-naturalists' club. Of all places
in which the Londoner especially might be
expected to be found enjoying his Saturday
half-holiday with nature, after a week of ware-
house or ofiiee life, the docks would be the
last in which people generally would look for
him. True it is that we Londoners, or at least
such of us as delight-
To pore for an hour
O'er a weed or a flower,

Or the slugs that come creeping forth after a shower,"

are sometimes straitened for opportunities for
naturalising, and are put to shifts and expe-
dients which our happy provincial brethren
know but little of. Like our foUow-natural-
ists in Manchester, Glasgow, and other large

our further refinement and purification." * * cities, the precious daylight hours which the
"I often remember my dear children, and (rural collector is using to advantage are too
have no doubt of thy care over them, which |often consumed by us in travelling from the

the necessity of keeping self under proper
control in order for the right regulation of
those about me; and the incident was often
recurred to in silence for my own improve-

akes me feel easy on their account. Oh that
they may be preserved in innocency and vir-
tue, which I hope will be more our concern
for them than anything besides in this fading
world." On their return journey he again
writes, "the labor of my dear devoted com-
panions has been close and searchipg in most
places where our lot has been cast, but they
have been enabled to discharge their duty so
as to pass along with much peace of mind, of
which I am sometimes favored to partake a
share in feeling a silent travail for Zion's pros-
perity. There appear to be many in most
places who depend upon the labors of the
faithful traveller, and neglect the work in
themselves, which makes me fear the things
which belong to their peace will be hid from
them. It has been a baptising time to the
churches in many places, but mournful to be-
hold the little fruit that is brought forth to
the praise of the Great Husbandman, who has

freely sent forth His laborers. I often feel
my mind deeply impressed in beholding the
low state of things amongst us. and under dis-

couragement when I behold how many things
are suffered to eclipse the beauty that would
shine more and more from amongst us, were
we to live up to what we are called, and what'
we profess to believe." * * " I often wish
for thy dear company in these closely trying
seasons, which I have often met with, thou
knowest, when we were together, and have
been increasingly my lot since we parted

city homewards^ and thus we learn to appre-
ciate collecting grounds which are compara-
tively near to London.
We alight at the Tidal Basin, Victoria Docks.

A vast lake of brackish water stretches before
us. In it lie ensconced the aquatic game we
are in search of. Ships from all parts of the
world have brought hither strange and beau-
tiful forms of life which we should look for in
vain in our familiar fresh-water ponds and
rivers around London. The keel and sides of
that New Zealand ship, covered with barna-
cles and water-weeds, those mahogany logs
from Honduras, yonder rafts of timber just
arrived from the St. Lawrence, the Ualtic,
and the Ganges, will well reward the natu-
ralist. We accordingly prepare for action.
Leathern cases and satchels are rapidly open-
ed, and rows of vials and larger glass bottles
are revealed. Copper spoons with screw
clamps are fastened to the ends of walking-
sticks, and lenses are searched for.

Jumping down from the quay on to this
raft of timber, we search the under-side for
any aquatic plant-like growth that may be at-

tached. Almost simultaneously, half-a-dozen
of us shout out the name of the chief treasure
the Victoria Docks yield to the naturalist.

This is it ; and it is actually an animal, a pre-
daceous animal too, in spite of its plant-like
appearance

!

This curious crest-bearing zoophyte is known
iylophora. It belongs, as might be sus-

But when I come to a state of resignation Ilpected, to the hydra family. It feeds upon
amfavoredforatimetofeeladegreeof peace, the minute animalcules which inhabit the
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'surrounding water, and which its tentacles

onalilo it to procnre. It has a distinct and
permanent mouth opening directly into the

libod}' cavity, which serves as a digestive cavity

ias well, there being no intermediate alimen-

tary tube. Like the little stinging hydra we
.fin>i in the Hampstead ponds, it possesses a
remarkable power of shrinking and extend-

"jjng its tentacles. At times these tentacles

llare so much extended as greatly to exceed
[jthe entire body in length. The polypite is

rj^hen a singularly beautiful object to look at,

for these organs float like gossamer-threads
jthrough the water, and wave to and fro with
the slightest movement.

S(| Cordylophora is indeed a prize for us, and
itleuch a " find" is enough of itself to make
oilthe microscopical reputation of the Victoria
Docks. Fortunately the creature is very
abundant, and the stock is not likely to be
!exhuu8ted, even by the army of London natu-
jralists. A visit any time between March and
October has always rewarded us with speci-

•imens.
'' But, besides cordylophora, Victoria Docks
contain some peculiar forms in aquatic life,

'which raise some interesting geographical
questions in our party, as we stand bottling
up our specimens upon the quay. Wait a
moment, however, until we have agreed about
this mass of green gelatinous growth which
is thrust before us, and which has just been
taken from a wooden pier by the side of the
dock. It is actually a sponge, and is still

alive

!

Think of us Londoners capturing a live

sponge! Not upon a cruise in the Levant,
but upon a Saturday-holiday excursion to the
Victoria Docks I Our sponge is certainly not
quite so large as the Turkey specimen we use
in the bath, but it is quite as genuine. As
we hold it up for inspection, the investing
jelly, or sarcode—the life-blood of the animal
—begins to drip from it, so we soon place it

safely in a bottle, surrounded by its native
fluid. Even without a lens we can detect the
three distinct elements of its organization :

1. The sarcode before mentioned; 2. An in-

ternal skeleton of harder and brittler material;
and 3. Multitudes of small yellowish seed-like

: bodies. The captor tells us that some of the
finest specimens of fresh-water sponge ever
obtained near the Thames, were got by Pro-
fessor Williamson, p.r.s., from the huge posts
supporting some of the gates of the London
Docks.

Victoria Docks swarm with plants and ani-

mals interesting to the naturalist. Were we
to name all the creatures we succeeded in

bottling upon this particular Saturday after-

noon—the fresh-water rotiferffi, entomostraca,
infusoria, and the diatoms—we should fright-

en some of our readers with the array of un-
couth words by which the specimens are
known to the microscopist. Not that foreign
names, or names derived from the dead lan-

guages, are wantonly preferred by the scien-

tific world to those which are English, but
because they enable naturalists of different

countries and in all parts of the earth to have
one common designation for an object. In
microscopy, as well as in entomologj^, science
has already suffered enough from admitting
merely local names, which unwittingly lead
to a false multiplication of species, so we will

not apologise for bringing forward another
remarkable Victoria Dock organism under its

Latin title. This most wonderful specimen,

though endowed with motion, belongs to the
vegetable world, and its name is Bacillaria
paradoxa, the paradoxical bundle of slicks.

It is impossible to figure the creature, but we
will hope that a few words about it may
stimulate some new disciples of the micro-
scope who may be living in London to go
down to Victoria Docks and get some speci-
mens for themselves.
This truly wonderful inexplicable atomy of

the vegetat.'le kingdom Bacillaria paradoxa,
the paradoxical bundle of sticks, is one of the
most common forms of life in the Victoria
Docks. The sticks actually slide the one over
the other with an astonishing velocity ! At
times some individuals will be in rapid move-
ment, while others are motionless. From
sunrise to noon seems to be the period during
which the movement is most active, while
during the afternoon it is very sluggish, and at
night almost motionless. A practised Ameri-
can observer of this creature (Professor Ed-
wards) says:—" Often and often have I spent
hours looking at this marvel of nature; the
motion without apparent cause or mode, and
invisible joint which, as a friend. of mine, an
engineer, once remarked, would be a fortune
to any one who could discover it; for here we
have several sticks, forming the bundle, mov-
ing over each other without separating, and
yet the use of the highest powers of the micro-
scope has failed to detect the means of their

union into one mass or composite group of
individuals."

A Selection from the Memoranda and Letters of the

late Elizabeth Greer—for private circnlation.

(Concluded from page 77.)

No date,

And now, my dear M., I feel freedom to say
to thee, that my belief remains unshaken in

the need of our faithfully upholding those
testimonies given to our dear early Friends
under the holy anointing. I believe all that
is not in the Divine ordering in Christ's spiri

tual Church will be rejected, and come to

nought, be it ever so plausible and attractive

to the young and inexperienced.

There is now so much carrying forward (I

almost dread to say) in the letter, without the

power. This is my feeling at the end of a
long life of turning and overturning; but

and through all, "The foundation of God
standeth sure, having this seal. The Lord
knoweth them that are His," &c. " He w
not 'give His glory to another, nor His praise

to graven images."

I am favored at times with an evidence
that He will raise up witnesses for His truth

;

that He whose right it is will rule and reig

in His own time and way. I may not fully

see it, but I believe it.

Thy affectionate friend,

Elizabeth Greer.

Baheen, First month 8th, 1870.

My very dear Friend, A. W.,

I have but poor sight, yet wish to write to

a sister beloved, and I humbly trust a fellow-

traveller, united in the unchangeable truth,

as it is in our dear Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ. Oh ! saith my soul, that nothing pre-

sent, nor yet to come, may be able to move
us from our steadfastness in following Him in

that self-denying way in which our dear early

predecessors were called, taking up the cross

and despising the shame, by which they be-

came His faithful followers over all persecu-

tion. But, alas! where is now the self-denial ?

where ha\o they laid the cross? Well, dear
A.., there are a few left who go mourning on
their way, and can say, " Thou God seest me."
He will raise up, in His own time, witnesses

for Himself, I am fully and thankfully per-

suaded, when my head is in the silent grave,

hould I not see even the arising of it in one
here and there.

My love in the truth salutes thee and thy
valued husband. I hope you will pray that
your affectionate friend, E. Greer, may bo

faithful to the end.

To M. M.
Eaheen, Fifth montli 30tli, 1870.

. . . Thy kind remembrance was more
than I looked for

;
yet to be thus cared for by

dear friends at the end of the day is to me a
favor, unworthy as I feel I am.

I heard thy dear brother and sister are with
you, and pleasant it must be. I trust they
find themselves in their right place in that

new meeting-house, and may be helpful as to

the future, in Friends being satisfied with
silent meetings, and more concerned to wait
for that refreshment that comes from the pre-

sence of the Lord, than reading the Bible,

trusting in words when little of the power
may be felt. . . .

I am, as ever, thy much attached,

Elizabeth Greer.

Kaheen, Fifth month 30th, 1871.

My Beloved Friend, A. W.,
I feel much obliged for thy still remember-

ing thy old friend and former companion in

some of the tribulations of the Gospel, when
we went from city to city and from house to

house, endeavoring faithfully to deliver our
messages in the fear of the Lord. Ah! my
dear, how are the times now changed in our
beloved Society? Alas 1 alas 1 yet I can truly

say that no change in my views, nor I believe

in thine either, has ever taken place ; and that

the truth as it is in Jesus remains unchanged
and unchangeable, and that Living and Eter-

nal Power is the same, which first gathered

us to be a people from the lo here's and lo

there's, and pointed out the Eock to build

upon, and that Ilock was Christ. And oh 1 I

trust here we may abide until these now over-

whelming calamities are overpassed, while our

Divine Master may see meet to leave us on
His earth, until it may please Him to say,

" It is enough." I can my poor self only say,

that in unmerited mercy I can hope for but

one of the lowest mansions with His redeemed
ones in His kingdom. Wilt thou present my
dear love to thy long-esteemed and valued

husband?
No doubt you have heard of the stormy

time in the Men's Meeting in Dublin—how
the Divine Hand was marvellously under-

neath? But we have not, in my view, como
to the worst yet. I have a little faith and
belief that a living remnant will remain ;

that

the Lord will raise up witnesses for Himself,

not from Bible meetings or social tea-parties

in meeting-houses, but " By my Spirit, saith

the Lord."
Pray for your affectionate friend, now num-

bering ninety-two years.
Elizabeth Greer.

In every place where there is a human
heart longing for Divine consolation there is

God's house, there is heaven's gate, there are

infinite sources of hope and peace.

—

D. Marchi
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Grant's Indian Policy.

General Grant is the only President who
has attempted to carry out the wise and
liberal policy of Penn, in relation to the In-
dians.

That policy has been criticised with great
severity precisely because it has been inspired
by those qualities which Gen. Grant is de-
clared not to possess. Broadly speaking, there
are two ways of dealing with Indians. The
first and simplest is to kill them. The other
is to treat them kindly and set them to work
The first way is much the most expensive,
although it has often been the most popular.
Passion, begotten of outrage, does not stop to
count cost, but humanity and the national
interest, as can be proved by statistics, are at
one in the matter. For example, the total
amount appropriated for the Indian service
for the fiscal year ending July 1, 1872, includ
ing deficiency account, was a trifle over S6,-

000,000. This outlay gained us, apart from
other uses, the formal cession of some hun-
dreds of millions of acres of land, part of
which the government has sold at much
higher pro rata figures than it gave.
Now, when it is remembered that a single

Indian war has cost the United States over
$35,000,000, it will be seen that a peaceful
policy has something to recommend it besides
its humanity. Still, it must be owned that
the Indians often commit grievous outrages,
and the pressure at Washington in favor of
harsh measures has often, in consequence,
been very strong. Hence, we assert that it

is a farther proof of the native kindliness of
Gen. Grant that ho, their " Great Father,"
has so uniformly interposed for their protec-
tion, and never more firmly than when large
numbers of our people have been highly ex-
asperated by Indian misdeeds.

It has been demonstrated, and is indeed
almost self-evident, that bloodshed and trou-
ble, as incident to our intercourse with the
Indians, diminish in proportion as they can
be got to cease to roam about, and to settle
permanently on assigned reservations. Now,
without counting those in Alaska, the whole
number of Indians within the limits of the
United States is something short of 300,000

;

and of these nearly one-third, or upward of
80,000, have been settled on reservations, and
brought under the care of established agen-
cies, during the three years of this Adminis-
tration. At the present time, about 135,000
in all are so settled, and, at the existing rate
ofprogress, within a very few years, the whole
body may be peaceably disposed of in the
same way. The wise policy, the humane
policy and the cheap policy is that which has
been adopted. It was a policy especially
pressed upon the President by that estimable
class in the community, the "Friends," or
Quakers. After the Indians are once com-
fortably settled on their reserves they cost
the Government very little. They are taught
how to break up the land, build houses and
fences, saw lumber, grind corn, and talk Eng-
lish, and then by degrees left to take care of
themselves. They receive allowances, that is

to say, and certain stipulated supplies, but the
cost per head is trifling. During the year it

was less than $22 each, for the 130,000, or so,

living on the reservations. Nearly one thou-
sand whites are now engaged in teaching In-
dians the things named—carpenters, black-
smiths and millers constituting most of the
cnmber.

It is surely far more to our credit as a r

tion to deal with the Indians in this way th
in any other less liberal or gentle. The poor
savages are fast dying out at best, and it is

probable that in a few decades they will liv«

only in history. It is a matter of real con
cern to the record of the Republic that the
last generations of red men should be gener
ously treated by the race that succeeds and
displaces them. The philanthropic and ur-

bane spirit of William Penn has dictated the
Indian policy of President Grant's Adminis
tration—a policy which civilization must ap
prove and which posterity will certainly ad
mire.

—

JV. Y. Times.

Selected.

STEP BY STEP.
BY DE. J. G. HOLLAJfD.

Hecaven is not reached by a single bound,
But we build the ladder by which we rise

From the lower earth to the vaulted skies.

And we mount to its summit round by round.

I count this thing to be grandly true,

That a noble deed is a step toward God

—

Lifting the soul from the common sod
To a purer air and a broader view.

We rise by the things that are under our feet,

By what we have mastered of greed and gain.
By the pride deposed and the passion slain.

And the vanquished ill we hourly meet.

We hope, we resolve, we aspire, we trust,

When the morning calls to life and light,

But our hearts grow weary, and ere the night
Our lives are trailing the sordid dust.

We hope, we resolve, we aspire, we pray.
And we think that we mount the air "on wings
Beyond the recall of sensual things,

While our feet still cling to the heavy clay.

Wings for the angels, but feet for the'men !

We must borrow the wings to find the way

—

AVe may hope, and resolve, and aspire and pray.
But our feet must rise or we fall again.

Only in dreams is the ladder thrown
From the weary earth to the sapphire wall

;

But the dreams depart and the visions fall,

And the sleeper awakes on his pillow of stone.

Heaven is not reached at a single bound
;

But we build the ladder by which we rise
From the lowly earth to the vauhed skies.

And we mount to its summit round by round.

From "Good Health."

Dr. Mac Cormac's Theory of Consnmption.

Stated in a few words, this theory is, that
tubercular disease of the lungs is caused solely
by breathing air which has already passed
through the lungs of either brutes or human
beings, or air that is deficient in oxygen. If
we assume the quantity of air in the chest at
about 230 cubic inches, and that from twenty
to thirty cubic inches are changed and re-

moved during each respiration, about ten
breathings will suflSce to renew or exchange
the gaseous contents of the chest cavity. At
each inspiration from 4 to 5 per cent, of the
oxygen inhaled is, or should be, replaced by
about the same quantity of carbonic acid, an
amount which, in a few hours, would be re-

presented by an appreciable weight of solid
carbon. If any portion of the inhaled air be
pre-breathed air, says Dr. Mac Cormac, the
dead metamorphic carbon will be retained
pro rata unoxidized within the organism.
This eg'ete unoxidized carbon—this " detritus
of degradation" being retained—speedily be-

comes tubercle. It is not to be supposed that
the unoxidized carbon left after two, twenty,
or a hundred inspirations of pre-breathed air,

or air in which there is insufficient oxygen
j

will result in the deposition of tubercle; bui
"one condition of things, to wit, the habituE
respiration of already, breathed air bavin
begun, the sequence of the other, nameh*. tli

deposit of tubercle, follows as a matter i:

necessity." Such, in brief, is Dr. Mac Coi

mac's theory; the facts on which he bases i

being ably gathered together and brought t'

bear from his point of view. The authoi
naturally enough, is opposed to the idea tha
consumption is hereditary. He holds thatth
same causes which produced it in the fathe
may produce it in the son ; but that thosi

causes are avoidable and the disease preventi
ble. In several places in his book he ask
pertinently, What is tubercle ? if not the dea(
carbon which has been left unoxidized by iui

pure air ; and as yet he has certainly not
ceived a satisfactory answer.

Dr. Mac Cormac says, that without a^

quate ventilation we cannot possibly get ric

of the ten or twelve hundred cubic inches o
carbonic acid which the lungs eliminate hour
ly. No air—at least no respired air—oi

to contain a larger amount of this poisonouf
gas than the infinitestimal proportion of one o:

two parts per ten thousand. Now, as a mattei
of fact, it will be a difficult matter, we think
to find air so free from carbonic acid as Dr
Mac Cormac requires, for De Sanssure founc
near the Lake of Geneva an average of fi\

parts in 10,000, and Dr. Angus Smith founc
a mean of 332 parts in a million on the topf

of such mountains as Ben Nevis and Bei
Lomond. But this is a detail. Dr. Mac Cor-
mac appears to have left no stone unturned
to find facts to support his theory, as is evi-

denced by the opinions of eminent foreign
medical men quoted by him. He has also

been at some pains to obtain the average
death rate from consumption in various parte
of the world. We learn from him that in the
Austrian capital phthisis prevails to such an
extent as to have been named morbus Vien-

nensis; but he traces the cause readily enough
to close stoves in stuffy chambers, to doubly-
glazed and padded windows, which are never
opened, ventilation being entirely unthougbt
of. A similar state of things he finds to exist

nearly everywhere, the deaths being from
per cent, in some parts of America to 10 per
cent, in Paris, while in St. Petersburg, out of

5,000 deaths, 1,900 are occasioned by phthisisi

"Double doors and windows, every interstice

being carefully closed with wadded cloth or
voilok, exclude the current, and, along with thei

close stove or ;je?c/t, render stagnant utterlyi

the stinted breath-fouled atmosphere, effec-

tively hindering its replacement from with-
out, and, in fine, entailing the direful scourge
of tubercle, from which no class or condition
of the community finds escape." On the other
hand, the North American Indian and the
Patagonian, who as frequently sleep in the

ir as in their rude cabins, enjoy an im-
munity from consumption which, in civilized

quarters, is only exhibited by the inhabitants
of the West Highlands and the Hebrides,

st whom tubercle is unknown. And
yet Scotland, as a whole, is decimated by con-
sumption. Every luxury that wealth can
purchase, the most nutritious food, and the
most careful nurture, fail to keep it at bay;
but in the Hebrides, where the scanty fare,

the wretched huts, and the hard life would,
popularly and medically, be considered pro-
ductive of phthisis, " no scrofula, no consump-
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ji, in short, no tubercle-en£fendored malady
fstevor is to be seen." How account fori

Iso undoubted facts, save on the theory of

) il;u
( 'orraac ? He ridicules the idea which

: boon mooted, that the "West Highlanders
lain immunity from the disease by the in-

liation of peat smoke, which, he points out,

nbundant enough all over Scotland, with-

j( awarding a like immunity elsewhere.

?e Hehridians, in fact, live in ceilingless,

«titini)los8 hovels, each provided with a

lU'th on which a tire is continually burning.
.'eri,'. a hole in the roof answers at once as

,
hirnney and as a most efficient ventilator,

il as the door of the hovel is rarely shut,

I air of the " room" is never stagnant, and
^nevei- fouled. To imitate this state of

Ings is the preventive means which Dr.

I ,c < 'orraac recommends to avoid creating

1 terrible disease ; for if his theory is right,

tainly created. Therefore draughts
ii op:

)'i:ill\

windows are to be encouraged, es

at night, for if the body is well

,eri J, no harm will accrue ; he speaks of

i
ei-iiiu; his boy's bed-room and finding a

imo 1)1' snow on the coverlet, while the
, e])or slept the sleep of health, all uninjured
) the cold. The closely-curtained bedstead
lOur I'orefathers is a thing of the past; how
eg before it becomes the rule and not the

jjjeption to sleep with the windows open 1

^;'be respiration of unpolluted air by night

41 even go some way to neutralize," says
i\. Mac Cormac, " the evil influence of any
jtepernicious atmospheric environment when

3
are constrained, as we too often are con-

ained, to breathe it by day ;" but there is,

injwever, one flaw in this theory, which will

ueur to most of our readers, and that is that
sumption does not come with " equal foot"

all our doors. True, it visits all classes

erably equally; but of two men, working
' living under exactly the same influences

pre-breathed air, one may fall an early

tim, while the other may live to the allot-

span. It is true Dr. Mae Cormac acknow-
ges that, "once deposited, supposing only
t there are no additions to it, tubercle may

^bsist long years latent ; it may be eliminated
ri^edily, or it may become cretaceous;" but
lis does not meet the case; for if the hy
jthesis is not baseless, every one who con
iinally breathes pre-breathed air for any
lagth of time must contract tubercle. Is

I?

For "The Friend."

Mannscript Selections.

From a collection of Memoranda made by
friend many years ago, is extracted the fol

wing account of the last evening spent in

hiladelphia, by those worthy friends George
id Ann Jones. The names of all the persons
entioned in it, are very familiar to many of

16 readers of " The Friend ;" and the read

g of this description will doubtless awaken
the minds of such, lively reminiscences of

lenes and incidents in which they participa-
id.

•
" There are times and seasons in our earth-

1' pilgrimage, which like oases in the track
88 desert, and ships on the restless ocean
!em to be places of refreshment to the wea
7 and of refuge to the sinking soul. Such,
apprehend, was to some, the last evening
ur dear friends George and Ann Jones spent
1 this city. Being intimate with a friend

'?ho had travelled much with them, though

young and unworthy of such a privilege, I

was present, and feeling it was a time worthy
to he held in remembrance, thought I would
preserve some memorial of it. We reached
their home at John Paul's a little after seven,

and found that many friends had then gather-

ed, but the number continued to increase un-

til half past eight. We had not been there

more than half an hour, I think, when from
the solemn, peaceful silence which spread

over the company, it was evident the King of

Glory had come in, and condescended to turn

the hearts of his people unto himself. Regi-

na Shober soon knelt and feelingly offered the

sacrifices of praise and thanksgiving for the

labours of the dear friends about to leave us,

to many, if not to all of whom present, they
had been the messengers of comfort and of

peace ; and pathetically craved their preser-

vation on the great deep, and the sweet re-

wards of their conflicts and trials. She inter-

ceded for all states and conditions present,

desiring that we might feel ourselves ' stran-

gers and pilgrims on the earth,' and might
so pass the remnant of our days here, as to be

found -worthy through the boundless love of

our great Advocate and Redeemer, to meet
hereafter on Mount Zion, and with harps in

our hands, to sing the song of the redeemed
before the throne of God forever and forever.

"A short time elapsed when Othniel Alsop
appeared in supplication ; his feelings seemed
too big for utterance, and he literally labor-

ed through a fervent prayer of some length

in which he was especially engaged on behalf

of the Society of Friends. He began by ad-

dressing the Great Shepherd, as he who alone

puts forth his own sheep and goes before

them, whose voice they know, and without
whose blessing their labors are vain and
fruitless. As the Lord of heaven and of

earth he craved his all sustaining presence

for those who should be led down as it were,

into the depths of the sea, and interceded for

the preservation of those who had stemmed
the raging torrent, praying that he would, in

his own time be pleased to say, ' it is enough,'

and after sifting its members from solve to

seive, to bid our Zion to arise, and put on her
beautiful garments, and to say unto her
'Arise! for thy light is come.' Many of the

fat and the strong had been driven away, and
these he believed would in the Lord's time,

be fed with judgment; he earnestly suppli-

cated for those who were left, desiring they
might say. Thou, O Lord, art the potter and
we the clay, and pleaded that he would turn

his holy hand upon the little ones who were
hidden in the true fold. It seemed soothing

to his exercised spirit to remember the pro-

mise that not one grain of wheat should fall

to the ground, but that all the precious should

be gathered into the heavenly garner.
" Another solemn pause ensued, which was

broken by George Jones, who opened a pecu-

liarly appropriate communication with these

words of the Psalmist, ' Bless the Lord O my
soul, and all that is within me bless his holy

name ; bless the Lord O my soul, and forget

not all his benefits.' This he believed was
the language of many present, and these he
exhorted to faithfulness and obedience unto
him, who is worthy to be followed even unto
prison and to death.

" Ann Jones next opened her mouth in the

ministry for the last time. If we be the min
isters of the everlasting gospel, said she, we
must be brought into a feeling sense of the

varied states and conditions of the people,

and be baptized for the dead. A word of en-

couragement sprang in my heart for some
present who have been tempted to cast away
the shield of faith, as though it had not been
anointed with oil, to count their past experi-

ence as delusion, and to doubt all they had
already done in the name of the Lord. These
she exhorted not to shrink from suffering,

but to remember that the stones of memorial
were found 7iot on the way down, but in the
very bottom of Jordan. She encouraged them
to stand still and see the salvation of God, to

possess their souls in patience, to keep their

secret exercises to themselves, to be willing

to stand firm in the depths of Jordan until all

the people had clean passed over, and quietly

to wait for the ticne of their showing forth

unto Israel, when they would be enabled to

set up the stone of help and the stone of de-

liverance, and thus manifest to others that
they had been under the care of the Divine
Shepherd during those seasons of emptiness
and barrenness and deep baptism through
which they had been silently passing.

" Thus ended the public labors of our valued
friends in this city. George Jones was re-

markably cheerful during the rest of the even-
ing, and seemed to realize the Psalmist's de-

claration, that ' Light is sown for the right-

eous, and gladness for the upright in heart,'

whilst the sweet tranquility which clothed
the countenance of Ann and the dignified
solemnity of her manners, plainly manifested
that although the spring of consolation had
been opened in her soul, her mind had not
yet been released from travail and exercise.

" The next morning they set off on their
way to New York, from whence they expect-
ed to sail for England on the 24th inst."

"16th of 8th month, 1830."

A Gallop for Life.

When our vessel was Ij^ing in harbor at
Monte Video, I accepted an invitation from
an English settler—who had been one of the
first to substitute sheep-farming on a large
scale for the cattle-breeding which had hith-

erto been almost the only occupation of the
natives of the country—to visit his place in

the interior. He owned stations in various
parts, but his principal homestead was on the
Rio Negro.

It had been a very dry season, but rain had
just commenced to fall—and in time to pre-

vent terrible loss and suffering. This circum-
stance led us to talk of the droughts to which
those countries are at times liable; and, re-

calling the mention made in Mr. Darwin's
Travels (which I had been lately reading), of
the celebrated dry season, known as " el gran
seco," or the great drought, when cattle in

thousands rushed into the river and perished,

I asked my host, who was a man past fifty,

if he had been in Banda Oriental then. We
were, at the time I put the question, riding
along the bank of the Plate, not far from the
junction of the Uruguay with it : for we were
going first to Colonia. As the reader is

doubtless aware. La Plata is, even when fifty

miles from the sea, a stream of many miles in

width, although shallow, comparatively; and
thus more resembles an inland lake than a
river. The bank or shore just there made a
great semicircular bend, forming a promon-
tory projecting into the stream. This, like

all the rest of the country, was a treeless,

rolling plain, or prairie, but not nearly so
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level as that on the south, or Buenos Ayres
side of the river. Cliffs or steep banks of fifty

or sixty feet terminated it ; and a broad mar
gin extended between the foot of these and
the now shrunken waters of the river.

" You could not have put that question
a more fitting place," he replied, "for it was
in this bend of the river that a circumstance
happened which, long as it is ago, wil
allow me to forget the great drought. Do you
see those white specks and patches, here and
there, between the present edge of the rive
and the cliffs? Eide a little nearer, and look
along the foot of the rocks. See those white
spots ! Those are bones, the remains of in

numerable cattle, who here rushed madly to
their deaths. My own bones had nearly
found a similar resting-place, and farther on
those of my horse are buried beneath them
The floods of thirty or more years have silted

and nearly covered them over. Who knows ?

Perhaps the geologists of future ages may
puzzle their brains to account for their pres
ence amongst the armadilloes and mastodons,
and other extinct species ! I will tell you how
it happened, and what a narrow escape I had
of being made a fossil myself—as well as my
horse.

" I was then a lad of sixteen or seventeen
and had only recently joined my uncle, who
was a merchant in Monte Video. It was he
who bought the place I now live in, and be
ing a childless widower, he sent to Scotland
for me. I had only been about a year with
him when what I am going to relate befel us.

"He had retired from business, and had al-

ready commenced the pursuit I have since
followed up so extensively—that is, he had
purchased and imported a number of sheep,
when the drought—called by the people here,
to distinguish it from the others of less in-

tensity, ' el gran seco'—visited the country.
All the smaller rivers were either dried up or
else rendered so salt as to be useless—you
know the soil all over these plains, particular-
ly on the south side of La Plata, is impreg-
nated with nitrate of soda—and the larger
ones themselves ten-ibly diminished. Nearly
the whole of the back country was at last de-
serted, and every one endeavored to save
some of his stock, by migrating to the main
streams, where still some trifle of herbage
could be found here and there. We were bet-

ter off than the rest, being on a ' rincon,' that
is, a place nearly enclosed by a bend of the
channel, while a deep back water running
through the other part almost made it into
an island, and we managed by incessant care
and watchfulness to prevent being invaded
and overran by the starving cattle which
came straying in thousands from all parts.

" The few sheep we then had were station-
ed at the place we shall sleep at to-night ; but
as the feed there began to fail, we were
obliged to bring them to the main homestead,
which was then on this river. I was engaged
on this service, and I had a lad with me, the
son of one of our guachos, who had also ac-

companied us to the end of our first day's
journey ; but ho had then left us to ride back
again for some purpose or other, promising to
overtake us next morning, by the time we had
gone a mile or two with the flock, which only
mustered some eight hundred

; but they were
choice sheep, amongst them all those import-
ed at so much care and expense.

" I had watched during the first half of the
night, and the boy had risen to take my place.

It was a beautiful moonlight, I remember, and
nearly as light as day, when I was suddenly
aroused by the voice of lago, my companion.
He had rushed to the horses, which we had
kept tethered by their lassos lest they should
stray for feed. The sheep were lying peace-
fully enough grouped in a hollow;" and seeing
they were all right, and being still not half
awake, I peevishly demanded what he meant
by disturbing me. He put the horse's bridle
in my hand, and merely said, 'Listen!' and
then hastened to snatch up and arrange the
different materials of my saddle, which also
constitute the bed on which the guacho sleeps,
xind now indeed I observed that the horses
were in a state of great es^citement, and on
the night breeze there rose a sound which,
when lago explained the cause, made me
hasten to help him in arranging matters for
instant flight. It was a roaring, thunder-
ing, though as yet distant, noise which my
companion said proceeded from a countless
number of wild cattle, which, maddened by
thirst, were rushing down from the parched
interior districts to the river.

" 'There must bemany—many thousandsof
them 1 Father told me before ho went to be
watchful, for the old guachos have been ex-
pecting and foretelling that some such thing
must soon happen. Hasten, Don Charles!
What are you going to do ?'

"I was going to rouse the sheep, and drive
them before us

; but the boy insisted that this
would only insure our own destruction, and
would be useless besides.

" ' The river is five miles from here, and the
flock will be overtaken before we have got
one-third that distance ; and we ourselves
shall not be safe even there unless we reach
one spot alone, and that is still farther. Come
away at once, or you will perish.'

But I was determined not to sacrifice my
uncle's cherished stock without an effort at
least to save them. The truth is, I did not
realize the extreme danger of our position
Once on my horse, I thought I was safe
enough, and could at the last moment, simply
by galloping off, save myself. I did not know
that the thundering sound which every mo-
ment rose louder and louder, and above which
could now be heard the hoarse bellowings of
nnuraerable maddened creatures, proceeded
from a body of cattle, the front ranks of which
reached right across the great bend of the
stream ; and that for miles to our right and
left the infuriated herd extended, hemming
us in, so that there was no other resource but
flight to the river. I tried to get the sheep
into a run, but with the proverljial stupidity
of their kind, they took my efforts in very
bad part, and would not hurry themselves.
Many valuable minutes were thus lost, during
which the boy lago, at other times taciturn
enough, stormed angrily at my folly, and at
last threatened to set off without me. The
sound of the onset of the approaching herd at
that moment became so distioct that I began
to think it advisable to do as he wished, and
off we set at full speed, leaving the sheep to
their fate.

" Before we bad ridden a couple of miles,
however, we saw a horseman coming oblique-
ly to the direction of the advancing herd. It
was lago's father in search of us, for he had
heard of the inroad of advanced parties of the
wild cattle, and had set off to rejoin us in-

stantly, but had been ropeatedly'obliged to
make circuits to avoid detached bodies of

them. He had in consequence lost all i

of his exact locality on the plains, but v

the skill which amounts almost to instinc.

the old guacho, he had found his way to

neighborhood of the spot at last. But
part we were making for across the river \

be said, already filled with countless beai

and, indeed, the thunder of the trampin;
their myriad hoofs on the baked soil was
dible ahead of us. Without a moment's h

tation, however, the old man, putting sp

to his horse, called on us to follow hira.

" What a ride that was ! We were obli,

to keep nearly parallel with the advane
host, which we at last came so near, that

forest of tossing horns, gleaming in the mo
light through the clouds of dust, beca

plainly visible. But we were rapidly near
the river. So close was the race, howex
that, as we descended the bank, the part

the advancing line which was nearest to

reached it at the same moment.
" These had descended the bank at an

cessible place—almost the only one for m
where a horseman could gallop down.
fancy the scene then as we tore furiou

down the border of the stream to reach

spot the old guacho was making for ! On
left were either cliffs or very steep ban
down which soon came roaring, tumbling, t

crashing on to the granite bed below
bodies of all the front ranks. In hundre
and soon in thousands, the helpless creatui

pushed on by the maddened myriads behi

fell in one living cataract, and their outer:

as they lay with their limbs fractured, and
fresh victims still in one incessant stre,

poured down on them, were awful to hear
" Approaching the river in a bend as th

did, the two ends of the advancing line rea

ed it first, the rest being yet at a distance,

that, as we galloped on, this living catan
at first accompanied us. Soon, however,
shot ahead, and reached the spot the old m
was striving to make. We did so only a f

minutes before the advancing tide of li

about to pour down it, had reached the

place.
" Here the cliffs were some fifty or sis

feet high, and in some places overhan
'

Jumping off his horse, and leaving him to 1

own instincts to preserve himself if he cou

the guacho hastily scrambled up the rod
and we followed his example. Kot far frc

the summit was a ledge of rock, projecti

from which grew a cotton-tree. It was a ki

of shallow cave, and we bad hardly reach

ts shelter when the tramp of the hoofs abo
shook the granite rocks whereon we laj'

;

presently the horrible scene I have just

scribed was here re-enacted on a more aw)

scale. And there we crouched, watching t

stream of living creatures falling down
front and on both sides of us, until the sp

below was one vast scene of mangled remai

Those which reached it unhurt rushed to t

ver only to perish in the soft broad marg
of clay, in which they were bogged ai

smothered in immense numbers. Altogeth
the guachos computed that there were prob

bly not far from eight or ten thousand he
perished on that night. The frenzy of thii

which impelled them was such, and the see

of the water appeared to render them so u

governable, that numbers seemed to me
make no pause whatever, but leaped into tl

valley below, as if unconscious of the desoo

before them.
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Chero had been a hut on the plain, not far

the edge of the cliflFs, on the preceding

ing, but its two inhabitants had, with

child, been surprised in their sleep, its

walls had given way under the pressure,

we found their remains—or rather the

naents of them—trodden out of all human
jlauco, Ij'ing amidst the ruins."

—

Leisure

stinct of a Bird for the Preservation of her

—Among the objects of interest which
bo seen in the Museum of Brown's Uni-

ity, Providence, E. Island, are several

sand specimens of birds, together with a

I showing of nests, and among the latter

curiosity of which we speak. It ap-

to reveal an act of intelligence and
vledge entirely above the plane of instinct,

lied, and to be clearly referable to reason,

rd had built her nest in a tree, hanging
a slender branch, not much larger than

pestem, which grew out of a small limb

t half an inch in diameter. Passing over

use of strings wound round the branch,

pnds of which were incorporated in the

to assist in holding it suspended, and
1 is no now expedient in bird-nesting,

?ish to call attention to a remarkable de-

of this bird to meet an unexpected emer-

y. After the nestlings were hatched, and

_ 'Own well towards maturity, their in-

sing weight revealed the weakness of the

ch, and the mother-bird seems to have
me alarmed for the safety of her brood.

,t should she do? The case might well

seemed remediless to a creature neces-

ed, as we are told, to work ignorantly

alindly in a prescribed routine, over which
lad no control. She had found her mis-

in selecting so slender a branch to sup-

hcr house and cradle, and must have
appalled by the threatened consequences.
" instinct," or else good sense, came to

assistance. She had some knowledge of

'unctions of a string, of its strengtli, of

iability, and of the mode of attaching it

twig by winding it round and round, and
lance, of tucking under the end to pre-

uncoiling—-a convenient substitute for a

But it was necessary to advance a long

beyond this ; and after tying one end of

tring to the branch which supported the

to carry up the other to the main branch
tie that up also, as well as stretch it tight,

d a tiny bird effect this process of reason-

If she could, was the act itself within

iompass of her physical powers, with but

ik and talons in place of hands? This is

ireci.so remedy the bird got at and carried

execution. The nest itself attests and
ds the fact. All we know of it we take

this witness. To save her little family,

ought and found a piece of twine several

s in length, wound it several times

d the branch outside of her nest, and,

3g made it secure, then carried up the

g to the main branch, over which she

it as tightly as she was able, and wound
und several times until it held firmly.

3 a guy, it supported the slender

3h with its own strength, and prevented
im breaking under the weight of the nest

ts occupants. The professor in charge
le Museum himself took the nest from a
on or near his own premises.

—

Nation.

imble thoughts exalt the Saviour, and

make the soul admire His justice and mercj'.

But despairing thoughts drive the soul from
God, and represent him as a hard master,

gathering where ho has not strowed.

—

Mary
Fletcher.
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How often are we reminded of the truth of

the expression of the Apostle, "Brethren the

time is short," and made to feel what he after-

wards added, " The fashion of this world

passeth away." Experience teaches us that

no dependence can be safely placed on health,

strength or youth, nor can any supposed fit-

ness or appropriateness of acquirement or

position for serving the church, or caring for

the well-being of others, give any well-ground-

ed hope of escaping the mutability that is

stamped on all things here below.

And yet how many appear to be absorbed

in the pursuit of things which perish in the

using, and despite the warnings from without

and the intimations from within, make the

preparation ibr leaving this uncertain life and
entering on that which is eternal, a secondary

thing, if indeed it is allowed to engage the at-

tention at all.

Man's unregenerate heart is in a state of re-

bellion against his Maker and Judge, and
naturally is at enmity with his government
and law. It is only as we allow the light of his

Holy Spirit to shine into our dark hearts that

we discover this, and only as his love softens

them and transforms our affections, that we
are capable of estimating the perilous condi-

tion in which we live, and the entire regenera-

tion we must undergo before we are prepared

to stand at the judgment seat of Christ.

The wise king telleth us that " The rod and
reproof give wisdom;" and how often are they

administered in order—if we were only open

to instruction—to prompt us " To apply our

hearts unto wisdom." Xot only when our

own nest is stirred up, but the needed lesson

may be drawn from events that do not imme-
diately break in on our own circle of enjoy-

ments. While we see so many undeniable

evidences that death may come at any hour;

so many cut down as in the flower of life,

from whom relations and friends were antici-

pating rich fruit in their maturer years, if

we allow the solemn change to occupy our

thoughts, it must give rise either to more
seriousness or to more insensibility, must
either soften or harden the heart. It is in-

tended to speak to all in the voice of instruc-

tion and warning. To awaken comparison
between time and eternity, the evanescent

treasures, honors and pleasures of the world,

and the awful realities of a state of eternal

fixedness, and to incite us to work while it is

day, for the night is at hand wherein no man
can work. Could we ascertain the feelings

which predominated on the honest bed of

death—unless the sensibilities had been be-

numbed by sin or overwhelming disease—^we

may be sure they would press upon us with
all the earnestness of a conscious near ap-

proach to the invisible world beyond the

grave, not to leave the strife to enter the

strait gate to the last hours or days of life

;

not to trust securing an interest in the aton-

ing blood of Christ, and witnessing sanctifica-

tion wrought by the Holy Spirit while under-

going the agonies of the dying body, and

amid the distracting claims of all that we love
and of all by which we are linked to life.

If we were willing to look at things in the
clear light of Truth, wo would see that very
many of what are usually considered as afflic-

tions are, in reality, the evidences of the out-

flow towards us of a Father's love, sent by
him in mercy to check and humble a wander-
ing mind, or to call back from soaring above
the gentle witness for Truth in the secret of
the heart. The struggling christian, though
he may feel them to be stripes, yet adminis-
tered as they are in tenderest love, he can
accept them as proofs of sonship, and while
humbled under a sense of unworthiness and
of how much they are needed to assure to him
the peaceable fruits of righteousness, he may
nevertheless rejoice that his Father in heaven
is willing thus to manifest his filial relation-

ship to Him.
Even sickness, which generally has a ten-

dency to lessen physical energy, to M'eaken
hope, and enfeeble self-control, while it often
renders the senses painfully acute and betrays
the suff'erer into impatience and a more con-
tinuous thought about self and its wants yet
if accepted and borne as it should be, though
for the time it incapacitates for bodily or men-
tal exertion, it refines the feelings, elevates the
affections, awakens more genial sympathies
for Bulfering humanrty, and, where true reli-

gion is present, develops the finest and purest
emotions that well up from the depths of the
chastened heart.

" It is no tyrant, waving his fierce

sisting mortals,

Bat a blest agent, in kindness sent

With messages of love, yes, tenderest love to man."

Many of the truths belonging to the chris-

tian religion are not such as can be discover-
ed and grasped by human reason. Divine
Wisdom, knowing our propensities and our
finite powers, has given assurances which
must be accepted by faith. But however
great the mysteries we may fail to compre-
hend, more than enough is known to convince
all, that it is a serious thing to live and an aw-
ful thing to be unclothed of humanity; that
each takes and reflects its hues from the char-
acter of the source whence we govern our mo-
tives and draw our strength for action, whether
from the blessed and only Potentate dwelling
in the Light, or from the Prince of darkness

;

and that wo cannot serve the two masters;
we must either hate the one and love the
other, or hold to the one and despise the
other.

Well for us then is it if the administration
of the rod and reproof, teaches us that consid-
eration of our latter end which the Almighty
designates as wisdom, bringing home the con-
viction that "the time is short," and "the
fashion of this world passeth away ;" so that
sensible of the dangers and temptations which
surround us in this scene of struggle and of
growth either in good or of evil, we may be
enabled in sincerity and truth to return thanks
unto God who giveth us the victory through
our Lord Jesus Christ.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—A London dispatch of the 22d says : The

Australian telegraph line is completed, and communi-
cation is now open with Melbourne. A dispatch from
that city yesterday is published this morning.
Agnes Livingstone, daughter of Dr. Livingstone, has

published a letter from her father, in which he says, " I
have written two letters to Mr.. Bennett. I meant to
keep the materials to myself, but because the expedi-
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tion was expensive, I gave Stanley what would help
him to write a book. In his hands it is harmless, for

the Americans are good and generous friends."

The Attorney-General of Great Britain delivered an
address before the Liberal Association of the city of
Exeter, the 24th ult., in the course of which he said of
the result of the Geneva arbitration, that England had
got well out of a bad bnsiness.

The coal dealers of Cardiff have reduced the price of
coals for steamer's use six shillings per ton, fearing
American competition.

Some of the London Journals comment severely on
the award of the German Emperor in the San Ji
case. One of tliem considers the award as damaging
to the interests and diplomatic reputation of England,
as was the award of the Geneva Tribunal. "It gives,"

says the Post, " the key to British Columbian waters t

the United States." The decision, says the Times, i

unsatisfactory, but we accept it with loyal submissivf
ness.

The licensing act, requiring drinking saloons i

Liverpool to close at 9 o'clock on First-day nights, was
enforced for the fir.st time on the 27th ult., and gave
rise to considerable excitement among the frequenters
of those places. Crowds collected in various portions
of the city, and the gatherings finally became so noisy
in their demonstrations that the police were compelled
to interfere and arrest the most prominent malcontents,

Liverpool, 10th mo. 28th.—Uplands cotton, 9| a 9fd,

Orleans, 10^ a 10|d. Breadstufl's quiet.

The evacuation by the Germans of the Departments
of the Marne and tjpper Marue will, it was believed,
be completed by the 4th of Eleventh month.
The Tribunal of Commerce has decided against the

claim of the Suez Canal Company of the right to alter,

on their own authority, the tonnage dues on vessels

:
through the canal. The company will probably

Paris papers foreshadow the adoption at the
coming session of the Assembly, of constitutional
amendments making Thiers president for life, creating
an upper chamber and the office of vice-president, par
tially remodelling the Assembly, and providing restric-

tions on the right of universal suffrage.

The sale of caricatures of Napoleon and his family
has been forbidden by the government.
A Nantes journal, organ of the Count de Chambord,

appeals to the Orleanisis to unite with the Legitimists,
and aid the rightful heir to the throne, with heart, soul
and sword.
The Prussian Diet assembled on the 22d, and the

Budget was presented. The receipts from all sou
for the year 1873, are estimated at $154,956,456, and
the total expenditures at the same.

Meetings have lately been held in several of the
Spanish provinces, at which resolutions were adopted
demanding the abolition of the army conscription sys-
tem.

Petitions have been presented to the Cortes request-
ing the government to enter into negotiations with the
government of Great Britain for the cession of Gibralter
to Spain. A resolution providing for the abolition of
capital punishment for political offences was rejected
by a vote of 99 to 58.

^
Measures have been proposed for improving and re-

constructing the Spanish telegraphic service.
The river Po, in Italy, has overflowed its banks.

Many persons have been drowned and a great amount
of property has been destroyed. Whole towns and
villages are submerged.

Official advices report the discovery of a conspiracy
in Caucasus, for the overthrow of the Russian authority
in that part of the empire. A general rising of the
tribes was intended, but the leaders of the contemplated
revolt were secured and thrown into prison, and quiet
now prevails.

Late Mexican advices say the political situation is

improving, and it is thought the administration of
Lerdo de Tejada will be successful. At the late primary
elections, Lerdo de Tejada's nomination was unopposed,
and the result will probably be declared in time for
him to enter upon the regular term of office, 12th mo.
1st next. The Mexican Congress has created a Senate.
The recent census of Vienna shows a population of

900,000.

A Berlin dispatch says; United States Minister Ban-
croft, has written a letter of acknowledgment to the
Emperor William, in which he says he is charged by
the President of the United States, in the name of the
American people, to thank the Emperor for the great
pains he has taken in, and the attention which he has
devoted to the case growing out of the dispute between
Great Britain and the United States in regard to the
northwestern boundary.

There is a conflict between the upper and lower
houses of the Prussian Diet on the country reform bill,

which provides for local self-government in the rural
districts.

_
The bill, which was adopted by the Chamber

of Deputies in the last session, came before the House
of Lords at the beginning of the present session, and
has met since with determined opposition. The ma-
jority of the deputies threaten to resign if the upper
House refuses to pass the bill, and the Emperor has
declared in favor of it.

The president of the House of Lords was received
yesterday by the Emperor, who spoke to him about the
dead lock in the Diet, and insisted that the Lords should
bring it to an end by passing the measure which the
lower House had adopted.
United Statys.—Miscellaneous.—There were 237

interments in Philadelphia last week, including 33
deaths of consumption, 11 croup, 4 diptheria, 14 inflam-
mation of the lungs, 14 marasmus, 2 small pox, and 8
old age.

At the recent election in Pennsylvania for members
of Congress, the total number of votes polled was 669,-
667. The Kepublicans elected 22 members, and the
opposition 5.

The crop of Indian corn, according to the statistical

report of the Department of Agriculture for this month,
promises to be one of the largest the country has ever
grown. Only five States, Virginia, Maryland, Arkansas,
Florida and Delaware, return less than an average con-
dition, and all the others are above an average from
one per cent, to twenty-four per cent. The average for
all the States is estimated at 108.

The product of oats is apparently a little larger than
that of last year, but the barley crop will probably fall

below the aggregate of 1871. The rye crop appears to

be smaller by two per cent, than that of last year.
The record of the yield of wheat varies greatly, some

States having made superior. crops, others almost the
poorest ever grown. The yield in the Middle States is

estimated about 35 per cent, below that of last year ; the
Southern States have increased their production about
50 per cent., California 75 per cent., Minnesota and
Iowa have made a material increase, and Virginia and
Kentucky have good crops, but some of the Western
States fall greatly behind. It is probable that the aggre-
gate yield will not fall short of 240,000,000 bushels
upon an area little less that 20,000,000 acres.

There are now in the Freedmen's Savings Bank and
its branches, principally in the South, an aggregate of
deposits of over four millions of dollars, a fact which
speaks well for the industry and economy of many of
this class.

The high price of coal in England has led to exten-
sive shipments of bituminous coal from the Potomac
river. The coal is mined in Maryland and Western
Pennsylvania.
The Emperor of Germany has decided in favor of

the American construction of the treaty of 1846, which
gives the United States a number of small islands in
the Archipelago between Vancouver's Island and the
mainland, together with the control of the Canal de
Haro, a navigable arm of the sea, and possessing im-
portant maratime advantages.
The total receipts of the United States Treasury for

the year ending 6th mo. 30th last, were $819,825,349.
The payments $713,273,708, leaving a balance in the
Treasury of $106,551,641. As compared with the pre-
vious year, the receipts have been $121,509,852 less,

and the expenditures $157,727,895 less. The payments
on account of the army were $56,071,169; Navy, $24,-
506,003; Interior Department, $38,956,120; Public
Debt, $530,906,852.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 28th ult. New Fori.— American gold, 113.
U. S. sixes, 1881, 116 j; ditto, 1868, 115; 10-40, 5 per
cents, 108 J. Superfine flour, $5.65 a $6.15 ; State extra,

"7.15
;
finer brands, *7.50 a $12. No. 3 spring

wheat, $1.38 ; No. 2 Milwaukie, $1.51 a $1.54 ; No. 1
spring, $1.62. Canada barley, $1.18. Oats, 38 a 48 cts.

Rye, 81 a 85 cts. Yellow corn, 65 cts.; western mixed,
Philadelphia.—Middlings cotton, 20 a 21 cts.

for uplands and New Orleans. Superfine flour, $4.50 a
$5.25 ; extras $5.62 a $6.25 ; finer brands, $6.50 a $10.25.
White wheat, $1.90 a $2.05; amber, »1.75 a $1.80;
western red, $1.65 a $1.68. Eye, 75 a 80 cts. Yellow
corn, 65 cts. ; western mixed, 62 a 64 cts. Oats, 44 a
48 cts. Smoked hams, 16 a 18 cts. Lard, 8J a 9 cts.

Clover-seed, 9J a 10 cts. The market for beef cattle
was dull. Sales of 3,000 head at the Avenue Drove-
yard. Choice at 7 a 7| cts. per lb. gross ; fair to good,
5i a 6i cts., and common 3| a 5 cts. Choice sheep
sold at 6 cts. per lb. gross ; fair to good, 4V a oi cts.

Hogs sold at $6.25 a $6.75 per 100 lbs. net. 'Receipts,
6,097 liead. ^oftimore.—Bed western wheat, $1.70 a

$1.80 ; amber, $1.85 a $1.90. Southern white con
a 72 cts.; yellow, 60 a 63 cts. Oats, 40
Chicago.—'No. 1 spring wheat, S1.14 a $1,15; No. 2

$1.08; No. 3 do., 94J- a 96 cts. No. 2 oats, 20^
Lard, 7f a 7i cUs. Cincinnati.—FumUy flour, $7 a $'

Red wheat, $1.48 a $1.53 ; white, $1.60 a $1.70. C

40 cts. Rye, 68 a 70 cts. Oats, 28 a 33 cts. St. L
—No. 3 fall wheat, $1.62; No. 2 spring, $l.ll2>

2 mixed corn, 35 cts. Rye, 51 cts.

WOMEN'S FREEDMEN'S AID ASSOCIATK
Our resources are already heavily taxed to :

mands for clothing for immediate needs, and Frl
who may have half-worn garments to bestow an
vited to send them to No. 116 N. Fourth St., foi

benefit of the Freedmen.
Philada., 10th mo. 29th, 1872.

A Stated Meeting of the '' Female Society of P
delphia for the Relief and Employment of the P(
will be held at the House of Industry, No. 112 N
Seventh St., on Seventh-day, the 2d of 11th mo.,
o'clock. JulIanna Randolph, C'fa

Friends of other Quarterly meetings are infoi

that the time of holding Concord Quarterly Mei
has been changed to 10 o'clock. The cars leave

depot, Washington Avenue and Broad St., Phil
at 7 o'clock, A. M., and a conveyance will be in n
ness at Concord to take friends to and from the r

ing-house.

BIBLE ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS.
The Annual Meeting of " The Bible Associatii

Friends in America," will be held in the Commi
room of the Arch Street Meeting-house, Philadel:

on the evening of Fourth-day, the 6th of Elev
month, at 8 o'clock.

The members of the Philadelphia Auxiliary,
men and women, and Friends generally, are inviti

attend. William Evans, Secreta

The Executive Committee of Friends' Freedn
Association of Philadelphia, have opened the sol

under its care in Virginia and North Carolina,
desire to call the attention of Friends to the ne
funds to carry on the work. The Treasury i

empty, and expense having begun, the Committee
that those interested in the cause will continue t(

ward contributions to Richard Cadbdry, Tr
No. Ill South Fourth street, Philadelphia.

Tenth mo. 18th, 1872.

WOMAN'S INDIAN AID ASSOCIATION
Our friends Margaret Richards and Emmelin

Tuttle, are in immediate need of supplies of mat
for clothing for the women and children at thei

spective stations.

Our Treasury contains only $69, and we earn

appeal to interested Friends to enable us to

above, and similar applications as they may occu
prompt and liberal contributions, which may be S6

Rebecca T. Haines, Secretary, No. 545 N. Tw
second street ; or " Woman's Indian Aid Associat

116 N. Fourth street.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN]
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelp

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua II. Wo
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients i

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the B'

Managers.

Died, at the residence of her father, Joseph Ta
Brandywine, Del., on the 29th of Sixth month
Mary R., wife of Robert P. Brown, of this citv

27th year of her age.

, Ninth month 28th, 1872, Deborah L.,

Charles Walton, aged 47 years, a member oi

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia,
friends have the consoling assurance that her
peace.

, in this city, Tenth mo. 12th, 1872, S
RiDGWAY, wife of Ellis Branson, in the 41st yi

her age, a member of Northern District Monthly '.

ing.

, on the 15th of Tenth month, 1872, Ro
Elly'SON, an esteemed member and elder of Mid(3

Monthly Meeting, Oliio, in the 77th year of his a;

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Earthquakes and Volcanoes,

jrhere is reason to believe that the interior

our globe may retain a large proportion of

) heat which it acquired at the period of its

St formation, unknown ages ago. Many
periments have been made to determine the

;e at which the temperature increases on
scending into wells and mines. The aver-

e result may be stated at 1° F. for every
:ty feet of descent. It has been estimated
it, were this rate to continue uniform, the
at at the depth of sixty or seventy miles
)uld suffice to melt any of the rocks with
lich we are acquainted. But Mr. Hopkins
s shown by experiment that the rate of
jrease of temperature probably becomes
•wer in descending; consequently, that the
pth at which the rocks may exist in a mol-
a condition, is probably far greater than it

)uld appear to be if estimated from the rate
lar the surface. He has further, from astro-

mical considerations, connected with the
•ecession of the equinoxes, proved it to be
ghly probable that the earth continues solid

a depth of three or four hundred miles.

jyond this point, hovs-ever, it seems not im-
obable that much of the materials compos-
g the interior of the globe, may be in the
olten state. It is nevertheless far from cer-

in that, at a depth exceeding -100 miles, the
ibstance of the earth is a continuous liquid,

r that the overlying crust is continuously
lid. The probability appears greater that

IjiB latter is greatly cavernous in its structure,
ijid that many of its cavities may be wholly
' partially filled with molten material, the
lid parts being composed of less fusible sub-
aiK IS. I^or is it by any means unlikely
lat this cavernous structure may descend to
ile]'th far exceeding 400 miles, the solid
irt> lonsisting of the very infusible earths or
etallic oxides, and the fluid portions which
cujiy the cavities consisting of more readily
siljle minerals or metals,—perhaps also of
utcr under strong compression having a
•eat density and a high temperature, and of
ises reduced by pressure to the liquid form.
Those earthquakes which are felt over a
3ry large extent of surface, and which con-
squently arise from a cause of disturbance
perating at a great depth, have most proba-
ly their origin in this central source of un-

derground heat. Attempts have been made,
and with very considerable success, as already

mentioned, to establish a connection between
the earthquakes of this class and the motions

of the sun and moon,—more especially of the

latter. It is supposed that the molten ma-
terials in the interior of the earth are acted

upon by these bodies much in the same man-
ner as are the waters of the ocean,—that, as

in the latter there are spring, mean, and neap

tides, so there may be in the fiery seas under-

neath. To the tidal waves thus produced are

attributed those upheavals or subsidence of

the ground, and the attendant oscillations,

which are characteristic of deep-seated earth-

quakes.
The movements of these molten materials

lying at great depths, have also been account-

ed for by the mere increase of pressure on

particular areas, caused by the accumulation

of solid matter at the bottom of the sea. By
the action of great rivers and of the ocean's

waves themselves, the land is being perpetu-

ally worn down, and the fine sediment is being

continually spread over the bed of the mighty
deep. In course of time the material thus

accumulated, being specifically heavier than

water, adds to the pressure before exerted by

that liquid on the spots which it overspreads.

The underlying strata, and the molten seas

which they cover, having previously adjusted

themselves to a certain distribution of pres-

sure, any great disturbance of that distribu-

tion will entail the necessity of a new adjust-

ment. The over-weighted portions will sink

down, and press on the surface of the melted

materials, which will thus be forced to seek

relief in some other direction. They will ac-

cordingly be thrown upwards into any fissure

that may have been formed; and should any
portion of the overlying strata have been

lightened since the lastadjustment took place,

these will probably be upheaved by the pres-

sure of the molten masses beneath them.

Operations of this kind can hardly fail to pro-

duce considerable commotions in the strata,

and earthquakes more or less violent will en-

sue. Even volcanic eruptions might be caused

by large displacements in the strata caused

in this manner, and there being a very un-

equal degree of pressure exerted on the molten
masses, causing them to be forced upwards
through volcanic vents.

Whenever the strata become dislocated

from the cause above assigned, or any other,

it is probable that there may be formed deep

clefts, through which the waters of the ocean

or of great lakes or rivers may percolate, until

they come into contact with the highly heated

matter underneath. The waters, on descend-

ing to a comparatively moderate depth, will

be raised above the boiling point; so that, if

on their passage downwards, they encounter

any deeply-seated underground cavity, they

will instantly burst into steam with explosive

force. The effect will exactly resemble that

of an explosion of gunpowder. All the super-

incumbent strata will be upheaved and vio

lently shaken ;
while the tremors will spread

themselves in ever-widening circles from the

centre of disturbance. It is probably in some
such manner that those earthquakes which
are accompanied by loud underground explo-

sions are produced. Some volcanic eruptions

may also have their origin in the explosive

power of steam generated by the access of

water to molten material accumulated in

underground cavities.

At very great depths, and under very heavy
pressure, water will retain its liquid form

when raised to a red or even a white heat.

In like manner, several of the gases,—such as

chlorine, sulphurous acid, and carbonic acid,

all of which issue from volcanic vents,—may
be reduced to the liquid condition under the

strong pressure exerted by the superincum-

bent strata at great depths, and may retain

their liquidity even when raised to an intense

heat. Any sudden diminution of the pressure

over particular spots, would cause the red-

hot water and the liquified gases to assume

the aeriform state with sudden and explosive

violence, so producing an enormous under-

ground disturbance.

Another cause of an occasional and partial

production of intense heat, at comparatively

moderate depths, may arise out of the nature

of the materials occupying certain parts of

the solid crust of the globe. Some philoso-

phers suppose that the metals potassium, so-

dium, calcium, magnesium, aluminium, and

others similar, which are the bases of the

alkalies and earths, may, either in their pure

state or in combination with sulphur, exist in

veins or beds in the rocks at considerable

depths in the crust of the earth. The two

first-named metals take fire and burn rapidly

on being brought into contact with water;

and the same happens with the others, pro-

vided the contact with water takes place at

a high temperature. The access of water to

such beds and veins would, therefore, set them

on fire, and evolve so much heat as to melt

all the rocks in the neighborhood. That

sulphur performs an important part in pro-

moting volcanic activity, is evidenced by the

abundance of that combustible in the products

of all volcanoes. Titanium also, whose pre-

sence has been detected in the erupted mat-

ters of some volcanoes, may be set on fire by

contact with nitrogen gas ; and the same pro-

perty is exhibited by boron, whose presence

in the form of boracic acid is also character-

istic of some volcanic ejections.

There is great probability that certain vol-

canoes, at least, may be thrown into action in

the manner hero indicated. A very largo pro-

portion of volcanic mountains are situated in

the neighborhood of the sea or of great lakes.

That extensive fissures should be formed m
the strata from time to time, through altera-

tions in the distribution of pressure, is no

marvel. When such fissures are once opened,

water will find its way into them ;
and if it
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should percolate down to fresh veins of

readily-inflammable metals, or their sulphides,

a great amount of underground disturbance

must ensue. Vast quantities, both of steam
and other vapors, may thus be generated, and
these may be the effective agents in throwing
up the stones, ashes, dross, lavas, and other

substances, ejected by volcanoes. The earth-

quakes accompanying such volcanic eruptions

will be due to the same cause ; and even some
of those earthquakes, which, while very vio

lent, are yet partial in their extent, and con-

sequently not deep-seated, may be reasonably
explained in this manner notwithstandin

they may have no apparent connection with
any volcanic eruptions.

There are volcanoes, however, situated at

80 great a distance from the sea or great
lakes, that their eruptions can hardly be ex
plained on the supposition of the access of sea

or lake water. Such are those in the central

parts of Mexico and in Central Asia. Never-
theless, there may be fresh waters percolating

to great depths in such regions. Even the
atmospheric waters imbibed by a large tract

of porous strata may suffice for the purpose

;

or, in the case of these very inland volcanoes,

the elastic forces may be otherwise brought
into play.

CTo be coDclndedO

For "The Friend."

Diversity ill Doctrine.

The diversity which exists in the religious

world, even among Christians, as to the doc-
trines professed and believed, is an interesting
problem to one of an inquiring mind. In re-

flecting upon it, it has seemed to me, to be
partially due to this fact, that with the great
majority of Christians, what may be termed
theirtheological sentiments are notconvictions,

but merely opinions. Like opinions on other
subjects, they are greatly influenced by dif-

ferences in education and in mental peculi-
arities and development.

If our religious doctrines were more largely
founded upon our own experience of the work
of Grace, there would be less difference among
us in the belief we profess. He who has felt

the painful conflict between the strong temp-
tations to a sinful indulgence or course of life,

to which he was greatly inclined, and the
earnest pleadings of the Spirit of Grace in his
heart forbidding him to enter on such a course;
and has known the darkness and distress,

which disobedience has brought over his
mind, or the sweet peace which has flowed
in upon him, when he has yielded to the voice
of the Holy Spirit; knows these things to be
realities. He needs not the authority of
others, or the elaborate reasonings of a logi-

cal mind, or even the testimony of the Holy
Scriptures, to convince him of that which he
feels within himself, and which is in his own
possession. I suppose these experiences ai-e

substantially similar in all truly religious men;
and the expression of them, though colored
by the peculiar mental temperament of each
witness, would be in language intelligible to
all who had passed through the same stage of
spiritual growth.
But when we leave the ground of experi-

ence, and apply our intellectual powers to the
study of scriptures and to the experiences of
others, and without the guidance and help of
a Higher power than our own, attempt to
construct from these materials a spiritual edi-

fice, which shaU embody our conception of

Christian doctrines ; the buildings erected will

differ from each other, as the intellectual

powers and mental and moral tendencies of

the builders differ. We may reasonably ex
pect the same kind and amount of variety
which wo should look for in the designs of

different architects who were required to plan
a building to be built of certain definite ma
terials.

It remains to be a truth that the things of

God are to be spiritually discerned, and un
less wo are divinely enlightened by passing
through the experience of the doctrines of the
Gospel, or by a heavenly illumination of our
understanding, we may reason upon Divine
truths from youth to old age, and yet fail to

appreciate their real force and meaning. In
the early days of our religious Society, many
of the converts to its ranks were persons who
bad long made a profession of religion. Many
of them were very sincere and zealous, and
had built up for themselves, from the study of

the scriptures, a system of doctrinal belief

which they greatly valued. It is very instruc-

tive to notice that when brought to sit at the

feet of the dear Eedeemer, as He appeared by
His Spirit in their hearts, and taught as little

children to depend upon and learn of Him
they were instructed to cast aside the costly

edifices upon which they had spent so much
of time and thought. In the beautiful testi

mony which William Penn has left, to the
character of Isaac Penington, he says :

"About the year 1657, it pleased the Lord
to send him a Peter, to declare to him, that a

time of pouring forth of the Holj' Spirit, and
breaking forth of a heavenly work of God in

the souls of men and women, was come ; and
many Aquilas and Priscillas came after, who
instructed him in the way of God more per-

fectly. Though he was advanced above many
in his knowledge of Scripture, and had for-

merly received many heavenly openings of

Truth's mysteries
;
yet, did the Lord's way of

appearance disappoint his expectation. And
hen the light broke forth in his heart, which

bis sincerity longed for, he found in himself a

great mixture; and that he had much to lose

and part with, before he could become that
blessed little child, that new and heavenly
birth, which inherits the kingdom of God:
this, indeed, made him cry, ' Narrow is the
way, and strait is the gate that leads to life.'

But, to the glory of the living God, and
praise of this just man's memory, let me say,

neither bis worldly station, (the most con-
siderable of any, that had closed in with bis

way of religion,) nor the contradictions it

gave to his former conceptions, nor the debase-
ment it brought upon his learning and wis-

dom, nor yet that reproach and loss which
attended his public espousal of it, did deter
him from embracing it. With an humble and
broken spirit, he fell before this holy appear-
ance of Jesus,—that true Light of men, whose
power and life he felt revealed within him, to
the saving of his soul; and boldly confessed
this spiritual coming of the great Messiah,
who was able to teach him all things; to His
name his knee truly bowed, and with Na-
thaniel he could cry, ' Thou art the Son of
God, thou art the King of Israel.' Now, he
saw clearly between the precious and the vile

in himself, between that which was truly of
God, in his former exercises, and that which
was merely of man : he was not stiff nor stout
in defence of his own building, and former ap-
prehensions; no, but sold all for the 'pearl of I

great price,' and became willingly 'poor
spirit,' that he might enter ' the kingdom
God.' Thus, parting with all he had not
ceived of God, he received a new stock fr(

heaven, wherein the Lord prospered him
; t

dew of heaven rested upon his branch a
root, he grew rich and fruitful in all heaver
treasure ; full of love, faith, mercy, patiem
and long-sufl'ering

; diligent in the work of t

Lord, and his duty to God and men. Ir

much, that I may say, he was one of a the
sand; zealous, yet tender; wise, yet humbl
a constant and early attendant at mee
watchful and reverent in them ; one that ev
loved jjower and life, more than words ; ai
as it was for that he waited, so would he
often deeply affected with it,—even enabl
to utter such testimonies, as were greatly
the help of the poor and needy, the wea
and heavy-laden, the true sojourners
travellers to eternal rest. To this, his i

ings as well as ministry tended
; wherein,

will be easy for the reader to observe, 1

peculiar and mighty love to the great pi

fessors of religion in these kingdoms; whc
carnal apprehensions or unjust prejudici
have hindered from closing with the bless

Truth, as it is known and felt amongst
His fervent labor to remove these obstri
tions, was with such tenderness, yet gi-e

clearness, that I may venture to style hi

their apostle
; for, as in almost every meetir

so in every book, the bent of his spirit w
towards them :—that those who made a mo
than ordinary profession of God,—not wit
out some ancient touches of the divine gra(
and experience of his heavenly visitatic

(though much extinguished by human
worldly mixtures,)— might come to kno
what that was they once tasted of, how th<

lost it, and which is the way to recover tl

living and full enjoyment of it,—even, the
ward knockings and appearance of Jesus, tl

Saviour, to the salvation of their souls."

A Ceylon Coffee Plantation.

The following account of the coffee groi

ing business is furnished by the Illustrat

London News.
Coffee-planting is a tedious and expensi

branch of agriculture to invest in—at fin

From the day the planter clears his first pie<

of jungle for the reception of the coffee-seei

which are to form the plants for his plant
tion, until the first account sales from En
land reach him—a jieriod of five years w
have elapsed. The first operation is to c

down the heavy forest. About 100 acres
usually the extent undertaken in the fir

year. After the fallen trees have lain fi

three months, and have been thoroughly dri(

by the scorching sun, a match is applied ai

fearful is the conflagration that follows. Wh^
the ground is well cleared the operation
lining is begun. A long rope, with tags
white cloth at every sixth foot, is stretch^

as close to the gi'ound as the blackened trunl

of the old forest trees will permit. A peg
placed at every tag; and, when the first lit

is pegged off, a coolie at each end of the ro]

moves off to the right or left, and measures
distance of 6 feet with a wand. Pegs ai

again laid so as to have a peg in every 6 fei

square, and the whole field is thus lined o

Men are now set to dig a small pit, about 1

inches diameter and the same in depth, i

each peg. When the rains set in, these pi

are filled with the fine surface soil, and tl
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ey;

ung coffee plants are then dibbled in and

mly trodden by the coolie's bare feet. The

mtiiig is now complete, and the planter has

wait patiently many months without see-

r much symptom of growth in his plants.

I'e work of tracing roads and erecting per-

cent buildings may occupy his time, and

Ip to break the monotony of a jungle life,

p away from home and friends.

In the third year the plants (or trees as

now called) are fit for topping—that

the plant is cut down to a height of from 3

Bt to 4J feet, according to the situation,

hether exposed to the wind or sheltered,

his is a convenient height for the coolies to

ive full command of the plants in gathering

le fruit, and in pruning the bushes afier th

op. In the height of the crop the fruit is

iken to the pulping-house at mid-day and

rra.\n in the evening. The task given to the

3olie is to bring a bushel of berries at each

allection. Of good-bearing coffee some quick

ands will gather as much as four bushels in

ae day, for which they, of course, get extra

ay. The cherries are very much like our

n, and it would puzzle most people to dis

iDguish a heap of coffee cherries from the

dible fruit. Instead of one stone, howeve

,B in the cherry, the coffoe-fruit contains two

eeds. These coffee beans are enveloped in a

hick leathery skin, which gets the name of

)archraent. After the thick pulp has been

•emoved, the seeds are left in a cistern till

luch time as fermentation sets in ;
the muci

age is easily washed off, and the coffee is then

n a fit state to be carried on to the drying

round.

The drying of the coffee is a most important

process. A shower of rain will discolor the

bean and depreciate its value much. A con-

tant watch must therefore be kept for signs

of rain clouds, and great i^ the noise and

hurry when such appear and threaten in a

few minutes to break over the precious parch-

ment coffee on the barbacues. When thorough-

ly dried, the " parchment" is put into two-

fcushel bags and dispatched to Colombo. It

there undergoes another drying preparatory

-to being relieved of the husk, which is done

toy being placed in circular troughs, where

fceavy rollers touch the coffee sufficiently to

toreak the skin without injuring the bean

The coffee is then sized—that is, the largo

medium sized and small, are separated

This is done for the sake of having an equable

roasting. A small bean would be burnt into

charcoal by the time a larger one was su

ciently roasted. This is a very important

point, and much care is given to it by the

Colombo merchant, who undertakes this part

of the preparation for market.

The quality of the coffee depends very much

on the district and the elevation at which it

has been grown. The greater the elevation

the finer the quality. Maturath has long

been famous for the superior quality of its

coffee, and the plantations are all upwards of

4000 feet above the sea level. The climate of

this part of Ceylon is delightful, and most of

our home flowers and vegetables grow re

markably well.

We draw our principal supply of coffee from

Ceylon ; she sends us annually over a hundred

million pounds, but of this quantity wo do not

retain one half. The rest finds iis way to the

I Continent, and the markets there regulate

' our home market. The English are not great

I coffee drinkers, their yearly consumption

ttle more than 1 lb. for each per-

is in Holland and Germany it is

about 14 lbs. for each individual.

averagt'

son, wh

' Ye did run well ; wlio did hinder you that ye should

not obey the truth '.'"

Extracts from the Epistle of the Yearly Meeting

held in London, 1838.

" In Christ Jesus, the Word that was in the

beginning, was life, and the life was the light

of men. He speaks of himself as the bread

of life, adding, ' He that cometh to mo shall

never hunger ; and ho that believeth on me

shall nevci^ thirst.' He offers us living water,

which shall be in his faithful followers, a well

of water springing up into everlasting life.

Wo are instructed to walk in the .Spirit; and

the apostle uses this solemn language, 'Ye

are ihe temple of the living God ;
as God hath

said, I will dwell in them, and walk in them

it is upon the full, unrestricted acceptance

of these and other blessed testimonies of Holy

Scripture, realized in the experience of those

who come in living faith unto Christ, that our

views of spiritual worship are founded. Th

history of the early gathering and settling of

our Society, evidently shows that our first

Friends wore drawn to meet together to wait

upon the Lord to partake together of this

spiritual nourishment, which cometh imme-

diately from him. They were from time to

time sustained by a satisfying, heart-felt evi-

dence, that He was of a truth in the midst of

them. Through his goodness, there have been

numerous witnesses from one period to ati-

other, who have been brought to bear a simi-

ar testimony to the faithfulness of their Lord.

Many who are now living can unite in the

same acknowledgment they have indeed felt,

to their own comfort and strength, that ' the

Lord is nigh unto all them that call^ upon

him, to all that call upon him in truth.'

" VTe therefore feel that it would be on our

part a dereliction of duty, an abandonment of

an open testimony to the power and all-suffi-

ciency of the Holy Spirit, to countenance any

change in the simple mode which has uniformly

existed of holding our meetings for worship*

On the contrary, we are concerned to invite

all our dear friends to be very diligent in the

attendance of them ;
regularly and punctually

to come together to present themselves before

the Lord, and to bow down, in deep prostra

tion of soul before him ;
waiting to feel_ the

sense of his heavenly power, of his spiritual

presence, under which their hearts might be

ted in worshipping him in spirit and in

truth.

We also call upon our dear friends seri-

ously and individually to examine, whether

they are brought out of the spirit and vain

conversation of this world. It is a sacred

truth, ' If any man love the world, the love of

the Father is not in him.' We earnestly cau-

tion all against an eager pursuit of riches,

' which, while some coveted after, they have

erred from the faith, and .pierced themselves

through with many sorrows.' In how many

ways is the naturally corrupt heart of men

led away from purity and holiness by the lovo

of the world, which lieth in wickedness ! Our

testimony to plainness of attire, behavior and

speech, had not its origin in human wisdom. It

has been, loe believe, a testimony laid upon us o/j t

spirit of the ivorld.f As we have often seen

that indulging in these things fosters tho

natural pride of the human heart, so we have

found that denying ourselves therein has a

tendency to promote tho subjection of our

wills, and to strengthen us in our Christian

course. Hence wo feel it to be our duty,

earnestly to recommend parents, and all who

have the caro of the young, in love to train

them up in all these practices, tvhich we con-

sider to be in accordance with the purity and

simplicity of the gospel ; and also, both by ex-

ample and by precept, to lead them to a con-

formity in all things to the divine law. Guard

them, dear friends, from every thing which

would alienate the mind from the true fear of

God. Endeavor to implant in thom a deep

sense of his purity and majesty. Holy and

reverend is his name. As far as you may be

enabled, bring them to think and to speak of

the thin(;s of religion with gratitude and love
;

but with that holy caution and deep sense of

tho sacredness of tho subject, which a just

apprehension of the relative place in which

man stands towards his Almighty Parent,

should at all times produce."

Jewish Phylacteries.—Vrof. Hitchcock has

brought from the Holy Land, among other

curiosities, preserved phylacteries, which are

described as follows in the New York Evening

Post : Phylacteries,—the common Greek word

for amulets,—were worn very generally by

the Jews at the commencement of the Chris-

tian era. They consist of a narrow strip of

parchment, about eighteen inches long, on

which are carefully written in invowelled

Hebrew, four passages from the Old Testa-

ment,—Esod. xiii. 2-10 ;
11-17

;
Lout. vi. 4-9,

and 13-22. The strip is rolled up, and placed

in a little leathern box one inch and a half

square, which is then bound to the left elbow,

by cow-hide straps, half an inch wide, and

long enough to be wound spirally about the

arm down to the base of the middle finger.

There is a smaller phylactery for the fore-

head, the box for which is scarcely an inch

square. It has also a leathern fillet, which is

tied at the back of tho head, and then brought

around to the breast. When Christ reproved

the Pharisees for making broad their phylac-

teries (ilatt. xxiii. 5,) he doubtless alluded to

their custom of increasing this smaller box, so

as to make its diameter three or four inches,

and conspicuously wearing it over their eyes

to attract the attention of the multitude. The

original use of these phylacteries was, proba-

bly, to serve as reminders of the law. Except

by the Pharisees, who paraded them on all

occasions, they were worn only at times of

prayer. Subsequently they were put on for

charms, like the Koran among tho modern

Mohammedans, and were supposed to drive

away the devil, ward off temptation, and en-

sure long life. There is no historical reason

for believing that they were in use in pre-

exilo times. Indeed, from the similar customs

of the Babylonians and other Oriental nations

at tho time of the captivity, it is probable

that the Jews learned the practice from their

captors.

Hope is like the cork in the net, which keeps

the soul from sinking in dispair ;
fear is like

the lead in the net, which keeps it fromfloat-

'the Lord^to'bear 'against the world', and the VmgKn presumption,

^^ading the Scripture.? is now common in them. I t Now very much abandoned,
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^^ „ Selected.

NIGHT AKD DAY.
The day is thine,—

The long bright summer day
From the first dawning light till evening closes,
And all its merry birds and blooming roses,
And all its golden beauty bid us say,

The day, O Lord, is thine.

The night is thine,

—

_
The long dark winter's night.

Hushing our birds to sleep, our flowers concealing

;

But, by its hosts of glowing stars, revealing
Through the deep sky, thy glory and thy might.

The night, O Lord, is thine.

And life's brief day
Is also thine, when we

Must work while light doth last for our dear Master,
O that our sluggish feet could travel faster,
And we with readier service give to thee

Our life's fast fleeting day !

That darker night
Is also thine, O Lord,

When thou sweet sleep to thy beloved givest

;

For while they needs must die, thou ever livest
And o'er thy dear ones keepest watch and ward^

Till darkness ends in light.

Sunday Magazine.

GIDEON GEAY.
Gideon Gray is poor, they say,
And earns his living by hard labor;

But then we hear, afar and near,
That he's a worthy, trusty neighbor.

There's not a hair on Gideon's head
But's " honest as the day is long ;"

His children never eat the bread
Of avarice, deceit, or wrong.

The brave old heart has done his part
Down in the trenches of Life's battle

!

For fifty years he's felt the spears
Of hard fare 'gainst his breastplate rattle

;

And, though there's many an ugly scar
Of conflict on his furrowed cheeks,

No fretful frowns his forehead mar
Whene'er the voice of Duty speaks.

Work, wrench, and rack have bent his back
And brawny shoulders almost double

;

But there's no trace in his sunburnt face
Of cankering care or conscience-trouble

;And, though his hands are hard as horn,
'

And curved to gripe the helve and hoe.
There never a pair of hands were born
For a friendlier, kindlier clasp, I trow.

His brogans, torn and travel-worn,
Tell e'er of plodding, ne'er of leisure

;And his ragged coat is made the sport
Of winds that enter at their pleasure

;

But 'neath that thin and threadbare vest
And tattered jerkin, you will find

A heart that beats an honest breast.
In love for all our human kind.

At early dawn on wood and lawn
Brave Gideon, from his restful slumbers

On willing feet goes forth to meet
'

The duties every morning numbers

;

And fair or foul, or cold or hot,
Hard, aye, the burden to be borne,

He cheerfully accepts his lot.

Nor shirks his task with lazy scorn.

Andall day long, while swinging strong
His ax or flail-bolt surely, slowly,

His happy heart receives a part
Of Heaven's blessings on the lowly;

Then, when the sun sinks down the west
And twilight hovers o'er the earth,

He turns to where his dear ones rest,

Beside the toiler's cottage-hearth.

Though Gideon's cot, in truth, is not
As ^ood as many a farmer's stables

;Nor water-proof its mossy roof,
Nor weather-tight its gaping gables

;

Yet 'neath that lowly, leaky thatch
Sweet Hospitality holds her sway—

The hungry poor may lift the latch,
And there find comfort any day*

The wholesome bread and cakes that spread
The toiler's rustic kitchen-table

Have sweeter taste than flavored paste

^
Prepared for kings who sup in sable

;

Nor wines from Pampeluna's vale.
Cooled by the Pyrenean snows,

So welcome as the " rock-spring" ale
Which from the brown-stone pitcher flows.

Here, 'round a board with plenty stored,
Contentment every bosom thrilling,

Sit Gideon and his household band,
The law of love and peace fulfilling.

Sweet scene of purest earthly bliss !

Improve the picture ye who can—
Whose central excellence is this:

An honest, cheerful laboring man !—Independent.

Curious Plants.—At Singapore, after thread-
ing the green, wooded islets which conduct to
the harbor, having ridden through hedges of
bamboo, groves of cocoa and betel-nut, man-
grove swamps on which were built villages,
forcibly recalling to mind the ancient lake-
habitations,—streets peopled by Malays, Chi-
nese, and Kiings or Madrasees in every variety
of picturesque costume, I at length found my-
self in the verandah of a bungalow, and over-
looking a garden in which many strange trees
and plants were growing. Among these was
the Traveller's tree (Urania speciosa,) the
banana-like leaves of which spring in a beau-
tifully imbricated fashion from the two oppo
site sides only of the stem, the whole tree
representing a gigantic open fan. The rain
falling upon the leaves and leaf-stalks, ru
down a channel in the latter until it reaches
the base, where a reservoir is formed by the
sheathing petioles, which so closely embrace
one another that it cannot escape. An in-
cision, therefore, through these sheaths pro-
duces a constant fountain of pure, refreshing
fluid, of which the experienced traveller may
at his pleasure avail himself. Another singular
tree, or rather shrub, I first observed here
was commonly known as the face-leafed plant,
or Caricature plant of the East Indies(Ju8ticia
picta,) every leaf of which exhibited upon iti

blotched surface a series of remarkable carica
ture resemblances of the human face divine.

Chinese Boat-life.—The numerous boats, or
sampans, plying about between the shore and
the various ships, all manned by Chinese,
were in themselves a study; and some were
constantly hanging about the ship at a respect-
ful distance, in the hope of a fare. They are,
for the most part, long boats with a small
awning near the stern, under which the pas-
sengers sit, and they have a complement of
four or five rowers. I have said they were
manned ; but although there are usually one
or two men among them, the majority of the
rowers are women, or young girls. In fact
each boat is the home of a family, and in their
boat they spend their whole existence—how,
it is difficult to comprehend ; but naturally
they become expert in rowing and handling
their craft. In fine weather but little skill is

required, but there are times when the sea in
the harbor is so rough that boats cannot be
obtained at any price; and I have heard of
people, only last winter, being detained on
board ship for nine days together, unable to
get ashore. The family inhabiting a boat all
share in the work—it may be a husband, wife,
daughter, and son—or, if the family is not
sufficientlynumerous, thecomplementismade
up by agreement from without. But the wo-

any,) are no less strong and active than tb(
lords; and, moreover, they are not unfi
quently burdened in a manner which wou
at first sight seem to hamper their movemeD
very considerably. Strapped upon their bad
it is a common sight to see an infant, his litl

bare feet peeping out on either side, and t'

unsupported head tumbling from side to si.

with every movement of the mother, who
the act of rowing, places herself in poatu'r
by no means always suitable to the chile
comfort; but it seldom complains, and seen
to become accustomed to the strange rockit
motion. Often the mother hands^the infai
over to the back of a child, girl or boy alik
of nine or ten years old, who moves about tl

boat apparently with little reference to h
burthen. Children of an age to toddle abou
but still so young as to require attention, ai

often tethered by a string to the middle (

the boat, or ornamented by sundry goun
fastened to their bodies, so that in case the
fall overboard, as I have seen them do, the
may float until picked up.

The Leaping-fish.—Another singular anims
which I saw here for the first time, but whic
I found numerous on many subsequent occi
sions, was the leaping fish, Boleophthalmu
Boddaertii. These curious salamandrine-looh
ing creatures, for it was difficult at first to sa'

which they were, contrived to elude pursui
in the most active and provoking mannei
Each step in advance caused them to jump
jump, in arapid and agile manner from almos
under my feet—for when at rest they wen
scarcely distinguishable from the mud oi
which they were lying, and to which the]
admirably assimilated in color—but on th(
least alarm they would make a series of leaps
which rapidly brought them down to th(
margin of the water, and from which it waf
next to impossible to cut them off. They art
wedge-shaped in form, usually about 3 or 4
inches long, with flat pointed tails and broad
heads, upon which is situated a pair of promi-
nent eyes. They have been called by sailors
"Jumping Johnnies," and are by no means
confined to muddy or sandy shores, for I have
found them equally among smooth rocky
places, up which they climb with great skill,

by a series of leaps, wriggling and curving
the tail at each leap in a contrary direction,
that is, to right and left alternately. Their
leaps are effected by means of their curiously-
bent ventral fins, which look something like
a pair of hands placed immediately behind
the head, and as they always make straight
for the water and double with great agility, it

is scarcely possible to capture them excepting
with a net.

—

Collingwood.

We should not allow ourselves for once to
look in the face of a present and an acknow-
ledged duty, and delay to meet its demand.
It darkens the mind, it perverts the judg-
ment, it hardens the heart, it wastes precious
opportunities, it weakens all good purposes,
to hold ourselves back from doing anything
which, to us now, is clearly and unquestion-
ably right.—Z>. March.

Our Trials.— Tlr\&\a are medicines which
our gracious and wise Physician prescribes,
because we need them, and he proportions
the frequency and the weight of them, to

J .
, , , ,.„ -• what the case requires. Let us trust in hismen and girls whose dress differs but little skill, and thank him for his prescriptions.-

Irom that of the men (when the latter wear ' JoAn JS'ewton.
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For '*Tbe Friend.'*

In this day of much profession and talk

^out religion, when so many are claiming to

justified by faith, and to have attained to

irfect rest and peace in Christ ; being sud-

ily prepared to minister in his church and
bring souls to him; it may be well to re-

ve occasionally the testimony of some of

lose deeply experienced servaots of Christ,

ho in the coming forth of the Society^of

iends, learned their lessons more slowly but

ell in the school of Christ, and who, in treat-

g on the mysteries of godliness, spoke of

hat their spiritual eyes had seen, and their

)iritual hands had handled of the word of

The following is therefore offered for

le pages of " The Friend."

ON FAITH.

" There is a faith which is of a man's self;

id a faith which is the gift of God : or a

ower of believing, which is found in the na-

ire of fallen man ; and a power of believing,

hich is given from above. As there are

wo births, the first and the second, so they
I ave each their faith ; and each believe with
heir faith, and seem to lay hold on the same
hing for life; and the contention about the

iheritance will not be ended, till God de-

jrmiiie it. Cain will sacrifice with his faith,

nd ho believes he shall bo accepted : if he
ad not believed so, he would not have been
angry when he found it otherwise : and

he Cainish spirit in man, the vagabond from
he life of God, which hath not an habitation

Q (iod, nor the eternal life of God abiding in

litn. is busy with the same faith at this day,
nd hath the same expectation from it as
Jain had."

" Xow it deeply concerns every man, to

jonsider from which of these his knowledge,
eligion, and worship proceed, and in which
)f them they stand. For if they proceed
rem, and stand in, the faith which is of man,
,hey cannot please God, nor conduce to the
salvation of the soul. But though they may
:asto very pleasantly to man's palate now,
md administer much hope and satisfaction to

him at present, yet they will fail at the tim
oi need : for, as Christ said concerning the
righteousness of the scribes and pharisees, so

may I concerning this faith :—Except your
faith, with the works of it, exceed that faith,

and all the works of it, (even to the uttermost
improvement thereof,) which is to be found
in man's nature, it will never lead you to the
kingdom of God, nor be able to give you any
right to the inheritance of life."

"A man may believe the history of the
Scriptures

;
yea, and all the doctrines of

them (so far as he can reach them with his

understanding) with this faith which is of
man. As by this faith a man can believe an
history probably related to him ; so by this

faith he believes the histories of the Scrip-

tures, which are more than probably related,

by this faith a man can receive doctrines

undei'stauding, will, and affections,) towards
the avoiding of misery, and the attaining of

happiness. What would not a man do to

avoid perpetual extremity of misery on soul

and body for ever, and to obtain a crown of

everlasting blessedness ? This boils the affec-

tions to an height, and sets the understanding
on work to the utmost, to gather all the rules

of Scripture, and to practise all the duties

and ordinances therein mentioned. What can

the Scripture propose to be believed, that he

will not believe? What can it propose to be

done, that he will not do? Must he pray?

—

he will pray. Must he hear?—he will hoar.

Must he read ?—he will read. Must he medi-

tate ?--he will meditate. Must ho deny him-

self, and all his own righteousness and duties,

and hope only for salvation in the merits of

Christ?—ho will seem to do that too; and

say, when ho has done all he can, he is but

an unprofitable servant. Does the Scripture

say he can do nothing without the Spirit?

—

he will acknowledge that too, and he hopes

he has the Spirit. God hath promised the

Spirit to them that ask it, and he has asked

long, and asks still, and therefore hopes he

has it. Thus man, by a natural faith, grows
up and spreads into a great tree, and is very

confident and much pleased; not perceiving

the defect in his root, and what all his growth
here will come to.

" This being done with much seriousness

and industry, there must needs follow a great

change in man : his understanding will be

more and more enlightened ; his will more
and more conformed to that to which he thus

gives himself up, and to which he thus bends

himself with all his strength; his affections

more and more warmed ;
he will find a kind

of life and growth in this, according to its

kind.

"Now, how easy is it for a man to mistake

here, and call this the truth ? First, he mis
takes this for the faith ; and then he mistakes

in applying to this all that which belon

the true faith : and thus entei'ing into the

spirit of error at first, he errs in the whol

course of his religion, from the beginning ti

the end. He sees a change made by this ii

him ; and this he accounts the true conversion

and regeneration. This leads him to ask,

and seek, and pray; and this he accounts the

true praying, the true seeking, the true ask-

ing. This cloanseth (after its kind) his under-

standing, will, and affections; and this he

takes for the true sanctification. The justifi-

cation which is to the true believer, he also

applies to this faith ; and so he has a peace, £

satisfaction, a rest here, and an hope of hap
piness hereafter. Thus he receives what if

already revealed ; and he waits for what may
be further revealed, which he can embrace
and conform to, turning still upon this centre,

and growing up from this root. The growth
of this faith, and great spreading of it into i

'"

,11

this knowledge, zeal, and devotion, hath not

changed the nature of it all this while ; but

it is the same that it was at the beginning,

even a power of nature in the first birth ; and

all these fruits are but the fruits of th( first

of instruction out of philosophers' books; so

by the same faith he may receive doctrines
of instruction out of the Scriptures. Eeading
a relation of the fall of man, of the recovery i nature, which is still alive under all this. All

by Christ, that there is no other way to life, ! this can never kill the principle out of which
&c., this faith can believe the relation of these lit grows ; but feeds it more, and fattens it for

things, as well as it can believe the relation the slaughter.
of other things.

]

" Thus far this faith can go : but then there

"This being believed from the relation of is somewhat it is shut out of at the very first:

the history of these things, it naturally sets there is somewhat this faith cannot receive.

all the powers of man on work (kindling the ' believe, or enter into. What is that ? It
'

the life, the power, the inward part of this.

Though it may seem to have unity with all

the Scriptures in the letter; yet it cannot
have unity with one Scripture in the life : for

ts nature is shut out of the nature of the

things there witnessed. As for instance, it

may have a literal knowledge of Christ, ac-

cording as the Scripture relates ; of his birth,

preaching, miracles, death, resurrection, as-

cension, intercession, &c. Yea, but the thing

poken of it knoweth not. The nature of

Christ is hid from that eye. So it may havo
teral knowledge of the blood of Christ, and

of justification ;
but the life of the blood which

'ivingly justifieth, that birth cannot feel; but

can only talk of it, according to the relation

t reads in the Scripture. So it may have a

iteral knowledge of sanctification ; but the

thing that sanctifieth, it cannot receive into

"tself. So far redemption, peace, joy, hope,

ove, &c. it may got into the outward part of

all these; but the inward part, the life, the

pirit of them, it is shut out of, and cannot
touch or come near; nor can it witness that

change which is felt and known here. And
here is the great contention in the world be-

tween these two births; the one contending
for their knowledge in the letter, and the

other contending for their knowledge in the

fe: the one setting up their faith in the

natural part, calling it spiritual ; and the other,

who have felt the stroke of God upon this

(and thereby come to know the difference,)

setting up the faith of the true heir: which
faith hath a different beginning, and a dif-

ferent growth from the other, and will be

welcomed into the land and kingdom of life;

when the other will be manifested to bo but

the birth of the bond-woman, and be thrust

forth with its mother to seek their bread

abroad : for the seed of the bond-woman is

not to inherit with Isaac, the seed of promise.
" What then is that faith which is the gift

of God, and which is distinct from this?
" It is that power of believing which springs

out of the seed of eternal life ; and leavens

the heart, not with notions of knowledge, but

with the powers of life. It springs out of a

seed of life given, and grows up in the life of

that seed, and foods on nothing but the flesh

and blood of Christ; in which is the living

virtue, and immortal nourishment of that

which is immortal. This faith, at its first

entrance, strikes that part dead in which the

other faith did grow, and by its growth per-

fects that death, and raiseth up a life which
is of another nature than ever entered into

the heart of man to conceive. And by the

death of this part in us [in which the false

faith grew], we come to know and enjoy life
;

and by the life we have received, we come to

see that which other men call life (and which
we ourselves were apt to call life formerly) to

be but death. And from this true knowledge,

we give a true testimony to the world of what
we have seen and felt; but no man receiveth

our testimony."

"The true faith (the faith of the gospel,

the faith of the elect, the faith which saves

the sinner from sin, and makes him more
than a conqueror over sin and the powers of

darkness) is a belief in the nature of God

;

which belief giveth entrance into, fixeth in,

and causeth an abiding in that nature. Faith

is an engrafting into the vine, a partaking of

the nature of the vine, a seeking of the juice of

life from the vine ; which nothing is able to do

but the faith,—bat the belief in the nature."
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" Christ's immediate revelation of the na-

ture of his Father is to his babes—not to the

wise, not to the zealous, not to the studious,

not to the devout, not to the rich, in the

knowledge of the Scriptures without—but to

the weak, the foolish, the poor, the lowly in

heart. And man receives not these revela-

tions but by being begotten of the will of the

Father, and by coming forth, and growing up
in his will ; here the child receives the wisdom
which is from above, and daily learns that

cross which crucifies the other wisdom, which
joins with and pleases the other will, which
loves to be feeding on the shadowy and husky
part of knowledge without life."

" That eye that can read the Scriptures with

the light of its own understanding [merely;]

that can consider and debate, and take up
senses and meanings of it, without the imme-
diate life and power ; that is the eye that may
gather what it can from the letter, but shall

never see into the life, nor taste of the true

knowledge; for Christ, who alone opens and
gives the knowledge, hides the pearl from
that eye. I. Penington."

From "Good Health.

History of Cotton.

Notwithstanding that cotton garments are

under a kind of social slur, when placed side

by side with linen garments, there can still

be no doubt as to the relative importance of

cotton and linen, considered as dress materials

for mankind. To generalize, all cotton may
be defined as a sort of vegetable wool grow-
ing on trees or shrubs. There is much dis-

crepancy of opinion as to the number of

plants and trees yielding cotton. They all

belong to the " 7nalvacece;" or mallow tribe of

botanists, an important genus of which is

gossyphim. Practically regarded, the best di-

vision of cotton is herbaceous, or shrub and
tree cotton. Amongst these, herbaceous cot-

ton is most useful. Cotton, under one or
other of its forms, has a wide range of growth.
To many warm climates it is indigenous, es-

pecially India, Egypt, and the warmer parts
of America. Like the cocoa-nut palm, it loves

sea air, and it comes to greatest perfection on
sandy soils. Growing, as cotton does, on
trees, shrubs, or herbs, enveloping the seed
as if to keep it warm, the seed-pod splitting

open at a certain period of ripeness, thus ex-

posing the fibre, one might naturally have
thought that it would bo the very first sort of
fibre to be used for spinning and weaving in

every region of its natural growth. Now one
place of such natural growth is Egypt, and
accordingly the Egyptian mummy cloths, of
which numerous examples exist in the British

and other large museums, might be reasona-
bly assumed as cotton spun. Such indeed
was the assumption, but it has been satisfac-

torily disproved. Between linen and cotton
fibres there is a difference which the micro-
scope unerringly reveals. Cotton fibres are
tubular, linen fibres are solid, and accordingly
it has been proved that no mummy-cloth yet
exposed to microscopic scrutiny has revealed
one fibre of cotton.

Cotton has an ancient history, nevertheless,

—a very ancient history—though we shall

not discover it on Egyptian ground. We
must look to Hindostan, and there we shall

find cotton playing an important part in the
body investiture of mankind from times of
remotest historical antiquity. Not only have

George Fox relates that in one of the Gen-
eral Yearly Meetings he was led to speak on
many points relating to the kingdom of Christ
and the oi'dering of his church. Among other
things addressed to those who had received
a gift in the ministry, he says :

' Take heed of many words : what reacheth
to the life settles in the life. That which Com-
eth from the life and is received from God,
eacheth to the life and settles others in the
ife." * * * * II If Fi'iends do not live

n the pure life which they speak of, to an-

iwer the life in those they speak to, the other
part steps in, and so there comes up an out-

ward acquaintance, and he [the speaker] lets

that come over him. But as every one is

kept living in the life of God, over all that is

contrary, they are in their places. Then they
do not lay hands on any suddenly ; which is

the danger now. For if anyone do, he may
"
is discerning ; may lay hands on the

wrong part, and so let deceit come too near
him

;
and the deceit will steal over so that it

be a hard thing for him to get it down."
* * * " If anyone have a moving

to any place, and have spoken what they
were moved of the Lord, let them return to

their habitation again, and live in the pure
fe of God and in the fear of the Lord ; so

will ye be kept in the life, in the solid and
seasoned spirit, and preach as well in life as

in words: none must be light or wild. For
the seed of God is weighty, brings to be solid

and leads into the wisdom of God, by which
the wisdom of the creation is known. But if

jthat part be up which runs into imaginations,
the spinning and weaving of cotton been 'and that part be standing in which the ima-

practiced by the Hindoos from times beyond
historical range, but cotton dyeing and print-

ing. Our naturalized word calico is only a
modification of Calicut, the name of a Hindoo
district whence the first imported samples of
cotton-wove texture came. Long before cot
ton spinning and weaving had grown into a
British manufacture, the fabrics of Calicut
were imported to England, bleached, printed,
and some of them exported whence they
came. The fine muslins of India are still

rivalled. Dacca has ever been celebrated for

its muslins, some of them so exceedingly thin
that if laid flat on the ground, and allowed to
become moistened with dew, they cease to be
visible. If this be perhaps a slight draft upon
metaphor, it is nearly true, and all the more
remarkable that both spinning and weavi
are done with very simple contrivances, not
to be described as machinery. Curiously
enough, the very perfection of Hindoo mus
lin is referred to the imperfection, judged ac
cording to mechanical standards, of the con
trivances used in making it. Microscopists
say that cotton fibres in their natural state

are somewhat flat, and whilst flat, semi-trans-
parent. Our civilzed and mechanically per
feet spinning machines, twist the fibres sc

even and so hard, that all this quality of flat-

ness disappears, and with it the semi-trans
parency so much prized. For these reasons
it is argued, by folks learned in the matter,
that English muslin never is, never can be, so
excellent as the muslin of Hindostan.

(To be continned.)
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ginations come up, and the pure Spirit be
thoroughly come to rule and reign, then th.

will run out that will glorj-, boast and vapc
and so will such an one spoil that which ope:

ed to him ; this is for condemnation."
* * * "For when ye have declared tl

truth to the people and they have received
and are come into that which ye spake o

the uttering of many words and long declar
tions out of the life, may beget them into

form. And if any should run on rashly ioi

words again, without the savor of life, thoi

that are come into the thing that he spake i

will judge him, whereby he may hurt agai

that which he raised up before. So Friend
ye must all come into the thing that is spoke
in the openings of the heavenly life anion

you, and walk in the love of God, that ye ma
answer the thing spoken to."

Perhaps there never was a time when thi

advice of this deep-sighted elder and exper
enced minister of Christ was more seasonc"

'

and applicable than the present. Georg
Withy declared in one of our meetings ths
" the Devil set some to preaching in order t

bring the true ministry into disrepute," an:

experience teacheth that it is so. How ni'

cessary is it then that those on whom the gil!

has been confirmed by the Head of the Churcl!
should correctly seek to be kept under th]

anointing, and carefully avoid the dangers an
errors set forth in the extracts given.

Nor need these truly baptized minister'

give way to discouragement because other
may seem always ready to pour forth higl

sounding discourses, and to make long pray
ers while they are kept under a sense that thi

work is weighty and they are more oftei

waiting at the king's gate than riding on hii

horse, clothed in royal apparel. While th(

true Israel is under oppression, little bette:

can be expected. The late deeply experience(

elder, Jonathan Evans, addressing one of thi

little, humble, diflident ministers, often readj

to shrink from the burden of the word, and t(

ask to be excused from "the foolishness o:

preaching," uses the following language
" The Lord is judge of all, and at times in hit

condescension is pleased to impart to the trulj

waiting mind a just sense and clear sight oi

the line of distinction between those humble,
diffident, discouraged ones, who are striving

to serve him in sincerity, and those whose
time being almost always, can speak fluentlj

and scripturally about sacred things, and

yet, at bottom, have an eye to the exalta-

tion of self. It is scarcely needful to tell

thee that the present is indeed a day of trou-

ble and of treading down, a day wherein
clouds of gloominess and distress are gathering

over our Society, through the unfaithfulness

and degeneracy of a great portion of the

members. The palate of those polished with

the world's gloss alone, disdaining every thing

that does not correspond with their own
standai-d, is prepared to reject and lay waste
the simple truths of the gospel. It is irksome
to them to hear of the Cross of Christ as the

alone way to blessedness
; and some even in

eminent stations can scarcely hear the avowal
in our public meetings, that submission to its

humbling operation is the path pointed out

by our Holy Redeemer as a means to obtain

his notice and gracious acceptance. Well

!

dear friend, when the seed is in suffering the
truly devoted servant must resignedly con-

clude to keep with it in all its descendings

and seemingly inexplicable bereavements.
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Jij-'st thou then bo encouraged to continue

t trust in that omnipotent Arm which has

f'staiiied and carried thee over all the assaults

d machinations of the Dragon and his emis-

ries, and at times opened in the secret of

y soul a holy anthem of salvation and

rength to Him that sitteth upon the throne,

p the accuser of the brethren has been cast

iwn, and this not by any acquirement or

iwer of humanity, but by the blood of the

imb and the testimony of Jesus Christ."

A copy of the printed Minutes of Ohio

irly Meeting having come to hand we take

following extracts from them.

Ohio Yearly Meeting of Friends, held at

Mount Pleasant hy adjournments, from the

•iOth of the Qth to the 3rd of the 10th Month

inclusive, 1S72.

Eeports were received from all the Quarter-

Meetings, from which it appears their

epresentatives were :

—

* * * * * *

ho were all present except two, and for their

osence satisfactory reasons were rendered.

The Clerk of the Meeting of Ministers and

Iders produced a Minute issued by Frank-

rd Monthly Meeting, Pennsylvania, dated

le 2nd of last month, for William Kite, a

linister, setting him at liberty to attend the

ttings of this meeting and a few of our sub-

rdinate meetings, and one from Falls Month-

Meeting, Pennsylvania, dated the Sth of

ist month, for David Heston, a minister,

berating him to attend this meeting, and

lost of the meetings composing it, and en-

d by Bucks Quarterly Meeting, held the

9th of last month, both of them being ac-

eptably in attendance.

A summary of the reports of the Quarterly

leetings, on the subject of education, was as

allows

:

Seventeen schools have been taught during

he year, under the care of Monthly or Eep
eeentative meetings, varying in time from

wo and a half to seven months, and one

j,mily school. There are 872 children of an

e to go to school, 345 of whom attend

lends' schools only; 404 attended district

chools exclusively ; 35 Friends' and district

;

J attended a school taught by a member, but

lot under the care of a meeting ; 5 a family

.chool ; 20 a subscription and other schools,

md 55 did not attend any school the past

rear, but most of them were believed to bo in

,he way of receiving instruction at homo.

The solicitude felt and expressed in this

neeting, in times past, for this portion of our

•nembers has not abated, still desiring that

.ivhile receiving an education, they may be

iept under the watchful care of Friends, the

Quarterly, and other meetings and individuals,

^re encouraged—not to relax their efforts on

this subject, and the Quarterly Meetings are

Jesiicd to report explicitly thereon as hereto-

fore directed next year.

The minutes of the Meeting for Sufferings

were read, and its proceedings approved, and

the exercise of that body for a more general

circulation ofthe approved writings of Friends,

prevailing in this meeting, the foUowin,

Friends were appointed in conjunction with

a committee of Women's Meeting, .in taking

the subject into consideration, and if way
opens, propose, to a future sitting, what plan

they may think best to promote that oliject,

to wit

:

*******
The following named Friends were ap-

pointed to audit the Treasurer's account, re-

port the state thereof, propose a sum they

think needful to raise the present year, and

the name of a Friend for Treasurer to a

future sitting, to wit :

* * * * * *

The Eepresentatives were desired to con-

fer together and propose to next sitting, the

name of a Friend for Clerk, and one to assist

him the present year ; also the names of two
Friends to serve as messengers to the Wo-
men's Meeting.
Then adjourned to 11 o'clock to-morrow

morning.
Third-day of the week and ^first of Tenth

month.—The meeting assembled pursuant to

adjournment.
William Fisher on behalf of the Eepre-

sentatives, reported that they conferred to-

gether and agreed to propose the name of

Edward Slratton for Clerk, and John W.
Smith for Assistant, which being united with,

they were appointed to the respective servi-

ces; also, that they agreed to offer the names

of Aaron Frame and Jehu L. Kite for Mes-

sengers to the Women's Meeting, which was

united with, and they appointed accordingly.

The meeting entered upon the considera-

tion of the state of society, by reading the

queries and answers thereto, from the Quar-

terly Meetings, and proceeded as far as the

sixth query inclusive.

The committee appointed upon the exercise

that prevailed in this meeting last year, on

behalf of the Indian natives, produced the

following report which was united with, and

the committee released, to wit:

The joint committee, appointed last year,

on the subject of the Indian natives,

united in reporting, that after endeavoring to

collect information on the subject, and look-

ing into the condition of different tribes, way
did not open to recommend any action at this

time.

Signed on behalf of the committee.

Then adjourned to 3 o'clock to-morrow

afternoon.

Fourth day afternoon and second of the month.

—The meeting assembled near the time to

which it was adjourned.

Eesumed and concluded the consideration

of the state of society by reading the remain-

queries, and the answers thereto, from

the Quarterly Meetings.

A summary of all the answers is as follows:

SuMJiARY Answers.—Answer 1st. All our

meetings for worship and discipline have been

attended, and generally by the most of our

members, though nearly all the reports ac-

knowledge remissness on the part of some

Friends in the performance of this religious

duty, more especially in the middle of the

week. Unbecoming behavior avoided by most

Friends, though sleeping and drowsiness seem

yet to prevail with some. The hour of meet-

ing nearly observed by most Friends. Care

is reported to have been extended in some of

the above cases of deficiency mentioned.

Ans. 2d. We believe most Friends main-

tain love toward each other in a good decree,

as becomes our christian profession. Tale-

bearing and detraction mostly discouraged,

When differences arise, endeavors are used to

d them. One report contains some excep-

tions in the maintainance of christian lovo,

and the discouraging of tale-bearing and de-

traction.

Ans. 3d. Most Friends endeavor, by ex-

ample and precept, to educate their children

and those under their care, in plainness of

speech, deportment and apparel, to guard
them against reading pernicious books, and
from the corrupt conversation of the world,

d encourage them in the frequent reading

of the Holy Scriptures. But most of the

Quarters acknowledge the need of more faith-

fulness in support of these testimonies.

Ans. 4th. Friends appear to be clear of im-

porting, vending, and distilling, and with a

little exception in one report, of the unneces-

sary use of spirituous liquors, and of frequent-

ing taverns, and nearly clear of attending

places of diversion. Moderation and temper-

ance, in a good degree observed.

Ans. Sth. The necessities of the poor, and
circumstances of those likely to require aid,

have been inspected and some relief afforded,

and some care is taken to promote the school

education of their children.

Ans. Gth. As far as appears. Friends bear

a faithful testimony against a hireling minis-

try, oaths, military services, clandestine trade,

prize goods, and lotteries, except that some of

our members sometimes attend places where
a hireling ministry is supported. One report

states that care has been extended in some of

such cases.

Ans. 7th. Friends appear careful to live

within the bounds of their circumstances, and
to avoid involving themselves in business, be-

yond their ability to manage. Generally just

in their dealings, but some of the reports ac-

knowledge a want of punctuality on the part

of some Friends in complying with their en-

gagements. Where any have given reasona-

ble grounds for fear in these respects, care has

been taken.

Ans. Sth. A good degree of care is taken

to deal with offenders, seasonably and impar-

tially, and to evince to those who will not be

eelaimed, the spirit of meekness and love, be-

fore judgment is placed upon them.

Answers to the annual queries.—Ans.

1st. No new meeting settled.

Ans. 2d. Some encouragement has been

given to schools for the education of our

youth, under the tuition of teachers in mem-
bership with us.

Ans. 3d. The Queries addressed to the

Quarterly, Monthly, and Preparative Meet-

h.ave been read and answered therein as

directed.

George Gilbert, an elder and member of

New Garden Monthly and Particular Meet-

ing, departed this life the 25th of 3d month
last, in the 70th year of his age.

Elisha Hollingsworth, an elder and mem-
ber of Pennsville Monthly and Particular

Meeting, departed this life the 22d of Sth

month, 1869, in the 71st year of his age.

The committee continued last year to the

care of Springfield Quarter, produced the fol-

lowing report which was united with, and
that meeting directed to be laid down in the

11th month next, and the Monthly Meetings

composing it attached to Salem Quarterly

Meeting, and report thereto in the 2d month
next; and Springfield Quarter is directed to

transfer its books and papers to Salem Quar-

terly Meeting, and that meeting will hereaf-

ter raise Springfield's quota of money for the
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use of this meeting m addition to its own un-| The Governor General of Algeria, in a report to the
til further directed. Springfield Select Quar- President, says that the number of emigrants to that
terly Meeting will also be discontinued in the T'°"^a

"'''"^ *^ '*^' ^^'^^^ months, was 5,000, and of

nth month next, and its branches attached! '?L''r""'''°'"
'^'"'''''

''",1
^°'"™""'-

to Salem Select Qii^rterly Meeting, and re- the'^C^^nXGfne^^rlllalle^tS^^
port thereto m the 2d month next. |same form in which they existed under French do-To attend to the proper laying down of|'^'"io"-

that Quarterly Meeting the following Friends • '^^T "PP^'' ''""^^ °^ "^® Prussian Diet has finally re
„.o^^ „^,.^;„f„^ ;„ „„„: *: .•.,_° _ •, Ejected the country reform bill, which had passed thewere appointed in conjunction with a simi
committee of Women's Meeting
to report thereon next year, viz

-The committee continued last
3'ear to extend care to Springfield Quarter and
the Monthlj' Meetings composing it, have
given attention thereto, and after again con-
vening in a committee capacity, and having
a free and full interchange of sentiment, con-
cluded to propose again to the Yearly Meet-
ing that said Quarterly Meeting be laid down
and the Monthly Meeting attached to Salem
Quarter. On behalf of the committee, * *

Then adjourned to 9 o'clock to-morrow
morning.

Fifth of the week and third of the month.—
The meeting again assembled.

_
The committee appointed at a former sit

ting to devise some means for a more general
circulation ofthe approved writings ofFriends,
produced the following report, which was sat-
isfactory except the proposition to raise four
hundred dollars, which upon deliberation was
thought not needful at this time, and the fol
lowing named Friends were appointed in con
junction with a committee of Women Friends,
to endeavor to carry out the plan offered by
the committee by purchasing books to the
amount of four hundred dollars and defray
the expense by a draft on the Treasury,
endeavor to dispose of them as proposed,' and
report next year, to wit

:

* * * *

Eeport.—We propose that $400 be raised
by apportionment for the purpose of purchas-
ing a number of copies of Barclay's Apology,
Sewell's History, Penn's No Cross, No Crown,
George Fox's Journal, and other journals and
approved writings of our early Friends, to be
placed in the hands of a judicious committee
appointed by the Yearly Meeting out of each
Quarter, and disposed of at their discretion
amongst Friends and other honest inquirers,
in the following way, viz : To those of our
members who desire them, and are able to
pay for them, let them be sold at cost; and
those who wish them who are in straightened
circumstances, and persons not of our Society
receive them gratuitously.
On behalf of the committee. * * =i

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—President Thiers has informed Princess

Clothilda, wife of Prince Napoleon, that she is free to
remain in France without interference by the govern
ment authorities, if she desires to do so.

Louis Blanc, in an address to the Republicans of
Avignon, declares the necessity for the prompt dissolu-
tion of the National Assembly, and opposes the appoint-
ment of a President of the Republic, the Presidency
being, in his belief, a counterfeit royalty which would
perpetually endanger the liberties of the country

Secretary General, St. Hilaire, in reply to numerous
correspondents, states that President Thiers does not
desire to be made President for life.

The Council General of the Department of the Seine
has adopted a resolution in favor of compulsory educa-
tion, and the employment of lay teachers in the public
schools, and will petition the National Assembly for
legislation to that effect.

The floods in the south of France have subsided, and
the damage done to farms and vineyards have been
very great.

committee of Women^s Meeting, and desire'd t^^':^^.^^^:^^:^^!!^
that if the measure was defeated the government would
dissolve the Diet and convoke a new one. The Em-
peror has accordingly dissolved the Diet and ordered
elections for a new one to meet on the 12th inst.
The cholera has broken out in eastern Prussia. The

disease is also making serious ravages at Buda, Hun-
gary.

A general conference of the Jews met in Brussels on
the first inst. The delegates from Roumania laid be-
fore It the condition of the people in the Principalities.
Ihey propose to petition the Roumanian Chamber for
full civil and political rights, and state that the inten-
tion of emigrating en masse to the United States has
been abandoned.
A private company has made a proposition to the

Spanish government to construct and maintain, at its
own expense, lines of telegraph throughout the country.
The debate on military affairs in the Lower House

of the Cortes, ended in a vote agreeing to a contingent
of 40,000 men for the army.
The Cortes has resolved, by a vote of 124 against 104

to consider articles of impeachment against members
of Sagasta's Ministry.
While the army bill was under consideration in the

Cortes, one of the members declared that the Radical
party in Spain existed only by sufferance of the Repub-
licans, and another that the present was the last Spanish
ministry that would be formed under King Amadeus.
The damages to property and crops by the overflow

of the River Po, are said to be beyond calculation.
Over 4,000 men are at work, night and day, erectin<'
barriers to arrest the further progress of the water. In
Ferrara alone, 40,000 persons are homeless. The town
of Reggio, fourteen miles from Modena, has almost en-
tirely .disappeared beneath the flood. Many persons
who were unable to escape, are reported to be starving
on the house tops and in trees where they have taken
refuge. Mantua which was threatened had, up to th
4th inst., escaped.

The London Banking Association has received four
hundred thousand sovereigns from the Bank of France,
and more is expected.
The Marquis of Ripon, who presided over the Joint

High Commission which framed the Alabama Treaty
of Washington, in a recent address expressed himself
as thankful that all the points involved in the treaty
referred to, had been peacefully and amicably settled.
He regarded this as a great step toward the preserva-
tion of the peace of the world, and believed that the
arbitration at Geneva had been the means of inaugura-
ting good relations between the United States and Great
Britain, which would long endure.
The municipal elections throughout England on the

St inst., resulted in heavy conservative gains, which
are attributed to the passage by Parliament and 'the en-
forcing of the Licensing act.

Much dissatisfaction is expressed at the working of
the new Ballot act. At some of the polling places th.
process of voting was so slow that many persons were
unable to vote before the hour arrived for closino- the
polls.

°

The horse disease has broken out in several places in
Devonshire.
London, 11th mo. 4th.—Consols 92.V. U. S sixes

1867, 93J ; do. 5 per cents, 88.
" '

'

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 10 a IQld.; Orleans,
10|d. California wheat, 12s. 9d. a 13s. 3d. per 100 lbs
Red western spring wheat, lis. id. a 12s. 2d
A Paris dispatch of the 4th says : France will pay to

Germany this week 200,000,000 francs, and will con-
tinue to make similar instalments until the end of the
year, so that at that time only two milliards of the war
indemnity will remain unpaid.

United States.—Msceitorecffiis.-On the first inst
Public Debt of the United States, less cash in the

Treasury, amounted to $2,161,766,260, having decreased
$5,228,417 during the Tenth month. The balance in
the Ireasury consisted of currency $12,233,688, coin
$79,173,153, and special deposit held for redemption of
certificates $23,645,000.
An official statement of the Internal Revenue Bureau

shows, that during the Tenth month there was an in-

crease in the daily production of distilleries, of 40,6
gallons. On the first inst. the number of distiller!
was 206, with a capacity of 228,470 gallons.
The steamship Missouri, which sailed from Nf

York for Havana, was burned at sea on the 22d ult., ai
only twelve persons out of 93 on board were saved, j
the others being probably drowned or burned to deat
The disaster occurred near Abaco, one of the Bahan

The interments in Philadelphia during the week en.
ing on the 2nd inst., numbered 264, including 7S chi
dren under two years of age. There were 43 deaths -

consumption, 7 diptheria, 13 inflammation of the lun«
2 small pox, and 16 old age.
The exports of treasure from San Francisco durin

the first nine months of 1872, were $25,041,000, exch
sive of the amount sent through the mails. During th
same period that city exported $5,400,000 worth. <

merchandise to Great Britain, and 83,000 barrels e

flour to China.

_
The epidemic aflecting horses, which first appeare

in Canada a few weeks ago, has since extended over
large part of the United States, even as far south a
Charleston, S. C. In some of the principal cities th
interruption to business has been quite serious. In Ne-
York the disease is said to be abating, though it ma
be a considerable time before it entirely disappeari
On the 4th inst. many dead horses were lying in th
streets, the facilities for their removal not being equa
to the emergency. In Philadelphia it is said fully 7
per cent, of the horses are affected, but few have diec
and it is supposed the disease has not yet reached it
climax. In Baltimore nearly every horse is more o
less sick. The city cars are all withdrawn from th
streets, and on the 4th there were very few drays, cart
or carriges to be seen ; but few horses compara'tivel
had died.

The Markets, <£c.—The following were the quotatioB
on the 4th inst. New Fori. —American gold llli
U. S. sixes, 1881, 116^; ditto, 1867, 114|-; ditto, 5 pe

Sf^vl^c
Superfine flour, $5.90 a $6.30 ; State extn

!p7 a ;&7.35; finer brands, i-7.50 a $12. No. 2 Chicag
spring wheat, $1.52 ; No. 2 Milwaukie, $1.57 : r%
western, $1.65 ; amber, do., $1.75 ; white Genesee f 1 9C
Western barley, 95 cts. Oats, 42 a 49i cts. Westeri
yellow corn, 67 cts. ; State round yellow^ 85 cts. Phila
delphia.—Cotton, 19| a 20J cts. for middling upland
and New Orleans. Superfine flour, $4.50 a $5.25
extras, $5.75 a $6.25; finer brands, $6.50 a $10 25
Western red wheat, $1.65 a $1.68 ; amber, $1.75 : white
$1.90 a $1.92. Rye, 75 a 80 cts. YelW corn, 64 cts.
western mixed, 61 a 63 cts. Oats, 40 a 46 cts. Smokei
hams, 16 a 18 cts. Lard, 8J a 8| cts. The receipts o
beef cattle at the Avenue Drove-yard reached abou
3,100 head. Choice sold at 7 a 7 J cts. ; fair to good, 5i
a bo cts., and common 3 a 5 cts. per lb. gross. Sales o
14,000 sheep at 5 a 6 cts. per lb. gross About 4,20(
hogs sold at $6.25 a $6.75 per 100 lbs. net. Baltimore
—Choice white wheat, $2.05 a $2.10 ; fair to prime do.

J ^i^of^ ' i''°'°^
amber, $2 a $2.05

;
good to prime

red, i)1.85 a $1.95. Southern white corn, 60 a 65 cts.
yellow, 57 a 64 cts. Oats, 39 a 43 cts. Chicago.—So
1 spring wheat, a;$l,18; No. 2, $1.07J; No. 3, 98 ct&
^0. 2 mixed corn, 32 cts. No. 2 oats, 21 cts. Rye, 54

°'f"
'^^^^' ^^ ^ ^^ <='^- St- Louis.—1^0. 3 red fali

wheat, $1.61 ; No. 2 spring, $1.11. No. 2 mixed corn,
33 cts. No. 2 oats, 25i cts. Barley, 58 a 60 cts. Gin-
cmnaii.-Family flour, $7.10 a $7.30. Red wheat, $1.48
a ^1.55

;
white, $1.70. Old corn, 41 a 42 cts.: new, 38

a 39 cts. Oats, 27 a 33 cts. Lard, 7| a 7^ cts.

WOMEN'S FREEDMEN'S AID ASSOCIATION.
Our resources are already heavilv taxed to meet de-

mands for clothing for immediate needs, and Friendsl
who may have half-worn garments to bestow are in-
vited to send them to No. 116 N. Fourth St., for the
benefit of the Freedmen.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia.
Physician and Superintendent—Joshua H. Worth-

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may be

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board of
Managers.

Married, on the 24th of Tenth month, 1872, at
Friends' Meeting-house, Westfield, New Jersev, John
Hutchinson, of Haddonfield, to Anna, daughter of
Seth and Martha A. Warrington, of Westfield.

, on the 30th of Tenth month, 1872, in Friends'
Meeting at Concord, Belmont Co., Ohio, Joseph Rus-
sell and Martha, daughter of Asa and Asenath
Kaley, of the former place.
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From the ' Leisure Hour."'

Jienj»min Disraeli.

To have occupied the position of prime
n\8ter of England is a distinction which
lis to the lot of few. To have attained that

)sition with no adventitious aid, and solely

7 the exertion of great abilities, is the for-

ne of fewer still. Mr. Disraeli entered the

ouse of Commons without wealth, without
mily connections, unbefriended, and com-
ratively unknown. Thirty years afterwards
years, it is true, of patient and persevering
11—bis genius contending with rank and
itstripping it in the race—he was first min-

' of the Crown. Looked at in any light,

is a noteworthy fact, whether as concerns

e individual or our parliamentary system of

ivernment. Since 1837, taught wisdom by
e failure of his maiden effort to address the

ouse, step by step Mr. Disraeli rose an ac-

lowledged power in the political world

;

d, although some surprise was felt in the

nntry on his appointment to the office of

ancellor of the exchequer in the first Derby
inistiy of 1852, there was no surprise, but

ther congratulation, expressed, when early

the session of 1868 he was called by his

vereign to the premiership. On that occa-

pn the late Lord Derby, whose retirement
fas compelled by ill-health, thus spoke of his

ccessor :
" It is very satisfactory to me to

1 empowered to transfer the office I have
bd the honor of holding to one whose co

leration and friendship I have enjoyed for

ore than twenty years, and who I am per-

aded will prove himself not unmindful of

086 great constitutional principles which it

IS been the study of my life to uphold, and
which, 80 far as my health will permit, I

all not cease to give my earnest though un-

icial support."

Mr. Disraeli is descended from one of the
phardim (or Spanish Peninsular Hebrew)
milies. Expelled from Spain in the fifteenth

ntury by the severities of the Inquisition,

9 ancestors took refuge in the Venetian Re-
blic. There they flourished as merchants,
ving in their new country abandoned the
Jthic-Spanish surname they had hitherto

irne for that of the distinctive Hebraic ap-

illation of D'Israeli. Benjamin Disraeli, the

(.•andfather of the late prime minister, settled

in this country in 1748. Having acquired a

competence by merchandise, and married in

176.5, he took up his abode at Enfield, and died

in 1817 at the age of ninety. He is described

as "a man of ardent character, sanguine,

courageous, speculative, and fortunate, with

a temper which no disappointment could dis-

turb, and a brain amid reverses full of re-

source." The sympathies of his son Isaac

very early took a literary direction. " A pale

pensive child with large dark-brown eyes and
flowing hair," and when years had stolen on,

" timid, susceptible, lost in reverie, fond of

solitude, or seeking no better company than

a book." Such is the picture given us of Isaac

Disraeli. To check the alarming poetical ten-

dencies which his father deemed uusuited to

the mercantile life to which he had destined

him, he was sent to Amsterdam to be edu-

cated. His education there had, however, an

elfect directly opposite to that designed by

the parental plan, for he returned to England
with a poem which he had written against

commerce as the corrupter of society, and
with all his literary aspirations confirmed.

This poem ho sent to Dr. Johnson for his

opinion, but the great man was then on his

death-bed, and the packet was returned un-

opened. This was a dire disappointment to

the youthful Utterateur ; he became unhappy.
His parents looked upon him as moonstruck,

and sent him to travel abroad. He travelled

in France and visited Paris, seeking the so-

ciety of learned men and frequenting vast

libraries. Returning in 1788 to Enfield, he

published an anonymous poem " On the Abuse
of Satire," which was attended with such suc-

cess that he was at length allowed to follow

the course of his inclinations. And with good
result ; for the works of the elder Disraeli are

among the established classics of English

literature, charming from their combination

of learning and research with a certain child-

like simplicity, and an all-prevading sympathy
with the literary character.

Benjamin Disraeli, the eldest son of this

amiable, industrious, and successful writer,

and the subject of our notice, was born at

No. 6, Bloomsbury Square, on the 2l8t of De-

cember, 1805. His mother was a Basevi, a

family of high repute in the Jewish commu-
nity. Old Mr. Basevi was a strict Hebrew,
and it was not till after his death that the

Disraelis openly separated from the Jewish
persuasion. In his early years Benjamin went
to a preparatory school, kept by Miss Mary
Roper, with a sister, at No. 6 Colebrooke Row,
Islington. Miss Roper died a few years since

at Brighton, and was very fond of talking of

her former pupil, who had attained such emi-

nence. He gave precocious promise of excel-

lence in elocution. His mother was justly

proud of his ability, and a friend remembers
her saying that her "Ben would some day be

lord chancellor or prime minister." He did

not go up to either of the two great univer-

sities, but received a thorough classical edu-

cation from private tutors—one of whom was
Dr. Cogan, well known as an accomplished

holar. After this young Benjamin travelled

through the principal cities of Germany ;
and

on his return home, with the view of obtain-

ng some insight into business, he entered, for

a time, a lawyer's office. Mr. Austen, a solici-

tor, residing at Montague Place, was the inti-

mate friend of his father. Mrs. Austen was a

gifted lady of literary tastes ; and the elder

Disraeli was one of a literary conclave which
assembled at the house of the Austens. Here
the son met with several celebrites of the day,

and the effect of this intercourse must have

been to stimulate his ambition, and to direct

his aspirations to independent literary pro-

duction.

In 1827 the ill-health of his friend, Mr.

Meredith, who was affianced to his only sister,

led Mr. Disraeli to undertake a journey to the

east. In the course of his travels he visited

Italy and Greece, and witnessed some of the

incidents of the civil war which then desolated

Albania. From Constantinople ho travelled

through Syria and the Holy Land, visiting

Sinai and Egypt, and, proceeding up the Nile,

penetrated mto Nubia. While absent from
England, the pen of our traveller was not idle.

" The Young Duke" was then composed and
published ;

and then, also, was conceived on
the plains of Troy the " Revolutionary Epic."

Wandering over that illustrious scene, sur-

rounded by the tombs of heroes, and by the

confluence of poetic streams, Mr. Disraeli

deemed himself in that excited hour a poet,

and lamented the destiny that had placed him
in an age that boasted of being anti-poetical.

It, however, flashed across his mind that in

great poems the poet embodied the spirit of

his time. " What," exclaimed he, "is the re-

volution of France a less important event than

the siege of Troy? Is Napoleon a less in-

teresting character than Achilles? For me
remains the ' Revolutionary Epic' " Three
books only of the poem were written, and
fifty copies printed, by way of obtaining a ver-

dict on the merits of the performance. That
appears to have been adverse, for the work
was not proceeded with ; and Mr. Disraeli

was thus compelled to forego the hope of

taking rank with the great epic writers. Yet,

while we may smile—as the author perhaps

now would—at such exuberant youthful en-

thusiasm, we must allow that the conception

and scheme of the "Revolutionary Epic" gave

evidence alike of a noble ambition and a great

capacity. Nor is the published fragment de-

void of passages of power and beauty. The
purpose of the work is expressed in the proem
to the second book

—

" Amid the passions of a struggling world,

On me descends the spirit of great song
;

A holy ofiice mine, and noble aim

:

To teach to monarchs and to multitudes

Their duties and their rights. The end to teach

Of their existence ; and serene and just.

From out their mightiest annals to create

A mightier moral ! this my theme sublime."
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"While we observe a remarkable eimilarity

between the elder and younger Disraeli in

point of early irrepressible literary aspiration,

we are not less struck by the different mode
of manifestation. The father, purely literary

in his tastes and sympathies, withdrew him-

self into the sanctuary of his library, held in-

tercourse onlj^ with the eloquent dead, and
was but little conversant with the gaieties

and strifes of the outside world. The son, on

the contrary, from the first, by his satiric

sketches of living celebrities, his political

speculations and ambitious aspirations, show-
ed the bent of his genius for a life of action.

Nor was he content long to remain a mere
spectator and critic : he coveted a seat in

Parliament, and did his utmost to effect an
entrance into that arena of party struggle

and political debate.

CTo be continned.)

For "The Friend."

The following estract from a general epistle

of London Yearly Meeting, issued in 1827,

contains so much of excellent matter, that it

is commended to the attention of the readers

of " The Friend," at this time.

"Dear Friends,—We who have been per-

mitted to assemble, to transact the concerns
of this meeting, have reverently to acknow-
ledge that it has been good for us that we
have come together. It has been a comfort
to behold the countenances one of another;
and to be sensible of the prevalence of that

Christian love and fellowship which invigo-

rate the mind, as we pass along the arduous
path of life. And we feel it to be a duty to

inform all our beloved brethren and sisters,

that the Lord, in his continued mercy, has
enabled us to proceed in the deliberations of

this meeting, in much brotherly love.
" What then, dear friends, prevents our be-

coming wholly a spiritually-minded people, a

church, though small, well compacted and
fitted together, and built up in Christ Jesus
our Lord ? We fear that sin and transgres-

sion are separating some amongst us from
him, and thus preventing them from becom-
ing living branches in the true Vine. O ! that
such would apply in faith to the great Physi-
cian ; unto Him who hath loved us freely, who
would heal our diseases, and present us fault-

less before the presence of his glory. May
we all narrowly examine ourselves in the
light of Christ, and see how far we are en-

gaged each to do his part well; that we may,
as a religious body, shine with brightness:

with that brightness which, if the fault were
not our own, the Lord, in his unmerited good-
ness, would cause to break forth amongst us.

"Vital Christianity consisteth not in words
but in power; and however important it is

that we have a right apprehension of the doc-
trines of the Gospel, this availeth not, unless
we are regenerated by the power of the Iloly
Ghost. We therefore tenderly entreat all to

wait in humble faith for its quickening influ-

ence, and to seek to have their hearts con-
trited before the Lord. Then we believe that
they will know for themselves of His great
goodness; and as they continue, from time to
time, profiting by what they learn in the way
of life and salvation, but not trusting to it,

they will partake of that living bread which
Cometh down from heaven ; they will drink of
those living waters which nourish the soul
unto eternal life. This course of christian
experience we earnestly desire for every one

amongst ue. It is an individual work; but it

is indispensable for all. It may often be slow

in its progress, but it is certain in its effects;

and amongst the blessed consequences which
it produces, we come to have an establishment

in Christ; resulting not from any speculative

system of belief, but from a heartfelt acquaint-

ance w ith His power inwardly revealed to the

soul. When assailed by false doctrines, or

when in the support of our views of christian

practice, trials are our portion, knowing in

whom we have believed, we can look in hum-
ble but firm reliance unto Him. Resignation

under the varied trials incident to human life,

is often the happy attainment of the patient,

Christian traveller: these may arise to him
from outward afliictions, or from the priva-

tion of the society of faithful Christian friends:

he may be cast down from not feeling those

evidences of the love of God, or of the clear

guidance of the spirit of truth which his soul

would desire. But a frequent recurrence to

past mercies, and to numberless blessings still

bestowed upon us, should warm the heart

with gratitude, and animate it with the belief

that all these things will be blessed as means
by which we may become of the pure in heart,

who shall see God.
" Wait then, dear friends, upon Him : be of

good courage, and he will strengthen your
hearts. Those who have felt the effects of a

Saviour's love, should be often considering

whether they are making an open confession

of Him before men, and cherishing the desire

that others may become full partakers of the

blessings of the Gospel. We speak not here

of the preaching of the word, highly as we
esteem this when exercised in the power and
life of the Holy Spirit, but of that faithful ad-

herence to sound principle and consistent

practice of which, in our intercourse with the

world, we ought to give proof. At the same
time it is very important that we abide in

true humility and in the fear of the Lord, and
that we reverently and patiently wait to know
the service assigned to us in the church. All,

if they are faithful to the manifestations of

the light of Truth, may be employed in its

service; and as they order their conversation

aright, though it may be in the private walks
of life, others seeing their good works, may
be led to glorify our Father who is in heaven.

" We have in this meeting been led to the
reflection, that one of the benefits of religious

society is, that it places us under the care one
of another, and that we are called upon to

watch over each other for good. When we
see any of our brethren or sisters overtaken
with a fault, or neglecting an important duty,

we ought to cherish a solicitude for their im-
provement; and in that love which would
lead them to Christ, to offer such counsel or

encouragement as we may think best calcu-

lated to help them. Much depends on the
manner in which advice is offered, and on our
embracing the right opportunity to convey
it. If it should not immediatelj^ have a salu-

tary effect, we are not to be too much dis-

couraged; we ought to take heed that wo be-

come not impatient or discomposed, but repeat

our efforts in the spirit of love and forbear-

ance. The result of this Christian concern
for our friends is often greater than is at the
time apparent. In the exercise of this dutj',

it becomes those who have the earliest oppor-
tunity of knowing the faulis of others, seri-

ously to consider on all occasions, whether
they ought not to endeavor to reclaim them

before they disclose the matter to another
at the same time we believe it has often haj

pened, that the lengthened concealment otth
errors of our friends from those who woi

best qualified to advise them, has been \n-i.

ductive of serious injury, which might liuv

been prevented by an early, yet prudent dii

closure to those of greater experience.
" And we recommend to such of our 3'oun

friends as know and approve that which
excellent, and may have been strengthened!
some small degree to practice it, not to shrin

from modestly yet faithfully counselling thei

associates in early life when they may be d(

viating from the path of duty. A tende

caution may be received with peculiar advai
tage, when those to whom it is given kno^
that their counsellors are still alike subject 1

the same temptations to which they are e:

posed ; and when, as may sometimes happei
the relative as well as the social tie, may ea
for the extension of a hand of help.

" There is a humility and sweetness, con
bined with a noble firmness of character aril

ing from the expansive influence of Christia

love, which ought to actuate all our endej
vors for the good of others. Strive then, dea

friends, that in your benevolent exertions

promote the temporal, the moral, or the rel

gious welfare of your fellow-men, your whol
conduct may be marked by an unobtrusivi

Christian temper; that, when associated wit

your friends and neighbors on these occasion

it may be manifest that your great concer

is to live under the influence of that Wiadoi
which is from above : which is pure, peaci

able, gentle, and easy to be entreated, witl

out partiality and without hypocrisy, full

mercy, and full of good fruits. The pure e
ercise of Christian kindness brings with it ii

own reward, but to be pure, it must have i(

origin in the love of God, which produces lov

to man ; and the satisfaction is never so grea
the efforts never so steady, as when we eoi

tinually bear in mind that we are to comm
all our exertions to the blessing of Him who6
providential eye is over all, and who is coi

tinually earing for the workmanship of h
holy hand."

Earthquakes and Volcanoes.

^Concluded from page 90.)

Some relation has been occasionally foun

to subsist between the earthquakes and th

pressure of the atmosphere, especially in tho6

cases where the earthquake is in intimate coi

nection with a volcano. The restless volcan

of Stromboli is always most active when th

pressure of the atmosphere is lowest. ThI

fact is easily comprehensible ; for the removi
of the pressure of the outer air gives greatd

freedom to the expansion of the imprisone

gases or vapors which cause the eruptions t

Stromboli. It is in like manner conceivab;

that a great fall of the barometer, operatin

simultaneously over a large tract of eountr

under which there may be elastic vapors «

gases, imprisoned at great depths, perhaps i

the liquid form, should allow of their guddeul

expanding, so giving rise to underground e:

plosions resulting in earthquakes.

There is a class of earthquakes, however, 1

which reference has already been made, an

which some philosophers have been led to a

tribute to a totally different cause. Thi
class can, therefore, according to this view, I

scarcely reckoned among volcanic phenomen
Such earthquakes are distinguished by peci
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iar atmospherical conditions, and in particu

arby theair's being highly charged with elec-

'ricity immediately before the shock. These

)henoraena appear to have been particularly

emarkablo in the earthquake which occurred

n Illinois, U. S., in 1857. During the earth-

|uako in Wales in 1852, also, a remarkable

legree of electrical tension in the atmosphere

vas observed, the shock being likewise ac-

;ompanied by a sort of underground thunder,

ri'roni these phenomena, it has been inferred

'hat earthquakes which are thus accompanied

)y a violent electrical disturbance, may be

;aused simply by an accumulation of elec-

.rieitj' in air contained in some deeply-seated

cavity, while the outer air happens to bo

jighiy charged with electricity of an opposite

iind. The consequence of such a state of

matters will be a vertical discharge of elec

tricity passing through the strata, either from

below upwards, or vice versa. The violent

tremors and the underground thunder are

supposed to be the results of this discharge.

In proof of this hypothesis, it is cited as a re-

markable circumstance that, in such cases,

permanent magnets lose their magpotism for

'a short time, and drop their keepers before

the shock is felt. There is much uncertainty,

however, attending this theory, and even if

'admissible at all, it can apply only to a few

earthquakes, and those of a very mild charac-

ter.

There remains to be noticed a third hut

very partial cause of underground heat, name-

ly, the slow burning of beds of coal or collec-

tions of petroleum. A sufficient heat to cause

;tho inflammation of these substances, may be

produced through water's obtaining access to

iron in combination with sulphur,—a material

'of frequent occurrence in the strata. A con-

'stant supply of air, however, to the coal or

petroleum would be necessary to maintain

the combustion ; so that the rate at which the

operation proceeds must be very slow, and

the area over which it extends very limited,

i Nevertheless, some of the eruptions of mud
'volcanoes, more especially where the mud is

'mixed with petroleum, or where the eruption

is accompanied by the extrication of much
; carburetted hydrogen, or coal gas, may have

their origin in the underground combustion

of coal or petroleum ; the eruption being

' caused by the access of water to the heated

materials, and the consequent generation of

explosive steam.
' When the mind reflects on the immense d
' structiveness of earthquakes, the cities they

i have overthrown, the multitudes of human
! beings they have suddenly deprived of lifo or

reduced to destitution, it is apt to be startled,

• and to ask. How can these phenomena be re

' conciled with the divine benevolence? But,

' it must be remembered that " it is appointed
' unto men once to die," and that the manner

! of their death is a matter of minor importance.
' Earthquakes are to be classed with the other

i causes of the sudden destruction of human
; life on a great scale, with various pestilences,

I shipwrecks, and hurricanes. All these things

tend merely to show the transitory and un-

stable nature of our present existence. The
' earthquake, in particular, proves that even
' the globe which we inhabit is in a transitional

' state, and has not yet attained its final con-

' dition of repose, or its ultimate perfection as

: a habitable globe, destined for the inheritance

I of rational and immortal beings. The shock

I is merely a secondary result, arising from the

operation of forces which are doubtless de-

gned to accomplish some great and im-

portant end.

Volcanoes, again, may be regarded as safety-

valves, which tend very considerably to miti-

gate the violence of the underground forces,

by providing a way of escape for the elastic

pors that are generated or set free. Their

design is, therefore, ultimately beneficent.

Nevertheless, their immediate effects are often

exceedingly destructive, as evidenced by the

entombment of Pompeii and llerculaneum in

the ashes of Vesuvius. But these effects are

trifling, compared with the destruction that

might be wrought were the forces in opera-

tion not to find vent through the volcanoes;

while the injuries inflicted by the erupted

matters are, in some cases and to a certain

extent, compensated by the exceeding fertility

of the soil produced by their sub.sequent ex

posure to the weather.

In like manner, although in their immediate

effects, as exhibited in earthquakes, the un

derground forces are awfully destructive, they

have nevertheless a beneficent tendency in

another direction ; for they are the means

provided for making additions, from time to

time, to the habitable area of the surface of

the globe. Save for the operation of these

underground forces, the habitable dry land

would be in a constant state of diminution

from the corrosive action of the waters. But

what is lost from this cause is compensated

partly by the land upheaved above the level

of the sea, by the forces acting from beneath,

and partly by the subsidence of parts of the

bed of the ocean, by which its average is main-

tained,—the latter being probably the more

effective of these two causes. Nor do there

appear to be any other conceivable means by

which additions to the habitable area could

be made, or its curtailment prevented. Now,
the commotions in the strata, which give rise

to destructive earthquakes as their secondary

effects, are inseparable from the existence, or

at least from the activity, of the forces capa-

ble of effecting the needful upheavings and

subsidences.

Nor are the additions made to the habitable

dry land, the only benefits which compensate

the destructive ett'ects of earthquakes ;
for the

medicinal virtues of the hot springs, which

result from the operation of the same under-

ground forces, are a lasting benefit to man-

kind.

—

M. Porton.

For "The Friend."

"Witliont me, ye can do nothing."

I have been much interested in the ev

dences I have recently met with of substantial

unity in some important experimej}tal doc

trines among those belonging to different re-

ligious denominations, especially in regard to

the indispensable necessity of Divine help in

the exercise of the ministry of the Gospel.

The Society of Friends has always recog

nized the truth of our Saviour's words, " With

out me ye can do nothing." Hence it cautions

its ministers, not only to wait for the anoint

ing from on high, before entering on that

sacred office ;
but to look for a freshly admin

istered call and qualification, accompanying

every successive exercise of the gift. It is

pleasant to notice a recognition of dependence

for good results on the work of Divine Orrace,

in a report of some remarks made at a recent

Baptist Conference, as published in - '"'"

number of The Xational Baptist. The speaker

says:
"We are dependent, and God is pleased

when we feel it. What can wo do without

God ? We may learn from 1 Cor. iii. 5-7 :
' I

planted, Apollos watered ; but God gave

the increase. So then neither is ho that

planteth anything, neither ho that watoreth
;

but God that giveth the increase.' Surely the

teaching of those verses is, that ministers, so

far as elliciency is concerned, are nothing, and

God is everything. To create is the Divine

prerogative, to regenerate is equally so. Even
after regeneration has transformed sinners

into saints, ministers cannot advance them a

single step in the way that loads to heaven,

without the blessing of God. Eegencration

does not take place, and sanctification makes
no progress, without the Spirit of the living

God. Perfectly helpless and dependent upon
God are ministers of the Gospel."

In this extract there arc some expressions

which indirectly convey, or imply a sentiment

which may be so understood as to lead to

error. I allude to the sentences: " Even after

regeneration has transformed sinners into

saints, ministers cannot advance them a sin-

gle step in the way that leads to Heaven,

without the blessing of God. Regeneration

does not take place, and sanctification makes
no progress without the Spirit of the living

God." The distinction so sharply drawn in

this passage between regeneration and sanctifi-

cation, might lead some to suppose that they

could know what it was to be born again, and

to be enrolled among the children of God,

without a forsaking of their sins, and a prac-

tical experience of that purification of heart,

which necessarily accompanies submission to

the work of Grace. This would indeed be a

sad delusion. That which God has joined to-

gether, let no man put asunder; and let none

hope to find forgiveness of sins, and the enjoy-

ment of the peace and pure pleasures which

God bestows upon his obedient servants both

in this world and that which is to come, with-

out knowing themselves to be cleansed by the

Spirit—in accordance with the language of

the apostle, "Not by any woi-ks of righteous-

ness which we have done, but of His mercy

He saveth us, by the washing of regeneration

and the renewing of the Holy Ghost, which

He hath shed on us abundantly, through

Jesus Christ, our Saviour." In tbe life-long

struggle against the power of evil, in ourselves

and in others, which is our allotted portion

in this state of existence, it often happens,

especially in the earlier stages of our religious

experience, that

The wing of faith seems broken,

And its pinions trailed in dust,

—

and there is a strong inducement to seek some

easier way to the kingdom, than by the rug-

ged path of self-denial and bearing the daily

cross, and watching unto prayer for the ex-

tension of that Divine help that makes us

more than conquerors. We would fain wear

the crown without bearing the cross—we wish

to inherit two kingdoms at once—and we are

therefore more easily persuaded to profess a

faith in Christ, and to entertain a hope that

we shall then be accepted through His merits;

without knowing a real experience of being

clothed with His righteousness in this life

—

which is the blessed result of having all our

works wrought in Him ; that is, by the help

and power of His Spirit. The tvao faith which

late is availing, is the gift of God—who bestows
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it on the heart that submits to His Grace
and therefore it is always associated with a
growth in practical holiness. Such was the
teaching of our Saviour. "By their fruits
shall ye know them. Men do not gather
grapes of thorns, nor figs of thistles."

This passage suggests also the need there
is of caution in reading writings on religious
subjects, even where we approve of the gen-
eral drift of the essay, that we do not gradu-
ally and almost insensibly imbibe erroneous
views, which may be suggested incidentally,
rather than distinctly stated.

The same doctrine, of the inability of the
preacher to reach the heart of his hearers,
without the added influence of Divine Graced
is fully acknowledged in a series of articles
published in The Independent, and written by
President Finney of Oberlin College. In
speaking of that remarkable visitation of the
Holy Spirit to the primitive disciples on the
day of Pentecost, which was to qualify them
for their mission to preach the Gospel, he says;
" That which thej- manifestly received as the
supreme, crowning, and all-important moans
of success was the power to prevail with both
God and man, the power to'fasten saving im-
pressions upon the minds of men. * * * j^
was manifested right upon the spot. They
began to address the multitude; and wonder-
ful to tell, three thousand were converted the
same hour. * * What was said on the oc-
casion, as recorded in the Gospel, could not
have made the impression that it did had it
not been uttered by them with a new power
to make a saving impression upon the people.
* * * It was not the power of human learn-
ing and culture, for they had but little. It
was not the power of human eloquence, for
there appears to have been but little of it. It
was God speaking in and through them. It
was a power from on high—God in them
making a saving impression upon those to
whom they spoke. This power to savingly
impress abode with and upon them. It was,
doubtless, the great and main thing promised
by Christ, and received by the Apostles and
primitive Christians. It has existed to a
greater or less extent, in the church, ever
since. It is a mysterious fact often manifest-
ed in a most surprising manner. Sometimes
a single sentence, a word, a gesture, or even
a look, will convey this power in an over-
coming manner."

In illustration of the eflfect that has some-
times followed from even a look, he refers to
a remarkable occurrence in his own experi-
ence :

" I once preached, for the first time, in
a manufacturing village. The nest morning
I went into a manufacturing establishment^
to view its operations. As I passed into the
weaving department, I beheld a great com-
pany of young women ; some of whom, I ob-
served, were looking at me, and then at each
other, in a manner that indicated a trifling
spirit, and that they knew me. I, however
knew none of them. As I approached nearer
to those who had recognized me, they seemed
to increase in their manifestations of lightness
of mind. Their levity made a peculiar im-
pression upon me ; I felt it to my very heart.
I stopped short and looked at them; "l know
not how, as my whole mind was absorbed

she could not do it. I immediately observed
that the sensation was spreading, and bad be-
come universal among that class of triflers.

I looked steadily at them ; until one after an-
other gave up, and paid no more attention to
their looms. They fell on their knees, and
the influence spread throughout the whole
room. I had not spoken a word ; and the
noise of the looms would have prevented my
being heard, if I had. In a few minutes all

work was abandoned, and tears and lamenta-
tions filled the room. At this moment the
owner of the factory, who was himself an un-
converted man, came in, accompanied, I be-
lieve, by the superintendent, who was a pro-
fessed Christian. When the owner saw the
state of things, he said to the superintendent

:

' Stop the mill.' What he saw seemed to pierce
him to the heart. ' It is more important,' he
hurriedly remarked, ' that these souls should
be saved than that this mill should run.' As
soon as the noise of the machinery had ceased
the owner inquired :

' What shall wo do? We
must have a place to meet, where we can re-
ceive instruction.' The superintendent replied:
' The mule-room will do.' The mules were run
up out of the way, and all of the hands were
notified and assembled in that room. We had
a marvelous meeting. I prayed with them,
and gave them such instructions as at the
time they could bear."

President Finney adds this comment:

—

"When Christians humble themselves, and
con.secrate their all afresh to Christ, and ask
for this power, they will often receive such a
baptism that they will be instrumental in
converting more souls in one day than in all

their lifetime before."
CTo be continned.)

From "Good Health."

History of Cotton.
CConcladed from page 94.)

The great antiquity of India cotton manu
facture, both plain and colored, does not rest
on mere Indian testimony. Herodotus, who
wrote about 445 b.c, states that the Hindoos
ordinarily wore cotton garments; and Near-
chus, writing somewhat later, repeats the tes-
timony. This individual, as some of our read-
ers will perhaps remember, was admiral to
the fleet of Alexander of Macedon, surnamed
the Great. Strabo, who died a. d. 25, men-
tions, on the authority of Nearchus, that the
Hindoos made flowered cotton fabrics—did
he mean chintzes, under the nnme, oi sindonas
euantheis .' When we consider the antiquity
of cotton fabrics in Hindostan, it does seem
strange that they should have been unknown
'n Egypt. That such appears to have been
the case rests on other authority than that of
microscopists. Thus Herodotus, writing of
the antiquity of Hindoo cotton manufactures,
states not a word about the use of it

where. On the contrary, he pointedly states
that Babylonian vestments were of linen and
wool, and that the Egyptians wore only linen,
all save the priests, who, whilst engaged in
ministrations, covered their shoulders with a
white woollen shawl. In time, however, cot-
ton fabrics must have been familiarized in
Egypt. Thus Pliny, who wrote about the
latter end of the first century, says: "In up-
per Egypt, towards Arabia, there grows a

mo call gossypium, others
with a sense of their guilt and danger. As 1 1 shrub ''which
settled my countenance upon them, I observed ,xylon, from which are ma'de "the "stuffs That
that one of them became very much agitated, we call xylina. It is small, and bears a fruit

I lui A.
'\he attempted to mend it; resembling a filbert, within which is a downy

but her hands trembled in such a manner that I wool which is spun into thread. There is ' manufacture Ebout the year"l

nothing to be preferred to these stuffs ft

whiteness or softness. Beautiful garmen
are made of them for t]ie priests of Egypt

Cotton would appear to have been intri

duced to Europe by the Saracen conqueroi
of Spain, to whom Europe is also indebted fc

silk, for sugar, paper, and above all, the An
bic numerals and device of arithmetical not;
tion. On certain parts of the Mediterranea
coast of Spain, the Saracens planted both co
ton shrubs and sugar canes. Down to th
present time both are cultivated in parts (

Andalusia
;
and Spanish cotton, though sma

in quantity, owing to the limited area of pre
duction, is high in quality,—only second i

rank, I believe, the celebrated sea-islan.,

growth of America being first.

Hindostan, though celebrated for the esi

cellence of its native cotton manufacture, doe
not produce the highest quality of raw cot
ton. Whether this inferiority be justly refer
able to natural causes, or to slovenly packin;
and preparation, is a matter of some doubt
Cotton wool grows in pods, and acts as j

seed envelope. The wool of each pod occun
in three locks or divisions, each lock surround
ing a seed. The seeds are charged with oil

that oozing out damages the wool, hence it ii

a point of great importance to separate th<
seeds before packing the cotton. This sepa
ration is accomplished in various ways, bul
two principally, the one or the other being
adopted according as the fibre is short or
long. The most common means used to clear
away the seeds of long fibre cotton is by pass-
ing it between two fiuted wooden rollers, the
flutings or channels being spiral, and each one
set of spirals reversed as to the other. This

pie apparatus answers very well if the
fibre be long and free from stones. If short
or if long, but stone laden, then a different
mode of clearage is requisite. The cotton is

then put into a wire cage in such way that
loose portions of it come through and are laid
hold of by revolving teeth set on a cylinder,
or rather circular saw. Almost everybody
knows that the manufacture of cotton is one
of greatest national importance, though it is

comparatively new, and has advanced by gi-

gantic strides to its present development.
This has come about, not through legislative
protection, but the mere force of natural cir-

cumstances, such as abundance of water pow-
er, of coal, and ingenious machinery set. to
work by the steam-engine.
Having already adverted to the great an-

tiquity of cotton-spinning and weaving in
Hindostan, the notion might prevail that the
Hindoos of olden time possessed this art ex-
clusively. ]S*ot so ; the Spaniards, on taking
possession of America, found the Mexicans
and Peruvians accomplished cotton spinners
and weavers, insomuch as many cotton"fabrics
of Mexican manufacture were woven with
patterns in their substance. Up to the year
1738, machines used in the English cotton
manufacture were only a trifle more elaborate
than those of India, though the loom was
more strongly constructed, and the hand
cards for combing the cotton fibres straight
had been adopted from the woollen manufac-
ture.

The cotton manufacture of England would
never have attained its gigantic modern pro-
portions, but for the invention of the steam-
engine,—or rather its Improvement by Watt.
The steam-engine was first applied to cotton

, by which
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e cotton-weaving machinery had so fiir

run cotton-spinning machinery that thread

ti with difficulty procured to keep the looms

]Qg. It would be inconsistent with my
pose to give even an outline of these vari-

acbines ; enough to state that by their

cotton yarns fine enough to weave mus-

were soon spun, whereas in olden time no

ton texture more fine than;fu8tian could

nade. However, even at the present day,

most elaborate machines cannot spin cot-

threads 60 fine as those made bj' the

nitive contrivances of the Hindoos. How-
spun and woven, and by whatever name

ed, a cotton fabric needs to be bleached

Dre it can be rendered to commerce in a

^e of perfect whiteness. Bleaching was a

y tedious operation until chlorine, and still

ir, chloride of lime, were called in aid. Be-

3 the adoption of these agents, the bleach-

process consisted mainly in the exposure

ibrics moistened with sour milk, or water

Julated with oil of vitriol, to the air, and

ally occupied eight months. By the aid

chlorine, or the so-called chloride of lime,

an now be bleached in less than that num-
of weeks. A limited amount of air bleach-

,
however, still goes on, the process being

ter adapted to the subsequent process of

rkey red dyeing. It may be well hero to

;e that whether exposure to moist air, or

bhlorine developed from chloride of lime,

itbe agency followed, the real bleaching

nt is the same, namely, oxygen. Under
operation of natural exposure, it is sup-

ed to act in the form of ozone, whereas if

arine be used it is developed from water
omposition, the chlorine becoming hydro-

oric acid.

)ne of the most beautiful branches of cot-

manufacture is that of dyeing and print-

the second a refined extension of the first.

aerally speaking, animal woven tissue, such

Bilk and woollen, takes dyes more readily

a woven tissues of vegetable fibre, but of

latter, cotton can be more easily dyed and
Qted than linen, which is a textile fabric

(ven of flax. Thus one hardly ever sees a

cim'en of dyed or printed linen, whereas
dyeing and the printing of cotton it

nght to very high perfection. What per-

is is more strange, we shall find this very
•ious process to have been known by peo
of the east.

Regarded as an article of attire, cotton has
ny advantages. White cotton goods are

ch cheaper than linen would have been
1 considerably warmer. Warmer cotton

Bt always have been, but its cheapness is

darn.

fidelity in the most common and homely
ties of life, opens the door of the house for

1 greatest of heaven's blessings to come in.

e discharge of duties that are fully known
Ri easily understood is the first qualification

fi. the comprehension of the deepest and
n^st awful mysteries of our being and des-

y i'ursue the most menial occupation in

;iJ;>i!(e to the Lord, and the result will be

cos , :ind joy. The first act of free, genuine,

b.u-tfelt obedience to Christ, will give more
r.l joy than a whole life of bondage to the

vrld.—D. March.

Selected.

THE BABE OF BETHLEHF:M.
There' !i a song in the air

;

There's a star in the sky
;

There's a mother's deep prayer

And an infant's low cry
;

And the star rains its fire whife the Beantiful sing,

For the manger of Bethlehem cradles a king.

There's a tumult of joy

O'er the wonderful birtli,

For the virgin's sweet boy

Is the Lord of the eartli,

Ay ! the star rains its fire and the Beautiful sing,

For tlie manger of Bethlehem cradles a king.

A. word of kindness is seldom spoken in

^in. It is a seed which, even when dropped
' chance, springs up a flower.

In the light of that star

Lie the ages impearled
;

And tliat song from afar

Has swept over the world.

Everv hearth is aflame, and the Beautiful sing.

In the homes of the nations that Jesus is King.

We rejoice in the light,

And we echo the song

That comes down through the night

From the heavenly throng.

Ay ! we shout to the lovely evangel they bring,

And we greet in his cradle our Saviour and King

!

Selected.

ENTIRE SUBMISSION.

God's ways are not as onr ways; His thoughts are not

as ours

;

He wounds us sore with cruel thorns, where we have

stooped for flowers

;

But oh ! 'tis from the oft pierced heart those precious

drops distil,

That manv a life, else all unblest, with healing balm

shall fill.

Then give, O give the flowers to those who pray it so

may be,

But I would choose to have the thorns with Thee, dear

Lord, with Thee.

Man judgeth man in ignoraace, he seeth but in part

;

Our trust is in our Maker, God, who searcheth every

heart

;

And every wrong, and every woe, when put beneath

our feet,

As stepping stones may help us on to His high mercy

seat.

Then teach us still to smile, O Lord, tho' sharp the

stones may be,

Eemembering that they bring us near to Thee, dear

Lord, to Thee.

Mist-veil'd and rough the path we tread, e'er haunted

as we go.

With piteous sights of wretchedness and piteous sounds

of woe

;

And eagerly for happiness we look on either side.

To find all pleasures Time can give, leave us unsatis-

fied.

O make me of those blessed ones, from earth's vain

troubles free,

Who.se constant souls rest every hope in Thee, di

Lord, in Thee.

So bitter is the cup of life, we fain would drink no

" O let this cup but pass from me !" in anguish we im-

plore
;

But days and months and years roll on, and lo 1 'tis

asked at length,

When was it that our souls put on new majesty and

strength ?

All is revealed. The Marah draught no longer we
would fiee,

'Tis held in wisdom to our lips by Thee, dear Lord, by

Thee.

Our nearest and our dearest go—go from us one by

Where now are those who walked with us, 'n

youth's unclouded sun ?

Sadder than separation, sadder than death, came
change.

And our once blooming paradise is now a desert strange,

Yet in this desolation I ask but faith to see

That nothing cau divide us now from Thee, dear Lord,

from Thee.

When man loses all confidence in himself,

it is God's time to help.

Waste.—While provisions of all descriptions

are so costly, there is the greater reason for

economizing them in every way. "Wilful

waste brings woeful want," s.ays the adage,

and surely using edible fish to manure the

land must bo considered a wilful waste of

food. We copy the following from a letter

which appeared in the columns of a contem-

porary a short time ago :
" For oats or roots

there is no manure like sprats; but they are

difficult to procure, having been very scarce

the last few years, and are chiefly bought up
for the Kent hop grounds; they fetch from

Sd. to 10(/. per bushel. Some farmers use

them for barley ; but as a rule fish spoil fine

quality, the barley growing too frothy from
them. The waterside farmer has a great ad-

vantage over his inland brother in this mat-

ter of fish for manure, the carriage being

comparatively no expense, consequently thou-

sands of bushels and tons are used in this

neighborhood. Mussels are a good manure
for wheat, oats, peas, or beans (for beetroot

f put on extra thick) at the rate of 200 bush-

els per acre, spread fresh from the vessel and
ploughed in at once—the seed may be drilled

directly if needful; this quantity is equal, as

far as t have observed, to fifteen tons of farm-

yard manure. They cost from 15s. to 20s.

per 100 bushels." Sprats constitute a cheap

and nutritious diet for the poor, and mussels

are, if possible, of greater value and import-

ance. Any person who knows anything about

long-line sea fishing, is quite aware how es-

sential mussels are for bait. The following

statement will give some idea of the consump-

tion of mussels, although at best it is but an
approximation to the actual numbers used for

bait and consumed as food each year in the

United Kingdom :—A bushel measure will

contain, at a rough estimate, 2000 mussels,

and in London only 50,400 bushels are con-

sumed annually as food for the "million."

One million quarts sold in the streets by cos-

termongers at Id. per quart, would give a re-

turn of £-1,000 per annum. The consumption

in Edinburgh and Leith is over 400 bushels

per year. But even this is a nothi

'neath

when we consider the supply required for

deep-sea fishing. We will select i^ewhaven

as one example. There are four large deep-

sea fishing-boats, which generally go out three

times a week thirty weeks in the year
; each

boat carries a crew of eight men and eight

fishing lines, each line 800 yards in length;

to bait each one of these long lines, 1,200 mus-

sels are required. Add to the four deep sea

fishing-boats sixteen lesser craft that go fish-

ing every day, wind and weather permitting

(Sundays excepted,) for the annual supply of

which 3,456,000 mussels are needed for bait-

ing the lines, and the number of these shell-

fish consumed each year in Newhaven only,

will be seen to be something enormous. Quite

as many, if not more, are used at Mussel-

burgh, Buckhaven, Elie, Anstruther, and else-

where in Scotland. We cannot help thinking

that this wholesale waste of shell and edible

fish for manuring land should be put a stop

to at once by the strong arm of the law.

—

Land and Water.

Endurance.—The lesson of endurance—the

best of all lessons. But how is this lesson

learned ? Ah ! through bitter teaching, hard

to be understood and obeyed, till the band

of the great Teacher is recognized clearly

through it all.
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The Gannet.—The dominant and character-

istic bird of Pratas Island is the Gannet (Sula

alba.) These birds measure 4 ft. 10 in. from
tip to tip of wing, and 2 ft. 9 in. total length

from beak to tail, which is wedge-shaped.
The head, neck, back, and tail are fuscous,

breast and belly white, legs and feet yellow,

and completely webbed. They are common
birds on most of these islands, and are well-

known to seamen. They fly heavily and usu-

ally low, fearlessly approaching within gun-

shot, and even stone's throw, and some of the

men amused themselves with throwing lumps
of coral at them as they flew by, the same
bird returning again and again at the risk of

being knocked down.
A walk through the interior of the island

among the shrubs and bushes revealed to me
the domestic economj' of these birds. In the

open places, and under the shelter of the

bushes, the mother gannets were sitting upon
their nests and eggs. The nests were mere
hollows in the coral sand, strewed with a few
bits of grass, with some admixture of feathers,

and perhaps a piece of seaweed, forming, at

best, a very rude cradle, in which were de-

posited two eggs. These eggs were about
the size of goose eggs, white, with a suspicion

of a blue tinge, not smooth and glossy like

hens' eggs, but more or less scratched, as

though the scratches were made when the
external coat was soft, and had afterwards
dried, preserving the marks. One nest alone

contained four eggs. The poor bird sitting

upon the nest would show symptoms of un-

easiness as we approached, pecking the ground
or coarse grass fiercely with its long, straight

beak, but did not offer to quit the nest until

we were within two or three yards of it, or

even less. Then placing the end of its bill

upon the ground, with a gulping eflbrt it

vomited up its meal, depositing it beside the
nest, and floundering forward, took wing and

grows in considerable abundance the Eice-

paper plant (Aralia papyrifera;) and from
this place it is largely exported to China for

the purpose of making upon the prepared
paper those brilliant colorings for which the
Chinese are so renowned. It is a small but
handsome plant, the stem growing to the
height of from 4 to G feet, and then giving off

by long footstalks a number of handsome large
digitated leaves of a dark green color, but
whitish beneath, which spread out sometimes
4 or 5 feet on either side. For a long time
the source of rice-paper was a mystery, and
its name indicates the common fallacy as to

its origin ; but an examination with the micro-

scope could not fail to detect the large cellu-

lar substance of which it is really composed,
namely, the little-altered pith of a plant. This
pith is of a snowy whiteness, and occupies
the whole of the cylindrical stem, more parti-

cularly at its upper portion, becoming smaller

near the base. I never found any hollow
centre in the pith, although it is said the Chi-

nese themselves call it the Tung-tsau, or hol-

low plant; nor did I observe any specimens
in the neighborhood of Tam-suy more than (j

feet high, although the Chinese accounts make
it twice that height. Probably the specimens
which came under my notice were young, or

those which had not had the benefit of culti-

vation, for they were scattered sporadically

upon the hill-sides. The mode of preparing
the paper from this plant is by skilfully paring
the previously-removed pith with a broad and
sharp knife, which shaves it cleanly off in a

spiral manner from the circumference to the

centre, at the same time preserving an equable
thickness throughout. 'The substance is then
flattened out, cut into smooth sheets, and is

ready for the reception of pigment, which
can be laid on with remarkable facility and
brilliancy.

Fire-fishing.—Every evening, too, at dusk,
rose into the air. This was the proceeding numerous boats pulled out from the town to

at nearly everj' one of the hundreds of nests

which we disturbed; it was evident that the
birds had just gorged themselves with food,

and then sat down upon their eggs (unless,

indeed, their mates had brought them food, a
circumstance which I did not see myself,) and
that they were unable to raise themselves oft'

the wider part of the harbor, and after dark
a number of blazing torches spread a lurid

light over the water. Curious to see what
they were doing, I one night took a boat and
rowed amongst them. In each boat stood a

man at the bow, holding a bundle of small

bamboos, which blazed so brightly that I was
the ground until they had got rid of the super-; hardly convinced that they were not dipped
fluous weight in their stomachs. On examin-iin oil, until an examination proved them to

ing the vomited food, I found it to consist in-
j

be dry. This flaming torch, with which about
variably of flying-fish, generally of a large three boats out of four were provided, served
size, and usually but slightly digested. There to attract the fish, and when the boat was
were sometimes six or seven of these fish, in thus surrounded with fish, a signal was made
other instances only three or four, and in two to another boat unprovided with a light, which
or three cases a squid or two intermixed with i coming up, drew a net around the illuminated

them. But what numbers of flying-fish must boat, and thus secured the shoal. This was
exist in the neighborhood to afford such a done with great shouts and noise, which we
daily supply to so large a number of birds; often heard, lasting far into the night. I

and yet we did not see a trace of flying-fishes boarded one of these boats, and saw them
about the island, and might otherwise have haul the net; but the produce seemed to be

supposed there wore none. Meanwhile the entirely confined to a small white fish like

gannets formed a thick cloud overhead, the 'whitebait. The fishermen were civil enough,
noise of whose screams and the rustling of! although we rowed right in among their

whose wings formed a wild accompaniment [operations; but they did not appear at all

of sounds. They flew so close overhead that [anxious to dispose of the fish, which were
we could have knocked them down with a i sweet-tasted, and if cooked at Blackwali
stick in any numbers, and I was obliged to

Vave my gun about as I walked along, in

order to keep them from carrying away my
By degrees the birds rose higher, and

would probably rival the real whitebait.

Sea-jellies.—Beautiful Acalephs, or sea-jellies,

too, were among the harbor's inhabitants;

ciliogrades, like elegant pink glass flowers,
'

drozoa, of the singular genus Stephanoi
that occurred one evening. This happe
upon the 18th of June. Although caltr

had been a wet day; 3-et, in spite of t

myriads and myriads of Creseis swarniei

the harbor. During the day a breeze spr

up, and at times rollers came in ; but as

afternoon advanced, the sea became alive v

marine animals, including some of the fo

1 have already described, but chiefly beaut
organisms which most closely resembled
Stephauoraia triangularis of Quoy and (

mard. They were wonderfully sculptu

and carved masses of solid jelly, either

tcctly transparent, or tinged with pink. T
would bear being taken up carefully i

hand-net, and placed in a basin of sea wa
but when there, they become absolutely

visible from their delicacy and transparen
When touched they would break asunder i

transparent, gelatinous, star-like bodies;

that I was in despair at getting even a ska

of their complicated forms, for they
melted away into shapeless masses. I enc

vored to preserve some in various substani

but without success, for they immediately
to pieces and dissolved.

'These bodies were solid to the touch,

three inches long, and appeared to be forn

by the union of gelatinous bodies (swi
bells) of very complex form, and dissimilai

different parts of their length, so that

diameter of one third was greater than t

of the other two-thirds. I was much dis

pointed at my unsuccessful attempts to ki

some record of them; but their invisibili

their fragility, and the approach of darki

rendered all my attempts futile, and althou

I might have succeeded better if I had I

another opportunity, I never saw anythi

like them on any subsequent occasion.— Collingivood

Happiness of Age.—As ripe fruit is swee
than green fruit, so is age sweeter than you
provided the youth were grafted into Chri

As harvest time is a brighter time than se

time, so is age brighter than youth—that

if youth were a good seed time for good. .

the completion of a work is more gloric

than the beginning, so is age more gloric

than youth—that is, if the foundation of t

work of God were laid in youth. As saili:

into a port is a happier thing than the voya;

—so is age happier than youth—that is, wh
the voyage from youth is made with Chr
at the helm.—/. Pulsford.

those we had disturbed returned to their .constant motion, with prismatic bands of cilia'

nests as soon as we had passed a few yards playing along the raised ridges of their body|
beyond. from end to end. But even these were hardly

j

The Rice-paper plant.— Upon these hills so striking as the wonderful influx of Hy-'

Habits of Beaver.—A letter from Ottaw
Canada, to the Concord Patriot, relating

the lumber trade of Canada, interlines t

following sketch :

I started with a trap and an axe for a be

ver dam about three miles from the depot,

was in early winter, and only about six inch

of snow was on the ground. By following

blaze made on the previous day, I soon
g^

in close vicinity to the dam. When I g,

within a hundred yards of it the snow beg!'

to look as if it had been firmly trodden dow
and was covered with a coating of ice. Stum;
of small bushes protruded in every directio

and were cut of close to the ground as neat

as though done with a knife. Previous to tl

freezing over of the pond the beavers c

down every small bush near by and drag

to the pond, where they fasten them on tt

bottom to serve as provision during the wi
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All birch trees, too, upon tho edge of

ond, are cut down so its to ftill into the

•. They also serve as provision. The

inct of tho beaver, in selecting and cutting

?D these trees, is vconderful ; it is rarely a

seen which fell away from the pond,

'ead of into it. As they come out of the

,er upon the snow, the water dripping

n their bodies as they crawl along, and

ir heavy tails, shaped like trowels, drag-

g after them, beats the snow down eom-

tly and covers it with a coating of ice. As

,ood upon the back of the pond near the

Q 1 could see the slumps of numerous trees

r'by which had recently been cut down, and

ie to nie were two trees still standing, upon

ich the beavers had been at work the pr

U8 night. One of the trees was about

hteeu inches in diameter, and was cut

It half through, the cut encircling ^the

; the other was just commenced. The

had a gnawed appearance, though the

e taken out is smooth and in size as large

pea. A track from the tree to the pond

iwed where the beaver came out. The

ce was covered with a thin coating of ice,

ugh tho ice on the remainder of the pond

3 a foot thick.

4.B late in the winter as they are able to do

tho beavers keep open a bole in the ice by

asionally coming out and returning at th'

ne place, always raking good care not to

gone long enough upon the shore to get

tened out. Even as 1 watched in the

ening, I saw a trail of bubbles moving

mg under the ice, and before I divined the

laning, the thin ice broke upwards, and the

ad of a large beaver popped out. It was a

rfect surprise parly for us both, and for a

seconds we stared at each other with

en mouths, and then, without even stop-

3g to say " good-bye," the beaver disappear-

. Moving along the dam, I came to their

use, which rose in the form of a mound,

out two feet above the level of the dam.

le snow was completely gone from the top

this and for quite a distance around it, be-

;
melted away by the breath of the bea-

Ts. Eeaching the weakest part of the dam.

But a channel through it about eighteen

ches deep. Then driving a heavy stake

to the bottom of the pond, I fastened the

lain of the trap to it, and set the trap in the

ige. On visiting the trap the next day,

nd it upon the dam, sprung, and in it a

paver's leg. The beaver that had been

,ught in it had succeeded in getting out ol

le water and had then gnawed off his leg.

his is always done by a beaver when he can

}t out of the water, upon the shore. I p"

kings in their best days; and whatsoever be

thy estate, how soon shall it be passed.—

Robert Leighton.

' Home Light.—The sunbeam is composed of

a million of minute rays, so home light must

be constituted of little tendernesses, kindly

looks, sweet laughter, loving words.
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lumber of ani

Boems right to

The disease among horses which has been

demanding so much attention, and given rise

to so much discussion in the public press dur-

ng the last three or four weeks, is so extra-

ordinary for its wide sweep through th-

United "states, and the vast

mals affected by it, that it

make some note in our journal of its presence

in the country. .

In the vocabulary of veterinary medicine i

is denominated Bpizootia, or an Epizooty

which meanssimply the prevalence ot a disease

among animals, analagous to an epidemic

among men. It is supposed to arise from some

atmospheric or tellural cause of which we are

ntirely ignorant. The tirst information given

to the public of its presence in this countrj',

was published in the newspapers a little more

than a month ago, it being then stated that a

new disease had made its appearance among

the horsesin some parts of Canada. It excited

little observation, however, until it had cross-

ed the lakes, when it spread with marvellous

rapidity through New York and the New
En'^land Stales, travelled through New Jer-

sey'^and Pennsylvania into Ohio, and is now

making its way through Indiana, Iowa and

Illinois into the far west. It has also extend-

ed through most of the southern States.

In its course it has affected more or less

severely hundreds of thousands of horses
;
at-

tacking nearly all exposed to its influence

within^twenty-four or forty-eight hours after

its first appearance at any place, and by thus

suddenly cutting off such an extensive and

lon<^ depended on means of labor, has stop-

pedTmany kinds of trade and travel, involv-

ing the community in serious inconvenience

and great loss.

The disease nearly resembles influenza, in

the buman system, modified in the equine

species by the difference in the anatomical

structure of tho tissues affected. It is charac-

terized by inflammation of the mucous mem
brane lining tho nasal cavities, the throat,

miiai'oecurreuco by fWten-llarynx and trachea, in aggravated cases, ex

to the shanty. We put hira upo

'od he weighed eighty-six pounds. At night

^e had him cooked in a pie and ate it. The

avur of the meat was not unlike beef, though

f a stronger flavor, and it had a peculiar

Look -Hast thou no dwelling of thy

wn, no possession, and little for present sup-

ly? Look up to Him that passed through

,ere in that very same way, and cleave closer

him ;
so much tho more eye him as thy

iches and portion, and thou needest not envy

inanimate agents, which, in one sense, have

been placed iinder the control of man and made

subservient to his well being.

It is worthy the character of a christian to

contemplate in such events as this of vyhich

wo have been speaking, something higher

than the mere infliction of suffering on a. por-

tion of the irrational creation and the incon-

venience and loss produced by it on the com-

munity at large. Trial of our principles or

of our state of moral and religious feeling is

often administered by external circumstances,

and where a circumstance so extraordinary

as the present occurs, it may well invito to

the inquiry whether—apart from its immedi-

ate effect on our worldly interest—it may not

be designed to incite to an examination how
far wo are gratefully receiving and making a

proper use of all the temporal blessings we
are habitually enjoying, or going on uncon-

cernedly from day to day in imaginary set-

tled security ; thoughtless of the dependent

condition we occupy, without solicitude about

the future, and forgetful of our accountability

for that over which we are but stewards.

Man, in his pride and self-esteem, is too apt

to indulge the notion that the brute creation

was called into being solely for his use or en-

joyment ;
to forget that the goodness of the

Creator of all things extends to all the work-

manship of his almighty hand, and that if He
has given him dominion over all that live on

the earth. He does not free him from respon-

sibility for their kindly treatment, nor disre-

gard the wants and comforts of the creatures

entrusted to his care. This care ought not

to be the result of mere feeling, but of princi-

ple, and then it will not require to be called

forth by exciting circumstances or the fear of

loss from disregarding it. Btisting on a con-

viction of duty, self-interest or self-gratifica-

tion will not be allowed to suspend or inter-

fere with it.

The sudden check given to our whole trade

and commercial system, and the interference

with our domestic comfort, by the unexpect-

ed and general sickness among tho horses,

have brought home to us a sense of how es-

sentially they minister to our welfare, and we
trust it will permanently impress on all, the

obligation to maintain kindness and gentle-

ness in their treatment. Although they may
not possess the intellectual power to reason,

we know they do possess sensibility enough

to feel distressed when in pain, and to appre-

ciate kindness or abuse, and that the suffer-

ing many of them have had to endure at tho

halids of merciless masters has been a crying

sin in the community. If the present visita-

tion should produce a change in this respect,

it would prove a blessing; for the good or

evil which befall us here, are not to be esti-

mated so much by their immediate effect as

by the consequences ultimately resulting from

them.

proper care is taken to give relief, but leaving

the sufferer weak and very susceptible to other

morbid influences.

This general visitation of sickness among

one class of animals, while all others appear

to be exempt, shows us how little we really

know of the mediate cause of such dispen-

sations, and of the laws which govern its ac-

tion. It also practically teaches how inter

woven and interdependent are, not only the

interests of the different classes of society, but

those interests with the various animate and 1 whose notice a span

In the great fire which occurred at Boston

on the 0th and lOlh of the present month, we

have another impressive example of our un-

certain tenure of worldly possessions. The

destruction of property—and that of a kind

generally deemed the most secure—was enor-

mous ; and doubtless very many who before

the conflagration thought themselves rich, or

well ofl:", now find themselves stripped and

brought near to poverty. Such lessons ought

not to be imparted in vain. He without

i-ow falls not to the
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ground, does not permit such calamities to

come upon a community without some wise
n view. Undue devotion to the accumu-3nd

lation of worldly wealth, is one of the beset-

ting sins of the present generation of men,
and it is no marvel if such afflictive provi-

dences are dispensed, to remind us all that we
hold our possessions by a most uncertain, and
at best a fleeting title, so as to stimulate our
hunger for durable riches and righteousness.

_ " Where all

Stand chargeable with guilt, and to the shafts

Of wrath obnoxious, God may choose his mark
;

May punish, if He please, the less, to warn
The more malignant."

The fire broke out in the part of the city

occupied principally by large stores, places of
business, banks, offices and factories. The
number of these burnt down is reported to be
nine hundred and thirty, and of dwellings
sixty. Vast quantities of merchandise of

various kinds were stored in the buildings

burnt. The space completely swept by the

fire is said to be between seventy and eighty
acres, and the total money loss sustained, to

amount to about eighty millions of dollars.

Excessive as this destruction of property is,

it is not so great as that resulting from the
great fire in C^iicago, that happened a little

more than a year ago, and raged continuous-
ly for twenty-seven hours. That destroyed
17,450 buildings standing on a space four
miles long, and averaging two-thirds of a

mile in width. The pecuniary loss from it

was $193,000,000, and nearly one hundred
thousand people were made homeless by it.

SDMMAEY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Steps have been taken in London to send

relief to the sufJerers by the disastrous floods in the

northern part of Italy. Subscriptions for this purpose
have been opened and a large sum of money has been
received.

A colonial question having arisen between England
and Portugal, both parties have agreed to resort to arbi

tration for its settlement, and have selected President
Thiers as arbitrator.

The Presidental election in the United States has

called forth much comment from the British press

Surprise is expressed at the completeness of the Repub-
lican victory and the heavy majorities given for Grant,

The orderly manner in which the elections were con-

ducted under the exciting circumstances, is commended.
The new commercial treaty which has been for a

long time in negotiation between Great Britain and
France, has at last been concluded and signed.

The Bank of England rate of interest has been ad-

vanced to seven per cent.

The fears of a potato famine in Ireland have not been
realized. Though the crop has been seriously injured

by disease, a considerable yield remains fit for use.

The ship Mauritius has been lost in the North Chan-
nel, off Port Patrick, Scotland, and twenty-eight of the
persons on board were drowned.
A shocking accident occurred on the 8th inst, in a

coal mine in the French department of Soane et Loire.

While the miners were at work an explosion of fire-

damp took place, causing the death of thirty-eight men.
The German troops have evacuated the city of

Bheims and the town of Vitry le -Francais. These
were the last posts retained by them in the Department
of Marne.
A petition to the National Assembly praying for the

restoration of the Bourbons, is in circulation.

The Procureur General has declared that Prince Na-
poleon cannot legally bring suit in the courts against

the Minister of the Interior. The Prince's expulsion
from France was an act of the government, over which
the Assembly alone has jurisdiction.

Two hundred and forty witnesses have been sum-
moned to appear for examination before the Court-
martial for the trial of Marshal Bazaine.

A bill has been introduced in the Spanish Cortes
providing for the abolition of compulsory service in the

The Republican members propose to demand

the slaves in Cuba and Porto Rico, with indemnifica-
tion to the slave holders.

A concession has been granted to an English com-
pany for laying a telegraph cable from Bilboa direct to
England.
A motion for the suppression of lotteries in Spain

was defeated.

The Prussian government has created a number of
new Peers, in order to secure a majority in the House
of Lords. The House of Lords will be given a suffi-

cient time after the re-opening of the new Diet, to re-
consider its vote on the country reform bill, before that
measure is again introduced by the government; and
the Lower House will probably be requested to agree
to partial modifications.

In a mine at Mamburg, Belgium, the lowering ma-
chinery gave way as a company of miners were descend-
ing to their work. Twenty-one men and boys were pre-
cipitated several hundred feet to the bottom of the shaft,

and all were killed.

The town of Palazzolo, in the province of Brescior,
Italy, was visited by a terrible hurricane on the 5th
inst. Half the buildings in the town were destroyed,
and a thousand families were made homeless. Thirty-
two persons were killed by falling walls and timbers."
The U. S. Consul at Vienna has received under his

protection thirty-five Jewish families who fled from
persecution in Wallachia. He has opened a subscrip-
tion to enable the exiles to emigrate to the LTnited
States.

The Russian government has issued orders for the
recall of the expeditionary force which was marching
on Khiva.
A Constantinople dispatch notices the arrival of an

English steamer with slaves, and says a brisk slave
trade is carried on between Tripoli and Constantinople
by way of the English island of Malta.
The election in Mexico for President of the Republic

has resulted in the almost unanimous choice of Lerdo
de Tejada. Diaz has sent in his submission to the
government, and also that of the forces under his com-
mand. Other insurgent leaders having also submitted,
the pacification of the country is considered complete.
An adjourned session of the French Assembly opened

at Versailles on the 11th inst. The attendance was
unusually full, nearly all the members being present,
including Gambetta, the Prince de Joinville, and other
party leaders.

A Berlin dispatch of the 11th says, at a meeting of
the Cabinet to-day, the Emperor presiding, it was re-

solved that radical reform should be initiated in the
constitution of the Ujiper House during the present
session of the Diet.

United States.—On the evening of Seventh-day,
the 9th inst., a fire broke out in that part of Boston
which is devoted almost exclusively to wholesale busi-
ness. The conflagration raged during the followin_
thirty-six hours, destroying buildings and merchandize
to the estimated value of about eighty millions of dol
lars. The buildings in this district were mostly large
and very high, built of granite, with mansard roofs.

The streets being narrow, the flames spread rapidly
and were soon quite beyond the control of the firemen
Their progress was finally arrested by blowing u[
houses which otherwise would have been burned, and
thus probably communicated the fire to other qu
of the city. The number of business edifices destroyed
is stated to be 930, and of dwelling and lodging houses
60, making about 300 families homeless,
banks, insurance offices, &c., were burned out. This
terrible calamity appears to have been attended with
but little loss of life. In respect to the destruction of
property, it is second only to that caused by the great
tire which desolated Chicago thirteen months ago
The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered

225, including 53 children under two years, and two of
small pox. The mean temperature of the Tenth month
by the Pennsylvania Hospital record, was 55.32 deg.,
the highest during the month 80 deg., and the lowest
37 deg. The amount of rain 5.36 inches. The average
of the mean temperature of the Tenth month for the
past 83 years is stated to be 54.71 deg. The highest
mean of temperature for the Tenth month in all that
period was 64°, in_1703, and the lowest in 1827, 40°.

The recent Presidential election was very quiet and
orderly throughout the whole country. The opposition
to President Grant's re-election was in most States quite
feeble, and he appears to have received the votes of 31
States, with 304 electoral votes, while Horace Greely
has the vote of six States, viz: Georgia, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Maryland, Missouri and Texas, with 62
electoral votes.

The hor.se disease appears to be spreading over the

many instances. In New York, Philadelphia
other northern cities, the disease is abating, and
animals first attacked have, many of them, again
come serviceable, though there is still a serious in

ruption to some branches of business.

I%e Markets, &c.—The following were the quotat:
on the 11th inst. Netv York.—American gold, 1
U. S. sixes, 1881, 116; ditto, 1S6S, 114:; ; ditto, 10
5 per cents, 108J. Superfine flour, S5.60 a 86.10 ; S
extra, $6.80 a S7.20; finer brands, irT.oO a 812. N.
Chicago spring wheat, Sl.45 ; No. 2 Mihvaukie, .

S1.51; red western, $1.58 a $1.63; white Michig
S-1.90. Western barley, 90 cts. Oats, 42
Western mixed corn, 64 a 65 cts. ; State round veil

84 cts. Carolina rice, 7J a 8} cts. Philaddphid.—']
market for beef cattle was dull, but quotations
without change. Sales of extra at 7 a 8J cts. ; fau
good, 5 a 6'. cts., and common from 2^ to i^ cts. per
gross. Receipts 3,000 head. Sales of 14,000 sheep
4 a ^ cts. per lb. gross. Hogs sold at §6.75 a 87
100 lbs. net ; receipts 4,699 head. Baltimore.—Cha
white wheat, $2.05 ; fair to prime, $1.90 a $2 ; cho
amber, $1.95 a $2 ;

good to prime red, $1.85 a $1.'

common to fiiir, $1.40 a $1.75. Southern corn, wl
and yellow, 55 a 63 cts. ; we.stern mixed, 60 cts. O
37 a 42 cts. Cincinnati.—Family flour, $7 a S7
Wheat, $1.48 a $1.56. Old corn, 42 cts. Rve, t"
cts. Oats, 27 a 33 cts. Lard, 7| a 7J cts. St. LouU
No. 2 mixed corn, 33i cts. No. 2 oats, 25 cts.

ERRATA.
In the 3d column, page 94, twenty-ninth line fr

the top, for "confirmed" read conferred, and in
thirtieth line, same column and page, for '-correct
read constantly. In the 1st column, page 96, twenti
line from the top, " meeting" should I

of the government the immediate emancipation of all United States generally, but does not prove fatal in

The Executive Committee of Friends' Freedme
Association of Philadelphia, have opened the schc
under its care in Virginia and North Carolina, i

desire to call the attention of Friends to the need
funds to carry on the work. The Treasury is nea
empty, and expen.se having begun, the Committee h(
that those interested in the cause will continue to 1

ward contributions to Richard Cadbury, Treasui
No. Ill South Fourth street, Philadelphia.
Tenth mo. 18th, 1872.

WOMEN'S FREEDMEN'S AID ASSOCIATIO:
Our resources are already heavily taxed to meet <

mands for clothing for immediate needs, and Friet
who may have half-worn garments to IJestow are

;

vited to send them to No. 116 N. Fourth St., for t

benefit of the Freedmen.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOE THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philudelphii.
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wort
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

Died, at her residence, on the 4th of Ninth mo. 187
Elizabeth S. Rhoabs, wife of Joseph Rhoads,
Marple, Delaware Co , Pa., a beloved member of Che
ter Monthly Meeting. "Blessed and holy are th(
that have part in the first resurrection : on such tl

second death hath no power."
, in this city. Ninth month 7th, 1872, Jejiimi

Ann, daughter of Esther and Jonathan Giflxird, (tt
latter deceased), formerly of Tuckerton, N. J., in tt
43d year of her age, a member of Philadelphia Monthl
Meeting. Her illness was long and painful ; deep wej,
her mental conflicts before a willingness was exper
enced to resign her hold on all sublunarv enjoyments
but by submitting to the refining baptisujs of the H61
Spirit, her heart was tendered, and she could say,

"

feel love to all," after wliich peace seemed to be tb
clothing of her spirit, and her friends have the conso
ing belief that through redeeming love and mercy sh
was permitted to enter into everlasting rest and peac(

, on the 15th of Tenth mo. 1872, near Bartlet
Washington Co., Ohio, Ruth Stanley, in the 74t
year of her age, an esteemed member of Salem Monthl'
Meeting, Columbiana Co., Ohio.

, on the 27th of Tenth mo. 1872, at her resident
in North Berwick, Maine, Sarah M., wife of Willian
Hill, in the 49th year of her age, an esteemed membe
of Berwick Monthly Meeting of Friends.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER.
'

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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From the " Leisure Huur.'

Benjamin Disraeli.

'Concludiid from page 9S.)

Soon after his return from the east in 1832,
Ir. Di^^raeli offered himself to the electors of
ligh Wycombe, a borough in Buckingham-
hire, in the neighborhood of Bradenhara
louse, his father's residence, where his boy-
ih ilays had been passed beneath the shade
f ancient yews, and amid the quiet beauty
11 around. The position which he took up
it the outset of his political career was that
f a reforming Tory ; it is important to under-
tand this, and it will be best explained in his
wn words:—"I was absent from England
uriiig the discussions of the Reform Bill, far
om tiiat scene of discord and dissension, un-
ionnected with its parties, and untouched bj^

,8 passions. The bill was virtually, though
ot formally, passed when I returned to niy
ountry in the spring of 1832. Events have
roved that the opinion 1 formed of that
leasure on my arrival was more correct than
(he one commonly adopted. I found the na-
lion in terror of a rampant democracy. I saw
nly an impending oligarchy. * * There-
jre I determined to the utmost of my power
oppose the Whigs. Why, then, it may be

sked, did I not join the Tories? Because I

ound the Tories in a state of ignorant stupe-
action. The Whigs had assured them they
/ere annihilated, and they believed them,
'hey were ignorant that the millions of the
,ation required to be guided and encouraged,
nd that they were the nation's natural lead-
rs, bound to marshal and to enlighten them."
The theory thus broached that the Tory
arty ought to be the popular political con-
aderation of the country, has been throug-h-
ut his life not only a favorite idea of Mr.
Oisraeli's, but a steadily pursued purpose

;

•ndeed it furnishes a key to the correct appre-
iation of much of his public career, and per-
aps most of all to his advocacy of the recent
leform Bill, conferring, as it did, household
uffrage, and which passed under his auspices,
lis early radicalism, as it has been termed,
ropounded to the electors of High Wycombe,
nd which amounted to the advocacy of trien-
ial parliaments and vote by ballot, was
adopted on the ground that it was necessary

[0 bring the governing body into harmony

th the popular feeling, and was only a phase
of his political creed of popular Toryism.
Defeated in the contest for that borough by
small majority by Colonel Grey, a younger

son of the then Whig prime minister, in the

following year Mr. Disraeli offered himself to

the electors of Marylebone. Eejocted by that
constituency, he once more appealed to his

neighbors of High Wycombe in 1834, but with
the same unsuccessful result. The speech
which he addressed to the electors on this oc-

casion, he published immediately in a separate

form, under the title of "The Crisis Ex-
amined." In the following year his political

ews were still more fully developed in a

ork entitled, " A Vindication of the English
Constitution," which originated in a conver-
sation with Lord Lyndhurst, and was ad-

dressed in the form of a letter to that "noble
and learned lord." Having again suffered a

defeat at Taunton in 1835, Mr. Disraeli's am-
bition was at length gratified by being re-

turned to Parliament for Maidstone at the

general election in 1837, consequent on the
death of William iv. His first speech in the
House of Commons was on the Irish election

petitions, and is memorable for the unfavor-

able reception which it encountered, and for

his prediction that "the time would come
when the House would hear him." " A failure

is nothing," he afterwards said ;
" it may be

deserved, or it may be remedied. In the
first instance it brings self-knowledge; in the
second it develops a new combination usually

triumphant." A week later—on the occasion

of Mr. Serjeant Talfourd moving for leave to

bring in a bill to amend the law of copyright
—we find Mr. Disraeli again briefly address
ing the House in its support, having been re

quested, he said, to do so by some of the most
eminent literary characters. In 1839 he had
so far made an impression on the popular
assembly as to have his powers as a speaker
lully recognised. In that year he married
Mary Anne, the widow of Wyndham Lewis,
his late colleague in the representation of
Maidstone, and the only daughter of the late

John Evans, Esq., of Branceford Park, Devon
shire. To this lady, in the following terms,
he gracefully inscribes one of his works of

fiction :
—" I would inscribe this work to on

whose noble spirit and gentle nature ever
prompt her to sympathise with suffering—to

one whose sweet voice has often encouraged
and whose taste and judgment have ever
guided its pages—the most severe of critics,

but—a perfect wife."

A general election occurred in 1847, when
Mr. Disraeli was returned to the House of
Commons as one of the Knights of Buckin_
hamshire. He has since represented that
county, having been elected no fewer than
nine limes. In 1848 the member for Bucks
became a county squire, having inherited

Hughenden Manor on the death of his father
" Many years ago," says the biographer of

Lady Blessington, "I frequently met Mr.

Disraeli at Lady Blessington's abode, in Sea-

more Place. It required no ghost from the

grave, or rapping spirit from the invisible

orld, to predict even then the success of the

young Disraeli in public life. Though in

general society he was habitually silent and
reserved, he was closely observant. It re-

quired generally a subject of more than com-
n interest to produce the fitting degree of

enthusiasm to animate him, and to stimulate

him into the exercise of his marvellous powers
of conversation. When duly excited, how-
ever, his command of language was truly

wondeiful, his power of sarcasm unsurpassed
;

the readiness of his wit, the quickness of his

perception, the grasp of mind that enabled

him to seize on all parts of any subject under
discussion, those only would venture to call

in question who had never been in his com-
pany at the period I refer to."

Amid his political pursuits, Mr. Disraeli

has found time to edit his father's biography

of King Charles the First, which appeared

with an advertisement by the editor in 1851;

and also to issue a collected edition of the

whole series of that popular author's writ-

ings.

It is foreign to our aim in this sketch, be-

yond a simple reference to events and opin-

ions, to enter into the consideration of the

political career of Mr. Disraeli. That career

can only be fairly estimated when it has

reached its conclusion, when facts are fully

known, and when the spirit of partisanship

has so far died out as no longer to influence

the estimate. Meantime, however, as so much
has been written of an adverse character, wo
deem it only just to the eminence and high

public services of the late premier to repro-

duce here a few sentences written so far back

as 1852. "No one, of whatever political creed,

can now affect to doubt or disparage the many
high parliamentary qualities of Mr. Disraeli.

His resolute spirit has been conspicuously dis-

played under very extraordinary difficulties.

He has combined an indomitable perseverance

with great fertility of resource. In opposi-

tion he has been, and if he does himselfjustice,

he must again be, most formidably influential.

He may yet acquire whatever he needs for

the discharge of the high functions of a min-

ister. He has shown himself at once a brilliant

orator, and what is still rarer, a powerful de-

bater ; but he has not, as yet, we think, earned

the reputation of a statesman." Although

Mr. Disraeli has been only for short intervals

in olBce, we presume none will now dispute

that he has abundantly established his claim

to the title of statesman ;
nor when the heats

of contending factions have passed away will

the historian hesitate to do j ustice to the pro-

minent part he took in the settlement of the

Eeform question, which had baffled so many
previous ministries, and barred the way to

useful legislation. " There is not a statesman

living," says another writer, " who has niore

laboriously and more continuously striven
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than has Mr. Disraeli to arrive at great prin-

ciples. Anj- one who will carefully go through
his works will be. perfectly astonished at his

restless anxiety to get at the elemental truths

of government and of British politics."

Among the opinions which enlarged politi-

cal experience and knowledge have led Mr.
Disraeli to reject, are his early notions of vote

by ballot, and triennial parliaments—neither

of which, indeed, are inconsistent with Tory-
ism ; but to Toryism itself, as from the first

professed by him, he has steadfastly adhered.

His consistency as respects the Reform ques-

tion has been much questioned, but his speech-

es on this subject, extending over alongseries

of years, have been published, and are open
to the inspection of the curious.

We have already referred to Mr. Disraeli's

appreciation of his wife, expressed in the in-

scription to one of his works. On the occa-

sion of the banquet given to him in Edin-
burgh in October, 1867, in returning thanks
for Mrs. Disraeli's health, he said :

" I do owe
to that lady all I think I have ever accom-
plished, because she has supported me by her
counsel, and consoled me by the sweetness of
her mind and disposition. You cannot please

me more than by paying this compliment to

my wife." Mrs. Disraeli was created Vis-

countess Beaconsfield in December, 1868—

a

title won for her by her husband, who, in his

public life, it had been her pride to console
and sustain ; and we may believe it was with
no small satisfaction, while declining the
coronet no doubt primarily proffered by the
sovereign to himself, that he accepted it for

the brow of his wife.

Mr. Pitt received a like honor for his wife,

who was made Lady Chatham in 1761, while
he himself was not created Earl of Chatham
till 1766 ; and so, more recently, the wife of

Lord Campbell was created Lady Stratheden,
while the future Lord Chancellor was still in

the House of Commons.
The general election of l^ovember, 1868,

decided at once the fate of the Irish Church,
and the ministry of Mr. Disraeli. Foreseeing
at the time of his own election for Bucking-
ham the inevitable result, the then prime
minister, in his address to his constituents,
uttered the following words, which, as a
solemn and pathetic expression of the motives
and feelings of the defeated statesman, may
fitly serve as a conclusion to our sketch :

—

" No one knows better than myself," said Mr.
Disraeli on that occasion, " that, in the course
of an agitated, and now, I am sorry to say, a
long political career, I have done many things
which I regret, and said many things which
I deplore ; but a man's career must be judged
of by its whole tenor and character. I can
say for myself, with the utmost sincerity, that
I have always sought to maintain the great-
ness of my country; that I have never had
one thought of a base or sinister character,
or of self-interest ; and that there is no reward
which I more desire, and which 1 more prize,
than the good opinion of my fellow-country-
men in whatever political party they may be
ranged."
On the 7th of June, 1853, the degree of

D.c.L. was conferred on Mr. Disraeli by the
University of Oxford—an honor not less ac-
ceptable from the circumstance that it had
also been bestowed on his father.

Crosses are ladders to heaven.

For "The Friend."

The Spirit of War.

On the occasion of the funeral obsequies

of the late General Meade, in Philadelphia,

Bishop Whipple, of Minnesota, used the fol-

lowed language in allusion to the deceased :

" There is a feeling abroad in the land that

the profession of the soldier is not favorable

to Christian character. Not so do I read the

^'ospel of Jesus—for when God's herald came
to tell of the coming of the Messiah, the first

men who went to meet him were lloman
soldiers. And when our Lord began his min-

istry it was to the Eoman centurion he said,

'I have not found such faith; no, not in

Israel.' And when He hung in torture on

the Cross, the one that bowed his head and
heart and said, 'This was the Son of God,'

was the captain of the guard ; and when that

gospel was preached to the Gentile woild, the

first man received into the Christian Church
was one of the bravest soldiers of Eome, who
had been permitted to call his legion the

Italian band, and his captain had the name
of Csesar. It has always been so. They who
have preserved for their fellows government
as a gift of God, and have gone down to the

grave untarnished by a single stain, have been

the men with faith in God."
Whilst the writer would by no means limit

Divine mercy so far as to put warriors with-

out its pale, nor to deny that redeeming love

may rescue them from perdition, as well as

those who have been guilty of recognized

crimes, upon faith and repentance, yet the

monstrous assumption, so broadly put forth

n the above paragraph by a professed advo-

cate of the gospel of the Prince of Peace, that

the military profession is favorable to Chris-

tian character, seems to challenge some re-

mark, lest the sophistical reasoning contained

in the language quoted may pass fur truth

without due examination.

The drift of the argument sought to be ad-

duced by Bishop Whipple seems to be, that

because certain characters mentioned in Scrip-

ture who embraced the Christian faith or

heard its teachings with respect, happened to

be in the Roman army, therefore the business

of slaughtering one's fellow-creatures in a sci-

entific way, is positively favorable to loving

our neighbor as ourselves; in fact is fulfilling

the law of Christ to " love your enemies, bless

them that curse you, and to pray for them
which despitefully use you !" We have noth-

ing in the Scripture record to prove that these

men did not abandon their military calling

upon their conversion to Christianity, as we
know by later history that several soldiers did.

Marcellus was a centurion in the legion called

Trajana. Whilst holding this commission, he
became a Christian ; and believing in common
with other Christians that war was no longer

permitted to him, he threw down his belt at

the head of the legion, declaring that he had
become a Christian, and would serve no
longer. Ho was committed to prison; but
was still faithful to Christianity. " It is not
lawful," said he, " for a christian to bear arms
for any earthly consideration ;" and he was
in consequence put to death. Almost imme-
diately afterward, Cassian, who was notary
to the same legion, gave up his oflBce. He
steadfastly maintained the sentiments of Mar-
cellus, and like him was consigned to the exe-

cutioner. Martin, of whom so much is said

by Sulpicius Severus, was bred to the profes-

sion of arms, which on his acceptance of

Christianity, he abandoned. The views
these men relative to war were then we
known and defended by contemporary Chrii

tian writers, as being those held by the bod
of believers. Justin Martyr, Tatian, Cleraec

of Alexandria, Lactantius, Origen and otlen
all held them. TertuUian, in speaking of th

composition of a part of the Roman armie
including more than a third of the standin

legions ofRome, at a period when Christianit

had spread over almost the whole of th

known world, distinctly informs us that " nc

a Christian could be found amongst them,

(See Dymond's Essays, III. Chap. 19.) Ifth

cases of those persons mentioned in Scriptui

and cited by Bishop Whipple, be regarded g'

giving Christ's sanction to war, we migtj

with equal force argue that His promise t

the thief on the cross of being with him th£

day in paradise, justified theft; or his noi

condemnation of the woman taken in adulter]

winked at her crime; or that His being th

friend of publicans and sinners, and consor

ing with them, sanctioned their errors an

iniquities.

Says Erasmus :
" They who defend wa;

must defend the dispositions which lead t

war ; a7id these dispositions are absolutely fo:

bidden by the gospel." What an ignoring (

nearly every characteristic of military life
'

it, for an educated prelate in a Christian d«

nomination to pretend to maintain that it i

favorable to Christian virtues I Any honee

captain who has served in a campaign coul

have informed him, from personal observatioi

that profanity, card-playing and sensual plej

sures, were the rule, and that the observatio

of even the forms of religion or piety was th:

exception, both among ofBcers and men. Th
atmosphere of camps is notoriously regarde

as demoralizing, even by men of no particula

pretensions to virtue.

So long as professed ministers of.the gospe

attempt to throw around the lives and action

of militarj' heroes, the mantle of Christia

piety, and thus seek to cover with the hal

of sanctity the bloody and unchristian deed

of war, they must stultify their professioi

and wound the Redeemer in the house of Hi

professed friends; and whilbt they put u

their petitions to His t,hrone, that His kinf

dom of peace may come, and His holy will b

done on earth as it is in heaven, they prov

their own words a mockery by upholding

system which must ever obstruct the adver

of Christ's reign on earth, so long as it exist

"Surely this people draw nigh unto me wit

their lips, while their heart is far from me

!

A Wdd Pigeon Eoost.—For the past te

days the annual migration of wild pigeon

to the forest regions of the Alleghany moui

tains, has been going on, and, according t

the News, of Cumberland, Md., the town (

Oakland, in that State, and the farm of Wn
Schley, have become the temporary nocturni

roosting place of the birds.

The pigeons collect nightly on a tract <;

ground covered with alder bushes, occupyin

about six acres. The pigeons first appeare:

about ten days ago in countless flocks. Tt

Cumberland JYews says:— The inflockin

pigeons gradually settle down upon the bushe

until theyarebentto the ground by the weigl

of the birds. Still more pigeons come flyin

in from distant points, and continue to sett

down upon the already living mass, until th

whole five or six acres are completely covere'
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So great is the number of birds that they pile

(jnpon each other, in places from one to two
,;feet in depth. The pigeons continue flocking

j,|in and settling upon and among each other

[from about 4 o'clock in the afternoon until

llnighlfall, when at last thej' become still and
Jprepared for their night's rest. With the

>arly dawn of the morning, flock after flock

jkrise and fly away in all directions until about

'iB o'clock, when the place is deserted, and not

'(a living bird is to be seen, during the rcmain-

ider of the day, until toward evening, when
ilhcy again begin flocking back to the same
roosts, and the scenes of the evening before

larc witnessed.

I

It is estimated that all the flocks of pigeons,

for perhaps fifty or sixty miles around, thus
[gather at the one spot each evening, prepara-
Itory to their flight to the Alleghany Moun-
tains, in quest of the heavy mass of acorns
abounding there. This is the only roost known
[this season in this or any of the bordering
icounties, and is, perhaps, the only one within

a circle of several hundred miles. It is a well

;cstablishedfact that these birds have but one
[roosting place within a very large territory,

[and in their transit to warmer climates, and
iduring their stoppages by the way, use one
[place only as a roost at night. At this won-
jderful roost, on Colonel Schley's place, thou-

[

sands and thousands of pigeons have been
inightly captured by men and boys, with guns,

[clubs, and bags. After nightfall a person can

igo among the birds and scoop them into the

: mouth of a bag. It is needless to add that

thousands of them have been wantonly shot,

I

and allowed to remain upon the ground where
they died.

—

Late Paper.

Job.—A Parable.

In Job's time there lived a prophet of the

Lord, in the land of Uz, named Etiud, to

whom came Joram, a friend of Job, and said,

"The ways of the Lord are inscrutable; but
wherefore must the righteous sufi'er so much ?

Behold, Job has lost all his possessions and
goods; his children have been taken from him
by death, and those who should console him
torment him with reproaches and bitter dis-

dain ; he himself is afflicted with disease, and
is full of sores from the sole of his foot even
to his head."

" The hand of the Lord has touched him,"
answered the prophet.

"And yet," pronounced Joram, "Job is

pious, and fears God more than any one
the land. Did he not save the oppressed
when they cried unto them, and the orphan
who had none to help? Was he not a father

to the poor, eyes to the blind, and feet to the

lame? Righteousness was his garment; and
the eye that saw him blessed job, and pro
nounced him happy."

" Blessed is the man whom the Almighty
disciplines," answered the prophet.

"Is not, then, the Almighty also the All-

merciful ?" said Joram. " Wherefore did he
need discipline who, converting God's gifts so

kindly into blessings, maintained a godly
walk and conversation before all the world ?"

" That he might also have a conscience
void of oflFence before God," answered the pro-

phet.
" What other oflering could Job yet bring

to bim?" Asked Joram.
" The most difficult and most valuable,"

answered the prophet,—"His Will."

—

F. W.
Krummacher.

Brush Making.
There is almost no end to the variety of

brushes used in the present age ; but all the
various styles perform some important oflice

'n the economy of civilized life. Brushes are
made of a good many kinds of materials ; but
bristles are the chief reliance of the brush
aker in their manufacture. The principal

source of supply of bristles is Russia, from
whence vast quantities are exported to vari-

ous countries. England, it is said, alone con-

sumes annually over two million pounds of
bristles, obtained from Russia, in addition to

vast supplies of her own, and considerable
quantities grown elsewhere.

Bristles as they come off' the hog's back,
are covered with dirt and a sort of gummy
substance that make them very unpleasant

to handle. To rid them of these, and also of

oS'ensive odors, they are thoroughly washed,
ind after becoming dry are sorted. Each
color is placed by itself, and these grades are

known to their operative as black, gray, yel-

)w, white and lilies; the latter are a kind
Imost transparently white and of exceedingly

fine texture. The sorting process also con-

sists of distributing the bristles in such a way
that the collection shall be of equal length.

Besides, the root ends of the bristles must be

kept together. The next process is to comb
them. By this means they are rendered
elastic, and receive a beautiful polish. After

being again washed, they are ready for th

brush maker.
Brushes are divided into two general clasf

es, known as single brushes and compound
brushes. The former are distinguished by
one tuft or bundle of bristles. But a hai

brush belongs to the second order, because of

its collection of bristle bundles.

Brushes are also made of the soft hair of

animals, such as the sable, badger and squ
rel. Of such are the small paint brushes used

for water colors. Other kinds of brushes are

made of the roots and fibres of certain tropi

cal plants, of horse and goat hair, old rope

cocoa-nut fibre, broom-corn, the fibre of whale
bone and even spun glass.

Small paint brushes are manufactured as

follows: The hairs are first cleaned in alum
water, and subsequently soaked in warm
water, dried, combed and assorted. The brush

maker takes sufficient of the prepared hair to

fill a small groove which hold them tight;

while thus placed the root ends are wound
tightly with thread. The soft hairs are then

arranged so as to form a point, without leav-

ing a blunt or scraggy end when the brush is

wet. This part of the business is generally

performed bj' women or boys, as it requires a

very delicate touch to arrange them properly.

The handles are made from quills, which are

soaked in hot water to expand them suffi-

ciently. When the brush is ready the hairs

are inserted, point first, in the large end of

the quill. Then, by a contrivance peculiar to

the trade, the brush is drawn through until

the tied part is brought down to the small

end of the quill. This completes the process,

and when the quill gets cold it contracts to

its original dimensions, and thus secures the

brush part very tightly. The quills used for

handles are of various sizes, and are obtained

from geese, turkeys, ducks, pigeons, and even

smaller birds, such as quails, larks, &c. The
size of the handle is alwaj'S proportioned to

the size of the brush and the purposes fo

which it is made. When the quantity of hair

bristles is larger than can be used to advan-
tage with quills, the bunch of material is put
into tin tubes and wooden handles. Even
the^e, when too large, ar^ placed in other
handles made of wood with perforated holes.

Bundles of bristles designed for this purpose
are secured with strong cord which has been
dipped in glue. A scrubbing brush is a com-
pound brush, and has holes bored in rows
along its entire length. Into these holes

bristles are inserted after first having been
dipped at one end into melted pitch. When
properly secured, they remain there in spite

of hard usage and hot water. Some brushes
are very costly, while others are sold at a
mere trifle. Of the former are elaborately

carved hat-brushes, hair brushes, velvet brush-

es, clothes brushes, nail brushes, &c. Besides
these we have the more common kinds of shoe
brushes, scrubbing brushes, shaving brushes,

and other varieties by far too numerous to

mention.
Hair brushes are of the most complicated

manufacture. Holes large enough to admit
the bunches of bristles are bored all over the
back of the brush part way through, while
much smaller ones are bored clear through.
A tuft of bristles is doubled over a piece of

fine wire. After being thus properly secured,

the workmen put the wire through the small

hole and draw the bristles up as far as possi-

ble in the big hole. The wire is then carried

on to the next hole, until the whole surface

is covered over with connecting lines of wire
and tufts of bristles. When thus far com-
pleted, the bristles are cut off evenly and a

fancy back is glued on to hide the wire and
give the brush a more finished appearance.
Tooth and nail brushes are made in a similar

way, but the holes where the wire is secured
are made on the side and corked up with
small plugs of ivory or bone. Some brushes
have handles of perfumed wood, and are or-

namented considerably at hea%'y expense.

Brushes made of spun glass are used in acids

which will destroy ordinary brushes.

—

Manu-
facturer and Builder.

Selected.

A friend called to see William Jackson, some
time before his decease, on a First-day morn-

; he was poorly and lying down, but pretty

soon came into the other room, and after a
little time he said, " 1 am not able to go to

meeting now, but was careful to go when I

was able." The friend remarked, that must
be a comfort to him now, and that he did not

doubt but that he had meetings at home; to

which William replied, "Well, I think I still

feel a portion of that which visited my mind
as early as seven years of age; I was made to

believe that heaven was a far more glorious

place than earth, inasmuch that I had no de-

sire to remain here any longer, and I think it

has been my aim ever since to endeavor to
' lay up heavenly treasure, that which neither

moth nor rust can corrupt, nor thieves break

through and steal,' and though I have not

made as much progress as many, yet I have
a hope that when I have done with the things

of time, 1 shall bo admitted into the assembly
of the just of all generations;" and after a

solemn pause he added, "and what more can

we ask ?"

It is not good works, or kind words that

save men, it is faith in Christ by a hearty re-

pentance that saves them.
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THE HIGH TIDE.
"Mother dear, what is the water saying?
Mother dear, why does the wild sea roar?"

Cry the children, on the white sand playing,

On the white sand, half-a-mile from shore.
" Little ones, I fear a storm is growing,
Come away ! O let ns hasten home !"

Calls the mother ; and the wind is blowing.
Flashing up a million eyes of foam.

" Mother, see our footprints as we follow

!

Mother dear, what crawls along before ?"

Creeping round and round, through creek and hollow.

Runs the tide between them and the shore.
" Hasten !" cries the mother, forward flying.

"Hasten, or we perish; 'tis the tide !"

Led by her, affrighted now and crying,

Fly the children, barefoot, at her side.

" Mother dear, the sea is coming after

!

Mother, 'tis between us and the land."

Looking back, they see the waves with laughter
Wash their little shoes from off the sand.

" Quicker !" screams the mother, " quicker ! quicker !"

Fast they fly before the sullen sound.
Step by step the mother's heart grows sicker,

Inch by inch the sea creeps round and round.

"Mother, in the water we are wading.
Mother, it grows deeper as we go !"

" Hasten, children, hasten,—day is fading,

—

Higher creeps the tide so black and slow."

Nay, but at each step the waves grow deeper

;

" 'Turn this way !" but there 'tis deeper still,

—

Still the sea breathes like a drunken sleeper,

—

Still the foam crawls, and the wind blows shrill.

"Mother, there is land, all green and dry land,
Grass upon it growing, and a tree

!"

A promontory turned into an island,

tlpsprings there in the ever-rising sea.
" Mother, 'tis so deep ; and we are dripping

!

Mother, we are sinking ! Haste, O haste !"

In her arms uplifting them and gripping,
On she plunges, wading to the waist.

" Mother, set us down among the grasses

!

Mother, we are hungry !" they now cry

;

Watching the bright water as it passes.
There they sit, between the sea and sky.

Higher crawls the sea with deep intoning.
Passing every flood-mark far or near,

—

"'Tis the high tide !" cries the mother, moaning,
" Coming only once in many a year !"

Higher ! higher ! lapping round the island
Flows the water with a sound forlorn.

Those are flowers 'tis snatching from the dry land,^
Pale primroses sweet and newly born.

Smaller grows the isle where they sit sobbing.
Darker grows the day on every side,

—

Whiter grows the mother, with heart throbbing
Madly, as she marks the fatal tide.

" Children, cling around me ! hold me faster !

Kiss me ! God is going to take all three !

Say the prayer I taught you,—He is master

!

He is lord, and in his "hands lie we 1"

Flowers the tide is snatching while it calls so,
Flowers its lean hands never snatched before

;

Will it snatch these human flowers also?
Where they cling, sad creatures of the shore?

Nay, for o'er the tide a boat is stealing,—
On their names a man's strong voice doth cry.

"God be praised !" the mother crieth, kneeling,
"He hath heard our prayer and help is nigh."

"Father!" cry the children, "this way, father!
Here we are," aloud cry girl and boy,

—

Comes the boat,—the children round it gather,

—

But the mother smiles and faints for joy.

In his strong arm his pale spouse uplifting.
By her side he seats the children two :

Through the twilight shoreward they are drifting.
While the pale stars glimmer in the blue.

Eound them in the tranquil evening weather
All the scene seems strange as strange can be

:

Waves that wash green fields and knolls of heather,
Lonely trees up-peeping from the sea.

Oood Wordsfor the Young.

Building.—If the architect of a house had
one plan, and the contractor had another,

what conflicts would there be! How many
walls would have to come down, how many
doors and windows would need to be altered

before the two could harmonize I Of the

building of life God is the architect, and man
the contractor. God has one plan, and man
has another. Is it strange that there are

clashings and collisions ?

—

S. W. Beecher.

For "The Triend."

"Without me, ye can do nothing."

CContinoed from page 100.)

In further illustration of the manner in

which Divine Goodness is pleased to extend
his heavenly visitations even to the thought-

less and rebellious, and to bless the earnest

religious exercise which He himself awakens
in the hearts of His servants, I quote from
the series of articles referred to in the last

number, an account of two meetings held

many years ago in the interior of the State

of New York.
"I visited the town of Antwerp, in the

northern part of Jefferson county. I stopped
at the village hotel, and there learned that

there were no religious meetings held in that

town at the time. They had a brick meeting-

house, but it was locked up. By personal

efforts I got a few people to assemble in the

parlor of a Christian lady in the place, and
preached to them on the evening after my
arrival. As I passed round the village, I was
shocked with the horrible profanity that I

heard among the men wherever I went. I

obtained leave to preach in the school-house
;

but before the [day] arrived I was much dis-

couraged, and almost terrified, in view of the

stateof society which I witnessed. On Satur-

day the Lord applied with power to my heart
the following words, addressed by the Lord
Jesus to Paul, Acts, xviii. 9, 10 :

" Be not
afraid, but speak, and hold not thy peace ; for

I am with thee, and no man shall set on thee
to hurt thee ; for I have much people in this

city." This completely subdued my fears;

but my heart was loaded with agony for the
people. On Sunday morning I arose early,

and retired to a grove not far from the village,

to pour out my heart before God for a bless-

ing on the labors of the day. I could not ex-

press the agony of my soul in words; but
struggled, with much groaning and, I believe,

with many tears, for an hour or two, without
getting relief. I returned to my room in the
hotel ; but almost immediately came back to

the grove. This I did thrice. The last time
I got complete relief, just as it was time to go
to meeting. I went to the schoolhouse, and
found it filled to its utmost capacity. I took
out my little pocket Bible, and read for my
text :

' God so loved the world that he gave
his only begotten Son, that whosoever be-

lieveth in him should not perish, but have
everlasting life.' I exhibited the love of God
in contrast with the terrible manner in which
he was treated by those for whom he gave
up his Son. I charged home their profanity
upon them; and, as I recognized among my
hearers several whose profanity I had parti-

cularly noticed, in the fullness of my heart
and the gushing of my tears, I pointed to

them, and said ;
' I heard these men call upon

God to damn their fellows.' The Word took
powerful efl:'ect. Nobody seemed offended, but
almost everybody greatly melted. A* the
close of the service the landlord rose and said

that he would open the meeting-house in the
afternoon. He did so. The meeting-house

was full, and, as in the morning, the Woi
took powerful effect. Thus a powerful reviv

commenced in the village, which soon atli

spread in every direction. I think it was :

the second Sabbath after this, when I can

out of the pulpit, in the afternoon, an ai;i

man approached, and said to me :
' Can yi

not come and preach in our neighborhf)Oil
j

We have never had any religious mectiiii;
|

there.' I inquired the direction and the di

tance, and appointed to preach there the rie.% |

afternoon, Monday, at five o'clock, in thei
j

schoolhouse. I went on foot to fulfil this a|
j

pointnient. The weather was very wan
that day, and before I arrived there I felt a

most too faint to walk and greatly di8C(jui

aged in my mind. I sat down in the shad

by the wayside, and felt as if I was too lain

to reach th'ere ; and, if I did, too much i\\>

oouraged to open my mouth to the people

When I arrived, I found the house full, an

immediately commenced the service by ruac

ing a hymn. They attempted to sing. Lm

the horrible discord agonized me beyond i-.x

pression. I leaned forward, put my elbov,-

upon my knees and my hands over my ears

and shook my head withal, to shut out th

discord, which even then I could barely en

dure. As soon as they had ceased to sing .

cast myself down upon my knees, almost it

a state of desperation. The Lord opened th(

windows of Heaven upon me, and gave mt

great enlargement and power in prayer. Uf
to this moment I had had no idea what texi

I should use on the occasion. As I rose from

my knees the Lord gave me this :
' Up, gei

you out of this place, for the Lord will destroj

this city.' I told the people, as nearly as ]

could recollect, where they would find it, and
went on to tell them of the destruction ol

Sodom. I gave them an outline of the history

of Abraham and Lot, and their relations to

each other; of Abraham's praying for Sodom
and of Lot, as the only pious man that was
found in the city. While I was doing this, I

was struck with the fact that the people'

looked exceeding angry about me. Many
countenances appeared very threatening, and
some of the men near me looked as if theyj

were about to strike me. This I could not|

understand, as I was only giving them, withj

great liberty of spirit, some interesting sketch-|

es of Bible history. As soon as I had com-
pleted the historical sketch, I turned upon
them, and said that I had understood they
had never had any religious meetings in that

neighborhood; and, applying that fact, li

thrust at them with the sword of the Spirit,

with all my might. Prom this moment the

solemnity increased with great rapidity. In

a few moments there seemed to fall upon the

congregation an instantaneous shock. I can-

not describe the sensation that I felt, nor that

which was apparent to the congregation ; but
the Word seemed literally to cut like a sword.
The power from on high came down upon
them in such a torrent that they fell from
their seats in every direction. In less than a
minute nearly the whole congregation were
either down on their knees, or on their faces,

or in S07ne position prostrate before God.
Every one was crying or groaning for mercy
upon his own soul. They paid no further at-

tention to me or to my preaching. 1 tried to

get their attention ; but I could not. I ob-

served the aged man who had invited me
there, as still retaining his seat near the center

of the house. He was staring around him
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ii a look of unutterable astoniBhment.
oitintc to him, I cried at the top of my
16 :

' Can't you pray T He knelt down and
ied out a short prayer, about as loud as

iould halloo; but they paid no attention

im. After continuing till nearlj' sunset,

VIS obliged to commit the meeting to the

rge of the old gentleman who had invited

.^and go to fulfil an appointment in another
#6 for the evening. In the afternoon of

!v(next day I was sent for to go down to

(1 place, as they had not been able to break
:)tbe meeting. They had been obliged to

ae the schoolhouse, to give place to the
iJ)ol ; but had removed to a private house

•I'^t by, where I found a number of person

were opened only in certain places; and at
first they were fitted up at the public expense,
and each had a large garden where the apothe
cary was expected to rear all British medi
cinal plants. " The preparation of drugs was
becoming always moreditficult and expensive,
After the invention of distillation, sublima
tion, and other chemical processes, labora
tories, furnaces, and costly apparatus were tc

be constructed; and it was thought proper
that men who had regularly studied chem'
try should alone follow pharmacy, and that
they should be indemnified for their expenses
by an exclusive trade. It would appear that
no suspicions were entertained that apothe
caries could amass riches by their employ

4, too anxious and too much loaded down
| ment so soon and so easily as they do at pre

iii|j conviction to go to their homes. Ob-
ife, I was a total stranger in that place, bad
l*3r seen or heard of it until as I have re-

i<d. But here, at my second visit, I learned

4 the place was called Sodom by reason
Ms wickedness; and the old man who in-

tttd me was called Lot, because he was the
m professor of religion in the place."

Apothecaries.

: the word "apothecary" formerly signified

^ti kind of store, magazine, or warehouse,
li the proprietors of such places were
'lined "apothecaries." "It would be a great
iitake," observes Bockman, " if in the writ-

!iS of the thirteenth and fourteenth cen-

Eiies, where these expressions occur, we
mid understand under the latter term,
jir'othccaries,' such as ours are at present.

...these periods, persons were often called

irithecaries who, at court, and in the houses
Ltreat people, prepared for the table various
perves, particularly fruit incrusted with

Iir,
and who, on that account, may be con-

red as confectioners." At the time when
^ description of people was known as apothe

sent; for they were allowed many other
vantages, and particularly that of dealing in

sweetmeats and confectionery, which were
then very expensive delicacies. In many
places they were obliged on certain festivals

to give presents of such dainties to the magis-
trates, by way of acknowledgment.
The first mention made of an English

apothecary occurs in the reign of Edward
the Third, who, it is said, bestowed, in the

year 1345, a pension of sixpence a day on
Coursus de Gangeland, an apothecary in Lon-
don, for taking care of, and attending, his

majesty during his illness in Scotland.

About the same time that they were estab-

lished in England, or somewhat later, thej-

were also established in France and Germany,
and of the regulations connected with them
in many of the duchies and principalities of

the latter kingdom there are some curious
records. We shall transcribe one from Beck-
man :

"In Halle there was no apothecary's shop
till the year 1493. Before that period medi-
cines were sold only by grocers and barbers.

In the above year, howevei-, the council, with
the approbation of the archbishop, permitted

lies, physicians prepared all their own pre- lone Simon Puster to establish an apothecary':
i^ptions, purchasing the herbs from which
i'j were compounded from the apothecaries,
'3 had procured many of them from remote
entries. After a time, however, these herb-
ers began to encroach on the business of

shop, in order, as stated in the patent, that
the citizens might be supplied with confec-

tions, cooling liquors, and such like common
things, at a cheap rate; and that in cases of
sickness they might be able to procure readily

tir patrons, having, by study and vigilance,
j

fresh and well-prepared medicines. Puster
uired a knowledge of the healing virtue
Imany of their commodities; but at what
I ethe preparation of medicine was entirely

E.gned into their hands, or when they ac-

u-ed, by a suitable course of study, the right
!an exclusive practice in that business, is

•known. " It is probable that physicians
.dually became accustomed to employ such
listance for the sake of their own conveni-
t:e, when they found in the neighborhood
TUggist in whose skill they could confide,
il whose interest they wished to promote
resigning that occupation in his favor."
The first apothecaries, who were by law
cnowledged as compounders of medicine,
lid at Naples; and the well-known edict of

isderick the Second, granting them many
vileges and perquisites, was the foundation
the position which those of our own day
iupy. By that edict it was required "that
! confectionerii should take an oath to keep
them fresh and sufficient drugs, and to
ke up medicines exactly according to th

was exempted from all taxes for ten years,

but was obliged to furnish two collations in

the time of the yearly festivals of eight pounds
of good sugar confections, fit and proper to

be used at such entertainments."
At the Byzantine court the keeper of the

wardrobe had the care, in the sixteenth cen-

tury, of the portable apothecary's shop when-
ever the emperor took the field. "It was
called 'pandectae,' and contained antidotes,

oils, plasters, salves, and herbs proper for cur-

ing men and cattle." What a step have not
apothecaries made ! How greatly they are

advanced in the scale of society I and de-

servedly, for they owe it to their own earnest
and honest endeavors after knowledge. —
Good Health.

A Humble Home.—Are you not surprised to

find how independent of money peace of eon-
science is, and how much happiness can be
condensed into the humblest home? A cot-

tage will not hold the bulky furniture and
iscriptions of the physicians; and a price

!

sumptuous accommodations of a mansion;
.8 fixed at which they might vend the med-jbut, if God be there, a cottage will hold as
Qes so prepared, and keep them a year or much happiness as might stock a palace.

—

for Bale in a public shop." These shops James Hamilton.

For "The Friend."

Extracts from Letters, &c., referring chiefly to

Friends in America, during last century, with
notes.

An extensive correspondence was main-
tained during a considerable portion of last

century by the three brothers, Israel, James
and John Pembcrton, of Philadelphia, with
Friends in other parts of this country and
in England. Many of the letters received
by them, and the original drafts of their re-

plies, have been preserved, thus forming an
interesting series, and containing a valuable
collection of materials towards the history of
the Society—of which they were prominent
and honored members.
With a view of preserving portions of this

correspondence in a more permanent form,
the following extracts are offered for insertion
in "The Friend," together with some notes
in elucidation of subjects referred to in them,
and a few biographical notices of the writers.

Br. John Fothergill to Israel Pemherton.

London, 2nd of .5th month, 1742.

bear Friend,—I cannot let slip so fine an
opportunitj- of conveying a few lines to thee,
without scribbling a little, notwithstanding I
look upon thee as a little in my debt, if my
letters are worth perusing, which I am almost
afraid of. I write to thee, as I would speak
with thee, if present, without study or almost
forethought, but just as an heart filled with
sincere respect and good wishes dictates. I

touched a little upon the state of your affairs

in my last; their situation is not much alter-

ed since, at least for the better. The general
prevailing prejudice against a principle of
peace is so strong, and the world in common
such absolute strangers to any of its happy
effects in themselves, that even those who
seem to be convinced of the consistency of
our profession with everything just and true,

are carried away with the common current.
jSTaj', they'll allow that what we urge on be-
half of our testimony is strictly reasonable in

itself; yet their secret distrust is so great of
the sufficiency of the universal Father to pro-
tect them, that they always recur to the but
as things are now situated, what can ive, lohat

must we do f Sit still, and be murdered, or re-

pulse the murderer? So that as the petition-

ers alledge that our friends have carried their
point in one instance by an artful application
to the religious scruples, &c., they will per-
haps carry their's by an application to the
general infidelity of mankind in the sufficien-

cy of Providence.
I have seen S. Chew's performance; he

begs the chief hinge of his argument rather
than proves it : what dearM [ichael] Lightfoot
observed yesterday to us, is justly applicable
to him, viz: that it was very possible for

even those who had known some degree of
Divine light to flow in upon their understand-

^, to lose it all, and even become clouded
and dark about common affairs, by forsaking
the living Source of every valuable qualifica-

tion. His piece is not liked here even by those
who favor his side of the question, and his

usage of Robert Barclay has increased their

dislike of him. It's amazing that a person of
any capacity should imagine that the world

believe him when ho says he intends a
candid inquiry after truth ; and at the same
time discovers the whole of his view to be, to

traduce, expose, and afHict those who differ

from him in judgment, about the case in dis-
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pute. If he thought fit to level his argu
merits against R. B., why did not he take in

the whole of E. B.'s reasoning. 'Tis extreme
ly ungenerous, unmanly, unchristian to use
him as he has done, as well as downright un
just; but enough of this for the present.

I had the pleasure of my dear father's com
pany at our late Yearly Meeting; he \(

through rnercy, well in health; strong and
vigorous as ever in the best part. He isjn

intending a visit to Friends in Ireland. My
affection would lead me to wish him less la-

bor, and less occasion for expense of strength
at his time of day, but I am obliged to resign,

Inclosed is a letter which I lately received
from him for thy father, whom he often men
tions with much affection.

We have lately lost T. Story ; he had been
in the North upwards of a year, capable of

travelling about, but hardly conversible, at

least with ease ; about three weeks ago, he
was seized with another paralytic shock,
which took him off in about 12 hours.

Our late Yearly Meeting was large, and in

the main pretty agreeable ; we had no sub
ject before us that occasioned much debate,

and very little warmth appeared. I am of-

ten jealous that we insensibly dwindle down
to mere human prudence, and that too little

of Divine help is felt. If so, we shall, I fear,

soon be very contemptible. * * * But be

it as it will, let us mutually encourage each
other to a close application for wisd
tread aright. There is help, my dear friend,

there is help for us both, and may we with
true earnestness apply for it, and by its vir-

tue be united in the bonds of an indissoluble

friendship. Eemember my dear love, though
unknown, to thy spouse and to [thy] father's

family, and accept the same from
Thy affectionate friend,

John Fothergill, Jr.

The early part of this letter, referring to

the troubled affairs of the Province, will best

be understood by a reference to the subject

which was then the theme of an earnest con-

troversy between the Governor and the As-
sembly. England was at that time engaged
in a war with Spain, and a war with France
seemed unavoidable. The Governor, in the
interest of the king, was earnestly pressing

upon the representatives of the people the
propriety of raising men and money for the
defence of the Province, which could only be

done under the charter of Pennsylvania by
the voluntary act of the Legislature. The
Assembly at that time was largely composed
of members of the Society of Friends; and
jealous lest their religious and civil liberties

should be invaded, it had thus expressly an-

swered the Governor in a communication to

him in the 5th month, 1740: " We have ever
believed it our duty to pay tribute to Ctesar,

and yield obedience to the powers God hath
set over us, so far as our conscientious per-

suasion will permit; but we cannot preserve
good consciences, and come into the levying
of money, and appropriating it to the uses

recommended in the Governor's speech, be-

cause it is repugnant to the religious princi-

ples professed by the greater number of the
present Assembly, who are of the people call-

ed Quakers."
Money was subsequently raised for the pur-

poses of the crown without stipulation as to

its application, which as a general contribu-

tion was accepted by the British government

in the place of direct co-operation with mili-

tary measures. For many years, however,
this subject gave much uneasiness to Friends,

and as a wider and wider departure from the
pacific policy of the Founder, came to be
adopted, no course remained for consistent
members of the Society, but to retire'from a

participation in the management of public af-

fairs, which could no longer be directed in

conformity with those pure principles," the
wisdom of which the prosperity of this Pro-
vince had so happily illustrated.

Samuel Chew, referred to in the above let-

ter, who had always professed himself to be
of the Society of Friends, was then Chief Jus-

tice of the " Government ofNew Castle, Kent,
and Sussex upon Delaware," the three " lower
counties," now the State of Delaware. His
" performance" was a charge delivered by
him to the Grand Jury, "Nov. 21, 17-41, and
published at their request."*

Many others in nominal membership with
the Society, entertained similar views in re-

gard to defensive war, and deep exercise

clothed the minds of concerned Friends lest

their testimony on this subject should not be
consistentlj' upheld in this time of excitement
and threatened danger. The Journal of John
Churchman,! in particular, contains many
tices of those exercises during this period,

among which was his concern to visit the As-
sembly of Pennsylvania while in session, in

the spring of 1748, and " lay before the mem-
bers thereof the danger of departing from
trusting in that divine power which had
hitherto protected the inhabitants of our land
in peace and safety."

It is worthy of remark that shortly after

Barclay's Apology was thus assailed by indi-

iduals. Friends in London bore the following
emphatic testimony to it, as an exposition of

their faith. In addressing the ambassador^
met to conclude a peace at Aix-la-Chapelle,

'n 1748, they offer to them for their "candid
perusal" the Apology of Eobert Barclay,
which," they say, "at the same time that it

exhibits the meek and humble pattern of Holy
Jesus, the doctrine of His apostles, the senti-

ments of the early Christians, and our belief

'n relation to wars, contains a compendious
view of the christian religion divested of those
nvenlions, with which it has been corrupted
by the spirit of error, the pride, the wicked-

I, or the ignorance of men."
CTo be continned.}

Cltmamon.—There is little doubt but that
Ceylon still produces the finest cinnamon, and
that it is superior in flavor to both the Mala-
bar and Java spice.

The land under cinnamon cultivation in

Ceylon is about 15,000 acres. The best cin-

namon is thin, shining, and of a lightish yel-

* The following extract from it will show its pur-
port :

" And 1 hope I shall be able clearly to make out
to your satisfaction, that there is not the least color of
authority from the Scriptures to prove that a just and
necessary war is forbidden to Christians ; but that these
texts of Scripture that are commonly made use of by
those who deny the lawfulness of self-defence to Chris-
tians, are either misunderstood or grossly perverted by
them. It would detain you too long, gentlemen, were
I to examine and consider all the parts of Scripture
that have been frequently cited upoa this occasion. I

shall therefore select some of the principal texts that I

find quoted by an author of very great note (Barclay),
and some others on the same side of the question, and
endeavor to show that they carry no such interpreta-

tion as these people pretend."

t Friends' Library, Vol. VI.

low ; it is slightly sweet, and has an aroi

flavor. It is cultivated bj' seeds, shoo
layers, and old stumps are also transplai

a quicker return is obtained by the last

cedure, as shoots fit for peeling can hi

after they have been planted for eigl

months. The culture by seeds involves

ing up about a loot square of ground ati

vals of about six feet; the seeds (thn
four) are then deposited, some ashes ha

been previously placed in the holes,

seeds germinate in about twenty-two i

but it is nearly seven years before si

ready for peeling are produced. The i

are also planted sometimes in nurseries

the growing roots transplanted. The pe
commences about the end of April, and
tinues until the end of October. Wh
shoot is grown sufficiently large, the st

laborer, or CAaZ/fl, ashe is called, inserts as
instrument similar to a bill-hook, oblic

into it; the cut is then closely examine
ascertain if the bark separates readily

the wood ; if such be not the case, the 6

is left to be operated upon at some fi

time. The shoots that are cut are gene
about three quarters of an inch in diam
and four feet in length ; they are then stri

of all their leaves, and two incisions, run
lengthwise, are made in the bark, whe
the generality of cases, a considerable poi

of the latter comes off in one piece,

bark is kept for about thirty hours, anc

mentation, to some extent, is thus prove
the external covering of the bark is rem
with a crooked knife. In about ten h

after this has been done, the sections ar«

one into the other, and this is called pip

the pipes thus prepared are exposed to

influence of both air and sun for two or t

days, and are then made up into bundl
about twenty-eight pounds each, wareho
and shipped. The plants are in flower ir

month of January, and the seeds are ri|

July and August. The exudation from
berries, when boiled and allowed to bee

cold, furnishes a kind of wax, which the J

dj'an grandees used to form into candles

Weeping may endure for a night, but

Cometh in the morning."—Trials are ill to I:

To be reduced from affluence to povertj'

lie on a bed of languor; to pass sleepless ni

of pain ; to be exposed to evil tongues; t

amid the ruins of fortune; to lay loved •

a lonesome grave— such things are

joyous but grievous. Winter, no doub
not the pleasant season that summer bri

with her songs, and flowers, and long, br

sunny days. Bitter medicines, no doubt.l

not savory meat
;
yet he who believes tha

things shall work together for good wil

ready to thank God for physic as well as f

and for the winter frost that kills the w
and breaks up the soil, as for the dewy ni,

and sunny days that ripen the fields of c

May God give us such faith ! When the
no lifting of the cloud, and trials are se

d long protracted. Oh 1 though it ma;
easy for an onlooker to preach patience,

not easy for a sufferer to practice it. In i

circumstances, how prone we are to take
case out of God's hands, and, getting dis

tented with his discipline, how ready art

to cry, " How long, O Lord, how long?
be possible, let this cup pass from me?'
" take away this, and give me any one elf

drink." Yet let me have a firm faith in G
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,n ami love- let me be confident that ho mation, and with which and the meetingscom-

"do wliat he'hassaid, and perform all that poking them, it has therefore no official con-

I as promised, and I shall discover mercy's neclion.
, , . j, ,,,,

, bent on fortune's blackest cloud, aud,l Some one has kindly sent us a copy oi the

,er the most trying providences, shall enjoy printed ,minute3 of '' Western 1 early Meet

we learn that it has 1(1, Ul members, compos-ly heart, and exhibit to others in my
^per, the blessed difference between a suf-

, <r t *u « .t

h- thut mourns and a spirit that murmurs, ing twelve Quarterly Meetings. In the farst

m upon me in the day of irouble." Weep- sitting an " Executive Committee on lemper-

imav endure for a night, but joy cometh auce," composed of men and women, was ap-

^e mormmr.-Thomas Guthrie. pointed, having " power to issue c.rculars_ to
=>

^_ Monthly Meeting's committees for securing

^ , u-r.u r^o^,^^o whr.' unifomiity of action" in the cause of temper-
- of the many errors which people who,

^^^ ^>^ Yearly Meeting "remains appre-

hensive that the best interests of our Society

ould be greatly subserved" by a General

Conference, but not having met with general

concurrence it appointed no committee. " Gen-

eral Meetings" under the care of Yearly and

Quarterly Meetings committees are strongly

commended.
The minute made on the review of the state

of the subordinate meetings and members,

out the deficiencies existing, and con
'1^

a houses are apt to commit

ig in them, or rather dying in them, be-

they are sufficiently dry fur occupation.

ot unfrequently happens that a man, dis-

,ed with the defective sanitary arrange-

ts of the generality of houses, ancient and

lern, builds a dwelling for himself and his

il}', constructed with all the latest im-

?ement8, and, in his extreme anxiety to

mence a career of longevity, rushes into

Imost before the workmen are out of it

while the walls are still saturated with

sturo. The consequences are as might

been expected: in addition to the archi-

charges the rash owner is called upon

lay within the first few months a further

the doctor, and too often to the under-

also. A house agent not long ago being

why the house-agency business was so

imonly combined with the undertaker,

^nly replied that the two " went together;"

i ,
on being asked for a further explanation

:','ed that he had found, as an almost in

liuble rule, that, when as a house agent he

iiid :i tenant for a newly-built house, he

5 up|ilied to as an undertaker on behalf of

it ti iiant or some member of his family

hin a twelvemonth from the date of occu-

iuii. He added that he himself (the house

-Di) would be sorry to live in any house

Kit liad not been baked by six summer
lis.

' Whether this amount of baking is

ulately required is a question for doctors

1 architects to decide, but there can be no

ibt whatever that a want of caution in this

peel leads occasionally to the most lament-

t,e consequences. An instance in point will

sfound in the case of the Peabody buildings,

^I^Dtioned in the annual report of the medi-

"V officer of health for Sjuthwark, lately

':'uted. It seems that those buildings have

flealh rate of 23 J in 1,000 persons living, or

in 43. In other metropolitan model build-

'Irs the death rate only averages 17 per 1,000

lie less favorable state of health prevailing

points -

tains much appropriate advice, ihe statis-

tics given enter into many particulars not

usual. Thus the number is given " who read

daily in a devotional way," the number who

thus read "occasionally," and the number

who neglect altogether" so to read : also the

number who use tobacco, and the number

who cultivate it.

There are 3,15-1: children between the ages

of six and twenty-one years. There are

twenty-four school houses owned by Friends,

and one hundred and thirteen schools taught

by Friends. It is slated that "the free schools

have almost entirely taken the place of

Friends' schools." The Report of "The As-

sociated Executive Committee of Friends on

Indian Affairs" with its appendix, occupies a

large space in the minutes. Three memorials

to the State Legislature are given, one on

"Prison Eeform," one on " the emendation of

the laws regulating the sale of Spirituous Li-

quors," and one on " the emendation of the

laws granting Divorce." "The first annual

lioport of the Missionary Board" is stated to

be satisfactory. Its labors appear to have

been in promoting education among colored

people, assisting a missionary in Mexico, in

publishing tracts, &c., and in extensive labor

"in connection with members of other religi

ous denominations," in the Orphan Asylum at

Indianapolis. Quarterly Meeting's. Commit-

tees are encouraged " to continue their labors

in any missionary work they may find to do."

There is a report from "The Peace Associa-

tion ;" one on First-day schools, and a pro-

eign and Home Mission, and the annual large

Committees, in the old Yearly Meeting House.

The sittings were characterized by a good de-

gree of unanimity and harmony. Some im-

portant subjects came before them ;
atnongst

these may be mentioned sending an epistle ^o

those Friends in unity with our Yearly Meeting

in Philadelphia; which was finally disposed

of by the appointment of a deputation of four

Friends—three ministers and an elder—to

visit such in that place. Some discussion oc-

curred on a recommendation to appropriate a

fund for the maintenance of ministers {and their

families) set ajmrt to labor in the ivork of the

gospjel : no definite direction was made, but as

it met with a very general expression of ap-

proval, it has gone down—for the considera-

tion of Friends—in the " minute on the state

of Society." "Owing to the increased activi-

ty, interest and numbers of the various con-

cerns of this meeting," it was decided to add

a day or two more to the usual time allotted

for holding our Yearly Meeting, and Friends

were advised to prepare for this in future

years.

When we first read the minute appointing

the deputation to labor in Philadelphia Year-

ly Meeting,—which singularly enough has

been published ab;oad—we were at a loss

how to understand its language; but the

above account of the concern throws light

upon it. It appears—and we have received
-thatsimilar information from other sources-

the concern was not for the Yearly Meeting

itself, but for a particular class in it, " those

Friends in unity with our [Indiana] Yearly

Meeting." The following is the minute as

printed in the "Christian Worker:"
" This meeting has been brought into a feel-

ing of near sympathy with our dear friends in

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting and those pro-

fessing with them, and after prayerful and

earnest consideration, believes it right to set

apart the following Friends to visit and ex-

tend to them our feeling of loving regard, and

our earnest desires for their growth in grace,

and that they may partake more and more of

the fulness of the Gospel. We separate our

dear friends to this service with an earnest

prayer that they may bo endued with the

spirit of wisdom and understanding, and that

their labors may be blessed by the Head of

the Church to the strengthening of the breth-

ren, and building them up in the most holy-

faith."

We apprehend that the spirit and object of

the movement cannot be easily misunder-

stood.

'lithe Peabody buildings is attributed to their,
^^_^^^^ j,^^ ^^^ proceeding of the next con-

«ing too soon occupied alter construction ^
^^ ^^^ teachers of that Yearly Meet-

liny of the grouud floors having been found

> be Still very damp some mouths after the '"?

lildin.'s were inha bited.—P(/?i Mall G-azette

THE FRIEND.

ELEVENTH MONTH 23, 1872.

Jl Since the suspension of epistolary corres

tndence between the Yearly Meeting of

lends of Philadelphia and the other Yearly

eetings on this continent there have been

:kr Yearly Meetings set up—Iowa, Western,

anada and Kansas—of whose existence, con-

titution and manner of being formed, Phila

ijelphia Yearly Meeting has no official infor.

\Ve have not seen the printed minutes of

Indiana Yearly Meeting, nor had much op-

portunity of obtaining accurate information

of its proceedings. The " British Friend" has

a brief rtswme of its transactions, furnished by

a correspondent at Richmond, Indiana, from

which we learn the following particulars

The Yearly Meeting assembled at the usual

place on the 25th of 9 th month last : its sit-

tings were below the average of the past few

years. "During the progress of the Yearly

Meeting, morning prayer meetings were held

in Fifth Street House,* and Temperance, For-

* We are informed that these " prayer meetings" were

daily announced from the clerk's table.

Since the above was prepared for the press,

a copy of the printed minutes of Indiana

Yearly Meeting has reached us. The follow-

ing is the paragraph in the minute on the state

of society in relation to providing funds for

the maintenance of ministers and their fami-

lies, alluded to in the extracts we have already

given.
" We desire to extend encouragement to

the ministers, and affectionately exhort them

to a faithful discharge of their duty. Meet-

ings where such reside are desired to see that

way is made for them to do the work to

which they are called, and which often their

hearts burn to accomplish—and to render the

necessary pecuniary assistance, both to enable

them to do this and to support their families.

I

Whilst we advocate the freedom of the min-
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Qd that It should be exercised without The Council of the British Eoyal Geographical Soandwitboutpr.ee, we also believe that'ciety have pa.sed a resolution 'hankfnTj Go d^^^^
mbei-B should remember the apostolic :^f"°«H

"^ *^« ^PY York Herald, for the generous and

At the recent election in Pennsylvania, 349 (

were given for Grant, and 211,961 for Gr

istry

rz^i-B shouid-i;memb;;^hr;jc:s;<;;^::Be^
^rvi^ij^'^^

-- -t-injunction, 'Let him that is taught in the|P'i;'''!''''"T%''?'"' '" ^^'^'^'^ ''<^ ^°"^<^i^^d the idea of on the S^^^
word communicate unto him that teichethi,^ T'"^

Dr. Livingstone, and supplied the funds for U stixerissf^ 1"^^ J'r^Vel'"^^^^^^^
^''^'^'

in an good things,' and tbat^ is tL'r^tf L^lro^S:nrvl^^^^^^^^tK.=„^K„ .,„„„. ._.__
. . . ^. It is stated tiiat John Briglu Will resume his seat in ^f'''^*'-'^''-"^\'°'- *l"^^

brands J7.50 a $12^^
Parliament at the coming session

^' '" ^^i^fS" «P""S wheat, §1.48 a $1.49 ; No. 2 Jlihva
The foreign governments which were requested by

^^"^^ " ^^^-^S
= red w«t..n 4i «4 .

„„.>,.... ».

Great Britain to co-operate in a movement for the sup-
pression of the East African slave trade, have sent re-
plies expressing their sympathy with the cause, but

bv En'"^ d
"""^ '° ^"''^^^ measures contemplated

The amount of insurance in London companies upon
l'nn?f.'].'y

'°. ""^ ''"''"' '''"'"'^t 0'" Boston, is about |9 -

S00,000. A commission is to be sent to Boston by theLondon companies, to make an investigation of the
tacts in relation to the origin and progress of the tire
as a matter of general importance to insurance interests'.

,

the Pelsa 1 coal mine, in Staffordshire, was suddenly
inundated while the men were at work. Eleven miners
were rescued, but twenty-two remained in the mine and
were probably drowned.
London, 11th mo. 18th.—Consols 92J. U. S 6 ner

cent bonds, 1867, 93 ; do. 5 per cents ne'w 88

J

in^''?n'?T''7r£P^^'?'^' .'^e"""' 9f'a 9|d.
;

'Orleans,

er 100 lbs

"""""^ ^"""^ '''^^^^' 12s- 4d a 12s. 6d,

Copenhagen dispatches of the I8th, say that several
:llages in Sch eswig and Holstein were destroyed by

the hurricane last week. At many ports the sea-em-
bankments and draining works have been demolished,
llie loss ot life is also reported very great. The dim-
age done in the island of Falster, known as the "or-
chard of Denmark," will exceed a million of rix dollars
I he government has taken prompt measures to relieve
the sunerers.

The government of Portugal has signed a concession
to the Falmouth and Walter Telegraph Construction
Companies, empowering them to lay an electric cable
from Portugal to Brazil.
In Spain bands of Carlists continue to be troublesome

King Amadeus has been seriously unwell The trial
of the revolter,s of Ferrol, by court-martial continues.A number of the offenders have been found guilty and
sentenced to death.

e.
:/ ^

At the reopening of the Prussian Diet the Emperor
was not present, and his speech was read by a Cabinet
Minister It was brief and decided. The country re-
form bill will again be submitted, slightly amended,
the necessity and expediency of the measure are de
monstrated and it is declared that the government is
farmly resolved to carry out its intention of improving
•.,/"'?' ,administration of the country, and will avail
Itself of all constitutional means at its disposal to effect
the object. A reduction of the income tax is promised

those who have been made partakers of spirit-
ual things, to minister to th"o.se through whom
they have partaken, of 'carnal things;' and
means should be found to enable those who
are called, to go forth and preach the gospel
to the world."
A committee to which the concern respect-

ing the ministry, &c., was referred, reported
that "having carefully examined the minute
on the state of Society," they are of the judg-
ment "that it contains ail that need be f^aid
ot this time upon the matters referred to."
Wherever there are italics in the foregoino-
they are our own.

^'

SUMMAEY OF EVENTS.
FoREiGN.—On the 13th inst. heavy gales prevailed

on the British coasts, which were very destructive to
lite and shipping. Many vessels were wrecked and it
IS known that at least fifty lives were lost. The gale
was also violent on the Prussian coast. At StraLsimd
twelve vessels were sunk in the harbor. The town was
inundated, and in the height of the storm a fire broke
out among the warehouses which spread rapidly and
caused great damage. Some lives were lost and many
persons injured. A dispatch from Stralsund on the
Ibth, states that eighty vessels were totally wrecked.
Ihe town was considerably damaged by the inundation.
The fishermen living on the islands in the vicinity lost
all their fishing smacks and apparatus. Their houses
and contents were greatly damaged, the cattle were
drowned, their wells were flooded from the sea, and the
inhabitants were in need of fresh water, food and shel-

v''r rlY'
government has taken measures for their re-

lief. Ihe Danish coasts also suffered severely The
wind blew a hurricane, and rain and snow fell inces-
santly. Great damage was done to the seaports andmany marine disasters occurred. The small island of
Eotoe was entirely submerged by water, and every in-
habitant perished. Reports of the loss of twenty-four
ships bad been received.

^

The French government has received information
from New Caledonia of the arrival of transports Guer-
riere and Garonne, which carried out the first exporta-
tion of Communists sentenced to undergo imprisonmentm that penal colony.
The Assembly has adopted, by a vote of 475 to 142,

a bill for the reform of the French jury system.
In all the cathedrals of France, special prayers were

offered on the 17th inst. for the National Assembly, and
tlie Divine blessing was invoked on its proceedings
Ihe congregations at all the places of public worship
in Pans were very large.

_

The monarchists in the French Assembly, recogniz-
ing the impossibility of the restoratfon of monarchy at
this time, have determined to give their support to the
Conservative Eepublicans.
The message of President Thiers at the opening of

the Assembly was well received. He expresses grati-
tude for the progress of the work of reparation and
general prosperity of the country. Germany has been
^1^^°'°^^''^°°.,^^"'=^ "* "^^ ^^'- indemnitv%nd 200,
000,000 more will be paid next month, the budget
shows a deficit of 132,000,000 francs for the fiscal yetr
but the estimates show that the equilibrium of expen-
diture and revenue will be restored in 1873. The Pre-
sident deprecates a formal proclamation of the Republic
by the Assembly. The better policy would be to im-
press the features of conservative republicanism on the
institutions of the country. The Republic must be con-
servative, otherwise it cannot exist. The absolute need
01 r ranee is repose.

An exciting debate in the Assembly occurred on the
18th, on a motion censuring Gambetta for his inflam-
matory speeches in the provinces. The mover com-
plained of the increasing audacity of the Radicals and
tlie laxity of the government in dealing with them
President Thiers mounted the tribune in defence of the
government. He admitted that the speech made by
Gambetta at Grenoble was offensive, but claimed that
the government was not responsible, and demanded a
vote of confidence from the Assembly, which was given
with 117 negative votes.

The relations of the State to the'religious so^ieti"es"°are
mentioned as a subject for legislation.

•
"^^^ government has issued a ihinisterial decree

signed by the Minister of Commerce, commanding theGerman railway companies to discontinue the practice
of transporting emigrants unless full rates are paid for
persons and baggage. Hitherto the railway companies
have carried emigrants from the interior to the sea-
board at very low rates, and baggage free, for the pur-
pose ot encouraging emigration.
United States.—il/isceWaneous.—There were 268

interments in Philadelphia last week, including 61
children under two years. There were 47 of consump-
tion, 21 inflammation of the lungs, 11 old age
The Convention to revise the Con.stitution of the

-.late of 1 ennsylvania, met in Harrisburg on the 12th
inst with a full attendance of the members WilliamM. Meredith, of Philadelphia, was chosen President of
the Convention by a unanimous vote. It was agreed
to accept the inyjtation of the City Councils of Phila-ddphia to meet in that city after the end of the present

cnfllh ^'f
'^''^^^^^Pt New Hampshire and Connecti-

cut, which elect Congressmen next spring, have chosenmembers of the next National Ho^se o°f RepreseT
tives If these States shall elect six Republicans and
o_ne Democrat, a.s is expected, the new House will con-
sist of 204 Republicans and 88 Democrats. The four
States having the largest representation are New York
with 33 members Pennsylvania 27, Ohio 20, Illinois
19. Delaware, Nebraska, Nevada and Oregon have
each only one Representative.

'

The large produce storehouse of Woodruff & Robin-
son, in Brooklyn, was burned on the 18th inst The
grain destroyed was valued at $400,000, and the total
loss IS estimated at $800,000.

k"?. tr^\^^' ^^ western, $1.64; 'amber do. $"
white Michigan, f 1.90. Western barley, 95 cts

Llf '" Western mixed corn, 63J cts. ; yelloi
64 cts.

;
southern white,170 cts. Philadelphia.-^

dlings cotton 20 a 20J-cts.for uplands and Ne«
lean.s. Superfine flour, $4.50 a S5.25

; extras, $5,

SI fio
' Sf7n'""^'V ^-^^ ^ *^<^-2-5- Western red wlS1.62 a|1.70; amber^l.75 a $1.82; white, $1.!

oT.s qR T- ""^"'c^*^ ^ ^-'='^- Yellow corn, 6S

S^ c/s A ^'^- Smoked hams, 16 a 18 cts. L
82- cts. Clover seed, 9:} a 10 cts. Sales of about 2beef catt e at the Avenue Drove-yard. Extra sol

lood fi 7 f'
"'•/°«^' "^ ''5^^ '=hoice at 9 cts. ; faigood, 6 a 7 cts., and common 4 a 5i cts. per lb Ch

«fi9? IL''.^'''^. ^"^^'P'^ lf."00. Hogs sol.

f"?"^:^-t;hoice white wheat, $2 a $2.05 ; ch

wbeat $1.07
; No! tVo'lt:i.. ^'^^d o^^

'
f 1,

^"-.^
°'i','i^2

^ 22J cts. No. 2 rye, slfct^
2 fall bar ey, 64J- cts. Lard, 7* cts. St. Louis -IjH
spring wheat, $1.12 a $l.lo' No. 2 winter red, MNo. 2 mixed corn, 3U a 32 cts. No. 2 oats
CmannatK--Fami\y flour, $7 a $7.25. Wheat $

a'sl'ct? ™"' ^° ^ ^^ '"•' ""'"' ^^ "^ 3^ ^''^-

*

RECEIPTS

r..?'f''^l''^'^ ^""P^
Joseph Armfield, Agent, En^h

£2 for four copies vol. 46, and for Samuel Alexan,hamue J. Alexander, Anna Glover, Reuben Har»
muelHope, William Irwin, William Knowles, }"

Kenway, Susanna Kirkham, John F. Marsh, SamMoorhouse Manchester Friend.s' Institute, ThoiMarsden, William R. Nash, Daniel Pickard, Sam
Pickard, Rachel Eickman, Holman Shephard, Elbeth Thwaite, Lucy W. Walker, and Edward Watk
10 sliiUings each, vol. 46 ; for William L. Bellows, i
6d., to No. 52, vol. 46 ; for William Bingham £1 l'
for 3 copies vol. 46 ; for Josiah Forsterf deceased
vols 44 and 4o, and for William Wilson, £2 10s.'
No. 62, vol. 46.

BIBLE ASSOCIATION OP FRIENDS TN
AMERICA.

Owing to the circumstances of the weather and
absence of public conveyances from the streets IAnnual Meeting announced to be held on the even!
of 11th mo. 6th, was so thinly attended that itdeemed best to adjourn it to the evenino- of mh _
4th, at 8 o^clock, at which time members and otl
interested Friends are invited to attend.

William Evans, Secretary.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.^ar Frankford (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia
Physician and Superintendent-Joshua H. Wokt

INGTON, JM. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients maymade to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board

Managers.

2, at h
Died, on the loth of Seventh month 187

residence, near Pennsville, Ohio, Mary P wite
Luther B. Simpson, and daughter of Hannah M. Pe

Im' Z "n ?^'^r^' °^ ^^' ^S^' ^ """^^^ber of Penn
•'ille Monthly and Particular Meeting—, Ninth month 14th, 1872, Mary Ann Hughi
iged nearly 60 years^an esteemed member and ove
seer of West Grove Particular Meeting and New Ga'den Monthly Meeting, Pa.

_,—..Tenth month 28th, 1872, Jane W. wiie ,

Benjamin H. Lightfoot, a member of the Monthl
Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia, in the 43d year .

her age. Having chosen in earlier life the "good part.
It was not taken from her in the weakness attendin
declining health.

mLLIAMlarPlXE, PEiNTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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The Grimsel and the Jiggischhorn.

Professor Tj'ndall, in his " Hours of Exer-
3e in the Alps," thus describes some of the

)ject8 with which his many mountain ascents

id made him familiar.

This Grimsel is a weird region—a monu-
ent carved with hieroglyphics more ancient

d more grand than those of Nineveh or the

ile. It is a world disinterred by the sun
Dm a sepulchre of ice. All around are evi-

snces of the existence and the might of the

aciers which once held possession of the

lace. All around the rocks are carved, and
iited, and polished, and scored. Here and
lere angular pieces of quartz, held fast by

ice, inserted their edges into the rocks and
patched them like diamonds, the scratches

arying in depth and width according to the

nitudeof the cutting stone. Large masses,
milarly held captive, scooped longitudinal

'epressions in the rocks over which they
assed, while in many cases the polishing

mst have been effected by the ice itself. A
ain drop will wear a stone away ; much more
70uld an ice surface, squeezed into perfect
liontact by enormous pressure, rub away the
'sperities of the rocks over which for ages it

^'as forced to slide. The rocks thus polished

y the ice itself are so exceedingly smooth
nd slippery that it is impossible to stand on
hem where their inclination is at all con-
iderable. But what a world it must have
ceti when the valleys were thus filled ! We
an i-eatore the state of things in thought, and
a doing so we submerge many a mass which
ow lifts its pinnacle skyward. Switzerland
Q those days could not have been as grand
s it is now. Pour ice into those valleys till

hey are filled, and you eliminate those con-
ra^^ts of height and depth on which the gran-
deur of Alpine scenery depends. Instead of
kiey pinnacles and deep-cut gorges we should
lave an icy sea dotted with dreary islands
ormed by the highest mountain-tops.
In the afternoon 1 strolled up to the Siedel

loru. As I stood upon the broken summit of
he mountain the air was without a cloud
md the sunbeams fell directly against the
irown and slopes of the Galenstock, at the
)ase of which lay the glacier of the Rhone.
The level sea of neve above the great ice-cas-

cade, the fall itself, and the terminal glacier

below the fall, were all apparently at hand.

At the base of the fall the ice undergoes an

traordinary transformation ;
it reaches this

place more or less amorphous, it quits it most
beautifully laminated, the change being due

to the pressure endured at the bottom of the

fall. The wrinkling of the glacier here was
quite visible, the dwindling of the wrinkles

nto bands, and the subdivision of these bands

nto lines which mark the edges of the laminae

of which the glacier at this place is made up.

Beyond, amid the mountains at the opposite

side of the IJhone valley, lay the Gries glacier,

half its snow in shadow, and half illuminated

by the sinking sun. Eound farther to the

right were the Monte Leoni and other grand

masses, the grandest here being the Misehabel

with its crowd of snowy cones. Jumping a

gap in the mountains, we hit the stupendous

cone of the Weissborn, which slopes to meet

the inclines of the Misehabel, and in the

wedge of space carved out between the two
the Matterhorn lifts its terrible head.

Wheeling farther in the same direction, we
at last strike the mighty spurs of the Fin-

steraarhorn, between two of which lies the

Oberaar glacier. Here is no turmoil of cre-

vasses, no fantastic ice-pinnacles, nothing to

indicate the operation of those tremendous
forces by which a glacier sometimes rends its

own breast. The grimmest giant of the Ober-

land closes the view at the head of the Lau-

teraar glacier—the Schreckhorn, whose cliffs

on this side no mountaineer will ever scale.

Between the Schreckhorn and Finsteraarhorn

a curious group of peaks encircle a flat snow-

field, from which the sunbeams are flung in

blazing lines. Immediately below is the Un-
teraar glacier, with a long black streak upon

its back, bent hither and thither, like a ser-

pent wriggling down the valley. Beyond it,

and flanking it, is a ridge of mountains with

a crest of vertical rock, hacked into indenta-

tions which suggest a resemblance to a cock's

comb. To the very root of the comb the

mountains have been planed by the ancient

ice.

A scene of unspeakable desolation it must
have been when not Switzerland alone, but

all Europe, was thus encased in frozen armor
—when a glacier from Ben Nevis, dammed
the mouth of Glenroy, and Llanberis and Bor-

rodale were ploughed by the frozen shares

sent down by Snowdon and Scarofell—when
from the rocks of Magilicuddy came the navi-

gators which dug out space for the Killarney

lakes, and carved through the mountains the

Gap of Dunloe. Evening came, and I moved
downwards, over heaped boulders and tuft-

ed alp; down with headlong speed over the

rounded rocks of the Grimsel, making long

springs at intervals, over the polished inclines,

and reaching the hospice as the bell rings its

inmates to their evening meal.

On Saturday I ascended from Viesch to the

Hotel Jungfrau, on the slope of the JSggisch-

horn, and in the evening walked up to the

ummit alone. As usual, I wandered, uncon-

ciously from the beaten track, getting into a

haos of crags which had been shaken from

the heights. My ascent was quick, and I soon

found myself upon the crest of the broken

rocks which cap the mountain. The peak

and those adjacent, which are similarly shat-

tered, exhibit a striking picture of the ruin

which nature inflicts upon her own creations.

She buildeth up and taketh down. She lifts

the mountains by her subterranean energies,

and then blasts them by her lightnings and

her frost. * * Life is only compatible with

mutation ; when equilibrium sets in life ceases,

d the world thenceforward is locked in ever-

lasting sleep.

A wooden cross, bleached by many storms,

rrounds the pinnacle of the .Eggischhorn,

and at the base of it I now take my place,

and scan the surrounding scene. Down from

its birth place in the mountains comes that

noblest of ice streams, the great Aletsch gla-

cier. Its arms are thrown round the shoulders

of the Jungfrau, while from the Monk and

the Trugberg, the Gletscherhorn and Breit-

horn, the Aletschhorn, and many another

noble pile, the tributary snows descend and

thicken into ice. The mountains are well

protected by their wintry coats, and hence

the quantity o( debris upon the glacier is com-

paratively small, still along it can be noticed

dark longitudinal streaks, which are incipient

moraines. Eight and left from these longi-

tudinal bands sweep finer curves, twisted here

and there into complex windings, which mark
the lamination of the subjacent ice. The gla-

cier lies in a curved valley, the side toward

which its convex curvature is turned isthrown

into a state of strain, and the ice breaks across

the line of tension, a curious system of obHque

glacier ravines being thus produced. From
the snow line which crosses the glacier above

the Faulberg, a pure snow field stretches up-

ward to the Col de la Jungfrau, which unites

the Maiden to the Monk. Skies and summit

are to-day without a cloud, and no mist or

turbidity interferes with the sharpness of the

outlines. Jungfrau, Monk, Eiger, Trugberg,

cliffy Strahlgoat, stately, lady-like Aletesch-

horn, all grandly pierce the empyrean. Like

a Saul of the mountains, the Finsteraarhorn

overtops all his neighbors; then we have the

Oberaarhorn, with the riven glacier of Viesch

rolling from his shoulders. Below is the

Marjelin See, with its crystal precipices and

its floating icebergs, snowy-white, sailing on

a blue-green sea. Beyond is the range which

divides the Yalais from Italy. Sweeping

round, the vision meets an aggregate of peaks

which look, as fledglings to their mother,

towards the mighty Dom. Then come the

repellant crags of Mont Cervin, the idea of

moral savagery, of wild untameable ferocity,

mingling involuntarily with our contempla-

Ition of the gloomy pile. Next comes an ob-

Iject scarcely less grand, conveying it may be,
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even a deeper impression of majesty and
might than the Matterhorn itself—the Weiss-

horn, perhaps the most splendid object in the

Alps. But beauty is associated with its force,

and we think of it, not as cruel, but as grand
and strong. Further to the right is the Great
Combin ; other peaks crowd around him, while

at the extremity of the curve along which the

gaze has swept, rises the sovereign crown of

Mont Blanc. And now, as the day sinks,

scrolls of pearly clouds form around the moun-
tain-crests, and are wafted from them into the

distant air. They are without color of any
kind ; but their grace of form and lustre are

not to be described.

For "The Friend."

Extracts from Letters, &c., referring chiefly to

Friends in America, during last century, with

notes.
(Continned from page 110.)

Dr. John Fothergill to Israel Pemberton.

London, 11th of 1st month, 1744-5.

Dear Friend,—I could not well longer for-

bear throwing a few lines in thy way, to re-

vive in some respects a correspondence, which
though frequently interrupted, I dare say, is

not omitted designedly on either side. I heard
with great concern of the accident which hap-
pened to thee ; and with much pleasure I have
been informed of thy almost total recovery.

It is good, with an humble, thankful mind to

ascribe such deliverances to a merciful and
watchful Providence ; it increases our grati-

tude, and draws down further protection ; and
1 doubt not but the strong regard which thou
hast to the conduct of best wisdom and infin-

ite goodness frequently occasions reflections

like these : and as they are profitable; I know
thou wilt not be displeased, that in this sim-
ple manner, I renew a fresh consideration of
them.

I doubt not but thou will by the time this

comes to thy hand, be informed of the great
loss I have sustained, in the removal of my
dear and honored father. But 1 am stripped

of the best of parents, the kindest friend, my
ornament, and protector, and even more than
I can yet be fully sensible of. The certainty
of his happiness, and the honorable esteem
which survives him in the minds of all who
knew him, together with the sympathizing
regard of many friends, at the time they give
some ease, yet make the sense of my loss the
greater. But through mercy I have never
murmured or repined, but have been kept
pretty still, and sometimes in a sort of pleas-

ing pain.

He had not long since begun some short
hints respecting the early part of his life and
travels, partly at my request, partly from a
secret drawing in his own mind, but had pro-

ceeded a very little way : and it has been my
unhappiness in some respects to be absent
from him so great a part of my life, that many
of those incidents which he could not but
sometimes impart to his family, have quite
escaped me. I was taken from under his care,

to be placed with my mother's relations, when
about two years old; and from that time till

now, adding all the little sojournings together,

I have not been ten mouths under his roof.

I speak it with regret, but the course of my
education prevented me from enjoying his

company. It was, I know not how very
early, implanted in my mind, that I could not
enjoy any share of my dear father's afl:ection,

unless I behaved in such a manner as he re-

commended, both by precept and example,
j

Thomas hospital in London, where he r

This often struck me in the midst of my di-jmained about two years. After finishing

versions, and was one means of preserving [service there he spent a few months upon tl:

less culpable than otherwise I should have
j

continent, and returned to London about tt

been. lyear 1740, not, however, with the intentic

The few papers that be left, I intend to of settling there, expecting to take the moi
transcribe, and show them to some friends : humble employ of a country physician an
here, and if the}- are not printed, (which I apothecary. His reputation among the ben.

am afraid they are too imperfect to be) I'll ifiuiaries of the Hospital, where his diligent

send thee a copy; but it will be some time and practical skill, combined with a tende;
before I can have leisure and sit down to theiness of manners, which is described as pa
task. But 1 prosecute my business not with 'ticnlarly engaging, had made 1'

that satisfaction I used to do ; I have lost him jfriends, soon however gained for tiim a coi

for whom I could have labored with more jsiderable practice among the poor; aud
pleasure than for myself. I valued reputa- jthis gradually extended to the upper classt

tion, as I knew it would be agreeable to him, lof society, he was induced to defer and ull

and wished for success, as to see me -in an mately to abandon his purpose of leaving th

easy situation, would make him so. He les- metropolii

sened every care, and brightened every en-

joyment, allow me then to lament a loss

which is not to be repaired.
* * * I was just going to desire thee to

remember my love to my dear father's friends
with you, but this is too extensive; a few
were intimately beloved by him, and he by
them: thy worthy father I know was one.

The reward for professional services froi

that class of the community in which he ws
first engaged is generally not of a pecuniar
kind, and he frequently returned from his visit

to the abodes of poverty and misery upon th

outskirts of the city without having recei\

a sixpence for his labors. For some years b
thus patiently relieved the sufferings of tb

thyself, and both families: to these give my
j

poor with but little reward beyond the sati

dear love, and when it is in my power, I hope
I
faction which the discharge of such dutie

not to forget their kindness to him. Fare- yields to the humane, and the opportunity i

well, dear friend, and once more be assured afforded of exercising and increasing his med
that I am jcal skill. His feelings at this time are thu

Affectionately thine, i described in a letter to a friend : " My onl;

J. Fothergill.
j
wish was to do what little business fell to m;

Dr. Fothergill was at this period about 32 share as well as possible, and to banish
years of age, and had been in London about [thoughts of practising physic as a monej
four years, engaged in the practice of his pro- i

making trade, with the same solicitude as

fession. As an interval of several years oe-] would those of vice or intemperance:" ai

curs between this and the next letter from [at a subsequent period, when a very lucra

him in the series, it may be proper to giveitive business had forced itself upon his at

heresomeparticularsofhisearly life and char- tention, he wrote, "I wished at my firs

acter. He was the third sou of tbat eminent jsetting out, I wished most fervently, am
minister, John Fothergill, whose loss he thus 'I endeavor after it still, to do the bus!

lamented, and was born at Carr End, iu 1712. Iness that occurred, with all the diligence

In early life he showed an intelligence audi could as a. present duty, and endeavored to re

maturityofjudgment beyond his years, which [press any rising idea of its consequences
with an amiable and engaging behavior, gain- 1 knowing mosi_ _ _ )

ga
ed the love and esteem of his friends. After

ing an apjjrentieeship to Benjamiu Bart-
let, a worth}- Friend and apothecary in York-
shire, he removed to Edinburgh to prosecute
his medical studies in the University of that
city, then in high repute as a centre of ana-
tomical learning. Hero he laid the founda-
tion of that extensive knowledge and sound
discriminating judgment in the treatment of
diseases for which he was distinguished in

after life. His steady deportment and studi-

ous habits secured for him the particular no-

tice and friendship of the professors of the In-

stitution, who in after years occasionally al-

luded in their public lectures, in terms of
commendation and esteem, to his professional

acquirements and the integrity of his life.

During his stay in Edinburgh, as well as af-

terwards, he maintained a correspondence
with his father, which he mentions as having
' afforded the strongest satisfaction that any
thing in this life could yield," and which
doubtless tended to his strength and preserva-
tion amid the temptations that surrounded a
medical student in that large capital. Several
extracts from the letters of his valued father

are published in the "Life of John Fother-
gill," compiled by him in conjunction with
his brother Samuel, and first published iu

London in 1753.

Shortly after obtaining his degree as phy-
sician, in 1736, Dr. Fothergill entered the St.

g most assuredly that there was
hand, which could easily overthrow any pur
suit of this kind, and baffle every attemp
either to acquire fame or wealth. And witi

a degree of gratitude I look back to the gra

cious secret Preserver, that kept my mini

more attentive to the discharge of my pi-eg

ent anxious care for those I visited, thai

either to the profits, or the credits resulting

from it; and I am sure, to be kept under sucl

a circumscribed, unaspiring temper of mind
doingevery thing with diligence and humility

and as in the sight of the God of healing, freei

the mind from much unavailing distress, anC(

consequential disappointment."
,

The opening into this more lucrative busi

ness, for which such a frame of mind as above

described so well prepared him to be entrust,

ed with, occurred about the year 1748. A
this period London was visited by an alarm
log disease, which spread with such rapiditj

and was attended with so great mortality, ai

to baffle for a time all efforts to arrest its pro
gress. This formidable epidemic was knowi
as the "putrid sore throat," and the conster

nation it occasioned increased as it made iU

appearance in the higher ranks of society

Experience with this disorder during its oc

currence in a less violent form in previouf

years, had familiarized Dr. Fothei'gill with

many of its symptoms, and with the ineflici

ency of the remedies generally used ; and hac

led him to the employment of a different and
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jetter mode of treatment. These observa-

08 and recommendations bo published at

is juncture, together with an accurate his-

y of the disease, under the title of "An
30unt of the putrid sore throat." This

atise received at once a favorable recep-

n, passed through several editions, and was
lowed by an entire change in the treatment

the disease. Its publication extended the

thor's reputation widely, and his services

sre soon called into requisition among vari-

classea of the community.*
From this period his reputation continued
increase, and as he advanced in years it

tended not only throughout England, but

other countries. The republication of his

Account of the putrid sore throat" in Paris,

the appearance of the epidemic in that

y, as also in several other parts of Europe,

,d made his name favorably known on the

ntinent, and not a few invalids undertook

ag journeys to place themselves under his

re. Many persons also crossed the ocean

)m America and the West India islands on

is account. The almost constant engage-

consequent upon his reputation, and the

rvices in the religious Society of which he

kS an active member, and to which he de-

ted a considerable portion of his time, al

wed him but few intervals of leisure. He
nsidered it his place to apply himself as-

luously to the relief of the sick. " I can-

)t desert those who have once placed their

in my hands," he replied to some friends

ho ui'ged him to contract his practice, fear-

1 lest his own health should fail in the eifort

restore that of his patients, " If I suffer, it

in my duty."

With a view however of retiring for a few
;eks during the year, from the pressure of

siness at a time when such constant exer
on began to affect his constitution, he pur
lased, in 1762, an estate of about 30 acres at

pton, about five miles from London, where
i hoped to find relaxation from care in a

iriety of other employments ; but this lo-

lity, however, soon proving to be too near

le city for a quiet retreat, he secured, in

r66, a country residence near Middlewich,
Cheshire, to which ho afterwards regularly

ithdrew for several weeks, near the middle
f the year. This spot being but a few miles

S-om Warrington, the residence of his beloved
rother Samuel, allowed of their frequent en-

l')yment of personal intercourse.

So greatly were the services of Dr. Fother-
ill in request that even while on his way to

[lis place "he was constantly interrupted,"

lys Dr. Lettsom, " by a crowd of valetudi-

arians who had found means to get informa-
ion of his route. I think he once informed
le that he had fifty applications at one place

n his journey. I have been his amanuensis
epeatedly for twenty patients at one sitting."

The skill of Dr. Fothergill, as a physician,

1 spoken of by his cotemporaries as very re-

markable. With an uncommon natural acu-

men and sagacity, he had acquired by a long

experience with diseases in their variout;

forms, and by an extensive acquaintance
with the observations of other physicians, a

promptness of judgment in detecting the na-

ture of complaints, which seemed at times to

be almost intuitive. In the prescribing of

remedies, his biographer iuforms us, " there

was such a well directed selection in all his

compositions, as happily united simplicity,

elegance, and utility ; and as the influence of

his practice extended, his mode of prescrip-

tion was proportionally imitated in the me-

tropolis, and at length so generally adopted,

that [ may hazard the assertion, that he prin-

"pally contributed to bring about a revolu-

tion, that substituted elegant simplicity in

the place of multifarious and heterogeneous

compounds."

The Dark Day in New England in 1780.

On the 19th of May, 1780, the inhabitants

of New England and the adjacent parts were

the trembling witnesses of a phenomenon
never seen before nor since, and which to this

day remains unexplained. The year was cele

brated for its numerous auroral exhibitions

in this latitude. They covered the midnight

heavens with coruscations of red and silver,

and streamed out like lightning, seemin,

says one writer, fairly to flash warmth in the

face. The winter preceding was marked by

extraordinary severity. Snow lay on the

ground from the middle of November to the

middle of April. In December and January
a storm continued for seven successive days,

and the snow fell to the depth of four feet on

a level in this single storm, and with drifts

eight and ten feet high. Sheep were buried

in the drifts for many days, and even men
and animals perished with the cold. Lori

Island Sound was crossed by heavy artillery

on the ice. Narragansett Bay froze over so

hard that men traversed the ice from Provi

dence to Newport in skating parties, and from

Fall Eiver to Newport loads of wood were
conveyed on the ice through Bristol Ferry.

Previous to the 19th a vapor filled the air

for several days. There was a smell of sulphur.

The morning of the 19th was overcast with

some clouds, and rain fell over the country,

with lightning and thunder. Scarcely any
motion was in the air; what wind there was
came fi'om the south-west. By nine o'clock

in the forenoon, without previous warning,

the darkness stole gradually on, with a lumin-

ous appearance near the horizon, as if the

obscuring cloud had dropped down from over-

head. There was a yellowness of the atmos-

phere that made clear silver assume a grass-

green hue. Then a dense, undefinable vapor

settled rapidly and without aerial movement
over all the land and ocean from Pennsylvania

to the Gulf of St. Lawrence, the darkness it

caused sinking by degrees until the sunlight

was effectually shut out. Ordinary cloud it

was not. The rapidity with which so large

an extent of country was enveloped precludes

the possibility of supposing this to have been

a natural cloud moving laterally.

Besides this, the day was too calm to ima-

gine such a thing. Down came the darkness,

thicker and thicker. By ten o'clock the air

was loaded with a thick gloom. The heavens

were tinged with a yellowish or faint red
;

'the lurid look increased j few, if any, oi'dinary

clouds were visible. The sun, in disappear-

ng, took on a brassy hue. The lurid, brassy

color spread everywhere, above and below.

The grass assumed the color of the sky, and
all out doors wore a sickly, weird and melan-
choly aspect, a dusky appearance, as if seen
through a smoked glass. By eleven o'clock

it was as night itself, and from this time until

three in the afternoon the darkness was ex-

traordinary and frightful.

The extent of the darkness was greater than
is related of any other similar phenomenon
on record, not excepting the celebrated dark
days over Egypt and Judea. It reached south
to the northern half of Pennsylvania, and
from thence along the coast north-east to the
wilds of Maine, eastward to the Gulf of St.

Lawrence, and out at sea 120 miles south-east

of Boston, and undoubtedly much farther;

west to the valleys of Lake Champlain and
the Hudson River, and north into undefined

regions in Canada. Portland, Boston, Hart-
ford, New York, West Point, and Albany
wore affected by it. But the degrees of dark-

ness differed in different places, the deepest

night settling over New England. A tract of

land and sea 800 miles in length and 400 miles

in breadth, embracing an area of 320,000

square miles, was known to be covered by
the cloud, and, so far as can be ascertained, a

population of 700,000 souls sat for a portion

of the day and night in a gloom more or less

profound and inexplicable.

Just how dark the day was is attested by
indisputable evidence. The hour and minute
could not be discovered on the face of a clock

or watch by persons of unimpaired eyesight.

Candles became an absolute necessity both

outdoors and in, as it was impossible to trans-

act ordinary business without them. Fires

on the hearthstone shone as brightly as on a

moonless November evening, and all dinner-

tables were set with lighted candles upon
them, as if it was the evening repast. The
keenest eyes in-doors could not see to read

the common print. So far beyond any or-

dinary fog was the effect that stages on the

road either put up at the nearest hotel during

the mid-day hours, or carried candles or lan-

terns to enable the perplexed driver to well

see his way.
And the brute and feathered creation seem-

ed puzzled and agitated. The birds ceased to

fly, and hid themselves in the branches of the

trees. As the darkness increased they sang

their evening songs as they do at twilight,

and then became silent. Pigeons on the wing
took to the shelter of the forest, as they do at

night. The whip-poor-will, as if it were truly

night, cheerfully sang his song through the

gloomy hours. Woodcocks, which are night

birds, whistled as they only do in the night

time. Bats came out of their hiding places

and flew about. The fowls marched solemnly

to their roosts as they do only at nightfall,

and after cackling for a while over the mys-
tery of so short a day, became still. Cocks
crowed, as is their custom at nightly inter-

vals and the early breaking of day. Frogs
piped their evening concert, and dogs whined
or howled, and ran away as on the approach

of an earthquake. The herds of cattle on
New England's thousand hills sought the

shelter of the shed or barn-yard, lowing as

they came to the gate, and sheep huddled

around the circle with their heads inward,

the invariable token of apprehended danger.

On the human family the effect was stili
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more curious and terrifying. The mechanic
left his tools in the shop, the farmer his plow
in the furrow, and each moved in silent and
marvelling mood toward the barn or dwelling.
On the home threshold they were met by
pale and anxious women, who tremblingly
inquired, " What is coming?" The alarmed
traveller, seeking the sympathy of his fellow
man as one impressed with a sense cf impend
ing peril, put up at the nearest house, and
mingled his anxious questionings and forebod-
ings with those of the family. Strong men
met and spoke with surprise on their counten-
ances, and little children peered timidly into
the deepening gloom, and then sought the
sheltering parental arms. Schools broke up
in affright, and the wondering pupils scam-
pered homeward with many expressions of
childish fear. The inevitable candle shone out
of the windows of all dwellings; every coun-
tenance gathered blackness; all hearts were
filled with fear of an approaching unparalleled
storm, or the occurrence of a terrestrial con-
vulsion

;
but it was not the blackness of the

storm cloud, such as sometimes, with frightful
agitation, breaks over a single city; it was
the silent spreading of the pall-cloth over the
earth by strong, invisible hands. Many anec-
dotes of terror are related. In Boston, from
the hours of eleven or one till three o'clock,
business was generally suspended and shops
were closed. At Groton a court was in ses-
sion in a meeting-house full of large windows,
as was the old style of houses of worship

; but
at half past eleven all faces began to wear {

sombre hue, whereupon magistrates and peo
pie followed suit with all New England, and
called for lighted candles. Connecticut went
totally under the cloud. The journal of her
House of Eepresentatives puts on record the
fact that " none could see to read or write in
the House, or even at a window, or distinguish
persons at a small distance, or perceive any
distinction of dress, &c., in the circle of at-
tendants. Therefore, at eleven o'clock ad-
journed the House till two o'clock, afternoon."
Amid the deepening gloom that wrapped
about the city, darkened the rooms of the
State House, and set the lawgivers trembling
with the apprehension that the Day of Judg-
ment was at hand, when the motion for ad-
journment was made. Colonel Abraham Daven-
port, afterward Judge of Stamford, Conn,
and State Councillor in the Legislative Cham
her at Hartford, said :

" I am against the ad
journment. Either the Day of Judgment is
at hand or it is not. If it is not, there is no
cause for adjournment. If it is, I wish to be
found in the line of my duty. I wish candles
to be brought."
The darkness of the day having been suc-

ceeded an hour or two before evening by a
partially clear sky, and the shining of the sun
still obscured by the black and vapory mist,
this interval was followed by a return of the
obscuration with greater density, that ren-
dered the first half of the night hideously
dark beyond all former experience of proba-
bly a million of people who saw it.—JVeio York
Observer.

Original

"DRIVE ON."

I feel," said Arthur Howell to his faithful wife one
day,

My Master calls me from this house, and I must quick
away !"

Where is it thou wonldst go ?" she asked, " if such
thy duty be?"

It is not clear to me," he said, " The Spirit moveth

And soon upon the road he was ; his son sat by his side;
" Which way ?" the youth then asked of him ; " Where'

father, wouldst thou ride ?"

But Arthur heeded nothing more the question of his

Than simply to direct him thu
drive on."

' Drive on, my son,

and on, with solemn gait

Knowledge will not be acquired without
pains and application. It is troublesome and
deep digging for pure waters ; but when you
once come to the spring they rise up to meet
you. ___^^
There is a great difference between humble

thoughts, and despairing thoughts.

And on they drove, and
and slow

;

Past toll house, farm and factory, in silence did they go:
Until the son, uncertain said, " A long way have we

gone ;"

But Arthur answered ' only this, "Drive on, my son
drive on."

'

And on they drove, until they reached a house beside
the way

When, looking up, the father said, "Here is the place
we'll stay ;"

This is the house I saw last night; a vision came to
me;

That is the open door I saw, that is the old oak tree."

And in that house he entered straight ; then silently he
prayed :

—

" Good Lord, what is it I shall do ? for I am sore afraid !

" Deep in the night a spirit came, and pointing here
was gone,

'

I seemed to read these written words :
' Christ's servant

thou, drive on.'

"

Then, looking through the open door, he saw a funeral
train,

Slow winding up the dusty road
; the spirit came again,

And then behind the train he went; "Why follow"'
asked the son

;

'

He said as he had said before :
" Drive on my son

drive on."
'

And very soon the corse had come into a grave-yard
green,

With Arthur following after still, as he before had been,
He joined the mourners grouped around a tomb all

newly made

;

And through the stillness of the sobs, was heard the
sexton's spade.

A fire was kindled in his heart, he lifted up his voice

:

' Blessed are the dead who, in the Lord, in Spirit shall
rejoice

!

Blessed are the dead, who in the Lord, shall henceforth
peaceful die

!

Rest from their labors shall they have, in Abraham's
bosom lie

!

" For thus the spirit speaketh
;
yea their labors have

an end.
Their works shall follow after them, God doth his

angels send

;

And what was wrong shall righted be, and souls shall
be redeemed

;

The Holy Spirit, to this soul, was nearer than it seemed.

I stranger here, proclaim w<
"Then how canst thou,

we all know.
Yet would the world still disbelieve, and slander

her throw ?

Know she was charged with cruel sin ? This was
dying word :

—

' The Lord will show my innocence ! His voice will a
be heard

!

'For to my funeral there will come a holy man ;

true

—

One of Christ's ministers on earth, and he will spu
to you;

The Spirit this did say to me, in answer to my prayr
I go in peace; O ! now I see the angels waiting thei

And straightway then the preacher spoke, and answ
ing, he said :

—

" It was the still small voice I heard, the Holy Sp:
led :

Twas by its power that I was moved, The Father s

the Son
Abode with me, and bowed in prayer, I saw it wr

' Drive on.'

"

When Arthur left the grave-yard green, a caln
his brow,

A peaceful quiet in his breast ; clear was the calli

And journeying .home, with cheerful words, he
addressed his son

:

" Now heed thee well, in after time, the Spirit's voice
' Drive on !'

'"

" Long had it suffered in this life, long had it wished
for rest

;

K pure, though deeply sorrowing heart, was in that
aching breast

;

The mortal shackles now are broke, the soul is noi
free.

Behold the promise of the Word I Redeemed this
shall be !"

mourner rising up—" A prophet sure thou

new thou her

And thei

artl

Knew thou this buried innocent?
broken heart ?"

" I knew her not, nor did I know," the preacher an-
swering, said.

Nor man, nor woman, did I know, who waa it that was
dead,"

From "Good He

Early Microscopes.

It was during the seventeenth century th
aturalists found themselves in possession
marvellous instrument— the microscop

Thanks to it, a number of the most astonis
ing as well as unexpected discoveries succee
ed each other, and revealed phenomena whic
had previously been considered impenetrabl
This period, so famous in the history of tl

human mind, it is scarcely necessary to sa'

had been prepared by the studies of learnt
men

; with their own unassisted sight, ol

servers had already made great advances
and, in truth, the use of magnifying-glass*
would not have been felt unless much knov
ledge had already been acquired.

In the course of the sixteenth century, ai

dent investigators resolved no longer to drai
their instruction from the writings of the ar
cients, but from Nature herself To knoi
exactly the organization of man, became thei
ruling passion; the desire took its rise i

Italy, but it was not long before it produce
results that drew the attention of civilize.
Europe. Young surgeons did not conside
their education complete without a visit t

the Italian schools, and among these was om
who acquired an especial reputation, and re
mained in his adopted country. This wa
Andre Yesale, who was born in Brussels ii

the year 1514, and was nominated a professo
at Padua in 1540. When the faith in Greel
anatomists was so firmly fixed, it require<
some moral courage on the part of the youn^
surgeon to declare that Galen's descri'ptioni
did not apply to man, but to animals. At thi
age of twenty-eight, Vesale had finished hii

great work on the subject, which promotec
him to the first rank among the founders o
anatomy; the engravings illustrative of thii
work were so beautifully executed, that thej
have been attributed to Titian's hand. The
celebrated university of Padua, wisely pro
tected by the Venetian government, thus be-
came a focus of talent. To Vesale, who waf
appointed surgeon-in-chief to the king ol

Spain, succeeded Colombo, Fabrizio, and Cas
serio. The first of these is celebrated for hif
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learches on respiration and pulmonary cir-

ation. He describes the latter in a single

we of a very small volume, with so perfect

jrecision, that, after having read it, it seems
.onishing that the general system of the

culation of the blood was not discovered.

With the opening of the seventeenth cen-

•y, the study of the phenomena of life was
rsued with fresh energy. The school of

dua had fallen into decay; Venice, occupied

th her war against the Turks, had ceased

encourage science ; but happily there were
w many learned men spread over Europe.
1 English surgeon was to give proof of the

)st admirable penetration and solid judg-

jnt. William Harvey, who was born in

78, determined to visit the schools of France I

d Germany, and, above all, to spend some
Qe in Italy. For five years he attended the

tures at the university of Padua as a pupil

Fabrizio, and it may easily be believed that

ch a master would exercise a powerful in-

ence over the far-seeing spirit of his disci-

3. Struck with the observations made as

the valvules and pulmonary circulation,

arvey conceived the idea of the circulation

the blood. All was prepared for the dis-

very ; but if the man of genius had not ap-

ared it might have been long delayed. He
amined the heart, showed how the blood

netrates it, and is then forced into the ar-

ries to flow over the whole body. One
int only was wanting for the entire demon-
ration—and that was, how the blood passed

to the arteries; this triumph was reserved

r the first discoverers of the microscope.

For three years Harvey had publicly lee-

red on the circulation, and it was now be-

ved that the whole organism of man and
e higher animals was known. There was
general persuasion that there were only
^•0 kinds of vessels, veins and arteries, to

exclusion of nerves, which the ancients
garded as vessels. Suddenly, in 1622, a
ird kind of vessel was announced. Aselli,

professor at Pavia, having called some
[ends together, who wished to examine cer-

in nerves in a dog, was astonished to find

imerous white vessels covering the mesen-
ry. Curiously enough, no person had pre-

ously observed them, from the fact that
ley are only to be seen after a full meal,

bey were the lacteal vessels, and the part
ey play in the body had alwa}-s been
fcribed to the veins. He, however, did not
scover the whole truth ; it was reserved for

Danish anatomist, who studied the lymphat-
vessels with unheard-of perseverance, to

id thera in all parts of the body, and thus
>mplete the knowledge of the vascular sys-

m in its perfection.

The passion for discoveries daily roused up
any able thinkers, and an effort was made
bring into closer communication the scien-

fic world. Thus arose societies and acade-

which, in the seventeenth century,
pened one of the most brilliant eras, and
ive a prodigious impulse to research. They
ideavored to create facilities for investiga-

on, to establish correspondence with isolated

ivants, and to publish or spread their works,
t was in the middle of this century that the
ioyal Society was formed in London, which
Jon made itself a name in modern civilization.

I'he memoirs, which owed their first success

3 the zeal of the secretary, Henry Oldenburg,
ave appeared regularly ever since, and form
n immense and precious collection, which

will continue as long as science is cultivated

in Europe. Its influence has been most ex-

tensive in carrying on active correspondence,

purchasing the works of foreign writers, and

giving a publicity to them which otherwise

they would never have received.

Such a slight sketch of what had already

been done in natural science was necessary

before entering on the subject of the micro-

scope. Its origin is as humble as it is possi-

ble to imagine. A globe of glass filled with

water was the first to be used in early days

;

afterwards, the enlarging powers of transpar-

ent spheres and biconvex lenses as spectacles

were discovered. The first idea of putting

together more lenses than one is attributed

to Roger Bacon, who lived in the thirteenth

century; but there is no great certainty on

this subject. We must look to the seven-

teenth century for exact information on the

subject of microscopes. The earliest consist-

ed of a little biconvex lens, framed in metal

or wood, fixed on a stand ; which was gradu-

ally improved by the addition of a large mag-
nitying-glass, to concentrate the luminous

rays on the subject to be examined, and
concave mirror, which threw it into a field of

light. Afterwards, many lenses were arrang

ed at the extremities of a tube, which, by th(

aid of a slight mechanism, can be raised or

lowered towards the object, so as to gain the

exact focus for distinct vision.

CTo be continued.)

For "The Friend

"Without me, ye can do nothing."

(Continned from page 109.)

The experience of that worthy Friend,

John Richardson, as recorded in his journal,

is in close accordance with the sentiments

advanced in the previous numbers of these

papers. He says

:

" The Lord, the mighty God, showed me,

in his condescending love, that the Scriptures,

even all of them which were written as the

holy men were moved of the Holy Ghost,

sprung from the living root; yet those who
rested only in the letter, and came not to bi

acquainted with, and live in, and minister

from the same Holy Spirit, are outward, dead,

dry, airy and foolish. This gentle check was
of great service to me ; not so as to make me
decline reading the Scriptures, but that I

should not have overmuch dependency on

them; and to caution me against the neglect

of waiting for the help of the Holy Spirit, th

root and pure spring of the right and living

ministry, which reaches the heart and carries

the true evidence with it to the believers, that

it is of God ; which that of the letter cannot

do of itself. I tenderly desired that all con-

cerned in this great work of the ministry,

may not be ministers of the letter only, but

of the Spirit also, and may speak in the de

monstration of the Spirit and of power."

The following incident is an example of the

manner in which a very slight cause appa-

rently, may be made through the Divine

blessing to produce a marked result:

"As I passed along, not far from Cromer
[in Norfolk], with some other Friends, it rose

in my heart to say aloud, so that a man who
was watering his horse might hear, looking

'and pointing my hand towards him—that

man will be a Friend before he dies; and, as

he owned after, he was so struck with it, that

he had no rest till he came among Friends

though he was then afar off; but he came to

be a serviceable man among us, and his wife

was also convinced of the truth, and was a

serviceable woman."
In another cas-e, after a meeting in Rhode

Island, "Friends went into an upper room in

n ; but I felt such an exercise upon my
spirit that I could not eat, but desired Friends

to be easy, and I would eat as soon as I could
;

d while I was walking over the large

chamber alone, there came up three men
whom I knew not, or what they were, but it

sprang livingl}' in my heart to set my eyes

on them in the Lord's dread ; and so I did.

They passed away, and I was told afterwards,

that they were three Baptist preachers who
had been at the meeting, and came to see me
with a design to have a dispute with me ; but,

they said, Ilooked so sharply, they durst not

meddle with me. Thus the Lord in a good
degree wrought for me, blessed be His worthy
name forever."

Marmaduke Stevenson, one of the Friends

who suffered death at the hands of the perse-

cuting Puritans of New England, appears to

have been a man, about whom there was an
unusual feeling of the Divine presence. John
Richardson, in describing a conversation with

his step-father, says: "When I mentioned
Marmaduke Stevenson, that good man, and
great sufferer in the cause of Christ, my mo-

ther said it was true; for she lived a servant

with Edward Wilberfoss, an honest Quaker
in Skipton, where Marmaduke Stevenson was
a day-laborer, about the time he had his call

to go to New England. If I remember right,

she said, he was such a man as she never be-

fore knew, for his very countenance was a

terror to them, and he had a great check

upon all the family ; if at any time any of the

servants had been wild, or any way out of

the truth, if they did but see him, or hear him
coming, they were struck with fear, and were

all quiet and still. This account much affected

my mind. Oh ! that we the professors of the

same holy Truth, may so live in it, as to

reign over every wrong thing in ourselves

and in others, especially in our children."

In the course of a religious visit in America,

John Richardson came to Nantucket. He
says: " We then inquired for Nathaniel Star-

buck, who, we understood was in some degree

convinced of the truth, and having directions

to his house, wo went thither. I told him, we
made bold to come to his house, and if he was

free to receive us, we should stay a little with

him, but if not, we should go elsewhere; for

we heard he was a seeking religious man, and

such chiefly we were come to visit : he said,

we were very welcome. By this time came

in his mother Mary Starbuck, whom the

islanders esteemed as a judge among them,

for little of moment was done there without

her, as I understood.
" At the first sight of her it sprang in my

heart, To this woman is the everlasting love

of God. I looked upon her as a woman that

bore some sway in the island, and so I said,

and that truly, we are come in the love of God
to visit you, if you are willing to let us have

some meetings among you."

"The meeting being agreed on, and care

taken as to the appointmeat of it, we parted,

and I lay down to try if I could get any sleep,

for I have showed before what sort of a night

the last was with us : but sleep vanished from

me, and I got up and walked to and fro in the

woods until the meeting was mostly gathered.

I was under a very great load in my spirit;
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the occasion of which was hid from me, but I
[

remember one word that I spoke in testimony,
saw it my place to go to meeting, the order of

^

it was enough that I could keep upon the true
TTT ,r. wnocir. , r, n t „«„„»„ *i f » u „ i T 1, . . x . _. ^^^ ^^^ ^^ carrlcd awuy with thewhich was such, in all the parts thereof, that I botton
had not seen the like before

; the large and
bright rubbed room was set with suitable seats
or chairs, the glass windows taken out of the
frames, and many chairs placed without, very
conveniently, so that I did not see any thing
wanting, according to the place, but some-
thing to stand on, for I was not free to set
ray feet upon the fine cane chair, lest I should
break it,

" I am the more particular in this exact and
exemplary order than in some other thin
for the seats both within and without doors
were so placed, that the faces of the peopl
were towards where the public Friends sat

and when so set, they did not look or gaze ii

our faces, as some I think are too apt to do,
which in my thoughts bespeaks an unconcern
ed mind. The meeting being thus gathered,
and set down in this orderly manner, althou
there were but very few bearing our name
it, it was not long before the mighty power of
the Lord began to work, and in it my com
panion did appear in testimony in the fore
part thereof.

" I sat a considerable time in the meetin
before I could see my way clear to say any
thing, until the Lord's heavenly power raised
me, and set me upon my feet as if one had
lifted me up ; and what I had first in commis-
sion to speak, was in the words of Christ to
Nicodemus, viz: 'Except a man be born
again, he cannot see the kingdom of God '

with these words. Nay, the natural and unre-
generate man cannot so much as see the hea-
venly and spiritual kingdom of Christ, which
stands not only in power but also in righteous-
ness, joy and peace in the Holy Spirit. I told
them that to be born again, was not to be done
unperceivably, no more than the natural birth
could be brought forth without trouble; and
to pretend to be in Christ and not to be new
creatures, is preposterous ; and to protend
to be new creatures, and yet not be able to
render any account how it was performed,
was unreasonable ; it could not be, as I urged
before, without our knowledge; for to be born
again, signified to be quickened and raised into
a spiritual and new life, by which the body of
the sins of the flesh is mortified, and we come
to live a self-denying life. Those who are
crucified with Christ, are crucified to their
sins, that as he died for sin, we might die to
sin : in this state we live not after the flesh
although we live, as the apostle said, in the
flesh

;
but the life which these live, is through

faith in the Son of God : and to have all this,
and much more wrought in us, and we know
nothing of it, is unaccountable.

" As I was thus opened, and delivering these
things, with much more than I can remember
the woman [Mary Starbuck] I felt, for most'
of an hour together, fought and strove against
the testimony, sometimes looking up in my
face with a pale, and then with a more ruddy
complexion ; but the strength of the truth in-

creased, and the Lord's mighty power be^an
to shake the people within and without doors;
but she who was looked upon as a Deborah by
these people, was loath to lose her outside re-
ligion, or the appearance thereof. When she
could no longer contain, she submitted to the
power of Truth, and the doctrines thereof, and
lifted up her voice and wept. Oh ! then the
universal cry and brokenness of heart and
tears were wonderful 1 From this time I do not

stream above my measure.
"I might add much more concerning this

day's work, but I intend not to say any thing
to the praise of the creature, but to the renown
of the mighty name of the Lord of Hosts, and
let all flesh lie as in the dust forever. While
I continued speaking in this state, as before
mentioned, and thus swallowed up in the in-

ternal presence of Christ, where there was no
want of power, wisdom, or utterance, I spoke
but a sentence and stopt, and so on for some
time :

" As extreme heats oft end in extreme cold,
and as great heights frequenily centre, as to
man in this capacity, in great depths, and
great plenty in great poverty, which I have
often seen to be good, in order to keep the
creature low, in fear and in a dependence
upon the Lord, I soon fell into such a condi-
tion that I was likely to die away. When it

was so, I with my companion made a motion
to break up the meeting, but could not for
some time, for they sat weeping universally;
then I told the meeting, especially such as
were near me, that if I should faint away, 1

would not have them to he surprised at it

;

for I was much concerned lest that should
hurt these tender people; my life was not
dear to me in comparison of the worth of the
souls of the children of men ; but all this did
not break up the meeting. After some time
Mary Starbuck stood up, and held out her
hand, and spoke tremblingly and said, AH
that ever we have been building, and all that
ever we have done, is pulled down this day
and this is the everlasting truth

; or very
nearly these words. Then she arose, and I

observed that she, and as many as could well
be seen, were wet with tears from their faces
to the fore-skirts of their garments, and the
floor was as though there had been a shower
of rain upon it; but Mary, that worthy wo-
man, said to me, when a little come to con-
sider the poor state that I was in. Dear child,
what shall I do for you? I said, A little would
do for me

;
if thou canst get me something to

drink that is not strong, but rather warm, it

may do well : so she did, and I went unto her
son's, where my clothes were, that I might
shift me, for I felt sweat in my shoes as I
walked."

CTo be concluded.)

May not some of the readers of "The
Friend" take beneficial hints from the fol-

lowing:
" Boys in early life are inclined to look to

the father as to a friend ; at first with awe.
as to a different being from any other of the
household. For awhile he may be petted by
the father in a leisure hour ; soon he finds his
father is too busy to answer his questions, and
rough reply soon informs him that he is in

the way and is a troublesome thing; his fa-

ther's cares multiply, and he has no leisure for
the boy except to order him to do this or
that

; his only leisure is for his frieods, and
the boy dare not approach him in the hope
of kindly friendship, or of kind answers to the
questions he would ask. For the daughters,
with their kindly and aff'eetionate ways, some
fathers have a word of fondness; they can find

a friend in their father, but the boys are kept
at arm's length, and treated harshly, and their
faults roughly and sternly rebuked. So the

boy finds for companions whom he may, a
too often those who exert a sad influence
his character. His father has the boy's bi

interest at heart, and if he had allowed t

boy to find him his accessible friend, t

boy would often have been contented in t

sunlight of that friendship. After many yes
of disbelief that his father cares anything 1

him, except that he should do his biddii
the boy discovers that, after all, his father b

had at heart his best interest. In the bur
and worry of cares and business the falh

has clipped one after another those gossam
threads which, if carefully preserved, won
have formed a strong cord, binding his son
him as to his best friend, and frequent co;

panion also. What, then, we would earnest
impress upon all fathers is, that this inclir

tion of the child in early life should not
rudely treated, but cherished as a means
unlimited power over the child for good.
When the child, unconscious how ill-tim-

and ' bothering' his questions are (which ci

for time the parent cannot then spare), i

ceives only a rough answer, he should th'
' ave received, even at some sacrifice of tit

nd patience, encouragement to come at soc
better chosen time, and an effort should
made to speak in that kindly tone which
convincing logic to the child when he cann
perceive the force of any reasons given. P
why his father cannot then attend to his wan
is to him an utterly incomprehensible mj
tery. And if it is a matter not requiring ii

mediate attention, the child should be told >

an hour (for instance, his bed-hour) when h
father will be at leisure to hear ; and the you.

should feel that, at least once a week, thei

is for him an hour set apart for petition ar

counsel.

The power of love once gave the father e

most unlimited sway over her whom he is no
proud to call wife, and it is this power over h
child which he does wrong to disregard, ft

trouble and sorrow to both may be the resul

He should not then rudely close the door opei
ed by nature to a throne in a human heart.

Is it now too late? Does the boy, grow
to the age of reason, submit doggedly to yon
will, or is he soured because not allowed t

act as he would? A few words like the fo'

lowing, if said in a kindly tone and spirit ma;
render the wilful and obstinate boy perfect!

submissive to the will of the father or of th

idowed mother whose life is saddened b;

the spirit of the boy :
' You wish to do wha

is, on the whole, best. Do you not? If nc
you are not the boy I have supposed you t

Now, who can best judge what is bes

you or I ? Put my knowledge of the worl
and observation of the fickle working c

boyish plans, and of much I cannot mak
you understand, against your knowledge am
experience,' &c.

We have known such an appeal to worl
like a charm, with a wilful boy, when showi
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from a natural and instinctive feeling

f-preservation, which does not justify the

g, but yet does cause it. And this result

lur observation produces the conviction

, the rod enjoined by Solomon is not a lit-

,
but a figurative rod, such as our Heav-
Father uses in chastening earthly par-

1. He crosses our plans and deprives us

ome cherished object on the same princi-

tbat the gardener tears apart the vines

ch cling to each other, that, by clinging

he support he has provided, they may rise

e heavenward and bearfruit as they never
if they lie soiled on the earth in each

jr's embrace.
he child has rights, and many a parent

mistakenly felt that he had ' a right' to

vith his child as he pleased. The teacher

^sponsible to the parent for the treatment

)n his child, and the parent is responsible

to the Maker and Preserver of the child.

child !' There is a very important sense

rhich he is not his child. The child's body,

d and soul have all been wonderfully form
md merely entrusted to the parent by its

ser to bring it up for Him, to whom he is

)onsible; and therefore he has no right to

iny wrong to the child. He is responsible

he Creator of the child for his treatment

t, far more than any school teacher can be

he parent."

—

Boston Journal.

For " The Friend."

fter one of his first journeys from home in

work of the ministry, John Fothergill re-

rks as follows

:

I had nothing to depend upon but, as it

ht please the Lord our God to open and
ply with his own hand ; so attending

tly upon Him that his will might be

,e. He failed not to afford both daily bread
live upon and often encouragement to

Dr in the ministry, which seemed much to

ends' satisfaction, and very much more to

own than I dared to hope for, so that 1

irned with peace and encouragement to

3t in God, and to follow the drawings of

divine love.

•1 had given up housekeeping some time
ore this journey, yet kept a little ground
ny own hands for some necessarj' employ
ich 1 loved, and believed was good for the

,y, and a beneficial staj' to the mind. Yet
Dg much alone, I had often comfortable

irements, through the merciful regard of

'ine goodness, opening heavenly instruc-

1, and increasing clear discernmentbetwixt
transformed and betraying suggestions of

evil spirit, and the steady, pure, heavenly
snings and motions of the Word and Spirit

Truth.

Some further concern and drawings to

ve home coming upon me, I thought
t to dispose of that land and business also

;

for employment I worked often for others,

ih for a living, and that my mind might
be too much disengaged from some tem-

al concerns.

There appeared to me then, and more so

ce, a danger of being tempted to be easily

iwn abroad after having been somewhat
gaged to travel, even before, or without

it distinct requiring of Truth, both to go
d return, in which only the ministers of

rist move in true safety, and to right edifi-

lion. By indulging such an inclination, we
ij be in danger of missing or losing the

ar knowledge of the pure requirings of the

whereby some have hurt themselves with re

spect to real service in the Church—and true

esteem among the living and sensible part of

the people.

"On the other band I was afraid, and so

ould all ministers be, of being involved in

temporal concerns so much, as to hinder me
from true inward retiring often to feel the life

of Truth, for the daily supply of my soul, and
where I might understand when He called to

service abroad ; and made willing and ready
to leave everything to follow the Lord's

drawings."
These observations are weighty, and de-

serve the careful attention of all who are

called to the work of the ministry. The
times in which we live seem to render a dou-

ble watch necessary, that so preservation

may be experienced on every hand, and the

dangers which now seem to threaten the very
foundations of our faith in the practical Head-
ship of Christ in the Church, may through
our watchfulness and the Lord's mercy be

everlasting High Priest; and so make way i thing which this association calls freedom of
for a barren ministry and unprofitable labor, religion." Had the President examined the

It does not seem too much to expect, and to

believe that if this holy, reverent care were
more dwelt under, greater evidence of th

preparation and putting forth by the great

Shepherd, and a larger degree of the true

unity would be known and felt amongst
The credentials of Meetings for Discipline

for Friends to travel in the work of the min
istry, issued under the full influence of this

Holy care, would be as a confirmation of the

faith of the rightly concerned minister, and
prove a comfort and stay in low discouraging

seasons.

There is nothing of equal importance to

the ministry itself than that this godly cai-e

should increase and abound amongst us, i

day when there is an evident tendency to
" lay on hands" too suddenly, and a lack of

true discrimination and of sound judgment.

THE FRIEND.
ELEVENTH MONTH 30, 1872.

In an account published in one of the daily

papers in last week, of the proceedings of

"The Free Religious Association," then hold-

ing a convention in this city, after giving the

statement made by the Secretary of the As-
sociation, that it had been formed because its

members did not approve of " certain phrases"

in the Constitution of the "National Associa-

tion," "such, for instance, as disciples of the

Lord Jesus Christ ;" it says, " The President

made a few remarks, calling attention to the

fact that this association represents no new
ideas, but the old, old story of Spiritual Free-

dom. He compared it to the Quaker doctrine

of the ' Inner Light,' which, he said, was a

magnificent doctrine, and comprises every-

thing which this association calls freedom in

religion."

It is not only disingenuous, but highly cen-

surable to speak of the religious doctrines of

a body of christian professors without under-

standing what they really are, and thereby
derogating—whether intentionally or unin-

tentionally—from the character of the body
alluded to. "Quakers" hold no "doctrine of

the Inner Light" that would admit of " every

doctrinal declarations of the Society ofFriends,
or the writings of its officially approved writ-

ers, he would have found that " Quakers" ut-

terly repudiate all the so-called freedom of re-

ligion that sanctions holding the opinions, or
allowing fellowshi].) with those who hold many
of the opinions uttered in that convention.
The doctrine of the " Inner Light" held by

Friends, or "Quakers," is that declared by
the Evangelist wheie, speaking of Christ, he
says, " That was the true Light which lighteth

every man that cometh into the world," and
which the apostle speaks of as the Grace of
God that bringeth salvation, and which he
declares has appeared unto all men. There
can no comparison be drawn between this

and the libertinism that characterized the
declarations made in the "Free Eeligious As-
sociation."

The light of Christ, or Grace of God shining
in the dark heart of man discovers to him his

lost and undone condition while in his natural
state, and if he obeys its manifestations, leads
him step by step out of his fallen state, and
brings him to accept with gratitude and love

that salvation purchased by Jesus Christ for

all his true disciples. The heavenly love shed
abroad in the breast of the true christian ex-

tends towards all, however sinful or depraved

;

but it allows no fellowship with unbelievers
or any of the " unfruitful works of darkness,"
whether in thought, word, or deed.

The kind of '-freedom in religion" which
this association professes to be aiming at, is

what we hear so much of in the present day
;

the destruction of what the president de-

nounced as " Sectarianism, Dogmatism, Ei-

tualism, and Ecclesiaslicism ;" and the elements
which, from the account published, appear
most active, may be inferred from the follow-

ing : A speaker who addressed them on " the

development of the free religious idea inside

the orthodox denominations," after informing
that he had been educated for a minister in

the "terrible faith" of the Presbyterians, and
had then tried the Methodists, gave some ac-

count of the principles of a society to which
he was now joined. " They wage a relentless

war against those unreasonable religious prin-

ciples which have inhuraanized mankind.
They read all Bibles—of India, of Turkey, of

Asia, of Europe, and of America, and they
read the newspapers, the best read Bibles of

modern times. They do not pray to any per-

sonal or located deity. They believe that

everj' man is able to work out his own hu-

manity in the world where nature has placed

him. They do not believe Christ to be a
God, but still consider him to have been a

good man, a noble man and a reformer."

Another said, " That those who have been
brought up under the mild influences of Uni-
tarianism or Hicksite Quakerism, can look

back with satisfaction at the absence of such
dreadful religious experiences in early life as

those related by the last speaker. The doc-

trines of eternal damnation, of original sin,

and of total depravity, had never troubled

the speaker, and he had not so much as a
pocket in his spiritual garment into which
they could be put."

We know not whether this last speaker is

a member among those known as "Hicksites"

or not, but it was commendable in him to de-

signate the kind of " Quakerism" of which he
spoke,—which, however, is no more Quaker
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ism than UDitarianism is Methodisra—by so

doing he avoided inculpating Friends, or the
true " Quakers."

"We should not have noticed the proceed
ings of this convention, but that it has ob
tained no little notoriety; and as it appeared
that Friends were thus publicly alluded to in

it, and some of those whose names were pub
lished as being active in it are known still to

claim the name of Friends, it becomes a duty
thus to disclaim any connection of Friends
with it, and to disown sentiments advocated
before it as being in accordance with doc-

trines held by them.

Some one has sent us a copy of " The Man-
chester Examiner and Times" of 9Lh month
18th, published in Manchester, England,
which is a letter purporting to come from its

correspondent in New York, containing the
following

:

" The Indian question has long been a
troublesome one. Of late the Administra
tion has been trying the Quaker-ofpeace
policy, which has proved a disastrous failun

not 80 much from the inherent defects of the
system as from the dishonesty of the agents em-

ployed to carry it out. If all contracts made
with the frontier red men were only faithfully

carried out, there would be no more difficulty

in dealing with the Indians in the States
than there is in Canada."
We do not suppose that any one who has

knowledge of Friends will give credit to this

fabrication, but the turpitude of the slander
is aggravated by it being sent from this to

a foreign country, to be published in a com
manity where the writer probably supposed
there would be no one who would care to ex
pose it.

As much has been said in different quarters
about dissatisfaction on the part of the Gov
ernment with the working of the peace policy
towards the Indians, and that it is the inten
tion of the President to have it changed, we
give the following letter, showing that thes
reports are unfounded.

Executive Mansion, Washington, Oct. 26, 1872.

To George H. Stuart, Esq., Philad'a, Pa.

My Dear Sir,—Yourfavor of the 24th inst
saying that a change in the Indian policy of
the Administration is reported to be conlera
plated, is ju'st received. Such a thing has not
been thought of If the present policy to-
wards the Indians can be improved in any
way, I will always be ready to receive sug-
gestions on the subject. But if any change
is made, it must be on the side of the civiliza-
tion and christianization of the Indians. I
do not believe our Creator ever placed differ-
ent races of men on this earth, with the view
of having the stronger exert all his energies
in exterminating the weaker. If any change
takes place in the Indian policy of the Gov-
ernment while I hold my present ofHce, it will
be on the humanitarian side of the question.

Very trulv yonrs,

U. S. Grant.

SUMMAEY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Information has been received in London

that the bark Samuel Larrabee, which sailed from Sa-
vannah in the First month for Bremen, and the bark
Lanarcost, which left Baltimore in the Second month
for Belfast, were lost at sea, and every person on board
the two vessels perished.
The London police and letter carriers are dissatis-

fied with their compensation and demand an increase

Many of the police have been dismissed for insubordi- .the total vote was 424,047, viz : Grant 240,387, Gree
"^t'°"-

, . ..^ , ^ ,
183,660 ; in Virginia, total vote 185,122, viz : Gr

bevere gales in Wales have destroyed many houses. 93,468 and Greeley 91,654; the total vote of Conns
It IS reported that the second ecclesiastical province cut was 96,957, viz: Grant, 50,638, Greeley 4o,88C

of the Roman Catholic Church is to be established in 439 scattering.
England, with Liverpool as the Metropolitan See.

~
The British finance accounts show that excluding the

civil list, which amounts to £406,238 17s. 9d., the an-
nual grants to the royal family amount to £125,986 Ss.
l\d. The Prince of Wales receives £40,000, the Princess
of Wales £15,000, the Duke of Edinburg £15,000,
Prince Arthur £16,000, the Princess Louise £6,000, the
Duke of Cambridge £12,000, and to various others,
sums varying from £3,000 to £6,000.

London, 11th mo. 23d.—Consols 92i. U. S. sixes,
1867, 931 ; ten-forties, 87J ; new fives, 8'8J.
Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 9id. ; Orleans, 10\d.
The committee appointed by the French Assembly

to draw up a project of an Electoral law, recommended
that the age of 21 be retained as a qualification for the
exereise of the franchise

; soldiers in actual service to
be disqualified from voting

; and officers of the army to
be permitted to vote only when placed on reserve. The
proposed law incidentally disfranchises a large class of
men who by the army law are compelled to do military
service until the age of 25.

A bill has been drawn up whicli it is understood
meets the approval of President Thiers. His term of
service is to be prolonged four years, there is to be a
Vice President, who shall succeed the-President in case
of resignation or death, the President and Vice Presi-
dent to be re-eligible to office only for a second term

;

one third of the Assembly to be renewed annually ; the
President to be entitled to suspend the promulgation of
bills passed by any Assembly until after the annual
election, then, if the Assembly insists on the law, it

must be promulgated.
The Trial by Jury bill has passed by a vote of 461

to 178.

The German Government replying to the invitation
of Great Britain to assist in the suppression of the
slave trade on the eastern coast of Africa, says it will
give all moral and diplomatic support in its power to
the movement, and will instruct the German consuls
in Africa and Zanzibar to place their means at the dis-
posal of the expedition now fitting out in England.
The Emperor is determined to carry out his inten-

tion of increasing the membership of the upper house
of the Diet by the creation of new peers. A list of the
new members will be soon published.

Tlie Country Reform bill has passed to second read-
ing in the lower house of the Diet. All the amend-
ments proposed by the Progressive and Conservative
parties, have been rejected. During the discussion the
Home Minister stated that the reforms contemplated in
the bill would not be extended to Posen, because that
province was not ripe for them, and had not been duti
ful in its conduct towards the government.

Emigration from Italy to the United States has in
creased to such an extent that the attention of the gov
ernment has been called to it. The Minister of th(
Interior has written to the prefects of Italian provinces
inquiring into the cause of so many persons leaving
their homes.

"^

A bill for the suppression of religious corporations
s been introduced into the Italian Parliament.
The Japan Mail states that the new system of public

instruction about to be carried out throughout the Em-
pire, involves the establishment of no less than 55,000
public schools, arrangements for which are now being
made.
The King of Spain has been seriously unwell, and

report was current in London, the 23d inst., that he
dead, but a dispatch that afternoon from Madrid

says It was officially announced from the palace that
the king was better, and gradually improving.
A bill providing for the restoration to the Orleans

family of their property, confiscated in 1852, has passed
a second reading in the French National Assembly,
The Shah of Persia has granted the exclusive c„..

cession to Baron Renter, President of the Reuter Tele-
graph Company, for the construction of railways, tram-
ways and water works, and for working mines in Persia
United States.— JV/^ceHameoiis.— The Liverpool

Albion gives the following number of Mormon emi-
grants from Liverpool to the United States during the
suramermonths, viz : English, 632 ; Scotch, 92 ; Welsh,
131

;
Irish, 13 ; various continental countries 721—

total 1595
; all bound for Utah.

Election Seturm.—At the late Presidential election
in New \ork there were 825,983 votes received, viz
for Grant 439,131, Greeley 386,852 ; in Ohio the num-
ber of votes was 529,598, viz : Grant 281,852, Greeley
244,321, and 3,425 for O'Connor and others ; in Illinois

Reliable advices from the Chickasaw Nation say t

theLegislatureof that Nation, which has just adjouri
passed a resolution requesting President Grant to ci

into efl^ect that part of the treaty of 1866, between
United States and the Choctaws and Chickasaws, wl

provides that when the Indians desire it the lands hi

tofore held in common m.iy be divided among the
dividual members of tribes.

Dispatches from the end of the Atchison, Top
and Santa Fe Railroad, on the west line of Kansas,
that buffaloes are so plentiful that the trains cannot
run with safety. They roam along the track
mense numbers, making their way south.
One hundred and thirty two cargoes of wheat h;

been sent to England from San Francisco since the
month.

It is stated that there are now about 700 Japan
students in various schools and colleges in the Uni
States.

The number of interments in Philadelphia last

was 244, including 75 children under two years. Ti
were 34 deaths of consumption, 9 disease of the he
inflammation of the lungs 15, old age 10, .small pox

The Markets, (fee—The following were the quolati
on the 23d inst. Nem York.—American gold,

U. S. sixes, 1881, 116,V; ditto, 1868, lUJ; ditto, 10
5 per cents, 107f . Superfine flour, $5.85 a $6.25

;

extra, $7.05 a $7.25; finer brands, i-7.50 a $12.50.
2 Chicago spring wheat, $1.49 a $1.51 ; No. 2 1
waukie $1.54 a $1.55 ; red western, $1.68 a $1.
white Michigan, *1.85. Oats, 50 a 57 cts. Rye,
cts. Western mixed corn, 64 cts. ; Jersey yellow,
cts. ; southern white, 70 cts. Philadelphia.—Cotton
a 20J cts. for middlings, uplands and New Orle;
Superfine flour, $4.50 a 5f5.25 ; extras, $5.75 ""

finer brands, }6.50 a $10. Western red wheat, $1.7
$1.77; amber, *1.80 a $1.90; spring, $1.65 a $1
white, $1.90 a $2.10. Yellow corn, 65 cts. Oats, 40 a

cts. Smoked hams, 16 a 18 cts. Chicago.—No. 1 spr
wheat, $1.19 a $1.20 ; No. 2 do., $1.10; No, ~ '

No. 2 mixed corn, 32 cts. No. 2 oats, 23J
55J cts. Barley, 62 a 63 cts. Lard, 7* cts. St. Lo
—No. 2 fall wheat, $1.50 ; No. 3 spring, $1.05. N
corn, 30 a 30i cts. Oats, 23 a 24 cts. Barley, 62 i

cts. Rye, 59 cts. Cincinnati.—Family flour, $7.5
$7.50. Wheat, $1.48 a $1.55. Old corn, 43 cts,

39 cts. Eye, 67 a 70 cts. Baltimore.—S,oi\ihexa wl
corn, 60 a 63 cts.

;
yellow, 57 a 60 cts. ; western mij

63 cts. Oats, 42 a 45 cts. Lard, 8] cts. LouisvUL
Flour, extra, $6.25 ; finer brands, $7.50 a $8.25.
wheat, $1.37 a $1.40 ; white, $1.45. Corn, 42 a 43
Oats, 30 cts.

The Department of Agriculture estimates
production of cotton this season to be 3,560,000 c(

mercial bales, averaging 465 pounds each. In S(

States the crop has been diminished by drought <

ravages of the army worm.

BIBLE ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS IS
AMERICA.

Owing to the circumstances of the weather and
absence of public conveyances from the streets.

Annual Meeting announced to be held on the even
of 11th mo. 0th, was so thinly attended that it i

deemed best to adjourn it to the evening of 12th i

4th, at 8 o'clock, at which time members
interested Friends are invited to attend.

William Evans, Secretary

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphi
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Woe:
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

ot)

DiEB, suddenly, at his residence. Tenth month 4
1872, Elisha Sidwell, in the 73d year of his age.
was an examplary and useful member of Concord P'
parative and Short Creek Monthly Meetings, Ohio,

!

a diligent attender of all our religious meetings,
may be said of him, " The memory ofthe just is blesse
" Be ye also ready, for in such an hour as ye think :

the Son of man cometh."
—, on the 9th of Eleventh month, 1872, at 1

residence, near Salem, Deborah, wife of Barzi
French, in the 46th year of her age, a member of Sal
Monthly Meeting, Ohio.
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The following letter, of Israel Pemberton's
as sent to his friend Dr. Fothergill by his

other James, on the occasion of his embark-
:
for Europe.

Frojn Israel Pemberton to Dr. Fothergill.

Philadelphia, 24th of 8th mo. 1748.

Dear Friend, * * * I hope my brother

imes (who is the bearer of this) will now
id then be favored with thy conversation in

hy own home] and if his conduct be not less

udent than it has been for the most part
therto, I believe thou wilt think him worthy
y regard and notice. He has seen little of

e world yet, and though not so young as

8 brother was, when he was trusted abroad,

it may probably stand in need at times of i

eady friend : such I beg thee to be to him
hou wilt find he does not want a tolerable

of curiosity, and that he has a good
of religion, and it is on this last his

iends rely for his preservation from the

mgers to which youth are exposed in your
ty, &c.

Thou sometime since gave me some hopes
' seeing something of thy worthy father's

imains, which I assure thee would be very
fateful to many here and to none more than
yself, as I had a high esteem for him while
(ring, and his memory will always be dear to

B.

The late great change of public affairs

J thou apprehended, particularly

to us here, and has had the effect

lou expected, so that we are in a state of

reat peace and quiet; some few restless

)irits excepted, who, however, have not
>wer now to hurt us. The kind interpos:

on of Providence in our favor has been i:

any instances very singular, but at no time
ore than now. I should be glad there were
ore grounds to believe the general interest
' the nation were as likely to bo advanced by
, as that of our particular Province, though
pon the whole I believe there were few parts
'the king's dominions gained more and suf-

red less thau we did. I have sent thee, under
ly brother's care, the votes of our last year's

bly, with two Indian treaties; also an

3S of S, H. [Sophia Hume] to the in-

habitants of S. Carolina. I suppose thou art

already acquainted with her, therefore I need

say no more than that her [stay] a few

months among us has given us the opportu-

nity of loving and respecting her very much,

and she leaves us full of desires for her preser-

vation.

The late great change of public affairs"

to which I. P. refers, was the cessation of

hostilities between the English and French,

followed by the treaty of peace at Aix-la-Cha-

pelle. As portions of the British empire, the

colonies had participated more or less actively

in the war thus closed, and some had suffered

greatly from the incursions of the French

upon their western frontier, and the hostility

of the Indians under their influence ; but little

direct injury had been done however to Penn-

sylvania, and no hostile army or fleet had en-

tered its territory, so that in reference to it,

it could well be said that " few parts of the

king's dominions had suffered less." On the

whole, the state of things remained very

much as before the war. Bancroft says :
" As

between England and Spain, and between

France and England, after eight years of re-

ciprocal annoyance, after an immense accu-

mulation of national debt, the condition of

peace was a return to the state before the

war. Nothing was gained. Humanity suf

fered without a purpose, and without a re-

sult."

James Pemberton, who was thus recom-

mended by his brother to Dr. Fothergill, wae

at this time about 25 years of age. The
"sense of religion" on which, as is stated, his

friends relied for his preservation against the

temptations of the world, had been manifested

in early youth ; and as he advanced in life be-

came more and more conspicuous, and has

shed an abiding lustre upon his character.

Through obedience to the dictates of the

Spirit of Truth in his heart, he became hon-

orably known as a man of unflinching integ-

rity in the community, and became qualified

to fill with acceptance many important sta-

tions, both in civil and religious society.

A brief notice of this Friend, with an ac-

count of his last illness and death, is given in

Piety Promoted, Vol. 3, p. 416. Some particu-

lars of the earlier portion of his life may be

properly introduced here.

He was the fifth son of Israel and Eachel

Pemberton, and was born in Philadelphia the

26th day of 6th month, 1723. His worthy
parents endeavored early to instil into his

mind a regard for virtue, and his affectionate

mother hoped much from a mildness of tem-

per and steadiness of conduct which he mani-

fested in his youth. To the benefit of her

fond and judicious care at this period, he often

bore testimony in after life, and upon his

He received a liberal education in the usual

branches then taught, and on the completion

of his studies was early initiated into mercan-

tile business, in which he afterwards became
extensively engaged. In the year 1745, in

company with bis cousin William Logan, he

spent some weeks in Charleston, S. C, and

Frederica, Georgia, in reclaiming the brigan-

tine Trial, which had been captured by the

Spaniards in the war then carried on, retaken

by the English, and sent to the latter place.

This business entrusted to their care by his

father, though attended with considerable

difficulty and fatigue, was managed with judg-

ment, and fidelity.

James Pemberton's business of importer

and shipping merchant, induced him to under-

take this voyage to England in 1748. Here he

found time to renew his acquaintance with

several valued Friends who in the course of

their religious visits to America had partaken

of his father's hospitality in his own home,

and also to form other friendships which con-

tinued to be a source of refined pleasure in

after life. While absent on this journey the

affectionate feelings of his family and friends

were often turned towards him with desires

for his preservation amid the dangers that

await the unwatchful. The following letter

expresses the concern of one of his friends in

Philadelphia.

Sarah Morris to James Pemberton.

Philadelphia, 9th mo. 21st, 174S.

Eespected Friend,—The esteem I have for

thy worthy parents, though it naturally pro-

duces good wishes for those so nearly con-

nected to them whose welfare must greatly

contribute to their satisfaction
;
yet it is not

the only motive of my thus greeting thee, but

a regard for thyself in particular, as one whom
1 believe inclines to sobriety and virtue, sin-

cerely desiring that thou may be preserved

by the arm of that Divine power which alone

is able to keep us in safety, out of the many
hurtful things we are liable to be overcome

with, in all places, and through every stage

of life, if we lean to our own understandings,

and neglect that strict watch, and humble de-

pendence upon superior power, necessary for

every true Christian, let their growth and

attainment in religion be ever so great.

It just now conies into my mind, to men-

tion what a friend once said to me upon a

certain occasion, many years since, (though

this is the first time that ever I repeated it;)

it was to this effect : If, says he, thou, and

the young people amongst Friends, who are

favored with a sense of Truth, keep your

places, you may be as instrumental to do as

much good as we by all our preaching. This

I thought an argument of great humility in

him, who was eminently qualified for public

service, as a minister, but certain it is, that

death-bed tenderly expressed his sense of the 'the circumspect conduct of such, who through

obligations he was under for her faithful dis- the whole course of their conversation have

charge of duty and maternal solicitude. |a due regard to the teachings of that Divine
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])rinciple we profess, cannot but have a greater

influence upon the minds of others than many
apprehend, which no doubt was one principal

reason why the primitive believers were so

frequently exhorted to show forth their good
works by a godly conversation; beside th

solid satisfaction and peace of mind enjoyed

by those who are thus engaged to pass th

time of their sojourning here in fear. Who
that seriously consider the end of their crea

tion, would not endeavor to be one of that

number whose lights so shine before men,
that God may be glorified on their account

May thou and I be kept with our eye single

to that pure director, the word nigh in the

heart and mouth, that by obeying it, we may
thus be made preachers of righteousness in

our day ; not looking at the example of others

who are gratifying themselves in liberties in-

consistent with our christian profession. I

hope thou wilt not take it amiss, if I just say,

let not the enticements of such prevail with

thee to partake in any of the vain and hurtful

recreations or diversions of the times, com-
mon in that great city, which though esteem-

ed innocent by many, have a manifest ten-

dency to alienate the mind and affections

from Him, who ought to be the principal ob-

ject of our love, and so hinder us in our pur-

suit after the attainment of that one thing

needful, viz., the enjoyment of Divine favor.

Thus, my friend, have I freely expressed

what came in my mind, not studying method
or connection. If anything hinted may tend

to strengthen a good inclination, the end
aimed at will be answered.
May the good hand that has blessed thy

parents be with thee in the way that thou
goest, protect thee from danger of every kind,

and bring thee back again to thy father's

house in peace, is the sincere desire of thy
real friend, Sarah Morris.

His conduct abroad appears to have been
very exemplary, and his friend Sophia Hume,
in writing to his parents after their arrival,

speaks in terms ofcommendation of his charac-

ter, and his judgment in regard to matters of

serious importance. John Hunt and Isaac

Greenleaf, writing from London under date
of 12th mo. 27th, 1748, say of him :

" He
keeps his place as a Friend in this great city,

where temptations of various kinds are very
numerous, and we have no room to doubt his

retaining the good impressions of his educa-
tion and religious sentiments."

(.To be continaed.)

From "Good Health."

Early Microscopes.

(Concluded from page 117.)

It would be assuming too much to say who
should claim the merit of the invention of

this instrument. Some think that an optician

of the town of Middelburg, Zacharias Jans,
constructed the first in 1590, but that the
idea was suggested by a simple workman,
John Lapprey. Others attribute it to Gali-

leo ; but that clever man, who made the tele-

scope, only added some improvements to the
microscope. Drebbel, a Dutch physician, has
been named ; but he only bought one, and
taking it to England, showed it under the as-

sumption that he was the inventor; it served
as a model, however, from which to construct
others. No sooner was it known and appre-
ciated, than opticians and naturalists tried to

bring it to perfection.

A professor of Bologna, Malpighi, contr
buted greatly to the scientific movement of
this century, and his publications belong more
to England than to Italy, as the Eoyal So-

ciety, with its accustomed liberality, printed
them. Being a skilful anatomist, he examined
tlje organs of the human frame. To other
eyes, the lungs seemed formed of a spongy
tissue, but he perceived that they were com-
posed of a number of cells in continuation of

the bronchial tubes; he saw that the blood
sent out by the action of the heart circulated

through the vessels of the respiratory organs,
and passed from the arteries to the veins

through a multitude of small canals, which
are called capillary tubes. Hitherto, it was
always supposed that the negro's skin was
black; with the help of his wonderful instru-

ment, he showed ttiis to be an error; their

epidermis is as white as that of a European,
the color being due to the presence of a black

pigment or tissue lying between the skin and
the epidermis. Turning his attention to the
insect world, he took in hand the silkworm in

its larva state, and discovered the whole sys-

tem of its respiratory organs. On the sides

of the body, in this, as in every insect, there

are small slits, surrounded by a border more
or less thick and colored ; these orifices serve

for the entrance of the air, and are now called

stigmata. When this insect was examined
under water, there was seen a system of mar-
vellous aspect; the tubes, filled with air, di-

vided into innumerable branches, and passed

through every part of the body, which shone
like silvery branches of exquisite delicacy.

In the sides of the larger branches appeared
a thread, turned spirally, giving them a resist-

ance capable of supporting a strong pressure

of air. Malpighi speaks with admiring delight

of the beauty of the structure and the novelty

of the observation.

Another important point was the existence

of a heart among insects. Those who rear

Ikworras are well aware of an alternating

movement of contraction and dilatation in the

back, which is perfectly visible through the

skin. Malpighi recognized this as the heart,

but of a tubalous form, so different from the

conical, which is usual in vertebrate animals.

But where did that wonderful production, the

silk, find its origin ? None had, so far, been

able to ascertain. He marked the voluminous
glands which form the precious material, and
saw how the still semi-fluid substance reaches

the small orifice, situated under the lower lip,

from which it is drawn by the insect itself.

A general notion of the organization of the in-

sect world was acquired by Malpighi's varied

works, an immense progress for the lovers of

science. It was now possible to compare it

with vertebrated animals ; the first step in the

way of research which was to lead to the

knowledge of animated creation as a whole.

Nor must Holland be forgotten in this work

;

the investigators who contributed to the glory

of their country, and turned their attention to

natural science, were Leeuwenhoek, Euysch,

aud Swammerdam; the first has been named
the father of microscopic research. Those
who have been spoken of before were true

savants, men of great learning; Leeuwenhoek
did not even know Latin—the language in

common use among authors—yet he set him-

If to make the best microscopes, and then

to use them as the most skilful of observers.

He was a native of Delft, born in 1623, of

parents who were obscure, and almost poor.

He always constructed his own mici
scopes, and the constant desire of improvii
them made him in the end the possessor

some hundreds. He never sold any, but c

casionally gave one to a friend. A celebrat

anatomist, De Graaf, brought a notice of hi

before the Royal Society; his observatio

were received by the members with the \i\

liest interest, and the isolated man, who
researches had hitherto been unappreciatf
found himself encouraged to such a degr<

that he pursued his work with unparallel

ardor. Examining everything that came u

der his hand, he transmitted, at short intf

vals, the result of his studies to London. B
first communication was made in 1673; 1;

last letter to the society bears the date
1717. He was then eighty-five years of a^

At first, he had his letters translated in

Latin ; but afterwards he wrote in Dutc
and a translator was found in London. Ha
ing expressed a wish to be elected a memb
of the Eoyal Society, he was enthusiastical

accepted ; and to mark their sense of tl

honor they felt in enrolling his name, tl

members sent his diploma in a silver box, (

which the arms of the society were engrave
The discoveries he made were so numeroc

that it would be impossible to classify the

all. Up to this time, it was believed that tl

blood was a red liquid ; in realitj', it is a nea

ly colorless fluid, holding in suspension cc

puscles which are red. Leeuwenhoek e

amined the transparent ears of the live rabb
where he distinguished very clearly the pas

age of the blood from the arteries to the vein

In the membrane which unites the feet of tl

frog, the effect is very remarkable when set

under the microscope. The sanguine corpn

cles having a much mora considerable si;

than those of the mammifers, they may I

seen as if dragged along by a rapid torren

The fins offish, and especially of the eel, pr

sent the same appearance.

Every one knows, in the present day, thi

myriads of animalcula abound in a drop
water. The announcement of this fact toe

the whole world by surprise ; animated natu;

extended over limits infinitely more vast ths

had ever been supposed ; life was found ever

where, and in the greatest pi'ofusion. Lee
wenhoek thus describes his discovery in tl

year 1675 : "I perceived living creatures;

some rain-water which had been kept ft

some days ; they seemed to me ten thousai

times smaller than the aquatic insects whi(

M. Swammerdam speaks of, and which C£

be seen with the naked eye." He disti

guished feet of incredible slenderness, movie
with extraordinary rapidity, and in the i

terior of the body were eight or ten traE

parent globules. Eiver-water, sea-water, ai

melted snow were successively examined wi'

the same results; and when he put peppi

into pure water, the animalcula appeared

such numbers, that he estimated them at fi-o

six to eight thousand in a drop. Ho it w:

who first observed the little creatures in vin

gar, and the vibrions which are found in tl

tartar on teeth. At the request of the Eoy
Society, he examined the muscles, hair, teot

and nails of the human being, and especial

the optic nerve, which the ancients supposi

to be hollow, so as to bring the objects form'

on the i-etina to the brain, and which 1

proved to be a mistake.

After a calm life of study, Leeuwenhoi
died at the age of nearly ninety. Naturalie
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lipan to think, after his death, that there was

,tle more to be done, and that all had been

scovered. Observers were rare, William

ewson, the surgeon in London, being almost

16 sole exception, and for a century the de-

idence of the science was much to be de-

ored. At the beginning of this century,

)wever, the progress of optical knowledge

lowed of powerful microscopes being con-

ructed with qualities before unknown, and

leir success has brought about new revela-

ons. ^__^^___
For "The Friend."

"Without me, ye can do nothing."

(Ccncluded from page 118.)

In the present number I propose to give

)me further extracts from the series of arti-

by President Finney, in which he bears

ill testimony to the need of Divine power

)r usefulness in the church, and shows how
adequate are merely human abilities

:

" I need not now give instances of the mani-

station of this 'power from on high,' since

8 existence is admitted, and has been wit-

Bssed in every age of the Church. The two

[istances that I gave in a former coramunica

ion were exceptional in certain respects. But

could multiply to al most any extent accounts possessor

if instances ofthe manifestation of this power

ipon individuals and upon masses. This

)Ower has often been manifested in private

lonversation, in public exhortation, in public

,nd Bocial prayer, and in every manner of

sommunicating truth. It is well understood

ihat oftentimes an invisible but all-subduin

)Ower attends the communication of God's

rath ; and that the manifestation of this

lower is seen to accompany the labors of

lome individuals much more strikingly than

t does those of others."

"The command to disciple all nations was

given to the whole Church, and not merely

to the Apostles. I believe this is generally

admitted. The injunction to tarry at Jeru-

salem until they received this enduement was

also given to the then existing Christian

Church. The promise of this enduement ap-

pears to have been given to all whose duty it

was to labor for the conversion of the world

The promise, as usual, was coextensive with

the command.
"The promise certainly was not confined

to the Apostles, neither was the enduement

confined to them; for in the apostolic age

Stephen, with many others, and, indeed, the

whole Church, possessed this power. Again,

it was not then nor has it been since confined

to ordained ministers of the Gospel. It has

always been possessed by laymen, and in

many instances in an eminent degree. I have

myself known a great many laymen who were

marvellously gifted in winning souls to Christ.

This enduement was not at first, nor has it

been since, confined to the male sex. Women
have possessed it, and very often in a remark-

able degree. Paul had his female helpers in

proclaiming the Gospel, whose usefulness he

I was frank to acknowledge. In every age of

the Church, and especially wherever revivals

of religion have existed, this power has been

given to women as well as men."

"I have said that Christians, belonging to

all classes, possess this enduement of power

ly to impress the souls of men. The

history of the Church affords evidence that

there has always been a sprinkling of Chris-

tians, of ministers, and lay men and women,

that have been peculiarly gifted in winning

souls to Christ. Now I must not fail to

add, and that with emphasis, that these

persons have been, without exception, es-

pecially anointed by the Holy Ghost for this

work. Men and women vary indefinitely

in their natural powers of persuasion ;
but

no human eloquence can ever convert a

soul. Unless the Spirit of God sets home and

makes the truth of God effectual, all human

eloquence and learning will be in vain. And

it is a fact worthy of all attention and con-

sideration, that, with very little human cul-

ture, this enduement of power will make a

Christian wise and efficient in bringing souls

to Christ. The Apostles, with the exception

of Paul, had but little culture ;
and yet wit

ness the effect of the fisherman Peter's first

sermon, after receiving his first baptism of

fhis power. It is very humiliating to

learning and pride and always has

nevertheless it has been Christ's method from

the first to choose the weak things of this

world to confound the wise."

"It is not a thing into which people can

gradually grow, by forming habits of persua-

sion and conversation. It is a gift—an anoint-

ino-, that may be enlarged or diminished as the

Bavic

of it uses it more or less faithfully and

.ntensely for thepurposo for which it was given.

It is oftentimes possessed and then lost, or its

manifestation suspended by something that

quenches the light of the Spirit in the soul.

I have myself seen striking examples of this.

I have said that this power often rests upon

those who have very little human culture.

This is a notorious fact; but it does not fol-

low from this that culture is to be despised or

to be little accounted of. Where this power

exists, the more learning and eloquence the

better. But it is painful to observe the con-

stant tendency to substitute culture for this

power, or human learning and eloquence in

place of this divine enduement. I fear this

tendency is increasing in the Church. The

churches are calling for men of great learning

and eloquence, instead of men who are deeply

baptized with the Holy Ghost. The seminaries

of learning are much in fault in this thing.

They do not lay half stress enough upon the

possession of this enduement, as an essential

qualification for usefulness in the world."_

"A theological seminary that aims mainly

at the culture of the intellect, and sends out

learned men, who lack this enduement of

power from on high, is a snare and a stum-

bling-block to the Church. From the Apos-

tles to the present day it has been seen, that

men of very little human culture, but endued

with this power, have been highly successful

nning souls to Christ; while men ofthe

o-reatest learning, with all that the schools

have done for them, have been powerless so

far as the proper work of the ministry is con-

cerned. And yet we go on laying ten times

more stress on human culture than we do on

the baptism of the Holy Ghost. Practically,

human culture is treated as indefinitely more

important than the enduement of power from

on high. With [theological seminaries], doc-

trines, philosophy, theology, church-history,

sermonizing are everything, and real heart-

union with God nothing."

I will stand upon my watch, and set me

upon the tower, and will watch to see what

He will say unto me, and what I shall answer

when I am reproved,

Vegetation in the Tropics.—Vegetation dis-

plays the most majestic forms under the fiery

rays which flood down from the tropical

heavens. In the land of palms, in place of the

meagre lichens and mosses of the North, we
ave the cymlidium and the fragrant vanilla

hanging from the trunks of the cashew-nut

and^gigantic fig-trees. The fresh verdure of

the dracentium, and the deeply indented

leaves of the pathos contrast with the bril-

liant colors of the orchids. The creeping

bankinia, the passion flower, the yellow ban-

isterias, interlace the trees of the forest and

throw their trailers far into the air. Delicate

flowers spring from the roots of the theobro-

ma and from the rough bark of the criscentia

and the gustavia. In the midst of the luxu-

riant vegetation, among the confusion of creep-

ing plants, the naturalist has often difficulty

in determining to what stem the flowers and

leaves before him belong. A single tree inter-

laced by the pauUinia, the bignonia, and the

dendrobricum, forms a group of plants which,

if separated, would suffice to cover a consider-

able space of ground.
Tropical plants contain a great deal more

sap, and their leaves are much larger and

more brilliant than those of the North. The

plants which minister to the household wants

of man, and render our vegetation so uniform,

do not form a feature in tropical vegetation,

which is consequently much more varied than

ours. Trees nearly twice the height of our

oaks bear flowers which equal our lilies in

size and in brilliancy. Upon the umbrageous

banks of the Rio Magdalena, in South Ameri-

ca, grows a creeping plant, the flowers of

which are four feet in circumference, so that

the children amuse themselves by making

head dresses of the blossoms. The flower of

the rafflesia is nearly three feet in diameter,

and weighs nearly fifteen pounds.

The extraordinary height to which not only

the mountains but whole countries rise at the

equator, and the depression of the tempera-

ture, which is the result of that elevation, en-

ables the inhabitants of the Torrid Zone to

behold an extraordinary spectacle. At the

same moment that they see around them the

palms and bananas of the South, they are

called upon to notice a number of vegetable

forms which ordinarily belong only to north-

ern lands. The cypress, the fir and the oak,

the thorn and alders, very much like our own,

cover the plateaux of Southern Mexico, and

the part of the Andes which crosses the equa-

tor. Thus nature permits the inhabitant of

the Torrid Zone to see growing near each

other all the vegetable forms of the earth

without leaving the place where he was born,

just as the vault of heaven displays to his

view all the world of life from the one pole to

theother. These enjoyments and many others

are denied to the son of the North. He never

sees a large number of the stars, nor does he

ever behold many of the most beautiful vege-

table forms, such as the palms, the tree ferns,

the bananas, and the mimosas with their deli-

cate feathery leaves.

The few sickly exotics which we raise in

our green-houses, represent the majesty of

tropical vegetation only very imperfectly;

but we find abundant compensation in the

beautiful language and the brilliant imagina-

tion of the poet, and in the imitative art of

the painter, which enables us to create a tropi-

cal world of our own, and pass in review be-

fore our mind the living forms of exotic na-
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tare. In the cold climates of the North, in

the midst of sterile plains, man can appro-
priate to himself the labors of others and en-
joy at home what the traveller has gone far
to seek.

—

HumhoJdt.

Selected,

I have sometimes heard complaints, or a
bemoaning of the state of some places, for
the fewness of ministers, and truly religious
helpers in the churches, and I believe not
without cause. Yet it hath long been my
judgment, that this is principally owing to too
many of our brethren in profession, neglect-
ing a proper labor to improve the gift or
manifestation of the Spirit of Truth, given tc

every man to profit with; and holding theii
profession of the doctrines of Truth, in a bare
ly rational apprehension and carnal under
standing. This, as our Saviour Jesus Christ
taught in the parable of the unprofitable ser-
vant, is attended with taking away that which
he had, and so came on a dark, restless con-
dition. Those who diligently regard the
Giver's direction, to attend upon the gift, im-
prove it, and more is given. It is promised
to the faithful in the little, that more shall be
entrusted to them ; which often hath been, and
yet will, I believe, be fulfilled to the honest,
diligent, and spiritually minded. Thus many
persons and meetings, by laboring to be found
in their duty, seeking their soul's interest,
have been regarded

; and by degrees, through
the humbling operation ofthe power of Christ,
the blessed and everlasting High Priest, fitted
for, and engaged in the service of the Lord in
his wisdom ; some in one station, and some
in others, to the edification of the body, and
the building up and beautifying his city'zion
in the sight of nations. Oh I that the right
thoughtfulness and application of heart, which
is both the duty and certain interest of n
kind, may more and more prevail when I
no longer here; and be a means of such fruit-
fulness in righteousness and heavenly qualifi
cations, to show forth the praise of God to
the earth, that multitudes may see and flock
in Zion with everlasting joy upon their heads.
Amen, amen.—JbAw FothergiU.

Extract from a letter of Richard Shackleton to

Joseph Jacob.

1st month, 1773.
" I do not know where honest Eobert Wil-

lis is now, but I suppose about Cork, where
I understand the time of singing of birds is
come, and the voice ofyoung ministers is heard
in their land. It is a voice which has not been
very frequent of late years in this poor na-
tion, (Ireland). Silence has reigned much in
our religious assemblies. There is an ear
which can try voices, sounds and words, and
knows of what country each language is, and
time must prove the stability of every birth.
In this day of comparative darkness and
gloominess, our silent meetings are often flat
and heavy. If ministers be raised up by Di-
vine Power, they will be as a flame of fire to
kindle a general sacrifice; but I think of the
two evils, more tolerable is the heavy cloud
occasioned by irreligion and spiritual indo-
lence, than the dismal, terrifying flashes of a
strange fire.

NOT NOW.
Not now, my child,—a little more rough tossing
A little longer on the billows' foam

;A few more joiirneyings in the desert darkness,
And then the sunshine of thy Father's home

!

Not now, for I have wanderers in the distance,
And tliou must call them in with patient love

;

Not now, for I have sheep upon the mountains,
And thou must follow them where'er they rove.

Not now, for I have loved ones sad and weary
;

Wilt thou not cheer them with a kindly smile?
Sick ones who need thee in their lonely sorrow,

AVilt thou not tend them yet a little while ?

Not now, for wounded hearts are sorely bleeding.
And thou must teach those widowed hearts to sing

;

Not now, for orphan tears are thickly falling

;

They must be gathered 'neath some sheltering wing.

Not now, for many a hungry one is pining;
Thy willing hand must be outstretched and free;

Thy Father hears the mighty cry of anguish.
And gives his answering messages to thee.

Not now, for dungeon walls look stern and gloomy.
And prisoners' sighs sound strangely on the breeze,-

Man's prisoners, but the Saviour's noble freemen

;

Hast thou no ministry of love for these ?

Not now, for hell's eternal gulf is yawning.
And souls are perishing in helpless sin

;

Jerusalem's bright gates are standing open,

—

Go to the banished ones and fetch them in.

Go with the name of Jesus to the dying.
And speak that name in all its living power;

Why should thy faltering heart grow chill and weary

'

Canst thou not watch with me one little hour ?

One little hour ! and then the glorious crowning

;

The golden harp-strings and the victor's palm
;

One little hour ! and then the hallelujah !

Eternity's long, deep, thanksgiving psalm

!

N. C. Presbyterian.

Grace teaches us, in midst of life'f

DAILY WORK.
In the name of God advancing,
Sow thy seed at morning light

;

Cheerily the furrows turning,
Labor on with all thy might.

Look not to the far-off future
;

Do the work which nearest lies
;

Sow thou must before thou reapest.

Rest at last is labor's prize.

Standing still is dangerous ever,

Toil is meant for Christians now

;

Let there be when evening cometh,
Honest sweat upon thy brow

;

And the Master shall come, smiling,
When work stops, at set of sun,

Saying, as he pays thy
" Good and faithful r n, well done."

JProm the German.

Paper Car Wheels.—The American Paper
Car Wheel Company, at Pittsford, Yt., manu-
facture E. M. Allen's patent paper car wheels,
hich are coming into use quite largely.

They are now in use on some of the Pullman
ace cars, and are said to give perfect satis-

faction. They are more expensive than the
common wheel, but it is claimed that they
will wear longer, injure the track less, and
run with less noise and jar, than any other
kind. They are manufactured by bringing a
pressure of 350 tons upon sheets of common
straw paper, which forces them into a com-
pact mass which is then turned perfectly
round; and the hub is forced into a hole in
the center, this requiring a pressure of 25
tons. The tire is of steel and has a one quar-
ter inch bevel upon its inner edge, thus alio

ing the paper filling to be forced in, 250 tons

KT^^A r?f?'*« t° }^ ^'"'°g to die, and in pressure being required in the process. Twothe midst of Its greatest crosses to be willing iron plates, one upon each side of the paper,to hve.-Mathew Senry. ^re bolted together, which prevents the possi-

bility of the fillings coming out. The tii

rests upon the paper only, and partakes of it

elasticity.

—

Sci. American.

For "The Friend,

In the communication in the 13th numbe
of " The Friend," entitled " Without me y
can do nothing," it seems to me—especiall
in the latter part of the quotation from Prf
fessor Finney of Oberlin College—that th
writer has got the two separate stages c

conviction and conversion mixed up togethei
or that he uses the words as synonymous. I

appears to be the opinion of a great many i

the present day that people, in a general waj
are changed almost instantaneously from
state of nature to a state of grace; that con
version and regeneration are experienced ii

a day, or a few hours; which is possible, am
in some cases may have taken place. But ti

represent the usual work of a lifetime as beinj
performed in a few minutes or hours, is hold
ing out a hope that is not often realized.

I am afraid that this mixing of terms, anc
representation ofimmediate conversion, whicl
is done by many writers on the subject of re
ligion, either settles into a false rest or secu-
rity, short of the true rest of the people of God;
into something very different from being born
again, or a thorough change of heart, or it

betrays the true believer into disapp(
ment and discouragement when experience
teaches him that regeneration and sanetifica-
tion are a lifetime work, in which he finda
that he is led along, step by step, from one de-1
gree of attainment to another: from a babeii
n Christ to a young man, and to a strong
man in the Lord.
This effectual work is hard to flesh and

blood, and opposed to the reasoning of thej
carnal mind. Hence these are continually
striving to invent some easier and quicker
way, which will not be so hard to endure by
the part that is to be slain by the flaming
sword, that turns every way to keep the way
of the tree of life.

It still remains to be an unalterable truth,
as declared by the Saviour of men, " Except
a man be born again he cannot see the king-
dom of God;" and it is he that "endureth to
the end" that shall be saved. Poor unre-
generate man, is always anxious to save from
death that part which must be crucified and
slain, and to keep from the fire that which is

for the fire ; but it is declared of our Saviour
that " his fan is in his hand and He will
thoroughly purge his floor, and will gather
the wheat into his garner ; but the chaff He
will burn with fire unquenchable." There is

no new way, no shorter or easier path to the
kingdom of heaven than that which the right-
eous of all generations have trod.

It seems to me that if this aspect of the
work of religion was more dwelt upon by
writers and speakers, and by those who pro-
"'' to teach the gospel to others, in our own

ell as in other religious societies, there
might be more fruit brought to perfection;

conviction, where it really takes place,
would not be so often mistaken for conver-
sion. J. H.

Ohio, 11th mo. 1872.

Higher! is the Christian's motto. He is

ever striving to live nearer the land of light
and love, which he feels will be his home
when he has laid aside the mortal coils that
bind him here.
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Jerusalem,

f subterranean Jerusalem, Captain Lum-
a Jewish traveller, says, in his notes of a

nt visit to the Holy Land, " Jerusalem,

many other cities, is perforated by under-

ind works. The catacombs of Paris and

ne, and the water caverns of Constantino-

are examples of such undertakings, car-

out, it may be, for places of burial, for

ige, or for grain and water stores in times

lege. Jerusalem, apart from the vast un-

ground spaces which are below the Temple
tform, and such subterranean enclosures,

the pool of Ilezekiah the king, which
dern investigation has discovered in the

thern part of the city, has its caverns, the

its of which are at present unknown,
ey are situated on the east of the Damas-
gate, and I visited them with a guide and
roper supply of candles and materials to

ke a fire. The entrance is outside the wall

1 through a low passage about two feet six

hes high, over a mound of filth and rub-

After descending a considerable dis-

ce at an angle of about forty-five degrees

the earth, under the city, we entered a vast
" cut out of the solid limestone. This ap-

ed to be about fifty feet in height at the

iter, and from one hundred to one hundred
1 fifty feet wide ;

but not having measuring
with me I cannot be exact about the

asurements. We kindled a fire of paper,

which we could see around and notice the

sp shadows, the marks in the rocks and the

ck depths beyond. Continuing our descent,

passed into other halls and chambers,

e supported by pillars of rough stone,

e and there were deep cavernous pits, and
srywhere passages and alleys. We went
wn one or two of them on their uneven
Paces. In some places were clear marks
the tools of workmen who worked the

le. The process of their labor was easily

cernible ; and the signs thereby disclosed

ow to a certain degree that their origin is

wish. It is extremely likely that this might
ve been the quarry from which the stones

the Temple were obtained. We know that

sound of a tool was to be heard in the

ilding of the Temple ; and here the stones

ight have been quarried and shaped, to be

terwards lifted through a shaft under the

jmple site up to the surface. The method
'quarrying agrees with the Jewish bevel of

e stones, which are seen to this day in th

"ailing wall. Whatever the origin of these

l.verns may be, whether the work of Mel
nisedec, of the Jebusites, of the Jews, or
/ the later possessors of Jerusalem, they
ce extremely interesting; and, being a mod-
n discovery of the last few years, they
fer a field of investigation, in their unex-

.ored depths, which may yield curious re-

ilts. It is possible that they may be con-

acted with other subterranean spaces under
le city, which hold important secrets; and
a entrance in this way may be effected into

le jealously guarded and as yet unexplored

assages and vaults beneath the temple plat-

>rm. At one spot we came across a shaft

iading upwards, and down which water of a

iirackish taste was dripping into a scooped

asin at its foot. This might have been a

>eans of supplying the thirsty workmen with
r&ter; and this, with the fresh-looking tool

larks on the stone, were the only evidences

f the human character of these vast and mys-
erious caverns. In these depths the heat

was great, and I was glad to scramble out to

the blessed light of day. In many instances

the names given to places and the locality of

biblical events are simply conjectural or apo-

cryphal. In fact, and ' not to put too fine a

point on it,' Jerusalem of the present day may
be called the city of lies. There is so little

which is historically true, and so much which

is the result of human superstition, guess-

work, and invention, that all is extremely

unsatisfactory. In fact, the city now called

Jerusalem is actually from sixty to seventy

feet above the original city; and when it is

remembered how often Jerusalem has been

destroyed, ruined, burned, and battered to

pieces, leaving after every assault a mound
of rubbish to accumulate over its preceding

mound, it can be well understood how few

vestiges of the original city can now be re-

maining; and when you ask in your prayers

for the rebuilding of Jerusalem, you are little

aware how much the present miserable place

requires it."

3Iade Alive.—Life is the mightiest of all

sessions. From death to life is the mightiest

of all changes. And no change short of this

will ever avail to fit man's soul for heaven.

Yes! It is not a little mending and altering,

a little cleansing and purifying, a little paint-

ing and patching, a little turning over a new
leaf and putting on a new outside that is

wanted. It is the bringing in of something
altogether new, the planting within us a new
nature, a new being, a new principle, a new
heart; this alone, and nothing less than this,

will ever meet the necessities of man's soul.

(John iii. 3, 6; Gal. vi. 18; 2 Cor. v. 17.) To
hew a block of marble from the quarry, and
carve it into a noble statue; to break up a

waste wilderness, and turn it into a garden of

flowers ; to melt a lump of iron-stone, and
forge it into watch-springs, all these are migh-

ty changes. Yet they all come short of the

change which every child of Adam requires,

for they are merely the same thing in a new
form, the same substance in a new shape.

But man requires the grafting in of that which
he had not before. (Matt. viii. 18.) He needs

a change as great as a resurrection from the

dead. (Rom. vi. 13; 1 Tim. v. G.) He must
become a new creature. Old things must pass

away, and all things must become new. He
must be born again, born from above, born of

God. The natural birth is not a whit more
necessary to the life of the body than is the

spiritual birth to the life of the soul. I know
well the children of this world dislike to hear

they must be born again. It pricks their

consciences. It makes them feel they are

further off from heaven than they are willing

to allow. The surface of the earth is very

different in different climates ; but the heart

of the earth, I am told, is everywhere the

same. Go where you will, from one end to

the other, you would always find the granite

rock beneath your feet, if you only bored

down deep enough. And it is just the same
with men's hearts. Their customs and their

colors, their ways and their laws, may be

utterly unlike, but the inner man is always

the same ; their hearts are all alike at the bot-

tom, all stony, all hard, all ungodly, and all

needing to be thoroughly renewed. (Jer. xv"

9.) The American and the Patagonian stand

on the same level in this matter. Both are

natui-ally dead, and both need to be made
alive. (John vi. 53 ; Eom. viii. 6-8.) Both

are children of the same father, Adam, who
fell by sin, and both need to be born again

by the Holy Spirit, and made the children of

God. (John i. 13; 1 Pet. i. 14, 23, ii. 2; 1

John iii. 1, 9, 10, iv. 7, v. 1, 4, 18; James i.

18; Eom. viii. IG.)

—

Gospel Advocate.

Friends' Freedmen's Association.

Our Superintendent writes from Danville,

Va., under date 11th mo. SOth, 1872 :

"The School Reports exhibit a very good
attendance for the month. Nothing new to

report but very cold weather and a difficulty

of getting wood. The horses are all sick;

fabulous prices are charged for wood, and the

cold compels the sufferers to buy.

Last night was the coldest one I ever saw
in Virginia. Eggs, potatoes, apples, ink, every

thing, froze in our rooms. The Dan to-day

is all solid. We find it almost impossible, in

rooms constructed like ours, to keep warm.
The mercury was 20° below freezing at 8

o'clock this morning I Pretty sharp fbr the

sunny South. What a time for the poor

!

What will the end be if the beginning of

winter is like this! May the Lord 'temper
the wind to the shorn lamb.'

Alfred H. Jones."

From the * Leisure Hour."

Vesuvius in 1872.

The eruption of 1872 will be memorable in

the annals of Vesuvius. Although there was
some exaggeration as to the devastation and
loss of life, rarely have scenes of more terrible

d sublime grandeur been witnessed on any
previous outbreak. We have had the advan-

tage also of the phenomena being most watch-

fully observed and carefully reported. The
venerable Mary Somerville, now in her ninety-

second year, infirm in health but with her

mind clear, and as alive as ever to the study

of the physical sciences, witnessed the recent

eruption. In a private letter to a friend she

thus wrote

:

' Vesuvius has been in the most splendid

and terrible eruption. There has been noth-

ing like it in the memory of man. It burst

out quite unexpectedly. One lovely evening

we drove to the Santa Lutia to see a fine

stream of lava. The sea was calm and re-

flected the moonlight. Next morning, when
ray maid brought me my coffee, I remarked

how it thundered. 'No, no,' she replied, 'it

is the roaring of Vesuvius, which is in vio-

lent eruption.' We all went out and spent

the morning at a high window of the hotel at

Santa Lucia, directly opposite the mountain.

The glow of the fire was not visible in the

daylight, but the lava, as it flowed, sent out

smoke and vapor; the smoke sank down and

the vapor lay above it, white as burnished

silver and very beautiful. I thought the day

scene finer than the night. The roaring was
perpetual, and when louder than usual, we
felt our chairs tremble under us. I returned

home at night, so I only saw the edge pf the

sheet of lava which covered the country, and

formed one great cascade of fire. On Sunday
morning I was surprised at the darkness, and

on looking out, found the whole landscape

hidden by a dense shower of ashes, which

lasted less or more for two days. . . . On
the evening of the greatest eruption, M. and

M. drove to Portici. It was too far for me,

for I am very feeble, but my intellect keeps

clear, for I read, and solve questions in the

higher algebra as easily as ever, . . • {
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Since the eruption, none of our visitors re

main in Xaples. They absolutely fled wher
we were enveloped in so thicii a shower of

ashes that neither earth nor sea nor sky
could be seen. On Monday morning I could

not see to read, though our house is fifteen

miles from Vesuvius. On Sunday night even
the Neapolitans were terrified, and many
passed the night in their carriages, expecting
an earthquake, which was very unscientific

on their part, for Vesuvius had been a safety

valve, emitting steam in abundance. I sat

the whole day at a window. It was wonder-
ful and glorious, and at that time we did not
know of the dreadful loss of life."

Professor Palmieri, of the Observatory, gave
a lecture in the Hall of the Technic Institute

at Naples, on the 15th of May, of which the
following abstract from shorthand notes ap-

peared in the " Times" of the 22nd May :

The terrible conflagration of the 26th of

April, said the Professor, may be regarded as

the finale of the eruption which began on the
Ist of January, 1871, and has lasted, with al-

ternations, up to the present time. It gen
erally happens that the eruptions, which ar(

small and gentle at their commencement, ter

minate with great violence, carrying destruc
tion to human dwellings and devastation to

the country. Among the most fearful erup
tions which history records was that of 1631
It is related that on that occasion 4,000 hu
man beings were killed, and 6,000 animals,

cattle and sheep. Three centuries had elaps-

ed since the mountain had given signs of ac-

tivity
;
grass grew in the very crater, and

shepherds took their flocks there to pasture.

Thus it happened that, taken unexpectedly,
many were swallowed up in the abyss which
was opened

; many were drowned or buried
in the fiery flood, and others were destroyed
by the pumice and burning stones which
were vomited out of the summit and from
other mouths. In strong centrical eruptions
—by which it is to be understood those which
come from the upper cone of Vesuvius—great
fissures are usually produced, which eject

matter from as many difterent mouths, the
lowest of which are the most dangerous.
Such was the case with the recent eruption

;

for on the night of the 26th of April a mouth
was opened in the Atrio del Cavallo, in the
long fissure which had been made previously.

The opening of this mouth formed, as it were,

a hill in the Atrio del Cavallo, resembling a
chain of small mountains, and from under-
neath the lava issued calmly and rapidly, like

a river of fire, while from the principal cone
was ejected a continuous and violent shower
of lava, smoke, ashes, and other fiery projec-

tiles, which rose to the height of 1,500 metres
(between 5,000 and 6,000 feet), while the
mountain thundered terribly. Many had gone
on that day and evening to see the lava, sev-

eral of whom the Professor had endeavored
to persuade from entering the Atrio del Ca-
vallo.- Those who arrived later and remain-
ed until after midnight became the victims of

their curiosity. Between two and three o'-

clock in the morning the Atrio opened with
a fearful roar, and from the new mouth issued

the lava with great impetuosity, wrapped in

a cloud of " boiling" smoke, ashes, and red-

hot stones. Those wretched persons who
were there were scalded by the smoke and
wounded by the projectiles, some of them died

immediately, others later. Of the rest who
remained on the farther side no traces re-

mained, they having been swallowed up and
buried by the burning stream. Those tre
mendous disasters may be foreseen and pre-

vented, but a good service of guides is neces-
sary; moreover, the Observatory should be

well arranged, well organized, and good em
ployes appointed to remain on the mountain
to give the alarm.

On the night of the 26th of April the lava
precipitated itself into the Fosso della Vetra
na, and, descending on the incline of the
mountain over former beds of lava, invaded
St. Sebastiano, Maesa di Somma, and Coreola
in the Cupa Giorvano, so called because, as it

is said, that famous painter had a villa there.
From 1852 to the present time the lava has
filled up the Fosso della Vetrana to the height
of 200 metres; if further additions be made
hereafter, the Observatory must be destroy-
ed, as the last lava is only a few metres un-
der its level. The lava here has the breadth
of a kilometre, and on the banks of this river

of fire—a remarkable and novel phenomenon
—small craters have been formed by the
lava, which thundered like the principal cra-

ter, and ejected smoke, ashes, and stones to
the height of 70 or 80 metres. These observa-
tions are of great assistance to science, as
they show the course of operations in the in

terior of Vesuvius. I trust, said the Profes
sor, that the lava will not make me pay dear
for this good service by invading the Observ
atory.

The velocity of the lava varies from 180
metres a minute to a few millimetres, depend
ing much on the condition of the land, being
quicker on the incline, less so on the plain,

and where there are obstacles. Issuing in a
liquid form from the mouths, it runs with
great velocity, but slackens its pace as it ad-
vances, cooling gradually, and forming, as it

were, a skin on the surface. This increases
in solidity, and so the progress of the stream

diminished. When the lava ceased, Vesu-
vius continued to eject ashes and pumice, and
still thundered ; then the roaring ceased, and
the rain of ashes decreased in quantity. Af-
terwards came heavy storms, which are com-
monly dangerous, as they are the occasion of
great floods, which, carrying down the ashes
and pumice which cover the mountain, com-
plete the ruin of the lands which have been

red by the lava. After the eruption of

1631, the floods were so strong that the dam-
age done by them was not less than that oc-

casioned by the lava, and the lands of those
who Buftered were exempted from taxes for

ten years, like those which were damaged by
fire.

There are some who think—and the opin-

ion is general among the agriculturists of the
Vesuvian district—that the ashes are benefi-

cial to the land as manure, but that they in-

jure and sterilize it if water be added. The
nalysis of these ashes shows that a portion

is soluble in water, another part not. This
has the same properties as the contemporane-
ous lava, and is a species of silicate which
may be useful to the land. After the erup-

tion of 1812 there was an extraordinarily

bundant harvest in the Puglias, and it was
attributed to the ashes of Vesuvius, which had

carried there by the wind. The ashes

soluble in water, however, containing chloric

acid, sulphuric acid, and salmarina, burn land

and wither vegetation. The beautiful coun-

try near Vesuvius is now a scene of squalid •

desolation. The harvest of this year is abso-

'

lutely lost, and of that of next year we c

not indulge any cheerful hope.

During the late eruption a report a

spread in the city, giving rise to great ala;

that the crater of Vesuvius had become
electric pile, and that at a certain hou:

strong earthquake would shake Naples to

foundations. That report was exaggeral
but the currents of electricity developed
the volcano were very strong. These p
nomena do not accompany all eruptions,

this, the latest, the Professor observed a lai

quantit;^ of lightning which flashed in 1

great pile of smoke and ashes which n
from the crater. The noise which acco

panied this lightning varied according to

length of its duration. When short,

noise was full and round, so to speak; wb
it was longer, it produced a sound which
dry and hissing, like that of tearing pap
The lightning is generated by the viole

ejection of smoke and ashes, by means
which the electric current is establishi

The lava is now firm ; is spent and
smokes—not to be wondered at after si

cent an eruption. We have seen the lava

1858 still smoking in several places. The
jets of smoke are called "fumaroli." Tht
smoke holes are communications between t

uppercrust of the lava which has harden
and the internal mass still incandesce!

Around these holes are formed sublimates
oxide of copper, of chloric acid, of sal ai

monia, of sulphur, &c., which Invest the la'

with forms and colors at times the most bea

tiful. The Professor said he had analyzi

the smoke which rose from the lava and ha

discovered that it dissolves in salt wate
From this he inferred that the waters of tl

sea are disturbed by those terrible convi

sions, and are mingled with the fire. At tl

conclusion of his lecture, Palmieri said th

on the evening of the eruption, Vesuvius a
peared to sweat fire through every por

which by night appeared like so many sped
of flame attached to the back of the dark com
by day those flames were changed into smok

Best as it is.
—" If thou hadst been here, m

brother had not died." These little wore
plainly showed that these afliicted sistei

both believed that, had they been perraitte

to order the course of events, the result woul
have been far happier. If something Ira

happened which has not happened, the even

might have been less wretched. Oh ho^

often do reflections similar to this barb th

arrow of afliiction with poignancy which not!

ing else can give I these are the thought
bich in our wretchedness make us doubl;

wretched: "If we had taken such a coursf

if we had acted in some other manner, hov

diff'erent would have been the issue!" Ther
can be nothing more unwise, perhaps fev

things more unholy, than reasoning thus. li

dwelling upon secondary causes, we overlool

the first great cause of all—the God of heavei'

and earth, who alone ordereth all things, an(

doeth all things well. Has the Lord no shan
in the decision ? Did he not direct our pre

sent disappointment? Was he not present

when our friend was taken from us? Dutiei

are ours, events are God's.

—

Henry Blunt.

British Museum Library.—The quadrangle

within which the present library is built ii

313 feet in length by 235 wide, comprising ai

area of 73,555 square feet. Of this space tht
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ding covers 47,472 feet, being 258 feet

r by 184 feet wide, thus leaving an interval

'om 27 to 30 feet all round. The dome is

feet in diameter, and its height 106 feet.

new reading-room itself contains 1,250,-

cubic feet of space, and the surrounding

aries 750,000. Its shelves contain about

lOO volumes, and the new building alto-

ler will accommodate as many as 1,500,-

volumes. The building contains three

js lineal of book-cases eight feet high ; as-

ing them all to be spaced for the average

ivo book size, the entire ranges form

nty-five miles of shelves. Assuming the

ks to be filled with leaves of paper of

rage thickness, the leaves placed edge to

would extend about 25,000 miles, or

re than three times the diameter of the

,e.— Coivtan's "Memories of the British

seum."

For " rho Friend "

[aving lately been called upon to act in the

acity of a grand juror, and one or two en-

raging incidents occurring, I thought I

lid relate them as nearly as I can recollect,

)ing they may serve to stimulate us to hold

n our way of steadily upholding, not only

law, but the peculiar testimonies of our

iety, believing they have their foundation

,he Truth, which is unchangeable in its na-

)n taking my seat in the jury box, my
rt sank a little on looking round upon the

upanions with whom I was to be immured
indefinite number of days. Two of

m I knew to be old tavern keepers ; one or

others pretty fanciful in dress; no other

inly dressed man, and but one who made

fession with Friends. The clerk of the

approached us, and asking the foreman

ether he swore or affirmed, (his always be-

taken separately) he affirmed, which affir-

tion was taken. Turning then to the re-

inder of the jury, 17 in number, he said,

11 you gentlemen of the grand jury who
rm, please to stand up." I was on my
t promptly, glad to feel solid ground under

m ;
but judge of ray surprise and gratifi-

ion when I found every member of the

[uest standing up with mo ; not one took the

'.h. The president judge, turning towards

jury, addressed them very earnestly upon

nature and importance of their duties in

;uage somewhat as follows:

Gentlemen of the Grand Jury,—You are

arged with a high and important trust. It

11 be your duty to examine the bills of

;tment as presented by the District Attor-

and after acting upon them, it is also

ur duty to inquire into the causes of crime

our community. From facts which have

ne to the knowledge of the court, we have

ason to fear that there are secret infringe

ents of the law in many particulars, and it

your province to search them out, and if

lu perform your parts in ferreting out th

cret places where crime of every nature i

rried on, we will see to it they are properly

inished ; but if you do not present, we can-

)t punish. You stand at the very portals

justice. We shall send before you for ex-

aination the police officers, whom you must

terrogate as to their knowledge of places

acre liquor is sold contrary to law ;
houses

bad repute ;
where gambling in any form

carried on ; and I mean by gambling, any

id every thing where the result is obtained by

chance; all such things as are called gift en-

terprises, lotteries of every kind, whether car-

ried on in churches for profitable religious

purposes or not, they are all wrong, and those

who institute and conduct them are but de-

ceiving themselves and injuring the morality

of the community by such proceedings. We
therefore call your attention to all such

sources of crime, and ask you to assist in fer-

reting them out and bringing them to public

notice, and after making inquiry of the police

and others who may be sent before you, it is

your duty to inquire of each other as to your
individual knowledge of any resort where
crime is carried on," &c., &c.

This I thought was high ground for a chief

justice of one of the most populous districts

of the State to take, and I was glad to find,

on retiring to the jury room, a general dispo-

sition on the part of the grand jurors heartily

to co-operate with the judges in searching out

and bringing before them the various plague

spots affecting the moral atmosphere of this

community. We were able to find but few,

but those few were faithfully presented.

Thejudge, ( W. B.) is my near neighbor, and

I am glad to be able to say, his private char-

acter is as clean as his public profession.

West Chester, 11th month 24th, 1872.

One in Christ.—I have seen a field hero and

a field there stand thick with corn, a bed

or two separated them. At the proper seasons

the reapers entered : soon the earth was dis

burdened, and the grain was conveyed to its

destined resting place, where, blended

gether in the barn or in the stack, it could

not be known that a hedge had ever separated

this corn from that.

Thus it is with the church. Here it grows,

as it were, in .different fields, and even it may
be separated by different hedges. By and by,

when the harvest is come, all God's wheat
shall be gathered into the garner, without one

single mark to distinguish that once they dif-

fered in outward circumstantials or form or

order.—A. M. Toplady.

soaking the dried timber a short time in a
solution of soluble glass, a silicate of soda or

potash, and afterwards immersing it in lime

water, by which the pores of the wood are

filled with a silicate of lime. This substance

is fireproof, and cannot be dissolved in water,

and its presence and eftoct in the fibre of the

wood are therefore permanent.

—

Miscellany.
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Krupp's Steel Works, at Essen, Westphalia,

employ 8810 workmen, and have in use en-

gines of an aggregate force of 9595 horse

power. In 1871, at this immense establish-

ment, there were manufactured one hundred

and fifty million pounds of cast steel, being

an increaseof twenty million pounds over the

product of 1870. The establishment uses five

hundred and twenty-eight melting, heating

and converting furnaces, two hundred and

sixty welding and puddling furnaces, two
hundred and forty-five coke furnaces, one

hundred and thirty furnaces of various kind

and one hundred and sixty-nine forges. It

also uses three hundred and forty-two turn

ing lathes, one hundred and thirty planing

machines, seventy-three cutting machines,

one hundred and seventy-two boring

chines, ninety-four grinding benches and two
hundred and nine machines of various kinds,

It employs one hundred and seventy-four

steam boilers, two hundred and sixty-five

steam engines, from one thousand horse-power

down, and fifty-eight steam hammers, weigh

ing from thirty tons down.

—

Late Paper.

Fireproof Wood.—Wood may be

nearly as capable of resisting fire as brick

stone, without great labor or expense, by

We coincide with the opinions expressed in

the criticism of our correspondent in Ohio

—

published in this number—on portions of the

contribution under the head " Without me ye
can do nothing." We believe that the main
object the author of the latter had in view in

furnishing the extracts, was to exhibit the
strongly expressed opinion of Professor Fin-

ney relative to the necessity of all who en-

gage in the work of the ministry to experi-

ence the putting forth and immediate qualifi-

cation for service in the Church, by its ador-

able Head. The continuation, under the same
heading in the present number appears to be
clear on that point.

In relation to the manifestation of emotion-
al feeling often witnessed in such meetings as

those described by the Professor, although we
may not doubt there may be, at times, awak-
ened in some, a true conviction for sin, giving
rise to outward signs of distress, we yet think

we are safe in the conclusion drawn from the

experience of the past, that they are mostly
the result of mental excitement accompany ing
high wrought nervous agitation ; which it is

well known often become contagious, not only
in meetings but in communities, carrying away
even the strong and resolute, who are not con-

scious of its insidious approach and power.
Such results from a certain strain of preach-

g have not been unfrequent in various times
and places since the era of the " Reformation,"

and their history teaches that but little en-

during change of heart and of conduct can be
traced to them after the lapse of a short time.

This was strikingly observable in the noted
" religious revival" that took place in Ireland

a few years ago, when, such was the fervor

of the thousands brought under its influence,

and the sudden change for the better of very
many, that some good men were elated with
the belief that a majority of the inhabitants

of the northern part of the emerald isle were
"converted." But when the fire died out,

but few—if any—live coals could be found
among the embers.
The Methodists have had large experience

in this direction, and we believe not a few of

their influential members are now discoun-

tenancing these sensational meetings.

We are fully satisfied such meetings could

not take place among Friends, were those

who assembled brought under the regulating

influence of the scriptural ancLspiritual reli-

gion we profess, and did none attempt to take

part in the services but such as were anoint-

ed, and qualified by the Head of the Church
to baptize into the life and power of Truth.

It is only within a short time, since the stan-

dard of ministry and the preparation and
qualification therefor, have been greatly low-

ered to correspond with the modified quaker-

ism now prevalent, that such meetings have
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been heard of as being conducted by Friends; Mediterranean, has been wrecked, and thirty-five per-

and time will determine their value. ^o"''> passengers and crew, lost.

I

The late storm in the British Channel was very de
structive to shipping and was attended with consider
able loss of life.

All the stokers employed by four or five of the largest
gas companies of London have struck work, ostensibly
because two of their number were unjustly discharged.
The companies warn the public to use as little gas as
possible until the trouble is ended.
The Lower House of the Prussian Diet has passed

the country reform bill, by a vote of 285 to 91, but the
Upper House has continued unyielding i ^
tion. To overcome the difficulty the Empero"has
raised twenty-five landowners, generals and officials to
the peerage, in order to create a majority in favor of
the proposed law.

The health of the King of Spain has improved, and
his recovery is expected. Spain continues disturbed
both by Carlistsand disafFected Republicans. Numer-
ous collisions with the government forces occur, some
of which are attended with much blood.shed.
A St. Petersburg dispatch states that the cholera is

raging in Khiva.
The German government authorizes an emphatic

contradiction of the report telegraphed from Paris to
London, that Manteuff'el, Commander of the German
forces in France, has received orders to concentrate his
forces in case of certain contingencies. Germany in-

tends no interference with the internal affairs of France
London, 12th mo. 2d.— Consols 92|. U. S. sixes,

1865, 91 J ; 1867, 94 ; ten-forties, 88}.
Liverpool. — Breadstuff's steadv. Uplands cotton

9| a lOd. ; Orleans, lOJ^ a lOfd. '

United States.—The interments in Philadelphia
last week numbered 261, including 75 children under

years. There were 50 deaths of consumption, 12
croup, 9 old age.

In Boston last week there were 176 deaths, of which
'3 were from small pox.
Horace Greeley, the distinguished journalist, died

the 29th ult., after several weeks illness. He was in
his 62nd year.

The U. S. Postmaster General, in a letter to th_
Prussian Director General of Posts, states that the
number of women employed in the postal service of the
United States is not large, and probably does not ex-
ceed 700 in all ; their employment being restricted to
the positions of po.stmistres.s, clerks in local post-offices,
and clerks in the General Post-Office Department. The
Postmaster says that the women employed discharge
their duties to the general acceptance of the depart
ment, and that there is a growing public sentiment ir

the United States favoring the employment of women
in

_
clerical and other duties which can be as appro-

priately discharged by women as by men.
The regular army of the United States consists of

31,440 men, including 2,104 commissioned officers.
The number of sailing vessels and ocean steamers

belonging to the United States is 7,512, with an aggre
gate tonnage of 2,680,163. Great Britain has 21,720
vessels with 7,850,492 tons.

The public debt of the United States on the fir.st inst.,

less cash in the Treasury, was §2,160,568,030. The
decrease during the Eleventh month was $1,198,230.
The third session of the Forty-second Congress con-

vened on the 2d inst., with a large attendance in both
Houses. A joint resolution was passed unanimously
directing that a record be made in the journals of Con-

of appreciation for the eminent services and per-
sonal purity and worth of Horace Greeley, and the sad
impression created by his death.
The annual message of President Grant was pre-

sented and read. It contains a comprehensive and
condensed review of the condition, progress and pro-
spects of the country, and of its wants in the way of
legislation. The Indian policy of the administration
has, says the President, been as successful as its most
ardent friends anticipated within so short a time. It
will be maintained without any change, excepting such

further experience may show to be necessary to ren-
der it more efficient. The result of the Geneva arbitra-
tion and the decision of the German umpire on the San
.Juan question are adverted to. He transmits official
copies of the awards, and says that he has forwarded
letters of thanks to the three friendly powers who acted
on the occasion. The war in Cuba is referred to at
some length as raging the same now as for the last four
years, with no positive advantages on either side. He
believes slavery to be at the root of the trouble, and that
full emancipation would restore peace. He has urged
the wisdom and the policy of complete abolition of
slavery, but thus far without result, and he regrets the

We have received a copy of "A Sketch
Map of the Nile Sources and Lake Region of
Central Africa;" showing Dr. Livingstone'i
recent discoveries and Stanley's route in

search of him. The map is about eleven by
fifteen inches in size, embracing the country
between sixteen degrees south and ten de-
grees north latitudes, and from twenty to
forty degrees cast longitude. It is neatly
got up, the engraving and coloring being well
executed. How nearly correct it may be we
confess ourselves not qualified to decide, but
we have no reason to doubt its being in ac-

cordance with the knowledge obtained by the
discoveries of modern travellers on the conti-
nent of Africa.

It is for sale by T. Ellwood Zell, No. 17
North 6 Lh Street, Philadelphia. Price twenty-
five cents.

The Clerk of "Kansas Yearly Meeting"
has kindly sent us a copy of its printed min-
utes ; from which it appears that the meeting
was opened at Lawrence on the 11th of the
10th month last, and concluded its sessions on
the 17th. Much business incident to the be-
ginning of such a meeting, was transacted;
the standing committees now common in

many of the Yearly Meetings were appoint-
ed. There appears to have been a pretty
large number in attendance, and harmony
and good feeling are represented to have pre-
vailed. A minute informing of the establish-

ment of '• Kansas Yearly Meeting" was direct-

ed to be sent to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.
The " Christian Worker," speaking of the

Yearly Meetitig, says: "One rather new
feature we observed, that of admitting re-

porters for the difi'erent secular papers, who
were present taking notes of the proceedings.'

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FoKElGN.—The political situation in France is repre-

sented to be critical. A small majority of the Assem-
bly favor the establishment of a liberal constitutional

monarchy, but any measures looking towards such i

step meet with the strenuous opposition of the Repub-
licans, both Conservatives and Radicals. These dis-

cordant elements were brought into activity by a motion
to condemn Gambetta's inflammatory speeches and
radicalism. On the 28th Dufaure, Mini.ster of Justice,

made a speech, defending President Thiers and coun
selling conciliation. He concluded by submitting a
resolution providing for the appointment of a committee
whose duty it sh.ill be to draw up a law regulating pub-
lic powers and prescribing the conditions of ministerial
responsibility. On the next day Thiers eloquently ad-
dressed the House for an hour and a half. He acknow-
ledged the Assembly's sovereign constitutional power,
condemned socialist doctrines, and impressively affirm-

ed his belief in religion. He admitted that he was
personally in favor of a constitutional monarchy, but
added ;

" The monarchy is impossible ; we have a Re-
public. Let us make it conservative." After a long
and excited debate, the As-sembly by a vote of 370 to

334 approved the resolution proposed by Dufaure. On
the following day, however, the Assembly, by a vote of

305 to 299, censured the government for receiving the
addresses of municipal councils during the present con-
troversy. Le Fl-anc, Minister of the Interior, then
tendered his resignation, which was accepted. The
resignation of all the ministers was then offered. Two
Cabinet Councils, each of long duration, were held on
the first inst. After full deliberation upon the situa-

tion, Thiers finally agreed to remain in the Presidency
if the ministers would withdraw their resignations.

The latter consented to the President's proposal.

Mary Somerville, the celebrated matliematician and
writer on astronomy and physical geography, died on
the 2d inst., aged 92 years.

Cuba in defiance of our laws. He again calls atten
to the alarming falling off" in the carrying trade of
United States, which has been going on for the past
or twelve years, and urge* Congress to give the sut
serious consideration, and devise some means for

recovery. Many other important topics are bror
into view by the President.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotat
on the 2d inst. New York.— American gold, 1
U.S. sixes, 1881, 116i; ditto, 1867, 116; ditto, 5
cents, lOSJ. Superfine flour, $5.90 a $6.35 ; State e

S7.10 a S7.35; finer brands, *7.50 a $12.50. N.
Chicago spring wheat, $1.50 ; No. 3 Chicago, $1.
red western, $1.70; white Michigan, $2. Oats, S
55 cts. Western mixed corn, 64 cts.

;
yellow, 65i o

southern white, 70 cts. Philadelphia.~lAi&A\i\
19J a 20J cts. for uplands and New Orlei

Superfine flour, $4.25 a $5.25 ; extras, $5.62 a $6.
finer brands, J6,50 a S10.25. Western red wheat, $1
a $1.80; amber, $1.85 a $1.90; white, $L95 a $2
Rye, 80 a 90 cts. Yellow corn, 65 cts. Oats, 42 a
cts. Smoked hams, 14i a 16 cts. Lard, 8| a 8J
The arrivals and sales 'of beef cattle at the Avei
Drove-yard reached about 2,000 head. Extra sole

J a 8 cts. per lb. gross ; fair to good, 6 a 7}^ cts., i

common 4 a 5J cts. Good sheep sold at 5J a 6J
per lb. gross, and fair to middling at 4l a 51^

Receipts 15,000. About 5,000 hogs sold at $6 a $f
per 100 lbs. net. Baltimore.—Western red wheat, $1
$1.85. Mixed western corn, 62 cts. ; southern wh
a 61 cts. Oats, 42 a 48 cts. CAj^cajro.-Spring (

flour, $5.75 a 36.75; superfine, $3 a $3.75. Nc
pring wheat, $1.18; No. 2, $1.10; No. 3, 99 tilt

$1.01. No. 2 mixed corn, 31 cts. No. 2 oats, 24
Cincinnati.—Fa.rai\y flour, $7.35 a $7.50. Red wi
$1.52 a $1.57. Old corn, 44 cts. ; new, 41 cts. ]

68 a 70 cts. Lard, 7} a 7J cts.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) PhUadel-pU
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshtja H. Wob'
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boari
Managers.

ac ..u iuoi,., ogcu .,^ jciiio. Slavery, uui mus lar wiinout result, ana ne reg.
The steamship Dalmatian, from Liverpool for the] fact that citizens of the United States own si;

Died, on the 19th of Twelfth mo. 1871, Race
MiLLEK, in the 69th year of her age, a member
Flushing Monthly Meeting of Friends, Belmont (

Ohio. Her friends believe that to her the languagt
applicable, " Blessed are the merciful, for they sh
obtain mercy."

, at his residence in Camden, N. J., on the
day of Eleventh mo. 1872, Charle.s C. Gaskill,
the 83d year of his age. Of this beloved Friend it m
be truly said, that through submission to the power
Divine Grace, he became a self-denying follower
Christ, and a conspicuous and worthy example amo
men,_of integrity and uprightness. He was unswervi
in his attachment and adherence to the principles
the Christian religion as held by true Friends fromt
beginning, and died as he lived in the faith and hop«
the Gospel of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. W
the faculties of his mind preserved clear to the last,
was permitted to experience, through the mercy ofG
in Christ Jesus our Lord, that death had no sting
the grave any victory. " Mark the perfect man
behold the upright for the end of that man is peaci
" The salvation of the righteous is of the Lord."

, on the morning of the 15th ult., Caeouxe .

Smith, widow of the late Morris Smith, in the 68
year of her age, a member and elder of the Month
Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia. Having be
made willing in early life to take up the cross da
and follow Christ in the regeneration, she became

.

pie of meekness, simplicity and godly sinceril
In the early part of her protracted and suffering illnei
she endured much poverty of spirit, and under an hut
bling sense of her shortcoming and unworthiness, si

repeatedly said she had nothing to trust to but tl

niercy of her Saviour. The quiet, peaceful state of mil
in which she was generally preserved, led her to fear
times lest she might be deceived

; and earnest were h
petitions that such miglit not be the case, but that si

might be fully given up to the Lord's will. The eve
ing before her death she expressed that she felt a fu
a,ssurance of acceptance, and on waking in the nigi
from a comfortable sleep, said, " Ob ! the sweet peac
such peace, all doubt is removed." It being remarke
"Thou feels the arms of the dear Saviour underneath
She replied, " Oh yes ! nothing else could make r

as I do." " Precious in the sight of the Lord
death of his saints."
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Hints to Mothers.

Sfo subject excites greater interest than the
lessive niortulity of infants, which, to a

y large extent, is directly or indirectly at-

butable to the ignorance of parents relative

the nature of their offspring, or careless and
pable indifference regarding their manage-
nt. In vain are protesting voices raised

iinst the unseen foe; in vain do treatises,

mphlets, and essays appear in rapid succes-

n, each echoing in its pages the mournful
t, thalin this highly favored and prosperous
id, from one third to one half, at least, of our
ant population under five years of age is

signed, through ignorance and misman-
ement, to an untimely grave. Taking the
.tistics 01 a neighboring city, during the
e years ending with 1866, we tind the births

have been 78,490, and the deaths of chil-

ee under tive years of age, during the same
e, 56,204, which we have no doubt is a fai

erage for all our large cities and towns at

B present time.

No one believes it to be the intention of

e Creator thus to nip in the bud one half

humanity; nor is it that the mother does
t try to take care of her child, for the kind
t feelings flow out instinctively towards her
Ipless offspring ; but it is simply that sh
les not know how to care for it; her efforts

ing like those of an ignorant gardener, who
iters his plants while the sun is yet on them,
ereby destroying while he intends to im-
ove them.
Health is not a mere matter of chance, but
e reward of an intelligent and persevering
udence; and with a system of management
unded on a knowledge of the physical and
entul nature of the infant alone, can success
» expected. It is absolutely necessary for

e parent to possess this knowledge, not only
,at she may assist nature, but that she may
)t interfere with the natural processes, there-
in thwarting and opposing nature at every
ep of her progress.

It is exceedingly unfortunate that mothers
ho have lime to spare on all the frivolities
' the day should so neglect their offspring,

ply because it is unfashionable to inform
lemselves of the nature of the human frame

the means adopted by nature for its pre

servation. An accomplished writer, who has

a high appreciation of the importance of this

jcct in its bearing upon her own sex and

upon posterity, has said: "It is the fate of

the great majority of our species to fall from

the hands of nature into those of an ignorant

nurse and an ignorant mother. In all the

departments of life in which men are called to

t, some preparatory discipline is deemed

necessary, and afforded; but where women
are concerned, the presiding deity is chance.

No provision is made to tit tliem for their allot-

ments, though they are called to fill offices

nvolving the most vital interests of society.

Women extract knowledge from practice,

they rarely bring knowledge to it; that under

such circumstances they so often acquit them-

selves with ability, is pregnant with proof

that mental power is the unalienable property

of humanity ;
and, since it thus bursts above

the blight of neglect, and repels the effects ot

mistaken institutions, what, under better au-

spices, might not be hoped from it?"

She enters her guardianship helpless and

alone, a prey to doubts and fears unparalleled

n other relations of life. False notions of

propriety often prevent her from seeking ad-

ce at the right source, and her only refuge

too often lies in the counsels of nurses and

matrons, unable to give a better reason for

their advice than that it is based on their own
opinions.

The importance of previous instruction i

not realized until the young mother finds her

self called upon to assume the management of

her offspring; she is then kept in a state of

painful alarm and apprehension by the occur-

rence of the most trifling circumstances, or

allows real danger to steal on in a state of the

most fatal, because unguarded security.

The proper management of infants is, there

fore, a subject of the utmost importance to

every human being; and besides, the comfort

of all depends, in a greater degree than is

generally imagined, on the training and edu-

cation of ttie rising generation.

Those who have no children of their own,

have yet friends and acquaintances who have

children with whom they must sometimes be

brought in contact, and thus their comfort or

convenience will in some measure bo influ-

enced by them.
It is quite natural for mothers to be partial,

and, generally speaking, the mother tor this

reason is less capable of training her children

than any other person would be. Her ten-

derness as a mother has a tendency to over-

power her judgment, and prevent the exercise

of that wholesome firmness and determina-

tion which is indispensable in order to man-

age children properly.

The time during which the infant is totally

dependent upon the mother is extraordinarily

lengthened, and the youth of man is longer

than the whole life of most animals. This

long infancy and slow maturity are the sour

of progress in the human race.

The rearing of babies should be a matter

for education ; we would not, however, hint

that there are any hard-and-fast rules, the

carrying out of which would render of second-

ary importance the constant tender watching

of the mother. Such rules, indeed, might

largely apply for the welfare of the body, but

ho shall legislate for the mind ? Health is

a sound mind in a sound body;" we may
feed the body by rule, but the culture of the

infant mind rests in very great measure upon

that delicate tact and discernment which,

combined with love of children, is the peculiar

sift of a woman, but varies infinitely in dif-

ferent mothers.

The infant comes into the world perfect m
form, but powerless to act, with a mind as

yet untaxed by thought, wakening to the

thousand external impressions which shall

hereafter sway it, yet possessing a bias in-

herited from the mingled sentiments of many
ancestors—a bias which should not be over-

looked because it does not render itself at

once apparent, but should be carefully ob-

served, in order that it may be softened,

strengthened, or guided by a mother's gentle

influence. No mother can be too thoughtful,

too refined, too highly gifted with knowledge

for this important task, for the effects of this

earliest guidance are traceable throughout

life.
. ,

But if we desire to obtain that influence

over the mind of a child which is requisite to

insure its obedience, at the same time that

we desire to possess its love, we must first

obtain entire control over our own temper

and habits ; for, however good the precepts

we inculcate, they will have but little effect

unless our practice agrees with them.

If a child observes passion, duplicity, or

rudeness in its parents or instructors, is it to

pposed that it will be meek, truthful, or

polite? Children are acute observers and

very close reasoners ; and, although you may
silence them by authority, you cannot prevent

them detecting injustice, if it is practised

towards them ; nor can you avoid their see-

ing it if you make one law for them and an-

other for yourself. We must, therefore, first

school ourselves, and endeavor to obtain com-

mand of temper, patience, firmness, and habits

of order and punctuality ; for all these quali-

ties will have to be called into constant actioa

from the first moment the infant comes into

the world. It is astonishing how early a child

begins to imbibe ideas, and to be acted upon

by external circumstances.
_

Much depends on the treatment of the in-

font whether it shall be a plague or a comfort

to its mother during childhood. A cross baby

is an institution largely the result of ignor-

ance and mismanagement ; for, if healthy and

judiciously managed, an infant will cry only

for three reasons—because it is suffering from

hunf<-er, from pain, or from nervous irritation.

From early infancy children vary widely

in nervous sensibility to all external impres-
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sions. A flea-bite, which will pass unnoticed

by one infant, will send another into a fever;

the irritation of the gums in the teething of

one child will cause convulsions, while an-

other will scarcely suffer at all. One infant

will remain placid and still and pleased for

hours—it is a good baby; another will chafe

and fret if not constantly attended to—it is

considered naughty; yet these are two defi-

nite degrees of sensibility, which every mother
should recognize and allow for, and every
doctor should know; for the placid child may
pass with little notice into a dangerous state

of illness, while the irritable infant is in a

fever with a flea-bite. Such children suffer

exceedingly, and require vei-y careful treat-

ment.
Many a baby, however, is rendered cross

and restless for months, merely by the icju-

dicious conduct of the nurse in its earliest in-

fancy; and it is thus frequently forced into

habits sufficiently disagreeable to disturb the
tranquility of an entire household. Our ob-

ject ought to be to develop in the best possible

manner the physical health of the infant

then its moral qualities ; and lastly, the Intel

lectual faculties. The end to be attained is a

sound mind in a sound body ; and this would
produce a perfect human being.

The following piece was found amongst the papers of
the late Edward Alexander, of Limerick, and ap-
pears to have been written with a view to circulation.

" After a night of apostacy, it pleased the
Lord to raise up our Society, in order that
the light, the life of men, might again shine
forth. Our pious predecessors, feeling the
power and eflicacy of the light of Christ in
their souls, quickening them from their former
state of death in trespasses and sins, and lead-
ing them from the form of godliness into its

power, preached Christ, the light and life
; but

the world rejected their testimony; 'never-
theless, their bow abode in strength, and the
arms of their hands were made strong by the
mighty God of Jacob ;'—

' In all their afiiiction

He was afflicted,' and the angel of His pre-
sence saved them, even from the midst of
their persecutions and deep sufferings ; so
they were experimental witnesses that God
gave them victory, through Christ their light
and life. The light or spirit of Christ always
was the enemy's point of attack, because it

is that by which his kingdom is to be de-
stroyed

;
therefore his power has been exerted,

from age to age, to divert the mind of man
therefrom, and turn it to any thing rather
than to live with, and walk in, the Spirit

;

hence it is we have so many covered with the
form of godliness without the power. Deep
sorrow and exercise cover my mind, on ac-
count of this state among us. Ought not the
Scripture declaration to be deeply engraven
on each of our hearts—'One is your Master,
even Christ, and all ye are brethren.'

" It has appeared to me that the enemy of
the Church of Christ is endeavoring to scat-
ter the sheep, and to overthrow the faith once
delivered to the saints, in three ways, viz : to
lessen our estimation of the doctrine of the
light of Christ; to set the Scriptures above
the Spirit by which they were given forth,
and to lower the standard of perfection.
"Now it is matter of heartfelt sorrow that

any, who were once enlightened, had tasted
of the heavenly gift, and were made partakers
of the Holy Ghost, should fall away. An

awful pause covers the mind, whilst the query
arises, what is the cause ? I believe it to be
this :—the eye was not kept where the wise
man's ought to be, in the head, Christ; it

looked out, and so in such as these it became
darkness. Notwithstanding this grievous de-
parture from the light, there is abundant con-
solation for the humble, self-denying follower
of our holy Redeemer, ' to trust in the name
of the Lord, and stay upon his God.' Whilst
these endeavor to abide under the cross, they
will be made livingly sensible that, 'In Him
(Christ Jesus) was life, and the life was the
ght of men.' This is ' the true light, which
lighteth every man that cometh into the
world,' in which men must believe, and unto
which they must be obedient, because it is

their spiritual life; and those who reverence
its appearance, and are willing to be led by
't, the life that they live in the flesh, they live

by fiiith in the ' Son of God, who loved them
and gave Himself for them.' And thus be-
'ieving in His inward spiritual appearance
does not, in the least, lessen or depreciate the
value of the redeeming act of universal love,
the propitiatory sacriflce of the dear Son of
God, without the gates of Jerusalem, and his
there bearing our sins in his own body on the
tree. On the contrary, it greatly enhances
the value thereof; and so the children of the
light cannot but render unto God, the Father,
the tribute of adoration and praise, that He
hath been pleased thus to open the way for
our reconciliation, through our Lord and Sa
yiour Jesus Christ. Now, where Christ dwells
in the heart by faith, there is a more ample
confession hereof than any outward or literal
confession can be ; and truly, this is the way
in which He is to be confessed, 'That the life

also of Jesus might be made manifest in ou.
mortal flesh. ' If any man have not the Spirit
of Christ, he is none of His;' thus He mani-
fests Himself by his Holy Spirit. This is the
point to which all who believe to the saving
of the soul must be directed ; for let us believp,

for let us believe
ever so fully of the outward coming, suffering,
and death of our Saviour on the cross, with-
out the gates of Jerusalem, and also in the
wonderful work done by Him, while in that
prepared body, yet if we believe not in him,
as Immanuel working in us by His Holy
Spirit, to will and to do of His own good plea-
sure, we do not believe to the saving of the
soul.

" As a religious body did God call us out of
darkness, out of gross and superstitious wor-
ship, into his marvellous light; and now it is

at our very life that Satan is striking, the in-
ward revelation of the Lord Jesus, the true
light, borne testimony to by many faithful
martyrs, and preached again with power by
our enlightened predecessors, and it is from
among ourselves that the [enemy] is trying
to take and make instruments to suit his pur-
pose.

" The rock upon which the Church is built
is Christ; and the revelation of Him to the
soul is indispensable to every member of His
body: 'now ye are the body of Christ and
members in particular.' If this revelation be
not made to the soul, there can be no savino-
knowledge of God and of Christ ; and this re^-

velation can never come through any outward
medium : flesh and blood do not reveal Christ
unto the soul. The revelation of the Son of
the living God made to Peter, was not made
through the blessed record which God hath
been pleased, outwardly, to give us in the

Holy Scriptures. The Father revealed t

Son without any intermediate agent, tt

establishing that Scripture, ' No man knowj
who the Son is but the Father, and who t

Father is but the Son, and he to whom t

Son will reveal Him.'
" 'There is a path which no fowl knowe-

which the vulture's eye hath not seen,' t

King's highway to holiness: it is so C(

trary to flesh and blood, to the highly cul

vated natural understanding, and to th

which is on the wing, exploring the depth
science, that few there be that find it. In
through much tribulation and suffering, d

our piedecessors pursue their holy course, a:

[now] when so many things present, in t

garb of religion, to divert from it, we shoo
be cautious of being drawn aside from the sii

plicity of the truth as it is in Christ Jesus.
"In the endeavor to set the Scriptures aba

the Spirit, by which they were given fort

the query put by our blessed Lord seems pi

tinent, ' Whether is greater, the gold, or t
temple that sanctifieth the gold ?' That whii
sanctifies our bodies and enables us to glori

God in them, is greater than our bodies; ai

that which sanctifieth the Holy Scriptur
unto us is greater than the Scriptures

; th

which opens them to the understanding
greater than they are.

" The Word which was in the beginnii

with God, and was God, gives life, and giv
it abundantly. This Word was before ti

Holy Scriptures were, and shall be when tl

volume of the book shall be no more, in whk
was foretold the power and coming of tl

Word made flesh.

" The Holy Scriptures are a blessed tesi

mony bearing witness to the Word, whic
was in the beginning with God, and was Go(
so they direct to the Fountain from which the

emanate. And this is the testimony of Hi
whose name is called ' The Word of God,' co-

cerning the Holy Scriptures, ' They are the

which testify of me.'
" However we may find ourselves encou

passed with infirmity and manifold tempti

tions, we must not dare to lower the standaii

of perfection, that mark for the prize of th

high calling of God ; that standard set up b

our Saviour—'Be ye perfect.' 'Grace an

truth came by Jesus Christ.' He was and
manifest to keep us Jfrom temptation, to d
liver us from evil, and to ' destroy the wor*
of the devil.'

The law made nothing perfect ; but w
are saved by hope of that which we see no

under the power and influence of the spirit (

life in Him, by whom grace and truth come
who, by the law of the spirit of life in HiD
self, sets free from the law of sin and deatJ
' Ye are complete in Him.' There is no in

perfection in Him.
After the fall of man the world took pa

session of his heart. His affections becam
alienated from God, and the things of th

world entered in and took up their abod

there; thus he lost the dominion which Go|

had given him over the earth, and also th

power by which he should have been able t

subdue it; and so those things, which Go
commanded him to have dominion over, cam
to have the ascendency and to bear rule ove

him.
" Thus we died in Adam, and this is th

state in which every unregenerate man is a

this day; and he or she who is not sensibl

that this is or has been their state, has nc
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right thoughts reppcoting themselves—

er knew that they died in Adam !
This

, woful state ! In order to redeem us there-

,
Christ, the Son and sent of the Father,

According as we submit to the power of

-ist, He leads on to perfection, and during

course of His operations He says ' Be ye

feet.' So, through His power, we advance

r&rds it, and when completely under sub-

iion, [are] made perfect.

'The carnal mind is enmity against God,

it is not subject to the law of God, neither,

eed, can be.' Here is a lively dessription

the distinction between the carnal mind,

ich neither is, nor can be, subject to the

T of God, and the spiritual, which can be,

1 is subject thereto. ' To be carnally mind-

is death, but to be spiritually minded is life

\ peace.'

Christ is the author of eternal salvation

,0 ail them that obey Him ; and this obedi-

ie must be through the power of His Holy

irit. Great is the mystery of godliness,

eye of the unregencrate hath not seen,

I ear heard, nor can his heart conceive these

ngs. Some who have got high in the no-

il of them must come down, even to the

>t of the Cross, if ever they become experi-

!ntal witnesses of them.

Although there does, at this time, prevail

;pirit in many, which, being exalted above

i truth, looks with a supercilious eye upon

:'h a declaration, as that our Society was
up after a night of apostacy, yet I am

t only not at all afraid, but I believe it to

my duty to declare that it did please ' Him
ao causeth the dayspring to know his place,

d who turneth the shadow of death into

) morning, the Lord of Hosts is His name,'

raise us up as a people; and if, notwith-

anding this glorious purpose concerning us,

ere be many among us who have ' left their

St love,' are 'neither cold nor hot,' have

ly a ' name to live and are dead ;' it alters

)t the foundation, it touches not those who
lid upon it, for it has still this seal, ' The
rd knoweth them that are His.' In all

eir affliction ' He was afflicted, and the angel

3 presence saved them.' His promise

jing immutable, 'Lo, I am with you alway,'

lej' are witnesses that it is even so, and that

lis revelation of the spiritual appearance of

38 Lord Jesus Christ is the very truth of

od the Father, who hath sealed him! Thus
generation to generation, the poor, the

abes, can recognise the spiritual manifesta-

on of Christ, the Child born, and the Son

iven,—they can glory in having the govern-

lent on His shoulders, and are, at times,

avored to give witness of his resurrection,

nd to praise and adore His great and glori-

us name."

Dredging in the China &a.—The sea was

infortunately not smooth enough to enable

IB to effect a landing; but as the ship was

Irifting a short distance off to allow of taking

)bservations, I put down the dredge in about

fathoms. It came up richly laden with

iponges, delicate branching corals, and Gor-

ronia; of the richest colors—yellow, red, green,

jrown, &c.—zoophytes, tunicates, small shells,

DphiuriB, &c.—a very embarras de richesses

;

Dut the most interesting haul I had ever seen.

There were several pretty little feather-stars

(Coraatulaj), a little nymphon, or sea-spider,

and, within the sponges, small crabs had their

habitations. It took a long time to search

through the contents of the dredge ;
and so

numerous were the species of animals, that,

unassisted as I was, it was perfectly vain to

think of doing more than select the most in-

teresting for examination. In the midst of

this mass of coral debris, I found a magnifi-

cent Nudibranch of a new species, but pro-

bably belonging to the genus Chromodoris.

It was nearly three inches long, translucent,

of a deep amethystine tint about the head,

shading into reddish upon the back
;
all round

the mantle was an edging of opaque white,

while the laminated tentacles and leaf-like

gills on the back were of a rich orange-yellow

color. A more splendid animal 1 had never

seen, even among this surpassingly beautiful

family; and notwithstanding the unenviable

position from which I rescued it, it became

quite lively when placed by itself in sea water.

It was active and graceful, and lived several

days, giving me time to describe and figure

it; after which, I gave the little creature

honorable position in a series of bottles which

contained my scientific novelties.

At the same spot, there came up in the

dredge some curious round bodies, which

might have been taken for small oyster-shells,

but which were in reality of far greater in-

terest. These wore members of the family of

Foraminifera—lowly organized creatures, for

the most part microscopic, but which in this

case were possessed of a very definite size.

The greater part of these were Orbitolites

—

round, button-like, flattened shells, of a most

remarkable symmetrical structure, which has

been admirably elucidated by Dr. Carpenter.

They were i inch in diameter for the most

part, and quite white. They consist of a con-

centric series of alternating cells or chambers,

directly communicating laterally, and indi-

rectly in a radiating manner. This regularly-

constructed calcareous framework is built up

by, and is filled with, a sarcodio substance

which sends out stolons through all the canals,

and ultimately passes out in filaments through

a series of pores along the margin, which fila-

ments have the functions of prehension and

locomotion combined
But besides these comparatively well-known

forms of Foraminifera, there were others

which are at the same time among the

rarest, and are the giants of their tribe. These

belong to the genus Cycloclypeus,and became

known by some specimens dredged by Sir E.

Belcher off the coast of Berneo. These speci-

mens measured in some instances 21 inches

in diameter, and some of them are in the

British Museum.
Red Sea-ivorms.—Oa June 22nd we crossed

the Formosa channel for Haitan Straits on

the Chinese coast. The only noticeable occur-

rence on the passage was a remarkable dis-

coloration of the water—for once of a red

color. The sea swarmed with vast numbers

of small gelatinous worms, about half an inch

in length, and of a pinkish color, which accu-

mulated under the sides of the ship in im-

mense quantities, as she drifted for current in

mid-channel. The towing-net brought them

up in solid massesof red jelly, and when placed

in a basin they swam about with great ac-

tivity and with a vermicular movement. This

was, with one exception, the only occasion on

which I observed a red discoloration of the

sea. In the other case, when between Aden

which formed reddish patches; and when the

sun shone upon the sea they could be discerned

from the ship's side darting rapidly about be-

low the surface.

Clicking shrimji. — Among other animals

which I brought from the shore was a small

shrimp, a new species of the genus Alpheus,

of a deep violet color, and with a claw of very

•emarkable construction. I placed it in a

basin of water with a small crab, whose pre-

sence appeared violently to oftend it. When-
ever the crab came in contact with the shrimp,

the latter produced a loud sound, as though

some one had given the basin a sharp tap

with the finger nail. During the night we
were frequently startled by this sound, the

explanation of which was as follows. The
shrimp possessed two chcte or claws—one,

the right, a large and stout one, and the left

one long and slender. When irritated it open-

ed the pincers of the large claw very wide,

and then suddenly closed them with a start-

line; jerk. When the claw was in contact with

the'bottom of the basin, a sound was produced

as though the basin were smartly struck; but

when the claw was elevated in the water, the

sound was like a snap of the finger, and the

water was splashed in my face. The appear-

ance of the claw during the operation re-

nded one forcibly of a trigger. The pincers

opened slowly, till they gaped very widely,

and when they had opened to their fullest ex-

tent, the}- closed instantaneously, as though

with a spring, like the trigger of a pistol. If

the pincers were not opened to their fullest

extent, however, they closed gently and with-

out noise. Other, and probably new species

ofthis curious genus of Crustacea I afterwards

met with at Labuan ; and T also took speci-

mens at Singapore, where they were full of

spawn in the early part of April. The pecu-

liar clicking apparatus, although deserving of

remark, is by no means unusual, and is shared

by another genus, Alope.

Insects at Sea.—It was here, when we had

stood out some 30 miles from the land, that a

plague of flies overtook us. The cabin was

so full of them that the rafters were black-

ened. Common black house-flies, for the most

part, with, however, a good sprinkling of large

green flies. Where they could have come

from was a mystery ;
but they were a terri-

ble nuisance, and although we swept off hun-

dreds in a butterfly net, their numbers did

not appear to be sensibly diminished.

Another singular circumstance was, that

although no land was in sight, large dragon-

es repeatedly flew across the ship
;
and I

observed a large dark butterfly flit across in

the direction of the land, without stopping to

rest on the ship. At this time the nearest

land was the Cbusan Islands, fully 30 miles

distant. It is by no means an uncommon
circumstance to see butterflies launch them-

selves off one shore for a short aerial excur-

sion to the opposite shore, half a mile or a

mile distant, without the least hesitation
;
and

when anchored in such a harbor, as at Ko-

lung, they were constantly flying through

the rigging so rapidly that it was impossible

to catch them, for they never rested upon the

ship. Under these circumstances, they usu-

ally fly low, in a straight line, and near the

water.

—

Collingwood.

and Galle, the water appeared in many places! ^bsMnacy is unfavorable to the discovery

to be alive with myriads of minute Crustacea, I
o^ ^^^^'^^
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THE DEAD.
The dead are like the stars by day,
Withdrawn from mortal eye,

Yet holding unperceived their way
Through the unclouded sky.

By them, through holy hope and love.
We feel, in hours serene,

Connected with a world above,
Immortal and unseen.

For death his sacred seal hath set
On bright and bygone hours;

And they we mourn are with us yet,
Are more than ever ours ;

—

Ours by the pledge of love and faith,

. By hopes of heaven on high

;

By trust, triumphant over death.
In immortality.

THE LITTLE PEOPLE.
A dreary place would be this earth.
Were there no little people in it;

The song of life would lose its mirth.
Were there no children to begin it

;

No little forms, like buds to grow.
And make the admiring heart surrender;

No little hands on breast and brow.
To keep the thrilling love-chords tender.

What would the mother do for work.
Were there no pants or jackets tearing •

No tmy dresses to embroider

;

No cradle for their watchful caring ?

No rosy boy, at wintry morn.
With satchel to the school-house hasting •

No merry shouts, as home they rush,
'

No precious morsel for their tasting ?

The sterner souls would get more stern.
Unfeeling nature more inhuman.

And man to stoic coldness turn.
And woman would be less than woman.

reach,For in that clime towards which \

Through time's mysterious dim „.„„.
The little ones with cherub smile,
Are still our Father's face beholding.

So said His voice in whom we trust,
When, in Judea's realm a preacher,

He made a child confront the proud.
And be in simple guise their teacher.

For "The Friend."

Extracts from Letters, &c., referring chiefly to
Friends in America, during last centurv, witli
notes.

(Continued from page 122.)

James Pemberton returned to this country
in 1749, and in 1751 was married to Hannah
daughter of Mordecai and Hannah Lloyd!
This connection was terminated by her death
in 1764, when in her thirtieth year. The fol-
lowing testimony to her character, and allu-
sion to his own feelings on this occasion, are
contained in a letter written to his friend
John Hunt.

" The piercing feelings of nature in the dis-
solving of 80 tender a connection, I cannot
describe, and the loss to me and my children
is greater than I can express. For though
the delicateness of her constitution and her
want of health for some years past prevented
her from being so much known, or appearino-
so conspicuous in life as some, yet her qualf-
fications and attention to the pious and vir-
tuous education of our little flock were very
engaging, and afforded me ease and comfort
when necessarily absent, and I believe she
filled the station allotted her with a conscien-
tious regard to the best things, and had i-—

secret asjDirations have been under this trial,
that the affliction may be sanctified to me^
and that I may submit without murmurioff
to the Divine will."

James Pemberton was widely known in the
business community as a man of sterlino' in-
tegrity. The following anecdote illustrates
this point in his character. During the war
between France and England, in 1758, the
brigantine Hannah, Captain Donnell, owned
by James Pemberton and Peter Reeve, with
a valuable cargo of molasses, coffee and

'

from Jamaica to Philadelphia, was captured
by the French privateer La Fier, from New
Orleans, commanded by Jean Hinard. Cap-
tain Donnell, knowing the value of the cargo,
treated with Hinard for the ransom of the
brig, and engaged, if released, that on its
arrival at Philadelphia, or any other port in
the adjoining Provinces, its owners should
pay 8000 dollars as ransom money. For the
faithful payment of this money Capt. Donnell
gave a bond for that amount, signed by him-
self, his mate, and one of the crew; and as
further security, the two latter went on board
the privateer as hostages: Hinard leaving on
board the brig a person who was authorized
to receive the ransom money from the owners.
The Hannah arrived safely in Boston, and

the knowledge of the above circumstances
was speedily transmitted through New York
to Philadelphia. The merchants in Boston
and New York informed the officer, that as
the brig had safely arrived in an enemy's
port, he could not possibly expect to obtain
any part of the money, as the bond was given
without the owners' or consignees' knowled'Te
or consent, and therefore not legal; and that
"they would not give him much for the debt.''
He told them in broken English ' Me no fraid
me got a Quaker to deal with." He was in^
formed of the same illegality by the merchants
at the Coffee-house, on his arrival in Phila-
delphia, to whom he gave the same answer.
The merchants also endeavored to persuade
James Pemberton not to pay the bond, to
which he gave them no satisfactory reply-
having no doubt in his mind but that the
commander of the frigate had heard of, and
-n some measure was acquainted with Friends
md their principles. When the officer called
upon him with the bond, he informed him he
should discharge it as soon as advices should
be received that the hostages were arrived
safely in a French port—a stipulation intend-
ed to prevent the possible necessity of paying
an additional amount as salvage in case of
their capture by the English. The hostages
however, escaped and reached Philadelphia
in safety, and two weeks afterward the officer,
Joseph Milbet, was paid the sum of eio-ht
thousand dollars by James Pemberton, who
took a writing of acknowledgment and dis-
charge for the same.
For this punctual payment James Pember-

ton received the transient censure of the trad-
ing part of the community. The officer con-
ducted himself with propriety, and appeared
to be a well bred and polite man ; and in-
formed James Pemberton of the opinions that
had been expressed by some of the merchants
respecting the transaction. But " the satisfac
tion" James Pemberton experienced "out-
balanced the sneers and blame of unpincipled
men ;" and upon relating these occurrences to
a friend, he expressed a wish " that all under
our name would in their dealings amon? menview.di™o«.„.hee.dari.g.ib....c;:ii;,.Vt.7prr»rTr,;7orSriZ^W°S

by the same rule, and mind the same thine
in order that the mouths of gainsayers m'u
be stopped, and the noble principles we p,
fessed be exalted."

Upon the death of his worthy father,.|
1754, James Pemberton was elected in'
place, as an "overseer of the Public Sch'
founded by charter in the town and cour
of Philadelphia." This body, in addition
the duties of providing for the education
the youth, was specially charged in that di
with several other useful and benevolent (

jects and the execution of trusts. These s-

vices required of James Pemberton a considn
able amount of attention, and he eontinu:
under the appointment until the end of his li;

He was one of the original promoters of t
Pennsylvania Hospital, a generous cont.
butor to, and for upwards of twenty yearsi
manager of this excellent charity.

In 1755 he took his seat as a member of t
',

Assembly of Pennsylvania, in which servii
be continued for but one year, relinquishii]
t voluntarily in 175G. In 1764 he was agai
lected to this position which he retaimi
for several terms. In this office his conduj
evinced an undeviating desire to establish aii

secure the liberties and peace of the peop
upon that which he considered the purest an
most desirable basis: the principles of tl

gospel of peace. His feelings in regard 1

these duties may be understood from the fc

lowing extract from one of his letters to D
Fothergill, written in 1766

:

"I avoid mixing with the multitude i

their discussion of political points, thinkin
it safest to remain unbiassed in my judgmen
and endeavoring to pursue what I apprehen
will promote the general good, as far as I ai
capable to determine, and may be assisted h'
ivisdom superior to my own, which I find si

necessary to be attended to in that statioi
as in business which may be looked upon of I

more religious nature." I

It is believed he was one of the last mem!
bers of our religious Society who sat in th'
legislative bodies of the Province, at thi
period, with the approbation of their brethren

Israel Pemberton, the elder of the thre^
brothers who attained manhood, was born ii

1715, and early in life was engaged in i

phere of usefulness, which rendered him j

conspicuous member both of civil and religi
ous society. An account of him published aftei
his death speaks of him as "aman whose na(u
ral eloquence and habitual liberality early re
commended him to public stations, which b(
occupied with integrity, and resigned withoul
regret; devoting himself, in the latter part Oi

his life, to the exercise of that benevolence td
the poor, and hospitality to strangers, td
which he had ever been inclined. The Indian
natives were particular objects of his bounty.'
in remembrance of their hospitality to oui
ancestors

; and their deputies on public busl
ness were often entertained by him at his am-
ple mansion at the corner of Chestnut and
Third streets.

His brother, John Pemberton, bears the
following testimony to his character: "He
was a man of good natural endowments,
of a large understanding, which was sanctified
and rendered useful, both with respect to tem-
poral matters, and those of greater moment.
He was very weighty on ail occasions that
affected the reputation and testimony of truth,
a true friend to the poor and needy in their

guide, walk I distress, a great advocate of the negroes, and
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jromoter of various public institutions, par-

ularly of the Pennsylvania Hospital, of

jich he was a manager from the beginning."

In 1747 Israel Pembert \ married Mary,
e widow of Eobert Joidan the minister.

r daughter, Mary Jordan, to whom one of

I published letters of Samuel Fothergill

18 addressed, then became an inmate of

i family.

John Pemberton, the younger brother, was
rn in 1727. Shortly after becoming of ago

IS induced to undertake a voyage to

gland, parllj' on account of his health. In

is voyage he had the company of John
urchman and AYilliam Brown, who were
seing the ocean to pay a religious visit to

iends in Great Britain, and upon their ar-

al he continued with John Churchman
oughout a considerable portion of his jour-

T. in the course of which he first appeared
the ministry. He returned to IJis own
me after an absence of nearly four years,

smoranda which he preserved of this jour-

y, and his subsequent travels and exercises

ve been published in the "Life of John
mberton,"* to which the reader is referred.

The following letter addressed to him short-

after his return, it is believed has not been

retofore in print

:

From Samuel Fothergill to John Pemberton.

Warriugton, 14th of 3rd month, 1754.

My dear friend, John Pemberton,—I hope
8 will come to hand in due time and find

36 safely arrived in Philadelphia after a

irney which has doubtless afforded a variety

observations, some general and some ex-

imental, which may at times revive, not

ogether like yesterday's manna, but in the

arse of thy pilgrimage, may be ancient with
ipect to time, but new with relation to the

ssent voice of Wisdom. I am convinced of

Y sincere desires for the best things, and if

Du enough learn how to want, and how to

ound, thy endeavors will not bo frustrated.

It was not owing to any observation in

ne, or the decline of near regard, that I did

t acknowledge the receipt of thine. I was
t unmindful of it, but a variety of engage-
mts attended, and oftentimes an incapacity

writing with acceptance; when the holy

irmth seems lost, all religious conversation

insipid. Some succeeding time may give

opportunity of conference, to which I re-

A few days ago I had a letter from dear
hn Churchman, from Chipping Norton, he

then very well, a little dubious which
ly he should bend his course. I also heard
dear William Brown being at Bristol on

B 12th of last month. I expect they will

th be at London, at the Yearly Meeting.
I am declining a considerable share of the

siness I was in, when thou was here, and
ve consigned to thee some goods * * *

lich I desire thee to dispose of to the best

vantage, and shall either in person or some
ler way direct the remittance. Islj wife

iires her dear love to thee : she remembers
36 with great regard, as do many more in

8 nation, and heartily wish thee well on

Y way Zionwards. Oh ! let nothing ob
•act thee in thy course, but give all diligence

make thy calling sure.

I salute thee and the family in that affec

m, which is not founded in or limited to

re external acquaintance, but in the secret

Friends' Library, vol. vi., p, 216,

union of the family, divinely cementing stran-

gers respecting the flesh, but known to each

other and their Head.
Tb}- very affectionate friend,

Sajiuel Fotiikrgill.

A slight intimation appears in this letter of

a subject which Samuel Fothergill had had in

prospect for nearly ten years,—that of pay-

"ng a religious visit to the " Church of Christ

n the plantations of North America." In the

4th month, 1754, he acquainted Hardshaw
Monthly Meeting thereof, and obtained its

certificate of their concurrence, and sense of

Truth's requiring in this weighty undertak-

ng." Upon receivingthe sanction of the Quar-

terly Meeting held at Lancaster, and the Meet-

ing of Ministering Friends in London, Samuel
Fothergill embarked in company with John
Churchman, who was then returning home af-

ter having completed his gospel labors in Great

Britain. Samuel Fotherill arrived in Phila-

delphia on the 24th of 9th month, 1754, and

immediately proceeded to the house of his

friend, Israel Pemberton.
CTo be continued.]

The Planet Saturn.

BY PROF. C. A. YOUNG.

The bright star now visible in the southern

sky about 7 o'clock every evening is Saturn,

the largest but one of the whole family of ihe

planets, and in many respects the most re-

markable of them all. Probably most of our

readers have seen pictures of this planet, and

know that when examined with a powerful

telescope, it is found to consist of a great

globe, more than nine times the diameter of

the earth, surrounded by a curious system of

so-called rings, and attended by eight satellites

or moons, three of which, however, are too

small to be shown by any but the largest in-

struments. Its distance from us varies con-

siderably at different times, but at present it

is about 900 millions of miles away—ten

times as far off as the sun, four thousand

times remoter than the moon.
Although the planet is so large in bulk,

occupying nearly eight hundred times as

much space as the earth, it is only about one

hundred times as heavy, and weighs less than

the same bulk of water : no other of the

planets is so light. This fact makes astrono-

mers suspect that the great ball is not solid,

or if there is a solid core inside, that it is

verj' small, while all the rest is merely a mass

of cloud. There are numerous appearances

which show that the surface cannot well be

supposed to be either land or water. It is

marked by belts, which are dark stripes

around the planet, parallel to its equator, and

from time to time these change their appear-

ance in such a way as to show that, in all

probability, they are merely streaks of cloud.

Once in a while, however spots are seen

upon the planet which are somewhat perma-

nent, and by watching their motions we learn

that Saturn, like the earth, turns on its axis,

only more swiftly—once in ten hours and a

half, instead of twenty-four.

It is a very puzzling question where Sa-

turn gets heat enough to enable it to main-

tain such a cloud-system as it seems to have.

Being ten times farther from the sun than

is the earth, it receives from the central lu-

minary only about one hundredth part as

much heat as we do. If the earth were in

Saturn's place, everything, even the deepest

sea, would freeze solid, and there would be no
more clouds to speak of, since they are form-

ed by the evaporation of water.

To meet this difficulty, E. A. Proctor, a
distinguished English scientific writer, pro-

poses the theory that the planet is hot itself

—that it has not yet, like the earth, lost its

primal heat and cooled down so as to be

crusted over with solid rock, but is still red,

if not white hot, and thus is enabled to keep
itself covered with a dense cloud of steam.

Then, too, the planet shines with considera-

bly greater brilliance than we should expect,

considering its distance from the sun ; and
this adds to the probability that 11. A. Proctor's

theor}-, though not as yet proven, may turn

out mainly true.

But the rings are more wonderful than any-

thing else about the planet, and, so far as we
now know, are unique, unmatched in the uni-

verse. They are very thin, as if they had
been punched out of sheets of paper, and sur-

round the planet's equator, with their edges

turned exactly towards it; to use technical

language, which is more precise, they lie in

the plane of Saturn's equator. The outer-

most, for there are three of them, is about

175,000 miles in outside diameter, and is

some 10,000 miles wide, so that the inner

diameter is about 155,000 miles. It is only

about 100 miles thick.

The next ring inside, which is a little

brighter, is about 150,000 miles outside diame-

ter, and fits just within the outer one, leaving

a crack of 2,500 miles between them, which
in the telescope looks like a fine black line.

This inner ring is about 17,000 miles wide

(but only of the same thickness as the other),

and its inner edge is about 20,000 miles above

the planet's surface.

Nearly half of the intervening space is oc-

cupied by the third ring, a faint, hazy veil of

semi-transparent smoke, to speak loosely, so

thin and delicate that the edges of the planet's

disc can be distinctly seen through it. This

is generally known as " Bond's dusky ring,"

from the name of the late lamented director

of our Cambridije Observatory, who first dis-

covered it in 1850. From its having remain-

ed so long unknown, some have suspected it

to be a recent formation, but this is unlikely:

indeed, some of the drawings of Sir William

Herschel show appearances which indicate

that it really existed at the time of his ob-

servations (70 years ago), though he did not

apprehend its true nature.

It has also been several times reported dur-

ing the past year, that the Pulkova astrono-

mers have announced its disappearance. I

hardly think this is so; from the low elevation

of the planet as seen at present in Russia, it is

very likely that they may not have been able

to observe this ring for some years, and
probably have published the fact, but I think

the inference as to the ring's having actually

vanished is due to some one else. At any

rate it still exists, and I have never seen it

more distinctly and beautifully than on two
occasions during the past summer, while at

Sherman, the Eocky Mountain summit of

the Union Pacific Eailroad, 8,300 feet above

the sea. The views of Saturn there obtained

were something never to be forgotten, and to

be spoken of only with enthusiasm.

As has been said, this innermost ring looks

like a smoke wreath, but as to the outer

rings, no one looking at them with a telescope

would ever imagine them to be any thing but
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solid. It is certain, however, that they are

not solid, or even liquid, but are probably
made up of separate, independent bodies, or

little satellites, which move iilso a flock of

birds, a shower of stones, or a cloud of duet,

in thin, flat sheets around the planet. Of
their size we have no knowledge ; they may
be as large as houses, or as small as the finest

particles of dust. One writer calls them
clouds of meteors, and to this there is no ob-

jection, if one bears in mind that a meteor is

only such a particle moving in the planetary
spaces.

As the planet moves around the sun in its

long circuit of 29 years, the appearance of the

ring changes greatly. Twice in the interval,

or once in 1.5 years, Saturn is so placed that

the edge of the rings is toward us, and then
only the most powerful instruments in the

world can show them, as a thin line of light;

at other times, as now is the case, they are so

much inclined as to show their surface well.

The next disappearance will occur in 1877-
78.

Of the satellites not much need be said.

The nearest one is very small, and coasts

around the outer edge of the ring in about
22 hours, at a distance of less than 120,000
miles from the planet's centre, or about half

the distance of our moon. The most remote
one takes some three months to complete its

course, and is about the size of the moon.
The one next inside this is the smallest of the
whole family, and, like the dusky ring, was
discovered by Professor Bond. The largest

one, known as Titan, is the sixth in order of

distance from the planet, and is many times
larger than our moon. It revolves about
once a fortnight and maybe easily seen even
with a small telescope.

And to the naked eye all this wonderful
system is only one speck of light.

Nature always repays examination.

For "The Friend."

It is probable that few of the active mem-
bers among us at the present time have heard
or know much of Abel Thomas, a minister of

the gospel formerly belonging to Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting, and who died in 1816. Though
a man of peculiar habits and with little more
literary education than enabled him to read
and write imperfectly, he appears to have
been deeply taught in the school of Christ,

and tohave labored much as a divinely anoint-

ed and dedicated servant in the Church. A
brief memoir of him was published in 1824,

giving some account of his convincement, and
of some remarkable circumstances that occur-

red to him while on two extensive religious

visits during the time of the revolutionary

war.
Some extracts from a letter written by him

to the late T. and M. Wistar, of Philadelphia,

while out on a religious visit in the State of

New York, in 1813, then in the 76th year of

his age, were published in " The Friend" sev-

eral years ago. Having rocentlj^ had an op-
portunity to peruse the original manuscript,
and being much impressed with its originality

of thought, and the suggestive and instructive

sentiments contained in it, I have thought it

might be interesting to the present i-eaders of

that journal to have the opportunity to read
and ponder on parts of it.

" Although I have had a prosperous jour-

ney, it has been a rough one, in which I have
often been almost ready to faint; but He

.whom my soul lovetb more than all below,
jdid interfere and make hard things easy and
bitter things sweet; because He did know
that I loved him, and He did manifest beyond
imagination and shadow of doubt that He did
love me, because He knew I was doing all I

could to please him, and so I feel myself well

satisfied, richly paid for the little service re-

quired of me. * * * * *

" It is not likely that I have accomplished
more than one half of the visit set before me,
last Spring was one year. I let no one know,
no, not my wife, the extent of my visit until

I was, as it were, raised from the dead in

your city, where my Master let mo know that
He would go with me; which he hath fulfill-

ed to this day, which is consolation great to

me, insomuch that I feel no desire for home
to see my dear wife and children. I have so
far followed the path that was pointed out to
me more than one year past without erring,

to my knowledge, either to the right hand or
to the left. And I do see the path as clear
before me opened as in the beginning, and it

is my greatest pleasure to walk in it, without
being anyway daunted by what may befall

this body in this cold, freezing winter. From
what is above written concerning my wife
and children, do not judge that I esteem them
lightly. I cannot judge there is any husband
that has nearer or dearer aff'ection for a wo-
man than I feel for her and for my children

;

but I maintain that I love my Master more
than wife or children, houses or lands, or any
created thing in this lower world; for when
He is pleased to hide his face from me for the
[trial] of my love to him, my wife and child-

ren are of but little account to me, neither all

the world, the glory and pleasures thereof.
* * * * "I)ear Thomas, one thing

more I desire thee to oblige mo in, and that
is, if any of ray people inquire where I am and
what I am about, so long from home, tell them
that the old pedler is moving about all weath-
ers, from house to house, and from one meet-
ng to another, frequently offering his goods
at public sale; and although he had but a

very small pack when he left home, it was so
unaccountably heavy that he could not walk
straight under it, but that as he has contin-

ued to advance he has parted with a great
quantity of goods, and }-et, it appears admira-
ble, he cannot perceive that his pack is the
least diminished, but has considerable more
oods in it; so that he judges himself to have

as good an assortment of goods as almost any
in his occupation, and although not so flashy,

proved to wear as well. Whether it "is

from the profit on the sale of his goods, or
whether he has grown stronger he must leave

;

however, his pack being now much larger and
fuller of goods, he says he can carry it along
with ease, and walk straight without groan-
ing or [being] in the least weary of it. The
old pedler does know most certainly that the
oods are not his own, but a living profit is

allowed him on the sale of the goods. He is

anxious to make what he can for himself, but
the poor old pedler is sometimes much disap-

pointed in the sale of the goods. His Master
will not suffer him to carry the key of his

pack, so that when he comes to the market
among his customers, he must wait until his

Master gives him the key : and sometimes
He stays long, and sometimes He comes not
at all. Then the poor old pedler is very low,

seeing his customers out of patience, and lay-

ing all the disappointment to him. Why did

he call us here to buy and would not offer h
goods on sale? truly from the reasoning i

men, it is provoking. But truly the poc

pedler cannot help it. He is so little, so ai

learned, so ignorant, that it is not worth whi
for him to attempt to make a temporary ke
that he might open his pack when he please

"Do not understand that the pedler is an;

ways likely to murmur, or is uneasy that 1

undertook so long a journey, for I heard hii

say, in a solemn frame of mind, this his yoh
was easy and his burden was light, and i

strict obedience to his Master's pointings h

was never happier in his life, nor more clearl

and distinctly understood his voice.
" My beloved friends T. and M., it seems j

if I have been and am in conversation wit

you in a good degree of love and freedom, an!

I hardly know how to stop. The old pedh
has found out the reason why his little pac'

was so unaccountably heavy that he coul

hardly live under it; which is this. His Ma
ter told him, last Spring was a year, that I

should make ready to go on a long tour

pedling. * * * He wanted to knc
whether he might take the Jerseys last wii

ter, which he found freedom to do. On hi

return he found he had made considerab;

profit for himself by the sale of the goods H
dealt away. When he came home ho wsj

easy and so happy that he was once moi
with his little family that were so near to bio

that he did not know how to leave thei

again, more so, his wife which [to whom] b

was so nearly united. When the Lord's haD

was not heavy upon him, he wanted to tj

excused, and soon fell into a train of reasoi;

ing by which his Master was offended, an)

spake to him, as it were, in sour language 1*

make ready, take his pack and go on
; and &'

it was admirable to me, my endeared wifj

whom I did love more than all else in th«

world, soon became so withered in my viev

that I saw little more comeliness in her. No •

the poor podler's troubles began; he thouglf

he had offended his Master so that he hid hi|

face from him and he could not find him an^

where : yet he could see the way which H
had marked out for him to travel in, with

woe sounding in his ears frightening the poc

pedler until he was almost distracted. H
had to bring his case before the judges ft

same encouragement, but there were so man
ifs and ands, they would not express unit;

without some addition of human strengtl

Here the poor, weak pedler added greati

to the weight of his little pack by offering t

speak in his own defence, which he ougl

not to have done. He ought to have left th£

to his Master withqut meddling with it, thoug

he did know at the time it was his Master
will that he should go on this visit, and t

self was the cause of the poor pedler's litt

pack being so very heavy." * *

Use of Fruit.—Instead of standing in fei

of a generous consumption of ripe fruit, oi

should regard it as decidedly conducive 1

health. There are so many erroneous notioi

entertained of the bad effect of fruit that it

quite time a counteracting impression shoo

be promulgated, having its foundation in cor

mon sense, and based on the common obse

vation of the intelligent. No one ever liv(

longer, or freer from the attacks of diseas

by discarding the delicious fruits of our con

try. On the contrary, they are very essenti

to the preservation of health, and are ther
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given to us at the time when the condi-

D of the body, operated upon by deteriora-

causes not alwayscomprehended, requires

iir grateful, renovating influences. Unripe

t may cause illness, but fresh, ripe fruit is

rays healthful.— Good Health.

Selected.

Che more I came to feel and perceive the

of God and his goodness to flow forth

me, tfce more I was humbled and bowed
my mind to serve him, and to serve the

8t of his people among whom I walked,

d as the word of wisdom began to spring

ae, and the knowledge of God grew, so 1

ime as a counsellor of them that were

pted in like manner as I had been; yet

1 kept so low, that I waited to receive

insel daily from God, and from those that

re over me in the Lord, and were in Christ

ore me, against whom I never rebelled nor

stubborn ; but the more I was kept in

jection myself, the more subject were evil

ts made to me, and the more I was on-

ed to help the weak and feeble ones.

—

S.

sp.
..

Merlhyr Tytlvill and its Sewage,

llerthyr Tydvill is a large town in South

lies, on the river Taff", 22 miles N. N. W. of

rdiff. It has grown in importance of late

irs from its situation near the centre of the

at coal and mineral field of South Wales,

consists to a large extent of dwellings for

rkmen built on both sides of the river, into

ich the drainage naturally flows. The con-

nination and injury of the river from this

gave rise to complaints ending at last

application for legal redress, the results

which are thus stated by the Pall Mall
zette.

ilerthyr Tydvill, like Birmingham, was
lught into Chancery for further deterio-

the already polluted river Tatf by
iring the strained sewage of the town into

The Board of Health obtained power to

393 acres of land for sewage irrigation,

: as they did not satisfy the court by set

g to work with enough of promptitude anc

ciency, they were handi d over, in 1870, by
rd Justice James, to Bailey Denton and
. Edward BVankland, who thereupon pro
ded to em])loy upon Merthyr a method of

th filtration, of which they had previously

y a laboratory experience. They had ex
imentally arrived at conclusions which
thus summarized :—Sewage traversing e

'ous and finely divided soil, undergoes t

)cess to some extent analogous to that ox
ieneed by the blood in passing through the

gs in the act of breathing. A field of por-

soil irrigated intermittently, virtually per-

ms an act of respiration, copying on an
armous scale the lung action of a breathing

imal, lor it is alternately receiving and ex-

jing air, and thus dealiug as an oxidizing

3nt with the impure fluid which is passing

ough it. The action of the earth as a

ans of filtration must not he considered as

rely mechanical ; it is chemical, for the re-

ts of filtration properly conducted are the

idation, and tberelty the transformation, of

offensive organic substances in solution in

) sewage stream into fertilizing matters

ich remain in the soil, and into certain

•mless inorganic salts which pass off in the

uent water. When Merthyr was handed

About twenty acres of the land, immediately the mass is thus relieved, freezing tuk

adjoining the road on which the tanks are " " '^-' •* '- •• * —
placed, have been arranged into filtering areas

or beds on a plan devised by I. Bailey Denton
The land is a loamy soil, eighteen inches

thick, overlying a bed of gravel. The whole
of these twenty acres has been underdained

to the depth of from five to seven feet. The
iteral drains are placed at regular distances

from each other, and run towards the main or

effluent drain. This is every where six feet

deep. The surface of the land is formed into

beds; these have been made to slope towards

the main drain by a fall of 1 in 150. The
surface is ploughed in ridges ;

on these vege-

bles are planted or seeds sown ; the line of

the ridged furrow is in the direction of the

under drain. Along the raised margin of each

bed in each area delivering carriers are placed,

one edge being slightly depressed. The strain-

ed sewage passes from the conduits into the

ielivering carriers, and, as it overflows the

depressed edges, runs gently into and along

the furrows, down to the lowest and most

distant part of the plot. The sewage con-

tinues to be so delivered for six hours; then

an interval of rest of eighteen hours takes

place, and again the land is thoroughly charged

with the fertilizing stream. The water per-

colates through the six feet of earth, and
reaches the lateral drains, which convey it to

the main effluent drain.

The result has been that the effluent water

is bright, pellucid, and free from smell, and

tastes only of common salt. It may safely be

drunk, and in fact is used by the workmen on

the farm. No unpleasant smell is caused, nor

has any one's health suffered. The effluent

water, subjected to analysis, contained hardly

a trace of organic matter, and was " consider-

ably purer than the Thames water which we
are often compelled to drink in London." On
the ridges large crops of cabbages, potatoes,

onions, beans, peas, &c., have been grown,

amply compensating for the total outlay. On
the fifty-five acres of irrigated land crops of

Italian grass have been obtained, averagin

a net profit of £24 an acre; a plot of onions

has been sold at the rate of £64 an acre.

With these results the people of Merthyr
Tydvill are naturally satisfied.

Experiments ivith Ice.—Professor Bottomley.

in a recent lecture to his class, placed a lump
of ice as large as an apple on a piece of wire

gauze, and on this a board weighted with 12

pounds. Before the conclusion of the lecture

a considerable quantity of ice was found on

the lower side of the gauze, firmly united to

that above, though apparently forced through

the meshes in a room at 59° F. In a secon
'

experiment ho placed a block of ice on two
parallel boards near together, passed a loop of

wire over the ice, and hung weights on the

ends. Various sizes were tried, and in the

final experiment, a wire one-tenth of an inch

in diameter was used, weighted with 56

pounds. It passed entirely through the block

of ice, and fell upon the floor
;
but this block

of ice, though the plane of the passage was
clearly marked, was not divided, nor could it

be split in this plane with a knife and chisel

The stress upon the ice, due to the pressure

of the wire, gives it a tendency to melt at the

point in contact with this wire, and the ice,

in the form of water intermixed with frag

ents and new crystals, moves so as to relieve

place

throughout it, because its temperature is re-

duced below that of the freezing point of wa-
ter at ordinary pressures, by melting of conti-

guous parts. The obvious tendency of the ice

under the pressure from above is thus, bj' a

scries of meltings and re-freezings, to allow

the passage of the wire and yet remain a

solid block.

—

Good Health.

Brethren, if a man be overtaken in a fault,

'e, which are spiritual, restore such an one

n the spirit of meekness
;
considering thyself

lest thou also be tempted.

treatment the following plan was adopted: itself of pressure. As soon as any portion of
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The article in the present number, stated

to have been found among the manuscripts of

the late Edward Alexander of Limerick, Ire-

and, was received from a Friend in that coun-

try, being printed as a tract. The readers of

The Friend" may remember that in the

memoranda of Elizabeth Greer, published by
lort time since, she speaks of him as

having been a valuable instrument in the

Lord's hand, among Friends in that land.

She says :
" He kept the faith as it is in Jesus,

and faith in the principles professed by us as

, Society, without wavering; his sun has set

n brightness, and the savor of life unto life

emains in those who were of the same belief,

and under the same baptism that he was bap-

tized with, having had often to acknowledge

n secret that surely his fellowship was with

the Father and with his Son Christ Jesus."

It has pleased the blessed Head of the

Church, in his inscrutable wisdom, to remove
many dedicated servants from the militant

church to the church triumphant, since the

open defection of so many of the members
from the primitive faith of the Society, when,

according to human reasoning we might sup-

pose their services were peculiarly needed to

contend for the faith once delivered to the

saints, and to strengthen the hands of the

tried remnant earnestly laboring and praying

that they and the great body of their fellow

professors may not be carried back into the

same doctrines and practices, out of which

our predecessors were delivered, by obedience

to the Light of Christ in their souls. But as

a cloud of witnesses, before being taken away
to be seen of men no more, they have borne

unmistakable testimony that the original,

spiritual and scriptural doctrines and testi-

monies which the Society adopted and pro-

mulgated in its beginning, are no cunningly

devised fable, but the simple, eternal truth
;

and in the language of christian love and

verity they warned and entreated those who
have abandoned them, and vainly sought

to modify them so as to meet the sophisms

and desires of the carnal mind, that thej' were

breaking down the carved work of the sanc-

tuary and substituting darkness for light.

How entirely in accordance with the oft

repeated testimony of the most clear sighted

and experienced members in this land, is that

borne by E. Alexander, as given in this day's

issue; "That the enemy of the church of

Christ is endeavoring to scatter the sheep,

and to overthrow the faith once delivered to

the saints, in three ways, viz., to lessen our

estimation of the doctrine of the light of Christ;
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to set the Scriptures above the Spirit by which
\

they were f iven forth, and to lower the standard

of perfection." It is by spreading these un-

sound opinions among our members that

"the enemy" has succeeded in breaking up
the unity and harmony of the Society ; in

setting a mark of reproach on those who feel

bound to maintain its true fivith in its integ-

rity, and in making so many satisfied with a

religion that admits of conformity with the

spirit of the world.

Would that some among us who profess

that they cannot see these departures from
Friend's principles, in the extraordinary in-

novations that have been made and are going
on upon their testimonies and practices, and
who are ever ready to palliate them and de
fend their authors, would lay to heart the

solemn charges and warnings of those wor-

thies of whom we speak; remembering that

they were deeply versed in the mysteries of

Christ's kingdom, accustomed to distinguish

the voice of the true Shi-pherd, from that of

a stranger whom they would not follow, and
that the developments of time are setting the

seal to the truth of their testimonies.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The political situation in France is still

uncertain. The Committee of Thirty appointed by the

Assembly to define and adjust the relative powers of

the Executive and the Assembly, consists of 19 royal

ists and 11 Republicans. It is reported that Thiers
and the Committee of Thirty will act in unison in ela-

borating the proposals to be submitted to the Assembly.
The Assembly Committee charged with the considera-

tion of the electoral law, have decided to recommend
that the franchise be given to all men over 25 years of

age who have lived one year in the district in which
they vote, and that the duty of voting be made compul-
sory.

The city of London was for many nights put to great

inconvenience from an insuificienl supply of gas, in con-

sequence of the strike of the .stokers. The companies,
after a time, secured men to fill the places of the strik-

ers, and the supply of gas was increasing. Two thou-

sand of tlie gas men had a meeting in Trafalgar Square
the 4th inst., and after listening to addresses t'rom their

leaders, marched through several streets of London.
About 500 of the strikers have been summoned to ap-

pear before the Police Court on a charge of conspiracy.

A terrific gale, causing great destruction of property,

prevailed on the 8th inst., over England and Ireland.

Many buildings were demolished and others damaged.
The gale was accompanied by lieavy rain and lightning,

and many towns were flooded. Dispatches from the

sea-port towns report numerous marine disasters.

London, 12th mo. 9th.—Consols 91i. U. S. sixes,

1867, 94J ; five per cents, 88i
Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, lOd. ; Orleans, lOJ a

10|d.
The north of Italy is again suffering from inunda-

tions. The waters of tlie river Arno as well as the Po,

have overflowed their banks. Many bridges crossing

these two streams have been swept away, and the coun-
try covered with water, causing great loss of property.

"Spain appears to be le.ss disturbed by insurrections.

The Eepublican bands in Catalonia have been dis-

persed and tranquillity is restored. The armed bands
near Villa Franca have also disappeared.

The Counties Reform bill passed its third reading

in the upper house of the Prussian Diet on the 7tli inst.

Lerdo de Tejeda was declared elected President of

Mexico on the IBth ult., and on the 18th the diplomatic

corps visited him in an official capacity. An election

for President of the Supreme Court has been ordered

for the 2nd mo. next.

Havana dispatches mention the arrival from Spain
of 200 sailors implicated in the Ferrol revolt. A
steamer had arrived with 1000 coolies, who were all

sold previous to arrival.

The blood hounds purchased by order of the com-
manding general, to be used in the recapture of fugitive

slaves in the mountain.s near Santo Espiritus, had
reached that place.

A Paris dispatch of the 9th says, the appointment of

Goulard as Minister of the Interior, Leon Say Minister

of Finance, Fourton Minister of Public Works, and

Calmont Prefect of the Department of the Seine, are
published this morning in the OfScial Journal.
Though the Ministry, as now formed, is regarded as

transitional, the above mentioned appointments indi-
cate the termination of the crisis, and secure the gov-
ernment the support of the Right Centre and the Left
Centre.

A Berlin dispatch of the 9th says : The counties re-

form bill finally passed the Upper House of the Diet
to-day by a vote of 116 to 91.

In Posen, the seat of the reactionaries, the govern-
ment has shown its determination by closing the Catho-
'ic church edifices, and summoning the priests before

|

Chicago spring wheat, S1.48aSl.50; No. 2 do., SI.

the civil magistrates for conduct tending to promote a >1.54; No. 2 Mihvaukie, $1.58. Western barley.

Third mo. 1873. Also proposing an amendment to t

Constitution providing that the President shall ho
office for six years, and be ineligible for re-electio:

that the Vice President shall hold office for six VE

and that the President and Vice President shal

elected directly by the voters on the same day that t

election for Representatives to Congress takes place.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotatio

on the 9th inst. New York.—American gold, llj

U.S. sixes, 1881, 117|; ditto, 1867, 117; ditto, 5 p
cents, llOj. Superfine flour, $5.90 a §6.15 ; State exti

S7.10 a S7.25; finer brands, 3-7.50 a $12.50.

disorder. Their ofience was publicly reauing an excit-

ng pastoral letter issued by the Archbishop of Posen.
Jamaica letters state that a large number of wealthy

Cubans are leaving Cuba and purchasing plantations in

Jamaica.
United States.—Miscellaneous.—The interments in

Philadelphia last week numbered 302. There were 39
deaths of consumption, 10 croup, 14 convulsions, 13
disease of the heart, 19 inflammation of the lungs, 14
old age, none of small pox. The mean temperature of
the Eleventh month, per Pennsylvania Hospital record,

was 41.29 deg. The highest being 69.50, and the lowest
15 deg. The rain fall of the month was 3.38 inches.

In the First month 1.26 inclies of rain fell, in the
Second month 1.18 inches, in the Third 3.38 inches, in

the Fourth 2.50 inches, in the Fifth 2.80, in the Sixth
4.22, making 15.34 inches in six months. During the
last five months 32.09 inches fell, viz.. Seventh month
11.22 inches. Eighth mo. 8.31 inches. Ninth 3.82,

Tenth 5.36, Eleventh 3.38. The mean temperature of
the three Fall months of 1872 has been 55.54 degrees,
which is J degrees above the average of the Autumn
temperature of the past 83 years.

The receipts of the United States Treasury for the
year ending 6th mo. 30th last, were s 374.106,867, of
which $216,370,287 were from Customs, and §130,642,
178 Internal revenue. The payments amounted to

$877,478,216, of which $117,357,839 was for interest

on the public debt, and $106,918,520 was applied to the
redemption of the debt. The military establishments,
including fortifications, arsenals, &c., cost $35,372,157,
and Pensions $28,533,403. The expenses of the In-

dian Department were $7,061,729. The number of war
pensions on the roll, 6th mo. 30th last, was 232,229
During the last fiscal year 22,016,608 acres of the

public lands were surveyed, and 11,864,975 acres were
disposed of in grants to railroads, homesteads to set-

tlers and sales for cash. The estimated area of the
public lands not yet surveyed is 1,257,63.3,628 acres.

The total length of railroad mail routes is 57,911
miles, 8,077 miles having been added the last year.
The bill providing for an increase of the nav}', that

was introduced last session, has passed the House of
Representatives. As passed, only six new vessels are
to be built not to exceed ten guns each. Three of these
are to be of iron, and half of the number are to be built

in the national yards.

The great diamond fields swindle has been exposed.
It appears that the swindlers purchased diamonds to a

great value in London, and then planted them in

Arizona where they were found by the unsuspecting
victims. It is stated that the California dupes lost

$2,000,000.

Associate Justice Nelson, of the Uniteil States Su-
preme Court, has resigned, and Ward Hunt, of New
York, has been appointed by the President to fill the
vacancy. This appointment must be confirmed by the
Senate.

According to the census of 1870, the quantity of coa'

produced in the United States in that year was 33,394,
169 tons, of which 15,664,275 tons were anthracite. Tht
coal product of Pennsylvania was 23,448,793 ton.s, of
which 15,650,275 tons were anthracite,

The navy of the United States contains 178 vessels,

carrying 1,378 guns, composed of 68 steamers, 31 sail

ing vessels, 51 iron clads and 28 tugs.

The total deposits in the United States mint last yea
amonnted to $50,501,966, of which $40,382,552. was
gold, and $10,119,414 silver. The coinage amounted
to $49,737,987.
During the year ending on the first inst., the Com

missioners of the Sinking Fund redeemed and cancelled
$2,476,213 of the State debt of Pennsylvania.
The total vote for President and Vice President

the late election, is stated to be for Grant and Wils
3,556,115, for Greeley and Brown 2,800,089, scattering

21,328.

Among numerous bills and resolutions laid befoi

Congress, is one introduced by Banks, of Mass., to fix

the President's salary at $50,000 a year, after the 4th of

cts ; Canada, §1.16. Oats, 50 a 54 cts. Western mix
corn, 65 cts.

;
yellow, 66 cts. ; southern white, 71 c

New Orleans inolasses, 60 a 65 cts. Carolina rice, 7i

8} cts. Philadelphia.—:SluUVmgs cotton, 19$ a 20J c

for uplands and New Orleans. Superfine flour, §4.

a $5.25; extras, $5.75 a §6.25; finer brands, ;6.5C

$11. Western red wheat, $1.78 a $1.83 ; amber, SI.

a $1.95 ; white, $2 a $2.10. Rye, 85 a 90 cts. Yelli

corn, 65 cts.; new corn, 58 a 62 cts. Oats, 46 a 51 c

Smoked hams, 14J a 16 cts. Lard, 8i a 9 cts. Clovi

seed, 9 a 9 J cts. " Timothy, §3.50 a $3.75 per bush
About 3,000 beef cattle sold at the Avenue Drove-yai

Extra at 8 a 8} cts.; prime 7 a 7J cts. ; fair to gc
"

a 6J cts., and common 4 a 5 cts. per lb. gross. Choi

sheep sold at 6 a 6 J- cts. per lb. gross, and co

4 a 5 cts. Receipts 13,000 head. About 5,000 he

sold at §5.75 a $6.25 per 100 lbs. net. Baltimore.

Family flour, $8.50 a $10.50. Choice white

$2.10 ; fair to prime, $1.85 a $2.05 ; choice amber, $2.

a $2.10
;
good to prime red $1.90 a $2; common to fa

?1.65 a *1.85 ; southern white corn, 57 a 63 cts.; yello

58 a 59 cts. Oats, 45 a 48 cts. Cincinnati.—Fam.
flour, S7.:',l a S7.50. Wheat, $1.52 a $1.58. La:

7a T .:-. J/ ^.i-'/.'/e.—No. 1 wheat, $1.19i ; No.
Sl.l;' N^. J ^i;-, 27 cts. Mixed corn, 37 cts.

CORRECTION.
In the charge delivered to the Grand Jury of Chesi

Co., as published in the last number of "The Friem
page 127, 2d column, 3d line from top, the words '":

profitable religious purposes," should read " for p;

fessedly religious purposes."

NOTICE.

The Committee appointed by Philadelphi Yeai

Meeting to visit the Quarterly, Monthly, and otl

meetings comprising it, will convene in the large coi

mittee-room of Friends' meeting-house on Arch i

on Seventh-day, the 21st of Twelfth month, 1872,

ten o'clock, A. M.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankjord, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphit

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wort
iNeTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

Married, on the 27th of 9th mo. 1872, at Frieni

Meeting, Ciuernsey, Guernsey county, Ohio, Mori
Stanley, son of Samuel W. and Mary V. Stanley,

Springville, Linn Co., Iowa, to Catharine L., daug
ter of .lohn M. and Edith K. Smith, (latter deceaset

of the former place.

Died, on the 8th of 11th month, 1872, Lydia
Kite, a beloved minister and member of the Month
Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia, for the Northe
District, in the 60th year of her age. It had often be
her concern to advise her friends to prepare for dea

whilst in health, and to entreat them not to defer t(

dying hour the great work of the soul's salvation
;

she had felt the necessity of this for herself as well

for others. Thus it was that when the severe pains a
suiferings attendant upon her last sickness came up
her, though she passed through some deep provin
feeling the awfulness of the invisible world, and

'

ing that the work of sanctification might be fully :

complished, yet she was favored at times with gn
calmness and composure of spirit, and a blessed a.ssi

ance of the extension of Divine mercy to her ; utterij

near her close, these broken expressions :
" Glorio

glorious—entrance within the pearl gate,"!—throu
faith in my Redeemer—Jesus, receive my spirit."

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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facts from Lettfirs, &c., referring chiefly to

friends in America, daring last century, witii

lotes.
(CoDtiuued from page 133.)

one of theI'he preceding letter appears to 1

rhk-hliest preserved of a correspondence

9 maintained by Samuel Potbergill, until

ar tiie close of bis life, with John Peraberton,

his brothers Israel and James. Many
rtions of this correspondence have been al-

idy published in that valuable compilation,

e Memoirs of Samuel Fothergill.* A fevp

ters of this eminent minister remain in

inuscript which it is proposed to offer in

is series, together with some by Israel and

mes Pemberton, in reply. The latter, refer-

3g particularly to the situation of Friends

this country during the eventful period

)m 1756 to 1764, may be properly introduced

ter a brief reference to the condition of pub-

affairs at that time.

Samuel Fothergill continued to make his

)me at Israel Pemberton's during his 80-

urn in Philadelphia. Shortly before his

rival, Israel Pemberton had returned from

companying Daniel Stanton on a visit to

fiends and others in New England, a jour-

jy, the latter remarks in his Journal, "which
jarly united our hearts to each other." In

le early part of the Eleventh month, Samuel
ft Philadelphia to visit the Southern Pro
noes. Israel bad felt his mind drawn to

3fer himself as his companion during a p;

least of this journej'; but had not informed

im thereof distinctly until after his departure

om the city. In replying to his letter,

imuel Fothergill cautioned him against al-

wing the feelings of personal friendship to in-

Dence him in his judgment, and informed him
aat while his company would be very accept-

to him, and that he had an "onenesi of

eart" with him in the concern, yet ho had
sit " a secret restraint from much pressing,"

that thou might more distinctly feel the

pening and guidance of Best Wisdom, and

ee thy way for thyself" Israel Pemberton
oon afterwards joined him in Virginia, and
ontinued with him into North and South
Jarolina, and Georgia, returning to Ph

.A. few weeks after their return to Philadel-

phia, Samuel Fothergill proceeded to New
York, and Long Island, on his way to the

more distant meetings of New England, hav-

ing the company of John Pemberton as far

as Flushing, of whom he wrote, " the more 1

know of that valuable youth, the more I love

him."
The following letter appears to have been

written to his late companion shortly after

his return homewards

:

Ponygansett, 23d of 6th mo. 1755.

Dear friend, John Pemberton,—Although

my hopes of hearing from thee at Newport
were disappointed, and I have very little ma-

terial to communicate, yet thinking it would

be agreeable to thee to hear from me, I sit

down to let thee know I am through the con-

tinued help of gracious Providence sustained

in good health, and ability renewed to get for-

wards with some good degree of peace—

I

think as much so since I came into New Eng
land as in any other part of my journey, al-

though things are in various respects very

low and distressing, yet Best Strength has

been graciously near to help, and that sus-

tains and comforts in drooping hours, and I

am not without some hope there are a num-

ber yet bid hereaway who will arise and shake

themselves, and put on beautiful garments,

and promote the Lord's work; but they are

not of the grey-headed, for the present pro-

fessed workmen will never do the Lord's work

and service to purpose; my hopes are strong

for divers, and a concern for the revival ol

discipline seems spreading here, to stop the

progress of hurtful things and liberties, which

bave eclipsed Zion's beauty.

The Lord of the harvest is raising up la-

borers in his vineyard, and employing them

in various services. Oh ! that such may wisely

attend to the service required, that each in

their own line of duty as evangelist, pastor,

li'C, may harmoniously labor for the promo-

tion of the good of the whole.

I bave had the satisfaction of receiving a

large packet, by the way of Boston, from my
dear wife and relatives in England, which

brought me agreeable intelligence for the most

part: one of my letters was dated the 18th of

4th mo : they came to my hand the 12th inst.

I understand the distribution of those scurril-

ous pamphlelh* hath given pleasure to your
mies and pain to your friends, who want

the power to refute those clamors which are

louder against you than perhaps you are ap-

prized of, and I think requires speedy atten-

tion. I flattered myself with the hopes of

some letters from some of my dear friends at

Philadelphia, at least from thyself; but re-

ceived not a scrip. I however retain the

entiments of pure friendship and allow more

material concernR might prevent. My com-

panion, W L. [William Logan], is even be-

yond my hopes agreeable, in every respect,

his conversation solid and weighty, and I

hope he will both do and get good. Accept

the tenders of true affection which likewise

attends thy dear mother, my valuable fiiend

Jonah Thompson, whose advice by Wilhatn

Logan I received and hope to practice, thy

brother James and his family.

I am thy sincere friend,

Samuel Fothergill.

* Two political pamphlets are probably here referred

to, entitled The Brief State of Pennsylvania, and a

Brief View, &c., which were written by one of the Gov-

ernor's party in Pennsylvania, in favor of warlike mea-

sures for the protection of the Province, and with the

view of misrepresenting the principles and conduct of

the Assembly before the ministry and people of Eng-
land, where they were first published. Replies soon

followed, in which the incorrectness of many of his

statements, and the malicious motives of the author

were pointed out. Friends in their official capacity do

lelphia after an absence of about four months. , not appear to have taken notice of these nor of many
^ other Bimilar attacks made upon them in this and
* Bepublished in Friends' Library, vol. ix. |

several succeeding years of political escitement.

On the same day Samuel Fothergill ad-

dressed an epistle to his friend Israel Pem-

berton, from which the following passages,

expressing his earnest desires for bis true wel-

fare, and further establishment in the Truth,

are extracted. These portions of this letter

have been already printed.

From Samuel Fothergill to Israel Pemberton.

Ponygansett, 6th mo. 23d, 1755.

" Great is the work the Lord our God has

begun, and is carrying on in the earth for the

promotion of his own glory; and indeed, tew

are the faithful laborers in bis harvest; though

there are knees bowed before the Holy One

of Israel, who will in due time be brought

forth into the field, and strengthened to labor

successfully in the Church of Christ. I think

I see such a remnant lying almost out of sight

some parts of America, by and in whom
God will arise and get himself a name. Un-

wearied are Satan's endeavors to hurt the

service of such, and render the beginnings of

the work upon them useless to themselves

and others.
" I have often, dear Israel, remembered thee

in a distinguished manner; being sensible the

Lord of all power and wisdom would clothe

with eminent qualifications for his service, in

this thy day, in which the church has on her

sable weeds, and her priests are in bitterness.

He who is the giver of every excellent gift,

hath endowed thee beyond many of thy co-

temporaries, and 1 know he would bless thee

in them to his own service and thy peace.

The meekness of the lamb, the humility and

abasedness of a disciple, add strength, beauty,

and true weight to all labor in the Church of

Christ. Oh, that thy spirit might be more

and more seasoned and bowed with and by

that power which alone sanctifies our all to

God, and doeih his work and service. I have

seen thee, dear friend, in the hidden conflict,

and the struggle between the two opposite

powers, and have sympathized with and for

llhee, when thoa habt been braised and hurt
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by the prevalence of that which stands as an
armed man in thy way to rest. I am sensible
of thy secret bemoaning at times, when loss

hath been sustained, and the renewal of holy
[aid] reaches for thy help and recovery; I

earnestly wish for thee as well as for myself
the thorough subjection of all within us to
that abasing, humbling Hand, who prepare!
instruments for his service from the dust o:

Zion, and ordains praise out of the mouths of
babes and sucklings. In the spreading of
tender love, I could lay my hands under thy
feet, if necessary, that thou might receive
strength to reign in the Lamb's dominion
over all which diminishes that excellent ser-
vice thou might grow up in, for the revival
and strengthening of the Lord's cause in thy
generation. * * * Accept, dear friend, this
salutation, the fruits of love unfeigned, in
good part."

The following letter appears to have been
an acknowledgnient of the above.

Israel Femberton to Samuel Fathergill.

rr, o, ^ 7th mo. 1st, 1755.
'lO bAJIUEL F0THERC4ILL,
Dear Friend,—My mind is daily led to fol-

low thee with some degree of, I hope, a proper
concern for thy preservation through the
painful labor which infinite wisdom hath al
lotted thee

;
yet such hath been the fluctuating

state of my agitated mind, that I could not
write to thee with satisfaction to myself, or
the prospect of affording any to thee, though
I have not forgotten many motives which
should engage one to repeat the expressions
of that love and respect which proceed from
the principles of true friendship. Could 1
have conveyed thee any intelligence from
London and thereby relieved thee from the
afflicting apprehensions thou wast under I
should not have delayed it, but I had not the
opportunity of so pleasing a subject. I assure
thee I was very sensibly affected with near
sympathy for thee, and the more so as I per-
ceived little consolation seemed to present
from the prospect on thy way to and at Long
Island

;
the account therefore of thy meetinS

at Newport some agreeable intelligence frotn
home, was the more feelingly satisfactory,
and I almost promised myself it would be the
forerunner of a time accepted and a season in
which gracious condescension would be ex-
tended

;
and as I now hear you have been

favored with such a time, I am now desirous
of being thankful for it, not being quite so in-
sensible as to be devoid of receiving satisfac-
tion in hearing of renewed visitations to
others; but as I dare not say or scarce hope
niuch for myself, I think it safest to endeavor
after more silence than I have heretofore kept
to, knowingthat I have suffered for want of it
and if I were capable of as lively sensation as
I have in time past had, the evidence of the
clear sight thou hast had of my present state
would be a considerable strength and conso-
lation to me; yet I hope and desire thou
mayest continue to remember me as I find
thou hast done. I will endeavor to write tomy cousin* who I think is in the way of re-
ceiving benefitwhich I hope he may retain
and improve. Mother and my dear spouse
have been very poorly of late

; they join with
""Q '" best wishes for you both, which are not

* "VVilliam Logan, a son of James Logan, who wasthen travelhng with Samuel Fothergill as his corn-

less sincere than when I have been more able
to express them than I am at present, beiu^
though in much weakness, thy real oblige'd
friend, i. p,

CTo be continaed.}

The Turtle.

There is a curious superstition current
among the Indian philosophers that our earth
is perched on the back of an elephant, which
in its turn is supported by a tortoise. We may
smile at this conceit as much as we choose,
but looked at with candor, and from an Ori-
ental point of view, it ceases to display much
extravagance. The testimony of the rocks,
which cannot err, assures us that the turtle
s the oldest edible creature known, and being
thus at the foundation, as it were, of human
existence, it would naturally acquire a degree
of importance in the eyes of the Bramin sages,
"uflicient to elevate it to the dignified position
t occupies in Indian mythology. Fossil speci-
mens of marine, fresh water, and land tortoises
have been found in the upper strata of the
chalk formation, and geological science points
to the Triassie, or New Red Sandstone period,
as an indication of the time when the turtle
first appeared in the tropical seas and on the
margins of rivers and lakes of a world which
even then had seen countless ages. At that
remote epoch no mammals or birds stalked
upon or flew over the silent earth ; they had
not been called into being, hxii plesiosauri a^d
ichthyosauri gamhoUed in the primaeval oceans,
while gigantic turtles and crocodiles wallow-
ed and devoured each other amidst the steam-
ing slime.

In Holland's "Plinie" it is stated that
"there be found tortoises in the Indian Sea
so great, that one only shell of them is suffi-

cient for the roufe of a dwelling house. And
among the islands, principally in the Eed Sea,
they use tortoise shells ordinarily for boats

d wherries upon the water."
Dampier, in his voyages, published is 1867,

mentions that "the Jamaica turtlers wei
the habit of visiting certain keys in the West
Indies with good success for turtle all the
year long, and from thence bring most of
their turtle, wherewith the market at Port
Royal is served." Further on he corroborates
the classic writer by the statement :

" I heard
of a monstrous green turtle once taken at
Port Royal, in the Bay of Campeaehy, that
was four feet deep from the back to the belly,

and the belly six feet broad. Captain Rooky's
son, of about nine or ten years of age, went
in it (meaning the shell) as in a boat, on board
his father's ship about a quarter of a mile
from the shore."

It appears that in 1633 there was a pet tor-
toise at Lambeth Palace, which was alive in

1753, regarding which a chronicler of the
period, in language of regret, says: "Possibly
the reptile might have been alive yet, had it

not been for the negligence of the gardener
causing its death."
But this venerable tortoise must yield the

palm for age and importance to another,
which is believed to have lived for two hun-
dred and fifty years, and was the contempo-
rary of no less than seven mitred bishops of
Peterborough. It is mentioned in a document
connected with the archives of Peterborough
Cathedral, where its aliment was provided,
and its dainty predilections amply cared for.

The only restraint to which it was subjected
was during the strawberry season, when it

was attached to a tree by means of a perfo;
lion in its shell, so as to limit its ravag
among the luscious fruit. Although its favt

ite food consisted of strawberries and goo;
berries, it readily ate currants, rasps, pea
peaches, nectarines, and the pulp of orang
endive, green peas, and leeks, the flowers
the dandelion, and lettuce leaves; but it i

terly rejected asparagus, parsley, and spinac
and could not be induced to touch anitr
food of any description whatever.

Whilst an esteemed article of food in tro]

cal countries from the earliest historic perioc
it is only within the last one hundred ai

twenty years that turtle has found favor
England, and become the cherished luxury
aldermanic feasts.

In a compilation of voyages and trav«
selected from " Jobson's Golden Trade
" Moore's Travels," and " Labat's Afriq'

Occidentale," published in 1745, we find ti

following panegyric on turtle: "The flesh

white, larded with a green fat, firm and w(
tasted, having this advantage over the fat
all other animals, that it is not cloying or di

agreeable, but may be eaten alone. The de
cacy of the flesh makes it not tit for salting

but when fresh, it is highlj' nourishing, at
of so easy a digestion, that eat ever so muc
it never incommodes j'ou, being alike agre.
able, dress it which way you will. The be
piece is the belly, taking also the shell tht

covers it with the thickness of two fingers i

the meat it contains. This they put in ti

oven whole, seasoning with lime-juice, sal

pimento, and common pepper mixed wit
cloves, and baked with a slow fire it make
an excellent dish."

The Testudo family all possess the chara<
teristic of a coat of armor above and below
which defends the creature from injury, an
under which, except in one or two varietiei

the head, neck, tail, and feet may be witt
drawn. The upper shield is named the carra
pace, and the under one the plastron, and iti

worthy of note that the muscles of the fore

legs and neck are not connected with the rib

and spine like the arrangement in other fouj
looted creatures, but are attached in a curiou
manner beneath ; so that Cuvier, from thi

circumstance, and from the fact that the tor

toise and turtle afford the earliest example
of the skeleton being brought to the exterio
of the body, bestowed the singular yet appro
priate designation upon them of " invertet
animals." In addition to this covering o
mail, one interesting tortoise, the Pyxis o
India and Madagascar, possesses lids of horn
moving on leathery hinges, which effectuallj

close up the apertures when the extremitie*
are retracted. The UhC of such an arrange
ment in this particular instance is apparent
when we recollect that in some of the Testudc
species, where the openings in the armor art

undefended, the animal is liable to be killec

by a persevering foe like the jaguar, whict
insinuates its paw within the shell, and scoopi
out the contents with its sharp claws. Bui
where the defensive equipment is complete
there is no method of getting at the flesh oi

the turtle available to any ordinary enemy
except breaking the shell ; a feat beyond the

power of most quadrupeds, although men-
tioned in classic story as having been prac-
tised by certain enormous birds soaring to a

height, and dropping the reptile upon a con-
venient rock. Sidney Smith, writing of the
"Cistuda Carolina," or American box tortoise,
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citously remarks :
" It need fear no enemy

lept man and the boa constrictor, the former
ing him home and roasting him, and the

er Rwallowing him entire, and consuming
1 slowly in its interior, as the Court of

inccrydoes a large estate." Covered with
fielding armor, the act of respiration, as

formed by other animals, would bo impos-
e to most of the species, so that some
er method of breathing becomes necessary,

ordingly, although the thorax is usually

novable, by the play of the mouth, tongue,

I nostrils, the necessary quantity of air is

3ed into the lungs.

n the Island of Ascension the well-known
en turtle are caught in vast numbers be-

en the months of February and July, and
)t in tanks for the supply of ships during
remainder of the year. During this period

females swim ashore to deposit their eggs,

ch are spherical, about the size of a tennis

, and covered with a substance resembling
ip parchment. The hatching of the young,

I the dangers they have to encounter ere

y reach the sea, form quite a romance in

ural history. Landing between the hours
10 A.M. and 4 p.m. the females crawl about
) hundred yards above highwator mark,
ere they dig pits ten feet in diameter and
ee feet in depth, in which Ihey deposit

ra sixty to two hundred and fifty eggs,

'Bring them up carefully with sand. At
expiry often weeks the eggs are hatched
the solar rays, when the young break
ough their shells, and working upwards,
ceed directly towards the sea. It is dur-
this short journey that the juvenile turtle

queutly becomes the prey of man-of-war
ds, ever on the alert, hovering over the

ut the turtle of Ascension have reason to

oice in a comparative immunity from foes

en contrasted with those of the Brazils,

)rida. West Indies, and Laccadive and Mal-
e Islands. There, huge alligators swallow
m by hundreds as they issue from the egg,
)wling wood ibises watch for those that
aggie along the beach, eagles and buzzards
Ige the main body to the water's edge;
i, when a remnant has escaped, scarcely
ve the individuals plunged into their new
ment than rapacious fishes eagerly wait to

your them.— Wm. Cochran, in Food Journal.

For " The Friend."

The Way to Salvation.

PChe early experience of William Dewsbury
full of instruction to those who have been
fakened to see their need of a Saviour, and
3 earnestly inquiring how they may be freed

>m the burthen of sin, and brought into a
ite of Divine acceptance.

Ee thus describes a visitation of Divine
ace with which he was favored when very
ing in years. " About the time when I was
ht years of age, the word of the Lord came
me,—' I created thee for my glory ;—an
count thou must give me for all thy words
d actions done in the body :' which word
lightened my heart and opened in me the
ok of conscience, wherein was written all

at I had done ever since I had had any re-

embrance. When I had read my condition,

)W I had lived without God, who had created
te for his glory, the word of the Lord came
ito me,— ' Shall the axe boast itself against
m that howeth therewith, or shall the saw
agnify itself against him that shaketh it ?

As if the staff should shake itself against him
that lifteth it up, or the staff lift up itself as

if it were no wood !' And by the power of the
word of the Lord that spake in mo, my under-
standing was enlightened, and my conscience
bore witness that such was my condition. I

had lifted up myself against the living God,
in living without his fear, who created mo
to live in obedience to Him ; I, on the con-

trary, had lived in disobedience until that

day. Whereupon, deep sorrow seized on me,
and I knew not what to do to get acquaint
anco with the God of my life."

Under these powerful impressions, William
Dewsbury endeavored to alter the course of

his life. Ho ceased from what he was now
led to consider his vain conversation, in which
he had hitherto lived ; and became tlaoughtful

and serious, far beyond his years. He began
to read the Holy Scriptures and other books
on religious subjects from his own choice, and
at the same time to mourn and pray to God

;

although, as the account states, he had at that

time received no clear understanding as to

where Ho was to be found. It is evident,

however, that the mind of this youth, under
the quickeningand heart-searching operations

of divine grace, was wonderfully opened to

the sight of his spiritual condition. With
David, his soul was athirst for God, for the

living God, and his cry, in effect was, " when
shall I come and appear before God." It was
in vain, that he diligently availed himself of

such opportunities as were afforded him, of

learning, through the public teachers of reli-

gion and other outward means, what he was
thus anxious to know and to enjoy in himself

For if his own mind had been sufficiently

prepared for the reception of such knowledge,
the outward and carnal views of that class of

persons were not calculated to gratify his

searching spirit.

Being thus thoroughly aroused, he heard
of a people called Puritans, near Leeds, thirty

miles from the place of his birth, who were
said to fear the Lord, and to walk with greater

strictness of religious profession than many
with whom he had been acquainted. Such
was his hunger and thirst after righteousness,

that he had no rest in his spirit, until his pa-

rents (his mother having I suppose married
again) had succeeded in procuring a place

there for him ; not at all regarding the nature

of his employment, "if," says he, "I might
be among those who feared the living God

;

and thus become acquainted with the God of

my life, who created me for himself."

He was accordingly bound apprentice to a

cloth weaver at Holdbeck near Leeds, who
proved to be a very sharp master: but the

Lord enabled him with much patience to en-

dure his trials, attended as they were by a

considerable portion of ill health, until the

period of his apprenticeship was nearly ex-

pired. In the mean time, he continued to use

all diligence in seeking that knowledge for

which his soul was greatly athirst, and for

want of which he suffered much distress of

mind. He attended assiduously at the preach-

ing of all the chief teachers of religion in the

neighborhood, wrote down their sermons in

short hand, and went afterwards to their

houses to discourse with them, that if possible

he might gain some satisfaction as to the sub-

ject of his anxiety.

"But," he adds, "I met with none who
could tell me what God had done for their

souls, in redeeming them from the body of

sin, which I groaned under, and which sepa-

rated me from the presence of God."
When, after diligent search among the

Puritans, he was unable to find any who could
apply a remedy to his spiritual malady, he
made his case known to such as were esteem-
ed in the world as the most experienced min-
isters and professors; and inquired of them
what he should do to bo saved. But they also

proved to be physicians of no value, mere
ministers of the letter. Thej' told him to be-

lieve in the name of Christ and to apply the
promises, but to wait for the revelation of
Jesus Christ in his own heart, they never
counselled him ; and it only added to his sor-

row to be thus urged to believe in Christ,

when neither he at that time, nor his advisers,

knew where He was to be found, nor how be-

lieved in to the saving of the soul.

After long seeking in vain for help from
blind leaders, he says :

" The Lord discovered
to me, that his love could not be attained to by
anything I could do in any of these outward
observations; and in all these turnings in my
carnal wisdom, while seeking the kingdom of
God without, thither the flaming sword turn-

ed, to keep the way of the tree of life, fenced
me from it, cut me down, rent all my cover-
ings, and destroyed that mind which thus
looked out to find the kingdom of heaven.
Then, my mind was turned within by the
power of the Lord, to wait in his counsel,

the light in my conscience, to hear what the
Lord would say."

Unreservedly casting himself upon the
mercy of God in Christ Jesus, and yielding
all up to His disposal, he was favored in the
secret of his soul with a clear evidence, that
there was free redemption laid up for him in

the Lord Jesus, and encouragement was min-
istered even in this condemned state, to wait
for His coming, who, "in the appointed time
of the Father," says he, "appeared to my
soul, as the lightnings from the east to the
west, and ray dead soul heard his voice, and
by his voice was made to live, who created

me to a lively hope, and sealed me up in the
everlasting covenant of life with his blood.

Then I witnessed the wages of sin to be death,

and the gift of God eternal life through Jesus
Christ, my Lord."
There are many in this day who are ready

to say to the awakened sinner, "Believe in

the name of Christ and apply the promises;"

but who fail to point out where He is to be

found, and how believed in to the saving of

the soul. May all such listen to tho language
of this well-instructed scribe, who thus writes:

" And this I declare to all the inhabitants

of England, and to all that dwell upon the

earth, that God alone is the teacher of his

people. He hath given to every one a mea-
sure of grace, which is tho light that comes
from Christ. It checks and reproves for sin,

in the secret of the heart and conscience. All
who wait in that light, which comes from
Christ, and which is the free grace of God, for

the power of Jesus Christ to destroy sin and
to guide them in obedience to the light, shall

come to know the only true God and Father
of light in Christ Jesus, who is the way to

him. And this I witness to all the sons of

men, that I came not to the knowledge of
eternal life by tho letter of the Scripture, nor
by hearing men speak of tho name of God.
I came to the true knowledge of the Scrip-

tures and the eternal rest which they testify

of in Christ, by the inspiration of the spirit
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of Jesus, the lion of the tribe of Judah, who
alone is found worthy to open the seals of the
book."

EVENING HYMN.
Sun of m_y soul, thou Saviour dear,
It is not night if thou be near;
Oh ! may no earth-born cloud arise
To hide thee from thy servant's eyes !

When the soft dews of kindly sleep
My wearied eyelids gently steep,
Be my last thought : How sweet to rest
For ever on my Saviour's breast I

Abide with me from morn till eve,
For without thee I cannot live!
Abide with me when night is nigh,
For without thee I dare not die.

Thou framer of the light and dark,
Sleer throngli the tempest thine own arkl
Amid the howling, mighty sea.
We are in port if we have thee.

Oh ! by thine own sad burthen, borne
So meekly up the hill of scorn.
Teach thou thy priests their daily cross,
To bear as thine, nor count it loss

!

If some poor wandering child of thine
Have spurned to-day the voice divine;
Now, Lord, the gracious work begin

;

Let him no more lie down in sin 1

AVatch by the sick—enrich the poor
With blessings from thv boundless store I

Be every mourner's sleep to-night
Like infant's slumber, pure and light I

Come near and bless us
Ere through tlie world __.
Till, in the ocean of thy love,
We lose ourselves in heaven above

when we wake,
way we take.

In

THE PETRIFIED FERN.
Hey, centuries ago,

Grew a little fern leaf, green and slender—'
Veining delicate, and fibres tender-

Waving, when the wind crept down so low;
Rushes tall, and moss, and grass grew round it,
I'laylul sunbeams darted in and found it.

Drops of dew stole in, by night, and crowned it.
But no foot of man e'er trod that way

;

Earth was young, and keeping holiday.

Monster fishes swam the silent main,
Stately forests waved their giant branches,
Mountains hurled their snowy avalanches

Mammoth creatures stalked across the plain-
Nature revelled in grand mysteries.
But the little fern was not of these,
Did not number with the hills and trees •

Only grew and waved, its sweet wild way

—

! came to note it, day by day.
'No(

Earth, one time, put on a frolic mood
Heaved the rocks, and changed the mighty motion
Of the deep, strong currents of the ocean.

Moved the plain, and shook the haughty wood
Crushed the little fern in soft, moist clay

'

Covered it, and hid it safe away

;

'

Oh, the long, long centuries since that day I

Oh, the agony I Oh, life's bitter cost.
Since that useless little fern was lost l'

Useless? Lost? There came a thoughtful man.
Searching Nature's secrets, far and deep

;From a fissure in a rocky steep
He withdrew a stone, o'er which there ran

Fairy pencillings, a quaint design,
Veinings, leafage, fibres clear and fine,
And the fern's life lay in every line I

So, I think, God hides some souls away.
Sweetly to surprise us, the last day.

Public Opinion.

Visit to a Coral Reef.—On the 1st August
we anchored at the edge of an extensive coral
reef, marked on the charts as Fiery Cross
Eeef, from the circumstance ofthe ship "Fiery

Cross" having been wrecked thereon. The
surface of the sea was perfectly smooth and
glass-like, so that at the depth of 60 or 70 feet
we could see the anchor lying at the botto
among blocks of coral as distinctly as if it had
been but six feet from the surface. Never lo
be forgotten is my first ramble over this coral
reef on such an afternoon. Taking a boat,
with a couple of rowers, I left the ship and
steered in se.irch of the shallowest portions of
the coral-strewn sea. A short row brought
us upon a two-fathom patch, over which I
allowed the boat to drift slowly; and leaning
over the side and lookingdown into the mirroi^
"ke sea I conld admire at leisure the wonder-
ful sight, undistorted as it was by the slight-
est ripple. Glorious masses of living coral
strewed the bottom: immense globular mad-
repores—vast overhanging mushroom-shaped
expansions, complicated ramifications of in-
terweaving branches, mingled with smaller
and more delicate species— round, finger-
shaped, horn-like and umbrella-form—lay in
wondrous confusion; and these painted with
every shade of delicate and brilliaDt coloring
—grass-green, deep blue, bright yellow, pure
white, rich buff, and more sober brown—al-
together forming a kaleidoscopic eflPect of form
and color unequalled by anything I had ever
beheld. Here and there was a large clam
shell (Chama) wedged in between masses of
coral, the gaping, zigzag mouth covered with
the projecting mantle of the deepest prussian
blue

;
beds of dark purple, long-spined Echini,

and the thick black bodies of sea-cucumbers
(Holothuriaj) varied the aspect of the sea
hottora. In and out of these coral groves,
like gorgeous birds in a forest of trees, swarm'
the most beautifully-colored and grotesque
fishes, some of an intense blue, others bright
red, others yellow, black, salmon-colored, and
every color of the rainbow, curiously barred
and banded and bearded, swarming every-
where in little shoals which usually included
the same species, though every moment new
species, more striking than the last, came into
view. Some, like the little yellow chfetodons,
roamed about singly; others, in large shoals;
some were of considerable size, and seemed to
suck in the little ones like motes in the water;
and in an interval a small shark, about ten
feet long, swam leisurely past. A baited hook

over the stern attracted several spe-
cies, which nibbled harmlessly at it; while
many others paid no attention to it ; and it is

somewhat singular that although I took sev-
eral, they were all of one out of'the numerous
species which were gliding in and out of the
sheltering branches of coral. At the same
time, from the ship, several large fishes, known
to the sailors ns.snappers, were taken—bright
red, with large scales, hard fins, and several
sharp teeth; but, according to usual experi-
ence, these could only be captured in the first
half hour or so after the ship had come to an
anchor.
On subsequent occasions a ripple upon the

surface of the water destroyed the great
charm of the reef as I have thus faintly de-
scribed it. With the aid of the water-glass,
however (a long tube with a thick piece of
~ """ let into the lower end), this difficulty

1 a great measure obviated. The reef
proved to bevery extensive; but in most parts
not less than two fathoms under water, and
n no part awash. On one of the shallowest
patches, three miles from our anchorage, were
the timbers of a wrecked ship, the " Meer-

schaum," her iron stanchions sticking sevei
feet out of the water, and visible as a la<

mark for a considerable distance.
Before leaving Fiery Cross Eeef, howe's

I found a tract which was not more than th
or four feet under water, and only spars
covered with coral. Here, accordingly, h
ing taken a boat with a couple of Malayi
jumped overboard, and, in spite of shaii
waded about breast, and even neck, high.
The Malays at once commenced wrench:

out the great clams, which they called chat,

avowing that they would make excelli
curry; but when I directed their attention
the numerous black Holothurise which

:

scattered about in profusion, they repli
' Cbindman eat Trepang, Malayu no." I c

lected some, however, and found upon thi

numerous Stilifers. Echinoderms were, ho
ever, few. There were no starfishes; bu
delicate, long spined Echinus (Calamaris t

nulata), which moved very nimbly by raes]

of attenuated suckers, so as to elude capti
by creeping into crevices from which it -wj

impossible to dislodge it without breaking tj

tender, barred spines. It was not easy
j

touch the spines of this species ever so lighl

without being wounded. Even when careful
approaching them I have found the spir
sticking into my hand ; and I was almost p.

suaded that they had the power of ejectl
some portion of the spine as a means of {

fence—a persuasion which I afterwards foa;

amounted to a belief in the mindsof some w
had met with this species upon the reefs
Labuan, where it also occurs.
Bjt by far the most remarkable circui

stance I met with on the Fiery Cross Ee
was the discovery of some Actinife of enc
mous size, and of habits no less novel th;

striking. I observed in a shallow spot a lar

and beautiful convoluted mass, of a deep bl

color, which, situated as it was in the mid
of colored corals, I at first supposed to be al.

a coral. Its singular appearance, howevc
induced me to feel it, when the peculiar ten
cious touch of a sea-anemone made me rapid
withdraw my hand, to which adhered sod
shreds of its blue tentacles. I then perceiv<
that it was an immense Actinia, which, wh<
expanded, measured fully two feet in diam
ter. The tentacles were small, simple, at
very numerous, of a deep blue color; and tl

margin of the tentacular ridge was broad an
rounded, and folded in thick convolution
which concealed the entrance to the digestiv
cavity.

While standing in the water, breast higl

admiring this splendid zoophyte, I noticed
very pretty little fish which hovered in th

water close by, and nearly over the anemon*
This fish was six inches long, the head brigb

orange, and the body vertically banded wit
broad rings of opaque white and orange alte

tely, three bands of each. As the fish r
mained stationary, and did not appear to t

alarmed at my movements, I made seven
attempts to catch it ; but it always eluded m
efforts—not darting away, however, as migt
be expected, but always returning presentl
to the same spot. Wandering about in searc
of shells and animals, I visited from time t

time the place where the anemone was fixet

and each time, in spite of all my disturbanc
of it, I found the little fish there also. Thi
singular persistence of the fish to the sam
spot, and to the close vicinity of the grea
anemone, aroused in me strong suspicions c
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existence of some connection between

n.

These suspicions were subsequently veri-

1; for on the reefs of Piilo Pappan, near

I island of Labuan, in company with Mr.

w, we met with more than one speciraen

this gigantic sea-anemone, and the fish, so

nistakeable in its appearance when once

n, again in its neighborhood. Eaking about

th a stick in the body of the anemone, no

s than six fishes of the same species, and of

rious sizes, were by degrees dislodged from

cavity of the zoophyte, not swiming awaj'

d escaping immediatelj-, but easily secured

their exit bj^ means of a small hand-net.

us the connection existing between the fish

d the anemone was demonstrated, though

at is the nature and object of that connec-

n yet remains to be proved.

There are at least two species of these ane-

ne-inhabiting fish ; and a second species of

same genus dift'ers from that just described

having black and cream-colored vertical

ids, instead of orange and white. Such a

I I have seen, evidently related to the first-

sntioncd, living in a tub which did duty for

aquarium, in the possession of Mr. Low, at

buan, and which had been obtained from

lat was probably a second species of fish-

eltering anemone. This fish was remark-

ly lively and amusing, and of a disposition

an only describe as knowing ; and lived in

od health in this tub for several months

—

proof that the connection between these

imals, whatever its nature, is not absolutely

jential for the fish at least.— Collingwood.

The Walk of Faith.—This, walk by faith

kes in all the miiuito circumstances of every

y's historj'; a walking every step by faith,

ooking above trials, above necessities, above
rplexilies, above improbabilities, above im-

ibilities, above all second causes, and, in

face of difficulties and discouragements,

)ing forward, leaning upon God. If the

3rd were to roll the Red Sea before us, and
arshal the Egyptians behind us, and thus

imming us in on every side, should yet bid

advance, it would be the duty and the

ivilege of faith instantly to obey ; believing

at, ere our feet touched the water, God, in

ir extremity, would divide the sea and take
dry-shod over it. This is the only holy

id happy life of a believer; if he for a mo-
ent leave the path, and attempt to walk by
ght, difiiculties will throng around him,

oubles will multiply, the smallest trials will

Bcome heavy crosses, temptations to depart
om the single and upright path will increase

number and power.

—

Alary Winslow.

The Outlook in Europe.—The editor of the

lissionary Herald, in looking over Europe,
justly grieved at the spread of rationalism

nd materialism there, but finds cause for

ratitude in the awaking of evangelical men
the dangers of the situation, in the blows

le Papacy is receiving, the infatuation it

hows in its counsels, and in the judgment
" Germany on the Jesuits. He says :

—

I "The time is teeming with events. The
(ecent decision in the highest courts of Great
5ritian, giving free range to ritualism within

he Established Church, must lead to a
borough sifiiog in that body, that cannot
lUt be for the interests of the evangelica"

;:ause. In Germany the air is rife with the
rumors of a pending religious revolution.

The marriage of Father Ilyacinlhe may pre-

cipitate the movements of the Old Catholic

part}', and lead to a reconstruction of a por-

tion of the Eomish Church. The Evangelical

Society of Geneva finds much encouragement
to push forward its work in the south of

France. The thousands of Bibles and other

religious works distributed among the French
soldiers driven into Switzerland during the

late war, are securing a cordial welcome to

evangelists in many a home. The suppres-

sion of the Carlist movement in Spain is

another triumph of religious liberty in that

land, and renders more secure the opportuni-

ties now enjoj'ed for the free dissemination of

the truth, despite the bitter opposition and

the unscrupulous means used to hinder the

work, on the part of the Eomish priesthood.

Italy enjoys a rel'gious liberty second to that

of no country in Europe ;
and nothing but a

spirit of love, sympathy, and cordial co-opera-

tion among the friends of the gospel in that

country seems to be required for the advance
of evangelical sentiment."

Concerning Perfection.

Since we have placed justification in the

revelation of Jesus Christ formed and brought

forth in the heart, there working his works
of righteousuess, and bringing forth the fruits

of the Spirit, the question is, how far He may
prevail in us while we are in this life, or we
over our soul's enemies, in and by His strength ?

Those that plead for justification wholly with-

out them, merely by imputative righteous-

ness, denying the necessity of being clothed

with real and inward righteousness, do con-

sequently afiirm, "That it is impossible for

a man, even the best of men, to be free

of sin in this life, which, they say, no man
ever was; but on the contrary, that none

can, neither of himself, nor by any grace re-

ceived in this life (O wicked saying against

the power of God's grace) keep the command-
ments of God perfectly; but that every man
doth break the commandments in thought,

word and deed ;" whence they also affirm,

"That the very best actions of the saints,

their prayers, their worships, are impure and

polluted" We on the contrary, though we
freely acknowledge this of the natural fallen

man, in his first state, whatever his profes-

sion or pretence may be, so long as he is un-

converted and unregenerate, yet we do be-

lieve, that to those in whom Christ comes to

be formed, and the new man brought forth,

and born of the incorruptible seed, (as that

birth, and man in union therewith naturally

doeth the will of God) it is possible so far to

keep to it, as not to be found daily transgres

sors of the law of God. Let it be considered

That we place not this possibility in man's

own will and capacity, as he is a man, the

son of fallen Adam, or as he is in his natura

state, however wise or knowing, or however
much endued with a notional and literal know-

ledge of Christ, thereby endeavoring a con

formity to the letter of the law, as it is out

ward.
That we attribute it wholly to man, as he

is born again, renewed in bis mind, raised by

Christ, knowing Christ alive, reigning and

ruling in him, and guiding and leading him
by his spirit, and revealing in him the law of

the Spirit of life ; which not only manifests

and reproves sin, but also gives power to come
out of it.

That by this we understand not such a
perfection as may not daily admit of a growth,

and consequently mean not as if we were to

be as pure, holy, and perfect as God in his di-

vine attributes of wisdom, knowledge and
purity; but only a perfection proportionable

and answerable to man's measure, whereby
we are kept from transgressing the law of

God, and enabled to answer what he requires

of us; even as he that improved his two tal-

ents so as to make four of them, perfected his

work, and was so accepted of his Lord as to

be called a good and faithful servant, nothing

less than he that made his five ten. Even as

a little gold is perfect gold in its kind, as well

as a great mass, and a child hath a perfect

body as well as a man, though it daily grow
more and more. Thus Christ is said, Luke
ii. 52, to have increased in wisdom and sta-

ture, and in favor with God and man ; though
before that time he had never sinned, and was
no doubt perfect, in a true and proper sense.

Though a man may witness this for a sea-

son, and therefore all ought to ])ress after it;

yet we do not afiirm but those that have at-

tained it in a measure maj-, by the wiles and
temptations of the enem}-, fall into iniquity,

and lose it sometimes, if they be not watch-

ful, and do not diligently attend to that of

God in the heart. And we doubt not but

many good and holy men, who have arrived

to everlasting life, have had divers ebbings

and Sowings of this kind; for though every
sin weakens a man in his spiritual condition,

yet it doth not so as to destroy him altogeth-

er, or render him uncapable of rising again.

Though I affirm, that after a man hath ar-

rived at such a state, in which he maj* be able

not to sin, yet he may sin : nevertheless, I

will not affirm that a state is not attainable

in this lif^, in which to do righteousness may
be so natural to the regenerate soul, that in

the stability of that condition he cannot sin.

Others may speak more certainly of I his state,

if they have arrived at it. With respect to

myself, I speak modestly, because I ingenuous-

ly confess that I have not yet attained it ; but

I cannot deny that there is such a state, as it

seems to be so clearly asserted by the apostle,

1 John, iii. 9. Whosoever is born of God, doth

not commit sin ; for his seed remaineth in

him ;
and he cannot sin, because he is born

of God.

—

B. Barclay.

Immense Wheat Farms.—There are three

wheat farms in the San Joaquin Valley, with

areas respectively of 36, 0!J0 acres, 23,000acre8,

and 17,000 acres. On the largest of these

farms the wheat crop this year is reputed to

be equal to an average of 40 bushels to the

acre, the jneld running up on some parts of

the farm to 60 bushels. The product of this

farm for the present year is 1,4 10,000 bushels.

The boundary on one side of this farm is 17

miles long. At the season of plowing, ten

four-horse teams were attached to ten gang
plows, each gang having four plows—or forty

horses with as many plows were started at

the same time, the teams following in close

succession. Lunch or dinner was served at a

midway station, and supper at the terminus

of the field, seventeen miles distant fi'om the

starting point. The teams returned on the

following day. The wheat in this immense
field was cut with twenty of the largest reap-

ers. It would require over forty ships of

medium size to transport the wheat raised on

this farm to a foreign market. Even th©
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Backs required would make a largo hole in
the surplus money of most farmers. We have
not the figures for the product of the other
two farms; but presume that the average is

not much billow that of the first. There are
thousands of tons of wheat which cannot be
taken out of the valley this season, and must
remain over as dead capital, or, what is near
ly as undesirable, will only comtu'ind advances
at heavy rates of interest.

—

Bulletin.

Sea-Weeds.

The dry land develops the most exuberant
vegetation on the lowest grounds, the plains
and deep valleys, and the size and multiplicity
of plants gradually diminish as we ascend the
higher mountain regions, until at last merely
naked or snow covered rocks raise their bar-
ren pinnacles to the skies: but the contrary
takes place in the realms of ocean

; for here
the greater depths are completely denuded of
vegetation, and it is only within GOO or 800
feet from the surface that the calcareous nul-
lipores begin to cover the sea-bottom, as moss-
es and lichens clothe the lofiy mountain tops.
Gradually corallines and a few alga; associate
with them, until finally about 80 or 100 feet
from the surface begins the rich vegetable
zone which encircles the margin of the sea.

The plants of which it is composed do not
indeed attain the same high degree of devel-
opment as those of the dry land, being depriv-
ed of the beauties of flower and fruit; but as
the earth at different heights and latitud
constantly changes her verdant robe, and
raises our highest admiration by the endless
variety of her ornaments, thus also the forms
of the sea-plants change, whether we descend
from the brink of ocean to a greater depth, or
wander along the coast from one sea to anoth-
er; and their delicate fronds are as remark-
able for beauty of color and elegance of out-
line, as the leaves of terrestrial vegetation.
The difference of the mediums in which

sea-plants exist naturally require a different
mode of nourishment, the former principally
using their roots to extract from a varying
soil the substances necessary for their perfect
growth, while the latter absorb nourishment
through their entire surface from the sur-
rounding waters, and use their roots chiefly
as hold-fasts.

The constituent parts of the soil are of the
greatest importance to land-plants, to whose
organization they are made to contribute,
while to the sea-plant it is generally indiffer
ent whether the ground to which it is attach
ed be granite, chalk, slate or sand-stone, pro-
vided only its roots find a safe anchorage.

Flat, rocky coasts, not too much exposed
to the swell of the waves, and interspersed
with dark ))ools in which the water is con-
stantly retained, are thus the favorite abode
of most algse, while a loose, sandy sea-bottora
is generally as poor in vegetation as the Arab-
ian desert.

But even a sandy shore's extensive subma-
rine meadows are frequently formed by the
grass wrack, whose creeping stems, rooting
at the joints and extending to a considerable
depth in the sand, are admirably adapted for
securing a firm position on the loose ground.
Its long riband-like leaves, of a brilliant and
glossy green, wave freely in the water, and
afford shelter and nourishment to numerous
marine animals and plants. In the trojjical

seas it forms the submarine meadows on which
the turtles graze, and in the north of Europe

it is used for the manufacture of cheap bed-
ding. It also furnishes an excellent material
for packing brittle ware.

Sea-weeds are usually classed in three great
groups, green, olive-colored and red, and these
again are sub-divided into numerous families,
genera, and species.

On the British coasts alone about 400 dif-
ferent species are found, and hence we may
form some idea of the riches of the submarine
flora. Thousands of algffi are known and
classified, but no doubt as many more at least
still wait for their botanical names, and have
never yet been seen by human eye.
The green sea-weeds, or cblorospermse, gen-

erally occur near high-water mark, and love
to lead an amphibious life, half in the air and
half in salt-water. The deliuate enteromor-
phaj, similar to threads of fine silk, and the
broad, brilliant ulva;, which frequently cover
the smooth boulders with a glossy vesture of
lively green, belong to this class. Many of
them are remarkable for their wide geograph-
ical distribution. Thus some of those -found
on the English shores thrive also in the cold
waters of the Arctic Sea, fringe the shores of
the tropical ocean, and project into the south-
ern hemisphere as far as the desolate lands of
Terra del Fuego. But few animals or plants
possess so pliable a nature, and such adapta-
bility to the most various climates.
The Olive-colored group of sea-weeds or

melanospermfe, plays a much more consider-
able part in the economy of the ocean. The
common fuci, which in the ebbing of the tide
impart to the shore cliffs their peculiar dingy
color, belong to this class; as well as the
mighty laminaria;, which about the level of
low-water, and one or two fathoms below that
limit, fringe the rocky shore with a broad belt
of luxuriant vegetation.
The first olive-colored sea-weed we meet

with on the receding of the flood is the small
and slender Fucus candiculatus, easily known
by its narrow ground stems and branches,
and the absence of air vessels. Then follows
Fucus }iodosus, a larger species, with tough,
thong-like stem, expanding at intervals into
knob-like air vessels, and covered in winter
and spring with bright yellow berries. Along
with it we find the gregarious Fucus vesiculo
us, with its forked "leaf traversed by a mid-

rib, and covered with numerous air vessels
situated in pairs at each side of the rib. Final-
ly, about the level of half-tide, a fourth spe-
cies of fucus appears, Fucus serratus, distin-
guished from all the rest by its toothed mar-
gin and the absence of air vessels.

These four species generally occupy the
littoral zone of our sea-girt isle, being found
in greatest abundance on flat rocky shores,
particularly on the western coasts of Scotland
and Ireland, where they used formerly to be
burnt in large quantities for the manufacture
of kelp or carbonate of soda, which is now
obtained by a less expensive process. In Ar-
cadia alone more than 20,000 persons were
employed during the whole summer in the
collection and incineration of sea-weeds, a
valuable resource for the poverty stricken
islanders, of which they have been deprived
by the progress of chemical science.

The fuci are, however, still largely used.

The largest of indigenous sea-weeds are I

Laminana sacchirina and digitatota, or 1

sugary and ferigena oar-weeds. Their st(

wood}- stems, and broad tough glossy lea'

of dark olive-green, often twelve or fourte
feet long, must be familiar to every one w
has sojourned on the coast. When glidingoi
i.heir submerged groves in a boat, their gn
fronds floating like streamers in the wai
afford the interesting spectacle of a dense si

marine thicket, through whose palm-like to
the fishes swim in and out, emulating in i

tivity the birds of our forests.

But our native oar-weeds, large as th
seem with regard to the other fuci amo;
which they grow, are mere pigmies wh
compared with the gigantic species whL
occur in the colder seas.

None of the members of this family gro
in the tropical waters, but they extend to tl

utmost polar limits, and seem to increase
size and multiplicity of form as they advan
to the higher latitudes. The northern hei
isphere has generally different genera fro
the southern. To the former belong the

j

gantic alarias with their often forty feet loi

fronds, the singularly perforated Thalass
phyta, and the far-spreading Nereocysl
which is only found in the Northern Pacifi.
while the genera Macrocystis and Lesson
are denizens of the Southern Ocean.

In the numerous channels and bays i

Terra del Fuego, the enormous and singnli
Macrocystis pyriferne is found in such increc
ale masses as to excite the astonishment i

every traveller. " On every rock," says Da
win, " the plant grows from low water mar
to a great depth, both on the outer coast an
within the channels. I believe, during It

voyages of the Adventure and Beagle, n(

one rock near the surface was discovere
which was not buried by this floating wee(
The good service it thus affords to vesse.
navigating near this stormy land is eviden
and it certainly has saved many a one froi

being wrecked. I know few things moresui
prising than to see this plant growing an
flourishing amidst those great breakers of th
western ocean, which no mass of rock, let i

be ever so hard, can long resist. The stem i

round, slimy, and smooth, and seldom has
diameter of so much as an inch. A few take)
together are sufficiently strong to support th
weight of the large loose stones to which ii

the inland channels they grow attached ; am
some of those stones are so heavy, that whei
drawn to the surface they can scarcely bi

lifted into a boat by one person."

CTo be concluded.)

Contentment.—Were it not that God supi
ports me, and by his Omnipotent goodnesi
often totally suspends all sense of worldlj
things, I could not sustain the weight manj
days, perhaps hours. But even in this low
ebb of fortune I am not without some kind
interval. * * * Upon the best observation ];

could ever make, I am induced to believe that
much easier to be .contented without

riches than with them. It is so natural for s

rich man to make his gold his god ; for what
ever a person loves most, that thing, be it

~hat it will, he will certainly make his god,
either burnt or in a fermented state, as a valu- It '8 so difficult not to trust in it, not to de-

able manure for green crops. Thus every pend on it for support and happiness, that]
year several small vessels are sent from Jersey do not know one rich man in the world with
to the coast of Brittany to fetch cargoes of ,

whom I would exchange conditions.— Tht
sea-weeds for the farmers of that island. ' Mother of the Wesleys.
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'he Mounds of Nineveh.—The Bible has

!e us familiar with tlio wars of Senna-
rib against Israel and Judah ; the capture

heir cities; the long and obstinate siege of

ihish, during which Sennacherib extorted

n Hezekiah thirty taientsof gold and three

idred talents of silver; that he sent forces

take Jerusalem, where one huudred and
aty thousand were destroyed in one night
" the angel of the Lord ;" and that Senna-

rib, returning to Nineveh, was slain by his

1 SODS while worshipping the very idol he
trusted in.

.'wenty-five centuries have passed. The
irer of Nineveh has disappeared; its walls

temples have been destroyed ; not even a

age bears the name once so famous ; and
dels denied that Nineveh bad ever existed,

called the Scripture narrative a fiction,

iutthe mounds of ruins are nowexcavated;
remains of buried palaces explored. Their
Is are found to have been formed of large

le tablets, covered with historical and
3r inscriptions. The key to decipher many
hese inscriptions has been discovered, and
le ancient records confirm the Scripture,

ver one highly-finished bas-relief repre-

ting the king on his throne in state, with
officers around him, and many prisoners

)re him, some of them in the hands of

rmentors," is this inscription: ''Senna-

rib the mighty king, king of the country
the Assyrians, sitting on the throne of

jraent at the gate of the city of Lachisha.
ve permission for its slaughter."

nother tablet says, " Because Hezekiah,

5 of Judah, did not submit to my yoke,
y-six of his strong-fenced cities, and innii-

able smaller towns which depended on
n, I took and plundered. But I left(!) to

1 Jerusalem his capital city." The record
• speaks of having exacted of him thirty

nts of gold and eight hundred talents of

er, including, perhaps, the spoils of the
sr cities of Judah.
f these stone tablets had remained exposed
the weather, they would have perished

ago; but a sudden and overwhelming
olation entombed, and thus guarded them,
tie did Sennnacherib imagine that his

;hty capital would be obliterated, as the

phets foretold it should be ; still lees, that

own stone memorials of his exploits in

lea should, after so many centuries, reap-

r, to prove the divinity of the God whom
defied, and the vanity of the idol he wor-
pped.

Intiqiiities of Alaska.—Dr. W. H. Dull, of

United States Coast Survey, recentlj' i-ead

)re the California Academy of Sciences a

y interesting paper relative to his recent

ioveriee of antiquities on the island of Un-
jka. The first traces of humanity were
d by him while excavating for a signal,

on further search he unearthed, in a

nd on the northern end of the island,

eral ancient Aleutian huts or houses, in

ich he found three human skeletons in a

e of porlect preservation. The bodies

e found doubled up, after the custom of

Aleutians, and were in a separate com-
tment, peculiarly constructed, and exacti}'

the tombs made by the Aleutians of the

sent time.

Numerous articles, such as lamps, stone

ves, bone spoons, arrowheads, etc., were
nd near these skeletons. The remains of

" It is doubtful if any man could by p
bility do his noblest, or think his dee
without a preparation of suffering."

seven villages were subsequently unearthed.
The method of burial practised by these peo-
ple is described as ibilows :

"In certain places at the foot of overhang-
ing cliffs a wall has boon built up until the
rock above has been reached, and outside a
bank of earth or turf covered this wall. In
the space inside the debris had been removed,
and in this space, on a layer of small slicks of
driftwood, the bodies had been laid one above
the other. In one case 1 found six skeletons,

one above the other, separated only by the
laj'ers of sticks and a piece of grass matting
similar to that still manufactured by the na-

tives of Unalaska. In another place I found
a small case, about twenty feet in diameter,

through the crevices of which water was drip-

ping. In this I found the remains of seven

human skeletons arranged around the sides of

the case."

In this tomb a. female skeleton was found,

together with a large collection of needles,

made from the wing-bones of birds, awls and
other objects of household use. In the caves

used for burial were also found several carv-

ings, and sometimes the bodies, placed in na-

tural attitudes, were covered entirely with
carved wooden armor, or placed iu a minia-

ture canoe or bidarka, armed as if hunting, or

holding a paddle. Women were represented
as if sewing, dressing skins, or nursing their

infants ; old men as if beating their drums, as

they do during the winter dances in Esqui-

maux villages to this day.

jpest.
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One of the most satisfactory items in the

message of President Grant at the opening of

the present session of Congress, is that in re-

ference to the successful result of the arbitra-

tion, agreed upon in the treaty made at Wash-
ington between Great Britain and the United
States. When the treaty was first published

it was cause for congratulation to every chris

tian philanthropist that the two parties hold-

ing antagonistic relations to each other, had
been willing to adopt so just and so rational

a mode for investigating and settling disputes

and differences, which, it had long been fear-

ed by the good and wise in both nations,

would be made use of by the indiscreet and
evil-disposed to involve the two countries in

war, and consequent suffering and loss. The
first glow of pleasure was, however, in some
measure, dampened, when it was found there

was a serious misunderstanding between the

two governments as to the points in dispute,

which the treaty had provided should be sub-

mitted to the arbitrators
;
giving rise to con-

flicting statements and excited discussion prior

to the meeting of the Joint High Commis-
sion ; more especially involving the extent of

the authority conferred on it to investigate

the full amount of the damages alleged to

have been inflicted by one party on the

other.

At one time the ground occupied by the

two litigants was so wide apart, and the ir-

ritating controversy stirred up, so complicat-l

ed the whole subject, that they seemed likely

to defeat the object of the wise negotiation
altogether, and lo leave the two governments
in a much worse position than when it began.
But it was gratifying to observe during the
progress of this latter controversy, that the
statesmen whose duty it was to conduct the
correspondence and, if possible, to disentangle
the new complication, evidently shrunk from
everything that appeared calculated to pre-
clude a peaceful solution of the difficulty.

National prejudice and party animosity were
not lacking in their eftorts, on both sides of
the Atlantic, to goad into expressions or acts
that would hardiy fail to kindle the passions
of the populace, so that amid the unreason-
ing excitement, the high-born oft'spring of jus-
tice and peace might prove a failure and a
shame.

Although neither party would withdraw
the interpretation it gave to the words in the
first clause of the treaty, ''to refer all the
claims, generically known as the Alabama
claims," and England declared that if her un-
derstanding of the words was not complied
with, she would withdraw from the tribunal
of arbitration

;
yet when the High Commis-

sion met and was duly organized, both pre-
sented their respective statements of the case
in dispute, and the grounds on which their
claims were individually based, and the first

decision of the Tribunal being in favor of ex-
eluding constructive damages,—which Great
Britain had refused to have adjudicated—the
case went forward harmoniously

; the grave
questions of international law and govern-
mental duties were discussed with dignity and
commanding intelligence, and finally an award
given, clear and explicit in its reasoning and
conclusions, acceptable to both litigants, and
crowning this unexampled appeal to justice
and reason in friendly council, with complete
success.

We know so little of the financial statistics

of the naval losses inflicted by the rebel cruis-

ers, and are so ignorant of the laws govern-
ing belligerents in estimating compensation
for robbery and wanton destruction of pro-
perty, that we are altogether unable to form
an opinion whether the sum of $15,500,000
should be considered a large or a small in-

demnification for the injury sustained; but
when we put it in comparison with the incal-

culable millions which it would have cost each
nation, had the arbitrament of the dispute
been the sword instead of reason and right,

the sum dwindles into utter insigniticance.

We look upon the example that has been
thus set, and the triumph of the principles of
peace in the successful issue of the labors of
the Joint High Commission at Geneva, as
fraught with elements of greater good to
mankind at large, than can he estimated in

calculations of dollars and cents. It is the
nearest approach the world has yet seen, to a
consummation of the labors and hopes of
many of its best philanthropists ; the recogni-
tion by two great and powerful nations of the
competency of an impartial court, to settle

national quarrels, in accordance with prin-
ciples of equity and admitted international
law. The origin of the dispute between the
parties, the aggravating circamstances which
complicated its merits as it advanced from
stage to stage, and the difficulties that almost
necessarily attended the negotiation of so im-
portant an initial experiment, all make it a
precedent of immeasurable value, for the fu-
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ture application of the principle of arbitration

in the settlement of national controversies

Hardly another case can occur in which
the elements of fioal failure in peaceful nego
tiation will bo more numerous or more potent

than in this which has so happily resulted in

the peaceful adjustment of all the questions

in contention, and restoring confidence and
goodwill between two great peoples. Be-

tween no two nations has there been longer

continued jealousy, or more grating records

of supposed wrongs and insults treasured up.

Each was conscious of enormous strength,

which it believed the other did not and could

not correctly measure, and both had again

and again declared that a time would come
when a trial must be made which could do

the other the more harm, and thus prove its

superiority. The questions involved, growing
out, as they did, of the Southern rebellion,

were preeminently calculated to arouse and
inflame the passions whence war springs, and
indiscreet or evilminded speakers and writers

on both sides had labored to convince the

people, often in violent and exasperating lan-

guage, that points of national honor were at

stake which daie not be compromised, and
which could not be riglntly settled in any other

way than by blood. Yet these two great na
tions were not afraid to submit themselves,

their alleged wrongs and claims, and the

duties imposed on them by international law,

to the quiet investigation and judgment of

five distinguished statesmen, pledging to each
other their national faith and honor to abide

by their decision, whatever it might be.

Truly these considerations clothe the event

with an importance and significance as an ex-

ample to other governments, that may war-

rant our considering it as marking an epoch
in the progress of christian civilization. Pre-

sident Grant, a year ago, in speaking of the

treaty, very appropriately remarked, "An
example has thus been set which if successful

in its issue, may be followed by other civilized

nations, and possibly be the means of restor-

ing to productive industry, the millions of

men now engaged in military and naval em-
ploj'ments." We maj' close our remarks, with
a quotation from the speech of Count Sclopis

at the final sitting of the Arbitration: "We
fervently trust that God will inspire all

Governments, with the constant and active

thought, of maintaining that which civilized

nations invariable desire—that which, in the
order of moral as well as the material inter-

ests of society, is the chii'f of all blessings

—

peace."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—There was a considerable fall of snow in

England on the 13th inst. Violent gales have caused
much damage in various places. The steamer Charente,
of the regular line between Hull and Dunkirk, was lost

while en route to the latter port, and fourteen persons
were drowned. The ship Radnagore, from Quebec, be-

came unmanageable, and was abandoned. Seven per-
sons were washed overboard and perished. A brig,

the name of which is unknown, foundered ofl'the Isle of

Wight and all on board perished. The bark Stealsmere
was wrecked on Rimeridge ledge, but the crew were
saved. The ship Franklin, from Hamburg for San
Francisco, with a large number of emigrants on board,
stranded on an island of the Is^etherlands in the North
Sea, and went to pieces. Other marine disasters are
reported.

The Viscountess Beaconsfield, wife of Benjamin
Disraeli, died on the loth inst.

The laborers who emigrated from England to Brazil,

to work on farms, have petitioned the British govern-
ment to assist them ia returning home. Letters have

been received from them giving accounts of the hard-
ships they have suffered, and warning their friends
against coining to that country.
On the 14th, an earnest and excited debate occurred

in the French Assembly on the petitions which have
been sent in from all parts of France demanding a dis-
solution of the Assembly and the election of new mem-
bers. Gambetta .spoke in favor of the petitions, and
asserted that the desire of the people for a dissolution
of the Assembly was universal and invincible. Pasquier
followed in a speech violently attacking the Radicals.
He declared that the horrors of the rule of the Com-
mune in Paris were the fruits of the application of their
principles of government. Minister Dufaure addressed
the House in favor of rejecting the petitions. He spoke
ironically of Gambetta, whose speeches, he said, were
the cause of the present needless agitation. After
further debate the Assembly, by a vote of 490 to 201,
rejected the petitions.

The Journal de Paris gives the following figures for

the French army during the coming year: Total effec-

tive force 454,170 men, of whom 212,044 are infantry,

60,044 cavalry, 51,308 artillery, 8000 "equipages mili-
taires," 29,170 gensdarmes, and 14,604 miscellaneous.
Heavy rains in the northeastern departments of

France, have swollen the streams to an unusual height,
and in many places the country is inundated. Part of
the city of Lille is flooded and has been abandoned, and
many of the fiictories are closed. Nantes has also suf-

fered severely, all the lower portion of the city being
under water, and the adjacent country flooded.

A Madrid dispatch of the 14th says that Zorilla, Pre-
sident of the Cabinet Council, yesterday announced
the Cortes that the subscriptions to the new loan of

250,000,000 pesetas, were three times greater than the
sum required. A bill has been introduced in the Cor
providing for universal and compul.sory military s

vice. A decree has been published establishing a
municipal organization for the colony of Porto Rico.
A feeble attempt at insurrection was made in Madrid

on the 12th, which was speedily suppressed, not how
ever until twenty persons had been killed and wounded.
A dispatch of the 15th, from Rome, says : The Com-

mittee of the Chamber of Deputies, having under con-
sideration the Religious Corporations' Bill, at their sit-

ting yesterday, adopted a resolution declaring that the
suppression of the Society of Jesus, including the chief
establishment of that order in Rome, is imperatively
demanded by the interests of the nation.

General Mitre, Argentine Envoy, has at last brought
his negotiations with Brazil to an amicable conclusion
It is .settled that Paraguay shall make separate treaties

with Uruguay and the Argentine States. The Brazi
and Argentine troops are to evacuate Paraguay three
months after the conclusion of the treaties. The treaty
already made between Brazil and Paraguay is not dis-

turbed. The allies in the late war against Paraguay
are placed on the same footing with regard to indem-
nification of expenses.

A Paris dispatch says: On the 16th President Thiers
appeared before the Committee of Thirty, and explained
his position. He said the only remedy for the present
difficulties was in the organization of a second chamber.
Ministerial responsibility existed already. The exe-
cutive and ministers were ready to retire if their acts
were disapproved. He was willing to accept any other
mode of effecting the desired object which the com-
mittee might propose, and promised to confer fully

with them to that end. The President's words had a
conciliatory effect.

It is stated that Bismarck will resign the Presidency
of the Prussian Cabinet, but will remain Minister of
Foreign aflairs.

United States.—The interments in Philadelphia
last week numbered 290, including 83 children under
two years. There were 43 deaths of consumption, and
32 inflammation of the lungs. Males 150, females 140.

The nomination of Ward Hunt to be As.sociate Jus-
tice of the Supreme Court of the United States, has
been confirmed by the Senate.

The House of Representatives has passed, by a vote
of 116 to 55, a bill amending the soldiers' bounty land
act so as to give every soldier, musician and officer,

who received an honorable discharge, after ninety day's
service ; and every seaman, marine and officer, their
widows and orphans, one hundred and sixty acres of
land.

The Pacific Railroad has taken unusual precautions
to prevent the road being blocked with snow this win-
ter. Over the mountains it has raised the track for 100
miles, from one to seven feet, so that the winds may
keep it clear ; snow sheds over the track have been
built for an aggregate distance of fifteen miles, and the
snow fences liave been extended to eighty miles. Heavy

snow plows, weighing thirty-live tons each, have
been provided.
A bill to amend the Constitution so as to make nat

alized citizens eligible to the Presidency and V
Presidency of the United States, was rejected in

House of Representatives : yeas 84, nays 71, less tl

two-thirds in the affirmative.

A delegation from N. York was recently in Washi
ton to advocate the construction of a ship canal arou
the Falls of Niagara by the Federal Government. 1
project they presented to the Committee of Comn
is for a canal, seven miles long, with an average de|

of sixteen feet. They calculated that it would cost fr

twelve to fifteen millions of dollars, and take ten ye
to complete it.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotatii

on the 16th inst. New York.—American gold, 11

U. S. sixes, 1881, 117i; ditto, 5-20, 1868, 116}; dil

5 per cents, 109|. Superfine flour, $5.55 a $6
extra, $6.65 a $7.05; finer brands, :f7.25 a $12.
No. 3 Chicago spring wheat, $1.48 ; No. 2 Milwaul
$1.58; red western, $1.80; white Michigan, *1.
Western barley, 90 cts. Western yellow, corn, 67ic,
southern white, 75 cts. Oats, 45 a 50 cts. Fhiladelpj
—Superfine flour, $4.50 a $5.50 ; extras, $5.75 a $6..

finer brands, *7 a $11. Western red wheat, $1.7
$1.88; amber, *].90 a $1.95; white, $1.95 a $2.(

Iowa spring, $1.57. Old yellow corn, 66 cts. ; new
cts. ; western mixed, 64 a 65 cts. Oats, 45 a 51

.

Smoked hams, 14i a 16 cts. Lard, 8} a 8i cts. Clo\
seed, 9 a 9} cts. Sales of about 3,200 beef cattle at

8 cts. per lb. gro.ss for prime; 5i a 6i cts. for fait

good, and 4 a 5 cts. for common. Show cattle sold

9 a 10 cts. per lb. gro.ss. The supply of sheep was li

only 8,000, prices from 5 to 10 cts. per lb. gross H
sold at $6 a $6.25 per 100 lbs. net for corn fed. Recei
5,000 head. .Bafti'more.—Family flour, $9.50 a $
western superfine, $5.25 a $6.50. Choice white wh.
$2.10 a $2.15. Southern white corn, 60 a 64 cts.:

yellow, 60 a 62 cts. Oats, 47 a 52 cts. Chicago.-
1 spring wheat, $1.22 ; No. 2 do., $1.14 ; No. 3
$1.03. No. 2 mixed corn, 31 cts. No. 2 oats, 24}
Cincinnati.—No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.57 a $1,

Lard, 7^ a 7f cts. St. Louis.—No. 2 spring wh.
$1.18 ; No. 2 winter red, $1.80. No. 2 mixed corn,

cts. No. 2 oats, 26i cts.

RECEIPTS.
Received from .Joseph Armfield, Agent, England,

James Boorne, 10s., vol. 45, for John E. Baker, Jo.si

Bottomley, John Bottomley, Samuel Bradburn, Rol
Clark, Charles Elcock, Joseph Firth, Susanna Gru
Forster Green, William Graham, John Hodgkin,He:
Horsnaill, Isaac Lloyd, Ann Swithenbank, John Syl
and William Wright, 10s. each, vol. 46, also 10s. e
for Abraham Green and Jacob Bell Green.

NOTICE.

The Committee appointed by Philadelphia Y'ea

Meeting to visit the Quarterly, Monthly, and ot

meetings comprising it, will convene in the large cc

mittee-room of Friends' meeting-house on Arch stn

on Seventh-day, the 21st of Twelfth month, 1872
ten o'clock, A. M.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Iwenty-third Ward,} Philadelphi
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wor;
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admi.ssion of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boaru
Managers.

Died, at Daniel Satterthwaits, Mansfield, N. J.,

10th of Eleventh mo. 1872, Mary Craft, a beloi

member of Mansfield Particular and Upper Springfi
Monthly Meeting, in the 83d year of her age. She i

of a meek and quiet spirit, and her end was peace.

, at his residence, Lahaska, Bucks Co., Pa.,

the 4th of Twelfth mo. 1872, William Baldeesti
aged nearly 67 years, a member of Buckingham Mor
ly Meeting of Friends. He was a conspicuous t

worthy example of integrity and uprightness in

daily life, and a useful member of society. And wl
we feel our loss, we are consoled with the belief

"

was prepared to render an account of his stewards
with joy," being favored to feel " all would be well w
him."

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Concerning the IHinistry.

The church, according to the grammatical
nificatioD of the word, as it is used in the
)ly Scripture, signifies an assembly or gath-

g of many into one place; the church
ing no other thing but the society, gather-

g, or company of such as God hath called

t of the world, and worldly spirit, to walk
his light and life. The church then so de-

ed is to be considered, as it comprehends
that are thus called and gathered truly by

)d, both such as are yet in this inferior

Drld, and such as having already laid down
e earthly tabernacle, are passed into their
lavenlj' mansions, which together do make
the one catholic church, concerning which
sre is so much controversy. Out of which
irch we freely acknovcledge there can be
salvation; because under this church and
denomination are comprehended all, and as
any, of whatsoever nation, kindred, tongue,
people they be, though outwardlystrangers,
id remote from those who profess Christ and
hristianity in words, and have the benefit of
e scriptures, as become obedient to the holy
jht and testimony of God in their hearts, so
to become sanctified by it and cleansed

om the evils of their ways. For this is the
niversal or catholic spirit, by which many
:e called from all the four corners of the
,rth, and shall sit down with Abraham,
aac, and Jacob : by this the secret life and
rtue of Jesus is conveyed into many that

afar off, even as by the blood that runs
Ito the veins and arteries of the natural body
le life is conveyed from the head and heart
to the extreme parts. There may be mom-

ers therefore of this catholic church both
inong heathens, Turks, Jews, and all the
)veral sorts of Christians, men and women

ntegrity and simplicity of heart, who
aongh blinded in some things in their un-
erstanding, and perhaps burdened with th
uperstitions and formality of the several sects
which they are ingrossed, yet being up-

ght in their hearts before the Lord, chiefly
iming and laboring to be delivered from
nity, and loving to follow righteousness, are

the secret touches of this holy light in

iheir souls enlivened and quickened, thereby
lecretly united to God, and therethrough be-
iome true members of this catholic church.

Now the church in this respect hath been in

heing in all generations
;
for God never wanted

some such witnesses for him, though many
times slighted, and not much observed by this

world ; and therefore this church, though still

in being, hath been oftentimes as it were in-

visible, in that it hath not come under the

observations of the men of this world, being,

as saith the scripture, Jer. iii. 14, one of a city,

and two of a lamily. And yet though the

church thus considered ma}' bo as it were hid

from wicked men, as not then gathered into

a visible fellowship, yea and not observed

even by some that are members of it, yet

may there notwithstanding many belong to

t ; as when Elias complained he was leftalone.

1 Kings xix. 18. God answered unto him, "I
have reserved to myself seven thousand men,
ho have not bowed their knees to the image

of Baal ;" whence the apostle argues, Eom. xi.

the being of a remnant in his day.

Secondly. The church is to be considered

it signifies a certain number of persons

gathered by God's Spirit, and by the testi-

mony of some of his servants raised up for

hat end, unto the belief of the true principles

and doctrines of the Christian faith, who
through their hearts being united by the

same love, and their understandings informed

the same truths, gather, meet, and assem-

ble together to wait upon God, to worship
him, and to bear a joint testimony for the

truth against error, suffering for the same,

and so becoming through this fellowship as

one family and household in certain respects,

do each of them watch over, teach, instruct,

and care for one another, according to their

several measures and attainments. Such were
the churches of the primitive times gathered

by the apostles ; whereof we have divers men-
tioned in the Holy Scriptures. And as to the

visibility of the church in this respect, there

halh been a great interruption since the apos-

tles' days, by reason of the apostacy.

To be a member then of the Catholic church,

there is need of the inward calling of God by
his light in the heart, and a being leavened

into the nature and spirit of it, so as to for-

sake unrighteousness, and to be turned to

righteousness, and in the inwardness of the

mind to be cut out of the wild olive tree of

our own first fallen nature, and ingrafted into

Christ by his Word and Spirit in the heart.

To be a member of a particular church of

Christ, as this inward work is indispensably

necessary, so is also the outward profession

of, and belief in, Jesus Christ, and those holy

truths delivered by his Spirit in the scrip

tures ; seeing the testimony of the Spirit re

corded in the scriptures, doth answer the tes

timony of the same Spirit in the heart, even
as face answoreth face in a glass. Hence

'

follows, that the inward work of holiness, and
[forsaking iniquity, is necessarj^ in every re-

spect to the being a member in the church of

Christ; and that the outward profession is

I necessary to be a member of a particular

gathered church, but not to the heing a mem-
ber of the Catholic church

;
yet itis absolutely

necessar}', where God affords the opportunity
of knowing it: and the outward testimony is

to be believed, whereit is presented and re-

vealed.

What maketh, or how cometh a man to

be, a minister, pastor, or teacher in the church
of Christ?
We answer; By the inward power and vir-

tue'of the Spirit of God. For, as saith our
proposition. Having received the true know-
ledge of things spiritual by the Spirit of God,
ithout which they cannot be known, and

being by the same in measure purified and
sanctified, he comes thereby to be called and
noved to minister to others; being able to

peak, from a living experience, of what he

himself is a witness; and therefore knowing
the terror of the Lord, he is fit to persuade

men, &c. 2 Cor. v. 11, and bis words and mis-

stry. proceeding from the inward power and
virtue, reach to the hearts of his hearers, and

ko them approve of him, and be subject

unto him.
That which is necessary to make a man a

Christian, so as without it he cannot be truly

one, must be much more necessary to make
a man a minister of Christianity; seeing the

ne is a degree above the other, and is in-

luded in it: nothing less than he that sup-

poseth a master, supposeth him first to have

attained „the knowledge and capacity of a

holar. °They that are not Christians, can-

not be teachers and ministers among Chris-

tians.

All ministers of the New Testament ought to

be ministers of theSpirit, and not of the letter,

according to that of 2 Cor. iii. 6, and as the

old Latin hath it. Not by the letter, but by

the Spirit: But how can a man be a minister

of the Spirit, who is not inwardly called by

it, and who looks not upon the operation and

testimony of the Spirit as essential to his call ?

As he could not be a minister of the letter

who had thence no ground for his call, yea,

who was altogether a stranger to and unac-

quainted with it, so neither can he be a min-

ister of the Spirit who is a stranger to it, and

unacquainted with the motions thereof, and

knows it not to draw, act, and move him,

and go before him in the work of the ministry.

If this inward call, or testimony of the

Spirit, were not essential and necessary to a

minister, then the ministry of the New Testa-

ment would not only be no ways preferable

to, but in divers respects far worse than that

of' the law. For under the law there was a

certain tribe allotted for the ministry, and ot

that tribe certain families set apart for the

priesthood and other officers, by the imme-

diate command of God to Moses ; so that the

people needed not to be in any doubt who
should be priests and ministers of the holy

things : yea, and besides this, God called forth,

by the immediate testimony of his Spirit,

several at divers times to teach, instruct, anu
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reprove his people, as Samael, Natban, Elias,

Elisha, Jeremiah, Amos, and many more of

the prophets: but now under the new cove-

nant, where the ministry ought to be more
spiritual, the way more certain, and the access

more easy unto the Lord, our adversaries, by
denying the necessity of this inward and
spiritual vocation, make it quite otherways.
For there being now no certain family or

tribe to which the ministry is limited, we are

left in uncertainty, to choose and have pastors

at a venture, without any certain assent of

the will of God ; having neither an outward
rule nor certainty in this affair to walk by.

Christ proclaims them all thieves and rob-

bers, that enter not by him the door into the
sheepfold, but climb up some other way

;

whom the sheep ought not to hear; but such
as come in without the call, movings, and
leadings, of the Spirit of Christ, wherewith
he leads his children into all truth, come in

certainly not by Christ, who is the door, but
some other way, and therefore are not true
shepherds.

Sea-Weeds.

CConclcded from page 14'2.)

Captain Cook in bis second voyage says,

that at Kerguelan's Land some of this weed
is of most enormous length, though the stem
is not much thicker than a man's thumb. 1

have mentioned that, on some of these shoals
where it grows, we did not strike ground with
a line of twenty-four fathoms; the depth of
water, therefore, must have been greater.
And as this weed does not grow in a perpen-
dicular direction, but makes a very acute
angle with the bottom, and much of it after-

wards spreads many fathoms on the surface
of the sea, I am well warranted to say that
someof it grows to the length of sixty fathoms
and upwards.
Certainly at the Falkland Islands, and about

Terra del Fuego, extensive beds frequently
spring up from ten and fifteen fathoms water.
I do not suppose the stem of any other plant
attains so great a length as 360 feet, as stated
by Captain Cook. Its geographical range is

very considerable ; it is found from the ex-
treme southern islets near Cape Horn, as far

north in the eastern coast as lat. 43°, and on
the western it was tolerably abundant, but
far from luxuriant, at Chiloe, in lat. 42°. It
may possibly extend a little further north-
ward, but is soon succeeded by a different
species.

" We have thus a range of 15° in latitude,

and as Cook, who must have been well ac-
quainted with the species, found it at Ker-
guelan's Land, no less than 140° in longitude.
"The number of living creatures, of all or-

ders, whose existence ultimately depends on
the kelp, is wonderful. A large volume might
be written, describing the inhabitants of one
of these beds of sea-weed. Almost every leaf,

except those that float on the surface, is so
thickly incrusted with corallines as to be of a
white color. We find exquisitely delicate
structures, some inhabited by simple hydra-
like polypi, others by more organized kinds
and beautiful compound ascidias. On the flat

surfaces of the leaves, various patelli form
shells, trochi, uncovered mollusks, and some
bivalves are attached. Innumerable Crustacea
frequent every part of the plant. On shaking
the great entangled roots, a pile of small fish,

shells, cuttle-fish, crabs of all orders, sea-eggs,

star fish, beautiful holothurife, planariffi, and
crawling noreidous animals of a multitude of

forms, all fall out together. Often as I re-

curred to a branch of the kelp, I never failed

to discover animals of new and curious struc-

ture. In Chiloe, where, as I have said, the

kelp did not thrive very well, the numerous
shells, corallines, and Crustacea were absent,

but there yet remained a few of the flus-

traceffi, and some compound ascidife ; the lat-

ter, however, were of different species from
those in Terra del Fuego. We here see the

fucus possessing a wider range than the ani-

mals which use it as an abode.

I can only compare these great aquatic

forests of the southern hemisphere with the

terrestrial ones in the intertropical regions.

Yet, if the latter should be destroyed in anj'

country, I do not believe nearly so many
speciesof animals would perish, as under simi

lar circumstances would happen with the

kelp. Amidst the leaves of this plant numer-
ous species of fish live, which no where else

would find food or shelter ; with their destruc-

tion the many cormorants, divers, and other

fishing-birds, the otters, seals and porpoises,

would soon perish also ; and lastly the Fue-

gian savage, the miserable lord of this miser-

able land, would decrease in numbers and
perhaps cease to exist."

For many a day's sail before reaching Cape
Horn, large bundles of the macroeystis de-

tached by the storm, announce to the naviga-

tor that he is approaching the desolate coasts

of Terra del Fuego.
" We succeeded," says Professor Meyer,

" in getting hold of one of these floating is-

lands, which, amid loud acclamations, was
hauled upon deck by the exertions of five men.
It was quite impossible to disentangle the en-

ormous mass, we could only detach, to the

length of about sixty feet, what we consider-

ed to be the chief stem; the branches were
from thirty to forty feet long, and as thick as

the principal trunk from which they sprang.

We estimated the total length of the plant at

about two hundred feet ; the pear-shaped air

vessels at the basis of the leaves were often

six or seven inches long, and the leaves them-
selves measured seven or eight feet. On these

swimming fucus-islands lived a vast multitude

of various animals, thousands upon thousands
of barnacles, crustaceans and annelides.

The admiration which the gigantic sea-

weeds of Terra del Fuego excited in our

minds, equalled that which had been raised

by the exuberant vegetation of the virgin

forests of Brazil. One single plant of the

Macroeystis pyrifera would suffice, like one

of the mammoth trees of those luxuriant

woods, to cover a large span of land with its

leaf-like substance. The quantity of small

algffi, of sertuUarias, cellarias and other mi-

nute animals dwelling on these swimming
islands, surpasses in variety the multitude of

parasitical plants, bedecking the trees in a

tropical forest. It seems as if, in these deso-

late and dreary regions, the generative powers
of the planet were solely confined to the gigan-

tic growth of submarine vegetation.

On the rocky coasts of the Falkland Islands

are found no less astonishing masses of sea-

weeds. Rent from the rocks to which they

were attached and cast ashore, they are rolled

by the heavy surf into prodigious vegetable

cables, much thicker than a man's body, and
several hundred feet long. Many of the rarest

and most beautiful algas may be here dis-

covered, which have either been wrenche
from inaccessible rocks, far out at sea, aloD
with the larger species, or have attache )i

themselves parasitically to their stems an
fronds. Many of them remind the botanis '«

by some similarity of form, of the sea-weec
of his distant home, while others tell him (

once ihat he is far away in another hem
sphere. The gigantic lessonias particularl

abound about these islands. Their growt
resembles that of a tree. The stem attains
height of from eight to ten feet, the thicknes
of a man's thigh, and terminates in a crow
of leaves two or three feet long, and drooj
ing like the branches of a weeping willovi

Thej-form large submerged forests, and
the thicketsof the macroeystis, afford a refug
and a dwelling to countless sea animals.
A similar abundance of colossal algse i

found in the Northern Pacific, about thi

Kurile and Aleutian Islands, and along thi

deeply indented and channel furrowed north
west coast of America.
Thus the Nereocystis lutkeana forms densi

forests in ]S"orfolk Bay, and all about Sitka
Its stem, resembles whipcord, and often abou:

300 feet long, terminates in a large air vessel

six or seven feet long, and crowned wiihj
bunch of leaves each thirty feet in length
Dr. Merton assures us that the sea-otteri

when fishing, loves to rest upon the large alia

vessels of this giant among the sea-weedsl
while the long tenacious stems furnish the!

rude fishermen of the coast with excellenfJ

tackle. The growth of this plant must bt

uncommonly rapid, as it is annual, and con-

sequently develops its whole gigantic propor-

tions during the course of our brief sumraer—Sartwig.

For "The Friend."

Extracts from Letters, &c., referring chiefly to

Friends in America, during last century, with

notes.
(Continued from page 138.)

Samuel Fothergill to Israel Pemberton.

East Nottingham, 20th of 1st mo. 1756. i

Dear Friend, Israel Pemberton,—Thine,'

enclosing a letter from brother John, I re-!

ceivedat Bradford last Fifth-day; they were'

both acceptable as bringing agreeable accounts^

of, and from those for whom I sincerely wish:

every favorable circumstance. The recovery
j

of thy dear spouse so speedily, and with hopes

of continuance, is an event joyous to more
than yourselves, in which I with great plea-i

sure partake.

My brother's letter bore date the 20th of'

10th mo., it contained little of public affairs;

which did not at all diminish its value with'

me, nor any new thing of importance: he men-
tioned his having written to thee more largely

upon such subjects as perhaps concern thee

more than myself Though 1 believe it most
conclusive to our establishment in that strong

city to which salvation is walls and bulwarks

to guard against embarrasments, a too close

attention to the hurries of the world occasion.

Happy they who know a retirement to the

tranquil chambers of the temple and an hid-

ing there, until the overflowing scourge of

indignation passes by.

A rest [is] at times vouchsafed to the fol-

lowers of the Prince of Peace, who know an

uniform subjection to his sceptre, in t.heir own
individuals; learning to know every high

thought and exalted imagination brought Into
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ivit)-, that Ho who is exhibited to us re
'
"ly under the significant appellation of

mib, may have the victory, for that

tiiTe alone shall inherit all things.

I sympathize nearly with dear Mary
eston in the loss the church and she have

3tained.* But wise and good is the Author

our being, and in the right time sends our

imission from uncertainties and trials, in

dar to fix in a city which hath foundations,

lere faith and hope are swallowed up in

vine certainty. Oh, may it bo our resting

ice here, and everlasting receptacle at last.

Thine in Bincerest well wishing,

Samuel Fothergill.

Kear the Capes, 8th, 6th mo. 17.56.

Dear Friend, Israel Pemberton,—This may
"orm thee we are got thus far on our voyage,

a very agreeable manner, and expect in

reo hours to part with our pilot ; but have

humble hope we shall not be forsaken by

great and eternal Pilot, who knows all the

oals, rocks and sands, which have ship-

K'cked multitudes; and as we resign the

nduct of our vessel to him, there is no peril-

part of our voyage too hard for him to

rect in, nor any hidden rocks we shall not

scover. I am easy and cheerful in my mind,

are my dear companions,! believing they

id myself have both entered into and now
ft this country at the right time. Abraham
id the other Friends are well.

I have not opportunity to add much, as I

ive several letters to write before the pilot

aves us. But the tenders of very near and

rong affection, in which the Friends join me,

tend to thy dear wife and children, and

other, brothers, and all worthy inquirers.

Thy truly loving friend,

Samuel Fothergill.

The visit of Samuel Fothergill to Friends

Pennsylvania, occurred at a time wl

rvent labors and weighty counsels were

BCuliarly acceptable and serviceable to th

ght minded. Although he was in America

It about twenty months, yet during th

)mparatively short period, a series of events

[icurred which produced a crisis in the affairs

f this Province, followed by an entire changi

1 its administration and policy. Soon after hi

rrival in 175i, as stated by Ellen Evans in i

itter to his sister, Samuel Fothergill was le(

1 deliver to a large auditory in Philadelphia
" close prophetic warning of approaching

ials," at a time "when not so much as an

andbreadth of cloud appeared over our land

hese trials soon appeared in the outbreak

fa protracted war with the French, in which

he martial spirit was fanned into a blaze

hroughout the community, the maintenancu

the testimony of the Society against all

vars was brought into great jeopardy through

he unfaithfulness of many of its members,

lestriiclion and bloodshed spread upon the

rontierof the Province; and the powers of the

* The death of her husband, Daniel Weston, a valu-

.ble Friend of London, is here alluded to. Mary
(Weston had, a few years previously, paid an acceptable

risit to Friends in America as a minister.

t Catharine Peyton and Mary Peisley, who were re-

aming from a religious visit to America ; Abraham
Farrington was about paying a similar visit to England

ind Ireland, and Samuel Eralen, Jr., who undertook

.he voyage on account of his health, but accompanied

A.. Farrington to many of the meetings in Ireland and

[Eogland.

Government passed under the control of men
d measures totally at variance with those

pacific principles and that trust in the pro-

tecting Arm, upon which it had been origin-

ally settled.

The same Almighty Power which in great

mercy had condescended to warn the people

and prepare his servants for approaching

, did not forsake them in the time of

danger and of conflict. Though through much
open opposition and reproach, both from with-

n and without the professing church, a body

of true Friends was preserved faithful to their

religious principles and testimonies. The writ-

"ngs of many of the Friends of that period

which have been preserved to us bear ample
evidences of the exercises which befell them
and the Society in this storm, which threat-

ened to unsettle the foundations of the Gov-

ernment itself.

The public affairs which led to this change

n the condition of the Province, may be briefly

stated : Shortly after the treaty of Aixla-Cha-

pelle, in which the boundaries of the British

and French possessions in America were left

unsettled, the French began to erect a chain

of forts along the western limits of the colo-

nies, with the intention of connecting Canada
with their settlements on the Mississippi.

Fort du Quesne, on the present site of Pitts-

burg, and other military posts in Western
Pennsylvania, were established in 1753 and

1754 in pursuance of this policy, and under a

claim made by the French to that region

Phis claim was disputed by Virginia in th(

interest of her Ohio Land Company, and in

1754 an engagement took place near th

Monongahela, between the French and a

body of Provincial soldiers under Washing-

ton, in which the latter were obliged to with-

draw.
The British government upon learning of

these movements, entered into negotiations

with the Court of Versailles, meanwhile sec-

retly despatching an armed force consisting

of several thousand men, under General Brad-

dock, to Virginia. The appointment of Brad-

dock as generalissimo of the British forces in

North America was made on the 24th of 9th

mo. 1754, the day upon which Samuel Fother-

gill arrived in Philadelphia.

The main body of Braddock's forces landed

in Virginia in the 3d month, 1755, and were

joined by others from different parts of the

colonies. The first foreign military that ever

entered Philadelphia were connected with this

expedition. Catharine Payton, who was then

n that city, remarks in her journal in refer-

ence to the entry of these soldiers, " I said a

cloud of darkness came with them. The Lord

had settled this colony by peaceable means
;

he hath hitherto protected it by his own Al-

mighty arm, and it prospered greatly ; but

henceforward, disunion and disturbance pre-

vailed and increased it it. Our friend Samuel

Fothergill, as well as we, were strongly and

affectionately engaged to promote peace, and

guard them against the event, which he feared

would ensue, and which in time followed."

The alarm produced by the unexpected de-

feat of Braddock's army in the 7th mo. 1755,

was extreme, and upon its retreat, the coun-

try was left open to the incursions of an en-

raged enemy. The general alarm was increas-

ed by the defection at this time of many of

the Shawnese and Delaware Indians, who
early feelings of friendship towards the inhabi-

tants of Pennsylvania had become alienated

by acts of injustice, and who were now in-

duced by the French, partly with promises of

regaining their land, to take up arms against

the English. Marauding parties of French
and Indians harassed the border settlements

of Pennsylvania during the fall and winter of

1755, committing many murders. A militia

bill allowing of the raising of volunteer com-
panies for its defence was passed by the As-

sembly, and a chain of forts was erected along

the Kittatinny Mountains.
Although open hostility had thus been shown

by bands of the Shawnees and Delawares, it

was yet hoped that through the well-known
influence of the Six Nations with these In-

dians, a stop might be put to their devasta-

tions, and their friendship regained. With a
view of promoting such a reconciliation,

Friends addressed an earnest remonstrance

to the Governor to withhold a formal declara-

tion of war against them, until "whatever
remains possible to be done to prevent so fatal

and lamentable an extremity, may be strictly

and impartially reviewed and considered,"

and " that the Governor's care to guard

against involving the innocent with the guilty,

may carrj' so clear demonstration of christian

tenderness, and aversion to shedding blood,

that an evidence may be given to the minds

of the other neighboring Indians, which may
engage them heartily and sincerely to assist

in the desirable work of restoring peace and
tranquillity, towards which all the measures

hitherto taken seem to have contributed little

good effect."

This appeal, however, was unavailing. In

the spring of 1756 Governor Morris, vvith the

advice of his Council, issued his proclamation,

coupled with the inhuman promise of reward

for the scalps of the enemy.
The following extracts from some of the

printed letters of Samuel Fothergill, briefly

describe some of these events, and the feelings

of Friends who, with himself, bore heavy
burdens in the heat of that day.

Philada., 11th mo. 6th, 1755.—Some of those

parts I visited last winter are now in great con-

fusion by reason of the Indians having done

some mischief; they have destroyed several

families, and spread a general terror over the

back inhabitants of this province ; and this city

was, a few days ago, alarmed by accounts of

1800 French and Indians being within seventy

miles of this city on their march to it; but it

was a false rumor. But the deviation of many
from our testimony, and their desertion of an

arm which has been their sure defence above

seventy years, and guarded them from hostile

invasions and bloodshed, and now, leaning to

their own strength, and actually putting the

people in arms in some places, seems to me
a presage of distress they will find hard to

bear.

Philada., 11th mo. 24th, 1755.—Very dis-

tracted is the present state of this province,

several cruel murders have been committed

on the frontiers. * * The five Indian na-

tions who conquered the Delawares, sold some

part of the ancient inheritance of these last

to the proprietors, some few years since, alleg-

ing the right of sale to bi in them as con-

querors, and the goods were divided among
the five nations principally, to the discontent

of the Dc4awares, who still judged themselves

justly entitled to some equivalent for their

land, which either the inattention of the pro-

prietors, or their want of information induced

them to disregard ; and it is pretty much on
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this land, and land fraudulently obtained,*
that the barbarities are committed.

Philada., 12th mo. 17th, 1755.—The con-
Bternation in which this province has been
thrown by the Indians is not diminished. The
Assembly have sold their testimony as Friends
to the people's fears, and not gone far enough
to satisfy them ; the Indians have complained
without redress, and are now up in arms, and
have destroyed many people. * * The an-

cient methods of dealing with the Indians
upon the principles of equity and justice seem
neglected, the spirit of war and destruction
endeavoring to break loose, in order to reduce
this pleasant, populous province to its ancient
wilderness condition.

Few, very few there are, to stand in the
gap, and spread innocent hands towards the
holy sanctuary, in intercession for the people;
too many under our name, and even amongst
our professed chiefs, unsound in the faith,

having lost their habitation in the fold of rest,

are looking at, and calling for, the arm of
flesh, and the sword to defend them.
There are, nevertheless, a number who

know how to pray, and where to flee. Great
is the opposition of spirit the ministers of the
Gospel of Peace must meet with, and the doc-
trine of dependence upon the arm of the Lord
is an unknown language to many; this makes
it very hard labor to divers, to endeavor to
awaken the people to consider their ways.
East Nottingham, Penna., 1st mo. 19, 1756.

"The Assembly here have passed a law im-
posing a tax upon the inhabitants of this Pro-
vince; and as a great part of the money is to
be laid out for military purposes, many solid

Friends cannot paj' it, which is likely to bring
such a breach and division as never happened
amongst us since we were a people; may it

be finally conducive to the glory of the ever
worthy Name, if it issue in the winnowing of
the people."

2d mo. 20th, 1756.—" The circumstances of
this province still continue fluctuating and
unpleasant. Many thousand pounds of the
Province's money have, by the Assembly
Committee, been laid out in erecting forts
upon the frontiers, and placing men in them

;

a step as prudent, and likely to be attended
with as much success, as an attempt to hedge
out birds, or the deer. The neighborhoods
of these forts have been, since their being
erected, the scenes of the greatest barbarity
in contempt and mockery of the attempt,

people being destroyed a few days

gree infatuated
;
it seems like a judicial deser-

tion of all their counsels, and every step in
creases their perplexity. Friends have inter
posed for the restoration of peace, arid borne their
testimony faithfully; I hope it will issue it

iheir dismission from government, their con
neetion with which has been of great dis
service of later times to the real end of our
being raised up as a peculiar people, to bear
our testimony to Him whose kingdom is

peace and righteousness. The love of power,
the ambition of superiority, the desire of ex
empiion from suff'ering, strongly operate with
many under our name to continue in station
wherein they sacrifice their testimony, and
are as salt which hath lost its savor. But as
it now appears we can scarcely keep the
Truth, and its testimony inviolate, and retain
these places, many stand up on the Lord's
side, and declare they have none on earth in
comparison with the God of their fathers."

CIo be continned.)

Philada., 4th mo. 9th, 1756.—"Had some
labor amongst Friends to endeavor to prevent
a cruel Indian war; and had also a conference
with the present and late Governor, along
with J. P. [John Pemberton] upon the pre-
sent posture of Friends; they received us with
candor, but our labor was ineff"cctual, for on
the 10th, a day to be remembered through
many generations with sorrow, the Governor
agreed to declare war against the Delawares,
and delivered the hatchet into the hands of
some of the Indians."

Philada., 4th mo. 28th, 1756.—" The distress
of this Province is great—its commotions vio-
lent—all the desolations of a cruel Indian war
impendent, and the legislature in a great de-

* The district lying west of the Susquehanna, sold
by the Six Nations at Albany in 1754, and the tract of

A Waterspout.—On the 7th August a suc-
cession of rapid orders upon deck made me
look out of my cabin windows, when the cause
was visible in the form of a waterspout, little

more than a cable's length from our quarter.
It had just formed at a distance of not more
than two ships' length's astern, and had slow-
ly crossed the vessel's wake. The long, black,
flexible pipe was clearly defined upon the
murky background, slightly undulating—now
straight, now somewhat serpentine—the broad
funnel-shaped top descending from a dense
cloud, and the terminating point partially
concealed in a whirlpool below. From the
upper part, and from the edges of the spout,
could be seen the water streaming down in
torrents; while the sea below was lashed into

a, and a spiral eddy of turbulent and foam
water, rising above the level of the sea in

the form of an inverted basket, received the
point of the spout. On the outside of this
vortex the waters could be distinctly seen
whirling madly round from left to right, with
great rapidity; and the whole phenomenon
—cloud, spout, vortex, and all—moved ma-
jestically onward, and, having lasted about
five minutes, gradually faded away—a grave
and impressive sight, which will not soon be
erased from my memory.

Camphor bearing Trees.—Many trees of the
jungle belong to the natural family of the
Dipterocarpete, a family remarkable for beau-
tiful flowers no less than for their majestic
size, erect trunks, and fine dense foliage ; and
not a few yield some kind of a balsamic resin.
The form it assumes in the Dryobalanops, or
Sumatra camphor tree, is that of concretions
in the crevices and fissures of the wood, so
that it can only be obtained by cutting down
the tree, which, inasmuch as they are often
90 feet high, without a branch, is no small
labor. When felled, the trunk is hewn in
pieces, and the camphor found in clear crys-
talline masses, and with it an essential oil,

which is believed by some to be camphor in
an imperfectly formed condition. Although,
however, the oil is artificially crystallised, it

does not produce camphor of so good a qual

phor by dry distillation—as it were, a so)

evaporable oil. This commercial camphor
however, more volatile than the hard eai

phor obtained from the Dryobalanops, ai

its presence as a vegetable secretion is

confined to the true camphor laurel, it beii

also found in other lauraceous plants, espeeii

ly cinnamon.
Social Birds.—The egg-heaps of that eui

ous bird, the megiipode, (Megapodius Cumi
gii), are not unfrequently found in the Labui
jungle. These birds build mounds, in whi(

they deposit their eggs, several birds oft(

uniting together to form a joint nursery,

which as many as 50 or 60 eggs are accum
lated together and left to be hatched by tl

sun. This species of magapode is somewhi
less than a guinea-fowl ; but its eggs are full

as large as those of a turkey—long, and poin

ed at both ends, and of a brownish-buff eolo

The birds themselves are more fully develo]

ed on leaving the shell than falls to the lott

most of the feathered tribes, running freel

about immediately upon their large, stron

feet, and capable of using their wings withi'

a few hours after birth. Eleven of their egg
i

were brought in by a Malay, who had stun

bled upon one of their mounds; of them si

were perfectly fresh, while the remaining fiv

were far advanced in incubation. Havin
placed them in a box for safety, they wer
left till the following day, when I found on

hatched and fully feathered ;
but wishing t

preserve the remaining eggs, I pierced then

and left them to the mercy of the ants whici

freely roamed in and out the shell, but withii

24 hours a second little megapode appeared
prematurely hatched, smaller, weaker, am!
less feathered than the &rsi.^ Collingwood. 1

Dextral Pre-eminence.—Dr. William Ogh'
has recently made a communication to th{

Eoyal Medical and Chirurgical Society o

London, upon what he calls " dextral pre-emi

nence," in which he takes ground against the

most generally accepted doctrine that the

use of the right hand is based on conventional

agreement, enforced by educational influence.l

without the existence of any natural tendency

in physical formation. In support of his viewEl

he remarks that the preferential use of one

side is not limited to the arm, but extends to

the leg, which is not subjected to education

like the arms. The tendency to use one side

preferentially manifests itself before educa-

tion begins, and often persists in spite of eftorts

made to overcome it. Left-haudedness re-i

semblesmany physical malformations in being

hereditary, and running in families, and in

attaching itself rather to the male sex than

the female. Statistics are given of its

telatively frequent tendency in the two sexes.

The author also gave an account of his obser-

vations in this matter upon other animals

than man ; monkeys and parrots especially

showing that they also have a tendency to

use one side preferentially.

Having shown that there must be some one

or other structural foundation for right hand-

edness, he next considers what this may be,

and states as the result of his inquiries that
ity as that which is found already solidified

I

an actual structural difference has been de-
in the cavities of the wopd. The camphor! tected in many cases between thetwohemis-
rhich has already been alluded to as obtain-Ipheres of the brain, and that while the left

ed from Formosa, has a different source, viz : is the more complex in right-handed individ-

country known as the "walking purchase," lying'^be-r'^'*
Laurus camphora, or Camphora ofBcina- uals, the contrary is the case with those who

tween the Lehigh and Delaware rivers, are'hereallud-k"'^) * tree of the laurel family, in which ^ are left-handed.
«d *<»•

I wood, branches, and leaves, alike yield ca m I He also remarks that in most cases of the
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jj-nal condition, namely, when the right-

i is used habitually, the left hemisphere of

brain is larger, in consequence of receiving

jer supply of blood than the right, the lei'i

ries being, as a rule, slightly larger than

ght ones ; and independently of the eize

be vessels, the stream of blood is less

lered on the left side than the right.

explanation is corroborated, according

le author, by the peculiarities of the

bral blood supply in those animals which

ifest a tendencj' to use one side rather

the other, as in the case of parrots.

—

^or's Scientific Record in Harper's Magazine
March.

" EARTH AND HEAVEN."
Earth, with all its sin and sadness.

Pain and sickness grief and care
;

Heaven, with its unspoken gladness,

Light and love and all that's fair.

How the two contrasted stand—
This dark world and that bright land !

Here the eye grows dim with weeping.

Here the cheek is wan with woe.

For the loved ones who are sleeping

;

For the hopes that are laid low.

In the light of Heaven's ray.

Tears of Earth are wiped away.

Here our toilsome way pursuing,

Compassed round with many foes
;

Pleasures are not worth the wooing;
Thorns are found with every rose

;

There—the sorrowful are blest

;

There—the weary are at rest.

REST.

The limpid mountain stream.

While singing merrily

Through shade and sunny gleam.

Glides onward to the sea;

But ever in its silvery song

A sigh for rest is echoed long.

Down rugged mountain sides.

Where lies the frost and snow,

The tireless streamlet glides

To sunny vales below,

Until within the ocean's breast

It finds at last a peaceful rest.

The blossoms' snowy leaves

Fall trembling through the air
;

The soft wind silent breathes

To them so frail and fair.

As though it gave a fond farewell

That human hearts could never tell.

Down slowly from the stem
They tumble one by one

—

No longer need of them,
For their brief work is done

;

Then let them find their rest beneath

In shady silence, dust and death.

How many weary feet

Now tread life's thorny ways

!

How many sad hearts beat

Amid the tangled maze
;

And in the throng how few are blest

With heaven's own gift—unbroken rest ?

Be strong, O fainting heart

;

Rest will be thine ere long

;

Bear nobly thou thy part

Amid the world's great throng.

And thou the promised rest shall prove
In heaven's eternal sea of love.

What though life's flowers fade,

Its blossoms droop and die;

Thy morning dark with shade.

Thy noon a clouded sky,

If but the evening-time be bright

To rest thee in its calm, sweet light?

Jonquest is often gained by suffering.

Tunnel under the Channel.

It was at the suggestion of the

Napoleon
Emperor

that an International Committee
was formed in 1867, to organise plans for a

unnel between England and France. In

June, 1868, this committee, together with its

engineers, had an interview with the then

Emperor, in the course of which copies of the

report and plans, together with an address in

favor of the project, signed by many peers,

members of parliament, and other representa-

tive men, were laid before his majesty, who
referred the matter to the favorable considera-

tion of the Minister of Public Works, who in

his turn appointed a Special Commission to

inquire into the subject in all its be.arings.

This commission made its report in March,

1869, and the opinion of the General Council

of Mines and Bridges pronounced upon it in

the same month; while that of the General

Council of Mines was laid before the Emperor

a few weeks later. It was subsc quent to these

repeated investigations and reports that the

French Government applied formally to that

of England to know if there were any reason

why a concession should not be granted for

carrying out the works. The following gen

eral conclusions wore submitted to the Inter

national Committee, in a report, dated June

1868, and signed by eminent English anc

French engineers:

—

1. Thatthere is a reasonable prospect that

the work can be accomplished, but that it

would be improper to deny that it is attended

with a certain amount of risk.

2. That this risk is limited to one contin-

gency—viz., the possibility of sea- water find

ing its way by some unforeseen fissure into

the workings in quantity too great to be over-

come. Apart from this risk, tunnelling in

chalk is easy and rapid, and the execution of

a tunnel of the length of the one under con-

deration is only a question of time and ex-

pense.

3. There seems to be no reason to assume

that the tunnel would cost more than ten

millions sterling, or that it could not be com-

pleted in nine or ten years.

4. The question of risk would be fully solved

by sinking land shafts on each coast, and

driving the pr.eliminary driftways. This por-

tion of the work being safely accomplished,

the remainder would be of an ordinary charac-

ter.

5. The possible loss would be measured by

the cost of this preliminary work, which we
estimate at one million and a half, and which

could not exceed two millions, or say one-fifth

of the whole cost of the tunnel.

6. That this risk should be undertaken by

the Governments of France and England, if

after consideration they deem the importance

of the work and the probability of its comple

tion sufficient to justify them in doing so.

The French Commission, in a report dated

March, 1869, are of opinion that driving a

submarine tunnel in the lower part of this

chalk is an undertaking which presents reason

able chances of success. Nevertheless, they

would not hide from themselves the fact, that

its execution is subj-ct to contingencies which

may render success impossible. These con-

tingencies may be included under two heads:

—either in meeting with ground particularly

treacherous—a circumstance which the known

too great to be mastered, and which might
find its way in either by infiltration along the

ane of the beds, or through cracks crossing

the body of the chalk. Ap;irt from these con-

tingencies, the work of excavation in a soft

rock like grey chalk appears to be relatively

easy and rapid ; and the execution of a tunnel,

under the conditions of the project, is but a

matter of time and money.
The following extract from the engineer's

report has special significance now that travel-

ling betvpeen Switzerland and Italy occupies

no more time than from Waterloo to Wim-
bledon or from the City to the West End :

—

" It is evident that at some sufficient depth
below the bottom of the Channel a tunnel

could be constructed, so that, as regards su-

perincumbent pressure only, it would be an-

alogous to constructing a tunnel of similar

length through a mountain so high as to pro-

hibit intermediate shafts; and it is evident

that any possible irruption of sea water may
be avoided by going deep enough below the

bottom of the Channel. On the other hand,

there is a limit to the depth at which the

tunnel can be carried, from the necessity of

approaching it from the shore, and obtaining

gradients for those approaches suitable for

railway traffic."

It is pleasant to remember in this eonnetf-

tion, that John Hawkshaw is the English

engineer who pledged himself years ago to

the success of the Suez Canal, and upon whose
report the late Viceroy, Said Pacha, permit-

ted the work to proceed. John Fowler and
others came in towards the conclusion of the

fiL'ht, when there was little left to do than

cheer the victors; but J. Hawkshaw spoke

out boldly, and pinned his professional repu-

tation to specific predictions, when to talk in

England of the possible success of the Suez

Canal was to run some risk of being branded

a traitor or a visionary. When, therefore,

J. Hawkshaw's name is the first name ap-

pended to the proposals for boring a tunnel

between Dover and Calais, the Egyptian pre-

cedent has considerable weight; and the

soundness of his views as to piercing through

the desert gives credit to his opinion as to

burrowing under the sea. But in truth the

weii^ht of testimony as to the practicability

of a tunnel under the Straits of Dover is ex-

ceptionally strong. The mining engineers

point to Whitehaven and Northumberland,

where galleries are worked under the sea,

which occupy, in their manifold turnings,

many times the distance between England

and France. The theories as to the diffi-

culty of ventilating a tunnel of twenty miles

are disposed of easily. The towers, or air-

shafts, standing like lighthouses in mid-ocean,

are no longer thought to be necessary. The
difference in temperature between the two
ends of a tunnel is the greatest security for

its ventilation ; and many authorities insist

that, so far from air-shafts being essentials,

they defeat the ends for which they are de-

signed. The Mont Cenis Tunnel, and the

perfect current of air maintained there, are

striking examples of what may be done with-

out them.
It must not be supposed that the Interna-

tional Committee have been idle during their

period of waiting, or that those members of

it who will be directly or indirectly interested

the company which will be formed

character of the grey chalk renders impco- the Fi'ench concession is received have been

bable; or in an influx of water in a quantity 'content to fold their hands, The reports
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quoted and other evidence cause them to re-

gard the perfect practicability of the Channel
Tunnel as a foregone conclusion. It is on the

details, by which the scheme shall be carried

out rapidly and cheaply, that attention has

been concentrated lately. There are eight

hundred feot in depth of chalk under the sea

between Dover and Calais. Chalk can bo

worked as easily as a Dutch cheese, of which,

or of good pipe-clay, its consistency reminds

the investigator. The wells at Harwich, at

Dover, and at Calais, are said to prove this

geologically, and a new tunnelling machine
which was exhibited at the meeting of the

British Association last year, and which the

International Committee had seen at work
for months upon the chalk at Snodland, near

Eochester, testifies the rest. This machine
will and does make a hole seven feet in

diameter and eighteen yards forward in the

chalk strata in every twenty-four hours. This

being so, what are called the drift-ways of

the proposed tunnel can, it is maintained, be

driven in one year instead of five, as was cal-

culated, and the enlargement and completion

will follow in two or three years more. One
of the favourite proposals is that there shall

be two drift-ways and two separate tunnels,

80 that the trains shall always travel the same
\yay in the same tunnel. This would not be

more expensive, for the difference in cost

through reduced size would fully compensate
for the duplicate tunnel ; and while a very

short time ago ten millions was put down as

the probable cost, the statistics and success of

the Mont Cenis Tunnel, causes many compe-
tent people to reduce that figure considerably.

The Mont Cenis Tunnel has cost some two
hundred and fifty thousand pounds a mile

with hard rock and blasting operations almost

throughout. A material which can be scoop-

ed out like cheese will, it is maintained, cost

far less ;
and the tone of the promoters of the

enterprise is that of men whose minds are

thoroughly made up, but who are tolerant of

opposition and incredulity because of the ig-

norance of the outer world. We merely pro-

fess to give a, resume of the opinions of those

who are strongly imbued with the entire

practicability of the scheme ; and it is but

fair to add that some of the French members
of the Commission demurred that the finan-

cial reasons for establishing communication

by land between England and France have

not been thoroughly established. To the

thousands who suffer acutely at the mention

of Calais when they are at Dover, and of

Dover when they are at Calais, such consid-

erations will seem sordid indeed. Nor is it

easy to believe that the two nations will allow

acomparatively small outlay to separate them,

when J. Hawkshaw and his friends have once

succeeded in making the public share their

convictions.

Such is the view taken by anon-profession-

al writer, but he rather under-estimates the

difiSculties of the work. The boring is easy

enough, but in existing chalk tunnels, as in

the Shakespeare tunnel, at Dover, it was
found necessary to line much of the boring

with brick, and even to use brick buttresses.

Similar difiiculties have occurred in boring

through the chalk formation in other places.

In fact, the harder the rock the safer is the

work, though slower.

Another point should be remembered in

regard to the discomforts of the passage by

3ea. The English coast has a splendid har

bor at Dover, but the absence of a good har-
bor on the French coast compels the use of
the miserable little steamers, which would
soon be replaced by adequate vessels if the
English had the control of both sides of th<

Channel.

Notes on the Cocoa-nut Palm, and its Tses.

There are many varieties of the palm
Among them the Caryota urens is the most
ornamental, with its long pendulous clusters
of dark-red, succulent, acrid berries. The pith

of this tree yields a species of sago, and the
sap is commonly employed in the Deccan as
yeast for raising or fermenting bread. There
is also the traveller's palm, or crab tree, from
which a watery juice is extracted, and which,
crowning the summits of hills, ibrms a pic-

turesque object on the landscape, with its

broad fan-shaped leaves. The date trees of
India and Ceylon neither possess the loftiness

nor the beauty of foliage of those growing in

such luxuriance on the batiks of the Sbatt-
al-Arab, in Mesopotamia, and indeed seldom
bear fruit. The areca palm, which is culti-

vated in most parts of India, and is indigen-
ous on the Malabar coast, furnishes the " betal

nut," which, mixed with " paun," forms a com-
position thatHindoosare in theconstant habit
of chewing.
There are five well-marked varieties of the

cocoa-nut. The Tembili, of which there are
different descriptions, is a very well-formed,
handsome nut, of oval form and bright orange
tint. The Bhuddist priests of southern India
and Ceylon generally contrive to keep a store
of the choicest kinds of the Tembili in their

temples as offerings to the passer-by, who is

expected to make a return. The Nawasi is

slightly heart-shaped, of lighter color than
the preceding, and bears an edible husk. On
stripping off the outer rind, the inner skin
turns to a pale red color, and is fit for use.

There is a third variety of nut, somewhat
small and round, and in color much resem-
bling the Tembili. Then there is the com-
mon cocoa-nut, so well known to every urchin

;

and, lastly, we have the double (Ludoicea
Seychellorum), which, as its name implies, is a

product of the Seychelles, a group of islands

in the Indian Ocean.
In old times the most marvellous medicinal

virtues were attributed to nuts of this descrip-

tion, and they were considered unfailing an-

tidotes to all kinds of poison. As their ori-

gin was veiled in obscurity—those obtained
being either caught-up floating at sea or on
the coasts of the Maldine Islands, where they
were thrown up by the tides and currents

—

the most extravagant sums were asked and
obtained for them. Thus it is recorded that
the Emperor Kudolph II. offered 4,000 florins

for one which chanced to be for sale, but the
bidding being considered insuflicient, the pre-

cious nut passed into other hands. It is even
said that a merchant ship, with her freight

and stores complete, has been bartered in ex-

change for one.

The natives believed that the trees produc-
ing these nuts grew at the bottom of the sea,

and were enchanted palms, which vanished
the instant the adventurous diver attempted
to reach them. Death was awarded to any
one who, having found one of these nuts on
the shore, failed to make it over to his sov-

ereign. The kernel was the part supposed
to possess miraculous medicinal qualities, and
with it were mixed such anomalous ingredi-

ts as pounded antlers of deer, ebony ra

gs, and red coral dust.

I

At the present day when these cocoa-n)

are exported from the Seychelles Islands, ci

made from the shells are mounted by
wealthy natives of India, with gold and

p
cious stones; the religious mendicants
Ceylon also set a high value on the shells, a

use them as alms-boxes to attract the com
butions of the faithful. '

The palm bearing the common cocoa-i

attains, in situations favorable to its grow
a height of from sixty to eighty feet, I

rarely exceeds a diameter, at the base, of fri

one to two feet. The roughness of the ba

is caused by the progressive falling off of t

fronds, as the tree shoots upward. But tl

roughness, and the crookedness of the tl

(for a straight palm is rare indeed), are co

pensated by the beauty of the foliage of t

crown. "Here," says Mr. Lord, "the gra

ful, fern-like leaves may be seen in evt

stage of development—the lower tiers droi

ing, those above spreading out feather-lil

whilst the centre stands up plume-like in

its beauty." The nuts grow in clusters, a

the number on one tree varies from forty

two hundred in different stages of develi

ment. The " spathes" which are thrown
among the young leaves of the cocoa pal

and on which grow the blossoms, are oft

nearly four feet in length, and six inches

circumference. In favorable seasons tbi

spathes or plumes of flowers are shot foi

every four or five weeks, and as the blosso.

drop off the young nuts are formed, affordi

a store of food and drink all the year rom
When the sap of the palm is sought fort

manufacture of toddy, or some other p
ducts, the young fronds, together with t

flower spathe, are bound together with lij

tures, in order to prevent the developm«

of the blossoms; a puncture is then made
the foot of the spathe with a toddy knife, a

numerous taps administered to the part )

joining the cut with the handle, to set the s

flowing ; a chatty, or earthen pot, is then si

pended in a suitable position to receive t

cool sweet juice of the tree.

To ascend the lofty palm various methc
are employed, and often has the writer wat(

ed the agile natives swarming up with rap

ity by inserting the great toe into a series

notches cut into the bark. Another meth
is by casting a band round both tree and t(

dy-drawer, who then plants the soles of t

feet against the trunk, and literally walks i

" hand over fist." They also traverse t

space between the top of the trees on c»

ropes, thrown across from one to the oth

Early in the morning, before the sun is i

the toddy-drawer with monkey-like agili

ascends the tree, lowers down his well-fill

pot, which is received by a companion, w
replaces it by an empty one. From one

three quarts is the general result of one nigh

drawing; but the trees thus treated becoi

barren, and yield no fruit. Immediately
ter collection the toddy is sweet and delicio

ly cool, but in the course of a few hours tl

is changed for an agreeable acidity. It for

a refreshing drink in this state, but in twen;

four hours becomes quite sour. Toddy, wh
fermented, is made into arrack, a liquor whii

being cheap and fiery, is greatly consumed

the poorer class of Europeans at Bombay, a

is the bane of British soldiers and sailors

the Presidency town.
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e cocoa-nut is consumed in a greater va

of ways than even the sap, and not a

ion of it, or of the palm on which it grows,

thout its special use. Besides the re-

ling drink extracted from the young un-

loped nut, which is also made into a dye,

pulp inside the soft crust is considered a

;acy, and is used in the preparation of

)U8 dishes. The kernel, when ripe, is also

d in a variety of ways for Ibod, and
an important ingredient of curry. Co-

aut oil is also extracted from the ripe

by the natives with their primitive con-

mces, in which bullocks are the motive

er. When under European manipulation,

machinery diiven by steam expresses

t two and a half gallons from one hun-

nuts. Besides its more practical and
aic virtues of supplying food and cloth-

the poets of the East have from time im-

orial assigned as one of the attributes of

ocoa-nut palm-tree that it " loves to hear

ound of footsteps and pleasant voices."

moderately favorable situations, says a

ir, this species of the palm commences
ng fi'uit at from ten to thirteen years of

and remains at full maturity for between
' and eighty years, producing, on an av-

about one hundred nuts annually. The
then begins to deteriorate and full off in

ield, continuing in this declining condi-

for about twenty years, when it ceases

ing altogether, and dies. It is curious

while in this moribund state the famous
rcupine wood" of commerce is obtained

its trunk ; so that even in death the

nut palm is man's faithful friend, and
sters to his wants.

any are the uses to which the tree is put

n maturity. The thatch covering ibe

es is made with the prepared mid-ribs of

iaves, and secured with cord twisted from
ocoa fibre, from which also nets and fish-

nes are made. The plaited strips of the

upply material for baskets in which the

ly gathered nuts are stored. Cocoa cloth

article of manufacture. Torches are

by twisting together a sufficient num-
of dry leaflets, the end of the mid-rib

g as the handle; from these leaflets,

split, mats are woven. As to the fibrous

of the nut known as coir, its utility is

out limit. Besides floor-cloths and mats,

h are generally employed in this country
~ces, and from their strength of texture

inrivalled, the coir is manufactured into

and is extensively used on board ship

;

in the "country" trading ships of India

tirely supercedes manilla and hemp as

g equally strong and durable, and infinite-

leaper.

pes, bottles, and drinking vessels for na-

use, oftentimes polished and handsomely
nted, are made of cocoa-nuts from which
white meat is extracted, without injuring

shell, by pouring out the milk, filling it

salt, and burj'ing it in the hot sand un-

he kernel is decomposed, when it is re-

ed from one of the three holes in the
inkey's" face. Thus countless are the

fits conferred on man by tbe palm, form-

as it does, one of the most useful of all

fts of Providence. The South Sea
ders, we are informed by those who
been among them, make books out of

leaf strips similar to the papyrus of the

ent Egyptians. Canoes are built of the

jle planks, which, when grooved and

bored, are stitched together with coir-twine,

are propelled by cocoa-wood paddles, masted
with a slender young palm, and rigged wilh
coir cordage, which carries a mat sail ; thus,

read}' for sea, freighted with a cargo of nuts,

oil, lamp-black, vinegar, sugar, and arrack (all

the produce of the palm), and finally stored

with nut food for the voyage, the sole remain-
ing requisite to make a successful commercial
venture, but one that man cannot command,
is a propitious breeze.

—

C. B. Low, in Food
Journal.

When an analogy is attempted to be estab-

ished between the human and the animal
•eason, we ask to have considered this single

fact of the discovery of the journeying of our

whole system through unknown regions of

space; the means whereby this knowledge is

acquired being not less wonderful than the

knowledge itself; for astronomers tell us that

it is by observations of displacements so mi-

nute as to be reckoned by fractions of seconds,

and so long continued that tbe sum of demon-
stration has had to be built up grain by grain,

taken with instruments of such surpassing

delicacy that they are deranged by hardly

perceptible vibrations of soil or air, that with
exhaustless patience, and a perspicuity not

to be bafiled, they have obtained this sublime

demonstration. How was Neptune discovered

by Leverrier and by Adams? By a tremor of

Uranus. The pulse of that countless and yet

not countless millions of miles distant Uranus
nswers with the certainty of a human pa-

tient, and another world is summoned to ac-

count for it from the very confines of our

universe.— Gilbert Sutton.

THE FRIEND.
TWELFTH MONTH 28, 1872.

The outlook over the kingdoms of the

earth with the mental eye, brings home the

conviction that much which is peculiar marks
the present condition of mankind. It is evi-

dent that elements of mighty power have per-

meated almost every class of society in differ-

t nations, which are about to work extra-

ordinary changes in political and social life.

From these causes operating in different places,

the minds of intelligent and thinking men,
widely separated from each other, seem to be

mpreshcd that some remarkable revolution

must ere long take place ; that a turning point

reached in the progress of humanity on its

journey through time, which will soon be

I'ollowed by changes more thorough and rapid

than the world has heretofore witnessed.

What the predicted changes are to be,

whether for better or for worse, there are

various opinions given and diverse anticipa-

"ons indulged. Some are looking forward

with distress and fear at the great falling

ay from the principles and practices of

Christianity, which they think they foresee
;

others appear to rejoice in visions of glory-

attending the triumphs of the cross, which
are to characterize the near approaching age

;

while not a few, among both the highly learn-

ed, and the more shallow humanitarians, are

taking, what they try to persuade themselves

is an unselfish pride, in the boasted growth of

man as a rational being, as demonstrated by
the developments of science, and the loosening

of the fetters of superstition from the popular
mind.

It is interesting and it may be instructive

to acquire and collate the various opinions and
feelings of men of diflerent capacity, intelli-

gence and culture on the interesting subjects

alluded to ; but it requires care lest we allow
the attention to become so engrossed with
such speculations as to exclude the duo con-
sideration of things that more immediately
concern our welfare. It is enough for us to

know that it appears to be the design of the
Creator of all things there should be a growth
in the knowledge and improvement of the hu-
man family, as there is in other portions of
His creation on the earth ; and that that
which is of most worth and endurance is gen-
erally slow in development and in coming to

perfection. The past is old and vanished
away, and we can profit from it only by the
experience which it has transmitted for our
instruction. The future may bo fruitful in

stupendous changes, but tbe ej'e of the mind
cannot penetrate the mystery which still

shrouds them. The present is transitional

and evanescent; but it is the point of time
immediately connected wilh the interests of
all upon the stage of action. If growth in

knowledge and goodness is the foreordained
course of humanitj', we may rest satisfied

there is power united wilh the Divine will to

shape and impel that course, so as finally to

produce the state He has designed the human
family to attain. He has declared that the
little stone cut out of the mountain without
hands shall smite and break in pieces the ex-

alted image of gold, silver, brass, iron and
clay, so that the wind shall carry them away
as chaff from the summer threshing floor, and
it shall fill the whole earth, a kingdom that
shall never be destroyed; that the knowledge
of the glory of tbe Lord shall cover the earth

as the waters cover the sea ; and doubtless

his word will not return to him void, but shall

accomplish ihat which He pleases, and shall

prosper in the thing whereto He hath sent it.

But there may, and probably will be a
great falling away before that happy state for

mankind will be attained. Men, in the pride

of their hearts, dazzled by the brilliant achieve-

ments of cultivated reason in unravelling some
of the laws of nature, may, like some of old,

become vain in their imaginations and their

foolish hearts darkened
; so that while pro-

fessing themselves to be wise, they will be-

come fools, changing the truth of God into a
lie, and worship and serve the creature more
than the Creator: who is blessed foiever!

The multitude, led astray by such men

—

who however flattered are " wandering stars"

—may seek to throw off the restraints of

mere traditional religion, and with blind and
staggering steps run into the degrading evils

of licentious unbelief, growing worse and
worse as they deceive and are deceived ; un-

til wearied with the ceaseless demoralization

and its accompanying wretchedness, they may
finally be driven to seek for something higher
and better.

Such was the course pursued and such the bit-

ter cup drank to the dregs during the Frehch
revolution, and time has hardly yet decided
whether those|tumultuous and bloody upheav-
inijs have produced advance or retrogression.

Whether such riot of evil, set free from all

the restraints of religion by the general adop-

tion of the principles disseminated by infidel

savans, will be again permitted to take place
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on the larger theatre of the world, no one can 'finally passed the bill restoring to the Orleans princes

certainly ioresee. We hope not. Certainly
the light of truth shines ckarer on and per-

meates more deeply the masses of mankind
than it has done heretofore. The multitude
is but the man multiplied. The body politic

is but the individual man associated with his

fellows for a fpecifie purpose, and we would
seem to he justified, by concurrent testimony
from different communities, in believing that

the eyes of the peoples professing Christianity

are open to see more distinctly the evils that

must be shunned, and the good that mu.st be

embraced, if they desire to promote their own
well-being.

Whatever may be the sequence of events
permitted by Him who sees the end from the

beginning, the battle of our day is foi- eternal

though invisible principles. The issue being
made up, is the triumph or the temporarj^ de-

feat of the religion introduced into the woi'ld

by Him who hathabolished death and brought
life and immortality to light through the gos-

pel. Strange as it appears it is nevertheless
true, that in this latter part of the nineteenth
christian century, many of the men in both
Europe and this country, who claim to be

earnest searchers after truth, and anxious to

diffuse it among the people, who are held up
as superior for their scientific attainments and
draw crowds to listen to their teachings, have
boldly avowed that man must give up his as-

pirations for immortality, and rest content
with his mere material existence maintained
for the few years he lives upon the earth.

And we are told by a writer in one of the Re-
views in England, who declares that some-
thing must be done to stay the tide of infid

fiscated property.

The Corsair, a radical journal of Paris, has been sus-

pended for advocating the doctrines of socialism.

A demonstration was made in Paris on the 20th inst.

by three thousand students in favor of Professor Bobin,
a distinguished member of the Institute, who was struck
from the jury list in consequence of his avowed atheism.
The Assembly has voted to continue the tobacco

monopoly for ten year-s. The Assembly has unani-
mously voted the supplies for 1873, as estimated in the

budget by the Minister of Finance.
An overflow of the Seine submerged considerable por-

tions of the city, causing great loss and inconvenience.
The Duke de Grammont has written a letter refuting

the testimony given by Thiers before the committee to

inquire into the causes of the late war. Grammont,
who was Minister of Foreign affairs at the beginning of

the war, states positively that the Emperor had the
promise of as.sistance from Austria in ca.se of hostilities

with Prussia.

It is stated that the German government has deter-

mined to appropriate a portion of the French indem-
nity fund to the construction of a canal across the pen-
insula of Jutland, so as to give Germany more seaports

not only in the Baltic, but in the German Ocean.
marck has been relieved at his own request, from

the Presidency of the Council of Ministers. He is suc-

ceeded bv General Von Bom. Bismarck retains his

place in the War Office.

A Berlin Gazette explains that the recent advance in

the railroad fares for emigrants is merely a question of
administration, and was required by the gov-

ernment by considerations of political economy, and
of the private companies by their own interests.

In portions of Belgium the streams have risen above
their embankments and the country is inundated. The
city of Ghent was flooded on the 19th inst., the water
being three feet deep in some of the streets.

The Spanish Ministers of Finance, Public Works and
Colonies have retired, and their places been filled by
new appointments.

Zorilla, President of the Cabinet Council, has stated

in the Cortes that it was the purpo.se of the government
to introduce reforms in the municipal law of Porto
Bico, providing for the abolition of slavery in that is-

ity, that this chilling, blank disbelief is be- land. He also announced that the Carlist insurrection

coming fashionable among certain preten- Shad dwindled to an affair of but little importance, and

tious circles of society there; and there "^^"'^^ °'her disloyal demon.strations had ended
The lower house of the Cortes has approved the ap-

pointment of a commission to examine into the demand
of Morocco for the restoration of the towns of Penon
and Gomera.
The Spanish government reaffirms its former declara-

11 be made in Cuba while a
insurgent

The Bu.ssian Imperial Gazette say.s, the question of a
campaign against Khiva has been under discussion, and
it was resolved to undertake it.

The Khan of Khiva has .summoned the auxiliary
tribes to as.sist him against Eussia.

An Intc-national Convention to secure uniformity of
coinage, has been .signed by the governments of lien-

mark, Sweden and Norway.
A gale of unprecedented violence has swept over

Naples. Much damage was done to property in the
city and shipping in the bay.

An army bill has been introduced into the Italian

Parliament, providing that all Italians between eigh-
teen and forty years, shall be liable to military service.

The late heavy storms have swollen tlie streams

vilization has 'throughout England to a great height, and many of
have overflowed. The river Trent and its branche:

is reason to fear that very manj- hero are

treading in the same path. What a com-
mentary on the sufficiency of human rea.son

to guide and to govern ! What an exemplifi-

cation of the innate weakness and folly ofi'l""/';^' "° reforms

those who sacrifire at the shrine of fashion !

s'"P;le insurgent rema

The true Christian feels his heart melt with
pity as well as glow with righteous indigna-

tion at such miserable infatuation. Their own
experience, of course, cannot }ield these de-

ceived reasoners evidence of the fact, but one
would suppose that a glance at the condition

of man in the past or the present, whether
with or without the religion of Christ, might
teach them that it is the only system that can
satisfy the wants, bear up under the trials,

sanctify the sorrows, dry the tears, and give

enduring peace and energy to frail, suffering

humanity. The progress of

been in exact proportion as its principles If . , .i u i u •
i

, , ,1 J . 1 T have risen above their banks, submerging a large poi
have been allowed to have sway. It Stimu-jtionof the country in Leicester, Derby and Nottinghau
lates to present effort for the promntion ofi in some sections of these counties only the tops of tret

truth and happiness, and inspires faith in and hedges were visible. The town of Peterborough,

the continued development of improvement
the future, because it goes band in hand

with knowledge, purity and love, and but

for the obstruction of an evil heart of un-

belief it would speedily bring mankind with
firm and even step to the enjoyment of that
glorious day "when the mountain of the
Lord's house shall bo established on the top
of the mountains, and shall be exalted above
the hills, and all nations shall flow unto it."

SUMMABY OF EVENTS.

in Northampton county, was flooded, and many of the
residents were compelled to take refuge from the water
in the upper stories of their dwelling.s.

A dispatch from Liverpool says, that 449 persons,
including passengers and .sailors, had perished by
marine disasters during the previous ten days. On the
21st the river Thames, which had already overflowed
its banks near London, suddenly rose nearly a foot

higher. At Windsor the Home Park was one vast lake
of water. Heavy snows have fallen in Yorkshire and
Derbyshire, covering the ground to the depth of twelve
inches.

Peers in Great Britain are disqualified from voting.
The Lord Chief Justice has decided, the other judges
concurring, that there is a positive exclusion of Peers

^, ^ , -^-r . , . , , ,
fi'o™ tlifi right to vote for members of the House of

Foreign.— The French National Assembly has . Commons.

London, 12th mo. 23d.—Consols 91t. U. S. sb

1867, 92 ; new five per cents, 89|.
Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, lOi a lO^^rf. ; Orlej

lOf a lOid. Bed winter wheat, lis. Sd. a lis. lOd. ;

100 lbs. Spring wheat, lis. 2d. a lis. lOd.
|

A recent census of Mexico makes the total popi i

tion of the country to be 9,079,949, of whicli Jali

has 966,689 ; Peubla 697,788 ; Mexico 6-50,6o-5 ; Oax

'

640,151 ; Michoacan 620,040, and no other State ab(

476,500. _
I

The mail steamship from Cape of Good Hope]
reached England. The first Ministry under the syst

of responsible government, had been formed at

Cape. A diamond weighing 288 carats had been fot

at the diamond fields.

The Bussian World newspaper of the 23d, says fi

the British Ambassador at St. Petersburg has notif

Prince Grotschakoff that if the Bussian troops p«
trated to the countries between Khiva and Afghanist
England will be compelled to intervene in support
Afghan independence.
On the 23d, a bill providing for the emancipation,

slaves in Porto Bico, was read in the Spanish Senati
In a consistory held at Bome on the 23d, the Pt

(

complained bitterly of the Italian government, wh:
he thought showed a purpose to destroy the Chur
compelling the clergy to serve in the army, and i

posing heavy taxes on church property. He solemii

protested against the bill now before the Italian Pt
'lament for the suppression of .religious,corporatio

and declared that title to property acquired by t
j

;ans would be null and void. <

Ukited States.—Miscellaneous.— There were !

interments in Philadelphia last week, including
children under two years. There were 11 deaths

apoplexy, 13 disease of the heart, 37 consumption,
inflammation of the lungs, 20 convulsions, 18 debil

and 18 old age.

At San Francisco, ships are being loaded with wh
for Great Britain at the average rate per day of a 1(

tons capacity. Since 7th mo. 1st, upwards of 100 sh

have been thus dispatched, and the demand is likelj;

continue for several months.
There were 196 deaths in Boston last week, 69

which were from small pox. I

The reports of twenty lines of railroads centreingi

New York, show a revenue for the past eleven men /

of §135,000,000, being $15,000,000 more than the

ceipts of the same lines in the corresponding monthi]
1871. !

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotati

on the 23d inst. New York.—American gold, 11

U. S. sixes, 1881, 117i; ditto, 1865, lloj; ditto, 10

5 per cents, 109i. Superfine flour, S5.60 a S6.10 ; i

extra, S6.80 a S7.10; finer brands, ?7.50 a $12.

No. 3 Chicago spring wheat, Sl.46; No. 2 Milwaul
rl.58. Oats, 45 a 51 cts. Western mixed corn,

cts. ; southern white, 75 cts. Philadelphia.—Middli
cotton, 20^ a 21 cts. for uplands and New Orlei

—Superfine flour, S4.50 a 55.50 ; extras, $6 a S6..

finer brands, .1-7 a ^ 10.75. Western red wheat, S1.8
§1.90; amber, *1.90 a S1.95; white, §1.95 a $2.i

Old yellow corn, 66 cts. ; new 58 a 61 cts. Oat.s, A

52 cts. Smoked hams, 14-} a 16 cts. Lard, 7J
Clover-seed, 9 a 9^ cts. Timothy, $3.50 per busl

Sales of 2,100 beef cattle at the Avenue Drove-ys
extra 8 a 8| cts. per lb. gross

;
prime, 7 a 7^ cts. ; :

to good, 5J a 6\ cts., and common 4 a 5 cts. Sh
sold at 8i a 9 per lb. gross for fancy, 5J- a 6i
good, and 2 a 3 cts. for common. Eeceipts 10,000 he
Sales of 4,638 hogs at s5.75 a fe6.25 per 100 lb. i

Baltimore.—Choice wheat, white and amber, ,i'2.1

!r2.15 ; fair to prime, $1.85 a $2 05 ; common to fair

wheat, $1.70 a $1.90. Southern white and yellow e

60 a 63 cts. Oats, 46 a 48 cts. Chicago.—ISo. 2 spr

wheat, §1.18 ; No. 3, §1.05. No. 2 mixed corn, 30J
No. 2 rye, 68 cts. Lard, 7 cts. Cincinnati.—Wh
$1.59 a $1.60. Bye, 82 cts. Oats, 27 a 37 ct.s. St. Lo
—No. 2 spring wheat, §1.18. No. 2 mixed corn,

cts. No. 2 oat.s, 26 cts. Lard, 6J cts.

Died, in this city. Twelfth month 3d, 1872, Ji,

BoYCE, an esteemed member of Philadelphia Mont
Meeting, aged 79 years. This dear Friend had
blind for more than 21 years, which affliction she \

without a murmur; and as her health declined,

she became aware the final close was near, the si

resignation was experienced, often repeating, "In
Father's house are many mansions."

WILLIAM H. PILE, PBINTEK.
No. 422 Walnut Streetj_
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•acts from letters, &c., referring chiefly to

rieniis in America, during last century, with

otes.
(Continued from page 148.)

one of theforegoing extracts from tlielet-

ofSamuel Fothergill, he remarks, "Friends

a interposed lor the restoration of peace,

borne their testimony faithfullj'." It may
instructive briefly to review their action

hat time in bearing this testimony.

Tpon several occasions in the earlier his-

^ of the Province, when demands were
de by royal authority upon some of the

erican colonies for purposes of defence, the

embly of Pennsylvania had granted a sum
noney for the king's use, on the ground of

ng tribute to Ctesar, and to show a dispo-

on to bear a share in the general burden
taxe.". The amount thus granted was in

»e casses collected from the inhabitants b}'

pecific tax. As the difficulties with tlie

nch and Indians became more threatening,

amounts thus voted by the Assemblies be-

e larger, and it was evident that in some
88 portions of the money were directly ap-

sd to the purchase of arms and ammunition
the Colonial Governor. Under these cir-

nces the minds of not a few Friends
ame impressed with the fear lest by sanc-

ing such appropriations or by voluntarily

'ing these taxes they were in danger of

ig their testimonj*. John Woolman
1 John Churchman have left upon record
eral considerations that weighed with them
leelining a practice which had been allowed
and recommended by some of their breth-

In this connection it is worthy of re-

k that some of those Friends who at this

iod were greatly instrumental in uphold
before the world a purer standard in re-

d to slavery, were also those who were
aged in thus endeavoring to maintain s

ir testimony in regard to the incompati
ty of all war with the Christian religion,

ohn Woolman remarks in his Journal at

i period, "A few years past, money being
de current in our province* for carrying on
P8, and to be called in again by taxes laid

the inhabitants, my mind was often affect-

with the thoughts of paying such taxes:

and I believe it right for me to preserve a

emorandum concerning it. I was told that

Friends in England frequently paid taxes,

when the money was applied to such pur-

poses. I had conversation with several noted

Friends on the subject, who all favored the

payment of such taxes; some of them I pre-

ferred before myself, and this made me easier

for a time
;
yet there was in the depth of my

mind a scruple which I never could get over;

and at certain times I was greatly distressed

on that account. 1 believed there were some
upright hearted men who paid such taxes,

yet could not see that their example was a

sufficient reason for me to do so, while I be-

lieve that the spirit of truth required of me,

as an individual, to suffer patiently the dis-

tress of my goods, rather than pay actively."

'To refuse the payment of a tax

which our Society generally paid was exceed-

ingly disagreeable ; but to do a thing contrary

to my conscience appeared yet more dread-

ful."

It requires great self-denial and resigna-

tion of ourselves to God, to attain that state

wherein we can freely cease from fighting

when wrongfully invaded, if, by our Qghting,

there were a probability of overcoming the

nvaders. Whoever rightly attains to it does

n some degree feel that spirit in which our

Redeemer gave his life ibr us; and through

Divine goodness many of our predecessors,

nd many now living, have learned this bless-

ed lesson ; but many others having their re-

gion chiefly by education, and not being

enough acquainted with that cross which
crucifies to the world, do manifest a temper
distinguishable from that of an entire trust in

God."
As commotions among the people increased,

the Assembly was importuned to provide for

the public defence. Great excitement pre-

vailed in Pennsylvania in the latter part of

1755, in consequence of the defeat of Brad-

dock's army, and many of the people were
clamorous lor war. In the 11th month of this

year, a bill was considered by the Assembly
for granting 60,000 pounds to the king's use,

to be called in and sunk by a tax on the in-

habitants. On account of this bill John
Churchman remarks, " several Friends were
under a close exercise of mind." The Assem-
bly at this time consisted of thirty-six mem-
bers, twenty-eight of whom were in profession

with Friends or attenders of their meetings

James Pemberton and six others dissented

from the passage of this act; as appears from
the record of its proceedings.

In the latter part of this year an opportu
nity offered for a number of those who felt

these scruples to have an interview with those

members of the Assembly belonging to or con

Friends, who went in company to the .

biy and presenting it to the speaker, re-

mained while it was read. In the course of

t while expressing their willingness freely to

contribute towards the exigencies of govern-

ment, by the payment of taxes or otherwise,

as might be judged necessary, they say, " Yet

as the raising sums of money, and putting

them into hands of committees who may ap-

ply them to purposes inconsistent with the

peaceable testimony we profess, and have

borne to the world, appears to us in its conse-

quences, to be destructive of our religious

berties; we apprehend many among us will

be under the necessity of suffering, rather

than consenting thereto, by the payment of

a tax for such purposes." The address thus

concludes, " We sincerely assure you, we have

no temporal motives for thus addressing you
;

and could wo have preserved peace in our own
minds, and with each other, we should have

declined it: being unwilling to give you any

unnecessary trouble, and deeply sensible of

your diffioultj' in discharging the trust com-

mitted to you irreproachable in these perilous

times. This hath engaged our fervent desires,

that the immediate instructions of Supreme

wisdom may influence your minds; and that

being preserved in a steady attention thereto,

you may be enabled to secure peace and tran-

quility to yourselves and those you represent,

by pursuing measures consistent with our

peaceable principles ; and thus we trust we
may continue humbly to confide in the pro-

tection of that Almighty power, whose provi-

dence has hitherto been as walls and bul-

warks round about us."

Notwithstanding this earnest remonstrance

the importunity of the people prevailed, and

the bill was enacted into a law. The tax was

generally collected, and many Friends, in the

city particularly, suffered distraint of their

goods, and in some cases considerably more

was taken than demanded.

After the passage of this act, John Church-

man remarks, "Many Friends thought they

could not be clear as faithful watchmen, with-

out communicating to their brethren their

mind and judgment concerning the paynuent

of such a tax ; for which purpose an epistle

was prepared, considered, agreed to, and sign-

ed by twenty-one Friends ; copies thereof

were directed to be communicated to the

Monthly Meetings."

The epistl« above referred to was prepared

in a meeting composed of two committees of

the Yearly Meeting, one of which had been

appointed to visit the Quarterly and Monthly

Meetings, the other to correspond with the

Meeting for Sufferings in London, upon the

condition of affairs relating to the Society at

that time. John Woolman, who was a

The Province of New Jersey.

nected with the Society. In Ihe" course ofiberof the former, gives an account of th;

this interview it appeared that it would be iiroceedings on this importa,nt occasion

' best to prepare an address to the House on

Ithe sulject, which was accordingly done.

! This address was signed by more than twenty

Journal, from which the foUowins is taken :

"Some time after the Yearly Meeting, the

said committee met at Philadelphia, and by
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adjournments continued sitting several days.
The calamities of war were now increasing
the frontier inhabitants of Pennsylvania wer
frequently surprised; some were slain, and
many taken captive by the Indians; and
while these committees sat, the corpse of one
80 slain was brought in a wagon, and taken
through the streets of the city in his bloody
garments, to alarm the people and arouse
them to war."

" Friends thus met were not all of one mind
in relation to the tax, which, to those who
scrupled it, made the way more difficult. To
refuse an active payment at such a time might
be construed into an act of disloyalty, and ap
peared likely to displease the rulers, not only
here but in England ; still there was a scrupl
80 fixed on the minds of many Friends that
nothing moved it. It was a conference the
most weighty that ever 1 was at, and the
hearts of raanj' were bowed in reverence be-

fore the Most High. Some Friends of the
said committees, who appeared easy to pay
the tax, after several adjournments, withdrew;
others of them continued to the last. At
length an epistle of tender love and caution
to Friends in Pennsylvania was drawn up,
and being read several times and corrected,
was signed by such as were free to sign it,

and afterward sent to the Monthly and Quar-
terly Meetings."* A portion of this address
is as follows: "Being painfully apprehensive,
that the large sum granted by the late act of

Assembly for the king's use, is principally in-

tended lor purposes inconsistent with our
peaceable testimony; we therefore think, that
as we cannot be concerned in wars and fight-

ings, so ought we neither to contribute there-
to, by paying the tax directed by the said act,

though suffering be the consequence of our
refusal, which we hope to be enabled to bear
with patience. Though some part of the
money to be raised by the said act, is said to
be for such benevolent purposes as supporting
our friendship with our Indian neighbors, and
relieving the distresses of our fellow subjects,
who have suffered in the present calamities,
for whom our hearts are deeply pained, and
we affectionately, and with bowels of tender-
ness, sympathize with them therein

; and we
could most cheerfully contribute to those pur-
poses, if they were not so mixed, that we can-
not in the manner proposed, show our hearty
concurrence therewith, without at the same
time assenting to, or allowing practices, which
we apprehend contrary to the testimony
which the Lord hath given us to bear, for his
name and truth's sake."
The decided stand thus taken strengthened

the hands of faithful members throughout
the Society, and cleared them, as a body,
from the charge of conniving at the expedient
proposed to obtain their support towards pre-
paring for war.

(To be continued.)

Good (laalities of Dogs.

The British Quarterly Review, in a late arti-
cle, introduces a number of narratives tending
to show that this animal frequently manifests
sympathy with suffering, and feelings akin
to benevolence. The stories cited all seem to
rest on good authority. The following is

vouched for by the wife of Archdeacon Bland,
to whom the dog belonged. •' The dog be'

* Samuel Fothergill was one of those who signed this
address.

longed to us at Whitburn. It was half Danish,
and had a great attachment to my pony,
which on one occasion was severely hurt.

When the pony was well enough to bo turned
into a field, we constantly brought it carrots

and other good things; and as constantly we
saw Traveller rush off into the garden, re-

turn with two or three fallen apples in his

mouth, lay them on the grass before the pony,
and then watch him eating them with the

greatest demonstration of pleasure."

Col. Hamilton Smith says, that he himself
saw a water-spaniel plunge into the current

of a roaring sluice to save a little cur, mali-

ciously thrown into it.

The following account of kindness in a large

dog was furnished the author by the wife of

Charles Eden :

" Rover was a Labrador dog, and much at-

tached to a small dog named Aline. On one
occasion. Aline was missing for several days,

and at last it was discovered that she had a
little family of puppies, which she had hidden
in a hole in a bank on Ascott Heath, and
thither for many days Rover had carrier!, her
some of his dinner. Rover also fought with
another dog, and wounded him severely, after

which he persisted for a long time in bringing
his enemy a portion of his own food till he
had recovered."

Another anecdote is equally good:

—

"A large well-fed dog was observed, on a

very rainy day, sitting under shelter in his

own den in the yard of a country house, and
watching a strange dog who was standing
drenched with rain, in a miserable plight.

After thinking about it for some time, the big

dog suddenly sprang up, crossed the yard,
jumped as he was accustomed at the latch of

a wood-house till it opened, and then, leaving
the door open for the wet dog to enter, re-

turned to his own abode, and rolled himself
up in the peace of mens conscia recti."

The narrative which follows is vouched for

by the daughter of the Dean of Bristol:

—

'The scene of Waif's adventures is Whit
field-hall, Northumberland, belonging to Mrs.
Blaeket Ord. He was first seen in the spring
of 1871 ; one of the girls noticed him near one
of the lodges, and a little time afterwards a

groom found him in a disused horse-box in

the stable, and turned him out. After this

he was seen occasionally about the woods,
which are full of game, and so became 'sus-

pect' to the keepers, who tried to get near
enough to shoot him, but never succeeded in

catching the little wary beast off his guard.
The children sometimes saw what one of them
called a 'ghost-dog' near the house, but could
never get a good sight of it. I first saw him
in November. It was cold, frosty weather,
with snow lying on the ground ; and looking
out of my bed-room window, I saw the poor
creature, with miserable, ragged and matted
coat, and a half starved wolfish look, prowling
about the shrubbery, looking for old bones
left by the well-fed dogs of the house. I saw
him attempt to speak to a Pomeranian lady,

but she rejected his feeble attempts at socia-

bility with contempt, and he fled back into
the woods. I offered a reward to any one
who would bring him unhurt to me; but
though he vi^;ibly grevs^ weaker and weaker,
and could not run very fast, he always escaped
from his would-be captors. One daj', about a
fortnight after I first saw him, my cousin went
down stairs rather early in the morning. It

was bright and sunny, and the house-maid

had left open the glass-door opening on so
steps leading to the lawn. My cousin v
going to shut it, when she saw the ' vrild d.

approaching, looking up wistfully at a f

young dog, half St. Bernard half mastiff, w
was answering the appealing glance bj
friendly wagging of the tail. E. kept v(

quiet, half hidden behind the curtain, a

watched what went on. Bernard marchei
little way towards the steps, glancing rou
now and then encouragingly at his hum
friend, who followed timidly, and occasiona
stopped with a 'don't-betray me' expre8si(

quite pitiful to see. On this Bernard wo)
stop too, and cock his ears in a livelj^ mann
and wag his tail, and altogether look so i

gaging, that by slow degrees he coaxed 1

frightened creature right up the steps, a
even induced him to go into tho drawii
room, though he did not go in himself, oi
being allowed to do so on rare occasions,
judiciously remained hid and quiet, and t

governess, who had also watched the procei

ings, cleverly darted out of doors from anoth
door, and shut the glass-door from the oi

side, and so there was our friend fairly (

trapped, and Bernard coolly walked aws
after looking at E. as much as to say ' m
you look after the poor fellow—my part
done.' Poor Waif, when he found hims
shut into the drawing-room, was beside hi

self with fright, and was so like a wild bea
wo were rather alarmed. We put down foe

but he would not eat, and sat glaring ai

panting and growling ludicrously in a corni

a melancholy object. At last a valiant foe

man put on a pair of housemaids gloves ac

suddenly seizing him by his neck, carried hi

off to the game-keeper, who waited outsic

and who 'gentled' him most cleverly. Ve
soon the dog was perfectly tame and quii

let himself be clipped and washed, and carri

off' to the keeper's own house, where he st

abides in great peace and amity, much belo

ed by the keeper's children."

Selectei

Concerning the Ministry.

(Continued from page 146.)

It is by this inward and immediate oper

tion of the Spirit, which Christ hath promisi

to lead his children with into all truth, and
teach them all things, that Christians are

be led in all stops, as well last as first whit

relate to God's glory and their own salvatio

And trulj^ this device of Satan, whereby I

has got people to put the immediate guidin;

and leadings of God's Spirit as an extraorc

nary thing afar off, which their forefathe

had, but which they now are neither to w»
for nor expect, is a great cause of the growir

apostacy upon the many gathered cburcht

and is one great reason why a drj', dead, ba

rcn, lifeless, spiritless ministry, which leavei

the people into tho same death, doth so mu(
abound.
From all this then we do firmly conclud

that not only in a general apostacy it is nee

ful men be extraordinarily called, and raise

up by the Spirit of God, but that even wh<
several assemblies or churches are gatheri

by the power of God, not only into the beli

of tho principles of truth, so as to deny erro

ind heresies, but also into the life, spirit, at

power of Christianity, so as to be the bod

and house of Christ indeed, and a fit spoui

for him, that He who gathers them doth als

for the preserving them in a lively, fresh, ai
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liverfal condition, raise up and move among
by the inward im mediate operation of

n Spirit, ministers and teachers, to in-

uct and teach, and watch over them, who

ng thus called, are manifest in the hearts

their brethren, and their call is thus veri-

1 in them, who by the feeling of that life

1 power that passeth through them, being

pardly builded up by them daily in the

St holy faith, become the seals of their

)stleship. And this is answerable to an-

ler saying of the same apostle Paul, 2 Cor.

3. '• Since ye seek a proof of Christ's

saking in me, which to you-wards is not

ak, but is mighty in j'ou." So this is that

lich gives a true substantial call and title

a minister, wherebj' he is a real successor

the virtue, life, and power that was in the

ostles, and not of the bare name.

As I have placed the true call of a minister

the motion of this Holy Spirit, so is the

wer, life, and virtue thereof, and the pure

ace of God that comes therefrom, the chief

d most necessary qualification, without

lich he can no ways perform his duty,

ither acceptably to God nor beneficially to

Our adversaries in this case affirm, that

ree things go to the making up of a minis-

, viz: 1. Natural parts, that he be not a

ol. 2. Acquired parts, that he be learned

the languages, in philosophy and school

vinity. 3. The grace of God.

The two first they reckon necessary to the

;ing of a minister, so as a man cannot be

le without them ;
the third they say goeth

the well-being of one, but not to the being;

i that a man may truly be a lawful minister

ithout it, and ought to bo heard and received

I such. But we, supposing a natural capa-

ty, that one be not an idiot, judge the grace

f God indispensably necessary to the very

eing of a minister, as that without which

ny can neither be a true, nor lawful, nor

cod minister.

As we said in the call, so may we much

iQore here, if the grace of God be a necessary

ualification to make one a true Christian, it

Qust be a qualification much more necessary

o constitute a true minister of Christi^ity.

Chat grace is necessary to make one ayue
/hristian I think will not be questioned, since

t is by grace we are saved. Eph. ii. 8. It is

he grace of God that teacheth us to deny uu-

'odliness, and the lusts of this world, and to

live godly and righteously. Tit. ii. 11. Yea

Christ saith expressly, "That without him

we can do nothing," John xv. 5, and the way
whereb}' Christ helpeth, assisteth, and work-

Bth with us is by his grace : hence he saith to

Paul, My grace is sufficient for thee. A Chris-

tian without grace is indeed no Christian, but

an hyi>ocrite, and a false pretender. Then I

say, If grace be necessary to a private Chris

tian, far more to a teacher among Christians

who must be as a father and instructor of

others, seeing this dignity is bestowed upon

such as have attained a greater measure than

their brethren. Even nature itself may teach

us that there is more required in a teacher

than in those that are taught, and that the

master must be above and before the scholar

that art or science which he teacheth

others. Since then Christianity cannot be

truly enjoyed, neither any man denominated

a Christian without the true grace of God,

therefore neither can any man be a true and

lawful teacher of Christianity without it.

No man can be a minister of the church of

Christ, which is his bod}^, unless ho be a

member of the body, and receive of the virtue

and life of the head :

But he that hath not true grace can neither

bo a member of the body, neither receive of

that life and nourishment, which comes from

the head

:

Therefore far less can ho be a minister to

edify the body.
That he cannot be a minister who is not a

member is evident; because he who is not a

member is shut out and cut off, and hath no

place in the body ;
whereas the ministers are

counted among the most eminent members
of the body. But no man tan be a member
unless he receive of the virtue, life, and nour-

shment of the head; for the members that

•eceive not this life and nourishment decay

and wither, and then are cut off. And that

every true member doth thus receive nourish-

ment and life from the head, the apostle ex-

pressly affirmeth, Eph. iv. 16 :
" From whom

the whole body being fitly joined together,

and compacted by that which every joint sup-

plieth, according to the effectual working in

the measure of every part, maketh increase

of the body unto the edifying of itself in love.'

Now this that thus is communicated, and

which thus uniteth the whole, is no other

than the grace of God ;
and therefore the

apostle in the same chapter, ver. 7, saith.

But unto every one of us is given grace ac-

cording to the measure of the gift of Christ

;

and ver. 11, he showeth how that by this

grace and gift both apostles, prophets, evan

gelists, pastors, and teachers are given for the

work of the ministry, and edifying of the body

of Christ. And certainly then no man desti-

tute of grace is fit for this work, seeing that

all that'Christ gives are so qualifieo
;
and

these that are not so qualified, are not given

nor sent of Christ, are not to be heard, nor

received, nor acknowledged as ministers of|

the gospel, because his sheep neither ought

nor will hear the voice of a stranger. This

is also clear from 1 Cor. xii. throughout; for

the apostle in that chapter, treating of the

diversity of gifts and members of the body,

howeth how by the workings of the same

Spirit in different manifestations or measures

in the several members of the body the whole

body is edified, saying, ver. 13, " That we are

all baptized by the one Spirit into one body ;"

and then, ver. 28, he numbers up the several

dispensations thereof, which by God are set

in the church through the various workings

of his Spirit for the edification of the whole.

Then if there be no true member of the body

which is not thus baptized by the Spirit,

neither any thing that worketh to the edify-

ing of it, but according to a measure of grace

received from the Spirit, surely without grace

none ought to be-admitted to work or labor

in the body, because their labor and work,

without this grace and Spirit, would be but

neifectual.
(To be continned.3

average attendance of pupils for the summer
term was 15, and for the winter 19, of whom
4 were boys, all under twelve years of age;

the average ago of the girls was thirteen

years. The attendance, it may be observed,

is less than that of some previous years, while

the school buildings have accommodations for

2-1 pupils. Meetings for Divine worship have

been held as heretofore, on First and Fifth

days. The Holy Scriptures are daily read in

the family, and some of the children commit

)Ortions thereof to memory. Selections from

eligious works suited to their understandings

are also frequently read to them.

The receipts from interest of invested funds

during the year, including one-third of the in-

come from the estate of John Parrish, was
$1,329 34

From contributions of Friends of

three Monthly Meetings, .

Estimated profit on the Saw and

Grist Mill, ....
The amount charged to Family

Expenses was
salaries, ....
expenses attendant upon
dividing the Corn Planter

tract. Printing the Eeport

on the Division, books,

stationery and other in-

cidental expenses, .

Debit balance against the

Farm, arising chiefly from

depreciation in the mar-

ket value of stock and
produce, . . .

Eepairing wood shed, wag-
on house, &c..

Paid to the teacher of the

Corn Planter School, on

account, . . . .

And

141
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proceeded to the Corn Planter settlement it

the Eighth month last, accompanied by Fran
cis Lightfoot, an experienced surveyor of
Philadelphia, and, as slated in their printed
Eeport, " after a free conference with the heirs,

and a careful examiDation of the land and
premises, and taking into consideration the
value of the respective parts thereof, they
unanimously agreed co divide the tract among
the several heirs," as shown in detail by a map
annexed to their Report; a copy of these being
presented to each of the parties interested.
Under direction of the Commissioners, stakes
or stones were also set, by which the different
sections were plainly designated.
Owing to the number of heirs, the conflict-

ing interests involved, and the ignorance of
the Indians as to our methods of business,
the task thus undertaken was no easy one;
and it is gratifying to be able to state that,
upon its completion, a certificate was signed
by all the heirs or their representatives, ex-
pressing satisfaction therewith, and that the
"Commissioners and Surveyor, having per-
formed their respective services without com
pensation or charge of any kind, we hereby
gratefully acknowledge our obligations there-
for, and thank them individually for the atten-
tion they have given to this important busi-
ness." The work thus accomplished proved
to be timely, as very shortly thereafter, the
death of the only surviving child of Corn
Planter occurred, which had it taken place
earlier, might have caused greater embarrass-
ment. The Committee had long desired to
bring about a satisfactory settlement of this
estate, not only for the sake of the parties im-
mediately interested, but as an example and
encouragement to the Indians of the Alle-
gheny and Cattaraugus Reservation, to hold
their lands in severalty. This subject we have
been glad to observe is claiming increased at-
tention on their part, since wo cannot but
believe such a measure would, under proper
safeguards, promote their advancement tow-
ards civilization, encourage them in habits of
industry, and tend to allay many of the ani-
mosities and misunderstandings which now
unhappily disturb them.

Since the division of their estate, the Corn
Planter Indians have shown an increased en
ergy and interest in the management of their
land, and a desire for the better education of
their children. With a view to promoting
the latter object, a memorial was presented
to the Pennsylvania Legislature, during the
past winter asking for aid in maintaining the
School at that settlement, and in response
thereto, an appropriation was promptly made
for increasing the salary of the teacher, and
extending the school term. The house, which
had become quite dilapidated, is with some
assistance from the Committee, being put in
thorough repair. Daring the past winter this
school has been under the care of Cynthia
Gordon, a young Indian woman who some
years since was a pupil at Tunessassa.

With a view to a settlement of the clai
of the six nations in lieu of a large tract of
land appropriated by the United States for
their use, a Treaty was negotiated in 1868,
under the authority of the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs; but this has not been ratified
by the Senate. The history of these claims
covering, as it does, a long course of years,
and involving no little research, it has been
suggested by the legal advisers of the Indians
that they be now referred for adjudication to

the United States "Court of Claims." Feel-
ing, however, some doubts as to the propriety
of this course, the Senecas, by a vote of thei
Council, requested the advice of their friends,

"the Quakers at Philadelphia," in reference
thereto. After due inquiry and deliberation,

the Committee were united in judgment that,

under all the circumstances of the case, the
suggestion was a judicious one

; and by a dele
gation recently sent out, the Indians were in

formed accordingly. An occasion was also

hereby afforded for conferring freely with
them upon several points materially affecting
their prosperity as a people. Some sugges
tions were offered with a view to the settle

ment of the increasing difficulties with the
whites on the Reservation at and about Sala
manca, and the question of holding their lands
in severalty, was discussed with a degree of
freedom. But the Committee were impressed
with a sense of the heavy burdens and serious
nature of the difficulties with which the In-
dians are embarrassed, and their inability un-
aided, to cope with them. Their need of wise
and true friends was perhaps never more
pressing than at the present time ; and in view
of the continued confidence reposed in our re-

ligious Society, we feel an increased need for
circumspection of conduct in our intercourse
with them, and that wisdom which is " pro-
fitable to direct in all things."

It may be stated that a member of the Com-

BEAUTIES OP CREATIOX.
BY THOMAS MOORE.

Thou art, O God, the life and light
Of all this wondrous world we see;

Its glow by day, its smile by night.
Are but reflections caught from thee

;

Where'er we turn, thy glories shine,
And all things fair and bright are thine.

When day, with farewell beam, delays
Among the opening clouds of even,

And we can almost think we gaze,
Through opening vistas, into heaven,

—

Those hues that mark the sun's decline,

So soft, so radiant. Lord, are Thine.

When night, with wings of starry gloom,
O'ershadows all the earth and skies.

Like some dark, beauteous bird, whose plume
Is sparkling with unnumbered eyes,

—

That sacred gloom, those fires divine,

So grand, so countless. Lord, are Thine.

When youthful Spring around us breathes.

Thy spirit warms her fragrant sigh
;

And every flower that Summer wreathes
Is born beneath Thy kindling eye;

Where'er we turn, Thy glories shine.

And all things fair and bright are Thine.

HUMILITY.
; only by the lowlyOh learn that it

The paths of peace are trod

;

If tliou wouldst keep thy garments white and holy,

Walk humbly with thy God.
The man with earthly wisdom high uplifted

. -.i 1 1 1. 1 , 1 , 1
Is in God's sight a fool

:

mittee has latterly spent several weeks at iB„t he in heavenly truth most deeply gifted
iunessassa, during which opportunity offered Sits lowest in Christ's school,

for many interviews with the Indians, both I The lowly spirit God has consecrated

in public and private; wherein counsel wasi As his abiding rest;

mparted, as waj^ opened for it. Our Friend
Thomazine Valentine has also recently re
turned from a service of some months on the
Allegheny Reservation, with a view to incul
eating virtuous principles among the wives
and daughters, and encouraging in the
habits of industry and thrift. In these labors
of love she has had our cordial sympathy and
unity. There is a wide field, especially on
that Reservation, for the faithful christian
labor of women Friends among those of their
own sex in their families and homes; and we
would commend such a work to the serious
consideration of such as may feel their hearts
rightly drawn in this direction.

While we may thankfully believe that
Friends have long been, and still are able to
administer to the material comfort and ad-
vancement of this portion of the human fami-
ly, we have been made sensible from season
to season, that their deepest needs can only
be reached by the same Divine Grace which
truly enlightens, regenerates and elevates us.

We desire to cherish these feelings, believing
that it was under such impressions that this
concern had its origin, and that it is only
through a measure of this blessed influence,
that we can hope to promote the highest wel-
fare of the Indians.

Signed by direction of the Committee,
Thomas Wistar, Clerk.

Philadelphia, 4th mo. 11th, 1S72.

A Sermon Six Miles Long.—A devoutly
pious man, who lived some six miles from
the house of worship, once complained to his
pastor of the distance ho had to go to attend
public worship. "Never mind," said the
good minister, "remember that every Lord's
day j-ou have the privilege of preaching a
sermon six miles long,—you preach the Gospel
to all the residents and people you pass."

And angels by some patriarch's tent have waited
While kings had no such guest.

The dew, that never wets the flinty mountains,
Falls in the valleys free.

Bright verdure fringes the small desert fountains.

But barren sand the sea.

Not in the stately oak the fragrance dwelleth
Which charms the general wood,

But in the violet low, whose sweetness telleth,

Its nnseen neighborhood.
The censer swung by the proud hand of merit,

Fumes with a fire abhorred.
But faith's two mites, dropped covertly, inherit

A blessing from the Lord.
Round lowliness a gentle radiance hovers,

A sweet unconscious grace.

Which even in shrinking ever more discovers

The brightness on its face.

Where God abides, contentment is, and honor
Such guerdon meekness knows

;

His peace within her and his smile upon her.

Her saintly way she goes.

Through the strait gate of life she passes stooping
With sandals on her feet

;

And pure eyed graces, with linked palms come troop".

ing
Their sister fair to greet.

The angels bend their eyes upon her goings.

And guard her from annoy
;

Heaven fills her quiet heart with overflowings.

Of calm cele-iitial joy.

The Saviour loves her, for .she wears the vesture
With which he walked on earth,

And through her childlike glance, and step and gesture,

He knows her heavenly birth.

He now beholds this seal of glory graven
On all whom He redeems;

And in His own bright city, crystal paven.
On every brow it gleams.

The white robed saints, the throne steps singing under,
Their state all meekly wear.

Their pauseless praise, wells up from hearts which
wonder.

That ever they came there.

Anonymota.

" One fragment of his blessed word
Into the spirit burned.

Is better than the whole half-heard
And by thine interest turned."

Al/ord.
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Q reading and hearing of the appeals for

on behalf of the sufferings of the Freed-

I, during this inclement season of the

p, let us, who are blessed in basket and in

•e, pause and reflect, what we have in our

ses to spare, or in our dwellings, and on

persons, to part with that is superfluous

unnecessary, and which would contribute

3h to their comfort and need. Let not the

wledge of these privations, neither let the

ter of gold upon us, speak unavailingl}',

V their shackles are removed, for no doubt

ir tears and sufferings have entered the

of the Lord of sabaoth, and should awaken

ings of gratitude in us, for the many
ors and privileges we enjoy. I am aware

t much has been done, and that we havf

withheld of our abundance, but again re-

mbering them, would not lessen our com-

s, but increase our enjoyment of them

—

it was not expressed in vain, that they

I give unto the poor, lend unto "Him,
ise are the cattle upon a thousand hills."

Rpptiles, &c., of Labuan.

Che commonest of the lizards of this is-

d, is the little animal called chick-chack

yodactylus gecko,) so named from the

rping noise it makes from time to time,

1 which might at first bo mistaken for

I voice of a bird. They are perfectly

rmless, and often very familiar. They live

considerable numbers within doors, con-

iling themselves upon the roofs, and among
3 attaps, or palm coverings, or crawling

out upon the walls and ceilings. I have

anted as many as two dozen overhead while

lave been at dinner in a good sized room,

as long as my hand, and usually pale

lored. They vary, however, somewhat ir

lor, according to food and locality. I have

en informed by credible friends of instances

which they would habitually come down
on the table and take food offered to them,

d it is equally certain that they occasion-

ly come down involuntarily, losing their

ecarious footing overhead while in chase

an insect, in which case they fall with a

amp upon the floor or table, an accident

hich usually results in the loss of their tails,

hich break off with the shock or the fright;

id it is by no means unusual to see them
ith their short stumpy caudal appendages

process of reproduction. Such an occur-

snce happening in the night I have found

ither startling. If a moth or a butterfly

utters about near the ceiling, the chick-

acks are all upon the alert, running at it as

pairses near them; and although the rep-

e may succeed in catching it, the insect is

ften too unwirldy for them, and they have

Dnsiderable difficulty in securing it. They
[ear the house of mosquitoes and flies, how-

(rer, and are never molested, but, on the

ther hand, always encouraged. A singular

rcumstance occurred to the colonial sur-

eon, who related it to me: he was lying

wake in bed when a chick-ehack fell from

ceiling upon the top of his musquito-cur-

ain ; at the moment of touching it the lizard

ecame brilliantly luminous, illuminating the

bjects in the neighborhood, much to the as

ishment of the doctor, who had never be-

are witnessed such an occurrence.

Another lizard of a larger size than the last

5 the barking lizard (probably gecko verus,)

yhich lives in trees and also about houses,

from time to vvruo betraying its whereabouts
by a sound resembling a short growl, follow-

ed by a short sharp bark, not unlike that of

a puppy at pla}'. When I first heard it in a

tree 1 looked up for a monkey ; but on many
subsequent occasions it apjieared very much
like the barking of a small dog. They are

very difficult to detect however, cunningly

concealing themselves ; and although I have

watched for one which was barking a few

j-ards above m3' head in a tree, I have looked

in vain for a considerable time. They are

very fond of coming into houses, and are con-

sidered by the Malays as reptiles of good

omen. They feed upon insects and moths,

ing particularly ])artial tosphyngida
The iguana (varanus dumerilii ?j is a larger

species,"which reaches a length of seven feet

Although in other respects harmless, it does

considerable mischief among domestic fowls

frequenting the neighborhood of houses foi

the purpose of robbing the henroosts. Foi

that reason they are destroyed, and, more-

over, by some they are considered excellent

eating. While drying some marine animals

in the sun one morning, an iguana appeared

upon the scene, walking on tiptoe across the

grass, and lifting its head as if scenting some-

thing. On my driving it away it returned

again three times to the spot, although the

bait was not what 1 should have imagined to

be verj' inviting. I was unwilling to shoot

it ; but two or three days after, I fear it met
with such a fate in the neighboring grounds,

where it was found near the hen-roost. It

was about four feet long. I believe these

animals, however, do sometimes subsist upon
marine animals, which they pick up on the

beach. I have more than once observed them
skulking among the roots of the trees close

to the margin of the shore; and on one occa

sion, I passed and repassed the spot several

times on purpose to observe it. Each time I

passed it retreated into the jungle, but was
always at its post when I came back.

On one occasion I disturbed a large iguana

in such a situation, that in order to escape, it

had to run some distance across an open

space in my full view; and it did run tolera-

bly quickly, but in a most ludicrous manner :

the short and peculiarly situated foce legs

had an awkward waddling motion, while the

hind legs, seeming less encumbered, ran more
quickly, and threatened to overtake the head,

hile the long tail followed behind, as if it

scarcely belonged to it, swaying from one side

to the other according to the direction the

animal took. With all this, however, I should

scarcely have caught it in a flat race.

Chameleons of more than one species exist

in Labuan. The natives have a great preju-

dice against them, and will not touch them,

believing them to be deadly poisonous.

Although as an island, Labuan is undoubt-

edly more free from serpents than the main-

land, they are quite sufficient in numbers, and

occasionally venomous. The cobra (naja tri-

pudians), appears to be almost unknown in

Labuan, only one instance having occurred in

which it was supposed to have been met with.

A gentleman (the colonial surveyor), riding

on horseback near Tanjong Tarras, was con

fronted by a snake in the midst of the road

which raised itself, head erect, and hood

swelled out. Although he had never seen a

cobra, the snake immediately recalled to his

mind the figures and descriptions of them.

He dismounted and killed the reptile, and be-

ing then pressed for time, he threw it among
the grass at the roadside, intending to return

and examine it at his leisure ; but for some
reason or other, unfortunately neglected to

io so. A refi-rence afterwards to figures of

the cobra only served to convince him that

ho had seen one of these rcptiUs ; but it was
unfortunate that it was never examined, and
Mr. Low, who looked for it on hearing of the

circumstance, could not discover it. The
snake was five or six feet long, and, if a co-

bra, probably came over from the mainland

in wood, or some cargo.

In Sarawak, however, th» cobra is not un-

and grows to a largo size. Tho
bishop of Labuan informed me that he had
killed black colras in his own house, 9 feet 6

inches and 10 feet 5 inches in length respec-

tivel}'. The former of these attacked a ser-

vant in one of the ground-floor rooms of the

house. The man was paralysed with ter-

ror, and unable to defend himself; but being

alarmed by his inarticulate cries, the bishop

entered and found the reptile erect, his head
broad and depressed, as large as the palm of

the hand, and, as he expressed it to me, bark-

ng like a dog. He fortunately succeeded in

despatching it with a rattan.

Large p}'thou8 (python reticulatis) exist in

Labuan, usually making their lair in a deep

nullah, sometimes near a house, whence they

probably derive the advantage of stray fowls

or other domestic animals, which serve as

their food. Mr. Low assured me he had seen

one killed measuring 26 feet ; and I heard, on

good authority, of one of 29 foet, having been

killed there. In Borneo they were said to

attain 40 feet, but for this I cannot vouch.

But although there are numerous species of

snakes in the island, they are not often seen.

I myself, during the space of a month, only

met with four or five species, the most com-
mon of which were dendrophis eaudolineatus

and tropidonotus stolatus. In one of my
walks through the jungle I was fortunate

enough to secure a specimen of the rare (ve-

nomous) elaps (callophis) intestinalis.

On one occasion, during my visit, the go-

vernor was sitting in his verandah conversing

with the new commandant, and was assuring

him that snakes were rarely met with, and
not to be feared, when they were disturbed

by a noise close by. On going out to see what
had occasioned it, they learned that the ser-

vants had just killed a python 12 feet long,

in the verandah—a singular comment upon
their conversation.

Scorpions and centipedes are creatures

which always excite the terror of those to

whom they are unknown, and they do not

gain anj' good-will by a nearer acquaintance.

Persons vrho have not visited the tropics of-

ten imagine that one is never safe from the

fangs of these venomous creatuies ; but, al-

though they are not unfrequently met with,

a sting is of rare occurrence, and although

painful, and followed by acute symptoms, is

perhaps never fatal. There are two species

of scorpion chiefly found about houses, one of

a reddish color, tho more common and active

of the two; and the other, a large black spe-

cies, (probably scorpio costimanus), which
appears to be only driven in by the weather.

The latter is sluggish in its habits, and is

freely and fearlessl_y handled by the natives,

who even collect them, and pbicethem round
their necks and in theii' turbans, somehow
escaping the penalty of their stings. Indeed
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these scorpions appear to listen to the voice
of the charmer as readily as certain serpents
are said to do. On the occasion of making a
new road in Labuan, black scorpions were
frequently turned up from under the roots of
trees, and a man was always at hand who
professed to charm them, and to act with
them as above described. About houses
damp places,—such as bath rooms and out
buildings—are particularly liable to be haunt-
ed by both scorpions and centipedes. But
their more natural habitat is under stones, in

sand, or among the roots of trees, among de-
cayed wood, &;., though they are not unfre-
quently introduced into the interior of the
house by the carelessness of the servants, who
may bring in clothes which have been laid
outside to dry or to air, without having pre-
viously well shaken them.
Of centipedes 1 have met with several

kinds, and in all the above situations. The
small j-ellow species, similar to that found in

England, is not uncommon in houses and
gardens. It appears to bite, but not venom-
ously, and with no worse effects than a nip
from the forceps of an ant. One small spe-
cies is luminous, like the geophilus electricus
of this country. The common and dreaded
species (scolopendra morsitans), varies very
much in size; the largest I have met with
being about nine inches long, and as broad as
the middle finger. They have sometimes a
green, and sometimes a brown color, the for-

mer being most feared. Both these and scor
pions not unfrequently occur on board ship

;

but it is a general belief that life (probably
diet) aboard ship neutralizes their venomous
qualities, and that a bite from one in that sit

uation is far less severe in its effects than from
one of the same size upon land. When stung
in the dark, although the offender may es-

cape unseen, it is easy to discover to which
animal the sting may be atributed, a single
piincture betraying the point, of a scorpion's
sting, and a double one the formidable pair of
nippers on the head of the centipede. The
puncture is described by its victims as similar
to what might be produced bj' contact with
a red-hot iron, and the constitutional effects
are often very severe for some hours, consist-
ing ofconsiderable swelling, tenderness, throb-
bing pain, anxiety, and febrile symptoms. I

have known the symptoms, after having last-

ed 3G hours, recur after three or four days'
intermission. Ammonia is the best applica-
tion.

—

Collinywood.

Pilgrim Standfast.—A staunch old pilgrim
he was as ever set out for the celestial city.
No persecutions nor any allurements of plea-
sure could turn him aside from the right way.
Such a pilgrim was sturdy John Knox, who,
when the lords of Queen Mary's court bade
him stop his preaching, giving him but one
alternative—" silence or the gallows,"—would
make answer :

" My lords, you are mistaken
if you think you can intimidate me by threats
to do what conscience and God tell me I ne-
ver shall do. Be it known to you that it is a
matter of no importance to me, when I have
finished my work, whether my bones shall
bleach in the winds of heaven or rot in the
bosom of the earth."

The same standfast blood beat strong in the
heart of the martyr Hooper when he went
with a firm step to the fatal stake. " I am
come hither to end this life," he said, " because
I will not gainsay the truth I have formerly

taught you." And when a pardon from tb
queen was set before him he cried out with a
determined voice, " If you love my soul take
it away, take it away I" The price of that
pardon he well knew,"must be a denial of the
faith. So bishop Latimer, when summoned
before " the bloody Mary," said, " I go as wil-
linglj^ to London, to give an account of my
faith, as ever I went to any place in ray life."

As he rode through Smithfield—that spot
which had such a baptism of martyrs' blood—he said, " Smithfield has groaned for me a
long time."

Perhaps it is quite as hard for Standfast to
preserve his integrity amid the pleasures and
temptations of the world as in the fires of per-
secution. Where persecution has slain its

thousands, worldliness has slain its tens of
thousands.
A poor woman in India, who had embraced

Christianity, was offered back the jewels and
money which had been taken from her, on
condition that she would return to her old
religion

; but she replied :
" O no ! I would

rather be a poor Christian than a rich hea-
then."

And still another M. Judson tells us of, one
who was very fond of her jewelry, yet desir-
ed to follow Christ. When "he asked her if she
was willing to sacrifice them for his sake, she
was for a time disturbed

; but at length, tak
ing offthe gay necklace, which was her espe
cial pride, said with sweet and touching sim-
plicity, " I love Christ more than this."
Can we all, when the world holds out its

glittering baits to us, lay them aside with the
same steadfast spirit,, and say with her,
love Christ more than these!"

—

Bible Stan-
dard.

For "Ihe Friend.'

Friend's Freedmcns' Association.

Our Superintendent, Alfred H. Jones, writes
from Danville, Va., 12th mo. 27th, 1872 :

"The cold is intense, and the ground is

covered with snow. The bales of blankets
shipped from Philadelphia, came yesterday.
They could not have been more timely. By
xpress I have sent bales of them to Clove

Salisbury, Goldsboro, and HiUsboro. Also
by freight, with shoes and books, large boxes
to Charlotte and Lincolnton.
Shoes have been sent to nearly every place.

I bought §10-1:.50 worth to-day. I was a little

down-hearted as I hurried home from town
in the severe cold, at some of the sights and
tales of suffering in some of the cabins I called
at, but was cheered by finding on my table
as 1 came in, a telegram from our Treasurer,
saying, 'Relieve the distressed, and draw on
me.' It seemed as if Providence sent it. I
have worked with better heart ever since.

I called to see after an aged man on my
way from town, one who has often been here
for help. I was told he had frozen to death
during one of the cold nights, and his widow
died a day or two after. A friend had allowed
them his shed as a shelter. We had pitied
and relieved them somewhat, but did not
know their extreme condition.

It is enough to make one's heart ache to
enter the open cabins and see the lack of
clothing for beds and person. The wind and
snow have free access. E. C. C. has sent us
$50 for physical relief. May the Lord bless

A. H. Jones."

For "The Frier j.

The last Annual Eeport of the Eseeu'
*'

Committee of Friends on Indian Affairs, (

tains an Appendix setting forth the tre

obligations of our Government to the Ind
tribes who own the Indian Territory. I

sire to call the attention of Friends to 1

subject now that many State Legislatu
are in session. Joint Resolutions passed
these bodies, affirming the saeredness of th
obligations and the necessity of their rij

observance on the part of our Governme
might do much good at the present time

William Nicholson,
General Agent of Committa

Lawrence, Kansas, 12th mo. 20th, 1872.

For "The Friend

The advent of another year marks a peri
in the lives of all, which "both naturally
morally induces in the reflective mind son
retrospection of the past, and plans for the 1

ture. The merchant and manufacturer tak
an account of his stock in trade, and balanc
his profit and loss, that he may forecast t
labors and enterprises of the incoming seaso
upon the basis of the experience derived fro

the last in some measure; the farmer intt

mits his toil in the fields, and recruits his
ergies by well-earned repose, whilst the pr
fessional man posts his books and issues h
bills for services rendered, and the raechan
seeks for the new schemes projected by tl

capitalist for the ensuing spring, that he ma
be prepared for the labors of the hour, whe
the time arrives for their execution. That
is somewhat of a lull from active employmei
by many ; a time for thought. This is we
for our impetuous and ever pressing race (

workers ; and well would it be for us, wej
this interval of relaxation not only one of ca
culation for those interests which are temp(
ral and mundane in their nature, but also'

period for serious thought on our prospect
for the life eternal. Perhaps few question
of duty give rise to more care and anxiety o
the part of that class who recognise th
obligations of Christianity respecting takin,

thought for the morrow, than the proper ad
justment of their time and energies betweei
providing things necessary to outward supS
port and comfort on the one hand, and ai3

earnest consecration of their all to Him wb*
has bought them with the price of redeemin:
blood, on the other. To him who has a siui,'!

eye to the paramount object of his exist'.nct
who sincerely desires to iove his Maker wit!

all his soul, understanding and strength, it i

no indifferent question, whether his wordlv
business has grown too large or intricate t"(

:

leave his mind open to the quiet influences o;

the Spirit of Truth, or for his affections to as
cend to the heavens in daily incense. Hi
feels that with the proneness of the humat
heart to earthly pursuits, there may well b(

a distrust of its unassisted judgment on suci:

subject ; and he seeks earnestly for aid anc
counsel from that light which make.-^ al

things manifest, and is the only guide tc

truth. "Having food and raiment, let ut,

therewith be content," says one who had '' nc!

certain dwellin|; place," and " having nothing,
yet possessed all things;" " though poor yei
aketh many rich." In thisage of luxuriouE

ease, and " modern conveniences," such Ian-

uage may sound quixotic and paradoxical;
but the fact of the seeming impracticability
of these admonitions, should startle us into a
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3 of our wide departure from apostolic our own selfish and temporal gratification,

licity and a deep consideration of the neglectful of the great obj.^ca of our creation,

ency among professing christians, to ig-;and lukewarm in love to Kim who bore our

all those restraints upon fleshly indul- igriefs, carried our sorrows, and was wounded

e which are so prominent a part of the ^for our transgressions ? Thus turning in full

il'code instituted by Christ. Most of the purpose of heart to Him who is inviting us

^.•„ of " The Friend," although not rank- to His marriage supper, let us offer Him the

imong the wealthy of the land, arc blest
|

oblation of a docile spirit, ready to learn of

the comforts of life, either through the | Him who is meek and lowly of heart :
"Then

its of their own industry, or from invest- jshall \.lv> offering of Judah and Jerusalem be

jpital. We have abundant cause to re- 'pleasant unto the Lord as in the days of old,

,t at this season, the varied mercies that and as in the former years. And the rem-

) attended us during the past year, and nant of Jacob shall be in the midst of many

juperiority of our lot over that of thou- people, as a dew from the Lord, as the showers

of our fellow creatures. When pri- upon the grass, that tarrietb not for man, nor

jns or afflictions are dispensed we are waiteth fur the sons of men."

tly prone to repine, and almost uncon-| New Jersey, lat mo. 1, 1873.

sly fall into a murmuring spirit, without

cting upon the impeachment which we^

cast upon the plans and government of

lU-wise and yet all merciful Father. Our
• in such cases lies in losing sight of the

of our existence, and in regarding only

snjoyments or sorrows of the pathway to

'his was the besetting sin of the Israelites

heir wilderness travel toward Canaan,

arid desert with its dearth of refreshing

3,ms, and the absence of the flesh, the

,
and the savory food of Egypt, eclipsed

leir estimation, all the attractions of the

nised inheritance beyond, which flowed

milk and honey. They murmured and

lied against the Most High, by provoking

n the wilderness ;
" so a fire was kindled

nst J acob, and anger also came up against

el ; because they believed not in God, and

ted not in His salvation."

, is the glory of Christianity that by it life

mortality are brought to light, where

he unbeliever all is darkness. "If God

ed not his own Son but delivered Him up

as all, how shall He not with Him also

ly give us all things!" The major alway

udes the less. Th"e immeasurable sacrifice

alvary would never have been made, if

bject was to fail through w^ant of atten-

t grace p' ' ^ -- -- .^-^-•...

been
phe

urchased for its recipients. " By
therefore, let us offer the sacrifice of

lise to God continually, that is the fruit of

lips, giving thanks unto His name, but to

good and to communicate forget not ; for

h such sacrifices God is well pleased." If

portion of worldly store is small, it will be

icceptable proof of gratitude to the Giver

,11, if we devote but a fraction of it to our

favored fellow beings. " Inasmuch as ye

it unto the least of these, my brethren, ye

it unto me."
he members of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-

have special reason to be grateful for the

ewed visitation of Divine favor granted

m during the past year, through the in-

,
mentality of the committee set apart by

church at our last annual assembly. As

holy Head has kept all the seasons for

hing and watering His church and flock

lis own power, it is of the utmost signifi-

ce to us that we should duly prize, and

fit by, those dispensations of His grace,

1 He vouchsafes them. We have had

upon line, precept upon precept; and

bably none within our pale can plead want

knowledge or outward means of grace lor

)ir shortcomings in dedication to a long

fering Kedeemer.

The year which has just closed h

marked by unusual violence of natui

nomena, attended with much loss of human
fe. Earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, hurri-

canes, floods and fires have spread destruction

on sea and land in various parts of the earth,

sweeping away, often in the course of a few

hours, property of enormous value, the dwell-

ings and places of employment of hundreds,

perhaps of thousands, hurrying great numbers
into untimely graves, and leaving still greater

numbers to deplore the calamities inflicted in

loss of relatives or friends and all means for

obtaining food and raiment. Meteorological

changes have been extraordinary. Long con-

tinued heataud drouth overextended sections

of country, stunting vegetable growth and

damaging production, have been succeeded

by violent storms of rain, inundating large

districts, and carrying away every barrier

that man had erected to ward off such catas-

trophies. Oceans and inland seas, lashed into

nwonted fury by cyclones aud hurricanes,

have wrecked great numbers of vessels, plung-

ing cargoes and crews beneath their seething

waves. But we feel little disposition at the

present time to dwell on these tokens of Divine

power and providence, though it is well to

keep them in remembrance, and to draw in-

truction from the lessons they teach of man's

frailty, his entire dependence on the mercy
and goodness of the Almighty, and the folly

of resting his happiness on the perishing

things of earth.

From the transactions of the year, many
cases of bold, deep, and artful crime might be

cited, and much in the every day affairs of

life, sadly showing the low standard of justice

and truth regarded by worldly men, and the

laxity of principles and practice admitted

among a large class who appear to have made
gold their god, and spend their time in strug-

gles to acquire wealth, to keep, or to increase

It. If in looking over the events of the year, jpathies

uch less than where a miserable outcast

purloins a small amount, it may be, to appease

the cravings of hunger.
Notwithbtanding'these things oppress the

heart of the Christian and, if ho dwelt upon
them and the fearful consequences that must
follow them, his faith and hope would hardly

bear him up, he may take courage and derive

comfort from the declarations of Him whose
he is, and whom he serves, that the House of

Saul grows weaker and weaker, and the House
of David stronger and stronger. Where sin

abounds grace doth much more abound, and
the operation of this grace, like the secret

forces of what wo call Nature, generally goes

on in secret, perhaps where little suspected;

because in its early stages, where the true

regeneration is being effected, the subject of

the inward transformation desires to sit alone

and keep silence because the yoke of Christ

is placed upon him. Thus there may be thou-

sands being brought into the kingdom of

Heaven, whom the world knowcth and re-

gal deth not, but who are seen and helped by
Him who searcheth the heart and trieth the

reins of the children of men.
In some Fcnse this cannot be called an en-

lightened age; but it is one in which enlight-

enment is going on, and the great body of the

people are becoming more and more capable of

discriminating between the morality wrought
out and enforced by human reason, and that

which is inseparable from the religion of

Christ. Experience is proving conclusively

that man's reason, unassisted by the Light of

Christ manifested in the secret of the soul,

can never meet man's necessities, or enable

him to free himself from the government of

his passions and vices, nor preserve him from
fatally following his mistaken interests.

In recalling certain events which we noted

as the past year rolled by, we have been im-

pressed with the conviction that many of

them, political, professedly religious, and so-

cial, give reason to believe that the barriers

which have heretofore kept nations not only

separated from each other, but fostering jea-

lousy and a feeling of hostility one towards
mother, are being softened and removed.

The strong desire manifested by people of the

same race, but owing allegiance to different

governments, to become united under one
bead, and subject to the same laws, is doubt-

less one cause of the effect mentioned, and the

success that has attended the efforts made,
and being made, in many countries, to spread

the benefits of free instruction in schools es-

tablished for the common people, and paid for

out of the public purse, is another potent

agent working towards the same end. It,

however, would be diflHcult to bring before

our readers many of the causes which in our
view are slowly and silently tending to the
unification of mankind, developing similarity

of thought on important subjects, and bring-

ing home to thousands the conviction of iden-

tit}' of interest, and the folly of national antt-

We are therefore cheered with the

hope that this movement is set in action by,

and will continue to progress under the su-

perintendence of that almighty Word, which
broke mankind into tribes on the plain of

we allow the eye to rest on these evidences of

moral degradation, we might be almost in-

duced to believe that a class which makes
much show had adopted the conclusion, that

there is no way of thriving so easily and cer- Shinar, confounding their language, aud driv-

tainly as by defrauding the public, or robbing ing them within the bounds of the habitation

the widow and the orphan: that great rob-
j
allotted them.

W^hat°moro acceptable resolution could wel beries are safe, because where the plunder is It is evident that as Christian civilization

apt for the coming year, than to let the large there is little probability of justice being
|

extends Us elevating influence throughout

le passed suflace wlierein'to have lived to I
seriously invoked punishment inflicted, ' the various nations of the earth, the points of
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co-ordinato interest aod beneficent inter-de-

pendonce must multiply, the wants of the

people will increase, and the extension of
friendly commerce will more and more fully

remove the national isolation that has been a
prolific source of selfishness and ill-will. As
the life of Christianity circulates more unob-
structedly throughout the masses, not only
must more comprehensive and more ennobling
views of the brotherhood of man be entertain-

ed, but it will infuse the wisdom and energy
required to more effectually remove causes

that gender repulsion and conflict, and to es-

tablish the peace and good-will which pro-

mote the growth and prosperity of nations.

SUMMABY OF EVEKTS.
Foreign.—A London dispatch says, it is ezpected

that 70,000 English coal miners will strike work on the

first day of 1873.

More severe gales are reported on the English coasts.

The ship Amyntas was lost while on a voyage from
Holyhead for Workington, and all on board' perished.

The steamship Germany, which sailed from Liverpool

for Havana and New Orleans, went ashore during a

storm on the sand-bank at the month of the river

Gironde. The passengers and crew took refuge in the

rigging, from which tliirty persons were washed away
and drowned. The remainder were rescued by a French
steamship.

A dispatch from Hong Kong saj's the ship Benares,

which left that port for San Francisco, went ashore on
one of the Loochoo Islands, and became a wreck. All

the crew were drowned except live.

Advices from the Cape of Good Hope to 11th mo.
28th, had been received in London. Heavy gales had
occurred on the sea coast, and several vessels were
wrecked.

London, 12th mo. 30th.—Consols 91i a 91J. U. S.

sixes, 1867, 92 ; new five per cents, 89|.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, lOid.; Orleans, lOJd.

California wheat, 12s. 6d. a 13s. ; red winter wheat, lis.

lOd. a 12s.; spring, lis. 4rf. a 12s. '2d.

The Austrian, French and Prussian newspapers are

engaged in a lively controver.sy over the disclosures

made by the Dukede Grammont in regard to the origin

of the late war. The Duke brings documentary evi-

dence to support his assertion that Austria projnised to

assist France in c:ise of war with Prussia. He publishes

an Austrian dispatch to the French Government, in

which the pledge is given in the following words:
" Your cause is ours. We will contribute to the success

of the French army."
A Paris tradesman has been sent to prison for two

years, for displaying in his shop placards insulting to

the National Assembly.
The Mayors of several communes of France have re-

fused to placard the speech of Dufaure, Minister of

Justice, as was directed by the Assembly on its delivei v.

France will pay Germany 200,000,000 fr. of the war
indemnity on the first of the year, and will pay 75,000,-

000 francs iu eacli succeeding month until the Fifth

month.
The Prefect of Pau has forbidden the sojourn of

Spaniards in the Department of the Brasses Pyrenees,
without a written permission.

A special dispatch to the Times, from Berlin, says

that Lord Loftus, the British Ambassador at St. Peters-

burg, has delivered a note to Prince Gortschakofl; in-

forming lum that England will abstain from interfering

with Russian progress in Central Asia, if it does not

threaten Afgiianistan. Nine thousand of the Khan of

Khiva's troops are now besieging Russian forts on the

Emba river. Another force of 2,000 men is depredating
on the Russian fisheries at the mouth of the Emba.

Diplomatic relations between the Swiss government
and the Pope are broken off. The Papal legation at

Lucerne will probably be abolished, the charge de af-

fairs and attaches having been recalled.

After the commencement of 1873, persons entering

Germany from France will not be required to provide
themselves with passports.

The North German Gazette stigmatizes the declara-

tions of the Pope at the recent consistory held in Rome,
as an unpardonable insult to the Emperor of Germany,
and says that the colossal impudence of the Pope proves
the necessity for the immediate passage of a law defin-

ing the boundaries between the State and the Roman
Catholic Church.

The pleuro pneumonia has become epidemic in the

valleys of Prussia and Belgium, near the line sepa-
rating those two countries.

The Czarwitch, eldest son of the Emperor of Russia,
has been seriously unwell for several weeks. The
latest dispatches represent his situation as quite critical.

A bill providing for the emancipation of the slaves

in Porto Rico has been read in the lower branch of the

Spanish Cortes. All the slaves are to be free within
four months after the promulgation and pas.sage of the

bill. The slave owners are to be indemnified. The
State is to paj' forty per centum, and the colony the

same. Measures have been taken to prevent persons
purchasing slaves in Porto Rico and conveying them
to Cuba.
A party of Cuban insurgents on the 19th, entered the

town of Holguin, at the eastern end of the island, and
captured the fort. On the following day they with-

drew, after sacking the principal houses. Several

Spanish officers, and a considerable number of soldiers,

were killed in tlie conflict.

A dispatch of the 30th from Rome says : The German
Charge de Affairs informed Cardinal Antonelli, last

week, that he had been instructed to take unlimited

leave of absence. He has since closed the legation, and
quit Rome for Berlin.

United States.—There were 231 interments in

Philadelphia last week, including 63 children under
two years. The city mortality is increasing year bv
year: thus in 1869 there were 14,786 deaths, in 1870,

16,750, 1871, 16,993, and in 1872, 20,544. The great

increase in 1872 was due chiefly to the prevalence of

small pox in the early part of the year.

The number of interments in Boston last week was
167, including 63 of small pox.
The 24th and 25th of Twelfth month were severely

cold over a large part of the United States. The port

of Baltimore is closed by ice, and the Mississippi river

is frozen as low down as Memphis, Tenn. The follow-

ing is some of the thermometer reports for the 25th

ult., all below zero, viz., Lancaster, N. H., 45°
; Con-

cord, N. H., 30°; Bath, Maine, 28°; Chicago, 20°; Breck-
enridge, Minn., 17°; Burlington, Vt., 11°; Duliith, 11°;

St. Paul, 11°; Richmond, Maine, 9°; St. Louis, 8°;

Boston, 6° . Keokuk, Iowa. 6°
; Lacrosse, Ind., 8°

; Rut-
land, Vermont, 3°

; Davenport, Iowa, 4°
; Leavenworth,

Kansas, 2°
; Rochester, 2° ; Cleveland, 2°. The tem-

perature in Canada was as follows : Montreal, 10°

;

Quebec, 4°
; Toronto, 2°. The telegraphic reports from

many other points in the North and West, show an
equally low range of the thermometer. At Waterville,

Maine, at sunri'se on the 25th, 43° below zero, and at

other pLaces in the State from 30° to 40°.

A heavy snow storm commenced on the 25lh and
continued throughout the 26th ult. over the entire coun-

try, from Maine to South Carolina, and from tlie Atlan-

tic to the Mississippi river. The snow varied in depth
in different parts of the United States, from a few inches

to two feet. In the neighborhood of Philadelphia, the

average depth was about 12 inches.

Several very destructive fires occurred in New York
last week. Barnum's Museum and Circus, a large edi-

fice, with several adjoining building.s, was burned on
the 24th. It had a large collection of wild animals, out

of which only two elephants and a camel were .saved.

Four giraffes, which cost §80,000, and many other wild
beasts, were consumed, Barnum's tot:il loss is estimated

at 5300,000, and other parties lose at least as much. The
same evening the entire block on the west side of Centre
.street, between Leonard and Worth was burned, loss

about S250,000. A number of young women were em-
ployed in the upper stories of the houses on Centre
street, several of whom perished in the flames, and
others were severely injured in making their escape.

On the following day a tire in Mercer street destroyed
several buildings and a large amount of merchandize.
A number of railroad disasters have recently occurred,

attended mostly with loss of life. The most serious of

those took place on the evening of the 24th ult., on the
Buffiilo, Pittsburg and Corry Riilroad, by which nearly
forty persons were crushed or burned to death.

The losses of the Shoe and Leather business by the
great Boston fire, are estimated by the Shoe and Leather
Reporter at $10,935,215 in stock, and §1,250,000 in

buildings.

The Richmond Enquirer mentions a remarkable blast

just made by the Richmond Granite Company, about
four miles from that city, by which the company se-

cured a solid mass of granite 60 feet long, 50 feet deep,
and 46 feet wide, measuring 138,000 cubic feet, and
weighing about 1 1,500 tons.

During the year 1872, 4353 dwelling houses and .304

factories and other buildings were erected in Philadel-
phia. In 1871, the number of new buildings built was
5372.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotati

on the 30th ult. New York.—American gold, 11:

112. TJ. S. sixes, 1881, 118; ditto, 1867, 117*; di

10-40 5 per cents, 109|. Superfine flour, S5.85 a S6
State extra, $7 a S7.25; finer brand.s, t7.50 a Sl2
No. 3 Chicago spring wheat, $1.-50 a Sl.53; No. 2

81.57 ; No. 1 Milwaukie, J1.70 ; red western. Si.

white Michigan and Genesee, Si.90. Western bar.

90 a 93 cts. Oats, 46 a 52 cts. Phil-adelphia.—mdiW |,
cotton, 20J a 2lh cts. for uplands and New Orle
—Superfine floury $4.50 a $5.50 ; extras, $6 a S6.

finer brands, i 6.50 a fll. White wheat, Sl.95 a $2
amber, *1.90 a $1.92; western red, Sl.SO a S1.90. I

vellow corn, 65 a 66 cts. ; new do., GO a 62 cts.

44 a 51 cts. Smoked hams, 14.1 a 16 cts. Lard, 7|
cts. The arrivals and sales of beef cattle were lij

reaching only aliout 900 head. Extra .sold at

cts. per lb. gross, a few choice at 9 cts.; fair to gooc

a 7v cts,, and common 4J a 5i cts. Choice sheep s)

at 7 cts, per lb, gross, fair to good, 5J a 6| cts. Ho
S5.75 a 86.25 per 100 lbs. net. Baltimore.—Cho
white wheat, 82.15 a j2.25 ; fair to prime do., 81.8

82-10 ; choice amber, $2 15 a J2.25. Yellow corn,

a 64 cts.; white, 63 a 65 ct.s. ; western mixed, 62
Oats, 44 a 48 cts. Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.

No. 2 do,, 81.22.V ; No. 3 do., $1.08. No. 2 mixed co

3U cts. No. 2 oats, 24| cts. Buffalo.—^o. 2 Chici

spring wheat, 81.40 ; white Michigan, $1.8t) a 81,

No. 2 corn, 52 cts. Detroit.—No. 1 white wheat. Si
a 81.77 ; amber Michigan, $1.64. Yellow corn, 42
Oats, 33-T cts. OsR-ego.—No. 1 Milwaukie spring wh«
$1.63 a $1.65. Corn, 60 cts. Canada barley, 81-02.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee having cha:

of the Boarding School at Westtown, will be held

Philadelphia on Sixth-day, 1st mo. lOlh, 1873, ai

p. Ji..

The Committees on Instruction and Admissions m
on the same day at 10 A. M.

Samuel Morris, Clerk

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, [Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphit

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. WoRl
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

Died, at her residence in Chesterfield, Morff:in C
Ohio, the 23d of First month, 1871, Debby Dewb
relict of the late William Dewees, aged nearly 82 yed

This dear Friend having, in early life, given heed
the manifestations of Divine Grace to her soi

'

favored to bear the many proving dispensations tl(

fell to her lot, with christian patience and resignatio

among these w.-is the loss of her sight for about
years. Notwithstanding this privation, she contini

to attend lueelings until within a few months of 1

death, when infirmities of age prevented. She
firmly attached to the principles of Friends, as held
our worthy predecessors, and often expressed the desi

she felt, that the rising generation might prize thi

leges they enjoy and not lightly esteem them, Jiiiii'

the last few months her strength gradually dtrlim

and she expressed that her only desire to live was tb

she might be fully prepared, which it was evident]

those around her had not been deferred to so late,

period. She passed quietly away as one falling aslee

and we believe it may be truly .said, was gathered as'

shock of corn fully ripe,

, on the 19th of Tenth month, 1872, at his ren

dence, near Barnesville, Belmont Co,, Ohio, Hesekia
Bailey, in the 51st year of his age, a member of Stil

water Preparative and Monthly Meeting, Hisremor.
is deeply felt by his family and numerous friends,

whom he was much endeared.
, on the 17th of 12th mo. 1872, at the resident

of her parents. Coal Creek, Keokuk Co., Iowa, Mara:
daughter of Evan and Mary S. Smith, in the 29th yet

of her age. Her illness was short though very sever

yet she bore her sufferings with christian fortitude ar

resignation—not at any time, either by word or loo

manifesting the least iiupatience. She evinced by hi

weighty expressions and the calm serenity of her com
tenance, that her mind was stayed in humble depeni
ence upon Divine support, saying, she hoped to be ai

mitted into a better world, but it would be all throug
mercy, as she had no merits of her own.
""

WILLIAM a PILE, PRINTER.'
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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itracts from Letters, &c., referring chiefly to

Friends in America, during last century, with

notes.
(Continued from page 154.)

The feelings of those Friends who could not
it look upon all preparations for war, as a
ilful violation of the commands of our Sa-

our, and a cause for the withdrawal of the
ivine blessing, appear in the following letter

ritten by John Churchman, while the bill

ir granting 60,000 pounds for the king's use
as under consideration by the Assembly.

John Churchman to Israel Pemberton.

Nottingham, 12th mo. 1, 1755.

Dear Friend,-— The melancholy prospect
hich the present state of aifairs affords us

1 this our (once peaceable) Province, must
' necessity lead every considerate person to

ispeet how as an individual he has spent
I golden days ; if this were the joint con-

3rn of the whole, a clear view of the cause
by, in gracious condescension would be dis-

)vered, with a suitable baptism of humilia-
on and deep repentance to more ancient
ving kindness on his long-suffering, to par-

on the offences of the people and restore our
irmer peace and tranquility. But, oh I that
may not happen unto us, which was foretold

ito Ephraim and Judah, Hosea v. 12; and
aat for the additional reason in the 1.3th

erse : for manj' I fear superficially view the
resent calamity, and do not deeply lay it to
eart, neither enquire the cause why, nor
DDsider that it is by His sufferance who is

;ronger than all the Assyrians and king
areb to help them ; and it is query with me,
hether every step taken for defence by the
rm of flesh, does not bring our enemies two
i.eps further within our borders. * * *

Thy sincere friend,

JoHx Churchman.

other people had destroyed their numerical

ascendency. The continued choice of mem-
bers of the Society by the people as their re-

presentatives, was no doubt due in great

measure to their well-known firmness in with-

standing the encroachments of proprietary

power, which after the death of William Penn,

for a long period threatened to diminish and

destroy the liberties granted them in their

excellent charter and privileges. In all of

the British (?olonies in America at this period

the principles of republican government were

at work, and a disposition to refuse compli-

ance with unreasonable dictates of absolute

power, contained in the instructions of royal

or proprietary Governors was often shown by

the people. Prolonged disagreements often

thus arose between the Governors and the

Assemblies in the respective Provinces. No-
where, perhaps, were the opposite lines of

policy proceeding from the diverse elements

of the Government more clearly seen thai

Pennsylvania, nor the original rights of the

people, up to this period, more successfully

vindicated and preserved.

The feelings of Friends on these subjects in

1755, are clearly stated in a communication

on the state of public affairs, made by a com
mittee of Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting, ='

to the Meeting for Sufferings in London. In

this document, after requesting that the

fluence of Friends in England might be used

with the proprietaries! to prevent the passage

of laws infringing their liberties; they state

the motives which prevailed in the Assembly
in withstanding the demands of the proprie-

tary party, as follows

:

" We are likewise desirous it should be fre-

quently remembered that the advantages and
immunities we enjoy, were purchased at con

siderable expense by our forefathers, who
wisely considering the instability of human
affairs, and the intoxicating effects of increas-

ing wealth and power, made the most timely

and effectual provision they could devise to

prevent their posterity being deprived of these

advantages."
" While arbitrary and oppressive measures

are publicly avowed by those who desire to

rule over us, and our country so heartily and
unanimously calls upon us to maintain the

trust committed to us, we cannot, after the

most deliberate consideration, judge we should

be faithful to them, to ourselves, or to our

posterity, to desert our stations and relinquish

the share we have in the legislature. The
increase of the numbers of the inhabitants of

the Province is now very great, and the much
greater part are not of our Society, and espe-

cially in the back counties, yet such is the

confidence reposed in us, that after the utmost

efforts had been usod, and the pulpit and press

exercised against us, our former represonta

* Previously to tlie establishment of the Meeting for

Sufferings, in 1756, this meeting was at times engaged in

services which afterwards devolved on the latter body.

t Thomas and Bichard Penn, then living in England.

tives were at our last election chosen through
out the Province by the greatest majority

ever known."
After referring to their desire to maintain

the Christian principles " of fearing God, hon-

•ing the king, and promoting peace and good
ill among men," they add :

" We hope the

desire of pursuing measures consistent with

these principles will still animate the sensible

and judicious of our Society, and that they

will freely resign the right we have in the

Government, whenever it may appear im-

practicable for us to preserve it, and those

principles. We have the more just grounds

for this hope, as it is well known that many
have voluntarily declined acting in the execu-

tive powers of government, and some in the

legislative, as they found themselves incapable

of preserving the peace and tranquillity of

their own minds, and steadily maintaining

our christian testimony in all its branches."

In the course of twelve months after this

declaration, the nature of the events which

had transpired, the demands of the people for

the demonstrations of war, the desertion of

their testimony by several members of the

Assembly, and the course pursued by weighty

Friends in opposing the payment of the tax,

convinced judicious Friends that the time for

the withdrawal of their members from an ac-

tive participation in the Government had

fully come. In the 5th mo. 175G, James Pem-

berton, and five others who had remonstrated

against the passage of the act imposing the

tax, voluntarily resigned their seats in the

House stating their reasons therefor, in a

written communication, preserved on its re-

cords, which is as follows ; "As many of our

constituents seem of opinion that the present

situation of public affairs call upon us for ser-

vices in a military way, which from a convic-

tion of judgment after mature deliberation we
cannotcomply with, we conclude it most con-

ducive to the peace of our own minds and the

reputation of our religious profession, to per-

sist in our resolution of resigning our seats,

which we now do, and request that these our

reasons may be entered on the minutes of the

House."
In the election held in the latter part of

this year, the members of the Society gener-

ally were discouraged from voting for Friends

or from allowing themselves to be voted for.

Notwithstanding this, however, twelve mem-

bers were returned to the House by their

constituents, four of whom soon afterwards re-

signed their seats. From this time for several

years, few if any Friends served in that body

with the approval of their brethren.

While Friends were thus taking steps to

free themselves from a share in the Govern-

ment, the Ministry of Great Britain proposed

a scheme for dissolving the Assembly of Penn-

sylvania by an act of Parliament, and disfran-

chising members of our Society for a limited

I

time, until laws for armed defense and for

1 diminishing the powers of the people could
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be framed by others. This proposition did

not however carry. The wish of the Ministry

that Friends should vacate their seats in the

Assembly was communicated to the Eepre-
sentatives of the Society in London, with the

request that they should inform their breth-

ren in Pennsylvania thereof. The Meeting
for Sufferings in London uniting in the judg-

ment that it would be proper to add their in-

fluence in this direction, appointed John Hunt
and Christopher Wilson to convey their senti-

ments on these subjects to the Society in this

Province. These Friends, who were also under
a religious concern to visit America, arrived

in Philadelphia in the 10th month, 1756.

The following extract from a letter of James
Pemberlon, written shortly afterwards, gives

further details in regard to these events. It

is the first addressed to his friend, Samuel
Fothergill, after the return of the latter to

his home.

James Pemherton to Samuel Fothergill.

Philadelphia, 11th mo. 1756.

The account we had of the safe arrival of

thyself and worthy shipmates, was cause of

thankfulness, and real pleasure to several

anxious Friends whom you left in this place,

among whom I desire to be ranked, and al-

though 1 can scarcely flatter myself with the
satisfaction an epistle from thyself would give

me, yet the remembrance of thee and thy
faithful labors amongst us will, I hope, never
be erased from my mind ; and being fully con-

vinced thou art nearly interested in our wel-

fare, and that this part of the world will fre-

quently occur to thy view, more especially

considering the critical situation of affairs

amongst us, I am therefore induced to give

thee some general accountof what hath passed
since thy departure.

The business which detained me from ac-

companying thee on shipboard, I mean that

of resigning in the Assembly, was completed
pretty readily, though afterwards much dis

approved of by Governor Morris and his

friends, when they found our successors were
such as did not answer their purposes. *

* * Having mentioned thus far with regard
to public affairs, I may add something further

with regard to our last election. Many Friends
were under some anxiety to know the con-

tents of the embassy from the Meeting for

Sufferings in London, that we might be able

to conduct in such a manner as should be con-

sistent with the reputation of Truth, and the
sentiments of our Friends on your side, the
latter of which could be learned only from
the intelligence received in private letters

which it was not thought prudent at that
time to make too generally known from divers

considerations, and particularly lest there
should be any variation in what the Friends
whom we expected might bring; and there-

fore such Friends who had most regard to the
preserving our testimony inviolate, thought
it best to decline interesting themselves in the

election any further than to prevent a ma-
jority of those professing with us being re-

turned as Eepresentatives in the Assembly,
and would have preferred that not one under
the name should be chosen, and for this rea-

son declined voting themselves, and many
others were influenced by their example to

act in like manner; but notwithstanding this

there were too many under our name active

in the election, whom no arguments could
prevail with to desist, and by this means, and

the apprehensions of others of the inhabitants

of the ill consequence of being inactive, there

are in this county of eight members of the

House, two called Quakers, and one that was
owned last year, and another who comes to

meeting, but not joined in membership. In

the other counties several Friends were left

out. However upon the whole of the 36 mem-
bers who make up the House, there were 12

under the name of Quakers, and our adver-

saries reckoned them 16. J. H. and C. W.
[John Hunt and Christopher Wilson] arrived

five days after the election, and on their com-
municating to the committee appointed by
the Yearly Meeting to constitute a Meeting
for Sufferings, it was agreed to be most pro-

per that these Friends should have an oppor-

tunity of conferring with all of the members
chosen at the late election who went under
our name, before they took their seats in the

House, and intelligence was accordingly sent

to them, and most of them came, and much
pains taken to convince them of the expedi-

ency of their declining to take their seats, to

which some of them readily assented: the

first was old Peter Dicks and Maylon Kirk-

bride who, and two others, one from Bucks,
and another from Chester, were all that could

be prevailed with to shake off their rags of

imaginary honor. * * The House hath
been sitting most of the time since the elec-

tion, and have as yet done little business;

they have had under their consideration a

militia law, which hath been long iu the hands
of a committee, and is likely to take up a

great deal more of their time; also a bill for

raising £100,000 by a land tax of the same
kind as your's in England: if these pass it is

likely Friends will be subjected to great in-

conveniences. As the former now stands, as

I am told, the great patriot Franklin, who
hath the principal direction of forniing the

bills, hath discovered very little regard to

tender consciences, which perhaps may partly

arise from the observations he must have
made since he hath been in that House, of the

inconsistent conduct of many of our Friends.

That it seems to me he hath almost persuad-

ed himself there [are] few if any that are in

earnest relating to their religious principles,

and that he seems exceedingly studious of

propagating a martial spirit all he can.

(To be continned.)

Of Fraud.

" And take double money in your hand ; and the

money that was brought again in the mouth of your
sacks, carry it again in your hand

;
peradventure it was

an oversight."—Genesis xliii. VI.

A man of justice and integrity in his deal-

ings is a character very desirable ; and most
people are apt to claim it as their right. On
the other hand, there are so many ways of

forfeiting this character, without a man's
being exposed to the world for his dishonesty,

nay, very often without taking notice of it

himself, that one cannot be too earnest with
people to consider this matter a little more
seriously, if it were but to convince them how
often they claim a character which they are

not always careful to deserve.

But then, when it is considered that for

every act of injustice a man is accountable to

God, and that restitution, where it can be,

must be made as we hope for salvation, though
it is a duty which people are very hardly per-

suaded to submit to,—these things considered,

it is everybody's concern to know and t

avoid a sin of so much deceit and dangei
Now, there are several parts of injustice, c

ways of forfeiting the character of an honei

man, which I shall not now insist upon ; sue

are,—the taking what is another man's rigl

by secret or open force, that is, by theft (

robbery; by oppression, when he is not aK
to contend with us ; or by extortion, when h
necessities force him to submit to the hardei

terms we think fit to impose upon him : thef

are all crimes of so ill tame, that all peopl

pretend to abhor them ; the laws are sevei

in punishing them : and such as are guilt

are, for the most part, convinced they do ill

But, then, there are acts of injustice whicl

though they are not so barefaced, yet are i

evil in the sight of God, as ill becoming a

honest man and a Christian, and as hard t

be repented of as the former; such are,—th

taking advantage of men's ignorance or mil

takes ; overreaching them in bargains or i

suits at law ; imposing upon their belief by
pretended sincerity, and then making a ban
of their simplicity: these, and such as tbes<

are the sins I would endeavor to set in a tru

light, that all good men may avoid them, aa
that all evil men may repent of them.
Now, the text I have chosen is an instanc

of great integrity. It is the direction

command of Jacob to his sons, who, returnin

out of Egypt, where they had been to bu;

corn, and finding the moneys which they ha
before taken with them packed up and return

ed with the rest of their goods, were great!;

(

surprised, and at a loss what to think of si

uncommon an accident; in the mean timj

their father orders them what to do: " Taki
double money in your hand ; and the mone'i

that was brought again in the mouth of youj

sacks, carry it again in your hand; peradver|

turo it was an oversight."
|

In these words there are two duties of greaj

importance expressly set down. " Peradveni

lure it was an oversight." Here is a directio;i

never to take advantage of other people's rai6|

takes, negligence, or ignorance, &c. " Tak
double money in your hands," &c. Here i

restitution expresslj- required.

To begin with the first of these duties

Now, there being a world of practices veri

dishonest, and yet people make a shift to liv

in them without either public reproach o

private regret, it will therefore be proper t

consider, how they will be able to justif

themselves before the Judge of all the earth

"Peradventure it was an oversight;" an(

therefore we must not take our advantage o

it. This was Jacob's rule. Let us see hov

far this rule ought to oblige all honest mer
and how well it is observed. Now, peopl

may not see their interest, but overlook thei

rights several ways ; and to take advantag

of their circumstances would be manifest in

justice. Now, a good man, when he sees thif

would reason just as Jacob did : "It was ai

oversight, and you shall not suffer by it."

But is this the practice of the world ?-

Very far from it. And, though the Apostl

expressly declares " that the Lord is the aver

ger of all such as go beyond or defraud at

other in any matter," (1 Thess. iv. 6,) ye

people will not easily quit a good bargain, fo

any law of God, if the laws of man will no

force them to it.

To proceed. How easily may a poor mar

who has a righteous cause, mistake in defend

ing it! But will his oversight give me arigh
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that to which, ia truth, I had no just title

fore I made thisadvantago of his weakness
poverty? Or can anybody think that, be-

use the injustice is done in the face of a

art, it is a less crime than if it had been

ne on the high road?
To feed a man with monej'S, or to help to

n him into debt, by encouraging him to

rrow when he has no occasion, that I may
, a better bargrin of his estate when he shall

forced to sell it—this should seem by the

nmonness of it to be no great'crime. But

ay does the man know what he is doing?

he does not, I take advantage of his weak-

88 ; I help to ruin him, and perhaps his

nily ; and, if he is really guilty of a sin in

aandering away the inheritance of his fore

.hers, it is impossible I should be guiltless.

"He that flattereth his neighbor," saith

lomon, "spreadeth a net for his feet."

—

rov. xxis. 5.) It is impossible for a man,
fair speeches, to make his neighbor over-

)k his own interests; but, then, to take anj'

vantage of a man, because he has an

inion of my judgment and integrity, is a

dness which God will certainly avenge,

ough no law on earth can call a man to an

count for it. Because it is less hazardous

wrong orphans than older people, is it

IS criminal ? No, surely : so far from it, that

)d declares himself concerned in the cause

the fatherless and widow ; that he will

rtake and vindicate their cause against

ose that oppress them. And why ? Why,
cause they have none else to help them.

ir which very reason a man should be very

reful of taking advantage of the weaknesses
oversights of such helpless people, because

)h people have a right, and a promise, of

dress from God :
" Eomove not the old land-

irk ; and enter not into the fields of the

.herless: for their Eedeemer is mighty
; he

all plead their cause with thee." (Prov.

:iii. 10, 11.) How often do wills, and other

itingsof moment, fall into the hands of such

thereby have an opportunity of wronging
eir neighbors ! And people that will make
e of such an opportunity do generally think

at this is a less offence than stealing. But
p what reason ? Why, only because for

jaling (if a man is caught) he will be in

nger of being hanged ; while at the worst
I will only be called a dishonest man, if the

her be discovered. And yet the crimes are

nally forbidden, equally unjust and danger-

8 in the sight of God, whose judgment will

! according to right, and not according to

e false opinions of men.
A man who borrows moneys which he

)0W8 he cannot repay plainly takes an ad-

.ntage of his creditor's ignorance of his cir-

mstances. It is probable he may fancy

mself less guilty than if he had stolen so

uch or taken it by force ; but he would not

ink 80 if the laws "had made these two crimes

nally penal, as they are in fact equally

St in the sight of God and man. There are

many who will make no scruple of impos

g upon their neighbor's ignorance in pass

g off bad moneys, who yet would startle at

e thoughts of counterfeiting the current

)in : I question whether such people have
jnsidered how near akin these two crimes

e to one another.
(To bi continued.)

The Pavy Expedition,

The following interesting account of the

progress of the expedition to the North Pole,

under the command of the young and wealthy
Frenchman, M. Pavy, has appeared in the

Courrier des Etats Unis, and is here trans-

If thou would not be thought a fool

her's conceit, be not wise in thine own.

'The three-masted ship Cadmus has just

arrived at San Francisco, on her return from

the Arctic Ocean, whither she had gone to

pick up the wrecks of the shipwrecked whal-

ers. On the 28th of September this vessel

received through the captain of the whaler

George Robbins, a portion of the desjfatches

addressed by our countryman M. Pavy, to the

French Geographical Society, respecting his

expedition to the North Pole. The despatches

are dated from the eastern coast of Wrangel's

Land, 23d August. The following is the ana-

lysis of these interesting documents, which

have been brought by the Cadmus:
"The expedition, composed of M. Octave

Pavy, commander ;
of Professor Thomas New-

comb and Henry Edwards of San Francisco,

of M. Jean Bruil and four sailors, landed on

the 18th of June on the eastern shore of the

bay of Holyuchin. On the 22d the explorers

reinforced by eleven natives, started in an

easterly direction along the northern bank of

the Libei'ia, after having obtained a supply of

sleighs and dogs. On the 17th of July they

reached the mouth of the river Petrolitz.

From this point they met with immense fields

of ice moving towards the northeast. They
ossed one field which was sixty miles broad.

The observations indicated a deviation of

eighteen miles, caused by the movements of

the ice, a fact tending to confirm the theory

of M. Pavy respecting the concentration and

augmentation in rapidity of the branch of the

great Japanese current, called Ku-Ro-Sirod,

'hich passes through Behring Strait and

ows toward the east away from the coast of

Siberia. The ice-raft, made of caoutchouc

sacks filled with air, was launched from time

to time to cross the sheets of running water,

varying in breadth from thirty to sixty miles.

The exploring party reached the coast of

Wrangel's Land, at the mouth of a great river

coming from the northwest, which is not laid

down on any map. This discovery confirms

M. Pavy's theory that there exists a vast

polar continent which stretches far to the

north, the temperature of which is warm
enough to melt snow in summer. The cur-

rent of this unnamed river turns to the east

and follows the coast with a velocity of six

knots an hour.
" M. Pavy and his companions followed the

current of the river towards the north a dis-

tance of 2.30 miles. Its bed is uniformly hori-

zontal, its breadth varies from fifty to sixty

miles, and it is bordered by mountains of

great height, with several perpendicular peaks.

At eighty miles from the mouth the explorers

found on the plain some vestiges of mastodons,

and on clearing away the snow from a spot

whence emerged the tusks of one of that ex-

tinct race, they brought to light its enormous

body, in a perfect state of preservation. The
skin was covered with black, stiff hair, very

long and thick upon the back. The tusks

measured eleven feet eight inches in length,

and were bent back about the level of the

eyes. The fore legs were bent, resting on the

knees, and the posterior parts were deeply

sunk in the snow, in a posture indicating that

the animal had died while trying to extricate

tself from a watery or a snowy slough.
^
Pro-

essor Newman had not discovered sufticient

characteristics on the body of the mastodon

to justify his classing it of a different species

from the elephant of our day. From its

stomach were taken pieces of bark and grasses,

the nature of which could not be analyzed on

the spot. Over an area of many miles, the

plain was covered with the remains of mas-

todons—indicating that a numerous herd of

those gigantic animals must have perished

there through some convulsion of nature.

This region abounds with polar bears, which

live on the remains of the mastodons.
" At one hundred and twenty miles from

the coast, and half a league from the river,

rises a vast block of ice a thousand feet high,

the base of which is surrounded by gravel and
stones, deeply sunk in the soil. The polish

of these stones, and their rounded form, prove

that they were formerly at the bed of a river,

whence they were ejected by some unexplain-

ed phenomenon. The arctic animals are very

numerous in this valley, and myriads of birds

fly above the river and over both of its banks.

At the date of his despatches M. Pavy was
preparing to winter in the 75th degree of lati-

tude, in the valley of the great river of the

polar continent. He had begun to collect

provisions and fuel. He, as well as his com-

panions, were in perfect health and full of

courage, and he considered himself certain to

arrive, in the beginning of next season, at a

polar sea of moderate temperature, at the

northern extremity of the continent. The
explorers calculate on afterwards reaching

the Atlantic through Melville Strait. The
scientific observations mentioned in M. Pavy's

despatches will not be given to the public

until after the French Geographical Society

shall have examined them."

If the foregoing communications be au-

thentic, M. Pavy bids fair to carry off the

laurels of Arctic exploration from all his con-

temporaries. He has according to the des-

patches, successfully struck out a new route,

and been rewarded with the sight of a new
continent, with a vast river running through

it, studded with lofty mountains, and abound-

ing with animal food. He is, however, 15

degrees, or about a thousand miles from the

North Pole, and is as yet 7 J below the high-

est latitude attained by Dr. Kane, who reach-

ed 82 deg. 30min., or within 519 miles of the

Pole. But from that point one of his men
saw open sea far to the north, still further

corroborating M. Pavy's theory.

—

Public Led-

Concerning the Ministry.

(Continued from page 155.)

Though then we make not human learning

necessary, yet we are far from excluding true

learning; to wit, that learning which proceed-

eth from the inward teachings and instructions

of the Spirit, whereby the soul learneth the

secret ways of the Lord, becomes acquainted

with many inward travels and exercises of

the mind ; and learneth by a living experience

how to overcome evil, and the temptations of

it, by following the Lord, and walking in his

light, and waiting daily for wisdom and know-

ledge immediately from the revelation there-

of; and so layeth up these heavenly and di-

vine lessons in the good treasure of the heart,

as honest Mary did the sayings which she
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heard, and things which she observed : and
also out of this treasure of the soul, as the
good scribe, brings forth things new and old,

according as the same Spirit moves, and gives
true liberty, and as the glory of God requires,

for whose glory the soul, which is the temple
of God, learneth to do all things. This is that
good learning which we think necessary to a

true minister ; by and through which learning
a man can well instruct, teach, and admonish
in due season, and testify for God from a cer-

tain experience; as did David, Solomon, and
the holy prophets of old, and the blessed apos-
tles of our Lord Jesus Christ, "Who testified

of what they had seen, heard, felt, and han-
dled of the word of life, 1 John i. 1. " Minister-
ing the gift according as they had received the
same, aa good stewards of the manifold grace
of God;" and preached not the uncertain ru-

mors of men by hearsay, which they had
gathered merely in the comprehension, while
they were strangers to the thing in their own
experience in themselves: as to teach people
how to believe, while themselves were unbe-
lieving

; or how to overcome sin, while them-
selves are slaves to it, as all ungracious men
are ; or to believe and hope for an eternal re
ward, which themselves have not as yet ar
rived at, &e.

Now, though the grossest of these abuses
be swept away by protestants; yet the evil
root still remains, and is nourished and up-
held; and the science kept up, as being deem-
ed necessary for a minister: for, while the
pure learning of the Spirit of Truth is despised
and neglected, and made ineffectual, man's
fallen earthly wisdom is upheld ; and so in
that he labors and works with the scriptures,
being out of the Life and Spirit which those
that wrote them were in, by which only they
are rightly understood, and made use of. And
80 he that is to be a minister, must learn this
art or trade of merchandizing with the scrip-
tures, and be that which the apostle would
not be, to wit, a trader with them. 2 Cor. ii.

17. That he may acquire a knack from a
verso of Scripture, by adding his own barren
notions and conceptions to it, and his uncer-
tain conjectures, and to what he hath stolen
out of books; for which end he must have of
necessity a good many by him, and may each
sabbath-day, as they call it, or oftener, make
a discourse for an hour long

; and this is called
the preaching of the word : whereas the gift,

grace, and Spirit of God, to teach, open, and
instruct, and to preach a word in season, is

neglected ; and so man's arts and parts, and
knowledge and wisdom, which is from below,
are set up and established in the temple of
God, yea, and above the little seed; which in
effect is Anti-christ, working in the mystery.
And so the devil may be as good and able a
minister as the best of them ; for he has better
skill in langnag;es, and more logic, philosophy,
and school-divinity, than any of them

; and
knows the truth in the notion better than
they all, and can talk more eloquently than
all those preachers. But what availeth all

this? Is it not all but as death, as a painted
sepulchre, and dead carcase, without the
power, life and spirit of Christianity, which
is the marrow and substance of a Christian
ministry? And he that hath this, and can
speak from it, though he be a poor shepherd,
or a fisherman, and ignorant of all that learn-
ing, and of all those questions and notions;
yet speaking from the Spirit, his ministry will
have more influence towards the converting

of a sinner unto God, than all of them who
are learned after the flesh.

And if in any age, since the apostles' days,
God hath purposed to show his power by
weak instruments, for the battering down of
that carnal and heathenish wisdom, and re-

storing again the ancient simplicity of truth,
this is it. For in our day, God had raised up
witnesses for himself, as he did fishermen of
old

;
many, yea, most of whom, are laboring

and mechanic men, who, altogether without
that learning, have, by the power and Spirit
of God, struck at the very root and ground
of Babylon

; and in the strength and might of
this power, have gathered thousands, by
reaching their consciences, into the same
power and life, who, as to the outward part,
have been far more knowing than they, yet
not able to resist the virtue that proceeded
from them. Of which I myselfam a true wit-
ness

; and can declare from certain experience,
because my heart hath been often greatly
broken and tendered by that virtuous life that
proceeded from the powerful ministry of those
illiterate men: so that by their very counten-
ances as well as words, I have felt the evil in

me often chained down, and the good reached
to and raised. What shall I then say to you,
who are lovers of learning, and admirers of
knowledge? Was not I also a lover and
mirer of it, who also sought after it, accord
to my age and capacity ? But it pleased God^
in his unutterable love, early to withstand my
vain endeavors, while I was yet but eighteen
years of age ; and made me seriously to con
sider (which I wish also may befal others)
that without holiness and regeneration, no
man can see God ; and that the fear of the
Lord is the beginning of wisdom, and to de-
part from iniquity, a good understanding;
and how much knowledge puffeth up, and
leadeth away from that inward quietness,
stillness, and humility of mind, where the
Lord appears, and his heavenly wisdom is re-

vealed. If ye con.sider these things, then will
ye say with me, that all this learning, wisdom
and knowledge, gathered in this fallen nature,
is but as dross and dung, in comparison of the
cross of Christ; especially being destitute of
that power, life and virtue, which I perceived
these excellent (though despised, because illi-

terate) witnesses of God to be filled with :

and therefore seeing that in and among them,
I, with many others, have found the heavenly
food that gives contentment, let my soul seek
after this learning, and wait for it for ever.

We have received the following for publi-

cation in our Journal

:

New York, 12th mo. 1-lth, 1872.

Dear Friend,—It has come to the know-
of the New York Monthly Meeting that

of our Society, particularly young
men, frequently visit this city without certi-

ficates of membership, some of whom pass
away again without becoming known to any

whether is contemplated a short, or possib!

permanent stay; also the place, if know
where the individual may be found or coc

municated with on arrival.

EOBERT LiNDLEY MuRRAY,
Clerk of N. York Monthly Meeting.

William E. Thurston, Correspondent.

Selected

OUR WILLOWS.
It is when the east wind blows.

And their cohorts gather and ride.

That the willows before my window i
Show me their silver side.

When the air is sweet and still,

And all heaven beams light and mirth,

Though their green boughs quiver and sparkle

They look and lean to earth.

But the moment the storm-wind blows,

And the storm clouds gather and ride,

They lift up their branches to heaven
And show me the silver side.

'Tis not to fear and sadness.

They owe their silver sheen.

Unseen in calm and gladness,

It underlies the green.
Mary H.

THE SUPPLIANT.
All night the lonely suppliant prayed.

All night his earnest crying made,
Till standing at his side at morn,

The tempter said in bitter scorn,
" O peace ; what profit do yon gain.

From empty words and babblings vain?
' Come, Lord—O come !' you cry alway,

You pour your heart out; night and day
;

Yet still no murmur of reply—

•

No voice that answers, ' Here am I.'
"

Then sank that stricken heart in dust,

That word had withered all its trust

;

No strength retained it now to pray,

While faith and hope had fled away

;

And ill that mourner now had fared,

—

Thus by the tempter's art ensnared,

But that at length beside his bed,

A sorrowing angel stood and said

:

" Doth it repent thee of thy love,

That never now is heard above

Thy prayer ; that never any more
It knocks at heaven's gate as before ?"

I am cast out—I find no place.

No hearing at the throne of grace
;

" Come, Lord—O come !" I cry alway,

I pour my heart out night and day.

Yet never until now have won
The answer—" Here am I, my son."

" O, dull of heart—enclosed doth lie

In each ' Come, Lord !' a ' Here am I,'

Thy love, thy longing, are not thine

—

Reflections of a love divine

!

Thy very prayer to thee was given.

Itself a messenger from heaven."

For "The Friend."

of US. It is our wish to take kindly notice of
all who come amongst us, whether members
or only attenders of our Meetings.
To this end, we request that thou or others

who may be interested in the welfare of such
visitors, will hereafter, when you know of any
such coming here, at once notify Wm. H. S.

Wood, 27 Great Jones Street; or L. Murray

Comets and Meteors.

In explanation of the interesting phenorat

non of " shooting stars" so frequently obsen

ed, and so carefully studied of late years, th

hypothesis very generally accepted by scier

tific men, is, that besides the planets an

comets, there exist within the solar systen

myriads of small bodies—planetary dust as w
might call them—most of them probably solic

but some perhaps consisting of gaseous mat

ter: that these small bodies circulate abon

the sun in ellipses, parabolas and hyperbolaf

the planets and comets do, but generall;

Ferris, Jr., G2 South Street, or David S. Ta-jin groups and in some cases in nearly contin

ber, 714 Water Street, of the fact, stating the uous rings or zones : that the paths of som'

nameof the party proposing to come, whether of them intersect or nearly intersect th

member or attender of Meetings, and 'earth's orbit; and that consequently wheneve
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larth and these small bodies or groups of

)8 arrive at the place of intersection at

same time, such of the latter as pass

our atmosphere become luminous

thus appear as " shooting stars." They
me incandescent, and in many, probably

lost cases, actually burn up, in conae-

ce of their great velocity, which is gen-

y from fifteen to thirty miles per seco7id

is sometimes as high as forty miles per

]d. The friction occasioned by their

ing at this enormous speed through even

aigbly rarified air of the upper regions of

itmo.sphere, has been found by calculation

5 amply sufficient to produce incandes-

e. The theory above stated is confirmed

he periodic recurrence of meteoric show-

it certain epochs of the year, the most

irkable of which are the nights of the

and 13th of the Eleventh month and the

and 10th of the Eighth month. Some of

ther periods that have been noticed are

2nd of First month, the 20lh to the 24th

ourth month, from the 15th to the 20th of

h month, the 18th of Tenth month and

7th of Twelfth month. To this list must

be added the 27th, or say from the 24lh

he 30th of Eleventh month,
supplement to this hypothesis has been

need within the last few years, to the

3t that this meteoric matter is nothing

e or less than the dispersed fragments of

ets, which by encountering a planet, or

the excessive heat of the sun, when in

helion, or by becoming entangled with a

eoric cloud, or by internal convulsion oc-

oned in some other way, have been de-

ed of their cometary form and appearance

have continued to circulate around the

in their old or in new orbits in the form

louds of nebulous matter. These clouds, it

elieved, at each successive return to peri-

on, would become more and more drawn

in the direction of the orbit, until they

lly would form rings or zones neai'ly or

,e continuous. In support of this supple-

itary theory is adduced with much perti-

,
the fact of the apparent identity of the

its of certain known comets and the path"

those clouds or belts of meteoric matter

ich produce regularly recurring meteoric

plays, these paths having been pretty fairly

ertained by careful calculations from the

abined data furnished by numerous obser

ions. The distinguished Italian astrono

r Schiaparelli asserts that the " Comet of

2, No. Ill,"* is but the remains of the

let out of which has been formed in the

rse of time the "meteoric bracelet" which

earth encounters annually on the 9th or

h of the Eighth month; and it has been

ertained as extremely probable that a

ill telescopic comet known as " the Comet
1866, No. I, first observed by Tempel, of

rseilles, is part of the system of " cometic

pusclos" that produce the meteoric dis-

ys of the 12th and 13th of Eleventh month,

ich have been so magnificent at intervals

about 33 years and have also been visible

iBomc extent for a few years before and after

principal epochs, the meteoric matter

g in this instance diffused along only

This comet was discovered by Tuttle, at Cambridge,

ss., 7th mo. 18th, 1862. It remained visible for

ut two months. At its brightest it was plainly visi-

to the naked eye, the nucleus appearing as a star of

small part of the orbit. From, this latter cir-

cumstance it is inferred that the disintegra-

tion of the original comet took place at a com-

paratively recent period. Leverrier has cal-

culated that the meteoric cloud—or comet, as

it probably then was, —-passed very near

Uranus about A. 1). 126 ;
and he regards it as

highly probable that this was its first ap-

proach to the centre of our system, the pow-

erful attraction of the planet having entirely

changed the form of the comet's orbit.

In further illuBtration of the probable con-

nection between comets and meteors, it may
be mentioned that, about the 20th of Fourth

month the earth very nearly crosses the orbit

of "the Comet of 1861, No. I," and hence

some astronomers have suggested that the

meteors of that epoch may proceed from a

cloud or ring of which that comet is a portion.

Halley's celebrated comet has apparently lost

much of its brilliancy since its earlier appear-

ances, and inasmuch as it crosses the plane of

the ecliptic in its descending node only three

millions of miles from the earth's orbit, and

as our planet passes this point of nearest ap

proach to the comet's orbit a little before the

middle of the Fifth month. Professor Kirk-

wood has raised the inquiry whether certain

aerolites that have fallen between the 8th and

14th of that month have not "been moving

in nearly the same cometary orbit."

As regards the comets themselves, the hy-

pothesis proposed, we believe, by Laplace, is

generally received as furnishing the most sat-

isfactory answer to the inquiry. Whence and

what are they ? The hypothesis alluded to is,

that these mysterious and interesting visit-

ants have come to our system ab extra, hav-

ing originally been clouds of diffuse matter

moving in the illimitable space outside of our

solar system. " Cosmical clouds," says Dr.

Weiss, of Vienna, " undoubtedly appear in the

universe, but only of such density that in

most cases they possess sufficient coherence

to withstand the destructive operation of the

sun's attraction, not only up to the bounda-

ries of our solar system, but even within it

Such cosmical clouds will always appear to us

as comets when they pass near enough to th

earth to become visible. Approaching the

sun, the comet undergoes great physical

changes, which finally afifect the stability of

its structure : it can no longer hold together :

parts of it take independent orbits around the

sun, having great resemblance to the orbit of

the' parent comet. With periodical comets,

this process is repeated at each successive ap-

proach to the sun. Gradually the products

of disintegration are distributed along the

comet's orbit, and if the earth's orbit cuts

this, the phenomenon ofshooting stars is pro-

duced."

It should here be explained, that these

eteoric clouds are supposed to have been

drawn into our system from time to time, in

consequence of their near approach to it in

the course of their motion and our sun's mo-

tion through the depths of space. This mo-

tion of the sun has been estimated to amount

to some 150,000,000 miles per annum. Whether
these clouds have come to us in the form of

true comets, as Dr. Weiss and others suppose

or as streams of meteoric matter moving ir

hyperbolas and parabolas towards and around

the sun, as Schiaparelli conjectures, may nev—

the meteoric matter that is traversing our sys-

tem giving rise to the remarkable phenomena

we have been discussing, has indeed come to

us from the interstellar spaces. " Thus," says

Schiaparelli, "the meteoric stars and other

celestial products of analogous nature, which

in past ages were commonlj' regarded as at-

)no-S7'/ifric "phenomena, which Olbers and La-

place first ventured to make to come from the

moon, and which at a later period were raised

to the dignity of members of the planetary

system, truly belong to the category of the

fixed stars ;
and the name faUimj stars ex-

presses simply and precisely the truth respect-

ing them. These bodies have the same rela-

tion to comets, that the small planets between

Mars and Jupiter have to the larger planets.

The smallnoss of the mass is in each case

compensated by the very great number."
CTo be continned.)

For "The Friend."

Friend's Freedmens' Association.

FROM TE.iCHERS' LETTERS.

Liiicnlnton, N. (,'., 12th mo., 2Sth, 1872.

Since sending the first bright account there

have been many clouds. So much sickness and

death. Two out of one of Walter Marriage's

classes in one week died, another lies very

We are trying to do what we can ?ith

beef tea, and bed linen, &c., for his comfort.

Two days ago AV. M. and I walked out and

found in a shed, not fit for a cow, four beds

and children in all. One our sick boy, and

the rest in bed to keep warm. The day was

bitterly cold, snow three inches deep and

freezing, the only light inside came from

cracks, and down the chimney. The open

hearth fire had no influence in warming the

room. The father sickly and shiftless, the

mother hiring out by the month to white

folks, and leaving early in the morning to re-

turn after dark.

The more we go among the people the

more distress we meet, and this system of

hiring out by the month among the mothers,

tells so terribly on the poorchildren and home
comfort.
There are deaths each week, and others are

lying sick. It's wonderful how soon they

succumb when once ill.

Eachel W. Marriage."

" Charlotte, N. C, Dec. 27, 1872.

We spent Christmas day in carrying beef

and bread to the poor. We found one large

family without fire or food. It was a most

pitiful sight. The little ones were in one

corner of the room covered with a thin blank-

et, crying with hunger and cold. When I

took the provision from the basket, they acted

more like hungry wolves than like people.

This was the most destitute family that we
visited, but many were very poor. They all

had a good dinner for once at least.

Martha Train."

"Goldsboro, N. C, r2th mo. 31, 1872.

" We visited two aged sisters, one helpless

with a dislocated hip. We found them in a

small room destitute of comforts. In the fire

place were two small sticks of wood, which

they had borrowed of a neighbor, and this

was all the fuel they had. I sent them a load

of wood and some coflTee and sugar.

I found that neither of them knew anything

be astertained; nor is it important. It is, I of a hope in Jesus. I talked with the sick

however, interesting to know that there are
j

one and found that she felt a need to seek the

rSrclstaS aT/e^red :s muih\fKt^g^^^^^ good reasons for believing that some or all of Saviour.
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Many people were out of wood when this
severe weather came on, and it is now very
high, and they are not able to purchase,
have given out from my own wood pile until
I am almost afraid I shall be without.

A. Bernette Brown.'

Report of the Committee who have charge of the
Boarding School at Westtowti.

To the Yearly Meeting :—The Committee
who have charge of the Boarding School at
Westtown, Eeport: That in the Summer Ses-
sion of 1871, there were at the Institution 71
boys and 88 girls, (exclusive of day-scholars)
and in the Session just closed, 141 boys ;

94 girls, making the average number for the
year 197, which is 3 less than the average for
the preceding year. There have been 90 new
admissions, viz : 51 boys and 39 girls.

The expenditures chargeable to the year
ending on the 5th instant, were as follows
Por Provisions, .... $15,065 46
" Fuel, Gas, and Laundry Ex-

penses, .... 5,533 92
" Furniture and Miscellaneous

Family Expenses, . . 2,327 28
" Salaries andWages (exclusive

of about $1,200 charged to
the Laundry and Gas Ac-
counts,) .... 13,847 42

" Incidental Expenses, . . 529 32
" Repairs and Improvements,

after deducting $172.65
paid for by Special Contri-
butions, .... 1,668 22

Making together, $38,971 62

This makes the average cost of each pupil
$197.82, which is $4.43 less than for the pre
ceding year.

The charges for Board and Tui-
tion were, ....

Profits on Stationery and other
Merchandise, ....

above, there remains a balance in favor of the
Institution of $1,237.10.

The general health of the pupils during the
Summer Session was remarkably good. In
consequence of the prevalence of small-pox
in Philadelphia and elsewhere last autumn,
care was taken to have all the scholars and
the other members of the family re-vaccinated
at or before the opening of the Winter Term.
Through this timely precaution and the bless-
ing of a kind Providence, the large family at
Westtown have thus far been exempt from
the prevailing epidemic, which is cause of
thankfulness. A few cases of scarletina, most-
ly of a mild character, appeared during the
winter, and there was manifested the same
tendency to diseases of the throat that has
been observed in various other places. Thei
all readily yielded to medical treatment e
cept one case of diphtheria. In this instance
the patient, a boy in his 14th year, after a
brief illness, died at the Institution two days
after the close of the Session. We have un-
derstood that several of the pupils have been
affected with this disease since their retu
home, and two of these have been removed
by death. Upon learning of these several
bereavements our minds have been affected
with sadness and with feelings of sympathy
for the stricken parents. Within a few days
the two phj-sicians who attend at the School,
have, in conjunction with the Superintendent
and a few of the Committee, inspected the
premises without being able to detect any
cause to which the disease could be attri-

buted.

$29,366 00

599 48

Making together,

And leaving a deficiency on these
accounts of, .

To pay which we have,
Theestimated profits of the Farm,
Pent of Tenements,
Income from the Grist and Saw

Mills,

Income of the Fund for General
Purposes, ....

Income of the Fund for paying
Teachers' Salaries, including a
donation for this purpose,

Appropriation of the Yearly Meet-
ing,

$29,965 48

),006 14

$3,365 55
160 00

580 05

3,881 66

Making the sum of, $11,685 86

favorAnd showing a balance i

of the Institution of, . . $2,679 72
The dwelling belonging to the mill being

very much out of repair, and the plan of
the house being quite inconvenient, it was
thoroughly remodelled and repaired last fall;

a two-story frame kitchen was added, and the
whole building was plastered and painted
throughout. The cost of this satisfactory im-
provement, including the board of the hands,
was $1,442.62; which being deducted from the

There are usually at Westtown six teach-
ers in the Boy's Department and five in the
Girls, besides a Governor and Governess, mak-

in all thirteen who are more especially
engaged in the care and instruction of the
pupils. In this number it unavoidably hap-
pens that frequent changes occur, and the
procuring of suitable Friends to fill the vacan
eies thus occasioned, is one of the most im
portant and responsible duties of the Com
mittee. In the performance of this duty we
are often led to query why it is that so few
of our young people are willing to devote
themselves to this important vocation. The
daily mingling with children, assisting them
in obtaining useful information, and in the
development of their intellectual faculti

an interesting employment; and although it

is often attended with trials and difficulties,

yet when it is rightly entered upon by the
qualified for it, and is conducted under
proper feeling of the responsible nature of the
undertaking, it proves profitable both to the
teacher and pupils. The tender minds of
children are easily impressed by what they
hear from their caretakers or observe in their
conduct ; and thus there is much opportunity
for the teacher who is rightly concerned on
his own account, to imbue his pupils with a
love for piety and virtue. There are, we
doubt not, many of our young Friends of good
literary attainments, and who have naturally
a tact for government and for imparting in-

struction
; but we have observed that such

seldom engage in this work unless they enter
upon it soon after their school education is

completed. We would therefore encourage
parents who have children that manifest an
aptness for teaching, to give them every
reasonable opportunity for acquiring a good
education, and to endeavor to induce them to

ment as soon as Ihey have received the n
ful preparation.
The usual visits of Sub-Committees I

been paid to the School, and the progrei
the pupils is reported as having been as fa

able as could be expected in view of th«

terrupted health of several of the teacl
Once in each month Committees have alst

tended the meetings for worship. These 1

been regularly held on First and Fit'th-c

during the School terms, and we trust t

have at times been seasons of Divine favo
The Course of Study adopted about ek

years since, had not been materially chan
in that interval, except by the occasional i

stitution of new text-books. Under an
prehension that the course prescribed for
girls required in some cases too close appl
tion on the part of those who undertool
complete it, the subject has received dui
the past year the careful attention of the C
mittee on Instruction. This has resultei

a modification of the course by a re-arrar
ment of some of the studies and the omiss
of those branches which are not regarded
essential to a liberal education. It is belie

that if parents are duly careful to allow tl

children a sufficient length of time to c
plete their studies, the course as now

]

scribed can be accomplished without inj

to the health. But in order for this, it m
be borne in mind that those pupils wh
health is not robust, should either not
expected to complete the course, or she
be allowed more than the prescribed num
of Sessions for this purpose. ;

In addition to the abridgment of the Cou
of Instruction, a more systematic attention
exercise has been secured, and it is belie'

that the effect on the general health of
girls has been beneficial.

For the Boy's Department there have he
tofore been two Courses of Study laid dov
the Scientific and the Classical, either
which could be pursued

; the latter embraci
most of the studies included in the form
with the addition of Latin and Greek,
some changes were considered desirable, t

whole plan was carefully revised, and it \^

concluded to combine the two courses in o
Latin and Greek being assigned as elective
optional studies. In this way those whc
time is limited, may complete a "Scienti
Course" as heretofore, and obtain a corr
ponding certificate. Some new text-boo
have also been introduced on both sides
the house

;
and a valuable set of clastic mod'

has been procured, designed to facilitate :

struction in Anatomy and in Animal ai

Vegetable Physiology. These have been i

ported from Prance, but have not yet be
delivered at the School. The cost will
principally, if not entirely, defrayed by cc
tributions for the purpose.
While we have believed it right, by revisii

the Course of Study, as above explained, and I

other means, to make every reasonable pre
sion for imparting a thorough and liberal ed
cation to those who can remain long enough
the Institution, we have felt that it is st

more important to provide as fully as we at

for the instruction of that large class of pup-
who are expecting to pursue only a parti
course. We are desirous that every prop
encouragement should bo given to such, ar

that in the classification of the School at tl

beginning of each Session, the studies assig
look towards engaging in this useful employ- 1 ed to these may, so far as practicable, be thoi
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i h will prove the most useful to them, and
ilu' most facilitate their advancement

iiiil; iIk' limited period they can spend at

j,ln-liuUion.

1 vi .w of the arduous nature of the duties

iL'h devolve upon the Superintendent and
\r officers, often involving much anxious

I

for the right management of the School,

isympathies of the Committee have been

j.me8 awakened for them
; and they have

Ijit to be desirable that Friends generally

lid so appreciate the nature and the weight
his care, as cheerfully to co-operate in

(ngthening their hands as opportunity may
t. Parents and others may do much in

direction by encouraging in the children

due observance of all the Eules of theln-
jtion, both with respect to the salutary

^ipline of the School and the consistent

Ijatenance of our Christian testimony to

nness of speech, behavior and apparel,

he concern in which this School originat-

ind under which it has been conducted,

ofa religious character,—for the education
urchildren undersuch influences as would
I to guard them from evil, and to strength-

heir attachment to the doctrines and testi-

lies our Society has always maintained.
I Committee have endeavored to keep this

3ern in view, and they desire that it may
continue to be cherished by those who

rentrusted with the charge of this import-

p Institution,

igned on behalf and by direction of the
•(imittee.

Samuel Morris, Clerk.

^^lilaJelpliia, 4th mo. 13th, 1872.

For "The Friend."

t will be remembered by some of the rea-

j of " The Friend," that a meeting was
i at Arch Street Meeting-house, on th
1 of the 5th mo., 1860, for the purpose of
tributing to the relief of the Onieda In-

IB residing near Green Bay, who were
resented to be in a suffering condition for

it of food, &c.

Liberal sum of money was then collected

placed in the hands of a committee, who
e desired to attend to its distribution, so

;0 relieve the sufferers as soon as practica-

I After that service had been performed,
tre remained an unappropriated balance,

lich was directed by a subsequent meeting
(d at the same place, to be paid over to

jstees, to' be by them appropriated for the
jiefit of that tribe, as occasion should re-

re. The money was invested and so re-

ined ( with the exception of a few gratui-

i), until the 9th mo., 1870, when it was
ieved that greater good would result if the
erest could be prudently placed at the dis-

ial of the Indians; acting on this belief they
)uted one of their number to visit them for

lit purpose. On his arrival at the Eeserva-
[n, a council was called and largely attend-

I

when three of their best men were chosen
|.8tees with great unanimity, who, together
th the two missionaries for the time being
liding among them, were to constitute a
ard of trustees, to distribute the interest

ni-annually to the most destitute of their

Dple, provided that no appropriation should
made without the sanction of a majority
the board, and further that no charge for

rvice should be made.
The subjoined statement shows how satis-

storily the plan is working, which satisfac-

tion will be shared by the benevolent contri-

butors to the fund, who are justly entitled to

this information.

Oneida, Wisconsin, Nov. 7,|1S~2.

Friend Thomas Wistar:
Dear Sir,—The Board of Trustees of the

Friends' fund for the poor of the Oneida Na-
tion, met at the Episcopal Parsonage on Fri-

day, Nov. Ist, 1872, and distributed the sum
of $41.25 to the following named persons.

To Mary Cooper, 8-1.50 ; Elizabeth John,
S-t.50; Theriza John, 84.50; Black Squirrel's

wife, 84.50 ; Widow Peters, 84.50 ; Jacob Pow-
las, 84.50 ; Margaret Bread, $4.50 ; Isaac Silas,

81.00; Peggy John, 81.00; Mary Hile, 81.00
;

Polly Doxluter, 81.75; Elizabeth Schanadouh,
81.00; Widow Metoxen, 81.00; Katy Hill,

81.00; Henry Powlis, 81.00; Mary Ann
Bread, 81.00. Total 841.25.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

S. W. Ford, Sec,
and Missionary to the Oneidas.

Memorial of Gratitude.—A very poor and
aged man, busied in planting and grafting an

apple tree, was rudely interrupted by this in-

terrogation :
" Why do you plant trees, who

can not hope to eat the fruit of them?" He
raised himself up, and, leaning upon his spade,

replied, "Some one planted trees for me be-

fore I was born, and I have eaten the fruit, I

now plant for others, that the memorial of

my gratitude may exist when I am dead and
gone."

—

Anon.
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The Apostle Paul, when writing to his be-

loved son in the faith, emphatically declared,

that " The love of money is the root of all

evil ; which while some coveted after, they
have erred from the faith, and pierced them-
selves through with many sorrows." We do
not suppose that he intended, by this, to con-

vey the idea that all evil springs from the love

of money, but that where this love takes pos-

session of the heart, there is no evil which it

may not betray its victim into, and that the

covetousness which attends it, must neces-

sarily draw awaj' from saving faith, and
drown the soul in destruction and perdition.

If the Apostle had a right sense in this

matter, and spoke the words of truth and
soberness—which we cannot doubt— its ap-

plication, at the present daj^, would seem to

us to be sweeping and ought to be alarming.

We appeal to our readers whether within the

circles in the community in which they have
the opportunity to make observation, they do
not see that this love of money, this covetous-

ness after wealth, constitute one of the most
general and shameless sins of the time. J\Ioney!

Money ! Money! is the theme and the mark
for the prize on all sides. If we may judge
from what we see and hear going on around
us, buying, selliug, profit, loss, eager scramble
for gold, income, being rich, are the main ob-

jects to which life, talents and time are de-

voted by far the greater portion of professing

christians.

So generally do the competition in business

and the struggle for gain pervade nearly every
class, that not only in commercial circles, but

in almost every other, the great subject of in-

terest is the state of the money market, and
the throbbing of the heart seems to respond
in large measure to " money is tight," or
"money is easier." Where the former—
stringency in the money market—continues
for a considerable time, from whatever cause,

—though the most frequent cause is the unjus-
tifiable extent and speculative character of
almost all kinds of business,—cries, if we may
not rather say groans, arise from all parts of
the land, and capitalists and traders stand
aghast, in the expectation that a " panic" will

Set in, precipitating a "crisis," dashing the
golden cup from the thirsting lips of the specu-
lator, and crushing thousands into insolvency
and poverty. How often may we mark the
restless shrewdness, the anxious solicitude

the goading desire or the tormenting fear,

—

one or the other of which so often attend the
love and eager pursuit of wealth—stamped on
the countenance unconsciously to the wearer.
Would not the ruling passion in the commu-
nity justify the belief, that men had persuaded
themselves that a man's lite consisteth in the
abundance of the things which he possesseth ?

Admitting the force of the facts and the
reasonings that are generally advanced in

palliation, if not in defence, of this state of
society, and making due allovvance for the
force of usage, the increased wants arising

from a refined civilization, and the necessary
competition in a crowded population, we can-

not but think that most of our readers must
admit that this apparent devotion to mam-
mon, ill becomes the professed followers of
Him, who had not where to lay his head, and
who enjoined upon his disciples "Lay not up
for yourselves treasures upon earth." " Take
no thought saying, what shall we eat ? or
what shall we drink ? or wherewithal shall

we be clothed?"

We do not suppose that in giving these in-

structions our Saviour meant to inculcate in

his disciples indifference in respect to obtain-

ing the necessaries of life, or abstinence from
the labor essential to procure them

; but that
these were not to be the things of primary
consideration, to obtain which we were to de-

vote ourselves, our time and energies ; as did
the Gentiles, whom He instanced. He knew
that the primal sentence for guilt condemned
man to earn his bread by the sweat of his

face, and He could have had no intention, in

contravention of that sentence, to teach that
man should fold his hands in idleness, and
trust to Him who feeds the young ravens
when they cry, and arrays in inimitable beauty
the lilies of the field, to put food into his mouth
and raiment on bis back. His intention is

clearly shown in the command, " Seek ye first

the kingdom of God and his righteousness
and all these things shall be added unto you."
The apostle furnishes a sufficient commentary
on this where he exhorts the believers to be
" Not slothful in business; fervent in spirit;

serving the Lord,"
There is then no scriptural prohibition of

the necessary and honest efforts to acquire
competence and the enjoyment of the comforts
of life

;
on the contrary it is declared, " If any

provide not for his own, and especially for
those of his own house, he hath denied the
faith, and is worse than an infidel." But there
is hardly anything more emphatically de-
nounced and warned against, as an easily be-
setting and fatal sin, than the indulgence of
an inordinate desire for wealth, coveting great
possessions, and using the riches that may be
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obtained in self-gratification, ministering to

the luf3t of the fiesh, the lust of the eye, and
the pride of life. Here is where one of the

principal dangers lies. Eiches are considered

80 necessary to our convenience and enjoy-

ment, that religion is continually exposed to

neglect or misapplication, while we persuade
ourselves that the strait and narrow way
which Christ declares alone leads to life eter-

nal, may be sufficiently widened to allow our

indulgence in the refined luxuries of the com-
munity around us ; whose members are vicing

in all the arts, of what is considered a lawful

pride, to supply the delicacies and adornments
of a voluptuous life. Hence it is that good
precepts effect so little towards inducing re-

straint and moderation in our modes of living;

for all the force of reason and the charm of

language fail to convince those who are bent

on refuting them, because they are not will-

ing to take up the daily cross, either in the

desire or straggle for wealth, or in their am-
bition to make as fine a show as others.

Would that we could see in the members
of our religious Society generally, a determi-

nation, practically manifested, to return to

the simplicity and humble style of life of our
worthy predecessors in the same religion that

we profess. Let all guard against the error

of supposing that the love of gold and covet-

ousness, are peculiar to the rich. They are

the common evidence of selfishness in all

classes, the besetting sin of rich and poor.

Neither let us deceive ourselves by the plea

that we are justified by the example of others.

Nothing can excuse us from running with the
multitude in the prevailing idolatry of the

day. Human responsibility cannot be an
nulled while human agency is voluntarily ren

dered. The whole duty of man is plainly set

forth in the unequivocal language, " Thou
shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy
heart, with all thy soul, with all thy mind and
with all thy strength," and "Thou shalt love

thy neighbor as thyself." The besetting sin

of our day demands a conscientious observ
ance of the exhortation of the apostle, "Let
your convtrsatian be V'ithout covetousness

and be content with such things as ye have,

for He hath said, I will never leave thee nor
forsake thee."

SUMMAEY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The revenue receipts of Great Britain for

the quarter ending 12th mo. 31st, amounted to §78,000-

000, an increase of $5,000,000 over the preceding quar-
ter.

The Kussian government has with the greatest frank-

ness, communicated to the government of Great Britain

its plans for the campaign in Central Asia, and ofJered

to allow Britisli officers to accompany the troops in

their operations.

Hundreds of agricultural laborers out of employment
in England, because farmers refuse to pay the wages
they demand, are preparing to emigrate to Brazil.

A London dispatch of the 4th says, John S. Pawson
& Co., of this citv, dealers in Manchester goods, have
failed, with liabilities reported to be $15,000,000. It

is feared that other failures will follow.

The weather in England has been tempestuous, and
more damage to shipping is reported. The ship Isa-

bella Hartley, from New York to Antwerp, with a cargo

of cotton, was abandoned at sea recently. Most of the

crew were saved.

The London Tim^s says that Americans will even-

tually people the Sandwich Islands, which will become
a valuable colony between San Francisco and China
and Australia. The Standard says the annexation of

the Sandwich Islands to the United States would be no
menace to England, but to Australia, and urges as a

means of restoring the equilibrium, hi the event of such
a transfer taking place, the annexation of the Fiji Is-

lands to Australia.

The British government declines to support the pro
posal of the Royal Geographical Society to send out an
Arctic expedition at public expense.
London, 1st mo. 6th.—Consols 91J. IJ. S. sixes,

1867, 93 ; new five per cents, QO^.
Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, lOfd. ; Orleans, 10|d,
A correspondence has taken place between Count

Von Beust, late Austrian Minister of Foreign Afl^airs,

and the Duke de Grammont, in relation to the assertion
of the latter that Austria promised to assist France in

case of war with Prussia. Von Beust announces his
intention of shortly publishing in Paris a reply to the
statement of the Duke de Grammont, explaining the
attitude of Austria at the time of the outbreak of the
late war.

The transport Orne will soon sail from France for
New Caledonia with 580 more Communist prisoners,
who have been sentenced to penal servitude in that
colony.

The census of France for 1872, just completed, shows
the population to be 36,102,921, a decrease of 366,935
since 1866. The decrease is attributed mainly to the
war.

Prosecutions have been commenced against Roman
Catholic journals in Berlin and other places which have
published the recent Papal allocution. The excite-
ment on this subject appears to be increasing in Ger-
many.
The rivers in the valley of the Po are again rising,

id more inundations are apprehended.
A St. Petersburg dispatch states that the fever of the

Czarowitz was gradually decreasing, and his recovery
IS probable.

Zorilla, President of the Spanish Council, in a late

speech repudiated the idea that any intervention from
foreign countries would be allowed in the matter of re-

forms in the Spanish colonies. The Madrid journals
assert that the rebellion in Cuba will soon be "crushed.
The king expresses himself as heartily in favor of the
bill recently before the Cortes, providing for the eman-
cipation of the slaves in Porto Rico.
A Melbourn, Australia, dispatch of the 3d says, ad-

ditional cases of kidnapping Polynesian natives by
wholesale have come to light. The guilty parties will
be severely dealt with. The authorities are determined
to break up the infamous practice.

The commercial treaty between France and Great
Britain has been signed by the representatives of the
two governments, and now awaits Parliamentary ratifi

cation.

The Gazette de France reports that Don Alphonse en
tered Catalonia on the 4th. Seven thousand Carlists
are concentrated in the province of Clot. The insur-

gents, it is stated, are about to enter on a vigorous cam-
paign.

The German Ministry have settled the provisions of
a bill which regulates the authority of the superior
over the inferior clergy, controls the training of the
latter, and sets up rules governing the ecclesiastical ap-
pointments.

A large deputation of Roman Catholics from Ireland
waited on the Pope the 6th inst., and presented an ad-
dress recounting the benefits conferred upon Ireland by
the Holy See, and tendering the Pope the contribution
of Peter's pence. The Pope responded, deploring the
ingratitude of the people who permitted the spoliation
of the church. He made an exception in favor of the
Irish people, whom he praised for their enduring at-

tachment to the church, and congratulated them on the
preservation of their faith.

United States.—J/isceZZaneoMs.—There were 385
deaths in Philadelphia last week, including 53 of con-
sumption, 44 inflammation of the lungs, 16 croup, 14
convulsions, 16 heart disease, and 19 old age. The
mean temperature of the Twelfth month per the Penn-
sylvania Hospital record, was 28.22 deg., the highesi
during the month 48.50 deg., and the lowest 5 deg.
Rain during the month 3.66 inches. The average of
the mean temperature of the Twelfth month, for the

83 years was 32.55 deg.; the highest mean of tem-
perature during that entire period was in 1848, 45 deg.,

the lowest during all that time was in 1832, 25 deg.
The rain fall of the year 1872 was 53.94 inches. The
mean rain fall of the past 35 years is stated to be 4607
'nches. The greatest rain fall during that period was
n 1867, when 60.06 inches fell ; the lowest on record
fas in 1825, when only 29.5 inches fell. The greatest
quantity of rain which has fallen in any one month
was 15.81 inches, in the Eighth month, 1867 ; the least

was 0.25 inch in the Ninth mo. 1846.
The Public Debt of the United States amounted on

the first inst_. to $2,162,252,338, having increased $1,-
684,308 during the past month. The amount of coin
in the Treasury was §74,359,276.

The losses by fire in Philadelphia, during th

1872, are reported at $2,334,405. The heaviest

were the following, viz : Jayne's buildings on Oh
and Dock streets, $578,242 ; Shoe factory 305
Third St., $274,893 ; Allison's ear works, $255,00

Last year 13,168,500,000 gallons of water
pumped by the various water-works of Philade
In the 8th month the dailv average pumped wi

954,377 gallons, in the 9th" month 40,764,905
and so declining to 30,000,000 gallons dail;

Twelfth month.
On the first inst. the Fifth Avenue Theatre,

York, was burned to the ground soon after the
noon performance. Estimated loss $180,000.

Mortality in New York last week 583. In E
there were 204 deaths, of which 60 were from
pox. The total number of interments in New
during the year 1872, was 32,469. In 1871 ii

26,941.

The House of Representatives in Congress has a

ed a resolution, with only 23 negative votes, dire

suit to be brought against the Credit Mobilier
pany and its stockholders, to recover $5,337,736 \

the Union Pacific Company is in default to the
{

ment for interest paid on its bonds.
The Markets, &c.—The following were the quots

on the 6th inst. New York.—American gold,

U. S. sixes, 1881, 114; ditto, 1867, 114; ditto, 1(

per cents, 110. Superfine flour, $6 a $6.35 ; State i

$7.10 a $7.35; finer brands, J.7..50 a $12.50.

Chicago spring wheat, $1.55; No. 2 do., $1.58
;

Milwaukie, $1.66; white Michigan, $1.90. G
barley, $1.16 ; State do., 85 a 90 cts. Oats, 46 a

!

Western mixed corn, 66 cts.; yellow, 67J cts.

white, 75 cts. Philadelphia.—Middlings cotton,

2U cts. for uplands and New Orleans. Cuba sug
a 9f cts. Crude petroleum, 15 cts.; standard whi
a 27 cts. Superfine flour, $4.50 a $5.50 ; extras

$6..50; finer brands, $7 a $11.50. No. 1 spring '

$1.75; western red, $1.95 a $2 ; amber, $2.02 a ^

white, S2.10 a $2.20. Old yellow corn, 65 cts.

do., 61 a 64 cts. Oats, 46 a 51 cts. Smoked ham
a 16 cts. Lard, 7f a 8 cts. Clover-seed, 9 a 9}
lb. About 2700 beef cattle were sold at the A-

Drove-yard. Extra at 7i a 8 cts. per lb. gross,

choice at 9J cts. ; fair to good, 5} a 6 J cts., and i

3j a 5 cts. Sheep sold at 6J a 7 cts. per lb. grc

choice ; fair to middling, 5| a 6J cts. Receipts, 1

head. About 4000 hogs sold at $6 a $6.25 per IC

net for corn fed. Chicago.—No. 2 spring whe.it, $
No. 2 mixed corn, 30J cts. No. 2 oats, 24i cts.

66 cts. Barley, 65 a_66 cts. Lard, $7.10 per 10

St. Lojiis.—No. 2 spring wheat, $1.25 ; No. 3 fall, i

No. 2 mixed corn, 35 cts. No. 2 oats, 27J cts.

nafi.—Wheat, $1.63 a $1.65. Rye, 86 a 88 cts.

land.—'So. 1 winter red wheat, $1.75; No. 2 do.,

!

Corn, 45 a 46 cts. No. 1 oats, 37 cts.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOE THE INSAN:
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelf

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wc
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients m
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the ]

Managers.

Died, on the 19th of Fifth month, 1872, An
COLUNIB, in the 87th year of her age, a member (

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia, fo

Western District.

, on the 9th of the Eleventh month, 1872, s

residence of her husband, Robert R. Levick, Hai
M. Levick, in the 69th year of her age, a be!

member of Frankford Monthly Meeting of Friend
, on the 5th of Twelfth month, 1872, at his

dence, near Georgetown, N. J., James DeCou, a i

ber and elder of Upper Springfield Monthly Met
in the 67th year of his age.

, at his residence in this city, on the 8tb

Mordecai L. Daavson, in the 74th "year^of his a

member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of P
delphia, for the Western District. For several m<
past the health of this dear Friend had been grad
declining, and he frequently expres.sed the belief

he was near the end of his earthly journey. The i

previous to his decease, when taking some'raedi
he remarked : It will do me no good, I shall soon
away to a blissful eternity. A few hours after \i

he expired. Leaving to his relatives and friend
consoling assurance that their loss was his eternal

j

WILLIAM H. pile, printer.
'"

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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miinued Letter of James Pemberton to Samuel
FothergiU.

Philadelphia, 11th mo. 1756.

herewith send thee copies of the two last

idian treaties, by which thou wilt observe

irough the blessing of Providence on the

ideavors which have been used, matters with
em afford no unpromising appearance ; to

hich Friends have been instrumental greatly
1 contribute, and at a considerable expense

)th of time and money. When the first ac-

mnt of the Indians coming in, in consequence
the several messages sent them by Capt.

ewcastle* (a faithful Indian chief since dead
I this city, and buried at his own request in

riends' burying ground) some of which pass-

i before thy departure, which was about the

)th of 7th month last; most of the Friends

F this city collected at the meeting house,

ijnd on a representation of what bad passed

>i\ the former small conference, and that it

ppeai'ed likely we might be of considerable

irvico by showing our readiness to contri

uto our endeavors to restore peace to the
'rovince, and that we had reason to think the
ndians reposed some confidence in Friends,

: was so generally agreeable that a subsei-ip-

ion was immediately made, and near tvvo

housand pounds subscribed before parting;
Iso a committee appointed to receive the

amc and to attend the treaty at Easton,
.'hiih they and many othei'S accordingly did,

lid the Indians gave several particular tokens
f tlii'ir satisfaction in seeing Friends there;

he ohi kingy on first meeting John Evans

1I< was a Six Nation Indian, who when a child

lid lirrii formally presented by his parents to William
r'enu, at New Castle. In 1755, Governor Morris pub-
icly conferred upon him the name of New Castle, in

ommemoration of this event, and in confirmation of

lis good offices towards the whites,

t The king here referred to was Tedyuscung who,
754, had been elected a chief of the Delawares upon
he Susquehanna. Some years previously he made a

irofession of Christianity under the Moravians, and be
ame a member of the community of Christian Indians
ettled at Gradenhutten, then upon Mahanoy Creek. He
*as baptized under the name of Gideon Tadeuskund
Vbout the time of his appointment to the chieftain-

and three other Friends, said, " Now here's

Quakers, now I believe all I have heard to be

!." Though there were difficulties in the

way, and it required prudence to conduct the

ffairs so as to avoid interfering with the Gov-

ernment, and Governor Morris, who at the

treaty had the management, forbid Friends

having any intercourse with- the Indians, yet

they remarkably subsided, and matters fell

out in such a manner at length, that the

Governor and those with him were obliged to

make use of the present Friends carried with

them, gave it in our name, and some of his

Council acknowledged Friends being there

was of considerable use. In pursuance of

ivbat the Indians then engaged, they came
lown, and Governor Denny hath held another

treaty with them in the 11th month last,

which ended to good satisfaction. Friends

waited upon him with an address before his

leaving the city, offering their services as be-

fore, to which he consented and a great num-
ber attended ; also our English Friends J.

Hunt and C. Wilson. As the Indians have

now explained themselves more fully than

heretofore, we have reason to hope for an ac-

commodation of the differences, though there

are some of our leading men in the Govern
ment appear very averse to it, and would

rather choose a continuance of a war with

them to answer their own ambitious views

representing the Indians as persons in whom
no confidence can be placed, &c. But we are

satisfied they have grievances which ought

to be redressed, and they have given proofs

that may be trusted, no mischief being com
mitted by them or any others on our northern

frontier between the time of the first confer-

ence at Easton and the last, and it appeared

they had no communication with the Ohio

Indians. Our warriors went on an expedi-

ship, he removed, with 70 other Indians, to Wyoming,
and relinquished his connection with the Moravians.

In 1755 he was raised to the position of " king of the

Delawares," and with a part of the Susquehanna Dela-

wares joined the Delawares and Shawanese of the Ohio

'n the interest of the French, against the colonies. He
vas a man of strong mind and will, and had been

I leader in many of the attacks which were made
upon the whites who had settled within the limits of

the " walking purchase,-" north of the Lehigh, against

whom they proposed to wage a war of extermination.

It appearsthat before this period Tedyuscung had not

been personally known to Friends of Philadelphia, as

the Trustees of the Friendly Association, in their ad-

dress to Governor Denny in the 7th mo. 1757, speaking

of this treaty, say :
" At the Governor's lodgings we first

saw Tedyuscung the Delaware chief, to whom we were

before utterly strangers." In vindication of their rno-

tives in offering their services to promote peacewith

the Indians, the Trustees add in reference to this in-

terview :
" On our coming in, he immediately expressed

his regard for and confidence in the Quakers, and de-

clared, he umdd not proceed to any business, unless we were

present, and confirmed it so evidently by his subsequent

conduct at that, and the ensuing Treaty, that we could

not without an unjustifiable neglect of our duty, decline

contributing our utmost endeavors to improve this dis-

position, to the interest of our country, so far as we
might be able to do it, consistent with our respective

stations in life."

tion this summer against the latter, which by

them is boasted of as an extraordinary ex-

ploit, yet on an impartial examination it

would not appear so much so—bu t this I leave:

i may just remark that our news writers

here are' fond of publishing every account

they receive of mischief done on the frontiers,

which have been frequent this summer, but

ess so than last winter, and without a proper

distinction ; by which means people on your

side may probablj' conclude it strange that

they should continue their murders, at the

lame time that they are treating with us; but

t is well to observe it is the western part of the

Province [that] hath been groaning [under]

this distress, and that they do not appear to

have any communication with those who are

treating with the Government. Generals Lou-

den [commander-in-chief of the British forces]

d Johnson [superintendent of Indian Af-

fairs] have so just an opinion of the best

ethod of reducing the Indians to an alliance

ith us, that they have given a commission

of a person for sending a message to the Ohio

Indians to endeavor to obtain a conference

with them ;
and that person hath been in this

city some time to forward the business (and

he hath consented to have the assistance of

the Trustees of the Friendly Association for

restoring peace with the Indians by pacific

measures, which is the term the contributors

to that fund have fixed upon) and they set

out on that journey yesterday—of the success

whereof I hope in future, if it meets the bless-

ing of Providence, to give thee a good ac-

count."

The preceding remarks of James Pember-

ton in relation to the efforts used to regain

the friendship of the Indians, will be better

understood by a brief statement of the events

occurring at that period.

The hasty and unadvised declaration of

war by Governor Morris against the Dela-

wares, previously referred to, was not ap-

proved of by General Johnson, and he ex-

pressed surprise that one province should

declare a war which might involve the other

colonies without consulting the rest. The

knowledge of this probably induced Governor

Morris to listen more readily to suggestions

for peace; and an opportunity being afforded

by the presence of some chiefs of the Six Na-

tions in Philadelphia, a confederacy whoso

influence over the Delawares was consider-

able, it was hoped by Friends that through

their agency, a proposal might be made for a

conference. .
. , ,

, c
One or more interviews with these chiets

appears to have taken place in Philadelphia

before Samuel FothergiU returned, to one of

which Catharine Payton refers particularly

in her Journal. These interviews resulted in

sending two members of the Council of the

Six Nations, Captain New Castle and Jagrea,

and William Loquis, a Delaware, to Wyo-

ming, with the consent of the Governor, to

let the Delawares know " There were a peo-
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pie risen in Philadelphia, who desired to have
peace restored, and that they must cease from
doing mischief, and not be afraid, but be will

ing to come and treat with the English." B^
the same messengers the Governor informed
them that he had heard that a cessation of

hostilities had been agreed upon in a Council
recently held with them by the Six Nations,
through the influence of General Johns
and that if they would deliver up their E
lish prisoners, to the latter Indians, and abide
by such terms as might be agreed upon, it

would be possible to re-establish peace, &o.
These efforts were so far successful, that

Tedyuscung, who stood at the head of the
Delaware confederacy, returned with Capt.
New Castle as far as Bethlehem, and there
remained to await the answer of the Governor
fixing a place of meeting, At the same time,
with the characteristic suspicion of the Indian
character, he placed parties of his warriors at
such distances between himself and Wyoming
as to be readily communicated with in case
of any difficulty. It was after the return of
Captain New Castle, and his report to the
Governor, that the large meeting of Friends
alluded to by James Pemberton was held,
about the 20th of 7th mo. On the 28th of
7th mo. the Governor and four of his Council,
three Commissioners appointed by the Assem-
bly, and about forty citizens of Philadelphia,
mostly Friends, met the Indians at Easton'
the place appointed for the interview.
On this occasion it was evident that the

friendship of the Indians had been much weak-
ened towards the English by the persuasions
of the French, who had promised the Dela-
wares that if they would join them in the war
then pending they should recover theirformer
hunting grounds to the west of the Susque-
hanna. The Six Nations, whose alliance had
also been sought by the French, aware of
their importance and desirous of improving
this opportunity, had empowered Tedyuscung
to speak on their behalf at this conference,
and had sent him with a message, a belt of
wampum, which in accordance with their
customs had a special meaning. In the mid-
dle of this belt was a square to represent the
lands of the Indians, and at either end the
figure of a man, one of which indicated the
French, and the other the English, both of
which, they said, " covet our lands." Tedy-
uscung producing this belt, declared, as the
spokesman of ten nations, " Whoever will
make peace, let him take hold of this belt,
and the nations around shall see and know it;
I wish the same good Spirit that influenced
William Penn may inspire the people of this
Province at this time."
The Governor accepted the belt, and the

conference ended with a promise on the part
of the Delaware chief to promote the work of
reconciliation among the various tribes, and
to invite them to iinother meeting, where
further steps should be taken towards con-
cluding a lasting peace. The next conference
held at the same place in llth month 1756,
was in pursuance of this promise, and it was
here, on being pressed, that Tedyuscung stated
the causes of their dissatisfaction, prominent
among which was the fraud practised upon
them by the notorious " walking purchase"
made by the authority of the Proprietors in
1737. The open declaration of these griev-
ances and the disposition manifested at that
time by the Commissioners to settle them
honorably, gave "reason to hope," as ex-

pressed by James Pemberton, " for an accom-
modation of the differences." By the candid
treatment of the Indians at that time, the
Governor,* as the Mohawks afterwards said,

"put his hand into Tedyuscang's bosom, and
was so successful as to draw out the secret

[of his hostility] which neither Sir William
Johnson nor the Six Nations could do." An
offer was then made to give immediate satis-

faction by the payment of money to the In-

dians, whether their claim was just or not,

but as Tedyuscung informed the Governor
that the main design of his coming was to re

establish peace, and that he was not then em
powered to receive satisfaction in reference to

the lands, &e., another meeting was proposed
in which these matters might be further con-
sidered and finally settled.

While the Province was thus treating with
the Delawares of the Lehigh and Susquehanna
to settle their diflSculties by pacific measures,
it was preparing a military expedition against
the Delawares living on the Allegheny and
Ohio. This expedition, under Col. Armstrong,
to which reference is made in the preceding
letter, in the 8th month 1756, destroyed the
Indian town of Kittaning, with many of its

inhabitants, by fire.

The assistance of the Trustees, mentioned
in the above letter, was an appropriation of
£100 given to George Croghan, the deputy
of General Johnson, for the purpose of send-
ing an invitation to the hostile Delawares on
the Ohio, to a friendly conference with other
Indians in the spring. This message was
considered by them, but upon consulting with
their neighbors the Senecas, they were dis-

couraged from accepting the invitation, and
returned an answer to the effect that as it

did not purport to come from the Govern-
ment and the people of the Province, it was
not proper to the occasion.

CTo be continued.]

Of Fraud.

CCoDtinued from page 163.)

To proceed : If a man will take all advan-
tages which the very laws allow, he will very
often do great injustice, and in good conscience
make himself liable to restitution. For in-

stance : a man, in settling his estate, which
he may righteously do, forgets some formality
hich the law requires. Now, may I honestly

go about to break this settlement ? No, surely.

Why, what, then, was the law made for?
Why, purely to prevent frauds. Then, say
you, he may be relieved in Chancer}'. But
shall I give a man the trouble and the expense
of law, when I believe beforehand that he has
a right in conscience? A man must love tbe
world more than the commands of God that

ill do so.

The very same must be said of unjust pre-

scriptions, which yet the laws allow of. Not
that length of time can give a man any right

which he knows he had not from the begin-

ning, but because there would be no end of

lawsuits if people were to be disturbed for-

ever. The law, therefore, does what is best

for the public in general, and leaves it to pri-

vate men to act as they will answer to God
and a good conscience. It is too common for

people to conceal, and to keep, what they
have found. People do not, surely, consider

that there is an express law of God against

* Governor Denny, who had shortly before succeeded
Governor Morris.

such practices ; but they will find very p
tieular precepts and directions touching t

matter in the twenty-second chapter of D
leronomy. But do these precepts oblige t

Yes, surely, unless you suppose that God
quired of the Jews to be strictly honest, a
that Christians may do what they please.
In short, it would be a difficult matter

reckon up the many deceits that may be pr
tised without being liable to be called to
account. But the sins of injustice which i

most common, and least taken notice of, £

such as are committed in the way of tra

and bargains. The wise man has given
fair warning of this; "As a nail," saith ]

" sticketh fast between the joinings of t

stones, so doth sin stick close between buyi
and selling." (Eccles. xxvii. 2.) And the;

fore a man who desires to keep a good cc
science will be very watchful over himse
where he has warning beforehand of the da
ger he is in, and will be glad to have 8U(

rules to walk by as he is sure will not decei
him. Such is that of our blessed Saviou
" IVhatsoever ye wouM that men should do
you, do you even so to them." (Matt. vii. i:

Which, though a very general rule, yet by
well meaning Christian may be applied to ;

our dealings with one another. A man, f

instance, who sets this rule before his ey<

will hardly put off damaged or distempen
goods for sound; will hardly take advantaj
of the ignorance of the buyer ; will use no d

ceits to raise the price, or set off the value
what he desires to sell.

I do not here mention false weights at

measures; oppressing the poor; buying •

selling of stolen goods; using oaths and li

to deceive those with whom they deal. Tho
that do any of these things know that th(

do ill ; and all the rules of the Gospel will

of no use to them so long as they "do not b

lieve them. But, for the sake of such as real

desire to make a conscience of their way
one would endeavor to make their way plai

and safe, and their consciences easy upon goc
grounds.
Now, gain being the end of trade, and eveij

man having a right to a reasonable adva:'

tago, of which he himself must very often 1

the sole judge, he lieth under a great tempt,

tion of being favorable to his own interes

and of overlooking that of others; to prevei

which, these considerations should always t

present with men of business:— That ' 1

that maketh haste to be rich, can hardly I

nnocent" (Pro. xxviii. 20 ;) that every ma
has a right to be dealt with fairlj^; that a

depends upon God's blessing; that the fear <

wanting what is necessary is the fear of i

fidels, who know not God; and that a man
(and happiness) consisteth not in tl

abundance of the things which he posscsseti"

When a man can consider such truths s

these seriously, he is then disposed for savin

struction ; he will easily hearken to the ruh
of religion ; and a few rules will serve to dire(

to keep a good conscience in the way '

business. I shall recommend one very plai

rule, which will go a great way towards d

recting every conscientious man how to a(

safely with respect to gain ; and that is, 1

take such a gain, advantage, or consideratioi

as the person with whom I deal would b

'sfied with if he knew my business as we
as I do, and the reasons which oblige me t

take such a profit. That this is a safe an
good rule in trade is pretty plain from matU
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fact ; for, whenever two persons deal to-

g;her who both understand their business

flll, a few words serve their turn: he that

Bds'asks a reasonable gain, and he that buys

S'B it is fit he should have what he asks, all

tngs considered. Xow, if men would but

pike this their rule when they deal with

B3h as are ignorant, it would prevent a great

dal of guilt, which the Wise Man saith is

nnost inseparable from buying and selling.

There are certainly secrets in dealings,

siich everybody cannot be acquainted with
;

It, to prevent my being partial to myself, 1

Ely suppose the person I deal with knew the

tasons why I insist upon such a price, and

ten, if I am conscious to myself that 1 need

i,t be ashamed of such gain, I have a good

istimony of my honesty, and my conscience

ill never reproach me for injustice. But if,

stead of doing so, I take what I can get,

ako a hand of the negligence, ignorance, or

mplicity of those with whom I have to do,

practise what is unjust, I have no regard to

,e laws of the Gospel; and, if ever I do re

3nt of this sin, I make myself liable to one

fthe most difficult duties of Christianity-

iiat of restitution and satisfaction, without

Ihich my repentance will never deliver me

om the sad consequences of such injustice.

But to prevent, as much as may be, any

:3casioD for the exercise of the duly of resti-

ation, I would lay before you, 1st, the great-

ness of these sins; 2ndly, the temptations

rhich lead to them, that we may avoid them
;

,rdly, such considerations as are most likely

3 keep us from running into them. And,

TSt, we are not to judge of the greatness of

rimes by the opinion the world has of them.

it this rate, we should not only make a jest

.f taking advantage of and cheating one an-

ther, as is too common ;
but even some other

rime's which a Christian should not mention

filhout horror, would be counted failings,

ather than sins that will shut us out of

leaven. But we are to judge of the great

less of the crimes by the authority that for

jids them ; by tbe punishment threatened
;

icd by the mischiefs that attend them.

Now, all sins of this kind are plainly against

',he great rule of justice given by our Saviour

'Whatsoever ye would that men should do

.0 you, do ye even so to them." People are

'rery sensible of any such injury done to them

selves, and give very ill names to such as over-

reach 'them. This shows that men do not

ihink these small faults when they themselves

kre the sufferers. And, then, it is said ex-

pressly of these sins, " that the Lord is the

avenger of all such" (1 Thess. iv. 6), perhaps

because men are too apt to overlook them.

And in another place St. Paul saith, "that

jtbe unjust shall not inherit the kingdom of

peaven."
! (To be continued.)

births over deaths in each million of the pop-

ulation is 13,0UO per annum, while in France

it only amounts to 2,40(1. " If we admit,"

says Decaisne, " as a conclusion from the

above figures, that the doubling of the popu-

lation of France, despoiled oftwoof its finest

provinces, and by unheard of disasters, will

require 170 years to be effected, while that of

Prussia requires only 42 years. Great Britian

62, and llussia 1(5, some estimate may be made
of the amount of evil that has befallen this

country." Frenchmen, however, don't emi-

grate, and thus subtract from the population

of their country, as do the Germans.

—

Late

Paper.

' The Increase of Population in Europe.—Dr.

E. Decaisne, in a note communicated to the

jParis academy of science, shows that from the

'triple point of view of the fecundity of mar-

riages, of the absolute number of births, and

!of the excess of births over deaths, France

'occupies the lowest place of all the European

istates. In Prussia 100 marriages gave 4G0

Ichildren ; in France the same number of mar-

Iriages give only 300 children. In Prussia the

{number of births for each 100 of the popula-

Ition generally is 3.98 per annum ;
in France

j
there are only 2.55. " "

For "The Friend.

Comets and Meteors.

(Concluded from page 165.)

Keference has been made above to several

comets which have been supposed to be di

rectly connected with certain periodic displays

of meteors. But the most interesting case of

the kind remains to be mentioned. We allude

to Biela's Comet, the history of which is so

.emarkable that we shall now proceed to give

a pretty fall account of it. It was discovered

on the 27th of Second month 1826, by Biela,

an Austrian officer residing at Josephstadt, in

Bohemia. Parabolic elements of its orbit

were shortly afterwards calculated, and these

were found closely to resemble the elements

of comets observed in 1805 and 1772. There

was therefore reason to believe that these

were all apparitions of the same body, and

that it was consequently moving in an ellipti-

cal instead of a parabolic orbit. Further cal-

culations were made, based on this supposi-

tion, and the result was the computation of

an elliptical orbit which agreed so well with

the observed places of the comet during the

whole time it remained visible, that the date

of its next return was predicted. The orbit

thus obtained gave a period of revolution

around the sun of about six and three-quarter

years, the comet passing at its perihelion a

short distance within the earth's orbit, and at

its aphelion not far beyond the path of Jupi-

ter. The computed time of its next return to

perihelion was the 27th of Eleventh month,

1832 ;
but about a month before this, viz : on

the 29th of Tenth month, it would cross the

plane of the ecliptic just within our orbit, and

only some seventeen thousand miles from it.

This distance being less than the estimated

midiameter of the comet, it followed that

on that day a portion of the earth's orbit would

he included within the body of the fiery visitant.

When this was announced as the result of as-

tronomical calculation, and further that at

that time the earth would be approaching that

very spot, great fears of a collision of the two

bodies were entertained, and many of the

daily papers* announced that the comet would

strike the earth and shiver it to atoms. In

consequence of the consternation thus pro-

duced, the French Government engaged the

celebrated Arago to prepare a treatise on the

subject, showing all that science had dis-

covered respecting the course of the dreaded

comet. The fears of the people were in good

measure allayed when they learned that al

thouo-h the comet was indeed expected to cross

our orbit on the evening of tbe 29th of Tenth

month, the earth would at that time be at the

safe distance of some fifty millions of miles, and

would not arrive at the point of intersection

until the 30th of the next month, by which

time the comet would be out of our way and

speeding its rapid flight around the sun. The

comet came and went according to prediction,

completely verifying the laborious and care-

ul calculations by which its path and move-

ments had been foretold.

Its next return to perihelion was in 1839,

but the earth was at the time in a distant

part of its orbit, which circumstance and its

position near the sun being both unfavorable

for observation, the comet passed unseen.

When at its brightest in 1826 and 1832, it was

not a conspicuous object, being rather faintly

visible to the naked eye.

Careful calculations as before indicated the

11th of Second month, 1846, as the time of

the next or fourth return of Biela's comet to

perihelion ; and on this occasion, its position

with respect to the sun and earth being favor-

able, it was visible for nearly five months,

being first detected on the 28lh of Eleventh

month, 1845, and disappearing on the 22d of

Fourth month, 1846. During this visit it ex-

hibited a phenomenon that struck astrono-

mers with amazement, as a thing almost or

entirely unprecedented in the history of our

system. The first indication of anything un-

usual was on the 19th of Twelfth month,

when the comet appeared pear-shaped. A
few weeks after this it actually separated into

two distinct bodies, which continued to travel

together for more than two months, the ap-

parent distance from each other gradually in-

creasing until it reached 9' 19" of arc, or about

two-sevenths of the apparent diameter of the

sun or moon. A great portion of this increase

of apparent distance was due to the comet's

increasing proximity to the earth. The ac-

In Prussia the excess of

ual distance of the centres of the two bodies

on the 10th of Second month, was computed

be 149,800 miles: it steadily increased until

the 3rd of Third month, when it was ir>7 200

miles, after which it diminished somewhat.

Lieut. Maury, then at the Washington Obser-

vatory, was the first who noticed the separa-

tion of the comet into two parts, he having

detected it on the 12th of First month. Three

days afterwards the surprising phenomonon

was observed in Europe, and subsequently

the twin comets were closely watched both

in Europe and America. Very remarkable

changes were observed to be going on. The

new comet, as well as the original one, had a

nucleus; each had a short tail parallel to the

other, and nearly perpendicular to the line of

junction. The new comet, when first dis-

covered, was small and faint compared with

the old ; but by the 10th of Second month

they were of nearly equal size and brightness.

On the 14th and 16th, however, the new comet

was brighter than the old, presenting a sharp

and starlike nucleus, compared by Lieut.

Maury to a diamond spark. But by the 18th

the old comet had regained its superiority,

the nucleus being unusually bright and well

defined ;
and ft-om this period the new com-

panion began to fade away. On the 24th of

Third month the comet was again apparently

single, and on the 22nd of Fourth month both

had disappeared.*

The return of Biela's comet in 1852, was

looked forward to with much interest, as as-

In France, at 1
according to Arago.

* The above account of the phenomena presented by

Biela's comet, in 184C, is chiefly abridged from Her-

schel's " Outlines of Astronomy."
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tronomers were nncertain what appearance
it might then present. It came at the time
expected, and still the cornet was double. The
two portions were further apart than before :

the distance between them being about 1,200,-
000 miles, thus affording further evidence of
the disruption it suffered in 1846.
In 1859 the comet wag not detected. Owing

to its apparent place being near that of the
sun, it may have returned that year and
passed quietly along all undiscovered

; but in
1860 it should have reappeared in a position
so far from the sun that it would have been
visible; but it could not be found! So, also,
in 1872, it should have crossed our orbit on
the 26th of Eighth month, on its way down
to its perihelion, but it does not appear to
have been seen. In fact no trace of it as a
comet has been discovered since 1852. Hence
it is supposed that the breaking up which
commenced under the wondering gaze of our
astronomers in 184C, has been going on since,
and that by this time Biela's comet has been
transformed into a meteoric cloud or stream.
It was therefore suggested that a watch
should be kept in.different places in this coun-
try and Europe, on and near the 27th of
Eleventh month last, (that being the time
when the earth would pass very near the
comet's orbit), to see whether any remarkable
display of meteors would be observable. The
watch was kept ; and the result confirms the
above supposition. There is but little doubt
that a portion of Biela's celebrated comet

—

the body that it was feared by some would
strike the earth and destroy it in 1832—has
actually encountered our planet in 1872.
The star-shower thus produced was more

favorably seen in Europe than in this country.
The following interesting account of observa-
tions made in several places in Italy on the
night of the 27th, is taken from the Ptiblic
Ledger of this city, being a free translation of
the substance of a letter received here by
Benjamin V. Marsh, from Francisco Denza,
Director of the Moncalieri Observatory, near
Turin.

" This brilliant phenomenon is described as
a great shower of luminous meteors hereto-
fore unprecedented in Italy. It was first ob-
served in the dusk of the evening, and con-
tinued until after midnight, when it was ob-
scured by intervening clouds. Four observers
at the College counted 33,400 falling stars in
six hours and a half, or from six o'clock to
half-past twelve. This number represented
veryimperfectlythe actual number of meteors,
since from six to eight o'clock, the hour of
maximum flight, there were in some regions
of the heavens so many as to resemble flights
of rockets. The sheet of flame was constant,
and as the trains descended in fiery columns
and in sudden gusts, only the more conspicu-
ous and larger balls could be noted. At times
sach as above described, 400 meteors could be
counted every minute and a half by the ob-
servers. There were seen numerous meteors
with large and brilliant bands of fire, very
many globes of dazzling light as large as the
moon, bright and transparent clouds, which
breaking up in a thousand shapes, exhibited
themselves in groups and frays of the most
beautiful and singular forms. Some of the
clouds changed from place to place, and show-
ed themselves again from time to time, one
cloud remaining stationary for more than
twenty-one minutes. This display is con-

countering our atmosphere, was opened out
and dissipated in a meteoric shower. Th(
position of the point from which the meteor;
radiated, which, after accurate determination,
was found near the star ' Gamma' of Andro-
meda, and the epoch of the appearance induce
the belief that this meteoric cloud is the same
which was observed by Brandes, December
7th, 1798, by EaiJlard, December 7th, 1830.
and by Herrick, November 30, 1838. At pre-
sent the period of encounter of the meteoric
cloud with the earth's orbit, it is believed,
should fall exactly upon November 27-28.

"It is also believed that this meteoric
current follows the orbit of Biela's Comet.
Padre Denza is of the opinion that noth-
ing is more probable than that the great
meteoric cloud which gave rise to the shower
of November 27th, 1872, was a part of Biela's
Comet entangled and diffused with the cosmi-
eal cloud, especially if it be true that the earth
on November 27th, 1872, traversed one of the
nodes of the orbit of this comet. This o-reat
' star shower' was observed in Italy.^ At
Naples, Professor De Gasparis counted two
meteors per second. At Matera, Professor
Eugenio, with three assistants, noted 38,153
falling stars from six to twelve o'clock

; and
at Messina the multitude of falling stars was
so great that they could not be counted. At
Mondovi, Professor Bruno, with three ob-
servers, counted 30,881 meteors during eight
hours. The maximum shower occurred from
8 to 9 o'clock."

In the United States the phenomenon was
systematically observed at various places, and
the number of meteors seen was carefully
noted. But it is evident, as the maximum of
the star-shower in Italy was at about 8 o'clock
in the evening, (it being then about half past
two o'clock in the afternoon in this part of
the VForld,) and as it had greatly diminished
by midnight, the inhabitants of America were
prevented by the daylight from wi

this feature has an important bearing on
hypothesis of the conversion of comets i

meteoric clouds, a few words on the sub
may appropriately conclude this paper.
That the quantity of matter in a comet

in other words, its iveight, is very small ci

pared with that ofa planet or moon, is evid
from the fact that although there are dor
less thousands of comets revolving among
planets of our system, the latter are not s

sibly affected by the attraction of the form
whereas comets are themselves delayed or
celerated in their course very considerably
the action of the planets ; the effect of a {

gle planet in this way, often amounting
days, and in some cases to many mont
Thus it was computed that Halley's celebr
ed comet, in the course of a single revolutii
between the years 1682 and 1759, was deli

ed 100 days by the action of Saturn, and I

days by the attraction of Jupiter; and its

tnearly at the time predicted, veri
general correctness of these computatio:
In some instances cometary orbits have be
entirely changed in their form and dimensio
by the attraction of a planet. Thus in t

oft-quoted case of Lexell's comet, which w
visible in 1770, it is believed that the attn
tion of Jupiter changed its orbit in 1767 fro

a large ellipse to a small one of but five ai

a half years' circuit, and that in 1779 it pai

ed nearer to that planet than its fourth sat
lite, and was thus whirled from its new orl
and thrown off in a third ellipse of much la

ger dimensions than the second one, or posf
bly in a parabolic orbit never more to retur
But it is observable that neither Jupiter n^
' is satellites were sensibly affected by th
remarkable encounter.
The scale-beam of the astronomer, wher

with he weighs the sun and planets, and eve
the satellites of some of the latter, is a vei-

complex yet delicate instrument. The ii

most skill of the mathematician is required 1

the imposmg part of the grand exhibition, use it successfully, but, within certain limit
About a thousand meteors were seen in an its determinations are entirely reliable,
hour, ho^vever, at New Haven, and they were vain, however, have been all attempts
probably quite as numerous at other places
in eastern America. At New Haven an un
usual number were observed as early as the
evening of the 24th, and again on the 25th
On the 26th a storm prevented observations,
but on the evening of the 27th as many as

1750 meteors were counted between 6h. 38m
and 8h. 48m. p. m., by a company of students
from Yale College, varying in number during
the time from two to six, under the direction
of Prof H. A. Newton. They noted 1050 in
the first hour and 700 during the last 70

nutes. At Washington, Philadelphia, Had-
donfield and other places, the number counted
on the same evening by fewer observers was
nearly in the same proportion, the display
gradually diminishing as the evening ad-
vanced, and almost entirely ceasing by 10
o'clock. It would seem probable that there
must have been a grand display in those parti
of Europe and Asia where the weather was
favorable on the evening and night of the 27th,
and perhaps also on the Pacific coast of this
Continent, before sunrise that morning; but
the compiler of this article has not yet met
with any accounts of observations in those
places.

To return to comets; it is generally con-
ceded that the matter of which they are com-
posed, whatever it may be, is, in most or all

weigh comets in the wonderful
these misty orbs are too nearly imponderabl
to move the beam an hair-breadth.

If then the weight of comets is so very ii

considerable, it follows, inasmuch as thai

volume or bulk is usually very large, that th
matter of which they are composed must b
very diffuse. "When, therefore, one of thes
remarkable orbs has been interposed betweei
a star and the observer, the star has, in sevf
ral instances, been seen through the substanc
of the comet. It is very seldom indeed tha
the opportunity presents of witnessing thii

singular phenomenon. Two cases, however
ay be cited. Sir John Herschel mentioni

that Biela's comet having passed over a smal
cluster of stars of the 16th or 17th magnitude
the appearance presented was that of a neb
ula partly resolvable into stars. The mos
trifling fog would have effaced the stars, bu'

they still continued visible, although the in

terposed cometic matter must have been 80m«
fifty thousand miles in thickness. More re

cently, while professor C. A. Young was ma
king observations at Dartmouth College Ob-
servatory, on the 1st of 12th month, 1871.

Encke's comet " passed centrally over a stai

of the 9th magnitude," and yet, he says, "the
star did not appear to be dimmed in the slight-

fiidered as that nf a f.r>=m;noi ni/^rT^ k- u i'""--
.
..liaucvm il may ue, is, m most or all est aegree." The observation was made weidered as that of a cosmical cloud, which, en-

1
cases, exceedingly light and diffuse : and as I a teleslope of 9 4-10 inches aperture. LLN
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UNUSED SPICES.

Jow upon the first day of the week, very early in

aorning, they came unto the sepulchre, bringing

which they had prepared."—Luke xxiv. 1.

What said those women as they bore

Their fragrant gifts away ?

—

The spices that they did not need

That resurrection day.

Did Mary say within her heart,

" Our work hath been in vain ;"

Or, counting o'er the spices bought,

Of so much waste complain ?

Not so ; for though the risen Lord

Their oilering did not need,

Not unrewarded was the love

That planned the reverent deed.

For, though unused their fragrant store,

Yet well might they rejoice.

Since they the first who saw the Lord,

The first who heard his voice.

Sweet story, hast thou not some truth.

For my impatient heart ?

Some lesson that shall stay with me,

Its comfort to impart ?

Have I not gathered in the past.

In davs that are no more.

Of spices sweet and ointment rare

What seemed a precious store ?

A little knowledge I had gained,

A little strength and skill

;

I thought to use them for my Lord,

If such should be his will.

Alas! my store unused hath been.

The strength I prized hath gone;

My weary hands have lost their skill,

And yet my life goes on.

In all the busy work of life

I have but scanty share.

And scanty is the service done

For Him whose name I bear.

• So many hopes and plans have died,

In weariness and pain,

My heart cries out, in sore distress,

" Was all my work in vain ?"

Be still, sad heart, thy hopes and plans

Are known to One divine

;

He knoweth all thou wouklst have done,

Had greater strength been thine.

My unused spices ! Dearest Lord,

They were prepared for thee
;

Yet if for them thou has no need.

Let Love my offering be.

Vermont Chronicle.

?, by disccv-

NIL DESPERANDUM.
Courage, brother, do not stumble.

Though thy path be dark as night

;

There's a star to guide the humble

—

Trust in God to do the right.

Let the road be rough and dreary.

And its end far out of sight,

Foot it bravely—strong or weary

—

Trust in God and do the right.

Some will hate thee ; some will love thee
;

Some will flatter ; some will slight

;

Cease desponding—look above thee

—

Trust in God and do the right.

Other end than to be their shac

ering their folly and wealsness.

But for all the disorders of the tongue, the

remedy must begin at the heart. Purge the

fountain, and then the streams will be clear.

Keep thy heart, and then it will be easy to

keep thy tongue.

It is a great help in the quality of speech to

abate in the quantity ; not to speak rashly, but

to ponder what we are going to say. "Set a

watch before the doors of thy lips." Psa. csli,

3. He bids us not build up like a stone wall,

that nothing may go in nor come out, but he

peaks of a door, which may sometimes open

ofttimes shut, withal to have a watch stand

ing before it continually. A Christian must

labor to have his speech as contracted as can

be in the things of this earth ;
and even in

divine things our words should be few and

wary. In speaking of the greatest things, it

is a great point of wisdom not to speak much.

The Apostle James makes it a great character

of a Christian's perfections: "If any man
offend not in word, the same is a perfect man."

But where is that man ? Seeing we find men
generally, and most of ourselves, so far from

this, it cannot choose but work this, to stir

up ardent desires in us to be removed to that

blessed society where there shall never be a

word amiss nor a word too much.

—

Archhisliop

Leighton.

For "The Frieud."

The Fathers.

The following incident, and the reflections

arising from it have been so often recurring,

it may be they have a use in stirring up the

pure mind by way of remembrance of the

precious examples left us in the lives of the

early fathers of our church.

A Freedman sitting by the fire one very

cold morning, and seeking occasion to be in

formed about a people who had, it appeared,

interested him deeply, asked "Was Pain

(meaning Penn) the father of your church ?'

" No, we call Fox the founder of our church."

For "The Friend.'

Barclay's Life of Jaffray.

Having been instructively engaged in re-

perusing the Diary of Alexander Jaffray, by

John Barclay, I thought that some selections

from it might be entertaining, as well as prac-

tically useful to the readers of " The Friend."

Beside the diary of A. J., the work also

opens out a good deal of collateral matter lu-

minously bearing upon the subject in hand
;

which, while calculated to excite the interest

of the elder reader, is perhaps no less adapted

to the instruction and edification of the more
youthful and forming mind.

" In a corner of the Apologist's study," says

the editor in some prefatory remarks, " on

paper highly discolored, and the writing in

some places much injured, so that many parts

of it were for a time almost wholly unintelli-

gible, with the entire absence also of the au-

thor's name, furnishing another source of dif-

ficulty, was found a portion of the MS. of the

diary ;
while in a loft of a farm bouse not far

from the old mansion, in detached fragments,

among heaps of waste paper, and in a very

tattered condition, were discovered leaf after

leaf of another MS. which were quickly re-

cognized as of the same hand writing, and
counterparts of the foregoing. I am unable

to state," continues J. B., " how these came
into the possession of the Barclays of Ury

;

but, from the great intimacy which subsisted

for several generations between that family

and the Jaffrays, it is highly probable, that it

was consigned by some branch of the latter

to the care of the former, with a view to its

publication. The most prominent design of

the writer, in taking down these observations

on the Lord's goodness towards him, is set

forth at the commencement of the diary, be-

ino' expressively opened, by the introduction

of'^two scriptural passages, (hereafter to be

given), which he there adopts as his motto,

and to which, as a watchword, he often re-

curs: namely, that he might stir up himself,

and engage his heart to the Lord forever. Yet,

Oh yes: John, war'nt it?" " Xo, George besides this primary design of self improve-

Fox." " Well I've hear'n of that man Fox."
j

ment, it becomes manifest as we proceed, that

Mighty deep man that." The talk that fol- he includes a further object, and that he is not

lowed was as spiritual as it was original on
| without hope, his successors, especially his

his part. And the lesson I learned from it

was this. Why should not the evident oppor-

tunity for spreading the Truth which " that

man Fox'' preached, be zealously embraced.

Why should such seeking, tender, receptive

minds be unsatisfied, by reason of our supine-

ess. Is such apathy in accordance with the

..fe and work of " that man Fox," and his co-

laborers? Did they refrain from open calls

to labor in our Lord's vineyard, because of the

fear of being called proselyters, or mission-

aries? Is Quakerism too poor to be planted

in the face of strangers to its power? Will

it not grow in new ground ? The very ground

which is the least encumbered by traditions

and formalism, is that which is most propiti-

ous to its growth. The hearts that have

looked with the most singleness to the Lord

for deliverance—the souls that seek admission

most directly into the sanctuary, are they

into which pure Christianity is most readily

received. Such hearts are, generally, the

hearts of the disenthralled of the South, both

white and colored ; and among them is the

call to labor. How many have received the

call is not for one to judge for others.

Ist mo. 6th, 1873.

children, may derive instruction from a reci-

tal of the passages and exercises of his life."

Continuing the preliminary remarks of our

author :
" On the subject of the religious

qualities of this fragment of autobiography,

it will be readily perceived there prevails

throughout the diary, every symptom of a

salutary and genuine exercise of mind, uni-

formly directed, in the first place, for the well-

being of the writer's own soul, next for that

of his family, then on account of ' the godly,'

but in its full scope reaching towards all of

every class. Those great duties and attain-

ments so mainly pressed upon us by our Di-

vine Saviour while personally on earth, and

which it was no mean end of His appearing

to enforce, are here every where upheld and

sought after; such as self denial, humility,

charity, and watchfulness unto prayer. One
feature, not common in productions of this

kind, but which forms in the present instance

a chief attraction, is the gradual and continued

enlargement in spiritual groiDth. We here trace,

in the unaffected outline of Jaffray's views

and feelings, the intimate workings and move-

ments of a mind, superior to those temporiz-

ing compliances with systems and parties,

which have ever proved a vast impediment to
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the pious and the dedicated, in their heaven-
ly race. We see, in his narrative, to what
conclusions the pure dictates of the Holy Spi-
rit brought him, to what they tended, and
how they operated on an honest, and hum-
bled soul, even to breali down the strongest
bias; as it were to remould the man, reduc-
ing all things "to the obedience of Christ."
I earnestly desire for my readers, whatever
be their standing in the universal church, that
they may be enabled profitably to reflect upon
this feature of his case, that thus they may
be favored to arrive at just conclusions with
regard to it. This individual was truly led
as ' the blind by a way' that he had not hith
erto ' known,' into paths—the good old paths,
indeed,—but which were then newly 'cast
up,' and ' every where spoken against.' "

view the prospect of mischievous collisions
with comets) as a question of probabilities.
Among so many thousands of stars there
have been so many sudden outbursts of light
and fire, so many sudden defalcations of spl
dor. Our sun is one of those thousands, and
so far as we know, takes his chance with th
rest.

—

Miscellany.

It is due to the memory of those, who, in
the spirit of their meek and self-denying Sa-
viour, " endured such contradiction of sinners
against" themselves, that the temper and ten-
dency of that age should be manifested ;

—

otherwise, very superficial and incorrect no-
tions might be readily taken up respecting
them

; and the peculiar line of behavior, so
uniformly observed by these true friends of
the true spiritual liberty, might be greatly
misunderstood. This remark leads to the no-
tice of one trait, in particular, which has ever
been, and I believe must ever be attributable
to the real " Quaker," and which is strikingly
apparent throughout thegreater part of these
memoirs

: namely, an unconceding and close
adherence to that course of conduct, which
their sense of duty has at any time indicated

(To be continued.)

Something wrong vnth the Sun.—When we
consider the intense heat which has prevail-
ed daring the last summer, we are naturally
led to the conclusion that the sun himself is

giving out more heat than usual. We cannot
refrain from noting, as at least a curious co-
incidence, that at the very time when the
heat has been so great, the great central
minary of the solar system has been the scene
of a very remarkable disturbance, an event
in fact, altogether unlike any which astrono-
mers have hitherto observed. If we only re-

member that our sun is one of the stars, not
in any way distinguished, unless perhaps by
relative insignificance, from the great bulk
of the stars which illuminate our skies at
night, or are revealed by the telescope, we
shall learn to recognise the possibility that he
may undergo marked changes. There are
stars which, after shining with apparent stead-
iness for thousands of years, (possibly for mil-
lions of years before astronomy was thought
of,) have become suddenly much reduced in
brightness, or aftei a few flickerings (as it

were) have gone out altogether. There are
others which have shone with equal steadi-
ness, and have then suddenly blazed out for
a while with a lustre exceeding a hundred
fold that which they formerly possessed. It
would be equally unpleasant for ourselves
whether the sun suddenly lost the best part
of his light, and presently went out altogeth-
er, or whether he suddenly grew fiftyfold
brighter and hotter than he now is. Yet in
the pi-esent position of siderial astronomy, it

is impossible to assert confidently that one
event or the other might not take place at
any time. Fortunately, we may view this
matter (just as astronomers have learned to

For "The Friend."

Albert Barnes says, after arriving at th
age of three score, I have seen the value of
temperance. I began life when the use of in

toxicating drinks prevailed generally in our
country. I was never intemperate ; but I

was exposed to the temptations to which those
who enter on life when such habits prev
are exposed, and I have seen many of the
companions of my early years sink to the
grave as the result of habits formed undei
those customs.
The great work of the temperance reforma-

tion in this country, commenced about the
time that I entered on my ministry. I adopt
ed the most rigid views on the subject. ]

embraced the principles of entire abstinence
from all that can intoxicate. I have adhered
to that principle. For thirty years I have
rigidly abstained from even wine, except as
prescribed by a physician, and then most
rarely. I have never kept it in my family ; I

have never provided it for my friends. I have
never concealed my sentiments on the sub-
ject ;

and in thus abstaining, in all the circles
where 1 have been, whether of religious men
or worldly men, at home, at sea, or abroad, I

have seen only a marked respect for my sen-
timents.

If I were to live my life over again, I see
nothing in this matter which I would wish to
change. I am persuaded that the principle
has all the importance which I have ever at-
tached to it. I have lost nothing by it ; I
have gained much. I have lost nothing on
the score of health

;
I have gained much. I

have had a clearer intellect, than I should
otherwise have had : I have had more bodily
vigor ; I have had a calmer mind, and I have
had more cheerful spirits. I have had more
ability to labor, and I have had a more uni-
form inclination to labor.

I cannot forget that by this course of life,

whatever may have occurred in other res-
pects, I have escaped dangers to which I
should have been exposed, and which might
have proved my ruin. I have not lived so
long upon the earth without seeing painful
evidence that no profession, not even the
ministry of the Gospel, of itself secures a man
from the dangers of intemperance; and I have
seen most sad and humiliating illustrations of
the effect of indulging in intoxicating drinks
even among ministers of the gospel ; and
whatever else may have occurred in my life,

it is a source of grateful reflection to me now,'
that I have not fallen as they have done

; that
I have been permitted to feel the confident
assurance that as long as I adhered to this
fixed purpose, I was absolutely certain that
one of the direst curses that can come upon
men would never come upon me; that of dis-
gracing my profession, and crushing the hearts
of my friends, and covering my own name
with infamy, by intemperance.

It was my lotto begin my ministry in a re-
gion of country where the usual customs on
the subject prevailed, and where alcoholic

sold. Within the limits ofmy pastoral cha
embracing an extent of not far from ten
in diameter, there were nineteen places v

the article was manufactured, and tw(
where it was sold. I considered it my c

early to call the attention of my people tc

subject. I presented my views, in succee
discourses, plainly and earnestlj^ 1 appe
to their reason, to their conscience, to t

religion. I showed what was the doctrin
the bible on the subject, and I stated thi

fluence of the practice on the happines
families, and on the peace, the order, and
morals of the community, and its influenc
producing pauperism, wretchedness,
and death. The appeal was not in vain
found early, even where habits had been 1

established; where property was involve

and where sacrifices would be required
their part in adopting my views, that ;

would listen to the voice of reason, and
voice of God. I had the happiness to ki
that in eighteen out of the twenty pli

where intoxicating drinks were sold, the
fie was soon abandoned ; and I saw in se

teen out of nineteen of those places where
poison was manufactured, the fires go ou
be rekindled no more. I had a proof t

early in my ministry, which has been of gi

value to me since, of the fact that truth t

be presented to the minds of men so as to

cure their approbation, even when great
cuniary sacrifices must be made, and whei
would lead to important changes in the c

torn and habits of society.

The cause of temperance, as a cause,
met with a Waterloo defeat. The advoca
of the use of intoxicating liquors
umphed. The barriers against intemperai

broken down. The temperai
societies have been disbanded. The restrai

on the manufacture and sale of that wh
poisons and ruins have been withdrawn. 1
utmost liberty in the manufacture and s

has been conceded by the law, and the vo
of persuasion, of entreaty, and of warning 1

almost died away. The community has
termined that thtre shall be no restraint, a

that all men may manufacture, and sell

drink as they please. The flood gate
thrown wide open, and the experiment is

be again made, on the largest scale, to det
mine what will be the effect of unlimited i

dulgence in intoxicating drinks. The co.

munity has expressed its willingness to ti

itself to support paupers, ninety-nine out
every hundred of whom ai'e made paupers I

the direct or indirect influence of intoxicatio;

to pay the expense of building prisons,

conducting the business of courts, and
porting convicts for burglary, arson, bra
and manslaughter, nine cases out of every tc

of which are produced by intemperance

—

bear this enormous burden because there is

small portion of the community which d
mands the privilege of supporting itself I

scattering wretchedness and crime over tl

land; by breaking the hearts of wives,
thers and sisters, and by consigning husb£
fathers and sons to the wretched grave of tl

drunkard.
Meantime the

dumb.
press is silent. The pulpit

The voice of warning and entreat
has died away. A most fearful experiment
made in the land; an experiment whose
suit God alone can see.

I believe that the manufacture and sale
drinks were extensively manufactured and I ardent spirits for the purpose of a beverag
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n immoral employment, and a ruinous

lite of capital; that the practice of licensing

ivil ill any form and for any purposes—of

iiwiiin' tho protection of the law for a mis-

.; le riTvcnue, over that which spreads woe,

1
poverty, and crime in the land, is as er-

ii^ous ill principle as it is pernicious in its

,i,e<iUonees; and that the true principle in

i.mutior, is that ofentire prohibition of that

\:h is "evil, and only evil, and evil contin-

ly." 1 believe that a community would

) letter and happier; more prosperous in

(Idly matters, and more religious towards

\vhero this should be done; and that in

Mi; iliis, no just principle in legislation

( id be violated.

be followed with afflictions and crosses,

lO jaUgment nor curse. But to live in

icness and blindness,—to want the light of

t's countenance, to be without the know-

|:;o of himself, and to want the light of His

j-itenance, while we have plenty of out-

|d things, these are curses indeed.— /.

' ard.

THE FRIEND.

FIRST MONTH 18, 1873.

sympathize with those, who, while wait-

for the consolation of Israel, and earnestly

,ing for the enlargement of her borders,

distressed and discouraged by so much

ag said or published among us, which,

atever may be the intention of its authors,

alculated to lead to the belief that the work

lalvation is a very easy affair, and may be

omplished, as it were, at once. Could we
e credit to it, we would suppose that those

akened to some sense of their lost condi-

1, can know their sins at once washed

ay, and complete justification experienced,

a self-begotten faith in the truths recorded

ihe Holy Scriptures relative to the atoning

rifice of Christ; and that they may apply

themselves the promises there found, made

his true-born children. The idea of an

yard fight and struggle, as presented by

•Lord in his exhortation, " Strive [or be

)nized] to enter in at the strait gate," ap-

irs to be discarded, and the doctrine incul-

.ed, that confession of belief in Christ's at-

butes and offices, and pj-ofession of what is

med consecration, will ensure that He, as

3 "substitute" and "sinbcarer," will forth-

th take away the guilt and cleanse from all

llution, and enable to stand "perfect and

mpleto in all the will of God." There need

no wilderness journey to the promised

id ; holiness can be reached quickly, with-

t passing through the " old, weary, striving

ly" which Friends have heretofore supposed

^8 tho ordinarj' lot of christians who are

/xious to fight the good fight of faith, in

Ider
to lay hold of eternal life. Of course,

ness for engaging in any of the services

rtaining to Christ's church is as rapidly ac

iiired.

'We know that the dissemination of thii

nd of doctrine is a source of sorrow to many
nong us, because its direct tendency is to

t those who may be aroused by the visita-

>n of the Day Spring from on high, and who
lopt it, at ease in a false rest, lead them to

suppose they are born again, when they have

hardly felt the first pangs of the new birth,

and thus prevent them from coming under

the fiery operation of the flaming sword which

turns every way to keep the way of the tree

of life," and being created anew in Christ

Jesus, be thereby qualified to engage in his

work and service. It also keeps up disunity

and division among the members of the So-

ciety, for there are not a few of them who
cannot unite with the doctrine nor with those

who uphold it. It likewise often brings de-

pressing doubts and fears into tho minds of

some, who, having set their faces heavenward,

are striving to walk in tho strait and narrow

way ;
but who find there is a " law in their

began to appear, and great and unutterable

were my conflicts and distress. I thought no
man's condiiion u]ion the face of the earth

was like mine. I thought I was not fit to die,

neither did I know how to live. I thought in

tho evening, 'Oh that it was morning!' and
in the morning, 'that it was evening!' I had
many solilarj^ walks in the fields, and other

places, in which I poured out my complaints

and cries before the Lord, with fervent sup-

plications to him, that he would look upon my
affliction and the strong temptations I was
under, and that ho would rebuke the adver-

sary of my soul, and deliver it, for I even
thought it was in t he jaws of a devouring lion,

and amongst the fiery spirits, and, as it were.

members, warring against the law of their Under the weight of the mountains. Read

mind," from which " law of sin and death,

they can be set free only by continued obed

ence " to the law of the Spirit of life in Christ

Jesus," and who therefore are made to feel

that it is necessary for them to submit to be

" buried with Him by baptism into death ;
that

like as Christ was raised up from the dead by

the glory of the Father, even so they also

should walk in newness of life. Satan is ever

ready to take advantage of the doubts and

fears of these, and to try to persuade them
that they are making the way too hard for

themselves; that there is no necessity to take

up the daily cross, and deny themselves of all

conformity to the spirit and manners of the

world ; for there are others who do not do so,

who do not find religion such a self-crucifying

system, who can conform to the world in

many things, but who nevertheless claim to be

saved by Christ, who has long since wrought

the whole needful work for them ;
who will

cover all their impurities with the robe of his

righteousness, and make them holy without

all this struggling and suflFering.

We could quote for the instruction and en-

couragement of these conflicting, sorely tried

disciples, from the journal of nearly every sub-

stantial Friend who has left his or her reli-

gious experience upon record, from George

Fox down to our own time, and show that

they have had to walk in the tribulated path,

set forth in the Scriptures under the simili-

tude of the christian's warfare ; and that

though Wisdom's ways are ways of pleasant-

ness, and all her paths are peace, yet bringing

man up out of the fall, wherein he is the ser-

vant of his evil propensities, and an enemy to

God and to good works, and creating him
anew in Christ Jesus, so that the strong man
armed is cast out and all his goods spoiled, is

a great and most generally a progressive

work; wherein the natural or carnal will

ust be crucified and slain, and man reduced

to the state of a little child. We, however, will

limit our extract to the following from John
Richardson :

" After much searching without, amongst
those who proved to me physieiansofno valu

and miserable comforters, I betook m3'self to

a lonesome and retired life, breathing after,

and seeking the Lord in the fields and private

places, beseeching him, that he would bring

me to the saving knowledge of his truth ;
and

Blessed be the name of the Lord now and for

ever, I had not sought bim long with all my
heart, before I met with his inward appear-

ance to me, in and by his Holy Spirit, light

and grace. But when the true Light did be-

gin to shine more clearly, and the living wit-

ness arose in my inward man, oh ! then my
undone, bewildered, and miserable condition

and understand the afflictions of thy brother,

thou that hast come through great tribula-

tions, and hast washed and made thy gar-

ents white in the blood of the Lamb. This

is the beginning of that baptism which doth

save, and of that washing of regeneration and
renewing of the Holy Ghost, which the Lord
sheds upon the believers in abundance. This

is the blood which sprinkleth the heart from
an evil conscience, that the children of men,
thus changed, may serve the living and true

God ;
this is the life which converts the world,

even as many as are converted; this is the

virtue, life, and blood, which maketh clean

the saints' garments, and inwardly washeth
them from all filthiness, both of flesh and
ipirit. 1 found this was and is He of whom
t is said, ' By him were all things made, and
he is the Lord of all ;' a man ought to be ser-

vant to him, and all things in man subservient

to him, who commands and comprehends all

things, in whom all the types and shadows
end, or are fulfilled. Read this, thou virgin

daughter, or clean church of Christ, the rock

of thy strength, whose name to thee is as

precious ointment poured forth, and because

of the savor thereof, the virgins love him, and
are under great obligations to obey and follow

the Lamb of God, wheresover he leadeth."

" I now came to witness that Scripture to

be fulfilled which saith, that ' When the Lord's

judgments are in the earth,' or earthly hearts

of men, ' the inhabitants learn righteousness
:'

and notwithstanding there was an aversion

in my wild nature to the jjeople in scorn called

Quakers, as also to the name itself, yet when
the afflicting hand of the Lord was upon me
for my disobedience, and when, likeEphraim
and judah, I saw in the light my hurt and

my wound, I bemoaned myself, and mourned
over that just principle of light and grace in

me, which I had pierced with my sins and
disobedience. Although that ministration of

condemnation was glorious in its time, yet

great were my troubles, which humbled my
mind, and made me willing to deny myself of

every thing which the light made known in

me to be evil. This was surely like the day
of Jacob's troubles, and David's fears. I saw
that the filth of Sion was to be purged away
by the Spirit of judgment and of burning;

this is the way of the deliverance and recovery

of poor men out of the fall, and the time of

the restoration of the kingdom to God's true

Israel. Read j-c that can, and understand.

This was the day of my baptism into the love

of God, and true faith in his beloved Son, as

also into a feeling of, or sympathy with him
in his sufferings, which were unutterable; and
I found that ministration changed ; that which
had been unto death, was now unto life ;

and
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the miDistration which was of condemnation
unto the first birth, when that was slain, and
in a good degree nailed or fastened to the cross
of Christ, the power of God, then the good
prevailed over the evil, and working out the
evil in the mind, and also in the members,
made all good or holy. The Lord's living
power, and consuming word, when it works
and prevails, brings into subjection, and
maketh holy the very heart or ground in

men."

BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETING.
A copy of the printed minutes of Baltimore

Yearly Meeting, has been received at our
office

;
by which we learn that it was held by

adjournments from the 19th to the 2 Uh ofthe
10th month, 1872. Epistles were read from
the Yearly Meetings with which it corres
ponds, (except Kansas,) and replies thereto
were prepared, approved and directed to be
forwarded. Francis T. King was re-appoint-
ed clerk, and James Carey, assistant. A pro-
position received from Baltimore Quarterly
Meeting to discontinue Preparative Meetings
where there is but one in a Monthly Meeting,
was referred to a committee, which reporting
as its judgment, that Monthly Meetings, with
the consent of their (^fuarterly Meetings, have
power both to establish or discontinue Pre-
parative Meetings, it was united with. Men
and women met together when the London
General Epistle and the minutes of the Meet-
ing for Sufferings were read, and that meeting
encouraged to prosecute their labors. A new
committee was appointed to visit subordinate
meetings. The Queries, and answers from the
Quarterly Meetings were read, and a minute
on the state of the meeting, and containing
advice and encouragement to more faithful-

ness was adopted. Reports from "The Balti-
more Association to aid our Brethren ofNorth
Carolina," and from the Secretary of " The
Peace Association of Friends in America,"
were read. The meeting concluded, to meet
at the usual time and place next year.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Louis Napoleon, ex-Emperor of France,

died at Chiselhurst, near London, on the 9th inst. The
interment was to take place on the loth, at Chiselhnrst,
but it is said that the French government will permit
the final interment to be made in France if the fnneral
is strictly private, and he is buried as ex-Emperor and
not as Emperor. Numerous officers of the French army
applied for leave of absence to attend the funeral, but
they were in all cases refused, excepting where the ap-
plicant was formerly connected with Napoleon's house-
hold. A great number of Frenchmen were expected at
the funeral. The sudden death of the ex-emperor took
his friends and family by surprise. He had been suf-
fering from a painful disease, and had already been
twice subjected to surgical operations; when before an-
other could be tried his vital forces seemed to leave him
all at once and he sank rapidly.
The opinions expressed by the French journals vary

greatly in their estimates of the deceased. The Journal
des Debates says :

" He was the great delusion of the
country. The mass of the nation dreamed with him.
The awakening was terrible. Now ' the empire is peace'—the peace of the tomb."

The Conslitutionnei finds the situation in France and
in Europe nowise affected by the death ofNapoleon. His
reign was most fruitful in great results. History will
record it as one of the most prosperous, notwithstand-
ing its disastrous close.

Legitimist, Clerical and Orleanist journals do justice
to Napoleon's good qualities, and concur in the opinion
that the system he inherited was responsible for most
of the evils of the government.
The Republiqm Francais considers the Bonapartist

France in money, blood, shame and disaster. Both
Emperors were only powerful by force of lies : and by
lies they fell.

President Thiers has instructed the French ambas-
sador at Vienna, to convey to the Austrian Prime Min
ister an expression of the deep regret of the French
government at the indiscreet publications of the Duke
de Grammont.
Count Von Beust publishes a letter in answer to the

assertions of the Duke de Grammont. The Count show
that Austria tried to dissuade France from going to war
with Germany, and explicitly reserved her right to re-
main neutral. After war was declared France asked
for an alliance and Austria refused.

President Thiers and the Committee have agreed as
to the occasions when the President may address the
Assembly.

Several persons belonging to the International So-
ciety have been arrested in France. Orsini bombs were
found in the possession of .some of the parties.
During the year 1872, 166,166 emigrants sailed from

Liverpool, 14,618 from London, 22,901 from Glasgow
30,660 from Cork, and 9,607 from Londonderry.

In the army bill which the Danish Minister of War
presented on the 8th inst., great reductions are made in
the army and material of war, indicating that the policy
of Denmark is one of peace and neutrality.
The Swiss Federal Council have threatened to use

vigorous measures against the Canton of Valais, because
Jesuit masters have been tolerated in the schools.
The Carlists troubles continue in the north of Spain.

A band of Carlists which was roaming through the pro-
vince of Valencia, was attacked by government troops
on the 10th, thirty-two of the insurgents were killed,
thirty captured, and the rest dispersed.
The Bilboa Cable Company has obtained a conces-

sion for constritcting a special line of telegraph from
Bilboa to Madrid, for the transmission of dispatches to
be received from abroad over their cable.
The king has signed a concession to a Spanish com-

pany for a telegraph cable from Cadiz to Cuba, by way
of the Canaries and TenerifFe.

During the session of the Italian Chamber of Depu-
ties on the 10th inst., the Minister of the Interior for-
mally announced the death of Napoleon, and said that
the Italian government had learned of the event with
the deepest regret. It was ifnpossible to forget that
Napoleon had contributed greatly to secure the unity
of Italy.

At Rome, Venice and Milan, subscriptions have been
opened for funds to be devoted to the erection of a
jnument to the ex-Emperor.
A Berlin dispatch of the 10th says: In the Diet to

day Count Von Eulenberg, Minister of the Interior, in
answer to an interpellation introduced yesterday, stated
that the prosecutions against newspapers originated in
the Foreign Office, and their object was to get a judicial
decision as to whether such calumniations of the coun
try as were contained in the Papal allocution could be
legally published and circulated.

dispatch from Bombay says, that a report has
reached that city that a terrible earthquake has occurred
at Somghur, a town of India, 114 miles north of Bom-
bay. Fifteen hundred persons are said to have been
killed in the town alone. Nothing had been heard
from the surrounding country which it was feared had
also suffered greatly.

London, 1st mo. 13th.—Consols 92J. U. S. sixes
1867, 93} ; new five per cents, 90\.

'

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, lojd. ; Orleans, lOfd.
A Madrid dispatch of the 13th says: Additional re-

inforcements for the army in Cuba have sailed for
Havana. A manifesto has appeared against the pro
posed reforms in Porto Rico. It advocates the gradual
abolition of slavery, and strongly opposes the policy of
the government with regard to the West India Islands.
The paper is numerously signed by the nobility and
members of the monarchical parties.

United States.—According to the last monthlv
report of the Department of Agriculture, the aggregate
crop of Indian corn is estimated at 1,100,000.000 bushels;
a better quality and greater value than 'usual. The
total cotton crop is placed at 3,450,000 commercial
bales, averaging 465 lbs., produced on 8,482,905 acres,
in ten States, an average per acre of 188 7-10 lbs. The
season was unpropitious owing to insect depredations
and local droughts. The aggregate hay crop is esti-
mated at 24,000,000 tons. Thousands of sacks of wheat
remain unthrashed in California fields, the granaries
and warehouses being all full and no storage available.
When one hundred more ships have loaded and sailed
there will still remain wheat to spare.

$27,303,495, having been reduced $10,992,662 _.

previous six years. The balance in the State Trei
at that date was $1,482,455.
The Pennsylvania Convention to revise the Com

tion of the State, met in Philadelphia the 7th
pui-suant to adjournment from Harrisburg. It will
bably be several months in session.

The interments in Philadelphia last week were
There were 41 deaths of consumption, 45 inflammi
of the lungs, and 16 old age.

Boston had 207 interments last week, includin
deaths of small pox. .

The total number of deaths in Cincinnati durim
year 1872 was 5,472.

''

The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway, 1

completed 1106 miles of track within the last year
The production of anthracite coal in Pennsylvi
1872, amounted to 18,400,000 tons, of which 4 i

520 tons were forwarded by the Philadelphia and B
ing Railroad. The gross receipts of this road foi

were $12,125,038, and the expenses $8,063
leaving a net profit of $4,061,496, which is Jt945
'

!3 than that of 1871.
In New York during the week ending the 11th i

there were 508 deaths, 484 births, and 211 marrias
ITie Markets, <fec.—The following were the quotal

on the 13th inst. New ForA.—American gold 1

U. S. sixes, 1881, 115| ; ditto, 1867, 114| new
per cents, IIU. Superfine flour, $6.15 a $6.55 • e
State, $7.25 a $7.50; finer brands, S-7.75 a $13. 'w
Michigan wheat, $1.97; red western, $1.88- N
Milwaukie spring, $1.66; No. 2 Chicago do.', $
Canada barley, $1.40. Oats, 50 a 55 cts. Wes
mixed corn, 66 cts.; yellow, 67 a 67* cts.; sout
hite, 75 cts. Philadelphia.—Middlings cotton,

'

21J cts. for uplands and New Orleans. Cuba sui
a 9} cts. Superfine flour, $5 a $5.50; extras,

).50 ; finer brands, $7 a $10.50. White wheat, J
$2.15 ; amber, $2.05 ; western red, $1.97 a $2.
! a 95 cts. Old yellow corn, 65 cts. ; new, 61 a 65

Oats, 46 a 52 cts. Smoked hams, 12J a 14 cts.

7J a 8 cts. Clover-seed, 9} a 9i cts. About 2100
cattle were sold at the Avenue Drove-yard at 7J
cts. per lb. gross for extra ; 6 a 7 cts. for fair to gand 5 a 5 J cts. for common. Sales of 12,000 shee
6i a 7J cts. per lb. gross for choice, and 5 a 6 cts
fair to middling. Hogs sold at $6.25 a $6.50 pei

. Receipts 4,500. Baitimore.—Choice w'
"

her wheat, $2.15 a $2.25 ; western red, $1.78 a $
White corn, 66 a 67 cts.

;
yellow, 64 a 65 cts. Oat

53 cts. Chicago.—No. 2 spring wheat, $1.20*. 1
mixed corn, 30* cts. No. 2 oats, 25* cts. No. 2
67 cts. No. 2 barley, 67* cts. Lard, 7J cts. St. L
—No. 3 fall wheat, $1.77 ; No. 2 spring, $1.25.
mixed corn, 32 cts. No. 2 oats, 28 cts. Cincinna
Wheat, $1.65 a $1.68. ioTOmKe.—Extra family L
$6.75

;
finer brands, $7.75 a $8.75. Sugar cured hi

12J a 13 cts. Lard, 7* a 7| cts.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) PhUaddph
Physician and Superintendent—JoSHUA H. Woi

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients ma

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boat
Managers.

xn^si^pumi^ue rrancais consiuers tne ±!onapartist According to Governor Geary's annual message theparty dead. It reviews what the two empires cost] State debt of Pennsylvania, 11th To 30X1^,^0^

Died, on the 9th of 8th mo. 1872, Ach.sah Hai
beloved member and elder ofUpper Springfield Mon
Meeting, Col. Co., Ohio, in the 56th year of her
This dear Friend was much attached to the
doctrines and testimonies of the Society of which,
was a member. During the forepart of a lingering
nesK, she seemed for a considerable time left und
sense of her own unworthiness, but was at length
mitted to rejoice in the love and mercy other Redeei
and to feel an evidence of acceptance into the n
of rest and peace.

, suddenly on the 4th inst., at the residenc
er son-in-law, Lloyd Balderston, Colora, Md., J

Canby, widow of Caleb H. Canby, late of this city, 8

80 years. She had been concerned in her walks am
the lowly, the afflicted and the destitute, to ministe
their wants, and endeavor to lead them to the be
'ife; and though her transition was .sudden, we li

the consolation of believing that through redeen
mercy the welcome invitation was given, " Enter t

into the joy of thy Lord."

WILLLiM H. PILE, PRINTEE.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Be not Coiiformeil to this World.

It is only as we are made willing lo obey
manif'eatations of duty in what wo may

teem small things, that greater ones are un-

Ided to our view, and we enabled to perform

hat may seem of greater importance. I be

ive this has been the experience, in all ages

the world, of those who have wrought
ghteousness through Faith. We find that

hen the Lord appeared to Moses in the bush,

e first commanded him to put off his shoes

om off his feet. If instead of obeying this

nail requisition he had concluded that it was
•o small a matter to concern himself about,

id 80 refused compliance in this, there is no

obability that he would have been sent to

iliver Israel out of their bondage, and to

lOw the Lord's signs and wonders in Egypt.

e are not to conclude because the requiring

ems small, that we are under no obligation

• obey. So in regard to some of the testi-

onies given to the Society of Friends by the

eat Head of the Church to bear before th

orld. Though they may be considered small

lings by the worldly-wise among.st us, and
>th08e who have had no experience in taking

p the cross to thoir own corrupt wills ; who
ave not known of being crucified to the

'orld and the world unto them; who despise

,,ie day of small things; yet the truly con-

arned members of our Society, from its lise,

,jave believed they were called upon to up-

hold all these testimonies faithfully before the

iporld ; and not to conform to the world in its

'j|pparel, nor in its language, nor in its cus-

|jms, nor to its fashions and compliments,

l^hich are vain.

n I see no more reason why we, in this day,

ijbould let these testimonies fall, than in tlK3

enerations that have passed away. Th
rorld is still ruled by the tj^rant Fashion to

t least as great an extent as ever. So far

can see, its customs are still vain—its U

:uago and its compliments are as unscriptural

nd as hypocritical as ever. The honor which
''rionds have always believed is due to God
lone of uncovering the head to H

fjustice, and in public assemblies, and offence

s taken at a non-compliance with the world's

lustom in this respect. I might say the same

of their expensive funerals and monuments;

of tlier marriage entertainments, their ob-

servance of days, &c., that the customs of the

world are still vain and unscriptural. Then

why should we of this generation, let those

testimonies fall to the ground, and wc aban-

don those principles which Friends have

maintained so long and suffered so much for.

They are as necessary for us to uphold as

ever. As regards dress, it is said by some

who are willing to be styled Friends, that

there is no religion in dress ;
that it is ioima

teriul how we dress if our hearts are right.

But it seems to me if we were enough sub-

jected to the Divine will, we would not go

counter to the apostolic command, " Be not

conformed to this world, but be ye transform-

ed by renewing of your minds, that ye may
prove what is that good and acceptable and

perfect will of God." " Not fashioning your-

selves according to your former lusts in your

ignorance." I fully believe that taking up

the cross in this respect, as well as in others,

is a part of the necessary discipline by which

our will is subjected to "the Divine will; and

a plain dress will be as a hedge about us, and

may be the means of keeping us out of a great

many hurtful things. In the account of that

eminentministerof the go.spel Daniel Wheeler,

after he had become convinced of the prin

ciples of Friends, he at one time felt it to be

a duty to wear a different hat from what he

had been accustomed to wear; but the cross

was 80 great to his natural inclinations that

it was hard for him to appear as a fool before

men. He thought if his natural life might

have been accepted as a substitute, he gladly

would have laid it down—but this was not the

thing required. He diligently examined his

heart, and believed he clearly saw his Master's

will ill the requisition, and that it was a dis-

cipline designed to bring him into a state of

childlike obedience and dependence. 1 n great

distress he cried unto the Lord for help, and

a passage of scripture was powerfully applied

to his mind, " Whosoever shall confess me be-

fore men, him will I confess also before my
Father which is in Heaven ; but whosoever

shall deny mo before men, him will 1 also

deny before my Father which is in Heaven."

His" resolution was immediately taken, he put

on the hat and with his mind staid upon the

Lord, set out to join his friends at meetin.

His difficulties vanished, sweet peace was his

covering, and he was enabled experimentally

to know the fulfilment of that declaration,

" Greater is He that is in you than ho that is

in the world."— Friends' Library vol. 7, p. 23

If it is such a trivial matter to conform to

the world in dress, why should all concerned

Friends for two hundred years feel they could

not conform thereto with peace of mind,

alone, though so much in the cross to their natura

courts inclinations. Yet they f

this testimony as well as the others, though

they might be accounted fools in the sight of

men of the world. I might quote a great deal

from their Journals and other writings, from

their epistles, both from individuals and meet-

ings, showing their concern that this tes-

timony as well as others should be upheld, if

t was necessary; but I will merely make a

luotation from the Journal of that faithful

ninister, John Griffith.

He says on page 360, Friends' Library, vol.

5th :
" An earthly lofty spirit had taken place

in some of the professors, the tendency where-

Df is, by darkening the understanding and

blinding the judgment, to account various

weighty branches of our Christian testimony,

mall trifling things. Here the flesh that

varreth against the spirit having the ascend-

ency, its language is quite opposite thereto.

The flesh saith there is little in dress, religion

doth not consist in apparel ; there is little in

language, there is little in paying tithes, &c.,

to the priests; there is little in carrying guns

in our ships to defend ourselves in case we

are attacked by an enemy : to which I think

It may be safely added, there is little or noth-

ing in people who plead thus, pretending to

be of our Society, for if they can easily let

fall those branches of our Christian testimony,

I am fully persuaded they will maintain the

others no longer than they apprehend it will

suit their temporal interest. I have often

wondered why such continue to profess with

us at all. They are not really of us, who are

not concerned to maintain those principles

and testimonies which the Lord hath given

us to bear."

It is said, "Love not the world nor the

thino-s of the world. He that loveth the

world the love of the Father is not in him."

Let those in our Society who thus conform

to the world, examine thoroughly their own

hearts and see if it is not likelier to be love

for the things of the world, or because they

are ashamed to confess Him before men than

because they believe it is so small an affair as

to be beneath their concern or consideration.

We find that the Lord directed Moses what

kind of garments Aaron and the priests should

wear when they ministered before Him. ihe

Prophet Isaiah pronounced the judgments ot

the Lord against the daughters of Jerusalem

on account of their pride, and on account ot

clothing and ornaments they wore in those

days, which he names over particularly, ihe

Evaucrelist tells us particularly what kind ot

a coat our Saviour wore at the time he was

crucified. The Apostles, in their Epistles to

the churches, solemnly cautions and warns

the believers in that day, that they do not

conform to this world : not to fashion them-

selves after their former lusts in their ignor-

ance and against adorning themselves with

gold and costly array, but in modest apparel

as those professing godliness. So that those

holy men that wrote the Scriptures who

spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost

did not think the subject of dress beneath

their concern and direction for the benefit ot

future ages. I believe that if we will consider
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riijhtlj the true ground of this, as well as all

the doctrines and testimonies which were

j^iven to our worthy predecessors in the Truth

to uphold before the world, we shall tind they

a-e nothing short of the unchangeable truth

as it is in Jesus. Nothing less than primitive

Christianity revived. So that we, their suc-

cessors in this generation, by the help of the

same Holy Spirit, should uphold the same
doctrine and testimonies in all their fulness;

for I most assuredly believe that whatever
part of those principles is let fall, we will

come that much short of upholding the true

standard of Christianity before the nations of

the earth in its ancient purity. And if we
who are now members of this Society, shall,

through our degeneracy, forsake these prin-

ciples, and let the testimonies fall, I believe

there will be others raised up who will uphold

them faithfully. J. H.

Ohio, 1st mo. 1873.

1 from the XorUi AmerlCJiU Hud V. S. Gazette.

Review of the Weather.

FOR TWELFTH MONTH (DECEMBER.)

1871. 1872.

Kain during some portion of the

twenty-four hours, ... 5 days. 5 days.

Kain all or nearly all day, . . 4 " 1 "

Snow, including very slight fall.s, 7 " 10 "

Cloudy, without storms, . . 5 " 5 "

Clear, as ordinarily accepted, . 10 " 10 "

31 " 31 "

TEMPER.A^TURES, U.\IN', iC.

1871. 1872.

Mean temperature of Twelfth

month, 1872, per Pennsyl-

vania Hospital, . . 33.85 degs. 28.22 degs.

Highest point attained, do. 45.00 " 48.50 '•

Lowest do., during do., do. 2.50 " 5.00 "

Rain, during the month do. 2.25 inch. 3.66 inch.

-Vverage of the mean temperature of Twe^li. ..

month for the past S3 years, . . . 32.55 deg.

Highest mean of temperature during tliat

entire period, 1848, .... 45.00 "

Lowest mean of temperature during that en-

tire period, 1832 25.00 "

Although the month has certainly been a

cold one (and especially if we take into con-

sideration a portion of that of its predecessor),

being more than i'our degrees below the aver-

age for eighty three years past, wo find 28 de-

grees recorded seven times during the entire

period—26 degrees in 1819 and 25 degrees in

1832. By our examination of our manuscript

tables we find that in 1846 thirty-five (35) de-

grees were obtained, which point had been

exceeded only four times from that year as far

back as 1790, which shows that all the high

temperatures that have prevailed have oc-

curred, with the above four exceptions, since

1846.

The highest rainfall during the period of

thirty-five years was in 1867, when 60.06

inches fell. The lowest on record was in 1825,

when only 29.05 inches fell. The greatest

quantity of rain which has fallen in any one

month was 15.81 inches, in August, 1867; the

least was 25 inches in September, 1846.

The Great Snoip Storm.—We quote the fol-

lowing as embodying a large amount of in-

formation in a few words :

" The great snow storm of the 26th of De-

cember, 1872, will not be forgotten in this

country while a single individual of its exist-

ing inhabitants survive to tell the wonderful

story to his descendants. A wonderful story

it is, whether we consider the extent of the

coaatry covered by this tremendous nor'eaet-

er, the enormous volume of water discharged

from the clouds in its course from the Gulf

States to and far into the New Dominion, and
from the Great Plains to the Atlantic sea-

board, up to the Gulf of St. Lawrence; or

whether we consider it in connection with
that most remarkable atmospheric tidal wave
of freezing Arctic air from the far northwest,

which preceded this heavy tempest. But em-
bracing the portentous warning of that cold

tidal wave and the extensive sweep of this

mighty storm, together with the disastrous

tempests on land and sea which have ushered
in this rough winter in the United Slates and
Europe and from the Rocky Mountains to

the Alps and the Apennines, the subject as-

sumes the highest degree of importance to

the people of both hemispheres.
"Since the Ist of November—indeed, from

the middle of October—particularly on the

British islands and along the southern coasts

of the North Sea and the Baltic, and thence

up the Rhine to the Alps and into the plains

of Italy, the season has been marked by many
storms and floods of almost unprecedented
severity, and fearfully destructive of life and
property. Through the same period there

have been unusually heavy rains on the Pacific

slope, from California to Oregon, heavy early

snows on the elevated plateau of the Great
Basin, and notably on the lofty mountains
around Great Salt Lake, and thence over all

the Rocky Mountain chain, from the extreme
north down to New Mexico, with a season of

unusual frigidity over the Great Plains and a

season from the Mississippi eastward of ex-

traordinary fluctuations from stormy nor'-

easters to dry and freezing nor' westers, and
a season of man}- shipwrecks along the whole
chain of the great lakes and along the Atlatitic

coast to the eastern front line of the "West

India Islands."

\Ve have been kindly furnished by a Friend

in England with the following letter, and two
other short manuscripts, referring to that de-

voted servant of Christ, S, (Lynes) Grubb,

which have not before been in prict.

—

[Eds.]

Letter from the late Edward Alexander, of

Limerick, Ireland, to Sarah {Lynes) Grubb.

Limerick, 15th of 9th mo. 1834.

I often think of thee, my beloved friend,

and I believe I may say that 1 have been in-

troduced into synipathy with thee in thy

deep and oft repeated suflerings, trials and
provings. I look upon it that there are few

if any amongst us in these islands, who have

been in deaths more oft than thyself Yet I

also believe that in thy secret retirement be-

fore the Lord, when thou art in thy closet

and the door shut, thou hast been and art

permitted to behold Him who is invisible,

that He gives thee to partake of the bread of

life, to drink water from thy own cistern, and

running water from thy own well. So that

here thy consolation aboundeth by Him who
is, has been, and will be " thy glory, and the

lifter up of thine head."

Now whilst thou mayest be feeling infirmi-

ties both without and within, and at the same
time the care of the churches may be especi-

ally brought upon thy spirit, I have no doubt

but the great Head of the Church will enable

thee to glory oven in these, that so His power
may renewedly and increasingly rest upon

thee, under which thou canst adopt the Ian.

guage of the Apostle, " When I am weak th

am I strong."

I have for a long time past remembev
thee, and 1 doubted not at any time, but
thou art preserved in the faith and patien

thou wouldst and will be brought to in be

the promises, even such as those will ne\

(except through sincere repentance) bo p.-

lakers of, who have departed and are depa
ing from " the faith once delivered lo t

saints;" but their abode is known, and iht

going out, even by Him who seeth not as m
seeth. And so my dear friend, though th
beholdest but little fruit appearing from tl

labors, God is not unmindful of thy work ai

labor of love. Neither are the suffering

this present time, as thou well knowest, w(
thy to be compared to the glory which sh:

be revealed hereafter. 1 have much desir

thy strength and encouragement and pert

verance in the King's highway, the way
holiness, that thou mayest not be terrified

thy adversaries, whilst to thee it is " giv
not onlj' to believe in Christ, but to suffer!

His sake." Faithful is He who hath call

thee, and in His time He will raise in tl

mind the glorious song, "My soul doth ma
nify the Lord, and my spirit hath rejoiced

God my Saviour," for He hath regarded tl

low estate of His handmaiden
; and He wl

hath shown thee great and sore troubles, w
revive thee and strengthen thee to sing H
praist

.

And now my sister beloved, remember H
wonders past—how has He again and aga
brought thee up from the deeps, after havii

in them shown thee His wonders, therefo

assuredly thou mayest thank Him and tal

courage in the renewed assurance that " tl

Lamb and His followers will have the vi

tory."

1 do not think but that the true discipl

in this day of perplexity and treading dovi

must often have to pass through the fire, at

through the waters; but as faithfulness

abode in, the waves will not overflow ther

nor the flame kindle upon them. May tfc

feet then, my beloved friend, stand firm upc

the bottom of Jordan, whilst bearing the ari

And although thou hast at seasons to e;

ence all the waves and billows to be passir

over thee, yet He who heard poor Jonah
cry, thou knowest continues the same yeste|

day, to-day, and for ever. He will "send thil

help from His sanctuary, and strengthen th(i

out of Zion." I

Remember a poor unworthy brother, ml

dearly beloved friend, when thou mayest I'

favored with access to the footstool of tb

Throne of Grace.
Edward Alex.\sdek,

Vegetation in the Tropics.—The Panam
Star and Herald gives a striking illustratio

of the vigor and rapiditj' of vegetation in th

tropics, by referring to the bushes and tret

growing in the ruins of the burned Aspinwa
Hotel at Panama. It is scarcely more tha

two years since this conflagration took plaCi

and yet, there are now growing, within tb

walls, trees at least thirty feet in heigh

They belong to what are called trumpet tree

(Cecropia), and the branches are crowded ob

of the doors and windows, so as to render;

probable that in their further growth the

will throw down the walla with which the

are interlaced.



THE FRIEND.

For "Thi! Friend."

EracU from Letters, &c., referring chiefly to

rieiuls in America, during last century, with

oU's.

'Continued from page 17U.)

'he t'oilowing extracts from a letter of

[- lel Pemberton, give additional information

iiii-ijard to the subjects which were then

Isely engaging the attention of Friends.*

I

Israd Pemberton to Samuel Fothergill.

j

Philadelphia, 11th of 1st mo. 17o7.

ily Dear Fiiend,—As I have no friend so

(separated from rae as thou art with whom
ave so much reason to desire to retain a
qnent remembrance in that union and fel-

j'ship which hath nearly united us in the

uda of true friendship, I am sensible that
• long silence must have afforded thee some,
lit hath me many painful reflections, but
ingh I could offer divers reasons in my own
dication, I will rather trust to the blessed

(icts of that principle which hopeth, be-

i^eth and beareth all things for my excuse,

lieu we parted, and often since, I thought
jrather sending journals than epistles, but

^h has been the state of our affairs, that so

igo a share of employment hath fallen to

lot, that I have had more to do than I

puld perform to my own satisfaction, and
\kvo thereby been diverted from gratifying

il'self in the pleasure I proposed of writing

tithee frequently. A great deal of my time
bth been spent in the business begun before

l:)u left us, of promoting and perfecting a

rijonciliation with the Indians ; the difficul-

lis attending it have been great both from
^thin and without, yet we have reason to

(.link the extendings of all-sufficient help hath
hen administered to wade through them in

imanner which demands both admiration

ad gratitude ; and we are in hopes of being

ftlo to give our fi'iends a more satisfactory

E^count of our proceedings therein, than for

nme time we dare expect or hope for. Thou
tst doubtless heard before this time that the

ipssengers sent the second time before thou

lit us soon after returned with the Delaware
tief, who had been the principal instrument
(the mischief done on the northern frontiers

(i this Province, and of the part Friends were
ilowed to bear in the Treaty which was held

ith bim, and which afforded every sensible

itisfaetion to those, who, from religious mo-
wes, were concerned therein, and the happy
ifect to others of restoring peace in those

urts, which had been almost desolated. There
fts lately been a second Treaty with them,
|> which a largo number had prepared to

ime, but were by false alarms discouraged;!
sufficient number however attended, and

i;reed on measures for a general adjustment
j' all difficulties, at a general Treaty in the

bring ; and a few days since we have had the

ktisfaction of promoting the sending of mes-

fcngers to our western enemies on the Ohio-
lith whom we have some grounds to hope a

pconciliatiou ma}' be effected by the same
lacific method, and if kind L'rovidence favors

I

* A portion of this letter has been previon.'sly printed

|Toneoiisly over the signature of John Pemberton.

I
I It was on this occasion that Daniel Stanton, Job
lemberlon, and Benjamin Hooten, went to Fort Allen

i company with the Indian messengers, with an i

Ition from Tedyuscung, to some Indians at that place

rho showed an unwillingness to attend the treaty.

(Kount of this journey, with some observations on the

ate of feeling at that time, is given in Daniel Stanton's

ournal, Friend's Library vol. xii. p. IGG;

our purposes we may hope to be instrumenlal

to manifest the happy effects of our Christian

principles in a manner more convincing than
arguments or controversies with our adver-

saries could afford. The minutes my brother

sends thee by this conveyance will give thee

some satisfaction I doubt not, and it would
have j'ielded thee an inexpressible pleasure to

have been a witness of the memorable oppor-

tunity some of us had of seeing and hearing

the wonderful effect of Divine Grace in foften-

ng the hearts of these savages, especially of

their chief, from whose e3'es and tongue we
had testimonies of the efficacy of Divine wis-

dom and love, which though we know to be

true, is felt to be told to but few.

Our Yearly Meeting at Burlington was a

time of great favor to the upright. Honest
T. Gawthrop was there, and had some very

satisfactory opportunities in the public meet-

ngs; in the meeting of ministers J. Church-

man told me he thought him at least equal to

any he had ever heard ; in the meetings of

discipline I know he was several times singu-

larly favored ; but it is not often he is allowed

thus to ascend; his path is trodden by few,

and be is often reduced so low, both in mind
and body, as to be scarce able to keep on his

feet. The eye that is still over us for good,

directed through the service of that meeting

n a manner not to be forgotten : it began

soon, and lasted longer than usual, and though

many seemed to come prepared for war, j-et

the Lamb's spirit was victorious, and without

much controversy or arguments, the mouthe
of gainsayers were stopped, and the authority

of Truth presided remarkably to the conclu-

sion ;
which was a little sooner than would

have been chosen, if the burial of our worthy
lend John Evans had not engaged some of

us to consent to it. That good man had a

me of close sifting and probation on his

death bed. D. Stanton and I went to see

him about five days before he died, and found

him low, dejected and distressed, the con-

sideration of which should excite most alarm-

ing considerations in some of us, who are con

scious how vastly deficient we are of the at-

tainment he had experienced. Yet I am sen-

sible it is too littleconsidered and attended to.*

The speedy account we had of your safe

* This eminent minister was a native of Wales ;
and

when about nine years of age accompanied his parents

on their removal to Pennsylvania in 1698. The testi-

mony of Gwynedd Monthly Meeting concerning him
says :

" He was a man of good natural understanding,

and favored early in life to see the necessity of a dill

gent attention to the voice of divine wisdom to estab

lish and preserve him In peace with God
;
and by e

steady adherence to It he became honorable in society

and eminently serviceable In the church of Christ."

" He had a clear engaging manner of delivery, was deep

in heavenly mysteries, and plain In declaring them
being well acquainted with the Holy Scriptures, he wai

made skilful in opening the doctrines therein contained

and was often led to draw lively and Instructive simili

tndes from the visible creation." " He was apprehen

sive of his approaching end for some time before hi:

last illnes.^, and told a friend ' He should not survlv(

one year,' who admired he was so positive ; but he made
no further reply than 'See what will follow.'" "His
disorder was slow and lingering, wheiein he was favored

with his understanding, almost to the last ; and al-

though at some seasons he was much concerned on ac-

count of the gloominess of the times In religious and

civil respects, yet in general he possessed a very great

degree of calmness and serenity of mind, with a perfect

resignation to the will of God, whether life or death

should be his portion. On the day of his departure,

observing his wife troubled, he said with a cheerful

I

countenance, ' I am easy, I am easy, and desired her to

I be easy also.'
"

arrival in Ireland was trulj' acceptable to

many here, and thy two letters wrote soon

after thou got home, especially the first which
I received at the Treaty at Easton, very scn-

siblj' affeeted me with thankfulness, and the

revival of that sympathy which I fervently

desire may bo preserved to enable us to par-

take with each other in everj- state; it would
have afforded rae no small relief to have had

line from thee at Londun, with an account

of thy being preserved there in the enjoyment
that ability and true fortitude thou hast

frequently been endued with in times aii<l

places of probation."

The influence of Divine Grvce upon some
)f the Indians present at the Treaty to which
the allusion is made in this letter, is referred

to in an interesting manner bj' the Committee,

n a report made on their return to Philadel-

phia. Under date of 11th mo. 17th, they say :

" Tedyuscung and most of bis people came
down to the Ferry house, and dined with us;

before parting with I. Zane and 1. Pemberton
he took them aside and told them [thai] in

onversation after dinner a few days before,

be found what was said to him went to his

heart, and that h« now found his heart affect-

ed, and his speaking being interrupted by a

flood of tears, after retiring a little, he told

them that in the course of this business, he

had endeavored to [be] turned in his mind
nd look up to God for direction ;

that when
he was alone in the woods and destitute of

any other Counsellor, he found by doing so,

he had the best direction, that he hoped God
would bless our endeavors, and desired to be

remembered by his friends. He followed to

the boat, and was so much affected he could

only by tears express his respect, which, as

it appeared to be the effect of a Divine visita-

tion to a savage barbarian, was a humbling
scene, and excited reverent and thankful senti-

ments in the minds of those immediately ob-

serving it."

CTo be coDtinned.)

The year just closed has been an eventful

one, embracing a period of time marked by
solemn and important events. It was ushered

in by the "Pestilence that walketh in dark-

ness, and bj^ the destruction, that wasteth at

noonda}'." Its progress was noted by the

gathering into the heavenly garner of many,
very many, just entering the path of life ; and
the season of beauty and plenty, was impres-

sive for its terrific storms, for the earth shook

md trembled, and the fountains poured forth

their waters, and the excessive heat sent

many to an untimely grave; and many be-

loved ones, with whom we had taken sweet

counsel, were also called from us to enjoy a

blissful eternity. How much better are we
for these warnings? have we kissed the rod,

and Him who hath appointed it? have we
turned away from any of our idols? have we
been cleansed from any of our besetting sins?

or have they all pa^sid away as the morning

dew ? But we ma}- also remember, that some
beams of light have shed theif rays upou

some portions of the habitable globe: serious

difficulties have been settled under the banner

of peace, and ignorance and superstition are

fleeing away from some poi tions of the pro-

fessedly religious world. Are there not many
who had been under the government of their

fellow men in religious matters, who are in-

quiring for a brighter path, and a more sub-
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Btaotial foundation to build their hopes of

salvation upon—even Christ Jesus the Eock
of Ages—for the " Most High will not give

His glory to another, nor His praise to grav
images." Let us then who are loosened from
these shackles, show forth by a consistent and
self-denying life, that we are not following

cunningly devised fables, but living, substan
tial truths, by doing justly, loving mercy, and
walking humbly before Him " who is of purer
eyes, than to behold iniquity" with any de
gree of approbation. L. S.

Selected.

ONE WITH THEE.
Nearer, nearer, heavenly Saviour,

Draw my cold, unwilling soul

—

Closer, ever closer, hold me,
Till Thy touch have made me whole:

Oh, to think that I may be
Blessed Jesus, one with Thee I

When the world by love allureth.

When I say to thee "Depart,"
Heed me not, but let Thy sunshine
Melt my hard ungrateful heart:

Till, like birds beneath the wing.
Unto thee I turn and cling.

If the flesh, O Lord, should tempt me,
Show thy wounds in foot and hand

;

With the look that softened Peter.

Lord, before mv spirit stand.

Till all dark deeds I forsake,

Loathing each for Thy dear sake.

When the devil strives to win me.
Hide me, hide me Saviour blest

—

Draw me, in a closer union.
Closer to Thy heavenly breast

:

For no evil thing shall e'er

Rend the soul that's anchored there.

F. H. a Brock.

then

Selected.

DIVINE SYMPATHY.
"When my spirit was overwhelmed within

Thou knewest my path."—Psalm cslii. 3.

My God whose gracious pity I may claim.
Calling Thee Father, most endearing name

;

The sufTerings of this weak and weary frame
All, all are known to Thee.

From human eye 'tis better to conceal
Much that I suffer, much I hourly feel

;

But O this thought does tranquilize and heal,

All, all i.s known to Thee.

Each secret conflict with in-dwelling sin.

Each sick'ning fear I ne'er the prize shall win
Each pang from irritation, turmoil, din.

All, allare known to Thee.

When in the morning, unrefresh'd I wake.
Or, in the night but little rest can take,

This brief appeal submissively I make.
All, all is known to Thee.

Nay, all by Thee is order'd, chosen, plann'd,
Each drop that fills my daily cup, T'hy hand
Prescribes for ills none else can understand

—

All, all are known to Thee.

The fittest means to cure what I deplore.
In me Thy long'd-for likeness to restore,

Self to dethrone and let it reign no more,
All, all is known to Thee.

And this continued feebleness, this state

Which seems to unnerve and incapacitate,

May work the cure my hopes and prayers await

;

All, all is known to Thee.

Nor will the bitter draught distasteful prove,
While I recall the Son of Thy dear love I

That cup Thou wouldst not, for my sake remove,
That cup He drank for me.

He drank it to the dregs, no drop remain'd.
Not one, for those whose cup of woe He drain'd
Man ne'er can know what that sad cup contain'd

;

All, all is known to Thee.

And welcome, precious, can His Spirit make
My little drop of suffering for His sake

;

father I the cup I drink, the path I take,

All, all are known to Thee.

Of Fraud.
(Corcluded from page 171.)

Lastly, the mischiefs of these sins are very
apparent; they harden the conscience; they
provoke and encourage oihers to sin; and,
what is worst of all, it is seldom that people
think it necessary to repent of them.

Christians are for the most part convinced
that great and crying sins, such as are liable

to infamous punishments in this world—that

these are to be particulai-ly repented of, or no
pardon is to be expected ; but the sins of fraud
are often committed without remorse, and
without punishment, or easily forgotten, and
therefore seldom truly repented of; which, in

the end, make them as damnable sins as those
that people seem to be more afraid of
Let us, in the second place, consider the

temptations to this vice, and what it is that
occasions people to take advantage of their

neighbor with so little regret and fear of pun-
ishinent. Is it ignorance ? Q'Lat cannot be :

there is not the most ignorant person but
knows well enough, when anybody wrongs
him, that that man does ill. Is it for want of
faith, and that people do not believe that they

i-e to give an account for their injustice?
Few people will own such a degree of infi-

delity. Is it for want ? No, surely ; for it is

too often that those that have the least need
are aptest to wrong and overreach their neigh-
bor. Is it an immoderate love for their chil-

dren, and that people will venture at all

rather than not Kave them all they can?
That cannot be the reason, where people have
none to provide for, or where they are un-
dutiful, and take ill ways.

"What, then, is it which shall tempt men to
run such hazai-ds? Why, an excessive love
for the world. People think they have still

too little; that more would make them more
happy: this makes them forget the account
they must give, and those rules which are
prescribed by God for the peace and good
government of the world : this makes them
overlook their neighbor, as if he had not a
right to be fairly dealt with : this makes them
forget that death is not far from them, when
they shall part with all they have unfairly
gotten, and, if they know their danger, will

wish a thousand times they had starved sooner
than have done the least injustice.

You see how much this sin is to be feared
;

and that it is possible for people, by increas-
ing their substance, to increase their damna-
tion. Let me, therefore, recommend to you
a few considerations, to make you abhor so
base a vice. Let us seriously think of it, that
all things are naked and open unto the eyes
of Him with whom we have to do; so that
what may be an oversight to man cannot be
so to God. Nay, a man maj- be shut out of
heaven for that very thing which no law on
earth could take hold of him for ; or, if he re-

pents of it, it will cost him dear before ho can
be forgiven.

Believe it. Christians, the Lord is nigh them
that are wronged, to do them justice when
they call upon Him in the bitterness of their
soul; and it will be no advantage to a man to
have doubled his talents, when he has doubled
his guilt and his punishment. Even your
posterity shall suffer for your fraud : and you
are only laying up a treasure of judgments
for those very children whom you are so pas-
sionately fond of. God will lay up the ini-

quities of sinners for their children, saith Job.
(Job XX. 10.) So that it were much better

they were left to the wide world than w
anything that is got by deceit.

iOepend upon it, neither your care in s

tling what you will have, nor your advice
your heir, nor lauds, nor securities, nor bon
nor locks, can preserve what j'ou shall get
fraud—no, not repentance itself "That
hard," you will say :

' will not God pardon
upon my repentance?" Why, you thii

perhaps, that repentance consists in confe

ing }-our faults, and asking God's pardon wi
out making restitution ; as if a thief, who \

got enough to live upon, should ask Go
pardon, and then think all is well and f

given. Who does not see the wickedness
such an opinion ?

To conclude. If we would follow the go
patriarch's advice, and be innocent, it is nee
sary that we have his faith and affectioj

How? Why, the Apostle tells us, that
looked for a city, whose builder and makei
God." (Heb. xi. 10;) that is, he did not
much concern himself with what be mig
get in this short life, but he was for securir

by all means, an inheritance in heaven
kept his eye and his heart there: and tl

made him despise all unjust advantages th

came in his vvay, knowing that this was
the world that he was made for. And
truth, unless this consideration be alw
present with us, the world has so many tent

tations to draw us out of the way, that it

be impossible for a man to resist them. Se
interest— a present advantage—the slig

opinion the world has of such crimes— will

contribute to draw a man into a snare who
not steadfastly purposed in his heart that
worldly advantage shall prevail with him
forfeit his inheritance in heaven :

" For wh
shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the whc
world, and lose his own soul ?" (Mark vii

VVe have not now time to consider partic

larly what is to be done where people ha
by design, or wittingly, fallen into this errc

The text directs us to restitution, as the on
means to preserve the character of hone
men and of Christians; and justice and co

science say the same thing. It is a di"
and it is a necessary duty: these two co
siderations should prevail with people to b

ware of a sin which requires so ungrateful

The Grass Tree.—Among the anomalies
Australia is a singular growth of the fore

that deviates as much from a tree as a ka
garoo from the ordinary tj'pes of animal
although it is called a tree. The grass tn
grows in rocky places unfavorable for othi

vegetable productions. Absolute barrenne
8 a spot where the plant flourishes best,

patently, though elements must abound the:i

" 'ch are appropriate nourishment. A ma
of grass-looking fibres gradually raise out

he ground. From day to day there is an i:
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.V'hoiii it no other equally efficient instru-

oit ol defence against enemies, or for con-

ijing with ferocious animals, is at their

itmand.

—

Late Paper.

For "The Krlend."

Unity among our Early Friends,

candid serious jierson, on a careful read-

of Sewel's History, Fox's Journal and
jars, cannot well avoid the conviction that
(Unity which so distinguished those sons
];he morning, was not a dumb or negative

not a do-nothing, easy-going unity. It

ike that of the Apostles, "The unity of

j
Spirit in the bond of peace ;" flowing from
|hfulnes8 to God. This was proved by that
of true religion, "faith working by love

);he purifying of the heart." Neither was
jir earnestness for the spread of the Mes-
p's kingdom a restlessness of creaturely
(ire to he doing something

—

dead works

—

zeal for the Truth which was of the

'ith itself. Well thej- knew that as the body
,hout the spirit is dead, so faith without
rks is dead also. They were not satisfied

sleep out a lifetime dreaming, "Am I my
(ther's keeper?" and " When'saw we thee
hungered, or athirst, or naked, or sick, or
prison (the dark holds of ignorance, as well
common juils) and did not minister unto
;e?" Such as do thus must sooner or later

ken to the answer, " Inasmuch as ye did it

t to one of the least of these, ye did it not
jme." " And these shall go away into ever-
ting punishment: but the righteous into
eternal."

Quite a different religion was theii-s ; and a
h inheritance we have, even in the history
it. But this will do nothing for us. but
idemn us if we live not in the jjower. What
tradition without the life? Whilst their
8t care was to be kept •' unspotted from the

IJrld," their next was to answer " Lord what
ilt thou have me to do?" satisfied that ac-

Brding to their faith, so it should be done
l^to them. Y. W.
Iperniantown, 7th mo. 25th, 1872.

ij For "The friend."

I Tile Pitcti Lalie of Trinidad.

]" At last we surmounted the last rise, and
fifore us lay the famous lake, not at the bot-
m of a depression, as we expected, but at

tie top of a rise, whence the ground slopes
^vay from it on two sides, and rises from it

;3ry slightly on the two others. The black
pol glared and glittered in the sun. A group
nslands, some twenty yards wide, were scat-

sred about the middle of it. We walked with
Jme misgivings on the asphalt, and found it

prfectly hard. We v;ere stopped by a chan-
el of clear water, with tiny fish and water
eetles in it ; and, looking round, saw that
18 whole lake was intersected with channels,
J unlike anything which can be seen else-

'here that it is not easj^ to describe them.
"Conceive a crowd of mushrooms, of all

iiapes, from ten to fifty feet across, close lo-

ether side by side, their tops being kept at
xactly the same level, their rounded rims
jueezed tight against each other; then con-
nive water poured on them so as to fill the
arting seams, and in the wet season, during
rhieh we visited it, to overflow the tops some-
rhat. Thus would each mushroom represent
jlerably well, one of the innumerable flat

Bphalt bosses, which seem to have sprung up
Hell from a separate centre, while the part-

ing seams would be of much the same shape
as those in the asphalt, broad and shallow
atop, and rolling downward in a smooth
curve, till they are at bottom mere cracks,

from two to ten feet deep. Whether these
cracks actually close up below, and the two
contiguous masses of pilch become one, can-

not be seen. As far as the eye goes down
they are two, though pressed close to each
other. Wall and Sawkins, (in their geologi-

cal report, explain the odd fact cleailj' and
simply. The oil, they saj', which the asphalt

contains when it rises first, evaporates in the

sun, of course most on the outside of the heap,

leaving a tough coat of asphalt, which ban

generally no power to unite with the corres-

ponding coat of the next mass."

A curious circumstance connected with the

lake is the occurrence of numerous pieces of

wood, which, being involved in the pitch, are

constantly coming to the surface. " They
are often several feet in length, and five or

sis inches in diameter. On reachiog the sur-

face they generally assume an upright posi-

tion, one end being detained in the pitch,

while the other is elevated by the lifting of

the middle. They may be seen at frequent

intervals over the lake, standing up to the

height of two or even three feet. They look

like stumps of trees protruding through the

pitch."
" We pushed on across the lake, over the

planks which the negroes laid down from is-

land to island * * we arrived at the islands,

and found them covered with a thick low
scrub; deep sedge, and among them Pinguins,
like huge pine-apples without the apple

;
gray

wild pines—parasites on Matapalos, which of

course have established themselves every-

where, a true holly, with box -like leaves ; and
a rare cocoa plum, very like the holly in habit,

which seems to be all but confined to these

little patches of red earth, afloat on the pitch."
" Passing these little islands, which are said

(I know not how truly) to change their places

and number, we came to the very fountains

of Styx, to that part of the lake where the

asphalt is still oozing up."

"As the wind set toward us, we soon be

came aware of an evil smell—petroleum and
sulphuretted hydrogen at once—which gave
some of us an headache. The pitch here is

yellow and white with sulphur foam; so are

the water channels, and out of both water
and pitch innumerable bubbles of gas arise,

loathsome to the smell. We became aware
also that the pitch was soft under our feet.

We left the impression of our boots; and if

we had stood still awhile, we should soon have
been ankle-deep. No doubt there are spots

where, if a man stood long enough, he would
be slowly and horribly ingulfed. But in no
place is it possible to form those bowl-like

depressions round the observer, described by
former travellers. What we did see is that

the fresh pitch oozes out at the lines of least

resistance, namely in the channels between
the older and more hardened masses, usually

at the upper ends of them, so that one may
stand on pitch comparatively hard, and put
one's hand into pitch quite liquid, which is

flowing softly out, like some ugly fungoid

growth, such as may be seen in old wiue-
cellars, into the water."

"The old proverb that one cannot touch
pitch without being defiled happily does not

stand true here, or the place would be intoler-

ably loathsome. It can be scraped up, mould-

ed into any shape you will, wound in a sti ing
round a stick, and carried off, but nothing is

left on the hand, save clean gray mud and
water. It may be kneaded for an hour, be-

fore the mud be sufficiently driven out of it

to make it sticky. This very abundance of
earthy matter it is which, while it keeps the
pitch from soiling, makes it far less valuable
than it would be were it pure."

"It is easy to understand whence this

earthy matter (twenty or thirty per cent.)

comes. Throughout the neighborhood the
ground is full, to the depth of hundreds of
feet, of coaly and asphaltic matter. Layers
of sandstone or of shale containing this de-
cayed vegetable, alternate with layers which
contain none; and if, as seems probable, the
eoalj' matter is continually changing into

asphalt and oil, and then working its way
upward through every crack and pore, to
escape from the enormous pressure of the
superincumbent soil, it must needs carry up
with it innumerable particles of the soils

through which it passes.— Ivinysley's West
Indies.

For •• Tbe Fra-nd."

George Fox on Preaching.

In the following letter is clearly set forth,

by George Fox, the difference in the preach-
ing which the Spirit requires for different

classes. In almost every assembly there is

one class who may be considered as "the
world," and another class who " believe," who
are the "saints." The Master of the assem-
bly knows, and He only knows accurately,

who are in these classes respectively, and
when His servants rightly divide the word of
truth, the}' do not allow themselves to be mis-
understood as to whom the message is ad-
dressed. J. W.

"Friends,—There was a time, when the
apostles preached Christ that died at Jerusa-
lem ; and they witnessed Him forth, and
brought for proof the prophets' testimonies,

which prophesied of Him. And they that
preached Christ's sufferings at Jerusalem,
showed the fulfilling of the prophets and the
law, and all that was written of Him. And
afterwards the apostles preached Christ the
substance (the end of the types and figures)

amongst them that had the prophets' words,
and the law, and the outward temple ; and
they showed them out of the prophets' words,
and out of the law, that that was the Christ,
who died at Jerusalem, and suffered without
the gate.

"And then there was a time, that the
apostles preached Christ in them, to them
that did believe, and had leceived Him : Know
ye not that Christ is in yov, except ye be repro-

bates ? And, Christ in yov the hope of glory:
and. If Christ be in you the body is dead : and.
They that are Christ's have crucified the affec-

tions arid lusts, and all things are become new^
But this was spoken to them that believed,

who were the saints ; to them Christ in them
was preached, the substance of what the pro-
phets prophesied of; and to believe in Him
who was risen, the resurrection; but to the
world the apostles preached repentance, and
to believe in Jesus Christ; and taught faith

towards God. But to them who were re-

deemed out of the world, in and to whom the
1 Son of God was made manifest, (who were
[brought to God, the Judge of all, and to the
church in God, and to the innumerable com-
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pany of angels, and to the spirits ofjast men, conBiderablewho were made perfect in Him through faith
towards God,) preaching repentance and the
doctrine of baptism was needless, in who

that the incandescent matter
must rush from the fissures at a lower level,
iiut for a certain number of years the centre
of eruption ol lava seems to have shifted towas fulfilled, to and in such as were brough ward the Atrio del P 1,

° ^^^V'^'?"^ '°-

to God. He that can receive this, may, for Ta" ey .tnated bettS-n ft '.
'° '^' '^^"^'"^

to it there is no private meaning."
^

'

t5/c^^ t*!^ .u ^"^^.t"
^^"^ ^^° mountains.

Vesuvius.

A late foreign periodical has some observa
tions on this remarkable volcano, as well as
the eruption of 1872, based principally on tht
reports of Professor Palmieri and Henri De-
Saussure.

Vesuvius, as Prof. Phillips has taught us,
was formerly a mountain forming a vast cir'
cle, whose central part, occupied partly by a
crater—which, without doubt, has been often
displaced within the limits of the circumfer-
ence—was not less than three kilometres
(nearly two miles) in diameter, and the less
projecting part of which, occupied at present
by the cone, formed then only a kind of pla-
teau. The famous eruption of a. d. 79, which
occurred unexpectedly, after a very long pe-
riod of repose, entirely changed the for*m of
the mountain. Very little lava seems to have
been given forth during that eruption, which
was characterized by tremendous showers of
stone and ashes, and by rivers of mud. Thii
it was that buried Pompeii and Herculaneum
the former being covered by fifteen feet, the
latter by thirty or forty feet, of debris, and
which at the same time, appears to have
formed, by accumulation, the present moun-
tain of Vesuvius, placed in the centre of the
ancient circle, the work having been complet
ed by innumerable successive eruptions.
The Vesuvius group, then, is at present

composed of two distinct mountains
; namely,

the cone of Vesuvius, and the rest of the an-
cient circle which form, to the north and west,
a vast amphitheatre, named La Somma. Be-
tween the two mountains is an elevated horse-
shoe shaped valley, the middle part of which
bears the name of Atrio del Cavallo, and the
upper extremity towards the east, that of Ca
nal del Inferno. This elevated valley is de-
pressed and widened towards the west, where
it takes the name of Gli Atri, and ends by be-
ing lost upon the slopes of the Piano, which
form the buttresses ofthe two mountains, and
which emerge by various ravines into' the
plains which stretch from San Sebastian to
Torre del Greco.

This description would be incomplete if we
did not mention a knoll or hillock, apparent-
ly insignificant, but in reality of great impor-
tance, from the part it plays in giving direc-
tion to the lava. This little eminence^named
Monte de Canteroni, has the form of an elon-
gated saddleback

; it runs east and west par-
allel with the western extremity of the crest
of La Somma, rising towards "Vesuvius. It
divides, as it were, in the direction of its

length, the outlet of the elevated valley, and
as it does not reach the foot of the cone of
Vesuvius, it forms only an incomplete parti-
tion which divides the currents of lava flow-
ing out of Atrio del Cavallo. At the lower
or western extremity of this saddle-back is

situated the observatory under eaie of Prof.
Palmieri.

The greatest overflows are always those
which make their way across the mass of the
mountain, for where a volcano has acquired
a certain height, the weight of the liquid co-
lumn which issues from the vent becomes so

In 18oo and the following years, eruptions
made their way or had been thrown upon
this point, and have transformed the elevated
valley into a sort of sea of lava, which at
present may be a thousand yards or more in
breadth. The burning torrent makes its way
to the west, but on leaving the valley of Atrio
It very soon encounters Monte de Canteroni
which divides the current into two unequal
parts, giving to each a different direction
throwing back the principal stream on the
loft into Fosso Vetrano, and the smaller part
on the right upon the slopes of the Piano
The lava does not scoop out but only rolls
along the ground, the eroded ravines which
(urrow the sides of the mountain, becoming
their natural channel. Thus the successive
currents have followed very nearly the same
channel, being superimposed on each other
through a great part of their course. When
the lava streams are of considerable depth,
they often pass over small inequalities of
ground, and leap to right and left when they
strike against any considerable obstacle.
A good carriage road leads from Resi

far as the Observatory, across the cultivated
slopes, which are covered with houses. At
less than two-thirds of a mile from the Ob
servatory, the road traverses the lava of 1858,
which has covered up the old route, and
through which it has become necessary to
re-open the way. Almost immediately after
having passed the lava, the Observatory is
reached, where Prof. Palmieri sojourned dur-
ing the terrible daj's of the late eruption.
This building situated at a height of about
1900 feet, is a substantial freestone structure
of two stories, surrounded by beautiful ter-
races which overlook the lava field on all
sides, and the edges of which are enclosed by
a handsome railing, not much in keeping with
the desolate aspect of the place. Palmieri
has been compelled, from the want of trained
assistants, to set up registering apparatus,
and can obtain certain connected observations
only during the time of his occasional stay at
the Observatory. But for this circumstance,
the last eruption would probably have been
foreseen for some time.
From the Observatory the summit of Mount

Vesuvius can be reached in two hours. The
road skirts the immense fields of black lava
which stretch between Monte Canteroni and
the foot of Vesuvius, and which have been
formed by the recent eruptions. The lava of
April 26th, DeSaussure found already quite
cooled on the surface. There would not
pear to be a greater amount of incandescence
at the bottom of any crevasse, although the
matter certainly preserves its heat under the
superficial stratum, as was attested by the
great number of fumaroles encountered every
where. These emanations escaped for the
most part from little kilns or crevasses,
which communicate by clefts with the deeper
lava. Around some of these fires there pre-
vailed a strong odor of hydrochloric acid,
while other vents did not emit anything but
steam or warm air. These are, indeed, the
successive phases which mark these emana-
tions of lava, until they reach complete cool-
ness.

At first, the whole surface of the lavastr.
seems to exhale steam and hydrochloric a
and the atmosphere is filled with a disag
able odor, which makes breathing uncoml
able. But very quickly the exhalations
localized around the little centres of
whose activity continues for many nion
and emanations from which are gradu;
modified. Thus, as seen from Naples at
time of the visit, the whole of the lava appc
ed to be smoking, and it was possible clea
to distinguish the tracks of the whitish va
which appeared to wander over the surfa
but close at hand there was nothing to
seen but the fumeroles, between each of wh'
there is plenty of space. The gas and
hot vapors which the lava emits are char;
with numerous substances, and become
source of mineral deposits which fill the to
ist with wonder. One of the most curii
phenomena observed is the power of burni
lava to retain an enormous quantity of wa
and salt, which it does not allow to esc£
until it begins to cool. The formation of s
is shown generally over the whole stretch
lava emitted in 1872. Soon after the suru
cools it is covered with a light crust of si
which forms in similar flowery patterns
the beds of cinders that cover the plains, t

cinders themselves emitting everywhere 1
drochloric acid. The first showers cauB
this deposit rapidly to disappear, and the
remained on the 12th of May only scan
traces, except on the lower surface of t
blocks, where the rain had not the power
dissolve it. But the salt continued to be c

posited in the vents, from which were detac
ed beautiful crystals and graceful concretioi
it continued also to be formed upon the gre
deposit of cinders on the cone of Vesuvii
and even on May 19th, the summit of t)

ountain, as seen from the Observatory, a
peared from this cause as if sprinkled wi'
snow.
Nest to salt, the substance which is fouE

n greatest abundance upon the lava, is ch!
ride of iron, which assumes the most varit
tints according to its surroundings, but is, i

general, of a beautiful yellow, often orang
and is easily mistaken for sulphur. A mult
tude of other substances are deposited aroun
the smoke vents, besides those which hax
been named. These are for the most pa:
metalic compounds, especially chlorides, an
more rarely sulphur compounds. There at
chlorides of copper and lead, haematite am
magnetic iron ore, gypsum, &c. The peroj
ide of iron, in particular, plays an iraportan
part in the life of these fumaroles ; it appear
to be formed by decomposition of chloride c

iron; the protuberances of the scoria? are ofte
covered with this substance, which gives ther
the richest and most brilliant variegated aj
pearance.

The origin of these many substances ha
occupied the attention of chemists, and ha
not yet been satisfactoiily explained

; but th
form of the concretions, as much as the accu
mulation of substances, apparently foreign t<

lava, indicate that they are formed by subli
mation.

CTo be .

Cost of London Railways.—The high prici

of land in London and the heavy cost of con
structing underground and other railways ii

that city are shown by the reported cost o
some of the great railways that are carrie(
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iroiinh, over or under the great metro-

Tho Melropolitan Underground Rail-

si over 84,600,0(10 a mile; The Motro-

Itan Kxtension of the London, Chatham
Dover Railway, S2,500,000 a mile ; the

]th London Railway, 81,406,700; the Black-

,
$1,330,000, and the Greenwich 81,000,000

imile. In New York, where the question

apid t^an^it. is constantly agitated, it ia

aght 81,000,000 per mile would be an

Hide estimate for their proposed under-

und railway from the lower to the upper

of ^lanhattan Island.

For " Tlte Friend."

Barclay's Life of Jaffray.

CCiDtinned from page 174.)|

Clarkson, in his 'Portraiture' of us, hasad-

ted to it in these words.—'It was observed,

be time of George Fox, of the members
his Societj% that they were as stiff as trees

;

this idea concerning them has come down
he present day. The origin of this de-

,ive feature must be obvious to all. The
ikerp, as we have seen, will neither pay
les, nor perform military service, nor illu-

late their houses, like other people, though

y are sure of suffering by their refusing to

laply with custom in these eases. Now,
ren individuals, few in number, become
ular, and differ from the world at large,

,i» generally considered, (hat the majority

intherightandthattheminorityarein the

jng. But, obstinacy may be defined to be

erseverance in that which is generally con-

jred tobe wrong. This epithet has attached

I will attach to those, who resist the popular

nion, till men are better educated, or till

y lose their prejudices, or have more coi--

t and liberal notions on religion. The
ly Christians were themselves accused of

tinacy, and this even by the enlightened

ny. He tells us, that they viould not use

.e and frankincense before the statutes of the

jerors ; and that there was no question, that

such obstinacy they deserved punishment.
' judging of this trait, two questions will

se: First, whether the members of this

iliioty, in adhering rigidly to those singular-

ia which have produced it, are really wrong
I a body of Christians? And Secondly,

Hiether thej' do not conscientiously believe

I'nipelves to be right? In the case of the

' ly Christians, which has been mentioned
.' \vlio live at this day, have no doubt, that

ny put a false estimation on their oh

or the government of the country under

which they live, should require it; but rather

to submit to the frowns and indignation of

the one, and the legal penalties annexed to

their disobedience by the other. This suffer-

ng, in preference to the violation of their

consciences, is what they call 'the bearinrj of

their testimony,' or a demonstration to the

world by the testimony of their own example,

they consider it to be the duty of Christians

rather to suffer, than have an} conci rn with

that which they conceive to be evil. The
Quakers, in putting this principle into practice

stand, I believe, alone ; for 1 know of no

other Christians (unless it be the Moravians.)

who, as a body pay this homage to their scru-

ples, or who determine upon an ordeal of

suffering, in preference to a compromise with

their ease and safety.' This noble practice of

bearing testimony, by which a few individuals

attempt to stem the torrent of immorality by

opposing themselves to its stream, and which

may be considered as a living martyrdom,
does, in a moral point of view, a great deal of

good to those who conscientiously adopt it.

It recalls first principles to their minds. It

keeps in their remembrance the religious

rights of man. It teaches them to reason

upon principle, and to make their estimates

by a moral standard. It is productive both

of patience and of courage. It occasions the

to be kind, and attentive, and merciful to

those who are persecuted and oppressed. It

throws them into the presence of the Divinity

when they are persecuted themselves. In

short, it warm-f their moral feelings, and (

vates their religious thoughts. Like oil

keeps them from rusting. Like a whet-stone,

it gives them a new edge. Take away this

practice from the constitution of the raembi

of this Society, and you pulldown aconsid

able support of their moral character.'—'It is

a great pity,' continues this worthy and en

lightened philanthropist, 'that, as professing

Christians, we should not more of us incor-

porate this noble principle individually into

our religion. We concur unquestionat)ly in

customs, through the fear of being reputed

singular, of which our hearts do not always
approve ; though nothing is more true, than

that a Christian is expected to be singular,

with respect to the corruptions of the world.

What an immensity of good would be done,

if cases of persons, choosing rather to suffer

than to temporize, were so numerous as to

attract the general notice of men ! Would

I

not every case of sutt'ei'ing operate as one of

arac

We believe them to have done theii

ity, and we believe also that they considered
j

the most forcible lessons that could be given

.jmselves as doing it, when they refused to those who should see it? And how long

>ine honors to the emperorft The action, would that infamous system have to live,
" '

•
• which makes a distinction between political

expediency and moral right?' p. 198."

coutinued.J

rirefore, which Pliny denominated oii<^i«tj(,']/,

?'uld, if it had been left to us to name it,

ve been called iuflexible virtue, as arising

:t ot a sense of the obligation imposed upon
m I'v the Christian religion. In the same
inner we may argue with respect to the

iikirs.—Vol. Ill p. 248. But this candid
iiter. in an earlier page, has himself given
L3 best explanation of their motives :—and
iiy such motives and such line of conduct
ser continue to prevail individually in their

I arts, and collectively in their assemblies!

has been,' says he, 'an established rule with
Mends, from the formation of the Society,

It to temporise, or to violate their con-

lences; or, in other words, not to do that

"lich, as a body of Christians, they believe

I be wrong, though the usages of the world,

Work is the salt of life.

THE FRIEND.
FIRST MONTH 25, 1873.

The Meeting for Sufferings of Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting, having prepared a Memorial
10 the Convention, now sitting, to revise the

Constitution of this State, it was presented
on the 21st, read, and referred to the Com
mittee on Military Affairs. It is as follows

:

To the Convention of Delegates elected to revise

the Constitution of the State of Pennsylvania,

now sitting in Philadelphia.

The Memorial ot the Representatives of the

religious Society of Friends in Pennsylvania,

respectfully showeth. That in the " Declara-

iou of Rights," Article IX. of the present

Constitution, it isdeclartd, Section III., "That
en have a natural and indefeasible right

orship almighty God according to the

dictates of their own consciences; that no

man can bo compelled to attend, erect or sup-

port any place of worship, or maintain any
ministry against his consent; no human au-

thority can, in any case lohatever, control or in-

tirfere nith the riyhts of conscience, and no pre-

ference shall ever be given by law to any
religiousestablishmentsor modes of worship."

And in Section XXVI. of the same Article, is

the following clause, that "To guard against

transgressions of the high powers which we
have delegated. We Declare that every thing

in this Article is excepted out of the general

powers of government, and shall forever remain

inviolate.'' These wise and just provisions

are however practically rendered null and

void, so far as they relate to those who are

conscientiously restrained from bearing arms,

or in any way contributing towards military

preparations or purposes, by the last sentence

of Section 11. of Article "VI., which says,

" Those conscientiously scrupulous to bear

arms, shall not be compelled to do so, but shall

pay an equivalent for personal service."

We respectfully represent that as the So-

ciety of Friends from its beginning—now
more than two hundred years—has believed

that duty to Christ the Prince of Peace, with-

holds them from participating in, or giving

aid or support to warlike measures of any
kind, in like manner, they have believed they

cannot consistently pay for others to do that

hich they believe to bo wrong, nor volun-

tarily give an equivalent for permission to

exercise the rights of conscience.

To us it appears clear, that requiring from
itizens an equivalent for exemption from
ervices which they are restrained from per-

forming by their religious principles, is as di-

rectaninfringementof the rightsof conscience

trnaranteed by the Constitution, as it would be

to mulct them in damages for not attending,

erecting or supporting other places of worship
beside their own, or for maintaining any
other part of their religious faith, and that by
every fair construction, the clause requiring

it in Section 2nd of Article YI, is manifestly

at variance with Section 26lh of Article IX,
which declares that every thing in that

Article,—including liberty of conscience—is

excepted out of the general powers of govern-

ment, and shall forever remain inviolate.

Friends are ever willing and ready to sup-

port the civil government under which they
live, and to contribute their full share towards
defraying its expenses and conducing to the

common weal. The discipline of the Society

enjoins this on all its members. Their whole
history shows that they willingly obey all

laws which do not contravene the require-

ments of the gospel as they understand and
believe them ; and that where active compli-

ance cannot be thus yielded, they patiently

suffer the penalties imposed.

That part of the Section which requires an

equivalent to be paid for not performing
military service, has caused, and while it is

retained, will, in all probability, continue to
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cause those who cannot conscientiously com-
ply with it, to suffer loss and distress in both
property and person, by the penally inflicted

being enforced by process of law. The exe-

cution of the militia laws, enacted at different

times, has subjected Friends in this State
liable thereto, to imprisonment and tbe sacri-

fice of property amounting to many hundred
thousands of dollars, and yet it is believed

very little of the latter has ever reached the
State Treasury.

We therefore respectfully submit, that in

the exercise of the responsible duties placed

upon you, you may be instrumental in se-

curing tbe enjoyment of the ''indefeasible

rights" of conscience to a portion of your
religiously scrupulous fellow citizens, Friends
and others ; in saving them from undeserved
penalty; and inadvanceing the peaceable king-

dom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,

by erasing the last eight words of Section

2nd, Article VI, of the Constitution, and sub-

stituting therefor such an amendment as will

confirm the same free exercise of conscience

in relation to participation in military meas-
ures, as is granted in all other articles of

christian faith.

By so doing, you will remove what we can-

not but consider a stain upon the present
Constitution, and restore our beloved State

to the exalted position, for religious tolera-

tion, among the governments of the earth,

which it occupied while under the control of

William Penn, its enlightened Founder, and
of his follow members of the Society of
Friends.

Signed on behalf and by direction of a

Meeting of the Representatives aforesaid,

held in Philadelphia, the 17th day of the
First month, 1873.

Joseph Scattergood, Clerk.

We would again remind some of those who
kindlj' furnish matter for the columns of our
Journal, that all original communications
should have the names of their authors given
confidentially; and that long selections sent

for republication, should be accompanied with
the author's name, and where taken from.

The account sent of Eulh Follows and her
chest of drawers, has already been in ''The
Friend" once or twice.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Tbe Committee of Thirty, appointed by

the French A:<sembly, sat on the 14th at Versailles.

President Thiers was present, and the report of the sub-

committee was read. It proposes the adoption of the
following decree by the Assembly ;

Whereas, the Assembly integrally reserves to itself

the constitutional power, it hereby decrees

:

First, The President of the Rep\ililic shall communi-
cate with the Assembly by message. Nevertheless he
may be heard, after announcing by message his inten-

tion to speak. At the close of his speech debate will be

adjourned to a subsequent sitting, in order that the vote

shall not be taken while the President is in the cham-
ber.

Second. The President shall promulgate all laws de-

clared urgent, within three days after their passage, or

demand a fresh debate thereon, and all laws not de-

clared urgent, he shall promulgate within one month of

their passage, or may suspend the third reading of the

same for one month.
Third. After the dissolution of the present Assembly,

its powers shall devolve upon tbe Chambers.
The report also recommends that the Committee of

Thirty be instructed by the Assembly to prepare a law
regulating elections, prescribing qualifications of elec-

tors, and a law defining the powers of a second cham-
ber. Thiers assented to some of the propositions and
disapproved of others.

The Minister of War has written a letter to Marshal

MacMahon, prohibiting the circulation of Bonapartist
addresses in the barracks of French troops, and urging
the severest punishment of persons found distributing
such papers.

The London Momincj Post announces that Prince
Napoleon returns to Switzerland and will take no part
in political manifestations. He declares that he ha.s no
pretensions to the throne and does not favor a regency,
and that he submits to the government which France
approves.

Carlist disturbances continue in Spain. The running
of trains on the northern Spanish railway has been sus-
pended on account of their hostilities. The engineers
refuse to work in consequence of the threats of the Car-
lists, who have burned the buildings at one of the
station*, and killed one or more of the employees. The
Ciirlvs has appointed a special commission on the abo-
liiii.ii ut slavury in Porto Kico. All the members of
the commission are avowed abolitionists. The Minister
of Marine has introduced in the Cortes a bill abolishing
conscription for the naval service.

The census of France for 1872, just completed, shows
the population to be 36,102,921, a decrease of 366,935
since 1866. The decrease is attributed mainly to the
war, besides which cause there have been many fatal

cases of small po.x, and a falling oil' in the number of
marriages.

About 60,000 persons were at Chiselhurst at the
funeral of Louis Napoleon on the loth in.st.

A London dispatch says : Advices from Zanzibar to

the 30th of November state that letters had been re-

ceived there from Unyanyembe announcing that an ex-
pedition with supplies for Dr. Livingstone, which was
sent forward by Stanley, had reached the great travel-
ler, who again started for the interior of Africa on the
18th of August.
A dispatch received in London says, that the ship

ChilUngham Castle was wrecked while on a voyage
from Shields to Malta, and twenty-six persons were
drowned. Several other marine disasters are reported.
A Brussels dispatch of the 1.5th says : The boiler in

a factory at Cbarlervi exploded this morning with seri-

ous results. Eleven persons were instantly killed, and
a large number wounded, some of them badly.

It is stated that the Shah of Persia will leave Teheran
three mouths hence, on a European tour. He will visit

St. Petersburg, Berlin, Vienna, London, Paris and
Constantinople.

The Senate of the Italian legislature has approved
the bill forbidding theological instruction in the public
schools.

The number of emigrants who left Bremen for the
United States last year was 80,000. Emigration from
Hamburg during the same time reached the unprece-
dented number of 59,000.

It appears from the official return of the late census
taken at Vienna, that the population of that city is

911,271. The number of houses is 17,992, and 511
more are in course of construction.
Onslow and Whallev, members of Parliament, have

J. Duke
pinng to deprive tlie Tichborne

claimant of his rights.

London, l.st rao. 20th.—Consols 92J a 92}. U. S.

sixes, 1867, 93| ; new five per cents, S9j.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 'did.; Orleans, lOJrf.

The annual session of the Swidish Diet was opened
at Stockholm on the 20th inst., by the king in person,
who in a speech expressed an earnest hope for the de-
velopment of the Scandinavian Union.
Advices from Porto Kico hlate that the inauguration

of the new municipal reforms for that island has been
postponed by order of the Spanish government.
United States.—The interments in Philadelphia

last week numbered 325. There were 41 deaths of con-
sumption, 37 infiammation of the lung.s, 19 debility, 14
convulsions, 12 scarlet fever, 11 of old age. According
to the report of the captain of the park guard, it was
visited in 1872 by 1,783,225 pedestrians, and 26,550
persons on horseback. It is estimated that the number
of tho.se who came in carrages of all kinds would in-

crease the total of people visiting the park to nearly
three millions.

The quantity of gas manufactured in the Philadel-
phia Gas Works during the year 1872, was 1,486,969,-
000 cubic feet, being an increase of 11 per cent, over
the production of 1871. The aggregate length of main
pipe now belonging to the gas-works is about 585 miles.
The number of meters introduced during the year was
3,897, which, added to those before in use makes the
present number of meters in buildings of all kinds
73,690.

There are thirteen newspapers in the United States
edited and published by colored persons.

been fined £100 each, for publicly accusing Sir
Coleridge of conspiring to deprive the T

It is stated that a company of New York capita!

have effected the purchase of the peninsula and ba
Samana, with the approval of the people and govi
ment of the Dominican republic. It is proposec
plant a colony and make Samana a free port.

Last week a storm of snow, accompanied with
tense cold, swept over Minnesota, Dakota, Nebn
and Kansas, causing the death of several hundred

)

sons and great numbers of domestic animals. Mob
those who were frozen to death were men wl
out upon the prairies when the snow began to )

some on foot, and others with their teams, and perisl

before they could reach places of refuge. The
was by far the most terrible that has visited that i

of country since its settlement by Europeans. It ca

on almost without warning, the wind blowing violet

and the sun darkened by black clouds. In .some

stances horses have been found standing upright ;

snow, both they and their drivers having been froze

The small pox epidemic ha- become quite seriou,'

oston, about three thon>and cases being now report

The Board of Health urges the necessity of vaccinati

and requests the co-operation of the citizens.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotati
on the 20th inst. Neio York.—American gold, 11

U. S. sixes, 1881, 117} ; ditto, 1867, 115}; ditto, 10

five per cents, 112J. Superfine flour, $6.25 a S6.'

State extra, S7.40 a $7.70; finer brands, *8 a t
White Michigan wheat, S2.10; white Genessee, $1.!

red western, $1.92 ; No. 2 Chicago spring, $1.65 ; mi:

spring, $1.53. State barley, 85 a 90 cts. ; Canada
S1.05. Oats, 51 a 57 cts. Western mixed corn, 64c
yellow, 66 cts. ; southern white, 74 cts. Refined suf

12J a 12] cts.; raw do,, 9 a 10 cts. Carolina rice
"

cts. P/„7f„/fV/,m,-^Mi,l,llin,gs cotton, 20] a 2U
uplands and New Orleans. Superfine tiour, So a $5.i

extras, S6.25 a S7.25; finer brands, s-7.50 a $10.

White wheat, S2.05 a *2.23 ; amber, 5-2 a $2.03 ; we.st

red, S1.90 a $2. Yellow corn, 60 a 61 cts. Oats
'

52 cts. Smoked hams, 12j a 14 cts. Lard, 8 a 8

Clover-seed, 9} a 9| cts. About 2300 beef cattle e

at the Avenue Drove-yard, choice, 8} a 8i cts. per
gross ; extra 7i a 8i cts.; fair to good, 6 a 7 cts.

mon, 4.\ a 6 cts. About 12,000 sheep sold at 5.V a

cts. per lb. gross. Hogs sold at S5.50 per 100 lbs. i

Receipts 5,000. Baltimore.—Western red wheat, $1

a S1.90; good to prime red, SI.95 a $2.10; white i

amber, S2.15 a S2.25. Southern white corn,

cts.
;
yellow, CO a 62 cts. Oats, 45 a 50 cts. CAi'<Mjt

Extra spring flour, S6 a $7. No. 2 spring wheat, SI.

No. 3 do., $1.12i. No. 2 mixed corn, 30} cts. Nt
oats, 251 cts. No. 2 rye, 68 cts. St. Louis.—Wir
red wlirat -i.i;., a >1.9-"i. No. 2 mixed corn, 3

Oai-, '
"

I !ii.' barlfv, 75 ct.s. Rve, 75 cts.

Sn- ' Familv flour, S8.25 a $8.50. Wh«
.SI. To a ;!.: '. la-ni, 40 Jts. Rye, 85 a 88 cts. 0.

TEACHERS WANTED FOR FREEDMEN'S
SCHOOLS.

Three females, members with Friends, situations

exposing. Applv soon to Y. Warner, Germanto'
Philada., Pa.

1st mo. 17th, 1873.

Correction.—-In the letter of John Churchmar
Israel Pemberton, on page 161, the eleventh and twel

lines should read, "to move Ancient loving-kindn

in his long-suffdring," &c.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,] Philadetphi

Phvsician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wor'
INGTLiN, M. D.

Api'lications for the Admission of Patients may
made to tbe Superintendent, or to anv of the Boan
Mana-ers,

Died, at his residence, near Morrisville, Bucks (

Pa., on the lltb of Ninth month, 1872, Mahion Ki
BRIDE, in the fifty-third year of his age, a membei
Falls Monthlv Meeting of Friend.s.

, on the 30th of Twelfth month, 1872, at

residence in Manington, Salem Co., N. J., Sami
Reeve, aged 83 years, lacking two days, an e:

member of Salem Monthly Meeting of Friends. ]

close was peaceful, and liis relatives and friends

comforted in the belief, that their loss is his everlast

WILLLA.M H. PILE, PRINTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Vesuvius.

(Concluded from page 182.)

A vast transverse funnel, much longer than

is broad, occupies the gouth-west part of

lie summit of the cone, and this gulf is itself

ivided at the bottom by a partition of rocks

?hieh divides it into two compartments. A
bird crater occupies the north part, and is

eparated from the first by a considerable wall

f rocks. This latter crater opens into the

reat north fissure which descends into Atrio

el Cavallo; it was opened during the last

ruption at the expense of an adventitious

sone raised in 1855, and appears to have been

most active, since it is upon its side that

he mountain is rent as far as the base of the

ione; however, it has not ejected any lava,

bis having found its way out by the bottom
)f the fissure. During the eruption the lava

ffwas raised as far as the summit of the moun-
tain—it has filled to the brim thedouble crater

on the south-west—yet two days after this

the hiva had escaped by the south side; for on
the 24th of April it overflowed the crater and
formed three streams on the south, the west,

and the north-east, which flowed down the

slopes of the cone, and lost themselves among
-the fields of lava underneath. After this event
ithe lava fell back to the bottom of the craters.
i The depth of the crater may be estimated

at about 130 meters (425 feet.) The bottom
appears to be full of debris and ashes, but
shows no sign of incandescence, nor of any
adventitious cone; no smoke ascends, and the
volcano, after its convulsion, has apparently
fallen into a complete sleep. The only signs
of activity are seen in the numerous unim-
portant jets of white vapor which escape
either from the bottom or from various points

in the walls, and which appear to dissolve in

the atmosphere. Nevertheless, as seen from
Naples, Vesuvius always appears with a light

j

smoke hanging over it, which is invisible on
the mountain itself. On the side next Pom-

I

peii only, to the east and north-east the slopes

I
are macadamized bj- bomblike blocks of the

I size of the head. The crater must have pro-

time of the last eruption of cinders a violent

wind must have blown them to the opposite

side. The large blocks, if they have been

thrown up to the height of 1600 yards, appear

to have fallen back at a short distance from

the crater. Shot vertically, they fall so, while

the ashes, on account of their greater light-

ss, have been carried to a greater distance.

The crater on the south-west is divided

through and through by a narrow rent, which

is doubtless the prolongation of that which

on the 24th emitted, half way up, the lava

which went in the direction of Torre del Greco.

This rent divides the south crest, and may be

traced upon the walls of the crater, where it

looks only like a simple fissure, it reappears

more distinctly on the opposite side. Another

disappears among the cracks of the rocks.

This rent exhaled at the summit of the crater

burning gases, which formed upon the sid

abundant deposits. The south crest was sut

ciently filled up by sand to enable one to cross

it, but such a quantity of sulphurous vapors

was emitted, that to escape being asphyxia-

ted it was necessary to make several rapid

leaps. On the west side of the crater the rent

still gapes, and has not been filled up, notwith

standing the heat which escaped.

The eruption of April 26, which followed

the rending of Vesuvius, re-opening the same

rent, suddenly made its way to the same point,

shattering the manifold bed of the lava, and

ejecting to the surface immense blocks, pro-

bably torn from their beds far below. Of this

debris, mixed with incandescent lava, there is

formed an elongated ridge of about 160 feet

high, from the base of which there sprung an

enormous mass of lava that swept over the

little cone of Atrio. The lava burst forth at

first in all directions, even a little behind in

ascending the valley. It filled all Atrio, with-

out, however, encrusting any where the sides

of the rocks of the amphitheatre of La Somma,

and flowe<i along the valley in the form of a

current of about 1100 yards broad. Subse-

quently encountering the ridge of Canteroni,

it was turned to the right, though a part of

it was separated by the upper extremity of

this knoll, and directed to the left on the slopes

of Piano, where it contorted somewhat the

foot of the mountain, thanks to the lava of

1858, which, having changed the slope of the

ground, prevented itfrom continuing its route

The principal stream continued to follow the

valley of the Fosso de la Ventrana, running

at the rate of about a mile in two hours, pass-

ing under the observatory, where the lava

was seen to boil up in places and shoot forth

into little eruptions, projecting jets of steam

and Bcorife ; then it was precipitated in a cas-

cade of fire over a wall of rock, and continued

its course by the same ravine as the stream

of 1855, and for the greater part of its course

part of it at last lodging itself on the south of

Cercola, while a branch of the current con-

tinued in the direction of San Giorgis.

The imagination is unable to comprehend

how such a mass of matter could escape in a

single day from a single fire, and spread itself

over an area of five miles.

The general effects of the eruption of 1872

have been somewhat as follow, according to

DeSaussure:

—

1. The mountain of Vesuvius has been di-

vided by a rent running nearly from north

to south south-west.

2. The lava, rising in the rent, has rushed

along the two sides, on the north to the very

foot of the cone, on the south halfway down

in much less abundance.

3. The summit of the mountain has been

lowered and flattened.

An examination of the lava of 1872 does

not appear likely to lead to any new results.

Its mineralogieal nature is essentially thesame

as that of the other lavas of all ages that

have been found both at Vesuvius and in La

Somma.
The successive eruptions of lava have enor-

mously raised the level of the ground. The

stream which debouches from Atrio has end-

ed by considerably overtopping the Observa-

tcry ;
am' that the latter baa not b^en throat

ened this year results from the fact that the

saddle back of Monte Canteroni, upon which

it stands, rises in the direction of Vesuvius in

such a manner that its eastern extremity has

hitherto performed the part of a buttress in

dividing the burning stream, and diverting

the two currents into the ravines which slope

rapidly to the right and left of the height.

But a new outbreak will, without doubt,

sweep away the eastern extremity of this

crest, and a succeeding one would easily be

able to send a stream of lava flowing as far

as the Observatory. Foreseeing this danger.

Prof. Palraieri has raised above the building

a redan of a very sharp angle. This will form

but a weak barrier, though it may be able to

retard for a little the progress of the devas-

tating lava. Since several of the recent erup-

tions have occurred on the Atrio side, it would

seem as if the chief centre of volcanic action

was tending towards that point, and there

seems little doubt that one of the next erup-

tions will place the Observatory more or less

in danger. Let us hope, however, that when

that time arrives a worthy successor of Pal-

mieri may safely chronicle what is going on,

and that another DeSaussure may be there

to see.

jected from all sides a shower of such blocks,
,

but over all the other parts of the mountain overrunning the lava of that year. It passed

this depo.sit must have been covered by a exactly as its predecessor did, between tht

thick bed of ashes; and since these blocks are villages of Massa and San Sebastiano, sweep-

86en only on the east, it is evident that at the ling away likewise a portion of the houses,

For "The Friend."

I have felt that there might be instruction

by those in the ministry by reading

the following extract from Job Scott's Jour-

" Fourth-day, 29th. Attended London Grove

Preparative Meeting, and was still quite closed

up from any sensible spring of the gospel.
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Fifth-day, 30th. I attended New Garden
Meeting—this and London Grove make one
Monthly Meeting. Here the power of the
word of life was renewed in me, in such
manner that I seemed to mj-self in some sort
as if I had risen from the dead I Oh how
clearly, and beyond all doubt, am I satisfied
in my own mind, that it is nothing else than
the power of an endless life that again quick-
ened and raised me in a living testimony
among my brethren in this meeting. For
twenty days past, I have not dared to open
my mouth in one of the public meetings for
worship that I have attended—I have been
at fifteen. Doubtless if I would have been so
presumptuous, I could have stood up, and de-
livered words in plenty at any of them. 1 felt
sensible that I of myself could no more open
any thing divine, than a corrupt fountain can
send forth sweet and wholesome waters. I

found I could not move forward in word and
testimony, to any kind of profit to the people
or to my own peace, while the cloud rested on
the tabernacle ; my business was to keep
silence before the Lord in abasement, and
much as possible in patience; before all was
shut up that none could open; but now all
seems to be so open as that no man can shut

:

glory, honor and praise, to him who leadeth
me in the path of this blessed experience; I
can now bless his holy hand both in his shut-
ting and in his opening, and rejoice with joy
"nspetikable, that I have learned this depend-
ance on him alone,

Ohio, 12th mo. 27th,

For "The Friend."

Extracts from letters, &c., referring chiefly to
Friends in America, during last century, with
notes.

{Continued from page 179.)

"The Friendly Association for regaining and
preserving peace with the Indians by pacific
measures," was an organization which per
formed a very useful service at this period
In the critical position of public affairs.
Friends were solicitous how best they might
manifest their ancient friendship for the I
dians, and their belief that the exercise of
true justice and forbearance towards them
would yet, under the J)ivine blessing, avail to
appease them and bring about a peaceable
settlement of their claims. The early steps
in this movement have been already- men-
tioned in the preceding letter of James Pem-
berton.

The subject was considered by the Yearly
Meeting held in the 9ih month 1756, and
though its general scope and tendency was
approved, yet for several reasons, and particu-
larly as a part of the business appeared to be
of a civil nature, it was thought best not to
take it under its direction.
The first treaties at Easton, held in the

Seventh and Eleventh months of this year,
were attended by special committees named
at the general meeting of Friends convened
on the occasion

; but on Twelfth month 1st,
1756, an appointment of a standing body
called " Trustees" was made, for the purpose
of carrying the objects of the Association into
effect. The "Association" met after this an-
nually to hear the minutes and reports of the
Trustees, to provide funds, and appoint the
Trustees for the ensuing year. The Friends
chosen at the first meeting were John Eeynell,
Treasurer,IsraelPemberton, Jonathan Mifflin^
Jeremiah Warder, Isaac Zane, Abraham Daws'

Benjamin Lightfoot, Abel James, Georg
Miller, James Pemberton, Thomas Say, Wil
liam Callender, Joseph Richardson, Owen
Jones, Joseph Morris, Richard Wistar and
William Fisher. The names of Hugh Roberts
Jacob Lewis, Jacob Shoemaker, Jr., Isaac
Howell, Chas. West, Jr., and Joshua Morris,
appears upon subsequent appointments. An
thony Benezet was also associated in services
at times with the Trustees.

Id carrying out the objects of the Associa-
tion, particularly in the attendance of con-
ferences and treaties, in which their presence
and judgment might be useful to the Indians,
the Trustees were often joined by other
Friends who, under a sense of duty, were
willing thus to endeavor to promote a recon-
ciliation, and advance the true interest of the
Province. John Churchman, Daniel Stanton
nd John Pemberton, allude in their Journals

to having been thus present, with numerous
other Friends, on such occasions.
The members of the Association were early

aware of the opposition which, as now, was
to be met with in the application of Christiar
principles to the treatment of hostile Indians
The approbation of the Governor was fre

quently solicited for their attendance at pro-
posed treaties, yet in the discharge of what
they believed to be their duty, a failure to
obtain it did not deter them from accepting
the frequent invitations sent them by the In
dians to be present, and from contributing
their efforts to promote peace on a substantial
foundation.

Between the years 1756 and 1764, £4,523
provincial money (upwards of S12,000; was
expended by the association, and goods to the
value of £815, sent by Friends in England,
were received for distribution. The subscrip-
tions were not confined exclusively to Friends,
and £430 o"f the above mentioned sum was
contributed by Menonists and others. A large
portion of the money was applied to the pur-
chase of clothing and sundry articles of value
to the Indians, which were presented to them
collectively at the treaties ; or on special oc-
casions to individual Indians, acting as inter-
preters, messengers, &c., or used for the relief
of suffering. Several sums were also paid to
Indians on different occasions on the release
of captives, and in 1762 the Trustees agreed to
make as a present, a considerable addition to
the amount paid by the authorities to the In-
dians for the settlement of their long urged
claim against the Proprietaries and Province
for injustice done them in taking possession of
their lands.

One of the early steps taken by Friends
was to examine into the justice of the claims
made by the Indians. For this purpose a
committee was appointed, as appears by a
manuscript account in the hand-writing of
Israel Pemberton, '• to search the several
public offices and obtain a full and impartial
account of the state of affairs in order to be

d before the Governor [Denny] that at the
next treaty ho might bo fully acquainted
therewith." The account then states that
"After obtaining from the Roll's office copies
of all the deeds on record there, application
was made to the Secretary for such informa-
tion as a search in his office would afford, but
we were denied the liberty of making such a
search, so that we now are apprehensive our
intelligence must depend very much on those
persons whose conduct has been the principal
occasion of those calamities."

The materials thus obtained, together wit
other facts bearing on the subject, were pul
lished in England under the title of " An Ei
quiry into the Causes of Alienation of th
Delaware and Shawanese Indians from tb
British interest." It was compiled by Cbarle
Thomson, at that time an usher in the "pul
lie school founded by charter," &c., undt
the care of Friends in Philadelphia, and wh
afterwards, as the first Secretary of Cong
and the author of a new translation of a poi
tion of the Scriptures, was widely and honot
ably known. This work contains abundan
evidence that the Indians "had grievances t
be redressed," and sets in a clear light th
injurious results of tne selfish policy whic
the Proprietaries, who alone could treat witi

the Indians for land, had pursued in thai
dealings with them, as well as other cause
of dissatisfaction which had gradually lessenei

the confidence of the Indians in the whiter
and tended to widen the breach.
The jealousy with which the proceeding:

of the Association were watched, both in thi

country and in England, rendered it necessar
at times to endeavor by private opportunitie"
with influential persons and by public state
ments, to correct misrepresentations that wen
circulated against them in regard to theii

motives and conduct.

In the 3d mo. 1757, Richard Wistar, Jere
miah Warder and Israel Pemberton, wer«
appointed to confer with the Earl of Loudon
then in Philadelphia, in order to remove hif

prejudice against the Association and delivei

him copies of their proceedings. The aid ol

Dr. Fothergill and other Friends in England
was requested by the Trustees to refute the
calumnies that were propagated against them
n that country, and which had the effect ol

strengthening the opposition here. On one
occasion when applying to the Governor in

reference to attending a treaty at Lancaster,
they were informed "That the Earl of Halifax
had expressed great dissatisfaction with the
Association having interfered in treating with
the Indians, and regarded it as greatly per-
nicious to good ordir and the king's service,

and therefore wished they would desist from
further effort." 'J'his and subsequent treat-

ment they received from Governor Denny,
induced them to draw up an Address to him
in the 7th mo. 1757, in which the various steps
which they had taken (on all important occa-

sions with the knowledge of the authorities)

were temperately and clearly stated. Thi
Address was printed, and is an earnest vindi-

cation of their attempt to perform their duty
in those perilous times as "Christians and!
Englishmen." This address was republished,
in the London Chronicle in the Twelfth month i

following, and was believed to have been of
good service in removing the prejudices of
many who had received incorrect impressions
by distorted accounts sent over from this

country.
LTpon considering the results of the mea-

sures pursued to regain the friendship of the
Indians by pacific measures, it must certainly

be regarded as a fact well worthy of remem-
brance at the present time, that savage war-
riors, irritated by a sense of wrongs, and with
their hands already imbrued in blood, should
have been induced to pause, deliberate, aban-
don their murderous designs, and finally con-

clude a treaty of peace with the inhabitants,

amidst feelings of mutual exasperation, upon
almost the first indication of a disposition on
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:,e part of the latter of a willingness to listen

i their complaints, and to do them justice.

ibis can certainly be attributed to nothing

88 than the l)le8sing of Him who had long

atched over the Province for good upon the

jaceable endeavors used; and whose visita-

ons, as we have already seen, had remark-

Dly softened the hearts of savage warriors,

ad prepared them for a hearty co-operation

\ the restoration of peace.*

In this connection it may bo proper to say

lal the influence which Friends possessed

ith this people can only be explained by a

• ference to the same Divine Grace which en-

bled them 80 to act in the various parts oi

BO proceedings as to gain and preserve the

ontidence of the Indians, and induce them to

8ton to good advice. That the influence thus

btained was very considerable is attested by

aauy who werecognizantof thecircumstances

ttonding the negotiations. One writer in re-

ent times, who on subjects relating to what he

alls the ' mistaken and perverted humanity of

he ' Friendly Association,' " cannot be regard-

id as a partial witness, may be quoted. Thos.

:^. Gordon, in his History of Pennsylvania,

irhen speaking of the unhappy disturbances

vhich took place within her borders a few

/ears later, in connection with the Western

[ndians under Pontiac, states "There is every

•eason to infer from the profound veneration

which the Indians entertained for the Quak-

3rs, and the attention paid to their messages,

that had the Friends been permitted to follow

out their plans of benevolence, the Indian war

would never have existed or would have been

of short duration."

The favorable result of this method of treat-

ment is in striking contrast with that pur

iBued at the same time towards the Delawares

iof the Ohio, against whom the military expe

dition under Col. Armstrong was dispatched

in the summer of 1756. Nearly two years o

desolating border warfare with the.-^e Indians

elapsed before their barbarities were stopped,

la result which was finally due in large mea-

sure to a resort to the same method of friend-

ly invitation and mediation, through the

The following letter, referring particularly

to these subjects, though of a somewhat later

date, may be appropriately introduced here.

Israel Pemberton to Samuel Wily-

Philadelphia, 2d of 12th mo. 1758.

Resp'd Friend,— * * It will be a real

pleasure to me to hear of your welfare, and

that Truth prospers among you, then what-

ever difliculties you may be subjected to, you

will have something in yoursc-lves to retin

to, and as wo diligently attend to this, it vyill

preserve from being too much elevated with

the smiles or depressed by the frowns of the

world, which still loves its own ;
and if we will

he the disciples of Christ, and heirs of his

eternal kingdom, we shall certainly find our

case to bo the same as that of his immediate

followers, to whom he said : " The world

hateth you because it hated me ;" but to en-

gage them to fix their hope on the only true

ohfect, he added, " Be of good cheer, I have

overcome the world," and happy, truly happy

shall we be, if we can follow his holy example.

As in one of thy former letters thou men-

tioned something of Indian aff.iirs, I have

now sent thee the minutes of a treaty lately

ith them. The difficulties Friends have

atered with to bring our rulers to do

so much as has been done towards an ami

cable adjusting [of] difficulties with tho In

dians is scarce credible, and would take i

crreat deal of time to relate; had the business

been prosecuted with prudence and integrity

we might ere this, very probably have made

them our hearty friends, but while they are

treated with in the manner they have been ot

late it is not to be expected. The minutes

are calculated to screen rather than give a

irue account of the proceedings in many re-

spects, and the acknowledgments the Indians

make of their attachment to and dependence

on Friends, as well as the heavy expenses we

borne on these occasions [are] carefully

heard of, has been slain or carried captive,

and we have reason to think, both from their

conduct in places where Friends were as much

exposed as others and from their declarations

to us, they would never hurt Friends if they

knew us lo be such,—and when we observe

how little all their great military preparations

have done, and how sensibly the measures

taken by the means of Friends, in a way con-

sistent with our principles, have contributed

towards regaining peace, it excites reverent

thankfulnosis in many minds, and a desire to

be enabled to keep steadily to our principles.

If General Forbes* succeeds it must be attri-

buted rather to the drawing off the Indians

by our pacific negotiations than anything

else ; for if we had not relied on the good

effects of these measures, I have reason to

conclude, he would not have ventured this

year to Fort DaQuesne. I wish thou wouldest

excite the people, both in your country and

North Carolina, to apply to Granville, to make

a fair purchase of his lands of the Catawbas,

and to leave them a country sufficient for

themselves, before it be too late, for fear if

some limits are not fairly fixed soon, it will

cause dispute with them, and if your Governor

would authorize some persons here to satisty

the Shawnese, who have repeatedly com-

plained of you, it would be a good work.

Remember me to all the Friends in your

neighborhood, and particularly to thy wite

and family. Thy loving friend,

Israel Pemberton.

agency of Christian Frederick Post.

* Attempts have been made to depreciate the success

of the Christian method of treating the Indians, pur-

sued by William Penn and his immediate successors,

by representing the Delawares at that time to have

been a " conquered and unwarlike people," " reduced to

a state of degrading vassalage," and " debarred from

the use of arms." Though it is true that the Delawares

at this period were called " women" by the Six Na-

tions, and were to a certain extent under their control,

yet it is worthy of remark that when the early policy

of the Province towards them ceased, and the Gov-

ernment was administered upon principles and prac-

tices very different from those of the original settlers,

the " women" became as fierce and vindictive as

other Indians. That the Christian treatment they ex-

perienced at the hands of Willian Penn and his suc-

cessors was one principal cause of their peaceable de-

portment, and that a contrary policy towards them

would have earlier developed feelings of revenge and

hostility is certainly in accordance with reason That

the Delawares previously had at one time been

warlike people, and of commanding influence among

the surrounding nation.s, is a matter of history. That

they were regarded as capable of being dangerous ene-

mies to the Province in its earlier days as well as usetul

suppressed ;
but if we can but be instrumental

to restore peace to our country and retrieve

the credit of it with our former kind neigh-

bors but of late bloody enemies, we shall have

all tiie reward we desire. If thou art further

employed in any service with them, I hope

and desire, thou mayest ever remember the

importance of the trust and let them see that

the Quakers are Christians who regard their

own words and actions and will deal justly

with them—it was by this the first settlers ot

this Province obtained their friendship, and

the name of a Quaker of the same spirit as

William Penn, still is in the highett estima-

liDQ among their old men, even i.i nations we

have had little intercourse with of late, and

there's a considerable number of us here

united in a resolution to endeavor by the like

conduct to fix the same good impressions of

us in tho minds of the rising generatioii. The

bad conduct of the Virginians to the Chero-

kees this summer past will, I fear, produce

bud effects, and I have been nuuch concerned

about you and our friends in North Carolina,

and I hope you will improve every opportu-

nity of cultivating their friendship and mak-

ing them know you as a people distinct from

Part of a communication of Sarah Grubb's at

the conclusion of the Women's Meeting in

London, 1836,

I feel much in taking up the important

time of this meeting, and in adding to the

words already spoken, which have seemed

many though but little has reached my ears.

But the Majesty on high (1 have thought,

Friends) does not want such poor creatures

as we are to promote His glory, nor can we

do this of ourselves.
_ ., ^, ^xru

What a blessed thing is silenctf! When

our worthy predecessors were called to be a

people, how was the power of the Lord in

righteous dominion among them 1
And i

have remembered the account which George

Mends maybe inferred from the following reference others; ia it not a consideration worthy of

to them in the address of Friends to the Assembly "i ihankful remembrance, that m all the aesola-

• " '
'— "• ""

our frontiers, not one Friend we have1756: "The records of the several treaties with lb -.
Indians and our ancestors, our own, and our neighbors ^nou^u

experience have fully proved that though they are ——

"

. „

savage, and inexpressibly cruel to their enemies, tliey vince t u a
^j^tement that thev were "debarred

Fox that eminent servant of the Lord, gave

of a meeting which he went to after it was

collected-and it was a large one too, t rienda

I believe. He says he " found them gathered

to the power of Christ:' What a glorious

meeting that must have been ! And it is my
faith that the remnant of this people, called

'Quakers," will again experience the Lord

to be in dominion amongst them, the little

lowly seed to be in dominion. And I have

remembered, too, how glorious it was where

there was not room for the priests to minister

because the glory of the Lord hlled the house!

My soul is greatly burdened, and the Lord

knows I have gone through much this morn-

* General Forbes was at that time at the head of an

exnedition against Fort du Quesne, then occupied by

the French. By the hazardous journies of Cl.ristian

Frederick Post to the Indians in the neighborhood of

this post, with the friendly messages from he Govern-

ment (an account of which is published in he appendix

to Prond'3 History) the Indians were induced to turn

their attention towards renewing their anc^ient fnend-

s tp with the inhabitants of the Provn.ee The French

perceiving this change in their allies, abandoned thepast manifested their friend

e<iuity, and have from the first settlement of this Pro- by any historical eviaence.
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ing. The foundation is the same as ever it

was, and it ever will remain to be the same
" A tried Foundation"—" The eternal Eock of
Ages." Friends I this foundation is the Tried
Stone—elect and precious. Whosoever shall
fall upon it shall be broken, but on whomso-
ever it shall fall, it shall grind him to powder!
We must be broken—broken to pieces; all in
ws must be broken to pieces! This founda-
tion, which is Christ the Eock of Ages, is to
some a stone of stumbling and an otience.
After this shaking time which has come and

will come, the little lowly seed will be gather-
ed, and some who are not of this people will
be brought to join them. The Lord will have
a people! They will be as "a cottage in a
vineyard, as a lodge in a garden of cucum-
bers; or as the gleaning grapes when the
vintage is over." The Lord will have a people

!

Tell me thy secret brother mine, how comes this joy
to thee,

THOUGHTS IN A BURIAL GROUND.
V.' Leonard.

—'Yet your cluirch-vard seems ... to
Bay that you are heedless of the past : here's neither
head nor foot-stoue, plate of brass, crossbones or skull,
type of our earthly state, nor emblems of our hopes'
the dead man's home is but a fellow to that pasture
field.'

^

Priest.—
' M'hy there is a thought that's new to n

the stone-cutters, it is true, might beg their bread
every English church-yard were like oura. Yet vc
conclusion wanders from the truth : we have no need of
names and epitaphs

; we talk about the dead by our fire-
sides, and then for the immortal part, we want no .sym-
bols to tell us the plain tale.'

"

Wordsworth.

Lowly they rest beneath these hillocks green.
The cherished forms of those we held so dear

;

The reverend brow of age, youth's perished bloom
And childhood's golden curls lie buried here.

There needs no marble's cold and senseless glare
To mark the spot where their dear relics lie

For their loved memories our souls will bear
'

Deeply enshrined, through weal or woe, for aye.
Here waves the long grass in the sighing breeze.
And pale field flowers are springing round our feet •

These pa.ssing with the summer's breath. Oh these '

Of our frail being are memorials meet—
'

God's chosen emblems of man's brief estate
Their pure gold shames the sentimental pride

Engraved in mottoes and device ornate.
That death's stern lineaments essay to hide.

Oft as I've wandered midst a great array
Of tombs—they seemed thus pompously adorned,

To mock the dreary remnants of decay
Mouldering beneath, of those so pro'udlv mourned

Far better then I deemed, the lowly grave,—
Where'er my bones repose, unknown should be-No monument, e'en rudest stone, to save

'

The memory of this mortal part for me.
And those, the blessing of whose love, on us
Did fall, whose lot was sweetly blent with oursWe fondly deem their spirit's ministry

'

Of love, is with us still in lonelv hours.
We would not throw the shadow of the tomb

O'er visions blest as these, that call away
Our earth-ward thoughts to that pure heavenly horn,
Where they behold their Saviour's face alway.

So from the green still earth I raise my eyes
With trembling hope, toward the immortal throne

That I may read my record in the skie.s.

When fells in dust the perishable stone.
And as I gaze, ineffably I long,—
My spirit cleansed from everv earthly stain

Forevermore to join the white robed throng,
'

In praises to the Lamb who once was slain.

Sickness thou wearest like a crown, sorrow, as bridal

-
joy.

^o pain can tone thy courage down, no cares thy peace
alloy.

" The sun is high, but not to smite him whom the Lord
defends.

You hear me singing all the night, songs which the
Saviour sends,

The pillar floats above my head, I cannot miss the wav

—

A-ngels encamping round my bed, make it as light as
day.

"God brought me here that thus he might possess me
all alone.

Claiming my heart as his by right to make his sweet-
ness known,

I feel no solitude—when He knocks at my chamber
door.

And when his face by faith I

o'er.

ith joy I trembli

" If for awhile I am bereft of labors that I love.
If for a moment I am left to grope my way above,
'Tis only that my .soul be raised, up to Himself to soar
His holy name be better praised, upon the heavenly

shore.

"My heart indeed is often sad, with fears of coming
strife,

The breaking dawn makes others glad, I dread return
to life

;

Oh for the days that now are pa-ssed, when heaven
came down to earth.

Oh that the joy could always last, of that celestial mirth.

"Yet on I go, and every hour, I near my glorious
home,

—

The Father's love, the Captain's power, support me as
I roam,

Jesus is mine, and all the world, cannot with Hi'm
compare.

When all the darts of hell are hurled—my God for me
will care.

"E'en now I hear the angels singing, 'glory to God
most High!'

The song with which the heaven's are rineine
grateful lips reply.

Oh Saviour dear, this 'fickle heart daily bv grace renew
Bring me to share the better part—among the chosen

few."

C. M. I

Selected.OUT OF GREAT TRIBULATION.
BY A. F. THOROLD.

I hear a pilgrim step returning out of the Border land
The mid-day sun is fiercely burning, over the yellow

sand,

Tho' pale his cheek his brow is calm, beaming his eyes
with brighness

"

From The "BritiBh Friend."

A Remarkable Incident.

In tho year 1835 great excitement prevailed
in the religious Society of Friends in conse-
quence of a secession in the meeting of Man-
chester, induced by Isaac Crewdson adopting
and preaching doctrines called by him "evan°
a;elical," and attacking the doctrines held by
George Fox, Wm. Penn, Eobert Barclay,
Edward Burrough, Isaac Penington, Samue'
Fisher, Thos. Ellwood, and other prominent
Friends of their day. Subsequently he wrote
and published a book called the Beacon.
[suae Crewdson was an accredited minister in
the Society of Friends, and for a period in
unity with the body. To subvert the ortho-
dox doctrines as held by G-eorge Fox and his
cotemporaries was the object of Isaac Crewd
son and his adherents, and, to achieve it.

Friends in many meetings were weekly fur-
nished with printed extracts from the early
writers of the Society. Some of these were
garbled, word, or words, being left out oradded
in parentheses, materially alterin gthe sense.
One of these was sent to me directed by the
hand of a Friend of our meeting at Exeter,
beloved by very many of his friends for his
kindliness of disposition and practical benevo-
lence. Xot content with sending these ex-
tracts weekly into almost every house of
f'riends belonging to Exeter Particular Meet-

ing, he made visits to denounce the ear
Friends as fanatics. A vi^it from this dei
friend to me lasted three quarters of an hou
when he inveighed most vehemently again
the early Friends and their doctrines, hnis
ing by these awful and remarkable words, vi;

"I hesitate not to say that the doctrines .

the early Friends are nothing short of the d
lusions of the devil."

A pause of several minutes ensued, doub
less to give me an opportunit}- of replying c

making a remark, either in favor of hisassei
tions or the reverse. I could have said 8om(
thing, much, for my heart was full and sorel
grieved, but the restraining power was pi
pon me by the Lord's Holy Spirit—

I

not permitted to utter one syllable—I sa
silent, and then this dear Friend again ad
dressed me, fearing he had offended me, toll

me his motive was to rescue me from spiritua
death and consequent ruin of my soul,
simply told him I was not offended, he tool
hold of my hand, and bade me an affectionati
farewell.

The next day he called again, and evidentlj
was much dissatisfied with himself on calmlj
reflecting on all he had said. I did not fee
forbidden to say something to him then
The substance of my words was, as well as ]

can recollect—"My friend, I believe thou did
not mean to offend me by thy language yes-
terday ; thou hast not offended me^ but I am
grieved indeed that one naturally so kind
should express himself as thou hast done to-
wards the worthies of a brighter day than
this, and call in question what thou wast
aught in thj' youth, and professed until
lately, whether thou believed it or not." We
ever after remained and met in social good-

but the religious bond was severed,
watched him for years straying from one
mountain to another. He left, as might be
expected, the Society of Friends, and joined
the "Plymouth Brethren," having unity with
theiii for a good while—met them in breaking
bread, preached among them, and seemed to
have found an ark of refuge in communion
with the "saints." But eventually he became
dissatisfied, and went to the Wesleyan body
to find food for his unsatisfied soui. For
time he rested in that ark of refuge, but here
he did not remain. Strange to say, he who
proclaimed in town and in the country, by
way side and on the sea shore, "the unsearch-
able riches of Christ," told of the great atone-
ment on Calvary, of the Lamb slain for the
sins of mankind, of the efficacy of that blood
to cleanse sinners from all defilement, should
by some new light he thought he had received
go to the Unitarians and receive their doc-
trine—to what extent I cannot say, for there
are degrees even in this way,—but in this

profession of religious belief he was found
when the angel of death was sent to hover
over his dwelling, and in the flattering of his
wing to tell him his earthly race was nearly
run—the sands of time would soon be run
out. I went to his house to inquire how he
was, hearing he was ill. I sent up my name
to his chamber, and was immedialelyinvited
to go to him. I found him in an agony of soul,
his arms beseechingly uplifted ; ho gave me
his hand saying, "Pray for me, oh pray earn-
estly for me!" My sympathy and distress
were so great that I could not reply for some
little time. I then said "Oh, pray thyself,

the door is open for all to come boldly to the
I throne of grace." He turned quickl/ upon
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ih a fixed gaze, suyint;, "Hear me, mark

1 1 say atid tell it—tell it as ray dying

ony. Tlie Society of Friends hold the

b, the very truth—their doctrines are

very truth of God—if they are only

cd out" (this he repeated twice, if they

only carried out.) He paused, and then

1 a loud voice said, "Oh God, look down in

wonted mercy and pardon or receive

He then signified to his wife that I

ht leave the room for a short time, but to

e back to him again. I parted from hira

gonized silence with a warm pressure of

Sand and a look of deep sympathy. I was

to sit in the parlor, but I went home
ay own house and to my bed-chamber,

(re, on bended knees, 1 supplicated for him

ffor my own life. Suddenly, like a flash

ghtning, all aecebS of words or Spirit were

bdrawn, and I rose from my prostrate

ition and sat down amazed at my feelings,

long was I left in uncertainity. A knock

ly door by a servent revealed to me that

spirit of my friend had left its earthly

ernacle, which accounted to me the cause

y strange position when pleading for my
nd. It has ever appeared to me a most

arkable thing, that on his death-bed he

uld so solemnly revoke his assertions re

cting the Society of Friends and theii

triues, and to the very person to whom
words of deprecation were addressed. It

lomes us to be very cautious how we in-

in a spirit of judgment; and necessary

eed is it that we build on a sure founda-

and that we are not carried about with

iry wind of doctrine, "but keep the faith,"

lich stands not in word only, but also in

wer. Faith gives victory over sin, which

)arate8 from God.

It is now ihirty-twoyears since these events

ppeued, yet are they vividly before me in

mory, and remembered to my profit and

.ablis'hment (I trust) in that truth 1 have

afessed and loved. I may add, 1 know of

other profession of religion so truly and

tirely in accordance with Christ's leaching

read in Scripture, than that profeised and

by the early Friends: and my de-

e is, above all else, to possess the eternal

bstance myself, and to follow them, as they

doubtedly followed Christ Jesus, our only

ivocate with the Father.
Elizabeth Knott.

.thangan, 6th Month, 21st, 1867.

For " The Friend "

Tennessee Freedmcns' Scliools.

Since the recent visit of Chas. S. Hubbard
rough the schools, for inspection, the Co
ittee say, (under date Ist mo. 14, 1873 :)

* * * .1 -pijQ Board met this afternoon,

id heard from Chas. S. Hubbard a very in

resting and satisfactory account of the

hools and the work in Tennessee ;
also of

leNormal Institute at Maryville. The Board

el more deeply interested than ever in the

ork in this field; and will most cordially

snder thee any aid in our power."

Jos. Dickinson, Cor. Sec'y.

To Y. Warner.
See Minutes of Indiana Yearly Meeting;

ais Committee report to that meeting :
—

the supervision of the schools and of the

Formal School buildings, and attending to

he financial needs are too much for one per-

on, the Committee, in the same lette

operation with Y. Warner as way may open,

for collections and other help; for which ho

is so well fitted by his experience.

The work lies chi.fly in the valley of the

Tennessee river, and its tributaries, abound-

ing in undeveloped resources for productive

industry; and its permanence and opportu-

nities are thereby assured.

In accordance with the original aims, as

expressed in the minute of the Committee,

(viz: "To render the schools self-supporting

as soon as possible, and to encourage the peo-

ple to self-help in all ways of right living,")

very diligent efforts have been made through

all seasons of the year, to bring up the whole

work to a real eductive standard. To lead

out the capacities, and husband the resources

of the Freedmen. With this view the schooli

were opened this autumn on " The 50 cent

Rule," viz: we agree to pay 50 cents p
month to each teacher, for each scholar who
pays 50 cents a month. The expectation was

that on this rule we should not have more

than three or four schools; but we have six

teen, and about 800 pupils. These would not

be very expensive were there nothing to pay

but the 50 cents per scholar. This is a small

part of the burden. In some places houses

have to bo built, repaired or moved. Maps,

charts, &c., transportation of teachers, cloth-

ng the orphans and destitute, these items

nake heavy drafts; and together with " The

ixin of the Ladies," (boarding and transpor-

tation) give us occasion now to set forth

strongly a reminder of our primary aitn and

necessity at this time, viz., to make teachers on

the spot of the Freedmen themselves; and to

urge the claim which Normal Schools have

on us of the North. The building at Mary-

ville is three-fourths done in expense
;
and will

we hope be completed by next autumn. It

will cost about §15,000. Many pupils are now
kept out waiting for the room and opportu

nities which it will afford.

The Normal School property has been

legally conveyed by Deed in Trust to the

Friends appointed by the Yearly Meeting, and

will be held by them for the uses intended by

the donors of the money, viz., for a Normal

and Agricultural Institute or College for the

training of colored people as teachers. It is

to be incorporated. The number of pupils

now in the school is 100. It has two teachers

and some assistants.

Okolona, Miss., the farthest S. W., and

Bristol, Tenn., the farthest N.E. ofour schools,

(Helena being farthest West,) exhibit two very

interesting features of the work of reconstruc

tion: the former shows the sure reward of

perseveringindustry and good feeling between

the planter and laborer: the latter shows

how long it takes in some places to make a

beginning of the work of instruction.

We give the following from each place, to

induce Friends to do as they have so often

and even lately liberally done, not for the

Freedmen only, but for the satisfaction of dis-

charging a debt manifestly due to humanity.

Okolona, Miss., January 6th, 1S73.

"I think if you could send us teachers again

another session, our people will pay the 50

cents a month, and be glad of the opportunity.

Please say, if you expect to help us in this

matter. Yours very truly,

J. E. Tucker."

Dr. Tucker is a well educated planter, with

borize C. S. Hubbard to continue his co. about 300 people on his place, mostly those

who were his slaves. He provides " a good
school-house and chapel," and otherwise libf r-

lly. Dr. Tucker, as soon as emancipation

and defeat of the Confederacy were facts, ac-

cepted the situation. He went to work among
his people, teaching in their First-day School

and place of worship. One morning he was
found, coat of}', busy in the cotton gin ; on
being asked by a teacher what that was for,

he replied, " I am bound to get this baled and
sold, ibr money to take you home in time."

The opening is peculiarly opportune as a

point for Normal instruction. It is in this as-

pect of the case we have responded favorably

to Dr. Tucker's request: it being very desir-

able to spot over the South with as many
centres of Normal training as possible.

Bristol, Tenn., January 6th, 1873.

Our Teacher, Miss Pierce, has arrived, and
our school has commenced with about twenty-
seven children on the roll, and many yet to

come in. VV^e found it would be impossible

to keep her atid the children warm with fire

places, and was compelled to get a stove at

once. The house will not accommodate half

the children which want to come. The colored

people here are very poor and aro doing the

very best thej- can, and will come nearer pay-
all they have than one half the whites

will. I never knew they were so poor until

I went around and saw the condition they
were in. Have as much charity as your large

heart will admit; and push the work along as

it has begun. J. C. Conway.

Bristol, Tenn., Jan. 13th, 1873.

* * * I did not find things here as I

expected to in this late year of missionary

work, though I did expect to find things

rough. A good barn with seats properly ar-

ranged, with a good stove to warm it, would
have been rough, but in contrast it would
have been a luxury. * * * With the partition

up we have one small room ; with it down a
room 16 x 26, with a chimney 4 x 6 in the

centre. * * * Then the fJastering has

fallen from overhead, almost entirely in the

back room, and I might almost say from every
where within its four walls, making it very
cold from the bleak winds that rush in at

every point ; and added to that the rats and
mice are in profusion, coming out and running
about even in school hours. Mr. Conway has

done what he could, and that is liut little, for

it would be throwing money awaj' to under-

take to repair much, and stopped the holes

as well as he could, so as to make it possible

for the children and myself to stay there. I

opened school this a.m., enrolled twenty-six

pupils, as nice behaved orderly boys and girls,

so far, as one would wish to see. Mr. Conway
says there are many more that will come in

in a day or two. They range in age from 6

to 14 or 15 years of age.

The material to work in is no worse than

in Washington, but the prejudice is bitter.

Two gentlemen have said to me. Miss Pierce

you certainly have "nerve" to come down
here to do this work.

Respectfully,

Susie H. Pierce.

On laying down this letter, we could not

forbear a humorous allusion to Eunice Cong-
don's (now Dixon) letters, dated " Rat Hall,

Danville," Va., 186.'), and to the enthusiasm

with which she greeted the writer of this, on

his first visit to her school. Far more forlorn
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was she in " Eat Hall," than Susie Pierce is

in Bristol. At Bristol, good men are ready to
help; at Danville suspicious ones were ready
to spurn. But in progress Bristol is now about
where Danville was in 1865. Were we to go
back a few days for letters, and send them to
" The Friend," no doubt stronger sympathy
would be awakened. We hope a few words
to the wise and the generous are sufficient.

AddrcsH, Yardley Warner,
Germantown, Philada., Pa.

Chas. S. Hubbard,
Knightstown, Ind.

Isaac P. Evans,
Joseph Dickinson,

Richmond, Ind.

Educating the Colored People.— A Quaker
organization of Philadelphia has offered to
furnish half the money necessary to build a
school-house for the colored children of Bris-

tol. These Quakers have also sent a female
teacher for the purpose. This lady has arrived,
and is now at Mr. Conway's, and will soon
open school. We are glad to see this step
taken, and hope that money sufficient can be
raised to complete the building and pay for

the ground. The latter can be had at very
low rates. We wish to see the colored chil-

dren educated, and hope this enterprise will

meet with such general favor as will ensure
for it abundant success.

The above is from the Bristol JVews, Tenn
a Democratic paper. The credit is given to
Philadelphia. The editor is excusable. He
might not have known that it is due to other
Quakers as well as to " these Quakers."

Ministry of George Fox, and William Edmundson's
Testimony concerning offerings to God in Prayer
and Supplication.

William Penn says of George Fox that
"He had an extrordinary gift in opening the
Scriptures. Ho would go to the marrow of
things, and show the mind, harmony and ful-

filling of them with much plainness, and to
great comfort and edification.

'•But above all he excelled in prayer. The
inwardness and weight of his spirit, the rev-
erence and solemnity of his address and be-
haviour, and the fewness and fulness of his
words, have often struck, even strangers,
with admiration, as they used to reach others
with consolation. The most awful, living
reverent frame I ever felt or beheld, I must
say was his in prayer. And truly it was a
testiraonj' he knew and lived nearer to the
Lord than other men, for they that know him
most will see most reason to approach him
with reverence and fear."

"The offerings that are acceptable to God"
(says William E Imundson,) must be offered
in righteousness, and with clean hearts and
lips. For the Lord is pure and holy, and will

be sanctified of all that come near him, and
His worship is in Spirit and in Truth. Prayer,
supplication and addresses to God being a
special part of his worship, must be perform
ed in spirit and in truth, with a right under-
standing, seasoned with grace and with the
Word of God ; even as the sacrifices under the
old covenant we;-e to be brought and offored
in clean vessels, seasoned with salt and with
fire—So all, now under the new covenant,
who approach so nigh to God as to offer an
offering in prayer, must have their hearts
sprinkled from an evil conscience, and th

with the Word of God, and tbfir senses sea
soned with his grace and spirit in divine
understanding, and must offer that which is

sound and pertinent, which the Spirit makes
known to be needful ; whose intercession is

aecepiable, as a swoet smelling sacrifice to
God, and a savour of life unto life, and of
death unto death, though in sighs, groans or
few words, being sound, pithy and fervent
For the Lord knows the mind of the Spirit
that makes intercession to him, who hears
and graciously answers—All are to be care
ful, both what and how they offer to God
who will be sanctified of all that come near
him, and is a consuming fire; who consumed
Nadab and Abihue who offered strange fire

though they were of the high priest's line.

And there may be now offerings in prayer
and supplication, in long repetitions of many
words, in the openings of some divine illumi

nation, with a mixture of heat and passion of
the mind, and a zeal beyond knowledge; and
in this boat, passion and forward zeal, such
run into many needless words, and longrepe
titions, and sometimes out of supplication into

declaration, as though the Lord wanted in-

formation. These want the divine under-
standing, and go from the bounds and limits

of the spirit and will of God, like that forced
offering of King Saul, which Samuel called

foolish, and the strange fire and forced offer-

ing. These offer what comes to hand and
lavish all out, that may open and present to

view at times, for their own benefit, as if

there was no treasury to hold the Lord'
treasures; so such in the end, coming to

poverty and want, sit down in the dry and
barren ground. Wherefore all are to know
their treasury, and treasure up the Lord's
openings, and try the spirit by which they
offer, that they may know the Lord's tried

gold and not mix it with dross or tin ; and
know his stamp, heavenlj^ image and super-

scription and not counterfeit, waste or lavish

it out, but mind the Lord's directions who
will call all to an account, and give to every
one according to their deeds ; and all the
churches shall know that He searches the
heart and tries the reins.

As under the old covenant there was the
Lord's fire, that was to burn continually on
the altar, which received the acceptable offer-

ings, so there was strange fire, which was re-

jected as well as the offering that was offered.

And now in the new covenant there is a true

fervency, heat and zeal, according to the true

knowledge of God in the spirit and word of

life, that dies not out, in which God receives

the acceptable offerings: so there is also a

wrong heat of spirit, and zeal without true

knowledge, that with violence, through the
passion of the mind, and forwardness of desire

run into a multitude of needless woi-ds and
long repetitions, thinking to be heard for

much speaking, but is rejected, and is a grief,

burthen and trouble to sensible weighty
Friends, who sit in a divine sense of the teach-

ings and movings of the Lord's good spirit,

in which they have salt to savor withal

;

though the affectionate part in some, who are

not so settled in that divine sense, as to dis-

tinguish between spirit and spirit, is raised

with the flashes of this wrong heat and long
repetitions, which augment the trouble of the

faithful and sensible, who are concerned for

the good and preservation of all. We read
that the priests of Baal in their offerings,

bodies washed in clean water, and sanctified' were earnest, hot and fierce, and cut them

selves, making long repetitions from mor
until evening; so kept the people in expe
tion to little purpose. But Elijah having
paired the Lord's altar, and prepared his

fering, in a few sensible words, pertiner

the matter and service of the day, prs

thus in the spirit and power of God : "I
God of Abraham, Isaac, and of Israel, h
be known this day, that Thou art Go
Israel, and that I am Thy servant, and 1

I have done all these things at Thy w
Hear me, oh Lord ! hear me, that this pei

maj' know that Thou art the Lord God
that Thou has turned their hearts back aga
Which the Lord heard and answered,
here a few sensible words, with a good un
standing, pertinent to the matter, with
needless repetitions, were prevalent with
Our Saviour, Christ Jesus, when He taa

bis disciples to pray, bade them not to

like the hypocrites, or heathen, whoused mi

repetitions, and thought to be heard fort!

much speaking. "Therefore" saith He,
not j-e like unto them, for your Father kni

eth what things you have need of before

ask him." The prayer which he taugh
full of matter to the purpose, though coraj

bended in few words; and all his disci]

and apostles are to learn of Him, and obse

his directions, and not the manner or c

toms of the heathen and hypocrites,

weighty matter of approaching nigh ui

God with offerings, in prayer and sup
cation.

Our Saviour also left us a good example w
ten for our learning. When He was under
sense of drinking that cup of sufferings for

sins of all mankind and of offering to (

that great offering for their ransom. He pi

ed in these words, "Father, if Thou bj willi

remove this cup from me ; neverthek
my will but Thine be done." And in givi

thanks in these words, "I thank thee, O Fath
Lord of heaven and earth, because Thou hi

hid these things from the wise and prude
and hast revealed them unto babes, even

Father, for so it seemed good in Thy sigh

And there are many more examples in t

Scriptures, full and pertinent to the matti

comprehended in few words, and not liket

heathen, in tedious repetitions, who think

be heard for their much speaking. Thei

fore all who approach God with their off(

ngs, are to be watchful and careful, bo

what and how they otter under this admin
tralion of the Spirit, and dispensation of tl

ew covenant.

For "The Friend,-

Indian Aid Association.

The Executive Committee of the Indit

Aid Association of Friends of Philadelph

Yearly Meeting, desire to make known
Friends that the Treasury is empty, and tb:

they have need of funds to continue the vei

'nteresting and important labor in which the

are engaged. Although the Government paj

the salaries of agents, teachers, and son
others employed on the reservations, the coi

of school-houses and other improvement
yet there are expenses necessary for the rig!

performance of the work which we are calle

upon to bear.

We have believed it right for us to refun

travelling expenses, for which the Goveri
ment makes no provision, and to provide fc

the personal comfort of those who have mad
great sacrifices in order to labor for the we
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if this interesting people. It is necessary

the houses are built, to furnish school

ies and furniture, as the cliildren are

led, and without such assistance they

1 be provided only with the barest ncces-

Not only is there at times great desti-

calling imperatively for relief, but it is

rtant as an aid in elevating the personal

! of these children of the wilderness, that

ould provide materials for clothing, &i;.,

may be given to them to induce them to

1 the habits of civilized society.

) believe the Divine blessing has rested

is work. Amidst all the difficulties that

und it we have been favored to feel bis

and in the manifest change in public

on rallying to the support of the Presi-

8 policy, desire humbly to recognise his

estimate that about three thousand

rs will be needed for the year 1873.

ntributions may be sent to I. Wistar
s, Treasurer, 410 Kace St. ; to either of

ndersigned, members of the Committee :

uis Wistar; Francis R. Cope, Samuel
is, William E. Tatum, William Evans
18 E. Rhoads, James Whitall, John B.

tt, Richard Cadbury, or to John S.

8, at this office,

ladelphia, 1st mo. 27tli, 1873.

le Editor of " The Friend."

ar Friend,—In reading the article in

3 Friend" of 1st mo. 18ih, 1873, "Some-
wrong with the Sun," it has seemed to

out such unsound and objectionable

s that it seems scarcely- right for a paper
Dg to be "religious" to allow them to

sorted in its columns,

we believe the Bible contains a correct

int of the creation, why do we speak of

Forld being millions of years old? If the

2;hty holds the Ht'avens in the hollow

hand," how can the sun get wrong?
if we believe Him Omniscient and Om-
isent, how can any of his works bo ruled

3hance?"
must be difficult to always find matter
ble to fill the columns of a paper which
cates that all conformity to the world is

ary to the Christian's walk, but excuse
'
1 ask was it not an oversight to allow

bovo named article a place ?

Very respectfully thy friend,

W. R.
stmo. 19th, 1873.

''e regret that the article taken from the

icellany," should give any of our readers

siness. We do not like the word "chance,"
(vould not have used it in the connection
)re has ;

but we apprihend there are very
tvho peruse the extract, that will suppose
Luthor designed to inculcate any unsound
ment by it, or by the words " Something
ig in the sun." There is nothing that

ids with the Scriptures in speaking of

°'''ning "possibly for millions of years."

1 us that " in the beginning God cre-

the heavens and the earth," but when
beginning was is not revealed, and geology
bes that the term millions is as applicable

.ousands in measuring the years that have
ed.

—

Editors.]

THE FRIEND.
SECOND MONTH

Wo have ample testimony in the Holy
Scriptures that the Lord lovingly invites

those who are young in j'ears, to submit them-
selves to the government of his good Spirit,

and that He is specially pleased with those

who give Him their first love, while the day
of life is in its early prime, allowing nothing
to have precedence of Him in their affections

He, the Almighty and eternal One, graciously

condescends to enter into covenant with the

children, to strengthen them in the hour of

temptation, and to withold and defend them
from the evil that abounds in the world, so

that He may cause them to inherit substance,

even durable riches and righteousness.

He who made man, is touched with a feel-

ing of his infirmities. He knows the impul-

siveness of youth, the want of that knowledge
of the true value of things which experience

teaches, and that in their fallen state the nat-

ural propensities urge them to seek after the

pleasures and riches, the fashion and grandeur
of the world, none of which can secure to

them true happiness; and Ho woos them to

trust Him, and to be persuaded to take his

yoke upon them, that thereby they may be

restrained from using the time and talents

which are his gifts, in striving for these

perishing things, but devote them to Him
and hia cause, and thus escape the dis-

tress into which sin must finally betray them,

and instead thereof obtain the true riches and
honor belonging to Divine Wisdom. "I love

them that love me, and those that seek me
early shall find me," "Blessed is the man that

heareth me, vratching daily at my gates,

waiting at the posts of my doors."

Nor does He, in after life, forget the dedi-

cation of those who are early votaries to the

religion of Christ, but their covenants if kept

by them are continually before Him, they are

graven on the palms of his hands, and his

language used in reference to Israel of old

IS realized by them individually, "I remem-
ber thee, the kindness of thy youth, the love

of thine espousals, when thou went after me
in the wilderness, in a land that was not

sown," and it draws down a blessing upon
them.
Those who have passed the meridian of

life and entered the years wherein the shad-

ows of the evening are lengthening out, if

they have been scholars in I he school of Christ

and learned that no earthly thing can rightly

come in competition with the mark for the

prize of the high calling of God, see with
what deep significance very many things are

invested, which, in the ill-advised judgment
of youth are generally esteemed us trifles, as

useless, or as unfit to occupy the attention of

the youthlul aspirant, buoyant with hope,and
eager to pluck the tempting fruit that dazzles

his sight. They know that the self-crucif^-ing

religion of Christ cannot be separated from
the practical realities of life, without doing
violence to the measure of grace received,

and consequent guilt; that sin is inseparably

connected with condemnation and punish-

ment, sooner or later revealed, and that hap-
piness is the reward of virtue alone.

It can hardly bo otherwise then, than that

such should feel earnest solicitude for the

preservation of the young from the allure-

ments and fascinations of the world. That
they should have no greater joy than to see

the children early taking on them the re-

straining yoke ol Christ and learning to walk
in his light who is the truth, and the way to

the Father ; that so they may not be deceived
by appearances, but be furnished with a sense
of what is beneath the external coating; not
cheated out of durable riches and righteous-

ness bj^gildid shams; not bo beguiled into

paths which, though apparently smooth and
pleasant, are slippery with the trailings of the
serpent, and though many go in thereat, lead

down to the chambers of death.

What language then can adequately set

forth the importance of an eaily surrender of
the will and affections, to Him who is the
ever present and inexhaustable Source of that
wisdom which is profitable to direct, and that

strength which is sufficient in every time of
need. That at the outset of life, before the
innate pride and corruption of the heart
have betrayed into self-confidence and self-

righteousness, they may be brought to realize

that the saving knowledge of God and of all

divine things must be acquired by the reve-

lation of his holy Spirit in the secret of the
heart; and that the truly awakened soul,

hungering and thirsting after righteousness,

can never partake of the bread and water of
life by, nor rest in, what may be gathered by
reading or study, though it be in the Holy
Scriptures; in what may be taught by others,

nor in its own reasonings and speculations,

and that the language applies to them as to

the believers of old
;
'-The anointing which

ye have received of Him, abideth in you ; and
ye need not that any man teach you; but as
the same anointing teacheth you of all things,

and is truth, and is no lie, and even as it hath
taught you, ye shall abide in Him." Not but
that there is a knowledge and a belief in God
and in his Son, which man may obtain
through the exercise of his rational faculties,

which may alarm and excite, for the very
devils are said to believe and tremble, or may
lull into a fancied security ; but the apostle

Paul tolls us emphatically, "The natural man
receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God,
for they are foolishness unto Him ; neither

can he know them, because they are spirituallj'

discerned."

This being the case, what a blessed thing it

is, when the young hoart is opened to Him
who stands at the door and knocks, and who,
by his good Spirit, is ever read}' to reveal to
babes and sucklings the things that bilongto
their everlasting peace. He comes in, sets

up his government, trains the obedient soul

in self-denial and humility by "mortifying the
members which are on the earth," with their

affections and lusts, and teaches how the nat-

, ural man with his dt-eds must be crucified

I

and slain, by bearing the daily cross and
(following Him in the regeneration. This is

indeed a groat as well as an indispensable
work. Thus it is, that even in the morning
of life, the young believer experiences, in his

or her measure, the fellowship of His suffer-

ings, being made comformablo to His death,
and fills up that which is behind of the afflic-

tions of Christ in the flesh
; thus knowing

what it is to grow to a perfect man, unto the
measure of the stature ot the fulness of Christ.
And the Sanctifier brings his reward with
Him, for though He burns up the chaff with

1 unquenchable fire. He stores up the pure
I wheat in his heavenly garner.
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In contradistinction to this holy settlement refuses to accept the indicated boundary, because it in- contract for the negotiation of the remaining thr

and growth, our early Friends spoke of what dudes countries -which never belonged to Afghanistan, dred millions of five per cent, funded loan wit!

thev failed "hrMin knnwIpHtrP " nnnsistino-
'^"' "<^™ '''^"y*' ''"'^P^°'^^"*- Russia's object in taking Cooke (fc Co., and others, on the terms of the f.tney called brain knowledge, consistine ,,,:__ :, .pp^rently to e.«tabli.sh depots and hold and loan, with the addition that the financial partie

knowledt^e," consisting
j^j^j^^

very much in intellectual comprehension and
^

occupy ,ije entire valley of the Oxus: I to insure the Department against loss in e.xchang
acceptance of the truths of Christianity, but

|
Stephen Lushington, long distinguished as a lawyer, I The Chicago Seview gives the actual increase i

Stopping short of b.ing "born again not of member of Parliament and Judge of the High Court of railroad mileage of the country for the past yi

corruptible seed but of incorruptible by the -^'^™''^^''y' ^^^^ '" London the 20th ult., aged 91 7,925 miles, and the number of miles now in pri

wordof God which liveth and abideth for- •'^Y'n„Ki;. ,.,„:„„ I,, h l, l^ , i^- •
i

I

of con.struction as 6,742.
, ,. . „ ,,,..,,., ,. I

A public meeting has been held at Birmingham, the The actual increase ot population in Pennsyl
ever. As in their day, so now, this super- .^ayor presiding, at which speeches were made, and a between 1860and 1870 was 615,736; New York, 50
ficial religion naturally leads to the supposi- resolution pa.ssed condemning the slave trade in Africa, Ohio, 325,749; Indiana, 330,209; Michigan, 434

tion that but little is doing for the cause of, Polynesia and Cuba. A resolution was also adopted
j

Iowa, 516,879; Kansas, 257,193; Minnesota, 267

Christ unless there is much activity in out- 1

""§'"§ <he government to support the United States in 'Mis.souri, 539,283; Nebraska, 104,152; Wisconsin,

ward performances. Thus the young and
'''*' '^'^"'^"^ "'^'^^ ""^ ^P**'"

*'°''
''^'^ ^'^'^''''°" °*''''''^^'"y ^^^^ ^^""^y'^''?'*

'''^'"'?'^'l?'^
"."^^^^

inexperienced aie ea-ily betrayed into looking I The 'number of paupers in England and Wales, re-

to and depending much upon man; into en- ceiving relief from the poor rates in 1872, was 801,142.

gaging in works ostensibly religirui,— will-

worship, formal preaching and prajing,— in-

stead of humbly and reverently waiting on
the Searcher of hearts, and each knowing
Him to appoint the work in his or her heart,

and the service in the Church in which He
would have them engaged.

In the words of VVm. Dowsbury, "One cries,

Lo here is Christ! another, Lo He is there!
and every one is fuUowing his own imagina-
tion about the letter of the Scriptures. This
is still the vain spirit of man, running and
striving to recover himself; and this is the
cause there is so much profession of God, and
BO little of his nature appearing among the
sons and daughters of men. * * " Except
we be born again we cannot enter into the
kingdom of God, and there is no becoming
new creature's, till we be slain to the old man.
Thou must be slain to thy pride and haugh-
tiness, and the corruption of thy own will and
all seltisbness ; thou must have God to burn
it up in thee : the Holy Ghost will burn up
nothing in thee but that which [if retained]
will bring eternal 6re on thy soul. * * It'

thou hast faith in Christ's name thou shalt be
married to him in everlasting righteousness,
salvation shall be brought to thee and eternal
life be bestowed on thee: even that life w hich
is hid with Chri.-t in God, He will give to
every poor mournful soul that submits to his

blessed will, and belioveth in the Lord Jesus
Christ; this is not a faith of our own making,
Dor a garment of our own embroidery, but
that which the Lord hath given to us. Oh
happy man or woman that obtainest this gift

of God. O! who will not lose their lives for

this everlasting life? Who will not die for

this eternal life?

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Another terrible marine disaster occurred

in the English Channel the night of the 23d ult. The
emigrant ship Northfieet, which had recently left Lon-
don for Australia, with four hundred and twelve pas-

sengers, exclusive of the crew, eatue in collision at mid-
night, two miles otf Dungeness, witli an unknown
foreign steamship, and was cut down lo the water's edge.
The Northfieet was lying at anchor at the time the col-

lision occurred. Her cargo consisted of railway iron.

Three hundred and twenty-one person.s were drowned,
including the captain. A London dispatch of the 25th
says : It is reported this morning that a steamship has
been discovered sunk at the scene of the collision oflf

Dungeness lighthouse. The opinion is becoming gen-
eral that the vessel which run into the Northfieet also

went down, with all hands, before the emigrant ship
sunk. The owner of the Spanish steamship Murillo,
who was landed at Dover two hours before the collision

occurred, believes that it was his vessel which was in

collision with the Northfieet, and that both went down.
There is much uneasiness in consequence of the Eng-

lish note to Russia regarding the disputed boundary
question in Central Asia. The English note indicates

.a more northern boundary for Afghanistan than Russia
is willing to accept. The latter power reiterates its

(ie8ire_to maintain good relations with England, but

This is less by 91,452, than the number the previous
year, and 132,264 or 14 per cent, less than in 1870.
A Berlin dispatch of the 25th says : Prince Bismarck

appeared in the Chamber of Deputies to-day, for the
first time .since his resignation of the Presidency of the
Prussian Ministry, and was warmly received by the
members. He explained that his retirement from the
Premiership was occasioned solely by ill health, and a
desire to be relieved of some of his ofiicial burdens.
There was no disagreement between any of his col-

leagues and himself.

There is an extensive emigration movement to

America among German colonists in Russia.
The St. Petersburg Official Oazette states in contradic-

tion of rumors to the contrary, that there are no im-
portant ditferences in the views of Great Britain and
Russia with regard to the present movements in Central
Asia.

The German general Mauteufiel made a speech re-

cently in Metz, in which he defended Marshal Bazaine.
He dwelt in terms of generous praise on the bravery
displayed by Bazaine, which he declared was quite
equal to that of any general in the German army. The
passions of the hour prevented an impartial judgment
in this case, but he believed history would justify

Bazaine.

The Committee of the Spanish Cortes on the aboli-

tion of slavery in Porto Rico, estimate that the indem-
nitv to be paid by the State to the slave owners in Porto
Rico, will amount to 140,000,000 reals. The committee
will propose that the emancipation of slaves shall be
complete four months after the promulgation of the
passage of the bill.

The members of the late Cabinet publish a declara-
tion repudiating the idea that they favored the sale of
the island of Cuba.

In the French Assembly, Christophli's motion ap-
proving the circular of the Minister of Public In.struc-

tion on educational reform, was adopted by a vote of
420 to 35, the members of the right generally abstain
ing from voting.

The Legitimist journals announce that the union of
the Orleans branch with the elder line of the House of
Bourbon is complete, and that seven princes of the Or-
leans familv have recognized the Count de Chambord
as the rightful king of France. The Count de Cham-
bord having no children, the succession on his death
would go to the Orleans family.

A dispatch from Bordeaux says a vessel, supposed to

be British, went ashore last night on the coast near that

city, and this morning appeared to have broken into

three pieces. AH on board are probably lost.

A Naples dispatch of the 27th says : There have been
slight erruptions from Mount Vesuvius during the past
few days. No damage has been done, but the residents

of the villages at the foot of the volcano, who suflered

so severely from the last eruption, are greatly alarmed.
The latest report with referenceto the Anglo-Blissian

troubles in Central Asia, is to the effect that Russia has
made a proposal for the establishment of a neutral zone,

and guaranteeing the independence and neutrality of
Afghanistan.

A meeting of the trustees of the fund raised for the
relief of the operatives during the cotton famine, was
held at Manchester the 27th ult. The amount on hand
was reported to be 3520,000. The Earl of Derby offered

a resolution that the fund be applied to the foundation
of a hospital for convalescents. The resolution was
adopted.

London, 1st mo. 27th.—Consols 92}. U. S. sixes,

1867, 93 ; ten-forties, 92J-.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 9|rf. ; Orleans, lOJrf.

United States.—Both houses of Congress have
passed a bill abolishing the franking privilege after

7th mo. 1st next.

The U. S. Secretary of the Treasury has completed a

the increase of the whole Republic, which was 7

050, notwithstanding the destruction of four ye
war.

The interments in Philadelphia last week nun
356, including 112 children under ten years oi

There were 44 deaths of consumption, 43 infiamm
of the lungs, 26 debility, and 10 old age. Last

water was introduced into a large number of dwel
factories and other establishments from the Phi!

phia water works. The permits during the year

Ijered 14,265. The whole number of dwellings

plied is 88,239, factories, dying establishment!

bakeries, &c., 5,776.

The receipts of the Union Pacific Railroad f<

year ending 6th mo. 30th, 1872, were $7,962,170
pa.ssengers 83,069,808 ; transportation of freight S4
651 ; miscellaneous $771,711. The entire cost c

road and fixtures was $114,258,535.

The receipts of the Central Pacific Railroad ft

same period were 89,373,765, and the expenses S4
332. The indebtedness of the Union Pacific Rai

is $75,894,512, and that of the Central Pacific Rai

is 880,900,132.
The total value of the precious metals producec

ing 1872, in the gold and silver bearing di.stricts

of the Missouri River, is stated by the San Fr
" Alta" to be $62,236,913, of which Nevada turn

$25,548,871 ; California, $19,049,098 ; Montana, S4

135 ; Utah, $3,521,020 ; Colorada, $3,001,750 ; I

$2,514,089, and Oregon and other territories sn

The imports at New Y'ork for the year 1872 amo
to $432,106,086, which is larger than in any prt

vear. The exports for the same period were '

818,3.39.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the qiiol;

on the 27th ult. New York.—American gold,

U. S. sixes, 1881, 118J ; ditto, 1867, 116t ; new fi'

cents, 115. Superfine flour, $6.50 a S7 ; State

$7.50 a $7.80; finer brands, ^8 a $13. Red w
wheat, $2; No. 2 Milwaukie spring, $1.70; 1

Chicago spring, $1.65; No. 3 Chicago spring, J!

$1.60. Oats, 53 a 58 cts. Western mixed corn, 6i

southern white, 75 cts. ; Jersey yellow, 61 a 6

Philadelphia.—Middlings cotton, 21 a 21 J cts. f(

lands anii New Orleans. Superfine flour, $4.75 s

extras, S6 a $7 ; finer brands, J7.50 a $11. A

red wheat, $1.93 a $1.97; amber, J2. Rye,
Yellow corn, 58 a 59 cts. ; white, 67 cts. Oats, 4(

cts. 5a///morc—Superfine flour, $5.75 a $6.75

;

brands, a-7 a $11. Choice white wheat, $2.25 a S

choice amber, $2.25 a $2.35
;
good to prime red

$2.20; western red, $1.85 a J2. Mixed western

61 cts. ; southern white, 66 a 67 cts. Oats, 43 a •

St. Louin.—Superfine flour, $5.25 a $6 ; extra, 8'

S6.50. No. 2 spring wheat, $1.45. No. 2 mixed
43 cts. No. 2 oats, 31 cts. Barley, 70 cts. a !

CAi'mjfo.—Spring extra flour, $6.50 a $7. No. 2 s

wheat, $1.13; No. 3 do., $1.1U. No. 2 mixed
301^ cts. No. 2 oats, 25-} cts. Rye, 68 cts. No.
barlev, 80 cts. Lard, $7.40 per 100 ibs. Cincinn

Familv flour, $8.25 a $9.25. Wheat, $1.70 a :

Corn, 40 a 41 cts. Oats, 30 a 38 cts. Lard, 7J a
'

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) PhiUiddy
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. W(
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the 1

Managers.

Died, at Trenton, N. J., on the 10th ult., S;

daughter of the late Solomon W. Conrad, in th<

year of her age, a member of Chesterfield Mc
Meeting of Friends, New Jersey.

'WILLIAm'^ H." PILETPEiNTEK.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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For "The Friend."

Barclay's Life of Jaffray.

(Continned from page 183.)

" The true, faithful, and Christian suftVring,

9 Robert Barclay in his Apology represents)
for men to protet-s wh.'it tliey are persuad-

I is right, and so practice and perform their
orship towards God, as being their true right
p to do

; and neither to do more in that, be-

iuse of outward encourageraont from men,
or any whit lees, because of the fear of their
Iws and acts against it. Thus, for a Chris
an man to vindicate his just liberty, with so
luch boldness and yet innocency, will in due
me, thoi'gli thrnugh blood, purchase peace;
3 this age has in some measure experienced,
nd many are witnesses of it,—which yetshall
e more apparent to the world, as Truth takes
lace in the earth. But they greatly sin

gainst this excellent rule, that, in time of
ersecution, do not profess their own way so
luch as they would, if it were otherwise

; and
et, when they can get the magistrate upon
heir side, not only stretch their own liberty,

the utmost, but seek to establish the same
y denj-ing it to others.

But, of thi.s excellent patience and sufFer-

igs, the witnenses of God in scorn called

Quakers, have given a manifest proof. For,
o soon as God revealed his Truth among
hem, without regard to all opposition, or
rhat they might meet with, they went uf
nd down as they were moved of the Lord
ireaching and propagating the Truth in tnar
let-places, highways, streets, and public tem
lies, though daily beaten, whipped, bruised
laled, and imprisoned therefor. And whet
here was any where a church or assembly
;athered, they taught them to keep their

aeotings openly, and not to shut the door,

lOr do it by stealth
; that all might know it,

.nd who would might enter. And as, hereby,
ill just occasion of fear of plotting against the
;ovcrnment was fully removed, so this their
lourage and faithfulness, in not giving
heir meeting together—(but more especially
he presence and glory of God manifested in

he meeting, being terrible to the consciences
)r the persecutors)—did so weary out the
nalice of their adversaries, that oftentimes
.hey were forced to leave their work undone.
For when they came to break up a meeting,
,hey were obliged to take every individual

out by force, they not being free to give up
their liberty, by dissolving at their command :

and when they were haled out, unless they

were kept forth by violence, they presently

returned peaceably to their place. Yea, when
ometiraes the magistrates have pulled down
their meeting-houses, they have met the next

day openly upon the rubbish; and so, by in-

nocency kept their possession and ground,

being properly their own, and their right to

meet and worship God being not forfeited to

y. So that, when armed men have come
to dissolve them, it was impossible for them
to do it, unless they had killed every one ;

for

they stood so close together, that no force

could move any one to stir, until violently

pulled down : so that, when the malice of their

opposers stirred them to take shovels and

throw the rubbish upon them,—there they

tood unmoved; being willing, if the Lord
should so permit, to have been there buried

alive, witnessing for him. As this patient,

but yet courageous way of suifering, made
the persecutor's work very heavy and weari-

some unto them ; so the courage and patience

of the sufferers, using no resistance, nor bring-

ing any weapons to defend themselves, nor

seeking any ways of revenge upon such occa-

sions, did secretlj' smite the hearts of the per-

secutors, and make their chariot wheels go on

heavily. Thus, after much and many kind of

sufferings thus ])atiently borne, which to re-

hearse would make a volume of itself; a kind

of negative liberty has been obtained, so that,

at present, for the most part we meet together

without disturbance from the magistrate.

But, on the contraiy, most Protestants,

when they have not the allowance and toler-

ance of the magistrate, meet only in secret,

and hide their testimony; and if they be dis-

covered, if there be any probability of making
their escape by force, though it were by cut-

ting off those that seek them out, they will do

it : whereby, they lose the glory of their suf-

ferings, by not appearing as the innocent fol-

lowers of Christ, nor having a testimony of

their harmlessness in the hearts of their pu

suers ; their fury by such resistance is the

more kindled against them. As to the last

part, of their resisting such as persecute them,

they can lay claim to no precept from Christ,

nor any example of him or his apostles ap-

proved." Apology, Prop. XIV. sect. 6.

A late writer on ]iolitical rights and obliga-

tions, might well affirm, that " The Reforma-

tion prospered more by the resolute Jion-com-

pliance of its supporters, than if all of them
had provided themselves with swords and
pistols." Ho adds, " The most severely per-

secuted body of Christians, which this coun-

try has in latter ages seen, was a body who
never raised the arm of resistance. They
wore out that iron rod of oppression, which

I the attrition of violence might have wetted

'into a weapon, that would have cut them off

I

from the earth ; and they now reap the fair

'fruit of their principles, in the enjoyment of

privileges from which others are still de-

barred." Essays on the Principles of Mo-
rality, itc, by Jonathan Dymond.

Itis, then,'to a recital of such circumstances

as these, under which a small portion of this

small class of Protestant dissenters, hai their

origin and became established in the north of

Scotland, that my readers are now invited.

However generally despised this class (Qua-

kers) once were, however despicable Ihey

miiy still seem to many, and must always con-

tinue to be in the estimation of the thought-

ess, the worldly, the profane,—and even in

the opinion of those, who are the self-seeking

and self-satisfied professors of religion
;
there

is, 1 believe, solid ground for the assumption,

that the more they adhere to first jmncijiles,

the more uniformly and conspicuously they
'

prove as salt that has not lost its savor,

as a little leaven, that is calculated to diffuse

ts wholesome influence wherever distributed.

Can any among the successors of such a peo-

ple, be willingly indifferent with regard to the

transactions of those times, when their pre-

decessors, instructed and strengthened from

on high, first broke through the host of im-

pediments by which they were surrounded,

and notwithstanding "a fight of afflictions,"

succeeded in rearing this standard of Truth

among the nations? And, indeed, there are

those "not of this fold," whoso. eyes have been

truly anointed to see; so that they cannot but

unite in the substance and general ground of

that spiritual testimony, which has in a special

manner been delivered to us. Some readers

of this description, fully prepared to admire

the unfoldings of heavenly light on the mind

of Jaffray in the Diary, may, it is hoped, be

led to follow him further, and with increasing

interest in the Memoirs ; these will be qtiali-

tied, with him and many others, to enter into

the 'force of such an acknowledgment as the

following. "Indeed it was great matter of

satisfaction to our hearts, when the Lord

turned us to his Truth, that we found it to be

no new thing, but that which we had witnessed

in the days of our former profession. For,

we well remembered, that we had been ac-

quainted with it then ; and God now gives us

the true and certain sense, that all the pray-

ers, and knowledge, and understanding of the

Scriptures, faith, love, zeal, meekness, pa-

tience, humility, and whatever we then had,

which was dear unto us, and precious in the

eyes of God, came from this spirit of life, this

principle of life which God hath now manifested

to us, and turned our minds unto." Penington's

Letters, 2nd edit. p. 9. By such individuals,

above alluded to, as well as by the Society of

Friends, the several valuable epistlesand other

documents interspersed through their history,

will doubtless be viewed as so many lively

tokens of the condition of this portion of the

Church of Christ; and may, I trust, be ac-

cepted as forming no unsubstantial addition

to their stock of religious reading. On the

other hand, those who are much strangers to
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U9, and have been under misapprehensions as
to our early proceedings or character, may
very probably find many obstructing clouds
cleared away from their minds by a candid
perusal of these pages.

The editor, John Barclay, thus humbly and
expressively closes his introductory remarks
to the Journal of Alexander Jaffray :

" I have
only, in conclusion, to add,—my sincere and
earnest prayer has been unto the Author and
Giver of all good, that, through his Divine
blessing, which can give success to the feeblest
efforts, this collection may, according to the
abundance of his grace in Christ Jesus, our
JRedeemer, redound to his own praise."

Croydon, 2nd month, 18.3.3.

Under a humiliating sense of unfitness and
unworthiness before the Authorof every good,
we would, for this feeble effort at compilation
prayerfully repeat, may all " redound to His
own praise."

For "The Friend."

Extracts from Letters, &c., referring chiefly to

Friends in America, during last century, witli

notes.

(Continned from page 187.)

Samuel Fothergill to Israel Pemberton.

Warrington, 26th of 8th mo. 17.56.

Dear friend, Israel Pemberton,—Though
much and inevitably restricted for time, to as-
sure thee and thine of my affectionate remem-
brance, my heart is often with you, and my
desires strong for every essential blessing to
attend, and am indisputably assured, the Lord
of all sufliciency is willing to make his own
name your song in the house of your pilgri;

age, if that power by which every blessing
conveyed be enough obeyed in every of its

manifestations. But if knowledge of dutj' be
not attended with obedience, an increase of
knowledge will be an augmentation of sorrow.

* * Need I tell thee it will be agreeable
to me to hear often from thee. I salute th
thy dear wife and children, in the unfeigned
love of the brotherhood, in which my dear
joins.

Dear Israel, thy very affectionate friend,

Samuel Fothergill.

Samuel Fothergill to Israel Pemberton.
Warrington, 1.5th of 12th mo. 17-56.

Dear friend, Israel Pemberton,—Though I
have written thee several times since my re-

Samuel Fothergill to John Pemberton.

Warrington, 5th of 2d mo. 1757.

Dear friend, John Pemberton,—If any per-
son had told me when I left your Province
that eight months should elapse before I

should receive a line from any Friend in it, I
should have immediately replied, John Pem-
berton will scarcely allow so great a chasm
in our conversation. But, however, such is

the case, that except one letter from honest
Phcebe Brown, I have not to this day received
a scrip from Pennsylvania since I left it. I
love you nearly, I am anxious for the whole,
and peculiar tenderness for many individuals
is by no means diminished. I have adminis-
tered no designed cause of distance. But here
stands my chiefest wish

; may my message
and labor be profitably remembered and then
I shall not be distressed at a neglect of the
messenger; but shall ever apprehend so much
regard as is due will be maintained towards
me. We have at times a mutual unutterable
participation of Divine manna, when far ab
sent in body, and if we are careful to main
tain a holy meetness to be worthy comnuini
cants at the Lord's table, we shall eat the
holy shewbrcad, void of every sort of corrupt

turn and not received a line from any one ._
your Province, I cannot allow an opportunity
to elapse by which I might testify my aftec
tionate remembrance of a person and family
I most earnestly wish well for.

Thou art not a stranger to that in which
essential welfare consists. May knowledge
and obedience ever go hand in hand with thee,
and then I am well assured the signal services
for which Heaven hath appointed thee, will
not lie unperformed, or his excellent gifts be
perverted. Thou wilt be enabled in this time
of calamity and sifting, to know and point
out the Pavilion of true .safety, and be kept
in the meekness, quietude, and resignation
peculiar to those, who can joyfully sing, " We
nave a strong city." But dissipation, sorrow,
and loss are the companions of Keuben, how-
ever large degrees of might and excellency
may at times appear.

* '^=

1 am at present straitened for time,
but notfor pure affection, which is over strong
and lively towards thee and thine, in which
my dear wife joins. Thy sincere friend,

Samuel Fothergill.

1 have bad the pleasure, by means of thy
correspondence with my kinsman, John Kel-
sail, to hear of thy welfare, and hope every
agreeable circumstance attends every branch
of your family, to whom I not only profess
but retain a distinguished regard. My situa-
tion this winter has not been the most joyous,
but humbly hope to learn in all states to be
content. I have had spiritually to pass through
the region of the shadow of death, and a con-
siderable share of bodily pain.
My very near and affectionate love attends

thy aged and honorable mother. I earnestly
wish every cheering, helpful circumstance,
may attend the decline of her well spent life;

and that every branch of her offspring may,
by a happy attention to that hand which
leads with perfect safety through all the
crooked paths of life, know their close of life

to be its best and happiest part.
Farewell, dear John, may best wisdom keep

thee, and the holy guardianship of Israel's
Watcher, be thy safety from all the snares
and temptations, the baits, and transforma-
tions of the unwearied adversary.

Thy affectionate friend,

Samuel Fothergill.

John Pemberton to Samuel Fothergill.

Philadelphia, 7th mo. 4th, 1757.

Dear Friend,—I have very frequently given
thee instances of my being alive in the body,
by writing divers ways on terrestrial con-
cerus,'* and could wish my mind was as otlen
"isposed to think and uninterruptedly medi-
tate and write on more truly profitable con-
cerns; but alas! various objects too often
divert my attention, and as thou remarks,
every hour brings with it a torpedo to stupefy
our right hand.| 1 have often with a heavy
heart to fear this will one day happen to be
y lot irreparably. There is scarce a person

that has been favored with the Divine reaches

* Samuel Fothergill was for several year,^ in the
business of importing grain and other productions of

rica, and of exporting to this coimtry various kinds
of merchandize. John Pemberton was connected with
him as an agent in these transactions. I cellence 'of the Christian religion." Inter

t Alluding to an expression of S. Fothergill in a graphical notices of him have been published in thi
letter irom him, dated 10th mo. 26, 1756, fpnbiished.) I Journal, vol. xxi. p. 221, and vol. xxxii. p. 301.

and measurably attracted, that more frequei
ly steps aside, and traverses a path of gloon
ness and stupidity, than poor me. Divi
kindness and mercy have been long extende
and have at times earnest cries to come up
faithful obedience and to be weaned from tl

breast of this world, but the infirmities of tl

flesh greatly attend me, that with the apost
[1] have great occasion to cry out, who sbj
deliver from this death. I have often rej

thy epistle of the 10th month, which contaii
much applicable to me, and have desired tb
the remarks may be graven on the palms
my hands, that they might not be out
memory. The desire thou hast for the salv
tion of mankind, I hope will induce thee I

remember thy poor friend, and if thou write
do it freely, spare not reproof, or hints thi
may arise, though ever so close ; they may I

useful, and hope [I] may be favored with
disposition to receive them.

It was very affecting to me and many moi
of thy friends, to hear thou had been so poorij
The last account was transmitted me by

,

fvelsall. I have thought the state thou waf
dipt into, was not altogether on thy own ai

count, but the sins of the people seem to 11

with weight on the righteous, and for th'

they are baptized. If England does not agre
with thee, and it is consistent, we shall b

pleased to see thee and thy dear spouse se
tied here, and I hope thankful for your con
pany. Our much esteemed friend Thoma
Brown, died about ten days since ; thou knei
him, and his communication, and may then
fore conclude we shall miss his compan;
greatly. He has been very silent since tho'
left us, yet weighty and exemplary in spiri-

He appeared a short time before his deceast
very lively. His sickness was short, coit
plained of a dizziness in his head, but wa
about till the day before he died : he was set
sible and very willing to go.* Dear M. Yai.
nail embarks in this vessel to perform a re

ligious visit to Friends in Europe. He ha,
been very remarkably favored in our meet
ings since he mentioned his concern to ou
Mo. Meeting, [so] that many of us fear w
shall never see him more. D. Stanton pro
poses to the southward this fall, and Williau
Brown is not without thoughts of New Eng
land. If they go wo shall have none bu
Benjamin [Trotter] in our gallery of tb
men's side. * * * >

Thy letter to D. Stanton came to his h
at a seasonable time, he received it soon afte
the death of his dear daughter Abigail, fo
whose death he mourned much. She was i

hopeful plant, and he had fixed his love deeph
on her. The contents of thy epistle were verj
appropriate to the state of his family. Sh
often spoke of thee in her sickness (whief
continued several months) in a very affec
tionate manner, and though thou seems t(

conclude thyself forgot by us, yet it is not th,

case, for thy labors are deeply impressed, an(
are often profitably revived on many minds
The savor of that virtue and power that at

* Tliomas Brown wa.s a native of England, and .set

tied with his parents in Pennsylvania, when quit
young, in 1696. He was a man of small natural capa
city, and of little school learning, birt^ was entnistei
with a remarkable gift in the ministry, in the exercis,
of whicli, as the Testimony concerning him states, li.

" was often led into sublime matter which was convinc
ig and persuasive in setting forth the dignity and
ill

' ' ^. -
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ded thee, iR still remembered, and the

lets thereof lire vmhie in many of our

ith, of whom there it< a promising appear-

le, psu'ticiilarly among the females. May
1 hand that has visited, protect and pre-

ve them. Many of thy friends expected

m would be fully furnished with letters,

1 I with some others thought, that we

uld begin, when others a little abated,

iher than burden thee.

Friends on your side censure us much for

electing to answer the piece called the

j'rief State," which contained such gross lies

d abuses that we scarcely thought would

ve been so generally received and believed,

d thou knows we could not in every case

adicate our A[sHembl]y, who had so greatly

viated from our known principles, and the

Btimony of our forefathers : and we thought

at sometime hereafter might answer as well

lOugh we have not taken up time to answer

ose scurrilous pieces, yet we have been al

ost constantly employed for twelve months

,8t. The Meeting for Sufferings met every

eek, and sometimes oftener most part of last

inter, and the early part of the spring, on

vers weighty affairs. Friends' case in the

wer counties took up much time ;
they have

ffered very deeply by a militia tax, and our

overnor has used his endeavors to get a law

like tenor made here, but is not likely to

) effected this year. We cannot expect peace

itil there is a change in our Ministry, [the

overnor's Council] several of them are such

lat wore disowned by Friends, and bitter

388 dwells in their hearts.

The Indian affairs have taken up more time

lan is easily conceivable. We have had

arious difficulties to wade through, and [they]

i-quired diligent application. Their endeavors

ave been beyond expectation blessed, though

^0 uuderslaud grievous lies and falsities have

een sent to your side. God knows the sin-

erity of our intentions, and were people to

oolly think, they could not suppose that men,

7ho to lake them in general, have the great-

8t interest by far, for their number, of any

len in the Province, would act in a manner

nconsistent with their interest. We have

he interest of our fellow inhabitants in gen-

ral in view, and have been affectionately

oncerned for the desolating calamities that

lave happened, and we have well-grounded

issurance, that Friends' interposition through

'rovidencehas prevented the effusion of much

)lood. Many instances there are that a very

ew Indians have driven a great part of a

;ounty: that it may be said one has chased a

.housand: [so] that many are convinced it
=-

impossible to prevent a majority of them being

chosen next year. Our taxes, except 6d. in

tlio pound, are not yet collected, [so] that the

country has not yet felt the burden ;
when

all the money that has been given is collected,

there will be a great cry. The forts built have

been of greater di.sservice than service, as the

Indians seemed to glory in doing mischief

near them, and the men in the forts.

A treaty was lately held with some of the

Mohawks at Lancaster, which concluded as

well as could be expected. If they had met

sooner, it would have terminated more satis-

factorily, but they were kept so long that the

pox got among them, and old Scarroyada

and many more noted Indians were taken

off".* We daily expect to hear of king Tedy-

uscung, he was to set out about two weeks

since with a largo number of Indians, among

whom are many of the deluded young men

he mentioned at the last treaty with him.

He has proved very faithful and diligent, and

if there is a hearty disposition to do them

ustice, it is in our power to bind them more

jlosely to our interest than ever, but it is evi-

dent that those that have been the instru-

ments of defrauding them, endeavor to cover

and hide their deeds of darkness, and it is to

be feared will do things partially. The Indians

seem resolved to have matters fully settled,

and they are very quick to discern justice.

Several instances there have been at these

general treaties of their strong parts and

quick apprehensions, and wise remarks, even

to shame our wise and learned men.

CTo bo continued.)

no purpose to war with Indians. Friends

ire not alone in their view, that it is on every

iccount better to keep the friendship of the

Indians.
* * Friends, notwithstanding the mis-

representations sent you by some evil dis-

posed persons, have in their proceedings the

aoncurreuce uf the Government, and the last

treaty at Easton [11th mo. 1756] Frien
'

were invited there, which we have in black

and white, and the presents that were given

were through the Governor, and our endea-

vors were to avoid offence to any. The ac

count sent you was from a man or men that

were not at the treaty. I am sorry the peo-

ple with you are so credulous. Our country

people seem already to repent Friends being

out of the House of Assembly, and if we do

aot use much precaution it will be next to

For "The Friend.'

Michael Faraday.

The decease of this eminent philosopher,

and investigator of chemical and electrical

science, has caused the publication of several

biographies by those who loved and esteemed

him in his lifetime. His character is one that

presents so many valuable and interesting

traits, that I propose presenting to the readers

of " The Friend" a brief outline of his career,

condensed from a short memoir by J. H. Glad-

stone.

He was born in London in 1791. His father

was a journeyman blacksmith, who in spite

... the treaty held at Lancaster, -^ih mo. 1757,

Tedyuscung and the Delawares were not present, hav-

hig been discouraged by the Senecas on account of the

informality of the message sent them. In intorming

the Governor that lie should not attend, ledyuscung

plained "that neither the belts sent (representing

the authority bv which it was called,) nor the persons

that carried them, were proper on the occasion ;
that if

thev wanted to have a meeting with the Indians they

should send wise men, not young warriors to invite

them down." In this treaty the causes of the diss

faction of the Delawares were more fully opened by one

of the chiefs of the Six Nations, who also stated that

the Delawares had now thrown off their dependence

upon his confederacv and would no longer acknowledge

anv but the Senecas'as their superiors. •' Now brother,

said he continuing his speech, " our advice to you it

that you send proper messengers immediately to the

Senecas to invite them with the Delawares and Shaw

nese, to a meeting with you here, and when they come

be very careful in your proceedings with them, and do

not be'rash, and it will be in your power to settle all

the difficulties subsisting between you and them. 1 his

advice was taken, and Easton was fixed upon as the

place of meeting, where an Important treaty was held

about the middle of the 7th month 1757, which settled

the terms of peace. Scarroyada was one of the duets

of the Six Nations with whom Friends had an inter-

view in Philadelphia in the 4th mo. 17.56, and by wliose

advice the friendly message had been sent to the Dela-

of poverty and feeble health, strove to bring

up his children in habits of industry and the

love of God. At thirteen years of age, young

Michael went as errand boy to a bookseller.

His duties here were so faithfully performed,

that at the expiration of a year, the bookseller

was willing to take him as an apprentice with-

out requiring any premium. Here he had

many opportunities for instructive reading,

and becoming interested in Marcct's Conver-

sations on Chemistry, he wished to test the

statements for himself, and so, he says, "I

made such simple experiments in chemistry

as could be defrayed in their expense by a few

pence per week, and also constructed an elec-

trical machine, first with a glass phial, and

afterward with a real cylinder, as well as

other electrical apparatus of a corresponding

kind." This machine is now preserved among

the treasures of the Royal Institution—a so-

ciety chartered in 1800 for the purpose of

promoting the spread of scientific information

by lectures and other means.

Sir Humphrey Davy was delighting the

intellectual world with his brilliant chemical

discoveries; and his scientific lectures at the

Royal Institution were the resort of large and

fashionable audiences. One of the bookseller's

customers, who was a member of the Institu-

tion, took young Faraday to hear four of

Davy's public lectures, the eager student

took copious notes of the professor's explana-

tions of radiant matter, chlorine, simple in-

flammables and metals, while he watched the

experiments that were performed. After-

wards he wrote the lectures fairly out in a

quarto volume, that is still preserved—first

the theoretical portions, then the experiments

with drawings, and finally an index. The

desire to be engaged in scientific occupation,

induced him, while an apprentice, to write to

the President of the Royal Society—but he

received no reply. At the termination of his

apprenticeship,hebecame a journeyman book-

binder, but a few weeks afterwards. Sir Hum-

phry Davy was working on a new and highly

dangerous compound, the Chloride of Nitro-

gen, when he met with an accident which

seriously injured his eye and produced an

attack of inflammation. As he could not

write, he employed Faraday as an amanuensis.

This 'engagement did not last long, but it

opened the way for his ultimate and life long

connection with the Institution in who.se

laboratories Sir H. Davy bad made so many
discoveries. When a vacancy occurred, he

was employed in 1813 as an assistant, with a

room in the house, and a salary of 25 shillings

per week. He was expected to assist the

lecturers in their preparations, and to clean

and keep in order the apparatus and models.

He did not, however, confine himself to these

duties. In the course of a few days he was ex-

tracting sugar from beet-root. He made Bisul-

phide of Carbon, one of the worst-smelling

of all chemical conipound.s, and in a few weeks

after his entrance into the laboratory, he had

been exposed to four separate explosions of

the treacherous Chloride of Nitrogen. Know-

ing that the liquid would go off on the slightest

provocation, the experimenters wore masks

of glass, but this did not save them from in-

jury. In one case Faraday was holding a

small tube containing a few grains of it be-

tween his finger and thumb, and brought a

piece of warm cement near it, when he was

suddenly stunned, and on returning to cou-

oiousnesa fouud hituuelf standing with hu
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hand in the same position, but torn by the
shattered tube, and the glass of his mask even
cut by the projected fragments. Nor was it

easy to say when the compound could be re-
lied on, for it seemed very capricious; for in-

stance, one day it rose quietly in vapor in a
tube exhausted by the air-pump, but the next
day, when subjected to the same treatment,
it exploded with a fearful noise, and Sir
Humphry was cut about the chin, and was
struck with violence on the forehead. This
seems to have put an end to the experiments.
Nevertheless, in spite of disagreeables and
dangers, the embryo philosopher worked on
with a joyful heart.

The change in Michael Faraday's employ
ment naturally made him more earnest still

in the pursuit of knowledge. He was admit-
ted as a member of the " City Philosophical
Society," a fraternity of thirty or forty men
in the middle or lower ranks of life, who met
every 4th day evening for mutual instruction.
Another way in which he strove to educate

himself is thus described in his own words:
" During this spring Magrath and I established
the mutual improvement plan, and met at my
rooms up in the attics of the Eoyal Institu-
tion, or at Wood Street at his warehouse. It'

consisted, perhaps, of half a dozen persons,
chiefly from the City Philosophical Society,
who met of an evening to read together, and
to criticise, correct, and improve each other's
pronunciation and construction of language.
The discipline was very sturdy, the remarks
very plain and open, and the results most
valuable. This continued for several years."

Seven months after his appointment there
began a new passage in Faraday's life, which
gave a fresh impulse to his mental activity,
and largely extended his knowledge of men
and things. Sir Humphry Davy, wishing to
travel on the Continent, and having received
a special pass from the Emperor Napoleon,
offered to take him as his amanuensis : he ac-
cepted the proposal, and for a year and a half
they wandered aboiU France, Italy, and Swit-
zerland, and then they returned rapidly by
the Tyrol, Germany, and Holland.
From this time onward, his career was a

prosperous one. Having once gained an en-
trance into the temple of science, his genius,
patient industry, steady application to the
business he had adopted, and his estimable
qualities as a man, insured his success. His
salary was gradually increased, and he him-
self promoted to higher and higher positions
in the Eoyal Institution. His knowledge and
skill becoming generally appreciated, he was
often called upon to analyze substances for
commercial purposes, and to perform other
professional work. His gains from these
sources in 1830 amounted to £1000, and in
1831 to considerably more. They might easily
have been increased, but at that time he mad^
one of his most remarkable discoveries—thi

evolution of electricity from magnetism—
and there seemed to lie open before him the
solution of the problem how to make one force
exhibit at will the phenomena of magnetism,
or of common or voltaic electricity. And
then he had to face another problem— his own
mental force mig;ht be turned either to the
acquisition of a fortune, or to the following
up of those great discoveries; it would not
do both : which should he relinquish ? The
choice was deliberately made : Nature re-
vealed to him more and more of her secrets,
but his professional gains sank in 1832 to

£155 9s., and during no subsequent year did
they amount even to that.

In a letter to Lord Auckland, long after-

ward, he says: " I have given up, for the last
ten years or more, all professional occupa-
tion, and voluntarily resigned a large income,
that I might pursue in some degree my own
objects of research."

(To be continned.)

Selected.

SAFE HOME.
[A hymn of the Greek Church in the tenth century

translated by .John Xeal.]

Safe horae, safe home in port

!

Rent cordage, shattered deck,
Torn sails, provisions short,

And only not a wreck.
But oh I the joy upon the shore
To know our voyage peril o'er I

The prize, the prize secure !

The athlete nearly fell

;

Bore all he could endure.
And bore not always well.

But he may smile at conflicts gone
Who sets the victor's garland on.

Iv^o more the foe can harm.
No more of leagured camp,

Xo cry of night alarm.
Nor need of ready lamp.

And yet how nearly he had failed,

How nearly had that foe prevailed.

The lamb is in the fold,

In perfect safety penned,
The lion once bad hold
And thought to make an end.

But One came by with wounded side,

And for the sheep the Shepherd died.

The exile is at home.
Oh nights and days of tears

!

Oh longings not to roam!
Oh sins and doubts and fears

!

What matter now (when men so say),
The King has wiped those tears away !

Oh happy, happy bride!
The widowed "homes are past

;

The Bridegroom at thy side,

Thou all His own at last

!

The sorrows of thy former cup
In full fruition swallowed up.

THE WEAVER.
BY WM. H. BURLEIGH.

Ceaselessly, the weaver. Time,
Sitting at his mystic loom.

Keeps his arrowy shuttle flying,^
Every thread anears our dying;
And with melancholy chime.
Very low and sad withal,
Sings his solemn madrigal
As he weaves our thread of doom.

" Mortals !" thus he weaving sings,
" Bright or dark the web shall be

As ye will it ; all the tissues

Blending in harmonious issues.

Or discordant colorings
;

Time the shuttle drives, but you.
Give to every thread its hue,
And elect your destiny.

" God bestows the shining warp;
Fill it with as bright a woof.

And the whole shall glow divinely.
As if wrought by angels finely,

To the music of the harp;
And the blended colors be
Like perfect harmony.
Keeping evil things aloof.

" Envy, malice, pride, and hate,
Foulest progeny of .sin,

Let not these the weft entangle
With their blind and furious wrangle.
Marring your diviner fate

;

But with love and deeds of good
Be the web throughout imbued,
And the perfect shall ye win."

Thus he singeth very low,
Sitting at his mvstic loom.

And his shuttle .still is flying,—
Thread by thread anears our dying,
Grows our shroud with every throw

;

And the hues of Hell or Heaven
To each thread by us are given.
As he weaves our web of doom.

John Griffith on the Ministry.

About this time I had a distant view
being called into the work of the ministr
my mind being at times wonderfully ov
shadowed with the universal love of God,
the glorious gospel of his Son to mankind,
that degree that I thought I could, in t

strength thereof, give up to spend, and to

spent, for the gathering of souls to Hira, t

great Shepherd of Israel, and that I could 1

up my voice like a trumpet to awaken the i

habitants of the earth ; but I found all tl

was by way of preparation for this importa
work, and that I had not yet received a coi

mission to engage therein. A fear was up«

my mind, and care lest I should presume
enter upon this solemn undertaking witho

right call ; it appearing to me exceedit
dangerous to speak in the name of the Loi
without a clear evidence in the mind that 1

required it of me : which I then fully thougl
he would in his own time, which was to 1

waited for. From this time, until I was real!

called into the work, I frequently had, b\

especially in religious meetings, openings i

scripture passages, with lively operations (

the Divine power in my mind
; and sometim*

with so much energy, that I have been almoi
ready to offer what I had on my mind
others. But as, through an holy awe whic
dwelt upon my heart, I endeavored to try m
offering in the unerring balance of the 8an(
tuary, 1 found it was too light to be offi

and was thankful to the Lord for his mercifn
preservation, in that I had been enabled t

avoid offering the sacrifice of fools. Bu
hen the time really came that it was di'

vinely required of me, the evidence was
indisputably clear that there was not the leas

room to doubt; yet through fear and humai
frailty I put it off, and did not give way there
unto. But oh, how was I condemned in myself
The divine sweetness which had covered mj
mind in the meeting was withdrawn, and J

left in a very poor, disconsolate state, where
in I was ready to beg forgiveness, and tc

covenant with the Lord that if he would b«

pleased to favor me again in like manner, 1

would give up to his requiring.

At the next First-day meeting the heavenly
power overshadowed me in a wonderful man-
ner, in which it was required of me to kneel
down in supplication to the Lord in a few
words. I gave way thereunto in the dread
of his power, with fear and trembling. After
which, oh how my soul was filled with peace
nd joy in the Holy Ghost I I could then
!ng and make sweet melody in my heart to

the Lord. As I remember, I was twenty-one
years of age the very day I first entered into
this great and awful work of the ministry,
which was the 21st of the 5th mo. O. S., 1734.

I have found my mind engaged to be some-
what particular concerning the manner of my
entering into the ministry', to stand by way
of caution and proper encouragement to
others who may peruse the same ; having in

the course of my observation had C9.use to
fear some have taken the work of prepara-
tion, as before hinted, for the thing itself; and
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ive proceeded very far, to their owu great

adin^, and the hurt of others, in bringing

ard untimely fruit, which is exceedingly

rerous, and carefully to be avoided,

othing is a sufficient guard to preserve

efrom but the single eye, through the JJi-

blessing, awfully considering what a great

g it is for dust and ashes to speak as the

stle Peter directs, viz :
" As every man has

ived the gift, even so minister the same

10 another as good stewards of the maui-

grace of God. If any man speak, let him

ik as the oracles of God ; if any man min

c, let him do it as of the ability which God

!th." The author to the Hebrews saith

;
" no man takcth this honor to himself

he that is called of God as was Aaron."

;hat whatever some may pretend to, and

ude themselves into, unless they are really

ed of God, they will have no share in that

or that cometh from God only,

'he church of Christ hath not been with-

its trouble from false ministers, neither in

primitive times nor in ours. That excel-

i gospel liberty of all who feel themselves

jired thereunto, whether male or female,

aking or prophesying one by one, hath

n, and still is abused by false pretenders

Divine inspiration
;
yet the liberty ought

be preserved inviolable, and other means

Dd out to remedy this great ineonveniency

ich would not be difficult, were the mem
a in a general way, spiritually minded,

btly savoring the things that be of God

[•ward and unsanctitied appearances byway
ministry, would then be easily suppressed,

as not to disturb the peace of the church

e case has been otherwise as 1 have ob

ved in some places ;
but little minded if the

rds and doctrine were sound, and nothing

blame in the conversation. Here the main

ng, which is the powerful demonstration

the Holy Spirit, is little regarded ;
and if a

T are deeply pained at heart with such life-

3 ministry, they find it exceeding difficult to

' hands thereon, for want of more strength
;

)ecially when they perceive what strength

are is against them ; for formal professors

'e to have it so, rather than to sit in silence.

id I have observed such pretenders all

)uth or tongue, and no ears to receive in-

•uction; fond of teaching others, but very

teachable themselves. I pray God to quick-

his people and raise the Society into a

jre lively sense of that blessed arm of power

lich gathered us to be a people ; or, 1 fear

e great evil above hinted at will prove a

ry growing one : profession without

»n being the proper elen

,ry to grow and flourish in.

I am not quite free to omit a remark on this

lad as 1 am fully persuaded the living mem-

rs of the church of Christ, groan under a

linful sense of this sorrowful token of a de-

ined Society. May the Lord of Sabaoth hear

leir cries, and regard the anguish of their

luls in secret, so as to work by his invisible

)wer for his own name's sake and their en-

rgement, by turning his hand again upon

ir "Sion" to purge away her dross, and to

^ke awaj- her tin and reprobate silver, that

Br judges may be restored as at the first, and

er counsellors as at the baginning; that

lany, having their feet shod with the pre

aration of the gospel of peace, may yet ap

by way of preparation for the great and industrial framing and Normal sc-hool^.^Th^

4---K°f''- ministry, and Uie da. ^reU^^^^^r^.^o... to^heaan^fo.

upor

mportan
ger of being misled ; even at some times when

I had right openings, and felt the sweet, effi

cacious virtue of the love of God through

Jesus Cbrir-t, to mankind ;
which doubtless is

the sensible experience and enjoyment, at

times, of every faithful follower of Christ who

never was called to the work of the ministry.

I was in those days apprehensive of some

danger of being led out at that door; but 1

have since more fully and perfectly seen the

danger of this, and other by-paths which

would have led me to give that away to others

which 1 was to live upon myself; and out of

the humble, dependent state in which only

there is safety, to have a will and way of my

own that 1 might be furnished and enriched

with much treasure. Bat sincerity of heart,

and my endeavor to preserve the single eye,

through the watchful care of Divine Provi-

dence over men, brought the day of the Lord

n it all : so that I came clearly to see and

„„perimontally to know my sufficiency was

of God ; that there must bo a steady depend-

ence upon the Lord, to be immediately sup

plied every time I was to engage in this solemn

service. I ardently desire that all who have

the least apprehension of being called into the

work of the ministry, may dwell in an holy

dread of the Divine presence, and know thei

own wills wholly subjected to the Divine will,

waiting for a distinct and clear certainty of

the Lord's requirings, not only in enterino

upon it at first, but also at all other times

And as self comes to be laid in the dust for

ever, they will receive undeniable evidence in

their own minds of the certainty of their mis-

sion ;
and they will not be without a testi-

mony thereof from the witness for God in the

consciences of mankind among whom they

are sent to minister. They will be a savor

of life to the living in the truth, and ot death

to those who are in a state of death. Let it

ever be remembered, that nothing of, or be-

lon>nuo-to man, can possibly add any lustre

or dignity to so divine a gift. Neither will

the best and most curiously adapted words or

doctrine, ever so truly and consistently de-

livered, be any more than as sounding brass,

or as a tinkling cymbal, without the power,

light and demonstration of the spiritof Christ.

There is no occasion for those who regard his

work in the Gulf States. Som
en (leading minds) laid up the past year

from S300 to $1,500 each, by working cotton

lands to the shares. Thus a 1600 acre farm

is let out to four head men, to each man

-too acres; the owner finding teams, seeds,

and tools, and getting two-thirds of the crop,

Freedraen one-third. In very good ground

and season, one acre sometimes makes a bale

of 300 lbs. It is easy to see what good man-

agement might do on 400 acres. The head

Freedman hires and pays the hands $8, SIO,

Sto or §20 per month and "finds" them.

This works so well both for planter and la-

borer, that it is becoming the common way,

and offers strong inducements to the half

starving people in old Virginia, &c., either as

underworkers or as head men. How much

better to go to work, thus producing some-

thing to eat and wear, than producing poi-

son, and working that up into boxes and

hogsheads to be sent about the earth, poison-

ing and demoralizing men, women and child-

ren, after having impoverished the ground

where it grew, making the people actually

poorer by exhausting their capital
;
poorer in

the best sense, and weaker in every sense.

For .such is the efl:ect of the culture and con-

sumption of tobacco. A man true to his be-

ing cannot view all this fixing up of tobacco,

even by the llitle fingers of the school children,

for money to get books, or clothes against the

shivering time, without sadness and disgust.

Money cannot gloss over its abominable real-

ities.

Another common sense view is on this

wise : A man wishes to start a cotton or

sugar farm. Formerly he must buy his slaves

at°New Orleans or Savannah with much
trouble and risk, costing about $1,000 a man,

besides his land. Here is about $40,000 of

capital for forty hands needed to stock it.

Now, instead of this outlay, he says to the 40

men, (Freedraen) Do you want work? Yes.

Well, come in and go at it. The concern

goes on all right. The Freedmen, in effect,

by hiring thensselves in this way to the plant-

er, and relieving him of risk, save him the

outlay of $40,000. Comparing this with the

old way of investing $40 000 in human stock,

(indispensable to driving on the plantation

citou, aboal word., a, Ihe lowe.t and planter Ih.sSM 000 II - P« '°g t " '•power
be solicitou

most simple are really beautiful when hlly

spoken under that holy influence.

[See John Griffith's Journal more at length

t for such a min- 1 on this interesting

Library, chap. Ist.

ibject, vol. 5, Friend's

Burlington county, 1st mo. 27, 1873.]

For "The Friend

A Common-Sense View of the Suffering among the

Freedmen.

The continued cry from Virginia and North

Carolina invites inquiry. Having been famil-

iar with the localities, there appears ground

for the opinion that the Freedmen are too;

much for hanging about old tow •

'^^—^

command for a time, and that time no longer

ban he wants it. The great problem of the

uperiority of free labor for both sides the

bargain, is being beautifully worked out.

True, it is not so'beautiful to the pro-slavery

man, who had his all engulfed in' the rotten-

ness of Confederate scrip, and yet wants back

the old wa}', when he sees the negro making

his $800 a year, and "gwine to hab do man-

sion after a while." He sees not a few of

those very slaves already " hab de mansion"

and plantation sure enough, (as I have my-

self witnessed), and such facts as 5000 acres

of land owned by Freedmen in one county of

Alabama, bought since the war: but beauti-

Theyiful to those who treat the negro as a man,

ou.ht to be encouraged to go where there is pay fair wages, abide by contracts, accept the

wofk where there i^ pay,"and where they political situation, and provide schools, or

Tre waited viz- in the cot on, rice and sugar cheerfully pay taxes to support them : and

fioldTThev should be scattered. Schools do not, when they find the Freedman realiz-

" ^, •
• , 1. •Hr\./fmLXre there is work. The ing his one-third of profit (in $800 or $1,000),

ear beautiful upon the mountains! so be
'M -^^^^l^i^J"^^^ of self help.

I
grumble and grow envious because their own

"ihaTeXenBorue hints how it was with IKf^^S them to aim persistently at' are only twice as much
;
but truly with WhU-
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tier's words rejoice, because no longer lies upon
them

" The one curse of tlie two races which lield both in
tether

:

They are ri»ing, both are rising, blaclc and white to-
gether."

The reason why Freedmen have been dis-
appointed on going to the Gulf States is, they
have rushed down without first having got
places, or finding whore they were wanted.
Proper precautions by writing or by employ-
ment agencies, would remedy this.
The abovp considerations induce us to say

to the poor Freedmen of the border States, go
to the Gulf States. Work is there. Y. W.
Germantown, 1st mo. 17th, 1873.

N. B.—As to coming North, it takes j'oung,
hardy ones to stand our climate and work.
I would not discourage it,—quite the con-
trary—if places be first provided. The trou-
ble is, the negro often does not pass the sea-
soning well up here. If ho does he can cer-
tainly thrive as a northern laborer. The
point is, scatter from towns where there is

no work, or none better than tobacco work.

For •' The Friend."

Why the Vacant Seats are not Filled up.

There is soraethini; suggestive in the follow-
ing letter of one of Wisdom's children of last
century, which we of this day may well pon-
der

;
and with a deep feeling of its importance

give due place to the interrogatory. Is it I ?
True it is, that without the submission of the
heart to Christ .Tesus whose servants all true
Christians must be; without that filial fear
and chastened obedience to Him, which our
extreme helplessness and dependence call for;
and without that bowinsj to His 3^oke and
cross, and letting His humiliating judgments
and purifying baptisms pass upon the tr.ins-
gressing, corrupt nature, we need not expect
to grow in the knowledge of the Father, nor
in the grace and truth that came by His dear
Son, our Lord and Saviour Jesiis Christ.
Without these, it is greatly to be feared,
shall but go on year after year in the same
groove of worldly ease, the same round of
worldly care, and find ourselves after the lapse
of a score or more of years, but little more ex-
perimentally and savingly acquainted with
the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus
after the power of an endless life, than
the visitations of the Eedeemer, with His
pleading voice at the door of our hearts-
obedience to which being ever our only safe
hope—were first manifested unto us for our
sanctification and salvation.

a dwarfishnese in stature, a deficiency in mea
sure and weight, and the vacant seats of the
princes and nobles, removed from works to
rewards, are not effectually filled up; thus de-
feet and weakness have overspread, the dig-
nity of the church is lowered, and her au-
thority, which stands in the life and in the
power of Truth, is greatly diminished. If ye
are persuaded that these things are so, my
dear

, do thou and some of thy near con-
nexions look about you and see whereabouts
you are

; let not tte cares of this life super
sede your interested concern in those things
which relate to a better state that is to come.
While ye are commendably and moderately
diligent in outward business, be diligent and
fervent in spirit, serving the Lord and h'

cause with your best in your generation.
Above ail things feel after the dew of

heaven, and as much of the fatness of the
earth as is suitable for you, will be added
Let the pure Truth, and its heavenly wisdom,
circumscribe your desires and designs in all

things; you will find its government and
direction most profitable, both as to the life

which now is, and that which is to come.
Thy truly affectionate, E. S.

1 h

" Mountmellick, oth of 4th

ave seen many sweet. d promising
blossoms, fair and fragrant, from which de-
licious fruits might have been expected in due
season,—many hopeful youths of both sexes,
whona the Lord has been graciously pleased
to visit and to open an eye in them to see the
beauty and excellence which is in the Truth,
and to view this world as it really is ; but
there has not been a following on to know
the Lord in progressive stages of advance-
ment,—there has not been a sufficiently dili-
gent waitingfor the re-baptizing which purcres
and makes clean from all defilement of flesh
and spirit, nor for the n -unointing which keeps
the internal eye open and clear to see things
natural, and things spiritual in th

For "The Friend.

The subjoined address was delivered by
Howard Crosby, Pastor of the Fourth Ave-
nue Presbyterian Congregation in New York,
on the 17th of the 1st month, 1869. It has
been since printed in the form of a Tract, and
the following paragraphs comprise all of it ex-
cept a few pages, not deemed essential to the
main subject. * * *

[In admitting the article sent us we deem it

right to say, there are some inferences drawn
in the fore part of it which to us appear
fanciful, and some expressions in other places
which we would not ourselves use; but we
are glad to have such a testimony against
the prevailing sinfulness in the extravagance
and fashion of dress in the community, and
which has crept into our own Society, and is

likely to increase, as the modern sentiment in
relation to plainness of speech, behavior and
apparel, undermines the practical principles
heretofore governing Friends in their main-
tainance.j

—

Eds.

Consecrated Looking-ljlasses.

" And he made the laver of brass, and the foot of it of
brass, of the looking-glassej* of the women."—E.xodus

The laver stood before the tabernacle, b
tween the brazen altar and the entrance of

the sanctuary. As the altar represented the
atoning work of Jesus, so the laver repres-
ented his cleansing work, the expiation for
sin and the purifying of the heart being both
necessary for entrance into the holy bouse ol

God. These were the only t\xo articles of
the holy furniture that were placed without
the tabernacle. The candlestick, the shew-
bread table, the incense-altar, and the ark
were all within, unseen by the outside spec-
tator. Those inner articles represented ex-
periences of the renewed soul, but these two

ter ones, the great altar and the laver,
represented the means of renewal, without
which there could be no such experiences.
The very order in which these two were
approached by the priest on entering the
sanctuary is significant. First was the great
altar, whereon the victim bled, and then.

light
; 80 there is a dwindling, a decaying, and 'after this, the laver was reached. Thus

indicated the grand truth, that punishn
for sin must first be administered by ."

Justice before the polluted soul of man ci

receive the Holy Spirit and be cleansed,
altar exhibited death for sin ; the laver,

obtained by that death. The altar sho
JesuB carrying captivity captive

; the Is

showed him giving gifts to men.
The fact that the whole of the large

beautiful laver was composed of the look
glasses of Israelitish ladies, was a fact
must have associated itself with great tena
with the sacred basin in the minds of all

Jewish beholders. Let us look with Je\
eyes upon the laver and learn the lesson
comes from this fact of its origin.

The looking-glass is the best representa
of that microcosm of individuality whic
known by the French word "toilette." Tl
is a proper attention to this department
life necessary to meet the demands of ch
liness and neatness in both sexes ; and fi

the simple fact that women have longer 1

than men, the former must devote more t

than the latter to this exercise. But
which may be rightly used for the mo
purpose of neatness and cleanliness may '

easily be abused for the immodest purposi
vanity and displaj-. And this has been fi

time immemorial one of the peculiar tem{
tions of the fairer sex, probably because tl

are the fairer. It was this temptation t

had its warning in the construction of
laver. This emblem of holiness said in

symbolism, "Ye ladies of Israel, beware
vain show. Bather use your precious ti

and energy, which might be wasted on sell

adornments, in promoting the cause of h
ness in your own hearts and the hearts
others." This voice speaks yet in the saci

history, and the apostles accompany it w
their inspired injunctions. "Let worae
says Paul, "adorn themselves in modest
parel, with shamefacedness and sobriety, :

with braided hair or gold or pearls or cos
array, but (which becoraeth women profe
ing godliness) with good works." And Pel
adds, "Whose adorning, let it not be the oi

ward adorning of plaiting the hair, and
wearing of gold, or of putting on of appan
but let it be the hidden man (or personal!
of the heart in that which is not corruptib
even the ornament of a meek and quiet spir
which is in the sight of God of great prici

It will not do for Christian women to slig

these express and reiterated injunctions
God's word. They are written in God's wor
because they are connected with spiritu
prosperity and with God's honor. There
a practical infidelity common among sort

who bear Christ's name, which ignores tl

plain statements of the Bible by flippant all

sions to Paul's bachelorhood or to the advani
of the nineteenth century. But it is the Ho
Ghost who speaks through Paul the bacht
and Peter the married man in precisely tl

same tones, and He speaks for the nineteen!
and twenty-ninth century just as directly
for the first. The word of God abideth fo

ever. That word declares that a vain adon
ing of the person is a hindrance to grace i

displeasing to God ; and yet in spite of th
witness of heaven. Christian women are coi
btantly daring to say, "Oh ! what harm ca
there be in it?" and the faithful sister wb
reminds them of God's will in the matter
set down as a puritan or fanatic. If I wei
called upon to point out the most alarmin
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in this city to-day, those which are most

sprtad in their ravages, most deceitful

|,eir influences, and most soul destroying

leir ultimate effects, I would not mention

ikennees with all its fearful havoc, nor

bling wiih it crazed victims, nor harlotry

lits hellish orgies, but the love of money,

he part of men, and the love of display, on

part of women. While open viuo sends

housands, these fashionable and favored.

Igences send their ten thousands to per-

in. They sear the cont^cience, encrust

soul with an impenetrable shell of world-

j8, debauch the affections from every high

heavenly object, and make the man or

jan a worshipper of self And, while

g all this, the poor victim is allowed by

lie opinion to think himself or herself a

istian ;
while the drunkard, the gambler,

the prostitute is not deceived by such a

jght for a moment. In regard to the love

prwonal display, note these things :

It is emphasizing the wrong jjortion of our

onality. Our souls live forever. Their

aes ought to shine forth to God's glory.

these bodies are bags of bones to be

ildered into dust. Emphasizing the body

. emphasize vanity. And here we may

:e the remark that, as a soul appreciates

)wn growth, it refuses to exalt the body

,8 the empty mind that loves most to

rn the body. A meek and quiet spirit and

e full of good works hold up the right

ig for an example to the race. They eom-

la what God loves to the imitation and

sptauce of others ; but a bedizened body

as the heads of fools into a false course

mulation, and reduces a woman to rivalry

h the peacocks.

.Again, it involves a wicked consumption of

s and money. Hours are robbed from the

of the higher nature in order to bedeck

i decaying tent. The diary of a fashion-

B Christiau woman would be a sad history

-ead, if wo only looked at the one item of

use of time. Look over the day from

e in the morning to twelve or two at

ht tifteeu or seventeen hours—and if it

I fully fashionable day, with its hollow vis-

,g, its dinner and its evening party, you

re at least four hours of the looking glass,

ile all the rest (^except ten minutes given

ill to running over a chapter and a form of

^yer in the morning and at night) belongs

the world as distinct from and opposed to

d. This is the full-blown fashionable Chris-

n woman. Preserve the principle, but ro-

36 the dimensions, and you have a very

nmon typo of Christian lady. As with

le, so with money. The quality and quan-

Y alike empty the pur.-^e. By actual com-

tation, a fashionable lady's garments and

jrnmonts (taking the average) would noa

clothe twenty of the most refined of ht

I. She has put upon her person twenty

les more than was necessary to give her

9 modest and becoming appearance God

juires. Where the waste can bo afforded

is a tearful misplacement of value; but

^1 where in one case it can be afforded, in

.housand it produces debt, domestic jarring,

d, ofien, bankruptcy.

The use of travelling is to regulate imagi-

ition by realities, and instead of thinking

•w things may be, to see them as they are.

Dr. Johnson.

Selected for "'nie Frleud.

'

Vouiig People.

There is a number of young people up and

down, hopeful and promising

Our merciful Saviour when He left the

glory he had with the Father before the

world began and came in that holy humanity

with which he condescended to clothe himself

, , ..
, for our sake and to do his Father's will, de-

prefer the tinsel vanities of this woild, l"J^Q" L.ia,.fd to those whom he addressed : "1 speak
substantial comforts of Divine favor,

y^'^f to the world those things that I have heard
are not compatible together: the idol which ij,^.^^^ j^j^^^

.„ ^^^j ^y^.,^ ,^.^^ ^^^^ wisdom and
the uncircumcised natu

?ho do noti.

the idol which

uncircumcisea nature worships, cannot J^-^-^^^". ^.^^^ which Ho spoke, that even his

tand where the ark of the testimony dwells,
jj^^^^j^g confessed "never man spake like this

man," and his hearers "wondered at the

ous words that proceeded out of hisigraci

We must choose which we would serve ;
and

on making a right choice, and persevering

therein, depends our eve^la^ting li'«PP'"t'''8. i^^^^^^ „ c;;^ ^j^q jj pleased Him "in whom
Ob! my children, bo wise, and make glad tbe

ijj,,eaiiii3etreasuiesofwisdom and knowledge,"
hearts of your tender aff'ectionate father and l^

inspire holy men to set forth in a form of

mother, who watch over you, with 'i«o'it^'t">'8
j ^o,.^^, many sacred truths relating to himself,

care, for your good. Be humble and uwito iho'raeans provided by Him f.r the restor-

ation of man out of the fall, to the spiritual

[•fare which man must wage during his

oraises made
trait

Be bumble and be

meeic, that you may be taught of the ways of

the Lord, and your understanding guided in

sound judgment. So will

as the condition of

A'ill you be as h^Ppy ]p,.c^bation, and also the blessed promises ma
lortal man can be ;

in , ^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^.^^^ entered the str

lewedly the evidence,
, ^/^^^ ^^^ ^^.^ walking in the narrow way tlyourselves feeling renewedly

assurance and earnest of a blessed iramort^.-

ity, andyou will come up successors in the

maintenance of the noblest cause which ever

was, or ever will be upon earth. No honor

equal to that of being the servants of Christ

:

no wages of such high value as he liberally

bestows. The time hastens, with unreinit-

ing speed, which will decide on each of us.

The past is irrevuc; ible, the future is uncer-1

tain ;
therolore, now is the accepted time, and

now is the opportunity which should be laid

hold on, and diligently improved by us all,

and each of us." From a letter of R. Shack-

leton, 1779.

When God bid Abraham leave all at his bid-

ding, he did not tell him whither ho should

go, "only, "whither I shall show thee." He
enquires not what conveniences and accom-

modations the country had whither ho would

li'.id him—only " Follow me,"—so if God bid

je leave heulth, leave it willingly—if He
would have thee go into

him willingly; yea, if he lead thee into any

condition, even the vale of tears and shadow

of death, go with him readily and cheerfully.

—1. Everard.
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The apostle Peter speaking of the proper

adorning of the Christian, says "Let it be the

hidden man of the heart, in tnat which is not

corru}.tible." J t is to this immortal part in

man liiat the gospel is addressed, and '* "

hero only that he can know it to bo

power of God unto salvation." It w
generate, transform and save this hidden man

that Christ came into the world, and his doc-

trines and teachings are applicible, to inspire

and govern our inmost thoughts, to conform

our motives and resolves to bis blessed will

there made known ;
with the certainty that

as this is experienced, the outer man will

give proof of that conformity; and our con-

versation and actions be the result of the mind

of the Spirit that leads out of ail error and

into all truth. "The kingdom of heaven

within," and as it is a spiritual kingdom,
the heart,

bat

leads to his mansions of rest and peace.

These holy Scriptures are "profitable for doc-

trine, for reproof, for correction, for instruc-

tion in righteousness; that the man of God

may be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all

good works."

It must therefore be either egregious vanity

or daring im|)iety for any to claim that they

_ ghtly understand and expound the

thoughts and spiritual meaning intended to

be conveyed in the discourses and teachings

of the Son and Sent of the Father by their

natural intellectual powers, unless, in their

measure, they are brought under the en-

lightening influence and practical govern-

ment of the Spirit with which He carries on

his woik in the hearts of his true born chil-

dren. In hke manner the things writti n by

inspired men aforetime, for our learning,

"that we through patience and comfort of the

Scriptures might have hope," can be rightlj'

willingly— II xie interpreted, theirspiritual raeaningeffectually

ickness, go with
I
discerned and applied, only by the same Spirit

that gave them forth. "For what man
knoweih the things of man save the spirit of

man which is in him? Even so the things of

God knoweth no man, but the S|)irit of

God."
By study and research wo may acquire a

superficial knowledge of the events, iho his-

loiy, the customs and other like outward

things recorded in the Scriptures, and a literal

knowledge of the precepts and doctrines

therein expressed ;
but there is nothing can

i< for us the saving truths, the heavenly

mysteries of the gospel of Christ, but the

Spirit of Him who hath the key of David,

the Lion of the tribeof,Iudiih; and He thank-

ed his Father that He bad hid these things

Irom the wise and prudent and revealed

them unto babes. As it is thus only that the

Scriptures can make us wise unto salvation,

—through living faith in Christ Jesus as re-

vealed to the hidden man—so the religious

performances of the outward man however

.specious unless they spring from the same

source, and are accompanied by the regener-

ated will and affections of the inner man, can-

not be acceptable to the Searcher of hearts;

for "All things are naked and opened unto

the eyes of Him, with whom' -vv.o have to do."

Well may we then reverently fet.urn thanks

unto our Father in heaven for his 'tinspeak-

ble gift" of the Holy Spirit, purchased for us
its laws are spiritual, written .„ , „-- ., . -

.

for the control and regulation of the hidden by our adorable Eedeemer when He poured

^_„ lout his soul unto death, and made the pro-
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pitiatory sacrifice for the sins of the whole
world; a measure of which Grace is given
unto every one, to profit withal. The Scrip-
tures are an invaluable blessing, for the right
estimation and use of which we must render .Severa

The Orleans Railway Company have been notified
that railroad traffic in the North of Spain is interrupted
by the Carlist insurrection. The Spanish companies
advise merchants to forward no more freight at present
s tlie running of regular trains has been suspended!

,

'everal trains have been fired into by the Carlist.s, and
an account; they are they which testify of obstacles placed on the track.

Christ, and that it is He alone that can give
the hidden man the life that is eternal. Long
before the Scriptures of the New Testament
were written, Jesus said to the people about
bim, "If ye love rae keep my commandments."
"Ho that hath my commandments and keep-
eth them he it is that loveth me." 'If ye
continue in my word then are ye my disciples
indeed." "The words that I speak unto you.
they are spirit and they are life." It remain
eth to be so down to the present day. "The
Word of God [inwardly revealed] is quick
and powerful ami .sharper than any two-edged
Bword, piercing even to the dividing asunder
of soul and spirit, and of the joints and mar-
row, and is a discenier of the thoughts and
intents of the lieart," and it must therefore be
the primary rule of faith and practice. Noth-
ing therefore is of so much consequence to
each one of us, as closing in with the mereit''ul

visitations of this holy Spirit and having the
hidden man created anew by its almighty
power. They that are the sons of God^are
led by the Spirit of God. George Fox says:
"The Lord God opened to me by his invisible
power, how every man is enlightened by the
divine light of Christ. I saw it shine through
all, and that they that believed in it, came out
of condemnation, to the light of life, and be-
came the children of it; but they that hated
it and did not believe in it, were condemned
by it, though they made a profession of Christ.
This I saw in the pure openings of the light,
without the help of any man ; neither did I
then know where to find it in the Scriptures;
though afterwards searching the Scriptures 1

found it. For I saw in that Light and Spirit
which was before the Scriptures were given
forth, and which led the holy men of God to
give them forth, that all must come to that
Spirit if they would know God or Christ or
the Scriptures aright, which they that gave
them forth, were led and taught by."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—A telegraphic dispatch from Cadiz to
London, confirms the report that it was the Spanish
steamer Miirillo which ran into and sunk the emigrant
ship Northtieet, ofiDiingeness lighthouse, on the night
of the 22d ult. The steamship, however, was not sunk
herself, as was at one time believed, but has arrived at
Cadiz in safety. Her destination was Lisbon, for which

of Cuba has recently been taken, wli
places the total population of the Island at 1 399 i

there being 763,176 white.s, 238,927 free colored^ 362,_.„
slaves, and 34,420 Asiatics. In 1867 the population of
Cuba was reported to be 1,414,508. The insurrection
in the eastern end of Cuba has probablv interfered with
getting an accurate census in that part of the island.
The Italian government has promulgated a decree
hereby the State takes formal possession of si.-cteen
invents in Rome.
William C. Lunalike has been elected King of the

Sandwich Islands. The election was held on New
Years' Day, after an endorsement of the claimant by a
majority of the Legislative Assembly. The new king

old. He was elected unanimouslv by a vote
of the people.

A fire broke out on the first inst., in the Central block
oi the Koyal Military Academy at Woolwich, and was
not extinguished until the whole block had been de-
stroyed.

A London dispatch of the 2d>av3 : The British I.sles
were visited last night by one of tlie most violent storms
ever experienced. Snow fell to an extraordinary depth
in the city and country, and to-day it is six inches deep
in the streets of London. The omnibu.ses and cabs have
ceased running, and scarcely a vehicle of any descrip-
tion has been seen in the streets all day. In the north
the snowfall was much heavier. A gale raged with great
fury all around the English and Irish coasts. Many
wrecks have been reported, attended with a fearful loss
of life.

Communication between San Sebastian and the
terior of Spain has been entirely interrupted by the
Carlists. There is no communication with Bilboa, ex-
cept by .sea, and an attack on that city by the Carlists it

feared. A Carlist band was attacked" by a force of the
royal troops and maintained their position after a fight
of three hours. The insurgents claim the result as a
victory.

A Berlin paper shows that the Russian forces i

Central Asia are strong enough to defv anr attempt of
the British to check their progress.
The Sultan of Turkey is expected to be present at the

opening of the great Vienna Exhibition.
A London dispatch of the 4th says : Numerous wreck:

are reported on the English, Scotch and Irish coasts,
but no American vessels are vet mentioned.
London, 2d mo. 3d.—Consols 92J. U. S. bond.s, 1867

94
;
ten-forty 5 per cents, 92i ; new fives, 91.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 10 a lOJd.; Orleans,
10} a lOfff. Breadstuffs firm and wheat higher
A terrible earthquake has occurred in the island of

Samos, causing great destruction of property and loss
of life. "

^

President Thiers attended the silting of the Com-
ittee of Thirty on the 3d inst., and presented his views

on the constitutional project which the Committee sub-
mitted to hira. He said the scheme contained ill-dis-
guised attacks on himself, but be would accept it if cer-
tain amendments which he declared indispensable were
adopted. He urged the necessitv of being free to ad-
dress the Assembly on questions of general policy.
United States.— 3Iiscella7ieous.— The House of

r/s' iL^lf^ ""??' ^'"
1

"°" T"""= "'''' '''""''"' '^^
I

KepreVentativTsrbv a yTt^of iTf to 61 rejected the billwas signalled not to land, as there is an extradition |for the admissioUf Colorado into the Union
The India rubber trade of the United States has

rapidly increased during the last ten years. In 1872
the imports of India rubber into New York from South
America amounted to 11,860,920 pounds.
The exports of cheese from the United States, in 1872,

amounted to 06,204,025 pounds, valued at $7,752,""
In 1860 the exports were oiilv 15,515,799 j)ounds.
The Public debt, less cash in the Treasury, amounted

on the first inst. to §2,162,658,581. having increased
5;406,243 during the month preceding.
The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered
"S, including 106 children under ten years. There

were 48 deaths of consumption, 33 infiammation of the
Uings, and 15 old age. The mean temperature of the
First month, by the Pennsylvania Hospital record, was

68 deg., the highest during the month 59 deg., and
the lowest 2 deg. The amount of rain and melted snow
for the month was 6.04 inches. The average of the
mean temperature of the First month for the past 84
years is 31.32 deg., the highest mean of temperature
during that entire period was in 1790, 44 deg., and the
lowest in 1857, 22.37 deg.

treaty between Portugal and Great Britain, under which
the officers would have been surrendered lo the Bril
authorities to answer the charges brought against tht..,.
She consequently put to sea again and proceeded to
Cadiz, as there is no extradition treaty between Spain
and Great Britain. The Murillo susta'ined no damage
by the collision.

It is reported that the American bankers of London
loaned Louis Napoleon £200,000 to faciliate a coup he
was meditating, and that since his death the money has
been returned to them.
The Committee of Thirty of the French Assemblv,

after passing a resolution affirming their power lo deal
with the constitutional questions which they have taken
in hand, adopted aaiendtnents to the decree proposed
by the sub-commj'iee which provide for the creation of
a second legislative chamber, for a new electoral law
and for restiicting the President's privilege of address-
ing the Assembly on occasions when bills are before it.

When these propositions were submitted to President
Thiers, he informed the Committee that he could not
accept them.

The interments in Boston last week were 1:

which 42 were from small pox.
The report of the Department of Agriculture

comparative numbers of the different kinds of
animals as shown by careful estimates, annually
by county correspondents, shows a small increase!
horses, cattle and sheep of the entire countrv, whi
number of hogs nearly reaches the total of fast ve
A dispatch from London says that the new "fiv

cent, funded loan of the United States is selling i

Stock Exchange at half per cent, premium befor
opening of the books. Subscriptions are comh
rapidly from both Europe and the United States.
Me Markets, &c.—The following were the quota

on the 3d inst. New IVA. — American gold,
U. S. six per cents, 1881, 118} ; ditto, 1867, 116.V

; d
10-40 5 per cents, 115. Superfine flour, $6.60"a $:
State extra, §7.60 a S7.75; finer brands, j8 a
White California wheat, S2.15 ; white Michigan, $
red western, S2.03 ; No. 2 Chicago spring wheat, $J
No. 3 do., jl.54. State barley, 85 cts. Oats, .53

cts. Western mixed corn, 64J cts.; western wliite,
els.

; .Jersey yellow, 61 a 62 cts. PhUadelphia.—,
dlings cotton, 2U a 22 cts. Cuba sugar, 8J a 9)
Superfine flour,' $4.75 a $5.25 ; extras at $6 a S7
brands, at higher rates. Amber wheat, $1.98
western red, S1.90 a Sl.95. Y'ellow corn, 59 a
Oats, 46 a 50 cts. Smoked hams, 12i a 13 cts. I

, et.s. Clover-seed, 9} a ^ cts. per lb.

cattle were higher, .sales of 2,100 at 9 cts. per lb.
{

for choice; extra 8 a 8i cts. ; fair to good, 7 a 7}
and common, 4 a 5J cts per lb. gross. About i

heep .sold at 8\ cts. per lb. gross for choice, and !

cts. for fair to good. Corn fed hogs, $7.25 per lOO
net. Receipts 5,000 head. Chuago.— 'So. 1 sp
wheat, $1.31 a ,*-1.32 ; No. 2 do., $1.25. No. 2
corn, 30J cts. No. 2 oats, 25.i cts. No. 2 rye.
No. 2 barlej-, 72 cts. Lard, $7.30 per 100 lbs. St. L
—Superfine flour, $5.50 a §6. No. 2 mixed corn,
cts. No. 2 oats, 29 cts. Rve, 78 a 79 cts. Cii
—Family flour, $8.25 a $8.50. Wheat, $1.73 a $
Corn, 41 cts. Oats, 30 a 39 cts. Rve, 86 j

Lard, 7i cts

Received from Friends of Rancocas Prepari
Meeting, on behalf of the Freedmen, $30.

A second edition of " The Hhtory and Generul (

olgue of Westtown Boarding School" has been i.se

A number of errors occurring in the former edr
have been corrected, and all admissions to the pre
time, included.
For .sale at Friends' Book Store and at the Schot

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE
JVear Frankford, [Twenty-third Ward,) Philade/ph
Physician and Superintendent—Joshua H. Woi

INOTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients ma

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boat
Managers.

Died, at his residence in Greenwood, Columbii.
Pa., Joseph Heacock, on Ihe 13th of 11th mo. la
member and elder of Greenwood Particular and Mu
Monthly Meeting, in Ihe 81st year of his age. He
firmly attached to the principles of Friends as liek
our worthy predecessors, and often expressed the
sire he felt that the rising generation might p

"

privileges they enjoy. He passed away as one fal
asleep, and we believe it may be truly said, he
gathered as a shock of corn fully ripe.—

, at Ihe residence of her brother-in-law. Will
Cresson, in Conshohocken, on the morning of the 1

ult., Lydia Leedo.m, daughter of the late Jonat
Leedom, a member of the late Southern Dial
Monthly Meeting in this city.

, on the morning of the 27th of 1st mo. 1

the 96th year of her age, Susanna Maun, a mem
of VVhiteland Particular and Goshen Monthly Meet;
Chester Co., Pa. She retained her mental faculties
impaired, almost to the close of her protracted pilgr
age, and though for several years she was unable
attend our meetings, she continued to feel a lively
terest in them. Though she often felt longings to
part, yet she seemed desirous of being preserved
patience until the Master's time should come. A
days prior to her decease her petitions for mercy i

acceptance were fervent, saying she had nothing of

:

own lo trust to.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINT^^
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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'he following letter of James Pemberton
88 further details in regard to some of the

urreoces of this period, which have been

iviously alluded to.

James Pemberton to Samuel Fothergill.

Pliiladelpliia, 15th of 9th mo. 1757.

Dear Friend, * * * By the papers here-

Lh sent thee, thou mayest observe a peace

th been concluded between the Delaware
Hans on our northern frontiers, and this

vernment, for which we have cause to be

mbly thankful to that Divine arm in which

me is protection and safety, and which re

irkably interposed in the course of these

[iferences.*

In the Fifth month last a treaty was held

Lancaster with a number of the Five Nation

dians who had come down, in consequence

an invitation from the Government, to at-

ad the proposed treaty with the Delawares
lich it was expected would have been held

rly in the spring, but that king [Tedyus-

ng] had not been able to accomplish his

siness of collecting the several tribes who
3re interested in the matter. The views of

r politicians were greatly frustrated in the

me of that treaty, as they fully expected

e Five Nations would have undertaken to

LVe confirmed the land purchases and chas-

sed the Delawares for their complaints, but

I the contrary they avoided [them] and

ted with as much policy and more candor

* The importance to the Province of a satisfactory

,ue of the Treaties held at this time with the Eastern

ilawares, may be judged of from the accounts pre-

rved of the ravages which were then being commit-

i upon the back settlements by the affiliated bands

Gated upon the Allegheny and Ohio, under the influ-

,ce of the French. "The counties of Cumberland,

srks, Northampton and Lancaster were, during the

ring and summer months of 1757," says Thomas F.

jrdon, " kept in continued alarm, and some of the

vage scalping parties were pushed on to within thirty

iles of Philadelphia." "Incessant anxiety pervaded

'ery family in the counties we have mentioned." " The
ound was ploughed, the seed sown, and the harvest

ithered, under the fear of the tomahawk and the rifle,

iany of the richest neighborhoods were deserted, and
roperty of every kind given up to the foe."

than themselves. These poor people after

being long detained much to their loss, many
of their principal men, and some of those we
could place the most confidence in, were taken

off with the small pox; yet they went home
pretty well satisfied. A great number of

Friends attended this treaty from various

parts of the country, and such as staid the

conclusion of the business, had good satisfac-

tion, though it could but be discovered that

our Governor, and those about him, were dis-

gusted at their being there, which was more

apparent when the Committee from our

Friendly Association, on the approach of the

late treaty at Easton, went to inform him, as

heretofore, of our desire of contributing our

endeavors towards the progress of that busi-

ness, in the manner he had before approved

of. Oq their delivering their errand he ac

quainted them, as he expected a message of

this kind from them he had prepared an an

swer, a copy of which is herewith sent thee

This gave occasion for the Address* and an

opportunity of vindicating our conduct from

the unjust aspersions which had been indus-

triously thrown out against us, and although

he had given a kind of prohibition to the ap

pearance of Friends at the treaty, or of giving

the Indians any presents, &c., yet many, on

consideration of the matter, could not hold

themselves excusable entirely to decline their

attendance, more especially as we were con-

vinced the Indians would be gi-eatly disap-

pointed, and we had reason to suspect a de-

sign of avoiding to settle matters in a manner

the importance of them required, and many
nstances of their conduct in the progress of

the business gave convincing proofs they were

not groundless.f Our friend John Hunt hath

* In the report given by some of the Trustees of the

Friendly Association, of the treaty held at Easton in

the 11th month, 1756, they say that at the close of the

treaty " Six of the trustees waited on the Governor, and

respectfully acknowledged his integrity and candor in

the public transactions, and expressed our pleasure^in

the prospect of a happy : the conference. The

Governor received us with great openness and apparem

satisfaction, thanked us for our company, and said he

was glad we were there, and that his conduct had afford-

ed us the satisfaction we had expressed, and he should

endeavor to agt so upon all occasions in the aflairs of

the Government, as to entitle him to our esteem," &c.

The alteration in his feelings towards Friends in the

following eight months, is no doubt partly attributable

to the infiuence of some of the Proprietary party - '

dealings with the Indians were then being brought to

been an eye witness to this, and our kinsman

William Logan, who for a long time hath had

difficult situation to fill, is so much ashamed

the conduct of our Ministry [the Governor's

Council] the pretended friends of the Proprie-

taries, that he hath insisted on a protest

against their proceedings to be entered on the

minutes of the Council.

As to the situation of public affairs, they

ire remarkable for the confusion that attends

them. None of the attempts in a military

way have answered the expectations of the

people, but on the contrary every thing they

have yet done hath contributed to strengthen

the French. As accounts will be sent by the

public papers, I do not incline to be particu-

lar on the subject, further than just to remark

that in proportion to the increase of these

luraults, so necessarily advance the trials

and probation of Friends, and amidst all the

gloomy prospects none occasion more sorrow-

ful reflections than the present state of the

church, many of whose members by the long

enjoyment of days of ease and tranquillity,

have become too insensible of the dignity of

their calling, and in this day of trial start

aside. Several of the worthy laborers who

have been sent amongst us have in the course

of their travels forcibly felt the states of the

people, and have proclaimed the necessity of

being roused from their lethargy and to pre-

pare for trials, that they might not be over-

taken as on a sudden. Was more regard paid

to such messages the testimony to the Prince

f Peace would remain less violated than hath

been too visibly the case lately. * * Amidst

these calamitous circumstances it affords mat-

ter of rejoicing that the extendings of Dmne
reo-ard are so signally manifested by the mes-

engers of the gospel being sent amongst us

to entreat, if possible to prevail with us to

accept of the offers of real happiness. We
have now six European ministers m these

parts the company of all of whom we expect

at our approaching Yearly Meeting. J- Hunt

hath spent most part of the summer (while

C. Wilson was in New England) in this Pro-

vince where his ministry and labors other-

light. Another reason was the jealousy of the British

Ministry of the influence of Friends with the Indians,

as shown by the remark made by a certain nobleman,

that they " had presumed to treat with foreign princes,

or by acting as moderators, between the Government

and the people, had invaded the king's prerogative."

In the address referred to, the Trustees point out the

care which they had uniformly taken to give no just

cause of offence, and remind the Governor of the con-

sent and approbation heretofore given in the successive

steps of their undertakings by himself and his prede-

cessor, Governor Morris.

t At this treaty Tedyuscung insisted that a Secretary

should be appointed on his behalf, to record the pro-
1

that,

ceedings, &c., having observed that at the Treaty atjonec_
_ _

Easton, in the 11th month previous, the Secretary then name, signifying ine

acting ceased writing while he was making certain com-

plain! against the^ Proprietaries. This apparently

very reasonable proposition was debated four days

but was finally acceded to. Tedyuscung chose Charles

Thomson as his Secretary, of whose character he had

conceived a favorable opinion on a previous occasion

It has been incorrectly stated that Friends had induced

Tedyuscung to make this request. Under date of 7th

mn -^Ist. Israel Pemberton writes to his wife, Tedy-

g to the Commissioner's lodg-

tended to insist on having a

.. 21st, Israel Pemberton

uscung came this morning t

ino- and told them he intei - ,,,.,-
clerk to take minutes of all that passed, and that before

the breaking up of every meeting the niinutes shou d

be read, and he should be satisfied that they were truly

taken ; and declared this proposal was the result of his

own resolution, and what he intended to have proposed

last fall, and not the eflect of any advice given him.

The conduct of Charles Thomson on this occasion so

<>.„,„ th^n ' nnme. simifving " The Man of Truth.
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wise have been very acceptable, and I havi
no doubt they will have their service in their
different gifts.

Israel Pemberton to Samuel Fothergill, Thomas
Gawthorp, Abraham Farrington and Mor-
decai Yarnall.*

Philadelphia, 6th of 4th mo. 1758.

Dear Friends,— I cannot in person salute
you at your approaching Yearly Meeting,
which I have seriously thought much of
doing, yet I am not willing to let this favor-
able opportunity slip without a short salute
of this sort, sincerely desiring you may by
the gracious condescension of Divine regard
be favored with the renewed instructions of
true wisdom

;
then will your meetings produce

the reward of true peace to yourselves, and
tend to the edification of others

; and surely it

is a time to fervently desire this may be the
centre of our views. The variety of increas-
ing commotions, both from within and with-
out, will otherwise unsettle us and remove us
from the true foundation, a foundation too
deep for many to dig to, and hid so far out of
their sight, they can scarcely believe it to be
what and where it is; yet thanks be given to
the great Preserver, there are some who know
and feel it underneath

; and their faith is at
times revived that they shall be kei>t thereon,
though the discouragements are frequent, and
many; and not a little increased by the sowr
leaven, which has been mixed in our bread, so
that it can scarcely be said as formerly, " Ye
being many are one bread."
The workings of Infinite "Wisdom are be-

yond our conception, and he can and will per-
form his will in his own time and way ; happy
should we be, if we would patiently wait for
it, but alas! may many of us say: weakness
and corruption are all we can call our own
how then shall stability and purity be es
pected from us ? Yet now and then we are
capable of seeing and feeling that our help i_

laid on One that is sufficient, and in him we
ought to trust. We have abundant cause to
acknowledge this, not only from our experi-
ence as individuals, but the more public dis-
play of Divine regard in blessing our weak,
though well designed endeavors, to promote
the kingdom and interest of the Prince of
Peace, in the way most agreeable to his own
direction and precepts. The minutes sent by
this conveyance, which John Fothergill will
have a copy of, will inform you in general of
the good effects of the pacific measures which
have been pursued towards regaining the
friendship of our enemies and their allies, and
I may just add thereto that the Indians in
private informed us, that the name of Friends
had reached those distant nations and en-
gaged them to join in this friendly alliance.
Have we not, then, great cause to be thank-
ful that such an opportunity is given us of
showing what our principles are? I heartily
wish I could say we more generally improved
it, and were willing to join hearts and hands
therein.

If from the view you have there of our pro-
ceedings, any thing could be said to excite
our attention to and progress therein, it might
probably strengthen the good resolutions of
some, and silence the cavils and open the
hearts and purses of others. It seems now to

some of ns, to become a concern more and
more interesting, both with respect to our
present and eternal advantage. Their case
is like that of the Macedonian, whom the
apostle saw crying " Come over and help us,"
and if we decline it, there are others ready,

•t is to be feared will administer whatwho
thej' call help in such manner as will be last-

ingly hurtful ; an awakening consideration
this should be to us.

The affairs of our Society in general are not
considerably changed by any late occurrences.
They are now levying the Provincial tax for

this year. At the last elections, the number
of Assemblymen bearing our name being in-

creased, and those appointed to levy, assess,

and collect the tax being generally such,
brings an increasing weight on us who can
not pay it: to be obliged "by our brethren to
riolate the testimony we apprehend Truth
hath required of us or to suffer for it, appears
inconsistent with that unit}' they would still

represent to be maintained, and with that
fundamental liberty of conscience absolutely
essential to the support of the principles we
profess : to regulate this matter here other-
wise than by patient suffering seems at pre-
sent impossible; whether any thini; can be
done towards it by you is worthy of deep and
solid attention. * * *

LP.
CTo be coDtinued.)

* The last two named Friends were members of
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, then on a religious visit
in England.

Consecrated Looking-Glasses.

CCoDclnded from page 199.)

3. Again, it is childish; a stooping to trifles.

The lady who puts on a diamond ring, and
then carefully takes her glove off at the pub-
lic assembly, is simply acting the ro/e of the
nursery. She is indulging the most infantile
of all vanities, the vanity of self-decoration,
vanity seen to prevail among the blacks of
Central Africa and among barbarians gener-
ally. It is nothing in her favor that she ex-
hibits the jewel. It does not prove a noble
character, or betoken cultivation or genius;
it does not even show the small glory of the
possession of wealth ; for it is a common thing
for jewelry to be worn, where, in order to
wear it, grinding penury is borne. I do not
dwell on the folly of personal decoration from
a worldly stand-point, or I might show that
the beautiful woman appears the fairest when
in simple costume, and thatjewelry and finery
make the uglj' face the more conspicuously
ugly. I treat the whole matter from a Chris-
tian point of view. I call attention to God's
reiterated command to his children to avoid
display, and, especially to women, to avoid
personal decoration. I show you that it is

exalting the body to the prejudice of the soul,
that it is a fearful waste of time and money,
and that it ill becomes the dignity of Chris-
tian character. The inner life with God natur-
lly rejects these external gow-gaws, and re-

volts at the thought of giving its strength to
the hair-dresser, the mantua-maker, and the
jeweler. A self-decorator loses all the sweet
delicacy and tenderness of the spiritual life—
by a law as irreversible as that the fall of one
scale implies the rise of the other. The self-
decorator is, moreover, as guilty in the sight
of God as the maker of counterfeit money.
She is endeavoring to establish a false mea-
sure of value—to divert attention from her
real worth to a factitious worth made up by
accidents, all of which a wooden statue could
wear as well. The

a deceiver as well as a trifler; and
ceit she leads hosts of weak minds to strn
for pre-eminence according to the stam
of personal upholstery, to the produclic
an incalculable amount ofjealousy, disapp(
ment, unrest, and extravagance, undei
which their weak minds become the we;
and their puny lives the more comple
worthless before God and man. The tj

glories of a woman—her triple crown, wi
makes her power more efficient than that of

Vatican, and constitutes her in her true
normal life the minister of grace and he
to the race—are modesty, truth, and
pathy. All three of these are tarnished
the self-decorator. For modesty, we have
brazen face with which young misses e

stare unblushingly at all they meet; for tn
we have the perpetual lie of fashionable
ciety ; and for sympathy, the headlong plu
after selfish indulgence. I do not speak j

cynic, as one who would morosely deny
proper recreations and light enjoyments t

our natures need as they do air and food,

do I ignore the fact that some noble spi

re faithfully resisting this spreading e'

but, with all these allowances, I see the Ch
tian church violently invaded by this ft

iniquity
;
I see Christian mothers justifyin

on every hand, and Christian daughters di

'nto the vortex by the very hands t

ought to have been thrown around them
protection; I see the influence of this s

decoration by the force of example extend
'tselfover all classes and conditions of socie

like a subtle poison, eating out the life

Christianity and leaving the mere nai

And, seeing this, I can not, as a minister

Jesus Christ, keep silent without becominj
partaker of the sin. It is my duty to wi
Christian women of this foe to piety that tl

are more or less nursing in their heart
in their families, and to urge them to tl

simplicity of apparel which is alone consist*

with a Christian heart, and which will <

help them to be separated from a vain
godless world. Alas! That is the very thi

that so many do not wish ! They
"

world, and separation from Its empty sho
is a sad thought to them. Is there such
soul hero to-day? I say in all solemnity
can you be a Christian ? Are you bound
Jesus the Lord by the blood-bought ties ol

renewed affection ? Have you received
Holy Spirit, the sweet earnest of your heavt
ly glor}'? How can I believe it? How c

you believe it, when you acknowledge th

the world's glittering vanities are your fas

nators? If you realized that you belong
to Christ, that your treasures were laid up
heaven, you would emphasize your sepai

tion from the world—3'ou would take deli

in the company ofthe faithful—and you wou
most cheerfully bear whatever reproach t

gaj' and silly might cast upon you, becau
you shunned their meretricious adornmen
You would rather suffer reproach with t

people of God than enjoy the pleasures off

for a season. Now, I know very well th

some are ready to say, "Poh ! nonsense! tl

is all ranting. Can't we wear fine jewe
and elegant head-dresses and costly hats ai

more? Are we to be like Quakers? Are
the world so wrong? And do not thousand

of good Christians indulge in all this?" Br
dear friends, pooh-poohing and protesting ai

ridicule are not arguments worth a stra
decorator is, therefore, 'against a plain declaration of a divine pri
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. It is your duty to dress with simpli-

and frugality ; and you refuse that duty

our peril. The thousands of Christians

you quote are only a thousand "yous,"

that doosn't help the matter at all. There

i word of God, the spotless trath of heaven

Jet your adorning not be the outward

Ding of plaiting the hair, and of wearing

)ld, or of putting on of apparel; but let it

le hidden man of the heart, in that which

)t corruptible, even the ornament of a

and quiet spirit, which is in the sight

od of great price." Obey that command,
f it leads you to be a Quaker, be

ker.

It, after all, I know that the true place

eform to begin is in the heart. I kno
if you draw nearer to Jesus and behold

more clearly, if you weigh your privileges

im and count the mercies of the Lord to

r soul, if you think of the love of that Re-

ner's heart which now yearns for 3'ou and

to win you closer to itself—then the

Dg-glasses will be gladly brought to the

d and dedicated to his use—then the time

money and energy you have used in self-

sration and display will be spent in the

ntenance of that holiness which is so ac-

table to your God. Then you will have

rage enough to be independent of the

rld's decrees, and you will find a delight

being singular where the singularity is a

ige of the Lord's love.

?he religion of Jesus is not one thing to

poor and another thing to the rich
;

it

, one thing to the fashionable and another

pg to the modest. It is the same to all. It is

f-abnegation, that Jesus may be all in all.

lus has no greater enemy than self. The
f-decorator is giving aid and comfort to

it enemy. In the face of this truth and by

) love of Jesus, I beseech you. Christian

•men, women of the true Israel, consecrate

ur looking-glasses to the Lord.

skill in his favorite pu

success, and ever-wi

coveries he made wcri

especially in the kini:

ism and electricity

5uit8, higher and higher

ening fame. The dis-

lumorous and valuable,

Ired sciences of magnet-

Thoso wen ibodied in

For "The Friend."

Michael Faraday.

(CODtinned from page 196.)

All his spare time Faraday was occupied

th original work. Chlorine had a fascina-

m for him, though the yellow choking gas

raid get out into the room, and he investi-

,ted its combinations with carbon, squeezed

into a liquid, and applied it successfully as

disinfectant when fatal fever broke out it

e ]\Iillbank Penitentiary. Iodine too, an-

her of Davy's elements, was made to join

self to carbon and hydrogen ;
and naphtha-

le was tormented with strong mineral acids,

ong, too, he tried to harden steel and pre-

mt'^ its rusting by alloying it with small

lantities of platinum and the rarer metals;

le boy blew the bellows till the crucibles

elted, but a few ordinary razors seem to

ive been the best results. Far more success-

il was he in repeating and extending some

jperiments of Ampere on the mutual action

r magnets and electric currents; and when,

iter months of work and many ingenious

jntrivances, the wire began to move round

le magnet, and the magnet round the wire

e himself danced about the revolving metals,

is face beaming with joy—a joy not unmixed

rith thankful pride—as he exclaimed, " There

bey go I there they go I we have succeeded

t last."

For year after year the life of Faraday

fforded little variety, only an ever

a long series of scientific papers, 158 of which

are enumerated in the catalogue of the Royal

Society. Among these are thirty series of

" Experimental researches in Electricity," ex-

tending over a period of twenty-seven years.

These his biographer describes as " one of the

most marvellous monuments of intellectual

work, one of the rarest treasure-houses of

newly-discovered knowledge, with which the

world has ever been enriched."

As the fame of his researches spread, many
of the learned societies of Europe and America

brought to him the tribute of their honorary

membership. Altogether it appears he was

decorated with ninety-five titles and marks

of merit, including the blue ribbon of science,

for in ISW he was chosen one of the eight

foreign associates of the French Academy.

When Faraday was asked the secret of his

success as a scientific investigator, he replied

—" Work, Finish, Publish." His habit was

to think out carefully beforehand the subject

on whicli ho was working, and to plan his

mode of attack. Then, if he saw that some

new piece of apparatus was needed, he would

describe it fully to the instrument maker with

a drawing, and it rarely happened that there

was any need of alteration in executing the

order. If, however, the means of experiment

existed already, he would give his assistant a

written list of the things he would require at

least a day before. When all was ready, he

would descend into the laboratory, give a

quick glance round to see that all was right,

take his apron from the drawer, and rub his

hands together as be looked at the prepara-

tions made for his work. There must be no

tool on the table but sucb as he required. As

he began, his face would be exceedingly grave,

and during the progress of an experiment all

must be perfectly quiet ; but if it was proceed-

ing according to his wish, he would commence

to hum a tune, and sometimes to rock himself

sideways, balancing alternately on either foot.

Then, too, he would often talk to his assistant

about the result he was expecting. He would

put away each tool in its own place as soon

as done with, or, at any rate, when the day's

work was over, and he would not unnessarily

take a thing away from its place ;
thus, if he

wanted a perforated cork, he would go to the

drawer which contained the corks and cork-

borers, make there what he wanted, replace

the borers, and shut the drawer. No bottle

was allowed to remain without its stopper;

no open glass might stand for a night with

at Dungeness, on the Gth of June, 18G2, a

committee of the Elder Brethren, of which I

was one, accompanied Faraday to observe it.

We dined, I think, at Dover, and embarked

in the yacht from there, and were out for

some hours watching it, to Faraday's great

delight—(a very fine night)—and especially

we did so from the Varne light ship, about

equidistant between it and the French light

of Grisnez, using all our best glasses and pho-

tometers to ascertain the relative value of the

..ghts ;
and this brings me to my story. Be-

fore we left Dover, Faraday, with his usual

bright smile, in great glee showed me a little

common paper box, and said, ' I must take

care of this; it's my special photometer;' and

then, opening it, produced a lady's ordinary

black shawl-"pin—^jet, or imitation perhaps

—

and then holding it a little way off the candle,

showed me the image very distinct ; and then,

putting it a little further off, placed another

candle near it, and the relative distance was

shown by the size of the image. He lent me
this afterward when we were at the Varne

light-ship, and it acted admirably ;
and ever

since I have used one as a very convenient

mode of observing, and I never do so but I

think of that night and dear good Faraday,

and his genial, happy way of showing how
even common things may be made useful."

A lady, calling on his wife, happened to

mention that a needle had been once broken

into her foot, and she did not know whether

it had been all extracted or not. " Oh I" said

Faraday, " I will soon tell you that ;" and,

taking a finely suspended magnetic needle, he

held it close to her foot, and it dipped to the

concealed iron.

As a lecturer he was greatly admired. The
subject was always carefully considered, the

outline of his discourse written out, with all

the experiments marked and numbered, and

all the apparatus and materials were arranged

on the table in such order that his memory
would be assisted by it. One of his admirers

says he had "an irresistible eloquence, which

compelled attention. His enthusiasm some-

times carried him to the point of ecstasy

hen he expatiated on the beauties of Nature,

and when he lifted the veil from her deep

mysteries. His body then took motion from

his mind ; his hair streamed out from hia

head ;
his hands were full of nervous action

;

his light, lithe body seemed to quiver with its

eager life. His audience took fire with him,

and every face was flushed. Whatever might

be the after-thought or the after-pursuit, each

hearer for the time shared his zeal and de-

light."

out a paper cover
;

fubbish was to be left

(To Qtinued.)

on the floor; bad smells were to be avoided

if possible; and machinery in motion was not

permitted to grate. In working, also, he was

very careful not to employ more force than

was wanted to produce the effect. When his

experiments were finished and put away, he

would leave the laboratory, and think further

about them up stairs.

It was through this life-long series of ex-

periments, that Faraday won his knowledge

and mastered the forces of nature. The sim-

plicity of the means used was often remark-

able, and was indeed one of the manifestations

of his genius. A good instance is thus nar- 1 .-- -

f- ^e r.^;mU\x
rated by Sir Frederick Arrow. " When the'specting them, were the fruisoi: pr.mitiv

r . •<^. . . ^ _. -_i_:u:x.j .1^ nk^iction tAi-— Wilham Evans' Journal.

Selected for "The Friend."

Violations of our Testimonies.

Second month 3d, 1851. Over the Men's

Quarterly Meeting, a feeling of renewed exer-

cise was spread ;
and I thought Samuel Bet-

tie, Sr., was strengthened to call Friends back

from the violations of our testimonies, which

not a few had fallen into, by their conformity

to the changeable fashions of the world.

They were calling plainness in dress and lan-

guage, the reading of fictitious books, and

others calculated to poison the mind with un-

sound principles, and to spoil it through philo-

sophy and vain deceit, little things ; he believed

'the testimonies maintained by Friends re-

Faradav rated by Sir j^reaencK Arrow. »y ucu uuc np^^-ui^g, „„w„, _^--- -- ^ .

growinj'electric light was first exhibited permanently Christianity.- TH^Ziam Evans' Journal
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For "The Friend.

Religious Opportunities.

In Whittier's "Pennsylvania Pilgrim," is a
pleasant description of one of those scenes
which are not infrequent in the families of

Friends, in which a quiet influence gradually
steals over the spirits of those engaged in

social converse, impressing them with a sense

of heavenly solemnity. It is interesting to

note how one mind after another comes under
the influence, till sometimes in a large com-
pany, but one or two will continue their con-

versation, and these will be startled by the

sound of their own voices, rendered pecu-
liarly distinct by contrast with the prevailing

silence.

There are many who can recall such sea-

sons, as having been to them times of sweet
spiritual refreshment. One such occasion now
revives, at which were present two friends

from a distance, who were paying a religious

visit in Philadelphia. The silence was broken
by a dear Friend, who years ago has been re-

moved from this state of existence—this was
the late William Kennard of Ohio. His open
ing words were nearly as follows :

" How
solemn is the feelings when Divine goodness
is pleased to spread the canopy of His love

over us." Most of what succeeded has past
from my remembrance, but I still retain a
lively impression of the spiritual comfort
which it conveyed.
On another occasion, perhaps thirty-five

years ago, a number of Friends, several of
them from the country, were assembled on
First-day evening, in the house of a Friend.
After the reading of a portion of Scripture,

which was an established custom in that
family, the company remained for a time in

silent meditation. Before this was closed, the
door bell rang, and Ezra Comfort and Chris-
topher Healy were ushered in. They had
been together at the house of William Evans,
and the three fathers in the church had been
mourning together over the unsettlement
which prevailed and the troubles that seemed
to be awaiting our Israel. A little reaction
of feeling took place on entering the quiet
circle, and soon Christopher's voice was heard
with words of encouragement mingled with
exhortation.

Whittier thus sr

Selected.

THE EFFICACY OF FAITH.
" And Peter answered him and said. Lord, if it be

thou bid me come unto thee on the water. And he
said, Come. And when Peter was come down out of

the ship, he walked on the waters to go to Jesus."-

Matt. xiv. 28, 29.

The waves were dashing loud and high,
My child looked on with me

;

"Father," she cried, "why may not I
Trust God, and walk the sea ?

" Was it not lack of faith alone
That made the apostle sink ?

By faith, therefore, it may be done

;

Father, what should I think ?"

The Lord bade Peter go, my child

;

And should He thee command,
Thy feet would on these waters wild
Be firm as on the sand.

But life has storms more awful yet,

Waves rougher than yon sea

;

Then do not thou in these forget

That Jesus is with thee.

Care not what others have to do,

What may be or has been
;

But in the path God calls thee go,

And use thy faith therein.

__^^^_ Hinds.

Selected.

of Pastorius :

—

" But best he loved in leisure hours to see

His own dear Friends sit by him knee to knee.
In social converse, genial, frank and free.

There sometimes silence (it were hard to tell

Who owned it first) upon the circle fell.

Hushed Anna's busy wheel, and laid its spell

On the black boy who grimaced by the hearth.
To solemnize his shining face of mirth

;

Only the old clock ticked amidst the dearth

Of sound ; nor eye was raised nor hand was stirred

In that soul-sabbath, till at last some word
Of tender counsel or low prayer was heard.

Then guests, who lingered but farewell to say
And take love's message, went their homeward way."

O, I could fall prostrate and say, Lord for-

give, sanctify, and help me over my difiicul-

ties. " Surely it is meet to be said unto God,
I have borne chastisement, I will not offend
any more, that which I see not, teach thou
me, and if I have done iniquity I will do so
no more." But oh I who can adopt the last

expression ? It is the Lord alone who can
enable any to do it.— T. Scattergood.

THE BATTLE-FIELD.
BY WlLLIAJt CULLEX BRYANT.

A friendless warfare ! lingering long
Through weary day and weary year;

A wild and many-weaponed throng
Hang on thy front, and flank, and rear.

Yet nerve thy spirit to the proof,
And blench not at thy chosen lot

!

The timid good may stand aloof,

The sage may frown,—yet faint thou not

!

Nor heed the shaft too surely cast,

The hissing, stinging bolt of scorn
;

For with thy side shall dwell at last.

The victory of endurance born.

Truth crushed to earth shall rise again

;

The eternal years of God are hers
;

But error, wounded, writhes in pain.
And dies amid her worshippers.

Yea, though thou die upon the dust.

When those who helped thee flee in fear.

Die full of hope and manly trust,

Like those who fall in battle here,

—

Another hand thy sword shall wield,

Another hand the standard wave,
Till from the trumpet's mouth is pealed
The blast of triumph o'er thy grave.

South American Snakes.—In the wet season
serpents are common in the neighborhood of
Par4. One morning, in April, 1849, after a
night of deluging rain, the lamplighter, on his
rounds to extinguish the lamps, knocked me
up to show me a boa-constrictor he had just
killed in the Eua St. Antonio, not far from
my door. He had cut it nearly in two with
a large knife, as it was making its way down
the sandy street. Sometimes tbe native hunt-
ers capture boa-constrictors alive in the forest
near the city. We bought one which had
been taken in this way, and kept it for some
time in a large box under our veranda, This
is not, however, the largest or most formid-
able serpent found in the Amazons region. It
is far inferior, in these respects, to the hideous
Sucurujii, or Water Boa (Bunectes murinus),
which sometimes attacks man ; but of this I

shall have to give an account in a subsequent
chapter.

It frequently happened, in passing through
the thickets, that a snake would fall from the
boughs close to me. Once I got for a few

moments completely entangled in the fi

of one, a wonderfully slender kind, be

nearly six feet in length, and not more t
half an inch in diameter at its broadest p
It was a species of Dryophis. The raajoi

of the snakes seen were innocuous. One c

however, I trod on the tail of a young serp

belonging to a very poisonous kind, the i

araca (Craspedocephalus atrox.) It tur

round and bit my trousers ; and a young
dian lad, who was behind me, dexterously
it through with his knife before it had ti

to free itself. In some seasons snakes
very abundant, and it often struck me
strange that accidents did not occur m
frequently than was the case.

Amongst the most curious snakes foi

here were the Amphisbfenaj, a genus allied

the slow-worm of Europe. Several spec

occur at Par4. Those brought to m
generally not much more than a foot in leng
They are of cylindrical shape, having, p
perly speaking, no neck, and the blunt
which is only about an inch in length, is

the same shape as the head. This pecul
form added to their habit of wriggling ba
wards as well as forwards, has given rise

the fable that they have two heads, one
each extremity. They are extremely slugg
in their motions, and are clothed with sea

that have the form of small imbedded pla

arranged in rings round the body. The eyt

so small as to be scarcely perceptible. Th
live habitually in the subterranean chambi
of the Saiiba ant; only coming out of thi

abodes occasionally in the night time. T
natives call the Amphisba3na the "Mai d

Saiibas," or Mother of the Saiibas, and belie

it to be poisonous, although it is perfect

harmless. It is one of the many curious ai

mals which have become the subject of mytl
cal stories with the natives. They say ti

ants treat it with great affection, and that,

the snake be taken away from a nest, tl

Saiibas will forsake the spot. I once tot

one quite whole out of the body of a youi
Jararaca, the poisonous species already allu

ed to, whose body was so distended with
"

contents that the skin was stretched out t

film over the contained Amphisbsena. I w
unfortunately, not able to ascertain the exa
relation which subsists between these curioi

snakes and the Saiiba ants. I believe, ho^
ever, they feed upon the Saiibas, for I one

found remains of ants in the stomach of oi

of them. Their motions are quite pecul
the undilatable jaws, small eyes and curioc

plated integument also distinguish them froi

other snakes. These properties have evidentl

some relation to their residence in the subte
ranean abode of ants. It is now well asce;

tained by naturalists, that some of the mof
anomalous forms among Coleopterous insecl

are those which live solely in the ne
ants, and it is curious that an abnormal fori

of snakes should also be found in the societ

of these insects.

—

Bates' Ayna^on.

For Preachers and People.

Oh how the most blessed God is neglectec

and his Spirit slighted, by the ignorant cr(

dulity of the present day.

The Scriptures and other records of hoi;

men of old, who were moved by the Hoi;
Ghost, are looked to as the chief means am
power towards the salvation of the soul.

These profitable words about God, his go^
ernment, and the holy living Word Chria
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18, by ill uso are made to hinder rather

1 help to obtain salvation and eternal life,

be bread of Life, the bread of God, the

jg broad is Christ Jesus, not any words

writings about him.

[e is the life of the soul as he is a quicken-

Spirit, not solely as the Lamb of God

ch taketh away the sin of the world.

[e bore our sins in his own body on the

), that wo through him might draw near

tod, receive the Spirit, and by him be m
takers of the divine nature.

)ur sonship to God and brotherhood to

"ist stands in a new nature in becoming

, spirit with Christ, not in words and doc

les, however true and good, about him.

leading, studving, or explaining the Scrip

es will not make a new creature; this is

work of almighty God by his Spirit

;

ther will making them the rule of life, or

, subject of constant reading and thought,

inge"the heart or renew the spirit.

DhV are good, more than good, to point

1 way to where help and deliverance is to

found, but the mighty Living Arm which

ngs salvation is not in them,

rhe letter killeth, it is the Spirit that giveth

!. He that is born of God, Ud by the Spirit,

nding the same rule, and following the same

ng has the substance of all holy writings

latever in himself—the living Word Christ

3U8, the same yesterday, to-day, and for

er.

The first step towards eternal

3ken heart and contrite spirit, but this is a

)rk of the Spirit alone, as is every other

ange leading directly to God and securing

e solid possession of him.

Eeading about others being enlightened or

ptized or filled with the Holy Spirit is only

ofitable so far as it leads to the same ex-

rience in ourselves.

A blessed visitation from him or of him is

anifold more precious than a lifetime spent

reading, writing, or talking about him.

He brings light, life, and power, where he-

re all was weakness, darkness, and death.

His divine beauty and sweetness may be

It, but cannot be declared.

The question may here be asked : Why are

le professing Christians of this age little

ore than a wandering multitude of gazers

jroad, weak, inconstant, disunited, full of

Dinions, imaginations, and vanity, led astray

;ore or less by the false teachers, interpre-

irs, and prognosticators of the day. Why?
ecause the Spirit, the blessed Spirit, which

pides into all Truth, is not their light, life,

nd salvation. Instead of life from and

France, and was so called in compliment to

the Queen of Charles I, Henrietta, its owner.

New Hampshire, first called Laconia, from

Hampshire, England.

Vermont, from the Green Mountains (trench

word mont.)
Massachusetts, from the Indian language,

signifying "The country about the groat hill.

Ehodo Island gets its name from the fan-

cied resemblance of the Island to that ol

Khodes, in the ancient Levant.

Connecticut's name was Mohegan, spelled

originally, Quon-eh-ta-cut, signifying "A long

river."

Now York was named as a compliment to

tho Duke of York, whose brother, Charles II,

granted him that territory.

New .Jersey was named by one of its origi-

nal proprietors. Sir George Carteret, after the

island of Jersey, in the British Channel, of

which he was governor

Pennsylvania, as is generally known, takes

its name from William Penn, the word

"sylvania" meaning woods.

Delaware derives its name from Thomas

West, Lord De la Ware, Governor of Virginia.

Maryland received its name from the Queen

of Charles I, Henrietta Maria.

Virginia got its name from Queen Eliza-

beth, the unmarried, or Virgin Queen.

The Carolinas were named in honor of

Charles I, and Georgia in honor of George

Florida gets its name from Pasquas de

Flores, or "Feast of the Flowers."

Alabama comes from a Creek word signi-

fying "The land of rest."

Louisiana was so named in honor of Louis

XIV.
Mississippi derives its name from that of

the great river, which is, in the Natchez

tongue, "The Father of Waters."

Arkansas is derived from the Indian word

Kansas, "smoky water," with the French pre-

fix of ark, "a bow."

Tennessee is an Indian name, meaning

"The river with the big bend."

Kentucky, also, is an Indian name, "Kain-

tuck-ee," signifying "At the head of the river."

Ohio is the Shawnee name for 'The beau-

tiful river."
, , i

Michigan's name was derived from the lake

the Indian name for a fish weir, or trap,

which the shape of the lake suggested.

Indiana's name came from that of the In-

dians.
1 7 J-

Illinois' name is derived from the Indian

word "illini," men, and the French affix "ois,"

making it "Tribe of men."
'

' Indian

West Virginia gets its name from having

been formed from the western part of old

Virginia.— i\'. American.

f God, if indeed ye be

irelings, that your wisdom comes from above

y the Spirit, not from the earth by the letter.

lemomber ye have to give an account, and

e people look to it that ye perish not for lack

f knowledge.
He that hath ears to hear, let him hear.

—British Friend.

Origin of the Names of Slates.

There is much that is interesting in the

ttudy of the origin of the names of the States

)f the Union, as they are derived from a

zariety of sources. To begin in the geogra-

jhical order, we first have Maine, which takes

^ts name from the province of Maine,

Missouri river.

Kansas is tl e Indian word for smoky

water. » t>t l ^

The derivation of the names of Nebraska

and Nevada are unknown.

Iowa signifies in the Indian language, "ihe

drowsy ones," and Minnesota "Cloudy water."

The origin of the name of California is un-

known.
Oreo-on, according to some, comes from

Oreo-ana, the Indian name of a wild marjoram,

which grows abundantly on the Pacific coast

;

and, according to others, from Oregon, "The

river of the west," in allusion to the Colum-

bia river.

For "The Friend."

llarclay's Life of Jaffray.

(Conliuued from page 194.)

"A Journal of Diary, wherein some things

are observed, making appear the wonderful

croodness of God in way of Providence to-

wards me, and my untliankfulness and un-

answerable walking ;
serving for the further

humbling of my heart, and the engaging

thereof to him for ever.

Jeremiah, xsx. 21. "For who is this that

engatroth his heart to approach unto me, saith

the Lord?" Isaiah, Ixiv. 7. "There is none

that calleth upon thy name, that stirreth up

himself to take hold of thee," &c.

Among some confused thoughts I have bad

on these Scriptures, this was one :—that, for

the bettor stirring up and engaging tho heart

to approach unto God ;
it might be useful for

a believer to be very punctual in observing

all the passages of Divine Providence that

concern him, and those related to him, for

whom ho is making daily supplications and

putting up petitions;—and that these, for tho

belter remembering of them, be written down

and often perused. So, the Lord appointed

Moses, Exod. xvii. 1-i, for a memorial of Am-
alek's destruction, to write it in a book, that

it might be rehearsed to Joshua. It is obser-

vable here, that it was Joshua who was gen-

eral when Amalek wa4 defeated, and yet it

must be written in a book, to be rehearsed to

Joshua. Why? Because God would have

him hereby engaged, upon every remem-

brance of this victory ;
and lest it should be

forgotten, it must be written. Tho like charge

he gives them in Deut. iv. 9, and vi. 12. And
how is their forgotfulnoss laid to their charge,

Psal. Ixxviii. 11, 42, and cvi. 7, 13, 21; they

forgat their Saviour, who had done great

things in Egypt.

My thoughts having stayed a little upon

this subject, I resolved to set down, shortly,

what I could attain to remember of the Lord's

dispensations towards me, both of mercies

and corrections; having weakly sought of

him that this means may be blessed, and

prove effectual for the engaging of my barren

and backsliding heart to him, never to depart

from him any more I

What was his way and goodness towards

me in my younger days, so slothful and slug-

gish have I been. * * * It is a part of

the misery of children, that they are incapable

of observing God's goodness to them in their

younger years. But, much more are they

miserable in this,—that not only then, but

their youth and more perfect age is also, for

the most part, spent in vanity and much loose-

ness ;
and so was mine. Many things might

I here remember, to my shame and great con-

fusion ;—which indeed have been at some

times so remembered by me, to the eternal

praise of the free grace and goodness of God,

who I trust hath blotted them out, and freely

forgiven me. And therefore, I will spare to

mention them ;
hoping, through tho blood of

Jesus Christ, they shall never be remembered

to mo here, nor in the world to come ;—wish-

inc' of the Lord, that the sins of my youth

may be always remembered by me, and serve

for matter of much humiliation to me all my
' nEzekiel, vi. 9, "Anddays ;

as it is pro • , • .

they shall loathe themselves for the sins which
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they have committed in all their abomina
tions." This shame and loathing will be
much upon the heart that is sensible of God's
being pacified towards it. Ezek. xvi. 63, and
xxxvi. 31.

How needful is it for young men to look
back upon their young and tender years,

—

how these were spent in vanity, and many
times in much looseness 1 How few are there
that rightly consider how they are kept un-
derlings in grace all their days! and tempta-
tions many times, for this very cause, are let

loose upon them,—that they have not con-
sidered, nor rightly been humbled for thesins
of their youth. It is said of the wicked. Job,
XX. 11, "Their bones are full of the t-ins of
their youth ;" so may it be, many times, even
with the dear children of God, if they do not
advert to, and consider what they were in

that time of their j'outh. David, in Psal.

XXV. 7, prays fervently for pardon of these
sins; and how few are there that consider
that the very remembering of the sins then
committed, without humiliation for them and
loathing of them, is, in the sight of God, a
multiplying of the same sin upon them. See
this clearly from Ezekiel, xxiii. 21 and 19.

How ftir are right thoughts of this matter
from the consideration of many young fools,

who excuse themselves from these things, as
being but the tricks of their youth

; and thus
notably play the fool, not considering, as the
wise man says, Eccles. xi. 9, that for these
things God will bring them to judgment.
Happy is the young man that begins early to

seek after God, while his mother is his teach
er, Prov. xxxl. 1 ; that timely inquires with
the prophet, Psal. cxix. 9, wherewithal he
may cleanse his way. And, for this purpose,
he should not faint nor be weary, nor mistake
God's dealing, if He be accustoming him to
bear the yoke in his youth. 'It is good,' says
Jeremiah in Lamentations, iii. 27, 'for a man
to bear the yoke in his youth,' when like a
bullock he is unaccustomed to it, Jer. xxxi.
18. I may, if I mistake not my case, speak
something of this from my experience; and
exhort my dear children to walk more warily
and circumspectly in their youth than I have
done. It is not enough to be of mild and
douce natures, and blameless as to public ways
before men. I thought, in some measure I

could say it had been so with me; that for

many years together I had lived in a blame-
less way before men, and had never a thought
all this while of the sins of my youth; or if

there was, it was but a very overly word of
confession, until I was near forty years old

;

and then, and ever since, how have the sins

of my youth been presented to me—how
many times have I been laid in the dust,

upon the consideration of them ! Yet—to the
eternal praise of the free grace of my God, I

desire to speak it—his goodness was such to
me, pitying my poor and weak condition,

that I was not much troubled with thoughts
of desperation; which might justly have been
my case, considering how vile and loathsome
a wretched creature I have been. But all

this while, for some years together, there was
left for me good and solid grounds to have
hope in his mercy ; only some vile and violent
temptations, as messengers of Satan, were let

loose to buffet me. And among other ends,
which 1 conceive the Lord pointed out by
these unto me, was the bringing me more
Dlidly to remember and be humbled for the

been
;
and to make me, in his strength, seek

and resolve more closely to walk with him,
and to make use of that Scripture, 1 Thess. v.

22, 'Abstain from all appearance of evil.' O !

what mercy is it, when the creature is helped
rightly and timel}' to consider, the great ad-
vantage it will be to him, when the case seems
doubtful, to incline to the safest hand of ab-
staining

; and not only then, but to abridge
himself in the extent of his liberty, not coming
near to the out-most bounds of what is law-
ful. For, if he make use of taking liberty to

come this length, he cannot long escape falling

into the ditch ; and how deeply he may be
plunged, ere he recover again, the Lord knows.
Thrice happy is he, that is helped of the Lord
timely and seriously to think of this, and to
make conscience of such abstinence and
abridging, &c."

The Snow Storm in the Northwest.—Ihe St.

Paul Pioneer relates the following incident
among others of the terrible storm which re-

cently caused the death of so many men and
animals.

"A man and yoke of oxen were found
within three miles of St. James. The unfor-
tunate man had driven his team through th
dooryard of a house, passing within ten feet

of a shelter without discovering it in th
storm. He was found only a few rods from
the house, lying partly across his cattle.

"A man and his wife (it is supposed) were
found within three miles of Madelia. It ap
peared that the man had unhitched his team,
and started out to find his house, which was
only a short distance away, leaving his wife
in the sleigh. He got lost in the storm,
perished. His wife becoming alarmed, after

waiting a while, also started from th
and met the same fate. The horses were
frozen. The bodies were found on Friday
We could not learn their name.
"A party of section men were at work four

and a half miles from St. James when the
storm struck them. The party, with one ex-
ception, managed to reach the village alive.

They supposed their comrade had perished,
and on Thursday afternoon they started out
to find his body. After a long search they
found him asleep in a snow-bank, where he
had laid forty-four hours. On being aroused,
the first question he asked was whether break-
fast was ready- He had his shovel with him,
and had dug out in the bank of snow a set of
rooms, which exercise undoubtedly saved his
life.

"Amid all the horrors, there was one pleas-
ant incident. Among the section men men-
tioned above was one who lived several miles
from St. James. Of course he was unable to
reach home, and his wife became alarmed for

his safety, and he was uneasy about his family.
Imagine his joy on Thursday when a shep-
herd dog belonging to him came bounding
into St. James with a little leather bag attach-
ed to his collar, in which was a letter from
his wife containing the joyful intelligence that
they were "all well at home," and asking for

news of her husband. Another letter was
written informing the wife that the husband
was safe and would return home as soon as
he could reach there."

This letter was placed in the leather bag
and the dog told to go home. Away started
the intelligent animal through the fearful

looked for by the waiting wife and moth
The next day the husband reached hot
This same dog was also sent with a letter

a sick neighbor and brought back an answ

For "The Friend

A Call to a Deep and Inward Travail of Spir

The following admonitions from the pen
that wise elder, Eichard Shackleton, are, n
thinks, strikingly applicable to our need
the state of things prevailing amongst us
the present time. " O! that we as a Socie
might be deeply stirred, and effectually hu
bled and aroused from the lethargic state Ie

which we seem too greatly to have sunke
that, submitting to the thoroughly cleansi

baptism of the Lord's Holy Spirit, and then
putting on strength in His name, we mig
again go forth in a measure of the spirit ai

power of the anointed son of Jesse, with t

ensign of " the Lord God of Israel," and wi
the simple equipments of His own preparit
against the enemies not only of our o\
houses, but those also of the unehangeal
Truth as it is in Jesus. Then would the A
Seeing, Holy One again take pleasure in E
vineyard, and the sacrifices and offerings

this people be again acceptable as in earli

days and as in former years:

—

"For my part, my chief labor seemed to

a deep, inward, silent travail of spirit, for tl

promotion of pure and genuine Christiani

among men. I thought, and think it, gre
pity that a religion, which the Son of G(
himself, in the fulness of time, and at the clo

of all previous dispensations, came down
establish on earth ; a religion which he intr

duced into the world, in order that mankii
might thereby be made happy here and her
after; a religion which he taught by prece]
and example, confirmed by miracles,

sealed by his precious blood, shed under n
excruciating tortures—I say, I think it gi

pity and great abomination, that the profe
sion of this pure and holy religion shoul
like other professions in civil life, be made
paltry trade of, and subservient to the pu
poses of avarice, pride, and vain-glory. M
soul is also at times sorrowful that that hoi

flame, rekindled by Divine Power in the hean
of our predecessors of the last century, aft£

ng extinction for many ages, shoul
now burn so faintly and dimly, and appear
be in danger of going out again among ui

Maj' I solemnly say, God forbid ! for, indee(

alone can forbid and prevent ; and
,
my dear friend, individually watch, an

sober, watch and take heed to ourselvei

lest we should at any time be entrapped, an
ter into the temptations of an insidious ac

versary, practising on the remains of corruj:

tion in us; be sober, solid and deep in ou
dwelling, that wo may be preserved fror

being intoxicated at any time with the fur

of our own imagination ; but being religiousl;

temperate and clear, may be favored to se

our several lots and services; to step quietl;

into them, and having done or suffered ac

cording to the Divine will, to the best of ou
understanding, may refer ourselves, and th'

whole of our conduct to Him that sees

judges rightly. E. S,

The Use of Rattlesnakes.—Under the nam^
of "crotalus horridus," the poison of the rat

tlesnake is utilized in homceopathic pharmacy
solidly to remember and be humbled for the storm and snow drifts, and arrived safely at Thompson & Capper, of Liverpool havinj
sins ofmy youth, than ever formerly I had 'home with the precious news so anxiously

! recently imported a number of rattlesnakes
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tracted the venom from the live animals in

followinc; ingenious manner: The reptiles

e in separate comparlments of a case,

3d with a double lid for extra security. A
itaff, fitted with a thick India rubber

at one end, which could be loosened or

latened by the hand at pleasure, was in-

lied through the partially opened lid, and

• opportunity quicljly seized of slipping the

Ip over the snake's head, the loop being im-

diately drawn tight by means of the cord

bched thereto. With a similar contrivance

I tail was next fastened, and the snake

Dg thus securely held, was lifted out of the

c to the floor of the room. A pickle bottle

.taiuing chloroform was then thrust over

;, snake's head, and carefully held in its

pe by keeping time with the animal's efforts

xtricate itself. As the reptile became stupe-

I, the noose was gradually relaxed, to en-

B the lungs to have full play, and when it

)eared powerless, the snake was laid in a

g, narrow box made for the purpose, with

of clear and perspicuous reasoning, of good-

ness and tenderness of heart, of aversion from

all that may tend to pollute and debase the

,
that he who reads and is not made bel-

ter by the book, must be something more or

less than man.

lapertu re at one end, out of which its head
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yected, while the after operation was per-

med. Its jaws were then opened aud fixed,

ithe poison glands were then pressed with

ceps, then with the gloved finger and

imb, while a small-blown graduated phial

s held to receive the drops as they oozed

wly out through the poison faugs. Twenty

jps was the average quantity yielded from

5h snake. The venom is of a straw color,

:ck and gummy in consistency and decided

acid in its reaction on litmus paper. It is

idily soluble in glycerine or water, but is

3cipitated by strong alcohol, the precipitate

mg redissolved with the addition of a little

Iter. Its toxicological properties were fully

ed on a variety of animals. Half a drop

oduced death on a linnet within three

nules after being injected under the wings.

le symptoms produced in all cases were

ry similar.

—

Court Journal.

Testimonies relative to Barclay's Apology,

m sources unconnected with the Society of

lends.—" The soundness and cogency of the

gument-', which 'Shine in Barclay's unre-

ted page,' though often attempted to be

erthrown, remain unshaken, being irapreg

,ble to the assaults of learning and iuge-

lity. The principles laid down in the y1j>oZo(/(/

ing so clearly deduced from ' Scripture and

iht reason,' have stood the test of the

t scrutiny, which men of acknowledged

lents, of the highest order, have been able

apply."

—

Select Miscellanies.

John Bri8ted,of the "Honorable Society of

,6 Inner Temple," in a work on the Society

Friends, containing a very candid examina-

Dn of their principles and practices, and

idicated to his father, the vicar of Sherborne,

akes the following remarks in his preface

ispecting Hubert Barclay and his celebrated

Apology :"

"I must be indulged a few moments in the

squisite gratification of giving ray unequivo-

il and decided opinion of Barclay the apolo-

ist. Thut he was an excellent man, and a

ood Christian, 1 as firmly believe as 1 believe

1 the existence of my God, and in the re-

emption of my Saviour. That his book is

n invaluable present to mankind I am wel

Speaking of the character of the Almighty,

and the relation of the regenerated soul to

him, the Apostle John makes use of this re-

markable language, "God is love, and he that

dwelleth in love dwelleth in God and God in

him." This characteristic of the divine Being,

and the condition necessary for those to at-

tain, who, in their measure, become partakers

of the divine nature, may be said to be incul-

cated throughout nearly the whole of the

New Testament; as are also the terms or

means whereby fallen man may be brought

to experience its truth in himself.

Referring to the indispensable need for and

the effective power of this pure love, our

Saviour told his hearers that all the law and

the prophets hang on the two commandment

'Thou Shalt love the Lord thy God

thy heart, with all thy soul, and with
th all

11 thy

nd;" and ''Thou shalt love thy neighbor as

thyself." He also again and again enjoins

upon his disciples, the attainment and the ex-

ercise of this love, and declares it to be the

badge of discipleship, "A new commandment

I give unto you, that ye love one another
;
as

I have loved you, that ye also love one

another." "By this shall all men know that

ye are my disciples, if ye have love one for

another."

The love then, which is the fulfilling of

the law, and the bond of perfectness, whereby

man is brought to dwell in God, is a very

different thing from the affection or passion

which man may feel and manifest while in

his unregeuerate condition. The divine love

which Christ enjoins, and which we will know

to glow in our hearts if we are truly conver-

ted, justified and sanctified, flows immediately

from Him who is love itself, and the inex-

haustible Dispenser of it to his children,

u^eloved—says the Apostle—let us love one

another, for love is of God, and every one

that loveth is born of God, and knoweth God."

It is evident therelore, that this precious

badge of discipleship, though it may be easily

professed and simulated, cannot dwell in the

heart while it is defiled with sin, or while it

has enshrined in its affections some other ob

ject, whose pre-eminence overshadows the Au
thor of all our mercies. " Ye cannot serve God

and mammon," says our holy Eedeemer ;
and

his loving and inspired disciple, after exhort-

ing not to love the world nor the things of

the world, makes this emphatic declaration :

' If any man love the world, the lovo of the

Father "is not in him."

The great object of the religion of Christ,—

the religion that we all profess,—is to break

man off from the undue hold which his affec-

tions and desires naturally take pf the world

and the perishing things belonging to it
;
to

ssu^red ind feel and know to be true. His wean the heart from every enjoyment that

olume'c^nta ns so much of pure religion, of 1
ministers to pride or vanity, to cove ousness

oundsteiSng morality, of unalloyed, unso- or ambition, to luxury or any other indulgence

Wsticated benevolence, of good solid sense, I that gratifies the lust of the flesh, the lust

of the eyes, and the pride of life," which arc

not of the Father, but of the world ;
and to

substitute therefor the pure love of God, which

is as necessary to the life and vigor of the

soul, created anew in Christ Jesus, as is the

air we breathe to our physical existence.

That the great and needful change may bo

effected, our Saviour invites all who are weary

and heavy laden with the sinful and laborious

pursuit of earthly things, who are sick of the

vexing cares and cloying pleasures of the

world, and long for deliverance from the

guilt and power of sin, to come unto Him and

take his yoke upon them and learn of him;

promising that they shall thus find rest to

their souls. If they obey, his Spirit leads

them to repentance, by his atoning sacrifice

secures forgiveness of past transgressions, and

they continue to learn ofHim, will thorough-

ly purge the heart, and burn up the chaff" with

unquenchable fire; for though one apostle

represents the Almighty as love, another

with equal truth, speaking of his relation to

sin says, " our God is a consuming fire."

It is thus that that love which Samuel

Fothergill describes as "breathed through

Immanuel to the whole heritage of God," is

created, preserved and increased in the obedi-

ent soul, according to the declaration of our

Lord, "He that hath my commandments and

keepeth them, he it is that loveth me." Cru-

cified to the world and the world unto them,

they are '• followers of God as dear children,"

and " walk in love, as Christ also hath loved

them and hath given himself for them," and

with the apostle they are " persuaded that

neither height nor depth nor any other crea-

ture shall be able to separate them fi-om the

love of God which is in Christ Jesus our Lord."

We must not suppose that this love to the

Supreme can bo separated from love to his

creature man, especially for those who are of

the household of faith. " If a man say I love

God, and hateth his brother, he is a liar ; for

he that loveth not his brother whom he hath

seen, how can he love God whom he hath not

seen?" It brings home to the heart the true

meaning and force of the injunction, "What-
soever ye would that men should do unto

you, do ye even so unto them," thus proving

ihat we love our fellow men as ourselves;

while we are bound to our fellow believers

and co-laborers in the gospel, by the deeper

and more endearing tie indicated in the words

of the Redeemer to his chosen disciples, "This

is my commandment, thatyc love one another

as 1 have loved you." How beautifully doth

the apostle portray the fruits of this heavenly

love under the appellation of charity. " Chari-

ty suftereth long and is kind
;
charity envieth

not; charity vaunteth not itself is not puffed

up, doth not behave itself unseemly, seeketh

not her own, is not easily provoked, thinketh

no evil ; rejoiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth

in the truth ;
heareth all things, believeth all

things, hopeth all things, endureth all things."

To be brought completely under the con-

trol of this heavenly charity, is the mark for

the prize of our high calling. Those who
have been introduced into theschool of Christ,

know that the first lesson taught for attaining

to it is self-denial ; a continued opposition,

under the enlightening and strengthening in-

fluence of Divine Grace, to our dearest and

our deepest-rooted carnal inclinations and ap-

petites, while we keep in the strait and nar-

row path cast up, until we are able to say,

e life which I now live in the flesh, I live'The
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by the faith of the Son of God, who loved me
aod gave himself for me." This self-crucifis-

ion must be accompanied with deep humilia-
tion and suffering, but it ends in peace and
joy. Our Saviour said to the two disconso-

late disciples, " Ought not Christ to have suf-

fered these things, and to enter into his glory,"
and under the inspiration of his Spirit it is

testified to his obedient followers, that as the
sufferings of Christ abound in them so their

consolation also aboundeth by Christ. It was
this that made the eminent Apostle to the
Gentiles, long that he might know the follow
ship of His sufferings, being made conform
able to his death.

The triumphant confidence and holy se

renity of those who being " born of God" are
filled with heavenly love, are touchingly ex-
emplified in the epistle wiitten by William
Leddra the day before his martyrdom, where
he says, " The sweet influences of the morn-
ing star, like a flood distilling into my inno-
cent habitation, hath so filled me with the
joy of the Lord, in the beauty of holiness,

that my spirit is as if it did not inhabit a taber-
nacle of clay. Alas, alas, what can the wrath
and spirit of man that lusteth to envy, aggra-
vated by the heat and strength of the king of

the locusts which came out of the pit, do unto
one that is hid in the secret places of^ the Al-
mighty, or unto them that are gathered under
the healing wings of the Prince of Peace?
Under whose armor of light, they shall be
able to stand in the daj' of trial, having on
the breastplate of righteousness and the sword
of the Spirit, which is their weapon of war
against spiritual wickedness, principalities
and powers, and the rulers of the darkness of

this world, both within and without."

SUMMAKY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The earthquake shocks on the island of

Samos, which caused so great destruction of property
and loss of life, continued four days. It has not been
ascertained how many persons perished. The Turkish
government has sent assistance to tlie sufferers.

A Melbourne dispatch of the 4th says, the British
sloop-of-war Basiliska has seized three vessels which
were engaged in kidnapping Polynesians to be sold into
slavery.

The last census of Palestine shows a Jewish popula-
tion of 15,293 souls. Of these 8000 (more than half)
live in Jerusalem, about 4000 in Safet, 2000 in Tiberius
and 800 in Hebron. The remainder, about 400, are
divided between Acco, Jaffa, Haifa, Sichem and Shefa-
Aman.
The Carlist insurrection in the North of Spain is still

active, and the Courrier, of Bayonne, says that no sub-
stantial advantage has yet been gained by the Spanish
forces over the insurgents. The Spanish Cortes have
adopted a bill which makes military service compu"
sory on all. The Cortes has pa.ssed a vote of confidence
in the Ministry by an almost unanimous vote. On the
9th there was a severe storm in Madrid, accompanied
by a heavy fall of snow.
The cholera has again broken out in a violent form

at .several places in Kussia and Hungary.
The new bill for the reorganization of the Prussian

army provides that the term of service shall be twelve
years, three of which shall be spent in active service
four in the reserves, and five in the landwehr.

Prince Bismarck has submitted a proposition to th
German Federal Council for an appropriation of 9,000,
000 thalers each for the erection and improvement of
fortifications at Cologne, Koenigsburf, Wilhelujstadt,
Kiel, and Posen.
The Catholic Bishops have presented a memorial to

the Emperor protesting against the passage of the eccle-
siastical bill now before the Prussian Diet.
The editor of a Posen newspaper has been sentenced

to four months imprisonment for publishing an article
entitled " The battle with God's church."
The proprietors of several colleries in the south of

Wales, who have announced their intentions to import
Chinamen to take the place of the men on a strike, have

received anonymous letters threatening them with as
sassination should they carry out their designs.
There has been' another rise in the price of coal, which

has advanced from 48s. per ton, in London, to 53s.
Many furnaces and mills have been compelled- to sus-
pend work.
The weather in the early part of the month was for

several days intensely cold. It caused great distress in
London and other cities, the poor being unprepared for
weather so unusual in England. It is stated that hun-
dreds of persons were frozen to death in England dur-
ing three cold days.

In the year 1872, the exports of coal from the Unifed
Kingdom amounted to 13,211,961 tons of the value of
£10,443,920. The export included 2,191,346 tons to
Fiance, 2,112,128 tons to Germiny, 926,453 tons to
Italy, 796,055 tons to Eussia, 643,881 tons to Denmark
and 635,695 tons to Spain and the Canaries.
The prorogued session of Parliament was re-opened

on the 6th inst. The members of the House of Com-
mons were called to the bar of the Chamber of Peers,
where the speech from the Throne was delivered by a
royal commission consisting of the Lord Chancellor
and others. The Queen states that an envoy has been
dispatched to Zanzibar with a view to the adoption of
measures for the suppression of the slave trade on the
east coast of Africa. The termination, by arbitration,
of the long pending controversies with the United
States is referred to, and the pains and care of the
Geneva tribunal, and of the German Emperor in bring-
ing about a peaceful adjustment of the difficulties, is

gratefully acknowledged. The condition of the coun-
try with reference to trade and commerce, to the suffi-

ciency of revenue for meeting the public charges, to the
decrease of pauperism, and to the relative amount of
ordinary crime is declared to be generally satisfactory.

In both Houses some of the members made speeches
censuring the government and condemning the Geneva
arbitration. Prime Minister Gladstone made a general
defence of the Royal speech. Replying to the criticisms
on the manner in which the disputes with the United
States had been settled, he declared that if a similar
case should arise, arbitration would be again resorted
to. Honor was not sacrificed, and the fearful horrors
of war had been averted.

In the House of Commons notice has been given of
the introduction of bills providing for the abolition of
capital punishment ; looking to the establishment of a
protectorate over the Fejee islands

;
providing that all

treaties between Great Britain and foreign Powers must
receive the sanction of Parliament; legalizing marriage
with a deceased wife's sister, and providing for the
purchase of the English railways by the government
Jacob Bright introduced a bill for the removal of elec
toral disabilities from women.
London, 2d mo. 10th.—Consols 921. U. S. bonds,

1867, 93f ; new fives, 90f.
Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 9fd. ; Orleans, lOJd.
The trial of the Galway priests for illegal interfer-

ence in the Parliamentary election is in progress in the
Court of Queen's Bench, Dublin.
In France the Committee of thirty and President

Thiers have been unable to agree in regard to the con-
stitutional project, but it is hoped that the breach is not
irreparable. The Debats thinks the Assembly will not
accept all the recommendations of the Committee, and
will ultimately pronounce in favor of Thiers.
The northern portion of France has been visited by

a heavy snow storm blockading the railroads. On the
9th inst. no mails 'from England had reached Paris
during the preceding three days.
Advices from Carlist sources represent that the in-

surrection in Spain is daily gaining strength. It now
exists in eight northern provinces, and is extending to
central and southern provinces.
Madrid dispatches state that King Amadeus has an-

nounced his desire to abdicate the crown of Spain, in
which case he will resign his power into the hands of
the Cortes. In the event of the king's abdication, the
Senate and Congress will go into joint session, and con-
tinue to sit as one Chamber until the throne is filled or
a future form of government settled.

United States.—J/isceWaneoiis.—The interments in
New York last week numbered 573; in Boston 157, in-
cluding 24 from small pox.

_
There were 335 interments in Philadelphia last week,

viz: 62 of consumption, 38 inflammation of the lungs|
13 palsy, 13 disease of the heart, 10 old age and 2 small
pox.

John W. Geary, ex-Governor of Pennsylvania, died
suddenly at Harrisburg on the 8th in.st. the deceased

in the 54th year of his age.

Died, on the 3d of 11th month, 1872, at the residei
r his father, near Columbu,s, Burlington Co., N.
Edwin Wright, in the 35th year of his age, a me
ber of Mansfield Particular and Upper Snrino-fi.
Monthly Meeting, N. J.

i^i l o

, in Camden, N. J., First month 13th, 18
Grace E. Kaighn, in the 79th year of her age, a me
ber of Newton Preparative and Haddonfield Monti
Meeting.

wasin the 54th year of his age. I , on the morning of the 6th inst.,' LticY
During the year 1872, the number of deaths from Chambers, aged 65 years, a member of Philadelpl

casualties in the anthracite mines of Pennsylvania was Monthly Meeting of Friends.

113, beside which 238 persons were maimed or seno
injured. By falls of coal 25 men were killed ; fal

rock, 9 ; explosions of gas, 17 ; of powder, 4 ; crus
12 ;

falling in shafts, &c., 12 ; suffocation and de
from wounds, 34. In the four counties included in
report there was one life sacrificed for every 86
tons of coal produced.
The 18th ult. was .severely cold in the north-

States.^ At Sparta, Wis., the mercury was congea
the spirit thermometer marked 45 deg. below zero.
La Crosse, Wis., 31 deg. below, at St. Paul, Mil
deg. below, Minneapolis, 34 deg. below.
The 30th ult. was extremely cold over New Engl

and the Middle States, the early morning temperal
ranging, according to location, from zero to 36 deg.
low. In the country north and west of Philadelp
within a distance of thirty miles, in many places
thermometers marked from 20 to 30 deg. below z,

It is stated that, with one exception, this was
coldest day for the past 100 years.
A lump of gold weighing over 240 pounds, and wc

about 550,000, has been found in the claims of
Chinese company of Yo Yen & Co., at Moore's J
Colorado.

The Markets, (£c.—The following were the quotati
on the 10th inst. New IVi-.—American gol "

"

U. S. sixes, 1881, 118,1; ditto, 1868, 116J ; dit
five per cents, 112J. Superfine flour, $6.40 a S'6.
State extra, $7.35 a $7.60; finer brands, *8 a 3
White Genesse wheat, $2.25 ; No. 2 Milwaukie s]

$1.70 ; No. 3 Chicago spring, *1.55. State barlev
90 cts. Oats, 54 a 56 cts. Rye, 93 a 94 cts. "\Vest
lixed corn, 64 cts. ; western yellow, 66 cts. ; south
hite, 74 cts. ; Jersey yellow, 61 a 63 cts. PhUadelp

—Cotton, 21i a 22 cts. for uplands and New Orlei
Cuba sugar, 8} a 9 cts. Superfine flour, $5 a $5.
finer brands, $6 a $11.-50. Red wheat, $1.90 a $1.

er, $1.98. Rye, 87 cts. Yellow corn, 59 cts.; wli
65 cts. Oats, 46 a 50 cts. Smoked hams, 12J a 13
Lard, 8J a 8J cts. Clover-seed, 9J a 10 cts. per
About 3400 beef cattle sold at 8 cts. per lb. gross
extra; 7 a 71 cts., for prime, 5f a 6J cts. for fair
good, and 4 a 5J cts per lb. gross for common. Sh
sold at 7 j- a 8 cts. per lb. gross for extra, and 6J a 7
for good. Receipts 14,000 head. Corn fed hogs, $:
per 100 lbs. net. Receipts 8,000 head. Chicagi
Extra spring flour, *7 a $7.50. No. 2 spring wh
$1.22| ; No. 3 do., $1.09A. No. 2 mixed corn, 31i-
No. 2 oats, 26J cts. No. 2 rye, 65i cts. St. Loui.
Winter superfine flour, $5.50 a $6. No. 2 winter
wheat, $1.95 a S1.98; No. 3 fall red, $1.85; N(
spring wheat, $1.31. No. 2 mixed corn, 31 cts. N
oats, 28 cts. Cincinnati.—FamUy flour, $8 a $8
No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.70 a ^1.72. Corn, 41
Oats, 31 a 39 cts. Lard, 7| a 8 cts Baltimon
Southern white corn, 62 a 65 cts.

;
yellow, 59 a 60 (

mixed western, 62 cts. Rye, 90 a 95 cts. Oats, 4

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee on Instn:

ill be held on Seventh-day, the 22d inst., at 10 o'cl
»!•

,

Charles J. Allen,
10th of 1st month, 1873. c/eH

A second edition of " The Hktory and General O
logue of Westtown Boarding School" has been issu
A number of errors occurring in the former editi
have been corrected, and all admissions to the pres
time, included.
For sale at Friends Book Store and at the School

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) PhUadelphi
Physician and Superintendent—Joshtja H. Woro

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.
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James Pemberton to Samuel Fothergill.

5th mo. 2.5th, 17.58.

Dear Friend,—I lately had the pleasure to

seivo Ihy very acceptable letter of 10th of

month : which I esteem a renewed teeti-

iny of thy regard and friendship. The ac-

int we had trom thee was the first of the

sease of our very worthy ancient Friend,

)rahani Farrington, whoso loss to us at this

18 is very great, when weakness so much
avails, and the experience and help of such

thful laborers is so much wanted in these

Meeting for Sufterings and some Friends from

that way, it hath been thought necessary to

mons a meeting on this particular occa-

sion, and at the same time to request the at-

tendance of the Committee appointed by the

Yearly Meeting for visiting the Monthly and

Quarterly Meetings, to enter upon the con-

sideration thereof. They have during the

incursions of the Indians been much exposed,

but as yet, through the blessing of Providence,

none of them have been made captives or

killed ; but are become so much dispersed and

through the weakness of some, from fear and

apprehensions of danger, are not in a capa-

city to maintain the meeting honorably, and

as it is known the Indians have a claim to the

lands they possess, it is thought if the present

measures for an accommodation do not suc-

ceed, they may be likely to suffer : that some

Friends are of the opinion it would be most

prudent for them to remove till ftill satisfac-

tion can be made. Our friend Thomas Chalk-

ley, as appears from his Journal,* sent them

a very loving Epistle on this subject, when

they tirst began to settle in that part of the

country, of which they have been lately re-

minded. [I] hope the best wisdom may direct

in the consideration of this matter ; for al

though there hath been a cessation for some

time of the cruelties of these enemies, yet

from the present prevailing disposition of our

military men, and those in power, we have too

been a favorable prospect of an agreeable issue

to the prosecution of pacific measures, and if

our Government were but as hearty in the

endeavors as the old king appears to be, and

as some of their speeches to the Indians would

insinuate, we might through the continued

blessing of Providence obtain a more exten-

sive alliance and friendship with the natives

than over before. Our frontiers remained un-

molested all winter; a small party this spring

advanced far into the Province, and did some

schief, of which thou will observe some no-

tice is taken in the conferences, and from the

best intelligence hitherto obtained, we find

they were sent out by the French from Fort

Du Quesne
;
[they] made but a very short

stay, and went off unhurt by our soldiery.

s so

We have heretofore been abundantly I much reason to apprehend a revival of con

with instrumental assistance, which, fusion and bloodshed ; the present cry being

is too evident, some of us have not suffl-

intly prized
; and it maj' perhaps be the will

Providence, who knows best in what man-
r to advance his own glory, that the church
ould be tried in another way : that it is our
ty to labor for resignation and submission
the Divine will, and see to our own stand-

gs.*

I scarcely know how to communicate to

ee the present state of things amongst us,

regard to Friends; it is a task too difficult

r me to engage in, and expect some who are

uch abler may take up a pen to do it.

We have lately had printed and distributed

Qongst the meetings in this Province and
e Jerseys, Robert Barclay's Anarchy of the

anters, &c., and we have also now gotprinted
iree thousand of David Hall's "Mite into

,e Treasury," to be distributed, both wh
hope will have some good effect.

The present situation of Friends at Opechan
id Hopewell, a branch of Chester Quarterly
.eeting, requiring serious coasideration, after

conferencj between some members of the

* Abraham Farrington was a native of Bucks Co.,

3nna. He left his home in 1756, to pay a religious

sit to Friends in Great Britain, in the course of which
s had remarkable service, particularly with reference

the discipline. His death took place in London, in

'58. Devonshire House Monthly Meeting issued a
stimony concerning him, which with one from Bur-
agton Slonthly Meeting, N. J., have been published.

biographical notice of him has appeared in this Jour-
il, Vol. XXXIL pp. 348, &c.

to embrace the Cherokees who are come into

Virginia, and some of them, to our great pain,

have been invited into this Province, and fron-

some late accounts we fear have already com
menced hostilities with the Delawares, [so]

that these affairs have for some time past

afforded a dull aspect.

I herewith send thee a copy of the confer-

ences which have been held with Tedyuscung

this spring,! by which it appears there hath

It may appear Strang and unaccountable

* Friend's Library, Vol. VI. p. 108.

t Reference is here made to conferences held with

Tedyuscung and messengers from the Western Indians,

in Philadelphia in the Third and Fourth months, 1758.

At the treaty at Easton in the 7th mo. 1757, peace had

been concluded with ten Indian tribes, living in the

region included by North Eastern and Northern Penn-

sylvania, and Central and Western New York, viz ;
the

Lenapi, Unamis, Monseys and Mohicans, of the Dela-

ware Confederacy, and the several tribes of the Six

Nations. At this treaty Tedyuscung promised to use

his influence to secure the surrounding nations to the

British interest. This promise was fulfilled, and in the

conferences here referred to, Tedyuscung delivered

messages from eight other nations, living chiefly upoc

the St. Lawrence and the Great Lakes, who were de-

sirous of entering into a league of friendship with the

English. These eight nations were described at the

time as follows, viz : the Nalaohewonna, who live back

of New England on the south side of the river St. Law-

rence ; the Cagnawagas, who live some upon the river

Sorrel, and some near the east end of Lake Ontairo

;

the Tawaas and Ottawas, living about Lake Erie ;
the

Mahooas, who inhabit an island in one of the lakes

;

the Twightees (Miamis), who live between the Ohio

and the Wabash ; the Chippeways, who live west of the

Twightees ; the Shawanese, who live some on Susque-

that such a backwardness should remain with

our politicians to embrace the opportunities

which have presented of increasing our friend-

ship and alliance with the Indians, but that

they are blinded and Providence may permit

us to be the instruments of our own chastise-

ment. The Indians act on as political views

as our most sagacious statesmen can do. They

find it their interest to be at peace with us in

rec^ard to trade, and seem to have a natural

dislike to the French ;
but are determined to

have justice done them by the English on ac-

count of their land ;
and from what Tedyus-

cung- says in regard to the doings of the Eng-

lish against the Ohio [Indians], and desiring

it may be left to them, appears to be this:

ihat they are determined to have boundaries

fixed between them and us, and to keep the

lands for hunting, and if our people shou d

succeed against the French, they naturally

conclude it will be a diflicult matter to accom-

plish their designs, and therefore first are en-

deavoring to obtain a boundary with us, and

then unite to dispossess the French; but this

does not suit our ambitious views, and the

Encrlish are averse to restraints, and further

they want the Indians to retract the com-

plaint of fraud against the Proprietary or his

Lgent, which they look upon [as] dishonor-

able, and I believe are now conscious of the

truth of it. What the event of these things

will be we must leave, but it is evident the

way of peace is much hid from their eyes.

Great preparations are now making for the

expedition to the Ohio,* from the present

^^, and some about Fort Du Quesne; the Potta-

fers in the previous letter. The public treasury was

of the visit of these Indians to
riihausted at the time

PhUadetphia, and the Friendly Association
^

:i2t.uVZt::^l TZ^ioa^e, and £100 was

borrowed by the Provincial Commissioners for the oc-

''''*
This exnedition was commanded by General Forbes,

and cons1"t?d of'yeral thousand men. Encounter.
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prospects it appears likely it may amount to

as much as tbe last under Braddock.

The settlement of Wyoming is now so far

going on, that the persons employed by the

Governor left us some days since, and with

them all the Indians which for some time past

were fixed at Bethlehem, and our friend Isaac

Zane, another Friend and some young men
followed last First-day evening; and [as] those

[who] went on behalf of the Governm
were equipped in a military manner, Friends

thought it most prudent to decline going ; but

Isaac not being easy in his own mind, com
municated his intentions to some Friends and
to the Trustees of the Friendly Association,

hath obtained their unanimous concurrence,

and I hope may have it in his power to be of

considerable service, as the Indians have great

confidence in Isaac, and have appeared de-

sirous to have the company of some Friends

in this work.* I have said more on this sub-

ject than I at first intended, but it being an
interesting matter, conclude some account of

the progress of the work of peace may not be

unacceptable.

Our loving friend Samuel Spavold, set out

last week on his journey to New England
He was in and about the city, about three

weeks since his return from the southward,
and his service [has] been attended with evi-

dent proofs of his Master's assistance, and I

hope his honest and affectionate labors will

not be lost.

I might have mentioned sooner, but it then
escaped my memory, that our worthy friend

Ann Moore has been this winter on a second
religious visit to the king's army on the fron-

tiers of New York. On her return homewards
she passed through the city, having two or
three meetings. In her testimony in one of

with the Prench took place on its march, in which a
large number on both sides were slain. The etforts

used to neutralize the western Indians had, however,
been so far successful, that on the approach of the army
to Fort du Quesne, the French abandoned it without
further resistance and retired towards their settlements
on the Mississippi.

* At the treaty held in the 7th mo. 1757, Tedyus-
cung had expressed his intention of settling at Wyo-
ming, on a certain tract of land, "which," he said " it

shall not be lawful for us or our children ever to sell,

nor for you, or any of your children ever to buy."
Upon this tract he hoped to have good houses built,
" such as may last not only for a little time, but for our
children after us." He further said, "We desire you
will assist us in making our settlements, and send us
persons to instruct us in building houses, and making
such necessaries as shall be needful ; and that persons
be sent to instruct us in the christian religion, which
may be for our future welfare, and to instruct our chil-

dren in reading and writing, and that a fair trade be
established between us, and such persons be appointed
to conduct and manage these aflfairs as shall be agree-
able to us." It was in consequence of the desire thus
expressed, and repeated in a formal communication in
writing in the 3d mo. 1758, at Philadelphia, that Isaac
Zane and other Friends performed this journey.
The Friendly Association agreed that Isaac Zane

should " be paid to his satisfaction" for his services in
this undertaking, and that "he may take with him
some carpenters, a mason, an interpreter, and such
other assistants as he may think necessary," and in
case his offers of assistance were accepted by the Pro-
vincial Commissioners, and it should appear necessary
in building the houses or opening a road, he was " au-
thorized to engage workmen and get all such necessary
matters accomplished." The town was finished in 1758,
and was located a little below the site of the present
Wilkesbarre.
One of the conditions of the peace established in

1757, was that the lands at Wyoming should remain
in the possession of the Indians for the use of them,
their children and grandchildren, as long as they and
their posterity should think proper.

them, she gave us a small and affecting narra

five of her visit, expressing much peace and
satisfaction that she had given up to the ser-

vice, having been supported therethrough be-

yond her expectation—through various diffi-

culties; the season at that time being very

severe (the widow of Matthews, the Friend

who was murdered in Virginia, her com
panion). They had a kind acceptance among
the soldiery.

I have exceeded my expectation when I

sat down to write, and have used great free

dora in relating my thoughts, as they have
occurred, some parts especially may prove

ceptable ;
knowing thou art nearly interested

in our welfare hath encouraged me thereto,

not studying method but freedom.

I salute thee with much love and affection,

in which my wife joins, also her mother and
sister and my own and indeed our whole
family, as would many other Friends if they
knew of my writing.

Thy obliged loving friend, J. P.

For " The Friend.'

Michael Faraday.

CCoDCladed from page -03.)

Unlike many of the professed philosophers

of modern times, M. Faraday was a believer

in Christianity. He was a member of the

Sandemanians, a small off-shoot from the

Presbyterian Church, which originated in the

early part of last century. They hold that

the Church should be altogether unconnected
with the State, and that faith is a simple as-

sent of the understanding produced by the

Spirit of God. They have in each congrega-
tion several elders or pastors who are unpaid
men. They believe that on every "first day
of the week" they are bound to assemble, not
only for prayers and preaching, but also for

' breaking of bread," and putting together

their weekly offerings ; that the lovefeast and
"

I of charity should continue to be prac-

ticed ; that " blood and things strangled" are

still forbidden as food ; and that a disciple of

Christ should not charge interest on loans, or

"ay up wealth for the unknown future, but

rather consider all he possesses as at the ser-

vice of his poorer brethren, and be ready to

perform to them such offices of kindness as

n the early Church were expressed by wash-
ng one another's feet.

Faraday was one of the elders, and fre-

quently exhorted the congregation. His wife

was a member of the same religious society,

d to her he was most tenderly attached.

When from home on one occasion, at a meet-
ing of the British Association, ho thus wrote
to her: "After all, there is no pleasure like

the tranquil pleasure of home, and here—oven
here—the moment I leave the table, I wish 1

were with you in quiet. Oh ! what happiness
is ours I My runs into the world in this way
only serve to make me esteem that happiness
the more."
He took no part in any of the political or

social movements of bis time. To politics,

ndeed, he seems to have been really indif-

ferent. It was during the intensely interest-

ing period of 1814—15 that he was on the
Continent with Davy, but he alludes to the
taking of Paris by the allied troops simply

luse of its bearing on the movements of
the travellers, and on 3d mo. 7th, 1815, he
made this remarkable entry in his journal:

I heard for news that Bonaparte was again

at liberty. Being no politician, I did i

trouble myself much about it, though I 8

pose it will have a strong influence on
affairs of Europe."

It is remarkable how little even of his sc:

tific work, was done in conjunction m
others. Neither did he spend time in ru
occupations, or in literary or artistic pursui

Beasts and birds and flowers he looked at, I

it was for recreation, not for study.

His reverence for truth was such that

was not only truthful in the common acc(

tation of the word, but he did not allow, eitl

in himself or others, hasty conclusions,

dom assertions, or slippery logic. "At i

times he had a waj' of repeating the suspicic

statement very slowly and distinctly, with
air of wondering scrutiny as if it had
ished him. His irony was then irresistit

and always produced a modification of

objectionable phrase."

In a letter to the Managers of the Eoi
Institution, resigning part of his duties,

thus speaks of himself: " My life has beei

happy one, and all I desired. During its p
gress I have tried to make a fitting return j

it to the Eoyal Institution, and through it

science. But the progress of years (ni

amounting in number to threescore and te

having brought forth first the period of i

velopment, and then that of maturity, ha

ultimately produced for me that of gen
decay. This has taken place in such a mi
ner as to make the evening of life a blessin

for, while increasing physical weakness
curs, a full share of health free from pain

granted with it; and while memory and c
tain other faculties of the mind diminish,

good spirits and cheerfulness do not dimini

with them."
Gradually, but surely, the end approach!

The loss of memory was followed by ott

symptoms of declining power. The fastf

ings of his earthly tabernacle were remov
one by one, and he looked forward to "t
house not made with hands, eternal i

heavens." This was no new anticipatu

Calling on the friend who had long direct

with him the aflairs of the institution, b

who was then half paralyzed, he had
" Barlow, you and I are waiting ; that is wb
we have to do now; and we must try to do

patiently." He had written to his niece:

can not think that death has to the Christi

any thing in it that should make it a rare

other than a constant thought ; out of t

view of death comes the view of the life 1

yond the grave, as out of the view of sin ( th

true and real view which the Holy Spirit alo

can give to a man) comes the glorious ho]

. My worldly faculties are slipping aw'

day by day. Happy is it for all of us th

the true good lies not in them. As they el

may they leave us as little children trusti

in the Father of Mercies, and acceptii

unspeakable gift." And when the dark shade

was creeping over him, he wrote to the Con:

de Paris :
" I bow before him who is the Lo

of all, and hope to be kept waiting patient

for his time and mode of releasing me accoi

ing to his divine Word, and the great a

precious promises whereby his people £

made partakers of the divine nature." I

niece, Jane Barnard, who tended him wi

most devoted care, thus wrote from Hampt
Court: "The kind feelings shown on eve

side toward my dear uncle, and the rea-

ofters of help, are most soothing. I am thai
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o say that we are going on very quietly;

keeps his bed and sleeps ranch, and we

ik that the paralysis gains on hira, but be-

en whiles he speaks most pleasant words,

wing his comfort and trust in the finished

k of our Lord. The other day he repeated

verses of the 4Gth Psalm, and yesterday

We can only trust

a sot of outline maps, for the use of my school,

which I have accomplished, with much other

labor ;
and for several weeks past, I have been

out to the camp of Kicking Bird, the princi-

pal Chief of the Kiowas, living in their lodges

tl

reat part of the 23d _

it may be given us to say truly. Thy
be done ;' indeed, the belief that all things

k together for good to them that believe,

1 anchor of hope sure and steadfast to the

We are surrounded by most kind and

ictionate friends, and it is indeed touching

see what warm feelings my dear uncle has

sed on all sides."

tVhen his faculties wore fading fast, he

uld sit long at the western window, watch-

the glories of the sunset; and one day,

in his wife drew his attention to a beauli-

rainbow that then spanned the sky, he

ked beyond the falling shower and the

.ny-colored arch, and observed, "He bath

his testimony in the heavens." On 25th

8th mo. 1867, quietly, almost imperceptibly,

me the release.

The funeral, at his own request, was of the

_ple8t character. His remains were con-

iyed to Higbgate Cemetery by his relations,

d deposited in the grave, according to the

iactiee of his Church, in perfect silence.

•w of his scientific friends were in London

;at bright summer-time, but Professor Gra-

im and one or two others came out from the

rubbery, and. Joining the group of family

Ourners, took their last look at the coflBn.

From tbo "Nurraga

Life Among the Indians

Regarding the following letter, received in

le course of an incidental correspondence

ith the writer, as deeply interesting, and as

nbodying valuable information in regard to

le aborigines of our country, whose present

)ndition and future welfare, dependent upon

36 treatment they may receive at our hands,

resents a problem of deep interest to the

.merican people, the solution of which, in

3me way, they cannot, if they would escape
;

elieving as I do that the policy of the pre-

3nt administration, now on trial, and which

he writer of this letter is assisting to carry

ut, is not only eminently wise and humane,

ut decidedly safer and less expensive than

he old one of coercion and injustice; I have

bought best to offer the letter for publication

Q the Weekly, although there is no probability

hat the writer had the remotest expectation

if its being so used. Eth.-vn Foster.

Kiowa Agency, Fort Sill, Ind. Ter., \
12th mo. 26th, 1872. i

Respected Friend, Ethan Foster:

At the time of receiving thy very acceptable

etter, the date of which I do not recollect, I

lad no idea of neglecting to respond to it for

inch a length of time as has since elapsed
;

jut my business was such, making arrange-

ments to leave home for many months, that

t scarcely felt able to write, and after my
iourney, which occupied seventeen days, was

performed, I found other engagements con-

nected with my concern of going among the

Kiowas, to occupy my time pretty fully. As

we are so remote from points where charts,

maps, &c., can be obtained, and the means for

transportation being very uncertain, I under-

took to construct, paint, varnish, and mount,

not feel a freedom to take any weapon w

mo, even to kill game for myself, I have de^

ponded so far entirely upon my rations placed

in the hands of the chief. I have travelled

some hundreds of miles with the Kiowas, by

day and by night, slept among thorn, with no

bed but my blanket spread upon the ground,

sheltered only by the bare, leafless branches

of a tree, and in some instances surrounded

by hundreds of these wild people, who but a

month or two before wore on the war path,

killing and scalping whatever poor white man

fell in their way. At other times, when but

one or two Indians have been with me, the

savage bowlings of the grey wolf have for

much of the night driven sleep from my eyes,

especially when so near that I could hear

their footsteps upon the dry and frosty grass.

I hardly know why I am writing in this way,

as I have through all felt secure and free from

fear—have been favored with good health,

and strength both of body and mind to go

through with what appeared to be laid before

me so far.

The lodges, or tents, of these people, are

very simple, being made of buffalo skins so

tanned as to take off the hair, sewed together

with sinews, and stretched around a number

of poles, placed in a circle, and crossing at the

top The entrance is always on the east side

;

and the bods, of which there are usually three

in a lodge, are formed on the north, south,

and west sides, by laying a pole upon the

ground for the front, filling in behind the pole

with small straight brush fastened down and

generally surmounted by a covering of willow

rods peeled, and laid crosswise of the bed, and

bound together with buckskin, ornamented

upon the edges with a bead border ;
this last

covered with buffalo robes, making a com-

fortable bed at night, and a seat for the day

time, upon which to sit or recline. In the

centre of the lodge is the fire, over which is

an opening for the egr« I of the smoke, which

spreads and fills all the upper part of the

lodge, so that the lower the inmates keep

themselves, the less are they discommoded by

the smoke. 1 have been treated universally

with the greatest consideration and respect

by them, being placed by the side of the head

chief on all occasions where I have attended

him and this, whether amid the Comanche

camps; the Apaches, or the Kiowas; they

all calling me a Kiowa, or big chief, kc.

When I first went among them, many, es-

pecially the young men or warriors, wereshy

of me and evidently suspicious of my object

in comingamongthem; but they have become

familiar with me now, and many are anxious

to learn, but do not yet comprehend the ne-

cessity of much of a change in their mode of

life further than to comply with the requ

ment to give up all captives, and to cease

raiding in Texas.

There have been four white boys brought

in since my arrival here, two of whom had

lost all trace of their language, had forgotten

their names, the names of their parents, and

vthing by which they could be recognized

with an infant in her arms ;
and that a sister

taken with him was killed that night. Some

weeks after they were brought in, a man by

the name of Parsons Friend—a Methodist

minister—came here in search of a grandson,

who had been carried off five years ago, and

.., i.v... thirteen years old. He had traveled

lome fifteen thousand miles, at one time and

another, to get this boy back. He at once

recognized the first boy mentioned as being

bis grandson, and talked with him by an in-

terpreter. Presently he said "Temple Friend,"

which was the boy's name, and though he

had entirely forgotten it, when ho hoard it,

his eyes brightened, and having learned a

little English, he replied "Yes." The old man

then repeated his sister's name, "Florence ;"

ho replied as before, "Yes." Thus was his

dentity proven beyond a doubt. But there

still remains a strange and awful story to tell;

his mother was not killed ;
though shot with

m arrow through both arms and breasts, she

•lasped the Indian who shot her, in her arms,

and he could not free himself from her grasp,

until he cut the cords of her wrists, where-

upon she fell heavily upon the ground, feign-

ing herself dead; he looking at her, and sup-

posing her hold of him had been her death

grasp, took a portion of her scalp and left;

but she making some slight movement, he

returned, twisting the arrows in her flesh,

which she bore without apparent pain; he

then cut off another piece of her scalp,

which she was enabled to endure without

shrinking ;* ho then left her, and did not re-

turn, and she is now living to join in the

family rejoicing over the return of her long

lost son.
, ,. , ,

The mother of the second mentioned boy

was shot with a rifle ball, which killed the

infant in her arms, broke one arm, and sev-

ered the artery above the elbow ;
she falling,

the Indian snatched the two remaining chil-

dren and ran off with them. She came near

bleeding to death; but her wounds being

taken care of by a skilful surgeon, she also

recovered to mourn the loss of her three chil-

dren, and to rejoice over the recovery of this

e, the sole surviving child.

The Indians now promise to behave them-

selves in future, and are returning stolen

horses, mules, &c.

And now, after having written so much, i

feel a freedom to say, that when this concern

to leave my home and my precious family to

go and live with the wild Indians was first

presented to my view, it seemed to be more

than human nature could bear ;
and for many

months I could not think of the subject with-

out shedding tears; but I may say, that it

has been made abundantly easier than I could

have expected. The place where I expect to

remain through the winter is in the midst ot

the Wichita mountains, which thou may fand

represented on the maps in the south-western

part of the Indian Territory. I know but
part

'

ittle of what is going on in the world outsii

One of them told me that his mother was

killed

his father and mother were

the circle of the agency ; taking no papers,

and seldom hearing the reading of anything

except the few books I brought with me. i

hear from my family every time I come into

the Agency, which is a great comfort to me,

but as yet have received letters from no

* However incredible this may appear, it was so re-

lated to the writer; and instances have before occurred

of an almost marvelous power of endurance being vouch-
u Ko waa taken- the Other that of an almost marvelous power oieuuu.au..<=u^.^5

irnd'L^h^r were killed, the latter «afed and ..ercised under similar circumstances,
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others, and would be much plea&ed to hear
from thee and other friends in Xew Engl;
who may feel a freedom to write me. I think
there were some questions in thy letter, but
not having it with me, I cannot answer them
satisfactorily, but think, after being perman
ently settled for the winler, that I shall find
more time for writing, and would be glad to
answer any questions relative to these poor
deluded and superstitious people, which my
knowledge of facts and circumstances relative
to them will enable me to do.
With love to thyself and family, and any

other friends who may inquire after me, I re-
main thy friend,

Thomas C. Battey.

India Rubber.—The tree which yields this
valuable sap is the Siphonia elastica, a mem-
ber of the Euphorbiaceous order; it belongs,
therefore, to a group of plants quite different
from that which furnishes the caoutchouc of
the East Indies and Africa. This latter is
the product of different species of Ficus, and
is considered, I believe, in commerce an in-
ferior article to the india-rubber of Pari
The Siphonia elastica grows only on the low-
lands in the Amazons region ; hitherto the
rubber has been collected chiefly in the islands
and swampy parts of the mainland within t

distance of fifty to a hundred miles to the
west of Par:!; but there are plenty of untap
ped trees still growing in the wildsof the Tapa
jos, Madeira, Jurud, and Jauari, as far as 1800
miles from the Atlantic coast. The tree is
not remarkable in appearance; in bark and
foliage it is not unlike the European ash- but
the trunk, like that of all forest trees, shoots
up to an immense height before throwing off
branches. The trees seem to be no man's
property hereabout. The people we met with
told us they came every year to collect rubber
on these islands, as soon as the waters had
subsided, namely in August, and remained til!
January or February. The process is very
simple. Every morning each person, man or
woman, to whom is allotted a certain number
ol trees, goes the round of the whole and col-
lects in a large vessel the milky sap which
trickles from gashes made in the bark on the
preceding evening, and which is received in
httle clay cups, or in ampullaria shells stuck
beneath the wounds. The sap, which at first
18 of the consistence of cream, soon thickens
the collectors are provided with a great num-
ber of wooden moulds of the shape in which
the rubber is wanted, and when they return
to the camp they dip them into the liquid
laying on, in the course of several days one
coat after another. When this is done the
substance is white and hard ; the proper co
lor and consistency are given by passing it
repeatedly through a thick black smoke ob-
tained by burning the nuts of certain palm
trees, after which process the article is ready
tor sale. India-rubber is known thioughout
the province only by the name of seringa, the
Portiaguese word for syringe. It owes this
appellation to the circumstance that it was in
this form only that the first Portuguese set-
tlers noticed it to be employed by the aborigi-
nes. It IS said that the Indians were first
taught to make syringes of rubber by seeing
natural tubes formed by it when the spon^

in^Twi r '°^ ^''P gathered round project-

not uncommon near Para. After the first
few weeks of residence I ran short of fresh
provisions. The people of the neighborhood
had sold me all the fowls they could spare; I
had not yet learnt to eat the stale and stringy
salt-fish which is the staple food in the°se
places, and for several days I had lived on
rice-porridge, roasted bananas, and farinha
Florinda asked me whether I could eat Tam
andua. I told her almost anything in the
shape of flesh would be acceptable, so the
same day she went with an old negro named
Antonio and the dogs, and in the evenin
brought one of the animals. The meat was
stewed and turned out very good, something
like goose in flavor. The people at Carip
would not touch a morsel, saying it was not
considered fit to eat in these parts; I had
read, however, that it was an article of food
in other countries of South America. During
the next two or three weeks, when we were
short of fresh meat, Antonio was always
ready, for a small reward, to get me a Tam-
andua. But one day he came to me in great
distress with the news that his favorite d
Atrevido, had been caught in the grip of
ant-eater, and was killed. We hastened to
the place, and found the dog was not dead,
but severely torn by the claws of the animal,
which itself was mortally wounded, and was
now relaxing its grasp.
The habits of the Myrmecophaga jubata

are now pretty well known. It is not un-
common in the drier forests of the Amazons
valley, but is not found, I believe, in the
Ygapo, or flooded lands. The Brazilians call
the species the Tamandua bandeira, or the
Banner Ant-eater, the term banner being ap-
plied in allusion to the curious coloration ol
the animal, each side of the body having a
broad oblique stripe half-gray and half-black,
which gives it some resemblance to a heraldic
banner. It has an excessively long slender
muzzle, and a worm-like extensile tongue.
Its jaws are destitute of teeth. The claws are
much elongated, and its gait is very awkward.
It lives on the ground, and feeds on termites,
or white ants, the long claws being employed
to pull in pieces the solid hillocks made by
the insects, and the long flexible tongue to
lick them up from the crevices. All the other
species of this singular genus are
I met with four species altogether. One was
the Myrmecophaga tetradactyla ; the two
others, more curious and less known, were
very small kinds, called Tamanduai. Both
are similar in size—ten inches in length, ex-
clusive of the tail—and in the number of the
claws, having two of unequal length to the
anterior feet, and four to the hind feet. One
species is clothed with grayish-yellow silky
hair; this is of rare occurrence. The other
has a fur of a dingy brown color, without
silky lustre. One was brought to me alive at
Caripi, having been caught by an Indian
clinging motionless inside a hollow tree. I

kept it in the house about twenty-four hours,
It had a moderately long snout, curved down
wards, and extremely small eyes. It remain-
ed nearly all the time without motion, except
when irritated, in which case it reared itself
on its hinds legs from the back of a chair to
which it clung, and clawed out with its fore
paws like a cat. Its manner of clinging with
its claws, and the sluggishness of its motions,
gave it a great resemblance toAnt-eaters.—The sreat Ant 9»t<.. T^rr, a l^fJ^ 'l^

^'®'"' resemblance to a sloth. It,
'^.ISr^^^^^t-ea.ter, Tamandua

|
uttered no sound, and remained all night on

The next day I put it on a tree in the 0|
air, and at night it escaped. These sn
Tamanduas are nocturnal in their habits, i

feed on those species of termites which t

struct earthy nests, that look like ugly
crescences on the trunks and branches of tn
The different kinds of ant-eaters are tl

adapted to various modes of life, terresti
and arboreal.—i?a^es' Amazon.

BE NOT WEARY.
" Be not weary in well doing."—2 Thess. iii. 13.

"Be not weary," toiling Christian, good the Master t

dost serve.

Let no disappointment move thee, from thy sen
never swerve

:

Sow in hope, nor cease thy sowing ; lack not patiei
faith, or prayer

;

Seed-time passeth—harvest hasteneth—precious shea
thou then shalt bear.

Be not weary," praying Christian, open is thy Fathi
ear

To the fervent supplication and the agonizing praye
Prayer the Holy Ghost begetteth, be it words, or g

or tears.

Is the prayer that's always answered; banish thi
doubts and fears.

' Be not weary," suffering Christian, scourg'd is

adopted child,

Else would grow in sad profusion nature's fruit, p
verse and wild

;

Chastenings needful for the spirit, though 'tis pain
for the flesh

;

God designs a blessing for thee ;—let this thought t

soul refresh.

' Be not weary," tempted Christian, sin can only '

on earth

;

Faith is tried by sore temptation ; 'tis the ftirnace proi
its worth

;

Bounds are set unto the tempter, which beyond 1

not go

;

Battle on, on God relying, faith will overcome the f

" Be not weary," weeping Christian, tears endure but 1

the night,

Joy—deep joy—thy spirit greeting, will return wi
morning's light;

Every tear thou shedd'st is numbered in the regist
above;

Heaven is tearless; sweet the prospect—sighles
less land of love

!

" Be not weary," hoping Christian, though the visi(
tarry long

;

Hope will bring the blessing nearer—change thy sc
sow into song.

Nought shall press thy spirit downwards, if thy 1

all brightly shine

;

Sold thy hope, whate'r thou losest ;—living, precioi
hopes are thine

!

" Be not weary," troubled Christian, rest remains fi

thee on high

;

Dwell upon the untold glory of thy future home of jo;
There, nor sin, nor sorrow entereth ; there, thy soi

attun'd to praise,

Shall, in strains of heavenly fulness, songs of happ
triumph raise.

Be not weary," loving Christian, in this heavenly gra<
abound,

Jesus, well thou knowest, loved thee, though in mad n
bellion found

;

Drink, drink deeply, of His spirit ;—Jesus' love knoH
great nor small

:

Nature loves but what is lovely

—

grace embraceth on
and all.

of the natives ruZr-lr^ir u ' f-"'"^"""" uiierea no sound, ana remained a 1 n ght onnatives (Myrmecophaga jubata,) was I the spot where I had placed it in the morningjA word spoken in dae

Christian, thus in grace unwearied, pass thy sojour
here below

;

Spurn lukewarmness ;—let thy bosom ever with tru
fervor glow

!

Look to Christ, thy bright Exemplar, copy Him in al

His ways

;

Let thy life and conversation tell to thy Redeemer*
praise.

A.M.

season, how good it is
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t
For "The Friend."

[ there has been much interest manifested

feather statistics, in consequence of the

ase cold that has prevailed for some days

le past and present months, we take from

Xorth American and U. States Gazette the

wing communication, which will enable

readers to judge between the temperature

ae present and formers winters, so far as

present has passed.

Review of the Weather, &e.

FOR THE FIRST MONTH (JANUARY.)

Temperature, Rain, &c.

1872. 1873.

30.83 degs.

48.00 "

10.00 "

1.26 inch.

29.68 degs.

59.00
"

2.00
"

6.04 inch.

31.32 deg.

44.00 "

22.37 "

1 Temperature of First

mth, 1872, per Pennsyl-

nia Hospital, ....
iest point attained, do.

3st do. during do. do.

J, during the month, do.

age of the mean temperature of First

)nth for the past 84 years, ...
lest mean of temperature during that

tire period, 1790, . ...
eat mean of temperature during that

tire period, 1857, ....
What a coUmonth we are passing through!"

been the exclamation of almost every one,

yet the above exhibit shows it to have

Q not quite two degrees below the average

the past eighty-four years, and not quite a

ree and a quarter below the mean of last

r. For the gratification, however, of those

3 may feel disappointed, we may add that

aral almost unprecedented cold days have

I experienced ;
before passing to which we

1 give all the years when the mean of the

Qth under review has reached as low a

nt as 25 degrees, viz:

I 25 degrees. I 1856, 24.15 deg.
>' 25 " 1857, 22.37 "

\ 24 "
I

n particularizing one or two very cold

ra we are compelled to drop the far west

1 northwest for want of time and room,

alilies where from 30 to 45 degrees below

were repeatedly experienced.

1 kind friend writes to us from West Ches-

, Pa. : At 6 A. M. the mercury stood from

'o 8 degrees below zero ;
and that on the

,h, at the same hour, it had descended to

m 8 to 12 degrees heloio, while in some

.ces in the surrounding country it reached

m 21 to 25 degrees below.

A.nother published report states that in dif-

ent localities, from three to five miles west

West Chester, the temperature at 7 A. m.

ried from 24 to 30 degrees below zero. We
iO append our gleanings of the lowest figures

iched in Pennsylvania at different hours

ring the same 30th day of First month,

73, viz :

PENNSYLVANIA.
Deg. below.

Mauch Chunk, . . 36

With various other towns from 28 to 42

degrees below zero.

IN PHILADKLPHIA,
Including Germantown, West Philadelphia

and Chestnut Hill, on the 30th, from 2 de-

grees above to 4, 6 and 8 degrees, and at the

last named place 10 degrees below zero.

While as to snoirs all over the United States

they have not been equalled for many years.

A Salt Lake dispatch reports the snow

drifts on the Union Pacific Railroad, caused

by the late storm, to be sixteen feet deep in

some places. In the Little Cottonwood min-

ing district the snow is ten feet on a level.

The records of the Messrs. McAllister, of

this city show that the night of the 7lh of

January, 1866, was the coldest ever known in

Philadelphia, the mercury having descended to

14 degrees below zero.

While in broad contrast to all the above we

find it stated on the 30th, that many Texas

farmers have commenced plowing.

A compiler of " Weather Statistics" would

think his library illy furnished did he not

possess a copy of "Pierce on the Weather."

From this source ive all get our old time com-

parisons.

In January, 1790, the- average or medium

temperature was 40 deg. ' Fogs prevailed in

the morning, but a hot sun soon dispersed

them, and the mercury after rose to 76 de-

grees at mid-day. Boys were occasionally

seen swimming in the Delaware and Schuyl-

kill rivers.' In 1791 the medium temperature

was, for the same month, 30 degrees ;
in 1792,

32 degrees ; in 1703, 40 degrees, and in 1795,

30 degrees. ' On the first day of the year

1795, so cold was the weather in London that

the Thames froze over while the tide was

turning.'

"In 1797 the Delaware was ice-bound for

several miles below the city, and sleighs were

driven as far north as Trenton on the ice.^'

From the same work we learn that in Vi

the winter was intensely cold, and that the

Delaware was closed from the 26th of Decem

ber to the 10th of March.
« The winters of 1786 and 1787 were toler-

of 1784

low zero. Snow all day and the Delaware

frozen over.

Jan. 9, 185G. Thermometer 8 degrees be-

ow zero.

Jan. 10, 1856. Thermometer 5 degrees be-

ow zero. The Delaware frozen over and con-

tinued tight below the city until March.

Feb. 4, 1856. Thermometer 20 degrees be-

low zero.

Feb. 13, 1856. Thermometer at zero.

Feb. 14, 1856. Thermometer at zero.

Jan. 18, 1857. Thermometer 4 degrees

above zero. At noon it fell to zero and snow

fell for 24 hours, reaching in some places the

depth of 6 feet. One man was found frozen

to death and the same night the Tabernacle

Methodist Church on N. 11th St. was burned.

Jan. 19, 1857. Thermometer 8 degrees

above zero. No railroad cars entered or left

the city during the day.

Jan. 23. Thermometer 7 degrees above

zero. A line of sleighs running between Phi-

ladelphia and Camden.
A telegram just received from Chickies Sta-

tion, on the West Chester Rail Road, 18 miles

from the city, says that this morning the ther-

mometer stood 23 degrees below zero. As to

our rivers, we may add that the Schuylkill is

tight, but the Delaware is still navigable.

From Germantown comes the report of a

self registering thermometer that last night

told 20 degrees below zero."

With a sense of relief that our task for the

month is completed, we close. J. M. Ellis.

Philadelphia, 2d mo. 1st, 1873.

irrisburg,

ston,

nth Bethlehem,
lentown,

Deg. below.

Ibany,

adson.

Pottsville,

Tamaqua,
Oxford,
Chadd's Ford;
Other points in

NEW YORK STATE.

Deg. above. I

1 Binghamton,
2

I

Syracuse,

Deg. below. I
Poughkeepsie,

. 16 Rhinebeck,

. 32

. 20

. 30
. 33
. 29

icinity, 30

Deg. below
. 25
. 12
. 22
. 30

OTHER STATES.

Deg. below. Deg. below

aicago. 111., . . 11 1
Back of Port Deposit, 25

rederick, Md., . 19 I Lancaster N. H., . 42

art Deposit, Md., . 16
|
Brunswick, Me., . ^<

bly mild, as were also the winter

and 1785. The winter of 1783 was a long and

severe one, the Delaware being closed as early

as the 28th of November, and ice-bound until

the 18th of March. The winter of 1782 was

also severe, the Delaware closing in one night.

The winter of 1781 was very mild, but in 1780

the cold spell was severe, the Delaware being

closed from the Ist of December to the 14th

of March. The ice was two and three feet

thick, and the thermometer stood 10 degrees

and 15 degrees below zero."

" The winter of 1779 was very mild, some

trees blossoming in February. In 1772 the

Delaware was covered with ice for three

months ; in 1765 it was again closed, and on

the 19th of February an 'ox-roast' was held

on the ice ;
in 1764 it was again frozen over."

The next record we find is 1742, which says:

" One of the coldest winters since the settle-

ment of the country; a gentleman drove him-

self with a horse and sleigh, through Long

Island Sound, on the ice, to Cape Cod."

In 1741 the Delaware was closed, and as

late as the 19th of April the snow lay 3 feet

deep.
. , .

The labors of "Pierce" in this capacity

ceased with the year 1846, and from other

sources the following has been compiled :

" Feb. 7, 1855. Thermometer 2 degrees be

For "The Friend."

Am I my brother's keeper?

We cannot free ourselves from the respon-

sibility that rests upon us rightly to exercise

the influence over others which we possess.

Such influence is one of the talents entrusted

to our care by the great Disposer of all things,

and if we fail to use it to good purposes, and

still more fearfully if we so pervert it as to in-

jure instead of benefiting those who come with-

in its reach, we shall have to render an account

to Him who is our Creator and our Judge.

How needful then is it for all of us, in our re-

spective allotments, to heed the advice given

by Paul to the elders of Ephesus, " Take heed

to yourselves and to the flock over which the

Holy Ghost hath made you overseers." Con-

nect this passage with that other suggestive

text, " To him that knoweth to do good, and

doeth it not, to him it is sin ;" and how infi-

pressively are we taught that we cannot in-

nocently suffer others to go astray, when the

way is rightly opened for us to render help

by timely advice, entreaty, expostulation and

that earnest prayer which flows from a heart

that submits to and cherishes the religious

concern which is spread over it by the Head

of the church.

That eminent minister Samuel FothergiU,

related the following incident, at a Quarterly

Meeting in the north of England. He said

he bad called to visit one who stood in the

station of an elder in our Society, and who

was then on his death-bed. He found him in

great trouble and anguish of spirit. He was

a man who had borne a good character among

men, and in the days of his youth had been

zealous in the discharge of the duties devolv-

ing on those who are rightly called to the

station he held in the church. As he grew

older, the ardor of his devotedness had de-

clined, yot as he retained the form of godli-
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ness, his estimation in the judgment of his
fellow-members was not materially affected.

But now, in the near approach of death, the
good opinions of others could not satisfy his
soul.

He told Samuel, that, in the days of his
youth, he had a vision, in which was repre-
sented a well-enclosed field of green pasture,
well-watered, and abounding in flocks of sheep.
These were in excellent condition, and re-

markable for the whiteness of their fleecy
coverings. This fold he was to watch over.
He was to care for the flock, see after the
hedge, and keep the fountain-head of the
water clean. Now in his old age he had the
vision renewed. He had again beheld the
fold committed to his care, but oh ! the awful
change. The hedge was broken down

; the
pasture was burnt up; the sheep and lambs
who remained in the enclosure were poor,
weak and sickly

; and a venomous serpent lay
in the fountain-head, and poisoned the waters.
While he considered the change, he heard a
voice, saying, " All this will I require at thy
hands." After narrating this, he told Samuel
that in looking to the future, he could see
nothing but gloom and darkness.
The principle involved in this anecdote is

applicable not only to those who hold official

positions in the church, but to every one of
us in our respective places in life. If we are
endeavoring to be humble, obedient children
of our Heavenly Father, we cannot fail to
exert an influence for good in the circle in

which we move. This influence will not be
confined to the effect of our consistent exam-
ple only, but we will find it required of us
from time to time, to bear a faithful testimony
against evil. If we hear a fellow being irre
verently make use of the sacred name of oui
Creator, the impulse will be felt to extend a
word of affectionate warning to him who is

so rashly heaping up work for repentance
judgment. Though it may be humiliating
thus to expose ourselves, yet there are those
who can testify that the sweet peace which
has sometimes followed such efforts, has been
an ample reward for the sacrifice. On the
other hand, every call to duty neglected,
weakens our religions standing, and deadens
our spiritual life.

The following passage in a letter written
by a Friend in Philadelphia, in the year 1853,
to a country correspondent, is somewhat con-
nected with this subject:

"Some years ago, a Friend was placed in

the situation of overseer, in a meeting in this
city. Sitting shortly after at work one even-
ing, with one of her daughters at her side,

who was about 14 years of age, the child ex-
pressed her opinion of the great responsibility
of the station, and her earnest desire that she
herself might so live and walk, as to bring no
shade upon her mother's profession and sta-
tion. The mother gazed for a moment in as-

tonishment at her child, and then wept; and
in their respective measures of Christian at-
tainment they mingled in feeling together,
as each was bathed in tears. In that unity
they continued to walk, until the elder was
taken home, in a ripe age, but in the midst of
usefulness; and the other is pressing forward
for the mark of her high calling. The inci-
dent recalled by one of the parties, after more
than 40 years, I thought very touching."

Names in the Englisli language.

Professor Sewall has a paper in the IVeu
Englander on "Name Words in the Verna-
cular."

Conceiving the language to be a gallery of
art. Professor Sewall takes the name-words
for the busts and statues and portraits con-
tained in it, and goes on to speak of them in-
dividually.

THE ART GALLERY OP NAMES.

Let us examine its treasures. The first

samples we should come to would be those in
which the name is directly affixed to the ob-
ject without change : as the Armstrong gun,
"--ington rifle, Minio ball, Argand burner,

Let the faults of others
of thine own.

a mirror to thee

Een
Drummond light, Mansard roof. Babbitt metalj
Baldwin apple, Graham bread. Prominent
natural objects are often so distinguished, as
Hudson Eiv€r, Bunker Hill, Delaware Bay

—

even to the stars, as Hersehel and Leverrier.
It is common to call a man's works by his
name, whether hand-work or head-work.
Thus we do not read the plays of Shakespeare,
the poems of Wordsworth, the essays of Car-
lyle—we read Shakespeare, Woi-dsworth,
Carlyle. We call a violin a genuine Amati.
A painting is a Eubens, a Titian, a Turner, a
Vandyke, a Murillo. The temperature is so
many degrees Fahrenheit. A monstrous lie

is a Munchausen. Such as these are in com-
mon use and greatly enrich the defining
power of the language. In many instances
of this direct application the thing which
takes the name goes off with it, and leaves the
man who furnished it forgotten. Joseph
Ignace Guillotine has disappeared behind the
terrible machine he introduced. The droll
"silhouettes" in our magazines never remind
us of the French minister of finance whose
dogged economy doomed his name to be affix
ed derisively to the cheapest of all portraits
We read of a "lazaretto" without thinking of
Lazarus. "Music" does not recall the muses,
nor does "museum," nor "mosaic." There are
even traditions that the word "derrick" is all

that now remains of one Theodorick, a hang-
man at Tyburn, who long since vanished from
his ghastly stage.

Another class is made up of that immense
number of names which have received a ter-
mination and now do duty as adjectives

; Dar-
winian, Baconian, Machiavellian, Calvinistic,
Copernican, Homeric. Mosaic, Pauline, Mo-
hammedan, &o. Carlyle speaks of Brummel-
lian politeness. .Tames Russell Lowell says
Wordsworthian, Lockist, Kantist, and even
Popist. The only requisites for attaining to
this much of fame are, first, to bring on some
new thing in art, religion, philosophy, litera-
ture or state

; and secondly, to bear a name
which will make a pronounceable adjective.
Some of these name-adjectives have become
specifically appropriated to a particular fact,
and have no other application ; as Fabian
policy, Terricellian vacuum, Elizabethan age,
Cesarean section. Fallopian tubes, Gordian
knot, Justinian code, Napoleonic ideas. This
is a common usage among professional men,
and for the description of scientific facts. The
same is true of the possessive, for example :

Napier's logarithms, Archimedes' screw,
Halley's comet, Glauber's salt, Bright's dis-
ease—each of which contains a whole chapter
of history in itself; to say nothing of such
current phrases as Hobson's choice, Pandora's
box, and such pet pseudonyms as Mother
Carey's chickens.

The most interesting class of these perse
words is that in which the name lies uni

pected until driven from its covert. Itise
to recognize Mesmer in "mesmerism," Galv
in "galvanism," Daguerre in the daguen
type." We can readily guess why those
reverent iron-smelters should call a mass
metal which will not yield to the hottest b
a "shadrach." King Mausolus affords u
convenient term for our most sumptu
tombs. The prince of Latin oratons desee
to us in the modern Italian "cicerone."
The accidents in language can be illustra

also by observing the many instances
which a name seems to be present and is i

The constellation Charles's Wain, for exam]
is not so entitled in behalf of any Char
royal, plebeian or mythical, but is simpli

corruption of "the churl's wain." Satan n
possibly have much to do with making "1

fer matches," but it is not his name, howe\
which is attached to the patent. The
covy duck" has no relation to Moscow,
a blunder for "muck duck." The "turkc
was misnamed for the country from whicl
did not come. The emblem of constan
"rosemary," is fragrant with memories not
Mary, but of the sea. "John Dory" is a hij

ly satisfactoryjfish and of splendid hue, but
such extravagant fins withal that the savi

have given him the ineffable title acanth
terygious : "John Dory" has certainly the
vantage in point of euphony, and looks as
it were another borrowing from the use
John—but instead is a corruption of juc

doree, golden yellow. "Demijohn" is anotl:

word which has an abusive sound, as thou
the typical John were so addicted to conta
"ng raw spirits, that the name had come to

I synonym for the original package ; b

demijohn is our modified pronunciation oft
French dimie Jeanne, which is itself a ci

ruption of Damaghan, a Persian town fame
for its glass ware. Among our birds a

several which bear personal names. Besid
those which have been already mention
may be noticed the "magpie" and the "robit

The "canary" bears the name of its origin

home. But the familiar "bob-o-link" is

song-name; and Bryant has only written o
in full the title by which this loquacious litt

sprite is forever nicknaming himself

Selected

One of the strong consolations which tl

true Christian enjoys, is derived from the b

lief, that an allwise and merciful Provideni
is continually watching over him, and direc

ing the course of his temporal affairs, ii

manner as shall make them all ultimate!

work together for his good. We are taugl:

in Holy Scripture that this special care an
protection is extended even to the minut
affairs of good men, that the very hairs i

their heads are all numbered—and that e

universal, and so particular, is the superii

tendence of the great Creator, that not
sparrow falleth to the ground without h
notice. Intimately connected with this dd
trine is that of the restraining influence

Divine Grace on the mind, secretly checkin
us when we are reaching forward to object

which are not proper for us to go into, c

which, if attained, would be prejudicial to ou
religious growth. The secret "hand unseen
by mortal eye, is often stretched forth to pn
serve us from dangers of which we are uncor
sciotis, and is no less kind and beneficent wbe
it withholds us from engagiog in schemes t
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ch we look with the fondest anticipations

leasure, than when it shields us from some

ending storm of adversity and sorrow,

ch threatens to burst upon us. To bow
ibeerful submission when it arrests us in

!
prosecution of extensive and profitable

Jness, and turns us away from the avenues

yealth which seem opening before us, re-

'•es the exercise of great selfdenial
;
yet

those who yield in faith to its guidance

find thoir truest interest, as well as their

stantial happiness, greatly promoted.

'

-^ The Pavy Expedition,

in page IGSoftho current volume of "The

3nd," an article appeared, bearing the

ve heading, having been copied from one

he rhiladolphia daily papers. As may be

lembered by our readers, it professed to be

iccount of some wonderful discoveries in

angell Land, by a Frenchman named Pavy.

n the editorial comments of the paper from

^h the account was copied, some doubts

•e expressed as to the truthfulness of the

rative, and a careful examination would

sfy any one, familiar with the physical

graphy of countries situated near the

3, that many ot the statements must be

s'sly incorrect. These doubts have been

y confirmed by a letter lately forwarded

n the officer in charge of the U. S. Coast

vey in California, to a Friend resident at

•mantown, which contains a statement of

origin of the pretended narrative,

t appears that the Frenchman, Pavy, did

ually intend to start upon a voyage of dU-

ery to the polar regions, and that he had

:en some steps towards organizing and

tipping an expedition for this purpose
;
but

nng fallen into difficulties, he has not yet

nd it convenient or practicable to carry

plans into effect. In fact, when ho was

)posed to be in Wrangell Land, he was

lly on his way to New Orleans to try to

se some more money to conduct his enter

se. His theories on the subject of arctic

iloration were well known to scientific

n in San Francisco, and wore freely dis-

ced at the meetings of the "academy" in

it city. A newspaper reporter, who was

the habit of attending these meetings, fab-

ated the story, and having heard much of

) proposed route, and being familiar with

ne of Pavy's views, succeeded in producing

lat is called " a successful hoax ;" his story

ving been extensively copied both in this

jntry and in Europe.

rhis is probably not the place to express

idemnation of the inventor of this untruth,

Dugh he has certainly laid himself open to

rere censure by abusing the confidence

iced in him. There seems to be an increas-

r disposition on the part of some who
Duld know better, to indulge in this " hoax-

;" propensity, and it therefore becomes no-

mry to exercise corresponding caution in

iopting marvellous statements concerning

ings out of our general knowledge, and to

amine closely the source whence they have

iginated.

If Pavy or any one else should hereafter

plore Wrangell Land, it would be contrary

all former experience of arctic regions to

id there any large, flowing " rivers ;" or to

the " polar bears living on the remains of

for fuel, &c. To borrow a simile used by the

officer of the coast survey, who is a man of

eminent scientific attainments ; it would be

quite as reasonable to find an ice cream moun-

tain in tropical Africa as to find such a state

of things within the polar circle, as is repre-

sented in this newspaper reporter's story.

Suffering and Pa^'e?ice.—Eichard Shackleton

long filled, with much propriety, the weighty

station of elder. As his dwelling was near the

Spring of Divine refreshment, he was often en-

abled to draw water for the benefit of others.

He was a man of great benevolence, and the

welfare of his fellow-creatures was very near

his heart, frequently expressing his deep tra-

vail of spirit for the salvation of all mankind.

For the departure from ancient purity, obvi-

ous in our religious Society, he deeply mourn-

ed : on this account his tears were poured

forth
;
yet he was consoled in hope, that

through suffering and patience the church would

le forth from her wilderness slate, though

he did not expect to see it in his day.—-From

a Memoir of Richard Shackleton.
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Our Saviour, on a certain occasion, said to

some about him, who under profession of a

desire to benefit the poor, expressed indi

tion at what they called the waste of

precious ointment poured by a woman on his

head, "Let her alone, why trouble ye her?

she hath wrought a good work on me; for ye

have the poor with you always, and wh
ever ye will, ye may do them good, but me ye

have not always :" thus testifying to the value

and acceptance of any act springing from sin-

cere love of him, while He inculcated the pro-

priety of " doing good" to the poor.

Charity, in the sense of alms-giving or af-

fording help to those in need, is an impera-

tive duty resting on those who are blessed

with the means for performing it, and its ex-

ercise is repeatedly enjoined by our Lord and

his Apostles. It is held up as one of the vir-

tues which must ever accompany the submis-

sion of the will and afl'ectious to the govern-

ment of Christ, and as being very acceptable

in the divine sight. There is nothing more

striking, and instructively illustrative of the

mportancc of attention to this Christian ob-

igation, than the emphasis laid by Christ, in

his description of the final judgment, when all

nations shall be gathered before him, upon

the caro of the righteous to administer to the

wants of those who were suffering from hun-

ger and thirst, from nakedness, sickness or

imprisonment ; and the as^surance given them

that though it might have been done to the

meanest of his family. He accepted it as hav-

ing been done unto himself. While the wicked,

who had neglected this duty, and professed

they had not seen the occasion for its exer

cise, were rejected and turned into
'--*:--

punishment.
We are not however to suppose that the

mere act of alms-giving, or the observance of

what the world calls charity, is, of itself, that

which commends those who practice it to th

Searcher of hearts, but the disposition and

ast'odons-" neither does an arctic climate 1 motive from which it flows. This is evident

oduce vegetation suitable to be collected I from the judgment pronounced by Jesus on

those whom He watched casting their gifts

into the treasury of the temple; when He de-

clared that the two mites given by the poor
widow, was more than all the other gifts pre-

sented from the abundance of the rich. We
may bestow money or other gifts from osten-

tation, to gain applause
;
or from selfishness,

to save ourselves from unpleasant trouble,

nd verily we have our reward. If while im-

parting to others some portion of that which
we need not for our own indulgences, our af-

fections are nevertheless concentrated on our-

ves, and on the world and the things of

the world, wo may be sure that the love of

the Father, and a right regard for our fellow

creatures are not in us, and our acts of charity,

however applauded by men, will not tend
towards securing for us a place at the right-

hand of Him who separates the righteous
from the wicked, as a shepherd divides the
sheep from the goats. We may, however,
safely conclude, that where the ability is pos-
sessed to dispense alms or afford merciful

assistance to our suffering fellow-beings, and
when a proper opportunity for bestowing
either presents, we persistently turn away
and refuse to give our aid, that we are lack-

ing in that love to God and man, on which
hang all the law and the prophets. The
apostle John declares this where he says:
"Whoso hath this world's good, and seeth

his brother have need, and shutteth up his

bowels of compassion from him, how dwelleth
the love of God in him."

This, however, does not make it the duty
of the Christian to give alms to every one
who may apply to him for help. There are

other duties quite as imperative on him as

what is called charitj^; one of which is, to be-

ware lest he become a partaker in ministering
to other men's sins. Even in this country,
where, under ordinary circumstances, every
hale man or woman may earn a comfortable
living, there is a class the members of which
are ever ready to represent themselves in the
strongest colors, as suffering from poverty
and want, but who owe their destitution to

loth, intemperance or other vicious habits;

nd a careless or indiscriminating giving of
1ms to such, does more harm than good, in-

creasing the evil it is intended to remedy.
But we may not be entirely exonerated

from alms-deeds even in cases like those; for

though silver or gold may not bo rightly given
in answer to the tale of physical want poured
forth, it may become a duty to minister to

their moral necessities, and to endeavor to

convince them of the evil of their ways, and
to extricate them from the degradation into

which they have sunk; thus carrying into

practice the injunction to be like our Heavenly
Father, who causes the sun to shine on the
evil and the good, and sendeth rain on the
just and the unjust.

It is a natural plea—too often arising from
selfishness— with those who have not an
abundance of this world's goods, that charity
begins at home, and they must provide for

their own accommodation and that of those
depending upon thenV. This latter is unques-
tionably a duty of primary importance. But
we are directed to give alms of that which we
possess, and though we may not have money
or material goods to spare, we may possess

intellectual wealth and opportunity to use it,

that might contribute largely to the good of

the ignorant, the thriftless and the despon-
dent.
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It is undoubtedly true that in the present
state of society, especially in large cities,

alms-giving, whether public or private, re-

quires not merely benevolence and sympathy,
but judgment and discretion. But,
have said, it is a christian duty as well as a
christian virtue. We must not allow the
multiform aspects of sin, the evidences of ira

morality and deception which meet the eye
and the ear, to shut up the heart to all its ap-

peals, or unduly withhold the hand from shar-

ing with the needy and destitute some portion
of the manifold blessings we enjoy, over which
we are but stewards. If we are happily
brought under the government of the gospel,

the spirit will be warmed with heavenly
charity, loving supremely the Author of all

our mercies, and glowing with tender regard
for his wandering children. Our motive will

be purified from all that vitiates the act, and
we can deal out bread to the hungry, raiment
to the naked, and also strive to minister to

the mysterious life within the body, with the
eye kept singly to Him who though He was
rich, yet, for our sakes, became poor, that we
through his poverty might be made rich ; and
this motive which sanctifies the deed, can be
found only in hearts that beat in sympathy
with the holy, loving spirit of the Son and
Sent of the Father.
" The soul, whose sight all-quickening Grace renews,
Takes the resemblance of the good she views,

—

As diamonds, stripp'd of their opaque disguise,
Reflect the noonday glory of the skies.

She speaks of Him, her author, guardian, friend,

Whose love knew no beginning, knows no end,
In language warm as all that love inspires

;

And, in the glow of her intense desires,

Pants to communicate her noble fires."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FoKEiGN.—Amadeus, King of Spain, wearied and|

of conscripts in the army and that arms shall be given I During 1872 the products of the Michigan c.
to the people, that municipal self-government be con- districts reached about 512,000,000.
ceded, with shorter hours of work and higher wages. The Miner's Journal gives statistics showing thi

In the British House of Commons it was moved that total supply of anthracite coal sent to market froi
all treaties be submitted to Parliament before the ex- Pennsvlvania coal mines, in 1872, amounted to 18
change of ratifications, and it was asserted that the '313 tons, which is 3,731,210 tons more than in IS;
treaty of W ashington would not have been so ambigu- The Markets, Ac—The following were the quota

f It had first been laid before on the 17th inst. New Fori-.—American gold,
Themo '•^ ^ -' '""- ""= - --'-'

and unsati.sfactory,

the House of Commons and there discussed
tion was supported by Lord John Manners and others,
and opposed by Prime Minister Gladstone. The sub-
ject was finally dropped without a vote being taken.

The trial of the first of the Galway priests in Dublin,
on the charge of having used illegal influence to in-

timidate voters, resulted in acquittal.

Four thousand miners have resumed work in Wales.
Information has been received that the steamship

Murillo has been released and suflfered to depart. The
owners of the Murillo have brought an action for libel
against Lloyds, claiming §10,000 damages.
London, 2d mo. 17th.—Consols 92J. U. S. bonds,

1867, 93t ; new fives, 90f.
Liverpool.— Uplands cotton, 9}d. ; Orleans, 10 a

OJd.i California white wheat, 12s. Id. a 13s. 6d. per
3d. a 12s. 6d. Spring,cental. Winter red wheat, 12,

Is. ed. a 12s. 4rf.

The payment to Germany of another instalment of
the fourth milliard of war indemnity, has been com-
pleted.

A Lisbon dispatch says: An insurrection of the na-
i-es has broken out against the Portuguese authorities

at Loando, on the southwest coast of Africa. Troops
have been dispatched to that colony.
The Swiss Federal Council have decided to expel
;ishop Mermilloid from the Canton of Geneva. The

council have also addressed a letter to the Charge
d'Afl^airs at Rome, denying the right of the Pope to
dismember the bishoprics of Switzerland.
By a late census of Brazil, the population is found to

number about ten millions, including nearly two mil-
lions of slaves and 250,000 Indians.
Rio Janeiro was suflfering from the ravages of yellow

fever, the deaths from that cause averaging 40 per day.
A Vienna dispatch of the 15th says : Prince Auers-

perg, President of the Council, introduced an electoral
reform bill in the Reichstrath to-day. It provides for
direct elections for members of the Lower House, and
for an increase of their number.

3- J •.. .1 ,' - 1 - ... Havana advices show that the idea of a renublir in
discouraged with thedissensionsandunsettlementwhich gpain does not please a majority of the slave hoWers ofhave continued ever since his accession, finally resolved Cuba. The papers have iery^little to sly upon he
to leave the throne, and on the 11th inst. sent a formal I ' . ": '^r, . -„ .^

i "c lu _
.

<^^ upon uie

abdication to the Cortes, which was read in the two
houses. After the reading the Senate and Congress

recent events in Spain. Business was almost entirely
suspended, and the premium on gold advanced to 23

constituted themselves the sovereign Cortes of Spai,,,

and the abdication of Amadeus was then accepted
unanimously. A resolution establishing a Republic,
and vesting supreme power in the Assembly, was
adopted by a vote of 256 to 32. On the 12th inst. the
Cortes elected a new Ministry consisting of Figueras,
Cordoba, Margell, Salmeron, Beranger, Castellar, and
others. All the civil and military authorities of the
provinces, as far as heard from, have given in their ad-
hesion to the republic. The duty of forming a perma-
nent constitution will devolve on a new Assembly to be
chosen by free and universal suflrage. The ex-king
took his departure from Spain without delay, and
arrived at Lisbon on the 14th, from whence he and h
family would go by .sea to Italy, as soon as the QuecL,
who is in feeble health, can bear the fatigue of the jour-
ney. It is said the idea of the union of Spain and Por-
tugal is gaining strength. On the 14th the snow was
so deep in the neighborhood of Madrid that the rail

roads were blockaded and the running of trains sus
pended.
A Madrid dispatch of the loth says : The establish-

ment of the Republic was celebrated in this city last

per cent.

night by a general illumination.
Don Carlos has entered Spain. The Carlists

working vigorously to advance the interests of their
leader.

Among the measures contemplated by the new Min-
istry are the separation of Church and State, and the
appointment ofjudges for life. The Minister of Justice
will forthwith pre-sent a bill to the National Assembly
providing for the abolition of capital punishment.
Amnesty will be granted to the prisoners charged with
complicity in the recent republican demonstrations,
and offenders against the laws regulating the press. A
steamer has been sent to Minorca to bring home the
Republican prisoners. The authorities at Havana have
sent an ofiicial telegram giving in their adhesion to the
Republic.
The workingmen in Catalonia demand the rel

A Madrid dispatch of the 17th states that the Carlist
chieftain Olio, with 1500 men, attacked Jafalla, in
Navarre, the 16th inst. The attack was repulsed.
The Portuguese government organs ofiicially deny

that there is any movement in Portugal for the estab-
lishment of a republic.

The Spanish ambassador in Paris has called on the
French Minister of Foreign Affairs, and read to him
Castellar's circular announcing the establishment of the
Republic. Castellar says, neither internal nor foreign
pressure moved the National Assembly to declare the
Republic.
A Geneva dispatch says that Mermilloid having de-

clared to the Federal Council that he was determined
to exercise the functions of Vicar Apostolic in spite of
their prohibition, has been sent to the French frontier
under an escort.

A dispatch from Rome says: The Parliamentary
Committee on religious corporations have decided to
abolish the houses of the heads of religious orders, but
to provide for the support of the heads themselves' and
their indemnification for loss of property.
United States.—President Grant has sent a special

message to Congress urging additional legislation as
needful to support the paramount authority of the
United States in Utah, where the Mormon influeuce
obstructs the due execution of the laws.

Thirty-one ships, laden with wheat, cleared from San
Francisco for Liverpool during the First month, 1873.
These vessels carried 49,108 tons, valued at $2,963,286.
The shipments of the previous six months amounted to
" 817,956 centals, valued at Sl2,007,641.
The gross earnings of the Erie Railroad in 1872 were
8,684,096, and the working expenses §13,629,956.

After the payment of rent and interest there was left a
net profit of $2,026,385.
There were 309 interments in Philadelphia last week

including 98 children under two years. There were 68
deaths of consumption, 31 inflammation of the lungs

I

and 13 old age.

U. S. six per cents, 1881, 118| ; ditto, 1867, Tl6|';
five per cents, 113i. Superfine flour, $6.25 a $i

State extra, $7.25 a $7.65; finer brands, J8 a
White Genessee wheat, $2.10 ; spring wheat, $1.
$1.70. Oats, 54 a 56J cts. Western rye, 92 a 9!
AVestern mixed corn, 64J cts.; western yellow, 66J
western white, 68 cts. Philadelphia.—V^^lnnds and
Orleans cotton, 21} a 22 cts. Superfine flour, i

$5.50; extras, 46 a $7; finer brands, $7.50 a $1
White wheat, $2.10 a $2.12; amber, $1.98; red, ?
a $1.95. Rye, 80 cts. Yellow corn, 59 a 60 cts.

46 a 50 cts. Smoked hams, 12i a 13 cts. Lard, i

About 2000 beef cattle sold at the Avenue Drove-j
extra at 8 a 8i cts. per lb. gross; fair to good, 6J
cts., and common 5 a 6 per lb. gross. Choice shee
8i cts. per lb. gross ; fair to good, 4i a 7 cts.

8,000 head. Corn fed hogs, $7.76 per 100 .„.,.

Receipts 5,000 head. BalliTnore.—Choice white wl
$2.20 a $2.25 ;

fair to prime, $1.90 a $2.20 • d
amber, $2.20 a $2.25 ; western red, $1.80 a $2.

'

ern white corn, 63 cts.
;
yellow, 58 a 59 cts. Oats,

48 cts. Chi/^ago.—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.29 a $1
No. 2 do., $1.22 ; No. 3 do., $1.10. No. 2 mixed (

31 i cts. No. 2 oats, 26J^ cts.

CoRKECTiON.—On page 204 of our last No., 27th
"feelings," should be "feeling."

Received from Friends of Salem, O., $30 for
Freedmen, and from a Friend in Wilmington, Del.
and a Friend in Bruceville, 111., |2, for the India:

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee on Instruc

will be held on Seventh-day, the 22d inst., at 10 o'c
A- M. Charles J. Allen,

10th of 1st month, 1873. . Clei

A second edition of " The Hhtory and General (
logue of Westtown Boarding School" has been iss
A number of errors occurring in the former edii
have been corrected, and all admissions to the pre
time, included.

For sale at Friends' Book Store and at the Schoc

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelph
Physician and Superintendent—Joshua H. Wob

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients i

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boar
Manager

Died, on the 12th of 11th mo. 1872, Slna, wii
Israel Armstrong, in the 41st year of her age, a m
ber of Hickory Grove Monthly Meeting of Frie;
Cedar Co., Iowa. Her illness was of .short durat
but at its commencement she informed her hush
that she did not expect to recover

; and that she hac
wish to live, excepting for the sake of her family
siring him to be faithful in attending meetings
taking their little children. On First-day evenTn'g
fore her death, her family were engaged in reading,
read several chapters in the Bible ; and afterwards"v
great solemnity, repeated the passage " Yea, thoup
walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I •

fear no evil, for thou art with me, thy rod and thy s'

they comfort me." When next they were assemble
was around her dying bed, and though too weal
speak except in broken sentences, she afl'ectionai
bade farewell to her husband and four little girls ;

said, " I hope we shall all meet in a better world." 'l
fferings were borne with christian meekness and

titude, and she quietly passed away, leaving the ass
ance that, through Divine mercy, she has been fit

for an entrance into that rest prepared for the ri
teous of all generations.

, on the 21st of 1st mo. 1873, Israel, sot
Isaac and Lydia N. Walker, in the 29th year of
age, a member of Hickory Grove Monthly and Ri(
Particular Meeting, Iowa, after an illness of 21 da
leaving a comforting evidence that our loss is hi
nal gain.

WILLIAM EL PiLETPMNTEK.'
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Elizabeth Linney.

In tho life of Elizabeth Linney, which was
rminated at the age of 30 years, we are pre-

nted with a remarkable evidence of the

ieaey of that grace which brings salvation.

She was born on the 24th of the Seventh
onlh, 1804, at Ripon,in Yorkshire, of parents

ho were poor and illiterate. Her father was
man of irregular habits, and at length he

ft his wife and children, to enter on a mili-

.ry life, volunteering for foreign service,

er mother was, in consequence, obliged to

iturn again to servitude, and to consign her
jung children to the care of others. Thus
. a very early age, the subject of this mecnoir
as deprived of the protection of both her
irlhly parents, and was placed in a family

ho manifested no regard for her eternal wel-

re, and but very little concern respecting

le formation of her moral character, receiv-

g as inmates, playactors and other persons
' a similar description, whose precepts and
ibits are well known to have a demoraliz-

g tendency on the minds of youth. Thus
tuated, " He who has promised to be a

ather to the fatherless," was with her, and
rotected her from being ensnared by the evil

samples which surrounded her : for though
le was occasionally taken by her guardians
id their inmates to the theatre and other

nusements of the like nature, and was grati-

3d with them at the time, yet the Lord gra-

ously regarded her, and prevented the love
" those things from taking root in her in-

,ntiie breast.

About the 5th year of her age, she was re-

oved from this pernicious association, and
laced under the care of her grandmother,
t this time she was noticed by some benevo-

nt persons, who at length sent her to a

laritable institution, called the School of In-

astry, where she was clothed, educated, and
iken to the national worship on First-days,

1 that establishment she was taught to read

16 Holy Scriptures, to use forms of prayer,

ad to sing psalms and hymns. It was here
le first heard that there was a future life

—

lat there was a heaven for the redeemed,
ad a hell for those who die in an unconverted
,ate;— that mankind are all sinners;—that

ley must be reconciled to God ;—that this

ley could not effect for themselves ; but that

God had sent His Son into the world to save

sinners, upon condition that they do unfeign-

edly repent, and believe and obey His Holy
Gospel: and that He now sits on the right

hand of the Father making intercession for

Being much employed in the domestic de-

partment, she did not make so much progress

in learning as some others; yet she gained

enough to enable her to read the Bible, so as

measurably to understand some of its truths.

She would often recur to the time spent in

this establishment with feelings of gratitude

to Him who had thus provided her a little

education.

It was about this time, it is believed, that

e was preciously visited with the Day-spring

from on high, which created living desires

after heaven, and gave her peace in well-

doing, and sorrow of heart for evil-doing ;
she

knew not what this secret something was that

did visit her, and the follies of youth gradu-

ally wore these impressions away; but being

blessed with an amiable disposition from her

childhood, she left the school beloved both by

teachers and scholars, at the age of twelve

years.

She was engaged as a servant soon after

he left school, and obtained the favor of all

among whom her lot was cast. She was not

with serious persons. It appears that at th

time she remained unconcerned about her

eternal interests; she however attended a

place of worship (the national church) once

in the week.
About the 18th year of her age she was

again visited by the Spirit of Truth ; and be-

coming acquainted with a professor of religion

about this time, she was encouraged to turn

unto the Lord with full purpose of heart
;
yet

she made little or no progress in the spiritual

life till a short time previous to her marriage.

On leaving her servitude and returning again

to Eipon, she had an opportunity of attend-

ing the Independent meeting in that place,

which was helpful to her, though she was un-

able to unite in their views upon some doc-

trinal points ; nor could she see her way clear

to join that society.

At the age of twenty-one years she entered

into a married state with G. F. Linney of that

place, tailor; and although young in years,

she folt much the need of seeking the Divine

counsel in this solemn engagement; which

she believed was not withheld on that occa-

sion.

Almost immediately after their marriage,

they removed to York in search of employ
ment, which, providentially, they met with

on the day they arrived ; for which blessing

they were thankful to Almighty God.

They settled there, and she continued her

attendance at the Independent meeting, of

which denomination her husband was then a

member; but Elizabeth could not feel that

satisfaction in the use of those ceremon'

which are practised amongst dissenters which

her soul longed for, and which she believed

was to be, and must be experienced, before

there is just cause to believe that all is well

within.

About the 22d year .of her age, her husband
became convinced of Friends' principles; and
after much reasoning and inward conflict, she

concluded to go to the Friends' meeting one

First-day afternoon or evening, which proved

ilent, as to words; but in which she was
much tendered by the power of Truth operat-

ing on her heart;—and she returned home in

a solemn frame of mind. On being asked if

they had any preaching, she answered, "No!"
but added, that she had felt more true satis-

faction in that silent meeting;, than in any
other meeting she had ever been at.

The three following meetings she attended

were also held in silence, in which she was
favored to partake of that spiritual refresh-

ment which is beyond words ; and returned

from them deeply humbled and bowed in

spirit. Indeed it did not fall to her lot, to

hear much outward ministry among Friends

for some time, though she continued to go to

First-day meetings, as often as circumstances

would permit : she mostly felt benefitted by

attending ;
and apprehended it was the right

place for her to sit down in. She did not im-

mediately embrace all the Christian principles

of our religious Society ;
for although satisfied

with sitting down in silence among them, she

hoped this might be enough; not inclining to

take up any one peculiarity without being

convinced of its originating in truth, and that

the Lord called for its use at her hands. And
He whose ways are not as our ways, nor His

thoughts as our thoughts, showed her, in due

time, that she must adopt some practices

which the world, and other religious denomi-

nations, consider non-essentials; and which

too many amongst us would willingly view in

the same light; but—"Oh that some in our

Society," she would often say, " knew how
much the use of such things do cost some of

us, then they could not slight them, nor any

longer call them non-essential; for all things

are essential to our growth in grace, that the

Lord calls for; however small they may seem

in the eyes of the carnal, or of the lukewarm
professor."

As a wife, she was truly exemplary, letting

true wisdom set bounds to her desires, in

furnishing the house, and in food and raiment

both for herself and her family; yet she loved

neatness and cleanliness in the strictest sense

of the words ; and was what the Scriptures

recommend, a keeper at home, employing all

the time she could spare from her domestic

concerns, (which were many,) in assisting her

husband in his trade.

A good constitution became at length much
enfeebled ;

and removing into the centre of

the city by no means improved her health, or

lessened her anxiety
;
yet she would often

encourage her partner in life, saying, that

though the prospect of things was discourag-
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ing at present, yet they had sought the Divine
will in their earthlj' steps, and she did believe,

that however afflicting things might seem,
they would eventually work together for
good.

[To be concluded.)

Bird-eating Spider.—In the course of our
walk I chanced to verify a fact relating to the
habits of a large hairy spider of the genus
Mygale, in a manner worth recording. The
species was M. avicularia, or one very closely
allied to it; the individual was nearly two
inches in length of body, but the legs expand-
ed seven inches, and the entire body and legs
were covered with coarse grey and reddish
hairs. I was attracted by a movement of the
monster on a tree-trunk

; it was close beneath
a deep crevice in the tree, across which was
stretched a dense white web. The lower part
of the web was broken, and two small birds,

finches, were entangled in the pieces; they
were about the size of the English siskin, and
I judged the two to be male and female. One
of them was quite dead, the other lay under
the body of the spider not quite dead, and
was smeared with the filthy liquor or saliv

exuded by the monster. I drove away the
spider and took the birds, but the second one
soon died. The fact of species of Mygale
sallying forth at night, mounting trees, and
sucking the eggs and young of humming
birds, has been recorded long ago by Madamt
Merian and Palisot de Beauvois

; but, in the
absence of any confirmation, it has come to
be discredited. From the way the fact has
been related it would appear that it had been
merely derived from the report of natives,
and had not been witnessed by the narrators.
Count Langsdorfl:', in bis " Expedition into
the Interior of Brazil," states that he totally
disbelieved the story. I found the circum-
stance to be quite a novelty to the residents
hereabout. The Mygales are quite common
insects: some species make their cells under
stones, others form artistical tunnels in the
earth, and some build their dens in the thatch
of houses. The natives call them Aranhas
carangueijeiras, or crab-spiders. The hairs
with which they are clothed come off when
touched, and cause a peculiar and almost mad-
dening irritation. The first specimen that I
killed and prepared was handled incautiously,
and I suffered terribly for three daj-s after-
wards. I think this is not owing to any
poisonous quality residing in the hairs, but to
their being short and hard, and thus getting
into the fine creases of the skin. Some My-
gales are of immense size. One day I saw
the children belonging to an Indian family
who collected for me with one of these mon-
sters secured by a cord round its waistf by
which they were leading it about the house
as they would a dog.

The Coaita Monkey.—The Coait4 (A teles
paniscus) is a large black monkey, covered
with coarse hair, and having the prominent
parts of the face of a tawny flesh-colored hue.
It is the largest of the Amazonian monkeys
in stature, but is excelled in bulk by the
"Barrigudo" (Lagothrix Humboldtii) of the
Upper Amazons. It occurs throughout the
low lands of the Lower and Upper Amazons,
but does not range to the south beyond the
limits of the river plains. At that point an
allied species, the White-whiskered Coaita
(Ateles marginatus) takes its place. The
Coaitds are called by some French zoologistR

spider monkeys, on account of the length and
slenderness of their body and limbs. In these
aprs the tail, as a prehensile organ, reaches
its highest degree of perfection

; and on this
account it would, perhaps, be correct to con-
sider the Coaitiis as the extreme devel02:)ment
of the American type of apes.
The tail of the Coaita is endowed with i

wonderful degree of flexibility. It is alway
in motion, coiling and uncoiling like the trunk
of an elephant, and grasping whatever comes
within reach. Another remarkable character
of the Coaita is the absence of a thumb to the
anterior hands.
The flesh of this monkey is much esteemed

by the natives in this part of the country, and
the Military Commandant of Obydos, Major
Gama, every week sent a negro hunter to
shoot one for his table. One day I went on
a Coaita hunt, borrowing a negro slave of a
friend to show mo the way. On the road I

was much amused by the conversation of my
companion. He was a tall, handsome negro,
about forty years of age, with a staid, courte-
ous demeanor and a deliberate manner of
speaking. Strangely enough in a negro, he
wasa total abstainerfrom liquors and tobacco.
He told me he was a native of Congo, and
the son of a great chief or king. He narra-
ted the events of a great battle between his

father's and some other tribe, in which he was
taken prisoner and sold to the Portuguese
slave-dealers. When in the deepest part of
the ravine we heard a rustling sound in the
trees overhead, and Manoel soon pointed out
a Coaita to me. There was something human-
like in its appearance, as the lean, dark,
shaggy creature moved deliberately amongst
the branches at a great height. I fired, but
unfortunately only wounded it in the belly.

It fell with a crash headlong about twenty or
thirty feet, and then caught a bough with its

tail, which grasped it instantaneously, a.id

then the animal remained suspended in mid-
air. Before I tould reload it recovered itself,

and mounted nimbly to the topmost branches
out of the leach of a fowling-piece, where we
could perceive the poor thing apparently pro
bing the wound with its fingers. Coaitas are
more frequently kept in a tame state than
any other kind of monkey. The Indians are
very fond of them as pets. They become at-

tached to their masters, and will sometimes
follow them on the ground to cousiderabl
distances. I once saw a most ridiculously

tame Coaita. It was an old female, which
accompanied its owner, a trader on the river,

all his voyages. By way of giving me a
specimen of its intelligence and feeling, its

er set to and rated it soundly, calling it

p, heathen, thief, and so forth, all through
the copious Portuguese vocabulary of vitu

peration. The poor monkey, quietly seated
on the ground, seemed to be in sore trouble
at this display of anger. It began by looking
earnestly at him, then it whined, and lastly

rocked its body to and fro with emotion, cry-
'ng piteously, and passing its long, gaunt
arms continually over its forehead ; for this

was its habit when excited, and the front of
head was worn quite bald in consequence.

At length its master altered his tone. "It's
II a lie, my old woman

;
you're an angel, a

flower, a good aftectionate old creature," and
BO forth. Im mediately the poor mon key ceased
its wailing, and soon after came over to where
the man sat. The disposition of the Coaita
is mild in the extreme : it has none of the

painful, restless vivacity of its kindred, thn
Cebi, and no trace of the surly, untameabl
temper of its still nearer relatives, the Mycetes
or howling monkeys. It is, however, an arran
thief, and shows considerable cunning in pi|

fering small articles of clothing, which it con
ceals in its sleeping place. The natives of tb
Upper Amazons procure the Coaita, \^

full grown, by shooting it with the blow-pip
and poisoned darts, and restoring life by put
ting a little salt (the antidote to the Ur
poison with which the darts are tipped) in it

mouth. The animals thus caught becom
tame forthwith. Two females were once kep
at the Jardin des Plantes of Paris, and Geofl
roy St. Hilaire relates of them that the'
rarely quitted each other, remaining mos
part of the time in close embrace, folding thai
tails round one another's bodies. They tool I

their meals together ; and it was remarked oil

such occasions, when the friendship of animal i

is put to a hard test, that they never quat
relied or disputed the possession of a favorifc
fruit with each other.

—

Bates' Amazon.

For " the Friend."

ffe are a Cliosen People.

I believe the Society of Friends holds th.

true doctrines of the Church of Christ,
that we, at the present time, should go foi
ward bearing our precious treasure with trui

caution, with great and close devotion to ou:

Heavenly Father, who hath called us as i

" peculiar people ;" and with encouraged aD<
hopeful hearts; because the world in futup
time will be brought to acknowledge our doc
trines to be those best qualified, if lived up to

to preserve and sanctify the souls of men
We must go forward bearing with the
proaches of the people, and yet tosuft'er much
and, as Christ was, be erucitied to the world
doing in all the will of the Father. The work
will yet acknowledge Him as its saviour, and

true disciples will be acknowledged. Thi
people of the earth will yet see they havi
served mammon, and they will wonder whei
they understand the depth, and the breadth
and the privileges of the doctrine held bj

Friends. We must be faithful to our Leads:
till the earth is redeemed. Our duty is t(

love God supremely, and our neighbors as our
selves, and all those who profess with us, tha
are truli/ christians, love God always, and thei:

neighbors always, and go forth only in thi

strength of the Lord. There is not, nor -

was, any "trouble" among frwe christians, anc
those who cause " trouble" are bastards, ano
not sons—not in the true Church; and thi

church moveth on peaceably. Then let us no
be disturbed, only let each man attend to thf

things that concern his own salvation (foi

God formeth and preserveth the church whei
that is the case), for time is limited and Goc
will smite the " whited walls" shortly. Maj
we be sober, earnest indeed, to lay the fbunda
tion sure. D. F. White.

O ! that children would duly and seriou
consider, how indispensable an obligation thej
are under to be submissive and dutiful t(

parents, and their wholesome admonitions
even from that express command of the Al
mighty, written by His own finger, " Honoi
thy father and mother, that thy days may b(

long upon the land which the Lord thy Goc
giveth thee."—D. Hall.
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service, with all its errors and imperfections,

can be summed, it is believed, in the state-

mentthat, since the inanguration of'its duties,

no great and continuous storm has traversed

the territory of the United States, or raged

ufong the length of its lakes, its gulf or sea

coast shores, without fair and general pre-

monition, given at the great majority of the

points endangered.

—

Late Paper.

The Signal Service Bureau.

/riie report of the Chief Signal Officer of the

jmy for the year 1872, contains an immense

pount of valuable and practical information

iwarding meteorological science. Full de-

iTls are added relative to the progress of the

of the Government in the establish

nt of signal stations, the education of ob-

vere, and the publication of reports show-

that this important service has materially

vanced in usefulness and efficiency during

past year. Ten additional stations have

established within the United States,

d the total number of points at which ob-

rvationsarenow made is seventy-two. From
first station in the Aleutian islands to

ose upon the British coasts, the reports

m both of which are noticed, there inter-

lines nearly half acircumferenceoftheearth's

(rface. From the stations on the Aleutian

ijands comes the first intimation of storms

:• meteoric disturbances having their origin

a the coast of Asia. The Pacific stations re-

jrt the first appearance on that coast of the

sturbances thus traced. The connection is

jntinued by the Rocky Mountain stations,

nd thus the news travels in advance of the

.orm.

The organization of a mobilized corps of

bservers has been commenced. This will be

Dmposed of picked men, and its object is to

lace at the disposal of the government the

ower of suddenly increasing the number of

tations from which reports are to be had in

ny section of the country which may, at any

eason of the year, be especially threatened

y the storms which seem, at different sea-

ons, to pass more frequently over particular

lortions of the territories of the United Slates,

t will be possible to occupy, in this way, the

tations as stations of report with very great

apidity.

In regard to the accuracy of warnings and

)rediction8, General Myer states that the per-

ientage of cautionary signals verified, by the

iccurrence of the winds described within

ew hours after the display of the signal, is ^ — ^ _, ^

>stiraated to have been about 70 per cent, liaible account of the state of your afflicted

1, is wholly caution- Province ; I hope all things will turn out tor

For " The Friend."

Extracts from Letters, &c., referring chiefly to

Friends in America, during last century, with

notes.
(Continued from page 21ii.)

Warrington, 1st luu. -Jd, 17.59.

Dear friend, James Pemberton,—I salute

thee and thy dear wife in the bond of that

friendship which I trust hath taken deep root

ing in our minds, and cannot easily be de-

stroyed ; it commenced in that which is in itE

own nature eternal, and by which the whole

fiimily in Heaven and earth are connected

If on our part we cultivate the holy principle

towards its pure Head, we shall often know

it to overtop every plant of a contrary nature,

and bring forth fruit of its own kind to our

comfort and profit. And indeed there is noth-

ing else for the wise in heart to lean upon

with safety; every other joy will fade, and

ssue in disappointment, but this Divine sub-

stance will never fail, but in all events, be an

anchor both sure and steadfast.

Thy sister Lloyd very often engages my
sympathizing thoughts. She hath happily

learned where something is to bo found, that

can render every dispensation tolerable and

sanctify every affliction ;
though it seems pain-

tul to have the joyous prospects of youth stain-

ed by languishing indisposition, and to be cut

ofip from many agreeable prospects betore the

way to such a

man, being clothed with that wisdom which

is pure as well as peaceable, &e., so shall we

witness our hands to be strengthened, and the

feet of our minds more firmly established on

the mount of God's salvation and the song of

thanksgiving in regard to ourselves to rise

with the day; and although sorrow and con-

tinual heaviness may be our portion on the

account of others, and our trials may increase

with our years, yet shall that Name wherein

we trust, be as a covert from the storm and

shelter from the tempest, as rivers of water

in dry places, and the salutary shade of a

mighty rock in a weary land. Many indeed

and deep are the afflictions of the righteous,

but the blessed advantage they may reap

thereby renders them rather desirable, as

i^uards from the baneful encroachments of

the spirit of this world, which is too apt to

steal upon us almost imperceptibly, and renew

the occasion of our washing in Jordan, and

especially on those in affluent circumstances,

whose conversation is much amongst those

who soar above the simplicity of truth, who

convoy a blasting tincture, from the effects of

which the simple can only be defended through

steady watchfulness and prayer, whereby

they will obtain grace to stand by Divine

appointment in direct opposition, and main-

tain the dignity of their calling in holiness,

humility, and godly fear. When I consider

how many have begun in the Spirit, run well

for a time, and yet centered at last in confu-

sion, I stand amazed, and trembling of soul

sometimes seizes me, lest after all it should

be my unhappy lot, the very possibility of

which is shocking, yet profitable to consider,

exciting to vigilance and circumspection. It

is not, my friend, because thou art ignorant

of these things that I write them, but as they

freely and unsought for offer to my pen I com-

municate them, knowing that we have sor^"

are, and who often mercifully disappoints u

and in the appearance of evil substitutes sub-

stantial good.
, . ^ ,

I am greatly obliged to thee for thy intef

rhe signal, it is explained, is wholly

iry, for warning of probable danger.

The experiment of a balloon ascent has

been tried with fair results. One hundred

and fifty-six readings were made, establishing

the fact that very delicate instruments may
thus be employed.
Arrangements for an interchange of reports

have been made with Canada, and a similar

course is contemplated with the West India

islands. It is believed that many of the cy-

clonic storms, the indications of which are

first felt by the stations of the United States,

as then showing the disturbances upon the

Gulf of Mexico or near the Atlantic coast, and

which storms are afterward to be traced

across the States intervening to the lakes or

along the Atlantic sea coast, pass over points

on these islands from which their presence

can be announced. Since January 1, 1872,

statements of the changes in the depths of

water in the principal western rivers, being

in direct relation to the meteoric changes,

have been reported daily. It is hoped that a

portion of the great problem of the protection

of the river commerce from ice and freshets,

and of the lower river levees from breakage

and overflow, will be solved through the

timely warnings that will be given.

The practical results of this branch of the

we once learned, and hoping thy favorable

reception of them.

I rejoice that thy daughter is so well re-

covered, to whom please to present the re-

membrance of ray dear love, and to the rest

of your children, who are fresh in my mind

with strong desires for their growth in holi-

ness, in which alone consists true happiness.

[ think I may say I have no greater joy than

to see or hear of the children walking in the

truth, which affords the comfortable hope that

the honor of our great and gracious sovereign

will be asserted on earth, and the offices of

some of his servants, vacated by their removal

from works to rewards, filled. Oh! might but

the Ark of his testimony rest in your family !

and your house be pronounced blessed, and

surely if it is not it will not be for want of

the Heavenly Dew plenteously descending

upon you, which, had it been suffered to re-

main, would have made every branch fruitful

in righteousness.

Here I will stop, having said much more

than I foresaw when I set pen to paper, and

branches* o"f that f^amilyjwith the salutation of unfeigned love to every
-' " " ._ _„j x„ friends as

i«-ood, to remind the forgetful that the Lord

reigns, and is forever able to effect His own

purposes in His own way. A continuation of

this kindness will bo very acceptable to me,

for I love the Province and the people with

entire affection. My dear love attends thee,

thy dear wife and children, thy mother and

sister Lloyd.
I am thy very affectionate friend,

Samtjel Fothergill.

Catharine Payton to Mary Pemberton.

Dudley, 7th mo. 18th, 1758.

My Dear Friend, ***[!] am now glad

to find, by receipt of the above mentioned

letter and thy acceptable favor of the 25th of

the 5th mo., that I retain a place in your al"-

fectionate remembrance, which be assured

vou do n m no, as brancnes oi Lnut lamnj iwiui tuc o^.^.^^.v... ..- -o

for whom my soul is strongly engaged, and branch of your family, and to my fn

to which I humbly hope I am yet united, thou hast freedom to communicate i(

hoT.h various huL b en the efforts of aniof whom I hope to write soon) concluconclude, who

Catbarine Payton.

John Kendall to John Pemberton.

Colchester, 19th of 3d mo. 1759.

Dear friend, John Pemberton,—It has not

vLroE;b7tht^;a;drGo"dan"d been through want of affection that I have

unwearied adversary to break the sacred tie
;
am thy sympathizing fnend,

I mean the family of the Heavenly Father.

And inasmuch, my dear friend, as we have

been the happy partakers of this blessed fel-

lowship, may we labor to maintain it, by
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omitted writing to thee thus long, but some
more than common engagements by altera
tions in our family and otherways, have fallen
to my lot since I saw thee last. The few lines
I received from thee a little before thou left
England, seemed to bring me under an obli-
gation of writing to thee, which has remained
upon meeversince, sothat I should be pleased
to discharge the debt, was there but ability.
The agreement of our situation makes me a
little compare myself with thee. I mean with
respect to the share of work fallen to our
lot in the early part of our time. May the
mighty Arm by which alone we have been
hitherto supported, still continue to be ex
tended for our support, that so we may not
be discouraged through any of the hardships
or trials we meet with for the cause sah
But by our faithfulness to the little required
at our hands may become more and more
fitted for the work we are called to, so shall
our settlement be more and more fixed, and
the increase of our peace be greater in propor-
tion to our sufferings. I meet with so much
almost daily, as calls for the sympathy of my
friends, yet a patient suffering I find helps me
through, and to this I do recommend thee.
The Lord knows what we do stand in need
of, and will assuredly plead the cause of his
people, whose whole trust and confidence is
in him.
O how weak and infirm when left to our-

selves, and how strong and fit for engagement
are we when clothed with Divine authority.
Though we are now low and poor, methinks
the help we have formerly witnessed may a
little strengthen our faith in the Divine power;
which remains the same and is everlasting'
therefore worthy to be trusted in

; such who
are strengthened by it can stand. Let us

A CHILD'S MONUMENT.
I sat alone,

Before me lay the sheet of daily news,
And there I read with horror-stricken heart
How the fierce flames raged with their deadly heat
In great Chicago, how her thou.sands fled,

Leaving the riches of their lives behind
;How sire and child were parted, and hot death

Flamed in between the people and their homes
;How the poor babes clung to their mothers' robes

Snatched hastily from off the midnight bed,
No time to wrap them from the chilly air,
No time for aught save life. And when they dawned
Those awful mornings on this bitter scene
Of horror and destruction, there they lay
Asleep upon the earth in the wide fields"

Miles from the city, or in alleys pent.
" These are the lambs God calls upon the world

The world at ease, to comfort and to clothe."

OrigiDai. If the seed be good, we rejoice in hope
Of the harvest it will yield

;

We wait and watch for its springing up,
Admire its growth and count on the crop,
That will come from the little seed we drop

In the great wide field.

But if we heedlessly scatter wide
Seeds we may happen to find,

We care not for culture or what may betide,
We sow here and there on the highway side;
Whether they've lived or whether they've died

We never mind.

Yet every sower must one day reap
Fruit from the seed he has sown,

How carefully then it becomes us to keep
A watchful eye on the seed, and seek
To sow what is good, that we may not weep

To receive our own !

endeavor to devote our hearts more fully to
the service of our Great Master, who hath
mercifully called us early to labor in his vIl.
yard. We had need to be industrious that
we may not miss of the reward. One great
cause of the halting and dwarfishness so ap-
parent among us, appears to me to be the
want of industry and care to improve the
talents received ; and that many are not be-
come great instruments of good in this day
is not through any deficiency in the Giver of
every good and perfect gift. But through
unfiaithfulness to what is already received,
they obtain not that which was to be added,'
80 are not what they might have been. May
the harms others sustain be warnings to us.
The dangers surrounding us indeed threaten
our overthrow

; but may we never faint in
the. warfare, but obtain that excellent victory
which such obtained who overcame by the
blood of the Lamb, and by the word of their
testimony who loved not their lives to th(
death. These John saw fighting in heaven
against the dragon, against whom the drao-on
and his angels prevailed not, neither was their
place found any more in heaven. Then was
a loud voice heard, saying in heaven, now is
come salvation and strength and the kingdom
of our God and the power of his Christ, for
the accuser of our brethren is cast down,
which accused them before our God day and
night. Thy affectionate friend,

John Kendall.

And then another wail from western wilds.
And devastated prairies, thousands flying
Before the terrors of devouring flames.

. .
I closed my eyes, and lo

!

A vision tender lay before my soul
;My little child as when I saw him last,

As when I kissed his pure and marble brow
And murmured :

" Never shall I see thee more,
Until we meet before the great white throne."
This was the form that came with mute appeal
^nd thus I spoke :

" I will arise and work.
For thy sweet sake, now let these poor be mine."

Next morn I rose with purpose strong as ever,
Passing from house to house; urgent the need,
And short the time. Some gave me of their full
And fair abundance; some gave more, some less •

Some proflfered me their aid in helpful ways, '

And their deft fingers plied the needle swift

'

Kind hearts and willing hands. If there were those
VVho coldly turned aside and did not help.
It was a woe far-off, and naught to them.
But every morning dawned with courage new.
And evenings often saw the midnight toil.
Until they rose pile upon pile, our stores
Of thick, warm flannels, comforts, hoods and shawls
(rarments for young and old, a goodly show.

I sought the trunk where lay my darling's clothes
I never yet could bear to give away.
Suit after suit I took, all that was good,
This was his cause, my monument to him.
The old, familiar things that had no warmth,
But only precious to my aching heart,
Ah, those I kissed and gently laid away.
Within a shoe I placed a written slip:
"These were a little boy's, who died three years

And more ago, for whose dear sake, his mother
Toiled with her might to send you these warm clothes.'

_,, They went forth
those well filled boxes to the Western land,
We knew they reached their haven, and my heart
Was well content. And .so the time passed on
But when the frosts and wintry winds prevailed,
And we sat down before our ample fires
A letter from the prairies of the West,

'

A glad response of gratitude and thanks!
It told how shivering women wept warm tearsHow childhood danced in happiness and joy '

And how the blessings of these poor were ours •

For you can never know while in the worldMow fully prized your generous offerings are."

It was as if a voice from Heaven had spoken.My heart could only utter hymns of praiseMy grateful lips could murmur: "O, dear' Lord!
Jiven in this life. Thy rich rewards are sure '"

Chester county.

As often as we bring to light the infirmity
of another, we set our own on the candlestick
with it.

Selected.

THE SEED AND THE SOWER.
Be not deceived

; God is not mocked ; for whatsoeve
a man .soweth, that shall he also reap."—Gal. vi. 7.

Ever so little the seed may be.
Ever so little the hand,

A
j^j''^" it 18 sown it must grow, you see.

And develop its nature weed, flower, or tree

;

the sunshine, the air, and the dew are free
At Its command.

Selected for "The Friend

The Youth of our Day.
"I amanxious for the coming forward oft

youth of our day : something or other retar
their growth

; with divers it is not any
disposition, any criminal pursuit, but t fe

there is a want of a steady, solid, dilij

waiting, for the renewal of those baptis
which purge the soul, and prepare it for fa

ther illuminations and discoveries of dut
There is a seeking and desiring after goo
and a looking towards the servants and me
sengers, and expecting from them; but
under a sense of our wants and weaknesse
our attention was more immediately turne
to the Master himself, and our dopendenc
more abstractedly fixed on Him, I believ
there would be more of a growing in the roo
the tender plant would sooner become a tre

of righteousness, and fruit would be brougb
forth in due season, grateful to God
man."—-From a Letter of R. Shackleton, 11

A Pet Wasp.—One of the most curious at

tendants at the gathering of the British Assc
elation at Brighton was a little gentleman ii

brown overcoat, with black and yellow nethe:
garments, wearing a sharp sword, poisonet
at the tip. Next to Mr. Stanley, this visitoi

might be called by far the most remarkabli
and best worth attention among all the as
sembled notorieties. It was Sir John Lub
bock's pet wasp; and the respect which would
naturally be paid to any friend of the hem
lent savant who has given London its i

holidays, was really due to this insect on its

own account. Captured in a nest of soft grey
paper in the Pyrenees, the wasp was the very
first of its species that had ever received an
education. Sir John exhibited it to the Asso-
ciation with just pride, as a proof of what
kindness and patience can eftect upon the'
most unpromising creatures; and even Mr.
Forster might have wondered to see it come^
out of the glass bottle where it lives, eat sugar'
from its master's fingers, allow him to stroke
its striped back, and fly round and round
head, returning always to his homo in the
bottle. At first, says its distinguished edu-
cator, it was " rather too ready with its sting ;"

but now it never thinks of unsheathing the
tiny rapier at its tail; and nobody who saw
the insect could doubt that its nature had been
greatly changed.

—

Late Paper.

Although the Lord may see good to try us
some times one way, sometimes another, how
should we know that we have any faith if it

be not tried ? How shall we know that we
have any true love to God, if it never be
proved ? The trial of the true believer's faith
is more precious than gold.

—

J. Richardson.
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For "Tlio Friend."

The Modoc War.

e Modocs are a small tribe of Indians in

OD, with whom difficulties have arisen

b have led to open hostilities. Though
umber but few lighting men, j-et the

,8 of the troops sent against them have
navailing to reduce them to subjection,

principal!}' to the broken character of

ountry into which they have retreated,

general Government, in pursuance of the

and Christian policy which has marked
cent dealings with the Indian tribes, has

ed a suspension of hostile movements,
appointed a commission to investigate

auses of the war, and endeavor to settle

ably the disputes which have arisen,

e correspondent of on« of the San Fran-
papers has recently furnished for publi-

n the result of his inquiries. If his state-

,8 are true, and there appears no reason

pubting them, they furnish ample ground
ihe following comments which appeared
recent editorial in the Ledger of this city,

!r the caption "Origin of the Modoc

i.8 the particulars concerning the Modoc
»n war come along in the California

nals, it becomes every day more appa-

that the ' war' had about the same origin

lost other ' Indian wars.' One of the

jns appointed to visit the Modoc Indians,

a view to a cessation of hostilities, is

h Steele, who lives in Yreka, California,

36 borders of Oregon, and in the vicinity

e Modoc country. He is a lawyer there,

)f the earliest settlers and most respected

3n8. He knows all the Indians, and es-

illy the Modocs and their chiefs, and they
V and respect him. He was formerly a

rintendent of Indian Affairs, and under-

is 'the dark ways' of the 'traders' and
nts.' This gentleman says positively that

)resent war is a 'commissaries and Indian
ts' war.' The Modocs were persuaded
ive up lands guaranteed to them by a

er treaty, in exchange for reservation

3 on which they nearly starved. And
is where the ' commissaries' and 'agents'

3 in as advocates for forcing the Modocs
) confined to that particular reservation,

less the Modocs can find to eat the more
ssity there is for supplies, and with more
lies there is more margin for cheating
the Government and the Indians. Mr.

le says ' it is not a question of how much
is used by the Indians there, but how
h is charged to the Government.' He
lions an instance in which a 'trader'

id cattle to the Indians, issued them 'on

jooks,' that is to say, got pay for them
Government, and then drove them off

sold them to the miners! The Modocs,
lys, ' never got so much as a hide' from
lot of cattle. Mr. Steele says further

the commissaries and agents, and he

68 them, who have been most active in

ing up this war, had a little ' Credit Mo-
r' among themselves in the way of furnish-

supplies. They had the control of the
racts, and, after the most approved style

le Pacific Eailways and the ' Credit Mo-
r' people, they got up an arrangement by
ih they contracted with themselves. Of
86, in such a case they were not any more
icular about prices, or the quality of the

lies, or the quantities delivered, than

18, Alley, and their Congressional confed-

erates were under the same circumstances.
But the Indians got tired of this, and refused

to submit to it. The cattle men's 'Credit
Mobilier' was determined they should, and
now there is a sanguinary war, which has

cost the lives of brave soldiers and a great

deal of public money.
"This is the old experience. Oregon has

been particularly fruitful in it. They had a

'Rogue River' Indian war there once which
cost the Government thousands of dollars for

every hundred honestly or actually expended.
But the 'Rogues' were not the Indians then
any more than they are now."

For " The Friend."

Barclay's Life of Jaffray.

(Continued from page 200.)

Here, passing over a portion of the early

pages of the Diary, as perhaps less interesting

to the general reader, we resume at the dale

4th mo. lOth, 1657.

"Having for many days put up some desires

to the Lord, on behalf of his people and work,

I was this day convinced, that my way was
but very slight and formal; and that the con-

sideration of the work of God, and his people's

condition at this time, hath been but very

superficially looked on by me. Therefore

was I some way desirous, to be bumbled
before the Lord for my former neglect, and

my not observing what the Lord is about, in

these times ;
and what he is so wonderfully

working, by such contrary means to those

we had proposed, as the way for carrying

on his work. That Scripture came to my
mind, Jer. xlv. 2 to 5. May not the Lord be

said, in these days, to be breaking down what
formerly he had builded, and plucking up
what he had planted; and yet, for the most
part, how senseless are his people ! But let

my thoughts be confined rather to myself;

for, if 1 may presume to be counted among
the Lord's people, sure I am, there hath been

none, who hath had any measure of light or

impression from the Lord of these things,

that have proved more lifeless, formal, and
negligent, as to a right minding of the con-

cernment of the Lord and his people. What
a sad matter is it, for the Lord's people, in

such a time, not only to be in darkness as to

their duty, but so far deserted, as they have
been for a long time, and unfitted to carry on

what remains to be done of the Lord's work,

that they are generally inclining to sit down
and be satisfied with what they have. Yea,

(which is worse,— if worse may be,) are there

not many of the servants of Christ, who have
been eminently carried forth to be glorious

instruments in bringing forward the work to

this length ; but who are clearly turning back

again, and ready to sit down upon the things

of a present world, so as to bo in hazard of

being bewitched by these?—or, if not, are they

not generally seeking to sit down upon the

dawningsonly, of the morning light ? While
as, Jesus Christ, like the sun in his bright-

ness, is mounting up, and calling them to

follow on, unto the perfect day ;—until his

enemies be altogether made his footstool, and
the earth be filled with the glory of the Lord,

as is promised in Numbers, xiv. 21. * * * *

"The Lord's people should therefore be

laboring to stay and establish their hearts,

not to be shaken in their confidence of the

truth of the promises of his coming;—for lo

He comes, with power and great glory.

Matt. xxiv. .30.—'But who may abide the day
of his coming ?' Mai. iii. 2.—They should labor,

so to be established in the faith of his prom-
ises, as not to be shaken at what has already,

or may as 3-et come, of a day of darkness and
desertion. Is there not also warrant for them,
to be waiting for a dreadful time of suffering,

with which they may be tried?—as the Scrip-
tures do verj' plentiful!}- hold forth,—in which
Satan, having transformed himself into an
angel of light, shall so far prevail, that, if it

were possible, he should deceive the very elect.

This day, as it hath, in a great measure,
already come on us in this generation

;
yet

not so, but that more, and much more of this

kind, may be our lot to be tried with. It ap-
pears very evident from the Holy Scriptures,
Isai. i. 25, and iv. 4, that before that great and
glorious a])pearing of Christ, the dross and
tin of his people must be purely purged away
by the spirit of judgment and of burning,—

a

day of such trouble, says Daniel, xii. 1, 'as

never was,'—such a day must there be, before

the Lord's people shall bo delivered
; such a

day, wherein two parts shall be cut off and
die, and a third part shall be saved 'through
the fire,' after being 'refined' and 'tried' as
' silver' and as ' gold.'

"O I that, by the consideration of these
things, I might stir up my own heart, so to
labor to be rooted and grounded in the love
of the truth, and knowledge of the gospel of
Christ; that no temptation on the one hand,
or on the other, should shake me, in those
dreadful, shaking, and trying times, when the
Lord is about the searching 'Jerusalem with
candles.' Zeph. i. 12. This search is there
said to be, for the punishment of those that
are settled on their lees.—Lord ! save me from
settling, either in a lifeless form of religion,

without the power thereof, or in any bait or
temptation that may arise from the allure-

ments of a present world
; that I may, by

grace, be saved from the errors of the times,

to which so many are given up, to the dread-
ful offence and scandal of the gospel ! So also,

I pray, that the Lord, of his goodness and
free grace, would save me from resisting or
refusing to receive light, when it does proceed
from Himself, who is the fountain of light

and life; especially when He is about these
glorious manifestations and discoveries of
himself, which shall consume the man of sin,

even with the brightness of his coming, 2

Thess. ii.3 and 8,—and which shall also make
his own shine more brightly than the sun in

the firmament, through the abounding measure
of the graces of his Spirit in them. See Dan.
xii. 3, and Isai. xxx. 26. Then shall a little

one be like David, and the house of David
like the angel of God, Zech. xii. 8. How far

are the least of the saints from having attained

to this pitch ! and yet no less than this ought
to be in their eye and aim;—the kingdom of
Christ, which by himself we are taught daily

to pray that it may come, will produce no
less. But how far are we the religious pro-

fessors of this day from it! and how much
may we, in all appearance, be likely to suffer,

before our dross and tin be taken away,
that we may be accounted worthy to win
'places' among the number of those that shall

get leave to 'stand by ;' according to that

place in Zech. iii. 4, 7, 'Behold, I have caused
thine iniquity to pass from thee.' 'If thou
wilt walk in my ways, and if thou wilt keep
my charge, then thou shalt also judge my
house, and shalt also keep my courts, and I
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will give thee places to walk among these

that stand by.'

"

CTo be continaed.)

For "The Friend."

Origin of Man.

Believing many of the readers of " Th
Friend," will be intere.sted in perusing Louis
Figuer's " Introduction to the human race

;

His definition of Man ;
How he ditfers fro

other animals ; His origin, &c.," Therewith
inclose a copy for publication, if thought
suitable.

What is man ? A profound thinker. Car
dinal de Bonald, has said, "Man is an intelli-

gence assisted by organs." We would fain

adopt this definition, which brings into rel

the true attribute of man, intelligence, were
it not defective in drawing no sufficient dis-

tinction between man and the brute. It is a

fact that animals are intelligent and that

their intelligence is assisted by organs. But
their intelligence is infinitely inferior to that

of man. It does not extend beyond the

necessities of attack and defence, the power
of seeking food, and a small number of affec-

tions or passions, whose very limited scope

merely extends to material wants. With
raan, on the other hand, intelligence is of a

high order, although its range is limited, and
it is often arrested, powerless and mute, before

the problems itself proposes. In bodily forma-

tion, man is an animal, he lives in a material

envelope, of which the structure is that of

the Mammalia; but he far surpasses the

animal in the extent of his intellectual facul-

ties. The definition of man, must therefore

establish this relation which animals bear to

ourselves, and indicate, if possible, the degree

which separates them. For this reason we
shall define man : an organized, intelligent being,

endoived with the faculty of abstraction.

To give beyond this a perfectly satisfactory

definition of man is impossible: first, because,

a definition, being but the expression of a

theory, which rarely commands universal as-

sent, is liable to be rejected with the theory
itself; and secondly, because a perfectly ac-

curate definition supposes an absolute knowl-
ledge of the subject, of which absolute knowl-
edge our understanding is incapable. It has

been well said that a correct definition can be
furnished by none but divine power. Noth-
ing is more true than this, and were we
able to give of our own species a defiuition

rigorously correct, we should indeed possess

absolute knowledge.
The trouble we have to define aright the

being about to form the subject of our inves-

tigation, is but a forecast of the difficulties we
shall meet when we endeavour to reason upon
and to classify man. He who ventures to

fathom the problems of human nature, physi-

cal, intellectual or moral, is arrested at every
step. Each moment be must confess his

powerlessness to solve the questions which
arise, and at times is forced to content him-
self with merely suggesting them. This can
be explained. Man is the last link of visible

creation ; with him closes the series of living

beings which we are permitted to contemplate.
Beyond him there extends, in a world hidden
from our view, a train of beings of a new
order, endowed with faculties superior and
inaccessible to our comprehension; mysterious
phalanxes, whoso place of abode even is un-

known to us, and who, after us, form the next
step in the infinite progression of living crea-

tures by whom the universe is peopled. Situ-

ate, as he is, on the confines of this unknown
world, on the very threshold of this domain,
which his eye, if not his thoughts, may not
penetrate, man shares to some extent the at-

tributes belonging to those beings who follow
him in the economy of nature. Doubtless, it

is this which makes it so difficult for us to com-
prehend the actual essence of man, his destin}*,

his origin and bis end.

These reflections have been fcalled for in

order to supply an explanation of the frequent
admissions of helplessness which we shall be
obliged to make in this cursory introduction,

when we investigate the origin of man, the
period of his first appearance on the globe,

the unity or division of our species, the classi

fication of the human race, &c. If to many
of these questions we reply with doubt
uncertainty, the reader must not lay the
blame at the feet of science, but must search
for the cause in the impenetrable laws of
nature,

And first, whencecomes man? Wherefore
does he exi'^t ? To this we can make no
reply, the problem is beyond the reach of
human thought. But we may at least en-

quire, since this question has been largely

debated by the learned, whether man existed

in some other animal form, which has been
modified in his anatomical structure by time
and circumstances. In other words, is it

true, as has been pretended by various of our
contemporaries, that man is the result of th

organic improvement of a particular race of
pes with which we are familiar and the first

lan?
We have already treated and discussed thii

question more fully in the volume which pre
ceded this. We have shown in "Primitive
Man," that man is not derived by a process
of organic transformation from any animal,

and that he includes the ape, not more than
the whale among his ancestry ; but that he
is the product of a special creation.

Nevertheless, whether its creation be spe-

cial or the result of modification, the human
pecies has not always existed. There is,

then, a first cause for its production. What
is this? Here is again a problem which sur-

passes our understanding. Let us say, my
readers, that the creation of the human species

was an act of God, that man is one of the
children of the great Arbiter of the universe,

and we shall have given to this question the
only response which can content at once our
feelings and our reason.

But let us summon questions more accessi-

3 to our comprehension, with which the
mind is more at ease, and upon which science

can exercise its functions. To what period
should we refer the first appearance of man
upon the globe? In "Primitive Man," we
have answered this question as far as it can
be. We have considered the opinion of some
writers who carry the first appearance of
man as far back as the tertiary period. Ee-
jecting this date on account of the insufficien-

cy of the evidence produced, we in com-
mon with most naturalists, have admitted,
that man appeared for the first time upon our
globe at the commencement of the quarterna-
ry period, that is to say, before the geological

phenomenon of the deluge and previous to

the glacial period which preceded this great
terrestial cataclysm. To fix the birth of

WHAT IS THE GOSPEL?
In reply to a letter from a Friend. By

Alsop, London. Printed for private circ

tion.

Some one has kindly sent us a copy (

small pamphlet with the above title,

author is a member of our Society, livin

London, and occupying the station of

elder: the "reply" is dated 2nd month
1873.

The object the writer has in view, app
to be, to convince his readers that the

pel" in its proper sense, is restricted to

glad tidings of salvation through the com
suffering, death, &c., of Jesus Christ the

viour of the world; and that Bobert Ban
and the other early Friends were in erroi

their interpretation nf the Scripture used

them in proof of their belief, that the goi

was preached in every creature. He spe

his force on an effort to show that the Ap
gist made a mistake in selecting the Eiig

word in from the various meanings that I

be given to the Greek particle en, whec
quotes the declaration of the Apostle, Co

23, that the gospel was preached in ev

creature, and that he ought to have chc

to or among. Eeference is made to the Gr
text, to the translation in different editil

of the Scriptures, and to the opinions

various commentators, to show that eit

to or ainong has been generally used. T
we suppose, may be freely admitted; bu

B. Alsop admits that in is equally a mean
of the Greek particle as the other two,

brings nothing forward to show that E. I

clay was not as well versed in the Greek I

guage as himself and those he quotes, we
not see that he " takes anything," as lawj

Y, by the Greek and Latin lore expende
E. A. makes this most serious cha

against E. Barclay, "In support of this

pothesis [against doctrines which "un\i

rantably limit the grace of God,] a la

amount of Scripture is adduced: but not

frequently the texts are singularly modified,

man lated or dipped so as to make them fit into

n the tertiary period, would be to tT&VQ\ argument." As an illustration of this he i

out of facts now within the ken of science, ' note refers to where in Prop. v. and vi. Qi

and to substitute for observation, conjee

and hypothesis. By saying that man
peared for the first time upon the

at the commencement of the quarter
period, we establish the fact, which is aj

able to the cosmogony of Moses, that
was formed after the other animals, and
by his advent he crowned the edifice of

mal creation.

(To be continued.)

In passing through the streets on P
daj's, I have often observed my neigh
spending their time in a careless manner,
have felt a secret salutation of love to tl

as a seed ungathered. When it shall pi

the Lord to open their eyes to behold Si'

quiet habitation, I earnestly wish no st

bling block, in us who are making so bij

profession, may be suffered to offend beS

ers, or dim Zion's heavenly beauty.

—

h
Hagger.

THE FRIEND.
THIRD MONTH 1, 1873.
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, Barclay is explainint; what Friends

by the expression of Christ being in all

7iz : as Ho is the Light of the world and
teueth every man that comcth into the

—he refers to the 2d v. ii. c. of 1st Cor
,

ives the Greek text, and hia translation

IS meaning "Christ crucified in them."

8 very different from modifying, isolat-

r clipping the original text. He further

"K. Barclay was however, without

,
honestly persuaded of the sufficiency

argument founded on Col. i. 23, as to

jspel "preached (to or) in every crea-

viz : "that there were many thousands

n and women to whom the outward Gos-

as he terms it, "was never preached ;"

to reconcile, the text with the fact, he had

se to the idea of an inward Gospel, based

is passage ; which by what seemed to

Allowable change in the preposition,

, admit of such an understanding."

8 lamentable to find persons in mera-

p with Friends making these unjust

as against Barclay, in their endeavours

)vert the doctrines of the gospel as pro-

ited by those who were the instruments

Ihering the Society. It is true, as K
1 observes, that to translate the Greek

en in the paragraph quoted from Col

to to or among, renders the Apostl

ration literally untrue, inasmuch as we
that those who were commissioned to

aim the gospel of salvation, had preached

t a comparatively small part of man-
is still the case—but, we apprehend,

was not the main reason why Barclay

to use in as the legitimate meaning of

Treek word in that place; but rather

ise this signification is in accordance

the whole tenor of the doctrine on the

ct,inculcated throughout the New Testa

. But we know that in not a few of the re-

d translations of the Scriptures, words
been used because they are in unison with

lerical views of those who were engaged
work ; and as they did not admit that

[iw of the now covenant was or is written

le hearts of those who had not or have
knowledge of the Scriptures, we can

f understand why they would prefer to

lony, as coinciding with their belief; the

ine founded on which, however, Friendi

ever rejected as an error.

i R. Barclay says, "Though the outward
(.ration of the gospel be sometimes taken

ae gospel, yet it is but figuratively."

|Word is sometimes so used in our trans-

p of the New Testament, but Friends

i
always held that in its full sense the

|el is what the Apostle declared it to be,

Ipower of God unto salvation to all them
I believe." Paul certainly did not restrict

? the "glad tidings" he communicated,
(h could be understood and believed with-

^ffecting any spiritual change, let alone

Iroving the power of God unto salvation.

|ilso expressly declared, that the natural

I

receiveth not the things of the Spirit of

[neither can he know them, because they

spiritually discerned ; which cannot be

if the mere "glad tidings," or what is re-

led in the Now Testament of the coming,

iring, death, &c., of Christ, are "the power
rod unto salvation." The same Apostle

ie manner says in another place, that it is

grace of God that bringeth salvation,"

that it "hath appeared unto all men."

. A. declares that we read nothing in Scrip

ture of a "spiritual, heavenly and invisible

principle, in which God as Father, Son and

Spirit dwells, a measure of which divine and

glorious life is in all men as a seed." He also

quotes from three or four authors, principally

French, to show that Friends are wrong in

holding up the doctrine of " Christ within the

hope of glory." We however have no in-

tention of following the arguments adduced.

They are a reiteration of what have been

previously used by the Beaconites, by J. J.

ey, E. Ash and others, who have vainly

striven to disprove and undermine the "True

Christian Divinity," taught and illustrated by

those eminent disciples of Christ, who were

made use of after a long night of apostacy, to

promulgate Scriptural Quakerism or primi

tive Christianity. We say, vainly striven,

for though they have drawn many after them,

the doctrines of Friends remain unchanged,

and, being based on the immutable truth, are

themselves unchangeable.
After referring to certain texts said to have

been corrupted by the translators, R. A., says,

' Whilst we would not reject sound criti-

cism whereby in some instances, the true

sense of the original may be better conveyed
;

surely it is a serious thing for such as have

not the requisite knowledge of language ("the

unlearned and unstable, 2 Peter, ii. v. 16, it

may be,) to attempt to im^jroi-e the Scriptures,

to the peril of their own souls and the souls

of others." Erudite as II. Alsop may be, and

suppose himself thereby qualified to decide

on the true meaning of the Scriptures, we do

not recognize the evidence of it, in the mean
ing he here supposes may bo attached to th(

expression of Peter, when, referring to somi

things written by Paul which were hard to be

understood, he says, which they that are un-

learned and unstable wrest, as they do other

Scriptures, to their own destruction. We
apprehend that the thought of verbal criticism

or definition was far from the mind of the illit-

erate but inspired fisherman, but that ho alludes

to those who were unlearned and unstable in

the knowledge of spiritual things as taught

in the school of his divine Master ;
the other

construction would probably have reminded

him of the query " Art thou a master of Israel

and knowest not these things?" Is not the
" peril" referred to, equally incurred when the

attempt is made to induce the members of our

religious Society to give up doctrines which
Friends have ever held?

Friends have always most surely believed

in Jesus Christ of Nazareth as the Saviour of

the world ; in his divinity, atonement, media-

tion, and in all his offices ;
and have esteemed

a knowledge of the Scriptures, as a blessing,

second in value to the gift of the Holy Spirit

alone. They believe that as Christ died for

all, thereby making it possible for all to be

reconciled to his Father, so, by his death,

He purchased a measure or manifestation of

his Spirit for all, agreeably to the declaration.

He -was the true light that lighteth every

man that cometh into the world." This doc-

trine of a universal saving light, bestowed in

different degrees on all mankind, obedience to

the measure of which received, is, in the

mercy of Him who willeth not that any
should perish, sufficient for salvation, oven of

those who have no knowledge of the Scrip-

tures, has always been and still is a distin-

guishing characteristic of Friends.

E. Alsop admits that the important doc-

trines which ho labors to controvert, were

held by our early Friends, and yet, from the

following language, ho appears to think that

those members who continue to adhere to the
faith of their forefathers, are chargeable with
breaking the bond of union. Ho says: "1
feel a tender concern for not a very few
honest-hearted Friends, who, I am persuaded,
hold the simple faith of the gospel

;
yet, hav-

ing been accustomed to take an incomplete
view of it, have felt themselves sumewhat
separated in spirit from their brethren, dis-

ciples of the same Lord ; and their efforts, in-

stead of being in aid of their fellow-servants,

have tended rather to weaken." Surely R. A.
ought to have something more and bettor

than his knowledge of the dead languages to

authorize him thus to charge those who are

convinced of the truth of the doctrines pro-

mulgated by Fox, Whitehead, Penn, Barclay
and all the early Friends, with taking "an
incomplete view" of " the simple faith of the
Gospel." The charge applies, not only to

those of the present generation who conscien-

tiously hold to original Quakerism, or primi-

tive Christianity, but reverts through every
generation of faithful Friends, to the first

promulgators of their faith. Friends have
ever held those doctrines which R. A. repu-

diates, not because they were those taught by
Fox, Barclay, &c., but because they have be-

lieved and still believe them to be the truth

as it is in Jesus. Those who depart from and
endeavor to overthrow them, sincere as thej'

may be in their dissent, are those who have
broken and are still breaking the unity, sepa-

rating "in spirit from their brethren," and so

far are not Friends. This, the founders of the

Society, in its early establishment, thus em-
phatically declared, " Now we being gathered
into the belief of certain principles and doc-

trines, without constraint or worldly respect,

but by the mere force of truth on our under-
standings, and its power and isilluonce upon

earts, those principles and doctrines, and
the practices necessarily depending upon them,

are, as it were, the terms that have drawn us

together, and the bond by which we become cen-

tered into one body. Now if any one or more,

engaged with us, should arise to teach any
other doctrine or doctrines, contrary to those

which were the ground of our being one, who
can deny but the body hath power, in such a

case to declare, this is not according to the truth

we profess ; and therefore we pronounce such

and such doctrines to be wrong, with which
we cannot have unity, nor yet any more
spiritual fellowship with those who hold them,
and 80 cut themselves off from being mem-
bers, by dissolving the very bond by which
they were linked to the body." (Barclay on
Church Government.)

In view of this plain and forcible exposition

of the terms of association and of the true

standing of our religious Society and its mem-
bers, with the relation the one bears to the

other, how can any one honestly and honoi-

ably continue within its pale, while using his

position and influence to lay waste its doc-

trines and testimonies!

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FoREiON.—Advices from Madrid represent that the

C.irlist movement is increasing in strength and aggres-

sivenei5s. In the Spanish Assembly, the '21st ult.,

Castellar, the Minister of Foreign AtFairs, and Eche-
gary, Minister of Finance, made statements with refer-

ence to the condition of the Republic, tending to allay

apprehension concerning the movements of the Carlists
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and the course of reactionary partisans. The Minister
j

The strike of the min South Wales continues,
of Justice has prepared a bilH'or the abolition of capi- the attempts at compromise having failed Manv
tal punishment for all offences whatever. The discu.s- families are in a suffering condition, and the deepest
sion ot the bill for the abolition of slavery in Porto gloom prevails in the mining districts.
Kico continued.

'

|

On the 23d and 24th ult., In unusually heavy fall of
1 he Larlists have cut the railroad at \ ittoria, twentv- snow occurred in England,

nine miles south of Bilboa. They have also destroyed
j

On the 24th John Bright look his seat for the first
the railroad stations at Orelo and Stadio. time since his prolonged illne.ss.

Serious disturbances had arisen at Barcelona in con- The total estimated expenditures for the army the
sequence of the officer in command of the garrison at- coming year amount to iei4,416,000. The regular
tempting, without due authority, to establish martial , British armv home and abroad' numbers 125 000 men
law. Under orders from Madrid the officer abandoned of whom 63,000 constitute the home force,
his interference with the municipality and quiet was! London, 2d mo. 24th.—Consols 92i

' U S
restored.

__ 1867, 93J ; new five per cents, 90]. "'

The authorities throughout Catalonia and other sec- Liverpool.— Uplands cotton, did- Orleans
lions of the country, have reiterated their declarations California white wheat, 12s. a 13s percental
of adhesion to the government of the Republic. western spring. Us. 6d a 12s. 3rf.
The Governorships of the forty-eight provinces of

|
A Madrid dispatch of the 24th savs, the government

Spain are to be divided equally among the Radicals; is hurrying forward reinforcements' to the troops now
adjourn

;

operating against the Carlists in the north. Insurgents
Cortes continue to burn the railway stations and bridges.

and Republicans. The Natfonal'Assembly
sine die in six weeks, and elections for the
will follow immediately upon the dissolution. It is

hoped the transition from a monarchical to a republican
form of government will be peacefully effected.

The American Minister has intimated to the Spanish
government that the United States are not disposed to
press embarrassing questions relative to Cuba, desiring
to place no obstacle in the way of the Republic.
The Havana journals continue to abstain from refer-

ring to events in Spain, much against the will of the
middle and poorer classes, who are unanimous in favor
of the Republic.
The Archbishop of Paris has tendered the hospitali-

ties of his home and a fraternal welcome to Mermillod,
recently expelled from Switzerland for persisting iii

exercising his functions as Vicar Apostolic, despite the
prohibation of the Swiss federal authorities.
The Count de Chambord has written

United States.—An investigating Committee of
Congress concerning the affairs of the Union Pacific
Railroad, gives the entire cost of building that road at
about S50,000,000, and says thi.s was wholly repaid to
the promoters by government and first mortgage bonds.
Through the agency of the "Credit Mobilier" and other
cunning devices, about $23,000,000 more were added
to the nominal cost, and divided as income among a
portion of the parties concerned. The report, however,
exonerates many holders of Credit Mobilier stock from
knowledge of the great wrong perpetrated. The Com-
mittee recommend the expulsion of two members of the
House of Representatives.

In 1872 the consumption of railwav iron bars in the
United States amounted to 1,504,391 tons, of which
975,000 tons were made in this country, and 529,591'"- were imported. In 1854 the entire consumption- letter to

,
.._ j,„,.^„. .„ ^.^„, ,„^ c„

Bishop Duponloup, declining tofollow the advice of ' of railway bars was only 447,658 tons,
. I •..

., ,^
,

J/isce«aneoiw.—There were 303 interments in Phila-
the Bishop to make a compromise with the Orleans
princes. The Count upholds the hereditary principle,
saying, "Without it I am nothing—with 'it I accom
plish every thing."

The Committee of Thirty have adopted the amend
ment proposed by Dufavre, which provides that before
its dissolution the French National Assembly .shall

enact laws organizing and directing the transmission of
the legislative and executive powers, and creating
second Chamber.
A decision has been rendered in the case of Prince

Napoleon, against ex-Minister Lefranc for illegal ex
pulsion from France. The Court declared its imcora
petency to try the case, and ordered the plaintiff" to pay
the costs. Prince Napoleon and his consort are now

'

Milan.
In the Prussian Diet on the 20th, the Mini.ster of

Finance reported the surplus of the last year to be 20,-

000,000 thalers, and proposed measures for the reduc-
tion (if the public debt.

The Brazilian agents in London have taken steps to
suspend emigration to Brazil until the investigation
into the alleged sufferings of emigrants is concluded.
At the latest Rio Janeiro dates, the weather was ex-

tremely hot. The deaths from yellow fever averaged
from forty to fifty persons a dav.
An explosion occurred on the 18th in a coal mine at

Staffordshire, Eng., while the men were at work, and
caused the death of twenty of the miners.
The Midland Railroad Company have entered into a

contract with the Pullman Palace Car Company for the
equipment of that road with American sleeping cars.
The estimated expenditures of Great Britain for tii»

financial year 1873—4, form a total of ^66,157,000, :

reduction of £2,040,500 from the current year.
The Bishop of Clonfort and father Quin, who were

on trial in Dublin, have been acquitted of the charge
of using spiritual influence to intimidate voters in the
Galway Parliamentary election. The prosecution was
unable to sustain the charges against them.
A report has been received in London that a cafe

Smyrna, situated on the shore of the gulf, having been
undermined by the tides, was suddenly swallowed up
by the waves, and that between one and two hundred
persons, mostly Greeks, were drowned.
A special dispatch from Berlin to the London 7'imes

the Russian government is hurrying forward large

delphia last week, including 99 children under two
years. There were 58 deaths of consumption, 29 inflam
mation of the lungs, and 17 old age.
The deaths in New York last week numbered 593, ii

Brooklyn 185, and in Boston 129.
Nearly one-half of the children in the public schools

of Buffalo are of German parentage, and less than one
third are of American parentage. The total registry
of scholars is 13,495.

'

The House of Representatives, by a vote of 81 to „„,
has passed a bill increasing salaries after 3d mo. 4th|
1873, as follows : President of the United States, §-50,000;
Vice President, Justice of the Supreme Court, heads of
departments and Speaker of the Hou.se, S10,000 ; Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court, $10,500; Assistant Sec-
retary of State, Treasury and Interior, S6500 ; Senators,
Repre-sentatives and Delegates, including the Fort
second Congress, 17500 ; and, in lieu of mileage, they
are to be allowed actual expen.ses to and from Washing"
ton each session, including the Forty-second Congress.

President Grant has issued a proclamation calling an
extra .se.ssion of the Senate for the 4th of Third month,
there being so much unfinished business in the Senate
as to preclude the possibility of the adjournment of that
body on the 3d, Avithout injury to the public service.

I%e Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 24th ult. New Yb)/:.-American gold, 114]
TT S. .sixes, 1881, 118J ; ditto, 1867, 1161; ditto, 10-40

reinforcements to Turkestan
Prince Gortscliakoff" is about to submit to the govern-

ment of Great Britain, a proposal for a special Anglo-
Russian commission to settle the boundaries of Af-
ghanistan.

A meeting of the conservative leaders in Parliament
was held on the 22d ult., at which it was unanimously
decided to oppose the Ministerial Education bill.

ve per cents, 114]. Superfine flour, $6.10 a $6.-50;
State extra, $7.10 a $7.50; finer brands, j8 a $13.
Iowa spring wheat, S1.52. AVestern mixed corn, 64

estern and southern yellow, 65 cts. ; Jersey yel
low, oO a 63 cts. Oats, 53 a 55 cts. Philadelphia.—
Uplands and New Orleans cotton, 21] a 21^ cts. for
middling.s. Superfine flour, $4.87 a 45.50; extras, S 6
a $7; finer brands, $7.50 a $11.50. White wheat
$2.05 a $2.10 per bushel ; amber, $1.98 a $2; red, $1.90
a $1.95. Rye, 90 cts. Yellow corn, 59 a 60 cts. ; white,
62 cts. Oats, 46 a 50 cts. Smoked hams, 12 J a 13 cts.
Lard, 81 cts. The cattle market was dull this'week and
prices lower. About 3400 head arrived and sold at the
Avenue Drove-yard at 71 a 8 cts. per lb. gross for extra;
6 a 7 cts. for fair to good, and 4 a 5.1 cts. for common.
About 10,000 sheep sold at 5 a 8 cts'. per lb. gross, and
8000 hogs at $7.75 per 100 lbs. net. Baltimcn-e.—White
corn, 60 a 62 cts

;
yellow, 59 cts. ; western mixed, 61 cts.

Oats, 49 a 50 cts. Rye, 80 a 90 cts. Lard, %\ a 81 cts.
Chicago.—'Extra spring flour, $6.50 a $7. No. 1 spring
wheat, $1.29; No. 2, #1.20; No. 3 do., $1.08. No. 2
mixedcorn, 311cts. No. 2 oats, 26 cts. No. 2 rye, 65
ts. No. 2 fall barley, 70 a 71 cts. Lard, $7.65 per
00 lbs, St. Louis.~^Q. 3 fall wheat, S1.78 ; No 2

spring, $1.20. No. 2 mixed corn, 321 cts. Oats, 26^
:<roi(.—White wheat, $1.87 a' $1.96; amber

Michigan, $1.68. Corn, 42 cts. Oats, 351
«'a«A-ie.—No. 1 spring wheat, $1,271. Corn, 3
No. 2 oats, 26 cts.

[The following which was sent to us two or
weeks ago for publication, was accidentally mislai
The Bible and Tract Distributing Society not h

made a report since 1869 to those who have con "

to it, now presents the following summary of i

from l.st mo. 2.5th, 1870, to 1st mo. 25th, 'l873:
The Bibles, Ac, have been sent to nearly every

and Territory of the Union, often in response to s

cations from parties who themselves distribute T
or use the books &c. sent to them. The distrib
could be much enlarged were the means at hand
so. Especially might this be done in certain very .

localities in .South Carolina, Tennessee and Texas
comparatively small sum could be u.sed to defra-
tr.ivelling expenses, for a week or two at a time, ('

tributors living in those neighborhoods.
Contribution.s, which are now much needed, mi
nt to Richard Cadbury, Treasurer, No. 221 Che

St., Philadelphia.
Total distribution for the period above mentiom
ibles, - . . . .

Testaments and parts, - - . j

Tracts, leaflets and small books, - - 70i
Juvenile, do. do. - -

Books for First-day schools.
Wall Texts (large 'type. Scripture,) - - 1

Library Book.s, - - . .

Friends Books, - - . .

Illustrated Papers, - - . .

On behalf of the Association,

Makmaduke C. Cor
Elliston p. Morrc
James E. Rhoads.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN]
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelp
Physician and Superintendent—JosHtTA H. Wo

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients i

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Bi
Managers.

Died, on the 12th of 9th mo. 1872, at the resiii
of her son-in-law, James Moore, in this city M
Reed, relict of the late William Reed, who yean
had charge of the farm at Westtown School.

"

She
in the 92d year of her age. She was diligent in th
tendence of meetings when able to get out, and '

example of the excellency of christian simplicit\.
several years during the latter part other life, she!
mostly confined to her room ; she had long anticip
her departure, and we believe was ready for the cha
Without sickness, other than a gradual failin;
strength, she continued sensible to the close, resig'
her spirit to Him in whom she had trusted, anc
feel that she was gathered into one of the ma'nsioi
her Heavenly Father's house.

, on the 15th of 1st month, 1873, at MooresK
Maby T. Shakpless, widow of the late Harvey Sh
less, in the 53d year of her age, a member of' Ch<
Monthly Meeting, New Jersev. Domestic and reti:

in her disposition, and faithful in the discharge of
duties, she was beloved and esteemed by those
knew her.

,
suddenly, near his home, on the 15th of 1st

1873, William Battixg, aged 47 vears. He wi
member of Concord Monthly Meeting, Pa.

, at his residence, near Hestonville, West Fl
delphia, on the evening of 2d mo. 14th, 1873, J]
George, in the 88th year of his age. He was a m
ber of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadeli
for the Western District, and it is believed that tho
called from works to rewards at an unexpected
ment, he was prepared for the change that has ta
place. He was the survivor of eight children, tw
whom died in early life, and all of them unmarried
tract of land containing 83 acres, valued then atS100,i
and now worth a much larger sum, was donated sev.
years since by him and his sister, the late Reb<
George, to the city of Philadelphia, and forms a chi
part of the public park, so favorably known to
citizens and others. A portion of bis large estate
bequeathed to relatives and friends, and to vari
charitable and benevolent institutions, and to seht
under the control of the religious Society of which
was a member, and other associations unconnec
therewith. The residue of his property is to be i

posed of for the benevolent purposes mentioned in
will, at the discretion of his executors.
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Elizabeth Llnney.

(Concluded from page -IS.)

After giving birth to her second child in

e Tenth month, 1828, her health improved
11 the spring following, when it began again

r) decline. Soon after this she began to think
|f applying for membership with Friends, but
tero the enemy came in upon her as a flood

;

'jlling her she was too illiterate—that she
I'ould not be able to answer the many qnes-
ons that would be asked her—that she was
ot sufficientl}' acquainted with the letter of
heir doctrines, and much more of this kind,
'hese besetments, added to the extremely low
iew she had of herself and of her Christian
ttainments, protracted her design, and made
he conflict great; but the Lord who knew
ow those things arose, cast out that lying
ccuser, by His mighty power, to whom the
raise was given, so that she was encouraged
3 apply, and was received, together with her
wo children, in the Ninth month, 1829.

i Many were her fears that, after all, she
jhould not make that progress which she saw
/as necessary for all who would inherit the
;ingdom of heaven

; and many cries ascended
the Lord, that He would strengthen her

o hold out to the end, that He would en-

ighten her by His blessed Spirit, that she
(light see all the lurkings of the enemy, and
le enabled thereby to shun them; that she
night be preserved from sitting down at rest
vfter obtaining membership; which there is

;round to fear is mournfully the case with
orae, who supposing that attainment to be
nough, settle down, and their "lamps go
mt."

In the Eighth month, 1830, soon after giving
(irth to her third child, her health again be-

;an to decline: a cough, to which she had
)een subject, returned with increased vio-

ence, and her whole frame became debilitated,
vhich settled in an affection of the spine; so
hat by the Fourth month following, she lost,

n a great measure, the use of the lower ex-
remities. Having also been, for some time
)a8t, prevented meeting with her friends as
isual, she became much discouraged ; and not
eeling the presence of her soul's Beloved so
nuch with her as heretofore, she could adopt
he language of the Psalmist, when he said,

" Why go I mourning all the day because of

the oppression of the enemy;" for ho was ex-

ceedingly busy
;
yet she continued wailing on

the Lord in solemn silence at homo; and Ho
at times graciouslj' owned these approaches,

so that she rejoiced in Him, and was enabled

to call upon Him, and pour out her prayers

unto Him who had seen meet to afilict her,

that He would pardon all her faults, and

would arise for htr deliverance. This He did

in due time, and rebuked the adversary, who
was as a roaring lion ; and made her hope that

she should hold out to the end.

The disease increased, and a visit to Scar-

borough was advised; but this and other

means so far failed, that by the end of the

Eighth month she totally lost the use of her

I, not being able to move so much as a toe.

This unexpected increase of disease, was borne

with Christian fortitude and cheerfulness ; for

the Lord was with her, and made her measur-

ably to rejoice in tribulation. Though the

increase of this disease, together with other

complaints, seemed in the estimation of some
to threaten life, yet she believed that her dis-

solution was not so near as was supposed.

She, however, continued to get worse till the

end of the year, notwithstanding the eff'orts

of several medical attendants ; but she was
borne above all, and her faith was strong in

the Loi'd, who had made her content and
cheerful in these afiiictions. And she would
often say to her husband, " Though we have
trials that few, if any, know of, we have also

joys that the stranger meddleth not with."

By the beginning of the year she had re-

gained some use of her legs; and but little

good appearing to result from medical assist-

ance, she gave it quite up. She gradually

mproved, and was in a little time able to gel

about the house, and afterwards to lay aside

her crutch. This state of health continued

till towards the end of the year; till the al-

teration and enlargement of a tumor on the

back, brought her under serious thoughtful-

ness; she being informed by her husband, at

the request of her doctor, that there was a

danger that it might soon prove suddenly

fatal.

This unexpected information was received

with Christian fortitude; and she stated that

she did not see as the doctor saw, in this re-

spect, but concluded, she was so poor a crea-

ture to judge about any matter of importance,

that it was needful to take the precaution to

set her house in order. Being asked by her

husband, if it should prove fatal at an unex-

pected hour, what was her hope, she replied,

"On the merits of Christ; I have no other

hope. I have nothing of my own to bring."

And she also gave directions to her husband
concerning her beloved children, and other

matters of a worldly nature, with a calmness

that showed death was not terrible to her.

In the following summer she appeared to

derive benefit from a month's residence at

Scarborough; for which she thankfully ob-

served to her husband, " We have much to

cause us to rejoice, yet it must be with fear and
trembling." She continued gaining strength

for several months, also attending meetings

frequently ;
and before the end of the year,

she was able to resume her domestic work
with loss assistance than for some months be-

fore; and she forgot not the Lord that had
delivered her ; but quickened her pace heaven-

ward ;
though, for some time, she saw not that

she should soon have done with all things

here below; she being then so much better as

to the body.
Having again in prospect another of those

seasons that had always proved trying to

nature, she doubted of its termination, which
caused her to examine closely her spiritual

state. She now devoted all her spare time to

reading, especially the Holy Scriptures, to

retirement, and communing with her own
heart; and in these moments of retirement

she was frequently overheard in vocal prayer,

that nothing might remain in her that would
not endure the last conflict.

She was at length reduced very low both

in body and mind, thinking herself past hope
and deserted of the Lord ; but after some days,

a Friend sitting with her husband by the bed-

side, Elizabeth expressed her fears that she

was too great a sinner to be saved
;
to which

the Friend replied to this effect: "Thou
knowest that Christ came into the world to

"(ave sinners ;
and that vce none of us have any

thing of our own that will save us without

Him." She was also informed that disease

prevented her being able to see these things;

and the enemy taking the advantage of this,

caused her these distressing feelings. To this

the replied, " Yes it was ;" and afterwards was
much relieved from them. She had a great

conflict in giving up her husband and children,

but the Lord enabled her to do this, and at

times to look unto Him with confidence.

On First-day, the 15th of Sixth month, she

seemed decidedly better, and in the intervals

of clearness, told her husband that she felt

better ;
but still believed the time was not far

distant when she should die—that she now
saw it was disease that had wrought upon

her poor mind—that there appeared nothing

now in the way—that the work was finished

by Him who had begun it. She then con-

versed about the future welfare of her hus-

band and children with great clearness and
calmness.

The next day she appeared still better, but

said to her husband and sister, " I noio look

forward to my end, with a hope /?/W of immor-
tality;" and speaking to her husband of this

last trial, added, " I shall soon be beyond the

reach of afliiction and sorrow."

On Third-day morning, the 17th, she altered

much for the worse. Towards evening she

appeared to be sinking fast; and on her hus-

band entering the room she said, lifting up
her eyes to heaven, " Now I am going to

glory."
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For " The Friend."

Origin of Man.

CGoDtinned from page 222.)

At the quarternary period almost all the
animals of our time had already seen the light,

and a certain number of animal species existed

which were shortly to disappear. When man
was created, the mammoth, the great bear,

the cave tiger, and the cervus megaeeros,
animals more bulky, more robust and more
agile than the corresponding species of our
time, filled the forests and peopled the plains.

The first men were therefore contemporary
with the woolly elephant, the cave bear and
tiger; they had to contend with these savage
phalanxes, as formidable in their number as

their strength. Nevertheless, in obedience to

the laws of nature, these animals were to
disappear from the globe and give place to

smaller or diflferent species, whilst man, per-

sisting in the opposite direction, increased and
multiplied, as the Scripture has said, and
gradually spread into all inhabitable coun-
tries, taking possession of his empire, which
daily increased with the progress of his intel-

ligence.

Did man see the light at one spot of the
earth, and at that alone, and is it possible to

indicate the region which was, so to say, the
cradle of humanity ? Or, are we to believe

that, in the first instance, man appeared in

several places at the same time ? That he
was created and has always remained in th
very localities he now inhabits? That the
Negro was born in the burning regions of

Central Africa, the Laplander or the Mongo
lian in the cold regions to which he is now
confined?
To this question a satisfactory reply can be

given by reference to facts furnished by na
tural history. But in seeking a triumph for

our opinion we shall have to combat the argu-
ments of a hostile doctrine. As we said

the early part of this Introduction, we must
ever be prepared to encounter difficulties, to

dissipate uncertainties, and to vie with othei
theories in each point of the history of hu
manity which we may seek to fathom.
There is a school of philosophers who assert

that man was manifold in his creation, that
each type of humanity originated in the region
to which it is now attached, and that it was
not emigration followed by the action of cli-

mate, circumstances and customs, which gave
birth to the different races of man.

This opinion has been upheld in a work by
M. Georges Pouchet, son of the well-known
naturalist of Eouen. But, one has only to
read his essay upon la pluralite des races hu-
maines, to be convinced that the author, like

others of his school, as ardent in demolition
as powerless in construction, having chosen
to act the easy part of a critic, exhibits un-
precedented weakness when called upon to
supply a system in the place of that he con-
tradicts.

If there existed several centres of human
creation, they should be indicated, and it

should be shown that the men who dwell
there now-a-days have never been connected
with other populations. M. Georges Pouchet
preserves prudent silence upon this question

;

he avoids defining the locus of any one of
these, supposed multiple creations. Such a
faulty argument speaks volumes for the doc-
trine.

We, on our part, think that man had on the

globe one centre of creation, that, fixed in the
first instance in a particular region, he hae
radiated in every direction from that point,

and by his wanderings, coupled with the
rapid multiplication of his descendants, he h
ultimately peopled all the inhabitable regions
of the earth.

In order to demonstrate the truth of this

proposition, we will examine what takes place
in connection with other organized beings,

that is to say, with animals and plants, and
then apply this class of facts to man ; this is

observation and induction, the only logical

process to which we can here resort.

And what do botanical and zoological geo-
graphy teach ? They show us that plants and
animals have each their native locality, from
which they but seldom depart, and that it

would be impossible to cite any plant or ani-

mal which lives indifferently in all countries
of the globe, without having been transported
thither by human industry. The earth is, so
to speak, divided into a certain number of

zones, which have their particular vegetable
and animal life. These are so many natural
provinces, all of small extent, which represent
veritable centres of creation. The cedar, pecu-
liar to the mountains of Lebanon, existed in

this region alone before it was transported to

other climates; and the coffee-plant had grown
only in Arabia, before it was acclimatized in

South America. We could quote the names
of many vegetables whose natural abode is

very sharply defined, but these instances are'

sufficient to exemplify the general rule of
which we treat.

We need hardly say that animals, like
plants, are attached to various localities which
they I'arely quit with impunity, since they
have not the faculty of acclimatizing them-
selves at will. The elephant lives only in
India and in certain parts of Africa

; the hip-
popotamus and giraffe in other countries of
the same continent; monkeys exist in a few
portions of the globe, and if we consider their
different species, we shall find that the place
of abode of each species is very limited. For
instance, of the larger apes, the orang-outang
is found only in Borneo and Sumatra, and the
gorilla in a small corner of Western Africa
Had man originated in all those places where
now his different races are found, he would
stand alone as an exception among organized
beings.

Eeasoning then by induction, that is apply-
ing to man all that we observe to obtain gen-
erally among beings living on the surface of
the globe, we come to the conclusion that the
human species, in common with every vege-
table or animal species, had but one centre of
creation.

Can we now extend our investigation and
determine the particular spot of the earth

ence man first came? It is probable that
n first saw the day on the plains of Central

Asia, and that it was from this point that by
degrees he spread over the whole earth. We
shall proceed to state the facts which support
this opinion.

Around the central table land of Asia, are
found the three organic and fundamental
types of man, that is to say, the white, the

illow, and the black. The black typo has
been somewhat scattered, although it is still

found in the south of Japan, in the Malay
Peninsula, in the Adaman Isles, and in the
Philippines, at Formosa. The yellow type
forms a large portion of the actual population

of Asia, and it is well-known whence came
those white hordes that invaded Europe at
times pre-historic and in more recent as
those conquerors belonged to the Aryan or
Persian race, and they came from Central
Asia. We shall see later on, that the different

languages of the globe resolve themselves into
three fundamental forms: monosi/llabic lan-

guages, in which each word contains but one
syllable; agglutinative langnsigis, in which the
words are connected; and inflected languages,
which are the same as those spoken in Eu-
rope. Now these three general forms of lan-

guage are, at the present day, to be met with
around the central table-land of Asia. The
monos3'llabic language is spoken throughout
China, and in the different states connected
with that empire. The agglutinative !

guages are spoken to the north of this plain,

and extended as far as Europe. And lastly,'

inflected languages are found in all that por-

tion of Asia which is occupied by the white:
race.

Around the central table-land of Asia, we
thus find not only the ihreefundamental types
of the human species, but the three types of
human speech. Does not this, therefore, af-

ford ground for presumption, if not actual
proof, that man first appeared in this very
region which Scripture assigns as the birth-

place of the human race ? It is from this cen-
tral table-land of Asia, radiating, so to say,
around this point of origin, that man has pro-
gressively occupied every part of the earth.

Migration commenced at a very early period,

the facility with which our species becomes
habituated to every climate, and accommo-
dates itself to variations of temperature, taken '

coanection with the nomadic character
which distinguished primitive populations,
explains to us the displacement of the earlier

'nhabitants of the earth. Soon means of navi-

gation, although rude, were added to the
power of travelling by land, and man pasi

from the continent to distantislands, and thus
peopled the archipelagos as well as the main
land. By means of transport, effected in canoes
formed from the trunks of trees barely hol-

lowed out, the Archipelagoes of the Indian
Ocean and finally Australia, were gradually
peopled. The American continent formed no
exception to this law of the invasion of the
globe by the emigration of human phalanxes.
It is a matter of no great difficulty to pass
from Asia to America, across Behring's Straits,

which are always covered with ice, thus per-

mitting of almost a dry passage from one
continent to the other. Thus it is that the
inhabitants of Northern Asia have found their

way into the north of the New World.
This communication of one terrestrial hem- •

isphere with the other is less surprising when
we consider what modern historical works
have shown, namely, that already about the
tenth century, which would bo nearly 400
years before Christopher Columbus, naviga-
tors from the coast of Norway had penetrated
to the other hemisphere. The inhabitants of
Mexico and Chili, possess most authentic his-

torical archives, which prove that a most
advanced civilization flourished there at an
early period. Gigantic monuments which still

remain, bear witness to the great antiquity of
the civilization of the Incas (Peru) and of the
Aztecs (Mexico.) It is reasonable to suppose
that the inhabitants of America, who thus
advanced at a rapid pace in the path of civili-

zation, descended from the hordes ofNorthern
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sia which reached the New World by tra-

;rniiit: the ice of Behrint^'s Straits.

To explain, therefore, the presence of man
•pon all parts of the continent, and in the is-

Inds, it is not necessary to insist upon the
iistence of several centres, where our species

as created. If popular traditions went to

low that all the regions now inhabited have
ways been occupied by the same people, and
lat those who are found there have con-

-,antly lived in the same places, there might
3 reason to admit the hypothesis of multiple

•cations of the human race ; but, on the con-

•arj-, tradition for the most part teaches us

aai each country has been peopled progres-
vely by means of conquest or emigration,
'radition shows that the nomadic state of
xisleiice has universally preceded fixed set-

.ements.

,
It is, therefore, probable that the first men

/ere constantly on the move. A flood of

arbarians, coming from Central Asia, over-

owed the Eoman Empire, and the Vandals
jienetrated even into Africa. Modern migra-
tions have been conducted on a still vaster
I cale, for at the present day we find America
Iraost wholly occupied by Europeans ; Eng-
ish, Spanish and other people of the Latin
ace fill the vast American hemisphere, and
he primitive populations of the New VVorld

jjiave almost entirely disappeared, anihilated

j)y the iron yoke of the conqueror.

8 For "The Friend."

; David Hall's Mite into the Treasury, of
.vhich James Pemberton says in his letter to

3. Fothergill, "we have now three thousand
printed for distribution :" (See No. 27, current
volume of "The Friend,") contains counsel
which might be useful at this time. The fol-

lowing extracts are offered for publication.

The tract is entitled, " A Mite into the Trea-
sury, or some serious remarks on that solemn
and indispensable duty of duly attending as-

semblies for divine worship, incumbent upon
all persons come to years of understanding
(especially professors of the Truth) whilst

favored with health, strength, and liberty;

together with some due animadversions upon
the neglect thereof; as also a word of conso-

lation to such sincere-hearted Friends as are

rendered incapable of personally attending
them by reason of old age, some bodily dis-

order, or confinement," &c., and was probably
written between 1753 and 1758. The preface

concludes: "In much humility and good will

to the souls of all, I cast my bread upon the

waters, and subscribe myself, thy really af-

fectionate friend, David Hall." After some
further introduction he goes on to say :

" and
now, my friends, may I take freedom to make
the following remarks," from which the fol-

lowing extracts are made.
"It is almost surprising to observe, how

divers professors of Truth, who seem very dis-

regardful of Christ's glorious promise, which
they plainly discover by their slighting and
absenting meetings, where two or three are

met; yet if a noted public Friend appoints a

meeting, how such are raised on the wing,

and flock to hear him, and sometimes follow

him to the next meeting. Now although we
ought certainly, whilst capable, willingly and
thankfully to give the Lord's messengers and
ambassadors our company, and seriously hear,

and rightly apply their messages
;
yet inas-

much as the blessed Jesus, our great and good
Lord and Master, hath promised to be in the

midst of two or three rightly met, we ought
to prefer him above all ; 1 say without slight-

ng or undervaluing the least servant who
briugeth glad tidings, whose very feet are

beautiful upon the mountains ; but they plainly

appear to neglect and slight the most glorious

'nister and highpriest, who too seldom at-

tend small meetings, pursuant to his said con-

ditional promise, and (as it were) appoint-
ment." * * * "As the truly concerned
and faithful Friends to what they profess, do,

whilst capable thereof, find it their incumbent
duty diligently to attend meetings, both on
First-days, and other days of the week ; so it

is their care both to observe, as much as they
well can, the hour appointed for the gathering
of the meeting, and also when there, to sit under
a fervent and inward concern, that they may
be made sensible of the fulfilling of Christ's

gracious promise aforesaid, that Christ will

be in the midst of them that meet in his name

;

while on the other hand, many careless and
lukewarm professors are both slack in meet-

together, and when they do come, often

come very late and straggling, and when met,

sit too much unconcerned, if not sleeping,

whilst the honest hearted are in a deep tra-

vail, and perhaps weeping; to whom those

negligent professors are so far from being

helpmeets, that they are too often a burden

to others truly concerned; yet, alas! the

greatest loss and disadvantage is to their own
souls; so that, though they go at times to

religious assemblies, they do not reap the

spiritual benefit that they might do, because

they do not diligently sow to the spirit.

Therefore, as faithful Friends, truly concern-

ed to improve their time and talents, find

meetings of worship, times and places of im-

provement, pleasure and profit, and, therefore

are like careful, industrious tradesmen, very
desirous, though through some difficulties, to

attend those places, where the most gain and

advantage may be in all likelihood obtained.

But pray, how should they, who through the

neglect of their talents of grace and truth,

find little or nothing of either profit or plea-

sure in religious meetings, be desirous to press

through crowds to get to them ? Nay, may
we not safely conclude those, who are remiss

in getting to religious meetings, do not ex

perience (by reason of their own neglect of

the gift of Grace) that sweet and excellent

gain of godliness, which the faithful do, and
therefore may probably think it scarce worth
their while to take much pains about such a

matter; when it is very likely the same per-

sons, in case they had ground to hope they

could gain a sum of money, or make a con-

siderable improvement of their temporal stock

in the way of their outward business, would
be very careful not to miss the opportunity,

although they can scarce be prevailed upon
to use such endeavors for the obtaining the

most blessed, most excellent company and
presence of Jesus, our glorious Highpriest,

our Saviour, the Kingof Salem, and the Prince

of Peace, though so lovingly invited by h

May not they, who slight such a gracious

promise, apply to themselves those words of

the Almighty, ' They that despise me shall be

lightly esteemed.' On the other hand, may
not the true and faithful attenders of religious

assemblies, by faith lay hold on that promise,
' them that honor me I will honor ;' and like

wise receive consolation and encouragement
from these words of Christ, ' Fear not, littl

flock, for it is your Father's good pleasure to

give you the Kingdom.' Faithful Friends
forecast their business so as nothing, so far as

them lies, may interfere and hinder them
from attending week-day meetings. Do we
not generally know on what day the week-
day meetings will fall ; we ought therefore, I

say, to so forecast, and as much as we can, to

order our temporal affairs, that nothing which
ay be well done on another day, may be

sufl'ered to fall in our way as an impediment
to hinder us from meeting with Christ and
his two or three. If I attend religious meet-
ngs only on such days, wherein the very laws
of the land suffer no fairs or markets to be
held, nor will allow me to open my shop, or

to be engaged in servile work : if, I say, I

serve (or pretend to serve) God in religious

assemblies on those days only on which the
"aws of the land do not allow me actually to

labor for the things of this world, what re-

ward have I ? * * * May we remember
that the Jews began their preparations of the
Sabbath at three o'clock in the afternoon of
the foregoing day, that is, on the Sixth-day of

the week ; should we not therefore now, as

the meeting day and time approaches, be,

after a suitable manner, abstracting our minds
and thoughts from earthly things, and get
nto a proper concern for meeting in the name
of Jesus, with the two or three, in order to

know him in the midst of us. But would it

not be a very sorry and piteous case, if any of

us should have our minds so engrossed, and
employed with things of this world, that we
should go talking and communing on the

meeting days, about earthly concerns, almost
to the meeting-house door, and likewise, meet-
ing being broken up, resume the same worldly
subjects of discourse ? If such should in the

meeting receive any share of the heavenly
seed into their hearts, (being too much like

the highway ground) are they not in danger
of having the same devoured by the fowls of

the air? Oh ! therefore, how great care and
circumspection ought we to be found in, both

in going to our meetings, waiting reverently

in them, and awfully returning from them,
and even in the whole course of our short and
uncertain time? If, therefore, an honest con-

cern of this kind was come into and duly ob-

served by the professors of the Truth, that is,

a proper exercise, a strict observation of the

hour appointed, and a suitable concern and
waiting for the sensible enjoyment of the

Divine presence ; all which necessary steps I

am well assured the principles we profess

would, if rightly obeyed, lead all its professors

into ; our religious meetings would, in the best

sense, become times and places of pleasure and
profit united.

* * * "And inasmuch as our profes-

sion of the guidance and teachings of the

Holy Spirit in the gospel dispensation, im-
plies an abrogation of the typical ceremonies
commanded and practiced under the Mosaic
law, how greatly it behoves us, and under
how close obligations do we lie, who profess

the blessed Truth, so to demean ourselves at

all times, and in all places, (but especially in

our religious meetings) that nothing incon-

sistent with our high profession may appear;
no scandalous dulness or sleepiness, no gaping
or yawning, no wandering eyes, no unbecom-
ing or restless postures, may ever appear in

the times of our devotion, for, to be sure,

whether we watch ourselves rightly or not,

the eyes of the people are upon us; and if,

while we profess to be come beyond cere-
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monies, formal prayer, premeditated sermons,
formal singings, and the like, any of us should
be so unhappy and unwise, by an imprudent
conduct, lukewarmness, and an unconcerned
frame of mind in our religious meetino
give occasion to any that have their eyes
upon us, some it may be for our good, and
some otherwise, to say, we, or any of us, are
so poor that we have neither shadow nor sub-
stance, we shall certainly hurt our souls, and
be bad examples to others.

"Finally, my friends, having in much love,
charity and good will, not (I assure you) with
a view churlishly to expose the failings of any
weak brother or sister, but rather by way of
caution to all where these lines may come,
made the foregoing remarks, I now most
dearly salute you, our dear and near friends,
who have dedicated the day of your health
and strength to the service of Truth, in dili-

gently attending meetings andfaithfuUy dis-
charging your duties therein, but now either
through want of health, or by reason of old
age, or other circumstances, are rendered ir

capable of appearing in religious assemblies,
be not discouraged, the Lord is with you, his
holy arms are about you. Trust in th(
Lord, for in the Lord Jehovah is everlasting
strength. He who accepts of a man accord
ing to what he hath, and not according tc

what he hath not, will accept of your sincere
and private devotions, and you may, I trust,
by faith, lay hold on these words of Christ]
as if spoken to you, 'Fear not, little flock, for
it is your Father's good pleasure to give you
the Kingdom.' And also I am satisfied ye
may lay hold on that promise, ' If a man love
me, he will keep my words, and my Father
will love him, and we will come unto him,
and make our abode with him.' O my dearly
beloved, although you be deprived of appear-
ing personally with your dear friends in pub-
lic assemblies, you have here each of you,
through the most merciful condescension of
the Lord, a most comfortable, most gracious
promise of the permanent company of the
Father and the Son, who will make their
abode with yon.
"In the love of the everlasting gospel I

greet you, and bid you all farewell, who am
your truly well wishing friend,

David Hall.

"P. S. Some may perhaps have said,
may say, I can have as good a meeting with
a good book by my fireside, as you can have
at your public assembly.
"Answer. We must own the Lord is omni-

present, and will undoubtedly own his peoples'
private devotion, though they cannot person-
ally attend with their friends

; but whilst they
are favored with the blessing of health and
strength, it is according to the apostle's ex-
hortation (Heb. X. 25) and divers other scrip-
tures, their undoubted duty to meet and as-
semble together, to demonstrate their care for
the maintainance of the public worship of
Almighty God. And it is often observed,
that this pretended fireside devotion is only
an excuse, and tends to the destruction, rather
than edification, not only of particulars, but
of the society in general."

Many easily and frequently call themselves
vile, but to really loathe and abhor ourselves,
and all our own righteousness, and to see our- ^,_ ,„ ,

selves vile, is from above, from heaven, from I a vegeta'ble-feeding quadruped"says MnBuck'

Selected.

A QUIET MIND.
My peace I give unto you."—John xiv. 27.

I have a treasure which I prize
;

It.s like I cannot find :

There's nothing like it on the earth ;—
'Tis this—a quiet mind.

But 'tis not that I'm stnpified,
Or senseless, dull, or blind

;

'Tis God's own peace within my heart,
Which forms my quiet mind.

I found this treasure at the cross,
And there to every kind

Of weary, lieavy-lad'en souls,
Christ gives a quiet mind.

My Saviour's death and risen life,

To give it were design'd
;

His love's the never-failing spring
Of this, my quiet mind.

The love of God within my breast,
My heart to Him doth bind

;

This is the peace of heaven on earth

—

This is my quiet mind.

I've many a cross to take up now,
And many left behind

;

But present troubles move me not,
Nor shake my quiet mind.

And what may be to-morrow's cross,
I never seek to find

;My Saviour says, " Leave that to me,
And keep a quiet mind."

And well I know the Lord hath said.
To make my heart resign'd.

That mercy still shall follow those
Who have this quiet mind.

I meet with pride of wit and wealth.
And scorn, and looks unkind:

It matters not—I envy none.
While I've a quiet mind.

I'm waiting now to see my Lord,
Who's been to me so kind

;

I want to thank Him face to face,
For this my quiet mind.

WHAT DOES IT MATTER?
It matters little where I was born,
Or if my parents were rich or poor

;

Whether they shrank at the cold world's scoi
Or walked in the pride of wealth secure.

But whether I live an honest man.
And hold my integrity firm in my clutch,

I tell you, my brother, as plain as I can,
It matters much.

It matters little how long I stay
In a world of sorrow, sin and care

;

Whether in youth I am called away,
Or live till my bones of flesh are bare.

'

But whether I do the best I can
To soften the weight of adversity's touch

On the faded cheeks of my fellow-man,
It matters much.

It matters little where be my grave.
On the land or on the sea

;

By purling brook or 'neath stormy wave
;

It matters little or naught to me.
But whether the angel of death comes down,
And marks my brow with a loving touch,

As one that shall wear a victor's crown,
It matters much.

criterion by which to judge of the probab
extent of life, and we think that Sir Everai
Home is the physiologist who has observe
that the teeth of the deer and sheep are woi
in much less than fifteen years ; those of tl:

ox tribe in about twenty years; those in th

horse in about forty or fifty years ; while thos
of the elephant will last for a century. Th
longevity of the last mentioned animal mui
be, therefore, in all probability, very considei
able, although falling far short of the ancier
estimate.

—

Late Paper.

Longevity of Elephants.—It is stated by Sir
Henry Stisted, who had a command in India
during the Sepoy rebellion, in 1857, that some
of the elephants employed by him had in

scriptions upon their trunks showing their
capture by the British forces at the celebrated
battle of Plassy, nearly one hundred years
previous. Pliny quotes Aristotle to the eflfect

that elephants live from 200 to 300 years. In

I land, the duration of the teeth offers a fair

For "The Friend."

Lower and Deeper.

" It seems to me as though it was the
of the Great Euler of the universe, to strip o
every false covering of every kind and lay u
naked and bare, (as we really are,) before hiii

and before one another. There has been ai

evil covetousness, the wedge of gold and Baby
lonish garment,—there has been an ostents
tious parade, and an aspiring to live abov
the simplicity of Truth, in which is the safeti

and quiet; the professors of the religion o
Jesus Christ, revived in its original purity
have not many of them been wilting to drinl
of the cup that He drank of, nor to be baptizet
with the baptism which He was baptized with
we must get lower and deeper, ere we as a peo
pie become exalted, conspicuous in glory
May such as are sensible that these things art

so, be favored with ability to wait and watch
unto prayer, for preservation from evil, anc
for strength and wisdom to walk wisely be-

fore the flock, over which, by Divine appoint-
ment, they have been made overseers! All
our movements are seen and known to oui
Great Judge; He understandeth all the im-
aginations of the thoughts of our hearts.
This fountain must be thoroughly and often
purified, in order that what proceedeth there-
from may be sweet, savory and edifying. A
little thing defiles and unfits; so the little

things are to be guarded against, as well as
those of greater magnitude, the secret faults,

as well as the flagrant sins
; for holiness is to

be the clothing of the Lord's servants, and
this will not be put upon any that are unclean;
indeed I often think that it is a capital favor,
that we are at times so clearly convicted in
our own minds of having said or done amiss,
and that the healing stripes are so soon
ministered."

The " evil covetousness" alluded to in the
foregoing extract from a letter of Eichard
Shackleton's, was not exclusively a sin of the
children of Israel under Joshua, which caused I

eir discomfiture at the siege of the City of
Ai. There are the same or similar troubles
n our camp now, which are not only calling
down Divine displeasure upon those so indulg-
ing, but are at the same time, to a greater or
less extent, keeping the whole Society from
so standing before its enemies, and from jour-
neying forward as it was wont to do before
"the accursed thing" was so obviously in our
midst, or before we had so transgressed the
covenant commanded to our fathers. See
Joshua, ch. vii.

The valley of Achor (or trouble) is descrip-
tive of the painful event that there befel
Israel. Here Achan, with his family and all

that he had were brought, and they stoned
with stones ; and thereafter all his burned
with fire: "So the Lord turned from the
fierceness of His anger." It is written that
" the valley of Achor shall be a door of hope 1"
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I Di,' that, at whatever cost, the idols of

t and <:old and the Babylonish garment,

lithul ilie Lord's controversy is against

—

ii destroyed, then a door of hope shall be

(d unto reconciliation and peace with a

is and just, and all-seeing Father. Agree-

terewilh is another language to the same
jious people: " Ye are a stitf-necked peo-
" Put off thy ornaments from thee, that

7 know what to do unto theo." When
'ill is wrought concerning us whatever
3 requisitions thereof, then shall be ful-

( what is written :
" Shai'on shall be a

;)r flocks, and the valley of Achor a place

e herds to lie down in, for my people

ave sought me, saith the Lord."

e qualification for service in the church is

learly pointed out in the preceding let-

onsisling in a willingness being wrought
ly self; to be reduced so into littleness

)wliness as to be teachable and childlike;

;ome a fool in the eyes of the world for

ospel's sake ; to drink of the cup that the

ur drank of, and to bo baptized with the

3m that He was baptized with I How
1 this tend to unite to our Holy Head !

engraft in to Christ the living Vine! How
e to turn the battle to the gate I How
ire for serving our generation according

e will of God, and for usefulness in His

int church that should bring forth fruit

is praise. Then, not only the coveting
:' Achan is to be dreaded and avoided,

ilso, any and every effort to benefit the

eh with unsanctified hearts or offerings

are not of the Lord's own preparing,

iting, and appointment. These alone

)rove availing towards the promotion of

;lory who hath declared, "Not by might

y power, but by my Spirit saith the Lord
sts." His glory who has bought us with

i)rice of His own blood, who .giveth to

i' man his work ; and whose grace is sufE-

i
for all.

•ain, that the fountain of the heart " may
^orougbly purified" according to our

lor, is there not a need of going down
iT into Jordan's depths than many of us

[

hitherto done, where those aforetime

bore the ark of the covenant stood firm
;

i remaining there all the Lord's due and

inted time, that precious stones of me-

il may be brought up from its midst and

ed to the eternal honor of the God of

1 who dried up the waters of Jordan
•came every obstruction), until ye were
passed over. O! for more inwardness,

humility and abasedness of self, and

al more prayerful wrestling, and fervent

cation of soul before the Lord, that His
' may more rest upon us, and we thereby

labled to see our branch of the christian

3h putting on her beautiful garments,

igh the faithfulnsss of her sons and

hters, and coming up out of the wilder-

leaning upon her Beloved.

For "The Friend."

Oliver Cromwell,

lere have been some recent attempts on

lart of professed ministers of the gospel,

sconcile the profession of arms with the

ion of Jesus. In the life of Oliver Crom-
by Charles Adams, it is a leading object

t forth the religious basis of his character.

,r as the writer is successful in this, is the

: calculated to set the mind of the pro-

fessed Christian world at rest on the existing

practice of war.

In Cromwell, as well as in other prominent

men of a past age, we find an earnestness of

purpose, a devotion to their understanding of

the Divine will, that commends itself to our

admiration. In general history we find Crom-
1 represented as a man of great force of

character, and from these accounts we might

infer that his success as a general and States-

man was Only referable to superiority in his

natural qualities, as was the case with a

Cesar, or a Bismark. But on looking into

the recesses of his character as they are dis-

closed by the volume alluded to, it would ap-

pear that his elevation to the rulership of

Great Britain, was not the result of his am-

bition or of a plan laid by him as a man for

that object. It is made to appear that the

Divine hand, whose guidance he sought on

all occasions, led him on from one success to

another, until opposition if not silenced, was

at least brought to submission. So complete

was the mastery he attained, that not only

England, the home of the party that sustained

him, but mistrusting Scotland and rebellious

Ireland, experienced under his hand a few

years of the most effective peaceful govern-

ment.
The secret of this success appears in the

fact that not only himself, as leader, but his

oflScers and the main body of his army, were

men regarding religion as the leading princi-

ple of their lives. We find that G. Fox and

other early Friends, credit Cromwell with

sincerity in his zeal for the cause of righteous

s, especially in the earlier stages of his

career.

Amid the confusion of events and motives,

that mark this period, it becomes hard to

distinguish truth from error—the service of

the Just and Holy One, from devotion to the

world that lieth in wickedness. With our

views of Christian duty it were diflicult to

reconcile the disciple of the cross, with a par-

ticipant on the field of carnage.

Such, indeed, is the antagonism between

the meek and forgiving spirit of Jesus and

the incidents of war, that in modern times we
find military operations almost fail of th

efiect for want of leaders sufficiently wicked

to execute them. Sherman spoke truly when
he said, " War is cruelty and you cannot re-

fine it." Amid all that is gloomy at the pre-

sent day, may we not hope that the Christian

world is settling to this belief—that war is

essential cruelty, in no way to be reconciled

with Christian kindness.

Whatever may have been the excellencies

of Cromwell's private character, it is evident

he was not brought to that conformity with

the gentleness of Christ, which would unfit

him for the bloodiest requisitions of military

success. He commenced his career in the

conquest of Ireland, by showing no quarter

to his enemies. As a consequence of this de

termined procedure, the terror of his name
went to disarm opposition throughout the is

land, and he tried to justify his severity by

the reflection that " such barbarous wretches

deserved no better fate." The wisdom of such

a course from a military standpoint we need

not here discuss. It is rather our part to b

careful that the teachings of history do not

impair the force of lessons learned in a better

school.

Cromwell and his oflScers are represented

as men who could rise from their devotions

freshly nerved for deeds of bloodshed. They
are said to have spent days in fasting and
prayer on the eve of their remarkable success

against the W^elsh discontents and the great
army of Scotland. A similar searching of
heart to ascertain the Divine will, was insti-

tuted before signing the death-warrant of
Charles; but while our biographer admits
they were assisted or directed in the former
ase in answer to their prayers, in the latter

(which ho cannot justify), he maintains the
conscience of this remarkable man was per-

verted.

In view of the manifest incongruities which
marked the lives of professing Christians of

that and preceding periods, we who hold the

doctrines of Friends have great cause to prize

our privileges. It could be said to the people
on the advent of Christianity, "Many pro-

phets and righteous men have desired to see

the things that ye see and have not seen them,
and to hear the things that ye hear and have
not heard them." When we look into the
history of the world at and prior to the age
of Cromwell—the minds of seekers for truth

depressed with formalities and contradictions

—the groping for the way of life amid sur-

rounding gloom—the uncertainty in regard

to the duties of religion when its professed

teachers were tarnished with all manner of

social vices—when war was the trade of kings,

and men trained up to kill or be killed at

their bidding, we may well say, " blessed are

the eyes that see the things which we see."

For "The Friend."

Barclay's Life of Jaffray.

(Continued from page 222.)

"Our Diarist next proceeds with the fol-

lowing remarks on ' integrity, sobriety and
modesty of the mind, in the use of inward
and spiritual gifts.'

'As a man ihinketh in his heart, so is he,'

saith the wise man. Therefore are we com-
manded to ' keep the heart with all diligence,

for out of it are the issues of life.' And, if we
would have an evidence, that we are serving

God as sons, we must then give him the heart;
' My son, give me thy heart, and let thine eyes

observe my ways,'—as if there were no more
required, but the heart and the eye to be

right. How much account does God put upon

the integrity of an honest heart !
—

' Behold an

Israelite indeed, in whom is no guile 1' John,

i. -iX :—such an one will get a ' Behold' put on

him, even from Christ. Amaziah, though he

'did that which was right in the sight of the

Lord,' yet is he blotted for this, that it was
' not with a perfect heart' 2 Chron. xxv. 2.

See a strong expression to this purpose, Jer.

iv. 18,—'Thy way and thy doings have pro-

cured these things unto thee ; this is thy

wickedness, because it is bitter, because it

reacheth unto thy heart.' What duty, therefore,

is there on us to be watchful, especially, over

the heart! Iniquity regarded there, may
make God not hear thy prayers, Psal. Ixvi, 18;

a vain thought must not be allowed to lodge

there for a moment, Jer. iv. 14. Nothing
does more evidence a man to be in a good
condition, as to the watching over his heart,

than low and sober thoughts of himself, es-

ptcially when in any measure eminency of

gifts and parts are attained unto. See some
scriptures to this purpose, as Rom. xii. 3, ' For

I say, through the grace given unto me, to

every man that is among you, not to think of

himself more highly than he ought to think;
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but to think soberly, according as God hath
dealt to every man the measure offailh ! How
true is that which the Apostle saith, 1 Cor,

viii. 1, 'Knowledge puifeth up;'—they are in

a good condition that can apply the next
words in verse 2, as a pertinent check to their

vain mind, 'Ifany man think thathe knoweth
anything, he knoweth nothing yet as he
ought to know.' 'For if a man think h'

self to be something, when he is nothing, he
deceiveth himself.' Gal. vi. 3. See the excel
lency of this frame of spirit notably set forth

by David, as being his own condition, Psal
cxxxi. 1, 2, 'Lord, my heart is not haughty,
nor mine eyes lofty, neither do I exercise
myself in great matters, or in things too high
for me,' &c. What a rare mei'cy, for such a
man, raised from such a low condition to so
high a degree, both in goods of the body, and
gifts of the mind, and yet to sit and behave
himself so low as a weaned child ! what a great
evidence of a sincere heart, and of a quiet]and
Bober mind !

But I shall shortly speak a word to some
particulars, which I have found, both in prac-

tice and observation, in myself and others,

as to the exercise of this notable gift of so-

briety, evidenced by the modesty of the mind
in the use of spiritual and inward gifts.

Commonlj', we have more in our account the
gifted man than the gracious man ; whereas, he
that cannot speak good sense, or six right
words to purpose, may yet have more grace
and sincerity in the heart, than he who can
talk like a parrot and pray like an angel.
For such there are, and too sad experience,
in these times, makes the truth of it appear,
without need of probation.* Even the grac-
ious heart, (for want of such a proportion of
humility, as may keep him low in the exercise

of these his excellent gifts,) may be so far

deserted, as not to see, that these are wither-
ing and decaying daily, nor are improved to

the honor of his Master. The evil of this

judgment, the Lord, in much mercy to his

faithful servants, does many times prevent;
by letting loose, either some bitter, persecuting
enemy, or some raging corruption, as a mes-
senger of Satan, to buffet them ;—thus bring-
ingand keeping them low. Paul's experience,
2 Cor. xii. 7, very fully warrants this point.

How was he, by such means, kept from a very
dreadful evil,—even that of being, through
the abundance of revelations, exalted above
measure I Yea, how was he, notwithstanding
all his great privileges and eminent parts,

brought to be very low ; and so kept there, as
that he dares not now glory in any such

* Jaffray seems to have imbibed such a sentiment as

this, much earlier in his religious progress, than many
who have made an eminent profession of Christian ex-
perience. The Editor is pleased to be able to notice
the similarity of view taken by a well-known writer co-
temporary with our Diarist.

In a summary review of Richard Baxter's matured
experience in regard to religion, taken by himself
towards the latter part of his life, in which much en-
largement of view and abasement of self is discovered,
we have the following sentence : "I less admire gifts of
utterance, and the bare profession of religion than I

once did
; and have much more charity for many, who

by the want of gifts do make an obscurer profession. I

once thought, that almost all who could pray movingly
and fluently, and talk well of religion, had been saints.

But experience hath opened to me, what odious crimes
may consist with high profession. While I have met
with divers obscure persons, not noted for any extraor-
dinary profession or forwardness in religion, but only
to live a quiet, blameless life, whom I have after found
to have long lived, as far as I could discern, a truly
godly and sanctified life."

thing, but rather in his infirmities! The
considerations, which may conduce most for

keeping low the heart of a believer, eminently
furnished with grace and gifts, are such as

these,—that he has nothing but what he has
received, 1 Cor. iv. 7,—that if he could alt lin

to do all that he is commanded, yet were he
to look upon himself but as an unprofitable
servant. Luke, xvii. 10.

Again, the heart of the believer,—being so
very sensible of its vileness and loathsome
nature, and of the inexpressible holiness and
glorious purity of the majesty of God, ' who
is of purer eyes' than that he can ' behold
evil' or look on iniquity,' Heb. i. 13,—is rather
taken up with admiration, why he is not, for

the defects and vileness of his best service,
consumed. A true sight of the majesty of the
God whom we serve, would, doubtless, put us
80 far out of the hazard of being vainly puffed
up with any thing we have or can do; that,

with the Prophet in the like case, Isai, vi. 5,

having seen the Lord in his glory, ' high and
lifted up,' we should cry out, ' Woe is me, for
I am undone; because I am a man of unclean
lips!' O, then, how may we wonder with
David, Psal. viii. 4, that ever he should have
minded us! how much more, that thus he
should admit us in his presence,—yea, send
messengers and ambassadors, to beseech us
to be reconciled to him ! 2 Cor. v. 20,—that
the majesty of so glorious a God, who in-

habiteth eternity, and fills heaven and earth,
should yet profess, that it is his delight to
hear the voice of such ! That He, of whom
it is said, he ' humbleth himself to behold the
things that are in heaven and in the earth,'
who hath the heaven for his throne and the
earth is but his footstool, Isai. Ixvi. 1, whom
the heaven and the heaven of heavens cannot
contain, 1 Kings, viii. 27,—that He who made
all these things, and even before he made
them, should have counted his delights to be
with the children of men ! Prov. viii. 31."

CTo be oontinned.)

Eleventh Annual Report of the Women's Aid
Association of Philadelphia, for the Belief of
Colored Freedmen.

The eleventh year of our organization has
passed, and we find the Freedmen still need
our care, and the time seems far off when they
will be able to dispense with assistance from
their Northern friends. To some it may seem
strange that they have not yet become self-

supporting, but to those who are acquainted
with their situation, the cause of their poverty
is very evident. All are poor alike, white and
colored, and there is no remunerative employ-
ment for them. Only during the summer
months can they find much work, and then
the compensation is so inadequate they are
not able to lay by any money for the season
when there is no work to be had.
Working in conjunction with the Friends'

Freed men's Association, we have found im-
mediate use for all the funds at our disposal
in the relief of extreme cases of destitution

—

the widow, the fatherless, and those whose
infirmities render them helpless and depen-
dent.

In the death of our beloved friend, Sarah
W. Cope, we feel that we are bereaved of a
judicious and wise counsellor, and we mourn
her loss as a fellow-worker in our Association.
Ever ready at her post of duty with words of
cheer and encouragement from the sunny side

of her bright nature, she filled a sphere i

fluence, in earnest zeal, untiring energj

self-forgetfulness, in the work in whicb
was engaged. As she gave her time

strength for the good of others, in the v;

benevolent occupations in which she ws
forested, so her labor turned to privile,

the deeper meaning of service for her 1

and in the memorial left behind her of

cient usefulness, her efforts are apprec:

and blessed. During her last illness, or

occasion she requested that her name n
not be mentioned in connection with an]

vice she had performed. Though she cla

no merit in herself, yet the Christian p
beautiful lineB express her trust in Di

help:

"Oh! to be nothing—nothing.

Only to lie at His feet,

A broken emptied vessel.

For the Master's use made meet

—

Emptied that He may fill me,
As to His service I go.

Broken—so that unhindered.
Through me His life may flow."

AVith unwavering faith in a crucified, i

and glorified Saviour, we i-ejoicingly be!

that she has finished the work He gave
to do, and now rests forever in the pres

of the Lord.
As shown by the report appended, the

sent balance in our Treasury is 8157.02

of this amount $130 is a special contribi

to meet the expense of bringing twelve or]

children from North Carolina to the " She
in West Philadelphia, and the remai

more than equalled by bills just incurre

behalf of the Freedmen, so that in fad
Treasury is empty.

On behalf of the Association,

Sarah Lewis, Si

Treasurer's Report.

Dr.

Balance on hand 4th mo. 26, 1872, . S3!

Interest on deposit,

Contributions, ....
S133

Cr.

By remittances in cash for

food, fuel and other ne-

cessaries, . . . $666 47

By value of material pur-

chased and sent, includ-

ing flannel, linsey, mus-
lin, yarn, shoes, &c. . 514 68

118:

Balance on hand, $15'i

M. E. Shearman, Treasure

Philadelphia, 1st mo. 23d, 1S73.
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lace, the knowledge of the Truth, and

demotion of it among men."

—

From a

of B. Shackleton, 1784.

For "The Friend."

leal for poor Colored and Indian Children.

16 Etnlen Institution for the benefit of

en of African and Indian descent,"

over thirty years ago, by a legacy

enty thousand dollars, from the late

i|3l Emlen, of Burlington, New Jersey,

he education, maintenance, and instruc-

I school learning, and in agriculture and

jnic trades or arts, of free male orphan

en of African or Indian descent, or such

jhildren of these races or castes whose

ts, if living, may be willing to surrender

to the Institution."

lo the testator directs that the pupils

be instructed "in the fundamental doc-

jof the Christian religion," he expressly

|es, " that it is not his intention to found

omote any institution which shall be

red subservient to the advancement of

sculiar and distinguishing tenets of any
ular sect."

school was organized soon after its

r's death, and, in an unostentatious

as since carried on its operations, with

t, it is believed, to many.
School Farm of about fifty-five acres,

bury Township, Bucks County, Penna.,

lits dwelling house, being too small to

(•rtably accommodate more than about

boys, the Trustees, desiring to ad-

lore of the many interesting, destitute

applying for the benettts of the Institu-

have deemed it right to sell their small

and have purchased one of ninety-five

with larger buildings, to pay for which

to 4th mo. Ist, prox., they desire to raise

iioiisand dollars in cash to enable them
let the additional cost of the larger farm,

[what they are to receive for the one sold,

llso to put on the property such addition-

|)rovement8 as will insure an increase in

isefulness of the concern, without dis-

(ag their invested capital. Which is the

e for this appeal, to those having an

lance and to spare—remembering it is

red, "Blessed is he that considerelh the

: the Lord will deliver him in time of

le." The founder, in his will, expressed

hope that others may be induced by do-

ns or bequests, to increase the funds and

Iness of the proposed Institution." In-

irated by an act of the Legislature of

sylvania in 18(5-1. The present Trust

ames J. Barclay, President; Israel H.

son, Secretary, 16 North Seventh street;

las Stewardson, Jr., Treasurer, 113"

•d street; Thomas Wistar, John M.
all, Charles Ellis, David Scull, Jr., Samuel

n, John R. Johnson, Edward Marshall

ge K. Johnson, John J. Lytle.

htribuiions may be sent to the Secretary

•easurer.

ladelphia, 3d mo. 4th, 1873.

.18 among the evidences of the Divine

tial of the Holy Scriptures, that good

le grow more and more fond of them as

arrive nearer and nearer to heaven.

When a man's ways please the Lord, He
raaketh even his enemies to be at peace with

him.

THE FRIEND.
THIRD MONTH 8, 1873.

ere are many devices in a man's heart

;

rtheless, the counsel of the Lord that

stand.

There is truth in the sentiment we not un-

frequently hoar, that as the circumstances

around us change, the modes of applying our

christian principles may properly change with

them. The fallacy is in supposing that those

principles can themselves be changed, or once

understood and accepted, their application

can be rightlj' withheld, in order to meet

the varying condition of society. The doc-

trines and testimonies of the gospel are im-

utable, and they are fitted for all times and

to evory situation in which their professors

may be placed. All believers in the christian

religion however, are not equally enlightened,

and in the omniscience and mercy of Him
with whom we have to do. He is pleased to

accept the obedience which keeps pace with

the knowledge obtained, and the measure of

faith received. He knows us better than we
know ourselves, and the gracious words spoken

to his immediate followers, may be verified in

the experience of all his true born children,

I have many things to say unto you, but ye

cannot bear them now."

We may however be assured that so far as

a knowledge of the Divine will has been un-

folded, and the path of duty once made mani-

fest, the responsibility to come up faithfully

therein cannot be escaped, because of the

opinions or condition of others; nor can we,

without sin, afierour eyes have been opened to

see, turn back to that which, in the timeof our

ignoi'ance, may have been winked at ; but our

selfdenying path must continue to shine more

and more unto the perfect day. As we are

diligent and teachable in the school of Christ,

the spiritual senses become more and more

developed, and we learn to discriminate more

certainly between thing and thing, between

that which serveth God and that which serv-

eth him not ;
always drawing nearer to the

perfect pattern, Christ Jesus,—and therefon

bearing testimony with increasing care and

fulness against the corrupt ways and spirit of

the world.

This is the experience of not only the in

dividual christian, but of religious societies,

if they retain the life and power of christian

ity. The Society of Friends, while holding

the great fundamental truths of the gospel in

common with other believers, has been called

by the great Head of the Church to maintain

doctrines and testimonies,— opened to the

minds of the faithful members by the Spirit

of Truth, and plainly inculcated in the New
Testament, or clearly deducible from the

teaching of Christ and his Apostles,—which

were at first derided and bitterly opposed,

and unto the present time are not fully ad-

mitted as obligatory by other religious de-

nominations.

The varying external circumstances attend-

ing the different generations since the gather-

ing of the Society, have marked the dissimilar

trials and temptations attending each; through

which the faithful members, avoiding all com-

promise, ever applied and maintained the prin-

ciples and testimonies committed to them to

llustrate before the world. We know how
the dedicated sons and daughters, at the rise

of the Society, were obliged, in the defence of

these doctrines and testimonies, to endure

cruel mockings and scourgings, and though

any laid down their lives for a testimony to

the truth as it is in Jesus, how, in his own
time, the Lord delivered them out of the paw
of the lion, and out of the paw of the boar,

established them in a large place, and caused

them to dwell safely. By a faithful continu-

ance in well doing, and a conscientious ad-

herence to the self-denying course required,

in order to apply their principles to the vary-

ing phases of religious and social life, true

Friends, in all times and places, preserved the

life and power of religion in the Society ;
and

other professors have become more or less in-

fluenced by these preachers of righteousness

precept and example, until many of the

ths which Friends had long to uphold and

contend for, single handed as it were, have

come to be acknowledged and observed by

other religious professors.

The latter part of the nineteenth century

has been characterized by extraordinary pro-

gress in knowledge of natural science, and

an accompanying rationalism, striking at the

oundation of revealed religion. A disposition

to depreciate all dogma, to overleap the bar-

riers of time-honored forms and discipline,

and under the guise of a newborn liberality,

to draw all the different denominations into a

common alliance, has introduced unsettlement,

disunity and controversy within the pale of

nearly if not quite every religious association.

The temptations and trials of our day take

their character and peculiar coloring from

a measure of this spirit and its attendant prac-

tices. There is manifested a strong tenden-

cy to disregard or ignore the distinguish-

ing characteristics of Friends, under the plea

of uniting with others on the basis of a com-

mon Christianity, and the professed expecta-

tion of weaning them from forms, and intro-

ducing them to a more spiritual acceptation

of the gospel.

However enticing this may sound, and how-

ever narrow and illiberal it may appear to

dissent from it, we have not a doubt that the

safety and usefulness of the Society, as well

as the religious life and growth of its mem-
bers, depend upon the temptation and the

experiment being firmly resisted ;
and for

Friends to continue, as they have been here-

tofore, a pecali-ar people; occupying with

exclusive care, the position assigned them by

its Head in his Church, and moving in the

strait and narrow way which He has cast up

for them to walk in. This may and should

be done without any place being given to a

self-exalting spirit, that would say, "Stand by

thyself, come not near me, for I am holier

than thou ;" but in abasedness of soul, humbled

before the S^'archer of hearts, who has called us

to show forth in life and conversation the bless-

ed results of his religion, when embraced in its

fulness and spirituality, and who knows how
greatly we have fallen short of coming up to

the standard whereunto we are called. Let

Friends never forget that all compromising

of their peculiar testimonies, for the sake of

affiliating with others in what may be called

religious exercises and work, has its origin

from a spirit which S. Fothergill calls " splen-

didly delusive," and that the words of the

apostle are applicable to us as individuals and

as a people : " It had been better for them
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not to have known the way of righteousness

than after they have known it, to turn froa
the holy commandment delivered unto them.'

SUMMAEY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—On the first inst. a steamer, the name of

which was unknown, foundered in the river Mersej'.

below Liverpool, and all on board are supposed to have
perished. The bark Boyner,from Eatavia for Falmouth,
was wrecked on the south-west coast of England, and
fifteen of the crew were drowned. The ship Chacubuco,
from San Francisco for Liverpool, came in collision

with the steamer Torch, in the Irish Channel. The
former sank, and twenty-four of the crew were drowned.
The Torch also went down, but all on board were saved.

Advices from Victoria state that the steamship George
S. Wright, is supposed to have been lost near Cape
Cautem, with all on board. Portions of the wreck have
been picked up on the beach, one of which contained

the name of the steamer. A collision is reported in the

harbor of Cadiz, between the ships Tres Marias and
Celoos, by which 90 persons perished.

The steamship Great Eastern has now on board 2567
miles of cable, which is to be laid for the Anglo-Ameri-
can and French Cable Company. The cable is to be

laid to Halifax, and thence to Kew York. The Hiber-
nia, Edinburg and La Plata steamers, will accompany
the Great Eastern with additional cable. It is expected
that the cable will be in working order by the first of

7th mo. next.

Revised census returns show that the population of

Great Britain and Ireland, in 1871, was 31,628,338,
against 29,070,932, in 1861. The population of Ireland
has decreased 6.7 per cent. The area of England and
Wales contains 37,319,241 acres. The total population
is thus divided: England, 21,495,131 ; Wales, 1,217,135;

Scotland, 3,360,018 ; Ireland, 5,411,416; islands in the

British seas, 144,638.

A discovery has been made of frauds on a gigantic

scale, on the Bank of England, committed by a i

named Warren, through a series of skilful forgeries of

the namesof the Rothschilds and other financial housei

A reward of .£1000 is offered for the culprit's arrest.

A London dispatch of the 3d says, it is believed that

the frauds upon the Bank will reach $1,000,000. The
reward for the arrest of the forger has been increased
to £2500. The discovery of the forgeries was brought
about by the Rothschilds noticing in some bills of ex
change a difference in the color of the ink from that
ordinarily used. The bills themselves were so neatly
executed that they would have escaped detection.

One of the Ministers stated in the House of Com-
mons, that it was the unanimous opinion of the Cabinet
that no government, admitting of recognition, had been
established in Spain.

In the French National Assembly, on the first inst.

Dufanre, the Minister of Justice, made a long speech,
in which he declared that the compact of Bordeaux
would be maintained by the government. This state-

ment was received with satisfaction by the Conserva-
tives, who desire that the final form of government of
France should remain in abeyance. "If you wish,"
said Dufaure, " to prevent anarchy, you must vote for

the bill submitted by the committee of thirty." One
of the deputies denied that the bill is an advance toward
a definitive establishment of the Republic, and claimed
that the Assembly could exercise its constituent power
whenever, in its judgment, the time was opportune.
The Republican and Radical journals bitterly attack
Dufaure for his speech, and warn Thiers against carry-
ing strategy to an excess.

The Marquis de Castellane urged the Assembly to

boldly proclaim a constitutional monarchy before it

was too late. The present situation should not endure.
Hautzons opposed the bill and demanded that the na-
tion should be consulted as to its choice for a republic,
monarchy or empire.
The propositions of the Committee of Thirty have

the approval of the moderates, and will probably be
adopted. Gambetta made a powerful speech against
the project.

Heavy snows have fallen in the north of France,
blocking the railways and delaying the mails.
Some changes have been made in the Spanish Min-

istry, and the new government is preparing for a vigor-
ous campaign against the Carlists, who show great de-
termination and considerable strength in the north of
Spain. The government has presented a bill to the
Assembly to provide means for suppressing the insur-
rection. It authorizes the immediate organization of
fifty new battalions of 900 men each.

j
A majority of the Assembly is determined to carry western wheat, SI.85; No. 2 Milwaukie spring

I

the bill for the abolition of .slavery before prorogation. 'choice Canada barley, S1.24; common State,

I

The Swiss government has formally recognised the 'Oats, 47 a 52 cts. Western mixed corn, 631 oti

republic of Spain. The Austrian government is dis-ilow, 65 cts.; southern white, 74 cts. Philadd
posed to act with Russia and Germany in regard to the Cotton, 21 a 21 J cts. Extra flour, S6.25 a S6.7J
new government of Spain. It considers that the latter

j

brands, S7 a Sli..50. Amberwheat, $1.97 a $1.£

not yet secure enough in the possession of power to $1.90 a $1.95 ; No. 1 spring, $1.70 a $1.73. Eye,
one of the Eu- Yellow corn, 58 cts. Oats,"46 a 50 cts. Smoked

2J a 13 cts. Lard, ^ cts. About 1800 beef cat

t the Avenue Drove-yard. Extra at 7A a 8 cts.

gross
; fair to good, 6 a 7 cts., and common 5 a

be entitled to full acknowledgment
ropean governments.
Don Cailos, after staying a few days in Spain, re-

crossed the French frontier and is now near Bayonne, _
.

The Carlists claim that they have now 35,000 men iuj Sheep sold at b\ a 7| cts. per lb. gross, and 1

the field. Alfonso, brother of Don Carlos, has issued $8.25 and $.50 per 100 lbs. net for corn fed : r

a proclamation on his behalf, calling on the soldiers of .6000 head. .Ba/dmore.—Western red wheat, %
the regular army to join the Carlist ranks, and offering ^$1.90

; amber, $1.95 a $2.05. Southern white o
officers advanced ranks. Dispatches of the 3d from' a 63 cts

;
yellow, -58 a 59 cts.; western mixed,

Bayonne, state that the insurrection is growing stronger : Oats, 46 a 49 cts. St. Louis.—No. 2 spring wheat,
in the Basque provinces. It was reported that a Carlist No. 4 fall, $1.60. No. 2 mixed corn, 31 cts.

band had penetrated to the vicinity of Arunyuez, twenty- cts. Lard, 7J- cts. Milwaukie.—No. 1 spring
eight miles^south- west of Madrid.

_

$1.28 ; No. 2 $1.22. No. 2 oats, 26i cts. Corn,
The ex-King and Queen of Spain, with their children I Rye, 67 cts. No. 2 barley, 74 cts.

and family, left Lisbon on the 3d in the frigate Roma,
for Genoa. They were accompanied to the pier by the
King and Queen of Portugal.
London, 3d mo. 3d.—Consols 92J. U. States sixes,

1867, 93J ; new five per cents, 90|.
"

Liverpool.— Uplands cotton, 9|rf. ; Orleans, 9J a
lOd. California white wheat, club 12s. Ad. a 12s. 8f/.,

average lis. Id. a lis. lOd. ; red western spring, lis. 3(i.

a 12s. 2d.

United States.—The Public Debt statement shows
a reduction during the Second month of S- 5,277,880,
with a coin balance in the Treasury of $65,930,781.
The total debt, less cash in the Treasury, amounted on
the first inst. to $2,157,380,700, of which $453,171,389
bears no interest.

There were 352 interments in Philadelphia last

week, including 109 children under two years. Fifty-

five deaths were from consumption, 31 inflammation of

the lungs, 21 debility, 11 apoplexy, 11 heart disease,

and 18 old age. The number of interments in the city

during the year 1872, was 20,544, which is about 1 to

37 of the estimated population. The number of regis-

tered marriages was 6,496.

The House of Representatives did not pass the reso-

lution of expulsion proposed by the committee of in-

vestigation, but adopted a resolution strongly condemn-
ing the conduct of two of its members in connection
with the Pacific Railroad and "Credit Mobilier," in the
case of Oakes Aime.s, by a vote of 181 to 36, in that of

James Brooks, by a vote of 174 to 32. The Senate
committee of investigation recommended the expulsion
of Senator Patterson. Both Houses have passed the
bill providing for a suit in equity against the Union
Pacific Railroad Company.
A fire occurred in New Orleans on the 27th ult.,

which destroyed about 200 houses and their contents,

the buildings were mostly small dwellings. The esti-

mated loss $250,000. About 200 families were left

homeless.

The U. S. Secretary of the Treasury has directed the
Assistant Treasurer, at New York, to sell six millions
of coin during the current month, and to purchase three
millions of U. S. bonds in the same period.

The mean temperature of the Second month, by the

Pennsylvania Hospital record, was 30.57 deg. ; the

highest during tlie month 47 deg., and the lowest 1 deg.

The amount of rain for the month was 5.60 inches, and
for the preceding month 6.04 inches, making 11.64
inches the first two months of 1873, against 2.44 inches
in the corresponding period 1872. The mean tempera-
ture of the three winter months of 1872 and 1873, has
been 29.49 deg., which is 2 deg. below the average of

the past 83 years. The highest winter mean in that

entire period was 38.33 deg., and the lowest 26.66 deg.

The deposits in the savings banks throughout the
State of New York, amount to an aggregate of over
$285,000,000.
The third session of the Forty-second Congress has

ended by the expiration of the limited time. As usual
much legislation was crowded into the last hours of the
session. A Committee of Conference agreed upon a re-

port in relation to salarie.s, which was adopted by both
Houses. The President is to receive $50,000 per an-
num, the Vice President and Speaker of the House of
Representatives each $10,000, Judges of the Supreme
Court $10,000, and Senators and Representatives &7,.500

per annum, without mileage or any other extra allow-
ances.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 3d inst. New York.— American gold, 115.

U. S. sixes, 1881, 1184 ; ditto, 1868, n^ ; ditto, 10-40
five per cents, lllj. Superfine flour, $6 a $6.50;
State extra, $7 a $7.50; finer brands, J8 a $13. Red

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session of this Institution comr

on Second-day, the 5th of Fifth month. Parec
others intending to send pupils, are requested to

timely application to Aaron Sharpless, Su
tendent, (address Street Road P. O., Chester Co
or to Charles J. Allen, Treasurer, 304 Arch
Philadelphia.

The Committee of the Yearly Meeting on R
and Plainfield Monthly Meeting, will meet on
day, 3d month 21st, at 4 p. Jt., in the Committee
in the Meeting-house on Arch St.

A Short Account of Ann Reeve, of Lower (

wich, New Jersey, as given by her father. Pub
by the Tract Association of Friends. Steel-bki

covers. Price 15 cents.

For sale at Friends' Book Store.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAf
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Phiiadet

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H.W
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients i

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Bi

Managers.

Died, at Griffin, Georgia, on the 11th of 2d i

1873, Rebecca R. Sharp, wife of Wm. H. Shj
the 38th year of her age, a member of Chicago M<
Meeting. During her short sojourn in the Sou
the purpose of recruiting her health, her many
lent qualities, resulting from her conscientious

walk, made her many warm personal friends,

days previous to her decease she was observed pe
the following lines:

"Who knows how near my end may be
Time speeds away, and death comes on

How swiftly. Ah ! how suddenly
May death be here and life be gone.

My God, for Jesus' sake, I pray
Thy peace may bless my dying day.
, at his residence in Camden, N. J., on tht

of 2d month, 1873, Dr. Isaac S. Mulford, in thi

year of his age. He was an elder and member of
donfield Monthly Meeting, and by his upright am
sistent life and conversation, adorned the doo
which he professed. His mental abilities wer«
superior order, and his medical knowledge and i

ence had secured him a high place in the estimat
the community in which he resided. He joine
Society of Friends by convincement, in early lift

as he advanced in years, his estimation of the '

our principles and testimonies increased. Bein{
reserved disposition, the depth of his religious
ence was known to few ; but those most intimate
him esteemed it a privilege to commune with
on those themes which pertain to salvation, at

breathe the atmosphere of Christian love and
which attended him in private life. With a chih
trust in the mercy of that Saviour whom he had i

followed so many years, he bore the suflerings of hi

illness with unmurmuring patience, " holding
faith," as he expressed himself, as an anchor to his
and is, we trust, now permitted to be clothed wit
fine linen which is the righteousness of saints, an
by the Lamb to living fountains of waters.

, on the 20th of Second month, 1873, Si
Harper, at the residence of her son-in-law. The
Middleton, Philada., in the 83d year of her age.
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Hindoo Caste,

'he most striking characteristic of Hindoo
iety, if society it may be called—that which
stitutes its very frame-work, as much as

uhe bones and tendons of the human sj^s-

), the like to which is found amonjr no other

iple, from the civilized to the savage, is

te. Most rations and tribes have their

iinctions, some of them hereditary and
,)Dgly marked, but no where else is there

;h a system of caste as that which is found

India. It is very difficult to describe it so

t it may be comprehended by those who
>e not seen its workings, although its rules

'well defined and more unchangeable than

I
laws of the Medes and Persians.

[he term caste is of modern origin, derived

fjx the Portuguese in the thirteenth cen-

y, but the thing itself is as old as the

ipan invasion, centuries before the Chris-

p era. The Aryans, from whatever quar-

of Asia they came, brought with them a
U-defined, social, and civil polity, which at

te took root in a congenial soil, and has
itinued to flourish until the present time,

roots run deeper and are more firmly fixed

.n those of any other social system in ex-

ince. Caste, which is not without its ad-

itages in such a state of society as that

'iuh has prevailed in India, is, nevertheless
ji mighty barrier which opposes all progress

il elevation, and the great obstacle in the

y of the Gospel of Christ.

Iccording to the Laics of Menu, a work
bposed to have been written about nine
jadred years before Christ, Hindoo society

idivided into four grand classes: 1. The
iihmins, who are said to have emanated
m the mouth of Brahma, the Creator, and
o are the chief of all created beings, the

id of society, the teachers and priests for

others. A Brahmin is to be treated with
most profound respect even by kings; his

and person are protected by the severest

78 in the world, and by the most tremend
) denunciations for the world to come.
ey are supposed to have the power of bless-

; and cursing all others. 2. The second

38, the Kshatryas, who sprang from the

)ulder8 and arms of Brahma, are the mili

y class, and have something of a sacred

iracter; they are the executive class. The

Brahmins draw up and interpret the laws,

but the K.'ihotryas administer them, so that

these two classes are in a measure dependent

upon each other. 3. The third class, the

Yaishyas, sprang from the thighs or loins of

Brahma, and are the mercantile cXviss, the men
of business. It is their province to carry on

trade, cultivate the soil, keep cattle, and to

acquire and practice all useful knowledge.

4. The fourth class, the Sudras, sprang from

the feet of Brahma. They are the servile

class; they are to serve the three higher

classes, especially the Brahmins, and never

to aspire to the dignity or privileges of the

others ; they are neither to acquire properly,

nor to acquire knowledge by reading, but to

remain in an abject condition all their days

and through all generations.

These may be called the ideal laws of caste

as found in the ancient books, but the two

middle classes have now no very distinct ex-

istence. The Brahmins are the only high

caste, the other three having been subdivided

until there are eighteen principal, and more

than a hundred minor classes, every trade,

and profession, and employment forming a

separate caste, from which no one can rise to

a higher, or even descend to a lower. A man,

by breaking the rules of his particular order,

as by eating or drinking with a person of a

lower caste, becomes an outcast, and will be

equally spurned by those above and below

him. The distinction is hereditary and does

not depend upon any acquired position. No
outward social rank confers the privilege.

The poorest Brahmin in the world would con-

sider himself defiled for all time, and would

be so considered by all others, if he were to

eat with the Emperor of the Russias. The
Governor General of India could not find a

man of the lowest caste who would be willing

to partake of his hospitality. Brahmins are

often found in comparatively humble posi-

tions in life, but the loftiest Hindoos who do

not belong to their caste, must pay them
reverence. At Calcutta I saw a high-caste

Hindoo who was employed by a wealthy

merchant as a porter, but the rich Hindoo

could neper pass the high-caste man who was

waiting at his door, without making a bu

miliating sign of obeisance and of real subjec-

tion.

The rules of caste are not broken by crime,

A man may commit murder, adultery, theft

or perjury, and even be convicted of such

crimes, without losing caste; but if he vio

lates any of the ceremonial laws, especially if

he should eat with a European, or even with

a Mohammedan of India, or with any one not

belonging to his class, he would be degraded,

and only by the most humiliating process of

atonement, and by paying an enormous sum
could he be restored, if at all. A Brahmin
was once forced by an European to eat meat.

Although his offence was involuntary, he

could not be restored after three year's pen-

ance, even by the offer of forty thousand dol-

lars ransom. He subsequently regained his

former position by the payment of a hundred
thousand dollars. While I was in India a

high caste Hindoo was present at an enter-

tiilnraent, partial social and partly official,

and partook of some article of food in their

societj'. He was afterwards compelled to pay

a heavy fine, swallow most revolting sub-

stances, and humble himself before an idol

with costly presents, before he could be re-

cognized by those of his own caste. It is not

erel}' the pride of a clan, or the rule of a

sect; there is an inborn ingrained feeling in a

Hindoo, which makes the laws of his caste

m inexorable and essential. He is bound

by an invisible but mighty chain which it is

ext to impossible for him to break. If he

violates the rules of caste he is driven from

home, and friends, and society, an object of

contempt and execration, and any friend who
should give him shelter or countenance would

become an outcast. Neither parents, nor wife,

or children would bo allowed to hold inter-

course with him.

This is the penalty that every Hindoo in-

curs who becomes a Christian, and caste thus

proves one of the most serious obstacles to the

progress of the Christian religion. Even the

lowest Sudra becomes an outcast if he enters

into fellowship with Christians; and partak-

ing of the " holy communion" is an act which

would effectually cut him off from all future

intercourse with his own people. It is a severe

test, but just such a test as was indicated by

the promise of the Saviour :
" Every one that

hath forsaken houses, or brethren, or sisters,

or father, or mother, or wife or children, or

lands, for my name's sake, shall receive an

hundred fold, and shall inherit everlasting

life." The Eoman Catholics, on coming to

India in the sixteenth century, finding the

power of caste so strong, conformed to it, em-

ploying low-caste priests to minister to those

of low caste, the Jesuit fathers carrying the

sacraments to the sick and dying only in

secret and by night. But it was justly said

of them that they became Hindoos instead of

making the Hindoos Christians. Swartz and

other German missionaries made some con-

cessions to caste, but all English and Ameri-

can Protestant missionaries have consistently

and persistently refused to give it any place

in the Christian Church.

Pariahs, a numerous class, are lower than

the Sudras ; they are literally outcasts; but

even they have their distinctions and their

rules, to which they rigidly adhere, although

they occupy the lowest depths in the social

scale.

The system of caste is becoming under-

mined by education and by the influence of

Christianity, Intercourse with intelligent

Europeans is slowly operating upon the pub-

lic mind to weaken its power. The introduc-

tion of railways, by compelling men of all

castes to sit together, often crowded into a

compact mass, has done much to overcome
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the seoseless notion that one man is spirit-

ually defiled by touching another, or by any
simple act of social intercourse. The destruc-

tion of the system does not seem so hopeless

or so remote as it once did.

—

Prime's Sketches

of Travel.

For "The Friend."

Religions Talk.

It is related of the first ministers of the
Society of Friends, that their very presence
and voice inspired awe in those they came in

contact with in their travels: there was a
power attending them which seemed at times
to strike even their adversaries. It was said

of Josiah Coale, " when he spoke to the un-

godly world, an awful gravity appeared in his

countenance, and his words were like a ham-
mer and a sharp sword." How different from
this is most of the religious talk of this day.
The apostle Paul tells the Corinthians that
he would not know the speech of them which
are puffed up, but the power; for he says, the
Kingdom of God is not in word but in power.
So when we hear so much said on religious

subjects by those professing religion in this

our day, even by those professing to be Friends
—and often in a very light way—it is well for

us to remember that religion does not stand
in word only. For it was said of the Israelites

in their degeneracy, "This people draweth
nigh unto me with their mouth, and honoreth
me with their lips, but their heart is far from
me," and when we hear the sacred name
made use of in common conversation, in a
light irreverent manner, we may expect the
heart is far from Him. For that sacred name
should never be uttered but in reverence and
godly fear. It was said in regard to L
" My covenant was with him of life and peace,
and I gave them to him—for the fear where-
with he feared me and was afraid before my
name." I have thought, on hearing conver-
sation of the kind alluded to, that our Saviour
and his cause is often wounded, as it were, in

the house of His professed friends, as also in

what are termed Sabbath or First-day Schools
and Bible classes

; the manner in which solemn
texts of Scripture are discussed, and different
meanings put to them. If there was no other
objection t.o them than this, I believe that
this alone is sufficient to keep us from taking
part in them ; for I believe the tendency of
discussing things of this nature in our own
wills, and by our unassisted natural reasoning
powers, is to lower the standard of religion.
It is said in the Holy Scriptures "that the
natural man receiveth not the things of the
Spirit of God, for they are foolishness unto
him, neither can he know them because they
are spiritually discerned." So spiritual things
are not to be learned in schools of this kind,
or by talking with others who may know as
little about them as ourselves; but by our un-
derstandings becoming enlightened through
the operation of the Holy Spirit upon them,
and the scriptures opened to us there; as it

was with the two disciples on their way to
Emmans

;
for their hearts burned within them

while Jesus opened to them the Scriptures.
I believe it will be our experience if we seek
rightly unto Him, who alone can open the
sacred mysteries contained therein. It was
the Lamb only that was found worthy to open
the book and loose the seals thereof. I feel

satisfied if there was more of a seeking to this
source for instruction in the mysteries of the
Kingdom of Heaven, instead of going to man

to explain them, there would more of us be-

come wise unto salvation through faith which
is in Christ Jesus. The apostle Paul tells us

that he received not the Gospel of man,
"neither was I taught, but by ibti revelation of

J esus Christ." This is what we must come to,

if we ever attain to the knowledge of the only

true God and Jesus Christ whom He has sent

—which is life eternal ; and not to schools for

the study of the Scriptures, or to hear men
talk of them, and of religion. As to revival

meetings and experience meetings, all will be

of no avail,—unless we are taught in th

school of Christ: our outward knowledge will

not initiate us into the mysteries of the King
dora.

I believe if the members of the Society of

Friends, in this day, would all come to th
principles laid down by George Fox, William
Penn and Robert Barclay, and the rest of ou
worthy predecessors in the Truth,—to the
ancient standard of Quakerism—or, I might
say, of Christianity, we would have no need
of scripture schools,—experience meetings,—
formal prayer meetings or meetings appoint-
ed expressly for public prayer ; nor revival

meetings. But we would seek unto the true
Teacher of His people

; for man, with all h

reasoning powers, and all the knowledge h

is able to gather from without, is not able to

advance us one step nearer the Kingdom of

Heaven. It is only as we co-operate with the
Holy Spirit upon our hearts, that we are en
abled to be of any use to our fellow-creatures
in their heaven-ward journey. We should
not look so much outward for instruction, and
listen so much to the lo ! heres, and lo ! theres,

but look inward; for the Seed of the King
dom will only be found there—in the heart
" The word is nigh thee, even in thy heart
and in thy mouth :" this is the word of faith

the apostles preached ; this is what our early
Friends preached to the people in their day,
and recommended all unto. I believe if we
would all come to this, there would bo no
parlies, separations or divisions amongst us
us a Society ; but we would all come to " the
unity of the faith and the knowledge of th
Son of God unto a perfect man—unto the
measureof the stature of the fulness of Christ."
Then indeed would our lights shine before
men, so that others seeing our good works,
might glorify God in the day of visitation.

It will be through this alone that there will

be a revival amongst us as a people. For all

the talk there is now of revivals, and mourn-
ers' benches, amounts to no more than tem-
porary excitement, and must in its very na-

ture soon die away, and the converts be left

as they were, if not in a weaker condition
than before. It is only as we are built on the
Rock of Ages, that we can expect to stand
the storms of time, and the commotions of
this day of shaking and sifting; and not by
building on the sands of excitement and popu-
lar commotion that must soon pass away. 1

fully believe that our worthy predecessors in

the Truth, built their superstructure upon
that Rock

; so that all the storms of persecu-
tion and calumny in their day could not shake
t, nor do I believe that all the commotions
of this will ever be able to throw it down

; for

it was and is founded on the Rock, Christ
Jesus ; the rock on which the righteous have
built in all ages of the world, and nothing
shall ever be able to prevail against it, but it

shall stand when the storms of time are over.

We may leave those doctrines and testimo-

'

nies which our worthy predecessors uph

I

through so much suffering and reproach,

may even trample them under our feet, ,

they will stand a witness against us. Bu
have faith to believe there will be a reran:

preserved who will yet stand faithful, thot
they may be few in number; and the ti

has come for us all to look well to the fonn
tion on which we are building, whether
the rock or on the sand ; for it seems to

the storms are about to try our foundati
and the streams to beat vehemently agai
our building. J.

~

Ohio, 3d mo. 1st, 1873.

Notes on some of onr Winter Birds.

The following Essay was read at a ree

meeting of the Delaware County Institutt

Science, by Charles G. Ogden, of Springf
The Crow we always have with us,

notwithstanding the ravages he eometir
commits in early summer upon our yoi
poultry and tender sprouts of corn, one c

not witness his distress during such long c

tinued snows as we have had the presi

winter, without a feeling akin to pity.

By far the most numerous of all our win
birds, is the little slate colored snow bi

Everybody knows this hardy little Strang

and nearly all are somewhat familiar with
habits. I believe it has never been km
breed in this part of Pennsylvania, thou

Wilson says it sometimes does in the hi

ranges of the Alleghany mountains. In

mer it proceeds very far to the North, anc

known to breed in large numbers within t

Artie Circle, where far away from the ham
of men, it engages in the great work of its \

The snow bird arrives in this locality abc

the middle of Tenth month and until ci

weather mostly confines itself to old fields

about the borders of woods. At the first sni

or very cold weather, it approaches the hot

and barn, where it is generally a regular vi

taut, until mild weather again, when it

turns to its haunts of the previous autunc

At this time it may often be heard warbli

its low but very sweet notes. It leaves ht

for its summer residence toward the last

Fourth month.
This winter the snow birds have been

most constantly associated with two oth

species of Fringilla, the Song Sparrow and t

Tree Sparrow, the former of which remai
with us the entire year, and is one of our ei

liest and best singers. It has been my pn
tice the present winter to regularly feed the

birds, and this sparrow with the snow bir

during the time the ground was entirely cc

ered with snow, seemed to be nearly domes
cated, placing so much confidence in me thl

they would approach the spot where I h:

deposited their food almost before I had 1('

it. The Tree Sparrow, which is a wint
visitant from the North, though regularly !

sociating with the others, was more shy ai

would not come near the place until I had i

tired a safe distance.

Another most interesting little bird is tl

inter Wren, which is comparatively rai

but has so much individuality as to be alwa;

noticed. It is sometimes mistaken for tl

common house Wren of summer, and often I

residents near tide water for the marsh Wre
phich it very much resembles. It is, howeve
ntirely distinct from either, and is only set

here during the winter, while the others reti

to the South early in autumn. It is said
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tin£,'ly loscmblo tho House "Wren of Europe,

I
Alexander WilBon was inclined to believe

hm identical. I have, however, been unable

oSnd any authority upon tho 8ul)ject. It

fquentH out-houses, and is fond of creeping

Ipugh the interstices of the wood-pile like

Iie

little quadruped, owing to which pro-

sity it often falls a victim to thecal, which

Y account in some measure for its gradual

jiippearance from about our homesteads.

tis one of the few birds which often sings

dh animation during cold weather, and it

much to be regretted that it is not more
[imon.

(raving the intense severity of the present

ter the Blue Bird has been a constant resi-

it of our locality. His food at this season,

link, consists almost entirely of cedar-ber-

), a plentiful supply of which may account

his remaining constantly with us. In very

1 or cloudy weather he is silent and often

noticed by the inattentive observer; he

, however, been seen nearly every day,

ugh we have been unable to offer him any
ucements in the way of food.

'Several times during the winter I came
,)n flocks of the Yellow-bird or American
(Idfinch feeding on the dried seeds of the

Igweed (Ambrosia Artmipsefolia) which pro-

|ded above the snow. They were full of

f
and animation, flitting from plant to plant

th the greatest vivacity. The male of this

d loses his bright colors at the approach of

nter, and assumes the plain olive colored

rb of his mate.

it have looked in vain for the Snow-bunting,

jiich, during severe winters, sometimes visits

[is locality. It is known as the White
pwbird, and is a most interesting little

ranger.

A number of Cardinal Grosbeaks have been

iServed, and I know of two instances where,

iving been fed on broken grains of corn,

ey have lost much of their natural shy

d have learned to look with regularity for

iSir accustomed food. I have several tim

rprised them along the public road, feedir

com|)any with snow-birds and sparrows.

At the commencement of cold weather the

eadow Larks were very numerous, but the

ason has been too severe for them, and, so

r as my observation has extended, they have

larly all disappeared—many, it is feared,

irisbing with cold and hunger, a number
iving been found frozen. This bird usually

inters with us, but always seems to suffer

uch during long continued snows. The
irolina Pigeon, or Turtle-dove, a few of which

larly always ))ass tho winter here, seems

itter able to take care of itself. On several
' the coldest days I found them gleaning in

le barn-yard among the cattle, seemingly

ith much satisfaction.

A piece of fat pork attached to the limb of

tree near my window, has, during the cold

eather, been almost constantly frequented

7 a variety of birds, among which have been

>ticed the Downy Woodpecker, the Black-

ipped Nuthatch, the Crested Titmouse, the

lack-capped Titmouse, and, most amusing
'all, the Blue Jay. The Downy Woodpecker
the smallest of its tribe, and probably the

lOSt numerous, though it does not attract so

lueh attention as its more showy relative, the

,ed-headed Woodpecker. It is an active.

liced a regular series of holes perforating tho

bark in horizontal circles round the body of

the tree. This little bird has been the opera-

tor, and insects lurking there have been hi>

victims. Trees thus operated upon have nearly

always remained healthy and productive. The
Black-capped Nuthatch is another most valu-

able auxiliary in tho destruction of insects.

Instead of perforating the bark, he creeps

around tho trunk and larger branches of the

tree, probing behind tho loose pieces and often

detaching them entirely; of course securint;

11 he may find suitable for his purpose. He
seems to have a groat propensity for working
with his head downward, and is altogether a

curious and interesting bird, though common
everywhere. In summer they retire from

about our habitations and are not so often

seen. The Crested Titmouse is not very com-

mon, though it is more frequently seen in

winter than summer, when it retires to the

woods to rear its young. It has a loud, clear

whistle, and from a fancied resemblance of

tho notes to the words " take care," coupled

with the fact that it often whistles most lively

before a storm, itis sometimes called the Take-

care bird.

Contrary to their custom, a number of Blue

Jays have wintered in our locality. Soon after

the first fall of snow, I noticed them hovering

over the pig-pen, and upon watching them
more closely they were found to be feeding on

the corn left by the pigs. When a Jay bird

had secured a grain he would fly with it to the

limb of a neighboring tree, and there, placing

it under his toe, would hammer at it much in

the manner of a Woodpecker, until he had

broken the kernel, when he would swallow

the pieces. They soon found the piece of fat

pork, and afterwards the corn seemed to have

little attractions for them. During the ex

treme cold weather they came every morning

as regularly as I took ray own breakfast, and

many times through the day. At first they

were very shy, and would approach very

cautiously before venturing to feed ;
they soon,

however, became quite familiar and would fly

at once to the place, even though persons

were standing within a few feet. The Jay bo-

longs to the Magpie family, and has much of

tho cunning of that bird. Though noisy

enough at other times, in cold weather, like

most other birds, they are generally silent.

There are a number of other winter birds

common here, but I fear I am occupying too

much time.

With a little encouragement in the way of

feeding iu winter, and by providing suitable

habitations in summer, with endeavors at all

times to prevail upon thoughtless men and

boys to cease shooting them, we may largely

increase the number of feathered residents

about our homes, and it will be found to pay

both pecuniarily and otherwise.

It is pleasant to know that quite a number
of persons in my neighborhood, a:)d I doubt

not many in other places, have given aid and

comfort to these beautiful creatures, and all

with whom I have conversed upon the subject

have expressed themselves as having had a

delightful experience in doing so. To me it

has been a source of the most unalloyed plea

sure, and often after having carried a measure

of wheat or rye screenings or broken grains

of corn to feed the birds in some secluded spot,

ardy little being, and doubtless destroys im- away from the domestic poultry, and where

ense quantities of insects and their eggs.— prowling cats would not be likely to molest

U who have apple trees must have often no- them, I have experienced feelings of satisfac

tion which have repaid mo many times for all

the labor attending it.

To some all this may seem trifling and
childish, but I am sure such little acts will

nako men and women better as well as hap-

pier, and can any thing be trifling which
makes people better, and adds to the sum total

of human happiness?— De<. Co. Republican.

Selected for " The Friend."

Want of Faltlifulncss in Little Things.

I have a secret hope thy little ones will

grow up to bo a help and comfort to thee, and
in order that it may be so, and that the Lord
may delight to bless them, 1 doubt not bat it

is thy solicitous care, to watch over tho ten-

der plants, lest any budding of pride, or any
wrong shoot, spring up and frustrate the gra-

cious intentions of Heaven in any degree

towards them ; and carefully and assiduously

to nurture them up in that simplicity of man-
ners and appearance which Truth leads into,

ilany parents, it is to be feared in our day,

have been miserably deficient in the educa-

tion of their offspring; checking, hindering,

and preventing that which ought to be culti-

vated in them, and cherishing, forwarding,

and encouraging what ought to be rooted out

and destroyed ; and hence it comes to pass

that so little tenderness of spirit and amiable

simplicity is to be seen in our youth, and very

little of a succession of testimony-bearers is

in prospect. One of the first temptations

thrown in the way of children, after the age

of infancy, is a little finery in dress, and the

convictions of grace remonstrating against it

being resisted, the reproofs of that Divine

Monitor, (through repeated resistance,) be-

come less forcible, less clear and less felt, and
so disregarded too much ; and hence for want
of faithfulness in the little, and in the early

discoveries, there is not a right growth ex-

perienced, but the contrary prevails, and here

is one great reason that the city of our fathers'

sepulchre lies waste.

—

From a Letter of Rich-

ard ShackletorVs, 1772.

The Transformations of Wood.—The chemist

tells us that wood can become lignite or wood-

coal, by parting with its oxygen, in the shape

of carbonic acid-gas, or choke-damp ;
and then

bituminous coal, by parting with its hydrogen,

chiefly in the form of carburettod hydrogen

—

the gas with which we light our streets.

This explains why, in mines of wood-coal,

carbonic acid, i. e. choke-damp, alone is given

off. For in the wood coal a great deal of the

hydrogen still remains. In mines of bitumin-

ous coal, not only is choke-damp given off, but

that more terrible pest of the miners, fire-

damp, or explosive carburettod hydrogen and

olefiant gases. Now the occurrence of that

fire-damp in mines proves that changes are

still going on in tho coal : that it is getting

rid of its hydrogen, and so progressing toward

tho state of anthracite, or stone coal, as it is

sometimes called. In the Pennsylvania coal-

fields some of the coal has actually done this,

under the disturbing force of earthquakes
;

for the coal, which is bituminous to the west-

ward where tho strata are horizontal, becomes

gradually anthracite as it is tossed and torn

by the earthquake faults of the Alleghany

and Appalachian mountains.

And is a further transformation possible ?

Yes; and more than one. If we conceive the

anthracite cleared of all but its last atoms of

oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen, till it has
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become all but pure carbon, it would become—as it has become in certain rocks of immense
antiquity, graphite—what we miscall black-
lead. And, after that, it might go through
one transformation more, and that the most
startling of all. It would need only perfect
purification and crystallization to become—

a

diamond
; nothing less. We may consider the

coal upon the fire as the middle term of a
series, of which the first is live wood, and the
last diamond

; and indulge safely in the fancy
that every diamond in the world has probably,
at some remote epoch, formed part of a grow-
ing plant.

A strange transformation ; which will look
to us more strange, more truly poetical, the
more steadily we consider it.

The coal on the fire ; the table at which I
write—what are they made of? Gas and
sunbeams; with a small percentage of ash,
or earthy salts, which need hardly be taken
into account. Gas and sunbeams! strange
but true.

'

The life of the growing plant laid hold of
the gases in the air and in the soil ; of the car-
bonic acid, the atmospheric air, the water, for
that too is gas. It drank them in through
its rootlets; it breathed them in through its
leaf-pores, that it might distil them into sap
and bud, and leaf, and wood. But it had to
take in another element, without which the
distillation and the shaping could never hare
taken place. It had to drink in the sunbeams
—that mysterious and complex force which
is forever pouring from the sun, and making
itself partly palpable to our senses as heat and
light. So the life of the plant seized the sun-
beams, and absorbed them, buried them in
itself—no longer as light and heat, but as in-
visible chemical force, locked up for ages in
that woody fibre.

So it is. Lord Lytton told us long ago, how
" The wind and the beam loved the rose."

But Nature's poetry was more beautiful than
man's. The wind and the beam loved the
rose so well that they made the rose—or
rather, the rose took the wind and the beam,
and built up out of them, by her own inner
life, her exquisite texture, hue and fragrance.
What next? The rose dies; the "timber

tree dies; decays down into vegetable fibre,
is buried and turned to coal : but the plant
cannot altogether undo its own work. Bvei
in death and decay it cannot set free the sun
beams imprisoned in its tissue. The sunforce
must stay, shut up age after age, invisible,
but strong; working at its own prison-cells ;'

transmuting them, or making them capable
of being transmuted by man, into the mani-
fold products of coal—coke, petroleum, min-
eral pitch, gases, coal-tar, benzole, delicate
aniline dyes, and what not, till its day of de-
liverance comes.
Man digs it, throws it on the fire, a black,

dead-seeming lump. A corner, an atom of it|

warms till it reaches the igniting point; the
temperature at which it is able to combine
with oxygen. And then, like a dormant live
thing, awaking after ages to the sense of its
own powers, its own needs, the whole lump
is seized, atom after atom, with an infectious
hunger for that oxygen which it lost centuries
since in the bottom of the earth. It drinks
the oxygen in at every pore ; and burns. And
so the spell of ages is broken. The sun-force
bursts Us prison-cells, and blazes into the free
atmosphere, as light and heat once more : re-

turning in a moment into the same forms i

which it entered the growing leaf a thousand
centuries since.

Strange it all is, yet true. But of nature
as of the heart of man, the old saying standi—that truth is stranger than fiction.—Kingsley.

A MYSTERY.
The river hemmed with leaning trees
Wound through its meadows green

;A low, blue line of mountains showed
The open pines between.

One sharp, tall peak above them all

Clear into sunlight sprang;
I saw the river of my dreams,
The mountains that I sang!

No clew of memory led me on,
But well the ways I knew

;

A feeling of familiar things
With every footstep grew.

Not otherwise above its crag
Could lean the blasted pine

;

Not otherwise the maple hold
Aloft its red ensign.

So up the long and shorn foot hills
The mountain road should creep

;

So, green and low, the meadow fold
Its red-haired kine asleep.

The river wound as it should wind
;

Their place the mountains took,
The white, torn fringes of their clouds
Wore no unwonted look.

Y'et, ne'er before that river's rim
Was pressed by feet of mine,

Never before mine eyes had crossed
That broken mountain line.

A presence, strange at once and known,
Walked with rae as my guide;

The skirts of some forgotten life

Trailed noiseless at my side.

Was it a dim remembered dream ?

Or glimpse through a;ons old?
The secret which the mountain kept,
The river never told.

But from the vision ere it passed
A tender hope I drew,

And, pleasant as a dawn of spring,
The thought within me grew,

That love would temper every change,
And soften all surprise,

And, misty with the dreams of earth,
The hills of Heaven arise.

—John O. Whittkr.

NEVER MIND.
What's the use of always fretting
At the trials we shall find

Ever strewn along our pathway?
Travel on and never mind.

Travel onward, working, hoping.
Cast no lingering look behind

At the trials once encountered
;

Look ahe.ad and never mind.

And if those who might befriend you.
Whom the ties of nature bind,

Should refuse to do their duty.
Look to Heaven and never mind.

Friendly words are often spoken
When the feelings are unkind

;

Take them for their real value,
Pass them on and never mind.

Fate may threaten, clouds may lower,
Enemies may be combined

;

If your (rust in God is steadfast.

He will help you, never mind.

a survey of a district of country lying im
south eastern part of Idaho, heretofore!
little known, which appears to have beei

tended with important results. A late re
in reference to it states : The region about
sources of Snake river was very little knc
and in making an examination of thisinte
ing district it was found that the exis

maps were greatly in error. The Mad
lake, which had received its name in th(

lief that it formed the source of Madison ri

was found to be in reality the origin of i

river. This lake is about twelve milei

and eight wide. From this body of wi
flows a stream about one hundred feet

which after a distance of about five

empties into a second lake about four
wide. The first of these lakes was nai
Lake Shoshone and the other Lake Lewi
honor of the great pioneer explorer of
northwest. " At the upper end of Lake g

shone a new Geyser Basin was discove;

containing about 130 geysers, twenty or thi

of which are of the largest size. The oi

mentation about these springs was thouj
to be more interesting and elaborate tl

those in the Fire Hole Basin. One of
geysers threw up a column of water sever

feet in height once each day, and contin
the watery eruption each time about twei
minutes. The divide between the Yelk
stone Lake and Lake Lewis is fifty feet abt

the former and about 200 feet above the

ter. From a high mountain above this If

view was obtained embracing a radius
not less than 150 miles, within which fc

d and seventy mountain peaks wort
of a name could be distinctly observed. 1
area which could be swept by the eye fn
this point could not be less than fifty tbo
and square miles, embracing a variety
grand and beautiful scenery, of mountain a
alley, probably without a parallel on

continent. Ten large lakes and many smal
ones were embraced in the view, and the
tire Yellowstone Park spread out under
eye. To the east the Wind Eiver and I
Horn ranges of Mountains, with Fremont
Union and Cloud peaks, bounded the
On the north the Snowy range, with Emigra
Peak and the lottiest peaks of Montana,
readily distinguished. To the west the Si

mon River mountains of Idaho only shut o
the view, while to the far south the mountai
near Fort Hall and the Wahsatch range
Utah completed the mighty amphitheati
The view embraced a large portion of Wyot
ing, Idaho, Montana and Utah territories-

an extent which will be difficult of belief

any one who is a stranger to the singuld
purity of the atmosphere in high latitude

Much better routes to the National Par
were discovered than those of the previoi
year. From the head of Middle Fork to tl

main valley of Snake river there is a pai
in the range with an elevation of but eigl
feet above the valley on either side. A wago
road through this pass would make the dii

tance from Market Lane, on the Corrine an
Helena stage-route, to Yellowstone Lake, on!
one hundred miles."

—

Late Paper.

During the past year a scientific expedition
under the charge of James Stevenson, made

Surely it is good to commit our way whoU;
unto God, without fear and without comprc
mise. Then the pillar of cloud or of fire wil
go before us, though we may not always bi

able to recognize it.
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For "Tho Friend."

Armies and Navies no Longer Ri quired.

fe were not a little gratified to find, upon

(lin^ an editorial in a late number of the

fth American and U. States Gazette, under

(caption, "The European Kaleidoscope,"

following sentiments, which we extract,

,hat monster national evil, war. A system

'hich one of its professed advocates ncvcr-

ess makes this acknowledgment: "War
rses, with respect to its objects, all the rules

lorality. It is nothing less than a tempo-

repeal of all the principles of virtue. It is

jTSlem out of which almost all the virtues

excluded, and in which nearly all the vices

incorporated." This is strong indeed I Oh!

the coming of that blessed epoch when

1 admitted diabolical evil,andsuch fiendish

;rnction of human life shall no longer be

rated nor find apologists or supporters;

jn there shall be room no longer for the

sastic distich penned of a vanquished hero :

" He left a name, at which the world grew pale.

To point a moral, or adorn a tale."

he writer alluded to in tho North Ameri-

Fays :
" Looking back to the era between

5 and 1848, which was one of almost un

irrupted peace * * one is tempted to

how much better off are the nations of

rope for the bloody wars that have since

ued?
Austria has retained Hungary and lost

I Italian provinces. France has held Al-

|ia and acquired Savoy and Nice, only to

|3 Alsace and Lorraine. Eussia has annexed

ieassia and been wholly excluded from the

inube and had Sebastopol destroyed. Italy

[i become a nation only to fall heir to a

peless fued between the Pope and the King,

irmany has become a colossal military

iver, only to find France at last organized

on a basis of republicanism, right on her

rder, that bids fair to be permanent, and

ain following suit. Spain has made war

on Peru, Chili and Dominica, and revolu-

,n has followed in Cuba and Spain herself

)d for all these profitless results how many
lusands of lives have been sacrificed, what

ers of blood have been poured out, what oceans

treasure have been squandered, rvhat outrages,

'beries and devastations have been committed.''

* * * " What a grand humanitarian en-

rprize appears to be that dream of peace

e hope it is more) presented by Thiers

ring the latter days of the empire, to or

nize a European conclave to be called th(

aited States of Europe, leaving each nation

govern itself in its own way, and pledging

to permanent unity—all dispute!

ttled by a general Congress. The shadow
the Russian colossus would then no longer

ipend like a perpetual menace over the Con
lent. French ambition and German greed

juld alike be fettered, and the great game
sr in the fast anchored isle would no more

able to weaken all Europe by playing off

e nations against each other alternately.

"National wars, aa conducted in Europe

ace the fall of the first Napoleon, seem to

ttle nothing at all. They are too short to

rve as endurincr lessons, and the cost in life,

'Msure and property is so tremendous as to

mder it impossible to continue them long.

Thiers' plan of a continental alliance of

16 United States of Europe could be carried

to effect, there would be nn enduring peace, and

vilization would advance far more rapidly

lan it now does. There seems to be a grow-

insr feeling in Europe that a civilized man was
intended to do something belter in this world than

to study war all his life, and be hourly in danger

of being called into service."

These are deeply interesting disclosures;

and, we would hope also, forecasting truths.

No less so, is the following from our Presi-

dent's recent inaugural, viz: "Rather do I

believe that our Great Maker is preparing the

world in His own good time to become one nation,

speaking one language, and when armies and
navies will be no longer required."

How should the heart of every Christian

philanthropist rejoice, to see more and more
tho dawning of that glorious day, when the

prophecy shall be fulfilled :
" Nation shall not

lift up sword against nation, neither shall

they learn war any more." But the angelic

anthem, " Glory to God in the highest, and on

earth peace, good will to men," which ushered

in the advent of the Prince of Peace, be the
" song" that employs all nations ;

because, in

the language of a Christian poet:

" In the heart

No passion touches a discordant string.

But all is harmony and love."

For "The Fili

Barclay's Life of Jaffray.

CContinued from page 230.)

Though the believer be very sensible of

what he hath received, and be ready, upon all I to resist h

God ! How might our know ledge have been

ncrea^ed as tho morning liijht, that shineth

more and more unto tho perfect day I Prov. iv.

18. But, as the Lord threatens to do to the

wicked, as a great judgment on them, that

their knowledge shall bo darkened, when they

have most to do with light, Prov. xxiv. 20,

and Job, xxi. 17 ;—see if tho godly may not

be afraid, that, man}- times, their candle be

blown out, and they left in much darkness,

because they have not entertained and walked

up to the practice of the light which they

had. So then, our not improving the blessed

opportunities we have had, being the cause

why we are so far short of wh;it we might

have been at,— this should make us rather

mourn and be humbled for our short-comings,

than any way puffed up with what we have.

Moreover, the believer knows well, that if he

hath much, he bas the more todo with it, Luke
xii. 48, 'For to whomsoever much is given,

of him much will be required.' And not only

so, but where God gives much, Satan envies

much. He tempted the disciples of Christ

before their conversion, as he does other men
;

but now Christ tells them, Luke, xxii. 31,

especially Peter, that Satan desired to have

him, that he might sift him as wheat. When
Joshua is before the angel of the Lord, about

the putting off hi.s filthy garments, then Satan,

is nearest and most ready at his right hand
Zeth. iii. 1, 2, 3. If there be a

occasions, to praise God for the least measure

what he hath, either of grace or gifts, know-
<y that it is purchased to him only through

the mediation of Jesus Christ
;
yet the con-

sideration of what he wants keeps him very

low. If Paul, that chosen vessel, so eminent-

ly furnished for the work of God, counted

himself not to have attained, but that it was

his duty to strive hard after more, Phil. iii.

12, 13, bow much more matter hast thou to

bo very humble, even upon this account !

thou art far short not only of what thou

shouldst, but of what thou migestht have been

at, hadst thou been rightly improving the

opportunities of grace thou hast had in thy

offer. Perfection, (I mean that measure of it

which is attainable here,) is that which thou

Job in the land that hath more than all his

neighbors, so that there is none for grace and

eminent parts like unto him; if there be any
possibility to find him in a snare, how will

Satan set hell on work to find it out. I say,

nothing may prove more effectual for keep-

ing humble the holy heart, than a due con-

sideration of watchful diligence of so power-

ful and desperate an enemy ; whose malice

and diligence they know well to be much
against them, therefore are they much in the

exercise of these duties of sobriety and watch-

fulness.

The believer considers duly, bow great of-

fence bis miscarriage would give :
—

' If the

light that is in thee be darkness, how great

is that darkness!' Matt. vi. 23. How does

ousrhtest to be at, and shouldest be striving [the Lord by the Prophet Nathan, 2 Sam. xii

for :
' Be ye perfect, as your heavenly Father

is perfect.' Mat. v. 48 ; and 2 Cor. vii. 1, ' Per-

fecting holiness in the fear of God ;' here is

held forth the duty of our endeavor; and

that tho will of God may ' be done on earth,'

with as cheerful willingness ' as it is in hea-

ven,' (that is, in a good measure, according to

the capacity of our low condition.)

Thus, in order to be about thy duty, be

therefore sober, and humbly make use of what

thou haet, as the readiest way to come by

move; for God ' gives grace to the humble,' 1

Peter, v. 5, and in Isai. Ivii. 15, he says, that

he will 'revive the spirit of the humble.'

Again, in the humiliating consideration of

what we might have been, had we rightly

improved the opportunities put into our

hands, may we not take up that complaint

against ourselves, and justly find ourselves

liable to censure for it, which the apostle.

Hob. V. 12, hath against the Christians of

those times :
' For when for the time ye ought

8, and 14, adjudge or enhance the sin ofDavid?

'I gave thee thy master's house, and thy

master's wives into thy bosnm, and gave thee

the house of Israel and of Judah, and if that

had been too little, I would moreover have

given unto thee such and such things.' Hast

thou gotten much ? Guide it well ; else, the

miscarriage of it, will be a sad ingredient in

the bitter cup of thy just and severe censure

from the Lord. O, the fear of giving occa-

sion to the enemies of the Lord to blaspheme I

how powerful a means may it be, to keep a

humble heart in a constant, sober frame
;
see-

ing they know, that at no passage can Satan

have more easy entry to the heart, than by

opening this backdoor of vain glory. Solo-

mon also, who, as to great and eminent parts,

was beyond all that went bef ire or hath come
after him,—how was he assaulted, and, never-

theless of all his large and great endowments,

was prevailed over! may this give matter of

fear and trembling to every one, especially to

to be teachers, ye have need that one teach the ablest and best-gified believers. 1 Kings

you acain, which be the first principles of the xi. 1, 2, 3, &Q. But observe, from verse 9, how

oracles of God.' How gross is our ignorance, his guiltiness is adjudged or enhanced from

how little are our enjoyments in comparison this—that he bad turned from the Lord, who

of what they might have been, had we been had appeared unto him twice; God's appear-

diligent seekers of and close walkers with ing to him, and appearing to him twice, is oy
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the Spirit observed, as that, which should
have had the more oblisration to hira to so-

briety and watchfulness. The humble believer,
however large his endowments may be, yet
knowing well, that it is not against flesh and
blood that we wrestle, but against principali-
ties and powers, against rulers of the dark-
ness of this world, and spiritual wickedness
in high places— I say, knowing this bis enemy
he knows well also, that though ho have on
the whole armor of God, he will find work
enough to withstand in the evil day; an i

having done all that he can, he willfind no
small difficulty to be kept from fleeing, and
turning his back upon Christ; for so much is

imported in the words, 'And having done all

to stand.' See Ephes. vi. 10 to 13. Wherefore,
remembering the exhortation of the apostle,
1 Cor. X. 12, he makes it his daily work,
though he know that he stands, to be taking
heed lest he fall.

As Satan ofttimes keeps back many gra-
cious hearts from receiving Christ, by making
them rest on their performances and the act
ings of gracious habits that are in them ; so,

many times, when this snare is discovered, he
has another hard at hand, by which he keeps
off many such from closing in with Christ, so
as to give him welcome entertainment; and
that is. by making them go faintingly and
with much discouragement about the duty of
receiving him. And in this snare, they are
the more easily entangled, inasmuch as it

passeth with them under the name of hu-
mility, for them to be always in this mourn-
ing or, as I may rather call it, murmuring
condition."

CTo be continned.)

Origin of Man.

'The Friend.'

227.)

The continent of Asia was peopled little by
little by branches of the Aryan race, who
come down from the plains of Central Asia,
directing their course towards India. As to
Africa, that continent received its contingent
of population through the isthmus of Suez,
the valley of the Nile, and the coast of Ara-
bia by the aid of navigation.
There is therefore nothing to show that

humanity had several distinct nuclei. It is

clear that man started from one point alone,
and that through his power of adapting him-
self to the most different climates, he has, lit-

tle by little, covered the whole face of the
inhabitable earth.
The bible proclaimed, long before the etu-

diesofmodern anthropologists made it known,
this principle of the unity of the human spe-
cies. In like raannerasthe bible opposed its

monotheistic cosmogony to the different cos-
mogonies of oriental or pagan antiquity, in
like manner it opposes to the erroneous dog-
mas of the religions and philosophies of anti-
quity, this doctrine sublime and simple in it-

self, that man, the last child of creation, rules
it as its appointed head and by its moral power.
Holy writ, indeed, says to us, God has cre-
ated the whole human race of one blood.

There is another problem. Did the white,
the yellow and the black man exist from the
first moment of the appearance of our species
upon the globe, or have we to explain the
formation of these three fundament;il races

'n other words, by the action of the soil, if we
may use the expression of a conscientious
author, M. Tremaux ?

Innumerable dissertations have been writ-
ten with a view of explaining the origin of

these three races, and of connecting them
with the climate or the soil. But it must
be admitted that the problem is hardly eapa-
lile of solution. The influence which a warm
climate exercises upon the color of the skin ie

a well known fact, and it is a matter of com-
mon observation that the white European, if

transported into the heart ofAfrica, or carried
to the coast of Guinea, transmits to his de-
eendants the brown color which the skin of
the negro possesses, and that in their turn the
offspring of negroes, who have been brought
nto northern countries, become as they de-
scend, paler and paler and end by being white.
But the color of the skin, is not the only
characteristic of a race; the negro differs from
the white, less by the color of the skin, than
by the structure of the face and cranium
also by the proportion of his members to one
another. Is it not, moreover, a fact that the
hottest countries are inhabited by people with
white skins ? Such for instance are the Toua-
ricks of the African Sahara, and the Fellahs
ofEgypt. On the other hand, men with black
faces are found in countries enjoying a mean
temperature, as for instance, the inhabitants
of California, on the coast of the Pacific Ocean.

Let us conclude that science is unable to
explain to us the difference which exists be-

tween the diff^-rent typesof the human species,
that neither the temperature nor the action
of the soil furnish an explanation of this fact,

and I hat we must limit ourselves to noting it,

without further comment, in spite of the
mania which prompts the savants of our day
in a desire to explain every thing.
We have now another question to consider.

Should these white, j'ellow, or black men, to
whom we must add, as wo shall see later on,
those who are brown and red, all of whom
diflfer one from another, in the color of their
skin, in height, in their physiognomy, and in

their outward appearance, be grouped into
different species, or are we to regard them

ly as varieties of species—that is to say,
races ? To fully understand this question and
to form a judgmentof what will result from it

we must ascertain what is understood in natu
ral history b^' the word species, and by the
word race or variety of species. We will the
fore commence by explaining the meaning of
species in zoology.
The hare and the rabbit, the horse and the

ass, the dog and the wolf, the stag and
the reindeer, &c., are not likely to be taken
one for another. Yet how greatly do dogs
differ among themselves in size, in color, and
n their proportions. What a difference there

is between the mastiff and thePyrenean dog!
The same observation applies to horses. How
different we find in size and outward appear-
ance the large Normandy horse, the London
dray horse, or the omnibus horse of Paris,
and the small Corsican or Shetland horses
which we can carry in our arms! And yet
no one is mistaken in them : whether he differ
in size, or in the color of his hair, wc always
recognize a horse, and never mistake hira for

a cow in the eyes of a farmer, and the re.

the world, as a full-sized Durham. The s

reflection applies with equal force to b
The turkey which exists in the wild slat

America, certainly differs very much from
black or white tuikey acclimatized in Eu
but there is no mistake that both of them
turkeys, and nothing else.

The vegetable kingdom will furnish us '

similar facts. Take for instance, the co
plant on its native soil in America,
you will find that it differs from the c

plant cultivated in Africa and Asia,
coffeeplant of the South American plantat
is not similar to the same shrub which ea
in Arabia, whence it came in the first insta

Wheat varies with latitude to a most extr
dinary extent, &c. The cotton plant, howe
is always the cotton plant, whatever be
soil upon which it grows ; the coffee plant
wheat are always the same vegetables,
one is not liable to be deceived in them. '

action of climate and soil upon vegetal
these same causes taken in connection
nutrition upon animals, and finally the
ture which has taken place between differ

individuals, explain all these differences wh
affect the external appearance, but not
type itself.

We mean by species, when applied eithei

animals or vegetables, the fundamental tj

and by variety or race, the different bei

which result from the influence of climate
nutriment, and of mixture with individuali

the same species. The species dog gives bi

to the varieties or races known under
name of bull-dog, spaniel, mastiff, &c. Q

species horse gives birth to the races or v;

eties known under the names of the Arabi
English, Normandy, Corsican, &c. The s

cies turkey produces the varieties known
the wild turkey, the black, and the white t

key. In the vegetable kingdom, the cott

plant species produces the American and (

Indian cotton ; the bramble produces the
erable varieties which are known to us

rose trees.

But the reader will say, how are we toe
tinguish race from species, and docs there)
ist any practical means of deciding whetl
the animal under consideration belongs tc

species or a race ? We reply that such
means does exist, which enables us to spe
with certainty in every case. It is of imp(
tance that this should be made known, in c

der that e\QTj one may test it for himse
Take the two animals in question, uni

them, and if that connexion of the sexes i

suits in the production of another individu;

capable of reproduction, this will indicate ra.'

or variety. If, however, the union of the tT

ndividuals is unproductive, or the offspring'

tself barren, this will indicate two individus
of different species.

Selectee

There is a dignity in a plain garb, and
firm support of the testimonies of the gosp
of Christ; and when the two go together,
standing protest is maintained against tl

orld that lieth in wickedness. When th
grave and honorable servant of Christ, W
liam Jackson, of West Grove, Pennsylvani
was approaching manhood, Satan suggestt
to his mind, that he had better put off h

an ass
;
in the mastiffas well as in the bull dog,

we shall always recognize a dog. However...„,. greatly a rabbit may vary in size and color, I plain coat; he was not fit to wear it ; and fc

by the action of climate^ by any special form
,

it will never be taken for a hare. The Breton; a time he was captivated by the false reasoi
ot nourishment, the result of local resources; 'cow, slight and fraU, is nevertheless as much ling of the father of lies, and seemed ready i
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i)in wilh it; but through the iDtciposition

Js Almighty Saviour, be camo to the wise

[(lusion, that it was better to keep to his

if]e garb, and strive, in the ability that God

jth, to change his conduct so as to be con-

jnt wiih the exterior appearance; and it

|id he never deviated tVum it.

ke ChVlingham Cattle.—\n the northoast-

Lart of England, in the county of North

^rlaud, 18 a small remnant of a large old

ist which at one time stretched far north

(Scotland. This forest is called Chilling-

i Park. In it ia Chillingham Casilo, one

he seats of an ancient noble family of

land, the Earls of Tankerville. The park

been in existence as a park for eight or

centuries, and within its boundaries have

preserved during all that lapse of time a

nant of the ancient race of cattle which

bited Europe even in that prehistoric lime

D the cities now submerged beneath the

ers of the Swiss lakes were peopled. Th
atifie name given to these cattle, Bos

ligenious, t-ufficiently explains their great

quity. Of them none liow remain but

herd at Chillingham, and a few other less

ortant specimen herds in some other sim

parks and inclosures. They are thus the

Bt race of cuttle now existing. They are

domesticated, and are purposely kept

I as pos-ible, so that they may furnish

•t to their owner and his friends in hunt-

them. Notwithstanding, they are readily

lestieated when kept apart from their

i-wild companions. These cattle are white

olor, with the inside of the ears reddish-

n, eyes surrounded with a black ring,

jzle brown, hoofs black, and the horns

te, lipped with black. The bulls have no

•lap, and no mane but a short upright one.

might be expected, these cattle are not

d milkers, but their beef ia said to be of

[y excellent qualily. A curious fact in

laion to them is that although the race is

Lncient, and has been kept perfectly pure,

i

occasionally a calf is born with a red or

,wn ear, or mixed with brown or red on

body, or even entirely red or black.

)h calves are destroyed, so that the herd

jjr be kept uniform in color.

—

American

riculturist.

rhe merciful regard of our Heavenly Father

itill to his children in all their deep proba-

ns, for their encouragement and persever-

!e. May all such prize their mercies, re-

ped in such a manner, as to be animated

,h diligence and humble confidence to press

Iward towards the mark, having their eye

gle.

—

Samuel Fotliergill.
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tfan is naturally an imitative being, and

len young, almost unconsciously, acquires

imitation, more or less of the 0| inions and

bits of those with whom ho is thrown into

quent or continued intercourse. This is

)ecially the case where, as his affections are

7-eloped, they are drawn towards particular

•sons about him, to whom he learns to look

care, for sympathy, for direction, and for

lom his susceptible heart glows with con-

ing love. The latter is the bond that links

parents and children together, and the former

IS the basis <or parental training and of filial

obedience and resemblance. In this view,

how grave is the dutj'and work of education ;

for it indicates that good or evil, religion

or irreligion, may be cooimunicated and in-

creased by the contagious influence and force

of contact and association. We do not mean
scholastic education merely, or primarily

;

but the education constantly going on at home,

the lessons ever taught by precept or example,

within the hallowed circle of domestic life.

Surely a subject of such vast importance,

should claim and receive the attention not

only of parents, but of every one whose in-

fluence is making an impress for good or evil

on those entrusted to their charge and guid-

ance. A child soon learns to estimate what-

ever it may see or hear, according to the

standard which he or she observes brought

into practical use by the parents, and regard-

ed by other members of the family aa the

measure of right and wrong.

Wo wish to enlist the attention of our read-

ers in one phase of this momentous theme,

which, from observation, wo fear obtains too

little thought. It is, how far in our families,

and our immediate social circles, we are using

our moral and intellectual power to educate

those over whom we have influence, to walk

in the strait and narrow way towards heaveti,

or to rest satisfied with going with the multi-

tude down the broad way to destruction; for

one or the other we must be doing.

We cannot fail to discover that there are

many among us, who are christian professors

from habit or imitation, or mere intellectua'

christians. They believe the bible to be true
;

that there is a heaven and a hell ; that the soul

of man is immortal, and that he will be re-

warded according to the deeds done in the

body; they believe that Jesus Christ is the

promised Messiah, and the only Saviour of

the world, and that his religion should regu-

late man in all his relations to this world and

in his preparation for the next : that is, they

srive an intellectual assent to these truths.

But the whole tenor of their lives makes the

impression on others, that as to the trans-

forming power of divine Grace,—the main-

spring of the Christian religion,—and the

personal experience of the truths they ac-

knowledge, they have not experienced them.

They cannot say, from the revelation of it in

their souls, " We know that the Son of God

is come, and hath given ns an understanding,

that we may know Him that is true ;" and

that divine love is the animating motive of

their service to their Creator and to their fel-

low beings.

Without entering at the present time, on

the incalculable loss sustained by those who
have not acquired that knowledge which is

life eternal, let us bring home the considera-

tion, that if parents, or others having the

training ofchildren, possess nothing more than

the imitative or intellectual knowledge refer-

red to; or if they have no distinct knowledge

of what they do believe, it is hardly to be

supposed they will strive, even by precept, to

bring up those under their care in a know
ledge and fear of the Lord ;

but their exam
pie will be educating them to love and pursue

those objects which the quick perceptions of

the child will detect to have absorbed the a

lost, and therefore are of more value than tho

whole woild
;
but if it is seen that the absorb-

ing object of life with the parents, is to pro-

vide for the wants, tho coralorts or the plea-

sures of tho body, or even f<5r the acquisition

of knowledge for tho mind ;
while the salva-

tion of the soul

—

their own or the child's—is

seldom if ever the suljoct of serious consider-

ation, of instruction, or conversation, the chil-

dren can hardly fail to draw the conclusion,

that whatever tho parents may say, their real

belief ia, that the immortal part is of seconda-

ry importance, and that the primary object

in life is to obtain tho treasures of this world,

and let the heart spend its affections on them
and on what they will procure.

Wo are told in holy writ, that "from the

abundance of the heart the mouth speaketb."

Judging by this criterion, what is the impres-

sion likely to be made on those looking up to

us, by our conversation and our daily walk ?

What theme lights up the eye with the most

expressive brightness; what calls forth the

deepest feeling ; what causes the heart to

throb with the most sympathetic delight? Is

it the love of Christ, the necessity and the

reward for obedience to his holy Spirit in the

heart, the eternal recompense for all the trials

of life in the joys of heaven ? or ia it worldly

greatness, worhlly enjoyments, worldly honor,

or the estimation and applause of worldly

men ? However freely we may adtnit that tho

pleasures of sense are short-lived and unwor-

thy the engrossing care of man, let us reflect

what estimate children will place upon them,

if they witness, every day of their lives, that

those whom they are expected to copy after,

are far more concerned about good eating and

drinking, fashionable clothing, fine equipages

or costly furniture, or about moving in this

circle, and being admired in that, than about

working out their soul's salvation with fear

and trembling, or endeavoring to bring up

those under their charge in the nurture and

admonition of the Lor'd. If the injunction,

" Train up a child in the way he should go,"

has divine sanction, how great must be the

culpability of those, who train up children in

the way they should not go. It can there-

fore do no ono harm to consider seriously,

how tho responsibility has been met of edu-

cating, by the power of example, those who
have been entrusted to his or her care ;

whe-

ther rightly by leading them in the way of

righteousness, or evilly, by inducing them to

think lightly of serious things, and to devote

their time and talents to the service of mam-
mon, or other things connected wholly with

this state of existence. Must we not confess

that there are many sons and daughters

throughout our borders, who appear to be

spending the sum total of their days, months,

and even years,—except, perhaps, a few short

hours, passed in religious meetings, when, it

is to be feared, their va^'rant thoughts are f:ir

from the object for which they are assembled

—in almost uninterrupted pursuit of gain or

pleasure ; virtually in worshipping tho god of

this world! How is it that this state of things

should exist among a so highly prof ssing

people; and who among us is entirely free

rrom the awful responsibiliiy of its presence?

The faults of others who may be attempting

to apply a remedy in u wrong way, is no ex.

case for or palliation of tho grievous indiffer-

.ections and service of the parent. The chil-jence and want of P'-^^^tical concern on the

dren may bo told they have souls as well as 'part of many in the Society, to >mpart to

bodies, and that the former are to be saved on those over whom they are made overseers.
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insti'uction in the truths of the Christian re-

ligion, and striving, by precept and example,
to lead them to Christ, who ever stands ready
to receive and save them.

A correspondent in the West has sent us a
slip from the Jefferson county paper, contain-

ing an account of a "General Meeting" held

in Friends' meeting house at ilount Pleasant,

Ohio ; by which it appears, there was a great
excitement produced in it; there being, what
the writer calls an "altar," with many en-

gaged simultaneously in praj-er, singing of
hymns, &c. But we can hardly spare room
for it at present in our columns. Whatever
may bo the profession made by those engaged
in the meeting, such proceedings must con-

vince any one, knowing what the principles

of Friends are, that they have no just claim
to the title.

SUMMAEY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The French government, up to the 7th

inet., had paid to Germany 3,-500,000,000 francs on ac-

count of the war indemnity.
The preamble of the constitutional project, declaring

that the French As-serably reserves to itself constituent
power, was adopted by the Chamber by a vote of 475
to 199. Other portions of the report were also, after

debate, adopted. Thiers made a great speech on the
occasion ; it was received with satisfaction by all the
Deputies except the extremists.

Three hundred liberal Catholics have united in an
address to Hyacinthe, urging him to resume the pulpit
at Geneva. He has made a favorable reply, saying,
that he is willing to preach to those who are resolved
not to surrender either to ultraraontanism or unbelief.

The London police have arrested a woman named
Ellen Burnham, as an accomplice of Warren, the prin-

cipal in the heavy forgeries on the Bunk of England.
The sum of S13,570 in gold, was found in her apart-
ments. It is now reported that Ihe frauds on the bank
will amount to 82,000,000. Surprise is expressed that
the extent of the operations did not arouse the suspl
cions of the bank ofEcial.s, but it seems that the swind
lers represented that they were interested in the intro
duction of American palace cars on British railways,
and were arranging for their manufacture on a scale

which required the employment of a large amount of
funds.

The men on strike at Merther Tydvil, Wales, at
meeting resolved to go to work on the masters' tern:

for two weeks, and trust to their honor for adv.-inced
wages afterwards. The men at several other places will
resume work.

Viscount Assington, who died on the 7th inst, at the
age of 73 years, was a member of Parliament almost
continuously from 1823 to 1872, and was also Speaker
of the House of Commons from 18-57 to a recent period.
When speaker he was known as John Evelyn Denison.
A movement is on foot among the Irish population

of London, for a great meeting in Hyde Park in favor
of amnesty for the Fenians now held in prisons by the
British government.
A Berlin dispatch says : The naturalization treaty

between Germany and the United States, will probably
be amended so as to provide that Germans who have
returned from America, and remained two years at
home, shall be considered as having renounced their
tights as naturalized American citizens.

In the Spanish .Assembly on the 4th inst., the Presi-
dent of the Ministry submitted a bill convoking the
Constituent Cortes Fifth mo. 1st next, and ordering an
election for members in Spain and Porto Rico, on 4th
mo. 1st. All male citizens over twenty years of age,
are to be allowed to vote. The bill did not meet with
the approval hoped for by the government. A meeting
of 236 Deputies, a m:ijority of the entire Assembly, was
held and unanimously disapproved of the proposition
for a convocation of the Constituent Cortes and the dis-
solution of the present Assembly, which is a measure
demanded by the Spanish Republicans. The bill has
been submitted to a committee. A Madrid dispatch of
the 9th says : The debate on the bill dissolving the As-
sembly, convoking a Constituent Cortes, and providing
for elections to the latter, opened in the Assembly yes-
terday. The President of the Chamber left the chair
and made an earnest speech, declaring that he should
oppose the measure proposed by the government.

Prime Minister Figueras exhorted the Liberals to pur-

sue a conciliatory course, and urged the Conservatives

to trust in the Republic. The Assembly voted to take

the bill into consideration.

The Federal Republic was proclaimed at Barcelona
the 9th inst. Prime Minister Figueras, on receiving

the news immediately left for that city.

Reports from officers with the army of the north, say

the Parlists cannot muster over 10,000 to 12,000 men,
chiefly paid partisans. Their tactics are to act in small
bands to divide the national troops. TheCarlists have
not undertaken the siege of Pampeluna, but have merely
cut the telegraph lines and railway's so as to sever com-
munication with the place.

A dispatch from Berlin to the London Times says,

that the governinent of France has officially given Ger-
many financial guarantees for the payment at the desig-

nated time, of the last instalments of the war indemnity,
and that negotiations for the entire evacuation of the

French territory by German troops, at an early day,

have been commenced.
A terrible explosion occurred the 7th inst. in the

cartridge manufactory of Fort Mont Valerian. It is

reported that one hundred persons were injured, many
of them fatally.

A Turin dispatch notices the arrival in that city of

the ex-King Amadeus. He met with a warm welcome.
Jacob Bright has presented in Parliament a petition

for female suffrage, signed by 10,000 women of Man-
chester.

London, 3d mo. 10th.—Consols 92i. U. S. sixes,

lSt)7, 93J ; new fives, 90|.

Liverpool.— Uplands cotton, 9|d. ; Orleans, 9|ff.

On the 10th inst., Bismarck made a powerful speech
in the Prussian Diet in support of the bill limiting the

powers of the Roman Catholic clergy.

The latest Madrid dispatches represent the position

as still critical. It was reported that twenty-two of the

provinces of Spain have threatened to discontinue their

recognition of the authority of the Madrid government
if the Assembly is not dissolved. The Radical depu
ties from Andalusia have called a meeting to consider

the proposition for setting up a Federal State govern
ment in Andalusia, with free trade and free ports.

United States.—The interments in Philadelphi;
last week numbered 332, including 105 children undei
two years. There were 43 deaths of consumption, 2i

inflam.Tiation of the lungs, 12 scarlet fever, 20 debility

and 15 old age.

The number of deaths in New York last week was
528, births 525.

According to the Detroit Free Press, there are noi

the lakes 5429 steamers, sailing vessels and barges,

having an aggregate capacity of 717,299 tons, and
total value of S53,343,000.
The Secretary of the Interior has received a telegram

from A. B. Meacham, President of the Board of Peace
Commissioners to the hostile Modoc Indians in southern
Oregon, announcing that the Indians had surrendered
as prisoners of war, to be fed and protected until sent
to a distant reservation. He believes that permanent
peace had been assured.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 10th inst. New York.— American gold, 115}
U. S. .sixe.s, 1881, 118}; ditto, 1868, 116; new five per
cents, llSf; ditto, 10-40, 110|. Superiine flour, $6 a

S6.60; State extra, $7.10 a $7.50; finer brands, -8 a

$13. White Genesee wheat, $1.90; white Michigan,
•1.92 a $1.95; No. 2 Milwaukie spring, $1.66. State
barley, 90 cts. ; Canada, $1.20. Oats, 46 a 52 cts. Rye,
90 cts. Western mixed corn, 65 cts. ; Jersey yellow,
64 cts. Carolina rice, 8 a 8J cts. Philadelphia.—Mid-
dlings cotton, 20J a 21i cts. for uplands and New Or-
leans. Cuba .sugar, 8f a 8| cts. Superfine flour, $4.75
a $5.50 ; extras, t6 a $6.75 ; finer brands, $7 a $10.75.
White wheat, $2.05 a *2.10 ; amber, $2 a $2.05 ; red
wheat, $1.87 a $1.98. Rye, 85 cts. Yellow corn, 59 cts,;

southern white, 65 cts. Oats, 46 a 50 cts. Smoked
hams, 12J a 13 cts. Lard, 8J a 8| cts. Clover-.seed, 8|
a 9 cts. About 2000 beef cattle were sold at the Avenue
Drove-yard. Extra at 1\ a 7| cts. per lb. gross, a few
choice 8} cts. ; fair to good, 6-1 a 7 cts., and common 6
6 cts. Sales of 13,000 sheep, fair to middling, at 5^ a
cts. per lb. gro.ss; good, 7 J cts. Hogs sold at $8^25

and $8.50 per 100 lbs. net fo'r corn fed. Receipts 6000
head. jBafttmore.— Choice white wheat, $2.10 a $2.15

;

fair to prime, do., $1.80 a $2,05 ; choice amber, $2.05 a
$2.10 ;

good to prime red, $1.90 a $2 ; western red,

*1.70a$1.90. Yellow corn, 59 cts.; southern white,
cts Oats, 46 a 48 cts. Chicago.—Extra spring flour,

$6 a $7. No. 1 spring wheat, $1.29 ; No. 2 do., $1.21J.
No. 2 mixed corn, 32 J cts. No. 2 oats, 26 J cts. No. 2
rye, 66 cts. Fall barley, 70J a 74 cts. Lard, 8 cts.

Otnoinnoti.—Family flour, 17.75 a $8. Wheat, $1.72 a

$1.73. Corn, 39 a 40 cts. Rye, 80 cts. Oats, 30

cts. Detroit.—Extra white wheat, $1.95. Corn,

42 cts. Oats, 39J cts.

The Yearly Meeting's Committee to visit subord
meetings, &c., will meet on Seventh-day, the 22d
at 10 o'clock A. M., in the Committee Room, on
Street.

TRACT ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS.
The Annual Meeting will be held in the Commi

room of Arch St. Meeting-house, on Fourth-day c

ing, the 26th inst., at 8 o'clock. Friends are cord
invited to attend it.

Edward Maris, M. D., Cle,

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CONTRIBUTi
TO THE ASYLUM.

A Stated Annual Meeting of the " Contribute
the Asylum for the Relief of Persons Deprived of

Use of their Reason," will be held on Fourth-day
19th of Third month, 1873, at 3 o'clock, p. M., at'j

Street Meeting-house, Philadelphia.

William Settle, Oei

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session of this Institution comme

on Second-day, the 5th of Fifth month. Parents
others intending to send pupil-s, are requested to o

timely application to Aaron Sharpless, Supi

tendent, (address Street Road P. O., Chester Co.,

or to Charles J. Allen, Treasurer, 304 Arch St

Philadelphia.

The Committee of the Y'early Meeting on Rab
and Plainfield Monthly Meeting, will meet on Si

day, 3d month 21st, at 4 P. M., in the Committee B
in the Meeting-house on Arch St.

A Short Account of Ann Reeve, of Lower Gr
wich, New Jersey, as given by her father. PublL
by the Tract Association of Friends. Steel-blue p;

covers. Price 15 cents.

For sale at Friends' Book Store.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) PhUadelph
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Woi
ington, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients ma
made to the Superintendent, or to anj- of the Boai
Managers.

Died, 10th mo. oOtli, 1872, Amos Battey, in the
year of his age, a minister of Winneshiek Mom
Meeting of Friends. This beloved Friend early

gave up to serve the Lord, and though of feeble hea
often during his long and u.seful service in the chu
he felt called upon to travel in the cause of his Dii
Master, fully believing that if he sought first the ki

dom of heaven and its righteousness, all things ne
sary would be added. He was a faithful watchmat
the walls of Zion, desiring that her cords should
lengthened and her stakes strengthened. It was bis
pecial desire that our meetings be times of " holy sob
nity," and that all should come to the true place of w
ing,where they could experience their spiritual stren

to be renewed. He was engaged in ministry at a m<
ing in 8tb mo. last: he earnestly exhorted Friend;
dig deep and lay the foundation sure, to build on >

Rock, Christ Jesus, the only sure foundation. On le

ing the meeting-house be said to his wife, " My w
is done." A few days after he suffered a very ,sev

shock of paralysis. He so far recovered as to be a

to be carried out to meeting, for which he manifes
an unabated interest, even when be had to be assis

to walk, and had to sit in his rocking-chair in '

meeting-bouse. He was present at ten out of twe'
sittings of the Quarterly and General Meeting held;

lOth mo. last, but was taken more unwell before tl|

concluded, and was carried to a friend's house, wht
shortly after, he finished his course. The day bef
his death a Friend asked him, " Does all seem brij

and clear?" He answered with a smile, "O yes! I

:

ready, I have no dread at all ; all is peace and quie
He had fought the good fight, he had kept the fai

and we trust he walks in white, clothed in the righteoi

ness of Christ.

, at his re.sidence in this city, on the 14th of 2
mo. 1873, Joseph Fox, in the 87tb year of his age
member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Phi
delphia for the Northern District.
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may be seen looming up above all the rest of paratively easy to imagine the havoc made

city all over Canton. Now and then we with these floating homes of the poorer peo-

came upon a tive or seven story tower, a pro- pie, but impossible to describe or even to con-

minent feature in the scene, which afforded ceive the scenes which followed. This wil-

our first view of the Chinese pagodas, dcrness of viver craft, which at ordinary times

They are usually fast going to decay, and

most of them were considered too insecure to

be ascended.
Twelve miles below Canton we reached

Whampoa, once a place of some commercial

Canton and its Environs.

E. D. G. Prime, in his " Sketches of Travel,"

iys : Canton is situated on the Pearl Eiver,

;nety miles from Hong Kong, which is now
lie port of Canton, for scarcely a vessel goes

b the river. The business of the place and
lie foreign commerce is nearly all transacted

|t Hong Kong. An American steamer leaves

he latter place every morn ing at eight o'clock,

tad another returns each day at the same
lonr. The first half of the distance, in going

p, is through a wide bay interspersed with
ilands, but with nothing striking in its

tsenery.

i At length we reach what are called the

liogue forts, famous in the China wars. They
re extensive fortifications, and by the Chinese

lere considered impregnable, and a perfect

'.roteetion against all vessels that might at-

tempt to pass up the river. But they stood

lO chance before the guns of the British fleet,

Ind are now extensive lines of ruined fortifi-

ations. They form a picturesque feature of

he landscape, as we pass between them
hrough the Tiger's Mouth from which the

brts took their name.
At this point commences all that is attrac-

ive on the voyage up. The banks of the

Pearl River are flat, but they are in a high
itate of cultivation, covered with rice fields

ind plantations of bananas, which were look-

Dg green and fresh, and added much to the

jeauty of the shores. Farther inland were
•ows of lychin-trees, and occasionally clusters

)f a species of the banian, which is common
n this part of China. Numerous villages

30uld be seen at a distance from the shore,

.ho piratical tendencies of the Chinese, forbid-

iing the people to build near the water, ex-

cept in large and walled cities. In every
tillage one or more large square stone build-

ings towered up far above all the ordinary
houses, which are only one story in height.

These buildings, a striking feature in all south-

ern Chinese towns, are pawnbroker's estab-

lishments, and are also used as places of de-

posit for valuable articles that are not in con-

stant use. The owners of these establishments

portance, and soon after came upon the

outskirts of the wilderness of boats which

forms one of the most remarkable sights of

the great city. It is estimated that 300,000

of the people belonging to Canton live on the

water in boats, not merely to obtain a liveli-

hood from the water, but chiefly for the sake

of a residence. The people are born, spend

their days, and die in these boats, the only

homes and the only shelter that they have

from the time of their birth until they are

tted to the grave, and yet a happier

looking class of people 1 have not seen any-

here in China. One morning I saw under

my window, which was on the shore, a fainily

of ten persons—father, mother, and eight

young children— taking their breakfast of

rice, and fish, and a few greens in one end of

their boat, and apparently as well contented

s if they owned a palace. These boats are

f all sizes and of all sorts, the most of them

small sampans, about the size of an ordinary

ow-boat, with a mat or bamboo covering

over one half, while others are large and ela-

borately ornamented with carvings in wood,

and gold and paint. Some of them are occu-

pied as restaurants and places of amusement,

the large boats being usually moored along-

side of each other, with long water-streets

running between the blocks. Besides these

there are innumerable craft, junks of all sizes,

sailing or rowing up and down and across the

river, making it excedingly ditticult at times

to find an opening through which to steer a

boat. The men who live on the boats go

ashore for employment during the day, and

the women ply the oars, and capital boatmen

they are. 1 give them a decided preference

over men, for they are not only equally handy

with the oar or the scull, but they are far

more polite, and, I may add more honest than

their husbands who are on shore at work

during the day.

One would imagine that a boat must be a

dangerous place to bring up a family of chil-

dren, but the mothers tie a joint of bamboo

to each of their little ones, and if they tumble

overboard it serves as a float, and they are

recovered. They do not grieve much if the

child never turns up, especially if it be a girl.

There have been some fearful scenes among
this floating population. The typhoons which

sweep over the China seas and along the coast,

and which are so destructive to shipping, —'
become responsible for the safe-keeping of .

goods and valuables intrusted to them, the'dom come so far inland as Canton, but tour

people having generally no safe place in which I or five years since one of the most severe ever

to keep them at home. Scores of these towers 'known passed over the city, and it is com

is so quiet, and only sways hither and thithe

with the tide, was like a heap of chaff before

the tempest. The house-boats, many of which

were of large size, became as dust to the wind,

and were carried away no one knew where;

the heavier boats were sunk in great numbers,

the occupants were hurled into the water as

their houses were torn to pieces, and when
the storm had passed, and an estimate could

be made of the loss of life, it was found that

60,000 persons had perished. For a long time

the river was strewn with the dead bodies.

Just before reaching the city we came upon

small island fortified in the Chinese style,

and having a picturesque appearance.

Canton is regarded as the first city in the

apire for wealth and elegance. It is the

best built, and, what is no mean praise for a

Chinese city, it is the cleanest. There is no

external magnificence in any of the buildings.

The houses, combining both shop and resi-

dence, are usually of one story, never more

than two, and there is scarcely such a thing

to be imagined as architectural taste. It

would be wasted if there were such an ele-

ment in the composition of the people, for the

city, like all others in China, is so compact

that nothing could be seen to advantage.

Many of the streets are covered with matting

to shut out the rays of the sun, giving them

a sombre, indoor appearance. Indeed, when
one enters the gates of this or any other city

that I have seen in China, he bids adieu to

the outer world, and even to the heavens, and

wanders on in a shaded labyrinth until he

leaves the city itself.

There are no prominent buildings, with the

exception of the pawnbrokers' towers; even

the temples are low, scarcely rising above the

surrounding-houses, and altogether the view

of the town from without has nothing that is

striking or interesting. There is one beauti-

ful spot, but not a part of Canton. When the

occupation of the city by the foreign powers

was given up in 1861, the old factory site was

solation. In place of this, a low, sandy

island, directly on the river bank, half a mile

higher up, was appropriated to foreigners,

and at great expense was raised some ten or

twelve feet above high-water mark, and sur-

rounded by a granite wall of hewn stone.

The lots were then sold and the foreign resi-

dences and hongs built upon it. It is now a

small city of palaces, and forms the only beau-

tiful feature in the view of Canton as one

passes it by the river. There are three longi-

tudenal and several cross streets set with

trees, the compounds being ornamented with

plantains, shrubbery, and flowers, a public

garden or square adding to the attractions of

the place. 'I'he island is called Shah-Min. It

is connected with the city by an iron bridge
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100 feet long, which no Chinese is allowed to

cross.

In enumerating the sights of Canton I

should begin with the streets themselves,

which, notwithstanding their contracted di-

mensions and great irregularity, are as vary-

ing and entertaining in their aspect as a
kaleidoscope. They are never more than
eight or ten feet wide ; not a street in the city

will admit the passage of any kind of wheeled
carriage, the only mode of conveyance for

passengers being the sedan chair, which is

carried on the shoulders of coolies, suspended
on poles. All merchandize and every thing
else is carried by coolies in the same way.
The streets do not answer to their high-

sounding names such as " Pure Pearl Street,"
" Street of Benevolence and Love," " Court of
Unblemished Eectitude," &c. ; but some of
them are perfect bazaars, the shops on either

side being filled with costly articles well ar-

ranged for effect, rich jewelry, silks of all

kinds, curiosities in ivory, and all sorts of or-

namental and fancy work.
The principal streets are hung with gay

banners suspended from the tops of the houses
and from the fronts of the shops. The
which are gaudy, stand upon their end, and,
with their bright colors, give a showy aspect
to the fronts of the buildings

; while the great
variety of curious articles exposed to public
view by the open doors; the noisy tide of

human beings, which is all the while surging
through these narrow avenues on foot and in

chairs, with the coolies carrying burdens of
all sorts; the processions which one often
meets, and which take up the whole street as
they pass along, all together make up a scene
such as can be found in no other city in China,
and the like to which is not to be found in

any other part of the world. We were never
molested in our peregrinations through Can-
ton, but were occasionally greeted with the
salutation which the Chinese are fond of be-
stowing upon foreigners, Fan-kwai, Fankwai,
(foreign devils, foreign devils). Even the little

children caught up the sound and shouted it

after us.

The silk weaving, which is largely carried
on at Canton, is accounted among its curio-
sities ; but it is chiefly interesting, as showing
how the most beautiful fabrics can be wrought
in small and dirty hovels and retain their
purity. All the silks of China, for which
Canton is most celebrated, are woven by hand
on the rudest of looms, frequently by mere
boys and girls. I watched with no little sur-
prise the growth of a fine brocade, a little boy
managing the harness, and a girl sitting at
the loom and casting the shuttle. Every
figure came out of their hands perfect, the
whole piece looking as if it just came from
the fuller without spot.

that is to say, all outward scandalous sins are desires and stirrings

abstained from, and duties diligently practis-

ed,—the house is emptied of the one, and well

swept and garnished with the other, but there
is no inward purging and washing out of
'vain thoughts' and the like,—I say, when
the poor heart's case is thus very well in its

own estimation
;
yet, now is it in no less haz-

ard than that of being, on Satan's re-entrance,
made worse than before. O, let us then be
careful, if Satan be not out, to get him out;
and if he be gone, to keep hira out. And, if

I be not mistaken greatly in my experience,
there will be much more work for thee to do,

to keep him out, than there was at first to put
him out. For sometimes at first, he will re

move icith consent, intending to I'eturn with ad-

vantage ; then brings he with him seven worse
devils than himself. But, being out, if thou
strive to keep him so, by closing doors on him,
and opening them to Christ, he will then be
on thee as a lion, to tear and rend thee to

For "The Friend."

Barclay's Life of Jaffray.

CContinueil from page 238.)

" It is said in Matt. xii. 43,—When the un-
clean spirit is gone out of a man, he seeks rest
and finds none ; that is to say, he has no
pleasure so much to be in any place as in that
heart, out of which he has been once remov-
ed or cast out; and therefore his endeavor is

by all means, to be in there again. And find-

ing the room, since his removal, not washed
and thoroughly purged as it should have
been, (see Jer. iv. 14,) but only emptied,
swept, and garnished, as the word there is,

—

The truth of this, though it hath formerly
been made out to me in my experience, yet
never so as at this present time; Satan hav
ng now for some years been without doors
with me, as to the practice of any open or
scandalous sin ; and finding, upon his return
the house of ray heart in some good measure
adorned with public, private, and secret du-

ties, O how he is endeavoring now again to

enter!—and woe to me if he do! So strong
and mighty an adversary have I to do with
that it is of the Lord's admirable goodness I

am not utterly run down and undone befo

him. I find that Scripture, Ephes. vi. 1

made well out unto me, ' We wrestle not
against flesh and blood, but against* princi

palities, against powers, against the rulers

of the darkness of this world, against spirit-

ual wickedness in high places.' There is, in-

deed, a mighty enemy; but we have an al-

mighty Lord against him, who hath already
on our behalf, wholly routed and subdued
him ; he having led captivity captive, hath
ascended on high, Psal. Ixviii. 18, and there
he hath all power in heaven and earth given
to him. Matt, xxviii. 18; so that now, the
serpent's head being broken, he can only but
bruise our heel. He will not leave off still to

be about our heels, and at our right hand to re-

sist us ; but our Lord will rebuke him, Zech.
iii. 1, 2 ; for, we have not a High Priest which
cannot be touched with the feeling of our in-

firmities, but was in all points tempted like

as we are, yet without sin, Heb. iv. 15; and
in that he suffered, being tempted, he is able
to succor them that are tempted, chap. ii. 18.

Let us, therefore, come boldly to the throne
of grace, that we may obtain mercy, and find

grace to help in time of need, chap. iv. 16.

But Satan, not willing so to give over his

hope of re-entrance in the heart, hath made
on me more furious assaults than ever

; taking
most advantage now, where he is not a little

strengthened against me, by his knowledge
of my temper and frame of natural constitu-
tion. Most frequent and furious are his temp-
tations, and more than formerly, where he
finds my temper and natural disposition to

be most inclined. But my Lord, who can
bring light out of darkness, and meat out of
the eater, Judges, xiv. 14, I trust, is to give
mo, ere it be long, a blessed advantage, by
drawing me the more close and near home to

himself. Blessed be my Lord ! my hope was
this day confirmed that it will be so; and the

p of my soul were i

newed to follow hard after him, as I mig
attain to. Psal. Ixiii. 8, 9, ' My soul folio

eth hard after thee, thy right hand uphol
eth me; but those that seek my soul to
stroy it, shall go to the lowest parts of t

earth,' that is, to the lowest hell. O, whi
shall that unclean spirit be bound, and ca
into that bottomless pit, and shut up thei
that he may deceive the nations no mor
Eev. XX. 2, 3.

I was this day much encouraged from tl

consideration of these, and some such Scri'

tures,—Psal. xxvii. 13, ' I had fainted, unle
I had believed to see the goodness of tl

Lord in the land of the living;'—verse 1

' Wait on the Lord ; be of good courage, i

he shall strengthen thine heart; wait, I sa;

on the Lord.' Prov. xxiv. 10, ' If thou fail

in the day of adversity, thy strength is smali
Isai. xxxviii. 14, ' O Lord ! I am oppressec
undertake for me;' compared with Acts,

38, where it is said of Christ, that he ' wei
about, healing all that were oppressed of tl

devil.' Heb. xii. 4, ' Ye have not yet resiste

unto blood, striving against sin.' Heb. x.3
' Ye have need of patience, that, after ye ha^;

done the will of God, ye might receive tt

promise;' as connected with those other pa;;

sages, 1 Peter, v. 10, and Ephes. i. 13, 'Boi
the God of all grace, who hath called us unt
his eternal glory by Christ Jesus, after ihi

ye have suffered awhile, make you perfec
stablish, strengthen, settle you.' 'In whoB
after that ye believed, ye were sealed wit
that Holy Spirit of promise.'

Adversity and an afflicted condition, eithe-

inward or outward, or both together, are n
sure marks of God's displeasure, no more tha
prosperity is of his love. The truth of thi

was not well known to those of older times

Job's friends mistook in this point ; they coe
ceived God never dealt with a believer as

had with Job. ' To which of the saints wil

thou turn ?' said they, chap. v. ver. 1,

—

none of the saints had ever been so deal

with ; and therefore they concluded him
hypocrite. Job himself also, though rightly

against his friends, he maintains his integrity

yet, how ignorant was he of the mind of Go(
in the dispensation towards him, until th

Lord himself made it known; and then h'

abhorred himself in dust and ashes. How fa

was Asaph disposed to mistake,—even so tha
he was ready to conclude it was vain to servi

God and cleanse his heart, Psal. Ixxiii. 13, 17

until he went into the sanctuary, then he un:

derstood the end of the wicked. So Jeremiah
1, and Habakkuk, i. 13, 14, &c. Albei^

the truth of this case was not so unknown
but that some of God's servants, at their dear
bought experience, knew his mind herein

As Solomon, in Eccles ix. 1, 'No man know
eth cither love or hatred by all that is befon
them.' So then, neither from prosperity noi

adversity merely, may there be any sure con
elusion drawn of a good condition ; and the

ignorance of this was, and is to this day, thi

occasion of much mistake to many a gooc
m in judging of their state. If in the sighi

of God thou mayest truly say, in the sinceiitj

of thy heart, that the first motions and rising!

of corruption, and the suggestions and buffet-

ings of Satan are indeed matter of grief and
sorrow to thee ; that thou art often with the

Lord in the duties of prayer, fasting, &c., foi

the removing of these; though Satan be rag
ing, and corruption appear more than ever
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fear-

f,r thcra not ;—wonder and praise God, that

blh in the timing and moderating of the

tnptiUion, thou knowest and seest thy ene-

f]7.
Might he not have let thee have been

erprised? O, then, what duty is there for

tee to fear I—but fear not to be overcome
;

^or, as truly as God lives, thou wilt get the

^jtory—if thou wilt but stand, Satan then

y\[ flee away, James, iv. 7; and thou wilt

< t power even to trample him under thy feet

tortly. Rom. xvi. 20. Yet again I say,

larnot to be overcome, but rather that thou

irn lazy or weary, and let down thy watch

*Iappy is the man that,' in this sense,

<h alway.' Prov. xxviii. 14-

It was this day, the 30th of 5th mo., 1G57,

y earnest desire to the Lord for his help to

ractice what I know. 1 find from sad ex

srience, that Satan has taken advantage by

eason of my uuwatchfulness, and not stirring

p myself to the exercise of faith in, and hope

f the Lord's coming, who would give me a full

ut-get from the power of some corruptions,

ot yet mortified in me. For which cause I

id this day more solemnly engage myself to

he Lord than ever before, that in his strength

would strive more against sin, resisting more

he first motions and risings of it in my heart

;

.nd resolved to abridge myself more, even in

ihe use of lawful pleasures; lest, if the full

ength of what may be conceived lawful, be

•eached unto, I may not be able to know
srhere thereafter to stop. The Lord help me
.0 sobriety and watchfulness; for sad is my
3ase, if I be not now in these more than ever.

But,! trust my Lord is near me, and was this

morning ;
for, all 1 undertake is in his strength

to be done,—without him 1 can do nothing."

j
(To be continned.)

Egyptian Summer and Second Spring.

The summer of Egypt, then, may be said to

begin in April, and last till September. It is

rather a trying season for foreigners from the

extreme heat, but especially for those who are

obliged to reside in town, or indeed who do

not possess a garden of their own. Those

who do, may revel in flowers and shade all

through the year more or less, and by plant-

ing groves of tall reeds, or a thick hedge or

wall, on the sides near highroads, may shut

out dust in a great degree, and enjoy the

Eastern delight of " a garden enclosed," which

is alluded to in Scripture evidently as some-

thing dearly prized and reserved for the

owner's special use.

The less favored individuals, on their rides,

when the freshness of early morning or the

sunset hour allows them to be out of doors,

cast a longing glance at the glimpses afforded

them astbey pass these pleasant gardens: the

clustering creepers, gay with varied colors,

that peep over the wall or paling, and the

broad plantain leaf, seldom less than a yard

and a-half long, and of the brightest of greens,

which hangs out its flag, and the showy sear-

let leaves of the shrub here called the Consul's

Daughter, by the common people, and the

graceful palm towering over them all. But

on the open roads the sun and the dust have

undisputed sway, and the land seems like a

great " hot plate,"—only heated from above,

instead of from below like the kitchen ranges

Soon the corn has been cleared off; no need

for us to " lay it up in shocks to dry," as the

infant-school song teaches the little English

and carried off to bo threshed by the feet of

the patient oxen. Seated in a curious, though

simple kind of wooden chair, without legs,

the peasant drives round and round on the

threshing-ground till his corn is all trodden

out of the husk. Some of the great men have

lately introduced threshing-machines on their

estates, but the old plan is the one in common
use. I cannot help liking it, because of the

many Scripture associations, and also because

it is so much more picturesque than a steam

machine, but I dare not deny the disagreeable

fact that it mixes a great deal of dust and

earth with the corn, making it difficult to

clean it properly.

Well, at length April, May, and still hotter

June and July, are past ; the melons are in

their prime still, but where they get their

abundant juices is a wonder, so dry and

parched is all the earth. The ground seems

turning to powder from sheer heat. August

is begun, and the Xile is the subject of every

one's talk, whether it is cut and the sluices

let out to fill the canals, by the 5th or 6th

(the earliest time), or not till the 16th or 17th

(the latest). It depends on the river having

risen to a certain point, and this being influ-

enced by the rains in the mountains, far away
where it rises, is to the inhabitants of Egypt
quite uncertain till the last moment. Sooner

or later the command is given by the authori-

ties—a festival is held by all classes who flock

to the river-side, and spend the night in diver

sions of various kinds. Gradually the water

now spreads over the lower lands, and fills

the numerous canals; every hollow and ditch

is before long full; water abounds where it

was so scarce a short time before ; and after

a very brief interval a kind of second spring

comn^ences.
There is something very'curious to the eyes

of a foreigner from the north in this season

following the long dry summer. The fields

which had been first covered with harvest,

then with " thorns and thistles" (which rapid-

ly ripened their seed, even before they were

cut down by the plough), and then had looked

as brown and bare as fields in March in Eng-

land, now begin with amazing speed to send

forth the green shoots of corn, clover, and

vegetables of all kinds.

The gardens, as before observed, are always

green, and those who possess them can at all

times enjoy the luxury of shade ;
but the agri-

cultural districts are deficient in trees for such

a country, though many of the villages are

rrounded with splendid groups of sycamore,

J,
mulberry, and lebichs, but not in such

abundance as the climate requires; and dur-

ing the summer, shade is a blessing not always

to be found, though invariably desired. When
September comes with its fresher air and

plentiful moisture in every place, there is less

absolute necessity for seeking shade than in

summer certainly ; but the sun in Egypt is

always so strong that except in midwinter

one requires more or less protection. In fact,

the very words "shadow" and "shade" bring

ideas of delight to the mind of the inhabitant

or resident in a hot climate; in any place a

shadowless view is glaring and devoid of

beauty, but it is impossible in words to do

justice fully to the value or the beauty of

'shadow in the East I The cool violet shadow

which looks so refreshing in contrast to the

burning glare around,—nothing gloomy is

associated with it, for the hues in that tran

any idea of gloom; depth and coolneBS alone

are suggested by the strongest shadow thrown

by a high wall or a steep rock on the desert,

or by the dense foliage of the dark green

Icbich and the massive sycamore fig-tree.

While riding homo, after an excursion to visit

some poor person, or to get some early morn-

air (and finding that even by eight o'clock

the burning heat has already set in), how
often I am reminded of the passages in Scrip-

ture referring to shadows, and how keenly is

their beauty appreciated when a few minutes'

rest under a wall seems to bring such a grate-

ful sense of repose : "As the shadow of a great

rock in a weary land ;" " I sat down under his

shadow with great delight ;" "the shadow of

a cloud," &c. ; these and similar passages come
vividly to the mind on such occasions.

But to return to the second spring. It is

ust when the drought and heat are at their

utmost, that the waters of the great river

having risen to their fullest, are let out and

the gradual flow commences, which in a few

days has a wonderful effect in cooling the air;

the renewal of freshness and verdure follow

by degrees; the gum acacia puts forth a new
crop of little golden ball-like blossoms, deli-

ciously fragrant; then the jasmine and roses

begin to show buds; and while the gardens

flourish thus, the fields are turned into tem-

porary lakes, glittering in the bright sun-

shine ; the dry and parched watercourses are

filled, and beside them the tall reeds wave

their green flags in the breeze. " The parched

ground" is become " a pool, and the thirsty

land springs of water." (Isa. xxxv.) Now
the date palms are in their glory ; the great

clusters of ripe fruit—some red, some almost

black, and others of a golden yellow (accord-

ing to the variety)—hang in rich profusion

from the crown of feathery branches ;
the

yellow and red often looking in the evening

sunshine like gigantic bunches of gold and

coral beads ; a more beautiful fruit can scarcely

be seen than the ripe date as it grows. The
pomegrante and quince are also abundant at

this season : the former is, however, in its de-

cline ;
and the date, in spite of its beauty, is

not to European taste so valuable a fruit as

the apples and pears of Europe, which are im-

ported in October and November into the

Egyptian markets, and always find a rapid

Wherever you ride you see the peasants

carrying the beautiful purple and green sugar-

canes over their shoulders, or crunching pieces

of them with their fine strong white teeth
;

and in the fields a group often catches the

eye engaged in parching the young ears of

maize, and partaking of this simple but much-

esteemed article of food ; and sometimes a

woman with parched corn, wrapped in the

corner of her veil, to carry home, passes one,

and recalls the thought of Ruth and the

reapers. This is more like autumn, indeed,

than spring ; and yet the feel of the air, soft

and fresh, the absence of decaying leaves, the

young clover just peeping above the soil

where the water is subsiding, the roses and

other flowers in blossom, all seem to tell rather

of spring ;
the green vegetables are advancing

towards maturity ; the country looking more

and more verdant, and the shortness of the

day alone reminds one that we are advancing

towards the end of the year. The first year

I spent in Egypt, it appeared to me as if every-

thing were turned round, and the seasons had

dryn::s7indeed,t^rirhtprd'onTh1t::L: :;rr;:t7t;;;;h;rrar;";oo7ich-- to -convey lost "their characteristics-the strangeness,
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which enhanced my admiration, somewhat
diminished my pleasure; but by the second
year that passed away, I could fully appre-
ciate the fitness of every arrangement of Pro-
vidence in that wondrous countrj', so unlike
any other in the way in which it receives
moisture, and brings forth food for the use ol

man.
How admirably does its curious system of

agriculture supply the servant of God with
ready painted pictures and illustrations foi

Gospel truths! The dry land where nothing
vegetates, turned by that little channel into
a fertile garden in a few days' time. That
very water, drawn from the exhaustless river,

and then poured from channel to channel, just
like the Spirit of God given to change man's
barren heart. Then the quotations which
seem so peculiarly beautiful when actually
illustrated, " The garden of herbs watered by
the sole of the foot;" the souls that shall b
like " a watered garden I"

—

Among the Huts.

Here I wrote many things for the spreading
of truth, and for the opening of people's un
derstandings to receive it. One was a paper
proving, from the Scriptures, that people must
repent before they can receive the gospel, and
the Holy Spirit, and the kingdom of God, or
be baptized; after this manner:

—

"John the Baptist came preaching in the
wilderness of Judea, saying, 'Repent ye: for
the kingdom of heaven is at hand.' Matt. iii.

2. And when John the Baptist was cast into
prison, Mark says, 'That Jesus came into
Galilee, preaching the gospel of the kingdom
of God, and saying. The time is fulfilled, and
the kingdom of God is at hand : Repent ye, and
believe the gospel.' Mark i. 14, 15. Matthew
also says, ' From that time Jesus began to
preach, and to say. Repent, for the kingdom
of heaven is at hand.' Matt. iv. 17. And
when Christ sent forth his twelve disciples
two and two, they went out and preached
that men should repent. Mark vi. 12. Christ
said to the Jews, ' Except ye repent, ye shall
all likewise perish.' Luke xiii. 3, 5. When
the publicans and sinners came to hear Christ,
and the Pharisees and Scribes murmured say-
ing, ' This man receiveth sinners and eateth
with them.' Luke xv. 1, 2, Christ reproved
them by a parable, and then told them, ' Joy
shall be in heaven over one sinner that re-
penteth, more than over ninety and nine just
persons which need no repentance,' ver. 7,
adding, ' There is joy in the presence of the
angels of God over one sinner that repenteth,'
ver. 10. Christ, after he was risen, said unto
his disciples, ' That repentance and remiss
of sins should be preached in his name among
all nations, beginning at Jerusalem.' Luke
xxiv. 47. Peter said unto the Jews, ' Repent
and be baptized, every one of you, in the
name of Jesus Christ, for the remission of
sins

; and ye shall receive the gift of the Holy
Ghost.' Acts ii. 38. And Paul said, 'The times
of this ignorance God winked at; but now
commandelh all men everywhere to repent.'
Acts xvii. 30. Simon Magus was called to re-
pentance, if he had regarded it. Acts viii. 22.
And the apostle Paul preached at Damascus,
and at Jerusalem, and throughout all the
coasts of Judea, and then to the Gentiles
(turning them from darkness to the light of
Christ, and from the power of Satan to God),
that they should 'repent and turn to God,
and do works meet for repentance.' Acts
xxvi. 20.

" Here ye may see that people must repen t

before they believe, and are baptized, and bo-
fore they receive the Holy Ghost, and the
kingdom of God. They must repent of the
vain life and convors^ation before they receive
the gospel, be turned from darkness to the
light of Christ, and from the power of Satan
unto God, before they receive his Holy Spirit,

and his gospel of life and salvation. The
Lord commands all men everywhere to re-

pent, and do works meet for repentance.
They must show forth that their lives and
conversations are changed, and that they
serve God in newness of life, with new tongues
and new hearts. G. F.

Gooses, the 6th month, 1687."

Original

Suggested by seeing a young lady in )ier last hours, left

with strangers only.

Oh ! let not strangers' eyes upon me look.
Nor strangers' arms enfold my sinking form,

When Death his dreaded dart has o'er me shook,
That chills the current of my life-blood warm

:

But let those friends who in my life were dear.
Bend o'er my pillow at that solemn hour,

And let me feel that soothing solace near.
Which friendship oft in suff'ring's wounds can pour

When on this world my dying eyes I close,

When of its scenes a last farewell I take,

1 would my eyes should look the last on those
Who made existence, dearer for their sake ;

For whom my prayers ascended morn and even,
Wafted with earth's incense npon the air.

That we, beyond yon star-extended heav'n,
Together might immortal pleasures share.

Oh false to nature's tend'rest, holiest feeling.

Who shrinking from the closing hour of anguish,
Wait not the fullness'of Death's dread revealii%.

But leave his prey without their balm to languish.

While yet the vital pow'r sustains the flame,
When consciousness to the mute gaze seems past.

Is it not Love intensely thrills the frame.
Of all our mortal pangs expiring last?

Our love, of our Eternity is part,

Not with the failing frame does it decay.
Oft its warm fervors kindle round the heart
As the unfetter'd spirit wings away.

And oft, as with prophetic pow'r revealing,
What words of rapture from its teachings flow

;

As heavenly visions to its gaze unsealing,
It tastes on earth the bliss that angels know.

'Tis then thy pow'r, Oh Harmony divine

!

Hovers upon that consecrated hour;
And the rapt spirit leaves the prostrate shrine.

Rejoicing in a Saviour's saving pow'r.

Shall mortals then shrink from that holy .scene,

Nor learn the solemn lesson by it taught ?

How passing vain our earthly cares have been,
How great the joy thro' Death unto us brought.

HOLD ON, MY HEART.
Hold on, my heart, in thy believing
The steadfa.st only wears the crown.

He who when stormy waves are heaving
Parts with his anchor shall go down

;

But he who Jesus holds through all

Shall stand, though earth and heaven should fall.

Hold in thy murmurs, heaven arraigning,
The patient see God's loving face

;

Who bear their burdens uncomplaining,
'Tis they who win the Father's grace.

He wounds himself who braves the rod,
And sets himself to fight with God.

Hold out ! There comes an end to sorrow
;

Hope from the dust shall conquering rise
;

The storm proclaims a sunnier morrow
;

The cross points on to paradise.
The Father reigneth ; cease all doubt

;

Hold on, my heart, hold on, hold out I

"Honey out of the Rock."—In Los Angel
county, on the eastern slope of the SanPe
nando range of mountains, and in the imm
diate vicinitj' of the Learning Petroleu
Company's oil region, there is the most wo
derful collection of wild honey in existenc
The hive is located in a rift which penetrat>
the rock to the depth, probably, of 160 fee

The orifice is 30 feet long and 17 feet wid
four passages. This rift was discovered to I

the abiding place of a swarm of bees, that
represented as coming out in a nearly soli

column one foot in diameter. Certain partif

have endeavored to descend to the immens
store of honey collected by these bees, bi

were invariably driven back, and one
lost his life in the effort. Others have, at th

expense of much time and money, built

scaffold 125 feet high, in the hope of reachin
a place whence they could run a drift int

the rock, and extract its well hoarded sweeti
but finally ceased their work. Within
years the bees have added not less than I
feet of depth to their treasure, as ascertainei
by actual measurement and it is thought tha
at the present time there cannot be less thai

eight or ten tons of honey in the rock.
A man named B. Brophy lives in a cabii

not far from the spot, and obtained from thi

melting of the honey by the sun's heat mori
than enough for his family requirements. Al
through that region immense stores of wile

honey are found in trees and rocks, in nearlj
every place where its industrious manufac
turers think, for bees seem to think, that v

will be secure. They consume a very amal
proportion, as the climate enables them tc

keep up operations nearly every day in the
year, and flowers of some sort are always in

bloom. It must be a very severe season in^

deed when the little fellows are not engaged
in their mellifluous -work.— California Herald.

For "Tbe Friend.'

Couression and Restoration.

In conversation, a few weeks since, a friend
related the following incident which seemed
to me both interesting and instructive.
Many years ago (about the year 1825) a

storekeeper in Aloorestown, N. jersey, asked
her advice about a letter which had been sent
to his charge for a person of the name
Hunt. On examining the letter, she saw it

was directed to a woman who had been de-
ceased for several years. Opening it, at the
request of the storekeer, she found it to con-
tain a five dollar note. From the accompany-
ing explanation, she learned that when John
Hunt was travelling in Ohio on horseback,
some twenty years before, a girl in one of the ;

families he visited took five dollars out of his •

saddle-bags. She afterwards became a
ligiously-minded woman and joined in church-
membership with the Methodists. But the
theft of which she had been guilty weighed
heavily on her spirit, and she could have no
peace of mind until she had done what she
could to restore the stolen money to its right-
ful owner. In course of time she went to live

with a woman near Cleveland, who knew the
Hunt family. Fearing lest death should over-
take her with property in her possession
which belonged to others, she unburthened

mind to her employer, and placed the
ay in her hands to send back to the

jured friend or his heirs.

In those days, communication was not so
easy and frequent as it now is, and there was
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jbly also a culpable degree of procrasli-

((i and inattention, but whatever was the

li
the money rennained for a long time,

111 the repentant thief had placed it; unlil

lilderof it became conscience-smitten for

,|eglect, and found the five dollars too

K a load to carr}^ any longer. She then en-

E it in a letter, detailing the circumstances

I which it had come into her possession,

jrwarded it to Philadelphia, by some
ho was going eastward. After reaching

llelphia, the letter was sent to Mooree-

t to find an owner, as it was known that

Dmembers of the family it was designed

,ad resided in that neighborhood—and
iorekeeper handed it to my friend as be-

|olated. The money was sent to a mem-
jf the family residing in the West, and
Jin an acceptable time.

ireflecling on this simple narrative, I

I see with my mental eye the bitter

bles of mind through which the poor
ras forced to pass, ere she was humbled
fch to confess her fault and restore what
ted taken. No doubt she lamented many
(e that she had yielded to the temptation,

jhus been caught in the snare of Satan
;

ihe would most gladly have returned the

ly, if it could have been done in as private

inner as it was taken. But she found, as

iho err from the right path find, that th

i of true religion is a thorough, humblin,

(leart-searching work. When the soul is

^ht to feel itself in the presence of its

fcor, and, conscious of its own guilt'

(; for reconciliation and forgiveness, it is

I to feel that it must keep nothing back;
f the public or private confession of a

resses upon it as a duty, that confession

be made before peace of mind can be re

d. But when the heart is truly humbled,
n the depth of self-abasement, is helped

^knowledge and repent of its sins, we I

i
the highest authority for believing that

|) is joy even in Heaven at the sight ; and
Unly there is nothing that more surely

Ipeedily gathers around the poor penitent

ympathies and love of his neighbors and
|ds.

Imewhat similar to the experience of this

) girl, was that of a boy who was placed

larn business in a store in a large city.

Vas tempted to borrow from the money-
rer small sums for his own purposes, with-

;he knowledge of his employers. Though
was done with the full intention of re-

ing the money, and the sums taken did

imount to more than a few dollars, yet it

altogether wrong, and led the lad into

h trouble. Before he was in a condition

eplace the borrowed funds, he was re-

ed from the store and placed in another

ition. Like the poor girl in Ohio, he was
ight into great trouble. Ho felt con-

ned for what he had done, and saw clear-

hrough the convictions of Divine Grace,

he must not only return the money, but

mpany it with an acknowledgment of the

r he had committed. Having submitted

his humiliating ordeal, ho was relieved

1 the load which had long pressed upon

, and peace was restored,

ow forcible is the expression of the Psalm-
" A wounded spirit who can bear!" We
-, through the desire of gain, or other

Idly advantages (as we may esteem them)
art from the path of rectitude, and do de

e to the Spirit of Grace, but yet the time

ill come when we shall know the terrors of

the Lord for our disobedience, and instead of

looking up to him as a kind and loving Father,

and rejoicing in the sense of His presence and
protection, we shall dread to think of Him.
Uappy indeed will it be for those who pa-

tiently suffer His judgments, and are thereby

turned from their sins, and led into the onjoj'

mentof that sweet peace which He dispenses

to His obedient children I

For "The Friend."

Diary of Samuel Scott.

Samuel Scott was born in Gracechurch

Street, London, on the 2l9t of the Third mo.,

1719, and departed this life on the 20th day

of the Eleventh mo., 1788, aged nearly seven-

ty years ; a minister about thirty-six years.

His friends of Hartford Monthly and Quar-

terly Meetings say, " He was a man fearing

God and hating covetousness, deep in divine

things, of a humble mind and benevolent dis-

position, extensive in Christian charity, and

unfeigned love to the brethren ;
very useful

in the discipline of the church among us, for

which he was well qualified; yet very diffi

dent of himself, ready to forgive and seek for

giveness even of the meanest."

Some of these traits in his character art

frequently exemplified in his Diary, which

shows the work of Divine Grace in his heart

and its constraining, regulating influence, not

only in his domestic avocations,—his life and

conversation among men,—but also in his

ministerial labors as an "ambassador for

Christ." And while recognizing the Scrip-

ture truth, that " There is that scattereth and

yet increaseth ; and there is that withholdeth

more than.is meet, but it tendeth to poverty,"

he yet records in the line of his experience,

that "it is more eligible to withhold than to

scatter unprofitably." A watch-word not

unworthy of acceptation at the present day.

"Apprehending," says S. S., "that the

keeping a Diary might have in sundry re-

spects been useful, and contributed to an in-

crease in the spiritual life, essays have at vari-

ous times been attempted; the last in the

summerof 1776,on beingrelieved from a disor-

der which I esteemed dangerous ;
but after a

short continuation, 'the bough was lopped

with terror.' On the First-day of the Sixth

month, in the year 1780, and in the sixty

second of my age, I renew the recording of

some circumstances which have occurred, and

which may yet occur. The number of my
days, or, perhaps, only hours remaining, be-

ing certainly few and evil, the present at

3mpt seems unseasonable. Nevertheless, if

it please the Lord to look upon it with appro

bation, ' new wine may be found in the clus

ter,' and the Watcher and the Holy One naay

say, ' destroy it not, for a blessing is in it."

" Fifth mo^ Uth, 1780.—1 went up to the

Yearly Meeting at London, and attended d'

vers of the meetings, both for worship and

discipline ; the former were in the general

large and solemn; much peace presided

the latter; brotherly exhortations were

love imparted, and a concern expressed for

the manifold deviations from our ancient

Christian testimonies repecting 'speech, be-

haviour, and apparel.' Babylon is within;

but from her very outlines were our ancestors

called forth, and these testimonies were com- or,

mitted to them and their children as increas
'

ing testimonies, until they have filled the [which h

earth. The customs of the peo]
'

Hat honor is the most unmeaning ceremony,

the merest phantom that ever pride and folly

obtruded on their deluded votaries.

20th.— I returned from London to Hart-

ford, impressed with some sense of the pre-

servations of the preceding week. Sought

a tribute of praise to the Preserver of men
;

but, as on the mountains of Gilboa, 'there

was no rain, nor dew, nor fields of offering.'

"21.S?.— I went to the forenoon meeting at

Hartford in distress of mind ;
verjj unexpect-

edly some qualification for a public ministry

seemed to attend ; the words presented were,
' Work while it is day, for the night cometh,

in which no man can work ;' an explanation

of the nature of the work was attem])ted, ac-

cordingly as it is written, ' This is the work of

God, that ye believe in him whom God has

sent;' a degree of solemnity prevailed.

"27th.—1 cautioned a neighbor against ad-

dressing me with a flattering title
;
the cau-

tion was received in a friendly manner, and
the propriety of the remark allowed.

" 28th.—Mary Ilidgeway and Jane Watson,

from Ireland, came to our house, and were at

our meeting on First-day; the meetings were

large, and their service in them was lively

and acceptable. I sat with them in the gal-

lery, but although somewhat elevated

spect to local situation, deeply def

spirit; esteeming myself not only unfit for

the ministry, but even to be an attendant

upon, or entertainer of, the Lord's servants.

Si.rth mo. 3rd.—It is written, 'The voice

of rejoicing and salvation is in the habitation

of the righteous ;' but for many days past my
soul hath been far from peace, the roll writ-

ten within and without, with mourning, lam-

tation and woe, hath seemed to be the sole

furniture of my solitary habitation.

4f/(.—In the forenoon meeting at Hart-

ford, I sat under a deep and almost agonizing

sense of my past iniquities, and frequent de-

viations from the paths of peace; not a peni-

tential tear produced ; but wherefore dost

thou complain, OI my soul! for the punish-

ment of thy sins? The" immaculate lamb who
knew no sin, suffered much more abundantly;

'thou art justly in this condemnation,' ' but

Ho had done nothing amiss.'

" Sth.—l went to Ware with Samuel Spare-

old, and visited five families; I had in one of

them a remarkable opening respecting my
own state, on these words, ' It is only the

lion of the tribe of Judah' that can cause the

'lion and the lamb to lie down together;' my
lips were sealed in silence.

" i2th —I am convinced from a daily heart-

felt sensation, stronger than ten thousand ar-

guments, that until we cease to do evil, we
cannot learn to do well. No acceptable wor-

ship can be either internally or externally of-

fered to the God of truth, while we are act-

ing contrary to the dictates of truth in our

consciences. ' There is no peace to the wick-

ed.' ' If we regard iniquity in our hearts, the

Lord will not hear us.' 'Let him who nam-

eth the name of Christ, depart from iniquity.'

These testimonies were f^ormerly borne by

free grace men, who lived by grace, and they

will forever baffle the efforts of antinomian-

ism. The only ability to cease to do evil is

in a divine and supernatural principle,—the

grace and truth which comes by Jesus Christ

;

other words in the Comforter, the agent

d representative of the Holy Head, by

he is present with his people always,

are vain. I to the end of the world ;
' Christ in them the
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hope of glory.' Some days have been spent
under a sense of his presence, who said to his

servant formerly, 'Walk before mo, and be

thou perfect.' Be all the glory ascribed to

him through Christ Jesus, our only Mediator.
Amen.

" 7th mo. 1st.—Bodily pain hath of late at-

tended. The sufferings which are sustained

in this respect, being unfelt by others, are

tQuch unnoticed and uncommiserated by
them; but they are known to Him who is

touched with a feeling of the infirmitirs, both
of the saints and of the most vile and abjoct

of hie creature.'', who are alike the work of
his hand: 'for all things were created by
him and for him.' 0! may my afflictions

the flesh be sanctified by Him ' who suffered

without the gate,' whose head was crowned
with thorns,who8e hands and feet were pierced

"3rd.—At the Monthly Meeting some diffi-

culty attended respecting the acceptance of a
paper produced ; my lips were sealed in si

ience
;
passiveness appeared my proper pro

vinee. Afterwards a caution was imparted
against holding the faith of Christ with re
spcct of persons, and against a spirit of emu
lation and personal dislike, as equally incon
sistent with our Christian discipline.

" I5th.—Divers vexatious incidents were
attendant, and I was wanting in patience and
resignation

;
capital virtues, which calm the

storms of life. I was too fretful on slight

and immaterial events.
" I6th.—After a long waiting in deep pov-

erty in the forenoon meeting at Hartford, a

degree of travail was begot on behalf of my-
self and those present : a short testimony was
also borne to that universal redemption which
is in Jesus Christ, and the necessity of an in-

ward application thereof in ourselves, and for

" 30^A.—Pretty early at the Park meeting,
a degree of solemnity clothed my mind, not
without some presentations for a public min-
istry, which, on proving, appeared immature.
How suitably adapted are the following pre-
cepts, not only to me, but to all who at any
time appear in the ministry. ' Be more ready
to hear, than to offer the sacrifice of fools.'

'Be not rash with thy mouth to utter any
thing before God.' And when thou speakest,
' let thy words be few.' 'Be slow to speak.'
All true and profitable ministrj' arises from
the ability which the Spirit gives in a rightly
exercised understanding; as it is written, 'I

will pray with the Spirit, and with the under-
standing also.' Nonsense proceeds not from
the ability which the Spirit giveth. But what
is nonsense ? Here it may be difficult to
draw a line, ' For the preaching of the cross
is to them that perish foolishness ;' and the
'foolishness of God is wiser than man.'

" 8th mo. 1st.—In the weekday meeting at
Horsleydown, something opened by way of
ministry; but waiting under the opening, si-

lence seemed most advisable; and after long
Bitting the meeting closed lively. I had rather
refrain from speaking, when perhaps I might
have spoken with a degree of profit, than at
any time to speak unprofitably. There are,

comparatively speaking, but few ministers
left among us

;
yet frequently many words

are uttered. 'The following sentiment, con-
tained in the Apology of that skilful minister
ofChrist, Robert Barclay, is therefore, I think,
worthy of the observation of all concerned :

' Tea, we doubt not, but assuredly know, that
a meeting may be good and refreshing, though

from the sitting down thereof to the rising
up, a word may not be outwardly spoken;
though the life may have been so known, as
that words might have been acceptably spo-
ken, and that from the life.'—Barclay's Apol-
ogy, sixth edition, p. 360. The above (says
S. S.) is not referred to as an insinuation that
the ministers among us are of a dissimilar dis-

position from Barclay, and the brethren of
that day, but rather as a caution to myself
and others than as a censure upon any.

" "We are voyagers on a tempestuous ocean,
stationed on a sea of glass, surrounded on
every side with rocks and sands;—maj- not
therefore a little one, who needeth himself to

be more perfectly instructed in the way and
work of the Lord, recall the attention of the
brotherhood to such beacons as have been
held forth by such, ' who, through faith and
patience inherit the promises.' There i

spiritual worship and introversion of spirit,

which excels outward ministration. In it,

honey is imparted from the Eock^Christ.
" 6th.—The general meeting at Cross Brook-

street was large, composed, and chiefly held
in silence. 'It is thy word, O Lord, which
healeth.' 'The word which was in the
ginning with God and was God,' the same
which in the fulness of time was made flesh

and dwelt amongst men ; and they beheld
His glory, as the glory of the only begotten
of the Father, full of grace and truth; 'of
whose fulness we have all received, and grace
for grace.' ' I waited patiently for the Lord,'
said one formerly, ' and he heard my cry.' In
this patient waiting is experienced the minis
try of the spirit, and the glory of Christ."

CTo be contlnned.J

For "The Friend.'

Origin of Man.
rCcDtinued from page 238.)

In spite of observations and experimen
ade in the course of many thousand years,

reproduction has never been procured by
mixture of a rabbit with a hare, a wolf with a
dotr, a sheep with a goat. It is true that hy-
brids are obtained between the horse and she-

ass, and between the ass and the mare, but
t is well known that the individuals produc-
ed by this mixture namely, the quadrupeds
termed 7nules, are barren animals, incapable
of reproduction with one another.

This rule is not confined to the animal
kingdom, but it obtains also among vegetables,

t can obtain artificial production from a
pear tree by applying, with suitable precau-
tions, the pollen of the flowers of one pear
tree to the stamens of those of another. Fruit

11 be formed and the seed which that pro-
duces will in its turn be productive. But if

you attempt to perform the same operation
between a pear tree and an apple tree, you
vill obtain no result whatever. This, again,
s the practical method which enables botan-
ists to distinguish varieties from species. The
test of artificial fecundation between one
plant and another, which it is desired to dis-

tinguish as regards their species, serves to
solve the difficulties which are met in attempt-
ing to determine the position of a plant in

botanical classification.

The word species therefore, is not a fictitious

term, a conventional expression invented by
the learned to designate the classfications of
living beings. A species is a group arranged
by Nature herself. Fruitfulness or barren-

ness in the products of the mixture are the
characteristics which Nature attaches to va-

rities or to species; those groups the

appear to us as though they had a subst

foundation in the laws which govern
beings, and we do but render in speech
we observe in nature.

When, moreover, we reflect, we easil

derstand that if nature had not insti

species, the most complete disorde

have reigned throughout living creatiot

intermixture the animal kingdom would
been overrun by mongrels who would
confused every type, thus permitting
discernment in this crowd of incoheren
duct. The whole animal kingdom
have been given over to inextricable

sion. In like manner if plants had
capable of infinite variety through the

ture of different species brought about I

industry of man, or by the effects of the

bearing through the air the fertilizingp

there would be nought but trouble an(

order among the vegetable population c

globe.

Species, therefore, has a necessary,
]

dential and fixed existence. Impost
"

union is the distinctive qualification ^

nature assigns to this group of living b.

Eeproduction is possible only between
bers of the same species, and the diffei

produced in their offspring by the soil,

ment and surrounding circumstances,

mine what we call race or variety.

The principle which we have just

ciated, will in its application to man, e

us to decide whether the individuals

people the globe belong to different spec

men, or simply to races or varities, or i

words, whether the human species is ui

and whether the different human types k
to us, the white, black, yellow, brown at

man, belong or not to races of the h

species. The reply to this question

doubtless have been anticipated. If i

the rule stated above, all men that in

the globe belong to one and the same sp

since it is a fact that men and women,
ever be their color, can marry, and thei

springis always reproductive. The negr

white female by their union produce
attoes ; mulattoes and mulattresses ai

productive, as are also their descends
marriages between members of th^

brown races are fruitful, and what
the fecundity of the descendents of mot
is superior to that of men and women o

same color.

Unless, therefore, we regard men as B

tary exception among all living beings, t

we withdraw them from the operation (

universal laws of nature, we must come '

conclusion that they do but form a c£

number of races of one and the same sp'

and all descend from one primitive u

species.

Men are brothers in blood ; this prii

of universal fraternity imposed by ni

may be placed side by side with the

ponding maxim suggested by the i

We are told in the Bible that whei
angel came to the shepherds, bringing

best news earth ever heard, " They
sore afraid." And is it not often the same
us ? But if we listen rightly the Lord's

gers will reply in the same words,

not." And so do thou be still and let

send what He will.
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I ror "The Friend." church ? and is it not for us to labor with our

i'areiital Inflneocc and Reponsibility. \dear children, to bring tliem to a just sense of

U would it be for tboso in tbo parental the necessity of taking up their fb'™ [1
'' -.. ... ..- i:-i-i „f they would have a crown ot everlasting rigbt-

eousness and joy ;
and if, indeed, they would[)n, diligently to inquire in the light ol

j)rd Jesus, which deceiveth not, and is

(Withheld from those who sincerely seek

,ether they are, by a godly example, a

iireeept, and a judicious supervisory re-

t, doing all they can in a faithful dis-

je'of the responsibilit}' and influence com-

ji and involved in training up impressive

lueceptihle beings who, like themselves

become probationers on earth, and have

dying souls to be either saved or lost.

ps there never was a time when the sad

of the neglect of this religious care was

painfully manifest, or when parents

i 80 seriously lay to heart the awful ac

ability which cannot be turned from or

erred, and which, if undischarged, will

ly rest as a cloud of sorrow and of dark-

lif not of bitter remorse upon the retro

on of the dying hour.

8 matter for serious inquiry whether the

of true christian, prayerful concern on

art of parents, is not a fruitful cause of

•w state of religion and religious growth

e truth as it is in Jesus, not only in our

iociety, but in that of others also. That

he ostensible reason why so few of those

3 early walks of life are seen coming up

I

unreserved surrender, and covenant of

ence to the law of the Lord inwardly re

d, which would make them not only

|1 'members of the church militant, by

ling them to serve their generation ac

ng to their Redeemer's will, but prepare

through mercy, for an inheritance in

hurch triumphant in heaven. Children

their parents; and what these do and

)ecome8, in the early susceptible period

lildhood, the deeply rooted impressions

lessons so calculated to have an impor-

influence upon, and to give a bias to the

e course of their lives. Let parents then

ly weigh in the just balance of the sanc-

f the responsibility of their position.

may they no less reverently seek, by

er and supplication to the God of all

e, for that wisdom which is profitable to

it in this, as well as every other good

e were pleased and instructed by an edi-

il in the issue of today of " The Friend"

bis subject, and also by the peru-al of the

g from a letter of Sarah (Lynes)

9b, 1832. Both of which are commended

careful attention of the readers of that

nal, parents especially.

The world seems to gain much ascendency

36 preseut day among us, as a people, both

1 parents and children ;
so that little room

ft for the simplicity, purity, and meekness

he Gospel of Christ; and we have few

le standard-bearers, and law of our chil-

proraising, by their humble deportment,

become valiant upon earth, in the great

glorious cause of promoting the kingdom

be Redeemer among men. Is it not so?

ieh 1 could take a more encouraging view

hings immediately relating to our Society

D 1 am capable of doing, when my mind is

in abstracted state; but fear takes hold

n me, lest we should be assimilating more

more to spiritual Babylon, in too general

7ay. Shall not we who are parents, en-

vor to see, in the light which deceiveth

how it is in our families, as well as in the

ned by the Saviour upon earth, as Hi

people."

Third mo. loth, 1873.

For "The Frlond"

If thy brother shall trespass against thee,

go and tell him his fault between him and

ihee alone."

Most assuredly if this injunction of our dear

Saviour was more closely and fully obeyed,

our Query on "love and unity" might be an-

swered much more fully. Should we but

pause and consider before pronouncing judg

raent against another, whether, by so doing,

we will benefit ourselves, the person spoken

of, or to ; and instead thereof, should go direct

to' the erring one, and in a spirit of love " tell

him his fault between him and thee alone,"

giving him an opportunity to explain him-

self, how it would tend to j)romote " love and

unity," and discourage tale-bearing and de

traction.

Third mo. 16th, 1873.

He that oppreeseth the poor reproacheth

his Maker, but he that honoreth Him hath

mercy on the poor.
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Information has reached us by different

channels, from the North, the East and the

West, of proceedings in meetings, held under

the name of Friends' meetings, which, until

recently, would have been considered extraor-

dinary, but have now become so frequent, as

to pass current, even among many who have

professed not to have made up their minds

whether they are proper for Friends or not.

As was to be expected, it becomes more and

more apparent that the services in these meet-

ings are progressive. The association in the

vercises, of persons holding the station of

linisters in other societies, with those occu-

pyino- similar position among Friends, and

with the members of the Yearly and Quar-

terly Meetings' committees, has now become

frequent. In some of these meetings there

are certain seats set apart as " mourners or

anxious benches," to occupy which those desir-

-ng to be specially prayed for are invited, and

when so occupied, individuals kneel by the

mourners or anxious ones, and engage in pe-

titioning for them ;
sometimes, it is said, sev-

oral being so engaged at the same time. On

these benches it is said, it is not unusual to

see elderly Friends. All are invited to come

and receive pardon furtheir sins. Those hav-

ing theiwrrfertofthe meeting, urge all who are

willing to speak, to "give testimony for Je-

sus." At the " General Meeting" recently

held in the Yearly Meeting House at Moutit

Pleasant, in carrying this out, it is said, by an

" experienced member," that " to prevent con-

fusion, they [the audience] were taken by

benches, beginning at the gallery, and going

on down on both sides till they got to the

hindmost seat."

Hymn singing is becoming more frequently

and generally practised ;
the committees of

the Yearly and Quarterly Meetings sanction-

ing it, at least so far as not to forbid it, and,

t would seem probable, when able, engaging

n it themselves ; for one account states I hat

one of the committee appointed by Indiana

Yearly Meeting to extend its feeling of loving

regard to their Friends (ft Philadelphia Yearly

Meeting, was engaged in singing a hymn in

a meeting he attended.

These things have been long practised

among the Methodists, and as they are in

accordance with their religious profession,

though we do not approve of them, we res-

pect their members while adhering to their

mode of worship. But we cannot accord the

same respect to those nominal Friends, who,

while joining with Methodists or other pro-

fessors, use their right of membership to

make our religious Society responsible for

such proceedings.

To the inquiry contained in a letter—the

writer of which says he represents a large

number, though a minority of Friends in the

West, who are suffering under the present

state of things there,—whether Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting cannot extend helj) and en-

couragement to them? we reply, that we

have no authority to speak on behalf of Phi-

ladelphia Yearly Meeting; nor is it responsi-

ble for any thing found in our columns, ex-

cept its own documents. We can well under-

stand the anxiety and distress sound Friends

must undergo in the midst of so much that is

contrary to the oft-declared principles of the

Society; and that they cannot unite with

those who have run into, or are encouraging

such sorrowful innovations upon the doctrines

and testimonies of Truth. But whatever may

be the trials that attend or await those Friends

and others, in this day of shaking and sifting,

let it be kept steadily in mind, that if they

would continue in the footsteps of their faith-

ful predecessors, they must fearlessly and

practically adhere to the same Christian prin-

ciples and testimonies that those devoted be-

lievers in Christ advocated and lived up to,

n the face of persecution and even of death.

The church on earth is militant; having

constantly to contend against the assaults of

the spirit of the world, the spirit that reigns

in the hearts of the children of disobedience,

and against the subtle efforts of anti-Christ to

substitute something else for the seU-crucify-

ing, daily cross bearing requirements of the

gospel of Christ, and the faithful maintenance

by its members of the testimonies which

have been committed to them by its adorable

Head.
If the peculiar trials of the present day,

have but the effect to wean from dependence

upon man, and to drive those struggling to

maintain the unadulterated faith of Friends

amid the assaults made on it in various ways,

by the advocates and practisers of a counter-

feit Quakeribra, to constant waiting on and

praying to the alone Source of qualifying wis-

dom and strength, they will be preserved un-

der the shadow of the Almighty, and need

not be afraid of the arrow that flyeth by day,

nor the pestilence that walketh in darkness,

nor the destruction that wasteth at noonday.

Whatever may be the consequences, falter-

ing or flinching from the necessary combat is

no part of the Christian's character. He must

learn to endure hardness as a good soldier of

Jesus Christ. The cause at stake is not merely

his, but that of Him to whom the Father has
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given all power both in lieavcn and on earth,
and He will, sooner or later, lead to victory
all those who Iceep their faith confidingly
fixed in him, the Captain of salvation, who
has said " Fear not, little flock, it is your
Father's good pleasure to give you the King
dom."

He recently caused the death of leeveral men by severe

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The British House of Commons, after a

protracted debate, rejected the Irish University bill in-
troduced by the Ministry. The result of the division
was : For the bill 284 ; against 287. The announcement
of the vote caused great excitement, and on the 13th
inst., the day following, Gladstone in the House of Com-
mons, and Earl Granville in the House of Lords, an-
nounced that the ministers had tendered to the Queen
their resignations, and that they had been accepted.

Disraeli, by invitation, then waited on the Queen,
and was requested to form a new government. He gave
her atthe timeno definite answer, desiring first to con-
sult with his friends. Having done so, he again waited
upon the Queen, the loth inst., and declined to accept
ofl5ce, at the same time, explaining the reasons which
impelled him thereto. The Earl of Derby concurs with
Disraeli in the conviction that the Conservatives can-
not accept the responsibility of forming a government
at this time. Want of harmony among the members
of the Conservative party, and the adverse majority in
Parliament, are conclusive reasons against such a pro-
ceeding.

The Irish University bill did not receive the vote of
a single Conservative member of the House of Com-
mons. Forty-seven Liberals, of whom thirty-six were
Irish, voted against the bill. The Irish Catholics de-
mand a University which shall be endowed by the State
but be under the control of their Bishops.
A company has been formed to lay a cable from

Plymouth, England, to Eye Beach, New Hampshire.
The company is forbidden, by its articles of agreement,
from amalgamating with any like enterprise.
London dispatches of the 17th say that Gladstone

will probably resume the Premiership. He stated that
day in the House of Commons, that he had received a
communication from the Queen announcing that there
was no prospect that the opposition would form a new
government, and he had replied placing his services at
her disposal, and undertaking to consult with his col-
leagues. They were then considering what steps they
should take, and he proposed that meanwhile the
House adjourn until the 20th inst.

Disraeli said he had informed the Queen that he was
prepared to organize a new ministry, but would not
undertake to carry on the government with the present
Parliament. The House then adjourned as requested

fioggin

The Spanish Assembly has definitely sanctioned the
bill introduced by the government suspending the sit-
tings of the Assembly and convoking a Constituent
Cortes on the first of Fifth month.
Ex-King Amadeus has formally reassumed his rights

as an Italian citizen. The King of Italy has appointed
Amadeus lieutenant general of the Italian army.
The German geographical societies propo.sc to send

an expedition to explore the western part of Africa
and supplement the discoveries of Livingstone. A
large sum of money has been raised for the purpose.
The " Levant Herald" gives particulars of the terri

ble calamity at Smyrna caused by the fall of the Caf^
Kivoto into the sea. The place was built upon piles,
and at the time of the disaster was filled with about 150
persons. Suddenly the piles gave way and the whole
building sank beneath the water, causing the death of
nearly all the company. All the other caffe of a simi-
lar character have been closed by order of the police.
The census taken of the inhabitants of the Dominion

of Canada in 1871, shows a population in the province
of Ontario of 1,620,851

; Quebec, 1,191,516; New Bruns-
wick, 285,594

;
Nova Scotia, 387,800—total 3 485 761

which is an increase of 395,200 since 1861. Classified
according to their religious profession, the inhabitants
are thus divided, Roman Catholics 1,492,029, Method-
ists, Presbyterians and Episcopalians, 1,606.138- other
professions 387,594, including 1,886 Pagan.s, 534 Mor-
mons, and 409 Deists. There are 1,082,940 persons of
French descent, 706,369 of English, 846,414 of Irish
549,946 Scotch, and 202,991 German.

'

The last census of Palestine shows a total Jewish
population of 15,293 persons, of whom more than half
ive in Jerusalem.
London, 3d mo. 17th.—Consols 92| a 923. U S

sixes, 1865, 93J ; new five per cents, 90|.
Liverpool — Uplands cotton, 9id.; Orleans, 9.W.

Sales of the day 12,000 bales.
"

United States.— George S. Boutwell has been
elected U. S. Senator from the State of Massachusetts
to hll the vacancy caused by the election to the Vice
Presidency of Henry Wilson. The whole number of
-ites cast was 275, of which Boutwell received 152
The school census of children between the ages of
'eandeighteen, intheStateof New Jersey is 279 149

of which 178 826 are enrolled in the public schools:
There are 2120 female teachers employed in the public
schools, and 965 men.
The Massachusetts House of Representatives has re-

jected the Woman Suffrage resolution, by a vote of 142

S65, failed on the llth ins
the west coast of Ireland i

337, including 110 children unde two years of age

by Gladstone
The Atlantic cable of

An electrician has gone
locate the fault.

A Paris dispatch of the 16th says : The new treaty
between France andGermany, providing for the evacua-
tion of the French provinces, was signed at Berlin yes-
terday, and the text is published. The German forces
are to evacuate all places they now hold in France by
the 1st of July, with the exception of Verdun and vi-
cinity, from which they are to withdraw on the 5th of
September.

President Thiers and Count Von Arnim, the German
Ambassador, have signed a convention on the part of
their respective governments, for the payment of the

^^nt:Xi:if.;Z::,f^^^^^^^^ -- ^"--- -a tne .resident informed them
month next, the day when all French territory i-i K ^ '"""' '""'P'"^ " "^"''' "^ ^°"^' b'" that it

evacuated by the Germans.
^ ^' '"' "'"'"''^ '" rennm.n.t. ,h»„ f.. *!,„ „ ...

The FrenchAssemblyiias adopted the constituent

According to the TitusviUe Herald the total prod
tion of coal oil in the Penn.sylvania oil district last
year, was 6,539,10.'^ barrels of 43 gallons each an in-
cre.i.=e over 1870 of 771,975 barrels.
The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered

There were 52 deaths of con,sumption, 32 inflammation
of the lungs, 18 inflammation of the brain, 10 scarlet
fever.andlO old age The quantity of gas manufac-
ured at ">« Philadelphia gasworks during the year
18,2, was 1,486 969,000 cubic feet, being an increase
over the year 1871 of 147,997,000 cubic feet The
J^^^i^f

,°'' ^^^ consumers at the end of the year was
74,769, having increased 3,995 during the year The
amount of bituminous coal employed in making the

i^^^7o-A'^'^^} '°°''' ^"^ "^^ P™d"ct of coke was
5,187,2o9 bushels.

All the members of the Cabinet have verbally ten-
dered their resignations to the President, in accordance
with custom, and the President informed them that

U. S. sixes, 1881, 118J ; ditto, 1868, 116} ; new
Z""}.^^ y^' ^°-40' '''"°' llOi- Superfine flou
*6^30; State extra, $6.95 a S7.30; finer brands,
SIo No. 2 Chicago .spring wheat, S1.60 a S1.62
Michigan, $1.95. West Canada barley, SI.25
/8 cts. Oats, 45 a 50 cts. Western mixed o
6octs.; western yellow, 66i cts. Philadelphu
dlings cotton, 19| a 20* cts. for uplands and I^
leans. Superfine flour, $4.75 a $5.75; extras
$6./ 5; finer brands, $7 a $11.50. White whea:
a *2.25

; amber, $1.98 a $2 ; western red, $1.95 i

Kye, 85 cts. Yellow corn, 60 cts. ; western mi
cts. OaLs, 46 a 50 cts. Smoked hams, 13J a
Lard, 8 J a 9 cts. Sales of about 2000 beef catth
Avenue Drove-yard. Choice at 7i a 8 cts. per
gross; fair to good, 6 a 7 cts., and common 4 a
Sheep sold a 6 a 7i cts. per lb. gross. Rece
head. Corn fed hogs S8.25 a $8.37 per 100 11:

Receipts 6000 head. BaUimore.-—YsWow c
southern white, 62 cts Oats, 46 a 48 cts. Ohi
No. 2 spring wheat, $1.20; No. 3 do., $1.09
mixed corn, 31| cts. No. 2 oats, 26J cts. Si.
No. 2 spring wheat, $1.22 J ; No. 3 fall, $1.57,
oats, 27 cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
. \f"end is wanted to fill the position of Go'
in this Institution, to enter upon duty at the beg
of the Summer Session. Apply to

Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., Germanto
Lydia L. Walton, Moorestown, N. J.,
Sarah A. Richie, No. 444 N. Fifth St.
Rebecca S. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth T

'

FRIENDS' LIBRARY.
Supplementary Catalogue of Books belonging

Library of Friends of Philadelphia, from 1853 t<

Cloth flexible covers.
For sale at Friends' Bookstore. Price 50 cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee having

of the Boarding School at Westtown, will f

"

Philadelphia on Sixth-day, the 28th inst., at 1 p
The Committees on Instruction and Admissi(

meet at 10 A. M. of the same day.

„, ., , ,
'Samuel Morri

Philada., 3d mo. 19th, 1873.

The Yearly Meeting's Committee to visit suboi
meetings, &c., will meet on Seventh-day, the 23
at 10 o'clock A. M., in the Committee Room, oi

project reported by the Committee of Thirty by i

of 411 to 234. '' ^

Troops have been sent to the Spanish frontier to
assist the local authorities in the execution of the order
requiring all Carlists crossing into France to be re-
turned.

Spain continues unsettled. Figueras, in an oflicial
telegram to Ministers Margall and Tctuan, expressed
fear that the people at Barcelona are determined to
stand by their proclamation of a federal republic

ihe government has received a dispatch announcing
that three thousand Carlists, concentrated at Vera, hadbeen routed by Gen. Nordas after a sanguinary battle.In some minor conflicts the Carlists appear to havebeen successful. One of their band. ' "

The Senate on the 17th inst confirmed a large nui
ber of Presidential nominations, including William
Richardson, Secretary of the Treasury

; George H
\\illiam.s Attorney General

; Hamilton Fish, Secretary
ot State

;
A\ illiam W. Belknap, Secretary of War; John

A. J. Creswell, Postmaster General ; Columbus Delano
Secretary of the Interior; George M. Robeson, Secre-

leri l.v.h„P,„ l''!'"y°V r%?^''^.'/°''"
Goforth, Assistant Attorney

purpose to renominate them for the same positions
they held and to forward to the Senate the nomina-
tions, including that of Judge Richardson to fill the
vacancym the Treasury Department occasioned by the
resignation of Secretary Boutwell.
On the 17th inst. Senator Boutwell came into the

Senate Chamber, accompanied by Charles Sumner who
presented his credentials, and the Senator elect entered
upon his new dutir-

TRACT ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS
The Annual Meeting will be held in the Comr

room of Arch St. Meeting-house, on Fourth-day
ing, the 26th inst., at 8 o'clock. Friends are
invited to attend it

Edward Maris, M. D., G

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session of this Institution comr

on Second-day, the 5th of Fifth month. Paren
others intending to send pupils, are requested to
timely application to Aaron Sharpmss Su
tendent (address Street Road P. O., Chester Co
or to Charles J. Allen, Treasurer, 304 Arch l
Philadelphia.

A Short Account of Ann Reeve, of Lower C
wich, New Jersey, as given by her father. Publ
by the Tract Association of Friends. Steel-blue i

covers. Price 10 cents.

For sale at Friends' Book Store.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN
-A ear Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) PhUadeh
Physician and Superintendent—Joshua H Wc

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admis.sion of Patients „,

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Bo!
Managers.

,1, J^"^,!
'".'1'^'^."'^' at her residence in Haverfoi

the 14th ot Third month, 1873, Mart M. Garri
daughter of the late Samuel Garrigues, in the 74th
of her age a member of the Monthly Meeth
l<riends of Philadelphia for the Western District

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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! Shopping in Egypt,

rhe Eastern mode of shopping affords very
jturesque groups, and often a good deal of
jusement to an observant eye. But if the
krer is pressed for time and has many com-
^sions to get through, ho finds his patience
(ribly tried. It is a fact not linown to all,

it the bargaining system prevailed formerly
England and all over Europe as it now
es in the East, and that to the Society of
iends vre ovye the more convenient custom
a fixed price, which, began by them, rapidly
-ead over England.
Here is a specimen of shopping [in Cairo],
vished to buy some pretty vases of red clay
idein the "Upper Country," and notalways
bo had in the city. They are too brittle

be very useful, but being of elegant forms
'd very cheap, are often purchased as curio-

}es. Observing a good collection on a stall

bile riding through a street near one of the
eat mosques, I looked about for the owner,
d, not seeing him, applied to an old man
ling pipe-heads of tlae same material close

,
and asked where the owner of the vases

is. "He is gone away," replied the grey-
ard, lazily pufling the smoke from a long
)e. "Is he anywhere near?" "I don't,

lOw." Another man, also a pipe-seller, in-

posed here, and said he was a friend to the
in of vases, and would sell for him. "How
jch for this, then?" "So much." "No,
it is too dear ; less by half?" "Nay," cries

s friend, his love of bargaining or hope of
ofiting himself fairlj' roused, " by the Pro-
etl that is nothing at all; so much—leave
take." The noise of passers-by makes it

Ecult to hear, and ho holds up as many
gers as he desires coins of a certain value.

e hold up two in return ; he shakes his head
d lays down the vase. We move on, but
is is only a feint; we return after a few
ips, and again repeat " So much." " Very
ill," bawls the pipe-seller, "take!" and he
3eiving the price, we seize the prize, which
3ms enhanced by the difiiculty of obtaining
and the words of Solomon seem truly ap-
cable, " It is naught, it is naught, saith the
yer, but when he is gone his way then he
asteth."

The great mass of native shops are small
acerns, and it often happens that you are

obliged to visit half-a-dozen to get a very few
things from the small stock in hand with
each.

Another and more important kind of shop-

ping is visiting the native wholesale ware-
houses for the purpose of laying in stores of

such things as will keep. 1 went over some
of the khans at Boulac (the port of Cairo) one
day as much for the sake of seeing the " hu-

mours" of the place, as of procuring a store

of rice, &c. The word khan properly signifies

a sort of inn, being, in fact, a place where
merchants come to stay for a time with goods
from a distance, and contains also, warehouses
of a simple and primitive description. The
one we visited was a picturesque old building,

and the light and shadow afforded by its

massive stone architecture, with golden rays
of sunshine darting down hero and there, was
beautiful. Several merchants in white tur-

bans and flowing caftans of various rich colors

were quietly drinking coffee, and chatting;

their negro and Nubian slaves attending upon
them, as if business were decidedly a matter
to be taken quietly and comfortably. We
approached one of the warehouses, and the

owner saluted us politely, and brought the

whole party into his dark receptacle, where
piles of sacks and baskets stitched closely up
lay heaped on each other. Samples wore pro-

duced irom two or three (which he opened
before us) and handed round on a metal tray;

the cook, who had accompanied us, solemnly
rolled the grains in her fingers and meditated
for some moments; then selecting a specimen,
beckoned to one of the attendants to bring

the bags that were to be filled. An innocent
stranger might have supposed the business

nearly over ; on the contrary, it was only just

begun. A sum was named by the owner of

the rice, and scouted by the cook with indig-

nation ; he glanced at us significantly that we
might echo his astonishment and disgust ; we
did so in the best Arabic we could. The
owner reduced slightly—was snubbed more
than before—became proud and lofty, and
shrugged his shoulders; then the cook patted

him on the shoulder and softened him a little,

raising his offer somewhat. At last a sum
was agreed on ; and the merchant beckoned
to one of his assistants, who, with a bright

brass inkstand stuck into the yellow silk scarf

that girt his waist, was making out accounts
on a piece of paper doubled up and held on
the hand instead of a table (according to the

usual Oriental style;) he came forward to

make the bill, and a slave at the same time
brought a measure ; but now it appeared that

the intention was to sell according to retail

measure instead of wholesale, in the hope that
Europeans might not be aware of the differ-

ence, which of course, as he only sold in large

quantities, was depriving us of any advantage
over purchasing in a small retail shop. The
cook angrily emptied his sacks and hurried
us out of the den at once, without listening

to the excuses of the deceitful rice merchant;

and proceeding to another den we had almost
the same scene to act all over again, but this

time the right measure was brought, and we
came off successfully with full sacks! At the
entrance of this khan stood two chairs of

handsomely carved woodwork, evidently of
considerable antiquity, and exactly similar in

form to those seen among Egyptian collec-

tions and museums, as thrones for kings and
deities. Probably Joseph sat on a similar one
when superintending the selling of corn while
the sons of Israel stood beside their asses

waiting till their sacks should be filled, just

like the groups before us. It is these living

pictures, recalling Scripture narratives so fre-

quently and vividly, that are such a charm in

the East, and that compensate for so many
inconveniences and troubles.

We had been at least an hour in the rice-

khan, and it was winter, and the afternoons
short ; so it was needful to hasten to the next
place we had to visit, which was the oil-mer-

chants' khan. The building here was notequal
to the former one, but the groups were still

more gay and picturesque, and the great oil-

jars heaped about in every direction were so

graceful in form as to make quite an addition

to the scene. These merchants appeared
wealthy, judging from their dress, at least.

Their caftans of silk or fine cloth were of the

most brilliant colors and finest texture, and
certainly the coolness they showed about
securing purchasers would have led one to

suppose money was no object to them, were
it not that such is the custom of the country,

until the bargain is actually begun. It was
some time before any one of these oil-mer-

chants could be persuaded to look up from his

account-book, or stop chatting with his friends.

At length one looked up and said, " What do
you desire?" On being informed, he called

for samples, and a woman came, bringing two
vessels containing some of the rich gold-

colored oil made from lettuce-seed, which is

used for common lamps in Caira. When the

long bargaining was ended, ajar was obtained

from a store kept for purchasers, and weighed,

filled, then weighed again, and sealed up with

a wisp of straw well plastered with mud, and
finally slung upon a donkey's back to be con-

veyed to the purchaser's abode.

Our difiiculties with change of money, and
a want of proper coinage sufficient for the

country, are frequent and various. The old

gold and silver coins of Egypt and those of

Constantinople are in circulation, btit are rare,

and yearly will become more so, unless a coin-

age is issued ; for the women wear them as

ornaments, and are loth to part with them,

as there ai'e very few new ones at all equal to

them. They are beautiful coins; the gold

especially being less alloyed than that of

Europe, and the edging and characters ele-

gantly stamped. From the deficiency of na-

tive gold and silver in ordinary use, the coins

of many European nations circulate; and, in

getting change, one has always to make a
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number of little arithmetical exercises, very-

useful, doubtless, in keeping the four rules in

sharp practice, but somewhat troublesome

when the purchaser is in a hurry, or riding a

donkey or pony which does not like standing

still! Perhaps it is a festival-time, and the

narrow street is crowded with carriages, don-

keys, camels, and foot-passengers; water-car-

riers sprinkling you freely from their skins

of water; Turkish soldiers pushing past on

spirited horses, which seem ready to trample
the children thronging the sweetmeat-stalls

in their way; turbaned groups of Egyptians
bargaining as coolly as if there were no crowd;
servants running before their owner's carriage

or steed, forcing a passage by dint of shout-

ing, " Thy foot ! thy back ! oh, man ! oh, girl!

make way! make way I" And in all this con-

fusion, the busy householder who has been
out on a shopping-excursion, and is returning

with laden saddle-bags, and a servant who
carries as many small parcels in his loose

tunic as can be crammed into it (for, as I pre-

viously observed, you must bring home your
purchases yourself)—instead of getting the
change quickly, and hurrying out of the bus-

tle, must wait while the seller pulls out of his

long purse, first a Russian rouble, then a
French two-franc piece, then a Spanish dollar,

an English shilling, and, finally, perhaps, two
or three little Austrian coins of base metal,
value three or four pence. Each of these
various pieces of money has to be reckoned
in piastres ; one goes for thirteen and three-

quarters, another for five and a half, a third

for seventeen and a fifth, &c., &c. The little

sums have to be performed while the steed is

getting more fidgety every moment from the
crowd that push against him.— Whately's
Among the Huts in Egypt.

For "The Friend."

Regeneration, or the Transforming Power of the

Holy Spirit.

From what our blessed Lord and Lawgiver
said to Nicodemug, "Except a man be born
again, he cannot see the kingdom of God,"
there seems an unalterable necessity for every
child of fallen Adam, however amiable in

natural disposition, however esteemed among
men, or however correct in moral rectitude,

to experience a change from a state of nature
to a state of grace wrought in him through
submission and obedience to the leavening,
transforming power of the Lord Jesus.

It was the testimony of John the Baptist
concerning Him who came to save us from
our sins and to wash us in His own blood,
" He shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost
and with fire : whose fan is in his hand, and
he will thoroughly purge the floor, and gather
the wheat into the garner ; but he will burn
up the chaff with unquenchable fire." Here,
then, is represented the great duty of know-
ing the floor of the heart, or the corrupt na-

ture, thorougldy purged through a baptism, the
soul-searching power of which is compared to

the operation of fire and of the Holy Ghost.
The Prophet in describing the same thing
uses the language, " Every battle of the war-
rior is with confused noise, and garments
rolled in blood ; but this shall be with burning
and fuel of fire." So that it is by the spirit

of judgment and of burning that the dross,

and the tin and the reprobate silver are con-
sumed—all that His controversy is against
who is called " Jealous"—-and we made of the
pure in heart, who alone can see God.

Again, according to the apostle, " The car

nal (natural or unrenewed) mind is enmity
against God; for it is not subject to the law
of God, neither can be. So then," he con-

tinues, "they that are in the flesh cannot
please God." How plainly does this set forth

the necessity of being transformed or renewed
in the spirit of our minds; and of being born
from above, not of corruptible seed, but of in-

corruptible, by the word of God, by the power
and grace of the Lord Jesus 1 Such alono can
know the Truth unto being made free thereby
—free from the law of sin and death.

If then these deceitful, world-loving, " des-

perately wicked" hearts must be changed
; if

judgment must pass upon the transgressing
nature; if Zion is to be redeemed with judg
ment, and her converts (those who return to

her) with righteousness; if the Messenger of
the covenant when He appeareth, shall be to

us " like a refiner's fire, and like fuller's soap"
to purge and to purify ; if the day that cometh
shall indeed burn as an oven, wherein all the
proud and all that do wickedly shall be stub-

ble; and if no other than the straight gate
and the narrow way leadeth to everlasting
life; how careful should we be to fulfil the
reasonable conditions; how diligent and earn-

est to walk worthy of the vocation wherewith
we are called with all lowliness and meekness;
how faithful to receive not the grace or en-

grafted word of God in vain ; how prompt to

work while it is called to-day ; how passively
to submit to those thoroughly purifying bap-

tisms whereby alone regeneration can be ex-

perienced ; how willing to yield ourselves
unreservedly to the operation of the word of

God which, like a two-edged sword, pierceth

even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit,

and is a discorner of the thoughts and inients

of the heart; and withal, how zealously fight

the good fight of faith that we may lay hold
on eternal life. The Apostle Paul counted all

things else as loss and dross that he might
win Christ; yea, even counted not his life

dear unto himself that he might testify of

the gospel of the grace of God, and finish his

course with joy. He likewise exhorted the

Corinthians :
" Be y& folloioerti of me, even as 1

also am of Christ."

Believing there is no alteration in the Chris-

tian course, nor any easier road to peace here
or heaven hereafter than regeneration and
holiness obtained through submission and
obedience to Christ Jesus the new and living

way, how unspeakably important for all so to

come to, and trust in Him who is the life and
the light of men ; so improve the saving grace
that came by Him, as that we may lay up in

store for ourselves a good foundation against

the time to come, that we may lay hold on
eternal life. It is a day of many inventions

and voices, wherein varied plausible theories

are afloat, even on the subject of religion.

Cries of " Lo, here is Christ, or there," which
he himself warned of, are at hand. But the
way to heaven like its adorable Author, who
is the way, can never change ; for He hath said,

" Except a man be born again, he cannot see

the kingdom of God."
Whenever a willingness is wrought in us to

yield ourselves wholly to the leavening opera-

tion of the anointing or grace of God within

us ; to receive with meekness the engrafted

word which is able to save the soul ; to be obe-

dient to the law of the spirit of life in Christ

Jesus; to become as little children, or as the

passive clay in the hands of our Heavenly

Potter ; then how the great work of regent
tion or the transforming power of the H
Spirit will go on, and be manifest unto
then will we come to know that our Eedeei
liveth, and the mountains of diflSculty to

removed
; then " the Spirit shall be pou

upon us from on high, and the wilderness
a fruitful field ;" then " the work of rightec

ness shall be peace; and the effect of rig

eousness quietness and assurance forevc

And then also the promise shall be realiz

' My people shall dwell in a peaceable hab:

tion, and in sure dwellings, and in quiet r(

ing places."

But O ! the need there is first of a willi

ness to become fools for Christ's sake;
having our own wisdom confounded

; and
that is high and lifted up in us brought 1(

that thus God may be all in all in redempt
as in creation ! Such was the experience
Anthony Pearson, as conveyed in the folk

ing letter :

—

"Dear Friend,—I have long professed
serve and worship the true God, and
thought—above many sects—attained tc

high pitch in religion; but now, alas! I fi

my work will not abide the fire. My noti(

were swelling vanities without power or li

what it was to love enemies, to bless th

that curse, to render good for evil, to use
world as using it not, to lay down life for '

brethren, I never understood ; what pur
and perfection meant, I never tasted: all

religion was but the hearing of the ear, t

believing and talking of a God and Christ
heaven or a place at a distance, I knew
where. Oh ! how gracious was the Lord
me in carrying me to Judge Fell's, to s

wonders of His power and wisdom,—a fam
walking in the fear of the Lord, conversi
daily with Him, crucified to the world, a

living only to God. I was so confounded,
my knowledge and wisdom became folly ; i

mouth was stopped, my conscience convinc
and the secrets of my heart were made
fest, and that Lord was discovered to be ne
whom I ignorantly worshipped. I could hi

talked of Christ in the saints the hope of glo

but it was a riddle to me. And truly, di

friend, I must tell thee I have now lost all i

religion, and am in such distress I have
hope nor foundation left. My justificat;

and assurance have forsaken' me, and I

even like a poor shattered vessel, tossed
and fro, without a pilot or rudder; as blii

dead, and helpless, as thou canst imagine,
never felt corruption so strong, and temp
tion so prevailing, as now; I have a pre
hard, flinty heart, that cannot be sensible

my miser}'. When I deeply consider h
much precious time I have wasted, and h
unprofitably I have lived, my spirit feehi

sudden fear; but then I am still flying to

old refuge, and there my thoughts are divert

What it means to wait upon God, I cam
apprehend

;
and the confusions in my o'

spirit, together with the continual temp
tions from without, are so great, I cam'
understand or perceive the small still voice

the Lord.
What thou told me of George Fox, I

:

true : when thou seest him or James Nayl
—they both know my condition better th

myself,—move them—if neither of them
drawn this way—to help me with their coi

sel by letter, they are full of pity and co

passion ;
and though I was their enemy, th

are my friends : and so is Francis Howg
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tn whom I received a letter full of tender-

» and wholesome advice. Oh ! how wel-

[le would the faces of any of them bo to

; truly I think I could scorn the world, to

'6 fellowship with them. But I find my
,rt is full of deceit, and I exceedingly fear

be beguiled,—as I have been,—and to be

uced into a form without power, into a

ifession before I possess the Truth ; which
1 multiply my misery and deprive me both
jrod and the world.

)ear friend, it will much refresh me to re-

ve any lines from thee; but be thou faith-

Thou mayest perceive, by my Ashdod
guage, what countryman I am—even of
low world that lives in darkness. I am

(aid lest the order we made at Appleby,
jise some to suti'er, who speak from the
uth of the Lord ; I heartily wish they were
)pre8sed or recalled. I have been at Judge
li's, and have been informed from that
llicious soul, his consort, in some measure
f(iat those things mean, which before I

bnted the overflowings of giddy brains.

tar heart, pity and pray for mo; and let all

ligations of former friendship be discharged
|well wishes to the soul of the old family
pnd, that he may partake with them of

||ur heavenly possessions.

,

Anthony Pearson."

For "The Friend."

Ptosphorescence of the Sea.

In Kingsley's Journal of a voyage from
)gland to the West Indies, he remarks that
e seas between 50 and 40 degrees of North
iitude seemed strangely devoid of animal
e ;

" not a whale did we see—only a pair of
rpoisos; not a sea-bird, save a lonely little

ttiwake or two, who swung round our stern

quest of food; but the seeming want of life

jas only owing to our want of eyes ; each
ight the wake teemed more bright with
lime-atomies. One kind were little brilliant

iiarks, hurled helpless to and fro on the sur-

iCe, the others (what they may be we could

3t guess at tirst) showed patches of soft dif

.sed light, paler than the sparks, yet of the

.me yellow-white hue, which floated quietly

ist, seeming a foot or two below the foam."
Ahat these were, was revealed a short time
"terwards. He says :

" As the steamer stop
ed last night to pack her engines and slipped

long under sail at some three knots an hour,
'6 made out clearly that the larger diffused

atches of phosphorescence were Medusa;,
owly opening and shutting, and rolling over
nd over, now and then giving out their light

8 they rolled, seemingly from the thin rim
lone, and not from the crown of their bell.

uDd as we watched, a fellow-passenger told

ow, between Ceylon and Singapore, he had
nee witnessed that most rare and unex-
lained phenomenon of a ' milky sea,' of

rbich Dr. Collingwood writes in his charm-
ig book, ' A Naturalist's Eambles in the
)hina Seas.' Our friend described the appear-
nce as that of a sea of shining snow rather
ban of milk, heaving gently between a starlit

ut moonless sky. A bucket of water when
aken up, was filled with the same half-lumin-

ns whiteness, which stuck to its sides when
he water was drained off. The captain of

he Indiaman was well enough aware of the

arity of the sight to call all the passenger
m deck to see what they would never see

,gain
; and on asking our captain, he assured

18 that he had not only never seen, but never

heard of the appearance in the West Indies."
These " large patches of phosphorescence"

I have repeatedly seen at nighl, in the waters
of Narragansett liay, when agitated by the
paddle-wheels of a steamer. They are pro-
bably produced by Medusiu, which abound in

those waters, and may be seen in the docks
and around the wharves, slowly propelling
themselves by alternate contraction and ex-
pansion of their whole body.

Dr. Darwin, when sailing in the "Beagle,"
made some valuable observations on Phos-
phorescence. He says: " While sailing a little

south of the Plata one very dark night, the

sea presented a wonderful and most beau-

tiful spectacle. There was a fresh breeze, and
every part of the surface, which during the

day is seen as foam, now glowed with a pale

light. The vessel drove before her bows two
billows of liquid phosphorus, and in her wake
she was followed by a milky train. As far as

the eye reached, the crest of every wave was
bright, and the sky above the horizon, from
the reflected glare of these livid flames, was
not so utterly obscure as over the vault of the

heavens.
" As we proceed further southward the sea

is seldom phosphorescent ; and off Cape Horn
I do not recollect more than once having seen

it so, and then it was far from being brilliant.

This circumstance probably has a close con-

nexion with the scarcity of organic beings in

that part of the ocean. After the elaborate

paper by Ehrenberg on the phosphorescence

of the sea, it is almost superfluous on my part

to make any observations on the subject. I

may, however, add, that the same torn and
irregular particles of gelatinous matter, de

scribed by Ehrenberg, seem, in the southern

as well as in the northern hemisphere, to be

the common cause of this phenomenon. The
particles were so minute as easily to

these patches; therefore we must suppose that
me animals were congregated together at

a greater depth than the bottom of the vessel.
" Near Fernando Noronha the sea gave out
ght in flashes. The appearance was very

similar to that which might be expected from
a largo fish moving rapidly through a lumi-
nous fluid. To this cause the sailors attributed

at the time, however, I entertained some
doubts, on account of the frequency and ra-

pidity of the flashes. I have already remarked
that the phenomenon is very much more com-
mon in warm than in cold countries; and I

have sometimes imagined that a disturbed
electrical condition of the atmosphere was
favorable to its production. Certainly I think
the sea is most luminous after a few days of

more calm weather than oi'dinary, during
which time it has swarmed with various ani-

mals. Observing that the water charged with
gelatinous particles is in an impure state, and
that the luminous appearance in all common
cases is produced by the agitation of the fluid

in contact with the atmosphere, I am inclined

to consider that the phosphorescence is the

result of the decomposition of the organic

particles, by which process (one is tempted
almost to call it a kind of respiration) the

ocean becomes purified."

For "The Friend."

Barclay's Life of Jaffray.

(Continued from page 243.)

" The 2nd of 12th mo. 16.i9, I was desiring

to be helped, to remember what I was; how
vile and wretched a sinner, in the days of my
youth,—how young when I began to mis-

carry, and what length I went in miscarriage;

what I have been since, and am to this day,

vile and miserable ! for though sin be re-

strained, yet how little subdued or mortified
;

yea, how often does corruption in me appear

through the fine gauze; yet many" were'dis- [and break out,—though man sees not all of

tinctly visible by the naked eye. The water,

when placed in a tumbler and agitated, gave

out sparks, but a small portion in a watch-

glass scarcely ever was luminous. Ehrenberg
states that these particles all retain a certain

degree of irritability, ily observations, some
of which were made directly after taking up

the water, gave a different result. I may also

mention, that having used the net during one

night, I allowed it to become partially dry,

and having occasion twelve hours afterwards

to employ it again, I found the whole surface

sparkled as brightly as when first taken out

of the water. It does not appear probable,

n this case, that the particles could have re-

mained so long alive. On one occasion, hav-

ing kept a jelly fish of tbe genus Diamea, till

it was dead, the water in which it was placed

became luminous. When the waves scintillate

with bright green sparks, I believe it is gen-

erally owing to minute Crustacea. But there

can be no doubt that very many other pelagic

animals, when alive, are phosphorescent.
" On two occasions I have observed the sea

luminous at considerable depths beneath the

surface. Near the mouth of the Plata some
circular and oval patches, from two to four

yards in diameter, and with defined outlines,

shone with a steady but pale light ; while the

surrounding water only gave out a few spark

The appearance resembled the reflection of

the moon, or some luminous body; for the

edges were sinuous from the undulations of

the surface. The ship, which drew thirteen

feet of water, passed over without disturbing

that kind, yet how much is there, and what
matter of humiliation therefore ! These con-

siderations aggravate my guiltiness and un-

thankfulness, and ought to enlarge my heart

to the eternal praising of the free grace of

God,—that, while so vile and miserable, did

yet extend and evidence so much mercy and
love, and while continuing so ungrateful, has

not broken off his love towards me ; but, on

the contrary, has enlarged it more, giving me
80 many proofs of it, in such great and ob-

servable outward mercies,—and not only so,

but I trust in that which is of infinitely more
worth,—even an interest in himself This

, I desire, notwithstanding all my misery

and low condition by reason of sin, to hold

fast ; and, from the consideration thereof, to

have my heart forever engaged to honor and
serve Him, who hath so loved me. For, it is

the appearance of the grace of God that brings

salvation, and teacheth to deny ungodliness

and worldly lusts, and to live soberly, right-

eously, and godly in this present world. Titus

ii. 11, 12. O that this rich, and so free grace

of God, were made more to appear unto me !

1 see but little of it, and very darkly, and
therefore is there so little denying of worldly

lusts, &c.

The 15th of 1st mo. 1660, after much striv-

ing against sin, and many vows and promises

for amending some particular evils, in which

I find Satan prevails against me, through the

advantage he hath from my natural temper

and disposition; the Lord gave me in some
measure to discern where the fault lies: name.
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ly, in not enough diligently watching over my
own heart, and listening to and receiving the

motions of his Spirit, so frequently given by con-

victions against those evils. By doing this, in

a holy, sober, believing manner, he is pleased
many times insensibly to give strength, rather

than in that great and overpowering way, in

which it is usually expected. For, though
that may also be afterwai-ds known, yet or-

dinarily it is not the first way by which he
communicates strength against corruption,

but by this small and still voice in the conscience;

which, not being diligently observed and re-

ceived, many times makes the creature long,

yea, it may be, all his life, the more unsuc-
cessfully to strive against sin. As the power
of the enemy, at first, was received by Eve's
hearkening to him ; so the power of the Spirit

is received, in hearkening to and receiving
the reproofs thereof. That which cheeks the
evil, that which stands against thy mind,
smiting it in its course of vanity and pleasure,

in that is the power; for it comes from the
spirit of power to make way for him ; it lies

there, in that little thing of conviction, which is

the first of the Spirit's work. John xvi. 8.

The power thou wouldst have for thy help to

hate sin, lies hid there, in that little grain of
seed, which, being received and cherished, though
it may lie for a time, as grain or seed does,

undiscerned, will grow up to thy great com-
fort to a mighty tree. The light, life, wis-

dom, and power thou seekest after, lies hid in

the Spirit's being present with thee : any
honest heart that is seeking him will easily

acknowledge this ; but,—here is the point,

wherein many an honest heart may be for a
long time mistaken—they, like Elijah, 1 Kings
xix. 11, look for the Lord in some glorious,

powerful way, and do not observe, but slight

this little, despised thing, the small voice of
conscience, wherein he is. Listen to and re-

ceive this voice of G-od behind thee, speaking
in thy conscience, Isai. xxx. 21, and the Lord
will come in, and abide, and sup with thee.

Eev. iii. 20. Every check and challenge thou
hast against the evil, or to the good thou art
in pursuit of, is, and must be taken i

ceived, as his knock at thy door ; unto which, as
thou openest, and receivest him, so he comes
in and abides with thee

; or, if otherwise, he
will depart. The success thus to be expected,
should also be waited for : for the Lord, for

some other blessed end, may be exercising
thee with some messengers of Satan, which,
for a time, he may continue with thee; yet,

ordinarily, grace is then growing apace,
pecially that grace of humility, without which
all else is but vanity: so found the apostle in

the like case, 2 Cor. xii. 7, 8. Then, often,

the Lord is about to make out to the poor,
fainting creature, more of the fulness, freeness,

and sufficiency of his grace, than ever it could
have expected or looked for. Therefore, mis-
take not the Lord's way, but wait for him; I

say, my soul, wait thou for the Lord I

The 9th of 2nd mo., I had some comfort-
able use of that scriptm-e, 2 Cor. x. 4, 5, ' The
weapons of our warfare are not carnal,' &e.

;

hoping that the Lord would help me to get
what is here promised performed in my heart,
even my very imaginations and thoughts to
be brought into ' subjection' to ' Christ.'

"

At a tim(j like the present when the good
old paths in which our forefathers walked

—

the footsteps of the flock of Christ's compan-
ions—are much forsaken, if not by some
purposely turned from because of their self-

reducing straightness ; when there is a grow
ing indifference painfully manifested towardt
things time-honored and long tried and ap
proved ; when attempts are being more or less

openly made to remove the ancient land
marks, and influences strongly brought to

bear towards a return to the things which
our Society came out from ; when the con-
necting links between faith and practice, doc-
trine and duty seem likely to suffer corrosion
through disease ; and when close upon the
track of worldly compliance, the floodgates
of Quaker liberty and Quaker conformity are
greatly widening, it is comforting and con-
firming to turn from such soul-sickening by-
paths to examples of straightforwardness in

right and duty, as is exemplified in the steady
walk and warfare ofAlexander J affray. Truly
interesting is it to trace, as his religious course
and progress dovelopes, how, in obedience to
the visitations and quickening power of the
Lord Jesus, he advanced step by step in the
"path which no fowl knoweth," even from
grace to grace ; from the state of a young man
in the ever blessed Truth, to that of a stron
man, and finally unto a pillar in the church
which shall go no more out. But let us not
overlook, but contrariwise carefully mark the
way in which he was led ! As he has repre
sented, the power against our natural corrup-
tions lies " in that little thing of conviction,
which is the first of the spirit's work." And
again, "It lies hid in that little grain of seed
which, being received and cherished," * * * will

grow up to thy great comfort to a mighty
tree." Here A. J. laid with deep digging the
foundation of the spiritual structure. And,
being faithful in the day of small things, and
letting obedience keep pace with knowledge
received, and withal feeling that his strength
lies in the consciousness of his weakness, his
safety in his child-like dependence and hu-
mility, he was enabled to make straight steps
in the narrow way of self-denial and the cross
unto that " glorious liberty" wherewith Christ
maketh free. How pressing then becomes
the apostolic invitation; "Brethren, be fol-

lowers 'together of me, and mark them that
loalk so, as ye have us for an ensample."

CTo be continned.)

and they shall reign and live with him, wi
is their God and their king, forever and ev—Dying expressions of Wm. Hornold, 1710.

Select*
I

Selected,

Friends, I would have you take notice of
what I say ; the hand of the Lord will be upon
this nation, and other nations ; and the day
of the Lord will be terrible to the wicked and
ungodly, for he will assuredly shake their
foundations; and he will sever between the
sheep and the goats, and he will winnow the
chafl'from the wheat. But he will plead the
cause of the righteous, and it shall be well
with them

;
yea, and his glorious truth shall

prosper. He will make Zion the beauty of
nations, and Zion's King shall reign in glory
over all. The Lord will also try his own peo-
ple; they shall suffer troubles; but he will

save and succor the righteous, that truly
fear, serve, and love him. And the Lord will

divide between the righteous who have served
him in truth, and those that live only in a
bare profession, and have not been faithful to
the Lord in their day. But as for the right-

eous, that keep their places, and servo the
Lord in truth, and have washed their gar-
ments white in the blood of the Lamb, they
shall shine forth in glory, and shall stand
upon Mount Zion, praising their G-od and
their King with heavenly harps in their hands;

CONSECRATION.

Saviour, who died for me,
I give myself to thee

:

Thy love, so full, so free.

Claims all my powers.
Be this my purpose high,
To serve thee till I die.

Whether my path shall lie

'Mid thorns or tiowers.

But, Lord, the flesh is weak
;

Thy gracious aid I seek,

For thou the word must speak
That makes me strong.

Then let me hear thy voice,

Thou art my only choice

;

bid my heart rejoice :

Be thou my song.

May it be joy to me
To follow only thee

—

Thy faithful servant be,

Thine to the end.

For thee I'll do and dare,

For thee the cross I'll bear,

To thee direct my prayer,

On thee depend.

Saviour, with me abide
;

Be ever near my side;

ort, defend a '

look to thee.

1 lay my hand in thine,

And fleeting joys resign,

If I may call thee mine
Eternally.

0riG:iDal,
j

LINES ON THE DEATH OF A YOUNG MAN-

Oh dearest Father ! unto thee

We bring a piteous cry,

Thy voice hath called our loved one home,
And said that he must die.

Yet, dearest one, 'tis not for thee
We shed the bitter tear

;

,

But for ourselves now left behind
In this cold world so drear.

So drear, so lonely, and so sad.

Without thy love-lit smile

To cheer us on our heavenward way,
And weary hours beguile.

When tempests thickly gathered round.
Thou showed us where to fly,

Thou hast taught us the way to live,

And taught us how to die.

Too much, dear Lord, our hearts were set

On him, instead of heaven,
Tis for our good, and only good,

This bitter draught is given.

Yes, dearest Lord, he was thine own :

Thou hadst a perfect right

To call him from this sin-stained world
To realms of endless light.

The struggle's o'er ; the victory's gained
;

In joy he lives above.

In fancy now, I see him kneel
Before thy throne of love.

Nay, if we could, we would not now,
(For all this vain world's worth)

Unglorify his sainted form,

And bring him back to earth.

We pray thee Father ! haste the day
When we shall meet him there;

Away from sickness, and from death,

From sorrow, and from care.

But yet, perhaps our work's not done.
Our mission not fulfilled.

Oh Father teach our murmuring hearts

To love thee and be still.

L. G.S.
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For " The Friend."

Origin of Man.

(Ccntinued froio psijc ;;4S.)

)Be who deny the unity of the human

8, pohjgenists, or supporters of the plu-

of the human kind, base their argu-

. in favor of there being more than one

8, upon the assertion that the distinction

sen the negro and white man is too groat

rmit of their possibly being classed to-

But, between the lap-dog and the

if, the wild and tame rabbit, the spaniel

he greyhound, or the Shetland and Rus-

horse, there is a much greater diflfer-

than exists between the negro and the

» mail. We are unable to state exactly,

explain with any degree of accurac}*,

it is that man, as he was first created,

iven birth to races so widely different,

e white, black, yellow, brown and red,

people the earth at the present day.

an but furnish a general explanation of

we see in the widely varying conditions

istence, and in the opposite character of

ledia through which man, for ages past,

Jragged his existence, frequently with

difficulty and uncertainty. If the dog,

:Orse, the rabbit, and the turkey, through

[gency of human industry applied to them
|ig a period of scarcely two thousand

is, have given birth to so many varieties.

fications which have been brought forward

by the most important of those who have

essayed the task, will make this truth appa-

rent to all. Buffon, in his chapter upon Man,

a work which we can always read again with

admiration and advantage, contents himself

with bringing forward the three fundamental

types of the human species which have been

known from the first under the names of the

white, black and yellow races. But these

three types in themselves do not exemplify

every human physiognomy. The ancient in-

habitants of Anierica, commonly known as

the Eed-skins, are entirely overlooked in this

classification, and the distinction between the

negro and the white man cannot always be

easily pointed out, for in Africa the Abys-

sinians, the Egyptians, and many others, in

America the Californians, in Asia the Hin-

doos, Malays and Javanese are neither white

nor black.

Blumenbach, the most profound anthro

pologist of the last century, and author of the

first actual treatise upon the natural history

of man, distinguished in his Latin work, De
Homine, five races of men, the Caucasian,

Mongolian, Ethiopian, Malay, and American

Another anthropologist, Prochasha, adopted

the divisions pointed out by Blumenbach, but

united under the name of the ivhite race, Blu

enbach's Caucasian and Mongolian groups,

uch more would man—man, whose fate land added the Hindoo race. The eloquent

.8 been to pass through so many different

jites, such various physical and social

lions, expect to see his own type become

Jfied and transformed? We should, with

15 reason, feel surprised at finding that the

tences between one variety and another

aot much wider than they appear to be.

order to avoid this argument, there re-

18 to the supporters of the plurality of the

an kind no alternative but to regard man
a exception in nature ; to assert that he

laws peculiar to himself, and that the

eiples which pervade the life of plants

animals can in no way apply to him.

man who isan organized and living being,

is furnished with a body that differs but

) from that of any mammiferous animal,

) far as concerns his organization, subject

he universal laws of nature, and that of

rmixture among the rest. It is therefore

ossible to admit the question of exception

3d by those who deny the unity of the

lan species.

he principle that the human species is

and what follows is a natural conclusion,

lely, that all men who inhabit the earth

but races or varieties of this one species,

,
therefore, appear to the reader to be

sfactorily established,

hese different races which originate in one

iies, the primitive type having been modi-

by the operation of climate, food, soil,

rmixture and local customs, differ, it must

.dmitted, to a marvellous extent, in their

^ard appearance, color and physiognomy
i differences are so great, the extremes so

ked and the transitions so gradual, that

i well nigh impossible to distribute the

lan species into really natural groups from

ientific point of view, that is to say, groups

ided upon organic characteristics. The
sification of the human races has always

Q the stumbling block of anthropology.

aturalist Lacepede, in his Histoire yiaturelle

le I'Romine, added to the races admitted by

Blumenbach the hyperborean race, comprising

the inhabitants of the northern portion of the

globe in either continent. Guvier fell back

upon Buffon's division, admitting only the

white, black and yellow races, from which he

simply derived the Malay and American races.

For "The Friend."

Suffering for Christ.

Suffering is work done ;" was an expres-

sion of Thomas Scattergood, who, in this

humiliating yet christian service for his Lord

and Master, has perhaps, of latter time, sel-

dom been excelled in exemplifying the testi-

mony of the Apostle, " I know both how to

be abased, and I know bow to abound : every

where and in all things, I am instructed, both

to be full and to be hungry, both to abound

and to suffer need." And, "As the sufferings

of Christ abound in us, so our consolation

aboundeth also by Christ." Peradventure

there is no way in which we can so " walk

worthy of the Lord unto all pleasing, being

fruitful in every good work, and increasing

in the knowledge of &od;" no way so calcu-

lated to cast down imaginations and every

high thing that exalteth itself against the

knowledge of Him ; no way in which we can

be brought into such sweet relationship to th

dear Saviour in His humiliation, as child-like

submission and obedience to all the strangi

and humbling processes and baptisms of the

wonderworking, mysterious power of the

grace of God in bringing into the fellowship

of the sufferings of His dear Son Jesus Christ

our Lord.
The following are some extracts on this

subject, pointing to the indispensable duty of

suffering for, if we would reign with Christ,

bly to the precept—never mor'

up to the present time the difficulty re- 1 perative than now—" Fill up that which is

ns almost undiminished. behind of the aftiictions of Christ ** fo

. cursory examination of the various classi- 1 his body's sake which is the church.

"I know nothing," says T. Scattergood,

that qualifies Christian travellers to sym-

pathize with the tossed and afflicted, more
than a largo degree of suffering themselves;

because what we have tasted, what our hands

have handled, we can speak of experimen-

tally." (But) " what a hard thing it is, when
plunged into the deeps, to be content in the

will of God. What a hard thing for the un-

subjected will, wit, and rea.son of man to be-

come a fool—one of no reputation. Truly 1

have thought, my soul never was made so

sensible of what the patriarchs, pro])het8 and

mournful sutferers in their day and genera-

tion passed through, and of the agonizing

pangs of Him unto whom the heathen was
given for an inheritance, and the uttermost

parts of the earth for a possession, who also

gave his cheeks to the smiter, and his face to

them that plucked oft' the hair, who hid not

his face from shame and spitting, nor withheld

his head from the crown of thorns, or his

body from the cross ;
and all this willingly for

our sakes ; unto whom I crave ability to look

up in all my struggles and trials."—1798.

F. L., vol. S, p. 101.

Again, says the same, p. 194 :
" If I am not

in suffering and pain for the inhabitants of

this island (Groat Britain) then deceit has

entered. Lord, keep me patiently resigned

to thy will, in suffering ; for little else can I

see." " It is not suffering when we fully see

and feel what we suffer for; but when we
have to live by faith alone, and by hope alone,

that there will be a change. O then, not my
will but thine be done, O God : all power and

strength is thine."

Oh! what cause is still administered by

the deep revolting, and backsliding professors,

for the Lord's exercised servants and minis-

ters, to put on the garment of sackcloth,

weeping as between the porch and the altar,

interceding with Omnipotence, for the con-

tinuation of his merciful regard toward the

workmanship of his holy Hand." Ibid. p. 165.

" How shall I describe my feelings of late ?

They resemble, I think, those of the poor

woman, who was gathering a few sticks to

bake her last cake, and then lie down and die,

as she thought. How did Ezekiel feel when

he baked the cakes and ate them ? and when

he lay so many days on his side, bearing the

sins of Israel ! 0, why am I a man of such

sorrow? Is it all a fruitless thing? Lord

God, almighty and powerful, who can resist

thy will ? Look down in mercy upon me, a

poor stripped creature, and help me through

all, and over all ; for I faint and fail without

thee." P. 189.

"How could I bear up under the dispensa-

tions allotted me, were I not favored livingly

to remember, that Christ Jesus our Lord was

a man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief:

how little many of the children of men appear

acquainted with the baptism that he was bap-

tized with, and with the cup of which he

drank. O that I may be favored with a will-

ingness to drink of it to the end of my time

here ; and if a day of enlargement is granted,

after this dispensation, that I may be hum-

ble." P. G3.
" A pretty calm mind * * though under

eonfiict on my bed, on reflecting upon the

little effect which religious labor seems to

have on the minds of the people in the pre-

sent day. O the independent, atheistical

spirit that prevails over many, and has even

entered and gained some ground in our r«-
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ligious Society. How often is my soul afflict

ed and bowed under a consideration of the
state of the high towerins^ ones, who icuow so
little of the afflictions of Joseph, or the im
prisoned seed." P. 122.

"This, thou knowest, is the acceptable way:
to 'fill up that which is behind of the afflic-

tions of Christ for the body's sake, which is

the church.' And O, saith my soul, that great
was the addition to the church militant of
such members as were resigned to these dispen-
sations, and willing to be plunged deep enough
to complete this measure of inward suffering."
Mary Dudley to T. Scattergood, F. L., vol. 8
p. 102.

"Is it not a day when the Bridegroom of
souls is often withdrawing himself from his
church and people, bocauao of the degeneracy,
the lukewarraness and indifferency of mind
which is prevalent amongst the high profess-
ing Christians? Can we wonder then, that
mourning should be the appointed garment
of the Lord's exercised servants, who are
rightly dipped into tho present bewildered
state of the church, and see with the eye of
their mind, that the beauty has fallen from
Israel, as on the high places. Cannot some
of us say at seasons, ' For these things I weep
mine eye runneth down with water. Well,
dear friend, let not this cause us to faint, foi'

it is a precious thing to be counted worthy to
suffer for so noble a cause as righteousness
and truth

;
let us put on strength, and in the

name of the Lord press through every cloud
of difficulty and discouragement which may
arise in the way ; working in the power of his
might, to the pulling down of the strongholds
of sin and Satan, not only in ourselves, but in
our fellow creatures; and establishing the
kingdom of God and his righteousness^ that
so an addition to the church militant may be
made," &c.—From a letter of Ann Crowley
1798: F. L., vol. 8, p. 152.

" What signifies how large a portion of suf-
fering falls to our lot, while conflicting with
the clogs of humanity, if through all, we are
but made useful in the furtherance of th.
work of the Lord in the hearts of his children;
it is a blessed experience to know assuredly,
the virtue and efficacy of that baptism, which
crucifies the will of the creature, nails it to
the cross, and reduces self, until it becomes
of no reputation

; here the Lord alone is glori-
fied, his name exalted, and his church edified."
—From a letter of Ann Crowley, 1801.

Recent Researches on Instinct.

A very interesting and instructive paper on
instinct was read before the Section of Zoolo-
gy and Eotany, at the late meeting of the
British Association, by D. A. Spalding. His
aim was to settle the question whether, as
some have urged, the supposed examples of
instinct are, after all, only the results of rapid
learning and imitation. The controversy on
this subject has been chiefly concerning the
perceptions of distance and direction by the
eye and ear. Against the instinctive charac-
ter of these perceptions it has been argued
that, as distance means movement or locomo-
tion, the very essence of the idea is such as
cannot be taken in by the eye or ear ; that
what the varying sensations of sight and
hearing correspond to, must be got at by
moving over the ground, or by experience.
The results, however, of experiments on chick-
ens were wholly in favor of the instinctive
nature of these perceptions. Chickens kept

in a state of blindness by various devices, from
one to three days, were placed in the light
under a set of carefully prepared conditions,
and the results of the experiments are stated
as follows.

Often, at the end of two minutes, they fol-
lowed with their eyes the movements of
crawling insects, turning (heir heads with all
the precision of an old fowl. In from two to
fifteen minutes they pecked at some object,
showing not merely an instinctive perception
of distance, but an original ability to measure
distance with something like infallible accu-
racy. If beyond the reach of their necks,
they walked or ran up to the object of their
pursuit, and may be said to have invariably
truck it, never missing by more than a hair's
breadth

;
this, too, when the specks at which

they struck were no bigger than the smallest
visible dot of an i.

A chicken, at the end of six minutes after
having its eyes unveiled, followed with its
head the movements of a fly twelve inches
distant

; at ten minutes, the fly, coming within
reach of its neck, was seized and swallowed
at the first stroke; at the end of twenty min-
utes it had not attempted to walk a step. It
was then placed on rough ground within
sight and call of a hen, with chickens of its
own ag.-. After standing chirping for about
a minute it weut straight toward the hen,
displaying as keen perception of the qualities
of the outer world as it was ever likely to
possess in after life. It leaped over the smaller
obstacles that lay in its path, and ran round
the larger, reaching the mother in as nearly a
strait line as the nature of the ground would
permit. Thus it would seem that, prior to
experience, the eye—at least the eye of a
chicken—perceives the primary qualities of
the external world, allarguments of the purely
analytical school of psychology to the con-
trary notwithstanding.
Not less decisive were the experiments on

hearing. Chickens hatched and kept in the
dark for a day or two, on being placed in the
light, nine or ten feet from a box in which a
brooding hen was concealed, after standing a
minute ortwo, uniformly setoff straightto The
box in answer to the call of the hen, which
they had never seen and never before heard.
This they did, struggling through the grass
and over rough ground, when not able to
stand steadily on their legs. Again, chickens
that from tl^e first had been denied the use of
their eyes by having hoods drawn over their
heads while yet in the shell, were, while thus
blind, made the subject of experiment. These,
when left to themselves, seldom made a for
ward step

;
their movements were round and

round, and backward
; but when placed within

five or six feet of the hen mother, they, in
answer to her call, became much more lively,
began to make little forward journeys, and
soon followed her by sound alone, although
of course blindly. Another experiment con-
sisted in rendering chickens deaf for a time,
by sealing their ears with several sheets of
gunpaper before they had escaped from the
shell. These on having their ears opened
when two or three days old, and being placed
within call of the mother concealed in a box
or on the other side of a door, after turning
around a few times, ran straight to the spol,
whence came the first sound they had ever
heard. Clearly, of these chickens, it cannot
be said that sounds were to thorn at first but
meaningless sensations.

|

One or two observations favorable to
opinion that animals have an instinctive kn.
edge of their enemies may be taken for vi

they are worth. When twelve days old,
of my little proteges running about beside
gave the peculiar chirp whereby they
nounce the approach of danger. On looli

up a sparrow hawk was seen hovering j

great height overhead. Again, a young hi
was made to fly over a hen with her

;

brood of chickens, then about ajweek old.
the twinkling of an eye most of the chick I

were hid among the grass and the bus j

A young turkey gave even more striking,
dence. When ten days old it heard the v
of the hawk for the first time, and just bei

it. Like an arrow from the bow, it dai
off in the opposite direction, and, crouch
in a corner, remained for ten minutes moti
less and dumb with fear. Out of a vast ni

ber of experiments with chickens and h
though the results were not uniform, yet
the great majority of instances the chick
gave evidence of instinctive fears of th
ing-bearing insects.

For "The Friea

Woman's Rights and Wrongs.

A Friend has handed us the following m
request for publication. The article or

nally appeared as a communication in
Philadelphia Ledger

:

Messrs. Editors :—Amid the agitation of
;reat question of woman's rights and wror
t would be well for those who are in do
as to what is woman's proper sphere and

to read the 31st chapter of Proverbs,
ginning with the 10th verse, and ihey >

there find a description of King Solomo
model woman.
She is described as being pre-eminently

mestic, and possessing all those characterist
which go to make a good and useful worn
"Her husband is known in the gates, wl:

he sitteth among elders of the land,"-^ve!
23rd—while " she looketh well to the ways
her own household."
As the gates above mentioned refer to t

place where Government transactions wi
"it will be perceived that her husba:

not she, was the representative politicii
Ser numerous duties are mentioned in nea;
every verse, among which are the followii
She maketh fine linen and selleth it;" "f

stretcheth out her hand to the poor; yea, E

reacheth forth her hands to the needy,"—th
giving us an example of industry and bene^
lence—while " the heart of her husband do
safely trust in her, so that he shall have
need of spoil," and " her children arise up a;

call her blessed."

Although this model was given thousan
of years ago, is it not just as worthy of o
consideration now as though the author h
been born during the present century ? Sure
no one can say that such a woman as is thei!
in described was enslaved and ignorant, f

she has the privilege of buying and selling,
producing, and manufacturing and disposir
while "she openeth her mouth with wisdo
and in her tongue is the law of kindness."

There are many true and virtuous wom^
to-day whose influence tends to purify us
a nation, and whose teachings and examp

felt in every department of the Go
ernment through long years, like those oft
mothers of Washington, Lincoln, and all o
greatest men. But they spurn the notorie
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1 some so much covet, and turn with dis-

frora the spectacle which presents itself

3 demands of those who seem to have

tten their womanhood and the duties it

them to perform.

the Christian mothers of this land we
for the redemption of our country from

cal vice and corruption ; not through fe-

suffrage and legislation, but through the

Hon of their sons.

) would not that woman should be torn

that high and holy pedestal, home, where

las placed her, where her sceptre is love,

ly which if wielded arighi, she can turn

larts; for if placed as a rival of man she

8 to be a woman in every high and true

of the word. Let her seek to win and

fireside laurels, and those which deeds of

lesB and charity have won for her, and

rill have fulfilled her mission far better

those who acquire fame and notoriety

amoring for "all the rights of men."

them 'ith a munificence on the effects of

ch ho dwells largely. At the end of

address the king enumerates his warlike

exploits and all the services he had rendered

to his people. The religious movement allud-

ed to relates to the period of Moses, to the

Monotheistic worship founded or restored by

him, and comprises all the events which ter-

ated in the ruin of Monotheism in Egypt
and the exodus of the Jews. This papyrus is

consequently of the highest interest for the

study of the Mosaic religion and legislation,

and is eminently useful to explain, co-ordi-

nate, and confirm a great variety of details.

Dr. Eisenlohr recently gave a lecture on this

of th

ledged Ministers, more or less unite in their ob-

jections, both brotherly condescension and the

honor of Christ's truth seem to mo plainly to

demand that, before any fresh publication of

the Apology by our Society takes place, the

objections thus repeatedly urged should bo

very carefully weighed, and proper means be

taken to ascertain what is the real mind of

the Society in relation to this matter.
" Further, to see the full force of the pre-

ceding argument, it must be borne in mind
that the objections referred to in it relate not

to matters of minor importance, or such as do not

affect the main teaching of the Apology, but to

one which manifestly, and by the author's

subject at Heidelberg, at a meeting of the own express avowal, constitutes the very

Historico-Philosophical Society, and read a
I

substance and basis of his peculiar theological

complete translation, made by himself, of the system ;
namely, the doctrine of a ' Universal

historical address of Eameses to his people

A report of the sitting has just been publish-

ed by Hinrichs, of Leipsic.

\es of Affliction.— The sufferings of the

B are the sum of Christian philosophy.

are sent to wean us from the vanities

iffections of this world, and to create in

troDg desires for heaven; whilst God
58 us" here to be treated rudely, that we
long to be in our own country, where

shall be our portion, and angels our com-

ons, and Christ our perpetual feast, and

ceasing joy shall be our condition and

rtainmont. O death, how bitter art thou

man that is at ease and rest in his posscs-

! But he that is uneasy in his body,

unquiet in his possessions, vexed in his

on, discomposed in his designs, who finds

leasure, no rest here, will be glad to fix

heart where only he shall have what he

re, and what can make him happy,

ong as tte waters of persecution are on

earth, so long we dwell in the ark
;
but

re the land is dry, the dove itself will be

pted to a wandering course of life, and

sr to return to the house of her safety.

—

my Taylor.

Egyptian Record of the Exodus.—The

gne Gazette publishes the subjoined : Dr.

jsnlohr, a professor of the University of

delberg, and a learned Egyptian scholar,

)t to England a few months since to ex-

jDO a papyrus found in a tomb by Mr. Har
editor of the Hieroglyphical Standard.

,8 is the finest, larges'i, best written, and
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t
preser of all that has hitherto been

iovered in the country of the Pharaohs,

ning a roll of 134 feet in length, and 16}

aes wide. It dates from the end of the

;n of Eameses 111, (the Eampsinit of Her-

'tus), and is thus more than 3000 years old.

jontains most valuable information-relative

the political and religious civilization of

7pt at that distant period, and is written

hieratic characters, that is to say, a mix-

e of hieroglyphics and signs for letters and

lables. The text is an allocution from

meses 111, "to his people and all the men
rth," on the great is of his own

»n and of those of his father, Setinecht, and

indfather, Maneptah II Seti, acts which

i brought to a term a period of religious

)lution highly important for the study of

Dlical writings. Eameses himself recounts

w he re-established the ancient Egypt
Tship, rebuilt the temples, and endowed

In such a controversy as has been going on

for many years in the Society of Friends, in-

volving retaining its original faith intact, or

sanctioning by the whole body, the modifica-

tions made in it by members dissatisfied with

its long established principles, and anxious to

fasten upon it, what they profess to believe

are more enlightened views, it is satii-factory

when the innovators frankly avow, not only

the doctrines they hold as improvements, but

also the long established doctrines of Friends

which they repudiate. It greatly assists to

put the controversy in its true light, removes

the liability of misunderstanding and prevents

the charge of misrepresenting.

In addition to the cumulative evidence in

the case, which has been heretofore given by

not a few of those members who have adopt

ed many of the Beaconite opinions, we call

the attention of our readers to the following

extracts from a communication by Dr. B.

Ash, published in the last number of "The
(London) Friend," remonstrating against the

London Meeting for Sufferings reprinting

Barclay's Apology. The Doctor is well known
for the attack he made in 1841 on the writ-

ings and doctrines of the early Friends, his

subsequent resignation of his right of mem-
bership, and his return into the Societ}', with-

out making any acknowledgment of error,

when he found that the opinions which he

had promulgated had been adopted by the

greater part'of the members. Judging from

what he has made known since again taking

an active part in the affairs of the Society, he

appears to have kept a close watch on what

has been going on in it, and on the opinions

of its members respecting the points at issue.

After speaking of objections to some of the

doctrines contained in the Apology published

by members in England, he says:
" Considering, first, that three of our mem

bers, occupying the important station of recogm:

ed Ministers, have thus successively, independ

ly one of another, and publicly, urged what

they have regarded as very strong objections

to the continued publication of the Apology as

saving Light in men.
And yet further, apart from all question

about the soundness either of that doctrine

tself, or of the interpretations of Scripture by
which the author seeks to establish it, can it

be said that, as a matter of fact, either the one

or the other have at the present time, or have had

for many years past, any real orpractical stand-

ng in the Society of Friends in this country f

Three facts appear to me to answer this ques-

tion by a decided negative. First, the ab-

sence of any mention of the above doctrine in

the fourteen separate statements of our Soci-

ety's Christian faith, which are included in

the last (1861) revision of our book of 'Doc-

trine, Practice, and Discipline.' Next, the

like absence in the comprehensive and admir-

able doctrinal statement which was issued

last year by the Yearly Meeting's Committee

for visiting Lancashire Quarterly Meeting,

and which the Yearly Meeting itself after-

wards virtually adopted. Third, the all but

entire absence of late years, both of the doc-

trine itself, and of the interpretations of Scrip-

ture by which Eobert Barclay sought to es-

tablish it, in the Society's public ministry.

Surely, if the case be so, both regard for our own

consistency, and r vtrencefor Christ's truth, de-

mand thai we should no longer, as a Christian

Church, either pubLsh or circulate the Apology."

The italics in the above are ours.

The Doctor then arraigns Barclay for the

following, where, after declaring that "all

true and acceptable worship to God is offered

.n the inward and immediate moving and

drawing of his own Spirit," he says, " All

other worship then, both praises, prayers and

preachings, which man sets about in his own

ivill, and at his own appointment, which he can

both begin and end at his pleasure, do or leave

undone as himself sees meet, whether they be a

prescribed form, as a liturgy, or prayers con-

ceived extemporarily, by the natural strength

and faculty of the mind, they are all but super-

stition, will-worship and abominable idolatry

in the sight of God." He adds, "Now as I

am quite^unable to regard this passage in any

other light than as manifestly including and

intended by the author to include, the modes

of public worship which are followed by al-

most the whole professing Church of Christ,

I can hardly bring myself to believe that any

one of my fellow-members would deliberately

subscribe to its language. And when I further

consider the place which it occupies in the

Apology—not forming a mere part of an argu-

ment, but entering inio the formal statement

of a Proposition which was to be afterwards
an act of the Society in its corporate charac - ,

ter • and, next, that beyond all question a Z,»-^e proved by argument—I cannot but regard it

number of other Friends, including many acknow- ' as affording of itself, and apart from any otner,
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an insuperable objection to our Society's con-

tinuing in any way to identify itself with
that work." The extract from Barclay is

certainly the truth if our Saviour's descrip-

tion of worship is correct, " God is a Spirit,

and they that worship him 7nust loorship him
in Spirit and in truth," and the apostle's asser-

tion, " we know not what we should pray for

as we ought." Barclay lays down the princi-

ple, but applies it to no person or sect; Dr.
Ash thinks it includes " the modes of public
worship which are followed by almost the
whole professing Church of Christ," and
therefore is to be condemned. Even if this

were correct, it would not invalidate the truth

of Barclay's Proposition. If the sentiment is

prevalent that the praises, prayers and preach-
ings which man sets about in his own will and
at his own appointment, which he can both
begin and end at his own pleasure, do or leave

undone as he sees meet, are true and accept-

able worship, it will account for much that is

going on in the Society at the present time.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—In the British House of Commons on the

20th inst., W. E. Gladstone informed the House that
he and his former colleagues in office, with the Queen's
permission, were prepared to carry on the government
as before. He explained, that it was only after the
party opposite liad unconditionally refused to form a
Ministry, tliat he and his friends had consented to re-

sume office.

Disraeli explained the course he had thought proper
to pursue in the recent crisis. He confessed that the
differences between liimself and the Irish Catholics
were insurmountable. The Queen herself had suggested
a dissolution of Parliament. He had declined to advise
such a step, and stated to her that, in his opinion, there
was no adequate reason for tlie government to resign,

and that it might return to office without the slightest

loss of honor, and to the greatest possible convenience
of the public interest.

The forthcoming budget of the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer will show a revenueof about 8380,000,000, and
the expenditures will amount probably to $355,000,000.
Gathorne Hardy moved an address in the House of

Commons, praying that the government be instructed
to dissent from the three international rules adopted by
the Court of Arbitration at Geneva. Forster and others
opposed the motion because it practically called for a
vote of censure on the arbitrators who adopted the rules.

These rules affected the United States as much as they
did England. After discu,?sion the motion was with-
drawn.
A large amount of bonds, drafts, and other valuable

papers obtained by forgery from the Bank of England,
have been recovered by the sherifl''s officers in New
York. A man named George MncDonnell was arrested
when about landing from the Liverpool .steamer, and
the.se bonds, &c., with a considerable sum in specie
were found in his custody. An inspector of the Lon
don police has been sent over for the purpose of taking
the supposed swindler back to England.

British manufacturers of agricultural implements
have resolved not to take part in the Vienna Exhibi
tion.

Liverpool, 3d mo. 24th.—Uplands cotton, 9J a %\d.:
Orleans, 9f a 9Jrf. Breadstuffs firm.

London.—Consols 92J. New U. S. five per cents,
91. U. S. sixes, 1867, 93|.
The French and German governments have

changed ratifications of the treaty of evacuation of
France.
The French annual budget shows a satisfactory con-

dition of the public funds. There is now in the trea-
sury half of the sura of money due to Germany, and no
loan will be required to complete the payments of the
war indemnity at the stipulated dates.

The French Assembly has ratified, without a dissent-
ing voice, the recent treaty providing for the last pay-
ments of indemnity and the evacuation of French terri-
tory by the German forces.

The government has issued an order prohibiting the
exportation of war material from France to Spain.

Important correspondence has passed between France
and Spain about the atrocities perpetrated by the
Carlist chief, the Cure of Santa Cruz. The French

government complained that the Cure had killed four
French officials on the Northern Spanish Railway, and
carried others into captivity. Castellar, in reply, ex-
pressed regret at these outrages, but states that most of

the Carlists were equipped in France, whence they have
since drawn money, supplies and provisions. The Cure
of Santa Cruz himself sojourned some time in Bayonne
before passing into Spain, and was not interfered with.
Carlist bands are becoming more numerous and trouble-
some in Andalusia.
The Spanish Cortes has passed the bill decreeing

immediate emancipation in the island of Porto Kico,
unanimously. This measure gives freedom to about
fifty thousand slaves. The bill declares that the Re-
public of Spain will preserve the integrity of the
Spanish dominions, and provides that the emancipated
slaves in Porto Rico shall enjoy all the political rights

accorded to citizens of Spain.

The Assembly is considering a resolution for the ap-
pointment of a permanent commission, composed of

members of the House, to watch over the government
after the adjournment of the Cortes.

The 2'2d in.st. was observed as a holiday in Berlin, it

being the anniversary of the birth of the Emperor
AVilliam, who that day completed his 76th year.
The Italian army consists of 636,914 men, of which

445,176 belong to the regular forces, and 191,738 to the
militia.

Late Mexican advices state that Protestantism is

making rapid progress in some parts of the country.
An attack was made upon a Protestant congregation at

San Luis Potosi, during service, but the government
interfered to preserve order. ^
Shocks of earthquake have been frequent of late in

Guatemala. The greater part of the houses in the val-

ley of Lempa have been rendered uninhabitable. The
scene presented by the City of St. Vincente is said to be
melancholy, naked walls every where, rent and threat-
ening to fall, public edifices ruined, streets deserted,

and the miserable inhabitants living in the squares and
vacant lots, sheltered by huts of branches of trees and
in tents. They had passed nearly a month in this

manner.
The government of Bogota has issued a circular to

all the governments of Central and South America, in-

viting them to co-operate and induce the United States
of America to join them in an effort to persuade Spain
to recognize the independence of Cuba, and accept an
equivalent in money agreed upon to be made up by the
different associated Republics, and that in the mean-
time the war should ce.ise.

British administration in India is developing a vast
system of irrigation, which will convert arid plains into

gardens. The Cxreat Ganges canal, ten feet deep and
one hundred and si.xty-two feet wide, and thus navi-
gable throughout, is three hundred and forty-eight
miles in length, with three hundred and six miles of
branches, and three thousand and seventy-one miles of
distributories, supplying upwards of five thousand vil-

lages. This is but one of several canals which will be
in operation at an early day, affording an ample water
supply to all Northern India.

A Madrid dispatch of the 24th says: Figueras ha
returned from Barcelona discouraged. He fears that
discipline cannot be restored in the army there.

Insubordination has made its appearance among the
troops in Tarragona, and the Carlists are increasing in
that province.

The bill which has passed abolishing slavery in
Porto Rico, provides that abolition shall follow imme-
diately upon the promulgation of its pass.ige. The
emancipated slaves will, however, be obliged to serve
for three years with their present masters, or other
sidenis on the island, and \till enjoy the political rights
of Spanish citizens after the lapse of five years.
According to the Pall Mall Gazette, the public debt

of seven of the nations of Europe is as follows : Great
Britain, £790,000,000; France, £748,000,000; Italy,

£360,000,000; Russia, £355,000,000; Austria, £306-
000,000 ; Spain, £261,000,000 ; Turkey, £124,000,000.
The total debt of all the European nations is about
£3,400,000,000 ; those of America £573,000,000, of Asia
£135,000,000, Africa £39,000,000, and Australasia £38 -

000,000.

United States.—Miscellaneous.—The Houston and
Texas Central Railroad has been completed to Red
River City, connecting with the Missouri, Kansa.s, and
Texas road. Through trains run from Galveston,
Houston and St. Louis.
The Chicago Commercial Bulletin gives the total

number of hogs and cattle packed at that point this
season as follows: Hogs, 1,425,070, against 1,218,858
last season ; cattle, 15,745, against 16,080 last season.
One hundred and two thousand nine hundred and

eighty-six barrels of pork and 196,054 tierces c

were packed.
On the 21st inst. a fire at Erie, Penna., destroy

Railroad Depot and a large quantity of cotton and
merchandize. Total loss nearly 3500,000.
George M. Pullman, now in Europe, has cone

a contract with the Midland Railway Company f

adoption of his palace sleeping and drawing-roor
on that road. The Midland is between Londo:
Liverpool, and is soon to embrace Gla,sgow and
burgh. It is the longest road in England and the
important. -The contract is the same as betwef
Pullman Company and American roads. The firs

will be shipped in about six months from the Pul
works, Detroit. They will be shipped in sectioni

put together in England.
The new directory of San Francisco shows the i

lation of that city to be 188,323.
There were 570 interments in New York last w
The mortality in Philadelphia last week numi

334, including 92 children under two years. ]

were 49 deaths of consumption, 37 inflammation (

lungs, 13 scarlet fever, 15 typhoid fever, and 11 ok
The New York Assembly has passed a civil i

bill, admitting colored people to all public places
par with white people, and providing a penalty ol

for any violation thereof
The Markets, &c.—The following were the quota

on the 24th inst. New Fori.— American gold
U. S. sixes, 1881, 119}; ditto, 1865, 117 ; new fiv

cents, 114|. Superfine flour, S6 a $6.25 ; Sta
$7 a $7.35; finer brands, t7.50 a $13. Red
wheat, S1.S3; No. 2 Milwaukie spring, $1.6:

Chicago spring, $1.57. West Canada barley,'$
No. 2 do., 1-1.15. Oats, 47 a 53 cts. Western yi

corn, 66 J cts. ; southern white, 73 cts. Philadelph
Cotton, 19 J a 20 cts. for uplands and New Orl
Cuba sugar, 8 a 8} cts. Superfine flour, $4.75 a $.

extras, »6 a $6.75 ; finer brands, $7 a $11.50. A
wheat, $1.98 a $2.02; western red, $1.95 ; No. 1 sp

$1.72 a $1.75 ; white, S2 a $2.20. Rye, 85 cts. Yc
corn, 61 cts. ; white, 65cts. Oats, 47

'a 50 cts. Sm
hanis, 13S- a 14} cts. Lard, 8| a 9 cts. Clover-se
a 8 J cts. Sales of abo jt 2000 beef cattle ; extra at

81 cts. per lb. gross; fair to good, 6J a 7} cts.

common 5 a 6 cts. About 9000 sheep sold a a'i

per lb. gross, and 6000 hogs at $8 a $8.25 per IOC
net. St. Louis.—Superfine flour, $5.50 a $6
$6.25 a $7. Wlicnt, $1 .50 a $1.72. No. 2 mixed

,

32 cts. X... •_' >:•--, -J" , ;j. Baltimore.— Choice
wheat, SL^n^

- '^
i

n.ie red, $1.85 'a $1.95. y(
corn, 61 ;. >

: .
, ,

v, .',8 a 59 cts. Cir
Family iI-hu, ,-;..•>

:, -7. So. Wheat, $1.65 a $!

Corn, 39 a 40 cts. Oats, .30 a 38 cts. Rye, 79 a 8(i

Lard, 7J a 8^ cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
,4 Fripiul i-^ w.inted to fill the position of Gover

in this Iiistiliiti.jn, to enter upon duty at the begini
of the Summer Session. Apply to

Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., GermantowE
Lvdia L. Walton, Moorestown, N. J.,

.S.irah A. Richie, No. 444 N. Fifth St., „.

Rebecca S. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth St., Phi

FRIEND.S' LIBRARY.
Supplementary Catalogue of Books belonging tol

Library of Friends of Philadelphia, from 1853 to li!

Cloth flexible covers.

For sale at Friends' Bookstore. Price 50 cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session of this Institution coraraer

on Second-day, the 5th of Fifth month. Parents -

others intending to send pupils, are requested to m
timelv application to Aaron Sharpless, Supe:
tendent, (address Street Road P. O., Chester Co., F
or to Charles J. Allen, Treasurer, 304 Arch Str
Philadelphia.

A Short Account of Ann Reeve, of Lower Gre
wich. New Jer.sey, as given by her father. Publisl
by the Tract Association of Friends. Steel-blue pa;

covers. Price 10 cents.

For sale at Friends' Book Store.

FRIENDS' ASY'LUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphi
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wori
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.
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Barclay's Life of Jaffray.

(Continued from page 2o"-'.)

The 22d of 3d month, I found the Lord
peaking to my heart, and confirming me in

truth of that whi'.h was so frequently
lade out to me formerly, but not so fully re-

eived and entertained as should have been;
amely. That strength to resist, and comfort
1 prevailing over corruptions, will not be

iven, but proportionally as light, when it is

ffered, is received and entertained, and closely

'alked up to. And, for this purpose, a diligent

ratch should be kept up, as well for resisting

he first risings and suggestions of the flesh

igainst the Spirit, as for receiving the motions
,nd lustings of the Spirit against the flesh,

he one to good, the other to evil ;
' for the

lesh lusteth against the Spirit and the Spirit

Igainst the flesh, and these are contrary the

)De to the other.' Gal. v. 17. Now, my heart
vas directed of the Lord to consider, that the
iesires of the flesh have had more easy access

ind better entertainment in me, than the lust-

ngs of the Spirit ; and therefore, it were well

o observe, and more diligently to wait for,

he appearings of these ; for, it is said in Gal.

n. 8, ' He that soweth to his flesh shall of the

lesh rea]) corruption, but he that soweth to

rhe Spirit shall of the Spirit reap life everlast-

ng.' How true I have found this to be in my
sxperience, the Lord give me rightly to con-

sider ! And, as the first risings of evil should
be in time, even in the beginning, resisted

;

so, in doubtful cases, wherein, (it may be,

through the mistiness and darkness of our
anderstandings, by reason of our inclination

.0 the thing,) the case is not so clear whether
t be sin or not, rather, on this account, should
we choose the forbearance and abstinence
Tom doing it."

The lively reference of Alexander Jaffray.

aear the beginning of the preceding para-

graph, to the light of Christ in the heart con-

treyed in the language, "strength to resist,

and comfort in prevailing over corruptions,

will not be given, but proportionally as light,

when it is olfered, is received and entertained,

and closely walked up to," is of especial in-

terest because of the great prominence given

to it in Holy Scripture, especially in the New
Testament, and because it has always been a

fundamental doctrine of this religious Society.

Thus by William Penn it is declared to be

'the corner stone of their fabrick : and to

ipeak eminently and properly, their character-

stic, or main distinguishing point or princi-

ple, viz., the light of Christ within, as God's

gift for man's salvation." "For from this,"

W. P. continues, "comes, first, a sight of sin.

Secondly, a sense and godly sorrow for it.

Thirdlj^, an amendment for the time to come."
* * "For of light came sight; and of

sight came sense and sorrow; and of sense

and sorrow came amendment of life." And
again, as though he could not enough set forth

the glory and blessing of this new covenant-

purchased possession, through Christ thelight

of life manifested in man,—altogether so ap-

plicable to our individual need,—W. P. thus

emphatically presses the same Christian doc-

trine :
" The glory of this day, and foundation of

the hope that has not made us ashamed since

we were a people, you know is that blessed

principle of light and life of Christ, which we
profess, and direct all people to, as the great in-

strument and agent of man's conversion to God;

i, was by this we were first touched and

fectualli/ enlightened, as to our inward state;

which put us upon the consideration of our

latter end, causing us to set the Lord before

our eyes, and to number our daj'S, that wc
might apply our hearts to wisdom."

This doctrine has lost neither its force nor

its necessity by the lapse of time down to th

present day; being no less that which shows

us our lost and undone condition, and can

alone lead out of it. Giving, as it is believed

in, and "closely walked up to," "strength to

resist, and comfort in prevailing over corrup-

tions" after the order, " first the blade, then

the ear, and after that the full corn in the

ear," even as the path of the just shineth

more and more unto the perfect day.

AVhether the dear Saviour manifest Himself

unto and within us after either of its varied

appellations, as the " word nigh in the heart ;'

as "the word of His grace which is able to

build us up;" as "the engrafted word which

is able to save the soul;" as the still sm
voice of His Holy Spirit; as the anointing

which we have received of Him ; or as is p
haps the most frequently represented, as ''the

true light which lighteth every man that cometh

into the world;" and by which "all things

that are reproved are made manifest," o

thing is sure, that faithful obedience thereto

and diligent co-operation therewith, is the

only way to become rulers over more, or to

be blessed with increase in the increase that

is of God unto an experimental acquaintance

with the saving light of life as it is in Christ

Jesus. It is this inward illumination, this

"true light," this grace and truth that came
by and through the Son and Sent of the

Father that, manifests the darkness and dis-

order of our prodigal and wicked hearts ;
and

as it is heeded, and wholly given up to and

patiently followed, gives ability to renounce

the hidden works of darkness, and leads there-

from into the marvellous light as well as

glorious liberty of the sons of God. Agree-

ably to the declaration, " the day-spring (or

sing) from on high, hath visited us, to

light to them that sit in darkness and
the shadow of death, to guide our feet into

the way of peace."

Before concluding these remarks we can

hardly refrain from pausing, and painfully

making the enquiry, where is the prominence
ven, at least as was the case in the rise of

this Society, to this ancient doctrine of "the
light of Christ within, as God's gift for man's
salvation" now? Well might an author in

England, not a member with us, and now de-

•eased, seek to stir up the pure mind in our

nembers there by such appeals as the follow-

ng :
" The external nature of formularies, and

an adhesion to the letter of scripture, with

the aid of this and the other man's notions

about such things, may greatly contribute to

keep the generality of persons at ease in a low
and worldly profession of Christianity. But
you can find no such comfort in your mode of

faith; since 'one is your master, even Christ

—Christ the light of the world

—

Christ within,

the hope of glory.' He will not flatter nor de-

ceive you—he will give you no forced or false

construction of your case. If, as your pro-

fessed principle directs, you come to him and
to his light in your consciences, he will show
you how and where you stand ; and remem-
ber, that if you do not come to him, as your
living and ever-present teacher, dwelling and
jjpeaking to you in your hearts, you do not

come to that which, as it forms the glory, so

it forms the life of your profession of religion.

Wherein do ye differ from others? Sorely in

nothing but in eccentricity, it might justly be

replied, if this were not your obvious distinc-

tion ; that, whilst the greater part of religious

professors are but gazing at the letter which

describes truth
;
you seek after, and endeavor

to walk by the powerful, internal guidance of

the thing itself."

"No common trust was that consigned to

you,—no common principles—no common,
notional, outside religion. It was a reality—
a life—and a miniMration of life to those who
received it! Where is it then?—for be as-

sured, that God will require it at your hands?

Where is the true gospel message that was
left with you ? for this was the message which

was declared unto you, that ' God is light, and

in him is no darkness at all.' If any comes
amongst you, seeking for the declaration of

this gospel-message, do they find your minis-

ters breaking that bread of life to hungry
souls, which their predecessors in the JIaster's

vineyard dealt out so freely? Suppose the

case, that some wounded, wandering sheep,

who had long gone astray in the wilderness,

asking its way to the true fold, first of one

hireling, and then of another, should meet, in

its distress, with the living ministrations of

one of your forefathers ; which flowing^as
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they did frovi the same spirit that gave forth
the scriptures, caused scripture itself to be un
dcrstood by this inquirer, as it never was be
tore—suppose such an one as this to say
'Here is the ministry of Christ!—here is hit

true apostle telling me where to seek for my
beloved !—oh, here is indeed a feeder of the
flock—a faithful overseer! Here I am met
with bread—not with dry, hard stones of
words and notions; here I am turned to the
life within—the light within—and not drawn
out into a labyrinth of confused conceptions
about it. Let me join myself to the people
who are thus taught—and who are walking
by the counsels of this living and everpresent
Teacher ! Suppose, 1 say, such an one to come
into your assemblies : does he find this pecu-
liar feature ol your professed principle, and of
your ancestor's ministry, distinctly exhibited,
and livingly enforced? I ask again, does he
find the peculiar excellence and truth of an in
ward revelation of Christ the light of life,—

a

Iledeemer working redemption within, which
formed the unvarying and unceasing theme of
the ancient Friends' labors,

—

continually de-
clared, its power testified to,—and the way to
experience it explained?—or does he find that,
commonly, and with very rare exceptio?is, the
declarations of your ministers, are as lifeless,
as outward, as doctrinal, as notional, and as
profitless, (in so far as respects the turning
persons to the living and true Eedeemer and
Teacher, in their own souls,) as the effusions
of those who openly profess the letter of scrip-
ture to be their only safe and sufficient guide."

CTo be continned.J

From the " Leisure Hour."

Ill the Inundation and Subsidence of the Yan?
tsze River.

BY SA3IUE1. MOSSMAX.
While resident at Shanghai, in China, on the

estuary of the Yang-teze Kiang, I watched the I more

tsze, I shall briefly refer to the inundation of
the Nile. Having been in Egypt during
season of unusually high flood—when five
miles of the railway between Cairo and Alex-
andria was submerged—I am the better able
to compare from experience the flooding of
the two giant streams. According to the au-
thority of the late Dr. Keith Johnston, " The
great phenomenon of the Nile is its annual
inundation, dependent upon the rainfall from
clouds caused by the s. e, trade-winds of the
Indian Ocean, and the melting of snow in the
mountains near the equator. Year after year,
for at least -t.OOO years, it has continued to
rise within a few inches of the same height,
and a few hours of the same time, to water a
country nearly 2,000 miles in length. In
April the rise begins in the upper basin, but
the flood is not perceptible at Cairo till near
the summer solstice. It continues to rise for
90 or 100 days, remaining in flood till the mid-
dle of October, when it again subsides."
In like manner the floods of the I'ang-tsze

depend upon the rainfall from clouds caused
by the s. w. monsoon rising in the Indian
Ocean, and the meltingof the snow on Eastern
Thibet and Kokonor, where the table-lands
are from 12,000 to 13,000 feet above the level
of the sea. The rainy season sets in in April,
and continues until October. So far the origin
of the floods in the two rivers is similar. But
the rise of the waters in the Yang-tsze and
their subsidence are more rapid than those of
the Nile. Taking the town of Hankow—
where the Han river forms an important

a basis for calculation, the river
begins to rise in May, sometimes at the com-
mencement and sometimes in the middle of
the month. It then continues to rise, and
reaches its highest inundation sometimes at
the end of July and sometimes in the middle
of August, remaining in high flood seldom

upper deck, which rises from twenty to t^
five feet above the level of the river. Th>
powerful engines stem the current with t

greatest ease, making from ten to twelve km
an hour, but navigating only in the daytin
as the channel is not properly buoyed off.
night, when at anchor, the strength of t
current was so great that it drove the padd
wheels of our steamer round like an und(
shot mill-wheel in a sluice.

It was not until we passed Nanking—2i

miles from Shanghai—that the inundation
the river banks assumed its.magnitude, whii
increased every mile in our course. In son
of the longest reaches, the wide-spreadit
flood took away the aspect of river landscap
and gave the appearance of lake scener

1
was most apparent where the mountaiiTh

phenomena attending its annual floods with
great interest, and on one occasion ascended
that mighty river a distance of seven hundred
miles during the height of its inundation.
Generally speaking, the flooding and subsid-
ing of its waters arise from similar causes
affecting other great rivers. But from the
geographical conformation oftheLowerY'ang-
tsze region there are special features in its rise
and fall that diff'er from them, to which I wish
to draw attention, and which may not be
generally known to geographers. Moreover,
although these periodical floods are produced
by the heavy rainfall and melting of snow on
the mountains in its upper region, during the
hot season, yet the magnitude of the flood
varies considerably, and at intervals of many
years is perfectly overwhelming. Altogether,
the irregularity of its excessive inundation is
finch that the immense population on its banks
look forward with dread to the annual visita-
tion. It is true that the industrious husband-
men know that after subsidence the soil will
be fertilized by sedimentary deposits, but too
often are their crops and homesteads swept
away by the torrent, while villages and towns
are submerged, property is destroyed, and
thousands upon thousands of people ruined.
Then follow famine, disease, and death in the
desolated districts, so that the benefits derived
from an ordinary rise in the river are not
equivalent to the evils of its extraordinary

than a week, when the waters sat

In order to understand more clearly the
phenomena attending the floods of the Yang-

Prom year to year the inundation occurs, and
rarely are the floods of two seasons within
one foot of each other, and the observations
of European residents at Hankow register the
range from 35 ft. to 51J ft., while the most
frequent rise is put down at 40 ft., above its
lowest level.

The last-named measurement is considered
the ordinary rise, when no danger is appre-
hended from inundation, as all the lands flood-
ed at that level are left fallow to be fertilized
by the sedimentary deposits when the waters
subside; while the towns, villages, and farm-
houses are built a foot or two above that
height at their lowest places. Nevertheless
the aspect of the country is entirely changed
from its appearance when the " Great Eiver"
(Ta Kiang)—as it is frequently named—is
confined to its proper channel when it ap-
proaches low-water mark. It was during one
of these ordinary floods that I ascended the
river at the time of its maximum rise, so that
the traveller may any year witness the effects
of this striking phenomenon during the au-
tumn.
From Shanghai to Hankow the distance is

computed at 688 statute miles, between which
ports a fleet of American side-wheel steamers
ply regularly every few days, most of them
being 2,50(1 tons burthen. I made the voyage
in one of the largest vessels, and penetrated
thus far into the interior of China, surrounded
by all the comforts of a first-class hotel. More-
over, by sailing in these large steamers the
traveller has a most extensive view from the

and rocks seemed isolated, and formed islam
in these temporary lakes. Geologically speal
ing. It is abundantly evident that they wei
formerly such in the primeval sea, which hi
been filled up by the sediment deposited b
the Y'ang.tsze, forming a large division of tb,
great plain of China. This alluvial formatio
18 still going on at the estuary of the rive i

where every year the encroachment of th'
land upon the sea can be measured by th"
square mile. I

In this shallow inland sea the banks of thj
river in some places were completely sut'
merged, and it required the most skilful navi^
gation to keep in the channel, but not to eri
counter the main force of the stream. Beyont!
this the water was comparatively still, am'
in some reaches it bounded the horizon, s.'

that it required no stretch of imagination t>

suppose that we were sailing towards th.
ocean. This was rendered more real by sec
ing numbers of Chinese boats scudding ovei
the flood in all directions, where durino- Bub
sideuce the husbandman mav be seen tillinj'
the soil, or the bufi-alo grazing on the plain*
Then when the wind was adverse the rivei'
bank could be traced by seeing strings of boat I

men tracking their junks up to the waist ir'
water, against the stream. Again, a narrow'
strip of the bank would appear above the,
water between the stream and the lake, only!
a few yards wide, like a reef in the sea. On
these narrow ridges the industrious peasantry
had built their dwellings, some of which were
not more than a foot or two above the
Should it rise at any time above its ordinary
level, these frail tenements are swept away,
and the inhabitants have to escape in their
boats. The following translation, from the
pencil of a native writer, furnishes a graphic
description of the dire eff'ects from a great
flood :

—

"In the month of July, 1831, our river
swelled, and burst its banks with so much
violence in all the plain, that a vast number
of dwellings, large and small, were torn from
their foundations, and carried away by the
waters

;
their fragments collected would hard-

ly have served to cook a meal. The bodies
of the persons swept ofi' by this deluge were
as numerous as the plants that showed them-
selves above the surface of the waters; while
many of those who escaped perished in the
highways from famine, and found their graves
in the maws of birds and dogs. Y^oung men
fled to other provinces; parents lost their
children, and husbands were separated from
their wives. Mothers, overcome by hunger
and fatigue, abandoned their sobbing infants
in the road, or died leaving their little ones
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I liiii;iiiL,^ to their dressep. How ead were

ii i^inhtM, and no one able to afford relief!

), of the old men perished in the valleys,

tjjome who escaped stretched themselves

jnicig in the paths; while others, a little

jiiger, sought the nearest caverns, where

reared huts of straw, and lengthened

daj-8 with herbs or carrion. Others

ed about in boats, seeking fish and worms
ve themselves from starvation ;

but naked

unprotected as winter came on, exposed

ae wind and the snow, they lost their

ligth, and their emaciated bodies became

jry as hay in a field. In these unhappy

8, they were unable to raise any money :

idy would buy their fields, nor let them
) food ; even those who offered their wives

children for sale found no purchasers, and

itute of resources, many of them perished

irably. The living moved about among
buried dead, few of whom received the

I of sepulture."

CTo be coDtjnaed.)

For "The Friend,

Exaggeration,

here is a vicious habit common with many
ions which they are often insensible to,

which frequently stamps them in the esti-

[ion of more prudent people, with the

iracter of unreliability. I allude to a com-

li practice of expressing nearly every state

jit of fact or opinion which tbey make, in

[language of exaggeration and hyperbole.

r they remark upon the condition of the

Uher, it is either intensely cold, or ilread-

y stormy, or awfully hot; although the

iperature or rain may be nothing at all

taordinary. Does a slight influenza or

leadache affect them, they inform their

lods, with marked emphasis, that they are

1/ sick, or are tortured with suffering. The
bt superlative adjectives are applied with-

;
discrimination to ordinary occasions, leav-

\ the speaker without adequate language

lescribe events of more important raagni

e.

f an incident or anecdote is narrated by

3 class of talkers, each circumstance is

•nished up in such terms of exaggeration,

,t the plain facts are distorted into a whol-

diflferent aspect from the truth. Their

irers soon learn to make due allowance

such mendacity, and receive any state-

nt they make, with a large reserve of

redulity ; thus it happens that an over-

ening desire on their part to give emphasis

their assertions, and to impress those with

lOm they may converse with the impor-

ice of what is communicated, defeats its

n object, and induces contempt on the part

others, rather than respect and conviction,

lavo known some really estimable persons

lose both caste and credit in this way, al-

)ugh apparently unconscious of the fact,

young girls are especially liable to fall into

3 habit of using terms and expletives in

sir conversation, which are irrelevant to the

bject, or hyperbolical in meaning. Ho
mmon is it for them to denote almost every

ing distasteful to them as horrid, or awful,

lilst pleasing objects are termed gorgeous,

and, and splendid, without any true regard

the propriety of such terms.

The foible alluded to is not only reprehensible

the ground of taste, but it often amounts

a serious sin. Its tendency is to grow
ion those who give way to it, and almost

nscnsibly to lead them into false views of

ife and its responsibilities. Let us remember
the grave injunction of the Divine Arbiter

and Judge of his creatures, that " every idle

word that men shall speak they shall give ac-

count thereof in the day of judgment. For
by thy words thou shalt be justified, and by
thy words thou shalt be condemned." If duly

sensible of our duty as professing christians,

we should weigh our language as in the sight

of the all-seeing eye, guarding each expres-

sion from a false varnish or overstrained

meaning, lest the hearer be misled by it
;

choosing rather to use moderate than super-

lative adjectives, and maintaining a jealous

fear of that lurking desire, so prevalent in

poor fallen humanity, lo exalt self, and push

our own actions or opinions into notice.

Modesty in conversation is an indispensa-

ble trait in the character of a well-bred wo-

man. Let our maiden children then beware

how they fall into a habit now prevalent

among some young American girls, of vieing

with their male companions in unmeaning
talk on frivolous subjects, which depends for

its spice on exaggerated jokes and slang

phrases. "Seta watch, O Lord, before my
mouth ; keep the door of my lips." Psal.

csli. 3.

New .Jersey, .3d mo. 24th, 1873.

For "The Friend."

Origin of Man.
(ContiDued from page 2&3.)

A naturalist of renown, Virey, author of

Histoire naturelle du Genre Humain, VHistorie

naturelle de la Femme, and of many other clever

productions upon natural history and parti-

cularly anthropology, gave much attention to

the classification of the human races. But he

was not favorable to the unity of our species,

being led to entertain the opinion that the

human species was twofold, This was the

starting point of an erroneous deviation in

the ideas of naturalists who wrote after Virey.

We find Bory de Saint Vincent admitting as

many as fifteen species of men, and another

naturalist, Desmoalins, doubtless influenced

by a feeling of emulation, distinguished six-

uman species, which, moreover, were

not the same as those admitted by Bory de

Saint Vincent.

This course of classification might have

been followed to a much greater extent, for

the differences among men are so great, that

f strict rule is not adhered to, it is impossible

to fix any limit to species. Unless, therefore,

the principle of unity has been fully conceded

at starting, the investigation may result in

the admission of a truly indefinite quantity.

This is the principle which pervades the

writings of the most learned of all the anthro-

pologists of our age. Dr. Priehard, author of

a Natural History of Man, which in the ori-

ginal text formed ten volumes, but of which

the French language possesses but a very in-

complete translation.

Dr. Priehard holds that all people of the

earth belong to the same species ; he is a par-

tisan of the unity of the human species, but

is not satisfied with any of the classification

already proposed, and which were founded

upon organic characteristics. He, in fact, en

tircly alters the aspect of the ordinary classi

fieations which are to be met with in natural

history. He commences by pointing out three

families, which, he asserts, wei-e in history

the first human occupants of the earth

namely, the Aryan, Sewelir, and Egyptian.

Having described these three families, Prieh-

ard passes to the people who, as he says,

radiated in various directions from the regions

inhabited by them, and proceeded to occupy

the entire globe.

This mode of classification, as we have

pointed out, leaves the beaten track trodden

by other natural historians. For this reason

it has not found favor among modern anthro-

pologists, and this disfavor has reacted upon

the work itself, which notwithstanding, is

the most complete and exact of all that we
possess upon man. Although it has been

adopted by no other author, Prichard's classi-

fication of the human race appears to us to

be the most sound in principle. M. de Qua-

trefages, in his course of anthropology at the

Museum of Natural History, Paris, makes a

classification of the human race based upon

the three types, white, yellow and black
;
but

he appends to each of these three groups,

under the head of mixed races attached to each

stem, a number of races more or less consider-

able and arbitrary which were excluded from

the three chief divisions.

The classification of M. de Quatrefages will

be found in his Rapporteur les progress de

rAnthropologic, published in 1867. It is ex-

tremely learned and well worked out, but a

classification which entirely passes by the

simple mode of reasoning we shall adopt in

the following pages.

The classification of the human race which

we propose to follow, modifying it where in

our opinion it may appear to be necessary, is

due to a Belgian naturalist, M. d'Omaliue

d'llalloy. It acknowledges five races of men :

the white, black, yellow, brown and red.

This classification is based upon the color of

the skin, a characteristic very secondary in

importance to that of organization, but which

yet furnishes a convenient framework for an

exact and methodical enumeration of the in-

habitants of the globe, permitting a clear con-

sideration of a most confused subject. In the

groups, therefore, which we shall propose, the

reader will fail to find a truly scientific classi-

fication, but will meet with merely such a

simple distribution of materials, as shall per-

mit us to review methodically the various

races spread over every portion of the earth's

surface.

"Sowing Wild Oats."

There are many sayings current which

have been handed down from generation to

generation, some of which are most perni-

cious in their influence. Among these latter .

phrases may be classed that common one,

" He is sowing his wild oats." It is an apolo-

getic phrase. Here is a young man wild,

reckless, mischievous; and his partial friends

say of him, " He is only sowing his wild oats,"

by which they mean that he is working off

his exuberant wickedness, and that when that

is done he will settle down to be a sober, in-

dustrious, useful citizen. The idea is con-

veyed that such a youth has the promise in

it of a noble manhood, that it is indeed richer

in promise that that of bim whose life is cor-

rect and exemplary. Many a fond father,

who has thought and said this of his son, has

had occasion in later years to weep unavail-

ing tears over the failure of his predictions.

Youth is the seed-time of manhood, and the

law is that whatsoever one soweth then, that
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shall he also reap. The harvest will be like

the seed. That is the law in the natural
world. We all act upon it. Every farmei
has believed in it and acted upon it since tht

days of Adam. No one ever sowed turnif
seed expecting to reap wheat. But in moral:-

an expectation as unreasonable and absurd af

that is often met with. Of many a young
man to-day whose life is irregular, if not fla

grantly criminal, fond friend.^ are saying
" Oh he is only sowing his wild oats." Sow
ing his wild oats, indeed, but not in the sense
intended, not in the sense of burying them
but sowing them as the terrible seed of a more
terrible harvest. It is false, parents, that such
a youth has rich promise in it. It is false.

young man, that you can transgress great
moral laws and form vicious habits, and on
arriving at manhood east them off as easily
as you can change your dress. The law is

that you will reap in manhood what you sow
in vouth, that and not something else.

Every man who has passed the meridian
of life finds himself at times musing on the
past, running back to his early years and sur-
rounding himself with the scenes and asso-
ciates of those early years. In such a review
he will not fail to see the working of the law
of which I have spoken. Those associates
have in nearly every ease, if not in every one,
fulfilled their early pi-omiso. The harvest
has been like the seed. The child was the
father of the man. Among my early associ-
ates was one with whom I was intimate. We
attended the same school, sat on the same
form, recited the same lessons, and after leav-
ing school engaged in the same occupation
We grew up together. There was this differ
ence between us,—he was the child of wealth,
—-I, of poverty. But he was just one of those
iree, generous, profane, wine-drinking youn^,
men of whom it is said, They are sowing their
wild oats. Well, not to prolong the story, a
few weeks since, on a visit to my native vil-
lage, I passed over the ground over which we
had often passed in company, saw his father's
house where we had often sat at the same
table, and could not help recalling him and
thinking of his sad end. His habits grew
with his years and strengthened with his
strength. His course of dissipation and ex-
travagance exhausted his resources. He must
have money, and one night, at midnight h
resolved to break into the village bank, and
was shot dead by the watchman within sight
of his father's door. This was the harvest of
the seed early sown.
But how when one whose early years have

been worthless or vicious, is afterwards met,
subdued, and changed by the regenerating
grace of God ? Take Augustine, St. Angus
tine as he is called, one of the most saintly
men, one of the most eloquent preachers, and
one of the most honored bishops of the Latin
church. Perhaps no name in any church is

held in higher and more merited esteem.
And yet if we credit his own confessions, his
youth was profligate and vicious in the ex-
treme, he was the companion of the lewd and
profane, and he gave himself up to every in-

dulgence to which his depraved tastes inclined
him. Now the question occurs, and it is a
fair one, what became of the law of seed and
harvest, of sowing and reaping in the case of
Augustine and in other similar cases? Was
Augustine, the devout, earnest, generous, self-

denying Christian, the eloquent preacher, the
l^rofonnd theologian, the learned author, was

he the legitimate harvest of the youthful
Augustine? Does not his course justify the
ing. He sowed his wild oats 1 that is, worked
off his exuberant wickedness and thus became
the sober, devout, spiritual man that he was?
No! emphatically no! this manhood was not
the product of his youth. A new law, a su-

pernatural law came in, arrested the natural
law, and the result was a new man. God met
him and created him anew by his mighty
power. If any man be in Christ, he is a new
creature. And did this change come as a con-
sequence of his early recklessness and dissi-

pation ? No ; it came by the action of another
law, the law of prayer. The mother of Augus-
tine, the saintly Monica, ceased not to pray
for her wayward son, never giving him up,
never despairing, and her prayers, like those
of the Syrophenician mother, though for a
while apparently unheeded, at length pre-
vailed. The answer came in the regenerating
grace that made of that wicked son a new man,
kindling in him a glorious light in the church
of God, a light still shining.

We say, then, and this is the point, that
the law is that manhood and old age are the
harvest of seed sown in youth, that what is

wn, and not something else, is reaped. This
is the law. If there are miracles of grace by
hich this law is in some striking cases
sted, a new law acts; it does not disprove

the existence of the original law. That
the law on which we are to act, on which
parents and guardians are to build their ex
pectations, and not on the baseless saying
that the wild, dissipated, worthless youth is

sowing his wild oats. The greater number
of those who sowed their wild oats in their
early years are not in the pulpits of the land
nor in the churches of Christ, but they are in

prison cells, or are filling unhonored graves
—jVat ^

Copy of an ancient paper found in the Land
Office at Harrisburg and signed by William
Penn.

To the Emperor of Canada.

The great God that made thee, and me, and
all the world, incline our hearts to love poace
and justice, that we may live friendly together
as becomes the workmanship of the great
God. The King of England, who is a great
prince, hath for divers reasons granted to me
a large country in America, which, however,
I am willing to enjoy upon friendly terms
with thee. And this I will say that the peo-
ple who come with me are a just, plain and
honest people, that neither make war upon
others, nor fear war from others, because they
will be just. I have set up a society of traders
in my province to traffick with thee and thy
people for your commodities, that j'ou may
be furnished with that which is good at
reasonable rates.

And that society hath ordered their presi-
dent to treat with thee about a future trade,
and have joined with me to send this mes-
senger to thee with certain presents from us
to testify our willingness to have a fair coi
respondence with thee. And what this agent
shall do in our names we will agree unto. I
hope thou wilt kindly receive him and com-
ply with his desires on our behalf, both with
espect to land and trade. The great God be
with thee. Amen. Wm. Penn.

Philip Theodore Lehman, Secretary.

London, the 21.st day of the Fourth raontli
called June, 1682.

EVERY DAY.
BY ELIZABETH AKERS ALLEN.

Oh, trifling tasks so often done.
Yet ever to be done anew

!

Oh, cares which come with every sun,
jVtorn after morn, the long years through

!

We shrink beneath their paltry sway,

—

The irksome calls of every day.

The restless sense of wasted power.
The tiresome round of little things,

Are hard to bear, as hour by hour]
. Its tedious iteration brings

;

Who shall evade or who delay
The small demands of every day ?

The boulder in the torrent's course
By tide and tempest lashed in vain.

Obeys the wave-whirled pebble's force.

And yields its substance grain by grain
;

So crumble strongest lives away
Beneath the wear of every day.

Who finds the lion in his lair.

Who tracks the tiger for his life.

May wound them ere they are aware,
Or conquer them in desperate strife,

Yet powerless he to scathe or slay
The vexing gnats of every day.

The steady strain that never stops

Is mightier than the fiercest shock

;

The constant fall of water drops
Will groove the adamantine rock :

We feel our noblest powers decay,
In feeble wars with every day.

We rise to meet a heavy blow,

—

Our souls a sudden bravery fills,

—

But we endure not always so
The drop-by-drop of little ills

;

We still deplore and still obey
The hard behests of every day.

The heart which boldly faces death
Upon the battle-field, and dares

Cannon and bayonet, faints beneath
The needle-points of frets and cares

;

The stoutest spirits they dismay,

—

The tiny stings of every day.

And even saints of holy fame,
Whose souls by faith have overcome,

Who wore amid the cruel flame
The molten crown of martyrdom.

Bore not without complaint alway
The petty pains of every day.

Ah, more than martyr's aureole,

And more than hero's heart of fire,

We need the humble strength of soul
Which daily toils and ills require

;

Sweet Patience ! grant us, if you may,
An added grace for every day!

Notes on Natural History.

Brilliancy of the flora of temperate regions ^

compared with that of the tropics.—I may hei

remark, that although in this and later visi

to Brazil, I met with many beautiful flower
my experience on the whole coincides witi

that of the distinguished traveller and natui

alist, Mr. Wallace, who remarks that
convinced, from his own observations, " thi

in the most luxuriant parts of the tropic
flowers are less abundant,, on the average lei

showy, and are far less effective in ad
'"

color to the landscape than in temporal
climates;" and that he has never seen in tb

tropics "such brilliant masses of color as eve
England can show in her furze-clad common
her heathery mountain-sides, her glades
wild hyacinths, her fields of poppies, her mei
dows of buttercups and orchises—carpets (

yellow, azure-blue, and fiery crimson whic
the tropics can rarely exhibit." This, I thiol

may be partially accounted for, if we tak
into consideration the fact, that but few c

our most brilliantly-colored flowers occur
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ade of woods, but io comparatively open

ens, which in the tropics, are too much

up by the direct rays of the sun to per-

f much development of vegetable life,

be exception of certainibulbous and suc-

plants (such as Amaryllidaccai, Cacla-

ind Mesembryaceffi) which, from their

uro, are capable of thriving on very poor

The case is, however, entirely different,

almost needless to observe, as regards

lg_the birds, reptiles, and insects in the

and the fish, molluscs, Crustacea, and

invertebrates of the seas of the tropics,

with few exceptions, much more bril-

r attired than their representatives in

jrate climates.

? ''kelp" of the South Pacific—This won-

plant, the most gigantic Alga known,

in vast beds around the coasts of Pata-

, Terra del Fuego, and the Falkland

's, in general growing in depths of from

twenty fathoms, and is of the greatest

i to the navigator as an indication of

resence of rocks to be avoided by him.

a branching root, in the intricacies of

. small molluscs, Crustacea, echinoderms

innelids nestle, arise small fructiferous

erless submerged fronds, and long slen-

tems, which reach the surface of the

r and there give off hundreds of elon-

[ elegantly shaped, jagged-edged fronds,

.ng in length from four to six inches to

)r two feet, each provided with a pyri-

air vesicle at the base. These fronds,

(d from one another by a process of ver-

splitting, spread out on the surface of

vater like so many banners, the manner

hich they are directed being an infallible

c of the ebb and flow of the tide, and I

f few more beautiful sights to be wit-

id, than by leaning over the gunwale of

it on a calm day, and gazing through tiae

depths of these submarine forests, i

h fish swim about as birds fly throug

trees of a wood. It is ditHcult to fix a

the dimensions to which these float-

masses of kelp may extend. The dis-

iished botanist from whom I have already

led [Dr. Hooker] states, that '^ in Kergue-

iLand the length of some pieces which

7 in the middle of Christmas Harbor, was

natod at more than 300 feet ;
but by far

largest seen, during the Antartic Expedi-

,
were amongst the first of any extraor-

ry length which the ships encountered,

,they were not particularly noticed, from

belief that the report of upwards of 1000

'was true; or, at any rate, that better op-

iunities would arise in the course of a three

[•8' voyage, than the first week of our ex-

lation could afford. These occurred in a

it between two of the largest islands,

fre, far from either shore, in what is be-

ad to be forty fathoms water, somewhat

ited stems o{ Macrocystis rose at an angle

15° from the bottom, and streamed along

surface for a distance certainly equal to

6ral times the length of the Erebus : data,

ch if correct (and we believe them so)

} the total length of the stems as about

feet." Kelp continues to grow long after

1 detached from its parent bed ;
and I need

say that one of the most important quali-

tions of the "lookout" on vesselsin the

gerous regions where it prevails, is to be

3 to distinguish floating from rooted speci-

" the plant

very plentiful on the shores of the Falkland

Islands, in the Strait of Magellan, and in the

channels of Western Patagonia, as well as at

Chiloe, which is the northernmost locality

whore I have seen it. It is generally to be

observed in pairs, or small flocks of six or

seven individuals, stationed on the rocks, or

swimming about in the extensive beds of the

"kelp" which girdles the coast in most spots;

but, occasionally large flocks, composed of

many hundreds are to be met with. When
undisturbed on the water they swim quietly

along producing two peculiar notes, and dili-

gently searching the fronds of the kelp for the

animals to be found thereon, or diving for

mussels, which appear to bo one of their staple

articles of diet, as I always found fragments

of the shells in the stomachs of those which I

examined. The stomach is a most powerful

organ, with very thick muscular coats. At

the Falkland Islands, in common with many
other birds, the steamer ducks are much

tamer than they are in the Strait of Magellan,

allowing the observer to come within a few

yards of them without accelerating their

When alarmed at the prospect of im

pending danger, however, they lose no time

in getting up steam, paddling through the

water at a marvellous rate by dint of flapping

their little wings, the motion of which is so

excessively rapid, that it is difficult to con-

vince one's self that they are not revolving,

leaving a long wake of foam like that pro-

duced by a miniature steamer behind them,

and not ceasing this method of progression

till a safe distance has intervened between

them and the object of their dread. They
often assist their escape, in addition, by diving,

and coming up to the surface at a distance of

many yards in a direction upon which it is

impossible to calculate, when they show their

great heads for a moment, and then repeat

the manceuvre. Though the rate of their

speed has, I think, been considerably over

estimated by Captain King [from twelve to

fifteen miles an hour] it is yet so great as to

render it impossible for a boat, however well

manned, to overtake them, except by hem-

ming them in to some small cove where a gun

may be used with a tolerable chance of suc-

cess.— Cunningham's Natural History of the

Strait of Magellan.

For "The Friend."

It is a significant fact that the manna or

angels' food"of the Israelites would not keep,

but had to be daily gathered. "Which weak

and dependent state, as we are probationers

under the new covenant, is recognized by the

dear Saviour in the prayer taught His disci-

ples: "Give us day by day our daily bread."

Well, indeed, would it be for us, and especially

in this day of much literal knowledge and in-

tellectual research, as well as of religious zeal

and activity, if we could be brought truly and

deeply to the humiliating and abiding sense

that we are nothing and can do nothing with-

out Christ Jesus, the living and sustaining

manna and bread of life to the soul. That,

having nothing of ourselves, we are continu

ally and wholly dependent upon Him for tht

fresh supplies of grace, and light, and power

to do any thing at all profitable for ourselves

or tending to His praise and glory. How would

such a sense lead into meekness and lowliness

of heart—the true state for a learner in the

school of Christ! How teach childlike de-

Vhe steamer dvck.- The steamer duck is pendence upon Him without, or severed from

7hom we can do nf.thing! How bring Into

rimitive simplicity, solidity and settlement

upon the ancient foundation I How lead, in

all of our religious performances, to an hum-
ble waiting, in the silence of all flesh, upon

eavenly Counsellor and Lawgiver for

the renewal of spiritual strength and know-
edge, whereby alone prayer, or service, or

suffering can 'be acceptably performed unto

and for Him! O! the unprofitableness and

vanity of all our own runnings and strivings
;

of all our spiritual sacrifices and otterings,

though they be as the thousands of rams or

the ten thousands of rivers of oil, without

that grace and light of life, that daily supply

of spiritual manna, which can alone effectu-

ally preserve and nourish our own souls, or

cause any to become fruit-yielding in the vine-

yard of the Lord of hosts.

What is needed then, is a more humbling

sense of our individual, constant need of help

from the sanctuary, and strength out of Zion
;

more of a being engrafted into Christ, the

Vine of life, and walking in the leadings of

His pure Truth, before we can either rightly

labor or suffer for His cause' sake, or become,

in our respective measures, as is designed we
should, perfect, stablished, strengthened, set-

tled on the unchangeable foundation, Jesus

Christ himself being the chief cornerstone.

Tho following remarks of Job Scott, giving a

little synopsis of his religious experience, are

commended to the solid consideration of the

reader

:

* * * " Indeed I grew weaker and weaker,

blinder and blinder, in myself; but herein I

truly rejoice ; for it brings into the clearness,

into deep dependence upon God alone, where-

by his grace is felt to be all-sufficient, and an

unshaken evidence, that with the divine Arm
there is no lack.

" Many deep lessons of instruction are open-

ed in this dependent state, which had utterly

escaped the penetration of the wise and pru-

dent. Therefore, O Lord ! ever keep me low

enough before thee. I have so clearly seen

this to be the only way for Divine enlargement

and true consolation, that I desire it, I crave

it of thee more earnestly than corn, wine or

oil.

Oh, what numbers miss of the best in-

struction and the purest joy, by continuing,

even after great mortification, alive in them-

selves in their religious performances. These

cannot fully say, ' I live, yet not I, but Christ

liveth in me.' Gal. ii. 20. These have in them

something of the beast which received the

wound by the sword of the Spirit, and yet did

live—the deadly wound being healed ; all these

are in imminent danger ; and if they are not

aware, they will retard the work of the Lord

in themselves and in others, through their

busy attempts to promote it ; and yet perhaps

they may be pretending to wait for, and giv-

ing out that they feel much divine influence.

" Oh, the subtilty of the serpent, especially

in his resemhlance of an angel of light ! Many
hath be caught, beguiled and ruined ;

the pure

openings of life are very different, and dis-

tinguishable from all his false visions and

likenesses ;
the deep, humble, careful traveller

finds it so to his unspeakable satisfaction;

and yet how many are taking the latter for

the former, for want of depth and patience

enough in waiting! Hereby the innocent

precious life in them becomes wounded, and

the true simplicity betrayed—for 'the adul-

teress will hunt (even) for the precious lite,
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(Prov. vi. 26,) as the wise maa testifies; and
I believe the traly wise in heart, not in earth-
ly wisdom, but heavenly, do really find it so

;

for the life is the very thing the adversary
strikes at, and if he can keep us from the sen-
sible feelings and openings thereof in our re-
ligious engagements, he cares not how ac(ive
we are without it, nor how much we pretend
to it; for the more of all this, the securer he
hath us, and the more we promote his king-
dom and interest. Oh, where will many ap-
pear at last, after all the cry of Lord, Lord,
have we not prophesied in thy name, and in
thy name cast out devils, and done many
wonderful or mighty works?

" This is a subject that greatly engages ray
attention, in earnest wishes that thou who
readest these hints may be preserved out of,

and wisely shun the dreadful snare, and yet
have a care of disobedience. But when things
open in the light, give up to the heavenly
vision, and confer not with flesh and blood.
The path, though narrow, may yet be travel-
led in. It is a way wherein all the true way-
faring men, though fools, may walk and not
err; but then they must carefully attend to
the light [of Christ] for the way-marks ; as
the light, and that only, makes them mani-
fest, keeping a single eye thereto; never once
beginning to think of taking less heed to it,

or that now, after much experience, they can
do pretty well with less clearness and less
bright shining thereof than heretofore. For
alas, this is a mistake and dangerous delusion,
and he that continues to give way to it will
soon walk in darkness, not knowing whither
he goeth

: his feet will stumble in the dark,
until he falls into the bottomless pit with the
beast and the false prophet. But thou, whose
eye is kept carefully single and attentive to
the light, shall witness thy whole body to be
full of light, and shall journey safely forward,
until thou arrivest at that city that needs not
the light of the sun nor the moon, for the
Lord God doth lighten it, and the Lamb is

the light thereof Amen."

of suitable articles of clothing and materials
to have in readiness for another season, that
we may be able, by forwarding early in the
autumn, to prevent so much suffering among
our wards, as has been heretofore unavoid-
ably the case.

We find, through Eeport of lOih mo. last,
the foljowing number of scholars enrolled, viz:
The Kickapoo school,

Kaws "...
Quapaw " . . .

,

Ottawa "...
VVyandott, &c.. &c, school, .

Delawares, (removed),
S;ic and Pox school,
Cheyennes and Arapahoes school
Wichita "

Shawnees, (removed).
As these schools become known, and the

Indians see and become acquainted with the
manner in which they are conducted, and the
happy effects upon their children, the num-
bers are steadily increasing in most of them.
Could Friends of each Monthly or Quarterly

Meeting form auxiliaries and report to this,
each doing all in their power, we think the
" Women's Indian Aid" might be a most valu-
able help in this important cause.

E. T. Haines, Sec'y.
M.\RY E. Shearman, Treasurer,

116 North Fourth street.

Third mo. 13th, 1873.

For "The Friend."

For "The Friend.''

The "Women's Indian Aid Association" of
Philadelphia has, since 1870, been much
terested in endeavoring to supply some of the
pressing needs of the Mission Schools estab-
lished in the Central Superintendeney, which
embraces Kansas and Indian Territory.

This is the portion allotted to Friends by
President Grant, and accepted by our Society
with the desire to aid in carrying out his
policy;* "and because they believed that in
the offer of the President to commit to their
care some of the red-men, they saw an open
door leading to their Master's harvest-field,
and hoped to be able to bring some of the ob-
jects of their care to a practical knowledge of
Christianity, and to a participation of its
blessings and benefits." For this purpose
schools have been established by " the Asso-
ciated Executive Committee of Friends," and
every effort made to bring the Indians under
civilizing and Christianizing influences. Now
these schools are to be maintained and sup-
plied with comforts and the varied appliances
of civilized life; our past experience proves
that a more consistent and united action is
necessary to accomplish much in so wide a
field, and we would invite Friends to unite
with us in raising funds and in preparation

* E.Tecntive Committee's Eeport.

Diary of Samuel Scott

(Continued from page 246.)

Ninth month 7th.—This day I voted for
members to represent the borough of Hart-
ford in the ensuing Parliament. To the best
of my knowledge, I maintained "a conscience
void of offence," in the course of the con-
tested election

; only, by attending at the
polling place the second day of the poll, for
about two hours, contrary to the dictates of
truth in my own mind, I became wounded

;my religious exercise was obstructed, and
death and darkness was the covering of my
spirit for many days. Thus it pleaseth infi-
nite Wisdom to visit for our unfaithfulness

;

sometimes even in, what may be esteemed by
others, little things.

Tenth mo. 8th.—At the forenoon meeting,
truth measurably prevailed in silence. I have
often been fearful lest, in our society, human
reason, and the works of a mere moral and
creaturely righteousness, should be substitu-
ted in the place of the law of faith and the
new creation work

;
for according to the tes-

timony of our truly learned and deeply ex-
perienced friend, Isaac Penington, "God is all
in redemption

; God doth all, as fully therein
as in creation

; it is a new creation, yet the
creature quickened and renewed is in unity
with Him in its operations." Penington's
works, vol. 1, p. 526, All boasting of sup-
posed rectitude, and self ability is excluded
by the law of faith

; if the most perfect com-
pliance with its requsitions was attained, the
reward would be not of debt, but of grace
only

;
but every deviation from the line of

duty merits death, and that condemnation
which it most justly and rightfully the sin-
ner's portion

; as it is written, " The wages of
sin is death."

28th.—I was much solicited to engage in „
conference, between two Friends, respecting
misconduct daring the town election "

found no freedom to ^nt.r^.m. .^^~^X^:^--, ^^^^^^^^^^

my principal business at present bein
the vineyard of my own heart. " My
is not yet come," said the Saviour to
immediate followers. The Lord's ren
might not only relate to the matter then
posed, but also might be intended as a wa
word to his followers, throughout all gen
tions. Many of our Society have suff
loss by hastily engaging in supposed serv
both in the ministry and discipline, at
instigation of others, without duly waitin
feel their own way.

Eleventh month 9th.—I walked by
grange to Shad Thames, with some desin
ter those comforts which are in love, and tl

consolations which are in Christ. May
"beloved of souls come in into his gar
and eat his pleasant fruits." " The fruit
the spirit are love, joy, gentleness, meekr
temperance and faith." They indeed are
profitable to God, nor meritorious in
but the most minute or inconsiderable
ments, either in mind or body, even to
giving a cup of cold water, when perfc
ed by the leadings of divine life, are ace
ed

;
and the creature receives an answe:

" well done," through him " who gave \

self to God for us, as an offering
fice, for a sweet-smelling savor."
Twelfth mo. 22nd—We possess many

vileges; a considerable one is the cloud
witnesses, who, however diversified
racter and sentiment, have united in test
ing "that the Lord is good to them who ^

upon Him, and to the soul that seeketh Hi
28th.—In the Park evening meetino-,

nward exercise and labor of spirit
experienced

;
in it consists the essence

prayer. " God is a spirit," He needs not
medium of words. "There is only one
diator, who was manifest in the flesh, and
fared himself a ransom for all;" but rems
an everlasting High Priest in the sanctu
within.

First month 1st, 1781.—Since the
mencement of the former year, the mesa
ger on the pale horse, has arrested
who, respecting age, were nearly my eque
their lot is forever fixed

; I still remain '

a land of pits and drought." ' Without
fightings, within are fears." I may reas
ably expect, from my age and various i

ities, that the days remaining will be few {

evil. O! may not the spirit of prayer
part from me, but that the travail of i

soul may be increased, until death is sw
lowed up in victory. Amen. I attend
the Monthly Meeting of ministers and eld<

at Gracechurch street ; some exercise of spi
was maintained

; our worthy ancient Fr"
Isaac Sharpless, had an acceptable time in
timony.
28th.— In the forenoon meeting, those p

sent were recommended to an inward ft

ing after the immediate presence of Chr
their Saviour

; some other points of doctri
were also touched upon

; it appeared a so
and favored season. Having been some tii

absent in London, our friends and neighbc
seemed pleased with our return. It is ve
agreeable to maintain the habits of j

ghborhood and esteem for each other; 1:

infinitely preferable is the " unity of the 8

rit in the bond of peace." May it be incre
ed and multiplied amongst us. Amen.
Second month 5th.—In a meeting for d

cipline, my mind was oppressed under
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he sufferings of Christ, without thi

of Jerusakm, nor liaving fellowship

aim in tbem ; and of a dark, libertine

that would trample upon those pro
teHtimoniea of the cross, delivered to

3 Fox and many others, against hat
the heathenish appellation ot days and

IS, the unchristian language of you to

gle person, and the calling of men,
contrary to the express prohibition

' blessed Lord ; "Be ye not called of

master, for one is your master, even
Some well-disposed Friends may,

ps, have strengthened these libertines,

'ng too great a stress on externals
;

1 Christ Jesus, neither circumcision

ih nor uncircumcision, but a new crea-

and if those called Quakers walked
ing to this rule, they would neither

ay clothing, nor give flattering titles

D. iluch expense and exactness in

sumptuous houses and costly furniture,

rt not with the seamless garment of a

ed Saviour; who was himself the most
pattern of plainness, " and had not

3n to lay his head."

th mo. 2Sth.—During the course of the

t month a little cloud arose, apparently
than a man's hand, which hath
o as to darken the face of heaven,

)ur down torrents of distress upon my
oul. I have been broken by a tempest,

y wounds have been abundantly multi-

but the great Superintendent of the

se "doeth all things well," his judg-
are righteous altogether. We have all

and fallen short of the glory of God

;

>ld have been the iniquities of my youth,
ore advanced years ; the Lord correct-

r transgressions with the rod, and will

ffer our lives to go wholly unpunished,
i are they whose sins are recalled to

remembrance, and go beforehand to

ent, that the transgressors may bi

I followed her, and saw at least 40 women
all seated upon the ground, or on pieces of

mat spread outside the doors of the houses in

the lane; no men were among them. I sup-

pose the father, with male companions, was
in some other place. The women, all in their

dark blue or black veils and mantles, with a

handkerchief twisted in the hands of each,

which they pulled and shook before them,
were sobbing, sometimes screaming, wailing,

and every now and then chanting, but the

chant was constantly broken by shrieks and
groans. They were not standing, as wailing
women are often depicted in prints and pic-

tures—the Orientals rarely stand for long
together ; and I observed every fresh comer,
after standing a minute or two, saluting every
one and uttering certain phrases ofcondolence,

took her seat on the ground and commenced
rocking herself to and fro. They looked at

first surprised to see a European visitor, and
some did not seem very well pleased ;

others,

who were acquainted, saluted me; and the

poor mother made me sit beside her, and tak-

ing both my hands, pressed them affection-

ately, while tears flowed down her wrinkled
face abundantly, as she said, between her
sobs, 'He loved you; my son loved you ; he
loved your book. Oh, my son—my son !' I

spoke tenderly to the poor creature, and
when the violence of her grief was a little

abated, read her one or two texts from the

gospel, such as appeared at once the most
consolatory and easy to understand. A bigot-

ed woman, who observed this, turned round
and said in an angry, loud whisper, ' Go away,
who wants your books here ? We are crj-ing,

we don't want books.' I tried gently to ex-

plain that I wished to comfort Khaleel's mo-
ther by reading some words which he had
"ked to listen to, but she persisted rudely,

saying, ' Take away your Christian book ; we
are crying; we do not need any book, and
yours is not good.' It would only have mad

1 " Holy of Holies," is to say in so many words
;

i" 1 come to thee in full belief that thou canst
[save me. I give myself to thee, and ask
jthee to receive me." 'Then, by making a pub-
|lic acknowledgment of having done so, an
immediate and complete conversion is experi-

enced, and we are at once admitted into per-

fect fellowship with the Father. "Perfect
rest in Jesus," is the term used.

I do not so read the Scriptures. We never
see the ear of corn nor the head of wheat per-

fected as soon as the seed is sown. The Scrip-

tures say, " First the blade, then the ear, then
the full corn in the ear." So, I believe, the
new birth,—the work of true conversion,—is

a gradual work, and that no one arrives at
once to "the fulness of the stature of a man
in Christ Jesus." G.

Ontario, 3d mo. 25tli, 1S7.3.
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white, and purged by the blood of the la disturbance to oppose her openly, as she was
evidently of a violent temper, so I withdrew
to the other side of the old mother, and shad-

ing the book with my shawl, finished the pas-

sage I was reading in a low voice to her, and
then closed it. At that moment the wailing

ness was freshly awakened to a sense of
I

rather suddenly stopped, and a very ugly

'd brought to trust in Christ alone for! woman, who sat in the middle of the group,

'on, who was made sin for us, " that we jcalled out in her natural voice. ' I shall not

int.

day I again perused Joseph Ball's ac-

of the dying sayings of his father-in-

Eeynolds, who had been nearly forty

minister in our Society; and in his

be made the righteousness of God in

i The great sin of our deceased friend

'•s to have been too great an attachment
Id assiduity after, the things of this

\ that is not my foible ; mine have been
bid."
i (To be continued.)

Monrning Women.

I^hately's Life among theHuts in Egypt,
kucbing account of the death of a Mus-

p boy, named Khaleel. She often visit-

Q in his last sickness, and read to him
res from the Bible, to which he listened

nterest. After his death, his mother
B spoke ot the Testament as the book
jn loved. Our authoress says:
'vent to see her the day after his death,

jng it would be taken as a mark of kind
I', and finding her not at home, asked a

lior where she was. ' Do you not know,'
plied, ' that with us there are always
lays of mourning? This is the second
Qd Safea (the mother) is in the lane

11 the women ; I am going also.'

cry any more unless you give me something.'

She was the paid mourner who led the chant
;

there were two or three, indeed, who were
pointed out to me, but she was the head. She
held out her hand as she spoke very decided-

ly, and most of the people—all, 1 believe—
gave her a trifle ; and there were so many
that she must have made a tolerable collec-

tion, even if each contributed little. I added
a piastre or two, though not particularly ap-

proving her profession, as it seemed best not

to oppose tbeir customs unless absolutely

wrong."— TFAa^e?!/'s among the Huts in Egypt.

"Coming to Je.sus."

We hear a great deal in these days about
"coming to Jesus," and I have feared that

where there is so much talk there is not the ne-

cessary amount of feeling.

Can we go to the Saviour without first be-

ing drawn by his Spirit ? Yet one would sup-

pose by the formal, familiar way in which the

phrase is used, that all that is required to be-

come a full disciple, fitted to enter into the

How sadly mistaken are those who make
it their choice to pass through life, limited in

their enjoyment of it, to the unstable and un-
satisfying pleasures and profits which pertain

to this world only, and eschew religion under
the supposition that it is a source of gloomi-
ness and selfpunishment. So far from the
latter being the case, it is one of the strong

' evidences of the adaptation of Christianity to

the composite constitution of man, that beside

the superior spiritual joj-s that are exclusive-

ly its own, and which it brings within the
reach of all who truly embrace it, it enhances
and purifies the pleasures which may arise

from the many though uncertain sources of
delight which the things of this world afford.

Experience fully contirmeth the declaration

of our Saviour that it is from the heart pro-

ceed evil thoughts, evil desires, evil motives,
and all the evil passions that betray man into

sin and its inseparable unhappiness. If our
heart condemn us, God is greater than our
heart, and knoweth all things

; and the irre-

ligious man, however he may strive to con-

ceal it under a show of indifference or hilarity,

carries with him the consciousness of this om-
niscience of his Creator and Judge, which
mars the enjoyment of the illicit pleasures he
seeks, and at times brings him under the pun-
ishment of condemnation and remorse. But
when the new birth has been experienced, and
the spirit is brought under the government of

religion, pure and undefiled before God the
Father, the heart glows with the love that

He sheds abroad in it, and from it springs

forth those sanctified joys and heavenly graces
which substantiate man's near relationship to

the higher intelligences in heaven. If our
heart condemn us not, then have we confi-

dence towards God, and whatever may be the
circumstances under which we may be placed,

knowing that a loving, omniscient Father is

watching over us for good, and that his om-
nipotent arm is underneath to bear us up, we
cun, even under affliction and trial, resignedly

commit the keeping of our souls unto him as

to a faithful Creator, satisfied that He will

cause all things to work together for our good.
The eye of faith may indeed sometimes be so

dimmed by the tears which bedew the cheek
of suffering humanity, as to ;prevent clearly

seeing the kind providence of the all-wise

Disposer of events, but religion enables to rest
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on his immutable word, lights up the darkest

cloud with the bow of promise, and prompts
the sad heart to pour forth a hymn of thanks-

giving and praise.

It is the nature of sin to enfeeble the under-

standing, while it dulls the moral sensitive-

ness ; but where the religion of Christ hold'*

its legitimate authority, and keeps reason and
revelation each in its proper sphere, the exer-

cise of the intellectual faculties is accompanied
with clearer and more discriminating percep-

tions, with deeper and more stable ratiocina-

tion, and resulting in safer and far more sat-

isfying conclusions. It adds a heightened
charm to the pleasures that spring from the

almost endless variety of objects in nature;

and by accustoming the mind to regard all

external things in their connection with and
relation to the beneficent Author of the uni-

verse, prevents its becoming bewildered in

the mazes of uncertain speculation, or lapsing

into the indifference, that may otherwise at-

tend looking at them as things of course, and
thus missing the pure enjoyment they are in-

tended to afford. .With a deepened glow of

delight, it enables to dwell on the ever vary-

ing beauty of the landscape ; to contemplate
the grandeur of the sun with its revolving

worlds, and also the unfathomable extension

of the whole host of heaven. It ennobles the

triumph of science and art, by making them
subservient to the promotion of the cause of

truth; and while it developes the purest and
dee])est feelings of the heart, it elevates the

affections, and awakens the most genial sy

pathy for the whole family of man.
These are some of the treasures which

Christ's religion, when sincerely embraced, be

stows upon its possessor, as he passes through
time ; treasures which once purchased, the

most despised of the earth may rest satisfied,

neither moth nor rust can corrupt, nor thieves

break through and steal; and as the end ofi

life's journey draws near, its consolations dis-

arm death of its terrors, and enables the wash-
ed and redeemed soul to rest, with the hope,

sure and steadfast, that entereth within the
vail, on the merits and mercy of the crucified

Saviour, who in the day that He maketh up
his jewels, will spare those that are his, as a

man spareth the son that serveth him.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FoREioN.—The number of emigrant passengers who

sailed from Liverpool in the Second month was 5,892
which is 1602 less than in the corresponding month
1872. Ofthe.se emigrants 3477 were English, 51 Scotch,

499 Irish, 1435 foreigners, and 430 unknown.
Twenty-five hundred coal miners in the Bolton Farns-

worth district have struck.

The scarcity and high price of coal in England cause
great inconvenience and afi'ect many kinds of busines.s

unfavorably.

Another effort to defeat the government was made in

the House of Commons, the 26th ult, upon the passage
to its second reading of the burial bill. The attempt
proved unsuccessful, and the .second reading was carried
by a vote of 280 against 217.

At the Lord Mayors' banquet Gladstone, in some re-

marks made in reply to a toast, said the Ministry had
a fall and recovery, and was ashamed of neither.

Though they had failed to give Ireland a Nation.al
University, history would prove the principle was in-

destructible.

Count Von Bernstofl', German Ambassador to Great
Britain, died in London on the 25th ult. He was 65
years old, and had been a distinguished diplomatist for

many years.

The will of Napoleon the Third has been proved in

England. His personal property, amounting to £120,-
000, he leaves to his widow without reserve.

The anti-slavery ambassador from Great Britain to

the Stiltan of Zanzibar, appears to have failed in liis

ission. Sir Barth Frere took with him a treaty,

which, if the Snltan had accepted, would have bound
him to abolish the slave trade. At first during several

interviews between the Sultan and the Envoy, the former

ppeared willing to concede all that was asked, but

nally the influence of persons who are interested in

the continuance of the traffic in slaves prevailed, and
the Sultan returned a decided negative to Queen Vic-

toria's letter.

The Board of Trade returns for the Second month,
show the declared value of British exportations to have
been £20,333,666, an increase of nearly ten per cent, on

the exportations of the corresponding month last year.

There has been an excited debate in the French As-

sembly over Prince Napoleon'.s petition praying for the

restoration of his rights as a citizen, and remonstrating

against his illegal expulsion from France. Minister

Dufaure, on the part of the government, argued that the

Bonaparte princes rejected the decree which deposed

their dynasty ; therefore, it was impossible to treat them
as mere citizens. He spoke in terms of scathing con-

tempt of the coup d'etat on which the power of the late

Emperor was founded. To remove all donbt as to the

opinion of the Chamber, Dufaure then submitted a bill

exiling the Bonaparte family, and moved the simple

order of the day, which was adopted by a vote of 347

to 291.

Twelve members of a secret socialist society have
been arrested at Ydes. Two of the prisoners are

Spaniards, and call themselves representatives of the

government at Madrid. Other arrests of a similar kind

are reported.

An International Patent Rights Congress will be held

in Vienna during the World's Exhibition. It will be

composed of manufacturers, scientific men and expert

Three American gardeners will be allowed to raise

vegetables on Austrian soil to compete for the agricu

tural premiums.
The Grand Vizier of Turkey ha.s written a sharjj note

to the government at Belgrade, respecting the delay in

the payment of the annual tribute to Turkey by Servia

The Portuguese Minister of Public Works has asked

the Cortes to ratify the concession for a cable between
Portugal and the United States, touching the Azores
The contract for laying the cable has been signed.

Spanish advices continue unsatisfactory. Olozago
has resigned as Spanish Minister at Paris, because he
disapproved of the insufficiently conservative policy

pursued by the Spanish government.
The garrison at Barcelona is in open mutiny, and the

officers are powerless to effect a restoration of discipline

Insubordination is spreading in the army of Catalonia,

and many officers have been threatened with death and
obliged to fly. The Carlists are masters of Upper Cata-

lonia.

The Minister of Finance, at a Cabinet Council held
the 28th nit., stated that the finances of the country
were in a deplorable condition, and warned his coUea
gues that the Republic could not remain master of the

situation unless radical changes were made in the fiscal

administration.

A sharp battle has been fought in the province of

Catalonia, fifty miles north of Barcelona, in which the

government forces were outnumbered by the Carlists,

and driven from the field. The losses were reported

heavier than in any previous collision of the war.

A Madrid dispatch of the 31st ult. says: Intelligence

has reached Barcelona that the town of Berga, which
was captured by the Carlists two days before, had been
destroyed by fire by the insurgents. Berga contained
a hospital and several convents, and a population of

over 16.000. Acts of lawless violence were of daib
currence in Barcelona. The burning of the churches
and the massacre of the priests are threatened.

The French government has sent strong reinforce

ments to the troops stationed on the Spanish frontier.

London, 3d mo. 31st.—Consols 92J. U. S. Bonds of

1867, 93|. New fives 91. •

Liverpool.— Uplands cotton, 9|d.; Orleans, 9|f/.

Sales 1.5,000 bales. California wheat, lis. 5rf. a lis. Get.

per 100 lbs.

United States.—The interments in Philadelph
last week numbered 323. There were 51 deaths of

consumption, 42 inflammation of the lungs, 9 typhoid
fever, and 9 old age.

It is understood that the Treasury will hereafter

tain the whole amount of the charges for transportation

arvl carrying the mail on the Union Pacific and Central

Pacific Railroads.

There were 519 interments in New York last week.
The quantity of grain used in the distilleries of

Peoria, 111., in 1872, was 1,640,895 bushels, and th.

quantity of proof spirit made was 5,986,440 gallons.

The total loss by the Boston fire, according to the

latest estimates, was $81,841,144. One-half of th

was owned by fifty-seven persons, trustees or c

tions.

According to the last statistics, the aggregate)

of failures during 1872, throughout the United
was 4,069, involving liabilities amounting to $1:

000. The failures in 1871 aggregated 2>15,
bilities amounting to $85,252,000, while for

were 3,551, with $88,242,000 of liabilities.

An official statement shows that the total nui

persons in the United States who were assessed

; during the years 1871 and 1872, under th

July 14, 1870, were 74,773 and 74,337, respecti>

In the State of New York there are 226 n

banks outside the city of New York. Accordini

late reports presented to the Comptroller of tl

rency, the 226 banks had resources and lia

unting to $134,719,518, while the fifty bank:

city of New York had $432,983,95.3.

The U. S. Secretary of the Treasury has orde

le of $6,000,000 of gold during the 4th mon
the purchase of $1,000,000 of U. S. bonds.

The shipments of specie from New Y'ork 1

1st mo. 1st and 3d mo. 29th, 1873, amounted
352,315, against $5,222,581 in the correspondin]

last year.

The Markets, &e.—The following were the qu(

on the 31st ult. New York.— American golc

U.S. sixes, 1881, 120; ditto, 1865, 118; new fivf

10-40 5 per cents, 112}. Superfine flour, $6.10i

State extra, $7.10 a $7.-50; finer brands, *7.

White Michigan wheat, $1.98 ; No. 2 Milwaukie
$1.68 ; No. 2 Chicago do., $1.61. Western barle

a!fl.l5. Oats, 48 a 55 cts. Western mixed i

cts. ; western white, 70 cts. ; southern white, 71 i

Philadelphia.—Middlings cotton, 20 a 21 cts. for •

and New Orleans. Cuba sugar, 8| cts. Cuba m
34 cts. Superfine flour, $4.50 a $5.50 ; extras,

$6.25; finer brand.s, $6.-50 a $11.50. White
$2.10 a $2.20 ; amber, $1.98 a $2 ; western red,

$1.96 ; amber spring, $1.77 a $1.83. Rye,
low corn, 60 cts.; white, 65 cts. Oats, 47 a

Clover-seed, 8 a 8| cts. Lard, 8i a 8|
2100 beef cattle sold at the Avenue Drove-yard,
at 8 J- a 8 J cts. per lb. gross; choice, 7^ a 8 cts.;

good, 6 a 7 cts., and common 4f a 5|- cts.

at 7 a 8J cts. per lb. gross, and hogs $9.25 a $i\

100 Ib.s. net. Chicago.—Spring extra flour,

$7.25. No. 2 spring wheat, $1.17*; No. 3,

$1.09. No. 2 mixed corn, 30| cts. No. 2 oats,

Barley, 77 a 78 cts. Lard, Hi cts. St. Louii

spring wheat, $1.21 ; No. 3 fall, $1.65. No.
corn, 33 a 33| cts. No. 2 oats, 27 a 27 J cts. Nc
73 cts. jBo/ttmorc—Choice white wheat, $2.10 i

fair to prime, $1.85 a $2.05
;
good to prime red,

$2.05. Mixed western corn, 60 cts. ; southern w
cts. Oats, 47 a 48 cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL;
A Friend is wanted to fill the position of Go

in this Institution, to enter upon duty at the 1

of the Summer Se.ssion. Apply to

Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., Germanti
Lvdia L. Walton, Moorestown, N. J.,

Sarah A. Richie, No. 444 N. Fifth St.,

Rebecca S. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth St.,

FRIENDS' LIBRARY.
Supplementary Catalogue of Books belonginf

Library of Friends of Philadelphia, from 1853 1

Cloth flexible covers.

For sale at Friends' Bookstore. Price 50 cts..

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOU
The Summer Session of this In.stitution com'

on Second-day, the 5th of Fifth month. Pare
others intending to send pupils, are requested t,

timely application to Aaron Sharpless, S
tendent, (address Street Road P. O., Chester Ci'

or to Charles J. Allen, Treasurer, 304 Arch!
Philadelphia. i

A Short Account of Ann Reeve, of Lower
wich. New Jersey, as given by her father. Fu\
by the Tract Association of Friends. Steel-blui

covers. Price 10 cents.

For sale at Friend.s' Book Store. '

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, Srai

Jefferson Co., Ohio, on the 20th of 3d mo. 1873, H
HuTTON, of Philadelphia, to Eliza A., dauo!

Mark .and Sarah V. Willets.
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he Inundation and Subsidence of the Yang-

tsze River.

(Continned from page 'J&9.)

he next devastating flood happened in

\). At that time the town of Hankow
Itained upwards of 10,000 dwelling-houses,

ips, warehouses, and public buildings, chiefly

't of brick, wood, and clay. As the flood

'i about the fnundations these became sap-

i,

and the structures gradually gave way,
le many of the more fragile tenements col-

)ed, burying the unfortunate indwellers

)ng8t the ruins. Those who dvcelt in the

-e substantial buildings clung to their

les in hope of the waters subsiding, but

here seemed no prospect of this, they es-

ied, with what little property could be

ed, in boats, to the neighboring city of

oyang and the provincial capital of Woo-
ng, which are partly built on rocky emi-

ces. At the latter city so great was the

|id that boats could land their passengers

bhe top of the city walls, where in ordinary

iids they are at least twelve to fifteen feet

live the level of the river. As the Yang
p between Woo-chang and Hankow is s

;e and a quarter wide, and about 800 miles

iDQ the outer limits of its estuary, some idea

iy be formed from that fact of the immense
ume of water carried down during this tre

indous flood, which is said to have forced

ii turbid waters for 150 miles into the Pacific

;3an. It is also stated that the entire town
Hankow was swept away, excepting one
itary building to show whore this great

mmercial mart formerly stood,

l^otwithstanding this dreadful sacrifice of

and property at Hankow, the inhabitants

urned immediately the waters subsided

ow the site of the town, which is in some
jree raised by the accumulation of mud
ong the debris of the wrecked buildings,

is observable, also, when the river falls to

I minimum level, that there are regular

|ata of this debris for ten or twelve feet,

i)wing that the town has been demolished by

Ijse extra inundations for centuries, though
distant intervals. According to Chinese

iords such great floods {Ta Shwui) hap-

oed in the years 1646, 1664, 1697, 1727,

39, 1831, and 1850. Knowing from these

records that the chances of their dwellings

laining for at least twenty years may be

counted on, the inhabitants commenced to re-

build the town, so that in two or three years

after the latter date it was as large and popul-

ous as before the great flood. There is one

deficiency connected with the Chinese data of

that event where they fail to furnish any
measurement of the height to which the river

rose above its low-water mark. Since then a

ritish settlement has been built on the river

bank to the eastward of Hankow, and we
have annual observations of its rise and fall

hich materially affect the commercial in-

terests of the foreign residents. I may here

mark that the Chinese authorities willingly

acquiesced in the establishment of this settle-

ment according to treaty stipulations, hoping

that some day—as it has been suggested—

a

great flood will come and sweep the hated

foreigners and their houses into the river.

This is no idle prediction. Such a catas-

trophe was imminent three years ago. About
the 20th of July, 1809, the flood rose rapidly

above its normal level of forty feet, and in

twenty-four hours inundated the whole of the

lower streets of the native town and British

settlement. For three days the waters con-

tinued to rise until the lower flats of every

building were more or less flooded. In the

back streets the water was from five to ten

feet deep, and filled with the sewage of the

town, creating an intolerable eftluvium, with

the thermometer 140° in the sun, and 90°

Fahr. in the shade. The ruin of the poorer

classes inhabiting the lower parts of Hankow
was complete. Many thousands were forced

to leave their houses and take refuge on the

defence wall which bounds the town on its

western flank. But even ibis became inse-

cure, and they fled across the Han Eiver to

the hill that rises in the middle of Hanyang.
In the settlement, matters were not much
better, except where two or three merchants

had erected their warehouses on piles and

brickwork just flush with the flood. Others,

whose oflSces and stores were submerged, made
use of them as swimming-baths. Throughout
the whole place communication could only be

carried on by means of boats, the streets being

temporarily turned into canals. Where the

natives occupied the ground-floors they were
moved into large river boats moored to the

houses, where cooking was carried on for the

establishments ;
while the masters and their

assistants occupied the upper stories, with th

prospect of the foundations giving way and
their being overwhelmed in the flood. There
is a church in the settlement, at once a credit

to the place and the liberality of the commu-
nity, which v?a8 flooded some four feet, and

fears were entertained that the foundations

would give way and the handsome edifice be-

come a wreck. Happily this did not occur,

neither were any of the substantial buildings

seriously damaged; but the boundary walls

which divided the allotments of the residents

from each other were levelled with the ground,

while their trim gardens were obliterated.

Where blooming flowers and choice plants

had flourished a week or tvpo before, there

wore cargo boats laden with the merchandise
saved from the warehouses. The only pic-

turesque feature in this scene of desolation

was the boats navigating the flooded streets

at night, with fantastic lanterns of various

shapes and colors suspended from their bows.

Vt length the flood reached its highest point

on tho 24th July, and by the end of the month
t had subsided so as to leave tho higher parts

of the town and settlement dry. From a care-

ful measurement taken by a civil engineer,

who was resident at the time in Hankow, he

calculated that the flood had risen 51A feet

above the previous low water mark. Had it

reached a few more—say 55 feet—in all pro-

bability the British settlement at Hankow
would now be a place of the past, and the

residents who have purchased ground and

erected buildings suS'ered serious damage if

not loss of life. Hence they have just cause

of complaint that this dangerous site was
chosen for a settlement, while opposite in

Hanyang there is abundance of hilly ground

above the floods.

To what extent these flood waters cover tho

lands on the banks of the Yang-tsze, there are

no data upon which to base even an approxi-

mate calculation. A traveller who witnessed

the flood of 1869 gives his views on this point

follows:—"The desolation produced by

such a flood must be seen to be understood.

Having witnessed it in the present year I can

speak from observation. In the latter part

of August the water had subsided but two feet

nd a half, and still covered tho plain to the

depth of from four to eight feet, so that it was
more like sailing over a large lake than on a

river. Tho whole plain, from Taiping-foo, up

for a distance of more than 500 miles, was

flooded. The average breadth of the plain

thus flooded I should estimate to be about

twenty miles, which would give at least 10,000

square miles as tho extent of country covered

with water. The crops of course were de-

stroyed; the inhabitants driven from their

homes or drowned ;
their houses dismantled

or in ruins; their personal property in many
cases all lost ; and when we consider that

about 4,000,000 of people were thus deprived

of their homes, and their usual means of sub-

sistence, to go forth as beggars, and vast

multitudes of them to die of hunger and star-

vation, some faint idea may bo gathered of the

appalling nature and extent of this calamity."

This account I take to bo an unvarnished de-

scription of the dire efl'ects resulting from the

Yang-tsze inundations, and this estimate of

the submerged lands within a given area is

below the actual extent of the flood.

When the flood waters reach the estuary

of the river they are arrested in their current

by the opposing tide, and the detritus held

previously in suspension deposited. Hence
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has arisen the great delta of the Yang-tsze,

where Shanghai—the most important foreign

settlement in China—is situated. In estima-

ting the geographical and geological changes
which have occurred at this interesting locali-

ty, we are not groping in the dark as to how
the land was changed, for we have the records

of the Chinese to prove them. At present

Shanghai is distant from twenty to twenty
five miles from the sea coast, where some five

centuries ago its site was washed by the waves
of the Pacific Ocean. All the intervening

tract of land, comprising upwards of a hun
dred square miles, has been formed since that

period. Its name denotes its origin, for it

signifies in the Chinese language, " Upon the

Sea." Since its occupation by foreigners the

process of alluvial formation has been observ

ed going on with a rapidity that threatens in

a short time to close up the navigation to the

anchorage off the settlement for ocean-going

ships. Moreover, within the same space of

time the detritus deposited at the embouchure
of the river has formed an island called Tsung-
Ming, forty-five miles long by an average
width of eight miles, on which about one i

lion Chinese obtain a living by cultivating

the soil thus reclaimed, or rather formed by
the sedimentary deposits of the Yang-tsze.

These are only some of the leading features

of this mighty river, but they will sufiice

show the grand phenomena attending its

undations.

For " The Friend."

Barclay's Life of Jaffray.

CContiDued from page 258.)

"One of the main things I am called to

learn, under this present dispensation, [his

imprisonment] is, to be more content with a

suffering lot,—that great lesson, of cheerfully

taking up my cross to follow Christ; and in

order thereto, to learn to die daily unto ail

the things of a present world ; especially to

the too great and excessive desire I always
have hitherto had, of enjoying the sweet con-

tentment of my wife and children; yea, so

excessive was I in this, while God gives me
the freedom of enjoying them, I may labor to

have it to be in himself.

The Lord, who knows me well, knows well

also what need I have thus to be exercised
;

[the many trials then attending] the saddest

part of which exercise, is, the hiding of his

face, and shuttingout my prayer,—than which
there can be nothing more grievous to a ten-

der heart :—I was desiring that it might be

so to mine; and hoping that when I know
more how to prize his presence and entertain

His Spirit, he will help me, so as that I may
enjoy more ofhim ; also, to know better how to

keep free, as of sinful, so of needless, anxious,
perplexing thoughts, by which my heart is

not a little marred in the enjoying of God ;

—

the avoiding too of needless cares of a present
world, and of what may be dear to me in it,

—

to have a loose grasp of these, and know how
to lay them wholly upon God. This is one,

among the great lessons, the Lord is giving
me at this time to learn.

So far was the distemper and distraction of
my spirit heightened, that, sometimes, in the
time of prayer, while I was speaking, I was
forced to be silent, and could not utter one
word, but was forced to desire my fellow-

prisoners to proceed in the duty. Some days
thereafter, I turned over to some Scriptures, I

where there is something like this case, men
tioned to have been incident to the people of

God formerly; as, Psal. Ixxvii. 4, 'Thou hold
est mine eyes waking; I am so troubled that
I cannot speak;' and Psal. xxxix. 2, 'I was
dumb with silence, I held my peace, even from
good ;' and Psal. xl. 12, ' Mine iniquities have
taken hold upon me, so that I am not able to

look up ;—my heart faileth me.' But, 1 could
not so well apply these places to my own case,

seeing that it appears, the prophet's situation

there differs from mine. Though I dare not
altogether say, that the sense of sin was not a
part of my exercise

;
yet was it (so as I could

discern) more from the vanity and looseness

of my heart, needlessly burdening itself with
anxious, perplexing thoughts of my outvvard
condition ; so little was I rightly acquainted
with the way of being about duty, and leav-

ing events to God, or making a difference be-

tween what was necessary and what was
superfluous, so as to be about these necessary
things, in the way of God, without distrac-

tion ; as, doubtless, the believer may attain to,

when he goes about them upon spiritual con-
siderations and for spiritual ends.

A main consideration in my present case,

and frequently obvious to my thoughts, was
this:—that I was eminently called of God, to

better ordering of my whole conversation, in

walking with him all the day long,—watch-
ing unto prayer,—observing every motion
and outgoing of the heart, and admitting or
rejecting them, according as they were con-

formable, or not, with the rule: as also in

prayer, when it is to be gone about, either

apart or together with others, to observe the
motions of God's Spirit to enlargement; and,
though I durst not conclude upon this, as a
rule,—namely, not to pray, but when enlarge-
ment and inclination was thereto beforehand
given, seeing it many times comes at the time,

and not before venturing on the duty
;
yet,

so to walk in every particular, in doing and
saying, as that nothing may escape, which
may be feared to obstruct enlargement in

prayer; and, on the other hand, so to observe
every passage in my whole conversation
throughout the day, and every motion of the
Spirit, as thereby the mind may be stored
with good matter ; and so may enlargement
be warrantably waited for. Thus, to be in the
fear of the Lord all the day long, Prov. xxiii.

17,,is the highway to it; for so it is promised,
Isai. Ix. 5, ' Thy heart shallfear and be enlarged.'

Without this, whatever fits or flashes ot en-

largement may be at times attained to
;
yet,

no fixedness, for staying the heart in prayer
upon God, is attainable. And ordinarily, ac-

cording to the measure and proportion of the
heart's being stayed on God, between the
times of prayer, in close walking with him,
so does it attain this fixedness and enlarge-

ment in time of prayer.

But here, it is to be observed, that, in my
case, not only fixedness and enlargement seem
suspended, or removed from me, but even

rds also, many times, so that I could not
speak a word ; and yet I could not tell where-
fore, or how, it was thus with me : insomuch,
that, upon the 6th of 12th mo., I was neces-

sitated to desire of James Simpson, my fellow-

prisoner, to forbear to press me any more to

perform that duty ofpraying publicly, as I was
before accustomed to do, in our little prison-

family. I was above a month under this exer-

cise, before I did adventure thus to desire to

be forborne, fearing to be mistaken by him,

and to give him offence. But, having infor

him a little of my case, and of the weak
and great infirmity of my body; and hai

a little reasoned with him, about laborin

have our hearts more in a fittedness and
position for prayer, before venturing so ra

on it as ordinarily we do; some discours

this kind having past, at last, he agreed
some time to forbear me.
Upon the 13th of 12th mo., my heart •

some way enlarged in private prayer,
i

therewith was I desiring to be comforted;
with this caution, that I should beware of p
ing too much of my satisfaction and com)
upon enlargement and liberty given in pra^

For, though this be a rich mercy, for

God is to be praised, and for which the he

may rejoice and be comforted,—-as the Psa
ist saith, ' I love the Lord, because he h
heard my voice and my supplications,' and
Elihu, ' 1 will speak, that I may be refresh

(for much refreshment may and does co

that way ;)—-yet the person and the pra;

may both be very acceptable, when this

wanting. Faith is commonly most alive, wl:

sense is least satisfied; humility, and the 1

rooting and bedewing graces, do then
narily most abound. And if thus the he
does find it, or has hope (though not present

yet afterwards) so to find it, there may
comfort in this case ; for, this may be a pi

of that ' peaceable fruit of righteousne
which the sad affliction of apparent des

tion shall in due time bring forth. Heb.
11. And therefore, such an one should
most stirred up and lively, when sense is lei

isfied, as is intimated in Isai. i. 10, ' W
among you that feareth the Lord, tl:

obeyeth the voice of his servant, that walke
in darkness, and hath no light? let him trt

n the name of the Lord and stay upon
"

God.'"
(To

For "The Friend.!

Indian Names.

The meaning of the names which the Dei

ware Indians gave to streams, &c., iu Ped
sylvania, New Jersey, Maryland and Virgin:

'

forms the subject of a pamphlet compiled li

Wm. C. Eeichel, from a manuscript original'

prepared by the late John Heckewelder, ai

recently published for the first time.

Many of these names, in a more or le

altered form, are now in common use amor
us, and the information thus given upon the-

almost the only mementoes of the numeroi

people who once hospitably received our for

fathers in this region of country, and fori

long time lived in peace and friendship wit

the inhabitants of Pennsylvania and I^e

Jersey, is interesting. The following are e.

tracted :

Aquanshicola, (emptying into the Lehig
from the north-east in Carbon county), co

rupted from Achquoanschicola, signifyin,

" where we fish with the bush-net."

Catasauqua, (an affluent of the Lehigh froi

the north-east in Northampton county), co

rupted from Gattoshacki, signifying, " tl

earth thirsts," viz. for rain.

Catawissa, (a branch of the Susquehanna!
Columbia county), corrupted from Gattawif
signifying "growing fat." {A'ote. Probabl

the Indians who named the place, had shot

deer along the creek in the season when de<

fatten.)

Chester River, (in Delaware county), calle
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•ly deeds Macopanaekhan, corrupted from

hoppendckhan, signifying, " the large

,0 stream," i. e., the stream along which

potatoes grow.

ickisalunga, (emptying into the Susque-

afrom the north-east in Lancaster coun-

corrupted from Chickiswalungo, '-the

( of the crawfish," i. e., where the ground

11 of holes bored by the crab or craw-

•aquannock, the name by which the site of

adelphia was known to the Indians, is a

uptlon of Cuwequenaku, signifying, "the

of tall pines."

)caUco, (a branch of the Conestoga ic

caster county), corrupted from Achgook

CO, (shortened into Chgokalico), signify

" where the snakes collect in dens to past

winter." {Note. This spot along the creek

well known to the Indians.)

ohocksink, corrupted from Cu^enhasink,

ifying, " where the pines grow,"—where

e are pinelands.

onewango, (a branch of the Allegheny in

rren county), corrupted from truneiinga,

ifying, " they have been gone a long time,

f stay a long time."

'onococheague, (a branch of the Potomac

ining Franklin county), corrupted from

leukitschik, signifying, " indeed a long

a name expressive of impatience mani

ed by a company of Indians travelling

ig the stream.

Jonoy, (a small creek emptying into th(

iquehannain Lancaster county), corrupted

tn Guneu, signifying, "long."

Delaware River, called by the Delawares

bape-wihittuck, i. e., " the river of the

pape." Also Kit-h:lnne, (in Minsi Delaware

Lht-hanne) signifying, the " main stream"

ts region of country.

Eockendauqua, (emptying into the Lehigh

|m the north-east in Northampton county),

iTupted from Hackiundochwe, signifying,

barching for land." (Note. Probably some

idtes were observed by the Indians survey-

t; or prospecting along this stream.)

'iSoppeny Creek, (emptying into the Susquo-

innafromtbewe8t,in'Wyomingcounty),cor-

ipted from Hobbenisink, signifying, " where

^re are wild potatoes."

•Kenjua, (a branch of the Allegheny, head-

T in McKean county), corrupted from Kent-

auak, signifying, " they gobble." Note. The

sek was evidently a resort of wild turkeys,

e name it bears alluding to the gobbling

,.th which the turkey-cock responds to the

jll of his mate.)

,Xi«annin(/, (the County-seat of Armstrong),

,rrupted from Kit-hanne, in Minsi Delaware,

jcht-h4nne, signifying, " the main stream,"

ie., in its region of country.

Lackamissa, (corrupted from Legau-miksa,

Unifying, " sandy soil."

[Lehigh River, called by the Delawares Lech-

liweeki, Lechauwiechink, or Lechauwekink,

jgnifying, " where there are forks." Thi^

iime was given to the river, because through

struck an Indian path or thoroughfare

i)ming from the lower parts of the Delaware

)untry, which thoroughfare, on the left bank

f the river, forked off into various trails, lead-

ig north and west. The word Lechauwekink,

•as shortened into Lecha, the name still in

se among the descendants of German set-

ers,—of which abbreviation Lehigh is a cor-

aption.

^Lechauwltank, " the place at or withm the

forkrt," was the name given by the Delawares

to the site of Easton, and then to the town.

Little Schuylkill, Beaver, or Tamaque Crook,

(^a branch of the Schuylkill in Schuylkill

county). In Delaware, tamaque-hanne,

Oley, (a township in Berks county), cor-

rupted from Olink, or Olo (also Wahlink, or

Wahlo, signifying "a hole, a cavern, a cell,"

or "cache ;" also a "cove," that is, a tract of

, 'land encompassed by hills.

beaver stream,—a stream across which the

beaver throws a dam and builds his lodge."

Loyalhanna, (a branch of the Conemaugh
or Kiskiminetas in Westmoreland county),

corrupted from Laweel-hanne, signifying, " the

middle stream."
Loyalsock, a (branch of the Susquehanna

in Lycoming county), corrupted from Lawi-

saquick, signifying the "middle creek," i. e.,

a creek flowing between two others.

Lyco7iung, (a branch of the Susquehanna in

Lycoming county), corrupted from Legaui-
• anne, signifying " sandy stream." The Dela-

wares called it invariably by this name.

Mahanoy, (a branch of the Susquehanna in

Northumberland county), corrupted from ma-

honi, a lick.

Mahantango, (a branch of the Susquehanna

between Dauphin and Northumberland coun-

ties), corrupted from Mohantango, signifying,

" where we had plenty of meat to eat."

Alahoning, (a branch of the Lehigh, heading

west in Carbon county), corrupted from Ma-

honink, signifying, " where there is a hck, at

the lick." Mahoni is Delaware for a lick,

honitty signifies, adiminutivo lick, and mahon-

hanne, a stream flowing from or near a lick.

Manatawny, (a branch of the Schuylkill in

Berks county), corrupted from menhaltanink,

signifying " where we drank liquor."

(To be conclndcd.)

For "The FrleDd."

Religions Talk.

I find an article with the above caption in

the 30th No. of "The Friend," to which I

wish to call attention, as I think the author

has gone farther in his criticism on what he

calls " the religious talk of the day," than he

should, if he exercised that charity so highly

commended by Paul.

I would not have any one talk lightly on

any religious subject; but when the heart is

really converted to God, can we expect the

lips to refrain from speaking of the good things

the Lord hath done for the soul of such an

The woman Jesus met at the well of

Samaria, went away and invited others to

come to the Saviour, and many came and be-

lieved ;
her talk proved very effectual.

The blind man whose eyes were opened,

did not refrain from publicly declaring what

the Lord had done for him, even though his

parents were fearful of the consequences of

such conversation. We do not read of any

person in the New Testament who was un-

willing to confess the Lord Jesus after they

had been healed by Him ;
although He for

certain in-reason enjoined silence

u.,.^...f, - -
• 1 • stances, yet their hearts were so full they

Manayunk, corrupted from mene-iunk, sig^j^^^^i^ ^^^^ withhold their tongues from speak-
"" "

his praise ;
nor do we learn that the Lordnifying, " where we go to drink—our place of

drinking liquor."

Mauch Chunk, corrupted from machk-tsch-

unk, signifying, " bear-mountain," or strictly,

" where there is a mountain, the resort of

Maxataiony, (a branch of Saucon Creek in
|

Berks county), corrupted from machksit-

hanne, signifying "bear's path stream—the

stream along which bears have beaten a path.

Momcasy, (a branch of the Lehigh in North-

ampton county), corrupted from Menagassi

or Menakessi, signifying, "a stream with

several large bends."

Monongahela, corrupted from Menaunge-

hilla, a word implying " high banks or bluffs,

breaking off and falling down at places.

Moshannon, (emptying into the Susque-

hanna from the southwest, between Clear-

field and Centre counties), corrupted from

Mooshanne, i. e., "elk stream."

Nescopec, (emptying into the Susquehanna

from the east in Luzerne county), corrupted

from Neskchoppeek, signifying " black, deep

and still water."

Neshaminy, (a branch of the Delaware in

Bucks county), corrupted from Nischam-

hanne, signifying "a double stream,' i. e., a

stream formed by the confluence of two

branches.
_ . t u- i

Nesquehoning, (emptying into the Lohigh

from the west, in Carbon county), corrupted

from Neska-honi, signifying, a " black lick.

Nippenose, (draining Nippenose Bottom,

and emptyincr into the Susquehanna from the

south, in Lycoming county), corrupted from

Nipeno-wi, signifying, " like the summer, a

name indicating a warm and genial situation.

Nockamixon, (a township in Bucks, border-

ing on the Delaware), corrupted from Noch-

anichsink, signifying,

1 houses."

rebuked them afterwards for thus testifying

of Him. At the time of our Lord's triumphant

entry into Jerusalem many testified of His

goodness, and some thought it was in a very

extravagant way—but Jesus approved it. ihe

two that walked to Emmaus communed with

each other of the things that had come to

pass in their days, and it is highly probable

that when the disciples were met together on

that evening, they talked of the resurrection

of Jesus, and it was then that their Master

appeared to them. It is needless to multiply

proofs upon this point, it is expressly declared

that they that feared the Lord spake often

one to another, and a book of remembrance

was kept before him of them that feared the

Lord and thought upon his name, &c.

But let us now speak of the " early Friends

and of their testimony. Do we read that

George Fox told those who were convinced

by his preaching to keep quiet and not speak

to others about their conversion, nor tell any

one how the Lord had blessed them and for-

ven their iniquities, and baptised them with

His Spirit, which would be as a light to then-

eyes and a lamp to their feet I far otherwise;

they talked about it, they preached the great

salvation to others: George Pox encouraging

them and instructing them by letters, and to

such a degree did these preachers scatter

abroad, that in twenty years from the com-

mencement of G. Fox's ministry, the gospel

was preached by those professing his doc-

trine, in nearly every nation in Europe m
Jerusalem, in the islands of the sea, and to

the Indians in North America. There were

workers in those days, and if we. are

where there are three

" The sons by whom are borne
^_

The mantles which the dead have worn,

shall we withhold our tongues and fail to speak
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even to our neighbors of this " so great salva-
tion."

We love to talk of the deeds and faith of
our forefathers; let us ask ourselves the ques-
tion, have we experienced what they boldly
declared they had realized, even the sanctifi-
cation of the Spirit ? if we have, surely our
conversation will be of heavenly things, and
our meetings will be meetings for worship
indeed. Might I not say, they would in the
fullest sense be meetings for public prayer,
and all who attended them would recognize
that they were such meetings as George Fox
enjoined his friends to hold. " Friends, hold
all your meetings in the power of God."

I. Hill.
Ohio, 3d mo. 1873.

[We apprehend our readers will have no
diflSculty in discriminating between the con
versation on religious subjects which is con
sistent with their sacred character, and that
flippant " talk" which is indulged in by many,
and to which the author of the communica-
tion in the 30th No. appears to allude.—Eds.]

Sensitive plants in Brazil.~A.mong the most
plentiful were a scarlet and yellow Asclepias,
a httle creeper with flowers, varying in color
from white or pale lilac to primrose and deep
yellow or orange, with a maroon heart. (Thun-
bergia)and a highly sensitive iJ/»nosa, with lit-
tle rounded heads of purple flowers, and short
semi-prostrate stems covered with minutely
pinnated leaves. The irritable nature of the
last plant revealed itself to one on stooping
to pluck a specimen, by the pinna3 of its leaf-
lets immediately folding up on the midribs,
and the leaves a§ a whole becoming rapidly
deflexed on the stem. I afterwards found
that by stamping smartly on the ground the
same efi'ect could be produced, the whole plant
collapsing in the most curious way. In some
places the ground was covered by this species
to the exclusion of any other, and by draw-
ing a stick over a space covered by it, what
at first appeared as a green and flourishing
patch of vegetation assumed the semblance
of a blighted and dying one.—Cunningham's
Natural History of the Strait of Magellan.

Selected.

I prayed for direction, and saw clearly that
plainness of dress and behavior best became
a christian, and proved it good for a proud
heart to wear the plain and modest livery of
God's children. For when 1 appeared like
the world in Babylonish garments, I had its
esteem, and knew not how to part with it.

But when I showed by my appearance that
Iconsidered myself as a stranger and a for-
eigner, none can know (bat by experience)
what an influence it has on the whole con-
duet, and what a fence it is to keep us from
sinking into the spirit of the world. For
there is no medium,—they who are conformed
to the maxims, customs and fashions of the
world must embrace its spirit also, and they
shall find the esteem they seek, for the world
will love its own. But let them remember
also, that its friendship is enmity with God
—Extract from the Life of Mary Fletcher, a
Methodist preacher.

PRAYER.
We ask and we receive it not.

Because we ask amiss

;

We reckon not that from the Lord
Prayer hath its genesis.

We pray for what we think we need,
As though we could suggest

To Him on high, who hiowetk all

What things for us are best.

Oh would that men could realize
What they profess to know,

That all true prayer is from above.
All untrue from below.

To be prepared for prayer, is prayei
The work is of the Lord :

Only consent to be prepared
\

Is all we can accord.

WOMAN'S RIGHTS.
A right to watch when others sleep.
To soothe the bed of pain.

To cause the weary, troubled heart
To wake to hope again.

To bring soft influence to bear
Upon earth's bitter strife,

And strew with flowers of Paradi.se
'

The beaten track of life.

To make of home a beacon-light
In sorrow's stormy day,

Where tossed and troubled ones will turn
Fond thoughts when far away.

To guide the early steps of youth,
And childhood's budding years

;

And, like her Lord, with gentle hand,
To dry the falling tears.

Who would exchange these charities
For any glittering crowd,

Or covet in their place debate.
Or plaudits long and loud ?

Not in the earthquake nor the wind
Was felt the moulding power

;

'Twas in the still small voice it came
In that calm, solemn hour.

Noiseless the rootlets grow apace,—

•

We see them not nor hear

;

The dew falls silently, the sun
Shines, and the flowers appear.

Brave hearts, bear up, be patient now.
The reaping-time will come

;

Root up the weeds, sow the good seed
In that dear field—your home.

Margaret Mackay.

For "The Friend

In recently perusing the journal of that
eminent and divinely qualified minister of the
Gospel, John Griffith, (as contained in the 5th
vol. of Friends' Library) I find that faithful
member of our religious Society in his day,
had many trials and closely proving exercises
to meet and contend with ; and his experience
and observations being so deeply fraught with
instruction and encouragement, a query has
arisen whether some selections might not
profitably occupy some of the pages of " The
Friend."

About 1734 he says :
" The church of Christ

hath not been without its troubles from false
ministers, neither in the primitive times nor
ours. That excellent Gospel liberty in which
all who feel themselves inspired there-unto,
whether male or female, may speak or pro-
phecy, one by one, hath been, and still is,

.bused by false pretenders to divine inspira-
="" yet the liberty ought to be preserved i

Much talk on religious subjects, may be

sreTndfoaHofrnf
^"^^^^-^^jl^i^^ ^'^ Pretty violable, and other means found out to remedy

^mUwm
Wroachmg bankruptcy I this great inconveniency ; which would ndt

^ '

'be diflficult, were the members in a general

way spiritually minded, rightly savoring
things that be of God.

" Forward and unsanctified appearances
way of ministry, would then be easily a
and suppressed, so as not to disturb the pi

of the church. The case has been otherv
as I have observed in some places; but
little minded, if the words and doctrine v
sound, and nothing to blame in the eonve
tion. Here the main thing, which is

powerful demonstration of the Holy Spiri
disregarded

; and if a few are deeply pai
at heart with such lifeless ministry, they
it exceedingly difficult to lay hands then
for want of more strength ; especially w
they perceive what strength there is aga:
them

;
for formal professors love to have it

rather than to sit in silence. I have obser
such pretenders to be all mouth or tonj
having no ears to receive instruction ; fom
teaching others, but very unteachable th

s. I pray God to quicken his people, i

raise the Society into a mor& lively sena
that blessed power which gathered us to I

people ; or I fear the great evil above hin
at will prove a growing one

;
profession wi

out possession, being a proper element
such a ministry to flourish in.

I am not quite free to omit a remark
this head, as I am fully persuaded the liv

members of the Church of Christ, groan
der a painful sense of this sorrowful token
a declined Society. May the Lord of Sabai
hear their cries, and regard the anguish
their souls in secret, so as to work by his
visible power for his own Name's sake, a
their enlargement, by turning his hand agi
upon our Sion, to purge away her dross, a
to take away her tin and reprobate silv

that her judges may be restored as at the fii

and her counsellors as at the beginning; tl

many having their feet shod with the prepa
tion of the Gospel of peace, may yet appe
beautiful upon the mountains."

For "The Priendi;

Westtown Boarding School.

"Say not thou, what is the cause that t

former days were better than these ? for th
dost not inquire wisely concerning this."

In looking back to the period of our fii

acquaintance with Westtown, and calling
mind some of the worthy fathers and mothc
who were then and in subsequent years i

trusted with the superintendence of the I

stitution,— such as Jonathan Evans, El.

Yarnall, Thomas Stewardson, Samuel Bett
Benjamin Cooper, George Williams, Willia
and Thomas Evans, Hannah Gibbons, Jai
Settle, Catharine W.Morris, Elizabeth Evai
and many others whose fervent, religioi
labors, under the divine blessing, have beeni
means of preserving it in a good degree c

the original ground of its establishment,—w«
may it be said, other men have labored ar
we have entered into their labors. The fc

lowing encouraging letter, from our late b
loved William Evans, to the then incumben
of the Superintendency, may be instructive 1

the present Committee as well as others wh
are more immediately in charge of the coi
cern :

Philadelphia, 10th mo. 21st, 1859.

My Dear Friends, * * * * Xhe feeling
produced by 's plaintive letter seeme
at first discouraging, but having known th
Boarding School nearly three years at its rie

as a scholar, and at different periods as con
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man more than forty years, it did not

ince me that the school was inferior in

enefit it confers, or in the religious con-

of the teachers and caretakers generally

he preservation of the pupils from any

ipting influence than at former periods,

iulties of various kinds, and tendencies to

oper conduct among the pupils have al-

I existed, as well as departures by some

the plain language, and into the use of

lage not of a pure character. Many out-

among the boys have occurred, and

)inations formed to punish those who di-

ed the wrong conduct of their school-

is to the teachers. I have been engaged

wo memorable occasions in meeting those

ainations, and found when they were

ly yet firmly treated, but few were left

did not relent and fall in with the wishes

be teachers, so that their decisions to

sh their comrades were broken up. Con-

equally reprehensible has been exhibited

he part of some girls, and which required

lid of members of the Committee to sup-

B and bring the offenders to an acknow-

ment. What can be expected from a

collection of children, coming from dif-

3t parts of our Society, and from different

rly Meetings, from under the tutelage of

eat variety of parents or guardians, and

e having hardly any restraint or care be-

red upon them at their homes? Habits

led under libertine indulgence.

can look for his blessing upon it and us,

only as we labor faithfully for our own bless-

ing from Him, and then for it.

From your affectionate friend,

William Evans.

Westtown has a strong hold on my affec-

tions and interest, and 1 crave its prosperity,

not only as a Seminary of science and litera-

ture, but as a garden of the Lord wherein

plants may be nurtured and trained for re-

ligious usefulness on this His earth, and to

flourish forever in the Celestial Paradise.

May He bless and prosper it.

I am with sincere affection

Thy attached friend,

Thomas Evans.
7th mo. 14th, 1859.

laps encouraged in actions repugnant to certain in

religious profession, it is rather surprising mammar
are not greater breaches of the rules, or

immoral conduct or improper language

1 are manifest among them,

thers have labored and you have entered

their labors, and though you have many
!8 to perform in providing for the comfort

le family, 1 hope you will be favored to

p your ej'e to the moral and religious wel-

of the dear children, and through watch-

continually unto prayer, beseeching the

\d on high to regard you in your trials, and

i3 wisdom and strength, and trust in Him,

bnable you to see the path in which he

iild have you to walk, so that you may
ilingly labor for the advancement of your

at charge in his fear, and in obedience to

will made known in the heart,

.'he effectual, fervent prayer of a righteous

D availoth much, and the Lord can work

Imany or by few. If any are deficient in

gious exercise, watch your opportunity to

ourage them to labor after it, and strive

aromote an increase of love and good fellow

p between yourselves and all the teachers

1 caretakers. As the number of religious

ids employed in different departments

reased in the family, we may hope that

rist will be more known to be in the midst,

.ecially when convened for divine worship

i that the unction from Him will be more

fused and soften and unite the hearts, even

the dear children, to their caretakers and

one another. Therefore do not give way
discouragement—keep your places in the

ath, and the religious exercises you pass

•ough and the weight of your spirits will

ich the hearts of others without words, and

a may have a pleasant and cheering session

5 coming winter, and from time to time have

ise to thank our compassionate Heavenly

,ther and take fresh courage. Thos. Scatter-

ed, I think it was that said, "it was a plan-

;ion which the Lord would bless," but we

For " The Friend."

Origin of Man.

(Continued from page '259.)

Since man is an intelligent being, living it

an organized frame, our attention has to bi

directed to the consideration of his organs

and intellect, that is, in the first place, we
must investigate the physical, in the second,

the intellectual and moral elements of his con-

stitution.

The physical characteristics bear but sec

ondary importance among those of the hu-

man race.

Man is a spirit which shines within the body

theylof an animal, and the only difliculty is to as-

hat manner the organism of th

is modified in order to become that

of man ; to compare the harmony of this or-

with the object in view, namely, the

exercise of human intellect and thought. We
shall see the organs of the mammalia are

greatly modified in the human subject, becom-

ing, either on account of their individual ex-

cellence or the harmony of their combination,

greatly superior to the associations of the

same organs among animals.

Let us first consider the brain and organs

of sense. When we examine the form and

relative size of the brain in ascending the se-

ries of mammiferous animals, we find that

this organ increases in volume and progres-

ses, so to say, toward the superior character-

istics which it is to display in the human

species. Disregarding certain exceptions, for

the existence of which we cannot account,

but which in no way alter the general rule,

the brain increases in importance from the

zoophyte to the ape. But, in comparing the

brain of the ape with that of man, an impor-

tant difference becomes at once apparent.

The brain of the gorilla,orang-outang, or chim-

panzee, which are the apes that bear the

greatest resemblance to man, and which, for

that reason, are designated anthropomor-

phous apes, is very much smaller than that of

man. The cerebral lobes in man are much

longer than in the anthropomorphous apes,

and their vertical measure is out of all pro-

portion with the height of the cerebral lobes

in apes; this is what produces the noble

frontal curve, one of the characteristic fea-

tures of the human physiognomy. . The cere-

bral lobes are connected behind with a third

nervous mass called the cerebellum.

The large volume of these three lobes, the

depth and number of convolutions of the en-

cephalic mass, and other anatomical details of

the brain, upon which we are unable here to

treat at greater length, place the brain of,

man very far above that of the animal nearest

to him in the zoological scale. These differ-

ences bear witness in favor of man to an un-

paralleled intellectual development, and we
hould be better able to measure these differ-

ences, were we able to show in what the cere-

bral action consists, but this we are utterly

unable to do.

The senses, taken individually, are not

more developed in man than they are in cer-

tain animals; but in man they are character-

ized by their harmony, their perfect equili-

brium, and their admirable appropriation to a

common end. Man, it will at once be admit-

ted, is not so keen of sight as the eagle, nor so

subtle of hearing as the hare, nor does he

possess the wonderful scent of the dog. His

skin is far from being as fine and impression-

able as that which covers the wing of a bat.

But, while among animals, one sense always

predominates to the disadvantage of the rest,

and the individual is thus forced to adopt a

mode of existence which works hand in hand
with thedevelopmentof this sense, with man
all the senses possess almost equal delicacy,

and the harmony of their association makes

up for what may be wanting in individual

power. Again, the senses of animals are em-

ployed only in satisfying material necessities,

while in man, they assist in the exercise of

eminent faculties whose development they fur-

ther.

Let us consider shortly in detail our senses.

—Man is certainly better off as regards the

sense of sight than a large majority of ani-

mals. Instead of being placed upon different

sides of his head, looking in opposite direc-

tions, and receiving two images which cannot

possibly be alike, his eyes are directed for-

wards, and regard similar objects, by which

means the impression is doubled. The sense

of sight thus brings to his conceptions a com-

plete image and solid idea of what surrounds

him ; it is his most useful sense, the more so

when it is guided in its application by a clear

intellect.

The sense of touch in man reaches a degree

of perfection which it does not attain in

animals. How marvellous is the sense of

touch when exercised by applying the extrem-

ities of the fingers, the part of the body the

best suited to this function, and how much

more wonderful is the organ called the hand,

which applies itself in so admirable a manner

to the most different surfaces whose extent,

form, or qualities, we wish to ascertain !

A modern philosopher has attributed to the

hand alone our intellectual superiority. This

was going too far. We find enthusiasm allied

with justice in the views expressed in the ex-

cellent pages which Galen has consecrated to

a description of the hand in his immortal

work, De usu partium.
" Man alone," says Galen, " is furnished with

hands, as he alone is a participator in wisdom.

The hand is a most marvellous instrument,

and one most admirably adapted to his na-

ture. Kemove his hand and man can no

longer exist. By its means he is prepared

for defence or attack, for peace or war. What
need has he of horns or talons? With his

hand he fashions iron and steel. Whilst with

horns, teeth, and talons, animals can only

defend or attack at close quarters ; man is

able to project from afar the instruments with

which he is armed. Shot from his hand, the

feathered arrow reaches at a great distance

and stops the flight of a passing bird.

"Although man is less agile than the horse
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and the deer, yet he mounts the horse, guides
him, and thus successfully hunts the deer. He
is naked and feeble yet his hand procures him
a covering. His body is unprotected against
the inclemencies ofclimate, yet his hand finds

him a convenient abode, and furnishes 1

with clothing. By the use of his hand
gains dominion and mastery over all that
lives upon the earth, in the air, or in the
depths of the sea, and to the vessel which
bears him, a daring seaman, upon the bosom
of the deep—all is the work of his hand.
" Would man without hands have been able to

write out the laws which govern him ? With-
out hands could he bequeath to posterity the
fruit of his labors, and the memory of his

deeds? Could he (had man been created
handless) converse with Socrates, Plato, Aris-

totle, and the different great men, children of
- bygone ages? The hand is then the physical
characteristic of man, in like manner as intel-

ligence is his moral characteristic."

CTo be continued.)

For " The Friend."

Diary of Samnel Scott.

(Continned from page 263.)

"Third month, 12th.—Uneasiness and dis-

content were too prevalent. I was agreeably
amused with Dr. Hurd's tribute to the mem-
ory of Dr. Pothergill; a worthy performance.
The extent of Dr. Fothergill's application to
professional pursuits, to physical and philoso-
phical correspondences and benevolent com-
munications, was indeed amazing; his en-
couragement of genius, in a further display
and extension of the works of nature, was
indeed respectable ; but much more abund-
antly so was his attachment to some doctrines
of the Christian religion, which, if not
wholly rejected, are at least but lightly ef

teemed by divers who are renowned in th
republic of letters. I should think myself
guilty of a neglect injurious to"the memory
of my deceased friend did I not observe, says
Dr. Hurd, that he abhorred the prevalent
infidelity of the age, and gloried in the name
of Christian. He valued the Scriptures
the repository of divine truths; and was
never ashamed of those grand fundamental
doctrines—salvation through the mediation
of Jesus Christ, and sanctification through
the influences of His spirit; and thus, by be-
lieving in God, it appears by the preceding
anecdotes that our worthy friend was unre-
mittingly careful to maintain good works.
His steady adherence to some peculiar tes-
timonies to the simplicity of the gospel, held
forth by the Christian Society called Quakers,
was also peculiarly exemplary; they being
despised by too many of his fellow-professors,
under the picture of more liberal and exten-
sive ideas, who are themselves greatly his
inferiors in that real liberality of heart and
sentiment, of which he was so eminently a
possessor.

2l8t.—This day I have entered into the
sixty-third year of my age—an awful event;
to many it hath proved the last of human life;

perhaps before another I may be added to
that number; but days and times, signs and
seasons, are in the hand of the great Proprie-
tor of the universe, who made the sea and
the dry land, and man as a monument of his
mercy.

23d.—This day, that exercise has been main-
tained which is the essence of prayer, and
which oar Lord intended, when he said

:

' Watch ye therefore and pray always that
ye may be accounted worthy to stand before
the Son of Man.'
Fourth month, lltb.—The duty of repent-

ance, as it is written, 'Except ye repent ye
shall all likewise perish,' and of the media-
tion of Christ, as represented by the dres-er
of the vineyard, being powerfully impressed,
was stated to those present; a door of utterance
was measurably opened and some solemnity
seemed to attend.

15th.—Christ was delivered for our offences
and raised again for our justification.' I sat
under some solemn impressions thereof and
of the necessity of believers being quickened
together with him

; but felt no necessity to
utter words.

22nd.—The forenoon meeting was large and
Friends were recommended to the word of
reconciliation within.

28th.—The spirit of prayer hath this day
been obstructed by unnecessary converse,
which it ought not to have been. 'If any
man doeth the will of God he shall know of
the doctrine,' and again, 'if any man be a
worshiper of God, and doeth his will, him he
heareth,' hence it appears that doing the will
of God is necessary to render prayer accepta-
able. The will of God is our sanctification

;

the sanctification of our hearts and mouths,
as it is written, 'Lo, this hath touched thy lips,

thy iniquity is taken away, thy sin is purged.'
Iniquity is not only to be taken away by
remission and non-imputation, but sin is to
be purged by real renovation

; in order to
our becoming the sons of God without rebuke.
'In your patience possess ye your souls,' was
the command of the great Master to his im-
mediate followers, and remains obligatory on

not only in the ease of national and pub-
lic calamities, but also in respect to those
domestic inquietudes which ' arise not out of
the dust.'

Fifth month, 7th.—" With my spirit with-
in me will I seek thee early,' said one for-

merly. I am convinced of the propriety of
the exercise and the universality of its obli-
gation, and to will is present with me. In
my way to the monthly meeting at Stortford,
amid much weakness of flesh and spirit, some
hoverings of the Anointed seemed to attend.
I was unwilling to shut out the true Opener
or what might proceed from him

; but, at the
same time, shy of any particular impressions
of the matter; being ever desirous of enter-
ing religious assemblies, 'neither bearing purse
nor scrip,' or aught but a sense of my own
poverty. In coming home some unnecessary
altercations would have presented, which
were through grace measurably repressed.

11th.—I was again at Stortford at a meet-
ing appointed by our worthy friends, Mary
Ridgeway and Jane Watson, who returned
with us to our house at Hartford.

13tb.—Mary Eidgeway and her compan-
ion delivered acceptable testimonies, both in
the morning and afternoon meetings. Mary
Ridgeway, in the forenoon, recommended oc-
cupations, which were diligently and pros-
perously practised by our worthy ancestors,
viz ; digging and begging ; a lively and per-
tinent opening, on which she was enlarged
with strength and propriety.

19tb.—Mental prayer and reading the holy
Scriptures have of late been practised ; it is

true that the bare ' letter killeth,' but a dil-

igent, and I think almost a daily attention

so much with a view of immediate satisfac

and sensible comfort, neither with a vie-

laying up any stock in our memory, but
dependence on the Spirit that quicker
The ministersin our Society are parlicai
recommended to be conversant in then
the yearly meeting, 1702 and 1706. Nt
theless they ought to have no treasury
the divine gift— ' The well of water spriuj

up into everlasting life.'

23rd.—Being much indisposed in body
tended the week-day meeting with litth

pectation of life or labor; sitting in

nothingness, a desire was impressed tha'

present might be earnestly seeking after
salvation which is only attainable thrc
Jesus Christ, for the remission of their
and the sanctification of their natures—

a

severance in the exercise as set forth in

parable of the unjust judge and the impc
nate widow, were much illustrated in
mind. The children seemed to be brougl
the birth, but there was neither strength
freedom verbally to bring forth ; towards
close I was freshly convinced that a minis
tion of the Spirit in one individual may r«

also to others without words.
(To be continued.)

to these sacred records is the duty'of all ; not sured 1ier that she" should' "send'oveip* t

A True Story of the First Telegram.—

'

bill met with neither sneers nor oppositio
the Senate, but the business of that He
went on with discouraging slowness. At'
light on the last evening of the sesi

(March 3, 1843,) there were 119 bills be:

it. As it seemed impossible for it

reached in regular course before the hon
abjournment should arrive, the Professor, i

had anxiously watched the tardy movemt
of business all day from the gallery of
Senate Chamber, went with a sad heart to

hotel and prepared to leave for New T
at an early hour the next morning. Wl
at breakfast, a servant informed him tha
young lady desired to see him in the par
There he met Miss Anne Ellsworth—the

young school girl—the daughter of his ii

mate friend, Hon. Henry L. Ellsworth, t

first Commissioner of Patents—who said

she extended her hand to him, " I have co
to congratulate you."

" Upon what?" inquired the Professor.
" Upon the passage of your bill," she

plied.

" Impossible I Its fate was sealed at dci

last evening. You must be mistaken."
i

"Not at all," she responded. " Father ae

me to tell you that your bill was passed. ]\

remained until the session closed, and yoii

was the last bul but one acted upon, and
was passed just five minutes before the i

journment, and I am so glad to be the fii

one to tell you. Mother says, too, that y
must come home with me to breakfast."
The invitation was readily accepted, a

the joy in the household was unbounded.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth had fully I

lieved in the project, and the former in 1

confidence in it, and in his warm friendsb
for Professor Morse, had spent all the closi:

hours of the session in the Senate Chamb<
doing what he could to help the bill aloe

and giving it all the influence of his high pe
sonal and official position.

Grasping the hand of his young friend, t)

Professor thanked her again and again t

bearing him such pleasant tidings, and
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the first message as her reward.

—

matter was talked over in the family,

Mrs. Ellsworth suggested a message

b Professor Morse referred to thedaugh-

ir her approval, and this was the one

b was BubBcquently sent,

little more than a year after that time

oe between Washington and Baltimore

iomplotod. Professor Morse was in the

3r city, and Mr. Alfred Vail, his assistant

3 latter—the first in the chamber of the

jme Court, the last in the Mount Clare

,—when, the circuit being perfect, Pro-

• Morse sent to Miss Ellsworth for her

ige, and it came,

/faat hath God wrought?"

was sent in triplicate in the dot and line

lage of the instrument to Baltimore, and

he first message ever transmitted by a

ding telegraph.

e story of this message has been often

with many exaggerations. It has roamed

; Europe with various romantic material

bed to it, originating mainly in the

chima!;ination, and has started up anew

time to time in our own country under

forms, but the above story is simply and

Uy true. An inventor in despair receives

ewB of his unexpected success from his

i's daughter, and he makes her a pro

which he keeps, and thus links her name

his own, and with an invention which

Bes one of the controlling instruments

vilization for all iima.—Scrihner's for

Selected for " The Friend."

52. The proper holding of our approach-

Yearly Meeting, is a subject of great

ht ; and, at times, it seemed as if I should

illing to be released, and gathered away

it. But the exercise must be borne by

!, if the cause of Christ is upheld by our

ious Society. When we consider the

dnoss of eternity, and that we have indi-

ally a work to perform, we have need to

'n ourselves into the Divine hand, and

of the Lord strength to endure our trials,

to follow him faithfully, so that the work

the wedding garment may be finished by

time the end comes.

looking at the divided state of Friends,

ve had many thoughts on the subject of

ration, talked of by some restless mem
, I have been fully convinced that Friends

lOt go into separation, but they should

ently bear the diflSculties which we have

acounter, and their testimony against the

(6 of division, as the Lord qualifies them

have no right to break domn the hedge

Bh He has placed around us ;
and if we

firm. He will make his own cause vie

pus. Opposing spirits will be removed

a generation raised up, that will be en-

d to exalt the glorious standard of gospel

h, and the christian testimonies we were

are called to spread in the earth. It ap-

:8 to me to be a snare of the enemy, to

de and scatter, under the plausible plea of

Qinating our afflictions, but which vvould

troy our strength, and plunge us into inex-

able difliculty. When another trial came,

same pretext would present, to divide

in • and thus our destruction as a religious

y 'would be inevitable. The church is

er more alive to the cause of its adorable

ad, than when under suflfering; and the pre-

blessing to us if wo rightly profit by them.

—

Journal of Win. Evans.

Extract from the Life of Mary Alexander.—

Speaking of her exercise respecting the min-

istry, she says: "I fully believe while it is

really a solid fear of running before the Lord

sends, which keeps back anj' sacrifice he is

calling for, especially in this important work,

there is less danger of trying the fleece again

and again, than in running too hastily for-

ward : even when a living engagement is felt,

but to be preserved from erring on either

hand is a blessing which can be witnessed

only while the mind is engaged to keep near

to its only sure director, the unerring princi-

ple of Truth, and submits to be unreservedly

guided thereby.

From such considerations I have often felt

thankfulness raised in ray heart, that while

my mind was under the weighty exercises

which preceded my appearance in the minis-

try, and which 1 believe some of my feeling

friends in the vision of light were permitted

to behold, that they u^ed great caution in in

timating the subject to me, as seldom to give

me reason to suppose they had any apprehen

sion of my real situation. I believe that mindf

thus circumstanced, are better left to the

guidance of Him who begins the work, to

carry it on, and bring forth fruit in His own

season ; even though through fear or care a

state ofjeopardy may be somewhat prolonged,

rather than any injudicious interference ot

others, should bring the poor tribulated soul

out of the preparing furnace, before the ap-

pointed baptisms are perfected. I am fully

aware that the doubting mind may sometimes

rightly encouraged to obedience by the

countenance of those who have had larger

exporience of the great Master's dealings with

His humble and truly dependent followers;

but I believe beyond all doubt that a much

greater number have suffered by being inju-

diciously drawn forth before the full accom-

plishment of all the dispensations which the

Lord sees fit for them to pass through.

THE FRIEND.
FOURTH MONTH 12, 1873.

Such has been the tardiness with which

winter relaxed the firm hold he had taken on

our widespread country, that there seemed a

danger of having to speak of the coming of

Spring, until, according to the calendar, it had

more than half passed away. The icy blasts

from the North and West, by their chilling

touch, still kept us reminded of the unusually

cold temperature through which we have

passed during the last four months, and the

frozen earth, until very recently, gave liltlo

evidence of having wakened from its long

hybernaling sleep.

But wo are now having sensible evidences

that Spring has really come, and though th

mood of the weather is yet occasionally rough,

there is an impressive difference between the

storms of Spring and those of Winter. In the

latter, they rush over the bleak and dreary

country with frightful violence, and mark their

course by desolation, and burying every linger-

ing vestige of vegetation beneath snow and ice.

But in Spring, when the clouds have poured

out their watery treasures, and the winds

t afflictions will be sanctified and made a
| have swept, in their might, over the relaxing

earth, as the sun breaks forth in his glory, the

returning verdure seems to answer with a

mile, and the traces of the storm are visible

n the renewing beauty of hill and dale.

There is something peculiarly animating in

the return of Spring, and in contemplating

the annual renovation of the vegetable world,

after its having been long locked up in the

cold embrace of winter. Our enjoyment of it

is probably heightened by contrast with the

rigors of the season that has just passed by,

and the emotions called forth by it, show how
powerful is the influence of natural objects in

creating and shaping our conceptions of beauty

and happiness. To a mind free from distract-

in o- cares, at peace within itself, and accus-

tomed to draw upon the works of nature as

an inexhaustible source of rational enjoyment,

the attendants upon the returning Spring—

the upspringing grass, the early flowers, the

whispering woods, the meloiy of birds, the

murmuring of the rippling brook, and the

frolicking delight of the brute creation—are

a rich and continual feast ; inspiring the mind

with cheerful, but tender thoughts, and rais-

ing in the full heart a devotional sense of

gratitude for

* * * * » " that unwearied love

That planned and buill, and still upholds a world.

So clothed with beauty for rebellious man."

We do not like the first line and a half of

Thompson's Hymn on the Seasons : it is un-

intentionally but unmistakably pantheistic.

But his brief description of Spring, for one so

brief, wo think unrivaled.

* * * * " Forth in the pleasing Spring

Thy beauty walks, thy tenderness and love.

Wide flush the fields; the softening air is balm;

Echo the mountains round ; the forest smiles,

And every sense and every heart is joy."

How marvellous are the changes that take

place as one season passes into another; how

much more marvellous the unfailing means,

provided by a beneficent Providence, to effect

those changes in their unceasing succession.

That mind must have but vainly improved its

hio-h capacious powers, or be blunted and de-

graded by sensual delights, that does not draw

pleasure and instruction from meditating on

the wonders of Divine wisdom and power,

displayed in the periodic revolution. The

Psalmist says :
" O Lord I how manifold are

thy works, in wisdom hast thou made them

all
" and again, "All thy works shall praise

thee, O Lord, and thy saints shall bless thee."

This soul-elevating knowledge is the privilege

of those who "incline their ear unto wisdom,

and apply their hearts to understanding."

Philosophy may deepen the tast.e for the

works of nature, and commend their study to

the cultured understanding; may demonstrate

that nothing is made in vain, that every thing

has its appointed place and service, and is

determined in its sphere of action by imnau-

table law, thus fulfilling the purpose for which

it was designed. But while dispelling ignor-

ance and superstition and educating man to

clearer and more comprehensive viewsof the

world he lives in, and the harmony with which

the agents act, through which it is kept in

ever changing, ever perfect adaptation to his

wants and pleasures, its triumphs often puff

him up with self esteem, and in bis pride ot

intellect lead him to forget, that though ho

may analizo and systematize that which is

visible and material, there is yet that which is

unseen and incorporeal, that his finite powers

cannot comprehend, in such a case, though
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he may boast that his successful researches

heighten the pleasure flowingfrom what meets
the eye or employs the mind, and calls forth

a rational admiration in his heart, his feelings

lack the zest which pure religion alone can
give, and fall far below the chastened emo-
tions and refined meditations that spring up
in the regenerated soul, while viewing nature
with an eye of faith, and filial love for its al-

mighty Creator and Upholder. To such a

soul, having rc'ceived " new faculties, or learn-

ed, at least, more worthily to employ the

powers she owned before" (to borrow the lan-

guage of another) " every scientific truth be-

comes a religious truth, and nature is con-

verted into one great temple, where sacred

fire is always burning on the altar, where
hovers the glorious Shekinah, and where from
a full orchestra the anthem of praise is ever
ascending."

From the " Eichmond (Indiana) Telegram"
of the 4th inst: "The Friends are holding a
revival at Arba that for enthusiasm beats any
protracted meeting even the Methodists of

that benighted section ever conducted. They
not only have a mourners' bench, but singing,

while the converts, who are numerous and
elude the heretofore roughest classes, make
confessions of iheir shortcomings in true

Methodist style. Some of the older members
of the meeting have ceased to take a part ir

the meetings in consequence of the unprece
dented excitement that attends them."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—On the morning of the first inst., a terri

ble marine disaster occurred on the sea-coast near th<

entrance into Halifax harbor. Soon after 3 o'clock
A. M., the steamship Atlantic, on her voyage from Liver
pool to New York, ran upon a rock, was broken, and
sank almost immediately. The number of persons on
board, crew and passengers, appears to liave been about
one thousand, of whom four hundred and thirty were
saved. There were 350 women and children passengers,
all of whom were drowned except one boy. Captain
Williams, the commander, states that he found the day
before the disaster that his supply of coals was not suffi

cient to take the steamer to New York, and he had,
therefore, directed her course toward Halifax in order
to obtain enough to complete the voyage. During the
night of the 31st ult., the Atlantic made a greater d;

tance northward and westward than was anticipated,
and was thus brought upon the dangerous rocks a few
miles to the west of the harbor. The vessel and cargo
were valued at §850,000.
An explosion of fire damp occurred in a coal mine

near Abertillery, Monmouthshire, the 4th inst., causing
the death of five miners and the wounding of many
others.

A dispatch from Sydney states that the Parliament
of New South Wales has voted a large sum to aid emi-
gration to that colony.

In the House of Commons, a member from Ireland
rising to a question of privilege, had read by the Clerk
an extract from the Pall Mall Gazette reflecting severely
on the conduct of Irish members in regard to the Dub-
lin University bill. He moved that the article was a
breach of the privileges of the House, in that it reflected
libellously on the conduct of certain members. The
discussion was participated in by Disraeli and others, in-
cluding Prime Minister Gladstone. The latter thought
the attack was not a breach of privilege, although it

was unjustifiable and without foundation. By his ad-
vice the motion w.is withdrawn.
The budget was presented in the House of Commons

the 7th inst., by the Chancellor of the Exchequer. The
national debt had been reduced during the year $6,861,-
000, and now amounts to $785,800,000. The revenue
having been greater than the expenditures, the Chan-
cellor moved that the income tax be reduced one penny
on the pound, and that half the duty on sugar be re-
moved. The financial statement was considered highly
satisfactory, especially as the Chancellor stated that the
Geneva award could be paid without any addition to
the taxes. After approving of the budget the House
adjourned until the 21st inst.

Grevy, President of the French Assembly, has re-

signed in consequence of tlie dissatisfaction manifested
by many of the members with one of his decisions dur-
ing an excited debate. The Assembly at once re-elected
him but he refused to occupy the position any longer.
Louis Joseph Buffet was elected to succeed Grevy, by
304 votes against 285 given to Martel.
The government is sending strong reinforcements to

the troops stationed on the Spanish frontier.

The administrator of public works has published a
statement respecting accidents on French railroads,

from which it appears that railroad travelling is safer

in France than in any other country. During the ten
years, from 1860 to 1870, only 65 persons were killed
and 1285 injured, out of a total number of 865,995,946
travellers.

The condition of Spanish affairs is still unsatisfactory,
though the reports published in French and English
papers of popular disturbances and military insubordi-
nation are probably much exaggerated.
The official report of the surrender of Berga charges

the commandant of that town with treason, and attri-

butes the disaster to that cause alone. It also confirms
the statement that the Carlists bayonetted sixty-seven
of their prisoners.

Notwithstanding the efforts of the authorities of
Barcelona to preserve the peace, disorder has occurred
in that city. The populace enraged at the burning of
Berga and other outrageous acts of the Carlists, have
attacked and seriously damaged several of the Eoman
Catholic places of public worship. The Carlists in the
north of Spain are formidable in; numbers, and receive
arms, ammunition and provisions in various ways, but
mostly by sea. Four hundred Carlists recruited in
Navarre, were equipped almost as soon as their organi-
zation was effected. Frequent collisions with the gov-
ernment forces occur, in some of which the Carlists are
defeated. It is reported that all the custom-houses on
the frontier, except that at Irun, have been occupied
and fortified by the Carlists.

A St. Petersburg dispatch says, that the Russian ex-
pedition is moving upon Khiva in three detachments.
A Vienna dispatch says: The Emperor has given his

sanction to the electoral reform bill. The announce-
ment was received in the Reichstrath with prolonged
cheering.

A Paris dispatch of the 7th says : The Assembly to-

day passed a bill reimbursing the City of Paris the wa
contribution of 28,000,000 francs, and granting indem
nity on the same account to the departments, to the
amount of 24,000,000 francs. At the close of the sitting
the Chamber adjourned until the 19th of Fifth month
The Republicans have carried the municipal elec

tions in Nantes and Marseilles.

The Pope is in feeble health and unable to leave hit

apartments. He was recently quite ill.

United States.—The public debt, less cash in the
Treasury, amounted on the first inst. to $2,155,736,641,
which is $1,644,059 less than it was one month pre-
vious. The amount of coin in the Treasury was $69,-
537,376, currency $2,623,840. The amount of debt
bearing no interest is $452,353,109.

Mortality in New York last week 541.
The interments in Philadelphia for the week ending

5th inst., numbered 332, including 99 children under
two years. There were 63 deaths of consumption, 34
inflammation of the lungs, 23 inflammation of the brain,
16 debility, 11 scarlet fever, 10 apoplexy, and 15 old
age.

The mean temperature of the Third month, by the
Pennsylvania Hospital record, was 38.25 deg. ; the
highest 62 deg., and the lowest 8 deg. Amount of rain
2.24 inches. The average of the mean temperature of
the Third month for the past 84 years, is stated to be
39.13 degrees. The highest mean during that entire
period was in 1871, 48.70 deg., and the lowest, 30 deg.,
occurred in 1843. The rain fall of the first, second and
third month was 13.88 inches, against 5.81 inches in
the corresponding months 1872.
The Montgomery Advertiser, speaking of the cotton

crop for the season, says the money paid for it in its

raw state will not fall far short of $330,000,000, of which
the producers will receive about $295,000,000. Ala-
bama's share of the proceeds will be about $35,000,000.
According to the Bureau of Statistics, the total im-

ports of the United States for the nine months ending
31st ult., amounted to $520,994,303, against $443,852,-
317 in the corresponding period 1871. The domestic
exports were $391,317,973, against $387,917,747 last
year.

X%e Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 7th inst. PAi/adeipAio.—American gold, 118i
U. S. sixes, 1881, 120f ; ditto, 1865, 119 ; ditto, 1868,
118; new five per cents, 114f. Middlings cotton, 20 a

21 cts. for uplands and New Orleans. Flour, $4
SI 1.50 for superfine to fancy brands. Red wheat,;

a $1.85 ; amber, $1.92 a $1.95 ; white, $2 a $2.05
1 Milwaukie spring, $1.71. Rye, 83 cts. Yellow
61 cts. Oats, 47 a 50 cts. The receipts of beef

.

at the Avenue Drove-yard reached 2500 head. C
sold at 7| a 8 cts. per lb. gross; prime, 7 a 7J cts.

to good, 6 a 6J cts., and common 4 a 5| cts. S
sold at 6J a 8J cts. per lb. gross, and corn fed ho
$9.25 a $9.37 per 100 lbs. net. The following wer
quotations on the 5th inst. Ballimore.—OxoKe. ^

wheat, $2.10 a $2.15; fair to prime do., $1.85 a $:

choice amber, $2.10 a $2 15; good to prime red, $1
$2.05 ; common to fair, $1.85. Southern white cor
cts. ; western mixed, 61 cts. Oats, 47 a 49 cts.

Louis.—No. 2 spring wheat, $1.18. No. 2 corn, 33i

Oats, 27J a 28 cts. Lard, 8 cts. Cincinnati.~Fi
flour, $7.40 a $7.65. Wheat, $1.60 a $1.63. Cor
a 40 cts. Rye, 79 a 80 cts. Lard, 8} a 8| cts. Dt
—Extra wheat, $1.92; No. 2, $1.85; amber, $
Corn, 42 a 42J cts. New F<»-A.--Superfine flour,

$6.40; State extra, $7 a $7.35; finer brands, $7.

$12.50. White Michigan wheat, $1.93; No. 2 sp:

$1.62. Oats, 50 a 56 cts. Western mixed corn,

65cts. ; western yellow, 65 cts. ; western white, 61

Carolina rice, 8 a 9 cts. New Orleans molasses, 60
cts.; Porto Rico, 40 a 65 cts.

INDIAN AID ASSOCIATION.
The fourth Annual Meeting of the Indian Aid i

elation of Friends of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting
be held in Arch Street Meeting-house, Philadelj
on Fifth-day, Fourth month 24th, 1873, at 7A p.

Friends generally are invited to attend.

Richard Cadbuky, die,

AVESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Friend is wanted to fill the position of Govei

in this Institution, to enter upon duty at the begin
of the Summer Session. Apply to

Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., Germantow;
Lvdia L. Walton, Moorestown, N. J.,

Sirah A. Richie, No. 444 N. Fifth St., or
Rebecca S. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth St., PI

FRIENDS' LIBRARY.
Supplementary Catalogue of Books belonging tt

Library of Friends of Philadelphia, from 1853 to 1

Cloth flexible covers.

For sale at Friends' Bookstore. Price 50 cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session of this Institution

on Second-day, the 5th of Fifth month. Parents
others intending to send pupils, are requested to n

timely application to Aaron Sharpless, Supi
tendent, (address Street Road P. O., Chester Co., '.

or to Charles J. Allen, Treasurer, 304 Arch St
Philadelphia.

Died, at her residence, near Winona, Columb
Co., Ohio, 11th of 3d mo. 1873, Drusila, wife of
cheus Test, in the 43d year of her age, an estee
member and overseer of New Garden Monthly
Particular Meeting of Friends. This dear friend
dured severe bodily suffering, with much calmness
resignation; often supplicating the Father of mer
that her patience might hold out to the end : shi

marked at one time, there is nothing in this w^
worth living for : all its joys and and its pleasure.«|

nothing in comparison with the joys of a never-em
eternity. She seemed to feel humbled under a seni
her many omissions and commissions, that it wouli'
all through mercy if she was accepted, saying, if

righteous scarcely be saved, where shall the ungc
and the sinner appear. At another time ; there is n
joy in Heaven over one sinner that repenteth than (

ninety and nine just persons that need no repenta;
But those seasons of anxiety and deep proving wer
length removed, and that peace granted she so ardei
craved. She said, there is now no condemnatioi
them that are in Christ Jesus, who walk not after
flesh but after the Spirit. It was remarked to her •

it is through great tribulation we must enter the k
dom of Heaven

;
yes, she said ; then spoke of the c

pany John saw, that had come out of great tribulat
and had washed their robes and made them whit'
the blood of the Lamb. As her end drew near her
tercessions for an evidence of acceptance were gran
she was favored to feel something of a foretaste of
joys in store for her: nearly her last words be
" Precious Lamb, holy holy, holy One !" leaving v
her relatives and friends the consoling evidence t

her end was peace.
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the Inundalion and Subsidence of the Yang-

tsze Kiver.

tCtni-l d^d from lagp -66.)

ring these excessive inundatioDS the river

tinues in flood mucli longer than at ordi-

y seasons. Hence the devastation is pro-

ged for a month or more where the fall is

, eulLcient to leave the sites of towns, vil-

es, and homesteads dry. At Hankow the

jrage fall for several weeks was from two
three inches per day in 1869,^ and on the
jded plains not more than one inch. But
!se rates rapidly increase, and the flood

ters disappear sometimes faster than they
3. At these times the refugees watch with
ense anxiety for the appearance of their

ds above the level of the stream, and hasten
survey the damage their homesteads have
itained. Under such afliictions there is

)bably not a more patient and resigned

asantry than the Chinese. It is rarely they
irmur at their lot, or complain to the au-

orities, who are slow to alleviate the distress

the people. Where their habitations have
thstood the devastating torrent thej' begin

clear away the debris around, and the slime,

id, and sand in the apartments. All this

posit is carefully collected and strewn over
i ground for cultivation. What may be

3 average depth of sediment left by the sub-

ing waters there are not sufticient data to

ite correctly. Some observers put it at one
ih to the foot of water, and others go as

'h as two inches. Both may be correct, as

are is no doubt it varies according to the

sality, where the turbid waters may be more
less charged with local matter, in addition

the detritus brought down by the river

im its upper regions.

Assuming that the average deposit of de-

tus on the level lands is annually half an

;h to the superincumbent foot of water, and
at the depth of the flood is from four to six

)t, this would give from two to three inches

fine pulverised manure to fertilise the soil,

lis under the laborious hands of the hus-

ndman is worked into the soil with a heavy
ree-pronged hoe, and produces the richest

ops imaginable, especially where rice is

own, and the field left with two or three

3he8 of water. At that time the aspect of

e country is entirely changed, as the rich

green vegetation appears on the plains and
uplands, with the crowds of industrious Chi-

nese, in their quaint costumes, working from
sunrise to sunset, where formerly nothing but

vast sheets of water met the eye, and boats

sailing over the flood. Then, as the winter
advances, the Yang-t?ze falls to its low-water
mark, with its channel well defined and the

banks rising boldlj' on each side. Sometimes
it falls below the average minimum, as it rises

above the aveiagc maximum. In such seasons

the large American steamers have some diffi-

culty in navigating the river for 200 miles

below Hankow. Thus if the range between
the lowest subsidence and the highest inun-

dation be taken into account, it would not be

less than sixty feet at that town ; and this

might rise to one hundred feet in the upper
reaches where the river flows between narrow
rocky gorges.

The river generally reaches its lowest sub-

sidence in March, when the inundated lands
are dry, and genial spring weather has set in.

A curious atmospheric phenomenon occurs in

connection with the floods and the detritus at

this season, that I am not aware has any par-

allel in the other great rivers of the world.
In order to understand it, I will quote some
notes I made at Shanghai, where I witnessed
it.

On the 31st March and Ist April, 1863, the
inhabitants of Shanghai and the surrounding
country, for at least one hundred miles, and
the officers and crews of vessels entering the
estuary of the Yang-tsze Kiang, and off the
coast from fifty to one hundred and fifty miles
to the southward, observed during these two
days and nights what was generally termed
a "dust storm." During, the first day it passed
over the settlement in clouds resembling a
dense mist, obscuring the sun as it would on
a misty day, and that evening it set as if in a
fog ;

while all night long the sky was over-
cast, without any stars being visible. Although
there was not much wind below, yet these
clouds moved somewhat rapidly from west to
east. All this time what appeared to be a fine

dust fell more or less, of an ash-grey tint, and
so light that it floated in the atmosphere like

the minute sporules of the fern-brake. Out-
side, in the streets, it swept along like a very
light shower of snow, covering one's clothes
and hair, flying up the nostrils, and causing
the eyelids of many to smart and become in-

flamed. Inside the houses it penetrated into

the crannies, settling down on the furniture,

not only like ordinary dust, but clinging to
the under parts of tables and chairs.

On the 1st April the phenomenon continued
even more remarkable than the previous day.
About halfpast three in the afternoon it as-

sumed the color of a brownish cloud of smoke,
so dense that for a quarter of an hour the sun
was obscured as it is by a thick London fog,

and I could scarcely see to write in my office.

Towards evening it cleared up a little, but the

sun set hazily and with a pale sickly hue.

Throughout the night the stars were obscured
as before, with the dust still falling. On the

following morning the phenomenon had passed
over, and the atmosphere assumed its ordi-

nary aspect, with alternate clouds and sun-

shine.

At Woo-sung—the outport of Shanghai on
the Yang-tsze—the phenomenon was observed
in a more marked manner by my shipping

reporter, whose eyes were affected as with

ophthalmia by the irritating particles. He
remarked that during the time it lasted the

wind at the surface of the water was gener-

ally very light from west to north-west, but

variable, while the clouds kept steadily mov-
ing eastward out to sea, with occasionally

slight moisture in the air. At such times the

fine dust would fall in quantities sufficient to

collect it from the decks of the shipping in

harbor by the handful. On questioning the

captains of vessels arriving in port, he ascer-

tained that the " Ellen Eogers" experienced

the phenomenon 150 miles off the coast; the
" Fiery Cross" about fifty miles, and other

vessels where the dust fell on the rigging and
deck as if it had been fine drift-snow.

The general opinions of the residents whom
I interrogated on the subject were that it was
fine sand from the plaind on the Gulf of Pe-

che-li, and some conjectured that it came from

the Desert of Gobi, in Mongolia. Those who
had resided many years in Shanghai said that

although it did not occur every year, yet it was
nothing uncommon, and several were famish-

ed with goggles to protect their eyes from its

bad effects.

Xot being satisfied with these replies, I re-

ferred to an old number of the "Chinese Ee-

pository," where I remembered having read

some account of a peculiar dust-shower at

Shanghai in 1846. There I found a very in-

teresting article on the subject, which I will

briefly refer to. One of the oflicers of H.M.S.

"Wolf," then in harbor, sends "an accountof

a descent of fine sand" that occurred on the

15th March, to Dr. Macgowan, at Ningpo,

enclosing a small quantity of it for examina-

tion. That gentleman forwarded the speci-

men to Calcutta for analysis, which was care-

fully executed by Mr. Piddington, the Curator

of the Museum of Economic Geology of India.

After using many tests, and examining the

particles under powerful microscopes, he and

two colleagues came to the conclusion that it

was not mineral dust, or sand, or ashes from

some volcano, but vegetable and animal re-

mains ; namely, minute conferva' and infusoruc

—the former being aquatic plants or hair-

weed inhabiting fresh water, and the latter

animalcules of various forms.

After perusing the able report of the ana-

lysis, I immediately collected some of the so-

called dust, placed it under a good microscope,

and there saw the forms of the hair-weed and
exuviieof the animalcule distinctly. Of course,

none of the gelatinous parts of the latter re-

mained, but the epidermis in many specimens
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was perfect, so that their animal origin could
not be miBtalieD. So delicate and light were
these minute dry organisms, that when blow
into the still air of a room they floated almost
like smoke.
With regard to the origin of these enormous

clouds of vegetable and animal remains, Mr
Piddington suggests that they may arise from
the margins of the great lakes in the interior,
where vast quantities of confervie might be
left on the inundated shores and flats. Doubt
less these may add their quota to the organic
clouds, but 1 am of opinion that they are
chiefly formed from the inundated banks of
the Yang-tsze river, where countless myriad
of these microscopic animals and plants are
generated during the floods, and their remai
left on the land after the subsidence of its

waters. Then if the winter and spring be dry
the exuvia3 lie on the surface subject to the
action of atmospheric electricity. When th
becomes favorable to attract it into the higher
regions of the air, the remains ascend in
continuous cloud until they reach the upper
currents which waft them towards '

Here the humidity from the ocean increases
their specific gravity, while their liability to
electric influence diminishes, and they descend
in showers near the coast and over the Pa-
cific, as I have endeavored to describe.
As far as I could ascertain, the width of

this great organic cloud was not less than an
average of sixty miles. Of its depth it would
be difficult to give an approximate estimate,
as there are no hills in the immediate neigh-
borhood of Shanghai to serve as a guide for
calculating the heights of clouds or mists.
Assuming that it was 1,000 feet, and that its
average rate of progress for forty-eight hours
was ten miles per hour, we can have some
idea of the inconceivable myriads of micro-
scopic in/usorice. and conferva' that are gen el-
ated in the waters of the Yang-tsze river.

In like manner, if we consider the range of
rise and fall of the flood waters, and the width
of the stream, with its rapidity of current at

the witness in themselves, and the precious lout defects. In the midst of bodily and mettestimonies of truth in respect to speech, be- pain, may my looking be more and more u

Hankow, as a gauge for calculating the vol-
ume discharged into the Pacific Ocean, and
the immense extent of territory drained by
Its numerous affluents, with the enormous
population inhabiting its upper and lower
regions, we may form some conception of the
geographical magnificence, and its importance
to a large industrious section of the human
race. According to approximate computa
tions, the length of the Yang-tszo from its up
permost source to its estuary, followino- the
sinuosities of the river, is 3,000 statute a'
Its area of drainage 700,000 square miles; the
population within its vast basin 170,000,000

;and the volume of fresh water dischar<red into
the sea averages 1,000,000 cubic feet per
second. Vast, therefore, are the resources,
and wonderful the phenomena attending the
ordinary conditions, the inundations, and sub-
sidence of the Yang-tsze Kiang—which sig-
nifies in the metaphoEical language of China
"Child of the Ocean."

'

For "Ihe i'rioud."

Diary of Samuel Scott.

CContinued from page 270.)

"28th.—In a meeting for discipline, I sat
in pain and bowedness of spirit, under a sense
of formality and libertinism being too preva-
lent in our Society; some resting too much

havior and apparel ; esteeming them little
things, or the productions of enthusiasm
Thus hath the outward court been troddet
under foot by the Gentiles. Instead of an in
quiry, ' What shall we do to be saved,' a Ian
guage has been substituted by the formalist
and libertine : 'The temple of the Lord, the
temple of the Lord, are these ;' ' what shall
we eat, what shall we drink, and wherewithal
shall we be clothed?'

Sixth month 9th.—I returned from London
to Hartford

; the preceding Yearly Meeting
had, in its several sittings, both for ministers
and elders, for business and public worship,
been measurably favored with the attendance
of that divine power which gathered us to be
a people. May a frequent and customary
speaking of the life and power never be sub-
stituted instead of the thing itself; it being
as possible to adopt a roaded use of such mode
of expression, as of any other; but may it

really be the crown and covering of our as-
semblies at all times, and our glory for ever.

2ord.—The fruits of righteousness have
been of late measurably sown in peace; this
evening condemnation for unnecessary dis-
course was attendant.

Seventh month 1st.—Our worthy friend
Sarah Crawley, of Hitchin, attended both
oetings. In the evening, our friend W. S.,

of this town, very suddenly departed this life!

I attended his funeral, which was large, on
the 8th. When I heard of his decease,' he
having been for some months indisposed, 1
became doubtful whether I had not been de-
ficient in the visiting of him, and waiting for
the renewal of divine help and counsel. °It is
certainly a duty to visit the sick, and sit with
them; but in such sittings words have been
expected, and they have been, perhaps, too
frequently uttered in a customary manner
amongst us, as well as others.

14th.—I have lately perused, to my satisfac-
tion, and, I hope, spiritual advantage, sundry
treatises published in the last century, com-
posed by Eoman Catholics, and Puritans. 1
am glad to reap ' the grape-gleanings of the
vintage' from every quarter, considering the
Lord's vineyard to be of a great extent, and
' his commandment to be exceeding broad :'

there standing before the throne, of all na-
tions, kindreds, tongues and people, clothed in
white robes, and having palms in their hands,
ascribing salvation unio God and unto the
Lamb." It is a great weakness in the Calvin-
ists, and perhaps in some others, that they
reject every thing that is not coined in their
own mint, and reduced to the standard of a
supposed orthodoxy : they may indeed narrow
and limit themselves and their fellow-crea-
tures, but they cannot limit the Lord of
Hosts

;
his ways are illimitable, ' and his

thoughts are not as their thoughts;' 'the
glorious Lord being a place of broad rivers
and streams

'

18th,

th

in the form, and pretty punctual
compliance with it; and others trampling

Being afflicted with pain of body
aspirations attended ; LortJ, sanctify the

chastening of my flesh, that my spirit may be
saved in the day of the Lord Jesus.

2tith.—Before dinner, in Morgan's Walk,
with feeblenc8S,andamidst interruption, these
ejaculations were inwardly uttered: Lord,
sanctify

;
purily ; that I may be perfected in

holiness, accorUing to the measure of my faith
in Christ. This day and yesterday have been
spent pretty satisfactorily, although not with- 1 Lor'd drr^cVtriiisTteps.

him who was made perfect through sufi
ings

;
not as to the purily of his own nato

for he was the immaculate Lamb who kn
no sin

;
but in respect to the appointme

and designations of the Father, for the
demption of mankind through him, and tl

he might be the more gloriously opened a
fountain, not only to the house of David

i

the inhabitants of Jerusalem, but to the wh
race of Adam, for sin and uncleanness.

30th.—This day being the summer assiz
the judge came in. I am likely soon to i

pear before the Judge of the whole earth;
so important a crisis some are ready to b
we have faith, and others, we have works,
can boast of neither, but can only say, ' Lo;
I believe, help thou my unbelief;' thou cai
fulfil all the good pleasure of thy goodn
and the work of faith with power ; thy mer
reacheth the depth of misery; righteousni
and strength are with thee, and one day is

a thousand j'ears.

Ninth month 12th.—I was attended wi
pain of body and lowness of mind

; a distit
tion betwixt the life of faith and the life

sense was the object of my meditation. I ha
lived more than three-score years, too mu
after the bias of my senses, at least in tho
things that are esteemed innocent by me
' The life that I now live,' said the bless
apostle, ' is by the faith of the Son of Goc
almost daily desires after tho experience thei
of have attended for more than forty year
yet I remain to this day too great a Strang
to the full enjoyment of that 'life which is h
with Christ in God.' O may I daily expei
ence an increase in it! that when he who
the life of his people shall appear, I also
appear with him.

llth.—It hath long been my judgment th,

the circulating of reports which in any wi<
have a tendency to depreciate others, is i

consistent with our Christian duty ; the m(
tifying our natural propensities, in that )

spect, is certainly a branch of the cross
Christ, and compatible with his spirit at
precepts. Great, indeed, even in this par(
cular, is the prevalence of the law in tt

members against that of the mind, and
corrupt propensity over a more rightly ii

formed judgment.
Eleventh month 20th.—Myself and wi:

dined at Youngsbury ; after dinner I had som
discourse with David Barclay concerning ths
excellent man and skilful minister of Chr
his grandfather, and the elaborate Apolo^
•- wrote for the true Christian Divinity: hi;

memory I much esteem for the evangelici
testimonies contained in that work, and th
distinctions between the doctrines of trut
and Calvinistical and Pelagian errors. Ma
none professing with us forsake ' the Fountai
of living waters,' who thus speaketh :

' If i

man is athirst let him come unto me an
drink,' and turn not aside to tho corrupte
channels of carnal reason and creature!
power

; for if so ' the strong shall bo as toM
and the maker of it as a spark,' when th
Lord shall shako terribly the earth, and oxal
his only begotten Son, as the refuge of th
poor, and 'stronghold of the daughter o
Zion.' "

CTo be continned.}

A man's heart deviseth his way, but thi
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Indian Names.

(CoDclutled from page '207.)

axton, (emptying into the Susquehanna

1 the east, at Harrisburg), corrupted from

ketank, signifying, " where the waters

,(1"—the place of dead water, whether in

ream, or pool, or lake.

*ennypack, (emptying into the Delaware in

ladeiphia county), corrupted from Pema-

k, signifying, "a body of water with no

rent," whether a stream, a pool, or lake.

^erkiomen, (a branch of the Schuylkill in

atgomery county), corrupted from Pakih-

nink, Pakiomink, signifying, "where there

cranberries," the place of cranberries

:ibm, in Delaware, a "cranberry."

^ocono, (emptying into McMichael's Creek

Monroe county), corrupted from Poco

ine, signifying, a "stream between moun
IS." Broad Mountain received the name
!ono, from this creek.

'oquessing, (emptying into the Delaware

weeu Philadelphia and Bucks counties),

rupted from Poquesink, signifying, " where

re are mice,"—ihe place of mice.

2ual;al;e, (emptying into the Lehigh from

west, in Carbon county), corrupted from

wenkeek, signifying "pine lands." Cuwen-

ine signifies, "pine-land stream," i. e., a

Bam flowing through pine-lands.

2uenischaschacki. This name was given by

1 Delawares to the "long reach" in the

)8t Branch ofthe Susquehanna in Lycoming
inty. Hence, they called the West Branch

enischachachgek-hanne, which word has

m corrupted into Susquehanna.

Smicon, (emptying into the Lehigh from

3 south-west, in Northampton county), cor-

3ted from Sakunk, signifying, "where a

aller stream empties into a larger," hence,

place of outlet.

Schuylkill. The Delawares called the river

,nshowe-hanne, i. e., " the roaring stream,"

the stream that is noisy in its course over

3k8 and stones.

Shackamaxon, corrupted from Schachame-

ik, signifying, " where there are eels," the

ice of eels. Schachameek, an eel.

Shamokin (Sunbury) written Schahamoki,

iSchahamokink by tbe Delawares. In early

nes the place was called Schachameki, " the

ace of eels," and the creek Schachamekhan,

e., "eel-stream." It was next called Schach-

inamendi, signifying, " the place where gun

irrels are straightened," because it had be-

»me the residence of an ingenious Delaware,

utamees by name, who undertook to repair

le bent fire-arms of his countrymen.

Sinneniahoning
,
(emptying into the Susque-

anna from the north, in Clinton county),

)rrupted from Achsinni-mahoni, signifying,

etony lick."

Skippack, (a branch of the Perkiomen in

[ontgomery county), corrupted from Schki-

eek, signifying, " a pool of stagnant, offensive

^ater."

Tioga, (one of the tributaries of the Susque-

anna, draining Tioga county), corrupted from

Maoga, an Iroquois word, signifying " a gate,

place of entrance." Xote. This name was

;iven by the Six Nations to the wedge of land

ying within the forks of the Tioga and North

Branch of Susquehanna,—in passing which

.treams, the traveller entered their territory

IS through a gate. The country south of the

forks, was Delaware country. David Zeis-

perger, who travelled that way to Onondaga

"50, told me that at Tiaoga, or the Gate,

.„.„ Nation Indians were stationed for the

purpose of ascertaining the character of all

persons who crossed over into their country,

and that whoever entered their territory by

another way than through the Gate, or by

way of the Mohawk, was suspected by them

of evil purposes, and treated as a spy or

To/ji//wn?irt, (emptying into the Lehigh from

the north-east in Monroe county, corrupted

from Topihanne, signifying " alder-stream,"

i. p. a stream whose banks are fringed with

alder.^.

Tohickon. (emptying into the Delaware trora

the west, in Bucks county), corrupted fro
-

Tohickhan, or Tohickhanne signifying
"''

drift-wood stream," i. e., the stream we

on drift-wood.

Towanda, (emptying into the Susquehanna

from the south-west in Bradford county), cor-

rupted from Tawundeunk, signifying " where

we bury the dead." Xotc. Here the Nanticokes

buried the bones of their dead.

Tulpehocken, (a branch of the Schuylkill in

Berks county), corrupted from Tulpewi-hacki,

signifying, " the land of turtles."

" Tiinkhanna, (a branch of the Tobyhanna in

Monroe county), corrupted from Tank-hanne,
" the smair stream." (Note. The smallest

of two or more confluents or sources of a river

is always called " tank-hanne" by the Dela

wares.) Tunkhannock is a corruption of the

the

cross

on this

same.
Wnpwallopen, or Whopehawly, (empty

into the Susquehanna from the east in Luzerne

county), corrupted from Woaphallach-pink

signifying, " where the white hemp grows,

i e the kind, which when dressed, is whitest.

Wheeling Creek, (heading in Washington

county), corrupted from Wihling, or wih-lmk

sio-nifying, " where the head is, or the place of

ihcir first settlement so far east,

island.

i/aeAens«c/;, corrupted from Hackinksaquik,

unifying, " a stream that unites with another

on low ground, or imperceptibly."

Hoboken, corrupted from Hopocan, " a to-

bacco-pipe."
Mackiapier, corrupted from Machkkiabi,

signifying, " reddish water."

Musconelcong, corrupted from Maskhanne-

unk, "a rapid stream."

Passaic, corrupted from Pasaic, or Passa-

jeck, signifying, a "valley."

Pompton, corrupted from Pihmtoon, signify-

ing, " crooked-mouthed."
Tappan, corrupted from Tuppeek-hanne,

signifying, "a stream issuing from a large

spring."

Whippany, corrupted from Wip-hanne, sig-

nifying, "arrow-stream," i. e., a stream along

which the arrow-wood grows.

Acipda, corrupted from Equiwi, signifying,

between."
Chesapeake, corrupted from Tfchisch wapeki,

or Iv' iFchisch wapeeki, compounded of Kitschi,

signifying, "highly salted," and peek, a body

of "standing water, a pond, a bay."

Chicknicomika, corrupted from Tschikenu-

miki, signifying, "the place of turkeys."

Opicon, corrupted from Opeekhan, signify-

ing, "a stream of whitish color."

Paiapsco, corrupted from Petapsqui, signi-

fying, " back-water, or tide-water covered

with froth."

Pokomoka, corrupted from Pocqueumoke,
" the place of shell-fish."

,SVt''nan'/ort/i, corrupted from Schindhandowi,

or Schindhandowik, signifying, " the sprucy

stream," i. e., a stream flowing past spruce-

pines.

Tuckahoe, corrupted from Tuchachowe, sig-

nifying, " deer are shy." Tucha-uchoak, " the

thli head " (Note. Tbelndiansstatethatalonglplace where deer are shy.

-
'. ^. . , J :i„t„^ « ^-Sc^nnv ivn ilunnn v\crht Delawar

this creek they had decapitated a prisoner,

and then impaled his head.)

Wingohocking, (the south branch of I'rank-

ford Creek), corrupted from Wingehacking,

sio-nifying, "a favorite spot for planting."

'^Wissahickon, corrupted from Wisameckhan,

siirnifying, "catfish stream."

Trya/usi/i^, (emptying into the Susquehanna

from the north-east in Bradford county,) cor-

rupted from M'chwihilusing, signifying, "the

place of the hoary veteran."

Wyoming, corrupted from M'cheuomi, or

M'cheuwami, signifying "extensive flats." The

North Branch of Susquehanna was in conse-

quence called M'cheuweami-sipu, i.e., "the

river of the extensive flats." The Iroquois

called it, Gahonta, a word of like signification.

Yoxighiogheny, (a branch of the Mononga-

hela in Fayette county), corrupted from Juh-

wiah-hanne, signifying, "a stream flowing in

a contrary direction," or in a circuitous course.

Amhoy, corrupted from Emboli, signifying

round hollow." Emboolhatton, signifies,

hollow it out." When speaking of this place,

the Indians would say Embolink, i. e., where

a hollow, or at the hollow place.

(Note. An old Indian, born on the site of

Amboy, about 1680, with whom I was ac-

quainted for upwards of twenty years, in-

formed me, that as the spot resembled a

"bowl," it was called Emboli.

Hiygoes, (the island in the Delaware oppo-

site Burlington), called by the Indians T'scbi-

chopacki, signifying, "the oldest planted

ground." Note. The Delawares state that

Wilipquin, right Delaware, signifying, " the

place of interring skulls. (^Note. The Nanti-

cokes had a custom of carrying the skulls and

even the bones of their deceased to certain

places, where they buried them in caverns or

holes.)

For "The PrieDd."

Barclay's Life of Jaftray.

CContinueS from page 266.)

"The most part of a month following, my
time was spent without any advantage or pro-

gress made in the way of holiness, or prevail-

ino- over corruption ; but sin rather prevailing

ov'cr me, my deadness and dulness of heart

continuing:—this makes me sometimes fear

much, what may be the event of such a sad

case; especially at a time, when vigor and

liveliness was never more called for, nor more

looked for. O that I knew, in this desertion

as to sense, how I am called to live by faith ;

and to believe, that He who will not take his

Holy Spirit from me, will also in due time re-

store unto me the joy of his salvation !
When

I have sufficiently and experimentally found,

how evil and bitter a thing sin is, how soon

shall I, through grace, have attained to tbe

right exercise of this my sad condition ! then

may I confidently wait for the out-get as not

far off. The vision is for the appointed time,

Hab ii. 3 —he that believes makes no haste,

Isai. xsvi'ii. 16; yet in chap. li. ver. U, it is

said, 'The captive exile hasteneth that he

may be loosed, and that he should not die in

the pit, nor that his bread should fail ;' yea,
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and in. that case, he'll even bid God
haste to help him, Psal. xxii. 19, and a^ain
his cry will be in unison with David's, ' Hea
me speedily, for I am in trouble.' But alas
my heart is not so aflfected with my trouble
as my case requires; dulness and deadness of
heart, in this dreadful, searching time, is my
judgment and plague. This my wound stinks,
because of my foolishness, Psal. xxxviii. 5 ;

—

my laziness, my unwatchfulness, alas! has
much made it so.

My thoughts have sometimes run, for reme-
dy against this evil of unwatchfulness, upon
a resolution diligently to watch over thoughts,
words and actions, which, doubtless, is a duty,
and, when conscientiously done, will be blessed
of God; but my striving hath been for the
most part in vain, minding the thing in my
own strength, more than in the strength and
way of God.
And many days striving, and waiting for

strength rightly to watch against vain
thoughts, &c., and for strength to come in
against them, but without finding it, 1 began
to consider of that place, Deut. xxx. 11, 12,
&e., repeated Eom. x. 6, 7, 8. The voice of
God in the conscience, there said to be near,
in the heart and in the mouth, must be more
attended to, diligently watched over, and
obeyed in what it commends and reproves.
Strength against sin must be waited for; it

comes in, not all at once, but gradually, as
thevoice of God is there minded and adverted
to, in love and tenderness of obedience to his
commands. The kingdom of heaven, thus
sown in the heart, is at first but as a grain of
mustard seed

; but, being attended upon dili-
gently, it grows to a tall tree. Matt. xiii. 31.
It is, by rightly observing Christ speaking in
the conscience; that he comes in with strength,
to give victory over sin. Observe, what Moses,
in verse 10 and 20, calls " the voice of the
Lord," Paul in verses 6 and 7, calls Christ
which is in the mouth and in the heart ; then
consider this well, that when the voice in thy
heart and conscience, which is Christ, is

slighted and not hearkened unto, strength
against the sin that masters thee, is slighted
and refused. And, as he is observed, thus
speaking in the conscience, he makes out him-
self more and more for thy comfort, making
thee victorious, conquering and to conquer.

'^

Whatever may be of mistake in the way
and opinion of the people called Quakers
about the Light within them, as to the uni-
versality and operation of it; after some

'

quiry thereabout, my resolution is, to waive
the debatable part thereof, and, as I may, in
the strength of the Lord, to improve and
make use of what truth I find in the thing
itself—of more duty to be on me, to mind
seriously, and more closely to walk up to, the
light in the conscience. For, I do verily 'find
and believe, there is light appearing from, and
holden forth at this time, by these despised
people, in that and some other things, which
if prejudice and passion did not hinder, mio-ht
be received with much advantage.

^

The 14th day of 2nd mo. 1661, I was led to
consider more seriously, how the Lord is
pleased to help, and give in strength to the
subduing of sin

; which has been long my in-
quiry; but, little has been learned, as to the
practical use of it. These two particulars ap-
peared necessary to be taken more heed to
First, To mind the light, as it begins to appear
and dawn in the conscience; for, accordingly
as this is done, the dav dawnn anH ti,^ h5„

star (that is, Christ himself) arises; first, as
the bright and morning star. Rev. xxii. 16,
whereby, ' the day-spring from on high' visits
such as ' sit in darkness,' Luke i. 78, 79 ; and
at last, ' the Sun of righteousness' itself arises,
Mai. iv. 2, and abides with them. Secondly,
The next thing to that of minding the light,
is, to wait and stand still from self-willing and
acting, which darken the heart ; for ' it is not
of him that willeth, nor of him that runneth,
but of God that showcth mercy.' The way|
then, to receive the light, and strength by and
from it, is, to stand still, in a sober frame of,

ipirit; on the one hand, not to reach after
n a self-will, which obscures it ; nor, on the
other, to flee back from it, because it mak
manifest the evil deeds in their first motion
but, to lie down under and submit to the
smitings and judgments of the power of the
light, which first wounds, and then cures.
And thus it is, that the Lord communicates
strength; not all at once, but by degrees, as
the light is attended to and patiently wai'ted
for; not by willing and running, but by sit-

ting still, as is said by the Prophet Isai. xxx.
7, ' Their strength is to sit still,' and verse 15,
' In returning and rest shall ye be saved, in
quietness and in confidence shall be
strength.'

By reaching after light and strength in a
self-will,—I mean, too much activity in a formal
way of jyerforming duties, such as prayer and
fasting at set times, and the like ; as if, by the
very frequent and fervent performing of such
acts, strength were to be obtained. And thus,
many times, the heart is rather more darken
ed and rendered dead to a lively and diligent
attendance upon the voice of God in the con-
science, than stirred up thereto; the attend,
anee unto which, for direction and strength
to_ be about every action, word, and thought,
with a suitable walking accordingly, is the
chief and main means, by which the Lord
communicates further light, life, and strength
for subduing sin.

youi

ment
; wherein, for the most part, I was ne

more under desertion, and darkness as to
that ho was doing, both in judgment
mercy, towards his people in general, and i

self and family in particular. Yet, if it f

please Him, who hath given me some waj
know these things, of bis goodness, to ena
me savingly and experimentally, in all

conversation, to practise them accordingly
I hope to bless him for thus having beei
me in prison, though I knew him not in th.

dispensations; for, assuredly, he is faith
unto those that wait for him."

No bird

The tangled"bank

THE EIVEK PATH.
BY JOHN G. WHITTIER.

g floated down the hill,

ras still

:

done, the day dawns, and the day.

Again, by fleeing back from the light, when
it makes manifest the evil deeds, on the other
hand,— I mean, the- want of that .sober and
serious observation of the Lord's reproofs for
sin, at its first rising in the heart, which would
put a stop to its further proceeding. In quiet-
ing thy spirit, sitting down, as it were, satis-
fied, in confidence of thy help and strength
coming, even in this unlikely way, (for so

'

is, not only in the eyes of natural reason, but,
many times, even of enlightened reason, until
experience makes out the contrary,)—in this
quietnessandconfidence, shall be thy strength
And, as in the business of having sin weak-

ened, and strength against it attained, so, in
going about to compass any other business of
worldly concernment, this must be thy way
of doing it : sit down, and leave off following
thy business, so as to be taken up with per-
plexing anxiety or care about it, or the issue
of it; absolutely give up thyself to an entire
dependence upon Him, who orders every
thing for thy good

; and doubtless, he will
make that turn out best for thee, which thou
bast thought otherwise,—and in a way which
thou wast not looking for. Labor, then, to

1 and follow his way of leading thee;
or, a snare and perplexity may more attend
thee, than thou art aware of,—even when thou
hast things to thy heart's desire.
Some communication of light and clearness,

in these respects, has been the work of God
to me, during this sad time of my imprison-'

Xo rustle from the birchen stem,
No ripple from the water's hem.

The dusk of twilight round us grew.
We felt the falling of the dew.

Far from us, ere the day was done.
The wooded hills shut out the sun.

But on the river's farther side
We saw the hill-tops glorified,

A tender glow, exceeding fair,

A dream of day without it,s glare.

With us the damp, the chill, the gloom ;

With them the sunset's rosy bloom

;

While, dark, through willowy vistas seen,
The river rolled in shade between.

From out the darkne.ss where we trod
We gazed upon those hills of God,

Whose light seemed not of morn or sun
;We spake not, but our thought was one.

We paused, as if from that bright .shore,

Beckoned our dear ones gone before
;

And stilled our beating hearts to hear
The voices lost to mortal ear

!

Sudden our pathway turned from right

;

The hills swung open to the light

;

Through their green gates the sunshine showed,
A long, slant splendor downward flowed,

Down glade and glen and bank it rolled

:

It bridged the shaded stream of gold :

And borne on piers of mist allied
The shadowy with the sunlit side.

" So," prayed we, " when our feet draw near
The river dark with mortal fear

;

" And the night cometh, chill with dew,
O, Father, let Thy light break through I

"So let the hills of doubt divide.
To bridge with faith the sunless tide!

" So let the eyes that fail on earth
O'er thy eternal hills look forth

:

" And in thy beckoning angels know
The dear ones whom we loved below !"

THE THRUSH'S NEST.
BY JOHN CLARE.

Within a thick and spreading hawthorn bush
That overhung a mole-hill large and round,

I o-perheard, from morn to morn, a merry thrush
Sing hymns of rapture, while I drank the sound

With joy,—and oft, an unintruding guest,
I watched her secret toils from day to day

;

How true she warped the moss to form her nest.
And modeled it within with wood and clay.

And by-and-by, like heath bells gilt with dew,
There lay her shining eggs, as bright as flowers.

Ink-spotted over shells of green and blue :

And there I witnessed in the summer's hours
A brood of Nature's minstrels chirp and fly.

Glad as the sunshine and the laughing sky.

Work is the salt of life.
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For "The FricDd."

Our Ancient Testimony.

) low state of things as a Society .amongst

J been for some time a weighty concern

1 mind, especially so as it regards these

<l and other meetings, held for the os-

ile purpose of extending and promoting

Js of religion, for the expressed purpose

ding to the numbers in the Society, It

tainly a fearful thing " to offer strange-

sfore the Lord." Such are in great dan-

r "quenching the Holy Spirit," and so

spiritually. With many of our young-

iends there is much to be lamented, be-

ef spiritual ignorance. Many of them

i-ained in District and mixed schools,

3 the testimonies given us or our fathers

vr, and which make us a " pecvliar 2:>eo

n'e not regarded. Their observance by

young Friends is more than can be ex

d ; especially where several generations

ssively have been so trained. For in-

e, the uncovering of the head, which

many of our early Friends very hf.avy

iugs ;
for being like Mordecai, born of

oyal seed, they could not, durst not, bow

e proud fleshly Haraans of their day.

las Ellwood was dreadfully beaten by

uher, because he could not do it. Wil-

Penn was turned out of doors for the

i
thing. Then the pure language and

inpopular plain dress. Oh ! if our youth

been properly exampled, and rightly in-

ted in these things, it would, under the

rnmcnt ofthe blessed Spirit, have been also

servation from the contaminations of mix

•semblies, where the eloquence of pulpit

)rs lead them astray. May those still

irved in the support of these testimon'

usly ponder these things, as they value

own and the immortal souls of their

ren ;
keeping them from such training

e District schools and associations, that

ley may become established in bearing

testimonies of Truth. I have often fell

it is a very serious thing to send the

h to such Friends' schools as those where-

,e children have first learned to evade our

monies in mixed a-sociations, for the mix-

of such may be contagious. We need not

irprised at the alarming length many are

running; daring even to mock and make

|t of our ancient testimonies, and uniting

I others, who have not been so favored

life and power of God, you may stand in

the day of great trial, which the Lord will

bring upon all you that make mention of his

name. For power loiU be given to the beast to

exalt his horn, even to the host of heaven, for the

clearing of the sanctuary of the Lord. Then

will the foolish virgins and painted beasts,

that are enemies to the cross of Christ, who have

defiled the sanctuary of the living God, come

before him among his saints and children.

From amongst them shall they come, trem-

bling before the power of the beast, when he

utters his voice and commands all to worship

his image. But then shall you children of

the most high God, whom he hath called to

be faithful to him, rejoice in his eternal pow

er, who will keep you in that day in rest and

peace in the Ancient of days. Who will sit

to judge in righteousness all that withstand

the risings of his glory; and of his dominion

there shall be no end." It is such that seek

to be faithful to the small manifestations of

Divine light and grace in the heart, that will

grow in grace and in the favor of the Lord.

These He will strengthen and qualify to be

ambassadors for him. These will find strength

in weakness, even such who are weaned from

man, and whose trust is in God alone; their

bow will be made strong, and "in his name

shall they do exploits," t"or the bringing about

his reign and dominion. Ob, that many may

be awakened to be be truly faithful, "even

unto death."
S. Chadbourne.

Iiose systems set up the will of

believe it may be right thus to consider

auso of the present mixture amongst us,

[ doubt not but that the Lord in his own

?ill cause the Dayspring from on high

to visit those who are mourning for

, even though the enemy may exalt hi

as God even as in the temple of God, and

cause fire to come down as from Hea-
' with signs and lying wonders." The

itles have foretold such things, yet the

i will arise and cause his light to scatter

darkness and mists that have obscured

Sun of righteousness. Satan must flee

re Christ, who will destroy his kingdom,

Christ's " kingdom will more fully come,

his will be done on earth as it is in Hea-
" Of his reign and kingdom there shall

end. Wm. Dewsbury, that ancient ser-

; of Christ, who for the testimony of Jesus

ist suffered upwards of twenty years im-

onment in dreadful dungeons says, "Dear

iren of the Lord God, be valiant, bold

For "TliO Fi-Jouii."

Religions Talk. i\o. i.

The article under this title in the 34th No.

f the "Friend," has induced a careful read-

ing again of that of the 30tb, and I am unable

to see that the observations of the lattter are

either unreasonable or inapplicable to the

times. Eeligious " conversation " properly

conducted, is very necessary and helpful in

effecting an influence for good over others,

and where it is a duty laid upon any, should

be faithfully attended to. It was emphatical-

ly enjoined of old for communicating the

words of the Most High in the command,

"And thou Shalt teach them diligently unto

thy children, and shall talk of them when

thou sitlest in thine house, and when thou

walkest by the way, and when thou liest

down and when thou risest up."

We would earnestly encourage this, believ-

ing there is far too much shrinking among
many from religious conversation. But there

is a wide distinction between this and the re-

ligious "Talk," which it is so painful to hear

or see in much of the so-called religious liter-

ature of the day, wherein the name of the

great Creator and of the Redeemer are so

lightly used, as to suggest the idea of irrever-

ence, as if the persons were speaking of their

fellow beings or their equals.

Well do I call to mind the example of a

worthy member of our Society, now gathered

to his rest, whose spirit seemed deepened and

who lowered his voice in reverence whenever

he mentioned his Maker's name, and who in-

deed bowed his spiritual knee at the name of

Him before whom every knee shall bow.

•It was said of old " the Lord will not hold

him guiltless that taketh His name in vain,"

an expression hardly safe to apply exclusive-

ly to using it (as is commonly termed) pro-

fanely. And it was said of some, "though

they say the Lord liveth, they swear falsely,"

and it is written that " no man can say that

Jesus is the Lord but by the Holy Ghost."

The religion given our forefathers to pro-

Jaim, was'a pure religion, which the adver-

sary has at various times endeavored to over-

throw by the substitution sometimes of un-

belief, sometimes of a refined and polished re-

ligion, and sometimes of a sensational religion,

and it requires great care lost under the

temptations presented, we become carried

away from the truly reverent waiting spirit

wherein the " good man's steps [or religious

services] are ordered of the Lord." Sure-

ly if there is any time when the injunction,

"So be ye holy in all manner of conversation,"

is to be observed, it must be in addressing or

speaking of Him who, while He is of infinite

power, is also of infinite love and purity.

p. S.—Those who feel concerned for. the

testimonies given to us as a people to bear,

may rely entirely upon Divine succor and aid

in the needful time; and resting upon those

influences which have invariably attended the

rightly exercised and concerned members of

Christ, it will dignify and bring honor to the

ever blessed truth, and add to the discomfi-

ture and shame of the unfaithful, although

much alone as to numbers, yet will the Lord's

name be magnified, for if the Lord be for us,

of whom shall we be afraid ?

Orleans Co., N. Y., 4th mo., 187 3.

The Calcutta Crane.— One distinguished

visitor which honors Calcutta with its pre-

sence only during the rains is far too remark-

able to be forgotten. This is the adjutant, a

gio-antic crane, standing about four feet high,

wfth a large, heavy body, a small head, a huge

bill, and wings which are said sometimes to

measure twelve feet from tip to tip. A more

uno-ainly and caricature-like bird probably

does not exist, but it is useful, like the jackal

and the crow, as a great devourer of refuse,

and is said also to destroy rats and snakes.

It certainly swallows lumps of solid bone

larger than a man's fist, and it comes freely

about the houses and compounds, perfect y

quiet and harmless, but the most quaintly

uo-ly creature living. Its body is gray and

bfack, its neck red and bare, with a curious

fleshy pouch dangling in front, and its huge

beak the same color, while its long legs have

exactly the appearance of being covered with

white stockings. Whether standing with its

head buried between its shoulders, sitting on

the ground with its long white legs stretched

forward in the most awkward and unbirdlike

attitude, flying, perching, or hanging i^seltV-- _o-^ .

^ ^ ^ ^^.^^^^^ ^^„^.

out to dry_when its grea_t^ black w.ngs are jEn^^^^^^^ m America they are

4tli month 14th, 1873.

The Numberofthe JesMt7.s.—The latest Jesuit

" Catalogue," says the Pall Mall Gazette, gives

the total number of the Society at present as

8 951. Of these 2,665 are in France, and i50

were recently in Germany. In Italy they

have stations at Eome, Naples, Sicily, Venice

and Turin ; in Spain at Aragon and Castile.

Hungary, Galicia, Austria, Belgium, Holland.

crreat black wings

^aTuraVdwith^rain, no words can render jus-lberot^neo^^^^^^^^^

«;„„ t^ it= ovt.ra.vacr.int uncouthness— Om'- iou°a.'n luexioo auu ocv

iful in your measureSi

extravagant uncouthness-

1, that in the light, 'iand, Inland and Upland. I
the Union.
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For "Tlw Friend."

The Day Calls for Decision.

In the progress of human events there may
and do arise periods when it appears unavoid-
able that, if not already done, a more decided
course of thought and action must, on the
part of some, be taken. If, as it seems to the
writer, such a period has been well nigh
reached to themembersof Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting, when a choice will have to be made
between either a faithful maintenance of the
doctrines and testimonies of this religious So
ciety as originally held and promulgated, or
whether the modifications and changes—all

in the direction of nearer conformity to the
world and its ways—which have been so in-

dustriously propagated, and, with some of
our members, made to supplant much of that
which has all along been considered so intrin-
sically excellent, how earnest should we be
in prayer and supplication to the Lord God
of Israel, that His blessed will concerning us
be not turned from or contravened.
Too notorious to be gainsaid is the fact,

that the precious principles, with their out-
growth of consistent practice, which were so
prominently put forth by George Fox and his
faithful coadjutors, and which have been more
or less zealously upheld before the world for
more than two hundred years, were not only
the principles of the religion of Christ Jesus,
as set forth in the New Testament, but in a
very remarkable manner were believed in,

embraced by, and had their leavening effect
upon many worthy sons and daughters in
Christendom, who, tired of the profession of
a religion of forms and ritual services, drank
in with avidity and gladness the good tidings
of salvation by grace which was so industri-
ously preached by those sons of the morning.
Their hearts were made glad by hearing of"a
Saviour who was nigh unto them, and, by His
Spirit, in them

; and could thankfully respond
to the testimony of George Fox when he said,
that he was sent to turn people to that

and be especially ware of all ways but that
which is straight and narrow, and hard only
to the unsubdued will and wisdom of the
natural man. Christ Jesus will ever remain
the only way to the Father, the ever-blessed
Author and Finisher of our faith. Then,
"Stand ye in the ways and s^e, and ask for
the old paths, where is the good way, and
walk therein, and ye shall find rest for your
souls."

Should any be tempted to yield to the pe.
suasion that there is no longer a need-be, or
that it has ceased to be obligatory upon us to
maintain those Christian testimonies— the
larger with the smaller— which have been
committed to us, and which it is believed are
necessary to our existence as a distinct body
of religious professors, may those be enabled
to turn from such suggestions, and rally to
the standard of ancient Quakerism in its ori-
ginal aggressiveness, adaptativeness and ful-
ness. The power and influence of the Holy
Spirit, without which none can have any clear
knowledge of God or of his own religious
duty, is as fundamental, as living and experi-
mental now as ever before. And so no less
are their fruits. Thus the mortifications of
the cross, the self-reduction and humiliation
consequent upon the faithful observance of
our testimonies to plainness of speech, be-
havior, and apparel are as necessary to be
supported in this day, as off-shoots of the
goodly tree of doctrines held by ua, as in any
age of the world. True, that which was, in
the first place, committed to this people to
live in and to manifest to the world was, as
has been said, "a reality—a life—and a min-
istration of life to those who received it." But
from this root of life hath sprung the testi-
monies which have hitherto distinguished us,
and which we cannot with safety ignore. If
those are the testimonies of the Most High to
our Society, solemn indeed are the admoni-
tions concerning the breach of them as con-
veyed to rebellious Israel: " As the nations
hich the Lord destroyeth before your face.

will be a little sanctuary to us in all
whither we come.
Fourth mo. 3d, 1873.

Truly, "as the mountains are round a
Jerusalem, 80 is the Lord round abom
people from henceforth and forever," how
widely separated from their families and
nexions, I can abundantly testify.—Z)
Wheeler.

THE FRIEND.
FOURTH MOXTH 19, 1873.

.. .^„ .^^,^.c ^,j uuaL, lu wnicn ine ijora aestroyeth before your face

wn,^H «?'' i°"^^ P.'
°f themselves. Which so shall ye perish; bee/use ye wouldlot beobewould sare them. Christ was preached as '' " • -

-^

-

the true light that ligbteth every man that
Cometh into the world ; and all were com-
mended to the saving grace that came by Him,
and to the anointing received which abideth
in them : while at the same time it was upheld
that so universal was the manifestation of
this, His power, that He compared it to the
lightning that lighteneth out of the one part
under heaven, and shineth unto the other
part under beaven. Thousands were con-
vinced and joined to this people; so that the
fear much prevailed, like to the cry in an
earlier age concerning the great Author of
our holy religion, " VVhat do we? If we let
Him thus alone, all men will believe on him

;

and the Eomans shall come and take away
both our place and nation." Persecution unto
prisons and even unto death therefore became
rife, to try to arrest the spread of this Quaker
reform : but it proved itself to be of God, in
that it could not be overthrown.

It is these testimonies and principles, so
practical and so effectual for good, which we
are now called upon to remodel or to renounce
for a religion that has less of self-denial and
the cross in its requisitions; and which will
be in effect, to go back to the beggarly ele-
ments which our forefathers came out from.
But let us scrupulously guard against a re-
treat from the vantage ground already gained;

dient unto the voice of the Lord your God.'
Deut. viii. 20. "And ye shall be left few in
number * * * because thou wouldst not obey
the voice of the Lord thy God." Deut. xxvii"
62. Then may we all beware of modifications
of the ancient doctrine

; as well as of a path,
the chief recommendation of which is, that it

appears more smooth and easy to the fleshly
mind and will of man ; but like all other by-
paths, leads sooner or later into the broad
way of separation from a just and jealous and
all-seeing Father.

On the other hand, if we are duly engaged
to keep steady to the new covenant of light
and life—the inward manifestations of the
Lord Jesus to the soul—which was so scru-
pulously the rule of faith and practice with
our forefathers

;
if we endeavor to maintain

inviolate the law and the testimony sacredly
committed to them, and through them to us;
if we are brought to sanctify the Lord of hosts
himself, and to obey bis commandments; and
withal keep fast hold of the shield of faith
whatever betide: then will the unslumbering
and ever-present I Am arise for our help; He
will turn His all-powerful hand upon us; will
purge away our dross and our tin ; will bring
up again as from the depths of the sea

; will
heal where he hath torn, will bind up where

hath smitten; will restore judges as at th

"Brief Remarks on the Appeal for the Anc
Doctrines ofthereligionsSoeiety of Frie
put forth by the Yearly Meeting of P
delphia in 1847."

"We have received a pamphlet with the al

title, put forth by John M. Whitall, of
city. "We give the first paragraph in the
troduction in full, so that our readers i

have the benefit of the author's statemen
'

i own words.
"Believing that the Document issued

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting in 1847, ca
an Appeal for the Ancient Doctrines'of
Religious Society of Friends, did not gi^

fair exposition of the sentiments of J. J. (
ney, and being desirous of satisfying my c

mind on the subject, I procured all his
thorized works, from which extracts in
Appeal are made—being particular to obt
the same edition, where such was mentio—and carefully examined the context. ^

result has been an entire conviction on
part, that by passing by paragraphs whei
J. J. Gurney expressed himself fully i

clearly on the doctrine in question in the .

peal, and selecting those in which the subj
has not been the one under eriticie

where his views, in that direction, i

fully given ; and by quoting parts of pa
graphs which did not always convey •

whole meaning of the author, and italicisi

certain words and phrases, which were
originally intended to assume such impc
ance, and then comparing the whole with •

tracts from the writings of early Friends 3

the sermons of George Fox, together w
comments of their own, the writers of 1

Appeal appear to endeavor to fasten up
J. J. Gurney views which he did not hold.

If we understand the above charge arig
it amounts to this; that Philadelphia Yea:
Meeting in 1847, endeavored to fasten up
J. J. Gurney views which he did not hold, a
in order to do so, it took from his works pa
graphs and parts of paragraphs which did r

express his sentiments truly, omitting th(
that did, and by italicising certain words
phrases gave them an importance they w(
not intended to assume, and thus knowint
misrepresented him. The question natura
arises, what could have been the motive
ducing a Yearly Meeting thus to attack
individual, and to resort to such disreputal
and easily detected deception to accompli
'ts ends? J. M. "Whitall gives no clue to
notive.

Any one examining the Appeal will si

that in no place is the name of the two s

thors quoted from, given; or any effort ma
to fasten any views on either ofthem /lerson

tirst, and counsellors as at the beginning; and ly, or to decide which of the diverse sentimei
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ijcated in the works of one of them the au-

jheld. So that unless the reader was ac-

jited with the works, or was told the name

le author, he would not know whose eenti-

j,8 were controverLed. It is simply and

\y the doctrines believed to be eontaiued

srtaiu paragraphs, quoted in full in the

or'sowu language, which are pointed out

warned against. It is expressly stated

e Appeal, "It is from a fervent desire to

und thus engaged in the Lord's work, and

no u-ish to cast censure upon individuals,

I

we have felt ourselves constrained to

the preceding exposition :" (page 66)

at the charge of the Yearly Meeting or

writers of the Appeal" having any thing

)nal in the expose made is unfounded,

two authors are treated alike.

M. Whilall states that the unfair oxposi-

of sentiment was effected by passing by

! paragraphs which fully and clearly ex-

sed the doctrine in question, and selecting

rs where the doctrine is less fully given,

by giving parts of paragraphs which did

ilways convey the whole meaning of the

-of this latter he gives no instance,

sh would hardly have been the case had

|£iated—by italicising words and phrases

lih were not intended to assume such im-

ance, by contrasting them with the writ-

! of early Friends, aud then commenting

|hem.

ih6 passages given in the Appeal, culled

of many others, similar in import, whether

;ended to assume such importance" or not,

1 long given widespread uneasiness amonu

Inds in Great Britain and America; pro

log disunity aiad division throughout the

ety. It was to counteract the sorrowful

:;ts believed to be produced by the opinions

;:ained in them, that the Appeal was put

b, as appears from the foliowing language

:

ider a religious concern lor the restoration

lat precious unity which once characterized

ind in discharge of what we apprehend a

f devolving upon us, we have believed it

it to point out so??iep«*«i7(;ei- in the writings

ded to, which do not convey the views of

3nds; in order that our members may be

.heir guard against adopting forms of ex-

jsion, and modes of defining and explain-

doctrines, which differ from the simple

scriptural methods used by the Society.

the frequent repetition of such opinions

modes of expression, the mind may be

dually led to look upon the differences we
e referred to, as matters of little moment;
. thus by degrees, imperceptible perhaps

its clouded vision, the way may be pre-

ed for a departure from a full belief and
nowledgment of the truth, as it is in Jesus,

1 as it has always been held by our religious

iety." (Page 10.) The truth of this last

agraph has been and is being strikinglv

mplitied in the experience of the Society.

?he passages given are complete in them
,-es, and speak for themselves. The itali-

Qg of certain words and phrases does not

iny wise alter or obscure their meaning,

1 is evidently done merely to indicate the

ticular part to be contrasted with the op-

JDS of early Frien<ls on the same point

jrwards quoted, ^'o different exegesis of

80 passages is given by J. M. Whitall, nor

!8 he show wherein they do not convey the

aning that is attributed to them in the

peal. The whole ground on which the

ve charge against Philadelphia Yearly

ditlbear,

riou

for such a judgment, should be understood by
hundreds of unconnected persons not only in

his own country, but in America; not only by

members of his own Society, but by those of

other denominations, to contain opinions not

in accordance with those held by Friends

:

that those passages should be distinctly point-

ed out and applauded by some, as an advance

upon Quakerism, and as distinctly quoted and
controverted by others as tending to under-

mine its distinctive characteristics; that this

should be going on for thirty years or more,

and yet that it was all a mistake; the pas-

sages conveyed no such opinions; or worse,

that it was a conspiracy unfairly to fasten a

meaning on the parts cited, which they did not

Whence could such an ignorant mis-

take arise among so large a number of sensi-

ble and well educated men, or what could be

the motive for thus misrepresenting such a

in ?

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting did not origi-

nate the objections to these writings, nor did

that meeting point out errors contained in

them, until long after others had done so, and

the sad effects resulting from those errors,

had forced themselves on the attention of the

hole Society. It is well known that many
Friends in England early became uneasy with

the character of portions of these works, and

freely expressed their objections to them and

their fears of the effect they would produce
;

that similar uneasiness from the same cause

sprang up in this country among Friends be-

longing to different Yearly Meetings so soon

a-* the works were generally known and read.

We believe that the Meeting for Sufferings in

Indiana advised that all the works of J. J. G.

should be taken out of the Preparative Meet-

ing libraries, long before Pniladelphia Yearly

Meeting put out the Appe;.!. Some who join-

ed the Beaconites declared that they had

been led into adopting their views by read-

ing the works of this author. Member's of

the "Church of England" expressed their

satisfaction at the change produced among
Friends in England by the influence of those

writings. Ealph Wardlaw, a Presbyterian

clergyman, congratulated the author on the

strides out of Quakerism that his works

showed he had taken. Thos. Shillitoe on his

dying bed sent for J. Hodgkin to take down
his unequivocal testimony against the "gen-

erality" of J. J. G.'s wriiings, because they

contained "non-Quaker principles," and de-

clared that "the Society v/iU go gradually

down if it yields to the further circulation of

that part of his works which they have it in

their power to suppress." Dr. E. Ash slates

that it was from J. J. Gurney he received his

impressions respecting the incorrectness of

some of our early Friends' writings; and the

Appeal shows to what that led. We might

go on adding to the cloud of witnesses to the

same effect, but it is unnecessary. Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting could have had no

sinister motive; it shared in the wide spread

conviction that, whether intentionally or

not, principles were inculcated in certain

parts of J. J. G.'s writings inconsistent with

the original faith of Friends; and the present

state of our religious Society, the sad depar-

his amiable manners and his cultivated mindjture of very many of its members from the

secured the love of his friends and the admi- principles and practices of our foretathers,

ration of his acquaintances. It certainly would
|

bears conclusive witness to the truth ot the

be an unprecedented thing in the history of contentsof the Appeal, and to the wellgroand-

literature, if certain passages in the works ed concern under which it was written and is-

published by such a man, without any ground ' sued, viz :
" To warn, and put their brethren lu

Meeting, of wilful misrepresentation rests, is

that other passages can be brought from other

parts of the works, in which J. J. Gurney
gives a different exposition of bis views. This

is fair enough proof of the author contradict

himself, with which he has been before

charged ; but it does not disprove the correct-

ness of the opinions expressed relative to the

passages quoted; and the comments made,

are upon the sentiments inculcated in those

ages only. Truth and error cannot be so

dovetailed together, as to destroy the distinc-

tion between them. The writers of the Appeal

and the Yearly Meeting, appear to have been

11 aware of the character of such passages

are brought forward by J. M. W., and

equally willing to give their author the

due for them. They say, " That in v

places Christian doctrine is supported on

Scriptural ground, is undoubtedly true
;
and

it may be owing to this circumstance that

many, even in our own Society, have not ap-

preciated the weighty objections, to which,

in many respects, these wriiings are liable."

(page 51.)

That the author of these "Brief Remarks"
comes within the category of the many allud-

ed to in this quotation is evident; aud with

this partial view, and the impression that

the Appeal is a personal attack, he has allow-

ed his well known zeal in defending what he be-

lieves to be the right aud the true, to betray

him into preferring charges^lhe gravity of

which we apprehend he hardly estimated

—

of gross moral wrong against scores of men,

active and standing high in Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting in 1847, whose characters

were unimpeached while they were living,

and nearly all of whom are now in their

graves, and cannot repel the charge.

One would think that where such chargi

published to the world, there would be

full analysis of the whole Appeal, show
herein the passages taken from the worus

of both authors referred to in it, are mutilal

ed and do not bear the interpretation there

iven to them ; but so far from this being the

case, J. M. W. merely lakes the quotations in

the Appeal from J. J. G. intended to show
that "the Holy Scriptures are [therein]

spoken of in a manner dift'rent from that

which our Eeligious Sociely has always

thought 10 be safe, and consistent with the

Scriptures themselves" (page 10), which do

not occupy one-third of the document—not

attempting any examination of the remaining

two-thirds—and putting alongside of these,

his own quotations from the same author's

works, calls the attention of the reader

to the difference between the two, and

says, "If it is proven that J. J. G. has

been misrepresented in the tirst ten objections

in the Appeal, the whole document is stamped

as most unfair." True, if the premise is ad-

mitted, the conclusion might follow. But we
think the ground taken altogether fails to

support the premise, and that it must require

a deficiency in something more than the

ordinary power to reason, to be convinced of

such a charge by such logic.

J. J. Guruey is represented by those who
knew him, as a man who, by bis native worth.
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religious fellowship upon their guard, against
opinions leading to consiquences dangerous
to the integrity of the Society, and by adop-
tion of which the gracious designs of the
Head of the Church in raising us up to be a
people naight be marred or impeded." (page
63.)

Note. On page 18 of the " Brief Remarks," J. M. W.
speaks of the "authorized works" of J. J. Giirney,
italicisiDg the word " authorized," as though there were
some of his works quoted from in the Appeal, which
were not authorized. There is no quotation purport-
ing to be taken from any work of his, which he did not
write, and which was not in circulation at the time.

Those contributingarticlcs for " The Friend,'
are reminded that they are not published, un
less the name of the author is known to the
editors.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The developments made in the Bank of

England forgery case conclusively establish the fact that
the forgeries were committed by Austin Bidwell, who
is now under arrest at Havana; George MacDonnel,
held for extradition in New York ; George Bidwell)
who has been arrested in Edinburg, and Noyes the al-
leged clerk of the parties.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer has arranged to
carry a reduction of 50 per cent, in the sugar duties into
effect next mouth.
The civil strife in Spain continues. Owing to the

interruption of trains on the upper section of the
Northern Railway, the Spanish government has au-
thorized the Company to re-establish a line of steamers
from Santander to Bayonne, for the transportation of
passengers to and from France.
The town of Puigcerda, near the foot of the Pyrenees,

was attacked by a Carlist force on the 10th and 11th
inst., but the resistance being obstinate, the assailants
withdrew at night. Some damage was suffered by the
town, and a number of persons were killed and wound-
ed on both sides.

A new Captain-General has assumed command in
Barcelona, and has taken effective measures to check
insubordination.

A concession has been granted giving certain parties
the right to lay lines of telegraph cable from Cuba or
Porto Bico to Hayti or San Domingo.
The city of San Salvador, the capital of the Central

American Republic of that name, has been destroyed
by an earthquake, causing a terrible loss of life. Eight
hundred persons perished, and property valued at twelve
millions of dollars was destroyed. The earthquake wai
followed by a conflagration in which many building:
were burned.
On the 5th inst. another payment was made by France

to Germany on account of the war indemnity.
An election will soon be held in Paris to fill a vacant

seat in the Assembly. The candidates are Remusat, £

supporter of Thiers, and Barodet art extreme radical
The contest attracts general attention, and the iournals
are full of it.

'

The members of the Municipal Council and of the
Council General of the Department of Lyons have re-
signed, and protested against the law recently adopted
by the National Assembly for abolishing the Central
Municipality.

,.^ Berlin dispatch says: Emperor William, Prince
Von Bismarck, and General Moltke, accompanied by a
retinue, will leave this city for St. Petersburg on a visit
to the Czar, on the 25th inst. Crown Jrince Frederick
Wilham and his wife, will take their departure fro
Berlin for Vienna on the following day.
The rumor which has been current in Berlin, th

Bancroft, the United States Minister, would soon resit
IS denied. Bancroft recently received a letter fro
President Grant, commending his course. He also
continues to enjoy the confidence of the Emperor Wil-
liam and Prince Bismarck.
The Belgian government has stationed a naval vessel

at Ostend to prevent English fishing vessels from en-
croaching beyond the prescribed limits.

Dispatches from Rome represent that the Pope is
dangerously ill. A special to the N. Y. World says-
Ihe Pope, after suffering many hours of great pain, is
now in a lethargic state. His physicians have forbidden
the use of bulletins, and the clerical papers have been
ordered to abstain from making reports. It is feared

that his recovery is impossible, and that his death will
be kept secret until the conclave has elected a successor,
in order to avoid the interference of Germany and Italy!
All the Candinals, except two, are now at the Vatican.
The usual Easter services in the Catholic churches

throughout England will be curtailed in consequence
of the Pope's illness.

A dispatch from Rome on the 14lh, represents that
there had been an improvement in the Pope's condi-
tion.

Advices from Adelaide .say the wheat crop of South
Australia promises to be satisfactory. It is estimated
that at least six millions of bushels will be available for
export.

Prince Napoleon has addressed a letter to his consti-
tuents in Corsica, protesting against his expulsion from
France. He says. Napoleons have been twice the
saviors of France. The name can never be banished
from the hearts of the people. It is proscribed because
it is feared.

^

According to a census taken near the end of 1871, the
German empire, including Alsace and Lorraine ha'
41,058,000 inhabitants, viz : 20,145,000 males and 20
913,000 females.

Capt. Williams of the steamer Atlantic, which was
wrecked near Halifax, states in his examination at that
port, that he believes there were 957 persons on board
viz: officers and crew 146, and passengers 811, and that
422 in all were saved. He attributes the disaster to hi
not having made sufficient allowance for the stron;
current.

'

United States.—3IUcellaneous.~The negotiation.,
with the' Modoc Indians, on the northern border of
California, have had an unexpected and tragical termi
nation. After the unsuccessful attempt to compel thei:
removal to a reservation, peace Commissioners were
deputed to treat with them and if possible effect th
object without further blood-shed. This effort, it was
hoped, had been successful, and the Commissioners had
no doubt, at one time, that the Modocs would leave
their fastnesses in the lava beds and go upon the reser
vation assigned for them. From some cause, however
the Indians still refused to yield to the solicitations and
advice of the Commissioners. Before proceeding to
extremities, another conference was requested, and
the 11th inst. General Canby, Dr. Thomas, and Co_
missioners Meacham and Dyer, with two interpreters,
repaired lo the place of meeting, where they found
Capt. Jack and others. Meacham made a short speech
to the Indians, followed by General Canby, and then
Dr. Thomas. Captain Jack replied, demanding certain
places for a reservation, which Commissioner Meacham
told him it was not possible to give. Immediately on
their demand being denied, Capt. Jack and the Indians
with him treacherously attacked the Commissioners
killing General Canby and Dr. Thomas, and danger-
ously wounding Meacham, who was shot in the head
and shoulder so that he was not expected to survive.
Dyer was pursued but escaped unhurt. General Canby
was FiA v^Qrc nf dfTQ QnrI Ko.^ !.««« Q,1 ^ :_ ii_ _was 54 years of age, and had been 34 years in the army.
He was selected for the dangerous service in which he
lost his life, account of his well known patience and
forbearance, and his large experience with the savage
tribes of the West.

*

A San Francisco dispatch .states that in two recent
instances hostile bands of Apaches had been pursued
and attacked by United States troops. In one of the
conflicts 79 warriors were killed and 26 women and
children taken prisoners, in the other 47 warriors were
killed and 7 captured. It is stated that several murders
had been committed by these Indians, before the troops
were sent against them.
A bill to abolish capital punishment has failed in the

Ohio legislature, by a vote of 29 for, 54 against it.

Vt the recent Mormon conference in Salt Lake City,
gham Young resigned his position of trustee of the

church, and on his recommendation George A. Smith
a nephew of Joseph Smith, was elected in his place!
Brigham Young is now 72 years old, and it is said
wishes to retire from business generally, both religious
and commercial. It is understood he contemplates
going to Arizona with a missionary party.
There were 256 interments in Philadelphia from the

5th to the 12th inst. The deaths from consumption
were 28, inflammation of the lungs 18, convulsions 12
inflammation of the brain, 11, scarlet fever, 8, old age 7!

The Markets, <fec.—The following were the quotations
on the 14th inst. New ForL—American gold, 118]
U. S. sixes, 1881, 1201; ditto, 1865, 117; ditto, 10-40
five per cents, 112J. Superfine flour, $6 a $6.40 ; State
extra, $6.95 a $7.30; finer brands, *7.50 a $12 25
White Michigan wheat, $1.90 a $1.92; No. 3 spring
wheat, $1.53i. Western barley, $1. Oats, 52.V a 55 cts
Western mixed corn, 63* cts.; yellow, 64* a 65 cts.;

white, 68 a 70 cts. Philadelphia.—MiddVu,:
19J a 20J cts. for uplands and New Orleans,
flour, $4.50 a $5.50 ; finer brands, $5.75 a $1 1 .lu ,\

1 spring wheat, il.70
;
prime red, $1.90; wluu a

$2.10. Rj'e, 83 cts. Yellow corn, 62 cts. ; wh
cts. Oats, 47 a 51 cts. Smoked hams, 14
Lard, 9 a 9} cts. Clover .seed, 8 a 9 cts. Tir
$3.50 per bushel. About 2200 beef cattle sold
Avenue Drove-yard

; extra at 7| a 8^ cts. per lb.

fair to good, 6J a 7J cts., and common 5 a 6 cts.

of 10,000 sheep at 6 a 7f cts. per lb. gross for
and 4,500 hogs at $8.50 a $9 per 100 lbs. net.
more.— Choice white wheat, $2.10 a $2.15; fair to
do., $1.80 a $2.05 ; choice amber, $2.10 a $2 12; g,
prime red, $1.90 a $2 ; western red, $1.80 a .

White corn, 67 a 68 cts.
;
yellow, 63 cts. Oats, 4!

cts. St. Louis.—'No. 3 fall red wheat, $1.60;
'

spring, $1.19. Mixed corn, 32* a 33* cts. Lard,
Milwaukie.—No. 1 spring wheal, $1.31 ; No. 2, $
No. 2 mixed corn, 36* cts. No. 2 oats, 27* cts.

rye, 65 cts. No. 2 spring barley, 65 cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee having c

of the Boarding School at Westtown, will be he
Philadelphia on the 19th inst., at 2.30 P. 51.

Samuel Morris
Philada., 4th mo. 9th, 1873. a

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session of this Institution comm

on Second-day, the 5th of Fifth month. Parent
others intending to send pupils, are requested to
timely application to Aaron Sharpless, Sui
tendent, (address Street Road P. O., Chester Co.,
or to Charles J. Allen, Treasurer, 304 Arch S
Philadelphia.

FREEDMEN'S RELIEF ASSOCIATION
The Tenth Annual Meeting of Friends' Associ

of Philadelphia and its vicinity for the Relief of Co
Freedmen, will be held in Arch Street Meeting-b
Philadelphia, on Second-day, 21st inst., at 7* o'.

p. M. Friends interested are invited to attend.

John B. Garrett
Philada., 4th mo. 1873. Sccreti

"Dress and Worldly Compliance." Price
Postage 2 cents.

" Memoir of Rachel C. Bartram." Paper covet
cents each or $1.25 per dozen.

For sale at Friends' Bookstore, 304 Arch

INDIAN AID ASSOCIATION.
The fourth Annual Meeting of the Indian Aid j

elation of Friends of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.
be held in Arch Street Meeting-house, Philadel'
on Fifth-day, Fourth month 24th, 1873, at 71 p. v

Friends generally are invited to attend.

Richard Cadbury, Cle

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Friend is wanted to fill the position of Govei

in this Institution, to enter upon duty at the b
of the Summer Session. Apply to

Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., Germantowi
Lydia L. Walton, Moorestown, N. J.,

Sarah A. Richie, No. 444 N. Fifth St., „i
Rebecca S. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth St., Ph

FRIENDS' LIBRARY.
Supplementary Catalogue of Books belonging to

Library of Friends of Philadelphia, from 1853 to 1
Cloth flexible covers.

For sale at Friends' Bookstore. Price 50 cts.

Married, on the 10th inst., at Friends' Meetii
Arch St., Nathaniel G. Macojiber, M. D., of
Port, Ma.ss., to Maky Anna Kaighn, of Philadelp
daughter of James E. Kaighn.

Died, at Bahway, N. J., 4th of Fourth mo.
Hannah Thorn, in the 74th year of her age, a
ber of Rahway Particular and Rahway and Plainfi
Monthly Meeting of Friends.

WILLiAM'lI. PILeTpRINT^
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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East Florida.

The tbllowing letter IVom William C. Biy-

it, published in the New York Evening
ast, contains some interesting notices of the

luntry in which he has been recently so-

uruing:

Palatka, Florida, March 18, 1S73.

It is thirty years since I was last in Flori-

i. In that time several of our western
.ates, which then lay in the wilderness, have
jcome populous and boast their large cities

]d intersecting railways, and count their

illions where they then counted their bun-

reds of inhabitants. East Florida still re-

ains for the most a forest.

This long peninsula of sand—sand formed

y the disintegration of the coral rock on

hich East Florida lies, is divided for nearly

8 whole length by the maj-estio river of St.

3hn, which rises in the southern part of the

suinsula, a broad, deep, placid stream, as

lack as a Claude Loraine mirror, with no
lOtion that makes a ripple, and here and
lere spreading into lakes. Into this great

-tery scores of smaller streams, just as dark

ad just as quiet, and either drained from
^amps or fed by copious springs, bring their

aters and keep its channel fall, in some
laces almost even with the banks. These
iw tracts are, of course, swamps; they are

rowded with trees and shrubs of various

inds, the roots of which are in a black

lould, which stains the water drained from
lem. As you pass along this calm, dark
ver, or its calm, dark tributaries, you sweep

y these marshy spots, and come to others

here the shore rises a few feet above the

'ater, and the soil is almost pure white sand.
iQ the more fertile of these spots grow lofty

ve-oaks and magnolias, and here the settler

Dakes his openings, and builds his dwelling,

nd plants his orchard of orange trees. In

ne of these spots, named Mandarin, Mrs.
towe has her wintermansion, i^ the shadow
f some enormous live oaks, anlrhere she has
lanted an orange grove. In another, nat
lagnolia, is an excellent hotel, with a row of

ottages for guests, and all around them tht

olitary woodland. A mile south of Magno-
a is Green Grove Spring, where a little vil-

ige has sprung up, with the yellow jessa-

line, now in late bloom, clambering over the

cottages. The spring itself is one of the most
beautiful objects of its kind that I ever saw
—a natural well of twenty feet in diameter,

throwing up the translucent water in huge

gushes. So clear is the water that the minu-

test object at the bottom is as readily dis-

cerned as if it were near the eye, and that

bottom, pearly white in some parts and bright

green in others, gleams through the water

with a brilliancy like that of some precious

stone. From the spring a copious stream

runs rapidly to the St. John, supplying in its

way the baths for which the place for many
years past has been famous. The beauty of

the spot has been marred by cutting away
the evergreen shrubs that once hung over the

water and putting around it an ugly border

of planks.

^ut these are merely stations in the great

forest which for the most part, where it is

not swamp, is a sandy plain covered with the

trees of the long-leaved pine, under which

is a growth of the dwarf palmetto, shading

the soil and tilling it with its roots of the size

of a man's leg. In many parts the trees have

been thinned by the gatherers of turpentine
;

no others have sprung up in place of those

that have been destroyed, and the wind sighs

drearily through the branches of the few that

are left. Sometimes you see a track made by

the wheels of carts leading from the river

bank, and looking that way you discern a log

cabin or two in the distance. At times you

oome upon groups of the palmetto, towering

to a height which they do not attain further

north, and giving a tropical aspect to the

woods. On one side of the river you per-

haps see a tangled growth of evergreen shrubs

and twining plants apparently impenetrable,

and on the other bank small lean cows brows-

ing upon the green things that come within

their reach, and you are told that here in Flo-

rida, on account of the scarcity of nutriment,

the neat cattle soon degenerate.

For three hundred years has Florida been

open to settlement, and St. Augustine is the

oldest city in the United States'by more than

tifty years. How does it happen that East

Florida is still for the most part a wilderness?

It certainly is not the fault of the climate,

which is far more temperate than that of the

region immediately north of it. The ocean

winds from the Gulf of Mexico on the west,

and the Atlantic on the east, mitigate the

summer heats and prevent the winter frosts.

It is claimed, and probably with truth, that

the diseases which arise from malaria are of a

milder character than in the lower parts of

Georgia and South Carolina. The reason of

the slow increase of population must be the

meagreness of soil in the greater part of the

peninsula. I remember that a writer in th

Evening Post some time since spoke of th

soil of East Florida as " the despair of the

cultivator." The expression is a strong one

and perhaps, as applied to the whole region,

is not quite deserved. There are some noble

orange groves along the St. John and in St.

Augustine, which flourish and j'ield large re-

turns of profit. The mud is dug from the

neighboring marshes and mingled with the

sand which forms the greater part of the soil,

and the ground becomes fertile. The oranges
of Florida are among the finest produced
anywhere. The keeper of an apple-stand at

Jacksonville, on the St. John, as wo stopped

on coming up the river, asked me if I had
ever tasted the Indian liver oranges. I

thought he said India-rubber, and answered
him accordingly. " Indian river," said he,

''and you will find it the finest fruit that

grows." I tried his Indian river oranges

brought from New Smyrna, many leagues

south of this, and could not but own that his

praise was well-deserved,so rich and agreeably

tempered to the palate was the juice, and so

delicately tender the little cells in which the

juice was contained. How far it is practica-

ble to carry this method of obtaining muck
from the marshes to make the immense tracts

of sand productive I have not the means of

judging. There is an Orange Growers' Asso-

ciation here, who say in their prospectus that

the best soil for the orange tree is that of the

marshes when "properly drained." But the

draining of the marshes seems to me a very

doubtful undertaking on account of their very

slight elevation above the surface of the

rivers. Could not the marshes in Florida be

treated in the manner of the Chinampas in

Mexico? There the wet ground is trenched

with broad and deep ditches like canals, and

the earth heaped in narrow parallelograms

high above the water; and here all manner
of vegetables and fruits are cultivated all the

year round. In the dry season these narrow
platforms are watered from the broad ditches

that surround them.

But there are some indications of growth

in East Florida. Thirty years ago, when I

visited it, Jacksonville, on the St. John, was
known only by its single orange grove just

planted. It is now a tnriving town of tour

thousand inhabitants or more, and two ho-

tels, at this season full of guests. 1 have just

returned from St. Augustine, where thirty

years since I passed nearly three weeks. It

was then almost bare of trees, the orange

groves by which it had been overshadowed

having shortly before been killed by a severe

frost. It has lost something of its ancient as-

pect ; a few new houses having been built,

among which are two hotels, but its orange

groves have been renewed and they are now
in bloom, sweetening the air for a great dis-

tance around them, and the mocking-birds

are singing among their branches. At pres-

ent the place is suffering a northern invasion.

All the hotels are crowded with guests, and

every spare room in town which can be had

for money is occupied by persons sent from

the hotels, and still the tram-road over which

I

the vehicles are drawn by mules, on wooden
(rails, brings every day its fresh loads of visi-
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tors. Whatever may be the fortune of the

rest of East, Florida, this place is likely to

flourish on account of the purity of the air

and the benignity of the climate, and to be-

come the great winter watering-place of the

United Slates. In a few years it will proba-

bly part with nearly all that is left reminding
the visitor of its Spanish origin—its narrow
streets, its high garden walls of shell-rock and
its overhanging balconies—all but its fine old

fort of St. Mark—atd look like any other

American town in the Southern States, saving

its orange groves and the date palms, which,

planted within thirty years, are now begin-

ning to peer over the roofs of the houses. It

will then be the resort of invalids who need
not only a mild climate but the open air, and
of idlers, who come to bask in the sunshine of

this softer climate and these serener skies.

For the sunshine here has been almost per-

petual since we entered Florida, and although
the climate here sympathizes in some degree
with that of the iSTorthern States and the

great snow storms of that region chill the air

even in these latitudes, yet they only make
one the better for a brisk walk, and are a re-

lief from the feeling of enervation which at-

tends one of the warm days here.

One of the sights most worth seeing here
is the place of the late Buckingham Smith.
That gentleman directed it by his will to be
sold and the proceeds to be applied to the
support of an hospital for poor and aged col

orod people. His executor. Dr. Bronson, i

resident of this place and one of its most pub
lie-spirited citizens, has already begun the
building. The place is one of the finest thin,

to be seen in East Florida. A lane between
overhanging orange trees, now shining with
their golden fruit, forming a fragrant covered
way, leads to the mansion, which isovershad
owed by gigantic mulberry trees. All around
the mansion are rows of orange trees now in

full blossom, yet with their bright yellow
fruit glistening here and there among the
dark green, and scattered irregularly about
are great gnarled fig trees, and pomegranate
bushes putting forth their young leaves. The
dark color of the soil attests the care which
has been taken to enrich it with the dark
mould of the marshes, and here and there you
have the grateful feeling of treading upon an
elastic turf formed by the vigorously growing
grass, a sensation quite rare in Florida, where
the grass of our northern region in almost a
stranger.

For " The Friend."

The Condition of Things in our Society in Eng-

land in 1837-8.

Selected.

My first journey on a religious account, was
to Georgia and South Carolina. My mind
was greatly exercised on account of leaving
my family, who were dependent upon the
labor of my hands; but one day while follow-

ing my plough, I heard a voice distinctly say,

"Go and thou shalt lack nothing, and they
shall be cared for." I instantly gave up-
accepting it as an intimation from the Lord.
I labored day and night to obtain a little

money to defray the expenses of my journey,
but the sum was by no means sufficient, and
1 left home relying on the promise that I

should lack nothing. On returning home I

found all things comfortable, and had the
same sum in my pocket I bad on leaving
home,—having been gone six weeks, and
travelled seven hundred miles.

—

Journal of
Nathan Hunt.

" Above all have I sighed and mourned for

the state of things among us, as a Society. I

do believe there never was such general fall-

ing away; such erring in vision too, and such
stumbling in judgment : scarcely anj- true dis-

cernment seems left us. The acts of the So-

ciety, in some instances, have been utterly-

inconsistent with our principles; so that it

may be confessed that, in our sanctioning
what is irreconcilable with the truth, even
in a Society capacity, we have given away
our strength like Samson, and we have sure-

ly ' changed our glory for that which doth
not profit us.' Some tell me to recollect ' the

cause is the Lord's.' I'his I do not forget;

but some of us are commanded to sigh in

measure, like the prophet, who was to sigh

deeply; yea, to the 'breaking of his loins.'

Others see nothing to sigh for."

—

Sarah
\_lAjnes] Gruhh.

"Those remarks, ' What a small remnant
we are likely to be, as a Society !' Yes, small
indeed ; but I trust that the scripture may yet
bo verified, in the little few who keep to the

ancient and abiding foundation, ' The remnant
of Jacob shall be in the midst of many people,

as a dew from the Lord.' 1 think, with thee,

that amidst all our defection, the principle o!

truth is spreading in the world
;
yea, it will

gain ground more and more, although the
various sects of Christians are too showy in

religion (if 1 may say so)—not enough con-

cerned to feel after and embrace the substance,

while high in profession.

We have a third class in our Society, who
appear to me to stand at present in the way
of our arising in ancient simplicity and bright-

ness, more than those who have separated
themselves, and even opposed the old school

with much violence ; and that is the class who
would compromise, and if possible, mix up
light with darkness, that there may bi

breach of what they miscall charity, love, and
unity. Oh 1 this daubing with untempered
mortar! It must all be judged down, sooner
or later, by the wisdom and power that
from above; to make way for the immutable
and blessed truth, as it really is in Jesus."

Ibid.

" Oh ! that, in the Quarterly Meeting of

and , there may be found such as,

through deep humiliation, may be raised up
in a righteous zeal, saying, 'Here am I ; send
me;' even in handling the discipline, that it

may be put in practice, in the blessed au-

thority of the Gospel ; and acted in, under the
influence of that wisdom which is ' first pure,
then peaceable, gentle, easy to be entreated,

without partiality and without hypocrisy,
full of mercy, and full of good fruits;' for in

all this, there is nothing that would admit of
bartering one of truth's testimonies for the ease
of the flesh, or sparing that life which is to die

by the sword of the Lord. No ; Agag must
yet be hewed in pieces, and there must be no
sparing the best of the sheep and the oxen,
on any fair pretence whatever. May the
areat and mighty Jehovah arise, in His own
time, and by the means which He shall choose,
for the deliverance of His people from what-
ever brings into bondage, and oppresses the
precious seed! Amen."— J^i'rf.

Oh ! where shall we go to find valiants in

Israel ? or where may we hope that, in a rising

generation, there are those so humbled w i\

the Almighty hand, as to promise a restorai j

of judges as at the first, and counsellors a j

the beginning?
1 wish your visit to m^y be prot

;

live of satisfaction, and encourage a prosj ;!

of useful and truly baptized members < f ,

church of Christ, from among the dcu
dren. Often do I desire that our littir

may be deeply impressed with a sense nt ,.

necessity of having the heart tendered
; j

living, eternal word, inwardly revealed aj
hammer, to break the rock in pieces

; that

in early life, the stony heart being renuji

and a heart of flesh given, they may manii t

a susceptibility as to the best feelings, and ;

so wrought upon as evidently to become w t

they are, by the grace of God. This is supei •

II that can possibly be done bj- hun
i

eflforts, in cultivating the rational powers, ;

',

'n storing the mind with outward knowlei j

and literature, however good in its place
I

this may be."

—

Ibid.

"Few seem to me to remain amongst
who persevere in the path cast up for the p

denyingfollowersoflmmanuel crucified. F
"ndeed, in this good old way, in which i

forefatheis were as a shining light ; and yi

'

hope we still have hidden ones secretly «

-

bracing, yea, purchasing the ever bless ,

mmutable truth, on its own terms : not wi -

ng to enter into, or repair to argument. <

convince them of that which is self-evidc
,

but simply submitting to Divine grace, tl

.

what they are, they may be by it. I huml.i
trust that the great Head of the Church v

bring stich a state more and more into vie

to His own glory, and the edifying of

body in love; even that love which is

Christ Jesus; which 'neither death, nor
nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers, r

things present, nor things to come, nor heig

nor depth, nor any other creature, shall

able to separate those from, who trust in i

Lord with all the heart, and lean not to th-

own understanding.

I feel a jealousy lest truth should still suf

for want of clear discernment in the lead<

of our people ; and indeed, for UKint of that}

oent charity, that would by no means comp:
mise the principles held so dear by the

Christians, and by our early Friends, aftei

long and dark night of apostacy."

—

Ibid.

For 'The Friend

A Microscopical Exhibition.

One of the most active departments of t

Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelph
is the "Biological Section," whose membt
are zealously engaged in the prosecution
researches into the structure of animal ai

vegetable tissues and processes, by the aid

powerful microscopes. This section

statedlj' one evening in a month, to comm
nicate to each other the results of their

vestigations, and to transact other businc

connected with their favorite studies. Soi
three months since, it was proposed that

invitation should be extended to the membt
of the Academy in general, and their frien

who might feel an interest in scientific pi

suits, to be present at one of these gatherinj

The evening of the 7th inst. was fixed upc

and the Library-room of the Academy
""

filled with an intelligent and interest

company of spectators. The array of mici

scopes was in itself an interesting sight. Mo
than twenty fine instruments, with th<
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J
pti, condensers and other appHancea, were

wnged on the tables. Some of these cost

^00 each, and were beautiful specimens of

f-kmanship. The visitors circulated about

fcroom, examining the objects which were

(iced in the tield of view of the instruments,

III listening to the explanations of their pro-

nators.

l)ne very beautiful preparation was a piece

l)
he omentum or caul, the thin, transparent

cmbrane which in animals encloses the mass

lithe entrails. From its position and use, i

taeedful that it should possess considerabl

|i8tieit3% and this is admirably provided for

nits structure. The fibres of which it is com

Bed, form a net-work with innumerable opet

iiices between them ; but the meshes of the

]t are not straight lines of cord proceeding

»m one knot to another, but are convoluted

id often bent back at a sharp angle, so as to

>mit of great extension without danger of

tpture-
, . . „

We were much interested in a specimen oi

lyaline cartilage, taken from a very young

Himal. The cartilage appeared to be a tran-

farent mass of matter filled with little colls,

Some of

n of the pine-tree was very curious. Every
grain is composed of an oval cell, with two
smaller round cells of more opaque structure

attached to it, one on each side. The under

side of an olive leaf, from which the upper

half had been removed, exhibited in a beauti-

ful manner the very small oval pores with

which its surface is sprinkled, and the larger

round dots or scales.

A polarizing prism was attached to some

of the instruments, and when slides contain-

ing crystalline preparations, such as Salicine,

were placed in them, the marvellous changes

of color produced by revolving the prism (in

itself colorless and transparent) were very

striking and gorgeous.

It may safely be said, that the occasion was

one of much interest to some, not only from

the pleasure derived from the examination of

so many beautiful objects, but also from the

consciousness that new facts were added to

their store of knowledge, the range of their

thoughts was enlarged, and a stronger im-

pression given of the unfathomable wisdom

of the Great Creator

" Who gives its lustre to an insect's wing.

And wheels his throne upon the rolling worlds."
ihich are the living points in it

iiese cells were nearly round, or slightly elon- ^
,ted; others were considerably lengthened. For -Ths mend.

.8 the infant animal advances in age, these Diary of Samuel Scott.

ills become filled by a deposit of the salts of ccooticued f.nm page 274)

me and the cartilage is thus converted into " 22nd.-I read the 3rd and 4th chapters of

^^^ the prophet Daniel ;
in the former, there

Some of the slides contained preparations appears a striking instance of the tyranny of

f small arteries, in which we could see the despotic princes, in the person of the king ot

xces«ively minute branches of the nerves, in Babylon, his unreasonable requisitions ot the

heir final ramifications, reaching all parts of Chaldeans, and his tyrannous decree concern-

he vessM The transparent sheath which ing them, because they were unable to com-

ncloses each artery, and the transverse bands ply therewith. Equally arbitrary and n-ra^

f muscular fibre were distinctly visible. tional was the command of Pharaoh, king ot

A thin section of the skin of the tongue, Egypt, to the children of Israel, to make bric.k

xhibitcd very clearly the structure of that when their usual allotment of straw was with-

Tgan and of mucous membranes in general, held. The mighty Lord and Eujer of princes

t appeared to be mainly composed of elon- 'the blessed and only potentate the King of

-ate^d^angular cells, each containing a minute kings, and Lord of lords,' doaleth not so with

loint. Near the outer surface these cells be- 1 his creatures. He hath, indeed, a right to do

larae more and more flattened, till finally they

2.3d.— I was desirous of attending the Quar-

terly Meeting at Ilartford, but was prevented

by indisposition from going Ihither until this

day. On the journey I was favored with some

renewed convictions of the benefit and excel-

lence of waiting upon the Lord in silence; in

it consists the very essence and marrow of

prayer, of which words the most filly spoken,

are only a signification. XTpon a mature in-

vestigation of the New Testament, I tan per-

ceive no obligation on believers to keep the

first-day of the week. By divine direction,

the seventh was ordained as a Sabbath to

Israel after the flesh, ' whilst the first taber-

nacle was yet standing,' and the transgressors

of the divine command were to be judged with

a legal and rigorous severity ;
but when 'the

Word was made flesh,' and magnified as the

glorious rest and hiding place of his people,

we find the apostle Paul contending for the

liberty of the gospel, and prohibiting the

saints in Christ Jesus from judging one an-

other, in respect of an holy day, or the new

moon, or the sabbath days; which, says he,

" are a shadow of things to come, but the body

is of Christ.' Nevertheless, I greatly disap-

prove of travelling on the first-day of the

week, to the neglecting of our religious as-

semblies for divine worship; it being highly

conducive to a proper discharge, both of divine

and moral duties, that one day in the seven

should be peculiarly appropriated to sacred

purposes."
" As in water face answoreth to face," so the

result of S. Scott's investigation of the New
Testament corroborates the views of Eobert

Barclay and our early Friends touching any

obligation on believers to keep the first-day of

the week as a Sabbath. These views have

been maintained by our religious Society from

that day to the present. Nevertheless there

is prevalent on the part of some, a lack of

zeal in the attendance of our religious meet-

ings, not only on the First-day of the week,

but at other times, which by no means charac-

terized our forefathers in the truth
;
for neither

•esembled scales, in which shape they are

lontinually being worn away from the sur-

ace of the tongue, their place being kept

;upplied by the constant succession formed

)elow.

A spider's fang showed the poison tube

eading from the organ which secretes the

joison, down to the hard point which the

spider plunges into the body of its victim.

Much attention was attracted by a portion

of the blood of a frSg, so recent that the vital

principle was not yet extinct. The white

corpuscles were plainly visible, and the vitality

was shown by the manner in which these

moved among each other.

The diatoms seemed to be favorite prepara-

tions, as slides containing them were placed

in a number of the microscopes. Theseanimal-

eute must exist in great abundance. Their

fossil remains are also found in many places,

and near Eichmond. Virginia, there is a de-

posit of earth extending over many miles of

country, and many feet in thickness, almost

entirely composed of their skeletons. They

are beautiful objects, when seen through a

powerful glass. Most of those we saw were

circular in form, but a few were triangular

It is wonderful that anything which has been

animated, should have such mathematical

TmtTtt^e^etable preparations, the pol-

1

°Lt whfirsuffi^ient for these things ,

threats nor persecutions" could drive them

to forsake the assembling of themselves to-

gether. " I cannot forget," says William Penn,

" the humility and chaste zeal of that day. O
how constant at meetings, how retired in

them, how firm to truth's life, as well as

truth's principles I and how entire and united

in our communion, as indeed became those

who profess one head, even Christ Jesus the

" First month 30th, 1782.—The week-day

meeting at Gracechurcb Street was a solid

and satisfactory season ; my mind was power-

fully impressed with a sense of the great

what he pleaseth with his own ;
and who will

say to him, ' What doest thou ?' His works,

ndeed, are marvellous and ' past finding out
;'

but 'just and true are all his ways.' There is

also exhibited a striking instance of the di-

vine superintendence, and the faithfulness of

the Almighty to them who trust in him, in

the preservation of Shadrach, Meshach, and

Abednego, in the midst of the fiery furnace
;

because they would not serve the gods of

Nebuchadnezzar, nor worship the graven im

age he had set up.

25th.— ' What shall 1 render to the Lord for

all his benefits? I will take the cup of salva-

tion, and call upon the name of the Lord.' In

an introversion of the heart to God, in mental

pplication, and the breathing of the Spirit,

which 'maketh intercession with groanings

hioh cannot be uttered,' consists the essence

of all acceptable prayer and praise.

Twelfth month 5th.—Appeared at the week-

day meeting; but omitting to close at a pro-

per time, when a pointing so to do was in-

ternally presented, and proceeding to utter a ._„ --

few more expressions, flatness and uneasiness 1 Street, which was to me a season of h

ensued O the spiritual skilfulness, di.stinc-' tion, and of treading down in the valley ot

tion and propriety, which ought ever to attend [vision. I remembered the humiliating lan-

theexerds7of a gospel mi'^^stry ! What was Iguage of one formerly, who was ordained a

mercy of the Supreme Being, in the forgive-

ness of sins, and the indispensable obliga-

tion, which we mortals are under, of forgiving

one another, as it is written, 'and forgive us

our sins, as we forgive those who are indebted

to us.' The meeting was chiefly held in silence,

M. P. only appearing in a short, but very ac-

ceptable testimony.

Second month 4lh.— I attended the meet-

'nff of ministers and elders at Gracechurcb
.
o

, . , _ ^_ ^f Unmiiia-

predicted of the Holy Head also appertaining prophet to the nations; ' (

in measure to the members ;
' he shall be quick

^

hold, I cannot speak, for 1

the of the Lord ;'

Oh, Lord God I be-

child.' Such

„ sense of natural and creaturely impotence,

notwithstanding any gifts or qnalificalioni
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which may have been possessed, ought to be
the frequent experience of every one con-
cerned in the work of the ministry. Towards
the close of the sitting, our ancient friend,
Thomas Corbyn, delivered a pertinent exhor-
tation.

11th.—As mj' fathers were, so am I, a so-
journer here, and my days are passing over
more swiftly than a weaver's shuttle ;

' this is

my infirmity, but I will remember the years
of the right hand of the Most High,' his won
ders which have been of old; 'and him whois
an high priest forever, after the order of Mel
chisedek ;' in whom ' death ia swallowed Jup
in victory.' May my desire and hope of sal'

tion be in him, although I am a dwarf
Israel, and far short of having attained a p
per growth, in the ' measure of the stature of
the fulness of Christ.'

Third month ISth.—I sat down in the fore-
noon meeting in lowness; but in silent wait-
ing, matter was presented relative to my own
state, which afterwards seemed to extend to
others; but other ministers being present, I

was loath to break in upon their silent wait^
ing, or what might be upon their minds to
offer to the people. We are not to have the
faith of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Lord of
glory, with respect of persons, nor the exer-
cise of our ministry according to our own time
and will. Yet ' the Lord is a God of order ;'

and there is justly a ' preferring one another
in love, wherein the spirits of the prophets
are subject to the prophets.' Eeduced and
small as the number of ministers in our Society
now is, if a similar care was at all times pre-
valent, the dignity and decorum of our re-
ligious Society would be better maintained.
Two Friends afterwards delivered acceptable
testimonies.

11th.—I attended a meeting of the Walton
trust; the matter under consideration was,
the dismission of the toll gatherers for a sup-
posed breach of trust; one of them appearing,
made but a poor defence ; nay, out of his owli
mouth he was condemned. If the Judge of
the whole earth should mark iniquities with
severity in the day of a righteous retribution,
who could stand before him, ' whose eyes are
as a flame of fire, and his voice as the sound of
many waters?' This remark is not intended
to annul the distinction betwixt right and
•wrong, the praise which is due to moral virtue,
or the censure which may be properly applied
to the breach thereof. In ray own conscience
I_ stand justified from infidelity in the un-
righteous mammon; but being at the same
time convicted of how much I am indebted
to the Lord, for want of a due improvement
of his manifold grace, my soul was humbled
within me

;
and I withdrew without annexing

my signature to the order for his dismission.
Some less faithful in the " unrighteous

mammon," might not perhaps have telt the
same restraint, others again may even be
ready to call in question the propriety of the
act of withholding his signature, but all must
respect the purity of the motive, and the deep
humility of heart which prompted it. If, on
our part there was a more frequent recurrence
to, and a right application of, the query,
"What owest thou unto thy Lord ?" would
it not lead in a greater degree, to the forgiv-
ness of injuries, and render us less exacting feet a work

lasting perdition for our debts, unless with
the man who owed the ten thousand talents,
we are not only forgiven, but graciously sup-
plied by iiim, in whose hand is the wine and
the oil, the light and the atonement, and the
unsearchable riches of an everlasting inherit-
ance."

"Slst.—This day is observed by the churches
of Eome and England, in commemoration of
the Lord Christ, 'who was delivered for our
offences, and raised again for our justification.'
It is written in the Scripture, ' Let every one
that nameth the name of Christ depart fro
iniquity.' How few among the various sects
in Christendom are concerned in heart so to
do! Notwithstanding their appointed fasts
and feasts, their loud boastings of justification
by Christ, and pompous praises of virtue and
moral rectitude, in their hearts they regard
iniquity.

Fourth month 5th.—Walking on the Grange
and parts adjacent, and reviewing scenes and
places with which I had been acquainted in
early youth, I became profitably resollected
in spirit, in a sense of the promised Seed, by
whose mediatorial influence I have been pre-
served to this day, when many of ray cotera-
poraries are unalterably stationed in regions
unexplorablo by us who are on this side Jor-
dan. May I, together with many brethren,
be concerned, as at the eleventh hour of the
day, with much spiritual travail and great
searchings of heart, to seek, as treasure hid
in a field, 'Christ in us the hope of glory,'
' who was delivered for our offences, and was
raised again for our justification ;' being ac-
cording to the flesh of the seed of David ^ but
who is God over all blessed forever. And as
our ancient friend George Fox, used to testify
concerning him, ' Christ Jesus the true seed,
both in the male and female! the head of the
body, the church !'

17th.—Openings respecting divine things
were plentifully attendant. What is rightly
opened may be both profitable and pleasant,
but not at all times 'lawful to be uttered.'
The day of the Lord is to be on all ' pleasant
pictures,' for their probation.

CTo be coDtinned.)

n our dealings with ou
3. Scott

For " The Friend

Origin of Man.
(CoDtinned ft*om page 270.)

Galen, having shown in this chapter the
general formation of the hand, and the special
disposition of the organs which compose it

;

having described the articulations and bones,'
the muscles and tendons of the fingers

; and
having analyzed the mechanism of the differ-
ent naovements of the hand, cries, full of ad-
miration for this marvellous structure :

" In presence of the hand, this marvellous
instrument, cannot we well treat with con-
tempt the opinion of those philosophers who
saw in the human body merely the result of
a fortuitous concourse of atoms
every thing in our organization most clearly
give the lie to this false doctrine ? Who will
dare to invoke chance in explanation of this
admirable disposition ? No, it is no blind
power that has given birth to all these mar-
vels. Do you know among men agencies
capable of conceiving and executing so per-

There exists not such a work-

N Nn-,tt ,n an^.K 1

^°
'
fo'^as]man. This sublime organization is the crea-

^;«!?i K ^ ? P''''^® expresses it, " We tion of a superior intelligence, of which the

^ ^hiL o nni'^-P/vf "'I,
°^^"^"°'>' ^^'^ have intellect of man is but a pfor terrestrial reflec!lioth.ng to pay with; and are destined to ever-

1
tion. Let others offer to the Deity reekin-

hecatombs, let them sing hymns in honor
the gods; mj' hymn of praise shall be tl

study and the exposition of the marvels
the human frame!"
The sense of hearing, without attaining

near the perfection which it reaches in ce
tain animals, is nevertheless of great delicac
and becomes an infinite resource of instru
(ion and pure enjoyment. Not only are d:

ferences of intonation, intensity, and timbr
recognized by our ear, but the most del ._
shades of rhythm and tone, the relations i

simultaneous and successive sounds whic
give the sentiment of melody and harmon
are appreciated. Thus the perfection an
delicacy of our senses, which permit of ot
grasping faint and slightly varjing imprei
sions, the harmony of these senses themselvei
their perfect equilibrium, their capability c

improvement by exercise, place us at a cou
siderable distance above the animal.
Let us now pass to the bony portion of th

human body, and consider first of all tb
head. The head is shared by two regions, th

um and the face. The predominance o
either of these regions over the other, de
pends upon the development of the organ
~bich belong to each.
The oranium contains the cerebral n

that is, the seat of the intellect ; the face ii

occupied by the organs appertaining to tht

principal senses. In animals, the face greatlj
exceeds the cranium in extent ; the reverse is

however, the case with man. It is but rarely
that with him the face assumes importance at

the expense of the cranium—in other words,
that the jaws become elongated, and give to
the human face the aspect of a brute. We
find in works upon anthropology some ex-
pressions which call for an explanation here;
they are frequently employed, since they en-
able us to express by a single term the rela-
tion which exists between the dimensions of
any particular skull. The term dolkhocephal-
ous (from the Greek long head), is applied to
a cranium which is elongated from front to
rear, or, to express the idea numerically, the
cranium whose longitudinal diameter bears
to its vertical diameter the proportion of 100
to 68. A short cranium is styled brachy-
cephalous (from Mfaxii «./.^x;, short head), which
term is applied when the relation betw(
the longitudinal and vertical diameters is 100
to 80.

The attribute of length or shortness of the
cranium is of less importance than is gener-
ally believed. All negroes, it is true, are
dolichocephalous ; but it must not be supposed
from this that the production backwards of
the cranium is an indication of inferiority;
since in the white race, heads are sometimes
very long and sometimes very short. The
North Germans are dolichocephalovs ; those
inhabiting Central Germany being brachy-
cephalous. This characteristic cannot, there-
fore, be regarded as a criterion of intellectual
excellence.

There is in the human face an anatomical
characteristic of greater importance than any
taken from the elongation of the cranium

;

that is, the projection forwards, or the up-
rightness of the "jaws. The term prognathism
(frona yo forward, and y^Mci jaw,) is applied
to this jutting forward of the teeth and jaws,
and orthognathism (from opOos straight, ys-ieo,

jaw,) to the latter arrangement.
It was long admitted that prognathism, or

projection of the jaws, was peculiar to the
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irace. But this opinion has been forced

|ld to the discovery, that projocting jaws

(imoDg people in no way connected with

i!gro/ln the midst of white populations

ihoracteristic is frequently met with
;

it

nsionally found among the English, and

po means rare at Paris, especially among

[U. Prognathism would appear to be

joteristic'of a small European race dwell-

tbe south of the Buliic Sea, the Eslh-

^, and which itself is but the residue of

\imiiive Mongolian race to which we have

id in our work, "Primitive Man," as

' the first race which, according to M.

ir-Bey, peopled the globe. It is pro-

the mixture of Esthonian blood with

of the inhabitants of Central Europe,

1 causes the appearance in our large

of individuals, whose faces are prog-

) cannot close our remarks upon the face

)ut speaking of a curious relation be-

1 it and the cranium, which has been

, abused; we allude to the facial angle.

.cial angle is meant the angle which re-

from the union of two lines, one of which

les the forehead, the other of which,

n from the orifice of the ear, meets the

?r lino at the extremity of the front

e Religion we Want.—\Ye want a religion

bears heavily, not only on "the esceed-

iinfulness of sin," but on the exceeding

lity of lying and stealing. A religion

bani-hes small measures from the coun-

small baskets from the stall, pebbles from

jotton-bags, clay from the paper, sand

sugar, chicory from coffee, alum from

I, and water from the milk cans. The

ion that is to save the world will not put

le big strawberries at the top, and all the

ones at the bottom. It will not make

lalf pair of shoes of good leather, and the

: half of poor leather, so that the first

redound to the maker's credit, and th

id to his cash. It will not put Jouvin'

p on Jenkins' kid gloves, nor make Paris

ets in the back room of a Boston mil-

's shop ;
nor let a piece of velvet that pro

3 to measure twelve yards come to an

nely end in the tenth, or a spool of e

ilk that vouches for twenty yards be

ed in the bud at fourteen and a half; nor

ool delaines and all-linen handkerchiefs

nalgamated with clandestine cotton ;
n

! made of old rags pressed together be

to the unsuspecting public for legal broad

I. It does not put bricks at five dollars

thousand into chimneys it cantracts to

I of seven dollar material; nor smuggle

e pine into floors that have paid for hard

; nor leave yawning cracks in closets

re boards ought to join ;
nor daub the

3gs that ought to be smoothly plastered
;

make window-blinds with slats that can-

stand the wind, and paint that cannot

d the sun, and fastenings that may bo

ed at, but are on no account to be touched.

religion that is going to sanctify the

,d pays its debts. It does not consider

forty cents returned for one hundred

s given is according to the gospel, though

ay be according to law ; it looks on a man
thus acts and who continues to live in

ry as a thief. Such is the religion of the

led Jesus and of His book, the Bib)" —
Boston Christian,

WHAT IS PKAYEK?
'Tis the pure, the fervent feeling,

Of a soul oppressed by sin

;

Who the sigh or te.ir concealing

Bowed in spirit mourns within.

Breath of Heaven, still imparted
To the mind with anguish presser

To the poor and contrite hearted.

Panting for eternal rest.

Sacred flower, sublime devotion,

Cent'ring in a Saviour's will

;

Calming life's tempestuous ocean

By the mandate, " Peace be still.'

Cease my fainting soul, to murmur,
Though thy comfort is withdrawn

Solemn hours of midnight fervor

May precede a joyful morn.

Like the gentle sun-beam rising,

Cxilding Nature's vernal days;

Or sweet incense sacrificing.

Is the heart in prayer and praise

Our Saviour's command i

lest ye enter into temptation.

Anonymous.

Watch and Pray,'

THE HEART'S GUESTS.

When age has east its shadows
p'er life's declining way.

And the evening twilight gathers

Round our departing day.

Then we shall sit and ponder
On the dim and shadowy past;

Within the heart's still chambers
The guests will gather fast.

The friends in youth we cherished

Shall come to us once more,

Again to hold communion
As in the days of yore.

They may be stern and sombre;

They may be bright and fair
;

But the heart will have its chambers

The guests will gather there.

How shall it be, my sisters ?

Who, then, shall be our guests ?

How shall it be, my brothers.

When life's shadow on us rests ?

Shall we not, 'midst the silence.

In accents soft and low,

Then hear familiar voices

And words of long ago ?

Shall we not see dear faces,

Sweet smiling as of old.

Till the mists of that still chamber

Are sunset clouds of gold,

When age has cast its shadows

O'er life's declining way.

And the evening twilight gathers

Round our departing day ?

For " The Friend."

J. J. Gurney.

In the columns of " The Friend" there re-

cently appeared an article, in which J. J.

Gurney was classed with the Beaconites and

others, and was charged, in connection with

them, with having " striven to disprove and

undermine the ' true Christian Divinity' taught

and illustrated by those eminent disciples of

Christ, who were made use of after a long

night of apostacy, to promulgate Scriptural

Quakerism or primitive Christianity."

In view of the Christian obligation resting

on all to "do justly," the following extracts

from the autol)iography of J. J. G. are offered

as disproving the justice of the article in ques-

tion on the points above referred to. The

extracts are dated in 7th month, 1837. One

is taken from the beginning, and the other

from the conclusion, of a very interesting ac-

count of the labors of the Yearly Meetings'

Committee (of which he was a member) in

the case of the Beaconites.

" At the beginning of 1835, while I was en-

gaged in visiting Friends of London, out came
that signal for dispute, the '"Beacon'—written

by my friend and relative I. 0., for the pur-

pose of warning the S iciety of Friends against

the supposed approaching inroads of infidelity.

The work consists of a running commen-
tary on various passages in the sermons of

the late Elias Hicks, of N. America, who had

been disowned by Friends in that country.

And with the scriptural disproof of this

preacher'sperversionsand delusions, are mixed

up many painful innendoes trenching in vari-

ous degrees on our well-known views of the

rituality of the Gospel of Christ. Indeed

it is my deliberate judgment that the work
has an undeniable tendency to undermine the

precious doctrine of the immediate teaching,

guidance and government of the Holy Spirit."

"For my own part, I believe I never was

more deeply attached to the Gospel of our

Lord Jesus Christ, than at the present time,

and never more earnestly desirous that every-

thing amongst Friends, which has the least

tendency to tarnish its brightness may be re-

moved. At the same time I am deeply thank-

ful that my principles as a Friend have never

been shaken. I can truly say that they have

been confirmed by what I have witnessed in

connection with the late painful divisions, and

very precious is the quietness of mind, which

is graciously permitted to rest as a seal upon

this settlement." J. W.

[The extract from "The Friend," alluded

to in the above, is taken from a Review of the

work of R. Alsop, in which he endeavors to

show the incorrectness of Friends' views con-

cerning the gospel, and of Christ within. It

is there said, "there is no intention of follow-

ing the arguments adduced. They are a re-

iteration of what have been previously used

by the Beaconites, J. J. Gurney, E. Ash and

others, who have vainly striven to disprove

and undermine," &c.

In J. J. G.'s work entitled ' Brief Remarks

on impartiality in the interpretation of Scrip-

ture," there is the same train of argument

used, to prove the same point, as is brought

forward by R. Alsop ;
intended to " disprove

or undermine" the opinion thereon held by

our early Friends. We have no doubt that

" his principles as a Friend" were not shaken,

and that he honestly entertained them, but

what were those principles? he says: "Were
I required to define Quakerism,! would not de-

scribe it as the system so elaborately wrought

out by a Barclay, or as the doctrines and

maxims of a Penn, or as the deep and refined

views of a Penington, for all these authors

have their defects as well as their excellencies.

I would call it the religion of the New Testa-

ment of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,

without diminution, without addition, and

without compromise." In the fore part J.

J. G. tells us plainly what his Quakerism was

not, viz. that of Barclay, Penn and Penington
;

consequently not that of the early Friends,

for theirs corresponded with that of Barclay,

Penn and Penington ; but the definition con-

tained in the latter part could be adopted

by members of any other orthodox denomina-

tion,' and leaves "his principles as a Friend"

altogether undetermined.]

—

Edts.

Reason leads to Jerusalem—but grace to

Bethlehem.
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Salt Water Lakes.

The origin of all saltwater lakes cannot be
accounted for, buffer some of them the evi-

dence is clear, and it is plain to see why they
are salt. The principal minerals forming the
rocks of the earth's crust are silica, alumina,
potassa, soda, magnesia, peroxide of iron, &u.

Eain water takes up from the atmosphere and
the earth's surface a small proportion of car-

bonic acid, and thus acquires the power of

dissolving certain of these minerals as it per-

colates through the rocks, notably lime, which
it carries away in the form of a bicarbonate.

And thus the water of ail springs is charged
more or less with mineral ingredient", though
these may be recognizable only by the skill of

the chemist.

Salt lakes, though not so numerous as fresh-

water lakes, occur in large numbers in certain
regions. The Caspian Sea, with an area as

large as Spain, the Sea of Aral, and a vast
number among the mountains and table-lands

north of the Himalaya
; the Dead Sea, in Syria;

Lake Utah and neighboring lakes among the
mountains on the western side of North
America ; and among the mountains of South
America, and in the interior of Australia, are
examples of large salt water lakes. It will

be noticed that all these lakes lie in an area
of inland drainage, that they have rivers run-
ning into them, but that they have no outlet.

The Black Sea is fresher than the Mediter-
ranean, by reason of the greater supply of
fresh water furnished by the rivers, and Ed-
ward Forbes showed that this freshening has
caused certain of the shells of Mediterranean
species to assume " monstrous" shapes. The
Caspian is still fresher, and its fauna and fos-

sils in recent deposits in the neighborhood,
prove it to have once had connection with the
Black Sea, from which it has been separated
by changes in physical geography; it was
then Salter than at present, but is now grow-j
ing Salter again every year ; and the fauna
now inhabiting its waters have likewise con-
siderable affinities with Xorth Sea types. Its

surface level is S3.5 feet below that of the
Black Sea, while the surface of the Dead Sea
is 1300 feet below that of the Mediterranean.
In all CLises where rivers flow into depressions
in the land, however these might have been
formed (oscillating movements of the earth's

crust might form such large ones as the Cas-
pine basin), carrying with them certain salts

in solution; if the lake have no outflowing
river, the water must be carried away by
evaporation, in which these salts will bo left

behind, and the remaining waters become
more and more saturated. It is stated that
crystals of salt have been brought up from
the Dead Sea, and on the shallow waters on
its coasts evaporating in summer, saline in-

crustations are left. The same water which
flows through the Sea of Galilee, a fresh-water
lake, renders the Dead Sea one of the most
remarkable salt lakes in the world. And in

this and all similar cases, accumulation of salts

will go on till the saturation point is reached,
and then precipitation will commence. The
region to the north of the Himalayas is com-
paratively rainless, owing to the mountains
condensing the moisture carried by the south
winds, and the rivers consequently do not
carry into the lakes sufficient water to make
them overflow their boundaries, hence they
are salt. Lake Baikal, with an outlet to the
sea, is quite fresh. For a similar reason the
moisture from the southwest winds being con-

dens^ed in great parts by the Sierra Nevada,
the lakes which lie in the great plains and
table-lands to the east of that range have not
a sufficient supply of water to cause them to

overflovv, and consequently they are salt, and
are continually becoming Salter.

—

Xature.

For "The Prieod."

Barclay's life of Jaffray.

fContinued from page 276.)

The Pilgrim Progress way, or that in which
his Heavenly Father led Alexander Jaffray,

step by step, as he himself has described,
must, methinks, strike every one at all expe-
rimentally acquainted in themselves there-
with, as being, if somewhat quaint, yet at the
same time, graphic and deeply instructive.
His growth, if apparently slow, was not the
less sure

;
and seemed not unlike that of the

oak, promoted by the very winds and storms
and frosts, that passed upon it; and, it may
be also after the poet's description, "The
more fixed below, the more disturbed above.''

" The 3rd of Third month, 1661, 1 was seek-
ing of the Lord for more stayeduess of heart
to rely on him, not only for the bodily outget
from my bodily restraint, but for the sancti-
fied use of my present case, and that he'would
save me from making haste,- which the be-
liever does not. Isai. xxviii. 16. For, having
been by a writ, upon the 9th of Second month^
cited to appear before the Parliament on the
5th of Tljird month, for divers matters of
treason, as the summons bears; I was, this
day, seeking to know the Lord's mind about
my appearing, and challenging myself, for not
seeking counsel of the Lord, before I made
use of means to decline the said citation ; with
a desire, to submit to him as to the success of
these means, and also as to the success of the
promises made to me by some great men, to
prevent my appearing that day; hoping, if

the Lord approve me in declining to appear,
he will order it for my good, and, if otherwise,
that he will direct and furnish me how to
carry myself, and what to say, if I be called
there; according to the promise. Matt. x. 18,
etc.; also eea Mark and Luke. Thus, may I

be helped to be less anxious and perplexed, in

forethinking what to say then and there, if I

be called; but wholly in that, to give up my-
self to God, who has and will order what con-
cerns me here and hereafter: glory, glory, and
praise to his name! for he is faithful and true
to all that patiently wait on him.
The 5th of 3rd month being come, and the

Parliament not sitting that day, I thought it

my duty to spend it in private, and, as the
Lord would help me, to wait on him, for the
having my heart more drawn near him and
stayed on him for direction

; being some way
sensible of the great dulness and deadness of
my heart, and of my little profiting under my
present exercise : which makes me desire
much to fear and tremble before him, lest I

may be, through my negligence, in not stir-

ring up myself rightly to improve this present
opportunity, deprived of the advantage of
laying in provision from the Lord, against
the apparently increasing storm of this dread-
ful day, that seems coming on professors.
How sad has it sometimes been to my heart,

that so little of the true sense of this is to be
found, either with myself, or any else I meet
with or can hear tell of! The case of the
generality of professors of this time, (against
whom, as I conceive, the Lord's controversy
mainly is,} in many things, seems like unto

that of God's people of old, as it is expr
in Isai. xlii. 24, 25, where he says, ' Wt
•lacob for a spoil, and Israel to the rob!

did not the Lord, he against whom we
sinned ? for they would not walk in his ^

neither were they obedient unto his

Therefore He hath poured upon him the

of his anger, and the strength of battle:

it hath set him on fire round about, yt

knew not; and it burned him, yet he Is

not to heart.' And again, li. 18, &i., '1

is none to guide her among all the sons w
she hath brought forth ; neither is there

that taketh her by the hand, of all the

that she hath brought up. These two tl

are come unto thee; who shall be sorr

thee? desolation, and destruction, and
famine, and the sword : by whom shall I

fort thee ? Thy sons have fainted,' &e.

Jer. xii. 'I have forsaken mine house, I

left mine heritage,' &c.

—

'no flesh shall

peace.'

I think, sometimes, the words of Bai

Jer. xlv. from verse 2 to the end, hold 1

something like the case of the people of

in this time,—at least, what I find to

unhappy frame of my own heart, which I

may also be too much the case of ot

Baruch, in a time much like this, wher
Lord was so pulling up and casting dowr
he is also now doing, ) was more taken
his private and personal case, than will:

public condition of the work and peop
God ; and therefore was he so sharply ts

up an(J reproved of the Lord, for his thus

ferring his private case to the public, and t

in such a time of desolation and affile

seeking for great things to himself.

Consider, how he is challencred for whs
had said, ' Thou didst say. Woe is me e

for the Lord hath added grief to my son
I fainted in my sighing, and I find no i

There are three or four things, for whic
is here challenged.

First, His impatient bearing the con
calamity of the time. To be impatient i;

affliction, at any time, is wrong; but
especially, when the Lord's hand is outage
his people, and he is overturning a"

were ; then, for any of the godly to be S(

from being content to suffer with them,
be more sensible of their particular ease

that of the public; this is wrong, and
which the Lord will reprove.

Secondly, Some of the great things he i

here, may be these. Freedom from ha'

his sorrow augmented by the addition of £
Freedom from fainting under his sad condit

And yet many times, the Lord will have-

grief of his children so to be increased, as

the deliverance shall not come, until the}

brought very near, yea, sometimes, even i

fainting. Peal, xxvii. 13: Psal. Ixi. 2. .

therefore, they are not, with Baruch here,

peremptorily to seek to decline this condit

but only to seek grace, so to be borne ou'

not to dishonor God by fainting ; especii

when the cause and need of it is so eminei

held forth, as in his time it was, and no
in ours,—when all God's precious inten

yea, piety and religion itself, seems to b

stake.

Thirdly, ' I find no rest,' says he. He w(

have been in a quiet, peaceable condit

while God was intending no such thing tc

people : this, God reproves him for, and coi

it a great thing sought for himself, whicl:

would not give him, because it is not good
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in o-s, as distinguished parents, have offspring,

.on- they may, yea, they must suffer pons.ble tor tnem. i. iw

Todly especially.
. j

It vet, observe,-' Thy life will I give to ed as „ „

^for a prey,' &c.; that is, not only the pre- say, they_too are sou

fttion of his natural life, but a lively frame

,irit,—which is the very life of a believer's

—is here promised, in this time of ca-

ty in all places where ho should go.

hout this, especially in time of trouble,

dwindle and die, and their very life be-

,es a burden to them. This day, the Lord

pleased, I hope in mercy to my soul, to

h the said scripture to me ;
and, in some

aure, a desire prevailed, to sit down con-

edly' under the want of all the aforesaid

at things,' if I may but attain to have a

jT increase of this good thing, my ' life for

ey ;' a more distinct knowledge and obser-

on of, and conformity to the presence and

er of Christ, who is the true Life within
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Neither must we seek it, or count wrong,

tly of it, in such a time. When the Lord their children

ids a general stroke upon a people,

I will bring evil upon all flesh

Parents are seen and reputed through

-then

them
communicated to

fluence is impress

iving guard upon them ;
then we

nd in their views. Let

us'know' whether this is the case or not, and

let us too, see to our own duty as parents.

The wise should teach the unwise, and " bear

long with them," as learning children. May
all, in our intercourse with those whom

we believe to be deficient in wisdom and ex-

perience, feel for them a kindly regard, and

breathe to our Father in heaven for a mea-

) of that wisdom and love, which will ena-

ble us rightly to instruct and help thlelp tnere

. F. Wh ITE.

For "riit! Friend."

Religions Talk.

In the 34th number of " The Friend," are

some strictures on a communication ot mine

in the SOih number, with the above heading,

—which 1 will endeavor to explain further

by saying, there are two kinds of religious

The Friend." talk or conversation on religious subjects.

re the Little Ones Fed > One from the heart-which is in godly s-n-

,e are all the children of our Father, who
^^'J^'

^.^^ -n^:twr rirv^UsTed
heaven. He loveth his^hiWren and

"^J^^^^.^s have handled, of the word o

h borne long with ihem. He maniksted
^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ „„r

parental care over them when He fi.st ;^' ''°';^; ^ therewith. This kind of

Ined them of the dust o the earth by fre-

^^^'^IJ^^^^^^,^ edification, if it is entered
3tly communicating with them, and advis-

^°°;^^«^^\^ .^^^ -^ ,; t,^l conducted. The
them against evil._ He has given them '" ° ^"^^ J^ talk-mere talk on religion,

spirit, that they might feel h.s influence ^4 ^s so Lch in vogue amongst fome
stantly. He sent his Son to them to show ™^ „^\°„ ^.FHends inthis day. I cannot

his love ior them, to atone for their P^"
^f^'"^- J^.'ie, ^an in the wo'rds of Isaac

ny mistakes, and to set them an example
^p^^'f,^",^^,^ ^^^^^

holiness, and devotedness to the Father,
f''?,^^^ t,'^ ^^^e amongst Friends, he says,

has preserved the Scriptures u. a most re-
!°g^^XVjV,7,he whole course of religion

Tkable manner, that thoBe ^^o live may ^otbat xsa
^^^ ^ ,^^^^.

.e the benefit of an account of hiB dealings! among us vas
^^jj, possessed, and

Lh those who have P-ceded them, a^d that ,0 what
_
^^^ '^.^J 'J,_ .nd, p. 394.

3y may know the "perfect
-J' ^f^.^^^^^^^Jsothis kind of talk is nothing new, and is one

a are ever taught by Him, that without „^„ „

1 we are nothing, and our everlasting ruin |thing that oiu eaii:y r

inevitable. We must have "the sincere

words were few and savory, our looks com-

posed and weighty, and our whole deportment

very observable. True it is that this retired

and strict sort of life from the liberty of the

conversation of the woild exposed us to the

censures of many as humorists, conceited and
self-righteous persons, kc. But it was our pre-

servation from many t-nares, to which others

were continually exposed, by the prevaleucy

of the lust of the eye, the lust of the flesh, and
the pride of life, that wanted no occasions or

temptations to excite them abroad in the eon-

verse of the world." They sold all that they

had to purchase the Pearl of great price,

which was evident Ly their constancy in up-

holding their testimony before the world, by
suffering, rather than let fall what they be-

lieved the Lord called for at their hands. Oh!
that we who are making the same high pro-

fession in this day, may follow their footsteps

ndecd, not in profession merely, but in deed

and in truth. 1 hen we will again be as a city

set on an hill, that cannot be bid; then again

will our light break forth as the morning, and
our healih shall spring forth speedily.

J. H.
Ohio, 4th month, ISTo.

The Christian's secret intercourse with God
will make itself manifest to the world. We
may not see the husbandman cast the seed

into the ground
;

j'el when the corn grows
and ripens we know that it was sown. The
mere professor, who may be found every-

where but in his secret chamber, may think

that, with care, he shall pass for a good Chris-

tian ; but he mistakes, lor the spirit will dis-

cover itself of what sort it is. He who would
walk safely and honorably, must walk closi.;ly

with God in secret.

Ik of the Word," or we die. Those who

me to him and are saved, are to accept

rist with all he has purchased for them,

d must give up their own wills.

Parents have the control of their children

'infancy, and while the will of the children

thus subordinate, it is the duty of the pa-

nts to teach them in the ways of truth and

Thteousness. They can prepare the ground,

'ing christian parents, for the seed of the

Dgdom of Christ to be sown therein. Pa

nts must commune frequently with their

lildren; they must impress their influence

jon them to teach them constantly

I wisdom and all good

nds came out ot, and

whic~h I fear some m this day seem inclined

to go back into. It is a very easy matter to

talk of religion, but to experience it in the

heart, to know of its cleansing operation

there, to know the work of regeneration to

be going on there, is better than all the pro-

fession wo can make without If we ex

Be of good comfort Christian, weak faith

is faith. Little ones are true children of the

Father, though tliey go creeping to Him. A
child may puil the latch of Heaven's door.

THE FRIEND.
FOURTH MONTH 26,

ience the cleansing operation of the new
I both murdered by the

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Foreign.—A painful rumor comes from Alexandria,

Egypt that Sir Samuel Baker, who, with his wife, had

ascended the Nile into the interior of Africa, had been

11 know of] was at the head of an expedi

of that country. Baker

n sent out by the govern-

Godis
and as wo are

jthing in religion without hi jnce, BO,

per
. ^

birth unto righteousi.ess, .. -

,a' , rv -nt

being crucified unto the world, and ^^e world |ment^ot^^„>^pj^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^_^_.^^ .^,

unto us, and not conform ourselves tnereto.^y-^^^^^^
injuring the crops and causing the death ot

Bv our fruits and our example will we be
^g^g^gj pgrsons by lightning.

^ ., o
known and not alone by our words or profes-

1 The tirst dispatch received by the owners of the At-
known and y

^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^
1 ^^.^ announcing the loss of that vessel, attributed the

v^ui o^i
.J.

^ _ ^ _ .^Uioastor tr. the watch on deck mil'disaster to the watch
Of their conversion, their conduct was -:-^--^^— ... .....king Sambro ...

different from tne people of the world, ana, ^ ^..^^ occured in Chatham the 14th inst., between

even from members of other societies, that!,,^^ engineers and marines attached to the arsenal at

* f heir conversion could not be hid ; it was appa- 'that town, in which many of the men were injured,

we are christians, and wish our children
fl^^^'.^^both Friends and their persecutors; The riot was suppressed by military force and many ot

christians, we
^-^^l^^^^^^^^^"^^^^^^^^ countenances declared ,t. If we in

, ^'-^^^^'-^-rptliament re-assembled on the 21st

aw them to our religion. We should U^^^^^
day would walk in their footsteps, it'

jJ'^^^i^V^^ House of Commons the bill abolishing re-

to mould the children 8 nnnds and aftec- l >
^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ followers ;>[„„, t^.^s in the University of Dublin passed to

onsthat they will seek the Father whom] wo
crucified Lord, without our second reading.

. „ . ^ , t, . .lectrir,oi a meeii <iuu
The French Atlantic cable is broken. The electri-

taking much pains to tell it.

the'cians locate the break about 230 miles from Brest.

Wm. Penn in his Eise and Progress of the cia^^^^^^
^^^^ _^^ 21st.-Consols 93i. U. S. sixes,

People called Quakers, says, "they werej^ggg^ g^,
'

]v^ew fives 90; ten-forties, 89i.

changed men themselves before they wentj Liverpool.—Uplands

'oh^r,t tn rhnnfre Others." and again, "Our Sales 11,000 bales.

seek the Father

e-love. We are created free agen

ather would persuade us

'ill not compel us,

be saved, but

But we, as parents, must

ot allow otir children to choose for them

alves, for we are governors and rulers under,
^ „u„„„a r.thers '

£d knowing what is right and what is about to change others,

1 cotton, 9} a 9J^rf. ; Orleans, 9J'/.
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The reports from Spain are more favorable for the Cincinnati, there were 5,456,004 hogs packed during
Bepublicans. Many Carlists are surrendering to the the four months ending 3d mo. 1st, 1873, an increase

government troops in the north, in the hope of receiv- over the preceding year of 621,468 hogs,

ing amnesty. A detachment of Carlists under Saballo, !
The territory of Montana produced last year 16,073,

had been defeated, with a loss of several hundred men, 339 in silver, and §5,721,395 in gold,

and the Carlists in the province of Gerona had also suf-
j

Soon after the murder of General Canby, the band of

fered a crushing defeat. A dispatch from Carlist sources Modocs was attacked in its rocky fastness" by U. States

says that the Carlists had taken Onatte, a town of 4000 troops. Some of the Indians were killed, and a few

inhabitants, about 30 miles from Bilboa. I effected their escape, but owing to the peculiar charac-

It is stated that the radicals and constitutionalists ter of the district held by the band, it was not found
have resolved to abstain from voting in the election for possible to dislodge the Indians immediately. Corn-
members of the Constituent Cortes. 1

missioner Meacham will, it is said, probably recover
A dispatch of the 20th says: The Federal Kepubli-j On the 19th inst., a terrible accident occurred on the

cans continue to rule the city of Barcelona, and make Stouington and Providence Railroad, in consequence
requisitions on wealthy citizens on the slightest pretext. ' of the breaking of a milldam on the Pawcatuck
The railway between Barcelona and Saragossa has been

j

in close proximity to the track. The torrent of

cut by the Carlists, and travel between those cities is which escaped, washed away the bridge and railroad

temporarily suspended
A Berlin dispatch says, that Count Von Arnim, the

German Ambassador at Paris, will be transferred to

London, and General Manteuffel, now commander of

the German army of occupation in France, will be ap-

pointed successor to Count \'on Arnim, when the eva-

cuation of French territory by the German troops has
been completed.
A Vienna dispatch says that the building for the

great international exhibition cannot be completed be-

fore the drst of Sixth month.
The Governor of Alsace has removed the burgo-

master of that city, the latter having said that he only
remained in the country in the hope that it would be
restored to France.

Liebig, the distinguished chemist, died at Munich on
the 18th inst., at the age of seventy.

A St Petersburg dispatch says, that internal dissen-

sions have broken out in Khiva. The reigning khan
has executed his chief counsellor, and imprisoned his

uncle and other influential enemies of Russia. He has
also released Russians long held as prisoners in Khiva,
and sent them to meet one of the detachments of the
advancing Russian expedition.

The Mexican Congress reassembled on the 1st inst.

President Lerdo's message announces the prolonga-
tion of the term of the United States and Mexican
Mixed Commission for two years ; expresses sympathy
with the Spanish Republic

;
promises to increase facili-

ties for education, and recommends a commercial treaty
with Italy. A subsidy has been granted for a new
steamship line between Vera Cruz and New Orleans.
The Tepic revolution has ended, and in Yucatan tran-

quility is returning. The United States governmeni
has offered its friendly offices for the restoration of
diplomatic intercourse between France and Mexico.

In the island of Sumatra the Dutch forces have sus-

tained a serious defeat in a war with one of the native
tribes. The Dutch, after losing 500 men, retreated to

the sea-coast and entrenched themselves.
Later accounts of the earlhquake at San Salvador,

show that the loss of life was much less than the first

reports stated. Out of a population of 40,000, the num-
ber of killed and wounded did not exceed 500. The
alarm caused by the first shocks caused the inhabitants
to leave their dwellings before the greatest damage oc-
curred.

The Russian government replying to a diplomatic
note from the Shah of Persia, promises in its future
operations in the east to respect the Persian boundary.
The health of the Pope is said to be materially im-

proved.
The railway between Constantinople and Adrianople

has been completed, and trains are now running be-
tween those cities.

The Shah of Persia left Teheran on the 19th inst. for

Europe. The whole population flocked into the streets

to witness his departure.

United States.—According to the census of 1870,
the value of all the places of public worship ("church
edifices") was §354,483,581, having doubled since 1860.
The total membership of all religious denominations is

put down at 21,655,062. The Methodists are most
numerous 6,528,209 ; Baptists, 4,360,225 ; Presbyterians,
2,698,244; Congregational, 1,177,212; Episcopal, 991,-

051; Lutheran, 977,432; Christian, 865,602; German
and Dutch Reformed, 658,928; Universaiists, 210,884;
Unitarians, 1.5-5,471 ; Roman Catholics, 1,990,514. There
were 73,265 Jews, and 87,838 Mormons.
The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered

357. Of consumption 55; inflammation of the lungs 35;
old age 11. The census of 1870 enumerates 651,854
white inhabitants and 22,168 colored. There were
320,379 males and 353,643 female.s. The number of
native born residents was 490,398, and foreigners 183,-
624.

According to an official report on pork packing at

track over the stream, just at the moment a train was
approaching. Three crate cars and three passenger
cars were crushed, and all of them took fire and were
burned up. Over 60 persons were killed and injured.

The bridge where the disa.ster happened is between
thirty and forty feet long, and the depth of the chasm
about twenty feet. There were 105 persons on the train,

only 42 of whom were known to be rescued
The Indian Bureau estimates the number of Indians

in the United States, (exclusive of about 70,000 in

Alaska), at 300,000. Of these 32,500 are located ii

Minnesota and States east of the Mississippi river
70,650 in Nebraska, Kansas and Indian Territory

;

65,000 in Dakota, Montana, Wyoming and Idaho; 84
000 in Nevada, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah and Ari
zona; 47,850 in California, Oregon and Washington
territory. About 130,000 of the Indians are self-sup-

porting ; 84,000 partly supported by the government

;

31,000 entirely so supported, and 55,000 live by hunt-
ing, marauding, &c. About one-half of the whole live

on reservations under the care of agents.
The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations

on the 21st inst. New York.— American gold,
U. S. sixes, 1881, 121; ditto, 1865, 120; ditto, 1867,
119J ; new five per cents, lloi ; 10-40, 113;;. Superfine
flour, $5.70 a $6.05; State extra, $6.80 a 5<7.2U; finer

brands, -^•7.50 a $11.25. No. 3 Chicago spring whe;
$1.55 a $1.56; No. 2 do., $1.59 a $1.60; No. 2 M
waukie,$1.63a$1.64; white Michigan

; S2.10. Weste
barley, 90 cts. a $1.05. Oats, 53 a 56 cts. Rye, 8.:

88 cts. Western mixed corn, 65 cts. ; southern yellow,
67J cts. ; white, 72 cts. PhUadelphia.—Superfine flour,

$4.50 a $5.50 ; extras, $6 a §6.75 ; finer brands, $7 a
$11.50. Red wheat, §1.90 ; amber, *1.95. Rye, 85 cts.

Yellow corn, 62 a 63 cls.
; while, 65 cts. Oats, 47 a 51

cts. Smoked hams, 14 a lo cts. Lard, 9^ a 9A cts.

Clover seed, 8 a 9 cts. Timothy, So.oO per bushel.
About 2100 beef cattle sold at 7 j a 81 cts. per lb. gross
for choice; fair to good, 6J a 1\ cts., and common 5 a 6
cts. Sheep sold at 8 cts. per lb. gross for choice, 7^
7i cts. for fair to good. Corn fed hogs at $8.50 a §8.75
per 100 lbs. net. Chicago.—Spring extra flour, $5.75 a

§6.50. No. 2 spring wheat, $1.21; No. .3, SI. 10.'.. No,
2 mixed corn, 38 cts. No. 2 oats, 29 cts. Rye, 67
cts. St. Louis.—No. 3 fall wlieat, §1.6-3 ; spring, §1

'

a $1.32. No. 2 mixed corn, 36 cts. No. 2 oats, 31 <

Rye, 65 a 63 cls. Cincinnati.—Family flour, $7. .50 a
$7.75. Wheat, S-1.65. Rye, 80 cts. Barlev, 80 a 95
cts. Lard, 8A a 8J cts.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDIAN
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A Friend and his wife are wanted to take charge of
this Institution, and to manage the farm connected with
it. Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co., Pa.
.loseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada.
Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Chester

Co., Pa.

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada,

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Friend»is wanted to fill the position of Governess

in this Institution, to enter upon duty at the beginning
of the Summer Session. Apply to

Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., Gerraantown,
Lydia L. Walton, Moorestown, N. J.,

Sarah A. Richie, No. 444 N. Fifth St., or
Rebecca S. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth St., Phila.

" Dre,ss and Worldly Compliance." Price 8 cents.

Postage 2 cents.
" Memoir of Rachel C. Bartram." Paper covers, 12

cents each or $1.25 per dozen.
For sale at Friends' Bookstore, 304 .Kveh St.

V

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL
The Summer Session of the School will cor

on Second-day, the 5th of Fifth month.
Pupils who have been regularly entered and

by the cars from Philadelphia, can obtain ticket
depot of the West Chester and^Philadelphiu Iv
corner of Thirty-first and Cheltnut streets, hy
their names to the Ticket-agent there, who i.^ im
with a list of the pupils fur that purpose. Ii

case the p:i.-,-iage, including the stage fare iV,

Railroad Station, will be cliarged at the Scliuu
paid for with the other incidental charges at th
of the term. Tickets for the pupils can also be ul n
of the Treasurer at 304 Arch St. Conveyaiu-t-^ |

at the Street Road Station on Second aiui
j

day.s, the 5th and 6th, of Filth month, to meet the
that leave Philadelphia at 7.25 and 10 A. .M., l"
2.30 p. M.

B®" Baggage may be left either at Thirtv-fir
Market Sts. or at Eighteenth and Market. '

If
the latter place, it must be put under the care
Alexander & Son, who will convey it thence to T
first and Market at a charge of 10 cents per tru
be paid to them. Those who prefer can have tliei

gage sent for to any place in the built-up part
City, by sending word on the day previous (th
the posi-oflice or otherwise] to H. Alexander &
corner of Eighteenth and Market Sts. Their c

in such case for taking baggage to Thirty-firs
Market Sts., will be 25 cents per trunk. For the
charge they will also collect baggage from the
railroad depots, if the checks are left at their
Eighteenth and Market Sts. Baggage put under
care, if properly marked, will not require any atte

from the owners, either at the West Pliiladelphia i

or at the Street Road Station, but will be forw
direct to the School. It may not always go on th(

train as the owner, but it will go on the same day
yided the notice to H. Alexander & Son reaches
in time.

During the Session, passengers for the Schoo
be met at the Street Road Station, on the arrival (

first train from the City, every dav except First-i

and small packages ivi the piijuls, if left at Fri
Book Store, No. 304 Arch St., will be forwarded
Sixth-day at 12 o'clock.

Fourth mo. 22d, 1873.

FRIENDS' LIBRARY.
Supplementary Catalogue of Books belonging ti

Libra-y of Friends of Philadelphia, from 1853 to

Cloth flexible covers.

For sale at Friends' Bookstore. Price 50 cts.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANI
Near Frankford, [Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelpt

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wo;
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients i

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa.

Died, at his residence, near Columbus, Thomas
DeCou, in the 72d year of his age, on the 30th of
4th mo. 1871, a member of Upper Springfield Mon
Meeting, held at Mansfield.

, at the residence of her son, Francis DeC
near Columbus, Maktha DeCod, in the 68th yea
her age, on the 28th of 12th mo. 1872, a membe
Upper Springfield Jlonthly Meeting, heldatColumi

, at her residence at Perry City, N. Y., on
8th day of tlie Second month, 1873, Eliza S., wif
Robert W. Wriglit, aged nearly 79 years. She Wi

consistent member of Hector Monthly Meeting
F'riends, and much attached to the ancient princi|

of our Society, and diligent in the attendance of all

meetings when able, having been quite feeble in he;

for some length of time. She bore her infirmities w
Christian patience, and being a great sufferer for ah
one week during her last illness, she expressed a «
ingness to go, believing she had done as well as

knew. Her friends have the consoling belief that

end was peace.

, at Camden, 4th mo. 10th, 1873, Elizabeth
wife of Joshua Borton, of Mount Laurel, N. J., in

66th year of her age. " Well, thou good servant

:

cause thou h-ast been faithful in a very little, have (1

authority over ten cities."

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTEK
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Ascent of Cotopaxi.

The following interesting narrative of the
^t ascent of this celebrated volcano is fur-

jbed by James ( )rton, the South American
iveller, to the New York Evening Post.
" The ascent of the loftiest active volcano on
e globe is no ordinary event. Its achieve-
3nt would have filled many pages in the
)rks of Humboldt.
Standing fifi}- miles below the equator, and
hundred west of the meridian of Wasbing-
n, Cotopaxi is at once the most beautiful

d the most terrible of volcanoes. From the
Hey of Quito it appears like a huge trun-
ted cone, in altitude equalling five Vesu-
ases piled upon each other, its summit rising

IF thousand feet above the limit of perpetual
ow, its sides presenting alternate ridges and
rgesploughed bydescending floodsof water,
d around the base for miles heaps of ruins
bowlders twenty feet square and volcanic
hes and mud six hundred feet deep. Very
Idom does Cotopaxi wake up to intense ac-

uity, for as a rule the higher a volcano the
!8 frequent its eruptions. Generally the only
jns of life are the deep rumbling thunders
d a cloud of smoke lazilj' issuing from the
iter.

The scientific world has long desired to
low the structure of the crater of Cotopaxi.
le great Humboldt, although he attempted
climb Chimborazo, seemed to think the

p of this volcano unapproachable, and con-
Dted himself by examining it through his

lescope. Fifty years ago Colonel Hall, an
nerican, tried it with scaling ladders only
fail. In 1869 Dr. Felipe Sarrade, an Ecua-
Tian, said he reached the summit, where he
ind seven craters : but nobody believed his

)ry. The glory was reserved for Dr. Reiss,

German naturalist, who, with Dr. Stubel,

8 been exploring the Valley of Quito during
e last four years. I will now give a con-
nsed account of his ascent.

On the 27th of November, 1872, Dr. Eeiss
t out from Mulolo with ten peones for the
Qthwest point of the crater. Crossing the
rer Cutuche at Limpiopungo, where the
•eam cuts through vast deposits of volcanic
bes, he reached the ' Ventanillas,' a dry and
irile pampa, since the porous earth retains
moisture. Here the ascent of the cone

began. Following the triangular ridge that

divides the deep defiles of Marzanaguaico and
Pucahuaico, and whose apex reaches the snow
limit, he crossed subordinate cerros and pam-
pas, which are so many steps in the grand
staircase he was ascending. Vegetation now
ceased entirely, and the surface was covered

with ashes and black sand. In fact, nearly

the whole occidental slope of Cotopaxi, be-

tween 12,500 and 16,000 feet, presents the as-

pect of a dismal black desert. In this lofty,

lifeless, silent solitude, says our traveller, man
seems an intrusion. He found it difficult to

judge of the distances and dimensions of ob-

jects. Progress was slow, for at every step

the foot sank into the sand, which increased

in depth with the ascent. The mules were
scarcely able to move, sinking to the knees

d suffering from the rarefaction of the air.

Occasionally the magnificent vista below
and the neighborhood of the snowy cone
above absorbed attention; but clouds and
driving hail-storms generally cut off all pro-

spect. Suddenly a profound chasm, contain-

ng fresh, smoking lava, was discovered on
the left. This lava-stream was the lower
mit of a vast mass, which from the valley

ppeared like a long black line. At 2 P. m.

our traveller reached the point where the two
quebradas unite, marked by an immense pile

of rocks. Here he encamped for the night at

n altitude of 15,179 feet. At 6 o'clock the

upper part of the mountain was cleared of

smoke and mist, and gave a grand and im-

posing view. The white cone rose imme-
diately above, appearing very huge but not

very high. The border of the crater showed
itself as a broad line, with a lofty rock on the

north end, and another on the south. An
mmense stream of lava came down the cone,

and near the place of encampment divided,

entering the two quebradas or ravines men-
tioned. The lava was still warm, clouds of

vapor rising along the whole extent of the

stream. During the afternoon the thermome-
ter had stood at freezing point: but in the

night it fell to twenty-five degrees.

The next day Dr. Eeiss attained all his

hopes. The top stood out clear, while at his

feet the accumulated clouds looked like a sea

of cotton wrapping the mountain up to the

titude of 12,000 feet, leaving here and there

an islanded peak or promontory. Cropping
out of the lava stream, but mainly disposed

along the borders of it, were numerous rough
stones, upon which he advanced as on the

rounds of a ladder. The greatest width of

the lava current before it divided was about
3,000 feet, and the estimated thickness 150

feet. The lava was entirely black and warm
all its course ; its temperature being from
to 91 degrees, while that of the atmosphere

is 32 degrees. This elevated temperature
plains the absence of snow on this part of

the slope. The gaseous exhalations from the

crevices seemed to be nothing more than air

mixed with vapor. This is doubtless the lava-

stream which flowed in 1854, and which, by
melting vast quantities of snow, caused much
devastation in the valley by floods. These
sudden floods, caused by fresh eruptions of
lava on the mountain side, are the terror of
the villages at the foot of Cotopaxi. Some-
times, however, the cone, especially on the
east side, appears black, owing not to absence
of snow, but to a covering of black ashes. No
fissure or accumulation of scoriaj indicates the
source of the lava-stream. The altitude of
the point of departure is 18,700 feet.

At 8.45 he reached the arenal, a deep mass
of fine sand stretching upward at an angle of
forty degrees. Over this he must advance,
difficult as it was, for on either side were im-
passable fields of snow and ice. The tempera-
ture of the sand was seventy-seven degrees.
Another stream of lava was discovered, which
must have flowed with great velocity, since,

instead of following the inclination of the
cone, it had descended diagonally. Only the
peaks of Iliniza and Chimborazo in the oppo-
site Cordillera were visible ; but above the
clouds, towards the southwest, a dense mass
of smoke rose perpendicularly to a prodigious

height, and then by an east wind was carried

off in a horizontal line westward. This came
from the furious and ever-active volcano of

Sangay, whose top was invisible, but whose
activity was manifested in this manner. As
the clouds shifted, the diversified valley and
its royal mountains were spread out like a
map. Near by, on the southern flank of the
volcano, was the porphyritic peak called Ca-
beza del Cotopaxi, or the Inca's Head. Tra-

dition has it that this was the original sum-
it of Cotopaxi, torn off by an eruption on

the very day Atahualpa was murdered by
Pizarro. Dr. Riess thinks it really forms no
part of Cotopaxi, but belongs to a more an-

cient volcano. The old eruptions produced
uch obsidian, not found in the lavas of Co-

topaxi, and probably the heaps of pumice
around Tacunga came from some ancient

crater.

The clouds were ascending the mountain
more rapidly than our traveller, as if in hot

pursuit to intercept his view of the unseen
crater. More than once, while ascending the

arenal, his courage nearly failed him. The
sand became mingled with ice; but turning a
"ttle to the south, he found a series of huge
rocks rising above the snow and ashes and
giving him a firm foothold. It was now 10.15

.\. .M.; thermometer, twenty -eight degrees.

Fumeroles abounded, giving forth sulphurous

gas. And now followed a sheet of compact
blue ice, inclined from thirty-five degrees to

forty degrees; but fortunately it was not
smooth, but covered with myrids of points or

icicles three or four inches high. Scrambling
over this, and climbing over and between
walls, some of immense size, suddenly he

reached the edge of the crater. At the same
moment a cloud, which had hovered over the

summit, dispersed, aud he looked into the pro-
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found crater of the far-famed Cotopaxi. ' I

confess (says the Doctor) an unutterable satis-

faction in having accomplished this feat, the

ascent of the highest active volcano on the

globe.'

He had reached the western part of the

southern lip. The crater presented an ellip-

tical form, the major axis lying north and
south. The stones which were continually

falling in from all sides, but especially from
the west side, rolled together as to the bottom
of a funnel ; there were no signs of a level

bottom. The depth, roughly estimated, ap-

peared to be 1,500 feet. The side of the funnel

least inclined, and by which alone it is possi-

ble to descend, is the southwest; but here are

large fumaroles sending forth dense masses of

vapor charged with gas, and having a ti

perature of 156°. Around these fumaroles
were masses of sulphur and a deposit of gyp
sum mixed with chloride of lime. This is of
great interest as being the first instance of a
chloride being found among the products of
the South American volcanoes. Humboldt
thought that the absence of hydrochloric acid

was a characteristic of the New World volca-

noes. The barometer gave 19,660 feet as the
altitude, while the doctor's trigonometrical
observations, repeated at various times from
independent bases in the valley, had given
him 19,496 as the height of the north peak,
and 19,427 for the southern. Both results

exceed the altitude estimated by other travel-

lers. Humboldt made it 18,880 feet.

While standing on the rim of the crater
holding to his Indian servant with one hand
and with the other examining the deposits of
a fumarole, a gust of air filled both eyes with
sand impregnated with sulphuric acid, caus-
ing violent inflammation. This put an end to
observation, and made it the part of wisdom
to descend as soon as possible. He left the
crater at 1.45 i>. .m., and reached his encamp-
ment at the head of the ridge in three hours
and a half, just as a heavy snow storm began.

'If the scientide results of my ascent (says
M. Keiss) do not meet the expectation of sa-
vans, I console myself with the reflection that
I have pointed out the road, and that other
travellers may make the ascent without being
hindered by the general notion that it is im-
possible to reach the crater.' He says it is

possible to ascend from the snow-limit to the
summit in four or five hours. But as the
ascent is steep and laborious, it is better to
sleep the first night at the limit, and the
second night on the arenal, the sand of which
is warm. This will give a long third day to
the crater, and enable the traveller to explore
the whole circumference. He says he felt no
inconvenience from the rarefaction of the air.

This difiiculty in ascending high altitudes be-
gins at the height of 12,000 or 13,000 feet, but
does not appear to augment with the altitude.
In 1867 the writer of these lines ran a race
with a fellow traveller on the side of Antisana
at the bracing altitude of 16,000 feet. All
the peones with Dr. Reiss complained of sick-
ness, and one stout fellow bled at the nose.
The mules also suffered much above the alti-

tude of 13,000 feet; but his dog, although evi-
dently troubled for breath, followed him to the
crater."

(), for purity of heart I Surely this gives ns
to see the face of a merciful God, it will have
a tendency also to open the eye to see clearly
our duty in all things.

Ror "The Friend."

Barclay's Life of Jaffray.

CContinued from page 276.)

There is hardly one maxim, or authorita-

tive rule of action enjoined in the Holy Scrip-

tures which, by the Society of Friends has

had more prominency given to it than that ot

the Saviour in the parable of the vine :
" With-

out (or severed from) me ye can do nothing."

Similar precepts are not wanting in the same
book of books : thus by the prophet Isaiah it

is declared: "Lord f/iou wilt proclaim peace

for us : for thou also hast wrought all our works

in us." And again by the Psalmist, "Except
the Lord build the house, they labor in vain that

build it," &c. Which doctrine was also recog-

nized in the Israelitish theocracy thus : "The
Lord spake unto Moses, 'Say unto them, go
not up, neither fight ; for Iain not among you

;

lest ye be smitten before your enemies.' "

Especially is this noticeable under the new-
covenant dispensation; as in addition to what
has been cited may be instanced the testimony
of the Redeemer to Paul : "My grace is suffi-

cient for thee," &c.; and this great Apostle re-

iterates this momentous truth in the declara-

tions: "By the grace of God I am what I

am;" who likewise commended the elders of

the church of Ephesus "to God and the word
of His grace ; which, saith he, is able to build

you up, and to give you an inheritance among
all them that are sanctified."

For the attainment of such a glorious end,

we are assured that " the hand of the Lord is

upon all them for good that seek him ;" and
that the " Amen, the faithful and true Wit-
ness" hath declared: "Behold, I stand at the
door, and knock; if any man hear my voice,

and open the door, I will come in to him, and
will sup with him, and he with me." Blessed
communion and privilege indeed; to be per-

mitted to sup with Him in whom are hid all

the treasures of wisdom and knowledge, and
from whom the perennial streams of grace
and mercy flow I We must however become
as little children, humble and teachable; and
receive the kingdom of God as such ; for unto
these were the things, hid from the wise and
prudent, to be revealed.

It has been well said, that man's extremity
is the Lord's opportunity! For it is only
when we are brought to a humiliating sense
of our own foolishness, unworthiness, and
nothingness, and that in the Lord alone is our
help, without whom we can do nothing, that
we are willing truly to go to Him, as the poor,

sin-sick prodigal in the parable of our Lord
did ; after the precept, " Return unto Me,
(through submission to my power) and I will

return unto you, saith the Lord."
This seems to have been the experience of

Alexander Jaffray, as set forth especially in

the following memorandums; which are be-

coming more spiritually lively and heart-

speaking, just in the proportion as proficiency
in the school of Christ is obtained, or as obe-

dience keeps pace with knowledge unto and
before Him, who will ever remain to be the
sufliciency of His people ; without whom we
can do nothing

; and to whom the Poet's lines

are so beautifully appropriate :

—

" Frovi thee is all that soothes the life of man.
His high endeavor, and his glad succe.ss,

His strength to sutfer, and his will to serve.

But O thou bounteous Giver of all good,

Thou art of all thy gifts thi/setf the crown .'

Give what thou canst, without thee we are poor

;

And witii thee rich, take what thou wilt away."

" Having been, for many days, sadly exer-

cised, by reason of the abounding corrupti
I

of a carnal, light, and unstayed mind; t

morning, I found the Lord speaking to t

and telling me, that without him, I could
nothing for the helping of myself out ni t

sad, deserted frame of spirit, that now I um
and have most frequently been under fn;

my youth up unto this day ; which is shon
this: Satan, and his suggestions and alia

ments to sin, familiarly and frequently adm
ted into the heart, at his pleasure; so thai

could but very little, if at all, in any measu
essay to resist him with success

; and, on t

other hand, Christ, and all He brings wi
him, kept at the door, without entry or t

tertainmont, though sometimes longed for ai

in some sort inquired after. Now, I thougl
the Lord's voice was to me this morning, th:

as He alone could help me, so his help w
only to be found by me, as his voice (beii

attended to) should be found speaking in t

conscience ; and that all noises and voices eli

speaking there, behoved to be silenced, orl
could not be heard.
For clearing up this truth, these particula

were thus made out to me; that there, ai

only there, he is to be found effectually spea
ing to and determining every case, and t

cure of it.

He is to be seen in his works of creatio

in his works of providence, and by the jud
ments that he executes, and in the Seriptur
there is much of him to be seen and learn>

by a diligent perusal of them ; but no life is

be found merely by what may be learned fro

any or all of these. ' Search the Scripturef

that is a duty, 'for they testify of me,' sa
Christ ;

' but ye must come to Ale to get life,'-

your life is there, even ' hid with Christ
God.' See John v. 39, 40, and Col. iii. 3. H
life, then, being only to be found in Chrii

and no where else, in praj'er, preaching, n
scriptures, where is ho to be found? Thouj
Christ may be said to be, and truly is, evei

where, and every where to be found
;
yet D'

to the particular end for which he is songt
namely, for mortifying and subduing sin,-

but as enthroned in the heart. The Apostli

speaking to this same case, of a soul that
seeking, and wots not where to find Chrie
says. He is nearer than ye believe,—in yoi

heart and in your mouth ; so, he is effectm

only there, to do the business thou desiree

Fiud him ever so much elsewhere,—if ye fie

him not, nor observe him well tlien you w
lose your labor; your case will grow worse,-
your wound will stink and become more co
rupt,—you will profit nothing by all yoi
pains, nor by all the dispensations you ai

under, either of mercy or correction.

But who, among professors, will not a.'

knowledge all this, willingly ? and yet do fir

themselves still at a loss, as to their idol, i

being kept from it; or some corruption, thi

always has been predominant, or, it may b

is let loose only for a time against them, doi

yet master and vex them sore. I find thisi

have been, and still to be my case; bein
ready, and very willing, to acknowledge tl

necessity of giving Christ the heart, to ha^
his throne there, and to expect help for tli

subduing of corruption only from him; an
yet corruption remained, yea, seemed to i;

crease to more strength and vigor than bofor
As the Lord may have many glorious end
why he thus exercises his children,—this

not my business now to speak to. Althougl
among other things, I conceive, a special en
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Oimy present exercise is, to draw and lead

p, on, not only to acknowledge that Christ

b^bt to have the heart, and to be willing to

oTe it to him ;
yea, to pray him to come and

tiie it, and set up his throne in it, and tbi^

ido with uprightness and much sincerity
;

C\8

length I came long since ; but, I see a

'essity of making progres.^, and advancing;

pto remain, without comfortable success, far

port of hope of victory.

iilt is one thing, to be willing to receive

Ifarist, and to desire heartily that he would

dme ; and another thiug, to know that he is

rare already. I know it is the judgment of

lany, that Christ is in every one, &c. ; but,

i.re I am, that every believer has Christ in

m, or else he is none of his, Rom. viii. 9;

!3 also knows that he has Him, or he is not

' an approved condition. 2 Cor. xiii. 5. How
id, then, is it, that he should be there, and

) little taken notice of, as not to be known
ow he comes, or what he says and does in

le heart I

' Surely the Lord is in this place
;

nd I knew it not,' said Jacob ;
so, surely, may

say, Christ has been long in my heart sorely

lighted and not observed. O, for a heart to

lourn for this! and to wonder at this patience

nd unchangeable love, and yet is to be found

?hen he is sought ; and to count my affliction,

Qward and outward, as a fatherly correction

how sharp soever ) for my neglect, and s light-

Dg 80 great salvation. Lord! help me, that

''. do so no more."

Wild Beasts in India.—E. D. G. Prime made

;he following observations when in the north

jf India, near the foot of the Himalaya :

lains.

Id going through the pass we came upon a

splendid full-grown leopard that had just been

jaught in a trap, and were in the region of

wild beasts of all kinds. A gentleman whom
we met had seen, not long before, a huge wild

als. As much as S.iOO has been offered

for the head of a man-eating tiger."

Tiger hunting is still a favorite sport in

many parts of India, and it is not uncommon
for an ordinarj' party to destroy half a dozen

tigers in a single excursion. At Calcutta I

met an American gentleman who had shot

five the summer previous. * * *

But the wild elephants, tigers, leopards

wolves, &a., formidable and destructive as

they are, may be regarded as rather orna-

mental than otherwise in comparison with

the lesser vermin which swarm over the whole

country during the rainy and hot seasons. Of
these the most dreaded and the most deadly

are the snakes, from the hooded cobra, which

sometimes attains the length of ten feet, down
to the innumerable venomous snakes no larger

than a riding whip. It is stated on good au-

thority, that in the year 1869 there were

11,416 deaths from the bite of snakes in the

single province of Bengal. From actual sta-

tistics, it has been estimated that in all India

there are from 20,000 to 40,000 deaths from

that cause every year. The snakes live and

multiply not only in thejungloand open coun-

try, but in the villages and cities. They come

nto the grounds and houses of all classes;

they make their homes in the thatch and

drop down from the rafters; they creep into

the beds; they lie around among the kitchen

utensils, and even ensconce themselves in the

parlors. I heard many thrilling narratives of

adventures with these unwelcome visitors.

The smaller vermin are still more ubiquitous,

and a still greater annoyance. Scorpions and

centipedes are abundant, and everywhere

dreaded.

shaggy brows, too much taken up with his

task to talk, and simply growled out, ''Rocks!"

" Well, I would not turn out for those bits

of wood," said the thoughtless boy: " I would

go right on over them."

The old man only replied by a look which

that boy has not forgotten in his manhood.

Poor foolish lad!" it said : "how little you

know about rocks!"

So, children, shun the rocks as you would

the way to death. There are plenty of buoys

to warn you where they lie hidden : and,

whenever you meet one, turn aside ;
for there

a danger lurks.

—

Lutheran Herald.

Look out for the Rocks.

(SOMETHING FOR THE CHILDREN.)

A gentleman crossing the English Channel

stood near the helmsman. It was a calm and

pleasant evening, and no one dreamed of a
en,uuLioiitrut:iuxD,£iuu^»^vvnu ^.v/«..«-. - -• — o'

, , . ^
elephant cross the highway on which we were possible danger to their good sh,p. But a

travelling, and, in ascending the second range sudden fl .pping of the sail, as ^f the wind had

of the mountains the following day, we fre

quently saw around us the fresh tracks of

leopards in the snow. India, considering the

density of its population, is marvellously in-

fested with wild beasts, and not merely in the

mountainous regions, but in the jungles of

the plain. The government has made great

efforts to exterminate them, but without any

apparent impression upon their numbers. One

reason for this want of success is that the

natives regard the wild beasts—man-eating

tigers in particular—as divinities, whose wrath

it is more safe to appease than to arouse, and

accordingly they will not hunt or kill them

even when exposed to their ravages. A short

extract from the Indian Mail, will enable us

to form some idea of the magnitude of the

evil

:

"In the Chanda district, one of the ma

eating tigers killed, in a short time, 127 pi

sons, and stopped all traffic for many weeks

on the road. Another destroyed 150 people

in three years, causing the abandonment of

the villages and throwing a large track o;

land out of cultivation. During sis years, ir.

Bengal proper, 13,401 deaths were reported

by wild beasts, of which 4218 were ascribed

to tigers, 4287 to wolves, 1407 to leopards, and

105 to bears, the rest to other animals. The

British government paid in the same time

bounties for the destruction of 18,196 wild

shifted, caught the ear of the officer on watch

and he sprang at once to the wheel, examin-

r closely the compass.
' You are half a point off the course," he

d sharply to the man at the wheel. The

deviation was corrected, and the officer re-

turned to his post.

You must steer very accurately," said

the looker-on, " when half a point is so much

thought of"
" Ah I half a point, in many places, might

bring us on the rocks," he said.

So it is in life. Half a point from strict

truthfulness strands us on the rocks of false-

hood. Half a point from perfect honesty, and

we are steering straight for the rocks of crime.

And so of all kindred vices. The beginnings

are always small. No one climbs to a sum-

mit at one bound, but goes up one little step

at a time. Children think lightly of what

they call small sins: those rocks do not look

so fearful to them.

A friend was once, when a lad, sailing down

the East Eiver, near New York, which was

then a very dangerous channel. He watched

the old steersman with great interest, and ob-

served, that, whenever he came near to a stick

of painted wood, he changed his course.

" Why do you turn out for those bits of

wood ?" asked the boy.

The old man looked up from under his in a great or

The discoveries of Voltaic electricity, elec-

tro-magnetism, and magnetic electricity, by

Volta, Oilrsted, and Faraday, led to the in-

vention of electric telegraphy by Wheatstone

and others, and to the great manufactures of

telegraph cables and telegraph wire, and of

the material required for them. The value

of the cargo of the Great Eastern alone in

the recent Bombay telegraph expedition was

calculated at three millions of pounds sterling.

It also led to the employment of thousands

of operators to transmit the telegraphic mes-

sages, and to a great increase of our com-

merce in nearly all its branches by the more

rapid means of communication.

The discovery of Voltaic electricity further

led to the invention of electro-plating, and to

the employment of a large number of persons

in that business. The numerous experimental

researches on specific heat, latent heat, the

tension of vapors, the properties of water, the

mechanical effects of heat, &e., resulted in the

development of steam-engines and railways,

and the almost endless employments depend-

ino- upon their construction and use. About

quarter of a million of persons are employed

on railways alone in Great Britain. The

various original investigations on the chemi-

cal effects of light, led to the invention of

photography, and have given employment to

thousands of persons who practice that pro-

cess, or manufacture and prepare the various

material and articles required in it The dis-

covery of chlorine by Scheele led to the in-

vention of the modern processes of bleaching,

and to various improvements in the dyeing

of the textile fabrics, and has given employ-

ment to a very large number of our Lanca-

shire operatives. The discovery of chlorine

has also contributed to the employment of

thousands of printers, by enabling Esparto

grass to be bleached and formed into paper for

the use of our daily press. The numerous

experimental investigations in relation to coal-

gas have been the means of extending the use of

that substance, and of increasing the employ-

ment of workmen and others connected with

its manufacture. The discovery of the alkaline

metals by Davy, of cyanide of potassium, of

nickel, phosphorus, the common acids, and a

multitude of other substances, have led to the

employment of a whole army of workmen,

in their conversion into articles of utility.

The foregoing examples might be greatly

enlarged upon, and a great many others might

be selected from the sciences of physics and

chemistry; but those mentioned will suffice.

There is not a force of Nature, nor scarcely

a material substance that we employ, which

has not been the subject of several, aod m
some cases of numerous, original experimen-

|tal researches, many of which have resulted,

degree, in increasing the
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employment for

Nature.
workmen and others.

—

PAST FIFTY.

My years are half a century told,

Life's evening shadows round me fold,

All tokens tell of growing old.

My step has lost its bounding spring,
My voice its clear unbroken ring.
And Time his fruits is gathering

;

Is tracing lines upon my brow,
The record of past cares I trow,
For eld is creeping o'er me now.

My morn of life was bright and fair,

I quaffed the nectar of its air.

And twined its blossoms in my hair.

To wander in the wild-wood free,

Find comrades in each bird and bee
And flower, was joy enough for me.

Requited love, its golden dream,
My cup ofjoy filled to the brim.
And made this Earth Elysium seem.

But as its early noon drew near.
It came o'ercast with many a care,
And many a sorrow-boding fear.

And when my treasures, one by one,
Had from my stricken bosom flown
And left me desolate and lone.

Then, longings for some far-off rest

—

Where peace, dove-like, would make her nest.
And never more forsake my breast;

Some sheltered nook afar removed
From earthly hopes, deceitful proved.
Yet near me, those my best beloved—

Where soothed by sounds of whispering leave.s
Or murmuring stream, on summer eves,

cottage eaves;We'd muse beneath i

And talk of that dear angel band
Passed over to the promised land.
With palms of victory in their hand,

Who once with ns life's burden bore
;

But now, their weary warfare o'er,

Commune with us on earth, no more:

—

And hope that in those solitudes
Where peaceful silence ever broods,
And nought of human art intrudes

—

They'd let us feel their presence near
And breathe within our spirit's ear
Such things as mortals seldom hear.

Alas ! that rest was never found
;

Nor will be, should I journey round
In search, to earth's remotest bound.

And if this longing still arise.
A warning voice within me cries,
Oh seek no more beneath the skies.

E'en should thou find such rest at last,
The .shades of age, now gathering fast,
Its pictures fair would overcast;

And death with age, aye side by side
AVould soon across its threshold glide
A guest who cannot be denied.

Then gird thee ! pilgrim on life's waste,
Strive to redeem thy lagging past
And toward the goal unfaltering haste.

Earth's false repose no longer prize.
But let thy aims more constant rise
To that pure rest beyond the skies,

Not to the slothful loiterer given.—
But those \yho with their might have striven
.Shall find their glorious rest in Heaven.

______ ^- ^^- ^•

Japanese in Boston—Smart Asiatic School-

presenting his quarterly report to the Schoo
Board, made the following interesting state
ment respecting the education of a number of
boys in that school from Japan :

"At the beginning of the present school
year, Sept. 2, 1872, four boys from Japan,
Kentaro Kaneko, aged 15, Zeikichi Tanaka,
14 years, Takuma Dan, 13 years, and Chokicni
Kikkawa, 12 years of age, entered the Rice
school. They had then been in the country
only six months and under the instruction of
a private teacher. They were found to be
able to enter upon the studies of the fifth class
according to the present course. Kaneko
to-day ranks at the head of the second or
sub-masters' class; Tanaka and Dan nearly
at the head of the third or ushers' class : while
Kikkawa is among the first of the fourth class.
Their conduct has been entirely unexception-
able, and their example in each class has aided
the teachers and stimulated their classmates
to greater exertion. Their gentle and gentle-
manly manner has made them friends through-
out the school, no boys being more popuTar
with their classmates than they. When they

I

entered the school it was with great difficulty
that they could be understood. Now they
speak and read quite plainly, and write in
better English than a majority of even first-

class boys
!
A composition of several pages

recently written by Kaneko required scarcely
a single correction, either in grammar or
spelling. It would be a most excellent thing
for the whole school if there could be a dozen
such boys in every class. They are very
thorough in everything, and rarely require
to be told anything twice."

= 1

ginners; butas matters were a little more elofj

ly looked into, the young man seemed sudden
to awake to the reality that £1,000 must
paid in a given time for the goods he had c

dered to refresh his stock. He spoke to h
young wife about it, and she made light
hisuneasiness, sayingplayfully tohim, "The
are three months yet unexpired of the tin
when you must be prepared

; we are sure
have enough by that time, and do not be anx
ous

;
and if we are not prepared, we have onl

to go to our parents, they will help us." Ht
husband's reply alarmed her; "They are th
last persons in the world we must apply to
if we reveal to them our position, we sha
for ever be regarded by them as fools, utter!
incapable of managing our temporal concerB
with discretion

; no, no, dear Jane, breath
not a word either to your parents or to mine.'
These two young people were double firs

cousins, their mothers were sisters, and thai
fathers brothers. A time of increasing anxi

The Business Allotted.—The business allotted
me seems a silent travail and wrestling of
spirit for my own preservation, and for the
return and restoration of our church, which
seems in dangerof going back into the wilder-
ness, out of which she came, in former days,
leaning upon her Beloved. It is painful in-
deed to see that there are so few, in most
places, qualified to answer the necessary calls
and duties in our religious Society; but, 1

trust, a number of the rising generation, being
sensible that these things are so, will be stirred
up with a noble emulation and godly zeal, for
the promotion of this blessed cause, in which
they will have peace and the favor of their
great Creator, which is far beyond all that
this world can Sifford.— From a Letter of
Bichard Shackleton's, 1791.

A Particular Providence.

The following narrative, illustrative of the
doctrine of a particular providence, was re-
lated by one of the individuals most deeply
concerned in it to the undersigned, who sent
a copy of it to a Friend under great trial, by
whom it was many times acknowledged that
much instruction and encouragement had been
derived from the narrative.
A young man and woman residing at E

ter, the children of parents on both sides %vho
had acquired considerable property by success
in commerce, had married and taken off by
purchase a long-established and lucrative busi-
ness with the fortune given to each by their
parents. With the ardor of youth, and a
smiling future before them, the young man
purchased a large quantity of goods to refresh
-" '-- said, the old stock of '

' " '

ety ensued as time wore on; various plann
were proposed and tried to effect a loan a
money to cancel the debt, but a very small pan
only was realized by them to meet the in-

evitable demand that was approaching. Every
avenue of help seemed closed, one friend aftei
another excusing himself from helping
in their great emergency and trial ; all failed.

On the morning of the day when the
pected call would be made, the young wife
proposed to her husband to try one other
friend residing in the same city as themselves

;

he agreed to go, and asked his wife to keep
the warehouse while he went on this painful
errand. She agreed to do so, but begged for
a short absence up stairs, which her husband <

granted. Having entered her bedroom, "she
shut the door," and locked herself in ; throw-
ing herself beside her bed in the attitude of
prayer, she poured forth a supplication to God,
whom she knew hitherto as a God afar off,

something on this wise, "Oh, my Heavenly
Father, I bow before thee in an ag(
prayer, to beseech thee to look down upon us,
my husband and myself, in this great extrem-
ity

;
open some door of relief or succor for us;

thou knowest, oh, thou great Searcher of
hearts, that we would not wrong any mortal,
that our present errors are those of want of
judgment, not intention, and therefore, I be-
seech thee, send us help from some quarter."
She rose from her knees, descended the stairs,
appeared before her husband calmer than she
had left him, wished him in an affectionate
tone a successful issue, and, as he left the door,
she took her seat at her husband's desk, re-

by having appealed in reverence, confi-
dence, and humility to her Heaveuly Father
as her best, her truest friend.

Her husband had not been gone above ten
minutes, when a gentleman known to them
both stepped in and said, " Is Mr. K. at home ?"

She answered, "He is not within now, but
will shortly be here." " Oh, very well, I will
look in again." He left without telling his
business; quickly returning to her he said,
"Mrs. K., you will do just as well as Mr. K.

;my call upon you was to say that I was think-
ing of you as young people beginning the
world, that a little money might not be unac-
ceptable to you for a year or so ; in this roll
in my hand you will find in bank notes £1,000;
take it for a year without interest, and just

t^^:!^^^t^tEi^
1
school district in Boston, in

|
to progress very comfortably to the young be- ' and either

paper 1

wrote the acknowledgment or said
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eihusbiind would give it to him. lie pleas-

nf took his leave, the yourifr wife laid her

eil on the desk and wept bitterly, over-

Siered by the goodoesa of her Heavenly

jiier in the prompt, almost immediate an-

yr to her prayer for succor. In this state

(ihusband found her when he returned to

SI his errand had been unsuccessful; he

nily said, " You may well weep, we are

,ied." She bade him sit down beside her,

ireniain quiet until she should recover her-

:1 sutHeiently to speak to him; he did so,

Kwhen she revealed to him the whole truth

B7as so overwhelmed that he went away
01 her to be alone. From that day to this,

itsaid to me, " we have never been in any

ffee pinched in our finances, we have never

ira moment doubted the particular provi-

B»;e of God, and we endeavor to act upright-

1 5 in his holy sight. It is now, I believe,

Kconttnued, forty years since the incident

Ive related to you happened, you must ex-

II my emotion (for she wept much while

(Iting the above particulars), for I never can

Kr to it without the deepest emotion." She

iiher said, " I rejoice I have found a friend in

0, who believes as fully in a particular provi-

B ;e as 1 do myself."

le was known to be a woman of the strict-

si otegrity and high moral tone, in all her

fsactions acting from an inward and per-

jiible guidance, and she lived to an old age.

lard no particulars of her closing moments
;

nher narrative has often strengthened and

(ieshed me in moments when faith was less,

i)S8ib!e, than a grain of mustard seed ; and,

b may its recital here reassure thee, my
(lowed friend, " that a judge of the widow
Lrod, in his holy habitation, as well as a

iter to the fatherless." I would affeetion-

ty encourage each of you, the mother and

tchildron, to trust in the Lord your God
;

Knn\\ him as your Husband and Father,

Dugh the appointed medium Christ Jesus,

i the Holy Spirit, by whom only we can

I "Abba Father," or call Jesus Lord,

[(ough the Holy Spirit we know saving

r.hs, and through the one same blessed

liiium we progress in the divine life, and

made heirs of God, and joint heirs with

'ist, know a passing from death unto life,

from the power of Satan unto God
vhom be all glory ascribed.— The British

Oaths.

iiraong all nations, and as far back

Of records, recourse has been had to some
jn of solemn oath to induce men to speak

truth. It evidently had its origin in the

are of men to perform their duties, and

t failure is clearly the only ground upon

ich the necessity or value of an oath can

defended. If men always spoke the truth

1 fulfilled their obligations, it would be

urd to require them to resort to any

)mn obligation to that effect. But as this

anfortunately not the case ; as numbers

found in every community who, for pur-

ies of self interest, will utter what is false

i break trusts voluntarily assumed, it has

.urally become a matter of consideration

ether in public affairs at least, any greater

urity for truthfulness or fidelity can be ob-

led than simple assertion or promise. If

8 object could be accomplished without in

tinjr any moral injury on the community

as administered in our courts is calculated to

effect this, is a question demanding thought-

ful reflection.

There are inherent in every oath the invo-

cation by which God is called to witness the

truth of what is sworn, and the imprecation

of divine vengeance upon falsehood or insin-

cerity. The best legal writers agree that the

sanction and force of the oath lie peculiarly

in the latter element. Among the early Jews,

Greeks, Romans and other nations, a distinc-

tion was made between lesser and greater

oaths, the former being sworn by objects

simply held as sacred or dear, such as Jerusa-

lem, the temple, the souls of the dead, and the

ashes of their fathers; the latter only by One
who could detect and punish all secret false-

hood. As the less impressive oaths became

common, perjury increased, and public confi-

dence was finally accorded only to such a

form as involved the solemn imprecation of

Divine judgment. It is, however, honestly

doubted by many, whether men should be in-

duced thus to invoke curses upon themselves

for a sin which they acknowledge at least by

implication to be possible. If it were a moral

certainty that they would not swerve from

their integrity, or be led by any unworthy
motive into exaggeration or concealment, then

the oath would seem at best to be a useless

form, but as this perfect certainty can never

be attained, it appears somewhat presumpt Iu-l

ous to invoke Divine vengeance upon our own
heads in the event of failure.

It is urged in favor of the civil oath that

there are many whose consciences are so

hardened by frequent untruthfulness that

some extra spur of fear is necessary to induce

them to strict veracity. Yet such spurs must,

of necessity, be temporary in their effects, and

lose their power by repetition. An earnest

adherentofthesystemsays: " Its too frequent

imposition tends rather to weaken than to

strengthen the sense of obligation. In pro-

portion, as it becomes familiar, its sacredness

is impaired and its efficacy destroyed. It

comes to be regarded as a mere form, and

takes no hold on the conscience." This, how-

ever, would rather tend to show that it can-

not be founded on the immutable principles

of right, for they are constant in their action,

and the more they are cherished the stronger

their influence becomes. Establish the prin-

ciple of veracity in the heart of a child, and

every time he utters the exact truth he

strengthens that principle until it takes root,

and cannot be eradicated. But where fear

and not principle is the ruling motive, it will

require continual augmentation to preserve

its influence, and frequent repetition tends to

destroy its power. It is well known that there

are perjured witnesses and perjured oflieiali

who, once, perhaps, shrank from all dissimu

lation, but who can now violate the most

solemn oaths with jcarcely a pang.

The practical duty of truthfulness in every-

day life is liable to be impaired in proportion

as the value of the oath is augmented. If it

is more sinful to lie when upon oath, then it

must be less so to violate the truth at other

times. The common phrase, " 1 will take ray

oath to it," shows the idea to be prevalent

that where falsehood is uttered without such

asseveration, less guilt is incurred. Yet the

obligation to truthfulness is complete in itself,

and can never be increased by any artificial

methois, nor can the guilt of falsehood be d'

frequently administered is calculated to de^

prive them of all solemnity and dignity. The
words are hurried over rapidly and carelessly,

and the whole process is so stereotyped a

form that it induces no enhanced sense of the

Divine presence, or the sacredness of truth.

Given and received in this manner, oaths lose

all real significance, and sink into mere forms.

There is no class in our community more
respected and honored for their sincerity and
veracity than the Society of Friends, whose
scruples in regard to oaths are respected by
the laws, and whoso simple affirmations are

as implicitly relied on as the most solemn
oath that could ever be penned. When the

principles of integrity and veracity reign in

the hearts of our people, when our children

are educated to regard all affirmations as

sacred, all deceit as guilty, then artificial

means of securing truthfulness will be drop-

ped as useless, and every man's word will be

literally and everywhere ''as good as his oath."
—Ledger.

Should I speak moreof inward temptations,

or fiery trials, I should speak in an unknown
tongue, or be understood by few; for people

have in these days, found out a way to heaven

[in their imagination] so free from tempta-

tion, that it seems altogether different from

times of old when it was called " strait" and
" narrow," and so preached by those who first

established the christian religion, yet it has

altered not.

—

A. W. Boehm.

vould be desirable; but whether the oath I miniehed. The manner in which oaths are

A Sphere for Woman.—"Women are natural-

ly good economists, says the " Congregation-

alist." They are apt at understanding how
to make limited means go as far as possible.

If a man and his wife are united in the desire

to get rich, the man is likely to think more

about earning money, the wife will attach

more importance to saving it.

Almostevery American earns money enough
to be well off, and in time to be rich. If he

does not become so, it is, in many cases, be-

cause he has no wife, or because he does not

take her into his counsels. He is full of enter-

prise and makes an income, and if he does

not prosper, it is often because he does not

hold on to it. His wife, very likely, has the

faculty of conservation which he lacks ; and

if he has the shrewdness to enlist her in his

plans, he may find his fortune made.

In Continental Europe book keeping is a

part of the education of a well-taught farmer's

daughter, and the wife presides over the fi-

nances of the establishment. With us, wo-

man's aptitude in the promotion of material

prosperity is too little thought of; and a wo-

man who, as a girl, was untaught in respect

to judicious economy, makes an expensive

wife. Her husband perhaps keeps her in ig-

norance of his finances purposely. If he is

prosperous, she becomes accustomed to plen-

ty of money, and ill-prepared for reverses.

If he is not prosperous, she has to bear the

pinchings of poverty without knowing how
to help him avoid the pressure.

Marriage would be easier and happier, if

young women were taught the principles of

account-keeping, and systematic habits in re-

spect to finances; and if the young husband

would take his wife into his confidence, and

make the income and outgo, and the accumu-

lation of the first few thousands of dollars, a

matter of common interest. An American

girl of average intelligence and good sense,
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can make the fortune of a man whose love

she enjoys, and who will give her for the pur-

pose a fall share in the responsible control of

the income of the household. She will not
generally be able to enter ioto his business
plans, but if she knows his wages, salary or

current profits, and his personal expenses, and
can thus foresee what the household has to

rely on, she will characteristically be ready
" to cut the coat according to the cloth," and
will usually more scrupulously than he lay

aside something every season as the begin-

ning of their fortune.

Mediceval France.—A singular discovery

has been made at the old Conciergerie in

Paris. At the Court of Cassation fire had de-

stroyed two out of the three towers, and a

few days since the workmen engaged in re-

pairing that named after St. Louis came sud-

denly upon a mj'Steriously deep well. This
was contrived curiously in the wall facing the

quay, and proves to be nothing else than
the fatal dungeon of the old Palace of St.

Louis. Yet none of the historians of the
Conciergerie mention it, and chance and mis-

chance only have now made it known. An
opening of two square yards in one of the

turrets reveals a horrid tunnel reaching the

level of the Seine. There it forms a gallery

sloping downwards to the bed of the river

The attempt to penetrate into this dreadful

dungeon was fruitless, as the interior is lined

with sharp iron spears and points which cross

each other in every direction. When this

Tower of St. Louis was used occasionally
as the dwelling of the Kings of France, cap-

tives of note were confined in its under-ground
prisons, and when the powers that were, be-

came anxious to get rid of any of them, they
led him through a passage formed in the in-

terior of the wall towards this newly dis-

covered dungeon. A secret door was opened
and he was precipitated into the yawning
chasm, and there, transfixed by spikes, he
perifihed in slow torture. Of course, it may
be easily imagined that it was only portions
of skeletons that ever reached the bed of the
Seine. The discovery of this relic of a barbar-
ous age is another milestone marking the
progress of humanity.

—

London Globe.

"Cheerfulness is an excellent wearing quali-

ty. It has been called the bright weather of
the heart. It gives harmony to the soul, and
is a perpetual song without words. It is tan-

tamount to repose. It enables nature to re-

cruit its strength ; whereas worry and discon-

tent debilitates it, involving constant wear
and tear."

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 3, 1873.

PHILADELPHIA YEARLY MEETING.

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting convened on
Second-day, the 21st of Fourth month. The
Yearly Meeting of Ministers and Elders was
held on the Seventh-day previous. A consid-
erable number of strangers from other Yearly
Meetings were present, and the attendance
was large.

Shortly after the opening of the meeting, a
member of Indiana Yearly Meeting stated on
behalf of himself and three others, that they

were present under an appointment of that
meeting, and produced a minute in relation

thereto which was laid upon the Clerk's ta-

ble. After the expression by a few Friends
of their views, it was decided not to read this

minute, which it appeared was not oflicially

addressed to the Meeting.
The minutes of the Meeting for Sufferings

detailing their proceedings during the year
were then read. The examination of an in-

tricate question relating to a school fund origi-

nally created by members of Plainfield Pre-
parative Meeting, upon which advice had
been asked by Eahway and Plainfield Monthly
Meeting, had engaged the careful attention of

the Committee on Property of the Meeting
for Sufferings, and a statement of the facts

of the case, and its judgment thereon, approv-
ed by this body, had been forwarded to the
Monthly Meeting.
One of the most important subjects contain-

ed in the minutes of the Meeting for Suffer-

ings, was a document entitled " A Brief Nar-
rative, in relation to the position of Phila-

delphia Yearly Meeting." In this was contain-

ed a series of extracts from the records and
correspondence of the Yearly Meeting, and
the Meeting for Sufferings, for many years
past; showing the earnest concern that had
been felt to guard our members against the

tendency to erroneous doctrines, which had
long since been manifested

;
pointing out some

of the departures from our principles and tes-

timonies, which have taken place of latter

years ; and exhorting all to unite in an honest
effort to uphold the ancient standard. It also

unfolded the manner in which the present
isolation of our Yearly Meeting as to oflScial

correspondence with others, had been brought
about.

The document was united with by many
Friends ; but there were some who made ob-

jection to it, taking theground that it was unde-
sirable to bring again to remembrance occur-

rences and decisions which had long since

passed by, and on which there was not full

unity at the time. There were others, who
felt that the historical information thus

brought to view was not only very desirable,

but due to many of our younger members, to

whom it had before been inaccessible, and who
did not certainly know in what position its

official records placed our Yearly Meeting.
It was also thought that much misapprehen-
sion respecting us existed in the minds of

Friends in other parts of the Society,—which
might in measure be removed by such a pub-
lication.

Among the subjects which had claimed the

consideration of the Meeting for Sufferings,

was the presentation to the Convention now
sitting in Philadelphia to revise the Constitu-

tion of Pennsylvania, of a memorial upon the

insertion of such a clause in the new Consti-

tution as would provide for the free exercise

of the rights of conscience by all upon the sub-

ject of military services. (This memorial has
already been printed in these columns.) The
Committee who had the matter in charge,

stated in their report to the Meeting for its

information, that a proposition had been car-

ried in the Convention to defray all the ex-

penses of the militia out of the State Treasury
by legislative enactments.
The Report of the Book Committee showed

that a large increase in the number of books
and other publications in reference to our doc-

trines and testimonies had been taken from

the Depository during the past year,

distribution of these had been to varioui

braries in this Yearly Meeting, and also la

ly in other Yearly Meetings on this contin

Third-day the 22nd.—Charles Evans rep

ed on behalf of the representatives propos

the continuance of Joseph Seattergood
Clerk and Clarkson Sheppard as Assist

Clerk. Those Friends were united with

the Meeting, and appointed to the respec

services.

The Queries and answers as far as the Si

inclusive, were then proceeded with, occu

ing the remainder of this sitting.

Fourth day the 23rd.—The consideratioi

the State of Society was resumed by the re

ing of the remaining Queries and answ
and a short minute in reference thereto i

directed to be sent down in the Extracts.

A committee was appointed to examine
settle the Treasurer's account, to report t

future sitting.

An interesting Report from the Commil
having charge of the Boarding School

Westtown was read. Owing in part t(

smaller number of scholars than usual dur

the past year, and to the expenditure of s

oral considerable sums of money in alterati

and repairs, the financial statement showe
deficiency of about SI, 400. There had b

received during the year from our friend \^

D. Cope, shortly before his death, a gift

$5,500, to be applied at the option of the C(

mittee in increasing the salaries of the tea

ers or for the general purposes of the Inst

tion.

The subject of raising a permanent fund

the contributions of interested Friends for

purpose of increasing the salaries of the tea

ers at that Institution, had engaged tl

careful attention, and a plan of a subscript

paper to accomplish this object was subn

ted. By its provisions the income of the ft

so raised is to be applied in the first place

increase the compensation of those teach

(including also the Governor and Governe
who after an engagement at the school foi

least three sessions, shall have been found

be well qualified and satisfactory in their

spective departments: the object being to pli

such a sum at the command of the Commit
as to enable them to assure the Friends e

ployed at the Institution of adequate rem-

eration, in view of the general advance
salaries elsewhere, and also to offer grea

inducements to many of our young men a

women to look towards the business of tea*

ing as a means of a livelihood. In case 1

unexpended income of the fund should at a

time exceed $10,000, the surplus is to be

pended for the general purposes of the Id(

tution. The plan thus proposed was appn
ed, and the subordinate meetings were desir

to take steps to promote the subscription

their respective neighborhoods.
This being the usual time for the appoi

ment of the Committee to take charge off

school, a committee was named to nomini

Friends for that service to a future meetii

A communication from the Executors
the late Jesse George, with an extract fn

his Will, was read, informing that our dece

ed friend had bequeathed Five thousand d

lars to the Meeting, to be used for such ui

and purposes as it may direct. A commiti
of eight Friends was named to consider of a

report to a future sitting, a proper applicati

of this legacy.
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Areport waR read from the Committee ap-

ired in 1871 upon a proposition sent up by
jjDgton (^uarterlj' iloeting from Railway
i?lainfield ^lonlhly Meeting, in reference

jiningtho members of the latter to another
(sing. The Friends upon this appointment
inade a cousiderabie number of visits to

itfonthly Meeting, and Ihoy believed had
ijenabled to enter into sympathy with its

mers, and to experience that the bond of

ii between them and Friends of other

ij
of the Yearly Meeting had been strength-

jj
They also verbally stated that they

ii7ed that the desire of being joined in

(bership elsewhere had generally disap-

ijid. The report was satisfactory to the

ing, and the Committee was released. A
of the Report of the Committee was di-

d to be sent to Burlington Quarterly

Hhday, ith mo. 24^/i.—In the morning
iDgs for worship were held in three of

leeting Houses in the city.

e Yearly Meeting convened at 3 o'clock,

[reports from the Quarterly Meetings in

«nce to the use of spirituous liquors by
members were read, showing an aggre-

of 49 vvho have either frequently or oc-

nally used them during the past year,

number is three less than that reported
pear. In the belief that the occasional

jf intoxicating drinks is a fruitful cause
le increase of an evil attended with la-

table consequences, both to individuals

to families. Friends were encouraged to

themselves of any indulgence in ihem,
the meetings were directed to continue
care on this subject and send up next
a statement of the number of those who
till the objects of this concern,
'reports upon Education from the (^uar-

Meetings, it appears that there are 991
ren of a suitable age to attend school, 700
lom have been at schools taught by or
r the care of persons in membership with
ids; 264 had attended the Public District

)l8 or other schools not under the care of
ids; 2 had been temporarily absent, 20
not attended school during the year, and
ircumstances of 5 in respect to this sub-

had not been ascertained. The impor-
» of placing such guards around the easily

essible minds of the children at this criti-

3riod of their lives, as would not only pre-

1 them from injurious association with
rs, but be the means of increasing their

t to the doctrines and testimonies

the importance of faithfully maintaining this

branch of our Christian tcstimonies,a Commit-
tee was named to take it into further considera-

tion and prepare a minute in relation thereto

to be sent down to the subordinate Meeting'!.

The Committee appointed at a previous
sitting to examine and settle the Treasurer's
account, reported, stating that they had found
it correct, and proposing that 84,500 should
be raised for the use of the Meeting the

present year.

An interesting report of the Indian Com-
mittee was read. With a view of informing
the members of the Seneca nation of their

legal rights in their present disturbed condi-

tion, the Committee had prepared a compila-
tion from the decisions of the courts upon
questions affecting the title to their posses-

sions, and had circulated it upon the Catta-

raugus and Allegheny Reservations. With
this information had also been included a
draft of a proposed bill, which, if enacted by
Congress, would enable these Indians to pro-

ceed to settle upon a permanent basis various

questions now agitating them, and also to

take measures to divide their land and hold

it in severalty. A proposed memorial to

Congress asking for such legislation, had also

been prepared for them to sign, if approved,
and a pamphlet containing the above had
been presented to the Indians in Council,

with an address from the Committee, by
Friends appointed for that service. The
course thus recommended had not been pur-

sued by the Indians, but the Committee were
encouraged to hope that their labor upon this

subject would not be entirely lost. Import-
ant help had also been rendered to this

people near the close of the late session of
Congress, in preventing the enactment of a
law by which 15,000 acres, or more than one-
half of the Allegheny Reservation, would
probably have been sold from them without
adequate remuneration, and which in other
provisions injuriously affected their interests

;

a bill for this purpose having been passed by
both Houses on the eve of their adjournment
without an opportunity having been given to

the Indians to express theirjudgment thereon.

By a timely representation of its defects to

the Secretary of the Interior, to whom the
President had referred it for approval, the
necessary signature of the President was
withheld. The action of the Committee at

this time together with circumstances attend-

ing a visit lately paid the Indians on the
Allegheny Reservation by our friend Ebenezer

ir Society, was adverted to, and Friends I Worth, have had the effect, the Committee
encouraged to promote theestablishment
litable schools in neighborhoods where
do not now exist. The attention of sub-

late meetings was again directed to this

ct, and the Quarterly Meetings desired

rward next year statements of the num-
)f children within their limits, and the

of schools to which they are sent.

Friend introduced to the notice of the
ing the consideration of our present dis-

le in regard to music and musical instru-

,s, stating that while it was well known
a testimony against the practice of mu-
Iways had been maintained by our reli-

I Society, yet owing in part to the gene-

)rms in which the rule of discipline upon
abject was expressed, a diversity of ac-

had latterly arisen in enforcing it. This
ct claimed the serious attention of the

ing, and after a general expression upon

believed, of restoring feelings of confidence in

the integrity of their motives, which they
feared had been recently somewhat impaired
by the insinuations of designing white men.
In the fifth month last, our friends Abner

and Abigail Woolman were succeeded in

the management of the school and farm at

Tunesassah by George W. Mott and his wife

Abigail B. Mott, of Iowa; owing to the seri-

ous ill health of the latter, these Friends had
lately been released at their own request, and
Abner Woolman had kindly undertaken the
temporary charge of the Institution. The
Committee were desirous of immediately ob-

taining the services of suitably qualified

Friends to succeed them.
A portion of the tract belonging to the

Yearly Meeting at Tunessassah, being now
covered with timber ready for catting, the
Committee proposed that authority should be

given them to dispose of this part of it, when
in their judgment it should be expedient to
do so. This authority was granted and the
proceeds of such sale directed to be invested
and applied for the benefit of the Institu-
tion.

The Committee appointed in reference to
the application of the money arising from the
legacy of Jesse George, reported, proposing
that it should be used under the direction of
the Meeting for Sufferings, in publishing and
spreading the approved writings of Friends.
This was united with by the Meeting, and the
Treasurer authorized to receive it.

Sixth day, 25th.—A memorial of Bradford
Monthly, approved by Cain Quarterly Meet-
ing, concerning Samuel Cope, a minister de-

ceased, was read and directed to be recorded.
A report was made by the Committee ap-

pointed last year to visit the subordinate
Meetings. With the exception of one small
particular Meeting, the members of which
were included in a Monthly Meeting, all the
Meetings belonging to the Y^'early Meeting
had been attended by members of the Com-
mittee, some of them several times. Much
satisfaction was expressed with the services
of the Committee, and believing that their
labors were not accomplished, the Committee
was continued,and the Quarterlj' and Monthly
Meetings were directed to appoint their mid-
week meetings to be held, when so requested,
at such times as would accommodate the
Friends set apart to visit within their respect-

ive limits.

The nominating Committee appointed at a
previous sitting, reported, proposing thirty-

nine Friends to constitute the Committee to

take charge of the boarding school at West-
town, who were united with and appointed.

The Committee appointed to take into con-
sideration our present rule in relation to music
and musical instruments, reported that after

having examined the language of the dis-

cipline, they were of the judgment that it was
not necessary to add thereto; and proposed
for the adoption of the Meeting a minute in-

structing the subordinate Meetings that the

practice of music, and the possession of musi-

cal instruments, comes within the action of the

second clause of the discipline under the head
of Gaming and Diversions, and reviving the

advice issued by the Meeting to the members
in 1853. An unusually large expression of
satisfaction with this report followed, and
the minute as proposed was united with and
adopted, and directed to be sent down to the

subordinate Meetings for their observance.

A memorial prepared by Kennet Monthly
Meeting, approved by the Western Quarterly
Meeting, concerning William Walter a valua-

ble elder, was read and directed to be recorded.

The Meeting closed after an interval of

solemn silence.

It was cause for humble gratitude that

throughout the different sittings of the Meet-
ing, the preserving power of the Blessed

Head of the Church was felt to be present in

its restraining and sustaining influences.

There were more than usual causes operating

to produce unsettlement and call forth oppos-

ing sentiment. But the great body of the
Meeting was preserved in quietness and pati-

ence, and the conclusions arrived at on the

various topics under consideration, were con-

firmatory of the stand for the doctrines and
testimonies held b^' the Society, which has

heretofore characterized the Yearly Meeting.
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Foreign.—A critical test of the French cable shows

ttat it is broken at a distance of 208 miles from the

French coast. The Atlantic cable companies have ad-

vanced the charges for messages 50 per cent, in conse-

quence of the business being now all thrown upon a

single line.

The Daily Telegraph explorer in Assyria has met
with great success, having found eighty new inscrip-

tions, including histories known and hitherto unknown,
of the Assyrian kings. Many of the inscriptions have
definite dates. Among his discoveries is a highly im-

portant tablet containing a collection of proverbs in two

languages.

The London Kepublicans have undertaken the prose-

cution of a Carlist committee in London, who are col-

lecting funds for Don Carlos, as they claim, in violation

of the international law.

Owing to the troubled condition of Spain, a great

number of families are leaving the country, and the

steamers for London and French portjs are crowded with

refugees.

Twenty thousand coal miners in Leicestershire have
struck work.

In the House of Commons the resolutions offered by
the Chancellor of the Exchequer to carry out the pro-

posals of the budget, were discussed on the 24th ult.,

and finally passed, except that reducing the duties on
sugar one-half, which was re-committed.

The carriage works of the Lancashire Railway Com-
pany in Manchester, were destroyed by fire on the 28th

ult., causing the loss of fifty locomotives and a great

number of railway cars. Loss $500,000.

The Anglo-American, French, and the Newfound-
land cable companies, have agreed upon an amalgama-
tion of their interests.

London, 4th mo. 28th.—Consols 93J. U. S. sixes,

1867, 94; ten-forties, 89 J-.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 98^.; Orleans, 9|(i.

The political situation in Spain continues critical,

and Madrid is full of the conflict of parties.

General Velarde has resigned the Captain General-
ship of Catalonia, to which he was recently appointed,

in consequence of the disapproval by the government
of the rigorous measures he had taken to secure the re-

establishment of discipline among the troops under his

command. General Pavia has also resigned the Cap
tain Generalship of Madrid. Differences have arisen

between the government and the permanent committee
of the Assembly, the committee asserting that the gov
ernment has exceeded its powers in appointing a tem-

porary President.

The Carlists have been defeated several times recently

in encounters with Republican forces. Don Alfon
brother of Don Carlos, accompanied by his staff, has
crossed into France from Spain. The people of coun-
try districts invaded by Carlists, have been ordered to

abandon their farms and retire into the cities with all

the provisions they can carry.

A dispatch from Penang announces that the Dutch
expedition against Achean has been recalled to Padang,
and outbreaks are apprehended at other parts of the
island of Sumatra. A dispatch from The Hague says :

The government of Holland has ordered fourteen steam
naval vessels to proceed immediately to Sumatra, for

the purpose of co-operating with the Dutch troops now
on that island, in their movements against the .Atche-

nese. The vessels will carry a large quantity of ammu-
nition and arms for the troops.

Elections were held in Paris, Marseilles and Bor-
deaux, on the 27th nit., to fill vacant seats in the
National Assembly. The Radical candidates were all

successful. The total result of the voting in Paris and
0|ther parts of France, was the election of four Repub-
licans, three Radicals and one Legitimist.

The Upper House of the Prussian Diet, on the 24th
ult., debated the bill for regulating the training and ap-
pointment of the clergy. Bismarck made one of his

powerful speeches in support of the bill, and defended
the attitude the government had taken as fully justified

by the domineering assumptions of the priesthood. He
took occasion to deny the often repeated report that he
had instigated the occupation of Rome by the Italian
government. The bill passed the following day. On
the 2oth the German Emperor left Berlin for St. Peters-
burg, where he arrived the 27th ult., and was received
with extraordinary honors. The Czar and his sons met
the Emperor William thirty miles from the city, and
conducted him to the Winter Palace, where he was
received with the most imposing ceremonies.
The Japanese ambassadors have returned to Berlin

from St. Petersburg. They had there a long conference
with an eminent German Professor of JurLsprudence,

regarding the propriety of endeavoring to establish

Christianity as the State religion of Japan. The Pro-

fessor earnestly dissuaded them from the project. The
ambassadors had already come to regard the change as

probable and favorable. They however listened eagerly

to the reasons of the Professor, who adduced facts from
the history of Christianity to .show that this religion

cannot be enforced by the government. He said it was
only vital where it grows amongst the people and from
the people. He counselled the granting of full religious

liberty as the most desirable course to pursue. The
ambassadors expressed satisfaction with the advice.

A formidable riot has occurred in Frankfort, caused

by an advance in the price of beer. Sixteen breweries

were wrecked by the rioters, and there was much plun-

dering. During the conflicts between the mob and the

military, twelve persons were killed and forty wounded.
Many of the rioters were arrested.

The Roman Pontiff appeared to be recovering, but

has suffered a relapse and is again confined to his bed.

The anxiety in regard to his condition is renewed.

A dispatch of recent date from Khartum, gives what
ppears to be reliable intelligence of the safety of Sir

Samuel Baker and his party.

United States.—]iIiscellaTieous.—The interments in

Philadelphia last week numbered 333. There were 48
deaths of consumption, 20 inflammation of the lungs,

23 debility, 12 marasmus, and 11 old age.

Up to the 2oth ult. the Modocs were still in the lava

beds, and it was the opinion of the military officers op-

erating against them, that it will be better to keep the

Indians where they are. If they make their escape and
scatter through the country they may cause much havoc
and perhaps induce other tribes to join them in war
against the settlers.

The Secretary of the Treasury has directed the As-
sistant Treasurer at New York to sell si.x millions of

gold and buy one million of bonds, during the Fourth
month.
The condition of winter wheat, reported to the De-

partment of Agriculture at the opening of Spring, is on
the whole more favorable than it was a year ago. The

or at the Street Road Station, but will be forwai

direct to the School. It may not always go on the

.

train as the owner, but it will go on the same day,

vided the notice to H. Alexander & Son reaches t

in time.

Pacific crop is expected to be heavy, and over a wide
range of country, including Pennsylvania, the promise
is fair, but in the States south of Maryland the prospect

is not as good as it was last year.

According to the census of 1870, there were 5,566,546
persons of foreign birth in the United States, in a total

of 38,555,93S, leaving 32,989,392 as the number of

native born citizens.

The California Fish Commissioners, with the object

of improving the fish stock of that State, have under-
taken the project of transporting alive across the con-

tinent, a car load of the best varieties of Atlantic coast

fish, not found in California. The car will be sent from
California to the Cold Spring Trout Ponds, Charles-

town, N. H., where the fish will be collected, and where
the car will be properly fitted up for the purpose so as

to form a complete aquarium. The car will carry

nearly 2000 gallons of water, and eight difiiirent varie-

ties of fish.

A terrific snow storm occurred the 14th and 15th of

Fourth month, in Nebraska and Idaho. Snow fell to

the depth of ten or more feet, and was attended with
high wind and extreme cold, causing the death of men
and animals. Horses and cattle perished in consider-

able numbers.
The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations

on the 28th ult. New York.— American gold, 117.

U. S. sixes, 1881, 120.; ; ditto, 1868, 118 ; five per cents,

new, 116. Superfine flour, $5.90 a $6.25 ; State extra,

$7 a $7.40; finer brands, *7.50 a $11.25. No. 2 Mil-
waukie spring wheat, $1.67 a $1.69 ; No. 3 Chicago,
$1.56 a $1.61. Western barley, 90 a 95 cts. Oats, 53
a 57i cts. Western mixed corn, 68 cts.

;
yellow, 72} a

73 cts. ; white, 73 a 74 cts. PkUadelphia.—Cotton, 19
J^

a 20J cts. for middling.s, uplands and New Orleans. "Dress and W^orldly Compliance." Price 8 cc
Cuba sugar, /fa / i cts. Superfine flour, a>4.50 a $o.2-3;

| Postage 2 cents
extras, $6 a $6.75 ;

finer brand.s, $7 a $11 50. Amber " Memoir of Rachel C. Bartram." Paper covers
"pring wheat, $1.80 a_*1.8o

;
western red, $1.9o a $1.9/ ; gents each or S1.25 per dozen.

For sale at Friends' Bookstore, 304 Arch I

— C^hoice white and amber wheat, $2.10 a $2.15;

to prime red, $195 a $2.07; common to fair, i

a $1.90. White corn, 70 a 71 cts.
;
yellow, 65 a 6:

Oats, 48 a 53 els. CinciTmo(i.—Family flour, $7

$7.75. Corn, 44 a 45 cts. Oats, 40 a 47 cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session of the School will com

on Second-da)', the 5th of Fifth month.
Pupils who have been regularly entered and wS

by the cars from Philadelphia, can obtain tickets a

depot of the W^est Chester and Philadelphia Raili

corner of Thirty-first and Chestnut streets, by gi

their names to the Ticket-agent there, who is fiirni

with a list of the pupils for that purpose. In

case the passage, including the stage fare from

Railroad Station, will be charged at the School, i

paid for with the other incidental charges at the c

of the term. Tickets for the pupils can also be obta

of the Treasurer at 304 Arch St. Conveyances
at the Street Road Station on Second and Tl

davs, the 5th and 6th, of Fifth month, to meet the ti

that leave Philadelphia at 7.50 and 10 A. M., 12.10

2.30 p. M.

fi@* Baggage may be left either at Thirty-first

Chestnut Sts. or at Eighteenth and Market. If le

the latter place, it must be put under the care ol

Alexander & Son, who will convey it thence to Th
first and Chestnut at a charge of 10 cents per tr

be paid to them. Those who prefer can have th(

gage .sent for to any place in the built-up part of

City, by sending word on the day previous (thr(

the post-office or otherwise) to H. Alexander &
corner of Eighteenth and Market Sts. Their ch

in such case for taking baggage to Thirty-first

Chestnut Sts., will be 25 cents per trunk. For t.he t

charge they will also collect baggage from the o

railroad depots, if the checks are left at their c

Eighteenth and Market Sts. Baggage put under t

care, if properly marked, will not require any atten

from the owners, either at the West Philadelphia d(

Di-RING the Session, passengers for the School

be met at the Street Road Station, on the arrival ol

first train from the City, every day except First-d

and small packages for the pupils, if left at Frie

Book Store, No. 304 Arch St., will be forwarded e'

Sixth-dav at 12 o'clock.

Fourth mo. 22d, 1873.

FRIEND.S' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDl
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A Friend and his wife are wanted to take (

this Institution, and to manage the farm connected

'

it. Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co.,

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada

Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Gh«

Co., Pa.

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

FRIENDS' LIBRARY.
Supplementary Catalogue of Books belonging to

Library of Friends of Philadelphia, from 1853 to 1

Cloth flexible covers.

For sale at Friends' Bookstore. Price 50 cts.

western amber, $2. Yellow corn, 63 a 64 cts. Oats,

48 a 52 cts. Smoked hams, 14 a 15 cts. Lard, 9:^ a

10 cts. Beef cattle were higher; sales of 1900 head at

7J a 8j cts. per lb. gross for choice ; fair to good, 6} a 7

cts., arid common 5 a 6 cts. About 8000 sheep sold at

65 cts. for clipped, and 8 cts. choice wooled ; fair to

good do., 6i a 7 cts. per lb. gross. Hogs were in de-

mand and 5000 sold at $8.50 a $8.75 per 100 lbs. net.

St. Louis.—No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.80 ; No. 3 fall,

$1.64 ; No. 2 spring, $1.24. No. 2 mixed corn, 36 cts.

No. 2 oats, 32.^ a 33 cts. Barley, «1.05 a SI. 10. Chicago
—No. 2 spring wheat, $1.26 ; No. 3 do., $1.17. No. 2

mixed corn, 38 cts. No. 2 oats, 31} cts. No. 2 rye,

70 cts. Lard, $9.25 a $9.30 per 100 lbs. Baltimore.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelpht

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wob
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients maj
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boarc

Managers.

WILLIAM H.PILErPRINTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Points Relative to tlie Sanitary Influence

of LiiTbt.

BY WILLIAjr A. HAMJtOND, >I. D.

he gardener who wishes to bleach his

ry, piles up the earth around the growing
'88, and thus depriving them of light, pre-

ts their full development and keeps their

stance white and crisp. The grass which
ws under logs and walls, and in shady
aers, is blanched and stunted, and the

etablo inhabitants of mines and cellars

sent a liiie unhealthy appearance. When
submit the substance of such plants to

3ful examination, and especially to inspec-

1 with the microscope, we perceive that in

ilion to the loss of coloring matter which
as sustained, the cells of which it is corn-

ed are malformed and small, and that the

ue which holds them together so as to

B form to the plant, is present in deficient

,ntity. The water however, is increased

i great extent.

have several times taken two potatoes

ich were as nearly as possible alike, and
ced one under a bell-glass through which
light could pass, and the other under a

lilar cover rendered opaque by several coats

jlack paint. Sprouting wanton unchecked
ler the translucent glass, while it was al-

ys notably retarded and sometimes pre-

ited in the potato under the dark glass.

iVben we come to boiogs higher in ihescale

arganization, we find that light is even still

re necessarj' to perfect growth. The fi-»h

nd in the Mammoth Cave of Kentucky
lin several dark caverns of the Tyrol, sutler

m a want of development not only of the

}8 but of the optic nerves, and those ganglia

the brain which preside over the function

sight.

Che proteus anguinus, an animal partaking
the characteristics both of a fish and a rep-

), probably, as Sir Humphrey Davy asserts,

es its intermediate position to the absence

light. These singular animals are found
!the grotto of the Madalena in Illyria, many
ndred feet below the surface of the earth,

id are consequently entirelj' shut off from
1 access of light. They have no organs of

lion, and it is not certain that they possess

!y power of perception. They have been

jpt in confinement for several years, but

have never been known to eat, though they

are well supplied with teeth. In their natural

state, they are white and nearly transparent,

but by exposure to light, the flesh gradually

becomes dark and opaque.

Edwards, a distinguished Fi-ench physiolo-

gist, performed a series of experiments which

showed that tadpoles when deprived of light

did not develop into the frog. I have several

times repeated his experiments, and always

with confirmatory results. On one occasion

I prevented for one hundred and twenty-five

days the development of a tadpole by contin-

ng it in a vessel to which the rays of light

had no access. On placing it in a receptacle

open to the light, the process of transforma-

tion was at once begun and was completed

fifteen days.

Upon another occasion I took two kittens

of the same litter, and when they were twenty

days old weighed them accurately. One
weighed eighteen ounces and the other eigh-

teen ounces and a half The first was placed

box to which the light of the sun had free

access, the second in a similar box to the in-

terior of which no light could reach. Both
were fed alike, and in all other respects, save

as regards the light, were kept in the same
condition. At the end of the first five days,

number one weighed twenty-two and a half

ounces while number two weighed bat twenty

and three quarter ounces. At the end of a

second period of five days, number one had

attained a weight of twenty-four ounces, while

number two scarcely weighed twenty-two

ounces. The two animals were now placed

together in the box which was exposed to th

light, and at the end of the third period of

five days each weighed within a fraction of

twent)--five ounces.

But without adducing other examples from

plants and the lower animals, let us see what
influence light and its absence have over the

well-being of man.
Humboldt ascribes the infrequency of de-

formities among the Chaymas, the Caribs, the

Mexicans, and the Peruvians, to the fact that

they are from childhood subjected to the free

influence of solar light upon the whole sur-

face of the body.
Jungken was acquainted with two persons

who were instantaneously seized with as-

phyxia if light were excluded from their

apartments, and who awoke in a state of suf-

focation if their lamps chanced to go out while

they slept. On the other hand, a case is cited

of an aged woman in whom a single ray of

the sun or the light of a candle excited so

abundant a sweat that she was obliged to be

always in the dark.

Dr. Eeid states that in a barrack in St.

Petersburg three cases of disease occurred on

the shady side of the building to one on the

other, though the rooms on both sides com-

ated and the discipline, diet and treat

more rapidly when exposed freely to light as

well as air, and he is convinced from experi-

ments in white, black, green and other painted

rooms, that a very different influence is pro-

duced upon the body by rooms differently

painted.

A lady now under my charge is subject to

severe neuralgic headaches, which are prompt-

ly relieved when she sits in the direct rays of

the sun, and are as promptly reinduced should

he retire into a closet, or even a dark corner

of the room. Another can always cut short

an attack of sciatica by allowing the light of

the sun to fall directly on the aft'ected limb.

The effects of deficient light upon the in-

mates of hospital wards and sick chambers
have frequently come under my personal ob-

servation. Most physicians know how care-

fully the attendants upon the sick endeavor

to exclude every ray of light from the apart-

ment, and it must be admitted that the mem-
bers of the profession are often fully as assidu-

ous in this respect. That the practice, except

some cases of actual disorder of the brain

and other parts of the nervous system, is per-

nicious, I am well satisfied. Daring the early

years of the late war, I visited the camp and
hospital of a regiment stationed in West Vir-

ginia. Keports had reached Gen. Eosecrans'

headquarters that the sickness and mortality

were something frightful, and I was ordered

to examine minutely into all the circum-

stances connected with the situation of the

camp, the food of the men, &o. Among other

things, I found the sick crowded into a small

room from which the light was carefully ex-

cluded by blinds of India-rubber cloth. They
were as effectually bleached as is celery by the

earth being heaped up around it. Pale, blood-

less, ghost-like looking forms, they seemed to

be scarcely mortal. Convalescence under such

circumstances was almost impossible, and

doubtless many had died who, had they been

subjected to the operation of the simplest

laws of nature, would have recovered.

The condition known as etiolation is mainly

the result of insuflicient light, and is similar

in general feature to the state induced by de-

privation of light in vegetables. The blood

becomes thin, the fibrin, the albumen and the

red corpuscles are diminished in quantity,

while the water is increased. The face is dis-

colored, and, losing its red hue, acquires a

tint analogous to that of yellow wax. The
veins of the skin are no longer to be perceived

even in those parts where they are naturally

largest and most numerous. The pulse is very

frequent, beating at the rate of from ninety to

one hundred per minute without increasing

the heat of the skin and always being small

and weak. Palpitation of the heart occurs in

paroxysms, and the least muscular exertion

renders the action of the heart still more fre-

quent. The prostration of the forces of life is

extreme, and it is distressing to see the miser-

ment were the same. In experiments on his able beings thus affected scarcely capable of

own respiration, he found that he z-ecoveredl sustaining their lean and prematurely decrepit
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bodies. They are extremely subject to dropsy
petechias, aud passive hEemorrhages, and when
attacked by any disease, however slight, show
little recuperative power.
The most frequent subjects of this condition

are miners, whose occupation shuts them off

to a great extent from the full influence of the

sun's rays, and the denizens of our crowded
courts and cellars. There are many of these

latter places in this city to which the direct

light of the sun never reaches, and many of

the inhabitants of which never see a ray of

sunlight during their infancy and early child-

hood. A very cursory inspection of these

children reveals the fact that they are weak
and puny, and the frequent subjects of defor-

mities. Indeed there is no doubt that the

scrofulous diathesis is often induced by the

mere deprivation of light.

Many of our schoolhouses are so situated

that the direct rays of the sun never enter

HOme of their rooms. Into these apartments
children are often excessively crowded, and,

as generally there is little or no attention

given to proper heating or ventilation, it is

not a singular circumstance to find the pupils

suffering to a greater or less extent from
etiolation.

As has already been intimated, the manage-
ment of the light in the sick chamber is rarely

the subject of intelligent and scientific action.

In anfctnia, chlorosis, phthisis, and in general
all diseases characterized by deficiency of vital

power, light should not be debarred. In con-

valescence from almost all diseases it acts,

unless too intense or too long continued, as a
most healthful stimulant, both to the mental
and physical systems. The evil effects of keep-
ing such patients in obscurity are frequentl}'

very decidedly shown, and cannot be too care-

fully guarded against by physicians. The
delirium and weakness which are by no moans
seldom met with in convalescents kept in

darkness, disappear like magic when the rays
of the sun are allowed to enter the chamber.
1 think I have noticed that wounds heal with
greater rapidity when the solar rays are oc-

casionally allowed to reach them, and when
they are as far as possible exposed to diffused

daylight, than when they are kept continually
covered. A similar statement has been made
by other authorities. Epileptic attacks have
been known to be excited by darkness, and
Laennec has frequently seen paroxysms of
dyspnoea measureably abate as the light of
day began to appear. Asthma, as is well

known, is more severe in its manifestations
at night than during the day.
In this country it is rarely the case that

disease or injury is induced by excessive light.

raents in which the solar rays can fall upon
the naked body, are doubtless highly advan-
tageous to health, and rooms for this purpose
could probably easily be constructed, in or on
most of our city houses. At present a chief

object of city families seems to be to devise

means for keeping the sunlight out of their

houses. That this is contrary to nature neede
no argument. The world is said to be under-

fed, it is certainly under-lit as we manage it.

Let us then, to use the dying words of Hum
boldt, have " Mehr Licht."

Occasionally, however, we meet with eye affec-

tions due to excessive light, either coming!

Selected.

Daniel Wheeler, on being questioned as t(

the means made U'^eof in the Divine hand foi

effecting " a new birth unto righteousness" ii

his heart, said, that he could not remember
any outward means having been employed,
unless indeed, he might except a storm at sea,

during which his mind was deeply affected;

and when, under a feeling of his own lost con-

dition by nature, he was mercifully enabled

also to see the remedy and the entire spiritu-

ality of the Gospel dispensation. I was at

this time, he says, convinced of Friends' prin-

ciples, they being neither more nor less in my
estimation than pure Christianity. ''1 re-

member when Friends visited me on my ap-

plication for membership, I told them I was
convinced at sea ; for I verily believed in look-

ing back, that this had been the case : no

human means were made use of—it was al-

together the immediate work of the Holy
Spirit upon my heart."

Being made a partaker of the great privi-

ege enjoyed by those who are of the flock of

Corist, in being enabled to distinguish be-

tween the voice of the good Shepherd and
that of the stranger, he was earnestly desirous

that obedience should keep pace with know-
ledge. He waited patiently upon the Lord
for instruction in his various steppings. Much
mental conflict was his portion, but peace was
only to be obtained by an entire surrender of

the will ; and in conformity with what he be-

ieved to bo required of him, he adopted the

plain dress. He once recounted to a Friend,

in lively terms, the trial it was to him to put
different hat to that which he had been

accustomed to wear; especially as in going to

the meeting at Woodhouse, he generally met
number of his former gay acquaintances

whom he crossed on the way to their place

of worship, which he had himself previously

n in the practice of attending. In this in-

stance, it was hard to appear openly as a fool

before men ; be thought if his natural life

might have been accepted as a substitute, he

would gladly have laid it down; but this was
ed. He diligently ex-t the thing req

lined his heart, and believed ho clearly saw
directly from the sun, or reflected from water, his Master's will in the requisition, and that
snow, or sand, or resulting from the intense
light of a flash of electricity passing near the
individual. Bright artificial light may also

cause derangement of the visual organs. A
child of ray acquaintance was rendered per-

manently amaurotic by looking intently at a
bright object while her photograph was being
taken.

The practical application of these imperfect
remarks is this, that care should be taken
both in health and disease to ensure a suffi-

cient amount of light to the inmates of houses,
and that it is impossible to rear well-formed,
strong and robust children unless attention is

paid to this requirement, Sun baths, or apart-

it was a discipline designed to bring him into

a state of childlike obedience and dependence.
In great distress he cried unto the Lord for

help ; and a passage of Scripture was power-
fully applied to his mind, " Whosoever shall

confess mo before men ; him will I confess

also before my Father which is in heaven
;

but whosoever shall deny me before men, him
will I also deny before my Father which is in

heaven." His resolution was immediately
taken : he put on the hat and with his mind
staid upon the Lord, set out to join his friends

at meeting. His difficulties vanished—sweet
peace was his covering; and he was enabled

experimentally to know the fulfilment of that

declaratio'n, " Greater is He that is in
j

than he that is in the world."— Frie'n

Library, vol. 7, page 23.

The Guanaco.—In recent times we owel
fullest accounts of the guanaco, as noticed
the Strait of Magellan, to the narratives
King, Fitzroy, and Darvvin, whose ohs.r
lions of its habits coincide in nearly all

spects with my own. It is, as the last n r

author trul3' remarks, a very elegant ai

being possessed of a long, slei der, grac
curved neck, and fine legs. It is not ea-x

describe its general appearance, which .'n

bines some of the character of a camel, a <lr

and a goat. The body, deep at the lue;,

but very small at the loins, is covered w!

long, soft, very fine hair, which, on the up]

parts, is of a kind of fawn color, and bene;

varies from a very pale yellow to the rai

beautiful snow-white. The head is provid
with large ears, in general carried well ba(

and is covered with short grayish hair, wbi
is darkest on the forehead. Occasionally t

face is nearly black. As a rule, it lives

flocks of from half a dozen to several hi

dreds, but solitary individuals are now a

then to be met with. They are very ditiic

to approach sufficiently near to admit of

easy shot, as they are extremely wary, ai

on being disturbed canter off at a pace whi
soon puts a safe distance between them a
the sportsman, even though he should
mounted. Despite their timidity, howev
thej^ are possessed of great curiosity, and w
sometimes advance within a comparativt
short distance of an unknown object, at whi
they will gaze fixedly till they take alar

when they eft'ect a speedy retreat. Their c

is very peculiar, being somewhat between t

belling of a deer, and the neigh of a horse,

would bo difincult to overestimate their no
hers on the Patagonian plains; for in whs
ever direction we walked we always cat

upon numbers of portions of their skeleto

and detached bones. Their two principal et

mies are the Patagonian Indians and t

puma, as they constitute the principal food

both. Their flesh is somewhat dry, and wi
very little fat, but is very palatable, partic

larly in tae absence of other fresh provisiot

and the skin is invaluable to the Patagoniai

furnishing the material of which their loi

robes are constructed.

Fuchsias.—As we neared the beach, our i

tention was attracted by the brilliant r

coloring presented by a thicket of tali bushc

which we supposed to be Fuchsias; and i

topping on shore we ascertained that o

conjecture was correct, and was greatly d

lightly with the beautiful appearance of the

elegant shrubs, which attained a height

from eight to twelve feet, and were load

with blossoms. This Fuchsia (the F. Mag
lanica) is widely distributed throughout t'

western part of the Strait, the channels, ai

the west coast of Patagonia, the Chonos Arcl

pelago, Chiloo, and South Chili. It very ge

rally occurs in thickets, affording a mc
erviceable shelter to the wigwams of t

Fuegian Indians, and its flowers are eager

sought after by a little humming bird whi'

extends as far south as these cold regions.

Tameness of Birds in the Tyssen Islands.

The tameness of the birds, in general, w
most remarkable. The brown ekuagulls,

which there were numbers, flew about us, i

tering their harsh, scolding cries, and sever
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;j8, when walking by mypelf, they swooped

ae in Ruch a menacing manner that I was
iged to make them keep their distance by

liing at them with my stick. The com-

II brown duck of the Strait swarm in flocks

je to the beach, and the kelpgeese were

(itiful, and allowed the sportsmen to ap

jach within a few yards of them without

ling alarm, and a pair which 1 disturbed

Ine spot ran along in front of me without

(ng the trouble to fly off. I observed

jsral specimens of a large owl, and two
[3168 of hawks, one a dark-colored bird,

•ch I had not seen in the Strait, the other

>)red much like a kestril, but about twice

size of that bird. One of the latter flew

'ut so close to me that I threw my stick at

ncc or twice, and on one of these occasions

oolly lighted on the missile as it fell to the

iund. 1 have already, I think, remarked
the much greater tameness of certain spe-

4 of birds at the Falkland Islands, as com-

'ed with the same kinds in the Strait, a

iumstance which, perhaps, may be partially

ounted for by the greater scarcity of foxes

the former locality.

The Barking-bird.—At another spot, a speci-

n of a very curious bird, the " Guid-guid"

"Barking-bird," was shot while sitting on

ough giving vent to its extraordinary cries.

is common in Chiloe and in the Chonos
chipelago, but we did not expect to meet
th it so far south. With its little wings,

ig body-feathers, short tail, and great legs

d feet, it presents a most grotesque appear-

ce. Mr. Darwin has justly remarked, that

3 name of "barking-bird is well bestowed

on it," observing that he defies " any one

first to feel certain that a small dog is not

Iping somewhere in the forest. Just as with

B cheucan, a person will sometimes hear

e bark close by, but in vain may endeavor

watching, and with t-till less chance by

ating the bushes, to see the bird." This we
and to be the case alike with the barking-

rd, and the cheucan at Chiloe, often hearing

eir strange cries in the course of onr ram-

ss, but very seldom getting a sight of them.

Earthquake reaves at Coquimho.—On theeven-

g of the 1.3th, at about half-past six, while

3 were all seated at dinner in the ward-

cm, the vessel shook suddenly as though

e had received a blow. The same thing

as repeated in the course of a few minutes,

id we thought it probably due to the shock
' an earthquake putting a strain upon the

,ble. Soon after, the quarter-master on watch

iported that the vessel was swinging round

ith a current of a force of from four to five

QOts. On hastening on deck to observe the

henomenon, no doubt remained thatanearth-

lake had taken place, and that the current

as ilue to the wave produced. At short in-

irvals, the f-hip continued to swing rapidly

)nnd, and soon we heard shouts from some

lerchant vessels at no great distance, which

ere anchored close to one another. On a

oat being dispatched to ascertain the cause

f the disturbance, we learned that the ves-

bIs were fouling each other, so as to smash

aeir top-masts and jib-booms. The surface

f the water continued perfectly calm, but we
card the sound of a great wave breaking on

he beach, and as there was no possibility of

necessity for this did not arise, and before

next morning, the waters of the bay bad as-

sumed their noimally placid condition. We
learned that though the water had arisen

about seventeen foot above the ordinary level,

comparatively little damage had been sustain-

ed on shore, and that no shock had been ex-

perienced there. As may be readily imagined,

we waited with anxiety for intelligence as to

whether other portions of the coast had been

equally affected ; but it was not until some
days after that we knew of the frightful catas

trophe that had taken place to the northward,

by which nearly 30,000 individuals in Peru

and Ecuador had lost their lives, and an en-

ormous amount of property had been de-

stroyed.

—

Natural History of the Strait of Ma-
gellan.

Our Meetings for Worship.

Many of us lament the temptation to wan-

dering thoughts during the silence, and, it

may be, not the silence only, of our meetings

for worship; we ask for help against this be-

setment, we strive to fight against it, yet again

and again we are overtaken by it to our own
great loss and that of our fellow-worshippers

Our Saviour taught his disciples to pray,

" Lead us not into temptation ;" but do we
not too often rush into temptation by the

practice of engaging in conversation on in-

different subjects just before entering that

gathering where we come into the presence

of the Lord in order to learn of him alone?

We meet with our friends and relatives, enter

with them upon subjects of keen and mutual

interest, receive perhaps some intelligence

that may greatly affect our future course

—

how much' do these things tend to dissipate

a waiting frame of soul, and render it almost

impossible to centre our whole being on the

object of our worship ? If, on the contrary,

seeking to turn our thoughts from all that

would scatter and distract, before, as well as

at the time of entering on tho solemn engage-

ment of worship, we unitedly waited on the

Lord to receive from him the true spirit of

prayer, would not much that we deplore,

which now takes place in our meetings, be

removed ? The power of God to keep in sub-

jection all that is not of him, he is often pleased

to manifest through human agency; there is

a ministry of repression no less than a minis-

try of expression, and if from the hearts of

those who meet together for social worship

arose the united prayer, " Thy will be done

on earth as it is in Heaven," those vocal offer-

ngs which have no higher than a human
jource, and are therefore burdensome and un-

profitable to the hearers, would be restrained,

there would be room for the exercise of the

true, divinely inspired ministry, "The Word
of the Lord" would " have free course, and be

glorified," the worshippers would be fed, re

freshed, comforted, and there would be little

inclination for conversation on worldly sub-

jects at the close of the meeting.
—British Friend.

ing mountains, whereas the great American
cataract has no such acoustic advantage. He
described his explorations beneath the so-

called Horseshoe Falls, bj' far the most for-

midable of the two generally comprised under

the name of the Niagara Falls. Wrapped in

several woollen garments, he had to cross tor-

rents of water, and to pass over the slippery

round whence he had a view of the green

masses overhead, the contemplation of which
fave him one of those agreeable emotions

which he had been told liberated nerve cur-

rents and assisted in the stimulating of the

system belter than the chemical preparations

used for dispelling bodily discomforts. He
said that, except the gorge through which

the river rushed, the country around was a

table-land as far as Queenstown ridge on the

one side and Lewistown ridge on the other

side of the river. Hero the table-land sud-

denly descended into tho plain towards the

Ontario, and he drew attention to this fact

because it explained to him the existence and

history of the Niagara Falls. Many thousand

years ago the river probably ran along that

table-land, and the falls then were exactly at

the escarpment of the table-land. The erosive

power of the sand and bowlders carried by

the river, however, excavated and cut the ex-

treme end, and thus caused a retrocession of

the locus of the fall. The centre of the river,

having the greatest excavating power, man-

aged to keep ahead of the sides—that is, in

going backwards—and thus the horseshoe

form was produced. The extraordinary whirl-

pools and upshots of masses of water at one

of the bends he ascribed to the interference

of the central and latitudinal currents. In

five thousand years people would be able to

see plainly if this theory were correct, and he

predicted that in time the American Fall

would be abolished, leaving a whirlpool, and

the Horseshoe Fall would liave receded still

further back, at the same time narrowing the

bed of the river behind it. The tumbling

over of the barriers had been and would be^

hastened by the disposition of the strata of

the table-land, in which limestone rested on

soft shale. The lecture was illustrated by

,
hotographic and other views, and by experi-

ments showing the erosion caused by a blast of

sand impinging on a glass plate. Some stones

eseinbling flint implements were shown, the

finish of which was due to the same influences,

d it was mentioned that the cut on the neck

of the Egyptian Sphinx was probably owing

to the action of sand. An artificial represen-

tation of what had happened in the history

of the Niagara Falls was also exhibited. Pro-

fessor Tyndall concluded by saying that, dur-

ing his recent visit, he had received a hearty

and almost affectionate reception from the

people of the United States, and in lecturing

and living among this other English-speaking

nation he had felt no break of continuity.

" How carefully we should cherish the little

virtues which spring up at the foot of the

cross! Humility, patience, meekness, benig-

nity, bearing one another's burden, condescen-

sion, softness of heart, cheerfulness, cordiality,

compassion, forgiving injuries, simplicity, can-

dor—all, in short, of that sort of little virtues.

edging what might happen next, all ^hel falls was exaggerated inasmucn as tne^ JShem^TetuSeV by SIT^^^^^
Jritish men-of-war got up steam to be ready

|

experienced
j^J^^^^^^^^'ifJ;\^J%\",„^";';1'3 like them, they make little show, they shed a

o go to sea should matters assume a more [l^ajid, w^he._^e^the Reus^^ma^^^^

eriouB aspect. Fortunately, however, the

Professor Tyndall on Niagara.— TrofesBor

Tyndall recently lectured at Royal Institu-

tion, London, on his American experiences.

Speaking of Niagara, he said that the general

description of the deafening roar near the

ted, inasmuch as the noise

' by far greater. This was due to the surround-
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For "The Friend.'

Indian Kames.

The interesting article in a recent number
of " The Friend," giving the derivation of a

number of the Indian names of the streams

of water of Pennsylvania and other States,

brought to mind the old, but still beautiful

lines of Lydia H. Sigourney on the same sub
jeet, a copy of which is herewith furnished

for publication, if thought proper.
" How can the red men be forgotten, wh

so many of our States and territories, bays,

lakes and rivers are indelibly stamped by
names of their giving."

"Ye say they all have passed away.
That noble race and brave.

That their light canoes have vanished
From off the crested wave

;

That 'mid the forests where they roamed
There rings no hunter's shout;

But their name is on your waters,

Ye may not wash it out.

'Tis where Ontario's billow

Like ocean's surge is curled,

Where strong Niagara's thunders wake
The echo of the world.

Where red Mi.ssouri bringeth
Rich tribute from the west,

And Rappahannock sweetly sleeps

On green Virginia's breast.

Ye say their cone-like cabins
That clustered o'er the vale,

Have fled away like withered leaves
Before the Autumn gale.

But their memory liveth on your hills,

Their baptism on your shore.

Your everlasting rivers.speak

Their dialect of yore

—

Old Massachusetts wears it.

Within her lordly crown,
And broad Ohio bears it.

Amid his young renown
;

Connecticut hath wreathed it

Where her quiet foliage waves.
And bold Kentucky breathed it hoarse,
Through all her ancient caves.

Wachuset hides its lingering voice
Within his rocky heart,

And Alleghany graves its tone
Throughout his lofty chart

;

Monadnoch on his forehead hoar
Doth seal the sacred trust.

Your mountains build their monument,
Tho' ye destroy their dust.

Y'e call these red brow'd brethren
The insects of an hour.

Crushed like the noteless worm amid
The regions of their power

;

Y'e drive them from their fathers' lands.

Ye break of faith the seal.

But can ye from the court of Heaven
Exclude their last appeal ?

Y'e see their unresisting tribes,

With toilsome steps and slow.

On through the trackless desert pass,

A caravan of woe
;

Think ye the Eternal ear is deaf?
His sleepless vision dim ?

Think ye the souCs blood may not cry
From that far land to Him ?

PEACE.
Is this the peace of God, this strange sweet calm ?

The weary day is at its zenith still

—

Y''et 'tis as if beside some cool, clear rill.

Through shadowy stillness rose an evening psalm

—

And all the noise of life was hushed away.
And tranquil gladness reigned with gently soothing

sway.

It was not so just now. I turned aside
With aching head, and heart most sorely bowed

;

Around me cares and griefs in crushing crowd.
While inly, rose the sense, in swelling tide—

Of weaknes-s, insufficiency and sin,

And fear and gloom and doubt in mighty flood rolled io.

That rushing flood I had no strength to meet,

Nor power to flee ; my present, future, past,

Myself, my sorrow, and my sin, I cast

In utter helplessness at Jesus feet

—

Then bent me to the storm, if such His will
;

He saw the winds and waves, and whispered " Peace,

be still."

And there was calm. O Saviour! I have proved
That Thou to help and save art really near

;

How else this quiet re.st from grief and fear,

And all distress? The cross is not removed
;

I must go forth to bear it as before

—

But leaning on thine arm, I dread its weight no more.

Is it, indeed, thy peace ? I have not tried

To analyze my faith, dissect my trust,

Or measure if belief be full and just.

And therefore claim thy peace. But Thou hast died

I know that this is true and true for me

;

And, knowing it, I come and cast my all on Thee.

It is not that I feel le.ss weak, but Thou
Wilt be my strength ; it is not that I see

Less sin ; but there is pardoning love with Thee,
And all-sufficient grace. Enough ! And now

I do not think or pray ; I only rest—
And feel that thou art near, and know that I am blest

Climate and Rainfall in India.—Among the
chief objections to a residence in India is the
extreme heat during the greater part of the

year. Frost seldom occurs south of the Ner-
budda, and even in the far north the winter
season is known as such only by the cool

nights. This season is very short, and from
March to June the heat increases with great

intensity. Hot scorching winds prevail, the

earth becomes parched and vegetation with-

ers. Nor is the degree of heat graduated by
the latitude, excepting that it is more intense

in the north than in the central or southern
parts. The great plain of Hindostan suifers

most. I was informed by a gentleman who
has resided near the Himalaya Mountains, on
the plain, for thirty years, that he had often

seen the thermometer for weeks standing at

mid-day in the shade, at 110°, 120° and 130°,

and at night it seldom falls, during the hot
season, below 90 or 100°. This would be al-

most insupportable by foreigners, but for the
punkas (large fans), which are kept moving
night and day. The mountains and the high
table-lands atford a refuge, like " the shadow
of a great rock in a weary land," to those who
are able to remove.

In June, when the heat is at its greatest,

the clouds pile up, and the southeast monsoon
bursts upon the land, attended with terrific

storms of thunder and lightning, and torrents

of rain. Everything becomes saturated or

swollen with moisture, as it was parched and
warped with heat before. This rainy season
is not of long continuance, and under the in-

enceof the succeeding heat the land bursts

forth into vegetation, which advances, under
occasional rains, with wonderful rapidity and
beauty. The southeastern coast is not reached
by the monsoon until late in the year.

The quantity of water that falls in the rainy
season varies greatly in different localities,

according to distance from the coast and the
mountains, the sea and the low marshy lands
pplying moisture which the mountains con-

dense. Sometimes a short distance makes a

vast difference in the rainfall. At Bombay
the average fall in the year is about 75 inches

;

on the Ghauts, south of Bombay, it is 25-1

inches ; while a little further inland, at Poonah
over the mountains, it is only 23 inches. Ac-
cording to the same authority the fall of rain

on the Khasin hills is 600 inches, fifty feet.

This immense fall of w»ter is attributed to the

passing of the air from the sea over 200 mi

of swampy country, by which it becomes s

charged with moisture, that precipitates itr

when it strikes the mountains, and falls

torrents as long as the monsoon prevails

1 hat direction. I met in India a veteran an
officer who had spent twenty years in Assa

the eastern part of India. He gave me
extract from the meteorological record tl

he had kept in that country for many yea

which contained some remarkable statisti

In one year, 1862, there fell at Chorra-poonj

725 inches of rain, a little more than six

feet, probably the heaviest rainfall ever not

at any place on the earth.

—

Prime.

The Government of Christ.—There is mn
difference of sentiment, much conflict and cc

tention among men, respecting civil govei

ment; but few understand anything
the government of Christ. His loyal subjet

are very few ; very few qualified to espou

and promote his government, though it

under his government alone that men can

safe, comfortable and happy. I wish the you
in our religious Society would lay these thinj

to heart, in a general way, and that such

them that know and feel that those thinj

are so, would not reason with flesh and bloc

nor be disobedient to the heavenly vision, n>

tarry behind the prophet, nor leave bin

go with him, in his successive progress, i

Bethel, to Jericho, and to Jordan, wher
having rent their own clothes in pieces, an

occupied the mantleof the prophet, (the cove

ingof the spirit, the gift, the qualification ft

service,) calling on the Lord God of Elija

they would know a dividing of the water

and a passing over into the several lots an

portions of labor. This is honor indeed, aD

worthy of the pursuit of immortal spirits.-

From a Letter of Richard Shackleton, 1791.

Diana of the Ephesians.—J. T. Wood, in

letter to the London Athenceum of March
explains the progress made in his explon
tions of the Temple of Artemis (Diana)

Ephesus. The letter has a diagram accoa
panying it which exhibits the entire grounc

plan of that memorable structure. Much
J. T. Wood's letter is devoted to the histor;

of his explorations previous to striking on th

object of his search. We give the conclusio:

of the letter, which bears directly upon th

world-wonder itself, the Temple of Diana o

the Ephesians. Mr. Wood says :

The Temple of Diana, about which ther

has been so much contention among thi

learned for so many generations, is nowprovet
to be octastyle, that is, having eight column;
in front. It has eighteen columns on th(

sides, and the intercolumniations of the Jatte

are chiefly three diameters, making the tem
pie diastyle. The statement of Piiny, as t(l

its having had one hundred columns (exter

nally), is correct, and as many as twenty^

seven of these might have been the contribu:

tions of kings. Of the position of the thirty

six columnm aetata' (sculptured columns), 1-

may obtain further proof before the excava-

tions are completed. 1 have at present dis

posed them, as shown in my plan, eighteen in

front and eighteen in rear. 1 must, however,

here state that, although I have found ten oi

twelve large fragments of these at the western

extremity of the building, I have found no

trace of them at the eastern extremity. Still

I have presumed they must have existed there
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U, a- ilie disposition of the two columns at

1 extremities is the same, the intercolum-

i:ions as above described being more than

|)eet ; allowing, therefore, for the projection

t he sculpture on these columns, which, in

li tVai;inents lately found, is as much as

hteen inches, the diameter of the columns

i: alidut 5 feet 10 inches. The dimensions

t' he Temple given by Pliny, namely, 220
>i by 4:i5 feet, were evidently intended to

jly to the raised platform upon which the

',iple was built. The actual width of the

1 loiiii, measured at the lowermost step,

'
,
2:i>' feet 3J inches English. The evidence

-I) Its length is not at present so conclusive,

r the dimensions given on my plan may
I9 to be corrected when the western and
Kern extremities have been more thorough-
pxplored. The dimensions of the Temple
Hf from plinth to plinth, 'out to out,' are

i feet 9i inches by 308 feet ! inches. The
Ij^ht of the platform was 9 feet 5 J inches.

lb interior appears to have been adorned
Hh two tiers of elliptical columns, Ionic and
Hnthian, fragments of these having been

Jnd near the walls of the cella.

The excavations are now going on with
arge number of workmen, and before the

iminatioo of the season I hope I shall have
he interesting intelligence for your readers.''

Late Paper.

Selected.

Phis is a standing truth: whatever is not

the Spirit of God in religion and worship,
>{ the spirit of antichrist. Every prayer
aot a prayer to God, but only that prayer
lich is in and from the Spirit. Every or-

lance or duty, is not an ordinance of God,
a duty performed to God ; but only that

lich the spirit leads into, and guides and pre-

ves in. There are but two spirits, the

rit of God and the spirit of Satan : one of

lich guides all men in their devotion and
sir religion, and one of which they serve

srcin. He that is led by the spirit of God,
serves God, he worships God I he that is

by the spirit of Satan, he serves not God,
t that spirit which appears in the temple of

d, like God, and gives such demonstrations
It he is God, as no flesh can deny. 2 Thes.

I. Here, now, is the great deceiveableness.

profaneness, in manifest wickedness, Satan
easily seen ; and men that are found here,

is granted that they are serving the devil
;

t that he should sit as king in gathered
arches, in ordinances, in ways of self-denial

i mortification, and be worshipped here,

8 is hard to be seen
;
yet any of these which

) spirit of the Lord leads not into, or which
» performed at any time without his spirit,

is worshipped in.

Exceeding great has been the apostacy of

8 age I Mighty was the appearance of God
rardly in his people's spirits, mighty was
) appearance of God outwardly in the na-

D I But how suddenly was the pure spirit

the Lord forgotten, and departed from, and
i work overturned both within and wilh-

t! and how hath the Spirit of the Lord
luruod after his people, often reproving
im for their backslidings ; but they have
sn (as Israel of old) like the deaf adder,

tifying themselves and complaining against

i witnesses of God (as Israel did against

) prophets), who from the Lord testify

ainst them. And it cannot be otherwise,

the dead waters in Israel's hewn cisterns,

will never agree with the waters of the living

fountain, but will withstand their testimony.— I. Penington.

Report of Ihe Proceedings of the Tract Associa-

tion of Friends, for the year 1873.

The Managers Eeport : That there have
been printed during the year ending 2nd mo.
2Sth, 1873, 59,000 tracts; 5,004 almanacs for

the year 1873; 2,0i!0 Sermon on the Mount;
2 000 Proverbs of Solomon ; 500 " Biographi-
cal Sketches," and 3,000 " Account of Ann
Eeeve."
There have been taken from the Depository

during the same period, 77,262 tracts, 4,953
almanafs, .S 94 juvenile books, 21 Select Read-
ers, 1 921 Sermon on the JMount, 1,774 Pro-
verbs of Solomon, 20 Spiritual Progress of
M. R., 33 " Divine Pf oteetion under Extraor-
dinary Dangers," 40 Life of Sarah [Lynes]
Grubb, 40 Select Extracts, and G46 "Bio-
graphical Sketches," &t>.,—not including 500
copies in sheets sent to England.

There were on hand 2nd mo. 29th, 1872,

175,128 tracts; there have since been printed

59,000, and there have been taken from the
Depository 77,262, leaving a balance on hand
2nd mo. 28th, 1873, of 156,866. Those taken
from the Depository were intended for distri-

bution as follows, viz

:

In Schools, Prisons, and a Library, and amona;
the poor and others in Philada., . 2.255

In other parts of Pennsylvania, . . 4,854
" Massachusetts, .... 1,340
" Rhode Island, .... 65
" New York, 1,777
" New Jersey, . . . . . 2,050
" Delaware and Maryland, . . 927
" Virginia, 228
" North Carolina, .... 341
" Tennessee, 1.495
" Ohio, 3 061
" Indiana, 4,412
" Illinois, 188
" Michigan, 114
" Iowa and Iowa Yearly Meeting, . 7,403
" Missouri, 725
" Mississippi, 1,104
" Kansas, 165
" Tejras, 603
« Utah, 100
" California, ..... 25

Throughout the South, . . . 4,500

the West, . . . 10,005

Among seamen, .... 999

In other places not particularly desig-

nated, 9,033

57,769

There have been sold, . . . 19,493

Making a total, as before stated, 77,262

In addition to the above, 72,000 copies of

our Tract on " Charity and Forgiveness,"

12,000 of which were in German, were fur-

nished to an association for the distribution

of religious matter in this city, upon their

application for them. The same association

was also supplied with a duplicate edition of

72,000 copies of our Tract on Profane Swear-
ing, which was struck off by the printer in

mistake, and after wards accepted by the Board
at a reduced price. The above association in-

tended to circulate it in a neighboring city,

as it had done in this the previous year. The
total distribution for the year was therefore

221,262.

A careful examination of our records shows

that this is over 60,000 more than ever before

had been taken from the Depository inasingle

year. The Report for 1845 says, that 160,884
tracts, and nearly 20,000 almanacs were taken
from the Depository during the previous year,

55,000 of the former being taken by auxili-

aries, and a New England Association. The
Report for 1829 says, that only 5,080 tracts

were taken from the Depository during the
preceding year. These are the extremes as

shown by previous reports. From 1839 to 1853,

(during which time several auxiliaries were
actively at work,) with a single exception, the
yearly distribution exceeded 100 000. Since

1853, or during the last twenty years, the or-

dinary average distribution was about 68,000;
and the ordinary distribution of the past year
has been exceeded but five times during that
period. The number sold was also much
larger than for many years, reaching nearly
20,000. The total number of tracts taken
from the Depository since its establishment
in 1816, is 3,932,151.

One tract and two small books have been
added to the number of our publications dur-
incr the past year. The former is numbered
116 of our series, and is a leaflet designed to

check the alarming prevalence of profane
swearing. It is composed chiefly of Scripture
texts, and entitled " Because of Swearing, the
Land Mourneth." We desire that Friends
generally will supply themselves with this

little tract, and hand it out freely, as way may
open for it. It is especially adapted to this

kind of circulation.

Of the two books, one is chiefly intended
for juvenile readers, and is compiled from a
tract published many years ago, and entitled
" Some Account of Ann Reeve," &c. The
other is a " Memoir of Rachel C. Bartram,"
compiled principally from one published some
time since, and then designed chiefly for a
limited circulation among her immediate re-

latives and friends. It has now been some-
what, abridged, and is offered by the Tract
Association for more general circulation, un-

der the belief that it contains much that will

bo interesting and deeply instructive to those

of the present time who will give it an atten-

tive perusal.

The reading matter for the Moral Almanac
for 1874 has been selected and placed in the

hands of the Printing Committee. Much care

is taken in selecting this matter, and we de-

sire for the Moral Almanac a larger circula-

tion than of latter time has been the case,

owing, we believe, to the numerous free or

advertising almanacs with which the country
is annually flooded.

The " Biographical Sketches" still continue

to be in demand, not only in this country, but

in England. A publisher in the latter coun-

try having made application to reprint it there

in a cheaper form, it was thought best to

furnish him with our own edition in sheets,

on ordinary paper, which was accordingly

done to the extent of 500 copies.

With the approval of the Board, a member
thereof has undertaken to donate to the libra-

ries under the care of Friends of several of

the other Yearly Meetings, one or more copies

of this interesting and instructive book, and
232 copies have thus far been sent to the

libraries of Iowa, Western, Kansas and Canada
Yearly Meetings.

We are encouraged from time to time by
applications from a distance for our tracts for

distribution in places where Friends and their
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principles are but little known, accompanied
with the information that Friends' tracts are

preferred. A considerable number have in

this way been sent to Texas during the year

;

and a few have been sent to Utah and Cali-

fornia. Also in our own city, the Distributing
Society before alluded to as having taken
large numbers of tracts during the last two
years, have again requested another supply
for the present year, which request the Board
has acceded to.

To meet these continued and increasing

demands upon our treasury, we hope that

those who have faods at their disposal, and
our friends who have heretofore generously

supplied us with means, will be mindful of us

in the future, so that we need not send any
away empty who apply for our publications;

which wo believe are fraught with varied

matter of instruction and profit. We think

it is specially important at a time like the

present, when the press is constantly sending

forth so much that is of a hurtful, or at least

of a doubtful character, that we should not

relax in our efforts to put forth that which
may prove, under the Divine blessing, to be

a little leaven, which in time may work an

entire change in the mind and heart of some
of those into whose hands our publications

may come.
By direction and on behalf of the Board of

Managers.
EicHARD J. Allen, Clerk.

Philadelphia, 3d mo. 13th, 1873.

Moral Effects of Tobacco.

The use of tobacco tends to vitiate

sense of taste, and to create unnatural and
morbid thirst, which craves some other means
of gratification than the pure and wholesome
beverage provided by the Creator. In this

way it leads to the use of strong drink, and
becomes a stepping-stone to intemperance.

It has been contended that tobacco is in

some degree a substitute for alcohol, and
tends to protect from intemperate drinking.

But such is not the experience of mankind.
Bad habits do not go singly ; they are gre-

garious. One brings another of its kind.

The man who loses his self control in one re-

spect is less his own master in everything.
There is no slavery more relentless than that
of tobacco—no chain harder to break. Even
the appetite of the drunkard is often more
easily overcome.

Besides, tobacco leads away from good
company, and into bad company. From the
family circle and from the society of virtuous
females it is often excluded, from corrupt so-

ciety never. The path of abstinence leads in

the direction of sobriety, domestic enjoyment,
chastity, and religion. The path ofindulgence,

to idleness, tippling, profanity, and licentious-

ness.

But why need we argue against the pro-

priety or morality of the practice? Do not
its victims themselves almost invariably con-
demo it, and wish that they had never be-

come its slaves, and that they had strength
to break their chains? The father who should
train his children to chewing or smoking
would be considered a monster. And yet
every parent who indulges in tobacco is guilty
of that sin. Let him preach as he may, his

example is infectious, and more powerful than
his precept.

Great is the responsibility of every man
and every woman in regard to the rising gen-

eration. Through the faculty of imitation
which is implanted in human nature by the
Creator for wise and useful ends, children are
drawn toward their seniors by invisible cords,
with force that they cannot easily withstand.
What they see us do they are inclined to do

;

and we are under the most solemn obligation
as Christians and as moralists to set before
them an example which they can follow with
safety. In this point of view, what shall be
said of the parent who, by his example, lures
his offspring into the snare of evil habit? or
of the professing Christian or the minister of
the Gospel who is seen walking in the street
or stepping from a saloon puffing his cigar?
What respect has such an individual for that
cardinal law of Christianity which requires
hira to do nothing that shall cause a brother
to stumble?
That it is the plain duty of religious teach-

ers, and of every person who acknowledges
the obligations of religion, to shun all eon-
duct which will weaken their influence for
good and bring reproach on their profession
—to avoid all example which will lead the
steps of youth into the path of error and vice
—cannot be called in question. The apostolic
law, which will forever stand as a test of
Christian practice, even forbids the use of
" meat," with which custom had associated
anything detrimental to truth or good mor-
als, if the use of it cause a brother to stum-
ble or to go astray. How much more im-
perative is the obligation to abstain from a
baneful superfluity !—baneful to one's self and
baneful to others!

—

Dr. Gibbon's Prize Essay
on Tobacco.

For "The Friend."

Diary of Samuel Scott.
(Continued from page 2S4.)

" Eleventh mo. 2nd.— ' What shall I render
to the Lord for all his benefits ?' In the sixty-

God is light, and in him is no darkness at i

Christ Jesus is ' the true light which lighte

every man :' and in the celestial regions,

the other side Jordan, there is no night; i

the Lord God 'and the Lamb is the lig

thereof.'

" 2-tth.—This day, visiting an ancient a
long-acquainted Friend, she expressed cc

victions for sin, and particularly for havi
been too much at ease. The Fiiend, lit

wise, although far advanced in years, signifi

the being now afraid to die ; which I

well pleased to hear, for all have abunda
cause to be so, yea, to tremble at the king
terrors

;
excepting such as are complete

him who is the head of all 'principality ai

power.' Oh may the fruit of the Spirit

more manifested among us! 'By their frDi

ye shall know them,' said the blessed Jesn
' he that abideth in me, and I in him, bringe
forth much fruit :' the branches whereon
fruit is found are therefore in a witherii

state, and in danger of being cast fort

Nevertheless, our dependence ought not
be so much on the fruit, as on him who is tl

vine; the root that beareth us: that
things we may grow up into him, who is tl

head, even Christ ; our wisdom, righteon
ness, sanctification and redemption. Arae

" Twelfth mo. 8th.—What is man, that tl

Lord is mindful of him, or the sons of

that he visiteth them? They are less tha

nothing and vanity. Yet many, thinkir

themselves to be something, are soaring alo

on account of their moral characters, or
supposed interest in the Redeemer's righ

eousness. But is not the heart of man ' d'

ceitful above all things and desperatel

wicked ?'

" 17.—In the week-day Meeting at Horsle;
down, I had some glimpses of those consoli

tions which are in Christ ; as likewise tb

fourth year of my age, and amidst great
i

blushing and humiliation which belong t

desolations, both of flesh and spirit, I humbly
hope the gentle attractions of heavenly love
are measurably drawing me to the Lord
Jesus Christ the great Prophet and High
Priest of his people

; who declared in the
days of his flesh ' No man can come to me,
except the Father, which has sent me, draw
hira.' 'And he that cometh unto me, I will

in no wise cast out.' How ignorant are man-
kind of the great 'mystery which hath been
hid from ages and generations.' Many are
indeed professing faith in the coming of
Christ, and his death, and sufferings; and
some, likewise, of his being an inward teacher,

and the true light which lightens every man
;

who have no more experimental knowledge
of these important truths than either Jews or
heathens. They may have, indeed, at times,

experienced the convictions of the Spirit of
truth for sin, and heard his voice, ' Behold,
I stand at the door and knock !' but they have
not desired the knowledge of his ways; and
therefore having eyes, they see not ; having
ears, they hear not ; neither do under-
stand the things which belong to their peace.

O ! that I had the tongue of an angel, and
voice to extend from 'pole to pole' to de-

clare ' the unsearchable riches of Christ :' hut
I am a child and cannot speak,' my 'strength

i to sit still.'

" 16lh.—Bodily pain this week hath almost
continually attended. I have gone mourning
all the day long. When I have looked for

light, behold thick darkness, 'and on my eye-
lids hath been the shadow of death.' ' But

man, when he beholds himself in the trn

light: as it is written 'I have heard of the

by the hearing of the ear, but now mine ey
seeth thee, and I abhor myself, and repent

;

dust and ashes.'

Oh that I may yet obtain more confidenc
in God through the Mediator! The gloriou

doctrine of the mediation of Christ has thi

day been much illustrated in the view of m;

mind, according to that which is writte
' there is one God, and one Mediator betwee
God and men, the man Christ Jesus; w
gave himself a ransom for all, to be testif

in due time.'

" First mo. 1st, 1783.—We dressed mor
meat than common, and distributed grea
part of it among our poor neighbors. We ar

told by the apostle Paul, that ' with snci

sacrifices God is well pleased.' May thi

year, or that part of it which may be my poi
tion, be increased with the increase which i

of God, viz : an inward exercise and travai

of spirit towards him, and acts of benignit]

towards my fellow creatures. The former i

essential to salvation, the latter are good ant

profitable to men, and adorn the doctrine

which is according to godliness; but whei'

trusted in as a compensation for secret sine

and a covering for the errors of the heart
they are ' filthy rags.' Only ' in the name o

the Lord will we set up our banners.'

25th.—I have long esteemed it my dutj
to be conversant in the Holy Scriptures, anc

daily to read some portions of them. But it

this, as well as in other respects, when ]
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Tdld have followed the secret pointings of

tilh in my own breast, interruptions have

leo attendant. JS'otwithstanding 'the boast-

D^ of them who are alive without the law,'

(I3B8 the motions of sin which are ' by the

a in the members, that warreth against the

i: in the mind,' are subdued by the power of

3Hst, there can be no complete redemption
[jjugh his blood, as it is written, ' except I

f:jh thee, thou hast no part with me.'

iger, wrath, clamor, envy and evil-speaking,

t therefore be purged by the blood of th

ant, before %ve can inherit that king
which is 'righteousness, peace and joy,

^,he Holy Ghost.'

ji Second mo. lOlh.—Fresh cause for self-

bdemnation was this day administered,

liat cause is there for condemnation to them
[0 are in Christ Jesus, may some say? It

l^rue, there is none ; but who are in Christ ?

lose who walk not after the t3csh, but after

I
spirit.' But whilst the law which is in

||

members, and the motions of sin which
j thereby, bring forth fruit, there is death

|l condemnation. The language of—no con-

(nnation to them who are in Christ—I fear,

jjuenlly proceeds rather from speculation

In sensation; and is the dictate of a vain

pe, by which the creature speaketh peace
to itself, and prophesieth deceit. There in,

leed, a being baptized into the death of
rist, and a following the Redeemer through
fc
bloody process of his sufferings, before

ire is an experience attained of being
implete in him, who is the head of all

ncipality and power' and risen with him
o that dominion in which he dieth no
re; and in which those who believe are

id indeed unto sin, but alive unto God,
ough Jesus Christ our Lord. The wrath-
propensities of fallen nature have, indeed,

in measurably repressed ; but my desires
that they may be totally removed by

on, who is ' able to subue all things to Him-

Third mo. 5th.—Late last week was closed

assizes for the conntyof Hartford. Five re-

ired sentence of death as evil-doers. And
among the sons of men can plead the

•ity of his heart or the rectitude of his con-
it before him, ' whose eyes are as a flame
fire." In the name of Jesus is our only
)e ; who ' saveth his people from their sins,'

only by imputation and remission, but
) by a real renovation and renewal into

1 heavenly image ; as it was testified con-
ning some formerly, who once were the
vants of sin and free from righteousness;
at ye are washed

;
ye are sanctified

;
ye

justified in the name of the Jjord Jesus,

1 by the Spirit of our God.' "

CTo be continnod.)

ibout the Birds.—Some curious statistics

ut small birds have recently been laid

)re the House of Commons. The Thrush
iaid to work from 2.30 in the morning
il 9.30 in the evening, or nineteen hours,
ring this time he feeds his young 201) times,

ckbirds work seventeen hours. The male
is the young 44 times and the females 55
es per day. The industrious Titmouse
aages to spread 714 meals a day before
voracious offspring. According to one
uralist, their feed consists largely of
srpillars. The eight hour agitation has
yet commenced among the feathered

ids.

Religious Condition of India.—A correspond
ent of the New York Observer, in u report of
the late Missionary Conference at Allahabad,
India, gives some interesting statistics. Ten
years ago there were only 138,731 native

communicants in all India. This number has
since increased to 224, IGl, that is to say, at

the rate of Gl per cent. During the eleven

years from 1850 to 1861 the rate of increase

was about 53 per cent. In the several pro-

vinces of India the increase hai been as

follows: At the end of the year 1861 there
were in Bengal, including Behar 20,518 be-

lievers; atthe close of 1871,there where4G 908,

while the communicants advanced from 4,620
to 13,502. In Oude the increase has been at

the rate of 175 per cent. ; in the Purjaub,
of 64 per cent. ; in Central India, of nearly

400 per cent.; and in Bombay, of 64 per
cent. The greatest aggregate increase in all

India has been in the Madras Presidency,
where there are 160,955 in contrast with 110,

078 ten years ago. In Burmah the work has
continued almost stationary, the number being

59,366 in 1861, and 62,729 in 1871. In Cey-
lon the increase has been about 15,000.

Altogether, the increase in the three countries

has been upwards of 100,000.

" Moral discipline acts with the force of a
law of nature. Those subject to it yield them-
selves to it unconsciously, and though it

shapes and forms the whole character, until

the life becomes crystallized in habit, the in-

fluence thus exercised is for the most part
unseen and almost unfelt."

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 10, 1873.

Who can contemplate the unutterable value
of salvation by Christ, and the known possi-

bility of falling short of its attainment, with

out his spirit being clothed with earnest soli-

citude that he may not be deceived in his ef
forts to secure so priceless a prize ; and that

others may not be beguiled in any manner
nto a path, which though appearing fair at

the outset, leads away from the strait and
narrow way that alone ends in life eternal

!

Our Saviour said to his disciples on their in-

quiring of him. Are there few that be saved ?

Slrive to enter in at the strait gate; for

many, I say unto you, shall seek to enter in

and shall not be able." And the apostle en-

oins, " Work out your own salvation with
fear and trembling; for it is God which work-
eth in you both to will and to do of his good
pleasure." We are thus taught that we must

willing to engage in a struggle to enter in

at the strait gate when, in the abounding con-

descension of the Father, the Day sjiring from
on high visits the soul and offers it the know-
ledge and power necessary to take the first

steps towards it. We cannot enter the " good
man's path" just when we please. We can-

not draw on the robe of Christ's righteous-
ness just when we may bo excited to desire

it. If, by disobedience, we have stided the
gentle monitions of the still small voice ; if we
have refused to obey the law written on the
heart because its requirings demanded deny-
ing ourselves and taking up the daily cross;
if in the language of conduct we have said,

we will not have this man to rule over us, we

can no more renew the visitations of Divine
Grace and in our time and will take the first

step out of the darkness and disbelief in which
we have thus involved ourselves, than a dead
man can restore himself to life.

We have heard a great deal said of late to
the effect that salvation may bo secured im-
mediately ; that the moment any one believed
that Jesus was able to save the soul, and was
willing He should do it for him, that moment
salvation was attained ; all former sins were
washed away in the atoning blood, and justi-

fication was experienced. That they need not
leave the meeting in which they were, with-
out rejoicing in full forgiveness, and being
saved in Christ.

Oh the awfulness of any poor soul being
deceived by this easy-going religion into the
belief that it may go on kicking against the
pricks of conscience, until a more convenient
season, and whenever it pleases lay hold on
salvation at once, and experience its sins

washed away, without undergoing the bap-
tisms attending the burning of the chaff with
unquenchable fire. Or, perhaps worse still,

imagining that it has at once laid hold of and
eaten of the fruit of the tree of life, without
having passed under the operation of the
flaming sword that turoeth every way to

guard it. Is it any wonder that the testi-

monies of Truth should be slighted or denied
by such professors; who appear to think, and
some of whom do not hesitate to say, they by
believing have at once been born again ; and,
being children by adoption, are safe in the
Father's hand. What need is there to be
crucified with Christ, if they are completely
justified as soon as they profi ss belief in him.

Would that all might be incited to ponder
the paths of their feet, lest Satan should de-

( eive any in the form of an angel of light.

And may not those who having set their

faces Zionward, are often passing through
deep trial, in their experience that the flesli

lusteth against the spirit and the spirit against
the flesh, and that obedience to the law of the
Spirit of life in Christ Jesus alone can set

them free from the law of sin and death, be
discouraged or cast down because of the war-
fare they find themselves called on to wage

;

thinking that if others can say they so easily

and so suddenly come into possession of the
joys of salvation, they certainly must be mis-

taken in their striving to enter the strait

gate, and keep in the narrow way. Their
path is no new path, their conflicts and sor-

rows are not peculiar to them. It is the way
which no fowl knoweth, which the vulture's

ej hath not seen, nor the fierce lion passed
thereby, but it is the way trod by the flock

of Christ's companions ever since the fall of
Adam, and is as unchangeable as its Author

;

comprehended only by tho e who walk in

the Spirit, and by the Spirit are made sons of

God.
'I was sent," says George Fox, "to turn

people from darkness to the light, that they
jht receive Christ Jesus: for, to as many

as should receive him in his light, 1 saw that

ho vvould give power to become the sons of

God; which I had obtained by receiving

Christ. I was to direct people to the Spirit,

that gave forth tho Scriptures, by which they
ight be led into all truth, and so up to

Christ and God, as they had been who gave
them forth. I was to turn them to the grace

of God, and to the truth in the heart, which
came by Jesus; that by this grace they might
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fhVf^h^^^^l'Ti^ I. K ^*^u,""u''l^^^^^
the 29th ult., and declared that democracy was every [point attained during the month was 70 05 an,that their hearts m.ght be established by it,

I

^^>>7einc>-easmg lowest 36.05. The nUnfall of the month 4 19 ii,and their words might be seasoned, and all ^.' " said that Goulard, Jlimster of the Interior, will The average of the mean temperatures of the Ft
might come to know their salvation niijh if*^.°'S"^=^"f

^'•''^y. ''>'«= -P'-^'^ident of the Assembly, will ---'- - -^

saw that Christ died for all men, and was a I ^ttmem'
"'' " "'" ''" ''""'^^ '" ''"^'' *^"^^^ ''-

propitiation for all
;
and enlightened all men l

A motion made in the House of Commons that the
and women with his divine and saving light; g°^'^''"'^<^n' ^^ instructed to purchase the Irish rail
and that none could be a true believer, but S"-^*'

^''''1 °.PP°'''^'^ ''y ^''*'''^'?"^
J"*^

""^^ ""Ejected- The
who believed in it,

"Now, when the Lord God and his Son
Jesus Christ sent me forth into the world, to
preach his everlasting gospel and kingdom, I
was glad that I was commanded to turn peo-
ple to that inward light, Spirit, and grace, by
which all might know their salvation, and
their way to God ; even that Divine Spirit
which would lead them into all truth, and
which I infallibly knew would never deceive
any.

" But with and by this divine power and
Spirit of God, and the light of Jesus, I was
to bring people off from all their own ways,
to Ohri.-t, the new and living wav ; and from
their churches, which men had made and
gathered, to the church in God, the general
assembly written in heaven, which Christ is

the head of: and otf from the world's teach-
ers, made by men, to learn of Christ, who is
the way, the truth, and the life, of whom the
Father said, 'This is my beloved Son, hear
ye Him;' and off from all the world's wor
ships, to know the Spirit of Truth in the in-
ward parts, and to be led thereby; that in it

they might worship tho Faiherof spirits, who
seeks such to worship him

; which Spirit they
that worshipped not in, knew not what they
worshipped. * * * I was to bring them
off from ail the world's fellowships, and pray
ings, and singings, which stood in forms with
out powLM-; that their fellowship might be it
the Holy Ghost, and in the Eternal Spirit of
God

;
that they might pray in the Holy Ghost,

and sing in the Spirit, and with the grace that
comes by Jesus; making melody in their
hearts to the Lord, who hath sent his beloved
Son to be theirSaviour, and caused his heaven-
ly sun to shine upon all the world, and through
them all, and his heavenly rain to fall upon
the just and the unjust (as his outward rain
doth fall, and his outward sun doth shine ou
all), which is God's unspeakable love to the
world."

SUMMARY OF EVEiNTS.

-The order recently issued by General
"*-ng the inhabitants of the country dis-

Foreign,
Velarde dir

triets infested by Carlists to abandon their farms and
retire into the cities with their provisions, meets with
.strong oppo.sition from the people interested, and
hkely to cause a rising. The government has been
asked to nullify the order and thus remove the caiLse of
complaint.
The Carlists make heavy requisitions for money and

provisions in the districts they occupy, anc
hold the mayors of towns until their demands are satis-
hed.

Sickles, the United States Minister, has formally pre-
sented to the government the resolutions of Congress
congratulating Spain on the establishment of the Ee-
inibhc and the abolition of slavery in Porto Eico.
A_ dispatch from Barcelona say.s, that Gen. Velarde

has issued orders granting amnesty to all Carlists who
surrender within eight day.s, except tho.se who deserted
from the Spanish army, and leaders. Eeports from
Cariist sources represent their cause to be gaininc'
ground in the north of Spain.

Eecruiting volunteers for service against the Carlists
is in progres.s throughout Spain.
The Monarchical party in the French Assembly de

Prime ^Minister offered to assist the railways with loans
at a low rate of interest.

The Japanese government has negotiated a loan of
$10,000,000, at seven per cent., in London.
The steamer Hibernia was to leave London the 5th

inst., to repair the French cable. The Great Eastern
and Edinburg will leave the latter part of this month
to lay the cable from Valentia to Heart's Content
Measures will be taken to repair the broken Anglo
American cable. It is now expected that four cables
will be working across the Atlantic before the first of
Ninth month.
Ten thousand emigrants left Liverpool during the

week ending the 29th ult., for the United States.
In the House of Commons a vote was taken on Jacob

Bright's bill conferring the right of suffrage on women.
The bill was rejected by a vote of 222 to 155. Notice
7as given that the measure would be brought forward
gain and again.
A dispatch from Sydney says that the Postmaster-

General of New South Wales has been authorized to
proceed to Washington and make arrangements for a
permanent mail service between California and Aus-
tralia.

A Berlin dispatch says, the visit of the German Em-
peror to St. Petersburg confirms the peaceful policy
agreed to by the Emperors of Germany, Eussia and
Au.stria, last autumn. The Emperors of Germany and
Eussia have paid a visit to Gen. Todleben, and listened
to his lecture on Sebastopol. St. Petersburg was illu-
minated the evening of the 2d inst., in honor of the im-
perial visitor.

The Upper House of the Prussian Diet has finally
passed the bill for the regulation and control of the
clergy, by a large majority.
The great Exhibition of the products and industry of

month for the past 81 years, is stated to be 50.33
The highest mean during that long period wa
58.18 deg., the lowest in 1794, 44 deg. The niinfi
thefirst four months of this year has been 18.07
against S.31 inches in the corresponding months U
The small band of hostile Indians who have giv(

much trouble on the northern border of California,
hold their strong position in the lava beds. Oc
26th ult., a reconnoitering partv of 70 men, with i

friendly Indians, attempted to ascertain the positic
the Modocs, but fell into an ambuscade and lost a
40 of their number. It is impo.ssible to surround
Modocs in consequence of the great extent of the
beds.

The total wool crop of the United States last '

was about 160,000,000 pounds.
A terrible disaster occurred at Dixon, 111., on the

inst. An iron bridge across Rock river was crow
with persons who had assembled to witness the c
raony of baptism administered to individua
stream near the bridge, when suddenly the bridge gway and precipitated men, women and children

;

the river. The number of persons drowned and ki
is believed to be 75, and wounded 32.
There were 500 death.s in New York the week end

on the 3d in.st.

According to the last census, there were in the Un
States 61,868 male physicians, and 525 female ph
cians.

A California firm recently shipped a hundred b;

of cotton to Liverpool, being the first consignmen
California grown cotton.

The Markets, <fec.—The following were the quotati
on the 5th inst. New ybri.— American gold, ]

U. S. sixes, 1881, 120J; ditto, 1865, 117; ditto, IC
five per cents, 113.! ; new fives, UU. Superfine flc

$5.90 a $6.10
;
State extra, $6.90 a $7.30; finer br

50 a $12. White Michigan wheat, $2.15;
western, $1.95; No. 2 Chicago spring, $1.62; No
do., $1.50 a $1.54. Western barley, 85 a 87 cts.; Cana
$1.18. Oats, 49 a 54 cts. Western and .southi

all nations, was opened at Vienna by the Emperor," on
the first inst. The buildings are on a vast scale, and
nothing has been omitted to render the Exhibition the
most imposing of its kind that has yet been held.

Late advices from Jerusalem state that disgraceful
fights have occurred in Bethlehem, between the Latin
and Greek monks, in which number of persons were
ijured. The Porte leaves the parties unpunished, but

Eussia demands their punishment. These contests arise
about the custody of the Holy places.
The Turkish government has ordered 400,000 rifles

in the United States.

The Portuguese government has ordered all Carlist
refugees from Spain to leave its territory, giving them
the choice of going to any country except France.
The Italian Ministers tendered their resignations in

consequence of an adverse vote in the Chamber of Depu-
ties,^ and the resignations were accepted by the king.
Difliculties, however, arose in forming a new ministry,
and after the lapse of three days the king revoked his
acceptance of the resignations and requested that they
might be withdrawn.
The yellow fever has almost disappeared from Eio

•Janeiro and other Brazilian cities. A serious dispute
has arisen in Rio between the clergy and the Free
Masons, and the ministers cannot agree as to the proper
policy to be pursued in the case.
A Vienna dispatch of the 5th says : Rapid progress

has been made in the arrangement of the interior of the
Exhibition buildings since the opening. All the de-
partments are filled with goods except that of the U.
States, which is still empty.

Complaints having been made of the U. S. Commis-
sioners, they have been removed and others appointed
but this change has caused delay.
James L. Orr, Araba.ssador of the United States to

Russia died in St. Petersburg the 5th inst., after a
short illness.

London, 5th mo. 5th.—Consols 935. u. S. 5 per
cents, 90.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, M. ; Orleans, did.
United States.—The Public Debt, less cash in the

treasury, amounted on the first inst. to $2,153,489 156
having decreased $3,891,545 during the preceding
month.

o f s

The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered

70 cts.; white, 78
estern and .southern yell
" cts. Philadelphia.—},i

dlings cotton, 19J a 20i cts. for uplands and New i

leans. Superfine flour, $4.75 a $5.50 ; extras, $5.7
$6.75 ; finer brands, $7 a $11.50. Western red win
iS2.10 a $2.15 ; amber spring, $1.85. Eye, 95 cts. \
low corn, 64i a 65 cts. Oats, 48J a 52 cts. Sraol
haras, 14 a 15 cts. Lard, 9} a 9s'cts. Clover-i
a 9 cts. The market for beef cattle was dull. Sales
3200 head at 7J^ a 8 cts. per lb. gross for choice a
extra

;
fair to good, 6 a 7 cts., and common 5 a 5^ (

Sheep sold at 7i a 8^- cts. for wooled, and 5$ a Si <

for clipped. Eeceipts 10,000 head. Hogs sold at $8
a $8.75 per 100 lbs. net for corn fed. Eeceips abi
6000 head. Ballimore.—Choice white wheat, $2.1C
$2.15; fair to prime do., $1.90 a $2.05; choice amb
$2.10 a $2.15

;
good to prime red, $1.90 a $2.05 ; west«

red, $1.80 a $1.90. Southern white corn
""

low, 64 cts. Oats, 49 a 52 els. Chicago.—No. 2 spr'i

wheat, $1.24|. No. 2 mixed corn, 37f cts. No. 2 08

31i cts. No. 2 rye, 68 cts Fall barley,
Lard, 8J cts. St. Louis.—No. 2 winter red wheat $1.
a $1.88

;
No. 2 spring, $1.21 a $1.23. No. 2 mixed coi

37 cts. Oats, 32 cts. Ctaci'n7ia(i.—Family flour $7.
Wheat, $1.70. Rye, 83 cts. Corn, 45 c

Detroit—Exi

$7.85.
Oats, 40 a 48 cts. Lard, _.

white wheat, $2 ; No. 1 white, $1.89
$1.74. Corn, 48 cts. Oats, 39 cts.

aber Michiga

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDIA
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A Friend and his wife are wanted to take charge
this Institution, and to manage the farm connected wi
it. Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshal Hon, Chester Co., Pa
Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada.
Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Chest

Co., Pa.
Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia

Physician and Superintendent—Joshua H. Worti
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may 1

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

WILLIAM'h. PILE,' printer
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Christ is in the heart, as he was in the

rid, but little known or observed
;

yea,

oetimcs mocked and reproached. Why?
sause he came not then, nor comes now
ith observation.' And, as he came to Elijah,

i was found to be where he was least to be

ked for, not in the stormy wind, the earth-

ike, nor the fire, but in the small, still voice

;

is Christ to be found in the heart, as a de-

•sed, little, small thing,—a grain of seed,

—

ja word that ye hear at a distance, behind

u. And, who takes notice of the like of

^t? especially, when so great things are to

done, as Satan to be cast out, and a hard

art made soft, wonders are then more or-

larily looked for. But, O the wisdom of

id !
' Hear,' says he, ' and your souls shall

e'
—'Look unto me, and be saved,' Isai. Iv.

and xiv. 22. Christ observed and listened

to—that is all ye have to do; any thing

)re, is so far from farthering, that it hinders

ur progress. It is not of him that willeth

runneth, Horn. ix. 16
;
your ' strength is to

still.' Isai. XXX. 7.

There is something in the heart and con-

ence that reproves evil; there is no need of

oof for this, every one's experience tells him
e truth of it ; if you will bear this check and
proof it gives to evil, you will find also that

will stir up to good, and encourage you to

on in the one way, and to flee from the

bar. Now, believe and know for certain,

sis Christ ; and this is the voice, that, he

ys, his sheep bear and know, John x. 3, 4
;

en this, that has been so long slighted and
glected in the conscience,—this so much
ffled and slighted voice, is that way by
lich Christ speaks : hear him thus, or not at
'. Christ's voice was thus, and no other way
ard, while he was here upon earth in the

dy, wherever it was effectual for doing
od. The world could not understand his

eech, and he gives the reason of it in the

xt words, 'Even because ye cannot hear

(? word,' says Christ. John viii. 43. He was
eaking audibly to their ears, and yet he
ye, they could not hear his word.
The truth of this may be somewhat more
ide out, by considering what the apostle, in

Gal. V. 17, saith, 'The flesh lusteth against

the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flosh ;'

the one is no less than the very devil, stir-

ring up and acting towards the bringing

forth the lusts of the flesh, till they be finished

in death, James i. 13, &<•.
; and I he other, none

else but Jesus Christ in the heart, stirring up,

and acting holiness and every good work.

How sensible are we of the one, that they

tend to death ; and yet how at home and

familiar are they with our hearts—how easily

received, and admitted to abide there! And,

on the contrary, how are the lustings of the

Spirit neglected I If it were believed firmly,

that Christ, or the devil, were admitted or

rejected, as these their messengers are ; and

that the strength and growth of corrup-

tion, or the withering and decay of it, depend

upon the distinct observation and entertain-

ment which these get, in all their several mo-

tions and suggestions in the heart ; there

would be other sort of advantage over cor-

ruption, and growth in grace, than is now
gained. But such a tumult and noise is kept

up in the heart, by the ready access that Satan

has in every of his suggestions; that, what
with tumultuous and incessant desires of some
one idol lust or other, or some one or other

diversion from what is good, the mind is kept

on, in a hurry of confusion ; so, there is no

room for Christ to enter. Now, to have this

tumult silenced, it is Himself mast do it. 'Be
silent, O, all flesh, before the Lord.' Zech. ii.

13. So, in Matt. ix. 25, when a miracle was
to be performed, the tumult must be removed;

and when the people were put forth, he went
in, and the maid arose. All flesh, as well the

rational or reasoning part, as that which is

more gross, visibly and sensibly so, must be

struck down. For Christ, at his entry in thy

heart, may receive no less opposition from the

one than from the other ; for the wisdom of the

natural man, as well as his more fleshly lust-

ings, is enmity against God; it cannot be re

conciled with him, but must give place, or he

will not come in.

And, having received him, keep him well;

keep near to him, yea, in him
;
abide in him,

and let his words abide in you. His words
are not merely as they are spoken in the

Scriptures, or any other outward way only,

to the ear or eye of the body; but it is his

words in you, it is the hearing of them thus,

as they are spoken in you, that will be pro-

fitable for you and bring salvation. The
branch, by being in the Vine, has sap flowing

constantly to it from the root; so will ye feel

that, if ye abide in Him ; even as the woman,
who felt virtue coming from Jesus. The
spirit has its senses, as well as the body; il

feels, it handles, it tastes, it touches. 1 John
i. 1. But these spiritual senses are, for the

most part, benumbed and dead for want of

exercise. When the eye of the mind is dark-

ened, O how great is that darkness I Matt. vi.

22, 23: be, therefore, very careful to keep
open this eye, the light that is in thee, as Christ

there calls that, the eye of the mind; which
being kept open, all the body is full of light.

The 21st day. I find the Lord saying to my
heart, that it should be quiet, and not repine
or fret at his way of exorcising me, however
bitter it be ; if it be more and more so, I am
not allowed to despond or be discouraged,

"ng, God gets more glory by sustaining me
to strive against such a case than he could do
by my getting victory. It will also be, in the

end, more for my advantage ; and while there,

he will be with me—even in the fire and in

the water—he is with me; why then should

I be dismayed ? The enemy, that is buffeting

me, will be better buffeted, beleaguered, yea,

trampled upon shortly. It is, then, a duty
which I desire to essaj^, to take courage, and
be still ; and—as a dear friend said yesterday

to me, The best way to discourage and render

a mad, furious enemy hopeless in his attempts,

is to slight and neglect him as absurd and vile,

—yea, to abhor being a servant of sin.

The last day of 6th month, being First-day,

I having been, for many days before, under a

sad piece of exercise, by reason of the un-

mortifiedness of my heart, two scriptures,

also some others, were that day, and the next
morning very early, brought to my mind and
opened to mo; so that I had good ground
given me to hope, that as the exercise of his

servants Hezekiah and Paul, (see 2 Chron.

xxxii. 25, 26, and 2 Cor. xii. 7, 8,) might have
been somewhat like unto mine; the mind of

the Lord may be, in his mercy, to give the

like blessed issue and event, as he did to them,

his grace being as free and sufiicient for me
as for them. [A t^bird scripture, Alexander

Jaffray then adduces, Jer. ii. 19, 20, as appli-

cable to his own condition ; and concludes,

that the first rise and approaches of sin, should

have been more watched against, and in the

true fear of God, resisted and denied, Ac.]

In the end of that evening, and the next

morning, these truths were sealed unto my
heart. Lord I help me to walk humbly and
soberly, under the sharp, and yet more bitter

and furious assaults of the enemy; which I

am to expect daily, and rather to be increased

than lessened.

And, in order to a desire, put up for direc-

tion in this case, I fell to read that excellent

place, Rom. xii. 2, ' Be not conformed to this

world ;
but bo ye transformed by the renew-

ing of your mind, that ye ma.y prove what is

that good, and acceptable, and perfect will of

God.' 'All that is in the world,' says the

Apostle, 1 John ii. 16, 'the lust of the flesh,

and the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life,

is not of the Father, but is of the world;' no

conformity to the world in any of these, or in

things leading to them ;
there's much in that.

The mind is to be renewed, so as even to have

it transformed. Old things, then, pass awaj^,

all things, to such, become new ;
new know-

ledge also,—for they know more, and in an-

other manner than before. These new crea-

tures know what the ' new coramandraent'
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means, and in what sense it is new. Their
love is not now bounded by an external, out
ward conformity, which, some time, was its

snare to seek after; and beyond which, ordi-

narily, its love did not exceed, at least, in the
manifestation of it; but now, it is enlarged far

beyond that—if an inward conformity may be
hoped for: whenever the Father's image in

any measure appears, there it is one, or de-

eirsB to be so."

CTo be conHnned.)

Lactiferous Plants.—Caoutchouc.

The families of plants which are most re-

markable for their abundant sap are the Eu-
phorbiacece, the Apocynem and the Urticece—
differing from each other in their anatomical
structure. They have in their barb, and some-
times in the pith of their stems, a number of

long tubes, more or less inosculated and flexi-

ble, which are so much like the veins of ani-

mals that they have misled many a naturalist,

and justified the comparison of vegetable sap
with animal blood. Yet it seems that the
term of "vital fluid," as applied to the latter,

is inappropriate, and that of milky sap is more
justifiable.

Certain trees which contain milky sap
great quantity have been called the serpents
of the vegetable kingdom ; and the most strik
ing feature of the resemblance is in the organ,
by the help of which both the plant and the
animal emit poison. It is well known that
with many serpents the poison is held in two
long teeth in the upper jaw, which are tra
versed throughout their whole length by i

narrow channel. At the root of these teeth
is a gland that secretes the poison, and can be
compressed by the pressure of the teeth like
a sponge. At the moment when the animal
bites, the poison is thrown into the medullary
canal of the tooth and through a small open-
ing into the wound. In poisonous plants we
observe a similar arrangement in the bristles
of the leaves—we can easily see this by ex-
amining the leaves of a nettle. The poison
of the common nettle is as little dangerous as
that of many snakes, but' it becomes deadly
as we approach the equator, the heat of the
tropical sun seeming to intensify the venom
both of the plant and the snake.
The three great families which are distin-

guished for the abundance and the value of
their milky juices, resemble each other in the
nature of that liquid ; and hence we shall here
mention only the most remarkable species
Foremost among these stands a vegetable pro-
duct, the employment of which for various
uses has been wonderfully extended in our
days—the India rubber or caoutchouc.

This gum can be obtained from a great
number of trees; those which produce it i

greatest abundance being Hevea-guyanensis,
the Siphonia cahuchu, and the Jatropha elastica.

In the Antilles it is extracted from the purple
Euphorbia and the elastic Urcealo, the pro-
duct of which is esteemed by some superior
to that of the Hevea. In spite of this number
of caoutchouc-plants one would almost fear
that the immense quantities of caoutchouc
brought into all the markets of the world,
would soon transform the forests in which
they grow into wastes of dead trees, as has
happened in North Carolina, where the pines
which have been tapped for their turpentine,
cover vast territories with dead wood, look-
ing like forests of bare masts.
The infinitely multiplied uses to which

caoutchouc is applied is these days are truly
remarkable. In England and America it

used to.an enormous extent. In 1820, 52,000
pounds were imported into Great Britain

1833, 178,676 pounds; and at the present day
a much hirger quantity is imported. The
United States consumes more than twice thi:

quantity.

This increase is of course much more notice
able since the invention of vulcanite or vul
canized caoutchouc. The vulcanization is a

chemical process, the effect of which is to

lessen the elasticity of the material and to

give it the various qualities possessed by
wood, tortoise-shell, ivory or whalebone, and
to render it capable of enduring, unharmed, a
high degree of heat as well as of cold, and of
resisting moisture as well as the contact of
acids. This effect is obtained by combining
it with sulphur, either directly or by means
of bisulphide of carbon. Every one knows
the quantity and the diversity of objects that
are made from this light and yet hard vul-

canite, from articles ofjewelry and ornaments
to scientific instruments and the tools used
in general industry. In fact India-rubber,
with its more recent brother gutta-percha,
assumes a greater number of transformations
than the magic wand of the most potent fairy

ever brought about in Arabian tales. Thoy
run through the entire list of useful and or-

namental articles, from the breast-pin tipped
with gold, to the life-boat in the surges of the
ocean.

It was in 1736 that Condamine sent the
first reliable account of the new substance to

rubber is of sufficient thickness, when
take it off the mould and the native man
ture is at an end. The caoutchouc
pended in the albumen of the sap, like ci

in milk. In order to separate the caoutci
from the other matter, the whole is pu
three or four times its bulk of water, and
valuable material rising to the surface

;

moved on the following day.
All the countries that produce eaoutcl

are within the torrid zone; these are chi

South America, the East Indies, and cer
parts of Africa. On this subject Humb
states that the number of lactiferous ph
increase as we near the equator. The

"

of the tropics seems to exercise a great ii

ence on the production of caoutchouc
; f(

has been observed that the plants which
duce it under the tropics, when cultivate!

northern climates, yield a substance wl
resembles the glue of the misletoe, but is

less as caoutchouc.

—

Fulgence Marion.

Selected for • The Friei

It comes upon me to make some short
arks to you, from a tender concern for

church's edification and not discouragerae
and first, in general, it is more than a Ii

manifest, there is a great declension of i

love and tenderness among us towards
Lord, and one another ; and in too ms
elders, both in respect to their own condit

and the tuition of their children. In mam
the youth there appears little sense of tra

but as some have already taken their flig

more seem to be upon the wing; which,
word, seems to lie much at the door of f

elders as have not kept their first love. Is :

blindness in part happened to Israel, throe

the French Academy, describing it as the in-

spissated juice of a tree called by the natives
Hevee. In 1737, Fremeau found the same
tree in Cayenne, and it is now known to be [the subtile workings and aboundings of
the produce of many trees growing in South mystery of iniquity and the prevalence of
America and the East Indies. The most im- God of this world

; let us therefore as mi
portant of these is one of the spurge tribe, the las have the cause of truth at heart, offer (

Siphonia elastica, found in the dense forests

on the banks of the Amazon, and yielding the
caoutchouc of Para; the Pernambuco caout
chouc is furnished by the Hancomia speciosa,

found about Pernambuco and Bahia; the
Ticus elastica, or snake-tree, with a wood so
light and porous as to be fit only for fuel or
charcoal, produces an abundant supply of

" ich the natives use for lining the in

side of their water-pots, and making th«

aoutchouc itself into candles. A kind of
jungle-vine (jirceola elastica), of the Prince of
Wales Island, is the main representative of
this class in that remote portion of our globe.
Caoutchouc is obtained in the following man-
ner: with a sharp instrument, straight and
sloping incisions are made, one above the
other, the first about a man's height from the
ground, which penetrate beneath the bark.
At the foot of the incision a vessel made of
clay, and holding about a tumblerful, is placed
to receive the sap; these bowls are filled in

about three hours, if the tree is good, and
from this the milk is poured into a calabash
at the foot of the tree. The sap is liquid, and
generally white at the time of extraction ; the
brown color, with which we are familiar, is

parted to it by foreign matter, which is

mixed up with it, and it is still farther dark-
id by the fibres of Urucari nuts, which
Id a thick oily smoke, and are said to be

supplications, with strong cries to the L(
(as good Jacob did when the enemy wasco
ing in like a flood to destroy the heritage a

seed of promise) that he will be gracioui

pleased, for his great Name's sake, to turn i

captivity of his people by the renewing of.

powerful visitation on many, to the searehi
and tendering of deceitful, hard and ungra
ful hearts, who cover and hide themselves
Adam did after he had sinned ; but they C8

not hide from the Lord, nor escape his juc

menls. O how hard, cold and unprofital

do our religious meetings often appear to b

which have formerly been our greatest eo!

fort and joy in the Lord, and in one anoth«
though at times silent, and attended with dii

Ity. This is lamentable to the

have known it otherwise, and sufficient pro
there is a great declension among us.

Now, dear friends, the sense of these thin,

is very afflicting to the faithful, both ministe
and elders, who discern the sad signs of th

time, are sound in judgment, steady in lov

strong in faith, and are concerned to run
and fro upon Zion's walls; visiting publ
meetings, and private families, rising ear
and testifying faithfully what the counsel
the divine oracle is, as far as known to thet
and that unless there is a laying to heart, ar

more fruit of righteousness, love to God, ar

tenderness to the praise and glory of God,
of great value in the process. The Indians sifting time loill come, and not to speak pr
have clay moulds of bottles, animals, &c., 'phetically, is believed to be near, notwithstaoi
which they dip into the milk and hold overling some may say, " Every vision faileth an
the smoke till dry, repeating this until the! the days are prolonged, but saith the Lon
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,iay8 aro al Laud, and tho etifoc-t of every

iU," for the abominations and daily pro-

^ions of the people, and for the great de-

ijion of many among us. For many are

iwakening testimonies of this day which

|ind have been, delivered by the afflicted

vnts and handmaids of the Lord who go

id down in painfulness and weariness.

Isome are ready to say "the ministry is

^rhat it has been." It may be so with

fct
to particulars; but blessed be the

, there is still a faithful and free minis-

free from self-seeking, free from partiality

eceit, in whom there is no straitness, but

jiith the apostle, " the straitness is in your
j bowels," and considering how great that

Itness is in the heart of many, I am thank-

pat the true ministry is not yet shut up

itrds Israel, and the stream of it turned

ir ways ; many love to hear, but not to do,

\,he, time is not come, wherein it is said

them alone." O that this lethargy and

) of death may be come out of through
dy repentance and amendment; else I

ive the Lord will not continue thus to ex-

his servants; but the word of the Lord
1 be precious, and many shall say " Blessed

3 that cometh in the name of the Lord."

recions seed, nevertheless, is remaining

1 elders and young men, whom the Lord
1 blessed, and will preserve as in th

ow of his hand, until his indignation be

r-past; yea, and his holy arm of power
etched forth in wrath for the punishment
he wicked ) is also revealed for their salva

, whose prayers and intercessions with

great and merciful God have prevailed for

longing his tender visitations, and sparing

nations, even in a degree, as that of Abra-

1 and Moses did, and I fully believe that

lOugh the church will suffer, and the na-

18 be afflicted, and not only the earth but

heavens also will be shaken, and there

be many pained hearts, and pale faces,

,
afterwards, the air will be clear, calm,

temperate, the earth fruitful, plenteous

dew of heaven, and great the harvest

n after Jerusalem is purged, and Zion hath

ken herselffrom the dust of the earth, and

h put on her pure and primitive garments
aith, love, zeal, simplicity, temperance and
deration. For I trust to die in the faith of

J, that the Lord will yet make his church
eternal excellency, the beauty of nations,

I the glory of the whole earth ; whose foun-

ions stand sure (though many slide there-

no) other than which, believed in by us,

II never be laid; that is, the light and

nifestations of the Spirit of Christ, the true

cher and comforter, the infallible guide

to life and peace, who promised to be with

I faithful to the end of the world,

rhe sense of the life and virtue of this prin-

le, wherein stands our sweet communion
1 heavenly fellowship, draws me towards

a the chosen of the Lord, to bear his name,
twithstanding I cannot but be thus plain.

conclude, I declare ray belief, the Lord
its to be gracious. O, therefore, let all

spare to meet him by a diligent improve-

int of their own gifts; therein wait with

,r and reverence in all your meetings, for

5 overshadowing of the pure power and

idering love, therein act in Truth's concerns

th cheerfulness and success; for the Lord
mighty will give a blessing (whose counsel

d secrets are with them that fear him) even to

B bringing to light the hidden abominations,

nd discovering stumbling blocks; and to the

comforting the weak who have been offended

and turned out of the way; to the reaching

d tendering the youth, to the recovery at

least of some backsliders, and poor lost sheep :

will the church in general be comforted,

her afflicted ministers relieved, and the Lord

over all glorified, who with his Son the Lamb,
is worthy forever.

—

Kendall's Letters.

xaminod, to keep them from inpectsand from

other injury. After being fully dried they are

packed in chests for the market."

—

Prime.

Indian Opium.—In making mention ofsome

of the productions of the country, the one to

be named of first importance as a source of

revenue is the great curse of China. Opium
had been raised in India long before it came

under British rule, but in 1773 the East India

Company, becoming aware of its great pecu-

niary value, assumed the monopoly. It has

ever since been raised under the direction and

for the benefit of government. The amount

exported, nearly all to China, in the financial

year 1869-1870, was in value $58,406,650. The
rulers of India and its merchants talk about

the opium market, and the profits of the sale,

as they do in London of consols, and as we do

of our government securities, just as if it were

not an unmitigated curse to the Chinese, who
were compelle i at the cannon's mouth to take

it when they steadfastly refused.

Opium is produced almost exclusively in

Bengal, in a district lying along the Ganges,

about 600 miles long and 200 broad. It is the

dried juice of the capsules of the common
white poppy, extracted before the seed is fully

ripe. The poppy fields, when in full bloom, re-

semble green lakes studded with white water-

lilies, the tract of country in which they grow

being perfectly level. The following account

is given of the raising of the poppy and the

manufacture of the drug:

The seed is sown in the beginning of No-

ber; it flowers in the end of January, or

a little later, and in three or four weeks the

capsules or poppy heads are about the size of

hen's eggs, and are ready for operating upon.

The collectors each take a little instrument

called a nushtur, made of three or four small

blades of iron, notched like a saw ;
with this

they wound each full-grown poppy head, as

they make their way through the plants in

the'field. This is done early in the morning,

before the heat of the sun is felt. During the

day the milky juice of the plant oozes out,

and early on the following morning it is col-

lected by scraping it off, and transferred to an

earthen vessel which the collector carries.

When this is full it is carried home and trans-

ferred to a shallow brass dish, and left for a

time tilted on its side, so that any watery

fluid may drain out. This watery fluid is very

detrimental to the opium unless removed. It

requires daily attendance, to be turned

frequently, so that the air may dry it equally,

until it acquires a tolerable consistency, which

takes three or four weeks. It is then packed

in small earthen jars and taken to the go

downs, or factories, where the contents of

each jar is turned out, and carefully weighed,

tested, valued, and credited to the cultivator.

The opium is then thrown into vast vats, and

the mass, being kneaded, is again taken out

and made into balls or cakes. This is done

in long rooms, the workmen sitting in rows,

carefully watched by the overseers to insure

the work being properly performed. The

balls are wrapped in layers of poppy petals

" I'll Na Trust Ye."—Two centuries ago it

was thought an insult in the Highlands of

Scotland to ask a note from a debtor. It was
considered the same thing as saying, "I doubt

your honor." If parties had business matters

to transact, they stepped into tho air, fixed

their eyes upon the heavens, and each repeat-

ed his obligation, with no mortal witness. A
mark was then carved on some rock or tree

near by, as remembrance of the compact.

Such a thing as a breach of contract was
rarely met with, so highly did the people re-

gard their honor.

When the march of improvement brought

the new mode of doing business, they were

often pained by these innovations. An anec-

dote is handed down of a farmer who had

been to the Lowlands and learned worldly

wisdom. On returning to his native parish

he had need of a sum of money, and made
bold to ask a loan of a gentleman of means,

amed Stewart. This was cheerfully granted,

and S. counted out tho gold. This done, the

farmer wrote a receipt, and offered it to the

gentleman.
What is this, man ?" cried Stewart, eyeing

the slip of paper.

It is a receipt, sir, binding me to give ye

back yer gold at the right time," replied

Sandy.
''Binding ye? Well, my man, if ye canna

trust yerself, I'm sure I'll na trust ye ! To
canna ha' my gold!" And gathering it up,

he put it back in his desk and turned his key

on it.

" But, sir, I might die," replied the canny

Scotchman, bringing up an argument in favor

of his new wisdom, "and my sons might re-

fuse it ye. But this bit of paper would compel

them."
Compel them to sustain a dead father's

honor?" cried the Scot. "They'll need com-

pelling to do right, if this is the road yer lead-

them ! I'll neither trust ye nor them. Ye

can gang elsewhere for money I But ye'U

find nane in the parish that '11 put more faith

in a bit o' paper than in a neighbor's word o'

honor and his fear o' God!"

Selected.

Babylon is the spiritual fabric of iniquity,

the mystical great city of the king of dark-

ness, built in imitation of Zion, painted just

like Zion that it might be taken for Zion, and

be worshipped there, instead of the true,

eternal, ever living God and King of Zion.

And as God builds his city, of hewn stones, of

squared stones, of living stones ; so also tho

king of darkness has his bowings, his squar-

ings, his preparations, his qualifications for his

buildings. If the light break forth and make
it appear too gross to have the whole nation

a church, or to admit a whole parish to or-

dinances, he will gather a church out of the

nation, and select some of his choicer stones

out of the parish
;
yea he may grasp some of

the stones of tho true temple if they come
within his reach and circle, that is, if they

look abroad, if they step forth, and keep not

close to the anointing within, which is the great

and only ordinance of tho saints' preservation

from antichrist's power ; for if they step forth

and taken to a drying-room, placed in tiers
J

but so much as into a prayer against anti-

on lattice racks, and continually turned and chri8t,outof this, they are caught in his snare
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and are serving him in that very prayer which
they seem with great earnestness and zeal to

put up against him.
How many can speak great words of God

and of Christ, who know not what belongs to

the anointing.— /. Penington.

Prices of Provisions in A. D. 1315.—The fol-

lowing royal writ of Edward I. of England in

interesting as an instance of the vain attempts
which were made in that country in former
times to regulate the prices of provisions by
authority, instead of allowing them to be de-

termined by the natural law of demand and
supply; and also as showing the ordinary
prices of certain important articles of food

supply in the year 1315 :

—" Edwarde,'by the

grace of God kynge of England, etc. To
Shiriffes, Majors, Bailiffes of Fraunchises,
greeting. Forasmoch as we have heard and un-

derstanded the greevouscomplayntes ofArch-
bishops, Bishops, Prelates, and Barons, touch-
ing great dearth of victuals in our Eealme :

We ordeyne from henceforth, that no Ose
stalled or corne-fedde, be sold for more then
xxiiii. s. No other grasse-fed Oxe for more
then xvi s. ; a fat stalled Cowe at xii s

other Cowe lesse woorth, at x s. ; a fat Mutton
corne-fed, or whose wool is well growen, at

XX d. ; another fat Mutton shorne at xiiii d

a fat Hogge of two yeres olde at iii s. iiii d.;

a fat Goose at ii d. ob., in the citie at iii d.

fat Capon at ii d., in the citie ii d. ob. ; a fat

Hen at i d., in the citie at i d. ob. ; two Chick-
ens at i d., in the citie at i d. ob.; foure Pigions
i d., in the citie three Pigions i d. Item xxiiii

Egges a peny, in the citie xx Egges a peny.
We ordeyne to all our Shiriffes and our other
ministers whatsoever they be, that yf any
person buy or sell any of the thynges above
named, contrary to our ordinaunceaforesayde,
that the ware be forfaite, and due penaltie set

upon them, according to their desart. Geuen
at Westminster vnder our greate seale the
xxiiii day of Marche, the viii yere of our
reigne."

For "The Friend."

The following epistle of our late beloved
Friend Hannah Gibbons, 1 believe has never
been published—and I thought was worthy a
place in The Friend. There is a good deal
of good advice applicable to all our Meetings
at this time—and was written after she return-
ed home from a religious visit to the meetings
of this Yearly Meeting—in which she was
acceptably engaged amongst us.

J. H.
Ohio, 5th mo. 1873.

West Chester, 7th mo. 1850

To Middleton Monthly Meeting of Men and
Women Friends of Ohio.

Dear Friends: I have often felt my mind
drawn towards you in a Monthly Meeting
capacity, since we were with you, and par-
ticularly since my return home; and I feel

inclined to express some of my feelings in

this way, though a stranger as to the state
of things amongst you, and often sensible of
my own unworthiness. But as I have long
believed the discipline of our religious Society
was formed in wisdom superior to man's
wisdom, I feel increasingly desirous that those
who are engaged in the support of it, may
more and more seek to be endued with
Heavenly wisdom, which can alone direct
aright—as it is only that which comes from

our Divine Leader that will gather to Him.
Some may think that discipline is an out
ward thing, and so in one sense we may
look at it; but I believe if it is managed in

the peacable spirit and wisdom of Jesus, it

will lead to keeping our Meetings in comely
order and solemnity, and to the edifjnng o<

the body in love. The true spirit of dis-

cipline begins its work within ; by bring-

ing our own spirits into subjection to its

holy and regulating influence. With ibis

qualification we may also hope to be enabled
to govern our families in the authority that
Truth gives; bringing up our children in the

nurture and admonition of the Lord. I feel

my mind engaged with desires, that those

amongst you who are desirous of keeping your
ranks in righteousness, and maintaining our
religious Society on its ancient foundation,
may be increasingly weighty in spirit, look-

ing to our Almighty Helper oftener than the
morning for strength to walk acceptably before

Him; doing, with the ability He is pleased to

give, that which He is requiring of you. And
although, dear Friends, you may have much
to feel and suffer in this day of unsettlement
and trial, yet I have thought there may b*

encouragement received in the remembrance
of Nehemiah's faithfulness, when he was
commanded to rebuild the walls of Jerusalem.
Notwithstanding he met with many discour-

agements he was enabled to persevere, and
we may remember that those who were en-

gaged in the work, held a weapon in one hand
while they labored with the other, and yet the
work was blessed and prospered. So I believe

it will be with the lowly, humble minded fol-

lowers ofthe Lord Jesus, who are sensible that
there is not an easier way to the kingdom of
Heaven than by the way of the cross. Th
terms of discipleship remain the same. Our
Saviour's language was, whosoever doth not
bear his cross and follow me, cannot be my dis-

ciple. Other foundation can no man lay, than
is laid, which is Jesus Christ. My mind is

often drawn out in tender solicitude on behalf
of our beloved young Friends, in this day of
perplexity, when the language of some of their
hearts may be, who shall show us any good ?

In seasons of this kind may the eye of your
mind be turned inward, and you be strengthen-
ed in the assurance, that the foundation of God
standeth sure, having this seal, the Lord
knoweth them that are His. Yea He knoweth
the hearts of those who desire to serve Him,
and tenderly regards them ; and although
He may see meet that you should pass throu
many baptisms, in order for the purifying of
the vessel, be not discouraged. We see,

to the outward, the clay needs much preparing
before it is brought into use. So in a spiritual

sense, there is much in our corrupt natu
that we have need to be redeemed from,
before we can be fitted for usefulness in the
Lord's work and service. Even the fruit-

bearing branches need purging, that they may
bring forth more fruit. Oh may your minds,
dear young Friends, be more and more turned
inward to your Heavenly Father, the true
source of health and strength, with desires to

serve Him ; and then He will be with you
and enable you to withstand all the wiles of

unwearied enemy. As there is a humble,
dependent, watchful state abode in. He is at
seasons, pleased to make known His blessed

to the willing mind, and to furnish with
ability to do it. Then, may not anything
which belongs to the present life, be suflfered

to draw your minds away from a close at

tion to this inspeaking Word of Grace
;

may its secret intimations be regarded ^

reverence and holy fear. And as ol:

ence is yielded thereunto, you will experij

a growing in the root of life, and be more
more clothed with the meekness and gei

ness of our blessed Saviour. Seek thei

beseech you, the pearl of great price,

blessed Truth which none ever sought t

loo great diligence, or if they lost it, got
worth in exchange. With a salutation

tender love, I trust gospel love, to the aj

middle-aged and beloved youth, I bid you
affectionate farewell.

Hannah Gibbons

An Object in Life.—We are happy only
the exercise of our various powers. But
order that we should derive happiness fr

this source, it is necessary that the pow
should be exercised /or an object. Dostit
of an object, we do not act, or if we act, it

without aim, and without pleasure. To be

prived of an object, is to be wretched. I

somewhat remarkable, and at first sight, 8

prising that the two classes of persons ra

prone to grow weary of life, and to take refi

from their weariness in suicide, are those
occupy the two opposite positions in the soc

scale,—the inordinately rich, and the ho'

lessly poor. The reason reveals itself on
little thought. The one is removed beyon(

want and has nothing to strive for ; the oth

sees no hope of any success. The one a

the other alike are destitute of an object

life.

Rather than be devoid of an object, n
will take up any purjjose, however frivoloi

To make a collection of curious trif

ancient china ware, of antique books or fun

ture, to store the mind with forgotten ai

useless lore, to obtain pre-eminence byexpe
siveness of dress, to give gorgeous and burde
some entertainments, to destroy myriads
harmless animals,—any of these objects v

afford some satisfaction to the mind, and w
be better far than emptiness and aimlessn
One monarch of Spain, after abdicating
throne, relieved his mind from vacuity by r

pairing watches, and by endeavoring so

regulate a large number of them that th^

would all correspond in time.

But while any object is better than nothin
it is also true, that in order to obtain tri

happiness and content, man must ha
object that is suited to him. It must be a

object large enough to satisfy his natur
The island of Elba was not great enough fcl

Napoleon. It must be sufficiently difficult 1

exercise and even to task his capacity. Th
mind of man, like a steam engine, cann(
work well, unless it carries weight enough t

require the use of its power. And the objec

must be one that the mind cannot overtaki

When an object is reached, that moment if

power to act as an object is exhausted. I

a man has aimed only to be President, h

is worth little or nothing after the presidenc;

is won. He has nothing now to look forwar
to. Life has nothing more in store for bin
At the same time, the object must be on

that is not hopelessly beyond the reach o

human attainment ; else man will give wa;

to despondency, and in despair will cease hi

exertions. To attempt to reach the moon
would not be such an object as man demands
The religion of Christ proceeds from Hin
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I),
made man, and who knows what is in

^. It affords an object absolutely and per-

ijly suited to human nature. It f^ets before

I as an end to be attain( d, the cultivation

»i8 own holiness, the promotion of the

Iporal and spiritual welfare of the race,

lithe service of God. These objects are

i(e and grand. They demand all the pow-

i)of man, were those powers multiplied a

jisand fold. They do not provoke despair,

J30n8tantly man, the feeblest man even, is

lining them in some degree. Yet their

kvie attainment is ever beyond, and man
(laselessly urged forward toward the bright

jstial goal.

'.e who longs for an object in life, (and

is a longing of universal man), finds his

jjing satisfied in Him who is so justly

Sed "the Desire of all nations."

A Remarkable Dream.

In one of the early volumes of "The Friend

(the Eighth) there was publiphcd

account of a dream, in which the dreamer
thought she was invited to partalce of the en-

joyments of the inhabitants of Heaven, but

refused because their occupations did not suit

her taste and inclinations. The narrative

gives t

death of the person referred to. It was sub-

sequently printed in a separate form as i

tract, with the title, "A Dream of Heaven.'

In the Ninth volume of "The Friend," i

Friend." " Oh enter," he said, and he gave me his hand,

I

With accents repi.stless, in t(ine of command ;

" Oh, why dost thou linger ? oh, why should' st thou fall?

, Do not all tribes and colors press into that hall ?

Striking There i.s re.st, there i.s peace, there is happiness there-
Earth has not a hope so transcendantly fair."

Resisting no longer those accents so bland,

I stood with that holy, that purified band
;

In a garment of whiteness ascended that stair,

And words cannot utter the scene that was there.

he subsequent incidents of the life and ' But I felt-yes, oppressively felt, though among,
-

' . . . .My spirit had nought with this purified throng.

low Mountains are Formed.—Look at any
ijliff in which the strata are twisted and

'on slope. The beds must have been at one

e straight and horizontal. But it is equally

^r that they have been folded hy being

eezed laterally. At least, that is the sim-

it explanation, as may be proved by ex-

iment. Take a number of pieces of cloth,

iny such stuff; lay them on each other, and

n squeeze them together at each end.

3y will arrange themselves in folds, just as

beds of the cliff have done. And if, in-

id of cloth, you take some more brittle

tter, you will find that, as you squeeze on,

86 folds will tend to snap at the points of

atest tension or stretching, which will be

iourse at the tops and bottoms of the folds.

118 cracks will be formed ; and if the pres-

e goes on, the ends of the layers will shift

inst each other in the line of those cracks,

tning faults like those so common in rocks.

Jut again, suppose that instead of equeez-

these broken and folded lines together

' more, you took off the pressure right and

, and pressed tbemApwards from below,

a mimic earthquake^ They would rise;

I as they rose leave open spaces between

m. Now if you could contrive to squeeze

> them from below a paste, which would

•den in the cracks and between the layers,

I 80 keep them permanently apart, you

uld make them into a fair likeness of an

irage mountain range—a mess—if I maj'

ke use of a plain old word,—of rocks which

re, by alternate contraction and expansion,

ped in the latter case by the injection of

Iten lava, been thrust about as they are in

8t mountain ranges.

—

Kingsley.

The Visited Youth of this Generation.—M-y

irt has been made glad in the house of

lyer, and my spirit has waded in the deeps

behalf of the visited youth of this genera

q: the desire and petition of ray soul has

m, that nothing might be permitted to hurt

im, nor mar the work of formation in and

m them ; but that they may go forward,

1 increase in the excellency of dignity, and

I excellency of power; that so, by and

'ough them, under Divine protection and

ection, the continued backsliding of a de-

lerate people, may in good measure be

pped, and the Lord may be graciously

ased to return to the many thousands of

ael.

—

From a Letter of Richard Shackleton's,

One form, beyond thought, more divine and more fair,

More awful, more kingly, more holy, was there.

To his praise seemed the music, the dance, and the song,
--

. , . i- .u • -J * „„„^ Their life and their joy seem'd to /iim to belong.
poetical version of the incident appeared,

|^^^y p^^^^^^ ^^ j^^;^ j^ ^^^ ^^^^^ 3„d the lays
___•_, .-_ ,« 1 c .„ui,„.,t,^„ *" Which they gave to /ij.5 name, which they sang to Ai.'which is now offered for re publication, to

meet the wishes of some Friends. As more

than 37 years have passed since its first pub-

lication, it will probably be new to most of

those who may see it.

LINES
Suggested by reading an account, in " The Friend," of a

Remarkable Dream.

e ! ye votaries of mirth,

from the dust of this earth,
Ye followers of pie

Whose spirits ne'er

To my groveling sight, to my view, has been given

The brightness, the gladness, the glory, of Heaven.

My eyes they have witness'd, my footsteps have trod,

The holy Jerusalem—the City of God

!

And oh ! for a pencil to paint unto men,

The vision of glory that burst on me then.

I stood in the midst of a populous square.

And forms, in the garb of all nations, were there.

And never was stamp'd, on humanity's brow.

Such looks, and such grace, as encircled me now

;

So thoughtful, so cheerful, such settled repose,

As no spirit, impure and unsanctified, knows.

In the regions of earth, never broke on my sight,

All changeless and calm, such ineffable light ;

Not the dazzling, bewildering, light of the sun—
An abiding, unchanging, etherial one.

'Twas a light that oppress'd me with feelings of sadness.

While around there seem'd nought but the spirit of

gladness.

Here were pavements of gold, that were shining and

bright,
.

And buildings, whose windows transmitted a light

Like the shades of the rainbow ; and oh ! 'twas a home

Where meekness might bend, and where charity come.

And for them were these dwellings, bright, holy, and

Whose robes had been wash'd in the blood of the Lamb

On those pavements of gold trod that heavenly throng,

In the garb that to kingdom and nation belong

;

Then entered a palace, more massive and bright

Than as yet had appeared to my wondering sight.

Its steps they ascended, its portal they cross'd,

And, though earnest my gaze, to my vision were lost

For a moment were lost; then, pure, spotless, and

bright,

Again re-appeared, in a garment oi white;

And earth's brightest imaginings ne'er could compare

With the splendor, the glory, the harmony there.

Nor marble, nor crystal, nor gold, was th.at hall

—

It was light—holy light—shone alike upon all.

And oh ! for a pencil to paint unto men

The vision of beauty that burst on me then,^

As I stood in this region, transcendantly bright,

Regarding those forms, clad in raiment so whhe.

Ascending on high by a glittering stair.

And voices of music inviting me there.

But vain were their greetings ;—for, tho' passing fair

Was each object that thrill'd and delighted me there,

Oppress'd and dejected, transfixed to the spot.

Those spirits passed by, and I heeded them not

;

Reiected their proffers, and scorning the care

Which would press me to take the white livery there.

But, weary and angry, I answer'd, at last,

A voice full of kindness and pity that pass'd—
" I will not your whiteness, your livery wear

:

My dwelling is earthly, my home is not here."_

Then they mounted their lofty, mysterious stair,

And with me was left one bright messenger there.

praise.

Oh ! the spirit of evil encompassed me then :

Sat enthron'd in my heart and my aspect ; for when
The Lord of that glorious company saw,

I thrill'd in each pulse, I stood trembling with awe;

But my heart, it grew hardened, though music then

broke
On my ear, like the tones of a harp, when he spoke.

'Oh ! why art thnu silent, and solemn, and sad?

My people have triumph'd—mi/ people are glad I

Come join in their gladness, unite in their song

—

Nor sorrow nor sadness to Heaven belong!"

From that being of light, from that heavenly brow,

Love, unspeakable love, was regarding me now.

"Your dance I will join not, you heavenly throng,

I know not the measure, I sing not the song."

His glance was like lightning, his voice was like thun-

der,

The whirlwind encompas.s'd, earth parted asunder.

He said, (while my spirit, o'erwhelmed with fear,

Saw the doom that awaited,) "Then what doest

THOU HEKE?"

Thus ended my dream : and my dwelling-place then

Was once more on this earth with the children of men.

And oh ! that this vision, this foretaste thus given.

Of the gladness, the glory, the brightness, of Heaven,

Might flash on my vision, when tempted to cling

To those pleasures that earthly imaginings bring.

Oh, I saw not a mansion, a dwelling-place there,

For those who, like me, walked in vanity here,

Nor bow'd at his altar, nor knelt at his shrine— _

" These, these," saith .Jehovah, " shall never be mine.

For vice and impurity never can come

To my glorious dwelling, my heavenly home."

'Twas the gentle in spirit—the simple in heart,

Who bestow'd on a perishing brother a part

'Twas for them who had counted,

Those things which
cross

;

worthless and

ould lead from the way of the

Whose hope, fraught with joy, with their God to find

favor, .

Was alone thro' the suffering, the blood of a Saviour.

'Twas for them who had walked but as aliens here—

Whose portion was oft but the sigh and the tear

;

Who ne'er, in self-righteousness, wisdom, or pride,

A crucified Lord, a Redeemer, denied.

Oh, these are the worthy—these stand round the throne.

Whom Emanuel hath prorais'd, " my Father will own."

Then turn to the way of the ransom'd your feet,

And yet vou may stand round the bright mercy seat.

With Him, the incarnate, immaculate Lamb
^

Who sitteth enthroned with the "Holy I Am"—
Your pathwav no longer all clouded and dim-^

In the home of the Cherub and bright Seraphim.

Philadelphia.

Influences of the Holy Spirit.

If we would wish for much of the presence

of God by his Spirit, we must learn to set a

high value upon it; we must seek it by

fervent prayer ;
we must cherish habitual de-

pendence on divine influence ;
and we must

take care to maintain a deportment suited to

the character of that Divine agent. When
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the apostle exhorts us not to grieve the Spirit

of God, by which we are sealed to the day ol

redemption, it is forcibly implied that He is

susceptible of offence, and that to offend him
involves heinous ingratitude and folly

;

gratitude, for what a requital is this for being
sealed to the day of redemption ! and folly

inasmuch as we may fitly say on this, as Paul
did on a different occasion, " Who is he that

maketh us glad, but the simethat is made sorry

by us?" Have we any other comforter when
he is withdrawn ? Can a single ray of light

visit us in his absence, or can we be safe for

a moment without his guidance and support?
If the immense and infinite Spirit, by a mys-
terious condescension, deigns to undertake
the conduct of a worm, ought it not to yield

the most implicit submission ? The appro-
priate duty owing to a faithful and experi-

enced guide, is a ready compliance with his

dictates; and how much more may this be
expected when the disparity between the
parties is no less than infinite ! The languag
of the Holy Spirit in describing the manners
of the ancient Israelites, is awfully monitory
to professors in every age—"They rebelled

and vexed his Holy Spirit ; therefore he
turned to be their enemy and fought against
them." As we wish to avoid whatever
more curious than useful, we shall not stay to

inquire precisely on what occasions, or to

what extent the Spirit is capable of being re

sisted. It may be sufficient to observe, it h

evident from melancholy experience, that it

is very possible to neglect what is the obvious
tendency of his motions, which is invariably

to produce universal holiness. " The fruit ot

the Spirit is love, joy, peace, long-suffering,

goodness, meekness, gentleness, temperance,
faith ;" whatever is contrary to these, involves
an opposition to the Spirit, and is directly

calculated to quench his sacred influence.

From his descending on Christ in the form
of a dove, as well as from many express
declarations of Scripture, we may with cer-

tainty conclude the indulgence of all the
irascible and malignant passions to be peculiar-

ly repugnant to his nature ; and it is remarka-
ble that the injunction of not grieving the Holy
Spirit is immediately followed by a particular

caution against cherishing such dispositions.
" Let all bitterness, and wrath, and anger, and
clamor, and evil-speaking, be put away from
you with all malice. And be ye kind one to

another, even as God for Christ's sake hath
forgiven you."
Have you not found by experience that the

indulgence of the former has destroyed that
self-recollection and composure which are so

essential to devotion ? Vindictive passions
surround the soul with a sort of turbulent
atmosphere, than which nothing can be con-
ceived more opposite to that calm and holy
light in which the blessed Spirit loves to

dwell. The indulgence of sensual lusts, or of
whatever enslaves the soul to the appetites
of the body in violation of the rules of sobriety
and chastity, it seems almost unnecessary to
add, must have a direct tendency to quench
his sacred influences

; wherever such desires
prevail, they war against the soul, immerse
it in carnality, and utterly indispose it to any-
thing spiritual and heavenly. "That which
is born of the Spirit is spirit;" it bears a re-

semblance to its author in being a spiritual
production which requires to be nourished by
divine meditation, by pare and holy thoughts.—a. Hall.

for "ilie Friend."

My Strawberry Bed.

There is in my garden a fine bed of straw
berry plants, just coming into bloom, and
giving promise of an abundance of delicious

fruit during the coming summer. As I look
over the vigorous plants, filling a space of
perhaps six or eight feet in width, beautiful to

the eye with the fresh greenness of their leaves
and the white blossoms scattered among them
it seems surprising that this should be there
suit of only one season's growth. I remem-
ber how unpromising the appearance a year
ago. Then a single row of puny plants,

marked the centre of the bed. They struggled
for existence through the hot and dry weather
of early summer, requiring the watchful care
of the gardener to shield them from the ex-

cessive rays of the sun, and to supply them
with moisture to keep them from perishing.
Gradually their roots took hold of the soil

and extended, new leaflets appeared on the
stem and they threw out runners, which
spread over the ground, rooting at intervals
and sending up new tufts of leaves. Thus
the few isolated plants became a vigorous and
flourishing bed, prepared to reward the care
of its owner by a bountiful supply of fruit.

As I gazed upon my strawberry plants
this mortiing, I thought, how close is the

analogy between the outward garden and
that of the heart. The seed of the kingdom
is planted within us by the power of Divine
Grace. If we receive it, it will take root and
grow. But the tender plant is exposed to

many hardships. The hardness of the soil

in which it is placed often obstructs the
spreading of its roots. The ground is so pre-

occupied with other and more favored plants,

that there is not room enough for it to grow as
vigorously as it otherwise would ; and often-

times it is so choked with these, that it never
becomes able to mature its fruit. Were it

not for the constant care of the Heavenly
Husbandman, who in great condescension,
watches over it, stirs the ground around it,

roots up the weeds, shelters it from tempta-
tions too great for it to endure, and waters
it from time to time with the fresh visitations

of his love, it would inevitably perish. But
under his protecting care it gradually be-

comes rooted and established, and acquires
sufficient strength to enable it to make some
visible growth.

I noticed last summer that a few of my
strawberry plants put forth some blossoms,
and made an effort thus early to bear fruit.

But my skilful neighbors, who had had large
experience in the cultivation of this plant,

strictly cautioned me not to permit them
thus to waste their strength, assuring me that
the fruit produced would be of little value,
and that the vines would be so weakened by
the effort, that no good crop would ever be
raised from them It was far better they
said, that its vital powers should be exerted
n spreading its roots and runners, and thus
preparing the way for a full crop in due sea-

son. Is there not reason to fear that some
persons, in whose hearts the good seed of the
kingdom has taken root, have sufl'ered loss

from prematurely entering into active labors
of apublic naure for the good of others? They
have not been willing sufficiently long, to dwell
under the operation of that Word which is as

a fire and a hammer, or else they have mistaken
the season of preparation for a commission to

go forth into the world, and hence they have

never become qualified to bear fruit in that
|

fection which was designed. As the prop

mourned over Ephraira as a cake only 1

baked; so the wise hearted Christian, wl

recognizing in their labors somewhat of

flavor that belongs to the fruit of the heave

garden, will lament that their growth
been stunted, and their berries thus rende;

deficient in quality and abundance. Tb
are few, if any, who have gained exper'

in the work of true religion, but can remt

ber seasons, when the mind was restive unt

the sense of duty laid upon it, to wait quie

and patiently on God, and seek to hold co

munion with Him ; and who would not glat

have substituted for this bumbling oxerci

reading the Scriptures, visiting the poor,

deavoring to instruct the ignorant, or almi

any form of outward effort—all good in the

selves, but not that which was needed at tl

point in their experience to humble the

and prepare it rightly to fulfil the Maste
will.

Last winter was one of unusual severi

in which the ground was so frozen as to

almost like a rock, and the appearance of i

at that time, strewn as it was with litt

as a partial protection, would have been ve

discouraging to one who was not famili

with the character of the strawberry, a

with the nature of our climate. So far &t

can now see, no injury resulted to my plan

from the exposure. Can we not draw fro

this the encouraging lesson, that we need n

dread the effects of the storms and trials

which we are exposed, the anxieties and pi

plexities that attend the care of our busine

and families, or even the spiritual deadnes

desertion, and distress that at times may
rmitted to envelope our minds, if only t

can be preserved in humble submission tot!

will of the Heavenly gardener. He has

things under His control, and if we sincere

love and serve Him, He will make all thin;

work together for our good ; in His ow
time, bring the warmth of spring to oi

hearts and enable us to blossom and he;

fruit to His own praise—who is indeed worth

of all that can be rendered unto Him.
B. A.

For "The Friend."

Religions Tallt.

The kind of religious conversation I wis

to encourage is that which is "from the heai

which is in godly sincerity, when we spea

from living experience of the things of God-l

what we have tasted, and our hands hav,

handled of the word of life, and when our wal

before men, and our lives, correspond thep

with." This kind of conversation is to edii

cation.
' Mere talk on religion," I trust, is not ver

prevalent amongst Friends. On the contrar

t is to be hoped that Friends are becomin

more and more alive on the subject of religioi

that they are willing to bear testimony to th

good things the Lord has done for them, an

Draise his great name therefor. It is ver

mportant that our lives should be in cor

formity with our profession ; it 'is also impot,

tant that we should tell to others the reaso,

of the hope that is in us. If our early Friend,

had no need to tell others of their conversiot,

why did they do it? It would have bee:

strange indeed for them to have adopted th

use of the plain language and yet tell no on

why they did it, or to call the days of th
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,k by their numerical names and give no

ptnral reasons for their singular conduct,

ecline calling any man master, or decidedly

so to take a judicial oath, and yet tell no

li that Jesus had forbidden it.

{ seems to me that the reason our "early

3nds" talked and preached and wrote so

;h on the subject of religion, was that they

e converted themselves, and wished to in-

othors to the great fountain of cleansing,

t they also might come into the glorious

rty of the children of God, and taste of the

( of His salvation.

'hey had experienced the inshinings of the

of righteousness in taeir own souls, had

the power of redeeming love, and rejoiced

the freedom that is in Christ Jesus," and

tencd to tell of the Heavenly Father's love,

leighbors, friends, strangers and enemies,

jrever their lots might be cast; they did

refrain their lips from speaking of the

iderful works of God. He bearing witness

signs following (the conversion ot sinners)

t they were chosen instruments in his

ds to declare the name of Christ to a world

ig in wickedness. Now, if we follow in

ir footsteps, how can we refrain from

aching and talking, as the Lord giveih us

ity. But let us first know of their start-

point,—a belief in Christ, our own sins

;ted out for his dear Name's sake, and a

itism of the Holy Spirit qualifying for the

rk,—then with what joy and gladness, with

at singleness of heart and earnestness of

pose, will we press forward in the work,

7ing the things that are behind, and roach-

forward to the things that are before;

n indeed would "Our righteousness shine

,h as the light, and our judgment as the

n day." Then would we fulfil the com-

ad given by the Lord to his people of old,

corning his statutes, spoken of by R. O. in

35 of "The Friend." "And thou shalt

3h them diligently unto thy children, and

11 talk of them when, thou sittest in thine

ise, and when thou walkest by th

of each Meeting of Friends to have a Scrip-

ture recitation upon First-day, when wo could

all unite in encouraging each other to talk of

these things to the children.

J. Hill.

Mt. Pleasant, Ohio, 5th mo. 1st, 1873.

[We have given place to the above, inas-

much as it is no more than fair to allow a

reply to the observations made on a former

essay of the same author, and we now close

the correspondence on the subject. As to

what is said in the above about First-day

scripture schools, to us it seems much on a

par with substituting "religious talk" for in-

ward religious exercise. Were Monthly Meet-

ings composed of members taught in the school

of Christ, and thus fitted to conduct the affairs

of the church, they would find it no more

their duty to imitate Westtown Boarding

School in having " Scripture recitations" than

in teaching the physical sciences.]— Edts.

To Experience our Past Sins Blotted Out.

6ih mo. 29th, 1846. * # * " I felt im-

pelled to preach Christ crucified and glorified,

and also appearing by his Spirit in the heart.

* * * That Christ took upon Him the body

prepared of the Father, to do his will in, and

offered Himself a most holy and satisfactory

sacrifice for the sins of the world ;
that He

suffered for our sins, the just for the unjust,

that He might bring us to God. But it was
only as we opened the door of our hearts and

let Him come iu ; and witness Him to sit as a

refiner's fire, and as a fuller with soap, re-

moving all impurity, washing us in the laver

of regeneration, and renewing us by his Holy
Spirit, that we could know our garments

made white in his precious blood, and experi

ence our past sins to be blotted out ; having

on the wedding garment, and being accepted

in Him, the Beloved."— Wdliain Evans.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 17, 1873.

Few are placed in a situation so gloomy

and distressful as not to see, every day, beingi

^'lyJyet more forlorn and miserable, from wbon
I when thou Host down and when thou'j_tjey fnay learn to rrjoice in their own lot.

ist up." And I would cordially unite with

0. in earnestly encouraging this, believing

h him, " there is far too much shrinking

ang many from religious conversation," for

t was so emphatically enjoined upon the

lelite of old, to be so constant and earnest

his instructions to his children in things

taining to the law, much more ought wo
iell our children of the things pertaining to

and salvation through a crucified and
sn Lord.
f Friends were alive to the responsibilities

,heir position, and would speak of the glad

ngs of the gospel to their children ;
talking

them daily of the glorious and solemn

ths of scripture, and directing their young
,rt8 "to the Lord that bought them," giv-

them this assurance that if they ask they

II receive of the good things their Father

Seaven has in store for them; and if they

. upon him he will hear : for it is declared,

3 that calleth on the name of the Lord shall

saved." If parents were earnest

rk, there might not bo so much

The apostle Peter, addressing those whom
he describes as "elect according to the fore-

knowledge of God the Father, through sancti-

fication of the Spirit, unto obedience and

sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ," after

speaking of their "heaviness through mani-

fold temptations," says, "That the trial of

your faith, being much more precious than ol'

gold that perisheth, though it be tried by fire,

might be found unto praise and honor and

glory at the appearing of Jesus Christ."

We are apt to suppose, that the trials of the

(lay in which we live, are more severe or more

difficult to bear and surmount than those

which attended former generations. But we

a this believe that the helps as well as the pbstacles

;ed of to leading a godly life, are generally evenly

8t-day Scripture Schools as at present ; but ,

balanced in every age of the church, notwith-

>8 not the sorrowful fact that it is so much ,
standing the changes in outward circurastan-

'lected make the Scripture Schools a nece8-;ces. The strait and narrow way to lite is

't. The Committee of Westtown Bmrding neither more nor less difficult and repulsive to

lool have very wisely enjoined upon each flesh and blood now than at any other time

dent a weekly recitation of Scripture. It is necessary that every discij^e of Christ

luld it not, then, be well for the members '
should have his faith tried sufficiently, to

vhether it is that which has a Divine

origin and support, or the product of his own
fallen powers.

Like the visitations of the Bay Spring from
on high to the soul, that faith which is "the
substance of things hoped for, the evidence of

things not seen," is " of the operation of God,"

nd a sacred mystery ;
which while it may be

xercised and enjoyed by " babes and suck-

lings," cannot be attained nor understood by
the worldly " wise and prudent." The apostle

John tells us "this is the victory that over-

coraeth the world, even our faith;" and an-

other apostle in recounting the triumphs of

this faith, demonstrates the truth of their

Master's declaration, that with so small a por-

tion of it, as to be likened to a grain of mus-

tard-seed, nothing that concerns the salvation

of the soul, or the good of his church shall be

impossible.

In our religious Society at the present day
there are certainly ample causes to test the

faith of the true hearted members, and to

bring home to them the necessity of holding

it fast, in order that they may " war a good
warfare; holding faith and a good conscience

;

which some having put away, concerning

faith have made shipwreck." We need not

now dwell on the conflict going on in our

midst respecting the doctrines and testimonies

to be hereafter maintained by the Society
;

and which is becoming more and moredefined
;

but who can fail to see the great change that

has come over the Society—be the cause what
it may— and that a large portion of the mem-
bers have never attained or have lost that

serious settlement, that religious weight and
inwardness, that once characterized Friends

as a people.

The silent, reverent waiting upon the Lord,

not only in meetings for worship and discip-

line, but in the every-day engagements of life,

which were once marked traits of the despised

(Quakers, seems to be hardly understood by

multitudes who profess to be their represen-

tatives ;
while it is too apparent to be ignored,

that there are many among us with ears itch-

ing to hear themselves spi-aking in our meet-

ings, and still more who appear to feed upon

words, and to think that the work of religion

consists in something outside themselves.

Was there ever a period when it was more

needful for those who are mourning over this

state of things, or striving to prevent its

further spread, to int< rcede for an increase of

that faith which once enabled fallible men to

quench the violence of fire, to escape the edge

of the sword ;
out of weakness to be made

strong, waxing valiant in fight, turning to

flight the armies of the aliens; in order that

they may continue to maintain unflinchingly

the practices and principles of our forefathers

in the Truth? a time when it was more im-

portant to keep a watchful guard lest the de-

vices of Satan succeed in drawing all parts of

the Society into connivance of a relaxed sup-

port, or abandonment of the testimonies given

us, as a people, to uphold before the world 1

However much we may mourn over the de-

fection, we cannot bo instrumental in doing

this, nor in preventing the Society from being

shifted—almost imperceptibly—on to another

foundation than it was originally built upon,

without being endued with the same Divine

wisdom and power that raised it up, for the

Lord's own purposes, and has heretofore

measureably preserved it.

Without this wisdom and power, universal
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ercised only as the members are brought indi-
gjans could m

vidually to a willingness to take up ttie daily

cross, to follow Christ in the regeneration

He reveals himself in the heart, and to receive

from him the necessary supplies of living faith.

Satan has many nicely contrived stratagems
now employed to draw the members off from
this inward, heart-changing work, and to keep
them busy in other and more showy occupa-
tions. Even where the good seed iias found
some congenial soil, there is ollen a di;»posi-

tion manifested instead of endeavoring to

deepen in the root, to spend the strength in

cultivating the branches, where the fowls of

the air may lodge. Nothing but daily, fervent

seeking for the Lord's help and guidance, on
the part of tho?<o who are alive to the devices

of the subtle deceiver, can sustain them in

their various conflicts, and enable them to put
him to flight when he presents his plausible

temptations.

It is by instruments thus prepared by the
great Head himself, that the church will again
arise and shine, and the great Name be hon-
ored and exalted by the members individually

and in our solemn assemblies
; and such, while

cherishing the faith which will finally give
the victory, must be willing to suffer until the
Lord shall be pleased to break their bonds
asunder.

We commend to our readers the valuable
counsel contained in the Epistle of our late

beloved friend and mother in Lsrael, Hannah
Gibbons, published in the columns of our pre-

sent number. It may convey instruction to

all, and such is its savor, that we think it

may be truly said that though dead she yet
speaketh.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FoREiGX.—The French government has given re-

newed assurances that it supports the action taken by
England for the suppre.ssion of the slave trade on the
east coast of Africa, and denies that the Sultan of Zanzi-
bar lia.s been authorized to rely on French protection.
On the 11th, supplemental elections were held in four

of the departments of France. In most cases the Ruli-
cal Republican candidate-^ for the Assembly were suc-
ce,ssful, in Rochelle a Bonapartist was chosen.
A Paris dispatch says : The idea of a formal procla-

mation, at an early day, of a Conservative Republic as
the permanent form of government in France, absorbs
public attention and is gaining ground every where.

In the British House of Commons, a motion to redress
the inequalities in the distribution of power in the
United Kingdom, was defeated by a vote of 268 again:
77. In the discussion of the matter it was stated that
there were eight constituencies with an aggregate of
1,840 voters, which had the same representation as eight
others with 239,500. Scotland has but 60 represeuta
tives in Parliament, instead of 76 to which its popula-
tion would entitle it. Gladstone acknowledged the force
of the reasons on which the motion was based, but be-
lieved the public did not demand such a measure at

present. This was also the last year of the present
Parliament, and there was not time to consider a ques-
tion of such importance.
The British Life Boat Service rescued 569 persons

from drowning last year.

.John Stuart Mill died at Avignon, France, the 9th
inst., aged 67 years.

A Vienna dispatch say.s, the number of visitors at the
Exhibition since the opening, has been from 12,000 to
16,000 daily.

The backwardness of the arrangements causes dis-
satisfaction. The American section especially makes a
poor appearance.
By a railway accident near Pesth, 21

killed and 40 injured, some of them fatally
The Russian advance on Khiva continued. It is de-

nied that the Khan of Khiva has offered unconditional
submission to the Russian demands. It is true that he

accept.

The government of Greece has resolved to abolish its 52 a 56 cts. Rye, 98 a 99 cts. Western mixed :
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, at which a resolution in favor of a federal i Chicago.—No. 2 spring wheat, $1.28|. No.
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adopted. A letter from .John Bright was read dis

countenancing a republican agitation, and emphatically
declaring that he had no sympathy with those who
sought to uproot the British monarchy.
A Bombay dispatch of the 13th says : It is stated here

that Admiral Cummings has been ordered to proceed
to Zanzibar immediately, with all his available naval
force, and there await orders from the home govern-

London, 5th mo. 12th.—Consols 93]-. U. S. sixes,

1867, 93| ; ten-forties, 89.

Liverpool.— Uplands cotton, 8Jd.; Orleans, 9Jd.
BreadstuflTs quiet.

Arrangements for the visit of the Emperor of Russia
to Vienna have been completed. It is expected that
he will arrive on the first of Sixth month and remain
six days. The King of Belgium will reach Vienna
three days before the Czar, and stay until his departure.

The coronation of the King and Queen of Sweden
took place at Stockholm the 12th inst. At night there
was a general illumination.

The Spanish Ministers are deliberating over a project

for electoral reforms in Cuba. The system agreed upon
will probably be the same as that of Spain.

The London daily Telegraph h.is a special dispatch
to the effiict that Khiva had fallen. Being without
date the report may be premature.
The United States Consul General at Mexico, gives

the coinage of the Mexican mints for 1871 at $22,000,-
000, for 1870, $21,000,000. That is, the whole coinage
of the Mexican Republic is less per annum, than the
production of the State of Nevada, and little more than
the coinage of the mint at San Francisco.

United States.—^The number of interments in

Philadelphia last week was 328, including 102 children
under two years. There were 40 deaths of consump-
tion, 26 inflammation of the lungs, 26 congestion and
inflammation of the brain, 16 debility, and 9 old age.

Capt. Hall's Polar expedition has "been unsuccessful.

The Polaris sailed from New York 6th mo. 29th, 1871,
and reached the latitude of 82 deg. 16 minutes, between
Washington and Grinnels Land, and Capt. Hall died
there of paralysis, in the 11th mo. 1871. After an un
successful attempt to reach the north with boats, the
ve.ssel turned homeward in the 8th mo. last. Captain
Tyson, who succeeded Hall, with eighteen others, left

for the shore on the 15th of Eighth month, under an
apprehension that the ship was unsafe. She was swept
away by a storm, and when last seen was driving before
a south-west gale, with 15 men on hoard. Tyson and
his party remained on an ice floe which drifted down
through many degrees of latitude, to the coast of Labra-
dor. On the 17th of 4th month they were taken from
their floating prison by a vessel engaged in the seal
fishery, in lat. 53° 30'. When the party separated from
the ship it was quite dark, and darkness continued for
over two months, with only two hours of light daily.

They sheltered themselves in a snow house for a time,
but when they were obliged to get on another ice field

which was too small for a snow house, they suffered
greatly from the cold. The party were landed at St.

Johns, N. F., the 12th inst., all looking well and being
in good spirits. Tyson thinks the men in the Polaris
may yet get home, even if the vessel should be de-
stroyed.

Salmon P. Chase, Chief Justice of the United States,

died in New York the 7th inst., from paralysis. He
was in the 66th year of his age. It is said that no suc-
cessor will be appointed until after the reas.sembling of
Congress.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 12th inst. New Fm-k.—American gold, 117|.
U. S. sixes, 1881, 121J; ditto, 1868, 118 J ; ditto, 10-40

1

Barley, 74 a 83 cts. Lard, *9.05 per 100 lbs. St. L,

—No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.77 ; spring wheat, $L
$1.37. Corn, 39 a 39i cts. Oats, 35 cts. Barley,

90 cts. Osioego.—Prime Canada white wheat, $i

Western corn, 60 cts. Oats, 46 cts. Cincinrm
Family flour, $7.75 a $8. Wheat, $1.73 a $1.75. C
45 cts. Oats, 42 a 48 cts. Milwaukie.—No. 1 sp

wheat, $1.37J ; No. 2, $1.30. No. 2 oats, 32.J cts.

2 mixed corn, 42| cts.

THE INSTITUTE FOR COLORED YOUTl
The Annual Meeting will be held in the Commit

room of Arch Street Meeting-house, on Third-day,

mo. 27th, 1873, at 3 o'clock, p. M.
Wm. Evans, Secretar

Phila. 5th mo. 1873.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
Wanted, a Teacher in the Girls' School on Sevi

street. Application may be made to

Thomas Lippincott, 920 Franklin St.

Geo. J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

Rebecca S. Allen, 335 South Fifth St.

Martha D. Allen, 528 Pine St.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDI
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A Friend and his wife are wanted to take charg

this In.stitution, and to manage the farm connected i

it. Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co., ]

.Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada.

Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Che
Co., Pa.

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelpk

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. W ob
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients ma;
made to the Superintendent, or tb any of the Boar
Managers.

Died, at her residence, Moorestown, N. J., the 1

of 3d month, 1873, Jane, wife of Charles Lippinc
and daughter of the late Ezra Comfort, in the 68th y
of her age, a member of Chester Monthly Meeting.

, at the residence of her son, Jeremiah C'(

fort, Whitemarsh, Montgomery Co., Pa., the 31st ol

month, 1873, Margaret, widow of the late Ezra Ci

fort, in the 92d year of her age, a beloved membe:
Gwynedd Monthly Meeting.

, at his residence, near Viola, Linn Co., lo
the 31st of 3d mo. 1873, John Engle, in the 73d y
of his age, an esteemed member of Springville Mont;
and Hopewell Particular Meeting of Friends. He bi

the sufl^jrings of an illness of several weeks durati;

with a quiet and resigned state of mind. At
when he was suffering extreme pain, his wife remarl
to him, that it was hard to see him in such suflerii

he said, " Oh no, that sounds too much like murn
I am willing to suffer all the good Master sees meet
put upon me." He several times expres.sed that he i

not feel any thing to stand in the way of his acceptai

with his Divine Master, and was willing to go at a

time ; and we reverently trust that he has been ada
ted into the habitation prepared for the righteous.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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For "The Friend."

We think the readers of "The Friend" may
interested in a lecture on the life and times

George Fox, delivered by one not connected
th Friends; and we might hope that it

juld incite some of them—especially among
3 younger—to make themselves familiar

th the early history of the Society and the

)graphie8 of its original members: much is

.t by them by neglecting the literature of

r ov?n Society, wherein is recorded the re-

ious experience and labors of men and wo-
jn who were eminently gifted by the Head
the church, and mado instrumental by him
extending his kingdom and government
long men.
The pamphlet is entitled as follows:

le Life and Times of George Fox, a Studyfor
Young Men, being the substance of a lecture

by William Knox.
" I speak to wise men, judge ye what I say."

HIS EARLY DAYS.

In the old town of Leceister is an Abbey,

id to have been founded by Simon deMont-
t. There might bo seen a man whom all

igland and the world worshipped for his

Bolarship, his knowledge of life, his accom-

odating morality, and his peerless grandeur,

eathing his last words into the ear of Sir

illiara Kingston, the great Cardinal Wolsey
IS heard to say, "Alas! if I had served God
diligently as I have the King he would not

ve given me over in my grey hairs." Then

IB the supremacy of the English Church
insferred from the Pope to the Crown,

—

j?i began the popularappeal from theChurch
the Word of God, and then such men as

ilton, Bennett, Patmore and Bilney, were

an contending for the sole Headship of

BUS Christ. The more they were perse-

tcd, the more believers " multiplied and
ew," under Mary, and under the masculine

d intolerant Elizabeth whose word sufficed

turn 9000 priests from popery to protes-

Qtism. The passing of the Act of Uni-

rmity divided public sentiment, and King
,mes I. found a majority of Puritans in the

ouse of Commons. The reign of this pedantic

onarch was signalised " by mean practices."

"The Book of Sports was appointed to bo

ad in churches," the divine right of kings

and prelates was proclaimed from every parish
pul])it. Non-conformibts were smarting under
the lash of persecution ; Raleigh, the soldier,

sailor, statesman, and poet, was beheaded

;

Laud played the spaniel to the Duke of Buck-
ingham/or the See of St. David's_; and the cor-

ruption of the court increased the popular
discontent. The king might be seen spurning
with his foot Legatt, whom he failed to con-

vince by argument, or ho might be heard in

conference with a godly minister's wife to ask
her husband's name and the name of her
father. When the good woman said " My
husband's name is John Welch, and my father's

John Knox." The king exclaimed, 'Knox
and Welch I The devil never made such a
match." To which she replied " We never
asked his advice." She entreated that her
husband be given the benefit of his native air.

"Give him the devil," said the king, "Give
that to your hungry courtiers" replied the

woman. " He may go to Scotland if he will

be subject to the bishops" said James. Spread-
'ng out her apron she said " I'd rather catch
lis head here."

While John Welch was expiring in London,
the death of James I. was hastened by intem-

perance, gout, vexation, and, as some affirm.

For him the characteristic epitaph was writ-

ten :

—

" Here lies our mutton-eating king.

Whose word no man relied on
;

Who never said a foolish thing.

And never did a wise one."

He bequeathed to his son Charles I. a war
ith Spain, a dissatisfied parliament, a dis-

tracted nation, a corrupt court, a proud and

luxurious prelacy, and the assurance that he

should yet "have his bellyful of impeach-

ments," at the time Righteous Christer Fox
and his wife Mary, at Drayton, in Leceister-

shire, were rejoicing over the birth of a son,

whose name shall be had in everlasting re-

membrance. During the infancy of George

Fox, Charles Stuart inaugurated his reign by

declaring publicly he would indulge grief for

his father only a single day. Buckingham,

his favorite, might be seen as "the first man
to ride in a coach drawn by six horses," and

Laud "stop't-up both the king's ears" with,

the list of names for ecclesiastical preferments

marked O and P, Orthodox and Puritan,

really. Laud's favorites and opponents.

At this time the famous Bedford Tinker,

John Bunyan, was born, and treading on his

heels came the profoundest puritan, John
Howe, and the most logical and metaphysical

John Goodwin. Richard Baxter; as a youth

his teens, was disgusted with the bustle,

pageantry, and profligacy, of court life, and

turned to study for the ministry
; John Owen

was preparing for his Oxford M.A. ; and John
Milton was reading Spencer, Shakespeare and

Italian poetry, at Uorton in Bucks, when
Oliver Cromwell was chosen by his country-

men to take a seat in the House of Commons.

Meanwhile, the father and mother of George
Fox were at great pains to instruct him in

the Scriptures, to imbue his mind with im-
pressions of piety ; nor was their labor in vain
in the Lord. From a child he manifested
gravity and purity of spirit. Ho refused to
join in the vain sports of others, or to keop
company with the rude or profane. He grieved
at their wickedness, and was divinely taught
to walk so as to act faithfully toward God
and man. The Lord showed him that his

words should be few and savory, that he
should keep to " yea" and " nay" in all things

;

and eat and drink for health to the glory of
the Creator. Thus the child "grew and
waxed strong in spirit," the grace of God was
upon him, and the words of Christ dwelt
richly in him in all wisdom, and became the
law of his spiritual life.

About this time, Glanvil, whose father dis-

inherited him for his profligacy, was so im-
pressed by the act as to become thoroughly
eformed. The younger brother in actual
possession, satisfied that the reformation of
his brother was genuine, invited the disin-

herited and his friends to a feast, placed the
Title Deeds and Will under a cover before

him, and, addressing the company, said, " If

which we see, he would have left my brother

the property, and it aff'ords me pleasure to

execute what I know would be my father's

will under these circumstances," thus hand-

ing over to his brother the deeds and all the

property. This noble act of brotherly disin-

terested love was mado a great blessing to

j^oung Matthew Hale, afterwards chief justice

of England.
While the parents of George Fox were

training him up in the nurture and admonition

of the Lord, and ho was becoming confirmed

n those scriptural principles and practices,

ivhich made him grieve at the wickedness of

adults and say " If ever I become a man surely

I shall not do so," other boys were like John
Bunyan early learning to swear, and becom-

ing so wanton in daylight as to be terrified

with dreams at night, such as made John say

he " wished there were no hell, or that he had

been a devil." Laud was by this time Arch-

bishop of Canterbury, and thanked God in

the council chamber for the sentence to whip,

crop the ears, and slit the nose of Dr. Leighton.

Ho had a similar sentence passed on Prynne,

Buckner, Sparkes and others. He "almost

choked Chief Justice Richardson with his

lawn sleeves," for attempting to suppress the

drunken revels and the sale of church ales on

the sabbath day. The bishops became hated

by tho nobility for their ambition, and by
the common people for their oppression ;

the

judges were despised for betraying the laws,

and sanctioning the star chamber; and every

hour the trouble was increasing. As an illus-

tration, you might have seen the Dean of

Edinburgh, at Laud's bidding reading the

Liturgy, when Jenet Geddes threw her etool
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at his head exclaiming, "Out thou false thief!

Dost thou say mass at my lug ?"

About this time was born one who proved
a most devoted follower of Christ, a faithful

friend and fellow-laborer of George Fox, and
one of England's greatest and best men Wil-

liam Penn.
The taxes of Bristol were forty times as

great as those of Liverpool, the Scotch had
sworn to the solemn League and Covenant
when the relatives of George Fox, instead of

educating him for the Episcopal ministry,

apprenticed him to a shoemaker and wool
merchant. While tending the flock, he might
be seen prayerfully studying the scriptures in

the trunk of some old tree, or impressing
those with whom he had intercourse with
such a sense of his fidelity and truthfulness,

as to occasion the remark, " If George says
'verily' there is no altering him." He was
esteemed and loved for his innocence by th^

sober and thoughtful, ridiculed by the rud<

and profane, for his simple plainness; but was
deeply grieved with the levity and unprofit
able speech and conduct of many who made
a high religious profession. While yet a mere
youth, he often withdrew from all society,

and spent hours in prayer and meditation.
On one occasion while thus engaged he heard
as from a voice within him, " Thou seest how
young people go together unto vanity and
the old unto the earth ; thou must forsake all,

old and young, and be as a stranger to all.''

Obedience to this voice he felt to be his im-
perative duty; and like the great Apostle of
the Gentiles, when it pleased God to reveal
his Son in him, he conferred not with flesh

and blood, but broke off from his former ac
quaintance and set out on a journey to Lon
-uuu, uopiug bu nnu m cuuvefsaiion wiin tne
most pious persons the consolation he needed.
" I could have wished," said this godly youth
"I had been born blind that I might never
have seen the wickedness, or deaf that I mi
never have heard the wicked words, or the
Lord's name blasphemed."

(To be continue 1.)

The Indian Policy.

The following letter is from a well-known
former resident of Philadelphia, attached to
the Pennsylvania Hospital, who is now in the
country of the Comanches and Kiowas, two
of the most warlike and heretofore untamable
tribes :

Wichita Agency, Ind. Territory,
)

4th mo. 24th, 1873. /
Dear Friend :—Our work progresses steadi-

ly, and I trust surely. I have never seen a
more peaceful disposition manifested by the
Indians of this country than at present, and
those of our own immediate agency are more
anxioiis about their crops, and are, apparently—I think really—making more progress than
I have ever seen among them before. We
arc breaking new land in different places for
little settlements of Caddoes and Delawares,
and the Indians are fencing and planting it!

The Pennetethka Comanches have shown no
disposition to settle down till this spring.
They are now working industriously ! The
Tawacaroe Chief (Dave) and his sons are
plowing and preparing their land for planting
corn and seeds that I have furnished them.
About '85 or 90 children belonging to this
Agency are now attending school and they
are generally making good progress. We
have two interesting schools established. One

near the Agency buildings is intended for a

boarding school, exclusively, and has good
accommodations for about seventy scholars.

But as soon as practicable we will have to

build another wing for an increasing number,
who, doubtless, will want admission by next
winter. Then we want a better supply of

water. In digging wells we come to quick-

sands, which give us trouble. There is a
sprinkling of good water at a sufficient eleva-

tion to be conducted through pipes, I think,

to a basin above the tops of our houses, and
I am making an examination of the ground
in order to ascertain the practicability of

bringing the water from this spring to the
school house and other buildings, and I am
also making inquiry about the cost of suitable

pipe for the purpose. When I am prepared
with estimates for increasing the size of our
buildings and obtaining a supply of good
water, shall I call upon my friends and the
friends of the Indians to make up a deficiency

which the Government appropriation will not
meet ?

Our schools are to be the great civilizers,

aye and christianizers of this Indian country
If they fail the great question of civilization

fails and the "Policy" will become a bye
word ; but our schools are a success, and
Indian children are as susceptible of being
educated as other children are. If we fail the
fault will not be with the Indians, and—fea

ful thought—"their blood will I require at

your hands."

Our Indians are not only doing well them
selves, but they are exerting a decidedly good
influence on the wilder tribes of the Plai

There may have been isolated cases where
young or irresponsible men have joined with
otuers m aoing u-dai_y, but tnese have been
exceptional cases.

I am sincerely thy friend,

[Signed] Jonathan Eichards.—Ledger.

For "The Friend."

Barclay's Life of Jaffray.

(Continued from page 306.)

Our busy enemy, ever on the alert to be-
guile or to destroy, never perhaps more suc-
cessfully deceives, than by the presentation
of the plausible argument that the form of
godlinessis sufficient for us without the power
thereof; and that Christ being not a hard
master, will accept of wishes instead of deeds
of a profession instead of the living practice
or in other words of the form without the life,

which the Apostle to the Corinthians thus
reproves: "I will come to you shortly, if the
Lord will ; and will know not the speech of
them that are puffed up, but the power. For
the kingdom of God is not in word, but in
power."

In the following selections A. Jaffray speaks
of such an unholy substitution; of a pharisai-
cal absolution from filthiness and pollution, like
to the house the devil found not only empty,
but swept and garnished for his sevenfold re-

entrance; of searching the scriptures more
than in coming unto Him of whom they tes-
tify, and in whom alone life is to be found.
How true it is, that not the ways which

seem smooth and easy to flesh and blood are
the safe ones ; and that preservation only lies

in the humble, prayerful observance of the
Saviour's precept :

" Watch and pray lest ye
enter into temptation." May we be especially
ware of the presentations of the enemy of our

souls when, as an angel of light, he endear
to deceive by persuading that we are sec

in the assurance of any rest, short of that
j

pared for the people of God, through work
out our soul's salvation with fear and tn
bling before Him. It is related in Pilgri

Progress to the effect that Christian i

Faithful tried to awaken some to a sense

their danger who had taken up a rest by
way ; but all their efforts were in vain. 1

modern doctrine, at least among us, of imi

diate salvation through a simple belief, tern

faith, which may be stirred up by us and
ercised at any time, in what Christ has d(

for us without us, belongs to the same shall

work of substitution ; and will leave all ^
trust to it on the wrong side of the "Sloe
of Despond" and of the " Valley of Humi
tion," which have ever been points of si

note in the narrow way of the cross to 1

Celestial Crown.
The Diary thus proceeds : "Under the d;

of the ' 3rd of Seventh mo. 1661,' our Autl
speaks of the danger of resting in a form, wi

out the life and power of godliness; wh>
the heart is apprehensive of being emptied
filthiness and pollutions, and excellently g
nished with all duties, (see Isai. Iviii. 2

pared with Mark vi. 20,) there may be ' gn
danger of much disease,' 'in setting up dut
in the place of Christ.' For, he continu

their comforts and peace now flow, for

most part, if not wholly, from this frequei

and diligence in duties; to which they lo(

more than to the life and power in whi
they are done. And so are they satisfi

with, and apt to contend most for the for

and appear to be endeavoring, in their

tivity, to be saviours to themselves. So loa;

IS the enemy of their souls to let them
further on, to come to Christ :—as He si

to the Jews in a similar case, John v. 39, -

'Search the Scriptures; for in them ye thi;

ye have eternal life; and they are they whl
testify of me ; and (observe it) ye will u
come unto me, that ye might have life.' L
is not to be found,—no, not in the Scriptur
(which may comprehend all other duties ^

that kind,) though ever so diligently mai
use of; Christ himself must be come to, for th',

which no where else is to be found. It is w
for those that are thus set to seek, and a

kept seeking, until they know where to tii

Him,—even in their heart and mouth, Ro
X. 8; and thus get grace, to give up thew
selves closely to wait upon and follow hi

here. Then their out-get will be easy ; f

his 'yoke is' truly 'easy and his burden ligh

when, in this way, we begin to be helped
take it upon us.

When Satan is most busy to assault the I

liever, it is, ordinarily, when they have bei

most seeking after, or have attained to at

nearness in communion with God ; then, th(

may be sure he will make them, if he can,

abuse that mercy. And so did I find in u
experience; though I can say but little if ai

access that then, or at any time, I ever hai

yet, blessed be the Lord ! for the hope th

was given to get more ; to deprive me of whi(

the enemy has been very busy. Oh I by wh
wanderings and diversions, has he been e

deavoring to get the heart to its old bi

again, to pore upon either sinful, vain, or u
profitable thoughts; knowing, that life fro

Christ, the Fountain of it, is ordinarily co

veyed into the heart, where He is made u

of for keeping out of these. Then comes I
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ir(the Boul having patiently waited for him,)

|i3 a mighty inundation, with free love ovor-

Ifiining all the banks that formerly stood in

t,

way, and carrying them all down before

0,—the mountains flow down at his pre-

B«ee. Isai. Ixiv. 1. O! then, the creature

links, its waiting on him well bestowed, and
Ljins to feel its work to be easy ; for, what-

fcsr were the former apparently insuperable

JHculties, now it sees through and finds an

let-get from them all. Not as if there were
|;w any such thing, either promised or ex-

;cted, as imraunitj' from assaults, or freedom
'i)m hazard of falling, either into sin or judg-

jjnt for it. No ; the heart is now more in

ipectation of the one, and in true fear and

fcead of the other, than ever. For Satan,

f\ao was but angry before, comes now in full

try to set himself and all his instruments,

[iius in hazard of being mastered, the soul

'iS never so on bis watch, as now he desires

1 be ;
knowing, that the very being and pre-

irvation of his life, depends entirely upon his

iing near, and keeping close to Christ; who
the Fountain of life, and from whom, as th

salmist says, Ixxxvii. 7 ; all his springs do

:3w. 'My soul foUoweth hard after thee,'

sal. Ixiii. 8; the soul can now be at no quiet,

at as and when it finds its refreshments,

i7ery moment flowing out from the streams

fthis, the true Fountain of living waters
;
as

ne Prophet says, in the name of the Lord
il will water it every moment,' &c. Isai. xxvii

i; and see Jer. ii. 12, 13. For now he knows
hat he has this Fountain in himself, as 'a well

f water, springing up into everlasting life,

ohn iv. 14, so he desires never to rest, but to

e drawing and drinking ' abundantly.' Canti

les V. 1.

Some thoughts of this kind, having been

ery sweet to me this morning, I was desi

Dg to know of the Lord, what course might

le most suitable and conformable to his blessed

vill, for enabling me, in keeping near and

lose to him. My heart did most conclude,

,8 follows : With his grace and help, by which

ilone I stand, to endeavor to keep do^e to Christ,

he true Light, as he enlightens himself forth

D the conscience ; and in his strength to labor

,0 shut and keep out every sinful, vain, un-

jrofitable thought, so as to get and keep in

loly, wholesome, and good thoughts ;
while

[ find the truth of what Paul experienced in

,hiB way, 2 Cor. x. 5, by managing rightly the

weapons of our Christian warfare, to bring

every thought into subjection and obedience

to Christ. So likewise, for words and actions,

to endeavor to have a warrant for every one of

',hem ; when to speak, or what to do ; when to

go abroad, or keep within : in this way to see

and know ray Guide,—even He who was my
Gruide of old, in my youth, when I followed

him in a wilderness, in a land that was not

sown. Jer. ii. 2. And shall I not from this

time cry unto him, ' My Father ! thou art the

Guide of my youth !' Jer. iii. 4; and shall I

be as one 'which forsaketh the Guide of her

youth, and forgetteth the covenant of her

God !' Prov. ii. 17. Thus, may I see and be-

hold him, so as even to say or do nothing

without him, * * * and—may it not be

added—by ' beholding as in a glass the glory

of the Lord,' be ' changed into the same image,

from glory to glory, even as by the Spirit of

the Lord.' 'Now the Lord is that Spirit;

and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is

liberty.' 2 Cor. iii. 17, 18."

^End of the Diar7.)

Tee in India.—One of the greatest luxuries

n India is American ice, which at the princi-

pal ports is received in large quantities and
is freely used. It comes from Boston, and is

no inconsiderable item in the trade with
Bombay and Calcutta. A cargo of ice will

waste from one third to one half in the passage

to India, by the way of the Cape of Good
Hope, but even with this waste it is a profit-

able shipment. The raw material costs little;

cargo is very speedily packed in a vessel,

d when it reaches its destination it is sold

at a large advance. The price of ice at Bom-
bay and Calcutta varies from two and a half

to five cents a pound, according to the supply,

and even at these rates it is accounted as in-

dispensable to living as in American cities, and
the luxury is inconceivably greater. Owing
to the extreme heat it cannot be sent far into

the country, but in former times it was sent

to the wealthy nabobs and English residents

on the heads of relays of coolies, fifty or sixty

miles in the course of a night, and it is now
sent much farther by rail. It is also manu-
factured artificially in the interior at no

greater expense than its importation. At
Allahabad there is a large establishment

where the manufacture has been successfully

and profitably carried on. If it be a blessing

in America, where the thermometer some
times reaches 95° as the extreme heat of the

day, what a boon it must be in the north of

India, where for days and nights together th

thermometer does not fall as low as 100°, and

where it often reaches in the day 120 and 130

degrees. But the most of the people in the

interior of India never saw ice, and compara-

tively few know any thing of its use. It is a

miracle in their ideas.

—

Prime.

n His right hand ; and they bowed the knee
before Him, and mocked Him, saying, Hail,

King of the Jews ! And they spit upon Him,
d took the reed and smote Him on the head.

. . And they crucified Him, and parted

His garments, casting lots. . . . And sitting

down, they watched Him there. . . . And
they that passed by reviled Him, wagging
their heads. . . . And about the ninth hour
Jesus cried with a loud voice, saying. My God,

y God, why hast thou forsaken me?'"
The voice ceased, and for several minutes

not a syllable was spoken. The night nurse

rose from her chair by the fire, and mechani-

cally handed a cup of barley-water, flavored

with lemon-juice and sugar, to the lips of both

sufferers.
" Thank you, nurse," said the last speaker.

" 'They gave Him gall for His meat; and in

His thirst they gave Him vinegar to drink.'
"

"She is talking about Jesus Christ," said

the other woman, already beginning to toss

restlessly from side to side. " But," added

she, " talking about his sufferings can't mond
ours—at least not mine."

"But it lightens hers," said the nurse.

" I wonder how."
"Hush!"
And the gentle voice again took up the

strain

:

" ' Surely He hath borne our griefs, and
carried our sorrows. . . . He was wounded
for our transgressions. He was bruised for

our iniquities ; the chastisement of our peace

was upon Him, and with His stripes we are

Comfort in the Dark Honr.

" There never was such an affliction as

mine," said a poor sufferer, restlessly tossing

in her bed in one of the wards of a city hos-

pital. " I don't think there ever was such a

racking pain."
" Once," was faintly uttered from the next

bed.

The first speaker paused for a moment; and

then, in a still more impatient tone, resumed

her complaint.

Nobody knows what I pass through. No-

body ever suffered more pain."

One," was again whispered from the same

direction.

"I take it you mean yourself, poor soul!

but—"
"O! not myself! not me!" exclaimed the

other ;
and her pale faceflushed up to the very

temples, as if some wrong had been offered

—

not to herself, but to another.

She spoke with such earnestness that her

restless companion lay still for several seconds

and gazed intently on her face. The cheeks

were now wan and sunken, and the parched

lips were drawn back from the mouth as if in

pain. Yet there dwelt an extraordinary sweet-

ness in the clear gray eyes, and a refinement

on the placid brow, such as can only be im-

parted by a heart-acquaintance with Him who
is " full of grace and truth."

"O not myself! not me!" she repeated.

There was a short pause, and then the fol-

lowing words, uttered in the same low tone,

slowly and solemnly broke the midnight si-

lence of the place:

And when they had plai

The following day, as some ladies visiting

the hospital passed by the cots, they handed
to each a few fragrant flowers.

The gentle voice was heard again :
" If

God so clothe the grass of the field, which to-

day is, and to-morrow is cast into the oven,

ihall He not much more clothe you, O ye of

ittle faith ?"

A few days passed slowly away, when, on

a bright morning, as the sun was rising, the

nurse noticed the lips of the sufferer moving,

and leaning over her she heard these words:
" Going home !

' I have fought a good fight.

I have finished ray course. I have kept the

faith. Henceforth there is laid up for me a

crown of righteousness, which the Lord, the

righteous Judge, shall give me at that day.'"

"ller eyes closed, and the nurse knew that

the hand of death was grasping the cords of

life. A moment more and all was over; the

soul had gone to that city where " there is no

more death, neither sorrow or crying ;
neither

shall there be any more pain."

—

The Sword

and the Troivell.

Insincerity of Speech.—A lady was once ex-

pressing great regret that her daughters took

no interest in religion. They seemed to have

little faith or confidence in any one's profes-

sions regarding it. This seemed inexplicable

to the mother, " when their early training

was considered."

It was not so remarkable to a friend, who
happened to be for a time an inmate of the

family. A lady called one da}% and was re-

ceived with the greatest warmth and apparent

pleasure. When she proposed going, she was

urged to remain longer, and many expressions

were used which seemed to imply a great en-

joyment of her company. But no sooner had

^ov. „„^„ „„„ ^ crown of she left than the lady's tone changed entirely.

thornsj'theyput'iruponH'is head,andareedlshe criticised her visitor unsparingly, and
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spoke of her annoyance at the protracted call.

There sat the young daughters, listening to
both conversations. No wonder they did not
have faith in a religion whose very ground-
work should be truth. The mother's example
was a more powerful teacher to them than
her words.
We should be especially careful how we

greet the people our children have heard us
We may our influence over

them for all good by a little insincerity.
"Did you really think it was pretty, __

ther ?" asked a young lady, respecting a piece
of fancy work the mother had been admiring
with much enthusiasm

;
" or did you only say

so?"

Never let your children be for a moment ._
doubt on such a point. Oh, these sharp little
eyes, that watch us so closely I

" What man-
ner of persons ought we to be" where so much
is involved for their future ? If we would have
them hollow and heartless, with no faith in
their fellow-men, we have but to show a little
insincerity in our daily life. The lesson will
take deep root and bear its bitter fruit.—
Arthur's Magazine.

And thus, are we borne o'er Life's turbulent stream

;

Our days as a shadow, our life as a dream
;

But tiiough brief our existence, we rapidly tend
Towards where Time knows no measure, duration nor

end

;

AVhere each drop is numbered, and naught can erase
The smallest that e'er had a name or a place
On the annals of Time, that have lived, that have died
Unchronieled here, unrecorded beside.

THE WAVES.
""

I looked, and an ocean wave rushed to the shore

;

And white was its foam-crest, and deep was its roar •

But scarce had it gained its full grandeur complete,

'

Ere It burst into atoms, and sank at my feet.

I looked, and another was there in its stead,
As lofty Its bearing, as haughty its head.
With voice as tremendous, in aspect as grand.
But soon, like the other, it broke on the strand.

Again, I looked over the fathomless deep,
Where the ocean seemed rocking her wavelets to sleep •

But restless, and changeful, the mighty to be
WerP still borne along by tbe swell of the t5ei.

And each as it rose, ere it broke on the shore
When proudest in form, and when loudest in 'roar
Seemed to utter this language, " Whoe'er was like'me
Iruly, 1 am a monarch—a chief of the sea."

But ere it had finished, its proud course was done •

And It sank, to where thousands before it had gone-No huge rock was needed-the haughty, the grand,
Was toiled, and laid low, upon atoms of sand.

Hooked, but 'twas now on the Ocean of Time-

A
j'1'"''^' ^°"' '^^^^' ''°"' absorbing, sublime

'

'

And beheld those proud billows, the mighty of Fame,
ihe nations, the kingdoms, that live but in name.

And these too, were crested with foam, and with sprayAnd proudly they sped on their billowy way

-

But Time's constant ebbings were changing the .sceneAnd fresh drops were added, where others had been.

I looked, and the storm and the whirlwind were there •

And the thunder's deep voice rent the terrified air • '

And billow on billow, were recklessly hurled
'

And strife and oppression seemed dark'ning t'he world

I turned from the picture, but sought it again
;I sought It, but scarce did a vestige remain

For Time's restless current rolled hurriedly on,
And thousands on thousands had vanished and gone.

But not like the wave, that recedes from the shore
To mingle again with the strife and the roar

'

For though changeful and transient howe'er their so-
journ.

They had passed from its limit.s, and knew no return.

'- could I them, for others -

And the Earth looked as young, and the sky was as fairAnd the present .seemed all, for they recked not that
they.

With Time's ceaseless current, must soon pass away.

They witnessed its ebbings, they knew that it bore,
At each heave of its bosom, its drops to the shore

:

But these were but atom.s, and other ones came
And stood in their places, and all seemed the same,

I

Where all have been gathered, the whole race of man
Since Time's mighty bosom its heavings began

;

Yes—all, save the few that the Earth may still claim.
Their destiny changeless, their state still the same.

And this then is Life ! yet how joyous its guise.
With its far stretching shadows, its soft tinted skies,
Its brilliant delusions, its hope.s of a day.
Which, with its possessor, the next bears away.

And e'en in its beauty, when calm and serene.
When scarce o'er its bosom, a ripple is seen.
The thick clouds oft gather, and winds wake to sweep
With storm and with tempest, the face of the deep.,

And when all is so calm, that nouglit whispers beware.
Yet the rock, and the shoal, and the quicksands are

there.

And whirlpools thick scattered, which silently lure
The thoughtless, the trusting, the blindly secure.

But is there no hand to rule over the wave ?
To shield from its storm, from its perils to save ?

For man is but dust, and his efforts are frail.

And against him the waters will surely prevail.

Yes, there is a Pilot whose way is the deep,
Whose ear has no deafness, whose eye knows no sleep,
Who speaks, and the whirlwind is hushed at His will,'
Who commands, and the waves at His bidding are still.

Who calls, and the Ocean's broad bosom is stirred

—

To its uttermost bounds that deep accent is heard
;And though small be the voice, yet impressive and clear

That the deaf ear is opened, the distant may hear.

And the voice is a father's persuasive in tone.
Who would seek from destruction to rescue a son

;

Who feels for his ^veakness, and calls him to wear
A yoke that is tight, and is easy to bear.

And to cast off his weight of transgressions and sin
That the spirit unfettered may then follow Him, '

And be borne through the waves to a blissful do'main
Which, without his assistance, none ever attain. '

And to all who come freely, though needv and poor.
Their bread will He give them, their waters are sure

;That bread which the earth can't withhold nor bestow
And that water, which nought that is earthly can know!

And when storms thickly gather, and threat'ning the
wave.

Their trust is in One who is mighty to save

;

And the young in His arms, and the weak on 'hIs breast
Will He safely bear through to a mansion of rest. '

City of Mexico.—This city lies in an irregu-
larly-shaped basin, about 25 miles by 40, which
is surrounded by mountains, Popocatapetl
being one of them. The streams on the east
of the mountains flow into the Atlantic

; those
on the west into the Pacific. This basin being
the crest of the whole country. The waters
in this basin form a lake without an outlet,
in which lake this city was originally built|
the waters having since been forced out, so'

that now the lake is two miles away.
The city of Mexico is supplied with its

marketing to a great extent from gardens
which border upon the chain of lakes con-
necting with Lake Tezcuco. Most of these
bodies of water are very shallow, and are
covered almost entirely with a sedge of aqua-
tic plants, through which canal-like water-
ways are kept open. These curious canals,
called by the Mexicans acolotes, are a feature
of the lakes. The vegetation through which
they run is so thick that a slender canoe can
hardly be pushed through it. But for the
canals navigation would be impossible, and

even the canals themselves occasionally i

choked with the floating herbage, and requ
to be cleared of it. Along these lakes are t
villages and gardens of the Indians, who bri
their produce to market in boats.

It is diflicult to aginc a more animat
scene than that which may be witnessed
Las Vegas, where the market-boats make th(
entrance to the capital. Alongside the can
there is a public drive, which is, however, on
frequented by the fashionable at a certa
season of the year. On any day, howevt
the spectacle at Las Vegas is worth witnef
ing. It is, in fact, one of the sights of Mexi(
to which all strangers are conducted. Tl
boats are laden with fruits and flowers—bol
those of temperate and torrid zones—exhibi
ing a variety scarce to be observed elsewher
Along the roads also much produce is brougl
to the city. On almost any of them pot
laborers may be met coming to the capital!
scores, each bearing a burden, either upon h
head or shoulders, of weigh t sufiicient to brea
the back of a mule. One will be seen with
pair of planks several inches in thickness, an
long enough to reach quite across the roat
Another will have on his head at least tw
hundred weight of something else; a thir
carries upon his shoulders a crate of chicken
and turkeys; another brings half-congeale
snow from near the summit of Popocatepetl
a fifth, charcoal from the pine forests tha
clothe the mountain slopes a little lower dov

many others with commodities of othe
difi"erent kinds

; but all coming from a grea
distance, often spending days in the journey
where the value of the article would not paj
an American for half an hour of his tic

Mexican Indians have been known to ente:
their capital city with a fruit crate on then
shoulders which they had carried nearlj
twenty miles, the contents of which wher
sold, did not yield fifty cents.—Late Paper.

Home and its Queen.—There is probably not
an unperverted man or woman living who
does not feel that the sweetest consolations

" best rewards of life are found in the loves
and delights of home. There are very few
who do not feel themselves indebted to the in-
fluences that clustered around their cradles
for whatever good there may be in their
characters and condition. Home, based upon
Christian marriage is so evident an institu-
tion of God, that a man must become profane
before he can deny it. Wherever it is planted,

,

there stands a bulwark of the state. Wher-
ever it is pure and true to the Christian idea,
there lives an institution conservative of all I

the nobler instincts of society.
Of this realm woman is the queen. It

takes its cue and hue from her. If she is in
sense womanly—if she is true and

tender, loving and heroic, patient and self-
devoted, she consciously and unconsciously
organizes and puts in operation a set of in-
fluences that do more to mould the destiny of
the nation than any man, uncrowned by the
power of eloquence, can possibly eff'ect. The
men of the nation are what mothers make
them, as a rule ; and the voice that those men
speak in the expression of power, is the voice
of the woman who bore and bred them. There
can be no substitute for this. There is no
other possible way in which the women of the
nation can organize their influence that will
tell so beneficially on society and the State.

—

Scribner's Monthly.
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For " The Friend."

" Be Sober, and Watch unto Prayer."

limately aseociated with the doctrine of

sdiate salvation and of " full forgiveness"

operly alluded to and reprobated in an

rial in the 38th No. of the current vol. of

9 Friend," is the saying which we also

onfrequently hear of latter time, from

) of the same advocates of the smooth and

going religion of our day, that it does

become us, neither the Christianity we
jss, to appear of sad countenance, or to

ifest sorrow of heart; nor, in considera-

of the awful assize that so surely awaits

eed wo to walk mournfully before the

I of hosts ;
notwithstanding it is declared

le groat Pattern of every virtue, that he

"despised and rejected of men," ''a man
arrows and acquainted with grief;" and

"it is enough for the servant to be (7.s his

;er; whose whole life on earth was one of

illation and suffering, being made perfect

Bby— leaving us an example that

Id follow His steps. Doubtless Christ

8 to those who are grafted into him his

e, which passeth all understanding; but

ieclared to his difciples, " In the world ye

1 have tribulation," and each one of them

to fill up bis portion of the suffering which

Master left to be accomplished for the

ch'8 sake. It is written of Nehemiah of

that in view of the remnant that were left

le captivity, who were " in great affliction

reproach," he said unto the king " Why
lid not my countenance be sad, when the

,
the place of my father's sepulchres lieth

te, and the gates thereof are consumed

1 fire?" The prophet Jeremiah, in his

sntations over Jerusalem, thus soulplain-

ly records :
" The ways of Zion do mourn,

luse none come to the solemn feasts

joins: "Ye are all the children of light, and

the children of the day . . . therefore . . .

watch and be sober." ... " Let us who are

of the (lay, he sober, putting on the breastplate

of faith and love ; and for an helmet the hope

of salvation." " Now hope that is seen," says

the same in another place, " is not hope ;
for

what a man seeth, why doth he yet hope for?"

From which we gather that whatever our at-

tainments in grace may be, watchfulness with

solemness must be the clothing of our spirits.

If, in the vicissitudes of the Lord's year,

the lime should ever again come when a mark

is to be publicly set upon those " that sigh

and that cry for all the abominations that be

done;" and, beginning at His sanctuary, all

those who have not said mark are to bo cut

off, it is well for us to ponder the paths of our

feet, and to see to the example we are setting,

the precepts we aje inculcating, and the prac-

tical influence we are exerting, and whether

our sighs and cries are indeed pleaded in the

ears of the Lord of Sabaoth, lest in the day

that fast maketh haste, we be not found

among those who have come " out of great

tribulation," and who have experienced |' sal

vation through sanctification of the Spirit,"

having a "good hope through grace." Should

the camp once more be searched with the

spirit ofjudgment and with the spirit of burn-

ing, as the Most High declared he would

search Jerusalem with candles, great need

would there be to heed the exhortation :

" Every man to your tents, O Israel." Time

and events are both fast pressing to a crisis

;

and the fiat may anon go forth, " Yet once

more I shake not. the earth only, but also

heaven. And this word, yet once more, sig

nifieth the removing of those things that are

shaken, as of things that ore made, that those

things which cannot be shaken may remain."

But notwithstanding our humbling, reducing.

To the

gates '^•«.df°l^te;hei press sigh her
time-full often foretold-may

,ns are affl'C ed and she « >" bu™^;^
eome so that our camp may be tested and

prophet Zephaniah,_ in ,"0°,s;df^^t.°n^ot
^^.^^ ,.^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ \,[,ndved of Gideon, and

though these may be comparable to the " gl

ing grapes" and "the shaking of our olive

tree," and my have to drink deep of the S;

viour's suffering cup, yet will He, who can

save by few as by many, cause these to know

His foundation to stand sure; He will make

them, as they in singleness of heart look unto

Him to take root downward and to bear fruit

upward to the praise and glory of His own

excellent Name.
Wo apprehend the reason for this easy-

going faith is to be found in the want of in-

ardness, or depth, in unfaithfulness in those

who proclaim it. It may be that we have not,

through submission to the chastenings and

judgments of Heavenly Power, become bank-

rupt enough in the spirit and maxims of the

world, to recognize fully and unreservedly

the self-denying religion of the gospel of

Christ Jesus 1 It may be that " the best of the

sheep and of the oxen" with king Agag, also

—royal self—have been spared, notwithstand-

ing the command to " utterly destroy," has

been unmistakably given I It may be, too,

that the baptism of the Holy Ghost and of

fire, designed to thoroughly cleanse the floor

of the heart, has been some how or other

passed from or avoided I It may be again

that the depths of the valley of humiliation,

or the very bottom of Jordan has not been

reached, since the stones brought up by some

.essalonians.'showinithatthespiritualhar-lin these days do not monument the mighty

3S and watch may not be put off, he en- 1 hand of the Lord in drying up the waters till

reduced condition of the church in his day,

les in the name of the Lord :
" I will gather

n that are sorrowful for the solemn as-

bly who are of thee," &c. " I will also leave

he midst of thee an afflicted and poor peo-

and they shall trust in the name of the

d." These, in their measure, participated

he experience of George Pox,

—

ben the ' Seed' was oppressed, 'twas thy portion to

pin^i

—

. , • „
m exalted, the cup of rejoicing was thine.

^^e can hardly understand how such newly-

led and novel precept can have any part

,he religion of Him, who is represented as

'e8sed""by the transgressions of Israel, " as

art that is full of sheaves ;" and whose own

y utterance was, " Blessed are they that

urn ;" whose disciples are represented as

'ing " wandered about in sheep skins and

it skins, being destitute, afllicted, torment-
' &c. And, saith the apostle Paul to the

pinthians, " We both hunger and thirst, and

naked, and buffetted, and have no certain

elling place ;" " we are made," he continues,

3 the filth of the earth, and are the offscour

; of all things unto this day." To the He
iws he exhorts :

" Call to remembrance the

mer days, in which after ye were ilium

ted, ye endui-ed a great fight of afflictions
;

1 encourages them to go on still and resist

to blood, striving against sin. '•"" *''"

they had clean passed over! It may be that

by the omission of the second letter in Shib-

boleth, which the Ephramites of old "could

not frame to pronounce," some prove thr-m-

selves to bo not wholly Friends as they pro-

fess to be ! One thing is certain, new views

are being piominently put forth, evidencing

too much room for the application of the verse:

" No longer we talk of meek, patient endnrance,

Of low self-denial and watclifnl restraint:

Bnt of confident hope, and exulting assurance,
_ ^^

And the triumphs that wait on the steps of the saint."

Assured we are, that true repentance is the

work of godly sorrow for sin. And that the

way out of this unto the perfection we are

called to, as was the case with the children of

Israel from Egypt to Canaan, is long, the

travel hard, the enemies and difficulties many.

But where the heart and affections are duly

yielded to Divine Guidance, and we are en-

gaged to seek the kingdom of God as a little

child, the promise of the Lord to His people

will be abundantly and refreshingly realizi^d :

"They shall come with weeping, and with

supplications will I lead them : I will cause

them to walk by the rivers of waters in a

straight way, wherein they shall not stum-

ble," &c.

We conclude with a precious testimony to

the memory of her husband, by Mary Pening-

ton :
" No "likeness, or appearance, or taking

sound of words, wouldst thou take up with,

instead of him that was life indeed I O, the

many years thou puttest thy mouth in the

dust, and wentest softly, and hadst anguish

of soul, weeping and groaning! Oh, who can

tell the one half of the bitterness of thy soul.

Thou wouldst not feed on that which was not

bread from heaven I In this state I married

thee, and my love was drawn to thee, because

I found thou sawest the deceit of all nations,

and was one that refused to be comforted by

any thing that had the appearance of religion

—till He came to his temple, who is truth and

no lie."

The Touchy Coics.—"l learned a lesson

when I was a little girl," says a lady. "One

frosty morning I was looking out of the win-

dow into my father's farm-yard, where stood

many cows, and oxen, and horses, waiting to

drink. The cattle all stood very still and

meek, till one of the cows, in attempting to

turn round, happened to hit her next neighbor,

whereupon the neighbor kicked and hit

another. In five minutes the whole herd

re kicking each other with great fury.

My mother laughed and said:

See what comes of kicking when you

are hit.' Just so, I have seen one cross word

set a whole family by the ears on a frosty

morning. Afterwards, if my brothers or my-

self were a little irritable, she would say:

Take care my children, remember how the

fight in the barn.yard began. Never return

a kick for a hit, and you will save yourselves

a great deal of trouble.' "—Exchange.

The word ''Boston."—A writer in Good News

thus incidentally mentions the curious deriva-

tion of the name Boston :—" Lincolnshire, or

Lindissey, as the land south of the Humber

was formerly called, received the Gospel from

Bishop Paulinus, in the 7th century. In the

same century a monk, known as St. Botelph,

or Botholp,—that is, Boat-help,—founded a

church at a place called Y-ceanho. The town

which grew up around it was called 'Botolph s
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Town,' contracted into Bot-olphs-ton, Bot-os-

ton, and finally Boston. It was from this

town that John Cotton came to America, and
gave the same name to the seaport in which
he settled in Massachusetts. St. Botolph, or

Boat-help, is the patron saint of sailors, and
the spire of his church supports, three hun-

dred feet hiwh in air, a lantern visible at sea

for forty miles, thus both lighting the wor-
shippers home from the stormy sea, and point-

ing their way to the haven of rest."

For "The Friend"

Religious Revivals.

During the course of our late Yearly Meet-

ing, the subject of religious revivals, or the

propagation of Friends' doctrines, was repeat-

edly brought to view. That the diffusion of

our principles should seem for awhile sus-

pended, while revivals are said to be taking

place among other professors of the Chris-

tian name, is indeed a matter worthy of seri-

ous thoughtfulness. It hath been in the coun-

sel of Divine wisdom throughout the ages

of the church, to bring the human mind
eventually to accept the Christian religion in

its fulness and completeness. The Jewish
dispensation was ordained for a season, until,

in the process of time the ground of the heart

was better prepared for the doctrines of the

gospel. " The law made nothing perfect, but
the bringing in of a better hope did, by which
we draw nigh unto God." Even those under
that dispensation, who were prepared to love

and serve the Lord, looked forward with
longing desires to the ushering in of a period

when the Divine will should be more fully

unfolded.

The epoch, memorable throughout all time,
of the advent of tbe Messiah, was doubtless pe-

culiarly fitted for the reception of his doc-

trines. Irrespectiveof theireffectin regulating
the lives of the multitudes who then embraced
them, and in assuring them, either though a
peaceful death, or a martyr's close, of a glori-

ous immortality, we may trace the hand of

God, in so firmly rooting his church during
the first two centuries, that the storms which
followed could not effect its extirpation.

Dreary indeed as to the outward, must have
been the condition of the pious few, who
through those ages of darkness, could behold
around them only a world lying in wicked-
ness. Yet we may not question but that all

these, if faithful to the end, were crowned
with eternal life ; that they were as dear to

Him who careth for the sparrows, as those
who were daily added to the church in the
days of the apostles. Yet if any such attempt-
ed to preach to their contemporaries " the
right way of the Lord," history has not re-

corded their success.

The times of revival in faith and practice
were reserved for an after period. It would
appear to have required ages of faithful labor
on the part of tbose more or less enlightened,
80 to break the chains of superstition, so to
dispel the surrounding gloom, that the Truth
could stand unveiled in its purity, and the
human mind be left free to embrace it.

Why was it, we may ask, that when Luther
was enlightened to behold the anti-Christian
tendencies of the church of Eome, he fell so
far short in the great task allotted him. He
gave little evidence of that sanctification of
heart through which his impetuous spirit as
a man, would have been held in complete
subjection, nor did he perceive the spiritual

significance of the language of our Lord, when
he spoke of his " body and blood."

Whatever we may think of Luther, whose
close acquaintance with the Spirit of Truth
in his earlier years should have led to more
perfect fruits, we may not harshly judge the
sincere among his disciples, who were faithful

to what they had attained.

Great advances were made by other pious
minds in exemplifying by devoted lives, the
true Christian doctrines, but who, neverthe-
less, died in connection with the Roman
church. But it was reserved for G. Fox and
his cotemporaries, to revive in its complete-
ness the spirituality of the gospel dispensa-

tion.

Others were enabled to lead exemplary
lives, even while retaining the ceremonial or-

dinances, but yielded more or less to the evil

customs of the time. But friends were con-

spicuous for proclaiming that regeneration is

essential to religion, and all the array of
Christian virtues spoken of by the apostle,

its necessary fruits. They taught the patient

endurance of all the baptisms needful to purge
our fallen nature, and a consequent willing-

ness to fill any station in tbe church, re-

quired by its Holy Head, whether the most
exalted or the most humble. There was in-

deed much preaching in those days, and there

being a preparation in the hearts of the peo-

ple, tbose who availingly embraced the truth

soon numbered by multitudes. It was all the

Lord's work, wrought in his time and his own
way. He gave the blessed increase, and
whether then or now, it were simply vain to

attempt an imitation.

The life of William Edmundson, extending
throughout the period when the society was
being gathered and organized, furnishes a
lively illustration of the dealings of God with
hischurch. Hisown mind having witnessed an
antecedent preparation, was convinced by the
preaching of James Naylor. Settling in

Ireland, we find him with his Wife and brother
holding the only meeting of Friends in that
part of the Island. A few others soon joined
them. After which being called to the minis-

try, he travelled with others from England,
and records large convincements, and the
settlement of meetings of Friends, in many
places in that land.

But it was his lot to live to see this

career of propagation arrested. There were
the same laborers still in the field, and together
with others younger in the work, they still

preached in the demonstration of the Spirit

and of power. But we read of few convince-
ments. The labors of those in the oversight
of the flock seem chiefly to have been effective

to establish discipline, recall the wandering,
and strengthen one another's hands in hold-

ing that they had already attained.

Among those who lived at a later period
perhaps there was none who in power as a
minister exceeded S. Fothergill. Yet even
he was constrained to say near the close of
life, to those among whom he had labored

;

" But I have called and ye refused and no
man regarded"—"They have perverted the
mercies bestowed, therefore will I take from
them the delight of their eyes and the desire

of their hearts, and remove my delegated
shepherd by the arrow of death."

It may be worthy of remark that during
the period, after faithful W. Edmundson, who
had been instrumental in earlier life in turn-
ing many to righteousness, had laid down his

head, disappointed that his once frn

labors no longer gathered sheaves, dow
the closing scenes of S. Fothergill, w;

powerful gospel messages, however they
have comforted tbe hearts of believers,

have been the means of gathering a few b

wanderers to the heavenly fold, nevertht

failed of any general awakening, there i

instance on record of any particular rex

among Friends. According to John Gri

and others, the discipline had been relaxed

cause vitality had fainted, so that in m
places in England, an outward organiza

could scarcely be maintained.

It was atthis time, when the prospect am
Friends was thus gloomy, there arose

preaching of Whitfield and Wesley, thro

the agency of which tens of thousands
awakenend and brought to amendmen
life.

What shall be said to all this? W
Friends, who were called to service in the

century, unfaithful to their trust, that ol

laborers must be called into the field on
count of the friiitlessness of their effor

The " circular Yearly Meetings," the ob

of which appears to have been especi;

religious revival, were still held in vari

parts of England. The ministers who
tended and there preached as they ts

qualified and called, were not wanting
spirituality and power, but tbose meeti

were discontinued, doubtless for want of

couragement to sustain them.
Contemplating the progress of Wesle;

methodism, it certainly is cause of rejoic

that so many of our fellow creatures, sunl

poverty, and perhaps in vice, should thus

called to a sense of their high destiny,

abled to live in " peace" and die in assura

of hope.

Can it be that in condescension to the

cation or the weakness of a class of our fell

men, our Lord has accepted a willing het

though with but an obscured perception of

full light of gospel truth ? Are we to supp
that the church was rolled backward agai

the advance of time, to accommodate a

tain condition of the human heart and und
standing?
Would it have been warranted in Friei

of that period to have modified their vie

and discipline, that some of the new conve
might have swelled their ranks also? Let
be thankful that they did no such thi

They sufficiently realized the spirituality

the gospel dispensation, its entire indepe;

ence of ceremonies and a man-made minist

to hand it down to the generations to coi

with their added testimony to its efficf

and power, that Christ alone can redee

soul from the world's pollutions, and affi

unfailing comfort and hope at the approa
of death.

There have appeared within the visi

church in all ages, those who were brouf
to but a partial experience of Divine tru

Simon the sorcerer " believed and was b;

tized," but while still quite unregenerate,
pired to act the part of an apostle.

William Edmundson, during the period
his earlier spiritual conflicts, met with c

who had been " partially convinced,"

met with G. Fox and had full unity
him, could talk freely of religion from assu

ed experience, but who nevertheless advif

W. E. to cast aside the burden of his conv
tioQs, and be cheerful; advice which if folk
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light have caused this pillar in the church

j,ve made shipwrecii of faith,

(ho have walked with more seeming

j-ance in religious life than the earl

odists, and judging from their "peace

joy," in believing, we may not gainsay

[eality of their religious attainments.

jit yet whoever has experienced the life

power of Divine grace in its fulness, can-

[)Ut see that the grand purpose in bring-

ihe church up out of the wilderness, "fair

[le sun, clear as the moon—terrible (to

\%s an army with banners," has not been

led in them.

)W in view of these things we may pro-

,|y reflect on the position, of some under

name, new converts, and others who
it by large numbers in some parts of our

itry"! We may respect their sincerity,

where there is sincerity, we must love

\ as fellow pilgrims in the " highway of

ess," but in our most expansive sympa-

we can but desire that some Priscilla

Aquila may "expound unto them the

of God more perfectly."

u have often heard it stated by those

god for the church's welfare, that, did

ids faithfully fulfil their high trust, they

d be a means of gathering others into

society. This may be true, but the times

seasons are not at our command,
le public mind seems now in a state

liarly ungenial to the growth of the

of life. The greater simplicity and

lableness of other days, was more favora-

3r the development of religion. A de-

of the same humble spirit of inquiry

prevail now in some parts of our land,

rever it is found, and those in its posses-

are enabled to experience a new birth

righteousness, in this there is cause for

cing.

It II there be such who, having experi-

d a change of heart, think they still find

lom to dress and speak as the world, let

ne conclude therefore, that Friends' testi-

ies on these points have passed away.

18 may not be the first things presented

e awakened mind, but surely as the ad-

ling sun brings on the perfect day, so

ly, if faithfulness be observed, will such,

ir the full light of the religion of Christ

leld by Friends, be led to adopt the

iness of language and apparel that dis

iiish a true Friend from the world around

the diary of John Barclay-as published

"riends' library, we find that for several

8, his entries which show a remarkable

,h of religious feeling, are made with

Eiry names of the months. During all this

3d he still dressed (it would appear)

lerly, and used a language like others
;

at length we find him making such an

y as this; "That form of dress from

ih ray forefathers have departed, from in

cient reasons and improper motives, to

. I must return." This conclusion is re-

led after repeated allusions to his feel

, on that account. He had for some time

1 impressed with it as a requisition in

ipect, but he was careful that his heart

ht be made clean, before adopting an ex-

Dr, then become singular, that would pro-

m him a professed follower of Christ, and

winced of the truth as a Friend.

Te who, as Friends, hold to the doctrine

he heart-changing eftect of regeneration,

and its necessary result in distinguishing us

who have experienced it, from the world,

should in view of all this, feel afresh the

weight of our responsibility. Those who may
be wavering should not discard our testi-

monies, but strive more fervently to attain that

sanctification of heart, which receives the

inscription of holiness unto the Lord, and the

hole man,
be conforr

including dress and address,

thereto.

Detraction.—St. John Chrysostom advises

us to give to detractors the following warn-

ing : "Have you anything good to say of

your brother? I am ready to listen to you,

my heart is open to receive your communica-
tion with gladness. If it bo anything bad,

my ears are shut against you ;
they refuse to

be sullied. What profit am I to derive from

hearing that some one has behaved badly ?

I was ignorant of it, and yon telling me of it

can only make me sad. Why should you
not speak to him? Let us meddle in our

own business only ; we have quite enough to

give an account ot our own thoughts, words,

deeds, and omission ; let us bring that rest-

less curiosity and scrupulous examination

to bear on our own conduct instead of setting

up ourselves as censors of others, and spend-

ing so much valuable time scrutinizing and

divining into the deepest recesses of other

people's hearts."

For " The Friend."

A Bnrial at Sea.

About 11 o'clock the room steward said to

i, "the dear fellow is dying: I think he

won't live till twelve." 1 went to his room and

found it so: he died a little before twelve.

Here, 900 mileS-Out, was a lone steward boy,

21 years old, taken with a few days' sickness;

but eared for wonderfully, and in a way that

no human priest or bishop could have done.

Without counsellor or friend, beside his mess-

mate, his mind was gently and sweetly led to

contemplate the reality which was so soon to

overtake him. This is the history of the

Lord's mercy towards him. He had a com-

mon cough some time. A few days before

the " Calabria" sailed, his messmate noticed

him coughing and weeping on the deck of the

ship. He said, " I think I shall not get well."

His mate told me, in his expressive simple

way, how his sick friend turned to his Saviour;

how he sought retirement; and how he prayed,

And then how they "talked religion one to

another." And how, yesterda}', he watched

him: and watched him all night: how, this

morning, he helped him out of bed, and sat by

him an hour: how he told of his sure hope;

said he " was ready," and " saw them waiting

for him." How at last he wet his lips, when
he laid back and said, " I am going,"—and

died : died in the faith of the Lord Jesus. By
what means was this ? Divine grace opi

ting on his heart, and, as ho took heed to its

warnings, the Saviour proving Himself a Clod

nigh at hand to redeem him. They laid h'

body out, placed it in a perforated coffin, the

foot end of which was heavily loaded with

iron. Six o'clock was fixed for the burial

:

but it was not much talked about: no formal

notice given. About that time the coffin was
placed on a plank inclined to the edge of the

ship, at the open gangway. The uppev end

it, held it just so inclined that it would not

slide without further lifting.

As the fact was spread round, crew and
passengers crowded in and formed a solemn
spectacle, with the coffin in the midst. There
were men and women, who, holding the im-

plements of their calling in their hands, too

rigidly to drop; some having climbed up on
boxes and railin[;8, with coffee-pots, dishes,

boilers, kettles, &c., in their hands, gazing
down with tearful eyes on the last that was
to be seen of their comrade. The ship made
a halt, the captain and crew, and most of the

crowd stood with uncovered heads, while the

physician read the Episcopal burial service.

When he came to the words, " we commit the

body unto' the dust," he said, " unto the deep,"

and at that instant the four men on each
side and the two holding the ropes on the

upper deck, quickly tilted the plank and the

corpse and coffin slid heavily, feet foremost,

nto the embrace of two crested, high rising

surges, which, at that juncture seemed to ask

for their freight to the deep—deep ocean
grave. The men all stood motionless, hold-

"ng the plank just as it was when the coffin

eft it; and so remained till the service was
over: then all retired in a becoming manner.
ut it was soon evident that

" As from the wing no trace the sky retains,

The parted wave no furrow from the keel,

So die in human hearts the thoughts of death."

The instruction of this incident is in the

gentle dealings of our Heavenly Father pre-

paring the heart of the young man for the

change, and that without priest, bishop, or

human counsellor. The importance of taking

heed to these monitions is strikingly dis-

played in the shortness of the time allotted

in this instance for preparation.
Y. Warner.

Steamship "Calabria," 4th mo. 23d, 1873.

The Persimmon.—In Japan, says an ex-

change, this fruit is, unexceptionably, the

finest and most valued of fruits. The people

use it as freely as we do the peach, and in

almost as great a variety of ways. At all

seasons of the year they may be bought, pre-

served in the same manner as Smyrna tigs,

and looking not unlike them, and everywhere

enter largely into the domestic economj', as

well as internal commerce of the people. It

has been crossed and grafted in and recrossed

until it is to Japan what the apple is to

America; and in its season, is incomparably

the best and most useful fruit in that country.

We have seen the fruit, in bearing, as large

as ordinary oranges; the variety, too, is re-

markable, though but two varieties, to us,

seem specially desirable for cultivation here.

The first is a large, round-shaped fruit like an

old-fashioned Ebode Island Greening apple,

—

hard fleshed, and is mostly eaten as one eats

an apple, having many of its characteristics.

Its color is rich golden, and the meat juicy,

vinous, and firm. It ripens in November and

keeps well until March. We have seen them
three to four inches in diameter, and we think

it in all respects a most delicate and splendid

fruit, very desirable to introduce into Georgia,

South Carolina, Florida, and part of Alabama,

Mississippi, and Texas. The second variety

is more oblong than round, resembling in its

shape a minnie rifle ball. This is of a deeper,

of the plank was roped, and held by"two men
j

darker shade than the other; soft, sweet, and

on the upper deck; while four men on each cuetard-like, and is usually eaten with a spoon,

side the plank, with the coffin resting upon
|
as one eats a custard. These we have fre-
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quently seen as large as an ordinary sized

tea-cup, say two to two and a half inches in

diameter. This fruit ripens the last two
weeks in October, and is the variety mostly
dried and prepared like figs for the market.

It is a delicate fruit, and very much liked by
those who are fond of sweet fruits. It keeps

until Christmas.

Witty sayings are as easily lost as the

pearls slipping off a broken string; but a

word of kindness is seldom spoken in vain.

It is the seed which, even when dropped by
chance, springs up a flower.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 24, 1873.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Dispatches from Tiflis confirm the report-

ed fall of Khiva. It w.ts taken by the Russians, who
sustained only a slight loss. The khan has been cap-

tured. The annexation of Bokhara and Kbokan a.s well

as Khiva, is spoken of at St. Petersburg as probable.

The Russian press represents that Turkey is tottering

with misgovernment, and predict that the time is com-
ing when Russia will be able to vindicate her interests.

Vienna dispatches state that stormy weather and a

violent gale had interfered with the success of the great

Exhibition. The glass on one side of the building was
broken, torrents of rain poured through the openings,

and goods were much damaged. The grounds around
the building had become a morass of mud. Schultz,

the newly appointed Commissioner of the United States

in place of Van Buren, had reached Vienna. Goods
from the United Slates were arriving rapidly, and it

was expected the American department would be ready

by the 10th of Sixth month. It is stated that investi-

gation into the charges against the su.spended American
Commissioners, fully sustain the charges of bribery. -It

was also brought to light that $30,000 were expended
on the roof of the sewing machine department, when its

actual cost was not more than one-tenth of that sum.
The late commissioners had nearly expended all the

money appropriated by Congress. Commissioner Van
Buren earnestly asserts his innocence.

A Khartoom dispatch of the 12th says, a letter was
received here to-day from Sir Samuel Baker, on the

White Nile. He reports that all is well ; that passage

through to the end was effected with great difficulty,

and that he hopes the obstruction will be entirely re-

moved during the present summer.
The Britisli Foreign Office has received dispatches

from Baker, dated Third mo. 15th, stating that Lady
Baker and himself were in good health, and that rein-

forcements had reached him.
The cable between Madras and Penang is interrupted,

and telegraphic communication with Penang, Singa-
pore, and Australia, must for the present be made via
Japan and China, or the Ru.ssian Siberian route.

The managers of the Cunard line of steamers have
decided to adopt the Lane route across the Atlantic for

their ships, to avoid collisions.

On the 13th inst. the Pope completed his 81st year.

It is said that his health is .somewhat improved. The
Italian Chamber of Deputies has approved the first

clause of the bill suppressing religious bodies in Rome,
by a vote of 385 against 13. The second clause, with
an amendment granting the Pope 400,000 lire annually
for the maintenance of the generals of orders, was
adopted by a vote of 220 against 193.

The Carlist journal published in Perpignan, France,
announces that Don Carlos entered the Spanish province
of Navarre on the 14th inst., and took command of an
army of 15,000 men. It is also stated in the same paper
that he has concluded loans to the amount of S50,000,-
000, with English bankers. Intelligence had reached
Perpignan of the total defeat in Arragon of the Spanish
troops under Moreno by a Carlist force commanded by
General Tristany. The Carlist General Dorregary, in

his official report of the battle at Eraul the 5th inst.,

claims a decisive victory, and says the Republicans lost

112 men killed, 300 wounded, and 3G taken prisoners,
and the Carlists only 18 killed and 37 wounded. Mataro,
a maratime city 15 miles from Barcelona, has been
taken by the Carlists.

I

A Carlist conspiracy for the overthrow of the Repub-
lic has been discovered in Madrid. I

I

The voting throughout Spain for delegates to the

Constituent Cortes, resulted in the election of 310 Min-
j

isterial Federalists, 30 extreme Radicals, 8 Internation-

alists, 10 Independent Republicans, and 30 Monarchists.

I

The Ministers have agreed upon an electoral bill for

the island of Cuba, to be submitted to the Constituent
^

i Cortes. All voters must be 25 years of age.

I
Changes have occurred in the French Ministry.

Goulard, Minister of the Interior, and Jules Simon,
Minister of Public Instruction, have resigned because
it was incompatible with their views for them to .serve

in the same Cabinet. President Thiers accepted the

resignations and appointed Casimir Perrler, Minister of

the Interior, and Waddington, Minister of Public In-

struction. He also changed the Ministers of Public
Worship and Public Works, appointing Fourton to the

first named office and Beranger to the latter. The other

ministers are unchanged.
The Monarchists express great dissatisfaction with

the appointment of Perier.

The programme of the new ministry is to reorganize

the Republic by the.enactment of conservative laws, and
wholly reject radical plans.

A Berlin dispatch says : The German government
has resolved to expel the Redemptorists, Lazarists, the

congregations of the Holy Ghost and Sacred Heart, and
the occupants of the close convents, from the country
within the coming month.

Bierstadt, and others of the Oriental Topographical
Corps, who left New York a few weeks ago to make
explorations and sketches in the Bible lands, are ac-

tively engaged at the Pyramids, Memphis and the Lower
Nile, taking photographic views and making scientific

observations.

The Shah of Persia will, it is expected, soon arrive

at Vienna. He is accompanied by all the members of

his Cabinet and their wives. It is estimated the ex-

pense of his European tour will be five millions sterl-

ing.

A terrible conflagration occurred at Osaka, Japan, on
the 9th of Third month, in which many lives were lost.

The flames raged all one day and night. Two violent

earthquake shocks took place at the same place three

days after. The action of the government in repealing
the edicts against Christianity has caused rebellions in

two provinces ; but is was not doubted that the insur-
gents will be put down.
An explosion occurred the 13th inst. in the Drum-

mond colliery, Pictou county, N. S., causing the death
of many miners. The number of victims will probably
reach seventy-tive. The mine caught fire from a blast

of gun-powder and the explosion sflon followed.
Snow fell in the north of England on the 18th inst.

London, 5th mo. 19th.—Consols 93J. U. S. sixes,

1867, 93J ; five per cents, 88|.
Liverpool.— Uplands cotton, 8Jd. ; Orleans, 9J(Z.

Sales of the day 10,000 bales.

At the meeting of the French National Assembly on
the 19th, Dufaure, Minister of Justice, submitted con-
.stitutional bills organizing the public powers and pro-
viding for the establishment of a second Chamber. The
Conservatives demanded an explanation from the gov-
ernment of the recent changes in the Ministry, and in-

sist that the Cabinet shall be thoroughly conservative.
The two parties seem to be nearly balanced in the As-
sembly.

United States.—Miscellaneous.—The interments in

Philadelphia last week numbered 330, including 99
children under two years. There were 60 deaths of

consumption, 20 debility, 14 scarlet fever, 12 disease of
the heart.

The canals of New Y'ork were opened for navigation
on the 15th inst.

There are at present all over the world, about 130,000
miles of railway, whereof 68,000, or more than one-half,

are in the United States.

Mortality in New Y'ork last week 561. Seven thou-
sand eight hundred and fifty-two immigrants landed at

Castle Garden, New York, on the 19th inst.

The Caribou silver mine of Colorado has been sold to

the Nederland Mining Company, composed of capital-

ists from Holland, for $3,000,000.
The survey for the Darien inter-oceanic ship canal,

has demonstrated that the level of the waters of both
the Pacific ocean and the Caribbean sea are the same.
It had been a popular fallacy that the waters of the
Atlantic are higher than that on the Pacific side.

By a law of Congress passed at the last session, the
missions to the several States of Central America are to

be vacated on the 30th of next month, and one minister
only is to be accredited to all of them. For this posi-

tion the President has appointed George Will'

of Louisiana. The present ministers at Guate
Honduras, Nicarauga, Salvador and Costa Rica

;

tire.

The Markets, <fec.—The following were the quel

on the 19th inst. New York.—American gold,

U. S. sixes, 1831, 121f ; ditto, 1868, 118|; new fii

cents, 1 14J. Superfine flour, $6.30 a $6.50 ; State

$7.30 a S7'.55; finer brands, *7.75 a $12. White C
wheat, $2.05 ; No. 2 Chicago spring wheat. Si.65

3 do., Sl.o6 a $1.58. State barley, 95 cts. Oats

57 cts. Rye, 96 a 97 cts. Western yellow corn

64J cts. ; mixed, 63 a 64 cts. Carolina rice, 7| a (

Refined sugar, 11 a 11} cts.; Cuba raw, 7| a i

Philadelphia.—Middling cotton, uplands and Ne
leans, 19.V a 20J cts. Refined petroleum, for e:

19.) a 19| cts. Cuba sugar, 7} a 8 cts. Superfine
$4"75 a $5.50 ;

extras, $6 a $6.75 ; finer brands,

$11.50. Amber wheat, $2 a $2.05 ; western red,

a $1.98; amber spring, $1.82 a $1.85. Rye, 9c

cts. Corn, 64 a 64J cts. Oats, 47 a 51 cts. Sn
hams, 14 a 16 cts. Lard, 9.V cts. About 3100

cattle sold at 7} a 8 cts. per lb. gross for choice and (

6 a 7 cts. for fair to good, and common 4J a 5

Sales of 9000 sheep at 6 a 8 cts. per lb. gross for w.

and 5 a 6| cts. for clipped. Corn fed hogs sold a

$8.50 per 100 lbs. net. Receipts 5000 head. Oh

—No. 2 spring wheat, $1.33 ; No. 3 do., $1.23.

mixed corn, 39| cts. No. 2 oats, 32J cts. No.

:

70 cts. Lard, 8 9-10 cts. St. Louis.—'i^o. 2 wint<

wheat, $1.80 ; No. 3 do., $1.62 a $1.65; choice s)

$1.40 a $1.45. No. 2 mixed corn, 38 cts. No. 2

36 a 37 cts. Baltimore.—Choice white wheat,

fair to prime do., $1.85 a $2.05; good to primi

$1.85 a $2; western red, $1.75 a $1.90. Yellow
64 cts. ; Southern white. 69 cts. Oats, 49 a 5
OimcOTnaii.—Family flour, $7.75 a $8. Wheat,
a $1.73. Corn, 49 a 50 cts. Rye, 83 cts. Oate

49 cts. Lard, 8i a 9 cts.

THE INSTITUTE FOR COLORED YOUI
The Annual Meeting will be held in the Comm

room of Arch Street Meeting-hou.se, on Third-da;

mo. '27th, 1873, at 3 o'clock, p. M.
Wm. Evans, SecreU

Phlla. oth mo. 1873.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
Wanted, a Teacher in the Girls' School on Sei

street. Application may be made to

Thomas Lippincott, 920 Franklin &
Geo. J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

Rebecca S. Allen, 335 South Fifth S
Martha D. Allen, 528 Pine St.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR IND
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK

A Friend and his wife are wanted to take char,

this Institution, and to manage the farm connected

it. Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co.,

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Pliiladi

Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Ch
Co., Pa.

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

FRIENDS' ASYXUM FOR THE INSANI
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philaddpi

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Woi
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the I

Managers.

Died, at U'e residence of Jacob H. JVIendenhal
West Grove, Pa., 2Sth of First month, 1873, NiOH(^

Newlin, Sr., in the 93d year of his age, a memb
Kennett Monthly Meeting.

, at West Grove, after a short illness. 111

Third month, 1873, Hannah W. Mendenhall,
of Jacob H. Mendenhall, in the .54th year of her aji

member of Kennett Monthly Meeting.
, on the 12th inst., after a lingering illness, w"

she bore with Christian fortitude, Elizabeth F
CETT, relict of Wm. F. Fawcett, deceased, in the (

year of her age, a much esteemed elder and membi
Salem Monthly Meeting, Ohio. She was zealous

the support of the principles and testimonies of Frii

in their ancient purity and simplicity. She quietly

peacefully passed away, leaving her relations and frii

the assurance that her end was peace.

WILLIAM H. pile, PRINTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Life and Times of George Fox.

(Continued from page 314.)

Now," says Mrs. Hutchinson, " if any man
jt dispute impositions in the worship of

. he was reckoned amongst the seditious

urbers of the peace, all that crossed the
vs of the needy courtiers, proud encroach-
priests, thieving projectors, lewd nobilit}'

gentry,—whoever was zealous for God's
y or worship, whoever could not endure
iphemous oaths, ribald conversation, pro-

) scoffs, and derision of the gospel, were
3d puritans, factious hypocrites, and the
,8 of the kingdom."
be five members were impeached, twelve
lOps were committed to the Tower. The
fcs were preparing to cross the border, and
war of words between Court and Commons
le to blows. John Owen led the students
)xford in opposition to Laud's encroach-
it, and "tried to make out things more
,rly, accurately and scientifically, than the
le."—Kichard Baxter commenced, in Kid-
ninster, his " Catholic Theology" for the
ishment of conceited and pragmatical stu-

t8. Cromwell's influence in the House of

amons was felt, and Bishop Pierce of Bath
Wells, thanked God that he had not a

;le Sabbath afternoon lecture in his diocese
nterefere with the sale of Church ales,

[eanwhile George, having heard that his
snce caused much uneasiness to his rela-

is, returned home for a time. Their ignor-
e of his spiritual exorcises led some of them
suggest that he should enter the army,
era that he should marry. He, however,
»ht in private prayer the consolation which
T happily he expected from the Lord alone;
while the Westminster divines were fixing
)nfession of faith for the British churches,
irge Fox was explaining to Nathaniel
phens, incumbent of his native parish, that
Saviour's dying cry was occasioned by the
., that He was '• tasting death for every
i"—presenting " an offering for the sins of
whole world." Civil war raged, and eccle-

tical contentions about rites, forms, and
^monies, multiplied daily. Laud was made
ick the dust, the Prayer Book suppressed.
Directory established, and Presbyterian
formity enforced. George Fox again tra-

ed from place to place, conversing with

the most godly ministers on spiritual subjects,

or, instead of feasting and merry-making like

others, at Christmas time, he visited "from
house to house relieving the afflicted and des-

titute." In Coventry he withdrew from the

State Church, and from existing sects. Again
in solitude he prayerfully studied the Scrip-

tures, and, by the teaching of the Holy Spirit,

took firm hold in his heart, as in a rich soil,

of those great truths which became the themes
of his life's ministrations. His desires after

the pure knowledge of God, and his zeal for

God in Christ, grew stronger without the help

of any man, book or writing. Though he

read "the Scriptures that spake of Christ, he

knew him not but as He who hath the key
did open and as the Father of life drew him
to His Son by the Holy Spirit." And as the

great truths were opened to him " his heart
leaped with joy."

Was it from him Wesley learned to sing:

—

"My bounding heart shall own thy sway.
And echu to thy voice?"

To pray :

—

" Unlock the truth Thyself the key.

Unseal the sacred book ?"

HIS PUBLIC MINISTRY.

Proclamation against tho Book of Cotn-
mon Prayer had been issued, Charles I. had
been seized by Colonel Joyce, the Levellers
began to make their influence in the army so

potent that Cromwell and Ireton had to join

the republican party for their own safety, the
ofKce of agitators was instituted, the Society
for the propagation of the Gospel in Foreign
parts was founded, Jeremy Taylor's "Liberty
of prophesy" was published, the Scriptures
were acknowledged as the foundation of be-

ef, and controversj' turned on the Interpreter.

Cudworth was writing his Intellectual System
s a protest against Hobbes, cassocked divines
ssumed the airs of the roaring blade with the
horsewhip under the arm, the coarsest scur-

lity characterised the controversial writings
hich teemed daily from the press. Theology

stiffened into phrases which were declared
objects of reverence, and became a useless

and lifeless incumbrance, the rubbish of the
past, an unmeaning frostwork of dogma out
of all relation to the actual history of man.
Cudworth aflirraed that Scripture faith is not
a mere belief of historical things, upon artifi-

cial arguments only, but a certain higher and
liviner power in the soul that peculiarly corre-

spondeth with Deity. Locke had asked the

questions, "Have the bulk of mankind no
other guide but accident to conduct them to

their happiness or misery? Are the current
opinions, and licensed guides of every coun-
try, sufHoiont evidence and security to every
man to venture his great concernments on ?"

Then at Dukinfield, near Manchester, might
be seen in the public street, a tall and well
developed, intelligent and graceful, plainly

attired young man, recently arrived from
Coventry, through Nottingham and Derby,

stimulated by the prayers and presence of a
fewtindred spirits. This young man of com-
raanaing appearance, who lifted up his voice
like a trumpet that ho might make known
the unsearchable riches of Christ, and by
manifestation of the truth commend both him-
self and his theme to every man's conscience
in the sight of God, was George Fox, in the
2.3rd year of his age. He now began to preach
that men should turn " to the Grace of God and
the truth in the heart which came by Jesus Christ."

In the execution of his commission and the
fulfilment of his ministry to testify the Gospel
of the grace of God, he was subjected, and all

associated with him, to such persecutions,

afflictions and losses, as comparatively few
others have experienced. From his first ap-

pearance as a preacher of righteousness, it

may be said with truth, bonds and imprison-

ments awaited him.

The first place of his arrest was Notting-

ham. While addressing the people in the

public place of worship on the necessity of the

Spirit of Christ to a right understanding of Scrip-

ture, he was seized by the officers and thrown
into a filthy prison. There he remained, until

the compassion of the sheriff occasioned his

removal, about the same time that Colonel

Pride was applj'ing his f\imous purge to tho

Long Parliament, and preparation was being

made for the trial of the king, when the

sword of the Commonwealth (Cromwell) and

its pen (Milton) were exercised in defence of

general liberty of speech and conscience.

In 16-19, Charles Stuart was condemned and

executed at Whitehall, the Commonwealth
was proclaimed, George Fox was maltreated

by the people at Mansfield Woodhouse, where,

after severe handling he was put in the stocks,

and finally stoned out of the place. Had not

the Lord awakened the pity of some who saw
him unable to walk or stand, the effects might

have proved fatal—but the Lord had yet to

show him how great things he must suffer

for his name's sake ; and he was, through the

attention of friends and the Divine blessing,

soon healed. Meanwhile he was much exer-

cised in speaking and writing to magistrates.

and judges, innkeepers and schoolmasters, to

use their authority and influence for the sup-

pression of the public licentiousness and im-

morality, the extravagance and wantonness

in speech, dress, and manners, and the mer-

cenary spirit and conduct of the parochial

ministers.

As a single illustration of the profanity; we
turn for a moment to John Bunyan who had
got married, was struggling with conviction,

ascertained from his father that he did not be-

long to the elect Isrcelitish race, and " thus had,

his hopes dashed." He heard a sermon against

Sabbath breaking which deeply impressed

him, but after dinner he went to his favorite

sport, and while in the midst of the game
thought he heard a voice saying " will you

leave your sins and go to heaven, or have your

sins and go to hell ?" He dropped the cat, and
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thought he saw Jesus sorely displeased look-

ing down upon him. Soon after, an ungodly-

woman told him he was able to spoil all the

youths who came into his company. This

was the turning point in his career.

From Mansfield Woodhouse, George Fox
travelled to Derbyshire, preaching and testi-

fying to the people as he journeyed. When
preaching in Derby, (1650,) the officers arrest-

ed him, took him before the magistrates, who
committed him and John Fretwell, to the

house of correction for six months.
The examination which preceded this com-

mitment is specially interesting as having
given rise to the word Quaker, by which the

Friends were thence-forward to be distin-

guished.

The object of the magistrates was, if possi-

ble, to convict them of using blasphemous
words. They asked Fox if he had no sin?

He replied "Christ my Saviour has taken away
my siti and in him is no sin." When asked
"How they knew that Christ did abide in

them ?" They replied " By his Spirit that He
had given them ?" To the question " Whether
any of them were Christ ?" George promptly
replied, "Nay

—

we are nothing, Christ is all."

But clear and satisfactory as these answers
were, George and his fellow professor were
sent to prison. This much grieved his rela-

tions who offered to be bound that he should
come to town no more if the justices would
discharge him. To this George objected, that

he had done no wrong, and would not consent
to have any one bound for him. Gervas Ben-
net became enraged. George Fox told him to

tremble at the word of the Lord. He called

them Quakers, while George kneeling down
prayed for him. Bennet ran upon him and
struck him with both hands, crying "Away
with him I Take him away, gaoler!"

(To be continned.)

For "The Friend."

The Westlnghouse Automatic Air Bralte.

The members of the Franklin Institute

were invited by the Westlnghouse Air Brake
Company, to witness a series of experiments
with their automatic brake, on the Pennsyl-
vania Eailroad on the 20th inst.

The experiments were conducted between
Philadelphia and Paoli, before the Committee
on Science and Art of the Franklin Institute,

and prominent Eailway Officials of railways
centering in this city, and a large number of

interested members of the Institute.

Before describing these experiments and
their results, I will endeavor briefly to explain

such parts of the mechanism of the brake as

it is possible to do, without the aid of dia-

grams and figures. It consists essentially of

brakes fitting against two sid^s of the car-

wheels in the ordinary way—the important
difference being in the jyower, and the manner

of applying it. By means of a system of levers

and rods, the brakes are connected with a
piston working in a cylinder of perhaps 9 by
15 inches, under each car. This cylinder is

also connected by means of pipes with a re-

servoir containing compressed air, under each
car, and these reservoirs are in turn con-

nected with each other under all the different

cars by pipes and flexible tubing. This tubing
may bo seen between the cars, resembling a
half coil of gutta percha hose depending below
the coupling. These reservoirs are also con-
nected in the same way with a condenser on
the engine, from whence all the power is de-

rived. The pressure in the reservoir and
tubes is 70 pounds to the square inch, and
anything which causes a discharge of ai:

take place from them, immediately applies

the breaks with great force, and brings the

whole train suddenly but without jarring to a

condition of perfect rest, time varying from 10

to 20 seconds, according to circumstances.

By a peculiar mechanism whTch it is impoi

sible to describe without the aid of diagrami

the whole arrangement is under the control

of the engineer, who can instantly and at

pleasure either charge or discharge the con

densers—the partial discharge occasioning the

immediate and forcible application of the

brakes. There is also in each car a rope run

ning its whole length, and passing down one
side near the middle, and thence attached to

a lever that opens and discharges the con

denseri?, thus placing the means of suddenly
stopping the whole train, in the immediate
power of the conductor or passengers in case

of sudden emergencies. Besides these two
arrangements there is also another, purely

automatic, that instantly applies the brakt

case an axle breaks, or a car jumps the track,

or becomes disconnected from the train. This

consists of a rod or rather two rods of iron

depending from each car immediately behind

the trucks and over the rail—its lower ex-

tremity resemblingan inverted crutch. Should
an axle break or a car jump the track, this

coming in contact with the rail or earth, opens
the valves as in the other arrangements, and
the brakes are immediately applied with full

force. Should a car become detached by the

parting of a coupling, the couplings of the

connecting hose give way, and the brakes are

instantly applied as in other cases.

The diS'erence between this brake and those

air brakes heretofore in use is, that this works
with compressed air, and can be applied by the

conductor or passengers, or works automati-

cally in emergent cases; while the ordinary
air brake was worked by exhaustion and a

vacuum, and was controlled by the engineer
only. I am not informed as to their relative

powers, but certainly the new one worked
admirably on its trial trip on the 20lh inst.

After half an hour spent in thoroughly in-

specting all the arrangements, and listening

to the polite and clear explanations of the in-

ventor, the train, consisting of one locomotive
and seven passenger cars, left the depot at

31st and Market Sts., and proceeded rapidly

on its way.
The first experiment was made by the en-

gineer stopping the train in answer to a signal

given by the conductor with the bell rope.

The distance in this and the other experi-

ments was ascertained by means of a weighted
flag thrown from the cars the moment the

brakes were applied. In the first experiment
the train was brought to a complete stop in 17

seconds. The distance run was 498 feet, or

about two car lengths more than the length

of the train. The estimated speed of the train

was 30 miles per hour. Grade of road nearly

level.

The second experiment was made by apply-

ing the brake from the interior of one of the

cars. Train stopped in 17 seconds. The dis-

tance run was 515 feet. The estimated speed

was 35 miles per hour, down grade and slight

curve in the road. ,

The third experiment was made by sever-

ing the train, the brakes working automati-

cally. Two cars remained with the engine;

the other five stopped in 12 seconds,

distance they ran was 367 feet. The rati

speed was 34 miles per hour, the road lev

The fourth experiment was made byse^

ing the engine only, from the train. The s

was made in 10 seconds. The distance

318 feet—one car length less than lengtV

train—estimated speed 40 miles per ho
slightly up grade.

In the fifth experiment the brake was
plied from the interior of one of the cars,

engine remaining wide open, working ahe

In this case a complete stop was obtainec

16 seconds, distance run 502 feet—estima

speed 40 to 45 miles per hour; slightly

grade.

In the sixth experiment, two full stops w
made to see how soon the cars could be

in motion. On the first trial it took 5 secoi

and on the second only 3 seconds.

The last test to which the brakes were
was a slight imitation of a car jumping
track. To witness this, the passengers alig

ed ; the train was backed, and again pas
the company at the rate of about 8 miles

hour, when one of the before mentioned
verted crutch-like arrangements was stri

with a shovel, and the train stopped in

car length.

This ended this highly interesting and i

ful set of experiments, with which I thinl

will not be too much to say, all were mt

gratified ; doubtless creating the hope in m
present, that the Westinghouse Air Bri

will soon be adopted by all railroad compac
who have the safety of their passengers,

well as their own pecuniary interests trulj

heart. With this apparatus applied to es

car, at the comparatively trifling expense

about $150, it is difficult to see how any v
serious accident can occur from collisione

nd as a matter of economy alone we mij

suppose it will soon come into general use

For "The Frient

Diary of Samnel Scott.

(Continued from page 303.)

"Third month 8th.—This week some
liverance from sin hath been graciously

periecced. As the day of my departure drs

nigh, may I daily experience an increase

the fruits of the Spirit ; in no wise esteem

them 'the works of righteousness whicl

have done;' but as marks of his graci'

assistance and acceptance ' who worketh bi

to will and to do of his good pleasure,' i

justifieth his own works both for and in

people ;
according to that which is writt

' Ye see, then, how that by works a man
justified, and not by faith only.' They
therefore, not knowing the Scriptures,

the power of God, who teach that the wQi

of the Spirit influence not the justificatioB

the saints ; but that they are dross, dung, i

filthy rags. ' Was not Abraham, our fatt

justified by works, when he had offered

son Isaac upon the altar?' ' Was not Eab
the harlot, justified by works, when she I

received the messengers, and sent them
another way ?' Even the giving a cup of c

water in the name of a disciple, is justified

fore God. The coming of the Lord Jesut

the flesh, his sufferings, and blood-shedd

)n the cross, and the work of the Spirit, w
n the eternal counsel of God, essentia

necessary for the salvation of sinners. Mt
fold are his works, in unerring, unsearcha

wisdom, hath he made them all.
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jth.—Great and inexpressible have been

j
mercy and loving kindness of the Lord,

ire particularly in my advanced years, by

twin? me in spirit to his Son the Lord

ins Christ; that I might bo justified freely

ibis grace, through the redemption which

|q bim; according as it is written, 'every

|n therefore that hath heard and learned

the Father cometh unto me.' What a

jiey-woolsey garment may some say
;
and

jat contradiction betwixt the sentiments of

present day, and the remarks on yester-

7, in which the doctrine of justification by

rks is asserted. I answer, to me no ccn-

diction appears; the holy men of God who
ike as they were moved of the Holy Ghost,

tzing declared that 'a man is justified by

,h,' and that ' by works a man is justified,

1 not by faith only ;' and they respectively

i the mind of Christ.

Fourth month 5th.—This day, and yester

Y, I have been under strong impressions tc

Mse and transcribe a corrected abridgment

my diary, which commenced the Istof 6lh

)nth, 17S0 ;
to me an important work by

json of my unfitness for penmanship
;
yet,

nsidering the great long-suffering which

th been extended to me by a merciful

•eator, it is my bounden duty to follow every

3ret pointing to such little services as may
any degree conduce to the spiritual improve-

3nt of my fellow-creatures; particularly of

e desolate and distressed among them, who
e asking their ' way to Zion, with their

ces thitherward.'

Fifth month 2d.—I perused a printed letter,

om a Baptist to an adherent of Dr. Priestly,

which some errors contained in his Appeal

e scripturally opposed ; especially those re-

lecting the divinity and atonement of Christ,

ut where read we, in the Holy Scriptures,

"an infinite satisfaction being required from

lite creatures; but rather that, ' God so loved

le world (that is all mankind) that he gave

is only begotten Son, that whosoever be

jveth in him should not perish, but have

7erlasting life.' 'But God commendeth his

ive towards us, in that while we were yet

nners, Christ died for us :' and again. In this

as manifested the love of God toward us,

9cause that God sent his only begotten Son

ito the world, that we might live through

im. Herein is love, not that we loved God,

ut that he loved us, and sont his Son to be

ae propitiation for our sins.' These are the

oncurring testimonies of two apostles, who
espectively had the mind of Christ, and by

phieh Christ appears rather to be the effect

han the cause of the love of God ; although

n some respects he is both. But, alas, how
,re truths and errors commixed in the minds

iven of good men ; and who, among the so

if men, fully understands his secret faults ?

Sixth month 5th —This morning our friend

Hatthew Johnson went from our house; hav-

ng lodged under our roof five nights and been

jhiefly with us in the day-time. I was with

lim at four meetings at Hartford, and two at

Ware : his public ministrations were pertinent

md lively, and his conversation adorned the

doctrine he preached
;
grave, but not austere

;

courteous but not light. It is highly neces

sary for those who profess themselves the dis

ciples of a crucified Saviour, and who in some

exterior respects, imitate the plainness and

simplicity of his seamless garment, to be care-

ful lest by any assuming airs, consequential

and self-preferring appearances, or levities in

converse, they should give libertines any cause
\

are orthodox .n heart, and suppose themsejves

to say, are not we more consistent than they, jto be so in sentiment. But 1 esteem the Holy

d doth not our dress more comport with Scriptures the only written standard of ortho-

our deportmen
9th.—In thi

elders, divers

parted, against the wisdom and will of man
n the exercise of the ministry

meeting for ministers and

pertinent cautions were im
- will of mar

but is there

not also a danger of their being exercised in

the discipline? Is it not necessary that the

active moving part in man, which is always

ready, should be mortified in both
;
and that

those who are concerned in the ministry or

discipline should be reduced into the same

state with those believers concerning whom
it was formerly testified, ' Ye are dead,' ' being

buried with Christ by baptism into death?'

14th.—This week I was favored to attend

divers meetings for worship, and most of those

for business : in the latter a spirit of brotherly

love and condescension, with some small ex-

ceptions, was mercifully prevalent. In case

well-minded Friends bad more steadily

doxy.
23rd.—This week has passed pretty com-

fortably, not much cause for condemnation

having attended; nevertheless I have fallen

short in respect to unnecessary words and

and thoughts. ' When we neither act, speak

nor think, any thing inconsistent with the

divine will,' this, says one, is ' perfect saneti-

fication;' and this is the mark of our high

nd holy calling in Christ Jesus, who himself

was holy, harmless, undefiled, and separate

from sinners.'
"

For "The FiienJ."

Women's Indian Aid Association.

Qua Paw Agency, (Near Baxter Springs,

Kansas,) 5th mo. l-5th, 1873.

I write now in behalf of the children over

whom we are placed as care takers, to know
some well-minaea J^nenas nau mo.c s.^.u,.^

whether it is the design of your association

^''^^''^^:^^^'VT?::'l^::^t::^l ro':[iirfu\-nrsh' nsS doth^mg, or whether

to abandon the work for wantman be swift to hear, slow to speak,' the dig

nity of those assemblies would have been fully

as well maintained.

15th.—In the forenoon meeting at Hartford,

some matter was early impressed on my mind,

with a pointing to the people, and repeatedly

revived ; but I endeavored to feel my own

weakness, the reality of the opening, and of

my commission to impart it, and was silent;

some degree of profit and solemnity was, I

hope, attendant; in the afternoon, a spirit of

heaviness was painfully prevalent, which,

after long waiting in silence, was measurably

abated.

Seventh mo. 13th.— I went to the general

meeting at Hunsdon, in great lowness;

on sitting down so great was the feebleness,

both of mind and body, that it appeared rather

doubtful whether I should survive the present

day ;
but, after sitting some time in silence, I

was enabled to look towards the Lord and

criver of life, with such an efflux of tears as

hathbeen of late unusual. I was strengthened,

and some matter was presented with fresh-

ness and demonstration ;
but I thought the

present exercise might prove a ministration

of the Spit it fully as profitable without words.

A verbal ministry is at times of advantage.

But it is ' God only who quickeneth the dead,

and calleth those things which are not, as

though thej' were."

Eighth mo. 19tb.—Being in London, I at-

tended the marriage of E. G. and J. G., at

Horsleydown; a low meeting: our friend

Nicholas Wain, of Philadelphia, was present,

but silent. Silence seems to be the dispensa-

tion of the present day ; at least among us as

a religious Society, peculiarly called fi'om a

dependence on the teachings of men, and to

that worship which stands not in word, but

in power.
20ih.—I went to Gracechurch Street Meet-

ing on the fourth-day, in fear, and a cross to

ray own will, without any expectation, either

immediately or instrumentally. I sat in low

ness, but well satisfied. We ought to have

no dependence on any works of

but our only hope of acceptance ought to be

on Christ. Nevertheless, that acceptance is

not attainable in a state of disobedience, but

as we obey the gospel; God being either

pleased or displeased with us every hour, ac-

cording to the tenor of our hearts and con-

duct ; a proposition reprobated by many who

to still

we wil

of assistance in this direction.

Our salaries have all been made smallei-.

Government furnishes the provisions. I asked

Agent Jones to supply some of our wants by

way of clothing, he replied that he had not a

dollar he could appropriate for that purpose.

Our Indians are poor, and the children have

to be provided with everything to make them

comfortable. We need at least four boxes a-

year, and I would suggest that they should

reach us the Ist of 6th, 9th, 12th, and 3rd

months.
No part of the work has worn on me more

than the anxiety of furnishing the children

and making them happy.

May the Good Father take it intJ His own

hands, and place the burthen upon those who

are more able to bear it. We need sheeting,

colored table cloths, shirting, coarse cotton

cloth for boys' pantaloons, coarse gingham

for aprons, calico for girls' wear, shoes and

olher things for children's wear.

EmmelixNE H. Tuttle.

To the earnest appeal of this faithful worker

we trust that Friends will enable us promptly

to respond, the need is a real and a pressing

one.

Contributions may be sent to the Women s

Indian Aid Association, 116 North Fourth

street, Philadelphia.

The Dress of Christian Women.—A writer

in Times of Refreshing, answers some inquiries

on the above topic, in the conclusive words of

Holy Writ. If this is the true pattern, how

many '• godly women" are to be found ? We
hope it will not be deemed impertinent in us

to " hold the mirror up to nature."

How should a woman "professing godli-

ness," dress? How adorn herself?

In " modest apparel." (1 Tim. ii. 9.)

With " shamefacedness," i. e., with no intent

to draw the eye. (1 Tim. ii. 9.)

With "sobriety," i. e., with nothing con-

spicuous. (1 Tim. ii. 9.)

Not with "braided hair;" not with "plait-

ing of hair," i. e., elaborate arranging of the

hair. (1 Tim. ii. 9; 1 Pet. iii. 3.)

Not with "gold." (1 Tim. ii. 9 ;
1 Pet. iii. 3 )

Not with "pearls." (1 Tim. ii. 9.)

Not with expensive clothing. (1 Tim. ii. 9.)
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Not with clothing (as an adornment.) (1

Fet. iii. 3.)

Observe, there are three points as to cloth-

ing the body : let it be modest, let it be inex-

pensive, let it be unobtrusive.
There are two points as to the sort of de-

coration to be avoided : no jewelry, no fanciful

dressing of the hair. And there are two points

to be observed as to adorning: "A meek and
quiet spirit," " good works."

Surely a woman professing godliness should
be careful in this matter, which the Holy
Ghost has not considered unimportant ; surely
she should clothe herself in all "modesty,'
" shamefacedness," and "sobriety," while sh
adorns herself with a " meek and quiet spirit,'

and with " good works."
Now if she be so adorned, she will not be

anxious to attract the gaze of admiration by
heaping jewelry upon her person, or decora-
ting it with handsome clothing, nor will she
be much busied in the way she arranges her
hair. If given to good works, she will have
neither time nor money for the decorating of
her body.

VVesttown Boarding School.

The importance of maintaining at this in-

teresting institution of learning, a competent
body of teachers and care-takers, has long
been felt and acknowledged by those members
of our Society who have been familiar with
its operations and who have its permanent
welfare much at heart.

That none but religiously minded, as well as
thoroughly educated teachers should be em-
ployed there, is one of the necessities of suc-

cess ; and to secure such, we must offer suffi-

cient inducements not only to attract, but
retain thorn there.

The inducements should be of such a charac-
ter as to incline instructors to make it the
business of their whole lives, and not just as
they become well acquainted with their duties,

be necessitated to look out for some other
avocation yielding greater pecuniary returns,
in order to provide for the necessary wants of
a family, or lay by something on which to
subsist when sickness or old age comes upon
them.
The subject having claimed the attention

of our late Yearly Meeting, the proposition
to raise the sum of $100,000 for this especial
purpose was freely united with, and subordi-
nate meetings were requested to appoint com-
mittees to solicit subscriptions in their re-

spective neighborhoods. When we take into
view the abundance of means with which
many members of the Society have been
blessed, and the very small amount we are
required to contribute for church and edu-
cational purposes, in comparison with other
religious societies, the hope is confidently en-

tertained that the requisite sum may without
much difficulty be obtained. It is very de

successfully resisted it ; telling his fellow mem-
bars that whilst Westtown Boarding School

had educated her hundreds and thousands

without asking one dollar from the public

coffers, other institutions of a like character

throughout the State, were annually at their

doors asking money for their support.

Let us, therefore, of the present generation,

continue the good work so well commenced
by our forefathers, and hand down unincum-

bered to those who are to succeed us, a noble

institution, in which the children of the So-

ciety can receive a thorough scholastic train-

ing, uncontaminated by immoral associations.
*"*

Selected.

PRAYER.
Prayer is the soul's sincere desire,

Uttered, or unexpressed,

The motion of a hidden fire,

That trembles in the breast

Prayer is the burden of a sigh,

The falling of a tear.

The upward glancing of an eye,

When none but God is near !

Prayer is the simplest form of speech,

That infant lips can try.

Prayer, the sublimest strains that reach

The majesty on high.

Prayer is the Christian's vital breath.

The Christian's native air.

His watch-word in the hour of death :

He enters heaven with prayer !

Sslected.

BE STILL IN GOD.
FROM THE GERMAN OF JULIUS STURM.

Be still in God ! Who rests on Hira
Enduring peace shall know,

And with a spirit fresh and free

Through life shall cheerly go.

Be still in faith ! Forbear "to seek

Where seeking naught avails,

Unfold thy soul to that pure light

From heaven which never fails.

Be still in love ! Be like the dew
That, falling from the skies,

On meadows green, in thousand cups,

At morning twinkling lies

!

Be still in conduct, striving not

For honor, wealth or might!

Who in contentment breaks his bread

Finds favor in God's sight.

Be still in sorrow ! " As God wills !"

Let that thy motto be,

Submissive 'neath His strokes receive

His image stamped on thee.

Be still in God ! Who rests on Him
Enduring peace shall know,

And with a spirit glad and free

Through night and grief shall go.

For " The Friend."

Religions Instruction.

On reading the exercise of our beloved

friend John Barclay, my mind was so im-

pressed with the depth and force of the ac-

companying remarks on "religious instruc-

tion," that I have taken the liberty to send
them for publication in "The Friend," believ-

'ng now is a time wherein there is great need
sirable that not only those who can afford to'for both parents and teachers to live very
do so, will give of their abundance, but that

j

near the Source and Fountain of all good,
those who have less will also give, just what <ia% craving Divine assistance to go in and
they feel they can afford, in order to keep up\o\i^ before the dear lambsover whom we may
their interest in the school, fully believing that
a blessing will rest upon it, be it more or less.

It was a cause of just pride to the writer,
upon an occasion a few years since, when the
State Senator from this district informed him

be placed, with acceptance unto Him who
hath declared, children are his heritage.

B. W. H.
Fifth mo. 20th, 1873.

"As to religious instruction, it consists, if

of there having been an attempt made at I mistake not, in bringing up children in that
Harrisburg to pass a law imposing a tax nurture and admonition which is of the Lord,
upon the Westtown School property, he had as saith the Scripture. Now, how can any

bring up children in the Lord's nurtures
admonition—in the Lord's ordering,

counsel, direction and teaching,—I say L
can this be rightly and effectually done, i

cept the parent or teacher stand in His coi

sel himself, and abide himself under this b

direction? How can he be instrumental
instruct, help, and lead forward, if he be hi

self out of this counsel,—if he be not unc

the ordering of that which is meek and low

in the heart—of that pure principle, which
said to lead into all truth, as it is h

waited on, and submitted unto, in its simp

sdent instructions? How needful it is

teacher or a parent to be brought to see tl

that which is to be known of God is raa

Tested in man ; and that there is no rea

knowing the things of God, but by his lig

and spirit in the heart,—as said an emine
minister and messenger of the gospel, Geor
Fox: 'No knowing the Son, nor the Fath
but by the revelation of the Holy Spirit;

knowing the Scriptures but by the same He
Ghost, that moved the holy men of old

give them forth ; no calling Jesus, Lord, t

by the Holy Ghost; no true wisdom but frc

above; no true receiving it, but in the /ear

the Lord ;
no true understanding of spiriti

things, but what Christ gives; and no tr

love to God, but what He sheddeth abroad
the heart.'

I firmly believe, that as the deficiency co!

plained of in our children, chiefly arises fro

a want of true living christian concern in t

minds of parents and teachers for their

gious welfare, so they ought 7iot to be put upc

or to put themselves upon any contrivanc

which best wisdom does not lead them int

and control them in the use of; but they :

come to that which alone can quicken at

raise up in them a living concern for the i

ligious welfare of their charge ; and they mc
yield themselves as obedient children to its teac

ings. Thus wi41 they come to know som
thing of an establishment in the Truth, and
growth in living experience and substanti

knowledge of the principles and precepts

the Gospel, which is the power of God. Thi
furnished, thus fitted to take charge of youtl

under a sense of duty, and above all info

views, the teacher will be a blessing to h

little ones. He will want «o catechism to ii

struct them in, no creed to examine them bj

he will not think of making them give coi

fession of their faith ; but his watchful eye •

be continually over them for good, his patiec

exercise will be great on their account, h'

prayers will go up acceptably for them, nc

as matter of habit, but as it is put into h;

heart by his Heavenly Master, who know
what he has need of before he asks. Oppoi
tunities will often occur of giving them cour

sel or reproof, of opening and explaining th'

Scriptures of Truth, of informing them r«

specting our religious testimonies and princ

pies; but above all, of directing them to tur

keep their minds inioard towards God,-
showing them the place of true waiting, th

source of true wisdom, and both by precep
and example,—as was conspicuous among on
early Friends. Oh here is truly religious in

struction ; a bringing up young people in th

fear of the Lord, and in his new covenant o

life, wherein it is said, all are taught of Him
all are to know Him from the least to th

greatest: and here is a building up in th'

true faith of which the Lord, not man, is thi

author and the finisher.

—

J. B., 1818."
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lioiidils on the JDlti No. of

For " Thi. Friend."

The Friend."

le like this miscellany of eight pages

—

in its 4(Jth year—in its weekly visita-

to us. Not what the poet Cowper de-

es the newspaper, as " but a mass of busy

and where "forests of no meaning spread

>age," this comes to us as it imports, "A
fious and Literary Journal," with a well

ted vai'iety of w holesome, of well digested,

palatable fruit.

le last issue, No. 39, is now before me

;

upon looking over its varied and interest-

lOntents, the suggestion arose, give place

y thoughts; and when coined in words,
ilueless burn them ; if any little worth
ars, hand forth to the counter, that

rs may read and judge,

the leading article, " Barclay's Life of

y," continued through several numbers,
ead an autobiography of the experience

—

odero, hasty growth—of an old fashioned
lier convert to the self-denying religion

cross of Christ Jesus. Who, through a

ive yielding of himself, and child-like

oission to the testimony of the Holy
it in the heart, whereby the true know-
^6 of God can only be revealed

;
and who,

p the example of the husbandman of old,

waited long " for the precious fruit of
earth, and hath long patience for it, until

-eceive the early and the latter rain," he
V from grace to grace, so that in every
essive stage—the blade, the ear, the full

1 in the ear—he might manifest that what
vas, he was by its sulBciency and saving
er. This was no half and half work; but
og, through the inshinings of the light of

ist, bis fallen and miserable condition as

ild of the first Adam, he was engaged to

t his mouth in the dust, if so be there

ht be hope," ^ud with intense anxiety to

;
after Christ his Eedeemer who, he says,

lage 30.5, is " to be found in the heart, as

espised, little, small thing,—a grain of

," &c. Thus, through the obedience

eh is of faith, and an humble, prayerful

ling before the Lord, he was enabled to

e more and more out of conformity to the

Id in the lust of the flesh, the lust of the

and the pride of life, or in things leading

;em, and, as he records, to experience old

gsto pass away, and all things to become

Caoutchouc," which is the second article,

ruetively sets forth the superintending
3om and goodness of our Heavenly Parent,

• has so abundantly and so marvellously
le the earth, as well as the air, and the

er, to contribute to the accommodation
enjoyment of His creature man. Thus,

1 the milky sap of a tropical tree, long un-

wn as to its usefulness, in connection with

;a-percha a more recent discovery, is now
infactured a material, which is so general

,0 quote from our essay, " runs through
entire list of useful and ornamental arti-

" with which we are surrounded. How
resting it is, that in the creation of all

le things we may "trace a hand that errs
" and should feel for all his multiplied

very undeserved blessings a

raise that from earth resulting, as it ought,

earth's acknowledged Sovereign, finds at once

s only just proprietor in Him."

the kingdom, and is calculated to stir up the designed by Hi
pure mind by wa3'of remembrance; beingalso VVell may
greatly applicable to the present times. The
ant of true love and tenderness in too many

of that day towards the Lord and one another,

and in elders both on their own account and
that of their children, is seriously pointed out.

The youth having taken their flight, with

more that are on the wing, is attributed to such

elders not having kept their first love, and
therefore wanting in the experimental, prac-

tical life of religion. The blindness that has

t happened to Israel through the work-
's of iniquity, and the prevalence of the god

of this world, he purposes to stay and turn

back by supplications and strong cries to the

Lord, in those who have the cause of Truth

at heart, that He would yet spare His land,

d pity His people; and again, through

the powerful visitations, and wonder-working
ower of His all-sufficient grace, when obe-

dience is yielded to it, turn their captivity, and
revive His work in the midst of the years.

Well may it be queried, What hath the

Lord not done for his vineyard ? and if there

is not laying things to heart, and turning

to Him from whom we have sorely revolted,

t may be consistent with His holy will that

trying, sifting time should come, which shall,

perhaps, in ways little suspected, try the

foundations of all, and prove whether their

piritual building is based on the unchangea-
ble rock; or whether, avoiding deep digging

through the love of ease or other cause, it

has been without a foundation, reared but on

the sand. In view of this danger, as well as

of the many awakening testimonies which
are and have been delivered by the afflicted

servants and hand-maidens of the Lord, it

solemnly behooves each one of us to inquire

as in the presence of the unseen Eternal

whether we, through submission to His will

and obedience to His Spirit in the first place,

are laboring in the strength He alone can

give, to have His glorious kingdom, consist-

n righteousness, and peace, and joy in

the Holy Ghost, established in our hearts, and

then, according to the measure of grace com-

itted, in the earth.

Oh I that this lethargy and sleep of death,

he says, may be come out of, through speedy

repentance and amendment." "A precious

seed nevertheless," he soon hopefully proceeds,

is remaining in both elders and young men,

whom the Lord hath blessed, and will pre-

serve as in the hollow of His hand, until His

ndignation be over-past." Our author it

assured, that if the light and manifestations

of the Spirit of Christ, the true teacher and

comforter in the heart, are faithfully followed,

that the church in general will be comforted,

r afflicted ministers relieved, and the Lord
over all glorified, who with His son, the Lamb,
is worthy forever."

Indian Opium" is the essay following in

course, the use of which drug is considerable
;

the abuse of it very great. This consump
tion is represented as being much on the

crease. We have somewhere seen the

statement, that Europeans forced the in

habitants of India to raise poppies instead of

wheat, because it was more profitable. Thus
being guilty of a two-fold sin,—starving the

poor creatures for the want of the wheat,

and poisoning others to whom they send it,

with the fatal drug. When all the gifts of

m, such evils will cease to exist,

xclaim—

" O for a world in principle as chnste

As this is gross and selfish !" * * "*

" Where violence shall never lift the sword,

Nor cunning justify the proud man's wrong,

Leaving the poor no remedy but tears."

I'll Na Trust Ye," the next piece, seems
like honesty without its raa~k, trulj'l Where
a man's word was as good as his bond ! Where
money was not coveted beyond the love of

his brother! Where "custom and prejudice,"

tay'd from " shouldering aside the meek and
modest truth," were held in abeyance. And
with " their eyes fixed upon the heavens,"

the business parlies made their contracts

with each other, with no eye for witness but

the Omniscient and Eternal. The "honor
and fear of God" when implanted in the

heart, are the strongest incentives to right

and duty. "These," as sai.th the apostle,

having not the law, are a law unto them-
selves;" " Their conscience also bearing wit-

ness, &c."
" Mystery Babylon," by Isaac Penington, is

the sixth essay in "'The FarEND" before me.

Prom which it clearly appears that in jjur-

suit of eternal life, there is no safely but in

keeping close to the power of the anointing,

which teacheth all things and abideth with

us. Satan is very artful as well as very busy,

and can get up such a likeness to set off his

city Babylon, as none but those closely on

the watch, as enjoined by the Saviour, and
illuminated from on high, can detoctthe decep-

tion. And there is no doubt the nearer this

subtle theologian can bring his copy to re-

semble the original or Truth, or, in other

words, the more he puts on the appearance
of an angel of light, the more likely he is to

seduce and mislead the unwary. Notwith-
standing this, in the Lord Jehovah is ever-

lasting strength ; and though the enemy even

come in like a flood, the Spirit of the Lord
will lift up a standard against him ; and pro-

claim, thus far and no farther shalt thou go.

How careful should we be that even in bring-

ing the tithe of our holy things, we offend not

by sacrificing unbidden unto the Lord. For

as says I. P., a prayer offered out of the

anointing, or with feigned lip-), is like the

whole Pharisee, to ask amiss, which receives

not.
" Prices of Provisions in A. D. 1315," is a

curiosity of antiquity : and goes to show what
progress has been made in five and a half

centuries both in the application of laws, as

well as in common spelling. The merest

school boy of our time, if not the kingly

status of Edward I, would be laughed at by
his classmates, if his register in orthography
did not chronicle something better than this

record of an ancient king.
" The Epistle of our dear frietd Hannah

Gibbons," introduced by 'J. H.,' and com-
mended for its valuable counsel, and for its

precious savor, by the editors, is the next in

order. We remember her letters published

in this journal in a by-gone day, witb much
interest and satisfaction. She was truly a

mother in Israel in her generation, being zeal-

ously concerned to keep near her Heavenly
Master, and in theahility received ofHim to tarn

the battle to the gate. How instructive are

her utterances in this letter: viz, " 'Tis only

that which comes from our Divine Leader,

that will gather to Him." " The true spirit
. selection from Kendall's letters, the third Divine Providence, to use nearly the language ^ _

,y, savors truly of the good old wine of of John Woolman, shall be appropriated as I of discipline begins its work within
;

by
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bringing our oion spirits into subj'^ction to its

holy and regulating influence." " If it is

managed in the peaceable spirit and wisdom
of Jesus, it will lead to keeping our meetings

in comely order and solemnity, and to the

edifying of the body in love." And would
not this also, we would query, lead into the

observance of the precept, " Be kindly affee-

tioned one to anotlier in brotherly love ;
in

honor preferring one another." As also that,

" Ye younger submit yourselves unto the

elder: yea, all of you be subject one to

another, and be clothed with humility." This

we presume would also do away with the

spirit of fault-finding, of personalities, and
vituperative remark. It would lead the child,

not to behave himself proudly against the

ancient. It would preserve from the desire

to find our own Yearly Meeting, or its repre-

sentative bodj' almost ever in the wrong; and
instead of the query long ago uttered; "Art
thou he that troubleth Israel?" these would
perhaps find " the beam," as the prophet
Elijah suggestively represented to king Ahab,
within their own borders. That surely is no
halcyon bird, that would disparage or de-

preciate its own shelter or nest.

Hannah Gibbons speaks of the right quali-

fication for governing our families, and of

bringing up our children ; of keeping our
ranks in righteousness; of maintaining the
society on its original foundatio« ; of being
increasingly weighty in spirit ; of looking to

our Almighty Helper as the source of all

strength; of our being encouraged after the
example of Nehemiah's faithfulness; of the
terms of discipleship, and the way to the
kingdom being ever the same—by the cross:

because the foundation, Christ Jesus re-

mains the same yesterday, to-day, and for-

ever. She expresses tender solicitude on
behalf of our dear young Friends in this day
of perplexity ; she encourages them to keep
their eye inward and single to Him whose
foundation standeth sure. She assures them
that ho knoweth the hearts of all those who
desire to serve Him, and tenderly regards
them: and though baptisms and purifying
processes may have to be passed through,
hopes they will not bo discouraged. She in-

stances the outward clay as needing much
preparing before fitted for use; and so in a
spiritual sense, the Refining Hand must pass
again and again upon us before we are puri-

fied and made meet for the inscription of
"holiness" unto Him. She recommends that
an humble, dependent, watchful state be abode
in; and that nothing be suffered to draw their

minds from a close attention to the inspeaking
•word of Divine Grace

; as the secret intima-

tions of which, she continues, are regarded with
reverence and holy fear, and obedience thereto
yielded, growth in the root of life will be ex-

perienced, and the clothing of the spirit more
and more be the meekness and gentleness of
Christ their Saviour.
"An Object in Life" comes next. And the

watchword to us comes with it—Brevity.
This anonymous writer proceeds upon the
axiom that in order for happiness it is neces-
sary that the powers of the mind should be
exercised /or (Z?i object. He duplicates and im
presses this by saying, " to be deprived of ar
object, is to be wretched." And his illustra

tions fully prove this. But if, as we are taught,
"The thought of foolishness is sin," then, ex
cept in a physical point of view only, can any
purpose howeverfrivolou8,a8 saith this writer

•'be better far than emptines.s and aimless-

ness ?" These last it is true are bad enough
;

but practical examples of the others, so pain-

fully before us, ate bad too. Bad with bad
perhaps is hard to scrupulously compare.
That the religion of Christ affords an object

altogether suited to our natures, is a moment-
ous truism. It is so nicely adapted to our
especial need as fallen and lost creatures

—

having souls to be saved or lost—-that it seems
to be just the panacea (if we may so call it)

that can restore and bless us. And what a

mercy that there is yet balm in Gilead, and a

Physician there, sufficient for the recovery of

the health of all. Then may we, as com-
mended by this Author, find every longing
desire satisfied in and through Him who is

spoken of by the Prophet as "the Desire of

all nations."

"How Mountains are Formed," has long
been a subject of search and research for the
antiquarian and the curious. While this is

kept in due subordination, it should, and per-

haps does tend to humble the mind, and at

the same time to give to it more exalted views
of His matchless goodness and mercy

—

"That planned, and built, and still upholds a world
So clothed with beauty for rebellious man ?"

" The Visited Youth of this Generation"
have often, I doubt not, the earnest, breath-

ling desires as " in the deeps," with the prayers
also of their concerned elder Friends for their

preservation and safety. Very many are the
slippery paths, the by-paths, and the broad
paths set to catch and turn out of the narrow
and ouly safe path, their unwary feet ! How
careful then should these be, to keep near the
Deliverer and His saving grace within them,
as well as in the footsteps of the flock of
Christ's companions, that so they may not
only be preserved out of the snares of the
devil, but that, as R. Shackleton sets forth, be
enabled to come up " in the excellency of dig-

nity and the excellency of power," to the help
of the Lord's cause in a day of trouble, and of
treading down, and of perplexity. That thus
the precious testimonies given us to bear, may
be faithfully maintained, the borders of Zion
enlarged, and the inward and spiritual king-
dom of the Redeemer more and more estab-
lished in the earth.

"A Remarkable Dream," with Lines sug-
gested by reading an account of the same, is

the essay next in course. We are by no means
weary of seeing the republication of this

dream. It never fails to remind of the ex-

ceeding danger of resisting the visitations of
the grace of the Lord Jesus, and the leaven
ing operations thereof within us, till lik(

weeping E^au, and the wept over City of
Jerusalem, wo be left to ourselves, the things
that belong to our peace hid from our eyes,
and the awful language of our desolate hearts
be, "The harvest is past, the summer is end-
ed, and we are not saved." How descriptive
of rebellious children is the Prophet's sorrow-
ful representation :

" It shall even be as when
an hungry man dreameth, and behold he
eateth ; but he awaketh, and his soul is empty;
or as when a thirsty man dreameth, and, be-

hold, he drinketh
; but he awaketh, and, be-

hold, he is faint, and his soul hath appetite:
so shall the multitude of all the nations be,

that fight against mount Zion," (or withstand
the Lord's tenderly striving influence in the
heart.) How true are the lines,

" The brightnei?a, the gladne.ss, the glory of heaven"

—

("Are) for them who have counted, as worthless

dross,

Those things which would lead from the way of

cross."

"Influences of the Holy Spirit." In re

ing this essay the attention was arrested

the why " we must learn to set a high va

upon the presence of the Spirit of 'Truth
; i

how we must seek its preserving influenc-

Noted also was the exhortation, not by 8

means to grieve or repulse the same, as the

by we are, if at all, sealed unto the day of

demption. In consideration that we can h;

no other comforter when he is withdraw

that we cannot for a moment be safe with,

his guidance and support ; that by a mysti

ous condescension he deigns to undertake

conduct of worms as we are : then what res

compliance, and implicit submission sho

we yield to its reproofs and dictates, whi

as obedience keeps pace with knowledge, le:

to ever-enduring happiness.

"My Strawberry Bed," an original arti

over the signature of " E. A.," comes ne

From flowers, the author proceeds to fri

From strawberries to intelligent beings. Fr

temporals, to spirituals. And withal, fulfill!

iho apostle's requisition for a servant

—

"I

to teach."
" My strawberry bed" failed not to remi

of the Poet's beautiful lines :

—

" From dearth to plenty, and from death to life,

Is Nature's progress, when she lectures man
In heavenly Truth ; evincing, as she makes
The grand transition, that there lives and works

A soul in all things, and that soul is God."
" Happy who walk with Him ! whom what he find;

Of flavor or of scent in fruit or flower.

Prompts with remembrance of a present God."

We know not who " B. A." is; but this

can say, that we would like, as they ripen,

have some more berries out of his bed.

"Religious Talk" should be governed

reference and obedience to Him who has sa

" I create the fruit of the lips ;" and who a

declares :
" By thy words thou shalt be jui

Qed, and by thy words thou shalt bo c
demned." While religious conversation,

called, that consisting in the retailing of c

experiences, or in the expression of un(

truths is much to be avoided, there is still t

fact, that "out of the abundance of the he:

the mouth speaketh ;" and, they that fear t

Lord can hardly help, as opportunity offe

speaking often one to another as they w«
life's painful journey and are sad. Wo ha
occasionally felt afraid that religion, thou
professedly dear to us was, sometimes to c

hurt, studiously kept in the back ground fr(

motives of complacency, or the fear of
being distasteful to the company we are
What is life for, as an antidote to this, shoi

often be considered by us. While we are i

to cast our pearls heedlessly, we are also i

through fear or favor to deny our Mast
There is perhaps that which is suggestive
the lines :

—
" Nor do we madly like an impious world.
Who deem religion phrenzy, and the Ood
That made them an intruder on their joys,

Start at His awful name, or deem his praise

A jarring note."

" To Experience Our Past Sins Blotted Ou
an extract, is so much like the outpouringf
the beloved author, William Evans, that
could almost fancy him before us, bringi

forth, as he was wont, out of his treasi

things new and old. His, was old fashior

Quakerism, calling for the washing of reg
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lition and the renewing of the Holy Ghost,

id the admission within us of ChriHt Jesus

j a refiner's fire, and as a fuller with soap,

te onl\- way to have the floor of the deceitfu'

iart thoroughly cleansed, and the garmenti

(ide white in the precious blood shod. His

inistry called for the birth of Christ in the

art; for obedience in the day of small things;

d wa'< not modified to suit the religious

3te of the times.

venerate the man, whose heart is warm,
ose hands are pure, whose doctrine and whose life,

ncident, exhibit hicid proof,

i he is honest in the sacred cause."

he Editorial holds up to view that " the

aight and narrow way to life is neither

;ii)re nor less difficult and repulsive to flesh

3'd blood now than at any other time." That
r faith, which if genuine will overcome the

irid, must be tried and proved. That " like

% visitations of the Day Spring from on high

the soul, that faith which is ' the substance

things hoped for, the evidence of things not

,' is ' of the operation of God,' and a sacred

stery ; which while it may be exercised and

eyed by ' babes and sucklings,' cannot be

,ained nor understood by the worldly 'wise

Id prudent.' " It'represents that in our re-

ions Society there are ample causes to test

faith of the true-hearted members, and to

ng home to them the necessity of holding

i| fast, itc. It upholds the duty of silent,

werent waiting upon the Lord, not only in

ijjetings for worship and discipline, but in

lie every day engagements of life, &c. It

teads the need for those who are mourning
per the lapsed state of things among us, to

rive to prevent its further spread by inter-

(ding for an increase of that faith, which
(ce enabled fallible men "to quench the vio-

hce of fire," &c. It teaches that a watchful

(ard should be kept up " lest the devices of

,tan succeed in drawing all parts of the So-

)ty into connivance of a relaxed support or

abandonment of the testimonies given
," &c. Unless there be a recurrence to first

inciples, and a being endued with that wis

m and power which first raised up this

lople, it is set forth that the mere form of

idliness without the life must prevail. For
is end, there must be a willingness iniividu-

ly to take up the daily cross, to follow Christ

the regeneration, as He reveals himself in

,e heart, &c. Satan's " nicely contrived strala-

sms," are alluded to as employed to draw the

embers off from the inward, heart changing

ork of true religion ; and to prevent the

•owth and life of the little seed of the king-

pm sown in every heart.

;This, with the frequent other contributions

^the Editors to their valuable journal, isout-

^oken and gives no uncertain sound, neither

countenance to any modified Quakerism,
his portion of its pages especially adds to

le value of the miscellany : and we should be

ad they should have full and free scope.

he " inward, heart-changing work of true

iligion," just alluded to, recalls an incident

the life of George Whitehead, which we
ould like to see more of. This individual

as a native of the north of England, and
located in the Presbyterian mode of faith,

I which, finding many things that displeased

im, and hearing of the newly-risen Society
' the Quakers, he determined to attend one
' their meetings, in which he was much af-

cted by perceiving how greatly the spirits

^ most of those who were there assembled

seemed broken and contrited ;
more especially

in the case of a young woman, who, on quit-

ting the meeting, he observed to sit down
upon the ground, " with hor face towards the

earth, as if," he says, " she regarded nobody
present, but, moaning bitterly, cried out, ' hord,

make me clean! O Lord, make me clean!'

Which," he adds, "did far more ten ierly and
deeply affect my heart, than what I had heard

spoken, and more than all. the preaching that

ever I had heard from man or men ; and was
a certain testimony to me, (the Spirit of the

Lord evidencing to my (spirit,) that it was a

real work of his power upon her heart, which
also operated upon the hearts of others, caus-

ing both trembling, sorrow, and contrition."

A word to the readers, and those who
highly appreciate " The Friend ;" who we
doubt not are many. Could not more of such

contribute to the interest of its pages? With
the varied taste and talent of these, the mood
contemplative could scarcely fail to find in a

useful book, a manuscript, a strawberry bed,

a pleasant ramble, wholesome matter that

would be serviceable to others Or even

without those, " he that attends to his interior

self," and whose " warfare is within," is only

the better qualified to exemplify the counsel

of the Apostle to Timothy :
" Reprove, rebuke,

exhort, with all long-suffering and doctrine."

And may all duly be

" Aware tliat human life

Is but a loan to be repaid with use,

When He shall call his debtors to account,

From whom are all our blessings."

Fifth mo. 22d, 1S73.

Three Clever Bogs.—For many years a race

of fine Newfoundland dogs has flourished in

the village where I live, each individual being

characterized by some prominent excellence.

One, a noble fellow, was often employed to

carry jtackages and was sometimes sent to

market. Nothing could exceed the fidelity

with which ho performed the business en-

trusted to him. Late one evening it was dis-

covered there was no beefsteak for bre.ikfast,

and the dog was sent for a supply. He was
detained at the market for a time, however,

and being forgotten at home, the doors were

locked and the family went to bed. In the

morning the dog was found seated beside the

basket, ill which the meat lay untouched under

the guardianship maintained by him through-

out the night.

Another dog worthy of honorable mention

once went with a mother and her child to the

village. Soon after their arrival the little

girl was burned so severely as almost to pro-

duce convulsions. A physician, an absolute

stranger, was summoned, under whose sooth-

ing remedies the girl was quieted and fell asleep,

when the doctor took his leave. An hour or

two after returning to his office he heard an

unusual noise at his door, and on opening it

found the dog seeking admission. He walked
in and seated himself beside the physician

and began licking his hands. Then rearing

himsellon his hind legs he put his mouth to the

man's face, attempting to lick it, uttering all

the while alow cry, and after repeating these

demonstrations for a time walked out of tb

office. Doubtless he had pondered upon his

young mistress' sufferings and the physician's

efi'orts to relieve them, and gratitude led him
thus to express his thanks.

The last of his race still lives, though his

course is nearly run. He is on terms of the

utmost good-will with the whole community,
and among the dogs acts as a kind of police-

man. When any ill-feeling arises among
them, and they begin to bark and bite, he
rushes in, and, with his immense strength,

scatters the combatants and restores quiet.

Occasionally he calls on the different in-

habitants of the village, stopping for a half

hour or so, his affectionate nature and his

benignant counlerance always winning for

him a welcome.

—

Evening Post.

^' How much do I cost ?"—A little girl, ten

years old, lay on her deathbed. It was hard
parting with the pet flower of the household.
The golden hair, the loving blue eyes, the
bird-like voice, the truthful, affectionate,

large-hearted, pious child. How could she
be given up? Between this child and her
father there had always existed, not a relation-

ship merely, but the love of congenial natures.

He fell on his knees by his darling's bedside,

and wept bitter tears. He strove to say, but

he could not, "Thy will be done." It was a
conflict between grace and nature such as he
had never before experienced. His sobs dis-

turbed the child, who had been lying appar-
ently unconscious. She opened her eyes and
looked distressed.

" Papa, dear papa," said she at length.
" What, my darling?" answered the father,

striving for composure.
" Papa," she asked, in faint broken tones,

"how much—do I cost you—every year?"
" Hush, dear—^be quiet," he rejilied in great

agitation, for ho feared delirum was coming

' But, please, papa, he 3h do I cost

you !

To soothe her he replied, though with a
shaking voice :

" Well, dearest, perhaps ten pounds. What
then, darling ?"

" Because, papa, I thought may be you
would lay it out this year in bibles, for poor
children to remember me by."

With what delicate instinct had the dying
child touched the strings of comfort ! A beam
of heavenly joy glanced in the father's heart,

the bliss of one noble, loving spirit mingled

with its like. Self was forgotten, the sorrow

of parting, the lonely future. Nought re-

mained but the mission of love, and a thrill

of gratitude that in it he and his beloved

were co-workers.
" I will, my precious child," he replied,

kissing her brow with solemn tenderness.

"Yes," he added, after a pause, "I will do

it every year as long as I hvo. And thus my
Lilian shall yet speak, and draw, if God shall

bless the means, many after her to Heaven."
"The child's very soul beamed forth in a

long, loving, smiling gaze into her father's

eyes, and still gazing, she fell asleep. Wak-
ing in a few minutes, she spoke in a loud clear

voice, and with a look of ecstacy :

" O papa, what a sweet sight! The golden

gates were opened and crowds of children

came pouring out. Oh! such crowds ! And
they ran up to me, and began to kiss me and
call me by a now name. I can't remember
what it was, but it meant ' Beloved, for my
Father's sake.'

"

Death soon came to join her spirit to that

company, who always behold the face of the

Heavenly Father; and the earthly parent

was enabled to submit with resignation to

His will, who doeth all things well.
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"AN OBJECT IN LIFE."

An article under the above caption found

its way into the 39th number of our Journal,

which, owing to some of the sentiments it

containfi, had it undergone the supervision to

which the matter offered for our columns is

usually subjected, would not have been admit-

ted uncorrected. It was mixed up with other

selections kindly sent us, and accidentally

went into the printer's hands without exami-

nation.

"We deem it a duty to point out—though
thus late—some sentiments advanced in it,

which we think objectionable. Speaking of
" the two classes of persons most prone to

grow weary of life, and to take refuge from
their weariness in suicide,"—"the inordinately

rich and the hopelessly poor,"— it gives as the

reason, that " the one is removed beyond a

want and has nothing to strive for, the other

sees no hope of any success." H )wever much
either of these conditions may weaken the

desire or the power to resist the temptation
to suicide, where that has been presented, yet
neither deprives life of an object, and the

temptation itself has a much deeper origin

than mere external circumstances, and is pro-

bably quite as successful in other classes as in

the two named.
We cannot admit that " to obtain pre-

eminence by expensiveness of dress, to give

gorgeous and burdensome entertainments, to

destroy myriads of harmless animals," are,

any of them, " better far than emptiness and
aimles3ne38 ;" for though the latter must be a
great evil, the evil is much confined to the
individual sufferer; but in the other case it is

a more active evil, and affects injuriously

others beside the perpetrator.

Still more objectionable is the assertion that
"any object is better than nothing." However
"empty and aimless" a life may be, it is com-
paratively harmless compared with one devo
ted to the destruciionofthat which isgood,and
the seduction of others into the paths of wick-
edness. There are some things worse than do-

ing nothing. Even a religious blank—if there
can be such a thing— is better than a fanatical

pursuit of a false religion. For the latter,

while claiming to be an engagement in serv-

ing the Lord, is really a continued warfare in

the service of Antichrist, deluding into a be-

lief of doing God service, while blindly pursu-
ing and leading others down the broad road
to the chambers of death.

Should any of our readers have been dis-

turbed by finding the article we have com-
mented on in " The Friend," we trust this
explanation and correction will be satisfactory
to them.

SUMMAKY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Terms of union between Prince Edward

Island and Canada Dominion fiave been agreed upon,
and the ratification of Parliament will at once be sought.

Canadian papers continue to lament tfie exodus of
French Canadians, especially young men, for permanent
settlement ill the United States. On one day recently
about 1800 persons departed for the United States from
the lower Eiver du Loup to Levis.
A London dispatch of the 20th says : George Smith,

the Daily Telegraph's correspondent in Assyria, has
found the king's library at Ninevah, and has discovered
numerous valuable fragments, particularly the missing

portions of the broken tablet, containing the history of

the Deluge, hitherto deciphered in the British Mnseum.
The French Atlantic cable which was broken 208

miles from Brest, has been repaired. The charge for

the transmission of messages will now be reduced to the

old rate of one dollar per word.
A St. Petersburg dispatch says : Two of the detach-

ments of Russian troops for the invasion of Khiva have
been delayed in their progress by heavy snow storms.

At the last advices from the expedition the Russian
forces were still far from the capital. It follows that

the reported capture of the place is wholly untrue.

The Shah of Persia arrived at Moscow the 20th inst.,

and upon entering the city was met by an immense
concourse of people who gave him an enthusiastic wel-

The French Assembly has re-elected Lonis Buffet as

its President, by a vote of 359 against 289 for Martel,

the avowed supporter of President Thiers. After an
obstinate contest Martel was elected first Vice President,

receiving 330 vote.s, to 323 for his opponent. When
the Assembly met on the 23d inst., Dufaure, Minister

of Justice, declared on the part of the government, that

it was now necessary to abandon the provisional regime
and acknowledge the Republic. President Thiers then
mounted the tribune to speak, when instantly a storm
of objections and protestations came from the conserva-

e portion of the members, making it impossible for

Thiers to be heard. When he descended he consulted

with Dufaure, who notified the Assembly, in accord-

ance with the law adopted last session, that the Presi-

dent desired to address the House in person, and re-

quested an adjournment to the next morning, when he
ould deliver his speech. At the appointed time

Thiers addressed the Assembly, urging the definitive

establishment of the republic. His utterances were re-

ceived with loud cheers by the Left, while the Right
remained silent. In the afternoon another session was
held, at which a resolution adverse to Thiers' govern-

ment was adopted by a vote of 368 against 314.

In the evening the Assembly again met, when a mes-
sage from President Thiers was read announcing that

he delivered back to the Assembly the high functions

which had been conferred upon him. The resignation

was formally accepted by a vote of 368 against 339.

The conservatives insisted on choosing a new President

immediately, a vote was taken, and it resulted in the

election of Alarshal MacMahon, who received 390 votes.

In his message accepting the Presidency, MacMahon
says: "I will obey the will of the Assembly, the de-

pository of the national sovereignty. It is a heavy re-

sponsibility, but with God's aid and the devotion of the

army, I will continue the work of liberating the terri-

tory and restoring order, and will maintain tranquillity

and the principles on which it rests. He also issued a

circular to the prefects of departments, promising that

no attack shall be made on the laws and institutions of

the country.

Spanish affairs do not seem to improve. On the 23d
Carlist force, under the command of Don Alfonso,

made an unexpected attack upon the town of Sanahuja,
in the Province of Lerida. The garrison made a des-

perate resistance, but finally surrendered.
General Valarde has issued a proclamation calling

11 males between fourteen and sixteen years into the
Republican columns, and threatening the infliction of

heavy penalties on all municipalities which shall thwart
its operations. It is reported that a levy en masse upon
the population of Barcelona will be soon made, to pro-
vide forces to operate against the Carlists.

Advices from Rio de Janeiro to the 3d inst., have
been received. The Emperor of Brazil had closed the
old and opened the new Legislature. A number of re-

forms are promised.
Advices from Montevideo to 4th mo. 23d say, that

the yellow fever prevails there to such an extent that
the people are flying from the city and business is sus-
pended.
A Geneva dispatch says. Father Hyacinthe, in his

sermons in that city, attacks the confessional and
celibacy. He also urges the election of their priests by
the people, and the use of the Bible and the liturgy in
the national language.
London, 5th mo. 24th.—Consols 93|. U. S. sixes,

1867, 94} ; new five per cents, 89',.

Liverpool.— Uplands cotton, Sid.; Orleans, 9 J a
9|rf.

British India is said to be prosperous. The revenue
for the year ending in the Third mo. last was .50,109,-

093 pounds sterling, and the expenditures 46,984,91-5
pounds. The income tax has been abolished, and the
condition of the people generally is steadily improving.
The lines of railway pay well, the stock of nearly all

being above par. Extensive drainage works have been

undertaken in swampy districts, and irrigation

vided for more arid sections. The advantages of t

public works has been so obvious that the governr
has resolved to apply all the surplus revenue to

undertakings of the same kind.

United States.—Miscellaneous.—Serious disor

have prevailed in Louisiana ever since the last elect

a large party denying the legitimacy of the exis

government, and making forcible resistance. Presi<

Grant has issued a proclamation commanding the

bulent and insurrectionary parties to disperse and
tire to their respective abodes. As the proclan
au official recognition of the legality of Kellogg's

j

ernment, it is supposed the opposition will now :

side.

During the week ending the 24th inst., there \

278 interments in Philadelphia, including 88 child

under two years. There were 44 deaths of cc

tion, 15 disease of the heart, 17 debility, and 8 old i

The hostilities with the Modocs on the borden
California and Oregon have been continued until

band has been reduced to a very small number. S(

have been killed, and many more have surrende
themselves prisoners. The latest accounts state I

Captain Jack and about twenty warriors, the i

of the tribe, were fugitives in the mountains.
Great numbers of immigrants continue to arriv'

New York, one vessel, the Egypt, recently landed 1

steerage and 58 cabin passengers. Altogether 40,

landed last week.
Eighteen hundred Chinese arrived at San Franci

last week.
The number of interments i« New Y'^ork k

was 532.

2%e Markets, <fec.—The following were the quotati
on the 24th inst. New York.—American gold,

U. S. sixes, 1881, 122|; ditto, 1867, 121}; new live

cents, 1 loi. Superfine flour, $6.05 a S6.30 ; State ex \

$7.15 a $7.35; finer brands, j,7.50 a $12. White Mid
gan wheat, $2.10 ; white Canadian, $2.05; No. 2 ]V|

waukie spring, $1.66; No. 3 Chicago spring, $1.1

Oats, 50 a 58 cts. Western yellow corn, 64 a 65 •

Philadelphia.—Middling cotton, 19 a 20 cts. for uplai

and New Orleans. Superfine flour, $4.75 a $5.'

extras, $6 a $6.75 ; finer brands, $7 a $11.50. WI
wheat, $2.05 a $2.15 ; amber, $2 ; red, $1.90 a $1.!

amber spring, S1.85. Rye, 90 a 91 cts. Yellow co
64 a 65 cts. Oats, 46 a 50 cts. Ballimare.—Good
prime red wheat, $1.90 a $2; common to fair, $1.6.

$1.85. Southern white corn, 73 cts.
;
yellow, 64 (

Oats, 49 a 52 cts. Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.
No. 2, $1.29}; No. 3, $1.18i. No. 2 mixed corn, i

cts. No. 2 oats, 31i cts. Lard, 8J a 81 cts. St. Lox
—No. 1 winter red wheat, $1.78 a $1.80 ; No. 3 d

$l.-55 a $1.60. No. 2 mixed corn, 37J cts. No. 2 oj

33} cts. Rye, 69 cts. Cincinnati.—^Family flour, $7
a |8. No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.60. Corn, 49 a
cts. Oats, 38 a 48 cts. Lard, 8.V a 9 cts.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
Wanted, a Teacher in the Girls' School on Sever

street. Application may be made to

Thomas Lippincott, 920 Franklin St.

Geo. J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

Rebecca S. Allen, 335 South Fifth St.

Martha D. Allen, 528 Pine St.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDI.4
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A Friend and his wife are wanted to take charge
this Institution, and to manage the farm connected vn
it. Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co., Pi
Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada.
Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Ches^

Co., Pa.

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

Married, at Friend.s' Meeting-house, Cropwell,
the 27th of 3rd mo. 1873, Ellwood Evans to Sarj
L., daughter of Thomas Evens, both of Marlton, Bi
lington Co., N. J.

Died, at West Chester, Pa., on the 1st day of a

month, 187.3, Sibbilla Embree, a member of W(
Chester Monthly Jleeting of Friends. She had be
teacher at Westtown about seven years: twenty-o
years at P. & R. Price's Boarding School, West Chest
and nearly all her intelligently useful life was engag
in education.

WILLIAM H. PiLTETPRlKTiK^
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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life and Times of George Fox.

CCon tinned from page 3*22.)

the period of tiis imprisonment drew near

3 close, a captain's commission was offered

n. This presented George Fox with a

jvidenlial opportunity to state his convic-

ns concerninu; war. He told those who
ged him to accept " that Christ came not to

stroy men's lives but to save them—that

irs an'd fightings arise even from men's lusts,

d that he lived in the virtue of that life and
wer that took away the occasion of all

l-B." Thuo at, tko t;mo, ™V,z.r, the nnnnr-il

State was placed on a military basis, and

3 press was shackled, and Prince Charles

IB proclaimed in Dublin and in Scotland,

d Cromwell went as lord-lieutenant to crush

political and religious factions in Ireland,

iorge Fox was strong in his spiritual armor,

lugh alone in his protest, against all war as

christian and unscriptural. For this right-

ns protest, this moral heroism, his tempters

dered him to be thrust into the common
,ol, among the felons

—

a most offensive place,

fested with vermin, and thronged with thirty

andoned rogues, where he was kept for

larly half a year. During this time he had

quent opportunities of declaring and de-

nding the truth of God, and in some cases

ith the most satisfactory effect. " The Lord

is with him."

He wrote to the judges, who were going to

y a young woman for robbing her master,

owing how contrary to the law of God it is

put any one to death for such an offence,

• to take away human life under judicial pro-

ladings; and when she was condemned to

I

" wrote a warning, to be read at the place

execution." The woman was pardoned and

'terward joined the Society.

When George was released from prison,

romwell bad returned from Ireland, obtained

aief command of the British army, appeared

efore Edinburgh, routed the Scots who had

rowned Charles at Scone, and prosecuted

le war with such vigor as to hasten the

attle of Worcester which Cromwell designa-

so as to endanger his life, yet always delivered
from death bj- the good providence of God.
He thus became known to many of the jus-
tices, of whom snmo oKaiitoH him ar>pr.jcil H^^
nesB. One of these was Justice Motham, ot

Cranstick, who did not hesitate to say that

if God had not raised up the principles of

light and life preached by Fox the nation had

been overrun with Eanterism," that is, with

the rankest Anti-nomianism, into which the

poor man who first led Bunyan to have some
liking for reliL'ion had unhappily fallen, and
literally ^'wallowed in his sins."

1652. At Tickhill, after meeting with Friends,

5 went to the place of public worship and
began to address the assembly, when the clerk

ed him and made the blood gush from

his face so profusely that many cried '• Let us

have him out of the Church." They dragged
bused him and threw him over a

hedge ; then dragged him through a house,

stoning and beating him so that he was cover-

d with blood and dirt; yet, soon as he was
able to stand up again, he preached to them
the salvation of God. At length having es-

caped to a Friends' house, followed by the

Incumbent and mob, he preached with such

and "spectators TaHecfouT "Look how the

priest trembles and shakes; he is turned

Quaker also !" The issue was, the magistrates

summoned the ringleaders, but Fox forgave

the chief offender, and would not appear lest

the penalty, to which the clerk was liable for

the assault, should be inflicted.

About seven days after this affair, he might

be seen sitting on the top of a rock near Fir-

bank Chapel in Westmoreland. There, one

thousand persons, including several ministers,

were assembled, to whom he preached the

word for about the space of three hours. Th

word was so accompanied by divine power

that many people and "all the ministers pre-

sent became convinced." During the whole

of this year he escaped imprisonment—as far

as appears—though he ceased not to teach

and preach Christ to the people, and was re-

solutely and bitterly persecuted, chiefly by

the ecclesiastics.

Two other remarkable scenes of the year

require to be noticed. The parochial minis-

ters obtained a warrant for his apprehension

upon a charge of blasphemy. He deemed it

best to appear in open court at the sessions,

before his apprehension. In the old town of

Lancaster might be seen In quarter sessions

Judge Fell—of whom more bye and bye.

Colonel West and other justices, a crowd of

spectators, among whom were the priests who

charged Fox with blasphemy. He affirmed

that Scripture was " given forth by the Spirit

of God," that to the Spirit people must come

for themselves in order to experience fellow
id h\a '' crowning mercy.

, .. -q a ,u„f
Fox now proceeded through Leicestershire ship with the Father and the Son—and that

ndNottinghamshire, into Yorkshire, preach- without the Spirit they could not "

ig that men should repent and believe the
|

understand the Scriptures.

lliT Zi:::^f..lZLZ^^^^^^^ e-perated Ms accusers j culties increased.

who said " the Spirit and the letter are in-
separable." To which he replied "Then every
one that hath the letter hath the Spirit, and
the'ScripturesV'' *''l'hi8' exposure of error gave
occasion to Judge Fell and Colonel Wcstpab-
licly to reprove his accusers saying " That
according to their position, they might carry
the Spirit in their pockets as they did the
Scriptures." It is' scarcely requisite to say,

after this reproof of his enemies, G. Fox left

the court with credit.

The first meeting of George Fox and Judge
Fell is specially interesting, as the wife and
hildren of the judge had already been con-

vinced by Fox. The judge at the time was
London ; on returning he heard such slan-

ders of the quaker principles as incensed him,

but the visits of George and his conversation,

so far satisfied him that thenceforward the

house at Swarthmore became a settled meet-

g place for nearly forty years.

In this year also Fox had the happiness to

see the number of those in fellowship with
him so increased that many meeting-places

were settled, and several eminent ministers

had gone forth. Such were liichard Farn-

ami"*^'fiav^til'i'^lB'ii9S2^®^'^''^'
Thomas Aldam

constantly travelling°holding large meetings

and promoting religion. Was it from such

the Methodists learned these practices?

1653. Next year we find George Fox, hav-

ing preached at the Market-cross in Carlisle,

assailed by the mob, rescued by the soldiers,

and committed to prison by the magistrates

"as a blasphemer, heretic and seducer." In

prison he was visited by a youth of sixteen,

named James Parnell, who was converted by

his ministry, became an able minister of the

gospel, and died of cruel treatment in Col-

chester Castle three years afterwards.

After remaining in prison some time, a re-

port was circulated that he was to sufler

death,which occasioned a parliamentary order

to the sherifts and magistrates to inquire con-

cerning him. The issue was, Justice Pearson

and the governor had his situation made more

comfortable. They required security for the

good behavior of the gaoler, and the gaoler's

assistant was imprisoned in the same dungeon

from which George was removed. The magis-

trates fearing parliamentary interference, and

unable to sustain the charges on which they

had sent George to prison, for their own

safety, set him at liberty.

While Fox resumed his travels and prose-

cuted his great mission with most wonderful

success—Cromwell, dispersed the Fifth-mon-

archy men, was made lord protector, with Sir

Matthew Hale hisjudge of common pleas, and

the Acts passed against Eanters and Fifth-

monarchy men were enforced against the

Quakers, because they refused to swear or

vingly'take off their hats in the presence of their

I
fellow men. As they multiplied, their diffi-

For a time, others would
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not trade with them; bnt fidelity to their

principles of truth and honesty, soon turned

the tide in their favor.

In 1664 Fox was again arrested at Whet-

stone, and by Colonel Parker conveyed to

Cromwell. After much religious conversa-

tion Cromwell caught him by the hand say-

ing " Come again to my house—for if thou

and I were but an hour a day together we

should be nearer one to the other. Cromwell

ordered his discharge, invited him to dine,

and assured him he wished him no more ill

than he did to his own soul. Fox would not

eat " a bit of his bread nor drink a sup of his

tlp?,kJJ -.C.rgmwell sfiXA," a people had risen

others could," and was told in reply " we have
forsaken our own, and are not likely to look

for such things from thee." After this inter-

view with the protector, the labors of Fox
were not much interfered with for two years,

except by the violence of the rabble or the

malice of ecclesiastics. He had therefore op-

portunity to establish believers in various

parts of the kingdom, send epistles to Friends
in Ireland, and win multitudes to the Saviour.

While he was successfully prosecuting his

mission, the kingdom was divided into twelve
military districts, confiscations of property in

Ireland were multiplied. Cromwell was em-
ploying the pen of Milton in defence of the
Waldenses. Baxter, after the toils and con-
flicts of military life, returned to Kiddermin-
ster to write his "Saints Rest." John Owen
was Vice-Chancellor of Oxford University.
John Howe was Cromwell's favorite domestic
chaplain, and John Bunyan was battling with
his doubts and fears, " giving up the ghost of
his hopes," when a passage in the Apocrypha
started him on- his ":'—=- - '

" °""'

(To be continned.)

From "The Chronicl

The Bessbrook Teetotallers.

Facts afford the strongest proof of the truth
of theories. Multitudes understand and feel
the force of a fact who cannot comprehend
the value of a theory. For this matter of in-
temperance it is the general mind which must
be reached if reformation is to be effected, and
we have met with no more convincing proof
of the inestimable benefit of temperance to
the working man than is afforded by the facts
we are about to relate.

We derive our account of this remarkable
and cheering enterprise, singularly enough
from France, one of whose gifted and benevo-
lent sons was so impressed by the moral and
material beauty of it that he was prompted
to write out for the benefit of his own country
a detailed account of what he saw and so
much enjoyed at Bessbrook, and which is pub-
lished in the Journal Des Economistes Paris
Feb. 1873.

'

Bessbrook is a village of some 4000 inhabi
tants, all connected with the great linen manu
factory. It drives about 2200 spindles 500
power, and 60 hand looms, and works up an-
nually, according to our author, 61,000 000
worth of raw material and the very refuse or
sweepings of the mill produce $6000 per an-
num. It IS situated in the northeast of Ireland
about 45 miles from Belfast, on the railroad
which connects Dublin with that city Its
population has increased six-fold within the
last twelve years. By day and night, says
our author, it attracts the attention of the

traveller. The mere sight impresses you with

an idea of its importance. Two to three miles

off you see its high chimneys and colo
'

buildings.

By night the great mill resembles a palace

with beams of brilliant light pouring from it

thousand windows. If you are an artist, th

landscape affords contours and color worthy

of your genius. On the right flows a stream

which before its confluence with Newry-water,

puts more wheels in motion than any other

water-course of equal length in the country.

The road turns and we are at the Bessbrook

mills. As one advances other buildings come

into view. The village of the water-drinkers

ing. The situation is admirable. Moreover
the air is not poisoned, as in other manufac
turing towns. Here is industrial life without
the abominations common to factory life. All

breathes health, order, enjoyment. No police

is there, for there are no gin shops.

That waich at once strikes the stranger is

the wonderful appearance of prosperity in the

factory and its surroundings. Every house
contains three to five rooms, according to the

size of the family. Every arrangement need
ful for health and cleanliness has been made
One of the first buildings one meets is that for

the schools. Boys and girls are taught in the

daytime, and in the evening adults. That
which strikes one most is the remarkable
cleanliness of the pupils, girls as well as boys,

their great desire to learn and the intelligence

they display. At Bessbrook one feels oneself

in the presence of a body of masters and miss

tresses evidently superior. The teaching has
no reference to religious denominations.
A few doors from the school is the dispen

and the factory contributes liberally. Thus
one is sure of a well paid doctor whoso services
are very inexpensive, even should he visit the
house of the sick one. Walking on one reaches
the hotel. There is the reading room, most
frequented in the winter. There are a great
number of Irish papers and some English.
Further on are houses of the hands. Some
of these dwellings are truly charming. Here
there are also some pretty shops. One is that
of a co-operative society, another of a dress-
maker, who works for the belles, then a meat
shop, a bread shop, a sort of bazaar and a
post-offlce. Making a right angle with the
principal street, one finds two or three other
streets, in which also are some shops. So
that the people have no difficulty in spendino-
their savings on the spot. A farm is attached
to the factory. It supplies pure milk, a luxury
unknown to the great manufacturintr centres
of England.
There are also small allotments of ground,

on which in the evenings of the long summer
days the hands work. At the end of the town
superior dwellings are constructed. These are
the habitations of the principal people. Below
these houses a sheet of water, picturesque and
useful, turns the water-wheels. On the eleva-
tion near the Friends' meeting-house, is the
substantial and handsome villa of John G.
Richardson, the proprietor. A short distance
from the town are built, nearly side by side,
the Roman, the Presbyterian and the Epis-
copal churches. The three are diligently at-
tended, and the people of Bessbrook preserve
among themselves peace and concord; the
rival sects live without the slightest conflict.
Never has the demon alcohol lit the flame of

discord and impelled them to deplorable

mities. We have mentioned what there ii

Bessbrook ; let us see what is yet deficit

there is no ragged school, no beggar's de;

no office for lending on pledge, no lodge

vagabonds, no pawnbroker, establishme

which can scarcely live without the supp

of the whiskey shops, the brewer, the distil

the liquor dealer; in short, there are no

diers, no police, no gallows ! The reader n

now understand why Bessbrook is called

model town. Bessbrook was founded ab

25 years age. A property of some 6000 ac

belonging to an Irish lord, was offered for s

John G. Richardson became the owner.
K.^.i i" ^i^-r, &>-ot, tko a.4^antagoouS inv

ment of disposable capital, and next, the ci

tion of an opportunity for the laboring pc
lation to live under better conditions than
usually within their reach. He wished to

them in possession of the best physical
moral development they were capable of.

On this domain and on this site, admira
adapted to so noble an end, Bessbroot
erected. On the estate there exists, ai

were providentially, a blue granite, supe
to that of Aberdeen. This granite is in g)
favor in England. The new Town-hal
Manchester is proof of this. Many of the
habitants of Bessbrook, not suited for i

work, find employment in the granite qt

ries. The tetotallers multiply apace at B
brook. They have 900 young ones, boys i

girls, brought up in total abstinence, v

have never tasted alcohol or fermented liqu

except perhaps under medical direction.

This juvenile battalion is the hope of
future. It is a small fraction of the Banc
Hope, an association well known in all ps
ur Kuo worm, xtiere is also a numerous C(

pany of the order of Good Templars, foum
in New York in 1851—imported into Engli
in 1868. Occasionally eloquent lecturers
temperance from Dublin amuse the Bt
brookers. Their best lesson is found in
town in which they live. The practice of t

virtue increases the love of its precepts s

their effects.

So long as the laborer drinks one trie?
vain to raise him to a higher level, though
may not drink to intoxication. The labo
who drinks moderately loses the money a
time which, if better applied, would place hi

and his in easy circumstances. At Bessbro
everybody feels and comprehends this. I
men and women who come to live here do
"ke to quit it. From all the surroundi
towns they come to this place and great is t
joy of those who are admitted. The crowd
the doors proves how great is the popular!
of the syste

The wages paid here amount to the yeai
sum of $250,000. Oneof the prominent char:
teristics of Bessbrook is the expression of i

briety and honesty impressed on all faces,
all the populous parts of the kingdom we he
continually of scandals, rare at Bessbroc
The superior education, the training and t
absence of all intoxicating drink contribu
largely to this result

;
yet we know that t

first two advantages fail without the last.
At Bessbrook there prevails an amenity

deportment only found among the wat<
drinkers, the absence of intoxicating liquo
seems to i-ender the naturally rude more ge
tie. At Bessbrook they do not admit O'

member of a family alone, but the whole ; I

which means the youth are not left to thei
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^Iven at the most critical period of life. Thej-

01 k under the eye of their parents, whoguide

,,iem instead of casting them upon the world

. fithout money, morality or trade. In the

-.lanufacturing towns, where the system of

limily labor is not practiced, we know what

yil follows. Licentiousness, drunkenness,

lagrancy, tell what responsibility rests on

jose who cause such assemblages of the

,3xes in factories. At Bessbrook the admitted

imily lives in one of the houses built for the

ands and remunerative work is procured for

vcrv one of its members. If the father can-

ot work in the factory thej^ put him to work
n the roads, on the farm, in the quarry, to

rive wagons, or to whatever suits his age,

is health and his knowledge. They want

II capacities, all aptitudes; for at Bessbrook

liothing is sent to be done out of the town if

,!hey can find men, women and children able

'o do it in the town. All the machinery is

riven by six engines, which consume annu-

lly 10,000 tons of coal—and by a turbine

vIkoI. In personal appearance, the hands

mjiloyed at Bessbrook will well bear com-

)ari-;on with those of other places. Undoubt-

dly work is done there which is not health-

'ul. There are rooms in which the heat and

dust are not agreeable. Nevertheless men
ind women look well. Another source of

liheir well-doing exists in the saving banks,

Which stimulate economy. These institutions

[are so well used that most of the depositors

ihave accounts varying from $1500 to $2000.

Richardson is a member of the Society of

iPriends. His wife has many valuable qualifi-

;.eations for the labors of this enterprise, which

,8he shares with him. They devote a large

ipart of their time to the promotion of Chris-

jtian life in the factory and in the town
;
yet

jCvery one is allowed to follow the dictates of

his own conscience. At Bessbrook one does

.not see what is so common elsewhere—intel-

jligent workmen lounging about the public way
;on Sunday morning, the clothes untidy, the

Ibeard unshaven, the hair unkempt, the face

lunwashed, the teeth dirty, a soiled paper pro

jecting from the pocket, a miserable cur at the

heels, whose master is longing for the opening

I

of the bar, that he may get his beer or grog

The Sunday at Bessbrook is a busy day
Early in the morning the Catholics go to mass,

and as the hours advance the Protestants of

all denominations flock to their respective

places of worship. Very few absent them
selves; only the sick and their attendants.

We are not of those who believe in the millen

nium and that it has begun at Bessbrook, but

we believe we may assert that there are few

towns in Ireland where Christian charity is

better practiced and where consequently fewer

heads are broken than by these teetotallers.

These people think, speak and act free from

the mischievous influence of perfidious stimu-

lants; therefore they live in peace and plenty.

They have so great an aversion to houses

where they sell brandy, gin, whiskey, rum,

wine and beer, that the nearest tavern to them
is dubbed by them Sebastopol, to indicate the

fighting round about it. At Bessbrook there

are many evening occupations; among them
mothers' meetings and other analogous gath-

erings—Eichardson and bis wife frequently

visit in person the whole domain, not merely

for commercial ends, but they visit the people

of every age, because each of the visited has

temporal rights to be protected and a soul to

save. They encourage the slow, shield the in

nocent, raise the fallen, comfort the sick, help

the unfortunate, watch over the widow and

the orphan, and confirm the good. To con-

t sorrow into joy, is one of the highest

offices of the worthy. They bear this in mind.

Their object is realized in a circle of devout

persons of the bettor class. The happiest re-

sults flow from this praiseworthy labor. Bess-

brook, commercially speaking, must be re-

garded as a place of the first importance in

the linen trade. The productions of its looms

enjoy a wide reputation. They are so reliable

that a merchant prince of London said of them
lately, "One may buy without looking. They
make no cloth of low grade." The English

pronounce them unrivalled. They go in quan-

tity to Spain and America. The flax passes

through many processes before it becomes the

snow white damask of the dinner-table or the

delicate tissue for ladies' wear. When one

steps across the threshhold of the mill one

enters into the presence of a scene of industry

truly magical—an apparently endless suite of

rooms, filled with wonderful machinery, all

working in concert, and only demanding, in

most cases, the aid of a child. By gas light

the scene is still more imposing. The motive

power is invisible, being placed at a distance,

that it may not interfere or be interfered with.

One admires the beautiful arrangement and

extraordinary beauty of the machines and

the evident neatness and comfort of the wo-

men and girls. It is the weaving-room. The
apartment is large, well ventilated, cheerful

and light; but the noise is stunning.

We should never get through were we to

attempt the description of all the mysteries

of this great room. We will only say that

here we see the flax converted into Hollands,

table-cloths and napkins. The weaving of the

damask is the most interesting. Bessbrook is

proud of her damasks and may well be so.

The British factories yield nothing more beau-

tiful. Financially Bessbrook is a success, and

better still, it raises the working man to a

higher moral and social level. It was not a

mere commercial enterprise, it was the real

zation of a belief, which the experiment has

shown to be a truth. It proves not only that

the workman can do without intoxicatin

drink, but that he has better health and works

better without it. It proves that manufac-

tures may be so conducted as to promote edu-

cation, the intellectual and physical training

of children, the happiness of youth, and th

well-being of mature age.

For "The Friend."

To THE Managers op "The Friend:"

I have been reading carefully an essay on

page 317 of the present volume of " The
Friend," and think it is calculated to convey

quite erroneous impressions. No objection

can be made to the title : Watching unto

prayer is certainly known to be necessary, by

those who have learnt the sinfulness and de-

ceitfulness of their own hearts; and habitual

sobriety becomes us in a world where there

is so much evil to be overcome. But sobriety

is consistent with cheerfulness ; and in th

opening sentence of the essay alluded to, the

author indicates that be thinks it comme
able and even " needful" to walk mournfully

before the Lord ; and he goes on to quote pas-

sages of Scripture in support of this view. It

appeared to me so opposed to the spirit of a

religion, the fruits of which are " love, joy

peace, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness,

temperance," that I hunted out the passages

indicated, and found, as I had expected, in

most of them, especially those from the New
Testament, the deeper tone of rejoicing even

trial, which is the wonder and glory of

Christian life.

The author quotes " In the world ye shall

have tribulation :" I need hardly repeat the

context, " but be of good cheer, I have over-

come the world." John xvi. 33. Then he as-

serts that each one of Christ's disciples has to

fill up his portion of the suffering which the

Master left to be accomplished for the church.

I hardly think the burden of the church is

laid upon all: liaul mentions it as being one
" " elf bore as a minister and an apostle

;

but he did not hear it mournfuUy :
" Who now

rejoice in my sufferings for you, and fill up

that which is behind of the afljictions of Christ

in my flesh, for his body's sake, which is the

church : Whereof I am made a minister, ac-

cording to the dispensation of God which is

given to me for you, to fulfil the word of God."

Colossians i. 2-1, 25.

Nehemiah and Jeremiah are not without

their happy notes, though they lived in such

dark times, and if the whole passage in Zeph
aniah 3rd chapter, be referred to, it will be

found to contain an injunction to rejoice with

all the heart.

If our Saviour was "pressed" by the trans-

gressions of Israel, because the Lord had laid

upon Him the iniquity of us all, surely in this

attribute of the one great sacrifice and sin-

bearer, we are not called to follow Him. He
was bruised for our iniquities, and with His

stripes we are healed.

The passage about being " destitute, afflict-

ed, tormented," occurs in the eleventh chapter

of Hebrews, which records the wonderful

triumphs of faith ovei- these afflictions.

We do not think that the apostle Paul went
mournfully on his way on account of the out-

ward sufferings told in 1st Corinthians, chap-

ter 4th.
" Call to remembrance the former days, in

which, after ye were illuminated, ye endured

a great fight of afflictions ;" is continued thus :

" Partly, whilst ye were made a gazing-

stock both by reproaches and afllictions ; and

partly, whilst ye became companions of them
that were so used.

" For ye had compassion of me in my bonds,

and took joyfully the spoiling of your goods,

knowing in yourselves that ye have in heaven

a better and an enduring substance.
" Cast not away therefore your confidence,

which hath great recompense of reward."

Hebrews x. 32-35.

And now what good can be done by repre-

senting the religion of Christ as a sorrowful

experience ?

I should not wonder if a young person igno-

rant of its supports and joys, reading such an

essay as that on which I have been comment-

ing, should conclude " Well, if I have to be so

mournful to be a Christian, I will not begin

just yet." Let those who thus teach, tell us

as clearly as they shall be enabled, that our

will must be wholly subjected to the Divine

Will,—that in claiming Christ's salvation, we
must give ourselves unreservedly to Him, to

be moulded according to His good pleasure;

that we must be willing to be chastened, wil-

ling to be purged that we may bear more fruit

—willing to bear the reproach of Christ ; that

we must not be conformed to this world, but

transformed by the renewing of our minds

:
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but tell us with this, that in Christ we gain
infinitely more than we lose in the world ; and
give to us unimpaired that glorious note of
triumph from the Captain of our salvation
bearing promise of unfailing strength to en-
dure " In the world ye shall have tribulation
but be of good cheer, I have overcome the
world. '

I commend these remarks to your careful
thought, in the persuasion that if "The
Friend" would tell us more of the strength
against evil to be found in Christ, and more
of what is true, pure, lovely, and of good re-
port, its usefulness would be much deepened.

Your friend, M H G
Fifth mo. 28th, 1873.

'
' '

An Ancient Scroll.—A papyrus, discovered
some months since in a tomb in Egypt by the
editor of the hieroglyph ical Standard, has since
been thoroughly examined by Dr. Eisenlohr
of Heidelberg, a first-rate Egyptian scholar,
iie has made a full translation of the "hieratic"
characters inscribed on the scroll, which is
discovered to be an allocution of Eameses III
;' to his people and all men on earth," recount-
'"iS^p^g^^^i deeds that were done in the days
of his father Sebinchet and his grandfather
Maneptah II. Seti. In the days of these
monarchs the religious feelings of Egypt were
much disturbed, for Moses had brought in or
restored monotheistic worship

; but when the
author of the chronicle ascended the throne
he restored the old religion, rebuilt the tem-
ples, and gained the favor of Ashtoreth and
her suite. He details at length all the causes
which led to the downfall of the Mosaic re-
form and the exodus of the Jews. This dis-
covery 18 therefore of great interest and im-
portance to Biblical students ; and the timewhen a translation will be published will be
looked forward to with eagerness. The roll
is further "the finest, largest, best written, and
best preserved of all that have hitherto been
discovered in the country of the Pharaohs."
I here seems to be no doubt about its authen-
ticity.—5r(YzsA Friend.

For " The Friend."
Some expressions of Hannah Hill of Phila-

delphia, a child who died in her twelfth year
ihat in regard to attending meeting is worthy
of notice: Even when sickness enters our
abode, unless immediate dissolution is near
we should look around us meeting morninff'
and see how many of the family could be
spared to go; and in no wise let oar worldlu
concerns, or an indifferent state of mind pre-
vent our assembling with our friends for the
solemn purpose of worship.
What shall I render unto the Lord for all

his benefits; should be the prevailing feeling
of our hearts.

* & s

1.

"

'J''^?
/cutenesa and long continuance of

her bodily sufferings induced her to fear theLord was offended with her, which was a
source of additional suffering: but it pleased
her heavenly Father to remove these doubtswhich she thankfully acknowledged, sayincr
I think the Lord has showed me that 1 d°o'not bear all this for myself only. Glory be

to his infinite name, there is nothing can becompared to him. ^

When meeting day came, she desired thather cousins might go to meeting : " for it may
be, said she, " that the Lord will be dis-
pleased if all the family stay at home," and'she desired them "not to look on one another

'

but to wait on God."

BACK AGAIN.
°'*'°^'-

Once more, dear Youths, Spring's robe of green
Has draped the hill-side and the plain,

And over all the earth are seen
The blossoms that adorn her train.

Once more the trees unfold their leaves,
The Spring winds fondly nestle there.

And all the while the ear perceives
Their love-talk in the balmy air.

The blackbird's notes are waked again.
The swallow waves her rapid wing,

And in the wood and shady glen
The robin and the wood-thrush sing.

Not ever did the flow'rets blow
More sweetly than they do to-day

;

Nor ever with a brighter glow
Fell from the sun its quickening ray.

Not ever did the brooklets pour
More crystal waters to the sea

;

Nor earth more freely yield its store
In recompense of industry.

And we once more have gathered here
Life's tasks and studies to pursue,

Fresh nerved for work and full of cheer,
Light seem our labors in our view.

With you the spring of life is high.
And full of hope the fertile hours;

Above you bends a cloudless sky.
Around you blow time's sweetest flowers.

Eejoice in youth. On you will dawn
No brighter, balmier days than these.

Uod leads tlie solemn future on
And none but He its burden sees.

One thing we know—the seed we plant
Shall, in the future, fructify

Our harvests shall be full or scant
As now, the moments, we apply.

Each day, in duty nobly spent.
Each foul temptation spurned aside,A hundred fold of rich content
And lasting pleasure, will provide.

God knows his own. The narrow road
Is safe and sure from end to end

;

Each traveller reaches that abode
Where dwelleth his Almighty friend.

So run that ye the prize may win.
So work and wait—so watch and pray.

On earth the good man's joys begin
Nor end when earth is passed away.

Thus may you reach that heavenly clime,
VVhere heats of summer never glare

Where spring leaves rustle all the time
On boughs no storms can ever bare.

Pure streams of living water flow
Through meads of fadeless verdure on

There may ye with the ransomed go
When life's laborious march is done.

WesKown, 5th mo. 24th, 1873

England a century ago, there was not o
Eoman Catholic to one hundred of the por
lation. At this day there is one to eve
twenty. This of itself ought to command t
attention of our readers. If we examine pi
ticular districts or towns, we shall have st
greater cause for serious reflection. In Pn
ton, for example, there is one Eomanist
every five of the population

; in Liverpool o
to every six, and in Manchester one to eve-
nine; and in Scotland as a whole there is oi
to every ten. Schools and colleges are mul
plying. State endowments to Eomanism ha'
increased from £8000 to £500,000 a year dc
ing the present century, and are rapidly i

creasing. In spite of our laws of Mortma
id Charitable Trusts Acts, vast aceumul

tions of wealth are taking place beyond tl
control or inspection of the state, unlike tl
trusts of all other religious denomination
Ihis of course is giving a great stimulus t

the propagation of dangerous error. Sine
1829 the number of Eomish priests has ii

creased from 477 to 13i7, churches from 4-4

to 778; convents now number 230, monasterie
59, in defiance of an express prohibition by a
Act of Parliament. It has been estimate
that the number of inmates in convents car
not be fewer than 7000, and the money whic
they bring for Eomanism in the form c
dowries cannot be less than £7,000,000.
These institutions are largely used for edu

cational purposes. By the late Parliamentar
Inquiry it was proved that the chief desir"
and aim of the Church of Eome in Englani
is that " the Eeligious" (i. e. monks and nuns
should in all cases be made the " trainers o
the young," and especially of females. Thi
importance of this on the future of our coun
try is great, when we reflect on the hold whicl
superstition and creature-worship have on the
female mind

;
the influence which woman hae

on the social circle ; the large number of nuni
and monks, many of them Jesuits, who teaeb
without salaries

; and the great efforts made
to get possession of the children of the poor,
to be trained and educated for a series oi
years, many of them at the public expense
No fewer than 161,291 children of the poor
attend this class of schools.
Every effort has beetl made to inquire into

the nature and character of these institutions
but in vain. Deaths take place, and are not
registered

;
women are imprisoned

; members^
of families, becoming the victims of designing
priests, are waylaid, and enter convents"; and
parents are totally unable to trace their
daughters or ascertain anything of their wel-
fare. In such a country as Germany, before

From The "British Friend" ^Y """^ T f"''"''
^ ^onvent her name and

Convents in England
'

uf P^/i'^"'^™ are entered in the police-

- — „. ..v,!,^ „,j ,,uo auuvo HUD ect. dis
closing some ratherdiscouraging facts respect
ing the spread of Popery, which will takemany readers by surprise. We read that
there is a class of institutions increasincr in
Jr country contrary alike to the Bible and

the laws of the State. We refer to Convents
and Monasteries.

I

There is no error so hurtful to the well-
,

being of a commonwealth as that which has
|b^en systematized by the Church of Eome.When we look back to the religious state of

tary in many ways. We could tell of a girl
waylaid from England and placed in a Ger-
man convent. The father went in pursuit,
and by this simple provision of the law dis-
covered and rescued his child. Such institu-
tions, moreover, have proved hostile to the
government of every country, and inimical to
the welfare of the people. Hence it is incum-
bent upon every patriot to arrest the evils of
these establishments, and to obtain some legis-
lative inquiry, if not suppression.
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For "The Friend."

Worlilly Business; nml Onlwanl Greatness.

: The following are some selections fi-om the

flections of that good man, John Woolinan,

,1 tlio superfluities of life and the pursuit of

orklly business. They are commended to

e solid consideration of us all, and partieu-

rl}- to young men just entering upon the

ena of active duty, as containing hints sug-

>stivo of the subordination of all earthly

liiiu's ; of the great duties of this life, and for

hat end it is given us ; and of a preparation,

f-
inoiloration in all temporal things, and an

am lile walking before the Lord, for the awful

isize which not onlj' must come to all, but

ay come soon.
" As every degree of luxury hath some con-

exii'ii with evil; for those who profess to be

isei|ile8 of Christ, and are looked upon as

adcrs of the people, to have that mind in

lem, which was also in Christ, and so stand

iliaiate from every wrong way, is a means
'help to the weaker."

,

" Though trading in things useful is an

!|Onest employ
;
yet, through the great num-

jer of superfluities which are bought and sold,

ind through the corruption of the times, they

I'ho apply to merchandize for a living, have

ireat need to be well experienced in that pre-

jopt which the prophet Jeremiah laid down
[>r his scribe: ' Seekest thou great things for

hysclf ? seek them not.'

"Through the mercies of the Almighty, I

ad, in a good degree, learned to be content

inth a plain way of living : I had but a small

imily ; and on serious consideration, I be-

jieved Truth did not require me to engage in

iaany cumbering aff'airs. It had been my
general practice to buy and sell thingrs 7-eaUy

Iseful; things that served chiefly to please the

lain mind in people, I was not easy to trade

[n ; seldom did it ; and whenever I did, Ifound
|i to loeaken me as a CJiristian."

1

" I saw that a humble man, with the bless-

ing of the Lord, might live on a little : and
i.hat where the heart was set on greatness,

luccess in business did not satisfy the craving;

out that commonly with an increase of wealth,

ihe desire of wealth increased. There was a

)are on my mind so to pass my time, that

aothing might hinder me from the most steady

ittention to the voice of the true Shepherd."
"In beholding the customary departure

TOm the true medium of labor, and that un-

aeeessary toil which many go through, in

supporting outward greatness, and procuring

delicacias ; in beholding how the true calmness

of life is changed into hurry, and how many,
by eagerly pursuing outward treasure, are in

^reat danger of withering as to the inward
3tate of the mind ; in meditating on the works
of this spirit, and on the desolations it makes
amongst the professors of Christianity, I may
thankfully acknowledge, that I often feel

pure love to beget longing desires, for the ex-

altation of the peaceable kingdom of Christ,

and an engagement to labor according to th

gift bestowed on me, for promoting an hum
ble, plain, temperate way of living ; a life

where no unnecessary cares or expenses may
encumber our minds, or lessen our ability to

do good ; where no desires after riches or

greatness may lead into hard dealing ; where
no connexions with worldly minded men, may
abate our love to God, or weaken a true zeal

for righteousness ; a life wherein we may dili

gently labor for resignedness to do and suffer

whatever our heavenly Father may allot for

us, in reconciling the world unto himself."

To wait for the direction of the light of

the Lord, in all temporal as well as spiritual

concerns, appears necessary; for if in any case

we enter lightly into temporal affairs, without

feeling the Spirit of Truth to open our way
therein, and through the love of this world

proceed on, and seek for gain by that business

or traffic, which ' is not of the Father, but of

the world,' wo fail in our testimony to the

purity and peace of his government, and get

nto that which is for chastisement."

"Whore people let loose their minds after

the love of outward things, and are more en-

staged in pursuing the protits and seeking the

friendships of the world, than to be imoardly

acquainted with the way of true peace, such walk
n a vain shadow, while the true comfort of

ifo is wanting ;
their examples are often hurt-

ful to others; and their treasures, thus col-

lected, do many times prove dangerous snares

to their children.

When we look toward the end of life, and

think on tho division of our substance among
our successors; if we know that it was col-

lected in the fear of the Lord, in honesty, in

equity, and in uprightness before him, we may
consider it as his gift to us ;

and with a single

eye to his blessing, bestow it on those we leave

behind us. Such is the happiness of the plain

ay of true virtue. ' The work of righteous-

ness shall bo peace; and the effect of right-

eousness, quietness and assurance forever.'
"

Friends in early times refused on a re-

ligious principle, to make or trade in superflui-

ties, of which we have many large testimonies

on record : but for ivant of faithfulness some
gave way, even some whose examples were
of note in our Society ; and from thence others

took more liberty. Members of our Society

worked in superfluities, and bought and sold

them; and thus dimness of sight came over

many. At length. Friends got into the use

of some superfluities in dress, and in the fur-

niture of their houses; and this has spread

from loss to more, until superfluity of some
kinds is common amongst us.

"In this declining state, many look at the

example one of another, and too much neglect

the pure feeling of Truth.* Of late years

deep exercise has attended my mind, that

Friends may dig deep, may carefully cast

forth the loose matter, and get down to tho

Rock, the sure foundation, and there hearken
to that Divine will which gives a clear and
certain sound. I have felt in that which doth

not deceive, that if Friends who have known
the Truth, keep in that tenderness of heart

where all views of outward gain are given up
and their trust is only in the Lord, he will

graciously lead some to be patterns of deep
self-denial in things relating to trade and

* What, it is wondered, would this truly consistent

soldier of the cross—jealous for the honor of his Master

—have thought if the same places which he and others

like him then nobly occupied—the foremost seats in

our meetings—should now be filled by professors of the

same self-denying, world-renouncing religion, so attired

as not to be recognized as Friends! And these too lift-

ing up their voices as teachers and advocates of a

faith and salvation so shortcoming as to leave out of

view the need of repentance, the indispensable baptism

of the Holy Ghost, with the inward, leavening operation

of the grace of God, by which, the good old Apostle

nevertheless said, that he was what he was. Surely from

.J. W. would be heard the plaintive appeal :
" How is

the gold become dim !" " I had planted thee a noble

vine, wholly a right seed; how then art thou turned

into the degenerate plant of a strange vine unto me?"

handicraft labor; and that some who have
plenty of the treasures of this world, will set

an example of a plain frugal life," &c.

VVontlers of Vegetation.

At Fortingall, in Scotland, there is a yew-
tree more than 3 000 j'ears old. In France,

at Foullebec (Department of the Eure,) a yew
measured in 1822 appeared to be 1,100 or

1,200 years old. Adauson measured, at Cape
Yert, a Boobab over ninety feet in circumfer-

ence ; and by comparing it with younger trees

of the same species, he was led to believe that

this giant was 5,000 years old; but doubts
have since arisen whether the principle of

measuring by annual rings can be applied to

this family of trees. Golberg measured an-

other which was 112 feet in circumference,

and consequently must have been still older.

But the most remarkable is the colossal pine

of California (.Sequoiaj, which rises to the

height of 300 feet, and is thirty feet in diame-
ter^ The concentric layers of one of these

immense trunks, if correctly measured, prove
that its age is G,000 years, which would have

made him contemporaneous with the earliest

dynasties of Egypt.
In Europe the lime-tree or linden, seems to

be capable of living the longest, and attaining

the most gigantic proportions. The linden-

tree of Neustadt, in the kingdom of Wurtem-
berg, is a remarkable instance. Its magnifi-

cent crown measures 400 feet in circumfer-

ence, and its branches are upheld by 106 stone

columns. The tree was an old tree in the

year 1229, when a groat fire destroyed the

old town, and the new town was, according

to a document still extant, built close to " the

big tree." In the year 1558, tho Duke of

Wurtemberg surrounded it with four porches,

and caused his armorial bearings to be painted

upon two of these columns. At the top the

linden-tree of Neustadt divides into two great

branches, one of which was broken by a tem-

pest in 1773, while the other at the present

day is still flourishing and 110 feet in length.

The linden-tree of Villars-en-Moin£j, near

Freiburg, was already famous in 1476. Its

circumference does not measure less than 40

feet ; its height is 75 feet ; and its crown is

still a vast mass of almost impervious foliage.

The famous oak of Clipson Park is 1,500

years old, since the park, which belongs to the

Duke of Portland, existed before the Norman
conquest. The largest oak in England is the

oak at Calthorpe, in Yorkshire. It is 78 feet

in circumference at its base.

Tho Shire oak, so called because it stood on
a spot where tho counties of Nottingham,
Derby and York met, and its shadow thus

covered a portion of each, extends its foliage

over an area of 780 square yards. The most
productive of oaks ever known, was one in

the county of Monmouth. It was cut down in

1810 ; tho bark alone was sold for 200 pounds
sterling; and the wood for 670 pounds. (These

figures are taken from the British Review.)

In the manor of Trodegor, in the same county,

a hall 42 feet long by 27 feet wide, was floored

and wainscoted with the timber of a single

oak-tree taken from the park.

The oak of Antrage, in the arrondissement

of Bedfort (Upper Khine), one of the largest

trees in France, was felled a few years ago.

It was 15 feet in diameter at the base, and
more than 42 feet in circumference. The
trunk alone produced 4,500 feet of saleable
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timber. This oak is believed to have been in
existence in Druidical times.
Among the ancient and marvellous trees

which excite the interest of travellers in the
highest degree, the immense oak at AUouville,
near Yvetot, must be numbered among those
to which memory most frequentlj' returns.
Much has been said and written about this
tree; and though the simple villagers that
dwell around know nothing of all the scientific
discussings of which it has been the subject,
they regard it with pride and with tender
affections. Their ancestors have sat beneath
in its shade; and their own children are now
playing around it, as so many generations
have done before them.

It stands in the centre of a graveyard, and
often peasants from all the country around
come to kneel under its heavy branches, and
there to pour out to Clod their sorrows and
their grief. Just above the ground it measures
thirty feet in circumference, and twenty-four
feet at a man's height. In the interior of the
hollow trunk a little chapel has been fitted up,
and above, as it were in the second story, a
rustic hermit lives, while still higher in the
tree a small belfry, surmounted by a cross,
has been built, and crowns the marvellous
edifice.

This oak cannot be less than 900 years old.
The interior was fitted up as early as the
seventeenth century, and during the revolu-
tion ignorant fanatics attempted to burn down
this venerable historic monument ; but the in-
habitants of AUouville and its neighborhood
who regarded the old oak with sacred fond-
ness, turned out in arms and protected it.

There seems to be something peculiarly
eloquent in this great tree, that year after
year renews its youth, though it has seen as
many graves close and open again as the cold
and silent stones of ancient temples. What
struck us particularly about it was to find
that little else was left of the tree but the
bark. It is entirely hollow from the root to
the top, and the interior is lined with wood
carefully plastered and wainscoted, like a
monk's cell or an oratory, and yet the tree is
still as green as those of the forest near by
and bears every year abu ndant crops ofacorns!
The oak of Montravail is not less than 1,500

and perhaps 2,000 years old. It stands in the
court-yard of the farm of Montravail, n
Saintes, and is without doubt the patriarch of
the forest of the Saintonge and indeed of the
whole of France. It belongs to the species of
Quercus longaeva, and its admirable preserva-
tion promises to bear the burden of ages to
come. It IS crowned every year with green
and abundant foliage. On a level with the
ground, its diameter is nearly 30 feet, and its
circumference over 80 feet. The spread of
Its branches is 380 feet in circumference
The decayed part of the interior forms a

hall nine to twelve feet in diameter, and nine
leet high. A circular bench has been cut out
of the live wood for the accommodation of
visitors, and around the table in the centre adozen people can dine comfortably. It is
decorated with a living tapestry of ferns and

Morne, under the magnificent viaducts of
Chaumont, when one of these willows arrest
ed our attention. There was nothing left of
it but a mere shell; the tree was hollow fro
top to bottom. It was still flourishing, and
besides a thousand parasites, animal and vege
table, lived in its countless cracks and crevic'es.
Even beeches are known to have reached

an almost fabulous old age in some parts of
England. Such are the famous Burnbam
beeches, near Slough, which for size and pic
tureeque beauty are unequalled. Like most
pollarded trees their girth is enormous, and
their moss-grown roots are thrown out in
curious contortions, grasping the ground as
if setting all storms at defiance. Tradition
says that Harold's bowmen were encamped
in the wood a few years before the Norman
conquest, and that the Danes pollarded the
beeches.

CTo be coDcIndedO

mosses and light is admitted by a window on
the left and another in the door. Of this tree
httle remains but the bark. This is the fate
of almost all ancient plants, which lose their
pith, their heart and their wood, and continue
to subsist only by means of their outer skele-
tons, buch IS the case especially with willows.We were lately exploring the banks of the

Mixed Marriages.

Extracted from the Annual Epistle of London
Yearly Meeting, 1777.

And, dear Friends ; amongst the many hurt-
ful things those are liable to, who live not in
due subjection to the light of God's Holy
Spirit in their own consciences, let us revive
in your view at this time, that of mixing in
marriage with those of different persuasions~ religion.

Marriage being a divine ordinance, and a
solemn engagement for term of life, is of great
importance to our peace, and well-being ii

this world, and may prove of no small con
sequence respecting our state in that which
is to conae

;
yet it is often too inconsiderately

entered into, upon motives inconsistent with
the evident intention of that unerring wisdom
by which it was primarily ordained ; which
was for the mutual assistance and comfort of
both sexes, that they might be meet-helps to
each other, both in spirituals and temporals,
and that their endeavors might be united for
the pious and proper education of their child-
ren, in the nurture and admonition of the
Lord, and for suitably qualifying them to
discharge their duty in the various allot-
ments in the world.
Marriage implies union and concurrence,

as well in spiritual as temporal concerns.
Whilst the parties differ in religion, they
stand disunited in the main point ; even that
which should increase and confirm theii
mutual happiness, and render them meet
helps and blessings to each other. Where it
is otherwise, the reciprocal obligation they
have entered into becomes their burden, and
the more so, as it may not be of a short and
transient duration. Whatever felicity they
might expect or flatter themselves with in the
beginning, they have found themselves dis-
appointed of, by the daily uneasiness ac-
companying their minds, and imbittering
their enjoyments.
The perplexed situation of the offspring of

such alliances is likewise to be lamented.
Attached by nature to both parents, the
confusion they are in often renders them un-
fixed in principle, and unsettled in practice

;

,
as it is usual, the sons go with the father,

and the daughters with the mother, brothers
and sisters are trained up in lines of conduct
diverse from, and, in some cases opposite to
each other. Thus, differing in principle, they
are frequently divided in affection, and though
HO nAarlA7 i-alotarl ^^ ^i ^ ii_ , ,

est distance from that love and harmo
which ought continually to subsist betwe
them.
To prevent falling into these disagreeal

and disorderly engagements, it is requisite
beware of the paths thai lead to them—

t

sordid interests, and ensnaring friendships
the world, the contaminating pleasures ai

idle pastimes of earthly minds ; also t

various solicitations and incentives to festivi
and dissipation. Let them likewise especial
avoid too frequent and too familiar conver
with those from whom may arise a danger
entanglement, by their alluring the passior
and drawing the affections after them.
For want of due watchfulness, and obec

ence to the convictions of divine grace
their consciences, many amongst us, as w(
as others, have wounded their own souls, d:

tressed their friends, injured their familie
and done great disservice to the church, \

these unequal connections
; which hai

proved an inlet to much degeneracy, ai
mournfully affected the minds of those wl
labor under a living concern for the good
all, and the prosperity of truth upon eart.

Finall}', brethren, that ye may be of thoi
concerning whom the Lord said formerly, b
his prophet, " This people have I formed ft

myself; they shall show forth my praise.
Isa. xliii. 21. We beseech you, cleave to hii

with full purpose of heart; trust in him, b

willingly subject to the reproofs of instru.
tion, and the guidance of divine grace, thi
ye may be kept in brotherly love, and wal
in wisdom towards them that are withou
giving no occasion of stumbling or offence t

any, either in word or deed ; but by a cii

cumspect and savory conversation, ministe;
ing to the help of those whose eyes are upo
you, to observe how your conduct answers th
holy principle of your profession.
May the God of all grace sanctify you

hearts by the effectual operation of his Hoi;
Spirit, that, in the conclusion, he may receiv
you into his Kingdom of unchangeable puritj
peace, and glory.

Beachy Head.—"When I was at Eastbournt
in Sussex, I used to delight in rambles ove
the soft sward of the Downs. For man]
miles this was dotted over with flocks o
sheep grazing upon the short sweet grass anc
wild thyme, which gives to their flesh th«
quality that is so much esteemed by the epi
cure. Here in the vale of Beachy Head ii

located the receiving ofl3ce of all the telegrapl
wires that encircle the globe. I entered th(
room, where I heard the clicks of dozens o
instruments clicking with the volubility—
for such sounds were like the speech of a mul-i
titude of men—similar to a disorderly masij
meeting. I introduced myself to the gentle,
man in charge as an old friend of Professoi,
Samuel F. B. Morse, at the same time point
ing to one of Morse's recording instruments.
He thereupon became very attentive to me,'
telling me the quarters of the globe with,
which each instrument was connected. Thif
one—touching an instrument—connects with
Calcutta; this one with St. Petersburg; this
with New York, and the others with various
main lines. There were, perhaps, a dozen
instruments in operation. I asked the ques-
tion if he could understand what the 'clicks'
said. 'Yes, just as well as what you say in
words. In this room all the world talks toso nearly related, are sometimes at the great-

! me, and I sometimes feel as if I were a heathen
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)d, hearing the addresses, prayers, and sup-

ications of my votaries, who are all talliing

i me at once. I, of course, cannot talie into

maideration what is said, unless I pay par-

3ular attention to each instrument.' I took

y leave with many thanks for his courteous

tention, and climbed the hill on my way
)meward, musing on the marvels of science

id the all-pervading electric force which has

bbied Cook, Wheatstone, Farraday, Morse

id a numerous host of others to reveal in-

antaneous truth to all the world."

—

From
s Reminiscences of an Artist.

When we read the Bible we must always
member that like tbe holy waters seen by

jekicl, it is in some places up to the ankles;

others, up to the knees ; in others, up to

e loins ; and in some, a river too deep to be

Lhomed, and that cannot be passed over,

lere is light enough to guide the humble and

achable to Heaven, and obscurity enough to

n found the unbeliever.

THE FRIEND.
SIXTH MONTH

We live in a time of extraordinary activity.

) look at the changes going on among al-

D8t all peoples, the whole world seems to be

a slate of fermentation. Men's minds are

!pt in a constant strain to seize upon and

ilize every discovery and invention that

omises to give increase to their knowledge,

promote their material interest. The rail-

ad and the telegraph have not only opened

ady access to almost all parts of the habit-

le globe, but, measuring by the time requir-

to hold familiar intercourse, have brought

eir inhabitants into close proximity. Free

icussion and widely circulated literature

B assisting in elaborating thought, and dif-

sing knowledge; while the applications of

ience, the resources of art, and the energy

enterprise, are all enlisted in urging and

reeling the complicated operations, devised
• the highest faculties of cultivated minds,

act as agents in further enlightening man-
rod and improving society in all its varied

lases.

;(We think that those who have been accus-

med to study the gradual development of

ose intellectual conquests, or those sudden

quisitions of knowledge, whether in arch-

)logy, science or art, that have exerted a

arked influence on the civil or religious con-

tion of communities or nations, must have

served that the movements shortly preced-

5 and leading to them, bear evidence of

ving been impelled and controlled by a

II and power superior to those of man, but

lich made use of him as their instrument

divulging truths and bringingabout chang-

intonded to contribute towards a higher

ige of christian civilization.

Thus, without particularly regarding the

aracter of the instrument by which it may
effected, we have long viewed any striking

crease of our knowledge of the works of

iture and the laws which govern them, or

e application of that knowledge to any im-

rtaut invention, promotive of man's wel-

re, in the light of a providential dispensa-

;
and that the previous preparation of

eiety for the benefit about to be conferred,

d the means by which it is brought into

action, are among the unnumbered blessings

that a beneficent Creator and care-taker dis-

penses to his fallen, struggling creature man.
Man, by the disobedience of his progenitor,

has inherited the penalty of having to obtain

that which is necessary for his existence, by
the sweat of his brow, and in this tarnished

world, nothing good, either mentally or reli-

giously, is to be arrived at without labor.

But tie in whom is hid all the treasures of

wisdom and knowledge, by his overruling

power, 80 orders events that every thing need-

ful to be brought to light or applied for the

furtherance of man's well being, in this stage

of existence, is accomplished in his own time,

and by such means as He sees fit.

Impressed with these views, we regard

with no little interest the extraordinary ef-

forts now making to explore different places

and countries in the East, where the evidences

of a once advanced but long since defunct

civilization lie buried beneath the accumula-
tions of ages. The movement is not confined

to scientific explorers of one country, but is

common to those of several ; and it is not

merely the excitable and unlearned, who could

neither estimate the value of the knowledge
obtained, nor the evidences on which it rests,

that are interested in these attempts to re-

cover the lost records of nations and empires

which once flourished near the cradle-land of

our race, and whose disjointed but intensely

interesting history has come down to us,

clothed in the uncertainty of a hoary antiqui-

ty. It would appear to be the spontaneous
outgrowth of a feeling of, perhaps undefined

reverence and curiosity for the birth place

and childhood of man, springing up in the

hearts of Jew and Gentile, and prompting
them to coalesce in this one direction.

"Westward," says the poet, "the star of

empire rolls ;" and such undoubtedly has been

the historic fact. But the globe is now gir-

dled with nations, and there remains no un-

known land to be seized and subjugated ;
none

with such attributes as to rival the East in

creating a thirst for knowledge respecting the

manners, customs, religions and records of the

peoplesonce inhabiting it. Doubtle-s the Bible

has much to do with this powerful and gen

eral interest of professing Christendom in this

native place of humanity, and in turning the

feelings of affection towards the scenes of its

sacred history. It is associated with th'

grand cosmical conception with which the

mind of the author of the Pentateuch was in-

spired, when, under the influence of the om-

nipotent Creator himself, he penned the nar-

rative of the evolution of this terraqueous

globe from the formless void and darkness of
" the deep ;" described the efflux of light, that

at the fiat of the Almighty first dawned upon
the earth, and the unrolling of the glorious

firmament, studded with its starry host.

There too was the Eden homo of the first

pair, who, created in the image of God, lived

in perfect innocence and peace, surrounded

by a sinless world : there also the scene

" Of man's first disobedience, and the fruit

Of that forbidden tree, whose mortal taste

Brought death into the -vvorld, and all our woe."

The feeling awakened in this connection,

and with that of its having been the home of

patriarchs and prophets, and above all, of the

Saviour when he left the glory which He had

I

before the world was, to accomplish his mis-

sion for the salvation of man, assumes in the

minds of most, so close a connection with re

ligion, that Palestine has received the appella-
tion of the "Holy land." But these do not
complete the claims of the East to special

consideration and research. Civilization, arts,

letters and philosojihy had their origin and
first successful cultivation there, and can bo
traced as the stream of population, overflow-

primeval bounds, found its way to new
abodes in the orient world.

Is it any wonder then that so much inter-

est is felt in the systematic and well prepared
brts now being made, for the exploration of

those sections of the country wherein there is

reason to believe, are yet entombed relics of
the past, that may throw important light on
the growth and decay of mii^hty empires, and
the birth and fall of conflicting dynasties,

which were in power, when Moses led the
Israelites through the wilderness, or Nebu-
chadnezzar transported the captive Jews to

the banks of the Chebar and the Euphrates?
We know that laborious endeavors are now
vdc by materialistic scientists and would-be

philosophers, to throw discredit upon the
Scriptures, and to induce people to believe

they are mere myths or a mixture of truth

and falsehoods, and that they have found out
how the world was made and stocked, and
that man is but the accidental improvement
of a lower animal. The Bible, appealing to

the manifestation in man of the Spirit which
dictated it, carries with it the evidence of its

own truthfulness; but may we not reasonably

hope, that through the instrumentality of

these laborers in the East, there will be further

and still more conclusive external evidence

produced, that must confound the cavilling of

gainsayers, and demonstrate that the chris-

tian world has not been esteeming as sacred,

through all generations of its existence, that

which is merely cunningly devised fables.

Much of this character has been brought to

ght within a few years past; much that in

the bands of learned mau has been decipher-

ed, and confirmed the scrupulous veracity and
accuracy of the biblical historians. So stir-

ring are some of these recitals, and so ready
are the feelings to respond to the impulse

given by them, that it requires care lest we
are carried away by unverified hypotheses of

credulous or imaginative writers, who may be

prone to interpret their alleged facts in favor

of some favorite preconceived theory. But
we regard the investigations now going on in

the East, as being invested with deep signifi-

cance ; and wo cherish the hope that, under

the controlling influence of Him who sees the

end from the beginning, they will be made a

means of stopping the mouths of unbelieving

opposers, and more widely extending the ac-

ceptance of those sacred truths which are too

closely connected with the realities of the

present life and the attainment of the glori-

ous life to come, to be separated from them
without violence and guilt.

The critique upon the article in number 40,

under the heading of " Be sober and watch
unto prayer," which is in our columns to-day,

has we think, sprung out of a misunderstand-

ing of the meaning of that article. At least

we did not detect the faults charged upon it,

nor suppose its author intended to convey the

impression that the christian was not to be

"cheerful," or was never to "rejoice" or be

glad. On reading it over again we observe

it is declared that " Christ giveth to those who
are grafted into Him, his peace, which pass-
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eth all understanding," which certainly "is

infinitely more than they lose in the world ;"

and we apprehend the author could consist-

ently adopt all the apostolic expressions quot-

ed, and which evidently refer to rejoicing in

tribulation; such as enduring a great fight of

affliction; taking joyfully the spoiling of their

goods, &c. The object appears to be to con-

trast the assumed overflowing delight and re-

joicing with the assurance of secured salva-

tion connected with the shallow religion of

many professors in our day, with the serious

warfare, and the many deep trials which the

true disciples of Christ have to undergo, be-

fore the enemies of their own houses are slain,

and while they are enduring hardness as good
soldiers in the militant church of Christ. The
critic refers to the same thing, when speak-
ing of being " williog to be chastened, willing

to be purged," &c.

It is far better for those who are taking
the first steps in the strait and narrow way,
to be aware that if they persevere they must
become partakers of the afflictions of the gos-

pel, and therefore need not be discouraged
and cast down below hope, when those afflic-

tions come, than for ihem to suppose it will

cost them little or no suffering to have the
strong man armed who has been keeping his

goods in peace, bound and cast out, and all his

goods spoiled; and, so, when the contest
waxes warm, and they are called to verify the
truth of our Saviour's declaration, that " who-
soever forsaketh not all that he hath, and
hateth not bis own life also, cannot be his disci-

ple," they draw back disheartened, and think-
ing these are hard terms, walk no more with
Him. Thus our blessed Master, when pro-
pounding the terms of discipleship, reminded
his immediate followers, of what they had to
expect, by the striking example of " Which of
you intending to build a tower sitteth not
down first, and counteth the cost, whether he
have sufficient to fiuish it; lest hapl}' after he
has laid the foundation, and is not able to fin-

ish it, all that behold it begin to mock him;
saying this man began to build, and was not
able to fiuish." But, blessed be his Name,

—

as we doubt not both of these correspondents
know,—He remembers our frame, our fallibili-

ty and many weaknesses, and requires but the
little we are able to bear, furnishing the
strength to do it ; and thus leads on from one
degree of experience to another, treating us
in our feebleness as children, in accordance
with his gracious words to his disciples of
old, '• i have many things to say unto you,
but ye cannot bear them now ;" and when
obedience is yielded to his will thus revealed,
whether in acting or suffering, He proves
himself to be a rich rewarder.
We are always obliged for any hints from

our contributors, and desire to profit by the
advice of M. H. G.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The Constituent Cortes assembled in

Madrid tlie 31st ult. The session was formally opened
by Figueras, the President of the Ministry, with a
speech in wliicli he maintained the right of the Spanish
people to choose their own form of government. The
Repnblic, he said, would pursue the policy of order at
home. It had no concern with reyolutions In European
States, and was not ambitious of territorial aggrandize-
ment. He promised the abolition of slavery in Cuba
as well as in Porto Rico, and advocated the separation
of Church and State.

The Cortes then organized by electing Orenzo, a
Federal Republican, as its President.

Carlist disturbances continue in Catalonia. General

Velarde has postponed the enforcement of his levy upon
the youth of Barcelona. A band of SOO Carllsts under
Seballos has been routed by the government forces,

Manresa, in the province of I3arcelona, has been block-

aded by the insurgents. Work is suspended in the

manufactories in the town, the Carlists having cut the

canal which furnishes them with water power.

It is reported that the Bank of France will adv:

the funds necessary to complete the payment of the war
indemnity, and that the evacuation of French territory

by the German troops will follow immediately.
The new government of France propose to abandoi

the commercial treaty with England.
The Conservatives intend to propose a law making

the President responsible to the Assembly for his acts,

The new Ministry of France is constituted as follows:

Minister of Foreign Affairs, Duke de Broglie ; Minister

of Justice, Ernoul; Minister of Interior, Beule; Minis-

ter of Finance, Pierre Magne ; Minister of War, General
de Baril ; Minister of Marine, Admiral de Hornoy
Minister of Public Instruction, Batbie; Minister o

Public Works, Deseilligny ; Minister of Agriculture
and Commerce, Boillerie.

Ex-President Thiers has resumed his seat as a me
ber of the French Assembly. The Paris correspond'

of the German press assert that the movement for the

removal of Thiers originated in Rome and Florence.

There has been no disorder in any portion of France
in consequence of the recent change in the government.
A bill has been filed in Chancery against the Anglo-

American Cable Company, to prevent the amalgama-
tion of its stock with that of the Newfoundland and
French Atlantic Telegraph Companies.
When the usual annual motion was made in the

House of Commons for an adjournment on account of

the Derby races, Thomas Hughes again protested

against the practice, and denounced as a public humilia-

tion such action of Parliament in deference to what was
called the national sport. He believed the example
was injurious in the highest degree to the public morals
The motion to adjourn was carried.

The manufacturers of Wolverhampton are importing
iron ore from the United States, in consequence of the
exorbitant rates at which the native production is held
A boiler explosion occurred the 28th ult., in a crowd

ed workshop in Brussels, by which fourteen person:

were instantly killed and many others injured, some of
them fatally.

The Italian Chamber of Deputies has finally passed
tlie bill for the abolition of religious corporations.

The pioneer party of the Oriental Topographical
Corps from New York, engaged in explorations of th,

Bible lands, have gone from Egypt to Syria and Asia
Minor. A plan of rapidly taking the altitudes of ruins,

the pyramids, &c., invented by one of the party, is said

to work admirably.
The Shah of Persia arrived at Berlin on the 31st ult.

He was received at the railway station by the Emperor
William, several of the Imperial princes, and Bismarck,
and was escorted to the palace assigned him during his
sojourn in Berlin by a large body of troops as well as a
great concourse of the citizens.

Another disastrous conflagration has occurred in
Constantinople, destroying many houses and much
property.

The total gold yield of Nova Scotia, for the twelve
years elapsing between the autumn of 1860 and the end
of 1872, is stated to be 215,871 ounces, valued at 6

434 pounds sterling.

The London Times of the 2nd has a dispatch from
Berlin, which says the German government is dissati

fled with President MacMahon's address to the French
Assembly, and will not enter into regular diplomatic
relations with his government until satisfied that France
will faithfully adhere to the treaty of Frankfort.
The French Minister of the Interior has sent a cir

cular to the prefects of departments inviting the union
of all good citizens in support of order, and advocating
conservative principles as the only means for the
storation of the country.
A Madrid dispatch of the 2d says, the government

has received a dispatch from General Nouvillus stating
that his forces hold all the mountain passes in Biscay,
and that they are driving the Carlists in that province
toward the coast.

United Staies.—Miscellaneous.—On the 30th ult. a
fire broke out on Washington street, Boston, which
spread rapidly down both sides of the street, and in the
course of a few hours, destroyed buildings and merchan-
dize to the value of about $1,250,000.
The U. S. Secretary of the Interior has been officially

notified that the State of Texas, which never ceded her
public lands to the General Government, has granted
to the Texas Pacific Railroad Company a tract of land

450 miles long by 50 miles wide, in which r

land warrants can be located, and no settlers can cl

structed to buy $1,000,000 U. S. Bonds, and sell

000,000 gold during the present month.
The party of Modocs that escaped from the L:

beds took refuge in the canon of Willow Creek, \

they were surprised by United States troops, last i

and their capture effected without further bloods!

Captain Jack was the last to surrender. When
fled to AVillow Creek, the band was reduced to al

50 persons, men, women and children.

The Debt statement of the U. S. Secretary of

Treasury shows a reduction during the Fifth mont
$3,525,282. The currency balance in the Treasury

$6,065,799, and coin balance $75,588,316. The
debt, less cash in the Treasury, is now $2,149,963,1

Of this debt the part bearing no interest is $460,9

1

865.

I%e Markets, <fcc.—The following were the quotati

on the 2d inst. New York.— American gold, i:

U. S. sixes, 1881, 122J ; ditto, 1868, 120 ; new five

cents, 114. Superfine flour, $5.60 a $6; State es

$6.60 a $7; finer brands, $7.50 a $11.75. White Mi
gan wheat, $1.92 a $2; amber do., $1.80; No. 2 1

waukie spring, $1.58; No. 2 Chicago, $1.52 a $1
Oats, 47 a 55 cts. Western mixed corn, 59 a 61 <

yellow, 64 cts.; white, 68 cts. Cuba sugar, 7i a 8
Refined, 10| a 11| cts. Philadelphia.—Middling cod

19J a 20]- cts. for uplands and New Orleans. C
molasses, 31] cts. Superfine flour, $4.75 a $5
extras, $5.75 a $6.50 ; finer brands, $7 a $11.50. An
wheat, $1.98 a $2 ; red, $1.90 a $1.93 ; spring, $1.1

$1.70. Rye, 87 a 88 cts. Mixed corn, 64 cts.
;
yel

62i a 65 cts. - Oats, 48 a 51 cts. Smoked hams, :

15 cts. Lard, 9i cts. Clover-seed, 8 a 8] cts. S
of about 2500 beef cattle, choice and extra at 7] a 8
per lb. gross ; fair to good, 6 a 7 cts., and common
5J cts. Clipped sheep sold at 5 a 6] cts. per lb. g
for fair to prime. Receipts 10,000 bead. Hogs, $

$8.25 per 100 lbs. net for corn fed. Receipts c

head. Chicago.—Spring extra flour, $5.75 a a>7.

1 spring wheat, $1.29i ; No. 2 do., $1.25 ; No. 3

$1.17. No. 2 mixed corn, 3SJ cts. No. 2 oats, 31
No. 2 rye, 68 cts. No. 2 fall barley, 76 cts. L:

$8.55 per 100 lbs. St. Louis.—No. 2 spring wh
$1.20 a $1.22 ; No. 2 winter red, $1.60 ; No. 3 red, $:

a $1.50. No. 2 mixed corn, 38^ cts. No. 2 oats, 3(

31 cts. OtMmmo<(.—Family flour, $7.50 a $7.90. Wh
$1.55 a $1.58. Corn, 47 a 48 cts. Oats, 3S a 48
Lard, 8i a SJ cts. Betroit.—'No. 1 white wheat, $1.

a $1.83; amber Michigan, S1.62i a $1.64. Corn, 4

a 46 cts. MHwaukie.—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.34
;

2 do., $1.24. No. 2 corn, 39i cts. No. 2 oats, 31]-

CoRRECTiON.—In the last number, on page i

middle column, lines 13 and 19, for condemsers i

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
Wanted, a Teacher in the Girls' School on Seve

street. Application may be made to

Thomas Lippincott, 920 Franklin St.

Geo. J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

Rebecca S. Allen, 335 South Fifth St.

Martha D. Allen, 528 Pine St.

FRIENDS' BOARUING SCHOOL FOR INDL
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A Friend and his wife are wanted to take chargf
this Institution, and to manage the farm connected w
it. Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co., I
Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada.
Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Che.'

Co., Pa.

Thomas "Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) PhiladelpU
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wor'
INOTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boart
Managers.

Died, in East Goshen, on 3d mo. 14th, 1873, Reot
Eldridge, Jr., aged 28 years, a member of Goal
Monthly Meeting of Friends.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Life and Times of George Fox.

(Continued from page 330.)

George Fox is next seized at St. Ives, in

)mpany with Edward Pyott, by order of

eter Croly, and sent to Launceston gaol

der a guard of soldiers, to whom, aa well as

the population, they preached on their way.
I'^ben resolved to leave Eedruth, George felt

duty to go back and speak to the man
t whoso house they stayed. The soldiers

rew their pistols and swore he should not,

^e turned his horse and rode back, they fol-

ded, and when ho had satisfied his con-

fcionce he returned reproving them for their

udeness.

J
When brought into court with their hats on,

judge Glj'nn ordered them off, George asked
^by what law the demand was made." This
Inraged the judge who at once ordered them
Jack to prison. From prison George Fox sent

>rth an exhortation against oaths and swear-

iUg, in consequence of which ho was jigain

'(rought into the presence of the judge, who
tieraanded if he was the writer. George de-

lianded that it be read, owned and defended
, with such skill that the judge became ex-

sperated, fined them for keeping on their

ats, sent them to prison till the fines be paid,

nd they were thrust into a hole from which
8w came out alive.

So many persons visited George Fox while
Q gaol, and were convinced by his ministry,

hat one of the protector's chaplains said

they could not do George a greater service

or the spread of his principles in Cornwall
ban to imprison him there." A friend went

Cromwell, and offered himself to lie in

irison instead of Fox. Cromwell was so struck
yith this disinterested kindness that he turned
o his Council and asked " Which of you
TOuld do so much for me, if I were in the
ame condition." The prisoners were dis-

barged, the gaoler was turned out of office,

,nd afterwards imprisoned in the same dooms
lale hole, verifying the words "with what
neasure ye mete it shall be measured to you
gain."

Fox wrote to his ministerial Friends to

'Let all nations hear the sound by word or
vriting. Spare no place—no tongue, no pen.

lO through the work, and be valliant for the
.ruth upon earth." Passing through Exeter

and Taunton he came to Bristol, meeting, and
addressing thousands on the way, and in

Bristol holding many meetings. From Bris-

tol he and Edward Pyott proceeded to Lon-
don that thoy might lay before Cromwell a

statement of the sufferings of Friends in dif-

ferent places; and having accomplished this

work, and taken part in city meetings they

travelled North, expounding their principles

and instructing the convinced. When this

service was performed, Fox returned to Lon-

don and there stayed for some time, exerting

himselfonbohalfofsuffering Friends, of whom
there were seldom fewer than one thousand

prison, for conscience sake, in various parts

of the kingdom.
During this time some of those in repute

departed from the simplicity of the Gospel

and were guilty of excesses and blasphemies.

This brought a reproach on the true-hearted

and terrible punishment on themselves. Of
these the most notorious, and the most bar-

barously treated by the magistrates was James
Naylor, who had been a military officer.

George Fox again set out on a journey

through Wales and Scotland. In Wales he

was instrumental in the conversion of a per-

son of distinction who went to arrest him.

In Cumberland the churches were neglected.

John Wilkinson, who preached at three of

them, was convinced by Fox, became a quaker
minister, and died in fellowship with the So-

ciety seven years after. But in Scotland the

ministry of Fox was mightily opposed by the

Presbyteries, and a list of curses was drawn
up by ministers, to be read in public assem-

blies and deter their hearers. George Fox
appeared before the magistrates in Edinburgh
at their order, and addressed them in such

terms as secured him from interference, though
he held several meetings in the city and neigh-

borhood. On his return, ho met a learned

man at Durham, who was induced by h

reasonings to abandon the idea of setting up
a college for the education of ministers. H(
also wrote to Oliver Cromwell on the incon

sistency of proclaiming a public fast wbilt

wickedness was tolerated and the followers of

Christ persecuted. He attended a Yearly
Meeting for the whole nation in Bedfordshire,

He and others addressed the parliament as

the principal authors of the increased suffer-

ings of the Friends at this time, but they ob-

tained no better reply than a threat of being

whipped and sent home.
During these sufferings of Friends for the

truth's sake, Cromwell declined the offer of

the Crown—refused his daughter in marriage
to Charles II., and summoned the House of

Lords, while Fairfax and Monk were plotting

for the restoration, and rumors of plots against

the protector's life were daily circulated. The
death of his daughter Mrs. Claypole hastened
his own ; and this again for a time convulsed
the nation, and cleared the way for such over-

flowings of ungodliness and consequent chas-

tisement as have no parallel in British history.

In 1660 we find George Pox once more
arrested at Swarthmore, and conveyed to

Lancaster. Various strange rumors were cir-

culated concerning him. One was to the effect

that he could eseapefrom his guard by "taking

fiight up the chimney !" At the personal ap-

plication of Margaret Fell and Ann Curtis,

the profligate Charles, then on the English
throne, ordered his removal from Lancaster
to London. At the assizes he addressed the

king, and afterwards at the king's bench, as

no answer appeared he was discharged by
the king's mandate. There were also set at

liberty on his accession about seven hundred
Friends who were in different prisons of the

kingdom.
Fox and other Friends drew up a declara-

tion of principles and practices addressed to

the king, in which their grievous sufferings

are stated, and they expostulate with their

persecutors. George Fox also sent a consolo-

tary epistle to persecuted Friends throughout
the kingdom, and exerted himself to the ut-

most for their safety and welfare. On one
occasion from an upper chamber, he heard
one of several Irishmen who came to disturb

theirmeetingsay ho would kill all the Quakers
if they were there. George went down and
reproved them for theiV^blood thirsty spirit,

telling this man the la^FSaid "An eye for an

eye, and a tooth for a tooth," " and thou dost

threaten to kill all the Quakers, though they

have done thee no hurt. But hero is Gospel

for thee; here is my hair, here is my cheek,

and here is my shoulder," turning to him.

This caused the wrath of the desperate one

to abate, and surprised all his companions not

a little.

About this time the New England govern-

ment resolved to banish all the Quakers from

their colonies, and treated them so cruelly

that on the representation of Edward Bur-

rough, the king promptly interposed to stop

the proceedings. The persecution of Friends

for conformity to the rules of grammar was
also moderated by a book called the Battle-

dore. Still persecutions continued, and more
Friends were in the prisons than at any period

during the Cromwellian era; hence George
Fox and Richard Hubberthorn again pleaded

with the king on their behalf, in the most
dignified, simple and faithful manner. To
the sufferings by persecution was now added
grief, consequent upon Perrot's schism in the

Society, which however did not long continue.

An action was also brought to disinherit the

child of a deceased Friend, which was so de-

termined by Judge Archer as to legalise their

marriages thenceforward. George Fox had
the comfort too, of receiving a letter from the

Derby gaoler, who had cruelly treated him
when in prison ; the goaler acknowledged that

God had made George instrumental in his con-

version. We next find him escaping arrest

in Bristol with difficulty, and—after attend-

ing large meetings on his way to London

—

seized by warrant of Lord Beaumont, and
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with several others, conveyed to prison

cart, preaching to the people of the towns
through which they passed. On their arrival,

the gaoler with his mastiff dog would assault

them when engaged in prayer—the dog some-
times pulling the staff out of the gaoler's hand,

with which he struck the prisoners; but Fox
notwithstanding, would hold a meeting in the

prison yard and was made a blessing to those

who came. Soon after they were imprisoned,

an order came from the court that they should

all be discharged. Fox went to see Lord
Beaumont, and showed him a letter from
Hastings, to the justices requiring them to

set him at liberty, and despite the threat of

Beaumont to imprison him again, he held the

meeting he intended without molestation.

At Cambridge he was affected much by
tidings of Ed ward Burrough's decease, a faith

ful and useful young minister; and at Lj'nn
he narrowly escaped arrest by ofBcers sent to

search for him.
During this time, episcopacy was restored

by law, solemn fooleries were attended by the
king and court, women first appeared on the
stage, and the licentiousness of the court be-

came shocking in the extreme. The act of
Uniformity followed, Baxter refused a bishop-
ric, and was one of the two thousand ejected
ministers.

We next find George Fox arrested at Ten-
terden in Kent, by a captain and company of
soldiers, who after examination and address
by George Fox set him and his fellow prison-
ers at liberty. Sometimes the people refused
to provide carts for conveyance of the prison-
ers and thus they escaped, at others the offi-

cers had to pay the cost, or the magistrates,
and thus the violence of the persecution was
occasionally moderated.

not long since, set out 1000 trees upon his tropical region. It is further interesting

:

estate, and lost every one. It is probable 'curious instance of the influence of polit
that had this remedy been universally adopted jchangos upon climate. Sir Charles Ly
in time, there might be a more hopeful future jdescribing the Lake of Valentia in Yenezu
for Santa Cruz. But the final depopulation a broad sheet of water, surrounded by a w
of this beautiful island seems now to be writ- 1 belt of cultivation, tells us that the leve
ten indelibly among the decrees of fate. St. I the lake has fluctuated with the vary
Thomas, an island lying 30 miles distant, is fortunes of this unhappy Spanish Eepub
similarly afdicted; being loftier, however, and From time to time a fierce revolution, mi

The Island of Santa Cruz.

The following interesting account of the
desiccation of the Island of Santa Cruz ap-
pears in a recent number of the Bulletin of the
Torrey Botanical Club. The change from fer-

tility to barrenness, which at first must have
been almost imperceptible, is now taking place
in an accelerating ratio. Every new planta-
tion swallowed up by the onward march of
desolation, augments the cause, and renders
the arrest of the evil more hopeless. This
movement is from the east (the windward end
of the island) towards the west, and is now
quite conspicuous. Every few years an estate,
formerly green with cane fields, becoming in-
capable of producing further crops, has to be
abandoned to the graziers, whose cattle find
a meagre pasture upon it a few seasons longer.
These are in time driven off, and the land is

entirely given up. Henceforward it becomes,
if not quite a desert, at least a barren wa&te,
producing only a sparse and prickly vegeta-
tion, over which a few arborescent Cacti reign
supreme. A narrow belt of green lines the
shore of this region, consisting of Cocoa-nut
Palms, the poisonous Manchineel, the seaside
Grape (Coccoloba), and a few shrubs, whose
natural habitat is along the highwater mark

;

but, inland, cultivation is impossible without
constant irrigation. As there are no streams
upon the island, with the exception of a few
rills chiefly near the western end, and the
wells are failing, no means remain to force
life from the unwilling soil. Some attempts
were at one time made to arrest this insidious
advance, but too late to be efliectual. A planter

having scarcely any level land, it seems to

attract to itself a rather more liberal amount
of moisture from the clouds.

About 50 miles westward of these islands,

and in the same parallel, lies the larger island
of Porto Rico. The land here is almost wholly
mountainous, the eastern ridges rising to 3000
feet. A large portion of the interior is still

covered with primitive forest, a tangled tropi-

cal vegetation of vivid perennial verdure. The
rainfall is abundant, and the soil yields boun-
tiful crops of coffee and sugar, with a great
variety of fruits.

The contrast between neighboring islands
so similarly situated is mo t striking. The
sad change which has befallen the smaller
ones is, without doubt, to be ascribed to hu-
man agency alone. It is recorded of these
that in former times they were clothed with
flense forests, and their oldest inhabitants re-

member when the rains were abundant, and
the hills and all uncultivated places were
haded by extensive groves. The removal of

trees was certainly the cause of the present
evil. The opening of the soil to the vertical
sun rapidly dries up the moisture, and pre
vents the rain from sinking to the roots of
plants. The rainy seasons in these climates
are not continuous cloudy days, but succes
sions of sudden showers, with the sun shining
hot in the intervals. Without shade upon
the surface the water is rapidly exhaled, and
springs and streams diminish. There is also,

as many believe, an electrical act'on produced
by the points of leaves upon the atmosphere,
compelling it to yield up its moisture. How-
ever feeble may be this effect from a single
tree, the myriad spears of a whole forest pre-
sented to the sky, undoubtedly do exert a
marked and powerful influence. It is pro-
bably from such a combined action that the
drying up of the soil from the removal of the
trees—destroying the balance of Nature

—

goes on with ever-increasing rapidity.
An equally marked example of the effect

we are considering is seen in the small island
of Curajoa, lying in lat. 12° N., 60 miles from
the coast of Venezuela. In the year 1845 th

devastating than tropical storms, has swi
over the land. In these cruel wars amc
brethren nothing was spared. The inhabitai
were slaughtered and the land laid waste,
this burning region, on the line of the ma
m um temperature of the globe, Nature quid
resumes her supremacy over the works
man, a riotous vegetation sprung up on ev€
side. Tilled fields reverted to forests, t

streams augmented, and the level of the la

was raised. Then came an interval of pea'
The land was inhabited once more ; the forei

were removed, the streams dried, and the la

sunk to its former level. Several such tic

in the waters, and in the affairs of men, a

recorded, furnishing convincing proof, if pre
is needed, of the intimate relation of atmi
pheric moisture to vegetable life. Humboh

"
is personal narrative, relates his visit

the Lake of Valentia, and his measurement
ts changes of level and coast line. In vie

of these facts, what are we to expect in o
own country but the like results, less rap
perhaps, but none the less sure, from the u
relenting warfare which is carried on again
our ancient forests? The thought may w(
startle us. How shall we arrest so fearful

fate ?

island was almost a perfect desert, where, ac
cording to the testimony of the inhabitants
had once been a garden of fertility. Aban-
doned plantations, the recent ruins of beauti-
ful villas and terraced gardens, and broad arid
wastes without a blade of grass, showed how
sudden and complete a destruction had fallen
upon this unfortunate little island. The cause
was the cutting down the trees for the export
of their valuable timber. The effect followed
even more rapidly than at Santa Cruz, as the
island lies 5° further to the south, and the
heat is more intense. The rains have almost
entirely ceased, and fresh water is among the
luxuries. Almost within sight of Curagoa is

the coast of the Spanish Main, covered with
the rankest vegetation, over which the bur-
dened clouds shower down abundant bless-
ings.

Still another example of the connection of
such cause and effect is furnished in this same

For "The Friend.'

John fleald.

A manuscript journal of this friend, havii
recently been placed in the hands of the write
it is believed some extracts therefrom wou
be interesting and acceptable to some of tl

readers of "The Friend. In the necessai
condensation, some slight verbal alteratioi

have been made. His own journal may 1

appropriately introduced by the Memorial r

specting him issued by Middleton Month!
Meeting, Ohio, to which he belonged. It
as follows:

' This, our dear friend, was born in Loudc
county, Virginia, 5th of Ninth month, 176;
and being early favored with the heavenl
visitation, he became acquainted with th

discipline of the cross, and was united to th

Society of Friends about the time he arrive
to manhood. It appears that he at time
strove against conviction

;
yet learning obi

dience by the things he suffered, he beeam
distinguished for his upright walking an
care in supporting our various christian test

monies; and by a careful indwelling with th]

Divine gift, his heart was enlarged in love t,

God, and good will to man.
About the 27th year of his age he yielde

to an impression of duty which had cost hii

much exercise, and became a public advocat
for the cause of his dear Lord and Master'
and being careful not to go before his guidi
he appeared mostly in a few words, and n

very frequently, for several years. And
he increased in his gift and in experience,
was acknowledged a minister by this Monthl
Meeting about the year 1803, (he having pr<
viously removed to this neighborhood.) Abou
this time he states that it was clearly opene
to his mind that he had but little more to d
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fth the affairs of this life; upon reflection it

i not appear to him that he was about to

ive the world ; but that he must be at the

vine disposal. Pursuant to the admonition

• became much disengaged from worldly

Dcerna, and dedicated to the service of our

oly Eedeemer. He visited nearly all the

etings of Friends on this continent, and

fany of them several times; frequently ap

Sinting meetings from amongst Friends, and

e have reason to believe that his labors in

e Gospel were serviceable where his lot was

St. He was also at various times engaged

the important work of visiting families, for

hich he was qualified. Being of a cheerful

sposition, and susceptible of the tender syra-

itbies of friendship under the sanctifying

uence of Divine Grace, his company and

mversation were edifying. He encouraged

'!)th by example and precept, the daily read-

g of the Holy Scriptures, and though charity

id christian forbearance were conspicuous

aits in his character, he promoted the due

jercise of our discipline, without partiality

p unnecessary delay.

In the year 1829 he was visited with sore

liction of body, which in his own apprehen-

OD, and that of others, appeared likely soon

) remove him from this state of being. But

eing strengthened with might by the spirit

the inner man, he spoke to the states of

lany who came to see him.

And while thus apparently on the verge of

ne, the great and glorious plan of christian

ademption was often his theme ;
and he thus

eclarod his belief: 'I believe in the hord

esus Christ, in all his oflSces, who was con-

eived by the Holy Ghost, born of the Virgin

lary, suffered death under Pontius Pilate

ifithout the gates of Jerusalem, for the sins

f the whole world, and rose again the third

ay for our justification ;
and now my hope

f salvation is in him alone ;
that through his

nerits and mediation with the Father 1 shall

)e accepted.' Deeply imbued with a sense

hat the ability, both to will and to do with

leceptance, was the gift of God through Jesus

"hrist, he ascribed all to him, acknowledging

8 was an unprofitable servant—adding, ' I

)elieve at this awful moment, that nothing

)ut his mercy will save me.' At another time

16 said: 'I have confessed the Lord Jesus

Dhrist before men, and I trust he will not deny

Dae before his b'ather and the holy angels. I

aelieve my sins are gone beforehand to judg-

ment ; there is to me no condemnation, and

Jeath has no terrors.' Some days after, he

supplicated nearly as follows: '01 adorable

Majesty, I am unworthy of the least of thy

favors and mercies, but I implore thee, that I

may know thee, the only true God, and Jesus

Christ, whom thou hast sent; if thou seest fit

to diminish my present portion of earthly

comfort, or to increase them, to give me many
or few days, all are in thy hand, who knowest

what is best for me, and let thy holy will be

done ; but, O ! for thy mercies' sake, enable

me to know and do thy blessed will, all the

days thou shalt see meet to allot me here

From this time till the beginning of the year

1841, he was so much recovered as to be mostly

able to attend his own meeting, continuing to

evince that christian concern which through

life had rendered him exemplary in the per-

formance of this great duty, and careful to

assemble in season; ofien presenting himself

when under great bodily weakness and suffer

ings, and Bometimes enduring much pain in

sitting a meeting; he was frequently and ac-

ceptably engaged iu testimony.

Knowing well the value of unity in the

Church, he labored much to promote that

charity which thinketh no evil; and nearly

the last public testimony he bore amongst us,

was to show that evil surmising is incompati-

ble with the love of our Father in Heaven
;

that if we love God, we must love our brother

also. Being afHicted with a very painful

disease, and some friends coming to see him

he said :
' I have nearly finished my course, I

have fought the good fight, and kept the faith,

henceforth there is laid up for me a crown of

righteousness which the Lord, the righteous

judge, shall give me at that day.' He said he

freely forgave all who had said or done any
thing against him, and desired it might not

be laid to their charge ; and he hoped those

who thought he had injured them would for

give him, for he had nothing in his heart but

love for all mankind.' A few days previous

to his decease, he appeared peaceful, said that

he was an unprofitable servant, that he had

done no more than his duty, adding: ' It is

not by works of righteousness that I have

done, but through mercy,—all of His mercy

if I am saved, which I hope and trust will be

my happy experience, and that he will not

leave me, nor forsake me in the last conflict.'

Difficulty of breathing prevented his lying in

bed; and his mental faculties in some degree

sympathized with his bodily infirmities, so

that he could not always convey his ideas in

correct terms: but he frequently commemo-
rated the triumphs of redeeming Grace ;

say-

ing, ' The redeemed of the Lord shall come to

Zion with songs and everlasting joy upon their

heads.' His sufferings at times were exceed-

ingly great, until near the close, but he ap-

peared to be favored with the spirit of suppli-

cation and praise as long as he could speak
;

and then seemed to fall into an easy slumber;

drew his breath shorter and shorter, until he

ceased to breathe on the 26th of the Fifth

month, 1841, in the 78th year of his age ; and

we have the comfortable belief that he has

entered into that rest which is prepared for

the just of all generations."

CTo be continued.)

Wonders of Vegetation.

CConcluddd from page :J34.)

On the banks of the Lake of Geneva stands

the mansion of Meillerie, and the rocks on

hich it is built are divided from the water

only by the road to the Simplon. A little

distance further on you come to Neuve-Gelle,

which has one of the most famous chestnut

trees of the world. Ever since the fifteenth

century this chestnut tree has given shelter

to a modest hermitage, and no doubt it was

at that time already a tree of respectable age.

At present its base measures forty-six feet in

circumference; but having been repeatedly

struck by lightning, it has been stunted in its

growth ;
the girth of its branches nevertheless

gives it a venerable aspect, and each summer
crowds of visitors come to see the famous tree

and to rest under its shade.

Under the shade of the chestnut tree on

Mount Etna, a hundred horses have found

shelter. It is said that Queen Joan, of Arra-

gon, ascended Mount Etna during her voyage

from Spain to Naples, and that all the nobility

of Catania accompanied her in her excursion

A tempest broke out, but the queen and hei

whole suite found easily shelter under the

foliage of this immense tree.

This famous tree, of so vast a diameter,"

says Jean Houel, the first traveller who gave

a description of it in the last century, " is en-

tirely hollow, and subsists now only by means

of its bark, but does not the less cover itself •

every spring with new foliage. The hollow

of this tree is so large that the people of the

neighborhood have constructed a house with-

th an oven for drying chestnuts, filberts

and almonds, and other fruits which they

h to preserve, as is the common usage in

Sicily. When they require fuel, they take a

hatchet and help themselves from the part of

the tree around their dwelling. For this rea-

son this magnificent chestnut is nearly destroy-

ed. Some people believe that this colossus

consists of several chestnut trees, which, press-

ing the one against the other and no longer

maintaining theirindividual bark, have grown
together and appear as a single tree to care-

less eyes. This is a mistake. All the parts,

though mutilated by time and the hand of

man, belong to one and the same trunk."

Careful examination seems really to prove

that all these diverging branches have but

one system of roots. Moreover, Brydone, who
'isited it in 1770, states that his guide, follow-

ng up the traditions of the country, assured

him that at a time long past a single unbroken

bark covered the trunk all around, although

at the present day only a few remnants of it

can bo seen. Canon Recupero, a Sicilian na-

turalist, affirmed in the presence of the Eng-

lish traveller and many other witnesses, that

the root of this colossal tree was a single one.

The best proof in support of the oneness of

this tree is the example furnished by other

chestnut trees on Mount Etna, which have a

diameter of thirty-six feet. The tree we are

describing is 160 feet in circumference—it is

impossible to assign a limit to its probable

age. At the present day an opening suffi-

ciently large to allow two carriages to pass

through it abreast, penetrates it from side to

side, but this circumstance does not prevent

the venerable tree from covering itself every

year with bloom and fruit.

It ought to be added, however, in conclu-

sion, that it was the custom of ancient horti-

culturists to plant around a single shoot a

number of others of the same species, so as to

produce the appearance of a single tree, which

time would mature to a colossal size. They

peeled off the bark on the inside, and soon a

single bark came to envelope the whole. This

practice was pursued especially with olive-

trees.

The Yew of La Motte-Feuilly, is at once the

monument of nature and of history. A monu-

ment of nature, for it bears traces of an ago

that must be counted by centuries, its trunk

being not less than 24 feet in circumference,

while the shadow cast by its still green

branches, covers an extent of 70 feet. A
monument of history, for after seeing the Ro-

_an legions pass, it was watered by the tears

of Charlotte d'Albret, the unfortunate wife of

Cffisar Borgia, Duke of Valentinois, and by

those of Jeanne, of France, divorced from

Louis XII., who came hither to mingle her

grief with that of her cousin.

At present one half of the tree is dead, and

no longer reclothes itself with foliage in the

spring; but the main trunk remains a perma-

nent monument of an age long gone by. This

yew stands in one of the courts of the feudal
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castle of la Motte-Feuilly, not far from the
road leading from Chatre toChateau-meillant,
on the borders of the former provinces of
Berry and la 3Iarche.
Eespecting the dragon-tree of Orotava, the

author of Tableaux de la Nature, says : " This
colossal dragon. tree is found in the garden of
M. Fronqui, in the little town of Orotava, one
of the most pleasant places in the world.
When we climbed the peak of Teneriffe, in
1799, we found that the circumference of this
tree was about 45 feet some little distance
above the ground. At the top it was nearly
80 feet, which, considering its girth at the
surface of the soil, is not s'urprising. Tradi-
tion states that among the Gonanehes this
tree was an object of veneration, as the olive
was among the Athenians, the plane among
the Lydians, and the banana among the in-
habitants of Ceylon."

In the year 1402, the dragon-tree of Oro-
tava was accurately measured by the com-
panions of Bethencourt, at the time when
they discovered the island, and it was then
as large and also as hollow as it is to-day.
From this statement we might form a guess
as to the age of this famous tree, remember-
ing at the same time how slowly it grows.
Berthelot says, in comparing the young drag-
on trees in the neighborhood with this giant:
" The calculation which we make as to the
age of the latter inflame the imagination.'
The dragon-tree has been cultivated from

the remotest times, in the Canaries, Madeira,
in Porto-Santa; and a very careful botanist!
Leopold Von Buch, has seen it growing wild
in the island of Teneriffe; it is not, therefore
as people have for a long time believed, a na'
tive of the East Indies. It is found at the
Cape of Good Hope, on the Isle de Bourboi
in China and in New Zealand. Different
varieties of this tree are found in these re
mote countries; but it does not exist at all
in the New World. Borda measured
dragon-tree of the Villa Franqui in 1771. It
18 said that in the fifteenth century, soon after
the Spanish conquest, mass was celebrated on
a little altar that had been erected in the hol-
low of its trunk.
The monumental character of these plants,

and the degree of respect with which they
are regarded, have made naturalists curious
to ascertain their age and to measure more
exactly their dimensions. De Candolle, Unger,
and other distinguished botanists, do not hesi-
tate to state that many dragon-trees now ex-
isting date back to the earliest periods of our
history, to a time, in fact when even the his
tory of Greece and Italy was but just begin
Ding. The sterility of these plants is one
cause of their longevity.
By the side of the dragon-trees, which in

spite of their enormous dimensions belong
strictly speaking, to the same class as our
asparagus, may be placed the Adansonias or
baobabs, which are certainly among the larg-
est and oldest inhabitants of our planet. The
earliest description of these trees is dated
1454, and was written by a Venitian, Louis
Cadamosto. He found at the mouth of the
Senegal a number of these trees, the circum-
ference of which was about 100 feet. Per-
rotet says he saw baobabs over 30 feet in
diameter.

Selected

HOPE.
Xever despair ! The darkest cloud
That ever loomed will pass away,

The longest night will yield to dawn

—

The dawn will kindle into day.
AVhat if around thy lonely bark
Break fierce and high the waves of sorrow.

Stretch every oar! there's land ahead!
And thou wilt gain the port to morrow.

When fortune frowns, and summer friends,
Like birds that fear a storm, depart,

Some, if the heart hath tropic warmth,
Will stay and nestle around thy heart.

If thou art poor, no joy is won,
No good is gained by sad repining,

Gems buried in the darkened earth
May yet be gathered for the mining.

There is no lot, however sad.
There is no roof, however low,

The light of hope will linger near.
When wildest beats the heart'

A talisman when breakers roar,
A star upon the troubled ocean.

The farmer knows not if his field I

With flood, or drought, or blight must cope
;He questions not the fickle skies,

But plows, and sows, and toils in hope.
Then up ! and strive, and dare, and do,
Nor doubt a harvest you will gather

;

'Tis time to labor, and to wait,
And trust in God for genial weather.

_ _ Selected

OUR HOMESTEAD.
Our old brown homestead reared its walls
From the wayside dust aloof,

Where the apple boughs could almost cast
Their fruitage on its roof:

And the cherry-tree so near it grew.
That when awake I've lain.

In the lonesome nights I've heard the limbs.
As they creaked against the pane

;

And those orchard trees, oh, those orchard trees

!

I'veseen my little brothers rocked
In their tops by the summer breeze.

The sweet-brier under the window sill,

AVhich the early birds made glad.
And the damask rose by the garden fence

^

Were all the flowers we had.
I've looked at many a flower since then,
Far brought, and rich, and rare,

To other eyes more beautiful,
But not to me so fair

;

For those roses bright, oh, those roses bright

!

I have twined them with my sister's locks
That are laid in the dust from .sight

!

We had a well, a deep old well.
Where the spring was never dry.

And the cool drops down from the mossy stones
Were falling constantly;

And there never was water half so sweet
As that in my little cup.

Drawn up to the curb by the rude old sweep
Which my father's hand set up

;

'

And that deep old well, oh, that deep old well

!

I remember yet the plashing sound
Of the bucket as it fell.

Our homestead had an ample hearth,
Where at night we loved to meet;

There my mother's voice was always kind,
And her smile was always sweet

;

And there I've sat on my father's knee,
And watched his thoughtful brow.

With my childish hand in his raven hair-
That hair is silver now

!

But that broad hearth's light, oh, that broad heartli'.=
light!

And my father's look, and my mother's smile,
I hey are in my heart to-night. —Plmbe Cary.

_
On Liberality.— liet every man use his own

judgment, since every man must give an ac-
count of himself to God. Abhor every ap

The furnace of affliction is only to refine _ _
th?lrrr."Lr'''^'?<^''^f'

^""^ >° '°f'^° °« forlproach in any kind^degrertoVhe'^spirit'of
the impression of God's own imase.

|
persecution. Ifyou cannot reason or persuade

1 own image.

a man into the truth, never attempt to fo
him into it. If love will not compel him, le£

him to God, the Judge of all.— Wesley.

The Pope's Massacre-medal —It may be
teresting to our readers to obtain some relial

information about the medal which was stru
bj- Pope Gregory XIII, in commemoration
the St. Bartholomew massacre. The U
Alexander Thomson, of Banchory, Aberde(
shire, was a gentleman of wealth and positi
in the north of Scotland, and occupied one
the highest public offices in the country wi
which he was connected before his deal
^yhen the British Association last met in t

city of Aberdeen, the late Prince Conso
who honored it with his presidency, was
guest of Mr. Thomson, at his estate. JV

Thomson formerly belonged to the Establish
Church of Scotland, but at the disruption
1843, formed one of the party who th
originated the Free Church of Scotland, ai

at the time of his death was one of its elde
and leading men. It is from the "Memoi
of this gentleman, edited by Professor Sme
ton, of Edinburgh, that the following extra
is obtained, having reference to a questit
which is now a topic of discussion in all tl

religious circles of England : " While M
Thomson was in Eome, he was at pains
procure a medal struck in commemoration >

the slaughter of the Huguenots. He thi
describes the application made for the medf
and how it was obtained: 'Members oft!
church of Eome have often denied, both i

peaking and writing, that Gregory XIl
struck a medal in honor of one of the grea
est crimes ever committed by man. Whe
in Eome, in 1828-29, I resolved to try to a
certain the fact. I went to the Papal mint i

the Vatican, and presented a list of a fc
medals I wished to purchase, among which
named Uconotorum Strages (the slaughter c

the Huguenots). The Custode read my lif

and said, "I can give you all of those butom
of which I am not certain, and I will go an
look for it." He returned in a few minutet
and said he had found one impression of i

which he handed to me, pointing out that i

was badly struck ; he, however, told me the;
had the original die, and would be happy ti

throw off a few, of which I might have mi
choice. I secured the damaged one, and ar
ranged to return in a fortnight, when he saic

the others would be ready. I did so, and hi
produced six, telling me to chose any one
liked. To his considerable surprise, I chost
the whole, instantly paid for them, and walkec
off with my prize. In order to make them o
general use, I distributed them among friendf
in different parts of the world. One I gave
to Dr. Davis, Episcopalian clergyman in New
York ; one to Professor Tholuck, of Halle
one to Dr. Wilson, of Bombay; one to thi
Free Church College in Edinburgh; two t(

friends; and one to myself,—now in the cabi
net of coins in my museum. Somehow oi,

other, the medal attracted notice, and engravi
ings of it were published in various books,—!
for example, by the Eeligious Tract Society,
on the title page of Tract 455. " The Test!'
mony of History against the Church ofEome.'

i

This fact, of course, become known in Eome.i
and I am informed that in consequence the'
sale of single medals has been stopped, and
nothing sold less than a complete series, cost-
ing upwards of £100.'"—mme and Foreign
Journal,
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For "The Friend."

f\
The Iwo Covenants.

"I will put mj' law in their inward parts

d write it in thtir hearts," is the law of

•e new covenant under which wo live; of

!hich Christ Jcfus is the Mediator. Blessed

ivilege and holy hope indeed ! It was no

lubt in view of this that the Saviour, when
Tsonally on earth declared to His disciples,

at " Many pro])het8 and righteous men
Uve desired to see those things which ye

e, and have not seen them; and to hear

ose things which ye hear, and have not

sard them." The first covenant attended

ith ordinances of divine service and a world-

sanctuary, was written upon tables of stone.

he second, established upon better promises,

leompanied in larger measure with the gifts

id unction of the Holy Spirit, and was never
>! wax old neither vanish away, was written

the fleshly tables of the heart, by Him
ho became and who is the Author of eternal

Ivation to all them that obey Him. The
eakness of the law, or old and imperfect

spensation, is represented as being but a

pe in shadowing good things, " which could

)t make the comers thereunto perfect."

he efficacy and quickening virtue of the

covenant is thus described :
" But Christ

ling come an high priest of good things to

)me, by a greater and more perfect taber-

icle not made with hands," hath, "through
16 eternal Spirit, offered himself without

tot to God," to "purge joar consciences

cm dead works to serve the living God."

gain, "the law was given by Moses; but

ace and truth came by Jesus Christ." Now a

nng Spirit writes a living law, inward,

•actical, all-sufficient if faithfully obeyed

—

le law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus.

oreover, in the transfiguration, Moses and

lias who had been present—typical of the

w, of outward baptism,—the shadowy, the

iremonious, the "ready to vanish away,"

ere all gone ;
and the voice, truly significant,

eard, "This is my beloved Son, hear Him."
his same momentous truth was again re-

jBured when the Immaculate Lamb cried

it upon the cross, " It is finished 1" That

,
all old things had vanished, and the " new

ad living way," which He hath consecrated

us, was fully opened by Himself who was
lence, as the crucified, yet soon risen and

lorified Eedeemer, to be, through His Holy
pii'it, all in all to His people; which is thus

spressed by the Apostle :
" For of Him, and

hrough Him, and to Him are all things : to

'horn be glory for ever. Amen."
Strikingly manifest is it from the pages of

oly Scripture, that those under the first

ovenant only prospered in the way cast up
)r them, as they were obedient to the condi-

onsof that covenant ;—obedient to the voice

f the Lord their God. This is, in one out

Lord God of their fathers, which he made with

them when he brought them forth out of the

land of Egypt."
Well, there is perhaps no less danger of our

being unmindful of, unfaithful in, or of turn-

from the new covenant of light and life

of which Christ Jesus is the Mediator ! It is

written, "He that despised Moses' law died

without mercy under two or three witnesses
;

of how much sorer punishment, suppose ye,

shall he be found worthy, who hath trodden

under foot the Son of God, and counted the

blood of the covenant, wherewith he was
sanctified, an unholy thing, and hath done
despite to the Spirit of giace." There is no

doubt that the blessing, in abundant mercy,

is as truly set " upon Mount Gerizim, and the

curse upon mount Ebal,"—a blessing if we
will obey the new covenant law, or the still,

small, inspiring voice of the Saviour, and a

curse if wo will not obey, as in any period of

the world. Most true it is also that we
have been and are, far beyond them, signally

blessed. Have we not had line upon line and

precept upon precept both immediately and
instrumentally ? As was to Israel of old,

"Have not life and death, blessing and cursing

been set before us," with the tender appeal

and entreaty, " Therefore choose life, that

both thou and thy seed may live."

Have not our experiences been also in

some respects very like the children of Israel,

though fruitful—because under the perfect

covenant—in far more glorious results? Were
not our forefathers brought out from those

around them as these were from Egypt with

an high hand and an outstretched arm ? The
children of the old covenant also were led,

even by commandment, to encamp at Piha-

hiroth over against Baal-Zephon, with the

mountains on either side, the Red Sea before

them, and the pursuing,* hostile foe behind
;

that progress in the obedience which is of

faith, before our sccret-s^eeing Father in

heaven. And again while in no wise wish-

ing to discourage any, but on the contrary,

with that solemn view of things which jertain

to the world to como, to draw all to a belief

in, and a practical walking in the narrow way
of obedience unto Christ's cross, it is well

for us to remember with deep thoughtfulness

that but two of all those that were brought

out of Egypt, entered the promised land.

Showing that there is no safely but in the

continual "watch;" and giving to the wise

in heart an easy interpretation to the truths,

"if the righteous scarcely be saved;" and,

"Strait is the gate and narrow is the way,
which loadeth unto life, and few there be that

find it." Lastly, as they of that era were led

by the pillar of cloud by day, and the pillar

of fire by night, and were commajided not to

move or journey unless that lifted off the

tabernacle;* so, in this new covenant epoch,

we have the faithful and true witness in the

heart—the manifestation of the Lord's Holy
Spirit—to guide us into all truth. Now it is

this "ministration of the Spirit," that con-

stitutes especially the glory of this new
covenant of light and life, of which the ever

adorable Son of God is the living Mediator.

"If, sailh the Apostle, the ministration of

death, written and engraven in stones, was
glorious, so that the children of Israel could

not steadfastly behold the face of Moses for

the glory of his countenance, which glory

was to be done away;" or, in other words,
" If the ministration of condemnation be

glory, much more doth the ministration of

righteousness exceed in glory." By faithful-

ness to which, continues the Apostle, we
"are changed into the same image from glory

to glory,"—a gradual not a hasty growth
even as by the Spirit of the Lord."

when, crying unto the Lord, He delivered
j

It is unquestioned obedience to this law in

them out of their distresses, by opening a way the inward parts, and that is written in the

through the midst of the sea. So under the heart, the full recognition of the new covenant

new covenant, how oft is the spiritual Israel of Christ, the life within and the light within,

encompassed as with mountains on either of which He is the Mediator, that we so

side; their faith greatly reduced ; and lower- Lmch want. This should engage our most

ing clouds of fear and sorrow reminding [solicitous attention as being that which, as

them of the only available weapons, prayer
j

represented, will teach us all things, bring all

and supplication unto Him who is the alone things to our remembrance the Saviour hath

sufficiency of His people. But as in humility 'said unto us, and guide us into all truth. It

and contrition of soul they have thus cried
J

is this Spirit that, as prophesied, was to be

unto the tender Shepherd of Israel who ever
| poured upon all flesh ; which as the seed and

regardeth His sparrows, how has He conde- leaven of the kingdom, will save all who
scended to open a way where there appeared 1 passively yield themselves to its humbling,

to be no waj^ Full often, too, like tho^e by |transforming influence. This will cause the

Moses led, do these have to encamp by the 'heart of stone to be broken to pieces; and

bitter waters of Mara; wherein the declara-jthe broken and contrite and teachable heart

be given, as that we may grow in the saving

grace of the Lord Jesus, and become what
we are by it. This, says William Penn, ad-

dressingsome in hisday, is"the lightof Christ

tions; "In the world ye shall have tribula

tion ;" and, "All that will live godly ir

Christ Jesus shall suffer persecution ;" are ful

filled in their experience. But as patience is

allowed its perfect work under them, with within, who is the light of the world, and so

the exercise of living faith, how do they'^ Ughf fo you, that tells you of the truth of

seem supported; and, in the vicissitude of your condition, leads all that take heed unto

the Lord's mercy, to pitch the tent next as at it out of darkness into God's marvellous

Elah, "where were twelve wells of water, 'light ; for light grows upon the obedient. It is
'

and threescore and ten palm-trees." How 'gown for the righteous, and their way is a

were they also of that day, required to des- [shining light, that shines forth more and moi'e

troy all the original possessors of the land; to the perfect day."
lest they become thorns in their eyes and I "Wherefore, O friends, turn in, turn in, I be-

scourges in their side, and should plague
j
ggech you I Where is the poison, there is the

them in the land whither they went to pos-
'
antidote : there you want Christ, and there

sess. And like them, too, how indispensable you must find him ; and blessed be God, there

7hen men shall say, "What meaneth the [for us to cast out all the old inhabitants of

ieatofthisgreatanger,"it shall be answered, the land—the deep rooted lusts and affections
j

* How specifically and

Because they have forsaken the covenant of the of the natural heart—lest they hinder in us joined, see Numb. ix. 17-2

f many instances, set forth by a prophecy of

bat day ; viz :
" Hear ye me, Asa, and all Judah

nd Benjamin : The Lord is with you while

be with him : and if ye seek him he will

found of you : but if ye forsake him, he

n\\ forsake you." The blessing to Abraham
?-a8 in that "thou hast obeyed My voice;"

nd the judgments, chastenings, and well

igh destruction of the children of Israel was
because thou wouldst not obey the voice of

he Lord thy God." So that, as recorded

rith reiteration this is en-
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you may find him. "Seek and you shall

find," I testify for God : but then you must
set- k aright v:ith your irhole heart, as men that
see/: for their lives, yea, for their eternal lives :

diligently, humbly, patiently, as those that
can take no pleasure, comfort, or satisfaction

in any thing else, unless you find him whom
your souls want, and desire to know and
love above all. O it is a travail, a spiritual
travail ! let the carnal profane world think
and say ai it will. And through this path you
must walk to the city of God, that has eternal
foundations, if ever you will come there.'"

For "The Friend."

The following was received from Linn
Co., Iowa.

Kiowa Agency, Ft. Sill, .5th mo. 22d, 1873.

Ever dear and precious wife and children.

—

I came into the Agency yesterday after

journey of over one hundred miles in three
days' hard traveling. My health is good,
though almost constant exposure and fatigue
is making me poor in flesh.

Our camp now being on the north fork of
Eed river, perhaps not far from where it

enters Indian Territory. From the number
of lodges there must be 800, or 900 Kiowas
in the camp, and several hundred Coraanches
and Apaches, camped close by. The weather
continues so cool that the trees do not come
out as usual, and so dry that the grass is

very backward and slow in coming forward.
The Buff'alo is scarce here, though we get
plenty to eat. There is an extenwive bed of
rock-salt a few miles from here, but I do not
know that I shall see it, as Kicking Bird and
the other chiefs are unwilling for me to go
far out of camp while there are so many
Indians around, as they say there are many
who would kill me for mj' clothes if they
were to find me out any where. Some time
since there came to our camp three Cheyenne
chiefs, and as the custom is the Kiowa chiefs
were collected in council. They will not ex-
plain what the Cheyennes wanted, but tell

me that it was "no good," and that Lone
Wolf's reply was " no good." Then followed
Kicking Bird, telling them that the Kiowas
wanted nothing to do with them while they
were hostile to Washington, that our agent
is a good man, the Wichita agent is a good
man, and their agent (the Cheyenne agent)

and selling liquor, which the government
ought to try to prevent. I am here with
them deprived of almost every comfort, lead-
ing a life of toil, trials, hardships, and priva-
tions, and not being able to see any good
that may result from it, but may say what
the agent has said, from his knowledge of
facts concerning the Kiowas and other In-

dians, that he considers that ray being in the
Kiowa camp has been worth more to the
government than ten regiments of soldiers.
If it may be the case that any good is result-
ing from my being amongst them I am thank-
ful for it, and have felt a peaceful assurance
of its being right and of Divine requiring.
My love to you my dear and precious ones.
Farewell. T. C. Batty.

is a good man, that Washington is good,
only the Cheyennes are bad, and the Kiowas
will not join them in any war against the
whites

;
that they had better go home and

behave themselves, and not be hanging round
trying to get the young men to join them
and so bring the Kiowas into trouble They
promised obedience and left. I understand
the Cheyennes have given up the idea of
fighting the government.
Whatever influence I may have exerted

among the Kiowas during the time I have
been among them I may never know, but

.
am fully convinced that these same Kiowas
who have ever been ready to join in any war-
like, or raiding expedition, if not to take the
lead in the same, have stood in the breach of
a general outbreak of these southern tribes,
thereby preventing it, and perhaps the effu-
sion of much blood, probably saving to the
government by preventing a summer's cam-
paign of Indian warfare.
There may be some raiding done this sum-

mer, as whiskey peddlers will come amongst

The Plain Dress.

Without going into particulars, it may be
sufficient to state that although the writer
was born a member of the Society of Friends,
he did not feel called upon to uphold their

testimony as to plainness of speech, behavior
and apparel, until about the twenty-seventh
year of his age.

And now, after more than thirty years ex
perience as to those testimonies, he feels it

well to state some of the results as he has
found them. ^

In the progress of the change, from wear-
ing gay apparel, to wearing a plain dress, he
asked advice of no one, and no one advised
him, or influenced him, except it may be
that a number of years before the change he
asked a Friend to explain to him the inten-

tion of the plain dress ; who could only re-

ply that " those who wore it felt called on so to

do," or words to that effect—and however
mple these words may seem, they contain

the pith of the whole matter.
He read diligently the biographies, and

other writings of Friends, in which, as face
answers face in a glass, he found that others
had passed along the same road that he was
travelling. And in due time it was shown

m, with indubitable clearness, by the
Iloly Spirit, as he reverently believes, what

was to do in the matter. Such was the
solidity and clearness of his conviction as to
this testimony that he has never since felt

any wavering of doubt as to its reality and
correctness. Every man's faith rests very
uch on his own experiences—the things

that he has experienced himself—the things
that he has seen and handled himself—and
known of bis own knowledge—are as founda-
tion stones to his faith, in what he reads or
hears of the experience of others.
Those who have never been really called

to adopt plainness, by the Holy Spirit in

their hearts, may find it difficult, if not im-
possible, to believe that others really have

' such a call, and may look upon the whole
testimony as a mere dead form invented by
human wisdom—whereas it appears to the
writer to be one of those foolish things of
God that are wiser than the wisdom of man,
(1 Cor: i. 25.) When the writer was called
to adopt the plain coat, which was to him a
severe trial, not only the very day but the
very hour was indicated on which to make

change. And this seems to him so certain,
that if he were to doubt that, he must doubt
all his religious experience—and in fact all

I

his experiences,
them doing a double business, stealing ponies I With such an experience as this, it is

evident that the sneers of " making broad y.

phylacteries," and other like expressions,
on his mind as the expressions of men w
have had no living experience themselves
who have had no real call themselves to i

hold the testimony. Or it may be of m
who have adopted the testimony as a mi
matter of conformity with the society, out
deference to the views of other men I:

themselves, and who are of course rest;

under what to them appears such senseli

formality.

The tongue is a little member and boaste
great things; behold how much wood a lit

fire kindleth, (James, iii. 5). As the long

among the members of the body, so is pla
ness of dress, among Friends' testimonies
it speaks for the rest to whoever sees it.

may seem small in itself but it influences t

whole life of the wearer and eommunica
his influence to all beholders.
When the writer goes into a court of la

or before a magistrate, to testify as to facts

he is not asked whether he swears or affirr

—the well understood dress speaks for hi

and he is affirmed without questioning. T
dress is a perpetual testimony, to all I

holders, against swearing, whenever it is se
and known.

In passing along the streets the writer h
often been insulted, by having the wo
" Quaker " called out at him—sometimes i

companied with opprobious words— son
times by little boys throwing stones, or oth
missiles, at him. What does this mea
Why that the testimony of Friends agair
resisting violence by violence is well know
and that people of a mean spirit insult Frienc
not fearing any resistance; the dress tells the
whom they may safely attack. On a numb
of occasions, in speaking to such people, tht

manner, when addressed, has shown concl
sively, on what ground they stood.

No one in a Friendly garb frequents plac
for gambling, drinking, horse racing, houe
of impurity, theatres, &e., as he would soi

become known, and be exposed. The pla
dress would not only make the wearer odio
as a hypocrite, but also act as a disagreeab
monitor to the frequenters of such places.

Thus the dress is as a tongue that proclair
the principles of Friends, wherever it is sei

and known—a silent monitor that teach
continually—calling the beholders to th
self denial without which no one can be
disciple of Christ. Every consistent Friei
thereby becomes a silent teacher of tho
doctrines and testimonies that Friends u
hold, a leaven in society wherever his 1

may be cast—those who discard the pla
dress thereby diminish their power to sprei
the other testimonies.

Plainness of dress is called one of the min
testimonies—-and so in some sense it may
called—but to judge of the importance
members by their size is not very sensib
A small man may control a great nation
men larger than himself, and how often
the conduct of Friends influenced by thi

3. Probably no one of Friends' testiix|

nies is more generally known to the out'

orld—or attracts more attention to the
other testimonies. C.

6th mo. 5th, 1873.

Uniform Bailroad Guage.—How did t

uniform gauge of railroads all over the '

happen to be just 4 feet 8i inches? Was
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result of some prolonged and abstruse

Iculation ? It was because George Stephen-

D, the father of railroad ti-ansportation,

hen laying the first track in England, took

s 2 foot rule and measured the distance bu

een the wheels of the York mail coach,

d made the rails to correspond.

Odd and Touching.—There came recently

the New York post office a letter directed

nply to " God." When opened it was found

be evidently from a little girl, and read

s:

Dear God, wo are very poor. My brother

eds a new coat verj' much. Won't yoii

to send him one, and then I shall

rry no more about it."

The letter was put into the hands of certain

od ladies. They sent to the town in Massa-

isetts whence the letter came, and found

! case genuine. Probably the little girl's

lyer has been answered by this time.

loly war is better than unholy peace, but

order to it there must be a holy motive, a

y rule, holy actions, and a holy end ;
alas !

jv seldom are these all found together!

THE FRIEND.

SIXTH MONTH 14, 1873.

n one of the invaluable lessons which our

•d taught his disciples, when instructing

m in the truths of the new dispensation,

1 preparing them for the work to be assign-

em in his church, we find the following,

ended doubtless, to guard them equally

linst the dangers attending a spec-ious popu-

ty, and the discouragement arising from

censure of unjust or thoughtless fault-

lers, " Woe unto you when all men shall

ak well of you ; for so did their fathei's to

false prophets."

he christian is enjoined to do all the work
is called to perform, as a duty ; because it

right, because it is the will of his divine

ster ; and it is only as he conforms to this,

hout reference to the opinions of others,

t he is kept in that life which is hid with

rist in God. Man without religion is the

aturo of circumstances, but the religion of

pist makes him independent of them by
«Dg him above them.
?he praise of men is always addressed to

person, and though at first it may seem
aless, yet if often or largely partaken of,

e are few things more noxious to chris,tian

and growth. This life does not thrive

ere its requirements are regulated in refer-

:e to the good or evil estimate placed upon
m by those who have not been regenerated;

principles and its law must reign supreme,

hout deference to the world or those who
governed by its spirit.

t is not a little remarkable how carefully

Lord impressed upon bis immediate fol-

ers, that if they became his disciples they

st expect to incur discredit, loss, hatred,

tumcly and persecution. The promises
' mostly addressed to those who, being in

le measure delivered from the thraldom of

have begun to advance in the strait and
row way, and learned to love their De-
irer; but there is little set forth that is at-

3tive except to the eye of faith, and with

the beatitudes are commingled forewarnings,
Lhat the rejoicing may have to spring up in the
midst of suffering, and acceptance with the
Searcher of hearts be accompanied with the
scorn and opposition of the multitude, " Ye
shall be hated of all men for my name sake,

but he that endureth to the end shall bo
saved." " If ye were of the world the world
would love its own, but because ye are not of

the world, but I have chosen you out of th

world therefore tho world hateth you." "If
they have called the Master of the house
Beelzebub, how much more shall they call

them of his household." That this was more
malignantly fulfilled in the early days of the
christian church than now there can bo no
doubt, but in this day the truth of the declara-

tion of the apostle is experienced bj' many,
'' All that will live godly in Christ Jesus shall

suffer persecution."

The present age boasts of its liberality, and
even among some who aim to be leaders in

religious society there is put forth a senti-

mentalism, that is willing to remove or blur

the clear and sharply defined doctrines of the

gospel ; so that there may be a general frater-

nizing among professors, under the cover of

a spurious charity. But the want of that

heavenly virtue is shown when opposition is

manifested to such amalgamation, and the

opinions on which it is based are controverted.

The upright disciple, who is bound to main-
tain the law and the testimony which his

Master has given, soon finds that his motives
are impugned, his course misrepresented, and
the object he has in view denounced. The
plea of progress, and improvement in accord-

ance with the spirit of the age, is assigned as

adequate to justify the innovations made, and
opposition thereto is misconstrued into bigotry

,iid unfriendliness, deserving of censure and
eproach.
In social and civil society the two principles

of progress and restraint are almost always
at work ; each of which is necessary to a

healthful condition, and neither of which can

be safely allowed to obtain an undue prepon-
derance. In the application of these princi-

ples we are naturally inclined to extremes,
and one extreme begets its opposite. If pro-

gress is unduly checked by a stupid persist-

ence in antiquated opinions or institutions,

merely because they have the stamp of age,

it may become necessary for some to urge the

public mind forward
; but care must be taken

not to go so fast as to rush beyond the proper
point aimed at. So also, when under the plea

of progress and improvement there is a pre-

ponderating tendency to unsettle or destroy

long cherished truths, or well tested systems,

both prudence and wisdom sanction unyield-

ing opposition, and a willingness to incur the
charge of onosidedness and obstinacy in an
ffort to stay excessive change, threatening

dissolution.

But the principles of the Christian religion

are perfect in themselves and immutable, and
the only improvement that can bo made with
them, is in extending their CDnlrolling influ-

ence over the varying circumstances of life

and society. The devoted disciple of Christ
must take his stand on those principles, and
prove bis determined allegiance to his Master
by maintaining them and the course they call

him to adopt, let others do as they may, and
however wounding and unjust may be the
opinions expressed about, or the conduct pur-

sued towards him. To him it is given on be-

half of Christ, not only to believe on him, but
also to suffer for his sake.

We are often im|jies8cd with tho palpable
inconsistency manifested by many members
of other Y'"early Meetings and some of our
own, who profess to be actuated by great
liberality and charity when adverting to those
among Friends who do not hesitate to avow
doctrines and engage in practices inconsistent
with the well-known principles of the Society;
or when noticing the participation of minis-
ters of other religious professions in the meet-
ings of our members; but who when they
speak of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, and
tho members who are most efficiently engaged
in conducting its affairs, seem ever read}' to
represent it and them in some unfavorable
point of view, and to attribute to them motives
and feelings unworthy of the christian charac-
ter, and incompatible with the standing of a
part of the Church of Christ.

That Yearly Meeting has clearly and plainly
setforth the causes that haveoperated to place
it in tho position it holds, and the sense of re-

ligious duty that restrains it from departing
therefrom; and yet when spoken of in other
Yearly Meetings, or by its own members ad-
verse to its course, it is rare to find that its

motives are not misrepresented, its proceed-
ings not spoken of as either intended to foster

disunity or being of no account, and its active

members lamentably deficient in christian love

and C(meern for the welfare of the body. We
may be sure it would be very different were
there a deep religious concern to probe the
wound so long festering, to the bottom ; search
out what has iuflicted it, what are the fatal

symptoms in the case, and in the true spirit

of christian firmness and restoring love, apply
tho remedy by which it alone may be soundly
healed.

We trust that the members of Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting, who are striving, in weak-
ness and often in deep distress, to maintain
their allegiance to their divine Master, by a
course consistent with what they believe to

be required of them by him, may not allow
either hardness or indifl'ereuee towards those
thus treating them to take possession of their

hearts; but seek for strength and consolation

from Him who seeth in secret, and bear in

mind his emphatic declaration, "Woe unto
you when all men shall speak well of you, for

so did their fathers to the false prophets."

Persevering labor or patiently borne ^ufFer-

ing in a good cause, and with a good object

in view, is a religious duty, and however such
labor or suffering for a time may be opposed
or despised, it is never lost, and will receive

its reward.

We have received from a distant State a
notice of a marriage, with no name as a
voucher of authority for publishing it. We
do not publish such notices unless accom-
panied by the name of a responsible person,

and the name of tho meeting of Friends in

which the marriage is accomplished.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The Spanish Cortes, on the Sth inst.,

passed a resolution definitely proclaiming a Federal

Republic for Spain, by a vote of 210 yeas against 2

nays.

Orenge has been elected President of the Cortes, and
Margall, Minister of the Interior, has been entrusted

with the duty of forming a new Cabinet.

General Velarde, commander of the Kepublican forces
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in the province of Barcelona, has tendered his resigna-

tion in consequence of revolt and mutiny among his

troops. General Cabrinetz was moving with a strong

force with which he hoped to restore order among the

mutineers.

In Grenada, conflicts have occurred between the gar-

ri.son and the towns people, in which a number of per-

sons were killed and wounded. Finally the garrison

laid down their arms and surrendered to the citizens.

The Carlists are still active in the north. They hold

a portion of the Northern Railway in Spain, and have

signed a convention by which a resumption of railway

traffic will be permitted, the Spanish authorities agree-

ing to the neutralization of the line from Miranda to

the frontier. For this concession the Carlists are to be

paid $200 per day.

Count von Arnim, ambassador of the German Em-
pire, has presented anew his credentials to the French

government, and has been formally received by Pre-

sident MacMahon.
The Bank of France has paid into the Treasury one-

quarter of the sum still due to Germany on account of

the war indemnity. The remainder will be paid in

monthly instalments.

The French Minister of Foreign Afl^iirs has addressed

a circular letter to the representatives of France abroad,

in which he declares that the policy of the new govern-

ment will be moderate at home and pacific abroad. All

attempts at revolution will be vigorously opposed with-

out attacking existing institutions. The Thiers admin-
istration was changed because it did not, in the view of

the majority, offer suflicieut guarantees against revolu-

tion in the country.

The American department of the Vienna E.xposition

was thrown open to the public the 5th inst., and steam

was applied to the machinery exhibited therein. The
novelties, it is stated, surpass those from other coun
tries.

The Emperor of Russia has made his proposed visit

to Vienna and returned to St. Petersburg.

On the 8th inst. the Shah of Persia, and his retinue,

were at Wiesbaden, Germany, on their way to London,
The Asiatic cholera has appeared in two villages in

west Prussia, having been communicated from Russian

Poland. A rigid quarantine of the infected district has

been established.

A London dispatch says : The government has de-

cided to autliorize the Bank of England to increa.se its

circulation six million pounds, under restrictions not

yet determined.
The magistrates of Belfast, with a view to the adop-

tion of measures for the prevention of disturbances on
the anniversaries of the battles of the Boyne and Augh-
rim respectively, have determined to prohibit all pro-

cessions on those days.

A strike of the employes of the Great Western Rail

road Company has taken place. Eight hundred men
have quit work.
The rebellion in Cuba continues. Official advices

from the interior report a battle in Manzanillo jurisdic-

tion, in which the Spaniards suffered a loss of 21 killed

and 60 wounded, and the insurgents had 160 men killed

The Havana Tribune condemns the Colonization So-

ciety for not protecting the rights of Coolies. The
society fails to secure humane treatment for Chinese
laborers, and good prospects for them when their con-

tracts expire. The cruelty with which they are treated,

it is alleged, causes them to resort to suicide, murder or

flight.

Advices from Guatemala to 5th mo. 30th, state that

the President has issued a decree granting religious

liberty in the State. A number of Protestant places of

worship will consequently be erected.

Mexican advices state that the foreign priests who
were in custody have been expelled from the country,

the government describing them as " pernicious foreign-

ers." The American Minister interfered on behalf of

two naturalized Irish priests, but President Lerdo de
Tejada refused to allow them to remain. Three sick
foreign priests were allowed to remain temporarily upon
giving bail to leave the country immediately upon the'

recovery. The action of the President is considered
clear indication of his unwillingness to protect the
church party, to which he had previously been
sidered favorable.

The yellow fever has entirely disappeared from Rio
Janeiro and the cities on the Rio de la Plata.
The U. S. State Department has information from

Minister De Long to the effect that a decree for relig
toleration in Japan has not been issued, the party
favoring it being still in a minority in the government,
but it is believed the time may not be far distant when
such decree will be issued, but at present any attempt
to hasten it might defeat the object. Orders have been

issued for the return of the banished Christians to their

omes, and for the removal of offensive proclamations

against Christianity.

i Madrid dispatch of the 9th says : The sc^.sion of

the Cortes last night was one of the stormiest on record.

Margall proposed a list of ministers for conlirm.itinn,

but after an excited discussion the House rejected tlie

nomination, and called on Figueras to resume the con-

duct of the government with his old cabiuet. The Cortes

then adopted a vote of confidence in Figueras' ministry

and adjourned.
\

The proclamation of the Federal Republic was cele-

brated in Barcelona with an illumination aud general

rejoicings. I

The Alexandra Palace, a very large building in the

suburbs of London, was burned on the 9th inst. Loss

timated at $3,000,000. It was built about five years '

ago, and had been used for industrial exhibitions, con-

certs, &c. It was capable of holding over 20,000 people.
|

Earl Russel has introduced a bill in the House of I

Lords for the better government of Ireland, which
abolishes the office of Lord Lieutenant, and provides

that the voice of eight jurors out of twelve will suffice

for a verdict. The object of the measure is to restrict

the power of the priesthood and secure the conviction

of criminals.

A great fire occurred in Dublin the 9th inst., by
which much timber and other property was destroyed.

A mob, whose object was plunder, endeavored to pre-

vent the firemen from extinguisliing the flames. A
detachment of soldiers was called out, and the rioters

dispersed after many of them had been wounded.
London, 6th mo. 9th.— Consols 92 J. U- S. sixes,

1867, 941 ; new five per cents, 891.

Liverpool.— Uplands cotton, Sjd. ; Orleans, 9ld.

Breadstuffs dull.

United States.—Miscellaneous.—The interments in

Philadelphia last week numbered 340, including 106
children under two years. There were 61 deaths of

consumption, 9 inflammation of the lungs, 14 marasmus,
16 cerebro-spinal meningitis, 27 debility, 12 heart

disease, 12 inflammation of the brain, and 9 old age.

In New York there were 485 deaths last week.

The official statement of the Pacific Mail Steamship
Company shows the total receipts of the year were

$5,785,210, total expenses $4,958,521. The company
owns thirty-four steamships now in service. During
the last year they lost three steamers valued at $1,657,-

942.

The Steamship Pennsylvania, of the new line from
Philadelphia to Liverpool, left Philadelphia the 22d
ult., and reached Liverpool in fourteen day.s. When
four days out three of the blades of the propeller were
broken off, thus probably causing a delay of one or two
days.

The U. S. Secretary of the Treasury has given notice

that twenty millions more U. S. 5-20 bonds will be paid

at the Treasury on and after 9th mo. 6th next, and that

the interest on said bonds will cease on that day.

In 1870, according to the census of that year, there

were in Philadelphia 112,366 dwellings; in New York,
64,044; Brooklyn, 45,834; Chicago, 40,620 ; Baltimore,

40,350; St. Louis, 39,675; New Orleans, 33,656 ; Boston,

29,623 ; Cincinnali, 24,550. The number of persons to

a dwelling was in New York 14.72, in Philadelphia

6.01, Brooklyn, 8.64, St. Louis 7.84, Chicago 6.70, Bal-

timore 6.63.

The mean temperature of the Fifth month, by the

record kept at the Pennsylvania Hospital, Philada.,

was 63.09 deg., the highest during the month 89 deg.,

and the lowest 43 deg. The amount of rain 4.78 inches.

The average of the mean temperature of the Fifth

month for the past 84 years has been 62.76 deg., the

highest mean ot temperature during that entire period

was in 1826, 71 deg., the lowest in 1848, 57.75 degrees.

During the first five months of this year, 22.85 inches
of rain have fallen ; in the corresponding months 1872,

the rain fall was only 11.11 inches.

The total receipts of the Philadelphia pa.ssenger rail-

roads last year amounted to $4,252,964, and expenses
to $3,206,747, leaving for dividends and profit $1,041,-

980. The number of horses owned is 4,850. The con-
sumption of corn amounted to 474,352 bushels, and of
hay 13,281 tons.

Tlie Markets, de.—The following were the quotations
on the 9th inst. New York.— American gold, 117J.
U. S. sixe.s, 1881, 123; ditto, 1866, 120|; new five per
cents, 115|. Superfine flour, $5.30 a $5.60 ; State extra,

$6.50 a$6.90; finer brands, *7 a$11.75. No. IChicago
spring wheat, $1.60; No. 3 do., $1.42 a $1.45; red
western, $1.70; white Ohio, $1.75. Oats, 44 a 54 cts.

Rye, 94 cts. Yellow corn, 65 cts. ; white, 70 a 71 cts.

Philadelphia.—Cotton, 191 a 201 cts. for uplands and New
Orleans. Superfine flour, $4.50 a $5.50; extras, $5.75

a $6.50 ; finer brands, $7 a $11.50. Western red wl

$1.61 a $1.76. Y'ellow corn, 58 a 60 cts.; white, 6i

Oats, 47 a 52 cts. Sales of about 2000 beef cattl

71 a 8 cts. per lb. gross for extra; fair to good, i

cts., and common 4.i- a 5i cts. Choice sheep sold :

cts. per lb. gross, and fair to middling at 4i a 5J

Corn fed hogs, $7.25 a $7.75 per 100 lbs. net. Recf

5000 head. Baltimore.—White corn, 72 cts.
;
yelloN

cts. Oats, 48 a 50 cts. St. Louis.—"So. 3 fall wl

$1.40; No. 2 spring $1.15. No. 2 corn, 38i cts. (

33 cts. Barley, 70 cts. Rve, 65 cts. Lard, 8

Ci)icinnati.—F.imily flour, $7.25 a $7.75. Wheat, $

a $1.50. Corn, 45 cts. Oats, 37 a 46 cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee having ch

of the Boarding School at Westtown, will be held t

on Fourth-day, the 18th inst., at 9.30 A. M.

The Committee on Admission will meet at 7.3C

same morning, and that on Instruction at 7 o'clock

preceding evening.

The Visiting Committee attend at the Schoo

Seventh-day, the 14th inst.

Samuel Mokris,
Philada., 6th mo. 9th, 1873. Cto

For the accommodation of the Committee, con

ances will meet the trains that leave the City at

and 4.45 p. m., on Seventh-day, the 14th, and on TI

day the 17th inst.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
Wanted, a Teacher in the Girls' School on Sev

street. Application mav be made to

Thomas Lippincott, 920 Franklin St

Geo. J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

Rebecca S. Allen, 335 South Fifth St

Martha D. Allen, 528 Pine St.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR IND!
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK,

A Friend and his wife are wanted to take charj

this Institution, and to manage the farm connected

it. Apniication may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co.,

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philads

Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Ch.

Co., Pa.

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house on Arch st

Philadelphia, on the 5th inst., Edward Maris, W
to R.\CHEL, daughter of Joseph and Mary Scatterg

all of this city.

, on Fifth-day, the 5th inst., at Friends' A

ing-house, Gerraantow'n, JoXATHAX Evans to Rac
R., daughter of Francis R. Cope.

Died, at her home in Philadelphia, on Fourth-

the 8th of 1st mo. 1873, Elizabeth W., daught

Eliza W. and the late Elwood Reeves, aged 14.J y
The removal of this " bud of promise," leaves i

blank in her already bereaved family. She was
scientious, truthful, and very obedient, and since

father's death evinced a care and solicitude for

mother, to whom she was tenderly attached, quiti

yond her years. From an increased thoughtful

and many expressions made in the latter part of

life, it would seem that she felt her time on earth 1

drawing near its close. Thus we hope that He,
evidently had begun the work in her heart, was m
fully pleased to finish it; and through adorable g
ness give her an entrance iuto the realms of joy

peace.

, at the residence of her parents, in Ham-
county, Indiana, Abigail S., daughter of Nathat
and Semira H. Clark, in the fifteenth year of her
The call was sudden but did not appear to be u
pected, and she gave full evidence of a preparatic

meet the solemn change. Her mother speaking tc

of the many mansions in the Father's house, she
" I have not talked in meeting as others have, but

lieve there is a place prepared for me. I am g
home; oh ye.s, I am crossing the river Jordan ; my
are in the river, I am not afraid, for .Jesus is with ;

She talked to her mother, to each of her brothers

sisters, and to others about her, saying, " O dear pei

and all the dear little children, follow me as I

followed Christ. I have not followed Him as muc
I ought, but He has forgiven me all."

^"' WILLIAM H.'piLE,'pRiNTKRr""'*
No. 422 Walnut^Street.

'
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Voyage on an Ice Floe.

St. Jolins, Newfoundland, May 14, 1873.

The great event here is the arrival of a

irt of the crew of the Polaris, who were
,ken off the ice on the Labrador coast by
e Tigress, one of our sealing steamers, and
ought first into Baj' Eoberls, and on Mon-
y eveniog, the 12th inst., into St. Johns,

fter listening to a narrative from the lips of

18 of the party of the adventures, sufferings

id perils of this band of men, women and
lildren amid the ice-fields, during a voyage
3 an ice-raft six months and eleven days, I

el bound to declare that anything so mar-
jUous and thrilling I have never met with in

1 the tales of travel by land and sea which
have perused. Had we not the most con-

lusive evidence, it would be difficult to be-

jeve that a party consisting of eleven men,
Vo women and five children—the youngest
'ow but eight months old—were borne awaj-

|-om their vessel on an ice floe in latitude 77°

5', on the 15th of October, 1872, and were
icked up by a steamer oft' Grady Harbor, on
le coast of Labrador, on the 29th of April,

873, in latitude 53°, having drifted on the

e, without making any allowance for the

nndings of their track, 1,440 miles. And yet

is the simple truth ; and it is also true

bat when taken oft' the ice all were in good
ealth, the baby included, and in fair condi-

on. This wonderful ice-voyage leaves all

thers of the kind entirely in the shade,

[ane's escape from the Advance, over the ice,

Smith's Sound, sinks in comparison witb

his to the dimensions of a mere boating ex
ursion. Even Barent's wondrous boat voyage
rom Nova Zembla pales before it. The es

ape of the crew of the Hansa, of the Grerman
forth Polar Expedition, on the ice, was not

ttended by a tenth part of the perils and pri

ations of these lonely voyagers. The Hansa
ras crushed in the ice, on the east coast of

ireenland, on the 22d of October, 1869,

ititude 70° 49', longitude 10° 51'- The crew,

jurteen in number, all men, took to the ice
;

at they had ample stores, and built

lOuse on the ice with patent fuel. They were
olerably comfortable, and only on one occa-

ion, when the floe broke up, were they in

erious peril. Allowing for the windings of

their course they drifted eleven hundred miles,

and on June 14, 1870, arrived at Frederiksthal,

on the other side of Cape Farewell. They
were longer on their voyage than those of the

Polaris, but they only drifted from 70° to 60°

—ten degrees ; the Polaris party sailed on the

ice-raft over 24° 35' of latitude; and allowing

for the windings of their track, probably

drifted more than two thousand miles in all.

They had only snow huts to shelter them, and

a very slender stock of provisions at starting,

not more than enough to sustain the party

for a single month, if duly fed. We must con-

clude, then, that this wonderful voyage is

without a parallel.

I propose, first of all, to furnish your readers

with a slight sketch of the Polaris until the

time when those of her crew, now in St.

Johns, drifted oft' on the ice-floe. After leav-

ng Disco she had a very favorable time, and
found the season unusually open and the

weather fine. The Polaris put into Upper
Xavick, where she remained one day, and

then steamed north into Melville Bay, where
he first encountered ice, and had some diffi-

culty in working her way through. After-

wards she met open water, unencumbered
with ice ; but at Cape Wolstonholme she again

encountered ice. Having got through the

pack and reached latitude 78°, she found open
water as far as the eye could reach. Then
entering Smith's Sound she had still open
water, meeting occasionally with ice-fields, till

Kennedy Channel was reached, where fogs

were met with. In 81° 25' soundings were
taken with a line of two hundred fathoms
without touching the bottom. The weather
having cleared up, the Polaris steamed away
north. Land was seen here where former ex-

peditions reported water. The Polaris passed

through a narrow strait which Captain Hall

named Ilobeson Channel, after the Secretary
of the Navy. Having reached latitude 82°

16', the land on the Greenland side was seen

trending eastward; on the American side Grin-

nell Land could be seen as far as latitude 83°.

rloavy ice now arrested the progress of the
ship, and being made fast to a floe she drifted

south for several successive days. During
the last week of August the pressure of the

heavy ice became so alarming that it '

deemed prudent to remove a portion of the

stores from the ship to the ice. On Sept
ber 4th the ice slackened, and the ship drifted

farther south till she was off the southern

point of Robeson Channel, which Captain
Hall named Cape Loptun. Stores were now
taken into the ship, and the water being oper

steam was got up. Steering eastward sh

entered a bay which Captain Hall named
Polaris Bay, and selected as his winter quar-

ters. Here he anchored in a small harbor
which he named " Thank-God Harbor," close

to a protecting iceberg, which was aground,
and called by him " Providence Iceberg."

Half the stores were now landed ; the wooden
observatory which was on board was erected

ashore. On the 12th September a party went
out hunting and shot a musk ox, of which
several more were subsequently shot. Cap-

tain Hall, having observed a broad valley at

some distance from the coast, which was rug-

ged and mountainous, stretching away north-

ward, decided on a sledging expedition, so as

to explore these valleys and prepare the way
for next spring's operations along the Green-

land coast. He and Mr. Chester, chief mate,

with two Esquimaux, started on a sledge

wn by dogs. They were absent a fortnight,

and in returning discovered a bay twenty
les north of the winter quarters, which

they named Newman's Bay, after Dr. New-
man, who was on board the Congress, on her

visit to Disco, with stores for the Polaris.

The northern point of this bay Captain Hall

named Cape Reward. On his return Captain

Hall fell sick, and after an illness of fourteen

days, died on November Sth. He was buried

on the shore adjacent to Polaris Bay. Two
days were spent in digging a grave to the

depth of four feet; the coffin was placed on a

ledge, and the whole ship's company, in pro-

found sorrow, followed the remains of their

beloved commander to the grave. The funeral

service was read by Mr. Bryan, and the lonely

grave was carefully covered in. There, in

the Arctic solitudes, reposes the dust of one

of the most daring and enthusiastic explorers

of those grim regions—a man who had de-

termined that he would reach the open Polar

Sea, that he would be the first to embark on

its waters and reach the pole. His resting

place is, at all events, nearer the pole than

that of any other white man.
On November 2l3t, during a heavy gale of

wind, the ice broke up round the ship and she

drifted alongside " Providence Iceberg." The
young ice formed soon again, but a heavy gale

from the south drove heavy ice into the bay,

and forced the foot of the iceberg right under

the ship's keel, causing a heavy list, and, at

high water, throwing her on her beams. In

this uncomfortable position the Polaris re-

mained all winter. They were one hundred

and thirty-five days without seeing the sun.

During the long, dark Arctic night the crew

kept up their spirits well, having a regular

routine of duties, and occasionally games and
other amusements. All continued perfectly

healthy.

On March 27, Dr. Bessel and Mr. Bryan,

with two Esquimaux, started.south to survey

the coast between Polaris Bay and Dr. Kane's

Cape Constitution. After fourteen days' ab-

sence they returned without reaching Cape
Constitution. The winter quarters were in

latitude 81° 38', longitude 61° 44'. This was
considerably farther north than Kane's winter

quarters ; and the courage of men who deter-

mined on spending the winter in such a high

latitude must have been wonderful.

On June 8, two boats were got ready, one

commanded by Captain Tyson, the other by
iMr. Chester. The latter had got but a short
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way from the ship when she was smashed by
the ice. Mr. Chester returned to the ship and

launched the canvas boat. Both boats got as

far North as Newman's Bay, twenty miles

north of their winter quarters, where they

remained, watching for a chance to push into

the Polar Sea. Meantime Captain Budding-

ton, who was now commander of the expedi-

tion, sent Hans Christian to the boats with

the message that the Polaris was leaking, and

ordering their return to the ship. Captain

Tyson returned ; Mr. Chester remained an-

other fortnight at Newman Bay, vainly wait-

ing for a chance to get northward. At the

end of that time he returned to the ship.

CTo be concluded.}

life and Times of George Fox.
^

(Con tinned from page 338.)

On his next visit to the North he heai-d that
Colonel Kirby had sent a lieutenant to arrest

him at Swarthmore. He went to see the
Colonel, and after a friendly conversation,
they shook hands and parted. While Kirby
was in London, Fox was again arrested and
committed to the Assizes. When introduced
to the presence of Judge Twisden, Fox said
" Peace be amongst you all." Judge : " Do
you come into the court with your hat on?"
Fox: "The hat is not the honor that cometh
from God." Judge: " Will you take the oath
of allegiance ?" Fox : " I never took an oath
in my life, nor any covenant." Judge: " Will
you swear or no?" Fox: " I am a christian
and Christ commands me not to swear; and so
docs the apostle James likewise, and whether
I should obey God or man do thou judge "

After more conversation in a similar strain

the judge again said " Sirrah! will you swear."
To this Fox replied, " I am none of thy
Sirrah's. I am a christian, and for thee an
old man and a judge, to sit there and give
nicknames to prisoners, it does not become
either thy grey hairs or thy office." He was
remanded to prison to remain till the next
assiaes. He was not idle in prison, but wrote
letters on behalf and for the comfort of suffer-

ing Friends; and at the ensuing assizes he was
again brought into court before Judge Turner.
In his presence he so defended himself and
exposed the errors of the indictment as to pro-
voke the wrath of his judges; and contrary
to all law he was again sent back to prison,
with strict orders from Colonel Kirby that no
one should be allowed to see him. After long
and grievous suffering, he was removed in a
very weak state of body to Scarborough
Castle, where his sufferings were no less; and
though frequently visited by persons of note,

to whom his testimony was freely given and
his patience manifest, he was left in prison
until the Governor and the soldiers became
convinced, to use their own words, that "he
was as stiff as a tree and as pure as a bell."

He was at length released by the king's man-
date, after an imprisonment of three years.

It is worthy of remark, that during the
time George Fox was thus cruelly and ille-

gally kept in prison, the Lord was preparing
another wonderful youth for great service in
the cause of truth and righteousness. Thomas
Loe, of Oxford University, was converted by
George Fox. He was the instrument in Wil-
liam Penn's conversion to the principles of
the Society, and thenceforward Penn became
one of the Society's most faithful defenders,
most self-sacrificing and accomplished mem-
bers, and one of tho most eminent and useful

ministers. Expelled the college for his oppo
sition to ceremonies, repulsed by his father,

sent abroad for a time, imprisoned for hi

at a Quaker's meeting, discharge!, ordered
home again, turned out of doors ; he

a true follower of Him whose ministry of

mercy led Him by the cross to the crown,
At this time also John Bunyan began to

preach as his chief theme " the curse and doo
of the sinner." He was to those who had pre-

viously known him "as one sent unto them
from the dead." He soon had a controversy
with some of the Quakers of the neighbor-

hood, and was like them persecuted by licen-

tious and envious ecclesiastics and imprisoned
in Bedford gaol for twelve years.

For some time after his release from prison,

George Fox was engaged in travelling and
writing letters to Friends in different places,

and trying to correct the evils of John Per-
rots' schism. He endeavored to establish such
meetings as were most likely to promote the
vigor of the Society and the relief of the suf-

fering and distressed of their number. In
this he was so successful that if other religious

communities acted on a similar plan, real

pauperism would be unknown in our land.

Monthly Meetings now became general, and
efforts were put forth by him to perfect the
system of meetings through all countries
where there were members of the Society.

In London, he and other Friends were
kindly treated by Justice Marsh who resolved
not to send any more of them to prison con-
trary to his conscience. George Fox at this

time also recommended the establishment of
schools for boys and girls. His efforts in this

matter were successful, and his interest in the
prosperity of the schools at Waltham and
Shacklewell continued while he lived.

Meanwhile the Conventicle Act was passed
and a new form of oath for the clergy; and,
as if to prove the Divine displeasure, these
were closely followed by the great plague of
London which swept off one hundred thousand
in six months ! Next came the Five Mile Act
followed by the great fire which destroyed
thirteen thousand houses and twenty churches

!

HIS MARRIED LIFE.

After a useful journey from London through
the midland and northern counties Fox came
to Bristol. In Bristol he met the widow of

Judge Fell, at whose house meetings had been
for some time settled. He found her of a
willing mind, and having summoned her chil-

dren, and obtained their consent with the tes-

timony of Friends, they were married in the
public meeting house, in Broadmead.
They stayed a week in Bristol, and went

into the country of Oldstone, where they
parted, for the prosecution of the mission in

which they were' severally engaged. She
travelling northward, he towards London.
He forty-five and she fifty-five years of age.
Certainly he delayed marriage long enough.
While in London he wrote to Quarterly

Meetings, advising them to provide for the
apprenticeship of children whose parents were
poor, and set out to meet his wife in Leices-
tershire, where he learned to his grief that she

in Lancaster prison, on an old premunire
from which she had been previously dis-

charged. This hastened his return to Lon-
don, and by the persevering application of
her two daughters, his wife's discharge was
procured. About this time the persecuted
covenanters took up arms, the king dressed

as a mountebank, the Poll tax Act pas
£100 for a duke down to Is. for a peas

Milton's Paradise Lost was published,

William Penn, in the Tower, was writing

"JVo Cross, no Crown;" while John Bunyan
dreaming in Bedford gaol of the way from
" Slough of Despond to Giant Despair's cas

Richard Baxter and Judge Hale were p
ning a new scheme of comprehension at

j

ton, while Archbishop Saeldon required
bishops to give an account of all the con\j

tides in their dioceses, persecution begat
rage, and one of the bishops declared in p
lie worship that an " Act should be passed
only to take away the goods and chattlen

the Quakers, but also to sell them for b<

slaves." " The Act," said the bishop of Pe
borough, " had against all fanatics done
business except the Quakers." George I

still spared neither voice nor pen. Willi

Penn, released through the influence of

Admiral, visits the deathbed of his spirit

father, and receives intimation that the fat

of his flesh relents.

George Fox was again arrested, and int

duced to the Mayor of London, by whom
was set at liberty after conference.

The awful tyranny and wickedness of
high church party, and the dispersion and
prisonment of other Dissenters, made ma
declare that " if the Quakers did not st£

their ground, tho nation would be over-i

with drunkenness, debauchery and excef

Nobly they did stand their ground, and p
"cly, yea, and fearlessly as respectfully, •

they declare themselves for the right. In 1

front rank stood forth George Fox and \^

Ham Penn. George now felt seriously grie\

because of the overflowings of vice, and f

frustration of previous attempts to secure

wife's liberty. At length, after diffen

periods of imprisonment for ten years, 6

joined her husband in London.
In 1671 his health began to give way, a

after attending the Yearly Meeting with !

wife, he took his leave of her again, and e

barked on board the Industry to visit '.

brethren in America, accompanied by seve:

ministers.

During this time, attempts were being ma
for the establishment of popery, the Duke
York renounced protestantism, the New C(
venticle Act was passed, and the learned Jo
Owen, after a controversy with Richard Bi
ter, might be seen at Baling, occupied in p
paring the " Glory of Christ" for the pre
William Penn was laboring incessantly

speech and writing on behalf of his sufferi

brethren, and on behalf of civil and religic

liberty.

George Fox, having escaped the perils

the deep, spent nearly three years preachii

and teaching the Americans in the true chari

ter of Christian Missionary, and on his retu

was soon joined in the city of Bristol by 1

wife, several of her children and some Frien
from London, with whom, after blessed mei

gs, he travelled to the metropolis.

His stay in London was very short, for ^

soon find him and his son-in-law lodged
Worcester gaol by warrant of Henry Parke
Thomas Lower was discharged by the mag
trates, but George was recommitted for i

fusing to swear. From thence by habe

corpus he was taken to London, and again i

manded to Worcester assizes for trial, fro

which he did not finally get free until his li

was despaired of, and at length he was broug
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'Fore the King's Bench in Ijondon. Chief

itice Sir M. Hale presiding, through whose
;erpo9ition he was discharged by prociama-

n, and soon after retired to Swarthmore for

lovery of health, there he abode, writing as

le for nearly three years.

During this period, Elwood the Quaker
gbt be seen acting the part of a "good
maritan" to the aged blind Bard, when de-

fied by his wife and family. Sir Matthew
ale passed from the judgment seat on earth

the presence of the supreme judge in

aven, the declaration of indulgences by the

ng had been made, and condemned by th

mmons and recalled by the king. The Test

Dt had passed, was refused by the Duke of

jrk, and Proclamations issued against Eo-

an Catholics and Dissenters, and for twenty-

ar Sabbaths, constables watched the chapel

lor to apprehend Baxter.

(To bB continned.)

For "The Friend."

Be not Diseonraged.

The annexed selections from the pen of

)hn Woolman, are put forth here especially

the encouragement, and, it may be, help

those who feel called to go forth in the

ime of the Lord, and to proclaim, under the

)wer of the anointing. His messages unto

le people. It is no doubt often the lot of

lese to be humbled as in the dust, and to feel

the offscouring of all things," under a

snse of the weight of the " woe," with the

uly mortifying un worthiness and poverty

' spirit attending; yet this state of stripped-

ess being a needed preparation for the work,

e who has promised to be the sufficiency,

16 strength in weakness, the helper of the

elpless to all who put their trust in Him
lone, will not send these forth at their own
aarges ; but in infinite condescension and

ve, will go before and prepare the way, so

lat His honor shall be promoted in ways un-

nown to them, and their peace made to flow.

nd even should the solemn, searching testi-

lony be, at times, ungrateful to the ears of

5me, who would now as of old say, "Prophesy
ot unto us right things ; speak unto us smooth
dings, prophesy deceits;" yet, as dear John
Voolman represents, as the Lord's ministers

ommit their cause to Him, not fearing to

d man, He will bless their labors, and
ause His word to " prosper in the thing

thereto He sends it." Therefore may these,

8 prisoners of hope, seek to dwell in the

strong hold," which nothing can move ! And
hen, though clouds threaten, and storms rage,

he testimony of one of the early Friends will,

t times, be experienced to the joy and re-

oicing of their spirits, viz: '"Though the

waters of strife are up in floods at present,

ret sweetly doth the waters of life flow, and
ileasant streams are drunk of by those who
eep patient in the will of God; and life, power,

glory, are more manifest than ever from
he Father."

The extracts are as follows:— "Through
be humbling dispensations of Divine Provi-

Jence, men are sometimes fitted for his service.

The messages of the prophet Jeremiah were
10 disagreeable to the people, and so reverse

io the spirit they lived in, that he became the

)bject of their reproach ; and in the weakness
)f nature, thought of desisting from his pro-

phetic office; but, saith he, 'His word was in

QQy heart as a. burning fire shut up in my
oones, and I was weary with forbearing, and

could not staj'.' I saw at this time, that if I

was honest in declaring that which Truth
opened in me, I could not please all men; and
labored to be content in the way of my duty,

however disagreeable to my own inclination."

" I found that to be a fool as to worldly

wisdom, and commit my cause to God, not

fearing to oftend men, who take offence at the

simplicity of Truth, is the only way to remain

unmoved at the sentiments of others. The
fear of man brings a snare ; by halting in our

duty, and giving back in the time of trial, our

hands grow weaker, our spirits get mingled

with the people, our ears grow dull as to hear-

ing the language of the true Shepherd, so that

when we look at the way of the righteous, it

seems as though it was not for us to follow

them."
"Travelling up and down of late, I have had

renewed evidences, that to be faithful to the

Ijord, and contented with his will concernin_

me, is a most necessary and useful lesson for

me to be learning; looking less at the effects

of my labor, than at the pure motive and

reality of the concern, as it arises from heaven-

ly love. In the Lord Jehovah is everlasting

strength ;
and as the mind, by humble resig-

nation, is united to him, and we utter words

from an inward knowledge that they arise

from the heavenly spring, though our way
may be difficult, and require close attention to

keep in it; and though the manner in which

we may be led may tend to our own abasement

;

yet, if we continue in patience and meekness,

heavenly peace is the reward of our labors."

In a time of trial J. W. writes :
" A weighty

exercise came upon me, and under the sense

of my own infirmities, and the great danger

I felt of turning aside from perfect purity, my
mind was often drawn to retire alone, and

put up my prayers to the Lord, that he would

be graciously pleased to strengthen me
;
that

setting aside all views of self-interest and the

friendship of this world, I might stand fully

resigned to his holy will."

" From the steady opposition which faithful

Friends, in early times, made to many things

then approved of, they were hated and perse

cuted by men living in the spirit of this world

and suffering with firmness, they were made

a blessing to the church, and the work pros-

To be convinced of the pure principle of

Truth, and diligently exercised in walking
aoswerably thereto, is necessarj' befor

can consistently recommend this principle to

others. I often feel a labor in spirit, that we
who are active members in religious society

may experience in ourselves the truth of these

expressions of the holy One :
' I will be sanct

fied in them that come nigh me.' In this

case, my mind hath been often exercised when
alone, year after year for many years, and in

the renewings of Divine love, a tender care

hath been incited in me, that we who profess

the light of Christ Jesus to be our teacher,

may be a family united in that purity of wor-

ship which comprehends a holy life, and min-

isters instruction to others."
" Remember, O my soul I the quietude of

those in whom Christ governs, and in all thy

proceedings feel after it."

If this hidden root of the saints' fellowship

be overlooked, a decay of true union will

gradually ensue, and alienation of heart from
the family and its holy head will take place.—Samuel Fothergill.

Tea.

Chan Lai Sun, Chinese Imperial Commis-
sioner of Education, recently delivered a lec-

ture in Springfield, Mas*., on the subject of

tea and its culture. He began by stating that

tea grows in every province in China except

three or four upon the northernmost Siberian

border, but the quality and quantity depends

largely upon the locality. The leaves resemble

those of the willow, and are gathered during

the spring and early summer. They are first

exposed in a cool dry place for a day or two,

then rolled into a ball on a table of bamboo
slats, and dried in the sun. The rolling is to

extract a portion of the juice of the leaves.

After they have been dried in the sun, they

are put into an egg-shaped iron pan over a

charcoal fire, and incessantly stirred until a

certairf point of dryness is reached. The
operator stirs with his hands, thrusting them
n all portions of the pan, and practice enables

him to dry the leaves almost exactly alike.

The raiser superintends this process, and then

brings his tea in bamboo baskets to the tea

merchant, who adjudges its quality, and buys

it at prices ranging from .§15 to .?20 per picul,

equal to 133J^ pounds. The merchant mixes

his purchases together in a largo reservoir,

and at his convenience weighs out a number
of pounds of tea leaves, and women and chil-

dren spread them upon a large stage, and
parate the leaves into grades according to

quality. The tea stalks are the lowest grade,

d the sorters are paid by the number of

ounces of stalks they bring in. Children earn

from 4 to 5 cents a day ;
the very best workers

rarely earn as much as 10 cents a day. Ameri-

cans could hardly live upon such wages, and

until other nations can raise tea for 12 cents

a pound they cannot compete with China in

its production.

After the sorting each grade is packed by
itself in chests or bamboo baskets, the first

for exportation and the latter for home con-

sumption. It is ordered by importers abroad

through a tea taster, who receives a salary of

some $3,000 a year and operates as follows :

Ho has a long, narrow table, on which 60 or

70 cups are set ; a boy weighs exactly one

ounce from a small box into one of these cups,

and if he has samples enough, all the cups are

used. Hot water is then poured into each

cup, and after five minutes the boy calls the

master, who sips from every cup, holds the

liquid in his mouth a moment, then ejects it

and notes in his book the quality of the tea.

The purchaser orders upon his taster's esti-

mate, and when his packages arrive at the

warehouse, about one in twenty is opened for

comparison with the sample. If it proves of

inferior grade, a material reduction is at once

made in the price, so that without connivance

with the tea taster the adulteration of tea is

next to impossible in China.

The tea is always examined to determine

its age, as it is choicer when young. It is a

vexed question whether black and green tea

belong to the same species; it is probable,

however, that they are branches of the same
variety, and the color depends upon the lo-

cality. If a seed of black tea be planted in

the green tea region, a few generations will

make them both alike. When black tea is

high, green can readily be turned into black,

but black cannot be made to appear green.

The latter obtains its bluish color artificially,

Prussian blue being used in the coloring, but

in such small quantities as to be harmless.
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The annual average yield of a tea plant is

about twenty ounces, and too much rain af-

fects the quality as well as the amount. The
plants live from 20 to 30 years, and, when old

are frequently cut down, and a young shrub
grafted into the old stock. Quicker returns
are thus obtained, but the plant does not last

so long.

Tea is drank pure in China, but there are

very different ways of preparing it. The
Chinese tea connoisseur purchases an article

costing variously from §16 to $20 per pound.
If he uses this choicest kind, which is only
grown on the tops of mountains, and of which
only ten or fifteen piculs are produced in the
kingdom, he has a teapot, an inch and a half

high, and about an inch in diameter. A pinch
of tea is put in, about twenty dropa of hot
water turned on, and it is ready to sip. It

would be very intoxicating to drink much
;

even the taste of a sip will remain in the
throat for hours after the tea has evaporated.
The more common way of tea drinking is to
have a teapot six feet high and three feet in

diameter, kept warm, ready for any one to

drink who chooses.

The speaker considered that, as long as the
tea is of good quality, it matters little how it

is prepared. The best way is to warm the
pot with boiling water, then put in the tea
and pour the water upon it. It should never
be boiled.

The seeds of the plant are about the size of
a small cherry; and from those not wanted
for planting, oil is expressed, used for cooking
purposes. The tea in this country is gener-
ally much injured by long conveyance by sea,

and has a moldy taste to one who has drunk
it in its freshness. The individual consump-
tion of tea is much greater in China than
here.

—

Scientific American.

For " The Friend,

Diary of Samuel Scott.

(Continued from page 323.)

"Twelfth month 10th.—By reason of
letter concerning the dangerous illness of my
brother John Scott, and his continued solici

tude to see me, in great distress and anxiety
of spirit, excited by various considerations, I

went from Hartford, and the same evening I

visited him at his house at Eatcliff. To my
great satisfaction I beheld in him the pride
and glory of all flesh abased ; and the Saviour,
who was clothed in the seamless robe, ' whose
hands and feet were pierced,' and whose head
was crowned with thorns, exalted as the only
rock in the valley of death. How wonderful
are the works of Jehovah ;

' who maketh the
city an heap, the defenced city a ruin,' ' the
palace of strangers to be no city;' and who
causeth 'the branch of the terrible to be
brought low.'

31st.—In the week-day meeting, I was ex-
ercised in mental prayer and meditation

; I

hope measurably by the Spirit that quick-
eneth. This being the last day in the year
1783, amidst various interruptions I have re-
viewed the works ofJehovah, and his wonders
in the deep: towards the close, a very affecting
scene was attendant in the visiting my brother
J. S., on his death bed. ' Gather up the frag-
ments that remain, that nothing be lost,' was
the command of our great Master; consistent
with which, I esteem it my duty to preserve
and make known to some, the dying expres-
sions of the deceased ; as a testimony to the
cause of Christianity, and the power of Christ;

being fully persuaded that 'there is no name
given under heaven, or amongst men, where
by we must be saved,' but the name of Jesuf

Christ: both as he was in the fulness of time

manifested in the flesh, and as he is declared

in power to be the Son of God, according to

the spirit of holiness, by the resurrection fro

the dead; and Christ within, 'the hope of

glory,' ' the Lord our righteousness.' In th

evening, during a sitting in silence in

Friend's house, I was favored with a sense of

that mercy which I so much need, and so little

deserve."

An interesting memoir of the last illness of

his brother then follows, who, he writes, de
parted this life on the 12th day of the Twelfth
month, 1783, in remarkable quietness, with-

out sigh or groan, and was buried in Friends^

burying-ground in Ratcliff', on the ISth, being
nearly fifty-four years of age.*

" First month Ist, 1784.—This day, amidst
bodily pains and various interruptions, hath
been passed under some sense of the Divine
presence, ' in the house of my pilgrimage,'

may the same be increased from day to diay,

until 'mortality isswallowedupoflife.' 'Walk
before me, and be thou perfect,' was the com-
mand of God to Abraham, who was no legalist,

but saw the day of Christ, and was glad.

8th.—In the evening, walking in the fields

near Dunkirks, these words, although I be-

lieve not precisely contained in Scripture, were
sed on my mind, with some savor and

application, viz: the Lamb shall be their

leader.

9th.—The Lamb shall be their leader. May
the Lamb, who hath been slain from the foun-
dation of fallen nature in man, overcome

;

' angels, authorities and powers, being made
subject to him.'

30th.—For some time past I have been em-
ployed in a work which has long been before
me, viz : the revising, correcting, and abridg-
ing my diary, which was begun in the year
1780. Wonderful have been the Lord's deal-

ings with me, and his mercies, which can
never be recounted. May the recording of
them prove a way-mark to the weary
Second month 12tb.—As I was getting into

a chaise, I broke my shin ; by which means I

was almost wholly confined within doors,
until the 9th of the Third month. At ti

I was thankful to ' the Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ, of whom the whole family in

heaven and earth is named,' that no more
severe an infliction had befallen me.

l^ourth month 5th.—In the Monthly Meet-
ing, the iniquities of my holy things were set
in order before me

;
particularly in concerns

in the ministry and discipline. My most early
appearances in the former were at a time,
hen pursuits of a different kind much en-

grossed my attention : in respect to the latter,

there long existed a zeal, which was incom-
patible with true knowledge, and that fear of
the Lord which ' is the beginning of wisdom ;'

instead of judgment there was frequently a
cry, somewhat similar to what was formerly
uttered, 'Come with me, and see my zeal for
the Lord.' I much sought after the praise
and approbation of faithful men, and I had
my reward. But the Lord seeth not as man
seeth and 'bringeth every work into judg-
ment, with every secret thing.' 'For judg-
ment I am come into this world,' said the
faithful and true Witness ; and the spirit re-

' See vol. 9 of Friends' Library, p. 388-9.

proveth 'of sin, of righteousness and of ji

ment.' May all who are at ease in Zion,

before him, who is 'judge of quick and de

that in the valley of Achor may be open'

door of hope.

Fifth month 2l8t.—This evening depa
this life Ann Orger, with whom I had I

intimately acquainted forty- four years. M
of my friends are already numbered with
dead; and the angel of death seems tc

hovering over the habitations of those '

are yet living. 'It is appointed unto i

once to die ;' and O! the tremendous impori

consequence ;
' but after this, the judgme

from which neither men nor angels can

liver, but only the Prince of Life : with wl
is the water and the blood, the light and
atonement.

22nd.—By continued indisposition I am
day prevented from going to Hitehin, in oi

to attend the funeral of our worthy fri«

Isaac Sharpless, on the morrow.
23rd.—Although pained in body and lo^

mind, I found an inclination to sit with
friends in the forenoon meeting at Hartfo

the gracious declaration of the Lord J(

being renewed in my remembrance, wit

degree of light and power, viz :
' Where '

or three are gathered together in my na

there am I in the midst of them ;' some wc
were uttered, relative to his Almighty pov
omnipresence, and priesthood. The meet
was smaller than usual ; many Friends be

gone from home to attend the funeral of

worthy friend and minister of Christ, Is

Sharpless; who was a prince in Israel,

king to lord it over God's heritage
;
but

ensample to the flock. Let the young s

nexperienced amongst us, beware of that

righteous leaven ; nor therein follow the fc

steps even of those who are, in many respei

worthy of double honor ;' and whom tl

may esteem better than themselves. Je

Christ only is the perfect, unvarying examj
and high priest of his people ; who himi

was 'meek and lowly in heart;' and souj

not his own honor, but the honor of Him w
sent him ; and of whom our friend was a fai

ful follower, according to 'the measure of 1

stature of the fulness of Christ.'

Seventh month 21st.—A mistaken zeal a

supposed moderation, falsely called chari

although opposite in their appearances, f

quently proceed from the same cause ; ev

in vessels measurably sanctified, viz : the wa
of 'being buried with Christ by baptism in

death ;' that not only the earth in them mig
be shaken, but the heavens also: instead

which there hath been frequently, fruitli

and unsanctified efforts to engraft the remai
of the first Adam into the plant which is

mmortal nature: 'this divides in Jac
and scatters in Israel.'

23rd.—In the course of the present wee
I received a recent proof of a few words beii

sufficient for the ministry, and as apples

gold set in pictures of silver : for at a sittii

T. B.'s, our beloved friend George Dillw;

expressing only the following sentence, vi

in my Father's house are many mansioni
'I go to prepare a place for you;' there a

peared more of a ministry in them to mysi
at least, than sometimes in a multitude
words.
Eighth month 1st, First-day.—Samuel ISTc

gham having had lively and acceptah
service in the forenoon meeting at Horsle
down, I was enabled, in a subsequent space
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jilemn silence, internally to plead for mercy,

lilh the Fountain of mercy ; to whom mere}',

(ilimited mercy, sovereign morcy helongs.

Kime men are of a merciful forgiving disposi-

)D, and blessed are they : but as a mole hill

a mountain, as a drop to the ocean ; so are

, e mercies of men in comparison of his ' who
1 yelt in the bush, when the bush burned, and
18 not consumed.'

"

CTo be continnsd.)

MY WINDOW IVY.
Over my window the Ivy climbs,

Its roots are in homely jars
;

But all the day it looks at the sun,

And at night looks out at the stars.

The dust of the room may dim its green.

But I call to the breezy air,

"Come in, come in, good friend of mine

!

And make my window fair."

So the Ivy thrives from day to day,

Its leaves all turned to the light;

And it gladdens my soul with its tender green, .

And teaches me, day and night.

What though my lot is in lowly place.

And my spirit behind the bars :

All the day I may look at the sun.

And at night look out at the stars !

What though the dust of earth would dim
;

There's a glorious outer air

That will sweep through my soul, if I let it in.

And make it fresh and fair.

Dear God ! let me grow from day to day,

Clinging and sunny and bright

!

Though planted in shade, thy window is near,

And my leaves may turn to the light.

Selected.

DO AS NEAR EIGHT AS YOU CAN.
The world stretches widely before you,

A field for your muscle and brain
;

And though clouds may often float o'er you,

And often. come tempests and rain.

Be fearless of storms which o'ertake you

—

Push forward through all like a man

—

Good fortune will never forsake you.

If you do as near right as you can.

Kemember, the will to do rightly.

If used, will the evil confound
;

Live daily by conscience, that nightly

Your sleep may be peaceful and sound.

In contests of right never waver

—

Let honesty shape every plan.

And life will of Paradise savor,

If you do as near right as you can.

I

Though foes darkest scandal may speed
' And strive with their shrewdest of tact

!
To injure your fame, never heed,

But justly and honestly act

:

And ask of the Ruler of Heaven
To save your fair name as a man,

And all that you ask will be given.

If you do as near right as you can.

For "The Friend."

Origin of Man.

(Continued from page 270.)

I The Dutch anatomist Camper, after having
ompared Greek and Roman statues, or medals

'f either nationality, assumed that the cause

if the intellectual superiority which distin-

;ui8hed Greek from Roman physiognomies,

v&a to be found in the fact that, with the

ireeks, the facial angle is larger than in

ioman heads. Starting with this observa-

ion, Camper pursued his enquiries, until it

•ceurred to him to advance the theory that

he increase of the facial angle may be taken

n the human race as a sign of superior intel-

igence.

This observation was correct, insomuch as

t separated men from apes, and carrion birds

from other birds. But its application to dif-

ferent varieties of men, as a measure of their

various degrees of intelligence, was a preten-

sion doomed to be sacriticed to future investi-

gations. Dr. Jacquart, assistant naturalist in

the Museum of Natural History in Paris, call-

ing to his aid an instrument he invented, by
which the facial angle is rapidly measured,
has, in our day, made numerous studies of the

facial angle of human beings. M. Jacquart
found that this angle cannot be taken as a

measure of intelligence, for he observed it to

be a right angle in individuals, who, with re-

spect to intelligence, were in no way superior

to others whose facial angle was much smaller.

M. Jacquart went so far as to show that, in

the population of Paris alone, the facial angle

varies between much wider proportions than
those imposed by Camper as characteristic

limits of human varieties.

The measure of the facial angle, therefore,

is far from bearing the importance which has

long been ascribed to it; but this does not

go to prevent its application, with advantage,

in ordinary cases, where races of men are re-

quired to be distinguished from one another.

Erect carriage is another of the character-

istics which distinguish the human species

from all other animals, including the ape, by
whom this position is but rarely assumed, and
then accidentally and unnaturally. Every
thing in the human skeleton is calculated to

ensure a vertical posture. In the first place,

the head articulates with the vertebral column
at a point so situated that, when this verte-

bral column is erect, the head, by means of

its own weight, remains supported in equili-

brium. Besides this the shape of the head,

the direction of the face, the position of the

eyes, and the form of the nostrils, all require

that man should walk erect on two feet.

If our body were intended to assume a hori-

zontal position, every thing connected with it

would be out of place : the crown of the head

would be the most advanced part, and this

would operate most detrimentally to the exer-

cise of sight; the eyes would be directed

toward the earth : the nostrils would open

backward ; the forehead and the face would
be beneath the head. Moreover, the whole
muscular system, and all the tendons are, in

man, auxiliary to erect posture, without men-
tioning the curves which occur in the verte-

bral column, and the exceptional formation of

the limbs, &c. J. J. Rousseau was, therefore,

very far from right, when he contended that

man was born to go on all fours.

The height of men, as well as the color of

their skin, are characteristics which must not

be overlooked, since they are of importance

as distinctive attributes of different races.

And first, with regard to height, the differ-

ences which this incident may present in the

human species have been greatly exaggerated.

Much allowance must be made in admitting

what has been written with respect to dwarfs,

and what has been alleged concerning giants.

The Greeks believed in the existence of a

people they called Pygmies, but whose place

of abode they always omitted to point out.

These were very small people, who were en-

tirely hidden from view when they entered a

field of standing wheat, and who passed much
of their time in resisting the attacks of cranes.

The same fable revived in more modern
times, with reference to a people supposed to

live in the island of Madagascar, who were
styled Kymes, is equally fabulous.

Antiquity tells us of giants, but without
forming them into a separate race. It is

rather in modern times that the existence of
races of human giants has been put forward.
In the sixteenth century, when Magellan had
doubled Capo Hor.i and discovered the Pacific

Ocean, a companion of this lavigator Piga-
fetta, gave an altogether extraordinary de-

scription of the Patagonians, or inhabitants
of the Terra del Fuego. Ho made giants of
them. One of his successors, Teaya, adding
yet more to the height of the Patagonians,
assigned to these men a stature of from four
to three metres.

Modern travellers have reduced to accurate
proportions the exagfirerated statements of
ancient navigators. The French naturalist

Alcide d'Orbigny, actually measured a large

number of the Patagonians, and found that
their height, on an average, was about lm.73.
This, then, is about the limit of the height
which is reached by the human species.

With reference to the extreme sraallness, we
are able to arrive at this by referring to the
Bushmen who inhabit Southern Africa. An
English traveller, Barrow, measured all the
members of a tribe of Bushmen, and found
their average height was lm.31.

The human species, therefore, varies in

height to the extent of about Om.42. that is

to sav, the difference between the height of
the Patagonians and that of the Bushmen.
It is well to make this observation whilst we
are upon this subject, since the supporters of

the theory of a plurality of human races have
invoked these differences in height in support
of the multiplicity of the races of humanity.
It is clear that, among animals, races vary in

height to a much greater extent than they
do with man ; there is, by comparison, a much
greater difference in size between a mastiff

and a dog of the Pyrenees, than there is be-

tween a Bushman and a Patagonian.

For "The Friend."

John Healil.

CContinued from page .339.)

His parents were not members of the re-

ligious Society of Friends, but inclined that

way, and brought him up in accordance with

their principles. When he was about eight

years of age, the family removed to Fayette

Co., Pa., which was then a wilderness, and
but few Friends lived nearer than Hopewell,

in Frederick Co., Virginia. Some families

having settled in Washington Co., Pa., his

father removed in a few years to that neigh-

borhood. Here an indulged meetinij was
granted by Hopewell Monthly Meeting, of

which they all became members. Aboui the

21st j-ear of his age, he was married to a

young woman of Westland, where a Monthly
Meeting had recently been established. They
were the first couple who were married ac-

cording to our rules, west of the Allegheny

Mountains.
He was of an orderly life and conversation

;

and being willing to live a self-denying life,

so that he might finish his course with joy,

he was a good example to others of riper age

than himself He was frequently concei?ned

to speak in a religious manner to individuals

in private, as also in meetings for discipline
;

and his mind becoming impressed with the

belief, that if he were faithful he must appear

I in a more public manner, he yielded to this

'conviction, and spoke in the line of the
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ministry to the satisfaction of his friends,

about the 27th year of his age. Being careful
not to go before his guide, his words were
few, and his appearances noi very frequent
for several years. As he increased in his gift

and in experience, he was acknowledged
a minister by Middleton Monthly Meeting,
Ohio, whpre he had previously removed about
the year 1803.

Soon after this he seems to have been
pressed with the belief, that the strength of
his days must be devoted to the service of
his Heavenly Father—for under date of 4th
mo. 26th, 1804, he has left this memorandum.
" As I walked out in or near my own fields,

soon after my return from a visit to some
Friends' families down Little Beaver, near
Georgetown, and at the falls of Big Beaver,
it clearly opened in my mind, and remained
an intelligent sensation; ' thou hast not much
more to do with the world;' on considering
thereof, I thought I might transact some
business, and have some things done so as to
leave my wife and children in as comfortable
a way as I could ; however, I believe from
my bodily infirmities that 1 shall not perform
luch more bodily labor." He aot ap-
pear to have received the impression, that he
was soon to be removed from this state of
existence, but accepted this visitation as a
caution to be diligent in the performance of
his religious duties while time and ability
were afforded. In accordance with this his
journal shows that much of his time was so
spent during the next 25 years, and though
his life was prolonged for several years after
that period, yet it was attended with en-
feebled health.

In the latter part of the year 1809, he
obtained permission from his Monthly and
Quarterly Meetings to visib- meetings in parts
of Pennsylvania, and adjacent States. In the
record he has left of this journey, it is instruc-
tive to notice the care which he exercised, and
his practice of reviewing his public services.
We often meet with such passages as these:
"on examination I found no omission or error
knowingly made," "I passed the meeting in
silence, and remained easy with it," "I feel
easy with my past labors," &c.

His memoranda of this journey commence
thus: "On the 5th of 12ih mo. 1809, after
taking a solemn leave of my family, I left my
outward habitation, and travelled to Beaver
Falls, 22 miles, having my beloved brother
"William Heald for companion." After a
tedious journey over muddy roads, they ar-
rived on the lOth at a settlement of Friends,
at Dunning's creek, on First day morning,
in season to attend their meeting for worship.
In the afternoon he laid before his companion,
and such Friends as were present, a concern
to appoint a meeting for such as were in-

clined towards Friends, and such as had lost
their right by disownment. They united
with his prospect, and the meeting was
thought to be a profitable one. He remained
to the Monthly Meeting on the following day,
in which he labored for the youth who were
present, and left the meeting with satisfaction,
"because," he adds, "I felt clear and easy to
leave them."
F>om this place he continued his journey

eastward, through southern Pennsylvania,
visiting meetings at Monallen, Huntingdon,
Little York, Columbia, &c., many of which
have, since that time, been greatly reduced
or so enfeebled, that they could no longer be

properly supported. The principal cause of
this, was the unhappy division in the Society
of Friends caused by the attempt to introduce
unitarian sentiments about fifty years ago
He visited the meetings generally in the south-
eastern part of Pennsylvania, and his journal
contains brief notices of them, and of some
of the Friends with whom he met. At New
Garden, he mentions being at the house of
that valuable minister, Jacob Lindley. " Th
meeting," he says, " was deeply exercising
and trying. Several bore testimony; one
man besides myself, and three women. It
was a solid meeting, and though I endeavored
to labor faithfully, yet was not relieved, but
on examination found no omission or error
knowingly made." At Okesson, " I was more
tried than in any meeting since I left home,
I passed it in silence, and remained easy with
it." At Centre, "I felt a very agreeable
exercise, which I sat under, until it appeared
a suitable time, when I stood up and ex
pressed as way opened ; but after a while, I
came to a stop and sat down." 1st mo. 5th,
1810. "I went to East Cain. It was a large
meeting. In the fore part, I felt exceedingly
weak, even like water; and I remembered
that that weak element was, by a miraculous
event, changed into wine. After sometime I

stood up and opened the subject, and was
strengthened beyond my expectation. After
I sat down, Jesse Kersey exercised his gift,

and a pleasing solemnity attended the con-
clusion thereof." At Marlborough, 1st
7th, he remarks : "Here I labored in a larger
way than I ever did, that I remember. I

wish I may be preserved in my place
; and I

feel that which inclines me to believe I am in

my place, and oh I that I may not exceed my
proper bounds, but labor as I may be en-
abled." 8th. "Attended Kennet Meeting,
which was large, and deeply exercising and
trying. I found no way to clear myself but
by plain, close dealing; and I thought I was
favored, and the fear of man taken away; and
I labored honestly and largely, and felt clear,
and no uneasiness in myself, either in doing
too much or too little." 11th. Okesson "was
a good little meeting. Those who attended
were encouraged. Tliese are they who keep
Society together, for where meetings are ne-
glected, Society comes to nothing, or nearly
so." On the 13th, he wrote a letter of caution
to one, respecting whom fears had arisen, lest
the extension of his business cares, and the
pursuit of useful discoveries, should insensibly
draw his mind away from its true centre—

a

state of watchfulness to know the Divine
Will, and submission of heart to be guided by
it—where only is the place of safety.

14th. Attended Birmingham meeting which
was large and solid. Went to Westtown
school where we arrived just after the
scholars were collected at 3 o'clock, to sit
in stillness, to hear some chapters read. After
we were seated a short time, three boys one
after another in order, then three girls, read
very handsomely. After this I communicated
a few sentences to them, there being about
100 boys and as many girls. They sat in
decent order in one room, together with their
superintendents.

After a meeting at ]S'"ewton on the 17th, to
which he had been conducted by Jeffrey Sraed-
ley, of whom he speaks as being peculiarly

had meetings more than usually favored, a

between meetings I feel easy. It is not
hard as I expected; how soon it may be oth
wise, I know not, but I have great cause
be thankful for the favors bestowed on i

of which I am not worthy. Oh, I cannot
thankful enough for the preservations a

favors I cannot name! May humility be ;

continual attendant."
I have mentioned Eichard Barnard, a

one or two things respecting him, I thi
worthy to be inserted here. The first

there was an uneasiness between him an'
Friend who lived near. Some endeavors 1

been used to remove it, but without effe

He related that one night, as ho lay in bed
came into his mind, that he must go and ti

water, and wash his friend's feet. In i

morning he took two jugs of clear water,
]

them into his saddle bags, took them on
shoulder, and walked to the house. He tc

the Friend aside, and informed him for wl
became. The Friend replied, he should :

wash his feet. Eichard replied he came
that purpose, and the tears ran down
cheeks. Having done all he could, he
turned home with peace, and the nneasin
died away as though it had never be
This he did much in the cross. Bef
Friends took up the concern of spirit!

liquors, he was in the practice of maki
cider in the fall, and taking it to the (

tillery to make brandy for harvest; but af
making cider, he felt uneasy about taking
to the distillery. His wife asked him to
it, he told her he could not do it, although
did not know how he should get his harv
work done. When harvest came, he ofFei

sixpence more a day for hands who woi
work without spirits, and to his satisfacti
got his harvest in better than he had done
years before; and he continued the same pr
tice ever after."

(To be continued.)

For "The Frienc

Notes on Microscopy,

From time to time have appeared in "T
Friend" allusions to the microscope, the b
tory of its origin and some of the wondi
revealed by it. The writer proposes to gi-

in a familiar way, some remarks that mi
enable the younger readers of this papen
understand the form and working" of t

better class of instruments known by tl
name, and to add some results of his or
observation. The knowledge and pleasure'
be gained by a frequent use of the microsco,
are so great, that he feels sorry they a
shared in by so few

; and he is confident, th|

if some whose circumstances allow tht!

time for research were to become possessc
of instruments of good quality they woi
find recreation and instruction so united
their use, that their lonely hours would
more productive of enjoyment, and their co
munion with their friends made purer a
more pleasing. Among my personal in
mates I know very few, except physicians
teachers, who own, or frequently use an
strument of the kind

; and I cannot now
call to mind a single female friend who resoi
to it habitually or occasionally, for an intell<

tual treat, rich as it is in suggestions to t

understanding, and the heart. As these
active and helpful to those travelling in the marks are addressed to those who haven
work of the mmistry, he makes the following, heretofore made optical subjects their spec!

For a considerable time, we have I study, a little reference to the principl
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Isrolved in the construction of the instrument
jnnot be avoided, and it shall be as brief as

i(j-uiim8tancc8 will allow.

jWe are all aware that a very wide pros-

Jet
can be seen with the eyes in one position,

fact a person standing facing the north,

4th6iit moving his eyes, can have some
jirception of the objects from the extreme
est to the extreme west, and, over nearly

^ wide a range from above to below. In the

6 then, on a space less than a square inch

area, must be a picture of every thing that

be seen at one lime. The greater part of

s view, however, is indistinct; and if we de-

e to know accurately the appearance of

[y
particular object, we turn our eyes d

tly towards it. The fact is, that a very

all part, only, of the eye, is capable of giv

18 accurate perceptions. This place called

yellow spot, about one eighth of an inch

diameter, is at the back of the eye, on the

ina, immediately opposite to the pupil

(How large must any object be, to make
'mage on this little spot as will give

e to the sense of sight ? That depends on

ree things—its brightness, its distance, and
formation of the particular eye we have

der consideration. As respects brightness,

young readers can experiment by placing

all fragments of different objects on various

faces and retiring from them until they

appear. It will probably be found that a

figment of bright metal or glass, can be seen

i the greatest distance, a white spot on a

Irk surface next, and lastly a dark spot on
(rhite ground. One reason for this difference

^1! be found in the comparatively greater

iliount of light reflected by one object than

li another, and another reason in the condi-

gn of the pupil of the eye caused by the

dole amount of light which the eye receives,

ke pupil, you know, is the window of the

(nd; always partially open, but surrounded

( a curtain variously colored in different in-

Induals, called the iris. When the light re-

lated by this curtain is blue, the person is

id to be blue eyed—and so in other cases,

bwn eyed, black eyed, &e. The pupil of

le eye is constantly changing its size by the

tpansions and contractions of this curtain,

^lich take place insensibly to ourselves, but

d greatly to our comfort and clearness of

lion. If we look up at the sky, toward a

lite wall strongly illuminated by the sun, or

ward any other very bright object, rather a

finful impression is received by the retina;

itormation of the trouble is conveyed to the

ain which responds by sending a despatch
'ing those nerve fibres which extend to the

B, that it shall draw together its protecting

ds and shut out, by diminishing the aper-

re, the injurious intensity of light. If, on
© contrary, we are so situated that too small

amount of light for distinct vision is re-

ived, another set of nerves is excited, the

ges of the iris are rolled away, and the pupil

80 enlarged that a feeble illumination will

sufficient to impress the retina. Keeping
ese thing8 in remembrance, it will easily be

derslood why a dark spot on a light back
ound is less easily seen than a light spot on
lark back ground. The glare of light from
e back ground, in the former case, causes

ch a contraction of the aperture of the

pil that the feeble rays from the small dark
ject fail to excite the sense of vision. In

6 latter case there is no glare, and the pupil

of rays from the white object to make a well
defined picture on the retina.

Every thing diminishes in apparent size by
distance. From the topofamountain the hilly

land below flattens into a plain, and the fields

look like the squares of a checker board;
large buildings disappear, and a penny held
up a few inches from the eye will bide a

hundred square miles of country near the dis

tant horizon. All objects capable of being
seen, send out rays of light in every direction

When the eye is near, more rays are received
by the pupil and the image is brighter and
more distinct, but if the eye is too dose, the rays
it receives are too divergent; the crystalline

lens within the eye cannot bring them to a
focus, and no definite image is produced. If,

now, we place between the eye and the ob-

ject a lens of glass of suitable curvature,
additional convergent power is gained; the
object is seen clearly, larger than the reality,

and the effect produced is, that of the micro-

scope in its simplest form. The assistance

produced is obvious enough, and every body
who wears ordinary convex spectacles is ex-

perimental witness of the advantage gained
;

but how many persons, of the vast number
that depend on those useful instruments, and
how many youths, that have exchanged school

days for a business life, in these days of scien-

tific culture, thoroughly understand the man-
ner in which this beneficent effect is produced ?

In the hope that some, who have not suit-

ble works of reference at hand, may be will-

ig to read more on this subject, the writer
will state, what he deems necessary, to make
this matter clear. The old idea that light is

substance, thrown off from luminous bodies

is now generally abandoned, and the theory
adopted, that every where through space is

diffused an aeriform fluid, as much finer and
more subtle than air, as air is, than molten
ron; that it nestles among the particles of

air and those of iron with equal ease; that it

wonderfully elastic, and that every lumin-
ous body sets it into vibration, thus convey-

; to the sensitive nerves of our organs of

lion the phenomena of sight.

We all know that hearing is produced by
waves of air proceeding from sounding bodies

to our ears; and it is generally understood,
that these waves move in the direction of the

line between the sounding body and the hearer;

that loudness of sound depends on the length

of these waves, and its pitch or acuteness on
the speed of the vibrations. On the contrary
the vibrations of the luminiferous ether, as it

is called, are in a direction transverse to the

line between the light and the eye, and| in every
possible direction at right angles to it.

(To be coutiDued.)

Selectc-d.

1832. Eighth month 2Sth.—" We arrived

at Wittenberg soon after four in the morning
;

Stephen [Grellet] and I walked a little dis-

tance to the old monastery where Luther,
who was born in this place, lived. In the
Marcktplatz is a fine statue of that great re-

former, it is under a canopy, and he is re-

presented with a book in his hand. We
crossed the Elbe over a very long bridge, and
reached Halle at noon ; there is an appearance
of great antiquity in this place, which is

famous for its university and orphan house.

[

many languages, and is much esteemed. He
received uscordially and with great simplicity,
and gave us interesting information respect-
ing the state of religion here. It appears
that the spirit of infidelity lamentably pre-
vails. Tholuck said that at one time he had
himself imbibed those principles, but he was
convinced of the truths of Christianity, by
residing for some time in the house of an ex-
cellent man, who, though he used no argu-
ments with him, yet by his life and conversa-
tion, was the means, under the divine bless-
ing, of effecting his conversion. lie told us
of a friend of his, of the name of Hoffman, who
was a student some j'ears ago at the Mis-
sionary College at Berlin, where, hearing the
teachers and students speak against Friends
he read Barclay's Apology, which he found
in the library, and became thoroughly con-
vinced of the truth of our principles. He
could not feel satisfied to remain at the
college, although urged to stay, but went to
America, where he supported himself by mak-
ing shoes. Some Friends told him that he
ought to have remained in his own country,
and borne his testimony there, where it was
more wanted, and at length he actually re-

turned to Berlin, worked at his trade, led a
most exemplary life for two or three years,
when he was taken ill and died. Tholuck
was with him at his close, which he said was
triumphant; this also made a great impression
Dn his mind."

—

Life and correspondence of
William Allen.

THE FRIEND.
SIXTH MONTH 21, 1873.

We went in search of Professor Tholuck
whose name was given to us by Eisner. He

coming larger admits a sufficient number is a very learned man, understands a great

|

Citizens, and probably most of those resid-

g in the country, are beginning to feel the
relaxing effect of heat, and those pent up in

the city, the augmented debilitation produced
by a close and impure atmosphere, arising

from narrow and illy ventilated streets and
courts, and the accumulation of matter of vari-

ous kinds, which imparts disagreeable odors,

and noxious exhalations.

Cowper says, •' God made the country, and
man made the town," and there is a natural

desire to escape from the anoyances of the
latter and go where quiet and pure air may
be enjoyed in the midst of the beauties of na-

ture. It is probably by the perception of strong
contrast, that the citizen, more than the coun-
tryman, is conscious of a peculiar feeling of de-
" ght accompanying his escape into the coun-
try from the dust, the noise, the turmoil
prevailing in the busy marts of trade and
commerce centering in a city. Not only do
the scenes of nature speak to the outward
senses, but the whole combination of sights

and sounds appeal to the finer feelings of the

eart, and, in one accustomed to the eleva-

ing teaching of Christianity, are called forth

thoughts rising to a higher source than what
belongs to man himself It requires but little

of the plastic power of imagination to remove,
n idea, the marring effects of the fall, under
which the whole creation groans, and to in-

fuse uncontaminatod life and action amid the
abodes of innocence and peace. But alas!

experience does not long allow the fanciful

transformation to continue. In the fairest

scenes are found the same variety of fallen,

human character and feeling, the same pro-
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pensities and passions, the ceaseless warfare

between good and evil, and the same succes-

sive conquests of life and death.

Yet a residence in the country during the

summer months ought to be refreshing and
invigorating to those who have toiled long,

physically or mentally, in the artificial excite-

ment of city life. There is good to be found in

the mere change, in the comparative freedom
from convent onal restraint; and if the mind
is alert to observe and make use of the abiin-

dent sources of enjoyment, and the heart sen-

sitive to the higher emotions that may be

connected with them, much healthful and im-

proving gratification may bo obtained, and
none need fail to realize that in this, as in

higher means of good, he that seeks shall find.

To our readers who seek the country either

for recreation or health, we may venture to

to say, that with the labors and restraints of

the city, we are often tempted to throw off

the thoughts, and it may bo the watchfulness
and habits, that pertain to the maintenance
of religious life. With other relaxation we
are apt, perhaps almost unconsciously, to in-

dulge in relaxation of religious duties, and

—

especially in places of public and fashionable

resort—to be so influenced by the contami-
nated social atmosphere, as to partake of or

show countenance to amusements and prac-

tices which are inconsistent with the self-

denying life of a true disciple of Christ. We
would therefore, in all kindness, extend a

caution to all our members, whether in town
or country, as to the course of conduct they
may pursue, and the example they set; that
so while in pursuit of that which may restore

freshness and elasticity of feeling, the heart
may be kept conversant with that which it

inward and spiritual, and the blessing of pre
eervation be drawn down from Him who ii

the fountain of all our sure mercies.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—During the session of the Spanish Cortes

the 14th inst., it was announced from the Ministerial

benches that the separation of Church and State is part
of the programme of the government.
The Cortes will elect a special commission to draw

up a Federal Constitution. The commission is to con-
sist of 25 members, of whom 12 will be Deputies of the
present Cortes, and 13 Representatives of the proposed
Federal States. It is expected the Republic will con
slst of the following States: Catalonia, Arragon, Biscay
and Navarre, Murcia and Valencia, New Castile, Old
Castile, Galicia, Andalusia, Estramadura, Cuba, Porto
Rico, the Balearic Islands, the Canaries and the PhilU
pines, in all fourteen States.

The Minister of Finance has submitted a proposition
to the Cortes for the negotiation of a loan of three hun
dred million reals and the imposition of new taxes.

A Bayonne dispatch of the 15th says, it is reported
that General Nouvillas has defeated the Carlists near
Vittoria, in an engagement in which three hundred
Carlists were killed and wounded, and seven hundred
captured.

The column of troops which mutinied against the
authority of General Velarde has been reorganized
under a new commander.
A Paris dispatch .says: " An alliance has been effected

between the supporters of ex-President Thiers and the
Radicals in the Assembly. Thiers is said to have had
frequent conferences with Gambetta since his retire-
ment from the Presidency."
The French government has decided to immediately

transport Henri Kochefort to New Caledonia.
Gambetta created a great sensation in the Assembly

by reading a Ministerial circular, sent the 4th. inst. to
the prefects of departments, inquiring minutely into
the position of the provincial press, and suggesting,
confidentially, the employment of subsidies and such
other means of influence as can be secretly brought to
bear for its control. The Minister of the Interior ad-
mitted the authenticity of the circular, and accepted the

onsibility for issuing the same. After a scene of

confusion and excitement a motion supporting the gov-

nment was carried by a vote of 389 to 315.

General I'Admirault has applied to the Assembly for

authority to prosecute the Communist Ranee, who is

a member of that body. '

is announced that the Minister of Finance will

prosecute Gustav Courbet for the recovery of the sum
expended by the government in the reconstruction of

the Vendome Column. Courbet was the chief instru-

ment of the Commune for carrying out its decree order-

ing the demolition of the column.
I

A Berlin dispatch says that the Emperor William
continues in a very weak condition, and that he re-

quires absolute quiet in order to effect a restoration of
' '5 health.

j

It is probable that the German Parliament will adopt
resolution extending the provi.sions of the German

con.stitution to Alsace and Lorraine. Should this mea-

'

be carried out, Alsace and Lorraine will be entitled

to elect 15 members of Parliament.
[

A Vienna dispatch of the 14th says, the number of i

sitors to the exhibition is far less than was anticipated.

The trades people and inhabitants generally are greatly

discouraged at the absence of strangers, and the prices '

of living, which have hitherto deterred persons from
visiting the city, have been reduced.

St. Petersburg dispatches say that the expedition
against Khiva was making progress. At two places

the Khivans attempted resistance, but were soon put to

flight.

It is stated that the Pope has completely recovered
from his late indispo.sition.

The Sultan of Zanzibar has at last signed the treaty

with Great Britain for the suppression of the slave-

trade, which was negotiated by Sir Bartle Frere.
Resolutions confirming the terms of the amalgama-

tion of the Anglo-American, French, and New York,
Newfoundland and London Cable Companies, have
been unanimously passed by the shareholders of the
French and Anglo-American Companies.
There is a serious dispute in the building trade in

London. The journeymen ask an advance of wages
which the master builders refuse to give.

The steamship Great Eastern has commenced laying
a new Atlantic cable from Valentia Bay, Ireland, to

Sydney, Cape Breton. On the 16th inst. 176 miles had
been laid.

The Shah of Persia was at Brussels the 16th inst.,

and was expected at London the 18th. Preparations
had been made for his reception and entertainment by
the Court. He will visit Liverpool and Manchester.
London, 6th mo. 16th.—Consols 92|. U. S. sixes,

1865, 92J; new five per cents, 89|.
Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, Sid. a 9d. California

white wheat, lis. lOd. per 100 lbs.

A Havana dispatch of the 13th .says, that a detach-
ment of ninety soldiers had been surprised by the in-

surgents and forty of the soldiers were killed, including
the commanding officer.

The bill for the suppression of religious corporations
having passed the Italian Chamber of Deputies is now
before the Senate.

United States.— Miscellaneous.—The number of
interments in Philadelphia last week was 242, includ-
ing 85 children under two years.

The number of deaths in New York last week was
455. Nine thousand immigrants arrived at New York
last week from Europe, and two thousand Chinese were
landed at San Francisco.
The steamer Juniata has been ordered to Disco and

Upper Navick, to look out for the mis.sing vessel Polaris.

Another ves.sel will be dispatched about the 10th of
next month, to assist in the search, should the safety of
the Polaris not be reported before that time.
The mining industry of Nevada was more productive

in 1872 than in any former vear, the value of the bul-
lion produced being about $25,500,000. The Comstock
mine alone yielded $12,000,000.
Cholera has made its appearance at Memphis, Ten-

nessee, and a few other places in the West. On the
16th there were 15 deaths of the disea.se at Memphis.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 16th inst. New rorA.—American gold, 115J.
U.S. sixes, 1881, 122; ditto, 1868, 120; new five per
cents, 114. Superfine flour, $5 a $5.40; State extra,
$6.50 a $6.80; finer brands, *7 a $11.50. White Michi-
gan wheat, $1.82 ; red western, $1.63 ; No. 2 Milwaukie
spring, $1.50; No. 2 Chicago, $1.46; No. 3 do., $1.40 a
$1.42 Oats, 38 a 47 cts. Rye, 91 a 92 cts. Western
yellow corn, 65 cts. Philadelphia.—Middlings cotton,
20i a 21 cts. for uplands and New Orleans. Superfine
flour, $4.25 a $4.75 ; extras, $5 a $5.50 ; finer brands, $6
a $11. White wheat $1.75 a $1.80; amber, $1.61 a

$1.65 ; red, fl.60 a $1.62; No. 1 spring, $1.50.

83 a 85 cts. Yellow corn, 56 a 58 cts. Oats, 46

cts. Smoked hams, 14 a 15 cts. Lard, 9 a 9|-

Clover-seed, 8 a 8^^ cts. The cattle market w
Receipts 2800 head. Choice and extra .sold at 7J i

cts. per lb. gross ; fair to good, 6 a 7 cts., and com
4j a 5J cts. Choice sheep sold at 5] a 5J cts. pel

gross, and fair to middling at 4J a 5 cts. Recf
11,000 head. About 5000 hogs sold at $7.25 a $
per 100 lbs. net for corn fed. Chicago.—No. 2 sp'

wheat, $1.17J a $1.19; No. 1 do., $1.25; No. 3, $1

No. 2 mixed corn, 30J a 32 cts. No. 2 oats, 26i
St. Louis.—No. 2 spring wheat, $1.10; No. 3 fall"

$1.40 a $1.43 ; No. 2 do., $1.58 a $1.60. No. 2 mi
corn, 37 a 38 cts. Rye, 55 cts. ^attimore.—Soutl
white corn, 66 a 67 cts.

;
yellow, 63 cts. Oats, 44 ;

cts. Lard, 8| a 9 cts. Cincinnati.—Family flour, $
a $7.25. Wheat, $1.40. Oats, 35 a 45 cts. Lard
a 8J- cts. Louisville.—White wheat, $1.50 a $1
amber, $1.45 a $1.50 ; red, $1.40 a $1.45. Cor
55 cts. Oats, 44 a 46 cts.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
Wanted, a Teacher in the Girls' School on Sevi

street. Application may be made to

Thomas Lippincott, 920 Franklin St.

Geo. J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

Rebecca S. Allen, 335 South Fifth St.

Martha D. Allen, 528 Pine St

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDl
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A Friend and his wife are wanted to take charg
this Institution, and to manage the farm connected i

it. Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co., '.'

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada
Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Che

Co., Pa.

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE'
Near Frankford, [Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelpk

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Woj
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients ma;
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boar
Managers.

Married, on Fifth-day, 5th mo. 1st, at Frie:

Meeting-house, Moorestown, New Jersey, AVill
Matlack, Jr., to Rebecca Haverstick, daughte
George M. and Alice Haverstick.

, on the 11th inst, at Friends' Meeting-ho
Bristol, Pa., Wilmaji Henry Brown, of Phlla
phia, to Elizabeth K., daughter of Samuel Hulm
the former place.

Died, at her residence, Whitemarsh, Montgon
Co., Pa., the 26th of 4th rao. 1873, Mercv Robe
in the 72d year of her age, a beloved member of G
nedd Monthly Meeting.

, at her residence in Philadelphia, 6th mo.
1873, Beulah C. Parker, in the 73d year of her
a beloved member of the Monthly Meeting of Frie
of Philadelphia. She bore a protracted illness of g
bodily sufl'ering, with patience and resignation to

Divine will. At her close she said, " Bless the L
oh my soul, and forget not His many mercies." " Pe
peace !" "My peace I leave with you !" Then gei

her purified spirit was released from its suffering bo
trusting solely in the mercy of her crucified and r

Lord, we doubt not her redeemed spirit is foreve

rest in Heaven.
, on 31st ultimo, at the residence of her son

law, Edmond Darnell, Mount Laurel, N. J., Mary
wife of William Je.ssup, in the sixty-sixth year of
age, a beloved elder and overseer of Evesham MonI
and Particular Meeting. For several years she suffi

greatly from very painful disease, which she was
abled to bear with much christian patience and resi|

tion. Through all she maintained a liveliness of sp
and an earnest travail for the prosperty of Truth,
the spiritual growth of her friends, which have left

consoling belief upon the minds of her survivors, i

through submission to the teachings of our Holy
deemer, her purified spirit has gone to inhabit on
those mansions promised by Him to all those who 1

and serve him.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRiNTEK. "'

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Notes on Microscopy.

(Continued from page 351.)

is a further illustration, we may liken bear-

; to the effect of a ball thrown against the

', and the passage of light, to waves of a

)e attached to the retina at one end, and to

I object seen, at the other. There is no
tion, endwise, of the rope, but it may be
own into vertical, horizontal, and a great

iety of other waves crossing the line of

ectioD of the rope, and thus transmitting
agitations to the point of attachment—in

8 case the retina.

S"ow let us imagine such a set of vibrations

niog through the air and striking obliquely

some more dense transparent substance

h as glass. We have still the lurainiferous

ler present as before, in the glass as in the

,
but its undulation reduced in speed and

plitude by the greater resistance of the

dium, and changed in direction by the first

ve coming in contact with the glass on one

6, while the other side of the wave moves
ely in the less resisting air. The result of

8cbangeis,thatthelightin passing through
glass falls back of the point it would have

iched if no glass had intervened. Now
)poso our piece of glass to be a section of a

be,— one side will be flat and the other
re the curvature or convexity of the ori-

lal globe. Hold the convex surface toward
5 sua and the principal rays which fall upon
will be parallel to each other. The ray
ich falls exactly in the centre of the lens,

our piece of glass should now properly be

ed, is the only one whose course is not

ered; beyond being delayed a little, it is un-

acted and reaches the spot for which it set

t. Not so with its companions. Every ray
ikes an evenly inclined surface, and is

ned out of its original course in such a

nner by the regular convexity of the glass

d its delaying influence, as to turn in and
let the central ray at a point whose distance

ra the lens will depend upon the degree of

rvature of its surface,—in ordinary glass,

Dut where the opposite side of the globe

uld have been had it been left whole. This
int is called the focus, and here is repre-

ted, a picture of the sun, every ray in its

ssage having taken its appropriate place,

and the whole image being clear, brilliant and
well defined. This, then, is the work of a

lens. Its regularity of shape causes all light

which falls upon it, to take such a position on
the other side of it, as to give an exact repre-

sentation of the spot from which it originated;

and by this means we have a whole landscape

depicted on a small scale at the focal distance

behind the lens.

This is the principle of the photographer's
camera, and this, indeed, is also an illustration

of the mechanism of the eye. The greater

the curvature of the lens, that is, the smaller

the globe of which it is a section, the nearer
and smaller the picture ; and while the picture

at the back of the eye is less than an inch

from the lens that forms it, the photographer
has his produced at the distance of many
inches, or many feet, as the case may be.

One more action of the lens remains to be

mentioned. As the parallel rays which pass

through it are converged to a point, so rays
of light diffused from that point pass through
and become parallel ; and as a small picture of

a large object is produced near by\u the former
3, so a large picture of a small object is pro-

duced /ar a wa;/ in the latter. If a single lens

sed for viewing an object, it must be held
at or within Its focal dUtance of that object,

and all things further away are indistinct or

entirely invisible. We some times see a per-

son take up a pocket magnifier intended to

use in examining objects at an inch or two's

distance, and try to see the landscape by hold-

ing it toward a window. He might as well

try to see through the head of a nail, for any
benefit he would derive from it, but, properly

used, he may enlarge the apparent size and
listinctness of any object many fold.

A compound microscope is intended for very
great enlargement of very small objects; and
8 inapplicable to any thing so large as a bee

or a fly, except in examining its various parts

in detail, when minute particulars of its struc-

ture make their appearance in a very interest-

ing manner. Its shape and mode of action

may now be understood. A lens of very short

focus, say from two inches down to one-tenth

of an inch or even less, is placed at one end of

a tube capable of being adjusted with great
accuracy, to the objects to be viewed ; that

object is strongly illuminated, (if transparent,

by light from below, and if opaque, by light

from above), and an enlarged image produced
at the other end of the tube—say 8 or 10

inches away. There it is viewed by means
of another lens, which still increases the ap-

parent size of the object. Let us suppose that

the lens placed near the object, and hence
called the object glass or objective, has one-

tenth of an inch focus, and that the image is

formed at 10 inches distance,—it is magnified
100 times in length and breadth. Now if the
eye glass has a power of 10 diameters, any
part or the whole of a minute object is en-

larged 1000 times in diameter, and the surface

increased 1,000,000 fold!

How much space can we view at one time
under these circumstances? If we puncture
through paper a very small hole with the
point of a pin, and pliiee it in proper position
to be viewed with the microscope, wo may
see a circle of light 10 or 12 inches in diame-
ter, but we cannot see the edges of the hole!
Our field of view is smaller than the aperture!

It will then bo easily understood that only
very small objects can be fully seen at once
when high powers are employed ; and, in fact,

we may say that the amount of space visible

at one time through a compound microscope
is less, exactly as the magnifying power of
the instrument is greater. Another matter
of importance is, that the light diminishes in

the same ratio, and although various contri-

vances for its increase are available, we may
establish it as a rule that the lower the power
capable of revealing thestructure of any thing
under examination, the more satisfactory will

be the result. The object-glasses most fre-

quently required range from one-fourth of an
inch to two inches in focal length and, if per-

fect, satisfy all ordinary needs.

The other essentials to a good instrument
are a firm stand, a tube or body six to ten
nches in length, capable of being inclined at
any auglf;—a, uuu v j^Icui. atago v%;ib tUo power
of adjusting to it very delicately the body of

the instrument, a reflector for viewing ob-

jects by transmitted light, and a condenser

for opaque objects, and two or three eye
pieces. Various other accessories come with
the higher priced microscopes, and are ex-

tremely useful for some kinds of work. Per-

haps the greatest improvement they have
received in latter years (beyond the greater

perfection of the lenses and nicety of adjust-

ment of the parts) consists of the additional

tube by which a stereoscopic effect is produced,

and the fatigue of using one eye only, at a

time, is avoided. Such instruments are called

Binocular, and are well worth the increased

price charged for them.
The domain over which the microscope is

applicable is that of matter itself Whatever
may be seen by the eye, and can be brought
within a proper distance, must yield up its

secrets of structure and arrangement; and
millions of objects, of which the unassisted

eye knows nothing, come out boldly before

the observer with all their details of form and
color, filling his mind with new and interest-

ing ideas, fresher and more instructive than
those a traveller imbibes in a foreign country.

The mineral, the vegetable and the animal
kingdom alike, offer fields of research and dis-

covery, over which the patient investigator

may travel indefinitely and still find some-
thing new. No dangerous wanderings to the

ends of the earth are needed, to gather mar-
vels hitherto unknown, but the invalid in his

chair may explore gigantic forests on a mossy
brick, and keep his private menagerie in a
drop of water. If the glass were applicable

only to the works of man, chagrin and disgust
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•would be the fruits gathered by such a reap
ing; but it is the works of the Almighty that

are the soils for this husbandry, and the pro

ducts are indeed infinite. The more we ex
amine, the more we have reason to wonder
and to adore that mighty Intelligence that

has filled the universe with such a multiplicity

of beauty and variety.

(To be continaed.)

For "The Friend.

"Bridge np."

An invitation came from a kind friend to

> accompany him in a ride into the thinly set-

tled and wooded district of the middle portion

of lower New Jersey, locally known as "The
Pines." The sense of brain- weariness, result

ing from overwork and care, prompted its ac-

ceptance; and so the early morning of a bright,

pleasant day, about the commencement of

the Sixth month, saw us on our way, with a

ride of forty miles before us, over roads, the

sandy portions of which were rendered heavy
by the long continued dryness of the weather.
We had travelled but a short distance, en-

joying the fresh air of the morning, listening

to the songs of the Robin, Golden-crowned
Thrush, and Song Sparrow ; and admiring the
richness of the foliage and the brightness of

the verdure as yet unbrowned by the sum-
mer's sun ;

when my companion unexpectedly
halted at a road which crossed our path,

and turned aside, regretting the necessity of
making a dotour, which would lengthen our
journey. Noticing my surprise, he pointed to

a small board, which had escaped my notice,

stuck up near the side of the road, on which
were written the words, "Bridge up," indi-

cating that the repairs then in progress of a
bridge a miie nerore us, wouia prevent our
passage. If he had not observed the caution,
and had gone on, he would have been com-
pelled to return, and thus have wasted pre-
cious time, and added needlessly to the exer-
tion and fatigue of the day.

This little incident furnished food for profit-
able reflection. Who is there, in his journey
through life, that does not often find his on-
ward career checked by a caution, a warning,
an impression on his mind, that there are
dangers in advance, that a "Bridge is up," in

the road he is travelling, and that it is need-
ful he should alter his course, if he would
pursue his journey in safety. He may be a
man in active business, enlarging the sphere
of his operations, and, impelled by a growing
ambition, adding one thing after another to
his concerns. The warning signal may
very unwelcome to him, and be may refuse
to listen to it ; or persuade himself that his
own skill and energy will enable him to over-
come all the difficulties he may encounter;
and thus ho may go on, as many a one has,
until financial troubles overtake him. He
then finds his business beyond his control, his
receipts insufficient to meet the obligations
he has incurred, his credit weakened, and
after struggling in vain to extricate himself
from the quicksand in which he is sinking,
ruin and distress overtake him. Or if he
avoids a catastrophe of this kind, and pecu-
niary success attends his labors, it may be
that his mind becomes gradually more and
more centered in the pursuit of wealth

; his
spiritual greenness withers, and though the
desire of his heart is answered, yet leanness
enters into his soul. This is a result even
more to be deplored than the former. For

From the " Evening Poi

Voyage on an Ice Floe.

(Concluded from page 346.)

On the 12th of August, 1872, the ice hav

slackened, the Polaris was got into clear \va

and started for the south. In latitude 80'

she was caught in the ice, and drifted witl

till October 15th. On that day a strong g
from the southeast came on ; the Polaris \

hove up on her beam ends on the end of

floe. She was creaking fearfully, and

seemed as if she would be smashed into ato

Orders were given to land the provisions

the ice. At 6 o'clock in the evening, whe
part of them had been placed on the ice, s

denly that part of the floe on which the s

rested broke off, and she took the water, i

tunately on her keel, and, with fourteen

the crew on board, was rapidly driven

northward before the wind. In the gath

ing gloom of night she soon disappeared.

Now it was that the part of the crew i

on the floe began to realize the dangen
tlTeir position. There were eighteen of the

including Hans Christian, his wife and f(

children, the youngest but two months (

and Joe and Hannah, with their child. Wr
ping themselves in skins, they slept on

floe, hoping to see the Polaris in the morni

and that they would be taken ofi'. Wl
morning dawned no ship was visible ; s

they decided on trying to reach the she

To their great joy, as they were hauling 1

boat on the ice the Polaris hove in sig

steering south, under steam and canvai, a

apparently nearing them. Those oi bol

must have seen them, but, probably owing
the pressure of the ice, the Polaris passed

between a small island called "Northumb
land Island" and the maiuland; the flos

which they were began to move rapidly, 1

ship disappeared, and their terrible voys

had begun. They tried hard to make th

way to the shore, but in vain. Next day t

uuau a wind blew strong from the northeast and 1

warning voice is thus extended. The Spirit^o** broke, leaving them on a small piece w
'the provisions and boats and a canvas te

the man whose business hopes have been
blighted, may be so humbled by the dispensa-

tion, as to turn his thoughts to the Source of

all good, and in repentance and contrition

may be led to acknowledge his transgressions,

and seek for reconciliation and forgiveness,

and thus, through theaboundinsrs of Heavenly
goodness, he may know his afflictions to be

blessed, and to be a means to lead him back
to the safe enclosure of submission to the will

of God.
Our late valued friend William Evans, in

the early part of his business life, becoming
discouraged as to success in the avocation he
followed, made some preparation to enter into

another employment, involving greater risks,

and giving promise of larger returns. From
time to time doubts and uneasiness respecting
the change attended his mind—but he reason-
ed them away. Yet they continued and in-

creased, until, he says, "One day sitting in

our religious meeting, it plainly appeared to

me, that though the mind may be able to

compass much, yet beyond its capacity it can-
not go. If all its energies are enlisted in the
concerns of the world, and their pressure is as
great as it is capable of bearing, the all-im-

portant work of religion must be neglected.
This appeared to me, must inevitably be my
case. My time and talents would be wholly
engrossed, and I must abandon all prospect
of usefulness in religious society for the servi-

tude of a man of the world. It seemed if I

pursued the prospect of adopting the proposed
hange of business, that I would be lost to re-

gions society and to the work of religion in

my own heart."

This merciful and clear notice of " Bridge
up," was heeded, and circumstances that soon
after occurred, showed, that by so doing
Wm. Evans not only saved himself from the
spiritual decay with which he was threatened,
but from great pecuniary difficulty, which
would probably have resulted disastrously.

It is not in business matters alone that

of our Redeemer, given to guide and direct
"Tin our journey to heaven, raises in the heart
protest, intelligible to him that reverently

listens and obeys, against all that would lead
to evil. This is the every day experience of
the Christian. At one time we are called
upon to abstain from fleshly lusts which war
against the soul; then to lay aside a book
which may tend to sow tares in the mind, or
to dissipate by its light and hurtful character,
the serious impressions which have rested on
our spirits; or we may be made sensible that
some irreligious fi-iend is leading our mind
away from its true centre ; or that our affec-

tions are becoming too strongly placed upon
some favorite pursuit, which is thus coming
between us and that which should be the
supreme object of our attention. He who has
long been pursuing the path of the pilgrim
to the better land, has learned by bitter ex-
perience, how dangerous it is to disregard any
of these notices of " Bridge up," kindly placed
by the Master of the highway to keep his fol-

lowers in the right path. Like my friend,
they have learned by experience to be on the
watch for them, and are prepared to point
them out to their more unwary companions
and exhort them to be on their guard.

The greatest friend of truth is time; her
greatest enemy prejudice, and her constant
companion is humility.

Then they drifted away westward forty mi
from the ship. The weather being fine tb

caught three seals. After this they drove
eight daj's to the eastward, and found the,

selves not far from the Greenland shore, I

could not land. Now it was that they felli

with the floe from which they had parted, a

on which were a canvas house and six b&

of bread. The whole of their stock of pi

visions consisted of eleven bags of bread, foi

teen cans of pemmican, containing forty-fi

pounds each, ten dozen cans of preserved me
and a few haras. They had nine

hides, one bear-skin and plenty of ordina

clothing, but no furs, only a few seal-ski

Fortunately they had six or eight rifles a

plenty of ammunition.
All hope of getting ashore was now at

end, the floe drifting south. With the aid;

the Esquimaux they built three snow
and one storehouse. Their provisions wc
equal to the support of all for one month;
going on short allowance they determined
make them last five months. The allowao
for the nine men, who were in one but,

each meal was one and a half pounds of brei

three-quarters of a pound of pemmican; tb

mixed with plenty of water, was
twice a day. The Esquimaux got the

proportion. When they caught a seal th

ate every scrap of it except the gall. Di
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iy

November, December and January they

ught few seals. Ooe boat was cut up foi

A to melt ice and cook. For Christmas Day

iey reserved their last piece of ham, and

listed luxuriously on a few thin slices of it.

ijd even went to the extravaojanee of serving

|t two biscuits to each. On New YearV

|iy thoy could afford no extras.

On January 19lh their hearts were glad-

med by the first sight of the sun. The first

nd they saw was believed to be Cape Wal
jgham, but they were many miles from it.

1 the latter end of February they caught

lOUgh of dovekies to give two to each man
id woman twice a day. The 2d March was
bright day in their calendar ;

they caught a

rge square-flipper seal, which kept them io

ovisions tor twelve daj's. Later they killed

I ice-bear. During March they did not suf-

p at all from hunger. On the 12th March a

iavy gale and snow drift set in, the ice was

acking and roaring all around. During the

Ihole night they stood ready to take to the

)at. With a fearful crash the floe split, hap-

ly without touching their snow bouses, but

aving barely enough ice to walk round them.

few daj's after, the waves began to wash
rer their snow houses, and they had to take

I the boat with their provisions and get on

lother floe. Their sufferings from cold and

jDger were now great, as they had only

ttle tent to shelter them.

Another heavy gale on the 4th and 5th

pril ; the floe split, and all day they were

rambling from piece to piece, drenched with

)ray, cold and hungry. They were no

nong slot ice—no seals and no game of any

ind. On April 19th another fearful gale set

i. The sea washed over the floe on which

[ley were, driving huge fragments of ice upon

I which threatened to crush them. All night

pey were compelled to hold the boat on the

le with lines, and with difliculty kept it from on in the unity of the Spirit,

leing washed away. Next morning they got

In a piece of dry ice, and felt as if rescued

i-om the jawsof death. On April 21st, all their

(rovisions but ten biscuits were gone. They
jonclnded that after all their providential es-

fapes they were going to perish by famine at

Ut. Hope had almost deserted them. Sud-

lenly one of the Esquimaux made a signal for

111 to lie flat on the ice. A bear was seen ap-

froaching looking out for seals. Hans and

oe got their rifles. How eagerly all watched

he bear, hoping he would come within range.

Iluddenly the cvack of the two riaes was heard

Ind the bear fell dead. What a cry of joy from

•he poor starving voyagers! How eagerly

ihey drag him on'the ice and proceed to get

eady such a supper as they had not enjoyed

or weeks 1 They were now revelling in abun-

lance.

On the 28th April there were leads of open

vater around them, and they took to th
'

)oat, working westward towards the nearest

and. In the afternoon they saw in the dis-

,ance the smoke of a steamer, but the weather

Decame thick and they lost sight of her. Next
aiorning they saw her again, but at a con-

siderable distance ; they set their colors, hoist-

id a black blanket on two oars, and eagerly

pushed towards her. All in vain ;
the steamer's

crew did not see them, and in the evening she

disappeared. Hope began to die within them.

IBut next morning, at 5 o'clock, the fog lifted,

land lo, within three miles of them lay a large

Isteamer. Soon after they were seen, the

ngs were ended, and they were soon snug on

board the Tigress, where they met with every

kindness and attention. They were picked

up near Grady harbor, in latitude 53 degrees.

Not one of them had been at all seriously ill

:

and when washed and their clothing changed

no one could have told that they had been a

fortnight at sea. Ca])tain Tyson preserved

excellent discipline during the whole perilous

voyage, and all behaved remarkably well.

in regard to the Polaris the opinion among
them is that she is in no danger. She has

abundance of stores, and in all probability will

get clear of the ice this summer. There is a

fear, I regret to say, that the ship's papers and

all the records of the voyage are lost. They
were on the small fragment of the floe that

broke off with the ship when she took the

water; and whether those on board managed
to recover them it is impossible to say. We
may be sure, however, that they would spare

no efforts to recover such precious documents.

Should they be preserved, the scienliflc obser-

vations made in such a high latitude would be

of great value. Though the expedition has

failed in its main purpose it is far from fruit

less. It will add new laurels to those already

won by American Arctic explorers, and wi

be another noble monument of American

energy and courage. No ship has ever been

so near the Pole as the Polaris.

The Esquimaux were invaluable as hunters

and builders of the snow hut. Joe especially

was serviceable. Often were the lonely voy-

agers cheered by Hannah's voice singing on

the floe, as they floated southward, as cheerily

as if she were on board the Polaris.

Life and Times of George Fox.

CCoDtinaed from page 347.)

In 1677, Fox once more appeared in London
;

and after the Yearly Meeting " sweetly carried

he embarked

for Holland in company with William Penn

and PbObert Barclay. For three months he

was much engaged in travelling and prosecu-

ting the great work of his mission, to the

satisfaction of many; and again returned to

London ;
and thence after the Yearly Meeting

he travelled through several counties visiting

Friends "with whom he had precious meet
ings" on his way to Swarthmore. There he

remained in retirement for nearly a year and

a half, writing to comfort and instruct as oc

casion might require. Some of his letters are

full of instruction, all breathe the true spirit

of Christ.

It was during this period Titus Oates' pi

was hatched, the Presbyterian persecution

began, the Catholic peers were expelled, and

the covenantors rose in open rebellion.

George Fox, believing he could more effect-

ually serve the Lord and his cause in London,

bid Swarthmore a final adieu, and visiting the

schools on his way, reached London to make
it his chief residence for what remained of his

life. Nor was that remainder inactive, for in

visiting, addressing letters to sheriffs, to the

Society, to the king, conferring with William

Penn respecting the most just and Christian

treaty that was ever made and kept,—in again

visiting the Friends in Holland, and in doing

good to all men as he had opportunity, his

fervent spirit continued to serve the Lord.

Meanwhile John Owen has gone to his rest,

Oxford University has declared that " obedi-

absolute and without excep
^ ^

ence clear and

steamer bore down upon "them, their suffer- 1 tion is the badge and character of the Church

f England." John Locke's name was erased

from the list of Students. Charles II. refused

the Sacrament from Bishop Ken and received

extreme unction at the hands of a priest ; and

James his successor publicly attends the cele-

bration of mass at the time that the infamous

Judge Jeffries was committing Richard Baxter

to prison, and calling him " an old rogue who
had poisoned the world with his Kidderminster

doctrine."

The next act of public service in which
George Fox takes part, is to advise and aid

in prosecuting the appeals to James, who
gave orders that all imprisoned for conscience

sake should be released.

To the Friends thus set at liberty, George
sent an Epistle, and others followed, making
it manifest that his concern for the Lord's

people did not lessen with his bodily vigor.

He was now living in daily expectation of a

call from the Master. His property disposed

of by Will " for the service of the Lord and

the people called Quakers," his meditations

daily in the Scriptures, and daily, as health

would permit, exercising himself at meetings

with some of ^is dearest friends. Thus his

life was prolonged to see liberty of conscience

proclaimed, the seven bishops who opposed

sent to the Tower, to see James abdicate, to

see Howe, Baxter and Bunyan preach with-

out molestation, to see the bishops released,

and bloody Jefferies committed to the Tower,

to see charity schools for poor protestants

established, and to see, in opposition to the

will of the Episcopal clergy, the proclamation

of King William and Queen Mary, the Bill of

Rights accepted by them, the '-Act of Tolera-

tion passed," and the charming Isaac Watts
exercising his genius as the moral songster

for British youth.

As had been his custom for years, George

Fox added a postscript to the Epistle of the

Yearly Meeting in 1690, which as a song of

thanksgiving and triumph, for simple beauty,

dignity and spirituality, is unsurpassed by
any composition in the English language.

He also wrote to his brethren in the ministry

an epistle rich in apostolic zeal, and devout

exhortation to fidelity. From the Grace-

church meeting he retires saying, " noro I am
clear: lam fully clear ;" and having sent for

his particular friends, he says "All is well,

though 1 am weak in body, the power of God is over

all," "over all weakness and death," "Blessed be

the Lord." Then such was his calmness and
composure, that with his own hands he closed

his eyes, and mouth, when the spirit was re-

turning to God who gave it. Thus was en-

forced the exhortation of the Psalmist " Mark
the perfect man and behold the upright, for

the end of that man is peace."

How shall we at this distance of time, esti-

mate the character and work of George Fox I

Shall we ask William Falkner, professor of

Theology, who tells the world that he " had

a controversy with the chief Quakers in the

presence of George Fox in 1659 ;" his charges

against Fox and Whitehead are:— 1. That
"they denied the doctrine of the Trinity,"

because they denied his attempt to explain it.

2. That " they disparaged Holy Scripture,"

because they taught that Scripture could not

be profitably understood without the teaching

of the Holy Spirit. 3. That "they depreciated

the ministry, and rites," because they declared

secular learning and priestly ordination in-

suflSeient for the one without the inspiration

and call of Christ; and that there was neither
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virtue nor value in ihe merely outward observ

ance of the other. 4. It was a serious offence,

that George told the world that Jesus Christ,

the immortal seed, gave himself to redeem us

from all iniquity, and purify unto himse'"
peculiar people zealous of good works; and
fearlessly affirmed that His blood "cleanseth
from all sin."

5. It was strongly objected "that George
Fox condemned all swearing, all executions,

public or private, all war, and violence, all

mere empty titles," and that he treated an

honest poor man with as much respect, as

either king or courtier, prelate or priest,

magistrate or minister; and that be was con
sistent enough to be true to the truth, not less

in storm than in sunshine.

Shall we turn from the somewhat tempe:
ate Falkner to the prejudiced Mosheim who
speaks of "his gross ignorance," although God
by bis truth and spirit had given him a mouth
and wisdom which none of his adversaries could

either gainsay or resist? Or shall we believe

Archibald Maclaine, the editor of Mosheim.
whose rank bigotry unfits him for a dispas

sionate opinion on any subjec't? If so, then
George Fox was running like a wild man in

terrupting ministers in the celebration of divine

service, and refusing homage to his sovereign,

although of the one there is not a jot of evi-

dence, and of the other, only that he addressed
the people when the minister had done. And
if there were, was it worse for him to do this,

than for these parochial ministers to interrupt
him and persecute him to prison and death ?

More impartial is the judgment of Docto
Jamieson that " Great patience, self-denial, and
at the same time, great confidence in the truth of
his principles distinguished him. . . . He
a, jfixnts mettt, wett versed fn the Scrlpl'UTes,''(tnd

had an extraordinary gift in prayer."
CTo be conclnded.J

Water as a Cause of Typhoid Fever.—The
Medical Department of the London Local
Government Board has just issued an im-
portant report on the causes of typhoid or
enteric fever in London. Of the various ways
in which water may be made the vehicle for

distributing the fever, the report gives the
following as illustrations: "At Terling Place
ten persons were attacked with enteric fever,

and all these persons, and these only of a
large family, drank water from a particular
well into which it was discovered that a cess-

pool leaked. At Dicken-Bonent, in Essex, a
certain well was polluted, and out of eighty-
eight drinkers from that well forty-two per-
sons were attacked ; while only one other per-
son out of a population of two hundred and
six in the village was attacked. At Nunney,
a village in Somersetshire, having a popula-
tion of eight hundred and thirty-two, Dr.
Ballard records seventy-six cases of enteric
fever as occurring in four months. The cases
were limited in a remarkable way to families
who obtained their water supply from a small
rivulet which received the sewage of several
houses up stream. At Ilawkesbury Upton, in
Gloucestershire, a village of six hundred and
fifty-seven inhabitants, within a short period
ninety-five cases and fourteen deaths from
enteric fever occurred in groups, following the
successive pollution of different wells in the
village. Burbage, a village in Leicestershire,
as recorded by Dr. Gwynne Harries, had an
outbreak of enteric fever from the same cause
last year. JSTo one took the fever in the village

except persons who certainly or presumably
drank water from a particular pump, and
every house supplied from this pump was
subject to infection."

THE FRIEND'S BURIAL.

My thoughts are all in yonder town,

Where, wept by many tears,

To-day my mother's friend lays down
The burden of her years.

True as in life, no poor disguise

Of death with her is seen.

And on her simple casket lies

No wreath of bloom and green.

O not for her the florist's art,

The mocking weeds of woe,
But blessings of the voiceless heart,

Tlie love that passeth show

!

Yet all about the softening air

Of new-born sweetness tells,

And the ungathered May-flowers wear
The tints of ocean shells.

The old, assuring miracle
Is fresh as heretofore;

And earth takes up its parable

Of life from death once more.

Here organ swell and church-bell toll

Methinks but discord were,

The prayerful silence of the soul

Is best befitting her.

No sound should break the quietude
Alike of earth and sky

;

O wandering wind in Seabrook wood,
Breathe but a half-heard sigh !

Sing softly, spring-bird, for her sake,

And thou not distant sea.

Lapse lightly as if .lesus spake,

And thou wert Galilee !

-for^U her<ivu«t life flewed on
As meadow streamlets flow.

Where fresher green reveals alone

The noiseless ways they go.

From her loved place of prayer I see

The plain-robed mourners pass,

With slow feet treading reverently

The graveyard's springing grass.

M:ike room, O mourning ones, for me,
Where, like the friends of Paul,

That you no more her face shall see

You sorrow most of all.

Her path shall brighten more and more
Unto the perfect day

;

She cannot fail of peace who bore
Such peace with her away.

O sweet, calm face that seemed to wear
The look of sins forgiven !

O voice of prayer that seemed to bear
Our own needs up to heaven.

How reverent in our midst she stood,

Or knelt in grateful praise!

What grace of Christian womanhood
Was in her household ways !

For still her holy living meant
No duty left undone;

The heavenly and the human blent

Their kindred loves in one.

And if her life small leisure found
For feasting ear and eye,

And pleasure, on her daily round,
She passed unpausing by,

Yet with her went a secret sense
Of all things sweet and fair,

And beauty's gracious providence
Refreshed her unaware.

She kept her line of rectitude

With love'f

Her kindly instincts

All gentle courtesies.

An inborn charm of graciousness

Made sweet her smile and tone,

And glorified her farra-wife dress

AVith beauty not its own.

The dear Lord's best interpreters

Are humble human souls;

The Gospel of a life like hers

Is more than books or scrolls.

out,From scheme and creed the light goi

The saintly fact survives

;

The blessed Master none can doubt
Revealed in holy lives.

John O. Wlntlier

For 'The Friend.

John neald.

(Continued from page 350.)

1st mo. 24lh, 1810. "Attended Robesi

Meeting and was silent. It was a tryii

meeting to me. Several things opened ve
clearly, and I waited to find a time to stai

up; but as I did not find such a time, I ke
silence. Though I expected I should not s

them again, and a prevailing desire for the

welfare attended, I thought it safest to lea'

them without expressing one word
meeting. I am inclined to believe, if the

bad not been so strong a desire to hear wore
I might have relieved myself. I left the mee
ing easy.

26th. At Maiden creek; way opened fi

considerable vocal labor, showing the diffe

ence (at least in part) between the righteoi

and the wicked : the first drawn from David
expression, where he says, I once was yout
and now I am old, and I never saw the righ

eous forsaken, &c. ; the latter from what Oi

Saviour said respecting Jerusalem. I pointc

out that they were forsaken because the

would not be gathered. After treating o

these things, I addressed those who were co:

cerned to be found in their places—that the

might not be discouraged from endeavorin
to perform their religious duty. Even thoug
poverty of spirit should attend, this should ii

cite to examination, to find if there be a

obstructing cause, which may hinder acset

to the Fountain of good.

28th. Pottstown Meeting was not larg
and the life of religion very low, I thouijhi

It was a very trying time to my mind. Nea
the close I expressed a few sentences and lei

them easier than I expected, but what I su

fered can hardly be expressed. Dined s

Sarah McClentock's. I was informed tha

she was the widow of a colonel, and entitle

to half a colonel's pay during life, but she b(

came concerned to join in membership wit
Friends, relinquished her income, thoug
poor; but had, by industry and a blessing o

her honest endeavors, acquired a competencj
and declined trade, and lived comfortably an
could entertain her friends."

Many of the meetings around Philadelphi
appear at that time to have been very larg<

Plymouth, Gwynedd, Horsham, Byberry an^

Abington are all mentioned as large meeting
00 are spoken of as being present on on

occasion ; 500 persons and 75 carriages i

another instance; and a third meeting wa
estimated to be about the same in size. Lee
than 100 members of Society are now lei

within the limits of these meetings, whic!

then probably numbered from 2000 to 300
members—sucb was the devastating effect o

the separation of 1827 in that neighborhood
At Byberry, he says, " I stood up and saic

Friends, and friendly people, seek the Lon
while He may be found, and call on Him
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lile He is near. I closely recommended the

jatest attention to the performance of wor-

p, and not to neglect, it ; and if they should

netimes experience little else but poverty,

accept it as a favor, for it would occasion

se examination to search for obstructing

ises that hinder free access to the Fountain

all good." At Abington, "I think I had as

ge and clear openings, and perhaps larger

in I had known before, but not finding a

le to state them, I kept silence till near the

86, when I stood up and recommended to

lOr each one for themselves, to have some-

ng of their own ; that a little of our own is

Lter than a great deal of another person's."

the afternoon, he went to Philadelphia,

t up at Benjamin Kite's at 5 o'clock ;
" at 6

t to Philadelphia Meeting, which was the

gest I ever attended, supposed to be 1300

1400 persons at it. It was a favored season.

ad no part in the public work of the even-

r. We here found Joseph Douglass [from

line], Richard Jordan and Thomas Scatter-

od. 2d mo. .5th, attended the Quarterly

etingforPhiladelphia, heldin the jS'orthern

use, but not so large as last evening—some
leptable service by way of ministry, but I

still without exposing myself in that way.

3. Not finding any way to open at this time
• further labor in the city, and feeling a

larness we proceeded over the river Dela-

ire, partly on the ice, and the rest of the

ly in a small boat or skiff. In this way we
abundance of people passing in with

irketing. When we came near the shore,

9 ferryman told us we must walk out, and
was on broken ice that appeared to be

ngerous crossing, but we all got safe to the

rsey shore. John James and Thomas Kite,

it oif th« city, accompanied us two nailes, and
ned with us at Samuel Cooper's. Last even-

g we had a very favored opportunity in the

mily of John James, and a solemn covering

tended. In the latter part of the evening

was very muQ.h tried, having lost almost all

3;ht of Jersey for some time, though I had
fore seen clearly that the way was open
ere, and next to be attended to. In the

ght the cloud went off, and in the morning
\l appeared clear, and we went on pleasantly,

bd I believe it is right that we are here.

:.ay we be faithful and careful in all our allot-

lents in this place. May we be favored to

ear our burdens so that the end intended

lay be answered and the good cause not in-

;red."

After visiting several meetings in the south-

fn part of New Jersey, on the " 11th of the

lonth. and Ist of the week attended meeting
t Salem. About 500 persons. I sat the

leeting through in silence, and without much
xercise of mind, and near the close I said to

lyself, I have endeavored to do the best I

in. Though I had felt easy to appoint that

me to attend that meeting, and there had
een a good deal of trouble to give notice

aereof, the Friend with his carriage and two
orses to carry us, and after all it so fell out

aat I did not express one word in the meet
ig, and am easy therewith. 12th, attended

be meeting at Lower Greenwich. It was
ot very large. I sat in silence, and atten-

!vely waited to feel a time to speak to the

eople, and much exercise attended my mind
;

ut not feeling way to open, I felt willing to

save them to Him, who is able to instruct

he people himself; and still feel satisfied.

)ined at John Sheppard's on the side of Co-

bansey creek, 30 feet deep, and abundance of

marsh adjoining. On the fast land is a small

scattered town, laid out they say by Thomas
Chalklej', who gave a lot for a meeting-house
nd grave-yard. On the 13th, at Alloway's

creek, way opened to speak a language that
was alarming to the careless, I think remark-
ably so. 14th. At Woodstown, I sat long
lent, but at length way opened to call their

attention to true worship individually ; that
one cannot worship for another. In attend-

closely to the exercise, I was enabled to

set the necessity (as I apprehended) thereof

home, and was favored to leave them clear

and satisfied in regard to my concern. 15lh.

At Chestnut Ridge, the meeting was small,

and to me it felt to have but little life attend-

ing it. I sat long and expected to pass the

meeting in silence, but after suffering till near

time for the meeting to close, way opened and
I stood up, and increasing solemnity attended.

I was concerned to enforce the necessity of

performing worship, and to encourage those

that are young to seek for ability to worship
acceptably the Majesty of heaven and earth."

On the 17th he attended the Select Quar-
terly Meeting at Woodbury, and the meeting
for worship on the ISth. Of this he remarks,

It was large, and Richard Jordan ministered

to us very acceptably, as he did yesterday also.

I have been tried and shut up, and although
things have opened in both, yet not with

uch clearness, so that I thought it safest to

keep silence, and am easy, though I did not

know sometimes but that I should withhold

more than was meet. I felt so poor that I

hardly knew how to hold up my head, but I

still think I am safe, because I was willing to

expose myself with all my weakness, if I could

find [a clear call] which I have not found. I

believe I have cause to be thankful that I

have been favored to be quiet.

19th. Attended the Quarterly Meeting at

the same place, which was large and divinely

favored. Way opened early in the meeting
for me to communicate to the people, to be

faithful in little things, that knowledge is not

so much wanting as obedience. After con-

siderable enlargement, I sat down, and Richard
Jordan engaged on the same subject. This

was a solid, good meeting, and highly favored

with the overshadowing of divine regard."

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Origin of Man.
(Continued from page 3W.I

As regards the color of the skin of the hu-

man race, we find it necessary to say a few
words, since we propose to take this as the

basis of our classification.

The color of the skin is a very convenient
characteristic to fix upon in order to identify

the various races, since this quality is pecu-

liarly adapted to suggest itself through the

eye. Its scientific importance must, however,
by no means be exaggerated. Certain indi-

viduals, though they be members of the white

or Caucasian race, may yet be very darkly
tinted. Arabs are often of a brown color,

which nearly approaches black, and yet they
possess the finest marks of the white or Cau-
casian race. The Abyssinians, although very
brown, are not black. The American Indians,

whom we rank as members of the red race,

'often have dark brown or almost black skins.

I Among members of the white race in northern
I latitudes, especially women, the skin has often

yellowish tint. We must add that the color

of the skin is often difiicult to fix, since the

shades of color merge into one another. All

this must be sa d in order to show how diffi-

cult it is to form natural groups of the innu-
merable types of our species.

It would be for us now to speak of the

physiological characteristics of the human
race ; but our consideration of this subject will

be limited to a few words, since the condition

of physiological functions is almost identical

aong all men, whatever be their race.

There is, nevertheless, an important differ-

ence, well worthy of note, presented l-y the

nervous system when wo compare the two
extremes of humanity, namely, the negro and
the white European. In the white man, the

nervous centres, that is the brain and spinal

cord, are of much greater volume than they
are in the negro. In the latter the expan-

sions from these nervous centres, that is, the

nerves properly so called, have relatively a

greater volume.
A similar difference, quite on a par with

this, exists in the circulatory system. In the

white man, the arterial system is more de-

veloped than the venous ; the reverse is the

ease with the negro. Lastly the blood of the

negro is more viscous, and of a deeper red

than that of the white man.
With the exception of these general differ-

ences, the great physiological functions pro-

ceed in the same manner among all races of

men. The differences are not remarked except
where secondary functions are compared, bat

these differences then assume proportions of

some consideration.

Climate, customs, and habits are the causes

of these variations in the secondary functions,

which at times become so similar as to permit
of confusion in the most opposite races. Let
a member of the white race be thrown into

the midst of wild Indians, become a prisoner

of the red-skins, and share their warlike ex-

istence in the midst of forests, we shall see

the sense of sight, as also that of hearing, will

attain in this individual the same perfection

which they enjoy in his new companions. It

is by virtue of the prodigious flexibility of our

organism, and of our powers of iraitaiion and
assimilation, that the physiological functions

of secondary importance become capable of

such modification.

The intellectual and moral characteristics

are those which take the lead in man. Not
only are we unable to pass them over in silence

in the general study of the human race, but

much more importance must be assigned to

them than to mere corporal characteristics.

If the naturalist, when he studies an animal,

makes a point, when ho has described his

structure and organism, of considering his

habits and manner of life, how much more
should he, when treating of man, dwell upon
his intellectual faculties, the stamp which so

truly identifies our species.

Man makes use of language as the means
of expressing his intelligence. If man is pro-

vided with the power of speech, which he has

in common with no other animal, it is owing
to the fact that in him intelligence is innnitely

more developed than in the animal. It is

through the simultaneous concurrence of all

his senses that the faculty of speech is mani-

fested in man; and the proof of this is, that

through the absence of one of his senses, he

loses this faculty. What is meant by a per-

son born dumb? It is an individual similar
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in all respects to speaking man, but differing

from him in thin, that he came into the world

perfectly deaf. The primary absence of the

power of hearing has paralysed the child's in-

telligence with special reference to his imita-

tive faculty, and in fact, the person called deaf

and dumb, is originally simply a person borti

deaf. Language, then, is but the expression

of the highest intelligence. "Animals have

a voice," says Aristotle, "but man alone

speaks." Nothing can be truer than this state-

ment of the immortal Greek philosopher.

It is well known bow the languages and

dialects spoken in the world have multiplied;

and, indted, nothing is more difficult than to

classify all the languages and dialects that

exist. This difficulty becomes more insur-

mountable when we consider that languages

vary in course of time to a very considerable

extent. The French of Eabelais and Mon-
taigne, who wrote at the time of the Renais-

sance, is not very intelligible to us, and that

of French chroniclers at the time of St. Louis

can only be understood by studying it speci-

ally and with a dictionary. Modern Italians

read Dante with great difficulty, and the same
may be said for the English as regards their

great writer Shakespeare. Languages, then,

alter very rajiidly, even though the people

themselves remain stationary. The altera-

tions are much more serious and rapid when
two peoples amalgamate.
These considerations are sufficient to con-

vey an idea of the problem which scholars

have propounded in wishing to ascertain the

language of primitive humanity. It may be

said that such a problem is incapable of solu-

tion. We must therefore despair of finding

the mother tongue, and limit ourselves to

those which are her offspring.

Upon a comparison of these' last, it has

been decided to assign to three fundamental
groups all the languages which have been,

and are still, spoken on the earth ; these are,

as we have already said, monosyllabic, agylu

tinative, and inflected languages.

Chinese is the most decided example of a

monosyllabic language. Each word comprises
but one syllable, and has an absolute meaning
in itself. Recourse must be had to the com-
plicated combination of a quantity of utter-

ances in order to impress all modifications of

thought, all distinctions of time, place, person,

condition, &c. One marvels to hear that the

Chinese language comprehends such an im-

mense number of words, that the life of a

single man of letters, is not sufficiently long

to allow of his learning all. This apparent
wealth is but the most utter poverty. This
language, whoso vocabulary is infinite, is

simply detestable. To its imperfection must
be attributed the smallness of the progress
which the people of Asia have made in th^

direction of intelligence and commerce.
Agglutinative languages, which are spokei

by negroes, as also by many people of the
yellow race, are the first degree of perfection
in human speech. In these the word is no
longer unique

; variable terminations attached
to eac.h word modify the primitive expression.
They contain roots, and words whose function
it is to modify these roots.

(*"o be contiuafd.)

It is only the Spirit that works the fruits

of the Spirit ; which it will assuredly do,

when the soul is in a submissive and receptive
State.—Spiritual Extracts,

For "The Friend."

In musing over what was (in a late number
of " The Friend") stated with regard to re-

citing Scripture by the Bible Classes, &c., in

First-day Schools, it brought vividly to my
recollection an incident that occurred in Eng-
land, during the visit of Christopher Healy,

at Ackworth School ; as related to the writer

by one present,—the late Anna Carroll, of

Reading, some forty years ago. A. B. made
a proposition that the scholars should be re-

quired to recite a portion of Scripture from
memory, concluding a somewhat lengthly ad-

dress by saying, she wanted to make them
Bible Christians." To which A. C. objected,

lest they might glory in their outward attain-

f^nts, &e'.

The next day C. H. came along, without
any outward information of what had tran

spired at the previous meeting of the school

After sitting in the meeting in apparent
bowedness of spirit for a length of time, h«

arose, and with a heartfelt sigh, marie an ex
clamation "That in his poor country the

Devil was an infidel, but here he has turned

a Bible Christian." The great object of the

enemy being to keep from Christ, in

alone is salvation. He alone is " the ATay, the

Truth, and the Life." " Without me ye can
do nothing." "If any man abide not in me.
he is cast forth as a branch and withered."
" From henceforth know we no man after the

flesh
;
yea though we have known Christ after

the flesh, yet henceforth know we him so no

more," but as a quickening Spirit to give life,

to resist and overcome the Devil."

It was hard for Nicodemus to believe in the

new birth, and it seems equally as difficult for

many who are much learned in the letter, to

believe in the necessity of waiting for and re-

ceiving Divine influence, light and grace;
and however hopeless the task in many in-

stances may appear, yet I believe it is neces-

sary to feel concerning such, a hope, that they
may receive that in themselves which may
do away the vail that is over the understand-

ing. Our safely alone depends upon our guide,

who hath vanquished the enemy, and will as

suredly enable us to overcome all his devices,

if the eye of our mind be continually towards
him ;

that we may have that invincible " faith

which is of the operation of God," and loithout

which (whatever we may do) is sin. Thie
great gift eometh immediately from Christ,

without whom we can do nothing, and by
whom all things are possible. May we there

fore do nothing before the time, when Christ

shall be so revealed in us, that we may be

able to say, as the apostles did when they
Satan's kingdom fall. May they who are

waiting for the consolation of Israel, be strong
in faith, so that they may draw the bow, and
the arrow of conviction, even to conversion
pierce the heart even of gainsayers; ever re-

membering the Lord seeketh only to save,

not to destroy, so that they may be made
struments for good as was the case with C. H.;

who spoke from the immediate revelation

then given him, what was effectual at that

time to stay that which is now so prevalent
in our Society. S. C,

Orlean.s Co., N. Y., 6th mo. 15th, 1873.

Sanitary Suggestions.—In a recent report
of the transactions of the Social Science Asso
ciation, appears a statement of the truth of;

which most physicians are aware, to wit

—

that the towns and villages forming the sub-j

urbs of New York are practically more 8

ject to disease than the average districts

the city itself In an able report on

health of towns, the Massachusetts St

Board of Health closely analyzes the can

of mortalitj' in towns at large. In the ma
facturing towns, the river, often low and
sluggish flow in the summer, practically p
forms the function of a sewer, and is thus

countable for the terrible prevalence of typh
from June to September in many New Ei

land villages. Another point, not mentioi

in the report, bears strongly upon the qu
tion. Of all things slowly learned, people

average intelligence are slowest to learn

cause of those severe fevers that now and tl

comparatively depopulate rural neighb

hoods. Point out a neglected sink-drain, a

the ready reply is, " This was so in my grai

father's time, and my grandfather never h

the fever;" and it is only when typhc

and dysentery have swept whole distri^

with epidemic virulence, that dread reinfon

the physician, and the offensive cause of d

ease is removed. In the smaller manufi

turing towns, on the other hand, hast

built by money-coiners, the operatives livi

in tenements, the capitalist is generally

sponsible for the recurrence of these types

disease, so frequent and so fatal in the neig

borhood of factories ; and it is to be hop'

that the suggestions of the State Board
Massachusetts will be generally read a

pondered by factory-owners, not only in th

State, but in the New England States

large. Indeed, were the proprietors of tho

quiet suburban retreats whither New Yorke
go for fresh air in the summer, to take

hint, they would enhance their populari

and the value of their real estate.

—

I/C

Paper.

Let us think of it.—" To reflect that t!

eye of God is continually upon us, and th

to him we are accountable ^for every dee

should make us exceedingly circumspect ai

ever on the guard to offend him not.

could we but realize the truth that God se

us, could we but keep a sense of his presen

continually before us, how changed a life \

should then lead. How we restrain ourselv

in the presence of a respected friend or parei

How much greater restraint would we put (

ourselves did we realize the presence of Goc

The Rattlesnake's Battle.—In the Ameriei
Naturalist, Professor Samuel Aughey giv

the results of his observations upon the u

made of their rattles by rattlesnakes. It

the vulgar opinion that the reptile sounds I

rattle for the purpose of enticing birds, ai

some naturalists even are disposed to find he

a mimicry of the sound made by the socall

locust, or cicada. Professor Aughey does n

undertake to explain all the purposes serv-

by the rattle, but he fully agrees with F. ^

Putnam in rejecting this mimetic theor

Does the rattle, then, serve any useful pi

pose? In reply to this question, the auth
tells us what he has himself observed.

July, 1869, he was in Waynecounty, Nebrasl
and, as he was one day investigating the r

tural history of that district, he heard t

familiar rattle of the snake. The sound w
repeated at intervals, and proceeded from
rattlesnake that was calling its mate, whi(

soon came in answer to the summons. Pi

fessor Aughey had a similar experience ti
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lowing year, and from these facts he is dis-

sed to think that the purpose served by the

;tle is to call the sexes together. Another
rpose may be to paralyze its victims with

ght, and to inspire its natural enemies with

•ror. As an illustration of the use of the

itle for the latter purpose, the author says

it, as he followed through the woods of

ikota county, Nebraska, a Baltimore oriole,

heard and at once saw the bird as if paral-

ed with fear, and readj' to fall a prey to the

pent. The author shot the rattlesnake.

) adds that he once witoessed an attack of

7en hogs on a rattlesnake. Soon after the

ttle opened the snake rattled, and throe

lers came to his aid. But the hogs were
itorious in a few minutes.

THE FRIEND.
SIXTH MOXTH 2S, 1873.

LONDON YEARLY MEETING.
From the account published in the " British

iend." it appears that the Yearly Meeting
embled for the transaction of business on
twenty-first of Fifth month, and continued
sittings until the 5th of Sixth month, hold-

' in all eleven sessions.

The first important subject which claimed

asideration. was the appeal of EJward T.

net, against the decision of the (Quarterly

jeting of Sussex, Surrey and Hants, in his

36. The appeal was referred to the Kepre-
itatives, who appointed a committee as

ual. On examination the committee found
at the appeal referred to matters of faith

d doctrine, and therefore returned it to the

)arly Meeting. After some discussion it

iS decided to hear the appeal and decide

on it finally in the Yearly Meeting at large.

The decision appealed against was one con-

raing a testimony of disown ment, issued by
irking, Horsham and Guildford Monthly
eating, which had disunited the appellant

r promulgating views adverse to those of

lends regarding the divinity of our Lord
isus Christ. The appellant and his friends

are fully heard, and also the respondents on
half of the (:^uarterly Meeting.
[The primary ground on which the appeal
|E. T. B. was based, was, that he had not
!:ceeded that Christian liberty which every
pmber of the Society has a right to enjoy,

e asserted that his views were more in ac-

irdance with those of early Friends, than
are those now preached by some authorized
inisters of the Society. The true bond of

fion, and of christian fellowship, he insisted

as love to God and love to man, that is, self-

inial and the cross of Christ; and that the
ceptauce of and belief in certain doctrines

not necessary for the union of man with
8 Heavenly Father. George Fox says,

Nothing shuts out, but unbelief in the
ight."

The respondents in reply stated that B. T.

; did not look on our Lard Jesus Christ as

vine more than his disciples, except as a

atter of degree, not one of nature ; that his

lath could be called a sacrifice, only as an
lample of self-sacrificing love and entire

yedience to his heavenly Father. In order

show the incompatibility of the appellant's

ews with those of Friends, extracts were
ad irom George Fox, Robert Barclay, Wil-

liam Penn, Geo. Whitehead, Isaac Penington,
William Dewsbury, E. Burrough, and others,

exhibiting their sound christian faith on the

points called in question.

E. T. B., however, contended that the ques-

tion was not what they held, but how far lib-

erty was extended to different forms of Chris-

tian belief He compared quotations from J.

J. Gurney with others from Geo. Fox, R.
Barclay and William Penn, to show the dis-

crepancy that might be found between them.
The fundamental faith of the early Friends
was a belief in the Jjight, and an injunction

to follow it. There is a great strife now be-

tween the inward and the outward. (i)uaker-

ism, if true to its ancient mission, would feel

itself in harmony with this great movement
for Truth and light.

After further remarks from one of the re-

spondents, enforcing the views which they
considered ought to govern the decision of

the Yearl}' Meeting, they and the appellant

withdrew, and the meeting proceeded to de-

liberate on the case. Very little diversity of

sentiment was expressed, it being clearly the

judgment of the assembly that the decision of

the (Quarterly Meeting should bo confirmed.

Many of the answers to the Queries ex-

pressed a sense of the want of greater faith-

fulness. Four of the Quarterly Meetings
stated that tithes and tithe-rent charge is

now paid by most members of whom it is

demanded ; in two others there had been no
case of paying ecclesiastical demands, while
all the others reported numerous cases of

failure in the support of this testimony. The
whole number of distraints reported for the

non-payment of church rates and tithes was
117.

A proposition came up from one of the
Quarterly Meetings that the Query relating

to the payment of tithes, church i-ates, &c.,

should be abolished. This was earnestly op-

posed by some Friends, who expressed great

regret at the change of views which had
taken place in late years; Queries had been

struck out because of the exceptions in the

answers, for instance that relating to "plain-

ness of speech, behavior and apparel," and
they wished Friends to consider the obvious
tendency o£this course. The prevailing sen-

timent, however, was clearly in favor of the

proposition, and a minute was made that the

Fifth Query should hereafter be omitted, and
that a full but brief paragraph, setting forth

the testimony of our religious Society to the

freedom of Gospel ministry and against eccle-

siastical usurpation and assumption, be entered

in the General Advices, also that the account
of Distraints be discontinued.

According to the yearly tabular statement,

the number of members in Great Britain is

14,050, besides 4,32-1 persons who, though not
in membership, usually attend the meetings
of Friends.

Eight ministers and their companions were
in attendance with certificates from meetings
belonging to three of the Yearly Meetings in

the United States.

It is worthy of remark, that when the ap-

peal was under consideration, and it became
necessary to show what the faith and doc-

trines of the Society really were, the writings

of such men as George Fox, Robert Barclay,
and Isaac Penington were referred to for that

purpose. In the course of the meeting, sev-

eral testimonies respecting deceased Friends
were read, and the remarks elicited on thes3

and other occasions, gave evidence that many
of the raembi-rs adhered to the principles of

the early Friends, and lamented the innova-

tions which are being made upon them.
Joseph Siorrs Fry acted as clerk the pres-

ent year, with George S. Gibson and Caleb R.
Kemp as assistants, and the proceedings ap-

pear to have been conducted with a good de-

gree of harmony.

In the account of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
ing, published by our respected cotempor-
ary, the "The British Fiiend," there are

some passages calculated to give erroneous
impressions; one or two of which we think
of sufficient importance to offer a few remarks
on. We, of course, know nothing of the source

from which the account is derived, but parts

of it were evidently not intended to represent

the Meeting in a very favorable light.

Speaking of the " Brief Narrative in rela-

tion to the position of Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting," it is said, " Its unfairness in vari-

ous particulars was commented on. Reference

was made to the fact that much of what is

quoted as the action of Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting on former occasions, was only, in

reality, the view of a party, which was re-

corded as the conclusion of the meeting, in

opposition to the earnest protest of a large

number of valuable and experienced Friends."

That there were those in the meeting who
expressed dissent with its conclusions, at the

times alluded to, is true—though we have no
recollection of any earnest protest against their

being so recorded—but that the decisions

taken upon minute were the clearly expressed

judgment of the great body of the meeting,

cannot be truthfully denied; and this is proved
by the fact, that the clerk who made the

record, was nominated by the representatives

of the different Quarterly Meetings, and re-

appointed by the Yearly Meeting, with very
little if any opposition, throughout the whole
time in which those transactions took place,

that are here designated as being only "the
view of a party ;'' which could hardly have
been the case had he been a man who was
willing to act as the tool of a party. With
equal propriety, as to fairness of representa-

tion, might it be said that the conclusions of

the late London Yearly Meeting in relation

to acknowledging the heretofore outside
" christian work," and expunging the query
relative to tithes, was not the action of that

Yearly Meeting, because some of its mem-
bers did not unite with the course taken.

As another proof of unfairness it is said,

that " while it is stated in the Narrative that

Indiana Yearly Meeting had at one time de-

clined corresponding with us, the fact is with-

held that that meeting had subsequently of-

fered to renew it, which we had declined."

Now it is expressly stated in the "Narrative"

that the quotation from the epistle from In-

diana, declining further correspondence with
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, while it adheres

to the body it had owned as Ohio Yearly

Meeting, was given simply for the purpose of

showing that the first suspension of corres-

pondence was not the act of our Yearly Meet-

ing. The " Narrative" was setting forth

the causes which had brought Phihideljjhia

Yearly Meeting into \U isolated position
;
the

subsequent offer of Indiana to renew corres-

pondence, was long after those causes had
placet the former meeting in that position

;

and was no more germane to the account of
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those causes, tlian it would have been to in-

troduce into lhi3 "Narrative" that Indiana
Yearly Meetina; had appniuted a committee
to attend at the next sitting of Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting. Ha i tho latter been com-
plaining of Indiana for not being willing to

correspond with it, there might have been

some ground for this chargH of unfairness.

The propriety or impropriety of the course

pursued by Philadelphia, Yearly Meeting in

declining the " off^-r to renew," is a different

matter. Let it be borne in mind that Indiana

Yearly Meeting—like others to which it set

the example—had officially informed Phila-

delphia that, so long as it adhered to the

body it had owned as Ohio Yearly Meeting, it

[Indiana] could not see how it could continue
correspondence. When it subsequently sent

its commitloo with the "offer to renew," it

had come to no different conclusion, had ex-

pressed no change in the terms on which it

was willing to eor.'e^pond, and therefore its

offer must have been with the expectation or

the hope that by accepting the proffered re-

newal, Philadelphia Yearly Meeting would
thereby disavow unit}' with Ohio Yearly
Meeting and thus turn its back on its best

friends. But ever since the separation from
Ohio Yearly Meeting in 1851, our Yearly
Meeting has manifested its unity with Ohio,

by the interchange of certificates, and the

visits of the members to and from each body;
it could not therefore and cannot consistently

take any other course in the case than it did.

The account contains what purports to be

information of the proceedings of the repre

tatives when met to nominate a Friend for

clerk of the Yearly Meeting. If we can sup
pose that in thus divulging what took place

in a committee, the representation made is

not inaccurate, still it has nothing to do with
the action of the Yearly Meeting, and with
an evident denire to reflect on the Friend
chosen for that station, the information is

withheld, that when the nomination was laid

before the meeting, he was appointed by an
unusual expression of unity, and not one dis

senling voice.

SUMMAKY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—On the 20th inst., at noon, the Great

Eastern was in lat. 53° 45' north, long. 28° west, and
had Udd 747 miles of cable.

The Shah of Persia has been engaged in visiting

various objects of interest in England. On the 21st he
was taken to the dock yard at Woolwich, the arsenal

and Eoyal Military Academy. He lias visited the
Queen at Windsor, and been entertained at Guildhall.
The steamship Columbus, from Dublin for Holyhead,

ran ashore on St. Kene's Hock, near Holyhead, the 22d
inst., and broke in two amidship. She had on board
200 passengers, of whom twelve were drowned.
The second cable from the coast of Cornwall to Spair

has been opened for busine.ss. The charge for trans
mission of dispatches has been reduced.

Executions have been issued, in Paris against the
goods of Gustave Courbet, and tliey are to be sold to

assist in defraying the expenses incurred in reconstruct-
ing the Vendome column.
The Shah of Persia is expected at Paris on the 5th of

Seventh month.
The case of Ranc was taken np in the French Assem

bly the 19th inst., and the report of the special com-
mittee, granting General L'Admirault authority to

prosecute him was adopted by a vote of 485 to 137.
The municipal elections in Slrasburg resulted in the

triumph of the German candidates.
The Paris Vnion publishes a letter from Berlin stating

that the Emperor William is incapacitated for further
duty, and that the Crown Prince Frederick William
will soon be proclaimed regent.

A dispatch from Dantzig says, forty-two Polish raft-

men on the Vistula were attacked by cholera, and
twenty-five of them died.

A Vienna dispatch says that the American Minister,

John Jay, has sent a dispatch to Washington recom-
mending the appointment of H. Garretson, of Ohio, as

chief commissioner of the United States, in place of

Jackson S. Schultz who declines further service.

The Emperor Francis Joseph visited the Exhibition
1 the 21st inst., and manifested great interest in the

machinery exhibited in the American department.
A Madrid dispatch says : It is reported that Castelar

engaged in drawing up a constitution for the Federal
Republic, which is to be analagous to that of the United
States of America. The number of States, it is under-
tood, will be fifteen, including Cuba and the Philli-

pine Islands. Madrid is to remain the capital. The
Spanish President is to be elected by universal suffrage,

and the term of office will be five years. Senators are

to be chosen by the States, and deputies are to be elected

by universal suffrage.

The Cortes has passed a resolution of confidence in

the present government, and authorizing Margall, Pre-
sident of the Ministry, to form a new one in case of a

and the Ministers have consequently tendered
their resignations. Madrid fcmains entirely tranquil.

The Carlists in Bayonne have received dispatches
announcing that the insurgents have captured the town
of Pancorvo, in the Spanish province of Burgos, with
four hundred prisoners.

The Cure of Santa Cruz has burned the railroad

depot at Beasion, with 300 passenger and freight cars.

The Admiralty Court of Cadiz has completed the in-

stigation of the sinking of the emigrant ship North-
fleet by the Spanish steamer Murillo. A verdict was
rendered severely censuring the Captain of the Murillo,
and suspending his certificate for nine months.
The Cortes has under consideration a proposition to

grant the government extraordinary facilities, under
which it will be empowered to levy a contribution of

10,000,000 pesetres upon the country.

The Italian Senate has passed a bill for the suppres-

sion of religious corporations, by a vote of 6S to 20.

The newspaper which has the largest circulation in

Rome among the popular classes is La Capitate, the de-

clared organ and open advocate of the republic.

The Pope, who has regained his health, is about to

deliver an allocution. The personal excommunication
of King Victor Emanuel is expected to be pronounced.
The cholera has appeared in Italy and also in Bul-

garia.

St. Petersburg dispatches say that at the time of the
latest advices, one of the invading columns was only
twenty-five miles from Khiva.
A Carlist Central Committee has been organized in

Cuba. Large subscriptions have been raised and con-
siderable sums of money forwarded to priests in Spain
who are conspiring in favor of Don Carlos.

In the latest intelligence from Peru is a brief state-

ment to the effect that of the 80,354 coolies shipped
from Macao to Peru during the past twelve year.s, 3227
perished from shipwreck, and about five per cent, of

the whole from suicide or sickness.

The number of emigrants from Ireland in the year
1872 was 78,781, showing an increase of 6777 over the
number in 1871. The number of men was 46,741, and
that of women 32,040.

The guano sold on account of the Peruvian govern
ment in 1872, amounted to nearly $30,000,000. The
gross receipts for the present year are estimated at about
135,000,000.
A Liverpool dispatch of the 23d says, the steamship

Pennsylvania will sail at four o'clock this afternoon.
At noon on the 22d inst., the Great Eastern was in

latitude 53° 06', and longitude 35° 52', and 1055 miles
of cable had been laid.

London, 6th mo. 23d.—Consols 92i. U. S.

1865, 92J ; new five per cents, 891.
Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 8|d ; Orleans, 9
United States.— Miscellaneous.—There we

interments in Philadelphia last week, including 112
under two years of age. There were 15 deaths of
cholera infantum, 14 cerebro-spinal meningitis, 41 con
sumption, 12 inflammation of the brain, 10 typhoid
fever.

Deaths in New York last week 474.
The cholera at Nashville and Memphis h

very fatal, the mortality in the first named city having
reached from 50 to 60 a day. On the 23d it was hoped
the disease was slightly abating.
The cost of maintaining the public schools of the city

of New York for the coming year, will be $3,356,000.
Of this sum teachers will receive over $2,000,000.
The telegraph companies are consulting on a pro-

po.sed reduction of the charges and the equalization of
tarifl^s throughout the country, to take effect on the first

proximo. '

The Treasury balances the 21st inst. were, curre

$8,505,453, coin $75,867,946.

A letter from San Francisco says, there are

.steamers on the way to that city with Chinese pasi

gers, and that 15,000 more are awaiting shipmen
Hong Kong.

According to the report of the Bureau of Vital

tistics, 11,574 persons were killed in the United Sti

last year in the following manner, viz : From bu

and scalds 3,391, explosions 290, falls 2,074, fall

bodies 712, railroad accidents 1,580, mining accid(

5, injuries by machinery 429, gunshot wounds
other injuries 1,853.

A Fort Garry dispatch says, the Mennonite depi

tion from Russia have arrived at the township set af

for them by the government for their approbati

They appear well pleased with the country.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotati

on the 23d inst. New York.—American gold, 11

U. S. .sixes, 1881, 121] ; ditto, 1868, 120; new five

cents, 1 13.V. Superfine flour, $4.90 a $5.30 ; State ex
$6.15 a $6.30; finer brands, *6.50 a $11.25. No
Chicago spring wheat, $1.40; No. 2 do., $1.45;

''

Milwaukie, $1.50; No. 1 do., $1.57. Oats, 40 a 50

Western yellow corn, 65 cts. ; old mixed, 64cts. Ph
delphia.—CotUm, 20| a 21 cts. for uplands and J

Orleans. Superfine flour, $4 a $4.50; extras, $4.f

$5; finer brands, $5.-50 a $11. Red wheat, $1.5

$1.60; amber, $1.65; white, $1.60 a $1.72. Yel
corn, 52 a 53 cts. Oats, 39 a 45 cts. Smoked hams,

a 15 cts. Lard, 9 a 9i cts. Clover-seed, 8 a""
The arrivals and sales of beef cattle reached about 2

head. Choice and extra sold at 7i a 7^ cts. per

gross
;
good at 6 a 7 cts., and common 4 a 5| cts. Ch<

sheep sold at 4J a 6 cts. per lb. gross, and corn

hogs at $7.75 a $8 per 100 lbs. net. Chicatjo.—Spr

extra flour, $6.50. No. 1 spring wheat, $1.25; N(

do., $1.20; No. 3, $1.08. No. 2 mixed corn, 30

Oats, 27i cts. Lard, $8.20 per 100 lbs. St. Louii,

No. 2 mixed corn, 34 cts. No. 2 oats, 26i a 27

Baltimore.—White corn, 73 a 75 cts. ; mixed weste'

601 cts. Southern oats, 45 a 50 cts. Rye, 70 a 75 .

Lard, 8J a 9 cts. Detroit.—No. 1 white wheat, $1.'

extra, $1.75 a $1.82. Corn, 38 a 40 cts. Oats, 35 a

cts.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDI^
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A Friend and his wife are wanted to take charge

this Institution, and to manage the farm connected w
it. A teacher of the school will also be wanted at i

commencement of the Fall term.

Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co., P
Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada.

Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Ches
Co., Pa.

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The Winter Term will commence 9th mo. 3rd, 18

Applications for admission may be made to

Samuel J. Gummeee, Pres't.

Haverford College P. O., Montgomery Co.. Pa

Married, on Fifth-day, the 14th of 11th mon
1872, at Friends' Meeting-house, Parkersville, Chea
Co., Pa., Eli Shakpless, of Cinnaminson, N. J.,

Mary W., daughter of Hannah H. and the late Thon
Savery, of the former place.

Died, at his residence at Concord, Belmont Co., Oh
the 24th of Third month la.st, Asa Raley, in the 7(

year of his age, a member of Short Creek Monti
Meeting of Friends. He bore his sufferings throng]
lingering illness, with Christian patience, and v

favored with a well grounded hope of a happy imm
tality.

, Third month 25th, 1873, at the residence of I

uncle, Joseph Bailey, Hannah Llewely'N, in the 4(

year of her age, a member of Philadelphia Monti
Meeting.

, at Stillwater, Belmont Co., Ohio, on the 2(

of Fifth month, 1873, Emily B. Frame, wife
Thompson Frame, in the 30th year of her age. Af
sufiTering much conflict of mind she was enabled to f

an assurance of pardon and peace, saying, near 1

close, " I believe there is a place prepared for me."

" WILLIAM h! PILErPEiNTEK
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Notps on Microscopy.

(Continued from page 364.)

The structure of the rocky ribs of the earth

nd the fat soil that covers them, never yet
ally explored, may furnish us with some foun-

ation ideas—easy lessons in the nature of our
rthly home :—
With superior advantages to those of Solo-

ion, in some sense, we may investigate the

egetable kingdom, and examine the plants

myeh less than the Hyssop of the wall,

that is, than the Cedar of Lebanon ; and
fter observing the minatest parts of the ele-

hant and the mastodon, we may satisfy our-

elves that we are eating, drinking and breath-

i)g creatures as perfect in their sphere as

hose giants of animal life are in that which
hey were appointed to occupy. Perhaps
hese minute organisms, creatures so small

hat they never meet the view of the unas-

isted eye, but which share with us the plea-

ures of motion and of will, are the most in-

eresting objects that can engage the attention

f the novice in microscopy. So now that the

vinter is over and gone, the time of the sing-

g of birds has come, the voice of the turtle

s heard in the land, and the green flush of

egetable life has overspread field and forest,

et us see what animal life has wakened up,

hat has before escaped our sight on account
fits minuteness.
Where shall we go to make our first exami-

lations ? To the water, of course; partly be-

ause our attention has been less bestowed on
t before, and partly because of its greater

ichness in animal life ; for naturalists reckon

p more varieties of living beings in the water
ban all we are familiar with upon the land.

Supplied with glass jars to hold the trea-

lures we may collect, we cross the field, now
Vagrant with the sweet vernal grass, and dot-

ed over with dandelion blooms and feathery

usters of their ripening seeds, and enter the

vood whose shady path leads to the meadow
md the pond.
Not yet have the tender leaves that wave
bove us reached their full development, and
he bright sunshine falls cheerfully in patches

pon the ground where soon all will be shade,

[ere and there, in the brightness, the tiny in-

lects flitting about attract our notice, and we

wonder what marvels of beauty and adapta-

tion would exhibit themselves were we to

make them our study; but our thoughts and
hopes are beyond, to-day, and wo continue
our ramble till the me^^'ow, broad and sunny,

]

spreads out before us. ybhder, whefo Ctiiirtg-

ing tints run over the verdure with the fi-esh

pulses of the southern breeze, we shall find

the stream struggling among tussocks of

swamp grass, and there we shall probably

discover the objects whose acquaintance we
wish to make. Ah, here is a pool of water

left in the hollow in which once stood this

now prostrate tree : let us examine it, and

perhaps we shall find that it is the very spot

we are in search of. Not a mere stagnant

pool of rain water docs it now appear, but by

this little thready branch of yonder stream

does the fresh water enter, and having de-

posited its freight of dissolved oxygen and

earthy salts and its germs of animal and vege-

table life, it makes its journey again onward
toward its ocean goal.

Too small in depth and breadth to make a

thoroughfare for fish or muskrat, it has pro-

bably brought to the little pool only favorable

circumstances for the development of the crea-

tures we desire to collect, so, dipping our jars

gently into the water, and skimming them
long among the planis that lift their heads

above its surface, we procure whatever may
lie in their path. "All are fish that come into

our net ;" and adding to our haul a few water

weeds with their fibrous roots, to assist in

keeping our aquaria clear and pure, we return

with our treasures to the house. The jolting

it has received has made the water turbid, and
therefore wo will delay our examinations till

it becomes clear, for many of the creatures

haunting such spots as that we visited can be

discerned then by a careful eye, and we can

select our specimens as we will. After a few
hours we examine our tiny reservoirs again,

and are able to detect without a magnifier

many little animated specks frisking about in

the water, exploring the leaves of the plants,

or burrowing in the sediment at the bottom.

Motion and will they evidently have, but all

the minutias of their form and mechanism are

as invisible to the unassisted eye as are the

superficial details of Mars or Jupiter. Jjet us

place one under our wonderful instrument,

and see, if we can, by any other peculiarities

of form or function identify them as links in

the vast chain of being of which man forms

the most important representative upon the

earth.

But how shall we catch the active mites

that go skipping from place to place so nimbly,

and though they cannot leave the jar, puzzle

the eye to follow them throughout their

rambles? It would be hopeless indeed were
it not that, like their pursuers, they need in-

tervals of rest, and then we can come upon
them unaware. Hero are some glass tubes a

few inches longer than necessary to reach the

bottom of our jars. Placing a finger on the

smooth end of one, we can advance it cautious-

ly to a spot immediately above one of our
resting and unsuspicious victims, and then
suddenly removing the finger from the upper
end. the npw<v..a p..:,oou.c ^h- tUo ..».*.,„ ^a,.,.;o.,

him resistlessly up the tube to the mvel of the

water in the jar. Now, replacing the finger,

we can lift him out, the upward pressure of

the air supporting him and the slender column
of water within the tube. Far too much space

has he, even now, for gratifying his gymnas-
tic disposition, to allow us opportunity to ex-

amine him at leasure, so we will transfer him
to this animalcule cage—a place of sojourn

sufficiently unfamiliar to many of my readers,

it is probable, to require a little description.

A thin brass plate, three inches long and one

inch wide, has an aperture near the centre,

surrounded by a raised rim of brass, perhaps

a fourth of an inch in height. In the top of

this is fixed a piece of glass, so that the whole

will resemble an inverted pill-box—the rim

forming the sides, and the glass plate the

bottom. On the outside of this bottom-piece

we place our drop of water with its lively

occupant, and bring gently down upon it

the cover—another ring of brass with a top

piece of glass not more than the hundredth
of an inch in thickness. By careful adjust-

ment of the nicely fitting parts, -tve may bring

just such a pressure upon the object of our

curiosity as will confine him to one spot, but

not interfere with the healthy action of his

bodily organs. Ah! hero he is, just in the

centre of our field of view; now with our one
inch objective, and the lowest powered eye-

pieces, let us endeavor to become more closely

acquainted with his domestic economy, and
learn what lessons we may from our tiny

teacher. What a sight meets our eyes! Our
almost invi.'^ible speck has lengthened and
broadened out to an object nearly two
across. Imagine two transparent shells s

somewhat like those of a mussel, but with

serrated edges at one end terminating in a

point which we will call the tail. From the

other end project the head and swimming ap-

paratus, the latter being two jointed muscular
arms dividing into two, each part terminating

with three flexible bristles, with similar bris-

tles arising from the lower joints. These
afford his whole motive power, and by them
he can dive or mount, skip from side to side,

and indulge in such other gymnastics as na-

ture intended for his profit or pleasure. But
what shall I say of his wonderful head?
Reader, his nose is much like thine ! with this

exception—that for the sake of economy or

for some other reason, his one eye is so in-

serted in the side of it that, showing itself

through on both sides, he can probably see

both ways—a very convenient arrangement,

it is likely, for the vocation he is engaged in,

but one we are not used to among men.
This curious nose differs from thine in an-

other respect—it is the only feature of his

face! Neither forehead nor chin, eye-brows
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nor cheeks has he! No pretty red lips nor

ivory teelh to display! No ears to hold tb

dangling ring, nor golden locljs to braid ! but

by a gentle slope it merges into the bacli of

his neck above, and becomes lost to sigh

among the respiratory apparatus within th

shell below.

Perhaps you think I have been drawing
you the picture of a well-known land animal
—a good fat pig; but I can assure you that

what I have yet to say will disabuse your
minds of that incorrect idea.

In the first place, his tail does not curl. In

the second, be has no legs. In the third, his

internal economy is much simpler and he pre-

-aents fewer jnliHtafJes t.o a general idea of it

—

from xtie transparency of bis shell, neaaor,
does tby memory go back to the misty but
happy days when thy mind indulged in its

first speculations on thy own internal arrange-
ments? to the time when thy idea of a stomach
included the whole area between thy arms
and thy legs? to the somewhat later days
when thou had to find room in the same cavity
for a heart, spacious enough to contain affec-
tion for all thy friends, and a considerable
amount of good red blood? to the still more re-
cent period when lungs and liver were added
to thy list of individualities with some how or

fleshy cog-wheels, springs andother a train of
strings ail working harnToniouBly togetTier to
sustain thy life? Well, if thou had had the
same opportunity to examine thyself as we
have now to examine this curious creature,
all these speculations would have been early
put to rest.

CTo be continned.)

For " The Friend."

Esther Collins and Aan Edward*.

More than half a century has elapsed since
the whole community was shocked, and the
hearts of many clothed in mourning, by the
announcement that these beloved Friends
were drowned while attempting to cross the
Delaware in a carriage on the ice. There are
some still living who retain a vivid recollec
tion of that event, but the number is com
paratively small ; and it is believed that a
record of the circumstance, with a brief sketch
of the lives of these two united and devoted
women, may be interesting and instructive.

Little is known of the early years of these
Friends. Esther Collins was the daughter of
Enoch and Eachel Roberts, of Uurlington Co.,
New Jersey, and was born in the year 175l!
She was the youngest of five children, and her
mother dying when she was about 7 years
old, her oldest sister, then about 14, took
charge of the family, discharging her trust
with great fidelity. A close union subsisted
between these two sisters till dissolved by

In 1778, Esther Roberts was married to
Joshua Hunt, of Moorestown, New Jersey,
where they resided till 1790, when with their
family of five sons, they removed to Eedstone,
Fayette Co., Pa., (the then far West) and set-
tled on a farm in the vicinity of Brownsville:
their brother and sister, Jonas and Elizabeth
Cattell, having removed to that neighborhood
three years before. Many were the difficul-
ties and trials through which they passed in
making this change, the journey across the

were supported under their trials to her ad-

miration, and the sun shone upon them for a

short season. The prospect of a quiet settle-

ment, in a pleasant fruitful land, where their

children could be usefully employed around
them, was cheering to their spirits. This
period, however, was soon succeeded by one
of deep sorrow and gloom. The follovving

winter of 1792, was a severe one, and Joshua
Hunt being much exposed, took a heavy cold,

which, settling on his lungs, caused a rapid

decline, and after an illness of three weeks,
terminated his life on the 26th of 2d mo. 1792.

Thus was Esther Hunt left a widow in a

strange land, with five sons and an infant

daughter. "My loss," she writes, "is inex-
pi-eisBibie, Saving my dear cuiupanion taken
from me by death, and I left in this strange
land with six children, the youngest about
four months old. I can but mourn under a
sense thereof, though not as one without
hope." Of her husband she says :

" He was
one endowed with the savor of Truth, a good
neighbor, a tender father, able to instruct h'

children, temporally and spiritually; except
the Lord help we shall perish." Yet a hope

expressed that He whose tender mercies
are over all his works, insomuch that the
sparrows are not forgotten before him, would
be graciously pleased to preserve them. Her
trust was in the God of the widow and the
fatherless, who failed not to fulfil his promise
to such, but enabled her to settle up the
and manage it and her family with ability.

Although deeply feeling the responsibility of
her own household, she was ever ready to
serve her friends and neighbors, who resorted
to her for counsel and comfort in their afllic-

tions of body and mind. Having been con-
cerned to live under the restraining power of
the cross, she was earfy prepared for useful-

ness in the church, and was careful to attend
meeting regularly, a distance of three miles,

always going on horseback, and taking with
her such of her family as she thought proper,
over a hilly road and a creek to cross, which
was often deep and rapid, and sometimes
dangerous.
The farm brought forth plentifully, and

often does Esther Hunt acknowledge in letters
written during that period, her thankfulness
for the temporal blessings bestowed upon
them.

Her house was ever open to entertain
strangers, ministers and others, whom she
frequently accompanied as pilot to a friend's

house, or from one meeting to another. When

land. These visits were always performed
horseback.

In 1800, Friends began to settle west of t

Ohio. Large numbers emigrated from Car
lina, and some from other places—all the

brought certificates to Eedstone Month
Meeting, until they increased in numbe
sufficient to hold meetings in their new settl

ments. A large share of the exercises atten

ing the establishing of these meetings, d

volved on Esther Hunt, as a member of d

ferent committees appointed to be present

their opening.

The state of society in that newly settU

country was such as to cause much exercii

to the burden-bearers, and is aptly describf

by Joshua Hunt, in a letter tn his brothe

under date of 4th mo. 24th, 1791. He sayi
" Some of our meetings have been comfor
able and satisfactory to me, but for the mo
part dry and hard ; there is such a raw, wil

uncultivated Indian like state among the pC'

pie, that it makes hard work. There is abui

dant need of faithful elders, standard-bearer
tender, yet zealous fathers, and nursing mi

thers. Many have come into this countr
that have lately been halt, lame, and blind i

religion, and now desiring to be somethinj
walk but hobblingly. Many coming from di

ferent parts, and all naturally tbinkiofir the
own way best, sometimes occasions difficult

in our meetings." Again a few months latf

be writes: "Since we have been in this coui

try I have often thought we have come to tb

right place, and feel well satisfied, althoug
we may expect to encounter many difficultie:

the country being much unimproved, and ou

Society here in a similar state. I have sorat

times thought it might be compared to David
army, which consisted of such as had been i

trouble and in debt, &c., but his men, I appr«
bend, were under much better discipline thai

we are." ;

CTo be concluded.)

For "The Friend."

Origin of Man.

(CoiitiDiied from page 358.)

The third and last degree of perfection ii

human speech is found in inflected languages
Those languages are so called, in which the

same word is capable of modification a greai

number of times, in order to express the dif

ferent shades of thought, and to translate

changes of time, person or place. Inflectec

languages are made up of a series of different

terras, the number of which is by no means
her brother-in-law, John Hunt, accompanied

j

large, but the modification of which, by means
by Wm. Eogers, paid a religious visit to that of adjuncts, or through the position they oc
country in 1804, Ohio having been but re

cently settled, and travelling difficult, he was
much discouraged at the prospect of proceed-
ing there, which Esther Hunt discovering,
sbe mounted her horse, and went with them
on their visit, through that then very new
country, over roads impassable for carriages.
John Hunt was affected to tears at her sur-
render, and accomplished his visit to satisfac-

tion, though at an inclement season of the
year.

In the 4th mo. 1793. the first Monthly
Meeting was held at Eedstone, of which
Esther Hunt was appointed clerk. In the
6th mo. 1794, she was appointed an elder. In
1797 a Quarterly Meeting was established at

was a branch of Baltimore first

cupy, are indeed innumerable. All Europear
languages, and those spoken in Asia by peo
pie of the white race, are inflected.

If spoken language is the first elemetfl

which served to constitute human societies,

fixed, that is written language, has been the
fundamental cause of their progress. By
means of writing, one generation has been
enabled to hand down to the other the fruit?

of their experience and investigation, and thus
to lay the foundation of primitive science and
history.

The first forms of writing were mere mne-
monic signs. Stones cut to a certain fashion,
pieces of wood to which a conventional form
had been imparted, and such like, were themountains, which is now accomplished in fif- Eedstone

rEstrH,^ntrrP;°H^ •''"'"',
Tr'^'V^'^r^^'-'y ^^'^''^S- which she frequently at- most curious forms of mnemonic writing hasas Esther Hunt expressed in a letter, they

| tended, and several times visited her native I been met with both in the Old and New world:
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consisted in joining little bundles of cord of

fferent colors, in -which were tied knots of

irioas kinds. Whoever lies a knot in his

iodkercbief in order to recall to mind some
,ct or intention, makes use, without knowing
of the primitive form of writing.

An advance in writing consisted in repre-

nting pictorially objects which it was wished
designate. The wild Indians of North

merica still make use of these rough repre-

jntations of obji'cts, as a means of imparting
rtain information. This very system is

ndered more complete, when the design
supplemented by a conventional idea. If

rndenco is indicated by a serpent, strength

y a lion, and lightness by a bird, we here at

Dce recognize writing properly so called,

his last form of writing is known as the

j'rabolical or ideographic.

Symbolical writing existed among the an-

eots. The hieroglyphics which are engraved
pon the monuments of ancient Egypt, and
hose which have been found upon Mexican
mains, belong to symbolical writing. And
et this is not writing in the true sense of the

rord, which does not exist until the conven-
onal signs, of which use is made, correspond
rith the words or signs of the language
poken, and can actually replace the language
self

By the alphabet is meant thecollection of con-

entional signs corresponding to the sounds
phich form words. The alphabet is one of

hose inventions which have called forth the

;reatest efforts of the human mind, and it is

lOt without good reason that Greek my
hology deified Cadmus, the inventor of let

ers. The same admiration for the inventors

if alphabets is, moreover, exhibited among
,11 ancient nations.

It is not only through its immense superi

irity as regards extent and power, that the

ntelligence of man is distinguished from that

')f the brute; there is an attribute of intelli-

rence which is strictly peculiar to our species.

Phis is the faculty of abstraction, which per-

mits of our collecting and placing together

:he perceptions of the mind, by that means
irriving at general results. It is through this

power of abstraction, that our intellect has

created the wonders which are familiar to all

;

that the arts and sciences have been brought
to light and fostered by society.

In connection with the faculty of abstrac-

tion, we must allude to the moral sense, which
lis a deduction from the same property. The
lEQOral sense is a special attribute of human
intelligence, and it may be said that through
this attribute, man's intellect is distinguished

from that of animals; for this characteristic

is most truly peculiar to the mind of man, and
is nowhere found among animals.

Among all people, and at all times, the dif

ference between good and evil, truth and false-

hood, has been recognised. The abstract idea

of moral good and moral evil may certainly

differ in different peopL
what the other detests ; in one nation, that

may be held in good repute, which, in another,

is a criminal offence
;
yet after all, the abstract

notion of evil and good, does not cease to exist.

Observance of the right of property, self-re-

Bpect, and regard for human life, are found

among all nationalities. If man, in h's savage

state, occasionally casts aside these moral no-

tions, it is in consequence of the social cond

toms of war and feeling of revenge. But in

state of tranquillity and peace, which con-

dition the philosopher and student must pre-

suppose in framing their arguments, the notion

of evil and good is always to be found. The
forms which the feeling of honor dictates,

vary for example in the white man and the
savage, but the feeling itself is never eradi-

cated from the heart of any.
Language and writing gave birth to human

associations, and later on, to civilization, by
which they were transformed. It is curious

to follow out the progressive forms of human
association, and point out the stages which
civilization has passed through in its forward
march.

Primitive societies assumed three successive

forms. Men were in the first instance, liunUrs

and fishers, then herdsmen, and lastly husband-

men. We say, populations were first of all

hunters and fishers. The human race then in-

habiting the earth, was but small in number,
and this explains it. A group of men gaining

their livelihood simply by hunting and fishing,

cannot be composed of a very large number
of individuals. A vast extent of territory is

required to nourish a population which finds

in game and fish its sole means of subsistence

Moreover, this manner of living is always
precarious, for there never is any certainty

that food will be found for the morrow. This
continual preoccupation in seeking the means
of subsistence, brings man nearer to the brute,

and hinders him from exercising his intellect

upon ennobling and more useful subjects,

Hunting is moreover, the image of warfare,

and war may very easily arise between nei

boring populations who get their living in the

same manner. If in these eventual collisions

prisoners are taken, they are sacrificed, in

order that there may be no additional mouths
to feed.

So long, therefore, as human societies were
composed only of hunters and fishers, they

were unable to make any intellectual progress,

and their customs, of necessity remained bar-

barous. The death of prisoners was the order

of battle.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

No Cross, No Crown.

The testimony has been long and promi-

nently upheld by this Society, that without

the cross we can never win the crown. A
recognized and highly valuable treatise has

been written on the subject, wherein it is

maintained that " Christ's cross is Christ's

way to Christ's crown;" and that "the un-

mortified Christian and the heathen are of the

same religion." Notwithstanding this, there

are exponents of our faith, both writers and
speakers of the present day, from whose teach-

ino-s, if we understand them, we must con-

clude either that the cross need not be borne

as formerly, or else it should be so tenderly

one may admire kept out of sight as almost to make its offence

to cease ; lest young people and others should

be turned away from its humbling requisitions

to seek, it is to bo feared, in some "By-Path
Meadow" or other, an easier and less crucify-

ing path to the heavenly country.

This seems little less than cancelling, if not

ignoring the good old precept, " Thou shalt

rememher all the way which the Lord thy God
ed thee these forty years in the wilderness.

raendous plunge of self-reduction and sorrow
for sin at the commencement of the journey,

with "the Slough of Despond," "the Valley
of Hurailiatinn," "the Hill Difficulty," the

•eat fight with Apollj'on that Bunyan's
Christian had ; and getting over these by a
smooth glide as of a magical wand, jump at

once to the sequel or fruits of the pilgrimage
and sit down in the enjoyment thereof, with-

out having either won the race or run it.

'Though the knowledge and obedience of

the doctrine of the cross of Christ," writes

William Penn, "be of infinite moment to the

souls of men; being the only door to true

Christianity, and the path which the ancients

ever trod to blessedness
;
yet, with extreme

affliction, let me say, it is so little understood,

so much neglected, and what is worse, so bit-

terly contradicted, by the vanity, superstition,

and intemperance o{ professed Christians, ih&t

we must either renounce the belief of what
the Lord Jesus hath told us, ' That whosoever
doth not take up his daily cross, and come
after him, cannot be his disciple ;' or, admit-

ting it for truth, conclude, that the generality

of Christendom do miserably deceive and dis-

appoint themselves in the great business of

Christianity, and their own salvation."

Again, in answer to the question. How, and
in what manner, is the cross to be daily borne?

Wm. Penn writes: "The way, like the cross,

is spiritual : it is an inward submission of the

soul to the will of God, as it is manifested by
the light of Christ in the consciences of men

;

though it be contrary to their own inclinations.

For example; when evil presents, that which
shows the evil does also tell them they should

not yield to it; and if they close with its

counsel it gives them power to escape it. Bat
they that look and gaze upon the temptation,

at last fall in with it, and are overcome by it

;

the consequence of which is, guilt and judg-

ment. Therefore, as the cross of Christ is

that spirit and power in men, though not of

, but of God, ivhich crosseth and reproveth

the fleshly lusts and affections ; so the way of

taking up the cross is, an entire resignation of

soul to the discoveries and requirings of it.

Not to consult worldly pleasure, or carnal

ease, or interest, for such are captivated in a

at, but continually to watch against the

very appearance of evil, and by the obedience

of faith, of true love to, and confidence in God,

cheerfully to offer up to the death of the cross,

that evil part in themselves, which not endur-

ing the heat of the siege, and being impatient

in the hour of temptation, would, by its near

relation to the tempter, more easily betray

their souls into his hands.

This shows to every one's experience, how
hard it is to be a true disciple of Jesus ! The
way is narrow indeed, and the gate-way strait,

where not a word, no, not a thought must

slip the watch, or escape judgment. Such

circumspection, such caution, such holy fear

and trembling, give an easy interpretation to

that hard saying, ' flesh and blood cannot in-

herit the kingdom of God ;' those who are cap-

tivated with fleshly lusts and affections ; for they

cannot bear the cross ;
and they that cannot

endure the cross, must never have the crown.

To reign, it is necessary first to suffer."

tion of the tribe to which he belongs, and .to humble thee," &c., as well as to cut off from

must be regarded in connection with the cus- 1 the note book of Pilgrim's Progress, the tre-

Every prejudice that the soul takes up, or

outward view that it rests in, is so much in-

haled of the foggy atmosphere of time and

sense as chokes the word, and renders it un-

fruitful.—-Sj3iri<Ma? i'xirarfs.
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" IF WE KNEW."
If we knew the woe and heart-ache,

Waiting for us down the road,

If our lips could taste the wormwood,
If our backs could feel the load

;

Would we waste to-day in wishing
For a time that ne'er can be ?

Would we wait in such impatience,

For our ships to come from sea ?

Strange we never prize the music
Till the sweet-voiced bird has flown :

Strange that we should slight the violets

Till the lovely flowers are gone
;

Strange that summer skies and sunshine

Never seem one-half so fair

As when winter's snowy pinions

Shake their white down in the air

!

Let us gather up the sunbeams,
Lying all along our path

;

Let us keep the wheat and roses,

Casting out the thorns and chaff";

Let us find our sweetest comfort
In the blessings of to-day

;

With the patient hand removing
All the briars from our way.

MY COTTAGE-WINDOW.
Homely and humble, these my cottage rooms.
No fine upholstering or gilded walls

;

No woven threads from Persia's fabled looms.
No fair-arched entrance into stately halls.

No marble Clytie with its frozen veins
All bloodless, wandering over snowy breast.

But one sweet Cupid touched with richer stains

Of rosy life on lip and cheek, and crest.

Of shining curls, whose spirals catch the glow
Of every sunbeam ; this my kingly boy,

And my one window, wisely made for show
Of greenest foliage,—these insure me joy.

My cottage-window, framed with sturdiest vine.
Whose gladness laughs in every lusty leaf.

Where fuchsias bang their bells, and pansies shine
Like violet eyes, touched with some childish grief.

Here blooms the rose, and there the spicy pink.
Here lifts the calla, grand and pure and fair,

And here sit I to read or work or think,

Or twine bright flowers in baby's golden hair.

Call me not poor, for wondrous wealth is mine,
The wealth of boundless love and sweet content

;

One human blossom, heaven shall make divine.
And God's dear flowers in loving likeness blent.

Railroading in the Northwest.— Our de-

spatches this morniog announce that the
track ofthe Northern PacificRailroad reached
the bank of the Missouri river, at the new city

of Bismarck, in Central Dakota, June 4th.

This point is four hundred and fifty-tvFO miles
west from the head of Lake Superior at Du-
luth, and this length of road is now in opera-
tion, while on the Pacific side sixty-five miles

have for some months been open to traffic,

and another section of a hundred miles is now
building, with some fifteen hundred Chinamen
at work.
A short distance above the point where the

Northern Pacific Railroad strikes the Mis-
souri, that river turns sharply westward and
carries a navigable water-line a thousand
miles beyond Bismarck, to Fort Benton, at
the foot of the Rocky Mountains in western
Montana. Thus the Upper Missouri river

practically serves, for the present, as a western
extension of the railroad, and the junction
just formed between rail and river, completes
a new, short, and most important route from
the East to the extreme Northwest. For ex-
ample, freight may now be shipped from Erie
or Buffalo, by lake to Duluth, thence by the
Northern Pacific Railroad, 452 miles, to Bis-

marck, on the Missouri, and thence by steam-

ers on the river 1000 miles to Fort Benton,

which is in the same longitude as Salt Lake
on the Union Pacific.

A line of ten steamers is already established

to run on the Upper and Lower Missouri and

tributaries, in connection with the Northern

Pacific Road, and from this time forward,

Bismarck will have almost a monopoly of that

large Missouri river traffic which has sncces

sively centred at and enriched St. Louis,

Kansas City, Omaha, and Sioux City. East-

ward a fleet of steamers and sailing vessels

connects the Northern Pacific Railroad with

all the American and Canadian ports from

Duluth to Buft'alo, while by its St. Paul Branch
the Northern Pacific connects with all roads

running eastward through Chicago.

In addition to the large trade with the

people of Montana, and the shipment of silver

ores, which will come over this route, the

Government has contracted with the Northern
Pacific Railroad Company for the transporta

tion of nearly all its army supplies and ma
terial, and Indian goods required throughout
the Northwest. This road thus comes at

once into possession of a large traffic and a

profitable business. The sturdy and solid pro

gress thus far made in the work of construe

tion, and the equally important task of set

tling its land grant, is the best guarantee for

the future of this really national enterprise.
—Philadelphia Inquirer.

Life and Times of George fox.

(Concluded from page 366.)

One of the most remarkable facts of theo

logical literature is, that in Jones' Lectures
on Ecclesiastical history, brought down to the
ilevolution, there is not a single' reference to

George Fox, William Penn or any of the
Quakers, more than if they had no existence,

or were not in any measure affected by the

turbulence of the times of the Stuarts and of

Cromwell.
From such prejudiced and partial historians,

if we were to turn our thoughts to his most
intimate friends, we should probably be told

that they extol his excellencies not less than
his enemies ignore, or caricature them; al-

though such objectors, by their very objection,

render faith in the testimony of their own
friends impossible. We shall therefore not
ask William Penn or Thomas Ellwood, or
Barclay, or Sewel to speak now for George
Fox. If you please we will turn to one of the
latest as well as the ablest and most trust-

worthy writers on " George Fox and the in-

ward light," John Stoughton of Kensington;
although I think he makes precisely the same
mistake in his estimate of Fox's remarks on
the inward light, as compared with Scriptures,

which I think Fox and the early Fxiends made
with regard to the literal meaning of certain

passages ; I refer to the true use of negatives,

the key to which harmonises many passages.
Friends never did understand literally, "La-
bor not for the meat that perisheth, but for

that meat which endureth unto everlasting
life." They know that men should be diligent

in business. They dont take literally, "Lay
not up for yourselves treasures on earth."

They know that fathers should lay up for

their children. In these cases they know
that the negative is qualified, not strictly con-
trasted with what follows. So I submit, it

should be in such texts as "I judge no man."
" Not of the letter but of the spirit," and many

other texts. So when George Fox says-
" not by books or human writing, or the wrii

ten Scriptures, but as he who had the ke;

opened." I submit that bis meaning is no

by these only, but by the Holy Spirit chietij

No man more frequently, pointedly, or sue

cessfully, appealed to the Scriptures in hi

own defence, and to the confusion of his op

ponents than George Fox. And if he errei

as Stoughton truly says, " his aberration

came from noble, self-denjnng impulses ;" an<

with respect to him it might be aptly said

" And e'en the light that led astray was ligh

from heaven." " Fox distinguished the ligh

of the Spirit fronuconseience, and he was righ

in doing so." "By it," says Fox, "Christ i

seen." " It shows Christ to be onr Redeemer
and Saviour and way to God."

In my humble opinion, George Fox had the

true qualifications for a religious Reformer it

larger measure than any man of his age oi

country. Greater capacity to see things It

their true light and their true relations, mort
calm, dignified, meek, and yet firm resolve, t(

call them by their right names; was mon
unmoved by the smiles or frowns of earth'i

greatest men, in the most tempting and trou

blous times; more unaffected by the applause

or the assaults of multitudes. I believe that

he and his associates were the most true and

faithful, as well as the most mercilessly per-

secuted, of all who testified against the pride

and profligacy of the times—that his voice

was heard through and above all the storms,

pleading for righteousness, peace, liberty and
love—not less when Owen, and Howe, and
Milton, and Bunyan, and Baxter were silenced

or fled, than when they were moving in their

spheres in brightest lustre—that he did more
for liberty of conscience by his tongue and
pen and spotless life, more to assert and de-

fend the supremacy of Christ in the church
than they all—more in turning men's hearts

from Satan to God—-more to sow incorruptible

seed in the human heart—seed that shall ex-

tinguish all swearing, all slavery, all war, all

executions, and all pauperism, than any man
since the Apostolic times.

I believe he was spared to see more spiritual

fruit, as distinguished from political and eccle-

siastical, than any other man since the refor-

mation, that to him under God emancipated
slaves, modern evangelical free churches, es-

pecially the Methodists of all classes, owe
more of the inspiration, and principles, on
which their theology, their polity, and their

liberty rest secure, than will ever be recog-

nised in this world ; and that when the heroes

who make the road smoke under their chaise

and four, who manage or devastate empires,

shall fade from human remembrance, then the

name of George Fox will find a place in the

warmest affections of patriots, philanthropists

and christians, as one of the chief benefactors

of our race.

It would ill become me to venture an opin-

ion as to whether the Quakers have been true

a Society to the principles and practices of

their forefathers, whether they are worthy
children of such noble sires. That there have
been and are illustrious examples of " What-
soever things are true, whatsoever things are

honest, whatsoever things are just, whatso-
ever things are pure, whatsoever things are

lovely, whatsoever things are of good report,"

we know. There are many such as the late

George Thomas, whose recent removal from
our midst, touches the tenderest cords in many
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ts; yea, almost calls the whole city to

Of him it may be said that :

—

9 he drew nearer to finish his race,

Ike a fine setting sun he loolied richer in grace
;

nd gave a sure hope at the end of his days,

f arising in brighter array."

It where are the hosts of self-sacrificing

ocary ministers, with the inspiration,

glowing zeal, the untiring devotedness,

nanly unflinching protest against greater

monialism in worship, greater ritualism

ithednils and parish churches than were
essed in the days of Laud ? O I when the

tion to Christ, the enthusiasm in his

e, the unwearied utterances of their prin-

B with tongue and pen, and,

"The yearning piety for mankind,
The burning charity,"

h distinguished George Fox and his col-

ues, shall inspire and guide the activities

hose who are called Quakers, then shall

righteousness of the Society, go forth as

fatness and the salvation thereof as a lamp
burneth ; and then shall it once more be-

e manifest to all that "not chiefly by
ht, nor by power, but by my Spirit saith

Lord," is the top stone of the spiritual

pie to bo placed with shouts of "Grace!
e unto it!"

Umicry in Nature : the Wood Spider.—Sus
ied between the trunks of a couple of

8 in an African forest, whose stems were
,ed by a minute species of moss or lichen,

the light transparent net of a wood spider,

eh was upon it, making some repairs. It

one of those peculiarly-formed species

oh have a long process or horn projecting

the ceutieof the body. At my approach
little creature trotted off and seated itself

D its hiding-place, the bare stem of the

where I soon perceived that its resem-
ice to a spider was 'o longer evident; for

t sal motionless, with the long projection

n the centre, and its legs carefully folded

eath its body, it was a fac simile of the

•ts of wood or protuberances upon the bark
he trees which it inhabited, the long horn
.'mbling the remainsof aformer twig which
fallen away. The coloring and pattern

m the spider in every particular resembled
t of the moss-clad stems of the tree; in

i the imitation was perfect, constituting

isvident provision for the safety of the crea-

e. At length, to try the spider's faith in

concealment, I waved my hand near it.

ong, however, in the belief of its security

emained immovable. Let us refrain from
usual ejaculation, " That ugly spider !"

• the too generally despised creature has
mission, seeing that it is one of those ap
nted to keep down insect life, one of tb(

tectors of our herbage plants. Go but
3 the forest and learn a lesson, that, with
our friend, the " hideous spider," there

uld be a missing link in nature's endless

lin.— Cape Magazine.

Vriting from St. Asaph, North Wales,
respondent of Nature gives an example of

at he terms acquired habit in plants. H
I found on the banks of the little river Aled
og-violet growing in a ledge in the manner
I climbing plant. The stem measured two
I a half feet in length, having sixteen al

Date leaves, with axillary flowers.

For 'The Friend."

John Ileald.

(Continued from page 3»7.)

" 1810, 2d mo. 25th. Attended Evesham
Meeting which was large, I suppose more
than five hundred persons. I was engaged to

draw the attention of the scattered and dis-

p-^rsed ones and of the youth, to a solid con-
sideration of the right performance of Divine
worship

; and also to engage the attention of

those who are acquainted with it, to see that
no obstructing cause be in the way; that if

any is found, due care be taken to have it re-

moved, by imploring Divine aid, and using
every ability favored with. In so doing there
is reason to hope for help and preservation.

We dined at Samuel Matlack's, and after-

wards rode to John Collins'. I am glad to be

in company with him and his wife Esther. I

have been waiting with desire to come here,

but I hope not too anxious. Though it is so

pleasant, I hope it is right. I wish I may not
be lavish in enjoying the satisfaction, but that
I may rejoice with fear.

2Gth. Attended Moorestown Meeting, call-

ed Chester. I was singularly led in testi-

mony ; so far descending as even to make
mention that a word spelled with the same
letters sometimes is not only pronounced
differently, but conveys a different meaning;
that things small in the beginning sometimes
grow quickly large, as in ease of dislike to

persons, and hinder free access to the throne
of Grace ; that many evils gain entrance by
giving way to small things; that being cen-

sorious in judging others is dangerous; but
that we should be severe in judging ourselves

and charitable or tender to others. It was
hard, trying labor, but I hope that through
honest endeavora to clear myself, I may feel

easy, though I still feel tried on account
thereof Yet, on looking at it as carefully as I

can, I do not find a drawback, so as to wish any
part of it undone or added to ; and so I leave it.

27th. At Westfield I endeavored to en-

courage parents to disaharge their duty to

their dear children, and not to give out ; and
the children to attend to the admonitions of

their parents. No doubt it was so with some,

that when the day's work was done, and they
laid down to rest, the anxious concern of th

parents for the children hindered them fror

sleeping ; and that while the children slept

sweetly, many an earnest prayer was put up
for them, when they knew nothing of it."

John Ileald and his companion returned to

Philadelphia on 3d mo. 1st—and feeling a

concern on his mind towards "Friendly peo-

ple, particularly such as had been disowned,"
hp says, "in the first place we had a confer-

ence with a number of select members of each
meeting in the city, respecting a suitable

time and way to take the meetings, and with
respect to giving notice" to the class alluded

to. This concert of action among the elders

and ministers of the city meetings, in regard
to religious concerns of a public nature, ap
pears to have been the general practice of

Friends of that day, as well as in more re-

mote and recent times. It is very desirabl

that it should ever be maintained, so that the

Friends residing here may be preserved
one united body ; and give proof that they
remember that, though for convenience sake

they are divided into three Monthly Meet-
'ings, yet they were originally one, and their

oflicial title is the same for all (with the addi-

'tion of the words designating the respective

districts of the city in which they are locat-

ed); and that their interests and reputation

are indissolubly bound together.

Besides attending the meetings in and
around the city, our friend paid many visits

to the infirm. In those, " but few words
were spoken about common concerns, and in

most of them remarks were made on religi-

ous subjects. This employ is satisfactory to

me, and I admire the simplicity and little-

ness in which I have to pass, and the sweet-
ness attending. At the Middle Meeting on
the 8th " I bore a short testimony tending to

ncourage retirement," and in the afternoon
left the city. " As I passed along the streets

my heart expanded with love to the inhabi-

tants, in such an easy, clear and satisfied man-
ner, that I could but admire that I should feel

30 easy with moving in so little a way."
After leaving Philadelphia, he visited meet-

ings in Deleware County, Pennsylvania, and
in Delaware ; and then proceeded westward
to Nottingham, and so homeward through
Maryland and Virginia. At Chester, on the

12th of the month, the meeting was silent till

near the close, when, " I stood up and said.l

suppose some might think it lost time to sit

in silence, but I was of another mind, for it

was necessary to consider our ways, to ponder
the paths of our feet, that it was a weighty
thing to preach the Gospel, for the Apostle
saith, that the Gospel of Christ is the power
of God unto salvation; and to preach from
imagination or the will of man, is unsafe, &c."

On the 17th he makes this entry in his

journal. "Last night as I lay in bed, I was
instructed in believing that Israel's Shepherd,
who sleeps not by day, nor slumbers by night,

watches over the people both sleeping and
waking ; that left without His guajdian care,

how might the tempter prevail, even while
sleeping; and oh, what thankfulness is due
for preservation at all times, not only of the

faithful, but even those that live too much at

ease, that they should be so guarded by an
invisible power, and protected from' the in-

roads of an unwearied enemy, who is con-

tinually seeking whom he may devour."

At Apoquinamink on the 18th, he reminded
them that some fathers and mothers had seen

their children laid on a bed of languishing

and laden with affliction, apprehending the

time of their death to be drawing nigh, and
feeling unprepared. This involved all about
them in distress. He enforced the necessity

of being ])repared for such a time. He adds,

that he thought the prospects of the meet-

ing as poor, " as ever I saw a meeting in,

and I returned to my lodging with heaitfelt

sorrow for the insensibility that I conceived

them to be in. After I came there I heard a

woman say she had been at meeting there,

and no other woman and only two men.
She had a gold ring on her finger, and large

bobs in her ears, and otherwise dressed to suit

her fancy."

At East Nottingham on the 23d, " I stated,

I think it meet as long as I am in this taber-

nacle, to stir up the pure mind by way of

remembrance, as saith the Apostle. That
thoughts mostly go before actions; that by
examining what the thoughts are most upon,

we may know where our treasure is; that 1

believed that some of them had need to be

stirred up; that servants had been sent to

them as from distant lands. If their words

j

distilled as the dew, was it not like a morn-
'ing cloud that soon passed away, and was
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Boon forgotten ? If this was so, did it answer
the end for which they were sent, seeing they
came through great tribulation, &c. ?"

At West Nottingham on the 24th, those

present were encouraged to follow the foot-

steps of the flock of Christ's companionB, and
not to expect safety in a state of ease, or in

gratifj'ing their own wills and propensities
;

but in a steady and frequent attention to

walking circumspectly in the footsteps of

the flock. Thoy were cautioned to beware of

temptation, even in little things, for turning

aside out of the right way is so dangerous*,

that there is no certainty of our returning;

and there is no returning but through suffor-

mg. Same of those who left the safe way in-

tended to return, but finding the waj' back
more difficult than they expected, they had
concluded to lead a moral life, and so did not

become religious, but lived at ease, and were
generally not of much use.

At Eastland on the 25th, that passage was
revived—"There is no condemnation to them
that are in Christ Jesus, who walk not after

the flesh, but after the Spirit;" and the cor-

responding doctrine eiiforced, that there is

condemnation for neglecting to do our duty,

for "He that knoweth to do good, and doeth

it not, to him it is sin." Reference was made
to the account of the final judgment, where
the condemnation of the wicked is placed,

not BO much on the commission of heinous

crime, as on the omission of duty.

31st. At Pipe Creek. " A low time. The
opening in the ministerial line, I was rather

afraid to follow, and I think lost by not at-

tending to it earlier. But after awhile I ven-

tured, and it was hard labor. 1 stated many
things to arouse the careless, and some to en-

courage the faithful, but after meeting I felt

rather under condemnation, and on carefully

trying the matter, I thought I was easy with

regard to the communication, but it settled

with me, that it ought to have been attended

to sooner."

4th mo. 1st. At Bush Creek. I thought
it safe to say, that those who are wise in their

own eyes, and prudent in their own conceit,

are apt to neglect to improve their talents.

When they found something they believed it

right for them to do, they thought it small

and were too prudent to do it as it was so

small, but promised themselves something
greater. Thus they would not deny them
selves and be faithful in a little.

4th mo. 5tb. At Lower Eidge Meeting
near Hopewell, Va. " I treated on weeping
fathers and weeping mothers, sometimes for

faults they had not committed. Well would
it be if they had not been in any way
cessory to them." After this our friend at-

tended a few meetings on his journey home
ward. -He arrived at home on th« IGth of

the 4th mo.—he says, " wiih a glad heart,

and found my beloved wife and children well

1 have been tried and favored, and have cause
to bless for His help, and praise for His fa

vors, the great Helper and Preserver of men
He has led me in a way I knew not, and into

that I before had not passed, and preservec

me and led me along in safety, sometimes en
larging, and sometimes reducing me to be
very small, at least in my own eyes. Thus
He has led me through many diflSculties and
trials, and returned me home safe ; may I be
preserved to bless and praise His holy name,
not only in time, but in eternity, even so be it."

(T<

Foreiyn Proverbs.—One of the missionaries

was working up into practical use, a large

collection of national proverbs gathered dur-

many years of extended travel, and I

subjoin a few which especially struck me,
either by their quaint force or their resem-
blance to our own wise saws. For instance,

the well known warning not to look a gift

horse in the mouth has its equivalent in Bad-
;iga, one of the Indian tongues, " If any one
offers you a buffalo, do not ask if she gives
milk." And the Malayli rendering of " A
burnt child dreads the fire," is identical with
theeorrespondingFrench proverb, "A scalded
cat fears cold water;" while the Hindi version
is very picturesque and characteristic, ' He
whose father wus killed by a bear is afraid of
a black stump." Again, we say, "If you
send an ass on its travels it will not come
back a horse," which in Tamil runs, "You
may decorate an ass, but that will not make
it a horse;" and another dialect expresses
nearly the same idea by the sententious adage,
"A donkey may grow, but he will never be
an elephant." The European proverbs, " No
man is a hero to his valet de chambre," and
"Familiarity breeds contempt," are tersely

and picturesquely combined in the Tamil
adage, " The temple cat does not fear the
idol." The Malaylis reprove a boaster who
glories over the unfortunate, with the pithy
remark, " Any one can leap a fallen tree ;"

and their proverb, "Running up and down
the boat does not bring one sooner to land,"

is a keen rebuke to those who chafe and fret

under circumstances of forced inaction
; while

the sacred warning not to cast pearls before
swine is aptly paraphrased by the question,
" What is the use of reading the Vedas to a
wild buffalo?" A few more Tamil sayings
seem well worthy of notice. " The tears of
the oppressed are sharp swords," reads like a
sentence from the Proverbs of Solomon; and
"The flower out of reach is dedicated to God,"
is surely a most graceful statement of the futil-

ity of day dreams of service and sacrifice in

the pathless future. " The ant, measured by
its own hand, is eight spans long," expresses
with superior elegance and force the gist of
more than one English proverb ; and
black cow may give white milk," is an adage
admirable for terseness and point, even if

doubtful of morality. There is much shrewd
ness in the Servian proverbs, "Speak the
truth, but come away quickly after," and
" When an old dog barks, then see what th
matter is;" and volumes of truth and beauty
are summed up in the simple saying, " The
sun goes over unclean places but is not de-

filed." Of how many bright and holy li

spent in labor among vice and misery might
this be taken as the fittest motto! Russian
proverbs present a remarkable combination
of sound common sense, deep religious feel-

ing, and pithy, almost coarse, expression. A
few taken almost at random wilt illustrate all

three. " Measure j'our cloth ten times, for

you can only cut it once." " A fool can cast

a stone into the sea, but a hundred wise men
cannot get it out." " If you knew where you
would fall, you could put down straw." " With
God go over the sea ; without God cross not
the threshold." "A mother's prayer saves
from the depths of the sea." " Fear not the
rich man's frown

; fear the beggar's tears.'

"Love me when I am black; when I am white
every one will love me." " We cannot go to

the church for mud, but we may get to

tavern." " No need to plant fools, they g
of themselves." "Ask a pig to dinner,

he will put her f^et on the table."—" C
land, Inland, and Upland."

Selected for " The Friei

A Weighty Trust Committetl to us.

A trust is committed to us, a great

weighty trust, to which our diligent atten

is necessary. Whenever the active meml
of this visible gathered church use ther

to that which is contrary to the purity of

principles, it appears to be a breach of (

trust, and one step back toward the

ness ; one step towards undoing what Got

infinite love hath done through his faitl

servants in a work of several ages, and is

laying the foundation /or /w^ure sufferings.

I feel a living invitation in my mind
those who are active in our religious Socii

that they 7nay lay to heart this matter, :

consider the station in which we stand

place of outward liberty under the free ej

cise of our consciences towards God, not
tained but through the great and manij

afflictions of those who lived before us. Th
is gratitude due from us to our heave
Father, and j ustice to our posterity. Can
hearts endure, or our hands he strong, if

desert a cause so precious, if we turn aside ft

a work in which so many have patier

labored ?

May the deep sufferings of our Saviour

so dear to us, that we may never tram
under foot the adorable Son of God, or co

the blood of the covenant unholy I

May the faithfulness of the martyrs, wl

the prospect of death by fire was before tht

be remembered ! May the patient, eonsti

sufferings of the upright-hearted servants

God in latter ages be revived in our min'

May we so follow on to know the Lord, tl

neither the faithful in this age, nor those

ages to come, may be brought under sufferi

through our sliding back from the work of

formation in the world I

While the active members in the visi

gathered church stand upright, and the affs

thereof are carried on under the leadings

the Holy Spirit, although disorders may ai

among us, and cause many exercises to th

who feel the care of the churches upon the

yet while these continue under the weight
the work, and labor in the meekness of ^

dom for the help of others, the name of Chi

in the visible gathered church may be k
sacred. But while they who are active in

affairs of the church, continue in a mani
opposition to the purity of our principles, tl

as the prophet Isaiah expresseth it, is like '

when a standard bearer fainteth." Thus
way opens to great and prevailing degenera
and to sufferings for those who, through
power of Divine love, are separated to

gospel of Christ, and cannot unite loith a

thing which stands in opposition to the pur
of it.

—

John Woolman.
How peculiarly suitable are the forego

remarks of John Woolman to the Societj

Friends in the present day I And how it

hooves each one of us diligently to enquin
the light of the Lord, how far we are ac(

sory, either by word or in the expressive 1

guage of conduct, to what he reprehen
That with faithful home or heart-work in

sight of the Omniscient, and through wat
ing unto prayer with all perseverance,

may be permitted to be way-marks, kno
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read.of all men, rather than to be stura-

r blocks, or " ambiguous, and with double

)e deluding," in a society the purity of

»8e principles calls for straightforwardness,

upright walking in the new and living

of the King of kings.

'ew French Religions Sect.—The existence

religious sect called "Derbists," whose
srents are mostly recruited in the two de-

ments of the Drome and the Ardeche, was

cely known to a great majority of French-

until a soldier belonging to this body was
\ by court martial a few days ago for in-

rdination. The tenets of this sect are

cipally embodied in the doctrine that

ife is absolutel}^ sacred, and that the

eesion of arms is in itself a crime. In

iienee to this teaching, a young man who
been sent to join his regiment refused to

Y arms, declaring that he was ready to

t to any punishment, even that of death,

er than repudiate his principles. The
nel had no alternative but to send him
re a court martial for breach of discipline

;

in the course of the trial the schoolmaster,

had been called as a witness, stated that,

gh he had done all in his power to eradi-

these ideas, the prisoner had held fast to

)riginal purpose. When he told him that,

IB event of a battle, he would always be

to fire in the air, the young man declared

he would not do that, because it would

ct an of treachery towards the govern-

t, and he preferred stating the case to his

riors when called upon to join the army,
similar grounds he refuses to purchase a

titute, and in reply to the warning of his

lOlmaster that he would render himself

to be shot for insubordination, he avowed
eadiness " to add another to the millions of

tyrs who have already died for their faith."

behavior at the trial was most exemplary

hen questioned by the president of the

he confessed that he had disobeyed the

tary laws, but had acted in conformity

)8e of the Gospel.

—

Late Paper.

Selected

imes Backhouse, in writing of a call made
^ary Capper, soon after his return from

abors abroad, makes the following obser

one :
" In the course of conversation, sh«

d me that she had adopted the prin

iS of total abstinence, as regards intoxi-

ng liquors; that though on the first men-
of tbe subject, she had doubted its pro

ty, yet on reflecting upon it, and consider-

the numbers led away into inebriety, and
all these began their course of drunken

by taking intoxicating liquors in what
been thought to be moderation, she came
le resolution, that no one should be abl

lead her example for taking them at all.

time she left them off, she was upward
ghty years of age, and in the practice of

I single glass of wine daily with h

er; and having been for many years un-

to take animal food, this glass of wine

been thought almost essential to her ex

ice, especially as she had been accustomed

, from an early period of her life. Sh
that she expected to have something

ififer in making this change, and that she

it probably have to endure a greater sense

ebleness during the remainder of her days;

the welfare of those by whom she was
Junded, and on whom her example might

have some influence, she considered to be of

much greater importance. On making the

trial she was, however, agreeably disappoint-

ed ; for though she felt some languor for a few

days, she soon became sensible of an increase

of strength, and was more vigorous without

the wine than she had been with it; so that

she had cause to commemorate the goodness

by which she had been enabled to make this

little sacrifice. And I believe that her ex-

ample in this respect, as well as her Christian

practice exhibited in a great variety of other

points, had a beneficial influence on many
Memoir of Mary Capper.
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Growth of Coral.—According to the state

ment in a Honolulu journal, coral grows

rapidly, and in the course of ten years it i-

not improbable that the Java and Fort D.ir

win cable may in many parts be covered with

something like a foot and a half of this hard

substance. It appears that some two years age

Captain Macgregor, of the steamer Kilanea

moored a buoj' in Kealakokua Bay ;
he wat

lately ordered to hoist the anchor and examine

the chain. The latter is a heavy two-inch

cable, and was found covered with corals and

oyster-shells, the larger corals measuring 41

incbesin length, which represents theirgrowth

during the period of two years.
—Public Opinion.

Integrity.—Integrity is truly a great and

commendable virtue. A man of integrity is

a true man, a bold man, and a steady ma.i

;

he is to be trusted and relied upon. No bribes

can corrupt him, no fear daunt him ;
his word

is slow in coming, but sure. He shines bright-

est in the fire, and his friend hears of him

most when ho most needs him. His courage

grows with danger, and conquers opposition

by constancy. As he cannot be flattered or

frightened into that he dislikes, so he hates

flattery and temporising in others. He runs

with truth and not with the times—with right

and not with might.— Wm. Penn's Advice to

his Children.

As an illustration of the hereditary in-

stincts, an ofHcer in India writes that a

tiger-cub in his possession, not larger than a

spaniel, shows a remarkable friendship for

his fox-hound puppies, and romps with them
incessantly. But when he sees a cow or a

goat his tiger betrays itself. He has no fear

of dogs, but is thrown into a paroxysm of

terror at the sight of a kitten or tiger-skin.

These facts, says the writer, seem at variance

with the assumption that such manifestations

must have a basis in the experience of the

animal itself or in that of an ancestor.

The longer I live the more unshaken con-

fidence I think I obtain, that the doctrine

laid down by Robert Barclay, and our first

Friends, founded on tbe New Testament, and

still maintained by the Society at large, are

invulnerable to the efforts of vain philosophy,

sophistry, and curious speculations, so long as

we retain a belief in that most excellent of

books, and am of the mind, that all such as

depart from the foundation will wither and

be confounded.— William Savery.

Oh! the harmony there is in the Lord's

family, "Ephraim shall not envy Judah, nor

Judah vex Ephraim." " They shall not hurt

nor destroy in all my holy mountain."

We have often heard it spoken of as a
mooted point, whether the means of subsist-

ence can be obtained or a competence secured,

with less labor in a city than in the country.

Those who depend upon their daily labor to

supply the needs of themselves and families,

we apprehend, when in cities, have to make
exertions often more severe and continuous,

than the similar class in the country, unless

it be at particular seasons, and then for but a

short time, and certainly the former labor

u-nder circumstances far more calculated to

undermine health and strength.

The life of a man of business and that of a

professional man, even when attended with

an average of success, is, we are persuaded,

accompanied by as much exhausting exertion

of body and mind, as that of a farmer who
tills his productive acres, and frequents the

markets to dispose of all that is not required

for domestic use. Though the farmer does

not accumulate wealth so rapidly as the five

successful ones out of a hundred struggling

tradesmen ;
if he is as thoughtful and enter-

prising, as careful and industrious, he certain-

ly may live in more comfort and plenty ; and
though his cash profits at the end of the year

muy seem small compared with the thousands

he may bear have been pocketed by some
successful merchant or speculator, yet he has

escaped the harassing anxieties, the plausible

temptations attending unscrupulous competi-

tion, and the corroding fears of disastrous

speculation, such as has swept the ninety and

five into bankruptcy, and perhaps plunged

them into abject poverty.

But whatever may be thought of the ad-

vantages of city life at other seasons of the

year, we think there can be no question as to

the heavy balance against it, when compared
with life in the country during the warm
weather of summer. This we believe to be

true, even when the comparison is drawn be-

tween those occupying the same position as

to wealth, but is much more striking among
those who are ranked among the poorer

classes. Philadelphia has been designated as

the "city of homes," and perhaps there is no

other city to be found where more ample pro-

vision is made to supply a dwelling house for

each family, or where so large a proportion

of mechanics and day laborers have a house

to live in, without being obliged to share it

with others. It is impossible, however, in

the built up sections of a large city, to secure

free ventilation and pure air, or to find suit-

able places and opportunities for free outdoor

exercise, and consequently mothers and chil-

dren—especially the lattei-—find the summer
months prolific of sickness and death. In

reading over the weekly returns of death in

Philadelphia, almost every one is impressed

with the great number of children under two
years of age that is reported as having fallen

victims to two or three specific diseases, and

are ready to conclude such mortality must be

owing to criminal neglect. But if the trouble

were taken to inspect the condition of the

houses bordering on the streets, the alleys or

the courts where the poorer class are obliged

most to congregate, the marvel would be how
human life in its earlier, immature stages, can

be supported under such surroundings. And
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this not because of any special carelessnesfS Or| with Mohammedanism. In return Holland asks that

unoleanliness on t.,e part of the sufferers, butjce-.n^nvUeges^e^gr^^^^

from the unavoidable lack of pure air, or more^l
^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^y ;, commanded by an officer who was
formerly in the Dutch service.

A. Vienna dispatch says, that anarchy prevails in the
!

Turkish province of Bosnia, caused by the persecution
'

of Christians by the Mohammedans. In one district of

:

the province '270 Christians had been recently mur-

1

dered, and no attempts had been made to arrest the

perpetrators. The Christians were greatly alarmed, and
jny of them were leaving the country.

Aviolent thunder storm and heavy rains, the 29th

ult., flooded the Exhibition grounds and did much in-

'ury.

An earthquake in the north of Italy the 29th ult.,

caused much alarm in Venice and Verona, but no seri-

ige was sustained. At other points the shocks

were more violent. At Faletto, about 35 miles north

of Venice, buildings were destroyed, and eighteen per-

sons were killed, and in four villages near Vittoria four-

teen pensons were killed and many injured. Great
damage was also done in the town of Belluno.

The French and Austrian governments have ad-

dressed friendly observations to Italy with reference to

the execution of the law abolishing religious corpora-

tions.

The drain of emigrants to America, says the Limerick
Reporter, is absolutely alarming. The respectable, in-

telligent and orderly inhabitants of Ireland are aban-

doning their country in great numbers.
The Canada loan guarantee bill has passed to a second

reading in the House of Commons. The Under Secre-

tary of the Colonies explained that the money to be

raised by the loan was to be appropriated for the con-

struction of a railroad to the Pacific.

The Daily News reports that the Russian commission
for the development of commerce in Asia, proposes an
extension of the Pothe and Tiflis Railway to Boker, a

Russian town on the west shore of the Caspian sea, and
thence to Teheran the capital of Persia.

The French Assembly has annulled the election of

Thuriguy, Radical, at Nieva.
The municipality of Paris has reconsidered its vote

refusing to appropriate money for the reception of the

Shah of Persia, and adopted a resolution providing for

illuminations and a night fete on the occasion.

There has been a stormy debate in the Assembly on
an order issued by the prefect of the Department of the

Rhone, prohibiting civil burials after the hour of 7

A. M. A motion made by the Left condemning the pre-

fect's act, was rejected by a large majority.

The Deputies of the Left, in a recent meeting, adopted
a resolution inviting Grevy, late President of the As-
sembly, to draw up a declaration of principles as a
rallying point for all parties of the opposition.

Bismarck clo.sed the session of the German Parlia-

ment on the 25th ult. He said he was commissioned
to express the regret of the Emperor at his absence
through indisposition, from which, however, he was glad

to say the Emperor was recovering. The illness of the
Emperor having rendered it impossible for him to visit

Vienna, the Empress Augusta went in his place, and
was received with the strongest manifestations of re-

spect.

Advices from Rio Janeiro to 6th mo. 6th have been
received. The Brazilian Council of State has decided
that Papal bulls must have the approval of the govern-
ment before they can be promulgated; and that sentences

of excommunication are without civil effect in Brazil

The Minister of State gives assurance that Free-
Masons will be hereafter relieved of religious persecu-

tions by the priests and clerical party.

The condition of Spain does not seem to improve
The Carlists have met with some defeats in the north
but in other conflicts- they have gained important ad-

vantages. The government has announced in the Cortes
that a bill will be presented for the immediate aboliti

of slavery in Cuba, and that the same political pri

leges would be granted to the colony as were enjoyed
by the people of Spain. The Minister of Marine i

nounced as a measure of economy the suppression
the Admiralty, and the discontinuance of the Medit
ranean squadron. The government has introduced a
bill abolishing the Spanish legation at the Vatican

United States.— Mkcdlaneows.—The interments
in Philadelphia last week numbered 389. There were
50 deaths of cholera infantum, 44 consumption, 17
disease of the heart, 13 scarlet fever, 18 marasmus, 10
drowned, 6 old age.

There were 477 deaths in New York last week, and
in that period 8,500 immigrants were landed.
The cholera which has been so fatal in some of the

towns of Tennessee, ie abating. There were ten d

properly speaking, the continued presence of

an atmosphere rendered impure and noxious

by the exhalations arising from large numbers
of human beings crowded together, while

the thermometer ranges from seventy-five to

ninety-five degrees, and where there is little

if any opportunity for a brisk wind to disturb

or dilute the poisonous fluid breathed.

It is said that necessity knows no law, but,

in sight of so much suffering, we are ready to

query whether man is justifiable for placing

himself in a situation where his offspring are

almost necessarily exposed to such danger in

health and life. Certainly were the " fair

face of nature" not marred and distorted by
sin, such a state of things could not have
found place within the creation of Almighty
goodness and mercy.
The excessive and long continued heat of

last summer producpd such frightful mortality

among children in Philadelphia, as to alarm
and arouse the citizens generally, who gener-

ously subscribed large suras of money to de-

fray the expense of sending the children of

the poor, accompanied by their caretakers, on
excursions into the park, and other places in

the vicinity of the city. This, while it un-

doubtedly had the good effect of calling into

action the kindly sympathies and benevolent
feelings of those who gave aid to the under-

taking, may have also had some sanitary in-

fluence on the beneficiaries ; but it was a cum-
bersome and improvident mode of mini-tering
relief, and in some cases may have done as

much harm as good. Cakes, candies, ice-cream
and music, even when accompanied by a few
hours brestlhing of pur© air, are poor restora-

tives of wasted strength, or preventives of

gastric or enteritic disease; and it requires
but little knowledge of hygienic economy to

discover the doubtfulness of such a total

change of diet for a day, and then returning
the recipients to the same stifling atmosphere,
and the same food from which they were
taken. We regret to see the same course
commenced again this year, as we think the
good object aimed at would be much more
certainly attained by providing two or three
suitable places in the country where sick

children and their caretakers could be sent,

for one, two or three weeks, as circumstances
might require, and by thus invigorating the
system, enable it to withstand further expo
sure to the heat when roiurned to their homes
Humanity demands that some such cour.^t

should bo pursued, and the expense should
be paid from the city treasury.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FoREfGN.—The steamship Great Eastern reached

Hearts Content, N. F., the 27th ult. Having paid out
all the deep sea cable to within eighty miles of Hearts
Content, it was then cut and buoyed. A heavy gale at
that time made it imprudent to splice to the shore-end,
hut that would be done as .soon as the weather became
favorable.

An ofliclal dispatch received in St. Petersburg from
(General Kauflman, the Ru.ssian commander, states that
the capital of Khiva was occupied by the Rus.sian forces
on the 10th of Sixth month. The Khan of Khiva made
his escape.

A dispatch from Penang says the Dutch government,
with a view of terminating hostilities with Atcheen,
has made an oiler to the Sultan to pay ail the expenses
thus far incurred in the war, to acknowledge the inde-
pendence of the Sultan, to rebuild the mo.sque burned
by the Dutch troops, and to abstain from interference

of the disease in Nashville the 29th ult., where a

previous the daily mortality ranged from 60 to 7

prevails to a limited extent in Cincinnati and

places in the West.
A company of Chinese in San Francisco are

establishing a tri-weekly newspaper in the Chines

guage, and have sent to China for a supply of typ

The town of Hamilton, Nevada, was nearly dest

by fire the 27th ult. Loss §500,000.

There are 561 blast furnaces in the United
10 of which are in Pennsylvania, 48 in New Yc

in Ohio, 39 in Michigan, 30 in Virginia, and 209

remaining States.

In the ca.se of the exclusion of the Bible frot

Public Schools in Cincinnati, the Supreme Coi

Ohio has decided that the school board had a rij

dude not only the Bible but all religious instru

d the court has no authority to interfere.

The total debt of Philadelphia at the commenct
the present year in officially stated to be $53,(

including $6,291,200 incurred on account of th

works.
The fishery provisions of the Treaty of Washir

went into eflect the first inst., and American fishe

along the British coasts, from Maine to Newfouno
have now the same rights of fishing and landing t

their nets and cure their fish, as British subjects

heretofore enjoyed. A commission is to meet in H:
and determine what sum, if any, the United i.

pay for the privilege.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INI
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORE

A Friend and his wife are wanted to take chai

this Institution, and to manage the farm connected

A teacher of the school will also be wanted i

commencement of the Fall term.

Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co.,

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philad

Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., CI

Co., Pa.

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The Winter Term will commence 9th mo. 3rd,

Applications for admission may be made to

Samuel J. GhiMmerk, /'/>•./(

Haverford College P. O., Montgomery e'o..
'

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN;
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelp

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wo
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients m
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boi

Managers.

Died, at his residence, in Belmont Co., Ohio, o

8th of 4th mo. last, Edmund Bailey, a beloved i

ber of Somerset Monthly and Ridge Particular ]

ings, in the 78th year of his age. He was firmly att!

to the doctrines and testimonies of the religious St

of Friends, and desirous that they might be upheli

supported in their purity. He filled acceptably

station of elder and overseer for many years, ende
ing to discharge the various duties devolving upon
in the church ; and we trust is now " gathered wit:

just of all generations" who surround the thron

cribing glory and honor, thanksgiving and praise,

the Lord God and the Lamb forever.

And on the 18th of 5th mo. last, at the before

tioned residence, Margaket BailKY, widow of

mund Bailey, in the 74th year of her age, a bel

member and elder of the same meeting. Soon
being taken ill, she expressed to her children tha
was what she had been looking for and endeavori
prepare for, believing she should not recover; a

time saying to a friend, '' I hope there is a little

sion for me;" at another, in allusion to her suff'ei

" the good hand is in it." Her inability to spes

telligibly caused her expressions to be short. She
earnestly craved to be presei'ved in patience, whicl

remarkably granted, and the redeemed spirit, we (

not, has entered into the rest prepared for the righl

, at his residence in Camden, New Jersey

of 6th mo. 1873, William J. Alsop, in the 67th

of his age, after a short and painful illness whii

bore with great patience and Christian fortitude.

his close he expressed his entire resignation as t

final event, and it is believed his end was peace.
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Che next journey on a religious account,

ich is recorded in the journal of John
aid, was commenced on the 15th of 5th
1811. He visited on that occasion the

etings of Short Creek Quarterly Meeting,
I also those of Miami Quarter, in the west-
part of Ohio. He has preserved but little

ice of the exercises that attended his mind
the earlier part of the journey, but the

moranda are fuller as to his labors in the
ra western meetings;, these wjeje-largely
Bcted to the stirring up of his brethren to

srvent zeal in the performance of Divine
rahip. At the first meeting he attended,

ond the Sciota river, 6lh mo. 2d, he alluded

the desires often raised in the heart, that
might die the death of the righteous. If

88 desires are allowed to die away, and
pursue our own inclinations, we cannot
form acceptable worship or service ; and
agh we may go on in an easy way, and
)e to be accepted at the last, we are in

iger of bringing false hopes to the grave
;h us.

th mo. 4th. At Walnut Creek, "I observed
,t I considered it a blessing to be found
rthy to hear the gospel preached

; that
Blessed Master informed John's disciples,

ocg many favors dispensed, that the poor
re the gospel preached to them, though I

not believe that I or any other mere man
Id preach the gospel without divine ability,

as favored to clear myself and to press the
essity of pure and spiritual worship. Many
elieve were humblingly impressed, and the
ry was ascribed to the Author of good,
jee's Creek was a heavy, dull meeting, 1

and suffered till near the close, when I

3d up and said. Friends and friendly peo-
I think I can give you counsel that may
you good, if you will attend to it. I would
refore advise you, if you have a like oppor-
ity again, to sit down and retire each one
) him or herself, and endeavor to know
at it is you ought to do, and continue re-

id centering down to the witness of truth
'ourselves. I have supposed tbatsome have
ught the prophets could foretell anything

y would, at any time ; but remember that

Elijah, who was as highly favored as any of

the prophets, yet in his prayer saith: Lord,
they have digged down thy altars, and slain

thy prophets with the sword, and I only am
left alone, and they seek my life to take it

awaj . But he was answe'ied,-^ have reserved

unto myself seven thousand men in Israel,

that have not bowed the knee to Baal. The
apostles were commanded to wait at Jerusa-

lem until they were endued with power frond

on high. This they were to do before they
were to preach the gospel ; nor do I believe

that any man now, more than then, can preach
the gospel without gospel power. After sit-

ting down, I rose again, and tried to persuade
them not to trust in a name or form, without
substance."

The next day, he attended the burial of an
aged Friend, a,nd after the interment, the com-
pany gathered into the meeting-house, and
he endeavored to press upon them the neces-

sity of preparing for death. Afterwards, he
stood up a second time, and feeling something
which, he says, "I styled the hidden works of

darkness, I labored hard and close and pressed

a repentance, without trying to hide or cover;
for any fair pretensions will be no better than
a fig-leaf covering; the best way is to come
ibrt-h. aaked-Acd bar-?, and seek fcr n, plr.3" of
repentance while it may be found, before the
time is past when no repentance is to be had.
I left the meeting easier than I expected.
At East Fork, under a sense of weakness,

I labored to prevail with them to retire into

themselves, and labor for their own support,
without depending on the labor of others:
that an anxious desire for words shuts up the
way for Gospel ministry.

6th mo. 11th. Attended a small meeting on
Tod's fork. It was divinely favored. 1 think
I have not remembered a meeting in which
thesweet, precious overshadowing of heavenly
regard was so plenteously diffused, and Truth
so fully come into dominion."

In the afternoon of the 12th, ho visited a
man whose wife had been subject to fits, and
had fallen into the fire, and was so burned
that she died—leaving several children. The
husband had fallen into a low state of mind,
hisfaculties impaired, and his strength wasted,
so that he did not move about much. John
Heald endeavored to help him out of this piti-

able condition, telling him that he believed,

if he would stir about according to his ability,

and attend to his duties, he would be helped
out of his low state, and enabled to sing on
the banks of deliverance.

On the 19th, at Waynesville, the meeting
was thronged, and " deep exercise attended
my mind. At length 1 said, it has been
matter of admiration to me sometimes to see
people assemble together in order to wor-
ship, and with the outside appearance of per-
forming worship, and yet go away without
doing that which they came to do. They can
come and go, and come and return again, and
not accomplish that which they came for, and

yet be easy and unconcerned ! He, whom
they assemble to worship, knows the most
secret thought that passes in the heart: He
sees how easy, indiff'erent and insincere they
are, and that, they antiafythamoolwoc wltk axx

appearance without the reality. What will

this appearance avail ?"

Thus he endeavored to arouse his hearers
to be in earnest in the pei-formance of this

great duty, and not to be satisfied with mere
show without the substance ; telling them
that the nature of worship is such, that the
most deeply experienced Christian in deep
humility, may prostrate himself and adore his

Creator and Eedeemer, and those of less ex-
perience according to their respective mea-
eures, and so down to the dear youth, all in

their several places and stations. After this

"encouragement flowed freely to the honest-
hearted to carefully attend, humbly wait; and
deeply seek for obstructing causes, if not
favored vpith access to the fountain of good."

In the afternoon, "we went a third time to

see dear old John Simpson, which will pro-

bably be the last time. He was very frail,

gave me fatherly advice and encouragement.
As nearly as I can recollect, he said there is

a very mistaken opinion prevailing in our
•Society. X mouBsto make a general remark.
It is thought that the plant of renown does
not require so much care as it really does, to

keep out the weeds and cultivate the soil, and
to keep it fenced with a good fence, keeping
up every rail, for if one rail or stake be left

down, how soon something gets in to destroy
it! I am looking to some of you that are

younger than I am (I am almost worn out)

to plough the fallow ground in our Society
deeper than it has ever been."

" 20th. Attended Turtle Creek Meeting.
It was a very trying time. I felt as if I had
no life nor strength, and so heavy that it was
hard for me to keep from sleeping, for a con-
siderable time. But I tried as well as I could
to find where I had missed the way ; I begged
for help, and endeavored to keep as near the
true waiting place as I could ; and thus, after

deeply suffering, I felt a little strength afford-

ed. At length I stood up and [after referring

to an appointed meeting held at that place

i?i silence some years before], I said I was fully

assured that there was something wrong
either in them or me ; that I had examined
myself, and wished them to examine and try
if they could not find the cause. You have
many such meetings; there is no doubt a
cause, and I think it is right to search for it;

and if it is found, do use all the strength you
have to have it removed, and ask for more
strength. Draw as near as you can to the
throne of Grace, and there in humble prostra-

tion implore aid and assistance to enable you
to have the obstructing cause removed."
He then warned his hearers of the danger,

if they neglected this spiritual exercise, of be-

coming worldly-minded and ungrateful. Pro-
vidence had conferred many blessings upon
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them, in supporting them, and giving them
possession of a fine country and a good land,

and blessing them with increase; and they
might be led to forget the Giver, and to say

that by their own prudence, care and atten-

tion, they had obtained these things; forget-

ting that it is He who has given power to the

mind and capacity to the understanding to

procure these blessings, and that therefore He
ought to have the praise. Those who were
thus ungrateful were in the disposition of

Nebuchadnezzar, when he said: This is great

Babylon that I have built for the glory of my
kingdom. But he was driven from among
men and partook of the food of beasts, and
his body was wet with dew until seven times
passea over tilm, ana unttl lie knew iliat the
Most High ruleth in the kingdoms of men,
and giveth them to whomsoever He will. So
these ungrateful ones may lose all capacity

to worship, and in this state of separation

from God, may have to pass through deep
suffering before they are brought to know
who it is that rules in the kingdom of men,
and are prepared to acknowledge His do-

minion.
" Then," he adds, " I endeavored to encour-

age the youth to serve and remember their

Creator in the days of their youth, while the
evil days come not; and seek to know an
ability to worship acceptably the Ijord of
heaven and earth ; and not to give place to a
delusive and mistaken opinion, that there is

more comfort or joy to be experienced in in

dulging in wrong things than in serving Him
who is the alone source ofjoy, from whom all

the good we can possibly enjoy must come,
In doing wrong, we deprive ourselves of the

true enjoyment of good, of pleasure and of
comfort. I then endeavored to encourage th
(Joncerned members, to a careful attention to
worship.

I said in my heart, surely this has been s

day of battle, and my head has been covered
and I have been enabled to ascribe the praise,

the glory and the honor to Him to whom do-
minion and power belong. He is worthy
thoroof forevermore. Amen, saith my soul."

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Origin of Man.
(Continued from page 363.)

Societies of herdsmen succeeded those of
hunters and fishers. Man having domesticated
first the dog, then the ox, the horse, the sheep
or the Llama, by that means ensured his live-

lihood for the morrow, and was enabled to

turn his attention to other matters besides

the quest of food. We therefore see pastoral
societies advancing in the way of progress, by
the improvement of their dress, their weapons,
and their habitations.

But pastoral communities have also heed of
large tracts of country, for their herds rapidly
exhaust the herbage in one region, and they
must therefore seek farther for pastures, in

order that they may be sure of their food,

when that is confined to flesh and milk. Pas-
toral populations were therefore of necessity
nomadic.

In their reciprocal migrations, pastoral
tribes frequently came into collision, and dis-

puted by armed force the possession of the
soil. War ensued. Since the prisoners taken
could be maintained with comparative ease,
by the conqueror, on condition of their lend-
ing assistance, they were forced to become I

slaves, and it is thus that the sad condition of

slavery, which was later on to extend in so

aggravated a degree as to develop into a so-

cial grievance, had its origin.

The third form of society was realized as

soon as man turned his attention to agricul-

ture, that is when he began to make plants

and herbage, artificially produced, an abun-
dant and certain source of nourishment.
Agriculture affords man certain leisure time,

and tends to soften his manners and customs.
If war breaks out, its episodes are less cruel

in themselves. The captive can, without ac-

tually being reduced to slavery, be added to

the number of those who labor in the fields,

and in return for a consideration contribute
to the well-being Of the tribe. The serf here
takes the place of the slave ; a form of society,

composed of masters and different degrees of
servants, becomes definitely organized.

Agricultural people, being relieved from
their occupations of material existence, are
enabled to foster their intelligence, which be-

comes rapidly more abundant. It is thus that
civilization first took root in human society.

These, then, are the three stages, which, in

all countries, mankind haveof necessity passed
through before becoming civilized. The pro-
gress from one stage to the next, has varied
in rapidity in proportion to circumstances, of
time and place, and of the country or hemis-
phere. Nations whom we find at the present
day but little advanced in civilization, were,
on the other hand, originally superior to other
nations we may point to. The Chinese were
civilized long before the inhabitants of Europe.
They were building superb monuments, were
engaged in the cultivation of the mulberry,
were rearing silkworms, manufacturing por-
celain, &c., at the very time when our ances-
tors, the Celts and Aryans, clothed in the
skins of wild beasts, and tattooed, were living
in the woods in the condition of hunters. The
Babylonians were occupied with the study of
astronomy, and were calculating the orbits of
the stars two thousand years before Christ;
for the astronomical registers brought by
Alexander the Greatfrom Babylon, refer back
to celestial observations extending over more
than ten centuries. Egyptian civilization

dates back to at least four thousand years be
fore Christ, as is proved by the magnificent
statue of Cheffrel, which belongs to that
period, and which, since it is composed of
granite, can only have been cut by the aid of
iron and steel tools, in themselves indicators
of an advanced form of industry.

The last consideration should make us feel

modest. It shows that nations whom we now
crush by our intellectual superiority, the
Chinese and the Egyptians, perhaps also the
old inhabitants of Mexico and Peru, were
once far before us in the path of civiliza

tion. It is quite clear that manufactures have
tended to hasten the progress of civilization.

It is well worthy of remark that according as
the matter composing the material of these
manufacturers has undergone transformation,
so the condition of society has progressed.
Two mineral substances were the objects of
primitive manufacturers, stone and metal.
Civilization was rough hewn by instruments
made of stone, and has been finished by those
composed of metal. Modern naturalists and
archaiologists are therefore perfectly right in

dividing the history of primitive man into two
ages ; the stone age, and the metal age,

step by step the course and oscillations of t

primitive manufactures of different peopl
We have first seen that man being witho
any other instrument of attack or defer
save his nails and teeth, or a stick, made i

of stones, and formed them into arms a
tools. We then saw that he made hims
master of fire, of which he alone understan
the use. We then saw him, with the aid

fire, supply the heat which in cold climal

the sun denied, create durmg the night arti

cial light, and add to the insufficiency of 1

form of diet, not to speak of the numero
advantages which his industry enabled hi

to gain by the application of heat.

As man progressed, the instrument form
merely of stone trimmed to shape no long
sufficed him : he polished it, and even coi

menced to adorn it with drawings and syi

bols. Thus the arts found their origin.

Metals succeeded stone, and by their use
complete revolution was effected in hum;
societies. The tool composed of bronze en
bled work to be done, which was out of t

question when the agent was stone. Lat
on iron made its appearance, and from th
time industry progressed with giant stridf

To summarise what we have said, if ma
in his bodily formation, is an animal, in t
exalted range of his intellect, he is Nature
lord. Although we show that in him phen
mena present themselves similar to tho
which we encounter in vegetables and plant
yet we see him, by his superior facultif

extend afar his empire, and reign supren
over all that is around him, the mineral
well as the organized world. The faculti

which properly belong to human intelligen'

and distinguish man from the brute, namel
the abstractive faculties, make him the pri^

leged being of creation, and justify him in h

pride, for, besides the physical power whit
he is able to exert on matter, he alone has tl

notion of duty, and the knowledge of tho e

istence of a God.

For "The Friend.'

Esther Collins and Ann Edwards.
(Concluded from page 362.)

Frequent allusions to the unsatisfactoi

state of society are made in the letters

Esther Hunt to her friends in New Jerse
and earnest were her desires for that wisdoi
which is profitable to direct, that she migl
go in and out wisely before her family and tl

people.

Under date of 2d mo. 179-1, she writes i

follows :
" Oh my dear brother,—My tongi

or pen cannot express in an intelligent ma:
ner, our situation as it appears to me in a r

ligious sense, but think it may truly be sai

the ways of Zion do mourn because so fe

come to her solemn feasts^ so few that ai

fully given up to be what the Lord woul
have us to be; there is something spared an
kept alive that ought to be slain, that obed
ence has not kept pace with knowlcdg
There has been a little movement made i

visiting some who neglect the attendance (

meetings, but the labor appears too great fc

the laborers, many that ought to be usefi

not having kept themselves unspotted froi

the world, thus their service is laid waste."
Again, 2d mo. 4th, 1796, she writes: "Th'

letter was a cordial to my mind, and the moi
so to find, there was a prospect of a successioj

among the beloved youth, in standing for th|

In "Primitive Man," Louis Piguier followed cause of the blessed truth; the account thoj
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iVe of the Yearly Meeting was corafortins:,

particular that of your being brought to

irtake of the wine of the Kingdom. Ohl
bat a favor; may we, that are so far sopa-

tcd from you, labor more earnestly to be

und worthy to be fellow-partakers thereof,
• oh! may I not say that the wormwood
d the gall have been the portion of some of

.
* * It is too much i'or me to particularize

atters amongst us, let me only say, the
lad is much disordered, and it roaches to

e feet or the lowest member
; some choice

es have been removed by death, and their

aces not yet filled
; large numbers from dif-

rent parts gathering to this land, under our
me, settling far and near, that I think there
ver was greater need of lights, or salt, good

pies and standard-bearers, than in this

ad at this day. Dear brother, I wish not
discourage thee, or any other that may

5I anything towards us: it is needful for us

be sensible of our wants, before we are

ling to apply to a physician, or to receive

edicine when offered us. May I be had in

y remembrance in times of favor, for I feel

seasons almost overwhelmed, and fear that
shall not be able to fulfil the many duties I

1 intrusted with." A few months later she
^s: "As to outward affairs there is abundant
use of humble thankfulness that we are
TOred with so many blessings— having
nty of the needful things for the outward
pport of these bodies, which is not the case
th many, up and down in these parts. I

ve often to think of the journeys of the
ildren of Israel, how many times they erred,

d by their own transgression prolonged
eir wilderness journey—even so it is now
th many. Oh that our eyes may be rightly
ened to see the dangers that surround us,

d that strength may be afforded to flee to

it strong tower, where the righteous run
d are safe."

'Again, under date of 7th mo. 19th, 1796,

»e writes :
" It is indeed a great satisfaction

lime to have letters from you, ray endeared
ends and relations; situated as I am in a
ange land, separated from almost all former
ends and connections, it has been tendering
my heart and affecting, to feel the near
mpathizing regard thou hast for me, a poor
worthy creature, and when I have consi-

red the gracious dealings and tender mer-
3 of the Almighty towards us, poor finite

atures. the language often revives, 'What
all I render to the Lord for all his benefits.'

the fifth month we were visited by Isaiah

ilderston, from Biltimore, he being under
pointment by that Yearlj- Meeting, on ac-

ant of the request that had gone up to it

a Quarterly Meeting to be held on this

le of the mountains. He attended all the
3etings here, and those of several other
ices ; and was favored to labor faithfully in

extraordinary manner, to the tendering
d refreshing of Friends. He appeared bright
d discerning that we were not in a pre
ired situation for that trust, and labored to

nvince Friends of the necessity there was
more elders, which had before been under
nsideration, therefore several, both men an
)men, were appointed— I among the rest-

aich has been no light thing. It may truly

said the harvest is great, and the faithful

Dorers too few. Oh may ardent prayers
cend to the Lord of the harvest, that he
II qualify more laborers that may effectu

y labor in his field."

John Hunt beingsubject at times to seasons
of great depression, and at others to corres-

ponding elevation of feeling, his sister-in-law

thus counsels him on the subject: "Dear
brother, I believe it would bo advantageous
for thee to be on thy guard against that spirit

which is casting thee at times unprofitably
down, and at other times raising thee almost
" thy feet ; be earnest, that thou mayest be

a good example to believers ; in all things re-

embering, good soldiers must know how to

idure hardness, and especially those of the

fore rank, lest they discourage the weak and
feeble-minded."

In reference to his prospect of paying a re-

gious visit to that country in 1804, she says,

"If it be the good Master's will that thou
should come, be not discouraged at mountains
and difficulties, for He is able to make way
through them, and it will be joyous to many
of thy friends and relations to see thee here,

who retain a remembrance of thy former
savory visit, as well as thy epistle. I much
desire thy preservation and right direction,

that by faithful obedience thou may both wit-

ness and manifest the truth of those expres-

sions, ' of the just man's path being a shining

light, shining more and more unto the perfect

day.'

"

Although it was her lot to be much from
home in the service of the church, Esther
Hunt maintained a steady control over her

household, ruling with firmness, using but few
words, and those to the point, decisive and
seldom controverted. Great was her solicitude

for the preservation of her children from the

neighboring follies and vices : it was her prac-

tice when they were young, to examine them
after they retired to bed, and if any thing had
been amiss during the day, it was then that

reprimand or caution was given. Such care

is alwaj's rewarded: her children could rise

up and call her blessed. "My children," she

writes on one occasion, "have grown out of

my arms, but not beyond a painful concern

for them, believing there is much due to them
of right education, wherein I feel deficient."

When her eldest son, in company with another
young man, was about to visit his native land,

she says of the latter, " He has made his home
with me since being in this country, and I

know not but that he has been orderly in life

and conversation; but I think there is need
of his, as well as other youth being more
willing to bear the yoke in their youth, that

they may know how to deny themselves of

the youthful vanities which by nature they
are prone to, that there may be a growth in

true religion as they grow in years, and thus

come into possession of that which we are

making profession of." On the 4th of 7th

mo. 1802, she met with a close trial in the

death of her second son, after a short illness,

in the 2l8t year of his age. He was a j^oung

man of great promise, much beloved by his

family and friends.

Having remained a widow fifteen years, in

1807 Esther Hunt was united in marriage
with John Collins, a member and elder of

Chester Monthly Meeting, New Jersey, and
removed to reside with him there. Here she

was again appointed an elder, and was as a

tender nursing mother in the church, taking

the sincere, feeble ones by the hand, and visit-

ing those under affliction of body or mind ; in

which service her husband kindly united.

Here, also, a close union was formed with her

friend Ann Edwards, who had been recently

received into membership by that meeting,

and came forward in the work of the ministry

under much discouragement. Esther Collins

was prepared to understand her case, and ad-

minister suitable counsel and encouragement.
John Collins deceased in 1817. While ac-

companying Hinchman Haines on a religious

visit to some meetings in Pennsylvania, he
was taken ill of paralysis, in Abington Quar-
terly Meeting, and was carried to a Friend's

house, where he received medical aid and kind

attention. After a few days he was removed
home, and departed this life on the 2.3d of 2d

mo. 1817. After the funeral a solemn meet-

ng was held, in which Sarah Cresson was
largely exercised in the ministry to the com-
fort of many. Ann Edwards became an ac-

ceptable minister, and was acknowledged as

such in the year 1808. It is to be regretted

that no record has been preserved of her re-

ligious exercises, either before or after joining

the Society of Friends. She was concerned

to occupy the gift bestowed upon her with

diligence and fidelity, and was frequently en-

gaged, with the unity of her Monthly Meeting,

in visiting the churches in various parts of

the country, as well as in services in and
around the neighborhood, where little regard

for religion had been manifested. In all these

ngagements she had the cordial sympathy
and support of her friend Esther Collins, who
frequently accompanied her. It was to visit

their afflicted friend, Hannah Yarnall, widow
of Peter Yarnall, and attend a few meetings

in Pennsylvania, that they left home on the

fifth of 2Qd month, 1820, accompanied by
Nancy Stokes and Henry Warrington, when
the awful event occurred which so suddenly

terminated their earthly existence.

Nancy Stokes gives the following account

of this mournful occurrence, in a letter ad-

dressed to her daughter:
" One day last week, our dear friend Henry

Warrington, who is ever seeking an oppor-

tunity to oblige, gave Esther Collins, Nancy
Edwards and myself, an invitation to go with

him to see our afflicted friends and children

at Byberry, [Philadelphia County, Penn'a.]

We cheerfully accepted it, and Seventh-day

afternoon was the time concluded on : We
[Esther Collins, Ann Edwards, Nancy Stokes

and Henry Warrington] met at Benjamin
Warrington's at 3 o'clock. Esther was handed
into the carriage, and thy mother second

;

when taking my seat it occurred to me that

I could bear the exposure better than my dear

Nancy, [Ann Collins,] and I immediately

offered her my seat, and proposed sitting for-

ward, which she accepted. We reached the

river at, or near four o'clock; when on the

margin, Henry halted and observed, ' Friends,

if there is one uneasy feeling amongst you,

speak and I will not proceed,' but no objection

being made, we went forward, carefully keep-

ing the road where many had passed, and as

many as ten horses, with carriages of various

kinds the same day; the river looked firm as

a rock. We passed on in safety until more
than half way over, when, (awful to relate,)

without the least previous warning, the horses

feet began to sink. Henry exclaimed, ' Dread-

ful indeed I' and sprang out, and I followed

instantly. He reached the firm ice, but that

j

I fell on, gave way, and I sank into the water.

Language is inadequate to portray our feel-

ings at this moment, but this I can attest with

confidence, that it was nothing short of the

interposition of an Almighty arm that rescued
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thy mother from death. I called upon God
and he heard me, and gave me a strength far
superior to my own. I used every effort to
keep my head above water, until Henry could
reach me the whip, which I grasped, he then
gave me his other hand, or rather, held my
hand, and in this perilous situation sustained
me till assistance arrived, which it is believed
was thirteen minutes at least. I was drawn
from the water, but oh I my dear children,
imagine our feelings; our friends were gone.
We remained in a kneeling posture, as if

rivetted to the spot; and you can have no
doubt that our hearts ascended with gratitude
to that power which had been so mercifully
extended for our deliverance. After this I
have little or no recollectiou of what passed,
tin I was conveyed to the house—suppose I
fainted. I was laid in a warm bed, and re-
ceived every kind attention, and after a few
hours was able to be conveyed to dear cousin
Henry's where we spent a sleepless night. In
the morning I returned to my beloved family;
who received me with tears of gratitude^ and
I am thankful in believing their little hearts
were sensibly touched with the ' Day-spring
from on high,' and they were ready to ac-
knowledge the goodness of the Lord. I am
happy to say that Henry has become more
calm, and I sincerely hope he may be favored
to view this dispensation as he ought, and
quietly submit to the will of Him, ' Who seeth
not as man,' and whose ' ways are inscrutable.'
As respects our dear departed friends, I have
been renewedly convinced there is no cause
of mourning. Of the one it may truly be said,
' She was a mother in Israel—a more dignified
character I never knew. The other a faithful
laborer in the vineyard of her God, early
called to His sei-vice and early taken to re-
ceive the blessed reward. ' They were lovely
and pleasant in their lives, and in their death
they were not divided.'"

Artificial Coal.—On some of the French
railroads, pressed coal, made from waste coal
dust, is exclusively the fuel used, and at first
possessed a considerably greater economical
advantage than subsequently; the net cost of
the article, including the motive power, the
wear and tear of the machinery, and for labor,
having been as low as forty cents per ton, in
some of the districts of France and Belgium,
and, even in the most important manufactur-
ing centres, the average net cost per ton has
been as low as thirty cents. The increase in
value, however, soon reached to four dollars
per ton at the mill; and the fine dirt-coal,
which once was merely worthless, thus paid
a profit of nearly three dollars per ton. But
even this increase has been largely advanced
upon, because the advantages of this kind of
fuel have become more widely known and the
demand consequently greater, and because
the modes of manufacture and the qualities of
the article have been greatly improved.
When making contracts "for this fuel, the

railroad companies have been accustomed to
allow six per cent, of ash, tolerating a differ-
ence of one-half of one per cent., more or less,
than the standard allowance, with a corre-
sponding difference in price. But when the
amount of ash exceeds eight per cent., the
coal is considered unfit. It is estimated that
a cargo of this artificial or pressed coal will
represent almost mathematically a solid mass
of coal, and that the coal-bunkers of a ship
will therefore contain fifty per cent, more of

this material than of ordinary loose coal ii

lumps.

Original.

TO MY GREAT REDEEMER.
Dear Redeemer, keep me ever

In thy presence, near Thy side

;

Nauglit my soul from Thee'can sever.
In thy ways will I abide.

Thou the life art of my living
;

And all strength and power of mine,
I am still from Thee deriving
As the vine branch from the vine.

Could my state on earth be better
Than beneath Thy watchful care,

To whom I am daily debtor
For all blessings that I share

;

Could my happiness be surer
Thai; in resting near my Lord

:

Could the future be securer
Than He's made it by His word.

Is there any earthly master
Who, like Jesus, could or would

Rescue me from death's disaster
With His ovfu most precious blood

:

Should 1 not be His possession
When He gave His life for me,

His. by my own glad confession.
Now and through eternity.

Yes, Redeemer, I will love Thee
In my gladness, in my grief;

From Thy service naught shall move me :

I will serve Thee all my life

—

Ever to Thy voice replying.
Ready when death comes to me.

For the soul may welcome dying
Whose humble trust is fixed on Thee.

Lord, be near my soul to strengthen,
As my day on earth goes on,

Till the evening shadows lengthen
And the night is coming down

;

Then Thy gracious hand extending
In the fullness of Thy love

Whisper, "Child, this life is ending,
Come and rest with me above."

KINDNESS.
Be kind to each other !

The night's coming on.
When friend and when brother
Perchance may be gone

!

Then, 'midst our dejection
How sweet to have earn'd

The blest recollection

Of kindness—returned !

When day has departed.
And memory keeps

Her watch, broken-hearted.
Where all she loved sleeps

!

Let falsehood assail not.

Nor envy disprove

—

Let trifles prevail not
Against those you love.

Nor change with to morrow.
Should fortune take wing.

But the deeper the sorrow
The closer still cling, f

Oh ! be kind to each other,
The night's coming on

When friend and when brother
Perchance may be gone.

The British Life-boat Service.—The report
of the British Life-boat Service for the past
year, shows an excellent record of work for
the 233 boats now employed on the coast of
the United Kingdom. They have saved the
lives of five hundred and sixty-nine persons,
nearly the whole of them under circumstances
of peril that would have precluded any ordin-
ary boat from proceeding to their aid. It
should be mentioned, in addition, that no fewer
than twenty-five ships were saved ; and in
other cases the boats were repeatedly signalled
off by distressed vessels, and afterwards con-

tributed largely to their preservation by
couragiug the crews to remain by their sh
and occasionally by taking them ashore
their alarm, and in putting them on bo
again when the storm had lulled. It appe
from the tabulated records of the institut
that the number of lives saved during
forty-nine years from its establishment
1824 to the end of the year 1872, either
its life-boats or by special exertions for wh
it had granted rewards, is 21,485.

For "The Frien.

Revision of tlie Bible.

Most readers of " The Friend" are proba
aware that at the present time a company
learned men, skilled in the ancient languae
are actively engaged upon the work of rei

ing the authorized version of the English
ble. All will agree that this is a work
great responsibility and magnitude. Ma
perhaps will think it unnecessary, and a f

may entirely disapprove of it. The object
the present article is to set before our read
in a concise manner, some of the leading
jects the revisors have in view, and there
dispel if possible, any doubts or objectio
which may have arisen in the minds of sot
as to the need and desirableness of the und
taking.

It is of the utmost importance that the
visors should bring to their work a true a
sincere desire to be guided by the same Spi
that gave forth the Scriptures, and also
freedom from all sectarian feeling, which ti

enable them to make the proposed revis
edition correspond as nearly as possible wi

exact meaning of the original text. Fr(
present indications it is believed this will
the case.

It will aid the timid much to overcoi
their fears, to bear in mind that our prese
authorized version is not in the self-same Ic

guage and loords in which it was original
written by the inspired penmen of old, w
wrote as they were guided by the Holy Si

rit ; but that it is nothing more than a trai

lation made in the time of King James I. !

the learned men of that day, and that our li

guists of to-day are really better acquaint
with the ancient Hebrew, Greek, and Lati
than their predecessors were, and therefoi
are more competent for the work. Also
the present time, strange as it may appet
wo have access to much older copies in tj

original tongue, than King James' translate
had. The oldest copy they had was til

Greek of Erasmus, and dated no further ba(
than 1516 ; whilst we may now translate (

rectly from a copy—the Sinaitic Codex-
which is probably one of the fifty copi
which the Emperor Constantino directed

made in the year 331. And certainly tl

nearer we approach the time in which tl

postles and evangelists wrote, the more a
curate should be the text. "Our prese
English version was based upon the Bishop
Bible of 1568, and that upon Cranmer's
1539, which was a new edition of Matthew
Bible of 1537, partly from Coverdale of 153
but chiefly from Tyndale; in other words, oi

present authorized translation is mainly th;

of Tyndale made from the original Hebre
and Greek." Wm. Tyndale's was the fir
printed translation, and appeared in 1525. H
second in 1534, in which he was assisted fc

Coverdale. Tyndale suffered martyrdom i

1536, possibly in consequence of the actii
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pt be had taken in the diffusion of the

riptures. Previous to the printed Greek
etament of Erasmus, in 1516, all the Serip-

•es were written manuscripts, and any du-

cation of them was made by eopyinj^ and
copying alone, thu-i giving rise to many
ors and alterations by the carelessness of

scribes employed. Hence we may see

It the matter of about 1185 years which we
) now able to gain in the age of our text, is

oatter of no small importance, and were il

I only reason for a fresh translation, would
sufficient of itself. It is very renmrkuble
wever, that notwithstanding all the sources
error to which the Bible has been neces-

•ily subjected by the frailties of man, its

itodian, that those which have crept in are

generally trivial in character—not often

inging the meaning of important texts.

To correct these errors, and those of the

ly translators, together with the substitu-

n of modern words for some that have be-

ne obsolete, is, I believe, about the amount
what the revisors have in prospect. There
pears to be among them a general desire

d intention to retain the idiom, grammar
d vocabulary of the authorized version, so

it is consistent with faithfulness to the

eek and Hebrew Scriptures, and with jus-

e to the present condition of the English
iguage. They " contemplate no new ver-

but simply a scholarly and consciencious

vision in the spirit, and so far as possible.

the very language of the old. The object

to make a good translation still better, more
3urate and self-consistent. The need and
sirableness of a new revision are now gen-

lUy admitted, at least by those who are best

juainted with the Bible in its original lan-

I. The most ardent admirers of king
mes' version do not claim for it perfection

fallibility. It has a very considerable

mber of errors, defects and obscurities. It

IS the best translation which could be made
the beginning of the seventeenth century,

t it can be greatly improved with the en-

•ged facilities of the present age."

There are eight particular points in which
is designed to make improvements. P.

hoff, from whose " Introduction on the Re-
3ion of the English Bible" I have just quot-

classifies and explains them as follows:

I" 1st. The Text. To restore from the best

[itical resources now made accessible, an
der and purer text in the place of the com-
iratively late and corrupt textus receptus. In

|her words, to substitute in the New Testa-

bnt, an ante-Nkene for a medijeval text.

i"2nd. Errors. To correct acknowledged
rors, whether of typography or English
ammar, or translation.

"3d. Inaccuracies. To rectify inexact or
iperfect renderings, which obscure, or weak-
1, or modify the sense intended by the sacred

riter.

"4th. Inconsistencies. To introduce con-

itency and uniformity in the translation of
3rds and phrases.

"5th. Archaisms. To remove obsolete arch-

sms, and to substitute intelligible words and
trases.

"Gth. Proper Names. To introduce uni-

rmity in the spelling of proper names of

irsons and places, retaining as a rule, the

ebrew forms for Hebrew names, the Greek
rms for Greek, except where a foreign name
IS been thoroughly naturalized and unalter-

ily fixed in the English usage. * * * *

" 7th. Accessories. To revise the orthogra-
phy, the punctuation, the use of capitals (as

in Spirit, Father, Son, Redeemer, Scriptures,
&c.,) the words in italics, the marginal refer-

ences, the chronology (of Usher), and the
headings, chapters, and columns, all in con-
formity with the style of translation, the most
approved standard, and present scholarship
and usage.

" Slh. Arrangement. Finally to combine
with the received division into chapters and
verses an arrangement of the prose in para-
graphs, and a metrical arrangement of poetry
according to the laws of Hebrew parallelism."

In referring to the manner in which the
revisors are conducting their work, the same
author says, " Every question of textual criti-

cism receives careful attention, and every
word and its best rendering are minutely dis-

cussed. The revisors come thorougly prepar-

ed to each session, the several parts of the
task, as readings, marginal references, being
assigned to sub-committees. In this way
they finish on an average abont forty verses

a day. Such an amount of work bestowed
upon the Book of books cannot be in vain. It

may take seven or ten years till the revision

is finished, but it will be all the better for it.

There is no need of haste in so important and
responsible an undertaking. The revisors have
the power in their hands; they can supply
their vacancies, add to their number, and pro-

long their labors as the case may require.

Their services are gratuitous. The two Uni-
versities, in consideration of the copyright of

the revised edition, have undertaken to pay
the cost of printing and other expenses. But
until the whole is completed, no parts will be

published except for the strictly private use

of the revisors. This is no doubt a wise
course, and will prevent much premature and
unnecessary criticism."

The proposition for a revision originated

in England. In the early part of the year
1856 the first effort appears to have been made
in that direction. Towards the middle of the

year it was proposed in the House of Com-
mons to petition the Crown to issue a royal
commission for that purpose. The motion
however was opposed, and subsequently with-
drawn. The subject continued to attract the
attention of the leading periodicals of the day,
and the next year reappeared in the House of

Commons, was again opposed, and finally fell

through in that quarter.

In the year 1870 another effort was made,
this time by the Convocation of Canterbury,
which resulted in the appointment of a com-
mittee to take the necessary measures for

carrying out the proposition. They were
empowered " to invite the co-operation of any
eminent for scholarship, to whatever nation

or religious body they may belong." With a

very few exceptions, the different religious

denominations in England responded to the
invitation, and one of the English revisors

visited the United States for the express pur-

pose of inviting the co-operation of their

American brethren, and at the present time
about thirty of our ablest linguists, taken
from nearly all the prominent religious de-

nominations in this country have joined with
their trans atlantic cousins in the arduous and
responsible undertaking, and have thereby
given rise to the belief that no national preju-

dice will mar the work, and that nothing sec-

tarian will be permitted to tincture or color

the revision now in progress.

The very best talent that can be obtained
has thus been brought into requisition, and
every available means has been taken to ren-

der the proposed revised edition as accurate
as possible. It is said that a remarkable de-

gree of christian forbearance and harmony
characterize the labors of the revisors, and
we cannot but entertain the hope that the re-

sult will be of such a character as will soon
become universally adopted wherever the
English language is in use. A.

A Terrible Boat Ride.

A Colorado paper relates the circumstances
of a remarkable descent of Clear Creek, a
rapid torrent which has its outlet into the
Platte, after a long course nearly parallel with
the Denver Railroad.

Clear Creek is a miniature river that runs
through the caiion of the same name. It de-

scends upon a down grade of four hundred
feet per mile, with here and there a fall over
a rocky precipice fifteen or twenty feet in

height. Large bowlders, forty and fifty feet

in diameter, and weighing thousands of tons,

impede its dashing progress every two or
three hundred yards, while its curves are so
sharp and so frequent that the stream can
nowhere bo seen for a distance of a thousand
feet. Granite cliffs two and three miles high
project over it on either side, and give a
frightful, romantic and dangerous appearance
to the rushing torrent beneath.

Just below Black Hawk, on the side of the
stream, a small reservoir has been constructed
in which is kept an ordinary skiff. Last Sun-
day two little sons of Martin F. Walker, aged
respectively ten and twelve years, got into

the boat, and were splashing the water with a
stick, when the fastenings gave way and the
boat went drifting towards the rapidly run-
ning current. The little boys soon discovered
their danger, but were powerless to avert it;

so they clutched hold of the sides of the boat,

and with pallid countenances awaited their

doom. Soon the boat was caught by the cur-

rent and began descending at a fearful rate;

over Black Hawk rapids they wont like an
arrow, clearing a distance of sixty feet at a
single dash. Lighting again on the torrent

surface the boat seemed to have gained a new
impetus, and shot by the bowlders and around
the rocky points.

At a distance of about six miles below the

starting point, conductor Gibbons, who was
standing on the rear platform of the down C.

C. train, saw the boat coming, and immedi-
ately stopped the train. All hands repaired

to the water's edge, and did everything in

their power to arrest the flying boat, but past

them she went, and was out of sight in a mo-
ment. The conductor then ordered the en-

gineer to put on a full head of steam and
follow as rapidly as possible, which he did,

constantly sounding the alarm of danger. He
did not get another glimpse of the boat, but

the alarm brought the employees at Beaver
Creek Station to the lookout, and quickly
making a slip noose they sought to throw it

over the bow of the boat as she came under
the bridge. This they succeeded in doing,

but were utterly unable to hold the boat and
prevent it from going over Beaver Creek
falls, a descent of about thirty feet.

From this place no one saw the boat or the

boys until it reached a point about one hun-
dred miles below Denver. On reaching the

Platte, which does not ran very rapidly, the
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boat lodged in a drift, where it was discovered

by a farmer named Walcb, living near. He
took the boys from the boat, which was nearly
full of water, and the following evening they
were reston d to their overjoyed parents, after

having made one of the most perilous and
rapid journeys ever accomplished. The dis-

tance of about 140 miles is supposed to have
been made in something over two hours, but
how it was ever done, or how the boat es-

caped being dashed to pifces upon the rocky
cliffs and huge bowlders which everywhere
intercept the course of Clear Creek, is noth-
ing short of a providential miracle.

For "The Friend."

A Word to the Wise.

"Who then is a faithful and wise steward,
whom his lord shall make ruler over his house-
hold, to give them their portion of meat in

due season."

These words came to mind on reading over
the names of the " Committee on Collections,"
" Freedman's Friend," for 5th mo., just re-

ceived.

Glancing over the meetings and homes of
so many endeared by long associations, the
hope prevailed that the gifts, services and sub-

stance enjoyed by them may be faithfully

administered, and that others may be stirred

up to greater diligence in the use of their
"Lord's money" as His, for His honor, and
in answer to the calls of suffering humanity.
In the injunction " Seek ye first the kingdom
of Heaven and its righteousness," we have
also indicated the stewardship of the things
added; for the need, the or ly need, we have
of " all these" additions is to manage and use
them as stewards. This is the true use of
riches which our Heavenly Father has seen
fit to entrust us with, as owr needs to being
his almoners— his stewards to minister to the
claims of our fellow creatures. How anima-
ting is this opportunity! and how readily is

solved the query, how is it that this person
has so much of this world's goods? just be-
cause God hath need of him and his; and he
"has need of these things" to work out his
plot in the vineyard of the great Husband-
man. What harmony, and what account-
ability! Oh that each one entrusted with the
more or the less, would ask, how much owe
I? What lack I yet? These queries have a
deeper and a spiritual search, but they don't
stop there. My heart is moved at the thought
of homeless one in this dense city, and of the
struggling souls in our Southern Slates. The
waste of some tables would half feed some
families, the superfluities of some would do
more.
The opportunity for helping the Freedmen

up to proper manhood is not dying out

—

rather coming up in clearness. Were the
Friends who are appointed on the Committee
to feel and to say, and induce others to feel
and say, and then all do this, viz: double
their contributions next year, it is almost cer-
tain that more than double the good would
be done. Y. Warner.
London, 6th mo. 12th, 1873. .

her dying hour. No sooner was their opinion
made known, than she requested as a favor,
that all her gay companions might be collected
with haste. They were soon around her bed,
when she told them she was going to die, de
scribed the awful manner in which they had
spent their precious time, and exhorted them
all to repentance before it was too late, in a
very affecting manner. She then turned to
her father and mother, addressed to them in
the presence of her acquaintance, these heart-
rending words : You have been the unhappy
instruments of my being; you fostered me in

pride and led me in paths of sin
;
you never

once warned me of my danger, and now it is

too late
;

in a few hours you will have to
cover me with earth, but remember while
you are casting earth upon my body, my soul—

'" be in hell, and yourselves the cause of
my misery. Sh
pal Recorder.

soon after expired.

—

Episco-

Unto you who once knew the Truth, the Light,
to your Justification : but being turned from
it into the unclean World, it is now your con-
demnation :

That all in whom there yet remains any ten-
derness, or breathings towards the Lord and
his truth, and whom the enemy of their
souls' peace may be tempting to forsake the
truth, for the enjoyment of that which will
perish in a moment, may take warning lest
they also be given up to hardness of heart.
Did you once know the truth, to convince

you of the evil customs, fashions, and vain
traditions, together with all the dead wor
ships and forms which are in the world, and
are you now like the dog turned to the vomit,
and the sow that was washed, to the wallow
ing fn the mire.
Oh ! how doth my soul mourn and lament

for you in secret, at the consideration of your
state; who were once convinced by the light
of the Lord Jesus, of the evil that is in those
things, and knew his power to redeem you
therefrom, in some measure. And as you
yielded obedience to that which manifested
the evil and departed from it, how did your
peace increase? so that you were brought
near unto the Lord in spirit, and worshipped
him in truth and righteousness, by which you
felt acceptance with him, and he was well
pleased. And are you now departed from
this, and gone back again into Egypt's dark-
ness, amongst the fldsh-pots, which xjauseth
you to have an ill savor?

Consider your ways, and look back from
whence you are fa-llen

; and return unto that
which justified j'ou, but now condemns you,
or else you must perish eternally. Wherein
stands your joy, peace and comfort? or in
what can you content yourselves? Doth it

stand in the enjoyment of the deceitfulness of
riches, or in that which will perish in a mo-
ment ? " Thou fool, this night thy soul shall
be required of thee," and then whose shall all

these things be, for which thou hast forsaken
my precious truth, saith the Lord; which of
my everlasting love I made manifest unto
thee for the salvation of thy soul. "For as I
live," saith the Lord, " I will not the death of
a sinner—Oh foolish and unwise people, who
hath bewitched you, that you should forsake
the truth," which forever will be your con-
demnation, except you repent. Eepent then,

t for [consider your ways, and be wise, who are not

Parental Folly.—A young woman of eigh-
teen in the city of New York was brought up
by her parents in all the gaiety of youth

; by
them encouraged to ornament her person and
engage in every vain amusement. When she
was taken ill, three physicians were sent for , »^.,.uu u. w.»., wuu are uoi
immediately, who pronounced her to be near 'wholly given up to hardness of heart, and

past feeling that which is good : Eepent,
return unto the Lord God with all your he
and be ye separated from all idol worsh
and come ye out from amongst all thoi

pie who resort thereto, whose course is e

and whose way is not right. For if you
not, but go on in rebellion and hard-hearl
ness, (mark what I say) seven other spi

more wicked than that which bare rule
you before, will enter you ; bo that you
become two-fold more the children of h

than you were before.

Oh ! your state is sad, and j'our eondit
lamentable, who turned from the light, Chi
Jesus, the way, the truth, and the life, i

darkness, to be tempted and led away of
devil. Your state is miserable, who turn fr

worshipping the true and living God, in Sp
and Truth, which worship he accepts
none else, to the worship set up by man's
vention and tradition

; and forsake the tra
the light, under what pretence, color or
vering soever. If upon pretence of stay!
at home; and say. Why may you not sei

God as well there as in coming to our
ngs; and that you will stay awhile at hot
and not join yourselves to any people as y
Oh I Believe not, neither hearken ye unto1
enemy of your soul's peace, in this kind
reasoning by his lying spirit, by which
would counsel you ; or under what other p
tence soever, for this is the craft and subtil

of the old serpent. He will proffer you
the glory and preferment of the world if y
will worship him, or that likeness which
now set up, under what name, or in wt

ner soever; whether by staying at hon
or with whatever other trap he may ta
you ; for he cares not whither the body go
or is, so that he in his subtilty can but g
the rule of the heart, and the affections set (

earthly things. Ifyoulendan ear unto hit

you will grow worse and worse, as the wickt
do

;
and then though you may enjoy all tl

pleasures the world can afford you shall i

ways beg, and still want; he that hath an e:

to hear, let him hear what the Spirit salt

This covering or any other beside the Spir
of Truth, cannot hide you from the wrath (

the Lord. For where is your example ? The
that feared the Lord, and worshipped him i

Spirit and Truth, met often together, thong
sometimes upon mountains and highway!
and did salute the church at one another
houses. And they that forsake the assemblio
themselves with the people of God, und«
what color or covering soever, I must declai
it for the clearing of my conscience, whateve
they pretend, they neither worship nor ser*
God, nor hath he pleasure in them, becaus
they draw back ;

" for if any man draw bad
my soul hath no pleasure in him," saith th
Lord. AH these coverings are but like thos
of fig-leaves; for "woo unto them that ai
covered with a covering, but not of my spirit,

lith the Lord
;

all other coverings shall b

pped off in the day of the Lord, and the
that are under such coverings, shall be madi
naked and bare, and by his jealousy consumec
Oh I how is the truth dishonored by yo

who turn from it. Oh I how do vain peopl
boast themselves against it, and plead to d
wickedly. " Because of you offences com(
but woe unto them by whom they come

; i

were better that a mill-stone were hange-
about their necks, and they cast into the deptl
of the sea."

Therefore I say unto all you in whom ther
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any true breathings towards the Lord and
i truth yet remaining, and do yet feel the

rit of the Lord striving with you ;
in whom

) enemy of your soul's peace may bo twist-

;
and twining, to drive you therefrom, and
persuade you to forsake the truth, (but

Jer another pretence,) for that which will

ish in a moment, and will bring everlast-

torment ; I say unto you in true and ten-

love, take warning betimes, upon the con-

eration of what I have before said, con-

ning the state of them who are turned from
1 truth ; lest you also be given up to hard-

of heart.

<'riend8, do you know the truth in any
asuro to abound in your hearts, yea, though
er so little? and do you feel the spirit of

Lord, yet to strive with you, which will

always strive ? and are you sensible for

at it striveth ? and do you know the truth,

1 that there is not another way, nor truth,

t can bring people unto God ? and do ye
that ye are in that, and if you turn

nn that, it must be to your own condemna-
3?
Lnd dolh the truth let you see that all wor-

p and forms, and many ways and opinions

;be world, are dead, dry and empty ; and
t all the vain customs and changeable
lions in the world, are corrupting, and will

le. And are you not sensible that the

rd out of his everlasting love, did reveal

i make manifest these things unto you, that

1 should come out of them and be separated

m them, and wait upon him, and worship
a in Spirit and in Truth, according to his

n ordination. And if you turn back again

m this his precious truth, which hath

arated you from all these things, or at least

de them manifest to be evil, into the world

ere all these things are, you shall be polltit-

by them.
say, Friends, do you know, and hath the

ih made you sensible of these things? Oh!
n forever stand fast, faithful and obedient,

1 continue to the end and you shall be

ed. Let none faint in their minds, nor sit

vn by the way, but in the measure of light,

ich hath life in it, breathe unto the Lord,

i continue unto the end, that in the end

ly receive the crown of life, even the

vation of your souls. But they who are

willing to bear the cross, cannot obtain

crown ; and they that will live godly in

ist Jesus, must suffer persecution. They
it are not willing to suffer with him, must
; reign with him

;
(mark that) and " he

t loves father or mother, wife or children,

ise or lands more than me," saith Christ,

not worthy of me." Dear Friends, as you
ue the salvation of your souls, which is of

at weight, "choose rather to suffer attiic-

j with the people of God, than to enjoj-

pleasure of sin for a season ;" and do not

irken unto that spirit in you, which would

you may go to the world's worship, and

live honestly, and serve God well enough.

! dear Friends, let none hearken to that,

that is the seed of the evil one, the devil,

o was a liar from the beginning. " You
ot serve God and mammon;" you cannot

sake the truth, and serve God
;
though the

imy of your soul's peace may tell you that

parting from or not coming to meetings,

the way and manner that the people of

d meet to worship him in Spirit and Truth,

i going into the world, or to their wor-

is not departing from the truth, and

that you may serve God in another way, and
live honestlj' in this world. Dear Friends, be

not deceived through the subtlety of the
enemy, for God will not be mocked ; such as

every one of you sows, such shall he reap

;

" they that sow to the flesh, shall of the flesh

reap corruption ; but they that sow to the

spirit, shall of the spirit reap life eternal."

But rejoice ye, my suff'ering Friends, who
sow unto the spirit, of which you shall reap
life everlasting; rejoice, I say, and be exceed-
ing glad, even in the God of your salvation.

Let your rejoicing be in the cross of our Lord
Jesus Christ, by which ye are crucified unto
the world, and the word unto you

;
ye lambs

of my Father's fold, with whom I lie down
and am safe, even in the endless rest. Oh
rejoice, ye who are freely given up to follow

the Lamb whithersoever he goeth, in this the

ay of trial; "wherein he will thoroughly
purge his floor, and gather the wheat into his

garner, and burn the chaff with unquencha-
ble fire." In which day the wolf is seeking

to worry you, and the ravenous beasts to make
a prey of you ; and wherein the spoiler may
be suffered to take away that which you en-

joy as to the outward; yet again I say unto
you, rejoice; as one whom the Lord hath
made sensible of your state, as being a mem-
ber of the same body, for the stirring up of

the pure mind in you, that you may be more
sensible of his love in your trial, and that you
may answer the same by pure obedience:

Praise and magnify the God of your salva-

tion, by walking in obedience to what he re-

quires of you, or suffers to come upon j'ou,

tor the trial of your faith, who are as those

having nothing yet enjoying all things to the

praise of the Lord. Yea, truly, my Friends,

this can I say to your comfort, that in what-
ever ye suffer freely and willingly, for hold-

ng the testimony of Jesus in righteousness,

you shall receive an hundred fold in this

world though it cannot be held with an out-

ward eye, and in that which is to come, ever-

lasting life.

Blessed are your eyes that see, and your
ears that hear, and your hearts that under-

stand the things of God aright, for you shall

hear and receive the things that belong to

your peace. Yea, as you diligently hearken
to that still small voice in j^ou, which is the

voice of the true Shepherd, who calleth the

sheep of his pasture into his fold, who know
his voice, and the voice of a stranger they

will not follow. As you keep close unto this,

which leadeth into the low valleys, where fat

pasture is, you shall receive strength, where-

by you will be enabled to stand in and go
through the greatest trials, and leap over the

highest mountain that shall arise in your
way. So shall you finish your testimony for

the Lord, and his pure way of truth and
righteousness, in the faith of Jesus Christ, in

which you did begin ; which is to make a

blessed and happy end and finishing
; for such

as continue and persevere unto the end, in all

faithfulness, shall be saved. Unto which the

Lord jjreserve you all, bold and valiant, and
faithful for the truth, while yet upon the earth,

Is the breathing and travail of my soul, in

tender love to the Seed of God in all.

John Banks.

Bashan Shepherds Leading their Flocks.—
" As we sat and looked," writes the gifted

author of The Giant Cities of Bashan, " the

silent hillsides around us were in a moment

filled with life and sound. The shepherds
led their flocks forth from the gates of the
city. They were in full view; and we watch-
ed them and listened to them with no littlo

interest. Thousands of sheep and goats were
there, grouped in dense, confused masses.

The shepherds stood together until all came
out. Then they separated; each shepherd
taking a different path, and uttering, as he
advanced, a shrill, peculiar call. The sheep
heard tliem. At first the masses swayed and
moved, as if shaken by some internal convul-

sion ; then points struck out in the direction

taken by the shepherds ; these became longer

and longer, until the confused masses were
resolved into long living streams, flowing after

their leaders. The sight was, perhaps, one of
the most vivid illustrations which human eyes
could witness of that beautiful discourse of

our Lord, recorded by John ; 'And the sheep
hear the shepherd's voice; and he calleth his

own sheep by name, and leadeth them out

;

and, when he putteth forth his own sheep he
goeth before them ; and the sheep follow, for

they know his voice. And a stranger will

they not follow; for they know not the voico

of strangers." (John 10: 3-5.)

A Carnal Mind gaining upon m-s.— Being
tried with favor and prosperity, this world
hath appeared inviting; our minds have been
turned to the improvement of our country, to

merchandize and the sciences, amongst which
are many things useful, being followed in

pure wisdom; but in our present condition,

that a carnal mind is gaining upon us, I be-

lieve will not bo denied.

—

John Woolman.

THE FRIEND.
SEVENTH MONTH 12, 1873.

It is a common proverb that "familiarity

breeds contempt," and in cases where the

character is not stamped by christian princi-

ples, it is probably generally true ; and there

is exemplified in every day's life, and among
almost all classes the truth, that familiarity pro-

duces indifference, if not contempt, by the lit-

tle thought given to and the less gratitude re-

turned for the hourly blessings bestowed upon

How many pass along from the beginning

of one year to that of another, in the enjoy-

ment of light, warmth, food, raiment, health

and strength, hardly ever reflecting that they

are blessings bestowed by a bountiful Creator

and Preserver; and continually partaking of

them, receive and enjoy them as things of

course, with which they are to expect to be

supplied abundantly; and the withholding of

which for a short time, they consider affords

cause for complaint and perhaps for murmur-
ing. We eat and drink, sleep and wake, make
use of our bodies and minds in the prosecution

of whatever wo desire to accomplish, and ex-

pect that because we do so to-day we will do

the same to-morrow ; not sufficiently consider-

ing that it is the hand and mercy ofan Almighty
Superintending Being that provides the means
whereby all tliis is performed. How prone

is the natural heart of man, when our wants
are supplied and there appears nothing to re-

mind us that all our outward comforts are

held solely by permission, to accept them with

inditt'erence, forgetful that the least proper

return we can make for benefits bestowed is
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thankfulness and a humbling sense of our de-

pendence
The Birmingham and Wolverhampton journals ex-j According to the census returns the number of fi? i

ress alarm at the decrease of orders for hardware from establishments in the United States in 1870, was :' I

When, under the enlightening, convicting '^'^"!''';.^"f'
^

the remarkable development of the
^

and the number of hands employed 20,504; capiu

wer of Divine Graoe we have%ome to spe
'"^ie in the United States whose manufactures are sup- vested, $^469,575; wages, $3,449,331; materials,wer Ot uivine trrace, we nave come to see planting those of England in the colonies and South 642,276; products, 811,096,522. The Massachu

sinners, and are really America,

brought to a sense of our vileness and unl A despatch from Lisbon says the custom-house au-

worlhiness; when after passing through that 1''^°"'''*'^'''*™''"^'*'''^'=^?'*'"°^ 'h«stea'"'^h'pM"r'llo,

repentance which is not to be fepented of, we '.^'l'^': S"" ,Ti°n,i'nef f '^^'"h^T.V'''^
Northfleet

• ^ . ,1 c ^i. c I
in the hnglish Channel, two hundred thousand reis for

n given to partake of the forgiveness failing to come to Lisbon when he had a cargo for that
place.

The following information is contained in a despatch
from the Hague : In the States General on the 2d inst.,

the Colonial Minister announced that all supplies re-

have
purchased by Christ's suffering and death, and
the heart glows with the gratitude and love
that accompany a sense of reconciliation with
the Father of mercies, with what different

feelings do we receive and hold every outward
gift which He confers upon us. Then indeed
do we know, as the apostle declares, that
" Every creature of God is good, and nothing

i f,^^
not improbable tliat they might be opened throu;

to be refused, if it be received with thanks
giving; for it is sanctified by the word of
God and prayer ;" and then do we feel that
" whether we eat or drink, or whatsoever we
do, all ought to be done to the glory of God."

In what a different light is the creation be-

held, and with what a glow of grateful emo-
tion does the eye roam over the fair and beau-
tiful in nature. To the regenerated soul,

brought in accord with its Creator and Ke-
deemer, " Truth shall spring out of the earth,
and righteousness look down from heaven."
Familiarity with the common mercies ofevery-
day life does not produce indifference or con-
tempt, nor does participation in the afflictions

incident to this state of existence, nor in

those which belong peculiarly to the true dis-

ciple of Christ, prevent the enjoyment of all

those works which show forth the power,
wisdom and goodness of the Creator. The
earth with its varied scenes of the beautiful
and the sublimo, the blue concave overarch
ing it, flecked with fleecy clouds reflecting the
rays of the sun in dazzling whiteness; or
glowing with the unnumbered phalanx of the
starry host, all speak to him in accents, un-
heard by those who are still of the earth,
earthy, and his heart, attuned in unison there-
with, humbly and sincerely returns the trib-

ute of praise to Him who " by his strength
sotteth Vast the mountains," who "stilleth tde
noise of the seas, the noise of their waves,"
who " makest the outgoings of the morning
and evening to rejoice;" with the heartfelt
ascription, " Thou crownest the year with thy
goodness; and thy paths drop fatness; they
drop upon the pastures of the wilderness, and
the little bills rejoice on every side. The pas-
tures are clothed with flocks, the valleys also
are covered with corn ; they shout with joy,
they also sing."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The Atlantic cable has been successfully

laid to Heart's Content, N. F., the work having been
completed early on the morning of the 5th inst.

The British government is in receipt of a despatch
from Sir Samuel Baker, dated Khartoum, 5th mo. 29th,
where he safely arrived with the other Europeans of
lus command. He reports that the country, as far south
as the equator, has been annexed to Egypt. The slave
trade has been suppressed, and all rebellious movements
and secret intrigues checked. The country is orderly
and Its government perfectly organized. A road has
been opened to Zanzibar free from interruption. Im-
portant geographical discoveries are reported to have
been made by the expedition. It is stated that Lakes
Tanganyika and Albert ISfyanza, prove to be portions
"'

i°"? ^I^^^
''''''* "^^^ '"'''''' '" length

;
an assertion so

unlocked for by geographers as naturally to arouse
grave doubts as to its accuracy.

It is announced that the receipts from all sources of
revenue in the United Kingdom for the tisral year end-
ing 6th mo. 30th, were £75,896,000, a decrease of £370 -

000 from the preceding year.
'

quisite for the equipment of the second expedition
against Atcheen had been furnished. He added that
no negotiations with the Sultan of Atcheen were pend-
ing, as had been reported in the public prints, bi

„
I

was not improbable that they might be opened thro
° the intermediate offices of a friendly Rajah. T'U

government of Holland was willing "to conclude an
honorable peace, but the reported conditions of settle-

ment were wholly inadmissible.
The Shah of Persia took his departure from London

on the 5th inst. for France. He proceeded to Ports-
mouth, where he embarked on a British steam sloop,
and sailed immediately for Cherbourg An immense
crowd gathered at the railway station in this city, and
loudly cheered the Shah as the special train which
carried him to Portsmouth moved off. He reached
Paris on the morning of the 6th, and was received by
President McMahon and others. The streets were
crowded with spectators, and the Shah had a warm
popular reception.

A despatch from Vienna states that the number of
foreign visitors to the Exhibition is increasing daily.
The great majority are from England. The juries are
now hard at work, and it is generally thought that i

considerable number of prizes will be awarded Ameri
can exhibitors. A severe rain storm passed over the
city on the 4th inst. The water penetrated through the
roof of the Exhibition building, considerably damaging
the goods exhibited in the United States department,
and ruining the silks displayed in the French section.

It is officially announced in St. Petersburg that th'

Khan of Khiva and all his ministers, who fled from
the capital upon the approach of the Russian troops
have returned and submitted to General Kaufman, be
seeching his clemency and imploring his merciful con-
sideration. The general, pending his disposition of
their cases, has placed them under guard.
Severe earthquake shocks have been experienced in

northern Italy. On the 29th ultimo, serious loss of life

resulted in the country near Venice; at Belluno four
persons were killed and many injured. At Piene
d'Alpago several were injured. At Torres two were
killed, at Carago four, at Paos eleven, at Vissove two,
and at Cuvessage one. Several places of worship are
in ruins, many were badly shattered, and hundreds of
houses have been levelled with the ground. Furth
serious shocks are reported to have occurred on the 3d

The physical condition of the Pope is .said to be so
much improved that he is now able to walk in the
Vatican grounds without assistance, his advanced age,
however, renders it unlikely that he will be restored to
full health.

• A dispatch from Bombay brings intelligence of _
rLsing >among the Hindoo peasants in the district of
Poonah. They refuse to pay their rents and have plun-
dered and burned several houses. Two bands have
been dispersed by the police.

The steamer City of Washington, struck on Gull
Rock^ bar, seventy miles west of Sambro, Nova Scotia,
at 2 o'clock p. M., on the 5th inst., during the prevalence
of a heavy fog. All the passengers and crew were
landed safely. The ship has about fifteen feet of water
in her hold, and is likely to prove a total wreck.
United Stains,.— Miscellaneous.—The interments

in Philadelphia last week numbered 355. There were
38 deaths from consumption, 83 from cholera infantum,
15 from debility, and nine from marasmus. The num-
ber of deaths reported in the corresponding week of last
year was 746.

The deaths in New York last week reached 630, an
increase over the previous week of 156.
The receipts from internal revenue on the 30th ultimo

were $595,166 77, making the total amount for the
fiscal year $115,067,727 61, exceeding the estimated re-
ceipts lor the year by more than five millions of dollars.
The statement of the national debt published on the

$2145'l5f8r
^ "*" '•eduction during the month of

|
t'hey ha7e

products, $11,096,522. The Massachu
fisheries employed 8993 hand.s, a capital of f4,287
and materials valued at $1,001,891

;
products, $6,;

325; wages, $2,291,370.
An official statement prepared at the Post-office

partment, shows the total number of post-offices in

United States to be 33,244 ; increase during the
1381. Number of miles of railroad service 69,614
crease during the year, 5603.

Since the abolition of the franking privilege on
first of the present month, there has been a marked
crease in the amount of mail matter passing thro
the post-offi-es in the large cities. The repeal
caused the falling offof 18,000 free newspaper exchai
during the week.
The city of Buffalo, N. Y., was visited early on

morning of the 6th inst., by a severe shock of ea
quake, followed by two other shocks not quite as he:
causing considerable apprehension to the inhabita
The first occurred at 5 A. M., the others at 7 and
A. M., respectively.

A new comet, discovered in Vienna, has been
served at the Dudley Observatory, Albany, N. Y.
appearance at present is that of a faint nebulous m
Its position at 2 o'clock a.m., on the 6th inst., was h(

7 minutes right ascension, and 4 degrees 3 mini
south declination.

Very extensive and disastrous storms of wind
rain, are reported as having occurred in Ohio, Indi
Wisconsin, Mis.souri and Illinois, on the 3rd, 4th,
5th of the month, not only destroying an imme
amount of growing crops and other valuable prope
but resulting in the serious loss of life. On Green L:
Wisconsin, three boats were capsized and twenty
sons drowned.

Several deaths are also reported in the New Engh
State.s, as having been caused by lightning on the
inst., during heavy thunder showers which passed c

that portion of the country.
Seven deaths from cholera are reported as hav

occurred in Cincinnati on the 7th inst. The dise
appears to be steadily decreasing at Nashville
Memphis.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOE INDI
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

_A Friend and his wife are wanted to take charge
this Institution, and to manage the farm connected w
it. A teacher of the school will also be wanted at I

commencement of the Fall term.
Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co., P
Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada.
Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Ches

Co., Pa.
Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The Winter Term will commence 9th mo. 3rd, 18'

Applications for admission may be made to

Samuel J. Gummeee, Pn^ ..

Haverford College P. O., Montgomery Co.. Pa.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wort
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

Married, on Fifth-day, the 8th of Fifth month, 187
at Friend.s' Meeling-house, Middletown, Delaware Cc
Pa., Jcseph, son of James and Elizabeth Pennell 1

Deborah S., daughter of Thomas and the late Elizab'e
S. Y'arnall, all of Middletown.

, on the 27th of Sixth mo. 1873, at Friend
Meeting-house, Flushing, Belmont Co., Ohio, John j

Hobson, M. D., of Washington Co., Ohio, to Marth
H. Branson, daughter of David Branson, of Fins

Died, Fifth month 8th, 1873, Priscilla Nicholso-
a beloved member of Haddonfield Monthly and Pa
ticular Meeting, in the 85th year of her age. Her faiti
fulness in the attendance of all her religious meeting
through much bodily infirmity, until within a fe
weeks of the close of her life, and her lively Chr
zeal, afford an instructive example to survivor?

. ive the consoling trust that she has received th

I

end of her faith, even the salvation of the soul.
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Diary of Samuel Scott.

(Continned from page 349.)

" 11th.—^This week has, for the most part,

jen passed pretty comfortably ; the fruits of

at righteousness, ' which is sown in peace,'

jving for the most part, been prevalent until

is mornina: ; when petulance sorrowfully
revailed. The usual plea for petulance is

rovocation ; but what provocation can be
eaded, as a sufficient cause for transgressing
le royal law of love ? Where are the fruits

that ' charity which sufforeth long ;' which
stead of being easily provoked ' beareth all

lings.' Where is the gentleness and meek-
of Christ Jesus; ' who when he was re-

led, reviled not again ; but committed him-
If to him that judgeth righteously?' Con-
quently, I went to the week-day meeting
uder condemnation; which was measurably
leviated under the ministry of our worthy
iend, Samuel Nottingham ; whom, after din-

er, I accompanied to Dunkirk's farm ; where,
the days of our youth, we were both fre-

lently at the house of our deceased friend,

bomas Grubb ; who was a tender nursing
ther to those who loved the truth, but hath
ing since been removed from works to re-

ards ; having, in the meridian of human life,

alien asleep in Christ.'

12th.—In the forenoon, myself" and wife

ent with our beloved friend, Samuel Not-
ngham, in a chaise to Ware

; a meeting there
sing appointed at Samuel's request, in which
e was particularly enlarged in an evangeli-

vl ministry; and after his having boon excr-

8od in supplication, a solemnity in silence

)vered the assembly, uncommon in these low
id degenerate days. An eminent dissenting
inister who was present, on his going out,

Idressed Samuel in a very afiTectionate man-
3r ; and others, not of our Society, expressed
leir satisfaction.

l.'ith. First-day.—Myself and wife set out
)out seven in a chaise ; and baiting at Hitchin
roceeded to the general meeting at Clifton

;

3d reached Hartford about nine in the even-
ig. Notwithstanding the length of the jour-

ey, and excessive heat of the weather, I

ime home without languor or weariness; an
imirable and adorable mercy. The meeting
as large, many of other professions being

present ; some of whom appeared sober and

serious, but others restless enough : S. Craw-
ley, H. Kite, and Samuel Nottingham, re.'tpec-

tively appeared in testimony. The members
of our Society are too generally ' uncircum-

cised in heart and ear;' yet to the posterity

of a people once highly favored, is the 'dew
of heaven' frequently diflfused, both in a min-

isterial and immediate manner, in their as-

semblies: from whence I am persuaded, did

not their goodness pass away, ' as a morning

cloud and as the early dew,' the Lord of in-

finite mercy would make many of them as

polished shafts in his quiver ; and in his quiver

would he hide them. For many weeks past,

both in a spiritual and corporeal sense, my
days have been passed in weakness, and

wearisome nights have been my allotment;

but for a short time immediately preceding,

my sorrows had been rather alleviated. Al-

though great has been my spiritual poverty,

and manifold my defects; yet in some good

ree I have been enabled to seek the Lord,

and the word of his holiness: ' I have sought

him, but I have found him not.' Neverthe-

less, if 'he standeth behind the wall, if he

looketh forth at the windows, showing him-

self through the lattice,' adoration and thanks

are due to him forever.

29th.—Both meetirigs were hold'in silefiC©

:

n the forenoon some solemnity attended ;
and

various allusions to passages in the Old Testa-

ment were immediately suggested, respecting

the necessity of our ascent in spirit, from that

hich is visible to that which is invisible;

from earth to heaven, in and by Christ, the

heavenly Elijah, the prophet and high-priest;

ho hath consecrated for us a new and living

way through the veil, that is to say, his flesh.

Ninth month 4th.—The most part of this

week, bodily pains have been relaxed, and
desires after the 'increase which is of God'
have been freshly renewed : this day, 1 spoke
unadvisedly, and closed the week under con-

demnation.
5th.—Notwithstanding, in the night and

morning, I suffered compunction for the errors

of the preceding day, before I went to meet-
ing, a religious calm covered my spirit; which
was measurably maintained during the course
of three succeeding meetings, under a sense
of immense and unmerited obligations to di-

vine grace and providence. More often than
the morning, 1 desire an advancement in the
paths of peace and piety ; but iniquities pre-

vail against me, and because of them I am
wounded as with the wound of an enemy

;

with the chastisements of a cruel one. My
wounds are grievous, but are they incurable;
is there not yet balm in Gilead ? is not the
God of peace able to bruise Satan under my
feet? that, before I die, ' mercy and truth may
meet, and righteousness and peace kiss each
other,' to the glory of him, who is God over
all, blessed forever.

25th.—This week I perused the sixth and
seventh numbers of the Theological Miscel-

lany. I found in some of the more early
numbers some instructive essays, comporting
with that doctrine which is according to god-
liness; but there appearing in the sixth num-
ber an essay, tending to deprive believers of
an inestimable privilege, purchased by the
Redeemer's blood, I esteem it my duty ' to
contend for the faith which was once deliver-

ed to the saints.' The purport of the essay is,

to represent the Spirit, which giveth life, in-

separable from the letter, which kills; to
render the means equal with the cause; to
depreciate the heavenly oracle, which is with-

and to limit Him, whose understanding is

unsearchable, and who ' giveth not account
of any of his matters.' Whence learned this

author, save from popish school-men, that the
canon of scripture is closed ; and that no reve-

lations are now necessary to render the things,

which are already revealed, effectual to the
conversion ofsinners, the consolations ofsaints,
and the salvation of souls ? By the doctrine
which is according to godliness, the Scriptures
appear to be a declaration of the things which
were, and are, most surely believed ;

' profitable

for doctrine, reproof, correction, and instruc-

tion in righteousness :' that the man of God
may be perfected through that faith which is

Christ Jesus; which faith 'is the gift of

God ;' who- bath shrned in the hearts of be-

lievers, ' to give them the light of the know-
ledge of the glory of God, in the face of Christ

Jesus.' Which divine light and knowledge,
and not the bare letter as an outward testi-

mony of the truth, is the treasure which be-

lievers have in their 'earthen vessels, that the

excellency of the power may be of God,' and
not of any means in itself, however glorious.

Again, says the author, 'common sense, a
Bible, and a right spirit, will always inform a

Christian what is his present duty.' The
spirit of Christ only is a right spirit, to whom
righteousness alone belongs; which, he pro-

mised his immediate followers, should guide

them into all truth, and show them things to

come ; which promise of the Holy Ghost, his

office, and constant abiding with the saints,

was not to them only ;
but, according to the

express testimony of an apostle, ' to their

children, and to all them that wore afar off;

even as many as the Lord our God shall call.'

Notwithstanding the errors of the author, in

confining the Spirit to the letter; and the

Word, which ' was in the beginning with

God,' to the words which he hath spoken
;

pertinent are the cautions contained in the

essay, against an anxious solicitude in the

saints respecting future events ;
or to hasty

and positive determinations on inward feelings

and impulses, either respecting themselves or

others. It is ' the Spirit which beareth wit-

ness,' and its witness is invariably true : but

many have been the mistakes of believers, re-

specting what have been the testimonies and

impulses of the Spirit, and those of their own
inflated imaginations : the Spirit is infallible,

but man is fallible. The Lord can speak in-
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ternally with a voice full of power; but if ho
speaketh otherwise 'who shall say unto him
what doeth thou ?' In wisdom all his words
are spoken ; that the faith and patience of the

saints may be approved, and that in the silence

of all flesh, the trumpet may give a certain

sound. The misapprehensions of men, re-

specting the Spirit's teaching, operate no more
against its validity and sufllciency, than their

manifold errors in respect to the doctrines

contained in Scripture, against the divinity

and authenticity of those sacred truths. Th(
Holy Scriptures, and the testimonies contain

ed in them, as opened by the Lord, the Spirit,

are inestimably precious ; and according to

the eternal counsel of God, necessary for the

building up of the saints, in the most holy
faith : but let us not equalize the means with
the cause, nor derogate from the power and
glory of the Father, the Word, and the Holy
Ghost; one God, blessed forever.

Tenth month 4th.—At the Monthly Meet-
ing, altogether unexpectedly, came in our
worthy friend George Dillwyn, late of Bur-
lington, in North America: in the evening, I

and my wife accompanied him, with many
other Friends, to a meeting appointed at

Ware; in which he ministered with much ac-

ceptance.

5th.—The aforesaid Friend attended a meet-
ing appointed at Hartford, and in the evening,
another at Hoddesdon, in both of which he
was much favored in his ministerial labors.

6th.—After attending our week-day meet-
ing, dear George Dillwyn left Hartford. By
his late extensive labors amongst us, he has
shown the proofs of an evangelical ministry;
as a skilful workman, rightly dividing the
word of truth, not seeking to gather the peo-
ple to any thing of man, but to an experi-
mental knowledge of the gift of God ; ' the
mystery hid from ages and generations;'
' Christ in them the hope of glory.'

19th.—I sat down in the week-day meet-
ing at Horsleydown, in great weakness and
poverty of spirit ; but pretty soon the forgive-
ness proposed by our blessed Jjord, when he
said, ' If you forgive men their trespasses then
will your heavenly Father also forgive you,'
was suddenly impressed, and much illustrated
in my mind, but not expressed. I would not
willingly ' conceal the words of the holy One,'
but am discouraged from speaking in the as
semblies of the people, not so much because of
them, but, rather, because I have not hitherto
completely obtained victory over the enemies
of my own house. May I, in my declining
years, and in great debility of flesh and spirit,

still be enabled to ' press after the mark for
the prize of the high calling of God in Christ
Jesus.'"

CTo be

For " The Friend."

Notes on Microscopy.
(Contiuued from page 362.)

Through the thin and prettily striated shell
we can discern, extending backward ft-om the
nose, and gradually drooping away from the
hinge of the shell, a narrow tube containing
a dark colored liquid. Below and parallel to
this, is a longer and wider canal, which, be-
fore reaching the extremity of the shell, bends
downward and ends in a sort of foot, termi-
nating in two long, sharp claws. In front of
this, we see something like another foot simi-

ble on account of the continual motion of the

adjoining parts, which consist of fins or pad-
dles set in pairs, extending forward from the
feet mentioned to the interior portion of the
shell and all included within it. These, while
life lasts, continue in rapid rhythmical move-
ments, creating a current in the water which
flows in through the opening of the bivalve

shell in front, passes backward among the
fins or paddles, and so out behind. On this

current come, helplessly drifting along, small
particles of whatever of use or uselessness the
water may contain. Myriads of animalcules,
of from one hundredth of an inch to one
twenty thousandth of an inch in length, join

in this involuntary procession, and from this

extensive assortment our curious animal, no
doubt, selects his fare. Much, however, that
is refuse and vile, comes floating upon this
tide—particles of vegetable or animal matter
from which has already been extracted all

that is capable of sustaining the life of so
highly organized a being as that we have un-
der consideration. When these particles are
sufficiently large to be unpleasant to the crea-
ture, a sudden contortion of the hinder part
of the body occurs, and away they go on
the back flowing stream, having been nicely
combed out by the long claws, and kicked
away so rapidly that the eye can scarcely fol-

low the motion.
Now comes to be described the most curious

organ of all—the little transparent, ever-active
heart! Yes, reader! as much a heart as thine
own, and as useful too, to him, as thine is to

Better, indeed, in one respect than
thine, inasmuch as nought of evil ever passes
through it; for it is only of man's heart that
t is said in holy writ, that it is deceitful and
desperately wicked. Perhaps the most fami
liar article to which I may compare it, in re
gard to outline, is a tomato. Lying above
the intestinal channel in the forward part of
the shell, with its convex surface down, and
that which represents the stem end upward
or toward the hinge of the shell, it presents
a most interesting and wonder-exciting view.
Like the larger specimens of the fruit we have
mentioned, it presents a variety of folds or
creases in its outline, all terminating in that
scar or cavity from which the stem has been
separated ; but unlike that fruit it allows the
eye to penetrate its thin surface—to view the
opening and closing of its delicate valve in

unison with the expansion and contraction of
the whole organ, and to trace the course of
the vital fluid in its never ceasing round.
Most of my readers are aware that human

blood and that of other vertebrate animals,
is a nearly transparent fluid in which float a
multitude of exceedingly small, disk-shaped
bodies, which give to it its usual red color,

and are commonly known as the blood cor-
puscles. So small and so numerous are they
that a single drop of blood contains many
thousands of them ; but in the blood of the
creature whose structure we have been exam-

g, they exist much more sparsely, and
considerable intervals are noticeable among
them as they drive along through their ac-

customed channels. These, too, differ from
those of the higher animals, being compara-
tively larger and less definite in their outline,

rather resembling accidental spaces between
e other organs than the arteries, veins and

capillaries we are accustomed to hear about

disks which roll over and over in their in

untary course, a nearly transparent tide t

at first progresses toward the eye. We
the little corpuscles whirling round that m
ber, diverging here and there to make w
seem casual rambles through the hollow sw
ming apparatus near by, and then runn
backward among the restless paddles, to
pear again to the sight near the hinder p
of the shell.

The paddles referred to, are doubtless
breathing organs, serving the double purp
of providing the stomach with food, ano
bringing the blood in contact with the viv
ing air, after which it journeys forward to
heart, which it may be seen entering at ev^

expansion, although the motion is too ra
to furnish the best possible opportunity. T
speed we would compare to that of the 1

ance-wheel of a watch ; but when the creat
has been confined for several minutes tc

small drop of water, and has probably nea
exhausted the stock of air held in soluti

the respiratory paddles first relax their i

tion, the heart beats more and more slow
and soon intermits its action for a time al

gether. Motion is resumed after a while, I

it is probable that unless the creature is tra
ferred shortly to a more healthful spot,

would soon again cease never to be restor
Eeader, art thou fatigued with this v«

meagre sketch of that plebeian creature, 1

common water-flea or Daphnia? I can assi

thee that much remains unsaid, of what i

eyes have witnessed, and of what I am hopi
thou wilt hereafter explore. I could tell tl

of the curious compound eye and its more
centric motion ; of the complicated muscu
bands by which its swimming is efl'ected,

trace more minutely the internal arran;

ments of the creature's body; dilate upon t

features that a higher magnifying power
veals, and describe the eggs, ay and livi

young, that some bear about within their p:

teciing shells, but I will no more : all thes*

leave for thee.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend

lar to this, but in all respects less well de _„^ ^^ ^^^^^^^^^^ „„ „v,„. cv.,^u„.
veloped, and how adjusted to the body or the Starting from the anterior portion of the heart
baove described intestinal canal, not discerni- 1we see, freighted with the almost colorless

John Heald.

CContinued from page 370.)

Sixth mo. 29th. John Heald attended Whi
water Monthly Meeting, and in the busine
meeting, visited the women, and had an op^

time in cautioning the women not to be 1

away from the path of rectitude, by gratifyii

their desires for anything that was wror
Otherwise they would be forsaking living mt
cies for lying vanities; they would be givi;

up those precious enjoyments that attend t

Christian through time, and the endless bli

that awaits the close of his life. If thi

yielded to follow the tempter a little out
the state of innocency, he would endeavor
lead them further and further astray, un
they might not know how to return. The
when deep affliction overtakes them, th«

might be plunged into distress, and not kno
how to obtain relief. But if they were e

deavoring to follow in the right way, even
they should experience a time of trial, lil:

Hezekiah, when the prophet bade him pii

his house in order, for he should die and n
live ; they could apply with confidence to Hi I

whom they had endeavored to serve, and wl|

has all power to bear up the drooping, sin

ing soul.

He then calkd the attention of mothers ^

the subject of spirituous liquors, believing
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)nld be found best not to use them at all, or

ry seldom. He cautioned them against en-

araging the use of it among the men, for

ose who use it are in danger, let their age
religious experience be what it may. If

eir husbands or sons should be ensnared by
temperance, and they had not been faithful

discouraging the practice, they might see,

aen it was too late, where they had failed

their dutj'. He reminded some who might
5I that it was but little they could do, to

eir own growth in religious experience

;

at it was by faithful obedience to little

ities they had known blessings conferred

)on them, which they once thought were
isigned for dignified servants alone.

6th mo. 30tb.— First-day. He attended

eeting at the same place, which proved a

vored opportunity. He reminded those pre-

nt that under the Mosaic dispensation, wor-

ip was required ; and though divers rites

id ceremonies were to be observed, yet it

as not acceptable without sincerity of heart

at Moses declared to the people, " A prophet
lall the Lord your God raise up unto you
om among your brethren, like unto me ; him
all ye hear in all things, whatsoever he shall

y unto you, and whosoever will not hear

at prophet shall be cut off from among the

sople ;" that this prophet was Christ, who,

hen He came, told His disciples, that the

3ur cometh and now is, when they who wor
dp the Father, must worship Him in spirit

id in truth, for the Father seeketh such to

orship Him ; that this spiritual worship is a

ity indispensable to all, let their names as

religion be what they may; that it is ud
pateful to withhold this tribute from our

reat Benefactor who has bestowed so many
ivors upon us, has given us bread to eat and
kiment to put on, and innumerable other

lessings, and has sent His well-beloved Son
ito the world that He should be offered up
propitiatory sacrifice for the sins of th

hole world ; that He requires of us worship,

deration and praise, and to serve Him to the

est of our understanding; that one cause why
ame are unable thus to fulfil their duty is

hat they have in younger life given way
nowingly and wilfully to that which was
?rong, and have never been heartily desirous

seek and obtain reconciliation, and so they

ave remained estranged, and passed their

ime in barrenness as to true enjoyment; but

hat even those who are young in years have
leen enabled to make acceptable offerings, in

ecordance with the language of our dear
ord himself, when He said, "out of the

Qouths of babes and sucklings thou hast per-

fected praise ;" and as these continue steadfast

nd watchful, they come to know an enlarge

cent of those precious favors, and are made
)artakers of things unspeakably good
At Elk Meeting, 7th mo. 2d, he mentions

he attendance of part of a committee ap
)ointed by their last Yearly Meeting on th<

lubject of spirituous liquors. John Heald was
ioncerned to caution some against being in

luced to continue their use, by the custom of

brmer times ; and referring to his own case,

laid, that having heard in his younger days
e subject opened in good authority, he be-

ieved the testimony was owned by the Truth.

But he felt his own weakness, in opposing a

aractice which had been followed by worthy
Tiends, and was discouraged by the opinion

one esteemed for his medical skill, who
uhought spirits useful in the harvest field.

Whenever he gave way to the practice uneasi-

ness had followed, and now he was confirmed
in the belief that the testimony was a right

one; and he feared that some well-concerned
Friends by not attending to it, had lost their

capacity for acceptable worship, and had re-

tained only the outside appearance without
the substance of religion.

At Randolph, on the 4th, after a time of

heavy, silent exercise, he addressed those pre-

eferring to the language of our Saviour,

I will not send the multitude away fasting,

lest they faint by the way. He afterwards
poke of the greatness of the favor showed us

Q that, in due time, the Saviour came into

the world and was offered up a propitiatory

sacrifice for the sins of the whole world, not a

part but the whole; that it was inconsistent

th the fulness of the terms, so to limit divine

mercy, as to suppose that innocent little chil-

dren that have done nothing, and could do

nothing to bring themselves into existence,

would be placed in endless misery, only for

the improper conduct of a distant parent

5th. He attended Rocky Spring Meeting,

where he was concerned to bring to the view
of those present the necessity in our religious

meetings of endeavoring to keep the mind
under exercise, and truly to wait upon God.

For though we cannot command the Divine

favor any more than we can command the

rain from the clouds, yet the promise is, they

that wait upon the Lord shall renew their

strength. When the times of refreshing come,

the sincere-hearted will be refreshed and their

strength renewed ; while those who sit idly,

or with their minds running after visionary

or fading, perishing things, may know noth-

ing of it, and be as the pelican in the wilder-

ness, that knows not when good comes.

After taking his seat, he arose again, and
said that a want of love towards our fellow-

creatures would prove an obstruction to the

performance of Divine worship, for if envy,

hatred, malice or revenge remain in us, we
are polluted, and cannot worship acceptably

We must learn to forgive injuries, though il

is hard to forgive one who has injured uf

knowingly and wilfully. The doctrine our

dear Lord inculcated, when he taught his dis

ciples to pray, saying, " Forgive us our tres

passes, as we forgive those that trespass

against us." So we have no reason to expect

that we shall be forgiven, but as we forgive

one another.

This was the last meeting in this journey,

of which any notice is contained in the mem-
oranda.

Some of the bridges in China are of extra-

ordinary beauty and magnificence. There is

one near Pekin built entirely of white marble,

elaborately ornamented. Others are found

over the canals of still greater magnificence,

and with a grand triumphal arch at each end

;

and some, instead of being built with arches,

are flat from one side of the canal to the other,

marble flags of great length being laid on

piers so narrow and airy that the bridge looks

as if it were suspended in the air. From the

amazing facilities afforded by the numerous
canals for transportation of goods by water,

these bridges do not require to be built of

great strength, for only foot passengers

the bridges, which is the reason they are of

such an elegant and fanciful construction.

These bridges are built with a number of

arches, the central arch being about forty feet

wide and high enough for vessels to pass with-

out striking their masts. The great elevation

of these bridges render steps necessary. They
resemble, in this respect, the old bridges of

Venice, on which you ascend by steps on one

side and descend on the other in the same
way. Chain bridges were not made in this

country for more than eighteen centuries after

they were known in China.—-La?e Paper.

Selected for "The Friend."

Christianity, Ilumility.

No principle short of Christianity is strong

enough to impel us to a study so disagreeable

as that of our faults. Of Christianity, hu-

mility is the prime grace, and this grace can

never take root and flourish in a heart that

lies in ignorance of itself If we do not know
the greatness and extent of our sins, if we do

not know the imperfection of our virtues, the

fallibility of our best resolutions, the infirmity

of our purest purposes, we cannot be humble;

if we are not humble, we cannot be Chris-

tians.

But it may be asked, is there no end to this

vigilance? Is there no assigned period when
this selfdenial may become unnecessary? No
given point when we may be emancipated

from this vexatious selfinspection ? Is the

matured Christian to be a slave to the same
drudgery as the novice ? The true answer is

—We may cease to watch, when our spiritual

enemies cease to assail. We may be off our

guard when there is no longer any temptation

without. We may cease our selfdenial when
there is no more corruption within. Wo may
give the reins to our imagination when we
are sure its tendencies will be toward heaven.

We may dismiss repentance when sin is abol-

ished. We may indulge selfishness when we
can do it without danger to our souls. We
may neglect prayer when we no longer need

the favor of God. We may cease to praise

him when he ceases to be gracious to us. To
discontinue our vigilance at any period short

of this, will be to defeat all the virtues we
have practised on earth, to put to hazard all

our hopes of happiness in heaven.

—

Hannah
2fore. ^___

An Intelligent Bog.—The Nashua Telegraph

relates the following incident:—A family re-

siding near the railroad allowed a girl, aged

five years, to play about the yard of their

dwelling on pleasant days, with a Newfound-

land dog. One day the child left the yard

and wandered off, "accompanied by the dog,

who seemed to feel that it was his duty to

watch her. In a little while the two came

to a railroad crossing when a train was ap-

proaching. The dog saw the danger, and

seized the child by the skirts of her dress, and

being the stronger of the two, pulled her back

upon the sidewalk, and stood over her until

the train had passed, when he forthwith re-

leased his prisoner, and trudged on behind as

though nothing had happened.

Serving Two 31asters. —In the ruins of

Pompeii there was found a petrified woman,
who, instead of trying to fly from the de-

stroyed city, had spent her time in gathering

up her jewels. There are multitudes making
the same mistake. In trying to get earth

and Heaven they lose both. " Ye cannot

serve God and mammon." Be one thing or

the other.
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[The following " Eesponse" was received some weeks
ago, but owing to the absence from the city of the " Con-
tributor" having it in charge, has been delayed. It

refers to the poem headed " Back Again," in No. 42,

page 332, of "The Friend."]
Origioal.

THE EESPONSE.
Sweet singer of Spring's gladsome prime,
We listened pleased and sad to thee

—

Again has come the Summer time,

With varied beauty, harmony.

Spring flowers have found their early tomb.
But Summer's wreaths are on it strown

;

The roses for the violets bloom,
The lilies o'er the jonquilles grown.

And just as beautiful and bright.

All, in this western clime may be

;

The earth, the sky, the shade, the light,

As there, anear the boundless sea.

The voice of wind, the song of bird.

Have many a youthful listener here
;

Afar, the water's fall is heard.
In soothing cadence slow and clear.

And when the thunder tempest rolls

Its organ-blast among our hills.

It awes alike our trembling souls.

Until His voice the tumult stills.

Until the Bow of Hope is given.

Amid the sunshine and the rain
;

A glorious arch, from earth to heaven,
The Promise, ever to remain.

Be it your task, pleased to unfold.
In Learning's haunts, your latent powers

;

Search nature's mysteries, new and old

—

Earth, sun and stars, alike are ours.

Each day of faithful labor done
Rewards the ardent, studious soul

:

Through patient toil and faith, is won
The crown, and reached the longed for goal.

But, some of us have passed, through all

The changes of life's chequered way
;

Soon, soon the Autumn leaves will fall

Around our silvered locks of grey.

And we must shortly bid adieu
To trial, toil— for rest above

;

,

Behind us leaving life ; and you
To our Father's guiding care and love.

O, children of this happier day !

What fruitage will Spring's blossoms bear?
Walk faithful in the narrow way.
In answer to parental prayer.

The standard of unchanging Eight,
Uphold ; our fathers nobly bore.

Through fiery trials, in His might,
A dark and frowning world before.

By His guarding hand may you be led.

Time's changing, wrestling journey through
;

Till, by the stream of Life ye tread.

Where we will wait to welcome you.

Ascriptions of unending praise.

Responsive to the ransomed throng.
And blessings, and hosannas raise.

To Him, forever they belong.
Ohio, 6th mo. 1st, 1873.

Selected.

And if, sometimes, commingled with life's wine.

We find the wormwood, and rebel and shrink.

Be sure a wiser hand than yours or mine
Pours out this potion for our lips to drink.

And if some friend we love is lying low,

Where human kisses cannot reach his face.

Oh, do not blame the loving Father so.

But wear your sorrow with obedient grace

!

And you shall shortly know that lengthened breath
Is not the sweetest gift God sends his friend

;

And that, sometimes the sable pall of death
Conceals the fairest boon his love can send.

If we could push ajar the gates of life.

And stand within and all God's workings see.

We could interpret all this doubt and strife,'

And for each mystery could find a key !

But not to-day. Then be content, poor heart

!

God's plans, like lilies, pure and white unfold.

We must not tear the close-shut leaves apart

;

Time will reveal the calyxes of gold.
And if, through patient toil we reach the land.

Where tired feet, with sandals loosed, may rest.

When we shall clearly know and understand,
I think that we will say, " God knew the best !"

Christian Weekly,

For "The Friend."

SOMETIME.
BY MAT KILEY SMITH.

Sometime, when all life's lessons have been learned,
And sun and stars for evermore have set.

The things which our weak judgments here have
spurned.

The things o'er which we grieved, with lashes wet.
Will flash before us, out of life's dark night.

As stars shine most in deeper tints of blue
;

And we shall see how all God's plans were right.
And how, what seemed reproof, was love most true.

And we shall see, how, while we frown and sigh,
God's plans go on as best for you and me

:

How, when we called, he heeded not our cry,

Because his wisdom to the end could see.

And e'en as prudent parents disallow
Too much of sweet to craving babyhood,

So God, perhaps, is_keeping from us now
Life's sweetest things, because it seemeth good.

The Railroads of Hindostan.

E. D. G. Prime, in his interesting volumi
entitled "Sketches of Travel," says: The
greatest change of a material nature that has
taken place in India, has been through its rail

ways. In no other part of the world has this

improvement wrought such a revolution in

travel, or made such a general innovation
upon established customs. In Oriental coun-
tries, time is a commodity that has no appre-
ciable value. In making a journey, as in any
or all the business of life, it has been a matter
of no account to the natives whether weeks or
hours were consumed, it was all the same to

them. Even after western ideas had taken
root, speed was a plant of very slow growth.
An American missionary informed me that
when he first went to India he was three
months in making the journey from Calcutta
to Allahabad, a distance of 630 miles, which
is now made regularly in about twenty-four
hours. I met another gentleman in the north
of India who said that, when he came to the
country, less than twenty years ago, he was
five months in making the passage from Cal-

cutta to Dehra. When the railroad

opened from Delhi to Umbullah, in

making a continuous line from Calcutta, about
the same distance as to Dehra, and not far

from it, a special train made the entire dis-

tance, 1154 miles, in forty-one hours—not a
slight reduction from five months. In old

times, the common mode of travel up country
was by the river Ganges, in boats which were
pulled and poled against the current at the
rate of a very few, if any, miles a day. Some-
times the progress was rapidly backward with
the current. If great haste was required, the
palanquin was resorted to; and in India coo-

lies are not the most rapid travellers in the
world.
The introduction of railways was at first

strongly opposed by the natives and by some
Europeans, but under the encouragement and

bstantial aid of the East India government
the work was undertaken. Very few persons
out of India appear to have any idea of the
extent to which this branch of internal im-
provements has been carried. The first train

of cars in India was set in motion in 1852,
not twenty years ago, and now (1871) there
are more than 5000 miles of railway in opera-
tion. The East India Eailway extends already

* nearly 1500 miles, from Calcutta to the north-

west, near the borders of Afghanistan. T
Great Indian Peninsular Kailway, from Boi
bay to the North-east, with its branches, is

almost equal extent, and, besides these, the
are several important roads. The Eae
dian has a very practicable route laid out f

I

it up the Valley of the Ganges. That part
India is a vast plain, resembling our weste
prairies, or even more level and extensi^i

For more than a thousand miles there
scarcely a single embankment or cut of ai

extent. Indeed, from Calcutta to the Hin
laya Mountains one rarely meets the slighte

elevation. This made the construction of th;

road very easy ; but in the west is some hea^
work. For a hundred miles out of Bomba;
the Great Indian Peninsular Eailway rui

over or through a range of mountains by
succession of ghauts (mountain passes) ovi

vast embankments and viaducts of masonr
and iscarried, within a short distance, throug
twenty tunnels cut in the solid rock. Thei
works have been executed at a heavy cos

An idea of the solidity of the railways of Ii

dia may be gathered from the fact that, no
withstanding so much of the country is a

open plain, making their construction, excep
ing through occasional ghauts, comparative]
easy, the average cost of the 4000 miles con
pleted at the opening of the year 1869, wi
$85,000 per mile. They were built by prival

companies, the government guaranteeing fiv

per cent, interest upon the capital investec

without which they could not have been ui

dertaken. The amount of interest thus ac

vanced by the government up to January Is

1869, was about $125,000,000, of which mor
than half had been repaid from the revenue
of the roads. Throughout the entire penir

aula the rails were laid with a uniform gaug
of five feet six inches. The narrow gauge,
learn, has since been adopted. The weigh
of the rails varies from sixty to eighty-fou

pounds the yard.

The route by rail from Calcutta to Bomba;
via Allahabad, a distance of 1470 miles, wa
completed in March, 1870, a month too lat

for me to avail myself of its facilities for ;

part of the distance; but the event was con
sidered one of great importance by traveller)

to and from the north and east of India

Formerly passengers from England to Cal
cutta, and the cities up the valley of the Gan
ges, had sailed direct to Calcutta by the Capi

or through the Eed Sea; but now they lane

at Bombay, where they take the railroad t(

Allahabad, 845 miles, and thence to Calcutta
625 miles, or to the north of India. The time

between Bombay and Calcutta was sixty-nint

hours. It may be shortened ere this.

Contrary to general expectation, the rail-

ways have been highly popular among the

natives. They are a travelling people, having
been accustomed from ancient limes to make
long pilgrimages, and, as soon as they became
familiar with ihe sight of the cars, they began
to crowd them in great numbers. The sys-

tem of caste was at first an objection, inas-

much as a high caste Brahmin was wont to

consider himself polluted if even the shadow
of a low-caste man fell upon him, and much
more if he touched him. 'The companies were
strongly importuned to establish caste cars,

in conformity with the social regulations of

the country; but the government wisely for-

bade it, and the advantages of this rapid mode
of travel were found to be so great that these

stern prejudices were overcome ; and now, all
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y are not willing to pay for the exclusive

of a car are packed together promiseu-

ly. Mohammedans and Hindoos, Brah-
and Pariahs, may be seen sitting to-

ler as composedly as if they bad all been

le of one flesh. The railroads of India are

is having an important influence in break-

jdown the power of caste.

telegraph was early introduced into

ia, connecting the principal cities north
south, east and west. During the mutiny
roved of incalculable importance. Wooden
SB being less durable in that climate than
)ur own and many other countries, the

) a large extent are erected on stone

irick pillars. There are now 14,000 miles

elegraph wires in India, all under the con-
" government, and subject to a uniform

ff, without regard to distance. A message
en words may be sent from one end of the

)ire to the other for one rupee, about fifty

a our money. Within the last few
rs the telegraph service has brought a

U profit to the government. The postal

rice is a source of revenue, although tbt

tage is cheaper than in any other country,

ig a half anna (or one cent and a half) for

distance in the empire.

Opinions of Great Men on War.

We cannot make a more lively represen-

on and emblem to ourselves of hell, than

the view of a kingdom in war."

—

Lord
rendon.

War is an instrument entirely inefticient

ards redressing wrongs, and multiplies

ead of indemnifying losses."

—

Thomas Jef-

on.

The sentiment, or rather the principle,

in peace you must prepare for war, is

of difficulty and danger; for while we

p large armies on hand to preserve peace,

Y are at the same time incentives and in-

ments of war."

—

Louis PhilUpe.

It is quite true, it may be said, ' What are

jions against armies?' My answer is:

lions are stronger than armies ;
opinions,

hey are founded in truth and justice, will

the end, prevail against the bayonets of

ntry, the fire of artillery, and the charges

avalry."

—

Lord Palmerston.

I abominate war as unchristian : I hold

s the greatest of human crimes."

—

Lord
ugham.
Believe me, except a battle lost, nothi ng can

half so melancholy as a battle wow."—What
eeded by the several governments is such

eace as would give them the power of re-

ing their military establishments, and the

ure to attend to the internal concerns of

ir nations, and to improve the over-grown

dition of theirpeople."—D?«Aeo/ Wellington.

I pray that no war may break out. I

jt to see no war ; it is a fearful work in

best form, and revolting to me. Nothing

make me believe, that any man who has

been in one battle can wish to be in a second,

n personal feelings, if he has those of a

Q and a Christian. Woe to the ruflSan that

ts a battle that can possibly be avoided,

B a wholesale murderer for his own pri-

e selfishness."— 5fir Charles Napier.

o which may be added that of our own
isident Grant—" Let us have peace."

have found by experience, that nothing

lore useful to man, than a spirit of mild-

s and accommodation.

Review of the Weather for Sixth month, 1873.

The weather was dry during the month just past. Rain fell to the depth of L50
inches,—about one-third of the average amount. The range of the thermometer was from
54° on the 14th, to 88° on the 19lh, or 34°. The mean temperature for the month was
70;;°. The average height of the barometer was 29.595 inches. T.

AVesttown Boarding School, Seventh mo. 7th, 1873.

s

1
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removed. Her family, though treating her
with kindness, not being able to feel with her
at this tinae, rendered her exercises more try-

ing. In 1815, her sister Elizabeth Edwards,
was also received into membership with
Friends. Though not called to much active

service in the church, she was concerned in

conduct and conversation, to adorn the doc-

trine she professed, and is remembered as a
most agreeable companion, being one of those
bright, cheerful spirits, who carry sunshine
wherever they go.

In the Quarterly Meeting held at Haddon-
field in the 3rd month following the removal
of Esther Collins and Ann Edwards, Elizabeth
Evans (then Barton), and a member of that
meeting, in a remarkable communication re-

peated the following lines, in reference to the
feeling which evidently pervaded the meeting,
on account of the loss" the church had sus-

tained.

His master taken from his head,
Elisha saw him go

;

And in desponding accents said

Ah ! what must Israel do

!

But he forgot the Lord, who lifts

The beggar to the throne.
Nor knew that all Elijah's gifts

Would soon be made his own.

What ! when a Paul has run his course
Or an Apollos dies.

Is Israel left without resource ?

And have we no supplies?

Yes, while the dear Redeemer lives,

We have a boundless store
;

And shall be fed with what he gives
Who lives for evermore.

An Itinerant Eating-IIonse.

A civil engineer, of the name of Eiddle, has
suggested a singular scheme for supplying hot
dinners to industrious families at their vari-
ous homes, which is described by a writer in
the Practical Magazine. The theory is so new
that an acceptance of it in full is hardly to be
expected

;
yet it is so suggestive, that many

parts of it are likely to bear good fruit if care-
fully studied. The project was first submit-
ted, some time ago, to the Food Committee
of the Society of Arts, and then, at the wish
of the society, developed more fully at one of
the regular meetings.
Mr. Kiddle starts with the warrantable as-

sumption that provisions can be bought to
better advantage wholesale than retail ; that
well-planned cooking effects a vast saving of
fuel over any of the common ranges and
stoves ; that a few cooks can prepare dinners
for a large number of persons where the
organization is good; and that greater com-
fort, more cleanliness and less waste may be
ensured thereby. He takes what may be
called the lower grade of the middle class
and the upper grade of the working class,
and proposes to supply them with hot din-
ners in a way that will enable them to econ-
omize their time in other ways. There are
many districts in London, almost entirely
occupied by such families—industrious, but
not poor; and he supposes from three to four
thousand persons in one district to be supplied
from one establishment.
A plot of ground is rented nearly in the

centre of the district. On it is built a struc-
ture of iron and glass, with very little brick
or wood, and all parts easily removable for
enlargement or alteration. The building, say
one hundred and sixty feet by forty, is divided

into sixteen compartments, each twenty feet

square by eighteen feet high. Tramways run
along the floor, with turn-tables at intervals,

through a broad passage with eight compart-
ments on each side of it. Each compartment
has its assigned purpose—one a meat store,

one a vegetable store, one a dry goods and
grocery store, one a pudding-mixing room,
three or four cooking rooms, steam engine
and boiler room, stable, carthouse, harness
and fodder room, canister cleansing and re-

pairing room, counting-house, manager's room,
&c.—all so localized relatively one to another
as to obviate confusion. The establishment
buys the food, cooks it, and sends it out; and
this order denotes the way in which the ope-
rations can best be studied.

Shopkeepers in the district act as agents.
Their number and the mode of paying them
for their trouble, are matters easily managed.
Each agent is jjrovided with books of blank
tickets. Bach leaf of the book comprises
three repetitions of the same ticket, one to
be given to the patron, one to be sent to the
central office, and one to be kept by the agent.
The blank form contains space for the entry
of various kinds and weights of hot cooked
and canistered food. Each ticket represents
one dinner for one family or household. The
items are entered in pen and ink, and the
money paid to the agent. Dinners for any
number of days may thus be settled for at
any one time. The central office receives a
duplicate (or rather triplicate) of each ticket,

and arranges for the execution of the order
denoted by it. The driver of each cart is

provided with a proper list, showing the des-

tination of the several tins entrusted to his

care; and the marshalling of the route is so
managed that he may waste as little ground
as possible in taking his circuit. A " post-
man's knock" is to be permitted to him, to
ensure prompt attention. The back of the
cart is opened, or, at least, that one compart-
ment of it which contains the tins wanted at
the moment ; they are quickly taken out, and
all made snug and tight again, seeing that it

is part of the problem to be solved how far
the whole contents of the cart can be main-
tained at a temperature of 212 Fahrenheit or
so. The receiver of the dinner gives up the
ticket, which has already been paid for.

" Is there not a Cause.—It has occasionally
been charged upon this Journal that it is of
too controversial a character. We are not
conscious of ever having had a desire for con-
troversy for the mere sake of controversy.
No room appearing for the inquiry, ' Is there
not a cause?' we avoid rather than indulge in

disputation. But whence the dislike, amount-
ing almost, we may say, to horror of contro-
versy? Does it proceed from so weak and
deficient a sense of the value of Truth, and
the danger of error, as to beget a state of
torpid indifference whether the one or the
other prevails in the world? Well may we
desire for all our dear friends, as well as for
ourselves, to be preserved from falling into so
lethargic a state. The world, both religious
and civil, has ever been and will be in a state
of controversy. History, both sacred and
profane, as well as daily observation, amply
evidence the fact. Is not life itself likened to
a warfare? Is not the heart of every indi-
vidual a theatre of conflict?—the flesh war-
ing against the Spirit, and the Spirit against
the flesh ? We find Paul the apostle, in writ-

ing to Titus, enumerates among the qualif

tions of a bishop or overseer his being a

' to convince,' or as more correctly render
confute the gainsaycrs.

As to the unpleasant state of Society wh
a difference of opinion to some extent

{

sents, we have never been able to see b
the case is to be mended by a determin
refusal to l«ok at the evil. As with the bo
80 with the mind. We do not expect to

cover our health by remsiining in quiet ig

ranee of our disease. Nor need it, as

imagine, be any source of either surprise

discouragement that the church in our (

should have its trials in a variety of wa
since we find the disciples, even in apost
times, were not exempt from similar pro

tion. They had among them teachers
heresies, even denying the Lord that bou
them. Some there were whose mouths w
to be stopped—some were men of corr

minds, destitute of the faith, teaching thi

which they ought not, &c. &c.

We do not find either apostolic cout
or example encouraging indifference in si

cases ; their motto was not peace at any pr
but first purity, after that peace. It m
ever be an incumbent duty on those who h

the Truth to defend it when assailed, and
expose error—of course in a Christian sp

'n meekness instructing those that opp

If all controversy among Friends is to

excluded, there must be a cessation of attai

upon the established faith of the Socie

Such as are unable to accept that faith

professed for upwards of two centuries wo
do better quietly to withdraw than give i

to dissension. On the other hand, if ind

duals will attack that faith, controversy m
ensue, and the blame of it must rest w
them, and not with the defenders of
faith.— TAe British Friend.

A Lepers' Village.

A curious Town in the Sandwich Islands

In William R. Bliss' new book of travel

the Sandwich Islands, he describes as folic

a "Lepers' Village:"

"There is leprosy in the Hawaiian bio

but none of it is to be seen in Honolulu,
those who are afflicted with it are sent to 1

lepers' village, on the island of Molokai.
To visit the settlement on Molokai, wh

is about thirty miles east of Honolulu,
embark on a clipper-schooner bound to wi
ward, to bring down a cargo of sugar fr

Lahaina—a town on the island of Me
where lepers may be seen in its one brc

street.

After rolling to starboard and rolling

larboard all night long, the schooner 'hea'

to' at sunrise, off the southern coast of 1

island, and we are set ashore from a sni

boat in the little harbor of Kaunakaki.
The island is green with vegetation, bui

nearly deserted. There are less than fift<

hundred persons on it, although it conta
one hundred and seventy square miles.

ride on horseback away from the sho
up the ascending plains, in a north-eastt
direction, we pass deserted garden patch
fallen walls and ruins of native huts, on wh
knots of long grass are waving like sign
of distress.

Crossing a succession of green hills,

come suddenly to the brink of the precip
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Kalaupapa, which looks north to the ocean,

d is two thousand feet high. Below, from
,,e foot of the precipice, stretches a plain,

rersifled with hills and vales, and reaching
the distant shore, where it curves like a

^the into the sea, turning up a white swath

(
ainst the trade wind. The plain is covered

tb luxuriant vegetation
; but we can see

life on it. Here and there a few brown
ts catch the eye. Far on the right are dots

white houses. That is the leper village,

steep bridle-path zigzags down the front of

3 precipice, and we must descend it. Un-
[• wreathing vines, white blossoms and
inging trailers, which adorn and obstruct

) descent into this valley of death, th

rses step carefully and tediously. In ai

ar they reach the plain, when a gallop of

liles brings us to the settlement. It

isists of detached houses, enclosed by low
Us or picket fences, standing in open pi

•e lands and sweet potato fields. Papai
hala, banana trees and a winding brook
e a picturesque appearance to the village,

horizon is bounded on one side by the

twer-covered precipice, which shuts off the

rid, and on the other side by the ocean.

Every prospect pleases, and only man is vile.'

Every person in this community is a leper,

those who have not sore hands or feet the

n till the ground and the women braid

Those who cannot take care of them-
ves are nursed in hospitals by leper nurses.

e boys and girls go to school to leper

chers, learning the branches of a simple

ication which none of them can probably
long enough to appreciate. They leave

I school with frolicsome shouts ; they romp
the green fields, enjoying the air and

ishine like children in other lands, uncon-

jus of their misfortune,

n a grassy field near the sea-shore stands

tile church, visited all day by the sun and
breeze. Here a native minister, a leper,

ds religious services on Sunday for his mis-

blc fellows.

Dhese poor people seem to be contented,

ration of five pounds of fresh meat and
nty pounds of vegetables is issued weekly,

addition to what each one cultivates with

own labor. This support is so much bet-

than any Hawaiian ever has at home,
natives living on other parts of the

nd, have desired to make themselves

in order to be taken care of in this

age of death. As we turn away for our
neward journey, it is natural to wish, for

sake of humanity, that there might be in

beautiful valley a river Jordan, into

ich these miserable people could dip and
cleansed. But the curse of Elisha upon
corrupt servant, seems to be irrevocably

)d upon them :
—

' The leprosy of Naaman
leave unto thee and unto thy seed for-

attained the age of seventy-seven, having
been a minister fifty-three years. Both of
these aged handmaidens of the Lord experi-
enced in their dying moments, a remarkable
degree of the joyful realities of the religion
of Christ their Saviour, and an assurance of a
blessed resurrection in him. "A glorious
crown and everlasting song is before me,"
said Lydia Lancaster, " and if the foretaste
be so joyous, what are the riches of the
saints' inheritance beyond the grave?" "My
heart," said Elizabeth Rawlinson, " is full of
the joy of God's salvation

;
yea, full of the

comforts of the Holy Ghost. Oh ! the height,
and length, and breadth, of the comfort and
J03' that flows in my soul ; my tongue is too
short and my lips are too narrow to set forth
one half of the goodness of my God."

—

Bo
den's History of Friends in America.

: Selected.
'

The End Crowns All.

Elizabeth Eawlinson and Lydia Lancaster,

England, travelled in America, in 1718.

Klia Lancaster was from Westmoreland,

1 was then about thirty-five years of age.

e travelled with Elizabeth Eawlinson, who
le from Lancaster; and they visited most
the meetings on the American Continent.

Rawlinson came forth in the ministry at

early age of seventeen, and lived to the

'anced period of eighty ; her companion

The Flaw Hunters.—There are people who
have a preternatural faculty for detecting
evil, or the appearance of evil in every man's
character. They have a fatal scent for car-

rion. Their memory is like a museum I

once saw at a medical college, and illustrates

ail the hideous distortions and monstrous
growths, and revolting diseases by which
humanity can be troubled and afHictod. They
think they have a wonderful knowledge of
human nature. But it is a blunder to i

take the Newgate Calendar for a biographical
dictionary.

A less offensive type of the same tendency
leads some people to find apparent satisfac

tion in the discovery and proclamation of the
slightest defects in the habits of good men
and the conduct of public institutions. They
cannot talk about the benefits conferred by a
great hospital without lamenting some insig-

nificant blot in its laws, and some trifling

want of prudence in its management. Speak
to them about a man whose good works
everybody is admiring, and they cool j'our

ardor by regretting that he is so rough in his

manner, or so smooth—that his temper is so

hasty, or that he is so fond of applause. They
seem to hold a brief, requiring them to prove
the impossibility of human perfection. They
detect the slightest alloy in the pure gold of
luman goodness. That there are spots in the
un is, with them, something more than an
observed fact—it takes rank with a priori a,nd

ecessary truths.

There are people who, if they hear an or-

an, find out at once which are the poorest
stops. If they listen to a great speaker, they
remember nothing but some slip in the con-

struction of a sentence, the consistency of a
metaphor, or the evolution of an argument.
While their friends are admiring the wealth
and beauty of a tree whose branches are
weighed down with fruit, they have discov-

ered a solitary bough, lost in the golden afllu-

ence, on which nothing is hanging.
Poor Hazlitt was sorely troubled with them

in his time. "Littleness," he said, "is the

element, and they give a character of mean-
ness to whatever they touch. They creep,

buzz, and fly-blow. It is much easier to crush
than to catch these troublesome insects; and
when they are in your power, your self-

respect spares them."

—

Late Paper.

Sins of Thought.—In contending against

sensual sins, the main stress must be laid on
the principle of exclusion—the absolute keep-

ing away of bad suggestions and imagery

from the mind. Once in, the stain has struck
on a substance so sensitive that, if not quite
indelible, it is still terribly tenacious, and ter-
ribly prolific of sorrow.

It is here with beginnings that we all have
chiefly to do, in ourselves and in our children.
Here, peculiarly, the battle is secret and in-
visible. Not much can be said, and so the
more must be done by prayer and instanta-
neous selfcommand, expelling the first con-
tamination, and crying :

" Cleanse thou me
from secret faults."

In respect to many sins, self-examination
may be safe and even necessary : but there
are others where it is scarcely wholesome or
profitable. Simple prevention, avoidance, the
shutting of the eyes and ears, and pressing on
to known duty, are the best security. It does
not help much to go back and trace the ways
of temptation. The wise man was right :

"Avoid it; pass not by it; turn from it and
pass away."

—

Selected.

The InfideVs Conversion.—When Claudius
Buchanan was travelling in India, he obtain-
ed from the Jews in the interior of that coun-
try a very singular copy of the translation of
the New Testament into Hebrew, made in
the sixteenth century. The translator was a
learned rabbi, and the translation is, in gen-
eral, faithful. The design of the translator
was 10 make an accurate version of the New
Testament, for the express purpose of con-
futing it, and of repelling the arguments of
his neighbors, the Syrian Christians. But
behold the providence of God ! the translator
became a convert to Christianity; his own
work subdued his unbelief, and he lived and
died in the faith of Christ. This manuscript
is now in the public library at Cambridge.
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We are indebted to some one—we suppose
our friend William Nicholson, of Kansas

—

for a printed copy of the "Journal of the
Fourth Annual Session of the General Coun-
cil of the Indian Territory, composed of De-
legates duly elected from the Indian Tribes,

legally resident therein. Assembled in Coun-
cil at Okmulgee, Indian Territory, from the

5th to the 15th inclusive, of May, 1873." It

8 highly interesting, as showing the progress

made in civilization among the tribes repre-

sented in the council, and the enlightened

views and friendly, peaceable feelings enter-

tained by several of the principal actors in

the legislation.

The report of the " Committee on Agricul-

ture," gives a concise but well-informing view
of the present condition of the respective

tribes in connection with this important sub-

ject; the more valuable, as being the repre-

sentation of the Indians themselves, against

which the charge of unfairness, sometimes
made in relation to the reports of agents,

cannot be preferred. We intend transferring

the whole of the report to our columns ; but

at present, we confine our extracts to the

preamble and resolution with which the re-

port closes, and a letter embodied in it from
" John Harreld, on Indian improvement,
forty years a minister of the Gospel to the

Indians."
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"We recommend the adoption of the fol- is attended with much loss of life and destruction of

lowing preamble and resolution • property. The Carlists, though probably a small

Whereas Oiiv home and heritage now and !:i"i^.°L*^.!'lV°!f_°.'''A°"^'''''^'''*'*^'!y

forever, is a land of fertile soil and mild el

, nority of the whole nation, have latterl 7' been
ground, and as their forces spread southward, they a

„ ,, . , , ,
joined by many of the peasants. A body of 4000 go

mate, tit lor grazing and agriculture—which lemment soldiers, under General Cabrinetz, was sur-

has worked out and must continue to work ;

prised by the Carlist chief Saballas with 3000

out the prosperity and happiness of our peo- '<"a"y defeated. Cabrinetz was killed, and overhalf

ple-it being the foundation of all -bstantial ^rd*'™":! o?d-sc^£"eT„ Z\tr'''
'' ^""

wealth; and as a people we are interested in The troops which were captured .surrendered almost
the productive development of our soil, and 'without firing a shot. A serious insurrection of the
should, therefore, use every appliance looking " Internationalists" has broken out in Alcoy. The in

to that end
Resolved, therefore, That this Council recog-

nize these facts, and that the Illustrated
Journal of Agriculture, published in the city
of St. Louis, already having a large circulation .

among our people, and beine nre-eminentlv l'°"^^
7'^'"® burned by the mob. A Madrid dispatch

suited to our wants and necessities through

rgents murdered the Mayor, notwithstanding the fact
that he was a thorough Republican, and had made great
sacrifices on behalf of the Republic. His body, as well
as that of the collector of taxes, was drawn through th<
streets of the town by the insurgents, who obtained en^
tire control of the city. Several cotton and other fae

its able writings and useful and beautiful
illustrations, is hereby recommended, with
the American Agriculturist, Colraan's Eural
World, Western Eural, Prairie Farmer and
Country Gentleman, to our people and na-
tions, as publications calculated to promote
their interests, and should be read by as many
of the people as are able to procure them.

Joshua Ross,
Chairman of Committee on Agriculture.

Wm. T. Mackey, Secretary."

"Okmulgee, Creek Nation, May 12, 1873.

Mr. Joshua Boss—Bear Sir: in compli-
ance with your request, in reference to the
improvement of the Indian nations and tribes,
I can only say, that during the forty years
that I have known them, they have made
great improvement in many respects, especi-
ally in agricultural pursuits. My acquaint-
ance, however, is mainly confined to the
Cherokees, Creeks, Choctaws and Chicka
saws. It is true that their advancement has
not been so great and sudden as some desired,
nevertheless, it has been sure and constant,
except during the late war. Just as soon'
however, as peace was restored, they nearly
all returned to their homes. As soon as
practicable their houses and fences were re-
paired. In many instances their farms were
enlarged and new houses built, and their fam-
ilies made comfortable. In a large variety
of cases they raise an abundance of corn for
home consumption, and some of them raise
wheat, oats and cotton. During the present
season, I have travelled extensively through
the Indian Territory, and feel confident that
there is a larger amount of land in cultivation
in some localities than at any former year.
The spring, however, has been quite cold and
backward

; nevertheless, we trust by the
blessing of God, that our Indian friends will
be able to realize a good crop during the pre-
sent year, and give them encouragement for
further progress in domestic pursuits.
As ever, your sincere friend,

J NO. Harreld."

A Friend, in New England, has sent us an
account of an incident occurring in a meeting
there, about forty years ago. If furnished in
plain prose, we will willingly give it a place
in our columns; but the rhyme it is now in
IS too devoid of the requisites of poetry to
make it suitable for publication.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
_
FoREiaN.-The .situation of affairs in Spain has not

improved. The people are divided into hostile and
jarnng parties and factions, and the strife between them

says, the Cabinet is entirely united and resolved to sup-
press these disorders as well as the Carlist insurrection
Of the entire war indemnity which France was com-

pelled to pay to Germany, only 500,000,000 francs re-

mained unpaid on the 5th inst. The whole of the
balance must be paid by the 5th of Ninth mo. In ac-
cordance with the terms of the treaty, the German
troops began to retire on the 3d inst. from the Depart-
ments of the Vosges, Ardennes, Meuse and Meurthe, as
well as the fortress of Belfort, and the whole of th _

district is to be evacuated by the Germans before the
15th of next month.

Dispatches from Khiva give the following account of
events subsequent to the capture of the city : The Khan
voluntarily entered the Russian camp and gave in his
submission, formally declaring himself a vassal of
Russia. General Kaufmann then restored him to thi

throne and appointed a council of administration to
a.ssist him in the government during the occupation of
the Khanate by the Russian forces.

The Khan, in token of gratitude, issued a decree for-
ever abolishing slavery within his dominions.
Gen. Kaufmann has sent dispatches to Teheran noti

fying the Persian government to make preparations for
the reception of ten thousand natives of Persia, released
from slavery by the Khan's decree,

ge has finally been arranged between the
Duke of Edinburgh and Maria Alexandrowa, the Czar',
only daughter. The Duke thus foregoes the right of
succession to the duchy of Saxe-Coburg.

Cholera has appeared at various places in Germany,
but the cases of disease are not numerous.

It is stated that eight Turkish men-of-war are on their
way to Sumatra. The Turks claim the right to inter-
fere in the quarrel between the Dutch and the Sultan
of Atcheen.
The rate of discount of the Bank of England has been

reduced one per cent, and is now five per cent. The
amount appropriated by Parliamentarv grants for ele-
mentary education in England and Wales, has risen
from eight_shillings per scholar in 1863, to twelve shil-
lings in 1873. About five million dollars a vear is now
expended on free schools.
Queen Victoria has approved of the recommendation

of Prime Minister Gladstone, that a pension of 300
pounds a year be granted to Dr. Livingstone, the Afri
can explorer.

The first locomotive engine ever manufactured in the
colony of Australia has recently been finished at Ball
rat, under a contract with the government to supply tt..
engines for heavy traffic and fifteen for light, at a com-
pensation of £81,320.
The steamship City of Washington, of the Inman
ine, from Liverpool for New York, went ashore
lies west of Sambro, on the Nova Scotia coast, during
dense fog on the afternoon of the 5th inst. All the

pa.ssengers and crew, with the baggage and spare stores,
were landed in .safety. The vessel was broken on the
rocks and lost.

Japanese paper states that three hundred and
eighty-two Japanese students are studying in Europe
America and China. Of these five are women.

'

Eighteen Norwegians belonging to the German Arctic
Navigation Company's service, who were left on Spitz-
bergen, were found dead by the party which went to
their relief.

A London dispatch of the 14th savs : A heavy storm
01 rain,_ accompanied by sharp lightning, swept over
Yorkshire yesterday. Reports from various points in
the country state that the crops were greatly damaged
by the storm. Several persons were killed by lightning.
Madrid dispatches of the 14th state that th.

A detachment of government troops in the ga
at Puente La Raina, Navarre, had surrendered
Carlists.

The insurgents in Carthagena were masters .

entire town with the exception of the arsenal,
feared that the latter could not hold out long, an(
the ships in dock would fall into their hands.

London, 7th mo. 14th.—Consols 92J. U. S.
186.5, 93|.

Liverpool.—California white wheat, lis. Sd. an
M. per 100 lbs. Uplands cotton, Sfd.; Orleans,

United States.— Miscellaneous.—The inter
in Philadelphia la-stweek numbered 498, includin
children under two years of age. There wert
deaths of cholera infantum, 33 of consumption, c

bility, 28 marasmus, 18 inflammation of the brain
the corresponding week of 1872 the mortality amoi
to 852, the weather at that time being excessively v

The valuation of taxable property in Boston in
amounted to $682,721,300, of which $443,283,450
charged to real estate, and $239,446,850 to per
estate.

_
Poor's Railroad Manual, for 1873-74, just publi

gives a detailed statement of 425 railroads, of whic
following is a summary : Miles of railroad, 57,323;
$3,159,423,057

; cost, per mile, $55,116
;
gross rec

$473,241,0-55; operating expenses, $307,486,682
earning.s, $165,754,373 ; dividends paid, $64,418
total number of miles in operation, 67,104 mil
which 6427 were built last year, and made no reti

others refuse information. The total earnings are
000,006 more than the receipts in the United S

Treasury, and the net earnings, $48,000,000 more
the Government interest account. The total C(

$900,000,000 more than the national debt. 33,934 :

have been built since 1863.
A Washington dispatch says that the Geneva a

will be paid in U. States bonds, thus avoiding anj
turbances of exchange.

I%e Markets, &c.—The following were the quota
on the 14th inst. New Fori.—American gold,
U. S. .sixes, 1881, 120; ditto, 1868, 1181; new fiv

cents, 1 155. Superfine flour, $5.25 a $5.70 ; State e

$6.40 a $6.65; finer brands, .*7 a $10. Amber M
gan wheat, $160 ; No. 2 Milwaukie spring, $1.50
2 Chicago spring, $1.45; No. 3 do., $1.37. Oats,
51] cts. Western rye, 78 cts. Western mixed

60 cts.
;
yellow corn, 62 a 62.V cts. Philadelph

Cotton, 20J a 21 cts. for uplands and New Orleans,
wheat, $1.58 a $1.65 ; new amber, $1.65 a $1.70

;

Kentucky white, $1.70 a $1.85. Y'ellow corn, 57
cts. About 2000 beef cattle were sold at the Av
Drove-yard. Choice at 7^ a 7| cts. per lb. gross;
to good, 6 a 7 cts., and common 4i a 5| cts. Sheep
at 5 a 6 cts. per lb. gross, and hogs at $7.25 a $7.37
100 lbs. net. ^aftmorc—Choice white wheat, $:
fair to prime, $1.65 a $1.70

;
good to prime red, }

a $1.70. Oats, 48 a 56 cts. Y'ellow corn, 62
them white, 86 cts. Chicago.—^o. 1 spring w)

$1.23; No. 2 do., $1.16. No. 2 corn, 35.5 cts. Su
cured hams, 15 cts.

WANTED
A suitable Friend to serve as Matron in Havei

College. Apply soon to Samuel J. Gummere, Pr
Haverford College P. O., Montgomery Co., Pa.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDI
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A Friend and his wife are wanted to take charg
this Institution, and to manage the farm connected 1

it. A teacher of the school will also be wanted at
commencement of the Fall term.

Application ma}' be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co., :

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada'
Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Chf

Co., Pa.
Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The Winter Term will commence 9th mo. 3rd, 1

Applications for admission may be made to

Samuel J. Gummere, PresH.
Haverford College P. O., Montgomery Co.. P

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) PhUadelj
Physician and Superintendent—Joshua H. Wc

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients ma-mont <•«..„„„ u J . 1 r

----....... ..ic guvciu- ^^^iJii^ai,i^,,a iui me jiuuiis.sion 01 i-aticnts ma'

Ssur/ents to SMW '° P°^^^fi?"
"^ AJ<^°y. "-^duced the made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boai^insurgents to submission and disarmed them. Managers.
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'.eport of Committee on Agriculture to the
General Council.

Okmulgee, Creek Nation, May 1-5, 187:>.

the General Couocil of the Indian Terri
Dry: Your Committee on Agriculture re-
pectfally submit their report.
lastern Shawnees cultivate three hundred
forty acres of land. Thoy plant garden

1, corn, oats, potatoes and wheat. They
one apple and two peach orchards. They

1 fifty-eight horses, two mules, sixty-eight
sand oxen, with four hundred hogs. They
'e fifteen wagons and thirty-five plows,
rk is done by their own hands.
Htawas till the soil of four hundred and
y acres. They mow grass, reap fields of
and wheat; pull corn and beans; dig po-

•es and tend the garden. Their fruits are
les, cherries, gooseberries and peaches.
•y use plows, reapers and cultivators. They
ducks, chickens, geese and turkeys. They

e sixty-five mules, horses and ponies, one
dred and sixty cows and oxen, and three
dred hoj/s.

enecas plow four hundred and sixty acres,
aer corn and potatoes, harvest oats and
»at. They have five hundred fruit trees,
hundred and forty-five oxen, bulls and

8, one hundred and ten horses, three hun-
I and fifty hogs, forty diamond plows,
ty wagons, thirty-five shovel plows, three
rle plows, twenty-five bull tongues, three
ving machines, and one reaper.
'uapaws raise corn on five hundred acres,

possession is throe hundred and fifty
ies and horses, two hundred and twenty
8, bulls and oxen, ten mules, six hundred
fifty hogs, sixty wagons, two mowing ma-
es, and apple and peach orchards.
eoria-s have improved fifteen hundred acres
a.nd. They raise corn, wheat, oats, pota-

onions, turnips, Hungarian, Timothy
apples, peaches, pears and cherries.

y have the horse, mule, cow, hog, plow,
ivator, mowing machine, corn planter and
row.

[amis are moving from Kansas. They
ivate two thousand nine hundred acres,
raise corn, wheat, oats, grasses, vegetables
fruits. They own fowls, hogs, cattle,

168, and all kind of farming implements.

Sacs and Faxes have four hundred and
seventy acres cultivated, not including the
mission farm of fifty acres. They raise corn,
beans and pumpkins. They use the plow,
hoe, and grubbing-hoe; they have mowing
machines, a sorghum mill, horses, cattle and
hogs.

Absentee Shawnees plant corn, sweet pota-
toes, Irish potatoes, sjround peas, beans, peas,
and garden seeds. They work in eight hun-
dred acres of fields. They use the plow and
rubbing-hoe. They raise hogs, cattle and
orses.

Cheyennes and Arapahoes are taking up the
arts of peace. They are not in Council.

Affiliated bands of Indians are Absentee
Shawnee, Caddo, Delaware, Wichita, Kechi,
To-wac-co-nie, lonie, Waco and Pen-e-teth-ka.
They live on the extreme borders; number
fifteen hundred, and cultivate one thousand
acres. They have plows and hoes, and own
ponies, mules, and cattle.

_
Chickasaws are farmers; intelligent, and

rich in cattle and horses. Their delegates
have not come to Council.

Seminoles are furming on the Wewoka.
They are improving, and are building a good
foundation of wealth and prosperity. They
Iiave not come t-o Council.
Wya ndottes cah'ivsile three hundred and forty

acres. They raise corn, oats, wheat, beans,
peas, potatoes, turnips, pumpkins, squashes
and melons, with tobacco; and have set out
orchards of young fruit trees. Their stock
consists of five hundred and fifty horses,
twelve mules, six hundred cattle, one thou-
sand hogs. Attention is paid to the improve-
ment of domestic animals by the introduction
of pure breeds. They have three mowing
machines, three patent hay-rakes and plows.
Farm prospects are hopeful.

Choctaws are one of the Five Nations of the
Indian Territory. They are civil, friendly,
intelligent, industrious and wealthy. They
cultivate sixty-five thousand acres of land.
They raise the cereals; plant gardens and set
out fruit trees, which bear the apple, peach,
pear and cherry. Tobacco is cultivated for
home consumption. Bales of cotton are ship-
ped by railroad and by steamboat for St. Louis
and New Orleans. Choctaw farmers use the
ax, plow, hoe, harrows, scrapers, shovels,
pades, threshers, mowers, and reapers. They
possess herds of goats, sheep, hogs, mules,
horses, ponies, and cattle. They are enlaro-.
ng farms and building new fences. Cotton
md cattle bring them cash. They are im-
proving native stock by mixing pure breeds
imported from the States.

Muskokees stand with Cherokees and Choc-
taws, Seminoles and Chickasaws in point of
civilization. They lost millions of dollars in
the war, during which, large herds of cattle
were driven away. They forget the past, and

proving farms. Their cultivated land

toes, and Irish potatoes. Some of the farmers
of the North Fork and Arkansas are experi-
menting on the growth of cotton—tobacco
could be raised. Beans, peas, turnips, mustard
and lettuce grow in the gardens. About the
farm houses of the Muskokee nation are grow-
ing orchards of apples, peaches, plums and
grapes. Farmers are enlarging farms, im-
proving houses, and are using improved im-
plements. Horses, cattle, mules, sheep, goats
and hotrs are increasing the wealth of the na-
tion. The introduction of fine stock will im-
prove native stock. Intelligent young men
of the Muskokee Nation are not neglecting
their duty in the department of Agriculture.

Cherokees have about seventy-five thousand
acres of land in successful cultivation. They
raise corn, oats, wheat, cotton and tobacco for
home consumption, with potatoes, beets, cab-
bage, mustard, lettuce, onions, peas, beans,
pumpkins and melons. Corn never fails to
make them bread. Cotton and tobacco are
raised for home use. The women of the
Cherokee Nation spin, dye beautiful colors,
and weave homespun of cotton and wool

;

wheel and loom are home-made. Gardens
are well cultivated, and flower and garden
seed are in demand, such as would suit soil

and climate. Nurseries in the States and the
Cherokee nursery at Tahlequah, are selling
hundreds and thousands of fruit-trees to citi-

zens of the nation. One farmer has an or-
chard of two thousand trees, consisting of
apples, peaches, pears, cherries and plums,
also grapes. The yard of many a Cherokee
farm house has the shade of the oak, locust,
mapli^, cedar and walnut. There, on a hidden
branch of the tree, the mocking bird warbles
his matchless songs. The pink and rose, in
bud and bloom, adorn the walk from gate to
door; honeysuckle, in beautj' and fragrance,
clings to the windows of home. They read
the Advocate in English and Cherokee, which
is published at Tahlequah, and journals of
agriculture from the States. Ten mills grind
and bolt flour and meal, and saw lumber of
the walnut, oak and pine.

W^ar, and the war speculators consumed
and drove off herds from the Cherokee nation

peace and time are increasing the number
of cattle, ponies, horses, and sheep. The farm
yard is alive with turkeys, chickens, ducks
and geese. Morgan and Argyle, Devon and
Durham, Berkshire, Chester White and Fo-

ld China, mixing with native stock, are
proving the Cherokee breeds of the horse,

cow and pig.

The Indians of the Cherokee nation do
their own work, hire or invite neighbors to
town to work. The man who invites to work,
leads his neighbors to timber to split rails,

or to the field to fence and plow. They plow-
many acres and split hundredsof rails. The
women finish the quilt, and the men and wo-

. - men sit down to a good dinner. They go
tains sixty thousand acres. The produc- home happy. Thoy use the ax, plows, double-

tions are corn, wheat, oats, rice, sweet pota- 1 shovels, harrows, cultivators and mowing ma-
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chines; and this year they are cultivating

more land than they did the last season.

In the Indian Territory we estimate, from
reports made by delegates from nations and
tribes represented in this Council, two hun-

dred and forty thousand acres of cultivatpd

land. In all the land there is a will to cherish

our simple inheritance—to labor to improve
farm and home. Farming is the occupation

of the Indian nations and tribes.' Productions

of the soil are grains, grasses, potatoes, cotton

and tobacco. Domestic animals graze on the

prairie, through the woods and along the

streams. Wool and beef cattle are sold and
shipped to St. Louis. The raising of corn,

wheat, fruit and stock, is a success. Indian
civilization is a success. They are improving
in all respects—they are successful farmers.

For "The Friend."

John Heald.

CContinued from page 379.)

In the Eleventh month of 1811, John Heald
left home with a prospect of paying a religious

visit to the families of some of the Monthly
Meetings in Southern Ohio. He travelled

within the limits of Plymouth, Plainfield and
St. Clairsville Meetings, and labored in many
families both of Friends and others, as way
opened. In some of these opportunities, he
says, "encouragement, I thought, distilled as

the dew, and as manna round about the camp
of Israel." Others were seasons of more close

and trying labor. At one place the man and
his wife were "advanced in years, and much
behindhand with their days' work. They
were tenderly encouraged to delay no time."

At another place, the woman Friend had mar-
ried a person of different religious views. Our
friend was engaged to tell her thatif she would
be faithful, way would be opened through her
diflSculties, but otherwise she might be ham-
pered through life. He makes this comment:
"Oh what difSculties some young people in-

volve themselves in, where they little thought!
How prudent not to be too hasty, but deliber-

ately to consider and take parents' advice
timely!"
His own mind partook of those vicissitudes

which mark the career of every Christian
traveller. At times he was comforted and
strengthened with a sense of Divine help at-

tending his labors. Again, he would experi-

ence a withdrawal of this precious feeling;

and thus be humbled and made to know from
whence came all true ability to perform right-

ly the allotted service. Under date of 11th
mo. 28th, he remarks: "This afternoon my
mind was tried to that degree, that I was
afraid there would be a disadvantage in our
[continuing our visit], but could see no way
to stop ;

and I was gradually released from it,

80 much so that this evening in the last op-
portunity in Plainfield Particular Meeting, we
were much favored. My companion's mind
became reduced and he discouraged, losing
the sense of satisfaction, which before had
been plenteous ; but after some time he felt so
much life as to make a remark in some sit-

tings."

The next journey undertaken on a religious
account, which is mentioned in J. Heald's
journal, was more extended, occupying about
ten months. He left home on the 27th of 9th
mo. 1814, and attended the Yearly Meeting at
Baltimore, which occurred soon afterwards;
and from thence pursued his journey through
the Middle and Eastern States. After noticing

his attendance of many meetings in the limits

of Baltimore Yearly Meeting, he thus speaki

of one held at Chester, Maryland, 11th mo.
.3rd :

" It proved a remarkable time in stirring

up the negligent, easy, or careless, to more in

dustry, as was yesterday's labor also ; and
when I look over the past opportunities, it has

been much I think of the same description
;

and I have admired that I have been so fu

nished with ability to trace the subject so

feelingly, and in many instances so movingly,
and withal so softly. Oh ! how good and gra

cious is the great Head of the church, his con-

descension wonderful, blessed be His name
forever. 4th. It continued raining, and having
no opportunity of sending notice forward, we
were not under immediate obligation to go
on. We therefore staid this day with our
friend William True. Last evening an oppor
tunity in a religious way took place ralhei

unexpectedly. We, with himself and two
sons, were invited into the apartment where
his wife and two daughters were employed in

business; where, with Hannah Atkinson, we
entered into social conversation, which turned
on a serious subject. I kept my eye to the

profitable part which opened before me,
the rest at length were silent, and I went on

speaking and bringing in other matter. It

became an interesting, solid, improving
son. I have found repeated need for a

turn my attention to my own gift with a
watchful care, lest, through inattention, I

should let opportunities pass unimproved,
that should be improved, where way opens for

doing so."

How instructive is this incident, and how
often, there is reason to believe, many of us

miss the reward of peaceful feeling which at-

tends the performance of those duties which
are presented to the watchful mind I

John Heald describes another private re-

ligious opportunity in a Friend's house, near
Marshy Creek, Maryland, at which Isaac
Frampton and wife were present. "Before
they went away, I was concerned closely to

press on her my apprehension, that it would
become her duty to labor in the line of the
ministry, if she were faithful. I encouraged
him to prepare the way for his wife, should it

become her duty to go forth into a distant

part of the vineyard to labor. A young wo-
man who lived with them, whose parents were
dead, I felt much for, and counselled her to

live near the great Preserver of men. They
were all much tendered and broken into

tears."
" 16th. Attended the meeting at North West

Fork. I engaged in testimony, endeavoring
to show that those who follow their own pro-

pensities are to expect more trying tribulation

than such as tread along in the straight and
narrow way that leads to life. 17th. Attended
an appointed meeting at the same place, of

Friends and friendly people. It was a good
meeting: Truth came well into dominion. It

concluded with supplication and thanksgiving
to the High and Holy One. This was a part-

ing meeting, and the last we had in Maryland.
This Monthly Meeting, I understood, was
chiefly made up of a people called Nicholites,

who joined Friends, and who I trust are en-

deavoring, many of them, to do their duty
honestly."

25th. He had an appointed meeting at
Smyrna, Del., in which, after some trying ex-

ercise of mind, he was engaged to call the at-

tention of his audience to the conditions laid

down by our Divine Master, as indispens;

in order to our obtaining everlasting li

reviving His testimonies to His discip

Whosoever loveth father or mother more t

me is not worthy of me, whosoever loveth

'

Or children more than me is not worth
me, and whosoever loveth houses or la

more than me is not worthy of me, and v

soever taketh not up his daily cross and
loweth me is not worthy of me. J. H. ac

" It was a laborious time. Life increase^

length and came into dominion, and thai

giving and praises were returned to Him, i

lives forever, for His care and preservatio

His children and people." J. H. remarks, a

speaking of lodging at the house of a wid
" I think there is the greatest numbei
widows and widowers, and fatherless

motherless children in this State of Dela\^

and the adjoining parts of Maryland, thro
which we have just passed, of any part I i

travelled through." This testimony to

unhealthiness of the lower parts of the pe
sula, between Chesapeake and Delaware b

accords with the observation ofanother Frit

made many years ago, that it was a sourc

surprise to see the large size of the farms
the superior character of the buildings in 1

locality, until he learned that so few child

survived in those neighborhoods, that the
j

sessions of the parents were not so much (

divided among their descendants, as was c

mon in healthier districts.

On the 4th of 12th mo. at Centre Meet
he encouraged those who were capable

labor for their own support. In so doing, t

might have something to spare for sue!

are not able to labor much for themselt

that it was more blessed to give than tc

ceive.

This advice may be applied in an outw
as well as an inward sense. In aceorda

with our Saviour's language, "The poor
have always with you," there are alwaj
numerous class who need the help of otl

n various ways—outward poverty, weaki
of intellect, and even moral depravity,

loudly upon us for assistance. The strong

required to bear the infirmities of the wea
and the blessing attendant on a faithful

charge of these relative duties is two-fold-

the recipient, in alleviating his distress

helping out of his difficulties—and to the g
n strengthening hisbenevolentfeelings,te!

ng kind lessons in the school of selt-sacri

and self-denial, and thus helping him to

similate in character to his Divine Mas
who went about doing good. It is undo
edly a part of the design of the great E
of the Universe, that there always shouh
abundant opportunities for the exercisi

this Christian virtue. A valuable Friend,

deceased, was so impressed with a sens

this, that she expressed the sentiment, th;

was the business of one-half of mankinc
take care of the other half.

(To be continued.)

At another place I heard some of the m^
trates said among themselves. If they
money enough, they would hire me to be t

minister. This was when they did not

understand me, or our principles. Wht
heard of it, I said it was time for me tc

gone, for if their eye was so much to nu

any of us, they would not come to their <

teacher. Hireing ministers had spoiled ms

by hindering them from improving their i
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whereas our labor is to bring every

3 to their own Teacher in themselves.—

orge Fox.

For "The Friend."

Notes on Microscopy.

(Coitinued from page 378.)

N^ow let US take another glance at oar jars

see whether anything else, visible to the

ked eye, will pay for a closer examination.

What are these brownish threads adhering

re and there to the glass by one end, and

3 other end, unravelled as it were, waving
out in the water? These no doubt are

3cimens of the hj-dra, and we have a grand
portunitj' of observing their habits, and de-

whether the wonderful things we
ve heard of them are real and true, or only

inings of the fancy. Applying once more
our glass tube, we scrape loose from the

e of the vessel one of these tiny objects,

lich has entirely changed both in size and
ape, at the moment of touch, and catching
1 as before described, we deposit him in one
our cages. When we first distinguished

1 in the jar, he seemed about one half an
3h in length, and had six tentacles diverg-

from one end, each nearly an inch long,

ow he resembles a little ball scarcely larger

an a pin head, slightly roughened at the

d by little knobs, which are all that remain
his tentacles. It is plain that the little

eature is capable of feeling both pain and
arm, else why such an alteration in his ap-

iarance? Placing the cage upon the stage

the microscope, wo bring him before its

inetrating glance. Wonderful sight! The
tie ball has become a cylinder, and longer

id longer it extends until we can see but a

jrtionof the body at once. We remove the

le inch objective and apply one of half the

agnifying power, in order to see the erea-

ire as a whole. There he is, twenty times

i long as before, and every arm longer than

le whole body. All ia motion too, in a de-

berate, graceful sort of way, without any
idications of pain, but evidently feeling about

I his narrow prison for customary objects;

r, out of mere delight in motion, placing each

art of his body in every position it is capable

f assuming. Now the long tentacles diverge

each other and attenuate until they seem
ke floating films ; again a sudden contraction

ccurs in some part of their course, or one
ontracts and thickens at one end and another

t the opposite end ; then they roll and twist

nd become contorted until one wonders that

hey do not become inextricably eotan

ut directly they uncoil and seem like mere
pectators while the equally flexible body goes
hrough a set of performauces unrivalled, pro-

)ably, in variety by any creature upon the

larth. At the opposite end of the bndy from
hat occupied by the tentacles, there seems to

)e a sort of sucker by which the animal holds

limself fixed to one spot, which serves as a

entre around which these complicated mo-
ions are performed. It would probably be

iafe to say that from that centre a circle of

aearly three inches in diameter might be de-

scribed, all parts of whose area are visited by
some part of the body or arms many times in

;he course of a few minutes, and yet no motion

8 performed with unseemly haste—all is calm

and deliberate, and if the creature were large

as the fabled kraaken, would give the mind

an impression of irresistible force. Now let

tiny monster, and ascertain if we may, the

means by which his motions are performed.

We want to know how part is related to part

how he obtains his subsistence—whether he

has any other sense than that of feeling, and

other matters pertaining to his anatomy and

physiology. So, making use again of a higher

magnifving power, we begin to examine him
in details, removing our attention from his

otion to his structure, that our ideas may be

more definite on these matters.

Now we have a small area of the body in

the field, and with a power of 350 diameters

we discover that the trunk is a tube with thin

walls, colored slightly brown on the outside,

JO as to interfere somewhat with the view of

the inner part. The outer surface appears

like a net of fine membrane, studded here

and there with oval bodies like beads set in

embroidery. These we take for fat vesicles.

They have a light amber color, and are quite

numerous. The tentacles seem composed of

the same delicate net-like membrane with

protuberances arranged spirally or obliquely

to the general direction, at small regular dis-

tances throughout their length. As the crea

ture in his contortions brings the tentacular

end of his body toward our eyes, we look

eagerly for the other organs of special sense

—

the eye to see his prey—the tongue to inves-

tigate its flavor and fitne.ss for food, and the

mouth to receive the dainty morsel ; but all in

vain. The end of the tube seems hermetically

sealed ; and except six brownish dots grouped

around the centre, apparently rather for orna-

ment than use, there is nothing different here

from what is to be seen in equal areas else-

where. Although the trunk is not quite trans-

parent, it is sufliciently penetrable by the eye

to allow us to assttre ourselves that there are

no internal organs corresponding with those

usually to be found in animals; neither liver

nor heart nor lungs; not even a stomach and

intestines in the ordinary sense of those words,

but simply a bag, long or short, wide or nar-

row, as the caprice of the moment is; and ap-

parently no circulating fluid.

Now let us see if we may stimulate the

creature by the introduction ofsomething that

may answer as food, to exhibit to us more of

his mechanism and manner of life. We take

from our jar one of the tiny Daphnia, before

described, and drop him into the same vessel

with the hydra. Violent excitement probably

by fear animates the water-flea, and he rushes

from place to place in frantic efforts to escape,

sometimes touching and scrambling among
the tentaclesof the hydra, which at first seems

not to notice his companion. Soon, however,

a change comes over him ;
the warty promi-

nences that dot his tentacles emit very fine

spears or stings, a new phase of shape exhibits

itself in the body, the tentacular end becomes

wider and extends forward, a horrid cavity

surrounded with six gaping lips appears,

yawning for its prey, and the poor water-flea,

overcome by fear or poison, makes no resist-

ance, as arm after arm of the hydra comes in

contact with his body, and drags him into its

mouth. The lips close over the poor defunct,

which we can still see through the nearly

transparent walls of his living tomb, and a

period of outward inactivity comes upon th

hydra while his internal surface is absorbinj

the rich juices of his victim.

' The Friend.'

Diary of Samuel Scott.

CContiiiiied from pft«e ;178.)

Twelfth month -lib.—This week, having

been pretty much confined, by reason of a

humor in ray leg, I hope that, through the

aboundings of divine grace, I have been mea-

surably enabled to seek for that which I was
concerned to recommend to others the last

time I appeared in public, viz : the seeking for

heavenly " treasure in our earthen vessels."

I have also had an opportunity of being much
exercised in reading the Holy Scriptures, and

other pious and experimental treatises. My
present confinement is indeed a chastening

not joyous, but yet to be received with thanks-

giving, if in any degree it may be productive

of the " peaceable fruits of righteousness." O !

may I, as at the eleventh hour of the day, and

during the present dispensation, be enabled

more faithfully and fervently to feel after that

salvation, which is only through Jesus Christ,

the fountain set open for remission and sanc-

tifieation, whose blood "cleanseth from all

sin."

13th, 14th, 15th and 16th,—Were spent in

pain and lowness ; but not without some look-

ings to the great Physician of soul and body,
" who, himself, took our infirmities and bare

our sicknesses." The nights have been so ex-

ceedingly distressing, through acute pains of

the rheumatism, that a religious exercise upon

my bed has been impeded by them ;
but, how-

ever, to will has been present with me;" and

the Lord is gracious to accept according to

that which a man hath, even according to the

ability which He aflfordeth, from whom every

good gift cometh.
19th. First-day.—Our well-beloved friends

Samuel Emlen and George Dillwyn, having

an evening meeting at Horsleydown, although

absent in body through indisposition, I was

desirous of being present in spirit, in the in-

visible fellowship, by which the children of

God, however scattered abroad are gathered

together in one. The following portions of

Scripture were immediately opened, and im-

pressed upon my mind, with a degree of

strength and clearness, viz: "I will bring the

blind by a way that they know not, and in

paths which they have not known : I will

make darkness light before them, and crooked

things straight. These things will I do unto

them, and not forsake them." " I will go be-

fore thee, and break in pieces the gates of

brass, and cut in sunder the bars of iron ;
and

I will give thee the treasures of darkness and

the hidden riches of secret places." When
barely read or repeated, how ineffectual are

even the words contained in the Bible; but

when they are opened by their divine Original,

they are as honey from the rock; yea, sweeter

than the honey-comb.
20i;h.—This day I was informed of the de-

cease of my dear and worthy friend Thomas
Hartley, who departed this life the lOtb inst.

I had been personally acquainted with him

for more than nine years : we were very dis-

similar in our natural dispositions, and in our

sentiments respecting various pou Its; in others

us com^rtorm^re mrn^t^Txrminationof our Who loves his God, his brother loves.

we were firmly united ;
our union being more

in the spirit, than the letter ;
the inward, than

the outward. He was a man of unaffected

piety, great sincerity, and exquisite sensibility;

deeply suffering under a sense of his own de-

fects in particular, and of the depravity of

fallen nature in the general; following a cru-

Icified Saviour in the regeneration, according
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to his measure, there is abundant cause for a
comfortable hope, that he now rests from his
labors, " where the wicked cease from trou-
bling, and the weary are at rest."

25th.—The great mystery of godliness ought
to be ever before us. This day being set apart
for the commemoration of the birth of Christ,
" when the Word was made flesh," when he
took upon him not the nature of angels, but
the seed of Abraham ; it may recall our atten
tion to that stupendous transaction of divine
love. Nevertheless, the superstitious observa
tion of days and times, being introduced in

the apostacy, it is our duty to maintain a tes
timony against it, in the "meekness of wis-
dom :" an inward exercise was supported in

weakness.
First month Ist, 1785.—" Great is the mys

tery of godliness;" the riches of the glory of
this mystery is, " Christ in yon the hope of
glory." The books of Matthew, Mark, Luke
and John, with the apostolic epistles, are a
faithful declaration of the gospel ; which is the
power of God unto salvation," of poor, naked,
starving, undone sinners, in themselves; who
as our ancient friend John Crook, justly ob-
serves, "seeing their own righteousness to be
a filthy thing, are the proper subjects of
Christ's righteousness, which is not attainable
by any croaturely skill or self-imputatiou

; but
only by the applicatory gift of divine grace,
and through that living faith, which works
by love to the purifying of the heart." Upon
this holy thing ought we to be attending con-
tinually in our meetings and out of them

; at
all times and in all places ; that the pearl of
everlasting price may be found within, as
" treasure in our earthen vessels ;" " that Christ
may be formed in us, and we completed in
him, who is the head of all principality and

"despiseth thou the riches of that goodness,
forbearance, and long-suffering," which should
lead thee to repentance? Nevertheless, there
was something of a waiting on the Lord in

the way of his judgments, and of a solemnity
which was as a song in the night.

30th.—The forenoon meeting was small and
wholly silent ; from the early part to the close
my mind was exercised respecting the neces-
sity and nature of inward silent prayer, and
with various openings relative thereto ; but I

esteemed it much more preferable to experi-
ence something of it in my own particular
than to speak of it to others.

17th.—Walking towards Dunkiiks in the
snow, I was favored with some sense of God
that made me, and desires after more com
munion with him through the Mediator, who
"is the way, the truth and the lite." My
spirit was measurably tendered and humbled
in the presence of Him, "who dwelt in the
bush ;" it is certainly our incumbent duty to
be diligent in the attendance of meetings, and
not through lukewarmness and indifference
to neglect the assemblingof ourselves together
for the purpose of divine worship in a collec-
tive capacity

;
yet herein is a danger of a zeal

which is not according to true knowledge and
of laying too great a stress upon the attend-
ance, and feeding, as it were, upon the bare out-
ward act. Particularly erroneous and blam-
able are those of the Romish and Episcopal
communities in calling their places for wor-
ship "the houses of God," and endeavoring
to inculcate a veneration for those edifices.
Wherever the divine presence is manifested,
whether it is in the open fields, the secret
chamber or elsewhere, the language of the
patriarch Jacob may with propriety be adopt-
ed :

" this is none other but the house of God,power:" thepurport of the above beingopened and this is the gate of heaven." What shallupon my bed, and fastened as a nail '"
. . ^v

place, the same is recorded
ing my brook became dry, and the savor of
the above opening was removed.

9th.—First-day. How dreadful is a prayer-
less state

! When the poor soul is left naked
and wounded, a prey to the indignant propen-
sities of fallen nature, and separate from the
salutary rays of a Mediator. To some, by
these memoirs, though true, I may be judged
u deceiver

; others may judge me to be a weak
and unsteady man ; very unfit to teach others.
" He that is ready to slip with his feet is as a
lamp despised in the thought of him who is

at ease:" but let such who possess fortitude
and resignation, consider those who are swal-
lowed up of overmuch sorrow, and learn what
that meaneth, " I will have mercy and not sacri-
fice;" "I am not come to call the righteous,
but sinners to repentance." And O ! may the
reality of righteousness and peace, and not a
bare semblance of them, be multiplied and
abound among us, that the Lord of Hosts
may become a spirit of "strength to them
that turn the battle to the gate."

15tb.—We were visited by our dear and
worthy friends, Samuel Emien and George
Dillwyn, who, in their religious exercises, were
enabled to reach to the oppressed seed, which
"is pressed down as a cart with sheaves."

18th.—After having been for many weeks
confined by the rheumatism, I was enabled to
attend the week-day meeting at Horsleydown;
but when there, instead of the tribute of praise
for the manifold preservations which had been
vouchsafed, heaviness was the clothing of my
spirit; and the awful enquiry was suggested

a nail in a sure I render to the Lord for all his benefits?
Towards even- 21st.—A pretty comfortable day

; someday;
cent in spirit being experienced towards the
mountain of the Lord's holiness. Without
vital, internal holiness, no man shall see th
Lord.

Third month 1st,—As to the outward, was
passed pretty fairly: we had what I have
sometimes called the "gospel feast;" and some
of the poor were partakers of the benefit.
Before dinner, I set out for a walk with my
wife and S. R., but was soon disposed to leave
them for the sake of retirement; sitting under
a tree, the gracious promise recorded in the
4th chapter of Isaiah, was freshly brought to
remembrance; videlieit, "They that wait upon
the Lord shall renew their strength." I great-
ly marvel that any who have experienced the
benefit, the unspeakable benefit resulting from
retirement, should be so fond of company:
the true friend is in the heart, the spouse who
is always jealous : the strength of Israel "is
not a man that he should lie, nor the son of
man that he should repent;" " He is the ever-
'asting strength of the poor, and refuge for
the needy in his distress."

CTo be continned.3

uniform size. The smallest fibre of silk,

wrought by the worm into the exquisite stri

ture of its cocoon, is so infinitely minute tl

every ounce of the manufactured thread
supposed to contain nearly four thousand mi
of this floss-like strand, aod the puny anin
sometimes elaborates a fibre of such marv
lous tenuity that less than four pounds of t

thread, avoirdupois, would reach round t

world.

—

Late Paper.

THE TIME IS SHORT.
A few ye.irs more i5hall roll,

A few more seasons come.
And we shall be with those that rest

.\sleep within the tomb
;

Then, O my Lord, prepare
My soul for that great day

;

O wash me in thy precious blood,
And take my sins away.

A few more .suns shall set

O'er these dark hills of time.
And we shall be where suns are not,
A far .serener clime

;

Then, O my Lord, prepare
My soul for that blest day

;

O wash me in thy precious" blood.
And take my sins away.

A few more storms shall beat
On this wild rocky shore,

And we shall be where tempests cea«e,
And surges swell no more;
Then, O my Lord, prepare
My soul for that calm day

;

O wash me in thy precious blood,
And take my sins away.

A few more struggles here,
A few more partings o'er,

A few more toils, a few more tears,

And we shalLweep no more

:

Then, O my Lord, prepare
My soul for that bright day

;

U wash me in thy precious blood,
And take my sins away.

SILENCE UNDEE TRIALS.
BY PEOFES.SOR L'PHAM.

AVhen words and acts untrue, unkind,
Against thy life, like arrows fly,

Receive them with a patient mind

—

Seeh no revenge, make no reply.

Oh Holy Silence ! 'Tis the shield,
More strong than warrior's twisted mail,

A hidden strength, a might conceal'd.
Which worldly shafts in vain as.sail.

He who is silent in his cause.
Has left that cause to Heavenly arms,

And Heaven's eternal aid and laws
Are swift to ward the threatening harms.

God is our great protecting Power!
£e slillJ The Great Defender moves

;

He watches well the dangerous hour.
Nor fails to save the child He loves.

The smallest sized sewing silk manufac-
tured measures about two thousand two hun
dred yards, or over one and one-fourth mile
to the ounce. Even in the construction of
this variety, sometimes from two hundred to
four hundred fibres of the material, as origin-
ally spun by the silkworm, are required.
These little vermiform artists which produce
this beautiful material do not spin threads of

The Budget.—Few topics have probably en
gaged more of public attention in the course
of the month than this. From the mass O)

comments upon it by the press we select tht
following :

—

In his Budget speech the Chanceller re-

ferred, as indeed he scarcely could avoid refer-
ring, to the unprecedented amount of revenue
derived in the year just past from the con-
sumption of intoxicating drinks. The in-

creased consumption of spirits, he remarked,;
had continued throughout the year, and ati

the rate of £20,000 per week for the last slxi

months, and £30,000 per week for the first

six
;
or of £25,000 per week on the average of i

the year. The increase on the previous yean
was £1,330,000 for spirits alone, the total
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/enue fiora spirits being £13,600,000. There
iB alHO an increase of £37,000 in wine duties,

lid of £866,000 in malt, or, allowing for a late

ilting in 1872, and for an early malting in

73, a real or net increase of £466,000. Thus
er the whole field of the consumption of

:Dks th'^re has been a frightful increaHO, in-

sative of the fact that the consumption of

.oxicating drinks is restricted more by want
means to purchase them, and is promoted
)re by an augmentation of these means,
in by any other circumstance at present in

eration.

Adverting to the increased duty from spirits,

3 Chancellor said it was impossible to make
3ha statement as this without very mixed
ilings. On the one hand he could not help

inking to what much better use the greatest

rt of the money, only a small portion of

lich was represented by these enormous
.als, might have been put. On the other
nd he could not but in some degree rejoice

It the state of the working-classes had en-

led them to make this expenditure, although

jy might have spent the money in so much
tter a way. And thus we see Jjowe sorry

one side of his face and glad on the other

sorry that men have wasted their substance

riotous living; but glad that they have had
3 substance to waste. It distresses him to

bank-notes thrust in the fire; but he re-

ces that the fool so destroying them had
(3m to destroy. There is not much to be

(d in behalf of such a rejoicing.

The mixed feelings thus indicated are likely

last far into next year; for as the revenue
im spirits has of late years steadily ad-

nced, and "almo.st in the same ratio, at

out £700,000 a year"—though, by the way,
our readers have seen, the advance last

ar was nearly double that amount—the like

vance may be relied upon for the coming
ar. When Gladstone was Chancellor of the
rchequer, calling attention to the large yield

der the heads of Customs and Excise, he
ited that £13,959 000 from spirits was the
gest sum ever raised in any period of our
3tory by a tax on a single commodity. But
• next year the revenue to be produced
)m spirits, under the heads of Customs and
land Eevenue, is estimated at £19,000,000.

hilst thirst for strong drink so powerfullj'

sists the Chancellor of the Exchequer, can
3 wonder at any amount of deteriorating

ixture of the "feelings" with which, as a
ID, he must deplore the melancholy fact?

Alliance News.

For " The Friend."

Extracts from a letter from a valuable elder,

member of New York Yearly Meeting, to

Friend of this city.

I received thy acceptable letter request-

some account of our Yearly Meeting. It

18 soon announced that there would be a

eeting held every morning at 8 o'clock,

p devotional purpo-^es. 1 believe they are

lied social religious meetings. I think they
;re largely attended. I believe many were
Dre interested in them than in the business

the Yearly Meeting. I attended one at 3

slock on First-day. I perceive they get en-

Iged and want to speak, some expressing

ess the Lord! some saying. Amen, and
me groaning. I suppose in these meetings
ey call on speakers as they think best, and

seem to be prepared for service. We
id the company at the Yearly Meeting of

many Friends from other Yearly Meetings.
There were numbers that could not unite
with these things. At one of our meetings,
after Friends had sat a few minutes, some one
repeated a passage of scripture, and was fol-

lowed by many all over the room. What the
result of these things will be we know not.

I think we have not seen the end of these

things; Friends seem to be uniting so much
with the Methodist in practice, and there are

those that come from them and have brought,
I believe, their principles and practices with
them, and many Friends seem ready to adopt
them. It seems to me our safety depends
upon 'our holding fast the profession of our
faith without wavering,' lest strangers devour
our strength and we know it not. I believe

I have said enough at this time. With much
esteem thy friend and brother."

For "The Friend.'

The ilstorm.

On the 18th of the present month, a violent

hailstorm passed over a part of Pennsylvania

and New Jersey, near Philadelphia. It com-
menced, so far as we have heard, in the north-

ern part of Chester county, and moved in a

south-easterly direction for 60 or 70 miles,

over a strip of country from one to two miles

in width. The accompanying rain was of

much wider extent. The commotion in the

clouds that preceded the fall of the hailstones,

portended the result that followed. The rapid

whirling of the air, carrying the warm and
moist air near the surface into the intensely

cold regions of the upper atmosphere, caused

the vapor to freeze into nodules and cakes of

ice of unusual size and solidity. The momen-
tum acquired by these in their fall from so

great an elevation, aided by the force of the

wind, gave them a destructive power that

proved very disastrous to the farms that felt

the full fury of the storm.

In some neighborhoods, the hailstones were
from the size of a hen's egg, downward. The
flattened masses were from six to eight inches

in circumference. At Moorestown, a Friend

who had taken refuge under the sheds of the

meeting-house, compared them to the rounded
knobs of our door-handles. He picked up a

few, when the storm was over (about 2 o'clock

in the afternoon) and used them to put on his

butter plates at tea in the evening—their size

and hardness having kept them from melting

in the intervening time. We heard of at least

one tub of butter, sent to the Philadelphia

market by Rjading Kailroad on Seventh-day
morning, in which hailstones were substituted

for ice in its usual form in packing the butter.

When opened in the market, they were of the

size of walnuts.

Of course the destruction of glass in win-

dows exposed to the storm was great, very few

unprotected panes escaping on the western

and northern sides of the houses in its track

Bat this, though involving in the aggregate

a heavy expense, was of little importance
compared with the damage caused to the

growing crops. The portion of New Jersey

over which it passed is largely devoted to the

rearing of greon corn, tomatoes, sweet pota

toes, berries, &c., for the Philadelphia and
New York markets. A considerable portion

of many farms is occupied by these plants

The corn, tomatoes and blackberries were
just ripening; and the hopes of an ample
turn for the labor bestowed on them were, in

iy cases, blasted by the almost total de-

struction, in a few minutes, of the whole crop.

In some instances, the sufferers seemed pecu-
liarly to require the sympathy of their friends.

One farmer not only saw the produce of his

farm mainly ruined, but had his bam struck
with lightniiiL'', which broke the roof and shat-

tered the rafters, so that the wind getting
under tore away a large part of the roof, and
exposed his hay to the drenching of the heavy
rain.

It was truly a melancholy sight, to look on
the fields of Indian corn, which in the morn-
ing were beautiful with the rows of this noble
plant, just rearing its tasseled crown, and ex-
panding its foliage of broad, dark-green rib-

bons. By evening, they were covered with
torn leaves, beaten into the mud, and with
stalks either prostrate on the ground or stand-

ing like splintered poles stripped of all grace
and adornment.

Such visitations are not without their use.

The life-depressing closeness and heat of the
air, which preceded the storm, were removed,
and a more healthful atmosphere produced by
this convulsion of nature. The abundant rain

which accompanied, sinking into the thirsty

earth, has reached the roots of grass, trees,

and all perennial plants, and prepared them
for a vigorous growth, so that in a very few
weeks, a great change for the better will be

apparent, in the general aspect of the country,
which of late has been pirched with drought.
The loss they have sustained will arouse the

injured farmers to consider how they may
best repair the damages—either by careful

tending of such plants as remain, or by re-

placing them with quickly-growing crops

which will yield some valuable returns before

the winter, as yet distant, shall come. There
is nothing which so develops the faculties and
strengthens the character of a man, as to be

brought to his wits-end—to be plated ia a
situation which calls for the exercise of all his

powers of body and mind to enable him to

succeed. There are manj' persons of natur-

ally good abilities, whose position in social life

is such, that, unhappily for themselves, they
have never been exposed to the severe trials

and struggles which others encounter. To a
certain extent this disqualifies them for use-

fulness in the world. It is impossible for them
truly to appreciate and feel for others who are

differently situated. How can one, who has

always had a sufficiency of worldly possessions

at his command, and either from his own na-

tural abilities or from the position in which
he has been placed, has never been subjected

to severe pecuniary trials, how can such an
one understand the feelings so as truly to

sympathize with, or justly to estimate the

course of those who are compelled to struggle

through business difficulties. He knows noth-

ing of the strictness of economy in all ex-

penses, the anxieties, the careful forethought,

the diligent labor, the wakeful hours of the

night, the humbling feelings and the earnest

petition for guidance and help in their out-

ward business, put up to our common Father

in Heaven, which are the frequent experience

of many. Neither is he likely to know to the

same extent, the humility, watchfulness and
dependence upon Divine help in their ordi-

nary avocations, which to Chri>tian8, poor as

to this world, often flow as blessed spiritual

results, from the discipline to which they are

subjected; and which form a part of that

' grand system of compensations, by which the
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lots of men are more evenly balanced than

would seem to a superficial observer.

For "Th« Pri»nd."

In reading the fourth volume of Piety

Promoted, we find the following caution, left

by that humble, worthy disciple and ministe-,

Adey Beliany. Many amongst us are made
acquainted with his devotedness, and dedica-

tion of character, in his companionRhip with

Mary Dudley and others to the little company
of Friends in the south of France. So frauijht

is it with admonition and warning, it was
embodied in the memorial concerning him in

1810 ;
and it appears bo adapted to the state

of mind of many, who are spending their pre-

cious time in light and frivolous, as well as

dangerous reading, calculated to draw away
from solid and improving information, such

as would further their progress to that better

land, from whence there is no returning to

rectify mistakes, or undo the evil our example
may have had on our associates, that we send

it for insertion in "The Friend."

"I have found, and now record it as a cau-

tion, that they were extremely hurtful to me,

and fed almost every evil propensity of the

natural mind. For though it is urged that

honey may be extracted from even poisonous

flowers, yet I know by experience that the

depraved mind will suck in and retain that

which had better be forgotten, and forget

those parts which, by some, are extolled for

moral sentiments. These hurtful parts choke
every good desire, and are instruments in the

hand of the Evil one, to bring into captivity,

or keep us there. Oh ! when favored in the

light to see these things, what would I at

times have given to unlearn this unprofitable,

may I not say earthly, sensual learning. It

seems as though I scarsely could say or think

enough on this subject, so hurtful has it been,

and so grievous are the effects still to me. I

remember the last play I ever read—a deep
tragedy—and which, after havingpretty much
laid them aside, I read to please some present,

as I had a readiness in reading them as T

supposed they who acted them, spoke ; for I

never saw but one play acted. I was so struck

in reading it, particularly some of the wicked
imprecations and expressions, that I could not
go through, but trembled very much, and re-

tired with a resolution not toattempt it again
;

which by renewed mercy, I was enabled to

keep to."

Ice Caverns.

In general the temperature of caverns is

less than the mean temperature of the sur
rounding atmosphere—cooler, therefore, ir

summer, and warmer in winter. It shows
little diversity also through the year, where
the roof's are thick and the openings narrow,
so as to have but a very limited comraunica
tion with the external air. In others, how
ever, differently constructed, great changes of
temperature occur, and several are actually
ice-housfS during summerand agreeably warm
during winter.

An instance of one of these summer-pro
duced ice-caverns occurs near the village of
Sezelitze, in Upper Hungary. The neighbor-
ing country is billy, occupied by the limeston
of the Carpathian mountains. It abounds
with woods, and the air is sharp and cold
The entrance of the cavern which faces the
north is 36 yards high and 16 broad, conse
qaently ample enough to receive a. large sup.

ply of the external air, which here generally
blows with great violence. Subterraneous
passages stretch away from it southward to a
greater distance than has yet been penetrated.
In the midst of winter the air in this cavern
is warm, but in summer, when the heat of the
sun without is scarcely supportable, the cold
within is not only very piercing, but so intense
that the roof is covered with icicles of great
size, which, spreading into ramifications,"form
very grotesque figures. When the snow melts
in spring, the inside of this cave, where its sur-

face roof is exposed to the sun, emits a pelueid
water, which immediately congeals asit drops,
and this forms the icicles mentioned, and the
water that drops from them on the sandy
floor, freezes in an instant. It is even observed
that the greater the heat is without the more
severe the cold is within ; so that in the dog-
days all parts of this cavern are covered with
ice, which the inhabitants of Sezelitze use for

cooling their liquors. The quantity of ice

thus formed is sometimes so great that it has
been estimated at as much as six hundred
wagons would be able to remove in a week.
In autumn, when the heat of the day begins
to abate, and the nights grow cold, the ice

begins to dissolve, and it is quite cleared away
by the arrival of Christmas. When the cavern
is perfectly dry it has an agreeable tempera-
ture, and is the haunt of swarms of flies, gnats,
bats, owls, hares, and foxes, resorting to it as
a winter retreat.

When travelling in Eussia, Sir Eoderick
Murchison met with a cavern of a similar
description near the Imperial Saltworks, at
Ileski, on the south of the Ural Mountains,
where a series of natural hollows occur in a
mass of gypsum, which the peasantry em-
ploy as a storehouse.
At the distance of about five leagues from

Besangon, in France, there is another exam-j
pie of a grotto, containing ice in summer a
foot and a half thick on the floor and festoons

of icicles around the opening inside, which
melts away as the winter approaches. This
singular phenomenon here noticed is suscept-

ible of a very satisfactory explanation. It

depends on the relation which subsists be-

tween the moisture in these caverns and the
external air. In summer, when it is hot and
dry outside, evaporation takes place

; by this

means a considerable degree of warmth is

withdrawn from the enclosed air, the vapors
making their escape through the openings
and through fissures in the rock roof. As
the external temperature increases, the more
rigorously the evaporation is carried on, pro-
ducing a degree of cold in the interior which
may sink beneath the freezing point, just as
in the greatest heat we can most readily freeze
water if we surround it with ether. In
winter, on the contrary, the more the warmth
and dryness of the external air are diminished
the less will be its capability to promote eva-
poration in the cavern, the warmth contained
in the air will no longer be extracted, and the
ice which has been produced must melt; for

the summer cooling in these caverns, however,
to sink below the freezing point there must be
a certain relation which but rarely subsists

between the openings and the evaporation
surface of the interior. If the opening be too
large, too much warm air is introduced, and
the temperature of the interior is thereby so

much increased that it cannot be diminished
by evaporation. If it be too small, the vapors
cannot without force withdraw themselves

fast enough, and the evaporation is lessene

because the surrounding air is saturated wit

moisture. The ice-caverns, therefore, ai

comparatively rare; but in addition to thoi

named there is a cave at Vesoul, iu Franc
where a stream flowing through it is frozt

over in summer and clear of ice in winter.-

English Mechanic and World of Science.

For " The Friend.'

The Dronght.

The present summer has been one of un
sual scarcity of rain in many neighborhood
and the fields and gardens have perceptibl

shown the effects, by the brown and parcht
appearance of the herbage, and the dimin
tion in the crops.

The early potato vines in my garden hai

matured too soon, and by their yellow folia|

show that their power of growth, and of pr
ducing edible tubers have ceased ; the fruit

the raspberries, for lack of moisture, has shri

elled, and a large portion of the late herrii

so dried up as to be worthless ; some of tl

corn plants, by their rolled-up leaves, sho
that they too are suffering ; and though thei

are portions of the garden where the plan

are still vigorous, yet it has required son
effort to repress the suggestions that arise :

the mind, as to the probable effects of a longi

withholding of the life-sustaining showen
and to trust the future to the hands of tl

All-wise Euler of the universe, patiently su

mitting to His dispensations, and thankful!

receiving from Him whatever blessings B
may please to bestow.
Last evening we were visited by a refresl

ing shower. As the ragged clouds from tl

west gradually spread over the country, at

the distant muttering of thunder, and tl

freshening of the wind, told of the approac
of the welcome rain, I trust the hearts <

many were sensible of thankful emotions, an

gratitude was felt to Him " who giveth rai

upon the earth, and sendeth waters upon tl

fields."

In the church as in our fields, how depeu'

ent we are on the gracious visitations of E
vine Love for any growth. Paul may plai

and ApoUos water, but it is God who givet

the increase. If He withhold the effectn

visitation of His Grace, the operation of H
spirit, which is likened to a fire and a hamme
breaking in pieces the hard heart, and softe:

ing it by its melting power ; it is in vain thi

the most eloquent preacher may labor to coi

vince and convert the erring sinner. " Gra>

makes the slave a freeman." But while «

admit to its fullest extent our dependence c

the Divine blessing for heavenly fruit, we ai

not thereby released from the obligation '

labor in the Lord's vineyard as He direc

and appoints. The watchful religious care

the concerned members in religious sociel

over themselves and over one another, at

their honest efforts to promote the spiritu

improvement of all, and to keep out all hui

ful things, which spring up like weeds in

garden, greatly tend to the help and prese

vation of the family of Christ. A few da;

ago, after observing the parched and wilt<

appearance of some of ray vegetables, I pas

ed by the garden of a neighbor, whose plan

seemed unusually vigorous and healthy. C

remarking to him the superior growth whii

his corn and egg-plants exhibited, he replii

that the ground had been deeply worked ai

kept thoroughly stirred.
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ij Are there not some meetings to be found,

lery unlike the garden of my industrious

I eighbor, where for want of a lively zeal in

((ne^moro experienced members, or because

ilaey have settled down into sedentary habits

ill a religious sense, the growth of the young

•lants is sadly retarded, and many hindering

ud hurtful things are allowed to choke the

ood seed in the hearts of those who naturally

lok to their older friends for example and

irection, and who would not be insensible to

lie force of their admonitions if seasonably

iixpressed, and felt to proceed from a living

IpDcern for their welfare.

i Od the other hand, ho%v precious is the ex-

limple of those elderly Friends, of whom some

Ire yet preserved among us, who may truly be

Lid to bo green in old age, who watch over the

joungor members in love, constrained thereto

|y the warm interest which is felt for their

lest welfare. These are able to point out the

^nger which besets the Christian's path, to

irect to the unerring Guide and Counsellor,

Qd from longexporienco to testify to the good-

ess of the Lord, and the blessed fruits which

)llow from obedience to his commands,

'heir light is not buried under domestic

are or a selfish love of ease, but being wil-

ng and even glad to bear burthens for the

ake of the Church, they travail in spirit for

he good of others, and are thus made as

ghts in the world. To such, we may rever-

riitly believe, when their time on earth comes

flo an end, the language will bo extended

:

i| Because thou hast been faithful over a few

Ihings, I will make thee ruler over many
jjhings

;

ner thou into the joy of thy Lord.'

Selected for ' The Friend."

Hanging ont False Colors.

They who take up religion on a false ground,

U never adhere to it. If they adopt it

aerely for the peace and pleasantness it

irings, they will desert it as soon as they find

heir adherence to it will bring them into diffi-

iulty, distress or discredit. It seldom au-

iwers, therefore, to attempt making proso-

ytes by hanging out false colors. The Chris-

,ian "endures, as seeing Him who is invisible
"

3.e who adopts religion for the sake of imm
liate enjoyment, will not do a virtuous action

hat is disagreeable to himself, nor resist a

temptation that is alluring, present pleasure

)eing his motive. There is no sure basis for

virtue, but the love of God in Christ Jesus,

md the bright mansion for which that love

8 pledged. "Without this, as soon as the paths

)f piety become rough and thorny, we shall

(tray into pleasanter pastures.

—

Ha ah More.

A Neglected Faculty.

The story is told of Macaulay that, having

)nce been corrected on a misquotation of

Milton, he met a few weeks afterwards the

rentleman who bad made the correction, and

told him that he had during that time read

[)ver the first half of the " Paradise Lost,"

nd would challenge him to find any passage

in those six books which he could not now
recite accurately. Macaulay is by no means

ji rare instance of great men who have been

buite as remarkable for their power of mem-
ory as for any thing else. Indeed, a great

feian without a great memory is an exceed

mgly rare phenomenon—at least if we ex

elude some erratic geniuses, who are as re

raarkable for their inaccuracies and contra

dictions of thought as for their native power,

It probably is true almost without exception

that great men who are learned men have

always great memories.
Among boys and young men pursuing their

tudies there is no faculty whose education is

secured under so many protests as that of the

memory. " It is nothing but memorizing" is

very frequent excuse for neglecting a por-

tion of a lesson. Very many students set up

for themselves a very false standard of the

relative importance of the several mental

faculties, and are willing, or say they are

willing, to cultivate the reasoning faculty or

the judgment or the taste, but are not willing

put themselves to the mere task-work of

memorizing. They are willing to understand

a lesson, but do not care to commit it. Girl

may do that.

No doubt there is a gradation of honor

among the departments of the mind, as well

as among the ranks of 80cietJ^ The presen

tative faculties apprehending what is put be

fore them perceiving by the senses and first

gathering the objective facts from an exter

nal world, are miners digging up the ores of

metals to enrich the treasur}' of the common
wealth over which presides the reason with

the dignity of a king. In this state th

powers of memory are only the porters, the

carriers, the merchantmen of the common
wealth, who convey gold and precious stones

and commoner stuffs wherever the reason

bids that they be taken. The memory is but

a porter, under task to do the work of the

patrician faculties ; but in a well-ordered

state there is more work for plebian hands

than for patrician brains, and the common-
wealth of the human mind will fail of any

great success if those faculties which do its

task-work and carry its burdens are not

trained to willing and facile labor.

It should be considered that, if the memory
is one of the lower faculties of the mind, it is

one which it is especially discreditable not to

have well trained. We would have its train-

\D<r begun very early, and completed long be-

fore that of the higher faculties. We do not

expect a child to take much time to become

a good speller after he is a dozen years old.

What we call education comes afterward, and

yet good spelling is about the best part of

education. So we would have the memorj^

trained before the reasoning powers are very

ich developed, allowing the order of develop-

mt to suggest the order of training. Com-

tting to memory is the most important

part of early education—committing not

merely the multiplication table and the order

of letters in words, but other figures and dates

and the order of words in such sentences at

it is worth while to have fixed in the mind.

Has the reader ever taught a class in En-

glish literature, and attempted to compel his

scholars to com mit to memory Gray's " Elegy"

or Milton's " Hymn to the Nativity ?" If so,

he recalls in reading these lines the most iin-

eomfortable task he ever attempted as an in-

structor. The mingled resistance and inca-

pacity of his pupils is a painful remembrance.

But there is no reason whatever why a scholar

at fifteen should not be able to commit the

"Elegy" in an hour, or even less. We would

have ihe memorizing of judicious selections of

the gems of English poetry and prose mad

a very prominent portion of early education
;

not on account of their intrinsic value merely,

but as a gymnastic for the memory,

this neglected faculty to the scholar of Latin

and Greek. We do not now refer so much to

the requirement that innumerable rules and
long lists of exceptions be fixed in the memo-
ry—-for we suspect that this is now carried

quite far enough in many schools—as to the

desirability of requiring more memorizing of

the classic authors themselves, if a real fami-

liarity with these languages is desired. With
the proper training of the memory, there is

no more reason whj' a text-book should be

taken into a class recitation in Cicero or Virgil

or Horace than in spelling or geography or

geometry. A student who begins Cicero or

Virgil with a lesson of five or six lines inevit-

ably will commit it in the process of review,

and should be required to commit it for the

first recitation, and we do not see why not for

every succeeding recitation. His Latin be-

comes to him thus as familiar as English, so

far as he has studied it. The boy who re-

members " Qiwusque tandem ahutere, GatiUna,

patientia nostra," cannot forget the meaning
of quousque, or the deponency of abutor, or the

case which it governs, or the vowel which
characterizes the future in the third conjuga-

tion. If he has once made it his by commit-
tincr it to memory, he has also acquired more
fluency in Latin than by simply reading five

times as much.
But we are not concerned so much to sug-

gest methods of cultivating this faculty as to

t on its necessity. Probably there is no

failure in early education so much lamented

by those entering on professional life as this

of which we have spoken. They find it of

absolute necessity to remember facts, dates,

and citations; and, if public speakers, of infi-

nite advantage to be able to commit to mem-
ory long passages, if not entire speeches.

The inability to do this is a great drag to an

ambitious man, and the ability to do it does

not add, but positively subtracts from his

hours of labor. We would, then, most earn-

estly impress on students the superlative

folly of the sentiment that the walls of the

treasury in which they must store all their

acquirements do not need to be made strong

enough to hold them.— The Independent.

Moral Obligations of Debtors.—The follow-

ing question was proposed to the Christian

Union

:

A conscientious, zealous Christian head of

a family fails in business and gives up all to

creditors, but still leaves debts unsatisfied to

the amount of his original capital. He is re-

leased from farther obligations by the law,

gets a start, accumulates barely capital enough

to run his business, and thereby support his

family economically. Does his Christian dutj'

require him to surrender this capital to pay

old debts? Will his refusal to do so debar

him from future happiness beyond the grave?

The editor replies:

This is a hard question. We are not a judge

to decide what shall keep a man out of heaven.

But, in the first place, let the insolvent debtor

clear his mind utterly from the delusion that

the human law can ever absolve him from his

obligation to pay honest debts. He is a debtor

as much as ever—the only ditference being

that the law gives him and not his creditors

control of his property. Now that the ques-

tion is thus reduced to a simple one, we can

see that such a man has no moral right to re-

fuse payment that he would not have had if

E:;eciafi; imponaiit is the c^rtivation of! the law had n.ver intervened. If the absolute
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necessity of his family excuses him from the

payment of debts, he is excused. But a court

of bankruptcy must not be allowed to keep a

Christian's conscience. If any say this is hard,

we say that honesty is often hard, and it were
well for men to consider what the conse-

quences may be before they incur debt. It is

hard for u debtor to pay, doubtles*, but what
of the creditor whose money was lent?

Selected.

Inward prayer is that secret turninsj of the

mind towards God, whereby, being secretly

touched and awakened by the Light of Christ

in the conscience, and so bowed down nnder
the sense of its iniquities, unworthiness and
misery, it looks up to God, and joining with

j

the secret shinings of the Seed of God, it
'^" '*"

breathes towards Him, and is constantly
breathing forth some secret desires and aspi-

rations towards Him. It is in this sense that

we are so frequently in the Scripture com-
manded to pray continually.

—

Barclay.

and to encourage the establishment of rules intended for

the benefit of all. I shall continue to pursue a similar
course, with due regard to time and opportunity, when-
ever it is likely to be attended with advantage."
The treaty which Sir Bartle Frere has made with the

Sultan of Zanzibar, provides for the abolition of all slave
markets, and for the cessation of the transport of slaves
through the Sultan's dominions, and for the protection

of all freed slaves. The English cruisers are also given
full power to seize and confiscate any vessel in the ad-
jacent waters engaged in the illegal traffic.

The Gazette announces that the Queen has given her
consent to the marriage of Prince Alfred and the Grand
Duchess Marie Alexandrowna of Russia.

It is stated that Parliament will be prorogued the
first week in the Eighth month.
Samuel Wilberforce, Bishop of Winchester, fell from

his horse the 19th inst., and was killed. The horse was

The Source of Solar Energy.—Captain John
Ericsson, writing in Nature, supports by a

mathematical calculation the theory that the
solar heat is developed by the shrinking of

the solar mass. He says that at first sight it

would appear that no probable amount of con-

traction of the sun could develop by gravita-

tion toward the center the enormous amount
of dynamic energy of 312,000 thermal units

or nearly 241,000,000 foot-pounds per minute,
for each square foot of the solar surface. Yet
he finds that an annual shortening of the
sun's radius bv 120.7 feet would be sufficient.

A period of 1864 years would be required, at

this rate, to diminish the solar diameter one
ten-thousandth part, in 2,000,000 years from
the present time, the tropical solar intensity

will be reduced to 54.4 degri-es, from 67.2 de-

grees, the present maximum temperature pro-

duced by solar radiation on the ecliptic, wtien
the earth is in aphelion. Capt. Ericsson re-

jects the meteoric theory of solar heat.

Maxwell Hall, in the monthly notices o!

the Eoyal Astronomical Society, presents a

demonstration of the same theory. His cal-

culations, and some of his assumed elements,
even, differ considerably from those of Capt
Ericsson

; but he arrives at a result not verj

far from that of the former investigator

—

namely, an annual shrinkage of the sun's

radius of 129 feet. Of this, astronomy affords,

as yet, no direct evidence. All that these cal-

culations prove is the adequacy of the assumed
cause to produce, without a diminution of the
sun's size which would be apparent to our ob-
servations, the actual quantity of solar heat.

Hypocrisy desires to seem good, rather than
to be so ; honesty desires to be good, rather
than seem so.
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FnRF.roN.—In the British House of Commons the

(Jueen's reply to the address of the Commons on the
subject of inteniati.in.il arbitration was read, in wiiich
she says

:

" 1 am sensible of the force of the philanthro-
pic motive dictating that addre.ss. I have at all times
desired to extend the practice of closing international
controversies bv their submission to impartial friends.

roken
21st inst., the thermometer marked 85 deg. in

the shade, in London and its vicinity.

London, 7th mo. 2 1st.—Con.sols 92 J. U. S. sixes,

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 8|d. ; Orleans, 9rf.

The French government has instructed the Prefects
of unoccupied departments to interdict public rejoicings
on the occasion of the evacuation of territory by the
CJerman troops.

It is reported that the Shah of Persia will return at

once to Teheran from Paris, on account of the insurrec-
tion which has broken out within his dominions. On
the 19th the Shah left Paris for Geneva.
The cure of Santa Cruz having escaped into France,

the Spanish government, through its Charge d'Affaires,

made application for his extradition as a common
criminal. President MacMahon has refused the de-
mand, on the ground that the case does not come under
the provisions of the treaty between France and Spain.

In the French Assembly the 21st inst., Jules Favre
attacked the home policy of the government. He also
exposed and denounced the alliance between the Mon-
archists and Bonapartists. After a scene of excitement
a vote of confidence in the government was adopted,
400 ayes to 270 nays.

A Berlin dispatch .says: The Rinderpest is now so
general and destructive among the herds in Ru.ssia that
the German authorities have deemed it necessary to
prohibit all importations of cattle from Russian ports.

A St. Petersburg letter says four hundred and fifty

German residents of Russia left in a body for the United
States, becau.se the government declared them liable to

enforced military service.

The Khan of Khiva has signed a convention to pay
two million of roubles indemnity within ten years, in
virtue of which he is confirmed on the throne. The
Russian troops continue to occupy Kungrod, and will
construct a new fort on the Oxus, near Khiva.
The coronation of Oscar and Sophia, as King and

Queen of Norway, took place on the 18th at Drontheim,
the ancient capital of the Norwegian kings.
Cholera has made its appearance in Vienna. Up to

the 17th inst. there had been sixty-one cases reported,
forty-two of which proved fatal. Hiram Garretson has
been appointed chief American commissioner at the
Vienna Industrial Exposition, in place of Jackson S.
Schultz, who requested to be relieved.
The condition of Spanish affairs does not improve.

Don Carlos has re-enlered Spain, and according to a
Bayonne dispatch was marching on the city of Biiboa
with 10,000 men.
The debate on the new constitution has commenced

in the Spanish Cortes.

A Bayonne dispatch of the 21st savs, that a Carlist
force of 3700 men, under Don Alfonso, has captured
Iqnalada. A Madrid dispatch states that the town was
sacked and burned.
The crews of four Spanish men-of-war having re-

volted, the government has i.ssued a proclamation de-
claring them pirates, and authorizing their capture and
treatment as such by any foreign power on the high
seas.

The majority in the Cortes propose to move a vote of
censure on the government for declaring the insurgent
crews pirates. It is reported that Price, a member of
the International Society, has command of one of the
revolted men-of-war.
The exports and imports of the Chinese Empire, in

1871, were valued at two hundred and thirty millions
of dollars, and of this Great Britain and her colonies
exported to or imported from China one hundred and
ninety-eight millions, or seven-eighths of the whole
amount. The Chinese trade with the United States was
but eighteen millions.

United States.— Miscdlanmus.— Last week

p Wisconsin landed 1.300 steerage paf-.-iiiit i

at New York, of whom 990 men, women and childi
,

were newly converted Mormons and their families,

their way to Salt Lake city. Several more vessel- «

Mormon converts are expected during the si ;i-<

About two-thirds of those who arrived by the Wi~i
sin are from Denmark, Sweden and Norway, tlie

mainder being from England, Scotland and Wales.
The reports of the condition of the cotton crop, ui ^

7th mo. 1st, were far from encouraging.
The Philadelphia mint is remelting light and sni

gold coins. Since 1st mo. Ist last, about $33,000,

t

have been thus treated.

The celebrated Minnehaha Falls, in Minnesota, wi
sold at auction last week, bringing, with seventeen a

a quarter acres of ground, S26r776.
The interments in Philadelpliia last week number

460, including 272 children under two years of aj

There were 126 deaths of cholera infantum, 9 choh
morbus, 44 consumption, 26 debility, and 4 old age.

There were 191 deaths at St. Louis la.st week,
which 14 were from cholera and 69 from cholera morbi
The value of wheat and flour exports from Califnn

to the Atlantic and foreign ports, for the year end!
6th mo. 30th last, was $19,252,000.
The imports at New York, for the week ending,' t

19th inst., reached 46,5.30,355, including $2,256, 7i.

7

dry goods.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quota I in

on the 21st inst. Nem York.—American gold, 1 1

1

U. S. sixes, 1881, 120; ditto, 1868, 118; new fiv,.
|

cents, 115J. Superfine flour, $5.10 a $5.65 ; State r.\t,

$6.50 a $6.70; finer brands, >7 a $11.75. Wli
Michigan wheat, $1 85 ; No. 2 Milwaukie spring, SI.

a $1.50; No. 3 Chicago, S1.32 a $1.35. Oats, 42 a
cts. Rye, 77 a 78 cts. Western white corn, 67 a '

.

cts.
;
yellow, 59 a 61 cts. Philadelphia.—Middlin

cotton, 21 a 2U cts. for uplands and New Orkai
Superfine flour, $3.50 a $4.50; finer brands, S5 a si

New Maryland red wheat, $1.75 ; old western red, >l.i

a $1.70. Y'ellow corn, 59 a 60 cts. ; western mixe.l,

a 59 cts. Oats, 43 a 50 cts. Smoked hams, 14 a I ". c

Lard, 9 cts. Clover-seed, 8i a 9 cts. The receipis

beef cattle at the Avenue Drove-yard were 2500 lua
Choice sold at 7} a "\ cts. per lb. gross; fair to gt»j

6 a 7 cts., and common 4i a 5.'; cts. Receipts of she(

10,000 head. Sales of fai'r to choice at 5 a 6 cts. per 1

gross. Hogs sold at $7.25 a $8 per 100 lbs. net for coi

fed. Chicai/o.—No. 2 spring wheat, S1.21J ; No.
spring, $1.2S. No. 2 mixed corn, \)7\ cts. No. 2 oat

28.! ct3._ St. LoMts.—No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.3
No. 2 mixed corn, 38 cts. Cincinnati.—Family flou

$6.75 a $7.10. New red wheat, $1.28 a $1.3.5. Con
42 a 43 cts. Oats, 31 a 42.

WANTED
A suitable Friend to serve as Matron in Haverfoi

College. Apply soon to Samuel J. Gummere, Pres'l

Haverford College P. O., Montgomery Co., Pa.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDIA!
CHILDREN, TUNES.\SSA, NEW YORK.

A Friend and his wife are wanted to take charge (

this Institution, and to manage tlie farm connected wit
it. A teacher of the school will also be wanted at thi

commencement of the Fall term.
Application may be made to

Ebeneier Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co., Pa.'

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada.
Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Cheste

Co., Pa.
Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The Winter Term will commence 9th mo. 3rd, 187c

Applications for admission may be made to

Samuel J. Gummere, Pres'l.
Haverford College P. O., Montgomery Co.. Pa.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, { Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia.
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Worth
INGTON, M. D.

Applic.itions for the Admission of Patients m
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board c
Managers.

William' H. piLE.'pRmfEKr

'

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Mephitic and Osseous Caverns.

Mephiliu caverns are remarkable for the de-

elopment of noxious gases, which are fatal

) animal life unless quickly removed from
leir influence. In some, dangerous and in-

amraable vapors proceed from the decora-
osition of the rocks of which they are com-
osed, as in those of gypsum, in which fcetid

mestone occurs in wavy stripes or thick beds,

'hich gives out carburotted hydrogen, the
redanip of our mines, which, when mixed
?ith air and exposed to flame, explodes. In
Ihcrs, the gases are generated in the fissures,

iiitfly the carbonic and sulphuric acids, a
bmmon production in sites of volcanic action,

j' where volcanic action, far below the sur-

(ce, may bo supposed to exist. The best-

loown cave of this description is the Grotto
\i\ Cane, near the Lago d'Agoano, Naples,
;ie bed of which is the crater of an extinct
pleano. This is a small natural grotto about
!) feet long, 4 broad, and 9 feet high, in which
iirbonic acid gas collects itself. This is a
plorless transparent vapor, destroying ani-

tal life, reddening litmus paper till the acid
|)latilises, and giving a precipitate with lime-
'ater, the carbonate of lime.
' The (rrotto del Cane maj' be entered by man
ith perfect impunity, because the carbonic
:;id gas, being heavier than common air, lies

I a stratum on the floor, scarcely 8 inches
lick, but small animals venturing within are
iflFocated. The cave derives its name from
le days in which dogs were sacrificed to
'alify the curious.

There can be little doubt that the carbonic
id gas in the Dog's Grotto near Naples is

aborated by the chemical process going on
that volcanic region. The spot and its

lalilies were known to the ancients. The
Pliny refers to it as one of Charon's

Iches, and probably the deleterious vapor
is more extensively evolved in his time than
.1 present, as he speaks of its having been
ial to human life, which cannot be now the
ie unless a person should throw himself
'ostrate on the floor of the cave. Other
riters also mention the waters near the banks
the Lake d'Agnano being in a state of con-
ant ebullition, owing to the disengagement

of the gaseous element—a phenomenon which
has ceased, and which sanctions the idea of
the chemical action in this locality having
moderated in intensity. In the crater of the
extinct volcano of Negeruc, in the south of
France, on the banks of the Ardeche, the soil

is one vast sieve, through which carbonic acid
gas percolates, which has a sensible effect

upon the people employed in its cultivation
and is injurious to the vegetation.
The Dunsthole, near Pyrmont, is also re

markable as a mephitic cavern ; but the most
noteworthy is the poisoned valley of Java.
The tract in question is a small valley, com

pletely surrounded by a steep embankment,
like the crater of an extinct volcano, eon
stantly evolving from a subterranean source
carbonic acid gas, consequently neither plants
nor animals can live there.

Osseous, zoolithic, or bone caverns, are those
in which the remains of animals have been
discovered, mostly of extinct species, none of
the congeners of which, in several instances,
now inhabit the countries where these relics

are found. Such discoveries are by no means
modern, though they have attracted no gen-
eral attention until a very recent period. In
sinking for lead at Banlee, within two miles
of Wirksworth, the miners came to an open
place as large as a church, and found a skele-
ton reclining against the side, so large that
his brain-pan would have held two strikes of
corn, and so big that they could not move it

without breaking it. In the Dream cavern,
near the same spot, almost the entire skele-
ton of a rhinoceros was met with, enrolled in

mud and pebbles, with bones of deer and frag-
ments of their hoi-ns. The animal remains
are commonly buried in mud or covered with
calcareous deposits. Some are entire, others

broken, as if falling into a pit; others are
worn, as if from currents of water. A com-
plete skeletoa of a man was exhibited at New-
castle, which had been buried, one part in

mud, while his head and shoulders were petri-

fied.

Kirkdale, a village near Kirby-Moorside, in

the vale of Pickering, in Yorkshire, has ac-
quired celebrity from its osseous cave, which
d to the publication of Dr. Buckland's "Re-

liquiae DiluvianaB." In 1821, some workmen
were employed near the road to the church

the oolitic limestone, which had been long
choked and concealed by collections of rub-
bish overgrown with grass and rushes. The
nterior being explored, presented a nearly
level floor extending 250 feet in length, in

some parts being so low as not to allow a per-
son to stand erect. The roof and sides were
covered with stalactites, and a general sheet
of sparry stalagmites lay upon the floor over
a bed of yellowish loamy mud. It was chiefly
in this mud that the remarkable fact was ob-
served of the bones ofanimals sticking through

The remains belonged to the following
classes :

—

Carnivora: Bear, wolf, fox, weasel.

I

Pachydermata : Elephant, rhinoceros, hip-
popotamus, horse.

Ruminantia : Ox, three species of Cervus.
Rodentia : Hare, rabbit, water-rat, mouse.
Birds : Raven, pigeon, lark, duck, snipe.

• Remains of hyasnas were very abundant,
belonging to between two or three hundred
individuals, young and old, as their teeth were
found in every stage of formation, from the
milk-tooth of the young animal to the old
worn stumps of the old ones. Almost all the
bones were indented, as if by the canine teeth
of a carnivorous beast, the marks resembling
those made by the living hyasna of the Cape.
From the whole evidence it was inferred, and
the conclusion has generally been acquiesced
in, that the Kirkdale cave was the den of suc-
cessive races of hyfenas, who, in conformity
with the habits of those predacious beasts at
present, dragged into it the bodies of other
animals to prey upon them; and that the
hyiBnas themselves, as they died or were killed

by their younger and stronger compeers, were
preyed upon in like manner.

In Kent's Cavern, situated in a limestone
rock a-mile from Torquay, in Devonshire,
fossil bones of the same species of animal have
been found, and similarly buried in a deposit
of mud overlaid with a crust or flooring of
talagmite formation, showing the diluvian
catastrophe to have been no local flood. This
cave, upwards of 600 feet long, variously con-
tracting and expanding, appears to have been
occupied not remotely by man, from relics of
human labor found in it—^perhaps a retreat of
robbers.

Osseous clefts, fissures, and caverns occur
much greater numbers in Germany than

in England, and they are also of more import-
ance. They present the same general phe-
nomena—a mass of diluvian rubble upon the
floor containing animal remains belonging to

species no living example of which now in-

habits those countries. The most common
relics are those of the bear, in connection with
which there are only the remains of a few
other animals found, which appear to have
served for food, the bear feeding chiefly upon
vegetables, and being only occasionally car-

nivorous. Bauman's Hohle, in the district of
Brunswick, is a zoolithic cavern, called after

the name of a miner, who, in 1670 ventured
nto it alone to search for ore, lost his way,
wandered about for three days and nights in

solitude and darkness, and at length found
the entrance, only to die of utter exhaustion
from hunger and fatigue.

In Franconia, near the city of Muggendorf,
the most remarkable of the bear caverns are
found—one called Zahnloch, or the Tooth-
Hole, known from an early period, derives its

name from the abundance of fossil teeth taken
from it. In the middle of a contiguous cavern
there is a large insulated block of stone with
a perfect polish upon its surface, as if from
the climbing and gambols of bears upon it,

according to their present natural habits.
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Another cave atGadenrenia exhibits thesame
breccia of bone, with diluvial loam and peb-

bles ; but the most extensive mass is in the

caveof Kuhloch, which resembles in size and
proportion the interior of a huge church, and
contains upon its floor, covering it to the depth

of six feet, hundreds of cartloads of black ani-

mal dust mingled with teeth, principally pro-

ceeding from mouldering bones. — English

Mechanic.

David Cope.

Testimony of Goshen Monthly Meeting, con-

cerning David Cope, deceased.—This our late

beloved friend, having gone to his grave in a

full age, like as a shock of corn coraeth in in

his season, and his memory remaining pre-

cious amongst us, who have at many seasons

been animated and refreshed by his baptising

gospel labors ; now under a deep sense of the

loss the militant Church has sustained by his

removal, and desiring to awaken and incite

others to a like faithful dedication to the same
blessed cause; we feel engaged to bear our
testimony to the power and efficacy of that

Divine grace that visited him in his youth,

and through obedience to the manifestations

whereof, he grew to the stature of a strong

man in the Lord ; who preserved him to the

end a faithful and zealous supporter of the

principles, testimonies, and practices of the
religious Society of Friends, in their ancient

simplicity and purity.

He was the eldest son of Abiah and Jane
Cope, of East Bradford, in Chester county,
Pa., and was born the 24th of First month,
1787.

His parents were earnest and exemplary
members of our religious Society; his mother
being for fifty years an acceptable Minister,

and his father for many years a worthy
Elder in the church.

They were concerned to bring up their

children in the fear of the Lord, endeavoring
to instil into their minds in very early life

love of religious retirement. They also i

culcated by precept and example, the frequent
reading of the Holy Scriptures, and patient
waiting for Him who hath the key of David
to open and unfold them.
Thus our beloved friend, under the judicious

and watchful training of his parents, with the
Divine blessing upon their labors, was pre-

served from following after the follies and
vanities of this world, and became increas-

ingly animated with the hope of obtaining
that peace and consolation, to which the
votaries of this world are strangers.

As he advanced to manhood he was brought
under many very deep and closely proving
baptisms, preparatory to entering upon the
solemn and responsible work of a gospel min-
ister. His first appearance in that line was
in his own Monthly Meeting, in the 25th
year of his age.

Being careful to wait for a renewed call to
every succeeding service, and humbly relying
upon the Dispenser of the gift, he was thereby
preserved from running out into words with-
out life and power, which tends to the wound-
ing of the spirits of the faithful and discern-
ing. He was acknowledged as an approved
minister in the year 1814, being in the twen-
ty-eighth year of his age; and continuing
with fidelity and meekness to occupy the
talents received, his gift was enlarged, and he
became in early life, and continued to ad-
vanced age, an able minister of Christ; his

ministry was sound and edifying being in the

demonstration of the Spirit and of power.
In 1826 he was married to Deby, daughter

of John and Mary Pbilips, of East Whiteland,
soon after which he became a member of thi

Monthly Meeting, and so continued till th

time of his decease. His beloved wife, who
had some years previously been received into

membership on the ground of convincement
of our religious principles, proved not only s

true help-meet to him in his religious exer
cises, but a worthy Elder and faithful laborer

in the church.

He was a useful member of Meetings for

Discipline, and was concerned for the right

ordering of the affairs of the Church ; uniting

with a sound and discriminating judgment, a
pervading sense of inability to promote the
glorious cause, but by careful watching at

the gates of wisdom.
His ministerial labors were much confined

within the limits of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
ing, of which he was a member, to visit the
different branches of which he had minutes
on various occasions from his Monthly Meet-
ing, expressing its unity and concurrence with
him therein

;
and in tbe year 1852 he paid a

religious visit to nearly all the meetings then
composing Ohio Yearly Meeting ; having the
unity and concurrence of the Monthly and
Quarterly Meetings to which he belonged.
His carefulness to wait for a renewal of right

ability to minister, was evinced during the
last named visit, when, at a large appointed
meeting, he was silent till near the close,

when he arose and said he felt no qualifica-

tion to preach ; and hoped he never would
presume to enter upon that sacred service

without renewed authority.

Of this journey he kept no written account,
but from what has been received it appears
that although it was a time of peculiar unset-

tlement in that land, yet his straightforward
ness and artless simplicity, and diligent atten
tion to his Master's business, seemed to make
way for him in the minds of all classes

In a letter written during this time he says,
" I think the Master's loving kindness and
power have been over me, qualifying to dis-

charge my duty faithfully in His holy sight

;

and I think Friends have in some places been
solemnized together in the fellowship of the
gospel of peace; although I often am deeply
sensible, that I can of myself do nothing that
will promote the blessed cause of truth and
righteousness, but by the spirit and power of
Him who hath called me into his work and
service."

Besides the visits performed as above allud-

ed to, he was diligent in attending neighbor-
ing (Quarterly and other meetings; and being
thoroughly grounded in the truth as ever held
by Friends, he regarded with much concern
and anxiety any departure in doctrine or
practice from the ancient s'andard, and stood
as an upright pillar through the various and
peculiar trials that befel our Society during
the last forty years of his life.

His concern for the young and rising gen-
eration was strong and fervent; and very
often during the course of his ministerial com-
munications did he address them in the most
affectionate and persuasive manner ; encour-
aging them to bow their necks to the yoke,
and take up the cross, and come under the
government of the Prince of Peace, that thus
they might become fitted and prepared to fill

up their proper stations in this life, and in the

end, to join the angelic host on high,

blessed inhabitants of the new Jerusalem,
unite in the song of Moses and of the Lai

In language similar to this would he oft

be drawn forth towards the young peop
his heart being made to overflow with Di
love towards them; so that he has been hea
to saj', that on such occasions his spir

all alive on behalf of these; and his commen
ing them to the care of Israel's unslnmberi.

Shepherd, was often an occasion of
tendering and contrition.

We wish in no wise to extol the creatui

but to magnify that Power by whose gra
he was what he was, and raised up and qua
fied him to be a dignified instrument in E
holy hand, and for the encouragement
others, to submit to the like cleansing bs

tisms, and thus be formed into vessels of ui

fulness in their day and generation.

For several years during the latter part
his life, he labored under much bodily inf

mity, but was very persevering in getting o

to meetings until his last illness.

This was of eleven weeks continuance, di

ing which he did not express much relati

to his situation, but sufficient to evince

the Stay of Israel was his unfailing refug

saying at one time, he had built on a su

foundation ; at another, " I have fjith in n

God that He will deliver me in his own tine

and receive me into the mansions of glory
" He is my alone dependence for my life a

my salvation."

On the 24th of Ninth month, 1864,

quietly passed away, being in the 78i-h ye
of his age.

Mark the perfect man, and behold the u

right, for the end of that man is peace.'"

Magellan and Patagonia.

A correspondent of the Buenos Ayres Sta

dard gives us some interesting informati(

about that seldom-heard-from region.

Straits of Magellan He writes from Sane
Point, a colony established in Patagonia I

Chili several years ago. The colonists had
hard time of it for a year or two, and starv

tion looked them in the face. Now three lin

of ocean steamers pass through the strait

giving an average of one arrival every thr

days. In addition to these a new London li

and a Belgian one will, it is said, soon beg
running, so that it is probable that before il

end of the year this once remote point will 1

in almost daily communication with the A
lantic and Pacific.

" A small party of us," says the correspon
ent, " made an excursion to the Pampa, at

found game of all kinds extremely pleniifi

Tbe guanaeos cover the country, and are mui
easier to approach than those of Nortbe;
Patagonia, but ostriches are not nearly
abundant, and are much wilder than tho
near the Chupat and Rio Negro.

The various lakes abound with the blac

necked swan, Falkland and Straits geet

ducks, &c., and a species of woodcock
large English snipe are also very abundac
The country near Sandy Point is thick

wooded, but at Cape Negro, about fiftei

miles to the northward, it assumes a parklil

character, with open glades of capital pastt

age, watered by the little river Chabunc
forming one of the choicest cattle and shei

runs in this part. It is not yet stocked, b

will be doubtless in a short time. Passii

this the open Pampas are reached. The cou
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ry i8 mostly rolling and hilly, with here and
' ere extensive plains and downs. The gen-

ral character of the pasturage is short and
iry, but in the 'cafiadas' and valleys it is

ften most luxuriant, and from Sandy Point

p the river Gallegos it may be classed as a

iir average grazing country, which, if not so

ich as the fertile plains of Buenos Ayres, is

qually far removed from the stony, thorny
tserts of Northern Patagonia.
"Surprise has been expressed by voyagers,
pon seeing numerous herds of guanacos and
istriches, that such vast numbers could sub-

let and fatten upon the bare hills in view
rom seaward

; but like most other countries
iouthern Patagonia shows its most unpromis-

g aspect along the coast' line, and the un-
^vorable impressions received are only cor-

ected by examination of the interior. The
orses of the Indian traders from this place,

.Ithough travelling almost continuously for

veeks, get quite fat after leaving the over-

tocked pasturage round the colony, and the
vaquerias,' or wild-cattle districts, may be
lited as showing how well the climate and
lountrysuit horned stock.

"At the time of Cambiase's revolt—about
,wenty-five years since—a few cows and a

)ull or two wandered off into the woods
iphere they soon became wild, and have mul
,iplied so rapidly that it is calculated that the

V^aqueria del Sur, just across the peninsula
in the borders of the Otway water, and th

iVaqueria del Norte, to the north of Skyring
water, contain together between two and
'ihree thousand head.
' " It is usual to say that nothing will grow
In this bleak and inhospitable climate; but the

fact is that the majority of the so-called colo-

nists that the Chilian government brought
jhere from Chiloe are the last people to de-

velop the capabilities of a new country, and
[even an hour's stroll in the suburbs of the

jtown will show that, imperfectly tilled as are

the little plots of garden ground, almost everj'

fruit and grain of Northern Europe can be

IgrowD, and the little flower gardens in the

•place can furnish a by no means contemptible
.bouquet. Potatoes are the staple crop, and
'when care has been bestowed are of excellent

quality.

I

" Small patches of barley and bearded wheat
are also semi-cultivated, chiefly for cutting

[when nearly ripe, to store by for winter for

|agc : oats, rye, millet and similar hardy crops,

which in high latitudes generally pay the best,

appear to be unknown. All the produce of

ithe home kitchen-garden appears to flourish

|luxuriantly, and within a few miles of the

itown there are groves of the English black

currant, accompanied by the irrepressible cat-

lerpillar.

I "That the few who do a little in farming

receive good remuneration for their produce

|may be gathered from the following market
.prices : Beef, 12V cents per lb.; mutton, 15 to

j20c. per lb.
;
pork, 20c. per lb. Hens, $1 ;

chick-

|ens, 70c.; egsjs, 50c. der dozen ; butter, 60c. per

|lb. ; cheese, 30c. per lb.; potatoes, 10c. per lb.

;

.milk, 10 to 20c. per bottle. Besides argicul-

jture, the occupations of the colonists are di-

ivided among the coal mines, timber cutting,

(gold mines, Indian trading, and wild-cattle

.hunting. The climate, so far as can be judged

from a short residence, is about the same as

that of Scotland, and is delightfully bracing

after the almost tropical heat you have in the

Platte."

For "The Frieod

John llealil.

CCoDtiuueii from page 3S6.)

181-1. 12th mo. 11th.—"Being First-day,

we were at Wilmington, but the sap dried up

very much. I thought that by reason of a

craving desire after words, the meeting was

hurt. After some laborious exercise, I stood

up and stated that I believed much precious

time is lost in our meetings, when strangers

attend, by well intentioned people, who, in-

stead of centering down in themselves to at-

tend to their own particular concerns, wait

for the stranger to labor for them. This, in-

stead of being useful, has a hurtful tendency,

for it closes up the way, and hinders the ex-

ercise of the ministry ; and such are not bene-

fited."

After this he entered upon a visit to the

families of New Garden Particular Meeting.

Of this, he says, " in some places we had com-

fortable opportunities, and in others very try-

ing ones; but afier patient suffering 1 have

been so far enabled to get through in such a

way as to feel satisfied with my lot, and to

believe I have been helped. But some of these

seasons have been so trying that, I, like Jere

miah, have desired not to be sent back to the

house of Jonathan, or be dipped into such

tried places ; but my mind has been resigned

to do or suffer what and where I ought to."

John Heald had sittings in 71 families, and

notes in his journal, the prudent care of his

conductor, " in not giving any idea of the state

of any we had not visited," and adds, "may
the labor be blessed, and may the Shepherd

of Israel bless them, and may they be enabled

to return grateful acknowledgments to Him,
who is ever worthy."
At West Grove on the 26th, the necessity

of refraining from all that is known to be evil,

was enforced. The language of Moses was

referred to, who in speaking of the coming of

our Saviour, said, " A prophet shall the Lord

your God raise up unto you of your brethren,

like unto me. Unto Him shall you hearken,

and whosoever will not hear that prophet,

shall be cut off from among the people." And
this prophet, even our Lord Jesus Christ, has

declared, "Thou shult worship the Lord thy

God, and Him only shalt thou serve."

that if we are not obedient to His voice, we
cannot enjoy the privileges which belong to

the Lord's people.

At Kennet Square, J. H. was led to minister

to those who he believed were religiously dis-

posed, tender in spirit, and of honest inten-

tions; but whose companions were disposed

to draw them into bad habits and a dissipated

course. These, when turned out of the right

way, had felt sorrow, and had resolved to do

better in the future; but by giving way to

temptation, they had become weaker and

weaker, and were in great danger of giving

out wholly. The meeting proved to be a solid

and tendering season.

If this simple record should meet the eyes

of any, whoso consciences testify that they

are in like condition, yielding from time to

time to the power of temptation, or to the

persuasions of companions or friends, whose

influence leads them away from the safe path

of self-denial and watchful obedience to the

voice of God in their hearts, even though they

be not led into gross evils, or the vices of dis-

sipation ;
may all such be persuaded to turn

with full purpose of heart to the Lord, their

Redeemer, and faithfully follow the leadings

of His Spirit. Why should their souls be

starved for want of spiritual sustenance, when

in the Father's house there is bread enough

and to spare. Why should they pass through

life, uneasy in mind, and often self condemned;

hen they might partake of that Heavenly

peace and comfort dispensed at times for the

refreshment of the flock of Christ, and be ani-

mated with the glorious hope of partaking in

that joy unspeakable and full of glory, which

is set before us as the prize at the end of the

race?
The notices of the various meetings J. il.

attended in Chester and Delaware counties,

are many of them very brief, yet often sug-

gestive. "ThusatChichoster, he says: "It was

a low time. I found my mind engaged to

communicate, though I thought it was like

handing out broken fragments. The meeting

concluded in prayer, and I felt comfortable."

At Chester, " My communication was close, but

it seemed to have but little effect. I thought

it reached but little further than the surface.

We dined with John Cowgill. Nathan Sharp-

less, and Kachel his wife, came to see us. I

was pleased to see her again, though the poor-

ness of the meeting seemed to keep my mind

from enjoying her company as agreeably as

I think I would have done."

Passing on to Philadelphia, he attended the

meetings as they came in course, and most or

all of the Monthly Meetings, laboring in them

as ability was afi'orded. At " the great meet-

ng-house" on Arch street, ho says, " I had no

ihare in the ministry, only in a short suppli-

cation for ability to servo the Most High ac-

ceptably, and to crave that He would forgive

the transgressions of His people, and enable

them to ascribe unto Him his due, even glory,

honor, dominion and power, of which He is

everlastingly worthy." In the meetings for

business it was his sense that some of the

members were too slow in expressing their

sentiments on the subjects before them
;
and

he encouraged them to attend to their duty,

when favored with a sufficient clearness, for

by trying their ideas over and over again, a

loss of precious time takes place, and some-

times dulness and flatness follow. In leaving

the city, he felt poor, under a sense of his own
unworthiness, but was not conscious of any

duty that was left undone.

Of Germantown Meeting he says :
" I was

favored to hold out with considerable clear-

ness, the necessity of true and spiritual wor-

ship. From my exercise in many instances,

I am induced to think that it is too common
in our Society, as well as in others, to come

short in the performance of this great service.

1st mo. 28th. At Frankford, " I mentioned

the case of Hagar, when she laid her son

Ishmael under the shrub, when the angel

called to her out of Heaven, to aid and assist

her child. She then said, ' Thou God seest

me.' It would bo of advantage if people, when

they presented themselves before the Most

High, would consider that He sees them."

29th. Attended Abingtou Monthly Meeting.

"I sat silent through the meeting until the

business was much gone through, before way
opened to make any remark. I was exercised

in regard to honest inquirers being encour-

aged, and not discouraged by improper exam-

ples." In unfoldingthissubjoct, J. H. saidthat

our predecessors, through faithful suffering,

had obtained privileges which we could enjoy

without disturbance. But honest Friends in

our day may be deeply tried, and have to pass
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through suffering; when they see those who
take an active part in the discipline, neglect

the attendanceof religious meetings, and stay

at home about their common business. And
so also in reference to dress and deportment,
The sincere in heart must contradict by their

practice, the example of those who depart
from what Truth leads into.

At Byberry Monthly Meeting, the follow-

ing day, he says: : "In the meeting for dis

cipline 1 recommended an attention to the
true spirit of discipline ;

' if thy brother offend

thee, tell him his fault between thee and him
alone, and if he hear thee, thou hast gained
thy brother.'" He expressed the fear that
the want of attention to this private labor,

either in encouraging to do well, or in per-

suading them to refrain from that which is

improper, was a great hindrance to the growth
and prosperity of society.

AtMiddletown, "I labored in the line of the
ministrj' considerably to encourage to an at-

tention to that which causes heaviness and
sadness for doing wrong and comfort for doing
right. We dined at Wm. Bunting's, had a
comfortable opportunity in the family, aft

which we parted with our kind friends Han-
nah Yarnall and her son [James Thornton],
They have showed much kindness ; may the
kind Shepherd be near to them for good and
bless them."

After visiting a number of meetings in dif-

ferent parts of Bucks county, on the 15th of
2nd mo. he went to Buckingham. Of this he
says: "My mind was sunk under discourag-
ing sensations, but an exercise prevailed, and
I stood up with the saying of the apostle, that
not the hearers of the law but the doers of the
law are justified. I followed the subject as it

opened, and it became a solemn season, and
the minds of the people were closely led

towards their own particular duty, individu-
ally to attend to it."

i6th. We had the company of Hannah
Kirkbride to Plumstead, where was a large
meeting collected, and my mind was intro-
duced into a travail for and with the true seed
of the kingdom. I was favored to speak on
the subject feelingly and solemnly, and I be-
lieve the impression made will not soon be
wholly erased."

17th. Attended Eichland Meeting. It was
large and crowded, and I was enabled to labor
largely. I believe many minds were tendered,
and that thanksgiving and praise ascended
for the gracious favors of these two meetings.
The labor I was engaged in afforded me solid

satisfaction, more largely than common ; and
I do feel that the ability was afforded, and
the praise is due to Him, who in mercy has
favored. May the glory be given to Him.
The wise men who discovered the star in the
East, and followed it until it came and stood
over where the Saviour of mankind lay in a
manger, had it for a guide ; so I believe the
witness placed in man's bosom was and is de-
signed and intended to be a guide and director
to the sons and daughters of men, to lead them
to their Saviour and liedeemer; and as they
attend thereto it will lead them to where they
would be enabled to bring their gifts and make
offerings with acceptance."

"All that is of God enlarges and expands
the soul ; all that is of ourselves straitens it,

and plants an obstacle in the way of God's
operations upon us."

TWO SIDES IN LIFE.

There is a shady side of life,

And a sunny side as well,

And 'tis for every one to say

On which he'd choose to dwell

;

For every one unto himself
Commits a grievous sin,

Who bars the blessed sunshine out,

And shuts the shadows in.

The clouds may wear their saddest robes,

The sun refuse to smile,

And sorrow, with her troop of ills,

May threaten us the while;

But still the cheerful heart has power
A sunbeam to provide

;

And only those whose souls are dark.

Dwell on life's shady side.

THE EVENING HYMN.
How many days, with mute adieu.

Have gone down yon untrodden sky

!

And still it looks as clear and blue

As when it first was hung on high.

The rolling sun—the frowning cloud,

That drew the lightning in its rear—
The thunder tramping deep and loud,

Have left no foot-mark there.

The village bells, with silver chime,

Come softened by the distant shore;

Though I have heard them many a time,

They never rung so sweet before,

A silence rests upon the hill,

A listening awe pervades the air

;

The very flowers are shut and still,

And bowed as if in prayer.

And in this hushed and breathless close,

O'er earth, and air, and sky, and sea,

That still low voice in silence goes,

Which speaks alone, great God of thee !

The whispering leaves, the far off brook.

The linnet's warble fainter grown,
The hive-bound bee, the lonely rook,

All these their Maker own.

Now shine the starry hosts of night,

Gazing on earth with golden eyes

;

Bright guardians of the blue-browed night.

What!
:
ye in your

i

ive skies?

I know not; neither can I know;
Nor on what leader ye attend

;

Nor whence ye came, nor whither go.

Nor what your aim or end.

I know they must be holy things.

That from a roof so sacred shine.

Where sounds the beat of angel wings.

And footsteps echo all divine.

Their mysteries I never sought,

Nor hearkened to what science tells,

For, oh ! in childhood I was taught

That God amidst them dwells.

The darkening woods, the fading trees,

The grasshopper's last feeble sound.

The flowers just wakened by the breeze.

All leave the stillness more profound.

The twilight takes a deeper shade,

The dusky pathways blacker grow.

And silence' reigns in glen and glade.

All, all is mute below.

And other eves as sweet as this

Will close upon as calm a day.

And, sinking down the deep abyss.

Will, like the last, be swept away
;

Until eternity is gained.

That boundless sea without a shore.

That without time forever reigned.

And will when time's no more.

Now nature sinks in soft repose,

A living semblance of the grave

;

The dew steals noiseless on the rose,

The boughs have almost ceased to wave
;

The silent sky, the sleeping earth.

Tree, mountain, stream, the humble sod
;

All tell from whom they had their birth.

And cry, " Behold a God I"

From the " Friendship Offering,"for 1836.

How Joshua Leavitt Became an Abolitionist.

It was during the progress of our late civ

war, when the struggle was fiercest and tb

outlook portentous, when it was the on

theme of discussion at all hours and in a
places. We were riding together on borsi

back, over the soft roads and by the quit

fields that stretch away from Brooklyn to thi

ocean on the south and from Fort Hamilto
on the west, along the beautifully indente

shore of the island eastward. We were tall

ing as usual of the war, when Dr. Leavitt sai

to me : "I will tell you what it was that mad
me an Abolitionist." "Do so," I replied,

shall be very glad to hear."
" Well, it was, of course, many years ag(

in my early manhood, when my son Wiliian

was a lad of about twelve years of age.

was travelling from Boston to New York
At that time we used to take the stage a

Worcester and ride to Hartford, where
took the steamboat in the morning. It waf
I remember, a hard day's ride. We got h

our stopping place, the old City Hotel,

Hartford, somewhat late in the evening, an(

it was growing dark. The passengers wen
covered with dust, and descended from th'

coach weary, stiff, and hungry, and we al

hurried to the supper table. We were pretti

much of one color that night, and thought o:

nothing but our supper. The next morning
we were down bright and early, to get oui

breakfast before going on board the boat. A(

we were parsing the threshold of the dining

hall, the clerk of the hotel came up behind one

ofour companj', and grasping him by the coat-

collar, violently whirled him about, and thrust

him away from the door of entrance, saying

as he did so, ' You don't go in there, sir. We
don't allow niggers to sit at the table with

white folks 1'

" My attention was thus drawn to him. He
was a colored man, a fact which I had not no-

ticed, and which was not discoverable, I pre-

sume, the night before. I went to the clerk

and asked him why he thus rudely repulsed

the man. He replied it was contrary to the

rules of the house to allow colored men to sit

at the public table. I told him he had done
so on our arrival the evening before. His
reply was that he would not have done so had
the fact been known. I then said the man
was respectable, hid behaved himself well,

was on his way to New York, and needed his

breakfast before going on board the boat. The-

clerk said he could not help that, the rules of'

the house must be observed, and on no account
would he allow the man to take a place with
the other passengers. I then directed the
clerk to have my plate placed on another
table, and one beside it for the colored n

I said I would eat with him. To this the'

clerk assented. Thns we took our breakfast

together. After we had gone on board the

boat, I felt a desire to find out this colored

man, talk with him, and learn who he was.
I did so, and ascertained that he was a repu-

table and well-known resident of Boston. He
had accumulated considerable property. He
was possessed, he told me, of no loss thar

twenty thousand dollars—a very comfortable

fortune, at that time, for any one.

I found him an intelligent Christian man,
esteemed by all who knew him, and worthy
to be esteemed by a faithful and honorable
discharge of the duties of life. One thing, I re-

member, deeply affected me. He told me that

he was the father of children : that his oldest
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I had been receiving his education in the
||blic school, and had distinguished himself

jig far by his proficiency in his studies. He
eg now twelve years old, and was beginning
^understand and feel the brand that was
ion him by reason of his color. He did not
Sjw vvhat to do with him. He had the de-

\i and the ability to give him every oppor-
(lity for education, to fit him for some hon-
il.ble occupation in life. But no such posi-

in was open to him.

I" I can put him into an oyster saloon, a

(ife, or a barber's shop. These three j)lace8

iji open to him ; but such is the prejudice

jiinst color that every other avenue is closed

ftinst him. It is of no use to educate him;

|i
if I do, I shall but make him the more

Ijierable. He will have to sink back into

lae menial employment, in which education
I be of no use and even a disqualification.'
' He asked my advicp. He had thought of

ving the country. What could he do? I

lid not tell him. I entered into his feel-

B. I could feel for him, for ray son was at

,t time of the same age, and 1 asked myself
at should 1 do, how should / feel if, educat-

my boy as I was, and preparing him for

seful and honorable life, I was condemned
(make him a hostler or barber, with the

itainty that he never could rise above his

cupation. So," said Dr. Leavitt, " I became
]
abolitionist, and from that day to this I

je never ceased to labor and pray for the

tored man."

—

The Congregatiotmlist.

For "The Friend."

t 18 truly wonderful to contemplate the

ny baits and snares the enemy of our soul's

ice puts forth to entice the unwary, and
sn those who have made some progress in

heavenly journey. He is ever busy with

I
insinuations, at all times and under all cir-

Instances; and when the poor trembling
58 have been able, in much abasedness of

il, to perform some small duty apprehended
be required of them, almost immediately
ly hear him at the inward ear suggesting,

it now they have done something and they

y look up, and if watchfulness is not abode
there will be danger of their getting above
) feeling of being unprofitable servants, and
it they have done no more than was their

ty to have done.

In reading the lives of our early Friends,

find quite a number who had been great

jfessors, but when they were convinced of

lends' principles, had to go down into great

miliation, and all their former righteous-

i8 became as nothing in their Byes ; and so

las been with all the Lord's servants since

It time; we must become humbled if we
uld be exalted. And though we may have
iW8 of the delectable mountains, and per-

ps pass some time in Beulah, as Bunyan's
grim did, yet there will be many lions and
,nt8 to be overcome, and we shall have to

down into the valley of humiliation again

i again, in the course of our pilgrimage to

> celestial cily.

E

think Bunyan also 8a}'s in one place, " I

e not much for that profession which be-

8 not with heaviness of mind." Yes, we
ist have sorrow for our sins before we can

forgiven, and after we have heard the gra-

us language, " Thy sins are forgiven thee,"

must watch and pray continually, that we
,y not again be led astray. Then let us not

caught by the very eoandness of one, or

the pleasant tones of another, though the
sound may be compared to the silver trumpet,
but let us look at the fruits, and see what they
have brought forth. I think Paul says in one
place, " The seal of my apostleship are ye in

the Lord."
Bunyan also says, we must ask if we wish

the Guide and Caretaker to go along with us.
" Ask and ye shall receive, knock and it shall

be opened unto you."

Fruits with thin pellicles (such as plums,
apricots, grapes), when ripe or nearly ripe,

split open at their surface, after exposure for

some lime to continuous rain. It then be-

comes impossible to preserve them ; the only
way in whic^h they can be utilized, other than
that of immediate consumption, is by allow-
ing them to undergo alcoholic fermentation.
M. Boussingault has recently studied this

phenomena of rupture, and his experiments
on the subject are described in Comptes Ren-
ihis. The rupture is, no doubt, due to an in-

crease of volume arising from accumulation ot

water in the cells. The epidermic tissue, not
being sufiiciently elastic, yields and breaks at

those points where it oflfL-rs least resistance.

What is the cause of this accumulation?
Is it that the water of the sap is no longer
evaporated ? This would imply that the
ascent of liquids in the plant organism con-

tinues, notwithstanding circumstances most
unfavorable to evaporation. Now Hales has
shown that the transpiration eff,3Cted at the
surface of leaves is one of the principal causes
of the movement of the sap. At night, and
in rainy weather, this movement is often sus-

pended. On the other hand, there is good
reason to believe that the water which accu-

mulates has penetrated into the fruit by en-

dosmose, or iransmission through the pores
of the skin.

On the Ist of July, at 7 in the evening, M.
Boussingault suspended in water a dark-col-

ored cherry. Twelve hours later two fissures

appeared in the pellicle. The cherry was
weighed before and after immersion.

Its weight before immersion was 6-105 gr.

after " 6-192 "

Quantity of water which entered
in 12 hours, .... 0087 gr.

Thus an increase of volume occasioned by in-

troduction of 0-lcc. caused the rupture of the
pellicle.

Next day at 11 a. m., he suspended a pale

rose cherry in the water. At 2 o'clock it was
still unbroken, but the presence of sugar was
detected in the water. At 6 o'clock there
were two fine fissures.

The weight before immersion was 9-537 gr.

after " 9 635 "

Quantity of water which entered

in 7 hours .... 098 gr.

An increase of 1-lOcc. was here also suffi-

cient to burst the pellicle.

Similar experiments were made with plums
of different kinds, with poara and with grapes.

One plum weighing 44-80 gr. presented seve-

ral fissures after 24 hours' immersion
; and

water had entered to the extent of 3-55 gr.

In the case of a pear weighing 58 49 gr. rup-

ture did not take place till the twelfth day,

and 3-01 gr. had entered.

The experiments indicate that when fruits

are exposed to continuous rain, there is, on

the one hand, a penetration of liquid into the
cells by endosmose, while on the other the
fruit yields to the liquid part of its saccharine
matter.

—

EngUsh Mechanic and World of Sct-

For "The Frii'Dd."

Silent Waiting and Prayer.

Many and striking are the precepts and
promises of the Holy Scripture in relation to

these duties, which are in fact intimately con-
nected, for the apostle (Romans viii. 25, 26,

27) uses this remarkable language: "But if

we hope for that we see not, then do we with
patience wait for it. Likewise the Spirit also

helpeth our infirmities : for we know not what
we should pray for as we ought : but the Spirit

itself maketh intercession for us with groan-
ings which cannot be uttered. And He that
searcheth the hearts knoweth what is the
mind of the Spirit, because He maketh inter-

cession for the saints according to the will of
God."
Very precious, also, and deserving our rev-

erent attention, are the words of our Holy
Redeemer, as recorded by the evangelist, Luke
xi. chapter: ''And I say unto you. Ask, and
it shall be given you ; seek, and ye shall find;

knock, and il shall be opened unto you." " If

a son shall ask bread of any of you that is a

father, will he give him a stone ? or if he ask
a fish, will he for a fish give him a serpent?
or if he shall ask an egg, will he offer him a
scorpion ? If ye then, being evil, know how
to give good gifts unto your children, how
much more shall your Heavenly Father give
the Holy Spirit to them that ask him."

Matthew in giving our Lord's words, varies

them slightly saying : "How much more shall

your Father which is in heaven give good
things to them that ask him :" that is, those

things which He in his wisdom and compas-
sion knows are best for the suppliant; and
all these would be included in the gift of his

own Holy Spirit.

Such then being our duty and high privi-

lege, how diligent and earnest should be our
engagement to be found daily, and oftener

than the returning day, waiting in deep in-

ward prostration of soul, as at the footstool

of our Divine Benefactor and Omnipotent
Friend ! This, however, is not easy to the

unrenewed mind, which would much rather

be engaged in almost any other manner than

the one which is absolutely essential to our
growth in grace; and even those who have
had some religious experience, and do indeed

desire to love and serve the Lord, often find

it very difficult to attain a state of true silent

waiting; and can only do so by help from Him
who pities us, and remembers what poor weak
creatures we are.

Yet how manifold and great are the bless-

ings promised in the Holy Scriptures to the

truly waiting, seeking soul. They need not

be here repeated, for every diligent reader of

the Bible must be familiar with them.

Our early Friends bore a clear testimony

on this subject; thus Robert Barclay says:
" Inward prayer is that secret turning of the

mind towards God, whereby, being secretly

touched and awakened by the Light of Christ

in the conscience, and so bowed down under

the sense of its iniquities, unworthiness and
misery, it looks up to God, and joining with

the secret shinings of the Seed of God, it

breathes towards Him, and is constantly

breathing forth some secret desires and aspi-
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rations towards Him. It is in this sense that

we are so frequently in the Scripture com-
manded to pray continually."

A chief cause of the weakness and degen-

eracy which have overtaken the successors in

religious profession, of these faithful and de-

voted sons of the morning, and the divisions

and separations of latter years, is doubtless

that we have not been equally diligent, earn-

est and zealous, in the performance of this

great duty. Surely if it was the fervent con-

cern of one and all to draw near to the Foun-
tain of Life, and wait for the Holy Anointing
which the Apostle John declares is the Chris-

tian's sufficient teacher, and obey its dictates,

all would see and feel alike on every important
point of doctrine or practice; and such walk-
ing carefully and humbly in the Light, would
have sweet unity and fellowship one with
another. X.

Destruction by Wild Beasts in India.—At
a recent session of the British Parliament,

Lord Ettriek called attention to the enormous
destruction of life occasioned annually in Bri-

tish India by the ravages of wild beasts, and
asked if the government of India had under
consideration any measures for its preven-
tion, as these were imperatively needed. He
brought to the notice of the House of Lords
a paper lately read before the Society for the

Promotion of Social Science, by Capt. Rogers
of the Bengal service, who.as long ago as 1868,

ineffectually endeavored to interest the late

Lord Mayo in the lamentable condition of the
Indians, and get him to take proper measures
for its amelioration. Indeed, the government
seems to have been looking at the matter from
every point of view since 1864, and with the
usual results of such efforts of mental expan-
sion—total inaction. According to Capt. Ro-
gers, whose information was gathered from
official sources, every year in India sees the

I

^'"'ss.

destruction of 10,000 natives by tigers, leop-

ards, wolves, panthers, hyenas, snakes and

money at about one million pounds sterling

annually. Tillage is abandoned. Men fall

nto the hands of usurers, and, to give one ex-

ample for many, one tigress is known to have
thrown 250 square miles of country out of cul-

tivation. To diminish the number of wild
beasts tbe natives from time immemorial,
have had shikarries, or hunters, who receive
rewards from government proportionate to

the number of predatory animals they killed
;

but underEnglish rule, these, with an amount
of foresight not peculiar to Hindoos, have
learned that their account is to be found in

waiting for very large emoluments for the
slaughter of peculiarly notorious tigers which,
therefore, they are slow in killing until the

maximum reward of three hundred rupees
has been offered. In other ways they are in-

effectual, and it is said, have come to listen to

British lovers of "sport," and, neglecting their

business, to let the man-eaters live.

It is perfectly evident that the people whom
the government, for political reasons, has de-

prived of their means of defence, should be

defended by it from their natural enemies.
In reply to Lord Ettrick's remarks, the Duke
of Argyll said, that he should call the atten-

tion of the Indian government to the matter,
and made the remark that although the "re-

sponsibility of the governmeni had been in-

creased by the native disarmament which fol-

lowed the Indian mutiny, it was, notwith-
standing, extraordinary that the people had
not suflBcient energy to go out and destroy
these creatures." How true and just the re-

mark is may be seen by one who will reflect

upon what execution the Duke of Argyll
would be likely to do if, with a cotton rag
about his middle and a blunt knife as his only
weapon, a tiger should swoop down upon him,
having just made short work of the Marquis
of Lome or the Princess Louise.

—

New York

other wild beasts, and this enormous loss of lowing character of Robert Barclay's Apology
life has increased steadily since the govern
ment disarmed the people after the rebellion,

and left, them almost helpless before the " man-
eaters."

Between the jungles and the fully cultivat-

ed lands of the peninsula there are great tracts

of country on which the people live in frail

huts, with goats to provide them with milk,

and larger animals used as beasts of burden
and in agriculture. When deer are scarce or

wary, hungry tigers sally from the jungles,

rush upon the defenceless men and beasts,

with the speed of lightning and not unfre-

quently cause the depopulation of large dis-

tricts, not only by iheir actual ravages, but
by the terror with which the villagers come
to regard them. The tigers have learned to

lie

Selected.

The British Journal for 1723, gives the fol-

"I am not ashamed to own that I have,
with great pleasure, read over Mr. Barclay's
Apology for Quakerism, and do really think
it to be the most masterly, charitable, and
reasonable system that I have ever seen. It

solves the numerous difficulties raised by other
sects and by turns thrown at one another;
shows all parts of Scripture to be uniform and
consistent; and as Sir Isaac Newton, by allow-
ing him gravitation, has accounted for all the
phenomena of nature, so if we allow Mr. Bar-
clay those operations of the Spirit, which the
Quakers pretend to feel, and which, he says,

every man in the world has and may feel, if he
watches its motions and does not suppress
them ; then, I think, all the janglings, vain

^ ^ questions, numerous superstitions, and various
n wait along the roads which traverse oppressions which have plagued the wprld

the cultivated tracts adjacent to the jungles,
on one of which one tigress in 1869 stopped
traffic for many weeks, and was known to have
killed 127 persons. In three years another
man-eater caused the death of 108 human be-

ings, or an average of thirty-six a year. But
the immediate destruction of men is not the
worst of the business, for the Hindoos have
come to look upon such a calamity as one of
the endurable ills of this world, and to regard
it almost with equanimity.

Capt. Rogers estimates the loss of cattle in

the aggregate at about sixty head for every__ _ . . small sprout on the plant, which has since
human being killed in this way, and its result groA^r, with such remarkable rapidity that it

from the beginning would cease, and be at an
end

"

A Precocious Century Plant.—On the prem-
ises of Joseph Lee, between Twelfth and
Thirteenth streets, may be seen a young cen-
tury plant of six months' growth, which has
developed itself into a most remarkable phe-
nomenon. The plant stands about live inches
high, and is of itself a curiosity because of its

diminutive proportions. About three weeks
ago the family noticed the germination of

now presents a stalk nearly three fi

height. This stalk is sending forth numer<
buds, and from all appearances the plat

be in full bloom within the course of a f

weeks. That the plant is a most extraoi

nary development of germination is the op
ion of a number of horticulturists of the St
who have seen this plant. It is a popn
delusion that century plants bloom only oi

in every one hundred years; but modern
vestigations show that under favorable
ditions they will bloom in about twelve yes
growth. Here is a plant that blosson

first year of its growth. This fact rend
the peculiarity of the growth of this plant

the more attractive, and adds much inter

to its history. The family have appropriat
christened the plant General Tom Thui
The large century plant which stands ba
few feet distant is thirty-two feet big'

has a large number of branches, ranging fr

eight inches to three feet in length. Th
branches contain upwards of one thousa
beautiful buds. Since the commencement
its growth, over one thousand persons h;

registered themselves as visitors to it.

—

t.

Jose {Cal.) Mercury.
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At the late session of New York Yea
Meeting, we are informed the following min
was adopted

:

" The Meeting was introduced into christ

sympathy with our beloved friends of Fh
delphia Yearly Meeting, in the trying circu

stances in which they are involved. Earn
and united prayer was offered by the ehui
unto God for them, that in the riches of

love, and by such means as his wisdom m
appoint, every barrier to the restoration

entire harmony in the family of Yearly Me
ings may be removed, and our beloved Socie

throughout the length and breadth of

land, bound together in the fellowship of

Gospel of Christ, be enabled to work harmo
ously together for the advancement of 1

kingdom."
We are unwilling to believe that a Yeai

Meeting would deliberately make such a
cord, unless it represented truly the feeli

prevailing in it at the time, and as the feeli

is one that ought equally to clothe the

of the members of Philadelphia Yearly Me
ing, it is desirable there should be no misn
derstanding as to what is alluded to ai

trying circumstances in which they [Phi
delphia Yearly Meeting] are involved,

how nearly the two meetings can agree
carrying the feeling into practice. It

therefore be worth while to recall some of t

causes that have produced the result deplc

in order, so far as human means can do so,

prepare the way for their removal, and
realization of the prayer said to have be

ofi'ered by the church.

What then is the true relation in whi
Philadelphia and other Yearly Meetings sta

toward each other, and what must be the ba

on which a right and permanent adjustmt
of the disuniting causes can be effected'

result for which every lover of the Socie

should strive. It should be so brought abc

as to demonstrate that it was the work of 1

whole cburcb, acting under the guidance
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I
glorified Head; and not in the spirit of

rty, wlierein if one side could claim the

ange wrought as a victory, the other would
sure to resent it as a defeat.

Theie need not be, and we are persuaded,

ere is no secret or ambiguity respecting the

mar}^ cause that has produced the existing

yided state of the Society, and the estrange-

BDt among its members. Notwithstanding
that has been said to the contrary, the

Qtiments freely published in periodicals, the

scourses heard in meetings, and the irre-

tablo logic of facts, prove that there is a

)ar and defined difference in the doctrines

lid and promulgated by different portions of

ose claiming to be Friends; and that while

ose who give their support to the faith set

rth by the men who were instrumental

thering the Society—as Fox, Barclay, Penn
d Penington—feel it also obligatory, as they

i, to maintain the testimonies which spring

)m that faith, as a goodly tree from its root

others hold and inculcate principles differ

g from that faith in material points, and, as

latural consequence disparage some of those

3timonies, and willingly see them sacrificed

order to attain a desired end. We kn
8 said that while the latter is true as to

iduals, their defection should not implicate

hole meetings; but while meetings give

ose in the station of ministers who preach

(•otrines subversive of the faith always held

Friends, certificates or minutes to travel,

d otherwise declare their unity with them,

d with others propagating similar views,

d while large numbers of those who hear

esedoctrines inculcated, manifest their unity

erewith, and with those engaged in spread-

them, the plea is unavailing. As an iu-

co in point, several of the ministers from
e West—including the committee from In-

[ana Yearly Meeting—who attended the

le session of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting,

•eached the doctrines introduced into the

)Ciety of latter time, and those of its mem-
irs who are known to have embraced those

ictrines, accepted the discourses as the gos-

il preached with power; but those who ad-

ire to the original faith of Friends felt that

eir services were calculated to mislead, and
undermine true Quakerism. Philadelphia

Barly Meeting has repeatedly, within the

St thirty years, pointed out the wide differ-

ice in the two faiths struggling for preemi-

ince in the Society ;
showing the fundamen-

1 principles involved in the innovations

ade on the doctrines and testimonies of the

jspel ever held by Friends ; that they are

it merely verbal, uncertain or fugitive; and
IS thereby exonerated the controversy which
rending the peace once prevailing, from the

pulsive charge of being a party contest

out undetermined things, or a misunder-

ood language ; and we apprehend there is

1 Yearly Meeting that will dispute, that as

co-ordinate body, Philadelphia sincerely be-

ves this to be the true state of the case.

New York Yearly Meeting was well aware
this when it recorded its " Christian sym-
thy" with its " beloved friends of Philadel-

lia Yearly Meeting," and its prayer that

ivery barrier to the restoration of entire

rmony in the family of Yearly Meetings
ly be removed." How then did she intend

is language should be understood ? Is it

at she is prepared to sympathize with her

loved friends of Philadelphia in the stand

has taken for the original faith of Friends,

and in the testimony it has maintained against
the false doctrines that have spread so gener-
ally through the Society, breaking up its

former harmony, and greatly impairing the
standing and character it once enjoyed? or
is her sympathy with those who despise or
condemn that stand and that testimony, and
are introducing and practising the novelties
which are destroying the characteristics of
Friends? Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, we
doubt not, will joyfully reciprocate the feeling

expressed, if the former is what is meant, but
it can hardly be blamed if it should desire first

to be assured that the latter was not in mind
If the suspension of epistolory intercourse

is the barrier to harmony referred to, and the
desire for restoration of that harmony m
the renewal of such intercourse, it may be
well, in order to open the way therefor, to re-

cur to the cause and the manner of the sus-

pension. It is well known that the cessation
of the long-continued interchange of epistles

between other Yearly Meetings and Phila
delphia, was a result of the srparation that
took place from Ohio Yearly Meeting in 1854
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, with afuU know-
lodge of the causes which led to, and the cir-

cumstances attending that separation, decided
to continue its fellowship ancj correspondence
with the meeting in Ohio with which it had
always bejn united

; and although other Year-
ly Meetings concluded to recognize as a co-

ordinate body with themselves, those who had
separated from it, that did not prevent Phila
delphia addressing them by epistles. Other
Yearly Meetings wore not satisfied with this,

but resolved that Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
ing should give up its independent judgment
and conform to theirs, or they would cease to
correspond with it. In conveying its conclu-
sion New York uses the following language:
" Wo respectfully appeal to you if it would be
consistent for us to continue correspondence
with a meeting that should permanently ac-

knowledge its fellowship with a body in Ohio
that has been adjudged by three Yearly Meet-
ngs beside our own, to have forfeited its claim
to the character and standing of a legitimaie
Yearly Meeting of Friends, by its departure
from the established order and usage of our re-

ligious Society. It is our impression that it

would not."*

We are not intending to enter into a dis-

cussion of the causes leading to the separation
n Ohio, but in view of the extraordinary cir-

cumstances and changes which have taken
place in our religious Society since the dale
of the epistle from which the above extract is

taken, the queries naturally arise, were Yearly
Meetings not as independent bodies then as
now ? and what was the " departure from the
established order and usage of our religious
Society," on the part of Ohio Yearly Meeting,
which, without any charge of its having
violated or deserted any of the well-known
doctrines or testimonies of the Society, was
alleged by New York and other Y'early Meet-
ings to be suflficient to cause it to forfeit " the
character and standing of a legitimate Yearly
Meeting of Friends?" Every member ac-

quainted with the history of the proceedings
in our Society at that time knows that the
departure alluded to was the suspension, on
the part of Ohio, of correspondence with
New England Yearly Meeting, within the
limits of which there were two bodies claim-

See " Brief Narrative," page I

ing to be the Yearly Meeting, and not read-
ing the certificates of ministers coming from
there and travelling among them. If such
a departure from the established order and
usage as this, arising from such a cause, in

the judgment of New York and other Yearly
Meetings worked such destruction on the
character and standing of a mooting which,
up to the timu of the separation from it, they
had always acknowledged to be a legitimate
Yearly Meeting, how could they consistently
acknowledge as a Yearly Meeting a body
which in its act of separation, and the whole
process of its organization, committed a far

more flagrant departure not only from the
order and usage of our religious Society, but
from its fundamental principlesof church gov-
ernment? How could the departure in one
ease forfeit the character and standing of a
Yearly Meeting, and in the other confer them?
Again, if that alleged departure from tl.e order
and usagi> of the Society did, in the judgment
of those Yearly Meetings, cause Ohio to forfeit

the character and standing of a legitimate
Yearly Meeting of Friends, how is it that the
same cause has not, in their judgment, long
since produced the same effect on Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting, wher.> it has been exist-

ing for so many years? Why should it, in

one case give rise to sudden and peremptory
disown ment without examination or labor,

while in the other it calls forth "christian
sympathy" and earnest united praj'er "for
the removal of every barrier to the restora-

tion of entire harmony in the family of Yearly
Meetings?" If the alleged departure from order
and usage, without departure from the doc-
trines and testimonies of Friends, can be sup-

posed thus to destroy the character and stand-

ing of a Yearly Meetintr, how much more truly

must it be the case, wliere the departures in

order and usage spring from and are accom-
panied by palpable violations of the long

principles and testimonies of the
That this has been the ease for a

tablishec

Society

considerable length of time, in meetings hold

under the sanction and control of committees
of different Yearly Meetings, few will dispute

;

and the Yearly Meetings having expressed
their approbation of those proceedings by re-

appointing the committees to act at their dis-

cretion in the same way, they cannot exoner-

ate themselves from the responsibility of those

departures, and their consequences. But in

defence or palliation of these things, we hear
not a little said about charity and the need of

liberality in judging of what is passing in the

Society; that it is needful to remember that

things are seen from different standpoints,

that it is necessary to guard against blending

the essential with the non-essential, &c., &o.

Had there been any thing in the course pur-

sued by Ohio Yearly Meeting like an unjusti-

fied departure from order and usage, why was
not this charity and liberality thought of

then ?

We have seen by the extract given from its

last epistle to Philadelphia, that New York
Yearly Meeting declares it cannot consistently

correspond with it while it " permanently ac-

knowledges" fellowship with the meeting
which it has adjudged to be Ohio Yearly
Meeting. Philadelphia Yearly Meeting has

continued to adhere to its judgment and to

act in conformity thereto, and it is desirable

to know how New York proposes this "bar-

rier to the restoration of entire harmony in

the family of Yearly Meetings" shall be re-
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moved. Has the impression, which New York
then had, been champed, or did that meeting,
in the praj-er recorded, contemplate the ex-

clusion of Ohio from the family of Yearly
Meeting-*, and that Philadidph'a must accede
thereto, and thereby prove recreant to the
<au8e which it has heretofore declared to be
the cause of Truth, and of the established order
and usage of our religious Society ? Were it

80 to do, it would indeed sanction departures
not only from the order and usage, but from
the doctrines and testimonies of the Society,
by refusing longer to show unity with a body
of Friends maintaining the same struggle as
itself for the ancient faith and practices of the
Society.

We must defer further remarks to our next.

SUMMAKY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The disturbances in Spain continue, with

but little prospect of early improvement. A corre-
spondent writing, however, from Spain to an English
paper, says that in spite of the civil war, trade goes on,
and the state of business may be described as moderately
good. This is explained by the fact, that for years past
Spaniards have regarded political embroilments with-
out much alarm, that the greater part of the country
has suffered little or nothing from the Carlists, and that
for three successive years the harvests have been abun-
dant.

The Carlist force threatening Bilboa has retired from
th,it neighborhood. Don Carlos is reported to be at

Arcos, in the province of Logrono. The Carlist force
under Don Alfonso has captured Eosas, the second city
of importance in that province to Barcelona. The latter

city is threatened with isolation in view of the capture
of Iquilada, and the uncertain condition of Figueras
and Gerona. Numerous Catalonian refugees are crowd-
ing the French frontier. They will be called upon by
Don Alfonso to join the Carlist standard, or bear the
consequences of refusal.

Valencia having fallen into the hands of the Com-
munist insurgents, that place was attacked by the gov-
ernment forces the 26th ult. After a fierce contest the
insurgents offered to capitulate, but their terms were
refused and an unconditional surrender demanded.
Heavy reinforcements have been sent forward in order
to compel a surrender.

Cartagena is still held by the Communists, who have
also seized several of the best vessels of war belonging
to the government.
A dispatch from Malaga says that fighting has oc-

curred in the streets of that city between the opposing
Republican factions.

The motion in the Cortes to censure the government
for its decree declaring the insurgent crews of the
Spanish frigates at Cartagena pirat&s, was rejected by
a vote of 110 to 90.

The Cortes has approved the bill providing for the
imposition of extraordinary war taxes. Persons who
are known to be in sympathy with the Carlists are to
be taxed heavier than the loyal population.

_
The Cortes has declared itself in favor of the aboli-

tion of capital punishment.
A Madrid dispatch of the 28th says : The Republican

artillerymen in Valencia have joined the insurgents.
A severe engagement is reported near Pampeluna,

between the Republicans and Carlists, in which the
latter were successful.

Within twelve months the London mint has worked
off 119 tons of gold, 137 tons of silver, and 114 tons of
copper, out of which 52,841,048 pieces were coined.
The value of the gold coined amounted to fifteen million
pounds sterling, that of the silver one million and a
quarter pounds, and that of the copper £50,000.
The American BookseUers' Guide says that the circu-

lation of the London newspapers is stated upon good
authority to be as follows : The Daily Telegraph, 170,-
000 copies

;
the Standard, 140,000 ; DaiJy yews, 90 000

Juiho, 80,000; Times, 70,000. The morning i nd even-
ing papers together give a sum total daily of 569,000
copies.

There are great complaints of the extreme heat in
P.ngland, and yet the thermometer is not reported above
8o degrees, a temperature which is often exceeded 10
deg. or morejn the United Slates.
The western and northern counties of England have

been visited by severe thunderstorms, causing great
damage to property and crops,

[n the H<juse of Comm. the 28th ult., a member

asked if there was any probability that the Carlists in

Spain would be recognized as belligerents. The under
secretary for the Foreign Department replied, that the
Carlists were undoubtedly gaining ground, but matters
were not at the state to entitle them to belligeren
rights. A message was received from the Queen giving
notice of the forthcoming marriage of the Duke of Ed
inburg, and asking that provision be made therefor.
A St. Petersburg dispatch says : The government has

received a dispatch from Gen. Kaufmann, announcing
that a treaty between Ru.ssia and Khiva has been signed.
The Khan promises to pay 2,000,000 roubles, and abol-
ish capital punishment in his dominions. In return
for this Russia guarantees the independence of the
Khanate. The Czar's troops will occupy Khiva until

the war indemnity is paid. A dispatch from Khiva
ys a decree was issued by the Khan on the 24th ul-

timo, totally abolishing slavery throughout his domin-
ions. It provides that all persons held in bondage shall
be made citizens or returned to their native countries.
The French government has information that instruc-

tions have been received from the head of the Inter-
nationals in London, to organize for a series of labor
rikes throughout France, to be carried into effect dur-
g the coming recess of the Assembly.
Prince Frederick Charles, of Germany, has tendered

to Marshal Bazaine evidence in his favor on his trial

for the surrender of Metz. The Marshal, however, de-
clines to permit the evidence to be introduced.
The Shah of Persia will embark at Brindisi for Con-

stantinople.

The French Assembly, after an excited debate, adopt-
ed a bill empowering the Permanent Committee which
will sit during the recess, to prosecute iusulters of the
Assembly.
The fortified town of Mezieras has been evacuated by

the Germans, leaving only the Verdun district still

held by German troops.

The Piccolo, of the city of Mexico, says that the con-
vent of San Dominico, in Puebla, Mexico, which for
two centuries was the seat of the Inquisition, has been
converted into a Protestant temple. During the altera
tions numerous holes or wells were found, in which
were the skeletons of the victims condemned to death
by the Inquisition.

The Russian Academical Journal says that sixty-eight
female students had entered themselves for examina-
tion at the Russian Medical Academy, and that sixty
were passed by the examinees.
On the 28th the Pope received a number of newly

nominated Bishops. In his address he urged them to
defend jealously the rights of the church. Referring
to the conflict with Free Masonry in Brazil, he said,
Free Masons were liable to excommunication notwith-
standing the charitable objects of their association.
A decree has been promulgated at Rio Janeiro, de-

claring Protestant marriages indissoluble, unless de-
clared otherwise by competent legal tribunals.

London, 7th mo. 28th.—Consols 92.i.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 83rf a 8|"d. ; Orleans, 9d.
did. California white wheat, 12s. 2d. a 12s. 4d. per

cental. Red western spring wheat, lis. a lis. lOd.
United States.—jV/te'ce//aneous.—There were 895

deaths in New York last week. In Philadelphia the
interments numbered 451, viz: 154 persons over 20
years of age, and 297 under twenty years. There were
138 deaths of cholera infantum, 48 consumption, 26
marasmus, and 11 old age.
On the 25th ult. a disastrous fire occurred in Balti-

more. It broke out in a planing mill, and from thence
extended to most of the buildings covering three squares
of ground. Many of the houses consumed were not of
great value ; the total loss is estimated at from 3500,000

•800,000.
On the 26th ult. a fire in Norfolk, Va., burned six

houses, and destroyed property to the value of $150,000
A fire the same day in Portland, Maine, destroyed pro-
perty to the estimated value of $1.50,000.

It appears from the statistics that the percentage of
insanity and idiocy is greater among the whites than
among the blacks. Among the former the insane num-
ber one in 943; among the latter only one in 2750.
The Cleveland tunnel, extending one mile and a

quarter under Lake Erie, is nearly completed. It is
estimated that it will furnish a water supply of 60,000,-
000 gallons every twenty-four hours.

Tke Markets, die—The following were the quotations
on the 28th ult. New Fori. —American gold, 1155
U. S. sixes, 1881, 1191; ditto, 1868, 118; new five per
cents, 115|. Superfine flour, $5 a $5.30; State extra,
»6.20 a $6.45; finer brands, -6 50 a $9.75. White
southern wheat, §1 80 ; amber Maryland, $1.70; No 1
spring wheat, $1.50 ; No. 2 do.. $1.40 ; No. 3 do., $1.26
a $1.32. Oats, 40 a 50 cts. Western rye, 80 cts. Yel-

low corn, 58 a 60 cts.; western white, 72 a 74 cts. ij

sugar, 81- cts.; refined, 11 a llj cts. PhUad.-lph -
Middlings cotton, 20.V a 21 cts. for uplands anl ;j

Orleans. Superfine flour, $3.50 a $4.50; extra-, ,'

a $5.25; family and fancy brands, $6 a $\t'.

white wheat, $1.65 a $1.75; red, $1.55 a $1.5^
78 cts. Yellow corn, 59 a 60 cts. Oats, 42 a '»

i

Smoked hams, 14 a 15 cts. Lard, 9 a 9} cts. A i

2700 beef cattle sold at the Avenue Drove-yard, i
,

mon sold at 4.v a o-V cts. per lb. gross, and fair tn 1 1 ^

at 61 a 7| cts. Sheep sold at 4.^ a 5| cts. per Ih. - ^.

Receipts 15,000. Hogs $7.50 a $7.75 per 100 lli,<. &
for corn fed. Receipts 5000 head. Ckieago.S
spring wheat, $1.27 ; No. 2 do., $1.21 ; No. 3 do., * t
Corn, 35 cts. No. 2 oats, 27 cts. Lard, 8 cts. L ti

more.—Choice amber wheat, $1.65
;
good to prime

$1.58 a $1.63. Southern white corn, 85 a 86 cts. ; n
low, 58 a 59 cts. Oats, 40 a 48 cts.

]

WANTED.
A female Te.icher as assistant in Friends' 1',, ,.

tive Meeting School, at Germantown. She shonl .ei

fully competent to teach the ordinary English branc s.j

Apply to Thomas P. Cope, No. 1 Walnut street ir|

Jane £. Mason, Germantown, Philadelphia. i

MEMORIALS.
The memorials of our late beloved Friends D<-

Cope, William Walter, and Samuel Cope, have
en printed, and are to be had at Friends' Bookstc

WANTED
A suitable Friend to serve as Matron in Haver!

College. Apply soon to Samuel J. Gummere, Prt
Haverford College P. O., Montgomery Co., Pa.

FRIENDS' BO.\RDrNG SCHOOL FOR INDI
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A Friend and his wife are wanted to take chargi
this Institution, and to manage the farm connected \

it. A teacher of the school will also be wanted at
commencement of the Fall term.

Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshal Iton, Chester Co., I

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada.
Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Che

Co., Pa.
Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The Winter Term will commence 9th mo. 3rd, If

Applications for admi.-^sion may be made to

Samuel j. Gummere, Pre^'t.
Haverford College P. O., Montgomery Co.. Pi

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) PhUadelphi,
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wort
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

Died, 10th mo. 7th, 1872, at his residence in Wi
Chester, Pa., Curtis Hoopes, in the 87th year of
age.

, on the 18th of 3d mo. 1873, at the residence
her husband, John Hill, in Concord, Delaware Co.
Rachel Hill, in the 73d year of her age, a memt
of Concord Monthly Meeting, Pa.

, at the residence of Henry Doudna, Hopewe
Morgan Co., Ohio, on the morning of 6th mo. 4th, 18'

William Llewellyn, in the 74th year of his age
member of Pennsville Monthly Meeting.

, at his residence in Peiinsburv, Chester Co., P
on 7th mo. 6th, 1873, Job Scott, in the 4Sth year
his age, a member of Kennett Monthly Meeting. Tl;
dear Friend, removed after a short illness from t

scene of his usefulnes.s, was one who seemed concern
to order his conversation aright, and to heed the adm
nition, " By thy words thou shalt be justified, an
thy words thou shalt be condemned." 'His friends
testify to the uprightness of his walk among men,
that he was one whose influence over others was
good. " He that overcometh, the same shall be clothi

hite raiment, and I will not blot out his name o'

of the book of life, but I will confe.ss his name
my Father, and before His angels."

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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2d mo. 19tb, 1814.—" We staid to the meet-
g; [at Wrightstown]. It was larnje and very
erci-iing. The vocal labor was lenajthy and
jtended with considerable solidity, bat when
e meeting was over I felt poor and weak,
d was fearful I had exceeded my bounds,

|- standing too long, and communicating too
jacb. However, I am not conscious of hav-
15 withheld more than is meet; nor have I
iicovered that any part had bettor have been
llained

;
so I desire that the Good Hand may

I

near to direct in the way of safety, and I

! preserved. While I write my soul blesses
Is ever-worthy name for favors bestowed,
(lanks be to Him for every blessing, for He
is been very gracious. Language comes
iort, and 1 believe ever will come short of
Uing forth to the full His goodness, His
jsrcy and excellence; His forgiveness and
lig suffering to bear with the frailty of His
feature man.
My companion's father-in-law furnished us
jth a sleigh, and we put our horses to it, and
rode with us in it, to the seven last meet-

jrs, and this evening we returned to his
•use. I think I feel clear of Bucks county
!• this time, and although the Quarterly
beting is just comins? on, the day after to-
prrow, I think I shall be most easy to leave
pse parts and go into Jersey, not thinking
safe to stay after I feel clear, and the way
en to go on."'

2l8t. " We attended the meeting in Trenton
ew Jersey], which was not large, it being
•ainy day. I labored in the line of my gift
encourage to faithfulness, for much depends
on this, and without it, we can have no
' grounded hope of making a peaceful

i.t " Crosswicks, lodged at Thomas Shot-
ill's. About 3 o'clock this morning 1 awoke.
mind being turned inward, in the open-

^ that were spread to the view of my mind,
»w that if young people would seek in sin-
ity for ability to worship, they would find
and it would be an embellishment to the
od that would far exceed the decoration of
) body, and afford a satisfaction more corn-
table than any earthly delight."

At Mansfield on the 2-lih he had hard work
to obtain relief. In his memoranda, he says:
" A state [is] described in the parable, of seed
sown and falling into stony ground, where it

sprung up, but not having much depth it soon
withered away ; so in our day many have de
sires springing up in them, to become happy,
but after awhile these wither away, and by
degrees become weaker and weaker until they
become extinct. Such persons frequently fall

into weaknesses, trying to themselves and to
their friends."

26th. " We rode to Barlington, put up at
Wm. Eidgway's, and went directly to meet
iug, it being First-day. I labored according
my measure to engage the attention of the

audience to a religious course, instancing that
David had rather be a doorkeeper in the
Lord's house, than to dwell in the tents of
wickedness; that Moses chose affliction with
the people of God rather than to enjoy the
pleasure of sin for a season

; and among those
who have indulged in worldly pleasure, how
many have joined with the rich man in desir-
ing that some might be sent to prevent others
from coming into such a state." After after
noon meeting he says, " We visited a family of
Allisons, several young women approved min-
isters, and an elder or two. I believe they
tire valuable." The day following was the
Qjarterly Meeting for Ministers and Elders,
which he thought as satisfactory a meeting
as any he had attended in the journey. In
the afternoon, " we went to see dear old George
Dillwyn and wife. They were much in the
innocency, and the conversation tended to my
encouragement and consolation."

3d mo. Ist. " We attended Eancocas Meet-
ing. It was considerably large, and I believe
divinely favored. In the early part of the
meetinij it comfortably opened in my mind,
that the way is clear for all to be happy, if,'

n obedience to Divine requisition, nothing is

done that is known to be wrong. Such would
be preserved and led into favor and blessed.
My soul adored and blessed the Almighty for
His goodness and mercy. I even thought we
were favored as much as we were capable of
•nji^ying- The meeting solemnly concluded
n prayer and thanksgiving to the Author of

all good."
3d mo. 2d. "At old Springfield Meeting. It

was large and humblingly exercising. I at
length rose with the saying of Solomon before
me, ' Righteousness exalteth a nation, but sin

a reproach to any people.' I believe there
were those present who wished the righteous
cause to prosper, and yet they themselves
were too much in the habit of indulging in

indue liberty. It was I believe a good meet-
ng, but not so sweet as the one yesterday

;

hut blessed and praised forever be the great
Preserver of men, for the present favor."
At Upper Springfield, "I was led to treat

on infidelity. In doing this I mentioned the

through dry places seeking rest and finding
none. He then goeth and taketh to himself
seven other spirits more wicked than himself,
and they enter in and dwell there, and the
last state of that man is worse than the first.

After a lengthy testimony, I engaged in sup-
plication for the pensive, penitent ones, and
also for those who are afar off, that they might
be brought nigh and enabled to unite in°a3-
cribing glory and honor, dominion and power,
to the Lord God Almighty, who is everlast-
ngly worthy. When this meeting ended, I
felt much exhausted, my limbs and body trem-
bled.

3d mo. 4th. We attended a meeting at
Mount. I was soon under exercise, the love
of the world and the things of it drawing my
attention to treat on. Balaam desired to die
the death of the righteous, but worldly trea-
sure attracted his attention. He loved the
wages of unrighteousness. The subject opened
with clearness, and I delivered^ lengthy tes-
timony on this head. After this meeting we
went to see Jacob Lamb. He and his wife
were much reduced [with sickness ?] She still

was laboring under affliction. He was re-
covering, but very weak. He acknowledged
the great goodness of a merciful Saviour, who
had forgiven all his sins; that he had heard
much of conversion, but our Saviour could do
great things in a short time. He said after
he was cleansed, he had no expectation of re-
maining in the world, and was ready to go.
Like a man going to the water-side to take a
passage in a steamboat, he could go no farther
until the boat came to receive him: that he
felt prepared to go, but could get no farther,
and there he had to wait. Now it looked as
if he should return back into the world, and
if he could keep clear of the old adversary, he
would do well enough yet ; but if he should
again be drawn into sin, and all this work to
be gone over again, it would be a terrible
thing."

It would be well for many of us, if we could
forcibly feel the truth of Jacob Lamb's re-
mark : that it is a " terrible thing" to bedrawn
again into sin, after having been once by Di-
vine Power plucked out of the mire of cor-
ruption. The godly care and jealousy over
himself, which he appears to have felt, are
very favorable signs, for without these are
maintained, we are in great danger of falling
again into evil. When, through the exten-
sion of Divine goodness and mercy, we have
been convinced of our sinful condition, and
brought to repentance

; and have experienced
somewhat of the pardoning love of Christ ; if

adopt the idea that our salvation is forever
secured, we are in great danger of becoming
careless in maintaining a holy watch over our
actions, words and thoughts; and so expose

rselves as an easy prey to the unwearied
adversary. The injunction of oar Blessed Ee-
deemeris still of imperative necessity,

passage where it is stated that when the un-|and pray kVt'fe "ent^rTn to tTmpTatTo'n.'^ Ex-
clean spirit is gone out of a man, he walkethlperience shows, that after we have tasted of
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the good word of life, and the powers of the
•world to come, it is possible for us grievously

to sin, and for our latter state to be worse
than our first. Hence we find in the sacred
scriptures frequent exhortations to vigilance

and caution, such as these :
" Work out your

salvation with fear and trembling." " Looli-

ing diligently lest any man fail of the grace

of God." "Let us watch and be sober." That
eminent Apostle, Paul, felt the need of this

care, when he said, " I keep my body in subjec

tion, lest by any means, when I have preached

to others, I myself should become a castaway.'

Isaac Penington, in an epistle to his friends

at Chalfont, written from Aylesbury gaol, thu6

sweetly encourages them to this holy watch
fulness: "O! feel in spirit, the mark of the

high calling of God in Christ Jesus; and bi

daily looking up to that, which quickens to

God, and keeps fresh and lively in him; that

none of you grow slothful, drowsy or negli

gent, and so, unfaithful, in relation to the
great talent which God hath put into your
hands; and so the Lord be provoked agaiiisi

you, and suffer the enemy to tempt and pre
vail upon you; that avail come over your
hearts again, and the air thicken, and the

earthly nature cover the seed ; and he that
hath power in that earth and over that air,

captivate, oppress, entangle, and lead you
back from God again. 01 cry to the Lord,
to keep the eye open and the heart single,

and the soul in the true sense and feelin_

that the heavenly voice, which drew you out
of the earth, maj' be daily heard further in

structing you, and gathering you more and
more up into Him, who is your life."

(To be continued.)

Edible Cacti.

Giant Cactus {Cereus giyanteus). This noted
plant of the barren hills of Arizona, is com-
monly called monumental or giant cactus.

It grows twenty-five or fifty feet high, and
four and a half in diameter, is deeply ribbed,

and covered with long black spines. Its fruit

is pear-shaped, of a greenish-yellow color, with
a few small spines scattered over the surface,

which fall off as the fruit becomes thoroughly
ripe. The fruit is borne upon the highest part
of the plant, and is usually gathered by means
of long hooked sticks.

The interior of the fruit is of a beautiful red
color, and looks tempting, the rind is pulpy,

fibrous, juicy and sweet; the pulp is very
palatable, and ia full of small black seeds,

which are also eaten, reminding one of figs,

the only difference being that it has more
moisture. The seeds are indigestible, unless

well chewed. The Indians of-Arizona, Sonora,
and the southern portion of California, con-

sider this one of their greatest luxuries, and
as long as the fruit is obtainable, care for

nothing else.

To dry this fruit as a preserve, the seedy
pulp is placed between soft inner corn-husks,
the ends of which are tied, and is then dried
in the sun, for winter use or trade. It is also

put up in earthen pots when fresh, secured
from the air, and sold in the settlements. It

retains its sweetness for a long time. A clear,

light-brown syrup is expressed from the pulp,

and sold in one-gallon jugs (also made by the
Indians) for two to five dollars. The Papajo
Indians are the largest producers of this

syrup. The Pimo Indians of the Gila Eiver,

annually prepare a wine from this fruit, called

by the Mexicans tiswein, by taking the fresh

pulp or the syrup, and mixing with it a cer

tain quantity of water in earthen vessels, and
exposing it to the sun for some time to fei

ment.
Thurbeis cactus {Cereus Thurheri). This is

commonly called pitahaya by the Mexicans
It grows in the Papajo Indian country, on the

borders of Arizona and Sonora, eighteen to

twenty feet high, and four to six inches

diameter, and bears two crops of fruit per

year. The fruit is the size and shape of

egg, and is thickly covered with long, black

spines. As it ripens it becomes tinged with

red, the spines fall off, the fruit splits o

and exposes a rich, red, juicy, pulp, with small

black seeds. This is decidedly better fruit

than that of the cereus giganteus, but it is used
in every respect for the same domestic pur-

poses. The fruit is eaten in enormous quan-

tities, and, being very nutritious, the con-

sumers quickly acquire an extraordinary in-

crease of bulk.

Echino cactus {M'dizeni). This singular

species of cactus is commonly called by the

Spaniards biznacha, and being twenty inches

or more in diameter, a section of the stem is

often employed as a cooking vessel. The seeds

are small and black, but when parched and
pulverized, make good gruel and even bread.

The pulp of the fruit is rather sour, and not

much eaten. Travellers, in passing the cactus

wastes, often resort to this plant to quench
their thirst, its interior containing a soft white
watery substance, which is rather pleasant

when chewed.
It is a common sight to see on each side of

the road, these plants with a large perforation

made by the thirsty traveller. An Indian,

when travelling and wishing to make a meal,

selects a large plant, three feet or more long,

and two in diameter, cuts it down and hollows
it out 80 as to form a trough ; into this he
throws the soft portions of the pulpy sub-

stance which surrounds the central woody
axis, and adds meat, roots, seeds, meal, fruits,

or any edible thing on hand ;
water is added,

and the whole mixed together; stones are

then highly heated and dropped into the mix-
ture, and, as they cool are taken out, reheated,

and returned to the cooking vessel, until the
mixture is thoroughly boiled. Thisisafavorite
dish with the Yabapois and Apaches ofSonora.

Scientific and Mining Press.

For " The Friend."

Giiarret Van Ilassen,

This Friend was a native of Holland, where
was born about the year 1695. When about

the 40th year of his age he was favored with
a renewed powerful visitation of Divine grace,

nabling him to see his lost and undone con-

dition by nature, and to experience true re-

pentance. The following narrative is taken
from the 4th Vol. of Friends' Library.
He joined in society with Friends, and his

relation of this event may be given in his own
words, the reader making allowance for the
language, learned late in life: "It came to

in the fortieth year of my age, that I left

Holland, and came to England, in order to

shipping at London for Philadelphia,
there to settle. The week I intended to set

out, I was taken with the gout—a disease I

never had before—and before I was recovered
the ship sailed, and left me behind. Within
two weeks after it was in the newspapers that
this same ship was lost, and all that were in

Oh I that such a deliverance may be as a

seal upon my mind. From London I remo^
to Colchester and there settled, working
my trade, which was wool-combing. I joi

with a Dutch Society in this place, where
minister preached in my own language. 1

one day when our society broke up, in

way towards my lodging I came near
meeting-house of the people called Qaakei
and seeing people standing in the yard w^

their hats off, I went in and stood amonj
them, as near to the door as I well could,

heard the voice of a woman in prayer ; whi
so aijfected me that I wept bitterly, and
that frame went to my lodging. The
morning I went to the minister of our soeie

and said to him, 'Sir, something is the cai

of my coming to you.' He asked me what
was? Then I said: 'Sir, I never rememt
to have shed a tear under all your doctrir

and yesterday I heard a woman, not und
standing a word she said, yet it made such
alarm in the book of my conscience, that

'

was to die this night, I fear I am not tit

God, nor his kingdom. What, sir, (said I) c

be the meaning of this.' To which he replit

'The woman is a witch, and has bewitch

you.' Upon this I asked what this peo
were ? Then he asked me if I had a mind
be a Quaker? I answered: 'MayGodforb
but before I go to heaven I must be a gc

Christian.' To which he replied :
' Then y

must not go among them, for they a

Christians.' Then immediately that text

Scripture came before me, 'Men love da:

ness rather than light, because their deeds

evil.' Ho parted from me in great anger; ;

the succeeding week I went to the Quake
meeting, where a Friend, called Sarah Li

stood up and spoke a few words. But I

not understand one word, being a stranger

the language ; neither did what she said affi

And so I came back out of the meetii

concluding in my mind to go the next we€
but if the woman was not there whose vo

affected me the week before, I resolved nei

to go again. The next week, according

intention, I went again ; and in a short tii;

Mary Wyatt, then unknown to me, came
and soon after kneeled down to prayer. Th
being greatly affected, I cried in secret: ' Wl
pity it is that all the world is not of one 1;

guage. If so I should know what this wom
saith.' From henceforward I have coniinu

amongst Friends, and am now, at the time

writing this, in the fifty-eighth year of i

age; about eighteen years from the time

my convincement."
Being through faithfulness led in the pa'

of piety and love to God and men, he beca

a minister, and was a fervent laborer, zeaU

in his testimony against the inordinate Ic

of the world, affectionately tender to 1

youth, and solicitous for their preservat;

from the temptations incident to their time

life.

In the year 1737, Gharret Van Hassen ca

to Ireland ; and for the most part of his

maining time, resided in Dublin. He visi^

the meetings of Friends in Great Britain ; a

in the year 1747, performed a visit to most
all of the families of Friends in Ireland, a

also to such as had incurred the censure of i

Society ; in which labor he was well receiv

for his heart overflowed with charity.

Simple in his manners, and unassurai

industrious and independent ; living alone £

with great neatness, though in very limi

circumstances, he was respected as well as
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)ved. It is related of him, that travelling

lone in Scotland, during the hostilities of

745, ho was stopped by military men, who
jquircd: "What. king are you for?" The
newer to this question was hazardous; but

he honest-hearted man replying, "I am for

he King of heaven," he was suffered to pro-

eed unmolested on his way.
During the latter part of his life, he was

really afflicted with bodily infirmities, dis-

bling him in a great measure for public ser-

ice ; but he still retained his love to God and
aan, and at or near the time of his conclusion,

ad the comfortable assurance of his approach-

Qg removal to a better state ; saying, " I am
foing to your Father and my Father ; to your
lod and my God. I die daily, nevertheless I

ive, yet not I, but Christ liveth in me." He
eparted this life the 30th of Sixth month,
765, aged about seventy.

The. Great rasiures of the TFfS^.—The pas-

oral lands of America are as magnificent as

hey are almost boundless, and remind us of

he great steppes of Asia, and of the times

vhen Abraham, Lot and Jjaban had flock

,nd herds. There are probably in the United
Itates not less than one billion of acres of pas-

ure and grazing lands, and the climate of this

mmense region is much like that of Asia.

JDhe history of grazing on the " plains" dates

)ack as far as 1834, and from 1849 to 1859,

lovering a period of wonderful immigration
nto the interior, between the Mississippi and
he Rocky Mountains, the fact was developed
hat here were perennial pastures, " bound-
ess, endless, gateless," where cheap beef and
nutton, also, could be raised to feed the world,

ind, at the same time, develop the wealth of
Ihe American continent.
' The year 1870 is the first in which beef

fattle were shipped to eastern markets in any
ttonsiderable numbers from Wyoming, the

thosen home of gramnivorous animals. Pro-

bably Colorado is the grand stock-raising El-

llorado. The vast herds of cattle from Texas,

Mexico and other sections are driven into this

territory, to await buyers and a market, as

jvell as into eastern Kansas and Missouri. The
llried grass of Colorado, it has been discovered,

[vhich covers the plains and hills nine months
but of twelve, possesses great fattening pro-

perties, and at the present time the number
W cattle in that country is estimated at 200,-

1)00 head.
i A careful estimate of the population of the

lastern cities shows that about four millions

)f people receive their meat by car transpor-

ation, Chicago being the great western dis-

ributing point, and that three-fourths of such
neat is carried from one thousand to twelve
lundred miles. The Union Stock-yards of

Chicago are an immense gathering ground of

inimals from Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas
Colorado, Texas, &c., and are owned by a joint

itock company, the capital of which is mainly
leld by the dozen railroads that concentrate

that city. The premises of the company
uprise an area ten times larger than that

)f Boston Common, and the pens will easily

jontain at a time twenty-five thousand head
Vf cattle, one hundred thousand hogs, and fifty

tlonsand sheep. The cattle are brought in

bydroves, put in the hands of parties who
'sellfhem to eastern buyers, and are driven
into he cars for transportation. Well-regu-
lated eef expresses now run between Chicago
and Atany, New York, Brighton, and other

points. And this is the method by which we
get our beef Cattle fed upon corn at twenty
cents per bushel, are transformed into steaks

at thirty-five cents per pound, and roasting

pieces at twenty-eight cents per pound. The
era of cheap beef has not yet dawned upon
us. The problem remains unsolved.

—

Boston

Globe.

For " The Friend

Diary of Samuel Scott.

CCoDtinned from page 388.)

" 16th.—I went to the week-day meeting
in distress, but the wonderful transition of the

beggar Lazarus, from the gate of Dives to

Abraham's bosom being powerfully impressed,

I was for a season measurably consoled
;
but

nothing was verbally expressed by me."

As the rich man is not named in the para-

ble to which allusion is made in the above

extract, nor elsewhere in the Scriptures, per-

haps the following exposition from Ellwood's

Sacred Hi&tory, will not be thought inappro-

priate, and may prove acceptable to some
readers of " The Friend."

"The rich man," says Thos. EUwood, "is

not named, as in parables is not usual ; and
because the beggar is named, some take this

to be not merely a parable, but partly histori-

cal, partly parabolical. The beggar is named
Lazarus, which is generally taken to be a con-

raction of Eleazar, a common name among
the Jews, signifying, as some say, 'Destitute

of help ;' as others, ' God my helper,' or ' The
help of God ;' in which respect it was well

suited to the beggar's condition, who was
holly destitute of help from man, and whose

only helper was God. And because the rich

man is not named, common usage has named
him Dives, which signifies 'A rich man;' and

the parable from thence is usually called, The
parable of Dives and Lazarus.''

We now resume the Diary: "22d.—This

day sorrow seemed for a season to be rather

suspended ; may I through great grace, be

enabled at the eleventh hour of the day, to

exchange the burthens, which have been so

heavy upon me, for the yoke which is easy,

and the burthen which is light. My intel-

lectual eye seemed to glance towards that

woman who, having ' had much forgiven,

loved much.' O I may I, for the few days or

hours remaining, demonstrate my lovo to

Christ, ' by keeping his commandments.' At
an appointed meeting held at AYare this even-

ing, after our friend W. Matthews had closed

his testimony, so awful a solemnity covered

a numerous and mixed assembly in silence,

that the language of some formerly, might,

with much propriety, have been adopted, viz :

' It is good for us to be here.'

Fourth month 1st.—The former part of the

last month, sack-cloth was my covering ; after-

wards a glimpse of hope attended, in seeking

after that obedience which is by faith. We
are not to place our confidence in any thing

short of the great Author of every good work;

but every degree of reformation from evil, and

increase in the labor of love, is acceptable in

His sight, who has promised to reward those

who give a cup of cold water in the name and

spirit of true discipleship ; for a mite cast into

the treasury shall be approved, when the

pompous offerings of the proud shall perish.

23d.—The former part of this week, insen

sibility respecting spiritual things was sorrow

either within or without, the vision of the

whole having been so sealed, as with seven
seals, that no man in heaven or in earth,

neither under the earth, could open it, but
' the Lion of the tribe of Juda,' who can quick-

en the dead, and call those things which are

not, as though they were. O ! that I might
come into his presence and plead with him, as

a man pleadeth with his friend ; for although

I see him not, yet judgment is with him;
therefore, O my soul ! trust thou in him.

25th.—I was visited by John Hoole, the

celebrated translator of Tasso ; who read to

mc some memoirs, which are intended to be

prefixed to a posthumous work of my deceased

brother, John Scott, who in his lifetime had
the praise of men ; but in his latter end, I

humbly hope his 'praise was of God.'

Fifth month 14th.—This week has been

spent pretty satisfactorily, but not without

some exceptions; desires having at intervals

attended for the removal of hardness of heart,

that a heart of flesh might be graciously im-

parted, meliorated and contrited, under asense

of the Lord's manifold mercies, which are new
every morning : of them mankind are too un-

mindful, of them, I myself have been too un-

mindful.
«* -X- * Man, infatuate man.
Lays for himself on earth his little plan.

Dreads not, or, distant views, mortality."

My plan, my pleasurable expectations, have in-

deed been little and singularly circumscribed:

neither riches nor honors have been my aim,

nor the hope of their attainment my conso-

lation. From the fragrance of my garden,

the attendance and fidelity of my spaniel, my
rural, retired and evening excursions, and the

gratification of my palate, although, speaking

after the manner of men, in strict moderation,

some expectations of satisfaction have been

frequently derived
;
yet from heartfelt experi-

ence, frequently renewed, I have found that

on every object under heaven this inscription

is affixed: ' vanity of vanities.'

25th.—The meetings this week at Hartford

were, I hope, profitable to many; my mind
was measureably affected under a remem-
brance of the Lord's loving kindness, and his

multiplied mercies to the present hour. Many
testimonies may be delivered by the Lord's

servants, measurably in the wisdom of truth
;

they may ' know in part, and prophesy in

part;' their preaching to some may be ' as a

nail fastened in a sure place,' but to others as

parables; 'but it is the Spirit which quick-

eneth,' ever speaketh plainly and with divine

precision.

Sixth month 4th.—Five years have elapsed

since the commencement of my diary. I have

seen the ' wonders of the Lord in the deeps,'

'the waters have roared and been troubled,'

and I have been shaken at the 'swelling of

them.' 1 am now five years nearer the close

of the days of my pilgrimage; am I in the

least nearer a city that has everlasting foun-

dations, ' whose inhabitants shall not say I

am sick, whose iniquities are forgiven ?' On
the inquiry, my heart meditates terror, thick

darkness is before me; but the God of Jacob,

the Friend and Father of the wrestling seed,

is able to turn the shadow of death into the

morning, and to cause light to shine out of

obscurity.

Seventh month 10th.—Our worthy friends

J. Townsend and Nicholas Wain, were at the

being exercised in the. volume of the book,
fully prevalent. I have been incapable of general meeting at Hunsdon, which was large

and satisfactory. In the evening, the latter
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had a large time in testimony, amidst a mixed
and numerous auditory at Hartford, I believe

to their general satisfaction ; many in warm
terms expressing their approbation of h'

ministerial labors. I was 'as a dry tree;' only
the Lion of the tribe of Judah can open the
book of life ;

' and when he shutteth none can
open.'

Eighth month 1st.—Our friend E. "W., hav-

ing in testimony yesterday called the atten-

tion of those present to the evidence within,

in reading the Mosaic history of the creation,

I had some feelings after an inward evidence
of the reality of the things which are written.

The Scriptures of truth, and all other external
means, however faithful and well-authenti-

cated, being of themselves unable to satisfy

the truly seeking soul, or to perfect the thing
appertaining to the conscience, without th

faithful and true Witness, the first-begotten of
the dead ; who loveth his people, and washeth
them from their sins in his own blood, and
maketh them kings and priests unto God and
his Father, to whom be glory and dominion
for ever. Amen."

CTo be coDtinned.)

For "The Friend."

Although the following applies more part
cularly to New York City, the community
within which The Methodist is published, yet
the lamentable state of morals which it depicts
is often exemplified in other parts of th
country. We rejoice in believing that the
character of the judges of the different courts
in Philadelphia for justice and impartiality is

nnimpeached. There cannot be a doubt, how-
ever, that the standard of justice and honesty
has been deplorably lowered throughout the
country since the civil war, and that the de-
moralizing influence of the latter has been
felt, and left its mark within almost every class
of society.

Commercial Honesty.

The prevalence among us of dishonesty in
trade is alarming. The instances of it are so
numerous that only the grossest of them can
secure so much as a notice in the newspapers.
The banks are robbed by their officers; the
railroads are used quite as much for specula-
tion, or rather for gambling, as for carrying
freight and passengers, and the money is

pocketed by the gamblers that ought to be
used in making the roads safe for passengers,
and preventing the murders, misnamed rail-

road accidents. Two parties will make war
for the control of the road, and while they
dealtheir blows of "injunctions" and the like,

the whole nation looks on as upon a duel of
giants, but are helpless to punish dishonesty;
and finally gold, the standard of all values, is

locked up in vast amounts to enrich a few
scoundrels, while the nation quivers as if in
an earthquake under the roll of the Wall
street dice.

While these facts are as plain as the sun-
light, there seems to be no help for them in
the sources to which we would naturally look
for relief. Do we turn to the courts, we find
the worst frauds in alliance with judges, and
the very judges themselves contending with
each other for the largest profits for the vilest
services. They undo one another's doings,
as if the whole business were only a make-
believe of holding court. And if we appeal
to the power beyond the courts—that is, to
the legislatures, we find these bought up as
readily as the courts; so that the very foun-

dations are black with corruption. Finally,

if we turn to the Church, it is with a heavy
heart, while we remember that, in the name
of religion, a sectarian organization is in

league with legislatures and politicians to ab-

stract hundred of thousands of dollars from
the public treasury. Nay, we find that many
of those engaged in the great swindles are

members of protestant churches, and even
that the palms that itch for the wages of ini-

quity are laid on the very property of the

Church itself.

But in a country like ours, the people are

the source of power. If judiciary and legis-

lature are bad, they have at least been chosen
by the people ; their life is that of their con-

stituency, and we must ferret out the dishon-

esty deeper down. We may see signs of it in

the vast and passionate over-estimate of pro-

perty and its accompaniments. Money has
become a glory ; it buys everything— a
splendid house, furniture, dress, jewels, equi-

page, and a life of luxury and leisure ; and
the result is, a sense of degradation in labor,

a contempt for the poor, and purpose to re-

main rich at any cost. Covetousness is the

great all-prevailing epidemic of the nation.

Now, the strength of covetousness is the
weakness of honesty. As the pursuit of gain
grows eager, the barriers of honesty become
dimmer, and dishonesty becomes a necessity,

because wealth is a still higher necessity.

But covetousness does not work this change
in the man in a merely outward way. There
is, meantime, a subversion of the divine foun-

dations. All genuine honesty is based on a
divine idea. There is no moral law unless it

is prescribed by God, and it is folly to pretend
the contrary. When the conviction that right
is eternally rooted in the divine nature is dis-

posed of, then comes the law of honor, of fair

dealing between man and man; which, in its

best form, means simply that every man is to

have an equal chance. This requires a duel
instead of a murder, fair play in the gambling-
saloon, or at the prize fight, and an open
market in all the departments of merchandise
This "change" being conceded, the principle

is that every man is to bring to bear, in the

battle of life, all his cunning, all his skill, and
his advantages, for his own behoof and against
his neighbor.

This law of honor which does not recog-
nize God or a future judgment, is a mere mat-
ter of convention, something merely hum
t is therefore meant only for the public life,

md has no power against secret temptations.
Honor craves, above all things, to stand well,

to have a good reputation, but has no strength
hen the prospect is that crime may be kept

secret. Let the Church lose its hold upon
society, and let the moral law which has its

root in religion give place to the mere phan-
tom of so-called honor, and honesty is at once
a mere name. To this point the life of trade
seems to be tending. Fraud seems to be los-

ng its power to disgrace, provided only it be
successful, or even should it fail and still retain
large means. There is nothing that so clearly
reveals the extent to which the sentiment of
honesty has rotted out of the public mind as
the manner in which great frauds are regard-
ed. In proof of this statement, we need only
point to the recent attempt of certain parties
in Wall street to control the gold market, and
thus certainly to make money by the ruin of
hundreds of victims. Where is the punish-
ment for these men? Are they not heroes

rather than culprits ? Do they not glory
their shame? And is there not a feeli:

among us as though these men were on
bold operators, onlj' a little, too fast and ke
for their neighbors? In a country where
prize-fighter and gambler may be a Congre
man, the leaders of the late VVall street trc

bles may well pass for gentlemen only a liti

too adventurous. If things proceed long tl

way, the result will be that these notions
honesty will come to pervade the whole eo
munity, and eat out the vitals of the natic

the children will be corrupted in their cradli

and, as a matter of course, clerks and salt

men, and the astute inventions of trade w
return to plague the inventors.

—

From t

Methodist.

TRIALS.
Did we think of the light and sunshine,
Of the blessings left us still,

When we sit and ponder darkly
And blindly o'er life's ill,

How should we dispel the shadows
Of still and deep despair,

And lessen the weight of anguish
Which every heart must bear

!

The clouds may rest on the present,

And sorrow on days that are gone,

But no night is so utterly cheerless

That we may not look for the dawn

;

And there is no human being
With so wholly dark a lot,

But the heart by turning the picture

May find some sunny spot;

For, as in the days of winter,

When the snow-drifts whiten the hill,

Some birds in the air will flutter,

And warble to cheer us still

:

So, if we would hark to the music,

Some hope with a starry wing, .1

In the days of our darkest s

Will sit in the heart and i

Phebe Gary.

Selected

POWER AND GOODNESS OF GOD.
There is not a tint that paints the rose.

Or decks the lily fair.

Or streaks the humblest flower that grows.

But Heaven has placed it there.

At early dawn there's not a gale
Across the landscape driven.

And not a breeze that sweeps the vale.

That is not sent from Heaven.

There's not of grass a single blade.

Or leaf of lowest mien.
Where Heavenly skill is not display'd,

And Heavenly wisdom seen.

There's not a tempest dark and dread,
Or storm that rends the air,

Or blast that sweeps o'er ocean's bed,

But Heaven's own voice is there.

There's not a star whose twinkling light,

Illumes the distant earth,

And cheers the solemn gloom of night.

But Mercy gave it birth.

There's not a cloud whose dews distil

Upon the parching clod,

And clothe with verdure, vale and hill,

That is not sent by God.

There's not a place in earth's vast round,
The ocean deep, or air.

Where skill and wisdom are not found,

For God is everywhere.

Around, beneath, below, above,
Wherever space extends,

There Heaven displays its boundle
And power with mercy blends.

I love, /

God will never fail those who trul rely

and depend on Him to the end.
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For "The rrieiid."

The early Friends and their true successors

f later times, were and are a people given

p in spirit to wait upon Christ, for continued
cd fresh visitations of His holy and divine

pirit, to enlighten their minds, purify their

earts, and sanctify their affections, as well

8 to subdue their own wills, that they may
:uly say, not my will but thine be done. To
spire to such a state, brings a continued
ecessity of waiting upon Him every day,
very hour. We have a powerful and unwea-
ied adversary over besetting our path ; we
re cautioned to remember "Lot's wife," who
ad been marvellously delivered out of Sodom,
iBt "looked back," so that for our safe-keep-

)g, we need continual divine assistance ; and
specially so, to move in the work of the
tiord, the divine direction must be given, as

uch so, as when the Lord appeared to the
i-aelites in the pillar of cloud and of fire,

hey were kept and ordered by the Lord
ntinually

; this brought peace and solid

[itisfaetion
; this was "putting on Christ;"

ich were of necessitj', "a peculiar people,"

jot fashioning themselves according to their

rmer lusts in their ignorance, but " living as

l^rims and strangers on the earth ;" like

Israel who had no affinity with " nor was reck-

ed among the nations," yet were they the
eserved—-the blessed of the Lord.
But, alas! the change now going on in our

!>eiety are producing very different results

—

llowing the world in its changeable suits of

)parel ; in attire, and appearance, gesture

id conduct
;
no longer like the smooth,

ain J;icob, but like the rough, and haughty,
liry Esau, who despised bis birth-right,

jniled with the daughters of Heth, which
las a grief of mind to good old Isaac and
[ebecca, but lost the blessing, and then was
roth and threatened to kill Jacob. Sin is

pclared to be like the letting out of water,

hich soon becomes rapid, however small the

bginning; may the dear youth, still preserved

mder amongst us, be animated to enquire for

lie good, old way, and sedulously walk there-

!i,—the way the fathers trod,—the sanctified

iith, the way of holineps; "a waj'cast up for

!ie ransomed of the Lord to walk therein."

he metk, the gentle and the good, will, what-
'jer it may cost, ever delight in this way, as

iie only safe one which will lead to glory,

would recommend the reading of Stephen
risp's short history of a long travel from
abylon to Bethel, that they may get to the
ner court of God's house, where, although
cost their all to come, yet will they then

) blessed, and not rest satisfied, as so many
ive done, with what the outer court pro-

des
; for it is evident, that in these new

ovementa in the Society, those active there-

, are only such as had reached the outer

urt of the Lord's house, and so wish to

Id to these outward enjoyments. They have

)t found the peace, satisfaciion and blessed-

)88 of the inner court, where all the worship
in the Spirit and in truth,—as our dear

\y Friends testified, there is nothing be-

)nd this, namely, to worship the Father in

ririt and in truth. If they were willing to be

Deified to the world as the apostle was,

len they might be able to add, as he did ; for

to live is Christ I It is to holiness and
ghteousness that we are called, a measure
the Spirit is given to each, and it is only as

e are obedient to the measure given, that a

eater measure ia promised. George Fox

says, that the Lord sent him to the steeple-

houses, not to keep them and the priests up,

but as the apostles, who went to the temple,
and the synagogues, not to keep them and
the priests up, but to gather the peoplefrom them
to C/irist, ivho alone is " ttie ivay, the truth and
the life," and that He is the true light, the light

of men.—G. Fox's Journal, page 106. Indeed
the present movement is anti-Quakerism, as

those engaged in it must know; but as the
priests and powers were foiled in their at-

tempts to uproot (Quakerism at its rise, so

these may make up their minds that they will

not succeed. It is true the powers then acted
the part of a fauning-mill to sift the wheat,
yet the weighty grain remained, and so it

will be now; the lighter portion only will be
taken, and it is to be hoped, that many may
see that man of himself is vain.

Now it pleased the Lord in my early days
to permit me to move amongst these noisy
people. This I know, and feel it my duty
to testify, that many of those who could and
did cause so much excitement, what was called

conversion, were the very vilest of men, even
at the time of this concern ; and the Mormons
as certainly exercise this influence more than
theranters. Oh! that our dear young Friends
may attend to the " still small voice," which
is mightier far than the noise of many waters,

and which does not excite, but rather invites,

keeps cool, calm, and gives an inward confi-

dence, and enables us not only to believe, but
" to add to our faitli virtue, knowledge, tem-
perance, brotherly kindness and charity."

The advice given in the British Friend to

such as are not satisfied with the faith of
Friends, that they would do better to leave

it than to produce a schism in the body, I

think might be better for them. May such
whose eyes have been opened to see the wiles

of the enemy, be endued with the spirit of

grace and supplication, that the Lord may lift

up the standard of truth amongst us as for-

merly, to check every device of the enemy,
and to give the light of the knowledge of the
glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ.

S. C.
Millville, Orleans Co., N. Y.

For "The Friend."

Notes on Microscopy.

(Continued from page 387.)

When all that can be useful to the hydra is

thus extracted, the contractions and expan-
sions occur in reverse order, and the empty
shell is ejected at the doorway that received

it a short time before.

A thoughtful person, who has watched care-

fully all these operations, can scarcely fail to

have questions raised in his mind concerning

the machinery engaged in accomplishing them;
and he will be much puzzled to understand

some things which seem at variance with what
he knows of his own organization. With or-

dinary muscular contraction we are all some-
what familiar. Our voluntary motions are

performed through the agency of fibres which
attached at opposite ends to unyielding ma-
terial, have the power, when influenced by
our will, of shortening, and of thus bringing

together the parts to which they are adjusted.

They are generally arranged in opposing sets

or groups ;
thus, those on the front of the arm

to bend the elbow, and those on the back of

the arm to straighten it. One of these groups
being called into action, the other may remain
entirely passive, being long or short according

to the position of the member to which it is

attached. We have also, fibres in different

parts of our bodies, which, by the action of
other fibres being pulled out of shape, or
lengthened, recover their ordinary dimensions
by a sort of clastic reaction the instant that
the disturbing force is removed. Neither of
these modes of motion seems capable of ex-
plaining the wonderful elongations of the
hydra

;
in some species of which the arms will

extend to perhaps one hundred times as great
'ength as that which they assume at others.

Some writers have supposed that fluids are
contained between the membranes of the body
'n such a manner that when constrictions of
certain supposed circular fibres occur, the
fluids are propelled forward, carrying with
them the terminal portions of the body and
arms, and thus giving the increased length.

This seems a very indirect method of accom-
plishing it; and the writer is induced to sup-

pose that there may be a muscular action of
an opposite kind to that generally witnessed
elsewhere, consisting of a sort of repulsion of
the particles composing the creature whereby
it may assume any shape and size within the
limits which Providence has prescribed. A
striated muscular fibre, such as those we use
in groups or bundles to perform all our volun-

tary motions, appears to consist of simple
cells set end to end, containing more or less

liquid matter. These cells, under the stimu-

lus of the nerves, shorten and widen and thus

by the combined action of many cells, the

whole muscle becomes shortened, and the
motion of the member to which the muscle is

attached is produced in correspondence with
our will. In men, then, and other vertebrate

animals, motion seems to be universally effect-

ed by contractions of fibres attached to their

bony framework or other unyielding parts;

and their mode of life allows of great change
of place, by which they can obtain their sub-

sistence in such a manner and of such quality

as suits their organization. In the case of

the hydra, however, small change of place is

allowable, and his fixedness is compensated
for by great range of shape and posture.

There are no unyielding parts to serve as a
basis for muscular contraction, unless in the

case of circular fibres which, contracting

throughout their length, may diminish the

circumference of the body, and of course tend

to lengthen it in some degree; but if we may
believe that the cells of which the whole crea-

ture is composed may contract laterally, in-

stead of longitudinally, the result would be a
protrusion forward and back of the adjacent

parts in a lengthwise direction, and the won-
derful elongation would be explained. I do

not wish to convey the idea that these crea-

tures are entirelydestituteof ability to travel.

They certainly change their place at times,

as is evident from their being found on dif-

ferent days in different places; but although

I have watched them long and frequently, I

do not remeinber to have seen the operation.

They seem to delight in suspending them-

selves, head downward, from the surface of

the water, where they are in a favorable posi-

tion to cast their living net over creatures

that rise to the attraction of the light or of

the air.

They seem to take advantage of the attrac-

tion of the particles of water to each other in

maintaining this position; for it is said, that

if a drop of water be placed on the cavity of

the sucker which roaches the surface of the
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water they inhabit, they lose their support
and pink to the bottom. I have many times
dropped them into water, when they sank
immediately and rapidly, as if of much greater

specific gravity. How, then, they can place

themselves at the surface, destitute as they
are of swimming organs, seems a mystery.
Probably they can imbibe air from the water,

so as to increase their bulk and thus diminish

their relative weight. One most curious thing

almost always to be notice.i, is their mode of

increase. In this they have a strong resem-
blance to plants: as they throw out buds or

sprouts from any part of the trunk. These,

at first, are mere prominences ; but they
rapidly increase in size, and develop little

tentacula at the extremity; and soon show
all the characteristics of the parent. Each
feeds independently of the other, and when
maturity is reached, the young hydradrops off;

and each lives a separate existence. Some-
times two or three of these young growths
are noticed on the same individual ; and in

some varieties, a dozen or twenty may be

found thus living together, either developed
from one another or springing from a com
mon stock. Toward autumn eggs appear in-

stead of the fully developed j-oung; thus pro-

viding for the generation of the next year by
lying at the bottom of the water through the

severity of the winter, instead of being ex-

posed to frequent freezing, thawing and floods,

by which the whole species, in some parts of

the country, might be destroyed.

Some persons have experimented with
hydra by cutting them into several pieces,

each of which would develop missing parts in

a few -hours, and become a perfect animal.

They have also turned them inside out, and
have found them to thrive as well as before

—

the outer surface now becoming the stomach,
and digesting food as well, apparently, as the

other.

[In the note accompanying the following,

the author says: "It is poor, I know, and
was written by a girl fourteen years old, but
I thought I would send it for inspection, and
if not suitable you need not have it printed."

We commend it to the serious consideration
of our readers.]

For " The Friend."

Nut a Parlial, but Whole Saeriflce, required of Us.

Many apparently think that when they
have made some great sacrifice, they have
done all that is required of them ; they have
shown their love to God by giving up what
they held most dear. This is all very good
in iiself, but it is not sufficient. The true

Chri-tian will, in his walk through life, fre-

quently meet with occasions when he must
make, not only great but also small sacrifices

to his Lord and Master. All who are earnestly
striving to walk in that strait and narrow
way that alone leadeth to life everlasting,
must know this by experience

;
yes, daily

perience. Not a day passes, I might almost
say not an hour, but they are called upon to
sacrifice some little pleasure for the sake of
others, or forego some favorite pursuit because
it would be wrong to indulge therein. W
must be constantly on the watch for these
little opportunities; by too many they are
overlooked. Our Lord hath said, " Be thou
faithful in a few things, and I will make thee
ruler over many things." O that these words
were more fully appreciated and regarded by
those professing Christianity I That they

would be more faithful in sacrificing the small
things, and not so earnestly looking and long-
ing for some greater offering to present to
their Holy Master! Know ye not, O thought-
less people, that these small duties are still as
truly duties as greater ones? Then why so
rashly overlook them ? Why aspire to some
mighty sacrifice, when you may as surely
prove your love to your Saviour by these small
and daily ones? If God call upon you to be-

come a martyr, or to make some other unusual
offering, it is doubtless your duty to conform
to the requirement, but what I mean to im-
press on your minds is, that it is not only the
great, but both great and small sacrifices, that
are acceptable to God, It is wholly, not parti-

ally merely, that we must submit to His divine
will. " I beseech you therefore, brethren, by
the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies
a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God,
which is your reasonable service." "And be
not conformed to this world

; but be ye trans-
formed by the renewing of j-our mind, that
ye may prove what is that good, and accept-
able, and perfect will of God." We must give
up our whole body and soul, "a living sacri-

fice," to God, if we would be useful in the
promotion of His cause. He will accept of
no half service; "we cannot serve God and
mammon." A choice we must make between
the two, and take one only to be our leader.

If we choose God, we must be willing to be
His entirely

; be willing to submit to all His
requirements, and to patiently endure all trials

He may see fit to inflict upon us. We can-
not be saved with all this dark and dreadful
stain of sin still printed on our hearts. We
must be purified ; we must have a new and
far better heart. But how is this to be ob-
tained ? How? Every christian in the world
arises and replies, "By submission to the will

of Christ; by giving ourselves up wholly, un-
hesitatingly, to Him and to His service now
and forever more. By passing through the
fiery furnace, and under the unrelenting rod,

where He has passed before ns. In short, by
hearty repentance and an earnest striving to
follow Christ in His every footstep." Friends,
meditate on this answer, and be wise I God
is perfectly willing to purify your sinful hearts
but your rebellious spirits defy and reject the
purifying process. He stands at the door and
knocks, but ye hear, or at least ye heed, him
not. O, thoughtless, wicked sinners! Ye
know not who it is that you are thus reject-

ing ! Ye know not what terrible danger ye
are placing yourselves in by this stern defi-

ance ; know not what light and joy you are
shutting out of your hearts! Open I Open
the door, and He will enter, take away all

that is evil, and render your hearts a fit

dwelling-place for the "King of kings," for a
great and merciful God. He will fill your
souls with sweet peace and joy. He will help
you to do right in every action. He will be
near you in every time of need. Truly a
lovely and desirable companion! Then why,
O heartless sinner, why wilt thou thus reject

the joy for which thy parched and withered
soul is thirsting ? Why wilt thou thus
thoughtlessly refuse the only means by which
thou mayest find peace and eternal salvation ?

Eemember, " The spirit of God shall notalways
strive with man," and if thou heedest not, the
gentle Knocker may cease his patient wait-
ing, go, and return no more! Then think of
thy terrible situation! Then when troubles
gather thickly around thee, when this world's

treasures have lost their brilliant lustre, ai

its joys are joys to thee no more, thou w
have no Eternal Rock whereon io rest,

tender, loving Saviour in whom to trust a'

to whom to look for help and comfort wh
all is dark around. It makes me shudder
think of the pitiable condition of such a boi

O, that I could save any, even if it were b
one, from rushing to this utter ruin, and bri

it to the Great Source of all good, where
might rest in peace forever ! But the wo
of salvation we can do for no one, thou
we may be the instruments by which th

are led, through the grace of God, to wo
out their own. Oh, why will any neglect

great, so awful a duty ! Why will proud m
continue to trust in his own strength, wh
his projects are again and again thwarted a
defeated ; when all that he has obtained
years and years of severe labor, may, by I:

a word from God, be snatched from him f

ever? Come, oh, I entreat you, come a
once taste of the goodness of God, and y
will never again doubt it, or wish the

for your master! Though He may com;
us to endure severe trials and to suffer mui

our blessed Saviour is not an hard mast
The sweet peace and joy with which He f

the Christian when naught but sorrow dasl

round his bark, the strong help He profF.

him in every time of need, are alone, not
mention the eternal bliss which shall hereaf

be his, full recompense, yea far greater reco

pense than he deserves for all that he 1

sacrificed and suffered. Then resist no long

the offers of mercy extended towards y«

but close in with them, become a true a
useful Christian, and be happy !

L. H. D.

THE FRIEND.
EIGHTH MONTH 9, 1873.

We apprehend that every unprejudii

member of our religious Society, reflecting

the course of events therein, within the
'

thirty years, the great changes made in n

ner and conduct among members and me
ings, the attacks made upon, and the low
timate attached to the writings of the eai

Friends, and the marked difference often ma
fested in the mode of worship, must be cc

vinced that the cause of disunity and estran;

ment lies deeper than " departures from
order and usage." No such shallow and ephen
ral cause could have so widely and so pa
fully sundered the bonds of christian uni

and fellowship that had held the Society

gether as one compact body for nearly t^

hundred j-ears. The cause must have be
considered vital that was powerful enough
overcome the deep-rooted, long cherished Io

and interest in each other, of the members
a Society that professed, and had stood cc

spicuously before the world as the uphold
and exponent of christian faith, purer a

more spiritual, and therefore more exafiti

and crucifying, than that professed by otl:

religious denominations. No one knowi
the character of Friends, their general
strong attachment to the Society in whi
the}- had acquired the right of membership
birth, with which their deepest historical a

educational impressions were associated,

which itself, in connection with religious tra

ing, had inculcated continually and effective
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p its individual members and its respective

neetiugs, the duty of fellowship and harmony,
lould, wo think, suppose that feelings of dissi

lenco or separation would be entertained

.mong them for their own sake ; nor fail to

hat such devastating and distressing effects

,ould have had their origin and continuance

rem no minor cause than a religious convic-

ion on the minds of a part of the members,
hat there was unmistakable evidence on the

art of others, of divergence from what the

ociety had always held as fundamental doc-

nnes, and the development of fruits there-

pm, inimical to what it had heretofore en-

ined as the testimonies of Truth. No sophis-

y can refute, no gloss conceal the palpable

iCt that here was the original cause of dis-

nity. It was clearly pointed out when it first

lanifosted itself, and the evils it would pro-

ace in the Society were as clearly predicted

ad warned against ; and it remains to be the

ainspring of the present difficulties and di-

sions.

In an evil day this seed of distrust, estrange-

ent and separation was sown broadcast over
le Society, and the sad fruit began to be pro-

iced almost as soon as it took root. Soon
e began to hear it said that Barclay and
;her standard writers, though good men,
ere ignorant of the right interpretation of

ripture, and it was not to be supposed that

lat which they might have thought right,

3d obligatory on the Society in its beginning,

hen the text was not so carefully studied,

jr so well understood as in the present day,

ight to be imposed as points of faith on
icceeding generations, notwithstanding the

fferent modifications of existing cireum-
ances. It was claimed that the spirit and
•actice of the present day demand progress;

d as many of the members had sunk into

jkewarraness and indifference about religion,

lat the original faith of Friends was not suf-

hienlly demonstrative, and increased know-
Idge required the discarding of much which,
jwas alleged, was a dead form, or belonging
(ily to the externals of religion ; that a rigid

jiherence to the system of divinity which
Iriends had heretofore professed, constitutes

(e Society a mere sect, and narrows or sub-

jirts the catholic principle of christian charity

Sd

oneness; that other religious societies

ve gradually approximated so nearly to

lends, that we should no longer remain so

leh separated from them, nor refuse to unite

^ith them in religious exercises, but show our
^pansivo love and goodwill by mingling with
(em in " christian work," and availing our-

Ives of many helps they have long been ac-

stomed to, and thus open the way for draw-

g them to us, and so increase our numbers,
lese are the sentiments which, we believe,

mt periodicals and other publications

ow to have gone hand in hand with the

3eption and action of the doctrines promul-
ted by those who have declared themselves
isatititied with the Quakerism of Barclay,

inn and Penington, and have attempted to

jdernize and improve it. What the results

,ve been is so openly displayed throughout
Society, that we need not attempt to de-

fibe Iheiu ; but it is they, or at least many of

9m, that constitute the barriers which must
removed before the prayer of the church
New York can be rejoicingly realized; un-

8, indeed, the whole Society should desert

d betray the position in the visible church,

lich it was raised up to occupy. i

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting having re
peatedly declared that such are her views of
the cause of the present disunion, and all other
Yearly Meetings, except Ohio, appearing to
entertain a different opinion, how far would
the removal of the barriers to the restoration
of fellowship be attained by a renewal of cor
respondenco between them? In such a case
true unity cannot be brought about by out
ward acts, which may be hypocriiical or don(
merely for expediency. There must be the
same conformity to common principles, the
same attitude of thought and conviction tow-
ards the doctrines and testimonies originally
maintained by the Society, before a unity that
is worth having can be restored, or the com
mon elements of religious vitality can be
utilized for the benefit of the whole body. Be
sides, it is evident from the accounts given of

the proceedings of different Yearly Meetings,
that, at least in some of them, the ground on
which epistolory correspondence was origin-

ally instituted,—of being enabled, under the
authority of the Head of the church to ad
dress each body, in the language of the Spirit

adapted to its particular state—has been, or
is about to be given up, and to save time and
trouble one episile is to answer for all the
Yearly Meetings. As such a mode of cor-

respondence may ere long obtain in all the
Yearly Meetings, its value to any meeting
may be questioned, certainly it would not be
desirable to Ohio or Philadelphia.

'^'Ut it is asked by some, who admit the
difference in doctrine and practice in different

sections of the Society, may there not be a
confederation of all the meetings, brought
about by a spirit of toleration and condescen-
sion, which will bridge over the gulf that
ow separates them, and thus allow the con-

servative element to exercise a wholesome
counteraction on the spiritof innovation which
is leading away from the original faith of

Friends? Could this be done without com
promise of principle on one side or the other ?

What constitutes the outward bond of a dis-

tinct religious Society, and justifies it in main-
taining an organization separate from other
christian churches ? Is it not holding certain

truths or beliefs which it is convinced are in

accordance with the religion of Christ, but
which other Societies do not recognize or feel

bound to confess? And a union being thus
formed, based on holding and confessing those
truths or system of truths, has any part of the
body thus constituted the right to abandon,
or refrain from upholding, by conniving at
other parts abandoning, a single article of

what may be considered the organic faith of
the whole, the fundamental principles that

are the original outward bond of religious

union? To us it appears clear it has not. If

this be 80, when internal controversy and dis-

unity take place within such a Society, can
there be any question that they are the ori-

ginators or promoters of dissension and es-

trangement among the members, who de])art

from the faith which constitutes the original

articles of union, and who make innovations
on the established principles and practices of

the Society. In other words, who are guilty

of schism ; those who religiously maintain and
defend the christian faith of the Society as

originally understood and promulgated, or
those who, by continual attacks upon it, make
it necessary tor the church, in self-defence, to

reiterate its confession and to point out the
departures from and im-oads made upon it ? |

Wo apprehend that the supporters of- modi-
fied Quakerism"arenotinsensible to the truths
implied in these queries, but being supposed
to be a large majority of the merabi^rs, they
claim the right to represent their views as
the faith of the Society, and are doNirous to
silence all opposition thereto. The treatment
of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, as well as
that of Ohio, shows that where they have the
power they are intolerant of opposition, re-

quiring the adoption of their principles, or, at
least, that no public protest shall be made
against them. There was not a Yearly Meet-
ing that accepted those who separated from
Ohio Yearly Meeting as a body co-ordinate
with itself, that professed to believe that Ohio
had departed from the original faith or disci-

pline of the Society. It was rejected because
those separating from it favored the now views
and were in unity with those who had control
of those meetings ; and the only charge mudo
against it arose from the efforts it had been
making, as it believed, to maintain the doc-
trines and discipline of the Society, and to
bear a testimony against innovations upon
them. The alleged violation oi' order and usage
could not have been the true cause, or the
same alleged violation would have worked
the same effect long since on Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting; whereas, though it has not
corresponded with any of them for many
years, repeated efforts have been made to
bring the latter into accord with other Yearly
Meetings, and thus induce it to desert the
ground it occupies as a witness for the ancient
and true faith of Friends.

What then is to be the final issue? This
is known to Him only who sees the end from
the beginning. We have an abiding faith that
—to use the language of the New Y'^ork peti-

tion—" in the riches of his love, and by such
means as He may appoint," He will restore

the Society, in the course of time, to the posi-

tion He raised it up to occupy in the militant

church. Whatever disagreement may have
grown up between Yearly Meetings, there is

still we believe among many of the members
of each, an underlying sense of union in re-

ligious exercise on account of the present state

of things in the church; and every one, how-
ever he may condemn and mourn over the
departures from the doctrines and testimonies
delivered to Friends to uphold, must suffer

grief at the thought of another permanent
separation from the Society. It is these who
are thus " grieved for the afflictions of Joseph,"
that must be instrumental in uprearing and
upholding the " banner given us to display
because of the truth." The work must in the

first place be an individual work. There
never would have been the departure from
the doctrines and testimonies of Truth which
has divided and estranged, had there been, on
the part of the individual members, an entire

willingness to live in obedience to the Light
of Christ inwardly revealed. It is here, there-

fore, that the effectual remedy is to be applied.

The religion of Friends is primitive Chris-

tianity, and however many may abandon or at-

tempt to modify it, or whatever measures they
may adopt to censure ordiscard those whocan-
not countenance innovations upon it. Friends

ust hold fast to the profession of that faith

ithout wavering or compromise. They no
more desire to contract or deform, than they
confess they lack the power to expand and im-

prove the principles and practices of that holy

eligion which Christ instituted and enjoined.
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They recognize the pacrednes3 of religious

convictioQ in the individual, and erect no bar-

rier to its enj lyment, either within or without
the Society. But while believing in the solemn
realities of their soul-saving religion, they^

dare not mingle or dilute its truths, as de-

clared by Christ and his apostles, with the,

subtle products of the human intellect, everj

restlessly seeking, in sacred as in other things,
j

to make new discoveries, so as to bring divine
|

mysteries within its grasp, or to loosen thoj

self denying requirements of the gospel from
the governmeat of everyday life. They can

freely admit that an external polity suited to

the circumstances of one age, may not be ap-

plicable to the altered condition of another,

and that that part of it which is altogether i

secular and temporal, may be modified and
changed

;
provided that the doctrines and tes-

timonies of the gospel, which, as ever held by
Friends, are complete and exact in themselves,

are left intact.

Great is the mystery of godliness and great

the mystery of iniquity. There are right-

hand as well as left-hand errors; and where
so much is at stake, it is especially necessary

for each one to examine whether self is laid

low; and to attempt no religious movement
for the rescue or steadying of the ark, except
in humility and reverential fear, under the
guidance of the Captain of the Lord's host.

As Friends are concerned to wait for this,

patiently submitting to suffer for the cause

sake, and humbly supplicating, as ability is

afforded, for the revelation of the Arm of the

Lord, He will answer their prayers, and in

his own time prove himself to be the Healer
of the breach, and the Eestorer of paths to

dwell in.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The Bank of England has reduced the

minimum rate of discount to 3i percent., it having been
before 4 per cent.

The bill granting £25,000 per annum to the Duke of

Edinburgh on his marriage, has passed the House of
Commons, but not without strong opposition from some
of the members.

Public meetings have been held at several places, for

the purpose of protesting against the proposed grant as

a misapplication of the public funds.

The miners of the Wigan dista-ict of Lancashire, have'

struck for an advance of wages and reduction of the

hours of labor.

The colonial government of Queensland, Australia,

has offered, through its agent in London, to pay the
passage of 10,000 skilled laborers from Great Britain to

that colony.

An accident occurred the 2d inst., near Wigan, to the
Scotch express train from London. Twelve persons
were instantly killed, and thirty were wounded, some
of them fatally. Sir John Anson was among those
killed.

Another railway accident occurred on the 4th inst.,

between Ash I on and Manchester, by which eighteen
persons were injured.

A St. Petersburg dispatch says: Official dispatches
from General Kauflman report that tranquillity prevails
in Khiva. The health of the troops is good. The
transportation of the enfranchised slaves to Persia and
elsewhere has begun. About 40,000 slaves had been
set free.

A Vienna dispatch says : In the barracks in the sub-
urbs of this city there have been in one day as many as
two hundread cases of cholera and thirty deaths.
The ravages of the disea.se have become so exten.sive

that the government has been compelled to order the
removal of the troops to Bruck, a .small town 2-5 miles
from the city. In this city the number of deaths from
cholera is reported at 20 per day.
There is no doubt that many of the highest prizes for

goods exhibited at the Exposition will be awarded to
Americans.
A Paris dispatch of the 1st inst. says: Nancy and

Belfort were evacuated yesterday by the German troops,

who burned all the goods which could not be carried off.

The inhabitants of both cities remained in their houses
while the Germans were leaving. One hundred Depu-
ties to the French Assembly have sent to the Pope an
address assuring him of their continued devotion to the

Papacy.
The treaties of commerce with Great Britain and Bel-

gium, concluded by the Duke de Broglie, have been ap-

proved by the A.ssembly. On the 29th ult., a message
from President MacMahon proroguing the Assembly
was read.

The President says he will answer for the preserva-

tion of order during the recess, and will insure the main-
tenance of respect for the authority of the Assembly.
Alluding to the evacuation of the soil by the German
troops, now fast approaching completion, he makes a

grateful acknowledgment of the successful negotiation

of Thiers to that end, and praises the eastern depart-

ments for their heroism and the French people for their

patriotism and abnegation in the protracted trial they
have undergone.
The permanent Committee of the Assembly has re-

solved to sit once every two weeks during the recess.

At a recent meeting of the shareholders of the Suez
Canal Company in Paris, the report presented shows a

more favorable prospect for the canal. The transit had
increased -50 per cent., and the expenses for the main-
tenance of the work were less than had been anticipated.

The state of afJ'airs in Spain continues deplorable, the

Carlists ravaging the northern provinces, while Com-
munist insurrections are ripe in the southern cities.

The Carlists announce that Don Carlos has taken
Estella. The entire garrison surrendered as prisoners

of war. In an attack upon Berga the Carlists were re-

pulsed. They were also repulsed iu an attack upon
Portugalite, seven miles from Bilboa. Don Carlos has

entered the province of Biscay. His adherents are in-

creasing in the Basque provinces.

The city insurrections are more numerous than can
be noticed here, and the attempts of the Madrid govern-
ment to suppress them have been attended with much
loss of life. A formidable outbreak occurred at Seville,

but was finally put down by the government forces. In
this city the insurgent Junta issued a decree ordering
a reduction of .50 per cent, in leases and rents of the

general community, and a similar reduction in the

necessaries of life, the closing of the factories, and
making a division among the people of uncultivated
lands. The insurgents still hold Cartagena and several

other towns, with some of the best vessels in the Spanish
navy.
Some of the members of the Cortes sympathize with

the insurgents of the towns, and that body has passed

a resolution of censure against those deputies, by a vote
of 195 to 15. Castelar made an eloquent speech on the

occasion, counselling moderation on the part of the Re-
publicans.

A later dispatch says the city of Grenada has sub-

mitted to the government troops. The province of An-
dalusia is pacified.

A fleet of Italian war vessels has been ordered to

Cartagena, to protect the interests of subjects of Italy,

and also to co-operate with other foreign war vessel's,

now at that place, in whatever measures may be deemed
necessary.

A Constantinople dispatch of the 4th says, the Porte
vesterday signed a contract for raising a loan of ?7o,-

000,000 at 6 per cent. A bond of 100 dollars will be
issued for 54 received.

From the Canadian province of Quebec, there is said
to be a steady migration of the population. The Eng-
lish are gradually decreasing through emigration either
to the province of Ontario or the United Slates. One
township is mentioned where in the last twenty -five

years the population has declined thirty per cent, from
this cause.

United States.—The Public Debt on the first inst.,

less cash in the Treasury, was $2,147,448,195, the de-
crease during the Seventh month having been $370,519.
The coin balance on hand was $80,144,185, and cur-
rency balance $9,316,689. The total decrease of debt
during the preceding five months had been only $9,-

932,506.

The estimate of city expenses for Brooklyn, N. Y.,
for next year is $5,517,842.
The Secretary of the Treasury last week received a

one thousand dollar bond, with coupons attached, from
a conscience stricken writer who desired it placed to the
credit of the conscience fund.
A brick building in East Boston, 250 feet long by 50

feet wide, used as a bonded warehouse, was burned with
its contents on the 31st ult. ; loss about $300,000.
The Post-office Department at Washington has cor-

responded with that of Great Britain, with a view to

establish an exchange of postal cards at a low rate

postage, but the British authorities have finally decli

the proposition on the ground that they are opposed
any lower rate of postage than that now paid on lettt

On the evening of the 29th ult., a fire in Greenwi
street. New York, partly destroyed a large edifice

copied by the U. S. Appraisers of imported goods, a

damaged a great quantity of valuable merchandi
Total loss about $140,000.
The city of Boston has incurred an expense of abc

five millions of dollars in widening and repaving t

streets in the burnt district, an area of 65 acres. T
money has been borrowed in London for twenty yea

at 5 per cent, interest. The new buildings in the bu

district are not so lofty as the old, but far more si

stantial. Granite, and Mansard-roofs are both discard(

The gross earnings of the railroads of the U. Stai

for 1872, were $473,241,053, of which 28 per cent,

for pa.ssengers and 72 per cent, for freight. The c

erating expenses for that year were $307,486,682, ai

the net earnings were $165,754,373, or about 35 {:

cent, of the gross receipts.

There were 889 interments in New Y''ork last w
In Philadelphia there were 501 interments for the i

ending on the 2d inst. There were 136 deaths of cholt

infantum, and 15 of cholera morbus and spor;

cholera. There were 279 deaths of children under t

years of age.

On the 2d inst. a most destructive fire broke out
Portland, Oregon, which destroyed a large portion
the city. The loss is estimated at not less than $
150,000.

By the record kept at the Pennsylvania Hospit
Philada., the mean temperature of the Seventh mor
was 79.46 deg.; the highest during the month was f

^

deg., and the lowest 62 deg. The amount of rain di

ing the month was 5.55 inches, making with that

ported for the first six months of 1873, 29.28 inch
against 26.55 in the corresponding seven months h
year. The average of the mean temperature of

Seventh month for the past 84 years, is given as 7'

deg. The highest average in all that time was in IJ

82.31 deg., the lowest in 1816, 68 deg.

I%e Markets, &c.—The following were the quotatic
on the 4th inst. New York.—American gold, 115'

115i. U.S. sixes, 1881, 119]; ditto, 1868, 118; n
five per cents, 114^. Superfine flour, $4.90 a $5.1

State extra, $6.20 aS6.40; finer brands, .>6 50 a $1
Red western wheat, $1 54 ; No. 2 Chicago spring, $1.;

No. 3 do.. $1.24 a $1.26. Oats, 41 a 52 cts. Weste
white corn, 74 a 76 cts. ; western yellow, 56 a 57 c

FAi/ade/pAia.—Middlings cotton, 20J a 21 cts. for u

lands and New Orleans. Superfine flour, $3.50 a S4

extras, $4.50 a $5.50; finer brands, $6 a $10. Del.
wheat, $1.58 ; Ohio, *1.50. Mixed western corn, 56 cl

yellow, 58 cts. Oats, 40 a 50 cts. Smoked hams, :

16 cts. Lard, 9 cts. About 3700 beef cattle were
at the Avenue Drove-yard at 7 a 7| cts. per lb. grc

for extra, 6 a 6f cts. for fair to good, and 5 a 5} cts

common. Sheep sold at 5 a 6 cts. per lb. gross,

hogs at $7.50 a $7.75 per 100 lb. net. Baltimore.
Choice amber wheat, $1.65 a $1.68. Southern
corn, 79 a 80 cts.

;
yellow, 58 cts. Oats, 38 a 44 c

Chicago.—^o. 1 spring wheat, $1.25; No. 2 do., $1.17
No. 3 do., $1.06. No. 2 mixed corn, 37i cts. No.
oats, 261 cts.

WANTED.
A female Teacher as assistant in Friends' Prepai

tive Meeting School, at Germantown. She should
fully competent to teach the ordinary English branchi
Apply to Thom.as P. Cope, No. 1 Walnut street

;

Jane E. Mason, Germantown, Philadelphia.

MEMORIALS.
The memorials of our late beloved Friends Dav

Cope, William Walter, and Samuel Cope, have nc
been printed, and are to be had at Friends' Bookston

WANTED
A suitable Friend to serve as Matron in Haverfo

College. Apply soon to Samuel J. Gummere, Pres
Ilaverford Colli ge P. O., Montgomerv Co., Pa.

Died, at the residence of her son-in-law, George
Thorp, on the 31st of 5th mo. last, Mary R. Sh
PARD, wife of Benjamin Sheppard, in the 74th yeai
her age, a member of Greenwich Monthly Meetir
New Jersey.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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John Beald.

CContinuftd from page 402.)

3d mo. 5th, 1815. We attended a large

3eting at Mount Holly. In the forepart
uei Atkinson came forth in an acceptable

stimony. I followed him, and Ann Edwards
rtinently pressed the subject home, and the
setiog soon after concluded in prayer, I

pe to the satisfaction of the weighty part
Friends.

6th. Attended Vincent Town Meeting. It

ot 80 large as some others, but was con-
lerably made up of those who were not
jmboro of our Society. Soon I felt con-

lerable exercise, and engaged in communi-
tion, beginning with, " Israel is an empty
ae, he bringelh forth fruit to himself." I

sated on excess and di;uDkennes8 and divers
ings, in which those who practice such
ings bring fruit to themselves, and in this

such cannot bring fruit to God, cannot
Drship Him, nor serve Him, neither can they
jI a state of acceptance, but of condemna-
)n, their hearts condemning them. It was
ther a trying time, in treating of the im-
oper conduct above mentioned; but in

eaking of the duty of man to God, it was
ore comfortable, and ended well. I felt

ace of mind.
7th. We set out early this morning and
ivelled more than 40 miles to Port Eliza-
th, where Maurice Eiver Meeting is held,

h. We had an appointed meeting here, in

course of which I treated of many things,
d especially of forgiving trespasses, of pre-

ring for a final change, and of worship. On
ese I dwelt a considerable time, and the
seting concluded solemnly. After dining
i rode 18 miles to Cape May. Here this

ening, I first heard the sea roar, its sound
e a heavy gust of wind, and rain coming
, or like the full of a heavy stream rushing
wn a precipice."

After attending Cape May Meeting, John
Bald went northward along the coast, having
setings among the settlements of Friends
rough which he passed. At Great Egg Har-
r on the 11th, he endeavored to persuade
ose who were under any concern about the
ivation of their souls, not to put it off too
ig; but to embrace the offered help, and

walk in the light whilst they had the light,

and to work while it is day. He referred to

the parable of the ten virgins, five of whom
had neglected to procure oil for their lamps,

and were not ready when the midnight cry

was made. When these called at the door,

they were not admitted. The Divine Master
wept over Jerusalem, for though He would
have gathered them, yet they would not ; and
now the things belonging to their peace were
hidden from their eyes.

On the 13th, he says, "We travelled about

27 miles to David Mapps, who, with his wife

Grace, received us courteously. They are

people of color, and respectable members of

our Society." After attending a meeting there

the following day, he continued his journey
to Little Egg Harbor, and lodged at the house
of James Willets. Of this place, he remarks

:

"it was here that Edward Andrews once
lived. He was a fiddler among a dissipated

people, but became convinced of the principles

of Friends, and a preacher of their doctrines

;

and being faithful, was made instrumental in

gathering a meeting here, which has con-

tinued near a hundred years." At a meeting
held there on the 15th, the vocal labor ex-

tended appeared to atfect the minds of those

present, and the opportunity closed solemnly
in supplication.

17tb. At Squancum, " the labor was long,

tending to persuade the people to a state of

watchfulness, because strait is the gate and
narrow is the way that leads to life, and few
there be that find it; and to encourage the

youth to endure reproach rather than miss of

entering into life."

18lh " We went from here to Squan, a

small meeting. There were between 40 and
50 persons at it, and I thought very anxious
to hear words. Way did not open for a con-

siderable time to communicate anything to

them, and I endeavored to reconcile myself
to sit the meeting through in silence ; but
something impressed my mind, so that I gave
up and engaged in a line of labor for a con
siderable time, and chiefly to encourage the

young ; some of whom I thought were favored

with heart-felt desires after the right way to

happiness hereafter, but were discouraged by
the example of others and a fear of reproach,

and also a fear of their own weakness. I

wished their encouragement on right ground.

19lh. We attended the meeting at Shrews
bury, which was large ; in which I introduced

the subject, ' We have no continuing city here,

but look for one that hath foundations, whose
maker and builder God is. In attending to

the opening I was led into lengthy vocal labor,

and the meeting ended solemnly."

20th. At New Brunswick, on the Earitan
River, an evening meeting was held with the

few Friends residing there, and some friendly

people. J. H. revived the saying, " He that

gathereth not with me scattereth abroad,"
and endeavored to show that those who live

in obedience to manifested duty are gathering

with the Divine Master, and that those who
live in the neglect of duty are scattering
abroad. The meeting ended in supplication,

and he hoped it was to some profit.

2d. At Plainfield, " we had a comfortable
meeting in which 1 was engaged in laboring
to introduce the humble mind to patient wait-

ng, and a willingness to be at the disposal of
the Divine Counsellor. On this subject I was
much enlarged, and I think it was a good
meeting."

After attending several other meetings, on
the 2Sth they were at Flushing, Long Island,

f which, J. H. says: "In the forepart I
thought it to be dull, but at length I thought
1 might make a remark at least, and having
attended thereto, way opened for a little more,

d so on, until much was feelingly delivered,

d it became a solemn meeting." At West-
bury, he was concerned to revive the command
of our Saviour, "Watch and pray, that ye
enter not into temptation. The Divine Mas-
ter, who knew what was necessary to be at-

tended to, in order to salvation, left the in-

junction, and, that a suitable care might be
exercised, added, ' What I say unto you, I

say unto all, watch.' Following the opening,

I was led into a pretty lengthy communica-
tion, which I doubt not was solemnly felt, and
was cause of humble thankfulness to the Au-
thor of all our sure mercies, who is over all

blessed forevermore.

3d mo. 30th. We went be Jericho and at-

tended their meeting. I said, ' I think it

right to say, Children, have ye any meat?
The Divine Master enjoined his followers to

labor for that meat which perisheth not.' In

the course of the communication I pointed out

many dangers that we poor mortals are liable

to, even though wo have been favored, yet

afterwards we may bo drawn into formality,

to have a fair outside show without the life

and power of religion. There is danger also

of becoming high-minded, ifwe are not watch-

ful. Blessed is he whom his Lord, when he

cometh shall find watching. It became a

solemn season. We dined at Elias Hicks'."

Slst. At Bethpage, the meeting was large

and a solemnity prevailed over it, to which
J. H. alluded in his communication, saying

that his mind was impressed with a sense

that when people are often favored and are

not faithful, there is danger of blindness hap-

pening to them. Almost immediately on
taking his seat, he found his mind caught

with the subject of forgiving one another, and
deeply instructive sentiments opened before

him to communicate, in a form that had not

before presented to him. He placed before

those assembled, the necessity of performing

known duties ; that in so doing the love of the

Head of the church will be diffused in and
over the mind ; that as such continue faithful

they will find this love to increase, and in its

enlargement they will desire the welfare of

the whole human family. Through faithful

obedience to manifested duty, their minds will
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be 80 seasoned with the love of God that they

will be enabled to forgive injuries. He said

that it appeared to him, that the martyr,

Stephen, was thus filled with heavenly love,

when, under cruel abuse, he bowed his head in

meekness and submission and cried, " Father
forgive them, thej' know not what they do."

The path which John Heald was concerned

thus to point out to his audience, as the one

which would lead them into a participation

in the meek and forgiving spirit of Christ, is

a path which leads to all the Christian virtues

and graces. Faithful obedience to the duties

shown us by the light of Christ in the heart,

connected with a watchful attention to the

gentle pointings of that light, is the sure way
to grow in grace and in spiritual knowledge.

The scripture language is still true, " He that

docth the will, shall know of the doctrine."

"We may study theology from the Bible and

other books, and rear up for ourselves an ap
parently goodly edifice of doctrinal belief,

buttressed with texts and strengthened with

critical disquisitions on the force of particular

words; and may think we are fully able to

give many reasons for the hope that is in us,

and yet our whole building may be only one

of the towers of Babylon, which is doomed to

destruction. The natural man knoweth not

the things of the Spirit of God, because they

are spiritually discerned. It is only, there

fore, as we are brought into subjection to that

Spirit, and become leavened into its nature,

by its effectual operations, that we can have

a true understanding of the heavenly mys
teries—things hidden from the wise and pru
dent, and revealed unto babes. Let none
thei'efore, who in simplicity and integrity of

heart are endeavoring to tread the narrow
pathway to Heaven, be discouraged, when
they compare their own littleness or ignor-

ance with the lofty pretensions of others, who
can speak fluently of their knowledge and at-

tainments, but who do not give evidence, by
a humble, selfdenying life, that their profes

sion is anything more than sounding brasi

and tinkling cymbal.
(To be continued.)

Necessity of Ventilation.— I hold that the
breathing of impure air is a fruitful source of

disease of the heart, occurring after middle
age. How many people ignorantly favor its

occurrence by confining themselves to closely

shut, non-ventilated, hot, stifling rooms, in

which carbonic acid has accumulated to two
or three per cent, of the air they respire

!

How many are thus destroyed by being com-
pelled, through the exigencies of life, to pass

the greater .part of their time in pits and
manufactories where ventilation is defective,

or in which the air respired is poisoned by
noxious fumes and offensive emanations from
the materials undergoing the process of manu-
facture ! How many are falling victims to

the poisonous influence upon the heart of the
atmosphere of an underground railway? What
do these facts suggest? How are these evil

results to be prevented ? The simple answer
is : Let the rooms in which you live be effect-

ually ventilated by an incoming current of
air filtered from all adventitious impurities,

and so divided that no draught shall be felt;

and by an outgoing current which shall re-

move from the apartments the carbonic acid,

carbonic oxide, sulphurous-acid gas, sulphuret-

ted hydrogen, and other noxious compounds,
as rapidly as they are generated. Apply the

same principle to public buildings, theatres,

schools, manufactories, pits, and to all places

in which people are accustomed to congregate.—Popular Science Monthly.

For "The Friend."

Charity—Christian Love.

These graces and characteristics of the true

Christian are closely allied, if indeed they be

not identical.

In the 13th chapter of 1st Corinthians the

apostle draws a careful delineation of charity,

with the emphatic declaration appended: "and
now abideth faith, hope, charity, these three;

but the greatest of these is charity ;" giving

the preeminence to the latter even over faith

and hope. The word which in this passage

is rendered charity, is by many if not most
translators called love, which as they appre^

bend, more nearly conveys the meaning of the

inspired writer, which from Paul's description

is evidently that love to God and man which
is the sum and substance of all true religion

Whichever term may be preferred, it is clear

the apostle's description applies to a condition

of the heart and mind, which is possible to

poor fallen man only after he has submitted

to the renewing, transforming power of divine

Grace ; that Grace which, in the infinite mercy
and compassion of our Heavenly Father, has

appeared to all men :
" Teaching us that deny-

ing ungodliness and worldly lusts, we should

live soberly, righteously, and godly, in thi

present world ; looking for that blessed hop
and the glorious appearing of the great God
and our Saviour Jesus Christ, who gave h'

self for us that he might redeem us from all

iniquity, and purify unto himself a pecu

people, zealous of good works."

This blessed Saviour, our divine Eedeemer
and Advocate with the Father, declared to

his followers, "By this shall all men know
that ye are my disciples, if ye have love one
to another;" and again he said, " This is my
commandment, that ye love one another as I

have loved you. Greater love hath no man
than this, that a man lay down his life for his

friends."

Many and impressive are the declarations

in the New Testament in relation to love and
charity. Thus the fruit of the Spirit is said

to be " love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentle-

ness, goodness, faith, meekness, temperance."

And again the same apostle says: " Put on
therefore, as the elect of God, holy and be-

loved, bowels of mercies, kindness, humbleness
of mind, meekness, long-suffering; forbearing

one another, and forgiving one another, if any
man have a quarrel against any ; even as

Christ forgave you, so also do ye. And above
all these things put on charity, which is the

bond of perfectness." " God hath not given

us the spirit of fear ; but of power, and of love,

and of a sound mind."
The apostle Peter says :

" Seeing ye have
purified your souls in obeying the truth

through the Spirit unto unfeigned love of the

brethren, see that ye love one another with a

pure heart fervently." The beloved disciple,

John, testified, " We know that we have passed
from death unto life, because we love the

brethren. He that loveth not his brother

bideth in death;" also in another place: "In
this was manifested the love of God toward
us, because that God sent his only-begotten
Son into the world, that we might live through
Him. Herein is love, not that we loved God,
but that he loved us, and sent his Son to be

the propitiation for our sins. Beloved, if (

so loved us, we ought also to love one
other."

Are we duly impressed with the deep i

solemn import of these declarations and C(

mands, especially that of our blessed Eadeer
" that ye love one another as I have Iot

you," &c.

The honest christian cannot unite yr

sentiments or actions which he conscientio
ly believes to be wrong, and may sometin
find it his duty to oppose them, but if duly
the watch, he will always seek to be cloth

with heavenly charity. This will be giv

by our dear Saviour to all those who endear
to keep near his feet in patient waiting a
humble earnest prayer, and they will recei

a measure of his own spirit of tender comp;
sion and restoring love. X.

Education in Iowa.

The Friends of Iowa Yearly Meeting, frc

its first organization, have felt the pressi

necessity of an institution of learning in whi
their youth could obtain a higher grade
education under the care and influence of t

Society, than can be obtained in their co.

mon schools. To supply this want many
its members have organized, in connecti

with the Yearly Meeting, a Corporate Col

giate Association, have procured plans

specifications for a building, at Oskaloof
Iowa, suitable for maintaining a school co

mensurate with the importance of the obje

and have succeeded in erecting, finished ai

furnished, one wing of the proposed buildin

and opened a school therein in the Eleven
month last.

But being at present unable to meet the e

pense of the design, and feeling the great ii

portance of the work before us, the welfa
of our Society, and the consequent spreadit

of the principles of the Christian religion ,

taught by us, depending, in so great a me
sure, upon the proper education of the yout
of this present generation, we appeal to tl

christian sympathy and generosity of all wl
desire to perpetuate the principles of the S
ciety of Friends, to aid us in this good woi
as the Lord hath prospered them.

It is earnestly desired by the friends of thi

institution, that we may furnish facilities fd

obtaining a thorough education at the leai

possible cost, and thus bring it within tt

reach of the greatest number possible. I
this end arrangements are made by whic
students may board themselves in clubs (

private families.

Any one desiring to contribute to the func

of this institution, can do so through the ui

dersigned, who is a duly authorized agent (

the same ; or any one desiring further info

mation as to its organization, progress, or it

merits in any way, will please address tb

same. D. W. Hunt,
Secretary of Board of Directors, at

Oskaloosa, lows

Failure of the System of Sewage Irrigatii

M.Lefeldt was commissioned by the Mii

isterof Agriculture of Prussia to visit Englan
for the purpose of determining the value

the different systems of utilizing sewage, ar

he has lately published a report on the sul

ject, which is not encouraging in regard

the employment ofthese substances as manuri

His principal inquiries were with reference t
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Bthod of sewage irrigation. He shows
It thi-', instead of being a matter of profit,

actually the cause of considerable loss ; and
quotes the statements of experts to the

eetthatnota single sewage farm in England
worked to advantage, notwithstanding all

eolations as to apparent gain; and main-

ns that it is utterly irrational to expect
ything but loss, even though the sewage
elf maypossess considerable manurial value,

examining into the Edinburgh irrigation

sadows, M. Lefeldt ascertained that, if the

wage water is allowed to flow upon the land

til two days before mowing, the growth is

ind to be most luxuriant, with the single

awback that cattle refuse to eat the grass.

18 capillary tubes for some inches above the

ots are found to befijled with unassimilated

cal matter. It was also ascertained that,

a considerable distance from sewage farms,

aen the wind was in the proper direction,

e emanations were extremely offensive, re-

ring a long experience to become accus-

ned to them. In certain localities, where
e sewage is disinfected with carbolic acid

evious to irrigation, there was less com-
aint of offensive efHuvia, and this is conse-

ently suggested as a suitable preliminary
3atment. According to the calculations of

Lefeldt, an acre of land should not receive

s secretions of more than from twenty to

enty-five persons. On this scale London
ould require a farm of 150,000 acres to utilize

refuse. The difficulty of irrigation with

wage lies in the fact that the purification

d economical application generally go to-

ther. Purification alone is quite practica-

3, although at a great expense; and econo-

'cal utilization alone can occasionally be
cured; but the attempt to combine both
general way, and at the same time effect a

suit free from sanitary objections, and one
at shall pay expenses also, is, in his opinion

tirely impossible.

—

N. American.

For "The FrieDd."

Diary of Samuel Scott.

(CoDtinned from page 404.)

"26tb.—In the afternoon I went in a coach

ith my wife to Cheapside ; on our return I

,rtly discharged a debt which had long lain

lavy upon me, by giving J. P. an order to

int one thousand copies of some memoirs
ncerning my deceased brother John Scott,

his last illness. I was very unexpectedly

vored to be an ear-witness of the living

jstimony which he delivered, respecting

|at salvation which is by grace, at a junc-

re when the long felt dictates of a heart

lightened by divine truth can sometimes
I longer be concealed, notwithstanding the

Forts of human pride. Ever since his de-

aee my mind has been impressed with a

ar, lest, through my timidity and irresolu-

)n, so significant and remarkable an attesta-

3n ta the doctrine of a Mediator should be

ppressed ; a doctrine which although set at

mght by many of the wise and prudent of

is world, is full of consolation, when lovingly

id feelingly impressed upon the distressed,

(sponding mind by the Comforter ;
the Spirit

hich 'maketh intercession with groanings
dium of

suppressing these important and interesting

memoirs, these testimonies have been much
before me, ' Is a candle brought to be put

under a bushel or under a bed,' 'and not to

be set on a candlestick ?' ' Of him who is

ashamed of me, of him also will I be ashamed.'

I also purchased a copy of the prayers and
meditations of that renowned man in the re-

public of human' literature, the late Dr. Sam-
uel Johnson, who, notwithstanding bis being

nerally esteemed for the strength of his

genius, and the indefatigability of his re-

searches, but likewise for the rectitude of hif

heart, and the propriety of his conduct; who,
notwithstanding his strong attachment to an

exterior establishment, and an hireling and
sin-soothing ministry, and, as there is reason

to believe his being unconversant in works of

an inward, spiritual, and soul-awakening ten

dency ; was by the internal emanations of

divine light, favored to see and bitterly be-

wail, his own defects and shortness in that

purity, which is required by the gospel of

Christ. May none, who enjoy superior pri

vileges and more advantage of spiritual im
provement, 'quench the Spirit,' and stifle the

inward convictions of that divine light, which
can only show them the sinfulness of sin, and

the wickedness and deceit of their own hearts.

28tb.— I found some internal draft to at

tend the forenoon meeting at Gracechurch

street, and was favored with some travail of

spirit for the arising of divine life in that

large assemblj^, and the circulation thereof

from vessel to vessel ; even the life of the Son

of God, who came ' that we might have life,

and that we might have it more abundantly :'

a great part of the time was passed in silence :

I think some solemnity was attendant.

jSTinth month 1st.—A pretty quiet day, but

spent very negligently in respect to reading in

the Scriptures, or other books, for edification

and instruction in righteousness ; although I

found leisure time to re-peruse the trials of

the rioters in Southwark, for amusement.
5th.—At the meeting of ministers and elders

in Gracechurch street, our friend Edmund Gur-

ney delivered some necessary cautions to those

concerned in the ministry; particularly in re-

spect to a too ready and frequent attendance

of meetings on account of marriages and

burials, and the exercise of their ministry in

them. The said Friend dined with us at

Tooley street.

10th.—This week I have greatly fallen

short of a due application of heart to the

meekness of wisdom, also in respect to reli-

gious reading and retirement : from a secret

impulse, I perused some of the works of Eli-

zabeth Row, in which I was conversant in

former days : some part of the exercises of

the heart was, I hope, measurably profitable

:

I also had the opportunity of perusing a work
of a different tendency, entitled 'The Way to

Happiness,' but without a reference to the

Source of happiness, ' The way, the truth,

and the life;' who declared to his immediate
followers, ' without me ye can do nothing.'

The author supposes nature to be on the side

of goodness, because some children have been

known to have viewed with complaisance the

representations of goodness, and to have re

jeeted with abhorrence those of evil ; but this

tin favor of natural rectitude, is cer-

and good works, 'tainly futile and inconclusive: in such

bich cannot be uttered,' by the

ical language : a doctrine which is altogether I

argu

mpatible with godliness and good works, >tainl_

e Mediator having himself declared, 'that [may it not rather be supposed, that the bl^o^

ery branch which abideth in him, the same ed Jesus, who suffered little children to bi

ingeth forth much fruit.' In respect to
' brought unto him, is pleased

--'"--- =-''--'='

periods of life to draw nigh unto them
;
and

by the secret and supernatural agency of divine

grace, to change the corrupt bias of human
nature. With readiness it is indeed allowed,

that the natural propensities of both infants

and adults are abundantly diversified; some,

through the various stages of life, continuing

to abhor the more flagrant and atrocious

breaches ofvirtue and moralitj', who are them-

selves strangers to that goodness which is of

God only; and to the operations of that grace

which brings salvation. But man by nature,

notwithstanding all his accomplishments and

refinements, is prone to evil, even 'as the

sparks fly upwards;' which propensity notch-

ing is able to subdue, but the omnipotential

power of Him who made man upright, and is

able, in his present fallen and lapsed state to

restore him into the heavenly image, by and

through the grace of a Kedeemer, who came
' to seek and to save that which was lost,' and
' not to call the righteous, but sinners to re-

pentance.' In the forenoon some religious

exercise was experienced : I read with satis-

faction some part of Augustine's Meditations.

11th, 12th and 13th.— I was chiefly confined

to my bed. I hope in some degree I was pro-

fitably exercised in reading divers deep and

dying experiences of others ;
some tenderness

of spirit and inward exercise was at most

times attendant. I have often wondered to

see those who have been lovers of the world,

and the things of the world, consoling them-

selves with the supposed consciousness of a

well spent life, because of their discharge of

some moral and relative duties. " The grace

and truth which comes by Jesus Christ,' can

only cause a sick bed to become a bed of

comfort; this, and this only can make the

' Wilderness like Eden, the desert like the

garden of the Lord,' and the ' valley of Achor

a door of hope:' this is health in sickness,

joy in sadness, and riches in poverty :
may

'it increase and be multiplied among the poor

in spirit, is ray desire. Amen.
17th.—The forenoon was rather comforta-

ble and luminous; I read part of the Journal

of John Nelson, a Wesleyan Methodist ;
his

occupation was that of a journeyman mason,

ho labored much in ihework of the ministry,

and underwent great persecution. The know-

ledge of being justified, freed from all sin, and

perfected in love, are very desirable experi-

ences : and I verily believe, through grace,

attainable even on this side of Jordan
;
yet

their being so much insisted on by John Wes-

ley, and the ministers in connection with him,

it is to be feared has produced many counter-

feits; and occasioned divers to be confident of

their having already attained, instead of fol-

lowing on in a child-like simplicity, " to know

the Lord, and his goings forth, to be prepared

as the morning.'"
CTo be continned.)

The Man-Eaters ofIIindoosta)i.—lnd\a,suffers

from a trouble which is of sufficient import-

ance to have been recently made the text of

a debate in the English Parliament. It is the

destruction of human life by wild beasts.

There are in Hindoostan vast tracts of jungle

inhabited by tigers and other beasts of prey.

Between these and the cultivated sections

there is a debateable land, peopled sparsely,

in manner similar to our Western border.

When deer are scarce or wary in the juna

the tigers appear as marauders

their infantile among the border settlements, and this causes
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the trouble, for the tigers are man-eaters, and
will devonr the settler himself as quickly as

his goat or buffalo. Since the Indian mutiny
there has been a general disarmament of the

natives throughout the peninsula, and thii

depriving the Hindoo of bis weapons of de
fence leaves him an easy prey. The destruc

tion of life by wild beasts is appalling, no less

than 13,400 human beings having been killed

by them during the six years preceding 1870
whilst the annual destruction of life from this

cause throughout India is estimated at 10,000

In 1869, one tigress stopped the travel on a

public road for several weeks and killed 127
persons. Another tiger roamed in Naydual
during 1867, 1868 and 1869, killing 108 people,

having repeatedly attacked large parties and
killed four or five at a time, and having, the
week before it was shot, killed seven persons.

This destruction of life is not the only injury,

for it is calculated that these beasts destroy
an enormous number of cattle. In Madrasthe
proportion issixty head of cattle to one human
being killed. The losses from these ravages
are estimated at five millions of dollars a year
There is, besides, an additional loss through
the abandonment of extended districts from
the flight of the frightened pe.ople. There is

a report of a single tigress, in Central India,
which destroyed thirteen villages and caused
250 square miles of territory to be thrown ou
of cultivation. She roamed over a section
twice as large as this county, and drove off all

its people. To prevent these disasters rewards
are offered and special sums are placed on the
head of particular beasts, 300 rupees, aboul
^150 being the maximum. There is a suspi
cion that the certainty of these rewards being
offered, sometimes leads the natives to permit
a tiger to pursue his ravenous course longer
than would otherwise be the case. In the
debate which occurred in the house of lords.

the Duke of Argyll promised that the govern-
ment would devote its immediate attention tt-

the subject with a view of providing some
of checking this horrible slaughter.

For " The Friend."

Conformity to the Ways of the World.

It has of late become too common among
some who still claim to be Friends, to speak
of several of our peculiar testimonies as very
little things, which they no longer feel the
obligation to observe. These testimonies were
not so regarded by faithful and eminently
wise men in the early days of our religious
Society. Thomas Ell wood, speaking of the
way in which he was led soon after he becamt
convinced of the Truth in his youthful days,
says :

" I was now required by this inward
and spiritual law, ' the law of the spirit of life

in Christ Jesus,' to ' put away the evil of mj
doings,' and to ' cease to do evil.' And what,
in particulars, the evil was which I was re-

quired to put away, and to cease from, that
measure of the divine light, which was now
manifested in me, discovered to me

;
and what

the light made manifest to be evil, judgment
passed upon.

So that here began to be a way cast up be-
e, for me to walk in—a direct and plainfore

way; so plain, that a way-faring man,'ho
weak and simple soever, though a fool in the
wisdom, and in the judgment of the world,
could not err while he continued to walk in

it
; the error coming in by his going out of it.

And this way with respect to me, I saw was
that measure of divine light which was mani-

fested in me, by which the evil of my doings,

which I was to put away and cease from was
discovered to me.
By this divine light then I saw, that though

I had not the evil of the common profaneness
and pollutions of the world to put away, be-

cause I had, through the great goodness of
God, and a civil education, been preserved out
of those grosser evils; yet I had many other
evils to put away and to cease from ; some of

which were not, by the world which
wickedness, accounted evils; but by the light

of Christ were made manifest to me to be

evils, and as such condemned in me.
As particularly, those fruits and effects of

pride, that discover themselves in the vanity
and superfluity of apparel ; which I, as far as
my ability would extend to, took alas ! too
much delight in. This evil of my doings, I

was required to put away and cease from ; and
judgment lay upon me till I did so. Where
fore in obedience to the inward law, which
agreed with the outward, 1 Tim. ii. 9 ; Pet,

iii. 3 ; 1 Tim. vi. 8 ; Jam. i. 21, I took off from
my apparel those unnecessary trimmings of

lace, ribbands and useless buttons, which had
no real service, but were set only for that

which was, by mistake, called ornament, and
I ceased to wear rings.

Again, the giving of flattering titles to men,
between whom and me there was not any re

lation, to which such titles could be pretended
to belong. This was one evil I had been much
addicted to, and was accounted a ready artist

in it ; therefore this also was I required to put
away and cease from. So that thenceforward
I durst not say sir, master, my lord, madam
or say your servant, to any one to whom I

did not stand in the real relation of a servant

;

which I never had done to any.
Again, respect of persons, in uncovering the

head, and bowing the knee or body in saiuta

tions, was a practice I had been much in the
use of. This is one of the vain customs of the
world, introduced by the spirit of the world,
instead of the true honor, of which this is a
false representation, and used in deceit, as a
token of respect by persons one to another,
who bear no real respect one to the other.

And besides, it is a type and proper emblem
of that divine honor which all ought to pay
to Almighty God, and which all, of all sorts,

who take upon them the Christian name, ap-
pear in when they offer their prayers to him,
and therefore should not be given to men. 1

found this to be one of those evils which I had
been too long doing, therefore I was now re-

quired to put it away, and cease from it.

Again the corrupt and unsound form of
speaking in the plural number to a single per-

son, you to one, instead of thou, contrary to

the pure, plain and single language of Truth,
thou to one and you to more than one, which
bad always been used by God to men, and
men to God, as well as one to another, from
the oldest record of time, till corrupt men, for

corrupt ends, in later and corrupt times, to
flatter, fawn, and work upon the corrupt na-
ture in men, brought in that false and sense-
less way of speaking you to one; which hath
since corrupted the modern languages, and
hath greatly debased the spirits, and depraved
the manners of men. This evil custom I had
been as forward in as others, and this I was
now called out of, and required to cease from.
These and many more evil customs which

had sprung up in the night of darkness, and
general apostacy from the Truth and true re- 1 debt.

ligion, were now by the inshining of this pu
ray of divine light in my conscience, grad
ally discovered to me to be what I ought
cease from, shun, and stand a witness against

Memorial of Kenndt Monthly Meeting, concer

ing William Walter, an Elder, deceased.

" Gather up the fragments that remain th

nothing bo lost," was the command of oi

blessed Saviour when personally upon tl

earth;—and we feel concerned to preser
some account of our dear friend, that othe
seeing his good works, may also be broug
to glorify our Father who is in Heaven. " I

the grace of God I am what I am," said tl

Apostle Paul, and our beloved brother wi

enabled, near the close of his long life, to bei

a similar testimony. Tlie same Divine Grai

which made him what he was, is also able i

make us who are left behind, heirs of tl

same blessed inheritance, as we are made wi
ing to submit our hearts to its wonder-worl
ing power.

William Walter was the son of Joseph an
Elizabeth Walter, and was born in Kennet
Chester County, Pennsylvania, the 16th da
of Twelfth month, 1783.

It appears, from accounts received, that i

very early life by yielding to the restrainin

power of Divine Grace, he manifested

guarded care over his conduct and converss

tion ; and was thereby preserved from man
of the temptations and snares incident t

youth ;
and could testif^y in after-life froi

living experience, " The fear of the Lord, thf

is wisdom; and to depart from evil is unde;

standing." He was deprived by death of th

tender care of an affectionate mother, befor

he was eight years old ; and often alluded t

that period as one in which serious impression

were fastened upon his mind, causing him t

cleave closely and lean confidingly upon Hitr

who proved his staff through a long life, an

we reverently believe, crowned his end wit

everlasting peace.

In the 29th year of his age, he was marrie
to Margaret, daughter of Robert and Marth
Lamborn, to whom he was a faithful an
affectionate husband ; and in the education c

his children, endeavored to keep them i;

plainness and a line of conduct consisten

with our religious profession ; being oftei

concerned to impress upon their mindf
well as the youth more generally, the propri

ety and advantage of faithfully supporting

these Christian testimonies.

He was much concerned that our mem
should steadily attend all our religious meet'

ngs, and often mourned over the absence o

those who permitted their worldly concernj

to prevent them from assembling with thei'

brethren for Divine Worship near the middh
of the week. In one of the meetings for Dis
cipline, at Parkersville, near the close of hii

life, he said, he felt willing for the encourage
ment of his fellow members in the faithfu

attendance of mid-week meetings, to mentioi
how it had been with himself. In his earlj

years he felt constrained, under a sense

religious duty to attend week-day meetings
In pursuance of this, he started in harves'

time on foot, for his meeting some mile!

distant, and when about half-way ther

voice sounded in his mental ear, " What wi|

thy creditors say if they see thee neglecting

thy business and going to meeting?" He wa
much troubled by this, for he was loaded witi
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ipression of duty was so strong that he
rned again and pursued his way to meet-

It was a remarkably favored season,

ler he sat down it was clearly shown him,
it the intimation he had heard was a tempt-
on of Satan, and if he would be faithful to

I reliijioua duties, his Heavenly Father
uld take care of him, and provide for him.

) was so fully convinced of his duly, and
sensible of the precious reward of faithful-

!8, that he was careful through the re-

linder of his life not to allow any,thing but
eessity to prevent his attendance of week-

y meetings; and he declared with thank-
Dess, that, "his Divine Master had fulfilled

him all that He had promised, and more."
Having early in life submitted to the yoke
Christ, and being thus rightly prepared for

rvice in the Church, he was, when compa-
bively young, appointed to the responsible

tion of Elder; and continued to perform
service to the satisfaction and comfort of

} religiously concerned brethren through
emainder of his life. He possessed a

3ek and gentle spirit, sound judgment, and
3g tried experience, having largely partaken
the trials attending the difficulties in the

ciety in 1827, and since that period borne
faithful testimony against the innovations
principles and practices with which our be-

sted Society has been assailed.

He felt a deep interest in and love for the

ar young people, kindly speakini: to and con-

rning them whilst in health : and in his last

kness, the travail and exercise of his spirit

turned towards them. Some of his ex-

essions on his dying bed were preserved,

)m which the following extracts have been
iken. To one of his grandsons he said: "I
ant thee to be a Quaker, a true, good Qua-
)r. JRead the writings of early Friends; see

iw they were made willing to give up the
Hies and vanities of this life. Oh ! the con-

rn I feel for the youth, that they might be
illing to uive up their whole heart to serve

good a Master
; and I do know they never

ill have cause to regret it. His peace far

.rpasses all things this world can give, and
do His will hath a sure recompense." At
lother time, he said, " O, how my spirit does
!arn over the youth, that they may be made
illing to make an early surrender, giving up
e follies and pleasures of this world for a

itter and more enduring inheritance! The
Drd loves an early saeritice. His fear is the
jginning of wisdom, and none will ever have
use to repent of serving Him, who gives

lace that this world can never take away,
iither can it give it. Encourage the youth
reading the writings of our early Friends,

at they may become better acquainted with
e doctrines of our Society. It is to the

)uth we must look for a succession. Our
stimonies are not to fall to the ground,
though there may be but few to uphold
em." Again, he said: "The youth do die,

e middle-aged may, and the aged must:

—

id nothing is of greater importance than the

Ivation of the never-dying soul. ' What
les it profit a man if he gain the whole
orld and lose his own soul ?'

"

On one occasion, addressing his children, he
id :

" What a comfort to have my dear chil-

•en about me at this time
;
you are very

nd, and how much I have for which to be

ankful ; but there is a work no one can do
r us, and how very important to have that

ork accomplished before sickness comes,

when the sufferings of this poor tabernacle
are as much as wo are able to bear, and indeed
more, without His holy help. Oh ! holy
Father, enable me patiently to bear all my
sufferings, and make me resignedly to say,
' Thy will bo done.' " Again he said to them,
" I have never desired great things, either for

myself or my children,—a little with content-

ment is more than great gains, and a content-

ed mind a continual feast. I have been com-
forted to see some of my children who have
been disappointed in their wotldly prospects,

bearing cheerfully what has befallen them,
not murmuring at things they cannot control

;

and I do believe if you keep your places, you
will be cared for, and yet see there is wisdom
in the dispensation, however trying to the

natural part."

At another time several of his children

were sitting beside him quietly, thinking he

was sleeping, when looking around the room
he remarked, " I wanted to see who were here :

so precious has been the feeling I was made
sensible of: the presence of the Most High, and
forcibly reminded of the promise, that where
the two or the three were rightly gathered
no matter where. He would be with them
and He has been with us at this time. What
sufferings the flesh is heir to, may be borne;
'But a wounded spirit who can bear?'

Through adorable mercy I am favored to feel

no condemnation for sin. I trust in His mer-
cy. What are my sufferings in comparison
to His who died for us all ? who bore the sins

of the whole world upon Him, and in the

depth of agony cried out, ' My God, My God,
why hast thou forsaken me?' 'Greater love

hath no man than this, that a man lay down
his life for his friends.' The growth of reli-

gion is a gradual work ; first the blade, then
the ear, then the full corn in the ear. We
cannot attain to any degree of religious ex-

perience in our own will, or way. We will

realize a growth only as we yield to that
heart-changing, purifying power of Divine
Grace, which brings into subjection the na-

tural man, and begets new desires, and as

new-born babes desiring the sincere milk of

the word, grow thereby unto the stature of a

young man in Christ, a strong man, yea, as

[jillars in the Lord's house which go no more
out."

On Seventh-day afternoon, the 6th of Fourth
month, with clearer utterance than usual, he
said :

" If faithful, we have the promise of an
hundred fold in this life, and in the world to

come life everlasting. ' Wide is the gate and
broad is the way that leadeth to destruction,'

&c., ' and straight is the gate and narrow is

the way that leads to life everlasting.' I have
a hope and trust that through mercy I have
been permitted to enter the straight gate;
' not by works of righteousness which we
have done but through mercy he saveth us :'

all through mercy." At another time, "I
have no greater Joy than to see my children

walking in the Truth ; may they be more
faithful than I have been, and escape my
mistakes; and remember there is no way to

the crown but by the way of the cross."
" I have been much favored with quietness

and peace since coming to my bed :—more so

than many weeks back, when I passed through
a long season of desertion and stripped nes-j,

without being able to realize that quietness

and peace that I longed for; but His o"wn

time is the right time : may patience have its

perfect work. His will, not mine, be done."

" What a mercy to have our sins go before-

hand to judgment. I have not seen when the
end will be ; but it is not far off; and I have
a hope to join her who has gone before, and
entered that rest where trouble and suffering

can never come." After suffering from op-
pression and difficulty of breathing, he raised
his hands and feebly ejaculated, " Oh, that I
had the wings of a dove, that I might fly

away and bo at rest," but quickly added,
" Not my will but thine, O Father, be done."

After desiring that simplicity, quietness and
good order might be observed at the time of
fiis funeral, saj'ing, that he had endeavored
to set a good example of plainness and mode-
ration in all things; he expressed the wish
that bis coffin might be plain, and everything
consistent with our profession :—and giving a
few more directions, he added, " I now feel

done with all worldly affairs." Having fought
the good fight and finished his course, he was
gathered as we reverently believe, like a shock
of corn fully ripe, into the Heavenly garner
of rest and peace. He died the 7th of Fourth
month, 1872, in the eighty-ninth year of his

age.

The Ltaky Roof.

Some years since, being in a house newly fin-

ished, I observed on the ceiling of part of the
upper entry, a large spot where the plaster was
moistened, evidently from a leak ; on exami-
nation, it was discovered that through some
carelessness, probably from dropping a hatch-

et or other edged tool by one of the workmen
on the roof, a small hole not more than one-

quarter of an inch in diameter had been made
in the tin gutter, just at a point where the

water descended from the upper part of the

roof; the consequence was, that during every
shower a stream of water entered the build-

ing at that point, wetting the timbers, rotting

the lath, destroying the tenacity of the mor-
tar, loosening it from the ceiling and produc-

ing an unsightly stain. A few drops of solder

promptly applied by the tinman, put a stop

to the train of evil consequences that had
commenced to fiow from this tiny leak. If

the remedy had not been applied, the injury

to the building would have gone on increas-

ing in extent; the edge of the tin exposed to

the weather would have rusted away and thus

enlarged the aperture, the alternate wetting

and drying of the timbers would have caused

them to decay, and the ultimate damage to

the building flowing from this apparently

trifling cause would have been serious.

How small an opening in our defensive pro-

tection is sometimessufBcient tointroduce fatal

decay in our spiritual buildings. In the relax-

ed and debilitated state of the physical system,

which is a frequent attendant upon the sultry

weather of the latter part of summer, we
may pass the closet where the wine-decanter

stands, and find a refreshing stimulant in a

glass of its contents : in a day or two we may
pass the same spot, and remembering the

comfort we derived from its previous use, may
repeat the potion: in a little while we may,
from day to day, find a recurrence of the de-

sire ; and as it continues to be gratified, the

tendency to the use of the stimulant becomes
stronger and stronger, and the apparent need

f our system for it becomes greater and
greater. The rust is rapidly enlarging the

opening through which the element destruc-

tive to our spiritual edifice is entering; and if
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•we do not soon apply the remedy, the unsight-
ly evidences of decay will become apparent.
Our heavenly Father, who is ever watching
over us for good, does not suffer us to fall into
evil without giving us due warning. There
will be impressed on the mind a feeling of
caution—an impression to abstain from that
which may injure us: but this gentle warning
may be easily set aside and disregarded, espe-
cially when the cry of appetite is loud and
imperative

; and when in other things, we
have not been careful reverently to listen for
and honestly to obey, the teachings of th
Holy vSpirit within us.

It is related, that a ministering Friend ii

the course of a religious visit, advised hi

hearers to beware of closet tipplings. A
valuable woman Friend, in the station of
elder^ who was present, felt uneasy with the
communication, as she did not see that it was
applicable to any who were present. Some-
time after, feeling exhausted with her house-
hold labors, and perhaps with the heat of the
weather, she thought a glass of wine would
be helpful, and accordingly drank one. In a
day or two she again thought she felt the like
need, and again partook of it. A third time
she approached the closet where the wine was
kept, with the same intention, when the lan-
guage of the preacher flashed across her
mind: Beware of closet tippling. Convinced
now that his arrows had not been shot at
random, she turned away, leaving the tempts
ing liquid untouched.
Our late valued Friend, Samuel Cope, was

riding one day in company with one who was
an eminently gifted minister in our religious
Society. Possessed of remarkable powers of
eloquence, and the faculty of controlling large
bodies of people, he was greatly admired and
followed

; but he had, probablj', at that time,
began to give way to a taste for spirituous li-

quors, which afterwards increased to a mourn-
ful extent. The leak had been made in his
roof, and he bad not the moral resolution and
self-denial to close it. In the course of their
ride, he said to Samuel, that a report had been
raised affecting his reputation for temperance.
Samuel replied, in substance ; thou knowest
whether it is true or not. If it is true and
thou dost not quit the practice, there is no
help for thee but to go down. The individual
referred to ultimately lost his right of mem
bership in the Society of Friends, and became
impoverished

;
but it is cheering to add, that

there is reason to believe, that towards the end
of life his habits were reformed. This narra-
tive is a striking proof of the truth, that how-
ever spacious and splendid in the eyes of
others may be our spiritual building, it is
liable to decay and ruin if we do not care-
fully watch over it to keep it in order ; and
apply to the great Master Mechanic for His
help to repair the injuries which it may meet
with.

When the late Amos Lawrence, so widely
and favorably known as a merchant and citi-
zen, was a lad, he was placed in a store in one
of the interior towns of Massachusetts, to re-
ceive his business training. It was the custom
pf the store, for one of the young men about
11 o'clock in every forenoon, to prepare a bev-
erage in which whiskey or brandy wore mix-
ed with water, sugar and other ingredients
to give it a palatable taste, of this the em-
ployees and customers of the store were at
liberty to partake. Amos shared with his
companions in the pleasant draught, but as

time passed on, he became conscious of a
longing for his accustomed stimulant when
the usual hour arrived. Aroused to reflec-
tion by this feeling, he at once resolved to
repair the leak in his roof, and never again
drank of the tempting liquid. His own suc-
cess in life was, no doubt to a large extent,
due to the moral firmness and selfdenial
which he practiced, of which the above inci-

dent is an illustration. The peril to which
he was exposed, may be estimated from the
fact which he relates, that every one of the
young men employed with him in the store,

contracted a fondness for strong drink, and
became habitual drunkards.

It is not in the indulgence of the appetites
alone, that small beginnings often lead to
great results. The first deviations from the
right path in any thing, are often so small,
that the mind is not fully awakened to the
danger of the departure. Almost insensibly
the path diverges, turning more and more
rapidly in the wrong direction till the po^

wanderer at last finds himself plunging into
ruin, and in such a state, that nothing but
the powerful interposition of the Divine Arm
can rescue him from destruction. Eecent
occurrences in business communities, have
disclosed several cases where persons of un-
blemished reputation, highly esteemed in

the circles where they were known, holding
ofiicial positions in the churches to which
they belonged, and occupying places of trust,

have been found to have made use of the funds
of institutions under their control for their
own purposes, in an unwarranted manner,
and thus to have caused serious loss to inno-
cent parties. Though all would unite in con-
demning such conduct, and the guilty parties
themselves would not attempt to justify it,

yet it is easy to see how they might be led
into it without bad intentions.

In well meaning persons, such things gen-
erally commence in a very small way. Feeling
the need of a little money, a man may antici
pate his salary, and draw a few hundred dol
lars, some weeks before it becomes due. As
a matter of convenience, he may keep a pri-

vate debtor and creditor account with the in-

stitution over which he presides, borrowing
occasionally small sums for his personal use,
which he returns at his own convenience, and
of which no entry is made in the oflScial books.
These things seem to him harmless in them-
selves. When he has become accustomed to
this, an opportunity may present of making
a purchase which he thinks will be largely to
his pecuniary advantage, and which will re-

quire more funds than he has of his own. It
is but a slight extension of his debtor and
creditor account to borrow a few thousand
dollars of the company he is connected with,
and to do this without notice to the directors,
or giving that kind of security which the rules
of the institution require. One speculation
often leads to another, the amounts required
become larger and larger, till finally the trans-

grow to such an amount that they
can no longer be concealed, and the poor man
finds himself the victim of public censure and
private self-reproach.
May we all learn to avoid the beginnings of

evil, and if we discover an opening, however
small, in the roof of our houses, either out-
ward or inward, may we lose no time in hav

"t repaired. W

edifices have received ; but if we becon
thoroughly humbled under asenseofourtran
gressions, and in sincerity and earnestne
beg for help of our compassionate Heaven!
Father, He will, in His own time and wa
extend such relief as He sees to be best fi

us. For, as one, who had large experience i

His goodness, says: "He is a God of mercie
and delighteth in pardoning and forgivir
much and very often. What tender mothi
can be more ready to forgive and embrace tl

child, that appears broken and afflicted wit
her sore displeasure ! Yea, He gives broke:
ness. He melteth the heart, that He may 1

tender towards, and embrace it in his arms i

reconciliation, and in the peace of His Spirit

The Guano Trade between Peru and th

United States is in litigation. The Peruvia
Government, through its attorneys, brinj
grave charges of fraud against various Am
rican dealers in guano, and has sued five Ne
York firms, the complaint charging them wit
selling adulterated guano as genuine, wit
improperly using old bags, and with apprc
priating the Peruvian trade-mark fraudi
lently. These suits have caused some sens:
tion, and the firms in question say that all tb
guano that comes to this country arrives i

bulk, and they claim the right to put it i

bags and combine it as they see fit. In fac
guano in the hands of some dealers, has a
alo.ig been " fixed up for the trade," and th
genuine Peruvian article is said to be often 8

mixed with extraneous substances as to b
useless. This refuse it is the custom to n
move, its place being supplied with a cheape'
guano or some phosphate fertilizer. Thi
manipulation, those in the business say, so fa
from injuring the article, really enhances it

value, whilst enabling them to sell it at a re

duced priced. They also claim the right t<

buy old bags and refill them if they see fit

and if the Peruvian trade-mark happens tc

be on these bags, they say that the Peruviai
Government has no right to interfere. Thest
are the statements of the wholesale
who have been brought into court, and wh<
further hint that various retailers have beer
guilty of adulterations which have been th«

cause of the trouble. Tne attorneys of the
Peruvian Government, on the other hand, de-

clare that a large traffic has been for some
time carried on fraudulently, and to the det-

riment of that government, and they are com
fident they have got hold of the right parties.
In addition to these suits, further sales of

guano by these firms have been stopped by
injunction pending litigation. The subject iS

exciting quite a lively interest in certain cir-

cles in New York.

—

Late Paper.

For "The Friend.

The Secret of Clieerfnl Service.

" Casting a'll your care upon Him, for He
careth for you

"

Y'es
! that is the secret. But, in order thus

to cast all care, two conditions are necessary
that we be willing to do all our duty, and will-;

not to do more than our duty. The want
of the latter, perhaps, as much as the formery
makes burdened Christian hearts, in thisrestj
less, ambitious, American life

Often, we think we see duties before us, tha
look too heavy for our physical strength. Ac

i'l undoubtedly find it Icepting them as given to us by our Master wa
a task too groat for our own skill and ability, I may cast our care on Him ; saying to Him
to repair the injuries which our spiritual

I " Lord, if it is Thy will that I do this, oleast
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re me the ueeded strength; and if strength

Dot given, I will understand that it is not

me that the work is to be done, and will

content that it be performed by another."

)Ut much w^rk is undertaken— b}- Christian

jple too^without considering whether it is

igned to them bj^ their Lord: generally

m ambitious motives,

yiany a man works beyond his strength in

effort to carry on too large a business
;

get forward in the world"—to make for

family a luxurious home. Many a mother,

whom is given the noble work of training

immortals, and who only has strength

rond what is so used, for the simplest house-

1 management, wearies herself in the en-

vor to show as daintily arranged apart-

nts, and as elegant a table as others who
re no such absorbing cares as hers: or she

with her needle in the hours needed for

sp, to make for the darlings as elaborate

sses as she sees worn by the children of a

althy neighbor. Cares that are not given

ds by our Lord, we cannot cast upon Him
;

what wonder that we are weary and
rited, if we are bearing so many burdens

ne!

Some people keep themselves restless by
to do lawful duty with an unattainable

fectness—or better than they see it done
others. Isow it is oue beautiful thing in

Christian race, that all may attain the

se : there should be no unloving emulation,

hou art not so highly gifted as thy neigh-

I*,
still to thee may come just as sweetly the

Fell done" in reward for the right use of

1^

gifts; and if laid aside altogether from

fve service, it is precious to think,

I

" They also serve who only stand and wait."

rhough, through infirmities of the flesh or

Ivy sorrows, sadness will sometimes clothe

! spirit, still if there abides underneath, the

perful acceptance of the J:<'ather's will, pa-

st endui'ance may be accounted acceptable

vice
;
yes, and cheerful service. M.

th mo. 1873.

to receive the knowledge that is offered beforolthat Jesus Christ has offered himself a pro-
or at the time of action. How many employ, I pitiatory sacrifice for sin, and " by his own
might wo not say, «>(7Ste the precious measures; blood entered in once into the holy place,
of life, in pursuits remote from the object of having obtained eternal redemption for us."
their creation

;
and which, if attained, con- As we receive and obey him as Ho is revealed

duco very little to real happiness; who, ab-|by his Spirit to the soul, Ho gives us to see
sorbod with the acquisition or application of ourselves—as we can bear it—even as we are

THE FRIEND.
EIGHTH MONTH 16, 1873.

3ne of the experiences acquired in the course
Christian progress is, that it is no mean
ainment to have a true knowledge of our-

pes. Man's unaided reason is altogether
.dequate to sound the depths of the humau
irt, and as it is there that Satan carries on
work, one of the main efforts for attaining

end is to conceal or misrepresent what
sts or is going on therein. Our natural
ipensity to evil, and our acquired sense of

ht and wrong are in antagonism, and if

)wed to exert their respective influence,

st produce inevitable discord, manifesting
jlf more forcibly at some times than others,

ording to the presence aud power of tempt-
Dn. It is not until one or the other has
[uired complete control that peace is ob-

Qed ; in one case, the seeming peace aris-

• from moral death, " dead in trespasses

1 sins;" in the other, the peace bestowed
the Author and Rewarder of all good.
;n one sense every error in human conduct

y be said to arise from ignorance of our-

vea ; either permanent, from long persist-

se in evil, or temporary, from unwillingness

knowledge that " puffeth up," or administe
only to the wants or gratifications of tempore
existence, appear willinir to study anything
but themselves

; forgetful that they possess s

spiritual being with which it is a duty to be
corao acquainted, but from which attention
has been withheld, by motives they are un
willing to analyze. However prone we may
be to look for and point out the faults and
failings of others, it is contrary to our fallen

nature to anatomize our own hearts, so as to

lay bare to our view all the passions and mo-
tives that lie hidden there, and which, per-

haps often almost unconsciously to ourselves,

have checkered the course of our lives, and
involved us more and more deeply in the
mazes of sinful disobedience and the darkness
of self-love.

" Men love darkness rather than light be
cause their deeds are evil," and rather thar
have the knowledge of themselvesforced upoc
them, they habituallj^ practice self-deception

and indulge in more favorable conceptions of

their own virtue than truth warrants. Though
we may freely confess the fallibility of man'i
reason, and the narrowness and defocliveness

of his knowledge, we are prone to make a

tacit reserve in favor of ourselves, when judg-
ing of our own motives and actions. The
standard we try ourselves by, is not that of

the Sanctuary, but the measure of other men's
virtue ; and such is the effect of the fall upon
our moral nature, that when " the reproofs of

instruction" are so severe as to arrest the at-

tention, and make us feel sensible of the evil

into which our self-will is betraying us, our
fallible reason is employed to stifle by its

sophisms, the stings of conscience, and by
persuading us that the faults which we can-

not conceal, are not the fruits of natural cor-

ruption, but casual failures or lapses, to satisfy

us that circumstances justify us in our course,

and that our temporary uneasiness is uncalled

for, or a delusion. Thus arraigned at our own
tribunal, we find our errors so palliated by
what we accept as the goodness of our mo-
tives, or the cogency of the impelling circum-
stances, that we willingly extenuate ourselves

from guilt, if indeed we may not find a plea

for augmenting our selfesteem.

It is not until the Light wherewith Christ
has enlightened every man that cometh into

the world, is permitted to shed its searching
beams into the dark chambers of the soul,

that we can have any adequate conception of

the depth and deceivableness of the evil that

lurks there, "the exceeding sinfulness of sin,"

and how wholly destitute we are, as fallen

beings, of the power to measure the depravity
of our unregenerate nature, let alone to rise

out of it into that redemption which is wrought
by Christ alone. Awakened to the insuffor-

ableness of sin in the divine sight, and to a

consciousness of the guilt incurred by disobe-

dience to the law written in the heart, and
the eternal condemnation that must follow

unless it is removed, we might indeed, like the

wretched man described by the apostle, de-

spair of being delivered from "the body of this

death," were it not that " life and immortality"

have been brought to light by the gospel, and

seen of Him
;
sets our sins in order before us;

gives us unfeigned repentance for all our evil

thoughts and deeds, and as we patiently bear
the ministration of condemnation, in his own
time, forgives us our past sins, and speaks
peace to the penitent soul. Thus we come to
know ourselves; to commune with our own
hearts and be still, that so we may experience
the axe laid to the root of the corrupt tree,

and we sanctified and justified in the name of
the Lord Jesus, and by the baptism of the
Holy Ghost and fire.

How total the change ! how miraculous the
new creation ! There is now no room for

pride, no place for self-confidence, no glorying
in the flesh, but instead thereof abasedness of
spirit ; the sentence of death in ourselves that
we should not trust in ourselves, an ever-pre-

sent consciousness of inability to guide and
preserve ourselves aright, and an earnest
prayer and trust that all our ways may be
ordered by the Spirit of our omniscient and
omnipresent Creator and Redeemer.

It is this doctrine of the ahsDiute necessity
of obedience to the Light of Christ revealed
in the soul, for obtaining an insight of our
corrupt nature and condition, and that know-
ledge of the only true God and Jesus Christ,
whom He has sent, which is life eternal, that
Satan is always attacking; because by belief

therein and obedience thereto, his kingdom
is to be destroyed. His power and subtlety

have been employed from age to age, and are

now employed to draw the attention of man
away from it, and to induce him to substitute

anything else rather than to thus live and
walk in the Spirit.

Our worthy predecessors, from the rise of
the Society unto the present generation, hav-
ing experienced the efficacy of the Light of
Christ in their souls, to quicken them and
bring them out of their natural state of death
in trespasses and sins, and to lead them from
the form of godliness into the enjoyment of

its power and liberty, preached this doctrine

as a fundamental article of the faith of the

Society. They bore testimony against every
effort "to set the Scriptures above this Light
of Christ, declaring that while they acknow-
ledged their value as being able to make wise
unto salvation through faith in Christ Jesus,

yet they were secondary and subordinate to

the Grace of God, which alone bringeth sa'va-

tioii. " There is a path which no fowl knoweth,
and which the vulture's eye hath not seen :

the lion's whelps have not trodden it, nor the

fierce lion passed by it;" it is the king's high-

way to holiness. Let all honest hearted

Friends be on their guard lest they be drawn
aside from living up to, and contending for,

this blessed doctrine and way; especially as

n this day there are so many who, finding

ts straitness and narrowness offensive to flesh

and blood, and so contrary to the cravings of

the cultivated natural understanding, are bent

on substituting something else, that will make
the oftence of the cross to cease, and allow

greater liberty to the carnal mind. " Blessed

ire those servants whom the Lord when He
cometh shall find watching : verily I say unto

you, that He shall gird himself, and make
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them to sit down to meat, and will come forth

and serve them."

SUMMAEY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—A Madtid dispatch of the 8th savs : Va-

lencia has unconditionally surrendered, and General

Campos now occupies the city. The submission of

Cartagena is expected to follow immediately.

The insurgents at Cadiz surrendered to the national

troops on the 6th inst. In some other places the city

insurgents still maintain an obstinate resistance.

The position in tlie north of .Spain has not materially

changed, though the Carlists claim that they are still

making progress. Tliey were concentrating before Bur-

gos, preparatory to an attack on that city. Korthern
Navarre is held by the Carlists.

A Madrid dispatch of the 9th says, that an arrange-

ment for the restoration of the national authority in

Salamanca has been concluded between the government
and a deputation from that city.

The Cortes has abolished the Executive power of

pardon. The leading idea with the moderate Federalists

in the Cortes is to convert the present provinces of

Spain into States.

On the 8th inst., Henri Eochefort was put on board

the transport Virginee, with eighty-nine other convicts,

for New Caledonia.

An official statistical statement shows that during the

first six months of the present year, the imports of

France amounted in value to 1,.561,000,000 francs,

against 1,678,000,000 tlie same time last year. The ex-

ports were 1,952,000,000 francs, against 1,727,000,000.

The total revenue from all sources was .516,000,000

francs, against 404,000,000 the same period last year.

Another instalment of the war indemnity has been
paid. On the 5th inst. the French troops entered Nancy,
and were received with wild enthusiasm.

The reports of the harvest in France show that the

yield generally is only middling, both in quality and
quantity. In the north of France the wheat is of good
quality, but is scarce and prices are higher.

Cholera prevails in the Austrian province of Gallicia.

From oth rao. loth to 7th mo. 6th, 51,777 cases were
reported, of which 19,007 ended fatally.

A Vienna dispatch of tlie 9th says, the cholera has
disappeared from that city.

Many strangers are leaving Vienna, and the number
of visitors to the Exhibition decreases daily.

A Vienna dispatch says: The International Patent
Eights Congress is in session here. One of its first acts

was to resolve that the common protection of inventors

should be guaranteed by the laws of all civilized coun-
tries.

The German government has instructed its repre-

sentatives in Spain to co-operate with the English and
French representatives for the protection of foreigners

and their property, even if force has to be employed.
The Emperor of Austria will visit the Emperor of

Germany at-Gastein, after the distribution of prizes at

the Exhibition.

The cholera has appeared with great virulence in the
military barracks in Berlin.

The emigration from Eussia to the United States is

said to be increasing. On the 6th inst. four hundred
Eussians sailed in one steamer.

The address of Queen Victoria, pronounced by com-
missioners at the prorogation of Parliament, notices the
close of commercial negotiations with France, and the
completion of extradition treaties with Brazil and
several secondary European Powers, as well as others,

to lessen the slave trade in eastern Africa. The pro-

visions of tlie Treaty of Washington are being carried

out. The Queen's thanks are given for the allowance
voted to enable the Duke of Edipburgh to marry. The
improvement in educational opportunities ; the regula-
tion of railways and other encouraging points are
touched as usual in similar addresses.

The election in East Staffordshire to fill a vacancy in
the House of Commons, resulted in the return of S. C.
Alsopp, the Conservative candidate, by a large majority.

Important changes are announced in the British
Ministry. John Bright will enter the Cabinet as Chan-
cellor of the Duchy of Lancaster. Eobert Lowe leaves
his post as Chancellor of the Exchequer, and assumes
the duties of the Home Office. Prime Minister Glad-
stone retains his former position, and also assumes the
Chancellorship of the Exchequer, the duties of which
he will perfurui with the assistance of Lord Cavendish
and Arthur Wellesby Peel.

Nearly all the large cotton mills in Kochdale are
clo-sed in consequence of a strike of the operatives.
The rice mills at Stepney have been burned, causing

a loss of nearly one million pounds sterling.

The office of the Master of Eolls has been offered to

Sir .John Duke Coleridge, but he refuses to accept it.

London, 8th mo. 11th.—Consols 92| a 92i. U. S.

five per cent. 10-40 bonds, QlJ.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 8id.; Orleans, 9Jd
California white wheat, 12s. id. a 12s. 5d. per 100 lbs.

for club, and lis. 9d. a lis. lid. for averaged. Eed
winter wheat, 12s. a 12s. 3d. ; spring, lis. 2d a lis. lOd.

The consumption of horseflesh in Paris for food, ap-

pears to be on the increase. According to La Monde,
th^re were in round numbers 10,000 horses, 900 asses

and 50 mules eaten in 1872. The meat is sold at forty

different .shops or stalls, and sells generally at half the

price of beef
United States.—Miscellaneous.—The interments in

Philadelphia last week numbered 434, including 110

deaths of cholera infantum, 43 consumption, 33 debility,

24 marasmus, 5 sun-stroke, and 10 old age.

During the Seventh month the water works of the

city furnished a daily average supply of 47,676,000
gallons.

There are 812 paper-mills in the United States, and
the total capital invested in the business is $43,.500,000.

The number of laborers employed is 22,042, and the

product last year amounted to 317,387 tons, valued at

$66,475,82.5.

The whole number of dead letters received at the U.
S.- Post-office Department Last month, was 321,379. Of
this number 7,701 were returned from foreign countries,

and 19,510 were returned to foreign offices.

Since the authorization of the recoinage of the light

gold coins of the country by a law passed during the

last session of Congress, about forty million dollars have
been recoined at the Philadelphia and San Francisco

mints, at an average loss to the government of about
three-tifths of one per cent., or about two hundred and
fifty thousand dollars for the amount recoined.

On the 5th inst. a destructive fire occurred at Hunter's
Point, Long Island, which destroyed a great quantity

of coal oil, together with shedding and buildings. Total

estimated loss about $500,000.
A terrible steamboat disaster occurred the 8th inst.,

on the Potomac river, Va. The steamer Wawasset, on
a trip from Washington to Currioman, took tire and
was destroyed. There were 137 pa.ssengers on board,

between forty and fifty of whom were drowned. The
passengers became frantic with fear and jumped into

the river to escape the flames.

There were 740 deaths in New York last week.
A fire at Portland, Maine, the 9th inst., destroyed

three steamers, a large quantity of grain and other

valuable property. Loss about $600,000. Several lives

were lost.

There were 236 deaths in St. Louis last week, includ-

ing 18 from cholera, 30 cholera morbus, and 37 cholera
infantum.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 11th inst. New York.—American gold, 115.i.

U. S. .sixes, 1881, 120J ; ditto, 1868, 118|; new five

per cents, 114|. Superfine flour, $4.95 a $5.25; State
extra, $6.10 a $6.45; finer brands, 5r6 50 a $10. Eed
western wheat, $1 52 ; No. 2 Chicago spring, $1.42 ; No.
3 do., $1.31 a $1.33. Oats, 41 a 52 cts. Western rye,

85 cts. Yellow corn, 56 a 57^ cts. ; white, 76 a 80 cts.

Philadelphia.—Cotton, 19i a 20 cts. for middling up-
lands and New Orleans. Superfine flour, $3.50 a $4.25;
finer brand.s, $4.50 a $10. AVhite wheat, $1.65 a $1.75;
new amber wheat, $1.56 ; western red, $1.44 a $1.47

;

spring, $1.40. Eve, 75 a 79 cts. Western yellow corn,

59 cts. Oats, 39 a 48 cts. Cuba sugar, 8 a 9 cts. The
receipts of beef cattle at the Avenue Drove-yard were
about 2800 head. Choice sold at 7 a 7| cts. per lb. gross;

fair to good, 5i a 6.t cts., and common, 4 a 5 cts. About
15,000 sheep sold a't 3.V a 6 cts. per lb. gross, and 6,000
hogs at $7.25 a $7.50 per 100 lb. net. Baltimore.—
Choice white wheat, $1.70 ; choice amber, $1.70 a $1.72;
good to prime red, $1.63 a 11.68 ; western red, $1.45 a
$1.50. White corn, 70 a V3cts.

;
yellow, 60 cts. Oats, 40

a 44 cts. Chlcar/o.—Extra spring flour, $5.75 a $6.25.
N-. 1 -]-n'^-. wi;,Mt, S1.25 a $1.26; No. 2 do., $1.20;
X . ' • ' ." :i -I. OS. Xo. 2 mixed corn, 372 cts. No.
-

"
l.anl, 8 cts. St. Louis.—No. 2 winter

wh :.i. Ill :. S1.45; No. 3 fall red, $1.28. No. 2
mixed corn. 37 a 38 cts. No. 2 oats, 27A a 28 cts. Lard,
8icts. Cw»ctJiria(j.—Family flour, $6.15 a 16.35. Wheat,
$1.25 a $1.30. Corn, 45 a 47 cts. Lard, 8 a 8.[ cts.

EECEIPTS.
Eeceived from Henry Knowles, Agent, N. Y., for

Henry A. Knowles, lo., Martha M. Knowles, Mich.,
and David Naramore, Daniel Peckham, and Lorenzo
Eockwell, N. Y., $2 each, vol. 47; from James E.
Cooper, Pa., $2, vol. 47.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLORE
PERSONS.

Teachers are wanted for these schools, to be open
about the first of Tenth month.

Application may be made to

Elton B. Gifford, 28 North Third St.

Ephraim Smith, 1013 Pine St.

James Bromlev, 641 Franklin St.

Richard J. Allen, 472 North Third St.

FEIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
These schools, under the care of the three Month

Meetings of Friends in this city, will re-open i

Second-day, Ninth mo. 1st, 1873. The Boys' Scho<

on Cherry St., above Eighth St., is under the care

Zebedee Haines, as Principal. The Girls' School, i

Seventh St., below Race St., is under the care

Margaret Lightfoot. There are also two Prima
Schools for the instruction of those children who a

too young to attend the higher schools ;
one of which

held in the Meeting-house at the corner of Sixth a

Noble streets, the other in the Boys' School buildi

on Cherry street,

The attention of Friends residing in this city and
neighborhood is particularly invited to these schoo
The terms are moderate, and by provisions receni

made for that purpose. Friends belonging to PhiLadi

pliia Y^early Meeting, sending children to these schoo
(also members) who may find tlie charges burdenson
can be fully relieved. In the principal schools opp(

tunities are afforded of obtaining a liberal education
useful branches of Study, and in the Latin and Gre
languages. Facilities for illustration are afforded bj

valuable collection of philosophical apparatus, minera
and Auzoux's models of parts of the human system, 6

French is also taught in the Girls' school. In t

primary schools the children are well grounded in tho

of a more elementary character.

It is desirable that applications for admission
children should be made early, and that parents i

turning children to the schools should send them at tl

beginning of the term.

Further information may be obtained upon applic

tion to the Treasurer of the Committee,
James Smedley, No. 415 Market street.

MEMORIALS.
The memorials of our late beloved Friends Dav

Cope, William Walter, and Samuel Cope, have no

been printed, and are to be had at Friends' Bookston

WANTED
A suitable Friend to serve as Matron in Haverfo:

College. Apply soon to Samuel J. Gummere, Pres
Haverford College P. O., Montgomery Co., Pa.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDIA
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A Friend and his wife are wanted to take charge •

this Institution, and to manage the farm connected wit
it. A teacher of the school will also be wanted at tb

commencement of the Fall term.
Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co., Pa
Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada
Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Chest*

Co., Pa.

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., PhUada.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOE THE INSANE.
Near ^ankfcrd, {Tiveniy-third Ward,) Philadelphia.
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Worti
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may I

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board (

Managers.

Died, 7th mo. 23th, 1873, Walter Smith, of tl

city, aged 58 years, a member of Western Distric
Monthly Meeting.

, on Sixth-day, the 8th inst, at the residence
her son-in-law, Eandolph H. Moore, in Trenton, Ne'
Jersey, in the 68th year of her age, Mary Warnei
a beloved member of Chesterfield Monthly Meetinj
"Blessed are the pure in heart for they shall see God
"^

WILLIAm'h. PILE,' PEINTEK
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Notice of the recent increase of Kangaroos in, 13

Automatic wonder. An, 293.

Backhouse Deborah. Extracts from the memoirs of,

and comments, 283. 291. 300. 315. 324. 330.

Ba mboo. Notice of an injurious substance from the, 390.

Bank note engraving. Description of the process of, 49.

Babel. Reputed site of, 287.

Banks John. Tender advice of, to Friends, 223.

Earnest zeal manifested by, 289.

Advice of, to plainness of apparel, 317.

Baptism. Testimony to necessity of the, 349.

Barents William, the Arctic explorer. Account of, 85.

Barclay John. Eemarks of, on plainness of dress, and
comments, 64.

Letter of, to Thomas Evans, 67.

Extract from, in relation to the Society of

Friends, 220.

Extract from a letter by, and comments, 263.

Remarks of, upon those who leave the Society

of Friends, 276.

Remarks of, on the value of the memorials of

deceased Friends, 386.

Barclay Bobert. Letter of, to his future wife, 101.

Reasons assigned by, why Friends do not read

the Scriptures in meetings for worship, 325.

Extract from, on the great cause of the apostacy

from true religion, 341.

Notice of the sejiarate reprint of two ProiJosi-

tions by, 408.

Eemarks of, on singing in places of worship, and
comments, 415.

Bark of the linden as material for sail-cloth, &c., 309.

Bats. Note on, 141.

Trees of, in Dahomey, 394.

Beer. On the antiquity of, 262.

On the manuiicture of milk, 262.

Bees. Great variety of, in Brazil, 27.

and wasps of Brazil. On the, 27.

Tne number in a swarm of, 68.

as architects. Notes on, 70.

On the sting of the queen, 124.

An adventure with, in Africa, 290.

Bermuda Islands. Notice of the, 230.

Beetle Samuel, Sr. Remarks on the character of, 101.

Bell Deborah. Extract from a letter of, and com-
ments, 359.

Bible. The Christian is the worlds', 122.

Bible Association of Friends. Circular of the, 62. 69. 78.

Notice of a Bible lately issued by the above, 280.

Bird. Notice of the hermit, an extinct, 399.

Birds. Habits of our migratory, 139. 148.

On the value of, in destroying insects, 198.

Observations on carrier pigeons, 204.

Instinct shown by, in the selection of sites for

nests, 342.

Touching anecdote of two canary, 354.

Blood. Observations on the coagulation of, 340.

Book notice.", &c. "The principles, methods, and his-

tory of the Society of Friends, a discourse,"

&c., by Augustine Jones, 319.

Geo. Fox, an apostle of evangelical spiritual

Christianity, 391.

The Journal of Wm. Penn, while visiting Hol-
land and Germany in 1677, (new ed.,) 407.

Robert Barclay on Immediate Revelation, (re-

print,) 408.
"

Robert Barclay on Universal Saving Light, (re-

print,) 408.

Books. Hints to the young on choosing, 132.

Botany. Notice of DeCandolle's work on, in 17 vol-

umes, 155.

Botanists. Notices of the lives of several, in humble
life, 245.

Bownas Samuel recommends plainness of speech and
apparel, 317.

appeals to the scriptures for proof in his minis-
try, 325.

Brewster David. Account of the last days of 180, 188.

Notice by Mary Somerville of, 267.

Bridle of self-government. Advice upon the, 279.

Brotherly kindness and regard. Remarks on the n
and helpfulness of, 170.

Butterflies. Notice of the migration of, 372.

Buffaloes in Africa. Adventures with, 282.

Building for a Safe Deposit Co. Notice of a strong,

;

Burnyeat John. Account by, of his early convii

ment, 262.

Burnyeat Jonathan. Account of the ministry ot^at

age of twelve, 30.

Burrough Edward. Testimony of, respecting the W
of Life and the Scriptures, 220.

Business. Remarks of John Heald upon trials in, ]

Losses in, may be blessings in disguise, 276.

Three good lessons in, 397.

Butter making. Remarks and reflections on, 115.

Cadmium. Account of the discovery of, 82.

California wood-rat. Curious nest of, 404.

Cat. Anecdote of an intelligent, 215.

Remarks on the character of the, 242. 363. i

349.

Camm Thomas. Account of the funeral of, 19.

Cannabalism in Central Africa. Notice of 340.

Capper Mary. Observations of, on the boasted " ma
of intellect," 104.

On prayer, by, 114.

Chicago. Appeal on behalf of colored people in.

Children. Advice ofLondon Y. Meeting to, in 1800,

Religious exercise of Hannah Carpenter i

ing the, and the parents of, 126.

On the nature of the religious teaching and tn

ing enjoined upon parents towards their, 1

167.

On the importance of the habit of application

186.

The importance of early impressing the

of, with the necessity of obedience to Div
Grace, 239.

On some of the qualifications for the pre

education of, 247.

Hints relative to the training of, from a men
of Deborah Backhouse, 283.

On the reciprocal duties of parents and, 319.

Hint on improving the condition of neighbc

363.

On the duty of parents to labor witli th(

take up the daily cross, 388.

Chinese etiquette. Notes on, 357. 363.

Chinese. Remarks on the inconsistency of the eflbr

exclude tiie, from the V. States, 383.

Cholera. Statistics of the mortalitj' of, recently at 1

lin, 165.

Christ. Remarks of I. Penington on the cross of, J

preferred to ornaments. Anecdote related by
Judson, 60.

On the light of, in the heart, 203. 341.

Advice to seek for, and to obey the revelation

in the heart, 301.

Christian counsel of Christopher Story, 34.

The true, the strongest argument for christian

403.

Cross. Essay entitled. The, 404.

Church. Eemarks on membership in the true, 36

Eeflections on the professing, 133.

Remarks on discipline in the, 251.

On the Discipline established by Geo. Fox,
On the renewal of Divine visitations to

405.

Churches. On the state of the primitive, 203.

Churchman John. Advice of, to a young woman
considering a proposal of marriage, 122.

Cinchona. Profitable results of the culture of,

India, 239. 390.

Clement. Extract from an Epistle of, with comme
207.

Climate. On the variations of, in England, &c.,

On the eflect of forests upon the moisture of, ]

Notes on some mild winters, 220.

of the Atlantic coast. On the unchanging cJ

acter of the, 253.



ck at tlie National observatory. Account of the

tanilard, 26.

th. Enormous, in Dahomey, 395.

il. Account of Englisli miner.s of, 28.

1-liver oil. On a successful method of administer-

ng, 133.

Tee. Remark on the use of milk with, 340.

n. Notice of the oldest known, 196.

lins Esther and Ann Edward?. Keraarks on the

eath of, 146.

orado. Description of tlie scenery near Colorado

Springs, 19.

On the parks of, 68.

orado potata-bug. On the, 36o.

ds. How caught, and methods of prevention, 35.5.

oring matter of certain tapers. The poisonous na-

jre of, 339.

nfort. William Thornton. Account of the death

f, aged eleven years, 78.

amercial mania. Instances of, in the South Sea

lompany, and others, 299.

isistent walking. Essay upon, 118.

[version. Remarks of Sam'l Fothergill on instan-

taneous, 26.

Extract from Stephen Crisp on instantaneous, 03.

Samuel. Memorial concerning, 9.

ton-seed oil and cake. Statistics of the value of, 219.

T. On the character of the, 226.

Remarks on the above, 349. 354.

rper William. Remarks of John Newton on the

eath of, 99.

jme Readers Hearken to me awhile." Essay and
xtract entitled, 165.

net. Notice of the appearance of Coggla's, 365.

nets. On the Phenomena of, 97. 105. 114. 123. 131.

53. 103. 171. 177.

ibos of S. America. Account of the, 172.

al fishery of the Mediterranean, On the, 262.

ton Priscilla. Dying advice of, to friends to keep
the cross, 222.

mea. Notice of antiquarian discoveries in the, 351.

sp Stephen. Extracts from a sermon by, 62.

Advice of, to Friends to be watchful and earn-

est, 92.

Advice of, to Friends to maintain the judgment
of Truth, 327.

codiles in Siam. Observations on, 203.

ker John. Remark of, on the attendance of relig-

)ns meetings, 107.

ok John. On the danger of the doctrine of imper-

iction, 250.

On the necessity of bearing the, 2. 36. 266. 279.

Advice of Priscilla Cotton on keeping in the, 222.

Advice of Edw. Burrough and Francis Howgill

to Friends, not to stumble at the, 223.

Remarks on the discipline of the, 238.

»ok John. Advice of, to his children, 284.

ture of a strawberry bed." Essay entitled, " The,

57.

mascus. Notice of, 12.

bt. Remarks on the injurious efiect of, upon char-

acter, 37.

ceased. Remarks on respect to the memory of the,

!73.

wsbury William. Observations of, upon a forward

inistry, 15.
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Death be 1 lej-entance Remark on 89
Devil fihh. A struggle with a, 101.
" Did they enter the promised land." Essay entitled, 60.

Deming Geraldine. Incident in the life of, 132.

Dewsbury William. Testimony of, to all the sons of

men, 132.

Diamond. Method of preventing the spontaneous burst-

ing of, 179.

Disappointments. On submitting to, 390.

Discoveries. Account of great, bv accident, 82.

" Do all for God." E.^ttract entitled, 100.

Doctors and medicines Remarks on, 28.

Dog. Anecdote of a policeman's, 124.

Dogs. On some curious traits of, 3.

How trained to watch sheep in California, 98.

Remarkable instance of intelligence in shep-

herd, 172.

On Siberian, 222.

Anecdotes of, and remarks on the character of,

235. 349.

Donkey. On the character of the, 251.

Dove and the raven. Remarks on the, as emblems, 70.

Dress. Christ preferred to ornament in, 60.

Remarks on the testimony of Friends to plain-

ness of, 03.

The despotism and wickedness of present fash-

ions in, 81.

Scripture texts in relation to women's and com-
ments, 174.

Dying testimony of a young woman of the family

of Penn, to plainness of, 199.

Job Seott instructed in regard to plainness of, 231.

Gay attire and superfluity in, a contradiction to

our christian profession, 259.

Remark of a dean of Derry in relation to a plain,

and comments, 208.

Friends distinguished by plainness of, from their

rise, 310.

A consistent maintenance of Friends' testimony

to plainness of, a constituent of their Christian

character, 346.

On the testimony of the early Methodists to

plainness of, 351.

Convincement of a young woman, of Friends'

testimony to plainness of, by the silent exer-

cise of D. Stanton, 390.

Drought and rain. Essay entitled, 405.

Earth-worm. On the usefulness of, in enriching soils,
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Editorial.—Remarks on the danger to spiritual growth

in the accumulation of riches, ; On entering the

Forty-seventh volume, 7 ; List of agents, 7 ; Com-
ments on crediting extracts from "The Friend," 15;

On the enjoyment and preservation of health, 2:

Remarks on partaking of the sufferings and the co

solations of Christ, 38 ; On the solemn duty of public

worship, 40 ; Remrirks on the present condition of

the ministry, 54 ; On the origin and nature of the

testimony of Friends to plainness of speech, behavior

and apparel, and the disregard of them by many in

the present day, 63 ; Account of Ohio Yearly Meet
ing, 71. 94; On the duty of unflinching firmness by
Friends in maintaining their testimonies, 79 ; Re
marks on sanctioning the use of music by members
of the Society in England, 79 ; Remarks on the

sponsibility of the delegated shepherds of the flock,

87 ;
Observations on an account of the proceedings of

the Binns Yearly Meeting in Ohio, 95; Comments
on the present condition of the Society ; and extracts

from a manuscript by the late William Jackson, 111

;

Remarks on the late and present condition of the

Society of Friends, 119; On the "Virginius" d~'
culty between the U. States and Spain, 127 ; True
faith to be attained only by submission to the fiery

baptism of Christ, 135 ; Remarks on the proceedings

lield by authority of London
15. 399

;
On the true character

; enjoined upon parents, 151

;
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ance with the spirit of the world :

lu,xurious living, and the dressing of children by
members of the Society, 183; On the duty of par-
ents to instruct their children in, and to exemplify
in their lives the truths contained in the Holy Scrip-

tures, 191 ; On obedience to the word of Divine Grace
in the heart, 199 ; Remarks on the present condition
of the Society of Friends in England, 215 ; Reveren-
tial waiting upon Christ the true ground of Quaker-
ism, 223 ; Notice of letters received approving the

course of this journal, 231 ; Remarks to contributors,

231; On the" importance of early impressing the

minds of children with the necessity of obedience to

the measure of Divine Grace bestowed on them, 239
;

Remarks on the education of children, 247 ; Remarks
in reply to a contributor, 253 ; Remarks on grievan-

ces of Friends .at the present day, 263
_;
a defence of

the " Appeal for the Ancient Doctrines" against

charges contained in the " Memoirs of B. Seebohm,"

271 ; The approach of the time of holding Phila.

Yearly Meeting, 279 ; Remarks in reference to West-
town Boarding School, 279 ; Notice of a copy of the

Bible lately issued by Friends, 280 ; Account of the

proceedings of Philad'a Yearly Meeting, 294 ; Re-
mark to a contributor, 304 ; Remarks on the nature

of true worship and the doctrine of the light of Christ

inwardly revealed, 311 ; On the reciprocal duties of

parents and children, 319 ; Animadversions on a

pamphlet entitled, "The principles, methods and
history of the Society of Friends, a discourse," &c.,

by Augustine Jones, 319. 343 ; Incentive to faithful-

ness among Friends in spreading a knowledge of the

Truth, 327 ; Remarks on declining to publish an

essay advocating Farmers' Granges, 335 ; Reasons

for regretting the appointment of " decoration" day
as a legal holiday, 335 ; The value of the records

preserved to us of the religious experience of devoted

servants of the Lord, 359 ; Notice of the proceedings

of London Yearly Meeting, and comments, 366. 399
;

Observations on the necessity for watchfulness while

seeking allowable relaxation from the cares of busi-

ness, in summer resorts, 375. Remarks on recent

deaths by drowning at Atlantic City, 383 ;
Notice of,

and reply to charges contained in a pamphlet, en-

titled Geo. Fox, an apostle of evangelical spiritual

Christianity, 391 ;
On the testimony of Friends to

silent worship, 399 ; Notice of the re-publication of

the Journal of Wm. Penn while visiting Holland

and Germany in 1077, 407 ; Notice of the separate

reprint of Robert Barclay's Propositions on Immedi-

ate Revelation, and Universal Saving Light, 408;

Reply to an article by L. Woodard, entitled " Eccle-

siastical Impeachment," 414.

Earnest zeal exemplified in the life of John Banks, 289.

Edmundson William. Account by, of an argument in

regard to the doctrine of a universal, saving light,

and comments, 166.

Education for Friends. On, 187.

of children. Remarks on some of the qualifica-

tions for the, 247.

of boys and girls. On the injurious eflects of

the joint, 255.

Eels of Mauritius. Notes on, 145.

Eggs of reptiles in Central America, 223.

Egypt. Modern improvements taking place in, 285.

Soundness of timber used in the ancient temples

of, 300.

The magnitude of the great pyramid of, compared

with the temple at Jerusalem, 303.

The ancient monuments of, illustrating the Scrip-

ture records, 329.

Electricity. Observations on, in dry, carpeted rooms,

374.

Elephants. On the .service of, 223.

On shipping, 380.

Elkinton Joseph. Extracts from letters of, 170.

EUwood Thomas. Testimony of, to the character of

Geo. Fox, 45.

Emlen James. Observations on the character of, 77. 87.

Extracts from letters of, 277.

Emlen Sarah. Expressions of. in Philad'a Yearly

Meeting of Women Friends, 1849, 278.

England. Account of remarkable cold in, in 1716, 30.

Enjoyment. No, comparable to a true dependence

I

. upon a merciful Providence, 290.



Epistle of William Leddra, 1.

of London Yearly Meeting, 1835, 28.

of Holm Monthly Meeting, 37.

of Kichard gamble to Friends in Cornwall,

of Clement. Extracts from, 207.

of Philad'a Yearly Meeting, 1833. Extract

from, 255.

of Stephen Crisp to Friends. Extract from, 2GG,

Escurial and the character of Philip II. Notice of, 2GG,

Evans Jonathan. Letter of, 149.

Remarks on the character of, 265.

Evans J. Wistar. Remarks on the death of, 183.

Evans Thomas. Remarks on the character of, 118.

Remarks of, on the present and subsequent C(

dition of the Society of Friends, 267.

Evans William. Extract from, on the danger of riches

to the Society of Friends, 42.

Extract from, on the only way to experience

generation, 68.

Remarks of, on proper mental cultivation am(

Friends, 155.

On the need of more fervent travail on behalf of

the church, 207.

Anecdote of the eflectual ministry of, 411.

Eye. How the, is swept and washed, 306.

Fairfield Co-operation store. Notice of the, 281.

Faith and holiness. On, 42.

Faith. Extract from Stephen Crisp on false and true, 62

On the work of, in the heart, 114.

To be attained only by submission to the bap-

tism of Christ, 135.

Anecdote of a king of Sweden in relation to, 342.

Faithfulness to our religious principles. Remarks on

115.

False Shepherds. Extract entitled, with comments, 402

Famine in India. Details connected with the present,

236.

Farmers' Granges. Remarks discouraging, 244.

Comments on the above, 335.

Fashion. Remarks on the despotism of, 81.

Faults of others. Remarks on dwelling on the, 203.

Feather. The growth of a, 292.

Fenelon. Remarks of, on patience, 148.

Ferdinand II of Austria. Notice of, in old age, 188.

Fictitious reading unprofitable, 137.

Fight at the wood-pile." Anecdote entitled. " The, 69,

Fire. Treament of persons with clothing on, 54.

Sandstones recommended to resist, 124.

Fishes of Mauritius. Notes on some curious, 145.

Fog signals. Experiments with, 300.

Food and drink. On the value of simple, to health, 174.

Notice of a vegetable and meat biscuit, 239.

Poisonous efiects of the giant pufF-ball when
ripe, 340.

Forests. On the advantages and profits of planting, 93.

Action of the International Congress of Land and
Forest Culturists in relation to, 140.

The growth of, productive of increased rain fall,

197.

Forgotten emperor. Notice of a, 188.

Fothergill Margaret. Account of the life and death
of, 278.

Fothergill Samuel. Remarks of, upon instantaneous

conversion, 26.

Extracts from, 46. 221. 227.

Remarkable dream of, and comments, 87.

Advice of, to Friends of the foremost rank and
other3,_ 194.

Observations of, on love and unity, 231.

Fox George. Injunction of, to Friends to use the plain
lang^iage, 15.

Thomas Ellwood's testimony to the character

of, 45.

Advice of, to keep out ofthe strifes ofthe world, 76.

Remarks of, on the religious duty laid upon
him, 151.

On the institution of the discipline by, 252.
Admonition of, to regard the poor, 260.
Advice of, not to quench the Spirit, 275.
Remarks upon christian liberty and the personal

appearance of, 292.

Declaration of, of his commission to turn people
to the inwai-d light of Christ, and comments,
311.

Friends recommended by, to keep to plainness,

Remarks of, on the object of all preaching, 399.
On the testimony of, to the light of Christ, 391.
The teachings of, in regard to following the

world, and comments, 318.
Promise recorded by, of the effects of the faith-

fulness of one truly righteous person, and com-
ments. 327.

INDEX.

Free Masons. Remarks of Moses Brown on leaving

the, 70.

Freedraen. Appeal on behalf of the, 76.

Letters addressed to the Association for the relief

of, 79.

Statement in reference to the " Mary ville Moni-
tor," 210.

Friends. Religious communications addressed to, 2.

4. 28. 37. 42.44. .50. 60. 182. 183. 205. 229. 268.

275. 285. 310. 318. 341.346. 357. 404.

Remarks of I. Penington on the early ministers

among, 4.

The discipline of, can onlj' be faithfully admin-
istered by those who maintain the peculiar

testimonies of, 198.

Remarks on funerals among, 18.

Comments upon music among, 21.

The doctrines of, in regard to ministry, 44.

On the origin and nature of the testimony of, to

plainness of speech, behavior and apparel, 63.

Remarks on the duty and results of a consistent

walk by, 118.

Remarks on the views of, in relation to secret

societies, 70.

of London Yearly Meeting in early days. Ex-
tracts from the advices of, and comments, 73.

On the duty of, in maintaining unflinchingly
their testimony, 79. 115.

A striking unanswerable fact in relation to mem-
bers among, 100.

Comments on the present condition of the So-
ciety of. 111. 119. 142. 215. 231. 263. 275.311.
334. 339. 407.

Extract from a paper left by the late William
Jackson respecting the Society of, 111.

Letter of Jonathan Evans, respecting the Society

of, 149.

Prophetical communications by Ann Jones and
Sarah [L.] Grubb, respecting the Society of,

119.

Remarks on the evidences of degeneracy among,
197.

On the testimony of, against mixed marriages,

Expressions of Hannah Carpenter respecting the
children of, 126.

On the doctrine of, in relation to faith, 135.
On the duty of, towards tlieir children, 151.

Remarks on a late Conference held in London,
142. 181. 187. 197. 214. 215. 366. 399.

Catalogue of works relating to, for sale, 135.

Remarks of Sarah Hillman on doctrines which
led to the separation from, in 1827-8, and com-
ments, 154.

Late Address of, to their fellow-citizens in Phila-
delphia against theatrical amusements and
horse-racing, 169.

A love for the attendance of meetings, a charac-
teristic of, 164.

The present declension among, in part due to a
want of belief in the doctrine of a universal,

saving light, 166.

Objections to displaying texts of scripture on the
walls of the houses of, 167.

Remarks on the numerical decrease of, 181.
Remarks on luxurious living, and a compliance

with the spirit of the world by, 183.

Observations on the views of, in relation to sing-

ing and musicin meetings forworship, 187.415.
On the value of the records preserved of the ex-

periences and history of the early, and the
brightness of their example, 189. 2o9.

of the foremost rank and others. Advice ofSam'l
Fothergill to, 194.

Remarks in reference to the ministry among,
205, 207.

On a departure from simplicity in the dwellings
of, 206. 210.

Remarks in reference to, entitled, " How others
see us," 214.

" Appeal for the Ancient Doctrines" of. Re-
marks in vindication of the, 215. 271.

The religion of, primitive Christianity revived,
229.

Members among, discouraged fromjoiningFarm-
ers' Granges, 244. 335.

On the institution of the discipline among,
252.

Remarks on editorial comments, and the course
to be pursued by, under certain circumstances,
253.

A testimony delivered by Stephen Grellet in

1829, in reference to approaching trials among,

Remarks of John Barclay upon those who les

the Society of, 276.

Address to the younger members among, 285
Advice to, to pay family visits under religi(

feeling, 290.

The commission of Geo. Fox on gathering, a

distinct people, and comments, 311.

distinguished by plainness of dress, from th

rise, 316.
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Geological changes attending the fall of rain, 100.
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Golden baits. Extract entitled, 220.
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Hayes Alice. Extract from, 54.
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The effects of mental overwork on, 99.
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The necessity of sleep to 164.

On the value of a simple diet to, 174.
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age, 204.
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Vaoor baths proposed as a remedy for hydr
phobia, 381.
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Hen. Remarks on an experiment with a, 106.
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[umility. Extract from Thomas A'Kempis on, 383.
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[ydrophobia. Vapor baths proposed as a remedy for.
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Jenkins Mehitable. Incident connected with the mi

ry of, 123.

salem. Pauperism in, from ill-advised gencrosi

of European Jews, 223.

The magnitude of the temple at, 303.

Jesuits suppressed by Pope Clement XIV, 38.

Jones Ann. Extract from a religious communicati

by, 119.

Jordan Richard. Extracts from, 2o3.

Extract from, and comments, 251.

Anecdote of, 343.

Judging our own faults rather than others. Reiiiar

on, 324.

Judgment of Truth. Advice of Stephen Crisp

Friends to maintain the, 327.

" Keep the heart alive," 349.

Keeping faith. Anecdote entitled, 38.

Kempis Thomas A' Extracts from, 2.
_

Extract from, upon perseverance in grace, 27

Extract from, on humility, 383.
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Meeting for the improvement of the, 370.

Letter of Jona. Richards in reference to the

Cheyenne, Comanche, &c., 373.

Notice of the action of the executive committee
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message of J. D. Miles, 403.
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Notice of the history of the efforts of Friends

among the Western, 413.
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Notes on the protection given by ants to certain

plants, 356.

The Colorado potato-bug, ofao.

Intemperance. Statistics of the effects of, upon mor-
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Iron. Notice of hvdraulic forging of, 133.

Experiments on the strength of, 31b_.

Effects of sudden cooling in weakening, 348.

Island. Notice ofa floating, in Lake Monomonauk, o, o.

Islamism. On the desolating effects of, 38/.

Isles of Shoals. Sketch of the, 74.

Jaborandi. Notice of, as a new remedy, 390.

Jackson William. Extracts from a paper by the late,

respecting the Society of Friends, 111.

Jaguar. Anecdote of the capture of a, 19b.

Japan and the Japanese. Observations on, 12.

Japanese. Notes on the, 274.

Japanese tea. On the growth and preparation of, 194

paper mill. Description of a, 229.

Account of the revival of

Lahy, Michael, a man without arms. Remarkable case

of proficiency in study in, 381.

Lake Geneva. The sudden changes in the level of, due

to changes in the air pressure, 348.

Language. The plain, the correct form of speech, lo.

Experience of Job Scott that the use of the plain,
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Remark of a dean of Derry in reference to the

plain, and comments, 208.

Lapland. Notes on, 92.

Law William. Extr.aots from, 114.

Leaves. Method of skeletonizing, 124.

Leddra William. Account of the martyrdom of, 1.

Leeches. Methods of fattening, for sale, 179.

Lessons. Three good, 397.
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John Barclay, 67.
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James Emlen. Extracts from, 277.
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Libraries, Public. On the influence that might be
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ing, 283.
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Life. Statistics of the effects of intemperance upon, 6/
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On physical and intellectual, 134.

Considerations on a lost, 375.

Lightning. Length of flashes of, 291.

Little things. On faithfulness in, 414.

Livingstone Dr. David. Interesting traits in tlie
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Linden-bark. On the collection and uses of, in t^er-

many, 84. .

Lion. Adventure of Dr. Livingstone with a, Iht.

Lion and the shark. Anecdote entitled, 46.

Lizards in Nicaragua. Notes on, 338.

Locomotive. Account of a trial of a hreless 1&&.

Locusts in Persia. Account of a swarm ot, 3&.

Loon. Maternal anxiety of a, 287.

London. On underground, 399.
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Memorials of deceased Friends. Remarks of John

Barclay on the value of, 386.
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Memory. Instances of remarkable, 255.
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ing Farmers Granges, 244.

Early history of, and expected exodus of a body

of from Russia, 276.

Metals. On the magnetic, 234.

On the behavior of under strain, 348.
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On the supposed origin of, 1/7.

Meteorites. Notice of the falling of, 131. 153.

Methodists. On the testimony of the early, in reference
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Mimetic forms in insects, &c. On, 332.
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Man Remarks on the early history of, as opposed to

the doctrines of the evolutionists, 156. 161. _
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Deborah Backhouse, 291.
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Marriages. On the testimony of Friends against mixed,
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Marriages,—Daniel Blackburn to Matilda E. Harrison,

of example. The, 20. 390.
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Observations of John Heald on the inability ot
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the memoirs of Deborah Backhouse, 291.
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Anecdote of Richard Jordan in relation to, 34c(.

Those engaged in the, liable to peculiar tempta-

tions, 357.

Misspelling. A curious result of, 51.
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Montana. Notice of the scenery of the national park

in, and wanderings in, 317. 323. 331. 337. 340.

Moon. On the heat of the, 20.

Moravians. Account of the early history of, 233.

More, Hannah. Remarks of, upon vanity, 84.

Moses. Remarks on the lessons to be learned from the

account of, 86.
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Mount Shasta. The view from the top of, 14._

Mountains. On the heights of the highest, in North

America, 15.
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Mourners in Zion. Encouragement to, o4.

Murder case. Account of a remarkable, 90.

Music. Edward Cobb restrained from the use of sacred,

285.

National Observatory. Account of the clock and chro-

nometei-s at the, 26.
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Neale, Samuel. Letter of, 245.
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Nebula?. The number and variety of, 204.

On the nature of, 393.
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Letter of, to a person in Rome, 62.

Letter of, to Hannah More, 75.

Letter of, after the death of his wife, 90.
Letter of, on the death of W. Cowper, 99.
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Rescue of a man from being swept over the falls
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Nickel. Petition against the coinage of, in Germanv,
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Nitrate of soda district of Peru. On the, 304.
Not. On a commoti grammatical error in the use of,

302.
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On the pernicious effects of, 410.

Oaks. On the comparative value of our American, 209.
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fondness for, 325.
Oranges and lemons. On the cultivation and market-

ing of, 268.
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Ox. On the character of the, 250.

Palm-groves of Elche. Account of the, 260.
wine in Nicaragua. Preparation of, 348.

Palm-oil. On the preparation of, 394.
Paper. Process for the manufacture of fire-proof, 93

Notice of a large building made of, 133.
Method of making, in .Jap.an, 229.

Parents. Advice of London Yearly Meeting in ISOO
to, 67.

Remarks on the duty of, as exemplified in the
life of Deborah Backhouse, 315.

On the reciprocal duty of and their children,
319.

Paris. Notes on the markets of, 91.
" Part not with these old works of true experience in
them our fathers wrapt up wisdom for their soiis."
Incident relating to the writings of Friends 3'>9

Partridge. Anecdote of the old, and her young" ones.

Patents. Statistics of, in Great Britain from 1G17 to

Patience. Remarks of Fenelon oi

Peace. Four steps that lead to, 7_.
Peanut oil. On the production and uses of i

States, 227.

Pencils. On the manufacture of lead, 4.
Penington Isaac. On the early Ministers

Friends, 4.

Testimony of Wm. Penn to, 21.
Testimony of, to the Light of Christ, 36.

' Come, reader, hearken

Touching anecdote of
Lngliton liMiiium ^j Mn nlii powei ot in-cct'-. Extract from, entitled

H « beep d , aic ti i)i 1 i> The devil fi>h • to me awhile," 165.
Oiii mu'iat r\ bill 1 I 14^ Theca\e eel of On premeditation in prayer, 247.

Alauritiu-, 14j ThemidliUllj Sea cucumber^ On the blessing attending true resignation,
Remark of, in relation to religious professors

called "Seekers," and comments, 310.
Exhortation of, to Friends to faithfulness in

spreading a knowledge of the Truth, and com-
ments, 328.

Pennsylvania. Remarks on the injustice of a clause
respecting the militia in the new con.stitution of, 159.

The Perseverance in grace. Extract from Thomas CiKempis
upon, 270.

Piety. The influence of, 118.
Pig. On the character of the, 257.
Pike .loseph. Reply of, to objections to plainness of

dress, 317.

Pike's Peak. Remarks on the ascent of, 19.
Pitcher-plant. Curious observations on the, 405.
Plants. On instinct in, 22 ; Trailing pine of Siberia,
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Observations on the sundew, 100; Rapid growth

of the bamboo, 107: Valiiable properties of the
Eucaljiplus globulus in drying marshes, 155 ; Our
American oaks, 209 ; The ambatch, 282 ; The whist-
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Plants. Effects of the galvanic current upon. 84.

The pollen of, abundant in the atmosphere, 125.
Artificial aid to the fertilization of, 239.
Cultivation of the cockatoo flower in England,
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On the perforating power of the roots of, 388.
Plays and romances. Remarks on the pernicious effects

Potash. On the discovery and production of, at Sta.st
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Observations of Wm. Penn on premeditation in

Remarks on vain repetitions in, 300.
Prepare for spring. Advice to farmers 243.
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Press
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Dawson on, 156. 161.

Pumping engines. Notice of the most powerful known.

148.
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worldly spirit, 44 ; Sunset, 100 ; To an anemone -.
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; What
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The Birth Record, 348 ; The Child's heart, 340
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" Watching and waiting," 22 ; Wasted
fountains, 60; Wisdom, 164 ; The world's complaint,
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Polycarp. Account of the death of, 237.
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call in, 3.33.

Extract from Robert Barclay on the great cause
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heart, 115.
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of the Committee for the improvement of the
Indians, 370.

of the Westtown Boarding School Committee,

Rhoads Joseph. Observations on the late, 77.
Rich in faith. Account of a poor woman, 35.
Riches. On the danger in the accumulation of, to

spiritual growth, 0.

Remarks on the above, and appeal for the
Teacher's fund of Westtown B. School, 42.

Illustration of the vanity of, in N. Rothschild,
252. •

Selections from the New Testament and several
authors on the pursuit of, 394.

River Meinam. On the inundations of the, 194.
Rothschild Nathan. Illustration of the vanity of riches

in, 252.

Ruins in Arizona. Account of ancient, 396.
Rutter Thomas. Brief account of his call to the minis-

try, and life, 387.

Savery William. Remark of, on a religious visit to
Bath, England, 380.

Salt mine of Louisiana. Account of the, 11.
Samble Richard. Loving epistle of, 178.
Schools for Friend.s. Remarks on, 187.

I School for juvenile offenders. Account of a reform, 395.
Science in the cottage, 245.



entific notes, 84. 93. 100. 106. 124. 133. A55. 165.

178. 196. 204. 212. 238. 262. 339. 348. 355. 390.

3tt Job. Experience of, in regard to plainness of

iress and language, 231.

ott Samuel. Extract from, in relation to ministry.

Extract from a testimony by, on the necessity of

a timely preparation for death, 259.

a. Suggestion for creatine; an inland, in N. Africa,

212.

The motion of the waves of, not necessarily an

advance, 339.

Theory of the currents of the, 406.

a bottom. Curiosities of the, 102.

a water recommended for bread-making, 85.

al. Habits of the fur, 293.

3earch the camp." Essay entitled, 268.

wel William, the historian. Remarks on the value

of the writings of, 189.

ed of the kingdom in man." Essay entitled " The,

341.

iwage. Profitable use of, at Dantzic, 390.

lackleton Eichard. Extracts from, 293.

ilitoe Thomas. Superintending care of Divine Pro-

vidence oyer the family of, while absent on a

religious visit, 50.

Instructive dream of, and comments, 183

ipwrecked Norwegians. Account of the death of

seventeen, 2.
'

^ , ,, .

On the value of the inundations of the Memam
to, 194.

Notes on wild animals in, 203. 210.

Ik culture in California. Account of the, 3S1.

of various colors produced by special feeding

22. 165.

Iver smelting at Chicago. Notes on, 12.

On the value and weight of, 207.

pson John. Dying testimony of, to the necessity of

spiritual baptism, 349.

Recent spectroscopic observations on, 409.

Dg. Notice of a curious case of, 212.

INDEX.

Steel. The increased production of, in Great Ei'itain,

93.

Storm in New England in 1635. Account of a great,

4.

Storms. On the course and velocity of certain, 253.

Story Christopher. Christian council by, 34.

Story Thomas. Remark of, in reference to a testimony

of the dean of Derry, and comments, 268.

Stoves. Notes on the history of, 407.

Street pavements. Bricks boiled in tar proposed for.

on the East

the East

cin-grafting

ave-trade. Remarks of Dr. Livingst

African, 30,

Remarks of Dr. Schweinfurth

African, 315. 373. 386.

eep. On the loss of, from mental strain, 99.

On the value of, to health, 164.

On some of the phenomena of, 397.

ing in a cold room. Remarks on,, 140.

lails. Illness caused by eating, 212.

lake temple in Dahomey, 395.

lakes in Martinique. Notice of venomous, 221.

.^.dventure with a python, 326.

nowdon Joseph. Remarks on the character ot, 38.

Some other way." Essay entitled, 44.

Dmerville Mary. Sketch of the life of, 276.

History of the translation of " Mechanique Ce-

leste" by, 382.

ound. On preventing the echo of, in public buildings,

125.

Fogs believed not to materially aflect the pene-

tration of, 300.

Bunds we cannot bear, 204.

3Uth Sea Company. Infatuation respecting the, 299.

pain. Account of the general physical appearance of,

Ess,

iparrow. Usefulness of the English, in American

cities, 54.

pectrum analysis. On the study of certain stars by. So.

pider. Touching anecdote of a, 70.

;e. On the physiology of a, 45.

tatistics of the effects of intemperance upon mortality,

67.

of the value of the hay and grass crop, 206.

of the value of gold and silver, 207.

of the production of cotton-seed oil in Louisiana,

219.

of the production and uses of peanut oil in the

United States, 227.

of patents granted from 1617—1870, in Great

Britain, 340.

of eleven principal commercial nations, o90.

of the destructive effects of ardent spirits in

Virginia, 412.

Itars. On the study of, by spectrum analysis, 83.

The velocity of measured by the aid of the spec-

troscope, 133. 409.

On the motion of the, 401. 409.

News from the, 409.
_ ^

Bter-streams. Richard A. Proctor upon, 3o0. coo. 361.

369-379.
. . „ , f

jteam engine. First invention ot self-acting valves tor

the, 82.

Notice of a, for street cars, 92.

Si:iiistics of relative safety of different, 238.

SUvimlh .il' inm and wood. Notes on, 316.

Siil.-iiiiilv, f.ii- drinking saloons, 283.

Snl>lriiiuc:il rambles. Notes on, 145. 156.

Success. On the element of, in human pursuits, 134,

Sufferings of a lost man in the wilderness of Montar

317. 323. 331. 337. 346.

Sugar. Account of the discovery of the present process

of whitening, 82.

Sugar-mite. Notice of the, 212.

Summary of Events, 7. 15. 23. 31. 39. 47. 56. 04. 71. 80.

87. 96. 104. 112. 120. 128. 136. 143. 152. 160. 167. 17(

184. 191. 200. 208. 216. 224. 232. 240. 248. 256. 2i;

272. 280. 288. 296. 304. 312. 320. 328. 336. 344, o.;

360. 368. 376. 384. 392. 400. 408. 416.

Sun. On the parallax and distance of the, 109. IK
121. 129. 137. 146.

Statements illustrating the distance of the, 262.

Sunbeam. The, a physical paradox, 227.

Sunlight. On the chemical energy of, 93.

Sun-set. Description of a Northern, 342.

Switzerland. History and customs of the Appenze

canton of, 377. 385. 397.

Taxation that kills, 412.

Tea. On the growth and preparation of Japanese

"Teach your children the fear of the Lord." 1

entitled, 107.

Comments on the above, 167.

Telegraph. DiflSculty of understanding the, in Persia,

44.

Temper. On the control of, through Grace, 311.

Temptations. Preservation from to be experienced by

those who fear and are truly dependent upon

God, 351.

Remarks on watchfulness against, 357.

Gradual, the most powerful, 407.

Texas cattle farm. Account of a, 259.

Theatrical amusements. Remarks on the corrupting

tendency of, 17.

Address of Friends to their fellow citizens

against, 169.

Three meek men. Account of, 77.

Comments on the above, 86.

Thunder. Distances at which it is audible, 291.

Ticks in Nicaragua. Annoyance caused by, 352.

Toljacco. Fatal cases of poisoning by, 155.

Remarks on the relaxing power of, on the mus-

cles, 179.

The injury resulting from the use of, 300.

Trees. On the cause of the bursting of, by lightning,

178.

Tree-dwellings on Isabel Island. Account of the, 105.

Tree planting. On the custom and benefits of, 61

The advantages and profits of, 93.

Troy. Notice of discoveries on the supposed site of

ancient, 310.

Tunnels. Notices of the length of great, 348.

Volcano. Extensive lava beds resulting from an ex-

tinct, in Oregon, 292.

Wakefulness from overwork. On, 99.

W.alking in the Spirit. Extract entitled, 199.

Walnut lumber. Notice of the increasing value of, 271.

Wanted—more Calebs. Extract entitled, 58.

War. Remarks on the feeling between France and
Geruiniiy growing out of the late, 54.

On the pnisiicet of a, between the United States

and Spain, 127.

Statistics of the losses of the Germans during

.;^:!.

The ob;

New

Ex

to maintain the doctrines of the

V lit ar'ainst, rests upon Govern-
!, V,-', li.liviluals, 159.

,; ,i;"s from Russia on

I.! ,,, ;,, .!c,,:,aion" day tends to

Universe. On a

Upshur Thomas.
ew theory of the, 393.

Brief account of, 10.

Vain thoughts. Caution of William Penn against in-

dulging, 164.
. , , r

Vancouver's Island. Notice of the mineral wealth ot,

238.

Vanity. Remarks of Hannah More upon, 84.

Veitch James. Notice by Mary Somerville of, 2G7.

Vegetable instinct. On, 22.

Venus. Explanation of the object and method of as-

tronomers in observing the transit of, 109. 116. 121.

129. 137. 146.

Vesuvius. Notes on, 102.

Account of recent eruptions of 273.

Vice not cured by wrath, 300.

Vine. Suggestion to check the ravages of the insect in-

jurious to, in Europe by the introduction of an acarus,

155.

Vinegar producing polype, 348.

Voice from the past. A, 255.

Voices by the sea, 3.

Volcano. Visit to Mount Shasta, an extinct, 14.

Notes on Vesuvius, 103. 273.

The apinn:,, ::,,.!,! ,. :v
•.!,•>

Cherish tlie spirit of, 3:v3,

The magnitude and burden of the present
" peace" armaments of Europe, 389.

Wasps. Notes on the sand, of the Amazon, 18.

Wari'i" I>t'l)orah. Short account of the life and re-

li^ri,,,,, labors of, 374.

W'asu- -uljstances. On the utilization of, 204.

Water. On the readycontamination of, by foul gases, 60.

Method of purifying drinking, 196.

The corrosive action of sea, in the presence of

cojiper, upon iron, 204.

Water-proofing material. Process for a new, 348.

Wealth. On the prejudicial influence of, upon the So-

ciety of Friends, 86.

On the right use of, 101.

Weather for Seventh mo. 1873. Review of the, 5.

for Eighth mo. 1873. Review of the, 36.

for Ninth mo. 1873. Review of the, 77.

for Eleventh mo. 1873. Review of the, 174.

for Twelfth mo. 1873. Review of the, 174.

for First mo. 1874. Review of the, 221.

,

Notes on some mild winters, 220.

Review of, for 4th mo. 1874, 309.

Striking illustration of the mildness of the

winter, 1873-4, 239.

Unchanging character of the, on the Atlantic

coast, 253.

The appearance of the clouds indications of the,

311.

Observations on whirlwinds, 322.

Proposed method for noting the direction of the

wind at any altitude, 348.

The leech used to foretell changes in the, 390.

Weeds. Rapid destruction of, by sulphnric acid, 124.

Westtown Boarding School. Appeal on behalf of the

teacher's fund of, 42.

Remarks on strengthening the hands of the

caretakers at, 279.

Report of the Committee having charge of, .378.

Wheatfields of the future. On the, 14.

Whales. On the size of, 227.

Wheeler Daniel. Remarks of, on the Epistle of

London Yearly Meeting of 1835, 12.

Remarks of, on the spread of the knowledge of

the gospel, 52.

Brief extract from, 63.
. • v

On the great work of transformation in the

heart, 69.

Whirlwinds. Observations on, and theory respecting,

322.

White wheat. Essay entitled, 133.

Whitehead George. Experience of, in regard to true

gospel ministry, 13.

Remarks of, on the advantages of educating chil-

dren in a knowledge of the Holy Scriptures,

30.

Will. Curious anecdote relating to a, 284.

Winters. Notes on some mild, 220.

Witchcraft. Belief in by natives of Central Africa, 314.

Wolf. On the character of the, 257.

Wolves. Account of an adventure with, 205.

Wood. On the preservation of, by lime, 124.

Woolman John. Remarks on the faithfulness of, to

the pointings of duty, 118.

Extract from on the accumulation of wealth, 215.

Women's apparel. Scripture texts upon, and com-

Word by the way." Essay entitled, " A, 318.

Worship. Remarks of John Heald upon the duty of,

2.5. 211.

Advice of David Hall upon meetings for silent,

36.

Remarks on the solemn importance of, 46.

Anecdote of individual faithfulness in the revival

of a meeting for, 70.



Worship. Kemarks of John Croker on the attendance
of meetings for, 167.

Remarks on singing in meetings for, 187. 219.

On the impropriety of ostentatious display in

the buildings for, 190.

Plea of a professed minister of another religious

denomination for silence in meetings for, 193.

On silent, 254.

On the proper engagement of mind, in meetings
for, 261.

Approval of one not a Friend, of silent, 310.

True, an act of faith, 311.

Reasons why Friends do not read the Scriptures

in meetings for, 325.

Yearly Meeting, Canada, 1873. Notice of the proceed-
ings of, 31.

INDEX.

Yearly Meeting. London, 1798. Zeal manifested by
several Friends in attending, 287.

London, 1835. The General Epistle of, 29.

Kemarks of Daniel Wheeler on the above, 12.

1840. Advice of, in reference to public wor-
ship, 46.

1800. Advice of, to children and to parents,

67.

Extracts from the annual Epistles of, in former
years, 73.

Report of a conference held 11th mo. 1873, by
authority of, 142.

Comments on the above, 142. 181. 187. 197.
214. 215.

1874. Notice of the proceedings of, 366. 399.
Oliio, 1873. Account of the proceedings of, 71.

Extracts from the minutes of, 94.

Yearly Meeting, 1854. Remarks of Sarah Hillman
nhe separation in, 362. 371.

Philadelphia, 1833. Advice of, to its memba
255.

1849. Expressions of Sarah Emien in, 278
1874. Observations on the approach of t

time of holding, 279.

1874. Account of the proceedings of, 294.
1874. Reflections upon the proceedings

307. 316. 325.

Remarks upon the, 334. 339.

1874. Report to, of the committee appoint
to visit the subordinate meetings, 313.

of Ministers and Elders, 1787. Weighty ;

vice of, with comments, 325.

Zodiacal light. Theory offered to account for the, 37
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William leddra.

We have not much information respecting
is faithful man and martyr for the Truth,
fore his appearance in New England in the
ar 1658. It appears that he was an in-

bitant of the Island of Barbadoes, and was
nvinced of the principles of Truth as held
Friends. In the year mentioned he went
New England in obedience, as he believed,

the call of his divine Master, where he was
on arrested, and with his companion William
end, taken to Salem, in Massachusetts.
The magistrates of this place asked them if

ey were Quakers ; and being told thej' were
called in scorn, they charged them with
nying that Christ who died at Jerusalem,

d also the Holy Scriptures. These false

cusations they boldly contradicted, declar-

g they owned no other Lord Jesus Christ

t he who suffered at Jerusalem, and that

:ey owned the Holy Scriptures. They were,

iwever, sent to the House of Correction, and
length removed to Boston and again im-

isoned, with orders that they should work,
jing unwilling to comply with this unright-

us demand, they were kept five days with-
t food, and then whipped with a three-

rded lash.

After the infliction of this barbarous punish-
Bnt, William Leddra was banished from
5Ston on pain of death ; but believing it his

ity to return thither, he was thrust into an
jail, where he was kept during an ex-

emely cold winter, chained to a log of wood,
ere his hardships and sufferings were so

eat, that it seemed as if his persecutors de-

jned to destroy him ; but he was supported
rough them all, and on the 9th of First mo.
60-1, was brought before the Court of As-
itants, with his chain and log at his feet.

Q being told that he had incurred the penally
death, he meekly asked what evil he had

)ne ? lie was answered that he owned the

aakers who had been hung, and refused to

it off his hat in court, and said " thee" and
ihou."

Finding that his persecutors were resolved

possible to take his life, he appealed to the

ws of England for his trial, saj'ing, that if

and guilty by those laws, he refused not to

But the court overruled his appeal, and

endeavored to persuade him to renounce his

religion and embrace that established by law.

He, on the contrary, felt conscientiously bound
to testify against a religion which would
countenance men in cruelly persecuting and
putting persons to death, because tiiey dare

not embrace it; and looking upon those who
were thus seeking his life, he exclaimed,

"What! join with such murderers as you
are? Then let every man that meets me, say,

'Lo this is the man that hath forsaken the

God of his salvation.'" Sentence of death
was passed upon him, and the IJrth of the

same month fi.xed for its execution.

During the interval which elapsed before

the wicked sentence was carried into effect,

this devoted Christian was cheered and sus-

tained by living faith, and filled with a holy
magnanimity which raised him above the fear

of death. The heavenly state of mind with
which he was favored is shown in the follow-

ing extracts from a letter to Friends, written

the day before his execution. It is addressed
as follows, viz

:

"To the Society of the little flock of Christ,

grace and peace be multiplied."

"Most dear and inwardly beloved,—The
sweet influences of the Morning Star, like a
flood, distilling into my innocent habitation,

have so filled me with the joy of the Lord in

the beauty of holiness, that my spirit is as if

it did not inhabit a tabernacle of clay, but is

wholly swallowed up in the bosom of eternity,

from whence it had its being.

"Alas, alas, what can the wrath and spirit

of man, that lusteth to envy, aggravated by
the heat and strength of the king of the

locusts, which came out of the pit, do unto
one who is hid in the secret places of the

Almighty, or unto them that are gathered
under the healing wings of the Prince of

Peace ? Under his armor of light they shall

be able to stand in the day of trial, having on
the breastplate of righteousness, and thesword
of the spirit, which is their weapon of war
against spiritual wickedness, principalities

and powers, and the rulers of the darkness of

this world, both within and without.
" Oh, my beloved ! I have waited as a dove

at the window of the ark, and have stood still

in that watch, which the Master, without
whom I could do nothing, did, at his coming,
reward with fulness of his love, wherein my
heart did rejoice, that I might in the love and
life of God, speak a few words to you, sealed

with the spirit of promise, that the taste

thereof might be a savor of life to your life,

and a testimony in you of my innocent death.

And if I had been altogether silent, and the

Lord had not opened my mouth unto you, yet
he would have opened your hearts, and there
have sealed my innocency with the streams
of life, by which we are all baptized into that
body which is in God, in whom and in whose
presence there is life; in which, as you abide,

you stand upon the pillar and ground of truth:

for, the life being the truth and the way, go

not one step without it, lest you should com-
pass a mountain in the wilderness; for unto
every thing there is a season.

" As the flowing of the ocean doth fill every
creek and branch thereof, and then retires

again towards its own being and fulness, and
leaves a savor behind it, so doth the life and
virtue of God flow into every one of your
hearts, whom he hath made partakers of his

own divine nature. And when it withdraws
but a little, it leaves a sweet savor behind it,

so that many can say, they are made clean
through the word that he hath spoken to

them : in which innocent condition you may
see what you are in the presence of God, and
what you are without him.

" Therefore, my dear hearts, let the enjoy-

ment of life alone be your hope, your joy and
consolation ; and let the man of God flee those

things that would lead the mind out of the
cross, for then the savor of life will be buried.

And although some may speak of things that
they received in the life, as experiences, yet
the life being veiled, and the savor that is left

behind washed away by the fresh floods of
temptation, the condition that they did enjoy
in the life, though boasted of by the airy spirit,

will be like the manna that was gathered
yesterday, without any good scent or savor.

For it was well with the man only while he
was in the life of innocency ; but being driven

from the presence of the Lord into the earth,

what can he boast of?"

In this remarkable address, W. L. gives

farther (jhristian counsel, and exhorts his be-

loved friends to patience and steadfastness,

saying, "hunger and thirst patiently, bo not
weary, neither doubt; stand still and cease

from thj- own working, and in due time thou
shalt enter into the rest, and thy eyes shall

behold his salvation, whose testimonies are

sure and righteous altogether."

On the morning when this servant of the

Lord Jesus sealed his testimony with his

blood, the governor came to the prison with
a military guard; William Leddra's irons

were knocked off, and taking a solemn leave

of his fellow prisoners, he went forth cheer-

fully to meet death. The guard surrounded

him in order to prevent any of his friends

from speaking to him ; and when thej' reached

the appointed place, he took an affectionate

leave of his friend Edward Wharton, saying,
" All that will be Christ's disciples must take

up his cross." Then taking his stand where
the guard directed him, he addressed the peo-

ple thus :
" For bearing my testimony to the

Lord against the deceivers and deceived, am
I brought here to suffer." When the execu-

tioner was putting the halter about his neck,

he calmly said, "I commend my righteous

cause unto thee, O God ;" and as he was turned

off, he cried out, " Lord Jesus receive my
spirit!"

Thus did this innocent martyr lay down
his life cheerfully, and patiently suffer for the

name and testimony of his Lord and Saviour.
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" This evening another of our men died
;
the

) Lord called him home from this place, so rich
A Thrilling Narrative.

Writing from Stockholm on July 17th, the Lord called him home from this pi

correspondent of the London Standard says : in suffering." From this day the journal con-

The sad news of the death of the seventeen tains nothing but annotations of death until

Norwegian whalers, frozen in at Spitzberg the 19th of April, when Jthe last regular entry

Islands, has now been confirmed beyond a

doubt. On the 16th of September last year

six Norwegian ships, with their crews of to-

gether fifty-seven men, were frozen in on the

northeastern coast of the Spitzbergs, at Gray
Hook and Welcome Point, eighteen and

twenty-four English miles respectively, from

the winter quarters of the Swedish polar ex-

pedition, at Mosel Bay. Their provisions

being calculated to last only up to the first of

December, they applied to Professor Norden-
skiold for assistance, and were allowed by him
to dispose of the house and stores accumulate-

at IsQord. Consequently seventeen men, with

two small open boats, left Gray Hook on the

7th of October, crossing the ice westward, until

they found open water, and finally reached
Isfjord in their boats, on the 14th of October.
The remaining forty-one men prepared them-
selves to pass the winter either in their own
ships at Gray Hook or with the Swedish ex-

pedition at Mosel Bay, when happily, in the

first days of November, a heavy storm broke
the ice, and made their escape possible. Thirty-
nine men were thus able to reach the Nor-
wegian port of Tromsoe. Only two, the old

captain, Mattilas, and his cook, would not
abandon their ship, which was not insured,

and have now been found dead in a boat, pro-

bably on their way to Mosel Bay. The ship
was totally crushed by the ice.

The entries of the journal found at Isfjord

begin with the 7th of October, 1872, and are
regularly continued every day until the 3d of
March, this year. No kind of occupation nor
any undertaking on the part of the men is re-

ported, except a few hunting parties, by whom
two bears, two foxes and a few reindeers were
brought home. Darkness, however, soon pre-
vented all further hunting expeditious, and
on the 7th of November the journal reports

:

"Hunting totally abandoned, by cause of the
darkness."

No mention is made of sickness or disease
before the 9th of December, when it is said :

"One of the crew sick since eight days," but
from this day the same complaint repeats
itself with sad monotony :

" No improve
in the state of the sick." On the 19th it is

said: "Two men constantly in bed; nearly
all suffer of the disease." Though no indica^

tion is given what kind of illness here is meant,
there is no doubt that it was scorbutic. The
first death is recorded on the 19th of January,
in the following words :

" Tonnes Penderson.
who was taken ill 6th of this month, was
called to the Lord this morning at 3.30, after

a painful illness ; this afternoon died also

Hendrik Hendrickson, who was taken ill on
the 19th December. The 3d of February only
three men were in good health, and the jour-
nal repeats every day, "No improvement."
The 20th of February we read :

" To-day we
have seen the sun for the first time in the year
1873." A new death is recorded the follow-
ing day :

" To-day the Lord again called to
heaven one of our comrades, Niles Largson,
after an illness of eighty-two days." Two
days later the entries are made by another
hand, who writes on the 25th; "I have now
only one man in good health to look after the
whole house. O Lord, help us in our great I

is made thus :
" Martin Hansen died the 19th

April, at 6 a. m." Then begins another hand,

who writes :
" Peter Andreas Nilson, of Bats-

fjord, a red bonnet. Har. T. Mitterhuk." What
these words, which have apparently been

written under the influence of delirium, are

meant to express will never be known, and

the horrible fate of the poor sufferer who
traced them can only be guessed. Did he

struggle hours, days or weeks among the six-

teen corpses of his comrades, or did the de-

liverer come as he dropped his pen? JSobody
knows, nor will ever know.

—

JV. American.

For "The Friend."

The Necessity of Bearing the Cross.

On this subject Thomas A'Kempis remarks

:

"If any way but bearing the cross and dying

to his own will could have redeemed man from
that fallen life of self in flesh and blood, which
is his alienation from, and enmity to God,
Christ would have taught it by his words, and
established it by his example. But of all uni

versally that desire to follow him, he has re-

quired the bearing of the cross ; and without
exception he has said to all, 'If any man will

come after me, let him deny himself, take up
his cross, and follow me."

" In the cross is life, in the cross is health,

in the cross is protection from every enemy
from the cross are derived heavenly meek
ness, true fortitude, the joys of the Spirit, the

conquest of self, the perfection of hoi'

There is no redemption, no foundation for the

hope of the divine life, but in the cross. Take
up thy cross therefore, and follow Jesus, in

the path that leads to everlasting peace. He
has gone before, bearing the cross upon which
he died for thee, that thou mightest follow,

patiently bearing thy own cross, and upon
that die to thyself for him ; and if we die with
him, we shall also live with him ;

' if we are

partakers of his sufterings, we shall be par-

takers also of his glory.'

If thou bearest the cross willingly, it will

soon bear thee and lead thee beyond the reach
of suffering, where ' God shall take away all

sorrow from thy heart.' But if thou bearest

it with reluctance, it will be a burden to thee
inexpressibly painful, which yet thou must
still feel; and by every impatient effort to

throw it from thee, thou wilt only render
thyself less and less able to sustain its weight,

till, at length, it crush thee.'

" The regenerate man, as he becomes more
spiritualized, has a quicker discernment of the

cross wherever it meets him ; and his sense of

the evils of his exile, as the punishment of

his fallen life, increases in proportion to his

love of God, and desire of re-union with him.
But this man, thus sensible of miseiy, derives

hope even from his sufferings; for while he
sustains them with meek and humble submis-

sion, their weight is continually diminishing;
and what to carnal minds is the object of

terror, is to him a pledge of heavenly comfort.

He feels that the strength, the life and peace
of the new man, rise from the troubles, the

decay, and death of the old ; and from his de-

sire of conformity to his crucified Saviour, he
derives so much strength and comfort under

distress

!

severest tribulations, that he wishes not
And_on the 28th he continues :| to live a moment without them. Of the truth ' cheered^ and animated by the holy co

of this, the blessed Paul is an illustrious

stance ; who says of himself, ' I take pleasu

in infirmities, in reproaches, in necessities,

persecutions, in distress for Christ's sake ; 1

when I am weak, then am I strong.'

"This desire of suffering, however, andtl
meek and patient submission under it, is n

the effect of any power which is inherent

man, and which he can boast of as his ow
but is the pure fruit of the grace of Chrii

operating so powerfully in the fallen soul,

to make it love and embrace that, which
would naturally abhor and shun." * *

" If thou dependest upon thy own will ai

strength to do and to suffer all this, thou wi

find thyself as unable to accomplish it as

create another world ; but if thou turnest

;

the Divine power within thee, and truste

only to that as the doer and sufferer of ai

the strength of Omnipotence will be impartf

to thee, and the world and the flesh shall 1

put under thy feet."

The pious and earnest writer from who
the foregoing extracts have been taken, shov

that the way to the everlasting kingdoE
rest and peace is not smooth and easy to tl

natural man, but it would be a great mistal

to conclude that it was also sad and gloom
to sincere, humble, devoted Christians.

the contrary, we have every reason to belies

that these enjoy much more peace and su;

stantial happiness than those do who locil

merely to worldly enjoyments as their chi.,'

good. There is abundant evidence that thot^

who have been most eminent for piety ;id

dedication to the cause of their Divine ilaste

have been also happy men and women, r

ceiving the " hundred fold," even here, whi

their spirits have been cheered and aniniati.

with the gracious promise that they shoul

inherit everlasting life when the trials au

warfare of this state of probation were endei]

The invitation of our Holy Eedeemer ij

"Come unto me all ye that labor and aij

heavy laden, and I will give you rest. Tak
my yoke upon you and learn of me ; for 1 ai

meek and lowly in heart; and ye shall fin|

rest unto your souls. For my yoke is eas

and my burden is light." Again when aboi

I leave his sorrowing disciples he sai(

These things have I spoken unto you, bein

yet present with you. But the Comfortej
which is the Holy Ghost, whom the Fathe
will send in my name, shall teach you a;

things, and bring all things to your remem
whatsoever I have said unto yet

Peace I leave unto you, my peace I give unt
you : not as the world giveth give I unto yoD
Let not your heart be troubled, neither let i

be afraid."

We may also rest assured it is the Lord'
will that his servants and followers shouli;

show by their countenances and entire depoEl

ment, that they do not serve a hard mastMi
Inward conflicts and trials must at times bl

endured, as well as the sorrows and aflJiction

which fall to all, but the Christian should eit

deavor to keep the former as much as possibl

between his own soul and Him who seeth i

secret. This is the lesson taught by the coir

mand : "But thou when thou fastest, anoin

thine head and wash thy face ; that thou aj

pear not unto men to fast, but unto thy Fathe
which is in secret, and thy Father whici

seeth in secret, shall reward thee openlj^

These will be richly rewarded by the IL

giving presence of their dear Saviour, ail
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aco and glorious hopes which He alone can

For "The Friend."

Some of the readers of The Friend may have

own, that during the present season a chief

he Wichita Indians (now in charge of our

nd Jonathan Eichards) was wantonly kill-

whilst hunting buffalo, bj' a party of

ages, who are in charge of our friend Isaac

Gibson. When the account of the murder
iched the Wiehitas it produced great ex-

ement among his tribe, who immediately

iorted to measures of retaliation, by invit-

r the neighboring bands to assist them in

enging the death of their chief. Through
3 instrumentality of Agent Gibson, a mes-

)ger was dispatched to the Wichita agency,

th an acknowledgment of the murder, and
offer to do all in their power to make sat-

action. Upon this, a delegation of the

iehitas was sent to the Osages, and the fol-

wing shows the happy result of a council

Id for the purpose of adjusting the difficulty,

d the value of having men of peace and

inciple among them. In addition to the

o efficient agents above named, Enoch
oag the supermtendent, and Cyrus Beede,

ief clerk, were useful as members of the

uncil, and in arresting an Indian war which,

a time, threatened the peace of the ter-

;ory.

During the unsettlement, an incident oc-

irred which had some effect in promoting
8 restoration of peace. Whilst the injured

ibe were smoking the war pipe, and offering

to others for that purpose, they presented

to the Pen-e-teh-ka Comanchees, and as

ey were passing it round among themselves,

ithout any shock, the pipe broke, when the

edicine was pronounced bad, and the war
>andoned. W.

I

Speech of Joseph Paw-ne-no-pa-she, Gov
l-nor of the Osages, to the Wiehitas, on the

dyraent of the indemnity demanded by the

Itter tribe for the murder of Is-sad-a-wa

aeir principal chief.
" My Brothers,—I desire to say a few words

) you upon our present difficulties. Our fore

ithers had a road, and that road from one

ation to the other, has always, to the pre

Snt time, been kept very clean. Those fore

ithers, in making that road, looked to the

enefit of us, their children. It was for our

enefit that this road was made, and it is for

ur benefit to keep it open and clean ;
hereto-

[)re, both the Wiehitas and Osages, have

ravelled this road, have met on the road on

erms of equality, and eaten our victuals in

riendship with one spoon. But lo! many
ears have passed, our forefathers are dead,

,nd we the Osages have violated our faith

fith the Wiehitas, by the murder of your
hief ; we have been the aggressors, we ac-

:nowledge it.

After finding out that my people had done

his, I called together my chiefs and headmen
;

ve apprehended the danger that might arise

i-om this rash, unprovoked act of ours, and

letermined to make clean again the road of

mr forefathers, now stained with the blood of

issadawa, killed by my people. My brothers,

¥6 the chiefs, and all the braves, desire this

•oad made clean, and we hope you are willing

t should be so, for this reason I invited you

lere to settle with you. It is not the chiefs

ind head men that commit these depredations,

t is our boys that do all this mischief, they

ng upon us all this trouble. One of our

best friends, the Wichita chief, has been mur-

dered by my people, and I am very sorry for

t, and want to make peace and cover it all up.

When this sad affair is once settled, we must
prevent difficulties of the kind in future, and

for this purpose we propose a law for the

punishment of offences against either nation

by the other, hereafter ; this proposition will

be left to your reflection, you will have to

consider it ; if it meets with your approval you

will sign it.

My brothers, we have promised you some

money, to indemnify you for the loss of your

chief, and I am ready to pay it; in making
up this money, it has been our desire to pro

vide for the family of the deceased ; it is my
sh, and it is my desire, that you give to

them their full share ; if you give them $400

out of the $1000 you receive, it will help them

very much, they are at your mercy, here is

the $1000—you have the blankets, the ponies,

the shrouding, calico, guns, &c."

The reply of "Dave," speaker for the

Wiehitas

:

" To the Osages. My brothers,—My heart

is glad to-day, to know that the difficulty b

tween us has been settled. In coming up

here I thought different, but my friend Joe,

and all the t^sages, being anxious to settle,

have induced me to consent, and I think all

my brothers, on the plains, will be glad it is

settled without blood. I think you (the

Osages), have come to a wise conclusion to

fix it up as you have : the other course would

have led to war. Now your women and chil-

dren and ours, can sleep in peace, we have

cleaned the road of this blood, and all the In-

dians will be glad. But this law you have

given us to sign, we wu take home with uf

to our people, if they approve it, our principal

chief will sign first; I like it, but will let them

decide. That is all."

For "The Friend."

Voices by the Sea.

Listen where the mighty ocean sends forth

its treasures,—ever "drifting, drifting on

the shifting current of the restless main.'

Listen to the voices of the dark blue waves

with their white caps chasing each other

hither and yon, murmuring and hurrying on-

ward to give the alarm of the great breakers

ahead. Hark! do ye hear those tremendous

breakers roaring and dashing, as though they

said, "we will go on, and on, until we over

leap the edge of this grand basin, to fallresist-

less upon its sand-bound shore," leaving no

trace save the feathery foam with its sea-

weed drapery, for they hear the voice of Him
who said, "thus far shalt thou go and no far-

ther," and here shall thy proud waves be staid.

Listen, close under the shadow of the tow-

ering lighthouse, which says

:

" Sail on, sail on ye stately ships !

And with your floating bridge the ocean span.

Be mine to guard this light from all eclipse,

Be yours to bring man nearer unto man."

And again, listen to the voices which tell of

the wonderful forms hid away in the depths

of this immense reservoir—the animal, mine-

ral and vegetable kingdoms—some of surpass

ing size, and some of exquisite, delicate beauty,

wfth all the tints of the rainbow. The great

leviathan and sea-horse, the sardine and tiny

the

the shining pearl, the great helmet, with the

beautiful sea-weed in its lace-like tapestry and

feathery forms, all shaped and moulded by the

hand of Him who spake and it was done, who
commanded and it stood fast.

Then let us listen to Him, whose voice is

mightier than the noise of many waters
;
yea,

than the mighty waves of the sea, for He alone

can measure the waters in the hollow of His

hand and bring man nearer unto man.

Hear the raging of that sea when His storm-

cloud rests upon it, and those mighty waves

are like a steed rushing on to battle. Oh,

listen to Him whose voice alone the elements

obey, and when he speaks peace to the troubled

waters, they must be still, and know that he

is God.
_

W. A.

Curious Canine Traits.—The Quarterly Be-

view says: A dog feels anger precisely as we

do, and after provocation is sometimes vindic-

tive and sometimes placable, according to his

individual character. He is susceptible of

hatred of the bitterest kind. He is so excru-

ciatingly jealous that his life becomes a bur-

den in the presence of a favored rival. His

envy continually leads him to eat what he does

not want, lest another animal should take it,

and to illustrate the fable of the dog in the

manger. Gluttony holds out to him tempta-

tions under which even his honesty sometimes

succumbs; but, on the other hand, from drunk-

enness he is nobly emancipated. A dog men-

tioned by the Eev. Thomas Jefferson ("Our

Dumb Companions" ), having been once made

so drunk with malt liquor that he was unable

to walk up stairs, ever after declined to taste

the pernicious beverage, and growled and

snarled at the sight of a pewter pot. Again,

as to maternal affection, the mother dog feels it

with heroic passion, starving herself to death

rather than forsake her offspring.

Gratitude may be almost said to be a dog's

leading principle, supplying first the spring

of allegiance to his master, and ever after re-

conciling him with true magnanimity, to take

evil from the hand from which he has accept-

ed good. Regret and grief he feels so deeply

that they often break his heart. Fear is a

passion which dogs exhibit with singular

variation, some individuals being very timor-

ous, and others perfect models of courage,

the latter characteristics and fortitude seem-

ing to be more characteristically canine. A
greyhound has been known, after breaking

his thigh, to run on till the course was con-

cluded. As to hope, no one can observe the

dog watching for his master's step, as in Land-

seer's picture of "Expectation," without ad-

mitting that he knows the sentiment as well

as we. Pride in a successful chase may be

witnessed in every dog, and even in the quick-

ened heartbeats of a greyhound when caressed

and praised.

That dogs have personal vanity appears

from the fact that they are so manifestly de-

jected and demoralized when dirty and rag-

ged by long exposure, and recover their self-

respect immediately on being washed and

combed. Chivalry and magnanimity may
nearly always be calculated upon in dogs.

The stories are endless of big dogs generously

overlooking the insults of small curs, or tak-

ing them into water and giving them a good

ducking as a punishment for their imperti-
nautilus, all safe in their own paths, .„-| „ , ^

, , . , -r n -k„„i,

little ones as the great monsters of the deep.l nence, and then helping them mercifully bacK

These all know their bounds, and the place of to land. Sense of property, biturcating into

their habitation. The massive reefs of coral, ' both covetousness and avarice, is common to
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all dogs. The kennel rug, collar, water basin,

or bone once devoted to his use, no dog can

see transferred to another without indigna-

tion. Frequently he "covets his neighbor's

house," and attempts to ensconce himself in

it surreptitiously, and almost universally be

covets his neighbor's bone, and purloins it, if

he dai-e.

Even from avarice he cannot be wholly ex

onerated, observing his propensity to bury

his treasures. Shame, after transgressing

any of the arbitrary rules imposed on him, a

dog displays with ludicrous simplicity ; but

of the deeper sense of violated modesty which
in human beings accompanies the commission
of sin, the dog evidently knows nothing what-
ever. Humor, so far as it can proceed without
language, the dog catches readily from a

humorous master, and also the enjo^yment of

such games as he can understand. As a baby
crows with glee at " bo-pee])," so a dog barks
with delight at "go-fetch." Make-believe runs
and false starts, romps and tickling, throwing
a ball for him to catch on the grass, or a stick

to fish out of a lake, all supply him with
pleasure analogous In their nature to that
which boys and men find in blind-man's buff,

and prisoner's base, lordly cricket and lady-

like croquet. Lastly, faith in a beloved supe-
rior is perhaps the most beautiful and alFect-

ing of all the attributes of a dog.

For " The Friend."

"Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace,

whose mind is staid on Thee because he trust-

eth in Thee."
What is there in this fleeting, transitory

life, to be compared with the enjoyment of

this perfect peace. In times of trial or danger,

to know the mind staid upon that which can-

not be shaken, is more to be desired than all

the treasures of Egypt. Every day's experi-

ence shows the fallacy of centering our affec

tions upon aught below. Every day's experi-

ence shows that no eflbrt of ours can bring

prosperity without the Divine blessing ; shows
that though we may plant and water, yet God
must " give the increase," either temporally
or spiritually. And what abundant evidence
have we, day by day, of our utter helplessness

and entire dependence upon the Great Dis-

poser of events, who can bless a little, or
blast a great deal. And even when to us, our
rich harvests seem almost gathered. He some-
times sees meet to lay our bright prospects in

the dust, doubtless for some wise end. Sun-
shine and shade are wisely blended.

• " Enough has Heaven indulged of joy below,

To tempt our tarriance in this loved retreat

;

Enough has Heaven ordained of useful woe
To make us languish for a happier seat."

Ohio, 8th mo. 8th, 1873.

Lead Pencils.—The first, and still the most
widely extended use of plumbago, is for

marking crayons or pencils. The original

method of manufacture was very simple.

The lumps of mineral were cut into the re-

quired shape and used in the natural state.

At a later date it was sawed into the shape
now used, and covered with wood, making
the well-known lead pencil ; but the Borrow-
dale mine in England, the best known, finally

ceased to produce the mineral pare enough
for the purpose, and that method was reluct-

lantly abandoned. The refuse about the mine
was then utilized by purifying and pressing
into blocks, and these in turn were sawed into

"pencil leads." But the leads made in this

way were weak and unreliable, and even had
they been useful the march of civilization re
quired pencils of difl"erent grades, some soft

and others harder, while the sawed leads

were all alike. The present method consists

in selecting the best granulated plumbago
(found till recently only in Germany), pul

veriziug it finelj', and floating it in water
through a series of vats, the coarser particles

settling to the bottom of the first vat, the finei

in the nest, and so on till after passing through
several, that which settles in the last is con-

sidered fine enough for the purpose. A suit-

able clay is found, as j-et only in Germany,
and this is treated to the floating process, the

finest only being fit for use. The plumbago
and clay are then mixed together with water
to the consistency of cream, and ground to-

gether like grinding paint. AYhen this ope-

ration is completed, the mass is plastic, water
enough having evaporated to leave it in that

state. It is then put in a press and forced

through an opening of the size desired for the
pencil leads, and the leads are cut to a suitable

length, straightened and dried. When they
are dry enough to handle, they are placed in a
crucible, the air is excluded, and they are sub
Jected to a high heat, which bakes them, and
brings them out ready to be placed in the
cedar for pencils. The diff'erent grades are

produced by the different mixtures of clay and
plumbago ; the more clay the harder the grade
produced.

—

Latx Paper.

For "The Friend."

The Early Ministers Among Friends.

In the perusal of some of Isaac Pening-
ton's writings, the subjoined remarks respect-

ing those who were commissioned to go forth

as heralds of the gospel in the youthful days
of the Society, and the spiritual state of those

among whom they preached, has seemed in-

teresting.
" 3rd. The precious breaking forth of the

Lord, in some hidden vessels whom he had
kept waiting upon him, and whom he had
preserved fresh in the sense of him ; to whom
his appearance was very glorious, to whom
he opened the state of the earth, and the state

of his people, giving them the everlasting gos-

pel to preach to the inhabitants of the earth,

and promising them that his Spirit and power
should go along with them, bidding them to

go forth to till and dress the earth, and to

gather his people into his fold. And who can
utter what the glory of this light was in its

shining and breaking forth in their hearts

!

How welcome to their weary souls, how plea-

sant to the eye of their spirits, how demon-
strative and satisfactory to their hearts ! Oh
the joy of that day (surely it can never be

forgotten by them), wherein they sensibly felt

the pouring down of the Spirit of life upon
them, and their liearts gathered into the bo-

som of eternal rest, and their souls and bodies

sanctified, and set apart for the Lord, and his

service.

4th. The contemptible means God put into

their hands to work this work by; which was
not by preaching any new thing, but by di-

recting to a principle which God had already
hid in the earth of every man's heart, and
which was to be known by its divine nature
and light, turning against and reproving sin;

testifying that this was the way the Lord of
heaven and earth had chosen, to bring his

sons and daughters into the power and glory

of his life. Oh ! what heart can receive thi

what eye can see any beauty in this, but ths "

which the Lord toucheth and openeth
'

testify (in the sense of life) that the wisdoi

of man, yea, the wisdom of Israel corrupte(

cannot but despise and turn from this. Is

this the lowest of all dispensations? Is n(

this common to all mankind ? Doth not th

fall short of the dispensation of the law (

Moses to the Jews, much more of the dispei

sation by Christ and his apostles? Wb
would have looked for the Lord here? An
yet this hath the Lord chosen to gather h
people by, and to appear to the world ic

and hath gathered the life, virtue and su]

stance of all former dispensations into it, j

those who are gathered thereby, and hav
waited upon him therein, and felt the natui

and power of his life, (and seen things pas
present and to come,) are bearing witness o

against all the gainsayings, thoughts, an

reasonings of flesh and blood.

5tb. 'The contemptibleness of the vesse'

which the Lord chose to fill with this trei

sure, and to let forth this dispensation of h'

life through. They were for the most pai

mean as to the outward ;
country youths of n

deep understanding, or ready expression, bn

very fit to be despised every where by th

wisdom of man, and only to be owned in th

power of that life wherein they came fortlj]

How ridiculous was their manner of comin '

forth and appearance to the eye of man
Ji-bout what poor, trivial circumstances, bal '

its, gestures, and things did they seem to la;

great weight, and make great matters of mc''

ment ! How far did they seem from beinjn

acquainted with the mysteries and depths o

religion I But their chief preaching was re1

pentance, and about a light within, and Oi|

turning to that, and proclaiming the grcaij

and terrible day of the Lord to be at hand
j

wherein, I confess, my heart exceedingly del'

spised them, and cannot wonder that any wi8(|

man or sort of professors did or do yet despisi I

them. Yea, they themselves were very sensi

ble of their own weakness and unfitness fo;'

that great work and service wherewith th(

Lord had honored them, and of their inabilitj

to reason with man
;
and so (in the fear anc

n the watch of their spirits) kept close to theii

testimony, and to the movings of his power
not mattering to answer or satisfy the reason

ng part of man, but singly minding the reachJ

ng to, and raising of, that to which then

testimony was.
6th. The blessing that God gave to this

his dispensation of life in their hands. Oh,

how did the Lord prosper them in gather
'ng his scattered, wandering sheep into hit

fold of rest ! How did their words drop

down like dew, and refresh the hungry, thirs-

ty souls! How did they reach to the iife in

those to whom they ministered ; raising up

that which lay dead in the grave, to give

iving testimony to the living voice of God in

them ! How did they batter the wisdom
and reasonings of man, making the loftiness

thereof stoop and bow to the weak and fool

sh babe of the begettings of life ! Eye hath
not seen, ear hath not heard, nor hath it en

nto the heart of man to conceive what
thepower of life hath wrought through them,

the hearts and consciences of those whc
have longed after and waited for the Lord,

Oh. the breathings and meltings of soul, the

sense of the living presence of God, the sub-

jecting of the heart unto the Lord, the
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akening of and giving strength unto h

,ne8f, the falling down and awakening of

powers of darkness, the clear shining of

light of life in the heart, and the sw

ining of the pure streams thereof into the

ivened souls, which hath often been known
1 sealed to from the powerful appearance
Grod in their ministry,

ndefd, when I have considered these and
ih like things in my heart, and narrowly
.rked them in my converse with them
78 been often forced to cry out concerning
im, Truly here is man very weak and con-

nptible
; but God very glorious and power-

And, indeed, when at any time I looked
the man, I was hardly able to forbear

daining them
; but, on the other hand

the eye of my spirit beheld the power
1 glory of the Lord in them, I could hardly
bear over-esteeming and exalting them."

Selected.

THERE IS NONE LIKE UNTO THEE,

the dark winter of affliction's hour,

iVhen summer friends and pleasures haste away,
d the wreck'd heart perceives how frail each power
t made a refuge, and believed a stay,

len man all wild and weak is seen to be,—
ere's none like thee, O Lord ! there's none like thee

len the world's sorrow—working only death,

ind the world's comfort—caustic to the wound,
ke the wrung spirit loathe life's daily breath,

M jarring music from a harp untuned
;

lile yet it dare not from the discord flee,—
i's none like thee, O Lord ! there's none like thee

1 the toss'd mind surveys its hidden world,

Vnd feels in every faculty a foe,

ited but in strife, waves urged and hurled

3y passion and by conscience, winds of woe,

the whole being is a storm-swept sea,

—

re's none like thee, O Lord ! there's none like thee !

Sou in adversity canst be a snn

;

'rhou art a healing balm, a sheltering tower,

le peace, the truth, the life, the love of One,
JJor wound, nor grief, nor storm can overpower

:

rts of .a king, gifts frequent and yet free :

lere'a none like thee, O Lord, none, none like thee

!

Maria Jane Jeiosbury.

I WONDER WHY.
I wonder why this world's good things

Should fall in such unequal shares

;

Why some should taste of all the joys.

And others only feel the cares

!

I wonder why the sunshine bright

Should fall in paths some people tread,

While others shiver in the shade
Of clouds that gather overhead !

I wonder why the trees that hang
So full of luscious fruit should grow

Only where some may reach and eat.

While others faint and thirsty go!

Why should sweet flowers bloom for some,

For others only thorns be found?
And some grow rich on fruitful earth,

While others till but barren ground?

I wonder why the hearts of some
O'erflow with joy and happiness,

While others go their lonely way
Unblessed with aught of tenderness !

I wonder why the eyes of some
Should ne'er be moistened with a tear.

While others weep from morn till night.

Their hearts so crushed with sorrow here

Ah ! well ; we may not know indeed

The whys, the wherefores of each life !

But this we know—there's One who sees

And watches us through joy or strife.

Each life its mission here fuldls.

And only He may know the end.

And loving Hira, we may be strong,

Xho' storm or sunshine He may send.

Review of the Weather for Seventh month, 1871.

The weather during the past month, with few exceptions, has been remarkably fine.
The range of the thermometer, was from 63° on the 22d, to 90° on the third. The averai'e
temperature was 74 8°. The relative humidity was 78.C. The mean height of the Barometer
was 29.63 inches. Rain fell to the depth of 7.47 inches. T.
Westtown, Eighth mo. 11th, 1873.

1
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The members are few. Many of their neigh-
bors came in and sat quietly. I began the
testimony with saying; what good thing must
I do to inherit eternal life? 1 believe many
at the present day are desiring something like

this; but "not everyone that sayeth unto
me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom
of heaven, but they that do the will of my
father, who is in heaven." I was largely
opened and the humble ones were encouraged.
When the motion was made to conclude the
meeting, they sat still and quiet, and passed
out slowly at first. On a review of what I

delivered, I do not find that I made any wrong
statement in a long testimony, and I am easy.

26th. We attended an appointed meeting
at Hopkinton. I was much enlarged in tes-

timony-, being nearly an hour and a half en-

gaged in showing the necessity of preparing
for a dying hour, and the danger of delaying
to prepare; and I believe some were convinced.
There was a Baptist preacher at this meeting,
and he put himself in my way, as I passed
along, and spoke to me in a very friendly
manner, saying, I wish you to be encouraged,
you have preached the truth to-day. Several
others very solidly wished me success. Just
before the meeting ended I desired the people
to give the praise to the Author of all good,
that man should have none of the honor, which
is alone due to the Giver of every good and
perfect gift."

The meeting next day at South Kingston was
" exercising, because of so strong a desire in

the minds of the people to hear words to gra-
tify their carnal minds or desires. I sat long
before I felt the way open to speak, and ex-
pected to say but little then, but keeping to
the opening I was enlarged, and solemnity
ensued, until the minds of many were hum-
bled, and it ended comfortably ; blessed be the
Giver of every good and perfect gift. We
dined at Wra. Peckham's, then went to Lower
South Kingston. There were a variety of
people, and it was a very trying meeting. I
labored long, under much depression, and
truth was borne down in the minds of the
people, and did not come into dominion to
reign triumphantly. Afterwards, I felt much
tried and was fearful I had missed my way

;

but centering down to the witness, I felt that
I had endeavored to keep my place and do my
duty, and I lelt easy ; but still my mind was
low. It may be for some good purpose to
myself I hope the good hand will not de-
part from me. I wish I may be humble
enough ; and may the Divine will be done."
On the 29th, at a meeting on the island of

Conanicut, J. H. said : '"To what shall I liken
the men of this generation. It is like children,
sitting in the market place, calling to their
fellows, saying we have piped to you, and
ye have not danced, we have mourned to
you, and you have not lamented.' Thus the
important concern is treated in a trifling

manner, like children's diversion instead of
giving a due attention to it."

Of the Quarterly Meeting held at Green-
wich, Fifth mon. 4th, J. H. says :

" I delivered
a short testimony pointing to some of the
beauties and excellencies that would be pro-
duced by a devoted attention to known duty

;

which I endeavored to illustrate by a recital
of part of what the Queen of Sheba saw in the
waiting of the ministers and attendants of
Solomon, each moving in time and order, not
going too soon, nor unnecessarily delaying.
At Accoakset, on the 9th. counsel flowed

clearly and freely to the people. I stated

that if we became qualified to worship accept-

ably, we could hardly obtain a more suitable

[state of mind] than when our own willings,

cravings and desires were brought into such

a state of subjection that we could say; not
my will but thine be done, O God. At a cer-

tain time, when the Divine Master was per-

sonally on earth, and when he was informed
that 'he whom thou lovestissiek,'they thought
there was need of something being done ; but
he abode several days still in the same place.

He knew what would be to the glory of God.
The meeting held long, and when a motion
was made to break it up, the people sat still

for some time and seemed unwilling to sepa-

rate. There was something solemn attending,
and we parted lovingly, and my mind rejoiced

in the favor received, and humbly blessed the
Giver.

10th. Attended Centre Meeting. I was
soon loaded with exercise, and stood up with
a good degree of clearness, but I found much
embarrassment, yet I did not feel clear to sit

down. Sometimes I seemed to gain strength

;

then again I seemed to be tried with a sense

of weakness, and so I labored long, and when
I felt released I was easy though depressed.

If no profit arises from it, I have desired to

be content, and to leave all to the Lord.
Though I suiFer, it is likely the true seed lay

under suffering too.

12th. We had a very precious meeting.
Many not of our Society attended. I began
with. Be ye also ready, for ye know neither
the day nor hour in which the Son of Man
Cometh. I have cause to marvel at the extent
of the labor into which I have been led. I

have been enlarged this day, and the minds
of the people were solemnized, and many
reached and tendered. I hope they, or many
of them will be induced to faithfulness, and
thereby be profited themselves, and become a
blessing to others. We went home with
James Tucker and wife Sarah to dine, and
went this evening to New Bedford to lodge."

THE FRIEND.
EIGHTH MONTH 23,

We believe it is Dr. Johnson who says,
" Wealth heaped on wealth, nor truth nor safety buys,
The dangers gather, as the treasures rise."

Such has been the deteriorating effects of the
fall on man's moral nature, that the truth con-

tained in these linew has been exemplified in

all time, and almost all states of Society. The
lust for wealth grows stronger with its grati-

fication, and the temptations to evil attendant
upon it, increase and acquire more force as the
means for indulgence multiply. Solomon has
left it upon record that " He that loveth silver

shall not be satisfied with silver, nor he that
loveth abundance, with increase : this is also

vanity." It does not require a very deep in-

spection of society to be convinced that, in

this respect, there is but little improvement
manifested in this day, and that the further
declaration of the same wise king is yet true,
" There is a sore evil which I have seen under
the sun, namely, riches kept for the owners
thereof to their hurt."

If we believe the many precepts and com-
mands relating to this subject, recorded in

Holy Scripture, we can hardly escape the con-

clusion that, coming from Him who knoweti
what is in man, they imply duties which caii

not be properly performed while the love <

gold is harbored in our hearts, or the titn

that is meeted out to us, and the abilities coi

ferred upon us, are mainly devoted to the i

cumulation of riches. The whole scope an

spirit of the religion of Christ are manifestlj

opposed to the laying up or loving the treii

sures of earth, and its divine transformin*

power, in operating on the heart, is so directe I

as to extirpate the natural propensity ti

covetousness, and where riches are alreadj

possessed, to wean the affections from then

and establish the conviction that they are hel

only in trust. The command "Lay not u

for yourselves treasures upon earth," is coi

sonant with the liability of the human min
to become engrossed with the objects prmiaril

desired, and that unless the heart is thorough)

ly changed from a state of nature to a stat

of grace, we are continually in danger of bein

absorbed in pursuit of the means to gratif

our carnal appetites, and to forget the supretn

design of our creation ; thus evidencing tb

truth of the solemn declaration, " Where yon
treasure is there will your hearts be also."

The early Friends, coming forth as wr
nesses for the strictness and supreme authorit

ofpure Christianity, found themselves obligee

in order to live in accordance with the prii

ciples they professed, to turn their backs upo '

much which the world esteemed allowable clj

commendable ; to give up many of the trade li

thought to be lawful, and many of the modejl

commonly resorted to to attract or increasi

business, and to be willing to live in great sim.l

plicity and moderation, rather than to devot
"'

their time and their talents to the acquis] tio:

of money. As self-denying followers of Kir

who had not where to lay his head, they bori'

testimony against not only the manners am
maxims of the world, but also against stri\

ing to heap up its treasures or secure it

honors. They were a plain, humble, and ue

pretending people, keeping the work of thei

soul's salvation, and the honor of their Divin

Master uppermost in their every-day life; an

as Wm. Penn testifies, though "they wen
forth weeping, and sowed in tears, bearin;

testimony to the precious Seed, the seed o

the kingdom, which stands not in words,—
the finest and the highest that man's wit eai

use, but in power, the power of Christ Jesus,

so He employed them to turn many, by thei

ministry, "from darkness to the Light, am
out of the broad into the narrow way ; bring

ing people to a weighty, serious and godly con

versation ; the practice of that doctrine whic,

they taught."

But the members of our religious Societ;

have partaken largely, in common with others

of the bounties of divine Providence. Thrif

and economy have combined to increase riches

which in many instances have been transmit

ted from father to son, and by this means, a
well as by successful trade, much wealth ha
been lodged in the hands of those who retai

the government of themselves and their pos

sessions on their own shoulders; and thus, a

riches have increased among us, we too hav
learned to indulge improperly in the luxur
of the age, and the abounding pride of life

The inevitable result among such members
as among others, has been, to illustrate th

declaration of our Saviour, "Ye cannot serv

God and mammon." How many who have dis

regarded the advice of the prophet, " Seekea
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ou great things for thyself; seek them not,"

,ve lost that simplicity and lowly-mindedness
lich characterized the primitive Friends,

d with them that Divine unction and power
lich are indispensabie to preach the gospel

Christ and spread his kingdom in the earth.

Clarkson observes :
" There is no greater

lamity than leaving children an affluent in

pendence. The worst examples in the
ciety of Friends, are generally among the

ildren of the rich." There is nothing
nsically bad in riches, and where the pos-

isor is redeemed from the spirit of the world
1 lives under the government of Divine
ace, he may make unto himself friends of
3 mammon of unrighteousness, acting as a
od steward of the manifold gifts bestowed,

t there are few having wealth at-comraand
10 in the application of it seem to feel the

3e88ity, or are willing, to have their wants
1 indulgences circumscribed by the limita

ns of Truth, and to use what is not requi

B for the comfortable accommodation of

miselves and families, for promoting the

ise of social and religious improvement, or

ministering to the welfare of their poorer
low creatures: hence the frequent applica-

ity of that startling declaration of Christ,

erily I say unto you, that a rich man shall

rdly enter into the kingdom of Heaven."
If then these things are truths which cannot
controverted, if "The care ofthis world and
B deceitfulness of riches choke the word,"
is not only the part of wisdom but also a

ty imperative upon us, to guard with vigi-

it solicitude against having our attention

grossed with and our time devoted to the
^uisitionofthat which is so likely to obstruct

r advancement in the strait and narrow way
at alone leadeth to life, and thus endanger
r final attainment of the joys of heaven,
^ny instances might be cited of servants

id handmaids, who have proved the value

I
the injunction, and the truth of the pro-

,se, " Seek ye first the kingdom of God and
s righteousness, and all these things [food

d raiment] shall be added unto you;" and
is these who are the most devoted and efti-

mt laborers in the militant church. Con-
lued observation will also show, that those

ho contribute most freely to objects of be-

ivolenco, and to the moral and intellectual

iprovement of mankind, are generally in

bat is termed "moderate circumstances;"
d it is they who are most active in carry-

5 on the institutions which adorn christian

mmunities, while they afford the worthiest
lamples of intellectual culture and religious

tivity. Well may we then strive to be able to

opt, in sincerity and humility, the prayer of

^ur: '• Eemove far from me vanities and
i8

;
give me neither poverty nor riches ; feed

e with food convenient for me ; lest I be

II and deny thee, and say, who is the Lord ?

lest I be poor and steal, and take the name
my God in vain."

The entrance on the forty-seventh volume
'•The Friend," forcibly impresses us with

e rapidity with which years pass away, and
at our .Tournal now speaks to a generation

f advanced in the journey of life, which had
it entered on its scenes of trial or enjoyment
hen it first addressed the members of our

Ugious Society. The changes that have

ken place in the men and in the condition

the Society, since that day, we need not

re refer to, further than to say that our

hearts are clothed with sorrow as we look
back and recall the losses that have been sus-

tained in both, and the ground given to fear
there is little probability of these being ade
quatelj' made up in the near future. But the
principles of truth, and the distinction between
right and wrong remain unchanged, and as
the advocacy of the one, and the exposure of
the other, together with the introduction into
the families of our readers of interesting and
instructive literature, were the objects had in

view when "The Friend" first solicited the
patronage of members and others, so they
continue to be our sole aim in incurring the
labor and expense of conducting our weekly
sheet. We are encouraged in our course by
the increased approbation of it expressed by
a more extended subscription list, and the
assurances of unity and sympathy given us by
Friends in different parts of the Society. We
invite the co-operation of all who are willing

to lend a helping hand to maintain and spread
the doctrines and testimonies of the gospel as

held by Friends, and will be glad to receive

contributions from any willing to comply with
our regulations.

Our subscribers are reminded, that the
terms of subscription vary according to the
time of payment. Those who wish to re-

ceive the volume for two dollars are expected
to pay within the time of issuing the first six

numbers, unless they are now subscribers.

LIST OF AGENTS.
We append herewith a list of Agents to

hom applications may be made, and who
are authorized to receive payment for "The
Friend."

PENNSYLVANIA.
Benjamin W. Passmore, Concordville, Dela-

aware County.
Joseph Scattergood, Jr., (in place of Wm. P.

Townsend), West Chester.

Thomas Conard, West Grove, Chester Co.

George Sharpless (in place of Joshua B. Pu-
sey), London Grove, Chester County.

Benjamin Gilbert (in place of George Gilbert),

Yohoghany, Westmoreland County.
Eeuben Battin, Shunk P. O., Sullivan Co.

NEW JERSEY.

Charles Stokes, Medford, Burlington Co.

Joel Wilson, Eahway.
William Carpenter, Salem.

NEW YOHK.
Henry Knowles, Smyrna, Chenango Co.

Alfred King, Ledyard, Cayuga Co.

Joshua Haight, Somerset, JNiagara Co.

John A. Potter, Perry City, Schuyler Co
MASSACHUSETTS.

William B. Oliver, Lynn.
OHIO.

Micajah M. Morlan, Salem, Columbiana Co.

Daniel Williams, Flushing, Belmont Co.

Asa Garretson, Barnesville, Belmont Co.

Benjamin D. Stratton, Winona, Columbiana
County.

James \V. McGrew, Smithfield, Jefferson Co.

James E. Kite, Pennsville, Morgan Co.

Dr. Isaac Huestis, Chester Hill, Morgan Co.

Parker Hall, Harrisvilie, Harrison Co.

Jehu L. Kite, Damascoville.

Edward Stratton, East Carmel, Columbiana
County.

John M. Smith, Smyrna, Harrison Co.

Stephen Hob.son, Bartlett, Washington Co.
INDIANA.

John Bell, Eichmond, Wayne Co.

James Woody, Thorntown, Boone Co.

IOWA.

Joseph Hall, Springdale, Cedar Co.
Nathan Warrington, Coal Creek, Keokuk Co.
Eichard Mott, Viola, Linn Co.

GREAT BRITAIN.

Joseph Armfield, No. 1 South Place, Finsbury
Pavement.

LONDON.

Eichard Hall, Waverton Wigton, Cumber-
land, England.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Tlie Carlists appear to be still making

progress in the North of Spain. According to a Bay-
onne di.spatcli, the town of Berga has been captured by
them. Vergara, twenty miles from Tolosa, has also

been taken by them.
The British steamer Deerhound, on the 13th inst.,

landed at Fontarabia a party of Carlists with 2000 rifles

and aqnantity of ammunition. The Deerhound was sub-

equently captured by a Spanish man-of-war, and towed
nto the harbor of San Sebastian.

The Cartagena insurgents seem to be preparing for a
long struggle. The streets are almost deserted and the

shops closed. All males above sixteen years of age have
been enrolled. The insurgents are issuing paper money,
and they have released and armed 1800 convicts.

A Vienna dispatch says, a squadron of Austrian war
vessels has been ordered to the coast of Spain.

A Cartagena dispatch of the 16th says, that city is

besieged by an army of six thousand soldiers, with two
batteries and twelve mortars. The Spanish frigates

which were seized by the insurgents, are lying in this

port guarded by the British fleet.

A Madrid dispatch of the 18th denies the reported

capture of Berga by the Carlists. They attacked the

place but were repulsed.

The Cartagena insurgents have ordered all non-com-
batants and the women and children to leave the city

during the impending struggle.

It is stated that the Count de Chambord, the repre-

sentative of the elder branch of the Bourbons, has an-

nounced his resolution to accept a Constitution for

France, prepared by the members of the Right of the

assembly and himself. He proposes to come to France
nd take up his residence there in a short time.

The town hall, Leeds, England, has been destroyed

by fire.

Upon the declination of the office of Master of the

Rolls by Sir John Duke Coleridge, it was ofiered to Sir

George Jessel, who has concluded to acceptthe position.

The weather recently throughout England has been

wet, and unfavorable to the growing crops. It also

continues very warm.
Many coal-pits in Leicestershire have been closed,

several thousand dis.satisfied miners having struck.

Several failures in the Liverpool cotton trade were
announced on the 16th inst.

London, 8th mo. 18th.—U. S. sixes, 1865, 95; new
fives, 9U.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 8|d ;
Orleans, 9 Jd. Cal-

fornia white wheat, 12s. 3rf. a 12.5. 8d. per 100 lbs. Red
winter wheat, 12s. 3d. ; Spring wheat, lis. id. a 12s.

Dispatches from various places in Germany, where
the cholera prevails, state that the disease is increasing

in virulence.

A treaty of peace between Paraguay, Brazil and the

Argentine Republic has been signed.

Christianople, a maratime town of Surden, has been

tirely destroyed by fire.

The Shah of Persia sailed from Brindise on the loth

inst. for Constantinople.

A Gastein dispatch of the 16th, says: The Emperor
William of Germany, who is now sojourning here, gave

an audience yesterday to Dr. Schofl; bearer to the Em-
peror of the cordial greetings of the New York General

Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church. In his

remarks in reply, the Emperor dwelt upon the neces-

sity of Christians working together, in order to combat
infidelity and .superstition.

A Vienna dispatch says, that in the machinery de-

partment of the Exhibition, the United States exhibi-

tors have received a large portion of the diplomas of

honor, medals, and certificates of excellence.

The fiscal year of the Canadian government closed

the 30th of Sixth month last, and the total revenue for

the year was found to be $20,1.39,578 ; of which almost

twelve and three-quarter millions were from customs,

four and a half millions from internal revenue duties.
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and one and a quarter millions from the public works.

The expenditures of the year are not given.

The Cuban insurgents have shown more activity re-

cently. On the 12th inst. they attacked a force of Span-

ish cavalry near Puerto Principe, killed thirty-one_ of

the soldiers and captured nineteen horses. On the 17th

they made an attack on the village of Yegreas, but were

repulsed after a sharp engagement.

A dispatch of the ISth to the New York Herald states,

that the French government has taken the initiatory

step toward recognizing the Carlists as belligerents,

having issued orders permitting the transit of arms and

munitions of war, between the two custom-house lines

in the south of France.
, ,.,,

The French government has suppressed or forbidden

the sale of twenty Republican papers in the provinces.

The leaders of the Left intend to publish a protest

against these suppressions.

A Lima (Peru) letter states, the commission which

explored the Isthmus for a canal route, returned and

reported the route they explored impracticable; but

favored that .surveyed by Americans, under Capt. Sel-

fridge. A party of American engineers- raised the U.

States flag on the highest peak of the Andes, on the 4th

of Seventh month, in snow knee deep.

United States.—Jl/iscettoneou^.—The interments in

Philadelphia last week numbered 366, including 191

children under two years. There were 60 deaths of

cholera infantum, 29 consumption, 19 debility, 40 ma-

rasmus, 14 inflammation of the brain, and 13 old age.

During a north-east storm which prevailed over a

large area of country on the 13th and 14th instants,_an

unusual amount of rain fell in this city and vicinity,

ranging from seven to eight inches, according to locality.

The burning of the steamer Wawasset, on the Poto-

mac, was attended with much greater loss of life than

was at first reported. It is now known that at least 72

and probably SO persons perished in the flames or by

drowning.
The total debt of the State of Vermont is only $195,-

649, while the treasury contains a much larger sjm.

The returns of the Agricultural Department up to

the first instant, indicate an improvement in the con-

dition and promise of the cotton crop since the tirst of

Seventh month. The crop is, however, still considered

below average in condition.

The a.sses.sed valuation of the real estate of New York
city for the present year is 3836,693,380, and of the per-

sonal estate, S292,4'47,643. This is an increase com-
pared with last year's valuation, o_f S39,544,715 in real

estate, and a decrease of §14,471,7/9 in personal.

On the 16th inst. a collision occurred on the Chicago
and Alton Railroad, about 20 miles from Chicago, by
which eleven men were killed and thirty-seven scalded

or wounded. Many of the wounded were so badly

burned that it was thought they would die. Seven
others died before the 18th inst.

The United States Secretary of the Treasury has

called in for redemption fifteen millions of dollars of

matured five-twenty gold bonds. This reduction of the

national debt is probably to be made with the proceeds

of the Alabama indemnity.
There were 3683 immigrants landed in New York

last week.
The deaths in New York for the week ending on the

16th inst. numbered 688.

The foreign imports of last week are valued at $6,-

970,442.

A Chicago paper states, that from five to seven refri-

gerator cars, loaded with western butter are shipped
east every day from that point. Much of this is taken

by New York and Boston dealers. The freight charges

from Chicago to New Y'ork are §1.25 per hundred
pounds, and to Boston, Sl.3o.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 18th inst. A^eio York.—American gold, 115f.
U. S. sixes, 1881, 1195 ; ditto, 1867, 119J ; ditto, 10-40
.'> per cents, 11.54; new fives, 114!. Superfine flour,

$.5.15 a $5.50; State extra, $6.40 a $6.70; finer brands,
*7 a $10. White Michigan wheat, $1 78 ; red western,
S1.55 a $1.60; No. 2 Chicago spring, $1.51 a $1.-52; No.
3 do., $1.44 a $1.47. Oats, 41 a 52 cts. Western white
corn, 74 a 76 cts.

;
yellow, 61 a 62 cts. Carolina rice, 8

a 9 cts. Philadelphia.—Middling uplands and New
Orleans cotton, 19| a 20} cts. Timothy seed $3.50.
Flaxseed, S2 a $2.05. Superflne flour, $3.50 a $4.25

;

finer brand.s, $4.50 a $10. White wheat, $1.65 a $1.85;
prime red, $1.65. Rve, 80 a 85 cts. Yellow corn,
a 61 cts.; white, 69 a 70 cts. Oats, .39 a 47 cts. Sales
of about 3800 beef cattle at the Avenue Drove-yard.
Choice and extra at 6J a 7 J cts. per lb. gross; fair to
good, 5| a 6 cts., and common, 4 a 5 cts. Sheep sold at
5 a 6 cts. per lb. gross. Receipts 14,000 head. Hogs,
$7.50 per 100 lb. net for corn fed. Receipts 5,500 head.

Chicago.—'So. 2 spring wheat, $1.21J a $1.22 ; No. 3,

$1.15. No. 2 corn, 40 cts. No. 2 oats, 27 a 27i cts.

Rve, 67 cts. Barley, $1.05. Lard, 7| a 8 cts. Ciricin-

maii'.—Family flour, $6.40 a $6.60. Wheat, $1.28 a

$1.30. Lard, 8 a 8} cts. Detroit—Extra white wheat,

$1.72 ; No. 1 white wheat, $1..54J ; amber, $1.41. Corn,

i cts. Oats, 31 cts. St. Louis.—No. 2 winter red

heat, $1.46 ; No. 3 fall red, $1.30. No. 2 corn, 37J
cts. No. 2 oats, 29 a 30 cts. Spring barley, 90 cts.

;

inter, $1.10. £oZ(more.—Choice wheat, $1.80; fair

to prime do., $1.60 a $1.75 ; western red, $1.55 a $1.60.

Y^ellow corn, 60 cts. ; white, 68 a 70 cts. Oats, 44 a

47 cts.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Charles W. Satterthwait, O., $2, to No.

19, vol. 48; from Henry Knowles, Agent, N. Y., for

Benjamin Boss, Robert Knowles, John J. Peckham,
John P. Carpenter, and Margaret P. Knowles, $2 each,

vol. 47 ; from Alfred King, Agent, N. Y., S2, vol. 47,

and for Francis Armistead, Gilbert Weaver, Samuel
Sirakin, Abiel Gardner, Susan King, Earl Hallock, and
Marv Ann Simkin, $2 each, vol. 47 ; from Henry R.
Post", L. I , $2, vol. 47 ; from Margaretta T. Webb, Pa.,

per Mary E. Elliott, $2, vol. 47 ; from William Black-
burn, O., $2, vol. 47, and for Amos Cope, Esther Cad-
walader, Mifflin Cadwalader, Benjamin Harrison, Levi
Bolton, Nathan M. Blackburn, Jonathan Blackburn,
Linton Hall, Phebe Ellyson, Samuel Shaw, Daniel
Blackburn, and Thomas Blackburn, O., $2 each, vol. 47,

and for Francis Bartley, Mich., $2, to No. 22, vol. 48
;

from Ann Kaighn, N. J., per Rebecca Kaighn, $2, vol.

47 ; from Morris Cope, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from S. H.
Headley, Pa., $.5, to No. 52, vol. 48 ; from Benjamin Gil-

bert, Agent, Pa., $2, vol. 47, and for Joshua Cope, Isaac

Price, S. M. Brinton, and James Mears, $2 each, vol.

47 ; from Henry Clark, O., $2, vol. 47 ; from Charles L.

Willits, N. J., $2, vol. 47 ; from Richard C. Shoemaker,
Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from James Hilyard, N. J., $2, vol.

47 ; from Annabella Wynne, Ind., per Benjamin Lowry,
$2, vol. 47 ; from Richard Elias Ely, Pa., $2, vol. 47

;

from Deborah Woolman, City, $2, vol. 47 ; from John
A. Potter, Agent, N. Y., $2, vol. 47, and for Deborah
Wooden and Freelove Owen, $2 each, vol. 47 ; from
Valentine Meader, Mass., $2, vol. 47, and for Pelatiah
Hussey, Me., $2, vol. 47 ; from Dr. Joseph Warrington,
N. J., $2, vol. 47 ; from Samuel P. Leeds, N. J., $2,
vol. 47 ; from Seneca Lincoln, Mass., $2, vol. 47 ; from
Catharine Whitacre, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from Elizabeth
M. Cope, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from Ruth P. Johnson, Pa.,

S2, vol. 47 ; from Dr. Samuel Whitall, N. Y., $2, vol.

47 ; from Charles Lippincott, N. J., t2, vol. 47.

Remittances received after Fourth-day morning will not

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

The receipt is also acknowledged of the following
amounts : from Alfred King and Susan King, N. Y'.,

$5 each, for the Freedmen ; from Richard Elias Ely,
Pa., $25, for the Bible Association of Friends.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLORED
PERSONS.

Teachers are wanted for these schools, to be opened
about the first of Tenth month.

Application may be made to

Elton B. Giffbrd, 28 North Third St.

Ephraim Smith, 1013 Pine St.

James Bromley, 641 Franklin St.

Richard J. Allen, 472 North Third St.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDIAN
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A Friend and his wife are wanted to take charge of
this Institution, and to raan.>ige the farm connected with
it. A teacher of the school will also be wanted at the
commencement of the Fall term.

Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co., Pa.
Jo.;2ph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada.
Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Chester

Co., Pa.
Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
^ear .

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua ]

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
These schools, under the care of the three Monthl

Meetings of Friends in this city, will re-open

Second-day, Ninth mo. 1st, 1873. The Boys' Schoo
on Cherry St., above Eighth St., is under the care c

Zebedee Haines, as Principal. The Girls' School, o

Seventh St., below Race St., is under the care

Margaret Lightfoot. There are also two Primar
Schools for the instruction of these children who ar

too young to attend the higher schools ; one of which i

held in the Meeting-house at the corner of Sixth aa
Noble streets, the other in the Boys' School buildin

on Cherry street.

The attention of Friends residing in this city and il

neighborhood is particularly invited to these schooli

The terms are moderate, and by provisions recent!

made for that purpose, Friends belonging to Philadel

phia Yearly Meeting, sending children to these schooli

(also members) who may find the charges burdensomf
can be fully relieved. In the principal schools oppoi

tunities are afforded of obtaining a liberal education ii

useful branches of Study, and in the Latin and Greel

languages. Facilities for illustration are afforded by

valuable collection of philosophical apparatus, mineral

and Auzoux's models of parts of the human system, &»

French is also taught in the Girls' school. In th

primary schools the children are well grounded i

studies of a more elementary character.

It is desirable that applications for admission

children should be made early, and that parents n
turning children to the schools should send them at th

beginning of the term.

Further information may be obtained upon applic!

tion to the Treasurer of the Committee,
James Smedley, No. 415 Market street.

WANTED
A suitable Friend to serve as Matron in Haverfor

College. Apply .soon to Samuel J. Gummere, Pres'

Haverford College P. O., Montgomery Co., Pa.

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, Middletoi

Columbiana Co., Ohio, on the 22d of Fifth month, 1871

Daniel, youngest son of William and Anne Blackbun
to Matild.\ E., daughter of Benjamin and Mary Ha:
rison, all of the above pUce.

Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) PhiJadelphia.
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wof
INQTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may be
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board of
Managers,

Died, suddenly, on the evening of the 21st of 7th r

at the residence of her son-in-law, Joseph Penrose
RtjTH KiEBV, in the 66th year of her age, a membe
of Pennsville Monthly and Particular Meeting
Friends, Ohio. From some expressions it appears sh

thought the time of her departure was near, and a

though her sickness was short, her friends and relative

have a well-grounded hope that her end was peaoi

The .sudden removal of this dear Friend speaks loud|

to survivors to prepare for a like change.
, suddenly, at his residence in Wilmingto

Delaware, on the morning of the 4th of 8th montl
Samuel Hilles, in the Both year of his age, a belove

elder of Wilmington Monthly Meeting of Friends. Hi
memory is precious to those who knew him, an
amongst whom he had walked uprightly and carefull

during a long life. His family and friends feel tht

they have much to be thankful for, in the remembranc
of such a life, and especially in the ripening and me
lowing of his character in his later years. He had earl;

as it is believed, given his heart to the Lord, and bee
made sensible of His favor. On the day before he diet

he had a conversation with a friend, in which he seeme
constrained to relate his own experience in a way ver
unlike his usual reticent habit. In this interview fa

spoke of some of these early visitations, and in partict

lar of a spot among the woods at Westtown, to whic
he used to retire, " to prostrate himself in the presene
of his Heavenly Father," and where His presence ha
been especially manifested to him. And in his late*

life, in the silent meetings of the Society of Friends, h
had the same experience renewed, the sense of the lov

of his Heavenly Father so overpowering him at timei

that he was fain to ask that the tide might be stayet

He spoke of having supplicated that he "might hav
that faith, that true faith, that only real faith, of whic
it is said, 'He that believeth in me shall have eterns

life.' " Such a prayer, offered in humility and chiU
like simplicity, it is believed was answered. His laf

days were emphatically his best days. The trial

through which he passed were blessed to him ; and it!

though he had lived a long and comparatively blam*
less life, yet none disclaimed more promptly than hi

any disposition to boast, or to rely upon his own ohed
ence. "He confessed that he was a poor creature, tha

all was of the goodness of the Lord." His end w8
sudden, and almost painless.
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lemorial of Bradford Monthly Meeting, con-

[cerning Samuel Cope, a Minister, deceased.

"The memory of the just is blessed;" and
elieving that a record of their experiences
nd exercises, produced by the operation of

hat Divine Power, which made them what
bey were, has often proved as a brook by the
'ay side, to many a weary traveller Zionward,
TQ feel that it may be right to put forth a
hort testimony concerning our late beloved
:iend, Samuel Cope.
He was the son of Abiah and Jane Cope,
nd was born at their residence in EastBrad-
)rd township, Chester county, Pennsylvania,
be 28th of the 2nd month, 1789. His parents
'ere valuable members of this Monthly Meet-
ig ; his mother being an acceptable minister
ver fifty years, and his father faithfully fill-

ig the station of elder, and both careful to

^strain their offspring, and bring them up in

he nurture and admonition of the Lord,
'heir faithful labors in this respect, were evi-

ently Ijlessed in a remarkable manner.
In early life he manifested a strong and

isolate disposition, but submitting his neck
b the yoke of Christ, he grew in grace as he
rew in years, and became a useful and ex-

implary member of our Monthly Meeting.
At the age of thirty-nine, his friends thought

I, right to place him in the important station

tf elder, which position he filled to their satis-

iction. After passing through many conflicts

nd baptisms, he apprehended himself called

pen to speak in our religious meetings as a
linister; and in the year 1835, was duly ac-

nowledged as such.

In reference to this period of his life, he re-

larked in a letter to a friend, '' I was ready
conclude I never should overcome my

piritual enemies ; but I resolved not to leave
ff imploring help of Him, who I believed '

ble to help me. I had a little faith to believe,

hat His Grace would give me the victory if

took heed to it ; but I could not dispel th

iarkness and doubts, which at times made me
sel very sad, as I saw that it was not by
irorks of righteousness which I had done or

ould do in my own will and strength, that
he cloud and want of clearness of spiritual

ight could be removed, but that if I was de
ivered out of this condition it must be of His
aercy, by the washing of regeneration and

the renewing of His Holy Spirit. I felt very
desirous I might do nothingagainst the Truth,
but my mind was sometimes much impressed
n our 'Meetings for Discipline to speak in

Truth's defence ; and as I gave up to do what
I believed was my duty, I felt peace of mind.
Some time after, I felt much pressed in spirit

to speak a few words in our meetings for wor-

ship, but tried to reason it away, thinking
myself very unfit for that service, and then

occupying the station of elder. But I became
convinced, that nothing but obedience would
keep me from condemnation, and I expressed

a few words in one of our meetings for wor-
ship, after which my mind was calm and
peaceful."

He was firmly attached from heartfelt ex-

perience and conviction, to the Christian doc-

trines and testimonies of our religious Society,

as held and promulgated by its primitive

members ; and was often brought under deep
religious exercise on account of attempts made

Qodify them. He believed them to be the

doctrines of the Gospel as set forth in the

Holy Scriptures, and was concerned that no
departure from them should be sanctioned by
the body.
On a recent occasion, he publicly declared

that, "The principles and testimonies of the

eligious Society of Friends, had been the re-

ligion of his education when young, that as

his years and strength ripened to maturity,

they became the religion of his judgment

;

and that he could now, when the evening cur-

tain of life was fast closing around him, bear

his testimony that they emanated from that

nexhaustable Fountain of Truth, which our

Holy Eedeemer declared would lead and guide

ts dedicated followers into all truth."

He several times, with minutes expressive

of the approbation and unity of his friends,

visited the Yearly Meeting of Ohio ; and on

one of these occasions, nearly all the meetings

composing it. He also visited, with minutes,

three other Yearly meetings on this continent;

all the meetings in our Yearly Meeting,

—

many of them several times,—and as an even-

ing sacrifice, he paid a last and memorable
visit to the members and attenders of the

several branches of this Monthly Meeting.

To some among whom he labored on that oc

casion, it is believed to have been a season of

renewed Divine visitation. After this visit

was accomplished, he expressed that he ft

much peace and comfort in having performed

it.

This last service in the cause in which he

had so long and faithfully labored, was accom
plished a short time previous to his death.

In his worldly affairs he set a good example
of moderation ; he was concerned to live with
in the bounds of his circumstances, and careful

not to permit business engagements to inter

fere with the discharge of his religious obliga

tions.

He was remarkable for uprightness anc

integrity ; singleness of purpose and total

absence of duplicity in demeanor and expres-

sion wore distinguishing traits in his charac-

ter. He possessed a good memory, was kind,

generous, and social in his feelings, and being
gifted with a mind of large capacity, his so-

ciety was attractive. It may be truly said of

him, that his house and heart were always
open for the entertainment of his friends, and
particularly such as were travelling in the

service of Truth.
His public ministrations, especially towards

the close of his life, were often of a very
searching character: "Not with the enticing

words of man's wisdom, but in demonstration
of the Spirit and of power." He was often

drawn forth in affectionate concern for the

youth, exhorting them to yield themselves in

the morning of their day to the restraints of

the cross of Christ, and thus become helpers

in promoting the cause of Truth ;
frequently

linding them, as well as others, that their

faith should not stand in the wisdom of man,
but in the power of God.
Our object is not to extol the creature, but

to magnify that Divine Grace, through faith-

ful obedience to which he was enabled to servo

the Lord in his generation, and finally, we
everently trust, to receive the crown immor-

tal, which fadeth not away.
He was very diligent in attending his re-

ligious meetings, often under circumstances

which would have deterred many from making
the attempt.
Although of a strong constitution and usu-

ally favored with good health, about ten years

before his death, he became almost blind, so

as to be unable to go about (except on his own
premises) without an attendant ; or to read or

write
;
privileges which he had greatly en-

joyed. Notwithstanding this was a severe

affliction, he did not complain, but bore it

with Christian submission and cheerfulness.

His general health being good, he did not let

his dimness of vision deter him from perform-

ing such services as he felt required of him,

or from attending his religious meetings and
visiting his friends. It was after this afflic-

tion occurred, that he attended Ohio Y''early

Meeting the last time, and visited the meet-

ings composing it.

In the Third month, 1871, he had an attack

of sickness accompanied by a partial paralysis,

from the effects of which he became unable to

articulate clearly, and his bodily powers were
greatly prostrated. Upon being asked re-

specting his prospect of recovery, after a

solemn pause he replied ;
" I feel that I am an

old man, almost worn out, and nearly done
with this world, and I think I would be will-

ing, if consistent with the Divine will, to close

my blind eyes, never again to be opened in

mutability ; but I desire to be resigned."

And when asked what his feelings were in

view of the awful change which seemed ap-

proaching, he replied, "I find nothing in my
way, as I believe my sins have all gone before-

hand to judgment, and been forgiven me
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through tho mercy of God in Christ Jesu

our Lord ; and I feel that I can honestly adopt

the language, 'I am now ready to be offered,

and the time of my departure is at hand. I

have fought a good fight ; I have finished my
course, I have kept the faith ; henceforth there

is laid up for me also a crown of righteous-

ness, which the Lord, the righteous Judge,

will give me at that day ; and not to me only

but to all them also that love his appearing.'

"

And on another occasion, he said to a friend

•who sat by his bedside ;
" I can say as my

mother did on her death-bed, ' The Lord is my
shepherd I shall not want ; He maketh me to

lie down in green pastures; He leadeth me
beside the still waters. He restoreth my soul

;

He leadeth me in the paths of righteousness

for his name sake. Yea, though I walk through

the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear

no evil, for Thou art with me; thy rod and

thy staff, the}^ comfort me.'
"

For some time his recovery from this attack

appeared doubtful; but he gradually improved
in health, and became able to go out again

;

bis interest and concern for the cause of Truth
remaining unabated.

He so far recovered as to attend religious

meetings ; and not long after he became able

to leave his residence he entered upon the

ligious service of visiting the families of our
members and others, to which allusion has

been made.
He attended religious meetings on the three

days immediately preceding his last attack of

illness, iu all of which he was engaged in the

ministry. In the Monthly Meeting which
occurred the 8th of Eleventh month, 1871, he
encouraged those who felt called upon to labor

in the Lord's vineyard, to be faithful, though
they should not see the fruits of their labor

quoting the passage, " Be ye steadfast, im
movable ; always abounding in the work of
the Lord, inasmuch as ye know, that your
labor shall not be in vain in the Lord."
The last meeting he attended was a neigh

boring Monthly Meeting, which occurred the
9th of the month, wherein, after a season of
very solemn quiet, he arose with the words
of the Psalmist ;

" Before I was afflicted, I

went astray, but now have I kept thy word;
acknowledging it had been good for him that
he had been afflicted, saying, " in faithfulness

hath He afflicted me ;" and in great broken-
ness and tenderness of feeling, he dwelt on the
usefulness of afflictions, if rightly received, in

softening the feelings of the natural man, and
bringing his will into subjection to the Divine
will.

After meeting, he appeared in a very peace-
ful state of mind, expressing great thankful-
ness for the kind attentions of his friends, who
manifested much concern for him on account
of his bodily infirmities. His sweet, patient
and happy state of contentment, seemed to
evince a preparation for being unclothed of
mortality, and receiving the wedding garment.
On the afternoon of that day he was attacked
with paralysis, and after a few hours of acute
suffering sank into a state of apparent uncon-
sciousness, which continued until tho after-
noon of the 11th of Eleventh month, 1871, when
he was quietly released from this state of pro-
bation, and we are comforted in believing, his
redeemed spirit was gathered to the fold of
rest and peace ; aged nearly 83 years, a min
ister about 36 years.

The luxury of luxuries is that of doing good.

Some Facts About Rain.

No one who has travelled in the " lake dis-

trict" of England, will need to be informed

that it is a rainy region. If the tourist is

able to devote two or three weeks to it, he

may not unreasonably hope to be favored

with occasional fair weather; but if he can

spend only three or four days among its wild

and lovely scenery, let him congratulate him
self if they do not all prove to be rainy ones

Wordsworth could never have seen and sung

the charms of the district as he did, had he

not made it his home for years.

We have just seen in an English paper an
abstract of meteorological observations made
by Isaac Fletcher, M. P., among these Cum-
berland mountains. For nearly thirty years
he has kept rain gauges at various stations,

and the record of some of them for the year
1872 is astounding. The rainfall at different

points ranges from about 91 inches up to

almost 244 inches. At four stations it was
about 175 inches. The highest result was
obtained at a place known as " The Stye," at

an elevation of 1077 feet, in one of the wildest

passes of the region, between the lakes of Der-

wenter and Wastwater. Fletcher remarks.

''The amount registered on the Stye—nearly

244 inches—is marvellous, and is greatlj' in

excess of any previous record. In 1866,224.-

56 inches were recorded. So far as has yet
been ascertained, the Stye is the wettest spot

in Europe, and, except in tropical countries,

the quantities I have quoted, represent the

two greatest annual falls of rain that have
ever been recorded."

But we presume that to many of our readers

these figures convey no definite idea of the

actual amount of rain that falls at this " wet
test spot in Europe." A few other facts wil

serve as a basis of comparison, and also to

show what a capricious phemomenon rain is

—the most capricious, in fact, of all meteoro
logical phenemena, both in respect to its fre

quency and the amount that falls in a given
time. There are regions where it never rains

—as on the coast of Peru, in the African Sa-
hara, and the desert of Cobi in Asia—

i

there are others, as in Patagonia, where it

rains almost every day. At most places in

our latitude, if an inch falls in a daj', it is a
pretty heavy rain; but among the Highlands
of Scotland and in the English "lake district,"

of which we have been speaking, from five to

seven inches not unfrequently fall in a day.
On the Isle of Skye, in December, 1863, 12.5

inches fell in thirteen hours. At Joj'euse, in

France, 31.17 inches fell in twent3^-four hours.

At Geneva, 30 inches in twenty-four hours;
at Gibraltar, 33 inches in twenty-six hours.

As regards the annual rainfall the most re-

markable is on the Khasia hills, in India,

where it averages 600 inches, about 500 of
which fall in seven months of the year. We
do not know of any other place where the
average rises even to 3U0 inches, though at

two points on the Ghauts Mountains, in India,

it is 254 and 263 inches. At Madras it is 45
inches

; at Bombay 75 inches.
It will be seen that the rainfall on the Stye,

in Cumberland, approximates to that in the
wettest tropical districts. The average in the
west of Great Britain and Ireland, in the vicin-

ity of high hills, is from 80 to 150 inches, while
away from the hills it is only from 30 to 45
inches, and in the east of England not more
than 20 to 28 inches. In Franco it averages
30 inches ; in the level parts of Germany 20

inches ; while in some parts of Eussia it fall

as low as 15 inches. In this country it aver

ages in the Southern States from 50 to 6!

inches, though at some points, as at Athens

Ga., it is only 36 inches. In the Northen
States, it ranges from about 27 to 45 inches

On the Pacific coast it is 22 inches at Sai

Francisco, but increases as we go northward

being 47 inches at Fort Vancouver, and 9l

inches at Sitka, in Alaska.

Though the subject cannot be called a drj

one, we should hardly venture to indulge ti

such an extent in statistics if the variation ii

the figures were not so striking. To those o

our readei-8 who have not made a specia

study of the subject, we believe they will b
interesting ; and it cannot be denied that the;

fully sustain our assertion that rain is the mos
capricious of all the phemomena with whici

the meteorologist has to deal. Is it possibh

that he can make any orderly arrangomen
of such a medley of seeming incongruou

facts, and bring them into harmony with na

tural laws? Can he explain why within th

limits of a little territory like England, abou

three hundred and fifty miles long and
than two hundred in average breadth, ther

should be a range in the yearly rainfall fror

about twentj- inches up to more than ten fol

that amount? Are such problems within th

grasp of "Old Probabilities," and his felloe

workers ? That these questions are to be at

swered in the affirmative is all that we wi

now say: at some future time we may devot

another familiar article to the rain and certai

related phenomena, and endeavor to elucidat

the great laws by which they are controUec
—Journal of Chemistry.

Thomas Upshur.

The following brief notice of this Frien

has been condensed from the memoir respeci

ing him published in Friends' Library.

Thomas Upshur was born iu the Sixt

month, 1672, in the county of Essex, Englani

He was educated in the Presbyterian profe;

sion and was seriously inclined from his youtl

often seeking the Lord for the good of h

soul, and diligently reading the Holy Scrij

tures. When about 15 years of age, he

the Presbyterians and joined the people calle

general Baptists, among whom he was hel

in much esteem, and became a preacher amon
them. But being favored with a renewed vis

tation of divine Grace, he came to see th

emptiness of his profession of religion witl

out the saving knowledge of God and ou

Lord Jesus Christ, which is only attaine

through the revelation of his Spirit.

He was about twenty years of age when h

was convinced of the blessed Truth as held b

Friends, and embracing it in the love thereo

he became a diligent attender of their mee
ingsfor the worship of Almighty God, waitin

upon Him in retirement of spirit and trul

silence, for his teaching and counsel. It please

the Lord to bestow on him a gift in the mil

istry of the gospel, which he received in grej

humility, speaking a few words amongst h
brethren, in much fear and tenderness, to tl:'

comfort and refreshment of many. God,
tender mercy, increased his gift, so that

became an able and experienced minister

the gospel, turning many from darkness t

the light of Christ ; in which service he travi

led extensively.

In the time of health he was concerned
remember death, and when taken sick r_
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arked, " I do not expect to live long in this

orld ; I have been preparing for a better. I

not desire to live on my own account—

I

)ng more and more to be at home with my
od

;
yet I would not bo of those who desire

le reward before the work is done. There
nothing here which invites my stay, but if

rod ha? any further service for me in this

rorld, I am given up to his will."

Several Friends being with him, he spoke
them of his death, and desired they might

ear him witness, saying: " My dependence,
ope and trust are in the Lord Jesiis Christ
lone,—I do not value myselfupon any qualifi-

ation or endowment received, but lay all

iown as at the feet of Jesus, and am as noth-

]g before him."

To a Friend who came to visit him, he said,

In all likelihood, I am now about to take my
ist leave of you all, and I pray God from my
leart to bless you." At another time, he said.

My tongue is not able to express what I feel

f the love and goodness of God, now when I

lave most need of it ; the saying is very true,

•hat Life is better than words. There is one
hing I cannot find out, why the Lord should
,0 abound in his love and mercy to me, who
im so unworthj' of the least of his mercies."

Several Friends being in his chamber, he
lesired they might wait upon the Lord to-

gether, and the Lord was pleased to open his

nouth to praise and magnify his holy name.
Se spoke of the blessed estate of the faithful.

It the sight of which, he was filled with
aeavenly joy, praising the Lord to the eom-
brt of those present, and saying, "O that I

night declare of the wonders of the Lord,

jfvhich I have seen in the deeps—but I am re-

Isigned to his will."

Speaking of his pains and exercises, he said

they were very great; but added, "The Lord
is verj- good to me, and bears up my spirit in

the midst of them all." Taking leave of some
friends who visited him, he exhorted them so

to live that he and they might meet in the

mansions of eternal rest—and desired his dear

love to Friends every where, saying, " They
are near to my life—I have true unity with

them in spirit." At a meeting in his chamber
about two weeks before his death, the state

of the church and many precious gospel truths

•were opened to him ; and in a heavenly frame

ef spirit he spoke of the wonderful wisdom,
love and goodness of God, exhorting Friends

to be more faithful and diligent in His blessed

Cause and service.

A few days before his close, feeling himself

a little revived, he went to meeting and there

was engaged in fervent prayer, praising the

Lord in a true sense of his goodness and
mercy. His distemper returning with in-

creased severity, he felt his end drawing near,

and remarked, " I desire to die in great hu-

miliation and to commit my spirit into the

hands of the Ln-d Jesus Christ." When
death approached he was in a heavenly frame

of mind, and said, " The Lord, in the riches of

his mercy, will keep all them that trust in

him under all their trials." He peacefully

departed this life the 10th of the Eighth month
1704, aged 32 years.

The salt mines discovered in the Teche

country, Louisiana, during the late war, are

BOW being worked, while the surface is covered

with growing sugar cane. The bed, estimated

to contain ninety million tons of pure solid

rock salt, is located on an island of 300,000

acres, rising 185 feet above a salt marsh. Ac
cess is obtained to this island by a steamboat
line running between Brashear City and New
Iberia. The soil is composed of sand, loam,
gravel and clay, and the surfiice is partially

covered with magnolia, live oak, cypress,
maple, locust, gum, walnut and fruit-bearing

trees. The vegetation resembles that of a
rich prairie, and the scenery is varied and
beautiful. Access to the interior of the salt

mines is obtained by an elevator, running up
and down a forty-foot shaft, cut through' the
solid material. The width of the vein is 120
feet, and the visitor is surrounded on all sides

by rock salt as dry as powder. The absence
of moisture is one of the most striking pecu-
liarities, and the iron and steel implements
used are quite bright. Two large chambers
have been cut out of the vein.

—

N. American.

John Heald.

(C( ntiuned from page 6.)

5th mo. 16th, 1815. Attended a meeting at

Long Plain. After long silence I began to

speak with a prospect ofonly a little in charge;

but when one thing was delivered another
presented, until the testimony was long. In

the course of it, I urged that faith without
works is dead, and works without faith are

dead also. It is not by works of righteous-

ness we have done, but of His mercy he saveth

us. As we are required to work out our soul's

salvation with fear and trembling, it is evi

dent there is something required to be done
;

and that must not be done in our own will,

for our natural will is of our fallen nature, and
neither the will nor the wrath of man can
work the righteousness of God. Some had
deeply repented when it was too late, or when
they apprehended it ta be so, that they had
not improved the time with which they had
been blessed, and admonished those present

to take care that they did not let the time

pass unimproved. We went to Obadiah Davis

to lodge. He and his wife Ruth are both ap-

proved ministers. They said they were glad

of the testimony, and that it was well adapted

to the state of the assembly ; that many of

the people, their neighbors, rather despise

works as not being necessary to man's salva-

tion, though Abraham showed his faith by
his works, and tlje apostle James said, I will

show thee my faith by my works.

17th. We travelled near 30 miles to Pem-
broke. We put up at a Friend's who said his

house was the first built in these parts, about

180 or 190 years ago. We felt ourselves rather

tried, though they were kind, yet I concluded

there was something wrong. None of this

family were members of our Society but him-

self, his wife a goodly woman. I was afraid

that strong drink had hurt him.

18th. Attended Pembroke Meeting. It was
not large. I sat silent till near the close,

when I delivered a close, moving testimony,

tending to stir up the worldly-minded, and
encourage the sincere- hearted. It was their

Preparative Meeting, where it was stated,

that the Friend before mentioned, required

Friends' care in regard to his intemperance,

which gave relief to my mind. We dined at

Benjamin Percival's, and went to John Bai

ley's. I was glad and felt comforted the little

time we spent here.

26th. About one o'clock p. m. we left the

wharf at Falmouth, in the packet-boat. The
wind dying away, the captain turned back

aying the tide was against us ; but after some
time the wind sprang up fair, he turned and
stood for Nantucket again, and about ten at

night, we landed safe and walked up to Jethro
"itchell's and were kindly received."

At that time two meetings were held on
the island of Nantucket. J. II. attended the
North Meeting on the morning of First-day,

and the other in the afternoon. In this he
told the people, that some ministers had come
from far and passed through much suffering,

and yet when they came to a meeting, the
best they could do was to sit in silence. He
thought there was great need for watchful-

ness on such occasions, for when a stranger

comes, the minds of the people are too apt to

be placed on him, instead of being centered

where they ought to be. Thus they are look-

ing to one as impotent as themselves. He
then proceeded to warn those who saw the

way in which they should go, but were from
various causes prevented from entering into

it ; and to encourage such as were striving to

do their duty faithfully, to keep to their exer-

cise. 29th. 1 had a desire to see the ministers

and elders. At 10 o'clock the select meeting

came together. I desired them to attend to

their duty, and feed the flock, over which the

Holy Ghost had made them overseers, in due
season.

Soon after, I felt a concern to have the

overseers together. Of these there were ten

of each sex. I endeavored to encourage them
to faithfulness, as much of the welfare of So-

ciety depended on their faithful discharge of

duty, and neglect introduced weakness into

society in general, and in particulars also.

This meeting was at 4 o'clock, and at six we
had a meeting for the youth. Several hun-

dreds of them assembled. It was a low trying

time in the beginning, but as I endeavored to

keep close to my guide, life increased, and it

proved a solid, good meeting in the end.

31st. The packet master called about half

after four in the morning, but we were not

ready, though the wind and tide he said

suited. We staid and attended the North
Meeting. In it I had a remarkably close time,

in which I compared the present state of so-

ciety to Nebuchadnezzar's image, which was
high, his head of gold, his breast and arms of

silver, his other parts of inferior metals, and
his lower parts of iron and miry clay ; the

head representing the true worshippers; the

lower classes grovelling in the mire with the

strength and stiffness of iron, and so rising in

grades of elevation. Encouragement was held

out to the honest-hearted."

6th mo. Ist. He attended the South Meet-

ing, and in his memoranda preserves the fol-

lowing notice of it: "Simon, son of Jonas,

lovest thou me? If we loved the Divine

Master we would love one another; parents

would love and watch over their children, and
children, under the influence of that love,

would be obedient and affectionately kind to

their parents ; it would spread yet further to

connexions and neighbors, and would reach

over sea and land, breathing peace on earth

and good will to men ; and at times the heart

would flow with gratitude. The meeting con-

cluded with supplication."

6th mo. 2d. " This morning we went down
to the vessel we expected to go back in, but

the wind blew so strong that the captain was
not willing to go, though the wind and tide

were in favor. So we staid and went to see

the ocean which was an awful sight. The
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great waves came rolling one after another,

and falling over against the shore in great

white foam, and roaring loud." Being thus

detained over another First-day, he attended

the meetings in course, and in the afternoon

endeavored to encourage those present to a

due attendance of religious meetings. In the

course of his communication, he mentioned

some of his own trials in early life, from the

example of some who took an active part in

Society, and yet could stay at home attending

to their business, on meeting-days, if it was
somewhat urgent. This had made him much
difficulty, but he had found no way to obtain

peace of mind, but by faithfully following in

the path of duty.

It is a frequent remark that example speaks

louder than words. Where those, who, from
their age and position in the church, ought to

be as way-marks to the younger and more
inexperienced members, swerve in any man-
ner from the right way, their influence for

good is greatly lessened ; and those who are

inclined to take greater liberties than are con-

sistent with their real welfare, will strengthen
themselves in the neglect of duty, and the
practice of evil, by their example. In one
sense, and that a very practical one, each one
of us is our brother's keeper ; for we all exert
an influence over each other, and are respon-
sible for it.

After leaving Xantucket, J. H. attended the
Yearly Meeting ofNew England, held at New-
port. He mentions that when the state of
society was being considered, "an increasing
solemnity prevailed, in an especial manner
when the subject of ardent spirits was before
the meeting, the discouragement of the use of
that article was owned under humbling, im-
pressive and powerful influence. A more pre-
cious time on a like occasion, I have not lately
known."

(To be continued.)

Damascus.—Damascus is the oldest city in
the world. Tyre and Sidon have crumbled
on the shore ; Baalbec is a ruin ; Palmyra lies

buried in the sands of the desert ; Ninevah
and Babylon have disappeared from the shores
of the Tigris and Euphrates; Damascus re-

mains what it was before the days of Abra-
ham—a centre of trade and travel, an island
of verdure in a desert, "a predestinated capi-
tal," with martial and sacred associations ex-
tending beyond thirty centuries. It was " near
Damascus" that Saul of Tarsus saw the " light
from heaven above the brightness of the sun ;"

the street which is called Strait, in which it

was said "he prayeth," still runs through the
city. The caravan comes and goes as it did
a thousand years ago ; there is stUl the sheikh,
the ass, and the waterwheel ; the merchants
of the Euphrates and the Mediteranean still

"occupy" these "with the multitude of their
waiters." The city which Mahomet surveyed
from a neighboring height, and was afraid to
enter " because it is given to man to have but
one paradise, and for his part he was resolved
not to have it in this world," is to this day
what Julian called " the eye of the East," as
it was in the time of Isaiah "the head of
Syria." From Damascus came the damson,
our blue plums, and the delicious apricot of
Portugal called damasco

; damask, our beauti-
ful fabric of cotton and silk, with vines and
flowers raised upon a smooth bright ground

;

the damask rose, introduced into England in
the time of Henry VIII.; the Damascus blade

so famous the world over for its keen edge

and wonderful elasticity, the secret of the

manufacture of which was lost when Tamer-
lane carried ofl' the artists into Persia ; and
that beautiful art of inlaying wood and steel

with silver and gold—a kind of mosaic en-

graving and sculpture united called damas-
keening, with which boxes and bureaus, and

swords and guns are ornamented. It is still

a city of flowers and bright waters ; the

streams from Lebanon, the " rivers of Damas-
cus," the "river of gold," still murmur and
sparkle in the wilderness of '^Lyriah gardoue."

EESIGNATION.
• Meek Lamb of God, on Thee

In sorrow I repose,

But for thy tenderness and grace,

How hopeless were our woes 1

Though bitter is my cup,

Yet how can I repine ?

It stills my every restless thought
To think that cup was Thine.

Since Thou hast hallowed woe,
I would not shun the rod,

But bless the chastening hand that seeks

To bring me to my God.

Distress and pain I hail.

If these conform to Thee

;

Be but Thy peace. Thy patience mine,
And 'tis enough for me.

Hugh Stowdl.

Selected

.

THE INVITATION.
Come, while the blossoms of thy years are brightest,

Thou youthful wanderer in a flowery maze,
Come, while the restless heart is bounding lightest,

And joy's pure sunbeams tremble in thy ways
;

Come, while sweet thoughts, like summer buds unfold-

ing,

Waken rich feelings in the careless brea.st.

While yet thy hand the ephemeral wreath is holding,
Come,—and secure interminable rest

!

Soon will the freshness of thy days be over.

And thy free buoyancy of soul be flown
;

Pleasure will fold her wing; and friend and lover
Will to the embraces of the worm have gone

;

Those who now love thee will have passed forever,

Their looks of kindness will be lost to thee

;

Thou wilt need balm to heal thy spirit's fever,

As thy sick heart broods over years to be.

Come, while the morning of thy life is glowing,
Ere the dim phantoms thou art chasing die

;

Ere the gay spell which earth is round thee throwing
Fades, like the crimson from a aunset sky

;

Life hath but shadows, save a promise given,
Which lights the future with a fadeless ray :

Oh, touch the sceptre ! win a hope in heaven !

Come, turn thy spirit from the world away.
Willis Gaylord Clark.

A Valuable Load of Bricks.—An important
shipment of silver bars was made by the
Swansea silver smelting and refining company
yesterday from the banking ofiice of Adam
Smith & Son. The shipment consisted of one
hundred and forty-nine silver bricks, which
contained forty-seven thousand three hundred
and forty-two ounces of pure silver and five

thousand ounces of gold, and was valued at
S76,000. The metal was the product of seven
days' smelting at the works, which are now
turning out 810,000 worth of gold and silver
every day. A shipment equalling in value is

made each Saturday to the United States
assay office in New York, where the bricks
are again smelted, and whatever gold they
contain extracted. The bricks are sent through
in the care of the American Express Company,
and are not encased or protected in any way.
In looking at them one would be easily de-

ceived as to their weight and value. The
one hundred and forty-nine bricks shipped
yesterday made a load which two large hors

hauled with difficulty.— Chicago Tribune.

Honolula, 26th of 3d month, 1836.

By a newsppaer brought out by one of the

vessels just arrived from America, we are fur-

nished with the Epistle of the Yearly Meeting
held in London in 1835, of which a present

has been made to us in great kindness ; it was
a treat no less welcome for not having been

anticipated, and to myself particularly con-

soling, being replete with explanation of the

principles and views of our religious Society,

as held by our worthy predecessors when they

first came forth ;
and declaring them to remain

unalterably the same at this day. I trust the

pure mind will be stirred up in many of oui

members to a serious consideration, whethei
we are endeavoring to uphold them, in their

original purity and simplicity, to the eyes oi

the world, and in faithfulness and gratitude

to Him, who called and separated those an-

cient worthies from the many " lo heres" and
" lo theres" of their day and generation, to be

a people to His praise.

—

From Memoirs oj

Daniel Wheeler.

For "The Friend.'

Japan.

"We extract from Professor Pumpelly some
of his observations on Japan, made during a

residence of some months while he was occu-

pied principally in an examination of the

mines and mining resources of the country,

by authority of the government. Tbe closer

relations and increasing trade between the

United States and Japan, is already having a
marked eff'ect on the inhabitants ot the latter,

and seems likely in time to work important
changes in some of their habits and institu-

tions.

The Japanese empire forms the chief part

of the long barrier chain of islands which,
stretching along the eastern coast of Asia,

separate the great ocean from the great con-

tinent. This chain or mountain range par-

tially submerged, rising above the surface of

the ocean in the island of Formosa, trends

northeast, through the Linkiu group, Kiusiu,

Niphon, and Jesso, and forking in the latter,

sends off due north, a geologically distinct

branch in the island of Saghalien or Ivrafto,

while the main range continues in its north-

easterly course, through the long line of the

Kurilos and the continental mountains of
Kamschatka, to Behring's Straits.

This outlying chain is the easternmost mem-
ber of an extensive system of parallel ranges
which, reaching from Burmah to the Arctic
ocean, determines nearly all the details in the
configuration of eastern Asia, in the same
manner as the Appalachian system deter-

mines the outlines and details of eastern North
America.
Excepting Formosa, all the large islands of

this chain belong to Japan. The greatest
breadth across the middle of Niphon, is about
200 miles, and the average width of the em-
pire is less than 100 miles. But its narrow-
ness is compensated for by its length, the
principal islands ranging from north lat. 31
deg., to about 50 deg. in the island of Sagha-
"ien, a length, following the axis, of over 1600
niles.

Its back bone of older granite and meta-
morphic rocks is overlaid by younger forma-
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QS, among which are at least coal-bearing

)0sit8 of one age, and tertiary and post-

tiary beds, while strata of the cretaceous

! existon Jessoand Saghalien. Throughout
whole length this range is pierced by count-

) volcanic vents, and the lavas and tufas

:;ted from these sources, and in great part

)0sited originally under the sea, now form
races and plains around the islands, and
-^er much of the interior. It is essentially

mountainous country ; and though the height

the interior is not known, it seems impro-

)le that the mountains, excepting some
canic peaks, rise to a greater elevation than

)0 to 6000 feet, while even on Niphon the

st line probably averages less than 3000

t. The volcano Fuziyama is said to be

;r 12,000 feet high, and other peaks of

lilar character may rise above 10,000 feet.

The rivers although very short, being mere-

coast streams, are often deep and navigable

small craft ; they are, however, frequently

>ken by falls and rapids. The bold and
ik-bound coast is indented with bays and
antless fiords, forming many harbors where
lole fleets could ride in safety.

With such a wide extent in latitude, there

coui'se exists a corresponding change in

mate. In Hakodadi, according to the ob-

vations of Dr. Albrecht, the mean annual

nperature, from an average of four years

^59 to 1862), is 48.22 deg., the minimum
ing in January, 10 deg. Fah., and the maxi-

im in August, 87.3 deg. The fall of rain in

62 was 47 inches ; the maximum fall in one

)nth being ten inches in July.

Notwithstanding its insular position, the

ian annual temperature of Japan, in com-
)n with that of all eastern Asia, is below
at of corresponding points on the eastern

ast of America, which is at least partially

[plained by the fact that the prevailing

jnter winds are from the west, blowing fro

le cold steppes of Tartary.

A marked difference is said by the Japanese
exist between the climates of the eastern

d western coasts of Niphon, the latter being

ich colder and receiving a greater fall of

ow than the former. The eastern coast, as

: as the northern part of Niphon, is washed
• the Kurosiwo, which, branching off from

e equatorial current in the tropics, flows as

oroad belt of warm water to the northeast,

e counterpart in the Pacific ocean of the At-

3tic gulf-stream. On the other hand, in the

,pan Sea, there seems to be a cold current,

tling south from the Sea of Ochotsk. A
anch from this reaches eastward, through
e Straits of Tsungaru, passing Hakodadi
ith a velocity of four or five miles per hour,

a a voyage in the steamer Bogartyn, from
akodadi to Nagasaki, through the Japan
a, it was found that the current set us every

ij thirty to forty miles south of the position

dicated by dead reckoning.

At the change in the monsoons, especially
' September, the coast is visited by fearful

irricanes, called tj'phoons, carrying destruc-

3n in their track. Although these cyclones

e felt in the waters of Jesso, their centres

How the curve of the warm Kurusiwo
hich does not wash the shores of that island

Abounding in forests from the extreme
iUth to the northernmost islands, Japan is

tceedingly rich in the variety of its trees,

he moisture of an insular climate, together

ith the fertility of soils formed by the decay
'volcanic rocks, produce an exuberant vege-

tation in every latitude of the empire. On the
highlands of Niphon the prevailing forms are
European. The valleys of southern Niphon,
and the forests of Kiusiu, contain many tropi-

cal plants, while the investigations, especially

of Gray and Maximowitch, have shown that
the flora of Jesso is generically almost iden-

tical with that of the northeastern United
States.

The animal kingdom does not seem to be
so well represented as one might cspect, when
we consider that the islands must have com-
municated with the continent at some period
since the appearance in Asia of the animals
now living wild in the Japanese mountains.
The list of wild quadrupeds known to natui--

alists, seems to be confined to a species of

hare, a deer, an antelope, a beai", a wild hog,

fox, red and black badger, otter, marten and
squirrel.

The animals of Japan have a strong analogy
with those of Europe; many are identical or

slightly varied, as the badger, otter, mole,

common fox, marten and squirrel. On the

other hand, a large species of bear in the is

land of Jesso resembles the grizzly bear in

the Eocky Mountains of North America. A
chamois in other parts of Japan is nearly

allied to the antelope montana of the same
mountains; and other animals, natives of

Japan, are the same with those of Sumatra
so that its fauna is a combination of those of

very distant regions.

The list of domesticated animals is very
small, and confined to the oxen necessary in

agriculture, horses, two kinds of dogs, the

small pug-nosed variety like the King Charles,

and the wolfish Tartar variety, with erect ears

and bristling hair. Besides the common house
cat, with a long tail, there is a variety having
by nature either no tail, or one an inch or two
long, and ending with a knot. The sheep,

goat, and ass, seem to be unknown through'

out the group.
The number of islands composing the Jap-

anese empire is variously estimated at from
1,000 to 3,800, and the aggregate area at 170,-

000 square miles ; Niphon, 900 miles long by

about 100 miles broad, containing about 95,00u

square miles; Kiusiu about 16,000; Sikok
about 10,000, and Jesso about 30,000.

The population of Japan is generally placed

at between thirty and forty millions. All

estimates for the present must be merely ar-

bitrary, as, although the population is pro-

bably known to the government, it has never

been ascertained by foreigners ; and we are

yet too ignorant of the extent of cultivable

land on Niphon and Kiusiu, and, indeed of al'

the other data necessary to form a rough esti

mate. The Japanese, not being a meat eating

people, are able to cultivate land which with

us would be devoted to pasture. In no other

country does so large a portion of the popula-

tion support itselfand supply the interior with

the products of the sea. These, ranging from

seaweed to marine mammals, contribute per-

haps as largely to the subsistence of the na-

tion as do the products of the land. Both
these facts form important elements in esti-

mating the ability of the country to support

life; thej' might seem to favor the supposition

other things being equal, of a larger popula

tion to the square mile than we find in Europe
But the feudal state of the empire, together

with the mountainous character of the islands,

both ofthem conditions opposed to expansion;

the laws requiring the maintenance of a fixed

forest area (with some social and moral influ-

ences) act against increase, and seem to weigh
against the arguments for an overflowing
population.

There is strong reason for believing that
the population of Niphon and Kiusiu is far
below the maximum which those countries
and their coasts can support. This is found
n the fact that Jesso, separated from Niphon
by only a strait fourteen miles broad, and
having an area of 30,000 square miles, and a
climate like that of Illinois and New Eng-
land, with a more fertile soil than the latter,

has no population beyond fishing villages on
the coast, and a few scattered aborigines in

the interior.

Japanese literature, so far as known to us,

gives no clue to the origin of the people. The
native chronologies and histories represent
the inhabitants of the islands as sprung from
a race ofgods through demi-gods, who, during
more than a million years occupied Japan.
The authentic dates of their history begin
about 670 B. C, and the apparent absence of
traditions relating to a /breign origin would
seem to indicate that the time of their arrival

was very remote indeed.

At present the empire is iiTliabited by two
distinct races, the Japanese and the Aino.
The latter people, exclusively hunters and
fishermen, and now found only in parts of
Jesso, Saghalien and the Kurile islands, as

late as the sixth century occupied a large

part of northern Niphon, whence they were
dislodged. After a long series of bloody wars
in Jesso they were brought to complete sub-

jection in the twelfth century. The Aino.s

probably inhabited a large part if not all the
present empire before the arrival of the Jap-
anese. It is impossible to suppose that the

Ainos, with their dark skins, heavy flowing

beards, and haiiy bodies, should be the parent
stock of the Japanese, who differ from them
as much as they do from the Caucasian.

By some writers the Japanese have been
derived from the Mongol family, while others

see in them proof of a Malay origin. Gram-
matical analogies in language, and some points

of resemblance physically, point to a relation-

ship with the Mongol familj^. It is not im-

possible that the wide-spread Malay and
Mongol races may have met in southern

Japan, and in their union produced the pre-

sent population, in the character of which
many of the distinguishing features of both

are combined.

The Qualifications for Gospel Ministry.—
They only are true pastors and ministers who
are of Christ's giving; and many such he has

given, and will give in this gos])el day, ac-

cording as was testified by a preacher, both
of Christ as come in the flesh, and of the mys-
tery of Christ as come in spirit. "Even the

mystery which hath been hid from ages and
generations, but now is made manifest to his

saints, to whom God would make known what
is the riches of the glory of this mystery
among the Gentiles, which is Christ in you,

the hope of glory, whom we preach, warning
every man, and teaching every man in all

wisdom, that we may present every man per-

fect in Christ Jesus; whereunto I also labor,

sti-iving according to his working, which
worketh in me mightily."

According to a real belief and persuasion

that God would reveal this mystery of Christ

in UB, I was made tenderly concerned to wait
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for the pame, that I might experience, witness

and feel the jjower and coming of Christ in-

wardly in spirit, both to sanctify my heart,

and give me understanding to do his will.

And when he called me to bear testimony

for his name and power, and also for his

inward and spiritual work in man, I was
engaged in spirit to wait for his power and

spirit to move and work in me ; and that I

might labor in his service according to his

working in me thereby, and not otherwise to

run or to strive in my own will, wisdom or

strength, as knowing that without Christ, his

power and presence, help and counsel,! could

of myself do nothing. And when my ability

was but small, and I was in much weakness,

fear and trembling many times, the Lord
helped me, and increased strength and ability

in my labors beyond expectation ; this care

still resting upon me, even in my early travels

to minister only according to the ability and
gift given to me of my heavenly Father, so

to keep within compass of my own gift and
ability; and when the Spirit of the Lord
opened, and moved but in a few words, I must
not exceed, but sit down in silence when that

ceased. Many times in waiting upon the

Lord, and secretly breathing to him in silence,

the spring of life would arise, and open coun-

sel afresh to the refreshment and consolation

of myself and others. Often hath my soul

been brought low, and the Lord helped me,
and renewed my strength, to persevere in his

service ; being sensible the more low I was
in mj'self, and the more in fear toward God,
though but weak and simple of myself, the
more he would manifest his power, and bless

my endeavors and service. Let Him have
the praise of all, who is forever worthy.

—

George Whitehead.

The Wheat Fields of the Future.—As soils

constantly sown to wheat will in time lose the
elements favoi-able to its successful produc-
tion unless they are restored by expensive
fertilizers, it has become a question of some
interest whether lands on which wheat will

naturally grow are likely to be found within
the area of civilization in years to come. It

is well known that virgin soils, if rich and
favored with proper climatic influences, almost
always produce good crops of wheat, but in a
few j'ears the constant di-ain of the constituent
elements of the grain from the soil, exhausts
its productiveness so far as this crop is con-
cerned, and to restore its fertility resort must
be had to manures, rotation of crops, or other
means familiar to agriculturists. The prin-

cipal production of wheat in the early days
of the country was from the alluvial lands
along the Connecticut, Hudson, Delaware and
Susquehanna rivers and their tributaries.

Then Ohio, Michigan and Indiana became in

their turn the great producing States, and as
the wheat culture there declined in import-
ance, it increased in districts further west.
During the period embraced between the

years 1865 and 1872, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,

Michigan, Wisconsin and Missouri, although
growing immensely in population and general
productiveness, fell off in their relative yield
of wheat, while Minnesota increased its pro-
duction from 3,000,000 to 15,000,000 bushels;
Iowa from 13,700,000 to 20,600,000 ; Kansas
from 200,000 to 2.000,000, and Nebraska from
166,000 to 2,500,000. And still the bounda-
ries of the wheat region are extending toward
the west.

No finer wheat can be grown anywhere
than in that section east of the Eocky Moun-
tains which can be utilized by irrigation.

Should the experiment of artesian wells suc-

ceed generally, as it has in a few cases along
the line of the Union Pacific Eailway, the

entire six or seven hundred miles between
the Missouri river and the Rocky Mountains
—once called in our school geographies the

"Great American Desert"—may in the next
half century become one vast wheat field.

Northern Minnesota and the central sections

along the line of the Northern Pacific Eail-

way will produce the finest wheat in abund-
ance. Manitoba gives excellent promise as a

wheat producing region, while in the Saskat-

chewan valley, extending from Lake Winne-
peg to the Eocky Mountains, and the country
directly east of the mountains as far south as

New Mexico, there is an area suitable for the
production of wheat which bids fair to afford

an ample supply of this great staple for cen-

turies to come.

—

Ohio Farmer.

For "Tlie Friend."

Samuel Hilles.

The recent removal of this dear Friend,
has awakened a lively remembrance of the
thoughtful kindness which he manifested
nearly forty years ago, to one then a school-

boy under his care ; and which led to a friend-

ship which subsisted through life. Great is

the power of that christian courtesy, of
which he was a shining example, when it is

connected with unaff'ected love to the breth-

ren, and flows from a heart in which the
love of our Heavenly Father is felt and cher-

ished. Such we believe was the case with
our departed friend. It was very instructive

to notice, especially in the latter years of his

life, his earnest concern to be found in unity
with his brethren, and his willingness to waive
his own inclination, ifhe found it not to accord
with thejudgment of those with whom he was
associated. Yet this humility and deference
to the feelings of others, did not lead him to

give up his attachment to the doctrines and
testimonies of the Society of Friends, when
brought into contact with those who had im-
bibed views inconsistent therewith. The writer
well remembers a visit to his pleasant home
in the latter part of his life, in which S. II.

spoke of one who had recentlj- been under his

roof, and who, though brought up within the
pale of the Society, had become an enthusi
astic convert to a form of doctrine not in ac
cordance with that of his education. Samuel
said, he made little reply to the arguments of
his visitor, not thinking that much good would
result from discussion in his present state of
mind ; but added, that he could not make the
doctrines he advanced agree ivith his own ex
perience.

It would be well for many in the present
d-iy, if, like this good man, they were con
cerned to know their religious opinions to be
the result of submission to the grace of God
and produced by its effectual working in the
heart. From this foundation thej^ could not
easily be moved by any wind of doctrine, or
subtle argument addressed to the intellect.

Retaining their faith in the eflicaey of that
Divine Power whose operations they had long
witnessed in themselves, they would patiently
wait the unfolding of the heavenly mysteries,
in accordance with the promise of the Scrip-
tures

: he that doeth the will shall know of
the doctrine. How sweet and encouraging

to such is the exhortation of a deeply expei

enced servant in the early days of this Soc

ety :
" What though thou art weak and littl

though thou meet with those who arc wii

and knowing; and almost every way able 1

reason thee down ; what though thou hast ni

wherewith to answer
;
yet thou knowest ai

hast the feeling of God's pure Truth and Spiri

with a desire to have the life of it brougl

forth in thee, and so to witness the chanj

and renewings which are by his power,

dear heart ! herein thou art accepted of tl

Lord, and here his tender love and care will i

over thee, and his mercy will daily reach

thee ; and thou shalt have true satisfaction

thy heart, and hold the Truth there, where ;

the reasonings of men, and all the devices

the enemy of thy soul, shall not be able

reach. Therefore look not out at men, or

the words and wisdom of men; but kc
where thou hast felt the Lord visit thee, th

he may visit thee yet again and again, eve

day, and be teaching thee further and furth

the way to his dwelling place, and be dra-

ing thee thither, where is righteousness, li:

rest and peace, forever."

On the Top of Mount Shasta.—After b

hours' weary climbing—during the last ho
of which the inclination was about fort

five degrees—we reach the crater summ
The mountain here is rounded in shape, ai

the line of vision, therefore, only a few fe

distant. Nothing intervened between it ai

Shasta Valley, 1.3,000 feet below. This o
ated the belief that by going a few feet to o

side a sheer precipice of this depth would
found. Though the mind knows this to

an illusion, the eye was constantly returnii

to the view that created it—that which ^

dread having in such cases so unnatural ;

attraction. This fact did not by any mea
tend to restore calmness to nerves wrong
almost to their utmost tension by the fatii^

and excitement of the journey. In additi'

to the weakness resulting from want of sle

and appetite, I confess to having experienc

the squeamish sensation incident to sea-sic

ness—a feeling to which, after the arduo
journey, even those in possession of a fi

measure of strength are subjected.

In the ascent to the summit overlooki:

the great crater we passed over an iee-fie

which by the continued action of frost, h

become as hard as flint glass and exceeding
slippery. It possessed the peculiar tinge

blue found in the ice of which glaciers s

composed, and like them had been formed
the melting of snow. A sharp thrust wi
the spike of an aljienstock hardly made
impression in this ice, upon which it w
almost impossible to walk.

After crossing the ice field we reached t

crater rim of the once great but now extir

volcano. The crater is now filled with v
canic debris covered by layers of snow a:

ice. The present bottom of the crater is i

parently 800 or 1000 feet below the rim, whi
has a circumference of nearly three miles, a
it is irregularly broken on all sides except t

east. The desolation and silence of the reg

are made more forbidding by the absence
every vestige of plant life, and by the soml
colors of the mountain sides to the south.

The view from the summit when the s

has dispelled the clouds extends from P
river on the northeast to Mount Tamalpa
near the bay of San Francisco, on the soui
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8t, a distance of some 500 miles. The
jat boundary wall of the Sierra Nevadas
i to the east, and the sinuous outline of the

ast Range to the west, bej^ond which, and
ible over it, the bi-oad Pacific shelves away
the horizon. Between tbese ranges lie

) vast garden of the Sacramento. There i

feature which rugged, towering mountains,
lutiful, fertile valleys, rich, variegated fol'

>, wood and water, clouds and clearings can

ng as factors of the grand in nature, that

not found somewhere in the sweep of the

ion along this marvellous panorama.
3n the summit of Shasta a number of hot
'ings are found which emit a disagreeabl
)r and have the power of brazing any
tallie article which is thrown into them

chief constituents of the water are sul

iir, arsenic, soda and iron, and the springs

faintly suggestive vents of the region of

(terranean tire, which once threw molten
a and debris over the whole of the su

nding country.

—

Scribner's Magazine.

The Plain Language.

jeorge Fox says, "All Friends that believe

the right, as Christ hath commanded you,

1 are become children of light, keep to the

)per speech; that is thee and thou to a single

'son, and you to many. You may see

"oughout the Scriptures, it was the language
God and Christ, his prophets and apostles,

d all good men ; though it is the practice

others to say you, when they should say
u. Therefore, take you heed of flattering

please men, and of letting the world's

rit over you."

That this was no light matter in George
x's view, is shown by his advice that

mthly Meetings should make inquirj',

whether any that profess truth, use not of

^ pure language thou to every one ; whether
&y keep up God's and Christ's language,

at the holy prophets and apostles used,

er all the flattering words of the world."

In one of the conferences which George
hitehead and Gilbert Latey had with Charles
', the king remarked, " But you will say

lee and Thou ; what is your reason for

at?" To which Gilbert Latey made answer,
rhe same reason as the apostle Paul, when
saking to king Agrippa, he says, ' 1 think

itself happy, king Agrippa, that I shall

swer for myself before thee, especially be-

iise I know thou art expert in all customs,'

. Also, 'king Agrippa, believest thou the

ophets?' And ' would to God not only thou,

t also all that hear me this day, were both
nost and altogether such as I am, except
ese bonds.'

"

In reference to the practice which unhap-

y, has become too common among Friends

many places, to omit the word thou and
iploy thee in its place, that valuable minis-

•, William Savery, makes this observation

his journal :
" My two travelling corapan-

18 George Miller and William Farrer, made
nae remarks on Americans using the word
:e instead of thou, when the latter would
most proper ; they were of the mind that

was a departure from our testimonj', and
d crept in from a desire of pleasing others

a soft, accommodating form of speech, and
IB inconsistent with the practice of our an-

mt Friends. I never thought it proceeded
>m a desii-e to evade our testimonj^, but

rough custom, had prevailed in many from
lorance of grammar rules:—we are, how-

ever, recommended by an apostle to hold fast

the I'orm of sound words."

When men and women in a discursive spirit

take upon them to declare the Truth, when
the Lord neither calls them nor speaketh by
them, the children born of the royal seed are
burdened ; for such have turned against the
Truth, and the children born of it, whom the
Lord will ease in tbe day determined, when
all mouths shall be closed in silence, but those
which are opened by him, and not any voice
be heard, but his own spirit speaking in and
through his own children, born of him, who
alone seek his glory, and not anything for

themselves, which must be denied.

—

Epistle

of Wm. Dewsbury.

The highest mountain on the North Ameri-
can continent is Mount St. Elias, in Alaska,
whose elevation is 17,900 feet. Next to it

come the volcano of Popocatapetl, in Mexico,
17,884 feet, and Orizaba, also in Mexico, 17,-

373 feet. If the newly discovered peak of the
Holy Cross, in the Yellow Stone region, found
by the Hayden exploring party, be really

17,000 feet high, as they estimate, it will be
the fourth peak in elevation on the continent
of North America, and the highest mountain
in the United States, excluding Alaska. Here-
tofore the highest peak in this country was
supposed to be Big Horn mountain, which is

elevated 15,000 feet.

—

Late Paper.
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The writer of an article which appeared in

our Journal some weeks ago, under the cap-
tion of " Revision of the Bible," complains

—

and we think justly—that great part of it ap-

peared in the 8th month number of " The
British Friend" as an extract from " The
Christian Union ;" giving the impression to

those who have observed the essay in both
journals, that while claiming to be an original

article, prepared for "The Friend," it was
reallj' a copy from the " Christian Union."
We have no doubt the editor of " The British

Friend" credits the article to the source
whence he took it. Other journals are wel-
come to what may appear in our columns,
lut it is no more than right that when mak-
ng such extracts, they should state where
they are taken from.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—A Madrid dispatch of the 22d says : The

Republican army, under the command of General
Bregua, numbering twelve thousand men, has entered
Bilboa. The Carlist forces occupying the city withdrew
without offering battle.

On the 16th inst. an unsuccessful attempt was made
upon the life of Don Alphonso, the brother of Don
Carlos. The would be assassin was taken and executed.

The total strength of the Carlist force operating in

the North of Spain, is estimated in Madrid at 28,000
men.
The Spanish Minister of War has received dispatches

announcing that in a recent battle near Berga, the Car-
lists were defeated after a desperate conflict in which
ninety of their soldiers were killed and 300 wounded.
The siege of Berga has been raised and the Carlists

ire in full retreat.

The Cortes have authorized the prosecution by the
tribunals ofjustice of nine Deputies who have been ar-

rested for participating in the Communist and Cantonal
insurrections. The prisoners taken by the government
forces in encounters with the Cantonal and Communist
insurgents are to be sent to reinforce the Spanish army
in Cuba.

The Spanish fleet, under command of Admiral Lobo.s,
commenced the bombardment of Cartagena on the 22d
inst. Advices from that city state that the civil and
military authorities of the Communist administration
had quarrelled, and their respective partisans were en-
gaged in actual conflict. The private soldiers, it was
believed, were in favor of surrendering to the govern-
ment forces.

A Bayonne dispatch of the 23d says: Advices from
Carlist sources state that Berga has been again invested
by the Carlist army. Both sides claim to have gained
the victory in the recent battle before that town.
The Carlists say they are organizing for a movement

on Madrid, and will be ready to march within two
months.
The Carlists, at the instigation of the priests, burn

all the records of civil marriages that they can capture.
The work of laying a cable from Lisbon to Rio de

Janeiro has commenced. A steamer left Lisbon on the
with the wire on board.

mbay dispatches report that destructive floods have
afllicted the province of Agra. There had been some
loss of life, and 3,500 houses of the natives had been
swept away by the waters.

On the 19th inst., Duke Charles Frederick William,
of Brunswick, died at Geneva, of apoplexy. He left

by will the whole of his great landed and personal
estate to the city of Geneva.

South American advices state that a disastrous fire

had occurred in Valparaiso, causing a loss of $500,000.
Several towns in Chili have been greatly damaged by
earthquakes. About sixty miles from Lima an immense
body of earth fell from a mountain side into a valley,

severely injuring a number of persons and damming up
river which had risen more than one hundred feet

above its usual height. Further damage was expected
whenever. the water burst through the barrier of rock
and earth.

The revenue of the East Indian government for the
year ending 3d mo. 31st, 1873, was $249,570,000, and
the expenditures $242,110,000. There was a cash
balance in the Treasury of $95,000,000.
A Paris dispatch of the 22nd says; At a meeting of

the members of the Left to-day, it was decided to .seek

the support of the Left Centre, to prevent the success

of the plans of the Fusionists and Legitimists for the
establishment of a Bourbon monarchy.

Prince Napoleon has been elected president of the
Council General of Corsica. In accepting the position

delivered an address to the Council, recommending
that the proceedings be confined to matters of depart-

mental interest.

The Prussian Minister of Public Instruction and
Ecclesiastical Affairs, has ordered the Roman Catholic

Seminary at Posen to be closed.

The rate of discount at the Bank of England has been
reduced to three per cent.

A steamer from Singapore and Shanghai, for London,
has been wrecked in the Red Sea, near the eastern en-

trance. The captain, ofiicers, and part of the crew, were
lost. Thirly-six men succeeded in gaining the land,

but fell into the hands of Arabs, by whom they are held

as prisoners.

A dispatch of the 23d from Alexandria says : Sir

Samuel Baker and wife, with the party which went
th them up the Nile, have arrived at Suez, and will

proceed to Cairo to-morrow.
By a collision on the Great Northern Railway, near

Nottingham, on the 23d inst., four persons were killed

and fifteen others badly injured, some of them fatally.

London, 8th mo. 23d.—Consols 92|. U. S. 10-40 five

per cents, 90.

Liverpool.— Middlings cotton, 8f(i. Sales 12,000

bales.

It is stated that Victor Emanuel, King of Italy, will

visit Vienna and Berlin about the middle of next month.
It is announced that the Pope has intimated his de-

sire for reconciliation with Germany, on the condition

of Germany not interfering in the Italian complica-

tions.

United States.—Miscellaneous.—The interments in

Philadelphia last week numbered 333, including 157

under two years. There were 51 deaths of cholera in-

fantum, 38 consumption, 23 marasmus, 22 debility.

There were 615 interments in New York last week.

The North American of the 22d inst. says : There is

w at this port the bark True Love, Capt. Thomas
Wetherill, recently arrived from Greenland with a
cargo of kryolite. The vessel was built in 1764, in this

city, and is consequently 109 years old. It is still in

excellent condition and during its long existence has

received scarcely any repairs.

The number of distilleries in the United States in

operation on the first inst., is stated by the Internal
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Bevenue Department at 208, with a capacity for pro

ducing 181,729 gallons of spirits daily.

President Grant has approved the sentences passed

by a military commission on some of the captive Mo-
docs, and ordered that they be carried into execution

on the 3d day of Tenth month next. The commission
sentenced Captain Jack and five other prisoners to

death by hanging.

On the 23d inst. an explosion occurred in the stea

George Wolfe, on the Mississippi river, near Memphis,
by which a large number of persons were killed oi

jured.

On the 24th an accident occurred on the Baltimore
and Ohio Railroad, by which four German immigrant:

were fatally injured, and about twenty wounded. The
accident was caused by the spreading of the track,

which threw all the cars oft' the track and one down an
embankment, bottom upward, with 70 or 80 men,
women and children in it.

A very destructive fire occurred in Belfast, Maine,
on the 24th inst., by which more than 125 buildings

were destroyed, and at least 130 families rendered
homeless. Loss about $500,000.
Notwithstanding the great loss by the fire of Eleventh

month last, the valuation of real and personal property
in Boston this year shows an increase of $8,000,000.
The rate of taxation will be about thirteen dollars per
thousand.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 23d inst. ^ew York.—American gold, 1151.
U. S. sixes, 1881, 119.i ; ditto, 1868, 118; ditto, new
fives, 114|. Superfine "flour, $5.10 a $5.40 ; State extra,

$6.40 a $6.75; finer brands, s7 a $10. Red western
wheat, $1.64; No. 2 Chicago spring, $1.49; No. 3 do..

$1.40. Oats, 40 a 50 cts. Western yellow corn, 62 a 63
cts. Philadelphia.—Middling uplands and New Orleans
cotton, 19J a 20 J^ cts. Superfine flour, $3.50 a $4.25;
extra, $4.5'0 a $5.50 ; finer brands, $6 a $10. Old white
wheat, $1.65 a $1.85 ; amber, $1.65 ; western red, $1.60
a $1.65 ; No. 2 spring, $1.42. Bye, 80 a 82 cts. Yel-
low corn, 62 cts. Oats, 39 a 46J cts. Baltimore.—
White corn, 70 a 72 cts. ; western mixed, 59 cts. Oats,

44 a 48 cts. Chicago.—'No. 1 spring wheat, $1.24; No.
2 do., $1.19J ; No. 3, $1.10J. Corn, 39J a 40 cts. No.
2 oats, 27i cts. Eye, 65 cts. Lard, 7f a 8 cts. St-

Louis.—No. 2 amber red wheat, $1.45 ; No. 3 red, $1.30.
Corn, 37 a 38 cts. Oats, 29 a 29 .V cts. Lard, 71 cts.

Cincinnati.—Family flour, $6.60 a *6.75. Wheat, $1.30.
Corn, 46 a 49 cts. Lard, 8 a 8]- cts.

FBIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
These schools, under the care of the three Monthly

Meetings of Friends in this city, will re-open on
Second-day, Ninth mo. 1st, 1873. The Boy.s' School,
on Cherry St., above Eighth St., is under the care of
Zebedee Haines, as Principal. The Girls' School, on
Seventh St., below Eace St., is under the care of
Margaret Lightfoot. There are also two Primary
Schools for the instruction of those children who are
too young to attend the higher schools

;
one of which is

held in the Meeting-house at the corner of Sixth and
Noble streets, the other in the Boys' School building
on Cherry street.

The attention of Friends residing in this city and its

neighborhood is particularly invited to these' schools.
The terms are moderate, and by provisions recently
made for that purpose. Friends belonging to Philadel-
phia Yearly Meeting, .sending children to these schools,
(also members) who may find the charges burdensome,
can be fully relieved. In the principal schools oppor-
tunities are afforded of obtaining a liberal education in
useful branches of Study, and in the Latin and Greek
languages. Facilities for illustration are afforded by a
valuable collection of philosophical apparatus, minerals,
and Auzoux's models of parts of the human .system, &c!
French is also taught in the Girls' school. In the
primary schools the children are well grounded in
studies of a more elementary character.

It is desirable that applications for admission of
children should be made early, and that parents re-
turning children to the schools should send them at the
beginning of the term.

Further iriforniation may be obtained upon applica-
tion to the Treasurer of the Committee,

^

Jam&s Smedlev, No. 415 Market street.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia.

INOTO^M. d"'
«uperintendent-JosHUA H. Wokxh-

Applications for the Admission of Patients may be

Man! er
^"P«""'e°<lent, or to any of the Board of

RECEIPTS.
Received from Charles W. Roberts, Pa., per M. C. R.,

$2, vol. 47
;^
from Isaac P. Wilbur, Mass., $2, vol. 47;

from Cornelia G. Graham, O., $2, vol. 47 ; from Jane
DeCou, N. J., $2, vol. 47 ; from^^Daniel Smith, O., $2,
vol. 47 ; from Joel Harlan, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from John
D. Harrison, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from Stephen Hobson,
Agent, O., $2, vol. 47, and for John S. Fowler, Edwin
HoUingsworth, James Bowman, and Daniel M. Mott,
$2 each, vol. 47 ; from Thomas H. Whitson, Pa., $2,
vol. 47 ; from Deborah L. Walton, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from
D. J. Scott, Pa., $2, vol. 47, and for Ann Scott, $2, vol.

47 ; from William Bettles, 111., $2, vol. 47 ; from Danie
Satterthwaite, N. J., t2, vol. 47, and for William Sat-

terthwaite and Samuel Satterthwaite, Mich., Daniel
Satterthwaite, N. Y., and Reuben Satterthwaite, Del.,

$2 each, vol. 47; from Isaac Hall, Pa., $2, vol. 47, and
for Esther A. Ellis, City, $2, vol. 47 ; from Thomas
Conard, Agent, Pa., $2, vol. 47, and for Sarah C. Sat
terthwaite and William Wickersham, $2 each, vol. 47
from Henry W. Wills and Joshua S. Wills, N. J., $2
each, vol. 47 ; from Lydia Ann Hendrickson, N. J., $2,
vol. 47 ; from C. I. Hayes, O., $2, vol. 47, and for Amos
Fawcett, $2, vol. 47 ; from Hannah Stevenson, 111., $2,
vol.47 ;from Isaac Child, lo., $2, vol.47; from Nicholas
D. Tripp, N. Y., $2, vol. 47 ; from Joshua Haight,
Agent, N. Y., $2, vol. 47, and for David Haight,
Humphrey S. Haight, Levi H. Atwater, Hibbard Fuller
and William Breckon, $2 each, vol. 47 ; from .J

Foster, E. I., $2, vol. 47 ; from Joseph Hall, Agent, lo.,

for John Thomas, Israel Heald, Jonathan Bundy, Isaac
Walker, Aaron Roberts, John Hirst, John Oliphant,
Joseph Armstrong, Lindley Heald, Abraham Cowgill,

Thomas Heald, $2 each, vol. 47, for Samuel S.

Cowgill, $4.50, vols. 46 and 47, and for Joseph Wilson
111., $2, vol. 47 ; from Caleb Hoopes, Pa., $2, vol. 47
from Nathan B. Willits, N. J., $2, vol. 47 ; from Jacob
Edge, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from Mary A. Chambers, Pa.,

$2, vol. 47 ; from Charles Cooper, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from
Naome Gibbons, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from Martha Sankey,
Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from Jonathan Chace, E. I., $2, vol.

47 ;
from George Foster, L. I., $2, vol. 47, and for James

Willetts, $2, vol. 47, and H. V. Duryea, $2, to No. 32,
vol. 47 ;

from Joseph Scattergood, Jr., Agent, Pa., for
Ann Sheppard, Philena S. Y'arnall, Mary Ann Newlin,
Elizabeth S. Thomas, Morris S. Cope,' and Jane B.
Davis, $2 each, vol. 47, and for Susanna S. Thomas,
$2, to No. 31, vol. 48 ; from Zebedee Haines, N. J., $2,
vol. 47, and for Joshua L. Harmer, $2, vol. 47 ; from
Abram P. Eudolph, N. J., if 2, vol. 47, and for Eunice
Mickle and Hannah G. Leeds, $2 each, vol. 47 ; from
Benjamin D. Stratton, Agent, O., $2, vol. 47, and for
Hannah Gilbert, Lindley M. Shaw, Uriah Price, Ed-
ward Y. Cope, Nathan B. Whinery, Josiah Cameron,
Eachel Harris, Christiana Kirk, Zaccheus Test, Albert
M. Cope, Joshua Coppock, Cyrus Brantingham, Lewis
3. Walker, Joshua Gilbert, Sarah S. Lupton, Chris-
opher Allen, Preston Beck, Ann Stanley, and Alfred
M. Brantingham, $2 each, vol. 47 ; from James Smedley,
City, $2, vol. 47, and for Sarah Haines, N. J., Thomas
Yarnall, and Thomas Smedley, Pa., $2 each, vol. 47,
and William Web.ster, Pa., $2, to No. 11, vol. 48; from
Robert Miller, O., $2, vol.47, and for Oliver Miller, *2,
vol. 47 ; from FrieDd.s' Boarding School, Mt. Pleasant,
O., per Barclay Stratton, $2, vol. 47 ; from Richard W.
Bacon, City, $2, vol. 47, and for Mary W. Bacon, N. J.,

$2, vol. 47
;
from David F. Knowles, Vt., per Eobert

Knowles, $2, to No. 42, vol. 47 ; from Stephen H. Foster,
III., $2, vol. 47; from Ciilbert Cope, Pa., $2, vol. 47^
and for Lucy Cope, $2, vol. 47 ; from Joseph W. Hibbs,
Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from Jno. M. Saunders, N. J., $2,
vol. 47.

BemiUaruxs received ajler Fourth-day morning will not
appear in the Receipts until the following week.

ERRATUM.—The Receipt in last week's issue from
Annabella Wynne, Ind., should be Annabella Lynde,
Ind.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDIAN
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A Friend and his wife are wanted to take charge of
this Institution, and to manage the farm connected with
it. A teacher of the school will also be wanted at the
commencement of the Fall term.

Application may be made to
Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co., Pa
Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada.
Aaron Sliarpless, Street Road P. O., Chester

Co., Pa.
Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOE ADULT COLOEE
PERSONS.

Teachers are wanted for these schools, to be oper
about the first of Tenth month.

Application may be made to

Elton B. Gifford, 28 North Third St.

Ephraim Smith, 1013 Pine St.

James Bromley, 641 Franklin St.

Richard J. Allen, 472 North Third St

HAVERFOED COLLEGE.
The Winter Term will commence 9th mo. 3rd, 18

Applications for admission may be made to

Samuel J. Gummere, Pres't.

Havcrford College P. O., Montgomery Co.. Pa

Died, on the 10th of Third month, 1873, at W(
town Boarding School, Sakah W. Moore, widow
Calvin C. Moore, in the 57th year of her age. T
dear Friend had from early life been almost constan
employed in the care and instruction of youth ; and
nearly seven years past she was usefully and acceptal
engaged at the Institution where she died, first ai

teacher, and afterwards in the important station
Governess. She was an earnest and efficient teacl
and felt a true interest in those under her care,
deavoring by precept and example to guard them fr

the evil that abounds in the world. Her last illness i

ofabout two weekscontinuance, soon assuming an alai
ing character. Her bodily suffering was at times
treme, and she also experienced much conflict of spi
having to labor, as she expressed it, for her own s
and that of her precious child. The prospect of leav
him was a deep trial to her, but being enabled to i

part to him much valuable counsel, she was favored
experience resignation to the Divine will. She
frequently engaged in supplication, and repeatedly e

that if she found acceptance at last " it would be
through mercy, unmerited mercy." On the ni
the 4th she several times appeared to be near he
but next morning, contrary to expectation, she re . .

.

and was remarkably strengthened to speak to th
about her, having something to say to each of
teachers and to other members of the family. She a
sent messages of love to the girls (her pupils) and
many of her friends. " Tell the girls," she said,

'

I hope they will try to do what they know to be i .^
for they will all have to do what I am doing, leave t

world." She added, ' It is an awful thing to die."
the te.-ichers she said, " There is no hiding anything
corners at such a time as this : every thing is brouj
to light. I part with you in much love, much ki'
ness, much tenderness; and if I have done anything
hinder the growth of the good seed in any, I
may be forgiven." After these interviews her m
seemed like that of a little child, humble and redeen
from earth. At one time she said, " I hope no l -.

hold me; I have no dread of death
; the sting of de:

is taken away." Some encouraging passages of Scr
ture being repeated to her, she said, "How preci
those words of comfort." She bore all her suft'erii

with much patience and Christian fortitude. Dur
the last few days her strength continued steadily
cline, and she lay quiet and composed, patiently l..

ing the solemn change. She quietly breathed her 1

on the afternoon of the 10th of Third month. "

are thedead which die in the Lord, from hencefor
yea, saitli the Spirit, that they may rest from th
labors ; and their works do follow them." May
labors of this dear Friend be blessed to many of
young persons on whom they were bestowed.

, at Moorestown, N. J., on the 2,3d of Fifth mor.
1873, Sarah B. Eastbuen, formerly of Buckin„„.
Bucks Co., Pa., in the 64th year of her age, a mem
of Chester Monthly Meeting, N. J.—

,
at his residence, Parkersville, Chester Co., ]

on the Ipth of Seventh month, 1873, William Hoi
in the Slst year of his age, an esteemed member i

overseer of Kennet Monthly Meeting.

.

—— .
on Fifth-day, Seventh mo. 31st, at his reside

in Johnstown, Pa., John Eldridge, aged 77 year
member of Concord Monthly Meeting.—

-. Third-day, Eighth mo. 12th, at his reside:
East Goshen, Isaac G. Hoopes, aged 75 years, a mc
ber of Go.shen Monthly Meeting.

, at the residence of her son-in-law, John
Saunders, Woodbury, N. J., Eighth month 15th, If
Beulah Snowdon, widow of the late Miles Snowc
of Philadelphia, deceased, in the 80th year of her

!

- member of Woodbury Monthly Meeting.
, on the 25th inst., at his residence in NewGar

township, Chester Co., Pa., Paschall Cope,
47th year of his age, a member of New Garden Mont
and Particular Meeting.
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Amnsements.

Underthe above caption, Jonathan Dymond,
I his "Es.says on Morality," thus lays the

se at the root of one of the most evil and
DiTupting trees of our day—theatrical repre-

intations and amusements. An evil which
cing too much countenanced if not greatly

motioned by their elders, tends to lead the
oung and inexperienced into the dreadful

lare of vice and wickedness, almost before

bey are aware.
Would that ministers throughout the length
nd breadth of the land, with the good of

very denomination, might see the deplorable

•uits-of this Bohun Upas tree, particularly

ipon the susceptible minds of young persons;

ind turn the whole force of their influence

jgainst an evil, the tendency of which so

HioUy is to vitiate and corrupt. Drawing
ittle by little, more and more into destruc-

ion's wide and widening ways, Eeminding,
n its insidious workings, of the verse:

—

j

" Vice is a raonster of such hideous mien,

I

That to be hated needs but to be seen
;

But seen too oft, familiar with her face,

I We first endure, then pity, then embrace."

' Jonathan Dymond thus writes:— " It is a

Jemarkable circumstance, that in almost all

ihristian countries many ofthe public and popu-
ar amusements have been regarded as objec-

ionable by the more sober and conscientious

jart of the community. This opinion could
icarcely have been just: yet why should a
)eople prefer amusements of which good men
feel themselves compelled to disapprove? Is

t because no public recreation can be devised

>f which the evil is not greater than the good?
)r because the inclinations of most men are

inch, that if it were devised, they would not

iDJoy it? It may be feared that the desires

which are seeking for gratification are not
iheniselves pure ; and pure pleasures are not
congenial to inlpure minds. The real cause
rf the objectionable nature of many popular
Aversions is to be sought in the want of virtue
in the people.

Amusement is confessedly a subordinate
30ncern in life. It is neither the principal

ijor amongst the principal objects of proper

solicitude. No reasonable man sacrifices the

more important thing to the less, and that a
man's religious and moral condition is of in-

comparably greater importance than his diver-

sion, is sufficiently plain. In estimating the
propriety or rather the lawfulness of a given

amusement, it may safely be laid dovvn, that

none is lawful of which the aggregate conse-

quences are injurious to morals; nor, if its

effects upon the immediate agents are, in

general, morally bad : nor if it occasions need-

less pain and misery to men or to animals

:

nor, lastly, if it occupies much time or is at-

tended with much expense. Eespecting all

amusements, the question is not whether in

their simple or theoretical character, they are

defensible, but whether they are defensible in

their actually existing state.

The Drama.—So that if a person, by way
of showing the propriety of theatrical exhibi-

tions, should ask whether there was any harm
in a man's representing a composition before

others and accompanying it with appropriate

gestures—he would ask a very foolish ques-

tion : because he would ask a question that

possesses little or no relevancy to the subject.

What are the ordinary effects of the stage

upon those who act on it ? One and one only
answer can be given—that whatever happy
exceptions there may be, the effect is bad ;

—

that the moral and religious character of

actors is lower than that of persons in other

professions. ' It is an undeniable fact,' says

Wilberforce in his Practical View, 'for the

truth of which we may safely appeal to every

age and nation, that the situation of per-

formers, particularly of those of the female

sex, is remarkably unfavorable to the main-

tenance and growth of the religious and moral
principle, and of course highly dangerous to

their eternal interests.'

Therefore, if I take my seat in the theatre,

I have paid three or five shillings as an in-

ducement to a number of persons to subject

their principles to extreme danger ; and the

defence which I make is, that I am amused
by it. Now, we affirm that this defence is

invalid ; that it is a defence which reason pro

nounces to be absurd, and morality to be

vicious. Yet I have no other to make ; it

the sum total of my justification.

But this, which is sufficient to decide the

morality of the question, is not the only nor

the chief part of the evil. The evil which is

suffered by performers may be more intense,

but upon spectators and others it is more ex

tended. The night of a play is the harvest

time of iniquity, where the profligate and the

sensual put it their sickles and reap. It is to

no purpose to say that a man may go to

theatre, or parade a saloon without takin

part in the surrounding licentiousness. All

who are there promote the licentiousness, for

if none were there, there would be no licen

tiousness ; that is to say, if none purchased

tickets there would be neither actors to be

,
depraved nor dramas to vitiate, nor

to degrade and corrupt, and shock us. The
whole question of the lawfulness of the dra-
matic amusements, as they are ordinarily
conducted, is resolved into a very simple
thing:—After the doors on any given night
are closed, have the virtuous or the vicious dis-

po.sitions of the attenders been in the arreater

degree promoted ? Every one knows that the
balance is on the side of vice, and this con-
clusively decides the question— ' Is it lawful
to attend ?'

The same question is to be asked, and the
same answer I believe will be returned, re-

specting various other assemblies for the pur-
poses of amusement. They do more harm
than good. They please, but they injure us

;

and what makes the case still stronger is, that
the pleasure is frequently such as ought not
to be enjoyed. A tippler enjoys pleasure in

becoming drunk, but he is not to allege the
gratification as a set-off against the immor-
ality. And so it is with no small portion of
the pleasures of an assembly. Dispositions are

gratified which it were wiser to thwart ; and,

to speak the truth, if the dispositions of the
mind were such as they ought to be, many of
these modes of diversion would be neither

relished nor resorted to. Some persons try
to persuade themselves that charity forms a
part of their motive in attending such places

;

as when the profits of the night are given to

a benevolent institution. They hope, I sup-

pose, that though it would not be quite right

to go if benevolence were not a gainer, yet
that the end warrants the means. But if

these persons are charitable, let them give

their guinea without deducting half for pur-

poses of questionable propriety. Eeligious

amusements, such as oratorios and the like,

form one of those artifices of chicanery by
which people cheat, or try to cheat, them-
selves. The music, say they, is sacred, is de-

votional ; and we go to hear it as we go to

church: it excites and animates our religious

sensibilities. This, in spite of the solemnity

of the association, is really ludicrous. These
scenes subserve religion no more than they
subserve chemistry. They do not increase

its power any more than the power of the

steam-engine. As it respects Christianity, it

is all imposition and fiction ; and it is unfor-

tunate that some of the most solemn topics of

our religion are brought into such unworthy
and debasing alliance."

There are in Europe at the present time
1.507 theatres. Italy, with a population of

26,000, 000, supports 318; France, with 26, 000,-

000 inhabitants, has 337, and Spain, with 16,-

000,000, has 160. On the other hand, the

Empire of Germany, which now reckons 41,-

000,000 subjects, has but 191 theatres, and
the Empire of Austria 152, for a population of

36,000,000; finally. Great Britain supports

only 150 theatres, and Russia 44, although its

population amounts to 70,000,000. These
figures show a remarkable preponderance of

the dramatic instinct in the Latin races.
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The Sand Wasps on the Amazon.

Whilst resting in the shade during the great

heat of the early hours of afternoon, I used to

find amusement in watching the proceedings

of the sand-wasps. A small pale green kind

of Bembex (Bembex ciliata), was plentiful

near the bay of Mapiri. When they are at

work, a number of little jets of sand are seen

shooting over the surface of the sloping bank.

The little miners excavate with their fore feet,

which are strongly built and furnished with

a fringe of stiff bristles ; they work with won-
derful rapidity, and the sand thrown out be-

neath their bodies issues in continuous streams.

They are solitary wasps, each female working
on her own account. After making a gallery

two or three inches in length in a slanting

direction from the surface, the owner backs

out and takes a few turns round the orifice

apparently to see whether it is well made, but

in reality, I believe, to take note of the locality,

that she may find it again. This done, the

busy workwoman flies away; but returns,

after an absence varying in different cases

from a few minutes to an hour or more, with

a fly in her grasp, with which she re-enters

her mine. On again emerging, the entrance

is carefully closed with sand. During this in-

terval she has laid an egg on the body of the

fly which she had previously benumbed with
her sting, and which is to serve as food for

the soft, footless grub soon to be hatched from
the egg. From what I could make out, the

Bembex makes a fresh excavation for every
egg to be deposited ; at least in two or three

of the galleries which I opened there was only
GDC fly enclosed.

1 have said that the Bembex on leaving her
mine took note of the locality: this seemed to

bo the explanation of the short delay previous
to her taking flight ; on rising in the air also

the insects generally flew round over the jjlace

before making straight ofi'. Another nearly
allied but much larger species, the Monedula
feignata, whose habits I observed on the banks
of the Upper Amazons, sometimes excavates
its mine solitarily on sand-banks recently laid

bare in the middle of the river, and closes the
orifice before going in search of prey. In these
cases the insect has to make a journey of at

least half a mile to procure the kind of fly,

the Motiica (Hadaiis lepidotus), with which
it provisions its cell. I often noticed it to

take a few turns in the air round the place
before starting ; on its return it made without
hesitation straight for the closed mouth of the
mine. I was convinced that the insects noted
the bearings of their nests and the direction

they took in flying from them. The proceed-
ing in this and similar cases (I have read of

something analogous having been noticed in

hive bees) seems to be a mental act of the
same nature as that which takes places in

ourselves when recognising a locality. The
senses, however, must be immeasurably more
keen and the mental operation much more
certain in them than it is in man ; for to my
eye there was absolutely no land-mark on the
oven surface of sand which could serve as
guide, and the borders of the forest were not
nearer than half a mile. The action of the
wasp would bo said to be instinctive; but it

seems plain that the instinct is no mysterious
and unintelligible agent, but a mental process
in each individual, diff'ering from the same in
man only by its unerring certainty. The
mind of the insect appears to be so constituted
that the impression of external objects or the

want felt, causes it to act with a precision

which seems to us like that of a machine con-

structed to move in a certain given way. I

have noticed in Indian boys a sense of locality

almost as keen as that possessed by the sand-

wasp. An old Portuguese and myself, ac-

companied by a j'oung lad about ten years of

age, were once lost in the forest in a 7nost

solitary place on the banks of the main river.

Our case seemed hopeless, and it did not, for

some time occur to*is to consult our little com-

panion, who had been playing with his bow
and arrow all the way whilst we were hunt
ing, apparently taking no note of the route

When asked, however, he pointed out, in a

moment, the right direction of our canoe. He
could not explain how he knew ; I believe he
had noted the course we had taken almost

unconsciously : the sense of locality in his case

seemed instinctive.

The Monedula signata is a good friend to

travellers in those partsof the Amazons which
are infested with the blood-thirsty Motuca.
I first noticed its habit of preying on this fly

one day when we landed to make our fire and
dine on the borders of the forest adjoining a
sand-bank. The insect is as large as a hornet,

and has a most waspish appearance. I was
rather startled when one out of the flock which
was hovering about us flew straight at my
face : it had espied a Motuca on my neck and
was thus pouncing upon it. It seizes the fly

not with its mandibles but with its fore and
middle feet, and carries it off tightly held to

its breast. Wherever the traveller lands on

the Upper Amazons in the neighborhood of

a sand-bank ho is sure to be attended by one

or more of these useful vermin-killors.

—

Bates'

Amazon.

For "The Friend."

Funerals.

When our friends and relatives have been
removed from our midst, and we feel that the
places which have known them shall know
them no more, the circumstance is calculated

to awaken serious feelings in our minds. The
necessity imposed upon us by the natural laws
impressed on all inanimate matter, compels
us to remove from sight the form from which
the vital principle has departed, and place it

where it may be restored to its original ele-

ments, and be " a brother to the insensate

clod, which the rude swain turns with his

share, and treads upon," without shocking the
sensibilities, and injuring the health of the
living, by the inevitable accompaniments of

decay.

In doing this, various customs have been
practised and still exist among diff'erent "na-

tions and people, such as burning, embalming
and exposure to the elements, but much the
most prevalent and rational one is that which
obtains in all civilized countries—of burying
the lifeless body. The ceremonies attendant
upon this are often accompanied by an un-

reasonable amount of expense and show, which
are prompted by the affection of survivors, or
by ostentation and other inferior motives. To
my mind, the simple and solemn custom of
the Society of Friends, is peculiarly appro-
priate and impressive. Many such occasions
rise up to mental view, and especially one of
a funeral in a country neighborhood. As the
hour for assembling drew near, the carriages
might bo seen coming by the different roads
that led to the late residence of tho deceased
friend. The members of his own meeting,

the relatives and family connexions, and tl:

many friends who loved and esteemed hi

life, and who were desirous of showing th

last token of respect, formed a numerous
;

semblage. To accommodate these, the varioi

rooms in the house were well provided wit

chairs and seats ; and as the weather ws
pleasant, boards placed on baskets or otht

supports in the open air, under the shade (

thi surrounding trees, furnished a restin

place for those whom the house could not coi

tain. As I entered the room in which th

coffin was placed, in which, lay all that

mained of one whom I had long known an

valued, I found it already nearly filled b

earlier comers who were quietly seated,

gazed upon the placid features, from whic
had faded away all traces of the struggles an
suftering pertaining to the last conflict of (

piring nature; remembered the honest zej

with which our departed friend maintains

the doctrines and testimonies of the Societ

to which he belonged, and to which the 03

perience and convictions of a long life ha

confirmed his attachment; called to mind h

care to watch over the flock for good, and t

strengthen by words of counsel and cheer, th

drooping spirits of those on whom rested th

burthen of preaching the gospel to others

and partook of that solemnity which is natu)

ally produced by being thus brought into coi

tact, as it were, with death ;
and shared als

in the consoling belief that he who was abou

to be removed from our sight had died th

death of the righteous. Group after grou

enter tho house. Those in attendance, wit

noiseless step and quiet whisper, direct the

to tho room in which is placed tho lifeloE

form, and then find them seats as best tho

can. All seem desirous not to break tho sacre

quiet, or disturb the solemnity which I'osts o

the gathered assembly. If one inadvertentl

speaks in an ordinary tone of conversation,;

jars on the ears of all, as irreverent or out (

season.

Thus sitting in silence, the presence of Go
is felt to bo near, and we realize the truth

the language uttered by a dear friend no-

gathered to his heavenly home :
" How solemi

how awful is the feeling when Divine goot

noss is pleased to spread the canopy of H'
love over us." Mingled with this solemnit

is a feeling of comfort and satisfaction on ou

own account. We rejoice in humble than!

fulness that we are permitted once more t

partake of this evidence of Heavenlj' regarc

and to know that we are mercifully remon
bered by our common Father.

As the hour passes on, the silence is broke
by tho voice of one who in affectionate lai

guage bears testimony to the virtues of th

deceased, to his upright defence of the Trutt

and to histender and judicious encouragemer
of all that was good, as he was enabled b

that Divine power, through submission t

which he was qualified to become a usofi

servant in the church. Those still remainin
in this state of preparation are tenderly ei

couraged and exhorted so to live that whe
the final summons comes to them, they
be prepared to join that company whose sir

have gone beforehand to judgment, and wh
have been washed and purified, and prepare
for admission into the enjoyments of Heavei

In some parts of the country, it is a frequer

practice, after the coffin has been lowered inl

the grave, for the company to retire into tl"

adjoining meeting-house, and there endeavc
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feel together. It is much to be desired that

is good custom should continue. It affords

opportunity for the relief of the minds of
ose who may be loaded with a concern for

) spiritual benefit of the company about
!m, which they could not otherwise satis-

torily obtain. The arrangements of dwel-
g-houses are generally such, that a vocal
ercise of the kind can only be heard by a
rtion of those for whom the concern is felt,

and in the grave-yard, the voice, unless un-
ally loud, becomes inaudible to those at a

tie distance; and the fatigue caused by
mding long, and the exposure to those in

licate health, prevent the service from being
satisfactory as it otherwise might.
In the memorial preserved of Thomas Camm,
30 was one of the early worthies in our So-
)tj', and finished his earthly course in the
ar 1707, there is this notice of his funeral

:

" The corpse being interred, all, or most
at were there, drew into the meeting-house,
d had a precious, edifying season together,

e powerful living presence of the Lord, in

eminent manner overshadowing the assem-

y, to the tendering and affecting many
sarts. Divers testimonies were then borne,

the sufficiency of that universal principle

divine light and grace, which is given to be

teacher and a leader to all mankind, and
come the teacher and leader of all those who
e willing to be taught and led by it. But
is, and will be, the condemnation of all

lose who are disobedient to, and rebel against
while they continue in that state. Also

vers testimonies were borne concerning this

ir dear friend, deceased, as to his faithfu

care and labor of love in serving God's
eritage ; as also with respect to the manj'
ials, travels and deep exercises that he had
lithfully gone through in his day and time
pon truth's account; all which he was en

bled to perform and go through by the power
nd assistance of that divine grace and Holy
pirit of God, which he still accounted h
uckler and his shield, his bow and his battle-

ixe, and by and through which he was what
:e was, and to which alone and not to him
|B man, the praise and glory of all was at-

ributed.

So Friends having cleared themselves of

vhat was on their minds, the meeting broke

ip, and Friends parted, with hearts deeply
'.ffected, and filled with the love and goodness
»fGod, which had been plentifully shed abroad
tmongst them that day; praises, honor and
jlory over all, be given unto God, and to the

^amb, who sits with Him upon the throne,

)yho is worthy for ever, and lor evermore."
' Has it not sometimes been the case, that

ixercised servants, who have felt the pressure

)f concern, have gone home with burthened
aainds, because they did not rise above the

feeling of discouragement, and in the exercise

jf that faith which can remove mountains,
take the necessary steps for the holding of

3uch meetings?

And truly, the reason why we may not call

the Scriptures the Word of God, (to speak

properly is) that people may be directed to

the inward living Word ; for by their being

so much called the word of God, they have
been put in Christ's stead, and have been set

up as an idol, instead of that from whence
they came ; so that, to avoid this hazard, we
have put them in their due place.

—

Barclay.

From the " Philadelphia Evening Bulletin."

Colorado.—The American Alps.

Colorado Springs, July 29th, 1873.

Editor of the Evening Bulletin :

—
"We have

been here three weeks, and propose to pass a
few more in this interesting region. We are
five and a half miles from the Springs proper,

which are situated at Manitou, at the foot of

Pike's Peak. Our situation is a very pleasant
one, in a large room, with four windows to

receive every breeze that blows, two of these
windows opening to the floor, with their as-

pect Pike's Peakward, so that as we sit at our
writing table or lounge away the pleasant
hours, this mighty stone pile is always in

view, always challenging our admiration. As
to elevation, we are ourselves 5,975 feet above
the level of the sea, the general level of the

mountain range which bounds our view to the

west is 12,000 feet, while Pike's, the loftiest

summit in sight, rises, according to accepted
admeasurements, to the height of 14,336 feet,

or within a few hundred of that of Mt. Blanc.

We have gazed upon upwards of 200 miles of

this stupendous mountain wall, have seen the

grandest portion of it in every aspect the sum
raer permits, in calm and in storm; glowing

under the intense rays of the burning sun
;

flecked with cloud-shadows; robed in drapery
of snowy cumulus, and shrouded in the gloom
of the tempest, and anon illuminated by the

glare of the summer lightning. Its morning
purple and rose tints, its noonday brilliance,

and its evening blue and dun are all pleasing,

but with its grandeur and beauty of coloring,

the scene does not satisfy, as did the aspect

of Mont Blanc. In the vale of Chamounix I

stood nearly three thousand feet lower, and
looked upon a summit robed in perpetual snow,

and upon the mountain slope adorned by
glaciers that seemed like rivers of snow cours-

ing adown its sides. The mighty black aiguil-

lies, those stupendous granite columns rising

fourteen thousand feet and upwards, and
piercing the heavens, are absent from this

western scene, and I have not been impressed

I was in Europe when, in my youth and

more callow and sensitive. I wandered among
scenes that must continue to bear the palm
among the accessible high places of the earth.

Pike's Peak is not difficult of ascent by good

climbers, but we do not propose to attempt it.

The cold by night is intense upon the summit
"thin 3 hour's climb (2 miles), and parties

have reported 40 degrees below zero. The
ascent is made in the afternoon, and the night

is passed 2 miles from the summit. The climb

to the top is made before sunrise, when one of

the grandest spectacles is presented, as the

rays illumine peak after peak for hun-

dreds of miles, away and away ! We have

been as much impressed by the majesty of the

Cheyenne Canon as by any other scene. The
entrance is about five miles from Colorado

Springs, and is by a magnificent portal, whose

bright red sides tower hundreds of feet above

us, chiseled by the untiring hand of time into

rugged beauty, and constantly changing in

appearance with the varying lights and shades.

On one side is the whole bulk of the great

Cheyenne Mountain itself, which presents the

appearance on the east of a monstrous sleep-

ing buffalo cow, 15 miles or more in length and

a mile and upwards in height. The head, the

nostril, the ears, the neck, abdomen and hip

are all plainly presented to those who can

readily catch resemblances and are endowed
with an active imagination. The canon soon

presents a vast amphitheatre bounded by
ocky walls between one and two thousand

feet in height, of bare red masses broken into

columns or spires and domes, presenting a
scene of extraordinary beauty and often ter-

ribly sublime. A brawling stream flows and
dashes among the boulders, and is cro.ssed

about twenty times before we reach the cas-

cade which bounds the passage to ordinary
visitors. This cascade, of 50 or 60 feet in all,

pours adown the face of the nearly perpen-
dicular rock by three distinct leaps in rapid

succession alternately in opposite directions,

the last in a horizontal sheet which strikes

the wall and is scattered in all directions and
falls into the pool below. One of the most
interesting sections of this cafion is at the
" Pillars of Hercules," where the creek runs

between two enormous precipices, estimated

to be more than 2,000 feet in height, yet

scarcely a stone's throw apart.

Among the scenes most interesting and
amusing, apart from mountains, is the Monu-
mental Park and its strange groups of statues

and obelisks, where one might readily imagine

one's self in some vast cemetery filled with

monuments of a departed race. Distributed

principally upon the sand-stone bluffs enclos-

ing the park, these mimic sepulchral sculp-

tures stand up amongst the sombre pines in

almost every conceivable variety of form.

Truncated columns, shafts, cones, pedestaled

statues, plain horizontal tablets, and royal

sarcopbage are among these strange imita-

tions of human handiwork. Many of these

columns and statuesque forms are almost as

regular as if turned in a lathe ;
some appear

to have a spiral line running around them
from base to capital. These monuments are

composed of a rather coarse conglomerate of

quartz, ore, pebbles, gneiss, &c., loosely cement-
' by a matrix of clay and red oxide of iron.

Nearly all of them are surmounted by a pro-

jecting capital of darker color and harder tex-

ture and richer in iron. To this wide capital,

which forms what may be taken for busts,

covering many of the statues, much of the

oddity of the resemblances to the human form

must be ascribed. But the most interesting

aspect of these monuments is that which as-

cribes their formation to the sand-blast. The
hard capping of iron stone once doubtless ex-

tended over the entire area, has been cracked

over its surface, and the softer material below,

thus exposed to the action of the weather, has

become broken into sepai-ate masses. After

this began the symmetrical shaping, which it

is inconceivable could have been formed by

any other process than that of a chisel, in the

hands of that skilful and impetuous turner,

the Wind. The most delicate lines are curved

around in curves in a manner that no agency

but that of a cutting edge of silcx could effect.

The spiral lines above referred to do not, I

think, extend entirely around the column, but

have received their direction from the slope

of the surface of the earth on which they

stand, which rapidly rises upwards to their

very base on the windward side. The process

of cutting can sometimes be seen, and a hole

several feet deep, and of sufficient diameter to

admit one's arm, has been bored in a few

seconds by a spiral current which rose on a

comparatively calm day, and that into the

fiice of a Colorado sand bluff. Parties stopping

at a settler's cabin during the rage of one of

the mountain whirlwinds were surprised to

find that the window panes were, after a few
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minutes' revolution of the storm of sand, left

as perfectl}' opaque andjas uniformly ground
as a piece of ground glass could be made bj
their manufacturer! Undoubtedly the sand
blast has been the agent in rounding and or-

namenting these strange objects, which must
continue to be the admiration and wonder of

scientific and non-scientific observers. One of

the most singular and grotesque groups among
hundreds that occur is what has, by a photo-
grapher here, been termed the "Dutch Wed-
ding," a pretty good view of which I send
thee.

I have said nothing of Glen Eyrie and its

wonderful masses of towering white rocks,

cathedral-like, and hills of gypsum, or the low,

flat-topped mesas which line the foot of the
mountain range, and composed of gravel worn
from its side, are undoubtedly the remains or
debris left at the foot of the melting glaciers

- which once plowed these mighty mountain
slopes. I have not said a word of Manitou
and its wonderful cluster of springs, some
boiling or appearing to boil, with escaping
carbonic acid gas and rich in salts; others
quiet, chalybeate and tonic. A very large
liotel at Manitou is fully occupied by guests
at S28 per week, many of whom are swilling
the waters until, a sarcastic wit remarks, their
back teeth are continually afloat ! Many are
benefitted by drinking the cold and bathio
in the water warmed artificially. Among
others is Senator Morton, with whom we be-

came acquainted on our way hither, and who
is, or was, greatly paralyzed in his lower
limbs, but has been enabled to walk without
his cane after two weeks bathing, &c., as above.
The soda springs present a draft of soda-water
almost rivaling that of the druggist, without
the syrup and cream. There are hereabout
numerous objects of interest yet unexplored
by us or by others. We ride now almost
daily over roads that cannot be surpassed for
smoothness or hardness, and yet perfectly
natural highways over the plains. We are
reveling in the color of the mountains, in the
delightsome breezes and the perfect roads.
But enough, it is an endless theme I I think
I am improving in health. Professor Cope is

prospecting for fossils with good success in

Northern Colorado, and will soon come nearer
to us, when perhaps I may join him. L.

GATHERED.
Original.

"Thou .shalt come to thy grave in a full age, like a

shock of corn cometh in its season." Job v. xxvi.

As a shock of corn comes in its season,
Fully ripe, so was he gathered. He fiU'd
The measure of his days on earth, and now
Has entered on that endless day,—the day
That fades not out ; but, ever bright and fair
Shines on the ransomed, and on the redeemed.
Weep not for him : for sorrow is not his

!

His work was done, and like the truly wise
Has gone to rest. The church will feel his loss.
On Zion's walls a watchman

; and the first

To sound the enemy's .ipproach :—the last
To leave the work. Zealous he was for truths
Bold to proclaim it; but the life he led
Spake louder than his words, and, was indeed
Most beautiful.

" The fathers where are they,
And do the prophets ever live ?" All ye
In whom this Query may arise, so live
As they have lived," and their footsteps follow :

Following on to know the Lord ; and He
Will lead you in that narrow way in which
Eternal life alone is found

; and peace
And endless joy.

' Haddonfield, N. J., 8lh mo. ISth, 1873.

WAYFARERS.
The way is long, my daughter,
The road is rough and steep,

And fast across the evening sky
I see the shadows sweep.

But oh ! my love, my darling,

No ill to us can come,
No terror turn us from the path,

For we are going home.

Thy feet are tired, my daughter

—

So tired, thy tender feet;

But think, when we are there at last,

How sweet the rest ! how sweet

!

For lo ! the lamps are lighted.

And yonder gleaming dome,
Before us, shining like a star,

Shall guide our footsteps home.

We've lost the flowers we gathered
So early in the morn.

And on we go, with empty hands
And garments soiled and worn.

But oh ! the dear All-Father
Will out to meet us come.

And fairer flowers and whiter robes
There wait for us at home !

Thou art cold, my love, and famished

!

Thou art faint and sore athirst

!

Be patient yet a little while,

And joyous as at first;

For oh ! the sun sets never
Within that land of bloom,

And thou shalt eat the bread of life

And drink life's wine at home.

The wind blows cold, my daughter,
Adown the mountain steep,

And thick across the evening sky
The darkning shadows creep;

But oh ! my love, press onward,
Whatever trials come.

For in the way the Father set,

We two are going home.

water, and at such a distance as to look jus

as large as the moon does. Or a disk of meta
would serve equally well. Now, the experimen
may be easily tried. A bronze half-penny i

exactly one inch in diameter, and as thi

moon's average distance is about 111 time
her own diameter, a halfpenny at a distauC'

of 111 inches, or three yards and three inches

looks just as large as the moon. Now let;

halfpenny be put in boiling water for a while

so that it becomes as hot as the water; thei

that coin taken quickly and set three yard
from the observer will give out, for the fe^

moments that its heat remains appreciabl;

that of boiling water, as much heat to th"

observer as he receives from the full moon
supposed to be as hot as boiling water. Or .

globe of thin metal, an inch in diameter am
full of water at boiling heat, would serve a:

more constant artificial moon in respect

heat supply. It need not be thought remark
able, then, if the heat given out by the ful

moon is not easily measured, or even recog

nized. Imagine how little the cold of a

ter's day would be relieved by the presence

in a room not otherwise warmed, of a on
inch globe ofboiling water, three yards away
And, by the way, we are here reminded of ai

estimate by Prof. C.P.Smyth, resulting froc

observations made on the moon's heat duric

his Teneriife experiments. He found the hea
equal to that emitted by the hand at a dis

tance of three feet.— The Spectator.

The Heat of the Moon.—The Earl of
has shown by experiments that the moon not
only reflects heat to the earth (which, of
course, must be the case), but that she gives
out heat by which she has been herselfwarm
ed. The distinction may not perhaps appear
clear at first_ sight to every reader, but it may
easily be explained and illustrated. If on a
bright summer's day we take apiece of smooth,
but not too well polished metal, and by means
of it reflect the sun's light upon the face, a
sensation of heat will be experienced

; this is

reflected sun heat; but if we wait while so
holding the metal until the plate has become
quite hot under the solar rays we shall recog-
nize a sensation of heat from the near prox-
mity of the plate to the face, even when
the plate is so held as not to reflect sun-heat,

can in succession try, first, reflected heat
alone, before the metal has grown hot ; next,
the heat which the metal gives out of itself

when warmed by the sun's rays ; and lastly,

the two kinds of heat together, when the
metal is caused to reflect sun-heat, and also
(being held near the face) to give out a sensi-
ble quantity of its own warmth. What Lord
Rosse has done has been to show that the full

moon sends earthwards both kinds of heat;
she reflects solar heat just as she reflects solar
'ight, and she also gives out the heat by which
her own surface has been warmed.

It may perhaps occur to the reader, to in-
quire how much heat we actually obtain from
the full moon. There is a simple way of view-
ing the matter. If the full moon were exactly
as hot as boiling water, we should receive from
her just as much heat (leaving the etfect of
our atmosphere out of account) as we should
receive from a small globe as hot as boilicg

I honestly believe, that one chief reason fo

the fewness of conversions to Christ is, thai

there is so little preaching for Christ in th

dailj' lives of his professed disciples, and sucv

a fearful amount of direct preaching agains'

him. Actions speak louder than words. Th
bad sermons of the life, are an over-match fo

the best sermons from the lips. The mos,

faithful and eloquent preaching in the pulp:

fails to win those who are disgusted and re

pelled by the unworthy, inconsistent cor

duct of those who claim to be Christ's repre

sentatives. Who supposes that if all the goi

pel proclaimed on the Sabbath was re-enforce

hy the eloquence of beautiful and exemplary
and useful, and hoi}' lives, so few souls wou!
be converted in our congregations ?

The simple fact is, that every professo

of Christianity, every church member, is

preacher, whether he knows it or not. Ever
life is a sermon. Some church-members tin

their texts in the shop or the stock-market
and they preach (by their practice) that th

chief end of life is to make money. The
make more converts to mammon than
Christ. Others preach the gospel of fashic

and self-indulgence. What matters it th;

the eighth commandment is solemnly enforc

ed from the pulpit, if those who represen
Christ to the world, are over-reaching thei

unconverted neighbors in business during th

week ? What Christians do when outside c

the sanctuary, influences more characters an
moulds more eternal destinies than what an,

one Christian can say when inside of th
sanctuary, even though he were a Paul i

eloquence.

Remember, my brother preacher, that
Christ-like life, is the mightiest human infli

ence to attract souls to God. The most unar
swerable argument against the subtle skept
cism of the day, is the living Christian. Tc
day this world's sorest want is, more Chris"

like men and women. The preaching it need
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not only the precept but the practice of a

re, heaven-born piety. A worldl}', fashion-

?inir, covetous, cowardly church will never

76 "men. But a church of living disciples,

lose hearts have been cleansed by atoning

)od, and whose lives are made beautiful by

ward conflict and secret prayer, and made

)quent by noble, holy deeJs—these arc the

ichers who shall win this wicked world to

8US. Their voice is a trumpet. Their in-

ence is a salt. Their example is a light,

it to be such preachers of Christ, we all

ed the ordination and the baptism of the

oly Spirit.— r. L. Ciiylcr.

For " The Frirud "

John Ileald.

(Cf^ntinned from page 12.1

« Gth mo. 18th, 1815. The First-day of the

sek. We were at a meeting at Taunton. It

IS large, and but few Friends. It was not

iguntU I engaged in testimony, stating how
tisfied good old Simeon was when he came

to the temple and saw the Divine Master.

said, "Now lettest thou thy servant dc-

irt in peace, for my eyes have seen thy sal-

ition, which thou hast prepared before the

ce of all people." I believed that many in

present day were seeking for an acquaint-

ice with that which would satisfy, and are

lying in effect, " who shall show us any

3od"—a humble enquirj' made with earnest

)licilude to obtain the craving desire of the

Many discouragements are thrown in

le way of these poor tried ones, whose wel-

ire and prosperity I craved. I was much
alarged and favored, as I believe, to spread

[leouragement among them ;
and hope I was

aankful for the mercies conferred.

Not feeling clear without having a meeting

t Foxborough, and notice having been given

nsiderable meeting was had, and I was

ngaged in lengthy testimony, holding out the

niversality of the love of God to the children

f men, and the necessity of Divine aid to do

he great and momentous work, for we are

iot merely to sit still and not do anything,

:n this situation we should not comply with

he apostle's direction, to give all diligence to

Bake our calling and election sure.

2.5th. Being" First-day wo attended the

neeting at Melford. Notice being given,

fianyeame in (the members of Society being

few) and nearly filled the house. They
lad to me the appearance of little religion

imong them, but considerably dressy. I felt

(hut up for a considerable time, but at length

[ believed I might say, how should a faithful

servant demean himself? I believe we shall

ind that a faithful servant must not go and

io what he himself may desire. It is neces-

sary that the master should direct what shall

be done, and that the servant attend to the

master's direction; but if he should go to doing

what he himself might desire, how likely is

he to do something that the master did not

design should be done ! I passed on from one

thing to another, until I had said much. It

was a solemn time.

27th. We were at Oblong Meeting, which

was large, and many of the people I appre

bended settled into an easy state, and waiting

for a testimony from me. I at length said,

it may be that I do not know the state of this

meeting, but I think I know the exercise Of

n mind

29th. We were at Apoquage. It was ex-

ceedingly trying for some time, but I found

way open, and said, the horse-leech has two
daughters, crying give, give. There is a dis-

position that desires to have more and more
of the bounties of Heaven, even desiring that

Heaven's bountiful hand should be opened

wide to supply all wants as they occur. But
do suitable returns take place? Are we de-

sirous of receiving bounties, without feeling

gratitude for the same ? The pious mind can-

not but glow with gratitude for favors re-

ceived. The meeting I thought ended com
fortably. Accompanied by Daniel Quimby
we went to Enoch Dorian's and lodged near

to a meeting called Beekman.
30th. Attended the same. My mind was
d to consider or view a situation where it

would be suitable to put a good building,

but there was a building on the spot, and

there was no other place to put a good one,

and the one already there was insufficient,

80 it must be removed out of the way
he first place. I soon began with stating

that in scientific knov?ledge there is a great

difference between theory and practice, and

so there is in religion a wide difference be

tween opinion and practice. After I had said

considerable, Daniel took the subject, and was

favored to set it close home, and concluded

the meeting in supplication."

The distinction here referred to between

theoretical and practical religion, is one to

which frequent reference is made in the re-

cords that have been preserved of the Chris-

tian experiences of our early Friends, and of

other truly enlightened minds. We may by
i-eading and stud}^ build up for ourselves an

apparently goodly edifice of religious doctrine,

and may even indulge our self-esteem by think-

ing we can expound the Scriptures of Truth,

and sit in the seat ofjudgment deciding upon

the correctness or error of the views of others;

and yet we may have had but little experi-

mental knowledge in ourselves. But when
through humble obedience to the light of

Christ, we come to have the true force and

meaning of religious truth impressed on the

heart, we find that our fancied knowledge

very superficial and inadequate. William

Penn, speaking of many professing Christians

n his day, says: "Though they held the no-

tions of Truth, it was not in the precious ex-

perimental sense of the holy virtue and life

of it. For the Lord's coming in spirit, with-

out sin, to the salvation of the soul, is to be

waited for; that people may truly know Him
and His work, and from thence speak forth

His praise to others ; rather than profess the

enjoyments of other saints, which have been

obtained thi-ough great tribulations, while

they have never known this in themselves, and

so, can have no true sense of an acceptable

sacrifice of God's preparing."

William Penn bears this testimony to his

father-in-law, Isaac Penington. " Though
he was advanced above many in his know-

ledge of scripture, and had formerly received

many heavenly openings of Truth's myste-

ries; yet, did the Lord's way of appearance

disappoint his expectation. And when the

light broke forth in his heart, which his sin

eerity longed for, he found in himself a great

mixture ; and that he had much to lose and

part with, before he could become that bless-

holy appearance of Jesus,— that true light of

en, whose power and life he felt revealed

ithin him, to the saving of his soul; and
boldly confessed this spiritual coming of the

great Messiah, who was able to teach him all

things ; to His name his knee truly bowed,
and with Nathaniel he could cry, 'Thou art

the Son of God, thou art the King of Israel.'

Now he saw clearly between the precious and
the vile in hi)Hself, between that which was
truly of God in his former exercises, and that

which was merely of man: he was not stiff

nor stout in defence of his own building,

and former apprehensions ; no, but sold all

for 'the pearl of great price,' and became
willingly ' poor in spirit,' that he might enter
' the Kingdom of God.' Thus, parting with

all he had not received of God, he received a

new stotk from heaven, wherein the Lord
prospered iiim ; the dew of heaven rested on
his branch and root, he grew rich and fruitful

in all heavenly treasure ;
full of love, faith,

mercy, patience and long suffering : diligent

in the work of the Lord, and his duty to God
and man."
John Heald, after mentioning the attend-

ance of Westbranch Meeting, Seventh month
1st, where the discouraged were called upon

to make one more effort, and to ask for help

n humble prayer, makes these remarks on
his own state of mind. "I have felt much
resigned to my lot for a considerable time, and
much love in my mind to reach to many places

where we have not been, nor expect to go, and

yet I believe I could cheerfully go and spend

considerable time more before I return home,

f it were required of me ; but at present I feel

no such necessity. Love, though good, is not

a sufficient inducement, without a sense of

duty, to lengthen labor. The time draws on

towards a close of labor here at present."

CTo be contlnued.J

For " The Friend."

As a further evidence of declension amongst

us, and a tendency to return to the weak and

beggarly elements from which our early

Friends were led by the guiding hand of

Truth, some may have noticed at various

times in one or more of our leading periodi-

cals, advertisements similar in character to

the one now selected, "A young Friend re-

quires a re-engagement as Governess, teaches

English, French, German, Music* and Draw-

ino-." The word music is of course what at-

tracted the attention of the writer as obviously

at variance with one of our long established

testimonies against a vain and useless practice

of the world. How any one in membership

_th us could so far deviate as to consider this

either a recommendation or accomplishment,

seems incomprehensible, and certainly betrays

a weakness and lack of principle most sorrow-

fully apparent. How periodicals, edited and

published by Friends, are made the medium
of conveying such intelligence, is also a mat-

ter of surprise that should arouse enquiry on

both sides the Atlantic, as one of serious con-

cern, touching the well-being and preserva-

tion of our Society on its original basis ;
or is

it of so little importance as to be lightly passed

over by those whose duty it should be to see

that our members,eitherprivately or publicly,

are kept within the proper limitations of an-

cient recognised Gospel order

It has become quite common of late for

d i beheVeThat at' such led little child, that new and heavenly birth, ^q^q of our younger members, in different
my own minu; ana i ueiieve tuiiu u,u oui^up^^ ..„w^^..._..., ---•-.

w-<-i,„„l
times many lose precious time, and do not which mhents the kingdom of God With an

J „„ „/+i,^„„I;„i,t humble and broken spirit, he fell before this
I

* Ita
improve as they might.
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places, to indulge in what is termed "devo-

tional music" in " fiiraily worship," at a few

of our meetings in the West occasionally, and

at other times, and meeting with the appro-

bation and encouragement of someoldermem-
bers, the practice is growing and extending

;

others making a high profession or holding

important positions in Society, have their

children taught singing, &c., and keep musical

instruments in their houses, thus helping to

develope a taste productive of evil, and caus-

ing a wide spread departure from the sim-

plicity, spirituality and purity of public and

private worship, and bringing reproach on

our former profession. One after another of

ourtestimonies are being trampled upon, until

we are gradually assimilating to the maxims
and customs of the world, so that many who
long for the restoration of our Zion, have to

go mourning on their way. Various are the

devices of an unwearied enemy, to captivate

and lead astray from the paths of rectitude

and safety ; and not the least are those which
please the outward eye and ear. As our

thoughts are turned inward and our minds
preserved in watchfulness and in a state of

preparation to receive the Heavenly Visitor,

there will be no craving to indulge in any-

thing unlawful. Whenever we feel constrained

to ascribe praise, or use the sacred name of

our God in public, words of solemn import
and suited to the occasion will be given us,

which will have access and ascend to the
Divine Presence as incense, and when the

servants of the Most High are wont to make
melody, their songs will be those which pro-

ceed from the inner sanctuary of the heart,

too deep, pure and holy, for human utterance.

J. B.

Eichmond, Ind., 8th mo. 17th, 187.3.

Vegetable Instinct.—If a pan of water be
placed within six inches of either side of the
stem of a pumpkin or vegetable marrow, it

will in the course of the night approach it,

and will be found in the morning with one of
the leaves on the water.

This experiment may be continued nightly
until the plant begins to fruit. If a prop be
placed within six inches of a young convolvu-
lus, or scarlet runner, it will find it, although
the prop may be shifted daily. If, after i t has
twined some distance up the prop, it be un-
wound, and twined in the opposite direction,

it will return to its original position or die in

the attempt
;
yet, notwithstanding, if two of

these plants grow near each other, andhaveno
stake around which they can entwine, one of
them will alter the direction of the spiral and
they will twine around each other.

Duhamel placed some kidney beans in a cyl-

inder of moist earth ; after a short time they
commenced to germinate, of course sending
the plume upward to the light, and the root
down into the soil. After a few days the
cylinder was turned one-fourth around, and
again and again this was repeated, until an
entire revolution of the cylinder was com-
pleted. The beans were then taken out of
the earth, and it was found that both the
plume and the radicle had bent to accommo-
datethemselves to every revolution, and the
one in its efforts to ascend perpendicularly,
and the other lo descend, they had formed a
perfect spiral. But although the natural ten-
dency of the roots is downwards, if the soil

beneath be dry, and any damp substance be

above, the roots will ascj

Paper.

to reach it.

—

Late

Selected.

There are many publications, in this day,

that have a tendency to corrupt the mind ; if

we read the Scriptures they will draw us

nearer to God than any other volume. In

the records of our dear Saviour's life and death,

we shall perceive where the Master's feet

have trod ; and in reading his sufferings with
attention, the youthful mind is often moved
and tendered, and in great humility brought
nearer to his pure spirit in the heart.

—

Mary
Hugger.

__

A new and important fact in silk-culture

has been developed by the Acclimation So-

ciety, France, namely, that silk of varied
color can be produced by feeding the silk-

worm on different leaves. Worms fed on
vine leaves produce a silk of a magnificent
red color. Lettuce has been found to produce
an emerald-green colored silk.

—

Late Paper.

Strive against a fretful, complaining disposi-

tion.

THE FRIEND.
NINTH MONTH

What a blessing is health! how essential

to our enjoyment of all it was originally in-

tended that life should bestow !

In its true signification, health implies per-

fection of organization, fulness of animal life,

and harmony in the performance of the func-

tions of the several organs in our " fearfnllj^

and wonderfully made " bodies. To make it

complete in man there must be corresponding
intellectual energy, and the presence of sound
and well-applied moral principles; "a sound
mind in a sound body." Where the whole
system is in a healthy condition, and the
senses awake, vitality, and nervous excite-

ment seek to manifest themselves in action
more or less forcible and continuous; produc-
ing, especially in children, a pleasurable mo-
bility, changed into distressing restlessness,

when the effort is made to suppress it long,
by the action of the will. In the lower aiii-

mals where there is a state of health, it is a
condition of enjoyment, the sense of existence
being a pleasure. It is reasonable to suppose
that health was originally designed to be the
abiding state of every organized being, as we
see it exemplified in the lower orders living
in a state of nature. With them it is the al-

most universal rule, and disease the exception.
But when they are domesticated, and the acci-

dents of life—food, shelter, &c.,—are changed,
they too suffer from sicknesss, and often do
not live out the allotted period of their ex-
istence.

The body of man is made up of the same
elements, and is subject to very much the same
laws as those of other animals, and there does
not appear any sufficient reason to doubt that
if he had lived in accordance with what are
called the laws of nature, and with the re-
quirements of christian civilization, he too
would have enjoyed an equal exemption from
disease as that of other members of the ani-
mal kingdom. But the general and continued
violation of these requirements in successive

generations, has, in ver}' many, permanently
deranged the original healthful condition o1

some one or more of the organs, interrupting

the proper performance of their functions, and

often transmitting from parents to chi'
'

physical system that precludes the enjoyment
of that harmonious action in all its parts whici

is necessary to health. Every practical dis

regard of the laws established by the great

Creator for the government of his creatures

is followed by its appropriate punishment
and hence it is that such disregard of thos*

regulating the healthful operation of the vari

ous organs constituting the human body, hai

inflicted on so many the languishing of dis

ease; and thus also the sin of the parents ii

at times visited on the children, to the thirc

and fourth generation.

If we believe that life is a boon bestowec

by our Father in heaven, designed to conf

happiness here, and to afford the opportunit]

to secure it hereafter, it certainly assumes thi

character of an imperative duty to do wha
we can to preserve and cherish it, by guard
ing against whatever may tend towards iti

impairment or loss, or to defeat the object fo:

which it was conferred. Hence to endange:
health by neglecting the means by which i

may be promoted, to destroy it by bad habit

or vicious indulgences, or to disregard th>

means by which it may be restored when lost

is to go counter to the will of Divine Provi
dence, and to be in measure accessory to ou
own premature death. It is our reasonabl
duty not to thwart the design of the Almight;;

in our creation ; there are also manifold rela

tive and social duties due to our families, ou
friends and to society, and we ought to fee

ourselves restrained from everything that w
have a good reason to believe must prevent o

diminish the value of the service we are calle(

on to render ; and few things are more like

to do this than the presence of disease. Bu
though these are generally admitted truths

yet, we think, there must be few who observ
the manners and customs attendant on th

present modes of life, in what claims to b
enlightened and refined society, but who mus
be sensible how many things are not onP
tolerated, but persistently adhered to, whicl
both science and experience teach us are in

jurious to health, and often productive of seri

ous disease.

Without attempting to dilate on a subject
the exposition of which might extend to
volume, we may briefly refer to two or thre
prolific causes of disease, which are very com
mon and yet easily preventable ; with th
hope it may induce our readers to reflect upoi
them, and perhaps stimulate some of them tc

apply a remedy.
We know that air is essential to the con

tin-uanee of life, at least to independent life

It is indispensable that the oxj'gen it contain
should be brought into contact with the blood
in order to change it from venous to arteria
and this is done by breathing. Health depend
largely upon the purity and amount of th
air we inhale. Where the atmosphere aroui
us is pure, we naturally inflate the lungs full;

by deep inspiration ; where it is vitiated b;

too large a portion of carbonic acid, throw")
off at every exhalation, or by noxious emana
tions from other sources, we as naturall;
breathe less frequently and deeply, from a"

instinctive sense that poison of some kind :

being introduced into the system. And ye
how deficient are the means generally resorte
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to supply our dwellings with fresh, pure air,

id to remove that which has been used and
vitiated ; or even to rid our places of com-

on resort—meeting houses, school houses

id lecture rooms—fiom the poisonous and
'ten fcetid atmosphere produced bj' large

semblies. An individual cannot, with im-

inity, breathe over and over again, the air

hich he has contaminated with the exhala-

ments, and the disuse of others, which almost
insure prolonged wretchedness from result-

ing disease, and often death ; especially among
the tenderer sex, and the children of the rich

and those who ape their follies.

As the various organs of our complicated
system require the stimulus of action, it is in-

dispensable to full health there should be

daily exercise of brain, nerves and muse'

Dns from his own lungs; how much greater] Hence idleness and sluggishness predispose

to disease, and honest labor of both body and
mind is needful lor the full enjoyment of

health in every one. Excessive labor, whether
as regards exertion or time, especially if per-

formed in a close impure atmosphere, exhausts
the vital force below the point of easy or speedy
recuperation, and thus induces disease. This
is more especially the case in brain-work, and
hence it is we so often see merchants and other

business men who devote themselves unremit-

tingly and absorbingly to their occupations, in

a state of chronic indisposition. Their daily

anxiety and care demand an exhaustive ex-

penditure of nervous power, and affect all the

vital functions; disordering the digestion, con-

taminating the blood, and if not resulting in

sudden death I'rom paralysis, or some disease

of the heart, ofttimes rendering life burden-

some by general weariness and distress, some-

times with failure of intellectual powers.

It is commonly admitted that vice and crime

entail misery and disease ;
but there is much

the accompaniments of our present imper-

fect civilization which does not come under

either of these heads, as they are commonly
understood, that materially interferes with

the natural processes of that mysterious entity

which we call life, and insidiously but surely

undermines health and shortensthe number of

our days. Man was not created to pine with

sickness and prematurely die ; but to employ
all his faculties with vigor, and live out the

full period of his probation. Did Christianity

reign supreme throughout the different rank

ust be the damage incurred by respiring air

aded with the exhalations from the lungs of

mdreds, shut up in a closed apartment with-

t free ventilation. However small the
oms in our houses may be, they are as

althful as large ones if care is successfully

ken to have them well supplied with fresh

The wearing of a vail close over the face is

oductive of the same bad effect, of drawing
ck into the lungs the carbonic acid and
ler impurities that have just been expelled.

Food is as indispensable to life and health
air, though we can go much longer with-

t the former than the latter. The body is

nstantly changing. A new creation is going
from day to day, similar to that which
It up the system from its primordial cell,

d the effete or worn out debris is carried

ray. A sufficient supply of food is therefore

cessary to renew the matter required to re-

ir the waste in the different tissues. Our
tural food is furnished from the vegetable
agdom, either direct, or after it has already
en converted into flesh by the living prin-

jle, through the chemistry carried on in the

dy of another animal. There can be little

ubt that generally too much of it is taken
the latter concentrated form, and that many
the modes of preparing it, and the condi-

snts used, which while they stimulate the
petite often induce overfeeding, are inimical

theenjoyment ofgood health. Bread is very
nerally deprived of its saccharine matter

n, and of other nourishing properties, I of society, did each one love his neighbor ase gra _ . . .

the flour being too closely bolted, and too

ig subjected to the fungoid growth springing
)m the yeast mixed in it. Alcoholic stimu-

pts should never be resorted to, unless requir-

to assist nature in throwing off disease, and
en they should be prescribed with the same
re and precision as other medicines. To-
cco or other narcotics weaken the action of

e heart, and prey upon the whole nervous
stem : they are directly poisonous.

The light of the sun is an important element
life and health, essential to nearly all an"

himself, and we all acted up to the obligation

of whether we eat, or whether we drink, or

whatsoever we do, to do all to the glory oJ

God, most of the sources of disease would be

removed, and, in time, we cannot doubt, that

health and happiness would be the lot of all.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Foreign.—On the night of First-day the 24th ult., a

terrific storm swept over Nova Scotia. Halifax dis-

patches report the destruction of life and property on
als as well as Jllants on the surface of the Und and .sea as very great. On the land barns were

rth. Our houses are now constructed much blown down, crops destroyed and cattle killed, and

tter than formerly, for availing of this pow- 1
there w.'is reason to believe that rnany vessels were lost

f , i •
"^

, • J .•' at sea with all on board. The fishermen on the eastern
ful agent in producing and maintaining, ^^^^j;:\';j/^^^";\„^°^\^^^ ^

lalth. But how many allow custom or h^j.^ their boats, fishing tackle, &c., from Greysboro to

shion to exclude the golden sunlight, and
' Cape Canso. At Cape Canso sixty-two buildings were

,rken the apartments they live in by large blown down, twenty-three vessels were ashore in the

,d thick curtains or blinds; not thinking, , strait of Canso, and many on other parts of the coast

,- .1 ,, , • °j A lara-e number of vessels are ashore on the north side
least, not regarding the well ascertained ,^j. ^^^^^"g"^^^^,^ Island, and probably there have

Ct, that the deep shade, with its aceompa-kgej, m^ny wrecked with serious loss of life. The total

ring gloom, soon lessen vitality, and if long loss of property on land and at sea would probably

ntinued, produce enfeebled circulation of the 1
reach several millions of dollars,

ood and palor, consequently loss of elasticity Tlie ^^'^,:^^^ ^ft'eThfviS ptc:edeT383
id vigor; dear payments for ret^^ning theN

^^ ^^^ ^^^pp^^ by the discovery of a fault in the
lor of carpets, or for the general effect given L^bie. Tests show that the fault is near the land. Th
sumptuously furnished rooms. expedition will pay out to Madeira, whence the cable

As regards clothing we need hardly say i

steamer will probably return to repair the fault.

ore thSn that the Unreasoning tyranny of A special dispatch to the London Telegraph says the

,. , • iu- c u
"^ „u „:,»,•„„ 'cholera IS raging m Hungary, and that one half of the

shion exacts in this professedly christian
;^^^^^ p^^^^ s^J_

)mmunity of ours, from thousands, the usoj ^ Bayonne dispatch says : Don Carlos has issued a

kinds of garments, with their adorn- stringent order against interference by his forces with

railroad communication, and the penalty of death is

decreed for violation of this order. The Carlists are
repairing the telegraph lines in tlie north of Spain.

Cartagena is completely invested on the land side by
the Republican army. The republican fleet is in the

offing under Admiral Lobos, but it is reported that a
mutinous spirit prevails in the squadron. The insur-

gents are resolute, and use every efibrt to make the

place impregnable. They liberated all the Carlist

prisoners in that city. The Carlists in turn liberate

all the Communist prisoners who f;ill into their hands.

A severe engagement is reported near the town of
Estella, between five thousand government troops and
three thousand Carlists, in which the latter were de-

feated. The village of Tortella has been entirely de-

stroyed by the Carlists. Fraga in Aragon has been

taken by the Carlists, and a Bayonne dispatch says they

have resumed the siege of Bilboa. A part of the gov-
ernment forces in the north of Spain have mutinied.

The Cortes has rejected a proposition to grant immunity
to the Communist insurgents by a vote of 119 against

42. The government has presented a bill in the Cortes

calling into the army all males between the ages of

twenty and thirty-five years.

The London Times of the 29th ult., has an editorial

on the iron question, the burden of which is that the

trade in iron, long so valuable to England, is being

gradually closed to her. The United .States now com-
pete successfully for the control of the iron traffic with

Canada, South America, and the West Indies. The
Times thinks much of the blame for this state of things

should fall upon the strikers and trades unions.

The British government has decided to send an ex-

pedition from Cape Coast Castle against the Ashantees,

in order to drive them home during the next cool

Sir Samuel Baker and party have reached Cairo on

their return from the expedition into the interior of

Africa. '

The trial of the Bank of England forgers was con-

cluded on the 2Gth ult. George Bidwell, Au.stin Bid-

well, George MacDonnell and Edwin Noyes, were found

guilty, and severally sentenced to penal servitude for

life.

The report of the British Registrar-General, together

with the census returns, e.^tablish the fact that the

average duration of life in England is nearly forty-one

years. Since the commencement of the century there

has been a marked increase in the average length of

life.

London, 9th mo. 1st.—Con.sols 92J. Liverpool.

—

Uplands cotton, 8 jrf. ; Orleans, 9Jrf. Sales 12,000 bales.

Breadstufts firmer.

A dispatch has been received at Toronto, from the

Magdalen Islands, stating that fifty vessels, British and
American, were wrecked in the" gale of the 21st ult.

The French Minister of the Interior has sent a cir-

cular to the Prefects of the Departments of France,

directing them to prohibit demonstrations on the 4tli

inst., the anniversary of the proclamation of the Re-
public.

A special session of the Cabinet Council has been

held to consider what measure the government may
take to allay the discontent caused by the high price of

bread.

The old custom of making pilgrimages to holy

places has been revived among the Catholic inhabitants

of France. During the past three months the railroad

companies have sold 3(30,000 tickets to religious pil-

grims.

A Berlin dispatch says, the Roman Catholic Bishop

Koltt, has been sentenced to pay a fine of 400 thalers

for infraction of the ecclesiastical laws, in appointing

clergymen without obtaining the sanction of the State

authorities.

A Vienna dispatch says :
" There is great dissatisfac-

tion with the results of the Exposition. It is alleged

that those who know how the prizes were secured will

attach no value to the medals awarded. An English

firm has refused to accept the offered medal. About

30,000 medals were awarded to exhibitors, of which

400 go to Americans."
An Antwerp dispatch of the 26th ult. says, a great

conflagration was occasioned here last night by a stroke

of lightning which set fire to one of the largest ware-

houses in the city, and this, with the surrounding build-

ings, was destroyed. Loss about §400,000.

The Cuban insurgents prolong the struggle.^ In an

engagement near St. Jago de Cuba, sixty of the Spanish

troops were killed.

Paris dispatches of the 30th ult. says : It is reported

that the government will pay to Germany the last in-

stalment of the war indemnity on the 14th of Tenth

month.
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The trial of Marshal Bazaine, which will be held at RECEIPTS.

Trianon will commence on the 6th of Tenth month. |
Keceived from Elwood E. Hames K J., $2, yo 47 ;

The Journal des Debates has a significent article from from James Heald 0., |2, vol. 4< from h E. Haine»,

the pen of Lemoine, in which the writer expresses the
;

Pa., $2, vol 47; from Samuel F. Troth, C ty S2, vol.

o^n'^^on that a Republic is impossible, and France must 47 ;
froin Abraham gibbons. Pa $2 vol 47 ;

from

have a liberal monarchy. The Count de Chambord
,

Mary J. Cresson, Pa $2, vol. 47
;
from Jane Ann Pass-

mu^t give a constitutional charter, or a monarchy under more. Pa., $2, vol. 47 ;
from George Pandndge, Pa.,

him would be as impossible as a Republic. |$2, vol. 47 ;
from Levi B. S okes, City, $2, vol.47

;
from

The British fleet in Cartagena have taken possession ! David Darnell, N. J., $2, vol 47 ,^from Jeremiah Foster,

of the Spanish iron-elads Alamanza and Vittoria, which
;

R. I., S2, vol. 47 ;
from Deborah D. Homey, Ind $2

oiine^ia ., , . ._ The British Vice- vol. 47 ; from Charles Stokes, Agent, N. J., for Mark

that the insurgent Junta would propi

by which they should consent to the removal of the

iron-clads on condition that they be held at Gibraltar,

and not surrendered to the Madrid government until

the differences with the insurgents at Cartagena are

settled.

United Statks.—During the year ending 6th mo.

30th 1873, the net receipts from customs were $188,-

089,522.70: from internal revenue, $113,729,314.14;

from sales of public lands, $2,882,312.38; from miscel-

laneous sources, $29,037,055.4-5. Total receipts $333,-

738,204.67.

In the same time the expenditures were as follows

For premium on purchase of bonds,

For civil and miscellaneous purposes,

For War Department,

For Indians and pensions, .

For Navy Department,

For interest on the public debt, .

$5,105,919 99

73,328,110 06
46,323,138:31

37,311,131 74
23,526,2-56 79

104,750,688 44

0,345,245 ;Total expenditures, . .

The net reduction of the public debt during the fiscal

year was $43,667,630.05.

In New York last week there were 613 interments,

in Philadelphia 310, and in St. Louis 204. Of the

deaths in Philadelphia 131 were under two years of

age, 31 cholera infantum, 32 consumption, and 11 old

During the Eighth month the quantity of rain which

fell in Philadelphia measured 12.29 inches; the aver-

age rainfall of that month during the past thirty-six

years having been 5.07 inches. Thus far during the

year the rainfall has measured 41.58 inches ;
as the

mean annual rainfall at Philadelphia is 46.07 inches,

the present year will probably largely exceed the

average of the past.

On the first inst. the total debt of the United States,

less cash in the Treasury, was $2,140,695,365, having

been reduced $6,752,820 during the Eighth month.

The Markets, &c.—TEe following were the quotations

on the first inst. Nem York.—American gold, 115}.

U. S. sixes, 1881, 119|; ditto, 1868, 118; ditto, 10-40

5 per cents, 113A. Superfine flour, $-5.10 a $5.70 ;
State

extra, $6.30 a $6.80; finer brands, j7 a $10. White
Michigan wheat, $1.77 ; red western, $1.67 ;

No. 2 Mil-

waukie spring, $1..50 ; No. 2 Chicago, $1.48. Oats, 43

a 47J cts. Yellow corn, 62 cts. Philadelphia.—Mid-
dling cotton, 19J a 20J cts. for uplands and New Orleans.

Superfine flour,' $3.50 a $4.-50; finer brands, $5 a $10.

Western red wheat, $1.60 a $1.63. Rye, 80 a 85 cts.

Yellow corn, 62 cts. Oats, 39 a 45 cts. Lard,

cts. Clover-seed, 9.V a 10 cts. The market for beef

cattle dull. Receipts 3,261 head. Choice and extra

sold at 6 J a 1\ cts. per lb. gross; fair to good, 5 a 6 cts.,

and common, 3J a 4i cts. Sheep sold at 4i a 5J cts. per

lb. gross. Receipts '17,000 head. Corn fed hogs, $6.75

a $7.25 per 100 lb. net. Receipts 6,000 head. Chicago.

—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.18i ; No. 2 do., $1.14; No. 3

do., $1.10J. No. 2 mixed corn, 40.V cts. No. 2 oats,

27 i cts. Rye, 68 cl.s. No. 2 fall barley, $1.20. St.

Louis.—No. 2 winter red wh^at, $1.50 ; No. 3 iiill red,

$1.33. CmcmTuKi.—Family flour, $6.85 a $7 Wheat,
$1.35. Corn, 52 a 53 cts. Rye, 76 cts. Oats, 33 a 40 cts.

Lard, 8J cts. MUwaukie.—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.21|

;

No. 2 do., $1.18. No. 2 oats, 27i cts. No. 2 mixed
corn, A0\ cts. Detroit.—Extra white wheat, $1.65 ; No.
1 white, $l.-56i ; amber, $1.46. No. 2 corn, 47^ cts.

White oats, 33 cts.

WANTED
A teacher in the classical department on the boys'

side at Westtown School.

Application may be made to

Thomas Conard, West Grove, Chester Co.
Joseph Walton, Philadelphia.
William Evans, "

Charles Evans, "

48 ; from William R. Taber, N. Y., per Nicholas D
Tripp, J2, vol. 47 ; from William D. Stephen, O., $5,

to No. 27, vol. 48 ; from Dr. George Thomas, Pa., $2,

to No. 24, vol. 48, and for J. Preston Thomas, $2, to

No. 23, vol. 48, and Richard M. Thomas, Jonah Ogilsbe,

and Enos Morris, $2 each, vol. 47 ;
from Joshua Embree,

Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from Mary Thistlethwaite, N. Y., $2,

vol. 47; from Sarah Heald, lo., $2, vol. 47; from

Jonathan Fawcett, O., $2, vol. 47 ; from Benjamin W.
Passmore, Agent, Pa., $2, vol. 47, and for Nathan Pen-

nell, Rebecca Larkin, Sarah Larkin, Caleb E Thomas,

Caleb Webster, Rebecca Trimble, Rachel Hill, and

Harvey Thomas, Pa., and Amanda Gallimore, O., $2

each, vol. 47 ; from Richard B. Bailey, Pa., $2, vol. 47
;

from Aaron Sharpless, Pa., $2, vol. 47, and for Sidney

Sharpless and Thomas Sharpless, $2 each, vol. 47
;

from Harriet J. Smedley, City, and Joseph W. Jones,

Pa., per Edward C. Jones, $2 each, vol. 47; from

Thomas Wistar, City, $2, vol. 47; from Pemberton

Moore, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from William H. Walter, Pa.,

$2, vol. 47 ; from William Neal, City, $2, vol. 47 ;
from

Jane H. Pickering, N. J., $2, vol. 47 ; from Lydia T.

King, Pa., $2, vol. 47, and for Jo-seph E. Mickle, $2,

vol. 47 ; from John R. Tatum, Del., $2, vol. 47 ;
from

William P. Smedley, Pa., S-2, vol. 47; from Phebe

McBride, lo., $2, vol. 47 ; from Sarah L. Passmore, Pa.,

$2, vol. 47 ; from James W. McGrew, Agent, O., $2,

vol. 47, and for Mark Willits, John Hoyle, Amasa
Negus and James Edgerton, $2 each, vol. 47; from

Parker Hall, Agent, O., $2, vol. 47, and for Nathan
Hall, William Hall, Jr., James McGrail, John W.
Smith, Lewis Taber, Lindley Hall, Jonathan Binns,

Robert Smith, and Josiah Hall, $2 each, vol. 47, and

for David Thomas, $2, to No. 27, vol. 47; from Philip

P. Dunn, N. J., $2, vol. 47, and for Thomas A. Bell,

Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from Reuben Battin, Agent, Pa., $2,

to No. 10, vol. 48, and for Sarah Minard, $2, to No. 11,

vol. 48, George Schill, Theodore Hess, Henry Brack-

man, and Abel McCarty, $2 each, vol. 47, Aaron
McCarty, $2, to No. 43, vol. 47, Joseph McCarty, $2,

to No. 44, vol. 47, and Jesse McCarty, $2, to No. 12,

vol. 48 ; from Samuel Shaw, O., for Jehu AUman, Barak
Ashton, Jason Tullos, Job Huestis, John Lipsey, and

James A. Cope, $2 each, vol. 47, and for Eliza Stock,

$2, to No. 19, vol. 48 ; from Jordan Ballard, O., $2, vol.

47, and for Elijah Haworth and John A. Oren, $2 each,

vol. 47 ; from Phebe Jacobs, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from
Edward Stratton, Agent, O., 50 cents, to No. 52, vol.

47, and for Sarah Taylor, $2.-50, to No. 16, vol. 46, and

Abel H. Blackburn, Mary S. Barber, Joseph Taylor,

William H. Blackburn, Merab Hall, and Wilson Hall,

$2 each, vol. 47; from Josiah Bacon, City, per Samuel
H. Roberts, $2, vol. 47 ; from Andrew Moore, Pa., $2,

vol. 47 ; from Charles Burton, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from
Elizabeth D. Meredith, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from George
Brinton, Pa., *2, vol. 47; from Henry R. Woodward,
N. J., $2, vol. 47 ; from Joshua JefFeris, Pa., $2, vol.

47 ; from James Embree, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ;
from Stogdell

Stokes, Pa., $2, vol. 47; from Samuel Trimble, M. D.,

$2, vol. 47 ; from Edward Michener, Pa., $2, vol. 47
;

from Lydia G. Allen and Nathan Garrett, Pa., $2 each,

vol. 47 ; from Joel Wilson, Agent, N. J., $2, vol. 47,

and for Mary Thorn, $2, vol. 47 ; from Joseph Matlack,
Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from Thomas Conard, Agent, Pa., for

Thomas Passmore, Samuel Hoopes, and Amos E. Whit-
.son, $2 each, vol. 47 ; from Micajah M. Morlan, Agent,
O., for Benjamin Antrim and Mary J. French, $2 eac'

vol. 47, and for Anna Macey, $4, to No. 52, vol. 4'

from John Brantingham, O., $2, vol. 47, and for Isaac
Cope and John A. Cope, $2 each, vol. 47 ; from Hannah
Roberts, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from John Forsythe, Pa., $2,
vol.47; from Daniel Williams, Agent, O., for Pcisey

Wood, Isaac Mitchell, Jacob Holloway, Asa Branson,
Mary Chandler, Juliann H. Branson, Mary Ann Hol-
loway, Sarah Purviance, Joseph Bailey, Joseph H.
Branson, Joseph Walker, Ephraim W. Holloway,
Stephen Hobson, and John C. Hoge, $2 each, vol. 47

;

from Daniel Williams and Stephen Hobson, Ag
O., $2 each for Rachel Arnold, to No. 52, vol. 47 ; frc

Thomas Bundy, O., per Stephen Hob.son, Agent, %
vol. 47 ; from Ezra Engle, N. J., $2, vol. 47 ;

from ]

W. South, M. D., N. J., $2, vol. 47; from Marsha

Fell, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from Isaac Cowgill, O., $:

47, and for Joseph Cowgill, $2, vol. 47 ;
from Ami

Lee, Pa., per Jesse Hall, $2, vol. 47 ; from Phebe j

Haines, N. J., $2, to No. 11, vol. 48, and for Caleb 3

Haines, and Juliana Powell, $2 each, vol. 47.

Remittances received after Fourth-day 'morning will j

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Wkter Session will open on the 3rd

Eleventh month. Friends intending to send pupils

the Institution are requested to make early applicatic

to Charles J. Allen, Street Road P. O., Chester C(

Pa. Applications may also be left with Jacob Smedle
304 Arch St., Philadelphia.

'

WESTTOWN.
A Special meeting of the Committee on InstructiJ

will be held on Fourth-day, the 10th inst.,_at 2 o'cloi

p. M., in the Committee-room on Arch St. Gener

and punctual attendance is requested.

WANTED
A teacher for a small Monthly Meeting School

Fallsington, to commence immediately and teach tht

months. Compensation $22 per month and board.

Apply to James H. Moon, Fallsington, Bucks C
Penna.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLORE
PERSONS.

Teachers are wanted for these schools, to be open

about the first of Tenth month.
Application may be made to

Elton B. Gifford, 28 North Third St.

Ephraim Smith, 1013 Pine St.

James Bromley, 641 Franklin St.

Richard J. Allen, 472 North Third St

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDU
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A Friend and his wife are wanted to take charge-

this Institution, and to man.ige the farm connected w
it. A teacher of the school will also be wanted at I

commencement of the Fall term.

Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co., P
Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada.

Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Ches
Co., Pa.

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphii

Physician and Superintendent—Joshua H. Woro
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boarc

Managers.

Died, on the 9th of Eighth month, 1873, at his r.

dence, near Marlborough, Stark Co., Ohio, Sami
Carr, in the 86th year of his age, a member of Up;
Springfield Monthly and Marlborough Particular Mi
ing. He bore a short but painful illness with rema
able patience and resignation, often expressing

belief ihat his time was come; also his willingnest

depart this life. He passed quietly away, leaving

relatives and friends the comfortable assurance that

end was peace. Of this dear Friend it might be s;

his light shone more and more unto the perfect day
evinced by his increa.sed care over his conduct and (

versation. " Be ye also ready, for in such an hou!

ye think not, the Son of man cometh."
, on the morning of the 15lh ult., at his

dence in Chester Co., Pa., of a protracted illn

Ben,tamin Maule, in the eightieth year of his ag
highly esteemed elder and member of London Gr
Mcmthly and Particular Meeting. His soundn
principle and consistency of practice endeared bin

his family and very many fri-ends. "Blessed are

dead which die in the Lord, from henceforth
; ;

saith the Spirit, that they may rest from their lal

and their works do follow them."

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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' 7th mo. 2cl, 1815. At Oswego Meeting, we
ere divinely fiivored together; a time to be

membered. I began with : How do j-ou

ink our hearts and minds should bo disposed,

hen we present ourselves before the most
gb God, to make an offering to Him? I

ent on with a pressing invitation to the

)uth to close in with the heavenly call, and
larged on what the Queen of Sheba ad-

ired so much. When she saw the waiting

Solomon's servants, and the attendance of

8 ministers, there was no more strength left

her. [I expressed the desire] that others

uld be induced to see what I believed was
pified by the waiting of the servants, each
his or her place ; and the attendance of the

inisters, each in his or her own service
; the

Itention such are giving, drawn forth in gos-

I love. Could individuals but witness how
ese part with their connections, as husbands
ith their wives, and wives with their hus-

inds, and these with dear and tender chil-

en, desirous to meet again, if the will of God
3 such, but if not, that the survivors may be

labled to say, thy will be done, O Father;

ad when these come and attend faithfully to

leir duty, laboring in the ability received,

would they suppose all] this to bo for the

itertainment of an assembly for an hour,

ffording delight, and then [for the impres
on] to pass away like an early dew or i

lorning cloud, and leave scarcely a trace ii

le minds of many ?

5th. Attended the meeting at Peekskill

t was dull for some time and trying. I said

suppose we almost all believe that religious

leetings are designed and intended to wor-

hip the Lord our maker; but are they an-

wering the end for which they were insti-

ited. This 1 believe it becomes us to con-

ider. The Divine Master has left the clearest

estimony on this subject I ever met with in

II mj- reading. He said the hour cometh and
ow is, that the true worshippers shall wor-

hip the Father in spirit and in truth. He
floreover added, for such the Father seoketh

worship Him. I believe it is very possible

or form to take place so that nothing of the

abstance remains. Thus I believe preaching,

praying, and singing, as well as sitting in

"once, may bo all ibrmally done, but what
ill the profit be? Is it not like people com-

g together to do a piece of business, and
pretending at it and doing nothing, no more
it may bo than to talk about it "and go away,
having only the outside appearance? Can we
suppose that such an offering will be accept-

able to a God who sees the very secrets of the

heart, and knows whether there is sinceritj'

there or not? It was a close, searching time,

and formality was examined in divers ways,

and the meeting ended solemnly.

6th. We attended the meeting at Croton.

It was not large, and mostly of others than

Friends. My exercise was lengthy. I began
ith. He that lovoth me, I will love, but he

that despiseth me shall be lightly esteemed.

It is commanded. Thou shalt love the Lord
thy God with all thy heart and with all thy
soul, mind and strength. So it is evident, that

we must love Him more than any worldly

enjoyment, for the Divine Master said. He
that lovoth father or mother more than me is

not worthy of me, and ho that loveth wife or

children more than me is not worthy of me.

So we must love Him supremely above all

earthly things, if we would obtain His love

and favor. In order to worship Him accept-

bly, we must have our treasure in heaven,

for where our treasure is, there our hearts will

be also; where our treasure is, there will our

adoration be paid, there our hearts and minds
will go ; thus to bo true worshippers, we must
love Him above all.

7th. Attended Salem Meeting. Death reign-

ed, as I believe. A poorer meeting I scarcely

ever sat in, for a long time ; but at length I

felt way to open to state several ideas, among
which was, that I believed it was as impossi

ble for a mere man to preach the gospel, as it

would be for him to make a world. This I

suppose we all agree is impossible, and so I

believe in regard to preaching the gospel ; for

the gospel of Christ is the power of God unto

salvation. Afterwards I held out encourage-

ment to a tried, discouraged state, and advised

to faithfulness. The meeting ended with
solemnity.

8th. A rainy morning, and we are six miles

from the meeting. I was somewhat unwell

with a headache and cold. The Friend [with

whom we lodged] had pressed us hard to go

homo with him, which I was not quite free to

do, but we submitted to his importunity. We
rode through the rain, and got well there.

The. meeting collected, but not large. We sat

down in silence, and continued so until near

the close, when I made some remarks relative

to silent worship, in which I stated, that I be-

lieved I had improved more in silent meetings

than from preaching; that I thought both

silence and preaching were proper, each in

their proper place. After meeting we dined

at Daniel Sutton's, and I was informed that

there had been four appointed meetings at

this place in two weeks, and much counsel

given. In the meeting I had a sense that the
fixvors bestowed had not been attended to as
hould have been.

10 th. We had a meeting consisting of many
people at North Castle, where my mind was
emarkably impressed with a sense of the

glitter of the world filling the mental view,

and the danger attending. I said : The voice

said, ' Cry, what shall I cry ? All flesh is

grass, and all the goodliness of man is as the
flower of the field, the grass withereth and
the flower thereof fadeth, but the Word of

God endureth forever.' A lengthy and im-
pressive testimony I was enabled to bear at

that time.

13th. The Monthly Meeting at Purchase,
which we attended. I endeavored to call the
attention of the dear young people to the re-

membrance of the many favors conferred on
them, such who have often had the visitations

of Divine love renewed on their minds. I

mentioned the attachment of David to Jona-
than, who said, very pleasant hast thou been

to me, thy love exceeding great. How he
bewailed his beloved Jonathan ! who followed

a tall leader to the towering heights of Mount
Gilboa, where was neither dew nor rain, nor
fields of offering. Here he fell and many more,

who followed a leader that God had left and
answered no more. It was a solemn, search-

ing time.

1-lth. We wore at an appointed meeting at

Mamaroneck. It was to me a very precious

meeting. I labored to raise and encourage a
diffident, tried and depressed state ; and to

discourage a too forward and active one. It

was a much-favored meeting, and comfortably

owned by Israel's Shepherd."

At Stonybrook, New Jersey, having men-
tioned his prospect of having a meeting, the

Friend at whose house he was, he says, "en-

quired for my certificate, and carped at several

things. I answered all his enquiries, and
showed him my certificate, and withal let him
know ho was more exact and nice than any I

had met with before; his enquiries were to

me, too much like peevishness and unfriendli-

ness. However ho sent some notice about,

and we staid and were kindly treated after-

ward." The mooting was a small one. In it

J. H. spoke of worship, and in his memoranda
makes this comment :

" I have often had to

call the attention of people to this subject, and
to endeavor to impress it on their minds as

closely as I could. O how much it is ne-

glected !

20th. At Bast Branch, way opened to set

an inheritance in the Truth above all the

splendid wealth and glittering show this world

can afford. A bare subsistence with it, is to

be preferred to the enjoyment of great posses-

sions and much pomp and show without it.

For if wo compare one in the midst of great

wealth, but in deep bodily distress, and just

ready to depart out of this world, with no
hope of comfort in the next; and one with

little earthly riches, on the point of expiring.
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and having a glorious immortality in view,

how much the latter is to be preferred.

In the afternoon, at Upper Freehold, ability

was given to encourage the youth in the paths

of virtue, and they were told that closing in

with offered mercy was the safest way to shun
the paths of infidelity, which some had fallen

into because they had first wilfully gone
wrong."
From this place he proceeded to Philadel-

phia, visiting some meetings on the way, and
having purchased a carriage and harness for

§45, ho and his companion continued their

journey home, where he arrived on the 12th

of 8th mo. 1815, after an absence often months
and fifteen days. He says: "We found all

well, and had enjoyed good health during the
time we were away. For these and many
other favors and blessings, I feel thankful to

the Preserver of men."

National Observatory—Description of the King of

Cloclis.

A Washington correspondent furnishes the
following description of the great clock at the
national observatorj': And now about this

wonderful king of clocks, which is to control

such a number of subordinates in so important
a matter. JSuppose, after everything has been
arranged and is working charmingly, that
clock should suddenly stop! Would all the
other clocks connected with it stop at the
precise moment, or would they run on their

own account and perform all manner of tricks ?

Who can estimate the consequences that might
ensue ? Well, the probability is that no great
disarrangement of things and matters could
follow ; but such an event is not at all likely

to occur. Since 1845 this clock has been in

constant use, and is only stopped every tenth
year to be cleaned. It is a large pendulum
clock, of the kind known as "astronomical,"
with a silver dial and self-regulating mercury
pendulum. It is inclosed in a dark mahog-
any case, with glass windows in the front
exhibiting the dial and pendulum, while the
works are covered in a sealed case to prevent
dust from getting in. The clock, which, with
the case and pendulum, is about five feet in

height, does not stand upon the floor, but is

attached by means of clamps, to a solid square
granite pillar, weighing some fifty or sixty
tons, which passes through the floor without
touching it, and through the cellar and earth
below until it reaches the solid rock. This
is done to prevent any movement in the build-

ing, such as people walking on the floors and
stair-cases, from jarring the clock, which is as
motionless as the rock uj)on which it rests.

It is placed in a corner of the "chronometer
room," in the east wing of the building,

where it is in the shade, and the stone pier to
which it is attached is surrounded by a sub-
stantial railing or balustrade, to prevent con-
tact with the clock. Nothing short of an
earthquake could cause this distinguished
member of the clock family to lose his equil-
ibrium

;
" tick, tick, tick, tick," it has told oft"

the seconds and the hours in times of war and
times of peace, and will do so, doubtless, for
many years to come. It may sound curious
for me to say so, but it was really with a
strange feeling of awe that I stood before this
clock, which, while it shows the ingenuity of
man, yet shows how vain would be his efforts
to stop the hands of time. Every tick you
hear is a second lost and gone—and brings

you so much nearer the grave. It knows no
mercy, no delay. And the seconds make up
the minutes, the minutes the hours, and hours
the days, and the days make years, of which
we mortals have but a scant allowance com-
pared with time. Days go and years go, and
we are no more; but the sun goes on its course,

and the clock ticks on, "tick, tick, tick," for

new generations; and so on, until—

?

This mechanical wonder was made by the
celebrated firm of Parkinson & Frodsham, ot

Change alley, London. It is wound up every
eight days by the oflScer in charge of the
chronometer room, and is each time wound
up at precisely the same hour, minute and
second. There is another clock, used in mak-
ing certain astronomical observations, and
held in reserve if any accident should befal

the Frodsham. This was made by Bond, in

Boston, and is very nearly as accurate as the
celebrated English clock which gives us the
American standard of time.

To furnish the exact time is not the only
important task which devolves upon this

clock, as we shall presently see. There are
in the same room with it a number of heavy,
closed boxes, arranged in rows and hollow
squares, all securely lockpd. These contain
the chronometers of the navy, used on oui
men-of-war when in commission, and there
are in these cases about two hundred of them,
every one of which is regularly wound up and
kept going. Not all of these, however, are
the property of the navy ; some are here on
trial and belong to the manufacturers, as the
law demands that every chronometer shall be
tested for a certain length of time before it i

purchased. There are here chronometers of
all kinds, of almost every famous make, and
from every country. There are sonre very
old and historical chronometers that saw ser-

vice on Lake Erie and participated in Perry's
victory; andquiteanumber have been through
our late war. They are all kept constantly
going and regulated by means of the standard
clock in the corner; and a careful record is

kept of each, showing precisely how much it

gains or loses in a given period. To facilitate

the regulation of these chronometers a very
simple but clever contrivance is brought into
play. By touching a spring on the standai-d
clock, the vibrations of the pendulum are
audibly recorded by the taps of an electro-
magnet, at regular intervals of one second.
It would, of course, be impossible for the ob-
server to have his eyes on the second dial of
the standard clock, and on that of the chro-
nometer he is about to compare with it at the
same time

;
but by this arrangement he is en-

abled to follow with his eyes the motions of
the second hand of the chronometer, while his
ear tells him if these motions correspond with

of the pendulum and second hand of the
large clock. In this manner he sees, every
day, through all the chronometers, comparing
each with the standard clock, and making up
their record. "When a ship of the navy goes
to sea a requisition is sent for its chronome-
ters to this place

; and only such are issued as
have been thoroughly tested. A statement
furnished with each, which gives the amount

of time gained or lost in a given period, so
that, in making observations and deductions,
the deviation in the chronometer may be rec-
tified. As the safety of a ship to a great ex-
tent depends on its chronometer, the import-

seen ; and that explains the great care take
of them and the reason why their record mui
be kept with such unfailing accuracy. T
Commander James H. Gillis is at present ii

trusted the care of these delicate instrument

and of the "standard of time," and no ob

else is permitted to touch the clock and chn
nometers, or the telegraphic apparatus in

nection therewith.

Selected for "The Friend,

Extract from a sermon delivered at Stool

port, Eng., by Samuel Fothergill, on the 20t
of the Eleventh month, 1768.

" I confess with respect to an instantaneov

work, ' I have not so learned Christ :' Far t

it from me to judge another man's servan
but I have not so learned Christ, as to kno'

it to be an instantaneous, but a gradual worl
Some think there is a sudden death to sii

and a new birth to righteousness, in a m(
ment. I have not traced the conduct of peop
professing the Christian religion, with an ui

charitable eye ; but I have often observed ths

instantaneous work to be of short lived coi

tinuance : I have seen some recur back agai

to their sins, and their latter end has bee

worse than their beginning. When God saic

Let there be light, there was light, a succe

sion of days and nights, the beauties of th

creation were gradually brought forth, ti

man was made in God's image.
" I have not been destitute of some degre

of religious experience ; the praise I dedical

to God, the fruits to your service. Eeligio

has worn this aspect with me, it has been
gradual work, a gradual advancement froi

faith to faith ; but when people are enriche

with unfelt truths, they call a strong persui

sion of the mind, faith, when it is only a
opinion. The faith that works by love, sut

verts the strongholds of Satan, restores peopl
to a state of acceptance with God, impressin

the features of the king of heaven upon a

their actions; but this opinion, this mistak
opinion, would pass by redemption from
iniquity, the leaven of the kingdom, woul
lead to a variety of actions, abundance
words and professions, and set the mind aflo

above that sacred leaven, that unspeakabl
gift, which cannot be fully uttered. The Lor
preserve us from this dangerous mistake.

* * * "This unspeakable gift, the religio

of Jesus, works secretly, powerfully and e

fectually : sometimes it draws to expression
oftentimes otherwise: the occasion of prait

ceased not when there was silence in heave
for half an hour. May we so hide the wor
in our hearts, as to witness its progress ther
I have feared the multitude of conversatio
has betrayed the minds of the people; bee
afraid of people talking away religion by fr

quent use, familiarizing their minds to tres

the things of God not with that feeling revei;

ence, flowing from this unspeakable gift. Fi
be it from me to enfeeble any mind bent aft(

things of the greatest moment. I know I r
gret with you, the too general conversatio

of the world goes upon other subjects; an

things appertaining to life and godliness, a)

rather objects of contempt and derision, tha

of that humble, reverential awe that become!
This is too much the case; 3*et there is

possibility of talking away religion, by a mii

tiplicity of conversation, passing beyond oi

own light. I would rather endeavor to kno
anoe of having them as near absolutely cor- what the Holy Ghost meant by that silenc

rect and exact as possible will, of course, be|ia heaven for half an hour, than makereligic
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cheap by conversation ;—keep it in the
art; too much discourse carries off the
;ence of religion

;
keep the mind as a garden

closed
; a proper attention to this unspeak-

le gift, will tend moro to comfort and
engthen than a profession of words which
rries away the proper sensibility of our
te and condition. I know the matter re-

ires distinction
;
I wai>t not to discourage

ything of an heavenly birth; but fearsome
been carried out of their depth, the

fine spirit of religion has been evaporated,
eatly to their loss. Let not those who care
r none of these things, run into discourse
bversive of religion. Wisdom leads in the
ddicpathsofjudgment; and though the gift

unspeakable, yet we have a right under-
mding of the effects upon our own minds,
know there is a sun in the firmament, we

3I its warmth, it extends its light and warmth
rough the globe, but the utmost intent of

nature is inexplicable : the division of its

ys, the source of its heat, after what man-
r placed in the planetary world, or how
med : these things are inexplicable. So it is

th the Sun of Eighteousness ; but though
e properties of the sun be unspeakable, we
low, we rejoice in its effect; we have in-

ibitable proofs of its existence. So the un-
)eakable gift, the Sun of Eighteousness ; to

ilighten men, to guide them in wisdom, to
splenish their affections, and set them on
lings above, though an unspeakable gift,

at intelligible, reaches the minds of men,
(facts them, quickens them, raises them from
eath and dead works, to a contemplation ot

lose things which are of infinite importance."

Masoa Wasps and Bees of Brazil.

In the lower part of the MahicA woods,
bwards the river, there is a bed of stiff white
lay, which supplies the people of Santarem
pith material for the manufacture of coarse
lottery and cooking utensils: all the kettles,

aucepans, mandioca ovens, coffee-pots, wash
bg-vessels, and so forth, of the poorer classes

hroughout the country, are made of this same
ilastic clay, which occurs at short intervals
iver the whole surface of the Amazons valley

rom the neighborhood of Para to within the
Peruvian borders, and forms part of the great
Cabatinga marl deposit. To enable the ves-

*ls to stand the fire, the bark of a certain
ree, called Caraipe, is burnt and mixed with
he clay, which gives tenacity to the ware
IJaraipe is an article of commerce, being sold,

)acked in baskets, at the shops in most of the
owns. The shallow pits, excavated in the
narly soil at Mahicil, were very attractive to

nany kinds of mason bees and wasps, who
nake use of the clay to build their nests with
[ spent many an hour, watching their pro
ieedings: a short account of the habits of
lome of these busy creatures may be interest-

The most conspicuous was a large yellow
md black wasp, with a remarkably long and
larrow waist, the Pelopaeus fistularis. It col-

ected the clay in little round pellets, which
t carried off, after rolling them into a eon-
lenient shape in its mandibles. It came
jtraight to the pit with a loud hum, and, on
ilighting, lost not a moment in beginning to

svork ; finishing the kneading of its little load

in two or three minutes. The nest of this

species is shaped like a pouch, two inches in

length, and is attached to a branch or other

projecting object. One of these restless arti-

ficers once began to build on the handle of a
chest in the cabin of my canoe, when we were
stationary at a place for several days. It was
so intent on its work that it allowed mo to
inspect the movements of its mouth with a
lens whilst it was laying on the mortar.
Every fresh pellet was brought in with a
triumphant song, which changed to a cheerful
busy hum when it alighted and began to work.
The little ball of moist clay was laid on the
edge of the cell, and then spread out around
the circular rim by means of the lower lip

guided by the mandibles. The insect placed
itself astride over the rim to work, and, on
finishing each addition to the structure, took
a turn round, patting the sides with its feet

inside and out before flying off to gather a
fresh pellet. It worked only in sunny weather,
and the previous layer was sometimes nc^t

quite dry when the new coating was added.

The whole structure takes about a week to

complete. I left the place before the gay little

builder had quite finished her task : she did

not accompany the canoe, although we moved
along the bank of the river very slowly. On
opening closed nests of this species, which are

common in the neighborhood of Mahicd, I al-

ways found them to be stocked with small

spiders of the genus Gastracantha, in the usual

half-dead state to which the mother wasps
reduce the insects which are to serve as food

for their progeny.
Besides the Pelopseus there ware three or

four kinds of Trypoxylon, a genus also found
in Europe, and which some naturalists have
supposed to be parasitic, because the legs are

not furnished with the usual row of strong

bristles for digging, characteristic of the fami

ly to which it belongs. The species of Try-
poxylon, however, are all building wasps ; two
of them which I observed (T. albitarse and an
undescribed species) provision their nests with
spiders, a third (T. aurifrons) with small cater-

pillars. Their habits are similar to those of

the Pelopfcus ; namely, they carry off the clay

in their mandibles, and have a different song
when they hasten away with the burthen, to

that which they sing whilst at work. Tiy-

poxylon albitarse, which is a large black kind,

three-quarters of an inch in length, makes a

tremendous fuss whilst building its cell. It

often chooses the walls or doors of chambers
for this purpose, and when two or three are

at work in the same place, their loud hum
ming keeps the house in an uproar. The cell

is a tubular structure about three inches Ie

length. T. aurifrons, a much smaller species

makes a neat little nest shaped like a carafe
;

building rows of them together in the corners

of verandahs.
But the most numerous and interesting of

the clay artificers are the workers of a species

of social bee, the Melipona fasciculata. The
Meliponaj in tropical America take the place

of the true Apides, to which the European hive-

bee belongs, and which are here unknown
;

they are generally much smaller insects than

the hive-bees and have no sting. The M.
fasciculata is about a third shorter than the

Apis mellifica: its colonies are composed of an

immense number of individuals
; the workers

are generally seen collecting pollen in the

same way as other bees, but great numbers
arc employed gathering clay. The rapidity

and precision of their movements whilst thus

paws and passed to the second pair of feet,

which, in their turn, convey them to the large

foliated expansions of the hind shanks which
are adapted normally in bees, as every one
knows, for the collection of pollen. The mid-
dle feet pat the growing pellets of mortar on
the hind legs to keep them in a compact shape

the particles are successively added. The
little hodsman soon have as much as they can
carry, and they then fly off. I was for some
time puzzled to know what the bees did with
the clay; but I had afterwards plenty of op-

portunity for ascertaining. They construct

their combs in any suitable crevice in trunks
of trees or perpendicular banks, and the clay

is required to build up a wall so as to close the

gap, with the exception of a small orifice for

their own entrance and exit. Most kinds of

Meliponaj are in this way masons as wall as

workers in wax and pollen-gatherers. One
"ttle species (undescribed) not more than two
lines long, builds a neat tubular gallery of

claj^ kneaded with some viscid substance out-

side the entrance to its hive, besides blocking

up the crevice in the tree within which it is

situated. The mouth of the tube is trumpet-
shaped, and at the entrance a number of the

pigmy bees are always stationed apparently

acting as sentinels.

A hive of the Melipona fasciculata, which I

saw opened, contained about two quarts of

pleasantly-tasted liquid honey. The bees, as

already remarked, have no sting, but they
bite furiously when their colonies are dis-

turbed. The Indian who plundered the hive

was completely covered by them ; they took

a particular fancy to the hair of his head, and
fastened on it by hundreds. I found forty-

five species of these bees in different parts of

the country ; the largest was half an inch in

length ; the smallest were extremely minute,

soma kinds being not more than one-twelfth

of an inch in size. These tiny fellows are

often very troublesome in the woods, on ac-

count of their familiarity ; they settle on one's

face and hands ; and, in crawling about, get

into the eyes and mouth, or up the nostrils.

Whilst on the subject of bees, I may men-
tion that the neighborhoods of Santarem and
Villa Nova yielded me about 140 species.

The genera are for the most part different

from those inhabiting Europe. A very large

number make their cells in hollow twigs and
branches. As in our own country, the in-

dustrious nest-b;. 'ding kinds are attended by
other species whicn do not work or store up
food for their progeny, but deposit their ova

in the cells of their comrades. Some of these,

it is well known, counterfeit the dre-ss and
general figure of their victims. To all appear-

ance this similarity of shape and colors be-

tween the parasite and its victim is given for

the purpose of deceiving the poor hard-work-

ing bee, which would otherwise revenge itself

by slaying its plunderers. Some parasitic

bees, however, have no resemblance to the

species they impose upon
;
probably they live

together on more friendly terms, or have some
other means of disarming suspicion.

—

Bates'

Amazon.

When the Lord called Samuel in Shiloh, the

pious youth supposed the call was outward
and ran to Eli, saying "thou calledst me ;" but

it seems the voice had struck his spiritual ear

are wondei-ful. They first scrape the
]

only, otherwise the high priest, who was with-

clay with their mandibles ; the small portions in hearing would have heard it as well as the

gathered are then cleared by the antei-ior young prophet.

—

Fletcher.
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For "The Friend."

Obedience.

An ancient prophet of the Most High said :

"Hath the Lord as great delight in burnt-

offerings and sacrifices, as in obeying the voice

of the Lord? Behold, to obey is better than

sacrifice, and to hearken than the fat of rams."

In accordance with this testimony our Hoi}'

Eedeemer declared, "Not every one that saith

unto me Lord, Lord, shall enter the kingdom
of heaven ; but he that doeth the will of my
Father which is in heaven ;" and again on

another occasion: "Why call ye me Lord,

Lord, and do not the things which I say ?"

It is then clear that nothing will secure a

substitute for unreserved obedience and sub-

mission to the Lord's manifested will. We
may also learn from our blessed Saviour's

words, John vii. :
" My doctrine is not mine,

but His that sent me. If any man will do His
will, he shall know of the doctrine, whether it

be of God,"—that thus doing the divine will

is the appointed means by which poor, lost,

blind man may be instructed in heavenly
things, and made wise unto salvation. Our
blessed Saviour has promised that the Com-
forter, the Holy Ghost, the Spirit of truth,

shall abide with his children forever ; shall

dwell with them, shall be in them, shall lead

them into all truth, shall teach them all things
and bring all things to their remembrance.
What rich and ample provision is thus made
for all our spiritual needs : nothing is lacking
on the Lord's part, but on ours unhappilj*

there is too often a shrinking from the cross

to our natural inclinations which would attend
simple obedience to his teaching. May those
who thus hesitate remember that if we stum-
ble and fail here, there is an end of any pro-
gress in our heavenward journey, for no divided
offering will be accepted, the whole heart is

called for, and entire dedication and obedience
are required by Him who has done so much
for us.

The path of simple submission and obedi-
ence leads to true peace, and is the only one
on which the divine blessing rests. The in-

spired prophet says, " If ye be willing and
obedient ye shall eat the good of the land ;"

and those who take Christ's yoke upon them
and endeavor to obey the gentle leadings of
the Spirit and follow Him faithfully, will

surely find in the end that "godliness is pro-
fitable for all things, bavin promise of the
life that now is, and of ,.tiat which is to
come."

In the tender mercy and compassion of our
dear Eedeemer he visits his children in their
early days, and invites them to give their
hearts to him, and perhaps at the same time,

points out some little sacrifice which he re-

quires as a test of their love and obedience.
When this is the case may none suffer the
cruel enemy of their souls to deceive them
with the false idea that Christ's yoke is heavy,
and his cross grievous to be borne. If cheer-
ful obedience is yielded, our Saviour's declara-
tion will be found true, that his "yoke is easy
and his burden light." More grace will be
given together with a little of his sweet peace,
so that such will increasingly desire that He
may rule and reign supreme in their hearts,
and lead them safely through the dangers, and
trials and temptations of this life, and finally
receive them with all his ransomed and re-
deemed ones into that kingdom of peace, joy
and holiness which will endure forever.

" WATCHING AND WAITING."

Watching! waiting! Lord, for thee,

Watching for thy presence here,

Availing for thy coming near

;

Ope our eyes and bid us see

That our life is hid in thee.

When our life is dark and drear.

Watching—still at thy command.
Waiting for a brighter land.

Let the dayspring soon appear
Omen of thy presence near.

When our life is bright and cheer,

AVatching, lest the Master come,

Waiting, 'till our work be done

;

All with joy, and not with fear,

Welcome ! then thy presence near.

Welcome ! Will the summons wait,

AVatching, thro' the valley's shade,

AVaiting, Thou our guide and aid.

At early dawn or evening late,

Ope for us the pearly gate.

Bid us freely enter in,

AVatching, then's forever past!

AVaiting—Heaven is gained at last

;

AVhite our robes, and free from sin.

Saviour, Lord, we'll enter in.

LIA'E TO DO GOOD.

Live to do good ; but not with thought to win
From man return of any kindness done;

Remember Him who died on cross for sin,

The merciful, the meek, rejected One

:

AVhen He was slain for crime of doing good,

Canst thou expect return of gratitude ?

Do good to all ; but while thou servest best.

And at thy greatest cost, nerve thee to bear,

AVhen thine own heart with anguish is opprest.

The cruel taunt, the cold averted air.

From lips which thou hast taught in hope to pray,

And eyes whose sorrows thou hast wiped away.

Still do thou good ; but for His holy sake

AVho died for thine; fixing thy purpose ever

High as His throne no wrath of man can shake
;

So shall He own thy generous endeavor.

And take thee to His conqueror's glory up,

AVhen thou hast shared the Saviour's bitter cup.

Do naught but good ; for such the noble strife

Of virtue is, 'gainst wrong to venture love,

And for thy foe devote a brother's life,

Content to wait the recompense above
;

Brave for the truth, to fiercest insult meek,
In mercy strong, in vengeance only weak.

G. W. Bethune.

Doctors and Medicines.—The following au-

thentic story of a Chicago doctor will blend
amusement with instruction : We are often

told that doctors never take medicine of their

own or any one else's recommending. I was
reminded of this a few months ago. I went
into the office of one of Chicago's most cele-

brated physicians to obtain a prescription for

a cold and hoarseness. While he was writing
it out he casually mentioned that, having
been out in the terrible storm of the previous
day, a severe cold had resulted, and that in

the morning he could scarcely speak aloud.
As I folded the prescription— which was
Egyptian to me, but seems to be the mother
tongue of druggists

—

I ventured to inquire

what he had taken for his hoarseness? "Loaf
sugar and lemons," was the placid reply.
Well, that remedy of drugs was never used,
for I found "loaf sugar and lemons" excel-
lent.

By ignorance is pride increased
;

Those most assume who know the least

:

Their own self-balance gives them weight.
But every other finds them light.

English Colliers.

A coal-pit viewed from the earth's surfao

has not a very imposing appearance. It iifci

simply a round hole, about twice the size o s

an ordinary table, and straddling over it is j

sort of gallows, a wire rope, as thick as one'i

wrist, hanging down over a wheel and lostii

the depths below.

By and by the action is reversed, a clinkin;

is heard in the adjoining engine-shed, and uj

comes the " tub" (a square box holding 2201 1

weight), filled with coal. I viewed the coarse

strong tub with approbation, making sun
that as soon as it was emptied we should al

get into it ; but in this I was disappointed. I

was not in the tub, but standing on the grat

ing on which the tub had stood, that we ha(

to descend ; on the naked grating, with noth
ing to "hold on to" but a cross chain over

head. But the pit was only 600 feet deep
and the coal smoke that arose from the enor

mous mine furnace below was not unbearabli

by the time it had benumbed one's senses j

bit.

Six hundred feet down, and a half a milt

this way or that, under low arched roofs, fron

which depended frequent fleeces of fungus
snow white, and looking like lamb's wool
and making the black walls, lit by feeble tal

low dips, stuck there in dabs of clay, blackei

than ever. We all carried tallow dips, stuct

in balls of clay, and in Indian file followed thi

" buttoy" and his foreman through the turn

ings and windings that led to the " chambers'
from which the coal was being hewn.
Chambers are as wide as an ordinary street

and as high as the three-storied houses, anc

on every side, whenever the dingy light ol

the red-nosed dip was shifted, was revealed £

human creature, naked to the waist and

blacker than any sweep, and with a weapon
in his hand that, in the uncertain light, lookec

like a tomahawk, grinning at you, making s

dash with his weapon apparently in the direc

tion of your visage, but which alights harm-
lessly on the face of the coal wall. Heavers,
packers, tubbers, fillers—these are all men
and hard as the work is, they earn good wages
They don't dislike the labor, and they are jolly

enough—all except the boys, that so perpetu-

ally haunted me after I returned from Staf
fordshire. It is villanously cruel to serve the

poor little chaps so.

The matter stands this way. The hewer
is the man whose business it is to "break in'

at the foot of a coal wall. He lies on his side

or on his stomach, and he breaks in with a

pick right along for a length say twenty feet,

a gap tliat is two feet or less in height. He
pecks his way into the rock until he has bur-

rowed sixteen or eighteen feet. Naturally,

in the process of pecking, he makes a greal

deal of "slack," or small coal, and the boy in

question is called the " slack boy." Regarded
as a boy, as a human creature, he is slack in-

deed. He is more like a large sized monkey.
All fours is his perpetual posture, and he

wears a leather girdle about his waist, from
which an iron chain depends, the other end
of it being attached to an iron cart. The slack

boy has an iron shovel as well, and the busi-

ness of his wretched life is to crawl in at the

hole the hewer makes, to fill his cart with
chips and dust, and then crawl out again with
the load, always on his hands and knees, with

his poor limbs hung about with a few rags ol

which nakedness might be ashamed.

—

Londori

Society,
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Lniidon Gc'iifral Epistle, 1855.

Dear FrieDcls,—We consider it to be a cause

)r humble thankfulness that we have been
gain permitted to assemble as a religious

ody, and to conduct the concerns of the So-

iety in brotherly love. In the flowing of this

ove we again address you, and tenderly salute

)u all in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ.

Epistles have been received, as in former
ears, from our friends in Ireland and North
merirti, which have been very acceptable to

iiis meeting ; and we have felt satisfaction in

laintaining a friendly intercourse with our
iloved distant brethren.

The sense which we have now been per-

litted to enjoy of the overshadowing wing of

ivine goodness, has afforded a renewed evi-

ence that we are, as a church, built on that

mndation than which none other can be laid,

hich is Jesus Christ.

Our forefathers in the truth were, as we
elieve, remarkably visited with the day-
pring from on high ; and under the fresh and
lOwerful influences of the Holy Ghost, were
nabled to proclaim among men the purity

nd spirituality of the gospelof our Eedeemer.
They professed to be instructed in no new

ruths; they had nothing to add to the faith

nee delivered to the saints; they cordially

cknowledged the divine authority of the
~oly Scriptures ; the}' were deeply versed in

he contents of the sacred volume; and they
openly confessed that whatsoever doctrine or
ractice is contrary to its declarations must
)e " accounted and reckoned a delusion of the

" But it was evidently their especial

uty, in the Christian church, to call away
heir fellow men from a dependence upon out-

ard forms, to invite their attention to the
ivitness for God in their own bosoms, and to

96t forth the immediate and perceptible opera-

uons of the Holy Spirit.

It was given them to testify that this divine

nfluence was to be experienced not only in

connection with the outward means of re-

ligious instruction, but in the striving of the

Spirit with a dark and unregenerate world
;

ind in those gracious visitations to the mind
of man which are independent of every ex-

ternal circumstance.
Nothing could be more clear than the tes-

timony which they bore to the eternal divinity

of the Son of God, to his coming in the flesh,

and to his propitiatory offering, on the cross,

For the sins of the whole world ; and they i-e-

joiced in the benefits of the Christian revela-

tion, by which these precious truths are made
known to mankind. They went forth to

preach the gospel, under a firm conviction

that in consequence of this sacrifice for sin,

all men are placed in a capacity of salvation.

And they called on their hearers to mind the

light of the Spirit of Christ, that they might
be thereby convinced of their transgressions,

and led to a living faith in that precious blood

through which alone we can receive the for-

giveness of our sins, and be made partakers

of the blessed hope of life everlasting.

We wish to assure our dear friends, every-

where, that we still retain the same unalter-

able principles, and desire to be enabled, under
every variety of circumstances, steadily to

uphold them.
While we are anxious that all our members

should exercise a daily diligence in the perusal

of the sacred volume, we would earnestly in-

vite them to wait and pray for that divine

immediate teaching, which can alone effectu-

al!}' illuminate its pages, and unfold their con-
tents to the eye of the soul. " For what man
knoweth the things of a man, save the spirit

of man which is in him ? even so the things
of God knoweth no man, but the Spirit of
God." (1 Cor. ii. 11.) As this is our humble
endeavor, the various features of divine truth
will be gradually unfolded to the seeking
mind. We beseech you, dear friends, care-
fully to avoid all partial and exclusive views
of^religion, for these have ever been found to
be the nurse of error. The truth as it is in

Jesus forms a perfect whole ; its parts are not
to be contrasted, much -less opposed to each
other. They all consist in beautiful harmony

;

they must be gi-atefull}- accepted in their true

completeness, and applied with all diligence

to their practical purpose. That purpose is

the renovation of our fallen nature, and the
salvation of our never-dying souls.

How precious is it to remember that in the

prosecution of this great object the humble
christian is strengthened, by the indwelling
of the Holy Ghost, for his race of righteous-

ness, and is furnished with an infallible in-

ward guide to true holiness. The pride of his

heart is broken down by a power beyond his

own
; his dispositions are rectified ; and now

he can listen to that still small voice of Israel's

Shepherd in the soul, which guides to the
practice of every virtue. We beseech you,
dear friends, not to rest S'ltisfied with a mere
notion of this blessed doctrine, but to apply
it with all watchfulness and diligence to your
daily life and conversation. Thus alone can
we escape from the spirit of the world, with
all its covetousness and vanity, maintain the
true simplicity and integrity of the christian

character, and finally perfect "holiness in the
fear of God." (2 Cor. vii. 1.)

The distraints made on our members during
the last year for tithes and other ecclesiastical

demands, amount to upwards of twelve thou-

sand eight hundred pounds ; and one Friend
is now suffering imprisonment in the jail at

Carlow, in Ireland, in consequence of his con-

scientious refusal to pay tithes. In commu-
nicating this information, we wish to remind
you, that one important result of the imme-
diate influence of the Spirit, is the distribution

of gifts in the church for the edification of the

body. The testimony which, as a Society, we
have long borne to the freedom and spiritu-

ality of the christian ministry, is, we trust,

increasingly understood in the world, and
never was the steadfast maintenance of it more
necessary than at present. Let us never for-

get that there can be no right appointment
to the sacred ofiicc, except by the call of our
Lord Jesus Christ, nor any true qualification

for the exercise of the gift, except by the

direct and renewed influence of the Holy
Spirit. Let us not fail to bear in mind that

these influences are not at our command, and
that unless they are distinctly bestowed for

the purpose, no ofl:erings, either in preaching
or prayer, can ever be rightly made in our
assemblies for divine worship.

We entreat our dear friends not to be weary
or ashamed of their public silent waiting upon
God. It is a noble testimony to the spiritu-

ality of true worship—to our sense of the
weakness and ignorance of man, and of the

goodness and power of the Almighty. May
our dependence, on these occasions, be placed
on that gracious Saviour, who promised to be

with his disciples when gathered together in

his name. (Matt, xxiii. 20.) May we be found

reverently sitting at his feet; and in the silence

of all flesh, may wo yet know Him, to teach
us, who teachcth as never man taught.

In order to experience this great blessing

it is absolutely necessary that we should guard
against a careless and indolent state of mind,
and should maintain that patient and diligent

exercise of soul before the Lord, without which
our meetings cannot bo held in the life and
power of truth.

We would remind our young friends who
have received a guarded religious education
amongst us, that they can never be living mem-
bers of the church of Christ, without baptism.
And what is the baptism which can thus unite
them in fellowship with the body? "not the
putting away of the filth of the flesh," (1 Pet.

iii. 21,) or the performance of any external
rite; it is "the washing of regeneration and
renewing of the Holy Ghost." (Titus iii. 5.)

Never forget, we beseech you, that vain will

be the advantages which you have derived
from the teachings of your fellow men, unless

you are truly born of the Spirit, and become
new creatures in Christ Jesus.

While we confess our continued conviction

that all the ceremonies of the Jewish law
were fulfilled and finished by the death of
Christ, and that no shadows, in the worship
of God, were instituted by our Lord or have
any place in the Christian dispensation, we
feel an earnest desire that we may all be par-

takers of the true supper of the Lord. (Rev.

iii. 20.) Let us ever hold in solemn and thank-
ful remembrance the one great sacrifice for

sin. Let us seek for that living faith, by
which we may be enabled to eat the flesh of
the Son of man and drink his blood. For,

said our blessed Lord, "Except ye eat the

flesh of the Son of man and drink his blood,

ye have no life in you." (John vi. 53.) Thus
will our souls be replenished and satisfied, and
our strength renewed in the Lord.
We are solicitous that friends every where,

may be encouraged to cultivate a greater

depth of religious experience; that they may
avoid all evil surmisings, all party spirit, all

unholy zeal; that they may be clothed in the

meekness and gentleness of Christ, and be

abundantly endued with that precious charity

which is the bond of perfectness.

The unity which as a society, we have long
enjoyed, is indeed attended with many ad-

vantages, both civil and religious. It is a

means of strength, and a source of much hap-

piness; and we would exhort all our members
to watch unto prayer, that they may be en-

abled, by the grace of our Holy Head, to pre-

serve it inviolate.

May " the God of all grace who hath called

us unto his eternal glory by Christ Jesus,

after that ye have suffered awhile, make you
perfect, stablish, strengthen, settle you. To
him be glory and dominion for ever and ever.

Amen." (1 Pet. v. 10, 11.)

[This is the epistle referred to in the ex-

tract from D. Wheeler, in « The Friend," 8th

mo. 30th, 1873.]

Various indeed are the dispensations through
which the Lord sees it needful to bring His
chosen servants, preparatory to the produc-

tion of acceptable fruits unto Him
;
yet He is

never wanting to sustain and help those who
put their trust and confidence in Him, and
who give up the will to Him, excluding self,

and watching and warring against it, in aU

its varied appearances.
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Dr. Livingstone on tlie East African Slave Trade,

The followincr letter to Sir Roderick Mur-
chison, dated Poonah, 18th of 5th mo. 1864,
from Dr. Livingstone, in which he refers to

the subject ever in his thoughts as an African
traveller, will be read with new interest now
that the mission of Sir Bartle Frere has been
successful at Zanzibar:— " We arived at Bora-
bay on the 13th instant, after a passage of
forty-four days from Zanzibar. From Zanzi-
bar we crept along the African coast in order
to profit by a current of at least one hundred
miles a day. If Solomon's ships went as far

south as Sofala, as some suppose, thoy could
not have done it during the southwest mon-
soon against such a current. We went along
beautifully till we got past the line; we then
fell in with calm, which continued altogether

24J days. The sea was as smooth as glass
;

and as we had but one stoker, we could not
steam more than ten hours at a time. By
patience and perseverance we have at length
accomplished our voyage of 2,500 miles, but
now I feel at as great a loss as ever. I came
here to sell my steamer, but with this comes
the idea of abandoning Africa before accom-
plishing something against the slave trade

;

the thought of it makes me feel as though I could
not lie at peace in my grave, with all the evils I
know so well going on unchecked. What makes
it doubly galling is, that while the policy of
our government has, to a very gratifying ex-
tent, been successful on the west coast, all

efforts on the east coast have been rendered
ineffectual by a scanty Portuguese convict
population. The same measures have been
in operation on the east coast, the same ex-
pense, and the same dangers, the same heroic
services have been performed by her Majesty's
cruisers, and yet all in vain. The Zanzibar
countrj^ is to be now more closely shut np
than ever, and unless we have an English
settlement somewhere on the main land, be-
yond the so-called dominion of the Portuguese,
all repressive measures willcontinuefruitless."—Journal of the Royal Geographical Society.

The Advantages of Educating Children in the
Knowledge of the Holy Scriptures.—Oar hon-
orable Friend George Whitehead, says " '

I

always had a love to the Bible, and to read-
ing therein, from my childhood, yet did not
truly understand, nor experience those doc-
trines essential to salvation, nor the new
covenant dispensation, until my mind was
turned to the light of Christ, the living
eternal Word, the entrance whereof giveth
light and understanding to the simple. Yet
I do confe.«s, it was some advantage to me
frequently to read the Holy Scriptures, when
I was ignorant, and did not understand the
great and essential things therein testified of.

For when the Lord had livingly in some
measure opened my understanding in the
holy Scriptures, by my often reading the
same before, having the better rem.embrance
thereof, it was a help and advantage to my
secret meditations, when a lively scn.se and
comfort of the Scriptures was in measure
given me by the Spirit, and thereby I was
the more induced to the serious reading and
consideration of what I read in the holy Scrip-
tures, and the comfort thereof made known
by the holy Spirit enlightening the under-

and profitable to him, for doctrine, reproof,
admonition and instruction in righteousness,
that he may be perfect and thorougly fur
nished in every good word and work.' "Doubt
less, Paul esteemed Timothy's knowing the
holy Scriptures from a child to be some ad
vantage and help to him, but it was princi-

pally through faith, which is in Christ Jesus.

These things considered, I would not have
Christian parents remiss in educating, and
causing their children to read the holy Scrip-

tures, but to induce them both to learn and
frequently to read therein. It may be of real

advantage and profitable to them, when they
come to have their understandings enlighten-
ed, and to know the Truth as it is in Christ
Jesus. I have sometimes observed children

eading the Bible, have been affected with
the good things they have read, from a secret

"ef of them, which hath had such impres-
sion, that they have been induced to a more
serious consideration thereof, when the Lord
has opened their understandings in some mea-
sure, by the light of his grace in them.
By what I have here declared in commend-

ation of holj^ Scripture, and the advantage
thereof, I would not be understood to limit

the gift of the Spirit of God, or ministry there-

of, or any of his divine graces, from the illiter-

ate, the unlearned, or from persons of little

education,—as ploughmen, herdsmen, shep-
herds, fishermen, &c. For God hath given of
his good Spirit, and spiritual gifts to such, and
hath promised ' to pour out of his Spirit upon
all flesh ; and that sons and daughters should
prophesy.' And Moses said, 'Would God that
all the Lord's people were prophets, and that
he Avould put his Spirit upon them.' Among
whom both men and women, learned and un
learned, are included."

For "The Friend.

The following account of the severity of the
winter of 1715 and '16 in England, is taken
from the Stamford Mercury, of First month
14th, 1716, said to be the second paper pub-
lished in England, and then only having
reached its seventh volume. This winter is

said to have been, with the single exception of
that of 1708 9, the most rigorous ever known
in these islands.

"The Thames has now become one solid
rock of ice

;
coaches, carriers with their horses

and their wagons, have passed like a public
road

;
booths, for the sale of brandy, wine,

ale and other liquors, have been fixed there
for some time. But now it is made in a man-
ner like a town, thousands and thousands of
people cross it, and with wonder view the
mountainous heaps of water that now lie con-
gealed into ice, notwithstanding the resistance
given to the cold by the movement of the tide.
On Thursday a pretty large cook's shop was
erected there, and people went as regularly
to the ordinary, as they do in the city. Over
against We.stminster Hall, Whitehall and
White Fryars, printing presses are kept upon
the ice, where thousands of people have their
names printed off, to transmit the wonders of
the season to their children. It has not much
longer to continue to equal, or even to out-do
the great frost (1709) which is now made, as
't were, an era of time." Again, on the 19th :

' The booths on the Thames increase daily,
where all manner of goods are sold

; and this

below London bridge, where people walk on
the ice, as it is said, beyond Gravesend."

So severe was the frost, that even when a

strong springtide came on the 2l8t, and over-
flowed Palace Yard, raising the ice "many feet

perpendicular," it caused no interruption to

the diversions on the Thames.
Following the iron frost came a magnificent

aurora borealis, which attracted much atten-
tion, and is described at full; and a formid-
able phenomenon was observed at Elstone,
near Newark, which is thus described by a
minister, an e3-e-witness :

" On Tuesday last,

the 6th of Marfh, when coming home from
my house in Newark, I observed in the south-
west a long and broad stream of light issuing
out of a darkish cloud (betwixt twentj' and
twenty-five degrees of the horizon as near as
I can guess) like to the beams of the sun set-

ting in a drizzling evening, the stream point-
ing directly towards the zenith. I was some-
what amazed at it, considering the sun had
been more than an hour set, and the moon's
rising not being till morning. Presently after
some other streams issued out of another cloud
near to the former with a very unusual light,

and with a variety of colors, black, blue, flame-
color, yellow, &c., and so more and more till

all that part of the heavens was overspread,
During this whole time, never were seen such
contentions (as it were) as betwixt these me-
teors—being all in confusion, and darting one
against another, with an incredible force and
swiftness, for about an hour and a half.

Tlirough all that region of air, where this con-
fusion and strife (fori can term it nothing else)
was, the stars appeared clear as through a thin,
bright smoke, or as the sun sometimes through
a thin bright cloud. The other part of the
heaven, towards the north, east and the south-
east was very clear, the stars bright and twink-
ling, as in a winter's night, when there is no
moon. About nine at night, these meteors
(if I maj' so call them) in a great measure dis-

appeared, but not quite ; some faint sort of con-
tentions (as it were) were still perceived : and
about ten of the clock they broke out agair
with a fresh violence in the same manner ae

before, and so continued till about halfpast
eleven. About twelve, a bright globular body
appeared, as big as, and like the sun at hi
rising, but not quite so clear. Indeed it was
the most astounding sight I ever yet beheld.:
During this time the light was such that I)

myselt; (though now almost sixty years of
age,) and another minister did read several
titles of the books in the Bible, without any
use of art. The night was calm, not so much
as a breath of wind was perceived. It bcf^

according to my opinion, in the north-west,
and so drew round to the south-east. It was
observed by a thousand people, not without
the greatest wonder, and with strange appre-
hensions; some looking for the day of judc,
ment, others as the presages of future events
and calamities."

Shrt That thrholv S^e innl^"'^ •
" day three whole oxen were roasted upon it,

make the man ofS ^.'^f'^'^'Y.''''^.
to viz., one near Lambeth, the second near Stmake the man of God, 'Wise unto salvation, I Paul's wharf, and the third near Eotherhith

Jonathan Burnyeat.

In the early days of our religious Society;
there were several remarkable instances of
persons quite young in life giving themselves
up unreservedly to serve and follow the Lord ;

and who, after experiencing the renewing,
transforming power of Divine Grace, were
called into the ministry, and made able
preachers of the Gospel of life and salvationj
Among these was Jonathan Burnyeat, of
whom " that worthy Elder and faithful ser-
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ant of Jesus Christ," James Dickinson speaks
( follows :

" In the foi'epart of the year 1699,

had drawings in my mind to visit Friends

. Scotland, and proceeded on that service in

)mpany with Jonathan Burnyeat (son of
ahn Burnyeat), who had the like concern
he was very young, and had not travelled

Truth's service before, a concern fell upon
for his preservation every way. The Lord

as kind to us, and bore up our spirits in all

ir exercises. My companion was deeply
)ened into the mysteries of God's kingdom

;

d grew in his gift, so as to give counsel to

Dung and old ; he was very zealous against
jceit and wickedness, both in professor and
•ofiine; and often reproved such. "We tra-

iled together through the south and west
irts of Scotland, to Douglas, Hamilton and
lasgow, and had many meetings among the
iople ; laboring to turn their minds to the

ord Jesus Christ, who is the light of the

orld ; warning all who professed the light

be their way, to be careful to walk therein,

at they might know their communion to in-

ease with the Lord, their fellowship one
ith another, and the blood of Christ to

eanse them from all unrighteousness. Then
travelled down into the north, and had

any precious meetings. From thence we«
turned to the Yearly Meeting in Edinburg,
here we met with many brethren. Abund-
ce of people came to the meeting, who were
ry rude and wicked, and hibored to disturb

; but the testimony of truth coming over

J
some among them were troubled and

ained down by the power of God. We were
eply bound under a sense of the Lord's
vor to us

;
yet under great sorrow to see

e wickedness of the people. A concern
me upon Jonathan Burnyeat to write a
arning to the inhabitants of that place,

hich was afterwards put in print to answer
i service. Then we travelled to Kelso, and
sited Friends there; so to Berwick-upon-
weed; from thence to Northumberland, and
id meetings at several places; many hearts

ere reached by the power of Truth. Being
ear we returned home, and witnessed peace

w in our souls."

From a note in the 12th volume Friends'

library, page 398, it appears that Jonathan
urnyeat was born on the ith of the Eleventh
jionth, 1686, and died on the 5th of the Third
j.onth, 1709, in the twenty-third year of his

I^e. When he accompanied James Dickin-
)n in the gospel service referred to in the
receding extract, he was consequently only a
ttle more than twelve years of age. He died

I Graythwaits in Cumberland, and the dates

f his birth and decease, are copied from the
agisters of Pardshaw Monthly Meeting.

Poisonous Woolen Goods.—Dr. Hagar states

lat a number of cases have occurred in Berlin,

'here colored woolen garments, worn next
le skin, have produced a peculiar kind of

oisoning. Violet-gray woolen stockings, after

aving been worn less than six hours, caused
jdness of the skin, and permanent pustules,

I connection with feverish symptoms, and
Bnstipation. The same results followed after

tie stockings had been treated with boiling

rater. Similar symptoms were produced by
ray woolen shirts, next the skin, and by the
id binding of others. He considers aniline

olors as a rule poisonous in their action upon
ae skin, as has been established in regard to

oralline, in spite of all denials ; the excep-

tional character of a few in this respect being
diltieult to establish. He recommends, there-

fore, that woolen garments colored with ani-

line colors should not be worn next the skin,

and suggests as a test for these colors, that a
portion of the wool be heated to boiling, in a
test-tube, with 90 per cent, alcohol, and if the
latter acquire a red, violet, or violet-blue tint

the coloring matter is suspicious.

—

Late Paper.
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CANADA YEARLY MEETING.
Ve have received a printed copy of the pro-

ceedings of the above-named meeting during
its session of 1873 ; from which it appears,

that epistles were read from other Yearly
Meetings, and one general epistle sent to them
all in reply. At the request of one of the
Quarterly Meetings, the conclusion of the
Yearly Meeting last year to proceed in the
building of a house to accommodate a Board-

g School was reconsidered, and the whole
subject deferred until another year. Adam
Spencer was appointed Clerk and Levi Varney
Assistant. After reading and answering the

Queries and replies thereto, aminute of advice
. adopted and directed to be read in the

Quarterly Meetings and at the close of First-

day meetings; from which wo take the fol-

lowing :

' For God so loved the world that He gave
His only begotten Son, that whosoever be-

lieveth in Him should not perish, but have
everlasting life,' is a truth we renewedly feel

")e precious. We are also reminded that

He who caused the dry bones to live, will en-

able us to live before Him, by the influence of

His spirit in us. The Spirit of Truth is come,
and will lead us into all truth and out of all

error. If we adhere to his teachings we shall

be directed aright and in harmon}-. He does

not lead one person one way, and another in

an opposite direction. The mind of Truth is

the same now as it ever was. It is the same
to us as it was to our fathers; its teachings

the same. The promptings to diversity of

thought and action are of the natural man,
and are evidences of remaining infirmit}'.

The effect of the leaven of the kingdom of

heaven, is to leaven into one lump. The
reater the attainment of perfection in Christ,

the nearer we come into ' the unity of the

Spirit in the bond of peace,' and the greater

the power for good. The nearer this stand-

d is arived at, the less will be known of a
judging Spirit, and more care will be exer-

cised not to put a stumbling-block or an occa-

sion to fall in a brother's way. The nearer

the diflerent members of the body are united

to Christ Jesus the Head, the more will those

members give evidence of complete redemp
tion. The tree being made good the fruit

will also be good—the fruit will show what
the tree is. If we have been with Jesus, men
will take knowledge of the blessed fact by our

fruits: and this knowledge will promote our
service in the truth. If we belong to the fam-
ily of God and faithfully regard his teachings.

He will not suffer us to wound the least of

His children, by any harsh word or untoward
act. If through unwatchfulness we should
do so, our Father will require us to confess

that fault to those we have offended. Such
acknowledgments open the way to near access

to Him, and barriers to worship, especially in

the household, are thus removed. We were
encouraged to faithfulness in this engagement,
to every manifested duty therein."

The Meeting of Ministers and Elders sent
a minute to the Yearly Meeting, which was
"recommended to the attention of Friends;"
it concludes as follows :

" We were reminded of the declaration of
our dear Saviour, ' without me ye can do no-

thing.' May we dwell near that unfailing

source, so as to be qualified for usefulness in

the Church, and to walk worthy of the voca-
tion wherewith we are called with all lowli-

ness and meekness. As each one is engaged
to do his own part as a member of the body
of Christ, acting under the influence of His
spirit, we shall become as lively stones, fitted

to fill the place designed for us in the spiritual

temple, in the building up the superstructure,

the sound of a hammer is not heard. Thus
dwelling upon the watch-tower, and keeping
the mind singly fixed upon the Great Captain,

we shall see eye to eye; harmony and love

will prevail, and we shall be enabled, as with
one heart and one mouth, to glorify God,
even the Father."

A communication was received and read
from the Ontario and Quebec Temperance
and Prohibitorj' Leagues, referred to a Com-
mittee and an answer returned by the meet-
ing. A rule was adopted making it a disown-
able offence to imjDort, manufacture, or vend
intoxicating liquors, or to sell grain or other

produce for their manufacture. A clause was
also introduced that "No other than the strict-

ly medicinal use of intoxicating drinks is to

be allowed."
The reports show there are belonging to the

Yearly Meeting, "21 Meetings, 230 families,

211 parts of families, 247 children of school

age—nearly all are attending common schools
— 1,406 members, 17 deceased within the past

year, nine received by certificate from other

Meetings, 14 received into membership by
convincement, two disowned, six removed out

of the Yearly Meeting."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Foreign.—The Frencli government has been notified

from Berlin that, France having fulfilled all her engage-

ments, the occupation of French territory by the Ger-

man forces is legally ended. The evacuation of Verdun
by the Germans has begim.

The American citizens, resident in Paris, proposed

to display the United States flag on the 4th inst., in

honor of the proclamation of the French Republic, but

the Prefect strongly objected and they forebore doing

The Minister of the Interior has issued an order pro-

hibiting the publication of the radical Republican jour-

nal Le Peuple Souverain, because of the appearance in

its columns of articles inciting to disturbance, and con-

tempt of the government.
The London police force numbers 9,761 men, who

patrol, night and day, 6,612 miles of streets. The num-
ber of arrests in 1872 was 78,203. The arrests for

drunkenness are increasing, but those for theft and
other crimes are diminishing. The large supplies of

tin now coming into the markets of Europe from Au.s-

tralia are affecting the shares in the mines of Cornwall.

We learn from a recent return, that the value of gold

and minerals raised in the colony of Victoria since the

first discovery of the gold fields down to the end of 1872,

was estimated at £168,566,033, which is made up prin-

cipally from gold, silver, tin, copper and antimony, as

follows : Gold, £168,149,305 ; silver, £5281 ; tin, £281,-

105; copper, £5810, and antimony, £77,237.

On the otli inst. the Spanish Ministry resigned in a

body. In the session of the Spanish Curtes, held tlie

6th inst., Castelar demanded as the conditions nn which

he would accept office, that he be empowered to in-

crease the army, purchase 500,000 rifles, organize the
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He also demanded au- Michigan wheat SI .80; red western, bl .69; No.adequate means
the Carlists and Communists. ^^^ ^.^^ - -

. ^ . 01 e 1 „ ii k^ . v^ ^ flr> a;i fi'> Dita
hority to su.spend the constitutional guarantees, &c., Chicago spring bl.64 a »1.6o No. 3 do., 11.62. Oats

S^^^fuSriJ^—^n^r^^^^^pyrol the 7tl the Cortes elected Castelar ,upla.ds^and^Kew OHeans^^ S^

Thf garrison of Berga, besieged by the Carlists. 'sLSS ; amber, $1.70; western red §1.62 a$1.67. Mixed

thr^e!;^en^o evacuate thf town unless supplies arrive .^^^ ^^J^^-J^^! 'l^l S^f^l ^fovtr:

'°The Carlists have carried off from Vera a number of seed, 9 J a 10 cts. The receipts of beef cattle at the

women who were chosen by ballot in the province of Avenue Drove-yard were about 4200 head. ChoiceS 'to make uniforms for the Carlist soldiers. The and extra sold at 6.V a 7i cts per lb. gross
;
fair to good

S^nTsh government forces at Bilboa, now invested by 5 a 6 cts and common, 3i a 41 cts. About 16,000

rheC^rli?t have sufficient provisions on hand to last sheep sold at 4| a 6i cts per lb. gross, and 6,000 hogs at

{hrough the winter All commercial traffic between $7.20 a S7.37J per 1W_1> n^et fo_r corn fed. Chu^go.

the city and the port has been prohibited, in order to Spring extra flour, |o.50 a Sb.3^. No. 1 sj

ay for the guns of the Spanish war ships. S1.20; No. 2 do., S1.16 No 2 corn, 41J

lads Almanza and Vittoria, have been sent oats, 28| cts. No. 2 barley $1.21
;
No. 3,

allow full play

The iron-clads Almanza
by the British Vice-Admiral to Gibraltar. The

surgent leaders in Cartagena sent a written remon-

strance against the removal of the vessels, but did not

attempt opposition by force.

The Carlists claim that Spaniards in Cuba are con-

tributing liberally to their cause. There are now about

40,000 Carlists under arms in Spain. They are making

arrangements to re-establish a cannon foundry near the

town of Fortosa.

The insurgent Junta in Cartagena is sending emis-

saries, who are plentifully provided with money, to

Barcelona, to organize a movement in favor of a separate

government for Catalonia. A Madrid dispatch of the

8th says: The new Ministry is announced to-day. It

is constituted as follows: Castelar, President, without a

portfolio ; Carvajal, Minister of Foreign Affairs ; Berges,

Minister of Justice ; Pedregal, Minister of Finance
;

Cervera, Minister of Public Works ;
Lieutenant General

Sanchez Bregna, Minister of War ;
Oveiro, Minister of

Marine; Maisonava, Minister of the Interior; Salor,

Minister of Colonies. Castelar and his colleagues will

make a powerful effort to crush both the Carlists and

the insurgents of Cartagena and other cities.

A Bombay dispatch of the 2d says : A ferry boat

on the Indus, while crossing the river near Kairah,

capsized and sunk in deep water. She was crowded

with passengers, of whom ninety are reported to be

drowned.
On the night of the 7th inst, the square of building

in Havana, known as the Piaza Vapor, was entirely

destroyed by lire. About twenty lives were lost by the

fire, and the estimated loss of property near one million

of dollars.

London, 9th mo. 8th.—Consols 92J. U. S. 10-40, 5

per cents, 92i ; new fives, 91^.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 8Jd. a 9d ; Orleans, 9Jd.

a 9]d. Sales 18,000 bales. Breadstuffs steady.

Europe has 171 cities each of which has more than

50,000 inhabitants. The six largest are London, Paris,

Constantinople, Vienna, Berlin and St. Petersburg.

United States.—Miscellaneous.—There were 615

deaths in New York last week. The interments in

Philadelphia for the week ending 6th inst, numbered

299, including 2S deaths of cholera infantum, 31 con-

sumption, 22 marasmus, and 12 old age. The mean
temperature of the Eighth month, by the Pennsylvania

Hospital record, was 75.95 deg., the highest during the

month 93 deg., and the lowest 61 deg. The average of

the mean temperature of the Eighth month for the past

85 years, is stated to be 73.36 deg.; the highest mean
during that entire period was 81.64 deg., in 1872, the

lowest was 66 deg. in 1816. The mean temperature of

the three summer months of 1873 has been 76.50 deg.,

which is 3.59 deg. below that of the summer of 1872.

The total imports at New York last week wen
$7,807,237, of which $4,520,767 were general merchan
dize and $.3,286,470 dry goods.

The last instalment of the payment of the Geneva
award was received by the U. S. Treasurer on the 5tli

inst

The number of emigrants landed at Castle Garden,
N. Y., between 1st mo. 1st and 8tli mo. 31st last, was
201,497, which is 4874 le,ss than in the corresponding
months 1872.

The United States steamer Tuscarora has been
dered to survey a route for a submarine cable from the
west coast of the United States to China and Japan.
The survey will commence from some point in the
vicinity of Puget .Sound. It is not probable that much
progress will be made in the survey this season, as the
weather will soon be unfavorable for it.

Tlie Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 8th inst New York.— American gold, 112.
U. S. sixes, 1881, 118; ditto, 1868, 115; ditto, 10-40

No. 1 spring wheat,

cts. No. 2

a 91 cts.

Lard, 7i cts. St. Louis.—Winter superfine flour, $4 a

84.50; extra, S4.75 a $6.50. No. 2 winter red wheat,

$1.55 ; No. 3 do., $1.40. No. 2 corn, 47 cts. No. 2

oats, 33i cts. Spring barley, $1.27 a $1 35. Rye, 73 a

5 cts. 'Lard, SJ cts. ioitisiMe —Family flour, $5.75

a $7.75. Choice white wheat, $1.50 ; red, $1.30 a $1.45.

Corn, 60 a 63 cts. Oats, 42 a 44 cts. Cincinnati.—
Family flour, $7 a $7.25. Wheat, $1.40. Corn, 52 a

53 cts. Eye, 82 cts. Oats, 34 a 45 cts. Lard, 8 a 8i cts

WESTTOWN.
A Special meeting of the Committee on Instruction

will be held on Fourth-day, the 10th inst., at 2 o'clock

p. M., in the Committee-room on Arch St. General

and punctual attendance is requested.

WANTED
A teacher for a small Monthly Meeting School at

Fallsington, to commence immediately and teach three

months. Compensation $22 per month and board.

Apply to James H. Moon, Fallsington, Bucks Co.,

Penna.

WANTED
A suitable woman Friend to act as Governess at

Westtown Boarding School. Apply to

Rebecca S. Allen, Philadelphia.

Sarah A. Richie,
"

Susan E. Comfort, Knox St, Germantown.
Lydia L. Walton, Moorestown, N. J.

WANTED
the classical department the boys'A teacher

side at Westtown School.

Application may be made to

Thomas Conard, West Grove, Chester Co.

Joseph Walton, Philadelphia.

William Evans,
"

Charles Evans, "

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session will open on the 3rd of

Eleventh month. Friends intending to send pupi

the Institution are requested to make early application

to Charles J. Allen, Street Road P. O., Chester Co.

Pa. Applications may also be left with Jacob SmedlEY
304 Arch St., Philadelphia.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLORED
PERSONS.

Teachers are wanted for these schools, to be opened
about the first of Tenth month.

Application may be made to

Elton B. Giffbrd, 28 North Third St.

Ephraira Smith, 1110 Pine St
James Bromley, 641 Franklin St
Richard J. Allen, 472 North Third St

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDIAN
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A teacher of the school will be wanted at the com-
mencement of the Fall term.

Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, MarshalUon, Chester Co., Pa.
Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St, Philada.

Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Chester
Co., Pa.

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. C, Philada.

RECEIPTS.
Received from William C. Ivins, N. J., $2, vol. 47

from William Smedley, Pa., $2, vol. 47; from Amj
Middleton, N. J., per Josiah L. Haines, $2, vol. 47

from Elizabeth T. Yarnall and Edward S. Yarnall, Pa.

$2 each, vol. 47 ; from Isaac Roberts, Pa., $2, vol. 47

from Joel Wilson, Agent, N. J., for Ruth Anna Harnec

and Isaac C. Stokes, $2 each, vol. 47 ;
from Nancy B

Buffinton, Mass., $2, vol. 47 ; from Joseph Waring

Canada, *2.2-5, to No. 23, vol. 48 and Postage, and fo

Joseph Pollard, $2.25, vol. 47 and Postage ; from Job
M. Smith, Agent, O., $2, vol. 47, and for Rachel Barbei

Eliza Wilson, David Stephen and Henry Briggs, $!

each, vol. 47 ; from Joseph Hall, Agent, lo., for S;iral

A. Atkinson, Nathan Satterthwaite, and Charles Leech

each, vol. 47, and for Benjamin EUyson, $4.50, volf

46 and 47 ; from Ephraim Smith, City, $2, vol. 47

and for Abiah Cope and Elizabeth Hughes, Pa., $1

each, vol. 47 ; from Martha Mickle, N. J., per Carlt

P. Stokes, $2, vol. 47 ; from Thomas Kite, O., $2, vol

47 ; from Jacob Parvin, Pa., $2, to No. 8, vol. 48 ; froD

Benjamin D. Stratton, Agent, O., for Joseph Windei

Joseph Stratton, Benjamin H. Coppock, William G

Coppuck, and Jonathan Dean, $2 each, vol. 47 ; froi

Emeline E. Hilyard, N. J., $2, vol. 47 ; from Jaco

Parker, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ;
from Penelope Smith, N. J

$2, vol. 47 ; from Ruth Foster, R. I., $2, vol. 47 ; froi

Richard P. Gibbons, Del., S2, vol. 47 ; from Rufi

Churchill, N. S., $2, vol. 47 ; from Jacob Reeder, Ic

$2, vol. 47 ; from Walter Edgerton, Ind., $2, vol. 4;

from Thomas Emmons, lo., $2, vol. 47 ; from Sarah (

Winner, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from Edward G. Smedle
Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from Samuel Pancoast, Pa., $2, vc

47 ; from Susannah Marriott, N. Y., $2, vol. 47 ;
fro;

^hebe Bowerman, N. Y'., $2, vol. 47 ; from Susani

Chambers, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from Sarah Hoopes, Pa., pi

Elizabeth Hoopes, $2, vol. 47 ; from A.shton Richan

son, Del., $2, vol. 47 ; from William T. Fawcett, Inc

$2, vol. 47 ;
from George M. Eddy, Ma.ss., $2, vol.

for Thomas Y. Hutton, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from Ja

R. Kite, Agent, O., S2, vol. 47, and for Ezra Llewely

Jason Penrose. Richard Penrose, Joseph King, Aarc

P. Dewees, Joseph Masters, Jesse Dewees, Thorn;

Llewelyn, Mary Wilson, Patience Gifford, Hannah J

Penrose, William Masters, David Masters, and Elwoc

Burgess, $2 each, vol. 47 ; from Amos
Joseph K. Evens, N. J., $2 each, vol. 47 ; from Each
M. Thorp, William Thorp, and George W. Thorp, Pi

$2 each, vol. 47 ; from James J. Lord, N. J., per Jn
M. Saunders, $2, vol. 47 ; from Josiah A. Roberts, Pj

$2, vol. 47 ; from Edwin P. Hannum, Pa., $2, vol. 4"

from George Sharpless, Agent, Pa., $2, vol. 47, and f

Robert W. Lewis, $2, vol. 47 ; from Truman Forsyth

Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from Mary M. Applegate, N. J.

vol. 47 ; from Elizabeth J. Richards, City, $2, vol. 4
from Watson Newbold, N. J., *2, vol. 47, and f

Walter Newbold, $2, vol. 47 ; from George Reid, Cit

$2, vol. 47, and for Thomas Doane, $2, vol. 47 ;
fro

.lames F. Reid, Pa., per George D. Reid, S-2, vol. 4

from Joseph S. Moore, City, $2, vol. 47, and for Walk
Moore, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from Joseph Scattergood, J
Agent, Pa., for Phineas Pratt, Abraham Pennell, Jae
Smedley, John W. Townsend, Eusebius H. Townsen
William P. Townsend, Hannah Taylor, Lewis Embrc

E. Malin Hoope.s, Ruth Anna Hoope.s, Samuel R. Kii

Isaiah Kirk, and Benjamin Hoopes, Pa., and Thom
Thorp, Del., *2 each, vol. 47 ; from William Wind
Pa., S2, vol. 47 ; from Daniel Corbit, Del., $2, vol. '"

from Charles E. Gause, N. J., $2, vol. 47 ; for Ph.

Griffin and William D. Griffin, N. Y., $2 each, vol. 4

from Townsend Hoopes, Pa., per Susan T. Hoopes
vol. 47 ; from K. L. Roberts, Edmund Darnell, and Jo
H. Lippincott, N. J., per Samuel H. Roberts, $2 eai

vol. 47 ; from Micajah M. Morlan, Agent, O.,

Mordecai Morlan, Priscilla W. Coffee, Thomas
French, and Josiah Fawcett, $2 each, vol. 47 ; frc

Mary N. Griffith, Mo., per R. S. Griffith, $2, vol. 4

Benjamin Haves, Pa., $2, vol.47; from Sami

E. DeCou, N. J., $2, vol. 47 ; from Enos Smedlev
'

i'2, vol. 47, from Nathan Hilles, City, $2, vol. 47 ; fr

Lewis Passmore, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from Elisha Woi
worth, Mass., $2, to No. 44, vol. 47 ; from Ann
Wetherill, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from Elizabeth R. Bed(

lo., $2, vol. 47 ; from Sarah F. Carr, E. I., $2, vol.

from Marv H. Pennell, City, $2, vol. 47 ; from Jno.

Cloud, Jr!, N. J., $2, vol. 47.

Remittances received after Fourth-day morning will

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

Died, 8th mo. 30th, 1873, at her residence at Per

ville, near Muncy, Pa., after a lingering illness, Mj
R. Meyers, .aged 45 years, a member of Mu
Monthly Meeting.
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After his return from his Eastern journey,

concerD rested on the mind of John Heald
visit the churches in Virginia and North

arolina. He thus commences the account of

labor of love : "On the morning of the

rd of 10th month, 1816, I parted solemnly
li^ith my dear wife and children, without
leing impressed with ideas to communicate

p them. So I took my leave silently, only
aking them by the hand, and bidding them
liarewell, with very little more, but many tears

iropped. I went to Carmel Meeting. It was
[ tendering time. I passed on to the house
pf Joseph Young, who had given up to accom-
pany me, without my previous knowledge,
[t had been a close trial to his wife as well as

limself They had been members of our So-

ciety but a short time."

Passing through Wheeling into Western
Pennsj'lvania, he attended Westland Meeting,

it which he says :
" I was drawn into lengthy

communication, in which I touched on the

jauses which conspire to a disbelief in a God,
showing what I believe to be the cause,

Damely, unfaithfulness to the light within,

and going contrary to light and knowledge,
indulging in flesh-pleasinggratifications, going
on from one mis-step to another, until at last

they tried to shelter themselves under the no-

tion that there was no God. An invitation

to the dear youth was held out very feelingly,

to the tendering of many minds, and to the

encouragement of those of riper years.

At Sandy Hill, I labored to stir up to mor
diligence in regard to religious duty ; and the

minds of many were reached. I had been for

some time apprehensive that it would be my
place to have an appointed meeting at Union-
town, and here, according to previous agree-

ment, notice was given at the close of the

meeting; and now, while I write this is com-
ing on, with no small exercise ; but if the good
cause is not hurt, I hope to be content. I

relj' on the Helper of Israel for support." He
afterwards adds :

" The meeting at length
collected, though some of the people came
scattering. It was trying and exercising. I

spoke awhile, and I thought the minds of the

people were somewhat solemnized, and I felt

released, though the Truth-reigning power
did not come into dominion so fully as I

wished.
1st. At Dillin's run. It is the most west-

erly meeting belonging to Fairfax Quarter,

among the mountains, on the waters of Big
Capon. It was a i-ainy day, yet their meet-

'ng-house was nearly full. I had considerable

to say, in which I mentioned the prodigal son,

who arose and returned to his father's house,

and acknowledged he was no more worthy to

be called his son, 'make me as one of thy

hired servants.' If a person is going into

plans, which promise nothing better than to

ruin his estate, and his friend advises him to

i-efrain from such a course of conduct, but he

will not reform, but goes on and ruins his

estate and reputation, his friend may be sorry

for him, but may not see how to help him.

So with us, if we receive good counsel, but do

not take it and apply it as we know we ought

to, are we not in the way to ruin ? We in-

tend to reform after awhile, but ai-e we in the

way to be reduced to a state prepared to re-

turn to the injured Father? It may be that

some do return of the many prodigals who are

illummated to see their undone condition.

25th. We had a meeting at Middle Creek,

in which we were enabled to labor to a good
degree of satisfaction. We have only the

elics of valuable Friends to labor among, here

and at most of the late meetings we have at-

tended, and these appear to me to be too life-

s, satisfied with the form without the life

and power, and many of them not even re-

taining the form itself. My labor has been to

stir up to more constant application to watch-

fulness and prayer. In these parts have lived

many valuable Friends, some of whom have

been removed by death, others have gone to

the State of Ohio and other places ; and there

are few left here, especially of such as are

alive to the cause of truth.

At South Fork Meeting, Loudon county,

Virginia, notice being spread, it was at

b}' a considerable number, whom I addressed

with, " Where much is given men require the

more, but where little is given, little

quired, so he that received five talents, by a

diligent attention and application, gained

other five, and so of him who had received

two, it was well-pleasing to their lord ; wher
upon he pronounced the blessing, ' Well done

good and faithful servant,' to each, 'Thou
hast been faithful over a few things, I will

make thee ruler over more, enter thou into

the joy of thy lord.' " 1 was engaged to set

forth the necessity for a faithful attention to

manifested duty.

We went home with George Janney, and

from thence to Fairfax Monthly Meeting. I

soon felt an engagement of mind to inform

them that they had not best expect much from

us who were strangers, but to center down to

the gift in themselves, to witness a renewed
qualification for the service of the day, with

aa appeal to the youth to be prepared to stand

n their places; that some had found the de-

volving weight to rest upon them, before they
were in readiness ; for }TOur fathers where are

they, and the prophets, do they live for ever?
The meeting became solemn.
The next dayattonded Goose Creek Monthly

Meeting. T. Grisell went foremost, and I fol-

lowed in testimony, stating that faith is the

bstance of things hoped for, the evidence of

things not seen as yet ; that faith is so indis-

pensably necessary that the apostle saith, that

without faith it is impossible to please God.

And yet he said, if he had faith to remove
mountains, and had not charity, it would be

nothing, or as sounding brass or a tinkling

ymbal. Charity and love representing the

same thing, of how little account does our re-

gion appear without it; and in this point of

view, how indispensably necessary is it to

have love, it being the fulfilling of the law,

Thou Shalt love the Lord thy God with all

thy heart and all thy soul, &c.

11th mo. 1st. A thronged meeting at Goose
Creek, in which my mind was deeply im-

pressed with a sense of my own weakness.

At length the passage revived, expressed by
our dear Lord, ' while ye have the Light be-

lieve in the Light, that ye may be the chil-

dren of the Light and of the day.' He who
gave this admonition knew what was requisite

to our happiness, and in order to impress a

watchful care more deeply, he said, that strait

is the gate and narrow is the way that leads

to life, and few there be that find it. Am I

not in danger of missing it? This should

arouse us to great and close attention, lest it

be not attained. The meeting ended satisfac-

torily, of which I was glad.

We parted yesterday with T. Grisell and
companion, they going into Maryland. Wo
do not expect to see them again in this jour-

ney. I feel very destitute, but hope it is for

the best. The nest day I went to see my
father's sister, who is in her 96th year,* not

very well, but able to walk about."

7th. At Alexandria, J. H. revived the

proverb ;
"' Seest thou a man wise in his own

conceit, there is more hopes of a fool than of

him.' If this is so, what hope is there of one

who stifles conviction, and will not submit to

Divine requirings, to manifested duty; will

not yield obedience, but follows the way of

his own devising? What can be more certain,

but that such a course will end in utter ruin ?

It was a time of deep depression and hard

labor for a'long time, but at length the testi-

mony of Truth was exalted over the powers

of darkness, and the meeting ended with

solemnity.

At Geneto. Here three families are in-

dulged with a meeting. A number of friend-

ly people attended with them. I addressed

them with, ' There is a time to be born and

* John Heald's brother William, who accompanied

him in one of his religious visits to the eastward, re-

cently died in Iowa in the 101st year of hie age.
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a time to die. We know we must die. We
all agree in this, let our opinions be diversi

fied in other respects as the3- may. As this

is the case, we are led to enquire, what we
shall do to be saved, or with the young man,

who asked the Divine Master what he should

do to inherit eternal life. He was referred to

the commandments. These he had kept from

his youth up, and he inquired, ' What lack I

yet?' He seemed to be conscious there was

more to be done, but when he understood

what that was, ho went away sorrowful. So

it appears to be in our day. When people

discover what is to be done, they turn away.

Gospel ministers may labor to stir up the pure

mind by way of remembrance. It is not their

business to do the work. ISTo man can redeem

his brother, or give to God a ransom for his

soul. Ministers labor to stir' up the pure mind

by way of remembrance sometimes, like the

Divine Master did. He did not do the work

;

he informed the young man what to do. If

Noah, Daniel or Job were here, they could

save neither son nor daughter; so now, each

one must do for themselves."

The Ibex of the Alps.

The celebrated Alpine traveller, Edward
Whymper, in his observations on this animal,

says: The bouquetin, steinbock, or ibex, was
formerly widely distributed throughout the

Alps. It is now confined almost entirely or

absolutely to a small district in the south of

the valley of Aosta, and fears have been re-

peatedly expressed in late years that it will

become extinct.

It is not easy to take a census of them, for,

although they have local habitations, it is ex-

tremely difficult to find them at home. But
there is good reason to believe that there are

at least six hundred still roaming over the

mountains in the neighborhood of the val-

leys of Grisanches, Ehemes, Savaranche, and
Cogno.
They appeal to the sympathies of all as the

remnants of a diminishing race, and no moun-
taineer or athletic person could witness with-

out sorrow, the extinction of an animal pos-

sessing such noble qualities; which, a few
months after birth, can jump over a man's
head at a bound, without taking a run ; which
passes its whole life in a constant fight for

existence, and has such disregard of pain that

it will stand for hours like a statue in the
midst of the bitterest storm.

The destruction of the ibex, except occa-

sionally by the King Victor Emmanuel in his

hunting parties, is strictly prohibited, and
forty-five keej)ers, selected from the most able

chasseurs of the district, guard its haunts.
Their task is not a light one, although they
are naturally acquainted with those who are

most likely to attempt poaching. If they
•were withdrawn, it would not be long before
the ibex would be an extinct animal, so far as

the alps are concerned. The passion for kill-

ing something, and the present value of the
beast itself, would soon lead to its extermina-
tion. For as meat alone the ibex is valuable,
the gross weight of one that is full grown
amounting to from one hundred and sixty to
two hundred pounds, while its skin and horns
are worth ten pounds and upwards, according
to condition and dimensions.

In spite of the keepers, and of the severe
penalties which may be inflicted for killing a
bouquetin, poaching occurs constantly. Know-

ing that this was the case, I inqnired at Aosta

upon my last visit, if any skins or horns

were for sale, and in ten minutes was taken

into a garret where the remains of a splendid

beast were concealed, presumed to bo more
than twenty years old, as its massive horns

had twenty-two more or less strongly-marked

knobby rings. The extreme length of the

skin, from the tip of the nose to'tho end of

the tail, was five feet seven inches, and from

the ground to the top of its back had been

probably somewhere between three and four

feet. ^_^,___
Chiistian Council by Christopher Story.

Christopher Story's Epistle to Friends, in

the year 1699, contains advice which may be

profitably read even at this distant time. Some
extracts from it are therefore offered for our

Journal.
" Dear Friends,—Who are broken off from

the wild olive, and grafted into the heavenly

tree, unto you my love and life flow with an

earnest travail upon my spirit, that as ye have

known the watering showers of the Lord's

heavenly rain to fall upon you, you may not

only bud and blossom, but bring forth much
fruit to the praise and glory of your heavenly

Father; to whom be dominion and honor for

ever and ever.

And now, dear Friends, who in measu
have escaped the pollutions of this world, and

in all your sojourning in the way to Sion,

have a godly care upon your minds to cease

doing evil, that ye may know a learning to do

well ; this is what I would remind you of; rest

not satisfied in that ye are come by the teach-

ing of God's grace to eschew evil, but also that

ye maj' be found doing good ;
knowing that it

is the fruitless trees that cumber the ground.

It is high time for all to awake to righteous-

ness; for many are called to awake from un-

righteousness, which is well so far ; but what
will this avail, if fruits of righteousness be not

brought forth ? For as it is written, the axe

is laid to the root of the tree ; that the tree

that brings not forth good fruit may be hewn
down, and cast into the fire. Therefore it is

reatly needful to abide in the vine into which
ye are already grafted, that ye may be fruitful

trees like Joseph of old, whose branches

spread over the wall.

Let none sit down at ease in the way to

Sion, like some of old, who began well, and
well for a time, and sat down short of the

true rest: or like the young man that came
unto Christ, who had kept the commandments
from his youth, yet wanted one thing; and
not giving up to follow the Lord fully, sat

down short of laj-ing up heavenly treasure.

Therefore let all follow the Lord fully, who
is the Captain of our salvation, the great

bishop and shepherd of the soul, who leads

his sheep into green pastures, feeds his flocks

as by the still waters, and gives unto his own
eternal life.

Let every one's eye be single unto the Lordj
that the whole body may be full of light.

Such it is whose understandings the Lord
doth open ; they see their duty unto God, and
their duty one unto another.

It is therefore time for all that profess the
true and living faith that purifies the heart
and works by love, to come forth and show
themselves, and walk in the light of the new
Jerusalem, where precedent is going before

precept, example before doctrine, and actions

and doings before words and testimonies; and

in this wise the Lord is greatly at work in thi

hearts of his people, to make them example)

to others in the way to Zion where the saiut'i

solemnity is met with. i'

Dear Friends, who have given yourselvef »'

up to follow the Lamb in tho^way of regenera- »'

tion, and in some measure have known youi *

garments washed
;
ye are to hold on j-oui

way, for the mark is before ; such the Lord if
-

drawing near unto, teaching them to lay uj

heavenly treasure. It is the Lord that teachet

his people to profit, and such come to see inj

bis light which makes manifest the will and

mind ofGod to mankind, that it is ' not enough

to glorify God in your bodies and spirits.

which are the Lord's ;' but we are to serve the

Lord with what we may receive from hi6

bountiful hand of his outward mercies, o)

which many are made large stewards. Ee-

member the prayers and alms of Cornelius

were accepted, and ascended up for a memorial

before the Lord, to his great comfort and

future happiness, and drew down a blessing

upon his household. Seeing that to do good

and to communicate, is such a needful duty,

there is surely need to charge them who are

rich in this world, not to trust in uncertain

riches but to trust in the living God, who will

call all men to an account of their steward-

ship one day ; for what we enjoy is the Lord's:

therefore all that would be clear in the day
of their account, must wait for the Lord's or-

dering hand to be near them, who opened the

heart of Lydia ; and her service was to invite

the Lord's people into her house ; which being

done in a right mind, brings a blessing; and
such lose not their reward. And as the good
reward attends the good work, it hath been

much upon my mind of late, to remind the

Lord's people to do good unto all, but more
especially to the household of faith ; and that

all such who may have much of the outward
mammon committed to their trust, be not

short of feeding the hungrj', clothing the

naked, entertaining strangers, visiting the

sick, and them that are in prison, which must
be a necessary duty, seeing the Lord takes if

as done unto himself. And that none of the

Lord's people may be found wanting in the

day of their account, let it be the care of all

who expect a good reward from the hand of

the Lord to sow plentifully that they may
reap plentifully ; for they that sow sparingly,

saith the apostle, shall reap sparingly ; and
the time draweth near that every one must
receive a rewai-d according to his works.

Oh! therefore, that none may rest satisfied

in feeding, clothing, and taking care of them-
selves in sickness, &c., supposing to lay up
durable riches, and yet be unmindful of the

poor, the widow, and the fatherless ; such will

do well to make a narrow search, and consider

whether they are come to that religion which
is pure and undefiled, that is, to visit the

fatherless and the widow, in their affliction

;

and to keep unspotted of the world."

Let none after a desponding manner say,
" Can any good come out of Nazareth ?" The
Lord is able of these stones to raise up chil-

dren unto Abraham. Meanwhile, may we all

endeavor to live bj^ faith, and in that faith to

trust in God, for in the Lord Jehovah is ever-

lasting strength.
" Except the Lord build the house, they

labor in vain that build it : except the Lord
keep the city, the watchman waketh but in
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Review of the Weather for Eighth month, 187).

The rainfall during the Eighth month amounted to 10.21 inches, which is 5.54 inches
lOre than the general average for that month. The total amount for the summer is 19.20
chcs. The range of the thermometer, was from 56° on the 24th, to 86° on the 2nd, or
•°. The mean temperature for the month was 70.36°. The average height of the
xrometer was 29.66 inches. T.
Westtown Boarding School, Ninth mo. 5th, 1873.

1
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mosphere teemed with myriads of these fell

destroyers ; their serried ranks shut out the

light of day and filled the Eeliant's hearts

with fear and disquietude. On they went in

compact swarms, beating the air with millions

of wings, and apparently driven by some

strong current; in half an hour they had

vanished from view. All was still again ;
but

hardly had my hosts had time to congratulate

themselves on the departure of the scourge,

when the peculiar noise was again heard.

The cloud reappeared, returning towards us;

the sun was again obscured ; and now the

locusts descended on the plain. By sunset

they had all alighted; the green turf was so

thickly covered with them, that strolling

about in the evening one could not avoid

crushing them by half dozens at each step,

and a donkey's snort raised a cloud of them
round his head; they penetrated into our

tents, on to our beds and carpets ; wherever
we turned or looked there were locusts. Those
I examined were of different colors, green,

pink, yellow and drab ; many of them were
above three inches long. Their voracity is

well known, but it is not only on vegetation

that they commit ravages ; they try their jaws
on almost anything, leather, canvas, cloth,

&c. ; and my friend, the doctor, told me that

a child was once brought to him at Baghdad
with its eyelids and the skin of its nose com
pletely eaten off by these gluttons.

—

M.ounsey\

Caucasus of Persia.

Selected.

Beloved be not disconsolate upon the view
of any of your meetings being left bare of, or

quite without instrumental ministers ; though
some branches be removed, the root remains.

Oh I remember Christ's words a little before

his departure from his disciples, as with re

spect to his humanity. " Ifye love me keep my
commandments, and 1 will pray the Father
and he shall give you another Comforter, that
he may abide with you forever; even the
Spirit of Truth; whom the world cannot re

ceive, because it seeth him not, neither know
eth him ; but ye know him, for he dwelleth
with you, and shall be in you."

Again :
" Where two or three," saith he, "are

gathered in my name, there am I in the midst
of them." If some eminent disciple or disci

pies be taken from you, the head Master re

mains, to whom you may have free access. If

some small rivulets j'ou have drunk of some
times, be now discontinued, your way is open
to the never-failing, inexhaustable spring
head. What reason have any then to be dis-

couraged, or be cool in attending their meet-

ings, for want ofinstrumental ministry? Would
not this be like a slight upon the great-

est and best Minister, who hath graciously
pi'omised his most excellent company, even
at the least meetings, upon most reasonable
terms? For the compassionate pi'omises, as
also this, " I will not leave you comfortless,"
are not only applicable to his then immediate
followers, but to all his true disciples down to
the latest posterity.

Let none, therefore, old or young, be asham
ed of, or undervalue silent meetings ; for they
certainly are to all true worshippers of singu-
lar advantage, and dishonorable to none that
rightly attend them, but quite the reverse
May all those who belong to meetings, where-
in are no Friends in the ministrj', seriously
consider that their present situation is far
better than if they were burdened with a

dead, dry, fruitless unacceptable ministry.

—

David Hall. ^__^_^
Fi-ora the " Leisure Hour.'*

The Persian Poet's Farewell.

The following poem is taken from a prose

translation of the original, given in " Pal-

grave's Travels in Western Arabia." The
sentiments are rather those of a Christian

sage than of one unacquainted with the light

of revelation, and it is difficult to understand

how the writer could have attained such

views of the character of God, and the immor-

tality of the soul of man, without the aid of

christian teaching. All that we are told of

Ahmed el Ghazallah is that he was the most
famous sage and poet of his day, and that he

lived at Toos, in Persia, during the eleventh

centurj-. His farewell to his disciples is pre-

faced by an introduction to the following

effect.

Ahmed el Ghazallah, the greatest of the

sages of Persia, said to his disciples, " Fetch

me white garments, for I must appear to-

night in the presence of my king." His dis-

ciples hastened to fulfil his command, but

great was their dismay when on returning

with white garments they found their master

dead. Lying on the ground beside him, they

discovered a scroll, on which was written his

farewell message.

" Tell thou to ray friends, when weeping,

They my words descry.

Here you find my body sleeping,

But it is not I

!

Now in life immortal hovering,

Far away I roam,
This was but my house, my covering,

Tis no more my home.

" This was as the cage that bound me
;

I the bird, have flown
;

This was but the shell around me;
I the pearl, am gone !

Over me as o'er a treasure,

Had a spell been cast,

God has spoken at His pleasure,

I am free at last

!

Thanks and praise to Him be given

Who hath set me free,

Now forevermore in heaven
Shall my dwelling be,

There I stand His face beholding.

With the saints in light,

Present, future, past unfolding

In this mirror bright.

" Toiling through the plain I leave you,

I have journeyed on,

From your tents why should it grieve yon,

Friends, to find me gone ?

Let the house forsaken perish 1

Let the sliell decay I

Break the cage, destroy the garment,
I am far away I

" Call not this my death, I pray you,

Tis my life of life!

Goal of all ray weary longings,

End of all my strife.

Think of God with love for ever;
Know His name is love

!

Come to Him, distrust Him never;
He rewards above.

" I behold each deathless spirit,

All your wa}'s I view :

Lo, the portion I inherit

Is reserved for you."

SOLITUDE.
The silent heart which grief assails,

Treads soft and lonesome o'er the vales,

Sees daisies open, rivers run.
And seeks (as I have vainly done)
Amusing thought, but learns to know
That solitude's the nurse of woe.

Selected.

We learn that we may be moral in our

lives, orthodox in our opinions, plain in our

appearance and our address, and even active |i

in religious Society; yet unless we know the

washing of regeneration, and the renewing of

the Hol}^ Ghost upon us, we are not true be-

lievers in Christ—branches grafted into Hiiu

and drawing all our life and strength from

Him. Now, as we receive and obey Him, as

He is revealed by his spirit to the soul, He
commences, carries on and perfects, that re-

generation without which we can never at-

tain to holiness so as to see God. He shows

us ourselves even as He sees us, sets our sins

n order before us, gives unfeigned repentance

of all our evil deeds and forgiveness of sins,

sanctifies and j ustifies by faith in Him, through

the baptism of the Holy Ghost and fire : and^l

so makes us members of that church which

has neither spot nor wrinkle or any such s

thing.

How total the change, how miraculous the)

new creature, truly all things are new and allk

things of God.

Eating when Exhausted.—W hen the strength

or nerve power is already worn out or used

up, the digestion of food only makes a fr

demand upon it, and if it be unable to meet I

the demand, the food is only a burden upon

it, producing mischief Our bodies have been

compared to steam engines, the food being

the fuel and the steam produced being th{

nerve power. The analogy holds good to

certain extent. If, when the steam is lowt;

because the fire is low, you pitch in too fasts i

quantity of coal, you put out your fire, and ii 1

you have depended upon steam power to fan

your fires, that is also extinguished. Beyonc s

this the comparison fails. You may clean out

your furnaces and begin again, but in the

body the consequences of this overloading an
dangerous and sometimes fatal. No cause o:

cholera is more common than eating freelj

when exhausted. The rule should be to

for a time, and take some simple refreshment

a cup or a part of a cup of tea, a little broth

or even a piece of bread ;
anything simple anc

in small a,mount, just to stimulate the stomacl

slightly and begin to restore its power. After

rest, a moderate quantity will be refreshing

Never eat a full meal when you are exhausted 1

Take first a small quantity of anything simph

which may be handy, and rest. Then, afte:

a time, proper food will be a blessing, not t

burden. The fires will burn, the steam
"

be up, and you can go on your way safely

It is not amiss, in this connection, to say thai

children would avoid many a feverish nighi

and many an attack of disease, if mother!

would follow this rule.

Isaac Ponington says: "This I dare posi

tively hold forth as a standing truth, whic'

hath been sealed unto me by constant exper

ence, that no man can fall in with, and obe;

the Light wherewith he is enlightened, bu

he must deny himself, and take up a cross t

his own wisdom and will ; which cross is t"^

cross of Christ, which is the power of God
the salvation of the soul. And he that take

it up daily, and waits upon the Lord thereir

shall witness the power of the Lord Jesu

Christ, to the redemption of his soul
;
yea, the

he shall be able in true understanding to saT

this is light indeed, life indeed, power indeed

That powerful Arm which hath saved m
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rm sin, and breaks the snares, devices, and

tsnji,th'of the enemy before me, delivering

D daily when none else can, and when my
.11 st length and wisdom are as nothing, I

;,iMii I, lit, call Christ, the living Power and

.iVdoiii, (iod revealed in me, who will not

. e his glory to another. For he is the Lord

d of pure life forevermore; and besides

m there is no such Saviour. Yea, blessed

the name of the Lord forever, the days of

lurning after salvation are over with many,

i the days of reaping and enjoying salva-

,re come, which shall endure with the

ael of God forevermore ! Amen !"

Fur " The Frieml.'

The following lively Epistle received from a

Friend in England, is offered for insertion in

The Friend." It is slightly condensed from

the original.

Debt and- Thrift.

You may educate a man as highly as you

;ase
;
you may give him the franchise, and

11 upon him to exercise it, as often as you

ink fit
;
you may provide the best news-

ier in the world to tell him what is going

1, and museums and galleries without end

i 'cultivate his taste ; but no amount of poli-

cal freedom, or of literary culture, or refine-

ent, will carry with them the sense of inde-

dence or of self respect, so long as he

fnows that he is in somebody else's power,

lat he has on his shoulders a burden of debt

om which he cannot shake himself loose,

hat is a slavery almost as degrading, and I

01 afraid, almost as common, as the kindred

avery, drunkenness. And I may say, in

assing, that if temperate habits are likely to

ieep a^'man from debt, as the advocates for

pmperance are always and very truly telling

IS, so, on the other hand, there is nothing

aore likely to create intemperate habits than

ihe perpetual harassing worry and anxiety

»f pecuniary embarrassments, while nothing

lan more effectually confirm in any man the

esolution to keep sober than the desire to lay

»y, in youth and middle life, what may be a

)rovision for sickness, for old age, for the

widow whom he may leave, or for the cbild-

en who may come after him. What we con-

.end for, briefly, is this ;
that a very large

mrt of the suffering which we all deplore is

saused by want of habits of economy and

orethought ; that where people have been

iccustomed for many years to live from hand

:o mouth it is all but impossible, as a rule, to

nduce them to change their habits ;
that the

babit of saving, so as to be beforehand with

the world, if it is to be acquired at all, must

be acquired early; but that it is not so acquir-

ed, as a rule, simply because in very few places

has any serious attempt been made to teach it.

It is not taught by precept at school ;
it is not

taught by example at home. Again, we say

that it is not enough to establish savings-

banks and expect that people will go to them.

We must bring the banks to the people. If

we do not do that, the system is faulty, just

in the same way that the system of drainage

is faulty in some newly built places, where

you have an excellent sewer running under

the streets, but where nobody has taken care

to see that the house-drains have any connex

ion with it. Those who are practically con

versant with friendly societies, penny banks

and institutions of that kind, could give you

curious illustrations of the willingness of peo-

ple to avail themselves of these things if they

are brought literally home to their doors,

and of their indifference and dislike to usl'

them, if the using them involves going only a

few hundred yards out of their way.—Lord

Derby at Provident Knowledge Society.

An Epistle of Holm Monthly Meeting—1697

The following Epistle is so descriptive of

the lively zeal and exercise of our predeces-

sors, and their solicitude that, in all things

they should walk worthy of their high and

holy calling, and by their daily walk and con-

versation among men, give proof of their fidel-

ity by carrying into practice those religious

principles they had adopted by conviction—

that it is thought worthy of revival at this

time.

The painful declension from primitive zeal

and fidelity in bearing the Christian testimo-

nies emanating from the principles of truth

professed by us, is, as it was formerly, a pal-

pable evidence of the want of submission to

the Light of Christ and the operation of his

Spirit in the heart, which if regarded and al-

lowed to work therein, will effectually cleanse

and purify the nisiVe—the heart of man.

Would that each one among us might be

induced to examine closelj', and see how for,

in our daily walk before men, we are uphold-

ing the pure standard of Truth, as lifted up

by the earlier founders of our Society under

the constraining influence of the Spirit of

Christ; and, by Divine help, be increasingly

faithful herein,—lest unhapily we should fill

the fearful position of such as give occasion of

stumbling to tender, inquiring minds, and

thereby hinder the Lord's work from pro-

gressing in the earth.

The Epistle is addressed by Friends ofHolm
Monthly Meeting, Cumberland, to its own

members, of whom there seems to have been

in 1751; as recorded in the minutes, 106 fam-

ilies and 23 single individuals.

A portion of the area comprised in its limits

borders on the Solway Firth, and accounts for

the allusion to the practice of fishing on the

first day of the week.

It is transcribed from the original, found

among the ancient records of the meeting.

1st mo., 1873.

From our Men's Meeting, held at Longnewton,

the 13th of Sixth month, 1697.

Dear Friends and Brethren,—From a deep

sense and a holy zeal that entered our hearts

for the name of the Lord God of our fathers,

the advancement of His blessed truth, and the

preservation of His people within the bounds

and limits thereof, that so you may be the re^

deemed of the Lord, and sanctified through

out in body, soul, and spirit, and that having

made the inside clean, the outside may be

clean also.
.

These following particulars opened in our

minds in the love of God and the unity of his

Holy Spirit, to recommend to you by way of

advice, fervently desiring that all Friends

where this may come would let a concern

enter their hearts, and be stirred up in love

to the truth for the same, in practice in then-

respective meetings and places, as the wise-

hearted men and women were of old,when the

first tabernacle was a building.

Now, dear friends, first we entreat you for

the i^lory of God and the everlasting benefit of

you? souls, to be diligent in keeping up the

week-day meetings, according to former ad-

vices, and that notice be taken of the due ob

servation thereof.

We tenderly advise that all Friends in their

respective places, and in all their undcrtak-

ngs and commerce with the sons of men,

keep to the form of sound words, plainness of

speech, or truth's language, both in speaking

iiid writing—naming the days and months

iceording to Scripture, and not after the man-

ner of the heathens, from the first day to the

seventh day, and from the first month to the

twelfth month; and that Friends in the fear

of the Lord, stand in the authority and sim-

plicity of the power of truth, not giving flatter-

ing titles to men or women, as in calling them
Sir or Mr., Madam or Mrs., to ingratiate your-

selves into their affections for to favor your

cause, but keep out of the spirit of the world

in all things, we entreat you, for the truth's

sake, as in company or drinking, to forbear

saying—here to thee,—or I'll pledge thee,

—

for the best way is to be (silent) when they

drink to you.

It is with true love tenderly to advise and

treat all Friends to be very careful in their

habits or garments from the head to the foot,

not to make or wear anything which is super-

fluous or needless, as broad and fringed hat-

bands, needless buttons, wide-skirted coats

and great cuffs, fringed neckcloths, or any

other vain fashion not becoming our holy pro-

fession, but that Friends make and also wear

such necessary clothing as is really plain and

decent, that so the glory of the world may be

stained, and our glorying may be in the cross

of our Lord Jesus Christ.

Beware of covetousness, overreaching, or

many words in dealing, we beseech you for

the truth's sake, and we further advise in

bowels of unfeigned love that Friends would

be very careful not to buy any sort of house-

plcnisbing or furniture but what is really

plain and in its place serviceable, and that

no Friends adorn their dwelling-houses with

painted vessels of diverse colors, painted

hangings or curtains, carved wood of images;

and that Friends when they have occasion

would forbear to buy curiously wrought sad-

dles or fine bridles with buckles and nails

placed upon them only for an ornament yet

no way needful, but that we still keep to

plainness both in speech, habit and dealing,

as we have often been advised in general

terms, and now of late in the last Yearly Meet-

ino-'s Epistle to Friends of the Monthly and

Quarterly Meetings, which we have made

some particular ob.servations upon, and find

it our Christian duty to take inspection unto

some things relating to our holy profession

and church discipline to that end all who pro-

fess the way of truth may stand clean in their

testimony-bearing against the corruptions of

the times and vain fashions of the world,

which the youth of our age are too apt to

learn like Israel of old, who suffered some of

the (Canaanites) to dwell among them, that

tauo-ht them the manner of the gods of the

natfons, which was the cause of drawing their

hearts from the Lord, the Fountain of living

Water, and hewing out unto themselves brok-

en cisterns that would hold no water.

And, dear Friends, brethren and sisters, for

the reverent esteem that we have for the name

of the Lord and our holy profession, as also

for the worship of God which upon the first

day of the week we so frequently meet about,

that no Friends for the time to come go to

ny sort of labor or public employment or

that which upon other days of the week is

lawful and commendable, as binding of and
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loadingof corn, scaling of manure, going a fish

ing with lines and nets, riding with horses
or carts to bring up nets and fish, or any other
employment which the Truth will not justify

us in, neither warrantable by the law of the
nation ; not that we would debar Friends of
the liberty which Christ our Lord allowed in

the dawning of the Gospel day in case of real

necessity ; but inasmuch as the primitive
Christians did in the wisdom of God after

Christ's resurrection set the first day of the
week apart for the worship of God, which
was the third after he suffered and the first

of his said resurrection according to the Scrip

tures, that none of us, as we have said, go to

any public labor on that da}', for it is not onlj

an evil example to people, but springs from
the root of covetousness and a distrusting that
secret hand which daily provides for us. Our
heart is opened in true love a little on this

wise with fervent desires to the Lord to

awaken the spirits of such as be at ease in

Zion, that so they may not seek their own
profit but every one another's wealth, for

here is the true wisdom which all her children
are justified by (born) of the incorruptible
Word which lives and abides forever, unto
which we tenderly direct j'ou for life and sal

vation—the which will be teacher, leader and
director through this vale of misery; in the
sense of which we tenderly salute you, desir
ing that the God of all our mercies may be
truly worshipped, feared, honored and re

nowned, who is God over all, eternally bles
sed forever.

Signed on behalf of our said meeting.

Jesuits Suppressed by Pope Ganganelli—After
the strictest examination of every argument
which could be produced either atrainst or in

favor of the Jesuits, Clement XIV. at last

named a commission, consisting of five cardi-

nals, some prelates, and advocate, to assist

him in the execution of his design. On the
21st of July, 1773, he signed the Brief which
suppressed that famous order. On the 10th
of August following, at nine o'clock in the
evening, the commissioners appointed for the
execution of the Brief, accompanied by a no
tary, and attended by a guard, went to the
different houses of the Jesuits, and having as-

sembled the brethren, read to them the brief
of their extinction ; at the same time, telling

them that the Apostolical Chamber would fur-

nish each of them with a secular habit, pay
the travelling expenses of those who chose to

quit Eome, their books and effects should be
delivered to them, and pensions should be
granted.

As the Jesuits had then a large share in the
education of youth, the sndden shutting up of
their schools might have been injurious, if

Clement had not given a new proof of his
prudence and genius. Having shut himself
up for several days, admitting only some spe-
cial advisers, he sketched a complete scheme of
education

; and having selected a number of
priests and friars who by their talents and char-
acters were suited for the posts, he immediately
appointed them professors and teachers. To
the surprise and delight of the Eomans, there
was no interregnum or break in the educa-
tional work, the schools being opened under
the new masters, when many feared thoy
must have been closed for a long period.
Soon after this decided action, the health of
the Pope gave way. It was said by some that
the multiplicity of business had weakened his

strength, but as he was of robust constitution
and temperate habits, there was every pros-
pect of long life. The principal sj-mptom was
inflammation and pain of the bowels, which
the physicians could neither explain nor re-

lieve, and which carried him off, after a few
months in his 70th year. It is generally be-

lieved that his death was the effect of poison,
and that he fell a sacrifice to the revenge of
the Jesuits.

—

From Leisure Hour.

For "The Friend."

It is not our desire to eulogize the dead in

recording their names and virtues, but to
stimulate the living that they may follow
them as they followed Christ, and to " mark
the perfect man and behold the upright, for
the end of that man is peace."
Such was Joseph Snowdon. A man of clean

hands and a pure heart ; whose innocent life

and conversation, marked with strict integ-
rity and uprightness, exalted him above the
greatof this world. Choosing the Lord for his
portion, he set his love upon him and honored
him, as David testifies in his xci psalm, of those
who trust in the Lord : "He that dwelleth in

the secret place of the Most High, shall abide
under the shadow of the Almighty," &c.
Bearing the yoke of Christ in his youth,

and yielding to the manifestations of Divine
Grace in his heart, he grew from one degree
to another in the knowledge and fear of the
Lord; exemplifying the doctrine of our Lord
and Saviour, "if any man will be my disciple

let him take up his cross daily and follow me."
Knowing first the enemies of his own house-

hold slain, he was enabled to preach to others
in the expressive language of conduct, deal-

ing justly, loving mercy, and walking hum-
bly with his God.
During the course of his life, many trials

and diflSculties assailed our Society, on account
of which his spirit was often bowed under the
deep concern he felt that the truth might not
suffer reproach, and in the meekness and gen-
tleness of Christ, he bore a noble testimony
against unbelief, and the innovations which
still abound, seeking not the honor of man.
but the glorious cause he had espoused. As
an elder, he was discreet and tender—a lov-

ing father in whom we could confide,—divid-
ing the word aright, yet careful not to cry
peace when there is no peace.

Thus he became a pillar in the Church to
go no more out; and when the final hour,
arrived, our beloved friend was found waiting
for the coming of his Lord, and Cjueried—can
this be death ? If it is, it has no sting ! His
work was done, and his end peace; having
exchanged the covering of mortality for the
white robe and diadem of everlasting life, and is

'

now, we humblj' trust, through the merits of
his Eedeemer, with that company John saw
who surrounded the Throne with palms in

their hands, singing praises to the Lord God
and the Lamb.

explained that he could not mend the bowl,
jj

but the trouble he could overcome by the gift

of a sixpence to buy another. However, on

opening his purse it was empty of silver, and
he promised to meet his little fi-iend on the

same spot at the same hour next day, and tcL,

bring a sixpence with him
;
bidding her mean-

while tell her mother she had seen a gentle^

man who would bring her the money for s

bowl next day. The child, entirely trusting

him, went on her way comforted. On hif

return home he found an invitation awaiting
him to dine in Bath the following evening, tc

meet some one whom he especially wished tc

see. He hesitated for some little time, trying

to calculate the possibility of giving the meet
ing to his little friend of the broken bowl anc
still being in time for the dinner party ir

Bath, but finding that this could not be, ht

wrote to decline accepting the invitation, oi

the plea of " a previous engagement," say'

"I cannot disappoint her; she trusted me.
Late Paper.

Selected.

At this time, while young, I was favored to

receive much comfort in reading the Holj
Scriptures, which I often took up when alone,

to my consolation and encouragement. Then
deeply did I lament, that any of mj' precious

time had been spent in perusing publications

of an unprofitable tendency ; such as plays

and romances; and I was made sensible that

nothing I had ever been in the practice of had
so much alienated my mind from the love and
fear of God, or led me so far from the simpli

city of the pure Truth, .as books of this kind.

How often did I wish I could warn the whole
world of their pernicious effects, and especially

the young people in our Society. Penning
this remark, brings to my remembrance how
in an instant I was entirely weaned from
ever desiring again to look into a book of this

description. It was by a few words expressed
by a beloved friend when I was about reading
to her one night after we got up stairs, and
were retiring to bed. She queried with me,
and I believe under Divine influence, "Dear
Mary, is such a subject likely to profit us upon
our pillows ?" The question so forcibly strucl

my mind, that I very willingly laid down the
volume, and to the be.st of my remembrance,
I never more read a page in that, or anything
of the like kind. I have often thought those
few words were indeed, "Like apples of gold:
in jjictures of silver."

—

Mary Alexander.

Keep in the littleness, O ! the littleness-

how beautiful and how safe.

THE FRIEND.
NINTH MONTH 20, 1873.

Keeping Faith.—Sir William Napier was one
day taking a long country walk, when he met
a little girl about five years old sobbing over
a broken bowl. She had dropped and broken
it, in bringing it back from the field to which
she had taken her father's dinner, and said
she would be beaten on her return home for'

having broken it. As she said this, a sudden
gleam of hope seemed to cheer her. She inno-
cently looked up into Sir William's face and
said ;

" But you can mend it, can't you?" He

" I will also leave in the midst of thee an
afflicted and poor people, and they shall trust
in the name of the Lord."

I

Though this was spoken by the prophet, in

the name of the Most High, to Israel of old,

when rebellion and corruption had brought
their inseparable punishment, we apprehend it

has been likewise experienced in every age of
the christian church. The Lord's faithful, de-

dicated people, living and serving him in the
midst of those who disregarded the law of
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^hteousness, and followed the devices of in believing and partaking of the sufferings to

jeir own hearts, in every generation, have be tilled up for the body's sake, if we subm
poor in s]Mrit under a humiliating sense to the discipline of the Spirit onlj' as an

' their own frailtj' and unworthiness, and
•pressed with sorrow on account of the in-

tnation of their fellow men, in pursuit of

'nity and lies; endangering the loss of their

mortal souls. In enduring this kind of

iBforing, his believing children are in sj-mpa-

\v with their immaculate Lord, who is de-

ribed as a man of sorrow and acquainted
th grief. He knew what was in man ; and,

ithe judge of quick and dead, what would be

5 sentence of reward or punishment, when
the awful assize that was hastening on,

rnal recompense was to be awarded ; and
told the unbelieving Jews, "If ye believe

[

, that I am He, ye shall die in your sins

1 whither I go ye cannot come." Having
1 tenderost feelings of a man, his heart was
3d with love and pity for those He saw
lund him, sinning and hastening to destruc-

d his whole conduct and conversation

(w that He was "oppressed and afflicted."

rhe apostle enjoins upon the believers to

sional thing. The work of regeneration and
sanctification which prepares the soul to stand
in the unveiled presence of infinite Purity, is

characterized by the severity of that Love,
which not only gave Christ for a propitiatory
sacrifice for the sins of the whole world, but
which scourgeth every son whom He receiv-

eth. The yoke of Christ must be borne regu-
larly and habitually; and we have need to be
aroused to close self-examination, if we find

ourselves floating along in what seems like

uninterrupted enjoyment, lest we be satisfy-

ing ourselves with a rest short of the true

rest, and which partakes more or less of con-

formity to the world. Walking by faith and
not by sight is the condition of christian life;

but that faith must be of the operation of God,
and will show its character by the works spring-

ing from it. Let it then not be forgotten,

that "If ye endure chastening, God dealcth

with you as sons, for what son is he whom
the Father chasteneth not ? But ifye be with-

ow in his footsteps; but as He had the lout chastisement, whereof all are partakers,

ly Spirit bodily, or without measure, and then are ye bastards and not sons."

his was a work lying altogether beyond Oh, the blessedness of being of the number
nan reach, and He bore suffering for depths lOf the " afflicted and poor people," whom the

uilt and sin which our mere finite nature iLord preserveth in the midst of a high minded
d not sustain, in which, therefore, He is

imitable; so, following in his footsteps,

reference to things that belong to our
nanity alone, and that the Spirit which
erns our thoughts, words and actions

uld be the same, though in different mea-
e, as He ever manifested,

'here is as great a difference in the sorrows
he Lord's " afflicted and poor people" from
se of the worldling as there is in their joys,

hearts unrenewed by Divine Grace know
hing of the "tribulations of the gospel,"

y lack any sense of divine support when
iction overtakes them, or the feelings of

ariness, desolation, and remorse force them-
'^es into notice even in the hours of toil or

th. But those who abide in Christ, and
lare plainly that they seek a better country,

t is an heavenly, although they must take

ir share of the trials common to humanity,
1 be given up to endure the afflictions pecu-

to the people of God, yet, through faith,

y see Him who is invisible, and because

lives they know that they live also, and
inheritors of that peace which Christ left

all his faithful followers. Tiiey can count
ill joy when thej' fall into divers tempta-
as, knowing that the trial of their faith

rketh patience, and that Us perfect work
I make them perfect and entire, wanting no-

Dg. Weeping may endure for a night, but

cometh in the morning ; and great indeed

he consolation of those to whom it is given

; only to believe in Christ but to suffer on

behalf. Though they may at times expe-

ice what it is to be troubled on every side,

I not distressed
;
perplexed but not in de-

ir
;
persecuted but not forsaken ; cast down

not destroyed
;
yet having the sentence

death in themselves that they should not

at in themselves, but in God who raiseth

! dead, they can rightly appropriate the

iouraging language of the Apostle where
says: "But rejoice, inasmuch as ye are

:takers of Christ's sufferings ;
that

glory is revealed, ye may be glad also

;h exceeding joy."

But we cannot realize this peace and joy

and rebellious generation ! may they continue
to trust in his Name, and let their lights so

shine that others seeing their good works
may glorify their Father who is

'

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Dispatches from British consuls in vari-

ous sections of France, Russia, Italy and Germany,
report that the cholera is ou the increase in those coun-
tries.

Several more railway accidents have occurred in

England. The alarming frequency of disasters of this

character of late has been the subject of much comment.
A number of the English papers call upon the govern-
ment to interfere and compel the managers of roads to

adopt more stringent measures for the prevention of

similar occurrences.

It is expected that Queen Victoria will soon visit

Homburg, a watering place near Frankfort.
The bark Prospero, which sailed from Liverpool for

San Francisco, has been totally wrecked off Bahia,
Brazil.

The Admiralty office has received a dispatch announc-
ing the capture by the British steam sloop Daphne, of

a slave ship in the Indian Ocean, near the Seychelle
Islands. There had been terrible suffering in the slave

ship from small pox, of which two hundred and fifty

slaves had died out of three hundred taken on board.

The remaining fifty were terribly emaciated from
disease and want.

London, 9th mo. 15th.—Consols 92J. U. S. 10-40

bonds 90|

.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 9d.; Orleans, 9\d.

There have been some deaths in Paris from cholera,

but the disease does not yet prevail to any great extent.

A party ofMormon emigrants having arrived in Paris

on their way to the United States, they were notified by
the Prefect of Police that if they held their religious

exercises in public they would be exjielled from the

city.

The evacuation of Verdun by the German forces was
to be complete on the 13th inst., when a general illu-

mination and rejoicing were to take place.

The vine-disease is making great havoc in Portugal.

A Vienna dispatch says : Prince Charles Esterhazy,

only son of the late Prince Esterhazy, the eminent
Austrian statesman, has committed suicide.

The Emperor of Germany was expected at Vienna
on a visit to the Emperor of Austria, about the middle
of the present month.
A conference of European and American juriscon-

sults has been held at Ghent, in which several topics of

international law were discussed, viz : International

arbitration ; the three rules of the Washington treaty,

and the codification and adoption by treaty of the re-

gulations relative to private property in time of war.

The conference organized as a permanent institution,

appointed a committee to draw up and issue a mani-
festo, and adjourned to meet in Geneva next year.
A Bombay dispatch of the lllh says : A serious riot

broke out several days ago in the province of Madras.
Troops were sent to the scene of the disturbance and
restored order ; not, however, before they had fired upon
the rioters and killed eight of them.
Salmeron has been elected President of the Spani.sh

Cortes. In his speech on taking the chair he urged the
Deputies to give their undivided support to Castelar's
administration.

The Carlist forces have captured Fort Vaccoolos.
Tlie resources of the northern provinces have been ex-
hausted by tlie war and the exactions of the Carlists.

Necessities of life even have become scarce, and thou-
sands of families are reduced to indigence. An express
train which left Vittoria for Madrid on the 12th, while
going at full speed, ran off the track ; the cars were
wrecked, and seventeen persons killed and about seventy
injured.

The government was making great exertions to get
an adequate military force in the field.

A body of insurgent troops made a sortie from Car-
tagena on the 12th, but met with a repulse ; in a .second

attempt they were more successful. They burned the
fascines of the works of the government forces, and
captured several pieces of artillery together with a
number of mules.
A Paris dispatch of the 14th gives a report from the

Spanish frontier to the effect that the Carlists have de-
feated General Loma, between Gayas and Vidarga.
The Republicans, it is stated, suffered .severely in this

engagement, and their army is badly crippled by the
reverse. The Carlists are investing Tolosa. Madrid
dispatches of the loth state that in this battle there
were about 10,000 Republican troops engaged, and
14,000 Carlists, but deny that the government forces

were defeated.

The leaders of the Cartagena insurrection are .seeking

to secure the co-operation of the Carlists in their efforts

to raise the siege.

General Mariona has been appointed generalissimo
of the armies of Spain.

A Havana dispatch says, the fire by which the Plaza
Vapor was recently destroyed, was a very disastrous

one. The total loss is estimated at $3,000,000, and the

insurance is only $.d24.000, nearly all in English com-
panies. Upwards of 2-500 people who occupied the
buildings are homeless, and nearly all have lost every
thing. Owing to the rapidity with which the fire

spread, very little property was saved.

The Pope has issued a brief, highly commending
pilgrimages to "the Holy Land, the sacred shrines of

Italy, and the various foreign sanctuaries." He grants

indulgences to the pilgrims, and also to those who at-

tend the sacraments, visit the churches, and pray for

the extirpation of heresies, the conversion of sinners,

and the triumph of the church. On the other hand
pilgrimages in Italy have been forbidden by the govern-

ment prefects.

A number of emigrants who left England for Brazil,

have returned disappointed. They complain that the

promises made them by agents of the Brazilian govern-

ment in England were flagrantly broken.

United States.—3IisceUaneous.—The interments in

Philadelphia last week numbered 290, including 122
children under two years. There were 47 deaths of

consumption, 22 cholera infantum, 27 marasmus, 9

typhoid fever, and 10 old age.

The public schools of Philadelphia were attended in

1872 by 84,387 pupils, or, including the night .schools

for the instruction of apprentices and young men, the

number was 92,974. There are 153,016 registered voters

in this city.

The U. S. Secretary of the Navy has received a dis-

patch from St. Johns, N. F., stating that the camp
where the crew of the Polaris spent last winter, was
found by the steamer Tigress on the 14th nit. It was
near Littleton Island, in lat. 78° 23' North. Six Es-

quimaux were living there, and from them and the

manuscript record left behind by Captain Buddington,

it appeared that the party numbering fourteen men,
had left there the first of Seventh month, in two boats

which they had made from the wreck. It was supposed
they would endeavor to reach the coast of Greenland,

about 2-50 miles distant, where they might hope to fall

in with a whaling vessel. The Polaris remained afloat

sometime after the departure of the boats, when she

parted her moorings in a gale, drifted two miles, and
sunk in the ice. Icebergs now cover the wreck.

Special Treasury Agent Bryant, who for some years

past has been stationed in .Alaska to look after the in-

terests of the government in connection with the seal
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business, has arrived in Washington and reports a

prosperous condition of aflUirs on the Seal Islands, and

that the natives are fast becoming Americanized.

There were 578 deaths in New York last week.

The Markets, <£<;.—The following were the quotations

on the loth inst. New ForA:.—American gold, UIJ.

U S. sixes, 1881, 116|; ditto, 1868, 116; ditto, new

fives 112i. Superfine flour, $5.80 a $6.25 ; State extra,

$7 a $7.35; finer brands, *7.50 a $10.75. White

Michigan wheat, $1.84; amber western, $1.69; red do.,

S1.65 a $1.67 ; No. 2 Chicago spring, $1.53 ;
No. 3 do.,

$1.49. Oats, 46V a 52 cts. Western mixed corn, 65 a

67 cts.
;
yellow, 69 cts. ; white, 68 a 71 cts. Philadelphia.

—Uplands and New Orleans cotton, 20i a 21} cts. for

middling. Superfine flour, $4 a $4.50 ; finer brands, $5

a $10. White wheat, $1.75 a $1.85; amber, $1.67 a

$1.70 ; red, $1.60 a $1.65 ; No. 2 spring, $1.45. Yellow

corn, 65 a 66 cts. Oats, 43 a 49 cts. Smoked hams,

14 a 16 cts. Lard, 8J a 9 cts. Clover-seed, 9.V a 10

cts. The receipts of beef cattle at the Avenue Drove-

yard were about 3000 head. Choice and extra sold at

7 a 7} cts. per lb. gross; fair to good, 6 a 6J cts., and

common, 4.V a 5| cts. Sheep sold at 5 a 65 cts. per lb.

gross. Receipts 14,000. Hogs sold at $7.25 per 100

lb. net for corn fed. Receipts 7,000 head. Chicago.—

Spring extra flour, $5.50 a $6.25. No. 1 spring wheat,

$1.16i; No. 2 do., $1.10J ; No. 3, $1.07. No. 2 corn,

42J cts. No. 2 oats, 30 cts. No. 2 rye, 68 cts. No. 2

barley, $1.32 a $1.35. Lard, 7f cts. St. Louis.—No. 2

winter red wheat, $1.62 ; No. 3 $1.42. No. 2 mixed

corn, 44 cts. Oats, 34 cts. Barley, $1.45 a $1.50.

Baltimore.—Western and Penna. red wheat, $1.50 a

$1.60. Southern white corn, 75 a 77 cts.
;
yellow, 64

cts.; western mixed, 63 cts. Oats, 42 a 46 cts. Sugar-

cured hams, 14 a 16 cts. Lard, 8i a 8} cts.

RECEIPTS.
I

she was a succorer of many ; and in her capacity as ai

_ . 1 /. T 1 rru T_ A -p^kn-i T elder, was often enabled to speak a word in season t

^^S pt/;:™Ttiiwri ^r ^/^^^^^^^^^^

T u pt^oL p., c;o ^nl 47- frnni AT -irv Tanp was applicable " Inasmuch as yc have done it unto Oil

&tr^ Pa «9 v'l ^AJ • f^L S^rah E AUen CuT i of '^e least of these my brethren, ye have done it unt

$2,Tol."47 f f^m 'Jetge' L'smedlet Pa.fpeT'jaco'b !
-e ;". and " Come ye blessed of my Father, inherit th

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session will open on the 3rd of

Eleventh month. Friends intending to send pupils to

the Institution are requested to make early application

to Charles J. Allen, Street Road P. O., Chester Co.,

Pa. Applications may also be left with Jacob Smedley,
304 Arch St., Philadelphia.

WANTED
A teacher in the classical department on the boys'

Bide at Westtown School.

Application may be m.ide to

Thomas Conard, West Grove, Chester Co.

Joseph Walton, Philadelphia.

William Evans, "

Charles Evans, "

AVANTED
A suitable woman Friend to act as Governess at

Westtown Boarding School. Apply to

Rebecca S. Allen, Philadelphia.

Sarah A. Richie,
"

Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., Germantown.
Lydia L. Walton, Moorestown, N. J.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLORED
PERSONS.

Teachers are wanted for these schools, to be opened
about the first of Tenth month.

Application may be made to

Elton B. Giflbrd, 28 North Third St.

Ephraim Smith, 1110 Pine St.

James Bromley, 641 Franklin St.

Richard J. Allen, 472 North Third St.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDIAN
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A teacher of the school will be wanted at the com-
mencement of the Fall term.

Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co., Pa.
Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada.
Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Chester

Co., Pa.

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia.
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Worth
INOTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may be
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board of
Managers.

Smedley, $2, vol. 47 ; from Daniel Nichols, N. Y., $2,

to No. 18, vol. 47 ; from Letitia Reeve, N. J., per Wil-

liam Evans, $2, vol. 47 ; from Levi Varney, Canada,

$2, vol. 47 ; from George D. Smith, O., $2, vol". 47 ;
from

Samuel W. Stanley, lo., $2, vol. 47 ; from Joseph Pusey,

Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from Achsah Reeve, N. J., $2, vol. 47
;

from Jehu L. Kite, Agent, O., $2, vol. 47, and for Lind-

sey Cobb, Mary Warrington, Jane Woolman, Abner
Woolman, Joseph Lynch, Robert Ellyson, Joseph

Painter, Eliza Ann Fogg, James H. Crew, John H.

Stanley, Thomas B. Woolman, Mary Crew, Rebecca

Carr, and Edwin Fogg, $2 each, vol. 47, for Ann Railey,

1-2, to No. 4, vol. 48, and for Lydia Warrington, $2,

to No. 18, vol. 48; for James Kitely, Canada, $2, vol.

47 ; from Asa Garretson, Agent, O., $2, vol. 47, and for

Rachel Green, Dempsey Bundy, Robert Plummer,
Jehu Bailey, John Hall, Joseph W. Doudna, Sarah

Bailey, George Tatum, Tacy T. Starbuck, Catharine

Wilson, John Bundy, Jesse Bailey, Barclay Smith,

Asenath Crew, Jonathan T. Scofield, Aaron Frame, Eli

Kennard, Dr. Ephraim Williams, Isaac Lightfoot,

William Stanton, Esther Sears, Amelia Garretson, and

Joseph Doudna, O.. and Elisha Starbuck, and Homer
Gibbons, lo., $2 each, vol. 47, and for Francis Davis,

O., $1, to No. 52, vol. 47 ; from Harvey Chace, R. I.,

i-2, vol. 47, and for Miller Chace and Oliver Chace,

Mass., $2 each, vol. 47 ; from Elisha Roberts, N. J., $2,

vol. 47 ; from Mary Ann Baldwin and John Erskinc

Baldwin, Pa., per Thos. P. Conard, $2 each, vol. 47
;

from Edward Hedley, City, $2, vol. 47 ; from Ann D.

Sinnickson, N. J., $2, vol. 47; from Mary B. Buffinton,

Mass., $2, vol. 47 ; from Joseph Scattergood, Jr., Agent,

Pa., for B. Franklin Wickersham, Margaret W. Pyle,

Edward H. Hall, Margaretta E. Reed, Sarah Yarnall,

Rebecca Conard, S. Emlen Sharpless, and Enos E.

Thatcher, $2 each, vol. 47 ; from Elwood Thomas, Pa.,

$2, to No. 14, vol. 48 ; from Hannah Henrie, Pa., $2.50,

to No. 14, vol. 47 ; from David Heston, Pa., $2, vol.

47 ; from Susanna Judkins, O., $2, to No. 30, vol. 47
;

from Samuel Embree, lo., $7, to No. 27, vol. 48; from

Thomas Perry, R. I., for Elizabeth Perry and George

C. Foster, $2 each, vol. 47, and for Charles Perry, $2
to No. 11, vol. 48; from William Hill, Me., $2, vol. 47

from William Hicks, City, $2, vol. 47 ; from R. Raley,

for Joseph P. Lupton, Joseph Raley, Asenath Raley
and Israel Steer, O., $2 each, vol. 47, and for Israel

Sidwell, O., to No. 18, vol. 47 ; from William F. New.
lold, N. J., $2, vol. 47 ; from Benjamin B. Leeds,

N. J., $2, to No. 17, vol. 48; from Abel J. Hopkins,

Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from Job Young, lo., $2, vol. 47 ;
from

Richard Mott, Agent, lo., for Eli Hodgin, Thomas C.

Battey, John Hodgin, William P. Deweese, Benjamin
V. Stanley, Joseph Battey, R. W. Hampton, Thomas
Hoyle, Joseph Patterson, and Rebecca Askew, $2 each,

vol. 47 ; from John Boadle, N. J., $2, vol. 47 ;
from

Sarah Bailey, Pa., $2, vol. 47, and for Isaac B. Webb,
$2, vol. 47 ; from Nathan Woolman, City, $2, vol. 47,

and for Edward W. Woolman, S-2, vol. 47 ; from John
Woolman, City, $2, vol. 47 ; from Seth Warrington, N. J.,

$2, vol. 47 ; from Sarah Ann Cooper, City, $2, vol. 47
;

from Royal Woodward, N. Y., $2, vol. 47 ; from Joseph
B. Taylor, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from William Wood, New
York City, $2, vol. 47 ; from William Picket, O., $2,

vol. 47 ; from Micajah M. Morlan, Agent, O., for

Frederick Maerkt and Aaron Stratton, $2 each, vol.

47, also for the following friends, the acknowledgment
of which has been delayed owing to a miscarriage of

the letter of advice, viz., Mark Bonsall, Samuel Street,

Stacy Cook, Sr., Sarah Ann Cope, George Blackburn,

William Darlington, Daniel Boulton, Theophilus Mor-
lan, Hannah Bonsall, William Fisher, Richard B
Fawcett, and Elizabeth Hunt, $2 each, vol. 47, and
Edwin HoUoway, $7, to No. 52, vol. 47.

HemittaTices received after Fourth-day morning will not

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

Died, on the 18th of 5th mo. 1873, Mary Passmore,
in the 83d year of her age, a beloved member and elder
of Whiteland Particular and Goshen Monthly Meeting,
Chester Co., Pa. She was firmly attached to the doc-
trines and testimonies of our religious Society, and
during her long and useful life, a diligent attender of
meetings, and concerned to wait for the arisings of life

therein, adorning the profession she made by a con-
sistent life and conversation. Being liberal in dispen-
sing according to her means, to the necessities of others,

kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of th

world."

, at his residence, Parkersville, Chester Co., Pa

on the afternoon of 7th month 5th, 1873, Abraha]
Baily, in the 72d year of his age, an esteemed membt
of Kennett Monthly Meeting.

-, on the 15th of the 8th month, 1873, at his resi

dence, near Haddonfield, N. Jersey, Joseph Snowdoi
in the 83d year of his age, a valuable and beloved eld«

of Haddonfield Monthly Meeting. This dear Frien

having in early life yielded to the visitations of Divit

Grace, became a diligent scholar in the school of Chria

and was thereby prepared for usefulness in the churd

Being endowed with gifts both intellectual and spiritua

fhich qualified him for important stations in our n

.igious Society, he filled a number of them, with muo
satisfaction to his friends and in promotion of the w^

fare of the cause of Truth. In common with others J

partook largely of the trials preceding and attendii

the separation from the Society in 1827; being one

comparatively few in his Monthly Meeting, who i

mained with Friends when the others seceded. \

the year 1848, he and his wife, being drawn to the se

vice under a sense of religious duty, were placed by tl

Committee in charge of Westtown Boarding Schrt

They filled the stations of Superintendent and Main
for about twelve years, discharging the various duti

connected therewith, with conscientious fidelity ; bet

careful to keep constantly in view and to endeavor

carry into effect the primary object for which that il

portant institution was established— the religiom

guarded education of the children of Friends. Tk
they forwarded in many ways its interest; exercisi

over the pupils a care and influence, which, we d

not, has proved of lasting benefit to many. Bei

firmly attached to the doctrines of the gospel as h(

by Friends, from heart-felt conviction of their truth,

was much concerned for their maintenance and spre

as also for the support of the testimonies and practi'

growing out of them ; and deeply did he deploi

departures therefrom by many in the Society ; earnes

laboring to guard the flock from the hurtful influei

of such unfaithfulness. Being careful to show forth

his daily life and conversation, the eflicacy of the

ligion he professed, and to maintain watchfulness

and obedience to, the manifestations of the voice of

Shepherd of the sheep, he was made quick of und
itanding in his holy fear, and enabled to discern

tween that which serveth God and that which serv

him not. The humble traveller Zionward, especii

ministers of the gospel, found in him a sympathiz
friend and counsellor; he being on the watch to

courage and strengthen the hands of those who w
faithfully occupying their gifts, and to speak a wore
season to those who were weary. His final sicki

very brief, being not more than an hour. Evidel

was however given both during its continuance
few days previous, that he was looking for and

)

pared for the solemn event; and that the summ
found him ready to give up a stewardship,, which
had been concerned from early life, to fill with a sii

eye to the guidance and honor of Him whom he Ic

and desired to serve. A few nights previous to

death, he remarked to one of his children, that eig

years seemed a long time to live, but nothing in

parison to eternity: that he believed there was notl

in his way ; but he felt that he had been an unprotit

servant, and that not through any works of righte

ness that he had done, but, in great poverty of sp

he believed, through the mercy of God in Christ Ji

he would be saved. On the afternoon of his death,

before the close, he was heard to say in a faint vi

" Where is thy .sting?" We reverently believe tha
language has been found applicable to this dear Fri.
" Well done good and faithful servant, thou hast

faithful in a few things, I will make thee ruler

many things ; enter thou into the joy of thy Lord.
, suddenly by drowning, whilst bathing on

beach near Beesley's Point, New Jersey, on the 16
8th mo. last, Davis Leeds, son of Daniel and Hai
G. Leeds, in the 32d year of his age, a membc
Chester Monthly Meeting, New Jersey.

, at the same time and place, B. Rush Li
son of Isaac and Sarah D. Leeds, in the 21st year c

age, a member of Chester Monthly Meeting, N. Je

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street,
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John Heald.

fContinned from pai^e 34.>

11th mo. 17tb, 1816. "At Eichmond, Vir-

aia. The meeting was not large, the people

,ily dressed, and I thought much ignorant
religion and worship. Though it was First-

y, people were passing the meeting-house
listling, and others not far from the house
re shooting. I suppose I heard twenty
ns not far off, in the titne of the meeting,
hour or more was spent in silence. I at

th reminded them, that our Lord Jesus
irist, when among men, did not always ex-

words to the people when they came
gether. The gracious words did not always
oceed out of his mouth on such occasions.

)ing on from one thing to another, the peo-

ninds were led into a state of solemnity,

ter which the meeting concluded.

20th. At Wainoak. I attended the Quar-
rly Meeting for ministers and elders. I met
ith Nathan Yarnall here. There were eight

beside us two, and one woman to make
e meeting. Nathan addressed a short lively

mmunication to them in an encouraging
ay. I stated, there is that scattereth abroad
id yet increaseth, and there is that with-

Ideth more than is meet, and it tendeth to

iverty."

After speaking of their labor in the Quar-
rly Meeting and a meeting for worship
bich succeeded it, J. H. thus refers to a

eeting appointed by Nathan Yarnall the
llowiug day. " I attended much to my satis-

etion. Though I had no public appearance
t, yet I had a fellow feeling and near unity

ith him in his exercises."

For several days after this, way seemed to

)en for religious service in most of thefami
IS, into which they entered in the course of

eir journey, and J. H. speaks of these occa-

)ns as being " precious," and " sweetly

vored opportunities," and adds, " I thought
had in these parts a compensation for a"
e pains and trouble I had gone through
Qce I left home."
29th. "Rode through the rain to Peters

irg, to the house of Ebenezer Thomas. ]

id been for some time under an apprehen-

oa that it would be my lot to have a meet-

g in that town, and no Fi-iend except

Ebenezer lived in it. He and Jesse obtained

the use of the Presbyterian meeting-house,

and spread notice ; but the evening being wet,

and many being unwell, they did not turn

out. About 100, chiefly men, came. After a

time of silence I said: It has been no small

exercise to me to appear in the capacity of an
nstructor or teacher, though this I experi

enced when among those of the Society, of

hich I am a member, but I think I never

had a meeting out of the society that seemed
to me so nearlike one of our own. My vocal

labor was an hour or more, and I think the

inds of the people were impressed with
solemnity, and I felt thankful that I had been

favored to accpiit myself as well as I had done.

It is worthy of remark, the great attention

ffiven to us, and to accommodate us and ihe

eeting. I hope they will receive a good re-

ward for it. Now my mind enjoys a peaceful

quiet and encouragement, which increases my
trust and confideiice in Divine sufficiency. I

have gone through deep trials on account of

this meeting. 1 had to give up all and to

stand resigned to suffer in the deeps, to serve

the Lord and answer His requirings. Though
I much feared my weakness would hurt the

good cause and be a reproach to myself and
the Society, and thereby be a disadvantage;

yet I feel this a day of thanksgiving and praise

to the Most High."
The experience of John Heald in regard to

this meeting, is in accordance with the decla-

rations of scripture, and with the experience

of many of the true followers of Christ. This
previous preparation for service, by being

dipped into religious exercise, and thus hum-
bled and prepared to receive fresh ability from
the inexhaustible Fountain of good, is one of

the mysteries of the Kingdom which is re-

vealed to the babes in Christ, though it may
not be understood by those who are wise in

their own eyes, and competent as they think

to discharge every duty as it arises, in their

own strength. This religious exercise is not

confined to those who are especially called to

preach the gospel, but it rests at times on the

mind of every member of the church. F
we all have duties to perform, and we all need

the enabling power of Christ to perform them
aright. How deeply has many a humble
con.spieuous one, felt the weight of a concern,

which might be only to extend a word of cau-

tion or reproof to one who was in danger of

being led into wrong ! and what blessed fruits

have often flowed from such simple obedience

to the call of duty—the rich reward of peace

and joy in the heart of the obedient servant,

and the opening of the eyes to him who was
going astray

!

9th. " Attended Vicks' Meeting. It was
thronged. After some time I said :

' The
Kingdom of Heaven cometh not by observa-

tion.' I thought there was something stirring

in the minds of many people now-adays, in-

ducing them to seek a place of repentance.

In the days of John the Baptist there was a

stir also in the minds of the people, when the
nhabitants of Judea and Jerusalem and all

the region round about went; but there were
some who were reprimanded with, 'O ye
generation of vipers, who hath warned you to

from the wrath to come.' In after times,

in the days of the apostles, the stir in their

minds caused them to cry out, 'Men and
brethren, what shall we do to be saved?'

And in a time of still later date, when many
sought for a more certain knowledge of the
ways of the Most High, and of His true wor-
ship (for they believed His ways were gener-
ally hid from mankind), and when they were
disappointed in obtaining such knowledge to

their satisfaction, they have been induced to

eek retired and solitary places, and in the
bitterness of their souls have poured out their

tears and sorrows in supplication to the Most
T^igh, that He would show them the way that

hey should go to gain His favor. As they
discovered what they should do, and what
they should leave undone, to please Him, they
were faithful to perform the same, and thus
they obtained a peaceful close. This was a
good meeting.

The following day we travelled to John-
son's Meeting, and attended it the next day.

I thought it was divinely favored above many
others. I stated the steadfast behavior of

Ruth, the Moabitess, and how it tended to

bring her into a comfortable situation. I then
mentioned the case of Saul, the first anointed

king of Israel, that by disobedience he lost the

favor of Israel's God. He afterwards lament-

ed that God had departed from him, and ho
suffered and died distressed. These repre-

sented the two states of obedience and diso-

bedience. Enlarging in the way that opened,

many were tendered, and I thought it as

favored a time as any we had met with in

this journey."

In the course of his communication at Sura-

merton, where he attended meeting the next

day, John Heald cautioned against criticising

ministers of the gospel in a censorious spirit;

he considered them rather as objects of com-
miseration and sympathy, exposed to errors

on either hand. They might withhold more
than was meet, and this would tend to their

poverty; or they might be betrayed into un-

due activity, and hear the language, " Who
required this at your hands?" It required

care on their parts to steer their course be-

tween these extremes.

"The next daj% at the Western Branch,
early in the meeting, I felt loaded with exer-

cise, but did not conceive that it would have
been so trying as I afterwards found it to be.

My exercise led me to believe there was a
want of love among them. I treated largely

on the necessity of maintaining a disposition

to love one another, saying :
' How good and

pleasant a thing it is for brethren to dwell to-

gether in unity, it is like the oil,' &c. ; it is a

most delightful and comfortable thing; but if

hatred or malice get in, it disqualifies and un-
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fits the mind for the solemn duty of worship

Where envy, hatred or malice rankle in the

mind, we cannot be profited by meeting to

gether ; and yet we are enjoined not to neglect

the assembling of ourselves together as the

manner of some is. From this injunction I

see not how any Christian professor (or in-

deed others) can free themselves, for will it

do in the day of account to say, ' I did not

pretend to serve thee, I made no profession

of it, therefore, please to hold me excused ?'
"

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

The Accumulation of Riches. -

" Clear therefore from thy breast

This lust of treasure—folly at the best

!

For why shouldst thou go wasted to the tomb,
To fatten with thy spoils thou know'st not whom !"

Cowper.

There is but little doubt that the truthful

Editorial contained in JSTo. 1 of the present
volume of " The Friend" on this fruitful sub-

ject, met with the approval of many minds;
there are, perhaps, not a few within the bor-

ders of our Society at. the present time, whose
attention it is hoped may be arrested by the
careful reading and consideration of the article

alluded to: may it have its due weight.
"Whilst the duty of providing for old age,
want or sickness, during a season of health
and strength, is unquestioned, it is well to
know when we have enough, and not to allow
the commendable habits of thrift and industry
to degenerate into those of avarice and greed.
Perhaps there is no sin that is unpunishable

by law in this world, that more effectually
hardens the heart to good impressions, than
that of heaping up riches after we have ac-
quired a competency. It is important, there-
fore, for our own sakes, to keep the heart
open by giving frequently of our surplus in-
come to meritorious objects.

"Avarice sheds a blasting influence over
the finest affections and sweetest comforts of
mankind."

—

Buckminster.
Our late valued friend, William Evans, re-

marked in substance in a Yearly Meeting, not
many years prior to his death, that what he
most feared for the Society at the present
time, " was the great struggle that was going
oil for the acquirement of large estates, and
the consequent introduction of habits ofluxury
and extravagance." How much more satis-
fiictory it would be, if we could but bring our
minds to act in measure as our own executors
in charitable matters, and to be eye witness
of the good our money was doing during our
lives, rather than to leave it to an uncertain
distribution by other hands; although to
will a portion to benevolent objects is much
more commendable than to leave large for-
tunes to descendants, thereby giving them
wings wherewith to fly out of Society. In-
stances no doubt occur to the recollection of
many, of persons who after persisting through
a long life in declining to give of their abund-
ance to charitable objects, finally, as years in-
crease and bodily and mental powers begin to
decline, become firmly impressed with the
conviction that they are really poor, and the
haunting fear takes possession of the mind,
that their means will notafi'ord them a livino-,
and they will have to be supported by charity
or sufi"er for the necessities of life. A strikinir
example of the kind occurred in a neighbor'-
ing city, within a few years past, of an indi-
vidual prominent ia his particular business,

and who for some time previous to his death,

lived upon bread and water, alleging in an-

swer to the remonstrances of his relatives,

that his estate would not afford more than

this meagre diet; and yet this rich but truly

poor man, died possessed of a fortune of three

millions of dollars.

" They call thee rich—I deem thee poor,

Since if thou dar'st not use thy store,

But sav'st it only for thine heirs,

The treasure is not thine, but theirs."

Among the many objects which present

themselves at the present time, on which we
may with great propriety expend a portion

of the means with which we may have been
intrusted (and for the right disposal of which
we shall undoubtedly have to render an
count,) is the fund that was directed to bo
raised by our last Yearly Meeting for ncreas-

ing the pay of the Teachers and Caretakers at

Westtown. The subject of education is one
that has always engaged the careful attention
of the Society, and our forefathers contributed
liberally toward its support in their day; but
latterly, it is feared, we have lagged behind
other religious societies in this particular.

Few perhaps within our border are aware
of the sums of monej' that are being con
tributed in this way, and it may not be amist
to call attention to a few instances of the kind.
Without more than a mere allusion to the
older institutions of our country, such as Har-
vard and Yale, which are largely endowed, we
may mention Cornell University, at Ithaca,
New York, the endowment of which consists

of Ezra Cornell's Founder's fund, §500,000;
College Land Scrip fund §473,402.87, and the
profits arising from sale of said land by E,

Cornell, making in all 61,102,009.48. The
Theological Institution at Bethlehem, in this
State, in the interest of Episcopalians, was
endowed by Asa Packer in the sum of $5 lO

000, and latterly with an additional §250,000
for a special benevolent purpose. Wesleyan
University, at Middletown, Conn., has a total

property of §881,056.88, of which §470,000
is real estate. The ordinary receipts last

year were §6,302.60, to which must be added
§8,520.48 from permanent funds, §19,100 from
professorship funds, and several thousand dol-
lars in donations, making the total receipts
of the year §38,774.63. The expenditures
amounted to §37,597.71, of which §24,580 was
for salaries. The president receives §3,000,
the professors §2,500, the librarian §1,500 and
the curator §1,000. The friends of the Auburn
(N. Y.) Theological Seminary have succeeded
n raising §225,000 for the increase of its en-
dowment. The Baptist College, at Lewis-
burg, in this State, has a special professors
fund of §125,000; the income of which is di
vided among five persons, who have in addi-
tion a lot of ground on which they may erect
a dwelling for themselves.
Many other instances might be presented,

but perhaps the foregoing may be sufficient
to call attention to a subject so im^JOrtant to
the interests of our Society.

In all our cares about worldly treasures, let
us steadily bear in mind that riches possessed
by children who do not truly serve God, are
likely to prove snares that may more griev-
ously entangle them in that spirit of selfish-
ness and exaltation which stands in opposition
to real peace and happiness, and renders them
enemies to the cross of Christ, who submit to
the influence of it.

For '-Tbe Friend,

Faith and Holiness.

"Without faith it is impossible to pleae

God ;" " Without holiness no man shall se

the Lord," are the words of an inspired apostli

The trial of our faith is declared to be mot
precious than of gold that perisheth.

this with the profound heart repentance w
are called to, the godly sorrow for sin, th

putting off the old man with his deeds, th

being renewed in the spirit of our minds tht

we may put on the new man which after Go
is created in righteousness and true holines

cannot but lead into baptism, and sufferioj

and self denial. He who well knew the weal
ness of His little ones, plainly told the youn
man that queried of Him what good thing b

lacked, and whom it is recorded Jesus lovei

" Go and sell all that thou hast, and come an
follow me." Must not such a requisition, ii

volving a change of masters, and non-coi

formity with the world hitherto too mue
loved, be painful, even like separating betwee
bone and sinew, or the joints and marrow
But this is the alone way to become partakei

of that wisdom which is represented as Jir,

tormenting with her discipline; the only wa
to arrive at that peace which is the legitimat

fruit of obedience to Divine grace ; to whie
also the promise of mercy is attached : "Grac
mercy and peace, from God the Father an

from the Lord Jesus Christ."

Deep self-abasement and renunciation, lik

to putting the mouth in the dust, are, notwitl

standing all the superficial and self-satisfle

may assert to the contrary, indispensable t

the Christian warfare and victory! Ou
heavenly Master weakens and humbles a
His here, that He may exalt them hereafte

He tries and proves them by conflict and su

feringnow, that in the end He may establial

strengthen, settle them on Himself, the alon

sure foundation forever. " Humble yourselvt

therefore," saith the Apostle, " under th

mighty hand of God, that he may exalt yo
in due time." "If ye suffer with Christ, j
shall also reign with him."
Though ours be a self-mortifying and

reducing religion, it nevertheless gives abui

dantly more than it takes away ; even tt

hundred-fold in this life, and in the world
come life everlasting. It was in view of th

recompence of the reward that caused Most
to choose rather to suffer aflliction with th

people of God, than to enjoy the pleasure
sin for a season, Ac. For, as is written, " 1

endured as seeing Him who is invisible,

was this also that made the Psalmist exclair
" I had rather be a door-keeper in the houi

of my God, than dwell or reign in the tents

wickedness." It was this which supporte
Abraham in the called for sacrifice of his onl

and fondly cherished son. It was this

doubt, which the Saviour had in view wht
he said, "If thy right ej^e offend thee (or ca

thee to offend), pluck it out, and cast it fro

thee ;" and " If thy right hand offend thee, c

it ott', and cast it from thee : for it is profitab

for thee that one of thy members shou
perish, and not that thy whole body shou
be cast into hell."

Then let us not mistake any smooth ar

easy path for that which calls for living saci

fices, and is ever straight and narrow ; let i

not get up any pattern of righteousness, hi

that shown in the Mount; let us not man
facture any artificial cross in place of the tru

which must crucify to the world, and wherel
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world becomes crucified to us ; let us not

;k any bypath however much trodden,

ound the fire, such as the sagacious Indian

w, whereby the humiliating process of death

to life shall be avoided ; lastly let us not be

dueed to put on any mock humility as an-

'ering for that which lives in deep prostra-

)n of heart and contrition of soul before the

seeing unto His glorious kingdom—where
ere is neither change, nor sin, nor sorrow

;

t where faith and hope and holiness arc

rever perfected.

The Assyrian Expioralions.

The proprietors of the Daily Telegraph have
esentcd to the British Museum not only the

blets discovered by Mr. George Smith, but
so the collection purchased by him in Assj'-

The Telegraph, in a leading article on
r. Smith's explorations, says :

" We are happy to be able to state that the

xes containing the more portable treasures

antiquity exhumed by Mr. George Smith
Assyria, have safely reached this country,

hey have passed through various adventures
field and flood while being brought down

r their discoverer to Alexandretta, one pack-

;e having been nearly lost in a stream, and
other kicked open in mid-desert by a re-

actorymule. Arriving safely from all these

jints at the coasts, they were detained by
le Turkish officials, although Mr. Smith
)ened and repacked the tablets in their pre-

nce, to show that no gold or jewels of the

rian monarchs were being exported,

banks, however, to the interposition of Sir

"enry Elliot, her Majesty's Consul at Alex-

idretta was soon enabled to send the trea

ires forward, and we shall have the gratifi-

ition this week of handing them over intact

) Mr. Smith, to enrich the national collection

f Assyrian relic

We believe that the portion of the deluge
^blet which our erudite commissioner hit upon

fortunately will be found to add the

\g page to that very interesting part of the

fcgend where the building of the ark was de-

cribed. The narrative which excited so pro-

ound an interest last December, broke ofi'

ifter this point, but the new piece goes on to

ecite how the god Hea enjoined the con-

itructor of the ark to put into it the various
.nimals in their order. To light upon so pre-

lious a page of antique record, so absorbingly
nteresting at once to the naturalist and Bib-

ical students, was indubitably lucky; and this

vas not the only instance of unusual good for-

,une. In the course of his excavations Mr.
>mith came upon a broken signet cylinder,

nade of black and white banded agate, which
16 is convinced will prove to be the missing
jortion of an important seal of Sennacherib,

.he other moiety of which was already in our
nuseum. Among other valuable items in

ihose boxes will now come to hand the tablet

)f Assyrian law denouncing those who dis-

)bey the statutes and take bribes in the seats

)f judgment ; the syllabary—a sort of dic-

Jonary throwing fresh light upon all cunei-

form texts—and a bilingual inscription in

Akkad and Assyrian of so much value for

irchasologists. There will arrive a very curi-

ous fragment proving that the Sabbath was
an institution of these ancient monarchies,

prescribing the food to be eaten on the seventh

A cylinder of Sargon is among the relics,

hich illustrates in the most striking manner
a passage in the Book of Isaiah

;
and there

will be a new text of the reign of Assur-Bani-
Pal, giving the history of the original con-

quest ofBabylon, 2280 years before the Christ-

an era. A brick inscription of Shalmanezer,
and of his son, Tugultininip, the builder of the
great temple, will be of interest to chronolo-
gists, and equally attractive to students of the
eligious history of mankind will be some tab-

lets from Babylon bearing on rites and cere-

monies. From Kalah Shergliat comes a tab-

lot inscribed with the conquests of Assur-u-
Balid, and from Hillah some contemporane-
ous inscriptions of Cyrus, along Vith other
fragments, which may perhaps throw light

upon the singular fact that Xerxes, although
he reigned for twenty-one years, is not men-
tioned on any of these southern monuments
hitherto discovered. There will be Seleucian

and Parthian texts, too, amid the consign-

ment of 'old oblivion,' which, albeit of a far

later age than the Assj-rian treasures trove,

may have importance as beai'ing on historical

dates and facts. It is needless to remark that
Mr. Smith was far too busy in the superin-

tendence of his excavation to exhaust the sig

nificance of these and many other items of his

collection. With a hundred lazy Arabs to

look after, and trenches open in several spots

at once, he could do little more on the actual

site than verify the character of each dis

covery. So rich, indeed, are these mounds ir

the records of vanquished empires that, to the

last moment of his leave of absence, the ener-

getic cuneologist kept finding precious frag-

ments, and objects of high interest were actu-

ally unearthed and packed away on the morn-
ing of his departure."

For "The Friend.

On Hating Reproof.

The following letter of Isaac Penington, on
hating reproof, is commended to the serious

consideration of the readers of " The Friend.'"

Truly the kernel of things was reached by
these sons of the morning; who, while they
called for submission to the rebukes and chast

enings of the Lord's Spirit, and to patience in

the furnace of trial and suffering, of which
they had largely to partake, and by which
they became what they were, they also could

at times rejoice themselves, and point others

to the hope of the recompense of the reward
the fulness of heavenly fruition ; thejoy which
no man could take from them.

" To Catharine Pordage and another

Friends,—Take heed of that spirit, which
will be stirring up hard thoughts in you of

God and his way, and the faithful testimony

thereof, when, in the tender mercy of the

Lord, it is given forth to you ;
for, that sp"

is your soul's enemy. Wait, therefore, to

know in yourselves that which is to stumble,

and fall, and be snared, and broken, and taken;

for it cannot receive God's Truth.

And take care of that spirit which hateth

reproof; for, the reproofs of instruction are

the ways of life, and whom the Lord loves, he

rebukes and chastens. And truly, Friends,

this is God's Truth in my heart to you both.

this morning : the ministration of conviction

and reproof, is that which ye are to come
day, and forbidding the king's chariot to be I under; and it is your proper state to wait

_^ „ ^
brought forth, with other remarkable enact- daily, not for comforts, not for refreshments, so apt to cry out because of destroying? Is

ments. I (that day is to come afterwards,) but for con- ' it not that spirit that would save alive what

victions and reproofs of that in you, which is

contrary to God. And, if ye walk faithfully

this dispensation, j*e shall in due time know
another, when the work of this is over; for

really, friends, ye must be emptied of that
wherewith ye are now filled, before ye can
be filled with that which is true and living.

If I should say one word to you, could ye bear
t? and yet this counsel is with me towards
you : O ! wait for, receive, embrace, be glad of

that which rcjiroves you, and be afraid of that

which comforts you in your present state
;

for, ye are to come through the trouble, judg-

ment, breaking down, plucking up, eonsum-

g, and burning of the contrary nature and
spirit, which yet deceives you ; and to witness

all the knowledge, profession, practices, be-

liefs, hopes, that are founded there, and spring

up there, confounded and destroyed, before

ye can possibly come into the true ministra-

tion of life and power. Ye must die to your
own wisdom, if ever ye will be born of, and
walk in the wisdom of God. Yea, ye must
ie to that part, that is so active from and in

that wisdom, and which would be laboring in

the very fire for what is but vanity; if ye will

receive the knowledge, which springs out of

truth and life itself, which indeed flows over,

and covers the earth of God's heritage, as the

waters cover the sea, in this day of his great

goodness and plenteous redemption.

When we were in desolation and great dis-

tress, indeed unutterable, we had none of

these helps and instructions which abound
towards you. O what a day of mercy have
you met with ! and how great will be your
condemnation, if ye become as deaf adders to

the Spirit of the Lord, and so miss of his sal-

vation. And if j'e will ever know the Spirit

of the Lord, ye must meet with him, as a

searcher and reprover in your own hearts;

yea, the merciful God must ye meet with as

a severe Judge, and unquenchable, consuming
fire against that spirit, wisdom, knowledge
and faith in you, which is but of a chaff^^ na-

ture. Truly, Friends, it is far better to be

stripped of it than to find any rest or pleasui-e

in it.

O hear the voice of the living God I His
word is nigh,—nigh you ; and his word hath a

voice that speaks. O that the ear that can

hear, might be opened in you! and the ear

stopped which ^oiU not, cannot hear the voice

of theShepherd ! O waitfortbeEeprover! and
turn the ear to him, letting in his reproofs,

and turning from what he reproves for, with-

out murmuring, without disputing; and the

exercise of that ear will open it more and
more : so that ye will come to know the voice

more and more ; which, though it prove very
bitter to that which is of a contrary natiire,

and would not hear the voice, yet will be

sweet, yea, sweeter and sweeter daily, to the

true birth. And here ye will witness true

death to that which is to die; and true life

ministered by Him who lives forever, to that

which is to live.

But while ye are striving to comprehend,
and to begin obedience after that wisdom, ye
will find the power, which opens to others,

shutting you out of that which is true ;
and

yourselves liable to be tempted, and persuaded

to esteem and take up that which is false, in-

stead of that which is true.

What spirit is that in you which prejudices

your hearts inwardlj' against, and makes you
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is to be destroyed in you, that your sou

might live in and to God ? The Lord discover

to you, how the enemy works in you, against

the life and salvation of your souls ; for he
knows what will be the issue of this destroy-

ing work, if it have its thorough course and
effect upon you ; and that none of his king-

dom will be left standing in you.
LP.

7th of Seventh month, 1671.

On Gospel Ministiy.

" If any man speak, let him speak as the oracles of

God ; if any man minister, let him do it, as of the

ability which God giveth ; that God in all things may
be glorified, through Jesus Christ."—1 Pet. iv. 11.

The call of a minister must be of God. No
man can enter into this dignified work merely
from his willing or running. He cannot
preach the Gospel unless he be sent, and if

Christ send not, of course he is not a mes-
senger or minister of Christ. The ministers
of the Gospel, to the present day, must be
called by the same authority and clothed with
the same Spirit, that the Apostles had, though
it may not be in the same degree. They, by
virtue of their call and qualification were mes
sengers and ambassadors of Jesus Christ :—
who then can assume these high titles, with
out having received a message to deliver, or
a commission to fulfil, from Christ :—without
these, the very essentials are wanting.
As it is the prerogative of the Great Head

of the Church alone, to select and call the
ministers of His Gospel, so both the gift, and
the qualification to exercise it, must be derived
from Him, and as in the primitive Church so
now also. He confers them on women as well
as on men. The apostle Paul, in speaking of
his ministry, declares, "I neither received it

of man, neither was I taught it, but by the
revelation of Jesus Christ"—(Gal. i. 12) ; that
the exercise of it was not in the words which
man's wisdom teacheth, but which the Holy
Spirit teacheth, and that his speech and his
preaching " was not with enticing words of
man's wisdom, but in demonstration of the
Spirit and of power;" that the faith of his
hearers, might "not stand in the wisdom of
men, but in the power of God."—(1 Cor. xi

4, 5.)

The apostles and true ministers in the
Church of Christ were, and are, so called and
qualified

; even those who had been the com-
panions of Christ in the flesh, were command-
ed to tarry at Jerusalem, until they were
"endued with power from on high," clearly
proving that nothing but "power from on
high" renewedly furnished, can enable men
to preach the Gospel.

Prayer and thanksgiving are important
parts of vcorship, and may be considered as be-
longing to the ministry. To address Almighty
God on behalf of an assembly, expressing their
wants and their feelings, cannot be done with-
out the Spirit of Jesus Christ, through whom

guage should be solemn and concise, comport-
ing with the dignity and solemnity of the oc-

casion.

—

Extracted from Works of the Society

of Friends.

Original.

INFLUENCE OF A WORLDLY SPIRIT.

Years are stealing on apace
;

Man is speeding on his race,

Closely, I his progress mark

;

Childhood's light grows dim and dark,

Mists I cast before his eyes

And deluding shades arise.

By my serpent folds entwin'd.

Firmer, firmer, do I bind
;

Virtue is but fiction's theme.
Love is but the poet's dream

;

Thirst for pelf, dross of the spirit,'

These from me he doth inherit.

Now the web is closely woven,
Now the gulf is widely cloven

;

Aspirations cease to rise,

Earthward now are fix'd the eyes,

Earth holds the spirit in my pow'r

;

It becomes my rightful dow'r.

There the treasures that I bring,

As time speeds with silent wing;
The pure dreams of early youth,

Love of virtue and of truth

Vanish, as my chains I bind
Eound those by my folds entwin'd.

Z. D.

Selected.

SOWING AND REAPING.
Sow with a generous hand.

Pause not for toil or pain,

Weary not through the heat of summer.
Weary not through the cold spring rain

;

But wait till the autumn comes
For the sheaves of golden grain.

Scatter the seed, and fear not;
A table .will be spread

;

What matter if you are too weary
To eat your hard-earned bread :

Sow while the earth is broken,
For the hungry must be fed.

Sow, while the seeds are lying
In the warm earth's bosom deep,

And your warm tears fall upon it,

—

They will stir in their quiet sleep,

And the green blades rise the quicker,
Perchance, for the tears you weep.

Then sow,—for the hours are fleeting.

And the seed must fall to-day;
And care not what hands shall reap it,

Or if you shall have pass'd away
Before the waving corn fields

Shall gladden the sunny day.

Sow, and look onward, upward,
Where the starry light appears,

—

Where, in spite of the coward's doubting,
Or your own heart's trembling fears,

You shall reap in joy the harvest
You have sown to day in tears.

Household Words.

Telegraph in Persia.—The shah is a frequent
visitor at the telegraph office, which is close

to the palace, and exceedingly fond of con-
versing directly through the wires with the

- . . o governors of the provinces through which
alone there is access, and by whom alone we

|
they pass. As the day approaches for the

can have that feeling sense of the states of; payment of their annual tribute, the governors
others, whic^ IS necessary in this most solemn have an uneasy time of it ; for then his ma-
exercise Our Lord, while personally on 'jesty's visits are redoubled, and questions as
earth, adverted particularly to the subject of; to the amount of tribute and the time of its
prayer; He admonished His disciples, not to arrival become the burden of his messages,
be as some, who used vain repetitions, and The Persian language is naturally deficient
thought they should be heard for their much in words descriptive of most of our late inven-
speakmg:—those who are favored with the tions, and it is consequently diflScult to make
nearest access to the Throne of Grace, will even educated men understand the theory and
teel the most awfulness, reverence, and self- working of the telegraph. Thus, on one oc
abasement, m these approaches. The Ian-

' casion, much of the time of one of our officers

was occupied during several weeks in attempt
ing to enlighten the mind of a provineia

governor, who had, got it into his head thai

the wires were hollow-tubes, and that mes
sages were transmitted through them, as it

the pneumatic post. In vain was the whoh
apparatus shown to his highness, in vain wew
all its parts explained and re-explained ; h«

stuck to his idea ; and it was only by the sug.

gestion of the following simile that he wd|
at last, induced to relinquish it and declart

himself satisfied : "Imagine," said the officer.

" a dog whose tail is here at Teheran, and hit

muzzle in London; tread on his tail here, and

he will bark there." Similar difficulties were
experienced, it seems, in conveying to tht

mind of Ferrukh Khan a correct idea of the

machinery of the steamer which was to con.

vey him from Trebizonde on his mission tc

the courts of Paris and London ; for when, on

going on board, he was told that the machine
was of 500 horse power, his face beamed with

pleasure at the prospect of seeing so many
horses, and he at once asked permission tc

visit the stables.

—

Mounsey's Caucasus and
Persia.

For "The Friend

Some Other Way.

Such is the perverseness of man's nature in

his fallen and unregenerate state, that he

seems averse to walking in the strait and
even path of Truth ; that he is continually

striving to find some other way. We find

recorded in the Scriptures, that in the early

ages of the world, soon after the flood, the

descendants of Noah concluded to build

tower that should reach to heaven, but they
were confounded and scattered before they
had accomplished the object they had in

view : and it seems after all that befel th

that there has been a great many Babel build-

ers since their day, who have had about the
same succsss that they had. The human
mind is easily caught with the idea that there

is a shorter, easier way to heaven, than the

way cast up for the ransomed and redeemed
to walk in ; and so, in all ages of the world
we find man using all his intellectual powers,
to find out this other way—a way in which he
could walk without self-denial and the daily

cross to his fallen and corrupt nature—a way,
in which self need not be slain ; so that he-

can take the world with him, with its false

pleasures, its follies and its fashions. But our
Saviour said when here upon earth, "I am
the door, by me if any man enter in he shall

be saved." It is only by and through Him,
that we can ever expect to enter the true

sheepfold ; for it is said, " He that entereth
not by the Door into the sheepfold, but
climbeth up some other way, the same is a
thief and a robber." We cannot expect to

be heirs of two kingdoms; of this world
with its sinful pleasures and its transitory
enjoyments, and of that pure and spiritual

kingdom above, where nothing impure can
ever enter. We must choose one or the other,

we cannot take them both, for they stand in

opposition one to the other and will continue
to be thus opposed until the kingdoms of thi

world become the kingdom of the Lord and
of his Christ : for it is said expressly "

cannot serve God and mammon ;" that is, the
god of this world.
There are many by-ways that are calculated

to lead the unwary olf the strait and narrow
way, if there is not a strict watch kept : and
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ne of these by-ways seem to lake the same
ectioii, and by some will be claimed to be

te an improvement on the good old way
;

, in the end, when it is too late, they will be

nd not to lead to the kingdom of heaven
all. Sometimes after we have made ad-

ices in the strait and narrow wa}', there is

Dger of our becoming weary therein ; of our
ioming tired of its straitness, and incline

turn back into Egypt : for we find that

1 children of Israel after they had been led

ough the Eed sea from the house of bond-

3, with signs and wonders and with an out-

etche'd arm ; after being led by a pillar of

lid bj^ day and a pillar of fire by night, and
1 eaten of the manna and drank of that

ck that followed them, their hearts turned
k to the house of bondage ; they lusted

er the flesh-pots of Egypt ; they loathed

) manna that had been given them, and
)ired the leeks, the onions and the garlic of

ypt instead. And so the Christian in his

grimage, is tempted to look back to that

ich should be left behind. It will be found

it it is only the spiritual manna that can
stain thcsoulinitsheavenward journey : but
len we begin to look back, we are apt to begin

substitute something else for this spiritual

)d, and so put shadow for substance ; a

3W of religion for religion itself; words for

wer ; forms and ceremonies for regenera-

m ; a form of words, for true, spiritual wor-
ip. For though our Saviour said expressly

the woman of Samaria, and it is so recorded
the Scriptures of truth, that " God is a

Irit and they that worship Him must wor-
ip Him in spirit and in truth ;" yet most
bfessors of this same religion have a form,
I order to worship Him : and there seems
^w a tendency to go back, more into forms
d ceremonies by some, who in a measure
3med to be weaned from them ; some who,
a measure, had begun in the spirit, now
em to seek to be made perfect by the flesh,

by human agency, or by forms and eere-

Dnies, to which they desire again to be in

ndage. And even in our own Society, which
18 gathered out of the forms and ccremo-
es that had been instituted in the time of
e apostacy, into pure spiritual worship, to

lit on the Lord in the silence of all flesh

fore Him, that we might be enabled through
is divine assistance, to worship Him in spirit

d in truth ; but it seems now, that some
ider our name, seem to be weary of this

iritual worship, and are inclined to forsake
for one more in accordance with that of

ber societies ; like the Israelites of old, who
shed to be like the nations round about
em. Thus it maj' be asked of those who still

main faithful to that spiritual religion and
jrship instituted by Christ himself, as it

18 asked of the disciples formerly, when
iny turned back and walked no more with
im, the Saviour of the world :

" Will ye also

away ?" The reply should be as it was
en :

" To whom shall we go, thou hast the

)rds of eternal life." Which cannot be said

man, with all his good words and faiu

eeches, nor all his forms and ceremonies
lich he has set up in his own will and wis-

m. But let us come to that which entci-eth

to that within the veil, where forms and
remonies cease and are of no avail, to that

aich is beyond words, to the power of an
dless life. Then we will not become weary
our silent waiting on the Lord in our solemn
aemblies; we will then have no desii-e to

turn again to the weak and beggarly elements.
I believe it might be properly said of every
man in our religious Society as it was to the
Galatians, by the Apostle formerly :

" O fool-

ish Galatians, who hath bewitched you that
3-e should not obey the truth ? before whose
eyes Jesus Christ hath been evidently set

forth crucified among you." And I would say
to those who have begun to walk in the good
old way, and are not seeking for some other
way, in the words of John Barclay :

" The
Lord God as he hath begun a good work will

carry it on if we be but faithful to Him, over
all that the enemy or his instruments can do
to hinder it. Oh, that we may think nothing
too dear to part with for Him, but that we
may give up all freely for Him, if He please

to make use of any of us as instruments in

His hand ; and that our eye may be unto Him,
and so abide faithful unto the end, which
will be of more value than all the perishing
pleasures and transitory enjoyments of this

world." J. H.
Ohj Ninth mo., 1873.

Physiology of a Sponge.

If we take a morsel of a toilet sponge and
put it under a microscope of moderate power,
we find that it is made up of a mass of com-
plicated net-work. There is more or less re-

ularity in the meshes, and these are found of

various patterns in the different species. This
heap or mass of net-work, commonly called a
sponge, is really the skeleton of a sponge.
When living it is covered with or literally

embedded in a glairy, gelatinous or albumin-
ous substance. But this is so unlike ordinary
animal tissue, for it seems really tissueless,

that it has received the technicalname sarcode.

This sarcode fills the meshes above mentioned,
and is held in place by innumerable tiny spi-

cules, mixed in so to speak like the hair in the
mortar of the plasterer. So little consistency

has this sarcode or sponge-flesh that, but for

this natural felting, it would dissolve and flow

away. Now, take an ordinary sponge into

the hand. We observe several large aper-

tures at or towards the top. These are called

the oscula. They are the exhalent vents of
the entire system. At these openings is ex-

pelled, with some force, the water that has
been taken into the living mass, and deprived
of its nourishment. But how is the water
brought in through that glairy sarcode?

Besides the oscula, which are few and rea-

dily seen, even in the skeleton, there are in-

numerable tiny inlets known as pores. These
are not visible in the skeleton, as they really

belong to the sponge-flesh. These j^ores open
into the meshes and enter directly certain

"ttle cavities, or chambers, that stand con-

nected with circuitous passages, which finally

lead to the outlets, or oscula. The pores are

very small, and yet, compared with the cells,

are very large. The little chamber into which
the pore opens has its walls built up with
these uniciliated cells. Now if we could only
peep into the privacy of that chamber, with
its walls of living stones, without making any
disturbance, we should find every cell lashing

ts cilium with great vigor, and all in such
harmony of accord, that it would seem like

" Beating time, time, time,

In a sort of Runic rhyme."

The beating of each lash is doubtless down-
wards, that is, inward ; the effect of which is,

vacuum above into which the water presses

through the external pore. A second result

of this downward beating of the cilia from a
myriad of cells is, the impulsion of the pass-
ing water through the ramifications leading
to the oscula. Thus the running of the waters
is the sponge's ancient " Eunic rhyme." Every
sponge, then, has a very complete aquiferous
system : its conduits at the entrance of and
along which the busy one-lashed cells occupy
themselves forcing the water along

; and the
oscula, which may be likened to the Outlets

of sewers. During this circulation of the fluid

through the living mass, the sarcode obtains
its nourishment, and the skeleton its growth
by a sort of absorption, or what is known to
the physiologist as endosmotic action of the
cells.

We have then mentioned above three clearly
specialized functions, as represented respec-

tively by the inhalant pores, the exhalant
oscula, and the uniciliated cells. And it is

certainly a matter of prime importance that
each cell should have this single lash. Both
the oscula and pores can be closed at the will

of the animal ; but the oscula are permanent
apertures ; whereas the pores are not constant,
but can be formed afresh whenever and wher-
ever required.

—

Popular Science Monthly.

Thomas Elwooii's Account of that Eminent and
Honorable Servant of the Lord, George Fox.

This holy man was raised up by God, in an
extraordinary manner, for an extraordinary
work, even to awaken the sleeping world, by
proclaiming the mighty day of the Lord to

the nations, and publishing again the everlast-

ing Gospel to the inhabitants of the earth,

after the long and dismal night of apostacy
and darkness. For this work the Lord be-

gan to prepare him, by many and various
trials and exercises from his very childhood;
and having fitted and furnished him for it, he
called him into it very young; and made him
instrumental by the eft'ectual working of the
Holy Ghost, through his ministry to call many
others into the same work, and to turn many
thousands from darkness to the light of Christ,

and from the power of Satan unto God.
I knew him not until the year 1660 ; from

that time to the lime of his death (1690), I

knew him well, communed with him often,

observed him much, loved him dearly, and
honored him truly ; and upon good experi-

ence can say, he was indeed a heavenly-mind-
ed man, zealous for the name of the Lord, and
preferred the honor of God before all things.

He was valiant for the Truth, bold in assert-

ing it, patient in suffering for it, unwearied in

laboring in it, steady in his testimony to it,

immovable as a rock. He was deep in divine

knowledge, clear in opening heavenly myste-
ries, plain and powerful in preaching, fervent

in praj'er. He was richly endued with hea-

venly wisdom, quick in discerning, sound in

judgment, able and ready in giving, discreet

n keeping, counsel ; a lover of righteousness,

an encourager of virtue, justice, temperance,
meekness, purity, modesty, humility, charity

and selfdenial in all, both by word and exam-
ple. He was graceful in countenance, manly

person, grave in gesture, courteous in con-

versation, weighty in communication, instruc-

tive in discourse, free from affectation in

speech or carriage. A severe reprover of hard
and obstinate sinners, a mild and gentle ad-

monisher of such as were tender, and sensible

of their failings. Not apt to resent personal

wrongs; easy to forgive injuries; but zeal-
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ously earnest where the honor of God, the

prosperity, truth and peace of the church,

were concerned. He was very tender, com-
passionate and pitiful to all that were under
any sort of affliction ; full of brotherly love,

full of fatherly care ; for indeed the care of

the churches of Christ was daily upon him,

the prosperity and peace whereofhe studiously

sought.

Beloved he was of God ; beloved of God's

people; and, which was not the least part of

his honor, the common butt of all apostates'

envy; whose good, notwithstanding, he ear-

nestly sought.

He lived to see the desire of his soul, the

spreading of that blessed principle of divine

light, through many of the European nations,

and not a few of the American islands and pro-

vinces, and the gathering of many thousands
into an establishment therein

; of which the

Lord vouchsafed him the honor to be the first

effectual publisher, in this latter age of the

world. And having fought a good fight, fin-

ished his course, kept the faith, his righteous
soul, freed from the earthly tabernacle in which
he had led an exemplary life of holiness, was
translated into those heavenly mansions where
Christ our Lord, went toprepare a place for

his own
;
there to possess that glorious crown

of righteousness which is laid up for, and shall

be given by the Lord, the righteous judge, to

all them that love his appearance. Ages to

come, and people jet unborn, shall call hi

blessed ; and bless the Lord for raising him up :

and blessed also shall we be, if we so walk as w(
had him for an example ; for whom this testi

mony lives in my heart: he lived and died the
servant of the Lord.

Revelation and Scepticism.—The world in

all ages has been the scene of disputes and
errors, and we ought to think ourselves happy,
amidst so many clouds of contradiction, to
have an unerring light to lead us the right
way, I mean the light of revealed truth, which,
in spite of all the efforts of infidelity, will

never be extinguished. Eeligion, like the fir-

mament, sometimes may appear obscure to

us, but at that very time is not less radiant.

The passions and senses are vapors which
spring from our corruption, and intercept the
rays of heavenly light, but the man who re-

flects, without being astonished or alarmed,
waits the return of a serene and cheerful s

We have seen the fogs dispersed which were
raised by Celsus, Porphyry, Spinosa, Collins,

and others, and we may be assured that those
of modern philosophy will share the same fate

In every ago some singular men have appear-
ed who, sometimes by violence, sometimes by
fanaticism, seemed to threaten the annihilation
of Christianity ; but they have passed away
like those tempests which only serve to show
the face of heaven more bright and serene. It
is for want of principles of solid knowledge
that some men are dazzled by sophistry, and
the most trivial objections appear unanswer-
able to the ignorant. This world is full of
mysteries, of which there can be no solution
without revealed religion. It is revelation
alone which can account to us for the im-
mensity of that heaven of which the unbe
liever cannot divine the use ; for the miseries
which we suffer, of which the mere philoso
pher cannot assign the cause ; for the grow
ing desires which agitate us, and which with
out religion we cannot calm.—Ganganelli't
Letters. (The " Letters" of Ganganelli, when

first published, soon after his death, obtained

so universal a popularity as to excite the jeal-

ousy of Voltaire, who denied their authenti-

city. Some of his reasons were very foolish

and trivial, but his authority has led the ma-
jority of critics to consider the letters spurious.

If it be so, and if they were written by Gan-
ganelli's biographer, M. Caraecioli, they cer-

tainly express the opinions and character of

Clement XIV., a man of learning, integrity

and humility, and altogether one of the most
liberal and respectable of the popes.)

—

Leisure

Hour.

The Lion and tbe Shark.

FOR THE CHILDREN.

It is now many years since a Capt. Parker
commanded a brig named the Sarah, and sailed

from London for the coast of Africa, with a
general cargo to barter for produce. In one
of his business transactions, amongst other
commodities, he got a young cub lion, and
solved to bring it home to London. Bob
Jones, the cabin-boy, took charge of it, and
there not being a dog on board, put it into the
dog-kennel, and by his kindness to it, and
his feeding it regularly, they became great

friends.

The cub grew very fast, and Bob would
play with it every chance he had, and even
neglected his duty to gambol with his favorite.

Still the captain would not see this, for he was
as fond of the cub as the boy was, though he
dared not make so free with it.

A great number of people used to go to the
dock to see this creature, as it became so fond
of the boy, and would plaj' and roll about the
deck with him on a fine day, to the great
amusement of the lookers-on ; in fact, they
were more like two lion whelps, tumbling
over each other and wrestling, than anything
else; but no one except Bob dared touch the
cub.

Then the Sarah was chartered, at so much
per month, to go to Akyab to load rice, and
was about eighteen months on the voyage
round. "When the vessel returned to London
the lion had grown to be as large as a New-
foundland dog, and all the time the boy Jones
had been his comrade and attendant, and could
still take the same liberties with it, but no
one else dared to do so, not even the captain,

though he was verj' kind to it, and he would
not allow any of the sailors to be otherwise.
Once, half in jest, one of the men offered to

take a rope's end to the cub, but its fury was
so great that the jest was never repeated, and
the same man was not safe on the deck after-

wards. On the whole, however, all the sailors

were fond of the creature, and would have
liked to play with it, but none were permit-
ted, or indeed safe to do so, except his first

friend. Bob Jones. With him the whelp was
always docile.

A singular circumstance occurred on the
homeward passage. Three days after passing
the Cape of Good Hope, the Sarah fell in with
a number of sharks. It was a fine, calm day,
and all on board set to work to try and catch
one of these monsters. The officers tried to
shoot one, and the sailors to harpoon one, but
all in vain. At last tbe sailors got a long
rope, in which they tied a sliding loop or
noose, and with great difficulty they managed
to throw this over the head of a shark which
appi-oached the vessel nearer than the rest

;

then they drew the rope tightly, and with

mmense exertion the monster was got odII

board, after about six hours' labor. Once onij

the deck, the shark made such use of its tail i

that no one could venture to go near it. Pre-

sently the young lion, seeing a stranger on

deck cutting such queer capers, seemed curioui

to have a nearer look at him, but his enter-

prise cost him dear, for the shark managed tc

get one of the lion's fore-paws in its mouth «i

He then became almost mad with rage am:

pain, for his foot could not be extracted unti

the upper and lower jaws of the monstroui.

shark were forced apart, while the roars o

the lion were awfully hideous to hear, i

new ofTiee now developed upon Bob Jones, foi

he alone could ventui-e to go near the wound
ed whelp. He washed its injured paw anc

carefull}- bound it up, while the poor aniraa

lay still and permitted him to do as he likec

with it, and even seemed to be grateful foi

his attentions. These were constantly per

formed, and the noble animal evinced greatei

fondness than ever for his attendant, but th»

vessel nearly reached England before the lion'i

foot was quite well.

Capt. Parker was afraid to take the lion t(

sea again, although all on board, and especi

ally Bob Jones, were sorry to part with it

but the risk was too gi-eat, so he sold his sin

gular passenger to an American captain foi

£15. What became of it afterwards we neve:

knew.

We have at times a mutual unutterable par

ticlpation of Divine manna, when far absen

in body, and if we are careful to maintain i

holy meetness to be worthy communicants a
the Lord's table, we shall eat the holy shew
bread, void of every sort of corrupt leaven.

S. Fothergill.

THE FRIEND.
NINTH MONTH 27, 1873.

" Are all our religious meetings for Worshi]
and Discipline duly attended ; is the hour ob
served; and are Friends clear of sleeping anc

all other unbecoming behavior therein?"
This Query, which is read in our Monthljl

and Quarterly Meetings three times in a year
is, as our readers we apprehend are

aware, as regularly answered with the com
fession of many deficiencies, both in respec*

to the attendance of a considerable number o

the members, and the care to avoid the un
becoming behavior of not a few in sleeping

when assembled for the purpose of divic

worship.
Among a people who profess, as Friends do

that life is a state of probation, and that thi

work of religion, on account of its immediat
relation to a future state, is the proper busi

ness of every man, and in which no one cai

be too deeply engaged, such a confession oug"
to be humiliating, and the cause for it a sub
ject of close self examination as to whet
we are contributing thereto by our own
missness in attendance, or in endeavorinr
persuade or encourage others who absen
themselves to more faithfulness; as als

whether we are concerned to maintain a righ

exercise, when assembled with our friends, ti

realize the object for which we meet.
If we really believe in an omnipotent, om

niscient Creator, who takes cognizance of al

our thoughts, our words and our actions ; wh
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18 brought us into existence for the purpose

his own glory, and our enjoyment of evcr-

sting felicity in a world to come ;
that He

kS declared He will judge all men, and re-

ard them according to the deeds done in the

idy
; that He has commanded every one to

ork out his soul's salvation with fear and
embling, and has made gracious provision

the religion which He has instituted and
'ered to all, for redemption from sin, its guilt

d punishment, by the manifestation ot his

m in the flesh, in his atoning sacrifice for

1, and his purchased outpouring of the Holy
lirit upon all men, how is it possible we
lould neglect so great salvation, and show
r iuditt'erenco to Him and our eternal in-

t-est, by refusing to make public acknow-
Igmentofour dependenceon his providence,

id to perform the duty of rendering him that

fmage and worship in spirit and in truth,

lich Christ declares He seeks.

However specious our profession may be,

ider the ordinary circumstances in which
e members of our religious Society are

liced, if they seriously reflect, we think they
last see that their habitual neglect of attend-

ice at meetings for Divine worship, is an
lidence of practical unbelief; a mark of being

her so engrossed with the choking cares

d riches of time, so immersed in sensual in-

nces, or so amused with trifles, as to dis-

card the duty of gratitude and obedience to

from whom they are receiving every
ing they enjoy; and that in reality they
iving as though they deemed themselves

mworthy of eternal life."

Nor do those who go to meetings, but when
ere, accustom themselves to giving way to

lep, afford much stronger proof of being
tter affected towards their eternal interest,

cognizing, as they appear to do, the obliga-

in to make public acknowledgment of their

pendence on and allegiance to their Creator,

ey yet give sorrowful evidence that a specu-

ive acquaintance with the requirements of

ty are compatible with a customary viola-

>n of its dictates, and that convictions of

lat is right may be habitually overpowered
a corrupt somnolent nature.

When we reflect that worship is an engage-

3nt of the soul, which requires the influence

the gift of Divine Grace—vouchsafed to

ery one who is not reprobate—for its per-

mance in spirit and in truth, it requires but

tie knowledge of our own hearts, and of the

rruptiug example of the worldlings around
to be aware how difficult it is to maintain

y by day the spirit of devotion, and to keep
ve the sacred tire on the altar of the heart,

walking in the Light of Christ; which
3ne can preserve our convictions of duty
)m being dissipated by the pleasures of

Qse, or overpowered in the collisions of

)rldly inteiest. We can then, readily un
rstand how great a privilege it is to have
e opportunity, two or three times in the

3ek, to retire from the cumbering and en

ossing cares of the world, and in common
ith our fellow pilgrims towards a bette:

untry, to draw near in worship to Him who
invisible; to rediscipline, as it were, our

'

llectual energies, wearied and distracted by
,ily secular employments, and renew our

iritual strength, by fervent, devout applica

)n to the inexhaustible Fountain of all good,

lio has promised that He will replenish those

bo wait on him.

The views of Fi-iends in relation to the

worship of the Almighty are simple and yet
sublime, rational and yet in accordance with
the spirituality of the gospel and the relations

existing between the soul and its Creator and
Redeemer. They believe that each individual,

whether alone, or in an assembly, must per-

form this solemn act for him or herself; and
that there can be no mediator between the

soul and its God, but the heavenly' man Christ

Jesus. Hence that all rights and ceremonies
therein are intrinsically valueless. The sacri-

or oblation whatever it may be, must be

prepared by the operation of the Holy Spirit

on the heart, and presented by the High
Priest of our profession, who is " the Minister

of the Sanctuary and of the true Tabernacle
hich God hath pitched and not man." Though

Ho hath entered into the holy place within

the vail. He is nevertheless present with the

two or three gathered in his Name, and hav-

"ng once offered up himself "to bear the sins

of many; unto them that look for him shall

He appear the second time, without sin unto

salvation."

Would that all the members of our religious

Society could realize and rightly estimate this

high and ennobling doctrine of divine wor-

ship ! how would many have been restrained

from wandering into the ways of other reli-

gious professors, and many meetings held

under the character of Friends' meetings been

_ reserved from bringing reproach on our pro-

fession. We take the following from the

epistle of London Yearly Meeting issued in

1840.

Dear Friends, of all ages and conditions,

we have been again brought to feel the value

of uniting in the worship of God 'in spirit and
n truth.' It was under a sense of their need
of that nourishment to the soul, which they

found not in the forms and observances to

which they had been habituated, that our early

Friends were first led to separate from others,

and to present themselves in small companies
before the Lord. As the eye and the cry of

the s'bul were unto Him, He did refresh and
strengthen them together, and give them to

feel the sufliciency of his power to qualify

them to perform united and acceptable worshij:

in spirit, unto Him, the living and true God.

Truth and uprightness as inculcated both in

the law and the gospel, were deeply rooted in

their hearts, and hence, as honest towards God,

they could not, with a good conscience, them-
selves uphold or countenance in others the

forms of prayer and thanksgiving to which
they had been accustomed. Whilst deeply

sensible of the duty and the privilege of true

prayer, they found that stated forms were not

adapted to their condition ; they felt that the

use of them was not in the life and power of

the gospel, and therefore that it did not accord

with that worship which is to be performed

in truth.

Our sense of the spiritual character of the

reign of Christ, and of the inadequacj^ of these

forms to satisfy the soul, remains the same;
and we continue to feel ourselves conscien-

tiously restrained from uniting in any of those

modes of worship which others think it right

to adopt. Whilst we desire to cherish, and to

inculcate true Christian charity towards those

from whom we ditt'er, we would afl'ectionately

encoui'age all our members to confine them-
selves, in the public performance of this solemn
duty, to a diligent attendance ofour own meet-

ings for worship. Under the renewed con-

viction of the soundness and importance of

this testimony to spiritual worship, we are
quickened in desire that Friends may be kept
alive to a right exorcise of mind in our public

assemblies. In the experience of past and
present times it has been felt, and we believe,

by the waiting soul it will continue to be felt

in our meetings for Divine worship, whether
n the times of silence, or under the exercise

of ministry, or the vocal offering of prayer,

thanksgiving, and praise, that the words of

the apostle are applicable: we are of those

who ' worship God in the Spirit, and rejoice in

Christ Jesus, and have no confidence in the

flesh.' He grants to his faithful followers at

times to feel the force of his own blessed

words :
' He that cometh to me shall never

hunger; and he that believeth on me shall

never thirst.'
"

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—-Tlie .session of the Spanish Corte.s ha-s

been suspended until the 2nd of next First month, and
accordance with the authority recently granted, the

government has Lssued a proclamation suspending the

constitutional guarantees. It was believed in Madrid
the '21st inst., that the end of the insurrection in

Cartagena is approaching. Di.ssensions have broken

out among the insurgents. The government has offered

terms which the leaders are willing to accept, but fear

their followers. The Kepublican troops have entered

Malaga, meeting with no opposition from the insur-

gents. The recent operations of the Carlists have been
comparatively unimportant. Desertions from their

ranks is said to be increasing and demoralization

spreading. It is thought in Madrid that the Carlist

cause is quite precarious. The British fleet in Spanish

waters is collected in the harbor of Alicante, which city

is threatened by the insurgent iron-clads.

The King of Italy has gone to Vienna on a visit to

the Emperor of Austria. Many ultramontanes belong-

ing to the Imperial Court and leading members of so-

ciety, left Vienna to avoid meeting Victor Emmanuel.
One of the Vienna newspapers has been suspended, and
its bureau seized by the police, because it published an

attack on the King of Italy while he was the guest of

the Emperor. On the 22d the King of Italy proceeded

to Berlin, where he was received with cordiality.

It is officially reported that there have been 2755

ca-ses of cholera in Vienna since the outbreak of the

disease, and of this number 1110 were fatal. The disease

is raging with great violence in Hungary.
A violent storm on the Black Sea, last week, proved

very destructive to shipping. Seventy vessels were

wrecked near the mouth of the Bosphorus, and nearly

all on board perished. At one point on the coast two

hundred and sixty-five bodies have been washed ashore.

The evacuation of French territory by the German
army of occupation was not finally completed until the

lath inst.

A petition numerously signed by members of Pro-

testant churches in France, has been sent to the Pro-

testant Deputies in the Assembly, urging them to use

all their influence and to vote against a monarchy. The
fusion between the two branches of the Bourbons ap-

pears to be complete, and all will unite in the etibrt to

pl.ice the Count de Chambord, the representative of the

elder branch, upon the throne of France.

A Paris dispatch of the 17th says :
" Starnes, the Eng-

lish traveller, has arrived here from Central Africa.

He reports that he met Dr. Livingstone last June, and

parted with him on the 1st of July, at which time

Livingstone was in good health."

There were 121 deaths of cholera in Paris from the

9th to the 14th inst.

Paris has 115,000 paupers, a much larger number in

proportion to its population than London.
Elections to fill vacant seats in the French Assembly

have been ordered for the 12th of next month.

A declaration is expected shortly from the Count de

Chambord, acknowledging the right of the people to

share in the government of the nation, and consenting

to the settlement of the future constitution of France

by national representatives.

Frederick William, Elector of Hesse Cassel, has

formally resigned, and con.sented to the annexation of

his territory to Prussia, and has renounced his right of

property in the revenues of the Electorate ; in compen-

sation for which the government of Prussia has granted

him an annuity of 2,000,000 thalers.

A dispatch from Calcutta announces the loss »t iei
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of the ship Indus, coolie laden, and four hundred and

eighteen coolies perished.

A dispatch from Teheran says the trouble between

the Shah and the late Grand Vizier grows out of local

matters entirely, and does not, as reported, relate to the

Keuter Commission. It is believed that the Vizier will

soon be reinstated.

The Brazilian cable which was broken and lost east

of Madeira, has been recovered and the shore end taken

to Madeira.
The weather throughout England has been wet and

unfavorable for the crops. The Mark Lane Express

savs the potato disease is spreading rapidly, and esti-

mates that England must import 12,000,000 quarters of

wheat this year.
, , , •

The Great Eastern has arrived at Portland having

failed to recover the cable of 1865. No further reduc-

tion of tolls is probable at present.

One hundred tons of American bar iron were sold at

Liverpool on the 16th inst., at £11 10s. per ton, thus

underselling English iron. Cains, the iron merchant,

of Liverpool, in a letter to the press, admits that iron

may be profitably purchased in i\ev/ York for ship-

ment to England, and says he is convinced American

trade is lost to England.

The Spanish steamer Murillo, which ran down the

emigrant ship Northfleet, having arrived at Dover, has

been detained there by orders from the Admiralty.

It appears to be certain that the population of the

empire of India, says the Pall Mall_ Gazette, is from

one-fourth to one-third greater than it was supposed to

be, or, in round numbers, it amounts to 240,000,000

souls. The census of Bengal, for which alone the de-

tails are yet before us, presents several very startling

results. Before the census was taken the population of

this region was estimated at about 42,000,000. It turns

out to be 66,856,859, or more than half as much again

as the received estimates. There has been another reve-

lation made by the census as astonishing as the hitherto

unsuspected populousnessof the province. The Moham-
medans number very nearly a third of the whole popu-

lation.

London, 9th mo. 22d.—Consols 92J. U. S. 5 per

cents 911.

Liverpool.— Uplands cotton, 9d. ; Orleans, 9]d.

Breadstufl's quiet.

United States.—A severe financial panic com-
menced in New York and Philadelphia, and extended
from thence to other cities, on the 18th inst. It appears

to have had its origin in the suspension of the eminent
banking house of Jay Cooke & Co., with branches in

New York and Washington, and was quickly followed

by that of E. Clark & Co., Philada., Fisk & Hatch, E.

D. Randolph & Co., and numerous other bankers and
brokers in New Y''ork, and a considerable number in

Philadelphia. Most of these houses are understood to

hold assets much in excess of their liabilities, and will,

it is expected, ultimately pay their debts in full. In
consequence of the sudden shock given to credit by

these failures, a run set in upon various banks and trust

companies which held large sums on deposit. Most of

these institutions met all demands promptly, but others

were compelled to close their doors; this was the case

with the Union Bank, Philada., and the Union Trust

Company, the National Trust Company, the Bank of

the Commonwealth and the Bank of North America,
New York.
The market for stocks, &c., became unsettled, and

railroad shares in some cases sunk greatly in value. At
the end of four days the excitement had in measure
subsided, and prices were generally higher. The U. S.

Secretary of the Treasury, with the approval of the

President, has directed the purchase of U. S. bonds to

an unlimited amount, with a view of throwing more
currency into circulation.

The failure of Jay Cooke & Co. came from large ad-

vances on North Pacific Railroad bonds and other
securities not immediately marketable.
On the evening of the 22d it was believed that the

crisis was past, and confidence returning. Throughout
the panic there was no call upon the National Treasury
for assistance except from New York, a light one from
Philadelphia, and still less from Washington. The
general business of the country is said to be prosperous.
The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered

283, inchiding 110 children under two years of age.
There were 18 deaths of cholera infantum, 41 consump-
tion, 25 marasmus, and 10 old age.

In New York there were 598 deaths last week.
Commissioner Brunot has contracted with the Ute

Indians for a cession of all the mountain portion of
their reservation that is not lit for agricultural pur-
poses to the United States.

Information has been received of the rescue of the

crew of the Polaris. The party wintered in Life-boat

Cove, where they built a timber house, which they

covered with sails. In the spring two boats were built

of thin pine boards taken from the cabin of the Polaris.

On these the whole party of fourteen embarked as soon

the ice opened, and sailed southward ; and on the

22d of Sixth month they were picked up by the whaler

Ravonscraig, oflT the coast of Greenland. From this

vessel they were transferred to another which conveyed

them to Dundee, Scotland ; all were well notwithstand-

ing their great hardships and privations. The entire

party left Dundee on the 22d, in company with the U.
States Vice Consul, for Liverpool, to take the steamer

for New York.
Ihe Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations

on the 22d inst. New York.—No public sales of gold

were made, it is rated at about lUJ. No reliable quo-

tations can be given for government securities, which
temporarily depressed in value. Superfine flour,

$5.50 a S6 ; State extra, $6.75 a $7.10 ; finer brands, f7.50

a $10.75. Amber western wheat, $1.66 ; red western,

$1.62 ; No. 2 Milwaukie spring wheat, $1.48. Oats, 49

a 54 cts. State rye, 92 cts. Western mixed corn, 63 a

cts.
;
yellow, 67 cts. Philadelphia.—Superfine flour,

$4 a $4.50 ; extras, $4.50 a $5.50 ; finer brands, $6 a $10.

White wheat, $1.70 a $1.85; amber, $1.65 a $1.70;

red, $1.55 a $1.60. Yellow corn, 66 cts. The market for

beef cattle was dull. Sales of about 3000 head at 7 a

|- cts. per lb. gross for choice and extra, fair to good,

5i a 6.V cts., and common, 4 a 4| cts. Sheep sold at 4J

a 6 cts. per lb. gross, and hogs at $7.25 per 100 lb. net.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee having charge of

the Boarding School at Westtown, will be held in

Philadelphia on Sixth-day, Tenth month 3d, at 1 p. M.

The Committees on Instruction and Admission will

meet at 10 A. M., of the same day.

The Visiting Committee, appointed to attend the

Examination at the School, meet there on Second-day

evening, 9th mo. 29th. For the accommodation of this

Committee, conveyances will be at the Street Road
Station on the 29th inst., to meet the trains that leave

Philadelphia at 2.30 and 4.45 P. M.
Samuel Morris,

Philada., 9th mo. 23d, 1873. Clerk.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session will open on the 3rd of

Eleventh month. Friends intending to send pupils to

the Institution are requested to make early application

to Charles J. Ai,len, Street Road P. O., Chester Co.,

nay a

304 Arch St., Philadelphia.

WANTED
A teacher in the classical department on the boys'

side at Westtown School.

Application may be made to

Thomas Conard, West Grove, Chester Co.

Joseph Walton, Philadelphia.
William Evans, "

Charles Evans, "

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLORED
PERSONS.

Teachers are wanted for these schools, to be opened
about the first of Tenth month.

Application may be made to

Elton B. Giflbrd, 28 North Third St.

Ephraim Smith, 1110 Pine St.

James Bromlev, 641 Franklin St.

Richard J. Allen, 472 North Third St.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDIAN
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A teacher of the school will be wanted at the com-
mencement of the Fall term.

Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co., Pa.
Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada.
Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Chester

Co., Pa.
Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada,

WANTED
A suitable woman Friend to act as Governess at

Westtown Boarding School. Apply to

Rebecca S. Allen, Philadelphia.
Sarah A. Richie,
Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., Germantown.
Lydia L. Walton, Moorestown, N. J.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Daniel Packer, N. J., $2, vol. i'l

from Gideon C. Smith, R. I., $2, to No. 28, vol.

from Stephen Hobson, Agent, O., for Thomas Hobsoi

Achsah Mott, and John Naylor $2 each, vol. 47 ; froi

Thomas Twining, N. Y'., $2, vol. 47 ;
from Natha

Warrington, Agent, lo., $2, vol. 47, and for John Vai

Evan Smith, John Hoge, Michael King, Elwoo

Spencer, Jonathan Briggs, George Briggs, Williai

Briggs, Jr., Thomas Penrose and Asenath Edgerto)

$2 each, vol. 47, and for John Q. Spencer, $2, to No. 1'

vol. 48 ; from Elijah Kester, Md., $2, vol. 47 ; froi

George B. Allen, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ;
from William I

Robinson, R. I., $2, vol. 47 ; from Ann Bacon, N. J

per Horatio C. Wood, $2, vol. 47; from Benjami

Bowerman, Mich., $2, vol. 47 ; from Israel Cope, Ji

O., $2, vol. 47 ; from Sophie L. Keenan, Pa., 82, vo

, from Sarah Ann Allen, N. J., $2, to No. 4, vol. 4f

from Susan J. Yerkes, City, S2, vol. 47 ; from Abni

Eldridge, Agent, lo., $2, vol. 47, and for Alexander ]

McGrew, Simon O. McGrew, and Nancy L. Thompsoi

$2 each, vol. 47 ; from James Woody, Agent, Ind., $
vol. 47, and for Robert Cox, $2, vol". 47 ; from Lettii

Thompson and Beulah Embree, Pa., per Richard '.

ev, 82 each, vol. 47 ; from Charles Stokes, Ager

N. J.j $2, vol. 47, and for Samuel S. Haines, Mary ]

Ely and Levi Troth, $2 each, vol. 47 ; from Treumi

Cooper, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from Thomas M. Harvey, Pi

$2, vol. 47, and for Martha H. Linton, $2, vol. 47; fro

Mary E. Pim, George B. Mellor, Sarah C. Passmo
and Delia A. Wallace, Pa., per Joseph Scattergood, J
Agent, $2 each, vol. 47 ; from John E. Sheppard, N.

.

$2, vol. 47 ; from Francis Taber, Vt., per Nicholas 1

Guindon, $2, vol. 47 ; from George W. Cooper, Jr., P;

$2, vol. 47 ; from Jesse Haines, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; fro

Enos P. Eldridge, Pa., per Isaac Hall, $2, vol. 4'

from William H. Burr, City, $2, vol. 47 ; from Lark

Pennell, City, $2, vol. 47 ; from Joseph E. Troth, N.

82, vol. 47 ; from Esther S. Pricket, N. J., $2, vol. 4
from Sarah Ann Leeds, N. J., $2, vol. 47 ; from Rebec

Hibberd, Pa., S2, vol. 47 ; from Rachel E. Woodwai
Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from Walker Moore, N. J., $2, vol. 4

from Ellis Winner, O., $2, vol. 47 ;
from Samuel

Smith, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from William Carpenter, Agei

N. J., $2, vol. 47, and for Jo.seph T. Warren, Willia

C. Sheppard, and Samuel P. Carpenter, $2 each, vi

47 ; from Mary D. Maris, Del., $2, vol. 47 ; for Jlicha

Wilson, Mich., 82, vol. 47 ; from Deborah C. Hatto

Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; from Richard Hall, Agent, Englan

10 shillings, vol. 47, and for Hannah Grubb, Jonathi

Pearson, John E. Brockbank, .lohn Sadler, John 1

Walker, Thomas Williamson, William Walker, Robe

Bigland, Elizabeth Williams, William Adair, Geor

M. Goundry, Nancy Ritson, Richard B. Brockban

Alice Altham, Martin Lidbetter, Joseph Hall, Josi:

Hall, William Wigham, John Little, Josiah Thompso
and Rachel Jackson, 10 shillings each, vol. 47, and 1

Sarah S. Moss and Thomas Jackson, 10 shillingi

to No. 31, vol. 48.

Remittances received after Fourth-day morning will »

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wort
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

Died, at her residence, near Medford, Burlington C
N. J., on 4th day the 6th of 8th month last, Elizabe'
B., widow of Joshua Stokes, in the 59th year of her a{

, at her residence in Medford, N. J., on 6th d
the Sth of 8th month last, Priscilla W., widow
John N. Reeve, in the 74th year of her age.

, at her son's residence, near Medford, N. ,J.,

4th day the 13th of 8th month last, Elizabeth
widow of Benjamin H. Wills, in the 69th year of I

age.

, at the residence of David Evans, near Marltt
N. J., on 5th day, 9th mo. 4th, Elizabeth Eve:
Senior, in the 92d year of her age.

The above mentioned four Friends were all belov

members of Upper Evesham Monthly Meeting
Friends.

, 8th month 28th, 1873, in Robeson Townsh
Berks Co., Ephraim Morris, aged 81 years and
months, a member of Robeson Particular Meeting.

WILLIAM H. PILE,' PRINTER.
No. -122 Walnut Street.
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ice Two Dollars per annum, if paid in advance. Two

. dollars and fifty cents, if not paid in advance.

]

Subaoriptions and Payments receiyod by

JOHN S. STOKES,

'at no. 116 NORTH FOURTH STREET, UP STAIRS,

PHILADELPHIA.

jistage, when paid quarterly in advance, five cents.

Bank Note Engraving.

Few modern arts have made such steady

id rapid progress as that of bank note en-

raving, whose masters have been constantly

ipelled to new devices bj^ the fresh expe-

ients of counterfeiters and their application

new discoveries in science. Both litho-

paphy and photography at one time threat-

led to leave legitimate currency no protec-

on save the law, but the danger from these

)urce8 has been in a measure averted by
irther triumphs in this branch of engraving.

For obvious reasons, this art has reached

s highest development in the United States,

id is almost distinctively American. Paper
loney has formed a large part of our cur-

jucy since the formation of the Union, the

arious issues, under the local sj'Stems of

anking, being so numerous that it became
npossible for men in different parts of the

Duntry to be familiar with the notes of every

ink. To prevent the circulation of counter-

sits under such circumstances was possible

nly by bringing the art of bank-note engrav-

ig to such a degree of perfection as to defy

(11 attempts at imitation.

The increase in paper currency created by
war still further tended to produce this

Bsult, which is apparent upon comparing the

Lmerican work with that produced in any
ountry in Europe.
Although the process of bank note engrav-

ig has been frequently described, but few
arsons whom some special taste or business

not led to its study are familiar with the

haracter of the work carried on by th<

.merican Bank Note Company, at the corner

f Liberty street and Broadway. Its details

re so numerous that a minute and elaborate

escription would be fitted only for a maga-
inc or a book ; but an outline of its principal

atures will afford information to the general

eader.

The American Bank Note Company, which
?as formed in 1858 by the consolidation of all

he private companies then scattered through
he United States, employs in its various de-

artments as many as five hundred persons,

f whom a large number are women. Its

lUmerous workrooms are fire-proof, and were
specially designed for the use to which they
.re devoted.

The designs for the vignettes of bank notes,

bonds, stock certificates, &c., are made by ar-

tists of the highest standing, and then etched

on steel plates by the best engravers in vari-

i-ts of the country. On the reception

of the plates by the company they are taken

to the transferring room, where the inost im-

portant feature of bank note engraving may
be witnessed. This distinctive characteristic

s the power to endlessly repeat the costly

designs, reproducing in a short time what
was originally prepared by months of artistic

labor.

The engraved steel plate is first " case-har-

dened," or exposed to intense heat and then

suddenly cooled, which gives it an adaman-
tine surface. It is then placed in the trans-

ferring machine, which is a combination of

levers by which enormous pressure can be

exerted. Above the plate is placed a cylinder

of soft steel, and this is rolled upon it, under

pressure, until the design etched upon the

hard steel is completely transferred to the

soft, on which it appears in relief. This opera-

tion consumes but a brief period. The cylin-

ier, or die, is then case-hardened like the

original plate, and is ready to continuously

eproduce the design upon soft plates by a

process just the reverse of that described.

Formerly it was thought impossible to trans-

fer more than a small part of a design at once,

and the work was performed by slow degrees.

Now a whole bank note is pressed through

the process as easily as asingie vignette a few

years ago.

The more variety there is in the engraving

of a note, the more difficult it is to counter-

feit, and the more certain is a spurious note

to be detected by the practised eye, which dis

covers anything at variance with the genera

appearance of the genuine, even if the expert

is unable to point out the precise nature of the

deficiency. For this reason fine lathe work,

which it is almost impossible to successfully

counterfeit, is employed for what are techn'

cally known as the " counters," or those parts

of the note on which the figures are placed.

This work is executed by a geometric lathe,

constructed with marvellous ingenuity and at

great cost. The combinations of which it is

susceptible are absolutely innumerable, and

are distinguished by cutting the steel with

line over line in geometrical harmony. Before

beginning a new design in this manner it is

difficult to foretell its precise appearance, but

after it has been executed once, it can at any
time be reproduced if a record is kept of each

movement of the machine.

The dies are, of course, constantly accumu-

lating, and already the room where those not

in use are kept contains about $50,000 worth

of steel alone, without taking into account

the value of the work to which it has been

subjected.

From the transferring room the plates are

taken to the printing rooms, where large num
bers of men and women are constantly at

work. The paper used to receive the impres-

sions is of several different kinds, but all are

made in some way of linen. Usually a mix-
ture of old and new linen is used, the former

giving softness and the latter tenacity of tex-

ture. The paper on which the United States

currency is printed contains a great number
of coarse fibres, occupying a specific part of

the bill, and is made under a patent controlled

by the government. It is said to bo more
difficult to counterfeit than many other kinds

;

but its advantage chiefly consists in the fact

that no private person can have it in his pos-

without rendering himself liable to

prosecution. The Bank Note Company is re-

sponsible for every sheet of this received by
't; and, if a fragment of paper used for SlOO

notes, equal in size to one of the notes, should

be lost, would be obliged to pay $100 to the

government. So perfect, however, is the sys-

tem of checks and balances in the establish-

ment, that, although the company has printed

about 100,000,000 sheets, from the ten cent

paper upward, it has never been obliged to

refund more than $20 in all.

The steel plates, usually bearing four fac-

similes of one design, each the size of a bank-

note, are laid upon the press and the ink ap-

plied. The ink is then wiped with a cloth

from everything except the engraved lines

which it has filled, and the surface of the plate

is polished with whiting. A sheet of paper

having been laid over it, the pressure is ap-

plied and the design printed.

Where inks of several colors are used, a

separate impression must of course be made
for each color. Much improvement has been

made of late in the process ofcombining colors,

and printing one over another, in a manner
which at the same time produces an ag;reeable

effect on the eye and increases the difficulty

experienced by the counterfeiter.

In printing revenue stamps and tinting the

spaces for the writing in checks, drafts, &c.,

soluble inks are often used, rendering it very

difficult to use the stamps after cancellation,

or to "raise" the checks by the use of acids.

Ingeniously-made machines are used for

numbering the notes and stamps, one woman
being able to perform the work on a great

number within a few minutes.

From the printing department the sheets

are taken to the drying rooms, whence, after

a sufficient time, they are removed to another

room, and subjected to hydraulic pressure be-

tween pasteboards. Having been pressed per-

fectly smooth, they are then ready to be sent

from the building.

In a room on a lower floor all additions

necessary to be made after the transferring

process, such as special names of banks or

companies, are executed with graving tools

by skilled workmen.
Near this is the paper room, where the

paper used by each workman is received by

him and charged to him personally. The

records kept here and in the drying room
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must exactly tally. Every time that the pape

passes from one department to another it is

carefully counted, so that the company can

fasten on some person the i-esponsibility for

every missing sheet.

Of the United States currency the greater

part, for the sake of safety, is printed in three

establishments, the same notes going through

a part of the process here and a part in the

National Company, while the final work is

performed in the government office at Wash-
ington.

A large part of the work of the American
Company is done for foreign countries, in-

cluding British provinces, the "West India

Islands, the empire of Brazil, all the South

American republics and the government bank
in Eussia, Greece and Italy, together with

private institutions in England, tSwitzerland

and other parts of Europe.

—

N. E. Post.

For " The Friend."

Onr Watch, and Onr Warfare.

" Take ye heed, watch and pray : for ye know not

when the time is."—Mark xiii. 33.
" Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may

be accounted worthy to escape all these things that shall

come to pass, and to stand before the Son of man.'"

Luke xxi. 36.
" But the end of all things is at hand : be ye there-

fore sober, and watch unto prayer."—1 Peter iv. 7.

" Watch ye, and pray, lest ye enter into temptation

The spirit truly is ready, but the flesh is weak."—
Mark xiv. 38.

" Watch ye, stand fast in the faith, quit you like men
be strong."—1 Cor. xvi. 33.

" Put on the whole armor of God, that ye may be
able to stand against the wiles of the devil.

" having your loins girt about with truth, and
having on the breastplate of righteousness

;

"And your feet shod with the preparation of the
gospel of peace

;

" Above all, taking the shield offaith, wherewith ye shall

be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked.

"And take the helmet of salvation, and the sword of

the Spirit, which is the word of God :

"Praying always with all prayer and supplication in

the Spirit, and watching thereunto with all persever-
ance."—Eph. vi. 11, 14-18.

" Continue in prayer, and watch in the same with
thanksgiving."—Col. iv. 2.

Watch, and pray. The two go together.
Watch, because the enemy assaults with vari-

ous temptations, and you may be taken un-

awares ; and when you see danger—when
pride, or vanity, or selfishness, or sloth, or
discontent, are gaining entrance, then pray.
Many overlook this part, and try to fight their

corruptions in their own strength. But we
cannot conquer thus. We must first turn to

the Stronghold—tell our ever-present Saviour
that we are tempted and weak, place ourselves
in His care and keeping, and ask Him to over-

come for us ; either to take awaj' the temp-
tation, or to give us His strength to stand
against it. Putting on the whole armor of
God is another form of expression for putting
on Divine strength through faith. But first

we are to have our loins girt about with truth :

our eye must be single unto our Lord; with
no reservation in favor of some pet corruption—no leaning upon our own strength. If we
are His, then we may have for a helmet a
strong hope of His salvation from whatever
assails us. By faith in Christ, and wielding
no carnal weapon of human reasoning or
eflfort, but the sword of the Spirit—obeying
the word or message of God to us individu-
ally, we shall be able to quench all the fiery
darts of the wicked. But we cannot thus
fight and conquer, unless Christ is our Cap-

tain ; unless we have ceased to be the servants

of sin, and become the servants of God.
For, " to whom ye yield yourselves servants

to obey, his servants ye are to whom ye obey

;

whether of sin unto death, or of obedience

unto righteousness."—Eomans vi. 16. And
" the wages of sin is death ; but the gift of God
is eternal life, through Jesus Christ our Lord."

All, His gift; the salvation from condemna
tion and from corruption—the armor, the

victory. All ours, if we give ourselves up to

Him, to be His soldiers and servaiits—to let

Him work in us, and for us, and through us,

according to His good pleasure.

How dishonoring then must it he to the in-

vincible King, to allow some enemies to lurk

in the camp, under the idea that they have
alwaj-s been there, and cannot be cast out

!

And how many Christians do indulge fearful-

ness, or doubt, or gloom, or passion, or sensi-

tiveness (which is generally a form of pride),

or heedlessness, or discourtesj^, or anxiety;

saj'ing in themselves, " This is my infirmity
—-it is constitutional, I cannot help it!"

Ah, my friend, hast thou kept on the watch
for this, thy besetting sin ? and hast thou gone
forth against it in the whole armor of God,

that thou may be able to stand against this

wile of the devil ?

And hast thou ever thought that to thee it

may be given, like Paul, to glory in thy in

firmities, that the power of Christ may rest

upon thee? For if thou hast been a gloomy
man, and through grace becomes a cheerful

one—or anxious, and becomes of a quiet, trust-

ing spirit—or passionate, and becomes gentle

—or a touchy man, and becomes charitable

and humble—or a blunt man, and becomes
courteous, thou hast much more opportunity
to show forth the praises of Him who hath
called thee out of darkness into His marvel-

lous light, than if no such manifest change had
been needed ; and others seeing, may be led

to seek for themselves the same deliverance.

That was a wonderful utterance of the

apostle James: "My brethren, count it all

joy when ye fall into divers temptations."

Tliere must be a very strong faith in the ulti-

mate victory of the Power that worketh in

us, for us to count it all Joy to find ourselves

in the midst of divers new enemies. Let us

try to realize it. M.

For "The Friend."

Believing the following account of the first

porpoise in the Brighton Aquarium will in-

terest many of the readers of " The Friend,"
who have seen it rolling, tumbling, swim-
ming, &c., in the mid-ocean, but not seen it on
'and. I copy it for insertion.

" A pair of porpoises are among the attrac-

tions of the Brighton Aquarium. — Lee thus
described the first, before it had a companion :

' The porpoise at its arrival was 4 ft. 6 in.

long. The tank in which it is placed is above
102 feet in length. I regret to say it was
necessary to place an attendant on guard be-

fore the tank, to prevent people amusing
themselves by frightening the poor thing by
shaking parasols and sticks at it, as it passed
them. It ate 60 live poutings and smelts the
first day, but as it will now take dead fish,

there will be less difficulty in providing food
for it. Of this it has given to it 4 pounds a
day, at four meals, as a first experiment of its

necessities. If this is insufficient, it can help
itself from a shoal of smelts and other small
fish which have been put in the tank with it.

When it catches a fish it siezes it by the mid
die of the body, so that the head and tail pro

ject on each side of its mouth, holds it then
for a second, as if pressing its teeth into it tc

partially divide it into pieces and make ii

flexible, and then swallows it at a gulp, ap
parently without any effort to turn it length
wise, and bolt it head foremost.

" The pretty creature has a nice, good
natured face, in which I fancy I can oftei

read an expression of pleasure and animation
and is as full of fun and frolic as a Newfound
land pup, galloping along something like {

dog after a stick thrown by its master, aac

tossing up its tail with a romping kick, as i

skittish colt throws up its heels in play. I

will be as docile as a seal ; for the porpoise ii

a very intelligent animal. It has a largi

brain and acute sensibility."

Extractfrom the Life of Thomas Shillitoe.—

In the year 1790, he believed it was require(

of him to leave his family, and outward con

cerns, to travel in the work of the ministry

As the visit, if entered upon, would requin
him to be absent from home a considerabli

length of time, and he had no one to leave ii

charge of his business, he was much tried, an(

at first disposed to put it aside. He says
" I found the enemj' began to be very busj

endeavoring to take advantage of me, and
the foundation of ray confidence in the neve;

failing arm of Divine power. I was one dai

tempted to come to the conclusion, that le

the consequences be what they might, I mus
give up all prospects of ever moving in thii

engagement; but He who knew the sinceritj

of my heart, did not leave me in this seasor

of extremity, to become a prey to the adver

sary of souls, but in his unmerited mercy hat

compassion on me. One day when 1 wai

standing cutting out work for my men (shoe

making) my mind being under the weight o

concern, these discouragements again pre

sented themselves, if possible, with doubl

force ; but in adorable mercy, I was so trough
under the influence of divine help, as I hac

not often, if ever before known. And as

became willing to yield to it, the power of thi

mighty God of Jacob was mercifully manifest

subduing the influence and power of the ad

versary ; holding out for my acceptance thii

encouraging promise, which was addressed tc

my inward hearing, in a language as intelli

gible as ever I heard words spoken to mj
natural ear :

' I will be more than bolts am
bars to thy outward habitation, more than :

master to thy servants, for I can restrain thei

wandering minds. More than a husband t

thy wife, and a parent to thy infant children

At this the knife I was using fell out of mj
hands; and I no longer dared to hesitate

after such a confirmation." In a short tim

after this, he informed his friends of his re

ligious concern to visit the families of th

members of his own religious Society in Nor
wich, which he accomplished to the satisfac

tion of those visited, as well as himself. Upo
returning to his residence he found his out

ward concerns in as good order as if he hai

taken the management of them the whol
time. He remarks: " After such demonstra
tions of the superintending care of the Mos
High, what must be the sad consequences c

uul'aithfulness to Divine requirings, should i

in a future day mark my footsteps."

' Speak fitly, or be silent wisely."
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For ' The Friend "

John neald.

(CoDtiuned from page 42.)

12th mo. 17th, 1816. " We parted with our

ind friends of Virginia, and about 2 o'clock

rossed the line into North Carolina to Peggy
^'indslow's, a widow. I was weary, and was
indly entertained. In the morning went
iue miles to Wells Meeting, it was their meet-

]g in course. Here we met with two men,
wo women and a girl. I felt weak and tried,

ut in this retired situation, I felt encourage-
lent in the renewal of some expressions of

ur Lord :
' Many prophets and righteous men

avo desired to see the things that ye see, and
ave not seen them.' Some of these have in

isions seen glorious things, for Isaiah speaking
f things to come as if they then were, says :

Unto us a son is born, unto us a child is given,

nd the government shall be on his shoulders,

le shall be called. Wonderful, Counsellor, the

ighty God, the everlasting Father, the Prince
f Peace, and of the increase of His govern-
nent and peace there shall be no end.' An-
ther was grieved because the gold had be-

ome dim, and the most fine gold changed
;

he precious sons of Zion comparable to tine

old, how are they esteemed as earthen
jitchers! Thus a difference is described be-

ween the faithful and the unfaithful.

We rode this evening to Benjamin Albert-

ion's, at Sutton's Creek. The next day we
ittended their meeting, I addressed it with
lome of Paul's expressions : 'Let supplication,

ntercession and prayer be made for all men
;

tor kings and for all in authority, that we may
lead quiet and peaceable lives, for this is good
knd acceptable in the sight of God our Saviour,

Who will have all men to be saved and come
to the knowledge of the truth ;' pressing the

necessity of prayer not only for ourselves, but
also one for another. Are there not too many
who are neglecting to perform this duty ? and
if this be neglected can such be concerned as

they ought to be to pray for themselves.

Those who are duly concerned for themselves
will also be concerned for others, this will fol-

low as naturally as one time does another.

Many words were dropped to encourage to

faithfulness, and to avoid a state of ease,

which would hinder the enjoyment of much
comfort.

20th. We attended the meeting at Little

Eiver, held by appointment. A considerable

number of Friends and others attended. In
addressing them, I began with: 'But Mar}'
hath chosen that better part, that shall not
be taken from her.' I proceeded but slowly,

and could not get forward with readiness, and
80 I went on as I could, endeavoring to en
force an attention to obtain that good part
which we are all desiring to have. When we
are about to part with earthl}' enjoyments,

then we shall want to obtain a possession

that inheritance that is undefiled and that

fadeth not away. Seeing we desire such an

inheritance, should we not attend very care-

fully to that which we see will be most to our
advantage? Thus I labored, and many of

them were tendered, and it was a good meet
ing, and I hope tended to profit. I felt much
love for the people, and earnestly desired theii

welfare."

After visiting at several other places, J. H.

thus speaks of a meeting at Sutton's Creek.

"My mind was soon introduced to a trying

exercise [respecting] a state near to be for-

saken by the Saviour of men, and though near

I believed there was j-et hope, at least that
such might return, repent and live. I stated
the example of the vineyard :

' What could I

have done more for my vineyard, that I have
not done in it.' I instanced Manoah's fear of
dying, because they had seen an angel of the
Lord, but his wife encouraged him to hope,
saj'iug, ' if the Lord were minded to kill us he
would not have received an offering at our
hands.' I then mentioned the case of the
prodigal, who had gone into a far country and
wasted his substance, and when that was gone
be joined himself to a citizen of that place,

ho sent him into the fields to feed swme,
and he fain would have filled himself with the
husks the swine did eat, and no man gave
unto him, &c.

At Buck Spring Meeting, I supposed no way
would open for labor, but at length a little

presented and that simple. As I proceeded
other matter opened, and I went on and was
furnished with an easy flow of expression. In

the last two meetings truth rose into dominion,
the sincere were encouraged, and the negl
gent were warned and affectionately aroused.
May I be preserved in humility, and return as

Mordecai did to wait at the king's gate.

2Sth. Attended a meeting near Mary Law
reiice's. I mentioned Joshua, the servant of

the Lord, and his. advice to Israel when he
told them they knew in all their hearts and
in all their souls, that not one of the good
things had failed of all that had been promised
to them. Thus he tried to engage them to

serve the Lord. There are many blessings

promised, such as 'Blessed are the pure in

heart ;' ' Blessed are the poor in spirit ;' ' Bless

ed are ye when men shall revile you, and per-

secute you, and say all manner of evil falsely

against you for my sake, rejoice and be
ceeding glad, for great is your reward
heaven ;' ' Blessed are the peace-makers, for

they shall be called the children of God ;' and
not one of these blessings has failed to th

faithful, to those who have been obedient to

the divine requirings. ' If ye are willing and
obedient, ye shall eat the good of the land.'

' Seek first the kingdom of heaven and the

righteousness thereof, and all these things

shall be added, for your Heavenly Father
knoweth that ye need all these things.' None
of these blessings have failed to the humble,
devoted, dedicated ones.

Ist mo. 1st, 1817. We again attended Rich
Square Meeting. I introduced the command
of our blessed Lord, of laboring for that bread
which perisheth not, but that nourisheth up
unto eternal life. I believed there would be

more profit in searching deeply into the true

meaning of this, than in going into the wide
field of speculation, viewing or trying to view
things afar ofi". Things near, I believed, were
too often neglected in trying to investigate

and comprehend incomprehensible things, and
much loss sustained thereby. We should medi-

tate and reflect, and thereby improve in silence.

We should seek to know what the bread con-

sisted of, which we are commanded to labor

for. If ye love me, said our Lord, ye will keep
my commandments. Ifwe love Him, we would
love one another. If we did not labor for that

bread we should sustain a loss, for we might
remember how it was with the first anointed

king of Israel ; until he disobeyed the voice of

the Lord, he was helped in all his difficulties;

but it was after he had been disobedient h'

complained that the Lord had forsaken him,

and answered him no more ; and after this,

"

went to those heights where he fell on his own
sword, and where David said, let there be
neither dew, nor rain, nor fields of offering,

for there the shield of the mighty is vilely

cast away, and the beauty of Israel is slain

on thy high places.

6th. We rode about twelve miles to the
funeral of Lydia Newsom, wife of Willis New-
som, she died after about four days illness,

leaving five children, one about six weeks
old. They lived remote from Friends. Some
counsel was given to be in readiness for death,
and that the connections, after dropping the
tear of sympathy, do not invite sorrow and
delight to grieve ; after which the corpse was
borne to the grave in the orchard near the
house.

8th. This morning my mind was brought
under an exercise respecting the people of

color under Friends' care, understanding that
government considered the Society of Friends
to be a body corporate and capable of holding
property, and that manumission for a person
of color would last no longer than the life of

the person who gave it, and that the heirs of
such assignee could reduce again to slavery

such as had been manumitted, and sell them
into perpetual servitude. I was at a Friend's

house, where a woman of color lived, who
said the Friend who had manumitted her was
an old man, that his children had gone out of

society, and.had several times endeavored to

get her away to sell to the speculators. The
Yearly Meeting had concluded to have them
conveyed by legal transfer from the original

owners to the Yearly Meeting, as being the

best means to secure their freedom, but some-
how Friends here were not united to fall in

with the direction of the Yearly Meeting.
My mind is alarmed on account of the de-

plorable situation of this oppressed people, of

whom there are abundance in the parts we
have passed through and are now in."

(To be continued.)

Curious Besult of Misspelling.— Errors in

orthography are inelegant, but generally

productive of no greater harm than a comi-

cal mistake or remediable misunderstanding.
They may, however, have very serious con-

sequences, and my Russian friends related to

me an instance of this, which, although I must
leave to them the responsibility for its his-

torical accuracy, ought to be a warning to

careless spellers. Two streams fall into the

Black Sea, they said at a short distance to tha

east and west of Batoum, [near the eastern

end of the Black Sea], and the names of these

streams are, with the exception of one letter,

identical. When the frontier line in this

quarter of the world was being negotiated

between Russia and Turkey, the former power
was naturally anxious to include Batoum (the

only good harbor on the eastei-n shore of the

Buxine) within its territory, and in order to

obtain this object, to extend its frontier to the

most westernly of the two streams. In draw-

ing up the treaty, however, that one little

letter, which alone marked the difterence in

their names, was omitted, and the eastern

stream became and has remained the division

between the two countries.

—

Mounsey's Persia.

Sydney Smith once commenced a charity

sermon, by saying: " Benevolence is a senti-

ment common to human nature, A never sees

B in distress without asking C to relieve

him."
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PILGKIM DISCOVERIES.
I've found a joy in sorrow,

A secret balm for pain,

A beautiful to-morrow
Of sunshine after rain.

IVe found a branch of healing,

Near every bitter spring
;

A whispered promise stealing

O'er, every broken string.

I've found a glad hosanna
For every woe and wail,

A handful of sweet manna,
When grapes from Eshcol fail.

I've found a Rock of Ages,

When desert wells were dry

;

And after weary stages,

I've found aii Elim nigh.

An Elim with its coolness,

Its fountains and its shade !

A blessing in its fulness,

When buds of promise fade

!

O'er tears of soft contrition

I've seen a rainbow light

;

A glory and fruition,

So near !—yet out of sight.

My Saviour I Thee possessing,

We have the joy, the balm,

The healing and the blessing,

The sunshine and the psalm
;

The promise for the fearful.

The Elim for the faint,

The rainbow for the tearful,

The glory for the saint.

STILL DAY IN AUTUMN.
I love to wander through the woodlands hoary

In the soft gloom of an autumnal day,

When Summer gathers up her robes of glory.

And, like a dream of beauty, glides away.

How through each loved familiar path she lingers.

Serenely smiling through the golden mist.

Tinting the wild grape with her dewy fingers.

Till the cool emerald turns to amethyst,

—

Kindling the faint stars of the hazel, shining,

To light the gloom of Autumn's mouldering halls,

With hoary plumes the clematis entwining.
Where o'er the rocks her withered garland falls.

Sarah H. IVhitman.

The Natives of Australia.

The wild state in which the aborigines of
Australia exist is the result of the poverty of
their country, which attords no other source of
sustenance than animals. True these abound
there : kangaroos, squirrels, opossums, &c.,

and birds of various kinds being numerous.
In this mild climate the natives can live with-
out any shelter.

According to H. de Castella (in his recollec-

tions of a French Squatter in Australia) the
Australian blacks are not so ugly as they have
been represented. Among the men whom he
examined, some were tall and well made.
Their slow, lounging gait, was not devoid of
dignity, and the solemnity of their step re-

minded one of the strut of a tragedian on the
stage.

These people recognize family ties. None
of them have more than one wife, but they
do not marry within their own particular
tribe. They live encamped in bands, and now
that they are reduced to small numbers, in
entire tribes. They do not build permanent
huts, but protect themselves in summer from
the sun and hot winds merely by a heap of
gum-tree branches, piled up against some
sticks thrust in the ground. When winter
comes on, they strip from the trees large
pieces of bark, eight or ten feet high, and as
wide as the whole circumference of the trunk,
forming with these pieces a screen, which

they place at the side whence the rain is blow-

ing, and alter if the wind happens to change.

Squatted on the bare earth, in the kangaroo

skin which serves the double purpose of bed

and clothing, each of them is placed before a

hearth of his own.
The Australian natives of the present day

have guns, and employ little axes for chop
ping their wood and cutting bark, but it is

not long since the only weapons they pos-

sessed were made of hard wood, and their

hatchets consisted of sharp stones fastened to

the end of sticks, like the flint instruments

used by men before the deluge. There is

fact little or no diiferenee between the people

of the age of stone, and the negroes of Aus
tralia, and consequently an acquaintance with

the wild manners and customs of these races

has been of great advantage to naturalists

our day in throwing light upon the history of

primitive man.
H. de Castella was greatly struck by the

agility of the Australian blacks in climbing

gum-trees whose straight stems are often de

void of branches for twenty or thirty feet from
their base, and are besides too thick to be

clasped. When by perfect prodigies of aero-

batism the native reached the opossums' nests,

he seized the animals, and threw them to his

wife.

This wife carried every thing ; her last born
in a reed basket hanging from her neck, the

slaughtered game in one hand, and in the

other a burning gum branch to light the fire

when the family took up fresh quarters. The
man walked in front, carrying nothing but

his weapons ; then came the wife, and after

her the children according to height.

A party of Australian blacks is never, bj
any chance, to be met with walking abreast,

even when in great numbers, and if a whole
tribe is crossing the plains, only a long black
file is to be seen moving above the high grass,

H. de Castella was a spectator of the curious

sight which eel fishing affords among these
natives. Holding a spear in each hand with
which to rake up the bottom, they wade
through the water up to their waists, bal

ancing and regulating their movements to the
even measure of one of their chants. When
an eel is transfixed by a stroke of one lance,

they pierce it in another part of the body with
the second, and then, holding the two points
apart throw the fish upon the bank, the num-

they take in this manner being very large.

They dispense with sauce pans and cooking
utensils of all kinds in the preparation of their

meals, simply placing the game or fish on
bright coals covered over with a little ashes.

Every one has heard of the skill with which
savages navigate their rivers in bark canoes,

but the people of whom we are now speaking
ender themselvesremarkable above all others
by their adroitness in guiding their little

crafts over the rapids. Only two persons can
sit in their boats, while a spear supplies the
place of an oar, and is used with astonishing
dexterity.

No one acquainted with this kind of bar-
barous life, will be surprised to hear that the
blacks of Australia are diminishing at a won-
derfully quick rate. Of the whole Varra tribe,

formerly a numerous one, H. de Castella could
find no more than seventeen individuals.
What most struck the author of an account

of a journey from Sydney to Adelaide, which
appeared in the " tour de Mondi," in 1860,
was the small number of aborigines which he

met in a distance of more than two hundred il

and fifty miles. Sturt and Mitchell, in th«

middle of the present century, had visitec

tribes on the higher tributaries of the Murraj
river, which then consisted of several bun
dred persons, but Castella found them onl}

represented by scattered groups of seven oi

eight famished individuals.

—

Louis Figuier.

Selected for "The Friend."

The Spread of the Knowledge of the Gospel.

As to the increased efforts to spread th(

knowledge of the gospel, but little fruit cai

be expected, so long as they continue to be b(

blended with the inventions and contrivanc*

of man. I verily believe this is one gr

means of preventing the people from comin|

to a knowledge of the true gospel, which re

mains to be " the power of God unto salva^

tion." If the minds of the people were turned

to an inward and vital knowledge of this work
there would be some hope

;
provided th(

teachers themselves were really called to and

qualified for the work; and not, as is to b«

feared too many of them are, strangers to th(

inward work themselves.

In my apprehension nothing short of a daj

of calamity will bring the people to theii

senses, and reduce them to a state of sir

plicity and humility ; which in the end would
prove an unspeakable blessing, if happily i1

were the means of turning their attention tc

the true Teacher in their own hearts, whc
giveth life to those that hear and obey him,

and would cause them to " cease from man
whose breath is in his nostrils," by whom
they have so long been kept in darkness.

That so those abominations which are set up,

and standing in the place of the true Christian

religion, and which make the earth destitute

of the presence of the Lord, may forever be

swept away from its surface.

Should such a day be permitted, it will cer-

tainly try the members of our highly profess-

ing Society, and show ivJio are on the founda-

tion that standeth sure; these will be pre-

served as in the hollow of the Lord's hand,'

from " the blast of the terrible ones ;" but the

chaff,—such as have nothing but an empty
profession to stand upon, will assuredly be

scattered before the storm.

Daniel Wheeler.
Twelfth month 12th, 1829.

For "The Friend.'

Collecting India-Rubher.

Henry Alexander Wickham, of England,
has recently published some notes of a journey
through the north-eastern portion of South
America. He resided for some months on the

banks of the Orinoco, and attempted to sup-

ply a deficiency in his finances by collecting

India-rubber. His description of his opera-

tions may revive in the minds of some of the

older settlers in our Western States, the sugar
camps, where the sap of the maple was col-

lected and boiled into sugar.

As the sugar is obtained from the maple,
and the turpentine from the pine, so the India-

rubber is procured by tapping a spe(;ies of

tree that is found in the South American
forests, and collecting the milky sap that flows

from it. This sap hardens and darkens by
exposure, and forms the India-rubber. The
tree is the Siphonia elastica, called by the resi-

dents in the country—the Ciringa.

After making some preliminary examina-
tions, our author set out from San Pernando
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th some men and boys, the whole party

mbering seven persons, about the hist of

3 Eleventh month, in two boats, to explore

3 forests of the Upper Orinoco for Ciringa.

1 the 27th he says: "We arrived at the

)ath of a small river, called Caricia, or

,irari. As this was about the neighborhood
jurposed to work india-rubber during the

er weather, I camped ;
and after seeing

mon properly attended to, I at once de-

itched the men into the forest, while I pad-

•d the casco up the creek in order to take

3m in further up. In a short time they re-

rned with their notched sticks, indicating

ty-seven trees seen in the small space of

;e8t they had traversed. I felt satisfied with

|S intelligence, but next day went on as far

|the next creek's mouth above. I discovered

re that the Orinoco, instead of receiving,

ive off water, which, after describing a semi-

cle, and blending with the water of two
icams, Aguas Negras, fell into the main

ier by the mouth I had first entered, thus

jidering the piece of land I had determined

iwork for rubber an island. I had noticed

ie ciringa trees on the Orinoco bank all the

[y. The forest on the two sides of this

leam presented a marked contrast: the black

iter following one bank, and that of the

pinoco the other. The forest on the bank
upied by the white water, contained the

inga or india-rubber trees, the manac palm,

1 other trees, in striking contrast with the

posite side, which had neither ciringa nor

nac, but an abundance of the Chiquichiqui

m—the Piassava of the Eio Negro.

December 1st.—I determined to put up
rancho for the season's work on a well-

ned bluff, which abutted above the very

•k, clear water of the first and smallest of

i two streams already mentioned. This

inch creek flowed out of some large lagoons

aj' to the west. It was strange to see the

inas, or river-porpoises, disporting them-

ves in this little creek in the very core of

itinent.

Having thus fixed on working quarters, I

it Rogers and two men in one of the canoes

the plantations of the Marquiritare on the

nuconumo, to negotiate for the necessary

mioco. Here, in my little creek, I felt in-

3d shut out from the rest of the world

ter passing within the mouth, and taking

ew turns, all trace was lost of nearness even

the unpeopled reaches ofthe Orinoco, so com-

tely is this river enclosed by the forest."

' The constant irritation from the bite of

3 mos(|uitos at length caused my hands and
i to swell, and become inflamed, and, after

ime, to break out into distressingly ulcer-

id patches on the knuckles and backs of the

ads. My feet especially were so inflamed.

It I was confined to mj' hammock for some
ys, whilst Ramon and the two boys were
tting up the lodge. The last capping hav-
r been given to a substantial roof of palm
ves (those of the all-serviceable chiqui-

iqui), Ramon and I went to work for the

St time on the india-rubber trees. My plan

iB to cut a path along the Orinoco coast, and
other along the creek, and then to intersect

3 triangle of forest enclosed betwixt them
found the forest dry and good for work

d, at the beginning of my task, on the very

5t day, I cleared sixteen trees with the

listance of the two boys, Ramon cutting

3 path with machete."
•' On the 13th, Rogers returned with only

twenty mapiri of manioco. I continued clean-

"ng the trees daily in the forest, and hoped to

have 1,000 ready for tapping in the ensuing
month. One of the chief features of the forest

is the variety and immense number of bush-
ropes, 'bejucas,' forming a sort of natural

cordage ; they are of evefy size, and bind the
top branches of the trees together, winding
ound the trunks, and coiling themselves on
the ground in endless snake-like contortions.

In someplaces they caused the men much trou-

ble, in cutting the paths with their machetes
connecting the ciringa trees. Amongst the

species I noticed one kind, the section of

which, when cut, tantalisingly resembled the

oly-poly jam pudding of home days. Some-
times, during the time for rest, I would sit

down and look up into the leafy arches above,

and, as I gazed, become lost in the wonderful
beauty of that upper system—a world of life

complete within itself This is the abode of

strangely plumaged birds and elvish little ti ti

monkeys, which never descend to the dark,

damp soil throughout their lives, but sing and
gambol in the aerial gardens of dainty ferns

and sweet-smelling orchids, for every tree su])-

ports an infinite variety of plant life. All

above overhead seemed the very exuberance
of animal and vegetable existence, and below,

"ts contrast—decay and darkness. Here and
there was a mass of orchid, carried from above
by the fall of some withered branch, sicken-

into pallor, thrust out from the vitalizing

light and air.

When the fruit of the ciringa (Siphonia

elastica) approaches maturity, it is first visited

by a flock of parrots, and then by the harshly

screaming flocks of the yellow macaw. These
birds are most wastful feeders, the ground
beneath the trees becoming speedily strewn
with untouched fruit as well as the shell of

the nuts.

"There are many kinds of monkeys in the

neighborhood, from the large red originato,

which roars hoarsely (making a far more for-

midable noise than the tiger) at any change
in the weather, to the pretty little ti-ti. A
troop of the latter is one of the merriest sights

imaginable, as they bound with wonderful

agility from bough to bough, leaving no leaf

within reach unsearched for its lurking in-

sects: they are especially fond of the leaf

winged locust. The little creatures look truly

elflike as they peer down at you from behind

a screen of foliage to get a clear view of so

unwonted a presence, before they scamper off'

and away through the clustering branches

over-head. The whistles of the monkeys,
greatly resembling the notes of some bird,

are heard from different parts of the forest,

as they answer one another. The arizualo^

unlike the deep brown and black monkey of

Central America and the lower Amazon, are

a rusty red species : they are equally surly,

and give vent to their feelings in the same
monstrous volume of roaring sound as the

originato. Snakes were very numerous, and

of great variety in form and color. Ramon
had no names for many that we saw : they

generally managed to glide quickly out of the

path, and so escaped me. There was one

pretty little reptile more impudent than hi

brethren, and less inclined to get out of the

waj'. It was of a beautiful green
;
the Ind

ans call it loro (parrot), and Ramon said it

was very savage and venomous— ' muy bravo.'

" The orchideous vine-vanilla was common
in the forest, but it seemed rarely to bear

fruit; and when it did so, the pungent lus-

cious aroma was to be perceived from a dis-

tance. There were many tigers, as was
vinced by the numberless tracks in the
woods: the Indians were sometimes scared

fi"om their work by this terrible footprint,

but I never personally encountered a tiger

here. Occasionally I saw a freshly disgorged
fish, in the path between the ciringa trees."

Two days before Christmas I sent Ramon
with Mateo to hunt up a wild hog or a deer
for the festive occasion ;

however, they re-

turned with nothing more than a panji, so

the men had to fall back upon fish, which the

waters of the creek rarely failed to yield in

abundance. Christmas Day was spent in the

rancho : in the morning the sand-flies seemed
rather less troublesome than usual, but in the

afternoon they appeared in swarms, and in

the evening Rogers had one of his fever-chills.

" There was small chance here of over-sleep-

ng the dawn, for with it came the mosquitos,

and they do not desist from annoying until

dark. My feet and hands again became very
sore and inflamed, from the constant irrita-

tion of these plagues. Daily wishing for night

is not a very satisfactory way of living. I

did not suffer quite so much at this season,

when working.
" Christmas day past, I despatched Ramon

to gather a supply of the old nut-shells of the

cucurito palm, used in smoking the rubber.

The day being fine, I commenced tapping

with part of the people; the others continued

to clean more trees to be in readiness.
" On the 2nd of January, 1870, the creek

underwent a change in appearance. The cur-

rent had long ceased to flow, and a sudden

rise of the Orinoco had caused as sudden an

influx of its white water. Latterly we had
been much troubled by a large-headed worm
appearing beneath the skin. The Indians

said it was produced by the Zancudos Colo-

rado (the red mosquito), which had become
very numerous in the woods. I think the

Indians right in considering these to be the

larvae of a gnat. Those Ramon extracted

from my back had precisely the shape of the

wriggling things to be seen in mostrain-water,

enlarged, however, by the fostering heat of

the flesh in which they were embedded.

They also appear to breathe through their tails,

as the head is buried, whilst the pointed tail-

end approaches the surface of the skin. Their

presence is not noticed except when they feed

(at least I presume so, from my own sensa-

tions). The first time I felt them, I could not

imagine what was the matter with me : it

seemed as if some one was making a succes-

sion of thrusts into my side with a red-hot

needle. The operation of extracting the in-

sects is tedious and painful : they are first

killed by the fresh milk from the india-rubber

tree, or tobacco juice, applied to the red spot

indicating their lodgings. This district is

plagued by the mosquitos beyond any other

spot I visited
;
added to these are biting ante,

chivacoas, niguas, wasps, &e.

" 8th.—I had tapped the first hundred trees,

but the yield was very small, which disap-

pointment I attributed to their being loaded

with green fruit. On Sunday I often paid a

visit to a friendly Creole, called Merced Gil,

who had followed me from San Fernando,

and had established a rancho a few hours'

paddle up the river, working the woods for

ciringaro, near the Serra Caricia. He stated

his willingness to supply me with a casco (a
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large canoe with the extremities squared above

the water), and complained of being on 'short

commons,' having nothing in his rancho but

the salted flesh of a wild cat, to obtaia which

delicacy he had loaded his French gun with

ball, and had, in consequence, blown a hole In

one of the barrels. 1 saw the skin of the

beast hanging out to dry ; it was of uniform

grey, thereby differing from the usual forest

cats of South America. I was better off for

fare at my creek, with its fish and occasional

fowl."
CTo be coDtinned.)

Selected.

Oh ! that the children of men would be wise

and fear God, and call upoQ his name while

the door of mercy is open, that their souls

may live. For this I heartily pray, because

I have been one that has tasted of the good

ivord of God, and have known something of

the power of the world to come : and having

tasted of his mercy and judgment, I can no

less than invite and entreat all to be faithful

to the Lord, and to all His requirings ; that, in

the winding up of all things, God may have
the praise, who is everlastingly worthy, and
our poor souls find the joy and comfort that

none else can give or take away.

—

Alice Hayes.

The War Feeling.

A correspondent of the National Baptist,

thus describes the feeling towards Germany,
which he found among the French people

"You will conclude from all this that France
is in a bad way. Certainly, the immediate
prospect is not good. But the French are a

great people, a splendid and grand nation ; and
DO misfortunes can keep them down, or hold

them back from their destiny. Brilliant in

science and speculation ;
reigning with an un-

disputed pre-eminence as the most tasteful

and polished of all the peoples; as full of gen-

erous philanthropies as they are of cheerful

gaj'ety ; with a profound faith in their own
genius and destiny if in nothing else, they
rise buoyant above all disaster and defeat.

They speak lightly of the five milliards of

ransom extorted from them by the triumphant
German, and say they could have paid twice

as much without difficulty. Attributing their

late crushing defeats, and perhaps correctly,

to the lack of good leaders, and to the crimi

nal improvidence of the imperial government,
they make no secret of their purposes of re

venge. Said a French preacher to me, one
day, as we were strolling through the garden
of the Tuileries, thronged as of old, with gay
crowds: 'We have three millions of soldiers

in training for our revenge.' The number
was perhaps an exaggeration ; but the feeling

was not. ' When our soldiers, who had been
prisoners in Germany, returned,' he told me
another day, ' they all said that they would
go back some day, if it is not till they are
eighty years old, and would lead all their
generations with them, to fight it out with
the Germans.' There is no doubt that Bis-
marck committed a blunder, if not a crime, in

taking Alsace and Loraine. He obeyed, doubt-
less an old popular feeling of the German
heart, that these German-speaking provinces
should constitute a part of the united Father-
land ; but it seems now quite certain that he
secured German unity at the risk of a fiercer

war than Europe has seen for a century past,
the issue of which may destroy that unity for
another age. He is fully aware of his peril,

and keeps Germany armed to the teeth, to

beat back the threatened attack. It has com-
lied a lai-ge increase of the German armies

d war material, and a corresponding in-

crease of taxes, which may make his govern-

ment less popular some of these years when
the crops fail, and the business prosperity de-

clines. It is a pitiful sight—these two great

peoples standing thus face to face, glowering
upon each other with hate, exhausting their

resources, and filling their children's hearts

with the pernicious military spirit, to prepare

for a battle which must bring so much of woe
and desolation, and which when it shall be

fought, will leave only another heritage of

hatred and revenge to plague another generi

tion of Frenchmen and Germans."

The English Sparrow.—A Californian, who
has recently returned from a visit to New
York, is anxious to have steps taken to in-

troduce the English sparrow on this coast

He says the bird there has proved a great

blessing, especially in the city. The trees in

the parks are in a more flourishing condition

in consequence. The sparrows live on in

sects (it delights in caterpillars) ; it searches

after the early worm, and, when found, makes
a meal of him. The result is a great improve-
ment in the foliage within the city. Three
years ago Trinity Church graveyard was a
desolate looking place. Scarcely a leaf was
to be seen on the trees ; the worms held high
carnival, and had it all their own way. They
built nests in the trees, and dropped down on
the necks of the ladies. They were especi-

ally partial to green things, but when the

foliage gave out they crawled on the walks,

into the church, up the shiny boots of the

church-goers, in search of whatever they
could devour. The sparrows came and gob-
bled them up; the leaves got a chance to

grow-; the trees took a fresh start, and now
all is changed. The trees actually vie with
their country cousins in beauty of foliage.

The sparrows did it; they are the most won-
derful insect destroyers of the feathered tribe.

They are also one of the most tame birds in

the world. They will run along the side

walks a few feet in front of a person, as if

delighting in human companionship. Boys
forget to throw stones at them. Such confi-

dence as they display in the kindness of man
is not to be returned with cruelty. It is re-

ally amusing to see the little creatures come
every morning about the dooi'-steps and win-
dow-sills, to get crumbs of bread from the
children. Many become so tame that they
perch on the bands that feed them. The
keepers of the Central Park say they have
been of great benefit to every park in the city.

They breed very fast, and will soon overrun
a whole country when well started. In two
years after their introduction in New York
city they were observed at Niagara Falls.

They followed up the Hudson and along the
Erie Canal, scattering blessings as they went.
They would be of much use in the Golden
Gate Park. They seem specially adapted to

city life, and to abodes in city parks and
yards, where little fruit is raised. The
fruit raisers of the interior might object to

them, because they would occasionally pick
at the cherries, but it is probable that even
in gardens in the country they would be of
more service than harm. Who can give in-

formation about their operations in the coun-
try? If any, let them send in their facts,

favorable or unfavorable, no matter. San

Francisco does not want to be benefitted !

the expense of the interior, not even in tl

matter of sparrows.

—

San Francisco Bulletir,

Selected

True mourners in Zion weep, some for s

absent God, as Mary, others for their sins,
i

Peter, and they will not be comforted, d

not by angels, but only by Him, who is nif

to all that call upon Him, and is health'

those that are broken in heart. He that a

peared first to weeping Mary, and next

sorrowing Peter, will shortly visit them wiii

his salvation. He is already with them
He was with Mary, though they know it no

and He will soon be in them the sure ai

comfortable hope of glory.

—

Fletcher.

Clothing on Fire—The frequent terril

deaths from clothes taking on fire should le;

all persons to remember the following methi

of extinguishing such fires, as given by
Scientific American

:

Three persons out of four would rush rig

up to the burning individual and begin

paw with their hands without any defini

aim. It is useless to tell the victim to do tl

or that, or call for water. In fact, it is g«

erallj' best not to say a word, but seize

blanket from the bed, or any woolen fabric

if none is at hand, take any woolen mater
—hold the corners as far apart as you ct

stretch out higher than your head, and ri

ning boldly to the person, making a moti

of clasping in the arms, mostly about f

shoulders. This instantly smothers the f

and saves the face. The next instant thrc

the person on the floor. This is an additioi

safety to the face and breath, and any re

nant of flame can be put. out more leisure

The next instant immerse the burnt part

cold water, and all pain will cease with
rapidity of lightning. Next get some co

mon flour, remove from the water, and co
the burnt parts with an inch thieki

flour; if possible, put the patient to bed, a

do all that is possible to soothe until

physician arrives. Let the flour remain u

it fklls off of itself, when a beautiful new si

can be found. Unless the burns are deep,

other application is needed. The dry fl(

for burns is the most admirable remedy e>

proposed, and the information ought to

imparted to all. The principle of its act

is, that, like water, it causes instant and p

feet relief from pain by totally excluding

the air from the injured parts.

THE FRIEND.
TENTH MONTH 4, 1873.

We hear of there being in many places

speaking in the form of preaching, and gr

pouring out of words in the form of pul

praj'er, and a strong desire is manifested
the part of many to have singing introdu
into the meetings of Friends, under the |
of its being a desirable mode of praise

thanksgiving.
In the present condition of our religi

Society, with the minds of so many impree
with the idea, that the life of religion in i

connected with the changes made from
original principles and practices of Friend
is to be expected that the estimate of

character of these ministrationa will be
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ordance with the views entertained by the

irers, of the doctrines inculcated and the

icticos advocated or countenanced. The
nions entertained of the qualification and
hority for these public services, differ in the

mbers according to their desire to adhere
nly to the original faith of the Society, or

idopt that which has been substituted forit

I they no longer judge by the same stand

1, "Like priest like people," is an old

ige, the truth of which is often manifested

.t is an evidence of the long-suffering kind-

8 and mercy of the Head of the Church
it a spring of living ministry is yet kept
sn among us as a people; making itself

we doubt not, sometimes in places

ere it may be thought but little of; but
srever brought forth and administered
ability which God giveth," proving a savor

ife unto life, and of death unto death. We
e need to be grateful for the blessing, to

fit by it, and to be constantly on the watch,
ireising a godly care to cherish the least

iences of a gift therein having been con-

however small it may at first appear
while taking due heed lest we be

ght by that which is only a counterfeit.

iat is it not a subject of remark by many,
t, in the present day, there are so few
3ed up from among our young people, on
om the mantles of such ministers as were
inent in a former generation have fallen

;

lis not the query sometimes heard, Why is

There can be no doubt that extraordi-

y gifts for the ministry and public prayer
'e been dispensed, ever since the rise of the

iety, to men and women, who having sub-

ted to the necessary baptisms of the Holy
ost and fire, were fitted for the Master's

,
and sent forth by Him to preach repent-

te and regeneration, and to declare the un-

Irchable riches of Christ. "The gifts and
lings of God are without repentance," and
is as willing to confer them on dedicated
a and women of this day as He was when
equipped and sent forth such ministers as

auel Emlen, William Savery, Thomas Scat-

good, Richard Jordan, William Jackson,
phen Grellett and others, who when they
w the gospel trumpet gave no uncertain
.nd, and whose preaching was, truly in the
Qonstration of the Spirit and of power.
! have some such still among us, but how
t they have not a greater number of succes-

s ? members, male and female, who, taught
the School of Christ, have received the gift

ieh He alone can confer, and under fresh

)inting for the work, stand forth as his am-
sadors declaring the word of reconcilia-

Q ;
workmen approved of God, that need

. be ashamed, rightly dividing the word,
s it not because the work of regeneration
generally too superficial; that too many
us do not allow the transformations of
rine Grace to be deep and thorough enough

!

e vessels used at the altar in the Lord's
iplc formerly, were to be of beaten gold

;

irative of the humiliating crosses and deep
)tisms to be undergone before the corrupt
isions and appetites that war against the
I, are completely subjugated ; the obsti-

vellous light," to be a royal priesthood, a
chosen nation

; and the preparatory discipline
is certainly necessary in all its strictness and
severity before the spiritual gift is conferred
to minister in the assemblies of the people.

Preaching the gospel ia a very different

thing from merely declaring the truths re-

corded in the New Testament, or draw
out discourses on the doctrines therein con-
tained. Were the gospel of Christ nothino
more than the outward glad tidings enunci
ated by Him and his Apostles, such might be
the case, and men might become able minis
ters of the new Covenant by study of the
Scriptures. But such is not the truth as it is

in Jesus. No man can take this honor on
himself; he must be called of God, as was
Aaron ; and when the gift is received it can
be rightly exercised only when the recipient

is afresh anointed with the holy oil for the

service, and under the inspiration of Him who
seeth in secret and knoweth the hearts of all

men His present message is delivered to the
hearers; whether it be denouncing judgment
on the impenitent, striving to awaken the

careless and lukewarm to convey light and
"irection to the ignorant, or to extend com-
fort and encouragement to the weary, strug-

traveller heavenward. This, and this

onlj' is the preaching of the gospel which
corresponds with the character given to the
latter by the Apostle of being "the power
of God unto salvation."

There have been instances among members
of our religious Society, where individuals

have been called to the work of the ministry
early in their Christian life ; where having
surrendered unreservedly to the Divine will,

they have given up in obedience to the draw-
of the Father's love, and it has pleased

Him to authorize them to speak in his Name,
even before their spiritual faculties had be-

come strong by reason of use. But such are ex-

ceptional cases. The history of those Friends
who have been entrusted with large gifts, as

well as others who have been called to stand

before the people as ambassadors of Christ,

shows how many deep provings and baptisms
they had to undergo, in order that their hearts

might be purified by faith, and their under-

standings enlarged and illuminated by ema-
nations from the Fountain of light and love.

Buried with Christ by baptism into death, as

He was raised from the dead by the glory of

the Father even so they also walked in new-
ness of life. Thus they were changed men
themselves before they were commissioned
to labor to change others ; their circumspect
self-denying lives, adorning the doctrine they
preached, by showing they had learned to

wear the yoke of Christ Sind to refuse to be
conformed to the manners, maxims or spirit

of the world. It was thus they became scribes

well instructed unto the kingdom of heaven
;

bringing forth out of the Lord's treasury

things new and old, in performance of the

duty laid upon them, whether it was in the

way of reproof or correction, or of doctrine

and instruction in righteousness.

The true Church on earth is a place of peace
and safety, "a quiet habitation, a tabernacl

sy and perverseness of the carnal will brok-lthat shall not be taken down
;
not one of the

pride plucked up by the roots, and the stakes thereof shall ever be removed, neither

shall any of the cords thereof be broken."

Militant as it is, it is the lower court of the!

Church triumphant in heaven. Christ is the

door into it, and all who attempt to enter it

letions set upon things not seen, treasure

heaven, where Christ sitteth at the right
id of God. This is to be known by every
s of the "peculiar people," called by the
fiourof men "out of darkness into his mar- 1 by any other way are thieves and robbers.

Those who go in by Him are henceforth
strangers and pilgrims in the scenes of this
fallen world. They may be poor and despis-
ed, hated, and borne down with tribulation,
but through the power of the Holy Spirit
they are, as living stones, built up a spiritual
temple, a glorious church, not having spot or
wrinkle or any such thing ; and are given to
partake of that river "the streams whereof
make glad the City of God, the holy place of
the tabernacles of the Most High." It is a
great mercy to be prepared to receive the
gift, and a high honor to be commissioned by
the glorified Head of this Church to preach
his gospel ; to invite in his Name the weary
and heavy-laden, the sin-sick seeker or the
rebellious worldling, to enter therein through
the alone door and find a rest which else-

where will be sought in vain : to be made an
instrument by the Spirit of Him who came to
seek and to save that which is lost, to call

back the wandering prodigal to the Father's
house, and to persuade those whose souls are
perishing with a fiital malady, to touch the
hem of the Saviour's garment, and be made
whole.

Well may the query be repeated, why are
not more prepared and called to this digni-
"led mission ? We are well aware that the
nculcation by some in membership, of the
opinion that Friends have always been mis-
taken in their views respecting the character
of the inspiration necessary to preach the
gospel, and that the source from which minis-
try of the word is to be drawn, is the Bible, has
affectingly lowered in the Society the stand-
ard by which the qualification for its exercise

judged. This has not only deceived not a
few, into supposing they might properly offer

as ministry or prayer what they have acquir-

ed and practiced as teachers in First-day
Schools and bible-classes, but there is reason
to believe it has also spoiled some who were
under the preparing hand for the work ; but
who have been thus induced to think further
baptisms and purification were unnecessary,
and without waiting to receive the priestly

robes and the anointing oil, they have ven-

tured to offer with strange fire, and so the
work has been marred and they have become
dwarfs.

But does not the root of the evil and loss

that we are sustaining, derive its nourishment
from so many among us substituting some-
thing else for childlike obedience to the man-
festations of Divine Grace in the secret of the

soul ; choosing some supposed easier path
than the strait and narrow way which alone

eads to eternal life, and striving to compro-
nise for not wearing Christ's yoke and taking
up the daily cross, by loving the world but
'u part, and complj'ing with its spirit but in

part? We believe it does, and that if our
members generally would be willing to heark-

en to Him who has called them with a high
and holy calling, and live up to the profession

Friends have ever made before the world,

which would disentangle them from an evil

covetousness after the things of this life, and
lead them to seek the honor that cometh of

God more than that which cometh from men.
He would once more bestow more generally

gifts for the ministry, and other spiritual gifts,

and there would be again found in most of
our meetings, " able ministers of the New
Testament; not of the letter, but of the Spirit;

for the letter killeth, but the Spirit giveth

life."
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The situation in Spain has not materially

changed. A Bayonne di.spatch of the 26th says, the

Carlists are disheartened. They are unable to move for

want of money, artillery and ammunition.

The city of Alicante has been bombarded by two of

the insurgent iron-clad frigates. All the merchant ship-

ping left the port and anchored outside. The British

fleet was moored in the harbor on the right, and the

French fleet on the west of the town, with eleven other

foreign men-of-war, including Germans, occupying the

east. Inside of these lines the rebel iron-dads Nu-

mancia and Mendez Nunez took up their position and

prepared to bombard the place. The German com-

mander at the last moment ofl'ered to stop the hostilities,

but the English and French commanders refused to join

him. About 500 projectiles, some filled with petroleum,

were thrown into the city, causing considerable damage.

The Spanish iron-clads Vittoria and Almanza, recently

held by the British, have been released and will be sent

to the relief of Alicante.

It is stated tliat the Bank of France has agreed to

advance 100,000,000 francs to the Spanish government.

A dispatch of the 20th says that the insurgent frigates

have left Alicante for Cartagena. The Carlists in the

north have recently met with serious reverses, and dis-

content and demoralization are said to be increasing

among them. The town of Berga, which was in danger

of being captured by them, has been reinforced and sup-

plied with provisions.

A Paris dispatch to the London Times says, Thiers

on his return to that city, will assume the leadership of

the party of the Left.

The members of the Bight assert that the Assembly

will declare in favor of the restoration of the monarchy
before many weeks have passed. The Royalists have

hopes of a division in the Bonapartist ranks. Some are

disposed to act in conjunction with the Royalists, while

MacMahon and his friends are opposed to a prolonga

tion of the pre.sent provisional regime.

Gambetta intends to make another political tou

through the southern and western departments. He
will address the public at Bordeaux and other large

cities.

The permanent committee of the Assembly had a

meeting on the 2oth ult. In reply to an inquiry, the

Duke de Broglie slated that the government would not

permit the armament of Carlists in France.

The Republican members of the Assembly, whose
fears have been aroused by the movements of th(

monarchists, propose, when the Assembly meets, to in

troduce a declaration against infringement of popular

sovereignty, and to resign their seats if it is not adopted.

The cholera is abating in Paris, the deaths from that

disease the past week being only about twenty per day.

The harvest in Hungary has been so deficient the

present year, that the government has determined to

import Australian wheat and rye for sowing in the im-
poverished districts.

The King of Italy has left Berlin, after having a long

private conference with Prince Bismarck. He subse-

quently took leave of the Emperor and Imperial family,

and departed on his return home.
A dispatch from Teheran announces the return of the

Shah of Persia to his capital. The whole population

turned out to escort him to the palace. The Shah, in

a brief speech, stated that he had visited Parliament
and the principal institutions of Europe with the special

object of introducing what he saw good in them into the

administration of his government.
The ceremony of turning the first sod for the first

railway in Persia took place recently at Reshd, in pre-

sence of leading Persian officials and foreign consuls.

Gold is being shipped in large sums from London to

New York, in consequence of the financial troubles in

the latter city. The Daily Telegraph, in an article on
the American crisis, says it cannot be too strongly en-

forced that there is nothing radically unsound here or

in the United States. The great mass of capitalists are
not affected by the trouble.

The Daily News remarks, in the absence of a sy.stem
of long credits the materials for panics among Ameri-
can trading houses do not exist. It believes the worst
is over.

Two of the Bank of England forgers are confined in
PentonviUe prison, and the two others in HoUoway
prison. No visitors will be permitted to see them until
the eve of their departure. Each one will be trans-

ported to a different penal colony.

Capt. Buddington and party have left for New York
on the steamship City of Antwerp. Several steamship
lines offered the party free passage.
The Finaricier says the business of the Atlantic cables

has largely increased since the beginning of the panic

in New York, and the receipts are now estimated at

S27,000 daily.

The British Association, in session at Bradford, have

adopted a resolution urging the goverriment to send an

exploring expedition to the Arctic regions.

It is reported that John Bright is opposed to the war

against the Ashantees, and will resign his position in

the Cabinet if it is further prosecuted.

The South Australian budget states that upward of

£25,000 is now available for the promotion of immigra-

tion.

The Bank of England has advanced its rate of in-

terest to 5 per cent.

The election for Lord Mayor of London took place

on the 29th ult., and resulted in the choice of Andrew
Lusk, a member of Parliament.

London, 9th mo. 29th.—Six hundred and thirty-eight

thousand pounds sterling in gold, have been drawn from

the Bank of England for shipment to America and

Germany. The demand for discount is heavy at the

advanced rate.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, Sid. a M.; Orleans,

did. a 9]d.

During the year 1872, the emigration from Great

Britain consisted of 113,763 English and 73,763 Irish.

In 1863 the proportion of Irish was much larger, viz :

6,381, against 61,243 English. It is stated that the

ndition of the peasantry in Ireland has greatly im-

proved in the last few vear.s.

United States.— TAc Money Troubles.—liarmg all

last week the financial embarrasment growing out of

the heavy failures of previous days continued, greatly

depre-ssing prices of stocks, bonds and securities gener-

ally, and making it difficult for many persons to pro-

vide the currency needed for the transaction of their

ordinary business. The U. S. Secretary of the Treasury

ceased buying U. S. bonds when fourteen millions of

currency had been paid out for that purpose. Presideni

Grant in a recent communication says : The govern

ment is desirous of doing all in its power to relieve the

present unsettled condition of business affairs which is

holding back the immense resources of the country now
awaiting transportation to the seaboard and a market.

Confidence on the part of the people is the first thing

needed to relieve this condition and to avert the threat-

ened destruction of business, with its accompanying

disasters to all classes of the peojile. To re-establish

this feeling the government is willing to take all legal

measures at its command, but it is evident that no

government efforts will avail without the active co-

operation of the banks and moneyed corporations of the

country. With the $14,000,000 already paid out in the

purchase of the government indebtedness, and the with-

drawal of their large deposits from the Treasury, the

banks are now strong enough to adopt a liberal policy

on their part, and, by a generous system of discounts,

to sustain the business interests of the country. Should

such a course be pursued the $44,000,000 of reserve will

be considered as money in the Treasury, to meet the

demands of the public necessity as the circumstances of

the country may require.

Jay Cooke & Co. have published a statement showing

that their entire liabilities amount to scarcely eight

million dollars, while they hold assets to about twice

that amount. They expect eventually to pay in full

and have a large surplus.

The mortality in Philadelphia last week numbered
257, including 95 children under two years of age.

New Y'ork had 524 deaths last week.

There were 440 deaths of yellow fever at Shreveport,

Louisiana, from 9th mo. 1st to 2i)th. The whole popu-

lation was only about 3,000 when the fever broke out.

A dispatch from Portland, Oregon, dated the 27th ult.

says, work on the Pacific division of the Northern
Pacific Railroad progresses as usual. Contractors ex-

pect to complete the connection between the Columbia
River and Puget Sound at Taconia, within sixty days.

An emigration from Iceland to the United States is

commencing. The Icelanders are said to resemble the

Scotch in appearance, and are a healthy looking
of people.

TKe Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations

on the 29th ult. New For/l-.-American gold
U. S. securities no quotations. Superfine flour, $5.40

a $6 ; State extra, $6.35 a $6.80 ; finer brands, *7 a$10.75.

red western wheat, $1.66 ; No. 1 Chicago spring, $1.44;
No. 2 do., $1.37 a $1.40. Oats, 49 a 55^- cts. State rye,

98 cts. Western mixed corn, 64 a 66 cts.
;
yellow, 67^ a

68 cts. Carolina rice, 8i a 9 cts. ; East Indian, 6} a
75- cts. PMladelphia.—Cotton, 18 a 19 cts. for upland
and New Orleans. Crude petroleum, 11 cts.; standard
white, 16 cts. Superfine flour, $3..50 a $4.50; extra,

$4.75 a $5.75 ; finer brands, $6 a $10. White wheat,
$1.70 a $1.80; amber, $1.60 a $1.65; red, $1.50 a

$1.58. Rye, 85 a 90 cts. Y'ellow corn, 67 cts. Oirt

a 50 cts. Smoked hams, 14 a 16 cts. Lard, 8J
9 cts. Clover-seed, 9 J a 10 cts. About 4000 beef catt

arrived at the Avenue Drove-yard. Choice and exti

sold at 6J a 7 cts. per lb. gross; fair to good, 5} a (

cts., and common, 4 a 6 cts. Sales of 14,000 sheep at

a 5J cts. per lb. gross, and 7,000 hogs at $7.25 per 1(

for corn fed. Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat, $

No. 3, 83 cts. No. 2 mixed corn, 37 cts. Rye, 61 .1 (

Barley, $1.26. Lard, 7f a 7J cts. Ci-ncinnnti.-

Family flour, S6.90 a $7.10. No. 2 winter red whes

$1.30. Corn, 55 cts. Rye, 79 a 80 cts. Oats, 36 a'

Barley, $1.35 a $1.50. St. Louis.—No. 2 spru

wheat, $1.02; No. 2 winter red, $1.52. No. 2 min
corn, 41 cts. Oats, 33 cts. Baltimore.—Choice ambi

wheat, $1.65 a $1.70
;
good to prime red, $1.50 a $1.6

Southern white corn, 70 cts.
;
yellow, 62 cts. Oats, (

a 49 cts.

RECEIPTS.
Received from James Thorp, Pa., $2, vol. 47 ; frd

Hannah J. Roberts, City, $2.20, vol. 47 and Postag

and for Samuel Woolman, Del., $2, vol. 47
; fro

Samuel Chadbourne, N. Y., $2, vol. 47 ; from Josii

Stratton, lo., $2, vol. 47 ; from Edward Boone, Canac

$2, vol. 47 ; from Louisa Warner, Pa., jf 2, vol. 47 ; frc

William C. Taber, Mass., $2, vol. 47; from James
Kite, Agent, O., for Robert Milhous, David Ball, si

William Harmer, $2 each, vol. 47 ; from Asa Garretst

Agent. O., for Sarah Bundy, John Thomoson, Je

Livezey, Joel Bailey, Elizabeth Bailey, Matilda Parki

Elisha Doudna, and Chalkley Dawson, $2 each, vol.

from James Harkness, lo., $2, vol. 47, and for Russ

Taber and Nathaniel McDonald, $2 each, vol. 47 ;
fr(

Evan Cooper, lo., per Nathan Warrington, Agent, \

vol. 47 ; from Hannah H. Dilks, Ind., *2, vol. 47 ;
frc

Moses Brown, City, $2, vol. 47 ; from Charles Darne

N. J., $2, vol. 47 ; from Sarah Alleson, O., per Micaj

M. Morlan, Agent, $2, vol. 47 ; from Isaac Heacot

Pa., $2, vol. 47; and for Daniel Rote, $2, vol. 47 ; fr«

Richard M. Acton, N. J., $2, vol. 47, and for Willis

C. Reeve, $2, vol. 47 ; from Charles Ellis, Muncy, P

$2, vol. 47.

A Stated Annual Meeting of the Haverford Schi

Association will be held at the Committee-roon

Arch St. Meeting-hou.se, in Philadelphia, on Seco:

day, 10th mo. 13th, 1873, at 3 o'clock, P. M.

Philip C. Garrett, Secretary

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session will open on the 3rd

Eleventh month. Friends intending to send pupils

the Institution are requested to make early applicati

to Aaron Sharpless, Sup't, Street Road P.

Chester Co., Pa., or to Charles J. Allen, Treasur

304 Arch St., Philadelphia.

WANTED
A teacher in the classical department on the bo

side at AVesttown School.

Application may be made to

Thomas Conard, West Grove, Chester Ck

Joseph Walton, Philadelphia.

William Evans, "

Charles Evans, "

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDD
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A teacher of the .school will be wanted at the co

mencement of the Fall term.

Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshal Iton, Chester Co., I
Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada.

Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Chef

Co., Pa.

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

WANTED
A suitable woman Friend to act as Governesa

Westtown Boarding School. Applv to

Rebecca S. Allen, Philadelphia.

Sarah A. Richie, "

Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., Germantov
Lydia L. Walton, Moorestown, N. J.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphi

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wob
ington, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients maj
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boari

Managers.
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Collecting India-Rubber.

(Contiuued from page 54.

"We should have lived well here, but that

y ammunition was fast giving out, so that
e weve unable to kill much game. There
ere also plenty of the mono-chocote (a monkey
"th long red hair and a short tail) to be shot
1 the shores of the succession of lagoons, or
kes of black water, opening out from the
eek above. This kind of monkey is par-
cularly esteemed by the Indians. It may
i said that of all generally known meats
onke}- most resembles hare, being dark and
ringy."
" As the weather became drier, another
ague increased upon us, niguas (jiggers),

y neighbor, Merced Gil, told me that in his

ght years' experience of the Upper Orinoco,
5 never knew the waters so high as they
ere this season. There had been a slight

ibsidence, but now the water rose again,

very day and night we had heavy rain and
1 overcast sky. Turtle was generally pleu-

ful, except at this time: we only caught a
w of the small s)3euies, 'terekya,' and fish

jcame scarcer. The flies were most trouble-

>me,—we could hardly preserve anything
cm their contamination. Even if the men
ft a few small fish in the curiaras, in a ver^'

^ort while they would be completely lifted

3 by such masses of eggs as to resemble
aney-comb. It would have seemed incredible

id we not seen them. I was obliged to cover
e troughs in which I put the liquid rubber,

prevent its becoming embellished with self

Haiolated bhie-bottles. The bite of the scor-

on of the Orinoco is not so painful as 1 had
iticipated, nor does it occasion any after bad
fects. When I was stung, the smarting and
icompanying feeling of numbness was not so

eat as that caused by the sting of the forest

asp. Cockroaches, the irrepressible pest of
parts of Tropical America, are not so

imerous here. A kind of kite was a great
lisance : besides the disagreeable squall of
ese birds, they often swooped down and
)lped themselves to the salted fish, as it hung
it to dry, and sometimes succeeded in bear-

g oft' large pieces in their claws, in spite of
outs and slicks. I have seen them rising

Dm the ground with a long snake dangling

from their talons. One day I discovered a

new depredator in the shape of a magnificent

Sarcoramphus papa, the king of the vultures
;

but he rose majestically, and soared away be-

fore I could get out my rifle. He was very
large, and in beautiful plumage, but I was get-

ting too hard up in ammunition to use my
shot-gun to secure him. I consoled myself,

however, by thinking of the pangs of thirst

he would sufter after such a gorge of salt fish.

" Having looked up all the ciringa trees

within the triangle of my paths, I continued

to tap them daily, as the weather permitted,

though the result was not very satisfactory.
" Slst.—During the last week we had a visit

from a party of Marquiritare, on their passage
home to the Conuconumo. I thought this

was a good opportunity of sending Eogers to

procure more manioco ; he was of no use to

me here.

"These Marquiritare are the most numer-
ous and important tribe at present on the

Upper Orinoco. They live chiefly on the

banks of the Conuconumo, Paramo, and other

tributaries on the right bank, and are much
fairer in complexion than the Indians of Ata-

bapo, or the Lower Orinoco : their plantations

of the zuca shrub are very extensive, and the

women make large quantities of manioco from
the root. Indians of this tribe frequently

visit the British settlements on the Demerara,
taking advantage of the proximity of the

head streams of the Veutuare, Caura, and
Caroni. Many of the Marquiritare, who stop-

ped to see me as they passed, pronounced a

few English words very distinctly. They
bring English trade-guns with them from
Demerara, for the Spanish Creoles, who pur-

chase them in preference to the trumpery
eocopetassold at the German stores at Ciudad
Bolivar. The Marquiritare are also one of

the famous tribes for the manufacture of the

urari poison, and the beauty and quality of

their blow-tubes. They preserve the plumage
of beautiful birds for their feather-work, and
hammock fringes.

"A young Spanish Creole named Eoja, with
his two women, worked for me during Feb
ruary. I calculated a hundred trees for one
man's tapping as the amount of his daily

labor. A large herd of barquiro (wild hog)

wandered about my water-enclosed piece of

land. Sometimes they mischievously broke

up the palm-leaf cups in which I caught the

ciringa milk, and we occasionally secured a

dinner from their ranks. With the addition

of Eoja and his women to my company, the

roof of my rancho afforded scanty accommo-
dation, although they always slept outside

except the nights were rainy. Lately I had
had the first touch of fever since leaving San
Fernando; and about the 8th of February i

began to sufier much from extreme nausea
and vomiting, which preliminary attack came
on in the forest, whilst going my round of

tapping the ciringa. I was a long way from
the puerto of the path where the canoe was

secured, and had great difficulty in getting
there, as each time the fit of nausea returned,
I became quite powerless, and had to drop
down on the damp earth, and wait until the
paroxysm was over. When I staggered to

my feet, my machete would get betwixt my
legs, and nearly capsize me again. Having at

length reached the curiara, I endeavored to

paddle up the little branch creek to my lodge;

but the sun was too powerful for me, and I had
to scramble on shore again before I could make
the attempt to reach it. Fortunately, I was
now not far from it, as I was reduced to

crawling on my hands and knees, and the re-

mainder of my strength fast failing. How-
ever, eventually, I did reach the bench made
of split stems of the manac palm I used for a

bed. I remember little of what passed during
the four days that the constant nausea and
vomiting lasted. It is singular what an im-
pression the slightest mark of kindness and
human sympathy makes on one in such an
extremity. I recollect one afternoon, as I

lay prostrate and incapable of moving, and
part of my back bared to the swarms of sand-

flies which filled the air ; at that time a woman
of Eoja's entered, and seeing mj^ condition,

she passed her cool soft hands gently over my
burning brow and back, brushing away the
plagues. Although unable to thank her, I

think I never felt so grateful for anything.
The Indians firmly believed my sudden seizure

to have been caused by a sight of 'the little

pale man of the forest,' whom they say is a
little elfin sprite, appearing occasionally to

people alone in the forest, rising from its

abode among the roots of certain trees which
it particularly affects. When visible, it is sup-

posed to be the sure precursor of evil to the

unlucky beholder, if not of his death. They
all considered me at that time to be a doomed
man. As I was unable to eat anything pro-

curable here, my weakness increased. The
want of breeze was also another drawback,
for the currents of air that, from time to time,

sweep down the broad Orinoco, do not reach

the transverse bed of the tributary streams.

Eoja and the two women continued to tap the

trees, bringing in a little rubber daily. As I

became weaker, I felt that the only chance for

me, and even that a small one, was to go and
spend a few days up the river, on the more
breezy shore of the main Orinoco, at the

rancho of my neighbor, Merced Gil. He and
his family were most kindly attentive, and I

did get better. Strangely enough, the first

thing that stopped the continuous sickness

was a draught of gaurapo, made with the

heated juice of sugar-cane. My host attributed

my illness to my having drunk two kinds of

water in the creek, Agua Negra and Agua
Blanea. At parting he gave me some of his

small store of the fine tobacco of the Cassi-

quiare.

"Eogers returned from Conuconumo in, ap-

parently, a very weak state, and said he had

been sick all the time he was away. He
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brought with him a little manioco and tobacco,

and more was to follow. It is when recover-

ing from illness here that one regrets the

absence of any beverage but water, and the

accompaniment of unpalatable solids in the

shape of crude flesh or fish, to be eaten with

the coarsest description of breadstuff^ I was

compelled to abandon my rancho up the creek,

it became so infested with niguas ; and had

another put up at the mouth, where a slab of

rock slopes down into the water. In order to

escape, in a measure, from the torment of

mosquitos, 1 had this one constructed with

thepalmthatch down to the ground all round,

leaving only a small hole (over which I hung

a blanket) for entrance. Here, in the dark,

I could enjoy a little rest in my chinchora,

when I came in tired from the forest.

"Eoja caught a sloth one morning in the

act of swimming across the creek. This was
the first time I ever tasted the flesh of this

curious animal, and although it was badly

cooked, it was really good eating. Next day
several fine wild hogs were shot, but we had

great difficulty in jerking the meat during the

rainy weather, for want of sun."

CTo bo conclnded.i

For "The Friend."

Wanted—More Calebs.

The following is a selection from one of the

chapters under the above caption, of a recent

work entitled, "Heart Life: by T. L. Cuyler."

It thus portrays in lively, forcible example
the character of Caleb, that modest, meek,
undaunted, and faithful man.
"Who is Caleb? I never heard of him.

That is quite possible ; for in the Bible gallery

of characters, there are some modest people

whose presence we only discover as blind men
find out rose-bushes—by their/ra^rawce. Dor-

cas probably made no sensation in Joppa ; but

when Dorcas' fingers grew quiet under the

grave-clothes, Joppa found out what they had
lost, and the poor women came in and preach-

ed her funeral sermon in warm tear-drops on
her silent face.. To this same class belong
Ezra, the scribe; and Hannah, the praying
mother ; and Andrew, who believed in per-

sonal effort ; and Onesiphorus, who was not
ashamed of Paul's chain. Caleb stands in

this catalogue—-a type of thorough-going ser-

vants of God, who do a great deal with but

little noise, who stand meekly and steadily at

their posts of duty, who never shirk their

share of toil and danger, who do not attract

much attention until they are gone! Then
how we miss them ! How the families in the

neighborhood suffer for the want of them!
How hard it is to get along without them

!

Caleb's whole biography is condensed into

a few bright sentences. He was the chief-

tain of a clan in Israel, was selected as one of
the deputation to go down and spy out the
land of Canaan ; he came back helping to

carry the luscious load of Eshcol grapes, and
made a strong report in favor of the immedi-
ate occupation of the land ; and when the
panic-stricken people clamored for retreat on
account of ' the giants there,' Caleb came to
the front and made a ringing speech, in the
face of poltroons who stood with stones in

their hands to batter him to the ground.
God's verdict on the man's steadfastness was
in these brief words :

' My servant Caleb will
I bring into the land, who hath followed me
faithfully.'' In another passage it reads, 'He
hath followed me wholly: In still another it

is written, 'He hath followed me fully: God
was as good as his word. While the cowards

and the rebels all perished in the wilderness,

stout, steady old Caleb lived to own the beau-

tiful acres on the hills of Hebron, and in full

view of the verdant vale of Eshcol. When
the long march and the bloody war was over,

he tasted of the grapes of victory.

Caleb is the man most needed in our churches

in these latter days. He is the type-man for

thorough-going fidelity. He folio wed the Lord

fully. What we want to make churches vig-

orous and successful is, not bustle, but busi-

ness; not parade and pufferj', but patience,

prayer and persevering work. We want the

full following of Christ with the whole heart,

for the whole time, and for the whole life

campaign. Christ started his church on the

principle of entire consecration. On the door-

way he wrote, ' Whosoever would follow me,

let him leave all!' Again he said, ' Ye cannot

serve God and mammon.' And again he said,

' He that is not for me is against me.' It was
thorough-going discipleship or nothing. 'Sell

all that thou hast and follow me,' frightened

the poor selfish young ruler back to his farm

and his fate. Christ would have no half-

hearted disciples. He sifted his followers,

and out of the whole number there remained

eleven men and a few faithful women to lay

the foundation of his church on the eve of

Pentecost.

To follow Jesus requii-es a whole-hearted

conversion at the start. Half-way converts

make half-way Christians. Some men's boughs

hang over the church side of the wall, but

their roots are on the world's side. Such bear

nothing but leaves. ' Many lay false and bast

ard foundations,' said quaint old Eutherford
' and they get Christ for as good as half noth

ing, and never had a sick night of sorrow for

sin. This maketh loose work: True enough
;

and, unless the conversion is radical and tho

rough, unless the submission of the soul to

Christ is without compromise and condition

there will be half-heartedness and halting to

the last. Caleb, we are told, 'had another

spirit within him.'

Thorough going piety is ihafirst requisite for

the ch urch officer. 'Thorough-going piety never

commutes with the Master for half-fare, never

whimpers, 'I pray thee, have me excused;'

never interprets the Bible in the lax and lati

tudinarian sense ;
and when there is a doubt

in any point, gives God and not himself th

benefit of it. Such a Christian ' loves duty,

even in all the wholesome severities of it.' If

his religion has ever a necessary pain or

pinch in it, be bears it without flinching. He
never imitates Peter Pindar's pilgrim, who
having been commanded to make a long joui-

ney with peas in his shoes, took the sly pre

caution to boil his peas before he started

Thousands are quite willing to go heavenward
with us provided they have a choice seat

'

the cushioned car ; but commend me to the

Calebs who, discerning the land afar off by
faith, are ready for a lifetime march to reach
it, over rough roads and with stony pillows

for a bivouac.

We have said enough to indicate who the

Calebs are. They are the sinew of the church.

Blessed is tho pastor ' who hath his quiver full

of them !' To those who inquire, ' How shall

my church be developed?' we answer: Ask God
for more Calebs, and use such Calebs as you have.

Eemember,too, that a hundred half-christians

do not make a single whole one. Every

addition made to the weight of our own per-

sonal Christianity adds to the weight and mo-

1

mentum of the church of Christ."
!

Depth of the Atlantic Ocean.—The main;

theatre of sounding operations has been the
,

Atlantic Ocean, which, from its relation to

the leading commercial nations, and for inter-

continental telegraphic purposes, has been

more careful!}' surveyed than any other great

body of water. Open from pole to pole, par-

ticipating in all conditions of climate, com-

municating freely with other seas, and cover-

ing 30,0U0,000 square miles, it is believed to

represent general oceanic conditions, and to

contain depths nearly, if not quite, as great as,

the other ocean basins of the world, although

but little is known, it is true, in this respect

of the Indian, Antarctic and Pacific seas. The
general result of its soundings would indicate

that the average depth of the Atlantic bed ie

not much more than 12,000 feet, and there

seems to be few depressions deeper than 15,'

000 or 20,000 feet, a little more than the height

of Mont Blanc. Dr. Thomson sums up the

general results of the Atlantic soundings as

follows: "In the Arctic Sea there is deep

water reaching to 9000 feet to the west anc

southwest of Spitzbergen. Extending from

the coast of JMorway, and including Iceland

the Faroe Islands, Shetland and Orkney
Great Britain and Ireland, and the bed of the

North Sea to the coast of France, there is s

wide plateau, on which the depth rarolj

reaches 3000 feet; but to the west of Icelam

and communicating doubtless with the dcej

water in the Spitzbergen Sea, a trough 50(

miles wide, and, in some places, nearly 12,00(

feet deep, curves along the east coast of Green

land. This is the path of one of the grea

Arctic currents. After sloping gradually t(

a depth of 3000 feet to the westward of th'

coast of Ireland, in latitude 52 degrees, th.

bottom suddenly dips 10,000 feet at the rat

of 15 to 19 feet in the 100, and from this poin

to within about 200 miles of the coast of New
foundland, when it begins to shoal again, ther

is a vast undulating submarine plain, averag

ing about 12,000 feet in depth below the sui

f\ice—the "telegraphic plateau." A valle:

about five hundred miles wide, and with

mean depth of fifteen thousand feet, stretche

from off the southwest coast of Ireland, aloni

the coast of Europe, dippiug into the B;

Biscay, past the Strait of Gibraltar, and aloni

the west coast of Africa. Opposite the Cap
de Verde Islands it seems to emerge into

slightly deeper trough, which occupies th

axis of the south Atlantic, and passes into th

Antarctic Sea. A nearly similar valley curv«

around the coast of North America, abou

12,000 feet in depth, oft' Newfoundland
Labrador, and becoming considerably deepc

to the southward, where it follows the outlin

of the coast of the States and the Bahama an

Windward Islands, and finally joins the cei

tral trough of the South Atlantic off the coai

of Brazil, with a depth of 15, 000 feet.—Po^JM^c

Science Monthly.

Shun delays, they breed ;

Take thy time while time is lent thee

;

Creeping snails have weakest force
;

Fly their fault, lest thou repent thee.

Good is best when soonest wrought.

Lingering labors come to naught.

The Lord useth bis flail of afliiction

separate the chaff from the wheat.
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For "The Fiiiucl

"

John Heald.

(CoDtinaed from pagp 51.)

Ist mo. 8th, 1817. " We had a meeting to-

ay at Turner's Swamp, and more people than
all meeting-house would hold. My mind

ras under a weight of exercise, and in a while

stood up and said a gracious invitation of

ur Lord had engaged my attention, where
e said :

' Come unto me all ye that labor and
re heavy laden and I will give you rest,' or

e shall find rest for your souls. A house-

older went out early in the morning to hire

iborers into bis vineyard. This may repre-

ent the time of youth. They are invited in

)ve and tenderness to enter into the labor,

ut there is much excusing and putting off.

'his we may see to be dangerous, if we con-

ider, that He who knows all things, has num-
lered the days of these, and that perhaps they
re but few ; and in mercy He has offered for

heir acceptance the gracious visitation, in

rder, that if they close in therewith they
night be prepared to be everlastingly happj'

mansions of bliss. Much pressing invita-

ion was held out to the people, and I believe

aany were deeply impressed.

In the afternoon we travelled to Holly
Spring, at the widow Pharaba Horn's. W idows
md orphans are very numerous in the parts

ve have been in since we left Eichmond, in

^''irginia, and continue so yet. We were told

n one place that a dozen widows in a country
)lace could be found within two miles.

9th. Were at the meeting. It was thin and
a small house, and all seemed to be closed

ip. Silence continued, and I thought was to

3e so to the end. At length it presented

ny mind to say: if this meeting had ended in

iilence, it would not have been the first, by
many, where notice had been given that I

wanted to see the people in a certain neigh
borhood. I had no doubt but that if, in that

situation, I were to go into activity, I should

bring condemnation on myself, and not profit

bthers. Going on from this subject to some-

thing else, I continued (though I thought in

imuch weakness) endeavoring to attend to

'"what opened. At length the power of Truth
rose high into dominion, and the minds of the

people as well as my own, I believe were
liumbled, and my soul thankfully blessed the

iLord. The sincere were encouraged to faith-

fulness, and the negligent were stirred up,

under a sense of the danger they were in, in

'continuing negligent. This meeting with its

attending change of exercise, and the help

'experienced in time of need, is worthy to be

commemorated.
11th. Attended the Monthly Meeting. In

'the silent part I rejoiced in secret that I was
allowed to enjoy the common lot of all, the

opportunity of improving in silence, and en

joying a comfortable, peaceful solemnity.

12th, being First-day, many others came
and the meeting was large and crowded,
found it necessary to labor to a large extent

in many words to stir up the careless who are

satisfying or endeavoring to satisfy them
selves with thinking they believe what good
people believe in, and practise what they ap-

prove as to the outward, and are not engaged
to live near to the fountain so as to partake
of it ; but live on the surface, and indulge in

ease, and are not qualified to bear their share

of the burthen of the day, and instead of help-

ing to bear up the weight, they are adding to

the burthen the travailing ones have to bear.

who are mourning in secret. I concluded with
encouraging the true travailing seed to labor

on to attain that situation wherein their souls

could feelingly say: 'Thy will be done, O
Father!' Then they would be in the act of

acceptable worship.
Here the marriage of Aaron Overman and

Mary Woodward was accomplished, the first

I ever saw on First-day.

We went home with Thomas Bdgerton who
lived in the neighborhood of Naughhunty,
where we had a meeting next day. In it I

was deeply exercised in setting forth the man-
ner, working and operation of the ministry,

and the workings of the dark powers to in-

duce people into an activity that arises from
impressions on the imagination, and from the

transformation of our common adversary into

an angel of light. It is not so easy a way as

some may have imagined to go in, but requires

great attention lest we be deceived. In the

conclusion I invited the dear youth to close

in with offered mercy, as being the most likely

way to escape danger, and many snares, temp-
tations and delusions. We parted with love

and good will one for another. This after-

noon we crossed over Neuse river to Thomas
Cox's.

14th. Attended Neuse Meeting. It was
thronged. At the first I seemed to myself to

be a blank, and without anything to do more
than to wait patiently and to hope for what
might be best. After some time I was intro-

duced to much close labor, and when way
opened, I began with saying, I desire to be of

the number who quietly wait and patiently

hope for the salvation of God, and who have

no confidence in the flesh, but who walk
'

the spirit, and pray with the Spirit, for we
know not what to pray for as we ought, but

the spirit itself helpeih our infirmities. W
have need to attend carefully thereto, and
with all diligence to make our calling and
election sure. God, who at sundry times and
divers manners, spoke to the fathers by the

prophets, hath in these last days spoken to us

by His Son, whom He hath appointed heir of

all things. We ought to attend to His in-

struction, for Moses said unto the fathers, a

prophet shall the Lord, your God, raise up unto

you of your brethren, like unto me, Him shall

ye hear in all things, whatsoever He shall say

unto you ; and whosoever will not hear that

prophet shall be cut off from among the peo-

ple ; and that prophet, which is Christ the

Lord, declared, the hour cometh and now is

when they who worship the Father must wor-

ship Him in spirit and in truth, for such the

Father seeketh to worship Him. But we
must serve Him faithfully, we must believe

that He is, and that He is a rewarder of all

them that diligently seek Him ;
we must have

faith, for the apostle expressly saith, that

without faith it is impossible to please God
;

but faith without works is dead, and works
without faith are dead also. After much had

been said, and the minds of the people were

weightily impressed, they were referred to

their own situation at that time; too negli-

gent, too forgetful and inattentive. The meet
ing concluded solemnly, with an appeal to all

to be faithful, both the professors of religion,

and those who made no profession. For when
these are called to an account, will they then

say, ' Lord 1 did not pretend nor profess to

serve thee ; I intended to gratify myself and
to indulge in those things which I thought

would delight my inclination. I have made

no pretensions to religion ?' What will these

excuses do, when these know that they have
felt remorse and condemnation in themselves

for doing wrong, have felt the reproofs of in-

struction therefor? Can these believe that

they will be acquitted ? After recommending
them to God, and the word of His grace, which

ble to build them up, and to give them an
inheritance among the sanctified, I bid them
farewell."

Under date of the 19th, John Heald makes
the following entry in his journal. " I tbinls;^

I shall feel best satisfied to observe respecting

a custom I have met with a few times at

meals, to sit silent from 15 minutes to an hour.

Wherever I have met with this, it has uni-

formly appeared to me to be performed under

the appearance of a sanctified show, and with-

out any real religion in it—a mere pretension.

I have seen no manner of use in these long

silent opportunities at meals ; but a pause,

wherein we may feel thankful, grateful sensa-

tions to arise in our minds, is I think com-

mendable and right ; but to continue it to such

a length is an excess which I wish to be done

away. On sitting down to meals, an indi-

vidual may feel a necessity to speak to en-

courage to faithfulness, or to supplicate for

favor, or to praise the Giver of all good ; but

the practice before alluded to appears to me
to be an empty, dry, formal performance with-

out life."

Some weeks after this, John Heald describes

a particular instance of the practice he repro-

bates, which may properly be inserted here,

though out of the order of the time. He says :

" In the course of the evening, a little past 7

o'clock, we were asked to supper. We went
and sat down ;

and though after sitting awhile

still and silent, I and my companion moved to

show that we were ready and willing to go to

eating, yet the man sat still. After sometime

my companion signified that if any one had
anything to say, it would be well to say it,

and let the silence be discontinued ;
but still

the sitting continued, until, about 20 minutes

past 9, the clock standing in the room, my
companion spoke again saying he wished to

be excused from sitting any longer in that

trying situation, and he thought it was so

with some of the rest. I thereupon arose and

said, I hoped I should be excused, and walked

out of doors. I was by this time very cold,

so I walked to the fire, and stood some time

and warmed, and then sat down, and at length

they, without one sentence of religious com-

munication, prepared to eat. I was asked to

go to the table, but I told them I wished to

be excused. My companion went, and when
they were done, I soon after asked to go to

bed, and being not so well as common, and

withal tired, I soon went to sleep."

(To be continued.)

London Milk.—Sixty-two samples of this

article, which were obtained from as many
dairies and milkshops in Marylebone district,

had been carefully analyzed ;
and of these Dr.

Whitmore found twenty-two to be genuine,

fifteen deteriorated, and twenty-five adulter-

ated. Of the genuine samples some were ex-

ceedingly rich in all nutritive constituents;

others were not so, and these he termed "poor

milk." Deteriorated milk was of that quality

which had been deprived of its nutritive pro-

perties to some extent in one or two ways

—

either by allowing it to remain for some time

in shallow vessels and then skimming off a
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portion of its cream, or by drawing off what

in the trade is called " toppings"—a process

which is effected in the following manner :—

Tall cans, holding from eight to ten gallons,

are filled with milk as it comes from the cow,

and these are allowed to remain undisturbed

from two to three hours, or probably longer,

during which time the cream and a portion

of the curd are gradually rising to the surface,

thus rendering the upper half much richer

than the lower. This upper half is then drawn

oft' by means of a tap fixed in the middle of

the can, and sold to the public as '• nursery

milk" at an increased price, while the milk

left in the can is vended as ordinary new milk,

free from adulteration, no doubt, but fraudu-

lently and most dishonestly deteriorated in

quality. Of the adulterated samples examined

by Dr. Whitmore, none contained such mat-

ter as chalk, anatto, tragacanth, or starch
;

the only thing employed was water, and this

had been added in various quantities. In one

or two of the worst cases, however, it was
found that the water amounted to 75 per cent.

—that is to every quart of milk, at least a

pint and a half of water had been added.

—

Leisure Hour.

Preferring Christ to Ornaments.—In a letter

from A. Judson, a christian missionary in

Burmah, addressed to American females, is

the following anecdote :

A Karen woman offered herself for bap-

tism. After the usual examination, I inquired

whether she could give up her ornaments for

Christ. It was an unexpected blow. I ex-

plained the spirit of the gospel, and appealed

to her own consciousness of vanity. I then

read to her the apostle's prohibition. (1 Tim.
ii. 9.) She looked again and again at he:

handsome necklace, and then, with an air of

modest decision that would adorn beyond all

ornaments any of my sisters whom I have
the honor of addressing, she took it off, say
ing, "I love Christ more than this."

Impurity of Drinking- Water.—Set a pitcher

of iced water in a room inhabited, says a

writer in To-day, and in a few hours it will

have absorbed nearly all the perspired gases

of the room, the air of which will have become
purer, but the water utterly filthy. This de
pends on the fact that water has the faculty

of condensing and thereby absorbing nearly

all the gases, which it does without increasin^

its own bulk. The colder the water is, the
greater its capacity to contain these gases

At ordinary temperature, a pint of water will

contain a pint of carbonic acid gas, and several

pints of ammonia. The capacity is nearly
doubled by reducing the temperature to that
of ice. Hence water kept in the room awhile
is always unfit for use, and should be often

removed, whether it has become warm or not.

And for the same reason water in a pump
should all be pumped out in the morning be-

fore any is used. That which has stood in a
pitcher over night is not tit for coffee water
in the morning. Impure water is more in-

jurious to health than impure air, and every
person should provide the means of obtaining
fresh and pure water for all domestic use.

Truth is truth though all men forsake it-

it still remains unchanged the same, and its

own excellence will recommend it, even
though the conduct of its professors does not.

BE STILL IN GOD.

Be still in God ! AVho rests on Him
Enduring peace shall know.

And with a spirit fresh and free

Through life shall cheerily go.

Be still in faith ! Forbear to seek

Where seeking naught avails,

tenfold thy soul to that pure light

From heaven, which never fails.

Be still in love ! Be like the dew
That, falling fromthe skies,

On meadows green, in thousand cups,

At morning twinkling lies!

Be still in conduct, striving not

For honor, wealth, or might!

Who in contentment breaks his bread

Finds favor in God's sight.

Be still in sorrow ! " As God wills !"

Let that thy motto be.

Submissive 'neath His strokes receive

His image stamped on thee.

Be still in God ! AYho rests on Him
Enduring peace shall know,

And with a spirit glad and free

Through night and grief shall go.

you and ye shall hold your peace." Butnot-|

withstanding all this ; did they get to the pro-

j

mised land ?

And the Lord said unto Moses," "speail

unto the children of Israel, that they go foril

rd : but lift thou up thj' rod, and stretch ||:

out th)' hand over the sea, and divide it," &c ll

And so it was thatthe children of Israel walked'l:

upon dry land in "the midst of the sea; anc'r

the waters were a wall unto them on theirl:

right hand and on their left :" but "thewateril):

returned and covered the chariots, and th«ll

horsemen, and all the host of Pharoah (foiit

they pursued after them into the depths o:it

the sea): there remained not so much as 0D«li

of them." Thus the Lord in miraculous pro|[

vidence and with almighty power
cued Israel ! Who " saw that great wc
the Lord did upon the Egyptians;

added, the people feared the Lord, and be

the Lord, and his servant Moses. Yet fur al

this they did not inherit the inheritance pro

mised them if faithful.

After this is the record, "Then sang Moseili

and the children of Israel this song—not al^

Selected.

WASTED FOUNTAINS.
Though the transient springs have fail'd thee.

Though the founts of youth are dried,

Wilt thou among the mouldering stones

In weariness abide?

Wilt thou sit among the ruins,

AVith all words of cheer unspoken,

Till the silver cord is loosen'd,

And the golden bowl is broken ?

Up and onward ! Toward the east,

Green oases thou shalt find,

—

Streams that rise from higher sources

Than the pools thou leavest behind.

Life has import more inspiring

Than the fancies of thy youth

:

It has hopes as high as heaven
;

It has labor, it has truth

;

It has wrongs that may be righted,

Noble deeds that may be done,

Its great battles are unfought.

Its great triumphs are unwon.
Anne C. Lynch.

For " The Friend."

Did They Enter the Promised Land?

The children of Israel were brought out of

Egypt and from the dominion of Pharoah and
his cruel task-masters with a high hand and
an stretched-out arm, and with great judg-

ments—with many miracles and evidences of

Omnipotent Power; but did they enter the

promised land?
It is written for our instruction, that " God

led the people about through the way of the

wilderness of the Eed Sea;" going "before

them by day in a pillar of cloud," "and by
night in a pillar of fire:" "he took not away
the pillar of cloud by day, nor the pillar of

fire by night from before the people ;" But did

they enter the promised land?
By commandment—perhaps to make His

marvellous mercy more manifest—they en-

camped between Migdol and the sea, over
against Baal Zephon. And when Pharoah,
whose hardened heart led him, with his host,

to pursue after them, drew nigh, the children

of Israel, being sore afraid, cried unto the Lord;
who said unto them, " Fear ye not, stand still,

and see the salvation of the Lord, which he
will show you to-day : for the Egyptians whom
ye have seen to-day, ye shall see them again
no more forever. The Lord shall fight for

.-uiuus pro i[

again reB*

70rk whiclt

; and it iif

given here—unto the Lord:" "I will sin

unto the Lord, for he bath triumphed glori I

ously: the horse and his rider hath hethrowiil

into the sea. The Lord is my strength anoi

song, and he is become my salvation : he iii|

my God, and 1 will prepare him an habitation!

my father's God, and I will exalt him." " Thjl

right hand, O Lord, is become glorious ii

power." "Thou in thy mercy hast led ford

the people which thou hast redeemed." "Thoi

shalt bring them in, and plant them in tht

mountain of thy inheritance, in the place. C

Lord, which thou hast made for thee to dwel

in ; in the sanctuary, O Lord, which thy handi

have established. The Lord shall reign for

ever and ever."

Surely after such marvellous displays o

Heavenly condescension and mercy ; afte]

having been delivered from their cruel ene

raies, been brought up from the depths of th<

sea, and a new song put into their mouths'

this people might have some ground to hop(|

and believe that their Lord's grace and helj

would not fail, but be continued to them an

changed to the end of the race ! That
" He who had kept them hitherto,

Would keep them all their journey through."

But the Lord's ways are not as our wayS'

Though merciful and gracious, long-suffering

and abundant in goodness and truth ;
forgiv

ing iniquity and transgression and sin. He wil

by no means clear the guilty; but demonstra

ting, in the case of this people, the apo8toli(

scripture :
" W^hosoever shall keep the whoh

law, and yet offend in one point, he is guiltj

of all." May it never be forgotten that, i

as then, it is " the willing and obedient" whc

shall eat of the good of the land; that it ii

those who take the Saviour's yoke upon them
and learn of Him meekness and lowliness oi

heart, that He will make His yoke easy to

and Ills burden liijht ; that it is not those whc
cry "Lord, Lord," but such as do the rvill o)

His Father who is in heaven, that shall entei

and dwell there. " The carnal mind is enmitj,

against God ;" and such were those Israelites

The Psalmist thus describes them :
" Theji

lusted exceeding!}' in the wilderness, auc

tempted God in the desert." " They forgal

God their Saviour, which had done great things

n Egypt." " Wherefore," says He in the wordf

of the apostle, "I was grieved with that gen

eration, and said, They do always err in theii
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art; and they have not known my -waya.

1 sware in my wrath, They shall not enter

r rest."

A.fter this the children of Israel cried unto
Lord, because they could not drink of the

iters of Mara, for they were bitter. And
e Lord showed Moses a tree, which when
had cast into the waters, they were made
eet. At which time their Heavenly Father
)rovod them," and said, "If thou wilt dili-

ntly hearken to the voice of the Lord thy
d, and wilt do that which is right in his

rht, and wilt give ear to his commandments,
d keep all his statutes, I will put none of

3se diseases upon thee, which I have brought
on the Egyptians: for I am the Lord that
leth thee." The next murmuring of this

ople was for want of bread ; which was sup-

ed by "the quails," and by "the dew."
Che Lord spjke unto Moses, saj-ins, I have
ard the murmurings of the children of

pael : speak unto them, saying. At even ye
all eat flesh, and in the morning ye shall be

ed with bread ; and ye shall know that I

the Lord your God." This bread was the
ina, which would not keep, but had to bo

ily gathered, which the children of Israel

d eat forty years; and of which the Lord
raanded a portion to be kept for succeed-

g generations ;
" that they may see the bread

herewith I have fed you in the wilderness,

hen I brought you forth from the land of

^ypt." After this, at Eephidim, water was
ought out of the rock, at the command of

Lord, for the people to drink. Here it

as that Moses, the chosen leader of His peo-

, did not duly magnify the Lord God of
rael ; for which offence he was forbidden to

ter Canaan, though in condescension, he had
Pisgah view of that blessed temporal in-

iritanee granted him. Next Amaiek was
ercome by Joshua, through the holding up of

loses' hands. But notwithstanding all these
iliverances, miracles and mercies, which bad
ever before been done to any people, Israel

as not permitted to enter the rich land of
romise.

Upon leaving Eephidim, the children of
irael next came into the desert of Sinai, and
lere camped before the mount. Here Moses
as commanded of the Lord to speak thus
Qto them :

" Ye have seen what I did unto
16 Egyptians, and how I bare you on eagles
ings, and brought you unto myself. Now,
lerefore, if ye will obey my voice indeed,

id keep my covenant, then je shall be a pecu-

ar treasure unto me above all people: for all

le earth is mine : and ye shall be unto me a
ingdom of priests, and an holy nation." Here
so the Lord God descended upon the moun-
lin in fire, in the sight of all the people

;
and

16 whole mount quaked greatly. Here too,

16 ten commandments were given ; and here
as proclaimed, " In all places where I record

y name, I will come unto thee, and 1 will

ess thee. And if thou wilt make me an
tar of stone, thou shalt not build it of hewn
one : for if thou lift up thy tool upon it, thou
ist polluted it. Neither shalt thou go up
I steps unto mine altar," &c. It was in Sinai

lewise that these requisitions, promises and
essings were made :

" The first of the first

uits of thj' land thou shalt bring into the

3use of the Lord thy God." " Behold, I send
1 Angel before thee, to keep thee in the way,
id to bring thee into the place which I have
repared. Beware of him, and obey his voice,

revoke him not ; for he will not pardon your

transgressions: for my name is in him. But
if thou shalt indeed obey his voice, and do all

that I speak ; then will I be an enemy unto
thy enemies, and an adversary unto thine ad-
versaries." But despite Sinai's thunder and
Sinai's proffered mercies, with the promise
especially of the Angel of the Lord's presence
to go before them, the children of Israel would
not obey His voice, but made a golden calf
and said, "These be thy gods, O Israel, which
brought thee up out of the land of Egypt."
They corrupted themselves, and were rebel-

lious and stiff-necked, and made covenants
with the original possessors of the land ; and
suffered the salt of the covenant of their God
to bo lacking in their offer! nj^s ; so that the
anger of the Lord was kindled against them.
Hence, notwithstanding they were urged by
the two faithful spies, Joshua and Caleb, to

go up and possess the " exceeding good land,"

"a land which floweth with milk and honey,"
they were too obstinate and contumacious,
and thence never entered therein.

After this Nadab and Abihu, the sons of
Aaron, offered strange fire before the Lord, or
which he commanded them not: and they for

this died before the Lord. Which gave rise

to the saying from Moses to Aaron, " This is

that the Lord spake, saying, I will be sancti-

fied in them that come nigh me, and before all

the people I will be glorified." The command
also followed from the Lord unto Moses,
" Speak unto Aaron thy brother, that he come
not at all times into the holy place within the
vail, before the mercy-seat which is upon the
arkjhathedienot." And in offering his bullock
of the sin-offering, Aaron was first to make an
atonement for himself, and for his household,
and then for all the congregation of Israel.

Lastly, for time would fail to sum up all the
striking points in the history of this interest-

ing yet backsliding people, they were thus
solemnly charged by Moses from the mouth
of the Lord, suggestive as having application

for all time:—"I am the Lord your God.
After the doings of the land of Egypt, where-
in ye dwelt, shall ye not do: and after the

doings of the land of Canaan, whither I bring
you, shall ye not do; neither shall ye walk in

their ordinances. Ye shall do my judgments,
and keep mine ordinances, to walk therein:

I am the Lord your God. Ye shall therefore

keep my statutes and my judgments; which,
if a man do, he shall live in them : I am the
Lord."

After all the warnings, the judgments, the
promises, the deliverances, the loving-kind-

nesses of the I Am of this people to them, how
sorrowful and solemn is the reflection that,

save two, none of all those who came out of

Egypt were permitted to enter the promised
land. These were Joshua, the son of Nun, a
young man, who departed not out of the taber-

nacle; and Caleb, the son of Jephunneh, of
whom his Lord said, " My servant Caleb will

I bring into the land, who hath followed me\

the serpent beguiled Eve through his subtility,

so our minds should be corrupted from the
simplicity that is in Christ. He who has
manifested himself to us by His light, called
us by His grace, pleaded with us bj' His Spirit,

is a God of justice as well as of mercy, and
will by no means spare the guilty. After all

that has been done for us—for whom the Sa-
viour suffered and bled—let us take hoed to
have the lamps trimmed and the loins girded,
lest through tardiness, unwatchfulness, or the
want of whole-heartedness, we enter not the
prepared and holy rest. " I verily believe,"

says one who joined this Society by convince-
ment, " that if we attain true Christianity, we
must not relax from earnestly aspiring and
striving after a far more holj- state, than what
is commonly accounted (even by high profes-

sors) a safe one." Israel had her time, her
calls, her covenants, her privileges, her oppor-
tunities I So hast thou,—more and greater,

—

even line upon line and precept upon precept
— instriimentally from those anointed and
qualified, and immediately from the Living
Fountain of exhaustless grace. Most of them
fell short of the promised inheritance: see to

it that thou miss not the prize of salvation.

It is no light thing to perish. " I am the Lord
that healeth thee."

Curiosities of Tree Planting.

A proverb of northwest India declares that
three things make a man to be truly a man

—

to have a son born to him, to dig a well and
to plant a tree. It is impossible for the un-
travelled Englishman to realize the misery of
a treeless country. Europe has no natural
deficiency of trees; hence bridge-building took
the place of the old Aryan tree-planting as an
act of piety to God and of duty to the future
in the counsels of the early Christian teachers
of the European nations. Both in the east

and west trees wei-e no doubt the first tem-
ples, and the planting of groves was the pri-

mitive form of church building. Abraham,
we are told, planted a grove in Beersheba to

commemorate his solemn covenant ; but
amongst his descendants it became in time
the mark of a pious ruler to "cut down the
groves," as the seats of pagan worship, the
mark of a careless ruler to leave them un-

touched, and the mark of an impious ruler to

plant and dedicate new groves. It is not
hard to find reasons why the grove naturally

became the first temple. Men were no doubt
impressed with the hoary age of trees com-
pared with the short life of man. A tree was
often the centre around which each succeed-

ing generation deposited its traditions—a vis-

ible bond uniting the departed with the living,

and the living with the unborn. The cool,

grateful shade of trees was a natural type of

the graciousness the worshipers sought for

from the power they worshipped, especially

in Eastern lands, where shadow is so preci-

ous and so exceptional. The yearly new birth

faithfully." land death of their foliage was a national sym-
Well, does not this painful reminiscence bol of human life. The darkness and density

contain a grave admonition to us and to our of the grove we must add, hid the obscenities

children to flee from the wrath to come; to and cruelties which belonged to the darker

not be satisfied with saying with some former- developments of heathen worship.

Ij', "We have eaten and drunk in thy pre- When an Englishman who has been long

sonce, and thou hast taught in our streets ;"| absent from his fatherland again catches his

or presumptuously, "When saw we Thee an first glimpse of its roadsides and fields through
hungered, or athirst, or a stranger, &c., and the windows of a railway carriage, perhaps

did not minister unto Thee." Deep and earn- nothing strikes him so forcibly as the pictur-

est is the call to " Watch unto prayer with all esqueness and the sparseness of the trees. He
perseverance ;" to fear, lest by any means as ' has seen trees in level lands stretching for
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miles like a thin diaphanous wall in dull uni-

formity ; now he sees them merely dotted
here and there upon the landscape, but each
tree is more or less of a picture in itself Or
he has seen in mountain lands every spot of
available earth seized upon to supply life to a
cherry tree, a walnut tree, a pear tree; he has
seen fruit trees everywhere lining the roads
and fields, instead of hedges, and probablj-
wondered if English lads could pass to and
fro everj- day under luscious cherries or pears
and leave them untasted ; now he sees noth;
ing but solitary trees or scattered groups,
which look as if they had planted themselves
out of whim or playfulness just where they
pleased, not one of which can bring any
money to its proprietor except by its destruc-
tion. Give a German or Swiss Bauer the ten-

ancy of an English ftirm, and he would at
once begin to arrange himself an orchard out
of the mere unused corners and slices of land
he would almost certainly find in its fields and
along its boundary lines I must leave it to

adepts to determine whether he would show
himself a good or a bad agriculturist by his
activity.

Tree-planting has, in fact, retained in Ger-
many longer than elsewhere something of its

occult character, binding together religion,
nation and family. In the Vosgesen the old
German farmers were not allowed to marry
until they had done something for the future
good of the tribe by planting a certain num.
ber of walnut-trees. When the amiable and
liberal Oberlin was pastor of Waldbach, in the
Steinthal, he set forward this old custom of
tree-planting as a Christian duty.

Tree-planting is as necessary a part in many
German rejoicings as it has been of French
rejoicings during each revolution epoch. The
Trees of Liberty, however, were often plant-
ed to die—actually as well as metaphorically.
I have seen trees of this kind, stripped of all

but a crown of leaves, planted in German
Switzerland to mark a local festival. The
poor people of the village of Cleversulzback
gathered together on the 10th of jSTovember,
1859, round the grave of Schiller's mother,
and marked the birthday of her son by plant-
ing a lime-tree "in the soil that covers the
heart that loved him best."

—

Chambers' Jour-
nal.

For '-The Friend."

The following letter written by John Newton
in 1796, to a friend then on a visit to Rome,
will probably interest, as well as be instruc-
tive to some of the readers of ' The Friend."
"The true Christian, in strict propriety of

speech, has no home here ; he is, and must be,
a stranger and prilgrim upon earth : his citi-

zenship, treasure, and real home are in a bet-
ter world

; and every step he takes, whether
to the east or to the west, is a step nearer to
his Father's house. On the other hand, when
in the path of duty, he is always at home ; for
the whole earth is the Lord's; and as we see
the same sun in England or Italy, in Europe
or Asia

;
so wherever he is, he equally sets

the Lord always before him; and finds him-
self equally near the Throne of Grace, at all
times and in all places. God is everywhere

;

and, by faith in the great Mediator, he dwells
in God, and God in him. To him, that line
of Horace may be applied in the best sense :

' Ccdum, non animum mutant, qui transmare current.'

" I trust, that you will carry out, and bring
home with you, a determination similar to

that of the patriai'ch Jacob, who vowed a

vow, saying: 'If God will be with me, and
will keep me in the way that 1 go, and will

give me bread to eat and raiment to put on,

so that I come again to my father's house in

peace, then shall the Lord be my God !' May
the Lord himself write it on j-our heart!
"You are now at Rome, the centre of the

fine arts ; a place abounding with every
thing to gratify a person of your taste.

Athens had the pre-eminence in the apostle

Paul's time, and I think it. highly probable,
from many passages in his writings, that he
likewise had a taste capable of admiring and
relishing the beauties of painting, sculpture,

and architecture, which he could not but ob-

serve during his abode in that city; but then
he had a higher, a spiritual, a divine taste,

which was greatly shocked and grieved by
the ignorance, idolatry, and wickedness which
surrounded him, insomuch that he could at-

tend to nothing else. This state, which can-

not be acquired by any effort or study of
ours, but is freely bestowed on all who sin-

cerely ask it of the Lord, divests the vanities

which the world admires of their glare ; and
enables us to judge of the most splendid and
specious works of man who knew not God,
according to the declaration of the prophet:
' They hatch cockatrice's eggs, and weave the
spider's web.' Much ingenuity is displayed in

the weaving of a cobweb : but, when finished,

it is worthless and useless. Incubation re-

quires close diligence and attention ; if the
hen be too long from her nest, the egg is

spoiled
; but why should she sit at all upon

the egg and watch it, and warm it night and
day, if it only produces a cockatrice at last ?

" Thus vanity or mischief are the chief

rulers of unsanctified genius : the artists spin
webs ; and the philosophers, bj' their learned
speculations, hatch cockatrices, to poison
themselves and their fellow-creatures : few of
either sort have one serious thought of that
awful eternity, upon the brink of which they
stand for a while, and into the depth of which
they successively fall.

"A part of the sentence denounced against
the city which once stood upon seven hills, is

so pointed and graphical, that I must trans-
cribe it ;

^ And ilie voice of harpers, and musi-
cians, and pipers, and trumpeters, shall be heard
no more at all in thee; and no craftsman, of
whatsoever craft he be, shall be found any more
in thee: and the light of a candle shall no
JiORE BE SEEN IN THEE.' Now, I am informed,
that, upon certain occasions, the whole cu-
pola of St. Peter's is covered with lamps, and
affords a very magnificent spectacle : if I saw
it, it would remind me of that time when
there will not be the shining of a single candle
in the city

;
for the sentence must be execut-

ed, and the hour may be approaching

—

' Sic transit gloria mundi.'

" You kindly inquire after my health ; my-
self and family are, through the divine favor,
perfectly well

;
yet healthy as I am, I labor

under a growing disorder, for which there is

no cure
; I mean old age. I am not sorry it

is a mortal disease, from which no one re-

covers; for who would live always in such a
world as this, who has a scriptural hope of an
inheritance in the worldof light ? I am now
in my seventy-second year, and seemed to
have lived long enough for myself I have
known something of the evil of life, and
have had a large share of the good. I know

what the world can do, and what it cannot c

it can neither give nor take away that pet

of God which passeih all imderstanding ;

cannot soothe a wounded conscience, nor i

able us to meet death with comfort. Tl
you, my dear sir, may have an abiding a

abounding experience that the Gospel ii

catholicon, adapted to all oar wants and
our feelings, and a suitable help when ev(

other help fails, is the sincere and ard(

prayer of your affectionate friend,
" John Newton.'

For "The Frient

Circular of the Bible Association of Friends

America.

In again calling the attention of Auxiliar

to the Annual Queries to be answered p
vious to the general meeting of the Assoc
tion on the 5lh of Eleventh month, the C
responding Committee would press uj

Friends, who have been engaged in the
tribution of the Holy Scriptures, the impc
ance of furnishing full and accurate answ
to all the Queries, and of forwarding their

port seasonably to the Depository.
It may be recollected, that in making do

tions to Auxiliaries, the Board are guided
deciding what number of Bibles and Tes
ments shall be sent to each, by the infori

tion given in its report. Hence those Ai
iliaries that do not report in time, are lia

to be left out in the distribution.

Specific directions should be given in evi

case, how boxes should be marked and
warded ; and their receipt should always
promptly acknowledged.

Address John S. Stokes, No. 116 N. Foa
Street, Philadelphia.

Samuel Settle,
Charles Rhoads,
Anthony M. Kimbeb,

Committee of Correspondence

Philada., Tenth mo. 1873.

QUERIES.
1. What number of families or individuals have t

gratuitously furnished with the Holy Scriptures by
Auxiliary during the past year ?

2. What number of Bibles and Testaments have I

sold by the Auxiliary within the past year ?

3. How many member.s, male and female, are tl

belonging to the Auxiliary ?

4. What number of families of Friends reside wil

its limits?

5. Are there any families of Friends within J
limits not supplied with a copy of the Holy Scripti
in good clear type, and on fair paper ; if so, how ma

6. How many members of our Society, capabb
reading the Bible, do not own such a copy of the i
Scriptures?

7. How many Bibles and Testaments may probi
be disposed of by sale within your limits?

8. Is the income of the Auxiliary sufficient to suj
those within its limits who are not duly furnished 1

the Holy Scriptures ?

9. What number of Bibles and Testaments woul
be necessary for the Bible Association to furnish grg
tously, to enable the Auxiliary to supply each famil

10. What number would be required in order
nish each member of our religious Society, capabl
reading, who is destitute of a copy, and unable to

chase it ?

11. How many Bibles and Testaments are now
hand?

For " The Frien

Extracts from a sermon preached at Gr
Church St., London, 1687, on "Saving Fai
by Stephen Crisp:

" The faith that falls short of sanctificat
and redemption from sin, is such a faith

God never gave his people, it came some ot

way into the world, and it hath captivE
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8t of the sons and daughters of men ;
and

ly have expelled the true faith (as much as

thein Hes), that saving faith that purifi

1 cleanses men from sin, and gives them
tory over the world, and have got another

th in the room of it, and they live in their

8, and in their lusts and concupiscence, and
ier the bondage of their corruptions, and
1 remain in captivity.
' Wo know there is no eating of the tree of

e until we do overcome, nor entering into

d's kingdom until we be cleansed. Some
1 an impossibility in our way. which made
ny to mourn. What, must we never be

msed ? Must this crooked heart and per-

'se will always remain? Must I be a sinner

i a believer? A sinner and call myself a

Id of God ? How can these things hang to-

her ?

Now that faith which belongs to a purified

1 is called a shield, a believer keeps in the
rcise of his faith, and considers his salva-

X is nearer than when he first believed

;

people that believe are not presently
ed, the work of salvation is to be wrought
ir they believe, for withoutfaith it is impos-

e to please God, nevertheless the foundation
God standeth sure, it is founded upon the
pk of God : when a man believeth the work
)egun. Although some foolish professors

us the work is done, and will tell the day
month their conversion was wrought, but

y know not what they say. A man may
jw about the time when God communicated
h to him, but he must know after he is a
ievor, then begins the work of salvation,

believer is to be saved from this or the
ler enemy, he is not presently saved from
there must be a warfare, a, fighting the good

It offaith before these enemies of salvation

overcome! the devil will not give over be-

ise I am a believer, and because Christ pro-

sed to break his head. The seed of the
man shall break the serpent's head. I am

[j now putting on my armor, the battle is

t fought, I have not yet gone through the
•il of the fight, I am now buckling on my
nor. When the fightcomes, if I have not my
ield and my armor, I may be slain for all

8 ; some have made shipwreck of faith, they
76 not held it, nor kept the faith, but given
iway; but saith the apostle, I have fought
s good fight, I have kept the faith, I have
tten the victory. So people, after they
i believers, mast wait to have their faith

engthened by renewed manifestations of
) same power on which it first stood, they
tst wait upon the Lord and he will renew
; strength of their faith, zeal and courage,
1 as temptations are renewed, they have
w courage, and strength and ability, all by
8 divine spiritual and christian exercise:

5y every day come to see the work they
ieved for, that which their faith tended to,

1 the work in some measure wrought, they
i some enemies of their souls brought down
i slain, and they see their souls brought
o a little more dominion than they had be-

e, therefore he waits on the Lord for the
iomplishment of the work, to believe to the

ring of his soul."

rhere is no alteration in the Christian life

;

8 a continual warfare, but with the spiritual

apons of burning and fuel of fire, which, if

tiently submitted to, would purity and pre-|

re us for an incorruptible and never-fading
leritance.

—

Daniel Wheeler.
I

THE FRIEND.
TENTH MONTH 11, 1873.

' Are Friends careful to bring up those
under their direction in plainness of speech,
behavior and apparel," &c.

There are few, if any of the Queries put to

the subordinate meetings, the answers to

which, sent up year by year, indicate more
weakness or more disregard for a christian

testimony, among a large portion of the mem-
bers, than the above ; which constitutes part
of the third. The love of the world and con-

formity to its manners and fashions have re-

ceived great encouragement, and obtained
much license for their gratification by the
opinion inculcated of latter time and widely
disseminated throughout the Society, that
the plain dress worn by Friends has little or

nothing to do with religion, and therefore that
there is no obligation to retain its use among
us. It is true that " the life is more than
meat and the body than raiment," and it is

also true, that abstractly there is no religion

in dress, but, as is not uncommon, Satan has
employed the sophistry built on these truths,

as a most successful device to draw multitudes
away from the strait and narrow way of a
christian life, to do homage to him as the
prince of the power of the air.

Probably there never was a time when the
arbitrary commands of Fashion inflicted com-
pliance with modes of dress more absurdly
disfiguring, more immodest and health en-

dangering, or more extravagantly expensive,
than the present; and the plain, consistent
dress heretofore known as that of a Friend,
having been discarded by many who profess

to be fitted to hold influential stations in the
Society, and to advocate its principles, very
many of the members—male and female—en-

couraged by their example to comply with
their carnal inclination, act in accordance with
the supposition that there is now no criterion

for plainness of attire; and having thrown off

the usual appearance of a Friend themselves,
allow, if they do not encourage their children,

or others under their direction, to run into

he demoralizing folly of gaiety and fashion.

As one departure from the path of rectitude

opens the way for another, and the disregard
of one testimony of Truth betrays into un-
willingness to support another nearly allied,

so the language soon corresponds with the
garb ; self-denial becomes more and more irk-

some, and the door being thrown open, the
temptations to mingiein thecorruptingsociety
and amusements of the world acquire increas-

ed force, and are aflfectingly successful.

When Friends were first brought out from
among the various religious professors of that
day by the blessed Head of the church, to

stand as witnesses for the simplicity, the strict-

ness and the spirituality of his religion, they
found themselves required to strip all orna-
mentation from the garb they wore, and to

bear an unflinching testimony against the
changeable fashions of the world

; varying
from time to time in dress, as in other things
ministering to the lust of the eye and the
pride of life. They also saw in that light

hich could not deceive, that they were re-

quired to refrain from giving any flattering

titles, and to keep to the scriptural language
of thou and thee. As parents, or guardians
who felt they were in large measure account-

able for the right training of the children en-
trusted to their nurture and care in the wil-
derness of this wicked world, and as delegated
shepherds over the flock of their fellow be-
lievers, they found it their religious duty to
clothe their own offspring in, and to enjoin
upon all the professors of the same pure cross-

bearing religion, to adhere to the same plain-
ness of apparel and speech, that they had been
called on to adopt ; not to swerve from it in
order to conform with what might be the pre-
vailing fashion of the day, nor admit of com-
pliance with the needless changes, which were
more calculated to please a wanton mind than
to promote comfort and usefulness.

'Ihus they almost at once became a pecu-
liar people, distinguished from others as well
by their attire and language, as by their other
christian characteristics ; and people soon
learned to know a Quaker by his or her ap-
pearance and conversation. As they thus
made it generally known that the understand-
ing given them of the gospel of Christ, required
them to bear testimony against the corrupt
practices and manners in both the so called
church and in ihe world at large, they soon
experienced the truth of the declaration, that

all that will live godlj' in Christ Jesus shall
suffer persecution," and they became the butt
ofthescorner, the oppressed victims of the hy-
pocritical professor, and the hated opponents of
the worldling; all of whom felt their pride and
selfishness rebuked by the silent but standing
testimony of the easily recognized Quaker.
Thus the "plainness of speech, behavior and
pparel," indicative of a Friend, was the re-

sult of faithfulness to the convictions of Di-
vine Grace, that simplicity and truth in all of
them, and the maintenance of a continued
testimony against the changeable fashions of
those around them, was a christian duty ; and
thus they became a badge, understood by all,

as denoting the profession of a more strict

and self denying acceptation of the religion of
Christ, than that adopted by other professors.

E. Barclay, speaking of these peculiarities

ays: " And because the nature of these things

s such, that they do upon the very sight dis-

inguish us, and make us known, so that we
cannot hide ourselves from any, without prov-

ing ourselves unfaithful to our testimony, our
trials and exercises have here-through proved
the more numerous and difficult."

It is true that irreligious men might use the
arb of a Friend as a cloak, to deceive

; thus
practically paying a corrupt tribute to the
value of the profession and the reputation it

has won in the world, by integrity and up-

rightness ; but the abuse of a good is no argu-

ment against the good itself, and where this

ay have been abused by- one, it probably
has proved a reminder and an assistance to

many a weak member, exposed to the manifold
temptations in the world around them, by
the reflection that the dress and speech of a
B''riend would be recognized immediately as

altogether incompatible with any place of im-
purity, or with any act that violated the well-

known principles of the Society, and call forth

the contempt and condemnation of those who
tnessed it. "But," observes Barclay, "this

they say is but in policy to commend our
heresy. But such policy it is, say I, as Christ

and his apostles made use of, and all good
christians ought to do

;
yea, so far has truth

prevailed by the purity of its followers, that

f one that is called a Quaker do but that

which is common among them, as to laugh
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and be wanton, speak at large and not keep

his word punctually, or be overtaken with

hastiness and anger, they presently say, O!

this is against your profession."

That the "plainness of speech, behavior

and apparel" which has distinguished Friends

from others, was not and is not a mere form,

unnecessarily connected with the simplicity

and purity of the religion they profess, is

shown by the indisputable fact, that where

members who have gone out into the fashions

and manners of the world, have been brought

to submit to the requirements of Divine Grace

manifested in the heart, making them willing

to become the followers of a crucified Saviour,

they have found they could make little pro-

gress in the way of holiness without submit-

ting to strictly observe them ;
and when they

took up the cross and yielded compliance,

their reward was peace. As an example,

John Barclay after recording the many deep

religious conflicts and clear illuminations he

had undergone, says :
" The dress from which

mj- forefathers have, without good reason and

from improper motives departed, to that dress

I viust return :—that simple appearance, now
become singular, which occasioned and still

continues to occasion theprofessor of the truth

suffering and contempt, the same 7nust I also

take up and submit to the consequences there

of." And so has it been with hundreds of

others similarly situated. When men and wo
men educated entirely different from Friends

have, through obedience to the visitations of

the Day Spring from on high, been convinced

of and embraced the principles of Friends,

they also have f mnd themselves required by
the same Spirit that led them out of error, to

adopt the attire, the language and the man-
ners which proclaimed to others that they had
cast in their lot with the despised Quakers.

Numerous instances are recorded in "Piety
Promoted" and "Youthful Piety," of persons,

favored with repentance and conversion on a

dying bed, who, in that " honest hour," under
" the reproofs of instruction" bemoaned hav
ing been derelict in these very particulars,

confessed that it was because of being ashamed
of the cross, and earnestly entreated that

others might take warning by their exampl
Could these things so be were the "plainnei

of speech, behavior and apparel" queried after,

a mere dead form, a useless appendage to our

holy religion ; which may be observed or dis-

regarded as maj' suit the member's taste?

It has been reserved for our day of latitu-

dinarian liberty, and for those who have in-

troduced into the Society, and others who
have adopted, principles and practices widely
differing from those of our forefathers, to have
this testimony disparaged, held up to con-

tempt, and practically set at naught, even by
members who occupy the position of minis-

ters, elders and other leaders of the flock ; and
never was the truth of the proverb mor
strikingljf exemplified, than is mournfully
witnessed among ua. as a people, "Whoso
breaketh a hedge, a serpent shall bite

How are very many of the young people set

afloat on the stream of fashion, and drifting
into folly of various kinds; while manj' of
those older, are using their influence to ob
literate other distinctive characteristics of
Friends. Other testimonies must succumb,
and as is well known ai-e succumbing in many
places. For the same spirit that makes asham
ed to be recognized by dress, speech and man
ners as a solt-denying Quaker, will lead into

further assimilation with other religious pro-

fessors, in their modes of worship, their man-
ner of living, and their amusements ; and thus

the close approximation will ultimately de-

stroy all distinction. And all this is being

effected, in many places, under the sanction

of a religion more superficial and sensational,

than that which Friends believe is in accord-

ance with the simplicity and spirituality of

the gospel.

But we are glad to believe there are many
yet preserved in the Society, who are willing

to contend for these testimonies of Truth, and

suff'er reproach therefor even among their

own fellow professors ; and we also have faith

that, in his own time, the Lord will raise up

others, even though it may be as of the stones

of the street, who will be prepared by his

transforming power, to support the Ark ot

the Testimony with clean hands, and knovv-

ng the inside of the cup and platter made
clean, will make the outside clean also, and

He will " turn to the people a pui-e language,

that they ma}' all call upon the name of the

Lord, to serve him with one consent."

SUMMAEY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Matters appear to be approaching a crisis

France. The Monarchists it is supposed have their

arrangements for the proclamation and inauguration of

a monarchy nearly complete. A special dispatch from

Paris to the London Observer says, that 350 deputies

to the French Assembly have pledged themselves to

support a motion for the restoration of the monarchy.
The Republicans, headed by Thiers, are using every

effort to defeat the scheme of the royalists for placing

the Count de Chamhord as Henry V, on the throne.

It is e.xpected that the Republicans and Imperialists

will unite to ward off the threatened danger. The Count

de Chambord, in a letter to his supporters in France,

says his object is the union of parties in France and the

restoration of her glory, greatness and prosperity. He
repudiates any intention of introducing extreme reactive

measures, or of attacking Italy. The Paris Journal, a

monarchical newspaper, says a proposal for the restora-

tion of the monarchy on the basis of the charter of 1814,

in a modified form, will be presented in the Assembly
on the opening day of the session. The trial of Marshal
Bazaine for the surrender of Metz, commenced before a

Court Martial at Ver.'^ailles the 6th inst. Many wit-

nesses are to be examined, and the trial will probably

be a very long one.

The prospect in Spain is more favorable for the cause

of the Republican government. Better discipline has

been established in the army, and the Spanish forces

opposed to the Carllst invasion in the north have been

reinforced with 6000 men. Dissensions in the ranks of

the Carlists are increa-sing, and many deserters are sur-

rendering to the Republican troops with the hope of

receiving amnesty. Cartagena is still held by the in-

surgents. Numerous desertions take place daily, and
it is stated that a majority of the insurgents wish to sur-

render, but they are overawed by the liberated convicts

and other desperate communists. A Madrid dispatch

of the 2d says : Dispatches from all sections of the coun-

try represent that a much better feeling prevails. The
re-establishment of discipline in the. army has served

to restore confidence in the ability of the government
to suppress all insurrections.

The Spanish Minister of the Colonies will soon visit

Cuba and Porto Rico. He has received special instruc-

tions for the settlement of the political difficulties in

those islands.

General agencies to promote emigration have been
prohibited by the German government on account of

the great drain of population in many parts of Germany.
In conseqnence of this prohibition and other repressive

measures, the number of German emigrants is said to

be diminishing.
It is reported that deficient crops have caused a

famine in some parts of Hungary.
Late advices from Paraguay show that the privations

of the English colonists continue, and there is great
dissatisfaction.

A special to the Daily Telegraph from Balkan, cen-
tral Asia, reports a severe defeat of the Afghans by the
Persians. Two Europeans, named Picquet and Rivas,
supposed to be Swiss travellers, have been miurdered

)y the natives in central Asia. There is reason to I

ieve that the Afghans design the conquest and annej

ion of Bokhara. A rebellion has broken out in Koki
A dispute has arisen between the governments

Russia and Japan, on the question of proprietorship

I portion of Saghalien Island.

Advices from Africa announce the capture of a wh
nan by the natives while proceeding westward on I

Congo river. From the description of the man it is

lieved he is Dr. Livingstone, the African explorer.

The British Parliament has been again prorogn

until the 16th of Twelfth i

Many accidents on British railways have occuri

recently, most of which have been attended witli loss

life. A chimney 220 feet in height, in the village

Northfleet, fell on the 3d inst., killing and maimini
number of persons.

London, 10th mo. 6th.—Consols 92.}. U. S. Bon
186-5, 95J ; new fives, Qlf. The bank rate of i

5 per cent., but the discount for three months bills

the open market is below that of the Bank of Englai

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 9d. a GJd. ; Orlea

9\d. a 9|c(. Sales of the day 2-5,000 bales. Breadsti

quiet.

United States.—The Public Debt statement on

first inst., shows a reduction during the Ninth mo
of $1,901,467. The total debt, less cash in the Treast

was $2,138,793,989 The currency balance was §3,2!

032, and the coin balance $80,246,757.

The interments in Philadelphia last week numbi

237, including 81 children under two years of

There were 38 deaths of consumption, 16 marasmus
7 old age.

The mean temperature of the Ninth month, by
Pennsylvania Hospital record, was 68.67 deg

highest during the month having been 90 deg., and
lowest 48 deg. The amount of rain during the mo
was 4.04 inches. The average of the mean temperat

of the Ninth month for the past 84 years, is statec

66.30 deg. The highest mean during that entire per

was in 1865, 72.68 deg., and the lowest 60 deg., occur

in 1840. The rainfall in nine months the present y
has amounted to 45.60 inches.

Mortality in New York last week 507. There
received at New York last week 2,953,122 bushel

wheat.

Captain Buddington and liis associates of the Pol.

crew, arrived at New York the 4th inst., and took
]

sage for Washington iu a United States vessel.

The Treasury Department is now paying persons

were employed in taking the United .States censi

tlie Southern States in 1860, just previous to the brt

ing out of the rebellion, and who were deprived of tl

money ou that account.

The sugar crop of Louisiana this year will proba

be an average yield. The rice crop is much the larj

ever grown, amounting to about 17,000 tons.

Tke Markets, &c.—The following were the quotati

on the 6th inst. JVeio York.—American gold, \.

14',
;
ditto, 5-20, 1862, 108A

; di

.
1".'. Superfine State Uour, $!

-
:i -7; finer brands, %1X

. heat, $1.75 ; amber west
-I. ' '

; Xu. 1 Chicago spring, $1

S1.40. AVestern barley, $1.45. C

U. S. sixes, ISSl,

10-40, 5 per .. ii;-,

,1 $6; Stii.- >

510.60. Whi
S1.65; red, >1

No. 2 do., SI
59 cts. State rye, 98 cts. Western mixed c

65 cts.
;
yellow, 66J a 67} cts. PAi/ade/pAta.—Upla

and New Orleans cotton, 18} a 19} cts. Crude pe

leum, 11 cts. ; standard white, for export, 16 cts. Su]

fine flour, $4 a $4.75; extras, $4.75 a $6.25; t

brands, $6.50 a $10. White wheat, $1.70 a §1,

amber, $1.60 a S1.68 ; red, $1.50 a $1.58. Yellow c

08 a 70 cts. ; mixed, 68 cts. Oats, 49 a 53 cts. Smo
hams, 14 a 16 cts. Lard, 8| a 8} cts. About 3200
cattle sold at the Avenue Drove-yard, common at

5} cts. per lb. gross, and fair to choice at 6 a 7}
Sales of 9,000 sheep at 4 a 5 cts. per lb. gro.ss, for fa

prime. Hog.s, $7 a $7.25 per 100 lb. net for corn
Receipts 5,000 head. Chicago.—Spring extr

$5.50 a $6. No. 1 spring wheat, $1.10 ; No. 2, $1.(

No. 3 do., $1.02. No. 2 mixed corn, 40J- cU. N
oats, 33 cts. Rye, 65 cts. Barley, $1.30. Lard,

7Jct3. Jt/itoauA-ie.—No. 1 wheat, $1.14; No. 5

Si. 11. No. 2 corn, 44 cts. No. 2 oats, 31 cts. I

65 cts. Barley, $1.30. St. iojm.—No. 2 wir

wheat, $1.50; No. 3 fall red, $1.35. No. 2 mixed c

44|- cts. No. 2 oats, 36 cts. Rye, 66 a G8 cts.

A Stated Annual Meeting of the Haverford Scl

A.ssociation will be held at the Committee-roon
Arch St. Meeting-house, in Philadelphia, on Sect

day, 10th mo. 13th, 1873, at 3 o'clock, p. m.
Philip C. Gabkett, Secretar
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CContinned from pasre 59.)

mo. 19th, 1817. "We attended Eno
eting. It was small and the house open,
weather cold. I expressed some sentences,

inning with, what shall we eat and what
11 we drink and vrherewithal shall we be
thed. The Divine Master said, take no
ught for these things, for after all these
ngs do the Gentiles seek, but His followers

re not to give up their minds to go after

world or to love it, for the apostle saith,

ny man love the world or the things of the
rid, the love of the Father is not in him.
lave felt, as I believed, my mind sweetly
iwn to a tried, travailing seed, who are, I

discouraged from various causes ; and
haps not the least of these discourage-

nts, the inconsistent conduct of professors

Christianity. Oh ! I wish these to be en-

iraged to walk in the high and holy way
t up for the redeemed and ransomed to

Ik in. Thus as way opened I communi-
, but the people became so cold that I

ieve it was not as favored a meeting as it

uld have been if the people had sat more
ufortably—the body and mind being nearly
inected, and when the body suffers the

nd is generally unsettled. I think this

eting suffered loss on this account, and so

many more, for we have not seen a fire in

7 meeting house since we crossed James'
;-er, nor any place to make a fire in, and
irly all of them very open.
!Oth. Set out for Spring Meeting. When
came to Haw Eiver, it was frozen over,

we rode it at a ripple, where it was open,
very stony and rough. We got well over,

I soon came to Nathaniel Newlin's, where
•re received and entertained kindly.

I. Attended the meeting, which was large
i exceedingly trying. I felt much for the
e but deeply tried seed, but no way opened
labor, until I supposed it was near time
the meeting to close, when I araso to re-

rk, that I intended not to offer any thing
in excuse for not speaking in that meeting,

y that I had not found a time that I b

'ed I could have offered anything to that
eting without being in danger of having in

I secret ofmy own mind the sentence :
' Who

hath required this at thy hand ?' and I sup-

posed none there would desire that I should
come under condemnation in myself to please

them ; that I had not come to do my own will

nor the will of other men, nor to gain their
|

applause. After this I went on to hold out
encouragement to the secretly tried ones ; and
said that such for whom the encouragement
was designed might consider themselves un-

worthy, and those who were too forward and
active might gather it up to streugthem them-
selves; but these might remember that they
would not help the good cause but hinder it,

instead of advancing themselves, they
would retard their own progress in a religious

course. It was a Preparative Meeting, and
the clerk when at the table said he was too

cold to read, but the business was soon done.

We went to John Newlin's and staid the

night, and next morning went to South Fork
Meeting. It was not large." J. H. here re-

vived the declaration of the apostle :
" Such

as ye sow, such shall ye reap. If ye sow to

the flesh, yo shall of the flesh reap corrup-

tion, and made these comments on it. Sowing
to the flesh is to fulfil the lusts thereof. The
delights, the amusements, the gratifications,

and the vanities of the world are sowing to

the flesh. We none of us want a crop of cor-

ruption, but the apostle adds: If ye sow to

the spirit, ye shall reap life and peace. After
saying much to the people in general, I ap
pealed feelingly to the youth in particular,

and concluded with : Be not overcome of evil,

but overcome evil with good.

24th. At Rocky Eiver. The meeting col-

cted and became exercising. After some-
time I said: Enter into my vineyard and
labor, and whatsoever is right ye shall re-

ceive. Ye may pray the Father that he would
send forth more laborers into his vineyard.

There are some who are desirous that more
laborers should be sent into the labor, but
they hold themselves excused. They would
have others to be engaged while they indulge

in the delights of the world. These want
gratifications and to live at ease. Is there

not a danger of missing the much desired hap-
piness of the righteous by indulging in ease?
Will it then be a comfort that it was not lost

for some gross crime or deed? Is not thii

state of ease the way to spend the time with
out labor, and shall we receive pay for doing
nothing? Oh! this place of fatal security,

how dangerous to the peace and happiness of

mankind ! The vocal exercise was lengthy,

and ended with a recommendation to give due
attention to the duty of worship, and to be

ware of letting the mind go after pleasant

pictures, which divert and amuse the mind
for I believed there were some preparing to

bear the glad tidings of the Gospel to the peo
pie, if they are engaged faithfully to labor in

the vineyard.

25th. Attended a meeting near Nathan
Dixon's. I had trying exercise and but little

vocal labor. In the early part, in a few words,

I advised the people to labor for

each one to enter into an examination of their

concerns and of their own works. After this

I sat nearly an hour and a half, when I again
in a few words recommended their attention
to individual labor as a profitable way to ob-
tain instruction.

26th. Being First-day, we were at Holly
Spring Meeting. It was large and favored.

I began with : Work while it is day, for the
night eometh wherein no man can work. I

endeavored to impress on their minds the
necessity of an early attention to that work
which may be put off' too long, and often has
been to the sorrow of many when repentance
has been sought with tears, and there is reason
to fear some have not found it. I mentioned
the case of Saul, the first anointed king of
Israel ; that he did not complain of the Lord's
forsaking him, until he became disobedient,

and then he had cause to lament, that the
Lord no more answered him, either by pro-

phets, or by vision, or by dream. So he
lamented himself in the time of his distress,

though before he could force himself to offer

a sacrifice, which Samuel called foolish. Saul,

before this, had been commanded to go and
destroy Amalek together with the sheep and
oxen; but when he saw the goodly sheep and
oxen, he thought that these would make ex-

cellent burnt-offerings, therefore he would
save that which he was commanded to de-

stroy. This gave occasion to Samuel to say

:

obedience is better than sacrifice, and to

hearken than the fat of rams. In the present

day I believe that disobedience will also pro-

duce distress. Then 1 turned to the case of

Jonah to show what distress was inflicted on
him for disobedience, and referred to the

awful situation of some of recent times who
had neglected to yield obedience while they
had time and opportunity."

28th. At a meeting near Samuel Hill's,

John Heald endeavored to press on his audi-

ence the importance of a steady attention to

Divine things, by an illustration drawn from
the study ofcommon literature. If thescholar
devotes himself to the pursuit of learning, and
perseveres in a continuous application to his

studies, he usually makes rapid progress, but
if he is being continually drawn away after

other concerns or amusements, and his mind
is much occupied with them, little improve-
ment is witnessed, and frequently much that

has been learned is lost. So it is in the school

of Christ. Amusements and pleasures of a
transitory nature often draw away the mind
and heart of those who have begun to learn

a little Heavenlj' Wisdom, so that they run
after these things. After a time, when these

are brought to reflection, they find that they
have lost the little that they had before ac-

quired, and that these indulgences have tended

to their loss. He says :
" It was a solid, good

meeting, and I hope the labor will not be lost."

29th. "Attended Back Creek Meeting,

which was large. Soon after sitting down my
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mind was loaded with exercise, and the peo-

ple seemed scarcely gathered, when the im
pression on my mind induced me to thinli it

was time to stand up. I thought it was like

being forward, but believing that the impres

sion was right, I began to speak and several

came in afterwards. I first said : Children

obey your parents in the Lord, for this is

right. Parents provoke not your children to

wrath, but bring them up in the nurture and
admonition of the Lord. Great are the obli-

gations of children to parents, and great is

the responsibility of parents; but what can

parents do to accomplish this work unless

they come to experience it in themselves; or

how will they instruct their dear children in

the way they know not themselves. These
have need to apply as Solomon did for wis-

dom. It was well-pleasing to the Lord that

he asked for wisdom rather than riches or

long life ; and I do believe it would be accept-

able to the Lord, and that He would be gra-

ciously pleased to answer the honest request

of these. I treated largely on this subject,

and it was a very humiliating labor to me.
and attended with impressive weight. The
meeting concluded in supplication for preser
vation in the way of allotted duty, and that
He who is Almighty would be graciously

pleased to remember in mercy the people the
world over, to draw them with the cords of
His love unto Himself, and in particular the
dear youth.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend

Collecting India-Rubber.

(Concluded from page 58.)

"February 27th.—The rains continued to

increase in violence, and the river had risen

greatly, notwithstanding that this was the

dry season. For many days I was unable to

tap the india-rubber trees, and Eamon was
laid up with what is called ' a game leg,' and
most of the other people were suffering more
or less from calentura; consequently, I took
very little ciringa.

"March 1st.—Heavy rains were incessant,

chiefly at night: the Orinoco was very much
swollen. Merced Gil was swamped out of his

work at Caricia, his ciringa trees and rancho
being under water. This week we killed three
of the larger kind of wild hog called barguiro

;

they appeared to me identical with the javiti

of Central America: an immense herd of them
wandered about the exterior of the rancho,
and Merced came down to join in the shoot-

ing. After we had secured several, we stowed
them away in the canoe. Benacio and the
boy Narciso did not appear with the one en-

trusted to them, though we could hear them
whistling at no great distance, and called to
them repeatedly. I suppose they were over-
elated at the prospect of their favorite meat
for a feast ; for though I summoned them
several times, still they loitered. Merced Gil
was sitting in the curiara, and the sand-flies

were in clouds : I could stand it no longer
; so

vacating the stern of the canoe. I jumped on
shore, and advanced along the path to meet
the truants. I suppose I did not look amiable,
for no sooner did Benacio see me, than he
dropped the end of the pole on which they
were carrying the pig, and bolted into the
bush. In the evening, as he did not return,
I considered he had absconded altogether,
although, from intimations I received ft-om
time to -time from Merced's wife, (who was

staying at my place during her husband's

absence at the Conuconumo,) herself an In

dian of the pueblo Maroa, I was certain that

he was hanging about the place, and was re

ceiving food from the others. I never suc-

ceeded in catching him, though several times

I rose in the night and went by a circuitous

route to the men's quarters ; but he was al

ways too quick for me. Eamon admitted he

had been there, and was living somewhere in

the forest. He afterwards induced away th

stupid boy Narciso, and 1 saw no more ot

them. Eoja completed his month of service,

and left for Maypures, which defection nearly

deprived me of hands, as Eamon was sick, and
able to do very little, and Mateo was with

Merced Gil. The peons of this district are

hard to procure as workers. They are almost
all deeply in debt to the principal Creoles of

the pueblo, and when they are secured, they
are tit for little, as they have all the vices ol

a reduced and selfish race.
" As soon as Eamon was on his legs, we

tapped the trees, with a little better yield.

The water, after having risen to within a few
feet of the door of my rancho, subsided as

rapidly, and we had dry weather for a short

time, just as we had begun to despair of it.

" 19th.—I was again troubled with much
fever at mid-day, but the attack was not suffi-

ciently severe to prevent my getting through
the tapping of my trees.

" 26th.—During the past week the weather
had been very fine ; but, owing no doubt to the

stagnant water-pools, the forest now swarmed
with the zancudos mosquitos, and whilst at

work we literally led a life of torment. These
zancudos were of a reddish color, unfamiliar

to me, and they bit dreadfully in the shade of

the woods during the daytime, and came out
in full vigor on moonlight nights.

" I now sent Eogers down to San Fernando
to seek advice of the padre of the pueblo, who
enjoyed a local celebrity for physic. He went
with Merced Gil. He had not been able to

do one day's work in the forest for some time,

and was in a very weak condition.
' April 3d.—This was the third week of fine

weather; but I found the position I occupied
would not be tenable much longer, as I had
no more ammunition for my gun, and had,

therefore, to rely entirely upon the fish-hook.

In the night Eamon sometimes took a small

pecies of cayman, called bavia. I did not
dislike the flesh. It is best salted, but it had
an unpleasant odor and taste of musk about
t,—resembling the flesh of some large fish

more than that of an animal.

When it was fine I used to sleep on a rock
on the bed of the Orinoco below, in order to

avoid the zancudos.
" In the afternoon, after tapping the trees,

I used to set Eamon and Manuel to work with
hook and line; in the mean time, I paced up
and down upon the dry slab of rock at the
water's edge, in front of my rancho. It may
be imagined that the line was watched with
sufficient interest, as thereon depended supper
and breakfiist for the morrow. I did not lose

the best hours of the morning, as they were
given to the tapping process. We caught
some very large tembladors (electric eels) in

the pools of standing water in the forest. We
used to spear them with long lances of sharp-
ened saplings, as they lay concealed under the
rotten logs which darkened the water. These
pools also contained small fish of curious
shapes. I was delighted at discovering that

the sand-flies, those inveterate plagues of m
in these regions, are not without their ov

enemies. Mj' attention was at first attract

to a small fly thickly settling on the blank

that was suspended over the entrance to d

dark rancho ; and when I watched them mo
closely, I observed that each held a sand-l

spitted on its proboscis, which it had evident

secured on the wing from amongst the dar

ing myriads before the door, returning to t

blanket to consume the captives at leisui

A diminutive but active j'ellow wasp al

disported itself on the surface of the blank-

pouncing upon any of the sand-flies that I

came momentarily entangled in the hai

speedily devouring them. It is a misfortUi

that these exterminators are not more pi

portionate to their prey ! Most of the nati

fishing lines, and the best, are those made fn

the fibre of the young, still-folded leaf of

palm called cumare. Other palms, such
manriche, milite, macanilla, &c., make go
cord, but do not equal the cumare for streng

and the endurance of water. Our strong'

water cord is not to be compared to it. T
finestchinchoras (or hammocks) are also ma
from this palm, though the other three var
ties supply material for an inferior artic

but these tine chinchoras are the "grass ha

mocks" mentioned by the coast travellers.

" The rock at my rancho was a favorite

sort for numbers of butterflies of diffen

species, as all the rocks were that contain

little puddles, alternately covered and \

covered by the rise and fall of the river. Th
settle in closely packed clusters of color, ai

when disturbed, mount cloud like into the i

but soon re-settie on the margin of the poc
" 17th.—Easter Sunday.—The long cou

of Caribee fish was at last broken. We to

a caharo, a large fish, with an immense he£

the flesh is substantial, and makes good s

provision. I very soon tired of the tembladc
though they were not bad, but of too gelat

ous and viscous a consistency when cooked
be eaten constantly.

The rain now seemed fairly to have set

:

the river, after having fallen somewhat ]o\

than before, rose rapidly to within a few
"

of the rancho door. Many different kinds

ranos (tree frogs) and ground toads (zap

croaked loudly from the shore in as m'
dift'erent voices. The forest atmosphere
heavy with the fragrance of orchids, and ot)

plants of the same nature, unfoWing th

flowers to the increasing moisture that he

in the branches of the trees. Owing
turbid current of the rising river, fish beca

very difficult to procure, and the i-ains r

dered it impossible to work in the forest

'

success ; lagoons of standing water crossed

the paths. At the end of the month I ova

ated my position as no longer tenable."

Who Can Best be Spared ?—Young men,
is the first question your employers ask thi

selves when business becomes slack and wl

t is thought necessary to economize
natter of salaries. This question is answe
in an American journal to our satisfaction

answers the question who can best be spa

this way : The barnacles, the shirks, the mt
shifts, somebody's nephews, somebody's

]

teges, somebody's good-for-nothings. Yo
man, please remember that these are not

ones who are called for when responsible i

tions are to be filled. Would you like to ga
your own fitness for a position of prominer
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ould you like to know the probabilities of

ur getting such a position ? Inquire within !

hat are you doing to make yourself valuable
the position you now occupy? If you are

ing with your might what your bands find

do, the chances are ten to one that you will

)n become so valuable to that position that

u cannot be spared from it ; and then, singu-

to relate, will be the very time when you
11 be sought out by promotion for a better

Be content to grade among the men
10 can be spared, and you may rest assured

nothing will " spare" you so certainly

d 80 easily as promotion.

—

Late Papor.

For "The Friend."

To Children and to Parents.

The following extract from an epistle issued

London Yearly Meeting in the year 1800,

worthy the deep consideration both of

Idren and their parents in this day. That
th may be found walking in the way of

i-ist Jesus unto the fulfilment of their re-

ective obligations and duties; and, as re-

onsible stewards, serving their generation

ling to the will of God.
" Dear Friends, we believe there are many
you, and especially of the youth, who, in a

)od degree, have given up, and are giving

) yourhearts to serve the Lord. May you

bmit with patience to all the repeated bap
sms necessary for your refinement. The
)spel hath its tribulations ; but they are not

ie the sorrow of the world, which worketh
ath. They are intended to disturb the pol-

ted rests in mere worldly enjoyments
;
they

lite you to the living members of Christ'i

)dy, in whom the same things have been ac-

)mpli8hed ; and if they be accepted as tokens

his love, and abode under the proper time

ithout repining, they will completely unite

ou to him, the holy head.

Wherefore, ye dearly beloved youth, our

•easure, in whom we sometimes dare to de-

gbt, and to hope that you will one day suc-

3ed to the places of those faithful laborers,

'ho have passed, and ai-e passing from works

p rewards ; we entreat you, dear children,

—

^ith tender solicitude we press it upon you,

ee from every thing which tends to despoil

ou of your innocence ; and to render your
linds less receptive of that holy influence,

?hich your enlightened judgment domon-
trates to be truth.

And ye parents, be ye solicitous to dis-

harge your important and awful duty, with

erupulous attention. It is often too late to

yarn the youthful mind of danger, when your
iwn negligence or indulgence hath suft'ered

'Our offspring to deviate from that path of

implieity, in which you have thought your

elves bound to walk, and in which you have

bund peace. If you fail to suppress the early

)eginning8 of undue liberty, how can you ex-

)ect a blessing on your endeavors, when
urther deviations at length arouse your at-

.ention ;
and how, having failed to rule your

)wn house well, can you expect duly to ' take

iare of the church of God,' by performing that

00 much neglected duty of private admonition

;berein? There were of old those who brought

ihildren to Christ, in the days of his flesh
;

md now the religious parent can breathe no

warmer aspirations for them, than when he

commends his tender offspring to the protec-

tion of their Lord. But see. Friends, that

p'ou encourage no propensities in them which
prevent a union with him. Restrain them,

wo beseech you, from associating with those

whose influence and example lead away from
his law ; and be especially careful that you in-

troduce not among them, publications, which
are either wholly, or in part, repugnant to the

faith, as it is in Jesus. Let it be your own
daily care to endeavor after closer communion
with him, and to walk in meek submission to

his commands: so may you gain over the

minds of the youth providentially placed

under j'our care, that ascendency, which arises

from the united effects of sound judgment,

truest love, and a good example.

Finally, Friends of everj- age, of every rank,

we commend you to the protection of him
who died for us, and ' who ever liveth to make
intercession for us, who is able to save them
to the uttermost that come unto God by
him.'

"

Statistics of Intemperance.

Intemperance, with its train of attendant

evils, is likely to become an increasingly in-

teresting subject for moralists; and no phase

of the subject will command more attention

than its effect on the duration of life. No
one will question the fact of its influence in

this respect. Unhappily, nearly every one

can recall some individual corroboration of it,

while in the broader field of a community or

nation, it is more strikingly apparent. A
celebrated French physician, D. Everat, has

furnished statistics showing that the mortal-

ity from this cause is annually 50,000 in Eng-

land, 40,000 in Germany, 15,000 in Russia,

4,000 in Belgium, .3,000 in Spain, and 15,000

in France. Notwithstanding the universality

of this vice among nearly all classes of society,

few persons are aware of how materially hu-

man life is abbreviated by habits of intemper-

ance. F. G. P. Nelson, an actuary of London,

from a series of careful observations, has de-

duced some valuable statistics regarding this

subject, which prove that the average dura-

tion of life, after the commencement of in-

temperate habits, is as follows: Among beer
"

nkers, 21.7 years; among spirit drinkers,

7 years ;
among those who drink spirits in-

discrimately, 16.1 years. The death rate

among different drinkers. Nelson found to be

Among beer drinkers, 4.597 percent, yearly

among spirit drinkers, 5.996 per cent, yearly

among mixed drinkers, 6.194 per cent, yearly.

The annexed table of Neison contrasts the

xpectation of life between temperate and in

temperate persons.

Expectation of life for temperate and intern,'

perate persons.
Dnration of Life

oflntemp. comp.
with Temperate.

35 per ceut.

Ages. Temperate.

20 44.2 years.

30 36.5 "

28.8 "

21.2 "

14.3 "

Intemperate.

16.5 years.

13.8 "

11.6 "

10.9 "

Loss of Life.

28.7 years.

22.7 "

17.2 "

10.3 "

5.4 "

The expectation of intemperate persons

—

from the time of becoming intemperate—
varies with the vocation.

Among mechanics, working and laboring men, 18 y'rs.

Among traders, dealers and merchants, . 17

Among professional men and gentlemen, . 15 "

Among females, 14 "

It will be noticed that professional men,

addicted to drunkenness, are shorter-lived

than drunkards of other pursuits. In any

particular pursuit, where intemperance pre-

vailed to a great extent, and where it short-

ened life more than in others, the effect, like

that of unhealthy localities, would be to re-

duce considerably the average longevity of

that vocation.

For " The Friend."

A Letter of Jolin Barclay to Tliomas Evans.

Corydon, Sixth month, 1835.

No sooner were my eyes opened to see the

excellency there is in the Truth, now just

twenty years ago, than I began to appreciate

the blessed experience recorded by these

worthies, (our early Friends ;) who in the

same line of testimony were counted worthy,

as it were, afresh to cast up the way and re-

vive the ancient simplicity of the gospel.

Since that time, poor and feeble as I feel my-
self, and unworthy to bear the precious name
by which we are called, in the midst of blush-

ing at my own dwarfishness and abundant

occasion of humiliation and of exercise,—

I

may say, that this feeling and love to the pure

cause of Truth, as professed by our poor So-

ciety, has never slackened. How animating

it is, and comforting to believe,—as I have

done at this time, in the reading of thy letter,

and observing your exercises and efforts [in

America] on account of this most precious

eause,—that the Lord hath not forsaken those,

who desire to cleave to him, with full surren-

der of themselves ; that He is still near to

help in the needful time, to limit the power
of the enemy, and lift up a standard against

him, and to overrule all for the good of those

that fear Him. O ! how little do we know of

the designs of His wisdom and goodness to

his church : His people are permitted to be

bowed down, afliicted, oppressed; He chas-

tens them, and minishes them ; and then (as

the history of the church sets forth,) He raises

them up by his own arm of power, beyond all

expectation ;
He even works by poor, little,

feeble instruments, and in unlikely ways; till

he has effected, through suffering, the enlarge-

ment, strengthening, and glorifying of the

house of his glory. Isaiah Ix. Ixi., &c.

It is remarkable, that there is a numerous

body of scattered and hidden seekers, who
have tried all other ways, and retired from

them more or less ; and who are sincerely look-

ing to the spirituality of religion, and to ns as

holding up this view. By these the most

primitive productions are increasingly sought

and prized.

With regard to cutting down some of our

Journals, &c., I have always looked upon this

as a delicate or difficult matter to do unob-

jectionably. We are too apt, unconsciously

"to ourselves, to choose that which in our pre-

sent state and turn of mind we are impressed

with, or that which the present tendencies

and exigencies of the times seem to us to call

for; and possibly (for often it has been so) to

the unequal upholding of divine truth, or a

partial exhibition of the character and line of

testimony, which a Friend in his lifetime main-

tained. This doubtless, can be much guarded

against by a judicious hand, and under best

direction : but still I have been afraid of para-

phrasing upon, or extracting the experience of

others ; we may so readily give an aspect or

coloring different from the original document.

There has been, in my opinion, ever since the

creeping in of degeneracy, a correspondent

endeavor to refine upon, to remodel, and soften

down the rugged, plain truths delivered by

these ancients ; and I think I see this in many
of the publications that have of late years

issued from the press. The more pure days
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of the church yield me much the most interest-

ing and impressive experience. O ! how is

the simplicity overborne even in dedicated
minds, now-a-daj'S ; how refined, how self-in

dulgent. and full of reasonings are we ! At
what a low ebb in many places is our minis
try; even strangers noticing the change, and
the approach to their pulpit eloquence ; Scrip-
ture words indeed there are, yet often attend-
ed with but little of that authority, weight
savor and life, which tends to baptize and bow
down the spirits of all, and to humble the crea
ture under the mighty hand of Him, who
worketh all in all. Surely, among many
causes, our being so much mixed up with all

sorts of people, sometimes for purposes very
good in themselves, has contributed to this
state of things: "Strangers" to the life of
Christ inwardly revealed, have "devoured
our strength." Hosea vii. 9. I must conclude
with saying, may the Lord by his power in-
terpose, and show us whence we have fallen,
and preserve us from falling still more gener-
ally and utterly!

Farewell
! I shall be pleased to hear from

thee, whenever thou hast occasion or liberty
to address me; and sometimes, at least, think
of me as one that longs to endure to the end,
to hold fast faith and patience, till the Lord
say, it is enough.

I remain a poor and weak brother,

^_
J. B.

Colorado Parks.—The park itself is 9842
feet above the sea-level, or half as high again
as Mount Washington. The surrounding rim
18 some two thousand feet higher, while in the
distance, north, south, and west, may be seen
the snowy summits, fourteen thou.sand feet
high, of Gray's Peak, Pike's Peak, Mount
Lincoln, and

Other Titans, without muse or name.
The South Park is sixty miles long and

thirty wide, with a surface like a rolling/
prairie, and contains hills, groves, lakes, and
streams in beautiful variety. It forruerly
abounded with buffalo and other game, and
was a favorite winter hunting-ground of the
Indians and the white trappers, but since the
great influx of miners the buffalo have mostly
disappeared. Such, however, is the excellence
of the pasture that great herds of cattle are
driven up here to feed during the summer.
Several towns and villages have sprung up
around the mines in this vicinity, such
Hamilton, Fairplay, and Tarryall, to which
a stage-coach runs three times a week from
Denver.

In our old atlases, forty years ago, we used
to see the Eocky Mountains laid down as s

great central chain or backbone of the conti
nent; but they are rather a congeries of
groups scattered over an area of six hundred
miles in width and a thousand miles lono-

•

among them are hundreds of these parks'
from a few acres in extent to the size of the
State of Massachusetts. These mountains
differ so entirely from those usually described
by travellers, the Alps, the Scottish Hio-1

about fourteen thousand two hundred and
fifty feet, though even these are often bare in

August. In these p^rks the cattle live with-
out shelter in winter, and the timber is large
and plentiful at eleven thousand feet eleva-
tion. Glaciers are wanting, but instead we
have the rich vegetation, the wide range of
mountains, the pure, dry, and balmy atmos-
phere, and a variety, a depth and a softness
of color which can hardly be equalled on earth.—Fro7n " Colorado and the South Park," in

Lippincott's Magazine.

Selected.

LEAVE THE THINGS WHICH AEE BEHIND.
Leave behind earth's empty pleasure,

Fleeting hope, and changeful love;
Leave its soon-corroding treasure :

There are better things above.

Leave, ah, leave th)' fond aspirings,
Bid thy restless heart be still

;

Cease, oh, cease thy vain desiring.s,

Only seek thy Father's will.

Leave behind thy faithless sorrow
And thy every anxious care :

He who only knows tlie morrow
Can for thee its burden bear.

lands, and the White Mountains, that one can
scarcely believe that this warm air and rich
vegetation exist ten thousand feet above the
sea. In climate the Colorado mountains ap-
proach more nearly to the Andes, where the

fplTf'"" r?"''^ ^'?f
^"^'•teen thousand to I

leaves," lay perfectly "moTionIe"sr""Hii'j
seventeen thousaiid feet. Here snow begins cured the halfhatched bird, thinkinc^tof

titvTnfb« r*" [^*'>'u"^i°f'''''''®''"
quan- the little and perhaps the big children with ^tity to the extreme height of the tallest peaks, 'peep at a young partridge. The mother bird

HERE AND THERE.
Here 'mid death and danger mournfully we stay,
Every thing around us yielding to decay.
But in the better country sin's dark triumph o'er,
All things are enduring—life for ever-more.

Here with weary footsteps, in a desert waste.
Strangers in a strange land, we pass through in haste
There our rest awaits us, our hearts are gone before,
In that land of brightness—rest for ever-more.

Here our courage faileth in the storms of life,

Our hearts are sad and anxious, ruffled in the strife.

There the tempest endeth, the billows cease to roar,—
All is calm and tranquil, peace for ever-more.

Here amid our sadness, silence often reigns.
Or our voices mingle in low and plantive strains,
There no chord of sadness shall wake an echo more,
Heaven itself resoundeth—song for ever-more !

Here amid our sorrow sighs are often heard,
Fondest hearts are parted, sick with hope deferred

;

There no tear-drop faileth, hearts are never sore,
All is joy and gladness—joy for ever-more 1

Here 'mid deep'ning shadows wearily we roam,
Looking for the day-star, the bright light of home,
There the clouds shall vanish, the night of weeping o'er
Wliere the sun ariseth—light for ever-more !

Only a little longer have we to trust and wait.
Ere we reach the portals, pass the pearly gate.
Hear the shout of welcome from loved ones gone before
In our Father's mansions—home for ever-more.

Anonymous.

The Old Partridge and Her Young Ones.—
This story of the partridge was sent to us by
a dear little lame girl who is a lover of the
Laws of Life, and she induced her mother to
write it out for us, on purpose that we might
give it to the children, and she says, "Tell
them it is all a true story, too."
Hiram, our farmer, was out in our maple

orchard to-day, repairing the fences, when he
frightened from her nest a partridge brood
ing her wee ones. The birdlings were very
young, probably not more than a few hours
out of the shell. The old bird seeing her
chicks in danger, gave a peculiar note of
alarm, when all but one, still encumbered
with a large portion of a shell, ran away and
putting their little heads beneath some old

am Se-

ng to gratify

heard the distressful cry of the prisoner, at

evidently determined to effect its reU
directing the attention of its captor to herst

as being bigger game and more worthy of 1

care, she immediately fluttered at his feet

if unable to get away, she walked a little v
like a lame fowl, she humped up her back !

tried in vain to fly, having lost, apparent
the use of her wings and legs, all the til

uttering the same low, peculiar note of wai
ing which kept her little brown birds nestl

among the brown leaves so closely that tb
could not be distinguished from the leaves
any sign of life. Our kind-hearted Hin
had often witnessed similar exhibitions
motherly tact, and fully comprehended
ruse of the bird, so he allowed her to lead h
far away from her little flock, he all the wh
seeming to make attempts to catch
When they were quite a distance oft; s

spread her wings as well as any partridj

and in a circuitous course reached the see

of her disturbance, no longer a disabled bi

but perfectly well able to call her family
gether again, and care for them, as Hin
witnessed from behind a tree. Upon the lit

one which Hiram caught, and afterward
leased, she seemed to bestow the larger ehi

of her attention, picking off its shell,

urging it to run with the others, and givi

it a double share of food. She soon gather
her family together, consisting of fifteen

twenty brownies, and off' she went with th(

into the denser forest.

—

Imios of Life.

Selected for "The Friend.

The Work of Regeneration.

Eleventh month 19Lh, 1845.—The Month
Meeting of the Western District was held
day, which I was drawn to visit. The co
pany was unusually large; and after a til

of silent waiting, the stirring of the Lon
power was felt, under which I was gradual
enabled to preach the gospel of salvatic

through our Lord Jesus Christ ; showing th

the work of regeneration had its beginning
the heart, through obedience to the manif(
tations of his Spirit, in little things. O
Saviour thanked the Father that He had h
the things of his kingdom from the wise ai

prudent, and revealed them unto babes. 1

be brought into this blessed experience, -v

must become babes in Christ; and the on
icay to experience the new birth and chan;
of heart unto righteousness, is by faithfulne

to the requisitions of the Divine will, mat
known in us. Many things were broug;
forth out of the treasury-, by Him who aloi

has the key and command of it ; and throu^
Divine mercy and condescension the bapti
ing and solemnizing power of Christ, wei
forth over the assembly, to the comfort at

strength of the hungry, weary and exercis*

ones. Oh ! that I maj' be enabled in humilil
and abasedness of soul, to offer the tribute
thanksgiving and praise to Him who ha(
all power in his hand; and to walk befbi

Him with increasing fear and reverence, fi

all his great condescension and unmeritt
compassion towards me, a poor creature, ar
towards his church and people.— WilUi.

Evans' Journal.

A good swarm of bees will consist of aboi
thirty thousand, the queen laying from tw
to three thousand eggs a day, the work*
hatching out in about twenty-one days; so

easily understood why a colony keeps Use
up and throws off swarms.
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Tor "The Friend."

ircular of the Bible Association of Friends in

America.

In again calling tbe attention of Auxiliaries

the Annual Queries to be answered pre-

ous to the general meeting of the Associa-

)n on the 5th of Eleventh month, the Cor-
sponding Committee would press upon
iends, who have lieen engaged in the dis-

ibution of the Holy Scriptures, the import-
ice of furnishing full and accurate answers
all the Queries, and of forwarding their re-

)rt seasonably to the Depository.
It may be recollected, that in making dona-
)ns to Auxiliaries, the Board are guided in

ciding what number of Bibles and Testa-
ents shall be sent to each, by the informa-
)n given in its report. Ilence those Aux-
aries that do not report in time, are liable

be left out in the distribution.

Specific directions should be given in every
se, how boxes should be marked and for-

arded
; and their receipt should always be

omptli/ acknowledged.
Address John S. Stokes, No. 116 N. Fourth
reet, Philadelphia.

Samuel Bettle,
Charles Ehoads,
Anthony M. Kimber,

Committee of Correspondence.

Philada., Tenth mo. 1873.

QUERIES.
1. What number of families or individuals have been
atuitoiisly furnished with the Holy Scripturas by tlie

lixiliary during the past year ?

2. What number of Bibles and Testaments have been
id by the Auxiliary within the past year?
3. How many members, male and female, are there
longing to the Auxiliary ?

4. What number of families of Friends reside within
limits ?

5. Are there any families of Friends within your
nits not supplied with a copy of the Holy Scriptures

1 clear type, and on fair paper ; if so, how many ?

6. How many metiibers of our Society, capable of

ading the Bible, do not own such a copy of the Holy
riptures ?

How many Bibles and Testaments may probably
,1 disposed of by sale within your limits?

8. Is the income of the Auxiliary sufficient to supply
ose within its limits who are not duly furnished with
ie Holy Scriptures ?

|9. What number of Bibles and Testaments would it

I necessary for the Bible Association to furnish gratui-

Msly, to enable the Auxiliary to supply each family?
'10. What number would be required in order to fur-

ish each member of our religious Society, capable of

ading, who is destitute of a copy, and unable to pu
lase it ?

11. How many Bibles and Testaments are now c

ind ?

The " Bad Lands" of Nebraska.— On the
ght bank of the Missouri, and on the borders
r the White Eiver, in Nebraska, lies a dreary
ssert valley, some 80 feet deep, which the
rench expressively designate " Les Mauvai-
!S Terres." It may be doubted whether the
hole world offers a stranger or more impres-
ve landscape. Here geology recognizes the
3Stiges of astonishing diluvian action, and it

difficult to proceed many steps without
iriking one's foot against the fossil remains
f ancient animals.

It is a kind of world apart, says an Ameri-
m writer, a large valley which seems to have
sen excavated, in the first place, by an im-

lense vertical out-throw, and then modelled

Y the prolonged and incessant action of de-

adating agents. With a mean breadth of

3 and a total length of 90 miles, it developes
self in a westerly direction, at the foot of

the sombre mountain chain, known as the
Black Hills. On issuing from the immense,
uniform and monotonous prairie, the traveller
finds himself suddenlj- transported, after a
descent of 100 to 200 feet, into a depression
of the soil where rise a myriad of abrupt rocks,
irregular or prismatic, or like columns dress-

ed with enormous pyramids, and from 110 to

220 feet in height.

These natural towers are so multiplied over
the surface of this extraordinary region, that
the roads wind through them in narrow pas-

sages, and the labyrinth may be likened to

the irregular streets and narrow alleys of
some mediaeval European city. Seen from
afar, the interminable succession of rocks re-

sembles the massive monuments of antiquity

;

nor are turrets wanting, nor flying buttresses,

nor graceful arches, nor vaulted portals, groups
of columns, fagades, and taper spires. If at

one place the eye lights upon the ruins of a
feudal fortress, at another it surveys the grace-

ful ensemble of a Saracenic mosque. Or you
might almost say, in the distance, that it is a
fantastic "city of the dead."

—

Extract.

"The Friend.*

The Great Worit of Transformation.

O ! how great is the work to be done in the

heart of every individual, before it is fit for

the reception of the Heavenly Guest, who
only dwelleth in the temple of an undefiled

heart ! How many baptisms have we to pass

through, in order to purify and prepare us for

the knowledge of the "only true God, and
Jesus Christ whom He hath sent" once in a

body of flesh on the earth,—but who now ap-

pears by the eternal Spirit, in the heart of

every man. We have great instruction from
the narrative in holj' writ, of the preparation

which Elijah had to pass through on Mount
Horeb, before he was in a situation to discern

the " still small voice." He liad first to wit-

ness "a great and strong wind to break in

pieces the rocks,"—as a figure of that power,

which alone can subdue and soften the rocky

and obdurate nature in the human heart

;

" but the Lord was not in the wind." " And
after the wind, an earthquake,"—another need-

ful dispensation for the reduction of the crea-

ture, and the shaking and separating of the

earthly part, and every thing in man that can-

not al^ide the day of the Lord's coming, or

stand when he appeareth. "But the Lord
was not in the earthquake ; and after the

earthquake a fire ;"—that searching, consum-
ing, baptizing element—the fire of the Lord,

that consumesnoi only that which is light and
chaffy, but also the dross and tin and repro-

bate silver ; that nothing may remain, but what
can endure and abide the trial, as pure gold.

" But the Lord was not in the fire : and after

the fire, a still small voice." This ordeal we

must all pass through, according to our meas-

ure : it is the great work of regeneration ; and

in order to hear this "still small voice," we
must ourselves be still, as with our faces wrapt
in a mantle. The prince of this world must
be cast out, and his strongholds pulled down;
all pur imaginations and every high thing that

exalteth itself against the knowledge of God
must bo cast down, and brought into captivity

unto obedience, before we can know Christ

to be in us, " the hope of glory." The silence

of all flesh must be attained : the creature

must cease from its own willingsand runnings

and strivings: the holy command must be

obeyed,—" be still, and know that I am God:

I will be exalted among the heathen : I will

be exalted in the earth." Blessed and happy
are they, who thus seek, and thus find; and
having found, to them the glorious day is

come, when whatsoever they shall ask the
Father in the name of the Son, He will do it.

Before this day, how vain have been our peti-

tions, because not in the name, not in the
power of the Spirit of the Lord Jesus, but in

our own strength, time and will.

—

Daniel
Wheeler.

The Fight at the Wood-pile.—One night at

a late hour Br. Bcntly, well known among
the clergy of olden time, was disturbed at his

studies by a rattling sound among some wood
which, sawed and split for his study fire, had
been left by the teamsters the afternoon pre-
vious, too late to be properly housed. He
rose, went cautiously to the window, and saw
a woman filling her apron with wood, which
she hastily carried away. He resumed his

seat and recommenced his study. Shortly
after the same noise occurred, and looking
out a second time he saw a similar operation
—the woman filling her apron to its utmost
capacity. When she had gone he returned
to his book, with a tender pity in his heart
for a destitution which sought relief in this

lonely, dreary, not to say sinful manner. By
and by he was startled by a crash of falling

wood, and hurrying to the window, beheld
the poor woman casting the very dust of the
wood from her apron. He remained motion-
less, his gentle heart filled with commisera-
tion.

She swiftly departed, and soon returned
.

heavily laden with wood, which she threw
on the pile as if it were indeed " the accursed
thing." The doctor's compassion and curi-

osity were now intensely excited. He fol-

lowed her retreating figure till he discovered

her residence, and thus ascertained who she
was. What she was, was no mystery to him.

The last hour had shown him her virtue's

lofty height. He called early the next morn-
ing on Mr. B., the wood-dealer, and directed

him to send a half cord of his best wood,
sawed and split, to Mrs. , but by no means
to let her know from whom it came, which
was readilj'promised. Mr. B.'s teamster, who
happened to be within ear-shot, though out

of sight, was not so bound, and when he
tipped the wood into the poor widow's yard,

replied to her eager inquiry who sent it, by
relating the conversation he had overheard.

The conscience-stricken woman, feeling that

her sin and her repentance in the lonely dark-

ness of the midnight hour were known and
understood by another heart besides her own,
hastened without delay to the house of the

benevolent man to express her gratitude and
her sorrow, and with deep humility and bit-

terness told him the temptation, to which her

extreme poverty had reduced her, of break-

ing the eighth commandment. " Sir," she

said, " though my house was dark and cold,

though my heart was wrung with anguish at

the sight of my poor shivering little one, I

could not keep it! I could not keep it ! My
conscience would not let me !" "Say no more,

my dear madam," said the good man, " I

saw it all—I saw you conquer the devil in

two fair fights."

—

Salem Register.

And they that know thy name will put

their trust in thee, for thou. Lord, hast not

forsaken them that seek thee.
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For " The Friend."

IndiTidnal Faithfulness.

The following instructive incident, recorded

by Thomas Scattergood, during his journey

in North Carolina in 1792, seems worthy of

being revived at this time, as an encourage-

ment to individual faithfulness.

" 11th mo. 15th. After a good opportunity

in the family, we set oft' before the sun was up,

and rode to Spring Meeting. As our friend

John Carter and I rode together, he informed

me, that in his young years, being visited by

the Day-spring from on high, he sought much
to find a place of rest to his soul, and joined

the Baptists. After a time he grew dissatisfied

with their mode of worship, not feeling that

peace which he was in pursuit of; and one day

after seeking the Lord with great earnestness,

and begging of him to show him whether

that was the people he was to join himself to,

he went to their meeting with a determina-

tion that if be felt an evidence of the owning
love of God to attend his mind, he would sub-

mit to go into the water to be baptized, or

anything for peace sake : but on that day the

preacher held forth such doctrine, that it

turned him away from them in his mind, and

led him more and more into a lonely seeking

state. At this time the little company of

Friends in the neighborhood had grown so

weak as to neglect their meeting, and had
given consent for the Baptists to hold meet
ings in their meeting-house. For some time

his mind was impressed with an apprehension

that it was required of him to go and sit down
by himself in the meeting-house ;

but he put

it off, being ashamed. At length he went by

a private way, and sat down alone and was
greatly refreshed; but he could not do it pri

vately long, feeling a necessity to travel the

road openly, for his friends and neighbors
used to wonder where he went in private

One day in going to meeting he met with one
of them, who asked him where he was going,

and he told him honestly, ' I am going to meet-

ing:' 'Strange,' says the other, 'what will

you go there for!' He left him, however, by

the way, and had peace in the meeting. Next
time he went, seven of his neighbors hearing
of his going, joined him : and in process of

time he was united to the Society of Friends
zeal and religion revived amongst them, an(

there is now a large meeting, called Spring
Meeting, which we were at to day ; and this

Friend is a valuable minister amongst them
We had a favored meeting."

Bees as Architects.—A centre comb burdened
with honey was seen by Huber and others to

have broken away from its place, and to
"

leaning against the next so as to prevent the

passage of the bees. As it was in October,

and the bees could get no fresh material, they
immediately gnawed away wax from the old

er structure, with which they made two hori-

zontal bridges to keep the comb in its place
and then fastened it above and at the sides,

with all sorts of irregular pillars, joists, and
buttresses; after which they removed so much
of the lower cells and hongy, which blocked
the way, as to leave the necessary thorough
fares to different part of the hive, showing
design, sagacity, and resource. Huber men
tions how they will find out a mistake in theii

work and remedy it. Certain pieces of wood
had been fastened by him inside a glass hive,

to receive the foundation of combs. These
had been placed too close to allow of the cus-

tomary passages. The bees at first built on,

not perceiving the defect, but soon changed

their lines so as to give the proper distance,

though they were obliged to curve the combs

out of all usual form. Huber then tried the

periment another way. He glazed the floor

well as the roof of the hive. The bees can-

not make their work adhere to glass, and they

began to build horizontally from side to side;

nterposed other plates of glass in different

directions, and they curved their combs into

the strangest shapes, in order to make them
reach the wooden supports. He says that

this proceeding denoted more than instinct,

as glass was not a substance against which

bees could be warned by Nature, and that

they changed the direction of the work before

reaching the glass, at the distance precisely

suitable for making the necessary turns—en-

larging the cells on the outer side greatly, and

the inner side diminishing them propor-

tionately. As different insects were working
on the different sides, there must have been

some means of communicating the proportion

to be observed ; while the bottom being com-

mon to both sets of cells, the diflSculty of thus

regularly varying their dimensions must have

been great indeed. The diameter of the cells

also varies according to the grubs to be bred

n them. Those for males have the same
sides, with three lozenges at bottom, as those

for workers, and the angles are the same ;
but

the diameter of the first is 3J lines—that

for the workers only 2|. When changing
from one size to another, they will make
several rows of cells intermediate in size

gradually increasing or diminishing, as re

quired. When there is great abundance of

honey, they will increase both the diameter

and the depth of their cells, which are found
sometimes as much as an inch and a half in

depth.— Good Words.

The Dove and the Raven.—The dove is an
emblem of a gracious soul, which, finding no
rest for its foot, no solid peace or satisfaction

in this world, this deluged, defiling world,

returns to Christ as to its Ark, as to its Noah
The carnal heart, like the raven, takes up
with the world, and feeds on the carrion it

finds there ; but return thou to thy rest, O my
soul, to thy Noah, so the word is, Ps. cxvi. 7

that 1 had wings like a dove, to flee to Him
Ps. Iv 6. And as Noah put forth his hand,

and took the dove, and pulled her in to him
into the ark, so Christ will graciously pre-

serve, and help, and welcome, those that fly

to Him for rest. The olive-branch, which
was an emblem of peace, was brought, not by
the raven, a bird of prey, nor by a gay and
proud peacock, but by a mild, patient, hu
ble dove. It is a dove-like disposition that

brings into the soul earnests of rest and joy.

Some make these things an allegory. The
law was first sent forth like the raven, but
brought no tidings of the assuaging of the

waters of God's wrath, with which the world
of mankind was deluged ; therefore, in the
fulness of time, God sent forth His Gospel,

as the dove, in the likeness of which the
Holy Spirit descended, and this presents us
with an olive-branch, and brings in a better

hope.

—

Matthew Henry.

Touching Anecdote of a Spider.—" A fine old

English gentleman," (Mr. Moggridge,) with
abundant leisure for studies in natural history,

has written a very entertaining book on in-

sects, in one chapter of which (as a criti

asserts) he " elevates the character of th

spider." It is pleasant, at any rate, to kno"

that he has found out enough about the crei

ture's feelings to elevate science in the dir©

tion of mercy. The story is briefly as fo

lows :
" Mr. Moggridge had been iu the hab

of immersing for preservation his differei

specimens of spiders and ants in bottles

alcohol. He saw that they struggled for

few minutes ;
but he thought that sensatic

was soon extinguished, and that they wei

soon free from suffering. On one occasion 1

wished to preserve a large female spider i

twenty-four of her young ones, that he hs

captured. He put the mother into a bott

of alcohol and saw that, after a few moment
she folded her legs upon her body and was

rest. He then put into the bottle the yout

ones, who, of course, manifested acute pai

What was his surprise to see the mother rou

herself from her lethargy, dart around to ai

gather her young ones to her bosom, fold b

arms over them, and again relapse into inse

sibility, until at length death came to h

relief, and the limbs, no longer controlled
'

this maternal instinct, released their grasp ai

became dead I The effect of the exhibitii

upon him is a lesson to our common huma
ity. He has applied chloroform before ii

mersion."
Judging from the above, the spider is ci

tainly superior to the human animal, in t

fact that alcohol does not destroy her natui

affection.

—

Late Paper.

For "The Friend,

Will the Editors of " The Friend" give tl

extract a place in their paper? hoping

word in season" may have its effect with soi

of our young people.

In early life our ancient friend, Moe
Brown, had been a member of the Fi

Masons Lodge, but left it soon after he

brought under serious convictions, and f

bound to walk consistently with the Gos]

of Christ Jesus. He says :
" About five yet

after I left the attendance of the lodge, I 1

came a member of the Society of Frien<

whose discipline was and is against the me
bers of our religious Society joining

meetings or public entertainments of the

called Free Masons."
" It has long been known that Friends ha

been opposed to all oaths, secret combii

tions, and public parades—well knowing th

the vanity and exaltation of the human hei

are to be subdued and checked."

What Railway Bust is Composed of.—Jose

Sidebotham has made a microscopical exar

nation of dust blown into a railway carria

near Birmingham (England). He says :

spread a paper on the seat of the carriaj

near the open window, and collected the di

that fell upon it. A rough examination of tl

with a two-thirds power, showed a large p
tion of fragments of iron, and, on applying

soft iron needle, I found that many of th

were highly magnetic. They were mos
long, thin and straight, the largest bei

about l-150th ofan inch, and, under the pov

used, had the appearance of a quantity of <

nails. I then, with a magnet, separated 1

iron from the other particles.

" The weight altogether of the dust (

lected was 5-7 grains, and the proportion

those particles composed wholly, or in pj
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iron was 29 grains, or more than one half,

le iron thus separated consisted chiefly of

Bed particles of dross or burned iron, like

linkers ;' many were more or less spherical,

:e those brought to our notice by — Dan-

r, from the flue of a furnace, but none so

looth ; they were all more or less covered

th spikes and excrescences, some having

)g tails, like the old 'Prince Rupert's drops;'

ere were also many small, angular particles

e cast iron, having crystalline structure.

'The other portion of the dust consisted

gely of cinders, some very bright angular

igments of glass or quartz, a few bits of

How metal, opaque, white, and spherical

dies, grains of sand, a few bits of coal, &c.
" After the examination of this dust, I could

sily understand why it had produced such

itation ; the number of angular, pointed,

d spiked pieces of iron, and the scorice, or

nkers, being quite sufficient to account for

unpleasant effect.

" I think it probable that the magnetic
ips of iron are laminae from the rails and
es of the wheels, and the other iron parti-

,
portions of fused metal, either from the

al or from the furnace bars. The large pro-

rtion of iron found in the dust is probably
ring to the metal being heavier than the

dinar}' dust, and accumulating in cuttings

ch as those between the two stations named.
" If I had to travel much by railway through
at district, I should like to wear magnetic
ilway spectacles, and a magnetic respirator

dry weather."

—

Late Paper.

Selected.

Fonr Steps that Lead to Peace.

Bo desirous to do the will of another, rather

an thine own.
Choose always to have less rather than
ore.

Wish always and pray, that the will of God
ay be wholly fulfilled in thee.

Seek always the lowest place, and to be in-

rior to every one.

NATURE'S LESSONS.
There is a lesson in each flower,

A story in each stream and bower

;

On every herb o'er which we tread

Are written words which, rightly read,

Will lead us from earth's fragrant sod,

To hope and holiness and God.

THE FRIEND.
TENTH MONTH 18, 1873.

OHIO YEARLY MEETING
The following account of the

this body has been furnished by a Friend

ho was in attendance :

Ohio Yearly Meeting convened on Second-

y, 9th mo. 2'3th : the first sitting of the

leeting of Ministers and Elders having been

eld on Seventh-day previous. The Repre-

jntatives were all present except one, who
'as prevented from attending by iudisposi-

on.

Minutes transmitted by the Select Meeting

n behalf of Clarkson Sheppard, a minister,

is companion Joseph Scattergood, and Isaac

[organ, a minister, members of Philadel-

hia Yearly Meeting, were read, and these

'riends were recorded as acceptably in at-

endance. A proposition was offered by a

riend to appoint a committee to consider the

abject of correspondence with other bodies,

and if way should open for it, prepare essays

of Epistles to be laid before the Yearly Meet-

ing at a future sitting. In the remarks upon

this subject, particular reference was made to

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, butupon solidly

considering the subject way did not open to

take any step therein at present.

A minute of the Meeting for Sufferings was

read, stating that by reason of death and other

causes, the Yearly Meeting's representation

in that body had become considerably reduced.

The subject was referred to the Representatives

to propose a suitable number of Friends to be

added thereto, to a future sitting.

A committee was named to examine and

settle the Treasurer's account, consider of a

to be raised for the use of the meeting,

and propose a Friend to serve as Treasurer

the ensuing year.

Third-day, 9th mo. 30th. The Meeting of

Ministers and Elders again assembled at 8

o'clock. The General Yearly Meeting met at

11 o'clock. Report was made on behalf of the

Representatives that they were united in pro-

30sing Wilson Hall as Clerk, and Joseph

Branson as assistant, who were approved and

appointed. The Queries and answers, as far

the eighth, inclusive, were proceeded with,

in the course of which a lively exercise pre-

vailed in reference to several of the important

subjects thus brought into notice, and much
pertinent and instructive counsel was im-

parted. A minute expressive of the exercise

of the meeting was directed to be prepared

and produced at a future sitting.

Fourth-day, 10th mo. 1st. The meeting for

worship was held in the morning. In the

afternoon the Report of the Boarding School

Committee was read : during the winter ses-

sion this school had been attended by about

58 scholars, and during the summer, 16. Th
financial statement for the year showed a

balance in favor of the school. A proposition

was made by the committee that its numbers

should be increased by the addition of a few

Friends from Iowa, which was referred to the

Representatives, to report to a future sitting

A minister from a distance opened a concern

to visit the women's meeting, which was ac-

complished at this sitting.

A report from the Book Committee was

read, stating that S393 had been expended in

the purchase of over 700 volumes and about

150 pamphlets relating to the doctrines and

testimonies of the Society, for circulation

among the members of the Yearly Meeting

and others. A number of these had been sold,

some gratuitously disposed of, and others

loaned. The Committee proposed that an

addition of $150 should be made to the funds

in their hands, which was approved. The
report was satisfactory, and the Committee

was continued and encouraged to prosecute

its labors in the dissemination of the approved

writings of Friends.

A report from the committee to examine

the Treasurer's account was read, proposing

that $400 should be raised for the use of the

meeting, the ensuing year.

Fifth-day, 10th mo. 2d. A minute expr

ing the concern of the meeting on several of

the subjects brought before it by the answers

to the Queries was read, bringing feelings of

tenderness over the meeting, and earnest de

sires that through the blessing of the Head of

the church, the fervent exercise which had

been felt on these accounts might extend to

the i-emoval of the deficiencies referred to,

and the comfort of their absent members.
The minute was directed to be inserted in the

extracts to be printed for distribution among
the subordinate meetings.

Report was made that most of the Repre-
sentatives had met, and were united in pro-

posing the addition of several Friends from
Iowa upon the Boarding School Committee,
ho were appointed.

Several Friends were also proposed by the

Representatives as an addition to the meet-

ng's representation in the Meeting for Suffer-

ngs, who were approved and appointed to

that service. The visit of a woman Friend

to the men's meeting was performed at this

sitting.

Reports from each of the Quarterly Meet-

gs upon the subject of education, were read,

showing a total number of 850 children of a
suitable age to attend school. Of these 302
had attended Friends' schools exclusively

;

390 the district schools exclusively ; 91 had
attended mixed schools, and 67 had not gone
to school the past year. Friends were en-

couraged to maintain a lively interest in the

mportant subject of the education of the

youth in schools under the care of Friends.

The records sent up by the respective Quar-
tei-ly Meetings, of the members of the Select

Meeting deceased during the year, were read.

On the conclusion of the business of the mens'

and women's meetings respectively, the shut-

ters dividing the apartments were raised at

the request of a ministering Friend, and after

religious opportunity, the meeting solemnly

concluded.

At times during the transaction of its busi-

ness, and when gathered for the solemn pur-

pose of Divine worship, the overshadowing of

Ancient Goodness was felt in a peculiar manner
to be near the assembly, contriting, we believe,

many hearts into feelings of gratitude for the

renewal of the Lord's mercies, and afresh

animating them to faithfulness in the support

of our christian doctrines and testimonies.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The London Times says the population

of the British possessions beyond the seas, according to

official statements, was 202,343,872 in 1871. British

India had 190,663,623 inhabitants ;
Australia, including

New Zealand and Tasmania, 1,978,748 ; Cape of Good
Hope and other African settlements, 1,333,564; the

West India Islands, 1,062,077 ; British North America

3,748,857 ;
Mauritius, Hong Kong, Malta, British

Guiana and other colonies .3,5-57,003 : total, exclusive

of the home population in the British Islands, 202,-

S'ir Samuel Baker, the distinguished African explorer,

has returned with his wife to England.

A Dublin dispatch says the Irish Agricultural La-

borer's Union, in the event of the government failing to

settle the question of waste lands in Ireland, have de-

cided to emigrate to the United States en masse.

John Bright has issued an addre-ss to his constituents,

at Rochdale, proposing himself for re-election. He says

the post he has accepted in the government will put it

in his power to serve the principles which he has con-

stantly maintained, better than if he remained only a

member of Parliament. When unable longer to advance

these principles, or perform the duties of the office, he

will retire.

An open air demonstration at Cork on the 12th inst.,

in favor of Fenian amnestv, home rule, and the rights

of labor, was attended by 20,000 persons. The proceed-

ings were accompanied with much disorder.

Large shipments of specie from London to New York

continued during the week ending the Uth inst.

London, 10th mo. 13th.—Consols 921 a 92}. On the

13th, three hundred and five thousand pounds sterling

in bullion, was withdrawn from the Bank of England

for shipment to the U. States.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, did. a 9}d.; Orleans,

9id. a nd.
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Twenty-seven members of the Municipal Council of

Paris have published an address in which they declare

that the Assembly has no right to alienate the national

sovereignty ; affirm that a majority of the people reject

the claim of the Count de Chambord to the throne of

France, and request the deputies from the Department
of the Seine to declare frankly how they propose to vote

when the question of a change in the government is

brought up in the Assembly.
A committee of the monarchical members of the

Assembly would meet on the 17th, to receive and con-

sider Count Chambord's final reply, and communicate
the result of the deliberations to the bureau of the Ai

sembly.
Elections to fill vacant seats in the Assembly took

place the 12th inst. in four departments. Partial re-

turns indicate the success of the Republican candidates,

Grevy, formerly President of the Assembly, has de-

clared himself in favor of the Republic.

A Paris telegram to the Times states that Thiers in-

tends to advocate the prolongation of the term of Mac-
Mahon as President, thus depriving the monarchists ol

the support of the Left Centre, and probably precipita-

ting the dissolution of the monarchial coalition.

It is reported that when the Assembly is asked to

vote in favor of the restoration of the monarchy and
the elevation of the Count de Chambord to the throne
as King Henry V, Rouher will propose as a substitute

that the monarchical principle be established, but that

it be left to the country to decide which monarchy ii

preferred.

Great interest is manifested in the trial of Marshal
Bazaine, at Versailles. The accusation charges him
with the responsibility for the surrender of Metz, and
the loss of the army which was the only hope of the
nation. It is alleged that he neglected to give proper
information of the situation so that precautions against
scarcity of provisions might have been taken, that he
failed to destroy the material of war left at Metz, while
he was careful to destroy all correspondence which
might compromise himself; for receiving in person
visits of German officers, and manifesting undue h;

to capitulate, having entered into negotiations with
Prince Frederick Charles before making an effort to

break his lines, &c.
The Republican deputies to the Assembly, on the

13th, waited on Thiers and tendered their congratula-
tions on the result of the recent elections. He expressed
his gratification also because it would strengthen the
hands of the opponents of the monarchical schemes.
The Journal de Paris, on the other hand, declares that
these elections demonstrate the necessity for the restora
tion of the monarchy to prevent impending anarchy.
The German Ministers of Commerce and the Interior,

have issued instructions to the district authorities tt

expel all emigration agents who are domiciled in Ger-
many.
The Emperor of Austria will visit the Emperor of

Russia at St. Petersburg, near the close of the year.

Madrid dispatches announce the defeat ofa large bod
of Carlists in the province of Navarre. A column of
2000 insurgents made a desperate sortie from Cartagena
on the 7th inst., but was driven back with heavy loss

in killed and wounded.

A battalion of Greeks having tendered their services
in defence of the Republic, President Castelar has ad-
dressed them a letter thanking them for their offer, but
refusing to accept it.

The insurgent fleet of four war vessels attacked the
government squadron, near Cartagena, on the 11th inst.

The insurgent vessels were considerably injured and
were compelled to return to Cartagena harbor. The
inhabitants of the city have been notified that a general
bombardment by sea and land will soon take place.

The Mexican Congress has decided on a separation
of Church and State ; no laws shall be made establish-
ing or prohibiting any religion. Matrimony is to be a
civil contract. Religious institutions cannot hold pro-
perty. A simple promise to speak the truth, with pen-
alties in case of violation, is .substituted for the religious
oath. The laws do not recognize monastic orders, or
)iermit their establishment under any pretence. The
Jesuits have been ordered to leave Mexico at the first
opportunity afforded by American, English or French
packets. The new constitution, and the reforms pro-
posed by it, are bitterly denounced by the Catholic
priesthood, and excommunication is threatened to all
per-sons who recognized the innovations. The President
of Mexico has Issued a call commanding all officers and
employ&s of the Republic, to affirm, without any reser-
vation, and to guard and cause to be guarded, the addi-
tions to the constitution. These things they are re-
quired to dO; or they cannot continue in their several

charges or employments. These important additions to
the constitution were proclaimed on the 25th ult.

The great storm of 8th mo. 2-lth and 2oth, off the
coasts of Kewfoundland and Nova Scotia, and in the
Gulf of St. Lawrence, destroyed 1122 vessels, 43-5 of
which were small fishing schooners. The estimated
number of lives lost at sea and on land by this terribh
storm, is about six hundred. The New England fish

ing interests have suffered heavy losses.

United States.—The interments in Philadelphi;
last week numbered 263. There were 39 deaths of con
sumption, 19 debility, 13 convulsions, 11 apoplexy, 10
marasmus.
New York had 452 deaths last week.
Shreveport, Louisiana, has been almost depopulated

by yellow fever. The disease is also making terrible
ravages in Memphis, Tennessee.

According to a recent official statement, the debt of
the city and county of New York amounU to §136,208,-
961, with a sinking fund of §23,238,612.
The question of annexation was voted on in Boston

and the adjacent towns of Charlestown, Brighton and
West Roxbury, last week, and it was decided that th
suburban towns should be added to Boston, thus giving
it a population of over 300,000.
The manufacture of beet sugar promises to be suc-

cessful in California. It is stated that the factory in
Sacramento will make this year 8000 barrels of sugar,
valued at over §200,000.
The exports of produce from New York have been

heavy for several weeks past. In the week ending the
10th inst. they amounted to $8,378,130, and in the two
previous weeks about §13,000,000.
The petroleum trade of this year shows a large in-

crease over 1872. During the nine months ending 9th
mo. 30th, 97,535,987 gallons were exported. The daily
production is estimated at from 26,000 to 27,000 barrels.
The business of the Pennsylvania railroad during the

Ninth month was unprecedentedly large. The number
of cars which arrived at the Philadelphia depot
6-5,310, requiring 114 daily freight trains. Forty-two
passenger trains also arrived and left the depot every
day, giving an aggregate of 156 daily trains. In 1872
only 77 daily freight trains were required for its busi-
ness.

The valuation of the taxable property of St. Louis
for the current year consists of real estate §166,963,230,
and personal §33,548,260. The taxes amount to §4,

The Markets, .fee.—The following were the quotations
on the 13th inst. New Fori.—American gold, 108f.
U. S. sixes, 1881, 114} ; ditto, 1865, 110} ; ditto, 1862,
106J; 10-40, 5 per cents, 106|. Superfine flour, §6.40
a $6 ; State extra, $6.35 a ^6.70 ; finer brands, $7 a
$10.50. Red western wheat, $1.54; No. 1 Chicago
spring, $1.40

; No. 2 do., $1.32 a §1.35 ; No. 3 do., §1.30.
West Canada barley, §1.75. Oats, 48 a 54 cts. Western
mixed corn, 59 a 60 cts.

;
yellow, 62 a 62J cts. PhUa-

rfe/pAia.—Middlings cotton, 18 a 19J cts." for uplands
and New Orleans. Superfine flour, $4 a §4.75 ; extras,
§5 a §6.25

;
finer brands, §7 a $10. White wheat, $1.70

a §1.80; amber, $1.65; red, $1.50 a $1.55. Rye, 95
cts. Y'ellow corn, 65 cts. Oats, 49 a 54 cts. Hams,
14 a 16 cts. Lard, 85 a 8A cts. Cloverseed, 9i a 10 cts.
Beef cattle dull. About 3900 head were sold at 6f a 7}
cts. per lb. gross for extra, 5i a 6| cts. for fair to good
and 4 a 5 cts. per lb. for common. About 12,000 sheep

cts. per lb. gross, and 8,000 hogs at §7 asold at 5 i . . - o ,

§7.25 per 10"0 lb. net. aicar/'o.—No.' 1 spring wheat
$1.06J a $1.07; No. 2 do., $1.01 a $1.02; No. 3 do., 95

No. 2 mixed corn, 36J cts. Oats, 32 cts. Lard,
7i a 7f cts. St. Louis.—No. 2 winter red wheat, §1.55;
No. 3 fall red, §1.33 ; No. 2 spring, 98A cts. No. 2
mixed corn, 44 cts. Oats, 35 cts.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDIAN
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A teacher of the school will be wanted at the com-
mencement of the Spring term.
Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshal Iton, Chester Co., Pa.
Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada.
Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Chester

Co., Pa.
Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. 0., Philada.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, [Twenty-third Ward,) PhUadelphia.
Physician and Superintendent—Joshua H. Worth-

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may be

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board of
Managers.

NOTICE.

The Annual Meeting of the Auxiliary Bible Associj
tion of Friends of Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting, wi
be held at No. 109 North Tenth Street, on Fourth-da
evening, the 29th inst., at 7i o'clock.

A. M. KniBER,
Philada. 10th mo. 10th, 1873. Secretary,

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session will open on the 3rd i

Eleventh month. Friends intending to send pupils I

the In.stitution are requested to make early applicatio
to Aaron Sharple&s, Sup't, Street Road P. C
Chester Co., Pa., or to Charles J. Allen, Treasure
304 Arch St., Philadelphia.

Died, at the Presbyterian Hospital in New Y'ork,
the 14th of 6th month, 1873, Amos W. Foster,
Westerly R. I., son of Thomas and Phebe Foster, ag
31 years. Having undergone a surgical operation f<

aneurism, which proved unsuccessful, it was foun
necessary to amputate his leg. Long continued sufl_

ing having prostrated his strength and secondary hec
orrhage coming on, he did not long survive. He hi

manifested great integrity from early life, and had o:

times evinced deep religious feeling. After the fit

operation, feeling that his recovery was doubtful, he b
came deeply concerned for the salvation of his soi

expressing his regret that he had not been more faiti

ful to the requirements of the Saviour as revealed 1

his Spirit in the heart, saying it would be but just if 1

was cast off forever. The conviction that he had som
times shunned the cross in regard to dress and addre!
brought much distress and conflict, and he remarke
" If I recover I must wear the plainest of clothes ai

use the plainest of language, and perhaps bear the sci

of men." On one occasion he said to his wife, " I str

gled last night for two or three hours beseeching tl

Lord .Jesus that He would once more have pity on
not for health or even life; but for his invincible ar
of power to be round about me. And how earnest
did I cra\'e that my will might be broken, and that

might be just what He would ha%'e me to be." Aft
this, his deeply penitent soul found forgiveness, and )

patiently waited for the Lord to direct the event.
another time he said, " It seems to me if the earth
needed shaking it is at the present time. I ha'

thought since lying here, how many pursue with gre
eagerness their business or pleasure, with scarcely
thought of their salvation, or of their awfully resp'o

sible duty to God and their fellow creatures."
again he repeated, with much feeling "Strait is tl

gate and narrow is the way which leadeth unto life, ai

few there be that find it." He sent messages of 1

all his young friends at home, and expressed his co
cern for their spiritual welfare, but that he was fearf

some of them would not bear the cross and despise tl

shame as becometh a christian. He was frequently e
gaged in prayer not only for him.self but for his'de;

wife, encouraging her to frequent, fervent prayer f

herself, and earnestly enjoining on her to bring up the
son " strictly to fear the Lord," " begin early and t

him in a way that he will not think it is all outwaiL
make him feel that it is really inward, in his heart
He frequently spoke of his own dear home, and said
would have preferred to die there, but had no will
his own ; adding, " if he felt an assurance of being ;

cepted in the Beloved, it mattered not where or whei
After the .secondary hemorrhage commenced he ejac
lated, " Lord Jesus receive my spirit." " I long t

part and be with Jesus." He passed away without
struggle, and, as we reverently believe to the mans
of rest and peace.— , near CJordonsville, Ya., 8th mo. 19th, 18;
Samuel W. Smedley, a member of the Monthly Mei
ing of Friends of Philadelphia for the Northern D
trict, in the 43d year of his age. Having, in his earli
life, been drawn from the path of self-denial, he pass
through much suffering and distress of mind on accou
thereof. He was humbled and contrited under a sen
of his transgressions, and as the end drew near, w
earnestly concerned to know the work of regenerati'
to be accomplished : saying that he could not be sat
fied with the doctrine of some who say :

" Only beliei
and the work is done for us." His friends have t

comforting belief, that through the mercy of God
Christ Jesus, his sins were washed away, and an adm
tance granted among the redeemed of all generations

, on the 29th of Ninth month, 1873, Benjam
Lowry, in the 64th year of his age, a member of t

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia. " Bless
ate those servants whom the Lord, when He come
shall find watching."
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Ask for the Old Paths, and Walk Therein.

The following ave extracts from Annual
(istles of London Yearly Meeting, at a
riod when the good old principles and tes-

lonies of the Society were precious, and in-

Icated with care. Alas, for the change after

ange since that day ! It almost makes one's
art sick to retrospect the more recent past,

view of the refining upon, and the reraodel-
r of the ancient practices and doctrines
aich has obtained there, and which, as woe
cceeds woe, is still lamentably going on.

j-er since the creeping in of degeneracy—the
ginning of the revolutionary wave—with
ch determinateness of purpose have some

ht to throw overboard one testimony
;er another, that we feel almost safe in say-

that fewer steps remain than those al-

^dy taken, to bring our Society there back
the bondage which our early Friends came

\t from.

Amid all this, it is gratifying to see that
toe in that Yeai-ly Meeting are brought un-
•T painful apprehensions, with sorrow and
iffering on these accounts. May such in that
tid, with an afflicted remnant in this, seek
: dwell near to the unfailing Source of ever-

Bting strength, and with earnest, prayerful
^plication of soul, beseech Him, who is still

nong this people and is mighty to deliver,

at He would yet spure and pitj^ ; that He
ould again turn our captivity; that He would
store judges as at the first, and counsellors

. at the beginning ; and more and more mag-
fy his name and kingdom in the earth.

1715. "There still remains a weighty con-
irn upon us, for the whole church to labor
id travail in deep humility, self-denial, and
event supplication to the God and Father of
1 our mercies, that we be at peace among
irselves, and follow those things which make
•r peace and concord in all the churches of
hrist; whereby we may enjoy consolation in

tm, and the comfort of true love. For this

id be very watchful against the contrary spirit

id work of division, that there may not be
ly breach, schism, or discord amongst us.

he Lord is one ; and his name, power and
lirit one ; and he hath called us to be one, in

jarity, ia principle, and in practice. Let us

all, therefore, diligently follow and pursue the
same, according to the degrees of that divine

grace, wisdom and understanding given us of

God, through the dear Son of his love, Jesus
Christ, our only Mediator. And let tis all

diligently follow him, and his example, in his

divine light and spirit, wherein Satan (the

adversary, the devil, the murderer and divi-

der) hath no place
; that the power of Christ

Jesus, in whom the prince of the world hath
nothing, may reign over all forever; to whose
name and power every knee must bow, and
tongue confess. We pray God that Friends
every where may truly reverence his name
and power, and be mindful of his kingdom
and government over all."

"The sufferings of Friends, brought in this

year from England and Wales, amount to four

thousand nine hundred pounds and upwards
for tithes, and these called church rates, &c.

ut chiefly on account of the former.

"We understand also, that although since

last Yearly Meeting nine Friends have been
discharged from imprisonment, there yet re-

main nine other prisoners in divers parts of

England, mostlj^ on account of tithes; and
one Friend hath died a prisoner.*

" A tender concern being upon the spirits of

many brethren, for the keeping up our ancient

testimonies in the truth against pride, and the
vain fashions and customs" of the world; it is

desired and advised, that Friends in all places

(in the wisdom of God) endeavor to train up
their children in the fear of the Lord, and be

good examples to them, in keeping to the cross

of Christ, both in plainness of habit and
peech ; and that none do countenance or con-

nive at them, in going from the ancient sim-

plicity of the Truth, m which we Aaye appeared

xs a people called of God, to bear testimony
to his name ; nor make light of those testimonies,

which by our ancient Friends (who trod the

way before us) were borne through great

perils and dangers, to the hazarding the lives

nd estates of manj'; the weight of whose ex-

ercises remains fresh upon the minds of a

remnant, to the stirring up of a godly zeal in

them against all false libertj% and sinful ease

in the flesh, which is too apt to grow up among
some professing the same Truth with us, in

this our day, for want of due watchfulness and
obedience to the light of Christ, and keeping low

and humble before the Lord; by reason where-

of, many evils got in amongst us ; viz : Pride

of apparel; making of mixed marriages with
persons of contrary judgment; bowing, and
giving flattering titles to men ; the saying of

ye or you, to a single person ; and calling the

days of the week, and the months, by heathen
names, to the declining of Truth's testimony,

and giving occasion of stumbling to such as

are seeking after the knowledge of the same,

as it is in Jesus. These things are cause of

* It will be seen by this—and similar records are not

infrequent—that Friends in the early day suffered for

this ckristioM. tesbimcmy even unto death.

sorrow of heart and trouble to the Israel of
God; yea, cause of great mourning; and call

for humiliation and amendment in the camp of
God ; that every evil and hurtful thing being
cast out, truth may prevail, and the profes-

sors thereof may stand faithfully against all

snares and temptations; that the blessing of

God, in which there is no sorrow, may rest

upon and abound in the whole church of

Christ.
" And that our children may be preserved

from the wiles of Satan, as much as in us lies,

let a godly care and concern be upon the

minds of all parents to watch over them, with

supplications to the Lord, that they be not
drawn away from the innocency, simplicity

and plainness of the way of Truth ; and labor,

in a sense of Truth, to reach the witness in

them, that they may feel in their own spirits

a degree of fear and reverence towards God

;

and instruct them to follow his counsel, and
obey his voice; as the tribes of Israel were
required of God to teach his precepts dili-

gently unto their children. Deut. vi. 7. So
be you concerned to acquaint them how the

Lord led you from one degree of faithfulness

to another, in a denial of the world's corrupt

ways, language and customs ;
which while we

(in disobedience to him) walked in, we could

not enjoy true peace : but as we bore the cross,

and bowed to his will, we had an evidence of

acceptance with him. And be careful that

none of you, by a neglect herein, become ex-

amples unto them to depart from the Scrip-

ture language, wherein is true propriety of

speech."

1728. " At this time, as at several other

times in former years, it hath been the con-

cern of this meeting to advise upon particular

occasions, and in particular cases; which oc-

casions could not offer themselves in this manner,

if all Friends, who make profession of the

holy Truth with us, did duly regard the teach-

ings of the grace of God in themselves, and
obey the advice of that wonderful Counsellor;

because it is most certain, that all those who
do or shall attend to the teachings and coun-

sel of the Holy Spirit of God, will find cause

to say, with the Psalmist, "Thy command-
ment is exceeding broad;" for by it all may
bo sufficiently instructed, and prepared to

every good work.
Finally, dear Friends, our beginning was in

the Spirit, and our comfortable fellowship is

under the holy influences of it; therefore let

all be diligent in waiting on God for the re-

newings thereof, and watching in it, whereby
the snares of the evil one may be seen and
avoided, and we continue a people, to the praise

of His name, who hath called us out of dark-

ness into his marvellous light, and therein

shine, as his children before the world. And
we earnestly pray the Father of all our mer-

cies may keep you blameless unto the day of

the coming of his Son, our Lord Jesus Christ

;

in the fellowship of whose Spirit we salute

you, and remain your friends and brethren."
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For "The Friond."

The Isles of Shoals.

This small group of barren islands, off th

coast of New Hampshire, which for several

years past has been a place of much resort

during the summer months on account of its

singularly equable and bracing climate, is the

subjectofan historical sketch by J. S. Jenness
lately published, some portions of which seem
of more than local interest. These rock)

islets, now nearly uninhabited, are shown to

have been at one time of considerable import
ance during the early settlement of New Eng-

land. The following passages are extracted

"The islands are not, in themselves, more
attractive, perhaps, than many others on the

New England coast. They are but stacks of

bulging granite, weather-bleached, tossed over
with boulders of all sizes, ragged and torn on
the edges where they confront the ocean, and
everywhere of a broken, irregular surface.

No smooth ground is upon them, except a few
acres of mowing land on Haley's, and a few
vegetable gardens upon Star. They are wholly
destitute of trees, and even of shrubs, except
huckleberry and bayberry bushes, woodbines,
wildroses, and such like, wherever in the
crevices of the rocks the shallow roots have
found a handful of soil. Moreover, this dearth
of vegetable life is naturally accompanied by
a scarcity of animal life. Land animals are
rarely seen ; singing birds find little here to

attract their stay. The stillness of the islands,

in calm weather, is profound; their barrenness
absolute.

"The reason of the preference these bare
Islets have acquired as a 'watering place,' is

not, however, far to seek. It is to be found
chiefly in their climate.

"The easterly winds that sweep landward
over New England, are caught in the north
by the long coast of Acadia and Maine, and
emptied into Casco Bay; while, on the south,
the projecting arms of Cape Cod and Cape Ann
gather them up and pour them into the 'Bay
of the Massach usetts.' Thence come the cheer-
less fogs, and mists, and soaking rains, which
visit so frequently the region of Boston and
Portland, while, at the same time, the shores
of New Hampshire, at an equal distance be-
tween these cities, rejoice in clear skies and
gentle breezes. Impressed with the import-
ance of this circumstance, wo have taken
pains to collate such meteorological observa-
tions at those three points as were accessible.

The result show a wider discrepancy than we
had suspected.

" According to the careful observations
taken by the officers of the Medical depart-
ment of the array, at Fort Preble in Portland
Harbor, Fort Constitution at Newcastle, and
Fort Independence at Boston, during the
period from 1831 to 1843, it turns out, that
while there are during the year, on the avei"-

age, fifty-eight rainy days at Portland, and
nearly lifty-eight at Boston, there are but
twenty-five at the Piscataqua. The mean
annual rain-fall at Portland is thirty-seven
inches, at Boston forty-two inches, and at
Portsmouth but thirty inches. On the other
hand, while the average temperature of the
summer months is at Portland 66° Fahr., and
at Boston 68°, that of Portsmouth is but 63°.
The mean annual range of temperature at
Port Preble is 100.66° Fahr., at Fort Inde-
pendence in Boston 96.75°, at Portsmouth
92.20°; the bleak easterly winds blow on the

average at Portland 86 days in the year, at

Boston 118 days, at Portsmouth but 81 days.

"The Isles of Shoals thus depend verj'

largely upon the exceptional beauty of their

summer climate for their charm. Seated with-

in dim view of the mainland, the summer
winds from all quarters are tempered and re-

freshed by the wide expanse of ocean around
them ; the thermometer is singularly steady

;

sudden changes are rare ; the skies are clear

the sea is blue and bright; pleasant breezes

cool the blood and brace the nerves, and sleep

is relaxed and soothed by the perpetual plash

of a slumberous ocean. Sometimes, indeed,

the tempest rises in its wrath and awakes old

ocean from its repose, and then, for a space,

the uproar of the elements is appalling ; but
this fierce mood is not the habitual temper of

the place during the summer months.
" The Isles of Shoals played a more impor

tant part in the earlj' history ofNew England,
than the general reader would probably ima-
gine. Long before the landing of the Pilgrim
Fathers, these barren rocks were visited and
described by the French and English navi-

gators, and were the annual resort of fisher-

men from Virginia and maritime Europe.
Indeed, when we consider that during the
entire sixteenth century, fleets of fishing ves
lels yearly visited our eastern waters, we are

ustified in conjecturing, that for many lustres

of years anterior to the settlement of New
England, the commodiousness of the Isles of

Shoals for the prosecution of the fisheries

must have, summer after summer, attracted
thither the Doggers and Pinckes of the Eng-
lish ; the clumsey Busses of Holland and Zea-
land, the light Fly-Boats of Flanders, the
Biskiner, and the Portingal, and many another
ofthoseodd high-peaked vessels, whose models

n so quaint, and whose rig is so incompre-
hensible to us of the present day."

In 1614 these islands were visited and
named by Captain John Smith, of early Vir-
ginia history, who " came out in command of
two London ships upon a fishing and trading
voyage;" "ranged the whole New England
coast as far as Cape Cod, and trucked success-
fully with the natives for peltries."

Shortly after his arrival in England, he pub-
lished his interesting account of our coast,

which, by the leave of Prince Charles, he
named New England. " Among the remark-
ablest Isles and mountains for landmarks,"

ites Capt. Smith in his description of New
England, "are Smith's Isles, a heape together,
none neare them, against Accominticus."
In 1623 the group was described by a Capt.

Levett, as follows: "The first place I set my
foot upon in New England was the Isles of
Shoulds, being islands in the sea, about two
leagues from the main.

" Upon these islands I neither could see one
good timber tree, nor so much ground as to
make a garden.

The place is found to be a good fishing
place for six ships, but more cannot well be
there, for want of convenient stage room, as
this year's experience hath proved.

" The harbor is but indifferent good. Upon
these islands are no savages at all."

Captain Levett's brief description of the
Shoals illustrates the importance of that sta-

tion, even so early as 1623. AVhen we con-
sider, that each of the six fishing vessels at
the Islands, while he was there, carried at
least fifty men, as he informs us was the cus-
tom, and that the shores were inconveniently

|

crowded with fishing stages, we perceive th

even before the first settlement of the ma
land, ourgroupof Islets was already the see

of a busier activity, than any other spot

New England, north of New Plymouth.
"It was the usual course of the fishery,

those days, for about one-third of each crt

to live ashore, and attend to the drying a

curing of the catch, while the remainder,

their pinnace and shallops, cruised about t

neighboring ocean in quest of mackerel or c<

Shelter for the large number of shoremen o

of these six ships would, of course, be esse

tial, and numerous cabins, however -rue

must have already been built for their acco
modation.
"The 'fishing stages,' which Capt. Levi

speaks of, were floating platforms, projecti

trom the margin of the Islands into the wat«

of the harbor, and the rocks at the shore e

were roofed over by an open shed, used 1

the splitting and salting of the fish, whi
were afterwards dried upon the flakes in

rear. These structures which are still

in Newfoundland, were somewhat expensi'

and convenient stige-room for their erecti

upon the generally steep shores of the Islan

was difficult to obtain. For many years,

this account, the stage-room and fishing staj

formed the most valued part of the islande

property. The circumstance that the barb

was inconveniently crowded with stages

the time of Captain Levett's visit, conveyf

lively idea of the extent of business alreai

transacted there.
" In addition to all these advantages for 1

fisheries, the Isles of Shoals enjoyed in th-

climate a very marked advantage over otl;

parts of the New England coast, in the curi

of their fish for the market. The dryness a
salubrity of their atmosphere, to which
have referred, enabled the fishermen to p
pare by a process of alternate drying
sweating, without salt, the famous dun
dumb fish, which could not be rivalled el

where. The market price of these fish i

three or four times that of the Poor John i

Haberdine, made at Newfoundland. Witl
the present century, we find the Labrac
cod selling in our market at $2.40 per quint

while the Shoals-cured dun fish brought SB.

per quintal."
" Among those who visited the Shoals

this early period must not be forgotten 1

great name of Richard Mather, the found

and progenitor of that ' decemvirate ' of Ma
ers, who exercised such an important ini

ence over the earlj' history of New Englan
" Richard Malherwrites, in the diary of

voyage to New England, under date of I

St 14, 1635 :—
" ' This evening by moonlight, about ten

the-clock, we came to anchor at the Isles

Shoals, which are seven or eight islands a

other great rocks, and there slept sweetly tl

night, until break of day.'

In the morning, however, one of the

terrible easterly storms broke on the s

that has ever been known in New Englai
Whereby,' continues Richard, ' we were

as much danger as I think ever people w(
For we lost in that morning three great

chors, and cables; of which cables, one, h

g cost £50, never had been in any wa
before ; two were broken by the violence

the waves, and the third cut by the seam
in extremity and distress, to save the si

and their and our lives. And when our cab
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ancbors were all lost, we had no outward

ins of deliverance, but bj' loosing sail, if so

;ve might get to the sea from amongst

islands and rocks where we anchored,

the Lord let us see that our sails could

save us neither; no more than our cables

anchors. For, by the force of the wind

I rain, the sails were rent in sunder and

t in pieces, as if they had been but rotten

8, so that of the foresail and spritsail there

3 scarce left so much as a hand breadth that

3 not rent in pieces and blown away into

sea. So that at this time, all hope that

should be saved, in regard of any outward

)earance, was utterly taken away ; and

her because we seemed to drive with full

ce of wind and rain directly upon a mighty

standing out in sight above the water
;

that we did but continually wait, when we
raid hear and feel the doleful rushing and

sbing of the ship upon the rock. In this

remity and appearance of death, as distress

i destruction would suffer us, we cried unto

( Lord, and he was pleased to have compas

n and pity upon us; for by his overruling

ovidence and his own immediate good band,

^uided the ship past the rock, assuaged the

dence of the sea and of the winds and the

D, and gave us a little respite to fit the

p with other sails and sent us a fresh gale

wind, by which we went on that day to-

ird Cape Ann. It was a day much to be

membered, because on that day the Lord

mted us as wonderful a deliverance, as I

nk ever people had, out of as apparent

nger, as I think ever people felt. I am
re our seamen confessed they never knew
3 like. The Lord bo imprint the memory
it on our hearts, that we maybe better for

and be more careful to please him, and to

roots, and breaking the high pine trees and

such like in the midst, and the tall young oak

and walnut trees of good bigness were wound
as withes by it, very strange and fearful to

behold ;
the marks of it will remain this many

years in those parts where it was forest. The

moon suffered a great eclipse two nights after

it.'

" Winthrop adds, that such was the violence

of the tempest at sea, that in Boston harbor

there were two flood tides within two hours

of each other."

The golden age of the Isles of Shoals, was

the middleof the seventeenth century. "Their

population was at that time larger than at

any other point in the Eastern provinces;

trade and commerce were extensive ;
the fish-

eries were pursued with activity ;
the little

harbor was filled with shallops and pinnaces;

the neighboring sea was dotted with sails,

sweeping in and out ; the rocks now so silent

and deserted, resounded with clamor and

bustled with business,—everywhere boister-

ous hilarity, animal enjoyment, exuberant

spirits, cheerful and varied activity.

"It was a motly population, with all the

reckless and improvident habits of sailors and

fishermen, and with all their hardihood, cour-

acje and spirit of adventure—a dauntless race,

accustomed to contend against the most tre-

mendous and appalling forces of ISature, when

to quail or to tremble was to be lost.. Their

' fearful trade' taught them such lifelong les-

sons of self-reliance, as almost to obliterate

from their minds the very sense of Divine

protection and aid."

" Neither was the shifting, heterogeneous

character of the population conducive to so

briety or stability. These barren rocks were

esort of the Letter of Marque, and the

wind has hauled out to the eastward, a fog

rolls in behind them, the weather looks threat-

ening. And now many a Bylander, caught

creeping along the neighboring coasts, shal-

lops, pinnaces, ketches and fleets of fishing

craft of every kind, scud into the harbor for

a night's refuge; and it is not long before the

silent rocks resound with revelry."
" But now nothing except the tumbled walls

of a ruined and abandoned hamlet, so rare to

see in New England, remain to attest the

former existence upon these celebrated Islets,

of the busy and boisterous settlement we have

pictured. With the decline of the fisheries,

the population have departed, and the sea-

mews, after an absence of two centuries, have

returned to their ancient haunts.
" 'A heape of rocks' was the first English

description of the Isles of Shoals—'a heap of

crags,' strangely enough, is also the last. In

the fine language of Lowell :

—

" ' A heap of bare and splintery crags,

Tumbled about by lightning and frost,

With rifts, and chasms, and storm-bleached jags,

That wait and growl for a ship to be lost.

No island ; but rather the skeleton

Of a wrecked and vengeance-smitten one.'

"

alk uprightly before him, as long as we live ; I pirate, who in early days infested the gulf of

d I hope we shall not forget the passages! Maine ; of the whaler and seal hunter, and ot

that morning until our dying day.'

'"The mighty rock,' past which the imme-

ate good hand of Providence guided the

es of Bristol on this fearful morning was

•obably White Island, the westernmost of

e Isles of Shoals.
" The three great anchors, which Mather's

lip then lost, still lie, no doubt, beneath the

aters of the Shoals harbor; most interestin

ilics, could they be recovered, of the first

3neration of our Puritan Fathers, and par

cularly of one of the greatest families among
lem.
The tempest in which she was caught was,

erhaps, the most furious that ever visited

se exposed Islands. Nearly all thecontem-

•aneous writers of New England describe

violence with dismay. Say^s Morton, who
7itnessed it at New Plymouth: 'It was

Qch a mighty storm of wind and rain, as

one now living in these parts, either English

r Indian, had seen the like, being like unto

hose hurricanes or tufltins that writers men
ion to bo in the Indies. It began in the

riorning a little before day, and grew not by

legrees, but came with great violence in the

)eginning, to the great amazement of many;

t blew down sundry houses and uncovered

livers others ; many vessels were lost at sea

n it, and many more in extreme danger. It

;aused the sea to swell in some places to th

southward of Plymouth, as that it rose to

iwenty feet right up and down, and made

many of the Indians to climb into trees for

safety. It blew down many hundred thou-

sands of trees, turning up the stronger by the

many a refugee and runagate from the old

world. Cavaliers, on the downfall of the royal

cause, may have here found convenient hid-

ing; and perhaps some ship of Prince Eupert's

fle'et, scattered and broken in West India

waters, may have here, among sympathizing

friends, found refuge and means to refit.

" It must needs have been a picturesque spot

in those early times. In the sunny sumtner

days, when the wind failed, great hulking

fishermen, in red Monmouth caps, leathern

jerkins and clumsy boots, lolling listlessly

about the rocks, smoking Brazil tobacco, and

wniting patiently for a breeze—fishwives

rulousiy' mending nets in the sun—ragged
urchins at their boisterous games up and down

the lanes of the hamlet—groups of idlers

hanging around the ordinaries and ale houses

—long flakes spread with drying fish—the

harbol- dotted with ketches and pinnaces at

anchor—the smoking cottage chimneys—the

glittering sea—the distant coast line dozing

in a blue haze.

"By-and-by the blue catspaws are seeii on

the ocean, the breeze freshens, and within a

half hour the whole scene changes. Away

to the east and north the vessels scatter and

disappear. Hardly an able bodied man is loft

on the Islands. The settlements are left in

o-uard of women. Silence settles down on th

rocks, broken only by shrill voices, or the

occasional yelp of ^ome village cur. The

Islands await in silence the fishermen's re-

turn.
" As the twilight comes on, the fishing

boats, one by one, come winging home. The

For "The Friend."

In one of John Newton's autumnal excur-

ins, he paid a visit to Hannah More, at her

cottage at Cowslip Green ; and on her recovery

from a severe attack of illness in 1799, he ad-

dressed her the following letter :

" Pottswood Green, Sept. 1799.

" My Dear Madam :—I wrote a few lines

when you were at Clapham, to tell you that

I sympathized with you in your illness, and

prayed for your recovery. Many prayers

were doubtless oflered for you, and the Lord

heard and answered them. But before I knew
whether you were so far recovered as to bear

a visit from me, I heard that you had removed

to Fulham. Thus I missed the pleasure of

seeing you, and shall probably see you no

more in this world. For though I thank the

Lord, my health and spirits are still good, I

entered ray sevenij^-fifth year almost a month

ago ;
and I feel that the shadows of the even-

ing are coming over me. However, I would

be^'thankful that I ever saw you ; and especi-

ally that I had the privilege of seeing you at

Cowslip Green : I number that among the

happiest days of my life. The recollection of

it will be pleasant, while I retain my memory

;

and ere long I hope we shall meet before the

throne, and join in unceasing songs of praise

to Him who loved us. There our joys will be

unclouded, without interruption, abatement,

or end ! Oprauclarum diem !

" If old age gives me a prospect of death

—sickness, like telescope, often presents a

clearer view ;
whilst it is, as I hope, with you,

as yet at a distance. Perhaps when you were

ill you could perceive the objetts within the

veil, beyond this visible diurnal sphere, more

distinctly than at other times. I have known

but little of sickness of late years. I attempt

to look through the telescope of faith, which

gives reality and substance to things not seen,

but the glasses are cloudy, and my hands

shake, so that I can obtain but very imperfect

and transient glances ; but a glance into the

heavenly state is worth all that can be seen

here below in the course of a long life.

" If the Lord be with us (as He has promised

that He will) in the approaching transition

we may go forward without fear. Guilt and

ignorance have personified death ; they repre-
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sent bim with frowns on his brow, and darts

in his hand. But what is death to a believer

in Jesus? It is simply a ceasing to breathe.

If we are personified we may welcome it as a

messenger sent to tell us that the days of our
mourning are ended and to open to us the
gate into everlasting life. The harbingers of
death,—sickness, pain and conflict,—are fre

quently formidable to the flesh, but death
itself is nothing else than a deliverance from
them all.

" The apostle calls the body a tabernacle or
tent; when a tent is taken down, the removal
of the boards or curtains will let in light quite
new and different from what was seen before.

Mr. Walker has borrowed this thought

' The soul's dark cottage, battered and decayed,
Lets iu new light through chinks that time has made.'

We are surrounded with a great cloud of wit-
nesses, and though we cannot see them, I

believe they see us. Before the moment of
death, great discoveries are often made, and
both the pious and the profane have strong
intimations where they are going, and with
what company they will soon mingle. I have
seen many instances of this ; my dear Eliza
was a remarkable one. Her animated lan-

guage and joyful expectations could not be
the result of long experience, for she was a
child, and I believe her knowledge of the
Lord and His salvation was not a year old

;

yet while the tent was taking down, she ap-
peared to see invisibles, and to hear unutter-
ables. She certainly had ideas which she
could find no words to express. How wonder-
ful will the moment after death be! how we
shall see without eyes, hear without ears, and
praise without a tongue, we cannot at present
conceive. We now use the word intuition
then we shall know the meaning of it. But
we are assured that they who love and trust
the Saviour shall see Him as He is, and be
like Him and with Him. And He has pro
mised us dying strength for the dying hour.
Let this suffice—faithful is He that has pro-
mised, who also will do it.

" We left London on the 19th of July—were
one week at Eeading, and have been here
since the 19th. Our retreat has been very
pleasant, with Friends whom we dearly love,
and I am an enthusiast for the country. I
have not, indeed, dear Cowper's discrimina-
ting eye to contemplate the miniature beau-
ties, but I am much affected with the toict en-
semble. Here we have hills and dales, woods,
lawns, and rivers; the music of the winds
whistling in the trees, and the birds singing
in the bushes. All is delightful. My post at
St. Mary's, in the midst of noise and smoke,
is very different; but still it is my post, and 1

would not change it for any spot in the habit-
able globe.

' I pray the Lord to afford you a comfort-
able measure of health, to crown all

labors of love in His service with
success, and to bless you in your soul with
abounding grace and peace.

"I am your affectionate and much obliged
"John Newton."

your
increasing

Indian Roads and Canals.—The material
development of India has gone forward with
great rapidity within the last quarter of a
century, more especiallj- since it came directly

under the control of the home government.
One of the first enterprises undertaken was
the construction of public roads. As the mili-

tary and civil power of the English became
more extended, it was found necessary to have
better modes of transportation, and the old
East India Company undertook the construc-
tion of carriage roads over the country. The
work was vigorously prosecuted and at great
expense. The Grand Trunk Eoad extends
from Calcutta to Peshawur, on the borders of
Afghanistan, a distance of 1400 miles. These
roads are no insignificant works. They are
laid out by the best engineering skill, and
executed in the most substantial manner. For
more than a thousand miles from Calcutta
northward, do grading was required, except
ing in verj- short distances, but further north
the work was heavy. From Lahon to Pesh
awur, a distance of a little more than 250
miles, the road passes over 103 large bridges
and 459 smaller ones, through six mountain-
ous chains, and over immense embankments
on the marshy borders of rivers. There are
branch roads over the Seualic range of the
Himalayas, in Bengal and the Punjaub, some
of which are admirable specimens of engineer-
ing and grading, the surface being as smooth

the roads of England or of France. The
soil itself furnishes the material for their con-
struction. Through a great part of the plains
of India, small nodules of limestone, called
kunku, are found in large quantities a foot or
two below the surface. It looks, when taken
from the ground, as if it might have been
broken up for making a Macadam road. When
packed with the soil, and watered, it forms a
concrete, making a hard road-bed as smooth
as it is durable. There are several thousand
miles of these Macadam roads, frequently
shaded with trees on either side to protect
travellers from the rays of the sun,

A work of still greater importance to India
has been the opening of extensive canals,
designed not so much for transportation as
irrigation. The rains are very unequally dis-
tributed over the country

; they are not alto-

gether equal in amount from year to year, in
the same locality, and the seasons are so uni-
formly divided into rainy and dry, that the
crops frequently suffer, and the people in con-
sequence, for the want of natural irrigation.
Under the old Mogul emperors extensive
canals were dug for the purpose of watering
the plains, but the East India Company had
been long established before any systematic
attempt was made to supply the deficiency.
In the mean time great scarcity of rain, and
floods in other seasons, had brought on de-
structive famines, which more than decimated
the population in large districts. The distress
and loss of life were fearful. This suffering
stimulated the government, though but too
tardily, to provide against such calamities bj-
an extensive system of irrigation. The Ganges
Canal, the chief work of this nature, reaching
from Hurdwar, near the sources of the river,
to Cawnpore, where it re-enters 810 miles in
length including its main branches, was an

duct in the world. This structure alone
a million and a half of dollars. The Bari Do
Canal, between the Sutlej and the Ravi, neai
500 miles in extent, cost ihe government mc
than seven millions of dollars. The Gang
Canal alone irrigates a million and a half
acres, and is not only a great public benei
but a source of large profit to the govern t—Prime.

THE LOWEST PLACE.
Not that I may be chiefest. Lord,
But that I may obey

More closely Thy most sweet commands,
Teach me to serve, I pray.

Not that I may be honored more
Who am indeed the least,

I would the lowest place like one
Grace bidden to the feast;

But that Thy smile, my blessed Lord,
Might reach that lowest place,

And show me, though the last and least,

The fulness of that grace.

TWILIGHT.

Whatever bustlings and trouble, tumults
and outrages, quan-els and strife arise in the ,.ug.u .nciua.ng its mam Dranches, was an
world, keep out of them all

;
concern not your- immense undertaking, but it has been a great

selves with them
;
but keep in the Lord's benefit to the country. The main canal ispower and peaceable truth, that is over all 150 feet wide, is the channel of a rapid stream,

such things; in which power ye seek the and in its course crosses the Solani Eiver bypeace and good of aU m^n.— George Fox,
J
what is said to be the most magnificent aque-

Pale Memory's favored child thou art,

And many dreams are thine;
W'ith their existence all the past
Eeturning seems to twine.

Thou bringest to the souls bereaved
The look and tone they miss;

Thou calleat from another world
The best beloved of this.

Thou comest like a veiled nun,
With footsteps sad and slow

;

Thou summonest the solemn prayer
From heart and lips to flow.

Jane Worthington.

IMPERISHABLE.
The pure, the bright, the beautiful.
That stirr'd our hearts in youth,

The impulse to a wordless prayer,
The dreams of love and truth,

The longings after something lost,

The spirit's yearning cry,

The strivings after better "hopes,

—

These things can never die.

The timid hand streteh'd forth to aid
A brother in his need.

The kindly word in grief's dark hour
That prove.s the friend indeed,

The plea for mercy, softly breathed.
When justice threatens nigh.

The sorrow of a contrite heart,

—

These things shall never die.

All Ihe Year Round..

At a Meeting of the Executive Board
the Friends' Freedmen's Association, held
Philadelphia, 10th mo. 14th, 1873, it appear?
from the Treasurer's report that the funds
the Association were entirely exhausted, ar
money is needed at once for the support
the 17 schools under their care.

It was therefore resolved, that those int
rested in the welfare of the Freedmen be i:

formed immediately of the state of our Tre
ry, and be earnestly invited to forwai

contributions to our Treasurer, Eichard Ca
BURT, care Provident Life and Trust Co., 1(

South Fourth St., Philadelphia.
On behalf of the Board,

Marmaduke C. Cope,
Ben.jamin Coates.

Attest Jno. B. Wood, Secretary.

As a wise child maketh a happy father, t

a wise father maketh a happy child.
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Review of the Weather for .Moth month, 1873.

We have just passed the first autumn month, and an unnsuall}- pleasant one it has

; the rainfall, which amounted to 5.36 inches, was distributed in such a wa}' as to keep

e humidity and temperature of the air comparatively regular. The mean height ol

B barometer was 29.683 inches. The average temperature was 64.7°.

Westtown Boarding School, Ninth mo. 8th, 1873.

s
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reservedly to the purifying operation of the

grace of Christ, through living faith in Him,
both as their justification and sanctification,

we should stand in no need of new inventions

to give an interest to our religious services,

or stir up revivals in decaying congregations.

No better type of practical Christian lives,

except His who was without sin, can be found

than they exhibited. For the mass of man-
kind, they set examples which the lowliest

might imitate, the highest could scarcely ex-

cel, and all in following them, would cause

the kingiloms of this world to become the

kingdoms of our Lord and his Christ; righte-

ousness would cover the earth as the waters
cover the sea ; wars would cease from the

earth, and violence no more be heard in our
land. _______ ^- ^

For "The Friend."

Circular of the Bible Association of Friends in

America.

In again calling the attention of Auxiliaries

to the Annual Queries to be answered pre-

vious to the general meeting of the Associa-

tion on the 5th of Eleventh month, the Cor-

responding Committee would press upon
Friends, who have been engaged in the dis-

tribution of the Holy Scriptures, the import-

ance of furnishing full and accurate answers
to all the Queries, and of forwarding their re-

port seasonably to the Depository.

It may be recollected, that in making dona
tions to Auxiliaries, the Board are guided ir

deciding what number of Bibles and Testa
ments shall be sent to each, by the informa
tion given in its report. Hence those Aux
iliaries that do not report in time, are liable

to be left out in the distribution.

Specific directions should be given in every
case, how boxes should be marked and for

warded
; and their receipt should always be

promptly/ acknowledged.
Address John S. Stokes, Ko. 116 N. Fourth

Street, Philadelphia.

Samuel Bettle,
Charles Rhoads,
Anthony M. Kimber,

Committee of Correspondence

Philada., Tenth mo. 1873.

QUERIES.
1. What number of families or individuals have been

gratuitously furnished with the Holy Scriptures by the
Anxiliary daring the past year ?

2. What number of Bibles and Testaments have been
sold by the Auxiliary witliin the past year?

3. How many members, male and female, are there
belonging to the Auxiliary ?

4. What number of families of Friends reside within
its limils?

5. Are there any families of Friends within your
limits not supplied with a copy of the Holy Scriptures
in good clear type, and on fair paper ; if so, how many ?

6. How many members of our Society, capable of

reading the Bible, do not own such a copy of the Holy
Scriptures?

7. How many Bibles and Testaments may probably
be disposed of by sale within your limits?

8. Is the income of the Auxiliary sufficient to supply
those within its limits who are not duly furnished with
the Holy Scriptures ?

9. What number of Bibles and Testaments would it

be necessary for the Bible Association to furnish gratui-
tously, to enable the Anxiliary to supply each family?

10. What number would be required in order to fur-
nish each member of our religious Society, capable of
reading, who is destitute of a copy, and unable to pur-
chase it?

11. How many Bibles and Testaments are now on
hand?

Watch ye, stand fast in the faith, quit you
like men, be strong.

For "The Friend."

To THE Editors.—The following account of

the last illness and death of William Thornton
Comfort, a little boy of eleven years of age, in

whom 1 had feltmuch interestfor several years

past, he being a child of remarkably sweet

and gentle spirit, and who died in this city

last Eighth month, was furnished me, at my
request, by a near relative of the family ; and

thinking it might prove instructive, as well

as interesting to the youthful readers of " The
Friend," I offer it for insertion therein, if

deemed desirable. He was the son of parents

ho were not members of the Society of

Friends,—the father who had formerly been

a, Friend, having lost his right by marriage

with a person not in membership. The child-

ren, William and his sister, both preferred

attending Friends' meetings to going to other

places of worship ; appearing to understand

and to love our silent meetings ; and thei

father desiring that they should be brought
up as Friends, they were admitted as pupils

in Friends' Select School. William being blest

with an amiable disposition and tender heart,

possessing a fine flow of spirits and natural

sociability, made himself many friends ;
was

very active at home, always ready to lend a

helping hand, imagining he could do a great

many things beyond his reach. Thus though
there was no want of proper interest in law
ful things of this world, and he was a cheer

ful, lively boy ; loved play, with his little

friends, he had for several years past mani
Tested a deep interest in serious things; was
exemplary in his manner of sitting in meet
ings for worship; and when there was any
preaching, alwaj'S gave evidence of his atten

tion thereto by his remembrance of the texts

quoted. He very much enjoyed the family

readings of Scripture, to which he gave close

attention, often saying, with evident feeling,

"1 love Jesus my Saviour." His father, or

aunt, were in the habit of reading aloud in

the evening to the family, and religious works
were mostly selected ; at which times he was
often very much affected, even to sobbing.

When about nine years of age, on hearing the

account read of C. E. Smelt's last sickness and
expressions, his feelings were so overcome
that he wept aloud, so that his father had to

take him on his lap to comfort him. His
spirit seemed troubled at the sin in the world.

He remtirked to one of his acquaintance, that
" this was a very wicked world, and esjieei-

ally this city ; that there were so manj^ temp-
tations to do wrong he did not want to live

in it—he wanted to go home," as he gener-

ally called heaven. His last illness, which
was of about three weeks duration, was very
severe from the first. His physicians said,

from the character of his disease his suffer-

ings must have been intense, nearly, if not all

the time; all which he endured with the for-

titude of a mature christian. His uncom-
plaining patience throughout was truly re-

markable. He was never once heard to mur-
mur. When severe spasms came on, he would
sometimes look up at his father and say, "Oh
Pa!" but not a word indicating impatience
And notwithstanding the severity of the dis

ease wasted his flesh until he was reduced to

a mere skeleton in a short time, he never gave
way to the least irritation, even though from

body but his Heavenly Father could do any

thing for him." And though his heart wen!

out ill strong affection to his relatives, arid ii

special tenderness towards his only sister

with whom he lived inclose, harmonious com
panionship, yet he seemed at once to give u]

the world and all that was in it, and to tun

his thoughts heavenward, saying: he wantei

to go home and be with his Saviour. He tol

his sister at one time that, " without it wa
the wish of his heavenly Father that ho shoul

recover, he did not desire to." It was ofie

touching to see him clasp his parents rouQ

the neck and lavish his caresses upon then

with calmness and composure, never sheddin

a tear, though all were in tears around bin

When it was made known to him that b

could not live, he received the intelligenc

with calmness, saying : he " wanted to g
home and be in Heaven." He very muc
loved to be quiet ; and when pain permittee

ed to be in deep thought. He loved t

have the Scriptures read to him as long as 1

was able to bear it. As his aunt sat fannin

him one day, he looked up at her with swet

innocence and said, "Aunty, I hope to me«

thee in Heaven." At another t

mother was waiting at his bedside, he said

"Ma, I am going home soon. The Lord
the good Shepherd, and I am his little lamb
Being able to sit up in bed one morning,

few days before his death, he asked for all h

little keepsakes, and money box ;
having tl:

latter broken open, he counted the content

then divided all his treasures betwen h

parents and sister, maintaining entire caln

ness throughout, though all present wei

bathed in tears. He gave his Bible to h

mother, and requesting her to keep his be

suit of clothes to remember him, desired tl

remainder to be given to poor children

may be here stated, that it was his particuh

request, that no flowers should be placed abo

his body after his death. Being asked wh(
near the close, whether he felt happy, 1

S'.veetly replied :
" Very." He was favor

with his mental faculties to the last ; and s

though for some time deprived of speee

nearly two hours before the close, whilst pat

ing through the dark valley, his lips were
constant motion, and it seemed evident 1

was engaged in prayer or praise. " Oh Fat
er!" addressed, without doubt, to his heaven

Father, was distinctly understood sever

times ;
and this continued as long as his 1'

had power to move.
So ended the life of dear little Willie : ai

so precious was the assurance felt that 1:

sufferings were over, that his eternal happine

had begun, with the sense of calmness ai

peace that prevailed around us at the tim

there seemed left no room to mourn."
May we not believe from the account abo

given of W. T. Comfort, that the secret of 1

being such " a happy little boy," of his livii

in such unvarying harmony with his belov

sister, of the sweetness and gentleness of 1

spirit, &c., was, that he loved, and lived in t

daily fear of offending that "Good Shepherc
the bountiful Giver of all his comforts a

blessings, whose " little lamb " he told 1

mother he was. And that it was his chi

like trust in Him, that He alone could hi

him, that enabled him to bear with such (

the restlessness day and night, it seemed as ifjemplary patience the severe suffering he w
it must be nearly insupportable. From the permitted to endure. Trul}' has it been f

first of his being taken sick, he expressed hisjto be exemplary, and instructive to his oh
belief that he should not recover ; said, " no- friends. Associated with this feeling, is
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culiar sweetness in the remembrance of

is dear innocent child, as he was occasion-

ly seen among us while in health, and the

lief that he was then indeed, as now, a child

the Lord. Doubtless his young school-

ates remeniber him with affection. Should

y of them read this notice, would it might
ove instructive as well as interesting to

em ; and encourage them daily to seek to

low their dear Saviour's will concerning

em, as manifested to their souls, and to strive

do it; then will they feel, that the only

urce of true happiness will be found in en-

avoring to obey and serve him.

For '• The Friend "

Friends' Frceilmen's Association.

Of the resumption of the work at the South,

r Superintendent, Alfred il. Jones, writes:

" Danville, Va., 10th mo. 13, 1873.

The people, colored and white, welcomed
back with apparent pleasure to our tem-

rary home, which, after five j^ears sojourn

re, seems somewhat like a permanent one.

Since our arrival the weather has been de-

htful, precluding the use of fires, and atford-

nice time for getting under way for

smess. Several of our schools opened this

jrning.

There has been an unusual amount of sick-

iid mortality among the children during

e summer. The seats of many are vacant,

d familiar faces ai-e absent.

17th I would suggest that an earl3' supply

second-hand comfortables and blankets

3uld be of excellent service, and prevent so

ich suflering among the destitute by night,

the early wmter.
It is often late in theseasoD, and after much
the cold is past, before a supply comes to

Qd ; and this winter particularly, there will

a demand for clothing.

The chills and fever are prevailing to an

arming extent, reducing the blood to a con-

iteney little above water, making the vic-

ns sensitive to the slightest changes ol

perature. Hitherto Danville has been

arly free from chills. They work much
ce au epidemic. For the first time in thirty-

pars, they were last year the scourge of

|ilem (N. C). More than a thousand cases

^peared in Charlotte one fall, and at other

^es they have been nearly exempt. In like

janner, nearly all points in the miasmatic
jstricts have been visited.

'The present financial embarrassment, by
lopping the banks from issuing currency,

as compelled a large number of lactories, in

)Le height of their ojjerationSjto stop business,

ad others to run on partial payments, pi'O-

ising the balance when limes change. Such
state of things in a manufacturing town is

.tended with tbe most unhappy results, turn-

ghundreds of operatives outof employment,
'ith cold winter approaching, the scene can

p easily imagined.
Alfred H. Jones.

THE FRIEND.
TENTH MONTH 25, 1873.

After his vivid description of the character
'. George Fox, the religion he promulgated,
ad the principles of the gospel held by the

irly Friends, William Penn says, ' This being

le testimony and example the man of God

before mentioned was sent to declare and
leave amongst us, and wo having embraced
the same as the merciful visitatiou of God to

us, the word of exhortation at this time is,

that we continue to be found in the way of

this testimony, with all zeal and integrity,

and so much the moi'e, by how much the day
druweth near."

Truly there is a high and noble trust com-
mitted to Friends ; one which, as they rightly

execute it, will tend to the advancement of the

universal church, but which as they fail to

maintain and fulfil it, must bring them under
condemnation. Its importance, and the obli-

gation to be faithful therein, are felt by those

among the members who, by obedience to the

Light of Christ manifested to the soul, have
realized that Friends have seen more fully

and clearly than other professors into the

character and attributes of the glorious gos-

pel of our Lord Jesus Christ ; experiencing

that as it separates them from the evil thai

is in the world, and weans their affections from
its friendships and fashions, filling their hearts

with the love that " breathes through Imman-
uel to the whole heritage of God," it is indeed
'' the power of God unto salvation." Such as

these may find that the proportion of Chris-

tian professors who have been so fully enlight-

ened as to comprehend the spirituality and
strictness of the religion of Christ, is compa-
ratively small ; and that very many who are

sincere and zealous in the faith they profess,

yet hold it with a mixture of error, and an im-

perfect conception of the nature and need of

complete regeneration and newness of life
;

substituting therefor reliance on a literal

belief in the truths of Scripture, and depend-
ing unduly on ceremonial performances; but

whenever and wherever they meet with any,

the main bent of whose spirits is, to be found
walking in the strait and narrow way of sal-

vation, they will have a feeling of christian

fellowship with them as being children of the

same family, who can agree with and under
stand one another in the essentials of their

heavenward pilgrimage.

But while rejoicing in the sincerity and in-

tegrity which others may manifest for the same
blessed religion, so far as it has been unfolded

to them, that has been more fully made known
unto themselves, and embracing such as fellow

heirs of the same heavenly kingnom, truly

convinced and conscientious Friends will find

themselves restrained by that Divine Grace,

under the government of which they are striv-

ing to live day by day, from lowering the

standard that has been given them to uphold
before the world, so as to sanction or palliate

the errors of others, and it will keep them
bound to the truth as it has been revealed by

its Author; with the hope that thus they
may be made instrumental in more fully in-

structing and influencing for good those who
are earnestly laboring for the attainment of

eternal rest and joy, in that kingdom where
nothing that is impure or unholy can ever

enter. Difference in views in relation to

many things connected with the Church, and
the manners and habits of the community
around them, may, and probably will interfere

with such Fiiends mingling in close intimacy

with other professors, lest thereby' they might
be unwarily drawn into some compromise of

a truth or testimony they know bel mgs to

the gospel of salvation ; but in their o. dinary

or casual intercourse with their religious

friends or neighbors not of their communion

each will recognize in the other some of the
distinctive features of Him of whom the
whole family in heaven and earth is named,
can greet each other in that love which is

the common bond of the household of faith,

and wish each other God speed in the high-
waj' of holiness.

Unflinching firmness in practically uphold-
ing the religion we profess, evincing at the
same time the meekness and gentleness of
Christ, is far more noble and truly Christian,

far more likely to obtain respect, than to

hold it, as it were, on the lip and tongue, and
to balk its designed effect by compliance with
the spirit and opinions of other professors,

who are unprepared or unwilling fully to

adopt the spiritual, heart-searching principles

of the gospel, as understood by Friends ; re-

quiring the bearing of the daily cross, and the
thorough washing of regeneration. To this

upright course we are all called, younger as
well as older, and to it we may attain if in

the obedienceof faith, we look unto Him who
has promised to be strength in the weakness
of his depending children, to supply Grace in

very time of need, and who knoweth what
is best for us before we ask him.

There may be many things relating to

the Hedeemer's kingdom which the young
and inexperienced may not j'et comprehend

;

for our Heavenly Father does not open all

things to his true born babes at once, but as
they are able to bear them. The more need

there, then, to hold fast the profession of
our faith without wavering, keeping humbly
at the feet of the Master, resting in the faith

that all things will bo unfolded which it be-

comes us to know ; the faster and clearer as
the necessary warfare is steadily maintained,
and our daily abode is in Him, the true and
living Vine. " Wherefore, O yc young men
and women ! look to the Eock of your fath-

ers. There is no other God but him, no other
light but his, no other grace but liis, nor
Spirit but his to convince you, quicken and
comfort you ; to lead and guide you to

God's everlasting kingdom. So will you be
possessors as well as professors of the truth,

embracing it, not only by education but by
judgment and conviction; from a sense be-

gotten in your souls through the operation of

the eternal Spirit and power of God ; by which
you may come to be the seed of Abraham,
through faith and the circumcision not made
with hands ; and so heirs of the promise made
to the fathers, of an incorruptible crown ; that

a generation ye may be to God, holding up the

profession of the blessed truth in the life and
power of it."

As an evidence of the great difference in

principles and practice that has already taken
place in different ^places among those claim-

ing to be members of the Society of Friends,

we give the following extract from a commu-
nication in the last number of the (London)
Friend, advocating the introduction of the

study of music in Friends' Public Schools.

"The scruples Friends formerly held against

music are now generally abandoned. So uni-

versally is it now expected in Friends' families,

that our private schools find the necessity of

including it in their course, in order to obtain

and keep their pupils. This applies even to

bo3-'s schools, where music would not be ex-

pected in schools of the same class in other

denominations."
Philadelphia Yearly ilecting at its last ses-
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sion, directed its subordinate meetings to thusias^n by the peopl^ UpUnd. and ^O^r^^o^^^.lS^s.^^^

carry into effect, by affectionate labor, and
'f ,"°-j!ife'rrespondence between the Pope and the Ger- $6° finer brands, $6.50 a $10. White wheat, $1.65

Deed be by disovvnment, its discipline against ^^^ Emperor is officially published. $1.80; amber, $1,58 a $1.63; Penna. red, $1.57; westei

indulgence in music, or bavins; musical instru-i Xhe Pope complains that the measures of the German »1.45 a $1.50. Bye, 85 a 90 cts. Mixed corn, 61 cU

ments in its members' houses" Can two walk government aim at the destruction of Catholicism ; and yellow, 62i cts. Oats, 44J a 50 cts. Smoked ham

•nds the emperor that measures injurious to the 14 a 15 cts. Lard, Sf a 8i cts. bates ot about S2\
together unless they be agreed ? Can the

I tend to undermine the throne. ,
beef cattle at 6i a 7 cts. per lb. gross for extra ; 7} for

same fountain send forth bitter water and Cli^J^stian^rejgimy^^.-
^^-^-^^^^^ 5i"a 6J cts. for fair" to good, and 4 a 5 cl

sweet ? tion of the Catholic priests in Germany have organized for common. About 12,000 sheep sold at 5 a 6 cts. p
!a party which is engaged in intrigue against the State, lb. gross, and 9,000 hogs at $6.75 a $7 per 100 lb.

AVESTTOWN BOARDING SCOOOL.
j

disturbing religious peace to the extent of open revolt CAicat/o.—Spring extra flour, $5 a $6.50. No. 2 sprii

A *i t *;„„„ ^c «„,^o,.;,.+onHonf onH Mn against the existing laws, and declares that he must wheat, $1.0o a S1.06 ;
No. 3 do., $1. No. 2 mixed cor

As the stations of Supeiintendent and Ma-
^g^.^^^._^ ^^^^^ ^^. ^^^ .^^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ 33 ^^^ jj^ ^ ^^^^^ 32^ ^^^ ^^^^ gS a 65 cts. Barle

tron of this Institution are expected to be
^ ^j^^j.^^ ^^j^j^lj^ he supposed, acknowledged obedience $1.32 a $1.33. £ai(more.—Choice amber wheat, SI.:

vacated at the close of the Winter session, j^ secular authority as a divine command. He ex- 'a $1.75; Penna., $1.55 a $1.57. Southern white <

in the 4th month next, Friends who may feel presses the hope that now the pope has been informed
1

75 ct,s.
;
yellow, 65 cts. ;

western mixed, 62 cts. Oai

drawn to undertake the duties attached to of the truth, he will use his authority to suppress the 48 a 50 cts.

them, are requested to communicate thereon .agitation which the emperor declares has r -

with either of the following named members
of the Committee.

Nathaniel N. Stokes,

Cinnaminson P. Office, Burlington Co., N. J.

Charles Evans,
No. 702 Race Street, Philadelphia.

Deborah Ehoads,
Haddonfield, N. J.

Rebecca S. Alle\,
No. 335 South Fifth Street, Philadephia.

with religion or truth.
'

I
WESTTOWN BOAEDIIfG SCHOOL.

The shipments of gold from England to New York The Winter Se5SI0N of the School will •

continue. The Bank of England has advanced its rate Ln Second-day the 3rd of Eleventh month,
of interest to 6 per cent. Pupils who have been regularly entered and who i

John Bright has been re-elected to Parliament there by the cars from Philadelphia, can obtain tickets of ti

being no opposition to him.
|
Treasurer, No. 304 Arch St., or they can procure the

The British government having officially represented at the depot of the West Chester and" Philadelphia Ra
to the Emperor of Brazil the suSerings of English emi-1 road, corner of Thirty-first and Chestnut streets,

grants to that country, free passage home has been given giving their names to the Ticket-agent there, who

SUMMARY OF EVENTS
Foreign.—The London Times has received a special

to 164 of the emigrants by the Brazilian government.

London, 10th mo. 20th.—U. S. six per cents, 1865,

93|. Five per cents, 91 J.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 9Jd. a 9id.; Orleans,

Id. a dhd.

Advices from South America report that the insur-

gents of Entre Eios have been signally defeated. A
dispatch reporting the substance of the agreement made '• whole battalion mutinied against the rebel leader Lopez

between the Count de Chambord and the monarchical Jordan, and submitted to the Federal authorities. Gen-

parties in the French Assembly, to be laid before that eral Mitre's negotiations for a treaty to define the

body at the opening of the session. It includes univer- boundary line between Paraguay and the Argentine

sal suffrage, the eligibility of all persons to civil em- States have fallen through,

ployment, a reasonable liberty of the press, and the tri-
1 A dispatch from Rome says on the 20th that the

color to be maintained as the fl:tg of France. The dis-

patch also says the Assembly is called to meet not later

than the 27th inst.

The Republicans are working with great activity and
energy to counteract the designs of the monarchists.

Eighteen deputies, from the Department of the Seine,

have signed a manifesto protesting against the attempt
ed royal restoration, and declaring that they will

estly resist all such schemes. It is believed the Re
publicans will unite in proposing to the .Assembly that

the question of a restoration of royalty be referred to a
commission which is charged to report on constitutional

laws. The prolongation of MacMahon's tenure of office

as President will also be proposed.

The trial of Marshal B^izaine, at Versailles, continues.
The investigation thus far goes to sustain the charges.

It appears the accused did not recognize the Paris gov-
ernment, and considered the Emperor his only legiti-

mate superior. He made the surrender on his own
responsibility, considering that there was, at that time,

no legal government in France. The capitulation was
he maintained, compulsory. He had resisted to the
last, and only yielded when his provisions were ex-
hausted. When interrogated in regard to some points,

Bazaine hesitated in his answers and showed much em-
barrasment.
The insurgent .squadron has left the port of Carta-

gena, and on the 2iJth was ofl' the harbor of Valencia,
followed and watched by several British, French and
Italian war vessels. The in.surgents captured three
Spanish merchant ships at the entrance of the harbor,
and threaten to seize or sink the gun-boat Lepanto,
which is lying in the harbor. A bombardment of

Valencia was thre.itened, if the fleet was not supplied
with provisions and a certain sum of money. Spanish
afl'airs have not materially changed. Admiral Lobos
has been removed from the command of the fleet oper-
ating against the insurgents at Cartagena, and the
Minister of Marine has liimself assumed the command.
The insurgents have lost one of their ves.sels, but have
still a formidable fleet afloat. On the 17th the govern-
ment squadron was at Gibralter, having gone thither
for coal.

A St. Petersburg dispatch of the 17th says, the river
Neva has risen ten feet beyond the usual height, caus-
ing great damage in the city and the country through
which it passes.

In Hungary the ravages of cholera continue. The
deaths from that disease, previous to 9th mo. 1st, num-
bered 104,000. The disease is declining in Vienna, but
increasing at St. Petersburg.

The Emperor William, of Germany, arrived at
Vienna on the 17th, and was received with great en^

General of the Society of Jesuits was to-day officially

notified by the government that the order must imme-
diately vacate the premises now occupied by them in

that city.

On the same day the government took possession of

furnished with a list of the pupils for that purpose,

such case the passage, including the stage fare from t

Railroad Station, will be charged at the School, to

paid for with the other incidental charges at the clc

of the term. Conveyances will be at the Street ROj

Station on Second and Third-days, the 3rd and 4th

Eleventh month, to meet the trains that leave Phi:

delphia at 7.25 and 10 A. M., and 12.10 and 2.30 p. M.

B@°" Baggage may be left either at Thirty-first ai

Chestnut streets or at Eighteenth and Market. If
'

at the latter place, it must be put under the can
Hibberd Alexander & Sons, who will convey it then

to Thirty-first and Chestnut at a charge of 10 cents p

trunk, to be paid to them. Those who prefer can ha

their baggage sent for to any place in the built-up pt

of the City, by sending word on the day previa

(through the post-office or otherwise) to H. Alexanu
& Sons, N. E. corner .of 18th and Market Sts. Thl

six convents under the law for the abolition of religious
I

charge in such case for taking baggage to Thirty-

corporations. The United States and Portuguese Con- and Che-stnut streets, will be 25 cents per trunk. Bcorpi

-Lsuls protested aguinst the seizure of certain portions of

the Franciscan convent, on the ground that they were

the property of citizens of their respective countries.

United States.—There were 2S8 interments in

Philadelphia last week, including 83 children under

two years. There were 60 deaths of consumption, 24

debility, and 11 disease of the heart.

The interments in New York last week numbered
543. During the last four weeks, the value of domestic

produce exported from New York has been over $29,-

000,000.

The exports from the United States have latterly in-

creased so greatly in amount that it is estimated they

will not be less than $650,000,000 the present year. At
the same time the imports have declined, and it is sup-

posed will not exceed $600,000,000.

The following table shows the immigration to all the

ports of the United States from the countries named
during the past two years, each ending 6th mo. 30th.

From England,
From Ireland,

From Scotland,

From Wales,

1872.

764

18-

74,818

77,344
13,841

840

Total from Great Britain, . 153,626 166,843
From Germany 141,109 149,671

According to the census of 1870, there were 10,892,-

015 persons of foreign birth in the United States, in-

cluding their descendants of the first generation. This
class of persons formed about two-sevenths of the entire

population.

The Western Union Telegraph Company owned and
worked on the first of Seventh mo. last, 65,757 miles of
line, 154,471 miles of wire, and 5,740 offices. There
were 9,196 persons in the employ of the company. For
the last year the receipts of the company were $9,333,-
018, and" the net earnings $2,757,963

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 24th inst. New York.—American gold, 108}.
U. S. .sixes, 1881, lUJ; ditto, 1865, 107; 5 per cents,

105i. Superfine flour, $5.10 a $5.50 ; State extra, $6.15
a 6.50 ; finer brands, $7 a $10.50. Red western wheat,
$1.55; No. 2 Chicago spring, $1.35 a $1.36; No. 3 do.,

$1.32. Oats, 49 a 53 cts. Western mixed corn, 58 cts.;

yellow, 61 eta. ; white, 65 a 67 cts. PkUaddphia.

the .same charge they will also collect baggage from t

other railroad depots, if the checks are lelt at their ofiE

corner of 18th and Market Sts. Baggage put un

their care, if properly marked, will not require any ;

tention from the owners, either at the West Philad

phia depot, or at the Street Road Station, but will

forwarded direct to the School. It may not always
on the same train as the owner, but it will go on t

same day, provided the notice to H. Alexander & T

reaches them in time.

During the Session, passengers for the School w
be met at the Street Road Station, on the arrival oft

first train from the City, every day except First-d

and small packages for the pupils, if left at Fri(

Book Store, No. 304 Arch street, will be forwa

every Sixth-day at 12 o'clock, eicept on the last tvjo Sil

days in the Twelfth month, and the expense charged
their bills.

Tenth month 18th,

The Annual Meeting of the Auxiliary Bible Assoc

tion of Friends of Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting, i

be held at No. 109 North Tenth Street, on Fourth-c

evening, the 29th inst., at 7 J o'clock.

A. M. KiMBER,
Philada. 10th mo. 10th, 1873. Secretary

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDIJ
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A teacher of the school will be wanted at the co

mencement of the Spring term.

Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co., F
Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada.

Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Chet
Co., Pa.

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session will open on the 3rd

Eleventh month. Friends intending to send pupil
the Institution are requested to make early applicat

to Aaron Sharpless, Sup't, Street Road P.

Chester Co., Pa., or to Charles J. Allen, Treasu
304 Arch St., Philadelphia.
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The Despotism of Fashion.

History furnishes many instances of nations

ithave been misgoverned byarbitrary kings

d despotic emperors, inflicting untold suf-

ings upon tlie people." Even in our own
e, we have not been wffhout Napoleons,
10 from selfish motives would have sacri-

?d the true interests of great nations ; but
tunately their unwise ambition resulted in

eir downfall and obscurity.

But, alas for the despot who rules theworld

!

power stands unrivalled, and apparently

nost unlimited. History fails to record an
stance of such tyranical and universal des-

tism as that of fashion.' With an iron rod

e rules the people of almost every race and
me, and woe to the individual who refuses

bow to her behests.

And hero let us inquire, What nation or

ople, has been the leader, or pattern, for

r costume ? Has it been one distinguished

r the virtue, the high moral standard, or

aristian nobilitj- of its people ? I blush with
ame and deep sorrow of heart, as I reply

o ! A corrupt city—the capital of a corrupt

ition—has had most to do here. Paris has
ng been noted for its infidelity, its gross im
oralitj', its profligate men, its lewd women

;

d yet to be decked in Parisian fashions has

sen, and still is, thought to be a great aceom-
ishraent, and a great honor. Nor do peo
e pause to consider the terrible judgment,
le bitter suffering, the woeful misery, which
18 been permitted to overtake that city of

irlots—that mother of abominations^
But Satan stands behind the old despot

ashion, and says, "Lead on the people to

iStruction—disguise my cloven feet!" And
we march on, haughtily and thoughtlessly,

walking and mincing as we go."

•There was perhaps never a time when fash-

in was carried to such ridiculous and wicked
seess as the present. ' Fashion is not now
)ntented with certain forms of dress, and
th frequent changes, ; But nothing short

f the most reckless extravagance, the most
audy and fantastic ornaments, can satisfy

er demands. Multitudes ofpeople spend no in-

jnsiderable proportion of their precious time
preparing the most silly adorning for per-

sonal apparel, equipage for travelling. &c. ; A
thoughtful person is almost ashamed of his

pecies, when he sees men who have not

independence enough to appear in company
unless dressed in a fashionable suit. ' Jiis

boots must have heels so high that his toe

nails are grown into bis toes, or his feet crip-

pled in some shape ;
while the toes of his

boots or shoes must be either square and very

wide, or come to a point, according to the ca-

price of fashion—-being careful to have no re-

gard to comfort or health. His pants must
fit very tight, so that he cannot safely stoop,

or be 80 large that he could jump into one

leg. His coat must reach below his knees at

one time, and at another it is made too short

to call anything more than a jacket. The hat

either almost without crown or brim, or

varied to some other shape, so that one can-

not tell a man from a boy by his chapeau.

But I cannot spend more time in describing

man's dress, or how could I ever think of

finding space to speak of the endless variety

of women's attire—the enormoiis load of su-

uities which they carry ? (Their skirts,

"whether of the most costly silk, or of the

purest white, are used to sweep the dusty

idewalks and muddy crossings; while child-

en from three to twelve years of age have

scarcely any skirt at all ; so that they are not

only dressed immodestly, but their health

endangered, that fashion may be regarded.

Who can have patience to mention the waste

of time which the present fashion in female

attire demands—^the flounces and gverskirts,

with their);rimmings—the immodest hump on

the back^-the hitch-ups and eatch-ups—the

gaudy ribbons, and superabundance of trim-

ming. And the head dress is often a shame
to the sex. Bonnets are now discarded. A
little strip of trimming across the head is

enough, leaving the forepart of the head bare,

even in the coolest weather. I have seen

children sent eight or ten miles to ride, with

only a little, thin hat to protect their heads,

with the thermometer not much above zero.

And on the back of the head, whether the

weather is hot or cold, must be placed an

enormous bundle of bark or false hair.

.'Health is so far disregarded, that thousands

die annually only to pay their vows to the

shrine of fashion. Beauty, convenience, com-

fort, and modesty, are at all times sacrificed

in the same interest. And, alas! even moral-

ity and religion become subject to its over-

whelming power, and thus the most essential

and important duties of life are disregarded,

that fashion may have the homage which she

asks for.

The public press is nearly all committed to

the same cause—and one can but wonder how
entirely it is controlled by this despotism. Do
you talk of free press, and free speech, and of

independence of thought and action '? It is

idle talk—yea, false. "There are rare excep-

tions. Now and then some self-denying child

of God, dressed in accordance with Christian

implicity, pleads with others to use a little

common sense in the matter of dress, and
allow conscience to speak in the premises.

But amid the din, and roar, and bustle, and
ommotion of the extravagant, sweeping,
rushing world, these refreshing and noble

exceptions are lost, or overwhelmed. The
newspapers and magazines assist the tyrant,

as he continues his arrogant sway of wicked-

ness, drawing in the young and unwary, un-

til they are fully committed to the same cause,

and finally confused and lost in fashion's

vortex.

Does any reader say, This is imaginary,

md over-wrought? I deny it. Show me
your 5'oung men and young women, (or even
the older class,) who have the independence to

disregard the modes of fashion prevailing, and
dress prudently, neatly, modestly, and plainly

n accordance with common sense, and the

principles of Christianity. Where are they?
Even the various denominations of professed

Christians have no voice to lift against this

constant change of dress, and the extrava-

gance which it induces. It was not always so.

Not only the Societj^ of Friends, but other

denominations, formerly regarded, in some
degree at least. Christian simplicity. But now
even the formerly self-denying Quakers are

aping the fashionable world to a shameful ex-

tent. Where, then, shall we look for a deter-

mined protest against this awful sin ? Noth-
ing seems able to confront the tyrant. .He
goes on, conquering and to conquer, until even

now the woe which was formerly pronounced
by the prophet against the pride of that day,

seems to belong to, and is perhaps impending
over, this age. :It would appear that the

haughty daughters of Zion were then loaded

with foolish ornaments. Eead the judgments
which God then pronounced against them for

this cause—Isaiah iii. 16, to end of chapter.

And if, under the old covenant, this wanton-
ness and pride were to be condemned and
punished, how much greater must be the con-

demnation to us who live under the Christian

dispensation, and profess to be of the new
Israel of God—humble, self-denying followers

of the lowly Jesus !

But, in a newspaper article, I have not

space, had I time and ability, to portray in

true colors the abundant and multiform evils

resulting from fashion. The slavery which it

causes our women in such constant sewing,

to make and remake the tremendous costume
now prevailing—the severe and constant labor

and engrossing care thus forced upon their

husbands, to procure funds with which to in-

dulge their wives and daughters in keeping

up with their neighbors in the race of fashion.

Not a few men have been led into crime, that

they might have the ability to keep them-

selves and families in the extravagant style of

the day. When you, young wives or daugh-

ters, survey with such pride and self-compla-

cency your gaudy attire, pause for a moment
to consider whether your shameful extrava-
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gance does not cause your father or husband

to toil late and early, in the work shop or

counting house, perhaps until his health is

impaired ;
and whether you are not loading

him with debts, which may yet make you
homeless, or defraud honest creditors, and

thus perhaps break down, by constant anxiety,

the health of your loved ones, and make their

lives an early sacrifice to this mammon of

fashion. Let us consider ourselves as rational

beings, and as possessed of immortal souls;

and how can we spend so large a proportion

of our precious time in decking these mortal

bodies? How contradictory the conduct and

profession of nominal Christians! Instead of

self-denial, selfindulgence, jjrirfe, extravagance,

and much wickedness, are patent to all not

blinded by custom. And even the professed

ministers of the Gospel dare not come out

boldly in condemnatioa of such folly ; but

suffer themselves and their families to fall into

the same disgraceful fashions. And why is it

80? Dare we not brave a corrupt public op-

inion ? Of whom are we afraid ? " Who art

thou, that thou shouldst be afraid of man, that

shall die, and of the son of man, who shall be

made as grass ;
and forgettest the Lord, thy

maker, that hath stretched forth the heavens,

and laid the foundations of the earth ; and

hast feared continually every day, because of

the fury of the oppressor, as if he were ready

to destroy? And where is the fury of the

oppressor? I am the Lord thy God, that

divided the sea, whose waves roared, the Lord
of Hosts is his name." Eeformer.

Great Discoveries by Accident.

The great discovery that made Charles

Goodyear famous was an accident. For ten

years he gave all his time to ascertain how
india-rubber could be treated so that it would
neither stiffen by cold nor melt by heat. As
everybody knows he succeeded, but it was
after a thousand mistakes, and at a time when
he was not experimenting. Gesticulating

earnestly as he stood arguing near a bar-room
stove one winter's day, he let fall on the heated

surface a piece of india-rubber and sulphur,

which he had been rolling together in his

hand. Upon recovering it, he found that a

portion of the little ball had become more
elastic than before, and, by subsequent trials,

that the same portion was affected neither by
heat nor cold. In fact, the interior portion of

the ball had been vulcanized by chance, and
from this trivial matter, which occurred in a

country tavern thirty-four years ago, has

grown up in this and other countries a busi

ness that ^employs a capital of many millions

of dollars, and more than one hundred thou

sand workmen.
Again, during the process of vulcanizing

large quantities of india-rubber, a residuum of

hard black coal is continually being deposited

For several years this residuum was regarded
as useless, and was got rid of by shooting cart-

loads of it into holes or sinking it in the sea.

Observing an Irish girl one day in Woburn,
Massachusetts, cleaning cutlery upon what
looked to be a black stone, Goodyear had the
curiosity to examine it. To his surprise,

found the seeming stone to be india-rubber
coal—not a mineral at all, but a vegetable
Seeing that the upper surface of this novel
knife-scourer had not only been worn smooth
by use, but had taken a brilliant polish, the
thought occurred to him that the material
might answer as a substitute for ivory, bone

id horn. Upon trial, he found that it was

,
and he immediately took out in the United

States, England and countries on the conti-

nent, manj' patents of application
;

that is,

patents not for the discovery of the material,

3ut for the discovery ofthe uses of the material.

Manufacturers saw the advantages of the sub-

titute and seized upon it eagerly. And now
it is used the world over for handles to knives

and surgical instruments ; for laboratory tools;

for harness trimmings and house ornaments;

for buckles and locks
;
parlor furniture and

study conveniences; combs and backs of hair-

brushes; door-knobs and walking canes
;
cas-

kets, bracelets and necklaces ;
finger-rings and

the settings of precious stones, and a thou-

sand other purposes.

The operation of whitening sugar was dis-

covered by accident. All sugar is dark until

washed. Pack some brown sugar in a funnel;

how is it to be washed ? Clearly not by pour-

ing water upon it; which would dissolve the

crystals, but by letting it drain dry. Such used

to be the process. Ten thousand loaves ofsugar,

'n funnels, would sometimes be draining at

once in a Cuban sugar-house. It happened at a

plantation, early one morning, that old "mam-
my," after feeding the poultry, left the gate

of their yard open. There had been a shower,

and the feet of the fowl were sticky with clay;

yet they nevertheless crossed over to the

sugar-house, and entering at the door, went
picking into the funnels and depositing moist

clay on their contents. Nobody knew till

then that moist clay gives off water so spar-

ingly, that it will purify sugar without dissolv-

ing it. The hint was taken, experiments were

made, and the fact clearly ascertained. It

one of the most curious and useful of

chance discoveries. To this day yellow and

brown sugar in the West Indies is whitened
by spreading moist clay over the surface.

This is called "claying the sugar."

The metal called cadmium, which when
crystalized into white octahedrons is so beau-

tiful, and which is also so useful in the arts,

was discovered by a very odd chance. It is

a custom in Germany that the government
every now and then examines druggists' medi-

cines to see if they are pure. The chemical

inquisitors whom it employs went into an

apothecary's shop in Berlin some years ago

and, among other articles, tested some zinc.

It was mixed with sulphur, and yet turned

yellow. They were horrified. The druggist

was arrested, his shop closed, a large fine was
imposed upon him, and he was forbidden to

trade. Why? Because zinc combined with

sulphur is white, while arsenic combined with

sulphur is yellow ; and the experts reported

our poor druggist for having arsenic in his

zinc. He knew it could not be so, however
;

and he employed Professor Stromeyer to ana-

lyze it, who discovered the new metal, cad-

mium, to be the cause of the yellow. This

white, brilliant, tin-resembling metal, from
which cadmium yellow comes, is now regu-

larly extracted from ores of zinc.

There is a color made and used at the fam-

ous Gobelin manufactory at Paris, called the

Gobelin red dye. It was at one time in so

great repute that the populace thought it

must have been obtained from the evil one.

It was accidentally discovered by that odd
Dutch philosopher, Cornelius Van Drebbel,

who professed to have been the inventor of

almost everything, from a mousetrap to a

machine which should move perpetually. He

was probably the first constructor of a th«

mometer, and he improved the telescope anjo

microscope. About 260 years ago, when ei

gaged one day in filling a glass tube with

decoction of cochineal, his dog sprang plai

fully upon him, causing him to spill a fei

drops. There was a solution of tin in a vesai

on the table. Into this the decoction of cocl |i

neal fell, when, lo! what has since bee
I

cnown as the Gobelin red dye was producetjii

Steam engines in their early use had no selfc

acting valves. A workman at stated timtji

had to turn on and to turn off a tap. As thi,

work was light, and attention only was rq

quired, boys were usually employed as ta[i,

turners. It so happened, while this was th

custom, that a young fellow—lazy, perhap

but possessing brains—got tired of runnin

hither and thither, and perpetually doing th

same thing. Getting hold of a strong con

he contrived a connection between the beai

at one end and the tap at the other end, an

tied both together. It answered perfectl]

The movement of the beam turned oft' the ta

at the proper moment, and at the next prope

moment turned it on. The engineer saw i

and though he discharged the boy for lazines

he took out a patent for the invention. Froi

that time all steam engines have been bui

with self-acting valves.

—

Our Young Folks.

For " The Friend.%

John Heald.
|

(Continued from page 66.) -j

1st mo. 30th, 1817. "We attended Mar
borough Meeting. My mind soon becara

silently quiet, and enjoyed a peaceful serenit;

and in a while I was engaged to encourag

those present to labor for a like quiet habiti

tion. It was a comfortable meeting, in whic

some of the dangers of neglecting to labc

were pointed out, but the weather had becoii

cold, the house was open, the wind blew an

we became chilly, and I thought our comfot

able feelings passed oft' sooner on that accoui

than they would have done, if the house h»

been comfortable.

31st. At Centre Meeting. I began wit!

Give not that which is holy to dogs, niith.

cast your pearls before swine. When 1 tir,,

felt this impression, I felt startled at bringitK

these ideas into view before a large assemblpii

but finding the impression to be of a humi

ating kind, such as L had heretofore commen:|

ed, I did not think it safe to hesitate ; soj

went on and way opened in a trying humi

ating way to myself, and I am induced

think it had a good effect on the minds oft!

hearers. Though this [advice] might be co

sidered to applj' solely to ministers, beii

addressed by our Lord to His disciples, I hi

an idea that it applied to each class of societ

for each one had a precious gift bestowe

They have the reproofs of instruction whii

are the way to life, and if the}' cast these I

hind their back, what better is it than to gi

that which is holy to dogs, or casting th(

pearls before swine? Is it not a prostitutii

those precious things to the swine's natur

I went on from one sentence to another, ai

the power seemed to attend. Though 1 h:

no prospect of much to say, the way still ope

ing, and weight and humility continuing a:

increasing, I proceeded and delivered a loi

testimony. In the latter part I endeavor

to show that though there were tribulatio

to be met with in the way leading from dea

to life, yet that these were not harder, if
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d, as were often met with in the way of

3ual gratification, or in following on to ob-

1 the delights and vanities of the world,

d mo. 2d. Attended Salem Meeting, which
; large. 1 began with :

' I beseech you to

the gospel have free course among you.'

8 is a loving request of the apostle, and we

Y find in the sacred writings another invi-

on :
' Seek the Lord while he may befound,

upon him while he is near.' I think it

y fairly be inferred that there is a time
n he may be found, and that the time may

Qe when if we call he will not hear; if the
mefor attention is neglected. I went

thatin the opening that attended, to

ere a living ministry was exercised, if those

) are favored with it are unfaithful and go
nter to clear conviction, they are in a worse
idition than if they had not been favored

h it; they become hardened. It is no
tter whether it was immediately or instru

ntally conveyed, here the gospel has not

e course, here the loving invitation is not

ended to, but another way is devised to

ase the natural inclination, and then con
nation is experienced to attend the minds
hose who are casting the reproofs of in

uction behind them. These are laying a

ndation for sorrow of heart. This I was
abled to set forth in such a manner, that

my were tendered and I believe humbled,
d the meeting ended, after an humble sup-

cation for preservation from the trials that

3 in the world ; and for support and strength

do our several duties with acceptance to

r great and gracious Benefactor, that by
holy aid we may be enabled to go on in

ie highway to happiness, and be safely land-

; on the eternal shore where no sorrow can

ime, but where we may praise the God of

Ir salvation who is worthy for evermore.

'In the evening, at William Dennis', several

lends being there, besides a large family. I

imarked in regard to ministry, that those

ho are exercised therein should be content

attend closely to their gifts, and endeavor
I do what is required, and not to exceed. If

ily a little is required, be faithful in the little

id despise not the day of small things,

'^atch against high-mindedness and indulge

not even in secret. Those who are thus

igaged are likely to be entrusted with more
id to be preserved.

3rd. At Providence, I remarked that some,

hen they had the company of strangers, gave

p their own concern, to sit idle till the stranger

lould communicate something. Thus much
recions time may be lost. If the important
ancerns of religion are a favorite subject of

ontemplation, the mind in its silent retire-

lent will go to its favorite object, and seek

J know what it must do, in order that the

ecessary work may be accomplished. I had
5 show that the work was a progressive one

;

bat in the beginning God created such and
uch things on the first day, and others on the

allowing days, each in order progressively,

'hus the works of God were accomplished,

nd last of all he made man. The work that

J required of us is to be done progressively,

nd not all at once. Some of us know that

re were once young, and that there was
ime when we first felt our minds impressed
rith a desire to be prepared to die ; that we
hen discovered that to gain Divine favor we
Qust forsake evil. If we did so, we felt peace

;

f not, we felt condemnation, and had no assur

ince of being happy. When we have been

deeply impressed with a sense of our situa-

tion we have been induced to supplicate for

mercy ; and when wo have yielded obedience

to our duty we have had to learn the practice

of one thing after another. Some duty to be

performed would be presented to the mind,
d as this was faithfully attended to, then

something else, and so on. Thus we may see

t is a progressive work, and the growing is

from stature to stature, and not all at once.

Pressing the attention of those present to

their duty, as the only way to gain the favor

of Heaven, I thought the minds of many
were tender and solemn.

6th. Attended meeting at Caincreek. It

was small and we sat a considerable time be-

fore I found my way open to communicate.

I began with : We will eat our own bread

and wear our own apparel, only let us be called

by thj' name to take away our reproach.' 1

do not doubt but that many, with me, have
lamented that there were so many who were
satisfying themselves with the appearance,

the form or show, of religion, without the

reality, without the substance. Many have
earnestly desired to feel or know the ownings
of the Heavenly Father's love, but after they

have been favored with a measure of it they

have consulted fleshly ease, or have been un-

faithful to known or required duty, and have

lost the place of fsivor, and are contenting

themselves with an outside resemblance, like

eating their own bread and wearing their own
apparel ; esteemed religious, honest in their

dealings, and perhaps punctual to their en-

gagements too.

In younger years, when the mind is turned

towards the close of life, a desire prevails to

be prepared to end well. Then it is seen what
must be parted with in order to obtain Divine

favor, and as such have been faithful and have
denied themselves, they have felt peace in a

secret satisfaction. Then something e'

presented to the mind, and if faithfulness is

abode in, and the cross borne, they become
prepared to do some little service, which, if

honestly done, tends to peace ; then the heart

does not condemn such, and if our heart does

not condemn, then have we hope toward
God. How easy ! how plain and simple is the

way ! To yield obedience attentively is the

way to have this hope, and it is a comfortable

hope. How necessary it is to be in readiness.

Some have been taken out of time as in a mo-
ment, without so much as time to lift up their

eyes and hands to Heaven for mercy. How
unsafe to pass away the time without this

hope, or in eating our own bread, and wear-

ing our own apparel, and only having a name,
without a well-grounded hope.

Some have been so desirous of enjoying

gaiety, and the delights of sense, that they

have been very eager to obtain them ; but con-

viction has covered their minds, and has ren-

dered the enjoyment less comfortable. If

they continue in this course, thej' are laying

a foundation for lasting misery; but if they

would deny themselves these gratifications,

and take up their daily cross and follow the

dear Eedsemer, they would have peace of

mind
8th. We were at the Quarterly Meeting

composed of the meetings we have attended

since we left Neuse. In the time spent on the

the world so far as to feel at liberty to leave

them without anxious care. There is a time
in which our minds may be properly employed
in attending to necessary cares, but I believe

such times should not be long, or else we are

in danger of being drawn into a love of them.
We must learn to attend to them, and to leave

them in the right time."

Spectrum Analysis,

The study of the spectra of the fixed stars,

a matter ot extreme difficulty, has been most
patiently and carefully prosecuted by Dr.

Huggins. It must bo borne in mind that,

owing to their vast distance, the stars, even

when viewed with the most powerful tele-

scope, never appear otherwise than as points

of light, all that the telescopes can do being

to intensify that light. Now a telescopic

image of the luminous point has to be kept

steady upon the slit of the spectroscope, whose
aperture is not above 1.300th of an inch in

breadth ;
and this can only be accomplisbed

hen the telescope is so hung as to be free

from tremor, and is so accurately moved by
clockwork that the earth's motion is effect! ve-

\-y neutralized. Moreover, in our climate, it

is only on a few of those nights on which the

stars appear to the naked eye to shine bril-

iantly that the air is steady enough to pre-

vent the flickering and confusion of the spec-

tra which is fatal to these very delicate obser-

vations. Now, as had originally been pointed

out by Fraunhofer,the spectrum of the several

fixed stars differ very greatly from that of the

sun and from each other; and in order to de-

termine the component parts of their lumin-

ous atmospheres it is necessary to be able to

bring into comparison with the spectrum of

each star the spectra of various incandescent

metals and gases.

This is accomplished by a very ingenious

but simple arrangement, which Dr. Huggins
has attached to his telescopic spectroscope, by
which, on pressing a button, the observer can

combine, in the same view, the spectrum of a

star and the spectrum of any chemical object

—such as hydrogen, magnesium, or iron

—

which he may wish to compare with it. In

this manner it is easy to determine with cer-

tainty whether a particular set of bright or

dark lines seen in the spectrum of the star is

or is not coincident with the characteristic

spectrum of any substance already known to

him. As Sirius is by far the brightest of the

fixed stars, Dr. Huggins early devoted great

attention to its spectrum, which he found to

be a continuous one, crossed by great numbers
of dark lines, which are disposed at pretty

regular intervals through the whole length.

Its series of colors so far corresponds with

that of the solar spectrum that the combina-

tion of the whole gives white light.

The spectrum of Sirius further corresponds

with that of the sun in presenting four strong

dark lines, which correspond (though with

certain differences) with the three principal

Fraunhofer lines, C, F, G, and the fourth near

II, that indicate hydrogen ; and the peculiarity

of its line F has led, as will be presently shown,

to a most remarkable discovery in regard to

the proper motion of this conspicuous star.

But the very multiplicity of its lines, taken in

state of Society, I encouraged those present! connection with the circumstance that Sirius

to attend their religious meetings, wishing never rises high enough in our sky to be out

them to be so devoted thereto, that they might
j

of the range of the strongly disturbing influ-

know a being set free from the concerns of ence of our own atmosphere, has made the
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determination of the elementary substances

whose presence those lines indicate more diffi-

cult than those of certain other stars, to which
Dr. Huggins has accordingly given a prefer-

ential attention. The spectra of all the stars

yet examined, except two, show the presence

of hydrogen, which we have seen to be one

of the most important constituents of the sun.

Sodium, magnesium, calcium and iron are

very frequently recognized, and in Aldebaran
there have been observed, in addition, bismuth
(which has been found in the sun), antimony,

mercury and tellurium—the last being a metal

which is very rare in the earth (though named
from it), and which has not been recognized

in the sun.

—

Good Words.

Selected for "The Friend."

Vanity.

Vanity is exceedingly misplaced, when
ranked, as she commonly is, in the catalogue

of small faults. It is under her character of

harmlessness that she does all her mischief
She is, indeed, often found in the society of

great virtues. She does not follow in thetrain,

but mixes herself with the company, and by
mixing, mars it. The use our spiritual enemy
makes of her, is a masterstroke. When he
cannot prevent us from doing right actions,

he can accomplish his purpose almost as well
" by making us vain of them." When he can-

not deprive the public of our benevolence, he
can defeat the effect to ourselves, by poison-

ing the principle. When he cannot rob others
of the good effect of the deed, he can gain his

point by robbing the doer of his reward.

—

Hannah More.

The Trailing Pine of Siberia.—The curious
tree or bush known to the Eussians as " ked-
revnik," and rendered in the English transla-

tion of Vrangel's Travels as " trailing cedar,"

is one of the most singular productions of
Siberia, I hardly know whether to call it a

tree, a bush, or a vine, for it partakes more or
less of the characteristics of all three, and yet
does not look much like any of them. It re-

sembles as much as anything a dwarf pine
tree, with a remarkably gnarled, crooked, and
contorted trunk, growing horizontally like a
neglected vine along the ground, and sending
up perpendicular hunches through the snow.
It has the needles and cones of the common
white pine, but it never stands erect like a
tree, and grows in great patches from a few
yards to several acres in extent. A man might
walk over a dense growth of it in winter and
yet see nothing but a few bunches of sharp
green needles, sticking up here and there
through the snow. It is found on the most
desolate steppes, and upon the rockiest moun-
tain sides from the Okhotsk Sea to the Arctic
Ocean, and seems to grow most luxuriantly
where the soil is most barren and the storms
most severe. On great ocean-like plains, des-

titute of all other vegetation, this trailing

pine lurks beneath the snow, and covers the
ground in places with a perfect net-work of
gnarled, twisted, and interlocking trunks. For
some reason it always seems to die when it

has attained a certain age, and wherever you
find its green spring foliage, you will also find

dry white trunks as inflammable as tinder.

It furnishes almost the only fire-wood of the
wandering Koraks and Chookchees, and with-
out it manjf parts of northeastern Siberia
would be absolutely uninhabitable by man.
Scores of nights during our explorations in

Siberia, we should have been compelled to

camp without fire, water, or warm food, had

not nature provided everywhere an abund-

ance of trailing pine, and stored it away under

the snow for the use of travellers.— Tent Life

in Siberia.

THANKFULNESS.
For beauty in this world of ours,

For verdant grass aud lovely flowers,

For .song of birds, for hum of bees,

For the refreshing summer breeze,

For hill and plain, for streams and wood,

For the great ocean's mighty flood,—

In every thing give thanks !

For the sweet sleep which comes with night,

For the returning morning's light,

For the bright sun that shines on high,

For the stars glittering in the sky,

—

For these, and every thing we see,

—

O Lord ! our hearts we lift to Thee.

In every thing give thanks

!

ODE TO WISDOM.
No more to fabled names confined,

To Thee, supreme, all-perfect mind,

My thoughts direct their flight

:

Wisdom, thy gift, aud all her force

From Thee derived, unchanging source

Of intellectual light

!

O send her sure, her steady ray

To regulate my doubtful way
Through life's perplexing road,

The mists of error to control,

And through its gloom direct my soul

To happiness and good.
Elizabeth Carter.

Selected

.

RESIGNATION.
The air is full of farewells to the dying,

And mournings for the dead
;

The heart of Rachel for her children crying,

Will not be comforted !

Let us be patient ! these severe afflictions

Not from the ground arise,

But oftentimes celestial benedictions

Assume this dark disguise.

We see but dimly through the mists and vapors;

Amid these earthly damps,
What seem to us but dim funereal tapers,

May be Heaven's distant lamps.
Loncjfellow.

For "The Friend."

Scientific Notes.

A recent book on " Workshop Appliances,"

by C. P. B. Shelley, in the chapter on measur-
ing instruments, gives a description of Whit-
worth's "Millionth Measuring Machine," an
instrument so marvellously delicate that it

enables us to detect the expansion of a one-

inch bar produced by the touch of a finger.

Another machine of the same kind, when
proper precautions are taken, renders distinct-

ly perceptible a difierence of one 2,000,000 of

an inch.

In some recent experiments on the effect

of electricity on plants, a galvanic current
was made to pass through certain portions of

the Lady Slipper (Balsamina impatiens). This
plant was selected partly because it was easily

procured, aud partly as being very sensitive

to external agents. Its stem is impregnated
with juices which afford a ready passage to

electricity, and its delicate-tinted flowers in-

dicate by their changes of color the influence

of the current traversing them. After half

an hour's passage of a feeble current there
was no sensible effect, but the plant left to

itself gave signs of enfeeblement, and the part
above the point where the current entered

quite dried up. When a stronger current

was used, the plant soon indicated disordei

by the drooping of the leaves all along th(i-

stem, and, left to itself, soon withered. Ii'

these experiments the plant was killed b3'th<^

decomposition produced by the electricity ii^

the tissues. This was proved in the following I'

manner: A branch of the Balsamina, witi|

delicate rose colored flowers, was exposed t<tJ

the influence of an alkali, such as potash oi-

ammonia, and the rose-tint was thus change(

to blue. On placing another branch in tbi

galvanic current, the same effect was produced-

in the flowers near the wire connected will

the negative pole of the battery, showing tha';

alkaline substances had accumulated there:

which could only have been derived from th^

decomposition of the tissues of the plant. Ii,

the same manner, by reversing the conditionf)

and connecting violet colored flowers with thif

positive pole, the presence of an acid waf
shown by the change of the blue tint of tht'

violet color to red. i-

The experiments were extended to fruiti

and seeds. The current was applied for sevora

minutes to an apple on a branch which boT^

several nearly ripe. After some days th-

apple fell off, seemed more matured than tt

others and soon decayed. Similar experi

ments were made on pears and peaches wit!

the like results.

The current was next made to act on sei

which had been soaked in water to make t:

conductors of electricity. These seeds,

some through which the current had not
permitted to pass, were then sown in

filled with good garden earth. The electri:

seeds germinated sooner and at first showiMI

a more rapid growth, but ere long were over

taken by the others.

The scientific expedition which wintered ai

Mossel Bay, Spitzbergen, report that durinj

the night of winter, when walking betweel

high and low water, every step leaves upoi

the snow a very intense luminous mark, blui~'"

white. This had before been observed

Arctic travellers, and attributed to the de

composition of animal substances; but it

found to be due to thousands of minute crug

taceans, for which the snow, moistened
salt water, seems to be the favorite loi

These small animals were observed at a
perature of 18° below the freezing point

water. At this temperature, the human fe

as well as all bodies drawn upon the ice moisli

tened with sea-water, leave an impression o i

a magical aspect.

The preparation of Linden bark for mat
ting and other purposes, forms quite an im

portant branch of Eussian industry. A larg'

amount is exported to England and Germany
and some of the inland uses to which the ma
terial is put are grain-sacks, box-covers, wagoE

f

covers, carpets, sieves, sails for canal boat(l[

and shoes. In the spring or early summeJ't

when the flow of sap facilitates the separatioi

of bark, the peasants repair, with wives ani

children to the forests. The lower part oj|

the bark is generally prepared for roofinj'

purposes, being heated and pressed into th'

form of plates. That of the upper stem and

the branches is bound in bundles and put iii

water, where it is left for several month«i

Then it is dried in heat, divided into thil]

bands, and woven into mats ofvarious strength'

The strongest of them are sold at Nishni :

Novgorod at about $25 the hundred. Th :

yearly production of mats is estimated at 14, j

;e crug

d wUtt

'^
ointw
an feetl'
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1,000. For this no fewer than 1,000,000

]en trees are hewn annually,

lea-water is disagreeable to take, bnt bread

pared with it, is said to be agreeable to the

te, and to keep longer than ordinary bread,

is very wholesome. During a passage of

) months, from Havre to San Francisco,

a sailing ship, the Louisianne, having on

ird 1(50 passengers and 25 in crew, sea-

ter bread was exclusively used. There was

;, during this long time, a single case of

I'ess. It is said to'be especially valuable in

les of dyspepsia, scrofula and goitre.

The Brighton Aquarium (England) has re-

itly been enriched by the addition of a

mg seal, which was caught by some Yar-

uth fishermen. It has a habit of sitting

•ight in the water with his head and

)irider8 above the surface, looking inquisi-

ely at every thing about him. When satis-

i with the condition of things about him, he

If closes his eyes and pats his stomach with

I right flipper, or flaps both of them across

I breast in a ludicrous manner, exactly as a

Dman warms the tips of his fingers on a

ntry day by swinging his arms vigorously

rss his chest and striking his hands against

body on either side. It is very well-be

ived and takes food from the hand.

For "The Friend.

Memoirs and Letters of Sarah Hillman.

Our dear friend, Sarah Hillman, a minister

i

the Northern District Monthly Meeting,

liiladelphia, who deceased the 11th of Ninth

pnth, 1855, aged 61 years, left behind her

(.ters and memoranda from which some

(ections are proposed for the pages of " The

riend."

;She is still, by many, well remembered

faithful hand-maiden of her dear Lord
;
and

ki\e prompt and diligent in His service, was

tvertheless of delicate constitution and feeble

fdily ability ;
being by her contemporary

:icl worthy fellow-laborer in the gospel field,

homas Kite, thus appropriately character-

ed : "A precious jewel in a very delicate

^sket."

Notwithstanding this, the gift committed,

\ is recorded of her, was occupied with godly

jar, and to the edification of the sincere-

parted ; and though sufl'ering from weakness

iid disease, she often endeavored to cheer

er friends in that day of conflict and trial,

» hold on their way without faltering, be-

eving the Lamb and his followers would

nally have the victory.

The Diary, as submitted to the hands of the

[impiler, commences about the 20th year of

er age. Though thus early penned—for

wisdom is the grey hair unto men"—it is

elieved that by its solid perusal those of

ounger years may be encouraged by the

outhful dedication and faithfulnessof a heart

D sweetly warmed by the Saviour's love, to

)llow her as she followed Christ; those feel-

ig the deep inward stirrings, the effectual

trivings, the purifying baptisms of the Holy

pirit preparatory to the solemn work of the

linistry, may read and ponder how one of an

arlier day was taught in the school of great

Blf-reduction, and under the discipline of the

ross of Christ gradually, and, as in the back

art ofthe desert, received that holy, qualify'

ower of the anointing to bear the messages of

he Lord unto the people ; and parents and

eachers may hereby be incited to diligence in

he imperative duty ofwatching over and right-

ly training theirinteresting and highly respon-

sible charge, in the nurture and admonition of

the Lord ; who will require of them, as dele-

gated shepherds, a strict account for the re-

quired care to promote the spiritual growth,

n good-liking before Him, of this precious

portion of His heritage.

[Note.—It may be proper here to state, be-

fore proceeding with the diary, that the com-

piler in making slight verbal corrections that

seemed to be needed, has been careful not to

alter the sense of passages, neither to draw

therefrom unwarrantable conclusions.]

1814. 9th mo. 24th. Desiring that my life

may be more consistent with my profession

—

that of following a crucified Saviour—I am
nduced to pen some of the occurrences of my
daily life, in order that I may not (if I should

stray) forget what I have experienced hereto-

fore, though but a child—a child indeed in the

work of salvation. Oh ! that I might not lose

what I have known, but that I might travel

on from one degree of strength to another till

I arrive at the stature of a perfect man in

Christ. 'Mark the perfect man and behold

the upright : for the end of that man is peace.'

The company of dear Asenath Hunt has

been strengthening. Believing her to be

qualified instrument in thy hand, dearest

Father, to labor for the restoration of Zion in

its ancient purity, O I that she may so run as

to receive the answer of peace ;
and continue

to wear the inscription of, 'Holiness to the

Lord.'
.

My mind has often been impressed with

the belief that at a future day, or that at some

time perhaps not so far distant as 1 am willing

to think it, I shall, if obedient, be under the

necessity of expressing myself to my brethren

and sisters even in their solemn assemblies.

O, that ere I embark on this sea of trial, thou,

O gracious Father, would furnish me with

convincing evidence, that it is a flame of thy

own kindling, and touch my lips with a live

coal from off thy holy altar, that I may not

bring reproach on Thy name nor the religion

which I profess. Be pleased, dearest Father,

bring me out of the spirit of the world, to

stain the glory thereof in my view, and leave

nothing for me to rely upon but thy holy arm,

which alone is suflScient to save.

Considering the great want of attention in

parents to the very important concern of

rightly bringing up their children in the nur-

ture and admonition of the Lord, as they are

expressly commanded, my mind is at times

clothed with desire that those under my care

may be instructed by thee, dearest Father, t

love thee, fear thee, and obey thee, that thus

there may be a succession of instruments

raised up to publish thy blessed truth, that it

may spread from sea to sea, and from the

rivers to the ends of the earth. Cause thy

visitations of love to extend, dearest Father,

to all ranks and classes of the people, that so

they may join in ascribing to Thee thy due-
praise forevermore.

Ninth mo. 25th. Feeling feeble in health,

and it being a very dull morning as to the

state of the atmosphere, my mind seems to

partake of the gloom ; but I feel a hope it may
disperse ere long, and a brighter prospect pre-

gloom to be favored to witness the arising of

the Sun of righteousness is indeed a source of

the greatest consolation to a mind desirous of

being enlightened and led thereby. This, I

trust I may say, is my desire, however I may
deviate from my intentions; indeed it is at

times my most ardent wish ; but at others,

when overtaken by the love of pleasure, I am
almost ready to forget on what I yesterday

built my hopes—even heaven. O ! thatThon,

dearest Father, wouldst enable me to be more
circumspect in my conduct and conversation

among men, and in my going in and out be-

fore the children. Favor with thy light to

direct their feet in the right path, that thy

name may be exalted in the earth ;
and that

thy servants may not labor in vain, but that

their example may influence others to follow

them as they are endeavoring to follow Thee.

26th. Yesterday was indeed a day of exer-

cise to my mind which I trust will not be for-

gotten ;
neither will prove to my disadvantage

though it amount to nothing more than silent

travail. I have been made sensible this after-

noon, that little intimations, if rightly attend-

ed to, always bring their reward. In thy fear,

I trust, dearest Father, I was enabled to take

a book in hand containing some salutary

counsel to read to my scholars; when Thou
wast pleased to awaken one of their minds to

attend seriously thereto. For this, I hope, a

degree of gratitude has ascended up to thy

hoty throne, and desires that thou would be

pleased to enable me again to perform any
little service of this kind when consistent with

thy blessed will. Open the hearts of the chil-

dren, that they may feel desirous of serving

Thee. Make them to know that Thou alone'

art worthy to be feared, loved, and obeyed.

Grant, dearest Father, that she whom thou

hast been pleased this day to awaken, may
still follow on to know Thee, and be enabled

to ascribe the praise to Thee. And that those

who have not yet felt the power of Thy love

may feel it, so that they also may be made
willing to follow Thee even in tribulation."*

(To be continued.)

sent to view. As we see in the outward, after

a long season of rain the sun appears more

beautiful, so after a season of poverty and

* Sarah Hillman was engaged in that useful employ

of teaching school during many years of her life.

From the "London Athanenm."

The Story of William Barents.

Of all the adventurous voyages of the Dutch

—it may almost be said of any nation—the

most remarkable were the last of the three

undertaken in 1.594-1596, by the illustrious

William Barents, to discover a northeast pas-

sage by the sea of Tartary (Siberia) to Ca-

thay and China, as related by Gerrit de Veer,

whose work was edited by Dr. Beke, for the

Haklayt Society, in 1853.

On this third voyage, after passing round

the northeast end of Novaya Zemlya, Barents

reached a bay, most suitably named by him

Ice Haven, where, being unable to extricate

his ship from the ice, he and his crew, seven-

teen in number, "were forced in great cold,

poverty, misery and grief, to stay all the win-

ter." Fortunately they found a large supply

of drift wood, and with this material, eked out

by planks from the forecastle and poop of the

* If upon reading these notes, there are Friends who

have MSS., either letters or otherwise, concerning

Sarah Hillman, suitable for publication, it would be

kind in them early to place them where they may be

accessible to the compiler, to be incorporated with these

memoirs aa thev are now passing through the press.

Such, if left at 'Friends' Book Store, 304 Arch street,

might be so used ; and when done with again left there,

or returned to their respective owners.
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ship, they built a house, into which they re-

moved all their provisions and valuables. A
chimney was fixed in the centre of the roof,

a Dutch clock was set up and made to strike

the hours, bedsteads were placed along the

walls, and a wine cask was converted into a

bath. The surgeon wisely prescribed bathing
as a necessary preservation of health. Snow
storms and gales of wind prevailed through-
out the winter, which had the good effect of

drifting snow round the house as high as the

roof, and thus raising the temperature within.

But their sufferings were intense
; and it is

touching to read of those poor fellows asking
their skippers to let them make merry on
Twelfth night, with a little sack and two
pounds of meal.

In the following summer, Barents and the
survivors of his crew (three or four having
died during the winter) set out on their re-

turn voyage in two open boats, which thej^

had built with the timbers of their ship, and
they marvellously reached home in safety,

with the exception of their able leader, who,
having been long ill, sank under the fatigues

of the voyage, and like Behrend,LaPeyrouse,
Franklin, and now Ilall of the Polaris, found
a grave in the midst of his discoveries.

The voyage of Barents, though the first, re-

mained the only one in which the northeast
end of Novaya Zemlj-a had been rounded

; so
that the house in the Ice Haven remained
unvisited for nearly three centuries. But the
spell was broken in 1871, when the Norwegi-
an, Elling Carlsen, the circumnavigator, both
of Spitzbergen and Novaya Zemlya, reached
the spot on September 9th of that j'ear, and
saw the house still standing at the head of
the bay.

He found it 32 feet long by 20 broad, and
the planks of which it was composed were 1

J

inch thick by from 14 to 16 broad. The ma-
terials had evidently belonged to a ship, and
among them were several oak beams. Hound
the house were several large puncheons stand-
ing, and there were also heaps of reindeer,
seal, bear and walrus bones. The interior is

described by Capt. Carlsen, exactly as repre-
sented in the curious old drawing in Gerrit
de Veer's narrative, which was reproduced in

the edition of the Haklayt Society. The row
of standing bed places along one side of the
room, was exactly as shown in the drawing,
and several of the articles represented in the
drawing, the clock, the halberd and the mus-
kets, were still in their old places.

Mr. Markham gives a list of the numerous
articles, down to the minutest scrap, found
and brought away by Capt. Carlsen, and he
remarks: " The house in which Barents and
his gallant crew had wintered, can never have
been entered bj^ any human foot during nearly
three centuries that have since elapsed. There
stood the cooking pans over the fireplace, the
old clock against the wall, as shown in the
drawing, the arms and tools, the drinking
vessels, the instruments, and the books that
had beguiled the weary hours of that long
night, two hundred and seventy-eight years
ago. ' The history of China,' points to the goa
which Barents sought, while ' the Manual of
Navigation' indicates the knowledge which
guided his efforts. Stranger evidence never
told a more deeply interesting story."
The articles enumerated by Mr. Markham

are, perhaps, the most valuable in an antiqua-
rian point of view; but not the least interest-
ing are the flute which will still give out a

few notes, and the small shoes of the poor
ittle ship's boy, who died during the winter.

On Capt. Carlsen's return to Hammerfest,
in Norway, Mr. Lister Kay, who happened to

be there on his way to Lapland, purchased of
him these remains of Barents, which he liber-

ally ceded to the Dutch Government at the
price he had paid for them, thereby securing
to the native land of the great navigator,

the precious relics, which are now safely de-

posited in a room in the Foreign Office at

the Hague.

For "The Friend."

The Influence of Wealth.

It must appear obvious, we thin'is:, even to

the most indifferent observer, that the accu-

mulation of wealth, or the influences attend-
ant thereon, has had a prejudicial effect upon
our religious growth as a people, dwarfing us

in comparison with the high standard set up
by our fathers, and leading far away from that
simplicity which characterised the early and
prosperous days of the Society.

The result is indeed most painfull}' apparent
when we look abroad to our religious gather-
ings, dwindling in numbers and diminishing
in life ; so that we can scarcely fail to be re-

minded of those expressive words of our Sa-
viour: " An enemy has done this."

The world has indeed been too much with
us ; or we have not been sufiicientlj' fortified

against its attacks, and an advantage has
been gained, detrimental to a growth and
establishment in the ever blessed truth.

The apostle John declared, "if any man
love the world the love of the Father is not in

1." And whilst these truths have been
proclaimed from our galleries as far back as

my recollection goes, they have failed to pro-
duce any very apparent beneficial effect ; and
the seed thus sown, seems to have fallen on
barren ground.
Many of the most favored ministers of our

Society in former days, were men of small
means in an outward sense ; but as they placed
their dependence in, and relied solely upon that
hich had qualified them for service in the

Church, their influence became extensive, and
their lives, even more than their words, with
truth's power became eloquent.

Woolman, and Jordan, and Ilealy, and
many others we might name, were all of them
men whom the world could not seduce by its

peciousness or even by its blandishments
;

and, while clothed upon with mortality, their

eyes were fixed upon a better country, to
which they were drawn by an irresistible

attraction.

When the children of Israel were smitten
before the enemies of the Lord, "it was the
concern of Joshua to ascertain the cause, and
after a time of much search, it was found that
the Babylonish garment and golden wedge in

Achan's tent had produced the result ; and
how often since that day has similar causes
been attended with like effects ; men oforderly
lives, whose influence for good has been very
much lessened, by an attachment to worldly
possessions, and a steady engagement in the
pursuit thereof.

" We brought nothing into the world, and
it is certain we can carry nothing out," saith
the apostle, and enjoins, having food and rai-

ment, therewith to be content ; and adds,
" godliness with contentment is great gain."

" There is a sore evil," says Solomon, " which
I have seen under the sun, namely; riches

kept for the owners thereof to their hurt

and how often have we witnessed wealth leif'

to children which has proved a positive injun

Solomon himself was an example of this kinc f

The treasure left by his father (according t

Josephus) was immense. The effect of whic
was to induce foreign nations to court h:

favor, with whom he made affinity, eve

forming matrimonial alliance with their w(

men ; and, although highly favored with
knowledge of the true and living God, ye
sorrowful to relate, he became an idolate

and builded and bowed to the God of h;

Horace, a heathen poet, has said, Prescentm

seqiiiiur cara pecuniam. An increase of wealt

is followed by an increase of care. And Juvi

nal declared that, " wealth which is acquire

by so much labor and so many privations, ca

be preserved only by greater anxiety and
citude." As imitated by Dr. Johnson:
" Wealth heaped on wealth no peace nor safety buys,

The dangers gather as the treasures rise."

What a lesson to the Christian does the laj

guage of these ancients, on whom the light i

revelation never shone, convey ; and ho;

astonishing, that so many apparently consi(

erate people, should be so eager to embar
upon this troubled sea. K
Haddonffeld, 10th mo. 1873.

For "The Friend.

" Blessed are the pure in heart for they shall i

God."—-Matt. V.

It is our privilege to believe that Mosei

the great lawgiver, stood first among the pur
in heart, and meek of his day ; for it is said c

him, " this man Moses was very meek, abov
all the men which were upon the face of th

earth," choosing rather to suffer afliictio;

with the people of God, than to enjoy th

pleasures of sin for a season ; and refused t

be called the son of Pharoah's daughtei
esteeming the reproaches of Christ, greate

riches than all the treasures of Egypt. Fort;

years he kept his father's flock, in the baci

parts of the desert, which prepared him forth
important work of his after life ; and when th

angel of the Lord appeared in a flame of fir

out of the midst of a bush, Moses turnei

aside to see this great sight, why the busl

burned and was not consumed. When tb
Lord saw that he turned aside to see, Goi

called to him out of the midst of the busb
" Moses, Moses ! and he said, hei-e am I," am
God said draw not nigh hither, put off tb
shoes from off thy feet, for the place whereoi
thou standest is holy ground." No doubt h
obeyed this simple command in childlike faith

and purity of heart, as we read in the sacrei

volume, Moses hid his face for he was afrai(

to look upon God. Again, when the Lor(

called him, and said unto him, " Come noi
and I will send thee unto Pharoah, that thol

mayest bring my people the children of Israe

out of Egypt ;" he queried with the Almighty)
"who am I, that I should go unto Pharoah
behold they will not hear me nor hearkei
unto my voice, for they will say the Lon
hath not appeared unto thee I"

This was the second time the Lord hai

visited Moses, and it would seem in him no
only a want of faith in the most High, but i

distrust of his almighty power; incomprehen
sible to some of the present day, that one ti

whom it is said "the Lord spake face to face,

should doubt, after the extraordinary revela

tions of his holy will, or hesitate to obey Hii
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mdates; but we must obserye in the lives

the most favored of the Lord's servants

it humau nature is the same in all. The
rd time Moses reasons with God. he
ads his own unfitness: Oh my Lord, I am
; eloquent, neither heretofore nor since

)U has spoken to thy servant, but 1 am of

w speech, and of a slow tongue ! Mark
! gracious reply of Him who made man's
lUth ! "I will be with thy mouth, and
,ch thee what thou shalt say." " I have
de thee a god unto Pharoah, and Aaron
ill be thy prophet."
^Notwithstanding this condescension, long-

Eering and kindness vouchsafed to the great

giver, he still further provoked the Lord,
'ng: "Oh my Lord, send by the hand of

om thou wilt send !" and the anger of God
i kindled against Moses.
Ve have no record wherein to find greater
i and confidence manifested to his creature
n, than in the life of Moses ; and yet how
we find the same thorn in the flesh to

fet him
;
poor, weak human nature failing

do, what the spirit would gladly effect.

i marvellous signs and wonders in Egypt,
the journey through the wilderness to-

ds Canaan, afford material for an abler
than the writer, who simply desires to

I

the attention of the young and inexperi-

led, to a practical knowledge of those great
iths, which are given for our instruction.

Lfter Moses had been forty days in the
|unt, where he received the tables of
3e, written upon by the finger of God, the
dsaid unto him, get thee down; and Moses
Qed and went down, and when he beheld
great sin which Aaron and the children

srael had committed, his anger waxed hot,

. he cast the tablets out of his hands, and
ke them beneath the mount, forgetting the
•d could reprove them in his own way and
[e. There is another striking circumstance
the life of this pure and holy man ; when
[l commanded him to speak to the rock, he
|k the rod and smote it twice; disobeying

[
direct command of the Lord, for which act

Iwas not permitted to enter the promised
jd. Num. XX. IL
,t is not the design of the writer, to mark
(the shortcomings of this eminent servant
,he Lord, but to set forth the necessity of

ping on the watch, when faith and patience

sorely tried, and for the sake of those who
ready to fear they can not attain to such
ate of perfection. Let us then hold forth

language of encouragement to some of the

ders of the " Friend," who have already
led away after perusing the brief view of

lives of the three meek men of Chester
nty, saying: "We can never attain to

h a perfect state." " Surely their trials

•e not as great as ours, or they of like pas-

is. " " My grace is sufficient for you ;" the

ce of our Lord Jesus Christ ; it made
m what they were, and is still able to

inch all the fiery darts of the enemy, and
love mountains of difficulty out of the

V-

ames Emlen, Samuel Hilles and Joseph
Dads were shining lights in their day ; but

h had their trials and peculiar character-

cs. James Emlen's knowledge of human
ure was profound, and with a discerning

•it he was admirably qualified to speak a

rd to the weary, and many, were they now
ng, could set their seals to this ;

and his

oaorable sermon in the women's Yeai-ly

.Meeting; his strong and persuasive appeal to

j mothers, for the right training and education

i

of their children; and his touching and beau-
tiful address to the children, put forth in the
demonstration of the Spirit and with power,
bearing witness in their hearts (with the still

small voice which had spoken to them before),

until there were many tearful ej^es to be seen,

and not a discordant sound to be heard ; and
as he closed, it would seem truly as if it was
none other but the house of God, and this th

gate of heaven :
" they were, indeed, word

fitly spoken, like apples of gold in pictures of
silver." But space and time fail me to tell of
all that might interest the weaiy traveller

Zionward, or encourage the young to rely

upon the grace of their Saviour
;
yes, time

would fail to tell of Nathan Sharpless, Jesse

Maris, Joseph and Joel Evans, and of many
others of Cliester county, who were meek and
pure in heart and of the children of God, and
who are now, we humbly trust, singing the

song of Moses and the Lamb.

The way which leads to life is wonder-
fullj' straight; oh, how little is the dooi-, and
how stripped must we be to pass thereby."
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Men naturally love ease and self-indulgence;

they are unwilling that anything should stir

up the nest in which they are reposing. In

our spiritual as in our natural life, we are

easily tempted to indulge in "a little more
sleep, a little more slumber, a little folding of

the hands to sleep." Most of us dislike that

which will call forth opposition, and too many
shrink from bold avowal and support of the

truth if it must bo attended with controversy.

How many in our religious Society who once
knew what was the right, and saw that it was
in danger, to whom, if faithful, ability would
have been given to have stood as watchmen
and standard-bearers, have shrunk from a

righteous defence of the truth, until their

spiritual vision became dimmed ; they lost the

armor in which they once trusted, and in their

journey from Jerusalem to Jericho they have
fallen among thieves, who have stripped them
and left them half dead.

Such as these not only lose their own stand-

ng in the Truth, but they are in a fearful de-

cree responsible for ravages made on the flock,

over which they stood as delegated shepherds,

whose dut}' it is to guard and defend it from
the wolves that come in sheep's clothing.

That is an instructive though an almost
appalling account given by S. Fothergill in a

meeting in England. He said that a Friend

who, when young, was religiously concerned

for his soul's salvation, and also for the wel-

fare of the church, had a dream, in which he

saw himself placed in a green field or pasture,

walled round, and lambs feeding in it well-

fixvored and in good order, and in the middle

of the enclosure a clear spring for them to

drink at. A sharp instrument was given to

him with which ho was to guard the well,

that nothing should foul or muddy it. He
was also directed to keep up the wall, and if

any breaches were made in it he was to repair

them. Samuel said that years after this

Friend had had this dream, he met with him

in America. He had fallen away from the
good condition he had once been in, and was
plunged into darkness and distress. While in

this state he had another dream, in which he
again saw himself in the same field he had
seen in his vision in early life, but it had lost

its verdure, the lambs were distempered and
scattered, the wall was much broken down,
the water in the well or spring was fouled
and muddy, and serpents in it hissed at him,
and he found he could not destroj' them be-

cause he had lost the weapon formerly given
to him ; and as he stood looking at the diseased
and perishing lambs, he thought he heard a
voice saying. All these will I require at thy
hands.

What an awful warning ! But those who
are willing, in abasedness of self, to stand up-
rightly and firmly in defence of the Truth as
it is in Jesus, not drawn aside by desire for

popularity, nor turned back by the frowns, the
misrepresentations or the contumely of false

brethren, experience preservation through all

the suffering and reproach they may have to
endure ; and they know their feet to be more
and more firmly planted on the Rock of ages,
and feel in themselves that it standeth sure,
having this seal, the Lord knoweth them that
are his.

May the number of these be multiplied,

and may they labor, in the meekness of wis-
dow, to build up the wall that others have
allowed to be thrown down, to keep the well-

spring in the " garden enclosed," from mixing
with the " muddy waters of Babylon," and to

shield and feed the lambs bj' training them,
as much as may be in their power, in the doc-
trines and testimonies of the gospel as held by
Friends.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Paris dispatcfies say that the Monarchists

have determined not to hasten the re-opening of the
Assembly. The day will be left to the appointment of

the Ministry. Strong opposition is manifested to the

restoration of a monarchy under the Count de Cham-
bord, and it is said the monarchists are leas hopeful.

Bonapartists and Republicans alike, protest against the

proposed action of the monarchists. Bishop Dupanloup
has charged the cures of his diocese to pray for the

restoration of the monarchy. The Memorial Diplomati-

que says, the Count de Chambord has assured the foreign

Powers that his policy will not be aggressive, and he
will not attempt to reinstate the Pope in his temporal
possessions. The prefect of Lyons has issued an order

snspending the municipal council of that city from office

for two months, and appointing a committee of forty

citizens to administer the duties of the council in the

interim. Elections for municipal officers were held in

various places on the '26th ult., and resulted generally

in the success of the Republican candidates. Republi-
can petitions, although prohibited by the prefects, are

being circulated throughout France, and being numer-
ously signed by the most influential citizens.

On the 22d ult. John Bright addressed an assemblage

estimated to number 16,000 persons, at Birmingham.
He commended the Gladstone administration for its

just legislation, with the exception of the Education

act, which, he said, was framed in a hasty manner and
needed amendment. He advocated the repeal of that

clause by which denominational schools are allowed to

receive payment from tiie public rates. Speaking of

the war against the Ashantees, he expressed the belief

that the interests and honor of the country would be

best consulted by the absolute withdrawal of the British

colonies from the Ashantce coast at no distant date. He
then referred to the relations between Great Britain and
the United States. Some Englishmen had spoken of

the Treaty of Washington as humiliating to Great
Britain. He on the contrary maintained that the con-

duct of the administration in reference to that treaty,

and subsequent arbitration under its provisions, had
dded a nobler page to the history of England than h.id

all the bloody battles recorded in its history.

Large shipments of specie from England to the U.
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States continue. The bank rate of interest is now 7 per
j

No. 2 Chicago spring, $1.32. Oats, 46i a 50 cts.

ggm. Western mixed corn, 58 a 59 cts.
;
yellow, 60J cts.

;

The Cunard Steamship Company have determined [white, 70 cts. PhUadelphia.—Vp\a.nds and New Or-

to withdraw their vessels from the West India service, i
leans cotton, 16 a 16J cts. Cuba sugar, 7i cts. Standard

at an early day, and establish a daily line between I white petroleum, 16 cts. Superfine flour, $4.50 a $5.25

;

Liverpool and New York. extras, $5.50 a $6.25 ; finer brands, $6.50 a $10. Amber

Nothing has been heard from the steamship Ismalia, jwheat, $1.58 a $1.63; red do., $1.45 a $1.50. Eye, 83

which sailed from New York for Glasgow about a month cts. Yellow corn, 62 a 63 cts. ;
western mixed, 61 a 62

ago, and it is feared the vessel has been lost. cts. Oats, 44 a 50 cts. Smoked hams, 12 a 14 cts.

London, 10th mo. 27th.—Consols, 92i. U. S. sixes,
|
Lard, 8* a 8| cts. Clover seed, 9i a 10 cts. Timothy,

1867, 96| do. 5 per cents, 9U a 9U. j$2.50 per bushel. The cattle market was dull. About

Liverpool.— Uplands cotton, 9d. a 9Jd. ; Orleans, 3200 beef cattle sold at 6 J a 7 cts. per lb. gross for extra
;

9id. a 9|d.

The situation in Spain has not materially changed.

The insurgents in the south maintain their ground ob-

stinately, and have captured a number of Spanish ves-

sels. The Carlists announce that their forces defeated

the Republican troops near Puigcorda, recently. It is

said that the government of Germany has sent two

cavalry officers to accompany the Carlist head-quarters

in its movements in Spain.

A dispatch from Central Asia brings intelligence of

frightful scenes in Khiva upon the evacuation of the

capital by the Russian troops. The Youmeds, soldiery

of the khan, revolted and plundered the town, after

which they destroyed it. In addition to these outrages

the Usbeks slaughtered 16,000 of the Persians who
were emancipated from slavery. The Khan sent to

General Kauflman asking assistance to enable him to

restore order.

Baron Penedo, charged with the settlement of the

conflict between the Church and State authorities in

Brazil, has reached Rome and presented his credentials

to the Pope.
Cardinal Petra is about to leave Rome for France on

a mission from the Vatican to the French bishops. The
Jesuits must quit their establishment in Rome the 2ud
inst. The Father General of the Society will go to

Belgium.
Bombay, bv the last census, had 816,560 inhabitants,

and Madras 427,770.

The Pall Mall Gazette publishes a table showing that

17,422 lives have been lost at sea on the coast of the

United Kingdom, during the past twenty-three years.

The Baltic Gazette says the Russian government has

been obliged to order arrests among the Roman Catho-

lic clergy in the diocese of Chelm, a conspiracy having
been discovered among them.
A Madrid dispatch of the 27th says, the insurgent

vessels from Cartagena obtained $2,500,000 in specie,

by the plundering of merchant ships ofl^ Valencia. It

is reported that the insurgents in Cartagena are com-
pletely demoralized, and theirleaders disagreeingamong
themselves.

About 300 new vessels are being built on the Clyde,
at Glasgow, Scotland.

The emigration in the quarter ending 6th mo. 30th
last, from England to the United States was 79,96ti,

|

British North America 14,905, Australia 4,813, and all

other places 1223 : total 100,907.

United States.—The mortality in Philadelphia
last week 263, including 72 children under two years.

There were 39 deaths of consumption and 18 old age.

The deaths in New York last week were 514.

Memphis, Shreveport, and other cities in the south-

west, are still suffering terribly from the ravages of

yellow fever.

The earnings of the Pennsylvania Railroad from 1st

mo. Ist, to 10th mo. 1st, 1873, were $18,720,807, an in-

crease of $2,501,557 over the same period in 1872.

At the recent election for a Judge of the Supreme
Court in Pennsylvania, 466,176 votes were polled, viz.,

for Gordon 240,235 : Ludlow, 225,941. The election

did not excite much interest and the vote was therefore

far from a full one.

The amount of gold collected in California, between
1848 and 1873, is estimated at $1,380,700,000, of which
about 93,000,000 was mined in 1853.
The ship Three Brothers has been loaded at San

Francisco with 4600 tons of wheat, valued at $199,000.1
According to the reports received by the Department

of Agriculture, at Washington, the corn crop of the pre-
sent year will be below average. That of 1872 was
estimated at 1,092,000,000 bushels, that of this year it

is expected will fall about 250,000,000 bushels below
the crop of last year.

The exports of domestic produce from New York
have amounted in the past live weeks to $37,000,000.

I%s Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 27th ult. New ybri.—American gold, 108g.
U. S. sixes, 1881, 113; ditto, 1868, 113; ditto, 10-40
5 per cents, 107. Superfine flour, $5.15 a $5.65 ; State
extra, $6 a $6.35; finer brands, $6.50 a $10.30. Red
western wheat, $1.50; No. 1 Milwaukee $pring, $1.40; I

6J a 6 cts. for fair to good, and 3J a 5 cts. for common.
Sheep sold at 4 a 6 cts. per lb. gross : sales 12,000 head.

About 9,000 hogs sold at $6.50 a $6.62 per 100 lb. net.

CAicaoo.—Spring extra flour, $5 a $6. No. 1 spring

wheat, $1.07 ; No. 2 do., $1.03 ; No. 3 do., 98 cts. No.

2 mixed corn, 37 cts. No. 2 oats, 30J cts. Rye, 62 a

63 cts. No. 2 barley, $1.33. Lard, 7 a 7J cts. Balli-

more.—Choice amber wheat, $1.65 a $1.70; Ohio and

Indiana red, $1.35 a $1.45. Western mixed corn, 64

cts.
;
yellow, 68 cts. Oats, 48 a 52 cts. Cincinnati.—

Family flour, $6.85 a $7.10. Wheat, $1.35 a $1.37.

Corn, 45 a 47 cts. Oats, 35 a 43 cts. St. Louis.—^o. 2

winter red wheat, $1.49 a !fl.50; No. 3 fall, $1.25; No.
2 spring, $1. No. 2 mixed corn, 41i- a 42 cts. Oats,

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session of the School will commence

on Second-day the 3rd of Eleventh month.
Pupils who have been regularly entered and who go

by the cars from Philadelphia, can obtain tickets of the

Treasurer, No. 304 Arch St., or they can procure them
at the depot of the West Chester and Philadelphia Rail-

road, corner of Thirty-first and Chestnut streets, by
giving their names to the Ticket-agent there, who is

furnished with a list of the pupils for that purpose. In

such case the passage, including the stage fare from the

Railroad Station, will be charged at the School, to be
paid for with the other incidental charges at the close

of the term. Conveyances will be at the Street Road
Station on Second and Third-days, the 3rd and 4th of

Eleventh month, to meet the trains that leave Phila-

delphia at 7.25 and 10 a. m., and 12.10 and 2.30 p. M.

S^°" Baggage may be left either at Thirty-first and
Chestnut streets or at Eighteenth and Market. If left

at the latter place, it must be put under the care of

Hibberd Alexander & Sons, who will convey it thence
to Thirty-first and Chestnut at a charge of 10 cents per
trunk, to be paid to them. Those who prefer can have
their baggage sent for to any place in the built-up part
of the City, by sending word on the day previous
(through the post-oflSce or otherwise) to H. Alexander
& Sons, N. E. corner of 18th and Market Sts. Their
charge in such case for taking baggage to Thirty-first

and Chestnut streets, will be 25 cents per trunk. For
the same charge they will also collect baggage from the
other railroad depots, if the checks are left at their o~
corner of 18th and Market Sts. Baggage put under
their care, if properly marked, will not require any at-

tention from the owners, either at the West Philadel
phia depot, or at the Street Road Station, but will b(

forwarded direct to the School. It may not always go
on the same train as the owner, but it will go on the
same day, provided the notice to H. Alexander & Sons
reaches them in time.

DcKiNG the Session, passengers for the School will

be met at the Street Road Station, on the arrival of the
first train from the City, every day except First-days

;

and small packages for the pupils, if left at Friends'
Book Store, No. 304 Arch street, will be forwarded
every Sixth-day at 12 o'clock, except on the last two Sixth-

days in the Twelfth month, and the expense charged in
their bills.

Tenth month 18th, 1873.

BIBLE ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS.
The Annual Meeting of "The Bible Association of

Friends in America," will be held in the Committee-
room of the Arch Street Meeting-house, Philadelphia,
on the evening of Fourth-day, the 5th of Eleventh
month, at 8 o'clock.

The members of the Philadelphia Auxiliary, both
men and women, and Friends generally, are invited to

attend. William Evans, Secretary.

A Stated meeting of the Female Society of Philadel-
phia for the Relief and Employment of the Poor, will
be held at the House of Industry, No. 112 N. Seventh
St., on Seventh-day, the 1st of ilth mo., at 3i o'clock.

JuLlANJfA KAKDQI»PJS,"CIerk.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Joseph Armfield, Agent, Englaq

£1. 10s., vol. 47, 3 copies, and for Samuel Alexandi

Samuel J. Alexander, Joshua Ashby, William L. T
lows, Samuel Bradburn, James Boorne, John Bottomls

John Edw'd Baker, Robert Clark, Jno. Cheal, Willia

Graham, Forster Green, Abraham Green, Anna Gloyi

Susanna Grubb, Enoch Halden, John Hodgkin, Same
Hope, John Horniman, Henry Horsnaill, Willia

Irwin, Susanna Kirkham, James Kenway, Isaac Lloj

John Finch Marsh, Thomas Marsden, ManchesI
Friends' Institute, Samuel Moorhouse, Willia
Nash, Daniel Pickard, Samuel Pickard, Rachel Ri<

man, Holman Shephard, Ann Swithenbank, Ja
Sykes, Elizabeth Thwaite, Lucy W. Walker, Willii

Wright, and Edward Watkins, 10 shillings each, v

47 ; for Sarah Elcock, 10s., vol. 44; for John Belloi

13s., to No. 52, vol. 46, 2 copies; for William Richai

son, £1, vols. 46 and 47 ; for William James Le T«
15s., to No. 52, vol. 47, and for William Bingham, J

10s., vol. 47, 3 copies.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session will open on the 3rd

Eleventh month. Friends intending to send pupils

the Institution are requested to make early applica^;

to Aaron Shabpless, Sup't, Street Road P.

Chester Co., Pa., or to Charles J. Allen, Treasui
304 Arch St., Philadelphia.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
As the stations of Superintendent and Matron oft

Institution are expected to be vacated at the close of

Winter Session, in the 4th month next. Friends

may feel drawn to undertake the duties attached

them, are requested to communicate thereon with eiti

of the following named members of the Committee.
Nathaniel N. Stokes, Cinnaminson Post-off

Burlington Co., N. J.

Charles Evans, No. 702 Race St., Philadelph
Deborah Rhoads, Haddon field, N. J.

Rebecca S. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth St., Philj

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelph
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. WoB'
INGTON, M. D.

Married, at Friends' Meeting, on Arch St., Ph
delphia, on the 9th ult., C. Canby Balderstos
Westtown, Pa., and Mary Anna Brown, daughte
Nathaniel H. Brown, of Philadelphia.

•, at Friends' Meeting, Fallowfield, Chei

Co , on the 23rd ult., Charles M. Tatnall, of 'V

mington, Del., to Rebecca L. Gibbons, daughte
Abraham Gibbons, of Coatesville, Penna.

Died, on the 24th of Sixth month, 1873, Ann Cl
son, widow of James Clemson, aged 75 years, a m
ber of Sandy Spring Monthly meeting, Ohio. She
been afflicted for many years, and bore her suft«

with christian patience. She discharged the dutie

life becoming a true woman ; and though she sta

with us more than three score years and ten, we v

loth to part with her.

, on the 5th of Ninth month, 1873, France
wife of Thomas C. Garrett, a member of Germanti
Preparative and Frankford Monthly Meetings, Pt
delphia. Endowed with an unusually sympathetic
winning nature, it was in the home circle that lietfct

fluence and her virtues were chiefly felt, flowing th<

in almost hidden channels to soothe and gladden
poor, the solitary and the afflicted. Humble
estimate of her religious attainment, and keen!
tive to the evil that doth so easily beset, she looke li

her Saviour not only for forgiveness, but for the d
\\

and hourly strength needed to overcome. A strong
was moulded and subdued as her Christian life matuf
Though she was not wont to express much respec
her spiritual experiences, the whole tenor of life, as

as conversation, showed that her thoughts and affect

were more and more fixed on the unseen and eten
so that in seeing the removal of this beloved one £

weary months of suffering, we feel the truth of the
guage, " Our light affliction, which is but for a mom
worketh for us a far more exceeding and eternal we It

of glory ; while we look not at the things which t((

seen, but at the things which are not seen ;" and
solingly rejoice in believing that the song of the
deemed, begun on earth, is now evermore hers, "

,

vation to our God which sitteth upon the throne, *

,Unto the Lamb."
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jJnd mo. 12th, 1817. " We went to the meet-
at Springfield. After sitting nearly an

iir, I said. Friends, maintain the watch,
encmj^, I apprehend, is near, watching to

,ch the unwary. Take care, for ho will use
sry crafty and subtle device to obtain an
vantage over the careless. If he can de-
ve any one of any portion of happiness, he
'
-- ' Well-intentioned people arcI do

)8 beguiled and deprived of real comfort
unwatchfulness. We went home with
than Hunt, and in the course of the even-
he said he did not know that he was ever

all blessed with life, and many with health
and we have food and raiment sufficient for
us, and some are earnestly craving more, who
have felt little or no gratitude for the many
favors they have received. These are par-
takers of the Lord's gifts and graces without
a suitable retui-n being made. Is not this a

mark of ingratitude? If we have been re-

ceivers of His blessings, and not grateful for
the past, what can we reasonably expect will
be our situation when we stand in need ?

These ideas may be disposed to think,
will suit such and such, and would allow them
to take and improve by them, and thus as it

were, hand away to others what they should
use to improve by themselves."

J. H. then extended a caution against giv-
ng way to a censorious disposition, which
would expel love, and bring into the heart
envj', hatred and malice. He adds: "My
mind seemed raised into light, and heaveni}'
power attended, and out of weakness I was
made strong. Soon after the testimony- was
delivered, I felt my mind bowed in supplica-
tion, andthen the meeting concluded in prayer
for more of the Divine favor, and a return of
)Iessing and praise for that already received.

16th. We again attended Springfield Meet-
ng. Notice had been spreading since we were
here before, and a large number of Friends
and others collected, and I was deeply con-
cerned and felt myself very weak to have so

ter satisfied with a meeting, or the service jgreat a charge on me. In secret I breathed

Here

lit,

LSth. Attended Deep Eiver Meeting.
Isavv the first stove since we crossed ^

7er. There was a large collection of people.
;egan with: A just weight, and ajustmea-
le and balance in outward afiiiirs are essen-
I, and are not more necessary in that sense,
(H in an inward and spiritual view. It is

jsible to acquire something and call it by
I

name of i-eligion, and put it on as a gar-
bt and wear it for a while, and then take
,'ff and lay it away, as not having present
j

for it; and then occasionally put it on
|.in, with a specious outside ajjpearance.
08 not this require a just weight to weigh

Jy?
A name, a show, an outside appear

ie—are these weight ? The Lord seeth not
pan seeth, He looks at the heart ; no falla-

(18 appearance deceives Him.
lany things were mentioned and brought
Dh to view, to be tried ; and those present
^e invited to weigh things with attention,
ich are of eternal moment.
4th. We attended Pine Wood's Meeting,
large and slow in gathering, and to me

aer heavy and dull, but at length I stood
and said, Where much is given, much will
required, and where little is given, there
le will be required. Those who have re-
'ed none of the Lord's mercies, if any such
be found, may hold themselves excused
make no return

; but if there be none
a on the face of the earth, then have we
received somewhat. We who are here are

to the Helper of His people for strength and
support to bear me through, while the meet-
ing was gathering. Before they had quite all

come, I said. Obedience is wanting. This
sentiment has fixed on my mind during the
time this meeting has been collecting. Mani-
fest knowledge is a great blessing, a great
favor, one among the greatest bestowed upon
man, yet how we neglect to yield obedience !

Wo cannot be in favor with our Maker, while
we are unfaithful in yielding obedience to
what is known to be required. Such are led
from the paths of piety and virtue into by-
ways and crooked paths, and forsake living
mercies for lying vanities, walking in the paths
of folly and dissipation. In all this course
what do we enjoy? A little portion of that
which, if it be somewhat sweet when partaken
of, leaves bitterness behind ! Instead of the
eward of obedience, those who go into the
paths of folly often partake of a bitter cup,
which makes their pleasure less than it ap-
pears to be. Afteratimeof dissipation, when

11 is still, as in the night when retired to rest,

what sadness of heart, what distress in secret
the sure reward of disobedience; when, if

obedience had been yielded to there would
have been peace of mind, a secret satisfaction
without condemnation, with a hope of obtain-
'ng mercy. The holy apostle has said, that
f our heart condemn us, God is greater and
knows all things; but if our heart condemn
us not, then have we hope toward God. I
reminded them of the closing period of life in

a feeling manner. Many felt the force of it
with tenderness of heart, as I recited a case I
was a witness of, where neglected obedience
brought very trying distress, followed by
severe repentance. How could any expect
that it should be said to them, ' Well done,
good and faithful servant, enter thou into the
joy of thy Lord, (nor indeed would such a
sentence be true) while disobedience was lived

I then endeavored to set forth the situa-
tion of the obedient, when on the point of
leaving this world, rejoicing at the prospect
of going into mansions of joy and delight,
there to remain forever.

19th. We attended the meeting at Hunting
Creek, which in a hilly, thinly settled part,
might be called large, though many of the
people appeared to me very ignorant of genu-
ne religion. After sitting some time, I ad-
dressed them with, ' Whosoever loveth father
or mother more than me is not worthy of me,
and whosoever loveth wife or children more
than me is not worthy of me,' &c. This ap-
peared to rae to be a criterion whereby we
might try our love. Another saying of our
dear Lord seems to lead almost to the same
hing, which is, Lay not up for yourselves
treasures on earth, but lay up for yourselves
treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor
rust doth corrupt, nor thieves break through,
and steal—adding. Where your treasure is,

there will your hearts be also. That which
wo most love will be our treasure, there our
hearts and minds will go. This was a time of
hard labor though I thought something was
gained."

In the course of John Heald's testimony at
Deep Creek on the 20th, he mentioned an
affecting case, in which he had been called to
visit a man, apparently near the end of life,

who felt that he was not fit to die, and had
little of that hope which is an anchor to the
soul to bear up his mind in that time of trial.

The man recovered from his sickness, but in-

stead of taking warning from the experience
of his bod of disease, again plunged into the
paths of folly and dissipation, choosing to
cleave to the evil and refuse the good. The
warning to be derived from this sad instance
of the perversity of the human heart was held
up to view

; and in an affectionate appeal made
to those present, J. H. said :

" I feel a measure
of that love that wishes well to all the human
family. I wish well to every society, to every
class of my fellow-creatures. I wish they
would all refuse the evil and choose the good.
I wish the sincere, the honest-hearted to be
encouraged, though they may feel impover-
'shed and go mourning on their way, to keep
IS near the good as they may be favored to
do, and to beware of formality. How danger-
ous it is to got into this, to have nothing but
an outside sanctified show, while the mind in
.secret is running after the delights or gratifi-

cations of the world. Beware of this, for the
All-seeing Eye will behold it. Instead of wor-
shipping Him in Spirit and in truth, some-
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thing else is adored." He adds :
" The minds

of the people were solemn for the time, and I

hope it will be for their profit."

The incident above mentioned by J. H.
tends to confirm the remark that has been

made by persons who have had large oppor-

tunities for observation, that but little reliance

is to be placed on what are called death-bed

repentances. A recent writer in The Lutheran

Observer, quotes the remark of a pious English

physician, that he had known many sick per-

sons who, soon expecting to die, had been led,

as they supposed, to repentance of their sins

and saving faith in Christ; and who had
eventually been restored to health again.

Soon after their recovery, nearly all of them
plunged again into the follies and vices of the

world. He refers also to the experience of

an American physician, whose piety led him
to attend not only to people's bodies, but their

souls, who stated, " That he had known a

hundred or more instances, in his practice, of

persons who in the prospect of death had been

hopefully converted, but had subsequently

been restored to health. Out of them all he

did not know of more than three who devoted
themselves to the service of Christ after their

recovery, or gave any evidence of genuine
conversion."

(To be continued.)

A Remarkable Murder Case.

Leonard Sargeant, of Manchester, Vt., for-

merly active in politics, and once Lieutenant
Governor ofthat State, has published a pamph-
let containing a narrative of and the evidence

in a famous murder case which occurred early

in the present century. L. Sargeant was one
of the counsel for the defence, and his account
of the incidents, which covered a period of

eight years, is very interesting. The pamph-
let is printed for the purpose of giving to law-

yers the points in a case which has often been
quoted; but additional importance is attached
to it from the prominent part taken by the
newspapers even at that early day in public

affairs.

In 1812 there lived in Manchester a man
named Barney Boorn, who had two sons,

Stephen and Jesse, and a son-in-law named
Eussel Colvin, all living with him. Colvin
was an eccentric man, supposed to be insane

at times, and frequently absented himself for

days without notice and without giving any
account of bis adventures. At last he was
missing so long that people began to make
inquiries, and suspicions of foul play were
aroused. Months and years passed, and yet
there was no explanation of Colvin's absence.

Some of the neighbors remembered that the

Boorn brothers, very shortly after his disap-

pearance, had declared that Colvin was dead,
and that they had " put him where potatoes
would not freeze." They had not been on
good terms with him, and this added to the
prejudice against them.

Singularly enough, other circumstances be-
gan to accumulate against the brothers. Some
children found a dilapidated hat, which was
recognized as the one Colvin wore at the time
of his disappearance. Search was made for
the bones of the supposed murdered man.
Soon afterward a dog uncovered some bones
beneath an old stump, which at first were
pronounced to be human bones, but subse-
quently were found not to be. An uncle of the
boys had a dream in which Colvin came to
his bed-side and told him that he had been

murdered. A barn in the neighborhood was
mysteriously burned, and ii was at once con-

jectured that the murdered man had been

buried under it, and that the fire was intended

to destroy all traces of the crime. All these

circumstances added to the excitement against

the Boorns. Stephen was then out ofthe State,

but Jesse was arrested. He confessed that

his brother Stephen had told him a short time

previously that he and Colvin had quarrelled,

and that he had killed Colvin by a blow od

the head. The people of the neighborhood

and for miles around spent the next few days

in another search for Colvin's bones, but none

were found.

Stephen Boorn was brought home. He
denied the statement of Jesse and asserted his

innocence. The brothers were imprisoned to

await the meeting of the Grand Jury. The
principal witness before that body was a for-

ger, who had been confined in jail with the

Boorns. He reported in detail a confession of

the murder by Jesse Boorn, and both the boys
were indicted. This was in September, 1819,

more than seven years after the disappearance
of Colvin. In November the trial took place.

Meanwhile Stephen was induced by the re-

marks upon the hopelessneiss of their case to

confess the crime, in the expectation of mercy
from the Court.

This confession was the chief evidence
against them. Notwithstanding that it was
drawn out by hope of obtaining a more favor-

able verdict, and that no body had been found
as proof of the murder, or even that Colvin

was dead, the brothers were (ionvicted and
sentenced to be hanged on the 28th of Janu-
ary, 1820. The character of the evidence upon
which they were convicted will attract the
attention of lawyers at this time as showing
what remarkable changes have taken place in

criminal jurisprudence. So decisive did the
testimony against them appear to be that the
mother of the convicts was expelled from the
Baptist church, and the father was held as a
prisoner for a time, upon suspicion that they
must have been accessory to the murder.
A few of the citizens who were disposed to

be merciful, signed a petition for the commu-
tation of the sentence against the Boorns.
The Legislature voted to change the sentence
of Jesse to imprisonment for life, but refused
to interfere with that of Stephen. It occurred
to Stephen in an interview with his counsel,

that it would be a good plan to advertise for

Colvin in the newspapers. Up to that point
his counsel had believed him guilty, but he
assured them that his confession was untrue
and he was innocent. The following notice
was therefore printed in the Rutland Herald:
"Murder.—Printers ofnewspapers through-

out the United States are desired to publish
that Stephen Boorn, of Manchester, in Ver-
mont, is sentenced to bo executed for the
murder of Russell Colvin, who has been absent
about seven j^ears. Any person who can give
information of said Coivin may save the life

of the innocent by making immediate com-
munication. Colvin is about five feet five

inches high, light complexion, light-colored
hair, blue eyes, about forty years of age.

"Manchester, Vt., November 26th, 1819."

Newspapers travelled slowly then, and
Stephen's friends had but little hope that this
would save him even if his story was true.
Three days afterward, says Mr. Sargeant's
pamphlet, the New York Evening Post copied
it, and " the next day it happened that the

notice was read aloud in one of the hotels

New York. Another man standing nea

named Whelpley, said he had formerly livt

in Manchester, and was well acquainted wii

Colvin, and related many anecdotes and pec
liarities concerning him. Tabor Chadwic
of Shrewsbury, N. J., was also standinc

and listened to the conversation, which ma<

a deep impression upon his mind. On thin

ing the matter over after his return home,
occurred to him that a man then living

his brother-in-law, William Polhemus, of D
ver. New Jersey, answered exactly the d

seription of Colvin as given by Whelpley
Finally, he wrote a letter to the Evening Pot

giving his conclusions. Whelpley saw it, wei

to Dover, identified Colvin, and, after gre,

effort, induced him to visit Manchester. The
was great rejoicing in the town, and Steph<

Boorn was brought from the prison to fire tl

cannon that celebrated his deliverance.

The author truly remarks that this case

without a parallel. To the newspaper aloi

was due the discovery of the unconscio;

cause of the trial and conviction of his brothei

in-law and the prevention of an unjust exec

tion. It needs no extraordinary vision to

how difficult it would be for such a case

long to remain a mystery in these days, whi
everybody is a daily newspaper reader.

few points in the Kelsey case, now underg
ing investigation at Oyster Bay, may remii

the reader of the Colvin case; but if Kelsi

is still alive, as some maintain, it is not like

that he can remain undiscovered by his pt

suers and unconscious of what is going on 1:

hind him for eight years.

For " The Friend.

A letter to a female friend, in the 10th ye
after John Newton lost his wife, presents

most interesting picture of the vividc

his feelings and recollections, even after th

lapse of time ; but not less so of the glowii

thankfulness and quiet rest, which " the ho
of the gospel" had shed over his mind.

" Pottswood Green, :

" My Dear Madam : Though through mer
my wounds are well healed, and I am satisfi

the Lord has done all things well with me a

mine, yet this place revives some old sem
tions more than any other spot on the glo

could do. Here my Eliza Cunningham a:

very dear Mary languished long, and this w
the last house they were both in till they j

turned to Coleman street, to go out no mo
till removed in the hearse. There is a wo
at a little distance, to which I often resort)

and still resort. If you were there, and t

trees could speak, they might tell you mu
of the exercise of my mind, to which th

were witnesses. I call it my Bethel. Th<
in my distress I sought the Lord, and 1

heard me. There I have since perform
at least acknowledged the vows I made in t

lime of my trouble. As my dear Mary w
not a young woman, and we had lived togetl

more than forty years, some people ha
thought I made too much ado, when called

resign her. I pity those who can not feel

I do ! They do not know that a union
hearts in the married state, when the Lc
affords His blessing, is strengthened daily

a series of reciprocal endearments and oblij

tions in the course of forty j'ears ; and that

passion in time abates, friendship is prop
tionately strengthened and heightened, so tl

perhaps the flesh feels more at parting at t
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id of forty years, than at the end of four,

e must have a steady hand, who can draw
le exact line between over valuing and iin-

srvahiing our creature comforts. The latter

as not my fault. Alas! I was an idolater,

id I suffered for it. Now all is over, I can

! thankful for the years 1789 and 1790. But
would not live them over again for the

ealth of the Indies. Yet nothing in the sin-

ilar history of my life is more wonderful to

yself than the manner in which the Lord
pported me through the trying scene, and
the close of it. Scarcely in any other way
uld I have known so much of the power and
ithfulness of His promise to give strength

ieording to the day, and ofHis all-sufficiency;

k I had no more of what are called sensible

Imforts than usual ; but still was supported

!

[know not how, but I well know, that if His

fm had not been underneath me I must have
nk like a stone in the water. I learned also

that school, not to be so over-anxious for

y friends, when under great trials, as I had
rmerly been ; for I saw, yea, I felt, that the

)rd is able to make us equal to any thing

ich He calls us either to do or suffer. (Hab.

17, 18.) Though the recollection of what
had once, and what I now have not, is sel-

out of my thoughts when awake, yet

rough mercy, I am quite easy—the wound
healed—the scar only remains, and I allow

7self to look often upon it, because it re-

inds me of the skill and tenderness of that

thful Friend, who so managed the wound
e made for my good, that nothing now but

e scar appears. It also excites humiliation,

d reminds me how well I deserved to have

en chastised more severely. "When I sec

u and Mr. R. together, I am often reminded

w it was once with me. 1 rejoice for you
ieed ; I do not envy j'ou ;

sometimes I am
3lined to pity you ; and to fear you are too

PP3' in each other. Oh ! may the Lord pre

rve you from the excess of affection, which

led my otherwise happy life with anxious

res, and thorns, and clouds, from the begin-

Qg to the end of our union. From these the

parating stroke freed me; and if I have not

,d so much pleasure since, neither have 1

d so many pains ; and, perhaps, upon the

lole, and when all deductions are made, my
dowhood has been the happiest part of my
b; especially as the Lord, by the affection

d attention of my dear B., has repaired my
js as far as the nature of the case will admit.

; R I was in a pleasing bustle; here 1

ve a pleasing retirement. In London, I

ed in a crowd ; at P there is a crowd
me. Many vain intruders often tease me
38t at such seasons as I most desire to be

Jed from them ; they follow me into the pul-

t. I hope I do not tone them, or wish to

Jge them I Often in prayer some idle fancy

zzes about me, and makes me forget where

am, and what I am doing. I then compare
yself to a man upon his knees before the

^ pleading for his life, or returning thanks

r some great favor ; in the midst of his speech

sees a butterfly ; he immediately breaks off,

aves his speech unfinished, and runs away
catch the butterfly. Such a man would be

ought mad ; and my vile thoughts prove

at I am not free from spiritual insanity. Ii

80 with you ? I believe it is at some times,

id in some degree, though 1 hope you ar

)t 80 bad as I. As we all spring from one

ock, though our features differ, depravity

the common family likeness, which runs

through the whole species ; but Jesus came
nto the world to save sinners; He died for

us, and
Hia hands infected nature cure
With sanctifying grace.

We hope in a little time to see Him as He is.

His precious blood cleanses us from all sins,

and makes our^defective services acceptable
to God. Tell all who love the Saviour (by
whatever names they are known) whether
ministers or people, that I love them, and
pray to the Lord to reward all who showed
me kindness for His sake.

I am your affectionate and obliged,

John Newton."

The Markets of Paris.

C. C. F. writes to the Baltimore American :

We visited at an early hour yesterday morn-
ng, the great central market of Paris, which
presents a most novel scene to the stranger,

being so different from those to which he is

accustomed. They are called Halles, and
there are in the city eight for wholesale trans-

actions, fifty-seven for retail dealers, and one
entral cattle market, where the slaughtered

meat is sold by auction, either the whole an-

1, or quartered, where the butchers' stores

throughout the city obtain their supplies. It

was to this great central market that we re-

paired yesterday morning. It combining all

the peculiarities of the other markets, both
wholesale and retail.

The Central Halles cover a space of ground
about as large as that occupied by the Cam-
den Street Depot, of the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad, the streets passing through it, but

being covered by glass roofs, making the

whole one4)uilding, mainly of iron and glass.

It is, however, divided into ten distinct halles

or markets. But the most singular part is

the underground portion of the market house,

which has parallel lines of tramways extend-

ng from the cellars through a tunnel, which
passes under the Boulevard Sebastopol and
connecting with the Railroad de Centre, near-

ly a mile distant. This railroad encircles the

city and connects with all the other roads, so

that the produce for this great market is all

brought by this underground tunnel direct into

the cellar.

When we reached the market house every-

thing was in full blast, wholesale and retail.

Instead of stalls in the retail markets, each

dealer is provided with an iron cage about ten

feet square, and some only half this size, in

which they transact their business, the fronts

being provided with folding iron doors, so that

they can be thrown open, or closed up at night

and locked. This contrivance makes ventila-

tion perfect, and keeps everything secure.

They are in rows close together, with pas-

sage ways about twelve feet wide between

them. One section is for meats, another for

cheese, eggs and butter, another for poultry

and game, another for vegetables, and another

for flour, feed and grain. On the opposite

side of each of these pavilions is another for

the sale of each of these articles by wholesale,

and at least fifty auctioneers were busy selling,

each with clerks and cashiers to note the sales

and receive the money.
Thei-e are numerous other markets, much

smaller, but most of them built in the same
style in all sections of the city. The whole
number of wholesale markets is twenty-two
and ofretail markets fifty-seven. The Marche

des Herboristes, for the sale of fresh medici-
nal herbs, is held on Wednesday and Satur-

day, and the Marche au Pain is daily supplied

by bakers from the environs, who are allowed
to sell their bread here on condition of its

being cheaper than the bread made and sold

by the bakers of Paris. This they are enabled
to do by the difference of the rent and general
expenses in the outskirts as compared with
that within the walls. The retail dealers in

all these markets pay 20 cents per day to the
city for fixed stalls, or 6 cents for temporary
stalls. There are also flour markets, and
another very popular establishment in the

market, which is in reality a market for old

clothes. This is called the Marche du Vieux
Lingo. It is a market for old clothes and
stuffs, shoes and tools, and is a verj' extensive

affair. It is about seven hundred feet long by
two hundred feet broad, built in iron pavil-

ions, and contains turn thousand four hundred

places for dealers, each of about thirteen

square feet, and each and all these stalls are

filled with dealers, from which some idea can

be obtained of the scene here presented. This

was built as a speculation, the city granting

the contractor the right to build it and re-

ceive the rents for fifty years, at the same
time paying the city §40,000 per annum, and
the whole to revert to the city at the expiration

of fifty years. It cost the contractor $700,000.

The new stalls set up for the dealers are so

elegant, and the articles offered for sale so

cleverly " renovated," that the visitor can

scarcely believe himself in an "old clothes"

mart. It has been a very successful specula-

tion, and the poor man can here procure a

very respectable outfit for a very small out-

lay. These dealers are constantly on the

lookout for the contents of rubbish rooms, old

clothes, and all the odds and ends that accu-

ulate in an easy living household. The
space occupied by this structure is two entire

blocks, the streets passing through it being

roofed over with iron, glass and zinc. It is a

very elegant structure, built like the Grand
Central Market, entirely of iron. The roof is

about forty feet high, with a greater elevation

in the centre, where there is an immense open

gallery, reached by two flights of iron stairs.

Seeing that there was a crowd of people up
there, we ascended, and found a doorkeeper,

who required one sou admission. This proved

to be a place for the sale of old clothes too

far gone for renovation, and the articles were

piled up in lines along the floor, through

which the purchasers, to the number of pro-

bably a thousand, were circulating. Both

buyer and seller pay one sou admission,

which defra}'8 the expense of this branch of

the establishment. Musty-looking old shoes

by the cart load were here, shocking old hats,

and all manner of women's apparel. They
were doing an extensive business, however,

and during our ramble we were frequently

invited to purchase some threadbare garment,

from which it may be judged how shabby the

European traveller gets in his outward ap-

pearance by the time he reaches Paris. The
goods displayed in the two thousand four hun-

dred stalls below looked as bright as new, al-

most, as the display in the windows on the

boulevards, though many of them were slight-

ly out of fashion.

" Be assured, that the more you seek God,

the more your faults will insensibly be cor-

rected."
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Selected

O Friends, be ye all watchful, and take
heed lest any of the testimonies of Truth be
laid waste ; for that which leads thee to be

weary of bearing witness to the truth, and to

lay it waste, the same will lay thee waste, and
bring thee into such a state as thou will

want the Truth to bear witness for thee
Therefore, let all lukewarm ones, who are

neither hot nor cold, be awakened; and al

that have gone backward, be warned to return

to their first love; else the Lord will come
against them, and the day hastens that wi
divide such tlieir portion among hypocrites,

except they repent.

—

Stephen Crisp.

Lapland.

The sight of the camp was barren enough,
a lew stunted bii-ch trees being the represen-
tatives of vegetable life, unless one includes
the few patches of bla-bar and the scraps of
moss which had been trodden as nearly as
possible to the condition of the meagre soil

which afforded them their existence.

This scene of desolation and unmitigated
dampness was the actual home of the Lap-
lander, and now were we to make acquaint-
ance with a family of these qauint and inter-

esting people. They are true Mongolians, we
are told, and much of the poetical is often
connected with their names. The Arabs of
the north, the dwellers in tents, the proud
and ingenious people who are vainglorious of
their isolated life and contented with their
peacefulness, who have never known war with
their neighbors nor feuds among themselves,
and who so rejoice in the natural beauties of
the country they inhabit that itseems to them
the fairest the world can boast.

Surely this is a people with whom it is well
to make acquaintance.
The vagvisare lifts the flap which

an entrance to the tent, and announces our
arrival to the family within. It is an ordi
nary kata, perhaps eight feet in diameter,
with a fire in its centre, above which is a hole
in the roof, to serve as a means of exit for the
smoke. We conjecture that such a tent might
accommodate two, three, perhaps four p
sons, and we wait to see how many shall
emerge.
One comes forth, a man, dressed in a gar-

ment of skin, brown and rusty, with a tall

cap, also brown and rusty, which has a long
projecting peak. Spangles of brass and other
barbarous ornaments adorn his person, and a
knife hangs at his side. His face is tanned to
the color of his dress of skins

; his expression
is one of low cunning and arrant knavery, and
his bleared eyes, that are watering from the
smoky atmosphere in which he has been sit-

ting, lend to his hang-dogface an appearance
of dissipation that is melancholy to see. Is
there anything of poetry about the creature?
Poetry! there ia nothing but dirt.
But he is followed by another animal of the

same type—an old woman, who grins, and
smirks, and chatters

; an undesirable, filthy
old hag. Then follow a young woman,
another woman, a third woman, two more
men

;
and there are still an old man and two

women in the tent. We have been deceived
by the chroniclers of Lappish traditions,
these ..

• •

clothes are plastered with dirt, their faces are

smeared with dirt, their hands are caked with
dirt; they are the princes of dirt, the very
personification of dirt.

The reindeer, among which we find our
selves, are good specimens of the animal.

Some of the number are fine, handsome beasts,

with tall, branching antlers that reach above
one's head ; but mostly they are not so large,

their size hardly exceeding that of a young
calf. Many are a dun brown, shading off to

white under the belly and round the head,

but the greater proportion are of a peculiar

mouse color, relieved in the same manner with
white. The hair is long and thick, in such
dense masses on the creature's sides as to be

of surprising softness. They certainly require
a warm covering, for in the extreme of winter
it frequently occurs that they must endure a
coldness of temperature which, measured
the scale of Fahrenheit, would be represented
by perhaps 80 degrees of frost. Such cold is

of the most intense severity, but it is often

cached in Swedish Lapland
; it is, in fact, far

colder than on the north coast of Norwaj',
where the sea is never frozen up; colder than
the very extreme north, where the arctic ex-

peditions have wintered. The lowest tem-
perature recorded in the meteorological regis-

ter attached to Dr. Sutherland's account of
the expedition under Mr. Penny, dispatched
b}- the Admiralty in 1850 to search for traces
of Sir John Franklin, is only 41 degrees below
zero, or 7.3 degrees of frost. This was attain-

ed on the 24th of February, 1851.

The hair of the reindeer seems to be but
indifferently fastened to the skin, and is per-

petually falling off. The animal is, in fact, in

a chronic state of moult, although not, of
course, to such an extent for it to be apparent
beyond the mere signs of loose hair on the
ground.
Our old friend who had taken us under her

charge, was an important personage in th
milking inclosure, her duty consisting in las

soing the deer and tying them up ready for
milking. The process of catching the ani
mals is very pretty. The weary old woman
prepares the rope in her black and shrivelled
hands, casts a glance round the herd before
singling out her victim ; then, with a dexter-
ous throw which seldom misses its aim, she
flings the noose round the animal's horns, and
hauling in the slack, has the reindeer a most
secure prisoner. She then knots the rope
about the animal's nose and ties it firmly to a
tree

; after which she directs her attention to
another member of the herd.

When an animal is secured, one of the other
Lapps, either man or woman, carrying a dirty
little bowl having a long handle, approaches
the captive and commences the operation of
milking, which, accompanied by many re
sounding slaps on the deer's udder, is a pro

of suHicient nastiness to provoke a senti
ment much resembling disgust.
Each animal yields about half a pint of

milk; arich unctuous liquid, thick and creamy.
We tasted the produce of this herd—with
what amount of relish I will not say, since
we had seen the warm fluid trickling over
the grimy hands of the Lapps. I sipped for
the sake of being able to say that I knew the
flavor of reindeer milk ; but I was sincerely

'ng my

JESSIE'S VISIOJf

She sat on the steps the summer night,

And watched the clouds in the fair

Watched, as a vision rose to her sight.

A vision rare of a great white throne,

And a luminous glory 'round it shone,
Clearer than golden lopaz stone.

One there was on that holy seat,

One with a royal presence sweet,

With the world and its clouds beneath His feet.;

Around Him gathered an angel band,
Souls of the blest from the heavenly land,

Radiant and joyous, with beckoning hand :

Beckoning hand to the wondering child,

'Till her soul of its awe was half beguiled,

And the love in her heart looked out and smilet

"Mother," she said, as she sought her side :

"I have seen the Lord who was crucified,

I have seen the throne, naught else beside.

I have seen the angels beckon to me,
And the light so pure and heavenly,
Mother, that sight was fair to see."

Little the mother's tender heart
Thought with her daughter dear to part,

Little she dreamed of the coming dart.

One short week—and the child had gone
To swell the ranks of the angel throng
She saw in her vision, the clouds among.

Chester Co., 10th mo. 27th.

THY WAY IS BEST.
"Father, not my will, but Thine be done."

Thy way, O Lord 1 Thy way—not mine 1

Although opprest.

For smoother, sunnier paths I pine,

Thy way is best.

Though crossing thirsty deserts drear,

Or mountain's crest;

Although I faint with toil and fear,

Thy way is best.

Though not one open door befriend

The passing guest;

Though night its darkest terror lend,

Thy way is best.

So seeming wild without a plan.

Now east, now west,

Joys born and slain, hopes blighted, can
Thy way be best?

My soul by grief seems not to be
More pure and blest

;

Alas ! I cannot, cannot see

Thy way is best.

I cannot see—on every hand
By anguish prest,

In vain 1 try to understand
Thy way "is best.

But I believe—Thy life and death,
Thy love attest.

And every promise clearly saith,
" Thy way is best."

I cannot see, but I believe
;

If heavenly rest

Is reached by roads where most I grieve,
Thy way is best.

Nevmian Hall.

are tair specimens of the people. They I glad to forget the taste by cram „.,
are a low and filthy herd, who are not inodor- mouth full of berries of a less nauseous char-
ons. l^irt IS the only thing remarkable about 'acter than the lacteal compound.—iondon
them, and that one sees to perfection. Their ' Society.

A Fireless Engine.—The last and most r«

markable invention in engines, or loeomotiv
power, was tested some days since in Chicagc f

hich astonished a large number of our citi P

zens, who witnessed the modus operandi c «

its workings. D. Mj-ers has for years bee: i

studying over the problem how to dispens «i

with horses in the propelling of street carf *:

He expended time and money in inventin.

and modeling a pneumatic engine, that shoulj^
ran with compressed air as a motive power
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though at one time thought to bo a

ess, tho invention failed to satisfy the

road men, and was set aside as too unre-
to be made useful. D. Myers did not

:)air. His inventive genius did not desert

and his determination to succeed never
_ed. Air having proved a failure, he next
)rted to steam, and made an attempt to

rcome the objections made to its use in the
iCts. His success has been complete, and
ay be but a short time when horses in

It of a street car will be a thing of the past,

great objection to steam dummies has
n the danger and annoyance of falling cin-

3 from the smoke-stack. The invention of

Myers entirely removes this objection, for

•e will be no fire, and consequentlj' no
lers connected with his dummy. The pro-

is ingenious, yet simple. He charges

In the address of its President, at the recent

meeting of tho British Scientific Association,

there is the following paragraph: "There is

an urgent need of accurate scientific know-
ledge ibr tho direction of manufacturing pro-

cesses, and there could not be a greater mis-

take than to suppose that such knowledge
need not go beyond the elementary truths of

science. In every branch of manufacture im-

pi-ovements are made from time to time, by
the introduction of new or modified processes,

which had been discovered by means of in-

vestigations as arduous as those conducted for

purely scientific purposes, and involving as

great powers and accomplishments on the

part of those who conducted them. Any
manufacturer of the present day who does

not make efficient arrangements for gradually

perfecting and improving his processes, ought

er with steam enough to last for a trip ofjto make at once enough money to retire ; for

so many are moving onwards in this and
other countries that he would soon be left be-

hind."

The production of steel through the inven-

tions of Bessemer and other.s, has largely in-

creased of modern times. In Great Britain,

in 1852, the total annual produce of steel was
50,000 tons. Now more than 500,000 tons

are made by the Bessemer process alone, in

addition to very large amounts by other

methods.
It is a popular opinion that sun-light has a

tendency to extinguish household fires. A
recent writer suggests that this may be true,

and may be owing to some hitherto undis-

covered energy of solar light. He refers to

the remarkable power of light in awakening
from sleep, even when loud noises seem to

have little eft'ect ; and thinks that the animal
and vegetable worlds awake to life and work
mainly in consequence of some such power of

light. After plants have utilized the light, it

is not useable again for the same purpose.

Take two screens of dark paper with holes in

them, say of half an inch in diameter—cover

one hole with letter paper and the other with

a green leaf—put pieces of photographic paper
behind them, and expose to sun light. Be-

neath the letter paper will be found a dark
spot on the photographic paper, but beneath
the leaf there will be no discoloration. The
leaf will have made use of the light so that its

chemical energy is gone, and the letter paper
will not have used it.

In a recent article on railway speed in The
Engineer, the highest rate habitually attained

is said to be on the Great Western Railroad,

of England, some of whose trains make 50

miles an hour. At different times, rates as high

as 70 miles an hour have been reached, un-

der peculiarly favorable circumstances. The
power consumed, the risk of accident, and the

cost of running increase very rapidly as the

speed increases, and arguing from these prem-
ises, the writer concludes that a rate of 100

miles an hour is practicably unattainable.

The efforts of the Great Eastern to repair

the broken 1865 Atlantic Cable have proved
unsuccessful. She picked up a portion of the

old cable of 1858, from a depth of 1800 fathoms.

or fifteen miles, and sends it on its jour-

without a spark of fire. The invention

tested on the track between Hyde Park
ion and Thirty-ninth Street—a distance

ree miles—in presence of numerous spec-

's. At the southern terminus of the track

large stationary boiler, from which the
imies are supplied with steam by means of

ree-inch pipe extending from one to the
ir. The dummy boiler is two-thirds filled

h water, when the steam is turned on.

) gauge on Saturday indicated 170 pounds.
5 round trip (six miles) was made in twenty
utes, and there were 57 pounds of steam

It was pronounced an unqualified suc-

A stock company for putting in use the

J machine has been organized with a capi-

of S500,000. J. E. Young of the Chicago,
and Vincennes road being President,

large number of capitalists have become
^rested in the invention, and much of the

3k has already been taken. Mr. Myers
rs to run the Hyde Park dttmmy cars of
South Side company at two-thirds of the
Sent cost, making five trips an hour, in-

id of one as at present.

—

Late Paper.

For "The Friend."

Scientific Notes.

?he stock-holders in rail-way and omnibus
ipanies, have long suffered from the dis-

lesty of some of the conductors employed,
o put into their own pockets a portion of

fares received. Several expedients have
n adopted to remove or diminish this evil

ne of the latest is an apparatus invented
England, and designed to be attached to

rear end of omnibus and street passenger
-way cars—by which every individual must
er and leave the car by passing through a
Qstile. Every time a person passes, the
olution of the turnstile pierces a hole in a

p of paper connected with some machinery
losed under lock and key. At the end of

trip, the box is unlocked, the number of

es counted and fresh paper introduced.

Ln English inventor has recently patented
re-proof paper and ink. Vegetable fibre,

h as commonly used in paper-making, is

pared in the usual manner by grinding into

p, and mixed with double its weight of
|

which is of interest to electrical engineers on
estos, and a small portion of borax and account of its condition, and to scientific men
m. The asbestos is a fibrous stone, usually I generally from the evidence it presents of
nd in serpentine beds or other rocks of aggressive animal life at that depth. I

eous origin, and easily worked into a fine] A society, numbering nearly 100 members, I

e which^feels soft and silky. It is very has l^pen formed at Hamburg to re-introduce'

le affected by heat. The base of the ink is
j

the ancient practice of burning instead of

mbago or black lead.
I burying. Each member on entering makes

'

a will in which he orders that his remains
shall be burnt.

Tho Abbe Plossis in experimenting on the
muscular power of insects, adjusted a light

box to a large horned beetle, and gradually
added weights till the whole amounted to 2k
pounds. The beetle was .standing on a smooth
plank, and in spite of the load being 3 15 times
its own weight, it moved steadily along.

H. Ranke describes a case of .spontaneous
combustion in a stack of hay not thoroughly
dry. The stack was 28 feet long and 23 feet

high, and 16 feet thick. It leaned on two
sides against solid masonry. On removing
five feet from the top one or two S))arks made
their appearance. Water was poured on, but
the exposed hay gave smoke and sparks at

various points, and presently burst into flame.

Forestry.

George May Powell read the following
paper, which was addressed to the club:

In response to your kind letter inviting me
to prepare a paper on the subject of Forestry,
please allow me respectfully to submit the
tbllowing suggestions:

As Professor Hough so aptly said in his re-

cent address on the subject at Portland :
" We

must make the people themselves familiar

with the facts and necessities of the case."

Among these "facts and necessities" are:
First, the frequent lo.sses of millions of dollars

to the manufacturing interests of the country
in a single season from depletion of hydraulic
power in the mill streams made scanty by
droughts. Second, The sweeping of vast val-

ues in dams, dykes, fences, etc., to destruction

bj- freshets. Third. A still greater damage
to the agricultural interests from droughts.
Fourth. The unhealthful influence of these
droughts, and of the absence of the conserva-

tive influence of foliage. Fifth. Deterioration
of soils not easily computed. Sixth. Waste of
wealth of material for fuel and for manufac-
turing purposes. Seventh, and not least the
marring of the beauty of our Fatherland by
the ruthlessness and ignorance with which the
beautiful robes of forest green have been and
are being, stripped from the hills and valleys.

Eighth. Lossof opportunity in the years that

pass to repair and prevent these evils, from
not understanding their existence and remedy.
On the other hand, it will pay, as proved

by experience, in raising "second growth"
timber in New England, sixteen per cent, on
capital invested, to plant trees for such pur-

poses as for cabinet and especially carriage

makers' use ; and more still if material were
as closely worked up for charcoal, faggots,

&c., as science abroad works up what is term-

ed refuse here. Second. By examining the

prices of hoop-poles, and also the space nurse-

rymen occupy to grow a given number of

3'oung trees, it will be seen that an acre

planted to oak and hickory may in five years

be yielding, with good management, from $20

to $50 a year for several years thereafter, and
still leave abundance of trees for permanent
growth. This is made more plain by the

statement that the New York prices for hoop-

poles are as follows : For eight foot poles, $2

to $4 per 100 ; ten foot, $4 to 85 ; twelve foot,

$7 to $8 ; and fourteen foot poles, 610 per 100.

As we proved a few months since, in the

work of the Oriental Topographical Corps in

Egypt and Spain, a considerable number of

reliable persons can be pledged, as a matter

ofpublic good, to plant 1,000 tree-seeds a year.
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A little system in effort would soon establish

the custom of planting seeds of trees along
the highways, division fences, and other waste
places. This alone might soon add many mil-

lions of dollars to the aggregate value of pro-

perty in almost any state in the Union. The
time and labor of planting one small tree will

plant dozens of seeds. The seeds of the maple
elm, ash and several others of the most val-

uable trees are so small that scores of them
may be carried in the vest pocket to plant at

convenience.

It is important to give the people, through
the press, some of the simplest ways of collect

ing, keeping and planting tree seeds. There
are, perhaps, points to be developed also which
have not occurred to even European foresters

1 have noticed, for example, in maple-sugar
orchards, there is often a tree or two in each
which is called the "sweet tree," because there

is more sugar in a given quantity of sap from
one of them than from the same quantity from
one of the other trees. I believe science will

yet show how to make all the trees of an
orchard as rich, or richer than these in sac-

charine matter. If so, anyone of the maple
sugar producing States has a large annual
increase of cash receipts to secure from this

source—an item worth considering by a na-

tion sending tons of gold abroad annually for

near 500,000 tons of sugar for home consump
tion. The stumps of most of the hardwood
trees could be made worth more than any
other part of the tree, by working them up
into the finer kinds of furniture requiring
variety of color and of curl of fibre in the
wood. Now they are a nuisance. The oak
stumps now used to make plank for heavy
farm sled-runners illustrate this. Such tim-

ber would make the finest veneers, and it can
be saved bj^ grubbing down the trees. The
labor of felling by grubbing down, would be
far less than digging out the stumps after fel-

ling in the usual way. The tree in the wind
would be the lever to bring it down after less

work in digging and cutting the surface roots
than would be needed to dig up the stump if

the tree were cut by the common method.
The argument that tree planting does not

paj', because only a coming generation can
reap the benefits is false as well as selfish

and unpatriotic. A piece of ground on which
the seed has been planted only long enough
for the little sprouts to be above ground has,

then, an increase in value many times the cost
of putting in the seed. Each year of growth
of these young trees thereafter, is also many
times the value of putting in the seed. Many
a landholder is growing "land poor" with idle

land which would make him rich at a trifling

expense of putting forest tree seed on it.

This Club is strong in proportion as it

proves itself useful. Perhaps it seldom finds

a richer field of usefulness than, first, bring-
ing together what has been done in this
country by way of advancing in forestry.
Second, in getting full information on what
has been done in countries where they have
had more centuries than we have had years
of experience. Third, as "what is every-
body's business is nobody's business," it maj'
be wise to appoint a committee to at least
begin to gather this information.

Geo. May Powell.
The meeting then adjourned.

" Fly from being applauded, and give no
quarters to the love of admiration,"

The Rats of Paris.—According to an arti-

cle in a late number of the Catholic Magazine,
the large and ferocious rats which abound in

ihe sewers of Paris, and infest some quarter.?

of the city, did not make their appearance
there until the year 1727. Previous to that
time a brown rat of smaller size had held
possession for several centuries at least ; but
it soon disappeared after the arrival of the
•' surmulots," as the present rats are named.
They came from Asia, and the following ac-

count is given of their emigration from that
quarter of the world.

In the year 1725, there were terrible earth-

quakes in the countries on the borders of the
Caspian Sea, and soon after a general move-
ment of these animals commenced. " They
advanced in immense battalions, and their
arrival in Askalon in the autumn of 1727 was
remarkable. Nothing stopped them, not even
rivers, for they are good swimmers. They
either passed the Volga, or took possession
in legions of the vessels which they found
there. Others pushed on in an opposite direc-

tion. A whole army moved simultaneously
towards Siberia, and having entered the little

town of Juikh, mastered it, and a quarter of
the town was given up by the conquered to
the conquerors.

The vessels lying in the Eussian ports, on
board which the surmulots had taken free

passage, returned to France, and the hungry
rats were the first to disembark.
Twenty 3-ears later the surmulots were

masters. The black rat cannot make head
against this intruder, stronger than he is, bet-

ter armed with teeth, and far more prolific.

The black rat has been driven from Eng-
land by the grey rat, to which the name of
Hanover rat has been given, on account of
the time of his appearance in that country,
and he is now master of the situation."
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In addition to the account given in a former
number, of the proceedings of Ohio Yearly
Meeting, we take the following extracts from
the printed minutes just received.

At Ohio Yearly Meeting of Friends, held at
Mount Pleasant, by adjournments from the

29th of the 9th month to the 2d of the 10th in-

clusive, 1873.

Reports have been received from all the
Quarterly Meetings, their Eepresentatives
being *****
The Clerk of the Select Meeting produced

a minute issued by Greenwich Monthly Meet-
of Fi-iends, held the 1st of 8th month last,

endorsed by Salem Quarterly Meeting, New
Jersey, the 14th of same month, setting our
beloved friend Clarkson Sheppard, a minister,
at liberty to attend this meeting and some of
the subordinate meetings ; and one for our be-
loved friend Isaac Morgan, a minister, from
Kennet Monthly Meeting of Friends, Penn-
sylvania, dated the 2d of the present month,
setting him at liberty to attend this meeting
and a few of the subordinate meetings. Also,
one from a Monthly Meeting of Friends of
Philadelphia, held the 28th of last month, for
our beloved friend Joseph Scattergood, an
elder, setting him at liberty as a companion
to Clarkson Sheppard in his present religious i love before judgment is^placed upon them

engagement. All of whom are acceptably
attendance.******

Third of the week and thirtieth of the man.

—Elwood Dean, on behalf of the Represeni
tives, reported that they had conferred 1

gather, and were united in proposing th

Wilson Hall serve this meeting as Clerk, a;

that Joseph Branson be Assistant, which w
united with, and they appointed to the s(

vice. * # * *

The consideration of the state of Socie

was entered upon by reading the Queries ai

Answers from the Quarterly Meetings, pi

ceeding as far as the Annual Queries, the
"

lowing being a summary thereof:

Ans. 1st. All our meetings for worship
discipline have been attended, and general
by the most of our members, though near
all the Quarters acknowledge a remissness
this religious duty in some members, espe'

ally in the middle of the week. Unbecomii
behavior therein generally avoided, exce
sleeping or drowsiness in some, and a few caB

of lightness reported in one of the answei
Care in the reported deficiencies has bei

taken in two of the Quarters. The hour
meeting pretty well observed.

Ans. 2d. Most Friends maintain love towar
each other in a good degree, as becomes
christian profession. Tale-bearing and detrs

tion discouraged by most Friends, but not
generally as would be best. Where diiferenc

arise, care is taken to end them
Ans. 3d. Most Friends endeavor, by exai

pie and precept, to educate their children, ai

those under their care, in plainness of speee
deportment and apparel, to guard them again!

reading pernicious books and from the co
rupt conversation of the world, and they a
encouraged to read the Holy Scriptures. B
several of the Quarters acknowledge the net

of greater faithfulness on the part of some
maintaining these christian testimonies.

A71S. Ath. Friends appear to be clear

importing, vending and distilling spirituoi

liquors, and nearly clear of the unnecessai
use thereof. Clear of frequenting tavern
but not altogether clear of attending places
diversion. Moderation and temperance in

good degree observed
Ans. 5th. The necessities of the poor, at

the circumstances of those who appear likel

to require aid, have been inspected and relil

afforded, and some care has been taken 1

promote the school education of their childre!

Ans. 6th. As far as appears, Friends mail
tain a faithful testimony against a hirelin

ministry, oaths, military services, clandestir

trade, prize goods and lotteries, except the
casional attendance of some of our membe:'
at places where a hireling ministry is su'

ported. Wherein one of the Quarters repor'

the extension of care
Ans. 7th. Friends appear careful to Ih

within the bounds of their circumstances, ar
to avoid involving themselves in business b
yond their abilitj^ to manage, generally ju
'n their dealings, and mostly punctual in cor
plying with their engagements ; and whe
any have given reasonable ground for fear i

respects, care has been extended 1

them.
Ans. 8th. A good degree of care is taken 1

deal with offenders seasonably and impartial!
and to endeavor to evince to those who wi
not be reclaimed, the spirit of meekness an
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he committee having charge of our Board-

School, made the following report, which

read and satisfaction expressed therewith,

proposition therein contained was united

1 and adopted.

REPORT.

m the minutes of the Acting Committee,

appears the amount charged for board

id tuition for session ending 3d month

2th, 1873, for an average of about 58J

apils, was ... . $3,228 40

jme from other sources, . . 1,423 15

Making, .... 4,651 55

lenditures, .... $4,515 35

ance in favor of school for session, 136 29

ount charged for board and

lition for session ending 8th

lonth 20th, 1873, for an average

f about 16J scholars,

jme from other sources, .

Making ....
jenditures, . .

wing a balance in favor of the

QStitution for session of .

1 balance for the year of
. .

7e wish to caution our friends against

lucing scholars into the School whose

racter and conduct arc known to be in-

sistent with our religious profession, as the

juence of such has an injurious and hurtful

iency on the school. If Friends are care-

this respect, and in every other way,

eavor to promote the original design of

school, thus strengthening and encourag-

the acting committee and officers in the

harge of their respective duties, we believe

lessing will continue to rest upon their

)r8.

igned on behalf of the committee.

>ur Book Committee, appointed last year,

le the following report, which was satis-

,ory to the meeting, and the proposition

idd $150 to the balance in the hands of th
-

$714 15
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bringing down the overshadowing glory of

the Lord. Definite testimonies of entire sane-

tification; many seeking. All could not speak.

Those enjoying 'perfect love' were requested

to stand ujp ; a multitude arose—^just like a

Methodist meeting. A large number express-

ed their desire for this great salvation, by
rising. The fire burned.

"Sixth day.—The burden of talk and prayer

was consecration
;
probing, searching, tryiog,

refining. For four unbroken hours the Spirit

brooded over the assembly, in its great mis-

sion of bringing light and peace. Many of

the clearest, most remarkable experiences we
have ever heard. The Holy Ghost fell upon

the people, leading to ditferent outward mani-

festations— some weeping, some praising,

others silent under the overpowering glory.

One young ladj- received such a baptism that

she fell as a leaden weight to the floor. A
few thought she had fainted, and carried her

out of the house; some discovered it was the

power of the Lord upon her. Marvellous were
the unfoldings of God while she lay in that

state. It was the ' baptism of fire.'

"The night, as usual, was given to expe-

rience; in fact, every meeting ran into testi-

mony. While they mused, the fire burned,

and they couldn't help but tell it. The gush-

ing fountain of living w.ater within would flow

outward. The doxology was sung at the close

of the meeting. Those who would have op-

posed it with all other progressive movements,
were so vastly in the minoritj' that they were
forced to silence ; lost in the shadowy distance

of old conservatism. The car of salvation

swept right by them, and left them to creep
in, some day in the future to catch up.

"In the first meeting for the promotion of

holiness, there was a spirit of controversy
manifested on the part of a few ; but it was
soon shown them, as Bro. Inskip says, that
'things were all to be one wa3-,'and one way
it was after that. And so they sung on, and
knelt in prayer, and got fully saved ; and
talked experience, and preached holiness, and
the Lord had his own way gloriously.

"Seventh day.—This evening was the last

night service to be held. It was devoted to

those whose voices had not been heard as yet.

As we stopped at the door of the meeting-
house, our eyes were greeted with the beauti
ful sight we had witnessed again and again,

a whole audience kneeling in prayer. An
audience of Quakers all on bended knee before
the throne! The wonder of this can onlj' be
understood by those who know the former
prejudice of this Society to anj' one kneeling
except the one leading in prayer. After a
large number had offered up brief petitions of
present need, they all arose, and probably
over a hundred testimonies were given of the
power of the blood, interspersed with singing.
Several standing, waiting their opportunity
to speak, reminding one of our national camp-
meetings, when the tide runs high."

StnVIMAEY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The shipments of gold from England to

the United States continue. The Bank of England has
advanced its rate of discount to 8 per cent.

It is reported that the marriiige of the Duke of Edin-
bnrg to the Princess Maria, of Russia, will be solem-
nized according to the forms of the Church of England,
and that the Dean of Canterbury will go to Eussia for
that purpose.

Sir Henry Holland, the celebrated physician, travel-
ler and author, died on the iOth ult., aged So year.s.
The Times reports on good authority that General

Wolesley, commander of the Ashantee expedition, took

out instructions to offer the Ashantees peace on condi-

tion that they lay down their arms and withdraw from
the territory under British protection.

The British government has decided, after next year,

to extend no pecuniary support to consular chaplain-

cies. These offices date from the time of Charles I., and
cost the government £9000 a year.

On the 29th ult. so dense a fog covered London that

locomotion was almost suspended. Numerous accidents
^

occurred during the darkness.
|

A meeting of the National Laborers Union has been
held, in which it was stated that the general agent of

New Zealand would give free passage to all laborers
;

who wished to emigrate to that colony, and that there

was room there for twenty thousand families.
|

London, 11th mo. 3d.—Consols, 92J. U. S. sixes,

1867, 96; new five per cents, 90j. i

Liverpool. — Uplands cotton, 8^^. a Sjd ; Orleans,

9Jd. Breadstuff's quiet.

The schemes of the French Monarchists for placing

the Count de Chambord on the throne, have been frus-

trated by the unyielding obstinacy of the Count, who
insisted upon restoring the white flag of the Bourbons,

'

and occupying the throne as a right in virtue of his de-

scent from Charles X. He insists that he alone is the
pilot, and capable of guiding France into port, because
he has the mission of authority. The avowal of these
opinions deprives him of the support of the more
liberal monarchists, and it is believed there will be no
attempt to proclaim a monarchy at present.

It is expected the Assembly will vote for a prolonga-
tion of the powers of President MacMahon, and that a

series of strongly conservative measures will be intro-

duced.

A dispatch has been received in Madrid announcing
a decisive defeat of the Carlists by the national troops.

The Spanish Minister of the Colonies has sailed from
Cadiz for Cuba and Porto Rico.

The government troops besieging Cartagena have
been reinforced by five thousand men.
The law for the reorganization of the Italian army

has been published. The strength of the army when
on a peace footing is fixed at 214,000 men. Some of

the Jesuits who.se establishment in Rome was recently

closed, have left that city for the United States.

Prince Bismarck has been reappointed President of
the Prussian Ministry in place of Gen. Von Roon. It

is understood that his restoration carries with it the
effective control of the whole Cabinet, which he de-
manded previous to his resignation some time ago.

The total amount invested by the German govern-
ment in United States funded loan is $18,000,000, of
which $8,000,000 were negotiated during the present
month
Advices from all parts of the provinceof Bengal show

that the crops are failing and the impending famine
cannot be avoided.

The Chinese government has resolved to make ener-
getic efforts to suppress the coolie trade.

Advices from Rio Janeiro state that General Mitre
has succeeded in making a treaty which fixes the boun-
dary between Paraguay and the Argentine Republic,
and it has been ratified.

Iceland will next year celebrate the tenth centennial
anniversary of its settlement. It was discovered by
Naddod, a sea rover in 860, and was settled by Ingolf a
Norwegian chief in 874. There are over 300 Lutheran
churches on the island, with public schools attached to
them. Nearly all the inhabitants can read and write,

and appear to be honest, temperate and religious.

United States.—The public debt .statement of the
first inst., shows an increase during the Tenth month
of 83,039,000. The coin balance in the Treasury SS2,-
313,-581 : currency balance $4,312,155. Outstanding
legal-tenders $360,95'2,206.

The ravages of yellow fever in Memphis, Shreveport
and other cities of the south-west, have abated since the
commencement of cooler weather.
There were 454 deaths in New York last week.
The interments in Philadelphia for the week ending

11th month 1st, numbered 265, including 76 children
under two years. The mean temperature of the Tenth
month, per Pennsylvania Hospital record, was 56.99
deg.; the highest during the month 80 deg., and the
lowest 34..50 deg. The amount of rain during the month
5.88 inches, making a total of 51.48 inches since the be-
ginning of the year. The average of the mean tempera-
ture of the Tenth month for the past 84 years, is stated
to be 54.74 deg. ; the highest mean during that entire
period was 64 deg., in 1793, the lowest 46 deg., in 1827
During the quarter ending 9th mo. 30th, 68,.5SS emi-

grants arrived at the port of New York, of which 38,613
were males, and 27,975 females.
The estimates for the Legislative branch of the gov-

ernment have all been prepared, and show an incre

over those of any previous year, the pay of memb
and senators having been largely increased. The i

aries of Senators will be $555,000, and for pay of t

ployees $144,000, with $199,000 contingent e'xpem

For .salaries of members of the House of Represet
lives, the estimates are $2,400,000, officers and c

plovees 8218,000, contingent expenses $267,000: tc

43,783,000.
The yield of wine in California this year is estima'

at 3,000,000 gallons, a falling off' compared with 1

year of about 2,000,000 gallons.

The consumption of iron of all kinds in the Unil

States, in 1872, is estimated at 4,311,500 tons.

During the last fiscal year, 13,030,606 acres of I

public lands were disposed of, which is 1,626,26

more than in the previous year.

The amount of gold and silver coin in the Unit

States is estimated by the Director of the Mint, fn

the most reliable data obtainable, at $140,000,000,
which about $5,000,000 is in silver. An increase

coin has been gradually going on during the presi

year.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quolati(

on the third inst. New York.—American gold, 10

U. S. sixes, 1881, 113; ditto, 1867, 117; ditto, 10

5 per cents, 106J. Superfine flour, $5.15 a $5.65 ; St

extra, $6.10 a 56.40; finer brands, $6.50 a $10.2-5. I
western wheat, $1.48 a $1.50; No. 2 Chicago spri

$1.36 ; No. 3 do., $1.33*. Barley, $1.27 a $1.50. Oi

44 a 49 cts. Western white corn, 69 cts.
;
yellow, (

a 61 cts. Philadelphia.—Middlings cotton, 15 a 16

for uplands and New Orleans. Crude petroleum,
cts. ; standard white, 16 cts. Flour, $5 to $9 per b

Amber wheat, $1.55 a $1.65; red, $1.45 a $1.50 ; Nc
spring, $1.35 a $1.37. Yellow corn, 65 cts. Oats,

a 48 cts. Smoked hams, 12 a 14 cts. Lard, 8* a
cts. Clover seed, 8 a 9 cts. Sales of about 3000 b

cattle at 6 a 7 cts. per lb. gross for fair to choice,

common 3 a 4i cts., a few extra brought 7} cts. She
sold at 4 a 6 cts. per lb. gross, and hogs at $6.50 a $6
per 100 lb. net. Chicago.—Spring extra flour, $5.5

$6.50. No. 1 spring wheat, SI.03 ; No. 2 do., $1
No. 2 mixed corn, 35f cts. No. 2 oats, 29 cts. I

60J a 61 cts. No. 2 barley, $1.28. Lard, 6J i

Milwaukie.—No. 1 spring wheat, SI.09; No. 2 d

$1.04i. No. 2 oats, 29 cts. No. 2 corn, 38.^ (

Detroit.—'No. 1 white wheat, $1.41. Corn, 47 cts. Oa
36 cts. St. Louis.—No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.48. I
2 corn, 37i cts. No. 2 oats, 32i cts.

The Treasurer of the Friends' Freedmen's Assoc
tion acknowledges the receipt of 110 for the Freedmt
from Yohoghany, Pa.

ERRATA.—In the quotation from Horace, on p«
86 in our last number, for '' Prescenium sequii

pecuniam," read Crescentem seijintur cura pecuniae

In the same No. on page 87, 40th line, for tablets re

tables.

In No. 10, page 75, for Oprauctarum diem, read
prceclarum diem.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDIA
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A teacher of the school will be wanted at the col

mencement of the Spring term.
Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Mar.shallton, Chester Co., P«
Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada.
Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., ChesI

Co., Pa.
Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

Died, on the 26th of 7th mo. 1873, at the residen
of her husband, Aaron Morris, Susannah Morris,
her 64th year, a much esteemed member of Springvi!
Monthly and Hopewell Particular Meeting, Linn C
Iowa. From the time she was taken ill she belli

that she would not recover, and although at times h
suffering was almost unbearable, she wished not to coi

plain, and said .she was willing to bear all that the Lo
placed upon her. On one occasion she said, " this wor
has lost all its charms for me." She was looking fc

ward lo brighter scenes of glory. She observed that
was hard to leave her family, "yet all .seemed brig
as the noonday." About four hours before her deal
a deep sleep came over her, from which she
awakened, and she peacefully and without a st

passed from earth. She was a woman beloved by a
hated by none. Though her family and friends moui
her departure, they have the consoling belief that si

is, through mercy, now at rest in that " better land
where all is peace and joy, forever and forever.
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[From a little work by Daniel Kirkwood,
,

" Comets and Meteors," published by J. B.
Ippincott & Co., of this city, the following

tracts are taken for insertion in "The
iend."]

i Comets.

[The term comet—which signifies literally a

iry star—may be applied to all bodies that
7oWe about the sun in very eccentric orbits,

le sudden appearance, vast dimensions, and
traordinarj' aspect of these celestial wan-
rers, together with their rapid and eontinu-

y varying motions, have never failed to ex-

e the attention and wonder of all observers.
• is it surprising that in former times, when
nature of their orbits was wholly unknown,

ay should have been looked upon as omens
pending evil, or messengers of an angrj'

ity. Even now, although modern science

reduced their motions to the domain of

, determined approximately their orbits,

d assigned in a number of instances their

riods, the interest awakened by their ap-

arance is in some respects still unabated.
The special points of dissimi'arity between
mets and comets are the following:—The
mer are dense, and, so far as we know, solid

lies; the latter are many thousand times
perthan theearth's atmosphere. Theplanets
move from west to east ; many comets re-

ive in the opposite direction. The plane-
j-y orbits are but slightly inclined to the
me of the ecliptic; those of comets maj'
ve any inclination whatever. The planets

3 observed in all parts of their orbits ; comets,
ly in those parts nearest the sun.

The larger comets are attended by a tail,

train of varying dimensions, extending gen
illy in a direction opposite to that of the

The more condensed part, from which
tail proceeds, is called the nucleus; and
nebulous envelope immediately surround-

.
the nucleus is sometimes termed the co7na.

Zeno, Democritus, and other Greek philo-

jhers held that comets were produced by
i collection of several stars into clusters,

istolle taught that they were formed by
halations, which, rising from the earth's

'face, ignited in the upper regions of the
nosphere. This hypothesis, through the

influence of its author, was generally re-

ceived for almost two thousand years. Juster
views, however, were entertained by the cele-

brated Seneca, who maintained that comets
ought to be ranked among the permanent
works of nature, and that their disappearance
was not an extinction, but simply a passing

beyond the i-each of our vision. The observa-

tions of Tj'cho Brahe first established the fact

that comets move through the planetary spaces

far beyond the limits of our atmosphere. The
illustrious Dane, however, supposed them to

move in circular orbits. Kepler, on the other

hand, was no less in error in considering their

paths to be rectilinear. James Bernouilli sup-

posed comets to be the satellites of a very re-

mote planet, invisible on account of its great

distance,—such satellites being seen only in

the parts of their orbits nearest the earth.

Still more extravagant was the hypothesis of

Descartes, who held that they were originally

fixed stars, which, having gradually lost their

light, could no longer retain their positions,

but were involved in the vortices of the neigh-

boring stars, when such as were thus brought
within the sphere of the sun's illuminating

power again became visible.

Comets of extraordinary brilliancy have
sometimes been seen during the daytime. At
least thirteen authentic instances of this phe-

nomenon have been recorded in history. The
first was the comet which appeared about the

year 43 b. c, just after the assassination of

Julius Cffisar. The Eomans called it the

Julium Sidus, and regarded it as a celestial

chariot sent to convey the soul of Csesar to

the skies. It was seen two or three hours be-

fore sunset, and continued visible for eight

successive days. The great comet of 1106,

described as an object of terrific splendor, was
seen simultaneously with the sun, and in close

proximity to it. Dr. Halley supposed this and
the Julian comet to have been previous visits

of the great comet of 1680. In the j'ear M02
two comets appeared,—one about the middle
of February, the other in June,—both ofwhich
were visible while the sun was above the hori-

zon. One was of such magnitude and bril-

liancy that the nucleus and even the tail could

be seen at midday. The comet of 1472, one
of the most splendid recorded in history, was
visible in full daylight, when nearest theearth,

on the 21st of January. This comet, accord-

ing to Laugier, moves very nearly in the

plane of the ecliptic, its inclination being less

than two degrees. Its least distance from our
globe was only 3,300,000 miles. The comet
of 1532, suijposed by some to be identical with
that of 1661, was also visible in full sunshine.

The apparent magnitude of its nucleus was
three times greater than that of Jupiter. The
comet of 15'77 was seen with the naked eye
by Tycho Brahe before sunset. It was by
observations on this body that Aristotle's doc-

trine in regard to the origin, nature, and dis-

tance of comets was proved to be erroneous.

It was simultaneously observed by Tycho
at Oranienberg, and Thaddeus Hagecius at

Prague ; the points of observation being moro
than 400 miles apart, and nearly on the same
meridian. The comet was found to have no
sensible diurnal parallax; in other words, its

apparent place in the heavens was the same
to each observer, which could not have been
the case had the comet been less distant than
the moon. The comet which passed its peri-

helion on the 8th of November, 1618, was dis-

tinctly seen by Marsilius when the sun was
above the horizon. The great comet of 1744
was seen without the aid of a glass at one
o'clock in the afternoon,—only five hours
after its perihelion passage. The diameter of

this body was nearly equal to that of Jupiter.

It had six tails, the greatest length of which
was about 30,000,000 miles, or nearly one-

third of the distance of the earth from the

sun. The spaces between the tails were as

dark as the rest of the heavens, while the tails

themselves were bordered with a luminous
edging of great beauty.

The great comet of 1843 was distinctly visi-

ble to the naked eye, at noon, on the 28th of

February. It appeared as a brilliant body,
within less than two degrees from the sun.

This comet passed its perihelion on the 27th

of Februar}', at which time its distance from
the sun's surface was only about one-fourth

of the moon's distance from the earth. This

is the nearest approach to the sun ever made
by any known comet. The velocity of the

body in perihelion was about 1,280,000 miles

an hour, or nearly nineteen times that of the

earth in ils orbit. The apparent length of its

tail was si.xty-five degrees, and its true lenE;th

150,000,000 miles. The first comet of 1847,

discovered by Mr. Hind, was also seen near

the sun on the day of its perihelion passage.

That discovered by Klinkerfues on the 10th

of June, 1853, and which passed its perihelion

on the 1st of September, was seen at Olmutz
in the da3'time, August 31, when only twelve

degrees from the sun. After passing its peri-

helion, it was again observed, at noon, on the

2d, 3d, and 4th of September. Finally, the

great comet of 1861 was seen before sunset,

on Monday evening, July 1, by Henry "W.

Ballantine, of Bloomington, Indiana. It was
again detected on the following evening just

as the sun was in the horizon.

Besides the thirteen comets which we have
enumerated, at least four others have been

seen in the daytime ; all, however, under pecu-

liar circumstances. Seneca relates that during

a great solar eclipse, 63 years before our era,

a large comet was observed not far from the

sun. "Philostorgius says that on the 19th of

July, A. D. 418, when the sun was eclipsed and
stars were visible, a great comet, in the form
of a cone, was discovered near that lumin-

ary, and was afterwards observed during the

nights." The comet which passed its peri-

helion on the 18Lh of November, 1826, was
observed by both Gambart and Flaugergucs

to transit the solar disk,—the least distance

of the nucleus from the sun's surface being
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about 2,000,000 miles. The second comet of

1819 and the comet of 1823 are both known
in like manner to have passed between the

sun and the eai'th. Unfortunately, however,
the transits were not observed.

A few cometary orbits are hyperbolas, more
ellipses, and a still greater number parabolas.

Comets moving in ellipses remain permanent-
ly within the limits of solar influence. Others,

however, visit our system but once, and then
pass off to wander indefinitely in the sidereal

spaces.
(To be continued.)

For " The Friend."

John Heald.

CContinned from page 90.)

2nd mo. 2.3d, 1817. " We attended the meet-

ing at Chestnut Creek, in Virginia. We sat

awhile and there came a shower of rain, and
many men and boys, and women and girls

rose up and went out to bring in saddles. I

think I do not remember to have witnessed a

meeting so much disturbed on a like occasion

before. Daniel Picket attended this meeting,
and in the forepart delivered a short testi-

mony, but I sat under a concern, and the time
had passed so long, that I supposed I should
pass the meeting in silence. I felt easy with
being there, and believed I was in my place
in sitting quiet; but when an hour or more
was spent, I felt a remark present, and stood
up, and said, there is much to be learned that
is necessary to be known ; and there is not
perhaps a more necessary lesson than that of

bringing our wills into subjection to the Di-
vine will. The Divine Master said. Learn of
me for I am meek and lowly of heart, and ye
shall find rest for your souls."

John Heald proceeded to show, that in out
ward learning those who are idle and inatten
tive make but little progress; and so in our
pursuit of heavenly blessings, it was needful
that we should be diligent and in earnest
Among the spiritual lessons which it was
needful to learn, he specified that, of choosing
the good and refusing the evil, or as it is else

where expressed, of ceasing to do evil, and
learning to do well ; and also that which the
apostle declared he had attained to, of know
ing how to want and to abound, and to b«

content therewith, and to glory in the cross
of Christ that crucified him to the world and
the world to him. He then adds these com
ments :

" Indeed thei-e is so much to be learned
that there is no time for idleness. Time, O
how precious ! and how is it wasted and
squandered away, as if we had nothing to do

;

much to learn and but little learned, and the
time may be far spent, shorter than we are
aware of
Obedience is better than sacrifice, and to

hearken than the fat of rams. This was ex-
pressed to the first anointed king of Israel.

He received a command to go and do, but he
was not obedient, and we find that he bitterly
complained, in the time of his distress, that
the Lord had forsaken him, but we do not find
any such complaint until he had been disobe-
dient. After this he complained that the Lord
had forsaken him, and answered him no more
by prophet, by vision, or by dream. How
lamentable was his case, and how many have
lamented that they have neglected to improve
the time with which they have been blessed.
Oh

! the anguish, the sorrow, the lamentation
and the tears, that some have poured out, be-
cause of their own neglect. If they had only

| do, and it

been faithful and obedient as far as they knew
and were capable of, and when they found
inability had asked of him who giveth to all

men liberally and upbraideth none, they would
no doubt have obtained help ; for I have been
a sorrowful witness of the distress of many,
and they have all taken the blame to them-

and acknowledged their unfaithfulness

no complaint of want of ability, but of obe-

dience. Therefore be faithful with the ability

received, wait on the Lord and serve Him.
Such will be made acquainted with the man-
ner of performing true spiritual worship. The
hour cometh and now is, when the true wor-
shippers shall worship the Father in spirit

and in truth, for such the Father seeketh to

worship Him. This is true Christian worship,
and this is what all ought to attain to; all

should learn, and if any man lack wisdom let

him ask of God who giveth to all men liber

ally. I had no expectation of advancing any-

thing like as much, when I first stood up, but
way opened, and I pursued it to great length
before I found myself at liberty to sit down.
Divers were tendered.
The next day rode home with Daniel Picket,

about 25 miles, and crossed the mountain in

the way. Notice was given of a meeting in

the hollow or valley. Next day, the 25th, the
meeting was held in a school-house, which was
full, and more of other people than Friends.
After sitting awhile I said, Better is a poor
and wise child, than an old and foolish king,
that will no more be admonished. I en-

deavored to show the need of learning obedi-
ence, and attending to admonition. I went

considerable time pressing the necessity
of taking counsel, and being as wise children.

Such will hardly be called wise, who will not
be admonished, who will not attend to the re-

proofs of instruction which are the way to
life. Are we not neglecting to attend thereto,
if we feel condemned for doing a thing, and
yet go and repeat it again ; and as often feel

sadness and condemnation or remorse, and
still continue to repeat the like? Are not
such like an old and foolish king that will no
more be admonished, because they will not
attend to the reproofs of instruction ? I then
stated a little of ray own experience in regard
to suffering for not learning obedience to that
inward instruction. In the time of doing this,

tenderness in many was evinced. This was
a good meeting, favored largely with heavenly
regard.

26th. We went to Westfield Meeting, which
was large, the weather cold and the people
restless. My mind was soon loaded with
exercise. My breathings were earnest for my
own preservation, and I felt interested for the
welfare of the people. My mind was impressed
with the greatness of the work that was
necessary to be carried on, and done while
time lasted

; under a sense whereof I repeated
the expressions of our Lord, when, under a
sense of the sufferings that were approaching,

said :
' I have a work to do, and how am I

straitened until it be accomplished.' We have
[eat work to do individually, and are we

straitened until it be accomplished, or are we
easy about it, not caring much whether it is

done or not? The apostle left an injunction
to the believers to work out their salvation
with fear and trembling; and the Divine

said :
' Work while it is called to-day,

for the night cometh wherein no man can
work ;'^ so we may see that there is a work to

work of great consequence to

us ; our everlasting welfare depends on
attention we give now in a little while. C
it be accomplished with such attention as h

heretofore been given, or is it not necessa

to be more industrious? Is there not dang
of the time being spent before the work is s

complished ? The labor was long, and it

a solemn time. In the course of the exercii

formality was treated on, as a great hindran
to the work of the soul's salvation."

After this John Heald attended raeetin

at Blues Creek and at Muddy Creek, whii

were depressing seasons, owing to the inse

sibility and inattention to true religion whi
seemed to prevail. On 3d mo. 3d, " we atten

ed Deep fiiver Monthly Meeting. Gidec

Molineux labored for some time. I followi

him with saying: Thou wilt keep him in pc

feet peace whose mind is stayed on Thee, h

cause he trusteth in Thee. Our labors we
to encourage to a confiding in the Preserv
of men. The business was conducted to sat

faction. In the course thereof, Jeremis
Hubbard was recommended as a minister

the Quarterly Meeting.
5th. We were at Newberry Meeting. 'iL

exercise was to encourage to do right, as tl

way to obtain the most satisfaction. We mi
observe that where a family or neighborhoi
do right and avoid wrong, they live in lo'

and enjoy tranquillity; but if they go in

wrong practices they become distressed ai

do not enjoy comfort, but anguish and trib

lation is what they full into. It was so wi;

Israel. Moses and Joshua, to encourage thei

held out promises of good enjoyment th<

should partake of, if they would be obedie
and serve the Lord ; and while they we
faithful they were favored and enjoyed peac
but when they forsook the right way, th(

were perplexed and distressed. In Jeremia
we may find they had the promise, if th£

would turn from the evil of their ways, to r

pent, return and live ; but if they did no
their destruction was of themselves. Wh(
this good prophet had labored much to pe
suade them to be obedient to the Lord at

servo Him, but they would not be reclai

under a sense of the distress that was comic
on them, he said :

' Oh that mine head we:
waters, and mine eyes a fountain of tears, thi

I might weep day and night for the slai

the daughter of my people.' And when h
mind was alarmed with a prospect of the
calamity, and he was about to intercede ft

them, he was forbidden—the Lord saying
him, ' Lift up neither cry nor prayer for thei

for I will not hear thee.' iSo there was
time when they might have done better ; ar

there came a time when they must suffer,

also instanced our Saviour weeping over Jer
salem, and endeavored to encourage thoi

present, since it was as easy to do right no
at any former time."

(To be continued.)

Soio they Train Sheep Dogs in California.

C. E. Babb, in one of his letters from Ca!
fornia, tells of what an old shepherd told h
bout the way they train the famous shephei

dogs in southern California. He says you mi
go over the plains and hills there for mil
and see thousands of sheep, but not a man
watch them. Around each flock or band
say a thousand sheep are half a dozen dogs
a peculiar breed— dogs whose progenito
were imported from the sheep pastures of tl

old world. These dogs take the entire ca
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he 8heep, drive them out to pasture in the

[•ning, keep them from straying during the

and bring them homo at night. These

8 have inherited a talent for keeping sheep,

the shepherds do not depend wholly on

t. They cultivate it in this way—so at

it the old shepherd says :
" When a lamb

orn it is taken away from the mother sheep

ore she has seen it, and a puppy put in its

The sheep suckles the puppy and

rns to love it. When the puppy grows old

ugh to eat meat it is fed in the morning

I sent out with the sheep. It stays with

because it is accustomed to be with its

ther, but it cannot feed with them. A
y get full the dog gets hungry. At length,

jatient to return where it hopes to get an

ier piece of meat, it begins to tease and

rry its mother, and finally starts her toward

Tie ;
the other sheep follow, and thus the

olo flock is brought in. If the dog bring!

) sheep home too soon, or comes home with-

t them, he gets no supper or is punished in

ne other way. Hence he soon learns when
come, and to see to it that none of his

arge are left behind. These animals are

lined by taking advantage of their instincts

d appetites
"

For "The FrieDd"

In a letter to Hannah More, by John New-
in the 5th month, 1800, he adverts to the

ath of his beloved friend and neighbor,

illiam Cowper, which will be read no doubt,

th deep interest, by some of the admirers

that eminent poet. H. C. W.
"My dear:—Glad should 1 be to have an-

her peep at you, but all is uncertain ;
and if

e precept, 'Boast not thyself of to-morrow
'

a proper admonition to all persons of all

mes, it certainly does not become me, at the

re of seventy-five, to look so far forward as

the end of a whole month. Well! my times

) in the Lord's hands, and should we not

eet upon earth, I trust we shall meet before

18 throne, where neither sin nor sorrow shall

'e able to distress us. Here we are sometimes

^Ued to sow in tears, but the harvest will be

te of everlasting and uninterrupted joys.

^h ! this blessed hope softens the trials of life,

'nd will gild the gloomy valley.

I

" My most dear and intimate friend William

Jowper, has obtained a release from all his

'istresses. Why was he, who both by talents

!nd disposition seemed qualified, if it were

iossible, to reform the age in which he lived,

larrassed by distresses and despair, so that

'he bush which Moses saw all in flames, was

I fit emblem of his case

!

' "The Lord's thoughts and ways are so

puch above ours, that it becomes us rather to

,ie in the dust in adoration and silence, than

,0 inquire presumptuously into the grounds of

Eis proceedings; yet I think we may draw

iome lessons from his sufferings. I wish to

earn from them thankfulness, for the health

ind peace with which I have been favored

;

and cautious not to depend upon whatever

gifts, abilities, or usefulness, past comforts or

experiences, have been afforded me. In all

these respects my friend was, during a part

of his life, greatly my superior. He lived,

(though not without short conflicts), in point

of comfort and conduct, far above the com-

mon standard, for about ten years ; and for

twenty-seven years afterwards, he knew not

one peaceful day. May it remind me likewise

of the precarious tenure by which we hold all

our desirables. A slight alteration in the

nervous system, may make us a burden and a

terror to ourselves and our friends. It may
likewise reconcile us to lighter troubles, when
we see what the Lord's most favored and

honored servants are appointed to endure.

But we are sure that He is rich enough to

make them abundant amends for whatever

His infinite wisdom may see meet to call

them to, for promoting His glory in the end
;

for this bush, though so long in the flames,

was not consumed, because the Lord was

there. The last twelve hours of his life he

lay still and took no notice ; but so long as he

could speak, there was no proof that his de-

rangement was either removed or abated.

He was, however, free from his great terrors.

There was no sign of either joy or sorrow

when near his departure. What a glorious

surprise must it be, to find himself released

from all his chains in a moment, and in the

presence of the Lord whom he loved, and

whom he served ; for the apostle says : 'When
absent from the body, present with the Lord.'

There is no intermediate state. How little

does he think now of all he suffered while

here!
" This is a disinterested letter. It neither

requires nor expects an answer from you.

When I wrote last I was desirous of possess-

ing one more token of your kindness. You
have gratified me, and I ask no further. Pro-

bably this will likewise be my last to you.

My health is remarkably good ; but eyes, ears,

and recollection fail. I aim to adopt the words

of Dr. Watts, and .sometimes think I can,

'The breaches cheerfully foretell, the house

will shortly fall;' yet as I am still able to

preach, and am still heard with acceptance, I

have no reason to wish to be gone. Pray for

me, my dear ladies, that I may work while it

is called today, and that when the night

cometh, I may retire like a thankful guest

from an abundant table. My case is almost

as singular as Jonah's. He was the only on

delivered after having been entombed in the

belly of a fish ; and I, perhaps, the only one

ever brought from bondage and misery in

Africa, to preach Jesus Christ and him cruci-

fied ? In early life I knew much of the evil

of the world, but I brought it all upon myself

During the last half centur}', I have been

favored with as much of the good which such

a, world as this can aff'ord, as perhaps any per-

son in it. I have had internal conflicts, abase-

ments, bereavements, and sharp trials ; but I

think upon the whole, I have been as happy

in temporals, as the present state of mortality

will admit. Even now I can think of noth-

ing with a serious wish, beyond what I have,

if a wish could procure it. But all the past is

like the remembrance of a dream, gone be-

yond recall; the present is precarious, and

will soon be past likewise. But oh! the future I

Blessed be He who hath brought immortality

to light by the Gospel. I need not say to my-

self, or my dear friends who are in the Lord,

Quo nuncabibis in loco ? we know where they

are and how employed. There I humbly trust

my dear Mary is waiting for me, and in the

Lord's own time I hope to join with her, and

all the redeemed, in praising the Lamb, once

upon the cross, now upon the throne of glory.

" How apt is self to occupy too much of my
paper, when I am writing to those whom I

love : excuse a fault that flows from

were a poet, I should think more frequently

of the five sisters and Cowslip Green, than of

the nine muses and Parnassus. The Lord
bless j-ou all separately and jointly, with all

the blessings pertaining to life and godliness.

" I am, my dear,
" Your very affectionate and much obliged,

"John Newton."

Wakefnlness from Overwork.

A symptom of mental exhaustion, indica-

tive of a very great degree of mental strain,

is persistent wakefulness. The physiological

cause of this condition is well understood.

During excessive labor of the brain there is

an increased flow of blood to the working

organ, the vessels of the head and neck be-

come distended with blood, as is shown by

the flushing of the face. If this condition of

distension is long continued, the vessels are

apt to lose the power of contracting whea
mental activity is diminished. Hence arises

the imposibility of fulfilling the physical con-

ditions of sleep, the most important of which

is the diminution of the flow of the vital fluid

to the brain. Some extraordinary instances

have been recorded of prolonged wakefulness

as a result of mental overstrain. Boerhaave

mentions that when, on one occasion, intently

engaged on a particularly study, he did not

close his eyes in sleep for six weeks. Sir Gil-

bert Blane was informed by Gen. Pichegrue

that, for a whole year, when engaged in active

campaign, he slept but one hour in the twen-

ty-four. These and other similar cases have

probably been unconsciously exaggerated, for

people often sleep without having an after-

consciousness of the fact. It is certain that

the continued deprivation of any considerable

part of the normal amount of sleep will be

seriously detrimental to health. Dr. Ham-
mond, in his work on sleep, mentions the case

of a literary man in America who, for nearly

a year, while intently engaged in a favorite

study, restricted his period of rest to four

hours a day, and frequently less. At the end

of that time the overtasking of his mental

powers was manifested in a curious way. He
told the physician that, though still able to

maintain a connected line of reasoning, he

found that as soon as he attempted to record

his ideas on paper the composition turned out

to be simply a tissue of arrant nonsense.

When in the act of writing, his thoughts

flowed so rapidly that he was not conscious

of the disconnected nature of what ho was

writing ;
but as soon as he stopped to read it

over ho was aware how completely he had

misrepresented his conceptions. If the lan-

guage happened to be at all intelligible it was

sure to have no relation to the ideas he wished

to express. Thus wishing to obtain a book

from a friend, he found that, instead of the

request, he had written the prayer of Socra-

tes, as given by Plato.
.

Sir Isaac Newton, in the later years of his

life, suffered greatly from wakefulness. The

fact, well known to every medical man, that

persistent sleeplessness is frequently the pre-

cursor or initiatory stage of several most

intractable maladies, physical and mental,

always invests the presence of this indication

of mental overstrain with grave interest.

But a continued course of excessive mental

labor generally manifests itself on the mind

itself in various ways, all more or less prenio

eward which cannot be confined by forms. 1

ove you, I love Patty, I love you all. If I

nitory of approaching collapse. The brain-

worker begins to perceive an unwonted want
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of clearness in his ideas ; work comes gradu-
f.lly less easy to him; he is alai-raed at sud-
den awlcward failures of meinorj- ; a feeling
of surfeit or disgust will steal over him in the
midst of work; he becomes unable to fix his

attention, and latterly feels as if all mental
energy was crushed out of him.

If these warnings of an overwrought brain
now speaking distinctly with the tongue of
disease, are disregarded, the wondei- frequently
is, not that the inevitable retribution follows,

but that it should have been so long delayed.
What particular form the Nemesis shall as-

sume, whether of physical or mental disease,
will be determined by accidents partly of per-

8on.il habit and temperament, and partlj^ of
inherited predisposition. It is noteworthy,
however, that the common opinion that ex-
cessive mental occupation gravitates towards
insanity, does not appear to be verified by
facts. Indeed, one of the foremost of living
ph3'sicians doubts whether alienation of mind
is ever the result of overstrain. It is to phy-
sical, not to mental, derangement that exces-
sive work of the brain generally gives rise.

Insanity, he points out, finds the most suita-
ble material for its developement among our
cloddish, uneducated classes; while the worst
form of physical diseases are originated and
intensified by our educated overstraining
brain-workers.

—

Chambers' Journal. •

Selected fjr ' The Friend."

A Striking and Unanswerable Fact.

Truly it is a striking and unanswerable fact,

that there has not been one individual, who
has risen to any eminence for religious dedi-
cation in our Society, but has had to tread
the narrow and strait path ; and has had to
attribute his progress to giving up, in the
ability received, to obej' the secret monitions
of the Spirit of Christ, even in little things:
nor has there, I believe, been one who has
swerved from this course, that has ultimately
turned out better than the salt that has lost
its savor.

—

John Barclay.

Original.

The many beautiful sunsets which have been wit

nessed during the late Summer and the pre-sent Autumn
so often brought to mind the following Imes written
long since, when the author was but sixteen years of

age, that they are offered for insertion in " The Friend,''

as perhaps descriptive of the enjoyment and feelings of

others, at that lovely, that sweetly impressive hour of

the day.

SUNSET.

Bo all for God.—^omo Christians are con-
stantly burdened by their daily cares. They
wear a troubled, anxious look, which depresses
all with whom thej' come in contact. They
fail to see that they should serve God by their
cheerful acceptance of daily duties and labors.
It is a great mistake to separate religion from
what is wrongly called secular occupation.
All is of God ! He is above all, through all,

and in all. We are to do all in Him and for
His sake. How beautiful life becomes when
it is thus taken up in detail for God ! Every
thing is sanctified. The common duties, the
irksome round of trivial events, are made holy
by the intention in which they are met.
There is always a daily cross to be taken up,
but, if it is borne after Christ, it becomes a
means of grace. No service is trivial where
Christ is served. The ceaseless labor of the
household, small though it may seem to out-
siders, is as duly noted and rewarded by the
Master as the more prominent work of other
servants. Let none despond

; Christ gives to
each his place. In that place and no other,
He desires to be served. Do the work of
your calling faithfully; do it as well as you
can, as in His sight, and of you shall be said
those words of highest praise, "She hath
done what she could."

" When God calls for a sacrifice, the more
promptly we yield it, the less we shall suffer."

1821.

'Twas evening—and the orb of day.

That rose obscured in massy cloud.s,

And rode the vaulted sky unseen,

Now threw aside his humid veil

;

And once before his glorious close

Displayed his radiant face, and shed
A softened mellow light o'er all

The undulated scene beneath.
The scattered clouds in ragged forms
Pass slowly 'cross his beamy disk,

And cast their huge dark shadows o'er

Tlie woody heights ; in silent pomp
Then sail majestic off, and leave

The verdant summits of the hills

Tinged with his soft but lucid light.

At length half sunk beneath the west,

Arrayed in garbs of liquid gold,

The fleecy clouds refulgent wait
The moment of his bright depart

;

Then gradual die away the tints,

AVhich erst in dazzling beauty glowed,
'Till sober twilight comes apace.
And all enrobes in misty grey.

So Zion-ward enwrapt in clouds,

The christian walks this vale of tears
;

Yet with a hope Divine sustained,

Undaunted wends his way. But oh,

What rapture fills his longing soul.

When far beyond this world of storm,
He sees the blissful gates unbarred,
And as from hallowed lips he hears
"Enter thou here and find thee rest I"

How calm, how sweet the closing scene !

The vanquished clouds recede, disperse :

Kadiant with celestial hope,
His gladdened spirit beams, and all

Around, its parting rays illume.

C. M. S.

A plant in Heaven's own nursery reared.
She wintered here mid earth-born things

;

As buds unfold their petals seared,
She homeward spread her long closed wings.

And soared away.

How blest that hour—the mourners by

—

They had but in their woe-struck sight,

Their sweet bird flown—her upturned eye
Saw opening glory, and for night

The'heavenly day.

Though 'tis not now the season when the lovely wood
Anemone, "with look so like a smile," brightens hereand
there the dark shade of the forest floor, there are some
wild flowers even yet to be found decking their varied
beautiful homes; and perhaps the following lines, ad-
dressed by a youth of fifteen years to that graceful little

gem, may not inappropriately find a place in the
columns of "The Friend."

Original.

TO AN ANEMONE IN A BUKIAL GEOUND.
Say lovely plant, while round thee throwing
Thy wealth of leaves and starry flowers,

AVhile young spring on thy petals glowing,
Thou drink'.st bland April's sunny showers,

Lovest thou thy home?

Thou stande-st by that long grey stone
Like Beauty watching o'er the dead

—

Her bright cheek pales to hear the tone.

The knell that lays her loved one's head
In the cold dark tomb.

Sweet flower, thou reck'st not of the scene.
The funeral scene, thy birth-place ground,

—

The rank gr.ass waving long and green.
The hollow wind that moans around.

The silence dread

;

The damps that creep with twilight's shade.
The graves cold gleaming through the gloom.

The red earth piled in mounds new made,
The awful stillness of the tomb,—

Thou'rt 'mongst the dead.

Thou bendest with such drooping grace,
Thou seem'st an emblem of the maid

That whilom bowed her sorrowing face
Like spirit of the church-yard shade,

O'er this grey stone.

She was a bright, but fading flower.
Like thee loo bright for her dark home;

Her spirit, chained here for an hour.
Was freed, and left earth's sinful gloom

For God's high throne.

For "The Friend.",

Scientific Notes.

A recent academical address by A. Strenj
at Giessen, speaks of the circulation observ
able in the changes on the earth's surface,
familiar example is that of water, whieli
evaporated from the sea, is condensed in th
atmosphere, falls to earth again as rain, snov
or dew, filters through the soil, and by streami
and rivers returns to the sea. But this circula
tion is not so simple as at first sight may ap
pear. For the water evaporated from the ses

is absolute!}' pure, while the water which re
turns in rivers carries with it large quantitiei
of solid matters. When these solid matten
with the water bearing them, have reached
the sea, the motion which kept them in sua
pension ceases, and there ensues a mechanical
deposit.

But the substances dissolved in river-watei
often exceed those mechanically suspended
it, andconsistforthemostpartofcompoundsol
lime, with some magnesia and a little common
salt. To give some idea of the quantities, it

has been calculated that the Ehine, which is

comparatively a small river, carries annually
to the &ea, over 100 million cubic feet of solid
substances dissolved in its waters. Th
are all washed out of the earth's strata by the
rain water passing through them. The lime
thus brought into the sea-water furnishes the
material with which the coral polyp builds
the great coral banks, and the various tribes
of mollusca deposit their shelly coverings.
This levelling action of water in wearing

away the mountain masses and filling up
the sea-bottoms, is counterbalanced hj other
forces, which depress some portions of the
earth's surface and elevate others. Among
the gradually rising stretches of land are Nor-
way, the north of Sweden, the west coast of
England, Ireland, a great part of France,
Syria, the east coast of Africa, &c. Among
those which are gradually sinking are the
south of Sweden, the east and south of Eng-
land, Greenland, the isles of the Pacific, &c.

A. W. Bennett recently read before the
British Association, a paper on the movement
of the glands on the upper side of the leaf of
the common Sun-dew, Drosera rotundifoUa, a
plant common in America as well as England.
These glands are not hairs, but portions of
the leaf, which terminate in a pellucid knob,
within which is formed a peculiar viscid secre-
tion. When examined with a microscope of
low magnifying power, this secretion may be
seen collected about the knobs, and stretching
in glutinous strings from one to another. The
secretion has probably an attraction for flies

and other small insects, as, if the plant is ex-
amined in its native bogs, scarcely a leaf will
be found in which an insect is not imprisoned.
The experiment was made of placing a very
small insect on a leaf. Immediately on com-
g into contact with the viscid secretion it

ade vigorous efforts to escape, but these
efforts only seemed to entangle it all the more
deeply. The contact of the insect appeared
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excite a stronger flow of the secretion,

eh soon enveloped the body of the animal
dense and almost transparent shme, firmly

3ing down the wings and rendering escape

eless. During all this time the insect was
:ing lower and lower down among the

ids towards the surface of the leaf, but

7 a slight change had taken place in the

tion of the glands themselves, which had
htly converged so as to imprison it more
ipletely. But after the struggles of the

oner had practically ceased, a remarkable
nge took place in the leaf Almost the

Die of the glands on its surface, even those

lOvcd from the body of the insect by adis-

pe of at least double its own length, began
jend over and point the knobs at their ex-

pities towards it. The experiment was
(e in the evening, and by the next morn-
lalmost every gland on the leaf was point-

jtowards the object in the centre, forming
|nse mass over it.

ihe nearly allied Venus' Fly-trap {Dioncea

picapa), which imprisons flies by a much
ie sudden motion of the sides of the leaf, is

to digest and absolutely consume the in-

8 thus entrapped. What becomes eventu-

of the prisoners of the sundew, the ex-

ments have not been carried sufficiently

to ascertain. A small piece of meat placed

mother leaf produced changes similar to

>e caused by the fly, the glands converging
• it in the same manner. Pieces of wood
of worsted placed on the leaves produced
uch results.

u Binz read a paper before the British

aciation, showing that alcohol reduced the

perature of the body in warm-blooded
Qals 3° or 4°. The apparent warmth felt

r taking a dose of it was due to the irrita-

of the nerves of the stomach, and the en-

ement of the vessels arising in the skin.

Selected for "The Friend."'

he following is a copy of a letter written

Eobert Barclay to Christian NoUason,
n he afterwards married. John Barclay

i
" Memoirs of Friends in Scotland," says :

may be interesting to some readers, to

template the grounds and motives for en-

Dg on the marriage state, which appeared
ofluence such a mind as that of the ' Apol-

t,' at the age of twenty-one years ; at least

ir as these are developed in the foUowin,

r addressed to the worthy object of his

ice."

" 28th of First mo. 166

Dear Friend :—Having for some time past

it several times upon my mind, to have
ed thee in this manner of writing, and to

ir into a literal correspondence with thee,

IV as thy freedom will allow, I am glad

small occasion hath made way for the

inning of it.

he love of thy converse, the desire of thy
adship, the sympathy of thy way, and the

kness of thy spirit, have often, as thou

'St have observed, occasioned me to take

uent opportunity to have the benefit of

company ; in which, I can truly sa}', I

e often been refreshed, and the life in me
ihed with a sweet unity, which flowed fro

le in thee,—tender flames of pure love

e been kindled in my bosom towards thee

praises have sprung up in me to the God
ur salvation for what He hath done for

1 1 Many things in the natural will, con

to strengthen and encourage my affection

towards thee, and make thee acceptable unto

me ; but that which is before all and beyond
all, is, that 1 can say in the fear of the Lord,

that i have received a command from him to

love thee, and for that I know his love is much
towards thee, and his blessing and goodness

is and shall be unto thee, so long as thou abid-

est in a true sense of it.

I write not these things to draw out thy

mind, but as being with me so to do, that thou

mayst rather be humbled, and love the more
to abide in the low, meek, quiet, satisfied,

peaceful, contented habitation, from which
there is safety that cannot be hurt, and peace

that cannot be broken,—a place of rest and
quietness, where the children of light and

babes of the household of faith have fellow-

hip together, and embrace one another in

the pure love, which is mysterious, and hid

from such as are led away by the foolish

loves, and fond aff"ections of this world. For
hen any that bear the name of Truth, or

have at any time tasted of the good thereunto

belonging, are entangled herein, they cannot

but receive great hurt, and much damage to

their spiritual prosperity and advancement.

Against this it is my study to watch, and my
earnest desire to be enabled so to do. My friend-

ship and respect for thee doth engage me to offer

the same advice to thee, because thou and I are

those, amongst the small handful in this place,

whose private condition puts in a capacity to

be obvious to temptation of that kind ; by
yielding to which I fear it will be found, some

have received hurt. That such as are behind

may be preserved from the like danger, is the

cry of my soul. I am sure it will be our great

gain so to be kept, that all of us may abide in

the pure love of God ; in the sense and draw-

ings whereof, we can only discern and know

how to love one another.

In the present Sowings thereof, I have

truly solicited thee, desiring and expecting,

that, in the same thou mayst feel and judge
Egbert Barclay."

A Struggle with a Devil Fish.—Charles B.

Brainerd, of Boston, in writing to the Scien

tific American about specimens of the devil

fish, relates this interesting incident: The
strength which these creatures possess is al-

most beyond comprehension, as is evinced by

what took place when my pet was captureu.

He had seized hold of a submarine diver, at

work in the wreck of a sunken steamer off the

coast of Florida. The man was a powerful

Irishman, who claimed to weigh 300 pounds,

His size and build fully verified his statement,

and to use bis own language, "the baste land-

ed on top of my shoulders and pinned my
arms tight. I felt my armor and m3'self being

cracked into a jelly!" It seems that he was

just about being brought to the surface, else

the monster would have killed him, for he

was suffering so from the terrible embrace

that he could move no part of himself When
dragged on to the raft from which he had

descended and finally released, he had fainted

The men on the raft seized the fish by one of

its wriggling arms, and tried to pull it off, but

could not break the power of a single one of

its suckers. The fish was only removed by

being dealt a heavy blow across the sack con-

taining the stomach. This sack stood sti
'

up above the eyes, while the eyes stood out

like lobsters' ej-cs, and gleamed like fire. The
monster is, all in all, one of the most frightful

apparitions it could be the fate of man

meet. It fulfils in every particular the horri-

ble features attributed to it in Victor Hugo's
Toilers of the Sea." Notwithstanding the

severity with which the able Frenchman has
been criticised for " creating a nondescript

with his i^eird imaginations," the truth must
be granted that his " nondescript" has an
actual existence, as is evidenced by the speci-

mens in Brighton and Hamburg, as well as

m}^ own.

For "The Friend."

The Right Use of Wealth.

We must surely believe an honest accumu-
lation of wealth, and the right use thereof,

with the blessing of the Lord, which maketh
truly rich, will not retard the work of the

soul's salvation, or the spread of the Redeem-
er's kingdom. Many of the servants and chil-

dren of God, who have been entrusted with

great possessions, exerted an influence for good
among those with whom they associated, as

they were enabled to walk humbly before the

Most High ; living in his holy fear, and bear-

ing the cross of Christ, neither poverty nor

riches, could separate them from His love,

who bought them with the price of his own
precious blood.

It does not follow, because a man is rich,

that his ways are displeasing in the Divine

sight: "Tlie love of money," and the impro-

per use of it, " is the root of all evil." We find

the "poor rich" man cannot rise above the

things of earth, whilst the "rich poor" man
may soar beyond the skies, and has his trea-

sure there : let us then shroud the formerwith

the drapery of the past, and brighten the

present with the names of John Woolman,
Hichard Jordan, and Christopher Healy

;

rich in faith and good works, whose me-

mories are still shining with the rays of

the Sun of Eighteousness, and are covered

with the fragrance of the eternal morning.

We doubt not, these have experienced the

truth of the pi-ophetic declaration, " they

that turn many to righteousness, shall shine

as the stars in the firmament, forever and
forever." Let us read the New Testament,

where we may find the account of the rise

of Christianity, when our glorious gospel

day was ushered in, with "Peace on earth

and good will to man ;" and mark the phalanx

of noble men, poor and rich, wise and simple,

who received the glad tidings with joy, and
served God in their day and generation. A
certain centurian's servant, who was dear

unto him, was sick, and ready to die ; when
he heard of Jesus, he sent the elders of the

Jews unto him, beseeching Him that he would

come and heal his servant. They besought

bim, instantly, saying, "he was worthy tor

whom he should do this, for he loveth our

nation, and hath built us a synagogue." Not-

withstanding their impatience, mark the con-

descension : then Jesus went with them ;
and

when he was not far from the house, the cen-

turion sent friends to him saying, " Lord trou-

ble not thyself; for I am not worthy that

thou shouldst enter under my roof; neither

thought I myself worthy to come unto thee
;

but say in a word, and my servant shall be

healed." Jesus marvelled and said unto the

people, " I have not found so great faith, no not

in Israel." Luke vii. And John gives us the

account of the nobleman who had the same

living faith, when he besought Jesus saying:
" Sir, come down ere my son die I" Note the

gracious reply, " go thy way, thy son liveth.'^
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These were true witnesses of the divinity and

love of Christ, not only in his outward ap-

pearance, but felt his inward power to heal

the sick. Joseph of Arimathea, an honora-

ble counsellor, was a good man and just, and

waited for the kingdom of God. After the

crucifixion of our Lord and Saviour, he " crav-

ed the body of Jesus, and laid it in his own
new tomb." Nicodemus (who came to him by
night) at the time of the burial, brought one

hundred pounds of spices (very costly) as a

token of his love and respect, which, through

fear of the Jews, he had not been willing to

manifest openly, was strengthened by the

Holy Ghost at the time of this great trial, to

fill the linen with the spices, and assist in

wrapping the body of Jesus therein ; while

the immediate followers of their Lord and
Saviour, through the weakness of the flesh,

and anguish of spirit, forsook him and fled.

It is unnecessary to enumerate all the names
of the good and rich, who had their part in

the first resurrection, over whom the second

death had no power, simply to convince some
that the influence of wealth will produce its

beneficial effects, or evil, as its possessor may
choose ; rather let us leave the things which
are behind, and press forward towards the
mark for the prize of the high calling of God
in Christ Jesus our Lord, and gather up the

fragments which remain, that nothing be lost.

We have had fathers and pillars, to go no
more out, in the church of our day, with
whom we took sweet counsel and went up to

the house of God in company. Samuel Bettle,

John Letchworth and Thomas Kite, all preach

ers of righteousness, setting forth in their daily

walk and conversation, the great truths of

salvation, and confirming in the line of thei

experience the words of the Psalmist : By
humility and the fear of the Lord, are riches,

honor, and life. These having kept the faith,

and finished their course with joy, are now,
we believe, in the full fruition of that sight
which John the divine had, when he saw a
pure river of water of life, clear as crystal,

proceeding out of the throne of God and of
the Lamb.
Of Samuel Bettle it may be said, "Blessed

is the man who walketh not in the counsel of

the ungodly, nor standeth in the way of sin

ners, but his delight is in the law of the Lord,
and in his law doth he meditate day and
night." (Psalm 1st.) He was a faithful laborer
in the Lord's vineyard, making a right use of
the trust committed to him, keeping to the
injunction, let not thy left hand know what
thy right hand doeth. When called upon by
the writer, whose privilege it was to know him
intimately, to administer to the comfort of a
widow, he made no reply but sent her one hun-
dred dollars. Careful to entertain strangers,
he did it cheerfully, and ofttimes refreshed the
Lord's poor messengers, that their feet mi,

not be turned out of the way.
It will require an abler pen than the writer's

to portraj' the life of our beloved and honored
friend, but it may not seem out of place to
allude to a memorable sermon which he
preached in the meeting-house at JSTewton
the place where Eichard Jordan had so often
through the gospel trumpet, sounded an alarm,
and not very long after his death. On First
day morning, after the meeting had been
gathered into solemn silence for half an hour,
Samuel Bettle rose and commenced with.
Labor not for the meat which perisheth, but
for that meat which endureth unto everlasting

life, which the Son of Man shall give unto you;

for him hath God the Father sealed ; and in

striking manner without any attempt of his

own to elucidate the text, he went on from
one part to another, wherein he set forth the

stupendous work of our redemption bj^ the

coming, life, sufferings and death of our Lord
Jesus Christ, not only the doctrine, but the

eflicacy of that blood which was shed on Cal-

vary's mount for every man.
But space and time forbid the writer to

trespass farther; suffice it to say, there were
other interesting circumstances connected
with the life of our valued friend, which
might be instructive to many ; of which his

extraordinary view of the immortality of the

soul, when he had the yellow fever, is not
among the least.

^^
Q. U.

Cariosities of the Sea Bottom.

Forest and Stream has a communication
from Com. Beardslee, commanding the steamer
Blue Light, assisted by Professor Verrill of

Yale College, from which we copy the follow-

ing passages:
" Cape Cod is a dividing line upon our coast.

South of it one class of creatures are found in

profusion, but the quohog clam (the Calista

convexa), certain star fishes and worms, and
the oyster have not existed, or having existed,

have become extinct north of this line, except

in a very few localities. A live Calista con

vexa (a species of clam) brought up in Casco
Bay upset at once the opinion held till then

that it was extinct so far north. Quohog shells

in plenty we find in the ancient Indian shell

mounds, which dot every slope of the island

showing that once they existed in plentjr

Now but one little bay—a mere cove at the
head of Casco Bay—furnishes this creature,

which, south of Cape Cod, is but the common
plentiful clam. Oyster shells, of a size to

which a Saddle Eock is but a pigmy, lie thick-

ly planted six feet below the present bottom
of Portland Harbor. They, too, however, are

extinct. In that great convulsion of Nature
that was so sweeping in its effects not a living

oyster was left to fulfil a mission. It seeins

sad mistake up here, where oysters could be

eaten every day in the year, and the nightly

blanket renders superfluous the mosquito bar.

But the ocean is still well filled, and with fruits

and flowers, with vegetables and plants, ma
sons and well diggers, robbers and cannibals,

and each bearing in a greater or less degree a

resemblance, either in appearance or habits,

to the creature or object above water that it

is named for. Way down in the dark depths
animal life utilizes every inch of ground, and
no square foot above the surface can equal in

number or variety of forms the same space at

the bottom of the sea. Strange, odd, horrible

creatures, with none or many eyes, with
speckled bodies, and long, slimy, clinging

arms, changing at once their form and size at

will, and, like the genii of the Arabian Tales,

from a mere starting point extend themselves
almost indefinitely in size. Beautiful crea-

tures, too, as the anemones and dahlias, a1

first frightened and jarred as we see them in

the dredge, mere masses of pink or purple
flesh, covered with a tough skin ; left to them-
selves in a cool dark place they protrude from
an opening in their bodies, clusters of gay-
colored and gracefully moving antennte, which
in some branch like coral, in others bear close

resemblance to the stamens and petals of

flowers. Down here the animal kingdo

takes from the floral tribe the duty of emb«
lishing. Living, breathing, food-devouric

flowers, and the kitchen garden too, and o

chard, are not unrepresented. Sea eueui

bers, {Pentacta frondosa,) sea peaches, {Oy

thia pyriformis), sea pears, (Boltenia clavalc

and apples, are found in plenty, the former
close a simile of the fruit, both in form ai

color, that it could be mistaken, the one f

the other.
" The flowers though, beautiful as they ai

are but brigands ; those graceful petals wa'

but to entice and grasp a victim, which, wh
seized, is pressed close to its mouth, and the

even if larger than its captor, is swallow
whole. The process of swallowing whole
morsel larger than the swallower, is rath

an unusual proceeding among animals, and
course an unusual method has to be adoptc

The anemone does it in this way ; holding tigl

ly its prey, it gradually protrudes its stoma
from its mouth, and turning it inside out, €

velopes its dinner, and then it lies quiel

awaiting the death and digestion. It rejec

such portions as are not suitable, and sto'

away its stomach for future use. What
blessing some men would esteem this facul

to be.

"The sea cucumber is another curious cr(

ture ; first found it is a small, compact 'ghi

kin ;' left to itself, it will swell and develop

an immense cucumber, quite large enough
make a boat of, if the sea urchins had t

same habit as did those urchins of whon
was once one.

" Starfish we find in great numbers a
varieties, difl'erent according to the characi

of the bottom. The common ' five-finger

Jack' is found everywhere, and at each h£

of the dredge, whether from mud or rod
' asterias vulgaris' is the first object called c

to the note taker."

Prayer.—Clement of Alexandria says:
" Prayer, if I may speak so boldly, is int

course with God. Although we do but lii

although we address God without openin
lips, in silence, we cry to Him in the in

recesses of the heart ; for when the whi
direction of the inmost soul is to Him, G
always hears." Again, when he is wishi

to present the ideal of a devout Christij

arrived at the maturity of knowledge, t

same writer says: "He will pray in eve

place, but not openly, to be seen of men
prays in every situation ; in his walks )

recreation, in his intercourse with others,

silence, in reading, in all rational pursui
And although he is only thinking on God
the little chamber of the soul, and calling up
his Father with silent aspirations, God is ru

him, and with him, while he is yet speakin,—Neander.

Tesnvins.

All around is spread a magnificent prospe
Immediately below lies the Atrio, just abc
which may be clearly seen the three sm
craters which gave rise to the lava of 18£

the current itself may be traced running fr

them against the walls of Somma, then tu

ing to the west, in which direction it is hide

for some short distance by the more rec<

flows of 1867 and 1868, and again appear;

with its ropy structure south of the Salvat(

ridge ; shorter currents from the same crat
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also seen running eastward, farther into

Atrio. Beyond frown the steep and lofty

Fs of Somma, a little to the west is the

of San Salvatore, a fragment of old Som-
" standing up amid black lava-flows (1855

1 1868 on the north, and 1767, 1858, and
7 on the south). Farther off lie the plain,

h scattered towns and villages, surrounded
green vineyards, the beautiful bays of

pies and Baia3, the islands of Ischia and
cida, the old volcanic mountains of the

egrsBan Fields ; and farther off still, bound-

the fertile plain, and marking an old

coast, are the higher mountains beyond
lua and the snowy Apennines. Turning
n this magnificent prospect, the erater-

3 is gained ; the sides are seen to slope

ply inwards, but the volumes of smoke
5tantly passing upwards hide the structure

je interior except for momentary glimpses,

ving the edge of this great smoking cal-

1, some small holes attract attention, holes

more than a yard or so wide, but of un-

wn depth, up which is constantly ascend-

a powerful current of hot air, so that fine

i or fragments of paper thrown in are at

blown forcibly out. Passing round the

of the crater, a view to the south is ob
ed ; the plain on which Pompeii stood lies

ctly below, bounded by the mountains be-

1 Castellamare, again forming the bound-
of the old sea before mentioned. Across
blue waters of the bay the hills behind

•ento and the island of Capri please the

by their soft outline and delicate tint,

le black lava-flows form a well-contrasted

ound. On the south-east side another
of the 1867 lava can be traced ; while

le of 1850 and ISS-l run also to the south

outh-east, and, far below, the red craters

760 are conspicuous. Having about com-
3d the circuit of the crater, the descent

1 the south-west side is very instructive,

first part is made very rapidly, plunging
,0 the knees in fine black ash (which near

I
summit is quite hot below the surface),

limulated about and among the lava-flows

|834, &c. In this easy manner about half

[height of the mountain is descended in a

Y short time. The ash is for the most part

f fine, and on examination is found to con-

1
many separate crystals of leucite and

eite. "The several little red craters of 1794

now reached; small model craters, at pre-

, very shallow, all close together, and one
hem double—the birthplace of the lava-

am which destroyed Torre del Greco and
far out into the sea. Just above these

ht be observed the sudden termination of

luch more recent stream, presenting the

eai-ance of a low line of steep cliff, and far

w, only just above Toi-re del Greco, may
loticed the eleven little craters opened out

ig a straight line in 1861, and which again

satened the town with destruction. Soon
r leaving the craters of 1794, the region of

jyards is once moi-e gained, not before pass-

, however, signs of their former higher ex-

jion, in the shape of ruined huts enveloped

lva,yet not overthrown. Sometimes awall

ava may be seen approaching within a foot

jo of a hut, which it may partly surround yet

overthrow. It seems that such an elastic

sting cushion of hot air is entrapped be-

en the hut walls and the lava as to resist

progress of the latter for some time, though
Uy it usually curls over the summit of the

slling and envelopes all. As regards the

character of the Vesuvian products, both lava
and ashes, a good deal of variety is exhibited
There are the trachytic tuff's of earlier erup
tions associated with leucitic lavas or grey
stones : there are basalts of modern erup
tions, crystals of augite in a dark matrix ;

and
there are modern leucitic lavas. So that we
have the three classes of volcanic rocks rep
resented.

—

Hardwicke's Science Gossip.

For " The Friend."

Memoirs and Letters of Sarah Hlllman.
(CoDtiDued from page 85.)

"1814. Ninth mo. 29th. During the several

days passed since last date, my mind has been
favored with an unusual degree of peace ; and,

I trust, with a measure of the heavenly Fath-
er's love, for which 1 desire to be thankful to

him.
Eleventh mo. 11th. I have of latter time

felt the chilling blasts of adversity (if I may
so term it) beating against me ; or rather felt

all sense of my heavenly Father's love with-

drawn as behind the curtain. In this state

no consolation, no solid peace, no sweet com-
munion of spirit has been experienced; but

instead thereof a waste, howling wilderness

to journey through, without a guide or pro-

tector. For when thy light is withdrawn,
dearest Father,—when none of thy comfort
is dispensed to us pooi', finite beings, what
can we do? Truly we can do nothing with-

out thee. But now I would thank thee for

the change which thou wast pleased to afford

this evening, even comfort and consolation to

my mind
; a sweet serenity, a solemn cover-

'ug, more to be prized than the golden wedge
ofOphir. Oh! that thou wouldst enable me
to walk worthy of a continuation of thy favor

from season to season, and to enable me to

perform any little act which thou mayst be
pleased to appoint unto me.
No date. " May I not at this season, dear-

est Father, acknowledge that thou art good

;

and that I am vile ; and may I not once more
desire that thou wouldst favor me to see

wherein I have off'ended, that thou hast seen

meet to prove me again by depriving me of

thy soul-sustaining consolations. I have been
ready to say at seasons, 'I have no hope,'

though I would not give out willingly, but
would rather call upon thee till thou art

pleased to arise and answer. O, that thou
wouldst purge me of all that is displeasing in

thy Divine sight, that thou wouldst not spare

nor have pity till thou hast made me whole I

Iriug me into suffering, dearest Father, or

hasten me in any way that thou seest meet,

rather than let me pass on in forgetfulness or

without regard to thy will, but that I may be

humbled sufficiently and made willing to do
hatever thou mayst appoiut unto me, that

so thy favor may not bo withdrawn, and that

I may be a grateful receiver of thy manifold

mercies. Enable me, O Lord ! to follow thee

more faithfully ; and bo pleased to show me
thy will concerning me, that so by thy Divine
help and strength, I may journey forward,

and at the conclusion of all things here below,

be permitted to enter that glorious city whose
builder thou art; where I may joiij in ascrib-

ing glory to thee and the dear Son of thy
bosom, Jesus Christ our Lord."
As clearly portrayed in the foregoing me-

moranda, Sarah Hillman was not permitted
to pass along smoothly and easily without
crosses and exercises; but had, in her mea-
sure, to participate in the cup of suffering the

dear Saviour drank of, and the thoroughly
cleansing baptism He was baptized with

;

which, as fairlj' implied in His communica-
tion to James and John, all His must partake
of. She also understood this baptism to be
with burning and fuel of fire ; designed to
consume not only the dross and the tin, but
the reprobate silver also ; and that there was
no turning from the grave injunction, "Work
out your own salvation with fear and trem-
bling," &c. This tends to preserve from luke-

warmness ; to break up every false, deceitful

rest, and to bring the chastened, meek and
lowly disciple in abasedness and contrition of
soul to the footstool of Christ Jusus, where
the ear is made and kept attentive to His in-

speaking, still, small voice as the one thing
needful. She even interceded for the fellow-

ship of her Redeemer's sufferings ; or in any
way to be taught the discipline of the cross,

if she could but be preserved from indifference

and disobedience to his will ; which, submit-
ted to and obeyed, is our sanctification. To
serve our generation according to His will,

and thus be found among the Lord's faithful

followers in the great day when we shall each
have to give an account of our respective

stewardships, is the one thing, which above
all others, should claim our deepest solicitude

and attention. At the same time we need not
expect to sing the song of the redeemed, or

to be saved with an everlasting salvation,

unless that song be learned here, and now
;

for, as is written, " No man could learn that

song but the hundred and fifty and four thou-

sand which were redeemed from the earth."

1815. First mo. 12th. Though my mind
has not been stayed for some time past suflS-

ciently on God, yet in the riches of his mercy.
He has been pleased again to furnish me with
an evidence that He still regai-ds his children

who desire to serve him, for which I hope to

be thankful ; and this query has run through
my mind, What shall I render to Thee for all

thy mercies? What s/iaW I render ? Olthat
I might be enabled to lay down all, even, as

it were, my life at thy feet, to become, dear-

est Father, as passive clay in thy hand, that

thou mayst do with me as is most agreeable

to thee : that in all things I might be able to

say, not my will, O Lord, but thine be done.
" The subject which at present most affects

me, enable me, dearest Father, to cast entirely

upon thee. Be thou pleased to keep near me
and strengthen me for thy work and service

;

md O ! when my mind may be clothed with
exercise, and all that is living within me
quickened under a sense of the awfulness of

thy word, and my will humbled and slain be-

fore thee, O ! keep me at these seasons from
i-unning into the work without thy word of

command. Go, and I will go with thee. Bless-

ed Father, enable me noV under the present

blessing of serenity and quietness of spirit to
" eep my mind stayed upon thee. Suffer me
not again to wander away as one without a

hepherd ; but O ! that tbou wouldst help me to

aj'. Do with me as Thou wilt. I greatly de-

sire to be preserved from all worldly-minded-

ness, and to keep my mind, as much as may
be, fixed on Heaven, that so 1 may join in

ascribing praise, with the spirits of just men
made perfect, before the Lamb forever.

Second mo. 7th. Under a sense of the

goodness of Israel's Shepherd, in thus favor-

me to partake of the bounties of his table,

I am induced to offer the tribute of thanks-

giving and praise to his great name : who, I
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boast not in asserting, hath thus far been

pleased to help, and measurably to preserve

me from the wiles of the enemy. O ! that

my mind may be stayed in Him, and enabled

to persevere in the way of well-doing. Let

not the gratifications of this world, O my soul,

hinder thee from performing the will of hea-

ven ; but let thy desires be so fixed in the

blessedness of that eternity towards which
thou art travelling as to be able to say. Thou
knowest, O Lord, that thy servant desireth

above all other considerations to serve thee

in all things. My mind has been humbled for

some time under a sense of thy mei'cies and

love to me, a poor, unworthy creature, who
has so often stumbled at thy will ; but I beg

and implore for resignation, and strength, and
wisdom, and understanding, that so I may not

move without thy direction, neither do any
thing to hurt the cause of Truth in the earth;

Oh no ! rather let me cease to lift up a voice

among the sons of men. But if so be that I

may be the instrument of turning any to the

true fold, I think I may say, I am willing to

spend and to be spent for the honor of Thy
name. O! that this might be evinced by mj'

daily conduct and in all my proceedings, that

in the end this glorious call may be held forth :

Come, thou blessed of my Father, enter into

the joy of thy Lord ; and not to me only but

to all those whom thou hast visited and in-

vited to tb}^ table to feed on the heavenly

bread thereof."

(To be continned.)

My spirit craves for more evident marks of

godly simplicity among the Quakers, so-called.

I am one of those who mark the boasted
" march of intellect" with a jealous fear. The
refinements of our day seem, in my view, to

draw the mind from under the cross of Christ.

According to my observation, we are not the
plain, unfashionable people that, if faithful,

we should be; we are too generally inter-

mingled with the manners and maxims of the
times. Everlasting Mercy can yet turn and
overturn, and settle a faithful people.— ilZar)/

Capper.
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The French National Assembly met on

the 5th, at Versailles, with a full attendance of mem-
bers. President MacMahon sent a message which was
read to the Assembly. He expresses the opinion that
the government absolutely lacks two things essential as
conditions of efficiency. It has neither sufficient vitality

nor authority. With its powers liable to be changed at

any munieiit it can do nothing durable. He urged the
Assembly to consider the dangers of the situation and
create a strong durable executive, which can energeti-
cally defend society.

The Deputies of the Eight warmly cheered the mes-
sage, and a motion that executive power be conferred
on Marshal MacMahon for a terra of ten years ; that he
continue to maintain the present form of government
until the constitutional bills are voted, and that a com-
mittee of thirty be appointed to examine said bills was,
after debate, declared " urgent" by a large majority.

Oti the 6th inst. the Assembly re-elected Buffet :is its
President by a unanimous vote", the entire Left declin-
ing to vote. On organizing the bureaus of the Assem-
bly, it was found that the Republicans would have a
majority of one in the committee on the prolongation
of President MacMahon's powers. This result caused
great excitement and, according to the Paris Presse, has
induced the Right to agree that MacMahon's term of
office shall be limited to five years and also that he

shall be officially designated by the title of President of

the Republic. By these concessions the Right gained
over one Republican member, and now have a majority

in the committee.
The Bazaine trial is still progressing. Count Palikao,

Napoleon's last Minister of War, testified in regard to

his acts while in office. He accepted the responsibility

of the march on Sedan, and admitted that he received

in Paris the dispatch from Marshal Bazaine.

All the ministers have tendered their resignations,

but they were not accepted by President MacMahon.
A Paris dispatch of the 11th says: "The excitement

here and at Versailles is subsiding, and it is believed

the crisis is over. Both sides seem disposed to pursue
a conciliatory course. It is anticipated that the com-
promise offered by the Right will be accepted." Ex-
President Thiers considers that the establishment of a

conservative Republic is assured.

Bismarck, as Chancellor of the Empire, has laid be-

fore the Federal Council the invitation of the United
States government to Germany to participate in the

Centennial Exhibition at Philadelphia, with a recom-
mendation that it be accepted.

In the recent elections in Prussia for Deputies to the

Diet, the Liberals have gained fifty members. A Berlin

dispatch says: The German Minister of Finance has
decided to sell 20,000,000 dollars of silver to the United
States government, which is the highest bidder.

A decree has been promulgated in Rome by the

Italian government for the expropriation of four more
convents in thatcit)'.

Another large tire has occurred in Constantinople.

The latest advices from India are more favorable. In

some districts the crops were improving, and with a

continuance of favorable weather there were hopes that

the apprehended famine might be mitigated if not

wholly avoided.

The steamer Virginius, which has been employed In

carrying arms and ammunition to the Cuban insurgents,

was captured by the Spanish gunboat Tornado, near
Jamaica. She had 170 passengers and crew, who with
the vessel and cargo were taken to Santiago de Cuba.
Some of the insurgent leaders were among the prisoners,

of whom four were tried by a military court and exe
cuted on the 4th inst. The condemned were the Cuban
Generals Bembeta, Cespedes, De Sol, and Washington
Ryan.
The Bank of England rate of discount has been ad-

vanced to nine per cent. Heavy shipments of gold to

the United States continue.

The Spanish steamship Murillo, which was seized

at Dover for nmning into and sinking the emigrant
ship Norlhtieet, has been condemned and will be sold.

An explosion in a fire works factory, at Lambeth
caused the immediate death of eight persons and the
injury of a number more.
A steamship from Australia, with 489,000 pounds

sterling in bullion, arrived at London the 4th inst. The
gold will be shipped to New York.
Alexander Brogden, M. P., delivered an address the

4th inst., at Darlington, in which he stated that he had
been offered 10,000 tons of English rails, now lying at

New Y'ork, for a price of $10 per ton less than their

original cost.

Lord Derby has made a speech in opposition to the
Ashantee war. He holds that the British protectorate
had better not have been extended to its present dimen-
sions, expresses a doubt whether it was wi.se to take over
the Dutch forts, and protests against any further exten-
sion of the same policy.

London, 11th mo. 10th.—Consols, 92J. U. S. sixes,

1867, 95J ; new five per cents, 89^. There is a money
pressure in London, and loans have been made at 10
and 13 per cent.

Liverpool.— Uplands cotton, S^d.; Orleans, Sid.
Breadstuffs steady.

The total attendance at the Vienna Expo.sition, ac-

cording to official count, numbered 5,340,073 persons.
A severe engagement between the Carlists and gov-

ernment troops is reported in the province of Navarre,
near Miranda del -'irga, in which both sides sufi'ered

greatly. The Carlists claim a victory, but this is denied
at Madrid.
United States.—^ There were 248 interments in

Philadelphia last week, including 50 deaths of con-
sumption, l2 croup, 15 debility, 16 marasmus, and 11
old age.

The deaths in New York city last week were 465.
The cost of widening and improving the streets of

the burnt district of Boston will be §5,070,000.
During the year ending 9lh mo. 30th, 1873, 20,-354

applications for patents were filed in the Patent Office,

Washington, and 12,999 patents were Issued, 235 ex-
tended, and 965 allowed but uot yet issued. The fees

received during the same period amounted to $701,
which is $2,177 in excess of the expenditures.

The number of vessels built during the past yes

greater than that of any year since 1865. The incr.

of tonnage has been 258,280 tons. The sailing

nage has increased 294 vessels and 58,426 tons,

steam tonnage 262 vessels and 44,891 tons, the cs

boat tonnage 885 vessels and 115,616 tons, and the bi

tonnage 117 vessels and 39,348 tons. Owing to the

vance of labor and materials abroad, the cost of ,\m
can built ships is now but little greater than that of

best British.

The census of school children in Florida, for li

foots up 70,995. Last year it was 62,869.

United States Treasurer Spinner, in his annual
port, says that there has been a large falling oft' in

receipts, amounting to §28,280,704 on customs, :

$16,912,863 on internal revenue, mainly due to

great reduction of taxation. Unless taxation is

creased, or the expenditures of the government redui

the reduction of the public debt will cease.

2746 Markets, <£c.—The following were the quotati

on the 10th inst. New York.—American gold,

U. S. sixes, 1881, 112i ; ditto, 1862, 106 ; ditto, 1(

5 per cents, 105. Superfine flour, $4.90 a $5.45
;

extra, $5.50 a J6.15 ; finer brands, $6.50 a $10.25. W
Michigan wheat, $1.60; white Ohio, $1.50; No,
waukie, spring, $1.37i ; No. 2 do., $1.32 ; No. 2 Chic
spring, $1.28. State barley, $1.20 a $1.30. Oats,

a 48i cts. Western mixed corn, 57 a 58 cts.
;
yell

59i a 60.} cts. ; white, 69 a 70 cts. Carolina rice,

1\ cts. Brown sugar, 6J a 7 cts.; refined, 9-J a 10
Fhiladelphia.—Uplands and New Orleans cotton,

14^ cts. for middlings. Superfine flour, $4.25 a $4
extra, $5 a $5.75; finer brands, i6 a $10. Arc
wheat, $1.55 a $1.61 ; red, $1.45 a $1.50 ; No. 1 spr

$1.35 a $1.40. Rye, 80 a 85 cts. Yellow corn, 63
western mixed, 60 a 62 cts. Oats, 45 a 51 cts. Smo
hams, 11 a 13 cts. Lard, SJ a SJ cts. Clover s<

6 a 8 cts. The cattle market was dull and prices lo'

About 3000 beef cattle sold at the Avenue Drove-ys
extra at 6i a 6| cts. per lb. gross; fair to good, 5

and common 3 a 4^ cts. Sheep sold at 4} a 5i cts.

lb. gross, receipts 11,000 head. Hogs, $6 a $6.2r

100 lb. net, receipts 9,000 head. Chicago.—1^0. 1 sj

wheat, 98 a 99 cts ; No. 2 do., 95 ct.s.; No. 3 86^
No. 2 mixed corn, 34J cts. Oats, 27 cts. No. 2
barley, #1.23. Lard, 6| cts. Baltimore.—Amber w
$1.62 a $1.65 ; red, $1.50 a $1.60. Southern white ci

74 a 75 cts.
;
yellow, 66 a 67 cts. ; western mixed, 61

Oats, 46 a 50 cts. Cincinnati.—FamUy flour, $6.2

$6.60. Wheat, §1.25 a $1.30. Old corn, 45 cts.

70 cts. Oats, 32 a 40 cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
As the stations of Superintendent and Matron of!

Institution are expected to be vacated at the close of
Winter Session, in the 4th month next. Friends v

may feel drawn to undertake the duties attached'

them, are requested to communicate thereon with eiti

of the following named members of the Committee.i
Nathaniel N. Stokes, Cinnaminson Post-ofl,

Burlington Co., N. J.
'

Charles Evans, No. 702 Race St., Philadelpb
Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. J.

Rebecca S. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth St., Philt

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDL
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A teacher of the school will be wanted at the «
mencement of the Spring term.

Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co., I

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada.
Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Chei

Co., Pa.

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.
.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) PhUadel-ph
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wob'
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients maj
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boan
Managers.

Married, at Friends' Meeting, Birmingham, Chei
Co., Pa., on the 15th ult, Stephen W. Savery
Parkerville, to Susanna Forsythe, daughter of fl

Forsythe, of Birmingham.
"^
WILLLIMH. PILE,''pRiNf£K

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Comets.

(Coutinued from page 9S.j

halley's comet.

s comets are subject to great ciianges of
sarance, one can never be identified by any
sription of its magnitude, brilliancy, &c.,

be time of a previous return. This can be

e only by a comparison of orbits. If, for

mpie, we find the elements of an orbit very
I'ly corresponding in every particular with

of a former comet, there is a degree of

jability, amounting almost to certainty,

the two are identical. Sir Isaac Newton,
lis Principia, published shortly after the
earance of the comet of 1682, explained
the periods of those mysterious visitors

ht thus be ascertained, thus directing the
ntiou of astronomers to the subject. Dr.
ley soon after undertook a thorough dis-

lion of all the recorded cometary observa-
within his reach. In the course of his

istigations he discovered that the path of
comet observed by Kepler in 1607 coin-

d almost exactly with that of the one
ch passed its perihelion in 1682. Heuc«
:oncluded that they were the same. He
id also that the comet of 1531, whose

had been particularly observed by
an, moved in the same path. The interval

veen the consecutive appearances being
ply 76 years, Halley announced this as the
i of the comet's revolution, and boldly pre-

ed its return in 1758 or 1759. The law of
'ersal gravitation had at this time just

discovered and announced. But although
ipplication to the determination of plane-
and cometary perturbations had not been

sloped, Halley was well aware that the
active influence of Jupiter and Saturn
ht accelerate or retard the motion of the
et, so as to produce a considerable varia-

in its period. During the interval from
i to 1759, the application of the higher
hematics to problems in physical astrono-
had been studied with eminent success.

I disturbing effect of the two large planets,

iter and Saturn, was computed with al-

t incredible labor by Clairaut, Lalaade,
Madame Lepaute. The result as aa-

Qced by Clairaut to the Academy of Sci-

ences in November, 1758, was that the period
must be 618 days longer than that imme-
diately preceding, and that the comet accord-

ingly would pass its perihelion about the 13th
of April, 1759. It was stated, however, that,

being pressed for want of time, thoy had ne-

glected certain quantities which might some-
what affect the result. The comet, in fact,

passed its perihelion in March, within less

than a month of the predicted time. When
it is considered that the attraction of the
earth was not taken into the account, and that

Uranus, whose influence must have been sen-

sible, had not then been discovered, this must
certainly be regarded as a remarkable ap-

proximation.
But during the next interval of 76 years the

theory of planetary perturbations had been
more perfectlj^ developed. The masses of

Jupiter and Saturn had been determined with
greater accurac}', and Uranus had been added
to the known members of the planetary sys-

tem. A nearer approximation to the exact
time of the comet's perihelion passage in 1835
was therefore to be expected. Prizes were
offered by two of the learned societies of Eu-
rope—the Academy of Sciences at Turin, and
the French Institute—for the most perfect

discussion of its motions. That of the former
was awarded to Damoiscau,—that of the lat-

ter to Pontecoulant. The times assigned by
these distinguished mathematicians for the

comet's perihelion passage were very nearly
the same, and differed but a few days from
the true time. Had the present received mass
of Jupiter been used in the calculations, Pon-
tecoulant, it is believed, would not have been
in error as much as 24 hours. It maj' be pro-

per to remark that, during the entire period
from 1750 to 1835, the position of Neptune
was such that it could produce no consider-

able effect on the motion of the comet.
This interesting object will again return

about 1911.

From the earlier descriptions of this comet
we infer that its brilliancy is gradually di-

minishing. In 1456 its tail, which was slightly

curved like a sword or sabre, extended two-
thirds of the distance from the horizon to the

zenith. The appearance of such an object, in

a grossly superstitious age, excited through-
out Europe the utmost consternation. The
Moslems had just taken Constantinople, and
were threatening to advance westward into

Europe. Pope Calixtus III., regarding the
comet as confederate with the Turk, ordered
prayers to be offered three times a daj' for

deliverance from both. The alarm, however
was of short duration. Within ten daj-s of
its appearance the comet reached its peri-

helion. Eeceding from the suii, the sword-
like form began to diminish in brilliancy and
extent; and finally, to the great relief of Eu-
rope, it entirely disappeared.

The perihelion passage of 1456 was, until

recently, the earliest known. It was shown
by Langier, however, in 1843, that among the

notices of comets extracted by Edward Biot
from the Chinese records, were observations

of a body in 1378, which was undoubtedly the

comet of Halley. Further researches among
these annals enabled the same astronomer to

recognize two ancient returns, one in 760, the
other in 451. Still more recently the distin-

guished English astronomer, Mr. Hind, has
traced back the returns to the j'ear 11 B.C.

He remarks, however, that previous to that
epoch, " the Chinese descriptions of comets
are too vague to aid us in tracing any more
ancient appearances," and that "European
writers of these remote times render us no
assistance." Let us now inquire whether the

comet had probably made any former ap-

proach to the sun in an orbit nearly identical

with the present. It is well known that the
modern period of this body is considerably
less than the ancient. Thus, the mean period

since A. D. 1456 has been 75.88 years; while
from 11 B. c. to 1456 a. d. it was 77.27 years.

In determining the approximate dates of

former returns, the ancient period should evi-

dently be employed. Now, it is a remarkable
fact that of more than 70 comets, or objects

supposed to be comets, whose appearance was
recorded during the six centuries immediately
preceding the year 11 b. c, but one—that of

166 B. c.—was observed at a date correspond-

ing nearly to that of a former return of

Halley's comet. Of this object it is merely
recorded that "a torch was seen in the heav-

ens." Whether this was a comet or some
other phenomenon, it is impossible to deter-

mine. But as the comet of Halley was more
brilliant in ancient than in modern times, it

seems highly improbable that seven consecu-

tive returns of so conspicuous an object should

have been unrecorded, especially as twelve

comets per century were observed during the

same period. It would appear, therefore,

that the perihelion passage of 11 B.C. was in

fact the first ever made by the comet, or at

least the first in an orbit nearly the same as

the present.

The motion of Halley's comet is retrograde.

The point of its nearest approach to the sun
is situated within the orbit of Venus. Its

greatest distance from the centre of the sys-

tem is nearly twice that of Uranus, or 86
times that of the earth. The comet is, con-

sequently, subject to great changes oftempera-
ture. When nearest the sun its light and heat

are almost four times greater than the earth's;

when most remote, they are 1200 times less.

In the former position, the sun would appear
much larger than to us ;

in the latter, his ap-

parent diameter would not greatly exceed

that of Jupiter, as viewed from the earth. It

would be difficult to conjecture what the con-

sequences might be, were our planet trans-

ported to either of these extremes of the come-
tary path. In the perihelion, the waters of

the ocean would undoubtedly bo reduced to a
state of vapor ; in the aphelion, they would be

solidified by congelation.
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encke's comet.

It was formerly supposed that all comets

have their aphelia far beyond the limits of the

planetary system. In 1818, however, a small

comet was discovered by Pons, the orbit of

which was subsequently found to be wholly

interior to that of Jupiter. Its elements were

presented by Bouvard, in 1819, to the Board

of Longitude at Paris. The form and position

of the orbit were immediately found to cor-

respond with those of a comet observed by

several astronomers in 1805. The different

appearances were consequently regarded as

returns of the same body. Its elliptic orbit

was calculated by Encke, who found its period

to be only about three years and four months.

Its perihelion is within the orbit of Mercury
;

its aphelion, between the asteroids and the

orbit of Jupiter.

Encke's comet is invisible to the naked eye,

except in very favorable circumstances; it

has no tail ; its motion, like that of the planets,

is from west to east ; and its orbit is inclined

about 13° to the ecliptic.

A comparison of the successive periods of

this interesting object has led to the discovery

that its time of revolution is gradually dimin-

ishing ; a fact regarded by Encke and other

astronomers as indicating the existence of an
ethereal medium.

biela's comet.

The discovery of Encke's comet of short

period was followed, in 1826, by that of an-

other, whose revolution is completed in about
six years and eight months. It was observed

on the 27th of February, by M. Biela, an

Austrian officer ; accordingly it has since been
known as Biela's comet. On computing its

elements and comparing them with those of

former comets, it was found to have been ob-

served in 1772 and 1805. Damoiseau having
calculated the dimensions of the comet's ellip-

tic path and the time of its return, announced
as the result of his computations the remark-
able fact that the orbits of the earth and comet
intersect each other, and that the comet would
cross the earth's path on the 29th of October,
1832. This produced no little alarm among
the uneducated, especially in France. Even
some journalists are said to have predicted the
destruction of our globe by a collision with
the comet. "When the latter, however, passed
the point of intersection at the predicted
time, the earth was at a distance of 50,000,000
miles.

At the return of 1845-6, Biela's comet ex-

hibited a most remarkable appearance. In-

stead of a single comet, it appeared as two
distinct bodies moving together side by side,

at a distance from each other somewhat less

than that of the moon from the earth. As-
tronomers, anxious to determine whether the
cometary fragments had continued separate
during an entire revolution, awaited the next
return with no ordinary interest. The tioo

bodies appeared at the predicted time (Sep-
tember, 1852;) their distance apart having in-

creased to 1,250,000 miles. In 1859 the comet,
on account of its proximity to the sun, entirely
escaped detection. At the return in 1865-6
the position of the object was quite favorable
for observation, yet the search of astronomers
was again unsuccessful. In 1872 the body
escaped detection both in Europe and America.
One fragment was seen, however, at Madras,
India, on the mornings of the 2d and 3d of
December,—several weeks after its perihelion

passage. The comet's non-appeai'ance in 1866

and its greatly diminished magnitude in 1872

leave no room to doubt its progressive disso-

lution. This subject will again be referred to

in discussing the phenomena of meteoric

showers.
(To be continued.)

Selected for "The Friend."

Letter of Robert Jordan, of North Carolina,

dated 1736.

I am often cast down at the evidence of

false ministry prevailing in many places, and

am weary of contending in spirit against it,

though not weary of suffering for the truth.

It is a clear and uncontrovertible fact, that in

proportion to the declension of religion, in the

i-oot and life, preaching increases, to the les-

sening the credit and authority of the minis-

try, and rendering it contemptible. I am
confirmed in my judgment, and have been

many years, that as the ministry was, and
the sincere ministry yet is, instrumental to

gather the churches, it is now proceeding

apace to scatter them, and this through the

working of the mystery of iniquity, with the

heat and forwardness of man's spirit. To
some, yea to many, that silence and passive-

ness of mind, so essential to the performance

of these calm, meek and deliberate acts of wor-

ship, is as strange and irksome, as it is by
their conduct rendered useless to the people.

But though we cannot help seeing, we are

told we must say nothing, all is revelation,

all is perfect, and there is great peace. To
put it out of all doubt, we are often told they

are under a mighty sense of life and power,

are under heavy burdens, and sore exercises;

but whether they lay them on themselves or

uot, I shall not determine. These find it

easier to do than to suffer, till the Master
gives direction and makes way. Some mea-
sure their service by their noise, and would
prove a divine gift by human art and extasy;

and while they are full of peace and joy, the

church mourns. Even prophesying is coming
pretty much into practice, several instances

of which have proved false and ridiculous.

Some who preach up self-denial and mortifica-

tion, can hardly bear contradiction, much less

reproof, and though they preach up humilitj^,

they aspire to the chief seats and uppermost
rooms.

I believe this ministry has a direct ten-

dency to promote infidelity, by giving ground
of suspicion, that the noble principle, the holy

unction, the light and superadded grace that

comes by Jesus Christ, is either uncertain or

dangerous to follow. The nature of man is

subject to extremes, being apt to step out of

a state of superstition into that of unbelief

In short I may conclude by saying with John
Fothergill, "that the distemper in the minis-

try, is the greatest in the church." R. J.

For "The Friend."

Scientific Notes,

A gigantic fungus, known as the Bank of

England fungus, was an object of much atten-

tion at a recent fungus exhibition of the En-
glish Royal Horticultural Society. This im-
mense fungus was found on a plank of Baltic

fir, supported by a joist of British oak, and it

has been suggested that the growth of this

and similar fungi is assisted, if not generated
by an action between the two kinds of wood,
similar to the galvanic effect produced by the
opposition of two different metals.

As an instance of the effect of soil upon t'

color of flowers, it is mentioned that a pla

of the Lilium coridion was transplanted in

heath soil, when the flowers changed fro

sulphur yellow to red.

At a recent meeting of the French Associ

tion for the Advancement of Science in Lyoi

it was stated by Prof Gerard, in an interei

ing lecture on the recent progress of chemic

industries, that the production of beet sug

in France, had increased from three millii

kilogrammes in 1836 to four hundred and fif

millions, and that the beet furnished in ad(

tion more than 6,000 tons of potash per annui

Potash is also largely obtained from salt wat«

This branch of industry received, a few yea

ago, a severe and unexpected blow, on t!

discovery at Stassfurt, in Saxony, of en(

mous beds of native chloride of potassiut

the appearance of which in the Europe:

market brought down the price in one d

from 55 to 22 francs per 100 kilogramm
The manufacturers who derived their suppl:

from the sea were not discouraged howev
but by changes and improvements in th

processes, have continued to furnish a lar

supply of potash to European commerce.

One of the excursions of the association w

to Solutre, where there are many vestiges

what is supposed to be pre-historic man, \

which is particularly characterized by
extraordinary accumulation of broken a

calcined bones of horses. It is estimated tl

nearly 40,000 carcases of horses have be

gathered here.

Prof Dyer, recently read a paper befoi-e 1

British association, on the changes in 1

vegetation of South Africa, caused by the

troduction of merino sheep. He commen(
by referring to the fact, that civilization a

merino sheep had introduced one obnoxu
weed, the Xanthium spinosum, into the shi

walks of South Africa. Its fruit getting ii

the wool had seriously injured its value. 1

sheep, in connection with overstocking '

farms in the inland districts of the Cape, w
doing verj- serious injury by eating down
better and more agreeable plants, and giv:

room to poisonous and bitter ones. So gr

had been the increase of these, that it was n

dangerous to have stock on many farms, wh
formerly were free from any injurious hei

Long stretches of the colony abounded
plants which, when eaten by the oxen, cau

their intoxication, to the serious hindrance t

transport.
_

i

In a recent communication to the Viei 1

Academy, Prof. Czermak investigated sc ii

curious phenomena occurring amongtheloi
animals. More especially, he examined < t

which has long been known, viz. ; that i li

shy hen be caught and held down to is

ground for a little time, and if a chalk line
i

drawn on the ground from its beak, or in ci »

direction from its eyes, it will become qi ip

still and helpless, and make no attempt n

escape after the hands are removed. Keicl Hi

in the 17th century, attributed this effect h

the influence of the chalk line on the hi fe

imagination. The essential point app* k

to be the arresting ofthe animal's attention m

some object put before its eyes. The si pk

effect may be obtained by holding a finge: Ef

glass ball, a candle, &c., before the space
;

tween the eyes. This paper contains m »s

curious facts on the subject. tj,

Recently a gardener in England was chi Id

ed with murder before the criminal court %
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ing a fellow servant poisonous mushrooms
eat. Three persons were dangerously- pol-

led with them, and one actually died, yet

ire was no reason to suspect the poisoner

any intentional injur}'. The fungi so

sely resembled edible mushrooms, that a

lied witness saw nothing to distinguish

sm.

A. correspondent of the English Mechanic,

iting from India, and speaking of the rapid

Dwth of vegetation in that warm and moist

mate says, he has measured a growth of

;ht inches in the bamboo in twenty-four

urs, and twelve inches in a creeper in the

ne time.

For "The Friend."

John Heald

(Continued from page 98.)

3d mo. 6tb, 1817. "At Hopewell Meeting. I

led to treat on the attendance of religious

;etings. I commiserated the trials and diffi-

Ities of women, who are desirous to attend

eetings, but whose husbands are too busy,

melimes they have a young child added to

their difficulties, and must either stay

vay, or carry it along. It appears to me
at such stand in need of encouragement. I

Duld rather put up with some noise than

scourage them. There are many women
ho have great difficulties to go through

d I wish they may be encouraged to press

rough. It may be, if such are faithful, that

1 the unbelieving husband is sanctified by th-

ife, the faithfulness of the wives may be

essed to the husbands, to their preservation

id furtherance. After considerable encour-

'cment to women, I sat down, but soon I

'rned to the men, and took the words I

id made use of, in regard to men being too

isy at sometimes, and so anxious to accumu-

or amass wealth, that they could not

lare time from that employ. But try, my
•ethren, and consider timely whether the

kcuse will do. On this I enlarged and it be-

lime a time of stin-ing up.

;
7th. At Sandy Spring, I said, Whereunto

iiall I liken the men of this generation. They
re like children sitting in the market-place,

od calling one to another, saving, we have

iped to you and you have not danced, we
lave wept to you and je have not lamented,

fhus many treat the concerns of religion

iiuch in the same way, treat it like the amuse-

jients of children. I expressed much, and

bstruction was no doubt conveyed to quicken

he attention of some. It was, I think, a good

beeting.

I

8th. We attended Shubern Meeting, not

large. Silence continued long. At length I

laid, Whatsoever ye hear in the ear, that pub
ish on the house-tops. Sometimes that which

8 secretly conveyed, a secret iastruction, may
te published to others. I took occasion to

ipen some of my own exercises in regard to

vorship, and, in describing this, many were

iendered, and it became a very solemn time

; am induced to believe that it will be remem
)ered by some, though it was humiliating to

ne. The comfortable sensations which re

nained on my mind afterward were very

Dleasant, and in secret I praised the High and

Soly One, and blessed His adorable name.

9th. Attended New Garden Meeting. It

was large, and attended with heavy, trying

jxercise. After perhaps more than half an

tour's silence, I said. Have salt in yourselves.

Ihese expressions of the Divine Master have

settled on my mind with impressive weight

and I believe that such who have salt in them-

selves will not be looking out to others to sup-

ply them with that which they ought to have

in themselves. It was dull, slow labor for a

considerable time, but keeping to the labor

and exercise, way opened to move on more
quickly, and in the end Truth reigned. My
mind was remarkably turned to the youth, of

whom there were a large number present.

On the whole I think it was a good meeting.

The invitation to them was sweet, encourag-

ing and living, and my soul breathed lor their

preservation, and I rejoiced in the accomplish-

ment of the labor at that time.

12th. Attended New Garden Select Quar-

terly Meeting. It was as much favored as any
I now remember to have attended, and I found

it best for me to say that the present owning
of calming quietude and love spread over and

impressed on our minds was, I believed, de-

signed to strengthen for future labor and at-

tention to duty.

13th. Were at New Garden Quarterly Meet-

ing held at Deep Eiver. It was large, and I

sat quiet till near the time to turn to the busi-

ness, when I said a remark or two attends my
mind. One is, the work if ever it is done must

be done at home ; that it is not necessary to

come here to get others to do it for us. The
next is, we may view that as being at a dis-

tance, which may be near, that is the most
awful moment we shall ever experience, the

close of time. A due attention is therefore

necessary to be getting in readiness for that

time. Near the close of the business Jeremiah

Hubbard mentioned the prevailing scarcity of

bread, wishing Friends to give heed to aiding

the poor of every class among the people, and

not to be partial, but to relieve wherever they

could.

After the conclusion of the meeting," J. H.

adds, " I felt very comfortable, and expected

to go on the day following towards home, but

coming near and passing by New Garden

Meeting-house, and at times for days before,

I felt my mind inclined to attend a meetin

at this place on First-day next, which could

not be without staying two days more. Feel

ing inclined to have an opportunity with the

members of our Society alone, belonging to

Hopewell Pai-ticular Meeting, I passed the

night and wore the exercise secretly, only

said to my companion when going to bed

alone, I do not know but we shall have to be

at New Garden next First-day. Next morn

ing finding it to rest weightily on my mind,

I let it be known to Friends, and they

couraged me to attend to my exercise.

The meeting at Hopewell on the 15th was

trying in the forepart, but towards the close,"

J. H. says: "My mind rejoiced in feeling that

the Truth reigned, the precious influence

whereof spread, to the tendering of the minds

of many. Oh, how good is the humbling,

melting influence of Divine love. My soul

rejoiced in secret, and I left this meeting with

comfort.

16th, and First of the week. We again at-

tended New Garden Meeting. It was large

and a great number of comely youth were pre-

sent. My mind was laden with concern. In

the beginning, I acknowledged the great favor

of improving in silence, and held out the idea

that the enfoyment to be experienced in that

improvement exceeded earthly enjoyments.

That such as came feelingly to know it for

themselves, would have a sense like the Queen

of Sheba had, when she came from the utter-

most parts of the earth to hear the wisdom of

Solomon ; she said one-half had not been told

her. I also expressed that mj' mind in the
present journey had been clothed with a sense

of mourning from daj- to day, and from week
to week, on account of my fellow mortals,

who, through unfaithfulness and inattention,

had lived without this knowledge, and with-

out giving attention to the momentous con-

cern, and had suffered their minds to go after

the delights and vanities of the world. These
delights seemed to be all they possessed, and
with them they seemed to be satisfied. In

conclusion, the spirit of supplication breathed

forth through me for the people to be divinely

favored, both aged and youth as well as the

middle-aged. Oh blessed be the great and
adorable name of the Lord, who in mercy
afforded strength and ability so far to accom-

plish the work for which I came, that I feel

my mind peacefully calm, and I believe it has

been to the satisfaction of well-disposed Friends

and others, as far as I know.
After meeting we called to see a man who

had his leg broken six months and more, and

is still unable to walk and suffers much pain.

We had a solid opportunity with him and

familj'; then again to Benajah Hiatt's, and

had an opportunity at parting with that dear

family, whom I love, and who have rendered

us acceptable service."

The next day J. H. left for home, and on

the 20th attended South Paver Meeting. Of
this he says, "there were in attendance not

more than ten men and a less number of wo-

men, and here it maybe noted that they have

but this one meeting to make a Preparative,

Monthly, and a Quarterly Meeting. In the

course of the sitting, I stated that there is

that which withholdeth more than is meet,

and it tendeth to poverty. This I believe,

though it might bear on the ministry, would

also bear instruction to other cla.sses of society,

for each have a duty to perform, and if it is

neglected it tends to poverty in these as well

as in ministers. Secret neglect of duty, I am
induced to believe, may tend to spread poverty

over an assembly at times. The prophet ex-

pressed. How is the gold become dim, and the

most fine gold changed ;
the precious sons of

Zion, comparable to fine gold, how are they

esteemed as earthen pitchers! What a cau-

tion, to show the effects of unfaithfulness!"

After this meeting, J. H. not feeling re-

lieved, remained in the neighborhood till

the next First-day, in the meantime visiting

several families, in which but little opening

presented for any religious service. In the

meeting on First-day a degree of solemnity

attended the vocal labor, but the discouraged

preacher thought that what was said did not

seem to take much hold oftho.se present, and

would probably soon slip away and be for-

gotten. He adds this ejaculation, "O that

they may timely prepare for their latter end !"

They crossed the Blue Ridge at Eockfish

Gap, and entered the valley of the Shenan-

doah, and after attending a few meetings in

the settlements of Friends through which

their road passed, J. H. reached home on the

9th of 4th mo, 1817, and found his wife and

family well, and was favored with " a sense

that the work was finished for which I had

left my home."
(To be continued.)

Deliberate long of what thou canst do but

once.
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Selected.

A LOWLY LIFE-PSALM.
"Whom have I in heaven but Thee? and there is

none upon earth that I desire beside Thee."—Psalm
Ixxiii. 25.

All gone, all gone, for this life gone.
My days of health and strength

;

Wearied and worthless, glad were I,

To welcome home at length

:

And yet I'm happier far in truth
Than e'er I was in buoyant youth

;

For, Jesus, Thou art more to me
Than health and strength and youth could h

All gone, all gone, for this life gone.
Dear hopes most fondly nursed

;

They glittered long around my path,
Till each bright bubble burst.

I wept ; but oh I the blest despair
Has led me heaven's own joys to share;
For, Jesus, Thou art more to me
Than Hope's fond dreams fulfilled could be.

All gone, all gone, for this life gone,
My soul's elastic spring

;

Of vigor stript, I shrink aside,

A crushed and useless thing

:

Yet this is gain ; for thus I prove
Far more His patient, pitying love

;

And sweeter, safer this to me
Than self-reliant strength could be.

And going fast, while most are gone,
Loved friends of early days

;

The world grows stranger year by year
I lose, but not replace.

'Tis well ! I'm cast the more on One

;

Stars scarce are missed while shines the Sun
And, Jesus, Thou art more to me
Than loved and loving hearts could be.

Dear Lord, I thankful kiss the hand
That gently stripped me bare.

And laid me on Thy tender breast,
To lose my sorrow there

:

'Twas anguish when earth's cup was spilled.
But now with Thee 'tis overfilled;
For, Jesus, Thou art more to me
Than all earth's brimming cups could be.

What grace ! (o show a soul so vile
Thy more than mother's care,

And lead through wreck of earth'i
Thy joys with Thee to share.

What grace
! That Thou to such hast given

The foretaste now of feast in heaven
;

The foretaste even now, to me,
More than a thousand worlds could be.

—The Witness.

TIME.
The lapse of time and rivers is the same

;

Both speed their journey with a restless stream
;The silent pace with which they steal away.

No wealth can bribe, no prayers persuade "to stay
;

Alike irrevocable both when past.
And a wide ocean swallows both at last.
Though each resemble each in everv part,
A difference strikes at length the musing heart:
Streams never flow in vain

; where streams abound.
How laughs the land, with various plenty crowu'd,
But time, that should enrich the nobler mind,
Neglected, leaves a dreary waste behind.

Cowper.

The Red River Raft—There is now a cer-
tain prospect that the great raft, which has
been an obstruction in the Kod river, in Lou-
isiana, ever since the advent of white men in
thi8':country, will .soon be removed, and that
navigation will bo opened for steamers from
Shreveport, La., to Jefferson, Texas. The
history of the raft and the attempts to remove
It IS exceedingly interesting. In 1805. the ob-
struction of logs reached one hundred miles.
Since that time rafts have formed at various
points in the river near Shreveport. One of
these was removed by Captain Shreve in 1830,
by the help of a Congressional appropriation,
and another between 1840 and 1844, under a

I poor joys.

government contract by Gen. Williamson. In

1854, the raft region extended only twelve
miles, and at that time Captain Fuller, aided
by a Congressional appropriation of S150,000,
attempted to remove it. At the end of two
years, however, the appropriation had been
exhausted and nothing accomplished, and, the
work being abandoned, the obstruction began
to increase. The present raft region extends
thirty-five mile.?, from a point forty miles
above Shreveport to the Arkansas State line,

and contained, before the present work com-
menced, nearly fifty rafts, from one-eighth of

a mile to a mile in length, and occupying the
entire width ofthe river, navigation only being
accomplished through the bayous around the
raft, but, as these were onl}- available at very
high water, navigation was insignificant. In
1871 the attention of the Engineering Depart-
ment was again directed to this work, and an
appropriation of $10,000 having been made
by Congress, the work of preliminary survey-
ing was intrusted to Lieutenant Woodruff,
who completed it in 1872, and submitted plans
and specifications for the removal of the raft,

whereupon an appropriation of $150,000 was
made. The plans were accepted, and Lieu-
tenant Woodruff reached the raft region in

January last with a snag-boat, two crane-
boats and all the requisite machinery for h
work. The following description shows the

Bculties to be overcome

:

Logs, roots and snags of every description
had been crowded and jammed into a tangled
mass, becoming more compact each year as
the pressure from above increased. Annual
freshets had brought down mud and deposited
it in and over this mass until, in places, the
raft itself had become entirely covered with
earth, small islands, or "tow-heads," thus
being formed. Upon these tow-heads were
growing trees, usually willows, three feet and
more in circumference.

In addition to the removal of logs by saw-
ing and cutting, blasting-powder was used,
but it did not prove of any use. Dynamite
was then tried, but failed, refusing to explode
even with an electrical exploder. At last

nitro-glycerine was brought into use, and it

never failed to do its work thoroughly. All
that remains to be done now is the blowing
out of some tow-heads and improving certain
points in the channel, which will be accom-
plished in a few weeks. The obstruction of
centuries will then have been removed by the
skill and perseverance of Lieutenant Wood
ruff. The saddest part of the record of this

great work is that Lieut. Woodruff has not
lived to finish it, having died of yellow fever
at Shreveport, October Ist.

—

Late Paper.

For "The Friend."

Memoirs and Letters of Sarah flillman.
(Continued from page 104.)

1815. 5thmo. 22d. Attended our Monthly
Meeting, which was large. In it the spring
of the gospel was merciifully opened, and the
streams thereof were spread among us to the
refreshing of the weary traveller; so that well
may we adopt the language. How beautiful
upon the mountains are the feet of those that
publish the glad tidings of peace and salva-
tion. Many, I trust, were encouraged, as was
I also, to put their trust in Israel's Shepherd,
who is indeed as formerly to His dedicated
children, strength in weakness, riches in pov-
erty, and a present help in every needful time.
I believe had I simply attended to the heaven.

ly Counsellor within, I should have be
strengthened to utter a few words
women's meeting, which would have yield

peace. But, O dearest Father, I would t

and implore thy mercy and forgiveness
this error, and hope, if consistent with t

Divine will, thou wilt open the eye of
mind to see and understand thy good pleasi

concerning me ! O Lord, be pleased to gr
strength, that so I may not stumble nor fi

I believe it was not so much through diso

dience, as a fear of not being bidden to
]

forth my hand to the ark, remembering 1

example of Uzza who incurred the Div
wrath by putting forth the hand Avithout t

mandate. O ! be pleased, dearest Father,
grant that thy visited children may be :

and sustained by thee; that they may i

faint nor grow weary ; but may run the rs

set before them with alacrity and cheerfuln
of heart: counting (as did the apostle)

things but as dross that they may win Chr:
So, O Father, mayest thou never want a m
to sit on the throne of David ; but mayest tfc

anoint judges as at the first, and counsell
as at the beginning, who shall run at thy b
ding and publish thy name from sea to s

and from the rivers to the ends of the ear
Hereby many nations shall flow together s:

ing, ' Come ye, and let us go up to the moi
tain of the Lord, to the house of the God
Jacob; and he will teach us of his ways, a
we will walk in his paths,' &c. Then sh
thy dear Son, the Lord Jesus Christy be all

all to us; and we become encircled in T
heavenly embraces, and enabled to join 1

general assembly and church of the first be

whose names are written in heaven, and si

praises evermore to thee in thy holy habi
tion. Amen, saith my spirit.

7th mo. 20th. Many and various have be
the exercises through which I have pass
since my pen has moved in this way. Soi
of them have been occasioned by want of
tention to that Teacher within, who, did
duly heed, would be as a lantern to our fi

and a guide to our path. I have at times be
favored to feel the descendings of Heaver
dew upon my heart, for which 1 desire e\

to be thankful ; being fully assured of the d-

laration, 'Without Me ye can do nothin
Unless thou art pleased, dearest Father,
help us from thy sanctuary, it is vain fo:

to labor. Unless Thy light shine in our hear
and diffuse itself there, we cannot but be
darkness. As the heath in the desert
know not when good cometh. O then, tt

thou wouldst be pleased to illuminate
hearts, and teach us the way wherein
should walk ! Let not the enemy of our soi

have any power over us; but sanctify us
thyself a paculiar people, zealous of go
works.

12th mo. Ist. I have, this day, displeas
my beloved parent by giving way to passic
a destructive, baneful thing to the peace
individuals, and even to society at large. Cc
demnation seizes on the mind! This is

moment; but of how much greater impo:
ance is it when I reflect, that I have offend
a greater and heavenly Parent, even He
has done so much for me, who has led me
fed me all my life long. My soul can but i k

knowledge that He has dealt bountifully wijjs

me ; not according to my deserts, but accoi
ing to his great mercies. May I be mofe
watchful hereafter, and if it should be cc ij

sistent with thy blessed will, dearest Fath. ill
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forgive the sins of tby servant, and to en-

e me to move forward in that way which'

fowl knowcth, I hope I shall stand firm,

ou art able to make thy children strong

en the grand adversary, who is going about

destroy, presents his baits. Under what-

jr garb he appears, strengthen me to say,

et thee behind me, Satan, for thou savorest

j the things that be of God,' &e. Then will

peace flow as a river. Then will joy fill

) heart. O ! that this may at every future

son bo my experience, that so my conduct

ly not bring reproach on thee, O Lord, nor

it gospel which thou earnest to introduce.

ISiO. 5th mo. 2d. My mind is, I fear, too

ich engrossed with the things of time, too

ich enveloped in the concerns of this fading

rid, to make that progress which would be

(asing to the great I Am, who has been call-

r and inviting me to come to Him and par-

se freely of the bounties of his table. He
at seasons condescended to pour forth of

i spiritual blessings so that my cup has run

er. But I have been drawn aside to pai'-

56 again of the trifling amusements of this

)rld,"which are indeed vanity; and have

3 brought myself into distress and suffer-

_ ; in which state of abasedness, O ! that I

ij be enabled to adopt the language. Let

t thine hand spare, nor thine eye pity, till

ou hast made of me what thou wouldst iiavo

3 to be.

12th mo. 11th. !Mysoul,thouhastbeenfavor-

atseasons with the descendings ofHeavenly
w ; thou hast felt the operations of Divine

70 upon thee ; but what dost thou know of

ae religion ? "What progress hast thou made
ward the New Jerusalem? What hast thou

ne to the honor of God? Nothing in com-

rison to His goodness and to His unmerited

ercy, in that He has been pleased to visit

id invite thee to his banqueting house where
banner over thee has indeed been love,

it thou hast revolted again and again when
e has been pleased to make known His will

ncerning thee, and presentations have been

ade to thy mind of crosses—for the Divine

ill is contrary to our corrupt nature, there-

re leads to crosses—how hast thou shrunk

ick from partaking of the cup ! But grant,

dearest Father, that my will may be slain

rthe sword of thy Spirit, that so in all things

may say, 'Not my will but thine, O Lord,

! done.' Make me to go down to the potter's

3use, and become passive in Thy hand, O
ord, that so thou mayest make of me, and

with me as seems good unto thee. For
hou art worthy to have the dominion ;

and

iless this passive state is attained unto, thou

mst not reign in us. Dearest Father, suffer

n the enemy to triumph over me; but be

eased to grant that I may never be plucked

it of thy holy hand. Let my soul ever praise

lee in heights and in depths, in sickness or

I health, in the dai-k winter season, as in the

inshine of the sabbath day."

Very noticeable is the fact that dear Sarah

illman's life at this period was much one of

rayer. This seems to have been her strong

old, as a prisoner of hope, when disappoint-

lents came, or when conflicts and crosses, or

7en a wounded spirit—which was not unfre-

uently the ease—fell to her lot. This, which

as been the consolation and refuge of the

ighteous in every age, was now her hope and

efuge. And He, who is a God hearing prayer,

id not let her plead in vain. Spiritual growth
)llows spiritual prayer—that which is of the

Saviour's begetting or which He prompts to.

For when grace teaches the heart, then the

heai-t makelh wise the lips. While the formal,

or head-taught otl'ering is but a lifeless thing,

this, like the earnest, humble pleading of the

poor publican is a thing of life ;
being recog-

nized by Him who seeth in secret, and in

whose car the most hidden, heart-felt sighs

and cries and groans are as audible as the

most manifest offering. That which called

forth these repeated, childlike intercessions

from S. H. was the deep feeling of want, of

weakness, of helplessness, and that without

Christ, the Head, she could do nothing. They
are the cries of the child to its fond, loving

Parent. The pleadings of penury in the ears

of Sovereign mercy; who hath said, "Call

upon me in the day of trouble, and I will de-

liver thee, and thou shalt glorify me."

It is said that the Lord seldom gives His

people much of a victory over the enemies of

their own houses, until he has let them feel

how potent and deep seated these enemies

are ; and that in Him alone is the strength of

salvation. This makes Sarah Hillman cry

out. Grant, dearest Father, that all that Thy
righteous controversy is with may be slain

by the sword of thy Spirit. Suffer not the

enemy to triumph over me ; and also that I

may never be plucked out of thy holy hand.

It is when, through the inshiningsof the light

of Christ, we are brought to a sense of our

estrangement from the Father by sin—brought

a sense of our impotency, and to feel the

plague of our own hearts, that we effectually

apply to the Physician of value for that balm,

which, to the contrite, the passive and self

abased is ever forthcoming for, is adequate to.

and mighty to heal all the wounds from which,

as fallen and lost creatures, we suffer : for

with the Lord is mercy and plenteous redemp-

tion. And while the Captain of salvation

ever leads those that follow Him first into

the wilderness, or a separation from the spirit,

manners and maxims of this world, and into

" a land not sown," yet, in his own good time.

He will give these vineyards from thence, and

cause to sing unto Him songs of praise and

thanksgiving on the peaceful shores of resig-

nation, rest, and ultimate deliverance.

(To be continued.)

For "The Priend."

On the Parallax and Distance of the Sun.

It has been a matter of great importance to

astronomers to ascertain, not only the exact

form and dimensions of our globe, but also its

true distance from the centre of our system.

By patient research and laborious measure-

ment of arcs of meridians in different parts of

the world, both the true figure of the earth

and its absolute size have been satisfactorily

ascertained. An inaccurate estimate of the

earth's diameter, caused Newton to drop for a

time his theory of Universal Gravitation; but

some sixteeen years afterwards, viz. in 1682

having heard the results of Picard's celebrated

measui-ement of the meridional arc between

Paris and Amiens, which had been completed

severals years before, Newton, with the more

accurate knoweledge thus furnished him of

the earth's diameter, and consequently of the

size of the lunar orbit, computed again the

effect of the earth's attraction at the distance

of the moon, and found, to his inexpressible

delight, that it completely confirmed his the

ory.

The distance of the earth from the sun, is

the great natural unit that is employed in ex-

pressing the distances of the other planets

from the centre of our system, the standard

yard measure, as it has been aplly called, not

onl}' of the solar system, but also of the im-

mense universe of suns that stretches in every

ection around us. Although the relative

distances of the planets from the sun have
been pretty accurately known since the time

of Kepler, the absolute distance (in miles) of

any one of them, remained for a long time a

matter ofgreat uncertainty. It was not, indeed,

until about a centurj' ago, that any reliable ap-

proximation was made to the true distance of

the sun from the earth. In the early days of

astronomy, the form and position of the plan-

etary orbits were unknown : the sun, the

moon, the planets, and the fixed stars, were
all crowded round the earth at distances of

which no conception was formed; and their

apparent motions in the heavens were com-
pletely misunderstood. One of the Greek
philosophers (we do not remember who it

was), when inquired of as to the size of the

sun, answered : that it was just as large as it

appeared to be! Anaximander (born about

610 B. C), the friend and disciple of Thales,

ventured the conjecture that it was not less

than the earth. But Anaxagoras, although

he lived a hundred years later, was more
moderate in his opinions. His theory waa,

that the sun was a burning plate or globe

larger than the Peloponnesus ; an idea which,

so far as the size o{ the great luminary is con-

cerned, has been more than confirmed by
modern investigations. Aristarchus, of Sa-

mos, who lived about 300 years before the

Christian era, was probably the first who
made any attempt, on correct principles, to

calculate the relative distances of the sun and
moon. This he did by observing the angular

distance of these luminaries from each other

at the time when the moon is dichotomized,

that is, when exactly one half of its earthivard

hemisphere is illuminated by the sun. By
this method, which is correct enough in prin-

ciple, although it is not available because of

the impossibility of obtaining the angle with

sufficient accuracy, Aristarchus calculated that

the sun must be eighteen or twenty times as far

off'as the moon. Eratosthenes, who was nearly

cotemporary with Aristarchus, is said to have

made a much larger estimate of the sun's dis-

tance, and he conjectured that the diameter of

the sun was twenty-seven times as great as that

of the earth. Hipparchus, whomPlayfair calls

"the greatest astronomer of antiquity, and

one of the inventors in science most justly

entitled to admiration," by measuring the

breadth of the earth's shadow at the time of

a lunar eclipse, computed the sun's distance

to be about 1300 times the earth's radius. He
flourished about 150 B. C. Nearly three cen-

turies later, Ptolemy, who got many of his

ideas from Hipparchus, adopted a similar

method, and estimated the sun's distance

equal to 1210 times the semi-diameter of the

earth. It is observable that the results ob-

tained by Aristarchus, Hipparchus and Ptol-

emy, were remarkably similar ;
and yet they

were scarcely more than one-twentieth of the

true measure.
For more than fourteen centuries after the

time of Ptolemy, little or no progress was

made towards a more correct estimate of the

sun's distance. But towards the close of the

sixteenth century, the great observer Tycho

Brahe, who has been called " the restorer of
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astronomy," and his young friend Kepler, the
laborious and ingenious calculator, appeared
on the field of action

; and early in the next
century, viz., in 1609, Galileo invented the
telescope. The estimates of the sun's distance

by Hipparchus and Ptolemy, made his " hori-

zontal parallax" nearly three minutes of a
degree. By the "horizontal parallax" of the
sun, is meant the angle contained between
two lines drawn from some point in the sun,

say from his centre, to the earth, one of them
passing through the earth's centre, the other
just grazing its surface. It is therefore equi-

valent to the apparent semi-diameter of the
earth as seen from the sun ; for at the earth
the two lines are separated from each other
by a distance equal to the earth's radius.

Kepler, from data furnished chiefly by the
observations of Tycho, reduced this horizon-
tal parallax of the sun to one minute, indicat-

ing a distance of about thirteen and a half
millions of miles. The distinguished Halley,
the friend and cotemporary of Xewton, made
the parallax twenty-five seconds, and New-
ton himself assumed it at twenty seconds,
although he was aware that Horrocks and
Flamsteed had estimated it as low as twelve
seconds. It is a fact of some interest, that
the author of the Principia, in the first edition
of that celebrated work (published in 1687),
made his calculations respecting the force of
the sun's attraction, on the supposition that
the centre of our sj'stem was but forty-one
millions of miles from us; and in consequence
of this error in his data, he made the quantity
of matter in the sun about one-thirteenth of the
true quantity. During the next forty years,
more accurate observations had shown that
the sun's parallax had previously been over-
estimated, and consequently his distance cor-

respondingly under-estimated ; and therefore
in the third edition of the Principia, published
in 1726, the solar parallax is taken at lOJ
seconds, making the sun's mass—that is, his
weight or quantity of matter—169,282 times
that of the earth, instead of only 28,700 times
as in the first edition, this quantity being
afi'ected in the proportion of the cube of the
number that is assumed as the sun's true dis-

tance in making the calculation. Wc may
add that a parallax of lOJ seconds indicates
a distance of about 78 million of miles.

It is observable, that in all the later and
more successful attempts above referred to,

to obtain the sun's true distance, it has been
his horizontal parallax that astronomers have
endeavored to measure. It will therefore, we
think, be worth while to detain the reader a
few minutes, while we endeavor to explain to
him more fully what is meant by this term.
In general terms then, the parallax of a body—whether it be the sun, the moon, a planet,
or a meteor flying through the upper regions
of our atmosphere,—is the difference in the
absolute direction of the said body, as seen by
two observeis situated in difi'erent parts of
the earth. For example, if an observer at
Newport, R. I., at a time when the moon is

on his meridian, should find by careful mea-
surement, that the centre of its disk is just
five degrees south of a certain star ; then an
observer at Arica,—a small town of Peru, on
the tongue of land that extends along the
coast between Bolivia and the sea—would at
the same time see the moon only about fou
degrees south of the same star. As the sta.
has no sensible parallax, this diff"erence of one
degree in the moon's apparent position is its

parallax with reference to the two places on

the earth's surface that we have named. We
have selected these because, while they are

nearly on the same meridian, the}'' are about
sixty degrees of latitude apart, and hence the

straight line or chord drawn through the earth,

not on its surface, from one place to the other

must be nearly equal to the earth's radius.

If therefore one degree is the moon's parallax

with reference to these two places, it is also

very nearly the moon's " horizontal parallax."

Owing to the eliptical form of the moon's
orbit, her horizontal parallax is sometimes
less than a degree, and sometimes a little more
than a degree, being when least 53' 52" and
when greatest 61' 32", or 1° 1' 32". The
reader must not confound the comparative
position of a heavenly body with reference to

the fixed stars with its position relative to the

horizon of the observer. They are totally

different. The former is affected by parallax,

the latter by the curvature of the earth. The
change in the former as we move from place

to place is small ; but the latter may be affect-

ed to the extent of 180 degrees: and it was
the variation in the latter that proved, even
to the early astromomers, that the earth is

round. Thus, in the illustration given above,
if by the Newport observer, the moon was
seen just 40 degrees south of his zenith, the
spectator at Arica (omitting the effect of re-

fraction) would see it 21 degrees north of his

zenith. If it were not for the parallax, he
would see it just 20 degrees north of the
zenith, but the parallax throws it one degree

farther north. We have used the moon in-

stead of the sun in this illustration, because the
parallax of the latter is too inconsiderable for

our purpose, being but eight or nine seconds.

As has already been stated with respect to

the sun, so with the moon its horizontal par-

allax is equivalent to the apparent semi diam-
eter of the earth as seen from the moon. The
apparent diameter of our earth, therefore, to

a spectator on the moon would be about two
degrees, varying from 1° 47' 44" to 2° 3' 4".

But let us say a few words to elucidate these
technical terms, "apparent semi diameter,"
and " apparent diameter." They mean re-

spectively the angxdar measurement of the half
diameter and the whole diameter of the body
that may be spoken of Thus calling to our
aid again our near and interesting neighbor,
the moon ; when she is at her mean distance
from us, her apparent diameter is 31' 26" vary-
ing in different parts of her elliptic orbit from
29' 3" to 33' 31". Now, if at the time of full

moon we were to conceive an arc—a quarter
of a circle—drawn on the apparent concave
of the sky from the zenith of the observer,
through the moon to the horizon, the said arc

or quadrant would contain 90 degrees ; and if

we had an instrument suited to the purpose,
we would find that the moon's round disc

would cover about one one-hundred and
eightieth part of the said arc: but the one
one-hundred and eightieth part of 90 degrees
is just half of one degree : therefore we would
conclude, that the moon's angular breadth as
seen from the earth, in other words her " appa-
rent diameter," was at the time of the obser-
vation about half a degree, or 30 minutes.
This, therefore, is what is meant when we say
that the moon's apparent diameter is 30 min-
utes, or that its apparent semi-diameter is 15
minutes.

The difficulty of ascertaining the sun's paral-
lax by any direct method, will be in some

measure understood and appreciated when
is stated, that oven if two stations suitable f

the purpose could be selected on the earth's st

face as much as a lohole diameter apart, the u

dertakingwould be equivalent to an attempt
measure the difference in the moon's positic

among the stars when she is viewed from tv

places on our globe only twenty miles apar

nay, the former undertaking would be f

more laborious in its execution, and more u
certain in its results, than the latter, owii

to the greater difficulty of ascertaining wr
sufficient accuracy the length of the base lit

which, in the one case, would be nearly eig

thousand miles, while in the other, it wou
be but twenty miles.

But, inasmuch as the relative distances

the earth and other planets from the sun a

accurately known—having been deduced bo
by direct observations and from their pe;

odic times by means of Kepler's Third La
—if we can seize on any one of the planets

a time when it is much nearer to us than t!

sun, we can measure its parallax, and then
by a simple proportion obtain the sun's pan
lax. Jupiter and the three planets beyoj
him, never come as near to us as the su

Mai-s, Venus and Mercury, are at times co

siderably nearer than that luminary ; but
the case of Mercury the difference is not suf

cient to make it worthwhile for astronome
to pay much attention to him on this beha
Mars, when in opposition, is usually abo
twice as near to us as the sun ; and is to tb

extent more favorably situated for obtainii

his parallax. Hence he has been made use

for this purpose. But when, at the time
opposition, he happens to be also in or ne
his perihelion, then his distance from us
only 37one-hundredthsof the sun's mean di

tance, and he is, therefore, nearly three tim
more favorably situated for thedeterminatic
of his parallax than the sun ordinarily

we may say, than the sun ever is. Such
favorable coincidence happened in 1751

; Ma
at the time of opposition that year being vei

near to the perihelion point of his orbit. A
cordingly two astronomers, by previous
rangement, made the requisite observatioE

They were, of course, posted at distant st

tions ;
Wargentin was at Stockholm, ai

Lacaille, at the Cape of Good Hope; bo'

places being nearly on the same meridian, b
having a difference of latitude of 93° 18', ai

therefore 5,764 miles apart, as measured by
straight line or chord drawn from one place
the other through the earth. The resultii

horizontal parallax of Mars at the time of t.

observations was 24i seconds. To obtain fro

this the sun's mean parallax, we say. As 1(

(the mean distance of the sun) is to 37 (the i

lative distance of Mars at the time), so is 2'

seconds the parallax of Mars at the time, to

seconds, the mean horizontal parallax of tl

sun ; a result remarkably near the correct valv
But Venus is the most favorably situated

the planets, for the determination of paralla

When in inferior conjunction with the su
she is only about two-sevenths as distant

that body; and if she happens at the san
time to be so near her node as to pass direct

between us and the sun, appearing as a da;

spot crossing the sun's disk—a coinciden
which occurs at alternate intervals of S ai

about 113 years*—she offers the astronom

* More accurately, the intervala are 105}, 8, 121},
105}, 8, 121}, 8, (Sec.
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excellent opportunity of ascertaining first,

' relative parallax as referred to the sun, and
mce the absolute parallax of each.

Ve have been led to make the foregoing
temont of some of the more interesting and
portant points of our subject, as an intro-

tion to an article on The Approaching Tran-

of Venus, which it is proposed to transfer
" The Friend," with some ^modificalions,

m one of the foreign journals ; but that

ich was meant to be a brief /ire/ace, has
lome so unexpectedly^ extended, that th

icle itself must be deferred to the next
aaber. LLN.

Better is a little with the fear of the Lord,
m great treasure, and trouble therewith.

THE FRIEND.

ELEVENTH MONTH 22, 1S73.

rom the accounts received from various

ts of the country, of the circumstances at-

ding meetings held under the sanction of

erent Yearly Meetings, and conducted by
sons appointed for the purpose, it becomes
re and more evident that the members con-

ue to diverge more widely and distinctly

their views respecting the important sub-

t of Divine worship, and as to what may
permitted or encouraged to take place

3er profession of worship, among those who
ble under the name of Friends. This is

5 of the anticipated results of the existing

Ferenco in religious faith that has been for

iny j-ears dividing the Society; and we ap-

jhend will go on manifesting its fruits, until

5 -'strange fire" which it has kindled has

rnt out or been extinguished.

A correspondent speaking of the " General
seting" held at Eichmond, Indiana, in the

S'e part of this month, under the care and
ersight of a committee of Indiana Yearlj-

3eting, says, " It exceeds any thing ever

,own among Friends, having taken the shape

,a genuine Methodist ' love least,' or revival,

d, steadj^ Friends have joined in and attend

gularly, and singing, preaching, praying,

outing and groaning are part of the ad-

acts. * * * Nearly all the prominent
•lends [including the Clerk of the Yearlj^

eeting] are actors in these scenes of humilia-

m. There are forms for mourners, &c., and
great deal of hymn singing, &c., is indulged

The meetings in the mornings sometimes
it from 10 o'clock to 2 and -3 o'clock, p. m.,

d those in the evening from 7J o'clock to

o'clock."

In looking over the Society we are sorrow-

lly impressed with the fact that there are

mparatively few left who are willing to

md firmly and suffer patiently for the ori-

ual doctrines and testimonies of Friends,

lis pseudo religious excitement is so epi-

mical in its character, and so readily pro-

rgated from one to another, and there is

thai such a disposition to palliate, and under
'alse notion of charity, to gloss over and find

cusesfor these aberrations from the princi-

es and practices of Friends, that not a few
bo confess they see that the whole thing is

1 error, yet flinch from declaring or acting

tcidedly against its different developments,
hether they be in such acts and scenes as

above mentioned, or in the preaching and
praj-ing which lead into and stimulate them
But we would ask, is not the time at hand, or
has it not come, when the members will have
to take an open stand on one side or the other;
for as Wm. Penn justly says, " where princi
pies are at stake, a neutral is either a hypo
crite or a coward." It is certain that what
are now called "old fashioned" Friends, can
not unite with such proceedings as are being
weekly enacted in some parts of the Society
nor can they rightly consent to be implicated
in the stumbling charge made by other re
ligious Societies, that Friends have found it

necessary to modify their principles.

It is not necessary to call in question the
convictions or the sincerity of those who think
it right to adopt the views recently and widely
spread among the members, or to engage in

these newly introduced exercises and modes
of worship: in these respects to their own
Master they must stand or fall. But how
they can reconcile claiming to be Friends,
while pursuing the course they are, with their
loud professions of '• consecration" and "holi-
ness," we cannot understand. The Hicksites
did and still do the same thing, and though
theirs was the grievous error of denjHng the
divinity of Jesus Christ, and the efficacy of
the atonement made by his sacrifice on Cal-

vary; while the present troublers of the church
preach up a literal belief in both, as all suffi-

cient for immediate salvation
;
yet the latter,

"ke the former, is repugnant to the principles
held by Friends, and those who adhere to
these well known principles cannot have fel-

lowship with either.

That it is a time of shaking, of trial and
perplexity, especially to the younger mem-
bers in the Society, no one can doubt, and
when so many older ones, who ought to know
better, are led away by the " splendidly delu-

sive spirit that has gone out into the camp,"
we may not wonder that many of them are
captivated by it.

It may not be unprofitable to revive at the
present time the following extracts from the
manuscript in the hand writing of that exem-
plary and devoted minister of Christ, William
Jackson, late of Chester county, and found
among his papers after his death. He states

it was secretly but intelligibly communicated
to him by the Head of the church, while sit-

ing in meeting in the 9th month of 1769, and
pondering on the state of the Society and its

future condition. That the "perilous times"
of which he was forewarned, included the
revolutionary war and the Hicksite heresy,

we doubt not; but wo have no more doubt
that they also referred to the present period
of " treading down and perplexity."

" Your fathers purchased the Truth through
many hardships and grievous sufferings out-

wardly ; and it was precious in their eyes

;

the testimonies thereof preferred to all other
considerations, or outward enjoyments. And
is it a light thing, O ye backsliding children,

to trample on my testimonies, and to disregard

my precepts which I committed unto them.
Or is it a time for you, j-e that dwell at ease

ic sealed houses, or in the pursuit and enjoy-

ment of outward possessions, and my house,

wherein your fathers worshipped me in the
beauty of holiness, lying waste, and the ad-

vancement of my cause of Truth neglected?

My truth shall yet be precious to a scattered

remnant amongst you, whom I have chosen
here and there ; and am choosing, trying, and

preparing in the furnace of affliction, as it

were, one of a city, and two of a tribe, who
shall bear m}- name, and show forth my praise
in the midst of this crooked and rebellious
generation, who are stiff' necked and hard-
hearted. Though I have visited them repeat-
edly with message after message, line upon
line, and precept upon precept, through my
servants whom I have constrained and sent
among them, for many years back, yet they
will not hearken to my voice, nor lend an ear
to my words through my messengers, nor to
the immediate instructions and reproofs ofmy
Spirit, which testified the same things within
them, bearing witness to the truth of my
message outwardly communicated. Notwith-
standing I have thus invited and called to
them in compassion repeatedly, to return to
my fear, and have given them space of time
to repent, yet they have chosen their own
ways, and still follow after their own pursuits,
which are full of snares and dangers (though
the}' see it not ;) therefore, snares and dangers
shall begin to overtake, and surprise or sur-
•ound them, whereby many shall be brought
nto confusion, and tearfulness shall greatly
surprise them when no succor is near for
their relief; and my servants, my chosen few,
shall find it to bo their duty more and more
to withdraw in spirit from the fellowship of
those who inhabit the outward court; and
who, instead of worshipping me according to
their pretensions, have either neglected as-

sembling in a suitable zeal for that purpose,
or when assembled, have used hj-pocrisy, and
even dissembled in my presence to the stum-
bling of weak inquirers. Mj' servants shall

more and more withdrawn into the inner
court, where I will feed, nourish and protect
them from all the snares and dangers that
shall greatly afflict their formal professing
brethren. And I will yet be sanctified in the
sight of those who have disregarded my pre-
cepts ; being relapsed from my fear into ease
and forgetfulness, have cast my covenant be-

hind their backs, even slighting the means
which I have promoted through the channel
of my faithful servants, for reforming, search-
ing, and cleansing my church.
"And notwithstanding the perilous times

that are coming, let my little ones, my faith-

ful remnant, be comforted
; the case with them

shall not always be so afflicting and painful,

as it appears to be now. 1 have a great work
begun, which shall be carried on, notwith-
standing all opposition. I will utterly remove
the false balance that has prevailed, and I will

demolish the bag of deceitful weights, where-
with some have been weighing themselves
and their services, being deceived thereby,
and in the pride of their hearts have kicked
against my Word, and rejected my dispensa-
tion as a vain thing, although I intended them
for their instruction and profit.

" Yea, the lofty looks of man shall be hum-
bled, and the haughtiness of my people shall

be bowed down ; and my name and truth alone
hall be exalted

; saith the Lord. I will search
Jerusalem as with candles, yea, I will break
the strong holds of all such who have made
'ies their refuge; and I will punish the mem-
bers of the church who are settled upon their

lees: and some of this generation shall be
jhty instruments in mine hand to bring my

great work forward
; I will wonderfully dig-

nify them with strength, wisdom and courage
in my services ; so that nothing of hypocrisy
or dissimulation shall be able to stand before
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them ; for I will be their Captain, and they lost 1300 men, and the Carlists 200. A Bayonne dis-

ehall follow my direction : actinir in my coun- pa'cli ^ay^ that Don Carlos has struck a medal in cora-

sel ; though their steps and proceedings may,
'f^,',"^™"

''''°' """'^ °^^' Republican

in many instances or respects, seem strange
j

xhe Italian Parliament was opened in Eome, by the
to those whose eyes are not clearly opened to Iking, on the 15th inst. In his speech the king said he
perceive my dispensations; yet they shall hoped for a continuance of the work of internal organi-

prosper and prevail, to the exaltation of my >tion; that thus Italy might increase her prosperity

1«™. o„;tl-. the T /^^H I" amid order and safety—the two indispensable condi-
glory

;
saith the Lord ! ^.^^^ ^^ j„^^^^^y ^^^ progress. The relations with all

1
foreign powers are friendly. Since the causes of war
between Austria and Italy have disappeared, there re-

SUMMAEY OF EVENTS.
|

mains nothing but the confidence of mutual interests

Foreign'.—The report of the prolongation committee
,

and wise friendship. Testimonials of aiTection for Italy

was read in the French Assembly the 15th inst. It have been addressed by the emperors and peoples of

commences by showing the difficulties of prolonging
|

both Austria and Germany. In referen.ce to the Pope
MacMahon's powers with the present organic laws, he said, " We will respect his religious sentiments and

To do so, it says, would result in a

guised dictatorship under the title of President of the

Kepublic. France wants a settled government, but it

is impossible to grant MacMahon more than five years

power. The report also proposes to so constitute the

Kepublic that France may not become the prey of revo-

lutions, and recommends the appointment of a com-
mittee of thirty to consider constitutional bills. It con-

cludes by appealing to the Conservatives to help found
the Republic, now that the schemes of the Monarchists
have failed, otherwise a dissolution of the Assembly is

inevitable.

In the election for members of the Assembly on the

16th inst., the Republicans carried the Department of

the Aube.
Three thousand Communists are still in prison await-

ing trial.

The trial of Colonel Stoffel, at Versailles, for using
language while giving his testimony in the Bazaine
trial, disrespectful to the public prosecutors, resulted in

his being sentenced to three months imprisonment and
the payment of costs.

Abdel Kader, the Arab chieftain, who so long resisted

the French in Algeria, died in Paris the 11th inst.

The produce of the direct and indirect taxes in France,

for the first nine months of the present year, is pub-
lished in the Journal officiel. The former brought in

485,000,000, being 38,500,000 more than the sum calcu-

lated on for that period. The indirect taxes show a
deficit for the same time. The estimate in the budget
was 1,303,000,000, whereas the receipt is only 1,297,-

000,000, being a difference of 6,000,000. President
MacMahon sent a message to the Assembly on the 17th
inst., in which he asks that the powers of the present
Executive may be prolonged for seven years ; he re-

quests al.«;o that there be no postponement of the action
prolonging his powers until after the constitutional

bills are voted. If his term is prolonged, he will use
the powers granted in the defence of conservative ideas,

which he is convinced are those of the majority of the
nation.

In the Bazaine court martial, Blondin, director of the
Bank of Metz during the siege, testified that General
Coffinieres urged him to conceal a quantity of gold on
the 20th of 8th mo., saying the Prussians would enter
the city in a few days. The trial is not apparently near
its close.

The German government has addressed a remon-
strance to France on account of the pastoral issued by
the Bishop of Nancy, ordering prayers for the recovery
of Metz and Stra.sburg.

As soon as intelligence of the capture of the Virginius
reached Madrid, the U. S. Minister made a proper re-

presentation of the case to the Spanish government, and
in con.sequence the Cuban authorities were requested by
the Minister of Foreign affairs to stay further proceed-
ings until the matter could be fully and calmly investi-
gated. The orders of the liome government were, how-
ever, totally disregarded, and after executing the rebel
generals, many other persons found on the vessel were
put to death. The captain and thirty-six of the crew
were executed at Santiago de Cuba on the 7th inst., and
on the next day twelve more of the Cuban volunteers
were shot. A Havana dispatch of the 14th says, the
trials of all the prisoners taken on the Virginius are
concluded, and out of the whole number only eighteen
will be saved from death. Some of these will be con-
demned to the chain gang, and four or five set at liberty.
The U. S. Minister at Madrid has been instructed from
Washington, to enter with the Spanish government a
strong protest against the proceedings at Santiago,
characterizing them as an outrage on civilization and
humanity, and an insult to the American government.

Cartagena is still held by the insurgents. It is re-
ported that another battle has taken place between the
Carlists and the Republicans, again resulting in a vic-
tory for the former. The Republicans are said to have

his liberty, but will not permit attacks upon the nation

and its institutions."

The first budget ever published in Egypt has just

been issued by authority of the Khedive. It gives de-

tails of the estimated revenue and expenditure for the

twelve months from the 10th of 9th month, 1873, to the

10th of 9th month, 1874, and shows revenue equal to

£10,166,000, and expenditure equal to £9,046,000, leav-

ing a .surplus of £1,120,000.
Advices from Rio Janeiro to the 23d ult., have been

received in Lisbon. The small pox prevails in Rio to

an alarming extent. The revolution in Paraguay has
been suppressed.

The German Federal Council has ordered the distri

bution among the States of the Empire of another in

stalment of the French war indemnity, amounting t(

three millions of dollars.

On the 14th inst. the German government made a

further investment of $3,000,000 in U. States funded
loan.

The plan of constructing a railway in connection with

the Ashantee expedition, has been given up as imprac-
ticable, and the shipment of rails from England has

been discontinued.

The Dean of Westminster has been appointed to pro-

ceed to St. Petersburg to perform the Protestant mar-
riage of the Duke of Edinburgh with the Grand Duchess
Marie, of Russia.

Intelligence has been received in London that fami
prevails in Greenland, caused by the failure of the
fisheries. In one village alone 150 persons had starved
to death.

The committee of the London Stock Exchange have
adopted a resolution that four British shillings per dol-

lar shall be the rate of exchange after the 3d proximo,
Under the present improved methods of refining, the
gold contained in the worn silver coin withdrawn from
circulation in Great Britain can be extracted in suffi-

cient quantity to render the operation profitable. Thus,
in 1872, crowns and half crowns weighing 117,048
ounces were subjected to refinage, and 81.27 ounces of

gold were recovered.

The Foreign Office has instructed the British Minister
at Madrid, the consuls at Havana and Santiago, and the
Governor' of Jamaica, that the English government
serves its decision on the question of the executions
which have already taken place at Santiago, but will

hold the Spanish government, and all concerned, re-

sponsible for any additional executions of British sub-
jects.

London, 11th mo. 17th.—Consols, 92|. U. S. sixes,

1865, 93J ; five per cents, 91.

Liverpool.—Cotton to arrive is 1-1 fid. cheaper. Sales
of uplands shipped in the 10th and 11th months, 8id.

;

low middlings deliverable in the 12th month, 8Jd.
"

A dispatch from Aden says: "An encounter took
place recently in the district of El Ahsa, between bodies
of Arabs and Turks, in which three hundred of the
former and seventy of the latter were killed and wound-
ed. It is probable that in consequence of this occur-
rence the British force at Aden will interfere, and pre-
vent encroachments by the Turks upon the territory of
the surrounding tribes."

Much adulterated tea is now shipped from China.
In London there was recently 10,000,000 pounds in
bond, which had been condemned as unfit for consump-
tion, and notices have been given to merchants in China
that all spurious teas will henceforth be destroyed.
The new Vienna water-works were opened on the

24th ultimo in the presence of the Emperor, the Arch-
dukes and various high officials. The water comes
from the Alps, a distance of fifty-four mile.s, by means
of tunnels and aqueducts. The cost of the works has
been about §10,000,000, and they have been finished in
three years and a half.

United States.—The interments in Philadelphia
last week numbered 255. There were 41 of consump-

tion, 11 disease of the heart, 12 inflammation of i

lungs, and 12 old age.

In New York there were 525 deaths last week.
Nine hundred and forty thousand operatives are e

ployed in the production of iron in the United Stat<

42,000 of these are employed in preparing ore and fu

25,000 in preparing fuel for rolling mills ; 42,000 in t

rolling mills; 23,500 in blast furnaces, and 3500
bloomeries; 800,000 are engaged in manufacturing ar

cles of iron. The value of pig iron manufactured I:

year was $75,000,000. The product of the rolling mi
and forges was $63,000,000, and the entire value
manufactured iron for the year was $900,000,000.

J%e Markets, &c.—The following were the quotatio

on the 17th inst. New York.—American gold, lOi

U. S. sixes, 1881, lUi ; ditto, 1865, 109|-; new fi

per cents, 109. Superfine flour, $5.20 a $6.70 ; Sta

extra, $5.90 a $6.45 ; finer brands, $6.50 a $10.25. Whi
Canada wheat, S1.65 ; red western, $1.49 ; No. 2 Chica:

spring, $1.35 a $1.36. State barley, $1.50. Oats, 52

55 cts. Yellow corn, 66 cts. ; western white, 75 c

Philadelphia.—Cotton, ISJ a 16 cts. for uplands ai

New Orleans. Crude petroleum, W\ cts. ; standa

white, lU cts. Superfine flour, $4 a $4.75 ; extra, $E

$5.50; finer brands, !|6 a $10. White wheat, S1.6.:

$1.78 ; amber, $1.55 a $1.64 ; red, $1.45 a $1.55. &
76 a 80 cts. Yellow corn, 64 a 65 cts. Oats, 46 a

cts. Smoked hams, 11 a 13 cts. Lard, 7^ a 7i

Clover seed, 6 a 7| cts. Beef cattle were in better c

mand, and prices were higher. About 2800 arrived a

sold at 6J- a 7 cts. per lb. gross for extra ; 5 a 6 cts. )

fair to good, and 3 a 4 cts. per lb. gross for coi

Sheep sold at 4} a oh cts. per lb. gross. Receipts 10,0

head. Corn fed hogs, S6 a S6.50 per 100 lb. net S
of 5,500 head. Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat, Si
No. 2 do., $1.03; No. 3 do., 95 cts. No. 2 mixed coi

39 cts. No. 2 oats, 30 cts. Rye, 62 cts. Barley, SI.

a $1.33. Lard, 7} cts. Baltimore.—Choice white whe
$1.65 ; choice amber, $1.70 ; red, $1.40 a $1.60. Wh
corn, 70 cts.

;
yellow, 63 cts. Oats, 45 a 50 cts

Louis.—No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.-52 ; No. 3 do., SI.

a $1.27 ; No. 2 spring, 95 cts. No. 2 mixed cor

cts. Oats, 35 a 36 cts. Cincinnati.—Family flour, $6.

a $6.55. Wheat, $1.31. New corn, 43 cts. Eye,
cts. Oats, 33 a 42cts. Lard, 7 a 7J cts.

FOR RENT
To a Friend, the small dwelling on the meeting-hou

property. West Philadelphia. An oversight of t

property will be accepted as part of the rent. Apply
John Callen, Forrest Building, 119 S. Fourth S
Henry Harris, 512 Walnut St.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
As the stations of Superintendent and Matron of tl

Institution are expected to be vacated at the close of t

Winter Session, in the 4th month next. Friends w
may feel drawn to undertake the duties attached

them, are requested to communicate thereon with eith

of the following named members of the Committe
Nathaniel N. Stokes, Cinnaminson Post-(

Burlington Co., N. J.

Charles Evans, No. 702 Race St., Phlladelphi,

Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. J.

Rebecca S. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth St., Phi:

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDIA
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A teacher of the school will be wanted at the coi

mencement of the Spring term.

Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co., Pi

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada.

Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., ChesI

Co., Pa.
Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wort
INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

Died, at his residence, on the 1st of 11th mo. 187
in the 63d year of his age, Amos Cope, a member
Middleton Monthly and Particular Meeting, Colui
biana Co., Ohio.

WILLIAM H. PILE^PEINTEEr
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Memoirs and Letters of Sarah Hillman.

(CoLtinued from page 109.)

It is recorded of Him, the Lord of lifo and
)ry, who ascended up on high and led eap-
nty captive, that He "gave gifts unto men."
id how true is it, that if the Lord bo our
epherd, then however weak and feeble, and
worthy we may feel ourselves. He will
ike a way where there seems to be uo way;

ill, as we hold fast our allegiance in faith
d faithfulness, tiirn again our captivity,
weversore it be, as the streamsof the south

;

d will give gifts for the perfectiag of the
nts, for the work of the ministry, for the
fying of the body of Christ. Such a gift

are prepared to believe is forthcoming to
r dear friend ; and the time seems near at
nd—though in reality not yet*—when an

acknowledgment of her Eedeemer's
me and cause must, if obedience keep pace
th knowledge to the law of her God
rdly revealed, soon be made in the religious
lemblits of the people.

Eow instructive it is to observe her caution
prudence under all the turnings of the

rd's holy, chastening hand upon her, to pre
re for that which the prophet, in his greater
jasure, experienced when he cried out, "Woe
ne ! for 1 am undone ; because I am a man
unclean lips, and dwell in the midst of a
)ple of unclean lips," &c. But this was but
forerunner of the following :

" Then flew
! of the seraphims unto me, having a live

1 in his hand * * * and he laid it upon
mouth ;" which prepared for the humble,
dicnt, passive offering as a living sacrifice,

[ere am I, send me." Sarah Hillman felt

work of the ministry to be an awful work

;

desired to be thoroughly cleansed from all

confidence; she asked not to be spared
dful baptisms ; heeding no doubt the pre-
t of the same evangelical prophet alreadj-
tted :

" Be ye clean, that bear the vessels of
Lord."
V^hile there may be danger, as there have

instances of withholding in this way

The time of S. H.'s first appearance in the ministry,
Jieved to have been on First-day the 28th of Third
th, 1830, at Westfield, N. J., when in company with
beloved friends, George and Ann Jones.

more than is meet, and thus erring on the
other hand ; and while we wish not to dis-

courage—so far as these remarks may—the
least child called of their Father in heaven,
in sweetness, in simplicity, humility, andchild-
like dependence, to the advocae3' of^ His cause
and kingdom before men, would that all who
have since her day spoken in our religious
meetings, had known and felt the solicitude
and caution of this wise handmaiden ! Would,
they had been as careful to bide the full time
of preparation

; to lot patience have her per-
fect work ; to go full oft for instruction to the
potter's house; to remain the full and ap-
pointed season in the stripping chamber, and
in the washing pool; and withal, to feel that
without Christ Jesus and the leavening, pre-
serving, invincible power of His grace when
submitted to, they are truly nothing and could
do nothing to His glory ! Then, if there were
fewer speakers, and fewer words spoken, these
we might hope would be anointed teachers,
with their lessons learned in Jordan's veriest
depths, whence some of the life-giving power
of the H0I3' Spirit would, without the sound
of the tool, witness for their oflFerings.

No date; but probably the early part of
1817. "The work of the ministry has ever
appeared to mo to be a very awful work; but
at piesent I think it is increasingly so. To
stand forth in the assemblies of God's people,
and there speak of Him—to break the silence

of a congregation—how awful! And how
e must one be before fitted for so important

a vocation. Mj- soul is humbled within me
at times under the prospect ; knowing the
frailties of my nature, and fearing lest it is all

delusion—lest I should, by putting my hand
to the ark, offend the Lord. Sometimes I

think it strange that my mind is thus exer-

cised, and endeavor to persuade myself it can-
not be that I am called to this great work
and try to shake off the exercise. But it re
turns again ; and now my desires are, if it if

thy will, blessed Father, thou wouldst be
pleased to grant a sure evidence of it, and
portion of strength to perform. Make me
more passive ; destroy all the dregs of corrup
tion which remain in me, and cleanse me
thoroughly; so that all my confidence may bo
in Thee. Let me abide in the bottom of Jor-
dan till preparation of heart is experienced to

bring up stones of memorial to the honor of
thy great name."
Without date. " O that my covering might

bo the garment of humility ; and my adorning
a meek and quiet spirit.

"3rd mo. lOlh, 1817. This morning attend-
ed our week-day meeting, which proved in-

deed a season of favor. Soon after taking my
seat, so great was the distress ofmy mind that
I was ready to cry out, ' Can these dry bones
live ?' "Yet after some time, our beloved friend,

led to set forth the glorious state
of those who, by attending to the law of the

sions prepared for the righteous. Earnest
breathings of spirit were begotten in me, that
the precious savor felt in this meeting might
not pass away as the morning cloud or the
early dew, but remain upon us to nourish up
the soul ; and that we might be more engaged
to continue in the way of well-doing to the
end, that so we may obtain the crown.

"5th mo. 11th. After a long season in
which many different dispensations have been
experienced, I am induced to add a few re-
marks to my diary. My heart has felt I trust
some degree of submission to the Divine will
at seasons, though there seems to be a want
of true and experimental knowledge. I am
led at times to fear the crown, which has been
shown me, is given to another, through my
unwillingness to enter into the labor. And
at others I have thought the work of prepara-
tion is not fully effected, and that is the rea-
son why I have to travel so long in the deeps.
When I reflect that in the deep pearls are pro-
cured, how it animates and encourages to
abide here and seek therefor. But when pre-
sentations of suffering and baptism are offered,
my poor, unregenerate nature is ready to
"'nch therefrom; and the language of" my
heart is, How can I go, or how can I speak?
T am a child. 'My family is poor in Manas-

and I am the least in my Father's house.'
O that my soul was more purified ! Let the
language of my spirit be. Lord strengthen!
Suffer me not to swerve to the right hand or
to the left! Grant an indisputable evidence
of thy righteous will ; for I desire to serve
Thee. Thou hast been pleased to call me, and
O! that thou wouldst cause thy judgments so
to take hold upon me, that every earthly
gratification may be thoroughlj'- purged from
me, and m}' heart made clean and fitted for

the reception of thy holy presence; that thus
the place where briars and thorns grew, may
produce pleasant fruits.

"The life is more than meat, and the body
than raiment. And if the life is preserved it

is enough. This is a state of trial and exer-
cise; and all who are engaged to enlist under
the banner of the Lamb, have their share of
suffering. But if we are only brought thereby
to the true sheepfold, there is no cause to
mourn

; for there is no true joy in anything
this world affords. He only is the happy man
who follows the pointings of Truth in all

things, and is willing to suffer any privation
for the sake of peace with his God.

" 12th. Attended our week-day meeting.
Went in much dread, lest I might feel the
necessity of opening my mouth therein; but
found nothing more to do, than to labor after

a settlement in the quiet habitation, and obey
the command to tarry there till power from
on high was received. Much painful exer-
cise was my portion. Near the close a little

encouragement was administered through the
ministry of dear . Ho was concerned

ipiritof life in Christ Jesus, have washed their to invite those who had been willing in the
•obes, and become inhabitants in those man-

1
day of the Lord's power to follow him, to con-
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tinue steadfast. Assuring them that however
they might be tempted, the Lord would
ways furnish a way to escape. Oh ! that these

seasons may not be forgotten ; but be treasured

up, that my faith fail not; for truly I never

saw a time when all things seemed so fluctua-

ting. Every mountain and island seem re

moved ; and nothing to rest upon but the

Divine mercy. 3Iay every false rest be totally

broken up, and the new Jerusalem, wherein

dwt'lleth righteousness, established. It is in

deed a time wherein mourning seems to be

the garment worn by many at seasons, yet as

we become willing to abide all our necessary

baptisms, a belief is sometimes permitted to

attend that the garment of praise will in due
time be granted, and ability furnished to ae
knowledge, ' Hitherto the Lord hath helped.'

'

No date. " How awful is death ! How awful
the approach of the pale horse and his rider,

to him who has not been concerned to set hie

house in order! He has been permitted to

summon one in the bloom of life
; one perhaps

who had formed plans of long continuance
here, and who had promised himself much
pleasure in the society of the partner of his

life, and the innocent prattle of his sweet
babes. But he has been summoned to appear
before the dread tribunal—suddenly called to
meet his God. May we all be aroused to e

sense of the necessity of witnessing prepara
tiou for this awful change before the midnight
cry go forth ; for there is no work, nor device
in the grave. O, dear Lord, stain the glory
of this world in our view, that we may become
weaned therefrom, and be qualified to say
unto others, follow us as we are endeavoring
to follow Thee

! Thou, dearest Father, kno west
us altogether as we are. Wilt Thou be pleased
to quicken to more lively zeal in putting away
those things which hinder our progress in the
way and work which Thou apijointest unto
us. We pray to Thee to preserve us—for
can do nothing of ourselves—out of tempta-
tion

; and deliver us from evil ; for thine is the
kingdom, and power, and glory forever."

(To be continued.)

Fragment on Prayer.— Gun there be any
thing more imperative than the command,
"Watch and pray!" or any language more
sweet and encouraging than "Pray unto thy
Father, who seeth in secret?"
Doubtless Christians should live in the spirit

of prayer. " It is the Christian's vital breath;"
and marvellous is the privilege, unto this day
and hour, of communion with the Almighty
power, God over all, who breathed the breath
of life whereby we became living souls. By
the same Almighty power, we are kept from
the path of destruction. Sweet is the inviting
language of our Redeemer, who has east up
a new and consecrated way, by which we
have access to the mercy-seat. " When j-e
pray," said He, "say, our Father." Glorious
privilege ! that while clothed with human na-
ture, feeling and mourning our omissions and
commissions, we may "kneel before the Lord
our Maker," in prostration of body, soul and
spirit. Although utterance may fail, there is
an availing sigh, a tear of contrition, and a
Spirit, better than our own, helping our in-
firmities. I allude not to any forms, but the
real, humble breathings of the soul, a thirst
for the living God.—Mar;/ Capper.

There is a great difference between rude-
ness and plainness.

Cornels.

(Continued from pajie 106.)

According to the theory now generally ac

cepted, comets enter the solar system ab extra,

move in parabolas or hyperbolas around the

sun, and, if undisturbed by the planets, pass

off bey'ond the limits of the sun's attraction

to be seen no more. If in their motion, how
ever, they approach very near any of the

larger planets, their direction is changed hy

planetary perturbation,—their orbits being

sometimes transformed into ellipses. The new
orbits of such bodies would pass very nearly

through the points at which their greatest

perturbation occurred ; and accordingly

find that the aphelia of a large proportion of

the periodic comets are near the orbits of the

major planets. " I admit," says M. Hoek,
•' that the orbits of comets are b}- nature par
bolas or hyperbolas, and that in the cases

when elliptical orbits are met with, these ar

occasioned by planetary attractions, or derive

their character from the uncertainty of our
observations. To allow the contrary would
be to admit some comets as permanent mem-
bers of our planetary system, to which thej"

ought to have belonged since its origin, and
so to assert the simultaneous birth of that sj's

tem and of these comets. As fur me, I attri

bute to these a primitive wanderingcharacler
Travelling through space, they move from ont

star to another in order to leave it again, pro-

vided they do not meet any obstacle that may
force them to remain in its vicinity. Such an
obstacle was Jupiter, in the neighborhood of

our sun, for the comets of Lexell and Brorsen,

and probably for the greater part of period

cal comets; the other part of which may be
indebted for their elliptical orbits to the at

tractions of Saturn and the remaining planets.

"Generally, then, comets come to us fro

some star or other. The attraction of our sun
modifies their orbit, as had been done already
by each star through whose sphere of attrac-

tion they had passed. "We can put the ques-

tion if they come as single bodies or united
in systems."
The conclusion of this astronomer's interest

ing discussion is that

—

''There are systems of comets in space that are
broken up by the attraction of our sun, and whose
members attain, as isolated bodies, the vicinity of
the earth during a course of several years."

Lexell's comet of 1770 is the most remark-
able instance known of the change produced
in the orbits of these bodies by planetary at-

traction. This comet passed so near Jupiter
n 1779 that the attraction of the latter was
200 times greater than that of the sun. The
consequence was that the comet, whose mean
distance corresponded to a period of 5i years,
was thrown into an orbit so entirely different

that it has never since been visible.

The great comet of 1858 was one of the
most remarkable in the nineteenth century.
In was discovered on the 2d of June, by
Donati, of Florence, and first became visible
to the naked eye about the last of August.
The comet attained its greatest brilliancy
about the 10th of October, when its distance
om the earth was 50,000,000 miles. The

length of its tail somewhat exceeded this dis-
tance. If, therefore, the comet had been at
that time directly between the sun and the

h, the latter must have been enveloped for
a number of hours in the cometic matter.
The observations of this comet during a

period of five months enabled astronomers to

determine the elements of its orbit with
small limits of error. It completes a revol

tion, according to Newcomb, in 1854 yea
in an orbit somewhat more eccentric th;

that of Halley's comet. It will not return I:

fore the 38th century, and will only^ reach :

aphelion about the year 2800. Its motion p
second when nearest the sun is 36 mik
when most remote, only 234 yards.

In the year 466 b. c, a large comet appear
simultaneoutly with the tamous fall of mei

oric stones near ^Egospotamos. The form
was supposed by the ancients to have h;

some agency in producing the latter phenon:

non. Another of extraordinary magnitu
appeared in the year 373 B.C. This com
was so bright as to throw shadows, and i

tail extended one-third of the distance fro

the horizon to the zenith. The years 11

136, 130, and 48, before our era, were al

signalized by the appearance of very lar

comets. The apparent magnitude of the fii

of these is said to have equaled that of t

sun itself; while its light was suflicient to (

miuish sensibly the darkness of the nigl

The second is said to have filled a fourth pa

of the celestial hemisphere. The comet
130 B.C., sometimes called the comet of Mit

ridates, because of its appearance about t

time of his birth, is said to have rivaled t

sun in splendor.

In A. D. 178 a large comet was visible durii

a period of nearly three months. Its nucle

had a remarkably red or fiery appearance, ai

the greatest length of its tail exceeded 61

The most brilliant comets of the sixth centu

were probably those of 531 and 582. T
train of the latter, as seen in the west soi

after sunset, presented the appearance of

distant conflagration.

Great comets appeared in the years 9(

1264, and 1556. Of these, the comet of 12

had the greatest apparent magnitude,

was first seen early in July, and attained

greatest brilliancy in the latter part of i

gust, when its tail was 1C10° in length,

disappeared on the 3d of October, about t

time of the death of Pope Urban IV., of whl
event the comet, in consequence of this coi

cidence, was considered the precursor. The
comets, on account of the similarity of the

elements, were believed by many astronome

to be the same, and to have a period of aba
300 years. In the case of identity, howevi

another reappearance should have oecurr«

soon after the middle of the nineteenth ce

tury. As no such retui-n was observed, \

may conclude that the comets were not tl

same, and that their periods are wholly u

known.
The comet discovered on the 10th of N

vember, 1618, was one ofthe largest in mode)
times; its tail having attained the extraorc

nary length of 104°. The comet of 1652,

carefully observed hy Hevelius, almost equi

ed the moon in apparent magnitude. It shon

however, with a lurid, dismal light. The ti

of the comet of 1680 was 90° in length. Th
body is also remarkable for its near approai

to the sun ; its least distance from the sol

surface having been only 147,000 miles,

will always be especially memorable, howev(
for having furnished .Newton the data I

means of which he first showed that com€
in their orbital' motions are governed by tl

same principle that regulates the planeta

revolutions.

Of 9.11 the comets which appeared durii
"
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ifrhteenth century, that which passed its

srihelion on the 7th of October, 1769, had
le greatest apparent magnitude. It wasdis-
)vered by Messier ou the Sth of August, and
)ntinued to be observed till the 1st of De-
smber. On the 11th of September the length

Mts tail was 97°. The comet discovert d on

16 26th of March, 1811, is in some respects

le most remarkable on record. It was ob-

rved during a period of 16 months and 22
ij's,—the longest period of visibility known.
n account of its situation with respect to the

irth, the apparent length of its tail was much
than that of some other comets ; its true

ngth, however, was at one time 120,000,000

iles
;
and Sir William Hershel found that on

le 12th of October the greatest circular sec-

m of the tail was 15,000,000 miles in diame-
. The same astronomer found the diameter
the head of the comet to be 127,000 miles,

id that of the envelope at least 643,(i00. As
general thing, the length of a comet-train

creases very rapidly as the body approaches
ie sun. But the perihelion distance of the

met of 1811 was considerably greater than
le distance of the earth from the sun

;
while

nearest approach to the earth was 110,-

)0,000 miles. Its true magnitude, therefore,

is probabh' not been surpassed by any other

rved ; and had its perihelion been verj'

Jar the sun, it must have exhibited an ap-

earance of terrific grandeur. This comet
as an elliptic orbit, and its period, according
I Argelander, is 3065 years.

The great comet of 1861 was discovered on

e 13th of May, by John Tebbut, Jr., of New
outh Wales. In this country, as well as in

urope, it was first generally observed on the

vening of June 30,—19 daj'S after its peri-

elion passage. Sir John Herschel, who ob-

srved it in Kent, England, remarks that it

r exceeded in brilliancy any comet he had
ver seen, not excepting those of 1811 and
S58. According to Father Secchi, of the

(ollegio Romano, the length of its tail was
18°. This, with a single exception, is the

reatest on record. The computed orbit is

lliptical ; the period, 419 years.

(To be coutinued.)

The first thought of repentance, or desire of

irning to God, is thy first discovery of the

ght and Spirit of God within thee ; it is the

oice and language of the Word of God within

hee, though thou knowest it not ; it is the

ruiser of thy serpent's head; thy dear Im
aanuel, who is beginning to preach withii

hee that same which he formerly preached,

aying, " Repent, for the Kingdom of Heaven
at hand." But, above all things, beware of

aking this desire of repentance to be the effect

f thy own natural sense and reason, for in so

oing thou losest the kej^ of all the heavenly

reasure that is in thee ; thou shuttest tht

loor against God, turnest away from Him
Ud thy repentance (if thou hast any) will be

inly a vain, unprofitable work of thine own
^ands, that will do thee no more good than a

well that is without water.

But if thou takest this awakened desire of

:urning to God to be, as in truth it is, the

joming of Christ in thy eoul, the working,

redeeming power of the light and spirit of the

Holy Jesus within thee—if thou dost rever-

ence and adhere to it, as such, this faith will

3ave thee, will make thee whole
;
and by thus

believing in Christ, though thou wert dead,

yet Bhalt thou live.— William. Law.

For " Tlie FriPDd."

Faithfulness.

I wish to call the attention of Friends to

the editorial in the 11th number of "The
Friend ;" for the sentiments advanced therein,

are very applicable to the condition of things

in the Society at the present time, and I do
most cordially unite therewith. It seems to

me there has been too much dread of contro-

versy, by those who are endeavoring to stand

for the doctrines and testimonies of our Soci-

ety. It was not so in the rise of the Society
;

for Friends in that day felt called to stand for

the defence of the gospel, and to contend ear-

nestlj' for the faith once delivered to the

saints: and in those days the}- knew the cost

oftheir faithfulness in maintaining those doc-

trines and testimonies. They not only had
to endure the frowns of the world, but out-

ward suffering; and they were willing to en-

dure all that was permitted to come upon
them, rather than let fall any of their princi-

ples ; for they were fully persuaded that they

were the principles of the gospel of Christ.

And like Paul, who was set for the defence of

the gospel, they shunned not to declare all

the counsel of God, through good report and

evil report. And so in this day, those who
feel called upon to stand for the same prin-

ciples, will have to bear the frowns of the

world, and be called by those even who style

themselves Friends—illiberal—sectarian—un-

charitable, &c. The word charity, seems now
to be made to cover a great deal, and has been

made use of by all who wish to make innova-

tions on our doctrines. Those who wished to

change them into Unitarianism in 1828, cried

out for charitj', and did not want us to judge

them, but wished to be styled Friends ; and

so now those who are endeavoring to over-

turn the faith of the Society, are crying out

for charity.

R. Barclay, in his treatise on Church Gov-

ernment, says: "If the apostles of Christ of

old, and the preachers of the everlasting Gos-

pel in this day, had told all people, however
wrong they found them in their faith and

principles, our charity and love are such we
dare not judge you nor separate from you,

but let us all live in love together, and every

one enjoy his own opinion and all will be well;

how should the nations have been, or what
way can they be brought to truth and right-

eousness. Would not the devil love this doc-

trine well. We should all have real charity

for one another ; but we should not give up

our principles for the sake of a spurious

charity. Fwr the doctrines and testimonies

originally held forth by the Society of Friend

are, I fully believe, the doctrines of the Gospel

of Christ, and should not be frittered away to

please the unconstant will of man, who is

wanting more libertj', and is continuallj' en

deavoring to make innovations upon them
either on one hand or the other.

Though we should be called by those who
are making these innovations,—uncharitable,

—illiberal,—sectarian, &c., we should main-

tain our principles through good report and

evil report, as deceivers yet true,—for those

doctrines are worth suffering for. Therefore

let those who are convinced of the Truth

faithfully maintain it in the meekness of wis

dom in the face of opposition. Remember
how it was with Caleb and Joshua, when they

were sent with ten others to spy out the

promised land, and the ten brought back an

evil report of the good land ; they maintained

the truth of it being an exceeding good land,

and that Israel, with the Lord's help, was well
able to overcome the inhabitants thereof

—

though all the congregation bade them stone
them with stones. Thej-, too, for their faith-

fulness, were silone permitted to enter that
good land, out of that great multitude, who
all rebelled against the Lord, with the excep-
tion of Moses, and died in the desert. It was
said of Caleb, he had wholly followed the Lord,
nd through his faithfulness he was permitted,
with Joshua, to enter the promised land, and
have an inheritance there. And I believe

those that faithfully maintain the Truth as it

is in Jesus, in this day, will be blessed whether
they be few or man}', though thej' may have
opposition to bear, even from their own peo-

ple, even from those who say they are Jews,
and are not. If they keep their integrity as

Caleb did, they will have " an inhei-itance in-

corruptible and undefiled, and that fadeth not

away, reserved in heaven for you, who are kept
by the power of God through faith unto salva-

tion." It would be very desirable if there were
more of this number in our Society, who are

valiant for the Truth, and who are not swayed,
either to the right or left, by the fear of man,
for it is a snare to our feet. But let us be

willing to be accounted of no reputation, even
fools for Christ's sake, and not be afraid of the

frowns and scoffs of the wise in worldly wis-

dom. 1 believe if this were the case, things

would be very difi'erent among us, for the

Lord would then, in His own time, raise up
more standard bearers amongst us, as He has

done formerly in this Society, who were not

ashamed of the cross, nor of the doctrines and
testimonies given to this Society to uphold
before the world ; but were valiant for the

Lord's cause, and like Paul counted even their

lives not dear unto themselves, so they might
finish their course with joy. Therefore I

would say to all to whom our principles are

dear, " be ye steadfast, unmoveable, always

abounding in the work of the Lord, forasmuch

as ye know that your labor is not in vain in

the Lord." J- H.

Ohio, 11th month, 1873.

For "The Frieml."

Batter Making.

In a recent visit to a Butter Factory, I was
interested in noticing the precautions that

were found necessary, in order to make an

article of superior quality. The first requisite

isthemost scrupulous cleanliness—everything

about the establishment must undergo fre-

quent and thorough washing. When the tin

pans are emptied of the milk from which the

cream has been removed, they are first scalded

in hot water, and then repeatedly rinsed in

pure cold water, no soap being permitted to

be used, lest some infinitesimal portions ot it

should adhere to the surface, and thus injure

the flavor of the butter. When the washing
is accomplished they are then exposed, when-
ever the weather permits, to the direct rays

of the sun, whose action seems to produce on

the tin some mj'sterious eft'ect which promotes

the separation of the cream from the milk.

The huge churn is placed by a window, and

after being cleansed, the open mouth is so

turned that the beneficent light may pene-

trate its wooden chamber.
A free ventilation of the room in which the

milk pans stand is secured by windows cov-

ered with wire gauze, and other contrivances,

and a stream of water is kept constantly
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flowing around the pans through the entire

length of the room, on both sides, not only to

equalize the temperature, but also that its

power of absorbing odors may assist in re-

moving everything that*could contaminate
the delicate aroma of the butter. The pro-

prietor said that at one time he found a hid-

den cause was injuring the quality of the arti

cle he Tnanufaetured, and after some search

and reflection he discovered that the gas fron:

a coal-oil lamp which he was using for illu

mixation in the evenings, was absorbed by the

cream and affected the taste of the butter;

and he was compelled to place over the flame

a tin tube to convey the products of the com-
bustion into the outer air.

The information gathered during this visit

has suggested some reflections in thoughtful
moments. Those of his servants, whom the
Head of the Church chooses as his instru
ments in proclaiming the gospel of salvation,

or whom He employs in his service in other
lines of duty for the good of others, have fre

quent experience of that washing and refining

process of which the treatment of the milk
pans may be considered a symbol. After these
have been strengthened with power from on
high to perform the duties required of them,
they often know what it is to be emptied of

all, and to pass through searching baptisms,
every particle of the old manna washed away,
and thus to be fitted for receiving fresh sup-
plies of grace, and a renewed ability to go
forth and labor. Indeed these washings of re-

generation and renewings of the Holy Ghost,
are in measure the experience of all true
christians, and like all the dispensations of
our Heavenly Father, are to be endured with
patience; nay with rejoicing.

The care of the butter-maker to keep from
his milk-house every unsavory odor, may well
remind us how important it is to prevent our
minds from being corrupted by any evil pre-
sentations. If we open a book to read, and
find its pages suggesting improper thoughts,
rendering impure the well-spring of action,
flushing the mind with unhealthy excitement,
and rendering it less easy and acceptable to
us to turn our hearts with reverent attention
to the feeling of the presence of our Heavenly
Father, how important is it that we close the
volume, and abstain from that which evidently
is injuring us.

If a favorite companion manifests a disre-
gard for the sacred truths of religion, if he
tempts us to indulgences or practices incon-
sistent with its self-denying but most whole-
some and beneficial restraints, if his influence
over us tends to lead us away from the flock
of Christ's companions, let us beware lest the
sacred oil entrusted to us should be spoiled by
the ill-eftects of his language and example.

If through giving way to any of the weak-
nesses of flesh or spirit, to which we are sub-
ject, we fiud ourselves drawn away from a
filial trust in our Heavenly Father, and a
loving yet reverent turning of the heart to
Hini

; and become conscious of something like
a mist rising between, chilling our aff"ections,
and intercepting the rays of his love, let us
turn with full purpose of heart, and seek for
forgiveness, restoration to Divine favor, and
strength to contend successfully with those
things that war against the soul, and destroy
its peace and happiness.

Absence of occupation is not rest

:

A mind ^uitc vagant is a mind distressed.

For "The Friend."

The Approaching Transit of Venus.

We now present to our readers the article

on the approaching transit, referred to at the

conclusion of the introductory essay publish-

ed in our last number. It is, for the most
part, an abridgment of a paper on the same
subject published in a late number of the

Edinburgh Review. A few inaccuracies of

statement and expression have been corrected,

some additional matter has been here and there

inserted, and several pa>i8ages have been en-

tirely re-written. Although the subject of

Parallax has occupied considerable space in

our introductory paper, yet, as it is at the

root of the whole subject, and as it is desir-

able, therefore, that the reader should have a

pretty clear conception of it, we have thought
best, although it involves some repetition, to

retain most of this portion of the original ar-

ticle, so that by having the matter presented

to him from diff'erent standpoints and by dif-

ferent hands, the reader may the more readily

and the more fully comprehend it.

It is not unworthy of remark that in the

several advances towards an adequate idea of

the vast distance of the sun, the one thing
which each successive investigator set himself
mainly to accomplish was thediscovery ofhow
large our familiar earth looks when it is seen

from the sun ; for to know how large any body
of already ascertained size appears is substan
tially to know how far it is away. By exact
measurement performed by the most patient

and laborious application of the theodolite

and measuring rod, man has found that
this earth measures 7,925 miles across

broadest diameter. 'Now we can determine
by the simplest application of geometric prin

ciples how large a sphere that is 7,925 miles
across must look at any given distance. With
every successive withdrawal from the position

of the observer, it appears less and less. How
far, then, by this estimate is it withdrawn from
the sun, and how small does it look from that
emote post of observation ? ilarvellous as it

may seem, there are waj's in which this can
be ascertained. Far as the sun is away in the
trackless void, and impossible as it is to take
human organs of vi.sion there to look back
upon the earth, there is nevertheless some-
thing else appertaining to the organization of
man that can be made to perform the inscru-
table journey—namely the human intellect.

This power it is which is to be commissioned
afresh upon the work a few short months hence,
when a numerous staff" of carefully equipped
observers start for remote regions of the earth
to watch from those vantage grounds the
planet Venus sweeping, as a black speck,
across the sun's bright face.

What is called in the hard language of tech-
nical astronomy the parallactic displacement,
or parallax, of the sun, means virtually, when
it is applied to two stations on opposite sides
of the earth, and is reduced to the simplest
form of expression that the case admits of,

' how large does the earth look from the sun?'
Thus, if one man stood at some given point on
the earth, and a second man was placed on
the opposite side, exactly a full diameter of
the earth away, and an observer in the sun
looked forth upon these two Terrestrians, he
would see them an earth's breadth asunder.
The two earth-stationed men, on the other
hand, would look at the observer in the sun
along lines which respectively converged to
his place; and the angle of convergence of the

two lines, or the difference in the direction t

the said lines, would obviously be identical wit

the angle of divergence by which the two me
are looked at from the sun. In the first case

—that, namelj', of convergence—the angle i

observed by the consentaneous action of tw
remote men upon the earth, and that angle i

called the ' parallax ' of the sun. In the secon

case—that namely of divergence—the appi

rent size of the earth is gauged as it is see

from the sun. Therefore, the parallax of th

sun, or displacement of it caused by viewin
it from opposite sides of the earth, and th

apparent diameter of the earth considered a

if viewed from the sun, are one and the sam
thing.

It may be here necessary to say, that th

astronomer in his actual treatment of thi

piece of investigation, has found it eonvenien
to deal with the half-diameter, rather tha
with the whole diameter, of the earth ; an
this, simply because he found it possible ti

compare the observed position of the sun whe
just sinking out of sight upon the horizon witl

the fixed and known position of the luminar]
as it would be seen if contemplated from thi

centre of the earth ;
or, what is the same thing

from a position on the earth's surface diamet
rically between that centre and the centr

the sun. The solar displacement deduced fron

this method of observation is called the ^hori

zontal parallax' of the sun. To observe, there-

fore, the " horizontal parallax " of the sun ii

the same thing as to ascertain half the appa
rent diameter of the earth measured from th(

sun. The language of the horizontal parallai

observation is used, becaui^e it affords a con
venient average standard of comparison. Ob-

servations from a different base are reduced tc

the expression they would have had if the

exact half-diameter of the earth, which
between its circumference and centre, had
been employed.
Now when this most interesting obse

tion of the sun's parallax is attempted in the

routine of terrestrial astronomj-, it is found
that the two lines which run from widely sev

ered observers, and which meet at the sun,

are so very nearly in the same direction-

very nearly parallel with each other—that it

requires the nicest effort of visual discrimina-i

tion to discover that they are convergent and
not parallel. If the reader will take the trou
ble to lay down ujion paper two lines diverg-

ing from each other by an angle of one degree
—that is to say, diverging at the rate of one-
eighth of an inch in seven inches—and
then conceive this angular space to be again
split into 400 subdivisions, he will get some
approximation to a notion of what the quan
tity is that has to be dealt with when this,

the horizontal parallax of the sun, with a basis

of nearly 4,000 miles, is under examination,
It is just one of these exquisitely minute sub-

divisions that has to be measured. The quan-
tity, indeed, is so fine that it cannot be deter.

mined accuratelj', when it is dealt with in a
straightforward direct way. The expedient
is, therefore, adopted of dealing with it ind'

rectly. The nearest neighbor of the earth,
the planet Venus, is made a sort of stepping-
stone. The astronomer, by a subtle exertion
of the mighty magic which it is his privi-

lege to wield, transports himself to the planet
Venus at the convenient contingency when it

happens to be directly between the earth and
sun, and there notes how large the earth ap-
pears from this stage of the journey, that is,
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apparent or an£;ular diameter as seen from
t position ; and then, as ho already knows
actual diameter f)f the earth in miles, he

jrtains from these data, by a simple calcu-

on very familiar to mathematicians, how
Venus is from the earth at that time ; and
n, as he already knows from another source,

ich will be furtiier alluded to presently,

it are the relative distances from us of A'enus

the sun, he readily obtains the actual dis

ce of the sun from the earth. This, indeed,

lubstantially what astronomers are about
an they send carefully prepared expedi-

18 forth to remote regions to observe the

msit of Venus' across the sun's face,

n the process of observing this occurrence,

sun's face is used as a sort of illuminated

-plate, upon which the progress of the dark
let can be traced. It is very convenient to

astronomer to seize the opportunity to do
I, because it at once enables the planet's

3ence to be marked at a time when it would
erwise be altogether invisible, and it also

rds a fi.xed standard of admeasurement to

ich the precise movement of the planet can
rery readily and accurately referred. And
i is a matter of the utmost moment to the

cess of the observation ; for this reason,

t its great efficacy depends upon the fact

t the track of the dark planet across the

's face is not the same to observers watch-
it from remote stations on the earth ; and
t from the difference of two tracks traced

the sun for remote stations on the earth

lated at known distances asunder, the ap-

ent size of the earth as seen from Venus
be reasoned out.

i'he relative dista7ices of the several planets

n the sun, as compared with that of the

th, may be ascertained by various methods.
3 of these methods—which, however, is

)licable to the two inferior planets only

—

!0 simple in its general features, that it

iy be well, in this connection, to give a

bf explanation of it as applied to the planet

Bch we are now more especially consider-

!. It is observable that Venus always rises

1 sets within a few hours of the sun, that

i is, indeed, never more than about half a

idrant from him ; so that, when not lost in

(brilliant rays, she either lingers behind him
bhe evening, or heralds his approach in the

Qy dawn. This proves that her orbit is

«lly within that of the earth ; for if it were
> so, the planet would often be seen far

&y from the sun, and sometimes in the

bosite part of the heavens. When she is

teding from the sun, her apparent or an-

lar distance from him increases more and
Ire slowlj' from night to night, until at

jgth she becomes stationary for a time as

pects the sun and then begins to approach

fi again. At this turning point she is said to

iat her "greatest elongation from the sun."

is " greatest elongation " is found, on an

srage to measure 46° 20', varying, how-
jr, from 45° 26' to 47° 13'. This varia-

n is owing chiefly to the elliptical form
the orbits of the earth and Venus. But
avoid complicating our problem, we shall

76 to regard the two orbits as circular,

1 to assume that the greatest elongation

ler this supposition is 46° 20'. Now, if at

) time of such greatest elongation, lines be

iwn connecting the three bodies, we shall

ve a right-angled triangle, Venus being at

3 right angle, because the line from the

:th to Venus, if produced, would simply

touch the orbit of the latter, and would not
cut it ; and geometry teaches us that when a
straight line touches a circle, the line drawn
from the point of contact to the centre is at
right angles to the tangent or touching line.

Of the two acute angles of our triangle, one
is at the sun, and the other is at the earth
and measures 4G° 20'. With these data we
open our trigonometrical tables, and by a
simple inspection of the table of natural sines,

we learn, that if we call the hj-pothenuse of
our triangle, or the distance of the earth from
the sun, 1,000, the perpendicular, or the dis-

tance of Venus from the sun, is 723. When,
therefore, the three bodies are in line, Venus
being between us and the sun (as is the case

at the time of a transit), it follows, that, of the

1,000 measures, or units, representing the dis-

tance of the latter, 723 will lie between the
sun and Venus, and the remaining 277 be-

tween Venus and the earth.

(To be coDtiDued.)

For "The Friend"

John lleald.

iContinnod from pa^e 107.^

When John Heald paid his first religious

visit to the eastward, in 1809-10, he made his

home in Philadelphia, at the house of Benja-
min Kite. The acquaintance thus commenced
ripened into a sincere friendship

; one of the
fruits of which was an epistolary correspond-
ence, which was continued, at intervals, to

near the close of life. A number of the let-

ters of J. H. to his friend B. Kite have been

met with, since the commencement of this

publication of the extracts from his journal.

It seems a suitable time to introduce some
selections from these, before entering upon
the account of the other religious engage-
ments, which followed after our friend's re-

turn from his extensive journey in the South-
ern States.

" Columbiana Co., Ohio, 8th mo. 10th, 1811.

Esteemed Friend :—I received thy letter

dated 5th mo. 19th and 31st, the 23d of last,

though it had come to my house some time
before ; but that day I came home from the

Miami. I was out from home about ten

weeks, chiefly in that quarter. The}' have
twenty-six meetings, the largest of which is

on White Water—a branch of the Great Mi-
ami—and contains 110 families. The rest, of

different numbers ; all of them which I at-

tended, 769 [tamilies], besides about thirty

families on the Wabash, near Post Vincent,

about 170 miles further than I was. Trying
exercise and hard labor were many times my
lot ; but, I believe it is not too much for me
to say, I was helped in every time of need,

and have desired, and have been enabled, I

hope, to ascribe the praise to Him, to whom
it is due. Infirmity of body attended me and
still does, and my mind was and is mostlj'

humble, I trust under a sense of the greatness

of the work, and my inability in a bodilj' as

well as in a mental capacity to perform it,

but may acknowledge that I believe, yea find,

that there is great advantage in passing

through these humbling dispensations, though
for the present they are not joyous, but griev-

ous, so true is this

:

An hour's adversity may teach us more,

Than long prosperity had done before.

I have heard thy son Thomas has for some-
time made a public appearance [as a minister].

I may here observe, that among the many who
set out and set out well in this way, how few

hold out to the end. Some soon turn aside
;

some again flourish forawhile, and then forsake
the cause. Some again, who have steadily trod
along (as far as I have seen), and at different
distances of time, have fallen fi'om a highly
favored state, where unnumbered blessings
were in their possession, or near at hand, into
an impoverished, lamentable condition, the
most abject and pitiable. I have often viewed
these and applied them to myself, how dan-
gerous my lot is, and how unsafe I am, and
with this still added, that it appears to me,
that moreof these (accordingto their number)
than of any other class, the adversarj' has
drawn down and degraded. I could, but shall

add no more of this, and only say that in early
life some small sufferings I have found to be
brought up in mj' mind at different times to

the present stage of life, to my own profit

and that of others; that we know not when
we pass through adverse trials, the use they
may be of to ourselves or others.

Some of your city will, I expect, be pleased
to hear something about Wm. Flannei-. I

was at his house in the 12th mo. last, and he
went with me to several places and some
meetings. To me we were agreeably together.

He had a good looking piece of land, I thought,
and a tolerably good fix on it, especially for

the backwoods. I was there again since, in

the 5th mo. He had, since I was there be-

fore, laid his concern before the Monthly and
Quarterly Meetings, to perform a religious

visit to the lower part of this State, through
Kentucky and Tennessee, and, I think, the
Carolinas, which was approbated by those
Meetings; but his wife being unwell be was
detained, and I understood, and believe it was
so, was very scarce of that which is still so

necessary to procure bodily sustenance, mo-
ney. He was, I have no doubt, much tried.

But a few days ago, brother William had been
to those parts and told me he was gone, and
I wish him well.

I wish you all well.

John Hkald."
The remarks made in the foregoing letter

on the danger of falling away, which attends

those engaged in the public ministry of the

gospel, have received many sad illustrations.

It is a truth, applicable to Christians of every

rank and station, that we are exposed to this

danger, unless we are preserved in a state of

humility and watchfulness. The exhortation

of the apostle is very significant :
" Work

out your salvation with fear and trembling."

Though we may rely with unshaking confi-

dence on the unchanging love of God, and that

Ho will never forsake'those who strive to

serve Him
;

yet, sad experience teaches us,

how frail we are, and how apt to disobey or

neglect the Divine commands. Hence the

truly religious mind is often covered with a

holy fear of doing despite to the Spirit of

Grace ; and this fear, by preserving in a hum-
ble and watchful condition, is one of the great-

est safeguards against sin. Those who are

thus exercised, can realize the importance of

our Saviour's command :
" Watch and pray,

lest ye enter into temptation." Those who
are placed in the conspicuous station of min-

isters, are subject to the same temptations as

are common to other men ; and may fall away
from a good condition as well as others ; un-

less they are preserved in that subjection to

the Divine will, without which none are safe.

But they have also peculiar trials and tempt-

ations. Being made at times instrumental in
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conveying help and comfort to others, they

naturally become objects of affectionate inter-

est and regard ; and are looked up to with

a degree of deference and resi^ect that tends

to elevate their self esteem. If not on their

guard, they may appropriate to themselves

some of the praise which belongs solely to the

Head of the Church, especially when the gilt

which has been dispen'^ed to them is attended

with a pleasing delivery and eloquence of lan-

guage. Hence it is often observable, that

those who are most eminently gifted in these

respects, as well as in the Divine power which
accompanies their services, are frequently sub-

jected to mortifying baptisms offlesh or spirit,

which make them feel their own insignificance

and dependence on Divine help and support.

Such was the case with the late Thomas
Evans, who possessed, in an unusual degree,

those qualities which are calculated to win
popularity,—brightness of intellect, amiabil-

ity of disposition, a sympathetic nature joined
with energy of character, which enabled him
to render assistance in various ways to those

in trouble, and a fluent, eloquent, and affec-

tionate exercise of the ministry, attended with
much of the Heavenly anointing, which often

carried comfort and conviction to the hearts

of his hearers. But, during all the later years
of his life, he was under much bodily weak-
ness, often accompanied with suffering, which
had a very humbling effect upon him, and
doubtless was designed as one means of pre-

serving him within the safe enclosure of hu-

mility. It is said of Thomas Kite, near the
close of life, after many years of active ser

vice in the church, that he would walk the
. streets of Philadelphia mourning in secret

over the sins of bis youth. During his last

afternoon, when he knew death to be near,

the one text that seemed uppermost in his

mind, and which he many times repeated was
this : "Not by works of righteousness which
we have done, but of His mercy He saveth us
by the washing of regeneration and the re-

newiug of the Holy Ghost, which He hath
shed on us abundantly, through Jesus Christ,

our Saviour." So, William Evans, as the end
drew near, passed through a season of depres-
sion, in which he was stripped of self-confi-

dence, and appeared to value the sympathy
and friendship of those who were far his in-

feriors in religious attainments.

What lively illustrations do these instances

furnish, of the language of the Spirit to the
church of Laodicea :

' As many as I love, I

rebuke and chasten." Let us then accept
such dispensations as evidences of the Divine
love, and bless the hand that smites us.

The allusion in John Heald's letter to the
difficulty which VVm. Planner found in pro-

curing money, brings to mind a paragraph in

one of his letters written several years after

this, in which he states that he was then pay
ing interest on money, which he had borrow
ed to enable him to pay one of the religious
visits which he had been engaged to mak
The difficulty of procuring funds in those
newly settled sections, before the introduction
of railroad facilities, may be readilj- inferred
from the prices at which he mentions their
produce was sold. Wheat 50 cts. per bus
rye, 25 cts., oats, 121 cts., and butter, 6} cts!

per pound.
CTo be continned.)

he had lodged with Fenelon, the Archbishop
of Cambrai, was so charmed with his pietj-

and beautiful character that he said to him at

arling: "If I stay here any longer I shall

become a Christian in spite of myself"

Influence of Piety. — Lord Peterborough,
more famed for his wit than his religion, when

For "The Friend."

Consistent Walking.

A christian walk, as becomes a professor

of the name of Christ, will be the object of

thoughtful care, and earnest concern in every
religious mind ; and although this necessary

obligation has been at some periods much lost

ght of, indeed buried underneath a weight
of dead forms and ceremonious observances,

yet doubtless this mark of true discipleship

has found faithful supporters in every genera
tion of the Christian church. May we not

mourn that such examples are not more gene-

ral. In the words of tbe apostle, " the letter

killeth, but the Spirit giveth life ;" and in pro-

portion as the heart is awakened and brought
under the regenerating power of this divine

principle, which is truly of the Father and
his Son, will the lives of all be a living type
of an exalted profession.

A consistent bright example ; what a pre-

cious influence this exerts upon all who come
within the range of its awakening power.
How benignant is the lustre that shines out

from the daily path of such. It is more pro-

ble than words fitly spoken, which are de-

scribed to be as " apples of gold in pictures of

silver."

A christian life flowing as it does, from a

love of the truth embraced in a profession of

godliness, will gradually extend so as to in-

lude our whole walk, and even many things

considered of minor importance. How con-

vincing is such a life ; how powerfully it ap-

peals to all engrossed in worldly cares, and to

all who find themselves an easy prey of the
deceitful enemy, to come into the vineyai'd of

their hearts and labor, where the fruit to be

gathered is not that which comes from the

eager pursuit of wealth, nor the praise of

men ; but the harvest to be reaped is peace,

joy, contentment, patience, meekness, charity.

And is it not for want of this practical belief,

this singleness ofdedication to the work which
our heavenly Father gave us to do, as a sepa-

rate branch of the professing church, that the

enemy of all righteousness has been permit-
ted of latter time so much to ensnare our un-

guarded feet ; by which many of the old paths
have been deserted, some of our testimonies

contemned and set aside, as of no value in our
day, having " outlived the causes" that led to

their adoption.

This is one of the snares, which threatens,

if yielded to, to re mould our whole internal

structure, and conform us more and more fully

to the world, and other religious denomina-
tions ; and if not checked must result in our
extinguishment. 1 reverently believe it is

the design of the Head of the church to pre-

serve a people that will be jealous for the
cause of Truth, as it was committed to our
Society in the beginning, and for the upright
support of which many in that day suftered

cruel persecutions and death from prolonged
and loathsome imprisonment. We have al-

ways been known as a people different in

mannei's and maxims from the world at large
;

and if we would perpetuate these, and extend
our existence from one generation to another,
our individuality and original character must
be zealously guarded. Is not our testimony

in behalf of a pure language, simplicity
^

dress and manners, and a free gospfl minist

according as our Saviour taught his discip

worth as much now as at any former tin

and is not the non observance of these as w
spread as when the lips of George Fox w
heard up and down through his native la

preaching with power ; and calling the peo

out of the follies and formal ceremonial vt

ship of that day to the in?peaking word of

vine Grace in the heart. Oh that we wo
return to the same fountain, from which he j

his co-laborers drank so largely ; that we we

in short, a more earnest jjeople, and faithful

our principles and our early history. Tl

would our broken ranks be renewed with s(

and daughters equipped for warfare ; we shoi

more largely partake of the blessings of f

Most High, and be fed and nourished fn

His table, to endure all the turnings a

overturnings that may be needed for cjs

further refinement. Then indeed, wonld c

principles be known and read of all men, a

the Ark which our fathers bore so conspi(

ously, would be our rich inheritance.

A striking example of the effect of faith

dedication to the pointings of duty, in iof

encing the hearts of others to renounce t

highway of the transgressor, and to jdeld

the heart to the regenerating power of t

Spirit of Truth ; is mentioned in the publish

life of John VVoolman, in his own word
"An ancient man of good esteem i

neighborhood came to ray house to get his w
written. He had young negroes ; and I ask

him privately, how he purposed to dispose

them? He told me. I cannot, I then sai

write t\\j will without breaking my ov

peace, and respectfully gave him my reaso

for it. He signified that he had a choice

should have written it; but as I could n

consistent with mj' conscience, he did not d

sire it; and hence got it written by son

other person. A few years after, there beii

great alterations in his family, he came aga
to get me to write his will : his negroes we;

yet young, and his son, to whom he intend)

to give them, was, since he first spoke to m
from a libertine, become a sober j'oung ma
and he supposed I would be free, on that a

count, to write it. We bad a friendly talk (

the subject, and then deferred it ; a few daj

after, he came again and directed their fi

dom ;
then 1 yielded to his wish, and win

his will."

The faithfulness of this excellent man, pro

ed the means under the Divine blessin--,

rescuing the slaves of this family, and ilio

descendants, from the curse of bondage
;
win

upon the heart of the slaveholder a woiideif

change was wrought, through the power >

Divine Grace, flowing as from vessel to vos-x

]'. B.

"I believe that every doctrine, as well i

every word of God, is only eftectuallj- pr
fitable as it is worked out in the soul's de«

experience. Head knowledge will not d

Hearing with the outward ear does but litt

for the soul. It enables us to make no heai

way towards heaven, nor does it unfold to \

the tenderness of Christ and his sufferings, (

the real character of God. The truth as if
in Jesus is more known in one deep trial, tha

in a year of smooth sailing. Worldlj- pro
perity is but indifferent soil for the christia

to grow in ; it rather stunts the soul, uulei

kept mellow by afilictioa ; and nothing but a
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nit;hty arm can save from the sleep of

,th." W.

For -'The Friend."

1, few suggestions have presented theni-

jes, I believe in love, in thinking over the

sent state of our Society in many places,

e is, in connection with ihe text, " Where
spirit of the Lord is there is liberty."

W, when a company of true believers assem-

to worship before the Lord, in spirit and

iruth, will there not be the same liberty

I to remain silent, as there is to speak? and
1 not He, who is Head over all things to

church and people, be the alone Guide and
lector ?

Ue know how valuable words fitly spoken

1 whether few or many, and how much de-

jds upon the faithfulness of those who are

ed to the work of the ministry; but is

?e not danger in the present day, in some
es, of too much urging and pressing to

ik, and even judging of the salvation of

36 who do not.

here are many ways of confessing our

sed Lord before men. And as his humble,
ndent children endeavor to live near unto

, he is graciously pleased to show them
how and lohen to do so.

)o we not believe there are now saints in

ry, who, when they trod this earth, walked
1 pleasing in the sight of our Heavenly
her, and who seldom or never in a public

mbly, felt called upon to speak of the

k of grace that was going on in their

rts, or to testify that they were His ac-

ed children.

hese were not slothful in business, but fer-

t in spirit, serving the Lord; daily eon-

led for their own salvation and that of

r fellow men, and willing workers in His
;yard, just in the way they felt to be re-

of them bi/ Him. Having beheld their

i, "and considering the end of their con-

ation," should we lightly set aside their

Dple or the example of those who are now
ibly endeavoring to follow Christ in the

which they believe the unerring Spirit

ruth leads?

Let us not, therefore, judge one another

more ; but this rather, that no man put a

ibling-block or an occasion to fall, in his

her's way."

diana.

Selected.

is a satire upon human nature to reflect

) the cradle and the coffin, our entrance

our exit, should be scenes of fantastic fop-

r, of which neither subject can be con-

ns. The seeds of vanity are often sown
ne cradle by parents who afterwards com-
how difficult it is to eradicate them.

—

luel .Drew.

THE FRIEND.

ELEVENTH MONTH 29, 1873.

t is a great favor to have a deep, steady

miction of the immutable truth of the prin-

es of the gospel which have always been

i by the consistent members of the religi-

Societj' of Friends, and to keep a firm,

wavering adherence thereto. If our lives

brought into conformity with them, we
11 find them to ensure our attainment of

the fulness of the blessing of the gospel of

Christ. The " unlearned and unstable" are

liable to be blown about with every wind of

doctrine; and wresting the scriptures to their

own destruction, to substitute for the truth as

it is in Jesus, that which is the offspring of

the unregeneratc reason and imagination, ever

ready to meddle with the theory' of religion,

and always falling short of comprehending
the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven. But
there is a holy certaintj^ attending the prac-

tical application of the principles of the gos-

pel, as understood and believed by Friends,

bringing the soul into secret communion wilh
Him, by and through whom grace and truth

vvei-e and still are brought to light, and who
alone can supply living faith in our once cru-

cified but now glorified Eedeemer.
Though always professing these sacred

truths and principles, there is no doubt but

that the Society of Friends has long been in

a declining condition. The Hicksite contro-

versy and secession, when they took phice,

roused Friends by the shock they produced,

from the lethargy into which many had slid-

den; and for a time there seemed ground for

hope that more life would circulate through-

out the body. But as the alarming convul-

sion passed off, it was soon apparent, that

while some were deepened in religious experi-

ence, others were disposed to relapse into their

former supineness, and not a few had not the

clearsightedness to discover the snare of run-

ning into an opposite extreme of disbelief,

which Satan was spreading for their feet.

The love and eager pursuit of wealth have
been a besetting sin within our borders, and
with its acquisition, the undue reliance on

school learning, and the willingness to be

governed by the wisdom of this world, the

gratification of the lust of the flesh, tbe lust

of the eye and the pride of life, has been largely

ndulged by very many of the members. The
simplicity and self-denial of our forefathers

have been rejected, and the talents bestowed
with the command, "occupy until I come,"

have been buried in the earth, wrapped in the

napkin of a fair religious profession.

The adorable Head of the church, by his

nvincible power, brought the early Friends

out from among other professors, and having
fully instructed them, by the inshining of his

holy Spirit, in the mysteries of his gospel, en-

abled them to maintain and promulgate it,

the ministers of God, in much patience,

in afllictions, in necessities, in distresses, in

Stripe8,inimprif0nmeut8, in tumults, in labors,

in watchings, in fastings." He has at dif-

ferent times, and to succeeding generations,

declared by his servants, whom He has raised

up and qualified for his service, that He will

not allow the doctrines and testimonies He
has required Friends to exemplify before the

world, to fall to the ground, nor they, as a

Society, to become extinct. But those ser-

vants have also declared, that if while He was
looking for grapes, the members continued

to bring forth wild grapes. He would shako

it and reshake it until that only remained
which could not be shaken; after which it

should again bo instrumental in gathering the

people to him, the Shiloh of God.
Ann Jones, of Stockport, England, in a very

solemn sermon preached by her, at her own
meeting, not long before her death, made use

of the following prophetic language :
" The

day hastens on apace when this people will

be shaken in a way they little expect—when

the hail shall sweep away the refuge of lies;

when all that can be shaken will be shaken
to the very base. For the day will try every
man's work, of what sort it is, and all that
are not found building on the immutable Eock
of ages will be swept away. For the hail

shall sweep away the refuge of lies, and the
waters shall overflow the hiding-place, when
the overflowing scourge shall pass through.
Then, may we know the Lord to be our dwel-
ling place, to hide us in the clefts of the rocks,

and in the tops of the ragged rocks, until the

storm be overpast."

Some years after the Beacouite heresy had
broken out in England, and some of the more
active among them had left the Society,

Sarah L. Grubb, in a communication delivered

in the men's apartment of the Yearly Meeting
said

—

" She was once more amongst us—she had
been impressed with exercise both that morn-
ing when in their (the Women's) meeting, and
since among us, that there were few now who
were able to see the state in which we are;

blindness, in part, had happened to so many.
The leaders of the people had caused them to

err ; some had acted vilely, had even kissed

their Master while they betrayed him. There
bad been many sandy builders amongst us,

but few dig deep enough to get to the rock.

There was much dispo>ition lo dwell on the

surface, and to cherish it both in Meetings for

Worship and Discipline. There was much of

creaturely activity, but the Lord would never

own such ; and whoever they were who were
building on the sand, whether they were such

as fronted the people or not, the storms and
tempests that were yet to come, would sweep
them away. Yes, the floods and the rains

would descend upon their building, and it would
not stand, though some were now very fair to

look upon. But there were a few burden

bearers, and she wished they might be willing,

as it were, to bear the Ark on their shoulders

till the time of deliverance came.

When our predecesj-ors were enduring

persecution, and immured in noisome dun-

geons, with evil eompanj^, how they increased !

And now, in a time of ease, how few we are,

and what a scattering there had been
;
many

had tried to remodel this church, but it never

could and never would be done ;
because it

as first gathered by the Power of Him before

hom all men are bat as ' a di-op of a buck-

et, and who taketh up the isles as a very little

thing ;' and the Lord would not undo His own
work.

" How much the young were to be felt for

;

how many parents were acting as Aaron did,

when he made the gods: and the people said,

'These be thy gods, O Israel, that brought

thee out of the land of Egypt." She knew
she was taking up the time, and felt that some
were querying what would all this come to?

But the Lord was her witness, that she desired

we might take the warning;—that she had not

even been tempted as Jonah was to complain

because the people repented ;
but she had ra-

ther it were so, though the Lord had been

pleased to speak by her. She had prayed that

the judgment might be averted, and that Ho
would spare his people. He did indeed take

up the isles as a very little thing: and men
were but as grasshoppers before him. She

nevertheless desired we would be warned by

a poor insigniflcant instrument; if not, many

I

would come from the east and from the west,

' and would take the seats of those who had
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been unfaithful, and a glorious crown would

be given them."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The remonstrances of the United States

government with that of Spain on account of the capture

of the Virginius, and the execution of the passengers

and crew, have caused angry feeling at Madrid, and the

late interviews between the United States Ministers and

the Spanish authorities have been of a stormy character.

A Madrid dispatch of the 22d says: " President Caste-

lar had a long conference to-day with Mr. Layard, the

British Minister. The result of the interview is favor-

able to the continuance of good relations.

"The idea of submitting the case of the Virginus to

arbitration is much talked of, and should this course be

agreed to, the German Emperor is indicated as the

probable arbitrator." There is no doubt the Spanish

government desire to preserve friendly relations with

this country, and are disposed to make all reasonable

concessions in the matter, but the position at this time

is critical, and they dare not ofl'end popular feeling.

Prominent officers of the insurgent force, at Carta-

gena, had determined to surrender the city to the

national government, but the plot was discovered by

their colleagues and the parties were arrested. Con-

treras and tialvos are now sole rulers of the insurgents.

Don Alphonso, brother of Don Carlos, has been ap-

pointed Generalissimo of the Carlist forces. According

to a Bayonne dispatch, a body of 400 republicans, in

the proVince of Almeria, had been destroyed by the

Carlists recently, all of the soldiers being either killed

or captured.

In the French Assembly on the 19th inst., a motion

for the unconditional prolongation of President Mac-

Mahon's powers was rejected ; also a proposition that

the question be referred to a popular vote, was defeated,

88 yeas to 499 nays. The Assembly finally agreed, by

a majority of 66, that MacMahon's powers should be

prolonged seven years independently of the adoption of

constitutional bills. A motion that a committee of

thirty be appointed to report on constitutional bill, was

adopted by a majority of 68.

Gambetta and Jules Favre, have appeared as wit

nesses in the B:izaine trial. Favre gave an account of

his interview with Bismarck, and declared that the

latter told him he had reason lo believe Bazaine would
not recognize the government of September.

The population of Berlin is now stated to be 907,419,

having incre.ised 86,824 in ten .years.

An explosion took place in the colliery at Wigan, on

the 21st inst., by which twenty-five miners were killed

or injured.

Disraeli made a political speech in Glasgow, on the

22d inst. He predicted a great struggle in Europe be-

tween the spiritual and temporal powers. He feared

the conflict might result in anarchy, and declared that

the partisans of home rule in Ireland would unmask
and show Great Britain their real designs.

The London Times says, the demand for the surren-

der of the Virginius could not with justice be main-

tained, but the other demands reported to have been

made on Spain by the United States, are such as Eng-
land might join in.

An immense demonstration in favor of home rule

took place in Dublin the 23d inst. It is estimated that

60,000 persons took part in the procession and mass
meeting which followed. Speeches to the multitude

were made by several orators. No disturbance oc-

curred.

London, lltli mo. 22d.—Consols, 92J. U. S. sixes,

1S6-3, 93; new five per cents, 91*. The Bank of Eng-
land rate of discount has been reduced to 8 per cent.,

and loans in the open market have been made at 6 per

cent.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton 8|-d. a Sid.; Orleans,

8 Jd. Sales of Orleans shipped in the next two months,
8 9-16d.

A Calcutta dispatch of the 19th says: The fears of

famine in Bengal are revived. The press advise the

importation of food from America.
Dispatches from Cape Coast Castle report that the

English surprised an Ashantee camp. The natives at

first took to the jungle, but afterwards rallied and at-

tacked the troops. They were driven off after an en-

gagement of two hours. Five English officers and fifty-

two African auxiliaries were wounded. General Wol-
seley had made a reconnoisauce in front, and found
40,000 Ashantees encamped at Mamfon.
A very heavy snowstorm has occurred in and around

St. Petersburg. The river Neva is closed by ice.

The Dutch expedition against Acheen has left Ba-
tavia.

The effective Spanish force in Cuba is officially stated

to number 54,000 men.
According to Dr. W. Eeiss, of Heidelberg, by whom

the first successful ascent of the crater of Cotopaxi was

made, the height of the mountain is understated in

Humboldt's and other estimates; the barometer giving

19,660 feet, and separate trigonometrical calculations

19,496 feet for the northern and 19,427 for the southern

summit respectively.

By the arrival at San Francisco of the steamer Great

Republic, advices from Japan to the 1st inst. have been

received. On the 24th ult. the Ministers of the Mikado,

with two exceptions, resigned in consequence of a pro-

position to send an expedition to Corea. The resigna-

tions were accepted, but subsequently most of them

were withdrawn, and the Mikado has abandoned his

Corean and Formosan projects.

A dispatch from Rome of the 20th says : The Pope

day delivered an address to the foreign students about

to leave for their homes in consequence of the suppre.s-

sion of religious institutions. He warned the Ameri-

cans among them of the complete and almost excessive

liberty to which they would soon be exposed, but at the

ime time drew a contrast between non-interference

ith the Church in their country and the persecutions

to which it was subjected in the German Empire.

United States.—The interments in Philadelphia

it week were 252 in number. There were 46 deaths

of consumption, 8 of apoplexy, 8 typhoid fever, 8 disease

of the heart, and 8 old age.

The deaths in New York last week were 519. Wm.
M. Tweed, for many years an influential New York
politician, has been found guilty of enormous frauds

upon the city. He has been sentenced to twelve years

iprisonment and to pay a fine of $12,750.

The expenditures of the Post-otfice Department for

the year ending 6th mo. 30th last, were $29,084,945,

and the receipts for the same period $22,996,741. The
Postmaster General says, the Telegraph should be

made a part of the postal system without further delay,

and urges the assumption of the telegraph service by

the government.
The Gloucester fishing fleet lost twenty-four ve.ssels

and one hundred and fifty-two men during the past

year.

The Markets, <£c.^The following were the quotations

on the 22d inst. New ybr^.^ American gold, 110}.

U. S. sixes, 1881, 113|; ditto, 1862, 108J ; 10-40 5

per cents, 108. Superfine flour, $5.35 a $6.10; State

extra, $6.30 a .r6.75 ; finer brands, $7 a $10.25. White
Michigan wheat, $1.75; red western, $1.52; No. 2

Chicago spring, $1.45. Canada barley, $1.75 ; State,

$1.35 a $1.37. Oats, 54 a 57 cts. Western white corn,

78 a 80 cts.; yellow, 70 a 71 cts. Philadelphia.— \Jp-

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

As the stations of Superintendent and Matron of

Institution are expected to be vacated at the close of

Winter Session, in the 4th month next, Friends \

may feel drawn to undertake the duties attached

them, are requested to communicate thereon with eit

of the following named members of the Committee.

Nathaniel N. Stokes, Cinnaminson Post-ofl

Burlington Co., N. J.

Charles Evans, No. 702 Race St., Philadelph

Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. J.

Rebecca S. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth St., Phils

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelph-

Physician and Superintendent—JosuUA H. WoR
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients maj

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boan
Managers.

Married, at Friends' Meeting, West Grove, Chee

Co., Pa., Eleventh month loth, 1873, Edward Save
of Wilmington, Del., to Hannah Hughes, of

former place, daughter of Samuel and Mary A

Hughes, both deceased.

Died, at North Dartmouth, Mass., on the 30tl

10th month last, George M. Eddy, a beloved i

of Dartmouth Monthly Meeting, in the 63d year of

age. This dear Friend was distinguished for his qi

and forbearing disposition ; and few were more w;
'

ful lest the cause of Truth should suffer from hi;

ample or precept, and he thereby become a sturabli

block to others. He was a tender and affectionate h

band, a kind and gentle father, ever feeling a d

concern that his children might be brought up in

nurture and admonition of the Lord. He was cart

never to allow his business, though often of a press

nature, to prevent his attending meetings as they ca

in course, taking his family with him as much as pi

ticable. He met with many close trials and provi

during the late civil war, feeling constrained to bear

testimony to the peaceable principles of Friends in

open manner. More than once the infuriated popul
threatened to destroy his place of business, by fire

otherwise, if he did not comply with certain requi

ments which his peaceable principles would not perd
At one time having been absent from the city, on
return he was met by a delegation of men, appoin
for the purpose, who said to him that if he did not cl

his store during a war meeting to be held that afi

noon, it would be destroyed before morning. He '

lands and New Orleans middling cotton, 15| a I62 cts. favored with ability calmly and quietly but un
Cuba sugar, 7 a 7J cts. Superfine flour, $4.50

extras, $5.25 a $5.75; finer brands, >6 a $10. White
wheat, $1.65 a $1.80 ; amber, $1.58 a $1.65 ;

red, $1.45.

Bye, 76 a 80 cUs. Yellow corn, 63 a 69 cts. Oats, 47

a 53 cts. Smoked hams, 11 a 13 cts. Lard, 7} a 7J cts.

Clover seed, 6 a 8 cts. per lb. Chicago.—Extra Spring

flour, $5 a $5.7-5. No. 1 spring wheat, $1.10 ; No. 2 do.,

$1.05 ; No. 3 do., $1. No. 2 mixed corn, 40 cts. No.

2 oats, 32 cts. Rye, 65 cts. No. 2 barley, $1.35.

Louisville.—Extra family flour, $5.75. Corn in sacks,

55 a 60 cts. Oats in sacks, 45 a 48 cts. Lard, 8 a 8^
cts. Baltimore.—Southern white corn, 70 a 72 cts.; yel-

low, 68 cts. ; new corn, 50 a 65 cts. Oats, 48 a 52 cts.

St. Louis.—'So. 3 fall wheat, $1.27J a $1.30 ; No. 2

spring, $1.04 a $1.05. No 2 mixed corn, 42 cts. Cin-

cmnaHi.—Family flour, $6.75 a $7. Wheat, $1.40. Old
corn, 54 a 55 cts. Rye, 80 a 82 cts. Lard, 7J a 71 cts.

FOR RENT
To a Friend, the small dwelling on the meeting-house

property, West Philadelphia. An oversight of the

property will be accepted as part of the rent.

Apply to

John C. Allen, Forrest Building, 119 South
Fourth street.

Henry Haines, 512 Walnut street.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDIAN
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A teacher of the .school will be wanted at the com-
mencement of the Spring term.

Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co., Pa.

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada.

Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Chester

Co., Pa.

Thomas Wistar. Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

ingly to remonstrate with them against their proce

ings, and to inform them that he could not consci

tiously comply with their demands. He who had (

proved a present helper in every needful time, did

fail him in this time of trial ; for he was preserved

harmed in person or property, to the end of the confl:

Having eudeavored to be faithful in his early days,

he advanced in life he evinced an increasing concerr

live up to the principles and testimonies of the religii

Society of which he was a member, as promulgated'
George Fox and his co-laborers at its rise, and for wh!

lie felt concerned faithfully to stand through evil repf

and good report, and to strengthen and hold up
j

hands of those who were brought under suffering

their faithful testimony and allegiance to them, and
the unshaken faith of which he lived and died. WI
he had been confined to his bed two or three day.s,

.said to his wife that he believed it to be his last si(

ness, and he did not know that he could be taken a

better time. He had endeavored to live in a state

preparation, and now through the mercy of God
Christ Jesus our Lord, every thing looked peaceful a

sweet, and he believed there was a mansion prepar

for him. He observed, "there is nothing worth livi

for compared with the joys of Heaven," evincing tl

he had been made willing to give up his family, whi
had caused him a great struggle. He then supplicat

most fervently, and after a little pause, said, " A n^

day begins to dawn, it is already light." Afterwai
he spoke of his approaching dissolution and gave soi

directions in regard to his burial, and said he felt tl

his work was done. At intervals his voice was .sevei

times heard in supplication ; in which state he cc

tinned until his purified spirit took its flight, we dou
not, to the mansion of which he spake as being pi

pared for him.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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The Approaching Transit of Venus.

(Continued from paye 117.)

The astronomer, then, having possessed
tnselfof those proportions, proceeds to make
is practical application of them in ascertain-

g the sun's distance, in this way. He first

ses beforehand upon two suitable, remote
ations on the earth, and then employs com-
Jtent observers to watch from them the pas-

of the planet across the sun's face. One
ethod of obtaining the exact measure of the
istance asunder of the transit-tracks on the
u's face, is for the observers to note the pre-
se time that is occupied by each passage.
hen, since the apparent angular motion j)er

rur, that is their change of apparent place
nong the stars, both of Venus and the sun,

the time, is known, we can deduce from
le time occupied by the transit, as seen bj'

ich observer, the length of the transit track
tpressed in minutes and seconds of an arc.

ext—assuming that the tracks are straight
d parallel (which is very nearly the case)

—

nco the sun's face is a circle, the diameter of
hich at the time (also expressed in minutes
Id seconds of an arc) is accurately known,
e can calculate exactly the relative position
'the two tracks or chords, in the said circle,

»d hence also their precise distance apart,

[pressed in seconds of an arc. This distance
)art can also be obtained, but not so accu-
.tely, by each observer taking frequent mea-
.rements during the transit, of the angular
stance of the track from the edge of the
n's disk. But this distance apart of the two
acks marked, as it were, across the sun's
ce, by whatever method obtained, is their

iparent distance apart as viewed from the

fth. The same absolute distance on the sun's
pface, if viewed from Venus and measured

would subtend an angle greater than
lat measured at the earth exactly in the pro-

J

irtion that the earth's distance is greater

,,
an the distance of Venus, that is in the pro-
-tion that 1000 is greater than 723, because
nearer an object is to us the larger is the

» aual angle that it will subtend. Suppose
Sw the observed angle of separation of the
TO tracks seen by two remote observers on
e earth's surface and measured in the man-
!rju8t described, is found to be 35 seconds:

the same distance on the sun's face if viewed
from Venus would subtend an angle of 48i
seconds, because 48i is greater than 35 in the

proportion that 1000 is greater than 723.

Now, if a straight line were drawn from
one of our earth-stationed observers through
Venus to the sun, it would terminate in the
imaginary line that we have supposed to be

drawn on the sun's disk to represent the ap-

parent path of Venus across the sun .as seen

by that observer. If then two such lines be
drawn at the same instant, one from each ob-

server, they will cross each other_at the planet,

say at its centre, and will there form four

angles, two of them very large and equal to

each other, and two of them very small and
also equal to each other.* Now, of the latter

pair of opposite angles, the one towards the

sun is, in the case supposed above, 48 J- seconds,

and therefore the other angle, that is the one
towards the earth, is also 48J seconds. But
this last angle is the apparent or angular dis-

tance apart of the two earth-stationed ob-

servers as seen from Venus.
We will next assume that our two observers

are 6000 miles apart (as measured along a
line at right angles to the line joining the
earth and Venus.) Now we know how far

apart two lines diverging at an angle of 48i
seconds are at any given distance from the
angle or point of divergence, and vice versa.

At one mile from the angle they are 235 mil-

lionths of a mile asunder : at one million miles,

therefore, they are separated by a space of

235 miles; and hence, by a simple proportion
we learn that where the said lines are 6,000
miles apart the point of divergence must be
distant about 25,500,000 miles. This, then, is

about the distance of Venus when she is be-

tween us and the sun, if the data we have as-

sumed are correct. But we want to know the
distance of the sun. As already stated, the
relative mean distancesof Venus and the earth
from the sun are 723 and 1000 : when, there-
fore, they are in a line the distance of Venus
from the earth on the same scale will be re-

presented by the difference of these numbers,
that is by 277, as aiready explained. We say
then, as 277 is to 1000 so is 25,500,000 miles,

(the distance of Venus from us) to the distance
of the sun, which, by working out this pro-
portion, we find to be about 92,000,000 miles.

In the foregoing we have used the relative

mean distances of the earth and Venus from
the sun. The variation from these in different

parts of their orbits is considerable. The as-

tronomer is of course careful to use the true
relative distances as they actually are at the
time of the transit, these being of course
affected by the ellipticity of the two orbits
and the " perturbations" of the other planets
and of our moon. There are other circum-
stances which have to be taken into account
in determining by this method the sun's par-
allax ; but these have not been introduced in

It will assist the reader to draw the figure.

the foregoing explanation, as our aim has been
simply to give the reader an idea of the gen-
eral principles.

The transits of ilercury and Venus are said
to have been first predicted by Kepler. He
announced a transit of Mercury foi' 1631, and
two of Venus for 1631 and 1761. The transit

of Mercury was observed by Gassendi, a dis-

tinguished French mathematician and philo-

sopher. That of Venus in the same year was
not seen in consequence of the sun being at
the time below the horizon of observers in

western Europe. Another transit of Venus,
which Kepler had not predicted, was observed
in 1639, near Liverpool, by Jeremiah Hor-
rocks, a young Englishman who had six years
before discovered that the transit would take
place, although he announced the fact to no
one except to his friend William Crabtree, of

Manchester. Crabtree watched for the new
phenomenon, but owing to the clouds he
caught but one view of it a few minutes be-

fore sunset.

As early as 1663, the ingenious James Gre-
gory (the inventor of the Gregorian telescope)

pointed out the use that could be made of

transits of Venus for obtaining the solar par-

allax, and subsequently Dr. Halley made a
similar suggestion, and proposed a method for

carrying it into efteet. He could not expect

to live until the occurrence of the next transit,

(he died in 1742, in his eighty-sixth year,) but

he exhorted his successors to prepare them-
selves for the event. Accordingly extensive

preparations were made for observing the

transit of 1761 for this purpose, and expedi-

tions were sent to such i-emote stations as

were considered the most eligible and acces-

sible. Some of the principal of these were
Tobolsk, Calcutta, Madras, St. Helena, the

Cape of Good Hope and the small island of

Rodrigue, in the Indian ocean. But unfavor-

able weather at some of the stations and other

difficulties that had not been provided for, pre-

vented the full success of the undertaking.

From some of the more reliable observations

a parallax of 8 J seconds was deduced, but ac-

cording to Pingre the collected results gave a

parallax as great as 10 J seconds. The former

value makes the sun's distance about 96 mil-

lion miles, and the latter about 78 millions.

Such a discrepancy was mortifying, and as-

tronomers, feeling determined to profit by the

experience they had gained in 1761, looked

forward with some impatience to the next

transit which was to happen just eight years

after, to wit on the 3rd of Sixth month, 1769.

Accordingly in that year the renowned navi-

gator. Captain Cook, was sent to Otaheite, in

the South Pacific, to watch the appearance of

the transit, while a large band of astronomers
were lo be engaged in the same way in the

opposite hemisphere of the earth, viz : at Cape
Wardhus, Kola, St. Petersburg, Yakutsk arid

other places in the far north, and at various

points in Eui-ope and Asia. Observations wore

made at about fifty stations in Europe, at six or
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more in Asia, and some seventeen in America. I then, is the following from our excellent code

Thereweretwo8tationsinCalifornia,andone of Discipline: "It is advised, that parents

on the west coast of Hudson's Bay, in latitude exercise a religious care in watching over

58° Hi' North. Among the American obser- their children, and m endeavoring to guard

vations may be especially noted (both on ac- fAm a^aiKsi improper connexions in marriage;

count of their real value and as a matter of that they (to continue the quotation) be not

anxious to obtain for them large portions and

settlements, but that tbey be joined with per-

sons of religious inclinations, suitable disposi-

tions and diligence in their business, which

are more necessary to a comfortable life in a

married state." And also the subjoined from

the same, which is required to be read annu-

ally in our Preparative or Monthly Meetings:

That no young or single persons make or

ncourage proposals of marriage with each

other without consent of parents or guardians,

or keep company with those not of our re-

ligious Society upon that account; and if

parents give their consent to, or connive at

their children's thus keeping company, or

marrying, that they be dealt with according

to our Discipline."

In Friend's Library, vol. 12, pp. 433, 434, is

the following account given by Martha Kouth,

while on a religious visit to the inhabitants of

the island of Nantucket, in the year 1795. It

sorrowfully represents how the sad fruits of

disobedience sometimes press heavily upon

us, when the awful messenger of death pre-

sents that serious view of things which should

be allowed their due place in health and

strength ;
and when the painful consequence

might have been averted :
" We had an oppor-

tunity of sitting with a widowed Friend and

her surviving children, who had that day

buried her eldest daughter, a very comely

young woman, who about eleven months be-

fore, contrary to her mother's and friends'

advice, had gone out in marriage with one

When so ill that her dis-

interest to the readers of '• The Friend") those

made at three stations in and near Philadel-

phia, by committees appointed for the pur-

pose by the American Philosophical Society,

viz: in the State House Square, Philadelphia,

at the residence of David Pittenhouse, Nor-

riton (about 20 miles N. W. of Philadelphia),

and near Cape Henlopen, Delaware.*

After the various observations had been

brought together and collated, there was

found to be^more discrepancy than had been

anticipated in the results obtained from dif-

ferent pairs of observations; but by using

those which from the relative situations of

the observers and other circumstances were

the most reliable, the values obtained for the

sun's mean horizontal parallax bj^ different

astronomers, varied from 8.47 seconds to 8.92

seconds, the former indicating a distance of

96,480,000, the latter 91,620,000 miles.

CTo be continned.3

For *'The Friend."

Mixed Marriages.

There can hardly be a doubt thatthe ground

of thetestimony our early Friends had against

mixed marriages, was because of their feai

that from the want of congeniality induced

by dissimilar educational training, and espe-

cially from diversity in religious sentiment,

such parties could not live so harmoniously

or the domestic nest be so happy and sweet

as when the religious views are the same, and

the intellectual status not much unlike. A
good deal of stress should properly be placed. „. „ „ r--r---.. - X

|»ot of our Society.

upon this, because much of the congeniality solution appeared near, she requested to see

of heart and mind is fairly attributable to I me, if I was free to go. My dear friend, E.

such significant fact. For instance, how gen- Botch, accompanying me, we went and sat by

erally well understood is the frequency with

which even those who love each other, do not

see eye to eye, and harmonizing in Christian

belief and in Christian doctrine. A large part

of the troubles and animosities, and even

deadly strifes that have disturbed society and

afllicted Christendom in general, is attribut-

able to this fruitful source. Hence, have we
any ground to expect that where parties,

whose religious training and moral and intel-

lectual culture have been greatly different,

are brought into such endearing, at least

close, because life-enduring bond, that they

will be 80 likely to coalesce, and to sail

smoothly over life's troubled sea ? Facts very

greatly disprove such hypothesis. And then

also—a resultant by no means to be overlook-

ed in this connexion—if the parties have

children, what will likely be the effect upon

them? Will not indetermination, doubt or

indifference, and ultimate estrangement be

the probable, legitimate, bitter fruits?

How wisely forecasting and restraining.

* See Transacliom of the American Philosophical So-

ciety, Vol. I. The Committee for the Observatory in the

State-House Square, were John Ewing, Joseph Shippen,

Dr. Hugh Williamson, Charles Thompson and Thomas
Prior. For the Norriton Observatory were appointed

William Smith, Provost of the College of Philadelphia,

John Luken.s, Surveyor General of Pennsylvania, David
Eittenhouse, of Norriton, and John Sellers, Eepresen-

tative in Assembly for Chester county. The Cape

Henlopen observations were conducted by Owen Biddle

and Joel Bailey, assisted by Richard Thomas of Ches-

ter county.

an affecting time indeed it was; her near

relations were in great distress, and her own
was almost insupportable, begging earnestly

in a plaintive language, that seemed almost

to pierce my soul, for a little longer time, that

she might be favored to feel a hope of recon-

ciliation to the Almighty, and to her friends;

saying, she was afraid she had been deceived

in thinking she had a right to choose for her-

self in the step she had taken.
" I could say very little, but recommended

to her and those about her, as much stillness

and inward retirement as they could attain,

and to seek the Father and Fountain of all

sure mercies; feeling little or no evidence re-

specting her life or death, acceptance or re-

jection by the Lord
;
yet 1 expressed a hope

that a little longer time would be given, re-

membering the compassion of Christ to the

thief on the cross. This proved to be th"

case ;
during which time my mind was brought

under an unusual travail, both by day and

night, on her account. When I went to see

her again, she lay very quiet, though in great

bodily pain, and seemed to have a ray of hope;

saying, all she could endure while she lived,

she desired to bear with patience, if her time

might be lengthened until her peace was more

fully made. While sitting with her, I was

not afraid to believe or mention, the evidence

vouchsafed, that there was mercy for her with

the Lord; at which she seemed much ten-

dered.

"On seeing her again, she had in the interim

undergone much painful conflict ; and goin

in with L. E. a few hours before her clost

one of her sisters thought her in a quiet slee]

but on going to her I found it was the slee

of death, which took place in about thre

hours. Nothing that could be said woul

then affect her, but a passage of Scriptui

ising again with life, which had opened li^

ingly in my view when sitting by her on

former visit, though not then to make met

tion of, I believed I was now eommissione

to drop it: ' Comfort ye, comfoi-t ye my pe(

pie,' &c. ; for I have a firm' belief ' her warfar

was ' accomplished.' Which was matter (

much consolation to her afflicted mother an

relatives
;
yet 1 had strongly to recommen

to the younger part of the family, that tl

deeply affecting and instructive lesson migl

not be forgotten, but remembered like 'tt

wormwood and the gall,' to the humbling >

their souls, which I thankfully hope will I

the case with some of them at least."

That ancient Israelite and worthy

John Churchman, has left us the annex*

hints and cautions with respect to the me:

a b c lessons in this very important step

life. »A step which for good or evil involv

so much, and has such a practical, swayir

influence, both for time and eternity. It

thus, as an extract from a letter of his, intr

duced to the reader.

John Churchman's advice to ayoungwomj
on the subject of marriage :

" I feel the anxio

perplexed state thy mind is in, though the

be no objection as to outward circumstance

and thy relations and friends are pleased wi

the proposal. Yet as it is a concern of t:

utmost importance, it may seem difficult ho

to determine." After some useful hints of 1

own experience he thus proceeds: "The
are seasons when the mind, fixed in deep i

tention on the Sovereign Good, is compos

and quiet, totally uninfluenced by outwa

objects, when human considerations lose th«

energy, and we, regardless of the sentimer

of men, are only solicitous to gain the appi

bation of Heaven, and follow wheresoever I

is pleased to lead, whether to do or to suffi

In these awful moments calmly weigh it, ai

see how it then appears, whether it brin

uneasiness or a cloud, or otherwise ;
and

nothing prevent thy acting accordingly. .

other times think as little about it as may 1

it will but tend to puzzle and distress tl

mind the more. Never let persuasion or t

bias of affection induce thee to depart frc

the sense and judgment that is formed he

Be sure marry none but an Israelite. Th(

is most assuredly to be met with by the

est inquirer, that which can direct to an bai

breadth."

Philada., 11th mo. 27th, 1873.

E.S.J

The Christian is the world's Bible, and

only one that it reads. If we take care tl

in this book be plainly shown the lovi

spirit, the grandeur and the winning friei

liness of Christ, then shall we see many hea

open to receive this actual testimony of ch

tian life and suffering. For many of our

ponents envy us in secret our christian c(

fort in misfortune and under heavy los;

Their hearts are often stirred by a deep yet

ing after the support which bears us up

;

this superiority of the Christian life can ol

drive the hardest heart to seek the helj

our Lord. In fine, only life can beget

Before Buch argument ancient Eome herr
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ae mightiest empire of the world, and the

lost hostile to Christianity, could not stand,

et us live in like manner, and then, (though
ell should have a short-lived triumph) eventu-

lly must be fulfilled what Augustine says:

Love is the fulfilling of the truth."

—

Prof,

'heodore Christleib, of Bonn, before the N. T.

'onference of the Evangelical Alliance.

Comets.

{Continued from page 115.)

THE DISINTEGRATION OP COMETS.

The fact that in several instances meteoric
treams move in orbits identical with those

f certain comets was first established by the
iscarches of Signor Schiaparelli. The theory,

owever, of an intimate relationship between
imets and meteors was advocated by the

Titer as long since as 1861,—several years

revious to the publication of Schiaparell"

lemoirs. In the essay here referred to it was
lentioned

—

1. That meteors and meteoric rings "are
18 debris of ancient but now disintegrated

omets whose matter has become distributed

round their orbits."

2. That the separation of Biela's comet as

.approached the sun in December, 1845, was
ut one in a series of similar processes which
?ould probably continue until the individual

[•agments would become invisible.

That certain luminous meteors have
ntered the solar system from the interstellar

paces.

4. That the orbits of some meteors and
eriodic comets have been transformed into

llipses by planetary perturbation ; and
5. That numerous facts—some observed in

neient and some in modern times—have been
ecidedly indicative of cometary disintegra-
' m.

What was thus proposed as theory has been
ince confirmed as undoubted facts. When
he hj'pothesis was originally advanced, the

ata required for its mathematical demonstra
ion were entirely wanting. The evidence,

lowever, by which it was sustained was suffi-

ient to give it a high degree of probability.

The existence of a divellent force by which
loraets near their perihelia have been separa-

ed into parts is clearly shown by the follow

ng facts. Whether this force, as suggested

)y Schiaparelli, is simply the unequal attrac-

ion of the sun on different parts of the nebu-

ous mass, or whether, in accordance with the

news of other astronomers, it is to be regard
id as a cosmical force of repulsion, is a ques-

,ion left for future discussion.

HISTORICAL FACTS.

1. Seneca informs us that Ephoras, a Greek
vriter of the fourth century before Christ, had
ecorded the singular fact of a comet's sepa-

ation into two distinct parts. This statement

was deemed incredible by the Eoman philo-

sopher, inasmuch as the occurrence was then

without a parallel. More i-ecent observations

jf similar phenomena leave no room to ques-

tion the historian's veracity.

2. The head of the great comet of A. d. 389,

according to the writers of that period, was
composed of several small stars." (Hind's

Comets," p. 103.)

3. On June 27, a. d. 416, two comets ap-

peared in the constellation Hercules, and pur-

sued nearly the same apparent path. Pro-

bably at a former epoch the pair had consti-

tuted a single comet.

4. On August 4, 813, "a comet was seen

which resembled two moons joined together."

They subsequently separated, the fragments
3uming different forms.

5. The Chinese annuals record the appear-

ance of three comets—one large and two
mailer ones—at the same time, in the year
896 of our era. " They traveled together for

three days. The little ones disappeared first,

and then the large one." The bodies wore
probably fragments of a large comet which,

on approaching the sun, had been separated

into parts a short time previous to the date

of their discovery.

6. T/ie fAjrrfco?nef 0/1618.—The greatcomet
of 1618 exhibited decided symptoms of disin

tegration. When first observed (on Novem
her 80.) its appearance was that of a lucid and
nearly spherical mass. On the eighth day

the process of division was distinctly noticed,

and on the 20th of December it resembled a

cluster of small stars.

7. The comet of 1661.—The elements of the

comets of 1532 and 1661 have a remarkable
resemblance, and previous to the year 1790

astronomers regarded the bodies as identical.

The return of the comet about 1790, though
generally expected, was looked for in vain

As a possible explanation of this fact, it is

interesting to recur to an almost forgotten

statement of Hevelius. This astronomer ob

served in the comet of 1661 an apparent break

ing up of the body into separate fragments

The case may be analogous to that of Biela's

comet.
8. The identity of the comets of 1866 and

136G, first suggested by Professor H. A. New
ton, is now unquestioned. The existence then

of a meteoric swarm, moving in the same
track, is not the only evidence of the original

comet's partial dissolution. The comet of

1866 was invisible to the naked eye ;
that of

1366, seen under nearly similar circumstances,

was a conspicuous object. The statement of

the Chinese historian that "it appeared nearly

as large as a tow measure," though somewhat
indefinite, certainly justifies the conclusion

that its magnitude has greatly diminished

during the last 500 years. The meteors mov-

ing in the same orbit are doubtless the pro-

dn'ets of this gradual separation.

9. The bipartition of Biela's comet in 1845,

as well as the non-appearance of the two frag

ments in 1865 and 1872, were referred to in a

previous chapter.

The comet of Halley, if we may credit the

descriptions given by ancient writers, has

been decreasing in brilliancy from age to age,

The same is true in regard to several others

believed to be periodic. The comet of a. d

1097 had a tail 50° long. At its return, in

March, 1840, the length of its tail was only

5°. The third comet of 1790 and the first of

1825 are supposed, from the similarity of their

elements, to be identical. Each perihelion

passage occurred in May, yet the tail at the

former appearance was 4° in length, at the

latter but 2\°. Other instances might be

specified of this apparent gradual dissolution

It would seem, indeed, extremely improbable

that the particles driven off from comets ir

their approach to the sun, forming tails ex-

tending millions of miles from the principal

mass, should again be collected around th6

same nuclei.

The fact, then, that meteors move in the

same orbits with comets is but a consequence

of that disruptive process so clearly indicated

by the phenomena described. In this view of

the subject, comets—even such as move in

elliptic orbits—are not to be regarded as per-

manent members of the solar system. Their
debris becomes gradual!}' scattered around the
orbit. Some parts of the nebulous ring will

be more disturbed than others by planetary
perturbation. Portions of such streams as

nearly intersect the earth's path sometimee
penetrate the atmosphere. Their rapid mo-
lion renders them luminous. If very minute,

they are burnt up or dissipated without leav-

ing any solid deposit; we then have the phe-

nomena oi shooting-stars. When, however, as

is sometimes the case, they contain a consider-

able quantity of solid matter, they reach the

earth's surface as meteoric stones.

(To be continued.)

Selected f.r "The Friend."

Extract from Biographical Sketches and Anec-

dotes of Friends.

While Mehitable Jenkins was in England

on a religious visit, perhaps in the year 1787,

she attended the circular meeting held at

Exeter. Catharine Phillips was also at the

meeting, and in the exercise of her beautiful

and acceptable gift, spoke largely to those as-

sembled. After Catharine had ceased, Mehi-

table, who was an illiterate woman, and not

extensive as a minister, stood up and delivered

a brief testimony. Some critical Quakeress,

concerned perhaps for the literary reputation

of the Society of Friends, complained to

Timothy Berington, that such a Friend as

Mehitable should speak in such a large meet-

ing. The complainant thought that good

order required that an opportunity should be

taken with Mehitable to prevent the possi-

bility of her disturbing large gatherings, and

that the Friend's gift appeared better

adapted to small meeti ngs of our own Society.

Timothy Berington, from whom the anecdote

is derived, replied to her, that he believed no

harm had been done. It so happened that he

had invited a man of some standing in Exeter,

to attend this circular meeting, who had ac-

cepted the invitation. Soon after he met

Timothy and expressed his warm thanks for

the treat he had received. Timothy said he

was pleased to find him so well satisfied, add-

ing, " My friend Catharine Phillips is con-

sidered a great minister." "Yes," replied his

friend, " we know Mrs. Phillips is a very sen-

sible woman ; we are therefore not surprised

to hear her preach a good sermon ;
but the few

words the elderly lady from America said,

were to me far more weighty, and suited to

my situation of mind than anything Mrs.

Phillips had to say. I hope to be thankful as

long as I live, for the great instruction, and

sensible feeling of Divine goodness I experi-

enced from the sweet, short sermon of your

American Friend."

This anecdote is very much in accordance

with the testimony of William Penn. The
wife of Lord Baltimore, after attending a

meeting for worship at the time of the Yearly

Meeting in Maryland, told him she did not

want to hear him, and such as he, for he was

a scholar, and a wise man, and she did not

question but he could preach ; but she wanted

to hear some of the mechanics preach—hus-

bandmen, shoemakers, and such like rustics;

for she thought they could not preach to any
purpose. William told her, some of them

were rather the best preachers we had among
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The account of John Steel, and his testi

mony against those ancient apostates, John
Wilkinson and John Stoiy, is a strong il"

tration of the power of the Holy Spirit in

qualifying illiterate instruments for the Lord's
work. His testimony was in the words of

William Penn, "Neither the wisdom of th

North, nor the eloquence of the South, but
the power of God through a ploughman, and
marvellous in our eyes."

About 125 years ago, a Friend from Bug
land, on a religious visit to America, appointed
a meeting in Philadelphia. After a time of
silence a young man in his common working
clothes, with a leathern band around his waist,

arose from his seat about the middle of the
meeting, and stepping into the passage-way
began to preacth with great energy and power.
The youthful preacher was the illiterate Thos.
Brown. The Friend who had appointed the
meeting felt excused from any public labor
therein, but was well satisfied with that which
had taken place. After the close of the meet
ing some of his friends gathered round him,
expressing their sorrow that another should
have occupied the time so that he should have
had no opportunity of relieving his mind.
He replied, " The service fell upon the lad."

The Policeman's Dog.—In the riots of July,
1863, a patrolman was carrying Sergeant
Buckly, badly wounded, on a stretcher to the
Charles street police station. A black French
poodle, followed the stretcher into the station,
and thenceforth became the pet of the house.
"Jim," as he was called, was supposed to have
belonged to some colored family which had
fled from the city. The men taught him
many tricks. At roll-call he invariably head-
ed the platoon and took his position by the
sergeant. He was taught to distinguish one
baton from another, and as he liked to fetch
and carry, the officers let him bring their
locusts. Bets were once made by the men
that Jim could not distinguish between a gen-
uine officer and a sham one. Officer Wise-
burn, Jim's warmest friend, changed clothes
with a fireman, who taking the locust in hand,
walked up and down the street. Jim noticed
him, darted out of the station, snuffed at the
clothes, sat down for a moment, looking
straight in the face of the disguised fireman,
seemingly puzzled, sprang upon him, caught
the club between his teeth, growled and pull-
ed, until the fireman allowed himself to be led
into the station, where he dropped the club.
Jim carried it to Wiseburn, who was in the
fireman's clothes.

Jim's good nature won for him the love of
all the children in the neigborhood, and he
became their playmate. He knew his friends,
and never failed to resent an injury. There
were two butchers in the rear of the station,
one a good-natured Irishman, who kept in a
basement, the other a German on the avenue.
For some time, every morning and evening,
he entered the stores and invited the butchers
to feed him. The Irishman never failed to
give him a hearty meal. The German rarely
gave him a morsel, and once drove him out of
the store. Many ladies knowing him had
been accustomed to allow him to carry their
baskets to market. Jim, on reaching the
Irishman's store, ran in, compelling his pa-
troness to follow him, thus materially adding
to the Irish butcher's trade.

Jim's jumping feats were so extraordinary
that the oflScers took a pride in showing him

oflF. One day, while he was exhibiting to a

crowd of admirers by jumping on a pile of

lumber, one of the heaviest boards tipped over
and fell upon him, breaking one of his legs.

With a howl of pain he hobbled off to officer

Wiseburn's post.
" What's the matter, Jim ?" asked Wiseburn

.

The dog tried to show his broken leg.

Wiseburn, stooping, saw the nature of Jim's
injuries, and tenderly bore him to the station.

The police surgeon pronounced Jim's wound
fatal, and advised his being shot. Wiseburn
would not suffer this, so he bandaged Jim's

leg, put him into a basket filled with soft hay
and warm clothes, tied him up and eared for

him with a tenderness which seemed to win
Jim's heart. It was many weeks before he
was allowed to walk out.

Two years after the accident, one night as
the officers were preparing to go on patrol,

they saw Jim in Charles street, hobbling by
the side of a small bulldog which he was sup-
porting. Jim had picked up a dog that had
been run over. On reaching the station he
sought Wiseburn, who picked up the wounded
dog and took care of him.

—

New York paper.

Selected.

TO HANNAH MORE.
BY JOHN NEWTON.

_
Written in her Album at Cowslip Green, at her re-

sidence, when asked to insert his name previous to see-
ing her, as was the custom.

Why should you wLsh a name like mine,
Within your book to stand,

With those who shone and those who shine
As worthies in our land ?

AVhat will the future age have gained
When my poor name is seen,

From knowing I was entertained
By you at Cowslip Green.

Kather let me record a name
That shall adorn your page:

Which like the sun is still the same,
And shines from age to age.

Jesits, who found me when I strayed,
In Afric's dreary wild

;

Who for my soul a ransom paid,
And made his foe a child.

He taught my wild blasphemous tongue.
To aim at prayer and praise,

To make his grace my theme and song,
And guided all my ways.

A pattern now of mercy's power,
Where'er I stand is seen.

Such as I think was ne'er before
Beheld at Cowslip Green.

HYMN IN THE PROSPECT OF DEATH.
Earth, with its dark and dreadful ills

Recedes, and fades away

;

Lift up your heads, ye heavenly hills;

Ye gates of death, give way !

My soul is full of whispered song

;

My blindness is my sight

;

The shadows that I feared so long
Are all alive with light.

The while my pulses faintly beat,

My faith doth so abound,
I feel grow firm beneath my feet

The green, immortal ground.

That faith to rae a courage give.s.

Low as the grave to go
;

I know that my Redeemer lives

—

That I shall live I know.

The palace walls I almost see,

Where dwells my Lord and King

;

O grave ! where is thy victory?
O death ! where is thy sting?

Alice Gary.

For "The Friend

Scientific Notes.

In making skeleton leaves, the followi

method is recommended as superior to

old process of allowing the leaves to rot

water. Dissolve 4 ounces of washing soda
a quart of boiling water; then add 2 ounces
slaked quick lime, and boil for fifteen minut
Allow it to cool and pour off the clear liqu

Heat it till it boils, and then put in the lea^

to be prepared and boil them gently for

hour, or until the soft parts can readily be :

moved. This is best done by floating thi

on a board under cold water, and rubbing wi

a soft brush. If the skeletons are not pu
white, bleach them by putting a table spot

ful of chloride of lime in a quart of wat
and soaking in the solution for ten or fifte

minutes.

The Queen Bee of our hives, it has long be
known cannot sting. Eecent examination b
shown that she possesses this weapon, butth
it is blunted and more curved than in

working bee, and she is not able to pierce t

skin of man with it. On placing two Que
Bees in a glass jar, and closely watching th<

motions in attacking each other, each que
was seen to attempt to disable her rival

much as possible by means of her power!
jaws ; at the same time she feels about wi
her sting, which is totally unable to penetra
the skin of her rival, till she finds one of t

breathing holes, through which she injects 1

poison with a rapidly fatal effect.

Weeds.—A recent writer of a chemical tu

of mind says : Two years ago I took a lar,

house and grounds which had been uninhab
ed and utterly neglected for three years. Tl

lawn is nearly an acre in extent. JDandelior

buttercups, plantains, docks, &c., were in t;

ascendant. After many attempts to eradioa

them, I found at last that one drop of
common, strong sulphuric acid, dropped up<

the crown of each weed entirely destroyed
and it will never grow again, I used one oft'

ribbed bottles employed by chemists and phot
graphers for dropping poisons, and found it

answer perfectly, and it enables one to app
the acid with great rapidity. Large dock
which have hitherto never been destroye
except by digging up, are effectuatly destroy
by the acid.

Lime as a preservative of wood. A writ
in Chambers' Journal saj-s, that lime is a gfu

preserver of timber. Ships and barges us'

for the transport of lime last longer th;

others. A small coasting schooner laden wi
lime was cast ashore and sunk. She was raisi

and set afloat once more, and remained som
for 30 years. Again, a platform of nine ])liui

was used to mix mortar on for a long time. 1>

being no longer required, was neglected, ai

at length hidden by the grass that grew iv

it. Sixty years afterwards, on cleaning tl

ground, it was discovered sound and well pr

served.

The great fires of Chicago and Bost(

have called attention to fire-resisting buiMii
stones. Dr. Ott of New York, shows th

limestones are unsuitable for building stom
owing to the facility with which thcj- ri

cine when exposed to high temperature
Among limestones, those which contain ma
nesia give way the soonest. Of the prim! ti'

rocks, granite, gneiss and mica are untnl^
worthy, for they crack to pieces even wht
exposed to radiant heat. In their natur
state they contain water, and the stone e
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lides by the raiding of the temperature,

r these reasons, Dr. Ott gives the prefer-

;e to the sandstones.

31ackly, in his "Experimental Researches

Hay Fever," details some experiments

iwing the amount of pollen floating in the

. He daily exposed slips of glass coated

;h a non-drying liquid, and placed horizon-

ly, to the air at the ordinary breathing

ghtoffoiir feet nine inches from the ground.

e experiments were commenced in the-tth

nth, and continued to the end of the 7th.

e highest number of pollen grains obtained

twenty-four hours on the surface of a square

itimetre was 880, on 6th month 28th. Bj^

sing pieces of glass similarly prepared to

elevation of 1,000 feet or less in the atmos-

ire, by means of kites, he found the pollen

s much more largely present in the upper

•tious of the atmosphere than near the sur-

e, the average of his experiments making
nineteen times as much. These experi-

nts afforded abundant proof of the presence

the spores of fungi in the air in large quan-

es. In one experiment which lasted four

irs, and in which the number of pollen

kins collected at an altitude of 1,000 feet

8 over twelve hundred, the spores of a

ptogram were so numerous, that he could

; count them. At a rough estimate they

lid not be less than from 30,000 to 40,000

the square inch. A fact like this makes
) ubiquity of fungoid organisms a thing

y to comprehend.
iV"atch springs, made of an alloy of alumi-

m, are said to have been successfully pre-

'ed by a manufacturer in Saxony. They
1 superior to those of steel in their free-

m from liability to oxidize, in not being

BCted by magnetism, and in being less

ttie.

rhe disturbing echo in public halls, which
iders the voice of a speaker indistinct, it is

d can be prevented bj' stretching a few

res across the building, on a level with or

3ve the speaker's head.

For "The rriend"

John neald.

(Continued from page US.)

rhe political troubles, which were caused

the contests between England and France
der the government of Napoleon, extended

this country, and finally culminated in what
Balled the three years' war. The peaceful

iTent of business was much disturbed by
3 agitations which preceded this, and much
BFering was the result. In a letter to John
jald, written 9th mo. 22d, 1811, Benjamin
te thus alludes to this subject :

" The con-

led state of the commercial world, by the

-ing and contending of the governments,
iders it very difficult for us, who live by
ying and selling, to get along with our busi

88." In his repl}', John Heald is led to

ike some reflections which may convey a

sful lesson to some in the present day. He
f^s under date 10th mo. 29th, 1811: "Y
ve your trials ; when that which was once

ought safe, is become hazardous, here is a

al ; to sit still and do nothing, is not doing

advantage ; and doing, and that to a disad

ntage, is no better; but circumstances re

ire something to be done ; industry is that

which those are to live whose circura

mces are limited; to be still, is to fall

rough ; and to go on ends in the same-

re, I think, is one among the numerous

advantages that is obtained, in setting out
early, or closing in with the first visitations

of divine love, and endeavoring fiithfully to

follow on through the varied dispensations

that are permitted. For when a trial falls on
them, these can look over the motives and in-

ducements to their undertakings ; and having
been favored with a peaceful evidence from
time to time, there is something to recline

upon ;
that though their expectations are dis-

appointed, they feel that they have trodden
along, as Job of old did, when he was loaded

with afflictions, and when his friends would
have persuaded him that he had not stood

upright, he could not find his deviation, where
it was, if he had made any, but could say, ' I

know that my Redeemer liveth, and shall

stand upon the earth ;' and though in vindi-

cating hisinnocency, he expressed somethings
of which he was ashamed when he was called

upon to answer to the demands of the Most
High, yet he came not under condemnation
for having wilfully gone aside, either to the

right hand or to the left. So, when the time

of trial was over, he was replenished with sub-

stance and tranquillity, and passed his days

in peace. But when improper motives and
nducements have been followed in the will of

the creature, or when there has been a turn-

g aside from the right way, and in this

situation such have been overtaken in a time

of adversity, there is no prop nor support to

ean upon, they are reduced to the like state

which king Saul was, and for the very same
cause, to wit : for not 'obeying the divine com-
mand.' So when they are forsaken they may
endeavor to make a fair outside show, and even

desire to be honored in the sight of the peo-

ple ; but I see but little hope these can have to

escape from a time of adversity like unto his,

when he 'fell along upon the earth,' and bad
eaten nothing all that day, nor all that night,

and there was no strength left in him. He
could not then say, I know that my Redeemer
liveth, but could say, ' God has forsaken me,

and answereth me no more,' &c. So the time

of your adversity may in secret be profitable

to some, and even to many, for the more the

foundation is tried, the more sure they stand

that are upon it, for the foundation of God
standeth sure. It has stood through all by past

ages, and every storm and shock, and still re-

mains to be the same, and He never fails, nor

forsakes those who trust in Him, but is to them
a place of broad waters, to refresh themselves

from the heat and from the storm, and as a

viighty rock in a weary land, and as a toicer,

whereunto the righteous flee and find safety,

as they have ever done.
" While I pen these lines, I am reminded of

my own standing, and how near a time of ad

versity may be ; when I consider of the great

power which threw the stars down to th

ground, even a third part of the stars of the

firmament. And I have not arrived above

these, no nor to them. If I am worthy to be

classed with the stars, it is with those of least

magnitude, which can be seen but a small dis

tance. If larger ones are cast down, why not

I too. I often am fearful I shall be overtaken

in some unguarded moment, and in a day of

forgetfulness be surprised and drawn down,
and my lot be to fall away, never to see good
nor comfort to my soul, but I believe for my-
self, and for others, that our safety depends
upon our faithfulness, that if we closely at-

tend, with the most scrupulous attention to

our duty, both as to time and place, and not

to make our own time, but to leave our own
business, and our own concerns, to do our
Master's business, when and where, and as he
may require, and to be given up so to do, not
accounting it a yoke of bondage, but cheer-

fully going, and faithfully doing; in this way
we have grounds to hope for preservation, and
even iu this we may have to venture our lives,

in danger of losing them. We may then rely

on his merciful support; but if we are dila-

tory and inattentive, how can we expect the

precious favor of protection or preservation."

On the 2nd of 8th mo. 1812, John Heald
again wrote to his friend, B. Kite.

" Esteemed Friend,—I received a few days
since thy acceptable letter of the 3rd of 6th

mo. last. To my mind it savored of a living

concern remaining on thy mind to fill up thy
allotted portion of duty in time, as it passes

along. In this I wish to be one with thee.

The peace which flows through the mind so

sweetly, and at times along with it a well-

rounded hope that at some time we may
enter into rest that has no end,—the satisfac-

tion or comfort, who can know who have not

felt it ! If our little, feeble exertions and labors,

in whatever line they may be, are crowned
with such a glorious reward, who but would
be willing to be employed in such things?

Many would have the reward, who seem to

want it without submitting to do the little re-

quired. I do not doubt but that many miss

of very precious enjoyments for want of faith-

fulness in little things, sometimes by not de-

nying themselves the little gratifications, and
sometimes by not carefully doing the little

duty required."

After mentioning that Rowland Green,

Susannah Home and Mahlon Hocket, had
been in succession visiting their meetings, he

again alludes to the unsettlement caused by
the war with Great Britain. '"The situation

of public affairs appears to spread a gloom
over many,' thou observes, and it does here

;

listing some, drafting some, and some turning

out volunteers. The militia are not ordered

away, but to be in readines^ at a short notice,

among whom are several Friends of our Meet-

ing. Noting these things is not pleasant to

me, though it seemed necessary just to hint

a little, to give some idea that a portion of

sufferings may be near to some here, and those

not a few—but through all I esteem it a most
precious favor to have the mind preserved,

and in a still, quiet habitation, where none

makes afraid. When I reflect what great

numbers there are, who, for want of a more
close attention to right things, have not at-

tained thereto, I can but pity them, appre-

hending that I see so great a loss sustained

which a little timely care and attention would
have prevented.

I want to know how many Friends in and
about the city [of Philadelphia] are doing,

and how they are. There are many whom I

love and wish well. If they are doing well it

would be pleasant to hear of it. In this state

of probation we are all, no doubt, tried in

some way, and it may be often doubtful where
we shall land at last." He enumerates among
those of whose welfare he would gladly be

informed, Joseph Gibbons, Nathan Harper
and wife, Richard Jordan, Richard Cooper,

Joseph Clark, Joseph Cruikshank and wife,

and Nicholas Wain.

From the same to the same.
" Columbiana Co., Ohio, 1st mo. 13th, 1813.

I

" Wm. Heald set out day before yesterday,
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to meet three other Friends to wait on the

Legislature of this State with an address from

our Quarterly Meeting in regard to the militia

law, as many of our younger men have been

drafted for six months, and have not complied

with the requisition, and the h^wis said to be

of so doubtful a meaning, that even the officers,

to whom the execution of it is referred, are

divided about it ; some saying that they may
impose a fine at their discretion, anywhere

between S8 and §100 for every month, while

others say that they can go no higher than

8100 for Hny draft. If it should be construed

to mean §100 a month, and be exacted, all the

property that many industrious families pos-

sess will not be sufficient, it is believed, to

answer the demand. The complicated miseries

of war are many—but some I trust are escaped

to the strong Tower, where they repose them-

selves in quiet safety, aud at times are favored

with that which is the reverse thereof, even

love, to overshadow and cover, feelingly cover,

all the sensitive parts within them—which

the bloody warrior can hardly know, while

engaged in that employ."
CTo be continued.)

At the request of an aged Friend, I copy the

following for the columns of "Thie Friend,"

if approved by the editors.

"Upon the 4th day of the Fourth month I

was drawn forth to wait on the Lord ; and as I

was waiting, the consideration ofmy dear chil

dren, whom the Lord had taken to himself in

their innocency, came before me, and my soul

blessed his holy name for his great love toward
them and me, in that they are gone to their

rest, and shall never partake of those exercises

and sorrows those do that remain in the world.

Then ray soul was poured forth before the Lord
for them that remain, that as they grow up in

years, they may grow in grace, and in the

knowledge of our Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ ; or else I would rather follow them to

their graves whilst they are young, than that

they should live to the dishonor of his worthy
name. And then a more general and weighty
concern came upon me for Friends' children,

that are grown up and do not come under the

yoke nor bear the cross. Oh ! the cry that

ran through my soul ; and in the anguish and
bitterness of my spirit I said. Lord, what will

thou do with Friends' children when wo are

gone off the stage of this world ; will thou
raise up children, and not those of believing

parents ? And this was the word that livingly

sprung up in ni}^ soul. They reject my coun-

sel, and cast my law behind their backs, and
will have none of my reproofs ; and though
my hand be stretched forth all the day long,

yet they will not hear, but go after their own
hearts' lust. Then I said in my heart. Lord,
are they all so ? The answer was, there are

some that are innocent, whom I will bless

with a blessing from me, and they shall shine
forth to my praise. And now, Oh Friends! that
you may dwell and abide in the innocent life,

that 80 the blessing of the Lord you may feel

daily to descend upon you. But as for you
that 'reject the counsel of the Lord, and cast
his law behind your backs, and will have none
of his reproofs,' which are sorrowful sayings
concerning j'ou who are the children of b

lieving parents,—you who are under the pro-
fession of the Truth, which will do you no
good unless you return unto the Lord ; there
fore, I desireyou may all return unto him whilst

the day of a long-suffering, merciful God last-

eth. But if you still reject the counsel of the

Lord, the many faithful warnings you have

had, how will you answer it in the day when
He eometh ' to render unto every one accord-

ing to their deeds?' And now, something
further is with me to parents of childrc-n.

Dear friends ! you that have been convinced

of God's unchangeable truth, and have known
the work and operation of it, working out and

bringing down that which was of a contrary

nature to it,—and oh ! that we may all abide

faithful in his work, and retain our integrity

to the Lord,—then let our breathing cries

and prayers be offered up to the Lord for our

children, that He would be pleased to look

down in mercy upon them, and visit them as

He did our souls. But as David said, "If 1

regard iniquity in my heart, the Lord will

not hear me ;' so I desire we may all be clear

in our offerings before the Lord, that He may
smell a sweet savor from them.
Dear friends: what is here written is with

great caution, knowing that I have children

of my own, and that many honest parents

have bad children, which is no small exercise
;

but if we keep faithful to the Lord, and dis-

charge our duty to them by precept and ex-

ample, we shall be clear of them in the sight

of God. And therefore friends, faithfulness is

the word that runs through me; not only for

our own souls, but for our children's also
;
that

a generation may grow up to his praise in this

part of the world, when our heads are laid in

the dust. Great and manifold hath the love

and mercy of God been towards us; the con-

sideration of it many times hath deeply affect-

ed mymind ; and it was He, by the same arm
of power, that reached unto us and brought a

concern upon us in our own native land: and
I do believe, that many had as clear a call to

leave their native country as some of old had

;

which caused many days and nights of sore

travail and exercise before the Lord, and no
ease could we have, but in giving up life and
all unto him, saying, ' Lord do what thou wilt

with us, only let thy presence preserve us.'

And to his praise we can say. He hath been

with us since we came to this country, and
hath preserved us through many and various

exercises both inwardly and outwardly : and
now that which lies on our parts, I desire may
be considered by us all, that so suitable returns

may be made unto the Lord, by walking in

humility and godly fear before him ; that so,

good patterns we maj- be, by keeping our
places ' to the praise of Him who hath called

us,' for He is worthy forevermore. And
friends, something more is with me, which I

thought to omit, but find I cannot well do it

that is, concerning our children, that we be

very careful while they are young, that we
ffer them not to wear such things that Truth

allows not ; and though it may be said they
are but little things and well enough for chil

dren, but we find that when they are grown
up, it is hard for them to leave off, which
may be if they had not been used when young,
would not have been expected when grown
up: sol desire we may all be clear in ourselves,

and keep our children out of the fashions and
customs of this world. Aud oh ! that we were
all of one heart and mind in these and other
things, then would the work of the Lord go
on easily, which is the sincere desire of your
friend,

Hannah Carpenter."
1787.

For " The Trie,
j

Memoirs and Letters of Sarah Hillman.
{

(Continued from page 114.)

"1817. 12th mo. 22nd. Mymind li:-

two or three years been ofttimes deeply

cised, under a prospect of being calldi i

work of the ministry. How has all tlu,

within me bowed before the Majesty of hec

and earth when this prospect has been rer

edly opened to my view ; when presentat

and openings have been made and felt, b

have thought not sufficiently clear to war
my standing forth. So awful the work
pears, that I have ever craved to be presei

from hastily entering into it, or indeed to

at all, unless clearly convinced that it ii

dispensably necessary for me, and that

time for my liberation to service is f

come. I desire to abide all the necesf

purifications, that so none of the dross, tii

reprobate silver may remain, but every tl

hich will not abide the fire being pur

away and the pure gold only remaining,

glorious cause may be exalted. But ! w
1 look at my many infirmities, when I

template how small the progress made
what I might by this time have made, I

ready to conclude I shall never become q
ified for any service in the Lord's vineyar

The following letter is the first from Sa

Hillman's pen that has come to the ban

the compiler. She has now reached the S

year of her age ; and, as is sweetly observa

the grace of the Lord Jesus which strives w
which woos, and would bring salvation tc

if obedience did but keep pace with the kn
ledge received, is still helping her on to n

and greater victories over the enemies of

own house ;
still leading to the perfectioi

holiness in the fear of the Lord ; still tet

ing practical, saving lessons of self-denial

the discipline of the cross : still, with its ha

maiden prayer, adding thread to thread,

stitch after stitch to the wedding garmi

clean and white, which is the righteousr

of saints.

Would, that more in our day were inci

by such examples to " stir up the gift of G
that is in them ; to take heed to the inj

tion, "Watch and be sober; to "put
brestplate of faith and love, and for a hel

the hope of salvation ;" to dedicate their al

Him who is the life and the light of men
surrender themselves wholly to that Pot

who can open the blind eye and unstop
deaf ear, and thus make the slave a freems

and, above all, to live to and for that Savi(

who died for us. the Just for the unjust, tl

through repentance and amendment of

He might bring us to God. How then wo
He lead into green pastures beside the s

waters ; how create a new heaven and a n

earth wherein dwelleth righteousness
;

pour out the blessings of his kingdom till th

should not be room enough to receive the

how cause that instead of the thorn sho
come up the fir tree, and instead of the bi

the myrtle tree ; and even make that, wh
now seems but as a wilderness and a desi

to bloom and blossom as the rose. Tl

truly the lively hopes and spiritual blessii

unto a full cup and sufficient for all our ni

would be poured into the contrited boso

and the grateful language of the heart I

" The Lord is my Shepherd ; I shall i

want." " Thou anointest my head with c

my cup runneth over. Surely goodness s

mercy shall follow me all the days of my li
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I will dwell in the house of the Lord
iver."

To Betsey Purington.

" Philada., 1st mo. 5th, 1818.

t is not from a belief that my much loved

sr sister (if I may use that endearing term)

'ds the epistolary aid of a child like myself,

tl am induced to address thee, but I trust

( in a measure of that love which lives be-

d the grave, and by which the disciples of

IB are made manifest, according to his

imony— ' By this shall all men know that

u-e my disciples, if ye have love one to

ther.i Oh this precious love ! How does

ind, not only the elder branches with those

ike experience, but the young men and

dren,as they yield thereto are all thereby

Dd as in the 'bundle of life,' and made
iw heirs of one common salvation. May
3ntinue to pervade our hearts. Maj'est

1, dear friend, in thy approaches before

throne of grace, remember the children
;

) feel that they have need of the prayers

be faithful ; of those in whom the expres-

language of conduct speaks saj'ing, ' Fol-

;' and who evince themselves conquerors,

)ugh the sufficiency of the Father's love,

^est thou remember her who now addresses

) under the appellation of sister, who feels

sed,

child beset with solemn prospects round,

hile called to tread with awe the sacred ground,'

that many are the trials necessary for our

ification in this scene of pi-ohation, but

) knows that her helper is Almighty. He
) is the leader and the guide of his people,

ideed strength in weakness, riches in pover-

and a present helper in every time of need,

very lime of conflict, in every winter sea-

; though fogs and clouds obscure the light

;he Sun of Eighteousness from the eye of

mind, yet he is the same ; He sustains the

racter of the Shepherd of Israel, and will

e, as he is waited upon in the patience,

h healing under his wings. Then since

Christian has such a blessed and heavenly

per, there is need for him to gird up the

8 of his mind, and hope to the end ; there

eed for him to be a grateful receiver of

manifold favors of his Heavenly Father,

le well may he in the language of the

it break forth,

'I'll praise thee for thy mercies past.

And humbly sue for more.'

' although a little from his munificent

id satisfy the hungry soul, yet the manna
ich the golden pot contains, must bo sought
ly. Under the law they were commanded
50 forth and gather every man according
lis eating daily; so must we. And, as un-

that dispensation, ' he who gathered much
I nothing over, so he that gathered little

child-like faithfulness, had no lack;' how
utifuUy is it descriptive of the duty of a

ristian! He is not called upon to work or

tch only a day or a week, but the com-

nd is, '"Watch and pray continually, that

enter not into temptation.' * * * *

greatly- desire to be preserved from bur-

ling thee with words without life, but think

lay just add, that when thine and thy com-
lions' certificates were read, the desire of

heart was, that ye might so fulfil the work
igned you, that ye might receive that

wn of peace which the world can neither

e nor take away ; and now feeling it re-

!7ed, I afresh desire that as we have par-

:en together of the streams of that river

which makes glad the whole heritage of God,
we may continue to feel that unity which is

with the Father and with the Son ; and al-

though we never meet again, our souls may
still hold converse ; andwhen these bodies

are consigned to their mother earth, our
spirits shall join that innumerable multitude
which John saw, in crying Holy forevermore.
Farewell beleved friends, farewell. From

your little friend, Sarah Hillman.
Oh ! that you may remember her and crave

that she may be favored to know his voice

certain, and his discoveries clear; not Ahimaaz
like, have to say, ' when I ran, there was a

tumult, but I knew not what it was.'

Again I say, farewell."

1819. 9th mo. 9th. Truly the awful im-

portance of time has of late been proclaimed.

The messenger upon the pale horse has arrest-

ed some in an unexpected moment; but we
trust their lamps were measurably trimmed.

May we who remain be engaged to meet our

God. Perhaps ere another year, I too may
be summoned to appear before his dread tri-

bunal who giveth not account of his matters.

Oh ! that, through unreserved dedication, an

entrance may be mercifully granted into that

city whose walls arc salvation, and whose
gates eternal praise."

(To be contiDned.)

THE FRIEND.
TWELFTH MONTH 6, 1873.

We have been watching with much interest,

and some anxiety, the development and char-

acter of the difficulty that, within the last few
weeks, has grown up between the United

States Government and that of Spain. It is

a cause of regret, though not of surprise, to

observe how quickly and how generally the

public mind has been agitated by the state-

ments made by the press, and how glibly the

initiation of war is spoken of, without count-

ing the cost in human life, and attendant

misery.

That a sanguinary and barbarous revenge

has been taken by the enraged Spaniards on

those who were on board the noted vessel,

captured by them, in which cold blooded mur-
der was cominitted under color of military

law, appears to be generally believed ;
and the

number of the victims, and the peculiar cir-

cumstances attending the butchery of so many
subjects of different nations, has shocked the

feeling of the community in both Europe and
America. It is precisely one of those eases

fitted to arouse the passions of the people ; to

appeal to what the unregenerate world calls

the sense of national honor, in our own citi-

zens, and to precipitate unreasoning and hasty

action under the excited impulse of the hour.

Especially is there danger of some summary
and rash course being pursued, where, as in

the present case, there are parties widely

spread throughout the community, whose in-

terest and pleasure it is, to paint the transac-

tion in its most revolting colors ; to brand any
hesitancy in seeking "redress" as cowardly

and mean, and to stimulate the already excited

passions of the people by inflammatory appeals

to their self-esteem, and their warlike instincts.

But for this, we apprehend, there would not

have been such hot haste to prepare to strike

a blow, which, if given, would be followed by
all the calamities of war.

To the true disciple of the Prince of Peace,
all the circumstances of this deplorable case,

—

the voyaging of this well-known blockade-run-

ner ; her loading ; the use intended to be made of
her cargo; her capture, and the savage sacri-

fice of a large part of her crew and passengers
to gratif}' the vindictive passions of her cap-

tors—all are readily recognizable as altogether

unauthorized and indefensible by the religion

of the New Testament. But it is one of the
terrible evils of the war polic3', to familiarize

the people to many and great infractions of
the benign and just principles of the gospel,

and to reconcile them to have their actions

regulated by the far lower standard of expe-

diency and the law of nations. Hence we
hoar, on the present occasion, much said about
the necessity to disregard the notorious char-

acter of the vessel, and the busiuess in which
it is admitted she was engaged, and to de-

mand immediate and humiliating concessions

from Spain ;
because it so happens that while

the "Virginius" was pursuing' her nefarious

trade, she had in some way, long ago procur-

ed American registiation, and carried the

American flag. The honor of the flag, we
are told, must be upheld ; and in order to do
homage to this fascinating myth, this great

country might seem to be on the eve of a

war, fastened on it, with all its guilt and
horrors, by a few men, whose actions have
shown them to be blood thirsty desperadoes.

And this in a professedly christian country,

whose government and people have just been

boasting of the beautiful example set by it

and Great Britain in settling a dispute of far

greater magnitude by arbitration. How true

are the words of our Saviour, " How can ye
believe which receive honor one from another,

md seek not the honor which cometh from
God only." •

The Law of Nations refers almost exclu-

sively to the mode of, and the circumstances

connected with waging war; and though it is

gratifying to observe that Christianity is grad-

ually removing some of its most repulsive fea-

tures, and introducing others more in accord-

ance with the requirements of our professed

religion,yet it isno criterion by which a Chris-

tian may decide what is right or wrong. The
absurdity of supposing, that while men are

individually bound to live consistently with

the benign and peaceable principles of the

religion of Christ, when associated as a na-

tion tht?y may lay those principles aside, and
regulate their actions by a code designed

merely to restrain the corrupt lusls that war
in their members, from betraying them into

the extremes of inhumanity, is too glaring to

escape the notice of any reflecting mind.

At such a time of excitement as the pre-

sent, it becomes the duty of every one to re-

frain, in both word and deed, from encourag-

ing the war spirit which many seem very

desirous to spread, and as opportunity pre-

sents, to exert whatever influence he or she

may possess, in endeavoring to propagate

more rational and christian views and feel-

ings ; that so, with the blessing of Divine

Providence, our country may not madly incur

again, the awful crimes, the sufferings and

the irreparable losses that so severely pun-

ished the people during the late war, and

under which they are still smarting.

Since the above was written, we rejoice to

find that the danger of hostilities between the

two governments is very much lessened, and
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there is reason to believe, that if Spain is able

to carry out her portion of the terms agreed

on, all ground for contention will be removed,

and both countries escape the dreadful con-

flict into which they appeared likely to be

plunged.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The Spanish Cabinet has agreed to de-

liver to the United States government the steamship

Virginius, and all the persons remaining alive who
were captured with her, leaving the question whether

the seizure of the vessel was legal, to be settled here-

after by a mixed tribunal. The question whether

damages shall be paid to the families or relations of the

prisoners who were shot, is also to be settled in a simi-

lar manner. A Madrid dispatch says, this decision is

in conformity with the opinions of the leading Spanish

statesmen, of all parties, to whom the question was sub-

mitted by the government.
The negotiations by which the controversy was set-

tled, were conducted in Washington between the Spanish
Minister, Admiral Polo, and the United States Secretary

of State, and were brought to a conclusion the 29th ult.

A protocol was then agreed upon and signed, and the

Spanish Minister telegraphed the result to his govern-
ment.
A Havana dispatch of the 30th says : The ne.ws of

the settlement of the Virginius question, and the terms
upon which it is based, was received here with much
excitement. The chief authorities of the island assem-
bled in conference, have sent a manifesto to the Spanish
government, asking it to wait until it shall have re-

ceived a protocol in relation to the case, which will

show the right of capture and the justice of the subse-

quent proceedings. The mass of the people oppose the

surrender of the Virginius.

The insurgents still hold Cartagena, and seem deter-

mined on a desperate resistance. The besieging force

are bombarding the city. The arsenal and barracks
have been the chief marks for the besieging artillery,

but the cathedral and hospitals have also been struck.

On the 2Sth ult. the theatre, and two entire streets were
destroyed, and about 200 persons were killed and
wounded in the city. The insurgents have raised the
black flag on the forts. There is great distress among
the non-combatants who have taken refuge in the sub-
urbs.

A German expedition for the exploration of the
Lybian desert, under the direction of Dr. Gerhard
Eohlfs, is expected to set out from Egypt early in the

Several Italian newspapers report that a number of
Italian, French, Belgian, German and Austrian capital

ists are about to form a company for the purchase of
the convent property at Rome. Their intention is said
to be to leave the monks and nuns in possession of the
property and the convent buildings, and thus to render
the law suppressing the religious orders at Rome illu-

sory.

The Bazaine trial continues. Rouher has given his
testimony in relation to the negotiations of the Em-
press Eugenie, in the endeavor to save the Rhine army
and avoid the cession of territory. General Boyer tes-

tified that Bismarck told him he was willing to grant
an armistice if the army of Metz would declare in favor
of Napoleon.
The French Cabinet has been reconstructed: Bcule,

who was Minister of the Interior, has retired, and De
Broglie takes his place. The Duke de Cases, the only
new minister, takes the Foreign Office in place of De
Broglie. These are the only changes reported.
The Assembly rejected Leon Say's interpellation in

regard to the illegal delay of elections, bv a vote of 364
to 314.

_
The Augsburg Gazette says, the King of Bavaria has

signed a decree repealing the concordat with the Pope.
The explanations given by the French government

in regard to the pastoral of the Bishop of Nancy, order-
ing prayers for the recovery of Metz and Strasburg, are
regarded in Berlin as unsatisfactory.

Sentence has been pronounced 'against Archbishop
Ledochourki, for continuing unlawfully to institute
priests. He is condemned to two years imprisonment
and an additional fine of $5400. Bailiffs entered the.
residence of the archbishop last week, in accordance
with the decree of the court, and seized the furniture.
He expresses surprise at the severity of the measure,
and maintains an attitude of resistance. A Berlin dis-
patch of the 26th says, the archbishop has been ordered
to resign within a week of the notice. He has received
a letter from the Pope exhorting him to firmness.

The Bank of England has reduced the rate of dis-

count to 6 per cent.

Sir John Duke Coleridge, Lord Chief Justice of the

Court of Common Picas, is to be raised to the peerage.

He will become Baron Coleridge.

The ship Clyde, from St. John, N. B., has been
wrecked ofi' Valentia, Ireland. Ten of the crew were
drowned.
A small boat made from the Polaris, which the whaler

Ravenscraig took on board when she received Captain

Buddington, will be sent from Glasgow to New York.
It will be placed in the Smithsonian Institution at

Washington.
A proposal of the Erie Railway Company is pub-

lished in the Railway News. The Company proposes

an issue of $22,000,000 more of ordinary Erie shares at

Soo currency, instead of issuing more bonds. This pro-

posal, it says, will be a measure of greater financial

soundness, and will make the total share capital $100,-

000,000.

Dispatches from Cape Coast Castle report another en-

gagement with the Ashantees, in which forty English
and native auxiliaries were killed and wounded. The
Ashantees also boldly attacked the British in another
place, but were driven ofl' after an hour's tight. General
Wolseley, commanding the Ashantee expedition, con-
demns the native auxiliaries as worthless. Their tardi-

ness ahd cowardice, he says, keep him from advancing
upon the Ashantees.

Intelligence has reached London of a terrible mariue
disaster. The steamship Ville du Havre, which left

New York on the 15th ult. for Havre, when one week
out, came in coUison with the British steamship Loch
Earn, from London for New York, and sunk shortly

after. Eighty-seven persons were saved by the boats of

the Loch Earn, and sent to England by the ship Tri-

mountain. Two hundred and twenty-six of the passen-

gers lost their lives. The Loch Earn was badly dam-
aged by the collision, and immediatelj' put about for

Queenstown, but had not arrived there on the first inst.

United States.—There were 269 interments in

Philadelphia last week, including 47 deaths of con-

sumption, 13 inflammation of the lungs, 17 debility, 11

typhoid fever, 11 old age.

The deaths in New York city last week were 492.

According to the State census of Iowa, the population
of the State is 1,251,533. The national census of 1S70
gave it a population of 1,191,792.

General Sherman's report to the Secretary of War
shows a total of 25,535 enlisted men in the cavalry,
artillery and infantry service, and 3,970 non-combatants.
The actual strength for military service, after deducting
the sick list and necessary details about the numerous
forts, he thinks does not exceed 19,652 men.
The Secretary of the Navy, in his report to the Pre-

sident, says there are now in the navy 165 vessels, carry-

ing 1269 guns, which is a reduction since the last annual
report, of thirteen vessels.

The expedition organized under the authority of

Congress for the survey of the Darien and Nicarauga
routes, with the view to the construction of a ship canal
between the Atlantic and Pacific, have completed the
service. It is stated that the route selected by Com-
mander Selfridge includes one hundred miles of river
navigation of the Atrato. It is estimated that the work
would cost between $50,000,000 and $60,000,000.
The total number of immigrants from other countries

landed in the United States during the year ending 6th
mo. 30th last, was 459,833, of whom 275,702 were males,
and 184,011 females.

The Public Debt of the United States, less cash in the
Treasury, amounted on the first instant to f 2,150,862,-

0.54, having increased S9,02S,-576 during the 11th month.
The first session of the Forty-third Congress con-

vened in ^Vashington on the first inst., quorums being
present in both Huu-ses. The House of Representatives
now has 292 members, of whom 278 answered at roll

call. James G. Blaine, who was Speaker of the last

Congress, was re-elected by a large majority.

A local census of the city of Baltimore, just taken,
gives a population of 302,893, an increase of Vi,S23 over
that of 1870, which was 283,070.

I%e Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the first inst. New York.—American gold, 108|.
Superfine flour, $5.65 a $0.35; State extra, $6.80 a
J7.15; finer brands, $7.50 a $10.25. Red western,
wheat, $1.58 a $1.60; No. 2 Chicago spring, $l.-50.

Oats, 56^ a 59 cts. State rye, $1.03. Western yellow
corn, 77 cts. ; white, 76 a 80 cts. PAi/arfe^Aia.—Mid-
dlings cotton, 16| a 17J cts. for uplands and New Or-
leans. Superfine flour, $4.50 a $5; extras, $5.25 a
$5.75; finer brands, S6 a $10. White wheat, $1.70 a
S1.80 ; amber, $1.67 a $1.70; red, $1.55 a $1.70 ; choice
pring, $1.60. Eye, 85 cts. Yellow corn, 73 a 74 cts.

Oats, 49 a 53 cts. Sales of about 2200 beef cattle '

.

to 7} cts. per lb. gross. Sheep, ^ a 6 cts. per lb.

Hogs, $6.75 a $7 per 100 lbs. net. Receipts

head. Chicago.—Spring extra flour, $5.50 a S '•

1 spring wheat, $1.10 ; No. 2 do., $1.08. Kn.

corn, 47 cts. No. 2 barley, $1.39 a $1.40. i

cts. Mihmukie.—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.1:.:

$1.08. No. 2 mixed corn, 49J cts. Oats, 31',

FOR RENT
To a Friend, the small dwelling on the medi .

property, West Philadelphia. An oversij^^li

property will be accepted as part of the rent.

Apply to

John C. Ali.en, Forrest Building, 119 i

Fourth street.

Henry Haines, 512 Walnut street.

FRIENDS' BO.A.RDING SCHOOL FOR IND
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK

A teacher of the school will be wanted at the

mencement of the Spring term.

Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co.,

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philad
Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., CI

Co., Pa.

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
As the stations of Superintendent and Matron o

Institution are expected to be vacated at the close c

Winter Session, in the 4th month next. Friends
may feel drawn to undertake the duties attachf

them, are requested to communicate thereon with e

of the following named members of the Committe
Nathaniel N. Stokes, Cinnaminson Post-i

Burlington Co., N. J.

Charles Evans, No. 702 Race St., Philadelf

Deborah Ehoads, Haddonfield, N. J.

Rebecca S. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth St., Phi

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN]
Near Frankford, [Twentij-third Ward,) PhiladeJp
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wo
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients i

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa
Managers.

Died, on Sixth-day, 11th mo. 7th, 187.3, in thf

year of his age, Sajiuei. W. Jones, a much este(

member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of P
delphia for the Western District.

, at West Chester, Pa., on the 9th ult., J
Miller Scarlett, son of John and Catharine Sea
formerly of Robeson, Berks Co., Pa., aged 26 years
this dear young Friend it might perhaps be said

he came nearer exemplifying the truth of the dec
tion of the Psalmist, than most of the present gei
tion : "Wherewithal shall a young man cleanst
ways, by taking heed thereto according to thy wt
It is not desired that any extended obituary n
should be published, but in these days of mournfu
clension and b.acksliding among us, it is refreshii

the weary traveller Zionward, to meet with one wl
great simplicity did endeavor " to cleanse his way
taking heed thereto according to thy word." An :

cent cheerfulness of countenance and deportment, i

with uprightness and firmness in adhering to whf
believed to be right, were conspicuous traits in the
of our young friend. He was one of the few of the
sent day, who believed it right to adhere scrupulo
to a plain costume during his life, and neai
requested that his funeral should be conducted
similar manner. His illness was of long duration,
ing which he was careful in using words expressi\
his inward state, fearing, as he said, lest he '' shi

give away all he had." For some time previous tc

close it pleased his Heavenly Father to try his faiti

a season of strippedness and desertion, which c

at times for several weeks, but the day before his
parture he said, " I have been mercifully shown
my way is clear ;" and his friends have the conso
hope and belief that what is their_los.s, is, thro
adorable mercy, his eternal gain.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER.'
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Tlie Approaching Transit of Venus.

(Continued from page 122.)

About fifty years ago the distinguished Ger-

in astrooomer, Encke, undertook a recon-

leration and redi-scussion of these results,

d also of some that had been deduced from
servations of the transit of 1761 by Hirst at

adras, by Lalande at Paris, and by IBergmann
Upsal. From this laborious investigation

icke decided that the horizontal parallax of

e sun must be an angle of 8 5776 seconds,

id the distance of the sun about 95,286,000

iles.

From that time Encke's estimate of the

n's distance was adopted as the best light

I the matter that was likely to be obtained

itil a half century more should pass, and
lOther transit of Venus give renewed oppor-

nity for correction. But it was generally

iderstood that there was nevertheless no
:tual value in the long range of decimal

;ures, namely 8.5776, which Encke had
ven as the value of the angle of parallax,

rem Encke's time, indeed, the most restless

'astronomical spirits continued to nibble at

lese figures, instead of accepting them
ith, or of waiting upon Venus to furnish the

>xt opportunity for their revision and cor

ction
;
and thej' began to make guesses at

le probable solution of the problem by the

ntative application of less exact, less power-
1, and less orthodox methods. Four of these

ibsidiary attempts deserve special notice

)th on account of their ingenuitj', and on
jcount of the remarkable agreement of the

(Suits that have been reached through their

strunientality.

First Hansen, who has made extensive and
iluable researches in the department of

Ihysical Astronomy, about the year 1854,

(Vised some older work of La Place, and cal-

'ilated the difference in the effect of the sun's

!;traction in diminishing the moon's motion
i and near the times of new and full moon

—

lat is when the moon is nearer to the sun

lan the earth, and when the earth is nearer
1 it than the moon. He then compared the

:8ults of his calculations with the observed

regularities in the moon's motion known to

!5 due to this cause, and he said, "Encke's
IJtermination of the solar parallax makes the

sun's distance too great. It must be about

92.000,000 miles, and the resulting parallax

58 seconds."

Next, Leverrier carefully examined certain

periodical inequalities of the sun's apparent

motion in the heavens, and from this exami-

nation, aided by a subsequent correction of

e part of the calculation by E. J. Stone (at

that time at Greenwich observatory), it was
nferred that the sun's distance is about 91,-

320,000 miles, and his parallax 8.95 seconds.

Then the French philosophers, Fizeau and
Foucault, contrived arrangements of rapidly

evolving wheels and mirrors, by which the

speed of wave-transmission in a light-beam

could be measured. Fizc-au's experiments

were made as early as 1849, and accorded re-

arkably well with the estimate that was then

generally adopted as the probable distance of

the sun. He made the velocity of light 194,-

663 miles per second, and, since longeontinued

observations of the eclipses of Jupiter's moons
had proved that it requires 16 minutes and 26

conds for light to be transmitted across the

full breadth of the earth's orbit, or 8 minutes

and 13 seconds (equal to 493 seconds) for the

half-diameter, it follows that 493 times 194,-

miles. or about 95,970,000 miles is the dis

tance of the sun according to Fizeau. Several

years afterwards Fuucuult repeated these ex-

periments, or, more correctly speaking, he

tried them in a different way and with new
and improved apparatus. The resulting velo-

city of light was 298,000,000 metres or 185,172

miles per second, making the sun's mean dis-

tance about 91,300,000 miles, and his "mean
horizontal parallax" 8.952 seconds.

And, finally, the Astronomer Eoyal and E.

J. Stone used as a base of survey the distance

through which an observer on the earth is

carried by the sweep of its rotation in a few

hours, and marked the po.sition of the planet

Mars among the fixed stars from each ex-

tremity of this base ; and then, applying the

proportion of the relative distances of the

earth and Mars from the sun, calculated that

the horizontal parallax of the sun should be

about 8.9 seconds.

This remarkable series of independent ob-

servations, based each on a separate ground,

therefore seemed to indicate that the sun was
something less than 92 000,000, instead of

something more than 95,0110,000 miles away,

and so gave increased reason for an auxioui

anticipation of the return of the next transit

of Venus, when the more exact observation

could (once again) be very carefully mad
In the meantime, it occurred to E. J. Stone,

shortly before leaving Greenwich upon his

appointment as Astronomer Eoyal at the Cape

of Good Hope, that a very careful re-examina-

tion of the observations of the transit of 1769

might possibly throw some light upon the waj^

in which so erroneous a conclusion as Encke's

estimate could have been arrived at. The old

observers of the transit had found consider-

able difficulty in determing the exact instant

when the planet entered upon, or left, the face

of the sun, and they were probably not aware
of a fact that is now well known, namely,
that a dark body seen upon a bright back-
ground alwa.ys appears smaller to the eye
than if seen with IcfS intense contrast. It is

now understood (and indeed this ajipoarance

was noticed by some of the observers both in

1761 and 1769) that from this or some other

cause the instant when the planet has com-
pleted its entrance upon the sun's bright face,

and the instant when it has commenced to

leave it, is marked by the formation, or break-

ing, of a fine black "band or ligature, stretch-

ing like a stalk between the dark rim of the

planet and the bright rim of the sun, rather

ihan by a clear con'tact of the sharply defined

circular outlines. It, therefore, obviously is

a matter of some consequence whether this

true indication of exact contact was, or was
not, generally used in the observations of 1769.

From a close examination of the records, E.

J. Stone arrived at the conviction that some
of the observers did, and some did not, fix

their observations from these appearances of

the fine band, and that much of the confusion,

and probabl}' much of the error of the calcu-

lations based upon those observations, was
due to this cause ; and he then found, that if

all these observations were classed accord-

ingly as they belonged to the group in which

the true, or the false, indications of contact

appeared to have been used, and the calcula-

tions were then made under this correction,

the parallax of the sun according to these

very observations of 1769 was 8.91 seconds.

Since this revision of the 1769 observations,

it has been pretty generally' admitted that

the result must be accepted as a confirmation

of the deductions drawn from the other inde-

pendent investigations which have been al-

luded to, and that it must henceforth be held

that the parallax of the sun is very close upon

8,9 seconds, and the distance of the sun very

close ujwn 92,000,000 miles; and that the re-

sidual error which will have now to be looked

to at the great opportunity of the next transit

of Venus, in 1874, will probably not be more

than three-hundredths of a second in the mat-

ter of the angular measure of the parallax,

and 300,000 miles in that of distance. The
nature of the task which the astronomer will

have to perform, in dealing as a matter of ob-

servation with this exceedingly minute quan-

tity, will perhaps be best conceived from the

statement given by E. A. Proctor, that the

coarser correction of more than three millions

of miles—which appears to have been happily

accomplished—involved the examination of a

dimension which was about the same thing,

as the fitce of a sovereign looked at eight mUes
away, or a human hair looked at 125 feet

away ! The scrutiny of the angle of displace-

ment that would correspond with a distance

of 300,000 miles would be very much like the

task the Astronomer Eoyal would have to per-

form if he undertook from his central throne
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of astronomical science at Greenwich to detect

the face of a bright sovereign held up for him

in the sunshine at Peterborough, nearly SO

miles distant.*

So great an advance has, however, now
been effected in the instrumenls and processes

of astronomical investigation, that it is be

lieved it will be more easy at the present time

to deal with ihe small possible error of 300,

000 miles than it was a century ago to deal

with the larger quantity of 3,000,000 of miles.

Money has already been provided by the

forethought of the State to enable the renew
ed attack upon the interesting problem to be

made sj^stematically, with all the advantage
the advanced science of the day can confer,

and arrangements for the work are already in

progress. The situations that promise to be

most convenient for the observation have been

carefully considered. Very good sites for the

northern stations of survey will fall in Tar
tary, North China, and Japan ; and for tht

southern stations, about Crozet Island, Ker
guelen Land, and Royal Company Island, in

the South Pacific. The best stations for the

work, viewed merely as a piece of parallactic

surve}-, are obviously those which are as far

asunder as possible, but nevertheless within

such a range that each of them must have
both the beginning and the end of the transit

well in sight between the rising and the set

ting of the sun.

(.To be coDtinoed.]

For "TLe Friend"

JotiD Heald.

(CoDtinaed fronj psec ^26.^

From John Heald to Bevjnmin Kite.

" Columbiana Co., Ohio, 26th of Gth mo. 1813.

" The account of the late and sudden death
of Caleb Shreeve, as contained in thy letter.

has drawn the attention of many Friends, who
having heard that I had received the intelli-

gence, have, some of them, applied to hear the
certainty; to many of whom I read or showed
thy information, and they appeared to retain
a remembrance of him, accompanied with sin-

cere respect, and I believe were all affected,

in measure at least, with the account of so
quick, so hasty a summons. When I have
read it to some I have found silence to follow,

and tears in many instances flowed both with
respect to him and dear Susannah Horne, ex-
pressive of both sympathj' and endearment.
1 believe a general sympathy prevails with
respect to the latter, and I doubt not but that
many sincere prayers have ascended for her
support and preservation, and .safe keeping
through her many and deep trials; and from
some perhaps whose hands she never pressed.
May these be accepted.

" As to the state of public affairs, they are
pretty still at present hereaway. I believe
that no Friends have suffered yet by the opera-
tions of the militia law here, except for mus-
ter fines

;
but I have heard that in some of the

lower parts of the State, some have been
stripped of their property considerablj-, and
it may soon be so here. The operations of
the law in case of a draft are far from being
mild, but would soon deprive many indus-
trious families of all their property, "where a
non-compliance takes place.

"In one letter I sent thee, I think I men-

* The reader must bear in mind that in this ilhistra-
tion, it is not the whole parallax, but only the successive
eorrectioHs of it, that are compared, viz., three-tenths
and three-hundredtha of a second respectively. I

tinned brother William had, by deputation of

our Quarterly Meeting, gone to wait on the As-

sembly, in company with some other Friends,

I

They reported bince that they had complied
with their appointment, presented our me-
morial, and waited upon the different branches

of the Legislature until that bill containing

the militia law passed through both houses;

the rigors of which were much lessened before

it passed ; and they thought it was done, at

least in part, to favor the Society ; but it

still has serious consequences involved in it.

Whether our members will have to bear the

shock, or be shielded therefrom, is still a secret,

perhaps for best and wisest purposes."

For want of a convenient opportunity of

sending, this letter was not forwarded for a

considerable time, and when it was sent was
accompanied bj' the following, dated 14th of

9th mo. 1813, in which an account is given of

the first opening of Ohio Yearly Meeting
" Esteemed Friend,—I seem to have but

little time to spare to write to thee at present,

and to help make that deficiency up, I must
send a letter I wrote some time past, and in-

tended to have taken to our Yearly Meeting

to obtain a conveyance for it to thee, but I

forgot it then.

"As I have mentioned our Yearly Meeting,

I will go further, and say it was attended by

about (I suppose) two thousand Friends,

though I am ready to conclude the numbe
was rather less, although some Friends ex

pressed that they supposed there was three

thousand or nearly. The business began on

Second day, and was concluded on Sixth-day

evening, the 20th of Sth mo. 1813. Attended

by a considerable number of Friends from

several Yearly Meetings, as New York, Phila-

delphia, Baltimore, Virginia and Carolina, a

solemnity continued to attend the several sit-

tings and deliberations thereof, and near the

close my mind was led to view in retrospect

the time when the number of Friends' families

were less than ten, and when my father, one
young woman and mj^self, were all that at-

tended one meeting, and that the only raeet-

g then in this western country, and less than
40 years ago, and then the first established

meeting and the opening of a Preparative

—

after that the opening of the first Monthly
Meeting in the 12th mo. 1785, some j'ears

since a Quarterly Meeting, and now a Yearly
Meeting is opened attended by such a large

iber of Friends, and with the ovcrshadow-
solemnity so successively prevailing, that

1 said in my heart, how great things thou
hast done, and art doing, for this thy people,

Lord ! how dost thou delight to do us good;
how small but a few years ago, and what a

multitude now: all this brought about within
the compass of my own knowledge—the open-

ing of all those meetings I have attended, ex-

cept the Preparative before mentioned.
' John Lechworth accompanied me home,

we (i. e. my family and self) were glad of his

company. I was with him at five or six of our
eetings. Daniel Haviland attended most of

them with his companion. Job Kinyon—what
multiplied favors to us—they will be respect-

fully remembered here, I believe, their labors
have been acceptable where I attended, and
where I have heard since of them. John and
1 came to my house the 24th of last mo., and
I parted with him at the close of a meeting
at Fairfield the 29th, with desires by both of
us, that when it is well with thee remember
me, he was well then, I believe.

" The letter first mentioned in this,

tains an account that will nearly suit the

sent time, both with regard to the :ip

ance of the times and with respect to he

though I think there is less complaint

than there was then. I cannot well o

mentioning, before I conclude, that from

counts received at our Yearly Meeting, aX

eight young men were impri?oned in

lower part of this State, for a short time,

cause they when drafted, did not march v

the militia, and others suffered distraini

property to the amount of several hund
dollars.

" My love affectionately to thee, thy \

and children, to I. James and his; 1 still

member him as in my other letter, beJ

mentioned, is expressed. I likewise would
remembered (as thou maj'est have oppo:

nity and freedom) to many others. Farew
" Thy friend I trust in sincerity,

John Heald.

" Columbiana Co., Ohio, 11th mo. 1st, :

" Esteemed Friend,—Thy letter of 26tl

9th mo. last, I received about two weeks a

date, which was satisfactorj-. 1 have but I

in view at this time to write to thee, but t

ing, as I suppose, a favorable opportunit

thought it not best to miss writing altogetl

as opportunities are sometimes far apart.

"i have not heard anything from J(

Letehworth since he left the borders of

Quarterly Meeting. He at that time

well, and in company with Daniel Havil;

and Job Kenj-on, their prospects lying

gether, and their labors when I was w

them, appeared to be in unison. These thi

rather relieved my mind respecting a ci

panion, as I hoped they would be mut
helps to each other, though still it would h,

fitted my sentiments better, could he

been furnished with a suitable compan
from home.

"I. James' love I accept cordially. I

after daj' I remember him with unfeigi

love, desiring he may be continued an obj

of Divine favor. Notwithstanding I h;

loved many worthy men, I do not recoil

that mj' mind, for so long a time together

often turned to any of them as it has done

him; and that he should not be well, 'neit

in body nor in mind,' as thy letter to me si

he said, is a^n affecting account to me. I s

crave for his low dwelling place to be m
unto the Fountain and well-spring of 1

where his mind may often be refreshed

quieted, and find rest in the day of troul

This will be a sanctuary of defence, um
turbed bj' the triumphs of such who may
joice at his downfall, if any such there

which is often the case. Anthony Bene!

i think, says, that ' the highest act of char

the world is to bear with the unreasonal

8S of mankind,' or to this import.
" I conclude with love to thee and to 1

bosom friend, and to your dear children.

Farewell, affectionately, mj' friends.

JouN Heald.'

"Columbiana Co., Ohio, Sth mo. 1st, 181-

' Esteemed Friend,—I have thought t

I would prepare a few lines against the ti

of holding Ohio Yearly Meeting, to send

thee, supposing an opportunity may offei

that time to convey them.
"I think my last letter to thee mentic

the typhus fever at Sandy Spring. T
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amity had not then passed over, but a short

10 after showed that several young families

re left without fathers, and others without

ithers to provide for their necessities.

''

I saw a letter which brother William had

leived from thee that informed of the deaths

Thomas Scattergood and Mary Harper, two

3nds I much esteemed, whom I sometimes

d thoughts of seeing, as well as some of the

it of you, this fall ; as I have an expecta-

n of attending the Yearly Meeting in Balti-

ire, and the meetings in and about that part

Maryland, and in the lower part of the

ilawaro State, before I come to Philadel

ia. I laid the matter before our last

mthly Meeting, and for anything that has

t appeared I sliall be left at liberty to go,

t still the concern may decline and die

'ay, or some cause may obstruct. The

jnthly Meeting has not yet done with it,

d the Quarterly Meeting has all its part to

after that, and I have my business to settle

arrange, so 1 can only inform that the thing

in train.
" Our esteemed friend, Nathan Hunt, and

rapanions were here, and had several large

setings in these parts, the latter part of the

b month. Since Daniel Haviland and .John

stchworth, we have had no public Friends

ivelling through here but these, and the}-

tended but few of our meeting.^, but went to

veral towns and bad meetings there where

I Friend had before, and lengthy eommun
tions mostl}-, and generally well received

id approved, as far as I know ; though a

ir meeting he disapproved of much noise

id shouting in time of worship, and several
' the society of the Methodists were there,

ho have since showed a dislike to his doc

ine, or rather testimony, while others say

8 declaration is true, and he the greatest

•eacher thej' ever heard.

"The military noise is much stille'' to what

was, though there is some yet. O ! how

uch is peace to be preferred, where nojarr-

g, discordant sounds are heard to tire the

lind with inquietude. But can we indeed

ipect the rod of affliction to be altogether

,id by? But while my mind views the sub

ct, I am disposed with David to sa^y, let us

ot fall into the hands of man, but into the

and of the Lord.
" Farewell my friends,

John He.\i.d

Comets.

(Continued from page 123.

METEORIC STONES.

Although numerous instances of the fall of

eroliles had been recorded, some of them ap-

larentiy well authenticated, the occurrence

Dng appeared too marvelous and improbable

gain credence with scientific men. Such a

hower of rocky fragments occurred, however,

n the 26th of April, 1803, at L'Aigle, in

i'rance, as forever to dissipate all doubt on

he subject. Similar displays since that time

lave been frequently witnessed;— indeed

carcely a year passes without the fall of me-

eoric stones in some part of the earth, either

lingly or in clusters. It would not comport

yit^ the design of the present treatise to give

m extended list of these phenomena. The

bllowing account, however, includes the most

mportant instances in which the fall of me

ieoric stones has been actually observed:

(1.) 1478 B.C.—According to the celebrated

Parian chronicle, an aerolite, ov thunder-stone,

as it was called, fell in the island of Crete,

about 1478 years before the Christian era.

This is undoubtedly the most ancient stone-

fall on record. Meteoric masses have been

found, however, the fall of which probubly oc-

curred at an epoch still more ancient.

(2.) 1200 B. c.—A number of stones, which

were anciently preserved in Orchomenos, a

town of Breotia, were said to have falleafrom

heaven about twelve centuries before our era.

(3.) 1168 B. c.—A mass of iron, as we learn

from the Parian chronicle, was seen to descend

upon Mount Ida, in Crete.

(4.) 654 B. c.—According to Livy, a number
of meteoric stones fvll on the Alban Hill, near

Rome, about the year 654 b. c.

(5.) 616 B. c, January 14.—It is related ii

the Chinese annals that on the 14th ofJanuary

616 B.C., a meteoric stone-fall broke several

chariots and killed ten men.

(6.) 466 B. c.—A mass of rock, described as

"of the size of two millstones," fell at ^Egos-

potamos, in Thrace. An attempt to redis-

cover this meteoric mass, so celebrated in

antiquity, was recently made, but without

success. Notwithstanding this failure, Hum-
boldt expressed the hope that, as such a body

would be difficult to destroy, it majj yet be

found, " since the region in which it fell

now become so easy of access to European

travellers."

(7.) 465 B. c.—The famous stone called the

" Mother of the Gods," and which is described

or aUuded to by many ancient writers

aid to have fallen from the skies. The poet

Pindar was seated on a hill at the time of its

descent, and the meteorite struck the earth

near his feet. The stone, as it fell, was en

irded by fire.
'• It is said to have been of

moderate dimensions, of a black hue, of an

egular, angular shape, and of a metallic as

pcct. An oracle had predicted that the Ro
mans would continue to increase in prosperity

if they were put in possession of this precious

depo.sit; and Publius Scipio Nasico was ac-

cordingly deputed to Attains, Kingof Perga-

mu9, to obtain and receive the sacred idol,

whose worship was instituted at Rome 204

years before the Christian Qr&."—Edinburgh

Encyclopedia.

(8) A.D. 921.—An immense aerolite iVU

into the river (a branch of the Tiber) at Narni,

in Italy. It projected three or four feet above

the surface of the water.

(9 ) 1492, November 7.—An aerolite, weigh-

ing 276 pounds, fell at Ensisheim, in Alsace,

penetrating the earth to the depth of three

feet. This stone, or the greater part ot it,

may still be seen at Ensisheim.

(10.) 1511, September 14.—At noon an al-

most total darkening of the heavens occurred

at Crema. "During this midnight gloom,'

says a writer of that period, " unhead-of thun

ders, mingled with awful lightnings, resound

ed through the heavens. ... On the plain

of Crema, where never bcfoie was

stone the size of an egg, there fell pieces of

rock of enormous dimensions and of immense

weight. It is said that ten of these were

fouud, weighing 100 pounds each." A monk
was struck dead at Crema by one of these

rocky fragments. This terrific display is said

to have lasted two hours, and 1200 aerolites

(12.) 1650, March 30.—A Franciscan monk
was killed at Milan by the fall of a meteoriu

stone.

(13.) 1674.—Two Swedish sailors were killed

on shipboard by the full of an aerolite.

(14.) 1751, J/rt^ 26.— Two meteoric masses,

consisting almost wholly of iron, fell near

Agram, the capital of Croatia. The larger

fragment, which weighs 72 pounds, is now in

Vienna.

(15.) 1790, July 24.—Between 9 and 10

o'clock at night a very large meteor was seen

near Bordeau.K, France. Over Barbotan a

loud explosion was heard, which was followed

by a shower of meteoric stones of various

magnitudes.

(16.) 1794, ./«?!/.—A fall of about a dozen

aerolites occurred at Sienna, Tuscany.

(17.) 1795, December 13.—A large meteoric

stone fell near Wold Cottage, in Yorkshire,

England. " Several persons heard the report

of an explosion in the air, followed by a hiss-

ing sound; and afterward felt a shock, as if a

heavy body had fallen to the ground at a little

distance from them. One of these, a plow-

man, saw a huge stone falling towards the

earth, eight or nine yards from the place

where he stood. It threw up the mould on

every side ;
and after penetrating through the

soil, "lodged some inches deep in solid chalk-

rock. Upon beingraised, the stone was found

to weigh 56 pounds. It fell in the afternoon

of a mild, but hazy day, during which there

was no thunder or lightning; and the noise

of the explosion was heard through a con-

siderable d\stnct."—Mliner's Gallery of Na-

ture, p. 134.

(18.) 1796 February 19.—A stone of 10

pounds' weight fell in Portugal.

(19.) 1803, April 26.— This remarkable

shower was referred to on a previous page.

At 1 o'clock p. M., the heavens being almost

cloudless, a tremendous noise, like that of

thunder, was heard, and at the same time au

immense fire-ball was seen moving with great

rapidity through the atmosphere. This was

followed by a violent explosion, which lasted

several minutes, and which was heard not

only at L'Aigle, but in every direction around

it to the distance of 70 miles. Immediately

after, a great number of meteoric stones fell

to the e'arth, generallj' penetrating to some

distance beneath the surlace. Nearly 3000 of

these fragments were found and collected, the

largest weighing about 17 pounds. The oc-

currence very natur dly excited great atten-

tion. M. Biot, under the authority of the

government, repaired to the place, collected

the various facts in regard to the phenomenon,

took the testimony of witnesses, &e., and final-

ly embraced the results of his investigations

in an elaborate memoir.

(20.) 1807, December 14.—A large meteor

exploded over Weston, Connecticut. The

height, direction, velocity and magnitude of

this body were discussed 'by Dr. Bowditch in

a memoir communicated to the American

Academy of Arts and Sciences in 1815. The

appearance of the meteor occurred about 6h.

15m. A. M..—just after daybreak. Its apparent

diameter was half th:it of the full moon
;

its

time of flight, about 30 seconds. Within less

than a minute from the time of its disappear-

ance three distinct reports, like those of artil-

lery, were heard over an area several miles in

diameter. Each explosion was followed by

the fall of meteoric stones. Unlike mostere subsequently found.

(11.) 1637, JVoymier 29.—A stone, weighing-- --
« .. f„„nH wera

54 pounds, fell on Mount Vaison.in Provence, aerolites, these bodies when first found were
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80 soft as to be easily pulverized between the

fingers. On exposure to the air, however,
they gradually hardened. The weight of the

larirest frasmcnt was 35 pounds.

(21.) 1859, November 15.—Between 9 and
10 o'clock in the morning an extraordinary
meteor was seen in several of the New Eng-
land States, New York, New Jersey, the Dis-

trict of Columbia, and Virginia. The apparent
diameter of the head was nearly equal to that

of the san, and it had a train, notwithstand-
ing the bright sunshine, several degrees in

length. Its disappearance on the coast of the

Atlantic was followed by a series of the most
terrific explosions. It is believed to have de
scended into the water, probably into Dela
ware Bay. A highly interesting account of

this meteor, by Professor Loomis, may be
found in the American Journal of Science and
Arts for January, 1860.

(To be continued.)

Incident from the Life of Geraldine Denning.
—When waiting for a few minutes on a plat-

form once in Norfolk, a Friend directed her
attention to an unconverted man standing on
the opposite side of the line, saying, "lie is

very hard to reach with the Truth." He was
a gamekeeper, and was aecorapanid by a re

triever dog. Sl:e quickly crossed the line, went
up to him, and stroking his four-footed fi lend,

said cordially, "What a beautiful dog you
have here!" "Yes!" said the man rather
grufiJy

;
" but take care he don't bite you. He

is not fond of strangers !" "O! he won't bite

me. Dogs know who are fond of them ; no
doubt j-ou arc very fond of him?" "That I

am I" "Do you feed your dog?" "Yes,
ma'am!" "House him?" "Yes, of course !"

'

' Does your dog obey your word ofcom mand ?"

"Yes, ma'am!" "And yoii would be disap-
pointed if ho did not love and obey you?"
"That I should," then looking proudly at his

dog, " but Rover does love his master," and he
patted the dog's head as he looked up trust-
fully in his face. "Would you be grieved if

he followed a stranger?" "Yes," he replied,
rather i mpatient at so many questions. " Ah I"

said she, in a sad, tender reproachful tone,
"you ungrateful sinner, what a lesson does
that dog teach you ! God has fed you, housed
you, cared for you, loved you these many
years—but you do not love or obey Him

—

you do not follow Him! He so loved you
that he gave His only begotten Son to die on
the cross for your sins, and yet you never
have loved Him in return ! You follow a
stranger, Satan is your chosen master. The
dog knows its owner—you know not yours!
Truly may it be said of you, ' the ox knoweth
its owner, and the ass its master's crib ; but
Israel doth not know, my people doth not
consider!' " She looked sadly, yet kindlj-, at
him, as she earnestly uttered these words.
His eyes filled with tears—he fixed them on
his dog, and in a choking voice said, after a
few moments, " Ah ! Eover, Rover! thou hast
taught thy master a lesson this day! I have
been an ungrateful sinner, but, by God's help
I'll be so no longer." The train was just
arriving, so quoting a few of the precious
promises of Scripture, she bade him adieu
with a shake of the hand. That evening
the gamekeeper was found for the first time
in a praj'er meeting, crying, "God be merci-
ful to me, a sinner," and soon he was rejoicing
in a sense of pardon through the precious
blood of Christ.

TOO SOON ?

Too soon for me, I know.
Came the sharp summons—but, beloved, for thee,

Thy spirit wings outstretched, and plumed to go.

Too soon it could not be.

W.1S it too soon to take
Thy place amid the glory and the light

Of the eternal city, and awake
Where there is no more night ?

Too soon to quaff the tide

Of life's pine river? or on that bright shore
To wander with the loved and glorified,

Gone but awhile before?

Up, where no storms may beat,

Above the stars—beyond the .sapphire dome,
All sorrow ended, and all joy complete,

Thou'rt safe, beloved, at home.

Safe, from this place of tears.

Safe from the touch of time, the taint, of sin

;

Where there are no more conflicts, no more fears,

I know thou'st entered in :

Entered the realms of peace,

The many mansions of perpetual joy.

Where hymns of heavenly harpers never cease.

And bliss hath no alloy.

There, the glad notes prolong
Of praise, that echoed with thy failing breath.

Breaking triumphant from thy faltering tongue,
E'en in thine hour of death.

Why should this parting grieve?
Why this sad weeping while we kiss the rod ?

O selfish sorrow ! when we must believe
Thy blessedness with God ?

Peace, troubled heart, 'tis best;

Life's struggle over, and his arms laid down.
To the worn pilgrim comes the hour of rest.

The palm-branch and the crown.

M. N. M.

YOUTH RENEWED.
Fancies again are springing.

Like May-flowers in the vales
;

While hopes, long lost, are singing
From thorns like nightingales

;

And kindly spirits stir my blood,

Like vernal airs, that curl the flood :

There falls to manhood's lot

A joy which youth has not,

A dream more beautiful than truth.

Returning Spring, renewing Youth.

Thus sweetly to surrender
The present for the past.

In sprightly mood, yet tender,

Life's burden down to cast.

This is to taste, from stage to stage,

Youth on the lees refined by age;
Like wine well kept and long.

Heady, nor harsh, nor strong.

With every annual cup is quaff'd
A richer, purer, mellower draught.

James Montgomery.

To all the inhabitants of England, and to all

that dwell upon the earth.

God alone is the Teacher of His people. He
hath given to every one a measure of grace,
which is the Light that comes from Christ.
It checks and reproves for sin. All who wait
in that Light, come to know the only true
God and Father of light, in Christ Jesus, who
is the way to Him. This I witness to all the
sons of men :—that I came not to the know-
ledge of eternal life by the letter of the Scrip-
ture, nor by hearing men speak of the Name
of God. I came to the true knowledge of thf
Scripture.?, and to the eternal rest in Christ
of which they testify, by the inspiration of the
Spiritof Jesus, the Lion of the tribe of Judah,
who alone is found worthy to open the seals
of the book.— William Dewsbury.

Unprofitable Reading.

"You cannot aft'ord to read such boc

was the remark of a sagacious gentleii'ai u

a young friend, whom he saw constantly .

cnpied with fictitious literature. The c;iuin

has a world of wisdom in it. The j-oun j < .

not afford to give all, or even the half '
'

time they have for reading, to the fasci

pages of fiction. And yet, let the -

booksellers, the issues of magazines, ::

shelves of the circulating and the puhln
ries be examined, and it will be found th

perusal of fictitious works far exceeds ;

useful publications. Youth is man's
tunity. The mind has only a given c;n!;

and if that is filled with fiction, laet find.s sn
I

place for admission. Surprise is someti
expressed that industrious young men :i

women, who read very little in comp
with veracious novel readers, happen
better informed and more capable in busin

than some who fancy themselves of liter:

tastes, and who have the reputation of be
" bookish" young people. The fact is t

these apparent non-readers are practical i

observant persons. They have some d
aim in life, and pursue it by attaining knc

ledge. Part of their improvement is gaii

by observation, and more by thought £

reasoning. They do read; but it is with

object, and if the amount in pages is sm;

that small amount is well digested and
plied. They take up books for a purpose a

with an object ; and discard such promiscut

reading as does not minister to the end tl

have in view. They have no taste for m.

fiction, as fiction ; and what few works
imagination they care to read are such as ill

trate the truth. Mere tissues of wi'd invi

tion, resting on impossible machinery a

ending in startling catastrophes, present!

details of crime and plots woven with exc

ing sin, have no charm for those who i

themselves whether they can afford to rea

book. It is a rare accomplishment to be a

to peep into an exciting volume, and give i

toss aside, if it proves unworthy of the ti

it would occupy, ilany persons seem to thi

that to begin a volume commits them in hoii

and honesty to go through with it. Yet o

is no more bound to do this than he is to ma
a hearty meal upon food which he knows
unwholesome.
The too prevalent error is in permitti;

light reading to displace the more solid a.

really useful. There is hardly a young
in business to-day in the United States

could not find volumes treating of his par
cular calling, or upon subjects pertinent to

The perusal of these works would give hi

the benefit of the experience of others, ai

make him at five-and-twenty better inform
in his daily work than he could become by \

own experience without such aids in sot

form at five-and-forty. Few avail themselv
of this opportunity. But those few are tl

successful men. The world calls them luck
ay, rather wise. They are prudent, ai

know what they cannot afford.

Look at this matter in a more general ligl

and one that concerns everybody. How mat
are there among those who "talk politic

who are acquainted in any proper degree wi
the history of their country, and with t)

true science of politics? How many ha'

studied the facts and theories which underl
the questions of public policy which are co
tinually presented to the voting public ?
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leral knowledge of these sulijects, gained

readinjc original authorities, ought to form

•t of every man's self-acquired education,

1 also some knowledge of the laws and

toms which bear upon his own business.

B young especially cannot afford to be with-

this description of useful knowledge, and
there are thousands to whom the idea of

uiring it never occurs,

n the matter of fitness for companionship,

1 ability to converse, power to impart know-
^e, and to appreciate and receive it, judi-

18 reading is indispensable. Facts for the

odation, imagination for the embellish-

at, and a judicious blending of the useful

I
ornamental for the furnishing, constitute

poper mental structure. It is to the rear-

of this that youth should be devoted—the

th including moral as well as mental sci-

e. The excessive pursuit of fiction will

afiswer the conditions. So, young men,

yourself, before you enter upon the next

national novel, " Can I afford it ?"

For " Ihe Friend."

Scientific Notes,

^he Pittsburg "Iron World" says, the most
yerful pair of engines in the world, ai'e in

rse of construetio'n in that city. They are

igned to raise water into the Highland re-

coir, an altitude of 365 feet. Reducing
capacity of some of the largest pumping
lines in the world to a uniform lift of one

t high in twenty-four hours, it is found that

one at the Lehigh zinc mines, will lift 3,-

ijOOO gallons; the pair at the Chicago water
rks, 4.500,0011,000 gallons ; the pair'at Baar-

I, Holland, 1,000,000,000 gallons. The new
tsburg engines are expected to lift 14,240,-

1,000 gallons. The pair will weigh 1,500

8, and cost $42,550.

lydraulic Forging.—One of the recent im-

vements in the working of iron, is the ap-

jation of the endward pressure, which can

given by the hydraulic press to the forg-

of heavy masses of iron, as a substitute

the ordinary steara-hamraer. It is said to

)el the scoria, and make perfect welding of

i heated surfaces.

rhere is a building for worship at Bergen,

ge enough to contain nearly 1,000 persons,

de of paper. It is circular in shape. The
eves outside, and the statues within, the

if, the ceiling, the Corinthian capitals, are

of paper-mache, rendered water-proof by
uration in vitriol, lime water, whey and
ite of egg.

For dibiufeeting the air of sick-rooms, chlo-

e of lime and acetic acid, are said to be the

it materials. For rendering harmless ex-

mentitious matter, salts, such as copperas,

nbined with alumina and lime, are recom-
nded—as being effectual and cheap.

Che losses incurred by the German armies

ring the late war, have been published in

lulated form by Captain Leclerc, a French
cer, who undertook this work during his

)tivity in Prussia. The materials were
;ained from various lists published by the

nisters of War. It is stated that, from the

;h of 7th mo. to the 3d of 9th mo., the four

rman armies lost 74,786 men. The invest-

int and siege of Paris, from 15th of 9th mo.,

rO, to 28th of 1st mo., 1871, involved a loss

the German armies of 11,710 men.
Ihe spectroscope has been recently applied

determining the velocity with which the

ferent stars approach or recede from us,

When the star is moving towards our system,
the lines in its spectrum arc shifled toward
the violet end ; and when moving from us,

toward the red end of the spectrum. By ob-

serving the amount of displacement we can
estimate the velocity. Dr. Huggins has made
some observations from which he calculates
that some of the stars of the Great Bear are
receding from us at about nineteen miles per
second.

For sometime past, a novel plan for admin-
stering cod-liver oil, has been successfully

practiced in Paris at a children's hospital,

to which about 300 small loaves are daily

supplied, each containing a small portion of
this oil. A writer in the "English Mechanic"
says, he has tested the plan with satisfactory

results. His wife every week makes a large

loaf, which is nowise unpalatable. She mixes
three table-spoonfuls of the oil with a quantity
of warm milk, using as much flour as is neces-

sary to form a dough, which is improved by
thorough kneading like other bread. She
idds the usual allowance of salt, and a small
portion of brown sugar. The plan is recom-
mended for those to whom the oil is prescribed,

and whose stomachs refuse to take it in the
ordinary way.
Of 100 boys, between 12 and 16 years of

age, who were employed in a tobacco factory

near Vienna, 72 fell sick during the first six

months.
Owing to the destruction of the native dogs

n Australia, by the sheep-farmers, kangaroos
are said to increase so fast, as to be quite a

nuisance.

A Vienna manufacturer, Brunfaut, has made
some recent improvements in spinning glass.

After many trials, he discovered a composition
hich may be made into curled or frizzled

yarn. The frizzled threads surpass in fine-

i the finest cotton, and appear almost as

soft and elastic as silk lint. The woven-glass
flock wool has quite recently been used as a

substitute for ordinary wool wrapping, for

patients suffering from gout, and its use for

this purpose is said to have been successful.

The smooth threads are now woven into tex-

tile fabrics, which are made into cushions,

carpets, tablecloths, shawls, &c. The glass

yarn approaches silk in softness, and to th

touch is like the finest wool or cotton. It

possesses remarkable strength, and it remains
unchanged in light and warmth, and is not

altered by moisture or acids. Being incom
bustible, it is especially valuable for makiui:

dress materials. The composition of the ma
terials is still a secret, and the spinning re

quires extraordinary attention. This part of

the business is said to be very trj-ing to the

sight.

A Little Every Day.—A few of us students

had obtained permission to take our meals

everj' day with a private family in the town.

We waited for every meal from five to ten

minutes ; a fragment of time which we usually

expended in chatting, joking, and skylarkin

A largo scientific work in royal octavo lay on

the table—probably the only book treasure of

the house. Several of us expressed a desire

to read it, but regretted the lack of time and

opportunity. One of our number, however-

a silent, studious sort ofchap—quietly took up

the volume, nibbled at the title-page, glanced

over the table of contents, and attacked the

preface. In a moment more he was called to

the table, and after eating, was out with the

est of us. At the next meal, he resumed his

reading where he had left oft', and so on from
time to time, until the continuity and steadj^

purpose of his occupation attracted attention

d exposed him to many a volley of chaffing

from his companions. He only smiled, and
went on with his reading, while we went on
with our usual chit-chat, until at last we for-

got to notice him at all. The winter passed
xway ; the spring approached ; and the last

dinner-bell of the term had just left its final

clatter in the air, when the young tortoi.se-

plodder in the big octavo closed its covers to-

gether with an emphatic slap, and an an-

nouncement of " the end." All the rest of us

had wished to master the book, but hadn't
had the time ; he, by reading a little three

times a day, had transferred its entire con-

tents to his head.

—

Christian Union.

White Wheat.

Having occasion to prepare some crushed
heat for an invalid, I wended my way to a

miller in our parts, and asked for white wheat,

as being peculiarly fitted for the necessities of

the occasion. Uo had none, but said he looked
for some peculiarly nice on the arrival of his

team, that day. I called again on the mor-
row, and when he untied his sack, told him
that was just what I wanted. Indeed, the

round, plump seeds were beautiful and invit-

ing, and I gladly carried home my jirize.

A mill was procured, and seated in my chair,

I began to fill the hopper with the newly pur-

chased wheat: but as I poured it out, little by
little, my watchful eye caught sight of a grain

that evidently did not belong there:—a poor,

thin, unpromising seed, indeed. It was re-

moved. Soon another, and yet another, pre-

sented, and were also carefully culled out

:

—they were cheat. After a time the hopper
was full and I began slowly to grind my wheat,

but all the while the impression—amounting

to a certainty—rested with me, that more or

less of cheat was still mingled with my beau-

tiful grains.

The next charge was carefully inspected

also, and I began to perceive that a few larger,

darker coloi-ed grains were also present: good,

sound wheat, happily, but not of so pearly,

pure a white as the original package was in-

tended to be ; but they were good wheat, and

so, though their presence might darken the

final result of my grinding a little, I let them
pass.

But there was still a third kind of grain

met my now watchful eye—small—seemingly

white—but so thin that it required examina-

tion to detect what the}- were. Evidently

they had started in growth to become grains

of white wheat, like those thej' were mingled

with, but blasting had come upon them—pro-

bably they?]/ had infested their early growth,

and they had become withered grains, husks

indeed, but no life sustaining starch within:

vitality had fled.

As I sat and patiently turned the handle of

my little mill, I fell to musing on the contents

of that hopper. How like the professing

christian church seemed the cup-full before

me. Carefully culled perhaps the community
may be, by anxious watchers—caring for souls

as they that shall give account; many false

ones, cheats, removed from their midst, yet,

despite their care, still containing some that

escape their vigilance, and mar, by their in-

congruity and wrong doing, the perfect bar-
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mony of the church. Causes of mourning and
blushing to the honest-hearled members who
must bear the reproach brought on the truth
by these unfaithful ones.

The dark wheat may well resemble some
whom wo find in every religious community,
who are honest seekers after salvation : wh
hearts cling to the hopes of the gospel : whom
their fellow-believers recognize as one with
them, and whom they j-et find weak in the
faith : needing a watchful care, a leading by the
hand, lest they go astray. Eeady to halt, yet
alwa3-8 keeping their faces zion-ward, they
need and gratefully accept, the proffered sym-
pathj', aid, and encouragement of more favor-

ed members of the church. It may be in the
language of Nicholas Wain, " maimed in both
their feet, they can sit at the King's table, and
eat of the King's meat, but they cannot do the
King's commandments,"— yet these, despite
many baitings by the way, under the kind
and fostering care of truly spiritual brethren,
in the end attain the desire of their souls

;

through much tribulation, entering those man-
sions where the wicked cease from troubling
and the weary are at rest.

But the withered grains! my reflections on
them were sad. Some persons start on the
Christian journey fair and promising: thought
by their friends, doubtless thinking of them-
selves, that a life of religious usefulness is be-

fore them. Looked upon by elder brethren
as those who will be ready to come forward
and take their places in the church militant,
as honest standard-bearers for the cause of
Truth. And yet the watchful eye of these
gifted fathers look in vain for that bringing
fruit to perfection which is the mark of chris-
tian growth. The form of godliness is there,
but the life is gone. Having a name to live,

they are dead. Some of these know their de-
generate state, and for shame sake will not
own it. If we look over a grain field as the
wheat ripens for harvest we will find the fruit-

ful heads, bowed by the weight of their valued
seed, bending over with a seeming humility,
while those stems in which are found the with-
ered seed stand upright with unbending forms.
So, too often, it is with these blighted ones.
Proudly holding their heads above their fel-

lows, j'et useless cumberers of the church.
These, if we could read their secret history,
have some sin—some departure of soul—that,
like the worm in the wheat, has silently preyed
on the vitality of their religion, till, little by
little, life has become extinct ; leaving indeed
the form, the husk, but nothing else.

Dear reader—let us strive so to live, that
when the sheaves of corn, fully ripe, are
gathered by the Lord of the Harvest, we may
indeed bo found, white wheat, ready for the
heavenly garner. W.

The Element of Success.—The success of
almost every enterprise depends upon the de-
gree to which those engaged in it tax their
powers of mind. Many things deemed impos-
sible by the rest of the world have been effect-
ed by those who brought the full force of their
minds to bear upon what they set themselves
to accomplish. Whatever may be said of the
difference in talent of individuals, if we in-
quire into the cause of their success, wo shall
find genius outstripped by moderate talent
when the latter brings its full powers of mind
to the work. Whether in the school-room or
in every-day business of life

; in the humble
walks of bodily toil, or the professional avoca-

tions ; in invention or execution, in theory
or practice, the question on which success de-

pends is not who has the strongest power of
mind but who brings that power into use.

Physical and Intellectual Life.

The following article from a recent work
entitled " Intellectual Life," by Philip Gilbert
Hamerton, contains much that is valuable as

well as interesting to a large class of our
readers.

The incompatibility between our physical
and intellectual lives is often very mai-ked, if

you look at small spaces of time only; but if

you consider broaderspaces, such as a lifetime,

then the incompatibility is not so marked, and
gives place to a manifest conciliation. The
brain is clearer in vigorous health than it can
be in the gloom and misery of sickness ; and
though health may last for a while without
renewal from exercise, so that if you are
working under pressure for a month, the time
given to exercise is so much deducted from
the result, it is not so for the life's perform-
ance. Health sustained for many years is so
useful to the realization of all considerable
intellectual undertakings that the sacrifice to

the bodily well being is the best of all possible
investments. Franklin's theory about con-
centrating his excercise for the economy of

e was founded upon a mistake. Violent
exertion for minutes is not equivalent to mo-
derate exercise for hours.

The desire to concentrate good of various
kinds into the smallest possible space is one
of the commonest of human wishes, but it is

not encouraged by the broader economy of
nature. In the exercise of the mind every
teacher is well aware that time is an essential
factor. It is necessary to live with a study
for hundreds and thousands of hours before
the mind can assimilate so much of the sub-
ject as it may need

; and so it is necessary to
'ive in exercise during a thousand hours of
every year to make sure of the physical ben-
efits. Even the fresh air itself requires time
to i-enovate our blood. The fresh air cannot
be concentrated ; and to breathe prodigious
quantities of it which are needed for perfect
energy we must be out in it frequently and
"ong.

The inhabitantsof large cities have recourse
to gymnastics as a substitute for the sports of
the country. These exercises have one ad-
vantage—they can be directed scientifically,

so as to strengthen the limbs that need de-
velopment

; but no city gymnasium can offer

the invigorating breeze ot the mountain. We
equire not only exercise but exposure—daily
exposure to the health-giving inclemencies of
the weather. The postman who brings my
letters walks 8,000 miles a year, and enjoys
the most perfect regularity of health. There
are operatives in factories who go through
quite as much bodily exertion, but they have
not his fine condition. He is as merry as a
ark, and announces himself every morning
as a bearer of joyful tidings. What a postman
does from necessity an old gentleman did as
regularly, though more moderately, for the
preservation ofhis health and faculties. He
went out every day; and as he never consult-
ed the weather, so he never had to consult
the physician.
Nothing in the habits of Wordsworth—that

model of excellent habits—can be better as an
example to men of letters than his love of
pedestrian excursions. Wherever he happen-

ed to be he explored the whole neighliorl ,|

on foot, looking into every nook and era i

of it—and not merely in the immediate ne h

borhood, but extended tracts of countiy
; ,

in this way he met with much of his best a

terial. Scott was both a pedestrian run ;

equestrian traveller, having often, as '

us, walked thirty miles or ridden a li

in those rich and beautiful district-

afterwards proved to him such a niiuj

literary wealth. Goethe, to a wild deligl li

all sorts of ph}-sical exercise—swimraiii;ii

the Ilm by moonlight, skating with the mi-;

little Weimar court on the Schwausee, lii
ii

about the country on horseback, and beco

ing at times quite outrageous in the rich

uberance of his energy.
Alexander Von Humboldt was delicat

his 3'outh, but the longing for great ec

prises made him dread the hindrances of
]

sical insufficiency, so he accustomed his li

to exercise and fatigue, and prepared bin

for those wonderful explorations which o

ed his great career. Here are intellec

lives which were forwarded in their spe

aims by habitual exercise; and, in earli

have we not also the example of the grea

intellect of a great epoch, the astonishing ]

nardo da Vinci, who took such a deligh

horsemanship that although, as Vasari
us, poverty visited him often, he could m
sell his horses or dismiss his grooms.

For "The Trie:

The following extracts are taken fro

volume entitled "Adventures and Discove
of Dr. David Livingstone and the He
Stanley Expedition." Published byHubl
& Bro., Philadelphia and Boston, by subsc

tion, and sold at West Chester, Pa., by ar

telligent and modest colored man by the ni

of Parker Denny, a graduate of Lincoln I

versity. On the whole it is an interes

volume of travels, and shows some interes'

traits in the character of D. Livingstone.
On page 9, D. L. says: "Time and tn

have not effaced the feelings of respect I

bibed for the humble inhabitants of my na
village. For morality, honesty and int

gence, they were, in general, good specin:

of the Scottish poor. In a population of i

than 2000 souls, we had, of course, a var
of character. In addition to the common
of men, there were some characters of ster

worth and ability, who exerted a most bi

ficial influence on the children and yout
the place, by imparting gratuitous relig

instruction. The name of one worthy
was David Hogg, who addressed me or

death-bed with these words :
" Now, lad, m

religion the everyday business of your life,

not a thing of fits and starts; for if you
not, temptation and other things will get
better of you."
On page 36, he says :

" The Bechuana CI
of the Lake region, who had sent met
Sechele, now sent orders to all the people

the river to assist us, and we were recei

by the Bakoba, whose language clearly sh
that they bear affinity to the tribes in

north. 'J hey call themselves Bazeiye, i. e.

!

but the Bechiianas call them Bakoba, wl
contains somewhat the idea of slaves. T
have never been known to fight, and, ind
have a tradition that their forefathers in t

first essays at war, made their bows of
Palma Christi ; and when they broke, t

gave up fighting altogether. They have
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^riably submitted to the rule of every tribe

vieh has overrun the countries adjacent to

j) rivers, on whicli they especial!}^ love to

(ell. They are thus the Quakers of the

(jy politic of Africa."

"he renewed attention of Friends is called to the fol

ing' rks for sale at

FKIENDS' BOOK STORE,
rel's History of the People called Quakers.

1 of the Life and Travels of George Fox.
Barclay's Apology for the True Christian Divinity

rnal of John Richardson.

Do. Richard Jordan.

Do. Henry Hull.

Do. Thomas Chalkley.

tOo. William Savery.

Do. John Churchman.
)o. Thomas EUwood.
)o. Elizabeth Collins,

bross IS'o Crown, by William Penn.

b, Progress and Key, do. do.

^rs of John Barclay.
iQ. on Religious Subjects, by John Kendall.
10. of Elizabeth, Lucy and Judith Ussher.

Compendium of Religious Faith and Practice, by
Murray.
racts from the Papers of Edwin Price.

1 and Gospel Labors of John Woolman.
do. do. Richard Davies.

do. do. Abel Thomas.
do. do. Samuel and Mary Neale.

1 and Religious Services of William Evans,

loncise Account of Friends, by Thomas Evans,
.mples of Youthful Piety, do. do.

j

,y Promoted. By William and Thomas Evans,

ns' Exposition of the Faith of Friends.

PAMPHLET.S.

e Christian Baptism and Communion,
lent Testimony of the Society of Friends,

norials of Deceased Friends,

sons for the Necessity of Silent Waiting,

iers to Susanna Sharpies.-!.

he following are published by the " Tract Asso-

ciation OF Fkiends ;"

jraphical Sketches and Anecdotes of Friends.

nd Tracts, in 2 volumes.

sf Account of Sarah Grubb.

y Dudley and Daughters,

[other's Legacy to her Daughters.

e Account of Ann Reeve.

ine Protection t+irough Extraordinary Dangers.

Qoir of Rachel C. Bartram.

he following Books are sold by Jacob Smedley, in-

dependently of those published by the " Book
Committee."
ionary of the Holv Bible, (illustrated.)

Wheat Sheaf.

mings from Pious Authors.

torical Memoirs of Friends. By Wm. Hodgson,
jrmers and Martyrs, before and after Luther. By
^m. Hodgson.
npses by Sea and Land. By M. L. Evans,

er of Religion. By L. Murray,
inings at Seventy-five. By S. Lukens.

al Hours with Friends. By M. S. Wood,
[istory and General Catalogue of Westtown Board-
ig School, 2d edition. By W. W. Dewees.

etions of Religious Poetry,

aond's Essays on Morality.

n-Path to Christian Perfection,

uide to True Peace,

d for Young Appetites.

lea for the Dumb Creation.

Book of Birds.

Book of Animals,
adder to Learning.

Arm Chair.

jDts' Gift.

[inal Poems. Ry Tavlor.

Child's Treasury,

if Account of William Bush.
1 illness and Death of Jane Wheeler.

33, and Worldly Compliance,
the Mountain. By M. E. Atkinson.

lire Pages for Little Children.

)is8ipation, sorrow, and loss, are the com-
lions of Eeuhen, however large degrees of

;ht and excellency may at times appear.

—

Fothergill.
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' I saw there was no remedy; either I must
be buried by that fiery baptism of Christ with
him into death, or else there could be no ris-

ing with him into newness of life ; there might
be a rising into newntss of profession, notion
and words, but that would not do ; it was new-
ness of life I must come to ; the other I had
tried over and over. I saw that I must die
with Him, or bo planted with Him in the like-

ness of death—that is die unto sin—if ever I

came to be planted with Him in the likeness
of his resurrection, and so live unto God."

This is the testimony of one of the early
Friends, who, under a sense of the need to
have the work of salvation wrought out, had
tried the form of religion professed by many
different religious societies, had himself made
a full acknowledgment, of what Christ had
done for him, without him, and was well versed
n the knowledge of the sacred truths recorded

in the Kew Testament; but had found that all

these failed to prevent his being conformed to

the spirit and precepts of the world, and to

transform him by the renewing of his mind.
But, he says, that when he was made wili-

ng to give heed to the reproofs of instruction

communicated in the silence of all flesh, under
the clear iubhiiiing of the Light of Christ in

soul, there was opened to him "a true dis-

covery of the tree of knowledge in the mys-
tery, upon which 1 saw that 1 had been feed-

ng with all the carnal professors of religion,

and how we had made a profession of that
which we had no possession of; but our souls

were in the death ;
feeding on the ?aZAof that

which the saints of old did enjoy."

This is in accordance with the doctrine

of Christ and his apostles, and it remains to

be unchangeably true. " I am the light of
the world ; he that followeth me shall not
walk in darkness, but shall have the light of
Life." " He that doeth truth cometh to the
light that his deeds may be made manifest
that they are wrought in God." Faith in this

"true Light," and obedience thereto, are essen

tial to being brought out of the natural state

of ignorance and darkness, and receiving that
knowledge of God and of Jesus Christ whom
He hath sent, which is life eternal. The know-
ledge of the Father or of the Sou obtained by
reading, through teaching, or in any other
way than by this inshining of the Holy Spirit,

is powerless for the salvation of the soul. " He
came unto his own and his own received him
not ; but as many as received him, to them
gave He power [the privilege, as one transla-

tion has it] to become the sons of God." These
must be born " Not of blood, nor of the will of
the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God."
Saving faith in Christ, both as to what He
18 done for man's salvation when personally

on earth, and as He is manifested within, the

hope of glory; must be of " the operation of

God," as He "worketh in us to will and to do
of his own good pleasure ;" and it is this kind
of faith alone, which ever has been and ever
will be the saint's victory. '-The carnal mind

enmity against God ;
and is not subject to

the law of God ; neither indeed can be." It

may, indeed, say much about the free salva-

tion purchased by Christ, and that man is re-

conciled by his death, and justified by his re-

surrection ; but it is the carnal mind still, and

with all its high sounding profession, is enmity
with God, and not subject to his law written
on the heart. It is this " carnal mind" that
must be crucified, buried, as is said in the
above quotation, by that fierj' baptism of
Christ with him unto death, if ever wo know
what it is to bo raised with and by Him into
newness of life. All other professions of con-
version are but " a rising into newness of pro-
fession, notion and words.

It is this doctrine of becoming children of
the resurrection, heirs of God and joint heirs
with Christ, through obedience to the Grace
of God manifested in the soul, that Friends,
from their beginning have, as living witnesses,
borne testimony to. George Fox says, he
rejoiced when he was sent forth to preach
the gospel and kingdom of Christ, that he
was commanded to turn people to this Light,
Spirit or Grace, by which all men might know
their salvation, and their way to God. He
was to turn them from their own ways, to
Christ the new and living way. By obedi-
ence to this Light of Chi-ist, and only by
obedience to it, we can know what it is to be
reconciled to God through the death of his
Son ; to experience repentance and forgi%'enes8

of sins, through the merits of that most ac-

ceptable sacritice which He made on Calvary,
and arrive at that sanciitication and perfec-

tion spoken of by the apostle, where ho says :

"For by the one offering He hath perfected
forever them that are sanctified." For how-
ever much knowledge of the coming, life, suf-

ferings and death of the Saviour, we may store

up iu the head, by studj' and research, it will

avail nothing towards making us partakers of
the salvatory benefits purchased by them,
unless the Holy Spirit whom He promised to

send, shall take of the things of Christ, show
them unto us, and apply them to our condi-

tion. Let no man separate what God hath
joined together. "If we walk in the Light,

God is in the Light, we have fellowship

) with another, and the blood of Jesus
Christ, his Son, cleanseth us from all sin."

Speaking of their growth in grace, the same
Friend of whom we have spoken says: " Thus
things opened wouderfullj^ in us, and we saw
not only common sins, which most confess to

be so, but still live in them—but also the

hypocrisy and sinfulness of the professors of
religion, even in their religion, when per-

formed out of the true Spirit, Grace and
Life, which, in the mystery, is the salt that

every gospel sacrifice is to be seasoned withal,

according to the example in the figure." * *

Being cleansed and made meet, we came to

have great delight in waiting upon the Word
in our hearts, for the milk thereof, which
Peter speaks of. In so waiting, we received

the virtue thereof, and grew thereb3-, and
ere thus fed with the heavenly food that

ghtly nourished our souls; and so we came
to receive more and more of the Spirit, Grace

or Life from Christ our Saviour, in whom all

'ulness dwells. Thus we came to know the

;rue Teacher, which the saints of old did

witness ; and therefore never wanted a teacher,

nor true Divine instruction, though wo had
left the hireling priests and the high-flown

otionists, and sat down together in silence;

for this was our desire, to have all flesh silenc-

ed before the Lord and his power, both in

our hearts and from without."

Would that the members of our religious

Society were more generally acquainted with

this inward transforming work, this waiting
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upon the minister of the Sanctuary, in his

appearance to the soul ; then would there be

known more fruit- bearing branches among us,

more true believers in Christ, and less flippant

talk about being engaged in his work and
service; less equivocal assumption of extraor-

dinary manifestations of his presence and

power.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FOREION.—The crew of the Loch Earn, which ran

down and sunk the Ville du Havre, were landed at

Plymouth, Eng., about two weeks after the collision.

The captain of the Loch Earn says, after first sighting

the steamer, and seeing that she was coming danger-

ously near, he rang the ship's bell and ported his helm

to starboard, but the steamer came right across the Loch
Earn's bows. The captain and crew of the Loch Earn
were brought into port by the British Queen, which

took them off the ship on the 29th ult , at which time

she was in a sinking condition. The captain of the

Loch Earn considers that a great loss of life resulted

from the fact that his vessel drifted such a long distance

from the steamer after the collision, before it was possi-

ble to shorten sail, and from the tardiness of the steamer

in showing signals. Among the passengers on the Ville

du Havre were a number of the delegates to the late

meeting of the Evangelical Alliance, who were return-

ing to their home.s. The lost steamer was, it is said,

one of the best finished vessels ever built on the Clyde,

and also the largest, with the exception of the Great
Eastern. Her tonnage was 5500, length 430 feet, beam
48 feet, and depth of hold 40 feet.

Spanish affairs seem to be nearly unchanged. The
siege and bombardment of Cartagena continue. The
insurgents are still as defiant as ever, and made a sortie

from the city on the 5th inst. Military operations in

the north of Spain are temporarily suspended. Don
Carlos has taken up his winter quarters at Durango, a

town in the province of Biscay, thirteen miles south-

east of Bilboa. His brother, Don Alfonso, has gone to

Paris.

In order to comply with the conditions of the agree-

ment made with the United States, the Madrid govern-
ment telegraphed to the Capt. General of Cuba, direct-

ing the Virginius to be delivered up. This measure
caused great excitement and indignation in Havana,
and General Jouvellar, the Captain General, refused to

obey the order, alleging that the immediate delivery
of'the Virginius would cause a frightful convulsion
throughout the island, and be attended with disastrous

consequences. If insisted upon he must resign his posi-

tion, and demand that another person be sent in his

place who can carry out the orders of the government.
The efiervescence however subsided in a few days. A
Havana dispatcli of the 6th says: The feeling in this

city continues to improve, and opposition to the delivery
of the Virginius is decreasing. Prominent Republi-
cans and many Conservatives are in favor of the de-
livery of the steamer, and advise a cessation of the op-
position thereto. A Havana dispatch of the 8th says :

Captain General Jouvellar authorizes the statement
that the island is tranquil. He has no doubt that all

will be arranged peaceably.
_

The arguments for the prosecution in the Bazaine
trial have been brought to a close. The degradation of
the accused is demanded, and afterward his execution.
On the 6th the closing argument in defence of Bazaine
commenced.

Bartholdi, now first secretary of the Legation at St.

Petersljurg, has been appointed French Minister at

Washington, to succeed the Marquis de Noailles, who
will be transferred to Rome.
A motion to censure the government for continuing

the state of siege in Paris, was voted down in the As-
sembly, 407 to 27.3.

Archbishop Ledschowski replies to the demand of
the German government for his resignation, refusing to
comply. He declares that he is responsible only to the
Pope.
A Vienna dispatch says it has been decided not to

demolish the exhibition building, but to keep it for
public use, like the Crystal Palace of London.

Australian advices show a satisfactory condition of
business in tho.se colonies. The building trades cannot
find hands enough to complete contracts. All occupa-
tions are active, good workmen are never out of work,
and a sufficient number of domestic servants are not to
be obtained at any wages.
The London Hour says it has trustworthy inform.a-

tion that by a privately expressed v;ish of Pius IX, the
cardinals have been in consultation, and have selected

Cardinal Pecci, Archbishop of Perugia, for the next
Pope. He was born in 1810, and became Cardinal in

1853.
The German authorities have closed the Augustine

College and the Theological Seaiinary of the Roman
Catholic diocese of Munster, for failing to comply with

the ecclesiastical law enacted recently.

Reinforcements have been sent from England to the

troops under Sir Garnet Wolsely, in Africa.

An imperial ukase has been issued in St. Petersburg,

requiring that six men out of every one thousand in-

habitants of Russia, including the Polish provinces,

shall be drafted into the army.
Advices from the city of Mexico say that the United

States Minister had waited on the President, and form-

ally presented the congratulations of the United States

on the adoption by the Mexican Congress of the amend-
ments to the constitution. The minister declared these

amendments would contribute materially to secure and
increase the general prosperity without weakening the

great interests of religion.

United States.—The interments in Philadelphia

last week numbered 251, and in New York 525.

The mean temperature of the Eleventh month, in

Philadelphia, by the Pennsylvania Hospital record,

was 39.34 deg. The highest during the month was 60
deg., and the lowest 23 deg. The amount of rain for the

month 4.99 inches. The rain fall of 1873 has already

amounted to 56.47 inches.

The President's message, sent to Congress at the open-

ing of the session, refers at some length to the relations

with Spain. The outrage on the Virginius induced him
to authorize the Secretary of the Navy to put the navy
on a war footing, trusting to Congress and public senti-

ment to justify and sustain him. He believes that

slavery is the sole cause of all the outrages and troubles

in Cuba. The Spanish government has liberated the

slaves in Porto Rico, and also several thousand per-

sons in Cuba, who were illegally held in bond.age; but

the reactionary slaveholders in Havana have thus far

been able to defeat all measures for the abolition of

slavery in the island. The President suggests an amend-
ment to the Constitution to authorize the Executive to

approve of so much of any measure passing Congress
as his judgment may dictate, without approving the

whole, the disapproved portions to be referred back
under the same rules as now; and also that there shall

be no legislation by Congress during the last twenty-
four hours of its se.ssion except upon vetoe.s, and that

when an extra session is called, legislation shall be con-

fined to the special subject submitted in writing by the
Executive. 'The policy towards the Indians which com-
menced early in his administration, will be adhered to,

and continued with only such modifications as time and
experience may show to be necessary.

The receipts of the government from all sources for

the fiscal year ending 6th mo. 30th last, were $333,738,-

204, and expenditures on all accounts Ilf290,345,245,

thus showing a surplus of $43,329,959. But it is not
expected that the next exhibit will show such a favor-

able condition of the finances. The financial panic has
caused a serious interruption of business and the reve-

nues have fallen off heavily. The Secretary of the.

Treasury anticipates a considerable deficiency of income.
He recommends an increase of taxation and retrench-

ment in appropriations and expenditures.

The President has nominated Attorney General G.
H. Williams, of Oregon, to be Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court, and B. H. Bristow, of Kentucky, to be
Attorney General.

A table accompanying the annual report of the Comp-
troller of the Currency shows that the national bank
currency is distributed thus : New England, §110,489,-
966; middle States, S124,608,130; southern and .south-

western States, $38,160,308 ; western States, $78,785,148;
Pacific States and Territories, $1,924,688.
Many bills and resolutions have been laid before

Congress, including several in relation to the currency.
Among others one by Senator Morrill, of Vermont, in-

structing the Committee on Finance to report a bill for

free banking and resumption of specie p.ayments on
First mo. 1st, 1875.
The Senate has confirmed a long list of Presidential

nominations for various offices.

The House of Repre,sentatives, by a vote of 141 to 29,
has passed a bill removing all disabilities imposed and
remaining on any per-son by reason of the sixteenth
article of the amendment to the Constitution.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 8th inst. New Fori.— American gold, 109.^.

U. S. sixes, 1881, 114; ditto, 1865, 113J^; 10-40 fiv"e

per cents, 109V. Superfine flour, $5 a $6.10; State
extra, $6.50 a *6.95 ; finer brands, $7.25 a $10.25. No.
2 Chicago spring wheat, $1.50 a $1.52 ; No. 3 do., $1.47

;

No. 1 Milwaukie, $1.60 ; white Michigan and i „
dian, $1.85. State barley, 81.65. Oats, 54 a o :u

State rye, $1.03. Western mixed corn, 76.V cts. ; yt j

78 a 79 cts. Philadelphia—UpUnds and Neiv ' )r

cotton, 16A a 17J cts. Cuba sugar, 7 J cts. :-

white petroleum, 13 a 13i cts. Superfine floiii

$5; extras, $5.75 a $6.25; finer brands, J6.50 ;i

White wheat, $1.75 a $1.80; amber, $1.65 a Sl'-
$1.55 a $1.60. Yellow corn, 75 a 78 ct.s. OM-.
58 cts. Sales of about 2000 beef cattle at 7 a 7 ^ r

lb. gross for extra, 5i a 6i cts. for fair to gooil, ui

5 cts. for common. About 10,000 sheep sold mi
cts. per lb. gross, and 7,000 hogs at $7 per 100 1",.

Chicago.—^o. 1 spring wheat, $1.14; No. 2 do., -
1

No. 3 do., $1.04 a $1.05. No. 2 mixed corn, ]

Oats, 38J cLs. No. 2 fall barley, $1.48. Lar !
-

St. Louis.—No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.53 a SI

2 spring, $1.10. No- 2 mixed corn, 50 cUs. ; ol I

Oats, 37 j a 38 cts. Rye, 78 cts. Cincinnati.—

flour, $6.85 a $7.60. Wheat, $1.45. Corn, 50 .

ear, 47 a 48 cts. Rye, 90 a 91 cts. Oats, 41 j

-Ba/(imore.—Choice white wheat, $1.82 a $1.85 ; .. .

prime, $1.60 a $1.75 ; choice amber, $1.80 a $1.S5
;

to prime red, $1.70 a $1.75 ; Ohio and Indiana, $1
$1.65 ; Penna. $1.50 a $1.55.

The Committee of The Yearly Meeting to visi

Subordinate Meetings, will meet on the 20th in

the Committee-room, Arch St., at 10 o'clock A. M.

THE WESTERN SOUP HOUSE,
Situated at No. 1615 South street, exclusively i

the control of and mainly supported by Friends,

be opened for the delivery of soup on the 15th ins

is expected that owing to the large number of pe
out of employment, a greatly increased demand '

made this year upon the Society, in view of whici

Friends having the management, earnestly soli(
'

tributions to aid in carrying out the charitable \

which may be sent to either

Samuel Bettle, No. 151 North Tenth St

David Scull, Jr., Treasurer, 125 Market f

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
As the stations of Superintendent and Matron o.

Institution are expected to be vacated at the close o

Winter Session, in the 4th month next. Friends
may feel drawn to undertake the duties attach*

th^m, are requested to communicate thereon w."

of the following named members of the Committe
Nathaniel N. Stokes, Cinnaminson Post-(

Burlington Co., N. J.

Charles Evans, No. 702 Race St., Philadeli
Deborah Rhoad.s, Haddon field, N. J.

Rebecca S. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth St., Phi

FOR RENT
To a Friend, the small dwelling on the meeting-1

property, West Philadelphia. An oversight ol

property will be accepted as part of the rent.

Apply to

j'oHN C. Allen, Forrest Building, 119 5

Fourth street.

Henry Haines, 512 Walnut street.

FRIEND.S' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR IND
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK

A teacher of the school will be wanted at the
mencement of the Spring term.

Application m.ay be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co.,

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philad
Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Ch

Co., Pa.
Thomas Wistar, Fox Ch.ase P. O., Philada.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANl
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelp
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wo
INOTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admis.sion of Patients i

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa
Managers.

Died, at Tottenham Green, near London, Eng
Second mo. 24th, 1873, Mary Fouster, in her
year. On the 5th of Third mo., Rachel Fobs
(widow of Josiah Forster,) in her 90th year. Als
the 11th of Tenth mo., Robert Forster. ag«
years, and on the 14lh, his sister, .4nne Forster,
76 years, all valuable members of Tottenham Met
and interred in Friends' burial-ground at Winch
Hill ; the two last on the 18th of Tenth mo.
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The ApprofichiDg Transit of Venus.

(Continued from page 130.)

[n the work of actual observation of the
38ago of the planet across the sun's face an
ogether new power will bo brought into

ly, of which nothing was known in the days
Captain Cook and of the staunch old ship

propriati.-ly and modestly named the " En-
ivor," the immediate effect of which will

to obviate the recurrence of the difficulties

d confusion that came in the train of the
servations of 1769. In his very able and
>8t admirable address to the Mathematical
d Physical Section of the British Associa-

n for the Advancement of Science, at the
ient meeting at Brighton, Dr. Warren de
, Rue, the President of the section, dwelt
linly upon the interest and importance of

3 position that photograph}' has now taken
the observatory of the astronomer. Pho-
jraphy, in its relation to astronomy, no
iger satisfies itself with being merely the
rtrait-painter of the telescopic features of

i celestial bodies; it now claims to be the
)8t exact and refined instrument for mea-
ring the apparent relative positions of the
tnetary wanderers, and indeed also of the
lereal hosts of the sky, and in this sense the
w claimant is to be admitted to play a part
the transit observations of 1874. But pho-
jraphy, it will also be observed, has the still

•ger recommendation that it is a permanent
30rd, as well as a refined method of instru-

^ntal observation. If impressions of the
tual appearance of the solar face are secured
on photographic plates at rapidly succeed-

^ instants, as the dark planet moves across
ja sun, and this be done from several widely-
^ered stations on the earth, the successive
ases of the transit will be caught, as it were,
^grante delicto, and stereotyped where they
la be seen for all future time, as well as at

,3 moment of occurrence, and so be again
jd again referred to by fresh bands of ob
I'vers as long as continued scrutiny may
)m to bo required for the improvement of
ductions or for the elimination of error
T an adequate apprehension of this parti

lar value of the process it is only necessary
consider the power it would have given
icke and Stone in their re-examination of

the observations of the transit of 1769, if they
had had photographic registers, instead of

pen-and-ink records, of those observations to

deal with.

Lewis Rutherford, of New York, has fur-

nished a remarkable series of proofs of the

great capabilities of photograph j' in the mat-
ter of refinement of astronomical delineation.

He has produced photographic maps of the

moon's face twenty-one inches across. He has

photographically engraved a beam of sun-

light, when scattered! by the deploying power
of the spectroscope-prism into a band eighty-

four inches long, so that more dark Frauen-
hofer absorption-lines can be discerned in the

picture than had hitherto been seen by the

direct observation of the eye. He has made
photographic images of groups of fixed stars

n which every constituent star of the group
8 so rendered on the plate as to admit of the

most refined mierometrical admeasurement,
both of relative distances and positions. An-
other successful worker in the same field.

Professor Young, has secured photographic
portraits of the red prominences, or hydrogen
flames, of the sun in the full blaze of ordinary

daylight. It is, therefore, clear that great

results may be looked for at the hands of this

new auxiliary of the observatory.

It is obvious, and beyond dispute, that there

are some grave drawbacks to the employment
of photography as an instrument of exact

astronomical observation ; but it is not un-

worthy of note that at the present time these

very drawbacks have become matters of espe-

cial interest to men of science on account of

the very ingenious steps that are being taken

to neutralize their powers of mischief Thus,

it is well known that the ordinary photo-

graphic image formed by lenses of glass has

certain inherent aberrations and imperfec-

tions that, for any purpose of exact measure-
ment, require to be either removed or ascer-

tained and allowed for. The lenses of the

optician bend and blur the light-beams that

they employ in painting the picture. The
collodion film, which receives the impression

of the picture, dilates and contracts unequally

and capriciously after it has been stamped
with the image. But measures are in progress

to meet and entirely neutralize these causes

of inaccuracy when photographic art is em
ployed in turning the next transit of Venus
to account, which are remarkable instances of

the exhaustive forethought and care which
are now required in the proceedings of exact

science. The distinguished optician, Dail

meyer, is at the present time engaged in the

construction of nine instruments to be used in

photographing the appearances and progress

of the transit, which are to be so scrupulously

and exactly alike, that comparisons of pictures

made by them at different stations may have
the highest attainable value, and in which, at

the same time, all optical sources of inaccu-

racy shall have been reduced to the utmost
extent that the present state of constructive

ill allows. Five of these photo-heliograph8,

as the instruments are called, are for the
British Government, one is for the Indian
Government, two are for the Russian Govern-
ment, and one is for the veteran astronomical
photographer. Dr. Warren Do La Rue. The
experiments and trials with these fine instru-

ments are already so far advanced that the

"nstruments are as nearly perfect for the pre-

cise purpose for which they are to be used, so

far as their optical performance is concerned,

may be. Their visual and chemical foci

are practically identical, so that the image
that is seen clearlj' by the eye will be as

clearly engraved by the light upon the sensi-

tive film ; and Dr. De La Rue finds that when
a reticule of crossing lines—a kind of square

meshed net of very regular finish—suspe'nded,

for the purpose of testing the instruments, on

the Pagoda in Kew Gardens, is photographed

by one of them, the image of the reticule cor-

responds exactly with another image of a

transparent lined glass reticule introduced

into the principal focus of the object-glass of

the instrument, magnified seven diameters,

and photographed at the same time with the

distant scale. For the full extent on the plate

which is occupied by the image of the sun,

both these square meshed scales appear ruled

with almost mathematical precision ; they are

both free from the distortions familiarly known
as the "pincushion" and the " barrel-like" dis-

tortion. There is simply a slight tendency to

thicken the lines of the image derived from

the transparent glass reticule as they get

away from the centre of the field, which is

obviously due to slight curvature of the field

of sharpest definition ; and this residual optical

imperfection, trifling as it is, Dall meyer is

now still further diminishing, by altering the

curves and lengthening the focus of the en-

larging lens, and he states that he has not the

slightest doubt that in the end all error duo

to optical distortion will have been absolutely

removed. There will still remain the imper-

fections of unequal contraction in the collo-

dion film after the image has been photo-

graphed ; but even these errors will be made
of no practical import by the admirable de-

vice of the lined reticule ; because if the image
of this reticule is photographed on the plate

at the same time as the image of the sun, any
imperfection of image produced by unequal

contraction of the film will be revealed by a

corresponding irregularity in the lines and
squares of the reticule. If these lines and
squares are mathematically exact and true,

as tbey should be, it' will be known that the

picture of the sun is also, in the same sense,

true ; and if, on the other hand, those lines

and squares are in any place distorted from
their true regularity and measure, there will

be identically the same distortion in the image
of the sun ; "and this being then known, will

be taken into account and allowed for at its

exact value, whatever that may be.

1
Dallmeyer's beautiful instruments are to
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furnish an image of the sun's disc at the time miles across, and flame-tongues one hundred
of the passage of the planet in 1874, which thousand miles high, whirl and leap in the
will be nearly four inches, or in exact figures sun in order that soft winds may breathe,
3931.6 thousandths of an inch, in diameter; gentle rains fall, verdant plants grow, and

endless generations of animals succeed each
other and run through the appointed round
of sentient being, on the islet worlds that

and the image of Venus will have a diameter
of 126.66 thousandthsof aninch. Thegreatest
possible parallactic displacement of the planet
on the sun's face for the widest base of obser
vation that can be secured on the earth wil
amount to 95.7 thousandths, or nearly one
tenth, of an inch. This therefore will be the
quantity that will be available in the photo
graphic picture for micrometric examination
and scrutiny. The time secured will be sub-
stantially the true instant of the particular
phase photographed, as photographic pictures
of the sun with instruments of this class are
commonly made in the hundredth part of a
second on account of the great intensity of
the sun's actinic power. It is anticipated that
the chord of the sun's circular face along which
the planet will be seen to pass from any given
station on the earth will be easily determined
to within a tenth part of a second of angular
measurement, and that an error of a tenth
part of a second in this would involve an in-

accuracy not exceeding eighteen one-tbous-
andtbs of a second after reduction to the ex-
pression for the sun's horizontal parallax.
This therefore is the promise which the ac-
ceptance of the alliance of photography in the
transit observations of 1874 holds out. Manj

have been scattered through space, each
the appropriate span of remoteness that
it to the end secured.

(To be coatinoed.)

of the highest authorities—foremost amon^,
them Dr. Warren De La Eue in England and
Professor Bond in the United States—hold
that the measurement of the photographic
images of the transit will in all probability
give a result of threefold higher value than
any direct eye and hand observation that
could be secured.

If the recent corrections of the sun's dis-
tance arc ultimately established by the transit
observations of 1874, this will really indicate
that the sun itself is a spheroid 850,000 miles
across, and that in mere matter of bulk it is
80 vast that a million and a quarter of earths
would barely suffice to make up its volume.A much more satisfactory and philosophic
conception of "the Home Eule" of the uni-
verse is secured, if a start is made in idea from
this grand central stand-point, rather than, in
accordance with the more usual practice, from
the earth. The source of activity and power
18 an orb nearly one million of miles across,
and the pigmy earth which is dependent upon
that source for light, warmth, life, and all
change and movement of whatever kind, is
suspended in space one hundred and eight
diameters of that central orb away, and is of
one million and a quarter times smaller dimen
sion than the sphere from which it receives
these endowments. There is certainly more
for the human intellect to seize when the fact
18 stated in this way than there is when the
sun 18 spoken of as a sphere ninety-two mil-
lions of miles from the earth, and as large
again as the moon's orbit. It is a suggestive
a^d noteworthy feature in the economy of
Nature that in the one itrstanco which comes
within the personal experience of man, the
great central fountain and source of impulse
energy, and power is six hundred times larger
than the entire cluster of subordinate worlds
that are lit, warmed, and organized from that
source. Such in the marvellous scheme is the
ratio of power to result, of active determining
cause to passive accomplishment—six hun-
dredfold to oue! f'ire-eddies thousands of

For " The Friend."

Memoirs and Letters of Sarah fiillman.

(CoDtiDued from page 127.)

"1819, 9th mo. 12th. This day our dear
and valued friend, H. Fisher, departed this

life. Her loss will be deeply felt, not only in
her own family, but in the Church of Christ.
She was a dignified minister, adorning the
doctrines of the gospel with that simplicity
which becomes the followers of a meek and lowly
Saviour; and her example loudly calls to us
to follow her as she followed Christ. My
spirit mourns the removal of such from our
Zion. Yet inasmuch as Israel may be sup-
plied by the great Lord of the harvest with
tandard and testimony bearers, qualified to
stand for the honor of his cause, may we be
preserved from an unavailing anxiety. L
us rather centre into quiet resignation of
spirit, seeing He doeth all things well. As we
thus yield to the turnings of his Divine hand
no doubt many will be qualified by the great
Potter for his service

; and we shall realize a
succession. Instead of the father will arise
the son, and instead of the mother shall come
up the daughter, who shall support the pre-
cious testimonies for which some of our pre-
decessors suffered unto death. Oh I crave to
bo a companion of those thua concerned, that
haply my day's work may be completed ere
my glass be run. It is the righteous that
shall hold on his way, and men of clean hands
that shall wax stronger and stronger.

13th. In recounting the many mercies of
an Almighty Father, a desire is raised that
my steps be so ordered of Him as not to bring
•' shade upon that religion I profess; but that,
through the future stoppings of life by exam-
ple and precept, I may show more and more
my fidelity and allegiance to Him who is the
King eternal. Oh he has blessed me many
times with his life-giving presence, and
me with the dainties of his house ! But how
oft have I turned aside from his instructions
how oft have I through fear evaded the cross^
which is the only way to the crown. May it

be my concern to walk in humility and fear
before him ; and, in holy resignation, to say
Amen to all his dispensations; knowing that
he afllicteth not willingly, but in order that
I become thoroughly refined ; and with the
Psalmist to acknowledge ' Before I was afflict-

ed I went astray, but now have I kept thy
word.' And, ' I will praise thee with upright-
ness of heart, when I shall have learned thy
righteous judgments.' Thus we have abun-
dant cause to bless Him for all his dispensa-
tions, but most for the severe. For Him in-
indeed,

' Not more in the sweet
Than the bitter I meet—
My tender and merciful Lord.'

14th. How beautiful upon the mountains
do the feet of those appear who bring unto us
glad tidings. Sweetly has my spirit united
this morning in the exercise of a brother, who
was engaged to set forth the necessity of pre-

senting our bodies as living sacrifices be:

the Lord ; and to press upon all the neces
of a death unto sin, and the new birth
righteousness. Also that as in the wisdor
the great Minister of ministers, a numbe
these delegated servants have recently b
removed. He would be pleased to qualify
send forth more laborers into the various pi

of his vineyard, seeing the harvest is gn
Oh that I may not be found wanting in d
cation

; that my path may be made plain
fore me ; and that my feet may indeed be
served from running unsent, and also stren]
ened to go forward, when a clear manife
tion is discovered. Ah I fear lest my garme
have gathered defilement, or else why ai

so long in so feeble a state ? As a child I c

not go. May He, whose ways remain to

higher than our ways, again pluck my
out of the mire and clay ; thoroughly cle

-"d purify me, until every remaining dre
corruption is washed away, and preparat
witnessed to receive the inscription of H
ness. All the vessels in the Lord's house w
to be of beaten gold.

1817, 10th mo. 3rd. Accompanied m.y d
friend to Green Street Meeting; in wh
the canopy of Ancient goodness was me
fully spread over us, and a living testiir

borne, by my precious sister, tending to
mate us to hold ou our way. She was earnee
solicitous that we might diligently impn
the talents committed to us, lest an awful c

of reckoning might overtake, in which
which was laid up in a napkin would be tal

from us, and some turned away with
sentence, ' Cast ye the unprofitable servj

into outer darkness.' May none so unwis
cover or hide the precious gifts of a merci
Father, as to receive the portion of the elo
ful servant.

5th. Once more favored with the ov
hadowinggoodness ofthe Shepherd of Isri

and with the living streams of Gospel mir
try flowing as from the heavenly founts
through instruments qualified by the Minis
of ministers, to hand each their portion ofmc
May we render unto our Almighty Father
tribute of thanksgiving and praise now a

forever. May our hearts, from season to
son, be raised to Him for abilitj' to stay c

minds upon him, breathing unto him Ha
lujah, Hallelujah ! for it is in, and by h
live and move,

—

' He is my God, and I will praise him.
My father's God, I will exalt him.'

12th mo. 14th. Attended our week-d
meeting in much poverty and emptiness. I
was favored to participate with my belov
brethren and sisters in the promise, ' Wht
two or three are gathered together in
name, there am I in the midst of them.' \Vl
shall I render unto thee, O Lord, for all t

benefits to a poor unworthy creature ? Trc
they have been multiplied fixr beyond my
serts, by Thee who art pleased to realize tl

self a friend to those who put their trust
confidence in thine Almighty arm, Ohgrai
I pray thee, dearest Father, if consistent '

thy blessed will, an evidence thereof concei
Thou knowest I desire above

things to serve thee, and that all other lov

without thee cannot sanctify mj' soul ! W
thou then be pleased to unveil thy glorio
presence to the eye of one of the least, yes t

least of thy family; and enable her to ma
straight steps to her feet in the path cast
by thee for thy ransomed children to walk
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)r the way of the good man is ordered by

ee, and Ihou upholdest his path.' Thou

t not suffer his foot to be moved. For thou

the lot of his inheritance, and his portion

gYgr—a precious portion. Levi shall have

part nor lot with his brethren. The Lord

God is his portion.

rhis is of all most to be desired. Oh that

8 may be mine. Then indeed I might unite

th the sweet singer of Israel, 'the lines are

len unto me in pleasant places. Yea, 1 have

;oodly heritage.'

i2th mo. 26th. Almost another year has

led in fleeting moments from us. Poor

jbationers. And what improvement, Oh

r soul, art thou conscious of? Hast thou

en constantly pointing to thy proper cen

>^—the interests of a life to come—or hast

ou, unconscious of thy fleeting state, list-

isly passed along pursuing the bawbles of

ne, while the business of thy soul's salva-

in has been neglected ? Ah no ! I trust this

,8 not been entirely the case. Although

ith blushing and confusion of face, I may
knowledge myself far short of having at-

ined the dignified state to which the fol-

wers of Christ are called,—even perfection.

Dr He hath said, 'Be ye perfect, for I, the

Drd your God, am perfect.' Nevertheless I

How after, if haply I may attain thereunto;

suredly believing that the God of all grace

ho hath thus called, will, after we have suf-

red a while according to his eternal glory,

ake all who thus follow on to know him,

jrfect, stablish, strengthen, settle them. To

:im be glory now, henceforth, and forever,

or he hath abundantly satisfied my soul

any times with his goodness, and his mercy

idureth forever.

1820, 1st mo. 10th. My soul, thy love is

ipremely to the King of kings. All other

ivers thou disdainest for the love of God

[e is the chiefest of ten thousands
;
yea, th(

Itogether lovely. But oh ! how slow art thou

) confess to this before thy brethren, al-

lough He hath long called thee to give proof;

ea, in the midst of the congregation, to de-

lare thyself on his side. How dost thou

lourn his absence, and cry Lord, Lord
!
But

bou must also do those things which he re-

uires of thee, or thou wilt not become his

hosen. It is to such as keep his command-

lent he has promised a place, and a name in

lis house, better than of sons and of daugh-

ers."
CTo be continned.)

ning of September, after having united them-

selves into flocks. These flocks at times as-

sume very large magnitudes, as the different

families of Hirondos join forces, often obscur

ing the sky for some time while they are

passing over. They follow the coast in their

flight, and when bewildered by the seaboard

fogs, as the}' often are, they arrest their course

until the sky clears, when they rise in a spiral

form from the reeds and marshy lands, where

they have lain in harbor, and, extending their

ranks, resume their way towards the tropics.

The flight of the swallow surpasses in fleet-

ness that of every other winged creature ex-

cept the humming bird. The American swift,

or swallow, has been caught in the spring

near New York with a crop full of undigested

rice, which proves it to have flown from the

rice fields of Carolina in twelve hours-

then one hundred miles an hour.

But with the migration of the swallows we

missed the songsters. The different tribes of

the warblers retire before the frosty airs and

keen winds ruffle their plumage and make
hoarse their sweet voices. The shy blue bird,

the meadow lark, with his melancholy tone,

and the wood thrush, whose notes is as fresh

to the ear as the odor of the damp vfoods is to

the nostril, are all gone. The bobolink, whose

rapturous singin made the meadows melod

ou's in early summer, first lost his inspiration,

then became a bon vivant, and then hied him-

self off, with his wife and children, to regale

upon the sebacious seeds in the plains of New
Jersey and Delaware, whence, if the sharp

sportsmen overlook him, he will proceed to

the remote rice fields along the coast of the

Gulf of Mexico.
On the other side of the globe the nightm

gale, which is the chief of the warblers—the

famous singer of the world—now hastens to

the myrtle groves of the Adriatic Sea or the

rose bowers of Persia, or the date trees of

" Araby the blest," where ages ago its thrill-

ing song

Pierced the sad heart of Ruth,
_

Who stood in tears amid the alien corn."

Our Migratory Birds-When and Wiierc They Go

The following instructive communication is

rablished in the N. Y. Evening Post

The time for the departure of the birds is

it hand. Throughout the whole belt of th

rigid and north temperate zones the feathered

nhabitants are moving, or making ready to

nvade the clime of perpetual warmth, and no

rarveyor-general, with his compass to
'

ind science to guide, could more accurately

calculate his distances, to arrive at a given

point, than do these aerial travellers.

Already the swallows arc gone. Weeks ago

[ saw them scurry aloft in squads, hurrying

bither and thither, getting ready to join them

This bird, which breeds as far north as

Sweden and Eussia, ornithologists tell us, if

never heard in Wales, Scotland, nor the west

ern shires of England. The male precedes

the female a week or two, to the north, in the

spring, and having selected his haunt in some

bosky thicket, he lures his mate to him, when

she arrives, by his song. It is said that a

nightingale caught after it has paired seldom

survives.

The Baltimore oriole, or hang-nest, resplen-

dent in the beauty of his scarlet and gold

dress, migrates and returns in the spring by

the single bird, and flies only by day. He re-

treats to Mexico and goes as far north as Nova

Scotia. The oriole is rare and sagacious, and

the female exhibits method and a very nice

direct' distinction of distance in building her nest.

This I saw illustrated, two or three years

since, by a bird which chose the locality

whereon to hang her nest, in an elm not

twenty feet from my chamber window. She

constructed the nest upon the extremity of a

pendant limb, which was too flexile to bear a

ladder, or even the weight of a child, and too

hair and dried marsh-grass, as deftly and cun-

lingly as a maiden's fingers could have done

t, and the entrance into it placed on the side

opposite from the window, so that the eggs

within could not be seen. During the process

of nest making, which required a week, the

male watched from an adjacent tree, and

cheered on his wife in her work, with his

songs, but he did not offer to help her. The
oriole possesses a song which he accents with

almost human pathos, but his call note is sharp

and harsh.

" I'll pay my rent in music, said a wren."

The robins are not yet all gone, but the

remnant of them are making great haste to

join the hegira. During the past few weeks

they have been in the oat and wheat stubble,

eating themselves into prodigious good order,

to be in readiness for their journey. Thorough

gleaners are the redbreasts—not a mustard

seed do they leave to warm the throat of the

snowbird in winter, or to bury itself under

the approaching snows, if they can find it.

They eat up our cherries, currants and straw-

berries; they plunder the garden of the late

grapes, they ravage the flower-stalk of its

seed, and spoil the brilliant mountain ash of

its scarlet berries, the clematis of its purple

fruitage, and the sumach of its crimson spikes;

and after they reach the Carolinas, they be-

tray the same inordinate appetite, by cram-

ming their crops with the aromatic juniper ber-

ries to such an extent that, whether through

the overfeeding or whether through the in-

toxicating fumes of the fruit, they are unable

to sustain themselves upon their perch, and

tumble off into the hands of watchful little

darkies, who know their gluttonous habits.

The robin returns to us early in April ;
often,

in mild seasons, by the last of March they

are here, in the very face of the late snow-

storms. Already paired, they attend strictly

to business. Their flrst nest is constructed

before the leaves are out, and they will warble

you such a song while they are building it

—

such a clarion outburst of hope and faith, and

certainty in the summer's success—that they

storm your heart, in spite of yourself, into a

corresponding belief They sing with like

ecstasy until the autumn, but less frequently,

and with a little falling off, perhaps, in ex-

pression.
.

The American robin is domestic in his na-

ture, but he never becomes familiar like his

English namesake. Let him choose his home

ever so near your house, he wants nothing of

you but his rent, and for that ho pays in

music. A robin has built during five succes-

sive years in a niche not far from our door.

We have not marked her, but we judge her

to be the same bird. This nest is made

early, and soon as the brood is out of it she

begins nimbly on a second ;
the third follows

in process of time. During two of these years

she has built the second and third nests in the

near neighborhood of the first, on two elms

growing one on each side of the house, some-

times clearing out the old habitation and re-

lining it for present occupation. But she is

cunning and sharp as she is bold and inde-

pendent ; it is the cherry-trees which bring us

the honor of her company, and she guides her

fledglings on to the loaded branches with anselves into grand armies for movement. Like |.---^., -.
-^ h," r.nrtihlp stens and

arriving in pairs, but they leave in the begin- was
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the robins forage, in the fall, before their de-

parture. But he leaves his song when he goes

south ; when there he only chirps in a bi-oken,

croaky sort of way to his fellows, as though

lamenting his exile. A resident of South

Carolina told me that he discovered there in

summer, in a live oak grove, a robin with

broken wing. The disabled bird had found

it impossible to accompany his companions
away, and it haunted this grove, where pro

bably it had passed the winter, all the sum
mer, chirping dismally to itself, but never

raising a song note.

(To be conclnded.J

Selected.

PEAYER FOR THE FAMILY OF A FRIEND.
Blessings, oh Father shower,

Rich blessings in this household from on high.

May no dark cloud o'ercast their sunny sky
Nor tempest lower;

But the sweet dove of peace, a cherished guest

In their home's hallowed ark take up her rest.

Oh ! bless them in the ties

—

The holy, tender ties of husband—wife

—

Which thou hast tiung around them; guard from strife

Earth's choicest prize

;

Domestic love unsullied by a fear

That aught but death can change the fond heart here.

Saviour ! Thou who didst take,

Young children in thy arms—oh ! look on these

Who lisp sweet accents at their parents' knees
And ne'er forsake

;

But through life's wilderness direct their feet

To the blest fold where all thy lambs shall meet.

And oh ! bless thou their store,

Reward their labors with a bounteous hand,
And may their hearts incline to thy command

—

Think on the poor
;

May the blest charity their bosoms warm,
Which shields a brother from atfliction's storm.

Not for the gifts alone
Which are of earth and pass with time away
For those I love with deep desire I pray

;

But from thy throne
Bow down thine ear Most Holy ! and bestow
The blessings which from thee alone can flow.

May peace and heavenly joy
That passeth human understanding, fill

Their inmost souls, and grateful praises still

Their tongues employ

;

And aspirations of pure love arise,

In clouds of spirit-incense to the skies.

Yet one more boon I crave.

For those oh Father I whom my soul holds dear

;

When thy last solemn messenger draws near,
And Jordan's wave

Lies just before them—be their stay and guide,
Through death's dark vale—thou' Ble-ssed and Cruci-

fied I

I leave them in thy hand,
Most Merciful ! Now and forever more
Thy will be done ! And when on heaven's bright shore

With joy we stand,

Our ransomed souls shall swell the sacred song
" Glory and honor to the Lamb belong."

Sleeping in a Cold Room.

Hall's Journal of Health says that cold bed-
chambers always imperil health and invite
fatal diseases. Eobust persons may safely
sleep in a temperature of forty or under, but
the old, the infant and the fi-ail, should never
sleep in a room where the atmosphere is much
under fifty degrees Fahrenheit.

All know the danger of going direct into
the cold from a very warm room. Very few
rooms, churches, theatres and the like, are
ever warmer than seventy degrees. If it is

freezing out of doors it is thirty degrees—the
difference being forty degrees more. Persons
will be chilled by such a change in ten min-

utes, although they may be actively walking.

But to lie still in bed, nothing to promote
the circulation, and breathe for hours an at-

mosphere of forty and even fifty degrees,

when the lungs are always at ninety-eight, is

too great a change. Many persons wake up
in the morning with inflammation of the lungs
who went to bed well, and are surprised that

this should be the ease. The cause may often

be found in sleeping in a room the window of

which had been foolishly hoisted for ventila-

tion. The water cure journals of the country
have done an incalculable injury by the blind

and indiscriminate advice of hoisting the win-

dow at night.

The rule should be, everywhere during
part of the year when fires are kept burning,
to avoid hoisting outside windows. It

safer and better to leave the chamber door
open, as also the fireplace—then there

draft up the chimney, while the room is not

so likely to become cold. If there is some fire

in the room all night the window may be

opened an inch. It is safer to sleep in a bad
air all night with the temperature over fifty,

than in a pure air with a temperature under
forty. The bad air may sicken you but can
not kill you; the cold air can and does kil

very often.

[In the above advice there is a similar want
of discrimination as is rightly censured in the
" water-cure journals." It is often as safe and
healthful to admit fresh air into sleepin

apartments when fires are kept burning, as

in warm weather. Those who are neither

children nor old, suffer more frequently from
breathing impure air in unventilated sleeping
rooms, than from the fresh air introduced
which is 40° or a little below. It must be an
extraordinary case where inflammation of th

lungs, is produced by " sleeping in a room, the
windows of which have been foolishly hoisted
for ventilation," unless the foolishness has
been in having a draft of cold air blowing
immediately on the sleeper.

—

Editors.]

Til rest when I get Home.—While walking
through a street in the city of

, a few
days ago, I passed a man whose head was
whitened and body bowed by the hardships
of not less than sixty years. His limbs trem-
bled under their heavy burden, and with much
apparent effort he advanced but slowly. I

heard him talking in a low and subdued voice,

evidently mourning over his weakness and
poverty. Suddenly his tone changed and his

step quickened, as he exclaimed "I'll rest

when I get home."
Even the thought of rest filled him with

now life, so that he pursued with more energy
his weary way. To me it was a lesson. If

the thought of the refreshing rest of home
encourages the care-worn laborer, so that, al-

most unmindful of fatigue and burdens, he
quickens his steps homeward, surely the
christian journeying heavenward, in view of
such a rest, should press onward with renewed
vigor.

This little incident often comes to mind
amid the perplexing labors of the day, and
stimulates me to more constant and earnest
eflort. Each laborer toiling in his Master's
vineyard, bearing the heat and burden of the
day, can say, " rest when I get home." Here
let us be diligent in the service of our Lord,
remembering that our rest is above. Fellow-
traveller, are thy burdens grievous to be borne,
80 that thou art ready to faint in the way ?

Jesus says, " Come unto me, all ye that lai

and are heavy-laden, and 1 will give you ret

To rest from toil is sweet ; to rest from sir

heaven.

—

American Messenger.

Arboriculture at Vienna.

The important subject of arboriculti]

upon which we have undertaken from time
time to inform the public, has recently b(

under consideration by a bodj^ of learned ir

at Vienna. The meeting was held under
title of the International Congress of La
and Forest Culturists, and those in attei

ance, either by special appointment or voh
tarily, represented the leading governmei
of the world. These representatives combin
in an eminent degree scientific and practii

knowledge, and their action on the preser^

tion and increase of the forests of the woi
is likely to be of the greatest importance.
The conclusions arrived at are given it

series of resolutions, of which the first t^

sets relate to agriculture and arboricultu

combined. The most important suggests
in them is that international conventions shi

be held for the consideration of these topii

and that, so far as possible, governmen
ought to be induced to obtain trnstwortl

statistics of the actual condition of the
and forests within their own geographic
limits, in order to made the discussions pra
tical and of immediate use.

The third set of resolutions relate excl

sively to arboriculture. The most importai
of these resolutions are as follows :

"The International Congress of Land ai

Forest Culturists resolve:
"1. We recognise the fact that, in order 1

effectually check the continually increasin

devastation of the forest which is being ca:

ried on, international agreements are n(

especially in relation to the preservation an
proper cultivation (for the end in view)
those forests Ij'ing at the sources and alon

the courses of the great rivers, since it \

known that, through their irrational destru*

tion, the results are great decrease of
volume of water, causing detriment to trad
and commerce, the filling up of the river's be^

with sand, caving in of the banks and inur

dations of agricultural lands along its cours*
"2. Wefurtherrecogniseitto bethemutua

duty of all civilized lands to preserve and t
cultivate all such forests as are of vital im
portance for the well-being—agricultural an(

otherwise—of the land, such as those on sand^
coasts, on the sides and crowns as well as oil

the steep declivities of mountains, the sea
coasts and other exposed places

; and that in

ternational principles should be laid down, t<

which the owners of such protecting or ' guar
dian forests' be subject, thus to preserve th«

land from damage.
"3. We recognise, further, that we hav(

not at present a sufficient knowledge of the

evils (disturbances in nature) which are caused
by the devastation of the forests, and there-

fore that the efforts of legislators should be

directed to causing exact data to be gathered
relating thereto."

In a fourth resolution the Austrian Ministeii

of Agi-iculture, who presided over the meet-
ing and in other ways aided in the delibera-

tions, was requested to bring the results ol

the conference to the attention of other gov-
ernments, a duty which he promised, in ai

brief but earnest speech, to fulfil.

Whatever may be thought of these resolu-
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18, they are certain to command attention.

3y distinctly enunciate the old doctrine

t the state has a right of guardianship in

forests—a principle recently advocated in

i country by Dr. Franklin B. Hough, who
cially attempted to show in what way the

;e can exercise this right without infring-

upon the rights of the individual. So far

his question is concerned, however, each
ernment will be left to settle it with its

1 citizens.

For "The Friend"

John neald.

fContinned from page 131.)

From the same to the same.

"Columbiana Co., Ohio, 8th mo. 5th, 1814.

Esteemed Friend,—I received thine yester-

of the 22d of 5th mo. last. I had a few
s before written to thee, chiefly to inform

e of my prospect of an extensive eastern

rney, and that I expected to call and see

e, &c.

But having received thy letter, so aecept-

3 to me to obtain from thee, I think best

idd a few lines in reply to it. In the first

ise of thy letter, thou mentions what often

ipens, or sometimes takes place, i. e., utter

mgers meeting and soon united in love to

h other, a mystery the mere worldling

)W8 not of. We were so, and have had
le acquaintance. I have viewed and re-

ived it over, in every part, I believe, that

ollection furnishes me with ; and I freely

nowledge that when thou proposed writ-

in the first instance to each other, I did

feel much inclination to it ; but I have not,

elieve, held a correspondence with any one
I greater extent, nor to more satisfaction,

n with thyself; and as I do believe that

acquaintance originated in the Truth, I

not think it very difficult to account for it

Dg pleasant.
' In the next place thy sentiments respect-

a salutary hedge of discipline set about
are so consistent with mine, that I ap-

ve of them ; but as we are liable to miss

way, how kind is it in those that love us,

36 honest with us. Although, on such oc-

ions, such may be very nearly tried, and

y be apprehensive of gaining ill-will, but

'ing been faithful, let them leave the even
is sometimes recommended to some who
^e to labor in a public line, and deeply
id. But honest labor has for its reward
cious peace, and, sometimes, the desire of

soul satisfied by seeing the return of such

om they have labored with. May thy
ors and the desire of thy soul be crowned
h such success in the case alluded to, and
restored and his sun go down with bright-

isl"

Ve now resume the extracts from our
'Dd's journal.

In the 5th mo., 1817, 1 informed our Month
Meeting of a prospect I had of attending

3t or all of the Particular Meetings within
' Quarterly Meeting of Salem, and of hav-

public notice given to others, that they

;;ht attend if they would ; and also, that I

: an increasing concern to have a meeting
meetings out north, in the Connecticut Re
ve in particular. In the course of the sum
ir and fall I attended, as way opened, to the

cern, and had several good meetings, but

ir being at most of the meetings among
lends, I thought sometimes theother would
|»r off, without a necessity to attend to that

part of the concern. But though I felt very
weak for such a task, still the exercise revolv-
ed in my mind at times, and at length I found
't safest, as 1 believed, to fix on a lime to go,

and to send woi-d to two families of Friends,
who lived remote from meeting—sixteen miles
off.

Several Friends bearing me company, we
had a meeting there the 19th of the 10th mo.,

where several of their neighbors came, and I

understood they were well satisfied with the
testimony I was favored to bear among them.
Next morning we went towards Warren, the
place I had felt the first draught to, and when
within about three miles of it, we came to

Isaac Heaton's, a j ustice of the peace. Under-
standing what we were going to the town for,

he proposed that we stay at his house for the

night, and send word by a man who was there

then, and who lived in th^ town. I said it

was necessary that we should first know
whether we could have a place to hold a meet-

ng in, and then we could fix on a time to hold

t. He said there was no doubt at all but we
could get the court-house to hold our meet-

in, and the man from town would spread

the notice there that night, and there would
be no occasion for us to go. So we concluded

to stay. When we were a little time settled,

Isaac said to us, if you have no objection to

preach here to-night, I will send out and no-

tify the neighbors, and let them come in and
have a meeting. I said, we will first consider

of it, and after a short consultation I said, if

thou thinkest that thou and thy neighbors

are willing to come together and sit an hour

and a half or more in silence, and then if there

is no preaching, endeavor to be satisfied with-

out it, thou mayst notify them as soon as thou
pleasest. So he sent the notice, and in a short

time there came in and sat down thirty or

forty persons. After some time of silence I

felt an engagement to declare to them that

which I believed to be my duty to do, and it

became a solemn time, much to my satisfaction,

and the people were loving. Most of them
came, before they went away, to shake hand
and bid us farewell, which they did in i

friendly manner.
In the morning we parted with this kind

family. They had fed us and our horses, a

would receive nothing for pay.

We then proceeded to Warren, where the

spreading of notice had been attended to, and

a considerable meeting collected, in which I

bore testimony for some time to the Truth,

and way of salvation. The people though
mostly strangers to our Society, behaved be

comingly in the silent part of the meeting.

After dinner, we went on towards a town
called Can field, which is on the way home,

and where I felt engaged in mind to have

meeting. We proposed having a meeting

next day at 10 or 11 o'clock, but the person

to whom we communicated the pi'ospect.

made so many objections to the time, that I

concluded to go on in the morning. B
after going to bed and viewing the matter :

my own mind, I felt easiest to stay to the

time our landlord proposed, which was candle

light the next evening. The meeting was a

solid time. I was favored in this as well

in the other meeting beyond my expectation.

I revived the sufferings of the martyrs, show-

ing how constant they were, and how firm

they stood to support the good cause, even to

death, and how glad they would have been to

enjoy such privileges as we enjoy. The meet-

ng concluded with supplication, and I rejoiced

under a sense of Divine iiivor, that it is suffi-

cient to strengthen the weak."
In the conclusion of his account of this ser-

vice, after speaking of some other meetings
hich he attended, John Heald makes the

following remarks ;
" I may acknowledge that

I have been helped through these meetings
to my comfort, and look back to the conflict,

with satisfaction. I suppose few, if any, can
conceive how trying it has always been to mo
to have meetings appointed for me, especially

imoug those who are unacquainted with the
manner of holding our meetings. He, whom
I have endeavored to serve in the gospel of
His Son, knows how I have gone forth in obe-

dience to what I have no doubt He required

of me; and to His praise be'it spoken, He has
in the needful time been a ready helper as

well as sufficient, and has made the burthen
lighter than I expected."

The next religious service of much magni-
tude into which our friend entered, was an
extensive visit through Pennsylvania, New
Jersej', the Eastern States, New York, Can-
ada, occupying more than a year in its accom-
plishment. But a few monihs elapsed after

the completion of the visit in his own neigh-

borhood, last described, before this industrious

servant again left his home, on this important
mission.

{To be continueci.)

The Sfassfurt Potash Mines.—These salts

were first discovered at Stassfurt, Prussia, in

connection with an extensive rock-salt de-

posit. In sinking a shaft to the depth of

1066 feet, a peculiar layer of various saline

compounds, 158 feet in thickness, was pene-

trated, which directly overlaid the rock-salt.

This surface deposit seemed to consist of all

the more soluble compounds, but slightly al-

tered, of the oceanic waters, from which the

entire deposit originated. As a source of salt

for ordinary domestic purposes, it was con-

sidered unfit, and, consequently, whatever
had to be removed to get at the underlying

rock-salt, was drawn aside, as worthless. The
celebrated analytical chemist, H. Rose, sub-

sequently called attention to this refuse mass
as a source of potassa compounds. The gov-

ernment soon acted upon his suggestion, and
caused, in 1860, sales at low rates, offering at

the same time premiums to those parties who
should succeed in inventing some suitable

mode by which they might be changed into

more valuable compounds for industrial pur-

poses. The present extensive chemical in-

dustry at Stassfurt, and in its vicinity, is the

outgrowth of that movement. The produc-

tion of potassa [there] amounted in 1867 to

24 million pounds, and the entire capacity of

the Stassfurt mines, as far as explored at that

time, promised to be from 100 to 120 millions

of pounds per annum for 100 years to come.

Annual Report Mass. Ag. College.

Bats.—When passing through the channels

among the large boulders in the river's bed,

we often disturbed flights of small bats. The
effect was very strange, as they would flit like

arrows shot from an unseen hand, for a short

distance, to the shady side of some rock, into

which the flooding water had worn curious

cavities ; here they seemed as quickly to

vanish as they appeared, for when they had
once fastened themselves to the crevices, their

color and shape so much resembled the un-
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equal surface of the cross-grained stone, that

it was almost impossible to distinguish them
even at a limited range.— Wickham's Journey.

From The "British Friend."

Report from the Conference appointed under the

direction of the Yearly MeeP'ng for the Con-

sideration of the subjects referred to in the

Proposition fro7n Essex Quarterly Meeting,

and on the Religious Instruction of our Younger

Members.

To the Yearly Meeting :—This Conference

met on the 11th, and has continued its sittings,

by adjournments, to the 14th of the Eleventh
month, 1873. , It has been very numerously
attended bj' Friends from various parts of the

country, and in the free interchange of senti-

ment that has taken place, the deliberations

have been marked by the prevalence of bro-

therly love, and we trust that they have been
largely owned by the presence of the Lord.
Among the subjects which have successively

obtained attention are the following, viz.;

—

I. The decrease in the attendance of our
meetings for worship held on First-da}' after-

noons or evenings, and on other days of the
week.

II. The lessened interest apparent in many
places in the meetings for transacting the
affairs of the Church.

III. The relative decline in the number of

our membtrs, or rather the vitality and growth

of the body, as affected by
1. The amount of religious teaching.

2. Pastoral care bestowed on our members,
including the constitution and functions

of the meetings of ministers and elders.

3. The religious instruction of the young.
4. The question of birthright membership.
5. The influence of our Society on the world

at large.

Of these important subjects the time of the
Conference did not admit of a full deliberation
on the question of birthright membership

; or
of any distinct consideration of the action of
our religious Society as a Church upon the
world at large.

With regard to the first of the above sub-
jects, namely, the decrease in some localities

of the attendance of our meetings for worship
held on First-day afternoons or evenings, and
on the other days of the week, an earnest
desire has been expressed in the Conference
that our meetings for worship may fully ex-

emplify the reality of our faith in the Lord
Jesus Christ, and in His continued presence
with those that are truly gathered in His
name. In order to do this, it was felt very
necessary that Friends should come to their

meetings in a worshipping spirit, and that
each, in faith and prayer, should seek to know
his or her right part therein, whether in utter-
ance or in silence.

A very general expression was given to a
desire that no alteration should be made in
the recognized mode of conducting the First-
day morning meetings. But at the same time
there appeared to be a strong feeling in the
minds of many Friends that, with regard to a
second meeting on a First-day, whore a pret-
ty unanimous feeling prevails amongst the
Friends of a meeting, the scriptures might
with advantage be regularly read, or the sub-
stitution might be made of a meeting expressly
appointed for reading the scriptures, or for
giving the opportunity of religious teaching;
and if in such latter case, the ordinary meet-

ing for worship should be discontinued, it is

nevertheless desired that Friends should be

encouraged, who might not attend a second
meeting on First-day, to devote a portion of

the remainder of the day in promoting the re

ligious instruction of their families or neigh-

bors ; but it is desired that those who do so

should take duly into account the claims of

their own meeting on their sj-rapathy and
help.

The Conference was enabled to deliberate

on these important subjects in a spirit of mu-
tual forbearance and tenderness, and whilst

the above appeared to be the prevailing judg-

ment, it is only right to state that many who
have, nevertheless, the highest value for the

sacrod volume, were not prepared to encour-

age the practice of the stated reading of the

scripture in our meetings for the public wor-
ship of God.
With regard to our meetings for transact-

ing the affairs of the Church, the following

suggestions obtained general concurrence,

most of them having been already adopted
with advantage in several large meetings,

viz.:

—

I. That as far as practicable, matters of

formal and routine character, and those re-

lating to accounts, should be previously di-

gested either by the clerks or committees, so

as to occupy as little of the time of the meet-

ing as possible.

II. That, especially where certificates of

membership or their acknowledgment are n

merous, a simple statement may be made of

the names of the Friends to whom they relate,

and of the meetings from which they come
or to which they are addressed ; care being of

course taken to ensure the regularity and
correctness of the documents.

III. That, in pursuance of the recommend-
ation of the last Yearly Meeting, a greater
variety of subjects of general Christian inter-

est may rightly engage the attention of these

meetings.
IV. That much advantage may arise from

more general and frequent joint Conferences
of men and women Friends, both in Monthly
and Quarterly Meetings, in relation to such
subjects as may rightly engage the united
concern of all the members of the Church. ,

V. The promotion of the social character
connected with these meetings, which have
of late years in many places been largely in-

terfered with by the increased facilities for

travelling.

With regard to the important subjects of

the religious teaching and pastoral care be-

stowed on our members, and the religious in-

structions of our younger members, many
valuable observations were offered, encourag-
ing Friends, whether as heads of families or
otherwise, to faithfulness to their duty in these
respects. And various testimonies were boi-ne

to the great value of religious visits in Chris-
tian love to Friends in their families. After
very serious deliberation, it is thought right
to suggest :

—

I. That, in addition to the duties resting
upon parents and heads of families, and the
more special services developing upon indi-

viduals, it is greatly to be desired that Friends,
in their Monthly and other meetings, should
fully recognise the responsibility ofthe Church
itself in relation to these great duties, and from
time to time consider the state of their respec-
tive congregations as regards oversight and
'pastoral care, religious teaching, and the reli-

gious instruction of the young, and endea^l

under the guidance of their Lord, to mj
appointments and arrangements for th

purposes ;—that, when so met, they may
encouraged, as a collective body, to seek

united prayer those gifts which are es

for these services. Under such a preparat

it is believed that Monthly and Quarts

Meetings, whether of men or women Friei

would be enabled to exercise more elfici

pastoral care through the more frequent

pointment of Committees for visiting tl

members in Christian love.

II. Under the like preparation it is belie

that the way would open for the holding

meetings for mutual religious instruction

which those assembled, with single ej^e

dependence upon Christ, might enjoy mut
edification and profit.

This Conference, seeing that the dutie

the Ministers and Elders especially relati

the oversight of the flock, recommends to

Yearly Meeting such a change in the cor

tution of Meetings of Ministers and Elderi

should increase their service by the introc

tion of the Overseers, and at the discretioi

Monthly Meetings, of other suitable Friei

In offering these suggestions, the eari

desire has been expressed that the atteni

and expectations of Friends may be tun
not to "decline," but to life, aud growth, i

fruitfulness, in the deepening persuasion t

this is the will of God in Christ Jesi

cerning all that trust in Him.
Signed by direction, and on behalf of

aforesaid Conference.
Wm. D. Sims, aerl

A Salutary Hint for a Festive Season.—

H

many are spending their time and money
vanities and superfluities, while thousa

and tens of thousands want the necessaric

life, who might be relieved by them, and tl

distresses in poverty or in sickness, be in sc

degree softened by the administering of s

able things.

—

John Woolman.

THE FRIEND.
TWELFTH MONTH 20,
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t vvas asserted by many who favored this

inge, that reading portions of Scripture,

3 as much a part of divine worship as teach-

;
and, perhaps, the assertion is true, in

jrenco to a great portion of what is heard
some meetings under the character of

ching; and should it be concluded to ar-

ge tor having the latter as well as the

mer, we do not see but that they will stand

the same footing.

5ut, as Robert Barclay truly says, " All

B and acceptable worship to God, is offered

the inward and immediate moving and
wing of his own Spirit." * * * " All

er worship, both praises, prayers or preach-

,
which man sets about in his oimi will, and

\,is own appointment; which he can both be-

and end at his pleasure ; do or leave undone

limself seeth meet * * * are all but

erstition, will-worship, and abominable
atory in the sight of God." The prear-
^ed reading of the Scriptui'es, is as much
-worship and stated service or ritual, as

eading the liturgy in the "established

rch." Much has been said, both in this

Dtryand in England, to reconcile Friends to

ing the Scriptures read in their meetings,

we cannot see how any one, understand-
and holding the doctrine of Friends in

tion to the spirituality of Divine worship,

the necessitj' for the direct influence of

Holy Spirit lor every act of worship, can
I countenance to such an open violation of

i fundamental doctrine, as to assemble with
le who practise it. Wo would suppose
r would greatly prefer to sit down with
r families at their own homes, and there

; reverently upon the Father of Spirits,

1 submit to such a ceremony, such an im-

ment to the most solemn act in which
r souls can be engaged,
ne of the speakers, who evidently saw the
aate eftect of what was being done, ob-

ed, " If there was any bond of union in a
stian body, it was worship." True, but
don Yearly Meeting has long known, that

practice of reading the Scriptures in meet-
for worship, has obtained in many of its

irdinate meetings,—and, from the printed
rts of its proceedings we infer, it has never
sd the feeblest voice against this palpable
ition of the principles of Friends; but has
rded meetings practising it, all the privi-

3 of full unity with the body. It has thus
its own hands, so far as maintaining the
mony to spiritual worship is concerned

;

from the revelations made in the course
le debate, the same is evident in relation

le maintenance of the testimony of Friends
nst a man-made and hireling ministry,

was the general testimony of the speak-
;hat a large portion of the members attend
meetings of Friends only on the morning
le First day of the week : in the afternoon

pening, these attend at meetings for wor-
of other religious Societies. The reason
jned for this was, that these members wish-

5 hear more teaching and bible reading.

Y went to the meetings of Friends in the
ling, because they were members, but

was as much as they could bear of silent

Lings, or such meetings as Friends hold,

they frequented the other places of wor-

,
to obtain that which Friends' meetings

i not supply. Besides this large class,

e were some who absented themselves
I First-day afternoon or evening meetings,

ase they thought they were better em-

ployed in bible classes or mission schools
We should suppose from the tenor of the re
marks, that a considerable percentage of those
who took part in the debate, belonged to the
one or the other of these classes ; which in

elude a few who appear to be in the station o
ministers. One observed, " It was his lot

more often to occupy the platform or pulpit
of another denomination, than to attend our
meetings, and at these places he always found
the bible; there is liberty for it, and there
ought to be this liberty for its use with us."

Sometimes they wanted to repeat a whole
chapter, and they could not tax their memo-
ries with so much. Another, "He often did

the latter [go to other places of worship]
himself. He found there something that one
could appreciate, in the reading, the hymns
and the prayers. There were gathered people
who could not feed on silence alone." Another,
"In going among the services of other denom-
inations, he had found that the preaching of

the gospel with them, was not merely char
aeterized by as much or more intellectual

power as with us, but also with as much real,

living power of the Holy Ghost." We give
these extracts, to exemplify the views of that
class of members, who habitually or fre-

quently, on the afternoon or evening of First
day, attend the places of worship of other
denominations. Now, all these members must
be constantly violating one of the most im-
portant christian testimonies held by Friends.
They must have long been proper objects for

disciplinary treatment, as approving and en-

couraging a man-made and paid ministry.
But not only are these, and such others as
hold similar sentiments, not brought under
the action of the discipline, but London Yearly
Meeting puts into their hands authority to

deliberate what changes shall be made in

the meetings for worship of Friends, in order
to bringthem more into conformity with their

views ; hoping, thereby, to induce them to at-

tend more frequently.

Were not the subject so sad and serious in

itself, it would call forth a smile, that so large

a body of professed Friends, claiming to be

highly cultivated and intellectual, should put
before the world such an absurdity as that
the members of the same religious Society,

shall have two distinct systems of worship,
and practise whichever may be preferred by
a majority of each congregation : and yet this

what the recommendation amounts to.

Some appeared to think, that if the First-

day morning meetings were spared from
change, they would escape sacrificing the

principles of Friends ; and the afternoon and
evening meetings, might be held to suit what-
ever views on the subject the larger part of

the members might entertain. But we think
spirit of the debates shows, that a large

portion of the abettors of the change, thought
there was no religious principle involved, that

was worthy to be put into competition with
hat they term '• religious instruction," or

ith affording opportunities for the exercise

of that which in these days is so much talked

of, the "gift of teaching." After carefully

reading over the debutes—which were taken
down by a regularly employed reporter—we
confess we are surprised that the Convention
restrained itself so far as it did. They indi-

cate that a large number in the body approve
of comments being regularly made on the

portions of Scripture read in the meeting,
and of meetings appointing pastors, to be

kept employed in instructing or teaching the
members.
The " logic of facts" is apparently proving

the truth of a statement published in a work
written by a member in London, five or six
years ago, entitled " George Fox, the Friends
and Baptists," viz., that " The main body of
Friends," in England, have "come round, with
little exception, to the very views for which
their Beacon brethren were obliged to secede."
The book contains so much that is erroneous,
that, with many, it destroyed the value of the
testimony. But, as we have said, facts seem
to substantiate its truth. Certainly the wide
step now taken, is a legitimate fruit of Beacon-
ito principles

; and as they become more and
more firmly fixed, and their advocates become
more confident in their power, another and
another step will be—we may say must be

—

taken away from the Quakerism of the early
Friends, in order to bring " modified Quaker-
ism" into harmony with the " enlightenment
of the age."

The bitterness of feeling manifested by
several towards Elders, and the decided ex-
pression of their being worse than useless, are
unexpected, and lead to the belief that many
of them stand in the w.ay of the exercise of
this very largely bestowed " gift of teaching."
The idea of a gift for eldership appears to be
entirely ignored.

Will the Yearly Meeting adopt the recom-
mendations? Was it not virtually sitting in

judgment in the Conference ? Time will make
manifest.

SUMMAKY OF EVEiNTS.
Foreign.—The protracted trial of Marshal Bazaine,

on the charge of capitulating at Metz withont doing all

that was required by honor and duty to avoid the sur-

render, resulted in a verdict of guilty. The judges
condemned him to death, and to be degraded from his

k previous to his execution ; they however signed
an appeal to President MacMahon commending Bazaine
to mercy. A Paris dispatch of the 12th says: The
sentence of death against the Marshal is commuted to

twenty years of seclusion. He is to bear the effects of
degradation from his rank, but will be spared any hu-
miliating ceremony. He will be sent for confinement
to the island of Saint Marguerite, off Cannes.
During several days last week, London and the sur-

ounding country were enveloped in so dense a fog as to

aake all travel or locomotion dangerous. Business
was almost suspended, and for two days no vessels ar-

rived or left the port. A number of persons were
drowned by falling into the river docks. The fog

covered an area of about fifty miles square, of which
London is the centre. In consequence of the darkness
the cattle-show proved a failure, some of the animals
died, and many others were withdrawn by the owners.

The Bank of England has reduced its rate of discount

to 4} per cent., and loans outside the bank are made at

3J and 4 per cent. The bank gained £018,000 in gold
in one week.
The last advices from the Gold Coast, report the con-

tion of the British fleet there as very unhealthy. Sir

Garnet Wolseley was on board the ship Simoon, suffer-

ing from fever. The hc-itilities with the Ashantees have
thus far been mere skirmishes, and nothing decisive

was expected until the reinforcements from England
ed. The .authorities had determined that all Fan-

tees should be forcibly enlisted as carriers, laborers and
police.

A Havana dispatch of the 12th says, the Virginius

s been taken to the port of Bahia Honda, sixty miles

west of Havana, where she will be delivered by a

Spanish man-of-war to a vessel of the United States

navy. Captain General Jouvellar has given the neces-

sary orders for the transfer of the Virginius prisoners

at Santiago de Cuba to an American war vessel. A
dispatch of the 14th says: The Spanish steamer Bazan
has sailed from Santiago de Cuba, for Bahia Honda,
with the Virginius passengers on board, and is expected

at the latter place to-morrow. It has been arranged

that the Virginias and her surviving passengers and
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the First

crew, shall be delivered to the Americans at the same

time'at the port of Bjhia Honda.

The ship Arabia, from Calcutta for Boston, has foun-

dered at sea. No date is given, but the disaster oc-

curred in lat. 28 north, long. 63 west. Part of the crew

were landed at Gravesend, from the bark Tropic, which

vessel rescued them. The remainder of the crew, thir-

teen in number, were drowned.

Elizabeth, Queen Dowager of Prussia, and widow of

King Frederick William IV., died on the 15th inst.,

°The German government has subscribed for 24,000,-

000 marks of the new Hungarian loan.

At a recent election in France to fill vacancies in the

National Assembly, Republican deputies were chosen

A petition for the restoration of the monarchy, with

120 000 signatures, had been laid before the Assembly.

A Madrid dispatch of the 15th says: The bombard-

ment of Cartagena opened again to-day with increased

vigor. It is said the great Powers have assured Castelar

that they will recognize the Bepublic when the Carta-

gena insurrection is suppressed.

The steamer Bechton has been lost in the Mediter-

ranean. Twenty-two lives were lost.

London, 12th mo. loth.—U. S. sixes, 1867, 95* ; five

per cents, 92*.

Liverpool. — Uplands cotton, delivered

month, Sid.

A special dispatch to the Pall Mall Gazette says, that

aa Baron Eeuter has not begun works of internal im-

provement in Persia within the time fixed upon, the

Shah has declared the concessions and agreement with

him void.

The German Press regard the verdict in the case of

Marshal Bazaine, as the result of political intrigue, and

think he has been unjustly condemned.

The Dutch government has received intelligence that

9000 troops belonging to the expedition which lately

left Batavia for Acheen, have effected a landing on the

coast of that country without opposition.

The Emperor of Russia has ordered the Grand Duke
Alexis on another journey around the world next

spring.

The balance sheet of the Universal Exhibition at

Viennay,shows a loss of 19,700,000 florins.

UnitA) States.— There were 273 interments in

Philadelphia last week, and 475 in New York.

Deep snows have fallen on the line of the Central

Pacific Railroad, but as yet no delay has occurred.

The New York and Erie canal navigation has been

closed for the season, the ice being from eight to ten

inches thick in portions of the canal.

The new postal treaty between the United States and
Germany, providing for an interchange of postal cards

between the two nations, has gone into effect. The
treaty includes not only the German empire, but also

Austria, Hungary, &c. A one cent stamp is required

upon the postal card before it can he forwarded.

The proceedings of Congress have been for the most
part unimportant. The question of repealing the act

of last Congress making a large increase in the salaries

of the members, has been debated in the House of

Representatives, and a great number of bills and reso-

lutions on other subjects have been introduced in both

Houses. The House of Representatives has decided to

adjourn from 12(h mo. 19th to 1st mo. 6th.

The distinguished scientest, Louis Agassiz, died in

Boston last week, in the 67th year of his age. He was
a native of Switzerland, but had resided many years in

the United States, and for the last 26 years had been

professor of geology and zoology in Harvard Univer-

sity.

Vie Markets, <£c.—The following were the quotations

on the loth inst. JVeio York.—American gold, lllj

U. S. sixes, 1881, 119.V ; ditto, 1865, 116; 10-40 five

per cents, 112J. Superfine flour, $5.80 a $6.25 ; State

extra, $6.65 a *7.10 ; finer brands, $7.50 a $10.25. No,
2 Chicago spring wheat, $1.62; red western, $1.58 a
$1.60 ; white Indiana $1.75. Oats, 56J a 59 cts. State

rye, $1.09. Western mixed corn, 79 cLs.
;
yellow, 81 cts.;

white, 83 cts. P/u7ade/;jAm.—Middlings cotton, 16J a
17| cts. for uplands and New Orleans Refined sug;

7 J a 8 cts. Superfine flour, $5 a $5.50 ; extras, $5.7c

S6.50; finer brands *7 a «10.25. Red wheat, $1.58 a

$1.60 ;
amber, $1.64 a $1.68 ; white, $1.75 a $1.85. Ry

95 cts. Old yellow corn, 77 a 78 cts. ; new, 67 a 70 cts.

Oats, 53 a 58 cts. Smoked hams, 11 a 13 cts. Lard
8} a 8J cts. Clover seed, 8 a 9 cts. About 3000 beef
cattle sold at the Avenue Drove-yard. Extra at 7} a 7J
cts. per lb. gross, and lower grades at 4 a 7 cts. Sheep
sold at 5 a 6J cts. per lb. gross. Receipts 13,000 head.
Corn fed hogs sold at $7..50 a $7.75 per 100

"

Receipts 7000 head. Chicago. — Spring extra flour,

$5.26 a $5.75 ; winter superfine, $7.50 a $7.75. No. 1

ig wheat, $1.18* ; No. 2, $1.16J ; No. 3 do., $1.08 J.

2 mixed corn, 54 cts.; new, 60 cts. No. 2 oats,

39i cts. Rye, 78 cts. No. 2 fall barley, $1.42. Lard,

8| cts. St. ioKis.—No. 2 spring wheat, $1.18 a $1.19
;

No. 2 winter red, $1.65. Yellow corn, 60 a 61 cts. No.

2 Oats, 44i a 45 cts. Lard, 7| cts. Cincinnati.—Wheat,

$1.45 a $l'.47. Old corn, 60 cts. ; new, 55 cts. Oats, 42

a 50 cts. Barley, $1.26 a $1.66. Rye, 95 cts.

The Committee of The Y'early Meeting to visit the

Subordinate Meetings, will meet on the 20th inst. in

the Committee-room, Arch St., at 10 o'clock A. M.

The renewed attention of Friends is called to the fol-

owing works for sale at

FRIENDS' BOOK STORE.
Sewel's History of the People called Quakers.

Journal of the Life and Travels of George Fox.

R. Barclay's Apology for the True Christian Divinity.

Journal of John Richardson.

Do. Richard Jordan.

Do. Henry Hull.

Do. Thomas Chalkley.

Do. AVilliam Savery.

Do. John Churchman.
Do. Thomas Ellwood.

Do. Elizabeth Collins.

No Cross No Crown, by William. Penn.
Rise, Progress and Key, do. do.

Letters of John Barclay.

Do. on Religious Subjects, by John Kendall.

Do. of Elizabeth, Lucy and Judith Ussher.

A Compendium of Religious Faith and Practice, bj

Murray.
Extracts from the Papers of Edwin Price.

Life and Gospel Labors of John Woolman.
Do. do. do. Richard Davies.

Do. do. do. Abel Thomas.
Do. do. do. Samuel and Mary Neale.

Life and Religious Services of William Evans.

A Concise Account of Friends, by Thomas Evans.

Examples of Youthful Piety, do. do.

Piety Promoted. By William and Thomas Evans.

Evans' Exposition of the Faith of Friends.

PAMPHLET.S.
True Christian Baptism and Communion.
Ancient Testimony of the Society of Friends.

Memorials of Deceased Friends.

Reasons for the Necessity of Silent AVaiting.

Letters to Susanna Sharpless.

The following are published by the " Teact Asso-

ciation OF Friends :"

Biographical Sketches and Anecdotes of Friends.

Bound Tracts, in 2 volumes.

Brief Account of Sarah Grubb.
Mary Dudley and Daughters.

lother's Legacy to her Daughters.
Some Account of Ann Reeve.
Divine Protection through Extraordinary Dangers.
Memoir of Rachel C. Bartram.

The following Books are sold by Jacob Smedley, in

dependently of those published by the " Book
Committee."

Dictionary of the Holy Bible, (illustrated.)

The Wheat Sheaf.

Gleanings from Pious Authors.
Historical Memoirs of Friends. Bj' Wm. Hodgson.
Reformers and Martyrs, before and after Luther. By
Wm. Hodgson.

Glimpses by Sea and Land. By M. L. Evans.
Power of Religion. By L. Murray.
Gleanings at Seventy-five. By S. Lukens.
Social Hours with Friends. By M. S. Wood.
A History and General Catalogue of Westtown Board

ing School, 2d edition. By W. W. Dewees.
Selections of Religious Poetry.

Dymond's Essays on Morality.

Plain Path to Christian Perfection.

A Guide to True Peace.
Food for Young Appetites.

A Plea for the Dumb Creation.

The Book of Birds.

The Book of Animals.
A Ladder to Learning.
The Arm Chair.
Parents' Gift
Original Poems. By Taylor.
The Child's Treasury.
Brief Account of William Bush.
Last illness and Death of Jane Wheeler.
Dress, and AVorldly Compliance.
On the Mountain. By M. E. Atkinson.
Picture Pages for Little Children.

ERRATA.
In the essay " Mixed Marriages," in the last

]

No. of "The Friend," page 122, on the 17th line
i

the beginning, for harmonizing read harmonize. Ai
the same, 3rd col. and 25th line from the top, for

read more.

FRIENDS' FREEDMEN'S ASSOCIATION
A Public Meeting will be held in the Comi

room. Arch Street Meeting-house, on Third-duy

ing. Twelfth month 23rd, 1873, to hear the re

M. C. Cope and James E. Bhoads, the committee

visiting the schools. All are heartily invited to atl
i

By order of the Board,

John B. Gakeett, Secretai

Philada., 12th mo. 16th, 1873.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
As the stations of Superintendent and Matron of

Institution are expected to be vacated at the close o

Winter Session, in the 4th month next. Friends

may feel drawn to undert.ake the duties attache

them, are requested to communicate thereon witli

of the following named members of the Commit
Nathaniel N. Stokes, Cinnaminson Posi

Burlington Co., N. J.

Charles Evans, No. 702 Race St., Philadelp i

Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. J.

Rebecca S. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth St., Phi

FOR RENT
To a Friend, the small dwelling on the meeting-!

property. West Philadelphia. An oversight ol

property will be accepted as part of the rent.

Apply to

John C. Allen, Forrest Building, 119 S

Fourth street.

Henry Haines, 512 Walnut street.

FRIENDS' BO.\RDING SCHOOL FOR IND
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK

A teacher of the school will be wanted at the

mencement of the Spring term.

Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co.,

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philadi

Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Ch
Co., Pa.

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANl
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelp

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wo
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients i

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa
Managers.

Died, 12th mo. 1st, 1873, Mary T. Isaac,

William Isaac, in her fifty-fifth year, Matron
Emlen Institution, Warminster, Bucks Co., Pa.,

ber of Buckingham Monthly Meeting of Friends,

after a short and severe illness, during which she

a clear view "of a beautiful country where all

happy." She heard a voice say, " thou may
being pure." Expressing great thankfulness tha
" had not deferred preparation for death until now
poor body has all it can bear with the pain and st

ing from its diseased condition." "Through the

able goodness and mercy of my dear Saviour, all

be well with my soul if taken now." Feeling resi;

to part with her beloved husband and child

willing, if the Lord's will, to remain longer to \

instrument in His hands for the good ofthe poor col

children, amongst whom she believed He had c:

her to labor. 'To the colored lads of the Emlen I

tution, she had been as a tender mother for nearly

years ; her affectionate and earnest counsel and pr:

in her labor of love for the souls of these boyi

tinned to the last. Near her close, taking each
by the hand, she directed them to their Saviour,
bid them farewell. Their tears and emotions sh

how they felt at the parting. She admonished
about her to prepare for death while in health, saj

a sick bed is not the place to prepare for death,

purified spirit was calmly released and is, we hui
trust, through the mediation and atoning blood ol

dear Saviour, now an inhabitant of that "beau
country," where the wicked cease from troubling

the weary are forever at rest.

'wiLLiAM'H.^PILE7'PMNT£K.'
""'

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Snb-tropical Rambles—by Sicolas Pike,

n this volume, the author, who is or was
ited States Consul at the Island of ilauri-

i, not only gives the history, statistics, &c.,

his adojjted home, but describes the pecu-
customs of the Indians who inhabit it,

rambles over its mountains and shores,

1 characteristics of the adjacent islands,

i especially the natural productions of the
d and the surrounding waters. He was a
•king naturalist, and waded on the coral

fs collecting the various denizens of these
ious formations, as well as acquiring much
eresling information respecting their habits,

tiany of the inhabitants of those tropical

ters, are more or less dangerous to the un-
itected fisherman. Not to mention the
irks which abound in the deep waters, and
very voracious, the various kinds of spiny

les are much dreaded, and the eels which
3where are harmless, here grow to an enor-
us size, and often attack the unwary in-

der on their haunts. N.Pike says:
• Nearly all the eels I have here met with
emble snakes in the naanner of elevating
!\r head, and the fierce way they turn on
n when disturbed. One cunning fellow, I

nk the Angxiille morele, often giv^s the un-
ry fisher a sharp bile. It "grows about
3 feet long, and is of a sandy color, with
I tail tipped pink. The fin is scarcely per-

(tible round the tail, which is stiff and
nted, and with it he digs a hole in the
ddy bottom, deep enough for him to stand
lend in. Here he waits for his prey, with
head only visible, his keen eyes allowing
hing to escape him, and being so colorless

ier water he often catches the fishermen's

b or hands as they grope about after cat-

i'-"

n describing a visit to Mapou Bay, he tells

bf the capture of one of the largest species.

n a little projection of rock running out into

bay, I amused myself watching the gam-
3 of the small fish as they disported in the

pools. In one little basin, containing
'Ut six feet of water clear as crystal, there
re several small Ghatodons, and amongst
m two or three of the richly colored Ifoli-

thus semicirculatus. The body of this fish

)f glossy black, with perpendicular lines

from the top of the head to the pectoral fins,

alternately of the purest white and brightest
imperial blue. VV'hen not frightened, it will

swim gracefully round and round in circles,

glancing its bright golden eye at the intruder
;

but make the slightest movement, and, like a
flash of light, it disappears to its hiding place,

and remains till the fancied danger is past. I

was watching one of these lovely little crea-

tures, almost breathless lest I should disturb

it, when suddenly it vanished; and I was
curious to see the cause of its panic, as I was
quite innocent of it. After waiting a few
seconds, I caught a glimpse of the head of an
eel, not larger than a man's thumb, protrud-
ing through an opening in the coral bed four
inches wide. Finding that the animal did

not come out, and that he was evidentlj' lying

in wait for his prey, I determined to take him,

if possible
; so baited a good sized hook, and

suspended it over his hole. Hook and bait

were seized, and I saw that I had an ugly
customer to deal with, a large savage fellow.

1 prepared a cod hook with steel chain, and
baited and attached it to a good-sized cod line.

He seized greedily, and with a jerk I drew
out his head. I called loudly to Jumna, who
was a weak sickly little man, to hold on
tightly to the line, while I jumped into the
water to spear him. Hedidn't half like the job

;

however, he held on. 1 carefully approached
the hole when the brute came at me boldly.

I was a little too quick for him, and planted

my grains into his neck, about six inches from
his head. We then began hauling him out,

but it took all our strength to handle him, for

he resisted furiously. We pulled away nine

feet, and still saw no end to his body—ten

feet! eleven feet! 'Why,' said I 'we have
caught a young sea serpent,' Twelve feet!

and his tail began to wriggle out. I then
quickly retreated to the rock, and we made
for the shore, dragging our game ; and even
on land we had much ado to hold him, till I

despatched him by severing the vertebrae with
my hatcjiet.

This monster eel measured twelve feet three

inches in length, and round the largest part

of the head fourteen and a half inches. Th
head of this species terminates in a blunt

point, the two small bright eyes not more
than an inch from the end. The large mouth
is filled with long sharp teeth, even the roof

is covered with these formidable weapons.
This eel is very dangerous, but not so common
as reported. I'here are several Species of this

genus, but none so large as this. The fisher-

men call it the 'Cave Eel,' its specific name
I do not know. I was not a little proud of

my game, so kept him, and on my return had
him stuffed, and he now hangs on my office

ceiling."

Our author thus introduces us to another
fish which requires cautious handling. " We
pass a little pirogue tossing about on th

waves with two men in it, one pulling and
the other sorting his fish. As we pulfed by

him, to our questions as to what he has
caught, after showing us some packets as-

sorted ready for sale, he held up one of the
most dreaded fish of the coast, the Mud Laff
(Synanceia brachia), abundant all round the
i8l.ind,and considered good food by the lower
classes.

This most hideous and disgusting-looking

h averages from 16 to 18 inches in length.

The spongy, wrinkled, leprous-like skin is or-

dinarily blotched with white-grey and brown,
on an olive ground, but is generally so covered
with mud and weeds that it is only after a
great deal of trouble that it can be cleaned so

as to show its true colors, as it seems to exude
a glutinous matter which, attracting anything
it comes in contact with, forms a thick coat
over the whole body. The dorsal resembles
an irregular row of tubercules, each with a

spine rather than a fin, and the short wide
puffed out pectorals give it a dull appearance
when swimming, as if it had a ruff" round its

neck. Being the color of the mud, it is difli-

cult to distinguish it at a short distance, and
ts very small bright eyes at the top of the

head enable it to lie in wait unseen by its

victims; the ventrals lie flat in the ooze, and
the uncouth head is drawn back so that the

great vertical mouth stands wide open to catch

any unwary fish that pass his way. The prey
is sucked in and swallowed, but it is a sorry

day when human hand or foot inadvertently

touches it. I have hitherto managed to escape

them in my wadings in search of marine curi-

osities, but I always keep a very sharp look-

out, and wear the thickest of long boots.

Grand River, is said to be especially in-

fested with laffs, and during a visit there the

fishermen cautioned me about going into the

water, as I should be sure to be 'piqued.

However, I wished to make some experiments

with this fish, so went expressly with the

hope of capturing some. The truth of their

abundance was soon verified, and an old ex-

pert that I had taken the caution to secure

as assistant quickly procured me several spe-

cimens. We placed them alive in a vessel

prepared for the purpose.

One large one I laid on a dish, and tickled

him under the pectorals, when the dorsal,

which usually lies in a lumpy mass on the

back when undisturbed, was quickly raised,

and in a few seconds, when I touched the

dorsal, the fish, with a spasmodic effort, eject-

ed a greenish slimy substance through the

hollow spines, and this I concluded to be the

poison injected into wounds, making them
so diflicult to cure. To prove the dangerous
nature of this poison, I punctured the ball of

the fore-paw of a kitten with one of the front

spines (said to be the worst). The animal was
immediately affected, and died of convulsions

in an hour.

I saw a poor fellow near Tamarind Bay
who had trodden on a laft', which wounded
the ball of the great toe on the right foot.

It waa much swollen when I looked at it.
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I at once opened the wound with a scalpel,

and applied a strong solution of liquor ammo-
nia; to it. His comrades made a poultice of

the leaves of the Ehretia petioles, and applied

it; and in about an hour's time he began to

feel a little relief. I gave him also a good
glass of brandy to keep up his courage, for he

was near fainting from the agony he endured,

and his state of alarm lest lockjaw should

ensue was pitiful to see. I afterwards learnt

that he felt the effects of the wound for a very

long time. I have seen several such cases

since, and one especially terrible in the hos-

pital, where the puncture was on the sole of

the foot, and no aid had been given, till some
hours after. The foot and leg swelled tre-

mendously ; and after some days the wound
sloughed, leaving a large hole. It was over
two months before the man was able to b^

discharged."

CTo be concluded.)

For •' The I'riood,

memoirs and Letters of Sarah fiillman.

(CoDtinned from page 139.)

" 1820, 3rd mo. 5th. This day two precious
Friends have been permitted in an awful man
ner to pass from this scene of probation into

that city which needeth not the light of the sun
nor of the moon. How uncertain the tenure
of human existence! As they were crossing
the Delaware on the ice, to visit a beloved
friend, it broke, and they were ingulphed in

the mighty water. To them it was no doubt
a happy passport to that haven of rest, for

which they had been laboring many years;
and they now reap the reward of their labors
in the bosom of the church triumphant far

above the heavens. Could we hoar the voice
of their departed spirits, methinks they would
say : Daughters of Jerusalem weep not for us,

but weep for yourselves and for your c

dren. We are happy, and rejoice that our
work was cut short in righteousness. No:
we do not mourn for you, precious sisters, so
much knowing yours is great gain ; but mourn
the church's loss in the removal of her pillars.

May we centre to the gift within and acqui-
esce in His will, who doth all things well.
Perhaps it was his good pleasure to take them
by a shorter road to Heaven than some, as he
did Elijah; and let us, like Elisha, ask not for
them, but for a doable portion of the spirit

that was upon them ; that so we may be able
if required, to step into their places, and thus
till up the chasm left. This would be an ac-

ceptable sacrifice in the sight of Him who
seeth not as man seeth, and would also prove
a blessing to us.

3rd nio. 17th. How poor is man. How
poor am I ? Poor without Christ—his life, his

light, his strength: but with him rich. By
his power able to do all thiug-i, and to suffer
all things ; because he is Almighty. His
power is invincible. He knoweth all our
trials, and having been tempted in all points
as we are, is able to succor them who are
tempted, and ever liveth to make intercession
for us. How great is the goodness of the
Lord! Oh my soul, mayest thou never forget
his manifold mercies bestowed upon thee

!

Let it bo thy concern often to inquire, what
shall I render unto thee, O Lord ! for all thy
benefits? And in humble resignation mayest
thou adopt the answer, " I will take the cup
of salvation and call upon the name of the
Lord now in the presence of all his people."
For ho has indeed preserved my feet from

falling, therefore to him belongeth praise for-

ever. May I ever endeavor to live under the

government of this blessed Teacher sent from
God, that, haply in that period, when this

tabernacle of clay may be about to be con-

signed to the narrow house, the soul may rise

triumphant above the fear of death, rejoicing

in the hope of a glorious immortality.

May 1 continue steadfastly devoted and
dedicated to the will of my Heavenly Father;

and, as the clay in the hand of the potter,

stand passive. Not anxiously enquiring what
doest thou? But resting my all in his band,

hold myself not as my own, but the Lord's.

And thus, whether the north or the south

wind blow upon my garden, whether mj' lot

be as among the pots or on the mountains,
whether surrounded with sorrows, or what-
ever be my situation, my soul in this holy con-

fidence can rejoice ; because, The Lord is my
shepherd, and all his sheep shall witness the

refreshing bounties of his table to be indeed

better than corn, wine or oil.

'Give what thou canst, without Thee we are poor,

But with Thee rich, take what thou wilt away.'

3rd rao. 26th. A series of engagements, both
of body and^mind, have of late prevented my
adding any matter to this manual ; although
not less willing to acknowledge to the good-
ness of Christ than formerly. But my poor
spirit has been much depressed of late, ftom
an apprehension, that after having thus far

been made to confess before men, in measure,

my desire that the kingdom of Christ may
come, I should now fall from the steadfast-

ness of faith, and so never become what my
dear Lord designed I should. In seasons of

fears and reasonings like these. Oh ! how doe
the soul weep and mourn ; and at seasons
adopts the language of poor Zion, ' The Lord
hath forsaken me.' Yet being secretly sup-

ported by the everlasting Arm, although not
seen, we are preserved ; and ia His time made
to acknowledge, Though sorrow endureth for

a night of deep proving, yet joy cometh in the
morning. The christian's life is a warfare.

It consisteth not in the abundance of the
thi ngs which he possesseth, but in the strength
of his Captain. The wise king Solomon justly
addresses the child of grace, 'My son if thou
come to serve the Lord, prepare thy heart lor

temptation.' Notwithstanding this, there are
seasons when the devoted soul can feelinglj-

rejoice in the Lord, and count it all joy when
he falls into manifold temptations. Knowing
that the trial of his faith is more precious than
gold ; and that he has an advocate with the
Father, who was himself tempted, and knows
how to succor them that are tempted. May
all be engaged then in seasons of trial, to come
boldly, through Divine aid, to the throne of
grace in full assurance of faith ; that so Christ
may become our righteousness, sanetification,

and redemption.
4th mo. 2J:th. Now that our annual assem-

bly is passed, what canst thou say of the
benefit there«f ? Has it been to thee a sea-

son of spiritual consolation ? Or like the heath
in the desert, has thou been heedless of good
when it cometh? With unconcern, suffering

other things to occupy the time, and thus has
left no room for the introduction of the rain
of Heaven ? Though ere the time arrived for

this large gathering, my spirit was reduced
to so low an ebb as not to feel anxious; but
rather a willingness begotten to be poor, strip-

ped and destitute, what if I say an indiffer-

ence to the scenes below ;—to all that can be

received through the aid of mortals-

craving to be found as clay in the hand of

great Potter, whether fruit be on the vine

me, or my dwelling remain as in the re^

and shadow of death, where my soul oft 1

herself left, yet not forsaken ;
because a gj

of faith is in mercy vouchsafed, support

above the billows, which otherwise
overwhelm my little bark. ' The great I A
still condescends to hear his little ones
have none in Hedven but him, nor in all

earth in comparison of him. And truly

n\Y lot to go through this scene of cha
without much of that sympathy and help fi

brethren and sisters, with which some otl

are favored. No doubt this is in best Wisd
that all my springs may be in Christ,

Alpha and Omega; whose goings forth h

been from old, ii-om everlasting.

May he in the riches of his goodness, p
upon me, if consistent with his '

"

the spirit of power, that haply all the g
pleasure of his will may be wrought in

upon me to the praise of his grace ; even
who have long travelled in weakness and f

and much trembling. Who hast often,

often been ready to say, there is no way
me. I shall surely one day fall. Yet trusi

to the sufficiency of Israel's unslumbei
Shepherd, I do crave that as in seasons c

and past, I maj^ cast every crown at His i

and acknowledge, by Thy might all thi

may be done. Thou, who hast begun
work and carried it on thus far, I trust to

ability still to journey forward in the wa^
holiness. Thy ways, O Lord, are past find

out. Thou art a companion of all them t

fear thee, and that trust in thee. Teach
thy statutes."

CTo be c

The Approaching Transit of Venas.

tConcluded from page 138.)

Some of the observations of the transits

1761 and 1769 were used for determining
solar parallax on the principle describe

the early part of this article. But as

method is of limited application, other meth
of observation and calculation were adop
which would make available the import
data that might be furnished by the nun
ous observers who were located at pla

where the whole of the transit was not visi!

In these cases the object was to ascertain w
reasonable accuracy the difference in the
solute time of the beginning, or of the endi

of the transit at two stations whose dittere

of longitude was considerable. Most of

preparations for the approaching transit h;

been based on this latter method somew
extended and improved; the aim being
establish a company of observers at suita

locations as near as practicable to each of
two places on the earth where the transit i

begin the earliest and where it will begin

latest ; also to select stations near each of th

two other places where the transit will

the earliest and the latest; that thus
maximum effect of parallax on the times of

beginning and end of the phenomenon
be observed and measured. This methot
sometimes known as Delisle's or the Frei

method. It has, however, the disadvant;

that the exact longitude and true local ti

of each station must be known. In the metl
ofobservation which was suggested by Hall

on the other hand, the entire progress of
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jnsit from beginning to end must be watch-
from two remote stations, and the exact
erval of time between the beginning and
i must be ascertained at both. But the

icial recommendation of this method is that

ther the exact longitudes nor the local

les of the stations are required. It is ob-

usly a very desirable thing that two plans
observation so distinct in principle and in

ail should be employed in order that the

3 may be used as a checE: upon the other,

t there is a still stronger reason for the em-
yment of both methods, depending upon
1 fact that sometimes the one and some-
les the other method of observation is best

jpted to the circumstances of the time when
i) transit takes place. It occasionally oc-
'•8 that good results can be secured bj^

lisle's process when stations suitable for the
ployment of Halley's process are not to be

i, and sometimes the converse is the case.

I very long interval commonly lies between
icessive transits, because during that time
nus passes either above or below the face

the sun as it sweeps round that luminary,
nearer distance, and with greater speed,

in the earth. The planet is only seen on
i face of the sun when the orbital paths of

th itself and the earth are so arranged as

permit the planet to be diametrical!}^ be-

eeu the earth and the sun as it traverses

8 part of its journey, passing the earth on
30unt of its greater speed. It, however,
nerally happens when this planet has once
5sed over the sun's face after the long in-

val, that it may be seen thei-e again after

B comparatively short lapse of about eight

are. This occurs because the first time the

met goes round again to overtake the earth

the position in which it lies between it and
3 sun, the relative courses of the two tribu-

•y bodies have not departed from each other
ough to carry the planet clear of the sun's

;e either above or below. It is therefore

ain seen upon that face as it sweeps by.

lis is the reason why there was a transit of

mns in 1761, eight j'ears before the histori-

[ transit associated with the name of Cap-
in Cook, and this is why there will be a

msit again in 1882, eight years after the

msit of 1874, for which preparations are now
rapid progress. After the year 1882 no
[•ther opportunity for the revision of the
timates of the sun's distance by this royal

3thod of observation will occur again until

e years 2004 and 2012.

In the early preparations for the observa-
in of 1874 it was assumed that the arrange-

3nts should be directed towards carr_ying

t the operations upon Delisle's plan. The
itronomer Royal, after a careful considera-

)n of the whole subject, came to the decision

at the five best stations that could be fixed

lonfor government observers to be em ployed
would be Alexandria,

—
"Woaho, one of the

.ndwich Islands in the North Pacific,

—

)driguez Island to the northeast of Mauri-
is,— Christchurch in New Zealand,—and
erguelens Island far south of the Indian
;ean; and that on these stations Delisle's

ethod of observing first and last contacts

fferent stations would have to be mainly, if

it exclusively, adopted.

A grant of public money to the extent of

e requirements of the equipments on this

Lse was arranged, and the preparation for

le work was systematically entered upoi

new prophet, however, shortly afterwards

arose. In the midsummer of the year 1869,
R. A. Proctor presented a memoir to the Eoyal
Astronomical Society, in which ho questioned
the soundness of the view which had been
authoritatively adopted, and supported his

argument in the matter by a method in which
he is peculiarly skilled, namely, the diagram-
matic, or pictorial, representation of the con
ditions of the question in the form of six or-

thographic maps representing the course of
the transit for different parts of the earth.

With these mapsfor the device upon his shield,

he afiirmed that the old Halley method of ob-

serving the entire duration of the transit from
remote stations of the earth would be found
to promise better results in 1874 than Delisle's

method, even with the Astronomer Royal's
own stations of observation, and that it would
yield materially better results, if other possi-

ble positions were also occupied in the Ant-
arctic Ocean.

After having given a careful consideration

to these representations and arguments, the
fVstronomer Royal continues to be of opinion

that the difficulties and disadvantages of oc-

cupying high northern and southern latitudes,

for the sake of securing a wide and suitable

base for the more extended application of

Halley's method ofobserving, more than coun-

terbalance the advantages that might be se-

cured by the proceeding ; and that arrange-

ments for doing so are unnecessary, because

in the present state of astronomical science,

with the improved facilities at command for

the exact settlement of longitudes, even better

results will be secured by the application of

Delisle's method without the enlarged base

than could be obtained by the most advan-
tageous application of Halley's method. Good
observations at Kergueleus Island, when com-
pared with observations of the duration of

the transit at French, German, and Russian
stations near Japan, will, nevertheless, in re-

ality give fair means of using Halley's method,

f at any time held desirable to do so; and
observations both at Rodriguez Island and
Christchurch may also be utilized in the same
way, as the entire transit will be visible at

those stations. But if the views which have
been for some time gaining ground among
practical astronomers of all nations are cor-

rect, it will never become necessary to apply

the method even as a check, simply because

when the longitudes of good stations of ob-

servation are accurately and exactly known,
Delisle's method, virtually based upon the

comparison of the absolute Greenwich times

at the diff'erent stations, is unquestionably

superior to the less refined Halley's method
of comparing the durations at the different

stations.

The Astronomer Royal, of course, cannot

be presumed to be yet endowed with the at

tribute of infallibility. But no one who is

familiar with Sir George Airy's distinguished

career, and who has marked his able and
painstaking administration of the aftai

the National Observatory during a period of

thirty-seven years, can doubt he has well con

sidered his ground in the position that he has

assumed, and knows what he is doing ; as must
also the large band of experienced French,

German, Russian, and American astronomers,

who have not joined in the admonitory cry

that has been raised bj' one single English

voice. One distinctly expressed anxiety of

the Astronomer Royal has been that, with the

limited means at his disposal^ and which, it

will be remembered, it is one part of his oner-
ous duty to apply in the best possible direc-

tion, it has not been possible to include the
Marquesas Islands, and some other desirable
stations in the Pacific, in his operations. This
anxiety is only in part removed by the wel-
come announcement just made that Flourien,
an experienced naval officer and competent
observer, will be sent to the Marquesas by the
French Government, who, bj- this act, will

make a very material and valuable contribu-
tion to the work.

England, in its possibly too narrow and too
economical treatment of the grand opportu-
nity the approaching transit affords, will not
be alone in the interesting and important
labor. E. A. Proctor, not having to administer
the limited allowance of public money award-
ed for this service, may mourn over the con-
ception of England not standing in the van of
the movement, or perhaps accomplishing its

objects single-handed. But the Astronomer
Royal, with a more cosmopolitan sense, in all

probability feels that the result will no less

certainly be secured under the admirable spirit

of co-operation and consent that binds nation
to nation, where the noblest achievements of
science are concerned. Thus American as-

tronomers intend to secure photographs of
the transit wherever the sun is ten degrees
above the horizon through the entire duration
of the phenomenon, and wherever the effect

of parallactic displacement is most pronounced.
They will certainly have leading stations at

Wladiwostok, near Yokohama and Pekin, and
in some other parts of China, Japan, or the
adjacent isles, and also in one of the Sandwich
Islands. The Germans will occupy three prin-

cipal stations and eight subordinate ones, at

which measurements will be made of the dis-

tance of Venus from the nearest and furthest

points of the sun's limb throughout the occur-

rence of the transit, and at which also times

of first and last contacts will be taken, and
photographic pictures be secured. Russia will

fill no less than twenty-seven stations, scat-

tered through Eastern Siberia, and stretching

between the Caspian Sea and the month of

the Amoor, at all of which first and last con-

tacts will be observed.

The finest instruments, especially prepared

for this work by such men as Repsold, Frauen-
hofer, Steinheil, and Dallmeyer, will be pro-

vided for all these several stations, and the

observing staff will be trained, at Berlin, under
the superintendence of Professor Anwers, at

Pulkowa under that of Otto Struve, and at

Washington under the care of Rear Admii-al

Sands. Among other refinements of instru-

mental ingenuity it is worthy of note that

Janssen intends to employ an apparatus which
will enable him at the time of expected con-

tacts of the planet with the sun's limb to re-

cord at almost continuous short intervals a

series of photographic impressions, which
must therefore include in the series the one

giving the true contact, the time of its occur-

rence being simultaneously marked.

The transit of 1874 occurs on the 9th of

Twelfth month, but no part of it will be visi-

ble in any portion of the Western Continent
excepting, perhaps, the southern end of the

peninsula of Alaska. It will also be invisible

in the northwestern part of Africa and in

about one half of Europe, say in all that por-

tion which lies north-west of a line extending

from the west end of Sicily to that point ia
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the eastern bouudaiy of Europe where the

arctic circle crosses the Ural Mountains. On
the contrary the transit of Twelfth month 6th,

1882, will be visible throughout the whole
of North and South America, excepting, of

course, nearly all that portion of the former
which is included within the arctic circle. It

will also be visible in Africa and in the south-

western part of Europe. The inhabitants of

South America and of the eastern portions

of the United States, Canada and Mexico,
will have the opportunity (weather permit-
ting) of witnessing this rare and interesting

phenomenon from the beginning to the end.

On that occasion the planet will bo seen on
the sun's disk for about six hours. In ]874
it will cross the sun along a line more remote
from the centre of the latter, and in conse-
quence of this the passage will be acomplished
in about four hours. It may be worth while
to add, that in 1878, nearly midway between
the two transits of Venus, there will be a
transit of Mercury. It will be due on the 6th
of Fifth month, and the whole transit will be
visible in the United States.

In Patience Possess Ye I'owr Souls.—The
soul loses command of itself when it is impa-
tient; whereas, when it submits, without a
murmur, it possesses itself in peace, and God
is with it. To be impatient is to desire what
we have not, and not to desire what we have.
An impatient soul is a pi'ey to passions unre-
strained, cither by reason or faith. "What
weakness, what delusion ! When we acqui-
esce in an evil, it is no longer such. Why
make a real calamity of it by resistance ?
Peace does not dwell in outward things, but
within the soul. We may preserve it in the
midst of the bitterest pain, if our will remains
firm and submissive. Peace in this life springs
from acquiescence even in disagreable things, not
in an exemption from suffering.—Fenelon.
"My peace I give unto you, not as the

world giveth." The world, it is true, pro-
mises peace, but it never gives it; it yields us
some fleeting pleasures, but they cost us more
than they are worth. It is the religion of
Jesus alone that can give peace to man ; it

unites him with the Saviour; it subdues 'his
passions, it controls his desires, it consoles
him with the love of Christ; it gives him jny
even in sorrow, and this is a joy that cannot
be taken away.

—

Fenelon.
If I were seriously persuaded that the life

of a Christian is a life of patience and self
denial, if in sincerity and truth I loved Jesus
Christ, who suffered and humbled Himself for
me, should I be contented with talking of
trials when I am called upon to bear them,
with giving lessons to my neighbors and not
applying them to myself? Should I be so
impatient with the infirmities of others, so
discouraged by obstacles, so disquieted' by
httle troubles, so sensitive about human friend-
ship, so jealous and intractable toward those
whom I ought to conciliate, so severe towai-d
the faults of others, so lenient and so back-
ward in mending my own? Should I be so
ready to murmur at the trials by which God
would prove my virtue?—i^ene?ora.

So to live that when the sun
Of our existence sinks in night,

Memorials sweet of mercies done
May shrine onr names in memory's light,

And the blest seeds we scattered, bloom
A hundred-fold in days to come.

Bowring.

PUTTING OFF THE AEMOK.
"Why weep ye for the falling

Of the transient twilight gloom?
I am weary of the journey,
And have come in sight of home.

I can see a white procession

Sweep melodiously along.

And I would not have your mourning
Drown the sweetness of their song.

The battle-strife is ended
;

I have scaled the hindering wall.

And am putting off the armor
Of the soldier—that is all

!

Would you hide me from my pleasure ?

Would you hold me from my rest?

From my serving and ray waiting!

I am called to be a guest

!

Of its heavy, hurtful burdens
Now my spirit is released :

I am done with fasts and scourges,

And am bidden to the feast.

While you see the sun descending,
While you lose me in the night,

Lo, the heavenly morn is breaking.
And my soul is in the light.

I from faith to sight am rising.

While in deeps of doubt you sink
;

'Tis the glory that divides us,

Not the darkness, as you think.

Then lift up your drooping eye-lids,

And take heart of better cheer
;

'Tis the cloud of coming spirits

Makes the shadows that ye fear.

O, they come to bear me upward
To the mansion of the sky,

And to change as I am changing
Is to live, and not to die;

Is to leave the pain, the sickness.

And the smiting of the rod,
And to dwell among the angels,

In the city of our God.
Alice Cary.

Selected.

THE DANDELION.
My childhood's earliest thoughts are linked with thee;
The sight of thee calls back the robin's song,

Who, from the dark old tree

Beside the door, sang clearly all day long.
And I, secure in early piety.

Listened as if I heard an angel sing

With news from heaven, which he did bring
Fresh every day to ray untainted years.
When birds and flowers and I were happy peers.

How like a prodigal doth Nature seem.
When thoy, for all thy gold, so common art

!

Thou teachest me to deem
More sacredly of every heart,

Since each re9ects in joy its scanty gleam
Of heaven, and could some wondrous secret show,
Did we but pay the love we owe,

And with a child's undoubting wisdom look
On all the living pages of God's book.

J. R. Lowell.

Oar Migratory Birds—When and Where They Go.

iCoDclnded from page 140.)

The wild pigeons move south from the dense
of the Northwest and West, at this
in hordes. Audubon, in his " Birds of

America," gives an account of a migration of
these birds. He counted one hundred and
sixty-three flocks of wild pigeons passing a
given point, in Ohio, during twenty-one min-
utes

; and ho left off counting them because
he found it impossible to keep an accurate
account of the great numbers in flocks. He
said :

" The light of noonday was eclipsed, and
the buzz of their wings had a tendency to lull

the senses to repose
; if a hawk approached

their rear, they rushed into a compactness
like a torrent and with a noise like thunder."

But this was long ago ; now, notwithstaiul

the bird quadruples itself yearly, owing to

diligence of the modern sportsman, the rai

tudes of the wild pigeons in our forests

greatly diminished. This bird flies with gi

rapidity, and resorts to the southern
southwestern States during the winter.

The night-hawk, whose returning sere

salutes our ears in New York in the late wj
May twilights, aj they circle far above
house-tops, make an extensive migrati

Their range is from Maine to Mexico, anc

October they pass in great numbers over
table lands of Texas, over the Rio Grande i

the western shores of the Gulf into the sut

valleys of the Sierra Madre. These birds

rapid in flight and very graceful in evokiti

The changing seasons impel a correspond
change of habitation to divers hawks i

falcons which raise their young in northi

latitudes, but which move southerly with
moving sun. The garrulous crow, whici
gregarious after its brooding, resorts in fl

of thousands down the Atlantic coast;

cuckoo, the friend of solitude : the whip-po
will, crying its mandate from the most seqi:

tcred glens, take wing for more salubr

airs ; and the humming bird, whose motior
swifter than the eye can follow, and wh'
beauty, like that of blossoms, seems born
the untwisted raysof sunlight, flies fartowai
the Equator into the realms where the
trade-winds blow. The humming-bird )

been caught and confined in eonservatorief

the middle states, but has never lived throu
a winter's captivity. It raises two you
birds only in a summer.
The amphibious birds follow fast in the wa

of the denizens of our woods, swamps a
meadows. The Canada or wild goose, whi
in spring is seen by myriads on flight to t

far North—to Anticosti Island, the Mayi
leins, to Bay Chaleure, Labrador, few stoppi

even in Nova Scotia—where they breed,

now departing thence. They arrive on t

Upper Lakes in October, and towards Nove
ber they wing past in flocks, keeping in t

course of rivers and streams, to the neighb(
hood of the inland hays and waters of t

Southern States. Of the ducks, which ta

warning as the sun crosses the equinox, ai

hasten to the broad lagoons and estuari

which indent the southeast coast, it is a pie

sure to speak and to think. The first in poi

of favor in the cuisine is the canvas-back. Th
bird harbors, in winter, principally, on ti

shores of the Chesapeake Bay, and the Sant
River; his home in summer is in the nort
west, in the plains and low vales of Briti;

America and Alaska, and around their inle

warmed by the Pacific gulf stream.
Other ducks, less delicate to the palate b

more attractive to the eye, keep pace
this choice bird in its autumnal pilgrimag
The red-necked, the ring necked, the velve
the pied, the surf, the golden-eyed, and tl

Muscovy duck, almost as "good eating,"
southern people, as the canvas-back, a«
now making haste to put their web feet inl

water which is free from ice shackles. Tl
eider, whose down lines the mantles of er

presses and girdles their fair necks, flies

groups of three ; he leaves Labrador by tl

first of August and returns there by the fir

of Maj", two weeks before thecoast is free fro;

ice. The teal, the screaming loon, and tl

long-necked crane, ai-e not far behind tb

ducks in movement. The crane flies by da
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by iiigbt, through storm and sunshine

—

bing impedes his course; ho arrives at the

i)s in the middle of October,

'he American swan, little known on the

;ern coasts, is another bird of migratory

racter. According to Sir John Franklin's

Dunt the swan leaves the Polar Sea about

middle of September, and retreats to Hud-

's Bay, where he remains until the middle

)ctober. There the birds collect into ilocks

wenty or thirty and then proceed on their

T. They rarely follow water-courses like

wild geese, but keep inland when travel-

f,
and generally far above the highest

ks of mountain ranges. The swan is rapid

light, and when mounted, with the wind

jrable, he will travel one hundred miles an

ir. They prefer the Pacific coast, and they

smble in winter about the Columbia river,

ending their flight as far south as Califor-

iut, besides the numbers of flying fowl

ich now stream over shore and land, the

lospbere above the great oceans teems with

freight of winged creatures passing above
" multitudinous seas" safely to their home
winter warmth. And for these

P'ainly the fowler's eye

Might mark thy distant flight to do thee wrong,

s darkly seen against the crimson sky,

Thy figure floats along."

[he great black-backed gull, the larus ma
KS, is king of all these sea-birds. He is a

ive of both continents, and his nest is made
the desolate crags of Labrador and Green

d, or on the high, rocky barrens of the Icy

pe, hut his home is miles up in the keen

a air, above the lashing waves of the north

I waters. Thei-e he sails the blue ether,

itiug like the eagle, leisurely and with ele

)ce, in proud circles, well knowing that no

ler bird can attain bis height. This gull is

error to all lesser waterfowl, as he makes

remitting warfare upon them in destroying

sir eggs and unfledged young. ' Even the

)alsof the tinny tribes sink into deeper wa-

s on his approach." He resorts in winter to

! warm waters around the Bahama Islands

1 the Florida Ke3'S. Audubon relates hav-

;
seen a pair of these gulls there alighting

a sandbar to which they had flown in from

) sea ; but they were extremely shy, hover

; only on the outer edge of the bar towards

) sea.

But these wild creatures, like many land

ds, become attached to particular places,

i make them afterwards their constant

ants. A story is told of a " scorris," or

ung black-backed gull, which, having been

Dtured, was presented to a gentleman who
ed on the western coast of Scotland. He
ide the young bird sufficiently tame to in-

ce it to return and stay in the ponds within

! grounds during the winter; in the spring

would fly away to the gulls' breeding places

the Arctic, but each November, or Decem-
r at latest, having forsaken its mate, it

ain returned to its adopted home, where it

IS fed during the winter. The gull con-

lued this practice regularly for thirty years,

lese birds are voracious, and devour all sorts

food excepting vegetables.

The burgomaster gull is found in small

mbers. He follows, like many hyperborean

rds, the northwest coast of America, inhab

ng Baflan's Bay, the Polar Sea and Green

ad, but he is rare in the United States. The
ver gull is more numerous. The Pomeranian

jager is another fierce and destruclivo water-

fowl. The Arctic jagui', or warrior, flies far

towards the Arctic seas; few birds excel this

n length and power of flight. The fulmar
nhabits the remotest northern fields of our
sphere—possibly beyond where latitude has

any reckoning. The rocky island of St.

Hilda is the only locality in British America
which it visits. All these boreal birds subsist

upon the blubber of dead whales and seals and
animal substances only. Sir John Franklin
noticed, during a winter which he passed at

Melville Island, a pair of ravens which re-

mained there all winter. The intensity of

the cold upon their breath had encrusted

around their necks collars of frostwork, like

great ruffles, which for some time adhered to

them. Thus it appears there are birds which
dwell continually where " treasures of snow
and treasures of hail are reserved against the

time of troubles." Others hibernate with us,

but they are few. Those of carnivorous na
ture like the owls; the cross-bill, which subsists

upon the seeds of the pine and spruce, and
the snow bunting, which comes to us from
higher regions as alms-folk, eating the seed

which is scattered from hay around the hay
ricks, and what may chance to hang in the

heads of flower-stalks which protrude above
the snows. LtcY A. Mills.

Williamstown, Mass., October.

For "The Friend."

Should the Editors of " The Friend" be

willing to republish the following extract from

a letter, which appeared some j'ears ago, writ-

ten by a late deeply experienced Elder, it may
afford instruction and edification to some who
are greatly tried and burdened, by the present

state of things in our religious Society.

After speaking of some who were puffed up

with an idea of their own knowledge in reli-

gious things, and ready to condemn those who
were standing firm for the doctrines of Truth,

and the preservation of the hedge with which

the Head of the Church has enclosed our reli-

gious Societj', he continues:—
Those restless persons, whether in j-outh

or more advanced, being very confident, gener-

lly despise dominion, and are not afraid to

peak evil of dignities ; and although they

have much to say, may think the}' have at-

tained to considerable" experience, and that

they are called to the ministry ; and fr.quently

appear in the assemblies of the people under

that character ;
yet from the opportunities that

have been affoi-ded, their communications so

far from convincing that they are the channels

for a purer ministry, it is seen and felt in that

ft of discernment which bk-ssed betheLord,

Ts yet continued to the liaithful among us, that

very little or nothing of the anointing power

and healing virtue of the Gospel, flows through

them ;
but that an aptitude to declaim, and if

possible to sow the seeds of disestecm and divi-

sion, is prevalent in them : for it is an immu
table truth, that mini.stry without baptism is

not Christ's, whatever other class it may fall

under; and although they may tell a great

deal about purity, perfection, and extraordi-

nary enjoyments, they are themselves subject

to the dominion of a self-seeking spirit, which,

working in a mystery, may, through the ve-

hemencyand heat of their creaturely powers,

make as it were, fire to come down from hea-

ven in the sight of men.
Well may it be queried, who shall stand in

this day of close conflict between spirit and
spirit? Nothing I am sure that belongs to

man, with all his knowledge and acquirements,

will be a sufficient defence; but it may be that

the faithful are, as heretofore, to be exercised

th much silent, painful suffering, having the

sackcloth' underneath, and little else to rest

upon than the revelation which at times is gra-

ciously vouchsafed, that the foundation ofGod
standeth sure, having this seal, the Lord know-
eth them that are his. For although we are

exhorted earnestly to contend for the faith once

delivered to the saints, yet as the battle is the

Lord's, the way of overcoming has generally

been more by secret travail under deep abase-

ment, than by open contest; and as Friends

simply and humbly keep to His divine power
in their own measures, He will in his own time

make way for the deliverance and reign of his

royal seed, the Spirit of our Lord Jesus Christ.

Let us my dear friend, not believe every

spirit, for we are told that Satan hath trans-

formed himself into an angel of light ; and the

great Head of the church forewarned his dis-

ciples that those should arise, who, if it were

possible would deceive the very elect; having

all the appearance and profession of the true

followers of a vilified and crucified Lord.

Let us keep close to that which in our youth

tendered our hearts, brought us into love with

the way and work of Truth, into near union

with those on whom the care of the churches

rested, and also with the testimonies and sta-

tutes given us as a people to preserve and

maintain inviolate : what; fear and care it

wrought, that nothing through us should arise

to cause uneasiness to any, or give occasion

for our elder Friends to be brought under ex-

ercise on our account. Here much fervent love

towards each other was experienced, and we
often felt bound up together in the bundle of

life.

There is a time, and that may now be, in

the present state of things, that even under

much contradiction and gainsaying, it is need-

ful for the subjects of the Prince of Peace to

keep in retiredness of spirit, to be dumb, and

as it were overcome by a contrary power : but

though they may seem thus to be crushed and

contemptuously trodden upon, they are in the

hollow of His hand, and in the vision of Light

enabled at seasons to i-ealize in their experi-

ence the faith and patience of the saints in

former ages, knowing the incomes of the love

of God, and that the Lamb and his sincere

followers will have the victory.

With much love to thee and thy dear pa-

rents, I remain thy friend,

Jonathan Evans."

Ashes in the Orchard.—D. W. Kauflfman, of

Des Moines, Iowa, writes to the Iowa Home-

stead that ashes are worth one dollar per

bushel to put about fruit trees, and that he

would not sell his ashes at that price and do

without their use in the orchard. He has

used ashes about fruit trees for fifteen years,

and during that time has never seen a borer

where ashes were used. The borer is a ter-

rible pest to the fruit-grower, and if all other

impediments to successful growing were as

easily overcome and completely controlled as

the borer, then fruit-growing would be very

successfully practised. At the recent meeting

of the Fruit-growers' Association of Ontaria,

Mr. Moodie stated that ho had been in the

habit of using unleached ashes as a manure

for his fruit trees, and that he values them
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more highly for this purpose than barn-yard
manure.

—

Late Paper.

For "The Friend*

John Ileald.

fCoDtinned from page 141.)

In a letter to his beloved friend, Benjamin
Kite, dated 1st mo. 26th, 1818, John Heald
informs him of his prospect of visiting New
England, &c., which had then received the ap-

probation of his Monthly Meeting, and in a

proscript of a later date, after noting the en-

dorsement of his certificate by the Quarterly
Meeting, he adds, "But a train of difficulties

appear to lay in the way, and whether I can
get to your Yearly Meeting I must leave. It

is a very difficult time here to get that which
will answer to paj- debts, &c. with, and what
may be the result I know not—time will de
cide. What cannot be performed must remain
undone, and I intend to be there if I can with
consistency." This allusion to a scarcity of

money brings to mind a passage in one of his

letters a few years later, in which he inci-

dentally mentions that he was still paying
interest on money he had borrowed to enable
him to perform a religious visit.

It may seem to some a trying situation for

a Friend to be thus straitened in his circum-
stances, and apparently hampered thereby in

his movements; and it is undoubtedly the
duty of meetings and of individuals to enter
into sympathy with such, and to extend help
where needful. In this case, probably, it was
not so much the want of property, as the diffi-

culty of procuring money, that embarrassed
John Heald, and we know not that he ever
omitted a religious service for want of ade-
quate pecuniary means; and the knowledge
that his labors of that kind would require
some previous eftbrt to enable him to perform
them, may have caused him to weigh with
more care the impressions of duty, and to seek
for a clearer sense of the Divine requiring.
The late Joseph Elkinton was accustomed to
relate an anecdote of one, who, travelling as
a companion to a minister of the Gospel, in-

formed a Friend, at whose house they were
entertained, that he had retired from business,
in order that he might be at liberty to engage
in such services as he was then rendering.
The Friend replied to him, that he had, to
that extent, disqualified himself—thus con-
veying to him the caution, that there is a de-
gree of safetj' to many in being so situated
that it requires a sacrifice to be made before
we can run the Lord's errands. It is an easy
matter for persons of an active temperament,
especially if gifted with a flow of language,
and possessing those qualities which attract
the kindness and attention of others, to find
80 much that is pleasing to human nature in

travelling abroad in the performance of re-
ligious services, as to induce them to enter on
such labors without having the feeling of the
Apostle when he wrote, " TFoe is unto me if I
preach not the Gospel." They will be the
more easily led totravel about on these "light-
weighted concerns," if they are freely supplied
with money through the liberality of their
friends. If we are not on our guard, we may
in this way weaken our testimony against an
hireling ministry, and our religious Society
may be afflicted with a class of ministers who
are running their own errands, instead of
those of the Head of the Church. Of such it

will be true in a spiritual sense, that they

have labored in vain and spent their strength

for naught.
The account of this visit is thus commenced:
" On the 30th day of the 3rd mo. 1818, about

10 o'clock, after a tendering opportunity in

my endeared family, I passed on through Red-
stone and over the Allegheny Mountains to

Monallen, the roads very deep and muddj',
which was a cause of much weariness to us

and our horses. Thomas Wickersham was
my companion." A week's travel brought
them to Monallen, where they had the com-
pany of Hinchman Haines, returning from a

religious visit to Ohio. Together they at-

tended a number of meetings, in which they
labored harmoniously. On 4lh mo. 9th, at

Huntingdon, J. H. says : "The meeting was
divinely favored. Hinchman had lengthy
labor that I thought was well adapted. 1

had but little to say, though I rejoiced secretly

in the labor, and was thankful for the bless-

ing.

10th. We were at Warrington Meeting.
After a time of silent exercise, Hinchman was
favored to break the way, and I followed for

some time; after which he entered into a
lengthy solemn supplication, which ended the

meeting. I thought some of the strongest
walls of opposition were broken down that I

had witnessed, and had been engaged in help-

ing to demolish. May the praise be ascribed

to Him who is riches in poverty, and a ready
helper in the needful time.

11th to Newberry. I soon felt a concern to

invite the people to an inward attention, to an
examination of their own conditions. When
I stood up, it seemed only to gather their at-

tention a little, but one thing after another
pressed on, till several were tendered, though
the communication was not long. Soon after

I eat down, Hinchman delivered a long tesl

mony to the sufficiency of the inward gift and
grace of God, and showing forth the opera
tion and effects of spiritual baptism, of which
water was but a type. After he was done, I

invited them to come up hither and see the
Bride, the Lamb's wife, the redeemed church

;

to come taste and see for themselves the en-
joyment which the faithful partake of."

After attending several other meetings, J.

H. arrived in Philadelphia, and on the 18th
was at the Yearly Meeting of Ministers and
Elders, where Benjamin White opened his

prospect of a religious visit to Great Britain
and Ireland, which was referred for further
consideration to another sitting. In his mem-
oranda of the proceedings of the Yearly Meet-

our friend has preserved the following
caution, which might suggest a useful hint to

some in the present day. "A disposition, I

thought, had manifested itself of enough of
speaking to the cases which came before the
meeting, but this afternoon this increased,
and the unsettledness was trying. At length
the case was concluded for the present, and
my mind was under no small exercise. Before
the adjournment I observed that I wished for
an improvement. I wished that those who
had been active might be careful to get into
the quiet, and consider what had passed

; see
f the unflattering witness would speak peace
to them. I wished them not to let the even-
ing pass, without viewing over the transac-
tions of the day; soon after which a great
quiet prevailed, and the minute of adjourn-

ant was read.

After the rise of the meeting, he went into
Jersey, and on First-day, the 26th, attended

a meeting at Moorestown, in which J. H. s s

" I labored in a lengthy way, not so impg
sive or powerful, accompanied with bapti:

weight, as I thought I had known. We lod

at Samuel Eoberts', where was Esther Col!

of whose company I was glad. On Sec(

day we attended Westfield Meeting. It

not large, but I soon felt concerned to spi

I began with, ' Is Israel a servant, is b

home-born slave?' The subject of a too et

pursuit of the world, I entered upon at :

siderable length, and I thought I was favc

in delivering the testimony. We lodge<

Hinchman Haines'. -Evesham Meeting
the 28th,' was highly favored with impresi

weight and baptizing power, humblingly s

abroad. We dined at Isaac Haines',

we had a religious opportunity, sweetly e
fortable. Of these opportunities we have

'

several. We went in the evening to .

Haines, Jr.'s. In a later hour we went to

father Job's. Here was another precious

portunity.

29th. 'We attended Easton Meeting. I

continued to be held in a school-house, wh
was nearly full. In the early part I addree
the audience. I began with: 'Friends,

meeting was made up of the true follower

Christ, would you not expect them to be of

favored? I think for my part they woi
Should we not labor to contribute our par'

the happiness of ourselves and one of anoth«
Horton Howard followed acceptably, and al

him, I again added until near the close,

was hard and trying labor, but near the cl

it became very pleasant and solemn.

30th. After lodging at Josiah Eeeve's,

were at Upper Evesham. Here was a la:

meeting collected; we sat down, but there -s

poverty enough, and it seemed to reign
silence ; but I found a concern to stand up s

say, ' Friends I do not know that I can pres

to you, but I seem disposed to exhort a lift

I asked. Can it be necessary to tell you O'

and over again, what you know you shoi

do? To know what should be done, and
gleet to do it, this is cause of poverty, fort

is withholding more than is meet, wh:
tendeth to poverty; and this poverty spres

so that the devoted, dedicated ones are ma
to partake thereof, and even the children, w
have not yet learned to labor for necessa

support. We know that as relates to the o
ward, there are some who are not capable
labor for their outward support; so [it is]

to labor for that bread that nourishes the f

to everlasting life. It is possible I may
mistaken, but poverty seems to me to previ
I have no doubt but, in the dispensations
Providence, the faithful are made to parta
of poverty. This puts upon search to kr
why it is so, and this proves a blessing
them, and tends to keep them watchful
attentive. But to wait to be told to atte
to what we know should be done, poverty
increased thereby."

(To be contlnned.)

"SOWING HIS WILD-OATS."
" Sowing his wild-oats," aye 1 sowing them deep
In the heart of a mother to blossom in tears,

And shadow with grief the decline of her years.
"Sowing his wild-oats," to silver the head
Of the sire who watched his first pulse-throb with jo
And whose voice went to heaven in prayer for his b

iving his wild-oats" to spring up and choke
The flowers in the garden of a sister, whose love
Is as pure and as bright as the blue sky above.
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Niagara.

L visit to Niagara a few weelis ago, during

I
most delightful of all our seasons, whe
trees were changing their summer garb

the richer tints of autumn, induced the

)wing lines. While I am sensible they

it convey a dull apprehension of the re-

y ; if 1 should succeed in investing the

lect with any fresh interest, and rendering

same more attractive, I shall be amply com-
,sated.

. S. Buckingham, has drawn a more lively

,ure in his truthful and beautiful poem,
tten in 1838, than I have seen elsewhere
ither compositions. In these stirring lines,

fhich is blended the value of accurate de-

ption with the life of true genius, are to be

id some of the best thoughts in our liter-

e, in which this marvellous work of the

lighty is made to join, as with the beholder,

elebrating the power and perfection of the

rnal Architect.

y diadem is an emerald green of the clearest, purest

hue,

ound with waves of snow-white foam and spray of

feathery dew,
le tresses of the brightest pearls, float o'er thy ample
sheet,

the rainbow lays its gorgeous gems in tribute at

thy feet.

reign is of the ancient days—thy sceptre from on
digh;

birth was when the morning stars first looked from
ponder sky

;

sun, the moon, and all the orbs that shine upon
thee now,
the first wreath of glory that entwined thy infant

brow.

who can see thy incense rise, or hear thy torrents

roar,

not bow before the God of all to worship and
idore.

e ocean be as nothing in the hollow of Thy hand,
the stars that crown the heavens, in Thy balance,

pains of sand
;

iagara's rolling flood seems great to us who lowly
bow,

jreat Greater of the whole I how passing great art

rhou."

1 speaking of Niagai'a, it may truly be

, the Divine Architect has stamped upon
uch a manifestation of His power and
58ty that language cannot fully describe it,

her can it be reproduced by the genius
rt.

his crowning waterfall must be seen to be
erstood, and to be felt must be studied in

iwn overwhelming presence. A compre-
sive sense of its true grandeur and glory
only thus be known, as the beholder comes
re it face to face, hears its voice nowhere
heard, speaking from the rock and the

S8. No painting, however full in its de-

, can truly represent it. The grandeur
power in which nature has clothed it, is

18 felt only before its own rocky altar,

rushing, leaping, roaring flood above the

and the fearful plunge of such a river as

jara, into the deep unexplored channel
w ; the language of power which the irre-

ble torrent proclaims; that bright fleecy

)py of mist, and rainbow glory ; all these

more cannot be taken from their dwelling
e, but must be seen and felt there, if seen
felt at all.

1 the rich scene spread out before us by
Almighty Creator to incite our admiration
lift our thoughts heavenward, is there any
sr object which can be closely seen and
prehended, that makes upon the senses a

more profound impression. Born into nature's
royal household, that all who should look upon
it, might see therein a revelation of the Infi-

nite power that called all things into being,
and rejoicing in their comprehensiveness and
perfection, learn the valuable lesson to regard
ourselves, and all the works of our hands, as
but the dust of the balance in comparison
therewith. Numbering its visitors out of all

the generations that have come and passed
away for ages, are we not animated and re-

freshed with the remembrance that thy min-
istrations and teachings have been from the

beginning; all who love instruction in nature's

sanctuary come freely from all the earth, of

whatever people or language, and worship at

thy altar; thy voice is the same it ever was,

pointing the savage and the civilized to the

one inexhaustible Fountain of wisdom and
knowledge : all, all of whatever class, are

bowed into self-nothingness before thee!

It has been estimated, that fifteen hundred
millionsof cubic feet per minute, or one million

two hundred thousand tons per hour pass over
the falls. A river of such extent, large enough
to float the shipping of any one of our ports,

plunging over a precipice of 160 feet, presents

to the mind a reality at once sublime and ter-

ible. That the fall should not be heard for

many miles, without reference to the direction

of the wind, is a surprise to very many visi-

tors. The density of the atmosphere, modifies

the sound remarkably ; and others approach
th extravagant expectations, and are dis-

appointed that the sound is not deafening.

Hence astonishment is often upon the lips of

visitors, stopping at a neighboring hotel, or
walking within a square or two of the rapids

or the fall itself, to find a low voice in con-

versation may be heard, or even the gentle

whisper of the passing breeze. Such, however,
the case when the wind is not favorable

;

and this was my experience ; but passing over

to the Canada side, where the breeze met our

faces, the etfect was wonderfully changed, and
yet the sound was not so overpowering as

our anticipations had prepared us to realize.

Though the air was filled with the voice of

struggling waters, other sounds were heard

;

e talked without etfort, even when within a

few feet ofthe cataract. The effects are about as

various as are the minds and temperaments of

ndividuals. The morning with its clear air, be-

fore the dampness that has been distilling into

dew has passed away, or at night when other

sounds are asleep, is the time to hear Niagara
n her fullest expression. When we take into

our thoughts the whole picture, Niagara,
where the awful leap is made; or above,

fiercely contending among the rocks, and
weeping onward with inconceivable power;
may wo not wonder that any other voice

could be heard in her presence. I think many
who have loved to look upon this marvellous

work of the Almighty will acknowledge, that

the mind becomes filled with the subject,

1 the ear be also filled to the exclusion of

other voices, with the wondrous language of

nature speaking there froai the rock in her
watery armor.

(To be coucluded.)

Let him that thinketh he standeth take
heed lest ho fall ;" for unassisted human
strength is utterly unable to afford adequate
support in the hour of temptation or weak-
ness. We are only so far safe, when we depend
ou a mightier arm than our own for support.

THE FRIEND.
TWELFTH MONTPI 27, 187.3.

It has always been considered a matter of
importance with Friends, that their children
should be early initiated into a knowledge
of the contents of the Holy Scriptures

; in

order that they may become familiar with the
blessed truths therein recorded

; especially in

reference to the coming, life, sufferings and
death of Jesus Christ, the Saviour of the
world. But they have been very far from
believing that the knowledge thus obtained,
could, of itself, have the effect of working out
the salvation of the soul, or, that imparting
this knowledge, constituted a religious educa-
tion.

George Fox, speaking of the religious dutj^

laid upon him, says, " I was made to warn
masters and mistresses, fathers and mothers,
in private families, to take care that their

children and servants might be trained up in

the fear of the io?-rf,and that themselves should
be patterns of sobriety and virtue to them.
For I saw, that as the Jews were to teach
their children the law of God, the old cove-

nant, and to train them up in it
;
yea, the

very strangers were to keep the Sabbath
among them, and be circumcised befbra they
might eat of their sacrifices ; so all that made
a profession of Christianity, ought to train up
their children and servants in the new covenant

of life, Christ Jesus, who is God's salvation to

the ends of the earth ; that all may know their

salvation. And they ought to train them up
in the law of life, the law of the Spirit, the law
of love and faith, that they might be made free

from the law of sin and death. And all Chris-

tians ought to be circumcised by the Spirit,

which puts off the body of the sins of the flesh,

that they may come to eat of the heavenly
sacrifice, Christ Jesus ; that true spiritual food,

which 7ione can rightly feed upon, but they that

are circumcised by the Spirit."

Here the kind of religious teaching and
training that is needed, for rightly bringing

up children, is cleaily set forth ; instructing

them in the spirit and privileges of the new
covenant ; wherein the Law of the Spirit of

lif(3 in Chritjt Jesus, is written on the tablet of

the heart. How essentially different from
teaching the mere letter of the Scriptures,

inducing them to say they believe in and love

that Saviour who died for them, and giving

them to suppose that by so saying they are

safe. It is b}' childlike obedience to this Law
of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus, that any
or all saving knowledge of God and of his dear

Son, as our Saviour, our sin-bearer and our
Mediator, is to be availingly acquired. The
Scriptures testify of Him, and of this—and
exceedingly precious are they, especially to

the man of God—but children and grown
people may study the Scriptures, and com-
ment upon them from youth to old age, may
persuade themselves that in them they have
eternal life, and may saj' a great deal about

Christ in all his outward offices, as well as of

the Holy Spirit, and yet never come to Christ

himself that they jnight have life.

To find and believe in Christ Jesus avail-

ingly, we must come to him as he reveals

himself by his Holy Spirit to the soul. All

other knowledge of Him, and of his blessed

otttces, revealed through flesh and blood, is, of

itself, powerless to save the soul; to cause it
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to experience the washing of regeneration,

and the renewing of the Hoi j' Ghost ; whereby
it is reconciled to God through the death of

bis Son, justified, sanciified and made meet for

the kingdom of heaven. Hence Satan is well

satisfied when he can succeed in occupying

the attention of those who are "seeking" to

enter the kingdom by literal, outside know-
ledge, liya strong and fervent belief in Christ,

begotten merely by their own reasoning or

force of understanding; and thus keep thera

from the inward, convicting, crucifying, trans-

forming work of the law of the Spirit of life,

which alone can set free from the law of sin

and death, under which he holds them. Thus
it is in this day, as in the days when our Sa-

viour declared to his disciples, Many shall

seek to enter in atthe strait gale and shall not

be able; also, "Many shall say to me in that

day. Lord, Lord ! have we not prophesied [or

preached] in tb}' name ? and in thj- name have
cast out devils ; and in thy name done many
wonderful works? And then will I profess

unto them, 1 never knew you: depart from me,

ye that work iniquity."

A heavy burden was laid upon the first mem-
bers of the religious Society of Friends, to

bear testimony against those who profess-

ed much in regard to the religion obtained
through the Scri])tures ; who said they were

lie of faith and practice, and

the Falary of President MacMahon, in order to enable
him to give fetes at Paris. This action does not imply
the removal of the national capital to Paris. A rumor
is current that in consequence of the successes of the
Republicans in the late supplementary elections for

members of the Assembly, the Eight lias resolved to

propose an alteration of the suffrage law, by which four
millions of voters will be deprived of the franchise.
On the 16th inst., a terrible storm visited Scotland

and the north of England. In Glasgow, Sheffield.

Leeds, Halifax, Drewsbury and 2^ottingham, great
damage was done and many lives were lost. In Leeds
alone, property to the amount of S500,000 was destroy-
ed. The destruction was serious in many other places,

and the shipping suffered .severelv at jfewcastle and
Shields.

Advices from Cape Coast Castle report that General
VVolseley had recovered his health and resumed active

duty. During his illness the war was at a stand still,

and movements had since been madexlifficult owing to

the large number of sick. The authorities at M.ideira
objected to the establishment there of a sanitarium for

British soldiers stricken with fever. About one hun-
dred of the invalids have been sent to Si. Helena. The
King of Dahomey has joined the Ashantees.
An official inquiry will be made at Greenwich into

the causes of the collision between the Loch Earn and
the French steamer Ville du Havre.
An ordinance has been officially promulgated at

Berlin, ordering that in future all bishops, upon their
installation, shall solemnly engage to maintain the eom-
pletest subordination to the State, and to co-operate in

the suppression of all disloyal intrigues.

The Papal Nuncio at Paris has been notified that the
Archbishops of Paris, Cambray and Valencia, hi

been created Cardinals.

A Singapore dispatch of the 17th says, the Dutchtheir rule of faith and practice, and who , .,,,-
largely used the words of the prophets, of,f°'f

'' "''''^^'' '=''<^'>'
'^°'?f.'l

°" 'b„« '^°=»^'°*'A'^^^^^^

r^\ I 1 rt,- ii u . 1 -J 1
I'^^'l 3" engagement with the Sultan's armv and de-

Christ and of his apostles
;
but who evidently

I feated it.

did not live in the Sj)irit that inspired the A council of war has been appointed in Madrid to

holy men who wrote the Scriptures. They
testified that such never could rightly under-
stand the sacred truths recorded in them, let

alone teach those truths to others ; and they
declared, that so long as any refused to be
searched by the Light of Christ ; to have all

their words and deeds brought to this Light,
and their understandings enlightened thereby,
the mysteries of Christ's teachings would be
a sealed book to them.
Of what immeasurableimportance is it then,

that in the education of children, they should
be early imbued with a knowledge of this in-

speaking voice of the Holy Spirit, and incited
to unreserved obedience thereto

; that they
should be trained up (to use the words of G.
Fox) "In the new covenant of light, Christ
Jesus * * in the law of life, the law of
the Spirit ; the law of faith and love, that they
may be made free from the law of sin and
death." And how awful is the responsibility
of those, who by exalting the Scriptures above
what they claim for themselves, and holdinu-
out the idea that, by the study of them alone,
we may become wise unto salvation

; set them
above the blessed visitations of the Day Spring
from on high, and draw away the attention
from the Spirit that maketh alive, substitut-
ing therefor the letter, which of itself killeth.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The steamer Virginius has been surren-

dered to the United States by the Cuban authorities,
and the surviving passengers' and crew were, on the
19th inst., delivered to Commander Braine, of the U.
States steamship Juniata. They were sent on board
that vessel, which soon after took her departure for New
York. AVhen the Virginius reaches Wa-shington, an
investigation will be ordered to ascertain whether she
had a right to carry the United States flag.
A column of 500 Spaniards, which w.as sent out to

surprise a depot of arms and ammunition belonging to
the Cuban insurgents, fell into an ambuscade prepared
for them. Only about one hundred Spaniards escaped
all^ the rest being killed or captured.

'

The French Assembly has passed a bill increasing

examine a plan of a campaign for the complete crush
ing of the Cuban rebellion.

Fifty arrests have been made at Barcelona of persons
engaged in the recent demonstration in favor of declar-
ing Barcelona independent.
A Bayonne di.spatch announces the capture of Berga

by the (jarlists.

The bombardment of Cartagena continues. Pardon
is ottered to all who surrender. The insurgents are still

able to obtain provisions, but their ammunition is said
to be failing. The besieging forces have occupied part
of the suburbs. On the 20th the insurgents made
several .sorties, but were driven back each time. Many
of them are deserting.

A Madrid dispatch .says that the United States Min-
ister, General Sickles, has determined to tender his
resignation.

A Berlin dispatch says: The Emperor William has
had a .slight stroke of apoplexy, which causes much

A Calcutta dispatch of the 20lh .says: One half of the
supply of food in the province of Bengal has been ex-
hausted, and it is now believed that famine cannot be
averted. Thus far there had been no actual suffering
among the people.

A Penang dispatch of the 20lh says: The Dutch
troops in Acheen are now in possession of all the coun-
try on the left side of the Acheen river. The Dutch
meet with strong resistance on their march.

Liverpool, 12th mo. 20th.—Uplands cotton &\d.\
Orlean.s, 8jrf. a ^d.

United States.— The number of interments in
Philadelphia last week was 256. At the election in
this city on the 16th inst., 84,108 votes were polled, viz:

59,114 for the new constitution, and 24,994 against it.

The majority in the State of Pennsylvania in favor of
the new constitution is very large.

The number of interments in New York last week
was 464.

The two Houses of Congress on the 19th inst., ad-
journed til! the 6th of next month. A bill appropria-
ting $.5,000,000 for the recent unusual expenditures in
the navy, pas.sed both Houses. A bill for the repeal of
the bankrupt law has passed the House of Representa-
tives by a large majority. It is believed that the Senate
will not agree to a total repeal of the law, but prefer
amending it in such particulars as will guard the debtor
from the exactions of a small minority of his creditors,
leaving the question of involuntary bankruptcy to be
determined by those more largely interested. A bill to
redeem the loan of 1858 has pa.ssed the House, and also
a substitute for that of last session providing for an in-
crease of the salaries of members of Congress, and

others. Members of Congress are to receive S600I

travelling expenses, annually, in full of all comp
tion, and the Vice President and Speaker SSOOO.

A deficiency in revenue being anlicipated, the I

of Departments have been requested by Congress

vise the estimates of expenditures and reduce th(

the smallest amounts possible. It is believed th;

estimates for work on public buildings, fortiti..a'

iprovements of harbors, &c., can be reduceii i

illions of dollars.

It is now said that the steamer Virginius at the

of her capture, had forfeited the right to bear tli(

of the United States and carried it unlawfully, ;inc

that her clearance papers were obtained by perjur

The Pacific division, 115 miles in length, ol

Northern Pacific Railroad, was finished on

inst. This completes the rail connection betweei

Columbia River and Taconia, the Puget Sound tt

nus.

Governor Booth, of California, in his late messa

the Legislature, calls attention to the glaring evils

ing from the Chinese immigration. Ifitcontinui

a large scale it will, he thinks, change the rela

capital to labor, and modify the character of the

vailing civilization. He expresses the belief thai

the general sentiment of the people of the State,

while the Chinese who are here, or who may
under the stipulations of the treaty with China, si

be protected from violence and persecution, the Ge
Government should call for such a re-adju,stmentc

treaty as will restrain their further immigration.

The Markets, &e.—The following were the quota

on the 20th inst. New York.—American gold,

U. S. sixes, 1881, reg. 11-5, coupons, 118 j ; dil

117; ditto, five per cents, llOV. Superfine flour,

$6.20; State extra, $6.55 a :j6.85; finer brands,

$10.50. White India wheat, $1.75; red western, 1

No. 2 Chicago spring, $1.52. Canada barley,

western, $1.42. Oats, 57 a 60 cts. Western
corn, 80 a 8'2 cts. ; new do., 78 a 80 cts. ; white,

Philadelphia.—Cotton, 16^ a 17} cts. for uplands

New Orleans Refining sugar, 7} a 7h cts. Supi

flour, $5 a $5.75 ; extras, $6 a $6.75 ; finer brands,

S10.2.D. White wheat, $1.70 a $1.85; amber, $1

$1.68; red, $1.55 a $1.60. Rye, 95 cts. Yellow
78 a 80 cts. Oats, 53 a 58 cts. Smoked hams,
13 cts. Lard, Si a 8| cts. Clover seed, 8 a

JSaZ(Jm(»-e.—Choice white wheat, $1.85 a $1.87
;

amber, $1.85 a $1.88
;
good to prime red, $1.70 :

Pennsylvania do., $1.65 a $1.70 ; western, $1.55 a *

Oats, 50 a 55 cts. Ciiicinnati.—Wheat, S1.47 a 3

New corn, 53 a 54 cts. ; old, 58 cts. Oats, 43 a .

Lard, 8} a 8J cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
As the stations of Superintendent and Matron oi

Institution are expected to be vacated at the close o

Winter Session, in the 4th month next, Friends
may feel drawn to undertake the duties attache

them, are requested to communicate thereon with e

of the following named members of the Committe'
Nathaniel N. Stokes, Cinnaminson Post-(

Burlington Co., N. J.

Charles Evans, No. 702 Race St., Philadelp
Deborah Rhoads, Haddon field, N. J.

Rebecca S. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth St., Phi

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN]
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelp,

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wo
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients i

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa
Managers.

Died, on the 26th of the 8th month, 1873, Mar
Needles, widow of Edward Needles, in the 86th
of her age.

, on the 25th of 9th month, 1873, at the resid

of her son, Joshua B. Lippincott, Sarah Lippinc
aged 84 years.

, on the 26th of 11th month, 1873, A
MiLNOR, aged 85 years, all esteemed member
Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia, fo.

Western District.

, on the 4th of Twelfth month, 1873, Is
Franklin Whitall, in the 79th year of his ,-

much esteemed member of Gwynnedd Monthly '.

ing of Friend.s, Pa. Trusting in the Lord, his end
peace.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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METEORIC STONES.
(CoDtinaed from page 132.

(22.) 1860, May 1.—About 20 minutes he-

re 1 o'clock, p. M., a shower of meteoric
ones fell in the southwest corner of Guern-
sy county, Ohio. Full accounts of the phe-

omena are given in Silliman's Journal for

ttly, 1860, and January and July, 1861, by
rofessors B. B. Andrews, E. W. Evans, J. L.

mith, and D. W. Johnson, From these in-

Testing papers we learn that the course of

16 meteor was about 40° west of north. Its

isible track was over Washington and Noble
)nnties, and the prolongation of its projection,

Q the earth's surface, passes directly through
'ew Concord, in the southeast corner of

[uskinguni county. The meteor when first

sen was about 40 miles from the earth's sur-

ice. The sky, at the time, was for the most
art covered with clouds over northwestern
•hio, so that if any portion of the meteoric

lass continued on its course it was invisible.

'he velocity of the meteor, in relation to the

arth's surface, ^vas from three to four miles

er second ; and hence its absolute velocity in

de solar system must have been somewhat
reater than that of the earth.

"At New Concord, Muskingum county,
rhere the meteoiic stones fell, and in the im-

lediate neighborhood, there were many dis-

inct and loud reports heard. At New Con-
ord there was first heard in the sky, a little

outheast of the zenith, a loud detonation,

rhich was compared to that of a cannon fired

t the distance of half a mile. After an in-

erval of ten seconds, another similar report.

Lfter two or three seconds another, and so on
7ith diminishing intervals. Twenty-three
.istinct detonations were heard, after which
he sounds became blended together and were
ompared to the rattling fire of an awkward
quad of soldiers, and bj' others to tire roar of

, railway train. These sounds, with their

everberations, are thought to have continued

or two minutes. The last sounds seemed to

ome from a point in the southeast 45° below
he zenith. The result of this cannonading
vas the falling of a large number of stony

QBteorites upon an area of about 10 miles long
ly 3 wide. The sky was cloudy, but some of

he stones were seen fij-st as ' black specks,'

then as ' black birds,' and finally falling to the

ground. A low were picked up within 20 or

minutes. The warmest was no warmer
than if it had lain on the ground exposed to

the sun's rays. They penetrated the earth

from two to throe feet. The largest stone,

hich weighed 103 pounds, struck the earth

at the foot of a large oak-tree, and, after cut-

ting oflT two roots, one five inches in diameter,

and grazing a third root, it descended two
feet ten inches into hard clay. This stone

was found resting under a root that was not

cut off. This would seemingly imply that it

entered the earth obliquely."

Over thirty of the stones which fell were
discovered, while doubtless many, especially

of the smaller, being deeply buried beneath

the soil, entirely escaped observation. The
weight of the largest ten was 418 pounds.

(23.) 1860, July 14.—About 2 o'clock p. m.

on the 14thof July, 1860, a shower of aerolites

fell at Dhurmsala, in India. The fall was at-

tended by a tremendous detonation, which
greatly terrified the inhabitants of the district.

The natives, supposing the stones to have been

thrown hy some of their deities from the sum-
mit of the Himalayas, carried off many frag-

ments to be kept as objects of religious vene-

ration. Lord Canning and J. R. Saunders suc-

ceeded, however, in obtaining numerous speci-

mens, which they forwarded to the British

Museum and several European cabinets. They
are earthy aerolites, ofa specific gravity some-

hat greater than that of granite.

(24.) 1864, May 14.—Early in the evening

a very large and brilliant meteor was seen in

France, from Paris to the Spanish border. At
Montauban and in the vicinity loud explo-

sions were heard, which were followed by
showers of meteoric stones near the villages

of Orgueil and Nohic. The principal facts in

regard to the meteor are the following

:

Elevation when first seen, over . . .5.5 miles
"

at the time of its explosion . 20 "

Inclination of its path to the horizon . 20° or 25°

Velocity per second, about . . . .20 miles,

or equal to that of the earth's orbital motion.

" This example," says Professor Newton,
" affords the strongest proof that the detona-

ting and stone-producing meteors are phe-

nomena not essentially unlike."

(25.) 1868, January 30.—It is obviously a

matter of much importance that the composi-

tion and general characteristics of aerolites,

together with the phenomena attending their

fail, should be carefully noted; as such facts

have a direct bearing on the theory of their

origin. In this regard the memoirs of Pro-

fessors J. G. Galle, of Breslau, and G. Vom
Rath, of Bonn, on a meteoric fall which oc-

curred at Pultusk, Poland, on the 30th of

January, 1868, have more than ordinary

terest. These memoirs establish the fact that

the aerolites of the Pultusk shower entered our

atmosphere as a swarm or cluster of distinct

meteoric masses. It is shown, moreover, by
Dr. Galle that this meteor-group had a pro

per motion when it entered the solar system
of at least from 4} to 7 miles per second.

The foregoing list contains but a small pro-

portion of the meteoric stones whose fall has

been actually observed. But, besides these,

other masses have been found so closely similar

n structure to aerolites whose descent has

)een witnessed, as to leave no doubt in regard

to their origin. One of these is a mass of iron

and nickel, weighing 1680 pounds, found by
the traveller Pallas, in 1749, at Abakansk, in

Siberia. This immense aerolite may be seea

in the Imperial Museum at St. Petersburg.

On the plain of Otumpa, in Buenos Ayres, is

a meteoric mass 7 J feet in length, partly

buried in the ground. Its estimated weight
is about 16 tons. A specimen of this stone,

weighing 1400 pounds, has been removed and
deposited in one of the rooms of the British

Museum. A similar block, of meteoric origin,

weighing more than six tons, was discovered

some years since in the province of Bahia, in

Brazil.

-METEORS OF NOVEMBER 14.SHOOTING-STARS.-

Although shooting-stars have doubtless been

observed in all ages of the world, it is only

within the last half century that they have
attracted the special attention of scientific

men. A few efforts had been made to deter-

mine the height of such meteors, but the first

general interest in the subject was excited by
the brilliant meteoric display of November
13, 1833. This shower of fire can never be

forgotten by those who witnessed it. The
meteors were observed from the West Indies

to British America, and from 60° to 100° west

longitude from Greenwich. As early as 10

o'clock in the evening of the 12th, shooting-

stars were observed with unusual frequency

;

their motions being generally westward. Soon

after midnight then- numbers became so ex-

traordinary as to attract the attention of all

who happened to be in the open air. The
meteors, however, became more and more
numerous till 4, or half past 4 o'clock; and

the fall did not entirely cease till ten minutes

before sunrise. From 2 to 6 o'clock the num-
bers were so great as to defy all efforts at

counting them ; while their brilliancy was such

that persons sleeping in rooms with uncur-

tained windows were aroused by their light.

The meteors varied in apparent magnitude

from the smallest visible points to fire-balls

equaling the moon in diameter. Occasionally

one of the larger class would separate into

several parts, and in some instances a lumin-

ous train remained visible for three or four

minutes. No sound whatever accompanied

the display. It was noticed by many observers

that all the meteors diverged from a point

near the star Gamma Leonis ; in other words,

their paths if traced backward would inter-

sect each other at a particular locality in the

constellation Leo. In some parts of the coun-

try the inhabitants were completely terror-

stricken by the magnificence of the display.
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In the afternoon of the day on which the
shower occurred the writer met with an illiter

ate farmer who, after describing the phe
nomena as witnessed by himself, remarked
that " the stars continued to fall till none
were left," and added, " I am anxious to see

how the heavens will appear this evening; I

believe we shall see no more stars." A gentle

man of South Carolina described the effect on
the negroes of his plantation as follows :

—" J

was suddenly awakened b\' the most distress

ing cries that ever fell on my ears. Shrieks
of horror and cries for mercy I could hear
from most of the negroes of the three planta-

tions, amounting in all to about 600 or 800.

While earnestly listening for the cause 1 heard
a faint voice near the door, calling mj'- nai

1 arose, and, opened the door, and it is d

cult to say which excited me the most,—the
awfulness of the scene, or the distressed cries

of the negroes. Upwards of a hundred lay
prostrate on the ground,—some speechless,

and some with the bitterest cries, but with
their hands raised, imploring God to save the
world and them. The scene" was truly awful

;

for never did rain fall much thicker than the
meteors fell towards the earth ; east, west,
north, and south, it was the same."

(To be continued.)

For " The Friend,

Memoirs and Letters of Sarah Hiliman.
(Continued from page 140.)

" 1820, nth mo. 19th. There is that which
scattereth, and yet increaseth ; and there is

that which withholdeth more than is meet,
which tendeth to poverty. From either of
these errors may preservation be realized
through simple attention to the Spirit of
Christ Jesus ; that thus the stripes, consequent
on disobedience, may not be given. Oh! the
spirit is willing to do the Master's will, but
how weak is the flesh! He who took tipon
him our infirmities knoweth our weaknesses,
and compassionates them ; or truly some feeble
ones might conclude, ' There is no hope.' It
is indeed of the Lord's mercies that we are
spared in the land of the living. For after
bemg made sensible of deep poverty and un-
worthiness. He yet strengthens again to look
toward his holy temple; and is pleased from
time to time to console our spirits with this
blessed evidence. The Lord is in his holy
temple

;
let all rejoice in the greatness of his

excellency. O my soul, trust thou in God!
Thou hast indeed tasted of his goodness ; and
although thou hast often to mourn the ab,sence
of thy Beloved, mayest thou still trust in the
promise, 'He will come, and will not tarry.'
Thou hast long labored under an awful ap-
prehension of being called publicly to advo-
cate the blessed cause of Truth and righteous-
ness, but yet feelest many fears. Oh! thatmy heavenly Father would condescend to un-
told to my poor mind with undoubtable clear-
ness his blessed will ; and furnish with ability
as well as willingness to bear or to suffer all
the t,urnings of his hand upon me. This is allmy desire. Preserve me, O Lord ! from the
power of the lion and of the bear, that so thy
holy Name may be glorified by me. Thou
knowest that I love thee, and desire to serve
thee. Yea, thou knowest all things

; who only
art acquainted with the secret exercise and
travail of my poor soul. O, dearest Father!
thou only canst aid mo to make war in right-
eousness, and also enable to become victorious,
bensible of the need of thy aid continually, I

pray for ability from thee to labor! Make
me as a hired servant in thy house, if haply a

mansion may but be prepared for me, even
the least and lowest in thy kingdom.

1821. Fourth month. I have no prospect
of keeping a regular diary ; but just at some
seasons, when a libertj' is felt, to pen some of

the feelings and sentiments of my heart. Not
because I think remarks that may be penned
likely to prove edifying to any, but from a
hope to benefit mj'self, by comparing notes in

my spiritual progress. Perhaps there was a
time wherein my situation more resembled
the heath in the desert, than for some time

past
;
yet I crave to be kept in the path of self-

denial ; and crave also for ability to possess

m3' soul in patience. He who cannot lie, hath
promised to be strength in weakness; and that
He will never leave those who put their trust

in Him.
1822. nth mo. 30th, shows a lapse of many

months
; during which much might have been

written but there was not strength at seasons
to perform the task through bodily indisposi-

tion
; at others the mental faculties were in

capable of action. But now being once more
permitted to feel a little spring of life, I gladly
forego the pleasures of society, for the more
consolatory one of retirement, wherein the
soul may enjoy communion with God.
How oft might we participate in this blessed

fellowship, but that we bow to earth, instead
of keeping our minds directed to their proper
centre, and having our eye steadily fixed on
that eternal weight of glory, in reserve for

those who fight the good fight of faith and
lay hold on eternal life. My soul,- how art

thou busied ? Thou hast been raised from the
bed of sickness to a degree of health, for the
purpose of bringing glory to thy Heavenly
Father bj' an unreserved dedication of thy
time and talents to His service ! Yet thou
remainest inactive; and why ? because thou
listenest to the insinuations of the potent
enemy, who would persuade that thou art too
weak to do any thing that can advance the
cause of Truth ; that blessed cause which thou
hast felt to be dear from infantile years

; and
hich thou hast believed thyself called to es-

pouse even publicly, although sensible of the
truth of the dear Master's testimonj-, that
without Him we can do nothing. Neverthe-
less, being assured also that through His
Spirit strengthening us, we can do all things,
1 desire, above every other consideration, to
obtain mercy, and to be found faithful, even
though it be my lot to go down into deep suf-

fering; yea, seven times into Jordan, if, dear-
est Father, thy divine arm be underneath,
and thy seal be upon my movement! This

ill be enough. To be thy faithful, devoted
servant is my earnest desire; that so glory
may redound to Thy ever adorable name
now and forever. Yea, my soul can testify
that Thou art good, and doest good. O! teach
me thy statutes. What shall I render unto
Thee for thy many mercies conferred upon
the least of thy flock? Oh ! enable to saj-, 1

will take the cup of salvation, and call upon
thy name in the presence of all thy people;
and will pay all my vows. Thou alone know-
est what these are, and what Thou hast been
calling for at my hands ; and Thou only canst
enable mo to perform Thy blessed will. To
Thee therefore, dearest Father, may mine eye
be ever directed, even as the eye of a maid
unto her mistress : that thy will may be per-
fected."

' /I

Surely no one can turn from the serio

perusal of the latter part of the foregoii

memoranda, without feeling his or her hea
warmed and instructed, if not likewise e

amored by worthy thoughts of that mate
less, unwearied Lord that planned our redem
tion, and caustd the Saviour's humiliatii

life on earth, as well as ignominious death-
the shedding of His most precious, eflScacioi

blood—that so through the leavening, tran
forming operation oi his Holy Spirit— tl

washing of regeneration and the renewing i

the Holy Ghost—the heart and affections

His creature, man, might be brought into sue

sweet and willing subjection to His ble.sst

and holy will as is manifest in the case befoi

us. With her the expressive, living testimon
seems to be, "Abba, Father!" Thy will [

done in all things concerning me. Oh ! ho
this brokenness and childlikeness, this tei

der, contrite, humble, teachable state, tends'
prepare the way of the Lord, and make h
paths straight within us. How will He
richest grace and mercy condescend to, an
come into such a heart, and set up His righ
eons, glorious kingdom there, and dwell
reign as King of peace ; while of the increaf

of this government and peace there shall I

no end. Proving to such willing and obediei
souls that He is indeed "Emmanuel," " Gc
with us"—a Saviour nigh at hand—a II

deemer that hears and answers prayer—

a

ever present Comforter and guide into a
truth. These, as the Good Shepherd, He wi
guard, and feed, and strengthen, after th

power of an endless life, because His compa.
sions fail not. These, He will more and mot
manifest himself to, and perfect His work ii

These shall increase their joy in the Lon
and experimentally rejoice in the Holy On
of Israel, their Saviour. These, the Lor
Jesus through the life and power of his Hoi
Spirit, will further teach and enlighten in th

mysteries of regeneration and holiness; an
finally, as they continue faithful to Him, wi
lead unto living fountains of waters and Go
shall wipe all tears from their ej^es.

" 1823, 1st mo. 17th. Howawfulthe situatio

n which we as a Society are now placed!
While many are subscribing to declaratioD
and doctrines which to a little remnant,
persecuted remnant, appear calculated to sa
the foundation of Christianity; yea, even t

the removing of the Corner Stone agreeabl
to the declaration :

' Behold I lay in Zion fo

a foundation a stone, a tried stone, a preciou
corner stone, a sure foundation,' &c. The

this foundation be destroyed what can w
do? Ah Lord God! cause those who dosir

Sarah Hiliman is here no doubt alluding to tfc

painful prevalence of that unitarian doctrine, or spir

of unbelief in the outward manifestation of the Lor
Jesus as our only Saviour and hope of salvation, ai

in the authenticity and Divine authority of the Hoi
Scriptures, which even earlier than this date began I

foreshadow the coming, and which culminated in th

deplorable separation of 1827-8. It may be added, i

will appear in the sequel, that S. H. lived to see th

Society assailed and sorely troubled by an error muc
of an oppm.site character; in which, while the dear Si

viour in His outward coming as the Son and Sent (

God, seemed fairly upheld, His second advent in th

heart as the light and the life of men—a fundament!
doctrine of Quakerism^was much overlooked, o
little regarded. It is this inward appearance, de
through the offering for sin in the prepared body, i

"another Comforter," as our Sanctifier, Good Remen
brancer, and Teacherof all things, which the Kedeemi
prayed the Father for, and sent in His name, that tb

Society of Friends have ever felt called upon to uphol
unmistakably before the world.
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. stand on this alone sure foundation to feel

lat thou indeed livest ; that Christ Jesus, thy

;ar Son, is making intercession for us. De-

irer us not up to reproach. Gather us from

le teachings of men. Lead us to Thyself.

hoti only art able to save ; and thou only

inst enable to tight the good fight of faith,

jd to lay hold on eternal life. The signs of

le times proclaim an awful day ;
so that we

-e ready to query, " Who shall stand?" May
e keep our e3'e fixed upon Him, who bore

IT sins in his own body on the tree ;
and like

[im, our heavenly Exaraplar, when we are

sviled, revile not again ; but commit our

luse to Him. He knoweth how to deliver

is own ; and will deliver even to the end.

If we believe not that He is, why then do

-e approach Him? Why should we meet

)cially to worship that Being, whom we do

ot comprehend? Whom, according to the

octrineof many in our day, we are not bound

) believe in, or, which is the same thing, we

re not bound to believe what we do not un

erstand, or that is not internally revealed to

8. We are told in the Scriptures of truth

bat 'he that cometh to God must believe

bat he is;' and I believe there is no way to

be Father, but through the Son. " Neither

noweth any man the Father save the Son
;

nd he to whom the Son will reveal him."

Lnd, 'All Scripture is given by inspiration of

rod, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof,

ar correction, for instruction in righteous-

less; that the man of God may be perfect,

horoughly furnished unto all good work.'

Lnd, we are bound to believe what is there

yritten."

pletely disappeared. In the island of Cuba,

this disease has been relieved by introducing

the tree into the unhealthy districts.

The Chicago Tribune gives an account of a

fireless locomotive in use on the tramways in

that city. In front of the cars was the motive

power, contained in a small, compact, and

neat locomotive. It consisted of a boiler eight

feet long, by three feet in diameter, and the

usual machinery on a small scale. There was

no fuel, no fire, no fireman. The steam was
supplied for the round trip of six miles before

starting. The locomotive boiler was three-

fourths full of cold water. The steam was

introduced from a supply boiler, and rising

through the cold water quickly raised its

pressure to 170 lbs. to the square inch. With

this supply the locomotive started, draw-

ing a heavy car three miles in ten minutes;

and using enough steam to reduce the pres-

sure in the boiler from 170 lbs. to 90 lbs.

The return trip being down grade, only con-

sumed 33 lbs.

The Naval Medical Keport (England) con-

tains a fatal case of tobacco-poisoning. A
boy who had been frequently punished for

chewing tobacco, and had often been on the

sick list, seems to have swallowed two pieces

to escape detection. He complained of feel

means, who have neglected the education of

their children very much, or after having

given them small portions, do not provide

them with suitable books, to employ their

leisure hours, in storing their minds with use-

ful and instructive ideas. Labor for our sub-

sistence is unquestionably necessary; but we
may slide into the habit of pursuing our

orldly concerns with such avidity as to lose

all relish lor mental improvement; and for

those things which are invisible and eternal.

When old age overtakes this description of

persons, they have few objects of thought and
conversation but the little round of worldly

concerns which have engrossed their time and

attention for many years ; but little interest

in anything beyond their own affairs; and for

want of having been engaged to lay up trea-

sure in heaven, are often destitute of any

ability to promote the welfare of religious

society, and the advancement of the testi-

monies of Truth. Their example tends to

lead those around them into the same worldly

pursuits, and thus instead of being the salt of

the earth and lights in the world, they prove

stumbling blocks to sincere enquirers after

Truth, and blnid guides to the youth in the So-

ciety. Such persons are objects of commisera-

tion and regret. These are subjects that

in.rsick went to his hammock, and shortly I ought to call forth the ewer^ries of the Society
;

afferwards was heard breathing stertorously. not only in a fervent concern for the religious

When seen by the surgeon, the pupils were welfare of the young people, but in adopting

insensibletolight, and the pulse was scarcely proper measures for their guarded school

perceptible The post-mortem examination education, visiting them in their families, and

revealed two small pieces of tobacco in the endeavoring to elevate theirjiiinds by furnish-

For "The Friend."

Scientific Notes.

At the last meeting of the French Academy
)f Sciences, a communication was read respect

ng the Australian tree Eucalyptus globulus, the

;rovvth of which is surprisingly rapid, attain-

ng besides, gigantic dimensions. This plant,

t was slated, possesses an extraordinary

jower of destroying miasmatic influence in

•ever-stricken districts. It has the property

)f absorbing very large amounts of water from

the soil, and of emitting antiseptic camphor-

Dus eflluvia. When sown in marshy ground,

it will often dry it up in a short time. The

English were the first to try it at the Cape of

Good Hope, and within two or three yean

they changed the condition of the unhealthy

parts of the Colony. A few years later, its

plantation was undertaken on a large scale in

various parts of Algeria. At Pondook, twenty to gi

miles from Algiers, a farm situated on the

banks of the Hamyze, was noted for its ex

tremely pestilential air. In the spring of

1867, about 13,000 Eucalyptus were planted

there. In the Seventh-month of the same

year, the time when the fever season used to

set in, not a single case occurred
;
yet the

trees were not more than nine feet high.

Since then complete immunity from fever has

been maintained. In the neighborhood of

Constantia,a farm was in equally bad repute

It was covered with marshes both in winter

and summer. In five years, the whole ground

was dried up by 14,000 of these trees, and the

farmers and children enjoy excellent health

At the factory of the Gue de Constantine, in

three years a plantation of Eucalyptus has

transformed twelve acres of marshy soil into

a magn

stomach.
The Phylloxera, an insect injurious to the

vine, has committed such ravages in France,

that it is estimated that it destroys two-fifths

of the produce of the ground devoted to the

cultivation of that plant. The subject con-

tinues largely to engage the attention of the

French Academicians and others. One of the

observers who has been studying the habits

of the insect i n America says, that the French

and American insects are the same, but that

certain varieties of American vines resist its

attacks. He found in America a species of

Acarus which attacks and feeds on the Phyl-

loxera, and he thinks it might be useful to in

troduce this into France.

At a meeting of the French Academy on

the 20th ult., Alphonse de CandoUe presented

the 17th and last volume of his " Prodromus

Systematis naturalis regni Vegetalis .•" a work

commenced 60 years ago by his father, and

contiuued by himself with several co-laborers.

The original object of the elder Candolle was,

3 a briefenumeration of all the species of

the vegetable kingdom, according to the prin-

ciples of the natural method. Latterly the

work has become much moi-e detailed. It is

certainly the largest work on botany extant

(perhaps also in natural history); and de-

scribes 5*8,975 species.

I have been much interested in reading

Wm. Evans' Journal, and think these para-

graphs good advice for all. Will the Editors

please insert in "The Friend."

"The house of our kind and intelligent

friend, where we were entertained, was an

agreeable lodging-place to us ;
the influence

of education and suitable reading in expand

ing the mind, divesting it of many illiberal

contracted notions, was visible here. But in

ng suitable libraries in the Preparative Meet-

ings."—page 145.
, . .,

"In conversation with a man who had

travelled but little, and who was not a little

contracted in his views of others, I was led to

the reflection that where people are delving

in the earth all their lives, and paying scarcely

any attention to the improvement and en-

largement of their minds, they possess little

qualification to judge of others. They try

everything by their own standard, which is

formed according to the limited sphere they

move in; and for want of knowing, either by

intercourse with others or reading, the great

variety of habits which prevails among people

equally pious, they often censure what differs

from their customs, and conclude that those

who so differ are influenced by pride. This

is especially obvious where the heart has not

been softened by the Spirit of the Redeemer,

and brought to see its own deformity, and

thence clothed with Divine charity. True re-

ligion effects wonderful changes in us ;
while

it clothes us with proper love and allowance

for others, it erects a standard founded upon

the purity and simplicity of the gospel of

Christ and neither condemns for ihoso dis-

tinctions which arise from mere difference of

ducation, nor admits of those varieties which

spring from and foster pride in the human

heart and are inconsistent with the Truth."

—page 147.

i"fi::nr;a;i,^Thence ftrharco^ too many eases, we find Friends of sufficient

It is dangerous to act contrary to con-

science, in little things as well as great. It

is tempting God to withdraw his Holy Spirit.

That way of persuading ourselves, which we

are apt to practise when inclined to a thing

which the first simple suggestion of conscience

opposes, is to be carefully watched against.

Yet we seem not to be deceived with it, but

to see the right all the y/h\ie.—Wilberforce.
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Snb-tropical Rambles—by Nicolas Pike,

(Concluded from page 146.)

We make a few additional extracts.

"Hundreds of Holothnriae lie on the bottoi

particularly the common Biche de mer. It is

of a dark brown, and I believe of the same
Bpecies as the one so plentiful in the Chinese

eeas, and eaten by the Celestials. I am not

aware of its being an article of food here. It

is quite harmless, and will live a long while in

a vessel of salt water. Very different is

another species, the Gratelle, which may not

be handled with impunity, for it causes most
violent irritation of the skin when touched,

and brings out an eruption and swelling; for

tunately it only lasts a few hours, and if bath

ed at once with the ' Ledum' lotion, the pain

soon ceases.

This Holothurla, about the size and shape
of a small cucumber, is a mottled brown color,

and has to all appearance four fins when taken
;

but soon after capture it throws them all off,

and they swim about quite independently of

the trunk. I have at different times found at

least twenty vai-ieties of Holothuria in Port
Louis harbor, many of the most vivid hues.

I once kept a large one for inspection that

was covered above with th ick red blunt bristles

and underneath with black ones, having a flat

white enamelled top. These bristles lengthen-

ed near the mouth, which was surrounded by a

circle of twenty very dark maroon tentacles

with ciliated edges and delicate pink lining

All over it were minute white shells stuck fast

in the bristles. Sand and small corals lay ir

the water, and I saw it pick them up by clos

ing the tentacles round them, and di-awing

them into the bony-looking aperture. The
intestinal canal terminates in an opening twice
as wide as the mouth, and is bo transparent
that it can be traced, and its contents easily

seen. In the same glass were two others of
different species ; but they both died in the
night, disgorging their whole insides, and
lying across the large one. They were so
entangled that the live one could not move,
and this caused such excessive irritation, that
though I carefully removed them early in the
morning, the thin membrane burst, and the
whole of the viscera protruded. The delicate

pink arborescent branchiae were all forced out,

and a bundle of snow-white and rose filaments
several feet in length lay entangled en masse
in this animal ruin. The sand and coral debris

forms only a portion of their food, or perhaps
may be taken only to assist digestion, for some
of them are very voracious, and I have fre-

quently found crabs and shrimps in their
mouths."

" While examining the reefs, I found some
curious annelides, of a blackish brown color,

about half an inch in width and nearly eleven
feet in length. I saw them in the tide pools,

and when disturbed they would rapidly dis-

appear in the crevices of the coral beds. Many
of them -were in process of multiplying their
species by spontaneous division. I noticed
that the animal buried as much of the body
as he wished to separate

; but this division
did not take place always in the centre of the
body, as some writers assert, frequently not a
fifth being thrown off. The anterior portion
to be separated appeared to be in a dormant
state, which gave me a good opportunity to
examine the separation with a magnifying
glass. This portion was very transparent,
and all its parts, even the eyes and antennae,
appeared to be as perfect as in the original

animal, but it was only connected with it by
a small thread-like ligament.

I saw numbers of HolothuriaB, most of them
a dirty brown, mottled with yellowish white.

There are several species of this family here,

some of them I had observed at Grand Port,

of a beautiful orange color, about six inches in

length.

The Actiniae were radiently beautiful. One
species was nearly eight inches in diameter
and six in height, of a purplish color, shaded
yellow. The tentacles, when fully expanded,
were tipped with scarlet, forming the most
brilliant combination of colors possible."

" Some Creole fishermen offered to provide

us rare sport from a fishing excursion to the

reefs, if we would stand the expenses, which
were only a few dollars, and to which we
gladly assented ; and active preparations in

torches, &c., went on for the evening's diver-

sion. We pulled our pirogues about a mile

out from the shore, to the outer reef, and
anchored them, leaving one man as a guard.

We all then jumped into the water, which
was nearly up to our waists, armed with long
spears, and we followed our guides cautiously,

just keeping clear of the breakers. Suddenly
there was a halt, and silence was enjoined.

Our torches were lit, and in a hole close to us

we observed numbers of fish that soon ap-

proached the light. 'Now is your time!

—

throw in your lances!' said our sable friends;

and away they went, cleaving the water, scat-

tering the Medueae and jelly fish in all direc-

tions, that left behind a train of phosphoric
light as they darted through the waves. A
cord was attached to the lances ; and as I

drew mine in, I found I had speared a larj

of the genus Pseudoscarus, called here
Cateau, very handsome, but not very choice
eating. We bagged several fine fish, none
weighing less than from two to two and i

half pounds. On we went, the Creoles evi

dently knowing every hole and break in the
reefs. We disturbed myriads of little animals
which appeared to have taken up their abode
in the empty cells in the great coral beds.

This sea garden was lighted up with millions of
tiny sparks—the glow worms of the deep, light-

g the finny tribes of nocturnes to their prey,
and presenting a pyrotechnic display on a
small scale to us, but to them possibly equal
to our brightest calcium light.

We were glad to hear that our old enemy
the Tazarre never attacks at night. One of
the Creoles hooked a large Ourite, or catfish

(their Creole name), Octopus vulgaris. No
sooner was it on the hook, than it darted its

long tentacles up the pole, and wound one of
its slimy feelers, with its double row of cup-
like suckers round his arm. The knife was
nstantly applied, and the limb severed from
the body of the fish ; but even then it was with
difficulty that it could be detached, the suck-
ers possess such remarkable tenacity. After
removal, a sense of numbness remained for a
good while in the arm. The brute was, how-
ever, dislodged from his hole, and proved to be
large one, measuring ten feet from tip to tip

of the tentacles. I had often seen this animal
on the reefs, but had always given it a wide
berth, knowing it to be dangerous ; and com-
ing to close quarters with the disgusting-look-
ing animal did not at all make me anxious for
its proximity. A number of smaller ones were
caught, and the fishermen despatched them

Primilive Man and Revelation.

BY PRINCIPAL DAWSON, D. D., M'GILL COLLI
MONTREAL.

The battle-ground of opposition in the uai

of Science and Philosophy to the Holy Scr
tures is ever changing, but in modern tino

most of it; in so far as Science is concernt

has centered on the early history of the eart

and man as contained in Genesis. One p(

tion of the controversy may be held to be d

posed of The geological record is so

festly in accordance with the Mosaic histo

of creation that to all those (unfortunately

yet too few) who have an adequate knowled.

of both stories, the anticipation of our mode-

knowledge of Astronomy, Physics, and Geol

gy in the early chapters of Genesis

marked as to constitute a positive proof
inspiration. Recent discoveries and hypot
eses have given another turn to the discu

sion, and have directed it to questions relatii

to primitive man and the connection of tl

modern period with previous geological era

Man, we are told, is a descendant of iuferii

animals. His primitive condition was one
half brutal barbarism. His rise to the actu

position of humanity was through countle;

ages of progressive development, extendin

over periods vastly longer than those of sacre

history. These doctrines, supported by muc
plausible show of proof, are given forth b

popular writers as ascertained results of sciei

tific research, and we are asked to accept
new Genesis, shorn of all the higher spiritui

features of that with which we are familia

holding forth no idea of individual life an
salvation, but only a dim prospect of som
elevation of the race as the result of an
definite struggle for existence in the future

Many good men are naturally anxious ast
whereto this may grow, and whether we ar

not on the brink of a decided breach betweei

the word of God and the study of the earlies

human remains. My own belief is that th-

doctrines of the antiquity and descent of man
as held by the more extreme evolutioniste

have attained to their maximum degree o

importance, and that henceforth the mon
advanced speculators must retrace their stepi

toward the old beliefs, leaving, however, som<
most valuable facts in explanation of the earlj

history of man. The subject is too extensiv*

to allow of a full exposition of my reasons foi

this belief in the time to which this addresf

must be limited, but I may refer to a few oi

the most recent facts in proof of my state-

ment.
The physical characters of the known spect.

mens of primitive men are unfavorable to the

doctrine of evolution. Theories of derivation

would lead us to regard the most degraded
races of men as those nearest akin to the

primitive stock ; and the oldest remains ol

man should present decided approximation toi

his simian ancestors. But the fact is quitei

otherwise. With the exception of the cele-,

brated Neanderthal skull, which stands alone,

and is of altogether unascertained date, the

skulls of the most ancient European men
known to us, are comparable with those of

existing races, and further, the great stature

and grand development of the limbs in those
of the most ancient skeletons which are entire

or nearly so, testify to a race of men more
finely constituted physically than the ma-
jority of existing Europeans. The skull found

by turning their bodies inside out, thus leav- by Schmerlingin the Cave of Engis, associated
ing an empty sack."

|
with the bones of the mammoth and other
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net animals, iis of good form and large ca-

ty, and presents characters which, though
iling those of some Eiiro])ean races, also

mble those of the native races of America,
bones described by Christy and Sartet

L the Cave of Cro-Magnon, in France, re-

ent a race of great stature, strength, and
ty, and with a development of brain above
European average; but the lines of the

show a tendency to the Mongolian and
irican visage, and the skeletons present

liarities in the bones of the limbs found
in American races, and indicating, pro-

y, addiction to hunting and a migratory
active life. These Cro-Magnon people

1 at an epoch when France was overgrown
dent^o forests, when the mammoth pro-

Y lingered in its higher districts, and
Q a large part of the food of its people

furnished by the reindeer. Still more
irkable, perhaps, is the fossil man, as he

been called, of Mentone, recently found

cave in the south of France, buried under
rn accumulations which bespeak a great

juity, and associated with bones of extinct

imalia and with rudely-fashioned imple

ts of Hint. It appears from the careful

riptions of Dr. Rurere that this man must
I been six feet high and of vast muscular
er, more especially in the legs, which pre-

the same American peculiarities already

red to in the Cro-Magnon skeletons. The
I is of great capacity, the forehead full,

the face, though broad and Mongolian
large-boned, is not prognathous, and has

;h facial angle. The perfect condition of

teeth, along with their being worn per-

y fiat on the crowns, would imply a

thy and vigorous constitution and great

evity, with ample supplies of food, pro

y vegetable, while the fact that the left

had been broken and the bone healed,

?8 active and possibly warlike habits.

1 a man, if he were to rise up again among
light perhaps be a savage, but a noble

ge, with all our capacity for culture, and
anting no more affinity to apes than we

the question be asked. What precise re-

n do these primitive European men bear
Qything in sacred history? we can only

;hat they all seem to indicate one race,

this allied to the old Turanian stock of

/hern Asia, which has its outlying branch-
' this day, both in America and Europe,
ey are antediluvians, they show that the

Jephetim and Gibboim of the times before

lood, were men of great physical as well

lental power, but not markedly distinct

modern races of men. If they are post
'ians, then they reveal the qualities of the

Rephaim and Anakim of Palestine, who
mprobably were of Turanian slock. In
case, they may well have points of his-

al contact with the Bible, if one were
)r informed as to their date and distribu-

(To be concluded.)

For " The Friend "

John Heald.
(CoDtinned from page 150.)

h mo. 1st, 1818. A great frost this morn-
We went to Cropwell meeting. I sat

3 time, and said at length : I have been
)duced to a view of two states that are

different. One of them is an humble
even so much so, that when anything is

losed for their encouragement, they de-

cline accepting it, because of their unworthi-
ness. The others are willing to glean up
every encouragement held out for such who
think they are unworthy of it, and apply it to
themselves. Hero it is readily discovered
that there is a difficulty in administering to

each, when each are disposed to take that
which is designed for the other ; the humble
ones being ready to accept of close doctrine,

supposing it good enough for them, while the
others want a fair reputation. I labored a
considerable time before I felt a release.

In the afternoon we had a very satisfactory

meeting at a school-house, in which I had the
largest share of the public labor; though
Horton Howard, John Hunt and Hinchman
Haines, each in their turn had acceptable
service in it. I was glad of the opportunity.
I understood that the inhabitants had been
an indifferent people in regard to religion, and
in some instances dissipated and intemperate
characters, but some Friends had been con-

cerned about them, and had some meetings
with them ; and some, who were travelling

on Truth's account, had also meetings among
them ; and many of them had become thought-
fully concerned, and profitably so. My sense

of their situation was favorable.

In the evening at Enoch Roberts', I pro-

posed a time of silence. It became a very
trying season. Hinchman and Horton both
bore a feeling testimony, which tended in

some measure to relieve me. I at length
found openness to do what I thought to be

ray share.

2nd. We went to John Hunts', and from
thence to Haddon field meeting. I soon felt

a concern to speak to the people. I began
with, ' How goodly are thy tents, O Jacob,

and thy tabernacles, O Israel!' How goodly
is the situation of this people, or rather how-

goodly might it be, would they live as they
ought to do, conformably to the dictates of

Truth in their own bosoms. How goodly the

enjoyments these would enjoy ! John Hunt
followed in a short testimony, after which
Horton was enabled to enter deeply into the

subject, and to bear a lengthy testimony to

the truth, with demonstration and power.

We parted with Horton this evening, he went
to the city, and we staid at Benjamin Cooper's.

Next day, being First-day, we went to New-
town meeting. I found a concern to bring to

view our accountable situation. If in the

space of two hours we were each to be called

to a final account, would we not bo likely to

be careful how we spent the time, and what
we did or omitted to do? This some live in

daily conformity to, and how needful for us

all to be careful ! I labored until I felt a calm
release of mind, having stood up twice, and at

each time delivered considerable. I waited
sometime and rather looked for some other

laborer to engage in it, but none entered upon
it, and I thought the time might be further

spent than I was aware of, so I moved lor the

meeting to close ; and Eichard Jordan said,

Why, the meeting is not done. I went to

Benjamin Cooper's, and dined, and in the

afternoon called at E. Jordan's. He then

said, he would have tried to help me, if I had
not moved so soon. On weighing the subject,

I feel sorry it so happened, but I am not cer-

tain that he did not let the proper time pass.

I feel that what I did was not wilfully wrong,
if it was an error of mine.

The next day we had a large, favored meet-

ing at Woodbury. I stated that some when

they come to meeting, having notice of a
stranger being there, wait with expectation
to hear what may be said, and if silence is

continued to the end of the meeting, they are
disappointed, go away dissatisfied, and con-
elude that the time is lost. I think it a pity that
any should be induced to come to a meeting
and gain no profit by it. If each one was to
turn their attention inward, and consider
what they ought to do to please their Crea-
tor, they might profit and improve, if it should
be so that words should not be expressed. I
addressed the youth in a very feeling manner^
and, in doing it, reached in an affecting way
to the parents. My mind was humbly thank-
ful for the favor, and vocal supplication was
offered to the Author of all good, and praises
for the gracious blessings bestowed.

5th mo. 5th. Attended a meeting at Upper
Greenwich. It seemed to me that the life of
religion was low. After sitting sometime and
under exercise, I felt an openness to say, It

has been no small exercise to me to appear in

the capacity of a teacher or instructor. This
has frequently been trying to me at home and
abroad, being ready to conclude [inquire]

what is there that I know, that other men or
women do not know. But I have sometimes
thought it might be profitable to tell people
what they do know, and call their attention

to it. And now I would ask if there is not a
belief lodged in the minds of many, that reli-

gion is at a low ebb ? And is there not in the
minds of such, a secret sense of mourning at
times on account thereof? If the minds of
the people are secretly clad in mourning on
this account, is it not worth while to consider

the cause, and shall we not be led to the be-

lief that it proceeds from unfaithfulness?—

a

little unfaithfulness in one, and a little in

another, and a secret departure from the paths
of rectitude, that no human eye is privy to,

no mortal knows of, but the individual, who
secretly supposes a little indulgence cannot
be of much disadvantage. It is known to be

wrong, but a little will be gratifying, and will

not be of much disadvantage to the good
cause ; so the individual goes on to do the

thing, and is convicted and feels remorse
of conscience—is condemned within. In a
little while he finds a like temptation, again

3'ields to it, and again is condemned. If such
an one goes on, and carries his own condem-
nation in his bosom, and in this condition

comes to a final close, what idea can we affix

to such an end? Where is the well-grounded

hope ? Is it not likely that shades of sorrow-

would cover such ? Meditate, and consider

that this secret deviation accounts for the low-

state of religion in our time, as I apprehend.

In regard to the performance of worship, such

are unfit and unprepared to perform thatgreat

duty. Though such may be punctual in at-

tending thereon, the mind may be roving after

visionary objects, and delighted therewith.

This is to serve for worship to a God, who
sees the secret of every heart

!

6th. Were at a meeting near Upper Penn'a

neck. I felt some exercise with great poverty.

After a time of this kind of silence, I said :

"Friends, have we not read that open rebuke
is better than secret love? Under the legal

dispensation, it was written. Thou shalt in

anywise reprove thy brother, that sin be not

upon him. The Author of the Christian reli-

gion said, If thy brother offend thee, tell him
his fault between thee and him alone; if he

hear thee thou hast gained thy brother. It
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north, producing the American Fall, \

greatly less than that which passes west

lowing the channel, causing the Horse
Fall. At least two-thirds of the breadth

a much larger proportion in quantity of v

is compressed here into less than half f

with added power and depth, at the
;

where the sweeping flood leaps wildly

the abyss below. The green appearan
the water as it passes over the " Horse S
referred to so beautifully in the lines here

copied, is believed to be owing to its d

estimated to be not less than twenty feet

on account of the singular shape of the i

breastwork, the waters are piled in upon
other in their descent at this point;

by the wearing away of the rock, has ai

nearlj' an angular form, producing a wo
ful concentration ; as it were two catai

joined, in part face to face, curving out

northward toward either shore. 1 refer

to the Canada Fall, or that which sepa

Goat Island from the Canada shore,

looking at it carefully, I am unable to f

of it as crescent shaped, or as resembli

horse shoe. The wearing away of the

has certainly made it a very irregular

and that which would correspond to the

of the curve is as I have stated, nearl

angle; and this is recognised as markin,

channel of the river, and the boundar
tween American and British territory.

Whirlpool, a short distance below the I

suspension and railroad bridge, is a rem:

ble feature of the river, caused by an anj

turn, and sudden narrowing of the chann
conjunction with the powerful under-cui

much stronger than at the surface, prod

by the overwhelming pressure of the fall i

These forces operating together, cause

singular rotary motion, which doubtless
]

trates the river its entire depth, believ

be from 500 to 600 feet at this point.

Island contains about 69 acres, is a fra

over a mile in circumference, and he

timbered, with pleasant carriage ways,

walks, and scats here and there undei

ample shade.

The approach to the American Fall,

entrance to the " Cave of Winds" undern
is from the western side of the island

;

the finest view of the rapids, is to be obt!

from its south-western extremity, fron"

point where Prospect Tower recently si

torn down to make way for one more duj

built.

This is a position about opposite
Rock, affording, perhaps, the best view
can be obtained of the river above the
and as the eye travels upward and ovei

long line of rapids, one fall succeeding anc
and gathering power with added rapi

lashed into fury and narrowing towan
cataract ; sweeping onward with unmeai
power, and majesty, every thought is

ered into stillness, and wondering admin
Here a good profile view is had of the

rican Fall, and from the crest of the rod
may look over into the awful chasm sej;

ing Goat Island from the western shore
which the resistless torrent has rolled cei

upon century. Here too the town of CI

and the highlands that skirt the opf
shore are in full view, while not far t'

right is the upper suspension bridge spai

the river ; its towers and cables and int

ng net-work of iron, a truly noble and
tiful work, and a model of engineering

may not be improper to consider whether this

requisition is not neglected, though required
by the law and the gospel ; and does not this

omission proceed from an individual neglect

of duty ? Such are in the commission of acts

for which they are condemned in themselves,

and thus the neglect of individual duty leads

to a neglect of social duty. On being retired,

such feel little or no reconciliation with the

Author of their existence, but cany the sense

of condemnation with them. But if they sub-

mit to do right, in this there is no condemn;i-
tion, but peace. I was introduced into the
concern in a way to gain upon them, so as

gradually to find a near access to them, and
admonish and reprove with tenderness, and
invited to be more obedient; and so parted
with feelings of love and nearness.

We passed on this evening to Salem, and
lodged with Priscilla Wright, a widow. 7th.

Were at their meeting. I felt a concern to say :

Eeprove a wise mau and he will be wiser

;

then adverted to the disposition I frequently
meet with in appointed meetings, suffering

the mind to be turned outward instead of an
inward attention ; and from one subject to

another, until several things were brought to

view. Among these, was the dissipating one
of partaking of strong drink, and some of the
effects thereby produced, and the danger of
indulging in wrong practices. It was lengthy
labor. In the afternoon we went to Green-
wich, to the house of John Sheppard, where
wo were kindly entertained.

5th mo. 8th. Had a meeting at Greenwich,
not very large. It was a trying, exercising
season to me, in which I felt doubtful of the
meeting being to much profit. At length I

felt as I believe that I had better engage in

testimony. I said, I have been laboring to be
reconciled to silence or vocal labor, whichever
might appear most likely to bring peace of
mind. We may read the declaration of the
inspired prophet, that the work or fruit of
ricrhteousness shall be peace, and the effect,

quietness and assurance forever. Again, we
read, there is that scattereth abroad and yet
increaseth, and there is that withholdeth
mere than is meet, and it tendeth to poverty.
Withholding more than is meet is so common,
that I think it deserves more frequent atten-
tion than is given to it; and for want of this

attention, the peaceful reward is often miss-
ed. I went on for some time, but seemed to
get but little entrance. I, however, did not
find a release of mind, and laboring along
seemed still not to be released, nor to gain on
the audience, but again laboring I found an
entrance, and it became a solemn time, and a
sense of much favor and love prevailed and
spread, until we seemed to be near one to

another, and considerable tenderness was
shown. In the afternoon we returned to
AUoway's Creek, and in passing along the
streets of Greenwich, I felt a flow of love to
the inhabitants.

For "The Friend."

Niagara.

(Conclrded from page 161.)

From Table Eock or Goat Island, much of
the sound is evidently shut in, bj' the depth
and narrownessof the channel ; also the fall is

broken and subdued by the araazingdepth ofthe
river underneath, which at the "Horse Shoe,"
drops into its own bed, and not upon masses
of rock, as in the case of the other falls in the

'

vicinityofincomparablj^ less volume. Indeed,
such is the depth of the river, that the mighty
torrent from above is soon lost in the abyss
below, and instead of flowing on violently over
the surface, forces its way to the bottom of
the channel, bulging the surface turtle shape,
passes silently outward, leaving the face of that
unexplored depth from a short distance below
the fall to the whirlpool, comparatively peace-
ful. The Canada side is a much better situa-

tion for a general outlook. The overwhelm-
ing scene of terrible power in the clashing
sound of angry waters is there fully unfolded,

for in one unexampled picture are grouped
the chief glories of Niagara.
Here the visitor looks the American Fall

frill in the face ; the fall of the Bridal Veil and
Centre fall are directly before him

; there he
overlooks the precipitous walled front of Goat
Island, crowned with verdure, and forest trees

clothed in the vesture of autumn, while to his

right hand, the eye takes in the whole of the
great Horse Shoe Fall, its western wing so
near, that he might almost step from the rock
and bathe beneath the cataract. Table Eock,
or that part which remains of it, affords the
best view of the wonderful channel below,
comparable to a trough some 600 feet or more
in depth, cut out of the rock, to conduct in

safety to the lake this remarkable river. Into
this mysterious passage is gathered the whole
of Niagara, less than a quarter of a mile in

width, while above the fall, the opposite shores
are about two miles asunder. Planting his feet

firmly upon the very edge of the rock, he
views a scene truly indescribable. In an out-

ward sense the beholder is one of nature's
baptised children : a gentle wind carries the
mist all around and above, while close to the
right, a cloud of vapor spreads its hazy out
line over the sky, and marks the agony and
struggle of the flood underneath : at his feet,

the river moves on in subdued grandeur in

the pride of its strength ; a better view of
which can nowhere else be had, down to the
upper suspension bridge, and beyond, until its

waters are shut out from the eye by a turn in

the channel some distance above the railroad
bridge at Falls City, two and a half miles
away.
As I stood upon Table Eock looking down

nto the deep channel, the river passing before
me in triumph to the lake, its surface, though
wonderfully agitated in the vicinity of the fall,

but beyond, not more broken than I have seen
the bright waters of our Delaware

; the con-
trast was deeply impressive; the quiet, power-
ful movement of that deep mysterious river,

without soundings, and the wild, rushing ra-

pids, united to the heavy voice and furious
leap of the cataract, hushed in this sudden
transition into comparative stillness. I saw
therein a living, perpetual type of Time's
headlong river flooding its victims over the
cocks of adversity, onward with steady un-
yielding power and purpose to that transition
which divides the turbulent waters of this
life from the still, untrodden courses of the
life beyond. The rapids far exceeded my ex-
pectations; the fall did not; and my impres-
sion is, the more they are seen and studied,
the deeper will be our sense of their exceed-

grandeur, and that the beholder stands
awed as in the presence of the Infinite. The
river above the rapids, is more than twice the
breadth of the Delaware opposite Philadel-
phia

; Goat Island, at the fall two miles below,
dividing it ; that portion passing east and
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towers are covered with wood and cor-

ted iron, and in point of architectural

ty are highly ornate, imparting to each
inus an air of elegance and strength, and
ering the whole very attractive among
nany wonders of that interesting localit3\

leiglit above the surface of the river is

feet, and length from rock to rock, the

ral abutments upon which it rests, 1190
and is capable of supporting 3000 tons,

iron bridge connecting Goat Island with
lastern side of the river, fifty rods above
A.merican Fall, is an olject of interest.

inquiry is often made, how was it ever
upon piers, over such a tremendous

;? Certainly not without much difficulty

lazard of life. The structure is a plain

and not attractive in any other light

as associated with peril, engineering

y and intrepid daring; and as affording

)nly communication with Goat Islandn

jms to rest in safety upon its rocky bed,

which the water sweeps wildly by, shak-

very joint and timber,

us are grouped together in one deeply

38ting picture, the sublime and beautiful,

wfully grand, and the picturesque ; and
8 which men's hands have reared, wherein
seem to have been inspired by the over-

ming grandeur and perfection in the

•al world around them.
3h is a faint view ofNiagara, and a glimpse
I surroundings, as they appeared to the

r on an afternoon in autumn, as the sun
passing to the west behind the green
that look out from the Canada shore

;

after the perfection and brightness of

ler had felt the first touches of the frosts

tumn. P. B.

ladelpliia, 11th mo., 1873.

THE FRIEND.
FIRST MONTH 3, 1874.

e new year is signalized in this State by

;ing its inhabitants and legislature under
ution and restraints of a new Constitu-

; which, while it contains some serious

its, is generally conceded to be superior

le old one.

ie article in which those conscientiously

aed to all warlike measures are particu-

interested, is that on the militia ; which
Undergone a change that in one respect is

iprovement; but in another is a retro-

b step, unbecoming the assumed superior

!igeueeand christian liberality of the age.

plause in the old Constitution which de-

Id that " Those who conscientiously scru-

lo bear arms, shall not be compelled to do

l)ut shall pay an equivalent for personal

|ce," has been stricken out, and in place

the article says the Legislature " may
ot from military service persons having
iientious scruples against bearing arras."

,e framers of the old Constitution were
influenced by the principles of christian

zaiion, as to provide that men conscien-

ly scrupulous on the subject, should not

hed to violate their sense of duty to their

i'enly Father, by any law making it ob-

|Dry on them to bear arms ; though they

luitted the contradiction of punishing
I by obliging them to pay an equivalent

ifor. But those who framed the new Con-

stitution, while they reiterated the fair sound
ing sentences, about the rights of conscience
being inalienable ; that 'No human authority
can, in any case whatever, control or inter-

fere with the rights of conscience," j'et re-

trograded from the advance the others had
made, by takingawaj' the prohibition, and leav-

ing it optional with the legislature whether
to exempt such or not. Thej' could hardly
have supposed the legislators would bo more
just, or more observant of the emphatic de-

claration respecting libertyof conscience, than
themselves; and it seems fair to infer that
their object in making the change was, to au-

thorize more rigorous measures, when thought
needful, in order, if possible, to force those
conscientiously scrupulous against bearing
arms, into the ranks of the militia.

The provision in the Article that the Legis-

lature shall defray the expense of the militia

out of the State Treasury, does not remove
the liability to a military lax, and Friends as

well as all others, may be subjected to the
difficulties and losses resulting from having
their property rendered liable for such a tax,

with all the penalties attached for non-pay-
ment. Such a law was before the Legi-slature

last year, and we believe, passed the House of

Representatives, but failed in the Senate for

want of time.

Were it not that every day's experience
shows how readily men deny or disregard in

practice, what they freely admit in theory, it

might excite surprise that the members ot the
Convention, who readily admitted that liberty

of conscience was emphatically guaranteed
in the Bill of Rights ; and very many, perhaps
most of whom, were willing to acknowledge
that war was a great evil, and irreconcilable

with the precepts and principles inculcated

by Christ and his Apostles, could nevertheless

consent to strike from the Constitution of

Pennsylvania a christian feature, so far credit-

able to it, as it approximated to the original

and noble provision made bj' the Founder of

the State, to secure to all the enjoyment of

worshipping the Almighty according to the

dictates of their conscience, without let or

hindrance, and to engraft in its place a mere
subterfuge, which leaves these sacred rights

of conscience as affecting very many citizens,

dependent on the will or whim of a legis-

lature.

We frequently hear it said that the State

is to know no difference between one religious

profession and another ; that there must be no

union between Church and State. In one
sense both of these are true, but in another
they are both false. Civil government is an

institution of Divine Wisdom, and within the

limitation of the higher law of the Almighty,
its authority is supreme.

In conferring the delegated powers of civil

governments, the almighty ArbiterofNations,

designed that they should be exercised in

conformity with the principles of truth and
righteousness, which characterize his own
administration of the affairs of the world.

No authority was conferred to go contrary to

his manifested will. In all professedly chris-

tian countries, the religion of the New Testa-

ment, whether it is so recognized in stated

terms or not, underlies the system of govern-

ment built up to promote the welfare of the

people ; and the legislator or the magistrate
occupies the position described by tbe Apostle

as " the minister of God," who is bound not to

be "a terror to good works, but to the evil."

It is specially stated that ho, is to be, "the
minister of God to thee [to all] for good."
The State is, therefore, not to ignore the dif-

ference between that which is true and good,
and that which is untrue and evil ; nor is it

to be divorced from the church of Christ. It
is bound so to act as not to interfere with, or
violate his supreme commands, and to pro-
mote the extension of his government among
its citizens. It cannot rightfully attempt to
enforce any particular form of religious belief,

nor undertake to regulate the government of
the church ; and it is equally prohibited from
coming between the soul and its Divine Law-
giver, so as to interfere with its convictions of
religious duty towards Him ; so long as those
convictions, or the effort to carry them into
practice, do not injure another, or infringe on
the peace and good order of tbe community.
The State, or its lawfully appointed Govern-

ment, is but the representative of the people,

the great body of whom in this country, pro-

fess to be christian believers ; and in the enac-
tion of laws, it has no more right to go coun-
er to the principles of truth and justice laid

down in the New Testament, than has any
single professor. Still less—if possible—has it

the authority to attempt to force a citizen or
any number of citizens to disregard or act

contrary to what he or thej' are sincerely con-

vinced are those principles of right and jus-

tice. Hence it is that, referring to the article

the Constitution of this State, which affirms

the right of liberty of conscience to be unalien-

able and indefeasible, this strong language is

used in the Constitution, "We declare "that

every thing in this article is excepted out of

the general powers of government, and shall

forever remain inviolate."

We know that a majority of the members
of the different religious denominations in the

State, are not yet convinced that the servants

of Christ cannot fight; but think they are

ustified, under certain circumstances, to en-

gage in mortal combat. According to these

provisions in the Constitution, no Legislature

can have the power, to force the principles of

peace and good will to men, upon them ; nor
yet to impose fines or other penalties, because

they will not adopt those principles and al-

ays carry them out. But by the present

Constitution, this good rule is not made to

work both ways. By the introduction of the

word may, it is made optional with those

members of different religious denominations

who approve of war, and who are a majority

in the community, whether they will disre-

ard the declaration respecting the inviola-

bility of liberty of conscience, and force into

the ranks of the army, or punish with fines

and other penalties for not going voluntarily,

those who conscientiously believe their Divine

Master meant what He said, when He com-
manded his disciples to love their enemies, to

forgive them their trespasses against them,

to pray for them that despitefuUy used them,
d not to avenge themselves; and who con-

sequently cannot bear arms. If the first would
be going bej-ond the power delegated by the

Almighty to civil government, and a violation

of Christ's law, "Do unto others what you
would have others do unto you ;" if it would
be making a nullity of that part of the Con-
stitution which so strongly guards the sacred-

ness of the rights of conscience, as to elevate

them above the meddling of the Legislature,

it is impossible to show why the latter does

not come in the same category, does not stand
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on the same immutable basis, and that to per-

petrate such an invasion of indefeasible rights

would be an opprobrium to our christian pro-

fession. Yet it has been done again and again,

and the present Constitution has left the door

open to commit the same injustice and op-

pression hereafter, and time will determine

whether it will not be repeated.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FOKEIGN.—It is Stated that the contract for making

the cable to be laid between the coasts of Ireland and

New Hampshire, and of maintaining it for thirty days,

is in the hands of Simmons Brothers, of London and

Berlin, who are to receive for their work about S6,000,-

000. The cable is about half completed.

Scarlet fever, in an unusually malignant form, pre-

vails in parts of England. Many deaths of the disease

have occurred in Liverpool.

The Dublin Chamber of Commerce has resolved to

build a central railway station at an expense of £750,-

000.

Dispatches from the Gold Coast announce the arrival

of the Highland troops at Cape Coast Castle.

The steamer Gypsey Queen, belonging to the River

Tyne Improvement Commissioners, struck the wreck of

a sunken lighter in that stream and went to the bottom

in five minutes. There were between fifty and sixty

men on the steamer at the time of the disaster, of whom
eighteen were drowned.

London, 12th mo. 29th.—U. S. Bond.s, 1865, 94i

;

new five per cents, 91 1. The rate of discount in the

open market for three months bills is 4J per cent., or

J per cent, below the bank rate.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton 8Jd. ; Orleans, Shd. a

8|d.

The hostile tone of recent pastorals issued by French
Bishops has caused the German government to renew

its complaints to France. A dispatch to the London
Telegraph says France has given satisfactory assurances

to Germany relative to the pastorals complained of In

the French Assembly several members have spoken of

the imperfect postal arrangements between France and
the United States, and urged the government to remove
the difficulty which they say is injurious to French
commerce, and inconvenient to the people at large

The Financial Secretary replied that it was the govern
ment's desire to harmonize the interests of the two
countries, and a speedy understanding was expected

Marshal Bazaine has left Versailles for ihe island of

St. Marguerite, the place of his confinement.

The King of Portugal has prohibited the coolie trade

at Macao, and the barracoons at that place have been
closed.

The Emperor of Germany has been seriously unwell
but was in better health on the 28th ult.

The Russian General Kaufmann is under the shadow
of imperial displeasure for his manner of conducting
the Khivan war, especially for his attack on the Turko
mans, his premature publication of the treaty with
Khiva, and his wasteful and corrupt administration in

Turkistan.

A dispatch from Penang, dated 12th mo. 20th, an
nounces that the Dutch troops have occupied both sides

of the river running through Acheen. The Sultan,

seeing defeat inevitable, has given in his submission to

the Dutch commander.
It is stated that the Roman Catholics are niaki

numerous converts in India. The propaganda has a

staff in that country, with the Archbishop of Goa for

its chief, under whom are nineteen bisliops and between
eight hundred and nine hundred priests. The returns

made to the bishops show the number of believers to be
a little over one million. The Goa diocese alone con
tains 230,000 Catholics.

The Archbishop of Canterbury lately preached i

missionary sermon in which he .said that though "the
population in India, subject to the British Cn
more or less connected with it, is about 180 millions of
})erson8, and though great eflx)rts have been made
ate years to bring the influence of missionaries to bear
upon those whom formerly they could not reach, still,

•with all efforts, not above 318,000 Protestant converts
have as yet been made from these native populations."
The Lutheran Observer reports, as the effect of con

cessions granted by the Czar of Russia a year or twt
ago, to the Lutherans in his empire, that thirty thou
Band persons in that country rejoined the Lutheran
church in 1872. These concessions were granted in

eponse to the petition of a delegation from the Evan-
gelical Alliance of the United States.

The Dutch Colonial Minister haa sent a written state-

ment to the Second Chamber, declaring that the war
Atcheen would render it neces.sary for the State to

placed under Dutch sovereignty as a guarantee for

the future maintenance of peace. It would, however,
preserve its autonomy, as the Dutch government in no
ay intended to place Atcheen under its direct do-

minion.
The condition of Spanish affairs does not apparently

improve, and the position of the contending parties has

not materially changed. A Spanish republican force

of 15,000, has entered Biscay. Fourteen thousand Re-
publican troops, under General Moriones, has been

transferred by sea from San Sebastian to San Antonia.

It is said they were surrounded in San Sebastian by

thirty thousand Carlists, and had no other means of

pe from capture. The in.surgents still hold Carta-

gena. Fort Julian, one of the strongest defences of the

place had been breached.

The resignation of Daniel Sickle-s as United States

Minister at Madrid, has been accepted, and Caleb Cush-
ng appointed in his place. Havana dispatches say the

ppointment of Caleb Cushing is favorably received

here, and much satisfaction is expressed at the resigna-

tion of Sickles.

The Madrid government has not only refused to ac-

cept the resignation of Captain General Jouvellar,

hich was recently tendered, but has granted him ex-

tended and extraordinary powers.

The debt of the island of Cuba amounts to $87,000,-

000. The notes of the Spanish Bank in circulation

amount to $104,000,000. •

The Chilian House of Representatives has passed an
education bill, against the opposition of the Conserva-

tive party and the protests of the bishops.

United States.— There were 250 interments in

Philadelphia last week, and 474 in the city of New
York.
One of the special results of the United States geo-

logical and geographical survey of the territories, in

charge of Professor F. V. Haydeu, during the past sum-
mer, has been the discovery that Colorada territory is

the centre of the greatest elevation of the Rocky Moun-
tain chain. So far as known, there are in the district

explored during the past season by the survey seventy-

two peaks, ranging from 14,000 to 14,200 feet in height.

Louisiana, which before the war was behind some of

the other States in the production of cotton, now sur-

passes every other State. Its crop this year will be

1,200,000 bales of the 3,900,000 bales raised in all the

South. To do this the Slate has largely abandoned the

cultivation of sugar.

The Lake Superior Copper Mines yielded last year
14,000 tons of ingot copper.
The United States steamer Juniata from Santiago de

Cuba with the 102 survivors of the Virginius, reached
New York on the 28th ult. The prisoners will be
placed on the receiving ship at the navy yard, and no
communication with them will be allowed for the pre-

sent.

The Ville du Havre was the fourteenth large Atlantic
passenger steamer totally lost. The statement that with
the exception of the Great Eastern, she was the largest

vessel afloat is erroneous. There are several larger
steamship.s.

The indications are that the pork market will be
abundantly supplied this season. The National Crop
Reporter, however, publishes returns from nine West-
ern State.s, showing that the total number of hogs fat-

tened in those States the current season, is about 8 per
cent, less than for the season of 1872.

The report of the State Salt Inspector, of Michigan,
shows that 824,346 barrels of salt were inspected last

year. The salt producing territory has been materially
enlarged during the year.

The total number of interments in Philadelphia for

the year ending 12th mo. 27th, 1873, was 16,776, which
is 3768 less than in 1872. It appears that 2290 persons
died of consumption, 961 inflammation of the lungs,
and 1105 from cholera infantum. There were 8677
deaths of males, and 8099 females.

A review of tlie produce trade of Chicago for the past
year has been published. The receipts of grain during
the year were 96,731,598 bushels ; shipments, 91,035,
703 bushels ; receipts of hogs 4,360,000 head ; cattle,

765,000 head; sheep, 300,000 head ; lumber, 1,084,99,3
feet. Total value of all produce received duriuj
year is, in round numbers, $240,000,000.
Me Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations

on the 29th ult. New ybr/:. — American gold, 110.
U. S. sixes, 1881, coupons, 120 ; reg. 116}; ditto, 1868,
119; ditto, five per cents, 111 a 112. Superfine flour,

$5.85 a $6.10 ; State extra, $6.60 a *6.80 ; finer brands,
$7 a $10.50. White Michigan wheat, $1.92 ; No. 2
Chicago spring, $1.58 ; No. 3 do., $1.54 ; amber Illinois,

$1.68. Oats, 50 a 60 cts. Rye, $1.06. Western i

corn, 83 a 84 cts.
;
yellow, 84 a 84i cts. ; white, 8

cts. Philadelphia.—Uplands and New Orleans t

16 a 17 cts. Superfine flour, $5 a $5.75 ; extras

$6.75; finer brands, t^ a $10. Penna. amber
$1.67 a $1.70. Rye, 93 a 95 cts. New corn, 7(

cts. ; old yellow and mixed, 83 cts. Oats, !

Smoked hams, 11 a 13 cts. Lard, 8J a 9 cts. C

seed, 8J a 10 cts. Beef cattle were in demand,
of 1800 at 7i a 8 cts. per lb. gross for extra, 6 a

for fair to good, and 3J a 5J cts. for common.
9000 sheep sold at 5 a 6J^ cts. per lb. gross, an(

hogs at $7.50 a $7.75 per 100 lb. net. Chicago

-

spring wheat $1.17 ; No. 2 do., $1.15^ ; No. 3 do., }

No. 2 mixed corn, 53J cts. No. 2 oats, 3:

77 a 83 cts. No. 2 fall barley, $1.39. Lard, i

St. Louis.—1^0. 2 winter red wheat, $1.64; No.

$1.39 a $1.40 ; No. 2 spring, $1.20. New mixec

53 cts. No. 2 oats, 40 cts. Lard, 7|- a 8 cts.

na(i.—Family flour, $7 a $7.25. Wheat, $1.40 a

Corn, 54 a 57 cts. Rye, 92 a 93 cts.

FRIENDS' LIBRARY.
For the convenience of those who attend Arch

Meeting, the Library will be open hereafter on
day mornings, from half past 9 to 10 o'clock.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee having ch;

the Boarding School at Westtown, will be 1:

Philadelphia on Sixth-day, First montii 9th, 1:

1 P.M.
The Committees on Instruction and Adr

the same day at 10 A. M.
Samuel Morr:

Philada., 12th mo. 27th, 1873. C

THE INDIAN AID ASSOCIATION.
The Executive Committee of Philadelphia F

having accepted charge of the schools for th(

dotte, Wichita, Kiowa and Comanche Indians, i

the contributions of Friends in order to supplj

pressing needs.

It has been found necessary to collect the chile

Boarding Schoofs, and various articles of clc

furniture, &c., are wanted to insure their

proper care. Some money can also be judiciouf

pended in school supplies, in addition to those pp
by the Government.
This is a critical time in Indian afiairs, and hel

will be extremely valuable.

Contributions may be sent to John S.

this office.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
As the stations of Superintendent and Matron

Institution are expected to be vacated at the closs

Winter Session, in the 4th month next, Frien(

may feel drawn to undertake the duties attac

them, are requested to communicate thereon with

of the following named members of the Commit
Nathaniel N. Stokes, Cinnaminson Posi

Burlington Co., N. J.

Charles Evans, No. 702 Race St., Philade
Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. J.

Rebecca S. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth St., P

Died, on the 4th of Eleventh mo. 1873, at h«

dence in Bristol township, Bhoda S. Roberts,
77th year of her age, a beloved member of Brist

ticular and Fallsington Monthly Meeting,
moval of this dear Friend is keenly felt by her be

family and friends, but they sorrow not as thos'

out hope, having the consoling belief that their

her eternal gain.

, on Second-day, the 22d of Twelfth mc
at her residence in Newark, New Jersey, Raci
wife of William A. Riker, aged nearly seventy
a member of New York Monthly Meeting of F
Many and varied were the trials of this dear ]

and at times for many months, her suflferings w
vere, yet she endured all with christian patienc<

was ofttimes brought very low in mind, under <

of her own nothingness, and had many doubts ai

in relation to her final acceptance by her He
Father ; but she was enabled, after passing tl

many exercises and baptisms, to say near her cl

feel willing, and ready, to depart and be at rest/'
'^""^

'wfLLIAM "h. PILE,~PRmTEK.'
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Pcimitive Man and Revelation.

' PRINCIPAL DAWSON, D. D., m'gILL COLLEGE,
MONTREAL.

'CoDclod d from page 157 )

have referred to European fu-ts only, but
i remarkable that in America the oldest
1 known to U8 is that of the ancient Alie-
ns and Totheans and their allies, and that
le, too, were men of large stature and great
lial development, and agricultural and
i-civilized, their actual position being not
imilar from that attributed to the earliest
ivators of the soil in the times of Adam or
ih.

D far the facts bearing on the physical and
tal condition of primitive man are not
Table to evolution, and are more in ac-
ianoe with the theory of Divine Creation,

I

with the statements of the sacred record.
ecent facts with reference to primitive
, show that his religious beliefs were simi-
to those referred to in Scripture. The
le of the long isolated tribes of America
to a primitive monotheism or belief in a

it Spirit, who was not only the creator
ruler of the heavens and the earth, but
the control of countless inferior spirits—
itous or ministering angels. They also
ved in an immortality and a judgment of
nen beyond the grave. Hence arose in

JUS forms the doctrine of guardian man-
represented by tokens or teraphim, and

ihing over individuals, families, and places,
ose also the practice of burying with

dead the things he had valued in life, as

y in the vague imaginings of the untaught
i to be useful in the other world. Their
itions also embraced in various and crude
8 the idea of a mediator or intercessor he-
rn God and man. No one who studies

iefs of the American tribes, can fail

cognize in them the remnants of the same
itive theology which we have in the pa-
chal age of the Bible, and more or less in

eligions of all ancient peoples of whom
ave historical records. I m.ay say here
issing, that the tenacity with which the

America has clung to his barbar-
md long isolation to remnants of primi-
truth, is an additional reason why we
Id strive to give him a purer gospel

known to us only by their bones and imple-
ments, it may not be possible to discover their
belief as to the unity of God

; but we have dis-

tinct evidence on the other points. On the
oldest bone implements—some of them made
of the ivory of the now extinct mammoth
wo find engraved the tokens or manitou marks
of their owners, and in some eases scratch
or punctures indicating the offerings made
successes and deliverances experienced under
their auspices. With regard to the belief in

immortality, perhaps also in a resurrection
the Mentone man—whose burial is perhaps
the oldest known to us—was interred with
his fur robes and his hair dressed as in life

with his ornaments of shell wampum on his

head and limbs, and with a little deposit of
oxide of iron, wherewith to paint and decorate
himself with his appropriate emblems. Nor

lone in this matter. Similar provision
for the dead appears at Cro-Magnon and the
Caveof Bruniguel. Thus the earliest so-called
palasolithic men entertained beliefs in God and

mmortality, perhaps the dim remains of
primitive theism, perhaps the result of their
perception of the invisible things of God in

the works that He had made.
The antiquity of man as revealed by his

prehistoric remains has probably been greatly
exaggerated. A careful study of the latest
edition of "The Antiquity of Man," by SirC.
Lyell, in which that great geologist has sum-
med up all the scattered evidence on this point,
must leave this impression. The particular
facts adduced are individually doubtful and
susceptibleof different interpretations, though
ollectively they present an imposing appear

ance, and many of them have been weakened
by recent observations and discoveries. Ameri-
can analogies teach us, as I propose to show
n papers soon to be published, that undue im-
portance has been attached to the distinctions
of neolithic and palasolithic jiges. The phj'si-

cal changes which have taken place since the
advent of man have been measured by stand-
ards inapplicable to them, and the actual
quadrupeds of the later post-pliocene period
may have lived nearer to our time than has
been supposed. No human remains have been
found in beds older than the close of the so-
called glacial period, and the earlier indica-
tions succeeding this period are not actual
bones of men, but only rude implements, some
of which are possibly naturally shaped stones,
and others have had their antiquity exagger-
ated by misapprehension as to the mode of
their occurrence.

It is, however, probable that the investiga-
tions now in progress will establish the fact
that in the earlier part of man's residence in

the Old Continent he was cotemporary with
many great quadrupeds now extinct, and that
some of them, as well as some races of men,
may have perished in a great continental sub-
sidence which occurred early in the modern

human period. Both of these conclusions
ith reference to these prehistoric men, | will, I think, bring themselves finally into

harmony with the Biblical account of the ante-
diluvian world, notwithstanding the strenu-
ous opposition of the large party opposed to
an}' correlation of natural and spiritual truth.

Science may soon enable us to account for
the divergence of mankind into permanent
races in a way more satisfactory than hereto-
fore. It has heretofore been a stumbling-block
with many in the doctrine of the unity of man
that we find evidence of distinctness of race
as great as at present in early Egyptian
monuments. Modern ideas of derivation have
swept away this as an infidel objection, but
they have not failed to demand an enormous
lapse of time for the early development of
these races. A new law is, however, coming
into view, which may render this unneces-
sary. It is that species, when first introduced,
have an innate power of expansion, which
enables them rapidly to extend themselves to

the limits of their geographical range, and
also to reach the limits of their divergence
'nto races. These limits once reached, the
races run on in parallel lines until they one
by one run out and disappear. According to

this law, the most aberrant races of men might
eloped in a few centuries, after which

divergence would cease and the several lines

of variation would remain permanent, at least

long as the conditions under which they
originated remained. This new law, which

hinted at Ions ago by Hall the Palaeon-

tologist of New York, is coming more dis-

tinctly into view, and will probably altogether

remove one of the imagined necessities of a
great antiquity of man. It may prove also

to be applicable to language as well as to

physical characters.

i have given above only a few samples out
of many which may be adduced that the re-

sults of natural science, as applied to man,
however they may at first seem to conflict

with the truth of God, will ultimately come
into harmony with it.

One object in referring to these subjects

here has been to invite the attention of Chris-

tians to certain errors in the treatment of such

bjects which I observe to be prevalent, and
which I think every Christian man of science

ust sincerely deprecate.

The first is the hasty reception of broad
popular statements of leading scientists as if

they were received and proved conclusions.

Nearly ever}^ new scientific fact and principle

at first only imperfectly understood and
partially misapplied, and statements much too

unguarded are often made by enthusiastic

votaries of particular specialities.

The second is the resting content with the

shallow assertion that the Bible need not be

in harmony with Nature. The Bible is not

text-book of science, nor are spiritual truths

always directly reconcilable at first with natu-

ral truths. But the Bible as a Book of God
cannot outrage Nature, and there are neces-

sary harmonies between the natural and the

spiritual. Weak admissions that the Bible
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accommodates itself to errors as to Nature

may save the theologian the trouble ofinquiry,

and may be welcomed by men of science as

setting them free from dogmatic trammels;

but the earnest votary of science who is not

a Christian despises those who make them

and regards their doctrine as worthless.

A third is the connection of ancient super-

stitions or modern ecclesiastical expediences

with G-od's word. Science is in its nature

hostile to superstition, to ritualism, and to

hypocritical expediency ; while merely exter-

nal and a?3tbelical modes of dealing with men-

tal and moral interests it must always reject

as vulgar folly. It is a fearful crime aga\nst

the souls of men so to connect such things

with the truth of God that men of high cul-

ture are repelled from what might otherwise

awe them by its moral elevation, or attract

them by its spiritual beauty. I believe that

much of the antagonism of men of science is

really excited by accessions which are not of

God but the growth of human device in darker

ages of the world. I would not ask the Chris-

tian to accommodate his creed to any require-

ments of the science or literature of our day.

That would be an equally fatal error. What
I ask is that the scriptural truth may be pre-

sented unmixed with extraneous matters, not

of the Bible but of man.
Lastly, the Christian must not despise as

unworthy of attention the current scientific

doctrines on such subjects. If the missionary

thinks it necessary to study the beliefs of the

rudest tribes that he may better teach them
the truth, surely we must not ignore the latest

results of the intellectual work of the most
cultivated men, which in any case is sure to

influence the mind of the time, and which,

properlj' treated, must yield positive results

for the cause of God.
The scientific infidel is not always a wrong-

doer to be put down. He is often a very

darkened soul, struggling for light and some-
times driven back from it by the follies and
inconsistencies of Christians. The lamentable

and growing separation between those who
study God's works and those who believe in

His word is not all of it the fault of the scient-

ist. The theologian will be held responsible

for so much of it as may result from his adul-

terating the water of life with unwholesome
earthly elements.

For "The Friend"

John Heald.
(Continued from patre 168.1

"5th mo. 1818. We had a large, favored

meeting at Pilesgrove or VVoodstown. I sat

some time under a weight of exercise, when a

woman friend stood up and mentioned a de-

sire that people would worship the Lord, say-

ing the hour cometh and now is, when the

true worshippers shall worship the Father in

spirit and in truth, for the Father seeketh

such to worship Him ;
and without any further

comment sat down. The subject instantl}^

spread in my view, and I immediately felt the
way open to engage in it. I said, It seems to

be a great thing for me to stand before so larg

an assembly, but how much more so to stand
before Him, whose penetrating eye sees the
heart, and the sincerity or insincerity attend
ing ! He seeth not as man seeth, man lookt

on the outward appearance, but He looks at

the heart. When we present ourselves before

Him, it is worth our while seriously to con
eider what kind of disposition we should ap
pear in, and how wo shall be prepared to give

account of our doings. It may be trying

to stand before a large assembly of our fellow-

mortals, creatures composed of materials like

ourselves, but what comparison does it bear

to standing before our Judge, who knows

our hearts, when every secret thing will be

brought to open view, when thousands and tens

of thousands of angels and glorified spirits

are standing round, when the secrets of the

heart shall be revealed ; how awful the situa-

tion we are all hastening to, and which we
have no way to escape from ! Now, where is

the excuse for those, who do not intend to be

confined to the restraints of religion, and who
are carrying in their own bosoms remorse,

or condemnation ? If our heart condemn us,

God is greater and knows all things, but if our

heart condemn us not, then we have hope

towards God."
John Heald then appealed to those of mid-

dle age, or even further advanced in life, who
had not been concerned to worship God, or to

know how true worship should be performed,

ferring to the fact that even children have

been prepared to worship the Lord, when
their minds were humbled by the Divine

Power, agreeably to the scripture declaration,

" out of the mouth of babes and sucklings thou

hast perfected praise." He remarks of this op-

portunity, " The power of Truth overshadow-

the meeting marvellously."

In the afternoon we had another large,

favored meeting, eight miles distant, at Wool-

wich, at four o'clock. This may be thankfully

remembered, and I hope will. These meet-

ngs seem to me to be times of eminent favor

and condescension from on high. Ability was
wonderfully furnished to labor; but let it be

remembered the cause is his, and He furnish-

ed the ability to accomplish His own work.

The praise is his, and may it be ascribed to

Him, for He alone is worthy of it now and

forever.

After we came to John Tatum, Jr.'s, we
were informed that Haddontield Monthly
Meeting was to be the next day. We attended

it the 11th. In a short testimony in the early

part, I endeavored to set forth the goodliness

of the sons coming up in the room of the

fathers, and the daughters instead of the mo-

thers. Where virtuous fathers and mothers

have sons and daughters, what consolation to

them to see a fair prospect of succession in

the church.
After this meeting we went home with

Henry Warrington, who has taken us in his

carriage thus far in Jersey, onl)^ once or twice

we rode a few miles in some other carriage.

His kindness has been great, as well as that

of his family, for which 1 feel grateful, but do

not expect ever to have it iu my power to

compensate the favor.

14th. Were at their meeting [at Burlington],

Soon after sitting down I fait my mind en-

gaged to admonish them to be on their guard,

when they took a seat in a religious meeting.

The enemy is so busy to catch away the mind,

and furnish objects for contemplation, that

much depended upon being particular at first

sitting down.
15th. An appointed meeting at Borden-

town. I began in a way to draw their atten-

tion, without raising their expectation to have

an idea of much, and was led to express a

lengthy testimony in soft, engaging terms,

that I even wondered myself at the manner
of it, aa4 it has l^ft a pleasant savor on my
mind.

16th. At Mansfield in the afternoon, afl

considerable silence I said, be watchful

patient, be humble and resigned. This cot

sel, I have had a view of keeping to mysf

It has been considered to be good for min

ters, and if so, will it not be so for othei

Should we not all be watchful, should we
all patiently wait and quietly hope, should

not all be humble? It is the humble ]

leaches of His ways, and should we not

resi^'ued to His will ? As I followed the opi

ing,''it seemed to embrace several subjeci

among these intemperance and dissipatio

that unfaithfulness, though little in its beg

nine, and the deviation small at first, mij

lead into a hardness of heart, so as to de

the being of a God."
After attending a few other meetings

New Jersey, our friend proceeded to N
York in time to attend the Yearly Meeti

held there. Of this he says :
" 23rd. Attend

two sittings of the Meeting of Ministers a

Elders, in the course of which Stephen Grel

laid a concern before that meeting to mak
religious visit to Europe, especially to Buss

and the meeting united with'the Monthly »

Quarterly Meetings' certificates, and with t

in his concern, which was certified by

meeting's written certificate.

2Sth. Two sittings on church affairs. N'

the close of the last sitting, I observed, i

remark I made, that some who are talen

men, sometimes fall into the practice of spe

ing to business in Monthly, Quarterly i

other meetings, with only the ability deri'

from nature; which will tend to hurt and

poverish those who are thus employed,

stead of helping along profitably, it will def

its own purposes and produce poverty

speak to passing business availingly requi

at least a measure of the qualification tha

requisite for the ministry. Without thit

will be poor indeed. Though it may hav

specious show, it tends to disadvantage to

dividuals and society at large."

After the close of the \''early Meeting, J(

Heald went on to New England, visitingm'

ings as he passed along. In some of these

was largely engaged in the exercise of

ministry. Of tbat at North Bridge, Mai

chusetts, held 6th mo. 9th, he says: ""^

silentpart was long. I have waited to feel

putting forth of the Shepherd in this as \

as others, and, as [ carefully proceeded, I

as I apprehended some opposition
;
but go

on in the opening, the power of Truth cf

into dominion marvellouslj^, and reigned

umphantly, the minds of tine people w
generally humbled, I believe, and mine
humbly thankful. It held more than tl

hours, and the people were still in body

in mind, and did not appear weary of sitt

nor quick to leave their seats. The powe
the Lord's, and the praise belongs to Hin

10th. We went to attend Old House, wl

there has been a meeting a good while,

the members of our Society are few. I

some time before I began to speak, but 1

ing began I continued to speak for a 1

time. It was after 2 o'clock when the m
ing concluded. I was much spent, and a ni

ing appointed for me at 4 o'clock, a few n

off. We took some refreshment and wen
to a meeting called Mendon

;
got there in

son, but it was a dull meeting. After a 1

of silence I stood up and remarked to Frii

the loss there was in taking a seat, and

ting the mind at ease, when they had the (
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liny of strangers. It would he more profit-

Ijle to enter into an individual labor. 1 con-

Inued to speak for more than an hour, 1

(ippose, before I could feel at liberty to sit

own ;
and after that, 1 was drawn forth into

[ipplication. The vocal exercise had enfeebled

le, but I labored through, and the meeting

jncluded. I do not remember that I wan

,rer so much spent with laboring in the way
if the ministry.

I 11th. Wo went to Sraithfield. My mind

jsntred down into silence, and I felt a solem-

|ity was over the meeting. When I felt the

[me had come, I stood up and said : Go thy

|?ay, eat thy bread with cheerfulness, and

[rink thy wine with a merry heart, for now
Irod aceepteth thee. This 1 thought to be

ibout the substance of the text, and this is a

iery comfortable state to be in. The desire

if most or all is to be happy, but is the desire

be obedient as great? or is the desire to

\e happy, all that is necessary? This seems

me to be like Balaam's desire. Oh that 1

nay die the death of the righteous, and that

ny last end may be like his! But he loved

he wages of unrighteousness, he appears to

lave indulged in obtaining unrighteous gain,

hough he desired to die the death of the

ighteous.

It was a good time, and will be remembered,

; hope, to profit."

After attending New England Yearly Meet
ng, which he says, " I believe was a good one,

md was conducted much to satisfaction," he

!ame in the course of his visit to Smithfield

3f the meeting there, 6th mo. 2l8t, he has

jreserved this memorandum. "Notice had

jeen spread that we expected to be there that

i&j, and many of the people living round

ibout were there. I could not minister to

them, only to remark, that such as had wit-

Dessed compunction for speaking, or for not

speaking, could make a suitable allowance;

for I desire to be silent when speaking would

occasion pain, and to speak when that would

give relief.

In the course of the afternoon, I felt such a

depth of trial on my mind, I was almost ready

to wish myself at home ; and though I had

endeavored to avoid speaking anything in the

time of meeting that was not required, and to

speak whatever was required, yet O how tried

my mind was. But I avoid trying to describe

it. This morning [the 22d] my mind see

calm, patient and resigned. Thanks be to the

Preserver of men for the blessing."

CTo be continued.)

Cumana, South America. Baron Humboldt's in the air they seemed large and fiery, and

description of the shower is as follows :— the sky and the air seemed to be

From half after two, the most extraordinary
uminous meteors were seen toward ihe east.

Thousands of bolides and falling stars suc-

eeded each other during four hours. They
filled a space in the sky extending from the

true east 30° toward the north and south. In

an amplitude of 60° the meteors were seen to

Comets.

SHOOTING-STARS.—METEORS OF NOVEMBER 14

(Continued from page 154.)

At the time of this wonderful meteoric dis

"Dlav Captain Hammond, of the ship Eestitu
r. •' . i'^- . . 1 _.. a.
fden, had just arrived at Salem, Massachusetts,

w'here he observed the phenomenon from mid-

night till daylight. He recollected with as-

tonishment that precisely one year before, viz.,

on the 13th of November, 1832, he had ob-

served a similar appearance (although the

meteors were less numerous) at Mocha, in

Arabia. It was found, moreover, as a further

and most remarkable coincidence, that an ex

rise above the horizon at E.N.E. and at E.,

describe arcs more or less extended, and fall

toward the south, after having followed the

direction of the meridian. Some of them at-

tained a height of 40°, and all exceeded 25°

or 30°. Mr, Bonpland relates, that from the

beginning of the phenomenon there was not

a space in the flrmaraeut equal in extent to

three diameters of the moon, that was not

filled at every instant with bolides and falling

stars. The Guaiqueries in the Indian suburb

came out and asserted that the firework had

begun at one o'clock. The phenomenon ceased

by degrees after four o'clock, and the bolid""

and falling stars became less frequent ; but we
still distinguished some toward the northeast

a quarter of an hour after sunrise."

This wonderful correspondence of dates ex

cited a very lively interest throughout the

scientific world. It was inferred that a recur

rence of the phenomenon might bo expected

and accordingly arrangements were made for

systematic observations on the 12th, 13th, and

14th of November. The periodicity of the

shower was thus, in a very short time, placed

wholly beyond question. The facts in regard

to the phenomena of November 13, 1833, were

collected and discussed by Olmsted, Twining,

other astronomers. The inquiry, how-

ever, very naturally arose whether any trace

of the same meteoric group could be found in

ancient times. To determine this question

many old historical records were ransacked

by the indefatigable scientist, Edward C. Her-

rick, in our own country, and by Arago,

Quetelet, and others, in Europe. These ex-

aminations led to the discovery of ten un-

doubted returns of the November shower pre-

vious to that of 1799. The descriptions of

these former meteoric falls are given by Pro-

fessor H. A.Newton, in the American Journal

of Science, for May, 1864. They occurred in

the years 902, 931, 934, 1002, 1101, 1202, 1366,

1533, 1602, and 1698. Historians represent

the meteors of A. d. 902 as innumerable, and

as moving like rain in all directions. Th(

exhibition of 12ii2 was scarcely less magnifi

cent. "On the last day of Muharrem," says

writer of that period, " stars shot hither and

thither in the heavens, eastward and west-

ward, and flew against one another like a

scattering swarm of locusts, to the right and

left; this phenomenon lasted until daybreak
;

people were thrown into consternation, and

cried to God the Most High with confused

clamor." The shower of 1366 is thus described

in a Portuguese chronicle, quoted by Hum-
boldt: "In the year 1366, twenty-two days

of the month of October being past, three

months before the death of the king, Don
Pedro (of Portugal), there was in the heavens

a movement of stars such as men never before

saw or heard of At midnight, and for some

me after, all the stars moved from the east

and even the earth appeared as if ready to

take fire. That portion of the sky where
there were no stars seemed to be divided into

many parts, and this lasted for a long time."

The fact that all great displays of the No-
vember meteors have taken place at intervals

of 33 or 34 years, or some multiple of that

period, had led to a general expectation of a

brilliant shower in 1860. In this country,

however, the public curiosity was much dis-

ppointed. The numbers seen were greater

than on ordinary nights, but not such as would
have attracted any sptcial attention. The
greatest number recorded at any one station

was seen at New Haven by Professor Newton.

On the night of the 12th 694 were counted in

five hours and twenty minutes, and on the

following night, 881 in five hours. A more

brilliant disjjlay was, however, witnessed in

Europe. Meteors began to appear in unusual

frequency about 11 o'clock on the night of the

13th, and their numbers continued to increase

with great rapidity for more than two hours;

the maximum being reached a little after 1

o'clock. A writer in Edinburgh, Scotland,

thus describes the phenomenon as observed

at that city :
—" Standing on the Calton Hill,

and looking westward,—with the observatory

shutting out the lights of Princes Street,—it

was easy for the eye to delude the imagina-

tion into fancying some distant enemy bom-

barding Edinburgh Castle from long range;

and the occasional cessation of the shower for

_ few seconds, only to break out again with

more numerous and more brilliant drops of

fire, served to countenance this fancy. Again,

turning eastward, it was possible now and

then to catch broken glimpses of the train of

one of the meteors through the grim dark

pillars of that ruin of most successful manu-

facture, the National Monument; and in fact

from no point in or out of the city was it pos-

sible to watch the strange rain of stars, per-

vading as it did all points of the heavens,

without pleased interest and a kindling of the

imagination, and often a touch of deeper feel-

ino- that bordered on awe." At London about

1 o'clock a single observer counted 200 in two

minutes. The whole number seen at Green-

wich was 8485. The shower was also observed

in different countries on the continent.

In 1867 the display was generally observed

throughout the United States.

The shower of 1868 was in some respects

quite remarkable, though the number of mete-

ors was less than in 1866 or 1867. At New
Haven the fall commenced about midnight,

d from 2 o'clock till daybreak over 5000

meteors were counted. The time of maximum
ould not be accurately determined, as no de-

crease in the numbers was observable till

dawn. The display was also witnessed in

Encrland and in Cape Colony, South Africa.

The times of maxima in these countries dif-

fered so materially as to indicate a decided

stratification of the meteoric stream. Tho

entire depth, moreover, where crossed by the

earth in 1868, was much greater than at the

part traversed either in 1866 or 1867.

(To be continued.)

traordinarv fall of meteors had been witnessed to the west ;
ana alter oeing couecteu LogeLue.

,

rthel'th of November, 1799,_ This was they began to move some in one dn.c.io^

seen and described by Andrew Ellicott, who and others another. And afterward they

We are but a speck on earth in the view

of our Almighty Creator, whom we ought

to obej^ and listen to tho "still, small

observed by Humboldt and Bonpland, in thickly together, that as they descendea low
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A love for the attendance of meetings has
sen a characteristic of all true Qualjers.

Samuel Smith mentions his visitine Dorothv
Owen, in North Wales, a young

'

for her excellent gift in the ministry. He
says: "She had been several times to the
Yearly Meeting at London, more than two
hundred miles on foot, and to Quarterly Meet-
ings frequently from twenty to fifty miles.'
Our late dear friend, that honest minister of
thegospel, Ellen McCarty, of Elkland, Lycom-
ing county, Pennsylvania, often walked to
the next settlement to attend meeting, a dis-
tance of five miles. Carrying a babe with her.
On one occasion in winter, she remained all
night in the neighborhood of the meetino-
house, and in the morning found that snow
had fallen to a considerable depth. She had
two of her little boys with her, who assisted
her in turns with the babe, until the infant
became fretful, and would cry whenever
either of the brothers took it, and the difli-
culty of walking through the snow with
such a weight in her arms, made the journey
very toilsome to her, and she had frequently
to sit down, overcome with fatigue. Harassedm body and tried in mind, she declared aloud
she would not go to the meeting again. She
reached home safely, and things passed oi.
during the week as usual, but on the next
Seventh-day she found a weight of darkness
and an uncommon depression upon her spirits'
On feeling thi.s, she sat down in quiet, anxious-
ly seeking the cause. Her mind was soon
Illuminated clearly to discern the truth and
she perceived a hand pointing to the meeting-
house, whilst she remembered the hasty reso-
lution she had formed in her own impatient
will, bhe saw her error, took fresh courast
to encounter the difficulties and trials of her
situation, and thenextday contentedly trudged
with her usual load the five miles to attend
her meeting and seek for spiritual strength to
sustain her own soul. She was careful hence
forward to be diligent in the performance ol
this, as well as her other duties, and in con-
sequence thereof grew in the root of Life became an able minister of the Gospel, and'wa?made useful in the household of faith
Be thou faithful unto death, and I will give

thee a crown of life.
^

protracted beyond the need of repair, and en-
croaching habitually upon the hours of wak-
ing action, impairs more or less the functions
of the brain, and with them all the vital
powers. This observation is as old as the
days of Hippocrates and Artaus, who sever
ally and strongly comment upon it. The sleep
of infancy, however, and that of old age, do
not come under this category of excess. These
are natural conditions appertaining to the re
spective periods of life, and to be dealt with
as such. In illness, moreover, all ordinary
rule and measure of sleep must be put aside.
Distinguishing it from coma, there are very
few cases in which it is not an unequivocal
good, and, even in the comatose state, the
brain we believe, gains more from repose than
from anj' artificia'

'

action.
attempts to rouse it into

BE IN EARNEST.
Life iH brief: its days are fleeting
As the bird on swiftest wing,

A a the pearly dews of morning.
Or the rill from monntain spring;

Hastes the bird through skies of azure,
Dew exhales in morning's sun,

Down into the grand old ocean
Mountain streams unceasing run.

Be in earnest: souls are dying,
Souls for whom a Saviour died :

Satan with his wiles is trying
To increase the blinded tide

Who by night and day are pressing
Downward to the realms of death,

Where the wail of woes distressing,
Upward floats on every breath.

Be in earnest : hourly nearer
Comes the .solemn judgment day,

When, with vision purer, clearer,
We'll review life's winding way.

Vain all effort then to borrow
One excuse for sloth while here,

Still more vain for grief or sorrow

—

Just our sentence will appear.

Be in earnest : it is glorious
On life's battle-field to stand,

With the Spirit's sword victorious
In our waiting, willing hand.

Soon the fierce and fiery struggle
In the flesh with .sin shall cease,

Following close the din of battle
Dawns the day of rest and peace.

-It must be rememberedValue of Sleep.

that sleep repairs not the vital functions only
bat simultaneously those functions which we
distinctively describe as mental attributes,
and of which the brain is, to our limited com-
prehension, the organic instrument. Th
tellectual part ofour nature, takingt'he ph
in Its largest sense, is exhausted by its con

rase

tmued exercise, in like manner as the bodilv
organs, and requires the intermittent periods

nLnT'p fi"*^
'^P'*'"'- ^^ ''^^^'- Pi-oof wereneeded of the great function which sleep fu

fils in the economy of life, it may at once be

tion of this repair. A single sleepless nightte Is us tale, even to the most careless observer

bra?n m,. ^ """ over-taxed and^ anxiousbrain, maj often warrant serious apprehen-
sion as an index of mischief already ^existing,

this ki T'' f r
^'' ""' *^^"^- Instances o

^er eases, the evil oj deficienVUs pre^s^rtltroV^^gS^
bleepling upon them till "

many oth
its counterpart in the evil of

WISDOM.
Ah

! when did wisdom covet length of days
Or seek Its bliss in pleasure, wealth, or praise'

,
,° „ " '™°™ ^iews with an indiflferent eye

All finite joys, all blessings born to die'
the soul on earth is an immortal guest,
Compe led to starve at an unreal feast;A spark which upward tends by nature's force •

A stream diverted from its parent source •

A drop dissevered from the boundless sea'-A moment parted from eternity

;

A pilgrim panting for a rest to come •

An exile anxious for his native home.
Hannah More.

Selected for "The Friend."
Jixtract-s from an Epistle by William Penn.
My dear friends, there be several things o

the enemy in several appearances that wi,.
attend you in your holy march to the eternal
'and of rest, of which I would caution you
hat you may none of you make shipwreck

of any of those holy beginnings you have ex-
perusnced by the Light and Spirit of the Lord,

"re of vain thoughts, for they oppress
vt,n„,„.i, .u„ ._...

3g^^g_
yi

pression upon the mind and influenced i

a love of them. This is a false liberty
dangerous, yea destructive liberty, to the hi
sense that God hath begotten in any.
For as that is not revived, but hindered

such thoughts, so it is not improved but >

stroyed by them. The Divine sense in t
soul is begotten by the Lord: it is his life a
Spirit, his holy breath and power that quic
eueth the soul, and maketh it sensible of
own state and of God's will, and that raise
fervent desires in it to be eternally blesst
Satan is the father of vain thoughts, he \
getteth them on purpose to draw it off fro
that sense, and exercises it in a variety of co
ceptions in a self-liberty of thinking and ir
aginings concerning persons and things.
When this subtle enemy of man's salvatic

seeth that he cannot make you bow to li
glory of this world, that all his snares whi(.

ayeth in the things that are seen, whic
are temporal, are discovered and broken, ar
that your eyes are directed to those thint
that are eternal ; then will he turn accuse)
he will aggravate your sins and plead the in
possibility of their remission : he will seem t

act the advocate for the justice of God, tht
he might cast j'ou into despondency, that yo
maydoubtof deliverance and salvation. Ma
are the thoughts with which he perplexet
the sons and daughters ofmen ; but this know
that he was a liar from the beginning. Fo
the Lord doth not visit the souls of\ny t
destroy them, but to save them.
For this end hath he sent his Son, a ligh

into the world
; and they that bring theirdeed,

to it are not of the devil, who hateth the light
Neither doth the Lord cause people to hungei
and thirst after him and not fill them with hif
good things. Be assured, my friends, wh.
ever the Lord hath begotten desires after hi
and wherever sin is become exceeding sinful
yea, a burden to the soul, the devil's kingdc

haken, the prince of this world is begun tc
be judged, and God is at workfortheredemp-
ion of that soul. Hearken not to the voice of
the serpent, for that lost your first parents

blessed paradise; and with the same;heir

ing upon them till they have made their :
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n the agonj' of the cross, " My God, my
wh.y hast thou forsaken mc!" neverthe-

[le gloriously triumphed over all, and led

vity captive for the joy that was set be-

bim, which joy is set bofore you, it is the

: of the prize of your great and holy

herefore, faint not, neither murmur if

spiritual Moses seem to withdraw awhile
you. Do not make images in his absence,

er wax wanton ; but possess your souls

ly fear and patience, waiting with holy
enee and diligence for his appearance,
is your victorious Leader. Bear the

of the Lord; whom he loveth he chas-

h ; his auger lasteth not forever, but his

y endureth forever.

For "The Friend."

Scientific Notps.

e " Building News," gives a description

juilding in course of erection in London,
Safe Deposit Compan}', for the safe keep-

f papers, moneys and other valuable arti-

)f small bulk. Such companies have met
much favor in this country, especially

le safe storing of coupon bonds aud sim-

jecurities, and are rapidly increasing in

jer. The building above referred to, is

to be the first one constructed so as to be

St absolutely secure. The exterior walls
f extraordinary thickness and strength;

n the interior, but completely detached
every part of the external building, there
nstructed an impregnable vault, 69 feet

by 32 feet wide and 36 feet high, divided
four chambers of four floors. The great
. is built on arches, so that the whole of

p, bottom and sides, may be constantly,

ind night, under the view and inspection

e Company's watchmen. The walls are

raense strength, from 10 to 11 feet thick
;

t is further protected by an impenetra-
)urglar-proof armor-plating of 4 J inches,

loors are equal in strength to the strong-

irt of the vault, being ponderous masses of
I and fire-and-drill-proof cement, weigh-
bout four tons each. The weakest parts
3st doors are their joints and locks, and,

fore, the company decided to have neither

I nor locks.

the recent visitation of Cholera at Berlin,

the 23d of Tenth month, there had been
cases recorded, of which only 268 re-

ed, and 64 remained under treatment,
677 ended fatally.

e monthly bulletin of the Paris Acclima-
on Society states, that in Algeria experi-

k have shown that silk-worms fed on

iy leaves, produce a bright chrome-yellow
i those fed on pear-leaves, a darker shade
le same color, while those fed on apple-

|3, produce a nearlj- white silk, but coarser
(that from worms fed on ordinary mul-
(-leaves.

ines Lick, of San Francisco, has offered

[low an observatory, to be established at

point on the Sierra Nevada Mountains,
' 10,000 feet above the level of the sea.

e manufacturers of German silver, have
nted a petition against the introduction

jS^ickel coinage into the German empire,

i

count of the scarcity of the metal. The
il production is small, perhaps not more
11200 or 1500 tons, and JEnglish industries

ore than the half of this. German silver

tiply brass, to which has been added from
J.xth to one-third of nickel, which gives

it a look like silver, and renders it loss liable

to be acted on by various chemical agents.
Owing to the increasing demand for nickel
the price has advanced to three or four times
its former value, within a comparatively short
time. Nickel was discovered in the middle
of last century by Oronstedt, in the copper
ore of Saxonj', to which the miners gave the
nameofKupper-nickvl, or false copper, because
though thej' found it in the copper veins, they
could extract no copper from it. For many
years it was looked upon as useless, and thown
on the waste heap.
Among the papers presented to the English

Parliament relating to the South Sea Islanders,

is a report by Capt. C. H. Simpson, of the
ship Blanche, giving an account of his visit last

year, to the Solomon and other groups of isl-

ands in the Pacific Ocean. While at Isabel

Island, he went with a party of officers a
short distance inland, to visit one of the re-

markable tree villages, peculiar, he believes,

to this island. He found a village built on
the summit of a rocky mountain risingalmost
perpendicular to a height of 800 feet. The
party ascended by a native path from the in-

terior, and found the extreme summit a mass
of enormous rocks standing up like a castle,

among which grow the gigantic trees, in the
branches of which the houses of the natives

are built. The stems of these trees rise per
fectly straight and smooth, without a branch,

to a height varying from 50 to 150 feet.

In the one Captain Simpson visited, the
house was 80 feet from the ground ; one
close to it was about 120 feet. The only
means of approach to these houses, is by a
ladder, made of a creeper, suspended from a
post within the house, and which, of course,

can be hauled up at will. The houses are

most ingeniously built, and are very firm and
strong. Each house will contain from ten to

twelve natives, and an ample store of stones

is kept, which thej' throw both with slings

and with the hand with great force and pre-

cision. At the foot of each of these trees, is

another hut, in which the family usually re-

side, the tree-house being only resorted to at

night, and during times of expected danger.

In fact, however, they are never safe from
surprise, notwithstanding all their precau-

tions, as the great object in life among the

people, is to get each other's heads. Captain
Simpson, in returning, visited a chief's house
on the beach, and found a row of twenty-five

human heads, captured in a recent raid, fasten-

ed up across the front, like vermin at a barn
door.

The attention of the health authorities in

England, has been called to the relation be-

tween the price of coal, and the rate of mor-

tality. Dr. Whitmore, the Medical Officer of

Health for Marylebone, in a late monthly re-

port saj's :
" I think there can be no reason-

able doubt, that if the coming winter should

be a severe one, the death rate from bronchi-

tis, inflammation of the lungs, &c., will be

unusually high. I have lately made it my
business, to visit the abodes of some of the

poorest and most destitute classes in the

parish ; in many of the i-ooms, there was not

a vestige of fire in the grate, whilst in others

only a few cinders, which had been purchased
at the wharves, and which it was hardly pos-

sible to keep in a state of ignition ; as for any
comforting amount of heat being obtained

from such a fire, that was utterly impossible.

There cannot be two opinions as to the effi-

cacy of bodily warmth, in resistir)g a class of
diseases which, unfortunately, are but little

thought of, and which, as a rule, are ten
times more destructive of life than the most
fatal epidemics. I therefore venture to re-

commend, as constituting the most urgent
sanitary requirements of the poor for the pre-

sent time, coals, blankets aud food."

For •' The Friend."

"Come, Reader, Hearken to Me Awhile."

The following, being the preface to William
Penn'fi "No Cross, No Crown," has long im-
pressed the mind of the writer as having pecu-
liar force and unction for such " strangers and
pilgrims" as we are or should be in a world
that lieth in wickedness, having precious, im-

mortal souls—and forwhith the Saviour bled

and died—to be saved or lost. Oh ! that we
would be awakened to a sense of what is at

stake, and of the price paid for us, that so

with the proffered help of the Lord's Holy
Spirit of life and power, we might make an
unreserved, whole-hearted surrender to Him

;

bow to His yoke, who teaches meekness and
lowliness ; and, living in His fear, bring forth

fruits meet for repentance. We cannot fail

to see, that one by one our companions on
this transient scene, whether prepared or

unprepared, are called to their final account.

So likewise soon the record must be of us,

" The places that have known them, shall

know them no more." A few years at the

most, must terminate a life given to us for

the greatest, noblest purpose; and then death,

the king of terrors, judgment, awful and final,

and an endless and untried eternity ! May
we bo aroused,—ma}' the Lord, the faithful

and svvitt witness, arouse us from the lethargy,

thelukewarraness, the supinenessin which we
may have sunk, and putting on for a helmet

the hope of salvation, flee for refuge to the

hope set before us, even to use all diligence to

make our calling and election sure before we
go hence to be seen of men no more. May
we read, solemnly ponder, and then make
straight steps for our feet unto that city where
all tears shall be wiped from all faces; that

city, where rest, and joy, and peace forever

reign ; that city which the glory of God doth

lighten, and the Lamb is the light thereof.

"lieader,—The great business of man's life

is to answer the end for which he lives ;
and

that is to glorify God, and save his own soul.

This is the decree of heaven, as old as the

world. But so it is, that man raiiideth noth-

ing less, than what he should most mind
;
and

despiseth to inquire into his own being, its

original duty and end ; choosing rather to

dedicate his days, the steps he should make
to blessedness, to gratify the pride, avarice

and luxury of his heart; as if he had been

born for himself, or rather given himself being,

and so not subject to the reckoning and judg-

ment of a superior power. To this lament-

able pass hath poor man brought himself, by
his disobedience to the law of God in his heart,

by doing that which he knows be should not

do, and leaving undone what he knows he

should do. So long as this disease continu-

eth upon man, he will make God his enemy,

and himself incapable of the life and salvation,

which he hath manifested by his Son, Jesus

Christ, to the world.

If, reader, thou art such an one, my counsel

to thee is, to retire into thyself, and take a

view of the condition of thy soul ; for Christ

hath given thee light, with which to do it.
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Search carefully and thoroughly ; thy life

hangs upon it; thy soul is at stake. 'Tis but

once to be done ; if thou abusest thyself in

it, the loss is irreparable ; the world is not
price enough to ransom thee. Wilt thou then,

lor such a world, overstay the time of thy
salvation, and lose thy soul ? Thou hast to

do, 1 grant thee, with great patieno; ; but

that also must have an end : therefore pro-

voke not God to reject thee. Dost thou know
what it is to be rt-jected? 'Tis Tophet, 'tis

holl, the eternal anguish of the damned. Oh!
reader, as one knowing the terrors of the Lord,

I persuade thee to be serious, diligent and
fervent about thy own salvation ! As one
knowing the comfort, peace, joy and pleasure

ol' the wa_ys of righteousness, I exhort and
invite thee to embrace the reproofs and con-

victions of Christ's light and spirit in thine

own conscience, and bear the judgment of thy
sin. The fire burns but the stubble ; the wind
blows onl}' the chaff. Yield thy bod}', soul

and spirit to Him who maketh all things new
;

new heavens and new earth, new love, new
joy, new peace, new works, a new life and
conversation. Men are grown corrupt and
drossy by sin, and they must be saved through
fire, which purgeth it away; therefore, the

word of God is compared to a fire, and the
day of salvation to an oven ; and Christ

himself to a refiner of gold, and a purifier of

silver.

Come, reader, hearken to me awhile ; I

seek thy salvation
; that is my design. A re-

finer is come near thee, his grace hath ap-

peared to thee. It shows thee the world's
lusts, and teacheth thee to deny them. Ee-
ceive his leaven, and it will change thee ; his

medicine and it will cure thee ; he is as infal-

lible as free; without money, and with cer-

taintj-. A touch of his garment did it of old
;

and will do it still : his virtue is the same, it

cannot be exhausted ; for in him the fulness

dwells; Blessed be God for his sufliciency.

He laid help upon him, that he might be
mighty to save all that come to God through
him: do thou so, and he will change thee;
yes, change thy vile bodj^, like unto his glori-

ous body. He is the great philosopher indeed,
the wisdom of God, that turns lead into gold,

vile things into things precious ; for ho maketh
saints of sinners, and almost gods of men.
What then must we do, to be witnesses of his

power and love? This is the crown: but
where is the cross? Where is the bitter cup
and bloody baptism? Come, reader, be like

him. For this transcendent joy, lift up thy
head above the world ; then thy salvation will

draw nigh indeed.

Christ's cross is Christ's way to Christ's

crown. This is the subject of the following
discourse ;* fir^t written during my confine-
ment in ihe tower of London, in the year
1668, now reprinted with great enlargement
of matter and testimonies

; that thou mayest
be won to Christ; or if won already, brought
nearer to him. It is a path, which God in his

everlasting kindness guided my feet into, in

the flower of my youth, when about two and
twenty years of age. He took me by the
hand, and led me out of the pleasures, vani-
ties and hopes of the world. I have tasted of
Christ's judgments, and of his mercies, and of
the world's frowns and reproaches : 1 rejoice
in my experience, and dedicate it to thy ser-

vice in Christ. It is a debt I have long owed,

* Please read the whole of the treati.'se.

and has been long expected. I have now paid

it and delivered my soul. To my country,

and to the world of Christians I leave it. May
God, if he please, make it effectual to them
all, and turn their hearts from that envy,

hatred and bitterness, they have one against

another, about worldly things; sacrificing

humanity and charity to ambition and covet-

ousness, for which they fill the earth with
trouble and oppression. That receiving the

Spirit of Christ into their hearts, the fruits of

which are love, peace, joy, temperance and
patience, brotherly kindness and charit}', they
may in body, soul and spirit make a tripl

league against the world, the flesh and the

devil, the only common enemies of mankind
;

and having conquered them through a life of

self denial, by the power of the cross of Jesus
they may at last attain to the eternal rest and
kingdom of God.

So desireth, so prayeth,
Thy fervent Christian friend,

William Penn."

A Farmer's Ice Mouse.—"Who would not
have an ice house?" says a correspondent of

the Country Gentleman, " It has been fully

proved in this locality that, with good drain-

age and protection from currents of air at the

sides, with free ventilation at the top, ice may
be kept throughout the year at little cost.

"My ice house is a circular hole in the

ground eleven feet in diameter and twelve
feet deep, dry walled with brick the same as

a well ; the bottom is sandy and has a foot in

depth of fine charcoal for the ice to rest on
;

charcoal is a most desirable substance for this

purpose, as it lets the water through easily, is

indestructible, and a good non-conductor of

heat. The ice is thrown in without packing
and sawdust put on the top at once, and as

the ice recedes from the brick the dust is

pushed down at the sides till the ice is com-
pletely enveloped in it, and we have no diffi-

culty in keeping it from one season to another,
and two large families use it without stiut.

The house is almost roofless. This is a cheap,
durable house, and has the merit of being
easily filled, and requires no scaffolding or
extra men to help unload, as those do that are
built entirely above" the ground.
"A neighbor constructed last fall an ice

house which is a novelty of its kind and a re-

markable success. It is a crib ten feet by ten
and a half inside and eight feet high, and set

directly on the surface of the ground; the
posts are made of slabs and the sides are of
the same, nailed on horizontally two or three
inches apart. Cost of lumber 84 ; nails, 50c.;

labor done by a farm hand. Five three-horse
loads of ice filled it. In filling, one foot of
sawdust was put in, then a layer of ice one
foot from the sides, the edges packed and the
middle broken up a little, and as each layer
was put in, sawdust was filled in between ice

and boards, and so on till the crib was filled.

The top was finished rounding, and covered
with a foot of sawdust, and pine boughs on
that, to keep the wind from blowing it away,
and has had no roof of any kind. The first of
this month there was still sixteen inches of
ice left.

"In the middle of one end, about one foot
from the boards, is a dumb waiter case fifteen

inches square and ten feet high, inside of
which is a dumb waiter two and a half feet
long, fitted up with shelves for meat, butter,
&e., and it has answered a good purpose." '

For "Til.- Fri. "

It has long been my belief, that the prt

declension from the ancient principles

testimonies of the Society of Friends,

great measure originated from a defect ir

primitive doctrine that all are enlightene

a measure of light, which would become
Light of Life in all, if fully believed

adhered unto, agreeably to the testimor

the apostle John: "That was the truo I

that lighteth every man that cometh int<

world." Some years ago, the writer was (

tioned by one who stood in the station of e

on his belief on this point, saj'ing at the

time, that Barclay was quite wrong in as

ing that, "A measure of the Spirit was g

to every man to profit withal," for that

addressed to "believers, and believers oi

Thus the goodly root (as W. Penn says)

which all our principles are derived, is det

and consequently the first covenant rem
with a necessity of all this teaching, and '

is termed Christian work ; therefore, so n

run to outwardly ordained ministers,

nances,—nay, to Rome, where it is asse

they confer grace; although at the pre

the youth are more attracted by emoti

and sensational preaching, which iscondt

to excite the mind and rouse the imagina
That eminent minister of Christ, W.

mundson, relates the following, which
place at Hartford, N. E. " A preacher an
the Baptists, took up the argument
truth, charging Friends with holding a g
error, which was, that every man bad a i

sure of the Spirit ; and would know if I

the same error. 1 told him that was no e-

for the Scriptures witnessed to it plentif

He said, that he denied that the world
received a measure of the Spirit, but belie

had received it. I told him that the ap(

said, a manifestation of the Spirit is give

everyone to profit withal. He said, that
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re of mo very lovingly, it being lato in the

bt." It is certainly very mournful to see

youth of the Society, so generally depart-

from the faith, and following the vain

lions which our predecessors were turned

n, yet, I trust, there will still remain those

3 are willing to take up the cross and to

pise the shame ; for these are the only

ns of discipleship, and not allow the cares

;he world, the deceitfulncss of riches and

love of other things, to choke the seed

n in their hearts, but so minister thereto,

t it may grow and bring forth good fruit,

it for Him who is the dispenser thereof.

S. C.

illville, N. Y., 12th mo. 21st, 1873.

labits of Black Bass.—A writer in the Ger-

itown Telegraph, communicates some in-

isting facts in regard to the breeding habits

he black bass, as observed by him in the

aware river, and elsewhere. He remarks

t, as the time tor spawning draws near the

e and female fish come together in pairs,

a pair having a separate spawning ground,

ravel bottom is usually selected, which is

I from sticks and stones, which is cleared

a space of about two feet in diameter,

iily recognized by its clear and regular

earance. When the eggs are deposited and

iregnated by the male, both watch with

It assiduity over the bed, driving oti' every

uder. When the eggs are hatched, the

ire family moves away, the parents attend-

upon their young until able to take care

;hemselve8, when they drop away one by

The writer remarks that he has seen a

8 an inch and a half long with a fish three-

rths of an inch long in its mouth. Their

wth is very rapid, being as much as from

) to four inches in a month. The author,

ing watched some in a stream recently

;ked with them, was able to appreciate

ir increase in size from week to week.

3y reached the length of from five to six

bes by autumn.

—

Harper's Magazine.

I not unfrequently see hanging in the sitting

and bod-rooms of our members, under the im-

pression that by being constantly seen, they

lose all eft'ect, and come to be no more regard-

ed than a common ornament or picture. But

to the writer, it seems so important that the

minds of children should be deeply impressed

with the thought that they are always in the

presence of the Lord, and as visible objects

often the means of awakening thought, [walk thou in it.

this text, " The eyes of The Lord are in every

place," placed in the room they most con-

stantly occupy, in position where it will fre-

quently be seen, may prove a most valuable

aid
;
particularly if suitably commented on

and referred to by the parents. And for those

of U8 who are older, prone as

unwatchful, might it not often operate as a

useful check, to be thus by a glance reminded

that at that very moment, the All-seeing eye

is taking cognizance of our every action, word

and inmost thought? Nothing can be hidden

from Him, and shall we not then use every

means, early to teach our children the neces-

sity of watchfulness, as every " secret thing

shall be brought into judgment, whether it be

good or evil."

New York, 12th mo. 22d, 1S73.

obey, the still, small voice of the Holy Spirit,

speaking to their souls. As this comes to be

experienced, the consciousness of being under

the immediate notice of the Omniscient One
will be ever present, and He will manifest

himself to be not only a Keprover and good
Kemembrancer, but also a holy Teacher, that

cannot be removed into a corner ; in every

circumstance of life, saying, this is the way.

THE FRIEND.
FIRST MONTH 10, 1874.

"We have no doubt that the writer of the

article, headed, "Teach your Children the

Fear of the Lord," is sincerely desirous to

promote the best interest of children, but we
think the method proposed is notthe rightone.

It is substituting and teaching to depend on

outside means, instead of close attention to the

still, small voice of Divine Grace in the secret

of the heart. The reason given for havi

humbly crave that we, parents and lead

persons in families and meetings, faithtu

listers and elders, may be inward with the

I'd and join in deep supplication to Him,
it He may be pleased, in his inexpressible

ing kindness, to remember the youth of our

(6, grant them a gracious visitation, lay

p hold on them, as by the shepherd's crook

his blessed truth and power, circumcise

;ir hearts to serve him ; and also, that he

:uld be pleased in his tender mercy, to reach

to all poor wandering prodigals,

jsr they are scattered, and bring

Above all things else should it be our con-

cern, and it is indispensable for parents who
are really desirous their children should be

brought up in the nurture and admonition of

the Lord,—to give unmistakable evidence in

our own lives and conversation, that what

are to bo I
we teach by precept, we know practically

ourselves ; that it is our daily and hourly en-

deavor to be found waiting on the unfoldings

of the Spirit of Truth to our own souls, and

to conform thereto by humbly taking up the

cross, and denying the promptings of our own
will and carnal inclinations, and thus to wage
constant war against the god of this world,

and his potent auxiliaries, the lust of the eye,

the lust of the flesh and the pride of life.

As this living up to the profession which

Friends make, comes to be more fully known,

the Holy Scriptures will be more truly valued,

and more carefully kept in their proper place,

so as to make wise unto salvation, through

faith in Jesus Christ ; and we will see lees and

less resort to outside and unavailing substi-

tutes.

As the Jews formerly, as they fell away
from, or overlooked the Spirit that gave life

and virtue to the Law and the Prophets, made
broad their phylacteries, on which were writ-

ten words of the law, and bound them on their

foreheads, that they might appear to men to

set great Btore by the letter, so it is among
professing Christians in the present day. In

]5roportrDn as they depart, or have departed,

from the life and power of Christ's religion,

|t sheep to the fold of rest.

—

B. Hall.

the cross, viz., that he may be reminded, when
looking at it, of the suflierings of his Saviour

for his sake.

"We have given the article a place in our

columns to afford an opportunity for offering a

few remarks on what we have observed for a

few years past, to be a growing practice among
some Friends ;

this, of having texts of Scrip-

ture hung upon the walls of some of the rooms

in their houses ;
sometimes in gilt letters and

ihighly ornamented frames, evidently intended

"•ain the as substitutes for pictures, and sometimes in

must
wide departure there is anion;; Friends from

conformity to the simplicity and spirituality

of their profession.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FoRF,K4N.—The Spanish Cortes met in Madrid on

the 2d inst., and President Castelar read his message,

reviewing the course of events during the adjournment.

He said: "The government had acted promptly and

energetically against disturbances and conspiracies of

all kinds, and order has been maintained every where

except in the north, where the Carlists still maintained

their attitude of rebellion, and at Cartagena, where, un-

fortunately, a criminal insurrection had possessed itself

of one of the strongest places in Spain, and, with it, the

best arsenals and most formidable iron clads and im-

'f
pregnable fortresses. Want of troops and resources

plainer forms. Whether as ornaments or not,

we think the practice decidedly objectionable
;

I

"

land that so far from their producing or con-

^Ithough I lived four or five miles from oufuinuing guch impressions, as the texts usually

leting, yet, whatever I neglected, I attend- Kosen ought to, and perhaps would make, it
iSeiav'their recapture, which, however, is certain in the

Ithat, if at home, on iourlh-days as well »« !p,.esented to the minds of children or others, Lnd." He congratulated the Cortes that the condition

•Stdavs. God know what inclined «ie so to
i|jj^j^.j. ppopei- circumstances, it is rather calcu- of affairs is greatly improved, riotous outbreaks are

it was my love to Him and his Truth,!, ,

^ ^ ^ indifference to the truths the ceasing; the municipal authorities no longer seek to

ich was more to me than anything in this
\ll^^ contain, if not contempt, from the dis- i^^ercise dictatorship, and populajr nsmgs, &c., have

rid.

—

John Croker.

For *'Th6 Friend."

Teach Your Children the Fear of the Lord.

[n these days of much " outward work,'

ich sometimes seems in danger of being sub

tion felt by some, to the use of

texts contain, if not contempt,

play made of them.

ii we are really desirous to heve the minds

of tho children, and other members of our

families, imbued with a love for our Hea-

venly Father, with a right sense of aceount-

nbility, and a proper estimate of the obliga-i^^
officer to the Cf.amber

• " '" ' '•
•

...
Some of the deputies urged

wer, but he declined doing so,

t^exTs wkrch children "be'eurly trained to listen for, and to
' whereupon a company of the Municipal Guard entered

tuted for the true and only effectual work of tions and blessings of the religion which
j

dissolution of th.-.t body

igion upon the heart, there may be an ob- Chnst instituted for hjs^
^?.''?'^®';\^'*^_i,!i2wlf.n^n

''°""""'' '" '

been annihilated by universal suffrage. He appealed

to the Cortes to do their duty, and receive the verdict

of history as the con.servative founders of the Spanish

Republic. , . /-, j
On the following day the members of the Cortes de-

cided against Castelar by a vote of 120 to 100, and as

soon as the result was announced, General Pavia sent

h a letter demanding the
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and expelled the Deputies. General Pavia, with hi

staff, held a position outside, with cannon pointed at the
building, and having at his command a force of 14,000
troops. Pavia then dissolved the Cortes and summoned
the most eminent men of all parties, including mem
bers of the present government, only excepting Carlists

and friends of the Insurgents, to form a new Ministry
A Madrid dispatch of the 4th states that a Ministry has
been formed with Serrano at its head as President and
commander-in-chief.
On the 5th a decree was promulgated suspending th(

constitutional guarantees, and putting in force through
out Spain the law.s of 1870, for the maintenance of

public order.

It was Serrano's wish that Castelar should be a mem-
ber of the new Ministry, but the latter refused to again
accept office. Castelar, in a letter addressed to the
country, says he must protest with all his energy against
the recent brutal coup d' e(at. He concludes, " My con-
Ecience will not permit me to associate with dema-
gogues, and conscience and honor refuse to accept the
situation created by bayonets."

Disturbances have arisen in Saragossa and a {ew other
place.s, but in general the revolution appears to be ac-
quie.sced in by the Spaniards.
The treaty between Russia and Bokhara is published.

It gives the Khivan territory on the right banic of the
Amor Daria to Bolshara, which in return agrees to
abolish slavery and establish mutual trading facilities

with Russia.

Famine prevails in five districts of the Russian pro-
vince of Samana, on the left bank of the Volga.
A St. Petersburg dispatch says, the article in the

treaty between Russia and Bokhara abolishing slavery,
is directly due to the exertions of the members of the
American legation at St. Petersburg.
A legal investigation in London of the causes of the

collision between the Ville du Havre and the Loch
Earn, resulted in the unanimous decision of the court,
that Captain Robertson, of the Loch Earn, was blame-

A Penang dispatch of 12th mo. 30th says : There has
been another engagement in Acheen between the Dutch
troops and a large force of the Acheenese, in which the
latter were defeated, with heavy losses in killed and
wounded.
Rumbling sounds from Mount Vesuvius have been

heard in Naples within the past few days, and an erup-
tion of the volcano is believed to be imminent.

Advices from Cape Coast Castle report that Sir Gar-
net Wolsely has advanced into the interior, and that
the Ashantees fled before him. They were dri
acro.ss the river Piah, re-entering their own country in
great disorder. They left a large number of dead and
wounded on the bank of the river, and many more were
drowned in the crossing.

The steamship Elbe, on her passage from London to
Hamburg, was lost at sea, and thirty-two of the persons
on board perished.
London, 1st mo. 5th.—Consols 92. The rate of dis-

count in the open market for three months bills is 3J
per cent., or | helow the Bank of England rate.
Liverpool.—Uplands cotton 8rf. ; Orleans, 8]rf.
Havanadispatches say : The home government has

granted without restriction, the extraordinary )iowers
demanded by the Captain General. The Conservative
party here is highly delighted with the change of gov-
ernment at Madrid.
United States.—The interments in Philadelphia

last week numbered 310, including 44 deaths of con-
sumption, and 30 inflammation of the lungs. The mean
temperature of the 12th mo., by the Penna. Hospital
record, was 38.37 degrees, the highest during the month
67.50, and the lowest 19.50 deg. The amount of rain
1.75 inches. The average of the mean temperature of
the 12th mo. for the past 84 years, is stated to be 32.62
deg., the highest mean in that entire period was in
1848, 45 deg., and the lowest in 1832, 25 deg.
The total rain fall of 1873 was 58.22 inche.s, which is

much above the average.
Interments in New York citv last week 548.
The public debt statement if the 1st inst. shows an

increase during the Twelfth month of $8,453,272 The

SgM^g'iog'^'"'^
''"'"' *^'^"'®-^^' "'"^ "'"^ <=°'" ^"^-'"''^

The steamer Virginius, which was surrendered by
the Cuban authorities, left the Tortugas the 19th ult., in
tow of the Ossipee. Rough weather was met with and
It was found the Virginius leaked badlv. On the 2Uth
she sunk in eight fathoms water on the shoals about
ten mi es south of Cape Fear light. No lives were lost,
all on board being safely transferred to the Ossipee
The agents of the French Steam.ship Company in

JSew lork have received a dispatch from Paris an-

nouncing that the French Admiralty Court has pro-
nounced judgment exonerating the Ville du Havre,
and holding that the Loch Earn was the cause of the
disaster.

The total number of hogs packed at Chicago between
11th mo. 18th and 12th mo. 31st last, was 1,060,668,
against 695,500 for the same time last year.
The Railway Monitor gives the total mileage of all

the railroads in the United States, at the clo.se of 1872,
as 67,374. During the past year the mileage added
was 4,190, making the present aggregate 71,564 miles.
Illinois remains the leading railroad State, with a mile-
age of 6,479. Penn.sylvania stands next with 5,845
miles of road. The total cost of railroads and equip-
ments is slated to be $3,728,416,958.
The trade of Charleston, S. C, is steadily on the in-

crease. In 1865, the exports of cotton from that port
were only 39,882 bales. In 1873 they had reached
208,671 bales.

A freight car containing over two million dollars
worth of silk-worms eggs, on their way from Yoko-
hama, Japan, to Milan, Italy, arrived recently at the
Hudson River Depot, in New York. The eggs were
in 329 cases, weighing altogether nearly nine tons.

Congress re-assembled in Washington on the 5th inst.

The Senate entered upon a discussion regarding the
amendment or repeal of the Bankrupt law, and the
proposed repeal of the law increasing salaries. In the
House the consideration of the supplemental civil
'ghts bill was resumed. It was opposed by Stephens,

of Georgia, Harris, of Virginia, and others, who con-
tended that Congress had no power to enact such a law,
and that all such legislation should be left for the
States.

27ie Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
the 5th inst. New York.—American gold, 11 U.

U. S. sixes, 1881, reg. 116^; coupons, 117 ; ditto, 1868,
116; ditto, 10-40 5 per cents, 112*. Superfine flour,

$5.85 a $6.30 ; State extra, $6.70 a $7 ; finer brands,
$7..50 a $10.50. No. 1 Chicago spring wheat, $1.62;
No. 2 do., $1.59; No. 3 do., $1.57 ; red State, $1.68.
New western oats, 63 a 64 cts. Western mixed corn, 84
cts.

; new, 78 a 85 cts. State barley, $1.60. Philadel-
phia.—UiddVmgs cotton, 16i a 17J cts. for uplands and
New Orleans. Cuba sugar, 7J a 8 cts. Extra flour,

$6 a $6.50; finer brands, $7 a $10. White wheat,
$1.75 a $1.85; amber, $1.72 a $1.75. Rye, 90 a 93 cts.

Old yellow corn, 84 a 85 cts. ; new, 72 a 78 cts. Oats,
57 a 59i cts. About 3000 beef cattle arrived at the
Avenue Drove-yard. Common sold at 3J a 5 cts.

lb. gross; fair to good, 5.V a 7 cts.; extra, 7i a 8
Sales of 1 1,000 sheep at 4 a 7 cts. per lb. gross, and 7000
hogs at $8 a $8.50 per 100 lb. net. Chicago.—Spring
extra flour, $5.75 a $6. No. 1 spring wheat $1.25 ; No,
2 do., $1.22 ; No. 3 do., $1.16. No. 2 mixed corn, 54i
cts. No. 2 oats, 39 cts. No. 2 rye, 77 cts. No. 2 fall

barley, $1.42 a $1.45. Lard, $8.60 per 100 lbs. St
Louw.-No. 2 spring wheat, $1.22; No. 3 fall, $1.44.
No. 2 mixed corn, 5U cts. Oats, 42 a 42i cts.

FRIENDS' LIBRARY.
For the convenience of those who attend Arch Street

Meeting, the Library will be open hereafter on Fifth-
day mornings, from half past 9 to 10 o'clock.

ERRATUM.
In " Memoirs and Letters of Sarah Hillman,'

154, 3rd col., and 6th line from top, for Lord read

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
As the stations of Superintendent and Matron o;

Institution are expected to be vacated at the close c

Winter Session, in the 4th month next. Friends
may feel drawn to undertake the duties attache
them, are requested to communicate thereon witht
of the following named members of the Committe

Nathaniel N. Stokes, Cinnaminson Post-c
Burlington Co., N. J.

Charles Evans, No. 702 Race St., Philadelp
Deborah Rhoads, Haddon field, N. J.
Rebecca S. -lUen, No. 335 S. Fifth St., Phi

FRIENDS' ASYXUM FOR THE INSANI
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelpi
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wo;
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients ma
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa.
Managers.

THE INDIAN AID ASSOCIATION.
The Executive Committee of Philadelphia Friends

having accepted charge of the schools for the Wyan-
dotte, Wichita, Kiowa and Comanche Indians, request
the contributions of Friends in order to supply some
pressing needs.

It has been found necessary to collect the children in
larding Schools, and various articles [of clothing,

furniture, &c., are wanted to insure their comfort and
proper caro. Some money can .also be judiciously ex-
pended in school supplies, in addition to those provided
by the Government.
This is a critical time in Indian affairs, and help now

will be extremely valuable.
Contributions may be sent to John S. Stokes, at

this office.

FRIEND.S' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDIAN
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A teacher of the school will be wanted at the com-
mencement of the Spring term. Also a Friend to act

assistant matron.
Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co., Pa.
Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada.
Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Chester

Co., Pa.
Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., PhUada.

Died, 6th mo. 2d, 1873, in the eightieth year oi

age, Isaac Cake, an esteemed member of U
_ ngfield Monthly Meeting, Ohio. He bore a

and suffering illness with much patience, leaving
''-'ends a hope that his end was peace.

, at his residence, Chester Co., Pa., on the 6;

9th mo. 1873, Joseph Chambers, a beloved met
and elder of Newgarden Monthly and Particular \
ng, in the 91,st year of his age. He retained his r

,al faculties until near the close of his earthly pilg
age

;
and was a worthy example of integrity and

rightness through the course of a long life, and w
diligent attender of all our religious meeeings, l

prevented by weakness and the infirmities of age.
evinced by the peacefulness of his spirit, and the c
serenity of his countenance, that his mind was sts
in humble dependence upon Divine support ; sayin,
was waiting to be released. " The memory of the
ia blessed."

, on the 29th of the 12th month, 1873, at his
sidence in Germantown, Pa., I. Wistab Evans
of the late Thomas Evans, of Philadelphia, in
thirty-eighth year of his age, a member of Germanti
Particular and Frankford Monthly Meeting. 1
dear young Friend, who was greatly beloved by
family and relatives, had, by his sweet disposition
engaging manners, strongly attached to himself a la

circle of friends. With good intellectual abilities,
a warm interest in the welfare of others, he had wil'li

ly and usefully devoted time and energy to pron
several of the benevolent objects, that for a numbe
years past, have engaged the attention of member
our religious Society, and gave reason to hope he wo
become still more earnestly engaged to maintai
doctrines and testimonies. He was impressed, in
early stage of his disease, that it would prove to be
last sickness, and when, in reviewing his past life,

good Remembrancer set his sins in order before i
deep was the agony of spirit he endured, under the c
viction that he had not kept in the strait and nan
path of self-denial, and that though he now saw ho
had departed from it, he had not the power, of hin,
to repent therefor. Strong were his convictions of
guilt of sin, and earnest his wrestlings and petitions
mercy and to be delivered therefrom. And, as he
igned himself unreservedly into the Lord's hand, i

bore the ministration of condemnation, the comt
sionate Saviour was pleased to awaken in his soul t

godly sorrow which worketh repentance unto salvati
and, in his own time, to grant him an evidence, that
his mercy's sake. He had washed away his sin
own blood; so that, in humility he was enabled to s
I he end, whether life or death, will be peace •" "1

Lord is my Shepherd, I shall not want."
-—

, on the 31.st of the 12th month, 1873, ai
eighty-four years, Elizabeth Hutchinson, a beloi
member and elder of the Monthly Meetin" of Frier
of Philadelphia. This dear Friend having early si
mitted to the transforming power of Divine Grace,
came clothed with the ornament of a meek and q'u
spirit

;
and by her consistent walk adorned the doctr;

she professed, being a preacher of righteousness in
and conversation. Soon after her last sickness beg
he told her sister there was nothing in her way. '

one occasion, in the early morning, she said, " Let
go, the day breaketh," and not long before the peace
close, she remarked, " I am neariug the port " " P
C10U3 in the sight of the Lord ia the death of his aaint
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theatrical Amusements and Horse-racing.

; a meeting of the Representatives of tlie

ious Societ_y of Friends in Pennsylvania,
Jersey anil Delaware, lield in Pbilaiiel-

ttie 19th day of the Twelfth month, 1873 :

Committee to whom was referred the
ideralion of the concern in reference to

jorruptini;; influence of Theatrical Exbi-
ns, and the demoralizing effects produced
!orse-racing, both in regular Race Courses
at Agricultural Fairs, produced the fol-

ng Address, which, being read and de-

ately considered, was united with and
fted.

ttracted from the minutes.
Joseph Scattergood, Clerk.

ADDRESS.

nder an affecting sense of the responsi-
'^ attached to the members of a commu-
,that professes to be believers in the self-

ring religion of Jesus Christ, the Saviour
e world, and impressed with the grievous
rtures from the sobriety and pure morality
h that religion enjoins, wo feel ourselves
d on, as those who must give account, to

our fellow citizens, and invoke their

ition to the sad evidences of iniquity that
nd in our midst, and to call them to a
us consideration of its consequences,
is a declaration of Holy Scripture, that
hteousness esalteth a nation, but sin is a
Dach to anj- people."—Prov. xiv. chap. 34
id we feel that whatever tends to lower
ospel standard of virtue, is detrimental
i best interests of the community. In
connection we have been led to consider
influence exerted by two of the most
lar modes of public amusement—theatri-

xhibitions and horse-racing,

bile arguments have been advanced in

If of the drama as a means of instruction
ell as entertainment, we are painfully im-
ied with the belief that, whatever may
s supposed capabilities in this direction,

practical effect of theatrical exhibitions
no wise to improve the morals, or elevate

taste of those who witness them. It

needful to observe the character and
r of many of the more popular plays, in

r to be convinced that at best they give
views of life, and that, if they do not

commend, they at least palliate various forms
of vice and immorality. Are manliness and
courage to be illustrated? how often is the
hero but a daring highwayman or a notorious
outlaw. Are more tender impulses to be de-

picted? how frequently is the libertine or the
woman of loose morals personated upon the

stage—not for reprobation, nor yet simply to

dd a higher coloring to the wild romance
?hich is so fascinating—but because they
pander, however covertly,, to some ef
rossest propensities of our nature. Sbou
serious character be occasionally introduced,

is there not contempt at once thrown upon
serious things, which often too successfully

fixes the impression that religion at best is

mere pretence, and that religious people as a

le are but hypocrites.

In evidence of the correctness of these im-
pressions, the reports and comments of many

daily prints give ample testimony;
while we need but mark the placards at our
street corners, with which all are familiar, in

order to be satisfied as to the character of the

entertainment to which in glowing colorsthey
Qvito the public. That the spectacles thus
advertised find a ready response among a class

hose lives are given up to dissipation in its

worst forms, we need but to state that there

are probably few theatres to which abandoned
women do not freely resort, and that many of

the actors themselves are believed to be ol

licentious habits.

To introduce young persons of innocent life

and fair reputation to such associations as

these, cannot but be very injurious. Yet how
often have we to witness with sorrow, the

crowds of mere boys and girls who throng
the doors of the play-house by night and by
day, eager for admittance. Can they return

from such a school without receiving some
lesson which may prove their first step to

ruin, or confirming tastes and habits that have
already become vitiated ?

The testimony of many a convict has been,

that theatre-going made him first familiar

with the doings of the thief or the murderer,

and their shifts in evading justice. That the

taste for such a life once contracted, he found
his way readily to the drinking saloon with
all its evil associations; and that thence his

downward course was rapid and ruinous.

A number of writers, widely known for

their abilities and varied knowledge, have
given their emphatic testimony that the gen-

eral tone of dramatic literature is demoraliz-

ing; that there is a strong tendency in the

exhibitions on the stage to deaden the moral
sensibilities ; to create a disrelish for the

solemn truths of religion ; to minister to the

low appetites of the depraved, and to betray
theinnocent into the paths of vice and misery

In close connection with the evils attendant
upon the theatre, opera and circus, are those

growing out of the practice of horse-racing,

So manifest have these been, that more than
one legislative enactment has been passed

ith a view to its prevention. But by boldly
evading the spirit of the law, and upon various
pretexts, it is to be feared, that this sport, if

such it may be called, is again growing into

favor. In its true character, it may be fairly

designated as gambling on a large scale ; the
shuffling of cards arid the throwing of dice,

being exchanged for the uncertain and pain-

ful efforts of poor dumb animals, urged to their

highest speed by whip and spur. Cruel and
agi|^%in itself, its usual attendants are in-

temperance and profanity. As in the theatre

so on the race-course, the moral atmosphere
s tainted ; and under the contagious excite-

ment, the comparatively innocent, lured on by
gamblers and other profligate characters, often

risk stake after stake until involved in haras-

sing debt, and betrayed, it may be, into other
violations of morality, they finally cover them-
selves with disgrace and ruin. To gratify

the taste for this cruel pastime, agricultural

societies have, of late, introduced trotting at

their exhibitions, ostensibly for the purpose
of improving the breed of horses; but even
under their supervision, the temptation to

wagering is too strong for prevention, and it

may well be feared that, instead of promoting
the original design of such fairs, they have
thus become means of demoralizing a portion

of our rural population.

In the early days of this Commonwealth,
theatres and similar places of dissipation as

well as horse-racing, were prohibited bylaw;
but in process of time, at the solicitation of

men of corrupt minds, and to secure an in-

crease of revenue, the legislature was induced

to grant the issuing of licenses for such exhibi-

tions. As the natural consequence, a marked
laxity in public morals followed this unwise
measure. But it is declared in the Scriptures

of Truth, " When the judgments of the Lord
are in the earth, the inhabitants of the world

will learn righteousness ;" and during the

awful scourge of our city by yellow fever in

1793, the people appeared to be greatly hum-
bled under a sense of the necessity for refor-

mation. Availing themselves of this favorable

condition, a number of the leading ministers

of various religious persuasions, put forth and
signed a memorial to the legislature, asking

for the passage of a law against vice and im-

morality ; in which they represented, that in

their apprehension, it was "peculiarly neces-

sary to make some effectual provision * * *

for regulating and lessening the number of

houses where intoxicating liquors are sold and
used ; for the suppression of all places of gam-
ing and lewd resort, and for the enacting of

a law to prevent theatrical exhibitions of every

sort." To this memorial they appended " Some
Considerations," to show the deleterious in-

fluence of theatrical exhibitions, in evidence

of the necessity for their prohibition.

It is of the utmost importance to the well-

being of civil society, that the minds of the

young be imbued with the principles of piety

and virtue ; with the habit of listening to and
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obeying the secret intimations of Divine Grace
to their souls, and with a reverend regard for

the sacred truths recorded in the Holy Scrip-

tures, in order that they may enter upon the

duties of life, prepared to resist the tempta-
tions to evil, and to act their part as becomes
Christian men and women. Upon them and the

course they take, must greatly depend the fu-

ture weal or woe of our beloved countrJ^ How
deplorable a calamity is it then, that such

schools of licentiousness and folly as theatres,

operas, race-courses, &c., are thrown open to

them on all sides ; that they are sanctioned

and encouraged by not a few who claim to be
reputable, and even by Christian professors;

that they are countenanced and applauded by
a large proportion of the public press, and
stimulated to make use of every means in their

power, by the brilliance of scenery, the charms
of music, the address of performers, and the
splendor of their whole establishments, to en-

tice the young of both sexes within their con-
taminating precincts.

While, however, thus deploring the de-
moralizing effects of exhibitions which, under
the plea of needful recreation, find place with
many, we rejoice in the persuasion that there
is a large, and we trust increasing number
among our fellow-citizens, who need but to
have their attention seriously turned towards
the evils under consideration, in order to be
convinced of their true character; and that
by fostering them in our midst, the commend-
able efforts of devoted men and women, who
are seekingto raise the general tone of society,
by diffusing higher views of life and duty, are
of necessity thwarted, or largely counteracted.
As a nation we have been singularly blessed

and prospered, and it is to the benign influ-
ences of the Christian religion, in so far as
they have been allowed to exert themselves,
that much of this prosperity is to be justlj'
attributed. Yet we would earnestly pre'ss the
consideration, that it is not a mere profession
of the name of Christ, that will promote his
cause or the highest interest of mankind, but
a conformity of the lives of men to His teach-
ings. It is as His blessed government comes
to be set up in their hearts, that they will be
led to recognize the wide difierence that ever
has existed and ever must, between His king-
dom and that of the god of this world ; and
that the Christian is clearly called to exemp-
lify this important truth in his own daily
walk.
For those who love our Lord Jesus Christ

in sincerity, and long with us to see His king-
dom and truth exalted in the earth, we ten-
derly desire that they, as well as ourselves,
may be brought fully to appreciate the re-
sponsibility of giving even a silent or negative
approval to any form of popular diversion,
whereby that high standard which the re-
ligion of the New Testament has undoubtedly
set up, shall appear to be in anywise lowered.
We fear, that as professed Christians, too
many of us are coming short of our duties;
first—to the Lord, in not keeping our own
souls pure, humble and faithful to Him, and
secondly, in too easily persuading ourselves
that we are free from responsibility for the
actions of others. The true disciple rejoices
to feel that, in the Divine sight, the souls of
his fellow beings are precious as his own, and
that the mercy of God in Christ Jesus reaches
to all. Instead of being engrossed in his own
gains and pleasures, his heart will go forth in
good -will .to the whole family of man. He

dare not ask the question, "Am I my brother's

keeper?" but a sense of duty will prompt h

under Divine direction, to raise the fallen, to

gather the outcast, to shield the innocent and
the unwary from temptation. Especially will

he daily seek to live so near the blessed Mas
ter, that others may be thereby drawn to taste

for themselves how good the Lord is, while
he jealouslj^ watches lest any act of his shall

put a " stumbling block or an occasion to fall

in a brother's way." Sharing, as every true

follower of Christ must do, in efforts and desires

such as these, we feel that however else we
may differ, we herein stand upon common
ground ; and that we need each others hearty
support in endeavoring, by every right means,
to stem a current which, it may well be

feared, is steadily growing stronger, and is

stealthily undermining what is pure and vir-

tuous in the community.

For "The Friend."

Brotberly Kindness and Regard. .

It is often a query in the mind of the writer,

whether Friends ofto-day are sufficiently open
towards, and spiritually helpful one to another,

in handing even a cup of cold water, if no
more be given them, to comfort, to animate,
and to strengthen a brother or a sister in the
tribulated and conflicting journey of life!

" Bear ye one another's burdens, and so fulfil

the law of Christ," is a clear as well as a pre-

cious apostolic precept. And so is: "Look
not every man on his own things, but every
man also on the things of others." While
from the same authority comes, "Be ye one
another's helpers in the Lord." And dear
John Barclaj- writes :

" Ah ! it is little we can
do for one another

;
yet let us be ivihing to do

that little which offers. I often think how
short may be the season, wherein we may be
permitted, or may have occasion for, the com-
fort, aid, and support, one of another. Many
opportunities for giving a hand of help, or a
cup of cold water, we do not embrace; but we
suffer them to go by unimproved, or fritter

them away in our intercourse one with an-
other, even with those nearest and dearest to
us in an outward or inward sense."

These reflections have been suggested from
considerations not only of how the early
Friends when imprisoned, ])ersecuted, afflict-

ed, tormented, endeavored in much regard
and tenderness, to stir up the gift of God in
each other unto the exercise of patience in the
spoiling of their goods, and the varied endur-
ance of " hardness" which they were called

to
;
but likewise of some more recently passed

awa}^ who, not blind to, or ignorant—from
being careless spectators—of the spiritual

wounds and bruises and sorrows, and need of
help, that some in this day have to endure,
were engaged in the spirit of love and brother-
ly kindness to soothe the heart, and smooth
the pathway of these by feelings of livelj^

sympathy, no less than by the expression of
affectionate interest and regai'd under the dis-

couragements and varied trials of their day.
The subjoined extracts from letters of our
dear friend, Joseph Elkinton, who deceased
2d mo. 9th, 1868, very pleasantly exemplify
this:

—

"Earnestly, my dear friend, do I crave thy
continued preservation in that path thy divine
Master designs thou should walk in

; and I

may say also, that I believe thou wilt experi-
ence it; which is cause of rejoicing to me on
thy account. Be faithful to all t"

tations of the Divine Spirit made known
thee as being required, and great will be tb
peace. Reason not with flesh and blood wh«
thou becomes satisfied a service is required
thee by thy Heavenly Father, but rather loc

to Him, who giveth power to the faint ; at

to those that have no might he increase!

strength ; and I fully believe He will susta
thee in the accomplishment of all that
may be pleased to require at thy hands. Fi

assuredly 'He is not an hard Master, reapir

where he has not sown, and gathering whe:
he has not strewn, as thou hast been enabh
abundantl}' to testify at divers times in tl

course of thj' pilgrimage. Go on then,

dear friend, in the path thou hast chosen ; at

that the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jaco
continue to be pleased to go before thee,

also be thy rearward, is the sincere desire

thy friend affectionately,

Joseph Elkinton."

" Thou may rest assured, my beloved frien

that aspirations for thy preservation are oft'i

felt bj' thy friend. That preservation will
'

experienced, I have no doubt, as thou co

tinues to desire above every other consider

tion that the will of thy Heavenly Fath.

may be thoroughly and perfectly wrought o

within thee. 'Fear none of those thinj

which thou shalt suffer: behold, the dev

shall cast some of you into prison, that

maj' be tried ;
and je shall have tribulatic

ten days: be thou faithful unto death, and

will give thee a crown of life.' This languaj

is as true and reliable as it was the day
was uttered ;

may it be recurred to by the

saith my spirit, when low and baptizing se

sons may be thy portion. The Lord will ha-^

a tried people ; but He will never forsake H
people unless they first forsake Him. Ma
t then be our primary concern to cleave cloi

to Him in our closest trials and great base

ments.

With feelings of affection, I remain th

friend, Joseph Elkinton."

"Thy consolatory communication ofyeste

day, came duly to hand this morning. An
truly glad, I can assure thee, I have felt ths

thou took pen and paper to commune wit

one who often has thee in remembrance, an

earnestly desires thy preservation in this da

of treading down and trampling upon the te

timonies that were given us as a society 1

maintain. While alluding to this subject

feel disposed to rehearse the language mac
use of in a little pamphlet published to me(

the state of things in Ireland, a few copies ^

which have been received. It says in or

place, ' Was there ever a period when it wj

more needful to recur to the good old waj
the sound principles and christian practice i

our fathers in the Q'ruth. We cannot be tc

much awake to the devices of Satan, whic
are lulling men to rest, and leading them
think that a more relaxed support of our t€

timonies will now do. If these testimonii

are of Divine origin, as thej' most assured!

are, it must be the Lord's will that they I

firmly supported. Should lukewarmness ove
spread the bodj^, and they be allowed to :"

'

or the attempt be made to keep the form witl

out Divine wisdom and strength, univere

felessness must ensue, and the very existen(

of the Society be jeoparded.'

Ah ! indeed, the days of mourning ai

anxiety for the preservation of our religioi

Society are not a few; and when I take
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i-etro8pective view of the many that have
peen taken to their everlasting home, with

whom I used to 'take sweet counsel, and
[talked unto the house of God in company,'
bou would not be surprised to be told that

'eelings of strippedness should at times be my
sxperience. * * Trulj' can I say I love those

hat love the Lord ; and do crave a continu-

mce of thy sympathetic feeling.

From thy friend,

Joseph Elkinton,
vho often has thee in remembrance and de-

lires thj- preservation in 'that path which no
owl knoweth, and which the vulture's eye
lath not seen : the lion's whelp hath not
rodden it, nor the fierce lion passed by it.'

Farewell, my dear friend."

Comets.

HOOTING-STARS. METEORS OP NOVE.MBER 14.

iCoutinued from page IfiS.)

Since the memorable display of November
13, 1833, the phenomena of shooting stars

pave been observed and discussed with a very
ively interest. Among the first laborers in

;his department of research the names of

Dlmsted, Herrick, and Twining must ever

30ld a conspicuous place. The fact that the

Dosition of the radiant point did not change
ivith the earth's rotation at once placed the

^osmical origin of the meteors wholly beyond
jnestion. The theory of a ring of nebulous

•natter revolving round the sun in an elliptic

)rbit—a theory somewhat dilFerent from that

proposed by Olmsted—was found to afford a

simple and satisfactory explanation of the

Dhenomena. This hypothesis of an eccentric

itream of meteors intersecting the earth's

jrbit was adopted by Humboldt, Arago, and
)thers, shortly after the occurrence of the

Meteoric shower of 1833.

A few years previous to the display of 1866

t was shown by Professor Newton, of Yale

College, that the distribution of meteoric mat-

ter around the ring or orbit is far from uni-

form ; that the motion is retrograde ; that the

node of the orbit has an annual forward mo-
lion of 102". 6 with respect to the equinox, or

of 52".4 with respect to the fixed stars; that

ihe periodic time must be limited to five ac-

curately determined periods, viz: 180.05 daj's.

185.54 days, 354.62 days, 376.5 days, or 33.25

j^ears; and that the inclination of the orbit to

the ecliptic is about 17°. Professor Newton,
Por reasons assigned, regarded the third period

named as the most probable. He remarked,
however, that by computing the secular mo-
tion of the node for each periodic time, and
comparing the result with the known preces-

3ion, it was possible to determine which of

the five periods is the correct one.

For the application of this crucial test,—

a

problem of more than ordinary interest,—we
a,re indebted to Professor J. C. Adams, of

Cambridge, England. By an elegant analysis

is was first shown that for either of the first

four periods designated by Professor Newton,
the annual motion of the nodi", resulting from
planetary perturbation, would be considerably

less than one half of the observed motion. It

only remained, therefore, to examine whether
the period of 331 years would give a motion

of the node corresponding with observation.

Professor Adams found that in this time the

longitude of the node is increased 20' by the

action of Jupiter, 7' by the action of Saturn,

and 1' by that of Uranus. The effect of the

other planets is scarcely perceptible. The cal

vlated motion in 331 years is therefore 28'.

The observed motion in the same time, accord
ng to Professor Newton, as previously stated,

s 29'. This remarkable accordance was at

once accepted by astronomers as satisfactory

evidence that the period is about 33.25 years.

Having determined the periodic time, the
mean distance, or semi-axis major, is found by
Kepler's third law to be 10.34." The aphelion
is consequently situated at a comparatively
short distance beyond the orbit of Uranus.

It was stated that shooting-stars are the

dissevered fragments ofeometic matter, which,
])enetrating our atmosphere, are rendered
luminous by the resistance so encountered.
The discovery that comets and meteors are

actually moving in the same orbits was first

announced by Signor Schiaparelli in 1867.

The coincidence of the orbits of Tempel's
comet as computed by Dr. Oppolzer, and the

neteors of November 14th, as determined by
.Schiaparelli, is too close to be regarded as

merely accidental.

The fact is obvious that the meteors of No-
vember 14th are the products of the comet's

gradual dissolution. It has been stated that

the comets of 1366 and 1866 are probably
dentical. The interval indicates a period of

33.283 years—greater by 39 days than that

found by Oppolzer. With this value of the

periodic time and the known secular variation

of the node it is found that the comet and
Uranus were in close proximity about the be-

ginning of the year 547 B.C. It is therefore not

mprobable that the former was then thrown
nto its present orbit by the attraction of the

latter. The celebrated Leverrier designated

the year 126 of our era as the probable epoch
of the comet's entrance into our system. This

date, however, is incompatible with the period

here adopted. It is worthy of remark, more-

over, as bearing on this question, that the ex-

tension of the cluster in the tenth century, as

indicated by the showers of 902, 931, and 934,

was too great to have been effected in so short

a period as 800 years.

With the period of 33.283 years it is easy

to find that the comet will make a near ap

proach to the earth about the 16th or 17th of

November, 1965, and to Uranus in 1983. At
one of theso epochs the cometary orbit will

probably undergo considerable transforma-

tion.

We have seen that the comet of 1866, and

also the meteoroids following in its path, have

their perihelion at the orbit of the earth, and

their aphelion at the orbit of Uranus. Both

planets, therefore, at each encounter with the

current not only appropriate a portion of the

meteoric matter, but entirely change the or-

bits of many meteoroids. In regard to the

devastation produced by the earth in passing

through the cluster, it is sufficient to state

that, according to Weiss, the meteor orbits

resulting from the disturbance will have all

possible periods from 21 months to 390 years.

It may be regarded, therefore, as evidence of

the recent inl,roduction of this meteor-stream

into the solar system that the comet of 1866,

which constitutes a part of the cluster, has

not been deflected from the meteoric orbit by
either the earth or Uranus.

OTHER METEORIC STREAMS.

The Meteors ofAugusfi-W.—Muschenbroek,

in his " Introduction to Natural Philosophy,"

published "in 1762, stated as the result of his

own observations that shooting-stars ai'e more

abundant in August than in any other part of

the }-ear. The fact, however, that a maxi-
mum occurs on the 9th or 10th of the month
was first shown by (^uetelet in 1835. Since

that time the shower has been regularly ob-

served both in Europe and America; the
number of meteors at the maximum some-
times amounting to 100 per hour. Their
tracks when produced backward intersect

each other at a particular point in the con-

stellation Perseus.

As the earth is about five days in crossing

the ring, its breadth is some parts cannof be

less than 8,000,000 miles.

In 1S66 Professor Schiaparelli, on compu-
ting the orbit of this meteoric stream, noticed

the remarkable agreement of its elements

with those of Swift's or Tuttle's comet (1862,

III.), as computed by Dr. Oppolzer.

It appears probable, therefore, that the

third comet of 1862 is a part of the meteoric

stream whose orbit is crossed by the earth on
the lOlh of August.

The characteristics of different meteor-

zones afford interesting indications in regard

to their relative age, the magnitude and com-

position of their corpuscles, &c. Thus, if we
compare the streams of August 10 and No-

vember 14, we shall find that the former pro-

bably entered our system at a comparatively

remote eiX)ch. We have seen that at each

return to perihelion the meteoric cluster is

extended over a greater arc of its orbit. Now,
Tuttle's comet and the August meteors un-

doubtedly constituted a single group previous

to their entering the solar domain. It is evi-

dent, however, from the annual return of the

shower during the last 90 years, that the ring

is at present nearl5' if not quite continuous.

That the meteoric mass had completed many
revolutions before the ninth century of our

era is manifest from the frequent showers ob-

served between the years 811 and 841. At

the same time, the long interval of 83 years

between the last observed display in the ninth

contur}', and the first in the tenth, seems to

indicate the existence of a wide chasm in the

i-ing no more than a thousand years since.

Neither the period of the meteors nor that

of the comet can yet be regarded as accurately

ascertained. The latter, however, in all pro-

bability, exceeds the former by several years.

Now, at each passage of the earth through

the elliptic stream, those meteoroids nearest

the disturbing body must be thrown into or-

bits differing more or less from that of the

primitive group. In like manner the near

approach of the comet to the earth at an

ancient epoch may account for the lengthen-

iucr of its periodic time.

tTo be contlnned.)

Selected.

" Oh ! the depths through which the Lord's

ministers have to pass ! Surely, life itself, the

natural life, would give way in the conflicts

which are at times permitted to attend them,

only that the everlasting arms of God's salva-

tion are underneath. But the deeper their

trials and sufferings — the more they are

plunged as into the very depths of death

—

yea, if they feel at seasons as though thej'

were left in the hands of their soul's enemies

—it is even through the bitterness and pangs

of these fiery trials that they are prepared to

go forth in the demonstration of the Spirit and

power. Their experience is, that none could

ever deliver them from those soul-searching
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baptisms, but the great God of Heaven and
earth, through and by the power of the Lord
Jesus Christ, who is with them alway, even
unto the end. Oh, that my soul may be
strengthened and enabled to partake, as oft as
my Lord pleaseth, of His own most glorious
but bitter cup. O, Lord Jesus Christ, increase
my faith in thy marvellous power: Thou
ehowest thy wonders in the deep, when we
go down to the sea of conflict—in our frail

vessels—when in them we are doing business
in great waters, then we cry unto Thee, we
feelingly know that we are nothing, thou art

our Saviour and Deliverer. When Thou bring-

est our souls up out of our distresses, then we
praise Thee for thy goodness and for thy won
derful works towards us. Strengthen me, thy
unprofitable servant, to do Thy will, oh my
God ; and let not thy hand spare, nor thine
eye pity, till all within me is brought into
perfect obedience and resignation, for Christ's
sake.—Amen !

—

Edward Alexander.

The Conibos.

A writer in Chambers' Journal, in a review
of Paul Marcoy's book of travels in South
America, gives an account of an Indian tribe
called the Conibos, " who have never suffered
the isolation of their savage life to be inter-
rupted by communications from without, who
have adhered steadily to their own ways, and
whose aspect of today is, in all probability,
precisely the same as that of their forefathers
countless generations before the armed heel
of Pizarro rang upon the soil of Peru." The
writer continues

:

" They are singularly short of stature, never
exceeding, rarely ever reaching five feet three,
lumpish of figure, with high cheekbones, small

—yellow eyes (the pupils tobacco colored), ob
lique in shape and set wide apart. Their thick
lips disclosed yellow teeth, well set, and gums
dyed black by the use of an Indian plant called
yanammen. Their faces are almost spherical,
and P. Marcoy says this shape 'gives them a
look of bonhommie and simplicity which cor-
rects the disagreeable impression they make
at first Bight.' Their skin is very dark, and
has a peculiarity which reveals at once the
chief drawback to the otherwise exquisite
pleasure of travelling in their beautiful coun
try; 'it is rough to the touch, like shagreen,'
says P. Marcoy, 'from being incessantly
punctured by mosquitoes."

" Both men and women cut their hair like
a brush to the level of the eyebrows, and leave
the rest to flow over their shoulders. It is a
peculiarity of this tribe that ornament, indeed
almost clothing, is reserved for the men only.
In the typical portraits furnished by Marcoy,
the women wear only a strip of brown cloth'
though the mosquitoes are quite impartial in
their attacks, while the men wear a loose gar-
ment, like a wagoner's smock without sleeves,
of brown cotton, ornamented with a border of
Greek pattern, lozenges and zigzags, traced
in black with pencil to imitate embroidery.
Whence came this vague sense of art? They
all paint their faces, but the men use more
coloring than the women, laying on the red
very freely, in thick, broad stripes. Black
paint is used for (literally), body-color. A
Conibo in full dress will have sandals painted
on his feet as far as the ankles, or buskins as
high as the knees, like riding-boots; a jacket
or coat painted on his body, open at the breast
and festooned round the hips; on his hands
gloves or mittens.

"But besides these ordinary designs, they
have arabesques of the most complicated kind
for gala days, which they apply to their faces

by a process of stencilling, just as the Etrus-
cans applied their patterns to their vases, and
they adorn themselves with necklaces and
earrings of black and white beads which they
buy at Tierra Blanca. A few of the men who
occasionally visit the missions to exchange
turtles, or the prepared fat of thos-e creatures,

or wax, for axes, knives and beads, have
learned the use of straw hats, which they
make for themselves from the young palm
reeds. The toilet of the men is a serious op-

eration, in which a Conibo usually spends half
his time; the women never think of any per-
sonal adornment, and are mere slaves, toilers

and beasts of burden. Their intelligence is,

however, very remarkable, and it is with no
small surprise we learn that they possess an
extraordinary talent for the manufacture of

pottery, and for painting and varnishing it

afterward.
" The arms of the Conibos are the bow

and arrow, the club and the shooting tube.
Through the last they send sharp poisoned
darts, but, unlike any other tribes of the Ama-
zon, whose war lances are almost always
poisoned, they use them solely for the destruc
tion of animals. The tribe live almost entirely
on the turtle. In vain do the forests and the
waters offer them a luxurious variety of food

;

nothing but the turtle, its flesh, its grease, its

eggs, its oil, has any charm for them. They
eat certain kinds of worms as hors-d'ceuvre,

and delight in fat, blood-gorged mosquitoes,
which they permit to attain full condition
upon their own skin undisturbed as a bonne
bouche !

A Conibo will offer to the friend or travel-
ler who visits his mud and leaf hut, the last

banana, the last morsel of turtle, the last leg
of monkey, with the utmost cheerfulness.
Bigamy is tolerated among these peaceful
savages

; and indeed they would not object to
polygamy, only that they have made "a law
among themselves that a man shall not have
more wives than he can support, and as they
are extraordinarily idle, even for savages, th"
enactment practically limits the number to
two. Their funeral ceremonies are very curi
ous, resembling the ancient Scandinavian
death-rites. They have an idea of an om-
nipotent being, the creator of heaven and
earth, whom they address indifferently as
' Papa,' father, and ' Huchi,' grandfather.
Opposed to this good spirit there is an evil
spirit, called Yunima, dwelling in the earth's
centre. Whatever evils affect the nation are
attributed to him, and the Conibos fear him
so much that they avoid, as far as possible,
uttering his name."

Selected.

What shall we do if wo suffer ourselves to
be drawn from the blessed Spirit of the Sa-
viour of men, or from the measure thereof
which is given to all for our profit. Where,
but within our own hearts, shall we find the
Comforter and the safe Guide ? Surely, the
Holy Scriptures direct us to Christ! The
Scriptures came by inspiration of God

;
yet in

my view, the same inspiration must be with
us to comprehend their spiritual meaning and
application. The natural man, even though
*-" may compare Scriptures with Scripture,
and acknowledge to their harmony, is never-
theless, the natural or unregenerate man still,

without the operation of the Spirit in his
even that grace, which is the Divine g
all men, and which I conceive brings all,

adhere to it, into a converted state,

they be favored with the inspired writ
which tell of the blessed and holj' Rec
or whether they be ignorant of them,
it not be our experience, in order to pai
of the benefit of the sufferings and dea
Christ, to be brought into obedience
righteousness? and what can do this fc

but the power of God immediately i

known to us by the inward revelation t
oil—Sarah Grubb.

Intelligence of the Shepherd Bog.—Man
stances of the almost human sagacity of

animal are related. A narrative of this I

which is given by William Chambers, of]
burg, in the reminiscences of his

Robert and himself, ivill probably be ne
some of our readers. Their grandmothei
the wife of William Gibson, a farmer,
rented a large tract of pasturage in Pe
shire. This farm, called Newby, was not
than seven miles long: it commenced
Haystown, about two miles from Peebles
at the other extremity bordered on
house, in Selkerkshire, where theEttricke
herd spent his youthful days. The authors
" It was on this farm of fi^ewby, while ir

possession of Mr. Gibson, in the year ]

that there occurred a case of the sagacit

the shepherd's dog, which has often beet

verted to in books, but seldom with cor
ness as to the details. A store-farmer ii

other part of the country, had commenc
system of sheep-stealing, which he was
lieved to have practised without detectioi

several years. At length, a sheep which
been taken amongst others from Newby
appeared on the farm, bearing a brand od
lace in addition to that of her true ow
The animal was believed to have been atti

ed to her former home by the instinct of j

tion towards the lamb from which she
been separated, and her return was the n
remarkable as it involved the necessiti

crossing the river Tweed. The sheph
James Hislop, did not fail to report the

appearance of the sheep to his master, an
was not long before they ascertained wl
brand it was which had been impressed c

William Gibsons. As many sheep had t

for some time missed out of the stock, it

thought proper that James Hislop should
a visit to Murdison's farm, where he qnic

discovered a considerable number of sh

bearing Mr. Gibson's brand O, all having
Murdison's, the letter T, superimposed,
short Murdison and his shepherd Miller -w

apprehended, tried, convicted and hange<
the Grassmarket—a startling exhibition (

sidering the position of the sufferers in

and made the more so by the humbler
choosing to come upon the scaffold ii

dead clothes."

The long continued success of the crimi

these wretched men was found to have
pended upon the wonderful human-like se

of Miller's dog Yarrow. Accompanied by 1

roiv, the man would take an opportunity
visiting a neighboring farm, and look
through the flocks. He hacj there oniyi
point out certain sheep to his sagacious c(

panion, who would come that night, sel

each animal so pointed out, bring them
gether, and drive them across country, a
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oreover, across tbe Tweed, to his master's

rm, never once undergoing detection. The]
jry ran that the dog was hanged soon alter

9 master, as being thought a dangerous crea-

re in a country lull of flociis; but I would
)pe that this was a false rumor, and my
andmother, who might have known all the

"cumstances connecied with the case, never
Srmed its truth."

For " The FrieDd."

Memoirs and Letters of Sarah Hlllman.

I

\,i ODtinited Irom page loo.)

To her Mother.
" Evesham, 6th mo. 17th, 1825.

After attending a favored Quarterly Meet-

g, whither I was taken by my cousins J.

okes and wife, I went to cousin J. G.'s to

ne and tea. At the three places I have vis-

id, there have been one or two in each house
3k. So that Philadelphia at the present,

ems more favored than the surrounding
untr_y.

My mind bends strongly towards my be-

ved mother and tender sisters. Ah ! me-
inks our situation in P., although deeply
ying, is even preferable to the deadness and
ditterence which prevails here. May it

ease Him, who hath all power in his hand,
arouse us to a more diligent occupation of

e talents, the precious talents committed
ito us, that so we may be enabled to speak
ell of his excellent name; which is indeed
orthy to be magnified and adored, in that

5 has been pleased to reveal himself, through
8 beloved Son, in our hearts; and caused us

I believe in him, in that glorious plan of re-

jmption which the Lord Jesus Christ has
id through the offering of his precious blood
ransom for sin,—for the pins of the whole
orld. My mind is so much occupied in the

mtemplation of things of this nature, and of

le awful responsibility which rests upon us

; Christian believers, that meditation suits

e better than conversation ; and meeting
ith few who seem to understand my state,

el very like a pelican in the wilderness; but
ssire to keep hidden so long as the blessed

38U8 may permit.

Circumstanced as I am, visiting does not
iem desirable, except to those who have been

rought under baptisms, and have in like man-
er known what it was to be stripped of them-
ilves, and to be, as it were, bundled up
ith the dry rods

;
yea, destitute of all form

Qd comeliness. Ah I dear mother, it has been
;newedly sealed upon my mind that there is

luch for me to do! And oh! that in holy
sntidence I could adopt the language of Job :

When thou hast tried me, I shall come forth

9 gold.' Thus should I be strengthened to

adure 'as seeing him that is invisible ;' and
e preserved from an undue degree of discour-

gement even in the most proving seasons.

'or having through adorable mercy, been
ivored to find Him of whom Moses in the
iw and the prophets did write, how are we
trengthened to persevere in our tribulated

ath, and to believe in the precious promise
f the^gospel. Even 'that to those that fear

ly name will the Sun of righteousness arise,"

;c., and knowing that a book of remembrance
s written, our hope is steadfast ; and we are

nabled to run through a troop, and leap over
II the opposition that may arise against us.

May the great Shepherd preserve you from
vil, and show himself to you as a shield on
he right hand and on the left, and that

"

may bless you with the choicest gifts is my
earnest desire; that thus we may be a family

unitedly engaged in promoting his glorious

cause, and carrying forward his glorious work
n the earth. That hereby we may in the

awful hour of separation realize, through the

power of Redeeming love, an admission into

that city, where the anthem of PraibC is for

7er attuned unto Him that hath washed us

om our sitis in his own blood. Farewell.

Yours, ali'ectionately,

Sarah."

10th mo. 8th, 1826. After attending two
poor meetings this day, wherein the life and
virtue seemed very low, and as formerly all

the wells were stopped ; I sat down this even-

ing in and under an humbling sense of great

un'worthiness and emptiness, though in some
degree sensible of earnest desires still to be

found struggling for an increase of that faith

hich gives the victory.

My heart has been affected renewcdly this

day, in believing that my Heavenly P'ather

has a work for us to do. And oh! mj^ secret

petitions have been for ability to perform the

same, even though it may subject me to the

scoffs and frowns of men.

To her Sister.

" Philadelphia, 7ih mo. 13th, 182:

My dear Sister:— While we feel the blank

made in our little family circle, by the absence

of one of its members, we also are thankful

(I trust at seasons) that we are so situated as

to be able to make way for thee to retire from

the hurry of business, to the sober scenes of

nature, where thou canst partake of the

salubrity of the air amid woods and hills.

And dost thou find thyself benefitted by the

change f ****** *

Oh ! when shall we be able to settle as a

society, in the calm sunshine of Gospel bright-

ness? Walking together in the faith of the

Gospel, and believing, not in word and in

tongue only, but in deed and in truth in Him
who died tor us, and who is the life of men ?

We are assured, there is a coming daj

wherein every man's work shall be tried

;

and that which will not endure the fire, will

be consumed. Then where will all man
boasted works be; or, what will they stand

him in stead before Him who, though they

have despised, mocked and reviled, they will

have to acknowledge their Judge ? ' For the

Father hath committed all judgment unto the

Son. that all men should honor the Son even

as they honor the Father:' and who is the

awful Judge of quick and dead. Some of us

feel that we have no works or worth to plead,

nor anything to trust to or in, save the mer-

cies of God, through our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ. Ah ! were it not for this hope,

should we not sink, especially when days ot

sore tribulation overtake us ; when we feel

destitute and forsaken ; when there seems

nothing but death and darkness around us

Then how this blessed hope, ' The Lord know
eth them that are His,' which the believer is

sometimes given to realize as his own glori

ous privilege, is calculated to cheer and sus

tain the mind ! What an anchor to the soul

both sure and steadfast, and by which he en

tereth in within the vail, and reposes on his

God, is the living experience sometimes grant

ed, that his Redeemer liveth ! May we more
and more press after this attainment ; for truly

in the world we have much tribulation : while

peace can be found nowhere else than in seek-

ng to know and do the Divine will.

That thou muyst be favored not only with
the blessing of health, but every other that is

consistent with the will of our Heavenly
Father, is the desire of thy affectionate sister.

Sarah."
{To be continued.)

The Lost Arts.—The monuments, the paint-

ngs, and even the woven fabrics of Egypt, all

ittest the enduring nature of their workman-
ship, and their capability of resisting the cor-

oding and wasting effects of time. The pyra-
mids appear but little worse for the storms of

ages, and the traveller regards them with the

awe and reverence inspired by the mystery of
their erection, and the almost equal mystery
of their continued existence unharmed after

the lapse of four thousand years.

Mementoes of our own Republic, not yet
one hundred years old, may be seen in the

patent office at Washington, in a condition of

hopeless decay, while the mummj' cloths of

Egypt, although woven over three thousand
years ago, seem as firm of texture as when
fresh from the ancient looms. The far famed
purple dj-e of Carthage, supposed to have
been obtained from a small shell-fish of the
Mediteranean, has never been equalled by
modern chemists, who have thus far failed to

find anything possessing its peculiar bril-

liancy and permanency of color.

The frescoes of Michael Angelo are the won-
der and admiration of every appreciative per-

son who has looked at them on the lofty

ceilings of the Sistine chapel at Rome ; but,

compared with the mural paintings of Egypt,
traced centuries before, they look dim and
almost lustreless. The mural paintings are

as bright as the Nile itself, and still appear

likely to claim the admiration of visitors for

thousands of years to come. The colors of

the ancients, when exposed for years to mois-

ture, do not lose their brightness, while their

woven fabrics, long buried in the ground, re-

sist decay ; and even timber, preserved by
some unknown process defies the action of

the elements and remains nearly' as sound as

in the time of the Pharaohs. It is said that

numerous experiments have been tried, of

subjecting the ancient paintings to the flamo

of a gas jet, but the heat thus imparted failed

to destroy them. Egyptian cement, as is well

known, is almost imperishable, uniting wood,

glass, stone, iron, and other articles together

so firmly as to resist all efforts to sever them
at the point of union. Fire nor water will

destroy this cement, and it is practically in-

destructible. This substance is supposed to

have been used in embalming their dead, pre-

serving their works of art, and making their

fountains durable.

Even in our own country have been found

implements evidently made by an ancient but

now extinct race, the manufacture of which

may be properly classed among the lost arts.

In the copper mines of Lake Superior, in old

pits long since abandoned, are found copper

tools of a temper and hardness not exceeded,

if equalled, by the best steel tools of the pre-

sent day. Chisels and hammers of copper,

huge hammers of granite, specimens of wood,
indestructible pipes, and other articles are

found here and elsewhere, denoting the supe-

riority of this ancient people in many of the

arts, and also affording abundant evidence

that they were highly proficient in the work-

ing of metals.

—

Late Paper.
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Review of the Weather for Eleventh and Twelfth months, lS7i

The rainfall during the past two months has been rather below the usual average, the
total amount being 6.65 inches; 1.28 inches of which fell during the Twelfth month. The
average temperature for Eleventh month was 35.68°, and for the Twelfth 36.55°.

For Eleventh month the mean height of the barometer was 29.53 inches. And 29.69
inches for the Twelfth month.

Westtown Boarding School, First mo. 10th, 1874.

TABULAR STATEMENT, ELEVENTH MONTH, 1878.

THERM0MET£B.

29.88

29.70
29.67

29 Of. 29.

29.62
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id command, " We that are strong ought
har the infirmities of the weali, and not

jf&ae ourselves ?"

—

Catherine Beechefs Let

n Health.

175

For "Tlie Frioud.*'

John neald.
fCoDtinaed from page 163.)

the course of his visit in New England,
Heald attended the Monthly Meeting
sbridge, 6th mo. 26th. He saj^s : "In
me of business I remarked something in

d to young people getting unsettled, and
unnecessarily out of meeting to amuse

jreate themselves ; that it haxi a bad ef-

They could hardly return without the
being more disqualified for attending
concerns of societ}' ; that if they at-

d to their feelings, and the state of their

J, they might, I thought, discover it."

preparing the journal of John Heald
e columns of " The Friend," it has often

sd to the compiler, that those Friends who
! been led into exercises and services

ar to those which he passed through,
1 be reminded, by his simple and un-

led record of his feelings, of their own
riences ; even as face answereth to face

glass. This consideration has some-
led to the introduction of extracts which
t not seem to the general reader of es-

1 interest. The notices our Friend has
rved of the meetings he attended in New
ind are generally brief ; from among
the following are selected.

h mo. 28th. At Leicester, it was agreea-

) me to sit in silent meditation, the sen-

1 seemed so much like being at home. But
awhile I began to speak concerning th

of time, that a consideration of it had
a profitable employ to many, and before

down I treated on several subjects

mo. 4th. AVo met with Friends near
)e called Turke}- Hill. For this oppor
r I was thankful. It proved a time of
iragement to me, and 1 believe to them
i was considerable tenderness and love

mong us. I had to remember that I

bought of [])assing by] this place, but
not reconcile my mind to it, and hav-
iven up to what 1 believe would be mak-
r peace, I rejoiced in the engagement,
(raised the Giver of the precious gift,

mo. 5th. Amesbmy Meeting was large

powded. I had expected only a small
tion, as but few Friends belong to this

. Friends left us to sit alone, they sit-

,way as much as they could out of view,

we sat on the raised seat. But at

1 so many coming in, they had to come
t with us. I felt weak and tried, but
voring as well as I could to be resigned,

id a remark to spring up, which 1 felt

tto express, and when I had done that

presented, and so I proceeded until

was said. The people were still and
and appeared to be satisfied.

mo. 7th. At Epping, a considerable

Br collected. My mind had undergone
:day and this morning much secret trial

istressing feeling. I dreaded the meet-
ut it came on, and I sat under a weight
rcise for some time, and then engaged in

labor, and was favored to deliver a lively

lony of considerable length, which I

e was received in good will, and I felt

rted.

mo. 8th. Dover. The meeting was
a time of encouragement, and I think

it was a refreshing time to some sincere minds.
Thanksgiving and praise were ascribed to the
Giver of every good gift. We dined at Isaac
Wendell's, and went to Menbel Osborn's, and
to William Brown's to lodge. At each of
these places we had precious opportunities,
wherein the sweet and precious effusions of
good flowed freely.

7th mo. 10th. This morning how is my
mind involved in distress! How has the
enemj- gained his point so far as to bring in

trials like a flood ! How much he may gain
to my hurt, I know not. May I endure the
trial, and again be delivered from tliraldom,
and again enjoy the incomes of Divine love.

We went to the meeting at Merdenborough,
which was considerably large and mostl}' not
members, but my*way not opening to com-
municate, I remained silent. In the after-

noon on the way to New Durham, I was re-

leased from the painful sensations of mind I

had endured for some time. I felt like another
person.

7th mo. 11th. Had a meeting with some
Friends, and others who had wild kind of
doings among them, falling down, and howl-

screaming as loud as thej' could
They were called free-will Baptists. It was
a comfortable meeting. I labored vocally to

a considerable length, the testimony was im
pressive, and the countenances of the peoj)]e

appeared solemn. I felt thankful for the
favor.

7th mo. 13th. Attended Kittery meeting.
My concern was to engage the people's atten-

tion to prepare for their last account ; saying,

Be ye also ready, for ye know neither the da^'

nor the hour in which the Son of man cometh.
We know not the situation we may be in, ir

the course of another day. The meeting con
eluded with supplication. We returned to

our friend David Nichols, and had an ojipor-

tunity of encouraging the young people in

several families. It was done in an engaging-

manner, way opening so to do, to the tender-

ing of their minds.

7th mo. 15th. At North Berwick there

was in the silent part, a lively exercise. I

sat under it for a considerable time. At
length I entered into vocal exercise. It was
heavy labor, but I found no liberty to sit

down until I had said much, and had to show
that faith without works is dead, and that

works without faith are dead also. Faith and
works ought to go together. Abraham was
produced as an example. He was required to

offer his only son Isaac, so he went forth to

do it. Here he showed his faith by his works.
Without faith it is impossible to please God.
Faith without works being dead, will a dead
faith please Him? The devils believe there

is a God, and not only believe but tremble.

7th mo. 19th. We rode a dozen miles to

Falmouth, J. Winslow and wife conducting us.

My mind soon became wrapped up in con-

templating the movements of Elijah and
Elisha, and the desire of the latter for a

double portion of the spirit of Elijah. This
opened to the application of Solomon for wis-

dom, and that these requests were very simi-

lar. My meditation in silence was pleasant,

and the vocal labor long.

7th mo. 24th. At Litchfield many people

came, and it proved to be trying exercise. At
length way opened, and I delivered a testi mony
which appeared to be broken and in detached
sentences, more so than common, but it had a

considerable reach on several.

7th mo, 28th. We lodged at Caroline To-
bey's and had a meeting with the few Friends,
and a considerable number of their neighbors.
In the fore part the meeting was dull and
trying, but waiting quietly, I felt a renewal
of strength, and sat for some time in a com-
fortable enjoyment of favor, and finding way
to open I spoke reminding of the necessity of
preparing for a final change, and that some
had sorely repented of their neglect, and that
the unprofitable servant had a capacity to
improve his talent, for there was given to
each one according to his several abilit3^ If
there had been no ability there would have
been nothing required

; those that were faith-
ful were accepted. It was the dilatory or sloth-
ful servant only that was rejected. It became
a sober time, and the people were sober, and
passed away quietly, and I admired how way
had opened to reach their minds.

7th mo. 31st. At an appointed meeting in

a school house, I treated on the doetiine of
bajitism, and showed that water baptism was
John's. It was nowhere said in all the New
Testament that our Saviour commanded water
baptism to be used. John was sent to bap-
tise with water, but he himself said, "He that
cometh after me, the latchet of whose shoes
I am not worthy to unloose, he shall bap-
tise you with the Holy Ghost and with fire."

Here he distinguishes Christ's baptism from
his own ; his being a type or shadow of
Christ's, and belonged rather to the legal dis-

pensation than to the dispensation of the
Gospel. John declared, I must decrease, but
He must increase. Our Saviour, after He
had suffered and before his ascension, com-
manded his disciples to go teach all nations,
baptising them into the name of the Father
and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. Hero
water is not mentioned. When Peter was
instructed to go to the house of Cornelius, he
had thought that salvation was only to the

Jews; and so it appears it was with the rest,

notwithstanding they had been commanded
to teach all nations. Afterwards we find he
said, " It is not the putting away the filth of

the flesh," which water effecteth, ''but the

answer of a good conscience toward God;"
and Paul said, "one Lord, one faith, and one
baptism." This is that which will stand us in

stead, to have a conscience void of offence,

to have served Him not with eye-service, but
with singleness of heart,"

It was a good meeting, I felt it best before

I left them to recommend them to God, and
the word of His grace, that is able to build

>ip and to give an inheritance among all them
that are sanctified.

THE FRIEND.
FIRST MONTH 17, 1874,

The attention of our readers is calleil to tho

Address issued by the Meeting for Sufferings

on Theatrical Amusements and Horse-racing;

which will be found in the columns of the

present number. Members in the country

may find opportunity to circulate it in their

respective neighborhoods; care being taken

by those distributing them that more than

one person shall not go over the same ground.

They can be had at Friend's Book Store, 304

I Arch street.
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FoKEiGN.—Dispatches from Madrid report that Ser-

rano will not convoke the Cortes for a twelve month.

He will give all his energies to the suppression of the

insurrection and tranquilization of the country, and not

until these objects are accomplished will he summon
the Legislature.

A Madrid dispatch of the 10th says, a column of the

forces besieging Cartagena made an attack on Fort San

Julian vesterdav, but were repulsed with considerable

loss.

An insurrection has broken out in Barcelona, and
barricades have been erected in the suburbs by the in-

surgents. Fort Montjui, on the south, has opened tire

on the city.

A Bayonne dispatch of the 9th says, Don Carlos and

General" Elio, with 25,000 men and eight pieces of ar-

tillery, have entered Santona. A battle is expected

soon, the Carlists making an attack ; they completely
surround Bilboa.

The government has issued a decree dissolving the

Cortes, and announcing elections for a new body. The
election will be held when order is re-established and
freedom and universal suffrage are unhindered.

A decree has been issued calling out the entire reserve

of 1874 for active service.

The PVench National Assembly resumed its sittings

on the 8th inst. A motion to postpone the bill concern-

ing the nomination of mayors, after a violent debate,

was carried against the government by a large mnjority

.

In consequence of this vote the members of the Cabinet
tendered their resignation, but President MacMahon
requested them not to retire but to await the vote of

confidence which he thinks will be passed by the As-
sembly.
The health of the Emperor of Germany continues to

improve. Tlie furniture of Archbishop Ledochowski
has all been distrained, and he still refuses to pay the

fines imposed by the Court. His imprisonment is now
threatened.

The Catholics of Switzerland have sent a protest to

the government against the expulsion from the country
of the Papal Nuncio.
The cholera and other diseases prevail to a fearful

extent in the Dutch camp in Acheen. The native allies

are the greatest sufferers.
— A royul ordinance has been promulgated, abrogating
the clause of the Norwegian constitution which gave
the king the right to appoint as lieutenant of that king-
dom, at his pleasure, either a native or a Swede.
Henceforth a Norwegian only can be appointed.
The new law in Austria by which criminal trials will

be by jury, went into operation on the first inst.

Mirza Yussof Khan, an able and popular Per.sian
statesman, has been executed at Tiflis on the charge of
having misappropriated moneys entrusted to him for
relieving famine. The deceased was educated in Paris
at the expense of the Shah.
A considerable number of persons belonging to Dun-

dee and neighborhood, who had emigrated to the U.
States, have returned home. 'They are mechanics,
masons .nnd other skilled workmen, who in consequence
of the financial difficulties have been deprived of em-
ployment.
A Calcutta dispatch of the 11th says: The famine is

already causing great distress in Behar and Benares.
The rate of discount at the Bank of England has been

reduced to 4 per cent. The Bullion in the bank had
been largely increased.

The Emperor of Austria has granted an amnesty to
all persons under sentence for offences against his per-
son, and has ordered a report to be made to him re-
specting other condemned persons whose conduct war-
rant clemency being shown them.
The returns of the recent elections for the German

Reichstag are largely in favor of the National Liberal
party, especially in Bavaria, Wurtemburg, and Baden.
The candidates of the clerical party were chosen in a
few places.

A Paris dispatch of the 12th says : In the Assemblv
this afternoon, after a violent debate in which the Min-
istry was attacked for its monarchical tendencies, a vole
of confidence in the government was adopted. The minis-
ters have in consequence withdrawn their resignations.

Special advices to the Standard, from Cape Coast
Castle, report that the king of Dahomey has sent heavy
reinforcements to the Ashantees.
Eight of the provinces of Spain have been declared

in a state of siege, and a decree has been issued dissolv-
ing all the political associations charged with conspir-
ing against the interests of the country or the integrity
of its territory. The Carlists have captured three com-
panies of Republican troops without bloodshed.
The Cartagena insurgents, on the 11th inst., made

overtures for a surrender with conditions. The pro-

posals were rejected, and unconditional submission wa?

demanded by the commander of the government forces.

London, 1st mo. 12th.—Consols 92^. U. S. bonds of

1867, 107i.
Liverpool.—Uplands cotton 8 l-16(i. ; Orleans, 8|d.

United States.—The interments in Philadelphia

last week numbered 310, and in New York 488.

The National Crop Reporter publishes a final sum-
mary of the corn crop of 1873, in Illinois, Indiana,

Iowa, Kansas, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio,

and Tennessee, compared with the crop of 1872. The
aggregate yield for 1873, in the States named, is 514,-

000,000 bushels, against 756,000,000 in 1872, a loss of

about 242,000,000 bushels.

At the request of Attorney General Williams, the

President has withdrawn his nomination for the office

of Chief Justice, and on the 9th be nominated Caleb

Cushing, of Ma.ssachusetts, for the position.

The proceedings in Congress last week were of no

great importance. The Senate further debated the bill

for reducing salaries, and in the House the Civil Rights

bill was recommitted for amendments. Its passage was

eloquently and ably advocated by Elliott, a colored

representative from South Carolina.

The revenue of the United States government has

fluctuated greatly of late years. In 1861, the total

revenues amounted to only $41,276,299, in 1862, $51,-

919,261. After this the vast expenses of the war caused

a great increase ; thus in 1863 they were $112,094,965,

in 1864, $243,412,971, in 1865, $322,031,158, and $519,-

949,564 in 1866. Since that year there has been an an-

nual reduction in the amount. The internal taxation,

between 1S66 and 1873, was reduced $195,497,499.

The culture of sugar-cane, which has to a great ex-

tent been abandoned on the low lands of Louisiana, will

in the future be largely prosecuted on the pine lands of

Mississippi and Alabama.
The receipts of the Pennsylvania State Treasury for

the fiscal year ending 11th mo. 30th last, were $3,559,-

179, and the expenses *6,734,027, balance in the Trea-

sury $1,825,152
;
public debt redeemed during the year

$1,504,672.

On the 7th inst. the Governor of Pennsylvania issued

his proclamation announcing that the new Constitution

had been adopted by the qualified voters of the State,

and is now the Constitution of the Commonwealth. It

was adopted by a majority of 145,150 votes.

On the 12th inst. the U.-S. Senate, by a vote of 50 to

8, passed a substitute for the House bill in relation to

salaries. The bill provides that hereafter all salaries,

with the exception of those of the President of the
United States, and Judges of the Supreme Court, shall

be the same that they were prior to the act of last ses-

sion making an increase, and also that all back pay not
drawn or returned to the Treasury be carried into the
Treasury and declared the property of the United States.

The House of Representatives, by a nearly unanimous
vote, has declared that in its judgment there is no ne-

cessity to increase taxation, or to increase the public
debt by a further loan, if there shall be economy in the
public expenditures, and that these must be reduced to

the lowest point consistent with the proper administra-
tion of public affairs.

The Ma-rkels, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 12th inst. New York.—American gold, 112.
U. S. sixes, 1881, 117.} ; ditto, 1868, 116J; ditto, 10-40
5 per cents, 113 ;. Superfine flour, $6.20 a $6.55 ; State
extra, $7.05 a .^7.25 ; finer brands, $7.50 a $10.50.
White Michigan whent, S1.93 ; red western, f 1.68 ; No.
1 Chicago spring, S1.67; No. 2 do., $1.63 a $1.64.
Canada barley, $1.82. Oats, 64 a 68 cts. AVestern
mixed corn, 91 a 9U cts. ; new yellow, 87 cts. Phila-
delphia.—Colton, 17 a 17f ct.s. for uplands and New
Orleans. Superfine flour, S5 a $5.75 ; extras, $6 a $6.75;
finer brands, t7 a $10.50. White wheat, $1.85 a $1.90

;

amber, $1.70 a $1.80 ; red, $1.65 a $1.68. Rye, 90 a 93
cts. New yellow corn, 80 a 82 cts. ; old do., 85 cts.

Oats, 56 a 62 cts. Smoked hams, 12 a 14 cts. Lard,
8| a 9 cts. Clover seed, Si a 10 cts. Sales of about
2800 beef cattle at 71^ a 7 J cts. per lb. gro.ss for extra

;

6 a 7 cts. for fair to good, and 3} a 5i cts. for common,
a few choice sold at 8 cts. per lb. gro.ss. Sheep, 5 a 7
cts. per lb. gros.s, and corn fed hogs at $8 a $8.37i per
1 00 lb. net. i'a/Ji'more.—Western wheat, $1.70 a $"l.80;
Penna. S1.80 a $1.82; common to fair southern, 81.65
a $1.75; sf.ring, $1.60 a $1.70. Y'ellow corn, 82 a 85
cts. Western oats, 58 a 60 cts. St. Louis.—No. 3 winter
red wheat, $1.41 a 81.45 ; No. 2 spring, $1.25 a *1.27.
No. 2 mixed corn, 57 cts. Oats, 44 a 45 cts. Cinr.in-
naii.—Family flour, $7.25 a J7.50. Wheat, 'tI.45 a
$1.55. Corn, 58 a 63 cts. Lard, 8t a 9 cts. Detroit—
Extra wheat, $1.64 a $1.65; amber Michigan, $1.50.
New corn, 66 cts. ; old, 69 cts. Oats, 46J cts.

FRIENDS' LIBRARY.
For the convenience of those who attend Arch Si

Meeting, the Library will be open hereafter on F:

day mornings, from half past 9 to 10 o'clock.

THE INDIAN AID ASSOCIATION.
The Executive Committee of Philadelphia Fri,

having accepted charge of the schools for the \V;

dotte, Wichita, Kiowa and Comanche Indians, i tcj

the contributions of Friends in order to supply «

pre.ssing needs.

It has been found necessary to collect the childr

Boarding Schools, and various articles of cloth

furniture, &c., are wanted to insure their comfort
proper care. Some money can also be judiciously

pended in school supplies, in addition to those provi

by the Government.
This is a critical time in Indian affairs, and help i

will be extremely valuable.

Contributions may be sent to John
this office.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDI
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A teacher of the school will be wanted at the (

mencement of the Spring term. Also a Friend to

as assistant matron.
Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co., ]

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada.

Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Che
Co., Pa.

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
As the stations of Superintendent and Matron of

Institution are expected to be vacated at the close of
Winter Session, in the 4th month next. Friends
may feel drawn to undertake the duties attachet

them, are requested to communicate thereon with «

of the following named members of the Committee.
Nathaniel N. Stokes, Cinnaminson Post-o£

Burlington Co., N. J.

Charles Evans, No. 702 Race St., PhiladelpI
Deborah Rho.-ids, Haddonfield, N. J.

Rebecca S. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth St., Phih

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
JVeoi- Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,} Phiiadelph;
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wob
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients maj
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boan
Managers.

Married, on 5th day, the 20th of 11th mo. IS

at Friends' Meeting-house, Middleton, Columbiana (

Ohio, Job Huestis to Rachael W. Cope, both of l

place.
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THE METEORS OP NOVEMBER 27.

^CoTjclrded from page 171.)

'rofessor Schiaparelli's brilliant discovery
,he relation between comets and meteoi-B

y DOW be ranked with the established

,h8 of astronomy. His hypothesis, how-
r, in regard to the origin of meteoric
ams has not been generally accepted.

Qets and meteors, according to his theory,

derived li-om cosmical clouds existing in

it numbers in stellar space. These nebulns,

onsequence of their own motion or that of

Biin, are draw^n towards the centre of our
.em. By the unequal influence of the sun's

faction on different parts, such clouds are

isformed into currents of great length be-

'. reaching the limits of the planetary sys-

'. Shooting-stars, fire-balls, aerolites, and
lets being all of the same nature, differing

ely in size, sometimes fall towards the sun

larts of the same current.

'he views of Dr. "Weiss, of Vienna, differ

Ttt those of Schiaparelli, in that he regards

lets as the original bodies by whose disin-

;ation meteor streams are gradually form-
" Cosmical clouds," he remarks, " un-

btedly appear in the universe, but only of

ti density that in most cases they possess

icient coherence to withstand the destruc-

Operation of the sun's attraction, not only

to the boundaries of our solar system, but

n within it. Such cosmical clouds will ai-

rs appear to us as comets when they pass

r enough to the earth to become visible,

sroachiug the sun, the comet undergoes

at physical changes, which finally atfect

stability of its structure : it can no longer

i together: parts of it take independent
its around the sun, having great resem-

ice to the orbit of the parent comet. With
iodical comets, this process is repeated at

h successive approach to the sun. Gradu
• the products of disintegration are distri

ed along the comet's orbit, and if the earth's

it cuts this, the phenomenon of shooting

'a is produced."
hese views of the distinguished astronomer
Vienna are confirmed by tbe star-shower

November 27, 1872. That the orbits of

earth and Biela's comet intersect at thi

Qt passed by the former about the last of

November, and that in 1845 the comet sepa-

rated into two visible parts, has been stated
in a previous number. The comet's non-ap-
pearance in December, 1865, and in Septem-
ber, 1872, was regarded by astronomers as
presumptive evidence of its progressive disso-

lution. A meteoric shower, resulting from
the earth's collision with the cometary dibris,

was accordingly expected about the 27th of

November.
The first indication of the approaching dis-

play appeared on the evening of November
24th, when meteors in unusual numbers were
observed by Professor Newton, at New Haven,
Connecticut. On Wednesday evening, the

27th, from the close of twilight till 8 o'clock,

a decided shower of shooting-stars was noticed

n various parts of the United States. At
Greencastle, Indiana, Professor Joseph Ting-
ley counted 110 meteors in 40 minutes, and
at Princeton, in the same State, D. Eckley
Hunter counted 70 in 30 minutes. The num-
bers seen at New Haven were considerably
greater. The fact that the display commenced
before daylight had entirely closed seemed to

indicate that only the termination of the
shower had been observed in this country.
Accordingly the displaj^ was soon found to

have been witnp^-o-i ««-o™ eo=> E. to !)0° W. of
Greenwich, or through 15U° of longitude. In

England the first bolide of the swarm was
seen by M. M. Brinkley, at 3 o'clock, p. m., in

full daylight. The meteors were most numer-

ous in the southern part of the continent, par-

ticularly in Italy. At the Observatory of

Breslau, according to JI. Faye, 3000 were seen

from 6h. 30m. to 7h. 50m. Dr. Heis reported

that at Mtinster 251)0 per hour were counted

by two observers. At Naples, Signor Gas-

paris observed two meteors per second. At
Turin, M. Denza, Director of the Observatory,

reported 33,400 in 6h. 30m.; many of various

and delicate colors, and followed by long and
brilliant trains. At some points the numbers
were so great that an accurate enumeration

was wholly impossible. In short, the display

was decidedly the most brilliant that has oc-

curred since that of November 13, 1833.

But some of the most interesting circum

stances in connection with the phenomena of

November 27, 1872, remain to be detailed.

Astronomers without exception regarded the

display as due to the earth's passage through

the debris following in the path of Biela's

comet. In accordance with this view Dr.

Kliokerfues, of Gotlingen, concluded that the

comet- itself, or rather its largest portion,

ought to be found in the region of the heavens
nearly opposite to that fi-om which the me
teoroids appeared to radiate. As this point

in the southern hemisphere could not be ob-

served in Europe, he conceived the happy idea

of detecting the fugitive by means of the electric

telegraph. The following was accordingly dis

patched to Mr. Pogson, Director of the Govern
ment Observatory at Madras, in Southern
India: "-Biela touched earth on 27th; search

near Tketa Centauri." The first two morn-
ings after the receipt of this dispatch were
cloudy at Madras. On the third, however,
the cometary fragment was found, and its

motion accurately measured. The observer
described it as circular and rather bright, with
no traces of a tail. But one fragment could

be detected. On the next morning, Decem-
ber 3d, the comet was again observed. Its

diameter had sensibly increased ; it had a
bright nucleus, and still presented a circular

aspect. A faint tail was also noticed, equal

in length to one-fourth of the moon's apparent
diameter. The following mornings being again
cloudy, no further observations could be ob-

tained. This cometary mass will be in close

proximity to the earth about the last of No-
vember, 1892. Another brilliant meteoric
shower may therefore be expected at that

poch.

THE ORIGIN OP COMETS AND METEORS.

The fact that comets and meteors, or at

least a large proportion of such bodies, have
entered the solar system from stellar space,

is now admitted by all astronomers. The
question, however, in regard to the origin and
nature of these cosmical clouds still remains
undecided. The theory that ,t.hev cnnaiaf. nf
matter expelled witD great velocity from the

fixed stars appears to harmonize the greatest

number of facts, and is accordingly entitled

to respectful consideration. The evidence by
which it is sustained may be briefly stated as

follows

:

1. The observations of Zollner, Respighi,

and others, have indicated the operation of

stupendous eruptive forces beneath the solar

surface. The rose-colored prominences, which
Janssen andLockyer have shown to be masses

of incandescent hydrogen, are regarded by

Professor Respighi as phenomena of eruption.

" They are the seat of movements of which no

terrestrial phenomenon can afford any idea;

masses of matter, the volume of which is many
hundred times greater than that of the earth,

completely changing their position and form

in the space of a few minutes." The nature

of this eruptive force is not understood. "We

may assume, however, that it was in active

operation long before the sun had contracted

to its present dimensions.

2. With an initial velocity of projection

equal to 380 miles per second, the matter

thrown off from the sun would be carried be-

yond the limits of the solar system, never to

return. With velocities somewhat less, it

would be transported to distances correspond-

ing to those of the aphelia of the periodic

comets.
3. On the 7th of September, 1871, Professor

Young, of Dartmouth College, witnessed an

extraordinary explosion on the sun's surface.

The observer, with his telescope, followed the

expelled matter to an elevation of over 200,-

000 miles. The mean velocity between the

altitudes of 100,000 and 200,000 miles was 166
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miles per second. This rate of motion in weak ; but my soul is strong in the Lord, who
vacuo would indicate an initial velocity of hath greatly renewed the lasting seal of his

about 260 miles per second. But the sun is 8ur-| love unto my soul this morning. Oh! how
rounded by an extensive atmosphere, whose

|

could I sleep when my heart was so awakened
resistance must have greatlj^ retarded the, unto the blessed sense of my acquaintance

velocity of the outrush before reaching the! with the Lord, which sounded through my
height of 100,000 miles. The original velo-|soul, that my name should not be blotted out

city of these hydrogen clouds was therefore! of the book of life, and of the holy city, the

sutficient, in all probability, to have carried heavenly Jerusalem, whose foundation is full

them, if unresisted, beyond the solar domain, jof precious stones, and the river of the water

Solid or dense matter propelled with equal ;of life flows
;
where the gates are not shut all

"day, neither is any night there: which, when
my soul heard, my heart was dissolved and

md the

force would doubtless have been driven off

never to return.

4. This eruptive force, whatever be

ture, is probably common to the sun ai

so-called fixed stars. If so, the dispersed frag-

ments of ejected matter ought to be found in

the spaces intervening between sidereal sys

terns. Accordingly, the phenomena of comets
and meteors have demonstrated the existence

of such matter, widely diffused, in the por-

tions of space through which the solar system
is moving.

5. According to Mr. Sorby the microscopic
structure of the aerolites he has examined
points evidently to the fact that they have
been at one time in a state of fusion from in-

tense heat,—a fact in striking harmony with
this theory of their origin.

6. The velocity with which some meteoric
bodies have entered the atmosphere has been
greater than that which would have been ac-

quired by simply falling toward the sun from
any distance, however great. On the theory
of their sidereal origin, this excess of velocity

has been dependent on the primitive force o
expulsion. The shower of aerolites which fell

at Pultusk, Poland, on the 30th of January,
1868, is not only a remarkable illustration of
the fact hei-e slated, but also of another which^may oe aecountea ror oy tne same theory,
viz : that meteoric bodies sometimes enter th
solar system in groups or clusters.

7. A striking argument in favor of this
theory may bo derived from the researches of
the late Professor Graham, considered in con-
nection with those of Dr. Hugging and other
eminent spectroscopists. Professor Graham
found large quantities of hydrogen confined
in the pores or cavities of certain meteoric
masses. Now, the spectroscope has shown
that the sun's rese-colored prominences con-
sist of immense volumes of incandescent hy-
drogen

; that the same elementexists in great
abundance in many of the fixed stars, and
even in certain nebulic

; and that the star in
the Northern Crown, whose sudden outburst
in 1866 so astonished the scientific world,
afforded decided indications of its presence.

A Memoir of Richard Samble,

A minister of the Gospel in the Society of
Priends, who was taken sick at Poole, in
Dorsetshire, about the First month, 1680,
where he wrote an epistle to Friends in Corn-
wall, to comfort them in relation to his de-
parture, being likely, as he said, to see their
faces no more.

To Friends in Cornwall.

Dear Friends,—I send this salutation as
though it were my last unto you ; wharein I
take my leave of you in the Lord Jesus Christ,
desiring you all may obey the Truth, and live
and die in it. And the many sweet and
heavenly opportunities which my soul hath
had with you, •

broken within me, and my head was as it were
turned into water, and mine eyes gushed out

with tears, in the consideration of the endless

love of God, to such a poor creature as me.
• Now, dear Friends, who are trulj' near me
in the Lord, you know the time of our first

knowledge and acquaintance, which was a

time of love, and to this day my heart is filled

with the same towards you ; though I am like,

as to the outward, to see your faces no more.

Oh Friends! be not ensnared nor entangled

with the things of this world, nor let your
minds go out of Truth, and so lose the ever-

lasting stay and support of your souls in the

last day; but rather let all go, and hold fast

the Truth, and keep your hearts from being

overrun with the world's spirit ; and so will

the Spirit of Truth spring up in you, as a well

to refresh your souls. And all you whose
hearts are truly tendered to the Lord, who-^e

trials and exercises are not a few, be not

daunted nor discouraged, although the enemy
may seek to frighten you with many tempta-

tions, and would seek to lead you out of the

fellowship with, or sweet remembrance of,

your dying day, which exercise my soul has

sometimes passed nr.d-'^- Rut blessed be the
L/ord forever, the enemy is found a liar ; for

the Lord has been pleased to make this sick

bed to me better than a king's palace; and
I have great fellowship with my last day;
and do rejoice in the Lord, who doth so
sweetly visit me with the glorious light of his

countenance. It is with me, as it is with one
who has travelled many weary journeys, and
at last is come to the sight of his desired end;
which, when he sees, greatly rejoices, in a
sense of a further satisfaction which he shall

after enjoy ; even so it is with me, who have
passed no opportunity, where I saw the way
of life clear and open before me, but have beei
ready night and day to do the will, and an
swer the requirings of the Lord ; and so run
ning, as in a race, knowing my time, that it

is but short. And blessed be the Lord, I have
great peace and satisfaction in this my weak
and low condition ; and satisfied, seeing ray
lot was not at this time among you, that it

here in this place; and I hope it will be we
whether I live or die. And so my dear and
well beloved friends, dwell in love one with
another, walking in the unspotted life, so shall
you grow up as pleasant plants in the garden
of the Lord, and the dew of life will move and
more descend upon yon, and this you will
feel from day to day; and when you shall
come to your latter end, your reward will be
sure with the Lord. I have much in my heart
towards you, but my strength fails me ; on\j
"' I desire of you, seeing I am like to leave
my wife and tender babes with you, whom I

know not whether I shall see more, great is

,, , . - my love and tender respect to them, for wo
AnH .. -

. ''r
'° my remembrance, have lived from the beginning as two joinedAnd now, dear hearts, my body grows very I together by the Lord, who gave us victory

over the world ; believing that when ]

gone, the care of my God will be over tl

and 1 have been a tender father to them,

they have been to me tender children, an(

wife hath been to me, as bone of my 1

and flesh of my flesh, yet I must leave

her and them unto the Loid.
And this I would leave with yon, my

brethren and sisters, who have knowi
from the liegiuning, that you esteem of

when I am gone, as one who was wife to

that was made willing in his da}-, to

and be spent for God's truth, and his chu
sake ; and I desire you in the Lord Jesus CI

that my dear wife may meet with no dis'

agementsfrom you ; she is a tender woman
that you will be encouragers of her. I l

when this comes to your hands, there w;

no want of sorrow ; but I trust in my
that both my dear wife and you will t

endowed with the power and presence o

Lord, that if you should hear of my g
hence, that you will conclude, as becomes
Christians, that you must come to

that 1 cannot come to you. And so my
friends, in the opening free love of God,
this morning my soul is visited with

dearly salute you, desiring the Lord ms
a husband to my dear wife, and a filth

my children, and you friends to both.

And whereas 1 have never been wantii

my labor and service for the glory of the 1

and your good, when with you; and il

Lord yet lengthen my daj's, 1 trust I shj

as ready and as willing as ever I have b<

So conclude in a sweet and living sen

that love, which will never die. Your fi

and brother in the immortal seed of lil

EicHARD Sambi

Poole, the 1st of the First month, 1680.

Scientific Notes.

On the bursting of trees and objects strw
lightning.—At a recent meeting of the ]

Chester (England) Literary and Philosop
Society, a paper on this subject was rea
Pi'ofessor Osborne Reynolds. To test the
rectness of the suggestion, that the expk
efi'ects of lightning were due to the couvei
of moisture into steam, he passed the ele

spark through thin slips of wood, previc
moistened, so as to bring them into nearly

same condition as the w^ood in living
These experiments sometimes succeeded,:
at others not. He then substituted open

j

tube.s, introducing a wire into each end,
bringing the wires so near each other i

leave about half an inch between the po
The bore of the tube was about one-eighi
an inch in diameter, and its strength wai
ciently great to bear a pressure of from
to five tons per square inch. When th
was dr}', no effect was produced by p
the electric discharge thi-ough it; but v
water was introduced, the first disch
shivered the glass. The part opposite the
in the wire and for some distance beyond
completely broken into fragments which
sented the appearance of having been crui

by a hammer. Some of the fragments sho
that the inner surface had been reduce
powder. When we consider the great strei

of this pipe (which might have been usee

gun without bursting) and when we .'

it was not only burst, but that the int

the glat's was internallj' crushed by the p
ure, and all this by the discharge of one s
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we must cease to wonder at the bursting

er of a discbarge from the clouds,

mong the curiosities exhibited at a recent

ibilion of watchworks, were a thin silver

ence with a hole drilled through from

} to edge, and a seconds-hand, as thin as

3r, and as fine as lace.

eeches.—The extensive trade in leeches

given rise to a considerable industry,

;;h, however, in many cases, has been as-

ited with certain cruel practices that are

condemned. Thus, with the view of

ming the leeches it has not been uncom-
to turn some old and useless horses into

marshes ; where the unhappy animals fre-

itly fall dead from the loss of blood they
thus subjected to. If the victim escapes,

3 ill-persuaded to a second experience, and

trader will then tie him to a post, and
ir his limbs with cloths in which he puts

to 500 leeches; these, once satisfied, re-

to the marshes. Various methods have

1 proposed for attaining the same end by

rent means. The following mode of tr- at-

leeches, lately described by Dr. Suave in

Monittur Universel, may not be uninterest-

A considerable number of leeches are

m from the marsh ; the marketable ones

picked out; the others, requiring to be

red, are placed in woollen or cotton bags

small and large in separate bags ;) and

e bags are put in cans containing blood

a from the slaughterhouse. The tempera-

of the blood is preserved by means of hot

er in the double bottoms of the cans. This

DO blood, nondefibrinated, is much su-

or to that which has lost its heat and its

n. The leeches are left thus for half ai

r: then the bags are removed, and th'

Qals, after being washed, are returned to

marsh. It is important that, in their

;ed state, they should be placed at the

ilers of pools, on islets, &c., in order that

f
may penetrate into the ground if they

p
(which is generally the case.) They are

i spared the fatigue which is alwaj's great

jQ they are gorged, of swimming to solid

,9. Care should also be taken not to put

imany leeches in one bag; otherwise some
'[ not be able to reach the circumference,

(then they make use of their more fortu

companions, biting and gorging them
68 upon these. When the largo and the

11 are put in the same bag. this also occurs.

1 a communication recently presented to

Paris Academy, on the diamond-bearing

s of S. Africa, it is said that the diamond
able to burst on contact with the air, and

11 happen even after three months of

Dsure. The best way of preventing it, is

over the stone with grease immediately

r the discovery.

'usflame.—In ordinary gas-burners, the

t-giving power of the gas is more or less

because the inner part of the flame is not

enough to burn all the carbon. A recent

jian patent seeks to remedy this by plac

a small piece of platinum between the two
of an ordinary fish-tail burner. Th

,inum is heated in the flame, and causes

ore complete combustion of the gas. It

lid to double the amount of light.

'ohacco.—In the pages of the " English

ibanic," from which most of the material

e " Scientific Notes" is derived, there

munications from different correspondents;
and the weight of testimony is decidedly op-

posed to the practice. A recent wiiter de-

(eribes the case of a man, who, in getting oft

an omnibus, struck his knee ag.iinst a ])iece

iron and was disabled. Under medical
advice, the stift'ness left the joint, but ho was
unable to use the limb. Everything was right,

nothing was out of place, nothing was want-
ng but strength in the muscles of the limb.

1 hese refused to keep the bones to their pro-

per places with sufficient tension. ''It will

be the work of time," said one of the most
kilful who had examined the knee, but, alas,

time did not seem to make any sensible

hange. What could be wrong with these

refractory tendons? We looked at the back
of the man's hand. Theveins were larger than
the}' ought to be. "Do you use tobacco?"
Yes, sir, a little." " Ah, sir, he's a heavy

smoker," said his wife, who was sitting, look-

ng on. " Oh, well, I do'nt take a very great

deal." "You know," said she, "j'ou smoke
when you're not sleeping." How could any
one cure that man ? He was using a drug
whose result is to relax muscle, and he was
using that drug sufliciently to defy all other

medicines to counteract its relaxing power.

For " The FrieD.l."

Memoirs and Letters of Sarah Uillman.

(C.it tinued from page 173.)

" 1827, 9th mo. 9th. This is my 33rd birth-

day. Ah ! how far short I am of having at-

tained the ground which faithfulness from
early visitation until this, would have insured,

that of confidence and strong faith in my
adorable, invincible Redeemer. Where am I

now? Struggling with many weaknesses and
fears; trembling and doubting whether the

da}- of deliverance will ever come. May He,

who called out of darkness, and, in my first

setting out, granted mercy to be faithful in

small things, grant holy certainty in whatso-

ever step I may yet take ; that so preserva-

tion may be realized, holy confidence felt to

bear up and support under the trials attendant

on all those who move in this awfully dark

and cloudy day. Oh ! the Lord knoweth them
that are His. The foundation remaineth sure,

though thousands forsake it. He, who blessed

the house of Obedcdom so long as the ark tar-

d there, will bless all who continue stead-

fast unto Him, even though they may have

to endure great suflFerings and many tribula-

tions, and have, as it were, to go down into

the valley and shadow of death. Yes, I be-

lieve he will bring them up again with songs

of joy, as in days of old, and in former years.''

The following are extracts from a letter

without address, dated Philadelphia, 10th mo.

30th, 1827 : "Ah I my dear friend, though the

path of the servant in this day of rebuke is,

as it were, through the fire and through the

deeps, yet inasmuch as the Lord remains to

be the strength of the poor, let us not faint,

nor grow weary of the burdens which He
may lay upon us. Has He not this day grant-

ed a little renewal of evidence, that the glory

is not wholly departed, &c.? And will he not

take care of his own ? Yea, verily : then let

us east all our care upon Him, who careth for

us ; who, though our transgressions have been

ultiplied, still watcheth over us, and sti"

reneweth his visitations to our souls ;
causing

been going on for some time an animated jus to partake of the banquet which he spread

nssion on the use of tobacco. A single for his chosen people."

aber will sometimes contain several com- 1 "Thou speakest of going upon the walls

nd beholding the ruins! And hast thou not
Iso beheld in the chambers of imagery, the
many idols which have been framed? Ah I

the day calls for all who are skilful in lamen-
ation to mourning, because the virgin daugh-
ter of the Lord's people hath committed »

ry grievous sin."

* * * "It has seemed to me this day that
the Lord would have some separated for hivi-

ielf. As I'espects poor me, while the unity of

the brethren is felt to be a precious cement,
without which I pray to be preserved from
icting in the Lord's work, nevertheless that
iny attention must be steadily directed unto
fclim for counsel and strength is legibly writ-

n on the tablet of my heart."
' I desire for thee as for myself, that we

may be kept in the hollow of His holy hand
who hath purposed a purpose concerning us,

til His time is clearly manifested to go forth.

For though it is with me as I admitted to

thee, I dare not now speak in His name, ex-

cept His word again be given, ' Go in this thy
might: and then, that no consideration may
prevent obedience, is the tearful prayer of thy
tribulated sister. I unite with tbee in desir-

ing that the dross and tin may be removed,
that so thou may come forth a vessel for the
Finer. And also crave that the Lord may
bless thee, and have thee always in his keep-

ing. That living daily under the influence of

his blessed, holy Spirit, thou mayest be quali-

fied to feel with, and enter into the states of

others; and also truthfully to communicate to

thy feeble friend such tidings as may be given

thee respecting her."
" In looking at our meeting, it seems to me

as though there was no one to whom I dare

look as to a mother willing to bend to the
wants of an infant. But my heart tliis day
rejoices in believing that our blessed Lord and
Saviour, and Advocate with the Father, is

rieved in all our afflictions, and compassion-

ates our case: and that He will cover our

heads in the day of battle ; for precious are

our souls in his sight. He will arise for our

help, for He is the saving strength of his chil-

dren ;
and they that trust iu him shall never

be confounded."
The diary resumed. Without date : "Y^ears

of sore tribulation have been passed since the

above remarks were penned. Many and deep

baptisms have been witnessed under the awful

work of preparation for the ministerial office.

Which prospect has of late ripened so far,

that I dare no longer forbear.

3rd mo. 9th, 1830. Set out in company
with our beloved friends, George and Ann
Jones, to attend Haddonfield Quarterly Meet-

ing, and some meetings in Burlington Quarter.

A season of humbling baptism ! But in which,

through adorable mercy, I was enabled to

yield to an apprehension of duty to open m}'

mouth, in the name of the I Am, in a meeting

held at Wcstfield on First-day, the 28th, iu

these words: 'The Lord is good; a strong

hold in the day of trouble; and He knoweth

them that trust in Him.' Oh! I believe some

of my beloved friends in this little company
have been brought to this acknowledgment,

that He is a strong hold in the day of trouble;

and that unless the Lord had been your help,

you could not have been supported in this

"time of trial. Went home awfully bowed in

humility; but, in unutterable mercy, favored

with peace ; which is more desirable than all

on earth beside.

At the next meeting, Moorestown, bowed
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again : and at the next, Evesham, also. Since
being at home, while fearing at every step, 1

have several times dared to do no other, both
for m}' own soul's sake, and for the sake of

my dear Eedeemer, who laid down his pre
cious life for me, than resign myself to this

work, and in simplicity utter a few broken
expressions in our meetings. O ! 1 crave to

be found faithful : being humblingly convinced
from season to season, that my gi-eat "Lord
and Master does design to make use of me as

an instrument in His holy hand for the pro-
motion of His glorious cause ; in whose service

1 desire to spend the few remaining days of
my pilgrimage. While much do I lament the
years that have passed, wherein had I yielded
in unquestioning obedience, I might have been
pursuing the things which make for peace
and, working in the ability He furnishes, have
been more prepared for an admission into his

kingdom of undefiled rest."

" ' Mine hour,' said the Saviour to his mother,
'is not yet come.' And we maj^ remember
that He also testified to His disciples just be-
fore his ascension, ' Behold I send the promise
of my Father upon you : but tarry ye at the
city of Jerusalem, until ye be endued with
power from on high.' This His ' hour,' and
this His ' power from on high,' are to be waited
for, and watched unto in all our religious step-
pings, 'as the ej'es of servants look unto the
hand of their masters, and as the eyes of a
maiden unto the hand of her mistress,' that
the extremes of diiatoriness on the one hand,
and precipitancy on the other, may not be
laid in the scale against us; and that we may
in all things be the obedient followers of Him,
who died for us, and is calling to glory and
virtue."

Stt^rah. Hillman could no doubt at this tim
truly say, " I delight in the law of God after
the inward man." And in a letter to her
mother, published in the preceding number of
"The Friend," she has given expression to
the "desire to keep hidden so long as the
blessed Jesus may permit." This hidden, and
at the same time, humble, watchful state, is

doubtless fiivorable to preservation, especially
in the earl3' years of religious experience

; a
period when perhaps, more than any other,
the enemy of our soul's welfare strategically
labors to root out the precious life—the sub-
stance and reality of religion—the good seed
of the kingdom within us. Her course herein
seems also to be after the example of Moses
before he was called to be a leader of the
children of Israel out of their captivity, who,
it is written, "led the flocks (he kept) to the
back side of the desert, and came to the moun-
tain of God, even to Horeb." And it was here
that " the angel of the Lord appeared unto
him in a flame of fire out of the midst of a
bush," &c. It was in the wilderness, likewise,
•while keeping his father's sheep, that David
"slew both the lion and the bear;" and here,
learning to repose confidence and strength in
the God of Israel—the alone unfailing source—he knew where to look and trust for the
same sufficiency of help and power when gird-
ing on the simple equipments with which the
defiant Goliath of Gath, was forever Liid low
and the carcasses of the host of the Philistines
given unto the fowls of the air, and to the
wild beasts of the earth.

After a long, hidden and humbling exercise,
with the feeling, aa she represents, like to a
pelican of the wilderness, and with tearful
prayers that obedience might keep pace with

knowledge, our Diarist's hands were now
loosed ; her captive spirit more set free ; and
she anointed to enter upon what seems the
calling in life assigned,—the responsible and
solemn, yet dignified and God-serving work
of the ministry. So that the acknowledg-
ment of David, at a later period of his course
than the one already referred to, might be
hers : "O Lord, I am thy servant, the (child)

of thy handmaid; thou hast loosed my bond

(To be continned.)

THE PRAYEB OF AGASSIZ.

BY JOHN G. WHITTIEB.

On the isle of Penikese,
Ringed about by sapphire seas.

Fanned by breezes salt and cool,

Stood the Master with his school.
Over sails that not in vain
Wooed the west wind's steady strain,

'

Line of coast that low and far

Stretched its undulating bar,

Wings aslant along the rim
Of the waves they stooped to skim,
Eock and isle and glistening bay.
Fell the beautiful white day.

Said the Master to the youth

:

" W^e have come in search of truth,

Trying with uncertain key
Door by door of mystery

;

We are reaching, through His laws,
To the garment-hem of Cause,
Him, the endless, unbegun,
The Unnameable, the One,
Light of all our light the Source,
Life of life, and Force of force.

As with fingers of the blind

We are groping here to find

What the hieroglyphics mean
Of the Unseen in the seen.

What the Thought which underlies
Nature's masking and disguise,
What it is that hides beneath
Blight and bloom and birth and death.
By past eflbrts unavailing,
Doubt and er-^-or, loss and failing,

Of our weakness made aware,
On the threshold of our task
Let us light and guidance ask.
Let us panse in silent prayer !"

Then the Master in his place
Bowed his head a little space,
And the leaves by .soft airs stirred.

Lapse of wave and cry of bird
Left the solemn hush unbroken,
Of that wordless prayer unspoken,
While its wish, on earth unsaid.
Rose to heaven interpreted.

As, in life's best hours, we hear
By the spirit's finer ear
His low voice within us, thus
TheAU-Fatherhearethus;
And His holy ear we pain
With our noisy words and vain.
Not for Him our violence
Storming at the gates of sense,
His the primal language, HieJ
The eternal silences

!

Even the careless heart was moved,
And the doubting gave assent,

With a gesture reverent.
To the Master well-beloved.
As thin mists are glorified

By the light they cannot hide,
All who gazed upon him saw,
Through its veil of tender awe.
How his face was still uplit
By the old sweet look of it.

Hopeful, trustful, full of cheer,
And the love that casts out fear.

Who the secret may declare
Of that brief, unuttered prayer?
Did the shade before him come

;

Of th' inevitable doom,
Of the end of earth .so near,
And Eternity's new year t

In the lap of sheltering seas
Rests the isle of Penikese

;

But the lord of the domain
Comes not to his own again

;

Where the eyes that follow fail.

On a vaster sea his sail

Drifts beyond our beck and hail

!

Other lips within its bound
Shall the laws of life expound

;

Other eyes from rock and shell
Read the world's old riddles well

;

But when breezes light and bland
Blow from Summer's blossomed land,
When the air is glad with wings
And the blithe song-sparrow sings.

Many an eye with his still face
Shall the living ones displace.
Many an ear the word shall seek
He alone could fitly speak.
And one name forevermore
Shall be uttered o'er and o'er

By the waves that kiss the shore,
By the curlew's whistle sent
Down the cool, sea-scented air;
In all voices known to her
Nature own her worshipper,
Half in triumph, half lament.
Thither Love shall tearful turn.

Friendship pause uncovered there,
And the wisest reverence learn
From the Master's silent prayer

-The r

Sir David Brewster.

This distinguished philosopher spent

!

life in the pursuit of science, making
original discoveries; especially in optici

favorite study. He died at the advance
of 86, retaining to the last his intere

philosophical researches, and manifestii

his closing days the supporting pow
Christian faith—thus illustrating the
guage of the poet :

—

" Piety hath found,

Friends in the friends of science, and true prs
Has flowed from lips, wet with Castalian de

In an account of his home life, publi
hj one of his daughters, a year or tv

his decease, there is given an interestin,

scription of the calm composure with
he noted the gradual weakening of his p
cal powers, and the approach of death,
life has been one of much intellectual

tion. In addition to the enormous amou
labor involved in editing and writing i

of the articles for the Edinburgh Enc
ia; and a faithful attention to the d

of different ofl3cial appointments, his sci

fie and literary contributions to philosop
and other periodicals were very nume
His daughter has appended a list of 3}

these, besides another list of '75 articles

to the "North British Review."
The last chapter of the work allude

thus commences:
"And now we come to the last days o

long working life. Mj' father's own ex
sion a little later was, that he ' was an
nearer the end every day since Dundee,
when we were with him in October the ch
was scarcely perceptible. He drove
day, and occupied himself in showin^
near beauties of the neighborhood to
little son and his tutor, and arranging
more distant excursions. When we left

it was not with more than the natural fe

what might happen during the winter,
those who knew his old fearfulness and ti

ity—which grace had not up to this

lly taken away—and who saw the
f

vitality and joy of work which still rema
it seemed impossible to look forward to

inevitably near approach of the King of
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8 without some unieasiness as to how he

B to be encountered. But to those who
18 feared, it might have been said, 'Why
, ye troubled? O ye of little faith !' The
n'oughness of the change that had passed

on him was yet to be triumphantly shown,

i all the fears entertained for him were to

oish away as the mists of the morning.

3 do not know much of what during the

st few weeks was passing in his mind, but

i prayers were still for the increase of faith

d love, and both were marvellously an-

ered."

"He still continued able to work and to

)ve about, and was not under medical at-

idanee—for his own doctor being absent,

refused till even nearer the end to see any

e, and then only consented to have a medi-

l man from a country town at some dis-

nee. But the consciousness of the last

iakness being close at hand increased upon

m, and the week before he was finally laid

( was spent in a literal setting of his house

order, which was most characteristic of his

hole past life. Lady Brewster tells me that

ch day of that long week was spent as if

the most active preparation for a journey.

3tters were written—or dictated to his faith-

1 companion, and signed by himself; papers

ranged; books put by, and after each piece

business he would say, ' There that's

me; then something else was begun and

lished—not a moment wasted—no pause re-

lired—not a word of what was at hand, lest

ther worker should break down—a strange

eek of patient, unwearied, accomplished

orkl
One of these letters was to an old and at-

.ched friend, of whoso unwearied kindness

id afl'ectionate attentions he ever expressed

16 most grateful recognition. It was as

Hows :

—

"AUerly, Feb. 2, 1868.

' My Dear Lady Coxe :—I have for several

lys "been proposing to write to you, but hav-

ig nothing agreeable to myself to say, and

Dthing agreeable to you to hear, I have been

lent.
' I am hardly able to walk from my library

) my bed room, and want of breath, sleep,

ad appetite make me a genuine invalid, quite

nable to do the duties in the University were

in Edinburgh. I regret this bitterly, a

lere is so much valuable work now bein

one in promoting the prosperity of the Un
ersity. My complaint has been advancing

rapidly as to indicate a uo very distant

jrmination, and after such a long and happy

fe as I have enjoyed, I do not repine that

igher will than mine should be done. But

till, though faith be strong, and the pros

acts of the future bright, it is difficult with-

ut emotion to part with those kind and valued

fiends who have performed with us the jour-

ley of life, and shared with us its joys and

ts sorrows.
' I need not say, my dear Lady Coxe, how

Quch of my happiness has arisen from your

:ind and affectionate attention, and how sin-

lerely 1 wish that your life may be as long

ind as full of blessings as mine has been.

iVilh our united kind regards to Sir James

ind Dr. Gumming, I am, my dear Lady Coxe,

iver most truly yours,
D. Brewster.'

One little piece of business was the arrang-

ng that a copy of each of his works should

bo set apart for an "author's table" at a

bazaar, the proceeds of which were to help in

establishing a Medical Mission in Aberdeen.
On Friday, his loving, careful wife implored

him to remain in bed ; but no!— ' Let me rise

once more,' he said ;
' I have still a little work

to do.' On that day he dictated a farewell

letter to Professor Balfour, and to the mem-
bers of the Eoyal Society of Edinburgh. It

was as follows :

—

" Allerly, Feb. 8tli.

'My dear Professor Balfour:—I have tried

in vain to finish the most important of my
papers on Liquid Films, but the most beauti-

ful drawings of all the phenomena, which its

purpose was to describe, have been finished,

I think therefore that my friend Mr. Deas

vill, by means of these drawings, produce an

nteresting paper. The drawings are numer-

ous, but many of them may be reduced by
utting otf the long tails of the glass vessels,

or otherwise. ... I beg you will offer to the

Council my best thanks, and accept of them
to yourself, for all the kindness that I have

received from you since I became President

of the Society.

I had expected to do the work of this ses-

sion, but my indisposition advanced so rapidly

that I found myself unfit for the smallest ex-

tion, mental or physical. At my great age,

and with a strong faith the change is not un-

welcome. I am, ever most truly 3'ours,

D. Brewster.'

In the course of that afternoon he saw the

Rev. Mr. Cousin, his own pastor, who has re-

corded the visit as follows :

—

The last day he was able to be in his

study—three days before he died— if; was my
privilege to see and converse with him. He
knew that he was dying. ' My race is run,'

he said ;
and there was something almost of

the old scientific habit of thought in what he

added— ' From the palpable failure of strength

from one day to another, I feel as if 1 could

count the very day when all must close.'

Usually he was very reserved in speaking of

himself, but on this occasion his mouth was

opened and his heart enlarged. He spoke

with deep feeling and tenderness of the hap-

piness he had enjoyed in life. ' Never man,'

he said, 'had more cause for thankfulness

than I, but with all that,' he added, 'now that

[ can be of no use to myself or any one else,

I have no wish to linger here.' He expressed

the most perfect acquiescence in the Divine

will, and the most perfect peace in reliance

upon Jesus in the prospect of standing very

soon in the Divine presence; 'and yet,' he

added, with something like a falter in his

voice, ' it is not without a wrench that one

parts with all he has most loved on earth.'

That night the work was all over, but the

usual evening occupations still remained,

hich I cannot forbear describing as it was

friven to me by the third of the little group :—

On Friday the 7th February, dearest papa's

last night in his library, Connie read to him

as usual after his dinner, before going to bed,

the 27th Psalm and 6th Hebrews, singing a

hymn to him, as she always did, 'There is a

happy land.' Previous to the reading they

had two games of dominoes together. This

allowance of reading, singing, and games

never varied, but seeing him look tired

knowing how poorly he was feeling, I first

advised only one game, and then only one

chapter, but his reply each time was, ' No

must do all just as usual ; it may be the

last time.'

The fond quiet kiss and good night over,

nothing else remained, and as he left his

study he said quietly, 'Now you may turn

the kej', for I shall never be in that room
again.' When he undressed, he said, ' Take
away my clothes, this is the last time I shall

wear them ;' and when he laj- down— ' I shall

never again rise from this bed."

CTo be concluded.)

For "The FrieDd." '

The Late Conference of Friends ia London.

The subjects which claimed the attention of

this body must deeply interest the members
of the Society everywhere. The relative de-

cline in our numbers as compared with other

religious Societies, and in view of the great

natural increase of the population of the

civilized world ; the small attendance at our

subordinate meetings for discipline, and the

still fewer numberswho are qualified to take

part actively in their business; the instruc-

tion in our religious principles, and the Chris-

tian care afforded to the young and inexperi-

enced, and the admonition and encourage-

ment bestowed in the families of the indifferent

icted, come home to us in Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting with as much force as they

affect the members in England. No one who
lues the doctrines and distinguishing viewa

of Fox, Barclay, Penn, and Penington, can

indifferent to the fact, so patent both in

Great Britain and most parts of the United

States, that those who faithfully uphold them

before the world are few in number, and grow-

ino- less every decade. By an examination

of^'the census statistics of the United States

for the years 1850, 1860 and 1870, we find

that the number of members of the Society

of Friends in the whole country is given at

286,323, 269,084 and 224,664 for those years

respectively; thus indicating a loss of nearly

62,000 members in twenty years, whilst every

other religious denomination in the United

States has increased in the same period, ex-

cepting only the Moravians and Universalists.

Ifwe believe that the principles of the Society

are profitable for us, and are really the doc-

trines of Christ and the primitive Christians,

we cannot but feel that they would be equally

valuable to the world at large if cordially em-

braced and practised; and in proportion as

we are brought under the benign influences

of Him who gave his life for the redemption

of mankind, we shall be incited to desire the

like precious faith for others. The distinc-

tion between other protestantsects is so slight,

that it may well be but an indifferent matter

to them whether a brother adheres to the

Presbyterian or Episcopal form ;
worships in

a Methodist chapel, or a Baptist Meeting

House. They all think a man may pray or

preach whenever he finds an opportunity, so

that he has human ordination to start with.

They all use elementary baptism, and partake

of outward bread and wine as essential means

to the spiritual enjoyment of inward purifica-

tion and communion. None of them suppose

worship can be duly performed without the

agency of an officiating minister or sensible

sounds ; and all uphold war and oaths as justi-

fiable for Christians.

But Friends, rejecting all these as errors en-

grafted by human tradition or weakness oa

the true faith and practice enunciated by the

author of Christianity himself, must, if they
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are loyal to their own principles, seek earn
estly to lead other Christian professors to the
purer and more spiritual plane they stand
upon. And just here it seems important to

allude to an error that we think many honest
advocates of our distinctive views fall into,

Feeling the desirability of drawing all into

80 good a way, they unconsciously almost,
lower the standard of Truth in order to ren-

der it more popular; they would widen the
gate of admission to accommodate the w
nesses of the multitude, and thus go counter
to the Captain and Leader of his peoj^le, who
is himself the only waj' to life, and who so-

lemnly declared that this way was narrow
and the entrance into His fold strait.

If numbers are admitted at all as a test of
the value of a religious profession, we should
be obliged to defer to the disciples of Confu-
cius and Buddha, seeing they far outnumber
all the Christians in the world, whilst the
professors of the Mahommedan faith and the
pure pagans are counted by millions. The
Eoman Catholics estimate their members at
160 millions throughout the world. The
Methodists of the United States numbered over
six millions in 1870. How important is it then,
in any view of the status of our religious So-
ciety, that we form a just estimate of the value
of its principles, and not be led away from
that fundamental element by the more supe
fieial, but very natural contemplation ot its

unpopularity.

We apprehend this uneasiness as to the
increase or paucity of numbers has greatly
contributed to the defection in principle and
practice which has become so obvious among
Priends in England and elsewhere. It
been leading them on step by step away fi-om
true Quakerism, to accommodate themselves
to others, until blindness has happened ir

part to many, whose anxiety to see an exten
sion of the limits of the Society has outrun
their better judgment, and earlier convictions
of duty. This error is manifest in the re-
marks of several delegates to the conference
What are we to infer from the expressions of
Jona. Grubb, (a ininister), but that he con-
sidered Friends' disuse of the bread and wine
as a loss, when he says, "they (Friends) had
withdrawn from what were termed the sa-
craments; and in so doing they had in some
degree lost opportunities of edification for
their younger Friends. In laying aside the
outward emblems, thej- had also laid aside
the opportunities for commemorating the
dying love of the Eedeemer. Some of their
younger Friends had in other places partaken
of the elements, and notwithstanding the
outward means, they had obtained help, and
perhaps been so led away from meeting."

—

" Eobert Bevan thought it would be right to
read the Scriptures in meetings for worship,
though he thought their high standard of the
spirituality of worship ought to be main-
tained. The way of bringing children up to
that spirituality was to let them hear the
Scriptures read at the beginning of the meet-
ings for worship. Ho should not feel easy
as a father of a family if his children had
to attend a meeting wholly held in silence."

It seems evident that both the speakers
last quoted lack faith in two of the cardinal
doctrines of the Society of Friends. One of
them being the spiritual nature of the com
munion

ing of Christ in His church. Of what benefit
would it be to draw multitudes into an out-

ward bond of association with the Society, if

we must let slip the very articles of faith
that first drew its members together?

This end can be more readily attained by
allying ourselves at once to some such well
organized and popular sect as the Methodists
or Baptists. They doubtless have their place
in the church universal, and are instrumental
in much that is good. But the Society of
Friends has a peculiar charge to keep, in

pointing upward and onward to higher de-
grees of spiritual truth and practice than any
other Christian denomination has yet been
willing to adopt ; and they will he recreant
to that sacred trust, they must fail to realize
the grandeur of their mission, if they turn
back to the weak and beggarly elements in

order to court popularity, or gain numbers.
This truth is well stated by Samuel Fox.

(a Friend who could not attend the Confer-
ence, but wrote a letter on its objects, which
was read there), where he says ; " Wholly
opposed to the natural inclinations of man
are the requirements of the Divine law

; and
any community of Christians insisting on
the duty of these being uncompromisingly
carried out into practice, must necessarily go
directly counter to the current of popular
sentiment and action."

|(To be concluded.)

For "The Friend."

Let Every One look to his Foundation.
How often the early members of the So-

ciety of Friends pointed to, and pleaded for
the necessity of becoming Jews inwardly; and
for that baptism and circumcision which is

" of the heart, in the spirit and not in the
letter; whose praise is not of men but of God."
While this tends to put out the outward, car-
nal eye, it at the same time re-anoints the in-

ward and spiritual unto seeing the things that
belong to our peace ; and whereby, as saith
the apostle, " Though our outward man per-
ish, yet the inward man is renewed day by
day." If, as written again, " The natural man
ca7inot understand the things of the Spirit of
God for they are foolishness unto him," &c.,
how indispensable that we should, before
every thing else, be engaged, through obed
ence to Christ's reproving, saving light, to put
on the new man which after God is created

'

righteousness and true holiness." That not
with "the wisdom of this world," which "is
foolishness with God," but with the wisdom
which is from above, the hidden wisdom, the
heavenly wisdom, the wisdom given by the
Spirit, the wisdom profitable to direct unto
everj^ good word and work, we may, as I.

Penington says, " know the appearance of the
Lord" within us, and becoming children, fools,

and blind in the eyes of a misjudging world,
" sell all apace—if we have not—that we may
have wherewith to buy the pearl of unspeak-
able and eternal value. The following from
Isaac Penington, on " The Way of Life and
Death made Manifest, and set before Men,"
is commended to the careful perusal and con-
sideration of the readers of "The Friend:"
"Now this I have to say to all; Let every

one look to his foundation. For the Lord can
yea, and will arise again, and

shake once more; and then the heavens and
the earth, which have not a true foundation

Qg the spii

withnnt r°nf.^^''
''".'^^' """"^ ^'°'"^. °/ Christ,|cann7tbut'fa7rif"the7aVrhVe''not"found^^^^

tTe latter tnth .
^"^ °"]7;'-d form, and upon and settled in righteousness, its presentthe latter to the actual headship and teach- 1 establishment will not stand. If the heavens

be not founded upon and settled in Tru
they will melt and pass away before the i

of the Lord. There is a spirit that moui n^

deeply to the Lord, groaning inwardly, a

his ears are open to it, and He will plead the ca
of his seed; and the churches and rel'

wherein the seed of the serpent can live a

flourish, shall wither and come to an
Dust is alread}^ become the serpent's fc
The spirit of man in all his exercises ofrdigi
knoweth not the bread of life; but the de
feed upon the dead, and the dead spirit

man loves to have it so. But this cannot C(

tinue ; for the Lord hath been at work all tl

while ; and when he brings forth the peoj
which he hath been forming, and their
ligion, the roligion of men will appear wL
it is ; and shame and sorrow will be the pi

tion of all who have pleased themselves tho!

in, and trifled away the day of their visil

tion.

Be wise now, therefore, O ye wise-ones!
religious, O ye religious-ones! open the e;

and ear that have been shut; shut the <

and ear that have been open : stumble
'onger, lest ye fall and rise no more. I knc
ye cannot see ; for the wrong eye is open
the Lord hath designed to hide his wisdo
from that eye. If it be possible for you, I

come poor in spirit ; lest ye at last prove
be the rich, whom the Lord will send emp
away. Sell all apace, that ye may have,
buy the pearl. Ye have not known the
pearance of the Lord

; but in your wisdo
have disdained it, and he hath disdained
make use of j-ou in this great work; but
hath been pleasant to him to laj' the stumblir
blocks before you, that ye might fall [on tl

tone, Christ—Luke xx. 18] and be broke
The children, the fools, the blind can see tl

way, and enter into life ; hut ye that are mei
that are wise, that have both your eyes, thi

can judge in religion, and determine what
orthodox, and what erroneous, ye cannot.
O heai-, that your souls may live ! Ye kno

not how short your time is ; the day of j-oi

visitation passeth away faster than you ai

aware. The cry hath long gone forth,
hold, the Bridegroom cometh, and his spouf
hath been preparing for him. Ye must o
with your old garments, and have the ne^
on. Ye must have the true oil in your lamps
or the door of the kingdom will be shut upo
you, and there will be no entrance for yoi
In plain terms, you must part with all you
religion which you have gathered in your ow
wisdom, which hath grown up in the apostae3
and which only can make a fair show in th

dark; but cannot endure the searching lig

of the day of the Lord
; and ye must purcha

the true religion, the true righteousness, th
true innocency and purity of Christ. The ol'

must be done away, truly done away, and th
new come in the place. So that self and flesl

may be quite destroyed, and nothing bu
Christ found in you, and j'ou found nowher
but in Christ, if you enter into his kingdom
for no unclean thing can enter. Therefor
put away pride, and passion, and enmity, an(
fleshly reasonings, and seek out that which i

pure, and enter into it, and take up the croai

against all that is contrary, that so you ma]
be wrought into it, and found in it. An(
turn from all imaginings and concerning
about the meanings of scriptures in the uncer
tain and erring mind, and come to that whici
is infallible. And know the silencing of tb(

fleshly part, that the spiritual part may groT^
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the wisdom, that so ye may learn in the

nrit, and koow tlio word of God, and be able

speak to it."

For "The Friend."

I wa.s much interested in the short but

•ely obituary notice of our dear young
end, J. Wistar Evans, and comforted in the

lief, that through mercy and redeeming
?e he was jiermitted to enter the mansions
eternal rest. I was intimately acquainted

th him for a number of years, first as a
hool boy, then in his adolescence, and after-

irds, in his early manhood, was associated

th him in some of those labors for the

)lfare of others, spoken of in his obituary

—

d cheerfully bear witness to those good
alities of mind and heart which endeared
n to those around him, and made him use-

in tljp world. We have no reason to doubt
it he was preserved from all the " grosser

ils;" that he maintained the strictest moral-
and integrity, was useful and in many re-

sets exemplary in religious society, and I

lievo desirous to know a preparation for an
trance into a state of purit}' in the realms
70nd the grave. When, however, he came to

on a dying bed, and to look back over the

,ves of his past life, he saw that all these
ire not enough to secure him an admis-

•n there. The work of sanctification and
I redemption had not been accomplished,
irough mercy, salvation was experienced

;

t let none presume on this to defer enter-

; on the needful work, with fear and trem-

[ often mourn over the easy going religion,

w being introduced among professing Chris-

Ds, and not only into other societies, which
not profess to be so self-denying in their

ncipU'S as oui's, but which is promulgated
some who are sent abroad as regularly ae-

sdited ministers of the Society of Friends.

How flijjpantly we hear the solemn words
netimes spoken, "Come to Jesus." Ee-
ion is made a very easy thing. The apos-

Paul says, "The word of God is quick,

d powerful, and sharper than any two-edged
ord, piercinrf even to the dividing asunder
the soul and spirit, and the joints and mar-
W," &c. But these modern teachers have
deavored to soften down the great work
jregeneration and to make it easy to flesh

d blood. Paul sa_ys, " 4// have sinned and
tne short of the glory of God." If there-

e all have sinned, all need to he washed
d cleansed from the pollution of sin, for

^hing impure or unholj' can ever enter the

igdom of Heaven. The apostle saj-sto some,
3ut ye are washed, but ye are sanctitied,

^ ye are justified in the name of the Lord
?us, and bj' the spirit of our God." Here is

d down the plan by which sanctification and
ititication are to be experienced. " By grace
are saved," says the same apostle, " through
th, and that not of yourselves, it is the gift

God, not by works lest any man should
ast."

From these and many other passages of
ily Scriptures of similar import, it plainly

pears, that not by a mere intellectual be-

f (or ' laith') in what the Saviour has done
us, in that ho died f )r us on Mount Cal-

ry ; not by reading and studying the Holy
riptures; not even " by works of righteous-
88 which we have done, but according to

IS mercy he saveth us, by the washing of

veneration and renewing of the Holy Ghost."

Our blessed Saviour said, "Many will say
unto me in that day, 'Lord, Lord, have wo
not prophesied in thy name, and in thy name
cast out deviln, and in thy name done many
wonderful works?' and then will I profess
unto them I never knew you ; depart from me,
ye that work iniquity."

May none, either old or young, be deceived
in so all-important a matter,—but by submit-
ing to the unalterable terms of salvation,
may many sons be gathered from far, and
daughters as Irom the ends of the earth.
Then would Zion rejoice, shake herself from
the dust, and put on her beautiful garments,
and once more come up out of the wilder-
ness, leaning on the arm of her beloved.

THE FRIEND.
FIRST MONTH 24.

In the very interesting journal left by
Thomas Shillitoe of his life, and of the tribu-

lated path which he was called to pursue, as
a devoted disciple of Christ, he narrates a re-

markable and instructive dream that he had,
while under much trial of his faith. He felt

that it was required of him to part with a cer-

tain portion of the small estate he possessed,
n order that he might be more entirely freed
from the entangling and hindering things of
the world, and thus more completely fitted to
ngage, whenever called, in the service of his

Lord and Master. He had already', under a
nseofduty, relinquished alucrative business,

feeling that it " engrossed more of [his] atten
tion than was profitable for [him], in the
situation in which [he] stood in religious So-
ciety;" and as he had a wife and children de-
pendent on him, the sacrifice required was a
ostly one.

We trust our readers will be willing to

ponder the dream and its interpretation, for

their own benefit.

I saw before me, a straight but very nar-

row path gradually rising, at the foot of

hich stood a man very simply attired, who
offered to take the charge of safely guiding
me up. I followed him : when we had reached
about two-thirds of the way up, my guide
halted, and turning himself round, requested
me to do the same, which I accordingly did.

then bid me, take a view both on the right
hand and on the left of the road I had been
ascending: on my right hand, the ground in

the bottom appeared rocky and uncultivated,

covered with rubbish, grass, and trees that
bad been stunted in their growth: these I

was told were tit for nothing but the fire, and
that they were comparable to those who.se
hearts continued to be like the stony and
thorny ground. I then turned to take a view
on my left hand, and shuddered in mj'self,

when ray guide pointed out to me the danger-
precipice, close to the edge of which I

had travelled. The foundation of the path
appeared as steep as a house side ; which led

me to conclude, the road on which my guide
had thus far conducted me must be I'ounded

on a rock, otherwise the path being so very
narrow, from the weight of my body I must
have been precipitated into the vast barren
space I beheld. In this I observed a number
of persons huddled together, at times grub-
bing with their hands in the earth, and at

other times employing themselves in tossing

the earth from one hand to the other, every

now and then looking one at the other, with
a sort of consciousness that they were em-
ploying their time in vain, and saying one to
another, ' I am countenanced in spending my
time in this manner by thee,' and another, 'I

am countenanced bj' thee.' On which I

queried with my guide, ' What does this all

mean? these men do not look like common
laborers, neither have they such tools as com-
mon day-laborers use ; Besides this, they are
all clad in very nice and costly apparel, like
men of the first rank in the world with re-

spect to property.' My guide assured me,
that although they were thus apparelled, and
were rich in worldly substance, wanting no-
thing this world could bestow to make them
as happy as it was capable of, yet, having
made riches their chief hope for happiness,
thej^ had become so estranged in love and
affection from that Divine Power which only
can make truly happy, that they were com-
pletely miserable. My guide, turning round,
liid me follow him ; and as we began again
to ascend, instructed me to keep verj- near to

him, continually reminding me, that although
I had mercifullj' escaped the danger, which
those I had observed in the barren space had
fallen into, yet I was not out of the way of
danger; and that my safety depended on my
keeping continually near to him, eyeing him in

every step I took from day to daj^, without
which I should yet be precipitated into the
barren space wiih those miserable persons I

had beheld, and become their doleful com-
panion."

It is not merely in relation to the acquisi-

tion and enjoyment of wealth, that we may
draw instruction from this vision ; but also in

relation to the compliance with the manners
and spirit of the world, which has made suci
sad inroads upon us as a people; as evinced

by the present more fashionable and expen-

sive style of dressing and living, than has

characterized consistent Friends from the be-

ginning of the Society. As Friends profess

to be a self-denying people, having a testi-

mony to bear against the self-indulgent and
ostentatious ways of the world, it is neces-

sarily more or less of a cross to manifest that

testimony in dress, address and style of living;

including mansion, furniture and adornments.

There are, therefore, few things in which we
are niore easily and powerfully affected by
the influence of example, than in the support

or disregard of this righteous testimony.

One member persuades himself or herself,

that he or she can be just as good a christian

arraj-ed in the common garb of the worldling,

and therefore, though not wishing to embark
fully on the tide of fashion, decides not to wear
a dress that will indicate to every one that

he or she is a Friend. Or a parent will con-

clude that though he or she may dress plain,

j'et it is not worth while to clothe their chil-

<lren like Friends. The consequence follow-

ing is not confined to this person or family,

but another and another and another—the

circle ever widening—are induced or encour-

aged by the example thus set, to follow in the

same path, and probably each goes some steps

further in the indulgence of pride and folly.

A P'riend with ample pecuniary means
purchases, builds or rents, a spacious, modish
built house, and introduces furnitui'o into its

rooms which is supposed to correspond with

the outside appearance ; he hangs photographs

on the walls, has his mantels covered with

costly ornaments, and the habits of his family
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correspond with the somewhat luxurious

equipments. Another, though perhaps not

as well able to bear the espeuse, is stimulated

by the pattern thus held up, not to lag behind

in imitation of his or her self-indulgent friend

or neighbor; and so the departure from sim-

plicity, plainness and neatness, that once dis-

tinguished the home and family of a Friend,

has become in many places very frequent and

very wide. Thus deviating, step by step, from

the narrow way, lu.xury and show have crept

in among many, until we now see mirrors

reaching from floor to ceiling, the walls are

decorated with pictures, the floors covered

with gorgeous carpets, furniture elaborately

carved, &c., &c., so that often, taken with the

attire of the inmates, one would be at a lof^s

to distinguish the residence from that of the

godless man of the world.

In thus gratifj-ing the lust of the eye, and

in thus indulging in the pride of life, how
many maj' truly say, as they look one on an-

other, "1 am countenanced in spending my
time in this manner by thee:" and another,

"I am countenanced by thee." And is there

not danger that while some are taking their

delight in the costliness or fashionableness of

their apparel, and the suraptuousness of their

dwellings, the words of our Saviour may be

applicable to their spiritual condition, '• The
foxes have holes, and the birds of the air have

nests, but the Son of Man has not where to

lay his head."

SUMMAEY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—On the loth inst. Cartagena surrendered

to the government troops under General Domingnez.
The Spanish iron-clad Numancia e.scaped to Algeria

with 2500 of the insurgent refugees from Cartagena on
board. The French authorities promptly took posses-

sion of the vessel, and after sending three of the insur-
gent chiefs to the capital of Algeria, ordered the remain-
ing refugees interned in the forts and barracks of Oran
and Mers-el-keber. The Numancia was then delivered
up to a Spanish frigate. The Spanish government has
thanked that of France for the course pursued by it.

Gen. Dominguez has been assigned to the command of

the army in the north of Spain, and that army will be
increased by the addition of most of the force employed
in the reduction of Cartagena.
The Barcelona insurrection has been suppre.ssed and

order restored.

A meeting of deputies constituting a majority in the
late Cortes, has adopted a vote of confidence in Castelar,

and requested him to prepare a manifesto to the nation.

The French Ministers have informed the Committee
of the Assembly on the electoral bill, that the govern-
ment accepts twenty-five years of age and three years
residence as qnalifications for voters, and is in favor of

the appointment of Senators by the government as

conncii general, in the event of the creation of an upper
house.

The general debate on the bill providing for the
nomination of mayors by the government, ended in a

resolution to proceed to the discussion of the bill by a
vote of 378 to .312. An amendment providing that

mayors shall be chosen from among the members of

municipal councils, was voted down by a majority of

five. The same amendment was again offered and re-

jected by a small majority.
Persons passing between France and Italy are no

longer required to be provided with passports.
A London dispatch of the 17th says : The extensive

flour mills at Leith were almost totally destroyed by
fire last night. The loss is estimated at £2.50,000, and
400 hands are thrown out of employment.
The ship Jlinnehaha, from C'allao for Dublin, has

been lost on the Scilly Islands, and ten of the .seamen
were drowned.
A large tire occurred in the Portsmouth dock-yard

on the loth inst., destroying a quantity of stores which
had been collected there" for the Ashantee expedition.

Sir Garnet Wolseley and staff started for the river
Prah on the 27th of 12th mo. His scouts had pene-
trated several miles beyond the river without encounter-
ing any of the Ashantees.
The argument for the defence in the celebrated Tich-

borne case has been concluded. As Hawkins, counsel

for the prosecution, was leaving the court, he was mob-
bed by the friends of the Tichborne claimant, and the

interference of the police was necessary to save him
from violence.

A difference has arisen between Gladstone and Lowe
which may probably result in the retirement of the

latter from the government.
The North German Gazette says, if the policy of

France is made subservient to the temporal aims of the

Papacy, the peace of Europe will be compromised.
There was an exciting scene in the Landstag on the

16th. An Ultramontane deputy quoted a passage from
a recent work of General La Marmora, alleging that

Bismarck, in 1866, discu.ssed the cession to France of a

portion of the Rhenish territory. Prince Bismarck
rose and pronounced the statement an audacious and
malicious falsehood.

A .St. Petersburg dispatch announces the arrival of

the Prince and Princess of Wales. The marriage of

the Duke of Edinburg was to take place on the 19th

inst.

Advices from Rio Janeiro report that the termina-
tion of the war in Entre Rios had been officially de-

clared. General Jordan, the leader of the rebellion,

had been totally defeated, and was a fugitive. His ad-

herents had given in their submission to the govern-
ment.
Mexican advices say that a strong opposition to Pre-

sident Lerdo de Tejada is forming. He has summoned
all the State governors to the capital to discuss affairs

of State.

London, 1st mo. 19th.—Consols 92^. U. S. bonds of

1867, 108.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton Sd. Breadstuffs quiet.

United States.— Mortality in Philadelphia last

week 295, in the city of New York -509.

Soon after Caleb Cushing was nominated for the

position of Chief Justice of the United States Supreme
Court, the President found the appointment was con-
sidered objectionable by many Senators, and he there-

fore withdrew it. On the 19th President Grant nomi-
nated Morrison R. Waite, of Ohio, to be Chief Justice.

Subsequently the Senate, in executive session, referred

the nomination to the Committee on the Judiciary.

Waite has no national reputation, but is respected in

Ohio for his abilities and acquirements.
Congress in both Houses has been engaged in the

consideration of financial measures and the question of
the currency. The views of the speakers are widely
divergent, some urging a contnaction of the currency,
curtailment of expenses and return to specie payments,
while others insist that such measures would be most
disastrous to the interests of the country, and that so far

from there being any redundancy of the circulating
medium, there is really a great deliciency, and the cur-
rency ought to be materially increased.

The House of Representatives agreed to the Senate
substitute for the .salary bill, by a vote of 226 to 25.

The message of the mayor of New York shows the
city debt to be $106,371,953, an increase since 1871 of

$9,084,428. The expenditures for maintaining the city

government for the vear 1873, were about $32,000,000
;

in 1871 they amounted to S36,262,.580.
During the year 1873 the number of vessels belong-

ing to or trading to ports in the United States, which
suffered shipwreck, was 4.59, with an estimated loss to
the amount of $11,783,000.
The statements published in California show that the

total value of the gold and silver produced west of the
Mississippi last year, was about $72,250,000. Nev.ida
produced $35,254,507, and California $18,02.5,722.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 19lh inst. New York.—American gold, lllj.
U. S. sixes, 1881, reg. 116| ; coupons 117f ; ditto, 1867,
117; ditto, 10-40 5 per cents, 112i a 113. Superfine
flour, $5.88 a $6.15; State extra, "$6.75 a S.7 ; finer
brands, $7.50 a $11. White Indiana wheat, $1.74 ; red
western, $1.68 ; No. 1 Chicago spring, $1.62 ; No. 2 do.,

$1.58 a 81.60. West Canada barley, $1.87. Rye, $1.05.
Oats, 62i a 04J cts. Western mixed corn, 91 "cts. ; new
corn, 82 a 86 cts. Philadelphia.—UxdAWngs cotton, 17
a 17i cts. Superfine flour, $4.75 a $.5.75; extras, $6 a
S6.50 ; finer brands, t7 a $10.50. Red wheat, $1.60 a
$1.65; amber, $1.70 a $1.81; white, $1.85 a $1.90; No.

pring, $1.63. Rye, 93 a 95 cts. Yellow corn, 80 a
84 cts. Oats, 58 a 64 cts. Smoked hams, 12 a 14 cts.

Lard, 9} a 9} cts. Clover seed, ^ a 10 cts. Timothy,
$3.50 per bushel. About 2300 beef cattle sold at 7} a
7 J cts. per lb. gross for extra ; 6 a 7 ct,s. for fair to good,
and 4 a 5 cts. per lb. gross for common. Prime sheep,
sold at 6 a 8 cts. per lb. gross, and common 5 a 55 cts.

Hogs $8.25 a $8.50 per 100 lb. net. .Ba/«more.—Choice
white wheat, $1.90 a $1.92 ; fair to prime, $1.75 a $1.85;

red wheat, $1.65 a $1.88 ; choice amber, $1.90 a ^

Y'ellow corn, 83 a 87 cts. ; white, 90 a 93 cts. Oa
a 63 cts. Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat $1.24 ; 1

do., $1.22i ; No. 3 do., $1.16. No. 2 mixed core

cts. Oats" 41 cts. Rye, 79 cts. No. 2 barley, S

Lard, $8.90 a $9 per 100 lbs. Cincinnati.— "

S-1.48 a $l.-50. Corn, 61 a 63 cts. Rye, 93 a

Lard, 81 a 9i cts.

THE INDIAN AID ASSOCIATION.
The Executive Committee of Philadelphia Fr

having accepted charge of the schools for the \\

dotte, Wichita, Kiowa and Comanche Indians, rei

the contributions of Friends in order to supply

pressing needs.

It has been found necessary to collect the childr

Boarding Schools, and various articles of clotl

furniture, &c., are wanted to insure their comfort

proper care. Some money can also be judicious

pended in school supplies, in addition to those pro\

by the Government.
This is a critical time in Indian affairs, and help

will be extremely valuable.

Contributions may be sent to John S. £i
this office.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR IND
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK

A teacher of the school will be wanted at the

mencement of the Spring term. Also a Friend t

as assistant matron.
Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co.,

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philad:

Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Ch
Co., Pa.

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
As the .stations of Superintendent and Matron of

Institution are expected to be vacated at the close o

Winter Session, in the 4th month next, Friends
may feel drawn to undertake the duties attache

them, are requested to communicate thereon with e

of the following named members of the Committei
Nathaniel N. Stokes, Cinnaminson Posi

Burlington Co., N. J.

Charles Evans, No. 702 Race St., Philadelp
Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. J.

Rebecca S. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth St., Phi

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANI
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelpl

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Woj
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients i

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boai
Managers,

Died, on the 1st of 5th mo. 1873, John Peeb
aged 74 years. He was firmly attached to the docti

and testimonies of the Society, of which he had ah
been a consistent member, mourning over those
departed therefrom. During his long and severe
ness, he was preserved in patience and resignation,

with intellect unclouded, he passed away, leaving
conviction that he died in full po.ssession of faith

;

ing near the close, among other precious words, "

worth the living to die."

MiCHAi, Peebles, widow of the above
Friend, died in full assurance of faith, 6th n
1873, aged 68 years. She was in all the relation

life an exemplary woman, modest and retiring in

disposition, watchful in attending to duties she belie

to be required of her, esteeming herself one of the 1

in the house of her Lord and Master. She '

but six days, and during that time could converse
little

;
all she said, however, in reference to her fu

prospects was satisfactory, and if she had said noth
her life was a sufficient evidence that her death, tho
a great loss to family and friends, was to her "

g
gain." These dear Friends were members of D(
Monthly Meeting, Clinton Co., Ohio.

, at Muncy, Lycoming Co., Pa., on the 16t
11th mo. 1873, Catharine W. Ecroyd, wife of H<
Ecroyd, in the 74th year of her age. "And I be
voice from heaven saying unto me. Write, blessed
the dead which die in the Lord from henceforth

;

saith the Spirit, that they may rest from their lat
and their works do follow them."

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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For •' The Friend."

The Late Conference of Friends in London.
(Concluded from page 1S2.)

'^hilst the reader of the remarks made at
Conference may well be struck with the
le views several of the speakers seem to

I of the constitution and doctrines of the
ety of Friends, there were many valuable
instructive observations elicited, which
nay all do well to ponder. John Hodfr.
alluded to family visits—"Ho knew no
^ch which had a better mode than that,
bh h.ad been a benefit to him from child-

i to old age." * * " Did Friends as a
•eh ; did their overseers and elders, do
r duty to all the members?" "There"
a time when pastoral care was needed
jthose who had left childhood, and had
fully reached manhood. At that time he
ight there was a deficiency." ' Isaac
Bon believed that there was great need at
'present day of more parental instruction to

f 3'oung members. A good deal had been

I

as to the meetings for worship not being
)ted to children; but if children were in-

cted bj' their parents as to why they came
ther, he thought they would be more
y to appreciate them. All religious
hing should, in the language of G-eorge
be such as would bring the people to

r free teacher—Christ Jesus." J. Bevan
thwaite in the course of his reinarks,

; "Surely in these days of ritualism, and
ency to increased formality, it was not
time to depart from their dependance
Tim alone who was their propitiation—
ugh whom alone without other inter-

ion they had access to the Father. It
been well said that theirs was a testi-

y, not to silence, but to spirituality,—to
ihip not made by human arrangements,
dependant on any one man, or the per-
lance of any pre-arranged ceremony, but
ndant on the presence of Christ alone."
is evident that a more pious care is much
ed amongmany parents within our borders
:3truct their children in the truths of the
r Scriptures. This duty is strictly en-
d in the excellent Discipline of Philadel-
Yearly Meetincr, adopted as far back as

, in the following language :
" We ten-

{ and earnestly advise and exhort all

parents and heads of families, that they en
deavor to instruct their children and families in
the doctrines and precepts of the Christian re-

ligion as contained in the Holy Scriptures ; and
that they excite them to the diligent reading
of those excellent writings, which plainly set
forth the miraculous conception, birth, holy
life, wonderful works, blessed example, meri-
torious death, and glorious resurrection, ascen-
sion, and mediation of our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ; and to educate their children in

the belief of those important truths, as well as
the belief of the ijnvard manifestation and opera-
tion of the Holy Spirit on their own minds; that
they may reap the benefit and advantage
thereof for their own peace and everlasting
happiness; which is infinitely preferable to
all other considerations." We may here ob-

serve not only the injunction contained in our
annual query with respect to frequent reading
the Holy Scriptures in our families, but also
the obligation to ^^ instruct and educate them in

the belief of their doctrines and precepts."

The subject of family visits is made a dis-

tinct section in the Discipline of Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting; from which the following
paragraph is abstracted: "As the visiting of
Friends in their families in the openings of
heavenlj' wisdom, is a service which hath
often been blessed to the minds of the visitors

and visited
; this meeting hath, from time to

time, recommended it to the solid attention of
Quarterly and Monthly Meetings ; and it is

desired, -that concerns of this nature may be
tenderly cherished, and those who are rightly
exercised therein, encouraged to move for-

ward in due season, and in a humble depend-
ance on the Shepherd of Israel, who not only
puts his own forth, but goes before and re-

wards all who are faithful to his appointments,
with the enriching reward of sweet comfort
and solid peace."

By reference to the minutes of Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting in the earlier part of the pre-

sent century, it appears to have been expected
that Quarterly Meetings should send up some
account annually of the care bestowed on their
lembers by family visits; and where but
ttle effort was made in this direction, it was

common to notice it in the reports.

It does not seem that the present lapsed
condition of the Society grows out of any want
of adaptation in its disciplinarj^ means to the
objects in view. The liberty of action and
modes of operation pointed out under our or-

ganic rules are ample. We must look deeper
than this for the causes of the decline. They
doubtless lie in the same disposition of the
human heart which induced many of the dis-

ciples of Christ in the age of His personal ap-

pearance among men, to go back and walk no
more with Him, when He told them that
except ye eat the flesh of the Son of Man,

and drink his blood, ye have no life in you."
The same that made the world hate Him be-

cause Ho testified of it that the works thereof
are evil. The apostle John testifies : " If any

man love the world, the love of the Father is

not in him. For all that is in the world, the
lust of the flesh and the lust of the eyes, and
the pride of life, is not of the Father, but of
the world." The earlj- members of the So-
ciety of Friends believed in and lived up to
these doctrines. They were well settled in
them in fact before they organized a religious
association, and it onlj'- required the agita-
tion of a few well chosen instruments among
these elements to erystalize them into form.
Prepared in the mountain as the stones of the
temple, they came together in beautiful har-
mony, almost without the sound of axe or
hammer. This was the first process ; but the
work of adding to and perpetuating such an
organization in succeeding generations in-

volved further and distinct processes as Avell

as influences. The zeal and energy that ani-
mate the inauguration of any new enterprise,
we all know, is subject to cool off with the
advance of time. The blasts of persecution
fanned the fervor of the early Friends, and
served to unite them in one compact front
against a common enemy. The contrast be-
tween their cross-bearing lives and the licen-

tiousness of the English National Church
under Charles II., placed a broad line of de-
marcation between them and the prevailing
form of professed Christianity, which served
to fill their ranks with the earnest seekers
after the Truth from that source. But when
the more tolerant reign of William and Mary
released them from the pressure of fines and
mprisonment on account of their religion,

and the increasing power of the other dissent-

'ng sects had in measure cleared the moral
atmosphere of the corruptions of prelacy;
when the first generation of Friends had been
mostly gathered to their eternal reward, and
their children had fallen into their places, not
always so much by reason of a heart-chang-
ing reception of the Truth which had united
their parents, as through the force of educa-
tion and habit ; then we find a reaction from
primitive life and power had set in; and about
the middle of the ISth century John Griflith.

records a lifeless condition of the meetings in

England, which was perhaps more conspicu-
ous than the present. From this low state a
revival afterwards was realized, and similar
bbings and flowings of the tide have been

experienced from time to time since.

It is elementary truth that no stream can
rise higher than its source, and therefore we
shall vainly look for a genuine revival in our
Society through any rii«ans short of our holy
Head and Leader, and submission to His grace
in the hearts of the members. "To as many
as receive Him, to them gave He power to
become the sons of God." These were born
not of the will of the flesh, nor of man, but of
God. All efforts, then, which originate in the
will of the fleshly or carnal nature in man, to
build up a church with a fair outside, and to

add members who are unwilling to receive

Christ in his oflice as a baptizer with fire to
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separate the chaffy, worldly nature of the soul

from the heavenly grain, will result in a coun-

terfeit structure that must be consumed as

wood, hay, and stubble, in the day when every

man's work shall be tried of what sort it

"Let every man, then, take heed how he

buildeth," even on the one only foundation, in

the words of the apostle, 1 Cor. iii. 10, &c.

But is there not room for the humble, obe-

dient follower of the High Priest of our pro-

fession, to hope for a blessing on his aspira-

tions for the extension of spiritual religion

among his fellow men ? There was an ancient

congregation of Christians to whom this Ian

guage was addressed. " I know thy works
behold I have set before thee an open door,

and uo man can shut it." * * " Because
thou hast kept the word of mj- patience, I

also will keep thee from the hour of tempta
tion which shall come upon all the world to

try them that dwell upon the earth." "H
that hath an ear, let him hear what the spirit

saith unto the churches." Oh, then, may the
longing souls that are engaged to plead with
the compassionate Father of spirits, that there

shall come forth out of Zion a Deliverer, who
shall turn away ungodliness from Jacob, that

so all Israel may be saved, and the kingdoms
of this world become those of our Lord and
his Christ, be willing to possess their souls in

patience. May they look only to Him to lead

ns up out of this wilderness state, and not
make other gods to themselves, through im-
patience at the stay of their spiritual Moses
in the mount.

Great are the promises to the believers

through the efficacy of true prayer, in the
name (or power) of Christ. "If ye abide in

me, and my words abide in you, ye shall ask
what ye will, and it shall be done unto you."
* * " Verilj', verily I say unto you, what-
soever ye shall ask the Father in my name
he will give it you." * * " Ask, and ye shall

receive, that your joy may be full." " Beloved,
if our heart condemn us not, then we have
confidence toward God; and whatsoever we
ask we receive of him, because we keep his
commandments, and do those things that are
pleasing in his sight." The prayers of those
who dwell in the frame of mind indicated by
these words of Christ and his apostle, we are
told will avail much. May they ascend in

secret and openly as begotten by the Father
of lights, for a true revival among the people
called Quakers; and let each one be willing
to put away from his own heart and house-
hold, every idol that may defile or separate
between him and a God whose name is jealous;
and then we may trust that the promise re-

corded for a repentant people in ancient time,
raaj' be measureably realized in the lines of
our experience. " In that day it shall be said
to Jerusalem, fear thou not; and to Zion, Let
not thine hands be slack. The Lord thy God
in the midst of thee is mighty; he will save,
he will rejoice over thee with joy ; he will
rest in his love, he will joy over thee with
singing. I will gather them that are sorrow-
ful for the solemn assembly who are of thee,
to whom the reproach of it was a burden."

Power of Application.—Why have so many
brilliant young men come to naught in this
active and busy world of ours? What is the
cause of their failure ? It was not from dissi-

pation, for they were temperate. It was not
from indulging in games of chance, for they
did not^amble. It was not because of indo-

lence, for they were industrious. It was not

from wastefulness, for they were saving, and
not spendthrifts. What, then, is the reason

for their want of success? We reply: They
lacked application. It was "a little while

here" and "a little while there." "Many
things commenced, nothing finished." Such
persons become "jacks at all trades, and good
for nothing at any."

Admit the facts; but who is to blame?
When a child is left to seek its own pleasure

or pursuit, it is not likely to practice self-de

nial to any great extent. Later, when sent

to school, it is plied with—how many differ-

ent studies ? Formerly, a lad of ten or twelve

years of age found it enough to do in one
school season to master reading, writing, and
common arithmetic, with grammar and geog
raphy added. How is it in fashionable schools

to-day ? How many different studies is the

juvenile expected to master ? All the forego

ing, and as many more. Is it surprising that

such a mind lacks application ?

Let parents begin early with a child, and
teach it to think and act consecutively

; to

apply itself to a given object, be it work or be

it play, till an end be attained. If building

a cob or a block house be the thing in hand,
let it be completed ; then, having attained the

end sought, let the thing be taken down,
packed up, and carefully put away for use on
another occasion. But while about the work,
let nothing call the mind away or divert it

until completely finished.

By pursuing such a course, you cultivate

both application and method ; so, also, con-

structiveness and imitation. The boy would
make a kite, a boat, or a sled. The girl would
dress a doll, knit a stocking, or make a cake.
All right, only so that it be the one thing at
a time, and that thing be finished before an
other be taken up.

For "The Frionii."

John Heald.

fCoDtinaed from page 175.)

"8th mo. 2d, 1818. At a meeting called

Unity, held in a school-house, I sat under con-
siderable exercise. The vocal labor was very
heavy and trying, occasioned as I thought by
the dark, inconsistent opinion of Universalism.
I labored long and got but little entrance, but
having acquitted myself in love, I felt clear,

but pitied the condition that refused to be
gathered.

In the afternoon we had a meeting at Fair-
fax, but I could find no way for a release of
mind, and requested another meeting next
morning. We lodged at Oliver Winslow's.
3rd was a wet morning. This perhaps will

set some of the people at liberty to go to meet-
ing, who are engaged in getting hay, and who
would not leave it to go to meeting if it was
fair—so little do many esteem a preparation
for eternity, and so much are they attached
to the things of lime, that religious concerns
must give way to worldly concerns ! A con-
siderable number collected, and some time
after one stood up and spoke for some time

;

and before long, again ; and in a short time, a
third communication ; and it tended, I thought,
verj- much to unsettle the minds of the peo-
ple. After awhile I stood up and said, I see
not how I shall feel excused without observ-
ing that I have travelled in twelve or thirteen
of the United States, and had many meetings
in each of them, and never was so much in-

terrupted before. I think I never felt a greater

necessity for people to be on their guard,

thej- should be deceived with fair pretensi

\0T fallacious appearances. At first I feltsc

embarrasment, but I soon felt emboldei

and, [after discouraging formal prayers

[other religious performances], showed
Itrue religion consisted in obeying the Dii

commands. Without obej^ing the Divine

quirings, no acceptance is to be expected

are my friends if ye do whatsoever I c

mand you ;
and, If ye love me, keep my c

mandments. I showed that Saul, the

anointed king of Israel, was commandec
go and do a certain thing, and because of

obedience was rejected, and was told

obedience is better than sacrifice. Jonah
disobedient and fled to Tarshish, &c.

This evening, I understood that the pe:

who disturbed the meeting had said in

morning before he came, that if no other

son said anything in the meeting, he

4th. I feel comfortably easy, having
deavored to do what I found to do, and
easy to return to the west of the Kenneb
river.

5th. At Samuel Taylor's, several Frie

and some others collected. I said, How 8

I come before the Lord and present mj
before the high God. This or something
this has been the secret, solemn enquir;

many a sincere mind. We find that the

phet said. Wherewith shall I come before

Lord, and bow myself before the hij

'

Even his mind appears to be solemnly
pressed with the greatness ofthe performs

I believe in the saying of our Lord, t

Without me, ye can do nothing. Our
deemer informed His disciples, that. It is

pedient for you that I go away, for if I go
away, the Comforter will not come, but I

praj' the Father, and He will send you ano
Comforter, even the Spirit of Truth, ^'

the world cannot receive, and He shall
|

you into all truth ; and afterward, Lo,
with you always to the end of the world
we are to expect Divine help to do the Di
will. Again, The branch cannot bear fru

itself, no more can 3'e, except yo abide in

[ am the vine, ye are the branches, &c.

I felt engaged to impress the necessit

heart-felt religion, and not to trust to imp
tive righteousness without faithful obedi

to manifested duty. How difficult it is to

.suade people out of a belief that is so c;

lated to lull them into security, supposing
they may and must continue in sin daily,

that the righteousness of Christ will h>

parted to them, and make them fit for Hea
and they going on daily doing that w'

they know to be wrong, and then thin

have it patched up with imputative righte

ness.

6th. We lodged last night at Stephen Wi
at Sidney, and attended the meeting. I

led into close labor for a considerable t

and afterwards to treat of giving way to

delight and inclination, and then anothe
such as are known to be wrong and desir

to gratify the mind ; warning them that

enemy was near watching to beguile, deci

entice and draw away, after the deligh

sense and sensual things, and to deprive c

enjoyment of good, and engage the attec

to some earthly delight or thing more na

iilly calculated to amuse and keep the r

drawn after the visible delights of time.

The work of the enemy of all good to

into pride or highmindedness was also r
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I to. This spirit must be brought down
mer or later, for every thing that is lifted

must be laid low, that the Lord alone may
exalted. Even those who have been hum-
id and engaged in the cause of religion may
led into this snare, but it will be to their

•t, whether it is shown, 'in the little tip-

gs and equippings of the body, or in re-

ous matters.'

n the afternoon we travelled to Fairfield,

niel Piirington conducted us to Benjamin
iverman's. 7th. Attended a meeting here,

yas large. I arose and said, I beseech you,

tbren, suffer the Gospel to have free course
jngyou. The Gospel of Christ is the power
rod unto salvation to all them that believe,

imong the subjects treated on was that of

jing in meetings for worship, all the con-

gation joining in the hymn at the same
e. Suppose they sing, 'My soul rejoiceth

jrod my Saviour ;' some maj' not know such

ittainment, and different states may unite

ho same language without feeling a being

aght into such a similarity of condition as

itter it with truth. The art of singing may
earned and practised by various persons
3 may join in ritual performances, but what
bis good for? It is true that our Saviour
. His disciples sang an hymn, and Paul and
,8 sang in the prison, and Paul recommends
ling, making melody in the heart. This,

en the heart is prepared, will be done, but
common practice appears calculated to

ise the ear, aud gratify the mind, rather

n to please the Lord or to be a part of ac-

table worship to Him." John Heald thus

eludes his remarks on this subject :
" We

y see immoral persons join in singing these

nns in meetings. I fear formality will or

00 much got in, not only in the society I

a member of, but among many brethren

)ther religious societies."

.'be fears of our worthy friend on this sub-

;, have been abundantly verified of latter

e. As a proof of the increase of formality,

1 the substitution of mere ceremonial per-

nanees for that spiritual adoration which
QB is acceptable to God, we need only to

)r to the introduction in an increasing de-

e into places of public worship of hired

sicians. These are sometimes persons of

ie morals, or at least make little if any pro-

iion of religion ; and, on such occasions,

y hymns on'the most solemn subjects, with

same motive that induces them to lend

ir abilities to the immoral or questionable

formances of the theatre or opera ; i. e.., to

ain a livelihood. Who can suppose that

gion is promoted or the Divine Bein
lored by such lip-service?

t is much to be regretted that any members
the Society of Friends should so far lose

ht of the nature of that Divine worship,

ich our Saviour declared to be " in spirit

I in truth," as to substitute in our public

etings anj-ritualistic performance, whether
ding the scriptures, singing hymns, or

mal prayers, for that inward silence and
istration of soul before our Heavenly Father,

which He is often pleased to spread over
I mind a sense of His presence, and to

engthen its desires after purity and holi-

18; and, as seems good to Him, to qualify

3 dependent children for more public ser-

es in His cause. Such practices are evi-

ices of a departure from our principles,

ich may gradually lead those who practise

ictt entirely away from our fold, though it

is very possible for persons to advocate or
enter into them without clearly seeing either
the cause or the result.

" 9th. Attended a small meeting at Athens,
and nearly silent. I stated my belief that no
mere natural man could preach the gospel
without Divine assistance. We got dinner,
took leave and set off, but I soon found I was
not clear. 1 apprehended one of our con-
ductors had sat in my waj', ('. e., he had an
exercise of mind to discharge in the meeting
which he withheld. When I spake with him
about it, he owned it. We however concluded
to go to Daniel Bradbury's, three or four miles
from where we were at meeting to day, and
here we concluded to have a meeting at the
lOth hour in the morning. When the meet-
ing collected it was larger than the day before,

and I had '^opportunity to clear myself, and
several were tendered."

(To be continued.)

For "The Frivnil."

Education for Friends.

Very soon after Wm. Penn and the Friends
who accompanied him, established themselves
in Philadelphia, the education of the youth
claimed their attention ; and ever since his

time it has been a very prominent subject.

The objects of the education have always been
twofold : Ist, that young people might receive

such intellectual knowledge and discipline as

would fit them to be useful and influential

members of society; and 2dly, that they
might be so placed as to be guarded from ini-

moral influences, and strengthened to pursue
the path of duty. The latter has always been
held by Friends to be the more important.

The evils of mixed schools, the lack of reli-

gious feeling, the temptations to immorality
and infidelity, the exclusive devotion to intel-

lectual pursuits, have been so painfully evi-

dent in so many corrupted men, that the pro-

tection given to Friends' children in these

respects, has been rightly judged to be of

primary importance. But intellectual train-

ing has not been neglected, and within the

limits of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, the

schools of Friends were for a long time the

most liberal and comprehensive, as well as

thorough schools of the district. And the

Society enjoyed the reputation of being com-
paratively a well educated class.

In this 19th century, education, as well as

other sciences, has felt the moulding and pro-

gressive spirit of the age. The good schools

of fifty years ago, could not command the con-

fidence and patronage of this generation.

Moral means, rather than physical, are re-

sorted to, to maintain discipline; a greater

amount of education and training and better

immediate preparation, are required of the

teacher, and, to allow for this, the hours which
he devotes to hearing recitations are much
diminished ; new subjects, as the thought and
work of investigators bring them into promi-

nence, have been introduced in the courses of

study; the methods of imparting knowledge,

and the whole system of instruction, have
undergone radical changes; improved school

furniture and means of ilUistj-ation have been

invented and applied ;
order and quiet have

been established in the necessary movements
of the pupils about the house ; and every

thing is so arranged that the undivided atten-

tion of pupil and teacher can be kept upon
the subject of receiving and imparting instruc-

tion. The result of this is, that boys and girls

are enabled to make the best of the often
limited time allotted them at school, and that
they leave with an amount of mental develop-
ment and knowledge which often surprises
the parent.

Have the schools of this Yearly Meeting
kept pace with these improvements? Are
they productive of all the good of which they
are capable? Do we ask our members, for

the sake of their religious and moral tone, to

forego some of the advantages in a literary

aud scientific point of view, which other in-

stitutions hold out? If we do, surely we are
offering a premium on our young people's

placing themselves beyond the good influences

of our schools.

There are those among us whose talents,

inclinations and pecuniary resources lead them
to seek a first-class education, and with the
strong confidence of youth in their ability to

resist temptation, thej' seek for the glittering

prize whei-e they know it may be found. The
moral and religious influences of the seminary
whither they go, will impress their stamp
upon them, and the whole of their future lives

will be moulded for better or for worse. We
cannot estimate how many departures from
our discipline, are the result of the seed sown
in unfriendly schools, nor can we tell how
many valuable Friends, our own schools have
been instrumental in saving to the Society.

But a great number of our members do not
seek beyond the Yearly Meeting schools for

instruction. Many have not the means to

devote more than a very few years to study,

before the necessities of life call them to labor

for their daily bread. Have we not this dutj-

to perform to these, that we permit them to

gain every possible advantage from their

limited stay ? That their energies be rightly

directed, their instructors more abundantly
competent, all the instruments of instruction

and mental improvement be placed within

their reach, while at the same time we watch
over their daily lives for good ?

Many reforms have been introduced into our

schools. Any member can obtain at the pre-

sent time, in the only Institution over which
the Yearly Meeting has charge, a thorough

and comprehensive education. Changes are

being continually made, to adapt it to the

altering requirements of the age. Yet it may
be doubted whether it holds the relative rank
among educational institutions it did fifty

years ago.

The experience of other schools, of the same
grade and character as Westtown, with regard

to the changes which agitate the educational

world, ought to be listened to. Many of these

changes have been pronounced, more or lesb

decidedly, to be reforms. Among these may
be mentioned the grading of the school, so as

to apportion to each stage of advancement,

regular and suitable studies, with increasing

liberties as the student shows himself worth}'

of them ; the restricted mingling of the pupils

of both sexes, at meal times and during reci-

tations; the shortening of the time required

of teachers to hear recitations, so as to admit

of a more thorough preparation, and a better

opportunity of keeping versed in the advanc-

ing knowledge of the age; the requirement,

on the part of the teachers, of thorough know-
ledge, that they may teach subjects rather

than text books"; and the establishment over

the schools of an educated progressive Friend

as Principal, to secure unanimity of action, to
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sec that teachers perform their full dutiee,

and to inaugurate and carry through reform.

__^__ H.

Sir David Brewster.

(Concloded from page 181.)

"On Saturday morning those of his family

•who were \\'ithin call were telegraphed for,

and Colonel and Mrs. Brewster Macpherson
arrived in the evening. Owing to the tele-

gram being ju.st too late for us to take the first

train from Clifton, and the scarcity of trains

on Sunday, ray husband and I did not arrive

till Sunday evening, some hours later than we
were expected. It was touching to find the

ctftving of his heart for us, which he had been
expressing through the day, fearing that we
should he too late. 'Oh, how I have wearied
for you!' were his simple words, and then he
seemed perfectly satisfied. His kind and much
appreciated friend. Sir James Simpson, arrived

with lis; he found him pulseless, but the ex-
citement of the arrivals seemed to give him
new energy, and a perceptible pulse returned.

It was, indeed, something remarkable, and
never to be forgotten, to hear the conversa-
tion between those two eminent men. Some-
thing was said of a hope that he might yet
rally. ' Why, Sir James, should you hope
that?' he said, with much animation. 'The
machine has worked for above eighty years,

and it is worn out. Life has been very bright
to me, and now there is the brightness be-

yond !' Sir James Simpson then asked if he
wished any one in particular to take charge
of his scientific papers ; he answered, ' No ; 1

have done what every scientific man should
do, viz., published almost all my observations
of any value, just as they have occurred.'
And then came a fluent stream of well chosen
words from the dying philosopher, describing
a scientific phenomenon connected with one
of his favorite researches, which made one
breathless with astonishment to listen to. Not
a mistake, not a confused word was there,

except once, when Sir James gently substi-

tuted the word ' white' for ' black.' Although
already before the public, the following ac-

count is so much better than mine could be
that I quote it :

—

" 'He then explained that he had left one
paper on Film forms for the Society, and
went on to express an earnest regret that he
had not had time to write for the Society an-
other, descriptive of the optical phenomena
•which he had latterly observed in his own
field of vision, where there was a partial degree
of increasing amaurosis, which, he thought,
might be yet found a common form of failure

in the eyes of men, ageing and aged like him
self He described the appearance of this

partial amaurosis minutely and energeticallj',

telling me, for your information, that the print
of the Times newspaper had begun for a year
or two past to look at one part in his field of
vision as if the white interstices between the
letters " were lightly peppered over with
minute dark powder;" and this amaurotic
point was, he observed, latterly extendi
like the faint extending circle around a recent
ink spot on blotting-paper.'

"Hearing all this, and watching the play
of the expressive countenance, it was almost
impossible to believe that death was or could
be at hand ; and that night more than one
heart hoped against hope. The disappoint
mcnt, though felt to be unreasonable, was pro
portionelly great when, the nest morning,

before leaving AUerly, Sir James Simpson
pronounced that my father could not live over

the day. Monday the 10th of February was
a day of suiFering from weakness, breatbless-

ness, and that constant desire of change of

position, the varied discomforts of which so

often form the principal suffering of a death-

. Pain there was little of, except occa-

sional spasms through the chest, significant, I

suppose, of the heart disease, which, although
not that of which he died, was complicated
with the pneumonia and bronchitis, which
proved the actual messengers of death ;

once
faintly complaining of one of these shoots of

pain, we did not catch his words, and it was
with the energy of old that he raised his head
with a glanceof amusement, spelling distinct-

ly, 'p-a-i-n.' Upon another occasion a play
upon the word he used, and a bright cheer-

ful smile reminded us of the old social jest

and laughter. All fear had passed for ever.

Throughout the day he longed for the moment
of dismissal. 'When will it come?'—'Oh,
how long it is of coming,' he said several

times ; and once he said, ' What hard work it

is to " put otf this mortal coil !" ' For a few
hours he was very languid, but listened with
intentness to every passage of Scripture re-

peated to him, and if he did not catch every
word he asked for it again."

"He was very thoughtful of his loving
watchers, fearing over-fatigue for them, and
saying once, with such touching sweetness,
referring to this fear, and the trouble he
thought he gave, 'Oh, how sorry I am for you
all I' and when assured that it was the greatest
happiness to be near him, his uneasiness
ceased, and there was but the tender pressu
of the hand,—the long earnest gaze,—the
meekness with which, to please those who
loved him, he continued the difficult task of
taking nourishment. He was always pecu
liarl}- reverential and guarded in his way of
speaking of Deity, habitually using the word
' God,' ' the Lord Jesus Christ,' ' Our Saviour;'
but on his deathbed, the sense of the nearness,
and the love of the Lord Jesus, at once hia God,
his Saviour, and his Eighteousness, overcame
the habits of reserve of a lifetime. Once when
a sense of difficulty seemed to cross his spirit,

he said, 'Jesus will take me safe through
'

with restored confidence. Another time, the
seldom-spoken words came to vaj lips, and I

said, 'You will see Charlie!' and then gather-
ing himself up after a pause, he answered, as
if in gentle rebuke, ' I shall see Jesus, who
created all things ; Jesus, who made the worlds,
I shall see Him as He is ;' and he repeated^
with that pathetic return to his native Scotch,
which was not uncommon with him when
greatly interested, ' I shall see Jesus, and that
will be "grand,"' with an ineffably happy,
cheerful look. ' You will understand every
thing then,' it was said. 'Oh yes,' was the
answer, which seemed to come from a very
fulness of content. ' I wish all learned men
had your simple faith,' it was said at another
time ; and again there was the pause and the
gathering up, and the words dropped out,
each with its own weight of feeling and of
meaning, 'Yes; I have had the Light for
many years, and oh ! how bright it is! 1 feel
so safe, so satisfied.'

" There came a few moments when his pulse
was more perceptible, there seemed a shade
less of exhaustion, and it almost seemed as if

he might partially rally; but even as this
whisper passed between two of the watchers

the sudden change came—the fixed gaze

—

rigidity of the once mobile face—the gl

over the soft blue eyes—the silver cord

loosed, the golden bowl was broken, and
spirit fled back rejoicing to Him who gi

instructed, and redeemed it."

A Forgotten Emperor.

Ferdinand, eldest son of Francis First,

peror of Austria, ruled over that em
from 1834 to 1848, when he abdicated in fa

of his nephew, Francis Joseph, the pref

emperor. Ferdinand Second the ex-empe
was born at Vienna in 1793, and since

abdication has lived in great obscurity,

find the following notice of him in one of

city papers.
" He who passes through the upper str

of Prague, the beautiful capital of Bohei
about noon on fine days, will be certait

meet in the neighborhood of the Hradsc
an old, slender man, dressed in a very o

naiy suit of black, and walking in a pair

shuffling manner, and leaning every now
then on his cane to take breath. Manj
those whom he meets stand still and 1

after the old man with a curious air. The !

gars run toward him as soon as they cs

sight of him, to whom he gives a few pi'

of silver.

No one who looks at this singular fig

who resembles more a subordinate gov
raent functionary on half pay than one '

has moved in the upper spheres of soci

will suspect for a moment that the old i

onco played a conspicuous part in the hisi

of the old world. And yet he is not on
prince " born in the purple," but for

years wore one of the proudest crowns in

old world.
This aged habitue of the promenade, i

the Hradachin of Prague, is no other t

the ex-Emperor Fei-dinand of Austria,

occupied the throne of the Hapsburgs dui

that eventful period (18.34-1848) when t

power was at the highest and the lowest
When he ascended the throne, after the d(

of Francis II., the infiuence of Austria, ui

the guidance of the cunning Metternich,
paramount in Europe. The policy of

tria at that time toward its foreign provir

was pitiless. The Italians, especially, v

treated with remorseless cruelty. Poor .

dinand, whose mental faculties never v

the brightest, was kept bj' his designing
imperious chancellor in entire ignoranci

the atrocities which were committed in

name. Metternich troubled the poor ma
little as possible with State affairs. He
lowed him to enjoy himself in his worke
as a cabinet-maker, where he probably pa
the happiest hours of his life. He was
averse to appearing in public, and his

ticipation, in uniform, in military reviews
painful to behold. Yet he was an amig
kind hearted man. Whenever a woma
distress, praying for some favor, succeede

penetrating to him, he not only immedia
granted her petition, but was moved to t

by her fervent gratitude. Whatever his

penses left him of his civil list he spen
charities. When he drove out in the Pr
his carriage was constantly surroundec
clamorous beggars, and he would not a,

his attendants to drive them away.
Had he been a sterner man he would J

certainly forfeited his life at the breakin£
of the revolution of March, 1848; but thi
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•iated populace of Vienna treated- the poor
iperor with respect, and laid all the in-

lies committed during his reign upon the
juldcrs ot'Metternich.

iftcr the expulsion of the latter, poor Fer-
and II found a worse oppressor in his im-
•ious sister-in-law, the Archduchess Sophia,

constantly urged him to sanction her
potic measures. The Emperor steadily

used, but often said he would only be too

d to got rid of the cares of government.
U length when his strength was exhausted,
threw down his crown and retired to

igue, where he has since lived in obscurity.
never goes to public entertainments, and
ely leaves the Hradschin, except to take a

ef walk. His family pays no attention to

1 whatever. His only companions, are

) old servants, who have been with him
m his youth. All the pleasure he has con-
,8 in making ingenious toys in his cabinet-

king shop. He has an undoubted talent

that direction.

le never reads newspapers, and hardly
r opens a book. Few visitors call upon
1 except some priests, who converse with
1 upon religious matters. He dislikes to

;e his reign alluded to, and, whenever it is

ntioned, immediately changes the subject.

lis taste is simpler than that of his" ser-

ifs. He never drinks wine, and has never
id tobacco in his life. His bedroom looks

2 a chapel. There are four large crucifixes

it. Such is the evening of the life of this

dern Diocletian.

—

Exchange.

For "The Frieod."

William Sewcl and tlie Old Paths.

^ more valuable contribution to the his-

ical literature of our religious Society, has
jom if ever appeared, than is to be found
the writings of this interesting author;
was a birlh-right member, and attached

conviction to the principles and testimo-

s of Friends. A contemporaneous and close

lerver of most of the important events
ich transpired during the first fil'ty years
our existence ; and being personally ac-

linted with George Fox and many of his

laborers ;
residing somewhat apart from

1 active scene of doctrinal controversy,

'Hand being his home and native place, he
a fitted above many others to prepare an
partial record of those memorable times,

which the Gospel Light, which had burned
bly for many generations, was fanned into

?arm, vigorous life, by the preaching and
*e example of many, who were among the
it and early laborers in gathering Friends
o an associated, religious body. His his-

y of " The rise, increase, and progress" of
) people called Quakers, covers a very im-
rtant period—our early life as a people, and
sir struggle in support of religious tolera-

n, and liberty of conscience. The remarka-
outpouring of the Spirit upon the hearts
many in that day, who first embraced the

uth, and revived in the midst of a corrupt
arch and nation the spirituality of the gos-

of Christ, and its power to change and
rify the hearts of men, should deeply in-

est us, who are their successors, and reap-

j the out-growth of their sulfering and
•or. I would that a copy of this excellent

rk were in the possession of each member
ong us, old though it may be, but rich

> inward experiences, and wonderful deal-

;8 of the Lord to a highly favored branch

ofHis church, that a people might be raised up,
and qualified to exhibit in their lives a large
measure of the beauty and brightness that
attended the Christian church in its infancy.
A library, such as a Friend would be likely
to gather around him, would indeed be in-

complete without it, and yet it is to be feared
there are many among us who permit such
works, if thej- possess them at all, to lie un-
used upon their shelves. How often do we
see these valuable records of the personal ex-
perience and public labor of the Lord's dedi-
cated children neglected, and in their place,

the current journals and periodicals of the
day, and works of doubtful religious authority
substituted. If all classes, and especially the
younger of our members, could be brought to

feel a more lively interest, in the early growth
of our own Society, and thus come to exalt

the spirit of self sacrifice, and unswerving
dedication to the Truth, as the Most High by
his power revealed it in the hearts of many,
who in that period of darkness, and supersti-

tion, and church bigotry were called and
strengthened through suffering to hold fast

their profession, the future of our beloved So-
ciety would look more hopeful. Their in-

ward conflicts and deep baptisms, added to

the cruel persecutions they often underwent,
were frequently blessed by the incomes of

the Father's love, and the fresh extension of

His grace and qualifying presence; which
are abundantly set forth in the various bio-

graphies that have been prepared and pub-
lished from time to time; and it has often

been a matter of surprise, and certainly it is

cause of deep mourning, that a more wide-
spread appreciation of the many valuable les-

sons contained therein, of instruction and
warning, is not more known in our midst.

The plain, self denying path, without os-

tentation, and without hypocrisy, and in

which our predecessors were so largclj'

blessed, wherein there was no room for self-

righteousness, is hard to be borne by the un-

subjected will of the creature; and is equally

averse to the spirit of broad toleration, which
has obtained such a hold in many parts of

our Societj', that not a few, it is to be feared,

of the present generation, are being carried

back into a religion, though.it may be more
specious, and liberal, is as formal and super-

ficial as that out of which our predecessors

were led.

" Pure religion, and undefiled before God
and the Father, is this, to visit the fatherless

and widows in their affliction, and to keep
himself unspotted from the world." There
are few comparativelj'^ who attain in their

daily experience, to this lofty standard of

purity of heart as expressed by one of the

apostles, exemplifying the practical and spirit-

ual nature of all true religion ; that which
enlightens the conscience, reaches the heart,

and convicts of sin ; and as it is submitted to

takes the government of our lives into its

own keeping. Under its peaceable rule and
authority the world is kept subordinate ; new
desires and new motives are awakened ; and
our highest concern will be, to be found among
His willing and obedient children, and filling

up our allotment of suflfering^and labor, what-
soever it may be.

We should then be equally careful not to

exceed the limits of duty, nor to fall behind
;

lest the former should lead into confusion

and spiritual darkness, while in the latter

state, so long as the eye is kept toward the

Fountain of Life, springing as it would from
a condition of mind opposite to forwardness,
there is safetj-.

''

A very limited acquaintance with the do-
mestic and religious life of the early Friends,
will show them to have been very tender and
careful in this respect. How earnestly did
thej' seek to know the pointings of Truth,
and when its discoveries vvere clearly known,
to walk therein, through heights and through
depths, through scoffing and cruel beatings,
through scorn and cursing from priests and
those in authority ; and finally they pro-
claimed to all succeeding generations their
invincible love toward the King of kings
and Lord of lords, and willingly suffered
imprisonment, and the loss of their estates;
some being delivered to the hangman ; and
many more from disease and torture in dun-
geons and filthy cells, were added to that il-

lustrious line of men and women who have
given up their lives rather than deny the
Lord who bought them. How they entered
into each other's trials, and how active in

sympathy were they toward all who were
seeking after a more spiritual way I They
taught the apostolic doctrine " Christ within
the hope of glory," teaching His church and
individual followers immediately, through
the gift of the Holy Spirit. How careful
were they not to transcend the bounds of the
precious liberty thus unfolded. They were
truly among the world's best reformers, and
3'et they were a people hated and despised,

because they brought the axe to the root of
the corrupt tree, knowing that the world
was dead in trespasses and sins. Instru-
mentally they were the means of correcting
many abuses, so that we have in this day a
more tolerant public spirit ; the superstition
and bigotry of those times have greatly les-

sened, and there is with us no church estab-
lishment receiving special privileges; and in

England it is marked by greater moderation.
But while we have grown in our knowledge
of human life, and the best means of securing
social order, and under a more widely dif-

fused system of education greater liberality

prevails, have the people grown in that
knowledge which is saving? The religious

toleration and liberality, as applied to relig-

ous worship obtained through suffering, pur-
chased for us a precious liberty indeed, and
the professing Christian church ; and we es-

pecially who are members of the Society of
Friends, cannot value it too highly; and yet
with all our privileges, and the abundant
blessings poured out upon us, do we not re-

alize that outward prosperity is not the soil

to nourish best the seed of the Kingdom ; and
the very liberality which is so commendable
as applied to liberty of conscience, is per-

verted and misapplied in the use of the mani-
fold privileges and blessings we enjoy. We
partake largely of the free bounty of Heaven,
but how few are stewards of the abundant
grace and means thus dispensed. We find

all, with few exceptions, running out into

many abuses, from which our own Society

cannot plead separation. The love of the
world has become paramount in very many,
as shown in the gratification of the "lusts of

the flesh, the lusts of the eye, and the pride of

life." Luxurious living, extending into wan-
ton waste, and an, extravagance that reaches

to licentiousness, not only in private living,

but in the more public uses of the means
with which a kind Providence hath blessed
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UB. In dress, a vanity is often displayed that

knows no bounds. In the building, furnish

ing, and adornment of very many of the

churches so called, of the present day, may
be seen a representative type of the folly

and pride, and the ostentatious display of a

ceremonial and formal age ; whereto the peo-

ple are exhorted to come as to a " consecrated

Temple" to commune with God; whereas
" He doth not dwell in temples made with

hands; His is the temple of the heart;" and
it is there He doth instruct all his obedient

children. It is not only becoming, but highlj'

important that we should be faithful in as-

sembling ourselves for worship "as the man-
ner of some is;" but if in order to gather the

people, it is necessary that their offerings of

worship should be accompanied with pomp,
and the glitter and gold ofelaborately wrought
buildings and furniture, is it not clear such
will be likely to come far short of the object

for which they assemble, substituting for the
solemn reverential worship of the Father of

spirits, a superstitious awe for the building,

thus richly adorned, and pronounced a " holy
place" by the ceremony of " consecration."

Would it not be more in accordance with the
inward, spiritual nature of Divine worship,
and the meek and lowly character of the Re-
deemer ;

who wore a seamless garment, and
presented in His whole life the highest type
of simplicity, that a building erected for a

purpose such as this should be as plain as

may be consistent with comfort. The way
which He set up is a narrow way, the way
of the cross

; but in conduct this is practically

denied by the vast body of professing Chris-
tians, and found too contracted for the liber-

ality now demanded. Is not the human heart
by natnrethe same as in former ages; in a
state of alienation ; and though He doth em-
ploy various instrumentalities to produce con-
viction and amendment of life, do these not
all lead to the same thing, into watchfulness
and great circumspection, into the paths of
self denial ; which is a waj' wherein the grati-

fication of the carnal appetites, the lusts of
the eye, and the pride, and love of sensual
things, cannot enter.

" If a man love me, he will keep my words,
and my Father will love him, and we will

come unto him and make our abode with
him ;" is no less a truth now than when spoken
by the Friend of sinners; and I think every
thoughtful mind, in glancing over the exist-

ing condition of the progressing church, must
be solemnly impressed with the great want
of conformity thereto in life and practice.
Then would it not be wise if all our members
would cling to the "old paths." Whence
comes the flood of temptation which is sweep-
ing over our beloved Society, carrying many
of all ages and conditions into the" current of
popular usage in dress, in manners, in lan-
guage, and into a wide and willing conformity
to the world

;
and, as one inroad makes way

for another, as one temptation yielded to,
opens the door wider for the next, into a gen-
eral laxity, if not renunciation of much that
distinguishes the Christian warfare as a spirit-
ual work, should not the cry be raised, "to your
tents, O Israel." May we, as a people, never
lose sight of that Divine Spirit, that illu-

minated so remarkably the early days of our
Society

;
and by keeping,, according to our

measures, under its authority, be permitted
to feel its invigorating life and virtue. Then
do I believe we should be drawn together

into a closer bond of unity, we should be more
one another's helpers

; the young would be
drawn nearer to the old and middle aged, and
these in turn would be brought into greater
nearness and sympathy with the younger
members; and all would be strengthened to

hold fast our profession, keeping our stature

full and entire, in the face of the world, as

a former day. And if this were the ease we
should possess a growing interest, in the bio-

graphy of our own Society, social and religi-

ous ;
its literature, and works of a kindred

kind would be more often sought ; our pri-

vate libraries would contain them, and in our
families they would be more often read.

Hence a love would be strengthened and
cherished for such compositions; and as the
mind of the parent might be clothed with
ability to apply them to every day life, or in

turning the attention of the children to the
excellency of that grace, the good fruits

whereof are abundantly set forth in the lives

treated of, an enlarged vitality and growth
in best things would be realized. May that
day hasten also when it may be said " the
leaders no longer cause the people to err;"
having remembered their early espousals, have
turned their faces from the world.
Then should we come forth in renewed

brightness; not being ashamed to acknow-
ledge and defend all our testimonies and doc-

trines ; and the young men and the young
women who ere long must succeed their elder

Friends, and take their places in the church,
would be animated and strengthened, and in

due season would be clothed and qualified

therefor. P. B.

Philadelphia, 1st mo. 1874.

For " The Friend."

Memoirs and Letters of Sarah Hillman.
(Coi tinned from page 180.)

To her Mother and Sisters.

" Old Springfield, N. Jer.sey, 3d mo. 25th, 1830.

My dear Mother and Sisters,—I sit down
to inform that we are creeping along through
Jersey in a winter's season; in which no sing-

ing of birds is heard, neither the voice of the
turtle, although at a few times, through ador-
able mercy, the blessed Head of the church
has been pleased to cause the gospel trumpet
to be sounded by our beloved Friends, to
whom my spirit is united in the covenant of
life ; though I oft have to lament that, through
my unfaithfulness, my ability to enter into

feeling with dear Ann Jones is so small. Yet,
I consider it a privilege to have been permit-
ted for a little season to be made as an armor-
bearer for her in the cause of my dear Re-
deemer, whom I have been endeavoring to

serve, and whom I believe I love above all.

Ah ! my dear mother, thou knowest that deep
have been the conflicts of my poor mind for
many years ; and often have I thought that
this visit would tend to strengthen my faith,

and be a means of helping to bring forth that
birth, which has caused so much pain to my
spirit.* It may not be out of place hero to
tell thee, that attending little meetings held
in school-houses with the little remnants,
whose love to their Lord and Saviour who
died for us, induced them to obey the injunc-
tion of the apostle, ' Come out from among
them and be ye separate,' because light can

* This, as we have seen, proved to be the case. She
first opening her mouth in the ministry, as before stated,
at Westfield, N. J., while out on this visit.

have no fellowship with darkness ; and bee

such dare not join hands with those who 1

denied the Lord Jesus, has caused feelin|

gratitude to arise that we have been prese;

from this snare."

During this visit they attended meeti
as stated in the current letter, at Burling
Mount Holly, Raneoeas, Upper Mansf
Old Springfield, Springfield, Westfield,

Moorestown. And visited their friend,

John Cox's, Stephen Grellett's, Susan Smij
Samuel Emlen's, W. Allison's, R. Pike's, A
King's, and P. Ellis's ; where, she writes,

met with some dear young people." At
Springfield, S. H. records, that Ann J(

was silent; adding, "The streams dried u

it were; and the language of the Spirit, '1

have taken away my Lord, and I kno
where they have laid him.' They went hi

from herewith H. Newbold ; and next
were at a small meeting at Springfield, 1

in a school-house ;
" where dear Ann J(

spoke very sweetlj'; and my heart was
derly attracted towards those present. Wh
upon A. J. said, ' Sarah, I think thou ough
to have told them so.' " From here, soon ai

they went to Henry Warrington's ; whic
the last place mentioned in this letter.

Some may be ready to question the uti

of such minute, though abridged records

meetings and Friends! But it is not s

the mind of the compiler. How many rer

iscences of thought and feeling, and of k
ness too received, are stirred up at the na
and recollections of those Friends—and fil

as they did more or less conspicuous stat:

in the church—who have now all or ne;

all passed from the homes of earth ! Ii

reader, are we—art thou—in the Lord's b

of grace and mercy to thee, faithful in

occupency of the gifts, and parts, and op
tunities committed in serving thy general

as some of them did, according to the ^

and to the honor of the great Head of
Church ? Have the worthy mantles of tl

been taken up bj- their successors ; and,
the authority they had in the Truth, h

these with power proclaimed as Elisha
" Where is the Lord God of Elijah ?" Or h

we, through submission and obedience to

Lord Jesus, and His still small voice in

secret of the heart, so been faithful in the
of small things, as through His increase

have become rulers over more ? May we e

one see to it, that our talents have not bi

neither are, buried in the earth, nor laid

in a napkin; that our light of living, pract
godliness—the opportunity of glorifying I

on earth whose praises we hope to sin^

ever ana ever in heaven—be not bid ui

the bed of worldly ease, nor neath the bui

of earthly gain, but, through daily watcb
ness unto prayer, be so set upon the can
stick that all may see the light. This, h
ever high seems the standard, is what we
called to, after the precept of the Savic
"Let your light so shine before men,
they may see your good works, and glo

your Father which is in heaven."
"Fourth mo. 9th, 1S30. The. commei

ment of our Annual Assembly'! which
favored at the opening with the coverin
Divine goodness and mercy ; under the fee

of which dear Ann Jones bent in supplicati

in which offering my poor spirit sincei

joined. From sitting to sitting, thus far,

have been made sensible of the extending
Heavenly Love, and the outstretched arn
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•cy unto ua; notwithstanding from the

s of our fathers we have gone away from
Lord's ordinances, and have not kept

m. So that His language to us is, ' Return
3 me, and I will return unto )'0u, saith the

d of hosts.' Oh! I believe He designs to

8 us, .and to make the place of His feet

ious. Praises be unto His holy name,
mgh His well-beloved and truly begotten

the Lord Jesus Christ, forever and for

•more. Oh ! may we ever remember to

t in Him in whom our fathers trusted, and
did deliver them. Even so will He make
ay for His own seed in the present day,

only through the wilderness and sea, but
lugh all perils, as we cleave close unto

1, and simply depend on His putting forth,

leably to His own blessed testimonj^, 'My
ip hear my voice, and I know them, and
' follow me : and I give unto them eternal

and they shall never perish, neither shall

man pluck them out of my hand.'
"

tTo be continued.)

THE FRIEND.
FIRST MOXTH 31,

he Discipline of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
contains the following Christian counsel

,s members; which, we think, commends
f to the careful attention of every one
< is truly concerned for their own spiritual

'are, and that of their offspring.

We tenderly and earnestly advise and ex-

. all parents and heads of families, that
r endeavor to instruct their children and
ilies, in the doctrines and precepts of the

istian religion, as contained in the Scrip-

is ; and that they incite them to the

rent reading of those excellent writings

;

3h plainly set forth the miraculous con-

ion, birth, holy life, wonderful works,

sad example, meritorious death, and glo-

s resurrection, ascension and mediation of

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ; and to

iate their children in the belief of those

artant truths ; as well as in the belief of

inward manifestation and operation of

iHoly Spirit on their minds; that they
' reap the benefit and advantage thereof,

their own peace and everlasting happi-

i; which is infinitely preferable to all

Ir considerations."

lyery Christian parent or head of a family

t feel anxiously concerned, that in the re-

sible position of a delegated Shepherd
le lambs, he or she may be enabled to

e right use of all the helps at their com-
d to promote the introduction and fur-

ance of those entrusted to their care in

way of life and salvation. It is therefore

reat importance that parents be rightly

ged to train their children in a knowledge
>e sacred truths contained in the Scrip-

!, in the habit of regarding them with due
ence, and in giving careful heed to the

epts, commands and doctrines thej- in-

ite. It is one of the daily duties which
nts and guardians should delight to per-

, in a spirit and manner calculated to

•ess the serious character of the work in

;h they are engaged, and not as a mere
, or a service that requires no self-recol-

3a or religious qualification ; otherwise

can hardly look for a blessing from Him

who inspired holy men of old to write what
has thus been handed down to us.

Commentaries or explanations of the doc
trines involved in the text, unless by one who
holds conscious communion with spiritual re-

alities, and with their invisible Author, and
called for at the time by Him who indited
them, are more likely to dissipate the serious
feeling that may have been made on the mind,
than to enlighten the understanding.

It should never be forgotten that the Scrip-
tures testify of Christ, and that that testi-

monj is not only ofHim as He was manifested
in the flesh, suffered and died for lost man

;

but also as He, by his Spirit, makes himself
known to the souls of his rational creation

;

reproving for sin, indicating the truth and
the right way, and if obeyed, by his super-

natural influence, proving the resurrection

and the life of the dormant spiritual faculties

;

and that it is only by the aid of this Holy
Spirit any can savingly know Him as their

Redeemer and Saviour. The young ought
therefore to be early imbued with the essential

truth that as the Scriptures were written un-
der Divine inspiration, the true interpretation

and application of the sacred truths they con-

tain can be attained only under the revela-

tion of the same Spirit, and that it is by obedi-

ence to the manifestations of this Spirit, or
Light of Christ, that their doctrines and tes-

timonies will come to be measureably fulfilled

in themselves.

It is thus that the Scriptures are able to

make wise unto salvation, through faith that
is in Jesus Christ. But when they are at-

tempted to be explored, expounded and ap-

plied by the wit and wisdom of man, uncon-
nected with " the inspiration of the Al-
mighty," and uncalled for by Ilim who alone
can bestow that "inspiration," they are de-

graded from the exalted character of a super-

natural revelation, to the same rank as a
work of science or philosophy ; to be un-

ravelled and their hidden mysteries explained
by the rules of literary criticism and the sub-

tilty of logical reasoning. " The natural man
receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God,
for they are foolishness unto him; neither

can he know them, because they are spiritu-

ally discerned," and hence where such at-

tempt to enlighten others by exegesis of

Scripture, it is like the blind leading the blind,

and both fall into the ditch. After all, there
nothing more availingly commends the

lessons taught in the Scriptures to the ac-

ceptance of children, than where they see

that their parents or care takers, who are

concerned to have them familiar with their

teachings, rightly prize them themselve.", and
that their lives and conversation are consist-

ent with the doctrines they inculcate. Where
this is the case, there will be not only re-

igions training, but religious parental re-

straint, and such may have a well grounded
hope of the declaration being fulfilled, '' Train
up a child in the way he should go, and when
he is old he will not depart therefrom." But
precept without corresponding example will

avail little.

Looking upon them in another point of

view, it may truly be said there is no other
reading so fitted to purify the taste and store

the mind with a knowledge of the most im-
portant facts in the history of mankind, as

the Scriptures. Independent of their incal-

culable value as a secondary rule of faith and
manners, they are enriched with the noblest

themes the mind of man can contemplate;
themes connected with the mutations, the
attiictions, the enjoyments and the sacrifices
incident to humanity

; which though belong-
ing to this terrestrial and temporary scene,
are yet mysteriously linked with thoughts of
man's eternal destiny, and his connection with
Him who is invisible. They impart ideas of
that wonderful entity which we call life, that
no other work can supply, and compel every
rational believer in their truths to conclude,
that as man was formed in the image of God,
he is something more than a mere resident of
this earthly home; that the three-score years
and ten allotted him, are not the limit of bis
existence, but that becoming a living soul by
the breath of his Creator, Be is an heir of im-
mortality.

Whether the spiritual truths are practically
accepted or not, the diligent reader of the
Holy Scriptures can hardly fail to have the
conviction pressed upon him, that men in all

ages, whether marked with genius, learning
or rank, or unnoted in the humble walks of
life, have approached the type of puritj' set
before them, just in proportion as they have
maintained a successful struggle against their
corrupt appetites and propensities

; that this
overcoming has been through the aid of Him
who required it ; and that it has pleased Him
to train his servants for the duties of life, in

scenes of labor and often through provings of
severe trial; that so the hopes held out, and
the promises made, might be realized through
grace alone, and the humbled and contrite
spirit learn that its fittest ornaments are ob-
tained through the habitual discipline of Di-
vine Grace. Yet it is shown with equal clear-
ness, that time has alvvays demonstrated the
afflictions, whether physical orspiritual, which
have marked the good man's course, have
proved to be dispensations of Love, meted out
that he might learn to endure, as seeing Him
who is invisible.

We hope our readers may individually
prove for themselves the excellency, in every
respect, of becoming familiar with the Holy
Scriptures.

SUMMARY OP EVENTS.
Foreign.—The marriage of the Diike of Ediabiirg

and the daughter of the Emperor of Russia, took place
in St. Petersburg on the 23d inst., with imposing cere-

monies. The city was illuminated in the evening.
A London dispatch of the 24th says : Parliament is

dissolved by royal decree. Premier Gladstone had
issued an address to his constituents at Greenwich, a.sk-

ing for re-election, and announcing that the Queen had
been pleased to accept advice of her Ministers to dis-

solve the present Parliament immediately, and summon
a new one to meet on the oth of March, 1.S74.

In his address Gladstone gives as the reason for this

measure that since the defeat of the government upon
the Irish higher education question by the efforts of the

leader of the opposition and the Catholic prelacy in

Ireland, the government has not been possessed of suffi-

cient authority to carry out great legislative measures.

Its experience during the recess of Parliament has not
indicated that any improvement in disposition was pro-

bable, the chief of the opposition having refused to ac-

cept office on the defeat of the government ; and the

Cabinet feeling that they have not supports which every
Ministry ought to have, an appeal to the people is the

proper remedy for such a state of things. The advan-
tage of a dissolution at the present moment is that the

estimates are so far advanced that the government is

able to promise a surplus of five millions sterling, with
which it intends to abolish the income tax and to relieve

local taxation. Among the matters likely to come be-

fore Parliament are the readjustment of the educational

act, improvement of local government, and of the land,

game and liquor laws.

The address promises large measures of relief from
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duties on articles entering into general consumption,

and expresses a liope for the speedy assimilation of

county with borough franchise.
|

A large cotton factory in Glasgow was burned on the

23d inst., and 4000 operatives thrown out of employ-

,

A deputation of working men, headed by Joseph ,

Arch, waited upon A. Gladstone and urged the pro-

priety of extending the elective franchise to agricultural

laborers. Gladstone expressed himself in favor of their i

object, but advised them to be patient, pointing out to

them 'the magnitude and weightiness of the measure,

and the brief duration of Parliament.

Private letters from the Gold Coast report that great

sickness prevails among the troops of Sir Garnet

Woolseley, proving fatal, in many cases, a few hours

after the attack.

About seventy thousand tons of grain have been

stored by the government in Bengal, in order to avert

the threatened famine. , Even though the famine be

checked, there will be distress in many districts of

India on account of the high prices of food. The Bank

of England rate of discount has been reduced to 3 J per

cent.

The English Mining Kecord Office has just issued its

annual statement of the mineral produce of the United

Kin<'dora for the year 1872, showing a total of 12.3,497,-

316 tons of coal, 6,741,929 tons of iron, 5,703 tons of

copper, 9,560 of tin, 60,455 of lead, 5,191 tons of zinc,

628,920 ounces of silver, and 1,309,497 tons of salt, to-

gether with considerable quantities of arsenic, manga-

nese, barytes, &c. The total value of coal and minerals

amounting to £70,193,000.

The entire amount of capital invested in British

railwavs, at the close of 1872, was £569,000,000, and

the dividends on the shares varied from 12|- per cent,

down to one per cent, and less, no dividends being paid

on £33,000,000. The average of the dividends was 4.51

per cent. The number of miles of road 15,814.

Writs of election for the new House of Commons
were promulgated on the 26th inst., and orders were

also sent to Edinburg for the election of sixteen peers

representing Scotland in the upper House.

A German geographer, Dr. Guzzfeldt, under the

patronage of the German Emperor, has begun the work
of exploring almost the only portion of the African

coast region unpenetrated by modern explorers, the por-

tion extending southward from the Cameroons to Cape
Colony. It is the region of the Congo river, of which
little is known, excepting in the vicinity of its mouth.

Dispatches from Penang report that the Alchineese

continue a desperate resistance to the occupation of their

country by the Dutch. They recently attacked the

principal position held by the invader.s, but met with a

repulse. The Dutch army has been reinforced.

In the French Assembly the bill conferring on the

government thepowers of appointing mayors was finally

passed by a ranjority of 43.

The Duke Des Cazes, urging the postponement of an

interpellation on foreign affairs, submitted by an Ultra-

montane, declared that the apprehensions that peace

might be disturbed which had recently manifested them-
selves were unfounded. The government was solicitous

for the welfare and spiritual independence of the Pope,
but at the same time sincerely desired relations of har-

mony and friendsliip with Italy. The government
would labor incessantly to prevent misunderstandings

with any Power, for peace was necessary for the pros-

perity of France. The Duke said he made the above
statement with the full concurrence of President Mac-
Mahon. A motion to po.stpone the interpellation was
carried.

Madrid dispatches say that General Dominguez has
opened the campaign against the Garlists in Valencia.

Santander is threatened by the Carlists, and reinforce-

ments for the Repulilican troops are being sent.

A Bayonne dispatch of the 25th says: The Carlists

report th,at Sanlander and Portugaleli surrendered to

their forces on the 22J inst., and that the entire Segovir
battalion, with 1600 rities and two cannon, fell into theii

hands.
Benjamin Disraeli has issued an address to his con

stitnents in Buckinghamshire, asking for re-election to

Parliament. In this address ihe one issued by Premier
Gladstone is severely criticized. Pie thinks it would
have been belter for the country if, during the last five

years, the foreign policy of the government had been
little more energetic, and its domestic policy a little

less so. Disraeli denounces the proposed extension of
household suffrage to counties, and says such a
sure will involve the disfranchisement of the smaller
boroughs. " The impending elections," he says, "an
most important for the future of the kingdom. Thougl
there is rEason to hope that the Premier is not at pre

sent oppo.oed to national institutions, yet his adherents

include assailants of the monarchy
; those opposed to

the independence of the House of Lords and the parti-

sans of home rule. Some even urge the disestablish-

ment of the English Church. His most trusted col-

leagues openly concur in a desire to thrust religion from

national education."

Intelligence has been received in London of the death

of Dr. Livingstone, in the interior of Africa. It is

stated that he died in the 6th mo. last, while travelling

from Lake Bembe to Unganembe. He had been travel-

ling over a partially submerged country, and after

wading four days through the waters, was seized by the

illness of which he died.

At a meeting of the Eoyal Geographical Society

doubts were expressed by some of the members as to

the authenticity of the account of Livingstone's death.

United States.—In New York, last week, there

were 509 deaths. In Philadelphia the interments num-
bered 319, including 129 children under two years.

There were 41 deaths of con.sumption, 38 inflammation

of the lungs, and 18 debility. The foreign import trade

of Philadelphia is steadily increasing. In 1871 the

direct imports amounted to $20,820,374, in 1872 to

$26,304,051, and in 1873 to $29,186,925.

The amount of gold and silver operated upon at the

Philadelphia and San Francisco mints and New York
Assay Office, during the six months ending 12th mo.
31.st, 1873, was $60,881,667.

The national House of Kepresentatives has pas.sed a

resolution requesting the President to extend, in the

of the United States, a respectful and cordial in-

vitation to the governments of other nations to be re-

presented and take part in the International Exposition

to be held at Philadelphia under the auspices of the

government of the United vStates, in the year 1876. In

the discussion of the subject, it was admitted that Con-
would probably be called upon to bear part of the

expenses of the Exposition, which are variously esti-

mated from seven to ten or more millions of dollars.

The bill passed by a vote of 206 to 42.

The power under the law for the Secretary of the

Treasury to issue the forty-four millions of reserve has

been discussed in the Committee of Ways and Means,
and a resolution has been reported to the House of

Representatives for legalizing the issue, and making
the amount of circulation four hundred millions instead

of three hundred and fifty-six millions.

The Senate, in executive session, has confirmed the

nomination of Morrison R. Waite for the Chief Justice-

ship, without a dissenting voice. The public press

throughout the country speak favorably of the selection.

The Siamese twins, Chang and Eng, died on the 18th

inst, at their home in Mount Airy, Surry Co., N. C.

Chang died first and Eng survived liim but two hours.

They were about 63 years of age, and had resided in

the "United States since 1829.

The population of Nebraska, which was 28,000 in

1860, is now estimated at 300,000. The increase has
been very rapid in the last three years.

I. G.Wilson and J. H. Millard, government directors

of the Union Pacific Railroad, have made a report to

the Secretary of the Interior, in which they say that

with proper management they do not doubt the gross
earnings may in a short time be increased to $12,000,-

000 per annum. When that point is reached the road
would be competent to protect, to the full extent, the

interest which the government has therein. The road
is not an expensive one to operate, and in this respect

can be kept below the average of the roads of the

United States.

nie Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations

on the 26th inst. New York.—American gold, lllj.

U. S. sixes, 1881, registered 117| ; coupons 118| ; ditto,

1862, 114 a 114§ ; ditto, 10-40 5 per cents, 113 a 114
Superfine flour, $5.75 a $6.10 ; State extra, $6.70 a 4-7

:

finer brands, $7..50 a $11. No. 1 Chicago spring wheat,

$1.64; No. 2 do., $1.59 a $1.61; red western, S1.70
;

amber, $1.73; white Michigan, $1.87. Canada barley,

$2; State, $1.75 a $1.80. Oats, 57 a 65 cts. New
western mixed corn, 84 a 88 cts. ; old mixed, 93 a 94
cts. ; Jersey yellow, 83 a 85 cts. Philadelphia.—Mid-
dlings cotton, 16}- a 17J cts. for uplands and New Or-
leans. Superfine flour, $5 a $5.75 ; extras, $6 a $6.50

;

finer brands, !t7 a $10.50. Red wheat, $1.60 a $1
amber, $1.70 a $1.80; white, $1.85 a $1.90. Yellow
corn, 78 a 82 cts. Oats, 57 a 60 ct.s. Smoked hams,
12 a 14 cts. Lard, QJ- a QJ cts. Clover seed, 8;^ a 10
cts. The arrivals and salesof beef cattle at the Avenue
Drove-yard reached about 3000 head. Extra sold at

7J^ a 7f cts. per lb. gross; fair to good 6 a 7 cts., and
common 4 a 5 J cts. per lb. gross. Sheep sold at 5 a 7

J

cts. per lb. gross. Receipts about 12,000 head. Corn
fed hoga $8.50 a $8.75 per 100 lb. net. Receipts 5,000

head. Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.26J ; N
do., S1.251 ; No. 3, $1.19. No. 2 mixed corn, 58J
No. 2 oats, 43J cts. No. 2 rye, 80 a 81 cts. ~

$1.65 a $1.70. Lard, 9i cts. St. Louis.—No. 2 sp

heat, $1.25.i ; No. 3 winter red, $1.46. No. 2 mi

)rn, 61 a 64 cts. Oats, 46 cts. Eye, 84 cts. Cincin;

-Wheat, $1.48 a $1.55. Corn, 60 a 62 cts. Rye
cts. Barley, $1.45 a Sl.65. Lard, 9} a 91 cts.

WANTED.
Superintendent and Matron for Emlen Institu

for benefit of boys of African and Indian de

Farm in Bucks county, Pa. : a good practical fan

and wife, a tidy managing housekeeper, both quali

for the proper training of youth for usefulness on i

and a preparation for heaven. Address,

Israel H. Johnson, No. 16 North Seventh Si

Thos. Stewardson, Jr., cor. Mill and Chew
Germantown, Philadelphia.

1st mo. 27th, 1874.

" The Germantown Employment Society for W^om
has for sale, at a low price, a large supply of substat

clothing for men, women and children, suitable to i

to the Freedmen and Indians. To those purcha
to the amount of $20 or over, we will make a reduc

of 10 per cent. Application may be made to

Sarah Ann Matlack, corner of Shoemakers I

and Wakefield St. ; or,

Martha H. Garrett, corner of Green and Coi

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR IND!
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A teacher of the .school will be wanted at thi

mencement of the Spring term. Also a Friend fc

as assistant matron.
Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co.,

Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philad
Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Ch

Co., Pa.

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
As the stations of Superintendent and Matron of

Institution are expected to be vacated at the close a
Winter Session, in the 4th month next. Friends

may feel drawn to undertake the duties attache

them, are requested to communicate thereon with ei

of the following named members of the Committee
Nathaniel N. Stoke.s, Cinnaminson Post-o

Burlington Co., IS^. J.

Charles Evans, No. 702 Race St., Philadelp
Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. J.

Rebecca S. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth St., Phi)

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANI
Near Frankford, [Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelp)

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Woi
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients ma
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boai

Managers.

Died, at the residence of her son-in-law, Dr
ophilus Price, Tuckerton, Burlington Co., N. J., 1

month 8lh, 1874, Hannah, widow of the late Tim
Pharo, in the 87th year of her age. She wa.s alws
member of Little Egg Harbor Slonthly Meeting,
for many years a beloved overseer thereof. Beit

a retiring disposition, and an example of sirapli

she appeared as one waiting for the coming of her I
desiring to depart and be at rest. Her friends havi

consoling belief that her end was peace.

, at his residence in Frankford, Pennsylv!
William R. Dctton, in the forty-fourth yea
his age, a member of Frankford Monthly and
ticular Meetings. Though for many years he
been at times a great sufferer from attacks of dis

yet his removal was, at the last, sudden and in an u

pected manner. He was preserved in much p.iti

through extreme suffering during his last illne.?a,

though unable to articulate much, his peaceful fra

mind throughout, gave those who witnessed it the
soling trust that through the unmerited mercy o
Saviour, the work had been silently carried on, ai

the end an admittance granted him into a m£
peace and rest. " Be ye also ready, for in such an
as ye think not, the Son of man cometh."

WILLIAM"h7 PILErPRINTJER^
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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th mo. 12th. We had a meeting at

uel Hathaway'e, in which I was favored

Rtimony. A sense of too much ease and
Ferenee in the minds of those present at-

ed me, and to arouse to a more diligent

lively concern seemed to be the aim of

labor. Solemnity and tenderness pre-

d, after which I was engaged in siipplica-

After sitting a while, I thought it to be

table time to conclude the meeting, and
• shaking hands with several, I arose, and
gh I sat as far from the door as any per-

there, I went to the door and passed out

th. Attended a meeting near Ephraim
erfield's. I felt an engagement to sup-

,te for that assistance which is necessary

id in religious performances, in which I

encouraged, and engaged in testimony;

it seemed as if the people were fi.xed and
}d, and I could get no entrance. I ended

,
sorrowful sensations on their account,

pn my own that I had endeavored to do
ibest I could. It seemed to me that the

id had the first place in their minds, and
kon was only a secondary care."

)hn Heald mentions in his journal that

lua Peeley, who acted for a short time as

juide, had formerly lived in his own neigh

iood, but that losing his wife, and bein^
I with a family of young children, the

bgest a babe, he had returned more than
miles and settled again in New England
er the pressure of many and humbling
8, his mind became concerned in regard

is religious welfare. He married again,

his second wife was religiously disposed,

ler inclinations were not towards Friends,

she joined anotherreligioussottiety. After

ime she was brought down near unto

and when in that condition saw that

must use the plain language of thee and
I instead of you to a single person. The
or was attending on her at the time, and
n she knew that he had come, and felt

I if she were faithful she must not decline

use of this language to him, she covered

head to hide her face, through fear of the

8 on the one hand, and of unfaithfulness

the other. She dreaded reproach, and

dreaded disobedience, lest she should come
under condemnation, and break her peace, not

knowing but she might soon go oflf the stage

of time with wilful disobedience weighing her

down with guilt. Thus she was greatly tried,

but, yielding obedience to that which was re-

quired of her, she found it not so hard as she

expected, and enjoyed the reward of inward
peace.

16th. At Leeds, a full meeting, and only

a few Friends. I said that all Christians agree

that it is our duty to worship God, but there

are many ways of performing what is called

worship. I went on to show that some had
tried many ways and had not found that which
their souls longed for, and deep sorrow had
taken hold of their minds, and fervent desires

were breathed to the Father of mercies, that

He would be pleased to look on their afflic-

tions and afford help. When He saw meet to

let them feel His love diflPused into and spread

over their minds, it satisfied their souls. Here
they needed no form of prayer, but asked for

hat they felt they stood in need of. When
gratitude and praises inspired the mind for

mercies received, according to the degree felt

and known, so the mind was prepared to ac-

knowledge the favor. How needless are life-

less forms to these I

18th. We had a meeting at the house of

the widow Bates, near Poland. It was mostly

made up of such as were not members of our

Society. The silence continued longer than

one of tliem was easy with, who began to

speak and continued some time ; but it seemed

to me the meeting lost by the communication.

After a time I stated my expectation, that all

professors of Christianity believed the Scrip-

tures to be written by divine inspiration, and

to be relied on as such, and that this was my
belief. In those writings, we find in the say-

ings of our Lord, that, ' where two or throe

are met together in my name, there am I in

the midst of them.' There is nothing men-

tioned of preaching being necessary, in order

to be so favored with the Divine presence.

Again, ' Of yourselves, without me, ye can do

nothing;' and, 'If any man have not the Spirit

of Christ, he is none of His.' Yet, a manifes-

tation of the Spirit is given to every man to

profit withal. Take heed that ye be not de-

ceived in a matter of such consequence as that

of the salvation of the soul. O, how my
mind is clothed with mourning and sorrow on

account of the professors of Christianity satis-

fying themselves with a name to live, without

knowing that Spirit or Grace of God that

brings salvation, and hath appeared to all

men ! Though they own the scriptures to be

written by Divine inspiration, they do not

believe any man to have the Spirit of Chi-ist

to guide him.

We dined at the place where the meeting

was held, and Simon Estes conducted us to

Raymond, to Obariiah Gould's. We attended

the meeting, the 19th, in which I was silent,

till near the close, when I said, this oppor-

tunity may yet be profitable to some, if they
consider what the attention of the mind has
been to ; whether it has been directed to the
Master, or whether it has been to the servant.

Is not the Supreme Being, the right object of
worship, and should the attention of the mind
be placed on the creature instead of the Cre-

ator? I fear there has been loss sustained by
many, both preachers and others; by some,
from entertaining a strong desire to hear, and
by others, to be heard, and thus indulging the
craving of natural inclination. Some may be
or have been induced to say, ' Thus saith the
Lord,' and the Lord never sent them, but
what is delivered is a gratification of sense,

and gratifying to nature. Can we, by nature,

do the acceptable will of Heaven ?

My mind had endured much humiliating

exercise in the meeting, and was enabled to

wait to know my allotted duty; and way
opened for me to clear myself with a short

testimoD}-."

The caution which John Heald in this in-

stance extended to those who might not have
rightly improved the time of silence, is one of

wide application both within the pale of our
Society, as. well as without. Many thought-

ful persons of other religious professions have
regretted the absence in their meetings for

worship ofintervals of solemn silence in which
the heart miglit enter into cnmmunton witn

our great Creator, without the attention being

constantly engaged in outward performances.

It has become so customary to confound the

idea of worship with preaching, praying, &c.,

that many do not think of the possibility of

performing that great duty without these ac-

cessories, which are by no means essential.

Hence, if the preacher is absent, they think

no worship can be performed. It is interest-

ing to note from time to time, evidences of

the attention of others being drawn to this

subject. In a recent number of The Christian

Union, there is a communication by a pro-

fessed minister of another religious society,

in which the writer says :

—

• I would like to put in a plea for stillness

as a spiritual reality having a title to recog-

nition in both public and social religious exer-

cises. ' The Lord is in His holy temple : let

all the earth keep silence before him.' Here
is an expression for something as profoundly

real and as clearly necessary as anything in-

dicated in the other scripture, ' In His temple

doth every one speak of His glory.' What
speech, indeed, cries out for God like the

silence of a deeply reverent soul? We have,

then, a silence which is of faith, and which is

not sin.

" Our Quaker brethren have seen this very

clearly, and have borne a solemn testimony to

the truth and import of silent service. All

Christians, doubtless, recognize the same truth

in their closets, in their private meditations;

and to this recognition they owe much of

whatever is enlivening in their religious con-

ferences.
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"The chief trouble in the case seems to be
that the faithful are looking for God to givi

fellowship and stimulus only in speech. There
fore they rule out, with a kind of impatience,

all intervals of stillness from their reckoning
of profitable and comfortable communion.
Their communion is with the Father and the

Son, not in the unity of the same Spirit brood
ing silently in the hearts of all ; but in the
unity of the same Spirit speaking by some
mind and mouth, by whose means they glorify

God.
" Now as all good words are generated

silently in the laboratory of the soul, they
should be waited for in no unbelieving, barren
and impatient way. Stillness, even in the

social re-union, should be at once and frankly
elevated to the sphere of faith and responsi-

bility. Why does not some one speak—pray
—sing? Because all are keeping silence be-

fore God—speaking, praying, singing in the
spirit. By-and-by the gift of tongues will

come, and they will teach and admonish one
another."

We resume the extracts from the journal

:

"20th. At Windham, I warned the people
against trusting in any opinions for safety
while they know an indulging in wrong do
ings; nor in imputative righteousness, with-
out they faithfully endeavor to yield obedience
to divine requiring. O the delusion there is

in the doctrine of all being saved, and h
ing Christ's righteousness imputed to them,
though they indulge in that they know to
wrong! Shall not the Lord of all the earth
do right? Shall those who indulge in every
abominable thing that inclination leads into,

be made partakers with the righteous who
have been faithful unto death ?"

CTo be continued.)

Jujianasc Tea.—A blue boOK, issued under
the auspices of the British Government, the
compilation of Consul Robertson and Secre-
tary Lawrence, of the British service in Japan,
contains some interesting particulars of the
cultivation of tea in that country. It appears
that the plant has been grown in Japan for at
least a century and a half, but previous to
the opening of the country to foreign trade,
little attention seems to have been given to
the plantations. During the last seventeen
years, however, the cultivation has been
rapidly extended, and Mr. Robertson esti-
mates that, should no unfavorable reaction
set in, an increase in the production to the
extent of about 15 per cent, per annum may
be counted on for the next few years. What
the actual yield amounts to there appears to
be no means of ascertaining. The best tea,
we are told, is produced in Yamashiro, a small
province about ninety miles long by tive and-
twenty broad. Other provinces produce a
much larger crop, but the smaller yield of
Yamashiro is of more value on account of its
superior quality. The reason seems chiefly
to be that the climate of this province is very
mild as well as damp, snow falling but rarely,
and seldom or never to a greater depth than
an inch. But the quality depends largely also
on the nature of the soil. In conversation
with Mr. Lawrence, a native grower, he esti-
mated the amount of land in Yamashiro capa-
ble of producing tea of the very best quality
at no more than twenty-five acres, of which
he himself possessed about a tenth part. He
also estimated the entire yield of the province

good quality. But, although the extent of
land under tea cultivation is yearly increas-

ing, he did not expect an increase of the first

quality tea. There is not soil of the right

kind to produce it. Tea is planted from the
seeds, which are gathered in the autumn,
when the nuts containing them have attained

a full dark color. The nuts are well dried

until they open, and then stored until March,
when the seeds are sown. According to a
Japanese work, quoted hy Mr. Robertson, the
ground should be prepared as for vegetables,
well manured, and laid out in ridges. A hole
about two feet in diameter should be dug, and
the seed placed therein, mixed with guano to

keep ofi" the moles. The plant shows up well

in about fifty days; at the end of the first

year it attains a height of about two inches;
at the end of the second year about nine or
ten, throwing out two branches. The third
year it grows to about afoot and a half, with
five branches. It should never be allowed to
exceed five feet. In the fourth year the leaves
are first gathered. According to the infor-
mation collected by Mr. Lawrence, "the older
the tree the better the crop. The trees which
produce the tea worth five dollars the po
in Minobi^i's plantation are, he told me, from
400 to 500 years old. In these the trunks are
from five to six inches in diameter. This
plantation has been possessed by Minobei't
family for six generations." The picking be
gins in difterent districts at different times,
In Yamashiro, the first picking occurs in May.
and as many as four crops are gathered dur-
ing the year.

Japanese tea is exported almost exclusively
to America. The leaf naturally is rather green
than black, and the Japanese, as yet at least
are not adepts, as the Chinese are, in the art
of coloring. Indeed, they seem to be very
unskilful even in the proper preparation of
the leaf In China, in the preparation of black
tea, the leaf is taken when fresh, wetted and
put into baskets, where it is allowed to fer-
ment slightly

; but the Japanese have not yet
adopted this method, and when the teas reach
the foreign merchant they are no longer in a
fit condition for undergoing the process.

not the foolish amusements, or vain con^
tion of this world, prevail to turn j-ou

from your great and everlasting interest,

member there is not any thing of this \

can lay the foundation of eternal peace;
an earnest, humble seeking after the san^

ing Iland, and submission to its virtue, v
can alone fashion you as vessels of honoi
fit you for the heavenly kingdom; cherii

secret drawings of Divine love ; be not ash

of its tendering, restraining effects ; why i

you sell your souls for a thing of nought
svch will be the smiles and frowns of
world in a day that is hastily approac
Let not, therefore, the evil example of ot

nor the reproach of the scornful, prevs
your hurt, but retain the fear of God, \i

will keep the heart clean, and be an exc£
enduring treasure, when everything else

vanish as a vapor."

Selected fir "The Friend."

To Friends of the Foremost Bank of the Rising
Generation, and those in the Prime of Life.

The following, from " Memoirs and Letters
of Samuel FothergilV though not particularly
addressed to Friends hereaway or of this day,
contains matter suggestive and profitable, and
well worthy of the serious consideration of us
all:

—

" Let, I beseech you, the seeming foremost
rank amongst you look closely to their own
steps, and consider carefully whether they
have not by some means contributed to the
general decay of lively zeal and care, through
their own declension and lukewarmness. Re-
turn therefore, I beseech you,' oh ye chiefs
amongst the people, to your first love, and
do your first works, lest greater desolation
ensue, and He, who walketh-in the midst of
the seven golden candlesticks, come unto
you quickly, and remove yours out of its
place

;
for why should the candlestick re-

main, -when the light and lustre of the can-
dle is extinguished? And, dearly beloved
Friends of the rising generation, and ye in
the prime of life, suffer and receive the word of

as worth about XaOO.OOO; ^o^t^ras^^n^'^^^^:^^^^:^^^^;:^^:^-^^^

The Meinam.—The gre'at river of i

though of immense value to the counti
of limited advantage for the purposes of
gation. A bar at its mouth obliges all ei

the smaller vessels to find anchorage i

open roadstead from six to ten miles fron

shore. If the bar is once crossed, howi
there is deep water and easy navigation,
for ships of the largest class, into the
midst of the city of Bangkok, thirty j

from the mouth of the river. Former
was navigable for a much longer disti

The ancient annals of Slam report that
seventh century, Chinese junks ascendec
Meinam as far as Sangkhalok, which

'

tance of 360 miles from the sea. At pr«

the river is navigable for only about s

miles. There are about ten waterfalls wi
the space of seven or eight leagues, but

:

impassable, and during six months of the
the great floods cause them to disappear.
These great floods, the regular inundt

of the Meinam, constitute the great evei
the year in Siam, as does the inundatic
the i^ile in Egypt. An area of not far i

twenty thousand square miles of territoi

enriched by this annual overflow, and sc

iched as to make it, in fertility and pro
tiveness, the very garden of the world.
safe to say that no equal area on the fac

the globe exceeds the valley of the Mei
in possibilities of vegetable wealth. Sore
the phenomena of the great inundation
been collected and recorded by Sir John I
•ing. He says: " The Meinam has its an
nundation. Charged with the rich soil

it brings from the interior, in the mont
June its waters begin to rise, and in
overflow the banks to a height sometimes
ceeding six feet above the ordinary lev*

the first public audience I had with the
king, he called my attention to the inu;

tion of the river as the main source of the
tility of the soil ; the rice fields become grei
and more promising as the waters "spr
which generally remain till the montl
November, the land having the appearan(
a lake. Boats traverse it in all directi
temporary canals being formed among
rice fields to facilitate their circulation. P;
qoix affirms that though the high lands
submerged for several months, the lowe;
gions of the country, at a distance of th
miles from the sea, are never inundated, wl
he attributes to the strength of the tide, wj

I

ising, drives back the descending wal
1 an irresistible force, and at the ebb tl
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3 tbeir way by the ordinary stream to

>ceaii, so that they have no time to spread

iselves over the adjacent lands. A failure

16 inundation is ruin to a large portion ot

ice-crops.

t the country sometimes suffers fearfully

these inundations. That of 1831 nearly

eyed all the sugar plantations, and three

ar feet of water continuing to cover the

of the country, almost all the cattle

bed. The rice harvest was seriousl}'

:ed, and the finest fruit trees swept away,
at it was said only one durion tree was
n Siam. But fruit abounded, fruit ol

lar variety and excellence in 1855, and
lischief ofthcfloodsappeared to be wholly
red.

len the waters of the Meinam are sup-

l to have reached their highest point, the

deputes one hundred Bonzes (Buddhist

te), who are instructed to command the

lation to proceed no further. These func-

ries embark on state barges, issue the

mandate to the waters, bidding them
back in their course, and they accom-
their intervention with exorcisms which
ometimes ineffectual, and show that the

g of the waters is no more subject to the

aands of the sovereign of Siam than were
ides on the British shores controlled by
)anish king."

For "The Friend."

Aemoirs and Letters of Sarah Uiilman.
(.Continued from page 191.)

830. Fifth mo. 1st. Deep and' painful

he baptisms through which those who
ailed to be mouth to the people have to

even as it were to go down to the bot-

of Jordan, having the earth with her
about them. Yet if mercitully favored

)1 that the everlasting arms are under-

i, the tribulated mind will be supported

d through all, having the consoling lan-

e of our adorable Redeemer verified in its

rience. In the world ye shall have tribu-

1, but in me peace. These, though they
be brought to the state David was in

I he said, My flesh trembleth for fear of

; and I am afraid of Thy judgments;
may feel constrained, though in weak-
md fear and trembling, to tell unto Jacob
•ansgression, and to Israel his sin

;
yet

I, amid all their secret conflicts are at

! comforted with the assurance that the

rar's grace is sufficient for them; and
1 to feel that through the strengthening
ir of the Lord Jesus, they can do all things

squires. Oh! may the Lord Almighty,
e riches of his love and mercy, abilitate

•cor servant, who feels herself less than
east of all saints, to fulfil His glorious

and serve Him faithfully in the work of

;ospel, that so the ministry received may
Ifilled ; and in the awful day of chasten-

idgment, my soul being clear of the blood

. men, may be admitted into that glorious

city, which needeth not the light of the

Qor of the moon, but the glory of God
lighten it, and the Lamb is the light

iOf."

bile it is most true, as S. H. represents,

those " called to be mouth to the people"

e channel of communication between
St the Head, and the church—have to

rience ''deep and painful" and selfabas-

•aptisms wherein no flesh can glory, lik

Ding " down to the bottom of Jordan

truly, yet at the same time, as she also sets
forth, there are none who in seasons of their
Lord's condescension can more rejoice in Him;
more set up Ebenezers of gratitude and praise
to Him ; neither are more permitted and
strengthened to bring up stones of precious
memorial to His eternally glorified and excel-
lent name. It is those who deeply suffer with
the Saviour, whether ministers or not, that
shall reign with Him. And the lower the
foundation of the spiritual building, through
<leep digging, is laid upon Christ the Rock,
the more will such be enabled to withstand
assailing storms and to rejoice in Him even
after the experience of David's joy :

" I waited
patiently for the Lord; and he inclined unto
me, and heard my cry. He brought me up
also out of an horrible pit, out of the miry
clay, and set my feet upon a rock, and estab-

lished my goings. And he hath put a new
song in m^- mouth, even praises unto our
God." Again it is written, " As the sufferings

of Christ abound in us, so our consolation also

aboundeth by Christ." And it was the dying
testimony of James Naylor, " There is a spirit

which 1 feel" that " never rejoiceth but through
sufferings ; for with the world's joy it is mur
dered." " In God alone it can rejoice, though
none else regard it, or can own its life." " I

found it alone
; being forsaken."

May these truths take fast hold of our
minds ; remembering that the will of the Lord
—whatever it calls for or leads into—and our
true interest and happiness are inseparable.

Surrounded as we are by the genial attrac-

tions of time and sense, there is great danger
of our almost insensibly becoming leavened
more or less with them and into the spirit of
this world, so as not to keep clearly in view
what life is for, and whether the great work
of preparation is keeping pace with the rapid

advance of the great end. The love of ease

and self-indulgence, so harmonizing with the

propensities of our fallen nature, are strongly

antagonistic to this needful and pleaded for

suffering and baptism, and faithful mainte-
nance of the cross of Christ which crucifies to

the world and the world unto us. Moreover
all the art and device of the cruel enemy is

brought to bear upon our incipient faith, our
weak and struggling resolutions, perhaps again
and again formed not to indulge therein, lest

we lose our hold on the crown unspeakably
precious and immortal. But how should such
be helped and encouraged by the interroga-

tories, Can we love the world and Christ our
Master too ? Can we be heirs of two king-

doms? Can we avoid the indispensable judg-

ments of the Swift Witness for Truth upon
the transgressing nature, and at the same
time become the new creatures we are called

to in Christ Jesus ? Can we expect, if neglect-

ful of Him in the day of His mercy, that we
can escape His final justice? Or can a few
short years of pleasure so-called, or even of

prosperity in this unsatisfying and deceitful

world, counterbalance for an eternity lost of

peace and bliss and joy forever? These ques-

tions seriously and truthfully answered, would
almost disarm the man of sin with his falla-

cious reasonings within us.

Then let us be faithful to the Lamb of God,
who takcth awaj' the sin of the world, by sub-

mitting to His turning, cleansing, refining,

sanctifj-ing, all-powerful hand upon us. Let
us patiently endure tribulation after tribula-

tion, baptism upon baptism, chastening added
to chastening, if thereby repentance unto life,

and grace to help in time of need, may but he
our richly compensating experience. For, ho
it remembered, the Lord of life and glory first

endured the " contradiction of sinners against
himself, and though rich, for our sakes became
poor; and hath promised still to be with His
in the iurnace of trial, to comfort and sus-

tain; who though he maketh "the depths of
the sea a way for the ransomed to pass over,"

bath also said, " Call upon me in the day of

trouble; I will deliver thee, and thou shalt

glorify me."

To Ann Jones*
" Pliiladelphia, 7th mo. 16th, 1830.

My Beloved Friend,—Thine of the ^12th 1

received this daj', very opportunely as 1 con-

ceive ; as faith and hope were well nigh spent,

md so great the poverty and desertion my
poor mind was in, 1 was almost ready to sink.

It seemed to strengthen my faith a little, and
to confirm my hope, that He in whom I have
believed, would not wholly forsake or give me
over to be tempted beyond what he would
preserve through. Ah ! potent indeed is that
grand adversary who beguiled our first pa-

rents, and who does .still endeavor to destroy
those who are concerned to seek after a better

and an enduring substance. These had need
to prepare their souls for temptation, by hum-
bly waiting for the arising of the Spirit and
power of their Redeemer; which is and ever
will prove a standard against him. I feel no
disposition to complain, my dear friend, of
any or all the provings and trials from within
or without which have been mine, or may yet
await ; though these have been such, at sea-

sons, as have caused deep searching of heart,

and I have been ready to query, why am I

thus? In the midst of all this so lonely has
been my situation, I scarce dare to speak to

any of my friends of any of these things. Had
thou been in reach, as I said in my heart, I

could unbosom these feelings unto mj^ dear

mother, and she could perhaps understand
me. Sometimes I have been bound to show
myself, and at others have had to suffer

deeply.

In order to strengthen up this feeble frame
if possible by a change of air, I have passed a
few days in Jersey. While there, 1 was at

my dear friend E. Collins'; who is much as

when we were there. She seemed entirely

comfortable ; and said she had not a wish for

a change. Said, too, that all her bed had been

made hy Him, who had been her morning
light, and the strength of her life ; and who,
I doubt not, will be her evening song. So
that, as I said in my heart, if such may be my
evening, surely all that can be done and suf-

fered, will not he too much to endure. She
desired her affectionate love to thee. In at-

tending their Monthly Meeting I was brought
into a great strait ; tor I was obliged to give

proof of ray love to my divine Lord by bend-

ing at His holy footstool. No one near me
knew me ; but, through adorable mercy and
help I returned home sweetly consoled in

spirit. AtCropwell and Moorestown had poor,

dull seasons. The people are so earnest to

gather the riches of this world, that those

which neither moth nor rust can corrupt I

fear are but little sought. Oh ! when I con-

sider these things and my own danger, how
do I crave preservation, let the purifying dis-

pensations be as bitter as they may, rather

* Who was then on a, rehgious visit in the State of

Kew York,
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than to settle on my lees in an unconcerned

state, while the seed, the pure immortal seed,

is oppressed even as a cart with sheaves. Truly

so many and so great are the dangers which
surround us, that had we not just such a great

and merciful High Priest, we must surely

perish ; while without His daily support how
could we be kept alive ? We are poor prison-

ers; without any capacity to think anything
good as of ourselves, yet prisoners of hope

;

and provided with the stronghold, unto which
we are invited to turn ; and as we accept the

invitation we realize the gracious promises of

the gospel, and are enabled, through faith, to

participate in the joys reserved in heaven for

those, who through many tribulations, and
having their robes washed in the blood of the

Lamb, are clothed in white, and bear in their

hands the victor's palm, ascribing 'salvation

and strength to the Lamb.'
Dear E. Pitfield is well, I believe, and so

far as I know, doing her Master's bidding.

The prospect of seeing thee is pleasant; but

it is so closely associated with thy departure

home as to cause mingled emotions of joy and
grief. Thou wilt live in the hearts of some of

us when far separated ; and I trust wilt re-

member us for good before thy Father's throne.

Be pleased to continue thy care for thy little

friend, who feels less than the least of all the

flock and family; and alike unworthy of the

many mercies bestowed by a kind Providence,

as of the affection thou hast for her.

Affectionately farewell,

S. HiLLMAN.
P. S.

' My fears and doubts and cares, are known, O Lord,
to thee,

Give me but strength to do thy will, and that sufficeth

me,'

is a couplet I have somewhere seen, which
seems to me to be so accordant with my feel-

ings as to induce me to pen it here. My
heart often so speaks.

(To bo continned.)

Jaguars.—A number of Jaguars, forced pro-

bably from the woods by the scarcity of game
since the destructive hurricane, had been
committing great havoc among the goats,

pigs, &c., belonging to the inhabitants [oi

Blewfields, Central America.] In order to

put a stop to these depredations, traps were
set in the most likely places, but for a long
time without success. However, one night,

an old lady, one of the last of the original

white settlers, hearing a commotion among
her live stock, ran out to see what was the
matter; her surprise, no doubt, was great
when she found herself face to face with a
large jaguar. She did not lose her presence
of mind, but flourishing an umbrella, the only
thing she had in her hand, she suddenly open-
ed it full in the animal's eyes; upon which
he was so startled, that possibly desiring to
escape, and seeing only one opening, he im-
mediately sprang through the door of the
trap, which closed upon him securely, and
the next morning he was executed without
diflSculty.— Wickham's Journey.

A good man showeth favor and lendeth ; he
•will guide his afl'airs with discretion. Surely
he shall not be moved forever : the righteous
shall be had in everlasting remembrance ; he
shall not be afraid of evil tidings ; his heart is

fixed, trusting in the Lord.

A REVIEW OF LIFE.

I'm thirty years of age to-day !

The thought is full of pain

—

How much of life has passed away !

How little is the gain !

The gain that Everlasting Lm<e
Would crown with endless bliss;

The treasures of the world above,

The crowning joy of this,—

•

The few short years of childhood too !

Of manhood's opening flowers

!

Oh hadst thou naught, my soul, to do
But sleep the golden hours ?

Alas ! hadst thou a willing heed,

In earlier life, have given,

To mercies which alone can plead

Before the bar of ^Heaven

;

An early sacrifice had then
Been ofi'ered up to Him,

Who loveth more the gift, than when
The " lamp of life" is dim.

Then thou hadst early learned to know
The paths of " peace in God"

—

The living fountain streams that flow

Beneath His chastening rod
;

A drinking deep to thirst no more,
A living, not by bread alone

—

Allaying up a goodly store,

—

The treasures of the world to come.

Then youth had been a joyful spring,

With all its buds and fiowers.

Whose cruel storms would only bring
The soul-refreshing showers.

And thou hadst hoped, in summer heat

Of manhood's ardent noon.

To bind the sheaves of golden wheat
And bear the harvest home.

But be it thine to work and wait

And hope still tremblingly.

That though the offering come so late

The Master loveth thee.

IF WE WOULD.
If we would but check the speaker
When he spoils his neighbor's fame,

If we would but help the erring

Ere we utter words of blame
;

If we would, how many might we
Turn from paths of sin and shame

!

Ah, the wrong that might be righted

If we would but see the way !

Ah, the pains that might be lightened

Every hour and every day,

If we would but hear the pleadings

Of the hearts that go astray.

Let us step outside the stronghold

Of our selfishness and pride
;

Let us lift our fainting brothers.

Let us strengthen ere we chide

;

Let us, ere we blame the fallen,'

Hold a light to cheer and guide.

Ah, how blessed—ah, how blessed

Earth would be, if we'd but try

Thus to aid and right the weaker,
Thus to check each brother's sigh

Thus to talk of duty's pathway
To our better life on high.

In each life, however lowly,

There are seeds of mighty good
;

Still, we shrink from souls appealing
With a timid, " if we could ;"

But a God who judges all things
Knows the truth is " if we would."

Scieutiiic Notes.

It is said that a stone suitable for houses,
and rivalling in quality and texture the best
Turkey stone, has been discovered in immense
quantity in Newfoundland.

The Oldest Coin.—H. N. Humphreys says :

"By a very high authority, an Ionian coin of

the city of Miletus, now in the British Muse-
um, baa been considered to exhibit marks of
more ancient fabric than any cola hitherto

discovered." The type of this coin, wlr

probably of the 8th century B. C, is a i

head, frequently associated by the Gi

with their mythological legends, especial

the worship of Cybele. It is a gold coin

of very rude workmanship.
Accidents in Wood-working Machinery.—

ing to the high rates of speed at which <

lar saws, and the cutters of moulding mac!

are run, accidents are frequent. Indeed
of those who have long been employi

wood-working mills, carry about them i

which indicate that they have learned ca

by the things they have suffered. The tr

ity of accidents are the result of careless

In a recent work by I. Eichards, on \^

working Factories, there are some int<

ing observations respecting the conne
between the mental characteristics ol

workman, and the liability to accident,

who perform their duties in a mechanical
whose minds are apt to become absorb
matters foreign to the work they ha^

hand, are specially unsuited to attend u{

circular saw. I. Eichards says, that b;

tentively observing the dispositions ol

workmen, he was enabled to reduce the

dents in a large establishment to a minir

Whenever he detected a man day-dreai

or engrossed in thought, and found it

the result of his natural temperament, he

him some less dangerous employment,
kept those who were always clear-headec

attentive, to work the circular saws.

Loss of Power in Machinery.—Prof
Jenkin, of Edinburgh University, in

address to his students, called their attei

to this important subject. In a cotton

a portion of the power goes to drive th

gioe itself, a portion to drive the shafti:

portion to drive the scutching, carding, re

and spinning machinery, and a residuu

employed in actually scutching, cardin

spinning the cotton itself We are so a
tomed to consider the work done in

ing, say the carding machine, as useful i

that it may be a little difficult to see th(

tinction, between the work of driving

shafts, drums and levers of the machine,
the work of actually carding the cotton,

only really useful work, is the work of c

ging the fibres of cotton into parallel d

tions. This would require some power,
if our machines were so perfect as to be ^

out friction. The overcoming of this fric

and of resistance in the bearings of the s

ing is a waste of power, though inevit

To ascertain what tbis waste really amo
to, an experiment was tried in a large

on factory in Bolton, one-eighth of w
was' placed at the Professor's disposal,

machineiy of this one-eighth was kept
ning with the rest of the mill, but the 2(

threads of cotton which it would have i

were broken off, so that it did no work,
the difference in the power employed
carefullj' noted. The conclusions at whic
arrived were, that more than one-third o:

whole power of the steam is required tot

come the friction of the engine and shal

alone. More than one-half of the pow
spent in driving the machines used
preparation and spinning of the cotton,

than one-sixth, perhaps as little as one-t

of the whole power, does the actual woi
preparing and spinning the cotton, the

five-sixths or nine-tenths being wasted.

Purification ofDrinking Water.—Water
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jtain a large quantity of peaty organic mat-

^—as much as 4 or 5 grains to the gallon

—

i be harmless; whilst a very small fraction

Ithis quantity of another kind of organic

iter may make it a deadly poison. Soils

lerally are acid, and the drainage-waters

n them are comparatively harmless. But,

ler conditions which are often found in

f)ical countries, putrefactive decomposition

1 commence, and malaria be the result. In

,
drainage-water from such a tract of coun-

,
the germs of fatal diseases are almost

itain to be present.

Chat the poison is in the water, rather than

iheair, is well illustrated by a circumstance

ated by Dr. Woods. Two ships were dis-

^ched simultaneously with troops from Al-

ria to France, both under similar circum-

nces, except that the supply of water had

m drawn in one case from the low marshy

ds where ague was prevalent, whilst the

ler ship bad taken water from a locality

aated at a greater elevation, and where the

ease was unknown. The passengers on

ird the first transport were quickly seized

th remittent fever, whereas no case of ill

38 occurred on board the second vessel.

To remove the putrefying organic matter

im water, a writer in the Chemical Xews,

3om mends a mixture of permanganate of

tash, and sulphate of alumina. He says he

,s seen the sewage of large cities converted

such means, in the course of a quarter of

hour, from an otfensive-looking, vile-smell

ff liquid, into water bright, clear, inodoroui

d tasteless, and so free from injurious mat-

r as to allow delicate fish to live and thrive

it. __^__^
For "The Friend."

Degeneracy.

It is cause of mourning and sorrow, to con-

ler the declension from first principles, that

taking place in our once highly favored

)ciety ; more especially in England, where
ere first raised np those worthies who pro

aimed the everlasting gospel of our Lord

id Saviour Jesus Christ in its purity, after

10 long night of apostacy and ritualism, in

hich the professing church had been in-

)lved. Though there had been some ad-

mces made from Eomanism before, it was
ft for George Fox, and his coadjutors,

I proclaim to the world again, that pure

)iritual religion and worship, so abundantly

istified of by Christ and his apostles in the

ew Testament. They not only proclaimed

to others, but exemplified by their lives and

)nduct its efficacy, and showed to the world

leir sincerity by suffering for their principles,

hich they considered of more value than

leirnatural lives. Not only our first Friends,

ut since their day, there has been raised up in

lat land, down to but a very few years back,

lose who have stood, not only in words, but

1 their lives, for the same blessed cause and

rinciples; and some, in a particular manner,

earned Friends, over and over again, of what
as now come upon them there; who, by the

pirit of prophecy beheld the degeneracy that

ras coming on our Society in that country.

)f these, we may name the following devoted

ainisters of the gospel of latter time, who
?ere concerned thus to warn them :—Daniel

Vheeler, Sarah Lynes Grubb, Thomas Shilli-

oe, George and Ann Jones, and John Barclay,

fho have no doubt gone to their everlasting

est in heaven ; and their predictions, alas I

low soon have they come to pass. The p

ceedings of the conference of the members of

London Yearly Meeting show, that things

have got to a low ebb there, as far as the

principles of our religious Society are con-

cerned. They seem to have let fall one

principle after another, until there is verj'

ittle left of true Quakerism, or pure spir-

tual Christianity but the name. Oh, how
has the gold become dim—how is the most
fine gold changed ; they have gone back

nearly to what early Friends came out of;

and now, instead of waiting on the Minister

of the Sanctuary and listening to His teach-

ing, they seem to prefer to listen to the teach-

ing of poor, fallen, finite man
;
and to the

reading of the letter of the Scriptures, and to

the explanations that men can put on them
;

instead of looking to that source of whom
it was said formerly, " and He opened their

understandings, that they might understand

the Scriptures," and not to the intellectual

powers of man. The scribes and pharisees

read the Scriptures in their synagogues every

Sabbath day, and yet neither understood them
nor obeyed them. Well might the Lord say

of them, as he did by the prophet to his de-

generate people formerly: "My people have

committed two evils, they have forsaken me,

the Fountain of living waters, and hewn out

to themselves cisterns, broken cisterns, that

contrivances of man—and all will worship,

and come back to that pure spiritual worship

instituted by Christ himself ; which He unfold-

ed to the woman of Samaria when personally

upon earth, and which was practiced by

Friends in the beginning of our Society, and

from then to the present time, by all faithful

Friends. I believe, if those few in England

who wish to stand for the original doctrine

of Friends, would stand firm and have the

zeal and courage to face opposition which

early Friends had, and not give away their

strength in any way, by going in with any

of these new things by which some in this

day are endeavoring to improve old-fashioned

Quakerism, that things would soon be differ-

ent there. F'or their and our encouragement,

I want us to remember how it was with

Richard Davies, who stood alone in Wales for

some time, though he seemed to be set upon

on every side by opposition of different kinds
;

but through all, he patiently and faithfully

maintained his testimony ;
and in time there

was a large meeting gathered there of faith-

ful men and women, who were willing to suffer

with him for the good cause which he had

espoused, of truth and righteousness in the

earth ;—and so it was in the early days of our

Society, in a great many other places. Where-

ever there were faithful Friends that patiently

can hold no water;" substituting the teaching and faithfully bore their testimony before the

of men for the teaching of the Holv Spirit,
|

world, and in the face of all the opposition

which cannot err. And it might be said of that could be brought to bear against them

this people as it was of Israel of old, " I have they soon became as a city seC upon a hill,

spoken unto you, rising early and speaking, [that could not be hid, and there was a gather-

but ye have not hearkened. And the Lord 'ing unto them of many seeking souls, who had

has sent unto you all his servants, the pro- been wandering up and down, seeking the liv-

phets, rising early and sending them, but yeiing amongst the dead—the dead forms of an

have not hearkened nor inclined your ear to empty profession—gomgfrom one set of forms

hear " The world has made sad inroads on to another, yet not satisfied, but burdened and

our Society, in England as well as in this'groaningundertheirsinstand when they found

country ;
they have ladened themselves as it lour crucified and risen Lord, and his spiritual

were with thick clay; which made the pro-lreligion and worship unencumbered by forms

phet cry out formerly, "Oh! earth, earth, and ceremonies and outward observances, as

earth hear the word of the Lord." to some practiced by Friends, which they had so long

in like condition. For I believe, when the sought in vain, they joined with them in up-

Lord shall turn again the captivity of Zion, holding it before the world, bo now, it the

we will be a-^ain redeemed from the earth, as same standard was again set up by irienda

it was with the company that John saw, who
" were redeemed from the earth," or earthly

nature, and " redeemed from among men ;"

it was such as these who were permitted to

stand with the Lamb upon Mount Zion above,

with harps in their hands, and sung the new
song before the Throne. Though things look

very discouraging at this time in our So-

ciety, I still believe there will be a remnant

preserved who will not bow the knee to the

image of Baal. Though the Lord said of his

people formerly, " My people are bent to

backsliding from me ;" yet He says, " How
hall I give thee up, Ephraim ! how shall I de-

liver thee, Israel ! how shall I make thee as

Admah! how shall I set thee as Zeboim!'

which shows the great mercy and compassion

of the Lord for his people formerly ;
for as the

prophet said, " It is of the Lord's mercies that

we are not consumed, because His compassions

fail not ;" so we might say now. And as the

Lord turned again the captivity of Israel for-

merly, so, I believe, He will again visit us, and

raise up Ezras and Nehemiahs, who will again

build the walls of our Zion, and set up the

gates thereof. But we must first turn unto

Him with all our hearts, and put away the

strange gods from amongst us, and serve Him
alone. That is, we must put away all of our

own inventions in religion and worship—the

the same doctrine and testimonies faithfully

maintained, and the same everlasting gospel

proclaimed under the same authority as it

was then—there would, I have no doubt, be

a gathering again of those who are weary

with empty forms and outward performances,

"which can never make the comers there-

unto perfect." But it is not worth while for

us to endeavor to increase our numbers, or

even to retain what we have, by lowering the

standard of Quakerism to suit the world and

the worldly-minded professors, who want an

easier way than that cast up for the ransom-

ed and redeemed to walk in ;
for there is

enough already of that kind of religion in the

world. But what is needed now is, pure spi-

ritual Christianity revived—that set up by

Christ himself, and practiced by the early

Christians and by faithful Friends—not the

mere will-worship of man, or the forms and

ceremonies set up in the apostacy.
J. H.

Ohio, 1st mo., 1874.

Forests and Eainfall.—George May Powell,

chairman of the Committee on Forestry, read

the following report

:

Some remarks made at the club two weeks

ago, seem to call for the following statements.

The Oriental Topographical, in the service of
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which I was when I wrote the letter from
Mount Lebanon (some points of which were
then discussed by the club), has no connec
tion with the general government, nor with
the British society, its American branch or
any other of the worthj' organizations doing
so much good in that Eastern field, both for

science and for Bible study. This corps is a
private, independent corporation. With re

gard to the acid mulberry, granting that it

must be confined to Southern climes, and that
it is short-lived—neither of which I think is

correct— I would suggest, that as this club is

a part of the American Institute, our Southern
friends may have some interest in the matter.
The inaccuracy ofthestatementthat the great
size of the grapes grown in the vicinity of
Hebron is owing entirely to the manner of
trimming, will be seen by any one examiniuj
the griipos grown in any other part of Asi
or Africa. In many portions of these region
the grapevines are trimmed in precisely the
same way as there, but nowhere else are the
grapes, as far as I have seen, half as large as
these.

The statements of Dr. Smith, of the great
fertility of the soil of Palestine (specimens of
which the Oriental Topographical Corps has,
and, if the club please, will exhibit), are, I am
sure, borne out by the facts, where culture
and water are applied. The portions where
culture and water are applied are small in

comparison with the whole country, but they
are rapidly increasing both in size and num-
ber. In relation to trees promoting rainfall,

permit me respectfully to submit a few of the
bewildering number of "stubborn facts" on
this head. Palestine, portions of Europe
drained by the Elbe, and of this State drain
ed by the Hudson, and also portions of the
Ohio Valley have been deforested. The Jor-
dan is four feet lower than in the time of
Josephus. The Elbe is ten feet lower than
when its banks were clothed with trees. Dry
cultivated lands are in the former beds of
perenial trout streams in the Adirondacks,
and the length of the season of navigation of
the Ohio is not only reduced one-half, but that
half is available only for boats of half the size
of twenty-five years ago. On the other hand,
the French in Algeria, and the Austrians and
Egyptians in portions of their countries, have
vigorously pursued a tree planting policy, and
in each of these lands several raiuy days have
been added to the year. By the same policy
in Utah, Salt Lake has been raised seven feet,
and the streams greatly increased in volume.
Humboldt significantly calls attention to the
same classes of facts noticed in his travels.
Turning from flicts to philosophy, it would
certainly .seem probable that trees would pro-
mote the good effects of rainfall by their roots
loosening the soil, so that, like a sponge, it
should absorb the rain, preventing its sudden
plunge into the streams, causing freshets, and
retaining it to prevent droughts; the roots
also clasping the soil and preventing its being
earned to the streams to impoverish the hills.
The trees in turn, through their leaves, grad-
ually pump back the moisture into the air,
and by their cooling influence on the air help
to compress the aerial sponge, bringing the
moisture down again, and by this double
action regulate the rainfall, as the governor
regulates the steam-engine. The experiments
of Von Pettiokofer and other German and
French botanists demonstrate that the leaves
thus pump_ a greater volume of moisture into

the air in a given area, where there are for
ests, than the rainfall itself, showing that the
deep fountains of the streams are thus made
to subserve the distribution of the life-givino

water.

The general opinions expressed on this sub-
ject coincide, in the main, with those put forth
by Mr. Powell. All agreed that trees, whether
forest or fruit, tended to promote the fertility

of the soil on which they grew. Some, how-
ever, said that corn was quite as effective as
trees in regulating the rainfall, and they ex
pressed a decided preference for its cultiva
tion.

Selected.

It is a circumstance worthy of observation
that the Discipline of our Society, can never
be faithfully administered, where the peculiar
testimonies are not strictly maintained. A
neglect of any one of these testimonies,
whether it be as regards plainness in dress,
address, or manner of living ; the known scru-
ple of Friends against war, oaths, an hireling
ministry ; moderation in trade and business,
or the due attendance of our meetings for Di-
vine worship, necessarily disqualifies a person
for laboring to reclaim those who may have
violated the rules of the Society in other par-
ticulars. Hence it becomes highly important,
that all those who are actively engaged in the
affairs of the church, should exercise a watch-
ful care over their own conduct, and that of
their families—that, as far as lies in their
power, no occasion of reproach maj'be brought
pon the high profession we make of being

the self-denying followers of Jesus Christ.
And as we believe the Discipline to have been
instituted in the wisdom and under the guid-
ance of the Holy Spirit, and founded upon the
restoring love of the Gospel, so nothing short
of this influence of a degree of the same Divine
Spirit, can qualify for duly administering it,

Birds and their Food.

THE VORACITY OF INSECT LIFE.

Some interesting information relating
the ravages of insects, was given says the
London Times, by C. O. Groom Napier, toth
House of Commons Committee of last session
on the protection of wild birds. lu 1782 the
caterpillars of the brown-tail moth were
numerous as to defoliate the trees of a very
large part of the south of England. The
alarm was so great that public prayers were
offered in the churches that the calamity
might be stayed. The poor were paid one
shilling per bushel for collecting caterpillar's
webs, to be burnt under the inspection of the
overseers of the parish ; and fourscore bushel
were collected daily in some parishes. The
brown-tail moth is a beautiful little white in
sect, about an inch in expanse of wings. C
Napier noticed that in 1853 it defoliated about
20 feet of a hedge near Parkstone, Poole ; and
in 1855 the caterpillars riddled and deprived
of their leaves two plum trees in his garden
at Lewe.s, one of which died. The caterpil-
lar of the gamma moth is one of the most in-
jurious to garden plants; it principally feeds
at night, and, concealing itself by day, is un-
perceived. The gamma moth overran France
about a century ago, and devoured a verj'
large proportion of the crops, but fortunately,
the corn was not attacked. The antler moth
is sometimes extremely destructive to grass

the grass of that mountain was in a miser:
state. The lackey moth is very destruc
to filbert plantations, cherry orchards,
other tree plantations. The buff tip, the i

bage moth, and the small ermines are v
destructive to the leaves of fruit trees
garden shrubs.

But, on the other hand, the benefits deri

from the labor of some ingects should no!

overlooked ; some species feed only on noxi
weeds, and others prey on still more noxi
insects. One of the greatest friends of
agriculturist is the family of ichneumon fl

which lay their eggs in living caterpillars
which they are hatched, thus destroy
them; although the caterpillar, after be
"ichneumon," has still a voracious appet
The caterpillars which feed on the cabbi
eat twice their weight in a day; the larv
some of the fleck flies eat a much larger p
portion than this. The productive power
insects vary very much. Some lay only t

eggs
; others, such as the white ant, 4U,0(

000, laying them at the rate of 60 a minu
The queen of the hive bee is capal
ing 50,000 in a season

; the female wasp i

000. The majority of insects, however, ]

but about 100
";

in general, the larger the
sect, the fewer eggs it lays. Most insei

have two generations in the year; some ha
2U ; others take seven years from the tii

the egg is laid until their natural death ir

perfect state. But probably not above fi

per cent, of the eggs laid become perft

nsects.

Of his kind the daddy-long-legs is one
the most destructive, especially in France

;

feeds on the roots of grass, and C. Napi
1859 noticed meadows in La Manche d

vastated bj' it. The starling is a bird mo
useful in destroying these larva, and those
the horse and cattle flies. The orthoptero
insects, of which the locust, grasshopper ai

cockchafer are examples, are very destructiv
The numerous species of grasshoppers lessf

the amount of our grass crops. Locust a:

seldom found in England now in snflSciei

numbers to do any damage, but they ha^
done considerable damage here in form<
generations. Their greatest enemies are tt

starling and the rose-colored pastor, whie
follow them in flocks and decapitate them b
hundreds. The beetles are immensely nu
ous, as regards species. In 1574 the cocl
chafers gathered in such numbers on tb
banks of the Severn as to prevent the worl
ing of the watermills. On another occasioi
in Galway, they formed a black cloud th:

darkened the skj- for the dLstance of a leagu
and destroyed the vegetation so completel
that summer seemed turned into winte:
They made a noise resembling the sawing c

wood. The people, threatened with fami
were obliged to devour them. In 1804 the
were alarmingly numerous in Switzerlanc
The female lays about 30 eggs; in six week
hey are hatched. They live from three t

four years in the larvse state. The first yea
they do not do a great amount of damage
but in the second year they attack the root
of all plants within their reach. They oftei

ruin the crops of corn, lucerne, strawberriee
and various plants on which man depends fo

food. Our insectiverous birds are diligent ii

destroying the larvae of insects, but they wil
not do all that is required

; hand labor is

^™P^ Mr. Napier once saw millions of these! needed. C. Napier is of opinion that the
on the Wrekin, and in the following summer I extensive diffusion of information on th«
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its and means of destroying- our more
ioiis insects would be the means of saving

ions of pounds' worth of valuable food

•y year. Ho says that in the United

,es the importance of this subject is felt.

almost every State has a government en-

ologist, whose business it is to make in-

ions and reports of the ravages of insects,

ihow the remedy. In France, govern-

t returns were published, from which it

eared that the damage done in Normandy
he cockchafer alone amounted to 25,000,-

francs. A law was passed in France a

years since for the protection of birds.

however, that all birds are to be wel-

d ; the sparrow does more harm than

i, bj- feeding so much on green crops, and
ood-pigeon does much mischief. But,

whole, C. Napier is certain birds do

reat deal more good than harm.

—

Late

Si-lected.

sister of the family of Penn, in Bucking-
shire, a young woman delighting in the

y and pleasures of the world, was seized

I a violent illness which proved mortal to

In the time of her sickness she fell into

t distress of soul, bitterly bewailing the

t of that inward peace which makes a

h-bed easy to the righteous. After several

i languishing, a little consolation appeared
this manner. She was some hours in a

1 of trance; in which she apprehended she

brought into a place where Christ was;
horn if she could deliver her petition, she

)d to be relieved. But her endeavors in-

sed her pain ; for as she pressed to deliver,

turned his back upon her," and would
30 much as look toward her. What added
er sorrow, was, " that she beheld others

itted." However, she gave not over im-

Qing Him; and when almost ready to

and her hope to sink, "He turned one
of his face towards her, and reached forth

land, and received her request: at which

troubled soul found immediate consola-
" Turning to those about her, she re-

ed what had befallen her
;
adding, " Bring

my now clothes; take otf the lace and

y ;" and charged her relations, '-Not to

; and adorn themselves after the manner
e world ; for that the Lord Jesus, whom
bad seen, appeared to her in the likeness

plain country man, without any trimming
nament whatever ; and that his servants

It to be like Him."

—

No Cross No Crown.

linilerground Railway In London,

le Metropolitan Underground Railway
ondon is situated on the north side of the
' Thames, and consists of a main line with
i-al branches. What may be termed the

line, and which will be sufficient to give

idea of the whole system, will, when
Dieted, forni an irregular oval, commenc-
it the Tower, following up the i-iver be-

ll the new "Thames Embankment," as

3 the Houses of Parliament, thence inland

ensington, curving north through Ken-
ion by Pembroke square to Paddington,

along the north'sideof the city, through
Marylebone road by King's Cross and
hfield, back through the city proper to

place of 'beginning, being in the neigh-

ood of fourteen miles long, and touching

le principal railway depots in the citj'.

368 not follow the streets, cuts through
blocks in every direction, and generally

passes beneath the gas and water pipes and
sewers. The great Fleet-ditch, one of the
largest sewers in London, is carried across in

a wrought-irou duct resembling a tubular
bridge, at oneof the open cuttings near King's
Cross.

As to construction, the road is for the most
part in a tunnel, the open cuttings averaging
less than one-third of the distance. The ex-

cavations are described as being mostly in

clay, with occasional veins of sand and gravel.

'The tunnel is solidly built of brick in the
shape of "a horseshoe," with an average width
of twentj'-eight feet, and is nowhere less than
15i feet high. The foundations are laid in

concrete, and the haunches of arch carried up
with same material to nearly the level of the
crown, the whole top of the tunnel and
haunches being covered with alayerof asphalt
one and a half inches thick, to render the arch
water-proof, and any water that may collect

thereon is carried by an earthen pipe 4 inches

in diameter to the drain beneath the road-

bed. The open cuttings average twenty-five

feet in width, and are generally about fifteen

feet below the surface, the sides of which are

kept in place by "retaining walls," built up
on a batter of about one inch to the foot to

the surface, upon which are erected parapet
walls nine feet in height. In some places

these open cuts are covered, as in passing
under a street or building, in which case the
side projections are carried up to receive cast-

iron girders, on which archesof brick are built

from one to another, and filled in with brick-

work or concrete, over which lays the mate-
rial and pavement of streets. When j^assing

close under buildings, wrought-iron girders

are used.

Double tracks are laid throughout, and
trains run both ways every five minutes. The
locomotives are small and compact, emitting
neither emoko nor steam, and burn coke.

The carriages are lighted with gas, and are

built with compartments in the usual Euro
peaa stj^le, with doors at the sides, allowing

the rapid exit and entrance of passengers,

which, notwithstanding their other faults, is

a great consideration in their favor for rapid

city transit. The ventilation of the tunnel is

stated as being " very far from perfect" and
" often oppressive," but it does not appear to

affect the passengers or employes, although
two persons died on this road in 1867, but in

neither case did the coroner's inquest refer

the cause directly to want of ventilation.

The gross cost of construction and right ol

way amounts to about $2,900,000 per mile, in

currencj^ and has proved a financial failure,

although at one time supposed otherwise

Late Paper.

Walking in the Spirit.

Whosoever will be a foUowerof Christ must
first learn to deny himself. W^e must turn

from whatsoever the eternal light in our own
hearts shows us to be selfish, "though it may
seem never so much to our disadvantage ; and
by denying ourselves wo shall abundantly
deny the author of all evil motions.

Pride, pleasure and unrighteous gain, are

baits that have caught many ; all which, with
many other things, we must deny and turn

from if we will be followers of Christ in a

righteous life; and by such denials we shall

find the root of iniquity wither, and grace

grow ; sinful motions will diminish, and heaven
ly desires increase; the small seed will be

come the tallest herb, and the lump come to
be one in nature with the leaven.

But this denial must be whilst the cocka-
trice is yet in the shell ; whilst sin is in the
motion, before it comes to action ; for sinful

motions may be turned from, but sinful ac-
tions are past recall. And what can show us
the rising of evil motions ? Preachers cannot

;

books cannot; nothing that is without can
effectually show us what is within ; it must
be an inward light; it must be the candle of
the Lord, the eternal Spirit that was in the
beginning given unto man for an instructor.

There were in the creation good men, faith-

ful men, selfdenying men, when there were
no preachers, nor books, that we read of: and
who was their teacher but the eternal Spirit?
What guide had they but the light of right-

eousness in their own hearts? And did our
present preachers make it their concern to

turn people's minds to eye this inward guide,

and to become faithfr^l followers thereof, we
should have more good men, faithful men, and
selfdenying men, than can now be found.

Men or angels could not give belter advice
to a people that was turned to this inward
light than Paul gave to the Galatians, when
he exhorted them to "Walk in the Spirit;"

for if we are not guided by a right spirit we
can never lead a righteous life.

—

Hugh Tur-
ford.

THE FRIEND.
SECOND MONTH 1, 1874.

When setting out on the voj^age of life, we
are prone to think that we can command, all

the order and discipline necessary for en-

countering the storms that may arise, or for

bearing up against the adverse gales that may
cross our course. Ignorant of the serious na-

ture of the responsibilities resting upon us,

and that all our capacious powers include no
one that can, of itself, guide us to the know-
ledge of ourselves, or of Him whom to know
is eternal life, what would become of us were
it not that He " whose way is in the sea, and
whose footsteps are not known," cares for us

with a father's love, and offers to be our guar-

dian and guide, so that by obeying his direc-

tions, our false notions may be corrected, the

fallen spirit transformed, and the newly cre-

ated man staid in perfect peace upon Him.
This wondrous work, this miraculous change,

if witnessed, must be carried on between the

soul that has sinned, and Him who not only

made it, but who has provided the means
whereby it may escape from the guilt and
power of sin, and, being born again, know
what it is to grow from a babe to a strong

man in Christ Jesus.

All are called to perfect holiness, in the fear

of the Lord. The command to all is " Be ye
holy in all manner of conversation." When
the triie Light shineth in the heart, as in a

dark place, how quickly are we made sensible,

that, highly gifted in natural talents as we
may be, they give us not the capacity to

fathom the corruption of the unregenerate

heart, nor to detect all the temptations con-

genial to our evil propensities, nor to foresee

the consequences that will follow yielding to

them. Experience also soon teaches us we have

not the innate power to extricate ourselves

from the force of temptation assailing our frail

nature ; much less to perfect holiness in the
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fear of the Loi-d. But the religion of Christ

is adapted to meet all the needs of humanity,

and all the exigencies of life. While it pro-

vides for the forgiveness of the past sins of

the repentant sinner, and reconciliation of the

contrite soul to its justly offended Creator, it

includes its purification by the washing of re-

generation and the renewing of the Holy
Ghost; which as it is submitted to, renders

it susceptible to the enjoyment of that peace

which passeth understanding, while at the

Bametime,it "receives new faculties; or learns

at least more worthily to employ the powers

it owned before," so as to appropriate with a

keener zest the beauties of the outward crea-

tion.

The outpouring of the Holy Spirit upon all

flesh [all mankind], and thus placing the di-

vine law in the hearts of all ; foretold by the

prophet Joel as characterizing these last days,

or the gospel dispensation, is therefore an
" unspeakable gift." For it is by obedience to

this law of the Spirit of Life in Christ Jesus,

that any are set free from the law of sin and

death, which, through transgression, reigns

in the natural man. Nothing then can be

trivial or unimportant that contravenes this

divine law.

If we are sincere in the prayer, " Thy will

be done on earth, as it is done in heaven,"

that will must be done by us in all things.

To have ready access to a knowledge of that

will, we must seek to Him to communicate it

by his Spirit to the soul, in its specific require-

ments; to point out how it is to be done, and
to furnish the ability to perform it. The apos-

tle, addressing the Elders of Ephesus, says:

"I commend you to God and to the word of his

grace, which is able to build you up and to

give you an inheritance among all them which
are sanctified." This is the gospel preached in

every soul, and is the power of God unto sal-

vation to every one that believes, whereby
"the righteousness of God is revealed from
faith to faith." It is by obedience to this

word of Divine Grace, that the law in our
members that opposes this law of the Spirit

of Life, in order to keep the soul or to bring

it into the captivity of sin, is overcome, and
we introduced into the glorious liberty of the
children of God.
How truly does the apostle, in describing

the struggle for supremacy between these two
laws, express the almost despairing feeling of

the newly enlisted disciple, still feeling the
strength of the law in his members, but learn-

ing to take up the daily cross and follow his

crucified Lord as He is manifested within :

" O wretched man that I am, who shall deliver

me from the body of this death !" But ifobe-
dience is yielded as knowledge is received, the
victory is sure, and the soul enabled, through
living experience, to return thanks therefor
through Jesus Christ, who proves himself a
perfect Saviour both by his work without
us and his work within.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The elections for members of Parliament

are progressing in England amid much excitement. In
56 elections held last week, the Conservatives returned
31 members and the Liberals 25. Gladstone, Bright
and others, are addressing large meetings. Both Lib-
erals and Conservatives seem confident of success.
The weekly return of metropolitan pauperism shows

that the total number of paupers in London at the end
of the first week in 1874, was 105,795, of whom 36,226
were in workhouses, and 69,569 were in the receipt of
out-door relief. Compared with the corresponding

weeks in the years 1873, 1872 and 1871, these figures

show a decrease of 4056, 16,852 and 44,581 respectively.

The receipts of tea in Great Britain have steadily

fallen ofl' during the last three years, although the con-

sumption has increased. The decrease has been in the

trade in tea with the continent of Europe, whose buyers
are now making direct shipments from China. The
consumption in the United Kingdom in 1871 amounted

'23,500,000 pounds; in 1872 it increased to 127,750,-

000 pounds, and in 1873 reached 132,000,000 pounds.
While the express passenger train from Edinburg for

Glasgow was running at great speed, it came into col-

lision with another train. Several of the cars were de-

molished, sixteen persons instantly killed, and many
others received severe injuries.

London, 2d mo. 2d.—The rate of interest at the Stock
Exchange on government securities is 3 per cent.

Liverpool.—The markets for cotton and breadstuff's

quiet and unchanged.
In Alsace the French candidates for the Reichstag

have been elected by large majorities. A profound
sensation has been caused at Versailles by articles in

the North German Gazette, urging restrictions on the

freedom of the Church and Ultramontane press in

France and Belgium.
A special dispatch from Berlin to the Post says, the

Shah has made an explanation to the foreign Powers
regarding the annulment of the concessions to Baron
Renter. He says responses to inquiries made while he
was in Europe led him to believe that the undertaking
would not receive the necessary financial support, and
therefore the six months' grace which was urgently re-

quested before the commencement of the work was re-

fused.

Information has been received from the Gold Coast
that the British forces had penetrated about thirteen

miles beyond the river Prah. A large number of the

troops who were disabled by sickness, have been sent

back to England.
The cholera has broken out in Acheen. It is rumored

that the Sultan has died of it and that the war is virtu-

ally over.

The reported successes of the Carlists in the north of

Spain are denied at Madrid.
The diplomatic representaiives of Spain have been

provisionally recalled from Berlin, Vienna and other

European capitals.

A Constantinople dispatch of the 2nd says, a fire in

this city last night destroyed over a hundred houses,
including the residence of the Grand Vizier.

Herr Brenan, the German explorer of Africa, in a
letter to Dr. Peterman, of Gotha, dated at Zanzibar,
says Dr. Livingstone died on August 15th. This date
diflfers from that of the previous report ; but all doubt
has been set at rest by an official dispatch received by
the government to-day from Zanzibar.
The dispatch says, circumstantially, that Livingstone

died in Lobesa after crossing the marshes, with the
water at one time for three days consecutively above
his waist. The sufferings of his whole party were ter-

rible, and ten of them died in consequence. The mem-
bers of the Cameron expedition were suffering from
fever and opthalmia, but would await the arrival of the
Doctor's remains and bring them to Ujiji. From the
latter place they would be taken to Zanzibar, where
they will arrive probably next month.
United States.—The Public Debt amounted on the

first inst., less cash in the Treasury, to $2,157,470,114,
which is $1,845,211 less than it-was a month previous.
There were 518 deaths in New York city last week.

The interments in Philadelphia from the "24th to the
31st ult., were 276 in number, including 83 children
under two years of age. There were 43 deaths of con-
sumption and 19 inflammation of the lungs.

The mean temperature of the F'irst month, by the
Pennsylvania Hospital record, was 37.03 deg., the
highest during the month 65. 50, and the lowest 11 deg.
The rainfall 4.21 inches. The average of the mean
temperature of the First month, for the past 85 years,
is stated to be 31.40 deg., the highest mean in that en-
tire period occurred in 1790, and was 44 deg., the lowest
was in 1857, 22.37 deg.
The weather was intensely cold last week in Canada

and portions of the north-eastern States, the tempera-
ture at times ranging from zero to 48 deg. below, in
some situations.

On the 29th ult. large > ifice, on Market street be-
tween 12th and 13th streets, Philailelphia, known as
the Olympic Theatre, was destroyed by fire, together
with some of the adjoining property. Total loss about
$200,000.
The sugar crop of Louisiana is estimated for this

season at 100,000 hogsheads, last years crop having
yielded 108,520 ' - '

The Board of Indian Commissions, in their fift

nual report to the President, express satisfaction

the encouraging results of the peace policy of the

ernment in its management of Indian affairs,

partial and unimportant exceptions, the policy h

followed by peace since 1868. The temper of th

dians has, they believe, so improved under this

ment that they will soon be submissive to all re

able requirements. Several of the wild tribei

soliciting schools and appliances of civilization,

others ask for reservations.

I%e Markets, &c.—The following were the quota

on the 2nd inst. New York.— American gold,

U. S. sixes, 1881, 117| a 118| ; ditto, 1867, 117i;
10-40 5 per cents, liol. Superfine flour, $5.90 a $
State extra, $6.55 a J6.85; finer brands, $7 a $11.

1 Chicago spring wheat, $1.60; No. 2 do., $1.54 a 3

red western, $1.65 ; amber do., $1.70; white Mich
$1.94. Oats, 60 a 64 cts. Western mixed corn,

85 cts.
;
yellow, 86 a 87 cts. Philadelphixi.—Vp]

and New Orleans cotton, 16 a 17 cts. Superfine ;

$5 a $5.50 ; extras, $6 a $6.65 ; finer brands, + 7 a $1

Red wheat, $1.60 a $1.65; amber, $1.68 a $
white, $1.80 a $1.85. Rye, 96 cts. New yellow

78 a 81 cts. ; white, 85 cts. Oats, 55 a 64 cts.

9i a 10 cts. Clover seed, 8^ a 9 ct.s. Beef cattle

in demand and higher. Sales of 2000 head at 7J
cts. per lb. gross for extra ; 6 a 7 cts., for fair to

and 4 a 5J cts. for common. Sheep sold at 5 a 7

per lb. gross and hogs at $9.25 a $9.50 per 100 It

Baltinwre.—YeUovf corn, 76 cts.; white, 80
Oats, 50 and 56 cts. Wheat, $1.75 a $1.78. Ok
—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.24; No. 2 do., $1.20;

do., $1.15. No. 2 mixed corfl, 58i cts. Oats, 4

Rye, 80 a 82 cts. Spring barley, $2 a $2.05. St.

.

—No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.67 a $1.70 ; No. 2 s]

$1.25. Corn, 61 a 61J cts. Oats, 46J cts. g

barley, $1.75. Rye, 85 cts. Lard, 8f cts. Cinci

—Wheat, $1.45 a $1.48. Corn, 58 a 61 cts. Oa
a 54 cts. Lard, 9 a 9i cts.

WANTED.
Superintendent and Matron for Emlen Instil

for benefit of boys of African and Indian dei

Farm in Bucks county. Pa. : a good practical fa

and wife, a tidy managing housekeeper, both qua
for the proper training of youth for usefulness on
and a preparation for heaven. Address,

Israel H. Johnson, No. 16 North Seventh ;

Thos. Stewardson, Jr., cor. Mill and Chei
Germantown, Philadelphia.

1st mo. 27th, 1874.

" The Germantown Employment Society for Wo
has for sale, at a low price, a large supply of substi

clothing for men, women and children, suitable to

to the Freedmen and Indians. To those purch
to the amount of $20 or over, we will make a redu

of 10 per cent. Application may be made to

Sarah Ann Matlack, corner of Shoemakers
and Wakefield St. ; or, ,

Martha H. Garrett, corner of Green and Cc

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
As the stations of Superintendent and Matron o

Institution are expected to be vacated at the close (

Winter Session, in the 4th month next. Friends
may feel drawn to undertake the duties attachi

them, are requested to communicate thereon with(
of the following named members of the Committe

Nathaniel N. Stokes, Cinnaminson Post-(

Burlington Co., N. J.

Charles Evans, No. 702 Race St., Philadelt
Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. J.

Rebecca S. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth St., Phi

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN]
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) PhUadelp
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wo
INOTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients m
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa
Managers.

Died, at his residence, near Trenton, New J<

11th mo. 11th, 1873, Samueij Ellis Dt:cou, a me
of Chesterfield Monthly Meeting, in the 62d year (

age.

" VYlLIAm'h. PILE,~PRINTi;R.
'"

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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It of Recent Adventnrps and Suffering in

the Arctic Regions,

account entitled "Two Tragedies in

rctic Kegions," baa lately appeared in

•eneh journal, La Nature, which, beside
rinsic interest, contains so instructive a
that it has been thought well to trans-

i for the readers of " The Friend." It

it to state that some passages have been

y altered, and some, describing details

ery dreadful character, altogether sup-

d; the account i.s substantially as fol-

Historical Society of Paris owes to

•ench Consul at Christiania, and to the
.er of Foreign Affairs, a detailed recital

I tragedie.s, one of which has been briefly

[uced in The Official Journal, taken from
Jgian papers, the other is almost un-

\ in France. The two catastrophes
istrate once more how vain have been
ipes of the geographers, who thought
I, through the Arctic ice, ready commu
i>n between the two continents, and the
feat oceans of our globe ; and also how
bient of themselves are the well ap-
|d houses of refucre which have been
jshed in the far north for the shelter of

j
obliged to winter there.

Norwegian vessel, "The Freya," wa".
2, one of those strong fishing vessels
Norway sends every year in pursuit of
md walrus among the icebergs of the
Her commander, Captain Tobiesen, had
i good voj'age, and was preparing to

to Norway, when, at the end of the
month, contrary to expectation, he
himself entangled in ice on the north
)f Nova Zembla. After vain attempts
ik the ice or discover a passage through
(tain Tobiesen informed his crew that
lUSt resign themselves to go into winter
rs: this proposition was the more alarm
it involved a residence of nearly nine
s in a country without resources, in

d«t of the solitude and darkness of the
night, with the apprehension that the
ady excessive in themiddle ofautumn,

riot fail to become fearful in the winter,
uly alarming feature of the situation

e absence of the food necessary for such

a sojourn, for the}' were only provisioned for

the voj-age of 1^72, and it was unheard of

that the sea should be closed before the last

days of the Tenth month. 'I bej- took an ac

count of their stock and found on close calcu

lation that it was insufficient for the crew
which was composed of eleven men, there

being only food enough for four or five per-

sons even were the rations distributed with
the most parsimonious economy. To attempt
to keep all together was to devote the crew
to certain death, seven sailors, therefore, de-

cided to quit the ship, taking with them a sail-

boat, some boxes of matches, two guns, a

small supply of powder and lead, a compass,
a spyglass, fourteen biscuits, some tea and
molasses, enough hears' meat for one meal,

one sauce pan, one pot, and a hatchet. With
this meagre provision they undertook their

journey, leaving on board Captain Tobiesen,

his son, the first mate and the cook.

The seven sailors at first dragged their boat

on the ice for several leagues and set it afloat

u an open passage, turning the head towards
the south in the hope of either meeting a ship

or of reaching the Wa'igatz Islands, where
they were almost certain of finding at least

an encampment of the Samoiades. Their eat-

were soon exhausted, a bear and some
seals which they succeeded in killing, furnish

them with insuflScient nourishment during
their voyage ; the sea became more and more
rough, the wind more violent, and the cold

greater. They proceeded thus for about three

weeks, when they descried land and two small

houses thereon, these they eagerly entered

hoping to find there some provisions, but their

hope was disappointed ; the houses were de-

serted and completely emptj^: they had be-

longed to two Russians who bad lately aban-
doned them. TheNorwegianssoon recognized

that they were on Goose Island. Meanwhile
the journej- which they had just made under
such trying circumstances had reduced them
to-su'h a state of disease and fatigue that

they resolved to stay in this poor shelter, if

t was only long enough to reestablish their

strength ; all had swollen feet, and some frozen

extremities.

The two most healthy took their guns and
went out to hunt, while their comrades pro-

ceeded to make some preparation for their

accommodation, they were so happy as to

kill a seal, two blue foxes, and four reindeer,

but the game soon became alarmed and could

no longer be found, it was therefore impossi-

ble to prolong their stay in this inhospitable

pot. The Russians had left a little sledge,

which was more useful than the boat, because
they could proceed along the shore towards
the south on the sea, which was frozen to a
considerable distance from the coast.

After three weeks of comparative repose,

they placed all their utensils in the sledge, to

which they harnessed the men who did not
carry guns, and thus followed the line of the

coast, always hoping to roach the Waigatz

Islands. This second journey on foot was as
suffering as the voyage in the boat, the cold

I

was extreme, and blinding snowstorms caused
them to lose their way. In one of these storms
jthe two hunters disappeared, and with them
the hope of the little provision which so far

they had been able to obtain. Thoj^ reflected

upon their situation with alarm. What should
they do? Should the)^ pursue their journej-

with almost the certainty of perishing with
hunger? Or, should they return to the aban-
doned houses, there to encounter prolonged
sufferings ? In their distress they resolved to

cast lots : the lot decided that they should
continue their journey. They had still some
food which they economized as much as pos-

sible, and proceeded on their way slowly and
painfully. At night they dug holes in the
snow in which to sleep, one of their number
always mounting guard at the mouth of the
hole, both to keep otf the bears and to prevent
the snow so accumulating as to break in the

roof of the cavern, and so smother the poor
fellows to whom it offered so miserable a shel-

ter, and also to arouse the sleepers who would
otherwise have died in their stupor.

On the sixth night one of them died,—the
others, exhausted, scarcely able to resist the
tendency to sleep, famished and sick, aban-
doned their sledge and almost all their uten-

sils, to drag on a little further. In this waj'
they made fourteen miles in two days; all

seemed over, when they discovered a pile of

wood and tracks of a sledge, which the snow
had not yet effaced. Were there men then
in the vicinity? Hope electrified the unhappy
travellers, who were reduced almost to the

condition of corpses, and thej' dragged them-
selves with renewed energy along the track,

which extended four or five leagues, and finally

reached a cabin inhabited by Samoiades, on
the southern extremity of Goose Island, at a
spot called Gansenonos. The inhabitants of

the cabin received them with every evidence

of the liveliest commiseration ; they were
seven in number, three men, three women,
and a young boy. This little group adminis-
tered to the needs of the unhappy Norwegians
with so much tenderness as to restore them
to their feet.

The camp of the Samoiades was well sup-

plied with provisions of all sorts, and particu-

larly with reindeer flesh, flour, tea and sugar.

They possessed two old flint-lock guns, which
the}' used very skilfully, and they used in

hunting not only the sledges whose tracks

had been the means of saving the nearly dying
sailors, but also small light boats which were
very useful in the pursuit of seals. Here the
Norwegians passed the rest of the winter,

hunting with their hosts, when the weather
permitted, and amusing themselves with games
in the cabin when they could not go out. This
healthful regimen completely re-established

the strength of ail with the exception of one
man, who having been badly frost bitten re-

mained in bed the whole winter.
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In the Third month, their firewood bein

exhausted, they deserted their cabin and used

the materials for fuel, substituting for it a tent

of reindeer skin. 'J'heSamoiades, never passed

a day without taking exercise in the open air,

they were also in the practice of drinking the

warm blood of the animals they killed, and
by these habits they were preserved from
scurvy. In many particulars their character

was that of savages, their intellects dull, i

their temper suspicious. They had been under
the care of Eussian priests, whose language
they spoke, but their views on religious sub

jects seemed very different from the principles

of Christianity; if they failed in killing im
portant game, they fired a shot at the sun to

make the Deity more favorable to them on
another occasion. The3'frequeutl3' quarrelled,

but never forgot the courtesy which they
owed to their guests ; they neglected no effort

to find the body of the man who had died on
the way, that they might bury it, but their

efforts were unsuccessful.

CTobecontiQaed.)

John Heald.

For "The Friend.''

(Continaed from page 194.)

"8th mo. 23d. At Limington, a large meet
ing collected, mostly not of our Society. We
were preciously favored, though in the fore-

part it felt to me that the strength of desire

in the minds of the people was to hear words,
and my mouth was shut for a time. Way
opened to show that it was our duty individu-

ally to worship God, that we could not do this

one for another. Could we call an attention

to preaching, worship? Was it reasonable to

suppose that the hearing of words is perform-
ing acceptable worship, when wo consider that
the Lord seeth not as man seeth; man looketh
at the outward appearance, but the Lord
looketh at the heart ?

The communication wasimpiessive and had
place with them, and I felt thankful for the
favor."

At Parsonsfield, on the 24th, John Heald
was again exercised on the same subject, and
pressed upon his hearers the need there was
for each one to labor for himself in religious

meetings. That worship could not be per-
formed through the medium of the ear ; and
that one cannot worship for another.

"30th, First-day. We went in the afternoon
to South Sandwich, where was a great collec-

tion of people of various descriptions. A
weight of exercise lay on my mind, which I

sat under for some time. Men of note and
distinction were present, and way opening I

went on to show that my concern was to do
my duty and no more, so that I might have
a conscience void of offence toward God. It
was suitable and necessary that wo should
know what was required, and attend to doing
it, but our own will should be brought into
subjection to the Divine will. We might
learn a form of words which we might use in

prayer, but our hearts might not feel them.
We may have learned that e.xcellent prayer
taught by our Lord to His disciples, so as to
repeat it very correctly, and say :

' Our Father
who art in heaven, hallowed be thy name, thy
kingdom come, thy will be done'—when this
act may be done iu the creaturely will. Here
is asking for His will to be done "in doing our
own will, and our will done and not His ! Yet
the soul that is humbled and feels what it

stands in need of, finds words that are under
stood by Him, to whom intercession is rightly

made, and who delights to be called on in sin-

ceritj- ; and is graciously pleased to hear and
grant the humble, breathing intercession made
according to His will.

9th mo. 2d. My confidence is low and my
mind humble. O how can I stand before the

people, while I feel so poor and weak ! Think
on me, O my God. The meeting [at Gilming-
ton] was attended by a considerable numbei-
of people of different appearances. The pub-

lic exercise was very trying, because that

which I delivered seemed to have little or no
entrance in their minds. I expressed sym-
pathy with a discouraged state, which dis-

couragement I apprehended was increased by
the unfaithfulness of some who made a high
profession.

4th. At Concord, New Hampshire, I felt

very great weakness, seeming as if I could

scarcely hold up my head, but before the close

of the meeting I felt a little strength revived,

and I dropped a few expressions in regard to

the profitableness of humility. At our lodg-

ing a very precious opportunity took place

with a considerable number of young people.

In it, I felt a renewal of strength and confi-

dence. Thankfulness filled my heart for the
favor.

6th. At Weare, I set forth the privilege of

free Gospel ministry ; that as I did not look

to man for pay or applause, I was not bound
on that ground to deviate to please or dis-

please, as I only expected, if I obtained any
good reward, to receive it from the Dispenser
of good. On this ground, I thought myself
under no temptation to gratify any with
words.

13th. At Eiehmond, being First-day, many
came in and filled the house. 1 said, most
thoughtful, religiously-concerned people, I

suppose, when they assemble in this capacity,

desired to find some profit, or gain some in-

struction by it. If this desire tends to quicken
the attention so as to avoid that which is

offensive to the great Giver of the desired

favor, then it will be profitable. Evil will be

avoided, and the desire will be extended to

doing acceptable service. Here, ceasing to do
evil, and learning to do well, will be experi-

enced; and this desire will be known to be a

living desire, living and abiding in the heart.

As it is thus attended to, and that which is

known to be wrong avoided, there will be a

portion of peace of mind enjoyed; but if, at

any time, such should indulge in what they
know to be wrong, then condemnation ensues.

This accords with what an apostle testified,

If our heart condemn us, God is greater and
knows all things, but if our heart condemn us
not, then have we hope toward God.

14th. Israel Laben conducted us to Pelhans,
about forty miles. In this place we were told

that David Buffum had a plantation worth
$2,500 sold for priests' wages, the demand $8.

This is the last meeting in New England Year-
ly Meeting, and I have attended one or more
meetings at each meeting-place of Friends in

this Yearly Meeting. While I note this, 1

think it as humbling a prospect as at the first

—the meeting time now coming on. How
much satisfaction may be missed of, if I should
be so unguarded us to advance counsel not
called for'by the Head of the church, or with-

"

1 through human weakness. May I be
preserved, and be faithful, and the reward is

sure.

15th. I passed the meeting in silence,

a few words by way of remark.
19th. We passed on into the State of

York, to a meeting called White Cr
I rode on ihe way to-day, I felt a parti

satisfaction on a review of mj^ past labon

discovering that I had omitted anythic

quired, and that I had been careful not

ceed my bounds, i now hope that if

through the remainder of my prospect

am favored to return home, it will be in j

20tb. We attended the aforesaid met

My labor was on the subject of worship,

ing it to be a Christian duty. If it b(

pensed with, what is Christianity withoi

Can there be anything profitable in profet

without knowing a performance of it?

22d. We went to Mount Holly Met

which lays easterly, and crossed the (

Mountains on the way. We rode over

and stones, through woods and mud.
Author of my existence knows m}' p;

steps, and ray desire to serve Him
cerity. To Him I look for preservatior

on Him do I depend for support, and I lo

none else for reward for what I pass thr

He has hitherto been my helper in the

of need, and bountifully rewarded me.

His mercies and favors be continued, anc

I be faithful to Him, that I may bk
praise His holj' name, who is now and

lastingly worthy thereof. Amen.
27th. Attended Ferrisburg Meeting,

a weight of concern on my mind. The
niony went to arouse the careless, the

;

gatej and such as were desirous to stifl'

^'iction and live to the delights of sense

also to encourage the well-disposed to con

in an humble, watchful state of mini

watchfulness is neglected, a state of eas

formality is likely to follow.

30th, At a meeting on Grand Isle,

Charaplain, 1 endeavored to impress o;

children the necessity of obeying the

mand, ' Children, obey your parents i

Lord, for this is right.' When this was
[ said, ' Parents, bring up your childr

the nurture and admonition of the Lord

do not provoke them to wrath.' When pa

do not walk in the paths of piety, ho'

they train up their children in those p
Will it do to say to them :

' This is th«

that leads to happiness. I would have y
walk in it ; I entertain strong desires for

welfare, but I am not ready to set you
ample, that I want you to follow ; I wan
to leave practices that I am practicing?'

can a parent instruct a child to walk
*

way he should go, and not go in it himi

The meeting became a solemn, instri

one, because of the overshadowing of He
ly regard—praised be the Giver of the

ing."

10th mo. Ist. At a meeting at Pen
other matters, .T. Heald spoke of the an

attention which was given in settling

poral accounts, to have everything in

ness at the time of trial, so that the p
might get his just rights, though the ra

at issue were comparatively unimpoi
and contrasted it with the carelessness o\

in regard to the day of final decision,

some seemed scarcely to remember.
"4th. AtMontpelier. The meeting was

thronged, mostly of other people, F:

being few. My exercise became
and I found it my place to bear testi

among them, to encourage them to a rel
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ise of living; in tho first place, ' Forsake
(;he assembling of yourselves together as

inanncr of some is.' I endeavored to show
it is our reasonable service to offer our-

s living sacrifices, wholly acceptable to

Towards the close, I said, People had
rs motives for going to meetings. Some
; with desires of doing their dut)-. I ap-

" some went to watch and look out for

8, and having found what they suppose
1 one, they treasure it up, they converse

t it, so that it gains a great part of their

ition, and the mind comes to live on it,

t is very poor living, there is scarce poorer

;

•eas if there was a looking out for some-
f useful and wholesome, it would be

ler found."

le pithy remark of J. Heald, as to poor

7, brings to mind the case of a Friend,

lived in Eastern Ohio. He had taken so

li offence at something that had taken

B among his friends, that for some time
pclined to attend religious meetings with

ii. Whilst in this condition, a meeting
iappointed near his home by a travelling

pd, which he attended. The minister rose

;
this remark, " He that lives on the faiilis

f,hers is in danger of starving to death,"

,80 unfolded to him his situation, that he
enabled to cast out of his heart the hard
ngs that had estranged him, and again to

V the love of the brethren to jjrevail.

r afterwards, he was peculiarly solicitous

^oid every thing which would destroy or

re the unity of the meeting.
(To be continued.)

'ocodiles in Sinm.— Crocodiles are more
erous in the river at Paknam-Ven than in

at Chantaboun. I continually saw them
w themselves from the banks into the

ir; and it has frequently happened that

less fishers, or persons who have impru-

\y fallen asleep on the shore, have become
r prey, or have afterwards died of the

nds inflicted by them. The latter has

jened twice during my stay here. It is

sing, however—for one is interested in

rving the habits of animals all over the

Id—to see the manner in which these

tnres catch the apes, which sometimes
I a fanc}' to play with them. Close to the

£ lies the crocodile, his bodj' in the water,

only his capacious mouth above the sur-

,
read}- to seize any thing that may come

lin reach. A troop of apes catch sight of

, seem to consult together, approach little

ttle, and commence their frolics, b}- turns

rs and spectators. One of the most active

nost impudent jumps from branch to

leh, till within a respectful distance of the

odile, when, hanging by one claw, and
1 the dexterity peculiar to these animals,

dvanees and retires, now giving the eroco-

a blow with hie paw, at another time onl}-

ending to do so. The other apes, enjoy-

the fun, evidently wish to take a part in

but the other branches being too high,
r form a sort of chain by laying hold of

I others paws, and thus, swing backwards
forward-!, while any one of them who
es within reach of the crocodile torments
to the best of his ability. Sometimes the

ibie jaws suddenly close, but not upon the

icious ape, who just escapes; then there

cries of exultation froni the tormentors,
I gamble about joyfully. Occasionally,

ever, the paw is entrapped, and the victim

dragged with the r;ipidity of lightning be-

neath the water, when tho whole troop dis-

perse, groaning and shrieking. The misad
venture does not, however, prevent their re-

commencing the game a few days afterwards.—Moukot's ^Travels.

The State of the Primitive Churches.

Most men will acknowledge that the primi-
tive churches, to whom Paul wrote his epistles,

exceeded in many respects the professors ol

Christianity in our present age ; and good
grounds they have so to believe ; for the said

apostle, in his epistles, told the Corinthians
"That their bodies were the temples of the
Holy Ghost:" he told the Ephesians "That
they were fellow-citizens with the saints, and
of the household of God :" he told the Philip-

pians " That their conversation was in hea-

ven :" he told the Colossians " That they were
delivered from the power of darkness, and
translated into the kingdom of the dear Son
of God:" he told the Hebrews "That they
were come to the city of the living God, the

heavenly Jerusalem." And Peter, in his gen-

eral epistle to the churches, told them " That
they were a chosen generation ; a royal priest-

hood ; a holy nation, a peculiar people."

But is this our state? Can we say, from a

sensible feeling, that the Holy Spirit of God
dwells in us? That our bodies are the tem-
ples, in which we may behold his presence,

feel his power, fear, worship, and serve him ?

Can we say that our conversations are in

heaven ? That we arc translated into the

kingdom of the dear Son of God, and live

under the sceptre of his government? That
we are come to the heavenly Jerusalem, whore
the great God is worshipped in spirit and in

truth ? Or are we not strangers to all these

things, and yet persuade ourselves that we
are the people of God, and good christians?

The primitive churches had the honorable
name of saints ; we can give ourselves no
better name than miserable sinners ; and what
is the reason ? Most of the forementioned
churches, before their conversion, were but

heathens ; they were not born of christian

parents, nor trained up in the christian faith,

as we think we are ;
and after conversion they

had but little preaching, in comparison to

what we have; neither were they furnished

with books so plentifully as we are.

We cannot conclude that the kingdom of

Christ, that then appeared in power, did, (as

the sun in the firmament sometimes doth)
show itself in the morning and be no more
seen all day ; for the kingdom of Christ is an
everlasting kingdom, and the new covenant
that was made with the house of Jacob an
everlasting covenant. Neither may we con-

clude that God hath withdrawn himself from
the children of men ; for he never forsakes us,

unless wo first forsake him.

The apostle foresaw that there would be a

falling away from the grace in which many
primitive Christians were established ; which
soon after his decease came to pass. But our

preachers say, "That the dark night of apos-

tacy is over, and that we live in gospel days
again ;" but if so, where a»e the fruits? We
may, I confess, hear gospel words; but where
is the gospel power, by which believers come
to be the sons of God, and to bear his image
in righteousness? Why are not we, who are

called Christians, grown to the stature of them
that were born heathen, and brought up in

blindness and ignorance? Why are not we

sanctified and made a holy people, as well as

they? VV^hy are not our bodies cleansed and
made a habitation for the eternal Spirit, as

theirs were ? Why are not our conversations
in heaven, or at least more heavenly than
they be? The reason, to me, is this: we have
not built upon the same foundation that they
built upon ; for this we are to understand,

that the heathen had not the Scriptures, as

we have, and so could not frame a form of

godliness therefrom, as many since have done,

made up with good words, calling that godli-

ness, and resting in an outward performance
thereof, without any true conversion, or sense

of that inward life and power that the primi-

tive Christians came to feel ; and found in

themselves, through faith, and the operation

of the eternal quickening Spirit of Jesus.

The heathens, as well as others, were of

God's creation, (all nations being made of one
blood,) and so had in themselves, as every

man hath, a good spirit, as well as a bad
;

light, as well as darkness; something that re-

proved them for sin, as well as something
that tempted them to sin. And. being, by the

apostle, turned from the darkness that was in

them to the light; from that which tempted
them to sin, to that which convicted and re-

proved them for sin ; they cleaved thereunto,

confided therein, and became followers there-

of; and by cleaving to the good, they were
delivered from evil ; by following the light

they came to be translated out of the kingdom
of darkness, and to have their conversations

in heaven whilst they were upon earth.

These built on a sure rock, a living founda-

tion, on Christ, as he in all ages was, and still

is, in his spiritual appearance, the light of the

world, and life of righteousness; and, taking
his eternal Spirit in themselves for their guide,

turned from whatsoever they were thereby
convicted of, and reproved for; by which
Esau, or the first nature, came to be supplant-

ed, and He, whose right it is to reign, came to

have the rule in them, and the government
over them.
And as the darkness thateclipsed the bright-

ness of the sun of righteousness in them came
to be removed, they came to have a clear dis-

cerning what was of God, and what was self-

ish, and to be denied ; and turning from every

motion that was not of God, the body of sin be-

came mortified, their insides became cleansed,

the lump became leavened; such as were car-

nal became spiritual ; and this made them a

peculiar people.

And did we walk in theirfootsteps we might
rise to their attainment; but if we build on

words, and outward services without spirit

and life, we can never rise; for, as Paul said

in another case, " If I speak with the tongue

of men and angels, and have not charity, I

am become as sounding brass ;" so say I in

this case, if we hear men and angels, if we
could live continually under the sound of good
words, if we have no regard to that inward
light which discovers the risingof evil motions,

and power from God to turn from them, we
can never mortify sin, cleanse our souls, and

I become a holy people. The work of sanctifi-

ication is inward, and to be effected by inward
i means; nothing but inward light can expel

inward darkness; nothing less than eternal

|life can deliver our souls from the power of

death.

Since men came to be persuaded that though

they sow tares they shall reap wheat ; though

they go down into the grave sinners, they
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shall rise saints, and attain in another world

what the primitive Christians attained to in

this world, their conversations have not been

in heaven, but in the earth ; they have walked
in darkness and not in the light; the god of

this world hath been served, and not the God
of heaven. And what future happiness this

can produce, let the wise in heart judge.

—

Hugh Turford.

Scientific Notes.

Waste Substances.—A recent work on this

subject shows that considerable progress has

been made in rendering useful many sub-

stances that formerly were thrown away as

refuse ; though there is still great room for

improvement in that direction. Among the

most important matters that claim further

care are the sewage of towns ; the oifal from
cattle killed for their hides, horns and tallo

—as is done in large quantities in South
America; and the refuse oi' cod and other
fisheries. Most of these are capable of being
converted into concentrated manures, which
have become an indispensable adjunct in the
improved systems of farming.

Cotton-seed was formerly used as manure
The weight of the seed is twice that of the
fibre, so that immense quantities of it are an
Dually produced. Now oil is largely pressed
from it, and the cake which remains is used
for feeding cattle.

In the neighborhood of the large saw-mill
of Norway, vast heaps of saw-dust formerly
remained unutilized, but now they are mad<
to yield spirit, pyroligneous acid, charcoal
potash, &c.

In France, and other parts of Europe, th(

fur and skin of rats are sold at remunerative
prices, as well as their flesh.

Nebulie.— An article on this subject, by
Prof. Young, in the Boston Journal of Chemis-
try, gives the total number at present known
as not quite 8000. Of these about a dozen
are visible to the naked eye, the brightest of
which is in Andromeda, and the second in

brilliance in Orion. Some ofthem are clusters
of stars, which are so exhibited by telescopes
of high power, and others will probably pre-
sent a similar appearance, as more improved
forms of optical instruments are brought into
use

; but the majority show no such structure
but even under the highest telescopic power
remain mere blotches of hazy light. In fo

they are most commonly oval, and somewhat
brighter in the middle. In many instances
they are nearly circular and of uniform bright-
ness throughout. There are also a few an
nular nebulae which seem to be rings of the
shining mist; and there are double nebulas,

which, like the double stars, probably revolve
around each other in elliptical orbits; and
spiral nebuise, whose filaments are so arranged
as to suggest almost irresistibly the idea of a
whirlpool like movement of the vphole mass.
Besides these there are a multitude, in which
the nebulous matter is distributed in streaks
and patches of most fantastic and unaccount-
able formation. To this class belongs the great
nebula of Orion.
The spectroscopic study of these interesting

masses confirms the conclusion arrived at by
the elder Hersehel, that many of them are
masses ofcloud-like substance, mainly gaseous.
They are in various stages of condensation

;

some granulating into 'star-dust, and some
apparently collecting themselves around a
einglo centre to form a single sun.

The Corrosive Action of Salt-ivater on Iron

and Copper.—A recent paper on this subject

calls fresh attention to the well-known chemi-

cal action, and corrosion which takes place

when these metals are brought into contact

and immersed in salt-water. The rapid in-

crease in the number of iron vessels gives

especial importance to the use of all precau-

tion which may ensure their safety or prolong
their existence. The writer shows that, for

example, if a copper tube connected with a

ship's pump be lowend into the bilge water
in the hold of an iron ship, though it does not
come into contact with the iron plating, yet
through the handle of the pump on the deck,

a metallic communication may be made with
the outside iron, which will form a galvanic
circuit, and lead to the corrosion of the
plating.

Drainage and Health.—Berlin has long 1

in an unsatisfactory state as regards drainage,

&c. An article on the cleaning and draining
of that city states, that the rate of mortality
has increased from 25.1 per 1000 in 1861, to

38.9 in 1871. The mortality is greatest i

summer. Its phases correspond to the rising

and sinking of the underground water. This
sinks in hot weather, and allows the free de
composition of impurities. The causes of

death are largely infectious diseases, like

diphtheria, dysentery, &c., which may in gen-
eral be traced to the decomposition of organic
substances.

Carrier Pigeons.
—

"With regard to the dis-

patch of pigeons from balloons, it was observed
by Birt and Gay Lussac many years ago, that
they did not return to their cots, unless th

balloon had been allowed to descend nearth
ground before they were liberated; otherwise
the air was too rare to fly in, and the animal
fell with accelerated velocity. In France some
of the journals have a pigeon service. The
National, e. g. employs for its later dispatches
from Versailles, ten carrier pigeons, the ser-

vice costing about 30 francs daily. The time
of flight lasts from 15 to 20 minutes, accord-
ing to the state of the atmosphere and direc-

tion of the wind. In storms the birds are
often delayed.

Sounds we cannot hear.—To many persons
the voice of the field-mouse is inaudible. Some
cannot hear the voice of the cricket, and a few
are deaf to the voice of the sparrow, while but
very few can hear the voice of the bat. Some
people will not hear the bat however close they
may be to it, while others can hear it flying
aboutin the open air, and indeed consider it to

be a noisy animal. The voice of the bat is pro-
bably the shrillest sound audible to human
ears, consequently all animals having voices

more acute, are inaudible to us. An ant-
hill, for instance, may be as noi.sy to the in-

habitants as a rookery is to us, and they might
totally unable to hear any sound whatever

from human voices, in consequence of the dif
ferent range of hearing.

A medusa was lately received at the Paris
Aquarium, and immediately placed in a tank.
It was soon observed that all the other marine
creatures around it perished. The water had
been turned into vinegar. This showed that
this was one of those rare specimens which
secrete an acetic acid liquid.

A MOTTO FOR BOYS.
A boy who does a stroke and stops,

Will ne'er a great man be;

'Tis the aggregate of single drop.s

That makes the sea the sea.

The mountain was not at its birth

A mountain, so to speak
;

The little atoms of sand and earth

Have made its peak a peak.

Not all at once the morning streaks

The gold above the gray
;

'Tis thousand little yellow gleams
That make the day, the day.

Not from the snow-drift May awakes
In purples, reds and greens;

Spring's whole bright retinue it takes

To make her queen of queens.

Upon the orchard rain must fall.

And soak from branch to root.

And blossoms bloom and fade withal,

Before the fruit is fruit.

The farmer needs must sow and till,

And wait the wheaten bread.

Then cradle, thresh, and go to mill,

Before the bread is bread.

Swift heels may get the earlv shont,

But spite of all the din.

It is the patient holding out.

That makes the winner win.

Make this your motto then at start,

'Twill help to smooth the way,
And steady up both hand and heart

—

" Rome wasn't built in a day !",

THE WORLD'S COMPLAINT.
Through all the changes of unnumber'd years

I've rolled around the life-bestowing sun

;

Yet still each season fresh and bright appears
As when my onward course was first begun !

Spring with its new-born beauty does not shun,
Awakening as of old the sleeping earth

;

And Summer in its brightness loseth none
Of all its early loveliness and worth.
Still blooms the flower, and glows the ripen'd fru

And through the ground the tender rootlets shool

And yet, alas! I long ha^e been misnamed
A desert wilderness,—a worthless clod

;

And man, vain man, is not a whit ashamed
Thus to abuse the bounty of his God,
And say that, till he rest.s beneath the sod.

There's nothing worthy of his noble thought.
But, day by day, he still must toil and plod.

And seek but never find the object sought;
And me he calls a waste, a fleeting show,

—

A dismal charnel-house for man below.

Charlotte Yc

Principles can only be strong by the
strength of understanding, or the cogency of
religion.

—

Dr. Johnson.
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t Quash is generally sleepy during the day

e, and Jacko takes a mean advantage of

9, and pulls him most unmercifully about

his long brushy tail, only to be disturbed

lis turn as he nods and dozes in front of

fire after tea, by which time Quash has

ome very sprightly, and bustles about the

n with an air of busy importance, carry-

his bushy tail straight behind him, with

racefuUy undulating movement.
Vhile at the Blewfield's Mission-House,

ish was a source of great amusement and
le trouble ; he was very friendly with all

dogs, and, unless securely shut up, on

iday he would invariably follow Mr. and

i. Liindberg to the service ; and on one oc

ion, when unable to do so, he got into the

iony opposite the church, and having

ched himself on the extreme ledge, made
h a disturbance with his peculiar cry that

le one had to bo despatched to take him
k.— Wickham's Journey in Central America.

For * The Friend."

.''he pages of '' The Friend" seem to offer a

table medium for drawing the attention ol

ends to the following subject:

—

Dhe apostle Paul used this language in refer-

;e to the gift of ministry: " We have this

asure in earthen vessels that the excellency

Lhe Power (by which alone it can be rightly

srcised) may be (seen to be) of God, and not

as;" and again he says: "Not that we are

Bcient of ourselves to think auy thing as of

•selves, but our sufficiency is of God; who
3 hath made us able ministers of the New
stament, (or New Covenant), not of the

ter, but of the Spirit : for the letter killeth,

; the Spirit giveth life." And, indeed, the

I of all true ministry is by the Spirit; and
ul paith again, "As every man hath re

ved the gift, even so minister the same one
another, as good stewards of the manifold

ice of God. If any man speak, let him
!ak as the oracles of God ; if any man min-

3r let him do it as of the ability which God
'eth, that God in all things may be glorified

ough Jesus Christ, to whom be praise and
Tiinion forever and ever. Amen." Andwrit-

; of the dispensation of the gospel which
9 committed to him, he saj's :

" Whereof 1

8 made a minister according to the gift of

) grace of God, given unto mo by the ef-

tual working of His power."
rhe writer concludes that there is not an
lividual in the position of a minister in our

siety who is not sensible of mistakes, and
his liability to err, and of the consequent

2d of constant watchfulness unto prayer.

It he may be kept upon the right ground
his ministry; that is, made sensible from
le to time, of a fresh baptism and renewed
Brcise on that account; for is not the Ian

age of our Holy Redeemer applicable here-
" For every one shall be salted with fire,

d everj' sacrifice salted with salt."

[saac Penington says: "The ministry of

3 New Testament is a ministry of the Spirit,

d it cannot be without the Spirit. He that

II be a true minister must receive both his

t, his ministry, and the exercise of both

im the Ijord."

In drawing this high character for a true

nistry, it is far from ray aim to place the

lallest impediment in the way of the least

ild of the Heavenly Father's family, upon
iom He hath laid his hand to bring the

rth in this weighty service—I entertain no

doubt whatever that what is of him. He will

n. Wherever a true concern is given, there

1 be a way made for it, and in due time an
evidence will bo granted of the unity of the
true chui-ch with such.

These may be always distinguished by the
ibsenco of self-sufficiency or self-confidence,

and are always willing rather to bear than to

burden others, until the Lord shall be pleased

to make way for them. They are kept in

the child's state, which is willing to receive

help and instruction.

Where there is a right capacity for judg-

ment, we shall not have to observe one dear
Friend seeing one way upon the subject, and
mother another way. The judgment will not

turn upon natural partiality, or that the truths

uttered are delivered agreeably, or that what
is generally understood by the term gospel

truth, has been brought forward in due pro-

portions.

There is a great difference in persons—the

natural temperament, the association, the

education, the self-possession, natural or ac-

quired, the easy choice of language and flow

of it almost without effort—each of these fur-

nish cause for additional caution on the part

of the individual concerned, and not less so on

the part of those upon whom devolves the

duty of exei'cising a true judgment.
In the present condition of our Society I

know of no question of equal importance to

ts welfare—except the primary one of indi-

vidual vital religion—than this question of the

ministry.

There is still another class for whom I am
Jeeply concerned, both for their own sakes

and on behalf of the Truth. To those persons

esteemed more or less highly as ministers in

the various religions bodies now existing in

the world, this concern has no reference; but

to those, whether standing in the position of

been in any age of the world, and equally im-
portant for all to experience for their own
establishment on the everlasting l^ock and
foundation.

We must never fail to remember that we do
not go to meeting to hear words, but to wait
upon and to worship Him who is a spirit, and
that unless we attain to a sense of this in

some degree, we do not realize the full bene-

fit of such a duty; and where there is an
itching ear, an undue desire for words, the
spring of true ministry is often obstructed.

May it not be said of a truth, that it is a

daj' when the call is going forth for a deeper
inward travail of spirit in our meetings, for

the arising of that which is the true life of

the church ; when the language should be

more feelingly known and read in the lines

of our own experience, " Deep calleth unto
deep at the noise of thy water spouts, all thy
waves and thy billows are gone over me."
Then in the Lord's own time He will arise,

cause his dependent, trusting, waiting child-

ren to sit down at His table ; He will gird

himself and come forth and serve them. We
should enter into His courts with thanks-

giving, and into His gates with praise.

Adventures with. Canada Wolves.—Along the

line of the Grand Trunk railroad, between the

Island Pond Station and the French village

of Canticook, in Canada, a distance of eigh-

teen miles, the country is almost an unbroken
forest, and wild animals are frequently seen

beside the road staring in wonder at the

passing trains, while deer, foxes, lynxes and

wolves often bound across the rails in front

of the locomotive. Some years since the lat-

ter animals were remarkably plenty, some-

times appearing in droves ofa dozen or twenty.

One evening, late in the autumn, a young
an had occasion to pass along this lonesomt

recorded ministers or not, who claim to be
| way on foot, and had not accomplished more

Friends
The confusion that must follow the grant-

ng of an equal claim to Divine authority and
lanetion, for discordant views on the most
vital doctrines of the gospel, is so apparent

that it cannot be admitted. I therefore con-

clude that where an individual in our society

persistently maintains and promulgates views

of religious belief, at variance with the ac-

knowledged doctrines of the gospel, as ever

held by the society of Friends, he must be

under a mistake as to his being called to the

work of the ministry of the gospel within the

pale of the society, when such principles, if

adopted, would change the foundation upon
which it can alone stand, and defeat its testi-

mony to the world. This point is brought
forward under a deep sense of its importance

to individuals, and also to draw the attention

of those who are in influential positions in the

society, to the duties and responsibilities of

their stations. Truth should be dearer to us

than everything else, and to be a faithful

watchman upon the walls is a weighty thing.

than half the distance when he heard a crack-

ling in the bushes at the side of the track, de-

noting the presence of some wild animal.

Thinking to frighten the creature he threw a

stone toward the place where it appeared to

be.

This was answered by a howl from the

wolf, for such it was ;
and what added to the

discomfort of the situation, various other

howls were echoed and re-echoed by wolves

from all sides, and they soon began to close

in around the now thoroughly frightened man,

who started on a run, but was soon obliged

to slacken his pace from sheer exhaustion.

Although the pack of wolves now numbered

about twenty, thej' still, for some reason, failed

to attack him, but surrounded him at the dis-

tance of a few paces, each moment growing

bolder and bolder. In his desperation he

picked up stones and threw toward them, at

which they would scatter for a brief period,

and he would make another effort to escape

them, which, however, would prove useless,

for as soon as he turned to run they would

Well may the poor instrument cry out, " Who
j

again surround him, and the only method by

is suGBcient for these things."
|

which he could keep them at bay was to keep

While I have thus written, it has been up the shower of missiles, shouting at the

under the thankful belief, that we have at the 'top of his voice.

present time many evidences that the Lord I But even this resource was fast failing him,

is at work himselt: and that He is seeking to as he was well nigh exhausted and ready to

set up His own Kingdom in many hearts; 'drop with fatigue and fright, when suddenly

drawing away from the many voices that are unexpected assistance arrived. He heard afar

abroad 'in the world to himself; which is un- off a low rumble and knew that a train was

doubtedly as much the design of Him who is approaching. Could he only hold his fierce

the Lord of life and glory, to day, as it hath enemies at bay until its arrival be- lt that
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he would be safe. Ho redoubled his efforts,

and soon the rumble of the train grew louder,

and the headlight of the locomotive appeared
around a curve. The hunted man now gave

up the unequal contest with the savage brutes

and, facing the approaching train, threw up
his arms and concentrated all his energies in

a loud call for help, which was heard above
the rattle of the cars. The engineer whistled

"down brakes," the train came to a stand

still, and the poor fellow, more dead than

alive, climbed into the cab of the engine and
fainted, and it was only after the arrival at

the next station that he was able to relate

his terrible experience.

For "The FrieDd."

[ncoDsistencies; or a Dfpartnre from Simplicity

in our Dwelling.s and Families.

When I look at the costly modern resi-

dences of some of our members, with the rich

surroundings outwardly, and the style, the
decorations, the fulness, the excess within, I

can hardly suppress the exclamation or en-

quiry, Are these the dwellings of self-denying

Quakers, who claim for themselves a higher
standard, and one calling for greater plainness

and simplicity than other religious professors?

Surely, then, may such professors query,

wherein lies the difference between us? lit

you, say they, are a cross-bearing, world-re-
nouncing people, following a meek and lowly
and crucified Saviour, who, though Lord of

all, had not where on earth to lay his head
;

if you as strangers and pilgrims here below,
are walking in the straight and narrow way
to his kingdom above, then away with self

denial and the restraints of the cross; since,

in the expressive language of conduct, things
discordant can be so reconciled as to admit,
notwithstanding the Saviour's negative, of
serving two masters—God and the world;
and also while taking our fill of earthly enjoy-
ments, to allow the keeping of the heavenly
inheritance in reversion, alter all of tbis life

shall have ceased to please and to captivate
the affections and the heart.

Is it not to be feared that the accumulated
wealth of Friends, with all the flesh-loving

appliances it can purchase, has had the effect

to dim the spiritual vision, to infatuate the
heart, and to cause the affections to be more
set upon the things of earth, with which we are
so intimately surrounded and associated, than
on the things of heaven—the recompense of
the reward of a well spent life beyond? Thus
causing us to lose, in measure, our spiiitualitj'

and meekness, our simplicity and humility,
and to become more conformed to the world,
and thence reconciled to the fashion and
luxury and ways of the carnal mind, which
is enmity against God ; and verifying the Sa-
viour's words : ""Where your treasure is, there
will your hearts be also." O, then, let us
search our houses, and above all our hearts!
After the exhortation of the prophet, "Let
us search and try our waj'S, and turn again
to the Lord." That is, let us see if there is

any thing in or about us, over which we have
influence, that His controversy is with ! What
a precious entreaty was that of the Psalmist,
and its record a rich legacy to us:—"Search
me, O God, and know mj' heart; try me, and
know my thoughts; and see if there be any
wicked way in me, and lead me in the way
everlasting." Whereupon, may the language
of each of- our hearts be, Let not Thine eye

spare, neither have Thou pity, till thou ha
brought forth judgment unto victory.

I remember hearing that on an occasion of

Dr. Johnson going to see David Garrick, who
then had just had his house repaired, expand-
ed, and richly furnished, the former said to

him,"David,David, these are what make death
beds terrible; these are what make death
beds terrible." This suggests the thought,
that we should, while making provision for

the poor body a little while here, keep pre
eminently in view the enduring inheritance
in heaven for the dedicated and faithful; as

well as how we shall look upon the fleeting

things of time when the solemn message
comes, to bid a final farewell and leave them

;

remembering the preceptive line,

"They build too low, who build beneath the skies."

The effect of these things is perhaps notice-

able most upon, and prejudicial to thesuscep
tible minds of children. The desire of appear-
ances and outward greatness in them, being
without the ballast of religious weight and
depth, is likely to elate the heart and lead

into a disregard of our Christian principles
and testimonies; and thus if not the parents,
at least their precious offspring, for whom
they must give an account, are likely to be
carried away by the overflowing flood ofshow
and worldliness thus setting in upon them
Thus their tender minds, it may be, through
the unfaithfulness of those set over them, be
come gradually corrupted from the simplicity
that is in Christ. So that instead of helping
this interesting classagainst that which would
dim the beauty of their minds, parents may
unadvisedly put stumbling blocks in th
way

; and, it is sometimes to be feared, offend
the Divine witness and meek and lowly ap
pearance of the Saviour in their bosom.s
Moreover these earthly attractions so coincid
ing with the natural, fallen propensities of the
human heart, to which "the lust of the
the lust of the eye, and the pride of life," are
so congenial, and having the example and
therefore sanction of the parents superadded,
they anon take deep root in human nature's
fruitful soil, and thence, unless Divine grace
powerfully interposes, become confirmed with
years, and bring forth fruit after their kind;

d inducing a state of mind in which there
is but little entrance for the suggestive truth

" Man needs but little here below.
Nor needs that little long."

The subjoined are extracts relative to this

subject from the pen of several writers.

"Picture to thyself," saj^s John Barclay,
'anj- set of people raised up to a deep sense
of religion, and carrying out their watchful-
ness and self-denial to alt branches of their con-

duct, and endeavoring to follow that exhorta-
tion, 'Be ye holy in all manner of conversa-
tion,' and whatsoever ye 'do in word or deed,
do all to the glory of God,' &c. Would they
not soon come to be distinguished from other
people, who follow the course of this world,

vho secretly yearn after their own heart's
lusts, and comfort themselves with trying to
think there is nothing in this and the other
little thing, and that religion does not consist
n these things? Would they not soon find
themselves to be 'a peculiar people,' a singu-
'ar people, a very simple people;—their out-
ward appearance, their manners, their very
gestures, restrained and regulated after a
mode totally contrary to the generality of'

those around them? According to that st;

ing passage in one of the Apocryphal writir

setting forth the language of the ungodly
specting the righteous, so will it be re.^pecl

such a people or person as I have describ
' He is not for our turn, he is clean contr;

to our doings ; he was made to reprove
thoughts; he is grievous unto us even to

hold ; for his life is not like other men'i

ways are of another fashion.'
"

CTo be concluded.)

The Greatest Crop of the World.—A qc

tion widely discussed involves the relati

value of the wheat, cotton, tea and hay en
of the world. Which of these products i

ploys the greatest amount of the world's ce

tal ? It is said that hay leads the rest, s

the items that enter into the account
stated are somewhat startling. Cotton
tea are local crops, while hay is produc
everywhere the world over, and thus the b

crop greatly outweighs either of the otl

two. The aggregate reported value of
farm products for 1870 was $2,447,538,6=
but as this includes additions to stocks,

terments," &c., it is probably too high. Ni
the hay crop for that year—that is the gr;

dried and cured for use or sold—is reported
over 27,000,000 tons. This, at half the selli

price in the large cities, would amount
§405,000,000, and is far greater than the
gregate home value of the cotton crop or j

other crop. But the cured " hay" is bu'

portion of the grass crop. The other porti

is used on the ground, and it requires cc

siderable calculation to get at the value
used, even in the roughest way.
In the first placelive stock, including horn

cattle, horses, sheep, swine, &c., to the val

of §1,525,000,000, were fed from it that ye£
Averaging the lives of these at five years ^

have one-fifth of that sum as representing t!

grass fed to them in 1870, namely: 8305,00'

000 ; next we find the value of the anims
slaughtered for food in that year to be §30.

000,000, and as this is an animal produc
whole of it will for the present be eredi

the grass crop ; next we find that the butt
crop of 1870 was 514,000,000 pounds,
at the low average of 25 cents, amounts
8128,000,000, and this goes to the credit

grass; next we have 235,000,000 gallons
milk, which, averaged at the low estimate
10 cents per gallon, adds 825 000,000
to the credit of the grass crop; then we hai

100,000,000 pounds of wool at 25 cents
pound, adding §25,000,000 more; and, finall,

53, 000, COO pounds of cheese, at 10 cents, ad
ing §5,00'0,000 to the total of these credi
to the grass crop of 1870, which aggregati
§887,000,000.
Now let us add the value of the " haj

crop as given above—viz : 8405,000,000—an
we have a grand total for " hay" and the pr(

ducts ofgrass consumed on the ground amoun
ing to $1,292,000,000. This is, of course, sul

ject to the deduction, as the meat, butte
milk, cheese, and wool-producing animals coi

sume other food beside grass and hay. T
make ample allowance for this, we deduct th

entire value of the corn and oat crops of 1871

estimated at $270,000,000 and this leaves
remainder of §1,082,000,000 to be credited t

the hay and grass crop of that year, whe
the reported aggregate of all the farm pr<

ducts was $2,448,538,658. If our estimate
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1 valu6 of that crop was two-fifths of the

Tegate value of all farm jiroducts, and

ice wo may infer that two-fifths of the eapi

then invested in agricultural pursuits was
'Oted to the grass crop, and this in the

ited States equals (in round numbers)
575,000,000. From these figures the de-

tion is palpable that King Cotton is un-

wned and dethroned, and we may be forced

idmit that all " flesh" and all else is hay if

grass."

—

Memphis Appeal.

Selected fir "The Friend."

iWoe to tliat man by whom the oftence cometh."—
it. xviii. 7.

L"he following is a part of an epistle to the

rinthian church in that day, written by the

oiun Clement; whom, says William Paley,

fient writers, without any doubt or scru-

,
assert to have been the Clement whom

I
apostle Paul thus mentions, (Phil. iv. 3.)

7ith Clement also, and other of my fellow-

orers, whose names are in the book of

." W. P. goes on to introduce it by saying.

he meekness of the Christian character

gns throughout the whole of that excellent

oe. The occasion called for it. It was to

upose the dissensions of the church of Co
th, and the venerable hearer of the apos

i does not fall short, in the display of this

nciple, of the finest passages of their writ-

:8. He calls to the remembrance of the

rinthian church its former character, in

iich 'ye were all of you,' he tells them,

imble minded, not boasting of anything,

liring rather to be subject than to govern,

give than to receive, being content with

I portion God had dispensed to you, and

irkening diligently to ins words; ye were

arged in your bowels, having his sufferings

rays before your eyes. Ye contended day
1 night for the whole brotherhood, that

;h compassion and a good conscience the

mber of his elect might be saved. Ye were

cere, and without offence, towards each other,

bewailed every one his neighbor's sins, es-

ming their defects your own.' His prayer

them was the ' return of peace, long-

fering, and patience,' and his advice to

)se, who might have been the occasion of

ference in the society, is conceived in the

e spirit, and with a perfect knowledge of

s Christian character: ' Who is there among
a that is generous? Who that is compas-

nate? Who that has any charity? Let

Q say : If this sedition, this contention, and

sse schisms be upon my account, I am ready

depart, to go away whithersoever ye pleasi>,

1 do whatsoever ye shall command me, only

the flock of Christ be in peace with the elders

are set over it. He that shall do this, shall

t to himself a very great honor in the Lord
;

1 there is no place but what will be ready

receive him : for the earth is the Lord's,

i the fullness thereof These things they,

10 have their conversation towards God,

t to be repented of, both have done, and

l always be ready to do.'
"

' 1850, 3d mo. 11th. There is need of more
igious depth and feeling in many, to qualify

3m for service in the church. * * * The
38ent state of the Society, calls for a 7nore

vent travail, on the part of those who are

jsible of it, and a more united application to

: Great Head of the church, for wisdom and
•ength to labor for reformation among us,

urnal of William Evans.

The Values of Gold and Silver.—Many peo-

ple have a desire to know the value of gold

and silver in bulk, and to this end we have
secured the following from Professor J. F. L.

Schirmer, superintendent of the branch mint
in this city, and it may be relied upon as cor-

rect. The fineness of Colorado gold and the

calculation of values on gold and silver are

also given. It is a matter of considerable

value, and should be cut out and preserved.

One ton (2,000 pounds avoirdupois) of gold
or silver contains 29,163 troy ounces, and,

therefore the value of a ton of pure gold is

$602,799.21, and of a ton of silver is, $37,-

704.84.

A cubic foot of pure gold weighs 1,218.75

pounds avoirdupois ; a cubic foot of pure silver

weighs 656.25 pounds avoirdupois.

One million dollars gold coin weighs 3,685.8

pounds avoirdupois; one million dollars silver

coin weighs 58,929.9 pounds avoirdupois.

If there is one per cent, of gold or silver in

one ton ot' ore, it contains 291.63 ounces, troy,

of either of these metals.

The average fineness of the Colorado gold

is 781 in 1,000, and the natural alloy: gold,

781 ; silver, 209 ;
copper, 10 : total 1,000.

'J'he calculations at the mint are made on

the basis that 43 ounces of standard gold, or

900 fine (coin), is worth $800, and 11 ounces

of silver, 900 fine (coin), is worth $12.80.—

Denver JVews.

Corrupting food ! for any to feed upon the

faults of others. These things stagnate the

circulation of life in meetings, and maj' be

compared to the foxes which spoil the precious

THE FRIEND.
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The matter of first moment for the wel-

fare of our religious Society, is that its mem-
bers should be brought individually under

the government of the Spirit of Truth ; in

order that they may be begotten into the one

Divine life, and grow up in true brotherly

love and fellowship. Were this happily the

case, though there might be less need for the

frequent exercise of the gift of gospel minis-

try, as each one would be better prepared to

receive strength, encouragement and instruc-

tion immediately from the fullness of Christ

it would be still au invaluable blessing to the

church, aud the danger would be greatly

lessened of a spurious ministry springing up
or being tolerated, or its evil effects widely

spreading.
But in the present state of the Society, with

some crying Lo ! here is Christ, and others

Lo ! He is there, it is of the utmost import-

ance that all who desire to stand firmly for

the doctrines and testimonies of the gospel,

which the Head of the church requires Friends

to maintain and illustrate before the world,

should not allow themselves to be moved
fi'om the ground on which Friends have al-

ways rested their claim to possess a true,

gospel ministry—a ministry prepared and

authorized by Him who is Head over all

things to his church. We are therefore glad

that this subject has been discreetly treated

by a valued correspondent, whose views w"
be found in our columns to day.

We think no one whose spiritual faculties

are not benumbed, can fail to know, that
while wo are yet blessed with a living gospel

inislr^-, there is also a ministry of words, or
of the letter, acquired by imitation or study
and practice

; often accompanied with fluency
of sj)eeeh and fervency of manner, but lacking
the baptizing power of the Holy Ghost. The
latter ma_y tickle the ears and arrest the at-

tention of those who prefer to be amused by
fluent doctrinal teaching, to striving to have
their minds turned to the gift of grace within,

and waiting, in the silence of all flesh, to at-

tain to that worship which is in spirit and in

truth ; but it begets its own likeness, and
though the words may be sound, and be re-

ceived in the understanding, they cannot build

any one upon the most holy faith of the gos-

pel :
' The kingdom of God is not in word, but

in power."
JJaniel Wheeler said in one of our meet-

ings, " There is a ministry in this land which,
if not cheeked, will eat out everj' green thing."

Have not its ravages been fearfully extensive

in some parts of the heritage ? It is one of

the natural consequences of an unauthorized
and spurious ministry, to enlist others in the
same superficial work, and to make restraint,

and the judgment of those who may not unite

with their services, irksome and intolerable.

Hence the efforts made to break down the

good order and discipline relating to the ac-

knowledgment of ministers, the appointment
and duty of elders, and the regulating of their

select meetings. These have no little self-

confidence, and charge intolerance and lord-

ing over the heritage, upon those who, in

some measure of the discerning spirit that

clothed the apostle, strive to know " not the

speech of them which are puffed up, but the

power."
The anointed minister of the gospel may

rightly magnify his ofl^ice ; while the sense of

its inseparable responsibilities, and his own
many frailties, and entire dependence on bis

Master for his gift, and power to exercise it

aright, will keep him humbh> and teachable.

The divinely gifted elder will always be in

close sympathy with the truly baptized min-

ister ;
travailing with him or her for the

arising of divine life, rejoicing with him when
it springs up, and united to him in the fel-

lowship of suffering, when it is under oppres-

sion. Both need to bear constantlj' in mind
that the subtlety of evil in the human heart,

if admitted or tampered with, acts upon them
as upon others; and that from the por^itions

they occupy, there may be increased danger

of their attention being diverted from close

self examination, and watchfulness over their

own spiritual life. There is such a thing as

a temptation to assume a sort of official piety,

which may be supposed to adhere to the sta-

tions; and that the one being engaged in

promulgating the truths of the gospel, and

the other in watching over, counselling and

upholding the ministry, each is in itself a

sufficient assurance of experiencing the ap-

plication and efficacy of those truths for the

salvation of the soul.

There is another danger to which ministers

who may have been rightly called to and
qualified for service, are exposed ; especially

those who are in the way of travelling about

a great deal, and whose services may be

longed for by almost every audience ;
which

is, falling into a formal habit of preaching,

as though it was a stated duty connected with

their relation to the church, and as though
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their position and standing could, of them-

selves, give sanction or life to what they utter.

It is possible in this way to lose the gift,

without hardly being aware of it.

In every case, with both minister and elder,

preservation is to be experienced by keeping
near to the feet of their compassionate, omnis-

cient Lord ami Master; who sees all the snares

set for their feet ; who remembers that the}- are

but dust, and gives grace to overcome in pro

portion to the subtlety and power of the

temptation ; and who is ever ready to keep
them clothed with the armor of light, that

80 no weapon formed against them shall jjros

per, and every tongue that shall rise in judg-

ment they shall condemn. This is the heri-

tage of the servants of the Lord, and their

righteousness is of ine, saith the Lord.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The elections for members of Parliament

have been attended witb great excitement, and in many
instances witb rioting and violence. The result has
been nnfavorable to the Liberal party. The returns

announced up to the 9th inst. showed that 91 Conser-
vatives had been elected to seats formerly tilled by
Liberals, and that 27 Liberals had been chosen in place

of Conservatives. It wa.^ no longer doubted that the

latter would have control of the government.
Gladstone will await the conclusion of the elections

before deciding as to what course he and his colleagues
will take. Some of the London papens, however, think
it quite certain that the Gladstone ministry will resign

before the new Parliament assembles.

The success of the Conservatives is attributed to the
division of the Liberal party in regard to female suf-

frage, the education act and other measures, and the
violent language sometimes used by the supporters of

the workingmen's candidates.

On the 5th inst. a dispatch was received in London
from Sir Garnet Wolseley, in which he .says ;

" All the
white prisoners held by the Aahantees have been de-
livered to me. The king accepts my terms for the ces-
sation of hostilities, which he asked, and has agreed
to pay an indemnity of £200,000. We halt for a few
days thirty miles from Coomassie."
A London dispatch of the 9th says: So far in the

Parliamentary election, 509 members have been chosen.
Of this number 267 are Conservatives, and 242 Liberals
and Home-rulers.
London, 2d mo. 9th.—Consols 92. U. S. sixes, 1865,

108|; new fives, 102J.
Liverpool.—Uplands cotton 7|rf.; Orleans, SJ a 8|d.

Average California white wheat, 13s. 4d. a 13s. 8rf. per
100 lb. Red winter wheat, 12s. 3d. a 12s. 6d. : spring,
lis. lOd. al2s. orf

The latest advices from Sumatra show that the Atch-
enese chiefs .still hold out, and are building forts in the
interior.

A great anti-Catholic meeting was held in Berlin on
the 7th inst., and was attended by many persons of dis-
tinction. A resolution was adopted thanking the peo-
ple of England for their recent manifestation of sym-
pathy for Germany in its contest with the papacy.
The following particulars are given of the component

elements of the newly elected German Parliament : Out
of 392 members, there are 225 Ministerial Liberals and
10 doubtful Liberals, or about 235 on whom theGovern-
ment may rely for support. The opposition number
157, consisting of 100 Ultraniontanes, 10 Particnlarists,
16 Poles and Danes, 10 Alsatians, 10 Conservatives aiid
12 Socialists.

Archbishop Ledochowski has been arrested and sent
to Ostrow, in the province of PosSn, where he will be
imprisoned in accordance with the sentence of the court.
The emperor has declined to intervene in the case, not-
withstanding ihe great influences brought to bear in the
archbishop's favor.

Thirty thousand unemployed workmen in Vienna
have petitioned the government for relief.

Buflet has been re-elected President of the French
Assembly.

Nine hundred Communists remain in prison awaiting
trial.

"

The Budget Committee have voted to recommend an
appropriation of $800,000 for repairing the damage
done during the last days of the Commune to the public
buildings of Paris, including the Tuilleries and Palais
Royal.

Intelligenc&has been received in Madrid of a severe

engagement near Lerida, between the Republicans and
Carlisls, in which the latter were defeated. The Car-

lists were about opening the bombardment of Bilboa.

The city is provisioned for two months, and the govern-
ment will take measures for its relief.

Gen. Sickles, U. S. Minister, has taken final leave of

the Spanish government, and placed his Secretary in

charge of the Legation.
The cholera has appeared in Buenos Ayres. The

insurrection in Entro Rio was not entirely ended.
Some bands hold out in the interior.

A special dispatch to the Daily News from St. Peters-

burg, says Russia has refused to send goods to the Ex-
hibition" to be held in Philadelphia in 1876, alleging

that it is a private undertaking.
Mexican advices state that the revolution in Yucatan

is gaining strength. The Indians have plundered and
turned the town of Canatchel, in that State. Co
plaints are made that the merchants of Balize sell arms
and ammunition to the Y''ucatan insurgents.
The press complains of injury to Mexican interests

caused by the introduction into foreign commerce of

the new United States trade dollar.

Judge Ramirez, of the Supreme Court, says Mexico
is a Republic only in name, being in reality governed
by a military despotism.
A new company has been organized to lay a light

cable from the coast of Great Britain to Halifax, by way
of the.Azores. The capital is £380,000, and the pro-

spectus says it is the intention of the company to convey
messages at the rate of one shilling per word.
The insurgent refugees from Cartagena who have not

been convicted of crime, have been released by the

French authorities at Oran. Two of the leaders, Con-
treras and Ferrey, refused to accept their discharge.

Contreras is writing an account of the siege of Carta-

gena.

Venezuela journals of the 22d ult., contain a procla-

ation of the President of the republic, inviting immi-
gration, and ofl'ering facilities and assistance to immi-
grants.

United States.—There were 479 interments in

New York city last week.
The interments in Philadelphia numbered 306, in-

cluding 106 children under two years of age. There
were 80 deaths of consumption, 14 typhoid fever, 10
scarlet fever, and 38 inflammation of the lungs.
The War Department has prepared a statement in

response to a resolution of the House of Representatives,
howing that from April 12th, 1861, to August 20th,

866, during the late war, the disbursements by army
paymasters were $1,094,500,000. The whole number
of paymasters employed was 541.
The industry of the State of Maine is reported to be

prosperous and growing in importance. The total

number of cotton factories in the State is 27, and the
amount of production for the year 1873 $12,427,670.
'^' new companies are about to go into operation.
There are 112 manufactories of boots and shoes, with a
capital of $1,863,964. In the fisheries 861 vessels are
employed, the total value of the product exceeding
$800,000. The value of the leather tanned and curried

$3,187,300. There are 329 saw-mills which pro-
duce lumber to the value of $5,184,445, the whole num-
ber of saw-mills is 1109, and the total production about
$10,000,000. Ship building has revived, and last year
276 vessels were built, with a tonnage of 89,817, valued
at $5,399,000.

The last report of the American Iron and Steel Asso-
ciation represents that branch of industry in a depressed
condition. The recent commercial panic afl'ected the

interest in a greater degree than almost any other.
At a recent date one-third of the blast mills and two-
third,s of the rail mills of the country were idle, the
blast furnaces having 12,522 hands unemployed, and
the rail mills 11,400 hands idle, and 10,150 working on

If time. The rate of wages paid has also been greatly
reduced. The building of railroads has for the present
almost entirely ceased.
The national House of Representatives has passed a

resolution, by a vote of 170 to 64, declaring it to be
within the constitutional power of Congress by law so
to regulate commerce among the States, as to protect
that portion of our internal commerce which is among
the several States from unjust or oppressive tolls, taxes,
obstructions or other burdens, whether imposed by rail-
road companies or by combinations thereof, or by other
common carriers, and that the present condition and
magnitude of the commerce among the States demand

prompt and wise exercise of those powers and
duties.

2%e Markels, &c.—The following were the quotations
the 9th inst. JVeio Ybri.— American gold, 112

U. S. sixes, 1881, 119J; ditto, 5-20, 1868, 119} ; ditto

10-40 5 per cents, 115J. Superfine flour, $6 a -:

State extra, 86.60 a *•?
;
finer brands, $7.50 a SI I

.

1 Chicago spring wheat, $1.60 ; No. 2 do., $1.55 a -
]

red western, $1.62 a $1.64; white Michigan, 'I

Jersey oats, 54 a 57i cts. ; western, 60 a 63 cts.

western mixed corn, 81 a 84 cts. ; do. white, S-^

Jersey yellow, 80 a 82 cts. PAiZade/pAra.—MidJli
jj

cotton, 16 a 17 cts. Superfine flour, $5 a $5.50 ; ext

$6a$6.50; finer brands, *7 a $10.-50. Red wheat, $1

a $1.65; amber, $1.68 a $1.70 ; white, $1.85 a $1.

No. 1 spring, $1.60 a $1.72. Y^ellow corn, 76 a
""

Rye, 96 cts. Oats, 58 a 64 cts. Clover seed, ^ a

:

cts. Lard, 9j a 10 cts. Sales of about 3000 beef ca

at 7i a 8 cts. per lb. gross for extra ; 6 a 7 cts., for 1

to good, and 4 a Sj cts. for common. Sheep sold e

a 7} cts. per lb. gross and hog.s at $9.25 a $9.50 per :

lb. net for corn fed. Receipts 5000 head. Chicago

No. 1 spring wheat, $1.24; No. 2 do., $1.19; No
do., $1.16. Corn, 57jots. Oats, 42J cts. Spring bail

$1.70 a $1.75. Lard, 9 cts. St. LouU.—No. 2 spri

wheat, $1.22i cts. ; No. 3 fall, $1 .44. No. 2 mixed (

59 cts. No. 2 oats, 47 cts. OincinticUi.—Wheat, $1.

a *1.50. Corn, 59 a 63 cts. Oats, 46 a 54 cts.

97 a 99 cts. BalUmore.—Red wheat, $1.50 a $!.
Western oats, 58 a G2 cts.

WANTED.
Superintendent and Matron for Emlen Instituti

for benefit of boys of African and Indian desce
Farm in Bucks county. Pa. : a good practical farm
and wife, a tidy managing housekeeper, both qi
for the proper training of youth for usefulness on eai

and a preparation for heaven, .\ddress,

Israel H. John.son, No. 16 North Seventh St.

Thos. Stewardson, .Jr., cor. Mill and Chew S

Germantown, Philadelphia.
1st mo. 27th, 1874.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee on Instruct!'

will be held on Seventh-day, the 21st instant, at 10 A.

in the Committee-room, Arch St. Meeting-house.
Charles J. Allen,

Philada. 2d mo. 11th, 1874. Clerk.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
As the stations of Superintendent and Matron of th

Institution are expected to be vacated at the close of tl

Winter Session, in the 4th month next. Friends wl
may feel drawn to undertake the duties attached
them, are requested to communicate thereon with eiti

of the following named members of the Committee.
Nathaniel N. Stokes, Cinnaminson Post-offic

Burlington Co., N. J.

Charles Evans, No. 702 Race St., Philadelphia
Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield; N. J.

Rebecca S. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth St., Philad.

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDIA]
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A teacher of the school will be wanted at the c

mencement of the Spring term. Also a Friend to at

,s assistant matron.
Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co., Pa.
Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada.
Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Cheste

Co., Pa.
Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia.
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Worth
INOTON. M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may b(

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board o
Managers.

Died, at Wilmington, Del., 1st mo. 19th, 1874, ir

the 27th year of her age, Elizabeth T., wife of John
R. Bringhurst, and daughter of Joseph and Sarah R,
Tatnall, a member of Wilmington Monthly Meeting.
Her relatives and friends are comforted in the belie)
that her end was peace.

. First month 26th, 1873, Sarah M., wife ol

ohn M. Saunders, in the 53d ye;ir of her age, a mem-
ber of Woodbury Monthly and Particular Meeting,
New Jersey.

WILLIAm'h. PILE,' PRINTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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seonnt of Recent Adventures and Suffering in

the Arctic Regions.

[Continued from page 202.

At the end of the Fourth month,. 8uddenl_y

peared among them, the two hunters who
,d been lost in one of the snowstorms, on

eir journey, as beforo related: their names
jre Ole Olsco and Henrik Nielsen. How
M they passed ahnost six months, enveloped

polar darkness, and how had they survived

tigue whieh seemed beyond human ability-

bear? They gave the following account
them<elves to their corapanion.s: When
ey found themselves separated from their

llow-travellers their distress was great, the

lOw which fell in squalls had entirely effaced

e track of the sledge, and th-^y thought that

eir eomrade-», deprived of their aid, would
)t be able to pursue their journey but would
turn to the Russian houses. They returned

lere themselves, not without difficulty, for

16 weather was so unfavorable that four days
ere occupied in accomplishing the journey,

id they had at the time of the separation

ily about a pound of flesh in their posses-

OD. Finall}-, when near the cabin, Nielsen

oliing back perceived that he had lost his

impanion; too weak to go in search of him,

3 dragged himself as well as he could to one
'the little houses, struck a fire, roasted some
ts of fox flesh, ate a few mouthfuls and fell

ito a deep sleep or stupor near the fiie.

Isen had fallen on the snow without strength

id voiceless, and lay there for some time in

swoon ;
when he came to himself hunger

)rmented him cruelly, he gnawed with his

leth some bits of fresh reindeer skin which
srved him as a garment, and dragged hiin-

ilf a few steps more towards the houses,

hich he had perceived, but hisstrength failed

im again, and seeing the abandoned boat he

•apt into it. Eest restored his strength in

)me degree, and making a last effort he sue

jeded in reaching the little house, there he

nawed at the bones which his companion
ad broken, and fell by the side of Nielsen.

In the morning the two unhappy men ar-

inged matters as well as they could, despair-

ig of the lives of their comrades, whom they

ttlieved to be engulphed in the snow, and
jsigned themselves to winter quarters which

thej' would have to occupy for more than five

months. During the first fifteen days they

took no game; they continued to gnaw the

bits of bone wbieli they had thrown away
during their previous stay in the cabin, but

which they now carefully collected, this, how-
ever, would not have been sufiicient of itself

for forty-eight hours, if they had not found

buried under the snow, in the neighborhood

of the little houses, some bits of frozen flesh

of seals and bears which their predecessors,

the Russians, had killed. Near the end oi

the Twelfth mouth they succeeded in killing

, reindeer, but found to their dismay on re-

urning from the chase, that their fire had

gone out, and that they had no more matches;

but happily they succeeded in setting on fire",

b}^ the aid of their guns, some shreds of hemp
which tiipj' had extracted from a bit of cord-

iiiie. Thus they were again supplied with

fire, but as wood was failing, they had to de-

stroy one of the two little houses for fuel.

Again they h.ad to exert all their ingenuity,

for we may remember that they had none of

the few tools which had been supplied from

the ship to the little company, these having

been carried on in the sledge, at the time ol

their separation from their comrades; they

detached from the abandoned boat, a bar of

iron which they flattened by beating with a

stone untij they shaped it into a sort of knife.

Nails from the boat, treated in a similar man-

ner, were afterwards transformed into coarse

needles, by the aid of which they could make
for themselves garments of reindeer skin.

They made thread of slender strips cut from

tlio skins, or of small twine fabricated from

hair, or fibres taken from the sails of the boat.

During their stay they succeeded in killing

eleven reindeer and one bear, thus thej^ sur-

vived until near the end of the Fourth month.

At this period there remained to them only

three charges of powder, and impelled by the

prospect of famine, they abandoned their

refuge and directed their course towards the

south, thus unconsciously moving directly

towards the cabin of the Samoiades, where
the meeting with their companions seemed

scarce!}' less miraculous to one party than to

the other.

The now united company of Norwegians
remained at Gansenonos for three weeks;
meanwhile the provisions collected by the

Samoiades being exhausted more rapidly than

ever, they perceived that there was danger

of involving these poor savages in a common
catastrophe if they continued longer with

them. After so many adventures, five of

these heroic sailors attempted another,—the

sixth, Johan Anderson, could not make up his

mind to quit his good friends, the Samoiades.

and remained with them,—the others depart-

ed for the Russian house to seek the aban-

doned boat, which they found without diffi-

cult}^ They were obliged to drag it over the

ice for two days, but as it was so heavy, and
as a large portion of the stern was demolished,

they cut it in two and returned to Gansenonos
«-ith the forward end. After spending three

days here, aided by the Samoiades, they re-

placed the stern of the boat by a large seal-

skin, and it was in this strange vessel that our
five navigators embarked upon the open sea.

By dint of rowing they managed in six

days to land on the Wa'igaiz Islands, where
I hey found another encampment of Samoiades
who proved themselves as kindly disposed as

the first, but it was difficult to communicate
with them, for they spoke neither Russian

nor Finnish. After reiting eight days they

were transported by their hosts on a sledge

towards the south of the island, there they
hailed a vessel which conveyed them to their

ountry without further adventures worthy
of note: they were but four in number, the

fifth, Lars Larsen, remained with the last

company of Samoiades, induced by the plea-

sures of their hospitality.

So in the Eighth month, 1873, four men
only of the crew of The Freya were restored

to their homes after a wonderful succession of

hardships, one had died buried in the snow,

where no doubt the bears had devoured his

body, and two others remained with the

Samoiades; as to Captain Tobiesen, his son,

the cook and the first mate, no news has been

received of them.
In striking contrast with the foregoing ac-

count of difficulties overcome by the sailors

of "The Freya," is the history of the catas-

trophe of Mitterhuk.

A severe frost which occurred in the polar

regions in the Ninth month, 1872, had shut

up in the ic, to the north of Spitzbergen, a

number of Norwegian fishing vessels; this

unusual circumstance, sad as it was, did not

excite extreme alarm in Norwaj- for the safetj-

of the sailors, for it was known that the gov-

ernment had taken the precaution to erect .at

Mitterhuk, one of the points of Cape Thordsen,

a solid wooden house, furnished with abund-

ance of provisions of every kind. The cap-

tains of the vessels frequenting those desolate

shores, knew of the existence of this asylum,

and it was hoped that the greater part of

those belonging to the vessels so caught,

would take up their winter quarters there.

In point of fact this was the case with a num-
ber whose crews, after having vainly awaited

in their vessels a return of fine weather, com-

prehended early in the Tenth month thatthey

must decide to winter there.

About the middle of the Tenth month two
boats crossed the arm of the sea which sepa-

rates Graahukfrom Mitterhuk, the thermome-
ter at that time indicating a temperature of

from 14 degrees above to 4 degrees below zero,

Fahrenheit. This extreme reduction of the

temperature in the midst of autumn, afforded

a singular contrast to the condition of the sea

which was still navigable. This phenotne-

non was attributable to the effect of certain

streams of warm water brought by one of the

branches of the Gulf Stream.
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The house of refuge at Mitterhuk was large

and warm; it contained not only abundant
provisions in food, in clothing, in combustible

material, and other things, but also imple-

ments suited to encourage activity in those

who might become its occupants, for it is onlj-

by brisk exertion of the muscular forces that

one is able to combat the two most terrible

maladies of those countries, namely, lethargy

and scurvy. The seamen who arrived there,

as before mentioned, were seventeen in num-
ber, one had died during the journey. They be-

longed chiefl}' to the crew of "The Mattilas,"

which, like "The Freya," had left part of her

men to try to pass the winter on board. It

is probable that among the refugees there

was no intelligent and energetic head, but

that each man abandoned himself to his own
inclination.

(To be concluded.)

For "Thd Friend."

Inconsistencies; or a Drpartnre from Simplicity

in our Dwellings and Families.

(Concluded from page 206.)

" I may truly say, that nearly as long as 1

have been privileged bj^an acquaintance with
the homes and families of Friends (which
though I was born a member, is not long),

I have at times almost mourned at the great
relaxation from gospel strictness, and simpli-

city of living, so evident amongst us. Surely,

I have thought, if we were to cast out the
crowd of opinions, which have got the first

place in our minds,—opinions founded or cher-

ished by custom, example and education in

the good, and by vanity or something worse,
in the bad ; and if we were coolly and calmly
to listen to the silent dictates of best wisdom,
we should clearly see, that the holy principle
which we profe.^s (to use the words of John
Woolraan), inevitably 'leads those who faith-

fully follow it, to apply all the gifts of Divine
Providence to the purposes to which they ara
intended.' I venture tosay,weshould then find

a greater necessity laid upon us, to exercise
self-denial in what we are apt to think little

matters, than is now often thought of; we
should have such a testimony to bear against
superfluity, extravagance, ostentation, incon-
sistency, and the unreasonable use of those
things which perish with' the using, as we
now profess to have, against the more fla-

grantly foolish customs and fashions of the
world."
John Woolman, "On the right use of the

Lord's outward gifts," writes. "As oui- un
derstandings are opened by the pure light,

we experience that through an inward ap
proaching to God, the mind is strengthened
in' obedience

; and that by (/ratifying these

desires which are not of his begetting, these
appi'oaehes to him are obstructed, and the
deceivable spirit gains sti-ength.

" These truths being as it were engraven on
our hearts, and our everlasting interest in
Christ evidently concerned therein, we become
fervently engaged, that nothing may be nour-
ished that tends to feed pride or self-love in

us. Thus in pure obedience, we are not only
instructed in our duty to God, but also in the
affairs which necessarily i-elate to this life,

and the Spirit of Truth which guides into all
truth, leavens the mind with a pious concern,
that 'whatsoever we do in word or deed, may
be done in His name.'
"Hence such buildings, furniture, food and

raiment, as best answer our necessities, and are

least likely to feed that selfish spirit which
our enemy, are the most acceptable to us.

"As my meditations have been on these

things, compassion hath filled my heart to

ward my fellow creatures, involved in cus

toms, which have grown up in the wisdom of thit

world, which is foolishness with God." O that

the youth may be so thoroughly experienced

in an humble walking before the Lord, that

they may be his chilJren, and know him to

be their refuge, their safe unfailing refuge,

through the various dangers attending thit

uncertain state of being."

Thomas Shillitoe, in closing an address to

Friends, thus writes: ' I must now conclude,

with expressing the earnest solicitude I feel,

that we may each of us be found willing to

unite with that all-sufficient help, which, I

believe, yet waits our acceptance : and suffer

it so to operate in and upon us, that we may
become a people wholly separated in heart and
mind, love and affection, /ro;n everything that

has a tendency to dim our brightness, to pre

vent us from being as lights in the world
;

and be clothed with those beautiful garments,
which so adorned our worthy ancestors—hu
mility, self denial, and an entire dedication of

heart to the work and service of our God;
disposition truly characteristic of the disciples

of him, who declared, 'My kingdom is not of

this world:' and thus may the enemy
longer be permitted to rob and spoil us, but
the language go forth respecting us, 'Happy
art thou, O Israel, who is like unto thee, O
people

;
saved by the Lord.'"

From the " Memoirs of William Lewis," the

following testimony is extracted :
" Can there

be stronger delusions in judgment than to

suppose the seeking riches and honor and the
enjoyment of sensual pleasure in this present
world, compatible with the example of our
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ ? i)oes it not
seem as if the first great deceiver and toe of

man had so spread his delusive influence in

the human mind, as to pervade all its powers ?

seeing the bulk of professors conclude they
have taken him, the Messiah, for their Law-
giver and pattern, whilst they are not only
allowing but seeking softness and elegance in

their dwellings; fulness of bread, and in some
instances ' abundance of idleness' in their

daily course; and in most, less attentions
and solicitudes God-ward, than contrivances
and expense to have the fiuits of the earth
before the sun can put them forth i * * *

We may, though having eyes, be yet so blind

as not to see the open, glaring contrariety ex-

hibited in the allowed practice of the day, to

the plain doctrines and uniform example of a
world-renouncing Lord ; such blindness may
(through our contbrmitj' to its manners) come
upon us who are professors ; but this, I think,
we may be assured of, that the enemies of the
Lord Jesus, deists and infidels of every class,

are, and will continue to be more quick-sight-
ed ; the broad sneer of derision will be on
their countenances

; sarcastic strictures will

be freely allowed and remain unrepelled.
These pilgrims and strangers, say they, seem

to get a little reconciled to this foreign clime,
though so far from their native country and
their father's house; this howling wilderness,
as they call it, appears, some how or other,
to have received a manure that hath so en-
riched the soil as to render it capable of pro-
ducing very pleasant fruits, even to their re-

fined taste ; and like us who know of no better
portion^than our good things in thia life, they

sec m to sit down, each under his own vine

under his own fig tree; so that, thougl

seems we are to be forever separated at

end of the journej'

—

they raised up to everl

ing glory for having followed, as they phi

it, a crucified Lord, and ive consigned to shs

and everlasting contempt for having der

him, yet we really appear to be travelling

the 84me direction ; at least we go in gi

harmony to iiether, and walk through this \

of tears as friends."

He continues, "Oh how long! how lo:

shall the enemies of the cross of Christ h.

cause thus to triumph?" &c.

For "The Frien

Maryville Report.

A visit to the schools, from Okolona, Mi
up to this place, and other very urgent clai

on my time, ha\^ delayed the issuing of " 1

Monitor." A d»uble sheet is being prep

with an account of the action of the Uc

mittee, the occupation ofthe new building,

progress of Normal Class, &e. It was thouj

not best to print till it could be done w
full information ; and especially not until si

able acknowledgments could be made to

kindness of Friends in England and el

where. This last consideration is the c

of the present writing. - Y. Warni
Maryvilte, 2d mo. 4th, 187-1.

Wild Animals in Siam.—Moiikot, in

course of his explorations in the more thii

peopled portions of the country, had frequt

opportunities of witnessing the danger

losses occasioned the natives by elephan

tigers, leopards and other unwelcome nei|

bors. In one place he observes :
" In this ps

of the country the Siamese declare they ci

not cultivate bananas on account of the e

phants, which at times come down from t

mountains and devour the leaves, of wh'
thej' are very fond. The royal and olh

tigers abound here ; every night they pro

about in the vicinity of the houses, and in t

mornings we can see the print of their
"

claws in the sand and in the clay near strean

By daj' they retire to the mountain, whe
they lurk in close and inaccessible thicke

Now and then you may get near enough
one to have a shot at him, but generally, n

less suffering from hunger, they flj' at ti

approach of man. A few days ago I saw
young Chinese who had nineteen wounds
his bodj% made by one of these animals

;

was looking out from a tree about nine fe

high, when the cries of a kid, tied to anoth
tree at a short distance, attracted a lar;

tiger. The young man fired at it, but, thou,

mortally wounded, the creature, collectinj

his strength for a final spring, leaped on
enemy, seized him and pulled him dow
tearing his flesh frightfully with teeth ai

claws, as they rolled on the ground. Happi!
for the poor man, it was a dying effort, ar

n a few moments more the tiger relaxed i

hold and breathed its last."

While still sojourning in this neigh borhoc
says: " I had come to the conclusion thi

there was little danger in traversing the woo(
here, and in our search for butterflies ac

other insects, we often took no other arn
than a hatchet and hunting knife, while Nic
had become so confident as to go by ni

with Phrai to lie in wait for stags. Our sens

of security was, however, rudely shaken whe
one evening a.panther rushed upon one of tt
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tr8 close to my door. The poor animal

,ered a heart-rending cry, which brought

all out, as well as our neighbors, each torch

hand. Finding themselves face to face

th a panther, ^he}' in turn raised their

ices in loud screams ; but it was too late for

I to get my gun, for in a moment the beast

,s out of reach."

concerned to meet together, even before they

became members, and had continued to meet
-incc. We had a meeting on the 13th, with

them and some of their neighbors. I was con-,

eerned to bear testimony to the usefulness of

silent waiting, and that our final close was a

suitable subject for silent meditation, that

though it was profitable, yet it was a concern

much neglected by many. When I was clear,

our conductor followed. It was a good meet

ing, 1 think, and it was a comfort to my mind

to have a sense that the Master still owned

For "TUo FrlcnJ."

John Heald.

^Continued from pag^ 203.)

"10th mo. 5th. We went on to Danville,

lere was no meeting there, but a few Friends,

10 had become members at their own re

est, and lived 30 miles from the nearest

leting. With these and their neighbors we

d a meeting, in which as way opened, I was

rored to treat of several things to satisfac-

iD. Some of them, I understood, said they

ought there was something suitable for each

ite present, and manj- were tendered. We
ivelled thirty miles there and thirty back

d lodged at Joseph Austin's. In the course

the evening, we were favored with a pre-

)us opportunity, in which a young woman
iS remarkably tendered.

6th. We returned to Montpelier, called a

ort time at J. Austin's, and had a sweet

,rting season. I felt the renewal of the fore-

ling opportunity ;
in sweet feeling of love

d a final farewell to these dear, old friends,

id also the precious young woman. It ap-

lars most likely that I may never see her

'ain, and oh, how I desire she may be faith-

i.

8th. We attended the meeting at Starks-

)rough, at which was accomplished the mar-

age of Thomas Taber and Miriam Worth,

he meeting was long before it gathered. I

id trying exercise in it in silence, and more

I while engaged in testimony. There is that

hich withholdeth more than is meet, and it

indeth to poverty. This I first stated, and

lowed that neglecting our duty tendeth to

3verty, and doing more than is required

indeth to poverty also, and indulging in that

e know to be wrong, impoverishes and keeps

3 poor. Such as abide in a watchful state

ad carefully attend to duty, and do not ex

3ed, will come to know that though there is

scattering abroad, an increase will be known
everal bore testimony afterwards, for there

re many who are public [ministers] here,

oth old and young, men and women.
Afterhavingsomerefreshments, ElihuIIoag

30k us in his carriage to Lincoln, where we

ad notice sent on of two meetings, one at 10,

be other at 3 o'clock.

9th. At the morning meeting, my mind

7as easy, and no prospect for a while of say-

3g anything, but a small concern presented,

nd attending to that, way opened for more.

J'ear the close of my testimony, I came on

he subject of forgiving those who injure us

nd trespass against us, so that we may pray

be forgiven as we forgive. This lesson is

.ard to be learned, but necessary.

The afternoon meeting was favored. The

eelings of many were touched with tender-

less, and supplication for a continuation of

avor was made by Elihu Hoag. The meet

Qg concluded with thankfulness.

The next day we went to Joseph Hoag's,

vbere we were received and entertained in a, _ .
xr ,^~t wo„t ^n„

.lain but comfortable manner. On the I2th! Author of my existence. Now I want you

oseph accompanied us to Shoram, where 'to consider how careful you are to yield obe-

vere a few Friends living, who had become 'dience to the Divine reqmrfhg. I urged the

14th. At Granville, in the early part of the

meeting, Amy Dillingham appeared in a short

but pertinent supplication for ability, whereby

we might acceptably worship God." John

Eeald says, that this concern so lived in his

mind, that he came forth in a testimony on

that great duty, showing that it was a Chris

tian practice to meet together to wait upon

and worship God ; that our Saviour practised

it when upon earth, and his disciples con-

tinued it, and one of his apostles left us the

njiinction, "Forsake not the assembling of

yourselves together, as the manner of some

But he thought there was reason to fear

that the practice was continued by some in

merely formal way. In speaking to the a

semblj', he was sensible of the difficulty of so

dividing the word that each should take what

was suitable for him—for the humble ones

night reject the word of encouragement, from

I sense of their own unworthiness, and take

to themselves the warnings designed for the

formalists, who on the other hand would ne-

glect the word of reproof, and appropriate

t'hat which was pleasant, and which belonged

to others. He closes his account as follows :

"The labor in this meeting was uncommonly

hard and close, but I endeavored to do it

honestly."
" 16th. Came in the evening to Greenfield,

to Elisha Anthony's, and were kindly enter-

tained. We were soon invited into a sitting-

room, where we had none of the company of

any of the family, only the man himself,

though he had a large family. I like it better

not to be separated from them while in the

family.

17th. We had a full meeting of Friends-

and others, and my mind was under no small

exercise. 1 became prepared to enter into

vocal labor, and said, that I thought it to be

my duty to set out from my habitation, and

to leave my near and dear connections, and

most of what men count dear, and to go where

I believed I should be nearest in my duty to

o-o ; and when there, I have informed some of

my friends that 1 wanted an interview with

Friends thereaway, and such of their neigh-

bors as would choose to attend. Not seeing

any thing further to be done, we come to-

gether ;
and if that is all 1 find to do, 1 then

do no more; and some seem to be satisfied

with being thus notified, and others appear to

be not quite so well satisfied ;
but I do not

consider myself warranted to attempt to de-

liver testimony to please others, merely be

cause they might suppose they would be

gratified with it. When I feel as I apprehend

a necessity to communicate, I attend to it,

but not otherwise. As I do not expect a

ward from man, if I am found worthy to have

reward I depend for obtaining it from th

xample of the householder that went out

arly to hire laborers into his vineyard, and

greed with them for a penny a day, and

again he went at other times of the daj% and

they were employed to labor under the direc-

tion of the master ; with much more. It was

a meeting I believe to profit.

19th. AtGalway. After I had waited under

trying concern until I believed the time had

come, I said : To fear God and work righteous-

ness is the^ay to be accepted of Him. Here

it may be observed that we have no testimony

that I know of that assures us that those

who do wrong, and continue knowingly so to

do, shall be accepted. Therefore it becomes

people to consider timely what thej- are about.

It was the Apostle Peter's testimony : I per-

ceive God is no respecter of persons, but in

every nation he that fears God and works

righteousness is accepted of Him. Now con-

sider, can we expect acceptance without work-

ing righteousness? and what do these right-

eous acts consist of? Do they consist in out-

ward performances, and going closely into

formality and formal service, and into worldly

pursuits, pleasures, profits, amusements and

gratifications ? Is the attention given to these,

fearing God and working righteousness? If

we are laying up treasure on earth, and the

heart and mind are set on these enjoyments,

and pursuing them and delighting in them,

how does this accord with working righteous-

ness? When I had brought many ideas to

view, and set them as close home as I could,

I stopped, and addressed some feeliog senti-

ments to a tried, humble state, deeply proved.

The meeting closed in a solid manner with

tender-heartedness.

20th. Attended Providence Meeting. In

the silent exercise, I was ready to think no

way would open to speak, but at length it did,

and I labored to prevail with them to refrain

from evil, from indulging in that which they

knew to be offensive to God; but it felt to me

to have but little entrance. 1 went on to

show, that doing evil, and feeling conviction

for it' and still continuing to do so, is the way
to become darkened and hardened. I instanced

our Saviour's weeping over Jerusalem, that

He would have gathered them, but they would

not, and that now the things belonging to

their peace were hidden from their eyes; and

then urged the Christian duty of meeting often

together to worship God. A neglect of duty

opens and prepares the way to hardness of

heart. I also mentioned the description of

the last judgment; and the pleading of those

set on the left hand, ' Thou hast taught in our

streets,' 'When saw we thee hungry, or

athirst,' &c. ;
and I instanced the servants

that had received the talents, each according

to their several ability, that those who obeyed

the command received the reward, ' Well done,

o-ood and faithful servant,' but the disobedient

were ordered to be bound hand and foot, and

cast into outer darkness. Near the conclusion,

I recommended them to the word of grace in

the heart. The latter part of the meeting felt

to me to be increasingly tender and solemn,

and I hope the honest-hearted felt encouraged

to a faithful, humble obedience, and the care-

less were faithfully warned and counselled to

yield obedience to duty."

CTo be continued.)

The truest characters of ignorance

Are vanity, and pride, and arrogance
;

As blind men use to bear their noses higher

Than those who have their eyes and sight entire.
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Selected.

THE FIRE BY THE SEA.

There were feven fi -hers, with net'^ in their hands,

And thev walked :iiid t;ilkv;Ll, bv the sea-side sands,

Yet fweet a^^ tiie sweet dew-fall

The words the.v spoke, though they spoke so low,

Across the long dim centuries flow,

And we know them one and all

—

Aye I know them and love them all.

Seven sad men in the days of old,

And one was gentle, and one was boldf
And they walked with downward eyes;

The bold was Peter, the gentle was John,
And they all were sad, for the Lord was gone.

And they knew not if He would rise

—

Knew not if the dead would rise. ;

The livelong night, 'till the moon went out
In the drowning waters, they beat about;

Beat glow through the fog their way
;

And the sails drooped down with wringing wet.

And no man drew but an empty net,

And now 'twas the break of day

—

The great, glad break of day.

" Cast in your nets on the other side !"

('Twas Jesus speaking across the tide,)

And they cast and were dragging hard;
But that disciple whom Jesus loved
Cried straightway out, for his heart was moved :

" It is our risen Lord

—

Our Master, and our Lord !"'

Then Simon, girding his fishers coat,

AVent over the nets and out pf the boat

—

Aye! first of them all was he;
Eepenting sore the denial past.

He feared no longer his heart to cast

Like an anchor into the sea

—

Down deep in the hungry sea.

And the others, through the mists so dim.
In a little ship came after him.

Dragging their net through the tide

;

And when they had gotten close to the land
They saw a fire of coals on the sand.

And, with arms of love so wide,
Jesus, the crucified !

'Tis long, and long, and long ago
Since the rosy lights began to flow

O'er the hills of Galilee;
'

And with eager eyes and lifted hands
The seven fishers saw on the sands

The fire of coals by the sea

—

On the wet, wild sands by the sea.

'Tis long ago, yet faith in our souls
Is kindled just by that fire of coals

That streamed o'er the mists of the sea;
Where Peter, girding his fisher's coat.
Went over the nets and out of the boat,

To answer " Lov'st thou me ?"

Thrice over, " Lov'st thou me?"

_^^^^ Alice Gary.

Selected.

EEASOX.
Dim as the borrowed beams of moon and stars
To lonely, weary, wandering travellers,
Is reason to the soul ; and as on high
Those rolling fires discover but the sky,

—

Kot light us here,—so reason's glimmering ray
Vfas lent, not to assure our doubtful way.
But guide ua upward to a better day.
And as those nightly tapers disappear
When day's bright lord ascends the hemisphere,
So pale grows reason at religion's light,—
So dies, and so dissolves in supernatural light.

___^^^_^ —Diylen.

Scientific .N'atfs.

Sugar mite.—Dr. Camei-on, ptiblic analyst
for Dublin, states that in one sample of raw
sugar, he found in 111 grains weight, no fewer
than 500 of.these inseet.s. In a .sample of the
same sugar, Dr. Hassall found at the rate of
42,000 per pound of sugar, and Dr. Barker at
the rate of 208,000 to the pound. It is ex-
tremely rare to find a samjile of raw sugar in
which they are not present. Of the insect'

itself, Dr. Cameron says, " it is a forniidabl\-jof wood were sufficient to reduce the si

organized, exceedingly lively, and decidedly' to ashes and calcine the bones. On ci

ugly little animal. Prom its oval shaped body
stretches forth a proboscis terminating in a
kind of scissors with which it seizes upon its

i'ood. Its organs of locomotion consist of eight

legs, each jointed and furnished at its ex-

tremity with a book. In the sugar its move-
ments from one place to another are extremely
slow, but when placed on a perfectly clean

and dry surface, it moves along with great
rapidity'." To examine this little creature,

dissolve a small quantity of raw sugar in a

wine-glass with cold water. The mites will

soon come to the top, and may be skimmed
off and examined under the microscope.

The Potato-disease.—A report has recently
been presented to the Eoyal Agricultural So
iety of England, by a committee appointed

to examine essaj's competing for a prize of
£100, offered for the best essay on the potato
disease and its prevention. They had ex
amined 91 essays. Among the more promi

t causes assigned for the potato-rot, were,
1st, Degeneration of the tuber; 2nd, Fungus
on the tuber; 3rd, Wet weather; 4th, Potato-
fungus (Peronospora ii^festans) attacking tht

foliage; 5lh, Electricity; and 6th, Succulent
or diseased condition of the plant caused bj'

specific manures. They did not think any
one of the essays filled the conditions which
were attached to the prize. They say. the
natural history of the potato fungus is well
known from the time it attacks the foliage

until the potatoes are harvested, and they re-

commend that a sum of money, (say £iOO),
be granted for the purpose of inducing a com-
petent person to investigate the life-history

of this fungus in the interval between the in-

jury to the potato plant, and its reappearance
in the following year; also that valuable prizes
be offered for the best disease-proof early
potato, and the best disease-proof late potato.

It is reported that Professor Owen has re-

cently discovered in the London clay, a fossil

bird with teeth ; no evidence of true teeth has
been previously known in a bird. Prof Owen
describes it as web-footed and a fish-eater.

Dr. Voelcker says that the brown-colored
Iphate of ammonia obtained from the pro-

ducts of gas-works, frequently causes injury
when applied as a top-dressing, owing to the
presence of highly poisonous cyanogen com-
pounds.
According to the Montpelier Medical, seven

persons were taken seriously ill after partak-
ing of snails at dinner. Snails, it should be
remembered, feed at times on poisonous plants,
and should, thervjfore, undergo a few days'
fasting before they are handed to the cook.

Charcoal with 33 per cent, of coal-tar, may
be made into a light and porous powder, ad-
mirably adapted for dressing wounds. The
charcoal is said to be of great assistance to
the carbolic acid of the tar.

A curious case of skin-grafting is reported
in the Medical Times, in which j^ieces of skin
from a white man were transplanted to the
cheek of a negro. At the end of the third
month, the white skin had become black, the
change in color commencing with a net-work
of dark-colored lines, which gradually in-
creased in size, until the whole piece of trans-
planted skin was completely covered.

In some experiments recently tried, with
reference to the burning of human bodies as

substitute for interment, it was found that
in a suitably arranged furnace about 150 lbs.

the cinders and bonesthat remained, I'l

Brunetti reports that a corpse weigh
lbs. was reduced to about ih lbs. ; and ai

weighing 90 lbs. to less than 2.1 lbs.

Creating an Inland Sea.—There exisi-

of the Alias Mountains in French AIl
chain of salt lakes called "Chotts," u
from east to west, following a general '

sion which lies at an average depth v,

80 to 90 feet below the Mediterranean, i ng
was probably a sea there formerly, of wh
these salt lakes are mere remnants. It wo
be easy to restore this inland gulf by open
a short canal from the Gulf of Gabes, aceo
ing to the description reeentlj' given to

Societe de Geographic by Captain Rnuda
He states that the chotts south of Biskra ,

a series of shallows, general!}' dry in summ
and forming a chain about 225 miles loi

Their surface is as smooth as the floor o
barn, and sprinkled with salts of magn?
An insignificant chain of sandhills separ;

the Gulf of Gabes from the nearest of the
If this project were carried out, the tffi

upon the climate of Algeria would be consid
able. The hot and dry air of the desert wot
become cooler and moister by passing o^

the surface of a body of water perhaps J

miles long and 50 or 100 broad. The leno

of such a canal is estimated to be 30 miles

For " The Friend.

Memoirs and Letters of Sarah flillman.

CCoDtinued from page 19C.)

The accompanying letter did not come
hand until too late to insert in the order
date. It is therefore given here.

To Elizabeth Collins.

" Philadelphia, Sth mo. 6th, 1S25.

, Does my beloved friend consid
the very trying situation in which w
placed ; and bast thou not felt a little dispost

'nee we parted to help lift up the hands whit
are ready to hang down? Ah! this is a dt

of treading down and perplexitj^; and
thinks such feeble folk as thy S., have ne(

to pray fervei>tl}' that their faith fail nc
Well, I can truly say that my desire is to I

found more willing to suffer for the cause i

my dear Lord and Master, and more devote
to serve him. But alas I I feel myself scarcel
entered upon the journey ; and after havin
been endeavoring a number of years to wal
before Him whom my soul loveth, find ver
little progress ; and feel far, very far short i

that standing to which we are called. Pra
for thj poor friend; that haplj' she may b

hid until the indignation be overpast. M
heart often bends towards thj- habitation, an
much do I desire that as thou hast in day
that are past entered into feeling with mt
thou mayest be made instrumental to bear u

and support one who feels herself very weal
and unable (without Divine aid) to do an;

thing to advance the Redeemer's kingdoir
Great is the woi k of our day ; and few ar
there who seem loyal to our King. O!
have I craved that He would purely purg
away all my dross and tin; that I might b
qualified to stand for His cause! Yea,
that His eye would r.ot pity, nor His hant
spare, until the church was purged from th^
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imo will not permit my saying more than

idd my unfeigned wish, that thou and

belovod husband may realize Him, who

been the guide of your youth, to be your

ifort and support now in the evening of

unto its o-reat end.

Farewell, in endeared affection,

Sarah."

;louds, portent with trial and with sorrow,

e now fast gathering in dread ai ray around

beloved S&cieiy. The prayers ofthe faithful

e earnest to Ilim, who hath his way in the

and who ruk-th over all, for preservation.

3Se talked together of the things that were

ipening, and were sad. But it is interest-

to see, from the preceding letter, that our

r friend, wiih no doubt many others also

ber fellow-laborers in the precious cause,

•e, as prisoners of hope, driven to their

)nghold—the Arm Almighty—for refuge

I d'eliverance. The Lord is good, a strong

d in the day of trouble ; and he knoweth

m that trust in him. lie was never foiled

)attle. He never said to the wrestling seed

Jacob, seek ye me in vain. His power is

ive every power. Whose promis

i yet is to his dependent, faithful children,

all upon me in the day of trouble; I will

iver thee, and thou shalt glorify me,

Confirming and strengthening also, is the

egoing record, that S. H. after endeavor-

;for a^number of years to walk before Him
om her soul loved, could not presume that

) had attained to much, or that she had

)n justified through faith in the blood, with-

t submission and obedience to the grace and

iking in the light of Him, who was given

' our salvation through repentance unto life.

t on the contrary, "as is evident, she felt

i-self poor and needy and childlike
;
and that

thout the daily bestowal of Heavenly bless-

es and mercies, she could do nothing toward

I peace and welfare of her own soul, nor for

3 promotion and glory of the Redeemer's

agdom among men. She felt the need to

ay fervently that her faith fail not; and de-

ed to be found more devoted to the cause,

d more willing to suffer with her dear Lor.i

d Master, that she might in His own good

ae, rejoice and reign with Him. Precious

leed are her words : and may they in this

y also of tribulation and backsliding, have

eir due place with all: "Oh! how I crave

at He, our Heavenly King, would purely

rge away all my dross and tin, that so I

ight be qualified to stand for His cause ! yea.

io, that His eye would not pity, nor His

,nd spare, until the church is purged from

e many defiling things that now arc found

her; causing ber ministers to go around her

(ills mourning."

To her Mother.

" Evesham, Seventh-day morn.

My dear Mother,—It may seem to thee as

ouii-h I had forsaken home and its concer

it tliere is a bond stronger than the ties of

,rth, and which I believe thou knowest thy

)0r daughter feels; though far, very far be-

nd in the work of regeneration. While it

ay not be thought to be of any consequence

r me to remain with these dear friends

J feel as if my Heavenly Father designed it,

id that He offers a little strength to me in

lis way. Ah ! deeply do I feel the necessity

ir more watchful, persevering faithfulness in

* George and ,\nn Jones.

the way and work of the Lord; and strong

j

, , ,. ,., , '"J"'"'^
^""'"^

are my desires that this may be a season of. Women s Indian Aid Association,

renewal of covenant, of arising from the dust,

!

Exlriicts from Letters— The Modocs.

of increase of strength in Himiu whom are ali; o„e hundred and thirty-two ofthese destitute
our fresh springs; who has in adorable mercy j^jj^ns have been removed from Oregon and
plucked my feet out of much mire and clay

^^^.^^ u„ciei- care of Friends in the Quapaw
matchless loving kindness planted

j^^^j^^^ ^^^^,,,^.y
u Tj^egj,jijrg„ ^f ^tj^ Modocs,

them in some little measure upon a Rock
; tvventy-seven in number, have been placed in

nd given me to believe that He designs to
^^^^^^^^^ ^nd are under the care of N. E. Yearly

uike use of mo in the glorious work of i"e-|]yjey,ing^ which liberally provides for them;
conciliation. So that I am ready at times, to .

^^^ the" adults and those too small for school,
say with the apostle, ' Unto me who am lessl.^^.g

^g,.y destitute, and have not been assigned
.u _ .L. i.-„. .r_ii , i„ ., *!,.., „,...„.. .,.,Ton

^^ ^^^ Yearly Meeting, and all the aid of anythantheleastof all saints, is this grace given,

that I may preach among the Gentiles the

earchable riches of Christ.' You know
how tenderly my heart throbs on this subject,

but j'et He who knows the end from the be-

njr, knows how to make use of poor, con-

temptible instruments, and to fit them for his

service ; and it does feel to me as though my
life has not been spared for myself only,

neither for my dear mother and sisters; but

for His name and Truth's sake. May His will

be done.
* * * Oh! what a precious state of mind

true christian resignation is. It is a jewel of

inestimable value, which I desire to be in

possession of myself, and that you all may be

sharers with me. Separation is said some-

times to strengthen the ties of natural affec-

tion. Ours, 1 think, needed not this to unite

us more together. The family reading never

felt to me of more value than since absent

from it this time. We feel in its omission al

most as if we had not finished breakfast. But

as we ride along the road, one of us usually

reads a chapter; so that makes up.*

The trials among us at home (no doubt al

lading to those of the church) are not forgot-

ten by me ; and here is not a place to rejoice

There is a disposition to say, ' We will eat our

own bread, and wear our own apparel; only

let us be called by thy name, to take away
our reproach.' Ah ! what will be the end of

these things ! The enemy is busy everywhere

in doina: all he can to scatter, tear, and slay
;

yet I believe he never will be able to scatter

the true sheep ; for they know the Shepherd's

voice, and Him they follow. May we keep

very close unto the Lord Jesus Christ, that

so in the shakings, the turnings, and over-

turnings which are yet tu come, we may be

preserved under the shadow of the Almighty.

Such can and will be able with David to 'say

of the Lord, He is my refuge, and my fortress:

my God ; in him will I trust.' Ah ! some of

us know Him through adorable mercJ^ Oh !

let us be willing to become more and more

conformable unto His death. So long as our

trust is in Him, although every thing round

about us speaks trouble, we shall not be eon-

founded ;
but in humble confidence make our

appeal unto Him, and acknowledge that our

record is in heaven, and our refuge on high."

* The wholesome practice to which allusion is here

made of daily reading a portion of that which is " given

by inspiration of God," and is profitable " for correction

and instruction in righteousness," and thus seeking to

tuin the mind to its best interests, is justly commended

by our friend S. H. Is it not to be feared that in fami-

lies, where perhaps it is mostly done when such are

alone, it is sometimes neglected when company is on

hand, either from too great diffidence or deference, or

from the apprehension that it may not be gr.iteful to

them ; or as though that which is good for the one was

not for the other. But what will be the probable ten-

dency of sncli a course? and how must the susceptible

minds of dear children, if such there are, resolve such

expediency ?

consequence that has been received, has been

from Philadelphia. We are very much in

eed of shoes and stockings, for Modocs, both

for men and women ; we still hope govern-

t will come to our aid with an appropria-

tion soon, which will relieve us of so much
embarrassment; if they could only see how
much cheaper it is to feed and clothe Indians

than to fight them! to say nothing of the

Christian view of the subject."

Hiram W. Jones, Agent.

1st mo. 29th, 1874.

The box was taken to our quarters and

opened, and our heartfelt gratitude and thanks

CTo be contiuned.)

offered to our compassionate Father for the

very acceptable donation, both lor the goods

for the mission under our charge, and the

poor destitute Modocs. The garden-seeds are

in time and almost invaluable, so many of the

Indians are -without means. * * This even-

ing our dining-room, 13 x 24 feet, is full of

the dear Indian children, engaged with a

variety of objects for amusement as well as

instruction ;
thus has an hour been wbiled

away by near three score of us. * * *

The children have been called to order and

the old familiar story told them, how the good

Father cares for the poor and needy, through

the instrumentality of His loving children
;

how they, in common with the other mis-

sions, were objects of the sympathy and ten-

der compassion of the Lord's dear children as

well as of Himself, and I was thanking the

dear friends for all their kind remembrance

of us in this far off land, for making us so

happy, and how the making the body com-

fortable was cause of gratitude to God, &c.

We had the company of a newly converted

Indian from Canada; he was arrested, from

hearing, in 8th mo. last, some remarks upoQ

that Scripture, "It is a faithful saying and

worthy of all acceptation, that Christ Jesus

came into the world to save sinners." After

listening to our little discourse to the children,

of how'the Lord made a promise to His peo-

ple, that "He would be mouth and wisdom,

tongue and utterance," he stood and bore an

honest testimony to the same, telling us that

before he was converted, his mouth was not

opened to talk to the people, but now he was

learning all the time from what he saw, what

he heard, and what he read ;
he tenderly en-

treated the children to be very careful to mind

their instructors, telling them the Bible says,

"Children obey your parents in the Lord, for

this is right," adding, " if you please them you

please the Lord." "Our happy meeting was

closed with our ever sweet little prayer, "Now
I lay me down to sleep."

I must tell thee of a recent visit we had

from a Modoc chief and wife, who came to see

to the interests of their children ;
it is a mat-

ter of humble admiration to us, that so soon

the Spirit has infused into them the feeling
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of love and forgiveness, and how they can
testif)- to the kind interposition of the Lord
in their behalf The chief was Steamboat
Frank, he joined in our evening exercises,

and solemnly admonished the children to do
all in thfir power to put away all that was
bad, and be willing to be taught in the good
way, imposing the responsibility upon "Little
Jim." our chief and interpreter for the band
of boj-s and girls of the Modocs ; he seems
thoughtful, and while he knows but little of
God and his religion, yet, said he, putting his

hand upon his breast, " 1 feel a good deal

about it in here."

Asa C. Tuttle.

world itself If it is to be absorbed henceforth wh

For " The British Friend."

How Others See Us.

Dear Friend,—It is well to get light from
all quarters, and often instructive to see our-
selves as others see us in a corporate, as well
as individual capacity. As a religious body,
differing materially in doctrine and practice
from other professors of the Christian name
Friends could not expect to escape criticism
in various ways from the leaders and exposi
tors of public opinion, and the late Conference
in London, on the state of the Society, has
brought us again rather conspicuously to the
front. That we are diminishing in numbei-s
is generally admitted, and if this diminution
continue, we are told, we shall soon, as a reli-

gious body, become extinct. My olject in ihis
letter is not to dilate upon cause and effect,

but to quote, from various sources, a few par-
agraphs to show the views entertained by in-

telligent and thoughtful men on the past and
present condition of our religious Society,
some of whom estimate our principles more
highly, and comprehend them more clearly
than others who profess to be members of the
Society of Friends.

The Athencvum Bemarks :—" The sect is cer-
tainly decreasing in numbers, and in time it
will probably disappear as a separate organ-
ization in our religious life. But when the
day of its final disappearance comes, it will
be found to disappear, not because it has been
a failure in the world of thought, but on ac-
count of its great success. It will disappear
because its mission in the world of English
life will have been fulfilled."

With a satiric touch, characteristic of i

pages, the Saturday Beview ohnervea:— "Since
the backsliding tendencies of the rising gen
eration of Friends, wrung from the sorely
grieved elders the virtual abandonment of the
broad brim and drab, our eye affords little or
no index to the extent of Quaker profession.
The chignon maj', for all we know, cover a
pietism as orthodox and staid as theprim and
strailly fitting bonnet, while as demure and
unruitied a heart may beat under silks gay
with the hius of the rainbow as under the
sober stuffs and panniers of stricter days
But the spirit of ihe age has, we fear, been
too much for the spirit of Fox and Penn.
ihe license of intermarriage with Gentiles
has laid open the Quaker dovecote to hawks
of every feather, and the scandal of commer-
cial misadventure has made free with many
an honored name. The end can hardly be
tar off Let it never be forgotten, however
that the Society had, in its day, a work to do,' ..„,„..„
and did It well. As a protest against vice, real enttnvohty and unmanliness in dress and man- for the ....
pers, It has been met halfway by the Gentile 'self control

in the general system, the Quaker blood will
remain an element of force in the veins of the
natural life."

One more London journal concludes the
extracts from this class of publication. The
City Press writes:—"We are Conservative
enough to wish that certain institutions and
societies—and among them the Society of
Friends—should victoriously resist the touch
of time. We would not, for any consideration
have the old meeting houses in Bishopgate
and elsewhere modernized. In days when no
bonnets are worn, and when fashion inflicts,

as its penalty, unlimited ear-ache and neural
gia, we view the Quaker bonnet as a sermot
to the time. In days when apparently it is a
matter of so much difficulty for people to say
plainly what they mean, what should we do
without certain amongst us who are honest
enough simply to say ' Yea, yea ; nay, nay.' "

Most readers of " Sarter Eesartus," by
Thomas Carlyle, have probably seen his trib-
ute to the character of George Fox, "as one
of those to whom, under ruder or purer form,
the divine idea of the universe is pleased to
manifest itself, and across all the hills of igno-
rance and earthly degradation, shine through
in unspeakable awfulness, unspeakable beau-
ty, on their souls; who, therefore, are rightly
accounted prophets, God-possessed, or even
gods, as in some period it has chanced."
And this from Charles Kingsley .•— " In Eng-

land, too, arose the great religious movements
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
and especially that of a body which I ca

'

never mention without most deep respect

—

the Society of Friends. At a time when the
greater part of the Continent was sunk ic

spiritual sleep, these men were reassertinjj
doctrines concerning man and his relation tc
his Creator, which, whether or not all believe
them (as I bilieve them) to be founded in
eternal fact, all must confess to have been of
ncalculable benefit to the cause of humanity
and civilization."

From an article in one of the religious jour-
nals, taking a general survey of our position

a religious body, I quote the following as
most. to my purpose, not wishing to extend
this communication beyond duo limits :

" How far any attempts to impregnate Qua-
kerism with a new vitality are likely to prove
ultimately successful, may be considered doubt-
ful in the highest d. gree. Great, indeed, would
be the gain, at once to English manliness and
to the free development of the motive power
of English religion, could a large infusion of
the original Quaker spirit be poured afresh
into the veins of the existing Quaker body.
But the present attitude of that venerable body
reminds us of nothing so forcibly as of the
grotesque endeavor of some elderly dame,
who, at the taunt of inactivity, should don a
new apron over her black silk, and patter
about her old tasks, in vain forgetfulness of
the fact that she is no longer the rosy stirring
lass she was, when, as a gauky girl, she wore
short frocks and a Holland pinafore."

In the golden age of its youth and vigorous
prime, the Society of Friends presented the
spectacle of a genuine and powerful awaken-
ing of the spiritual life, now and then over-
flowing, as might be expected, into the ex-
' avagances which are inseparable from all

asm at its height, but preservino-
for^the most part a simplicity of demeanor, a

directness of moral purpose

3h were the visible evidence of sine it

and strength.

The inference that maybe drawn from 1

varied utterances of the outer world,
mentary as they are, will, I think, show
the writers generally appreciate and ack
ledge as true Quakerism no other th;

counterpart of that which was exhibite
the world as such in the seventeenth and i

teenth centuries ; that whatever reputs
we have gained, or moral influence
exercised in the world, is mainlj' to he at
uted to the self-denying labors and exemp
lives of our forefathers in the truth,
chairman of the Baptist Union, in addree
his audience at their autumnal meeti
in reference to Ritualism, " With the es
tion of the Society of Friends the hand
other denominations are hot clean, nor t

testimonj- clear in this matter." How
we shall retain this honorable distinctioi
mains to be seen when we are told,

even the stern simplicity of Quaker wor
is shown to afford no guarantee for exemp
from the fatal taint." How then can w£
gain our original position, or hope to wit;
a revival worthy of the name, but by a ret

to first principles, to that from whence we
fallen, for it cannot be gainsaid, that
not to arrangements, however perfect, bu
individual faithfulness to Christ, in daily
pendence upon the help of the Holy Sp
that we can look for a growth in the
and vitality in the Church." Were thi;

end and aim we should realize as a Chu
the condition thus indicated in the Y«
Meeting Epistle for 1852, and become str<

in the Lord and in the power of His
In conclusion, dear Friends, it is our c

cern that we may become a watchful, lo'

minded, retiring people
; that we may

more distinct from the spirit of the wor
that our affections may be thoroughly fi:

upon heavenly things, not in anywise seeki
our own glory or desiring to occupy conspi
0U8 positions in the world, but rather that
may individually serve God in our generati
according to His will.—Thy sincere Frieni

X
1st mo., 187

From The "British Friend

The Conference and the 18;J6 Epistle.

Dear Friend,—In looking ov«r the procei
ings of the recent Conference, as reported
The British Friend, it is impossible not to i

tice the fact, that the causes which have be
silently at work, producing the declining
dition of the Society, are so seldom referr
to. Of these causes, no one of them has op
rated so insidiously, nor yet so disastrousl
as the introduction and tacit acceptance I

the Society of unsound doctrines—of doctrin
proved to be inconsistent with, and in son
respects antagonistic to those set forth by tl

early Friends. Certainly, the knowledge
the seat of a disease is half its cure. Tho
present at the Conference, however, with oi

noteworthy exception, to be afterwards r
ferred to, and a very few instances beside
have carefully avoided all allusion to th
primary cause of declension.

It was not likely, in the nature of thing
that a Societ}', which had stood its ground i

the face of so much obloquy for over two cei
turies, should have become dissatisfied wit
its practice in the performance of one of ii

' 'ghest duties—duties in connection with th
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ic worship of an all-wise and beneficent

itor, if the seeds of contrary doctrine

not been sown, taken root and fructified,

ay be in a congenial soil. We may say,

I one of Job's friends, that " affliction

eth not forth of the dust, neither doth

ble spring out of the ground." Undoubt-

, in this case, the declension that has

taken the Society, which is conspicuous

ts expressed desire to change its mode of

lucting meetings for worship has not

ID out of nothing, but contrariwise is the

lal and natural outcome of other princi-

which have been, times without num
shown to be out of harmony with the

and original principles of Friends. A
s and influential Yearly Meeting, on the

rican Continerjt, so long ago as 1847,

lining within its limits many valuable

nds of large experience, declared, in re-

ice to these new principles, that " Should
superficial religion prevail, it would in-

dce the spirit and maxims of the world
the very bosom of the Society." And
],

" were the Society to conform to the

riptnral opinions, advocated in the work
rnotice, it would be carried back to [what
terms] the beggarly elements." Thus

very existence of the Society would be

•oyed.

lere were causes at work, sufficient in the

lation of that Yearly Meeting, to bring

t a decided change in the Society, if noi

opardise its existence, and as this " super-

religion" has been suffered to grow,
id its roots, and bring forth its legitimate

, it has come to pass now, in this day,
" the spirit and the maxims of the world"
been introduced largely into our Society,

notably, the leading error has attained

a growth, that reading the Scriptures is

ly advocated in meetings for worship, as

necessary and desirable. And, indeed,

) are many more practices, equally foreign

le views of Friends, which must follow

after another in logical sequence; the

ing of the Scriptures in the way pro-

1 being simply the first or initiator}'

le Report agreed to by the Conference

;8 out clearly the existence of opposing
contradictory sentiments, and when pre-

id to the Yearly Meeting there will be

i, as at the conference, quite as many for

idoption of that permissive legislation,

h confers on a Monthly Meeting the

IT to alter long standing usages, provided

the change is attended by a decent
' of unanimity. Yet it is evident that

! is a considerable feeling of dissatisfac

at this continued bi inging down of por-

of the goodly edifice of Doctrine and
tice erected by our worthy predecessors,

not welcome nor acceptable to not a few

claim to belong to the same body. These
. know that the troubles of the Soci-

lid not spring out of the ground ; the}-

tie growth of one or two generations—of

inivance at error—of a sacrifice of prin

3 for the sake of peace ; and the sort of

that may be looked for, they were plainly

gh warned of long ago.

ought ever to be borne in mind that the

ity itself, by its public documents, pre-

i the way for the advocated change in

node of holding our Meetings for VVor-

The Epistle of 1836 contains much in

ence to the Scriptures, which is plainly

contrary to the well -understood views of
Friends. In short, it is in my view, funda-
mentally unsound, yet, it was adduced at the
recent Conference, as indisputably containing
the sentiments of the Society in relation to

the Scriptures! When such were put forth

by authoritj' thirty-seven years ago, need we
wonder at the present aspect of affairs ? The
views enunciated in the Yearly Meeting's
Epistle of 1836 were objected to by the Yearly
Meeting of Philadelphia in 1837, a.s contain-
ing expressions not in accordance with the
sentiments of our primitive Friends. But
what did it signifj'? the objectionable matter
must stand. It was pretty much from the
pen of one who had an unenviable share in

destroying the unity ofthe Society of Friends.

And it was reserved for his biographer to re-

vive the unsound and unfriendly passages,

and singularly enough, as an appropriate
commentary thereon, the Conference all but
decided that the Scriptures should be read in

one at least of Friends' Meetings for wor.ship

on a First-day. Thus objectionable doc-

trine gives sanction and countenance to ob-

jectionable practices, and the seed sown in

IS36 promises to bear fruit in 1874, not to the

advancement, but to the dishonor of the pre-

cious eauseof Truth, as professed by Friends.

. D.
12th mo. 22d, 1874.

An Intelligent Cat.—The following incident

is published in the Virginia {New) Enterprise.

Policeman Hayton of this city, it is stated,

has a cat which recently gave evidence of

more than ordinary sympathy and intelli-

gence. This cat came to his master, and by
scratching at his legs and mewing attracted

his attention. Thinking this behavior of the
animal was an intimation of hunger, Hayton
gave the cat a slice of beef, when he at once
ran away with it. In about a minute he re-

appeared and ag^iin began begging. Hayton
thought it strange that the cat was so hungiy,
but cut for him another and larger piece of

meat. This the cat took in his mouth and
again went off. Hayton followed, and saw
him go out upon the sidewalk and drop the

meat through a knot-hole. On going to the

place and looking through the knot-hole, it

was discovered that there were three small

kittens under the walk, so young that their

eyes were scarcely open. No mother cat was
near, nor was there a place any where in the

vicinity where a cat could have found a hole

through which to have crawled under the

walk. It would seem that in his rambles
Tom had found the kittens, and understand-

ing from their cries that they were hungrj-,

had set about providing for their wants in the

manner related.

I saw that a humble man, with the blessing

of the Lord, might live on a little ; and that

where the heart was set on greatness, success

n business did not satisf}- the craving
; but

j if they believe in or inculcate it at
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In the present number will be found two
communications made to The British Friend,
from which we t;ike them, on the present con-
dition of the Society in England. Wo rejoice

whenever we see such written evidences of
regard for the principles and practices which
Friends must evermainiain ; especially when
given by those in Gri-at Britain who have not
been carried away by the popular current of
modern innovation. Tlie seed of the present
widespread defection from sound religious

principles, was first sovvn in England, and
there the necessary religious labor and exer-

cise to have it eradicated, ought to be under-
taken and perfected. It is particularly en-

couraging when the true cause of departure
from Quakerism, or primitive Christianity, is

brought into view, viz., the unsound doctrines

held by a very large portion of the members;
which is done by one of these writers. There
c:in be no effectual recurrence to first princi-

ples, and the testimonies of Truth growing
out of them, so long as those unsound doc-

trines promulgated by influential members in

London Yearly Meeting are not repudiated as

inconsistent with the scriptural religion held
and published to the world by Fox, Barclay,
Penn, Penington and their coadjutors.

The spiritually minded men who gave dig-

nity and weight to Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
ing, not only, as one of these writers states,

detected the leaven of these unsound doctrines

in the London epistle of 1836, but they bore

a noble and unequivocal testimony against

them in 1847. However this testimony may
be despised, misrepresented, or denied, by
those who favor the doctrines therein dis-

owned, it may safely be left to the revelation

of their fruits as time rolls on, to prove the

correctness of the exceptions taken to the

opinions reviewed, and to vindicate the clear

perception, the spiritual foresight, and the un-

feigned-religious concern of that Yearly Meet-

ing when it made its Appeal for the Ancient
Doctrines of Friends.

William Penn speaks of "The Light of

Chiist within, as God's gift for man's salva-

tion," as the doctrine that particularly dis-

tinguished Friends from other orthodox pro-

fessors, ard from this " as the root," he rightly

states, grew "the goodly tree" of doctrines

and testimonies which Friends were, and are,

called to exemplify to the world. As these

doctrines and testimonies run counter to the

will of the natural man, and are in opposition

to the spirit and maxims of the world, noth-

ing but this Light of Christ within, or Divine

Grace, could originate them or enable the be-

liever in them faithfully to act up to them.

But the modern reformers in our Societj', keep

this doctrine altogether in the back ground,
while

great stress is laid upon entire dependence on

the atoning sacrifice of Christ, and the study

of the Scriptures as the means to become ac-

quainted with the "system of truth for our

that commonly with an increase of wealth
the desire of wealth increased. There was a

care on my mind, so to pass my time that

nothing might hinder me from the most steady

attention to the voice of the true Shepherd. 'salvation ;" so that the believer, made so by
—John Woolman. Ithat faith which " is a faculty of the human

—

*

{mind," "may accept the mercy of God in

True religion shows its influence in every Chris.X.Z&s\xs,&nd npplij it to his own condition,"

part of our conduct; it is like the sap of a by which "it follows in reason ihaX the believer

living tree, which penetrates the most distant is saved."

boughs.
I

The "root" being changed, the branches
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must be changed to correspond, and the fruit

(or testimonies) borne by the "goodly tree"

springing from the original root, will not ]jer-

feet on the modern substitute. Where those

modern doctrines have supplanted the original

faith of Friends, it is the natural result, as

every day reveals, that the testimonies wliich

Friends have so long believed in and sup-

ported, will be disoiirded ;
and the course of

a very large proportion of the members in the

8ociety demonstrates how widely these doc-

trines have spread.

London Yearly Meeting has so far deserted

the ground on which it formerly stood, is so

changed in regard to the doctrines and testi-

monies ever held by Friends, aud which it

ODCe unhesitatingly advocated, that it can no
longer be recognized as the representative of

that noble arm^' of convinced and thorough-

going Quakers, that came up from the dales

of the North, and proclaimed the great truths

of the gospel among the restless, turbulent

crowds of London, professors and profane; or

who gladly filled its noisome prisons, to die

there, if need be, rather than compromise the

testimonies of Truth ; several of which are

now disclaimed or disregarded. But neither

these doctrines nor ti stiraonies will be allow-

ed, by the great Head of the church, to want
witnesses to their truth and value. If the

children hold their poace, the stones of the

streets will cry out, and the original fuiili of

P'riends, as promulgated by Fox, Penn, Ear-

clay, &c., will again be acknowledged in ils

entirety and purity, in the Lord's own time.

Blessed are all tlu^y who hasten the day, by
their suffering or their service.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—A London dispatch of the 14th, snys that

Taylor's Pantechnicon and fuinitnre repns;itory was
burned last evening. The tire' broke out at 4 P. M., and
raged until midnight. Five houses and several large
stables adjacent were partially destroyed. There were
a number of accidents, and two tiremen were killed.

The fire attracted an immense and unruly crowd, and
the military were called out to preserve order. The
total loss is estimated at ^15,000,000. Taylor's huil.l-

ing contained five hundred carriages, and a ,s;riut iiiiiii-

berof mirroi*and pictures, together with a vast aiuMimt
of other property. Up to the close of last wi-i'k, lUii

Conservatives and 297 Liberals and Home-rulers had
been returned to Parliament. The House of Commons
will contain 216 new members.

It is expected that the Emperor of Russia will visit

England in the Fourth month.
The correspondent of the Times with the Asbantee

expedition, in his dispatch announcing the successful
termination of the war, says that General Wolsely has
m.ade arrangements for himself and his white troops to

leave Africa for England on the first of next month.
A violent gale, accompanied with snow, prevailed off

the south-west coast of Ireland on the 12th inst., caus-
ing some marine disasters. The German bark Hercules
was wrecked, and eleven of her crew perished.
The same gale caused the Baltic sea to overflow the

entire coast of Schleswig-Holstein. The dikes protect-
ing the low lands were burst in many places, and large
tracts of country were flooded. The damage to pro-
perty has been very heavy.
The total emigration "from Ireland since 1851, is

stated to be 2,2.52,74.3 persons, or about two-fifths of the
present population of the island. In 1873 the emigra-
tion consisted of 90,149 persons, viz: 51,930 males, and
38,219 females.

On the 16th the British Ministry resolved to resign
immediately. Gladstone will advise the Queen to send
for Disraeli, who will probably form a new cabinet.

•rhe Pall Mall Gazelle publishes a rei)ort that the
British forces took possession of Coomassic. the capital
of Asbantee, on the 29th of last month, and would com-
mence their march back to the coast on the 22d inst.

London, 2d mo. Ifith.—Consols 92. U. S. sixes, 18G7,
109 J ; new fives, 103J.
Liverpool.—Middlings cotton, 7|d. a 8id. for uplands

and Orleans.

A Madrid dispatch says : It is probable that the form
of government in Spain will be decided by a plebiscite.

In such an event (Jastelar will support Serrano as a

candidate for the Presidency of the Republic.
Republican troops were advancing upon Bilboa, and

it was expected the Carlists would soon be obliged to

raise the siege of that city. The national forces have
defeated the Carlists before Tolossa and revictualed the
place.

The Spanish government has agreed to an exchange
of prisoners with the Carlists.

Francis Joseph, Emperor of Austria, arrived in St.

Petersburg the loth inst., and was cordially received

by the Czar and imperial family.

Cardinal Tarquini, a zealous and able champion of

the papacy, died in Rome the 14th inst. He was an
earnest advocate of the infallibility dogma when it was
propounded to the ecumenical council, and was in

thorough accord with the Pope.
A letter from Rouher is published, advocating a ple-

biscite to decide between an Empire and Republic, when
President MacMahon's term expires.

The mail steamer from South America reports that

the yellow fever continues unabated in Rio Janeiro,
and the cholera is raging with great violence in Buenos
Avers and Montevideo, and thousands of the inhabitants
had Med from those cities.

Ex-President Santa Anna has arrived in Havana,
from Nassau, en route to Mexico. He says he returns
under President Lerdo's proclamation of amnesly, and
is firmly resolved to take no part in Mexican politics.

The population of Japan, by the official census of

1872, was 33,110,825.

The south-eastern portions of Europe have been
visited by heavy gales, which did much damage. On
the Black Sea there were many disasters to shipping.

In the German Reichstag on the 16th, General
Moltke, in the course of a speech in support of the
military, said; " What we acquired in six months, we
shall have to protect by force of arms for half a century
to come. France, notwithstanding a mnjority of her
people are convinced of the necessity of peace, is imi-

tating our army organization."

A deputy from Alsace moved a plebiscite to be taken
in Alsace and Lorraine on the question of nationality.

The exports of grain of all kinds from Russia were
in 1873, 86,309,347 bushels, in l,>i72, 75,871,937 bushels,

and in 1871, 105,861,137 bushels.

United States.—The interments in Philadelphia
last week numbered 284. There were 39 deaths of con-
sumption, 19 inflaramation of the lungs, 11 inflamma-
tion of the brain, and 11 scarlet fever. On tlie 13th an
ice house at Thirty-first and Master streets, near Fair-

mount, fell, and a number of men who were ungased in

tilling it with ice were buried in the ruins. Of these
about twelve appear to have been killed, and as many
uiiiie severely injured.

The number of voters registered for the next election

is 153,402, exclusive of a part of one of the wards, in
1873 the assessors returned 107,094 voters.

In the Girard College there were at the fipening of

the present year 547 pupils. The residuary fund^for
the su))iiort of the college, is staled to amount to *5,-

219,258, invested mostly in real estate in Philadelphia
and Columbia and Schuylkill counties.

In Congress the questions of currency and finance
have been discussed at great length, but so far without
any practical result.

The U. S. Senate, after long debate, adopted an act
which they return to the House as a substitute for the
hill passed by that body repealing the bankrupt law.

In the proposed new law it is provided that at least

one-fourth in number of the creditors, and representing
at least one-third of the amobnt of the debts, must unite

the petition to create an involuntary bankruptcy.
Other changes, believed to be improvements, are intro-
duced.
From the Paper Trade Journal it appears that during

1872 there were i^n operation in the United States 912
mills, owned bv 705 firms, and representing a value of
535,000,000. the mills employ 13,420 male and 7700
female hands, besides 922 children—or a total of 22,042
laborers, whose wages amount to $10,000,000. The
production of these mills during the year was 317,387
tons, valued at S06,475,825.
The President has ordered that the court of inquiry

in the case of General Howard, who is charged with
mismanagem.ent of the Freedmen's Bureau, shall be
composed of Generals Sherman, McDowell, Po|ie, Meigs
and Holt. Major Gardiner, Ju<lge Advocate. The
court has been ordered in compliance with a resolution
of Congress requesting such an inve.stigation.

ITie Markets, &c.—the following were the quotations
on the 16th inst. New JorA.—American gold, 112J.

U. S. sixes, 1881, 120J; ditto, 1862, 118; diito ii.

5 per cents, coupon, 115J; registered, 113]. >ii r;:

Hour, $5.75 a S6.2U; State extra, S6.50 a -i' i

brands, S7 a $11. White Michigan wheat, -

1 Milwaukie spring $1.58 ; No. 1 Chicago, -

2do., S1.50aS1.51; No. 3do. S1.42 a $1.4:;. i -

a 62J cts. Rye, $1.03. Western mixed corn,

cts. ; new, 76 a 78 cts.; white, 81 a 82 cts. Philna

—Cotton, 16.\ a 17} cts. for uplands and New O
Superfine flour, $5 a $5.50 ; extras, $6 a $6.50
brands, *7 a $10.25. White wheat, $1.80
amber, $1.68 a $1.78 ; red, $1.58 a $1.68. Rye,
Yellow corn, 77 cts. Oats, 58 a 65 cts. Smoked
12 a 14 cts. Lard, 9} a 9J cts. Sales of aboii

beef cattle at 7} a 7j' cts. per lb. gross for extra;
cts., for fair to good, and 4 a 5i cts. for common,
sold at 5 a 8 cts. per Ih. gross and corn fed hogs at 3

$9 per 100 lb. net. (Jhicaqo.—Spring extra flour, %

SO. No. 1 spring wheat,' .S1.21.i ; No. 2 do., .$1.17

2 corn, SOi cts. No. 2 oats, 41 i cts. Rye, 82 i

2 spring barlev, 80 a 90 cts. Lard, 9 cts'. BalUm
Penna. red wheat, $1.73 a $1.74. Yellow corn, 7
cts. ; white, 75 a 80 cts. Oats, 55 a 59 cts. St.

—No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.57 ; No. 2 spring,
No. 2 corn, 59 cts. No. 2 oats, 46 cts. Lard, 8|

FRIENDS' FREEDMEN'S ASSOCIATIC
W^ith nineteen schools in N. Carolina and Vi

in successful operation, and 2193 .scholars in atten

involving an expense of $1,000 per month for th

three mofiths, the Association has but a small a
in its treasury. We commend the subjectto the a

attention of Friends.

Richard Cadbuby, Treasi
James E. Rhoads, Pres't of Executive Board
Philadelphia, 2d mo. 13th, 1874.

ERRATUM.
The date of the death of Sarah M. Saunders

lished last week, should have been First montl
1874, instead of ls73.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee on Insir

will be held on Seventh-day, the 21st instant, at 10
in the Committee-room, Arch St. Meeting-house

Charles J. Allk
Philada. 2d mo. lltb, 1874. C

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL,
As the stations of Superintendent and Matron

Institution are expected to be vacated at the close
Winter .Session, in the 4lh month next, Frienr.
may feel drawn to uu<lertake the duties attacl

them, are requested to communicate thereon with
of the following named members of the Com

Nathaniel N. Stokes. Cinnarain.son Post
Burlington Co., N. .1.

Charles Evans, No. 702 Race St., Philadel
Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. J.

Rebecca S. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth St., PI

FRIENDS' BOARDING .SCHOOL FOR IN]
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW Y'OR]

A teacher of the school will be wanted at tlu

mencement of the Spring term. Also a Friend
as assistant matron.

Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Mar.shallton, Chester Co.
Jo,seph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Phi
Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., C

Co., Pa.

Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN
Near Frankford, {Ttoenty-lMrd Ward,} Philadel'i

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wi
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients i

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Bi

Managers.

Married, on the 10th of Second month, 18'

Friends' Meeting-house, on Sixth street, Philade
Richard W. Bacon to Rebecca Elkinton, dat
of George M. Elkinton, all of this citv.

, on the 12th of Second "month, 18';

Friends' Meeting-house, Mansfield, N. Jersev
Br,\.nson, of Philadelphia, to Jaxe, daughter of
Bishop, of Columbus, Burlinst^n Co., N. J.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER.'
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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For "The Friend."

Memoirs and Letters of Sarah Hillman.
(Cot tinupd from page 213.)

1830, 8th mo. 18th. Our beloved friends,

irgo and Ann Jones, returned to us the
[i of last month, after an absence of nearly
36 months, wherein they had visited many
stings within the Yearly Meeting of New
'k. Since which it has been my privilege

18 much wiih them at home, as well as at
sm and Abington Quarterly Meetings,
sir services have borne the stamp of the
ig's seal at all times and in all places where
lot has been with them. And I assuredly
eve they leave many seals of their apostle-

) in this land, who will be as stones in their

^n of rejoicing in that day when the Lord
IS shall assemble worlds before his seat.

>ear Ann Jones is, to some few little trera-

g children, whom it has pleased the blessed
id of the church to entrust with a gift of
Gospel, a mother, whose removal we shall

ply feel. Oh ! may we be strengthened to
c to the same Almighty Helper, through
')se Holy aid she was made so eminently
ul ! That we too may be enabled to fulfil

ministry He has committed ; being willing
)e accounted fools for his sake. Yea, to
ad and be spent if we may in any wise be
nitted to receive the answer of well done.

To Ann Jones.

Philadelphia, 9th mo. 17th, 1830.

y dear and valued Friend,—I sit down to

•ess a few lines to thee under feelings of
ful sadness, from the apprehension that
little committed to my care will never be
ipied in such sort as to produce that kind
eaceful enjoj^ment which results from per-
obcdience, and unreserved dedication of

•t. Ah ! deep indeed are the baptisms
eh some have to pass thi-ough in order to
•are them for the service and work unto
h they are called and appointed

; and
ly I believe except supported by the ever-
ng Arm, (though unseen) in seasons of
and dismay, the poor, conflicted, tribu-

i, trembling disciple would sink. But
ugh adorable, unutterable mercy. He, who
n the poor disci])le8 said to him ' Master,
St thou not that we perish,' arose, and
manded a calm, and the winds and the sea

obeyed, does give us to see in his own time,

that He sitteth upon the flood, and that Ht
is King forever. Thus enabling us to perse
vere in that tribulated way, which leads to

His heavenly kingdom. Thou art oft, yea
daily remembered with thy dear partner, bj'

very many ti-iends here, whose tender in-

quiries are 'Have you heard any tidings of

our dear friends?' and I cannot but speak out

at times, of the blank we feel ; but am en-

deavoring in the simplicity of a little child,

to have a single eye to the Shepherd and
Bishop, desiring to become weaned from every

other dependence. Nevertheless, I do believe

there is strength in unit}', and that as we are

engaged to be found walking in the light,

there is a blessed fellowship enjoyed while

here on earth with all the living, and in the
fresh Sowings of love, we can desire others to

'Come and have fellowship with us, for our
fellowship is with the Father and with his son

Jesus Christ.' And I- do also believe that it

is allowable, as in the days of captivity for-

merly, for those who fear the glorious, holy

Name, to speak often one to another, and that
he not only hearkens and hears, but keeps a

book of remembrance, and will remember and
spare these, when he makes up his jewels, as

a man spareth his only son that serveth him.
So that I do very affectionately desii-e your
united remembrance and sympathy, yea pray-
ers too, that the whole burnt offering may be

made; that however I may be led, by a way
1 have not known, and comparatively alone,

the path raaj^ be plain, darkness may be made
light, and crooked paths made straight, that

His blessed holy will may be wrought in, and
upon, and through me, who is worthy of the
very best of all our faculties; that so when
this mortal shall put on immortality, the soul

disrobed of this mortal of flesh, may be pre-

pared to assimilate with those pure spirits

which surround the throne, who having come
through great tribulation, and having known
their robes washed in the blood of the Lamb,
are employed in saying, ' Worthy is the Lamb
that was slain to receive riches and honor
and glory and blessing ; for thou has redeemed
us by thy blood.'

Our beloved friend, H. Paul, took B. P. and
self, to Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting, yes-

terday. I thought it a good meeting, though
as to myself have only to speak of infirmities.

It was like at Woodbury, 'vhere also 1 bore

the burden home with me. Oh ! shall I ever
be able to say, ' It is done as thou hast com-
manded,' the fears are so many and great that
assail my poor mind. 'My baeksliclings are
many,' is oft the language of my heart; but
He who knows all things, sees the bent of the
mind ; the- desires are raised by Him for

strength to do or to suffer according to his

will, and notwithstanding all my fears and
cares and tears, in moments when the light

of His glorious countenance is a little lifted'

up, can rejoicingly believe that He will help
to the end, and can trust him for all that is to

come. Ah ! then pray for me that in and
through all. His glorious, holy Name may be
e.xalted, whether it be by life or death. And
be enabled to say:

—

'Good when he gives, supremely good.
Nor less when He denies;
E'en crosses from His bounteous hand.
Are blessings in disguise.'

My dear mother and sisters desire their

affectionate love to you ; also dear E. Pitfield

and M. Bacon.
With tenderest love to thee and thy valued

affectionate husband, am thy attached,

S. Hillman.

No date.—This time last month, went with
my dear friends E. P. and K. P., to the
Western Monthly Meeting, where my good
and great Master required, as I believe, a
acrifice; which through his mercy, was en-

abled to yield up before his holy footstool

!

Oh ! how does my spirit crave preservation
through future stoppings; that no shade may
be wrought upon the blessed cause through
me. Thankfulness was felt for the ability

granted to do His holy will, and I returned
n peace. Several times since have had to

come home in that poverty which results in

withholding more than is meet, and though
at times so awfully do I feel the responsiljle

state of the watchman, as to be ready to fear

y unfaithfulness will in the end close the
door against me, that surely an entrance into

that glorious, holy city, whose gates are

praise, will not be ministered unto me. Yet
at others, through the renewed goodness and
tender loving kindness of my adorable Re-

iner, have been constrained to break forth

in a few words, to the consolation of my own
poor mind, if no other good may result there-

from ; and to bow my knees before the God
and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, implor-

ing a little help. Oh, maj' my soul bow low
as at his blessed feet who died for me, and
rose again ; who set us an example that we
should follow his steps, who said to his im-

mediate followers, ' Ye also ought to wash one
another's feet.' And when we have done all

say, we are unprofitable servants."

To Hannah Paul.

" Philadelphia, 3d mo. 24th, 1831.

Thou, my beloved friend, wast so sweetly

with me last night in my sleep, that I am
eady to conclude thy sympathetic mind has

lended a little this way at times of late. Thy
language, after the manner of dreams was, 'I

am so concerned about Sarah Hillman that I

scarcely know what to do ?' Now, my dear

friend, hast thou any particular concern on
my account? If so withhold it not from me.
I trust it will be received in that love which
I know thou dost feel for me. In reply I said,

my concern is great f^^- myself, and very
earnestly do I desire to be preserved amid all

the temptations and trials which may be per-

mitted to assail, and to anchor in faith on that

immovable foundation which is laid in Zion,
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considering Him who endnreth the cross, de-

spising the shame, for our sakes, &o. Much
in this way passed between us; and on awak
ing my mind seemed a little strengthened. I

do long to be more thoroughly washed, yea
to be sanctified in body, soul and spirit, that

60 all things may be pure. But oh! so far

from this state do I find ra}-self, that I am
ready to faint many times ; and whilst through
adorable mercy, sensible at seasons of a re

newed call to labor in the ministry of recon

ciliation, so destitute do I feel of every qualifi

cation for this awful service, that the language

of my heart is, ' I am a worm, and no man :'

' I cannot speak for I am a child.' But oh

how has the language been, 'say not, I am a

child, for thou shalt go,' &c. ' Be not dismayed
at their faces, lest I confound thee befor

them.' Ah then, dear friend, piay for me,

that I may abide in the very bottom of Jo
dan all the time appointed; and that holy
resignation may be witnessed, to be, do, or

suffer, according to His righteous will: that

in entire dedication, thy poor feeble friend

may prove herself more attached to her Divine
Lord, than any earthlj' joy. ' If ye love me

"

says He, 'keep my commandments.'
Affectionately thy S. H."

CTo be continDed.)

For "The Friend."

Aceonnt of Recent Adventures and Suffering in

the Arctic Regions,

CConcluded from page 210.)

From the time of their arrival until the
beginning of the polar night, whose deep
shadows continued for three months and were
only dissipated at intervals by displays of
aurora borealis, the refugees occupied them-
selves in hunting, but we must believe that
only a small number did so, and with little

energy, for their journal mentions as the
whole of the game killed, two bears, two blue
foxes and a few reindeer. When the night
came on they shut themselves up in the house,
from which they scarcely ever went out : a
few of the men occupied themselves for a time
in joiner work which however they soon
abandoned, and the greater number appear
to have thought that being well warmed, well
fed, well clothed, and well lighted, they had
only to give themselves up to inaction and
the enjoyment of the comforts by which they
were surrounded. They crowded together
into one room, where they built a great fire

;

they did not even take the trouble to cook or
to give attention to the commonest measures
of cleanliness, or to take other precautions
for the preservation of their health. They
were contented to consume the provisions
which required no preparation, and their in-

dolence was so great that the larger part of
their stock of Liebig's essence of beef was
used without having been even diluted with
hot water.

This inertia, this carelessness, and the filth

which they created, were not long in produc-
ing their natural effects. On the second of
Twelfth month, the first man sickened, on
the nineteenth another, and by the twenty-
fourth nearly all of them were attacked by
scurvy. It was now necessary to occupy
another chamber; here the sick were laid
good mattresses, and were nursed by the only
two of their comrades who remained well.
The temperature which had varied during the
Twelfth month from 4 degrees to 13 degrees
below zero, fell on the seventh of First month

to 20 degrees, and aggravated the sickness in

a frightful manner; on the nineteenth, two
men died.

At this period, notwithstanding the steadi

ness of the cold, the journal mentions that

the waters of the fiord of Mitterhuk were not

yet frozen. The sanitary condition of the

refugees experienced no change for several

days, but in the latter half of the Second
month their illness increased. On the 21st

the third death took place, the cold then was
30 degrees below zero, but the first rays of the

sun were dawning upon the horizon: mean-
while one of the nurses who had remained
well fell sick in his turn, and left the keeping
of the journal to one of his companions, who
thus writes: "There remains but one well

man to take care of all the rest, may the Lord
have pity upon us!"
From this time the journal only records

thermornetric observations and the dates of

fresh deaths. On the 28th of Second month,
the temperature was 34 below zero, the coldest

of the winter. In the first fortnight in the

Third month the weather moderated, the tem-
perature varying from 4 to 20 degrees below
zero, but by the fourth of Fourth month the

cold had increased again, and on the latter

date was 30 below zero. After this the record

of the temperature ceased. Ten additional

deaths had been registered up to that day, an
eleventh is noted on the 19th, by a new hand,

and the mention of this death is followed bj
an expression which seems to indicate de
lirium in the writer. There are no further
entries,

Such, in short, according to the indications

of the journal, are the principal and mournful
incidents of this fearful winter residence at

Mitterhuk. It remains to us now to tell in

what condition the house was found when
Captain Mack's ship arrived there the 18th
of last Sixth month. On the 16th, Captain
Mack had arrived at Isfjord, but after several
vain attempts had been obliged to give up the
effort on that day to reach the house of shel

ter. On the morning of the 17th, he sent a
boat commanded by a harpooner; after ten
hours absence the man returned, bringing in-

formation that there was no one living at
Mitterhuk. he had only been able to find

corpses, upon one of which was fastened a
note of Captain Telessen, of Bergen, com-
mander of the steamer Ellida : this note stated
that the captain of the Ellida had landed
there the day before, and had collected all the
papers which he could find.

Next day the Ellida returning from Advent
Bay, met Captain Mack's ship, and the two
captains landed together, reaching the build-

ing about 3 o'clock in the afternoon. At the
end of the house were piled up clothes, bed
covers, furs and other articles; this pile was
composed .lo doubt of the garments and bed-
ding of the deceased men, and indicated that
the survivors feared, whether rightly or other-
wise, that the disease was contagious. At a
short distance off their eyes lighted on a
square pile of wood, covered with a tarred
cloth

; they approached, and lifting the cover,
the visitors recoiled with affright at the sight
of five corpses

; this spectacle, nevertheless,
was almost nolhi

to the left three dead bodies were lyin

beds, and a fourth was stretched upon
* * * This latter was the most care

clothed, he wore a fur vest and cap;
hands were white woolen gloves ; the ext'

side of his face was well preserved, the i

side must have been badly wounded,
stream of blood had flowed from it the le

of the chest. It was thought that he wa:

last survivor, and that seeing himself

in the midst of death, he had been seized

delirium and had wounded himself

head. * * * *

All the bodies were buried by the ere

the Ellida, this sad duty accomplished,
returned to the building to make an inven

of the provisions. There still remained
of every kind, and fuel in abundance,
hermetically seiiled meats were almost

tirely untouched ; it was so too with tb

of preserved vegetables; these unhappy
having supported themselves to the lat

salt meat, mostly raw, lard, condensed
and Liebig's paste.

In reviewing these two narratives, wi

much struck with the contrast; on one
we see the sailors of " The Freya" bat

with the elements with heroism, thei

sources were nought, or nearly so, not
as to food, but also as to clothing, implec

fuel and ammunition ; no one was safe fc

hour. It was constantly necessary to us

most superhuman efforts to escape impen
death ;

their waking hours were withou
pose, their sleep without shelter, neverth

their lives were preserved in the midst o

gravest dangers. They had to struggle ag
cold, bears, hunger, lethargy and death
of seven sailors of "The Freya" six surv

by brave efforts for seven months, their

servation during the latter part of the

being doubtless largely due to iheirfoUo'

the example of their hosts, the Samoiad
taking brisk dailj' exercise in the open
regardless of the weather, in fearlessly t

ing white bears^ seals, walrus and re

and in drinking the warm blood of their

when captured. On the other hand, w
a considerable company of men who ari

in full health at an establishment almost
fortable, who gave themselves up to indol

and sleep, neglected the most essential

cautions for the preservation of life,

perished miserably, leaving, after their d

one of the most hideous spectacles reco

n the annals of maritime suffering.

'l^he moral is easy to draw: it brings
relief the old proverb, " Help thyself

heaven will help thee." There are in fa

manj' wonderful results in the indefati^

energy of the sailors of "The Freya,"
misery arising from the apathy of the refu

of Mitterhuk.

For "Tiie Fri.

John Heald.

iContinned from r&g? 211.;

10th mo. 21st. Attended the meetii
Northampton. It was small and dull it

forepart, and though mostly of other soeii

I felt willing to suffer, but after long suffe

I engaged in testimony to the Truth—sti

that there were some who did all their^ in comparison with that ..

which they were about to find in the interior to be seen of men, and we should do
of the building. * * * The refugees had to please God. We are required to fear
occupied two chambers; in that to the right that can destroy both soul and body, ai
six corpses were extended, emaciated, decom-' worship Him, 'Fear God and give gloi
posed, mouldy and of hideous aspect. In that His name, who made heaven and earth
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8 and the fountains of water.' I went on

show the danger of resting in outward per-

mancca; that" it was not the name of re-

ion nor outward rites and ceremonies, not

) putting away of the filth of the flesh, bul

, answer of a good conscience [that now

reth us ;] that singing what is called Psalms

d hymn's in meetings was calculated more

please the carnal mind, than to aid in the

)8t solemn act and approach of the mind oi

m to his Maker; that there appeared to be

langer of the mind being so taken up with

d attached to outward performances, that

B inward attention was in danger of being

elected while the outward was observed,

fto trusting to ybat the learned tell us, and

ikiniT our eternal welfare on hearsay, can a

m o^i- woman of rational, intelligent under-

inding be satisfied with such a dependence?

there not room to suspect, that in something

sentially necessary, [the teacher] might be

.gli<^ent? Such a reliance is inconsistent

ith^'what our Lord and Saviour said to the

sople, 'Why judge ye not for yourselves

hat is right?' He knew what people should

) and what would be profitable employ for

,em in order to salvation. My mind was

amble, and afterwards I did not know but

lat in some things I might have gone too

ir
• but on a quiet review I feel satisfied, not

Ddino- any word or sentence to give uneasi-

ess. "l therefore leave it to the Divine dis-

oser, to whose service 1 have been devoted.

22d. After a meeting at Mayfield, we went

3 Levi Saymore's. My companion had the

vening before fallen under discouragement,

emained still, and eat no supper nor break-

ist, and could take scarce any satisfaction in

,ny thing. It appeared most proper to be

till though I wanted to press on to accom-

ilisii the work, bo that I might return home

(rithout omitting what I ought to attend to.

i.8 I write the aspiration arises, May the will

)f the Lord be done!

24th. We spent at Levi Saymore's, when

t seemed there was no way to go, or to me

ill directions to travel seemed alike. My
jompanion wanted to go back to Providence

md his uneasiness increasing, we conversed

kingdom of heaven. This may seem strange brother also. I wen
-^

.. 1-1 ^^ at:.„,i „ -^u^ en f vond mv expectation

mams uneasiuess lui^iccoiug,, — • --

with a few friends, and the result was to go

back
25th. Attended the meeting at Providence

In it we were favored together. My com-

panion expressed some sentences, and he came

away relieved, and we returned that evening

to Levi Saymore's.
.

28lh. Went to Lee Meeting, crossing the

Mohawk River, where we met with our be-

loved friends Catlet Jones and Samuel Davis,

from ourown Quarterly Meeting, on areligious

visit also. We rejoiced to see each other, it

was so unexpected a meeting, that 1 could

not, for sometime after sitting down in mcet-

ino- feel my mind composed, but as the peo

ple'gathered I felt my mind brought into the

labor and prepared to speak, and engaging in

it I delivered a testimony, which reached to

solemnize many. Catlet made a remark near

the close like confirming what I had delivered

We all went to Zaccheus Hill's to lodge, and

agreeably spent the evening in conveiv-ing

and enquiring concerning home affairs.

30th. Atan appointed meeting among some^

friendly people, but none of them members of

may seem strange

to some, as it did to Nicodemus, who said,

how can these things be. Pardon Macomber

followed on the subject of worship, with suit-

able sentiments; and my way opened to fol-

low. I said that which is born of the flesh is

flesh, and that which is born of the spirit is

spirit. I then showed that whatever is brought

forth in the will of the creature, is born of the

flesh, and it is gratifying to the flesh
;
and we

see those who are corrupt in their morals can

sing and join in singing, they can learn it and

practise it too; and it appears to mo to be

born of the flesh. But when people become

prepared to sing as the apostle described con-

cerning prayer, that he would pray with the

spirit and with the understanding also
;
if the

mind be thus prepared, then it may be per-

formed; but if the mind be prepared, it will

be humble ;
and it will not be mere gratifica-

tion, but a humbling duty, when it is per-

formed in an acceptable manner. We cannot

in our own wills perform acceptable worship,

for we cannot in our own wills worship the

Father in spirit and in truth, and such Me

seeketh to worship Him. I went into several

things or points a considerable way, and the

minds of many were very tender. Perhaps

we have not had a more satisfactory meeting

in our journey. I desired the people to as-

cribe the praise to the Author of our exist-

ence, who is worthy of it.

nth mo. 5th. Rode to Brownville, where

I had felt a draught for more than a week,

and a kind of dread or dismay, but now the

time had come to go to the conflict. :Notice

had been sent, and on the 6th we attended

and a considerable number met, and several

of the first rank in the place. After a short,

simple introduction, I brought some close,

feelino- sentiments to view, and the people be

came remarkably still, having been restless

before. The meeting concluded more satis-

factorily than I expected, but I thought and

said that the friendship of this world is at

enmity with God. I believe that the world,

and its friendship, was greatly hindering .some

from making progress in religion
; _

and 1

mournfully believed that I felt religion was

in danger of being smothered by the world.

However, I came away comfortable on my

own account, but sorrowful on theirs
;
so end-

ed this trying exercise that had for several

days attended my mind. General Jacob Brown

attended this meeting. On seeing his house

and other possessions, and the style of gran-

deur they appeared to be in, and thinkiig

that much of this was obtained at the risk ot

his life in battle, and as a recompense tor

t-ikine the lives of our fellow-mortals, so that

all appeared to bo stained with blood, it re-

minded me of David, who, when he received

the water from the men who obtained it at

the risk of their lives, would not drink it.

9th At Indian River, for a long time I felt

nolhin<r like bearing testimony, and endeavor-

ed to keep ray place. I sat silent but resigned

When the time was far spent, I believed it

best to speak to the people, and said, Paul

may plant and Apollos water, but God givelh

the increase ; but neither Paul nor Apollos, in

their own wills, could either plant or water

u.uw... ».»>.. ^ ..^-t into several things

yond my expectation when I began, and it

may be that it may bo to the benefit of some.

iOth. This morning we set our faces to go

into Canada. I felt it impressed on my mind

for several months at times, and I thought it

seemed like a right sense, but I hoped I might

be permitted to go home, before it would be

necessary to go to that part. But now find-

ing the time to be come, and seeing no clear-

ness any other way for the present, nor any

further service here, we set out, having Moses

Child as a conductor. We lodged at a tavern,

and in the morning continued our journey,

crossed Indian River, and Oswegochochee

River We breakfasted at Morristown, and

went into a flat boat, and were ferried over

the great river St. Lawrence into Canada.

14th We desired the widow Brewer [at

whose house they were entertained] to have

notice given of a meeting, which being done

the people came together at her house. 1 telt

an exorcise which 1 attended to, and at length

said, I have been thinking of what constitutes

a Christian. I believe it will be prolitable for

some here to consider what was required to

make one in the time of Christ's being on

earth, and in the days of His followers the

apostles. I believe nothing can be added nor

diminished. As the branch cannot bear fruit

of itself, except it abide in the vine no more

can ye, except ye abide in Him. ' If any man

will be my disciple, let him take up his daily

cross and'follow me.' We may plan and de-

vise ways to suit our inclinations, but they

that have not the Spirit of Christ are none of

His ' Ye are my friends, if ye do whatsoever

I command you.' ' If ye love me keep ray

commandments'—with more. I thought a

solemn attention was given, and I hope the

pure raind was stirred up.

15th At Amesttown Meeting, which ap-

peared to be a very weak, poor one After

endeavoring to impress the minds of the audi-

ence, it seemed to me to have no entrance, i

then stopped and told them, tbat if counsel

had no more place than I apprehended the

present communication had, that if the most

eloquent orator were to speak consistent truths

to them from the rising of the sun to the going

down of the same, it would be of no avail, un-

less there was a disposition to put m practice.

I then labored for some time and thought the

solemnity rather increased."

CTo be continoea.:

Cottonseed Oil, Cake and Meal.

A new value has been given to a part of the

product of the cotton plant which bctore was

only used as a fertilizer, but which within the

last five years has become an article of export

as well as of domestic manufacture. 1 he cot-

tonseed, the removal of which from the cotton

was long an expensive and puzzling problem,

has been discovered to be as valuable as al-

most any other part of that wonderful plant

and demand for it abroad is now greater and

more constant than the siippl;^ which is

limited, owing partly to the indifference and

partly o the prejudices of the cotton-planters^

Several manufactories of cottonseed oil, cake

and meal, have been established at New Oi-appointedmeetingamongsome tne lucieu^., u.. . ...^ --. . •

_ ^^^ ^^^, j^^^^ j^^.^ estaoiisneu a. -- -
, but none of them members of their o^^ wi^ could eitbeipiant

,

elaborate report on the nutntive

our Society. I had been informed there waslthat [w ncn
J
^^^a^^"';

S';;^;yi3-;;,•;~^ 1 land agricultural value of which proaucvs u.»
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chemical examination. The learned doctor
shows the great use and value of these pro-
ducts from the hitherto almost worthless cot-
tonseed, and states the fact that the intelligent
European farmers regard the cake as so valu-
able for cattle feed that it readily commands
from them from £6 to £8 per ton, equivalent
at present to about §40 in our currency. The
works of the Louisiana Oil Company alone
consume 15,600 tons of cottonseed annually
yielding 3,605,600 gallons of oil of a superior
quality, and 6899 tons of decorticated cotton-
Beed_ cakes, used as cattle feed. The workf
furnish steady employment to more than one
hundred men. There are several other similar
establishments in Louisiana, and one in the
city of Mobile, which receives more orders
than they can fill.

The value of the cottonseed as an efficient
fertilizer has long been known to the southern
planters, but these new uses to which the seed
has been put greatly enhance its value. On
submitting to strong pressure the oily seeds
of the cotton plant a valuable and agreeable-
smelling and pleasant-tasting oil is obtained
which in a purified state is now employed for
the usual purposes in commerce, the arts and
pharmacy for which other kinds of oils and
Jats are employed. Large exportations of this
oil and cake, as well as of the cottonseed arenow annually made to France, England'and
other European countries, whence comes a
constantly increasing demand. About 50,000
tons of seed are annually worked up in thehve Louisiana mills, producing more than a

19,000 tons of oil cake and meal. The exports
ot this oil last year have been 34,544 barrels,
of which 6459 barrels went to Europe, and
28,085 to northern ports. Of the oil cake theexports have been 202,873 sacks, of whichi9,o56 went to northern States, and 181,735o Europe This is but one of many illustra-
tions which go to prove that the southerner
8 awaking under the pinch of adversity, andearning the lesson of utilizing and developing
the lavish gift^ of nature, which he has hi hclto put to so little use. The south has longbeen famous for her corn-cake; her cotton"

f.;w I?
'"O^'^.^'ecent production, and bids

Swrir'fV^'"'"^ P^P"'*^'" '^"'^ Profitable.-aarper s Magazine.

same spirit that gave them forth, and to such
who have the same spirit, the scripture is
profitable. But many have the scriptures
that have not the Word, neither know it; but
they that have the Word cannot but own the
scriptures, and this is the truth as it is in
Jesus, testified to all the world by us who
deny them that hereof give any other testi
monj.—Edward Burrough—hondon, 1667.

YOUTH AND AGE.
With cheerful step the traveller
Pursues his early way,

When first the dimly-dawning east
Keveals the rising day.

He bounds along his craggy road.
He hastens up the height,

And ail he sees and all he hears,
Administers delight.

And if the mist, retiring slow,
Eoll round its wavy white,

He thinks the morning vapors hide
Some beauty from his sight.

But when behind the western clouds
Departs the fading day,

How wearily the traveller
Pursues his evening way!

Sorely along the craggy road
His painful footsteps creep.

And slow with many a feeble pause
He labors up the steep.

„ T ., , .

Selected f ,r •• The Friend."

„•.Jn J*"
beginning was the Word, and the Word waswith God, and the Word was God."-John i. 1.

The Word of God was in the beginning
before any creatures were made, and by it al

5n',°iV"""° "^'^.^^^'^ '^'^y- The Word endures forever, and by it all things in heavenand earth are brought to pass which God dothit IS from everlasting, without beginning and
J.thout end It is powerful, d^vidin-? anddiscerning all things, even the secret tholights

iTTJ.T ^Tv\ ^' •' ^ two-edged sword,and as a fire, and like a hammer, to cut upto burn, and to beat down. The Word of theLord reconciles man again to Him, and HisWord IS in the mouth, and in the heart. The

felt the Word of Life, and from it, (the Word^

TheWt^ ^ ®''°'' "^/°"Sh the eternal Spirit.

WoTd
^'

V.rPlr:!l) -« ^declaration o^the

And if the mists of night close round,
,

They fill his soul with fear;
He dreads some unseen precipice,
Some hidden danger near.

So cheerfully does youth begin
Life's pleasant morning stage

;Alas ! the evening traveller feels
The fears of wary age.

Robert Southey.

TREES IN THE CITY.
'"""'

Ti^ beautful to see a forest stand.
Brave with its moss-grown monarch and the prideOf foliage dense to which the south wind blandComes with a kiss, as lover to his bride;To watch the light grow fainter, as it streams
Through arching aisles, where branches interlace,WW sombre pines rise o'er the shadowy gleams

'

Of silver birch, trembling with modest grace.

But they who dwell beside the stream and hill
Prize little treasures there so kindly given :

'

The song of birds, the babbling of the rill
The pure unclouded light and air of hekven.Ihey walk as those who seeing cannot sea,
Kiind to this beauty even from their birth •

We value little blessings ever free •

We covet most the rarest things of earth.

Biit rising from the dust of busy streets
These forest children gladden many heartsAs some old friend their welcome presence greetsThe oil-wprn .soul, and further life imparts.

Iheir shade is doubly grateful when it lies
Above the glare which stifling walls throw back

Thl'fV"'- ^""^
^Tl^^ ^^ '^^ '*>« «°ft b'"e skies,Then happier tread the dull, unvaried track.

Alice B. Neal.

the sajiie month, and grapes appeared in J
In 1572 the trees were covered with leav.
January and the birds hatched their yc
in February, as in 1172

; in 1585 the s
thing was repeated, and it is added that
corn was in the ear at Easter. There wa
France neither snow nor frost throuirhout
winters of 1538, 1607, 1609, 1617 and U
finally, in 1662, even in the north of Germs
the stoves were not lighted, and trees b
somed in February. Coming to later da
the winter of 1846-47, when it tbunderec
Paris on the 28th of January, and that
1866, the year of the great inundation of
Seine, may be mentioned as excepliom
valid.—Late Paper.

,, .. „ .
For "The Frien.

holden Baits.

Are not the following reflections, peni
by John Barclay in 1832, painfully applica
to the state of things in some places in 18'!

" As I proceed in my pilgrimage, I tr
iiy confidence is increasing, that the gr<
I Am,' the Eing of Sion, still reigns, and v

reign to the overthrow of all his enemies;
that he alone is equal to take care of
church, and to overrule all things for the go
of his little dependent ones. Yet, O ! h(
awful do the times appear in which we liv
and how awfully critical is our standi
among the various professions around \
doubtless, it always has been so, perhaps mc
so, than those of any particular age may ha
thought. Every period has had its dangei
its temptations, its responsibilities. Yetsure
ours are, if not new, very specious snare
and when I look around, I am ready to thin
who, even among the highest in knowledge,
laith, or in gilts, is not fearfully liable to ft
into some of these snares. O! I have tb
day seen, as I think, in the light of the Lor
the enemy endeavoring to deceive, if it be po
sible, the very elect. There are baits alread
laid, golden baits, which if they are not see
and shunned, will etcn devour those wh
devour them. I see not how some who no'
take the lead amongst us, will or can escap
being carried away, as with a sweeping floot
bj' that which they are now swimming in
unle.ss the Lord prevent, I see not how thi
Society can escape being landed, yea strand
cd, on a rock. Every day, every fresh oeea
sion of witnessing the spirit and proceedit
ot these times, convinces me beyond all ht
tatian, that we are fast verging to a crisis-
an alarming crisis, and a shaking sifting crisis
when every foundation will be discovered

every covering removed. And though man%
will say, 'Lo here is Christ, and lo there!' il
he not with us, and do we not own him anc
follow hira? Yet a clean separation willtakt
place between the chaff and the wheat ; anc
nothing will be able to endure the refining

^ ll^'^at
ot that day, besides the beaten o-old 01

MM Winter'^ Tb« -u v u \

'°°^®' ^""^ ^''"'^^' ^^"^ °^'^ed are thei

seasr a^L~S//";i^7°;''^°^^^'Pr^^^
of many; how accommodating, hov.

unusual hpL ''" <^^^«^^«. though Ifhiftingis the ground they stand upon how
win ere 'font.one7'"'7

*« f, t ^^^^.j.^^^ superficial is thdr edifice though

poraturewasfo^Hp-h?^' /°^^^^ '^^ tern- beaut.fu and apparently solid also. O for more
the trees l^Ml, ^ that leaves came out on humiliation, tasting, waiting I O 1 for less ac-

troods n Februa 7' In I's'^ tb''*°'f
their |t.vivity, less self conceit, lesl taking the name

..
.^"'"'''.^- -lu t-ioy the winter was of Christ in v.nn I Mntr cmoI, „„;„,„ ^i-

b^ods in Februar?' In A9 tb''*''f
their ,tivivity, less self conceit, less taking thena,

nT-'-'j'-'i'V.V"""'''-^"''*"^ declaration of the eouallvmiM ^.L -^" ,^''''y the winter was of Christ in vain! May such a view of thin o-sWord of Life, which was in the h.?;2J^^l\7i^^^^ conduce to drive and keep me ye nearer foand endures for ever, and declares wliat th^ mrs^'^^^/j ?;;f.^"d «orn.flowers at Chri.t- the Source of all safety Tnd of dl succoursaints received, believed and enjoyed. None flowered ,n fi! ^^u^'^Av ^° ^^^l the trees that I may abide in Him, and srowup in Himcan understand (the scriptaresj withouHL in ThTmomh o? wf^'f^r'^^^^
""'' ''^'"Ss. who is the'Head^''°"'''P """"

' ''" "' -a^pril. Cherries ripened in Second mo. 1874.
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Review of the Weather for First month,

The average temperature for the First month was 3G
meter was from 7° on the 18th, to 69° on the 7th.

Eain lell to the depth of 4.12 inches. There were 4 inches of snow.

The range of the ther

p
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Siberian Dugs.

A HARDY AND USEFUL ANIMAL.

The Esquimaux, or Siberian dog, is found

nearly all over the most northern parts of

North America and Siberia, and, although

perhaps he is of more importance to the nu-

merous tribes which inhabit those inhospita-

ble regions than any other breed of dogs is

to any other people on the face of the earth,

yet many naturalists and writers on " The
Dog." only notice this animal in a very cur-

sory manner. The Esquimaux dog, which is

found with very little variation in shape, size

or color, on both sides of Behring's straits, is,

in many respects, to the settled tribes in-

habiting those districts, what the reindeer is

to the Laplander, and the camel to the Arab.
He is their only beast of burden, and is gen-

erally employed in drawing materials in a

sledge over the boundless and dreary deserts

of snow, where the cold is so intense that no
other domestic animal, except the reindeer,

could exist, and bear the hardships this ani-

mal is called upon to undergo. Messrs. Dall

and Kennan's record ofexperiences and travels

over extensive tracts of Arctic soil, on the re-

spective sides of Behring's straits, during their

explorations in the service of the Eusso Ameri-
can Telegraph Company, organized in 1864,

furnished some most interesting evidence of

the invaluability of these animals to the Ko-
raks and other tribes owning them. The
latter gentleman says that these dogs are lit-

tle better than half domestic Arctic wolves,

whose instincts and peculiarities they still re-

tain in a great measure ; but there is proba-
bly no more hardy and enduring animal in the
world. Although he is often compelled to

sleep in the snow, with no covering or pro-
tection of any kind, when the temperature is

70 below zero, to draw heavy loads until his

feet crack open and paint the snow with blood,

and go without food for days, until he is

brought to such a state of starvation as to eat
up his harness, yet his strength and spirits

seem alike unconquerable. " I have driven a
team of nine of these dogs," says Kennan,
" more than 100 miles in a day and a night,
and have frequently worked them hard 48
hours without being able to give them a par-
ticle of food. In general, they are fed once a
day, their allowance being simply a dried fish,

weighing, perhaps, a pound and a half or two
pounds. This is given to them at night, so
that they begin another day's work with
empty stomachs. The sledge to which they
are harnessed is about ten feet in length and
two feet in width, made with seasoned birch
timber, and-combines, to a surprising degree,
the two most desirable qualities of strength
and lightness. It is simply a skeleton frame-
work fastened together with lashings of dried
seal skin and mounted on broad curved run-
ners. No iron whatever is used in the con-
struction, and it does not weigh more than
20 pounds, yet it will sustain a load of 4U0
to 500 pounds, and endure the severest shocks
of rough mountain travel, occasionally ren-
dered more than ordinarily severe by the
erratic behavior of the dogs, who sometimes,
should a deer or fox cross their route, cannot
overcome their wolHsh propensities, but give
chase in a most determined manner, heedless
alike of the driver's shouts and the load be-
hind them, dragging the sledge and its con-
tents at lightning speed over bluffs, and down
Steep inclines, often not being brought to a

stand still until submerged several feet in a
snow-drift. The number of dogs harnessed
to the sledges varies from seven to fifteen, ac-

cording to the nature of the country to be

traversed, and the weight of the load. Under
favorable circumstances, 11 dogs will make
from 40 to 50 miles a day with a man and a

load of 400 pounds. They are harnessed to

the sledge in successive couples, by a long,

central thong of seal-skin, to which each dog
is attached by a collar and a short trace.

They are guided and controlled entirely by
the voice, not by the whip, (as stated by some
writers on the subject,) and by a leader dog,
who is especially trained for that purpose.
The driver carries no whip, but has instead

a thick stick, about four feet in length and
two inches in diameter, called an cerstel. This
is armed at one end with a long iron spike,

and is used to check the speed of the sledge
in descending hills, and to stop the dogs when
they leave the road in pursuit of reindeer and
foxes. The spiked end is thrust down in

front of one of the knees or uprights of the
runners and dragged in that position through
the snow, the upper end being firmly held by
the drivtr, in whose hands it forms a power-
ful lever by which he can check his team if

inclined to be unruly. These animals, al-

though treated very indifferently, are abso-
lutely essential to the existence of these semi-
barbarous tribes. The great distance of the
settlements one from another, and the absence
of any means of inter-communication in sum-
mer, make each village dependent on its own
resources, and prevent any mutual support
and assistance, so that should the winter be
extra severe a fiimine often sets in, and these
improvident people never think of stirring

until the last dried fish in store has been de-

voured, so that their only hope lies in their
dog teams, which are often called upon to
commence a journey, on an empty belly, of
150 or 200 miles over deep snow, in search
of some friendly tribe of wandering Koraks,
having been on scanty rations perhaps for a
week or a fortnight previously.
When these tremendous journeys are made

the natives are often compelled to travel all

night as well as all day, and they have a
practice of deluding the dogs into the belief

that they have slept all night, by allowing
them to stop and sleep an hour or so before
sunrise, when they wake them to continue
the wearisome journey. This deception, 1

believe, gencrallj^ answers, and the animals
resume their labors with renewed cheerful-
ness and energy. The sacrifice of these dogs
is considered by the natives as the surest
method of appeasing the anger of the evil

spirits, and twenty or thirty of them may be
seen suspended by the hind lege on long poles
over a single encampment. The Siberian
dogs exhibit many of the characteristics of
the dingo and other wild types, they have
the sharp, tapering muzzle, pricked ears,

and bushy tail, of these latter, but are not so
ferocious. Their bodies are long, feet large,
limbs well formed and exceedingly muscular.
The coat is rather coarse, but has an under-
growth of a thick,soft and woolly nature. The
color ranges from grayish red to dark dun,
sometimes brindle, and usually with black
muzzle. The bark or rather semi-howl, of
these animals, much resembles the long, faint,
wailing cry of a human being in the last ex-
tremity of suffering, and, when a hundred or
miore dogs join in the chorus, the effect in the

stillness of an Arctic midnight is do
as wild and unearthly, and sends the -

blood of the listener bounding thr-
veins, and for a time earth seems fill.

yelling, shrieking fiends.

—

Land ai\il

Selected for "The K

The Testimony of Priscilla Cotton to. I-',

the day she died.

"All my dear friends, who have fouin

Redeemer, oh! wait upon him at nil

that you may stand continually in Ir

ence where life is, that with the light

coive from Him, you may see your tl

and deny them, that in stayedness y
be kept, when the hasty, forward spii i

arise, and keep it down. With the i

of God's spirit all maybe weighed, th'

to what they tend, that no lightness i

pear in your words, nor unsavorine-
no offence come, but edification by ;

speak. Let the elders watch, that at v,i

the younger may see lightness, laugh

i

words of offence, but that you may ah
keep down the evil in yourselves, and
minister grace to all you have to do wi
that God's spirit be not grieved. So 1

the field clean, that was once ploughed
and made green and beautiful, that no 8t<

or hurtful weeds grow in it to oppress
seed.

Friends, the cross is the power of C

and when you flee the cross, you lose

power; that which pleaseth self, is ab
cross, and that which pleaseth man, is al

the cross; and that which shuns the ci

yields to the carnal part, and loses its

minion. Though the cross seems foolishr

stand in it; though it seems weak, Btan(

it; though it be a stumbling block to

wise, stand in it; there the dominion, aut
ity, and crown are received. This is not
you to be exercised in for a time only,

your first convincement, but daily, ever

the death, as long as a desire, will, or thou
remaineth in you, contrary to God's j
light, and judge it by it ; and as you wai
the light you will come to know a cri

the use of meat, drink, and apparel, and k
to the cross when alone, or in company

;

the pure mind of God stands against in
j

that the cross is against.

So Friends, watch daily to keep Chi
command, ' Take up your daily cross ;' be
at liberty one day, but deny thy own will,

own thoughts, and thy own self Taking
the cross, you feel the power, the strengtl
the Lord God, which breaks down all, ke
in order, in safety, and in peace. This

]

serves from stubbornness, wilfulness,

headiness, and brings all to be subject,

dear children, unto God, and subject one u

another as brethren. In the light and in

cross, there are no evil thoughts, no h
speeches, no contention, no having pre-i

nence; but as brethren and sisters, piti

tender-hearted, courteous, forgiving, forb(

ing,long-suffering,and8upportingoneanotl
Here the power of the cross is known, wh
brings all to God's praise, and to his ho
and glory, and to his children's prospei
and peace: so let it be. Amen.

Priscilla CoTTO^

And they that know thy name, wil

their trust in Thee, for thou. Lord ! hast

:

forsaken them that seek thee.
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riie amount is now fully double, and in other! ends ;
vain communication is not allowed to

u\d drier parts of India, where forage is come out of their mouths ; hands are limited

scarce, it reaches the high figure of £G or £7. from taking bribes, using of violence, or doing

Vhe Service of Elephants

jion of an elephant or two

fined to royal or princely families, i^and-

ders and English gentlemen, engaged in

imercial or agricultural pursuits in the in-

[ior of the country, find such an animal to

well worth his keeping in many ways. It

Qgs in the collections of rent from an out-

'tion to head quarters. It takes important

ers or supplies right across the country,

ivill carry half a dozen servants, with bed,

^gage and cooking apparatus, to any place

ere these adjuncts or necessaries cannot be

ed on. It enables the native agents of a

Itory to travel about with security against

idents or robbery. Where roads have not

\n constructed, or are impassable for vehi-

i during the rainy season, the elephant is

lal to any emergency. To swim rivers, to

rt or wade through swamps, to step clever-

over fences, to fray a path through reeds,

break down forest trees firmly connected

long, trailing creepers, is a comparatively

,y task to this sagacious, powerful and obe-

nt servant. It is true that three or four

les an hour is the average rate of progress,

i that it is hardly fair to exact more than

een or twenty miles of a march in a day.

must be admitted, too, that practice is

iessary to accustom the traveller to the

ition, and that the paces of all elephants

! not the same. Some are so smooth as

nost to invite slumber ; on others the un

iky occupant of the cushion rolls about as

sea, and arrives at his journey's end with

•e pains in his joints. But the docility of

J beast and the security of this mode of

aveyance are, where rapidity. of communi-

don is not essential, of the very greatest

avenience to residents of the plains.

The owner of an elephant has besides a far

eater guarantee for respectability than the

'ner of a gig. It is not to be imagined,

wever, that elephants cost nothing, or can

osper without care and attendance. A
udent person will guard his elephant from

e deluge of a tropical rain, and to this end

ligh-roofed barn must be constructed, with

en sides large enough to admit something

the size of an ordinary haystack. Then

e bath is as indispensable to the elephant

it was to an old Koman ;
and after a daily

uno-e and a swim, during which nothing is

en^of the animal but the tip of his trunk,

lies down on its side at a signal from the

iver, and submits to be oiled, cleaned and

ushed, while thorns or foreign substances

e extracted from the toes.

When these operations are concluded, a

aiu is fastened round one hind leg and made
cure to a post or tree, and the remainder of

e day is passed by the elephant in oblite-

ting the traces of the bath by showers of

ist, or in driving away the flies with a leafy

an'ch. The food generally consists of several

mnds of coarse rice, the stem of a plantain

ee and a whole cartload of tender branches

ceutly cut ofl:'. To procure this latter supply

the daily duty of one of the attendants,

ho, in Indian phraseology, is termed " a

ate," the title of " mahout" being reserved

In India the pos- 1
Gangetia Delta, an elephant, with its two at- j ing vanity; they cannot, as too many do,

by no means tendants, cost little more than £2 a month.
]

cover, dissemble and lie, to accomplish self-

-London Saturday Review.

And my dear ancient Friends, be careful

that you never forget, nor depart from your

first love and tenderness ;
and all you younger

who have not so fully known it, wait diligent-

ly for it, that you may knoiv the blessed

effects of it, as the ancients have done, that

through the fear of God placed in the heart,

d an awe and dread of oftending the Lord,

you may come to say with them : Oh ! that I

may never speak a word, nor do any action

that may grieve His good Spirit, nor break

itiy peace with Him. May I never eat nor

drink to excess, nor wear any thing in apparel

contrary to the pure Truth ; neither be found

in any carriage or behavior, in conversation

or communications, wherebj' the Truth may
suffer. This was and is the desire and cry

of all the faithful, and of those that truly fear

the Lord.

—

John Banks.

any wrong ; the paths of rioters they can-

not walk in, but are lovers of righteousness,

and haters of iniquitj' in themselves and
others. And to this estate we might all

come, by denj-ing .such motions as the light

of righteousness in our own hearts manifests

to be evil. Huou Turford.

THE FRIEND.
SECOND MONTH 28, 1874.

Demoralization at Jerusalem.—The London
correspondent of the Jewish 'Messenger says

that he is in receipt of a private letter from

Jerusalem, which gives a sad account of the

state of things in the Holy City. Beggars

are many, laborers few. It is, indeed, sad to

hear these continued descriptions from im-

partial witnesses, of the miserable beggarly

position of the Jews of Jerusalem. A great

deal of the present misery of the Jerusalem

Jews is directly traced to the misplaced, ill-

advised generosity of the European Jews, who
think they are discharging a religious duty,

as well as performing a charitable act, b}-

sending money in the form of Cheluchah to

Jerusalem. Old men, middle aged men, and

even young lads, who can and ought to be

made to work for their living, centre their

whole object in life upon sharing in the funds

obtained from the Jews outside of Jerusalem.

The worst of it is, that the young children

follow, and, in fact, are made to follow the

pernicious example of their parents. There

must eventually come a time when concerted

action will be taken by the Jews of Europe

upon this question. Undoubtedly great good

could be done with the money now sent to

Jerusalem, if a better system of distribution

were organized. As it is, under the present

system, the money does much more harm
than good.

Transforming Work of Grace. — Whence
come pride and haughtiness, contention and

strife, fraud and deceit, oppression and cru

eltj^, but from the author of all wickedness ?

Where the flesh, with the affections thereof,

is crucified, such things are not to be found

and, let us pretend to what religion we will,

whilst such things are practised, we keep

alive what ought to be mortified

Where an evil spirit is uppermost, men
know no limit; their ears, eyes, tongues, hands

and feet, are at liberty to hear evil reports

If we may trust the experience of those

who have been the most apt scholars in the

school of Christ, and attained to the pro-

fouodest knowledge of the mysteries of his

Kingdom, we may rest assured that the deep-

est religious feeling arises from the secret

operation of Divine grace on the soul. It

makes but little noise or creaturely demon-
stration, but fixes the attention and the ex-

pectation on Christ alone, and manifests its

supernatural origin and power, by producing

compliance with the Divine will, iu taking up

the daily cross.

Much is lost where we are deceived into

thinking that the life of religion consists iu

outward activity. A man's enemies are those

of his own house. To overcome them, to

know the strong natural man bound, and all

his goods spoiled, the unrelenting warfare

must be carried on within, and he who main-

tains the contest victoriously knows how fre-

quent and how gi-eat are the fear, the trem-

bling and the suffering he has to undergo,

before his triumph is achieved, through the

power of the Lamb, and he girded with the

whole armor of God, and able to stand against

the wiles of the devil.

For true growth in this religious life, it is

of primary importance to keep the word of

the Lord's patience, so as to know Him to

keep us from the hour of temptation, which

are assured will come to try all that dwell

. the head keeper. Not every kind of leaf

palatable, and whole tracts of country cov- behold vanity, speak proudly, rashly, unad

•ed with forest trees are absolutely useless
-•--" " ..~^-,;.f..iK. +.. a^ „:^i..„„„ t„i..

ir the feeding of elephants.

When on a march, or iu the jungles, ele-

liants will endeavor to feed all day, and will ber of the body is under a limit
;
the ear

visedly and deceitfully, to do violence, take

bribes, and go where they list.

But where a right spirit rules, every mem

upon the earth. This patience is one of the

m'ost beautiful, and not the least costly, of all

the jewels that adorn the sanctified soul. It

restrains the flesh and keeps the temper

unruffled under provocation ; it bridles the

tongue, subdues pride, and strengthens the

tried or mourning spirit. Hence the injunc-

tion of our Saviour to his disciples, when
forewarning them of the persecution and suf-

fering they would have to meet, '-In your

patience possess ye your souls."

In one of the epistles addressed by Edward
Burrough and Francis Howgil, to those in

London who had been recently convinced of

the truth of the j.rinciples held by Friends,

and were striving to walk comformubly there-

with, thej' say, '• Look not out at words, for

that which feeds there, is for famine. But

dwell in the Light, joining with the immortal

principle which receives nourishment from

the eternal Fountain, and which the world

knows not of nor comprehends. As you grow

in the Pure, and in the Life, so you are un-

known to the world ; and your growth will

appear by your obedience in the cross of

Christ. Stumble not at the cross; for such

as do, have no part in the eternal inheritance.
Hants Wlll enueavor LU lecu un uu.j', a.u^A vyni UIJI Ul luo wj^j .c. ^^.^^^ ^ *..^^„

,
v^« ..- -. ,

—
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latch at anything edible. Formerly in the turned from fables, and the eye from behold- 'But walk in the cross, which is lite to tne
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new man and death to the old, and so throiltrh
|

The total circulation of the United Kingdom at the United States, under the Treaty of Guadaloui
death, life is made manifest; and the pure p'o^e of 1872, is stated to have been £141,239,000 sterl- This decision will add 4000 to the votioo- pu

life of God arising in all, the world will be :'"?
i" |°VL "i"*? ''?'^-'''

S}"'^'^!^"' '." United States gold that territory.

tramnled unon and denied bv vou But such '^-i"nn«.i-'j The gold coin amounted to £84,- A temperance movement began recent!tr ampiLU upon ana apniea oy you. Uut such 5 i^oqO sterling, and the silver to £1.5,000,000. directed especially against the dTinking sal,"
It IS .said that on the assembling of Parliament it will abound in all the villages and towns 'J,

be immediately prorouged until the 12th of next month, I adopted is fbr companies of women to visit tl,
so that the members who have accepted office in the places and endeavor to induce the venders u
new cabinet, may have an opportunity to go before their ting drinks to abandon the business In

amongst you that choose the world, wrath
from God, we declare [will be] against yon.
And yo'i who know the way and cast off the
truth, and for the love of that which is visible,

turn from the truth, you cannot escape the
damnation of hell."

What an unspeakable favor would it be, if

all the trumpets that are sounding amongst
us in the present da}', were calling the peopl
to inward reverential waiting upon Christ, as
He reveals himself by his light to the soul.

How surely and truly would it teach those
who accepted it as their guide, of their entire
dependence on Him as the atoning sacrifice,

by which He purchased for them, forgiveness
and reconciliation, as the justifier and sancti-
fier of his true born children, and as the wis-
dom of God and the power of God; thus im-
parting to them that knowledge of the only
true God and of Jesus Christ his son which is

life eternal. This is the only way by which
true Quakers can be made. To such truly
convinced ones, small as the church m.iy be,

"the call goes forth that she gather to the
place of pure, inward prayer, and her habita-
tion is safe."

SUMMAEY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The London Times says, the final result

of the elections may be exactly stated as follows: The
Conservatives returned 3.51 ; the Liberals and Home-
rulers 302. The total number of votes polled iu Great
Britain and Ireland was about 2,500,000, which is a
considerable falling off from the vote at the last general
election, and shows that many persjons abstained from
voting.

On the 16th inst. Gladstone waited on the Queen at
Windsor Castle, and formally tendered his resignation
and that of his colleagues, which was accepted, and
Benjamin Disraeli was invited to form a new Cabinet.
On the 20th it was officially announced that the minis-
try was con.stituted as follows : First Lord of the Trea-
sury, Disraeli ; Chancellor of the Exchequer, Sir Staf-
ford Northcote; First Lord of the Admiraltv, Ward
Hunt

; Secretary of Slate for the Home Department,
Richard Ascheton Cross ; for the Foreign Department.
Earl of Derby ; for the Colonial Department, Earl of
Carnarvon

;
for War, Gathorne Hardy

; for India, Mar-
quis of Salisbury

; Lord High Chancellor, Lord Cairns-
Lord of the Privy Seal, Earl of Malmesbury

; Lord
President of the Council, Duke of Kichmond. Lord
John Manners is appointed Postmaster General. The
new ministry is wholly compo-sed of men who have held
office in former Conservative administrations. The ac-
tion of Disraeli in limiting his cabinet to twelve mem-
bers is generally approved. Gladstone's Cabinet had
fifteen members.

It is represented that Gladstone has determined to
no longer take an active part in Parliamentary proceed-
ings.

The Times says a telegraphic dispatch was received
at Cape Coast Castle on the 28th ult. from the expedi-
tionary force, announcing that Coomassie, the capital
of Ashantee, had surrendered to the Briti.sh forces, and
the king and his family were prisoners.

Dr. Beke, the English traveller, reports that he has
discovered the true Mount Sinai. It is situated a dav's
journey northest of the village of AUaba, Arabia, at the
altitude of 500 feet above the level of the sea. Dr Beke
says he found remains of animals that h.id been sacri-
hced. He also di.scovered Sinaitic inscriptions, which
he copied.

,

'
'

The Faraday, a steamship of five thousand tons bur-
den built for the special purpose of laying telegraph
cables in the Atlantic, has been launched at New Castle

llie Indian government telegraphs that it now has
ample supplies of grain to meet every demand from the
distressed districts. Intelligence has reached Calcutta
tliat some persons have already died of fi

multitudes are distres,sed from want of food.

constituents for re-election

The Queen, at the recommendation of Gladstone, has
granted a pension to the children of Dr. Livingstone.
It is no longer doubted that the report of his death is

A Madrid dispatch of the 22d says: Severe fighting
has been going on in Biscay for several days. The
heights above Somorostro are held by a Carlist force of
25,000 men. The Republicans have taken the first

height. Their losses were heavy. A Bayonne dispatch
says the Carlists have taken the town of Vinaroz, with
its garrison of 200 men.
A Berlin dispatch of the ISth says: In the Reichstag

to-day Bishop Metz, who is a member, asked the Pre-
sident for permission to be accompanied by interpreters
during the sittings. His request was refused. A mo-
tion oflered by an Alsatian deputy, that Alsace and
Lorraine be permitted a plebiscitura to decide their
nationality, was rejected by an overwhelming majority.
The Alsatian delegates subsequently withdrew from the
Reichstag and returned to Strasbourg.
A dispatch from Khartoum of 2d mo. 14th says : The

Sultan of Darfur invaded the Egyptian territory, near
the B.ahrel Gazi, and captured a number of slaves. The
Egyptian Governor, Zebra Beri, gave battle, and the
hghting resulted indispersing the Sultan's army, 10,000
trong, capturing four guns and killing the Vizier and
aany chiefs.

A Ibrmidable insurrection is said to have broken out
in Japan. A dispatch from Nagasauki says, the insur-
rection is spreading, and the situation is critical. The
insurgents are advancing on that place, and at the last
accounts were so near that the foreign residents were
preparing to leave.
The Emperor of Austria has left St. Petersburg and

proceeded to Moscow.
A Paris dispatch says ; The Minister of the Interior

has sent a circular to the prefects, directing them to
keep watch upon the citizens who leave their depart-
^^...^ for Chiselhurst, for the purpose of doing homage
to the Prince Imperial on the occasion of his becomino-
of age.

"

The Hawaiian King, Lunalillo, died on the 3d inst.
General Gonzales was installed as President of San
Domingo on the 27th ult. The official declaration of
the vote shows he was elected by a large majority. All
the members of the tkmily of ex-Pre.sident Baez have
been banished from the country.
There was an earthquake^at Laguayra on the 6th
St., the severest since 1812. Much injury was done to

persons and property.

Unitep States.— There were 315 interments in
Philadelphia last week, including 97 children under
two years. Of the deaths 36 were of consumption and
39 inflammation of the lung.s, U typhoid fever, and 17
old age. At^the municipal election held in this city
on the 17th inst., 109,251 votes were polled. The can-
didates nominated by the Republican party for Mayor,
City Solicitor and Receiver of Taxes, had majorities
ranging from 10,996 to 13,717. The quantity of gas
made at the city gas works during 1873, was 1,648,587,-
UOO cubic feet, being an increase over the year 1872 of
161,618,000 feet. The street mains laid during the
year were a little over twenty miles, making the entire
length 605 miles. The profits of the year were $305,758,
nearly all of which has been expended in the perma'
nent improvement of the works and laying mains. The
number of consumers of gas increased 4708, and now
amounts to 79,477.
The deaths in New York city last week were 533.
During the past two weeks 1232 applications for

patents were made at the Patent-office, Washington.
This is a number unprecedented, in so short a time in
the history of that Department.
There have been p,assed during the present .session of

Coiigre.ss 111 the House of Representatives, 115 bills of
which about fifty have become laws. Of this large
limber, but few are of general interest or importance,
he Congressional committee, to whom was referred
le memorial to recognize God and the Christian re-
gion in the Constitution of the United State-s, have

reported at length and pointedly against the proposi-mated that but f^ir the aid furnished by the govern- tioa

r.?i„^^°"' ^^' '^""'^'^'i ''^""^''"d P^^O'-B -nust have The Supreme Court of the Territory of New Mexico
I
has decided that the Puebla Indians are citizens of the

perished.

cases the appeal has been successful. Fron
movement has spread into Indiana, Ioum,
Michigan and other States. It is said that 1

one thousand drinking places have been
twenty-five towns. The laudable object of 1

is, however, sometimes effected by question:iii:
such as singing and praying before the saloons
sieging them until the keepers promise to close tt

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quota
on the 21st inst. New York.—American gold,
U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 120, coupon 1211

';

1862, 118; ditto, 10-40 5 per cents, registered,
coupon, 116. Superfine flour, $5.90 a S6.25

;

extra, §6.65 a J6.80; finer brands, $7 a $11.
Chicago spring wheat, $1.58; No. 2 do., $1.54.
barley, $1.80. Oats, 58 a 63 cts. Western yellon
77 a 82 cts.; southern yellow, 78 a 80 cts. ; do.
81 a 85 cts. PA(Me/p/i!a.—Uplands and New Or
cotton, 16 a 17 cts. Superfine flour, $5 a $5.50 ; i

$5.75 a $6.50 ; finer brand.s, »7 a $10.50. Red '

$1.60 a $1.72; amber, $1.68 a $1.75; white, $1
$1.85. Rye, 92 cts. Yellow corn, 74 a 76 cts.

57 a 04 cts. Smoked bams, 12 a 14 cts. Lard,
9| cts. About 2500 beef cattle sold on the 2.id
extra at 7J a 7J cts. per lb. gross, and common at
5 cts., a few choice brought 7f a 8 cts. Sheep sole
a 7J cts. per lb. gross and corn fed hogs at $8.50 a f
100 lb. net. Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.
No. 2 do., $1.20 ; No. 3 $1.16^. No. 2 mixed con

St. Louis.—No. 2 spring wheat, $1.20 a $'

No. 2 winter red, $1.51 a $1.58. Oats, 47 J c
emnai/.—Wheat, $1.40 a $1.43. Corn, 59 a 62 cLs. (

48 a 53 cts. Lard, 8| a 9 cts.

FRIENDS' FREEDMEN'S ASSOCIATION
With nineteen schools in N. Carolina and Virg

in successful operation, and 2193 scholars in attends
involving an expense of $1,000 per month for the :

three mouth.s, the Association has but a small ami
in its treasury. We commend the subjectto the ser
attention of Friends.

Richard Cadbury, Treasure
James E. Rhoad.s, Pres't of Executive Board.
Philadelphia, 2d mo. 13th, 1874.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
As the stations of Superintendent and Matron of

Institution are expected to be vacated at the close of
Winter Session, in the 4ih month next, Friends
may feel drawn to undertake the duties attach*
them, are requested to communicate thereon with e..

of the following named members of the Committee.
Nathaniel N. Stokes, Cinnaminson Post-of

Burlington Co., N. J.

Charles Evans, No. 702 Race St., Philadelph
Deborah Rhoads, Haddon field, N. J.
Rebecca S. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth St., Phili

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR INDL
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK.

A teacher of the school will be wanted at the cc
mencement of the Spring term. Also a Friend to
as assistant matron.

Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co., _
Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philada.
Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Chee

Co., Pa.
Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. O., Philada.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, [Twenty-third Ward,) PhUadelphu
Physician and Superintendent—Joshua H. Wort

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
^r gers.

Died, on Sixth-day, the 17th of 10th mo. 187;i,
the residence of her husband, George Haines, M. J

Sarah W. Haines, in the seventy-second year of 1:

age, a beloved member of Upper Evesham Monti
Meeting of Friend.s, New Jersey. Her relatives ha
the consoling beUef her end was peace.
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11th mo. 19 th. Crossed the Bay of Canlry
r rough water, and went to Joseph Haz-
I's to lodge. In the morning before day,

rode by the light of the moon, and came
time to the Select meeting before the

ithly Meeting came on, in each of which I

some service."

a the latter of these, J. H. revived the

ry, -'How much owest thou to my Lord,"
called upon those present to consider

jther the}^ could safely keep back any
ig th.it was due to Him, in order to gratify

ir own desires. He referred to the danger
re was that such would little by little have
ir attention and affections drawn away
a Heavenly things, and placed on earthly

igs and earthly delights; and thus their

rts would become strongly fastened to the

•Id, and a foundation laid for lasting heavi-

3 of heart, for sorrow and sadness.

n the women's meeting he encouraged to

hfulness, and not to be looking out for ex-

fes, such as "we are the weaker vessel, our
thren are stronger than we, let them be

bg." He expressed his belief that the

prs standing -in their allotment would
d to set up and exalt the standard higher

n it would be by the vigilance of the men
ne without the sisters' aid. This aid they
i\d be enabled to afford, if they were but
hful and did not despise the day of small

pgs. He exhorted them not to neglect or

pise a little gift, but with careful attention

eavor to do each one her duty.

21st. First-day. The people assembled at

ob Crouk's house. A largo upper room was
aished, the best I have seen in a private

86 in all my travels, but rather too small

those who attended. I thought wo were
ciously favored together. Some were ton-

ed. At the close of the meeting I met with
jligious young woman that appeared rather

On giving her my hand, she pressed it,

was too much affected to speak, the tears

ving f'reel}'.

Had a meeting at Jonathan Bower-
the largest we have had in Canada.

ind soon became exercised. I said the

ward things, those who begin the world with
their hands, if they are not diligent, we do
notseethem come into the possession of much;
nor do we see people advance far in religious

experience without a close application, for

when we begin a religious course, we begin

with a little, and if we advance we must be

industrious. Going on with soft though mov-

ing language, I believe it was a meeting to

profit to many. I was thankful for the favor.

25th. A meeting was held at Samuel How's
house. A considerable number came, and I

thought we were divinely favored. I sat in

silence near an hour, feeling my mind en-

gaged in solemn, silent adoration. O the pre-

ciousness of the enjoyment that some poor

feeble ones do partake of, and that the world

knows not of, but it is revealed to these poor,

these little ones, even so, Father, for so it

seemed good in thy sight. After being thus

silently engaged, 1 found it to arise in my
mind, and said. In your patience possess ye
your souls. Patiently wait and quietly hope

for the salvation of God, and come to feel the

owning of His love, a foretaste of heavenly

joy, to strengthen and encourage to hold on

the way ; for they that wait on the Lord shall

renew their strength. Many have come near

to the enjoyment of precious favor, but for

want of more faithfulness have not entered

into rest, have not known their strength re-

newed, the blessing has not been received.

Oh the engagement I felt to labor to interest

the people in "their own welfare. I hope it

will ,DOt be lost, and that this day's labor will

be rimombered to the honor and praise of the

great Preserver of men. May the glory be

ascribed to Him, and the creature remain in

watchful humility, as at the King's gate, so

that the King Immortal may be i^leased to

renew His favors again !

12th mo. Ist. A small meeting at Uxbridgo.

It was dull and trying. After I believed' it

would be my lot to bear testimony, I waited

for clearness, and at length said, Brethren,

my heart's desire and prayer to God for Israel

is, that they might be saved—and not only

saved from the vanity and folly of this world,

but from attempting to serve the living God
with dead works. I was led to treat of the

duty of serving God with a living concern,

not formally, not carelessly. O beware of in

difference. In the conclusion I endeavored

to encourage a tried though sincere conccr

that lived among them, as I believed. I felt

afraid that some, with whom I had been en

gaged to labor closely, might reject that and

take this, 1 therefore added that some might
be willing to receive the encouragement who
were not willing to take the foregoing ; and

those for whom it was designed, might think

themselves unworthy to receive it,—but oh

for the encour.igement of the honest-hearted.

2d. We rode thirteen miles before we saw
another habitation. We came to Samuel

gent hand maketh rich. This is true inlLundy's, and dined near White Church, and

ition to temporals and spirituals. In out- then passed into Queen Street. We are now

near David Wilson's, who dissented from
Friends some six years ago, and has made
much disturbance among them. It is reported,

he is guilty of great enormities, scandalous
and shameful. He has a meeting-house a short
distance from Friends', where he preai-hes to

the people. We are now in the midst of them.
Oh Lord, preserve us and all thy tried chil-

dren !

3rd. We attended the meeting. I believe

there is a precious seed in this place, that is

designed to be dignified with Divine favor.

The fresh feelings of love were felt among lis.

Ith. We had an appointed meeting at

White Church. I found a concern to show
that the way to please God is to avoid that

hich is offensive to Him, and do that which
He requires. This leads to taking up the daily

s and following the dear Redeemer. But
this is often avoided, and we give way to that

which is offensive to the Almighty, and here

a disposition is manifested of not much caring

hether He is pleased or not. I felt there

was an unwillingness to give up. My com-
panion mentioned something of brethren dwel-

ling together in unity or love. I soon followed

"n a short testimony in regard to the excel-

lence of love, as being the most precious en-

joyment that dwells on the mind ; but I had
to leave them, as I feared, too much at a dis-

tance from the excellent favor.

Oh, how would the Lord favor the children

of men, if they would obey Him. Thou kuow-
est, O Lord, how thou hast humblt-d me, hast

led me in ways that I had not known ; that I

have followed into many trying places, that

I have said in secret, Who is there among all

thy servants of as little use as I am. Oh, thou

knowest how 1 have followed thee with sin-

cerity, unfeignedly to obey thy requirings,

but still how little do the children of men re-

gard thy invitations through me. Still I de-

sire to serve thee, but, O Lord, be pleased to

deliver me from ways of deviation, and from

those things too hard for me to be engaged
in. But thou knowest what is best for me,

and let thy will be done.

I have not yet known why religion should

be so low in esteem hereaway. There seems

to be great indifference in regard to this im-

portant concern. I have thought the most
likely cause was, that the division before men-
tioned is degrading to vital religion, and to

make open profession appears to be mean and
contemptible in the eyes of the people, and
their minds seem to be discouraged ; while

those who are in the separation are involved

in great absurdities of conduct and practice.

How have I secretly mourned on account of

this declension! How have I lamented the

sad estate of some who have been unhappily

seduced and drawn into defilement and pollu-

tion ! Oh, sad blindness and infatuation

!

6th. Henry Widdifield got a sleigh to carry

us to Young Street Meeting, about four miles.

On sitting down, exercise of mind attended.

At length 1 said. It affords some consolation
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to believe that we may be saved with an ever

lasting salvation ; but to attain a state of un-

shaken belief, that if we continue faithful we
shall be admitted into the mansions of rest

and peace, is more than a belief that we may
be saved. There is an attainment still further,

which is [the conviction] that neither heights

nor depths, principalities nor powers, thi

present nor to come, shall ever be able to

separate us from the love of God in Christ

Jesus, our Lord. Some were visited in mercy,

but not yielding to the Divine requiring had

neglected to obey in the day of visitation
;

and if it had been renewed, have refused to

yield, though they have felt the love of God,

and known that He loved them before they

loved Him. After awhile such become easy

and heavenlj^ love ceases to be revived, and
they are left to themselves.

In this meeting I thought Truth came more
into dominion than in any we have lately

had."
As the day was stormy, and many were not

at the meeting on account of the inclemency
of the weather, J. H. consented that another
should be appointed at the same place the
following day. This proved to be large and
favored. In it he was concerned to caution

against mere formality, and to press the
necessity of sincerity in our efforts to ser

and worship the Almighty.

CTo be oontinned.)

For "The Friend.

Animal Character.

The following extracts are taken from a

work entitled Chapters on Animals, by P. G.

Hamerton, and, it is believed, will prove ac-

ceptable to those who are interested in the
lower orders of creation, and regard them
worthy of observation, independently of their

usefulness to man.
" The sportsman thinks that if an animal is

not either good to hunt or be hunted, does
not play the part either of hound or hare,

there can be no sufficient reason against its

total extermination. So the agriculturist has
his way of considering animals, with his two
categories—the beasts that can work for him
and the beasts that can be sold to the butcher.

But there is another way besides these, that
of the observer who studies the animal from
some kind of interest in nature without refer-

ence to anything that it can do for him or
produce for him. The selfish pre-occupation
always hinders us from observing in the best
and largest sense. I have seen men who had
not the least insight into the characters of
their own horses or their own dogs. It gi-ates

very unpleasantly on the feelings of any true
lover of animals to see them treated as beings
without any individuality of mental constitu-

tion. There are people to whom a horse is a
horse, just as a penny postage-stamp is a
penny postage-stamp; that is, a thing which
will convey a certain weight for a certain re-

gulated distance. But any one who knows
animals knows that a horse has as much in-

dividualitj' as a man. And the more we know,
even of inferior animals, the more distinct
does their individuality become for us. It is

only our ignorance and our indifference which
confound them. The two bay horses in your
carriage look exactly alike to the people in

the street, but the coachman and groom could
establish contrasts and comparisons after the
manner of Plutarch. With the varieties of
canine character we are all of us tolerably

familiar, because our dogs are more with us,

happily for us and for them. Yet how diffi-

cult it is to arrive at any true conception of

the mind of a lower animal! The truth is,

that animals are both more intelligent and
less intelligent than we fancy. A dog, and
even a horse, notices a good deal that we little

suspect him of noticing, but at the same time

a great deal which we think he sees is per

fectly invisible to him. The following account
of the behavior of a cow gives a glimpse of

the real nature of the animal !
—

"
' These long-tailed cows,' say Messrs. Hue

and Gabet, ' are so restive and difficult to milk,

that, to keep them at all quiet, the herdsman
has to give them a calf to lick meanwhile.
But for this device, not a single drop of milk
could be obtained from them. One day a

Lama herdsman, who lived in the same house
with ourselves, came, with a long dismal face

to announce that his cow had calved during
the night, and that, unfortunately, the call

was dying. It died in the course of the day.

The Lama forthwith skinned the poor beast,

and stuffed it with haj^ This proceeding sur-

prised us at fir,-.t, for the Lama had by no
means the air of a man likely to give himself

the luxury of a cabinet of natural historj'.

When the operation was completed we found

that the hay-calf had neither feet nor head;

whereupon it occurred to us that, after all, it

was perhaps a pillow that the Lama contem
plated. We were in eri'or ; but the error was
not dissipated till the next morning, when
our herdsman went to milk his cow. Seeing

him issue forth, the pail in one hand and the

hay-calf under the other arm, the fancy oc-

curred to us to follow him. His first proceed-

ing was to put the haj--calf down before the

cow. He then turned to milk the cow herself

The mamma at first opened enormous eyes at

her beloved infant; by degrees she stooped

her head towards it, then smelt at it, sneezed

three or four times, and at last proceeded to

lick it with the most delightful tenderness.

This spectacle grated against our sensibilities;

it seemed to us that he who first invented'this

parody upon one of the most touching inci-

dents in nature must have been a man with-

out a heart. A somewhat burlesque circum-

stance occurred one day to modify the indig-

nation with which this treachery inspired us.

By dint of caressing and licking her little

calf, the tender parent one fine morning un-

ripped it ; the hay issued from within, and the

cow, manifesting not the slightest surprise nor
agitation, proceeded tranquilly to devour the

unexpected provender.'
" The last touch entirely paints the brute.

She has recognised her offspring by the smell

chiefly, and never having heard of anatomy
is not surprised when the internal organs are

found to consist simply of hay. And why not
oat the hay ? The absence of surprise at the
discovery, the immediateness of the decision

to eat the hay, are perfectly natural in a cow,
and if they surprise us it is only because we
do not fully realise the state of the bovine
mind. If we reflect, however, we must per-
ceive that a cow can be aware of no reason
why calves should not be constructed inter-

nally of hay. On the other hand, the bovine
mind cannot bo wanting in its own kind of

i

intelligence, for oxen know their masters, and
j

when in harness are remarkable for a verj'

accurate and delicate kind of obedience ; in-'

deed the horse is light-headed and careless in I

comparison with them." i

" None of us can imagine the feeli

tiger when his jaws are bathed in In

he tears the quivering flesh. The ]..

Ihegreat flesh-eater is as completely n

to civilised men, as the passion of th

to the tiger in the jungle. It is far m
merely a good appetite, it is an intci,

tion. A quite faint and pale shadow <

remains in men with an ardent en;'.. .

for the chase, who feel a joy in slaughu-r

this to the tiger's passion is as water to ^v h;

This impossibility of knowing the real .s(

tions of animals—and the sensations art

life—stands like an inaccessible and imi

able rock right in the pathway of our stu

The effort of dramatic power nocessar

imagine the life of another person is very
siderable, and few minds are capable of it

it is much easier to imagine the sensaiio'

a farmer than those of his horse. The i

difficulty in conceiving the mental state

animals is, that the moment we think of t

as human we are lost. Neither are they
chines pushed by irresistible instincts

human being as ignorant as a horse woul
an idiot, and act with an idiot's lack of s

and incapacity for sequence. But the h

is not an idiot, ho has a mind at once c

clear and sane, and is very observant in

own way. Most domestic animals an
keenly alive to their own interests as a

of business. They can make bargains,

stick to them, and make you stick to t

also. I have a little mare who used to req

six men to catch her in the pasture, L

carried corn to her for a long time witl

trj'ing to take her, leaving the corn on
ground. Next, I induced her to eat thei

whilst I held it, still leaving her free. Fin

I persuaded her to follow me, and now
will come trotting half-a-mile at my whi
leaping ditches, fording bi'ooks, in the d

ness and rain, or in impenetrable fog.

follows me like a dog to the stable, and I

minister the corn there. But it is a barg:

she knowingly sells her liberty for the c

The experiment of reducing the reward i

ing been tried to test her behavior, she ee;

to obey the whistle and resumed her for

habits; but the full and due quantity ha^

been restored she yielded her liberty aj

without resistance, and since then she

to bo cheated. On the other hand, she is ^

ignorant of much that a man of equal shr

ness would easilj' have picked up by th

of language. In our estimates of am
character we always commit one of two i

takes,—either we conclude that the be

have great knowledge because they seen

clever, or else we fancy that they must
stupid because we have ascertained that t

are ignorant; so that, on the one hand,

constantly see animals severely punished
not having known what they could only h
learned through human language, and, on
other hand, we find men very frequently
derrating the wonderful natural intellige

of the brute creation, and treating anin
vithout the least consideration for their f

ngs, which are often highly sensitive."

"It seems to me, that notwithstanding
nsuperable difficulties which hinder us fi

a perfect comprehension of the brute nat

in any of its forms, we may still, by car^

observation and reflection, aided by a kin

sympathy and indulgence, arrive at noti

about animal life not altogether without
terest. Let us always try to bear ii
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36 great necessities which are irresistibly

i by animals as a consequence of their

;3ial organization, and preserve ourselves

n the error of approving or blaming them
arding to human standards. When a tiger

i a man, the act is not more blameahle than
act of a man who opens and eats an oyster.

have the most absurd prejudices on this

ject, which have taken root in infancy and
been disturbed by maturer reflection after-

rds. Wolves and falcons seem cruel be
se their prey is rather large, but the little

ct-eating birds arc our pets, and cats are
rally esteemed for catching mice."

jasf Words of Sir James Mackintosh.—The
owing account of the last illness and death
this eminent man is given in the "Life of
J. Mackintosh," by his son :

" On Monday,

J 22d, he was finally taken ill. During
esday, Wednesdaj^, and part of Thursday,
' dear father knew those around him, and
lasionally spoke to each of us in a way that
lived he did ; and even up to Saturday, the
^ he ceased to speak at all, there was a
leiousness in his manner, when his medical
inds approached his bedside, that affected

very much—ho smiled so benignantly on
im—did what they required of him so wil-

gly, and once or twice expressed pleasure
seeing them, with such animation, and in

tone and manner so unusual with him.
ere was in all this no anxiety about himself
ible ;

no eagerness for their help was ex-

jssed; it was as hla friends that he seemed
,d to see them. It was some mitigation of

r sufferings during the succeeding days,

it he appeared to be free from pain of any
id. Indeed, no word escaped from him by
,ich we could have learned that any thing
8 the matter with him.

ki, the same time that he seemed so uncon-
'ned about his bodj', the activity of his mind
,8 truly amazing. Though all his ideas

re in confusion, he poured out his accurate

Dressions of deep thought upon the many
)jects that had been the study of his life,

th an energy, and in a tone and manner,
it reminded us of former years, and was so

!uliar to him when in health and vigor.

I had a look of deep thougbtfulness, spoke
Ih a powerful voice, weighed his words, and
Detimes stopped, not satisfied with a word
had used, and he did not go on until he
nd the one which pleased him. He watched
as we moved about him, but he continued
king ; and if he asked a question, he waited
an answer. At one time he suddenly stop-

\ and said, 'What is the name of that man
lO writes upon decrees and upon election?'

ice of us could satisfy him; and after re-

tting his question, he paused some time,

i then added with a smile, 'He cannot
^hten me now.'

3n Saturday a great change took place ; he
!ame very silent, and had the appearance
one listening; the intelligence of his coun-

lance did not diminish, it only changed its

iracter; a look of peace and dignity was
ngled with it, such as I had never witnessed

that dear face before. Whenever a word
m the Scriptures was repeated to him, he

pays manifested that he heard it; and I es

sially observed that, at every mention of

i name of Jesus Christ, if his eyes were
sed, he always opened them, and looked at

s person who had spoken. I said to him at

B time, ' Jesus Christ loves you ;' he answer.

ed slowly, and pausing between each word,
'Jesus Christ—love—the same thing.' He
uttered these last words with a most sweet
smile. After a long silence he said, ' I believe.'

We said, in a voice of inquiiy, 'In God?' He
answered, 'In Jesus.' He spoke but once
more after this. Upon our inquiry how he
felt, he said he was ' happy.'
From that time to Wednesday morning

when he breathed his last, we waited upon
him and watched beside him, but he took no
more notice of us, and judging by his unruffled

brow, his calm though increasingly serious

and solemn countenance, he willingly yielded

up his spirit into the hands of Him whom he
had proved to be indeed a most faithful

Creator."

Mackintosh died in 1832, at the age of 67.

A Sunbeam.—The greatest of physical para-

doxes is the sunbeam. It is the most potent
and versatile force we have, and yet it be-

haves itself like the gentlest and most accom-
modating. Nothing can fall more softly or

more silently upon the earth than the rays of

our great luminarj^—not even the feathery
flakes ofsnow which thread their way through
the atmosphere as if they were too filmy to

yield to the demands of gravity like grosser

things. The most delicate slip of gold leaf,

exposed as a target to the sun's shafts, is not
stirred to the extent of a hair, though an in-

fant's faintest breath would set it in tremu-
lous motion. The tenderest of human organs
—the apple of the eye—though pierced and
buffeted each day by thousands of sunbeams,
suffers no pain during the process, but rejoices

in their sweetness, blesses the useful light.

Yet a few of those rays insinuating themselves
into a mass of iron, like the Britannia Tubular
Bridge, will compel the closely-knit particles

to separate, and will move the whole enor-

mous fabric with as much ease as a giant

would a straw. The plaj^ of these beams
upon our sheets of water lifts up layer after

layer into the atmosphere, and hoists whole
rivers from their beds, only to drop them
again in snows upon the hills or in fattening

showers upon the plants. Let but the air

drink in a little more sunshine at one place

than another, and it desolates a whole region.

The marvel is that a power which is capable

of assuming such a diversity of forms, and of

producing such stupendous results, should

come to us so gentle, so peaceful, and in so

unpretentious a manner.

—

British Quarterly

Review.

The Size of Whales.—Capt. Scoresby, a very
high authority on this subject, declares that

the common whale seldom exceeds seventy
feet in length, and is much more frequently

undersixty. Outof three hundred and twenty-

two whales which he assisted in capturing, not

one exceeded fifty-eight feet, and the largest

of which he knew the reported measurement
to be authentic came up to sixty-seven feet

Two specimens of the razor-back whale have
been observed to be one hundred and five feet

in length. Other specimens have measured
a hundred, and many others from eighty to

ninety feet. One cast on shore at North Ber-

wick, Scotland, and preserved by Dr. Knox,
was eighty-three feet in length. The skeleton

of one found in the Columbia river, belonged

to a whale which when alive probably mea-
sured one hundred and twelve feet.

E.i-tract from the Diary of Samvel Scott.—
Seventh month 30th, I'TSO. Pretty early at

the Park Meeting, a degree of solemnity
clothed my mind, not without some presenta-

tions for a public ministry, which, on proving,
appeared immature. How suitably adapted
are the following precepts, not only to me,
but to all who at any time appear in the min-
istry. " Be more ready to hear than to offer

the sacrifice of fools." " Be not rash with thy
mouth to utter any thing before God." And
when thou speakest, " let thy words be few."
" Bo slow to speak."

Eighth month Ist. In the week-day meet-
ing at Horsleydown, something opened by
way of ministry ; but waiting under the open-
ing, silence seemed most advisable ; and after

long sitting, the meeting closed livelj'. I had
rather refrain from speaking, when perhaps
I might have spoken with a degree of profit,

than at any time to speak unprofitably. There
are, comparatively speaking, but few ministers

left amongst us
;
yet frequently many words

are uttered.

[May not the resti-aint vouchsafed to our

departed Friend be an instructive caution at

the present day?]

Peanut Oil.—The production of peanuts in

this country has increased wonderfully during
the past ten or twelve yeai'S. In this city

alone over 600,000 bushels are annually sold,

while the entire crop of the country reaches

three times that quantity, or about 2,000,000

bushels, valued at $3,000,000. Previous to

the year 1860, according to the agricultural

report, the total product of the United States

did not amount to more than 150,000 bushels,

of which North Carolina furnished 125,000
bushels. The great portion of the crop now
is raised in Virginia, North Carolina, Ten-
nessee, Georgia and South Carolina.

As an article of food they are valuable, but

their importance in a commercial point of

view is much greater on account of the oil

they contain. The oil is in large demand,
and serves every purpose for which olive or

almond oil is used. It is now being exten-

sively used in place of olive oil, particularly

for table use, it being quite as good, and keeps

a long time without becoming rancid. The
amount of oil contained in the nut varies ac-

cording to latitude and other favorable cir-

cumstances or conditions, and is proportion-

ately large.

All the oil comes from the "meat," the husk
being of no value. The oil is extracted by
pressure, and the pressed cake is not thrown
away, but is used both as food for cattle and
as a manure. Most of the oil used in Europe
is manufactured in the countries of the Medi-

terranean, the French depending principally

upon Algiers, where the plant flourishes great-

ly, for their supply. The production of pea-

nut oil in this country dates back to the war,

when it was used to a large extent for table

purposes in the south, the olive oil not being

easily obtained. It was used quite generally

as a substitute for lard. The cake residuum
was made serviceable, too ; after being roasted

jand ground, it was used in place of coffee and
chocolate, making an excellent beverage.

—

Late Paper.

The Church.—As to the state of the church,

I cannot say much ; I think she is going into

the wilderness, to the place her Husband hath

prepared for her there ; she is seldom visible
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to havtt
for the J
3ld and iJ

about the dwellings of her nominal professors

;

manjmake use other name forfraudulont pur-

poses and lucrative views, the filthy lucre of

pre-eminence. I know them by this mark

—

they aspire to be great, and not by becoming

little, and the servants of all, patient toward
all men. They say they are zealous, some
think them so, but where the eye is not single,

no zeal can be there that is of the right sort.

Samuel Fothergill, 1759.

Selected.

PRODIGALS.
Again, in the Book of books, to-day

I read of that Prodigal, far away
In the centuries agone,

Who took the portion that to him fell.

And went from friends and home to dwell

In a distant land alone.

And when his riotous living was done,
And liis course of foolish pleasure run,

And a fearful famine rose,

He fain would have fed with the very swine,

And no man gave him bread or wine,

For hia friends were changed to foes.

And I thought, when at last his state he knew
What a little thing he had to do,

To win again his place :

Only the madness of sin to learn,

To come to himself, repent, and turn,

And seek his Father's face.

Then I thought however vile we are,

Not one of us hath strayed so far

From the things that are good and pure.
But if to gain his home he tried

He wonld 6nd the portal open wide.
And find his welcome sure.

My fellow-sinners, though you dwell
In haimts where the feet take hold on hell.

Where the downward way is plain
;

Think, who is waiting for you at home,
Eepent, and come to yourself, and come

To your Father's house again I

Say, out of the depths of humility,
"I have lost the claim of a child on Thee,

I would serve Thee with the least !"

And He will a royal robe prepare,
He will call you son, and call you heir

;

And seat you at the feast.

Yea, fellow-sinner, rise to-day.

And run till He meets you on the way.
Till you hear the glad words said,

—

"Let joy through all the heavens resound
For this, my son, who was lost is found.

And he lives, who once was dead."

Phehe Gary.

Selected.

OLD AGE AND DEATH.
The seas are quiet when the winds give o'er:
So calm are we when passions are no more.
For then we know how vain it was to boast
Of fleeting things too certain to be lost.

Clouds of affection from our younger eyes
Conceal that emptiness which age descries

;

The soul's dark cottage, batter'd and decay'd.
Lets in new light throiigli chinks that time has made:
Stronger by weakness, wiser, men become
As they draw near to their eternal home:
Leaving the old, both worlds at once they view
That stand upon the threshold of the new.

— Waller.

Eggs of Reptiles.—1 here tasted the eggs of
the Iguana, of which the Indians had found
great numbers, as this was the season for lay-
ing

;
in flavor they are not unlike ducks' eggs

:

two or three dozen were generally found to-
gether. The iguana, alligator and fresh-water
turtle, all lay ihcir eggs at this period, and
bury them (nutch in the same manner) in the
dry sand on the river's banks

; but I was never
abli3 to conquer my aversion sufficiently to
taste those of the alligator. The eggs are
very artfully concealed, but the natives are

equally clever at discovering them. When,
from the appearance of the sand, they imagine
it has been disturbed, they cut a long, slight

wand, and thrust it down a considerable depth;
should the point, when withdrawn, have some
moist particles adhering to it, they examine
and smell them, and, having come to a satis-

fa'tory conclusion, immediately turn up the
sand until they find the eggs; as the shell is

exceedingly hard, they are thrown into a heap,
and then taken down to the canoe. In the
latter portion of our journey, we often stop-

ped for this purpose, wherever the quick ej-es

of the Indians discerned a favorable spot.

—

Wickham's Journey in Central America.

For "The Friend."

Memoirs and Letters of Sarah Billman.
tContinaed from page 218.)

To her Mother.

"Potts Town, 6th mo. 14th, 1834.

My dear Mother,—We* reached here last

evening about 7 o'clock, as well as could be
expected ; and were favored with as much
strength as was needful to bear the journey.
S. P. kindly received us and made every thing
as comfortable for us as she could, as did J"

M. Though we have not many incidents of
interest to note, it does seem pleasant to say
to you we are here.

I do feel, deeply feel the awful embassy
and nothing but simple faith in the blessed
Shepherd, and reliance upon His almighty
power, can sustain any of us. May your
prayers be daily put up for us, and may the
Lord keep you and us, every moment that we
may be permitted to enjoy a precious, peace
ful meeting when the time comes, and have
to commemorate the mercy which has been
extended unto us, poor and unworthy as we
are.

In tender affection your daughter and sist^

Sarah Hillman.

To the same.

Muncy, 6th mo. 21st, 18.34

My dear Mother,—Closely engaged as we
are in this arduous and awful service, there is

little time for writing. It is now 9 o'clock,
and we have but just done tea. We rode to-
day 20 miles, and visited three families; the
two preceding days thirteen families. So thou
may see, poor and feeble as we are and feel,

the great Shepherd does help us with a little

help : and I can in deep humility acknowledge,
He has been mouth and wisdom, tongue and
utterance, yea sustained thus far, and opened
a way for us, where there seemed to be none.
May praise be on our lips, and in our hearts,
for past mercies so unmerited; and bumble
hope and trust and reliance, increased in the
divine Almighty Arm, until on the other side
Jordan, one unending song shall be raised
unto Him who hath redeemed our souls out
of all trouble, and hath granted an entrance
to the Kingdom of Heaven. 'Tis truly a

fearful thing to declare the whole counsel to
such as feel no need of salvation, and who
seem to know not that they are sick. While
there are here, who do love and fear, and de-
sire to serve the Lord with the very best of
the first fruits of their increase ; and also a
precious company of dear young people, who
are asking the way to ZioD, with their faces

* She had for companions, Eegina Shober and Charles
Allen, as will more fully appear in the sequel of this

set thither, to whom it is sweet
few crumbs, which may be given
the same time there are others col

and indifferent, who have never suii'.^

gospel plough to break up their fiillo^v
:

and to whom it seems like bard labiK

to utter any word
;
yet it does not 1j

the servant to choose his work, bii

cheerfully whatsoever the Master bi-

thus being faithful, he receives his \k'

goes, however small it may be; if !

than his life for a prej', it is worth >

much to gain ; for as obedience kci

with the knowledge received, at tli'

the race it is the eternal crown.
Our dear friends here are very kind,

mercifully has our kind, compassionate
viour condescended to assure us that w«
in our right places, that we dare not '

back ;' but feel bound, ' though faint,' to '

sue' the 'things that make for peace,
things whereby one may edify another.'
if all that I have endured before I was n
willing to give up Lo unfold this prospect,
all that in coming and suffering aceor
to my small measure since, be a mear
thoroughly breaking down and moulding
will to the will of my Heavenly Fathe
making me wholly His, and fully given u
fulfil that part of the ministry of reconc
tion, which I humbly believe He has e

mitted to my trust,—t pray that this end i

be effected, and that the cup may be dr
even to the dregs.
As to our return, it seems likely we s

be kept longer than we anticipated. Tl
are many more Friends hereaway than
expected, including a large number of yo
people, evidently under the superintende
of that blessed Heavenly Shepherd, who
down His precious life for the sheep

;

whose watchful, compassionate eye sees

His habitable earth. He visits, and wat
and keeps every moment, and I believe

preserved to himself a seed here, however
scure their situation and hidden from mort
who are under his special care, and shall

accounted unto Him for a generation,
feet ofthe messengers will, I believe, be tun
thither more than has been the case; i

perhaps in a day to come, we may hav
Quarterly Meeting added to our Yearly M(
ing among these mountains.

* You all feel dear ; but I must lej

you now to the care of the Great Shephe
and cleave closer and closer to Him, :

Heavenly Leader, in simple dependence;
'ng all the little I can, as He calls for the s

rifice ; hoping and believing as I do, that
will help to make the way to the kingdom
Heaven. How sweet is the verse, 'The mi
we toil and suffer here, the sweeter rest v

be r Our blessed and Holy Redeemer set

example, that we should follow his ste]

and His was no life of ease, but a cross-beari;

ife,—a life attended with many tribulatio

and all the trials attendant upon poor 1

manity, in order that he might feel for

50or dust and ashes as we are; and moreo's

las become our adorable High Priest, a

Advocate with the Father, and who has a

, and ever will, I believe, help his pc

children who trust in Him. He has, I m
say to the praise of His grace, helped me, a
oh ! that day b}- day I may feel a little :

newal of strength out of Zion's hill I That
my return may be with peace, Not that
am looking for great things, but only to
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ind of Him in peace at the last, when he

'kes up His jewels—even sealed His forever,

fours in the nearest affection. Farewell,

y the Lord's blessing be upon you."

'n the preceding letter, accompanied by the

ilifyirig language ^^ perhaps in a day to

oe," &c. our dear friend gives room for her

\ to porti-ay one of those prophetical visions

ich the Most High does at* times give unto

S humble, dependent, watchful children,

t to their being verified, the unalterable

iditions must on our part be observed : viz.

'he Lord is with you while ye be with

i." '' Draw nigh to God, and He will draw
;h to you." " Walk worthy of the vocation

erewith ye are called—walk worthy of

3, who hath called you unto liia kingdom
1 glory." " For we are made partakers of

rist, if we hold fast the beginning of our

ifidenee steadfast unto the end." It is

;hfulness herein that draws down Divine

ssicgs, yea, that opens the windows of

iven to the pouring out tokens of Heavenly
or towards any people. Humility, and
itrition, and dedication of heart to the

rd, will now as ever cause such to bud and

ssom as the rose ;
to take root downward

1 bear fruit upward, to the praise of the

eat Husbandman ; so to abide as living

inches in a living vine, as to bring forth

it to the praise of His ever excellent name.
bile every opposite, lukewarm, or hostile

irse, must end in dwarfishness and unfruit-

ness, in sorrow, and emptiness and bitter

38 of spirit. It is in knowing the life of

rist inwardly revealed ! It is in bowing
lolly to His yoke, and learning of Him! It

the submission of the heart, and allowing

3 government thereof to be upon the shout

r of the Prince of Peace whose blood was
sd for us, that we can realize Him to set up
8 kingdom and reign over all within us

to our becoming, after the testimonj' of the

lostles, new creatures in Him. " If any
ID be in Christ, he is a new creature ; old

ugs are passed away ; behold all things are

3ome new."

To her Mother.
" Muncy, 7th mo. 1st, 1834.

Mj' precious Mother,— Heart and flesh

rough mercy, at seasons a little revived

len almost ready to fail; so deep are the

als we have to pass through here in many
ices. We have paid thirty-two visits, in

iding the Elklands. Dear friend Ellis is

ily like a mother to us, exceeding kind and
ectionate.

Truly my heart is at this moment so un
alified for writing, you must excuse me
B prospect of the meeting bears down my
irit. Were it not that I do believe in the

omiso which was in great mercy sweetly

plied to my heai't befure I left home, ' My
ace is sufficient for thee:' I should sometimes
ik ; but it has been verified at seasons to

Y humbling admiration. It remains also

be true that there is fullness in emptiness
;

d when the poor soul is ready to conclude

over, the blessed Master, who sustained

is poor disciples, and spoke peace to the

jubled ocean, is found to be all in all. Oh,

at we may each know Him to be made
ito us, 'wisdom and righteousness, sanctifi-

)n and complete redemption I' And this I

lieve we shall realize, if we hold fast the

ginning of our confidence steadfast to the

May the Lord in mercy keep on the right

hand and on the left, guide us by his counsel

through the intricate mazes of this world that

ieth in wickedness, and when our poor pain-

ful pilgrimage on earth shall be ended, grant
us an admission into that glorious, holy city

not made with hands, where the redeemed are

now surrounding the throne singing Hallelu-

jah's to Him who liveth and was dead, and
has the keys of death, hell and the grave, says
and prays your ever truly attached, ever
affectionate daughter and sister.

Sar.\h Hillman.
(To be continued.)

A Japanese Paper Mill.—On the other side

of the house from the garden, in the large

yard, sat a dozen boys and girls on their heels,

with a pile of twigs and boughs of the paper-

mulberry tree (Broussonetia papyrifera) from
which the great bulk of Japanese paper is

made, and with which the hill and mountain-

sides of the village wei-e covered. The paper-

mulberry grows to be from six to eight feet

high. The boughs, after being cut, are

and then macerated in water, until the outer

green bark can be stripped from the inner

white membrane. Engaged in this latter

work, under a series of sheds, and bending

over a stream of slowly-running water, were
several dozen girls and women, who, by alter-

nate picking and washing, separated the dark

and brittle outer bark from the white elastic

strips of inner membrane. Much time and
patience were required to do this completely,

and then the bundles of limp white strips

were boiled until soft in a lye made from the

ashes of rice straw. "We next passed into a

room where the boiled and softened bark was
brought to two muscular fellows, who were
dressed only in their loin-cloths, and ^7ho sat

before large flat stones. With heavy wooden
clubs they beat the bark nearly to a pulp. In

another room was a man grinding boiled rice

and a girl mixing it with a decoction of bark

from another tree, something like slippery-

elm, until a shiny, glutinous mixture, evi-

dently intended as a size, was prepared. This

size and the mass just taken from the beaters

were thrown into the pulp-vat, which was
about four feet long, three wide, and two high.

At each of these vats, on the most common
seat in Japan—the heels or ankle.?—sat a girl

vigorously stirring the pulp, using a single

bamboo stick for an agitator. When she

judged it to be of the proper consistency, she

took a square piece of fine matting, made of

parallel fibres of bamboo, set in a light square

frame of wood, on which folded a ' fly" like

that of a printing press. The closeness of the

bamboo fibres answered the purpose of our

wire-frames. Dipping this by a sliding mo-

tion into the vat, she draws up a sheet of the

pulp, and after waiting for it to drain, during

which time her nimble picked

dinary wedge or lever pres.", and a finishing

gloss is put on, in very much the same man-
ner as leather is polished or ironed in our
country.

All this would be insufferably tedious to an
American manufacturer, and would not pay

a land of high wages, like ours. My host
listened with mingled delight, and with the
penumbra of a doubt in his face, to my descrip-

tion of the machines used on the Wissahickon,
vt Cohoes, and at Bath. 1 made inquiries

concerning the wages paid to his emplo3'e8
per diem. The bark-pounders and dippers
were paid eight tempos (cents) a day; the
strippers and washers six cents. Prom his

establishment, in which he emploj'ed forty

persons in all, after paying wages, expenses
for fuel, transportation, taxes, etc., he was
able to lay up j^early a hand.some sum—that

is $1000. He was considered a rich mer-
chant.

—

Overland Monthly.

For "The Friend."

It is declared, that the Spirit of Truth, or
that Divine light shed abroad in every heart,

will, if heeded, lead out of all error, into all

truth ; and we have ample Scripture grounds
for believing that the apostles and primitive

believers were made what they were through
its humbling, crucifying power ; that there

cannot be a doubt they accepted and received

the doctrine of the spirituality of the New
Dispensation, in all its fullness ; that the holy

manifestation of Life and Truth, Christ by
his Spirit, did live abundantly in their hearts,

a precious gift for their salvation. And are

we not safe in assuming wherever vital Chris-

tianity exists, the presence of this life will be

sensibly felt and acknowledged—that in pro-

portion as we turn our faces from it, whether
individually or in the gathered church, shall

we become spiritually lifeless, and formalism

will take the place of heartfelt religion.

" My peace I leave with you, my peace I

give unto you, not as the world giveth, give

I unto you."

This precious assurance of the Saviour of

men, must have awakened in the hearts of those

to whom it was addressed, an earnest desire

after holiness, and to be found worthy of so

rich a blessing; and the constant zeal and de-

votion that marked the character of the early

churches ; the purity to which they attained;

and their close spiritual communion with Him
their glorified Leader, is deeply instructive

;

as is evident from the several epistles of

Paul to the Corinthians, the Ephesians, and

to other branches of the household of faith,

The child-like trust; simple obedience; the

unwavering faith, and simplicity of life, that

distinguished Christianity at its dawn, and
brightened that memorable era, in which the

apostles and immediate followers of our Lord
were engaged in spreading a knowledge of

the Truth, furnishes much that we may pro-

fitably dwell upon, and an example worthy to

be followed in after ages. The record of their

constancy, and sufferings in its behalf; and

the labor into which they were called, in heal-

ing the souls and bodies of men, is a legacy

of inestimable value to us. But how sad it is

to remember that in the lapse of a compara-

tively brief period, the Light which had

any impurities or lumps, she throws back

the fly, which is furnished with a raised edge,

and spreads the sheet on the pile beside her.

A dexterous girl can dip up about four hun-

ered and fifty sheets per day.

The next process is to dry the sheets. For
this purpose they are spread out flat and firm

on upright boards, slanted in the sun, so that, ^ .
. , - ^ i • ^u

they dry with little shrinkage, hard and flat.
I glowed as a living flame, began to lose in the

In wet weather, or when business is pressing, hearts of many bel.exers. Us Divine signi-

the drying-boards are transferred to a room ficance. There were those removed by death

in which a hot charcoal fire is kept burning. ,
who had been valiant for the Truth

;
some in

The pressing of the paper is done by an or- a natural way, and others by the hands ot
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cruel men. Others unwilling to bear the fierce

persecutions of that idolatrous age, shrunk
from the peril to which a faithful support of
the Truth exposed them, and renouncing their
former faith, walked no more as His followers.

There were then as in every period since,
many adverse influences existing to the growth
of vital religion

; the love of the world, its

honors, titles and riches ; the prizes held
forth to such as should through industry or
preferment, attain to power and influence

;

the desire after popularity, the love of flat-

tery, and the glittering charm so often pre-
sented, of realizing, as many vainly imagine
they shall, the fullest measure of enjoyment
by the attainment of all those temporal ad-
vantages they have struggled for. These are
among the many entanglements that alliir*

the feet of the unwatehfid, whereby the king-
dom of this world has been set up in the
hearts of men in this and former generations,
and His rule and peaceful authority denied
"My kingdom is not of this world," and He
adds, "else would my servants fight; by
which it is clear the weapons of their war-
fare were not to be carnal, but his servants
were to be clothed from on High with wis-
dom and power, to the pulling down of the
strongholds of sin. Ho is the life and glory
of His own church, and it is toward Him
in faith we are to look for the upbuilding
of His cause, by the effectual working of His
preparing, qualifying power in each and every
heart. Thus it is any are enabled to wield
the sword of the Spirit; and having overcome
the house of Saul in their own souls, are there-
fore enabled to stand for the Truth ; to speak
of that of which their hands have handled,
and thus to invite others into the sheep-fold.
But is it not apparent, that the great body of
Christian professors, do not practically come
up to that indwelling, cross-bearing character,
which is inseparable from the heart-changintj-
dispensations, and spiritual proving of the re'-

hgion to which the early believers were called?
And it is remarkable, and worthy of serious
thoughtfulness, that after the beauty and
glory of the primitive church had passed
away

;
having yielded to the lusts of the flesh

and denied to the Spirit its prerogative to
rule, that a state followed comparable to mid
night darkness in a moral and religious sense
and that centuries should have elapsed, before
there was any clear dawning of the life and
vigor of primitive days. In the words of
"Wm. Penn, during the long night of apostacy,
" a false church existed and exercised author-
ity; and though she was lost to purity, she
would keep her good name of being the true
church, and mother of the faithful ; but in
deed and in truth she was mystery Babylon,
which with all her show and outside of re-
ligion, were adulterated and gone from the
Spirit, nature and life of Christ, and has be-
come vain, ambitious, cruel, &c. Then it was
the true church fled as into the wilderness,
from superstition and violence, to a retired
and solitary state; hidden, as it were out of
the sight of men, though in the world, and
known to Him, its life and Head ;" and he goes
on to say, " many of her best children in sWe-
ral nations, and in the course of centuries foil
by the cruelty of superstition, because they
would not foil from their faithfulness to the
truth." Of this long and gloomy period an
interesting summary is given by the same
valued author; in which it is shown how en-
tirely the church, bearing the Christian name,

was perverted, and used to subjugate the
Spirit, and to bring all who were animated
and guided thereby under oppression. But
these were few, retired and leeble in their
efforts to bring the established church out of
the formalism into which it had lapsed. Arro-
gating to itself both spiritual and temporal
power, in the pride of its ambition, it became
unmindful of the true God, and forgetful of
its dependence. No longer did it represent
the mission with which it had been charged,
the conversion of the world, and the gather-
ing in of that vast family beyond, who were
in heathen darkness. With the precious testi-

mony of the Scriptures at its command, and
the valuable lesson of a most interesting his-
tory, embracing the Christian church in its

early purity, the example of the Saviour him-
self, and His supporting power in cheering
on, and helping all His faithful children, the
so called church used its authority to quench
this Divine life wherever shown

;
pursuing

all who presumed to set up Christ as the
great and only Teacher, with bitter persecu-
tions and cruelty.

Professing Christianity, the church had be-
come apostate

; separated from the Divine
harmony, and really idolatrous, worshipping
its own power, and every hurtful lust, and
hence was not in a state effectually to evan-
gelize others. The blood of those who thus
suffered and died, as from one period to another
these were qualified to know the Divine will
as applicable to their own souls, did nourish
the seed of the true church, and by degrees
many were enabled to see clearly the prevail-
ing corruption, and to what an extent the
cause of truth and righteousness had been
prostituted in the name of religion. When
George Fox and others who became united to
him in his public and private labor, were called
to the work of the ministry, the world again
heard the glad tidings of the gospel pro-
claimed in its ancient po^ver and sinaplicity

;

and as they were guided in their preaching
by the same authority that had wrought
sanctifleation in their own hearts, the effects
were marvellously apparent in the awakening
produced ; the hearts of thousands being ef
fectually reached ; that it may be said they
were instrumental in reviving in the 17th
century in greater fullness, and more abun-
dant fruit, than is recorded of any other peo-
ple, the work in which the early believers la-
bored so zealously. They were chosen ves-
sels

;
men and women appointed to plead for

the restoration of vital truth, and to open the
way in the midst of an arrogant, persecuting
church and people, for the incoming of His
spiritual kingdom and power. And, as they
stood Bteadfiiat, and in faithfulness observed
the discoveries of the Tiight which illumin-
ated them, because they did not reject it, but
received it with joy and thankfulness, as an
'ufallible Teacher ; their preservation in the
path of safety ; the spread of their principl
their growth in saving knowledge, and in the
Christian graces, were indeed remarkable; and
they became as a city set upon a hill—a livino-
testimony to the all sufficiency of that grace
which came by Christ. Truly they did not
follow any cunningly devised fable, for in them
was brought forth the peaceable fruits of
righteousness.

I have often earnestly desired, that we of
the present generation, their successors, andm the possession of many external advan-
tages, the result of their abiding faith, labor

and suffering, might be enabled throug
renewed extension of Divine favor, to'

1

up in the face of a backsliding world,
truth as they presented it, in undiminis
brightness. We live in a day of great li

warmness, and there may be causes of d

discouragement: but I believe as we bow
the dispensations laid upon us, and are m
willing to give to the fire that which she

be burned, we shall in due time be fittec

stand in our places.

Then shall we realize the truth of the
sage :

" all thy children shall be taught of
Lord, and great shall be the peace of
children." P. I

Philadelphia, 2d mo., 1874.

The Bermuda Islands.

Within three days' travel from New Y(
it is hardly possible to find so complet
change in government, climate, scenery,
vegetation as Bermuda offers. The voy
may or may not be pleasant, but is sure tc

short. The Gulf Stream, which one is obli

to cross, has on many natures a subdui
feet, and the sight of land is not gener:
unwelcome. The delight is intensified by
beauties which are spread out on every ha
The wonderful transparency of the watc
numerous islands, making new pictui
every turn, the shifting Hghts on the h
the flowers, which almost hide house
peep out here and there from their bow
make up a scene as rare as it is beautiful.

The general direction of the islands is fr

northeast to southwest. They are in
latitude of Charleston, South Carolina, and
nearest point on the continent is Cape H
teras, five hundred and eighty miles dista
They are of calcareous formation, "due
tirily," says Colonel Nelson, " to the act
of the wind in blowing up sand made by
disintegration of cor.il reefs. They pres'
but one mass of animal remains in v
stages of comminution and disintegrati
The varieties of rock are irregularly as
elated, and without any order of superpc
tion. Nearly every shell now known in 1

surrounding sea maj'- be found in the roi

quite perfect except in regard to color. Alo
the south shore are sand-hills which illustn
the formation of Bermuda. In one instar
a cottage had been submerged, trees to t

height of several feet, and the sand has ev
travelled up a hill one hundred and eir

feet high. Nine miles north of the isK
are four needle rocks, apparently the reinnai
of former islands. They are about ten f(

above high-water mark, and vary from
to eight feet in diameter. They are of lin

stone, and are stratified like the mainlan(
There are in all about one hundred islam

though it is usually stated that there are thi
times as many. Not more than sixteen
twenty are inhabited, and of these the fi

largest are St. David's, St. George's, Bermu
proper, sometimes styled the Continent, £
merset and Ireland. They are about fifte

miles in length, and the greatest breadth
about five miles. There are no mountaii
no rivers, and so, while they were witho
magnificence of scenery, in a quiet sort
beauty they are unique.
There are about one hundred and fifty mil

of good hard roads, which are generally fr
from dust. In many places deep cuttin
have been made, and the rock towers above ti

carriage even. The scenery is exceeding
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iUrcsque, and changes continually. Now
i

drive through wide stretches of country,

the laudsciipe bears a striking resem-

ice to that ot New England ; then through

fl,rrow road, with high walls of rock on

er hand, on the sides of which the maiden-

f
fern grows in profusion, and the road is

/inding that every new view which bursts

lenly upon you is a surprise ; and then

•e are delightful glimpses of the sea, with

Dany islands. Walls of stone extend along

: roadside, and over them clamber the

ningglory,theprickly-pear, andthenight-

ming cereus. Great beds of geraniums,

ch mock our hot-houses in their profusion,

v wild.

edges of oleander line the roads or border

iVated patches of land, protecting them
1 the high winds which at times sweep
• the islands. Thirteen varieties of it are

id here, and wherever you go it is- one

s of pink and white blossoms. The lan-

i also grows wild along all the hedges.

passion flower peeps out from its covert

;reen leaves, creeping up the branches of

trees. The profusion of flowers is won-

ul, and one e:in always have a bouquet for

gathering. The winter is the regal time

them. About Christmas the roses, magni-

it in size, and of great variety, are all in

r glory. One gentleman assured me that

lad ujnvard of one hundred and fifty va-

les. No great cai-e seems to be taken to

ivate them. Here and there one sees a

garden, but nothing that even approaches

it might be accomplished with such a soil

climate.

Phe beauty and variety of flowers are

J equalled by the excellence and diversity

ruits. Oranges of superior qualitj^ are

ed, though their culture is not general.

lemon grows wild. The mango, guava,

aw, pomegranate, fig, arocada pear—whose

irs (for they can be called nothing else)

ime eloquent in its praise—the custard

le, the banana—the lazy man's delight,

ping its wealth of fruit, and dying as it

ds its single bunch, while the new plants

nging up about its dead stalk maintain

supply the year round—all these fruits

w readily, and with due effort would grow
ndantly. Apples and pears are raised,

lack the flavor they possess with us.

.ches, heretofore excellent, have been de-

yed for two yeai's past by an insect. Straw-

fies ripen from November till July. Grapes

w luxuriantly.

'he most common tree is the Bermudian

ar, with which nearly all the hill-sides are

)ded. Occasionally one sees the moun-

i palm, while tamarind, tamarisk, palmetto.

M-nut, India rubber, mahogany, and cala-

h trees are quite common. In gardens

ly West Indian trees are found.

—

Harjpef.

gazine.

Selected for "The Friend."

On Plainness of Apparel, &c.

'he Lord taught me that men generally

T too much on external performances, and

8 guarded ray mind against thinking too

ch of any thing outward. He opened my
lerstanding to behold my duty in regard

outward plainness; that a plain, decent,

L not costly dress and way of living i?i«Zi

igs, was most agreeable to true Christi

,vity and self-denial ; that rich, showy, or

idy dress, house, food, or furniture, fed and

fostered pride and ostentation, robbed the

poor, pleased the vain, and led into a great
1 of unnecessary care, toil and solicitude,

10 obtain the means of this way of life and
appearance; that it could not atl'ord any true

and solid satisfaction, but must unavoidably
divert the mind from inward, feeling watch-
fulness, retard the work of mortification and
true self-denial, and facilitate unprofitable as-

sociation and acquaintance with such as would
ather alienate the affections from God than
unite the soul to Him.
Thus instructed, I bowed in reverence ; and

as it became from time to time necessary to

procure new clothing, I endeavored to con-

form my outward appearance in this respect

to the dictates of Truth, in which I found true

peace and satisfaction. Also he instructed me
to use the plain Scripture language, thou to

one, and you to more than one.

The cross greatly offended me in regard to

these things. This of language in particular,

looked so- trifling and foolish to the worldly-

se part in me, and the fear of the ' world's

dread laugh' so powerfully opposed it, that it

was very hard and trj'ing to my natural

to give up to this duty. 1 thought if my right

hand would excuse my compliance, I would
gladly sacrifice it, or yield it up rather than

give up to use such a despised language, and

submit to be laughed at; as viewing religion

concerned in such things as these. This may
seem incredible to some, but it is true, and as

resh with me as almost any past exercise.

This exercise beset me day and night foi

some time, during which I shed many sorrow

ful and bitter tears, pleaded many excuses,

and greatly wished some substitute might b-

accepted instead of the thing called for; but

He who called me into the performance of

these foolish things—/oo^«s/i to this world\

wisdom—was graciously pleased to show me
with indubitable clearness, that he would

choose his sacrifice himself; and that neither

a right hand nor a right eye, neither thou

sands of i-ams, nor ten thousands of rivers of

oil, would by any means answer instead of his

equirings. If he called for so weak or foolish

. thing as the words thou and thee to a single

person, instead oi you, nothing else of my sub

tituting would do instead of it ; for ' the

foolishness of God is wiser than men.'

Let none dispute the ground with Omnipo
tence, nor confer with flesh and blood, lest

therein, despising the day of small things, they

fall by little and Utile. For be assured, O thou

called of the Lord ! thou canst never become
his chosen, unless thou obey his call, and come
out of all he calls thee from. If thou art not

faithful in the little, thou wilt not be made
ruler over much.
Perhaps few will believe the fulness of

heavenly joy which sprang in my bosom, as

a well-spring of living waters, after my giving

up in faithfulness to his requisition" ^"'

Scott.

youth in fixing prejudices in their minds that
could not be easilj' removed; so he would
have Friends keep to that wisdom which is

from above. He much desired that all such
feelings might not have any place, and that
none might give way to such a spirit, but be
willing to suffer rather than contend, this was
the true way to live in peace.

THE FRIEND.
THIRD MONTH 7, 1874.

Job

Having received several letters within a short

time, written by Friends in different parts

of our widely extended Society, in this coun-

try and in England, expressing the writers'

satisfaction with the course pursued in our
journal, for upholding the original principles

and practices of Friends, and desiring the en-

couragement of those conducting it, we feel

it right, in this way, to express our gratifica-

tion at these evidences of unity of feeling, and
to assure our friends their communications
are fully appreciated.

Two, express much concern as to the course

that should be pursued under circumstances

which render it evident that the meetings

they are connected with, have widely departed

from the principles and testimoniesof Friends,

and have introduced reading the Scriptures

or singing psalms or hymns, when assembled

for divine worship.

While we believe that those who are in the

practice of those things have no valid claim

to the character or name of Friends, yet we
apprehend the time has not come, when those

who adhere to the doctrines and testimonies

which Friends have ever held, and who alone

are the true Society of Friends, are prepared to

determine what farther the Head ofthe church

requires at their hands. If all who are groan-

ing under these afflictions are but willing to

bear their testimony against these defections

openly and faithfully, as well as to seek for

ability to suffer patiently, we believe they

may rest assured that in his own time the

Lord will make a way for the relief and up-

building, of the few or the many who dare

not compromise primitive Christianity, as it

was republished by Fox, Barclay and Penn.

He will preserve a seed that shall be counted

unto Him for a generation, and Quakerism in

its ancient purity will yet be set upon a hill,

so that it cannot be hid ;
and those who see

it, and are now saying it has been carried

captive and despoiled of its former gospel

characteristics, will have to acknowledge that

it remains upon the foundation, against which

the gates of hell cannot prevail, and it will

once more prove the blessing it was designed

to be, by Him who raised it up ; for, to use

the words of Francis Howgil, " The memorial

of this nation [Friends] which is holy unto

me, shall never be rooted out, but shall live

through ages as a cloud of witnesses in gen-

erations to come."

Some who have kindly sent us contribu-

tions in prose or verse, or made selections for

Samuel Fothergill, in enlarging upon the

love and unity, which ought to subsist among
brethren, remarks, how cautious ought we to

be of saying any thing detracting, one of an-

other, or saying " Eeport," say they, "and we
^ A ^V. f tU<.„

will report it." And how great ought to be our columns, may feel disappointed that they

the cat-e on the minds of Friends, lest at any have not been published But otir ru e is

time they should be led to speak, in any waj^' positive that the name of the author ot an

to lessen an older, minister or overseer, or any original article must be communicated_ Most

others before their children ;
andof what hurt- of the selections have been in "The ±riena

I

ful consequence such conduct might be to the ,
before.
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—A London dispatch of the 2Sth ult. says:

The trial of the Tichborne chiimant on the charge of

perjury, committed during the trial for the possession

of the estate, which has been in progress for upwards of

one hundred and eighty days, was brought to a close

this morning, and resulted in the conviction of the ac-

cused.

The jury, after being out a short time, brought in a

verdict of guilty on all the charges, and the claimant

was sentenced to fourteen years penal servitude. After

the verdict was announced the claimant expressed a
desire to address the court, but the Lord Chief Justice

refused permission. He was taken from the court room
by a seldom used exit, placed in a carriage, and rapidly

driven to Newgate, much to the disappointment of an
immense crowd which had gathered outside to see him
pass.

The tirst intelligence announcing the success of the

expedition against the Ashantees and the capture of

Coomassie, &c., was incorrect. Reports .soon after

reached England of disaster and defeat, causing grave
fears for the safety of the British army, which were not

dispelled until the War Office received the following

dispatch from General Wolseley :
" Coomassie, Feb. 5,

1874—We reached here yesterday after five days' hard
fighting. The troops behaved admirably. Our casual-

ties are under tliree hundred. The king lias left the
town, but is close by. He promises to visit me to-day
and sign a treaty of peace. We hope to start on our
return to the coast to-morrow. The wounded are re-

covering, and the health of the remainder of the army
is good." The Queen and her ministry have sent dis-

patches to General Wolseley congratulating him on his

success.

The Company which issued proposals a few weeks
ago for laying a light telegraph cable between England
and America, has abandoned the enterprise because of

the scanty support, and gives notice that the money de-
posited by the subscribers to its stock will be returned
on demand.
A correspondent of the London News, in a letter to

that paper descriptive of the Indian famine, savs :
" The

scarcity spreads over a wide tract along the foot of the
Himalaya boundaries of Nepaul, stretching from Oude
to near Darjeeling, remote districts removed from the
railroads and other means of communication, and diffi-

cult of approach. Lord Northbrook informs me that
the most serious distress is threatened in fifteen districts

in addition to the Teras, comprising a total population
of 26,000,000. It is however impossible to ascertain
the exact condition of afTairs. The absence of railroads
in the remote districts is a serious disadvantage.
The bark Grace Darling, went ashore on the coast of

Scotland, near Aberdeen, during the late gales, and be-
came a wreck. The crew took to the rigging, but fifteen

of them were washed ofi" and drowned. Four men be-
longing to the life-saving station, who went to the rescue
of the wrecked men, also lost their lives.

A terrific boiler explosion occurred on the 2d inst. at
Blackburn, Lancashire. Twenty persons were instantly
killed and thirty injured, many of them fatally.

London, 3rd mo. 2d.—Consols 92. U. S. five per
cents, 103i.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 7ld. ; Orleans, 8|rf.

The last advices from Madrid announce the failure
of the attempt to relieve Bilboa, which for some time
has been besieged by the Carlists. The Republican
army under General Moriones, made successive attacks
on the Carlist force before the citv, and was repulsed
each time. He informs the War Office that he had been
unable to force the Carlists from their entrenchments,
and that his own advance line has been broken by the
insurgents. He asks for reinforcements and the ap-
pointment of his successor.

General Moriones army is said to have lost three
thousand men in killed and wounded.
The fall of Bilboa is considered imminent. Typhus

fever and srnall pox prevail in the city.

The Carlists have captured several small towns in
Biscay.

Marshal Serrano has been declared President of the
Republic of Spain, and General Zabala President of the
Council of Ministry.

President Serrano and Admiral Topete, Minister of
Marine, have left Madrid for the north. Zabala will
act as President during Serrano's absence.
A Bayonne dispatch of the 2d says, a despatch has

been received by the Carlist Junta here, reporting that
Bilboa has surrendered to the Royalists. Further
serious defeats of the Republican forces are announced.

Thiers, ex-President of France, in a letter to a Re-
publican candidate for the Assembly, declares that ex-
perience has rendered his conviction invincible that a

j republic is the only possible government for France.
; This declaration gives great satisfaction to the members
of the Left, and it was warmly expre.ssed when Thiers
the following day entered the Assembly.
The sale of the Conservative Republican journal, the

[Nineteenth Century, has been prohibited, because of

the publication in its columns of an article insulting to

Buflet, the President of the National Assembly.
The Berlin journals publish the result of a census

taken last year of all the live stock in Prussia. There
were in the country 2.970,946 families or private indi-

viduals possessing animils of some kind. These con-

sisted of 2,278,724 horses, 934 raule.s, 8774 asses, 8,012,-

150 horned cattle, 19,624,7.58 sheep, 4,278,531 hogs,

1,477,335 goats, and 1,453,764 hives of bees.

Articles of agreement, which go into effect the ISth
of Fifth mo. next, have been entered into between Swit-

zerland and the United States, providing for an inter-

change of postal cards between the two countries, at the

rate of two cents for the United States, and ten centtmes
for Switzerland—postage to be invariably pre-paid.

There was a serious tire in Panama on the 19th ult.,

which consumed a large part of the city. The loss is

estimated at about one million of dollars, mostly in-

sured in London.
It is stated that there are 30,000 workingmen out of

employ in Vienna. They appeal to the government
for some measures of relief.

According to the Russian Railway Gazette, 287 per-
.sons were killed and 356 injured on the railroads of
that country in 1873. Most of the accidents are at-

tributed to the carelessness of the sufferers.

Ledru RoUin has been elected to the National Assem-
bly, to fill a vacancy, by a large majority.

Dispatches have been received at the Indian office,

London, from the Lieutenant Governor of Bengal,
giving an alarming account of the condition of things
in that presidency. He says fully one million of per-
sons are starving to death, and all the poorer classes are
beginning to feel the want of food.

UxiTBD States.—The deaths in New York last

week were 487.

The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered
358, including 115 under two years.

According to the returns made to the Health Office,

there were 18,702 births in Philadelphia in 1873, viz:

9,845 males and 8,857 females. The number of mar-
riages registered during the year was 7,801. The total
number of interments in the city during the year was
16,736. The record of deaths is believed to be nearly
accurate, but in that of births and marriages there is

probably a considerable deficiency. The principal
causes of death were : Apoplexy, 279 ; cancer, 268

;

cerebro spinal meningiti.s, 246: consumption, 2291;
cholera infantum, 1114; cholera morbus, 67 ; convul-
sions, 682 ; croup, 200 ; diptheria, 110 ; scarlet fever, 319.
An examination of the various tables appended to the
report shows that during the years of the rebellion—
1862, 1863, 1864—the deaths exceeded the births, thus
showing the disastrous eflfects war has upon the natural
increase of the population.
The mean temperature of the Second month, by the

Pennsylvania Hospital record, was 33.75 deg., the
highest during the month 72 deg., and the lowest 12
deg. The amount of rain 2.82 inches.

The average of the mean temperature of the Second
month, for the past 85 years, is .stated to be 30.85 deg.,
the highest during that entire period was 41.03 deg. in
1857, the lowest 24 deg. in 1815.
The mean temperature of the three winter months of

1873 and 1874, has been 36.38 deg., which is nearly 5
deg. above the average for the preceding 84 years.
A new census of Richmond, Virginia, has just been

taken by the local authorities, and shows the population
of the city to be 60,705, or about 9,000 more than in
1870. Galveston, Texa.s, has now a population of 34,-
350.

During the year 1873, the production of iron and steel
rails in the United States was 850,000 tons, and the im-
portations were 18.5,702 ton.s, making a total supply of
1,035,702 tons, which is much less than for the preced-
ing year. But railroad construction was not as active
in 1873 .as in 1872, because of the difficulty of raising
money for new works, and because of the entire prostra-
tion of railroad interests for the last four months of the
year.

The public debt of the United States on the first inst.,
ess cash in the Treasury, was §2,154,880,067, having
decreased $2,590,047 during the preceding month.

ITie Markets, <&c.—The following were the quotations
on the 2d inst. New Fori. — American gold, 1121
U. S. si.xes, 1881, 119}; ditto, 1868, 118i; ditto, 10-40,
5 per cents, 112J-. Superfine flour, $5.85 a $6.10 ; State
extra, $6.40 a S)6.65 ; finer brands, $7 a $10.75. No. 1

Chicago spring wheat, Sl.54 ; No. 2 do., $1.48 a $:

red western, Sl.60 a SI.62 ; white Michigan, SI

Sl.85. Oats, 60 a 63 cts. Rye, 95 a $1. We;
mixed corn, 76 a 79 cts.; yellow, 80 a 81 cts. f
delphia.—Cotton, 16 a 16i cts. for middlings. Supe
flour, $5 a $5.38 ; extra, |6.50 a $7 ; finer brands,

"

a $10.25. Red wheat, $1.60 a $1.65 ; amber, .SI.

$1.73. Rye, 90 cts. Oats, 58 a 62 cts. Yello
74 a 75 cts. About 1600 beef cattle sold at the Av
Drove-yard, extra at 7} a 7| cts. per lb. gross ; fa

good, 6i a 7 cts., and common, 5 a 5J cts. Sheep
at 5 a 7J cts. per lb. gross and hogs at $8.50 a S9 pei

lb. net. Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.2U
; J

do., Sl.18^ ; No. 3 do., $1.14. Corn, 59 ct^' li

oats, 43 cts. Bve, 85 cts. No. 2 spring barley, $
Lard, $8.45 a $8.70 per 100 lb.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CONTRIBUT(
TO THE ASYLUM.

A Stated Annual Meeting of the " Contributoi
the Asylum for the Relief of Per-sons Deprived of

use of their Reason," will be held on Fourth-day,
18th of Third month, 1874, at 3 o'clock, p. ji., at

.

Street Meeting-house, Philadelphia.

William Bettle, Cle

FRIENDS' FREEDMEN'S ASSOCIATIOi:
With nineteen schools in N. Carolina and Virg

in successful operation, and 2193 scholars in attend;

involving an expense of $1,000 per month for the
three months, the Association has but a small ;

in its treasury. We commend the subject to the
attention of Friends.

RiCHAKD Cadbury, Treasur
James E. Rhoads, Pres't of Executive Board.
Philadelphia, 2d mo. 13th, 1874.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
As the stations of Superintendent and Matron oi

Institution are expected to be vacated at the close c

Winter Session, in the 4th month next. Friends
may feel drawn to undertake the duties attachi

them, are requested to communicate thereon with e

of the following named members of the Committei
Nathaniel N. Stokes, Cinnaminson Post-o

Burlington Co., N. J.

Charles Evans, No. 702 Race St., Philadelp
Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. J.

Rebecca S. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth St., Phi

FRIENDS' BOARDING SCHOOL FOR IND
CHILDREN, TUNESASSA, NEW YORK

A teacher of the .school will be wanted at the .

mencemeut of the Spring term. Also a Friend t

as assistant matron.
Application may be made to

Ebenezer Worth, Marshallton, Chester Co.,
Joseph Scattergood, 413 Spruce St., Philadi
Aaron Sharpless, Street Road P. O., Ch

Co., Pa.
Thomas Wistar, Fox Chase P. C, Philada.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANI
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Phiiadelpi
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. ^o:
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patient;
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa
Managers.

Died, at his father's residence, in Cherokee coi
Kansas, Fifth mo. 10th, 1873, Addison Carter, s-

Milton and Louisa Ann Carter, aged nearly twenty
years, a member of Spring River Monthly Meetir
Friends. This young Friend by his many virtues,
endeared himself to a large circle of relatives
quaintances. Endowed with good abilities, he
anxious to improve his time and talents to the h
of his Creator, and willingly imparted to othe
ever knowledge he obtained by making good use o
spare moments. In the early part of his illness

suffering at times was very great, but he bore it

much patience and Christian re.signation. For
time previous to, and during his illness, his
seemed more than usually occupied with fie
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Herrnhut and the Moravians,

he following notices of the first settle-

t of the " United Brethren" at Herrnhut,
taken from Walter White's Travels in
5ny, Bohemia and Silesia,

'hen the sanguinary Hussite wars ended
ie triumph of the Jesuits, there remained
ohemia and Moravia numbers of godly-
ded Protestants, who, as the oppressor
V in strength, were forbidden the free ex-
ie of their religion. They worshipped by
1th, hiding in caves and thickets, and
sred frightful persecution ; but remained
dfast, and formed a union among them-
88 for mutual succoi-, and became the
ted Brethren. Their chief settlements
e at Fulneck, in Moravia, and Lititz, in

emia. Though professing the principles
le earliest Christian church, many of them
raced the doctrines of Luther and Calvin,
reby they subjected themselves to aggra-
id persecutions; and cruelly were they
iten by the calamities of the thirty year's

bout 1710 a Eoman Catholic carpenter set

from the little Moravian village, Semftle-
to fulfil his three "wander-years," and

I experience in his trade. While work
at Berlin, he frequented the Evangelical
heran Church

; and afterwards at Gorlitz
impression made on his mind by a Lu-
•an preacher was such that he went back
is home a Protestant. He was a bringer
:ood tidings to some of his relatives who
e among the persecuted. He could tell

Q of a kingdom beyond the frontier, where
' might worship unmolested ; of a youth-
Uount Zinzendorf, who had large estates
18 hill-country of Saxony, and was already
wn as a benefactor to such as suffered for
icience sake.

was on Whit-Monday, 1722, that Chris-
David—so the carpenter was named

—

ight the news. Three days later, two
dies, numbering ten persons, abandoned
r homes, and under David's guidance came
ly to Gorlitz, after a nine days journey,
ihe 8th of June the four men travelled to
nersdorf, the residence of Zinzendorf's
idmother, who placed them under charge
he land-steward, with instructions that
Jes should be built for them. But as the

steward wrote to his master, " the good peo-
ple seek for the present a place only under
which they may creep with wife and children,

until houses beset up." After much considera-
tion it was resolved to build on the Hutberg,
a hill traversed by the road from Lceban to

Zittan, then a miserable track, in which vehi
cles sank to their axles. "God will help,'

replied the steward to one of his friends, whc
doubted the finding of water on the spot ; and
on the two following mornings he rose before

the sun and went upon the hill to observe the

mists. What he saw led him to believe in the

existence of a spring; whereupon he took
courage, and, as he tells the Count, " I laid

the miseries and desires of these people before

the Lord with tears, and besought Him that
His hand might be with me, and prevent
wherein my intentions were unpleasing to

Him. Further I said, 'On this place will I

build the first house for them in thy name.' "

A temporary residence was found for the

fugitives, the benevolent grandmother gave a
cow that the children might have milk ; and
on June 17th the first tree was felled by Chris-

tian David. On the 11th of August the house
was erected ; the preacher at Berthelsdorf
took occasion to refer to it as "a light set on
the hill to enlighten the whole land,' and in

October it was taken possession of with prayer
and thanksgiving.
The steward, writing about this time to in-

form the Count of his proceedings, says : "May
God bless the work according to His good-
ness, and procure that your excellency may
build on the hill called the Hutberg, a city

which not only may stand under the Herrn
Hut (Lord's protection), but all dwellers upon
the Lord's loatch, so that day and night there

be no silence among them." Here we have
the origin of the name of the place.

Meanwhile the neighborhood laughed and
iedaboutthebuilHingofa house in so lonely

a spot, where it must soon perish ; and still

more when the digging for the spring was
commenced. The land-steward had much
do to keep the laborers to their work. Four-

teen days did they dig in vain ; but in the
third week they came to moist gravel, and
soon aften water streamed forth in super-

abundance.
In the next year. Christian David journey-

jd twice into Moravia. The priests, angered
it the departure of the first party, had wor-
ked their relatives, and forbade them to emi-

grate under penalty of imprisonment; they
would not let them live in peace at home, nor
let them go. Aided, however, by the mes-
senger, twenty-six persons forsook their little

possessions, their all, and stole away by night.
" Goods left behind," says the historian, " but
faith in their Father in the heart." They
cached the asylum, where, by the spring of
172'1 five new houses were ready to receive

them.
In this year came other fugitives, experi-

enced in the church discipline of the old

Moravian Brethren
;
and as the number yet

increased, they besought the Count to insti-

tute the same constitution and discipline in
Herrnhut. But differences of opinion arose,
and for three years the harmony and perma-
nence of the colony were seriously endangered.
The Count, however, was not a man to shrink
from a good work ; he was remarkable for his

power of influencing minds; and on the 12th
of May, 1727, after a three hours' discourse, he
succeeded in reconciling all differences, and
the Reformed Evangelical United Brother-
hood of the Augsburg Confession was estab-

lished. This day, as well as the 13th of
August of the same year, when the whole
community renewed and confirmed their union
n the church at Berthelsdorf, are days never
to be forgotten by the Brethren.
The success of Herrnhut was now secure.

The number of residents had increased to

three hundred, of whom one half were fugi-

tives from Moravia. But they had still to

ndure privation ; for they had abandoned all

their worldly substance, and trade and tillage

advanced but slowly; in the first six months,
all that the two cullers took from the passers
by was but two pence. Friedrick von Watle-
""e, however, a much beloved friend of Count

Zinzendorf's, took a room in one of the houses
that he might live among the struggling peo-
ple, and help them in their endeavors.

Of the thirty-four small houses which then
stood on both sides of the Zittan road, not
one now remains. In their place large and
handsome houses of brick have risen, which,
though the place be but a village, give it the
appearance of a city. An ample supply of

water is brought in by wooden pipes, and two
engines and eight cisterns in different quar-

ters, are always ready against fire. There
are covered stalls for the sale of meat and
vegetables ; a common wash-house and wood-
yard and other buildings for the general ac-

commodation. An almoner is appointed to

succor indigent strangers. In 1852 he relieved

3668 tramping journeymen.
Year by year the Herrnhuters improved in

circumstances, though often at hard strife

with penury. However, they preferred hun-

ger, with freedom of conscience, to the tender

mercies of the Jesuits at Olmutz. The seven
years' war, that brought misery to so many
places, worked favorably for Herrnhut. Aus-
trians and Prussians—fierce foes—rode in al-

ternately to buy shoes and other articles pro-

duced by the industrious villagers ;
and while

Herrnhut flourished, many erroneous notions

which had prevailed concerning it were re-

moved by what the visitors saw of the simple

life and manners of the brethren. So much
was the shoes and other fabrics of the breth-

ren in request, that it sometimes happened
that from 1500 to 2000 dollars were received

in one day.

To Abraham Diirninger, who established a

manufactory of linen cloths, and whose skill

and enterprise were only matched by hia cease-
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less activity, the colony owed the main stay

of its commercial prosperity. Brother Diinin-

ger's linen and woven goods were largely ex

ported, particularly to Spain, South America

and the West Indies, and esteemed above all

others in the market for the excellence of

their quality. The trade has since fallen off,

but not the reputation, as gold and silver

medals awarded to the Herrnhuters by the

governments of Prussia and Saxony for honest

workmanship amply testify.

In 1760, notwithstanding that many colo

nies and missions had been sent out, the popu

lation uumbei-ed 1200. This was the highest.

The number remained stationary until the

end of the century ; since then it has slowly

decreased, owing, as is said, to the decline of

trade. In 1852 it was 925. JSTo new build-

ings have been erected since 1805, so that

Herrnhut has the appearance of a place com-
pletely finished. The streets were paved, and
flagged footways laid down, eighty years ago;

and since 1810, all the roads leading from the

village have been planted and kept in good
condition.

Well-managed elementary schools supply

all that is needful for ordinary education

Pupils who exhibit capabilities for higher

training are sent to the school at Nisky, a

village built by Bohemian refugees, near Gor-

litz. Theological students are trained at the

seminary in Gnadenfeld, in the principality

of Oppeln ; and those for the missions at Klein
Welke, a village near Budisson.

Fifty-seven Moravian settlements and so-

cieties in different parts of the continent of

Europe, Eussia, Sweden, Holland, German}',

some founded by emigrants from Herrnhut,
and all taking it for their pattern, mark the
growth of the principles advocated by the
brethren. In England they have eleven set-

tlements, among which Fulneck, in Yorkshire,
renews the name of the old Moravian village

;

and Ockbrook, in Derbyshire, is the seat of
the conference which directs the affairs of the
British settlements, but always with respon-
sibility to the Conference of Elders at Berth-
elsdorf Scotland has one community and
Ireland seven. At the last reckoning in 1848
the number of real members was 16,000.

Besides these, there are seventy foreign
mission stations, the duties of which are ful-

filled by 297 brethren. The number of per-

sons belonging to the several missions is

70,000. That in North America was com-
menced in 1734, Greenland 1733, Labrador
1770. The others are in the West Indies,

Surinam, South Africa, Australia, &c.

For "The Friend."

John Heald.

(CoDtianed from page 227.)

" 12th mo. 17th. In the evening we came
to Isaac Wilson's, and had some notice given
of a meeting at Pelham. We went to bed as
well as usual, but in the night I felt a pain
under my left shoulder-blade, which hurt me
when I drew a long breath. The meeting
began at 2 o'clock. I said. Seek the Lord
while He may be found, and call on Him,
while He is near. I think it may be inferred
from the passage that there is a time He may
be found if sought after, and a time that He
is near if called upon, and if it is neglected the
time may come that He may be iar off, and
then not to be found. It does then my friends
become us to make use of the privilege we
are mercifully favored with of calling on the

Lord while He is to be found. If this is ne-

glected, may not a time come, when He may
not hear, though we may cry with a loud and
bitter cry. Thus I was concerned to warn
them of neglect and to invite them timely to

attend to their own truest interest ; and afte

wards to comfort the true mourners, and to

encourage to a continued faithful dedication

of service.

19th. John Taylor took us in a sleigh to

Black Creek. Before we left this place we
proceeded to the great Niagara Falls. We
stopped awhile to view the stupendous scene,

but here I believe description will ever fiill

short to give an adequate idea of the prospect,

so vast a quantity of water falling over an
uneven rough rock or rocks, breaking into

white foam, resembling snow in huge banks
falling down into a deep gulf, in a most awful
manner, this being one of the wonders of the

world.

20 ih. We attended Black Creek Meeting,
which was thronged with Friends and others.

My companion asked the people to consider

what they came to meeting for. I followed,

saying. Take these things hence. It is writ-

ten. My Father's house shall be a house of

prayer for all people, but ye have made it a

den of thieves. I believe there is more simi-

larity between those our Lord reprimanded
and many of the worshippers of the present

day, than some have apprehended. I then
went on to show how the minds of the people
were taken up ; some with the accumulation
of profits, or amusements, or gratifications and
delights which the world affords, and these

occujjy the attention. Is this the acceptable

way to perform worship ? Will it indeed be
pleasing to Him who sees the disposition of

the heart as it really is ? for the most secret

disposition thereof is not hid from Him. Know
ye not that your body is the temple of the
living God, and whoso defileth the temple of

God, him will God destroy. But the heart is

the place of prayer, and no true worship is

performed without the heart and mind being
engaged in it; and if these are otherwise em-
ployed and worldly delights take up the at-

tention, should not these things be taken
home, and should not the most solemn atten-

tion be devoted to the performance of the most
solemn act, that the mind of mantis capable
of being engaged in?

The minds of the people became weighty,
and I secretly thanked God before the meet-
ing closed, which took place soon after I had
requested them not to lay waste the sense of

good on their^minds by going into conversa-
tion hastily at the rise of the meeting.

21st. We parted with this kind family and
went to the ferry over the Niagara River, just

below Lake Erie, but the ice passed down so

plentifully that we could not get over. So
we returned .to Black Creek to the house of
Daniel Pound, near the lake. We rode along
side of this great water, and are now where
we can hear the roaring of the water like the
sea"

They succeeded with some difficulty in

crossing into New York State on the 23d, and
on the 25th had an appointed meeting, in

which sincere, heartfelt religion was earnestly
recommended, and those present were press-
ingly entreated not to trust to that which is

insufficient—the language ofour Saviour being
revived, " Whosoever heareth these sayings
of mine and doeth them, I will liken him to
a wise man," &c.

26th. At a meeting called Boston, J.

felt an exercise on account of some dissipa

practices. He spoke of the great bodily p
to which we are liable, and that few go
of the world without considerable of it.

knew not when the painful trial would cc

to us, and though the pain of the body mi
be great, yet the distress of the mind mi
be much greater because of our attachm
to dissipation and folly. These may so

have gained the attention, as even to eng
the mind in meeting in laying plans to

complish our designs. He queried, what k

of foundation is here being laid up against
i

time to come, if the mind is drawn away
after living mercies, but lying vanities

vain pursuits. Then when pain assails

body, the mind looks round for help, anc

one on earth can deliver. Such often crj

help, who in the time of health care but

"

whether the Almighty is pleased or displea

But when the time of adversity overta

they then ask for favor. Such who
slighted the Lord and His cause often

under condemnation and lie down in son
while the mourners mourn for them.
He also encouraged the true mournei

wait on the Lord ; those who under a
"

concern are brought to mourn on accour

their doings ; reviving for their encouragen
the blessing pronounced by our Lord and
viour, " Blessed are they that mourn for 1

shall be comforted."
" 27th. Being First-day, we set out for t

cord, ten miles or more. The Friend who
to conduct us not coming in time, we v

on several miles before he overtook us,

with smart riding reached the meetinj

time. My lot was in exercised silence, the

just at the close I said, I believe if there

anxious a desire in some to improve, as t

has been to hear testimony, an amendr
will soon take place. My mind was de

exercised, and I believed I had best keep
myself, which I did, though pained unc
sense of a strong carnal desire to heai-.

30th. Was at the Monthly Meeting, in w
I had some service in the men's meeting;

a short testimony near the close in woi

meeting. They conducted their busine

thought, carefully. My companion infor

the meeting, near the close of it, that he

a prospect of returning peacefully home
here ; but I concluded I could see nothir

it. If he could go. he might; but I coulc

go and leave the concern in the situatii

then was, so I thought I must keep to

work, whether he staid or not ; and de

Friend to send word to a certain neigl

hood that I intended to meet with thei

morrow at 11 o'clock, and the day folio

at Willink.

81st. My companion did not find hii

so clear as he thought he was, so he
with me to the meeting, which was heldi

dwelling-house. It was some time beftj

found my way open to speak, but when i'l

I have seldom known it to flow more likl

I thought it was a good meeting, and sail

to them; that if they were faithful sor

them would be prepared in a more em
manner to stand for the dignity of the ii

eous cause, than they now expected.

Ist mo. 3d, 1819. Went to Hamburg]
notice being spread, we had a full, cro

meeting. My companion and several o

made short statements, and he three oi

times, but I was silent until I thought i'l
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[,rly time for the meeting to end. I bad
(under much constant exercise for an hour

more, and found no way to be released, and

It, I believed, the strong and anxious wishes

the people to hear words. Though I felt

It which might have been profitable to

m, had they been inward and not outward

.heir views, I waited until the time was far

nt. 1 felt aL liberty, and believed I would

ieasiest to remark to them, in regard to

ir great earnestness to [hear], and it might

t)nly to have it to say they had heard such

one, then perhaps they would be like some
Idren I had seen, who applied to a parent

food, and even cried for it; and when it

s furnished to them, though a piece ofwhat
ly cried for, because it was not just such as

ly chose, they threw it away, and in the

•verseness of their wills would not have it.

Dne of the sayings of Solomon occurs to my
Qd ; Seest thou a man wise in his own con-

t, there is more hope of a fool than of him.

d again, Better is a poor and wise child,

in an old and foolish king, that v

ire be admonished. Perhaps some are not

lling to have this, though they may have

,nted to have something, and thus are like

disposition to perverse children, crying for

and throwing it away and not improving

it."

J. H. entered into other subjects on this

jasion, and in the conclusion of his account,

narks :
" I felt clear, and I believe the peo

J satisfied." He thus continues his journal

:

"We dined at David Eddy's, and some

ends being concerned to visit a family the

ly we were going, desired us to call with

em. I had no objection. We sat down and

"elt poor. My companion expressed a few

ntences, and two others did the like. The
)t mentioned the parable of the ten virgins,

iler him, I took that part concerning the

slish ones. They appeared to have time as

5ll as the others, and a desire too, when the

idegroom came, to enter with him into the

amber. While they went to procure oil,

e door was shut, and afterwards they came
ying. Lord, Lord, open unto us, but He said,

epart from me, I know you not. So they

ere not admitted. Eemember death, and do

)t forget judgment. Many in our day and

me, whose cheeks bear the bloom of health,

•e desirous of admittance into rest, but like

le foolish virgins do not prepare, do not get

to readiness, but settle down in supinenese

3d ease ; and how involved in distress and

)rrow some have been because of their inat-

sntion. I found after that Friends were

iking this opportunity to reclaim one from

le principles of Universalism, of which I had

3t been informed."
(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Animal Character.

tContinued from page 227.)

THE DOG.

When the theory of selection has done its

'orst, I still cling to the beliefthat the relation

etween dog and man was as much foreseen

Dd intended as that between sun and planet.

[an has succeeded in domesticating several

ther animals, but where else has he found

liis spirit of unconquerable fidelity? It has

ot been developed by kind treatment, it has

ot even been sought for in itself, or made an

im in breeding. Ladies make pets of their

ogs, but all the shepherds I see around me

pay them in kicks, and curses, and starvation.

What does the obscure member of a pack of

foxhounds know of his master's love? If

these poor animals had not been made to love

us, what excellent reasons they would have

had for hating us! Their love has not been

developed by care and culture, like the nour-

ishing ears of wheat ; but it rises like warm,
natural springs, where man has done nothing

either to obtain them or to deserve them.

There are thousands of anecdotes illustra-

ting the wonderful aftection which dogs bear

to their masters, and as the world goes on

thousands of other examples will be recorded,

but no one will ever know the full marvel ot

that immense love and devotion. It is inex-

haustible, like the beauty of what is most

beautiful in nature, like the glory of sunset

and the rich abundance of that natural love-

liness which poets and artists can never quite

reveal. We do not know the depth of it even

in the dogs we have always with us. I have

one who is neither so intelligent nor so affec-

tionate as others I have known, and to my
human ignorance it seemed that he did not

love me very much. But once, when I had

been away for weeks, his melancholy longing,

of which he had said nothing to anybody,

burst out in a great passionate crisis. He
howled and clamored for admission into my
dressing-room, pulled down my old things

from their pegs, dragged them into a corner,

and flung himself upon them, wailing long

and wildly where he lay, till a superstitious

fear came on all the house like the forerunner

of evil tidings. Who can tell what long brood-

ngs, unexpressed, had preceded this passion-

ate outburst? Many a dark hour had he

ssed in silent desolation, wondering at that

xplicable absence, till at length the need

for me became so urgent that he must touch

some cloth that I had worn.

So great is their power of loving that we
cannot help assigning to dogs—not formally,

but in our inward estimates—a place distinct

from the brute creation generally. They are

not mere animals, like sheep and oxen, that

may be slaughtered as a matter of ordinary

business without awakening regret. To kill

a dog is always felt to be a sort of murder;

it is the destruction of a beautiful though not

immortal spirit, and the destruction is the

more lamentable for its very completeness

When I was a boy I remember crossing a

stream in Lancashire just as a workman came

to the same place followed by a sharp-looking

little brown terrier dog. It went snuffing

about under the roots as such little dogs will,

and then the man whistled and it came to

him at full speed. He caressed it, spoke to

very kindly but very sadly, and then began

to tie a great stone to its neck. 'What are

you doing that for?' I asked. 'Because I

cannot afford to pay the dog-tax, and nobody

else shall have my little Jip.' Then he threw

it into the stream. The water was not deep,

and it was perfectly clear, so that we saw the

painful struggles of the poor little terrier till

it became insensible, and we were both fixed

to the spot by a sort of fascination. At last

the man turned away with a pale hard face,

suffering, in that moment, more than he cared

to show, and I went my way carrying with

me an impression which is even now as strong

as ever it was.

It is said that every dog is an aristocrat,

because rich men's dogs cannot endure beg-

gars and their rags, and are civil only to well-

dressed visitors. But the truth is that, from
ympathy with his master, the dog always

sees humanity very much from his master's

point of view. The poor man's dog does not

dislike the poor. I may go much farther than

this, and venture to assert that a dog who has

ved with you for years will make the same
distinction between your visitors that you
ake yourself, inwardly, notwithstanding the

apparent uniformity of your outward polite-

My dog is very civil to people I like,

but he is savage to those I dislike, whatever

the tailor may have done to lend them ex-

ternal charms. I know not how he discovers

these differences in my feelings, except it be

by overhearing remarks when the guests are

gone. Without giving the reins to imagina-

tion, it may be presumed that some dogs know
at least the names of different people, and may
take note of the manner, cordial or otherwise,

in which we pronounce them. Whatever
they may know of spoken language, it is quite

clear that they understand the language of

manner, and have a very delicate apprecia-

tion of human behavior.

Dogs possess, in a much higher degree than

man, the power of storing up energy in times

of repose, and keeping it for future use. A
dog spends his spare time in absolute rest,

and is able to endure great drains of energy

on due occasion. He lies idly by the fire, and
looks so lazy, that it seems as if nothing could

make him stir, yet at a sign from his master

he will get up and go anywhere, without hesi-

tation about the distance. In old age dogs

know that they have not any longer these

great reserves of force, and decline to follow

their masters who go out on horseback, but

will still gladly follow them on any merely

pedestrian excursion, well knowing the nar-

row limits of human strength and endurance.

Dogs in the prime of life accomplish immense

distances, not without fatigue, for these efforts

exhaust them for the moment, but they have

such great recuperative power that they en-

tirely recover by rest. I know a very small

dog that was given by his master to a friend

who lived sixty miles off. His new proprietor

carried him in the inside of a coach ; but the

next morning the little animal was in his old

home again, having found his way across

country, and a most fatiguing and bewilder-

ing country too, covered with dense forests

and steep hills. Has the reader ever observed

how much swifter dogs are than their beha-

vior would lead one to imagine ? Here is an

illustration of what I mean. I know a very

rapid coach which is always preceded by a

middling-sized dog of no particular breed.

Well, this dog amuses itself within a yard of

the horses' hoofs, turning round, leaping, look-

ing at other vehicles, snapping at other dogs,

barking at its own and other horses, and lead-

ing, in a word, exactly the same kind of life

as if it were amusing itself in the inn-yard

before starting. Now, consider a little the

amazing perfection of organization, the readi-

ness and firmness of nerve, required for mo-

tions so complicated as these, and the bodily

energy, too, necessary to keep them up, not

for a few yards, but mile after mile as the

coach rattles along the road ! One false step,

one second of delay, and the dog would be

under the hoofs of the horses, yet he plays as

children play on the sea-shore before the

slowly-advancing tide. With the dog's energy,

and a wiser economy of it, a man could run a

hundred miles without an interval of rest.
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We make use of the delicate faculty of scent

possessed by these animals to aid us in the

chase, and are so accustomed to rely upon
that its marvellousness escapes attention. But
we have no physical faculty so exquisite as

this. It is clear that the dog's opinions about

odors must be widely different from ours, for

be endures very strong smells which to us are

simply intolerable, and positively enjoys what
we abominate; but as for true delicacy of

nerve, which I take to be the power of detect-

ing what is most faint, we cannot presume to

the least comparison with him. Every one

who has gathered wild plants knows what an

immense variety of odors arise from the plants

upon the ground—this is the first complica
tion ;

next upon that (though we cannot de

tect it) are traced in all directions different

lines of scent laid down by the passage of

animals and men—this is the second compli-

cation. Well, across these labyrinths of mis-

leading or disturbing odors the dog follows

the one scent he cares for at the time (not-

withstanding its incessant alteration by mix-
ture) as easily as we should follow a scarlet

thread on a gi'een field. If he were only sen-

sitive to the one scent he followed, the marvel
would be much reduced, but he knows many
different odors, and selects amongst them the
one that interests him at the time.

In speaking of a power of this kind, pos-

sessed by another animal, we are liable to

mistakes which proceed from our constant
reference to our own human perceptions. We
think, for instance, that the odor of thyme is

strong, whilst for us the scent left by an ani-

mal in its passage may be so faint as to be
imperceptible ; but scents that are strong for

us may be faint for dogs, and vice versa.

Odors are not positive but relative, they are
sensations simply, and the same cause does
not produce the same sensation in different

organisms. A dog rolls himself on carrion,

and unreflecting people think this a proof of
a disgustingly bad taste on his part; but it is

evident that the carrion gives him a sensation
entirely different from that which it produces
in ourselves. I know a man who says that
to him the odor of any cheese whatever, even
the freshest and soundest, is disgusting be-

yond the power of language to express : is it

not evident that cheese produces in him a
sensation altogether different from what it

causes in most of us? The smell and taste of
dogs may be not the less refined and delicate
that they differ widely from our own. The
cause of the most horrible of all smells in my
own experience is a mouse, but the same cause
produces, it is probable, an effect altogether
different upon the olfactory nerves of cats.

These mysteries of sensation, in other beings,
are quite unfathomable, and our human the-
ories about delicacy of taste are not worth a
moment's attention. The dog is quite as good
an authority on these questions as the best
of us.

I cannot think that it is very surprising that
dogs should remember odors well, since odors
80 long retain the power of awakening old as-
sociations in ourselves. I distinctly remember
the odor of every house that was familiar to
me in boyhood, and should recognise it at
once. In the same way dogs know the scent
of a well-known footstep, even after long sepa-
ration. An officer returned home after the
Franco-German war and did not meet his dog.
After his arrival he watched for the dog
through the window. He saw it at last in a

state ofintense excitement, following his track

at full speed, never raising its nostrils from
the ground, and then came the joyful meeting
—the scent had been recognised from the be-

ginning, even in a much-frequented street.

Innumerable anecdotes might be collected

to illustrate the reasoning power of dogs. A
certain lawyer, a neighbor of mine, has a dog
that guards his money when clients come into

the ofKce. There are two or three pieces of

furniture, and sometimes it happens that the

lawyer puts money into one or another of these,

temporarily, the dog always watching him,

and guarding that particular piece of furniture

where the money lies. In this instance the

dog had gradually become aware, from his

master's manner, that money was an object

of more than ordinary solicitude; in fact, he
had been set to guard coin left upon the table.

CTo be contioned.}

Selected.

SORROW."
All are not taken ; there are left behind
Living Beloveds, tender looks to bring,

And make the day-light still a happy thing,

And tender voices, to make soft the wind.
But if it were not so—if I could find

No love in all the world for comforting,

Nor any path but hollowly did ring.

Where "dust to dust" the love from life disjoined,

And if, before those sepulchres unmoving,
I stood alone (as some forsaken lamb
Goes bleating up the moors, in weary dearth)

Crying " Where are ye, O my loved and loving?"
I know a voice would sound, " Daughter, I Am,
Can I suffice for Heaven, and not for earth ?"

E. B. Brovming.

Selected.

ART THOU A MOTHER?
Art thou a mother? Do thine eyes

With transport overflow,

To see thine olive plants arise,

And round thy table grow ?

It is in truth a lovely sight

—

May it thy bosom fill

With fond enjoyment and delight,

And cheer thy dwelling still.

Art thou a mother ? Ever bear
This solemn truth in mind,

—

That thou muSt for their spirits care,

Which are by nature blind.

'Tis right to tend their mortal frames,

And all their wants supply :

But ah, their souls have stronger claims,

For these shall never die. '

Art thou a mother ? Early teach

Their infant lips to pray
To Him, who, 'midst their faltering speech,
Knows all they wish to say.

Oh ! bring them to the cross betimes,

For, if the Lord's when young.
Each life shall then be free from crimes,
And from deceit each tongue.

Art thou a mother? Daily draw
(As thou must still impart)

New lessons from God's holy law
To purify thy heart.

Then as they grow in sense and age,

Thy little ones shall see

The precepts of the sacred page
Exemplified in thee.

Art thou a mother ? Watch and fear

To be thyself deceived ?

An error once committed here
Can never be retrieved.

The seed that's on the billows tost

May on some shore be thrown
;

But if a human soul be lost

It is for ever gone 1

Dr.HuU

at Goruckpore. People are alarm*
and suffer great privation

;
starving childre

are entering the Missionary Orphanage, ai

the relief works are crowded. Wages
two pence (four cents gold U. S. money) pi

day, and rice two pence per pound. In Nort
Moorshedabad the laborers exist on one me^
daily. At Behar the price of rice is doub
the average." The government authoriti(

apparently doing all in their power
[provide work for the needy laborers, in mal

Come on fellow soldiers; come on! the ing extensive grants for new improvemen
Lamb and His followers will have the vie- to the amount of £261,800. Sir E. Temple
tory \—R. Jordan. improving the Tirhoot transport; 100,000 I

For "The Friem

The Famine in India.

By mail and telegraph, accounts have
some weeks been received concerning
famine in India, where the drought of 1

summer and autumn has cut off the rice cr

which constitutes almost the sole dependei

for food of the dense population of the distri

under the government of the British. (

newspapers of 25th ult., contained the folk

ing item transmitted by telegraph, the c
templation of which is sufficient to impr
us with the appalling gravity of the situati

A correspondent of the London News,
'

letter to that paper, descriptive of the Ind
famine, says: "The scarcity spreads ove
wide traC along the foot of the Himala
boundaries of Nepaul, stretching from Oi
to near Darjeeling, remote districts remo^
from the railroads and other means of cc

munication, and difficult of approach. L(

Northbrook informs me that the most 8cri(

distress is threatened in fifteen districts

addition to the Teras, comprising a total po]

lation of 26,000,000.

"This is not all. Twelve other distric

with 14,000,000 people, are threatened, a

are described as almost entirely without ro£

and water. The coolies and laborers feel f

pinch most, owing to the total suspension
work in the rice fields. The government C(

templated, prior to the outbreak of distre

certain public works. First, irrigating cana
secondly, the Northern Bengal Railroad; ai

lastly, the embankment of the Gunduck riv

In the first named, 32,600 laborers have be

employed. Their wages were paid, and mon
exchanged for food at the adjacent govei

ment store. Lord Northbrook says, the gc

ernment has arranged for sufficient food
May, with large reserves to meet any conti

gency.
" The calculations are based on former fa:

ines, but it seems doubtful whether they
prove adequate, owing to the fact that in pi

vious famines large numbers died witho
asking for relief. The district at present
more remote, and transportation is growii

difficult for want of food for the cattle."

"From what I have seen since my arriv

in India I believe : First. That neither i.

government nor people can tell the preci

actual position, nor prognosticate the futui

Secondly. The government is most ful

alive to its responsibility, and measures ha'

been taken to fully cope with the difficultif

Thirdly. The absence of railroads in the
mote districts is mostly dreaded, as the g(

ernment is thus without means for the avoi

ance of grave obstacles."

The London Public Ledger of 11th uli

contains the following telegraphic news date

"Calcutta, February 10th, 1874." "The All

habad oflScials draw a startling picture of tl
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rsare employed on the new works, besides

3 on the railway and canal. Occasionally

en of high caste and children, are forced

)rk on the roads, in order to earn suflBcient

!ep alive. The mails from Calcutta, bring

lews to 1st mo. 23d, have particulars which
|fmuch interest,'showing that a population

[1 to the ichole of that of the United States

[iuced to starvation, and unable to follow

f usual avocations of raising crops of rice,

0, jute, cotton, linseed, indigo, &c., owing
lie ground being so thoroughly baked by
intense heat of the sun, and the long con-

jd absence of rain, that planting and
vation are quite impossible. We can
: but a faint idea of the magnitude of

Responsibility devolving upon the Bengal
jrnment, which, notwithstanding its ex-

nt intentions and prompt and far-reaching

(it having early laid by in store-houses

)00 tons of rice), cannot possibly prevent

Id suffering, especially in the remote and
ying districts where transportation is

and difficult, even at the best of times,

evil, however, seems likely to result in

3 permanent improvement of the means
avel and transportation in indirectly pro-

ng the building of new roads, canals and
oadp, which will be of great use hereafter,

probably avert to some extent, a repeti-

of the famine. A prominent mercantile

le in Calcutta says, under date of 1st mo.
" 1874: will be memorable for generations,

year of scarcity, if not of absolute famine
ughout Bengal ; hard times have yet to

xperieneed during the next nine months,
it longer. The present wholesale price of

grade rice in the districts where the fam
8 severe is four rupees per borzar maund
[ual to about twenty-two cents for ten

ids (probably the retail price is almost

)le this),—the average price for many
s has been about one and a quarter ru

1 per maund or about seven cents for ten

ids.

8 rice forms the staple food for about one-

i the human race, and in the tropica!

itries of the Eastern Continent almost the

food of the great mass of the population,

importance of a failure in the crop can

cely be estimated. The Burmese port of

goon alone, not unfrequently receives, at

time of year the crop is being marketed
) tons per day, which is sent for and near

rever is the best market. Calcutta, the

it shipping port of Eastern India, exports

very heavily, the quantity shipped thence

aging for the past ten years about 315,000

I annually, of which about one-eighth goes

ngland. But the hungry millions ofChina
Japan create the largest demand for rice

ch their own immense crops are entirely

lequate to supply. In the present year,

home demand in India changes the usual

inels of trade, and rice is imported by the

gal Government (largely from Burmah)
;

less than 50,000 tons having been brought

ip to the 10th ult., besides a decrease in

export of about 45,000 tons for the past

c compared with the average as given

76. If there are as has been stated,

nany as forty millions of people (about

fifth of the entire population of India)

;he districts most seriously affected by
scarcity of food, even the large quan-

of 225,000 tons of rice, stored by the

iorities, will be a very trifle (only twelve

a half pounds to each person), and we

have seen that over seven months must elapse
before the next crop becomes available. The
latest news, by telegrams, dated 2d inst., is

that one million of the inhabitants are officially

reported by the Lieutenant Governor of Ben-
gal, as starving to death in the districts affect-

ed, and all the poorer classes are beginning to

feel the want of food.

The Indian Office in London, and the whole
'

British nation indeed, are becoming aroused
to the alarming aspect of the famine, and to

an appreciation of the fact that they are in

the presence of one of the most terrible calam-

ties of modern times. No doubt a system
of relief will speedily be organized in England
headed by the government; this, however
complete it may be, cannot by any means
cover the whole ground, nor reach many
thousands in the remote country in time to

prevent untold privation and suffering.

Civis.

Philadelphia, 3d mo. 3d, 1874.

P. S. 3d mo. 7th. Since the above was
written, the terrible state of affairs in the

famine stricken districts is brought more
within our comprehension, by the receipt of

some statistical particulars by telegraph from

Lord Northbrook, the Governor-General of

India. It is expected the government will be

obliged to maintain 3,000,000 personsfor three

months ;
which, on an allowance of one pound

per day for each person, will require over

120,000 tons of rice. The expenditures on

account of the famine to the end of Second

month, are estimated at $7,500,000, and the

number of applicants for labor on the govern-

ment works, had increased from 15,000 to

30,000 within a week. The relief organi-

zation at Calcutta, is working excellently, but

it can hardly meet the immense demands
which will be made upon the government.

Death of Polycarp.—The following account

of the last words of this faithful martyr for

the testimony of Jesus, is given in Wadding-
ton's "History of the Church." Polycarp,

bishop of Smyrna, was, it is said, appointed

to that office by the Apostle John, and con-

tinued faithful to his charge, until his aged

limbs were affixed to the stake. "Eighty-

six years have I served Christ, and he hath

never wronged me," was his reply to the in-

quisitorial interrogations of the Eoman pro-

consul ;
and it will not be out of place here,

to transcribe his striking prayer, which has

reached us from the pen of one who witnessed

his martyrdom.
" Father of thy beloved and blessed Son

Jesus Christ, through whom we have know-
ledge of thee ; God of angels and powers and

of all creation, and of the whole family of the

just who live in thy presence, I thank thee

that thou hast thought me worthy of this

day and this hour, that I may take part in

the number of the martyrs in the cross of

Christ for the resurrection of eternal life in

the incorruptibility ofthe Holy Spirit—among
whom may I be received in thy presence to-

day, in full and acceptable sacrifice, as thou

hast prepared, foreshown, and fulfilled, the

faithfultnd true God. For this, and for every-

thing, I praise thee, I bless thee, through the

eternal High Priest, Jesus Christ, thy beloved

Son." The martyrdom of Polycarp took place

about 166 A. D.

Custom may lead a man into many errors,

but it justifies none.

For " The Friend."

Memoirs and Letlers of Sarah Hlilman.

(Continued from page 2'29.)

To her Mother and Sisters.

" Muncey, 7th mo. 9th, 18.34.

My dear Mother and Sisters,—Our Heavenly
Father has cared for us thus far ; has furnished
strength equal to the day, and at times when
the spring seemed ready to fail, has, in mercy,
sent a little help from his holy sanctuary, and
renewed our faith and confidence in his suffi-

ciency. How true it is, that His mercy is

everlasting; and that His covenant is sure,

and his righteousness unto all generations.

He numbereth our days, and careth for the
little sparrows. Then why should our feeble

faith distrust His providence ! His word is

truth, and he hath said, ' Fear not, little flock,

for it is your Father's good pleasure to give

you the kingdom.'
Our travel through these parts, though

rough, will I humblj' hope prove one means
of advancing in my own heart the reign of my
blessed Eedeemer, if no other good is effected

by it. We dare not doubt that we are in our
ght places here, let come of it what may !

The query that was addressed by the poor,

mournful prophet, ' Seekest thou great things

for thyself?' is oft remembered by me, with
the command, not to do this

; and I am almost
ready to add, that to me the promise seems
sealed, 'thy life shall be given thee for a prey;'

and this is enough. Most earnestly and fer-

vently do I often crave to be more thoroughly
cleansed from every defilement of flesh and

irit, to be more willing to suffer for the
me and the testimony of my divine Lord,

and more worthy to be engaged in advancing
His glorious cause and truth in the earth.

Charles Allen is a tender, affectionate, feel-

ing friend and father, and I do feel quite at-

tached to him. He says he feels well satisfied

;

and thinks if we live to get home, we shall all

be glad we have been. It really seems as if

it could not be, that we are among a people

so ignorant of the law and the testimony, as

any back here are, and at the same time

are within the limits of our Quarterly Meet-

^, They appear willing to receive all that

apply for admission among us, whether they

are convinced of our testimonies or not.

Nevertheless there is a true seed here, which
I believe shall be accounted a generation for

the Lord. Yes, I rejoice in believing there

is a precious company of true mourners, hav-

ing their Father's name written in their fore-

heads ; who have been passed by when the

destroying angel was sent forth.

Through mercy this morning at meeting,

the little company met were sweetly refreshed

by the presence of Him who giveth life; and
a little ability was furnished to oft'er praise,

and to ask heavenly blessings. So that now
again this evening we have renewed cause to

trust in His power for days to come.

I cannot doubt, my beloved mother and
sisters, that your reward will be sure, for hav-

ing so cheerfully resigned poor me to what
seems to be my Heavenly Father's business.

Though nature does keenly feel the separa-

tion, yet sweet will be the reunion when again

permitted, should that be his righteous will.

And then, when the days of our earthly pil-

grimage are ended, what a precious, glorious

prospect is it—how sweet the thought—to

look forward with a secret, humble hope that

we shall be a family in heaven.
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And now, my dear sisters, it is in my heart

to desire your increased surrender of body,

soul and spirit to the direction and govern-

ment of the Prince of Peace. He has called

you, I believe, to come and follow Him ;
to

enter more fully than has as yet been the case,

into the work of this day, with the remem-
brance that the time is short. Lift up your
eyes and look upon the fields white unto har-

vest ; and be willing to come to the Fountain

that is set open, enter and be healed. Fear

not with the fears of the wicked, but attend

to the dear Saviour's direction, Come unto me
all ye that labor and are heavy laden ; take

my yoke upon j'ou ; and ye shall find rest unto

your souls. Ah I His yoke is easy and His
burden is light to the willing and obedient

ones. May the Shepherd of Israel be your
safe convoy through the intricate mazes of

this wilderness world ; support you by His
power; guide you by His counsel ; and grant

in the riches of His mercy and tender com-
passion, an abundant entrance into one of

those mansions which He hath prepared for

all those who love our Lord Jesus Christ in

sincerity. That this may be the portion of

every one of us prays your affectionate, in-

terested, attached and trembling sister,

S. HiLLMAN."
The following P. S. on the same sheet, is

from her companion, Regina Shober's hand.

It is no doubt addressed to Sarah Hillman's
mother: " I have been writing until my head
aches, so I can do little more than tell thee,

my dear friend, that thy Sarah is certainly

better than when we left home ; and gets along
I have no doubt altogether—however she may
feel at times—to her own comfort, and the
real comfort and satisfaction of all her friends

here. We travel in sweet unity and harmony
of feeling from place to place ; endeavoring to

do the best we can for each other. She is a
great deal better and more faithful than I am.
Love to all. Thine affectionately,

Eegina."

To her Mother.
" Fishing Creek, 7th mo. 15th, 1834.

My dear Mother,—Arrived here pretty well

except my poor back, which last night seemed
almost ready to give out owing to our having
80 much travelling over very rough roads.

Nevertheless, through mercy, we have been
favored to get thus far without an accident
of any kind. At noon we leave this place for

Greenwood, and where we had a meeting last

First-day afternoon, to visit four families.

Then to-morrow we go thirty miles to Ber-
wick to visit two families. Next day return
to Catawissa and Roaring Creek, where are
three families. And from thence expect to
reach Maiden Creek on Seventh-day evening,
should nothing unfoi-eseen occur.

* * * I sometimes think this may be the
finishing work of thy poor, unworthy child

;

and that her pilgrim days may be near clos-

ing. However that may be, I desire in all

things to be able to say, ' Thj' will be done.'
Full well I know myself to be an unprofitable
servant; and mourn many times my unfaith-
fulness, &c. Yet can humbly acknowledge
the goodness and mercy of my good Master
during this arduous journey, in renewing mj'
faith from time to time, and granting fresh
supplies of strength from day to day; so that
I dare not but praise Him for past mercies,
and humbly beg for days to come.
Ah I my dear mother and sisters, you know

it is in fear and weakness and trembling, that

every step is taken ; and that every house we
go into is a fresh trial, and requires a fresh

anointing. I do most assuredly feel that I

need the help and prayers of all who are in-

terested in the spread of the gospel, and in

the extension of the reign and government of

the dear Redeemer. My fears are great ; but
L do know the work is not mine; and am
helped to believe that He who promised to

be with His poor disciples to the end of the
world, has never failed to fulfil His promise
to those who trusted in him. ' Fear not, worn:
Jacob,' was sweetly revived in my remem-
brance, for I will help thee. This comforts
and consoles, and enables to make the appeal,

' My fears and doubts and cares,

Are known, O Lord, to thee

;

Give me but strength to do Thy will.

And that sufBceth me.'

My poor heart desires strength to do as well

as suffer all that is required, however we may
be accounted by the wise of this world! It

does seem to me there never was any one so

unqualified for such an awful mission ; and
yet I dare not doubt the coming to have been
right, nor that my HeavenljT Shepherd has
been near at times. Oh I may He continue
to be near and support to the end. I fee

this moment that I cannot take one step with
out Him ; and that it is truly in vain that
Paul plants, or Apollos waters, except He
the great Husbandman, bless the labor, pros
per the work, cause the seed to take deep root
downward, and bless the springing thereof to
the bearing fruit to His own praise.

And now, my dear mother and sisters, with
brother T. and sister R., I do most affection-

ately desire to commend you to the safe keep-
ing of the everlasting Shepherd. May He
preserve you by His power through faith

unto salvation, is the breathing of your sister

in tribulation. S. Hillman.

The language of our dear friend in the just
recorded letter, viz :

" You know it is in fear
and weakness and trembling that every step
is taken," &c., is very characteristic of the
good old Pilgrim's Progress, rough and slow,
but long-tried and sure way to the kingdom
of heaven. "Work out your own salvation
with fear and trembling," exhorts the apostle.
And thereto take away all boasting or pre-
suming, as though we were any thing, he sub-
oins, "For it is God (as ye are passive)
that worketh in you both to will and to do of
his own good pleasure." Again to the Corin-
thians, saith the same Christ-taught scholar:
I was with you in weakness, and in fear,

and in much trembling. And my speech and
my preaching was not with enticing words
of man's wisdom, but in demonstration of the
Spirit and of power : that your faith should
not stand in the wisdom of men, but in the

power of God." " Truly," as said that gifted
seer, Isaac Penington on another occasion,
" here is man very weak and contemptible (to
the unanointed eye ;) but God very glorious
and powerful." The Lord's covenant was
with Levi of life and of peace ; and He gave
it to him for the fear wherewith he feared
Him and was afraid before His name. Is not
this fear and trembling way, then, the true
way to know His covenant to be with us of
life and of peace, and grow in the mysterious
life of a once crucified, but now risen and
glorified Lord Jesus ? Is not this the weak-
ness of God that is stronger than men ; and

the foolishness of God that is wiser than r

Is not this the state that the Saviour's g
and strength are specially promised and i

ed to—the grace sufficient in every tin

need, and the strength that is made perfe

weakness? Then in the humbling sen
this weakness and nothingness, this child

fear and trembling state, let us deeply la]

foundation of that quickened, inner life w
unknown to "the scribe," "the dispnt(

this world," " the wise and prudent,"
vealed unto babes, being hid with Chrii

God. And instead of looking for any ch
in the self denying, flesh-abasing discipli:

the cross unto the heavenly crown, look ra

for that indispensable transformation an
newing in ourselves through submission tc

all-powerful grace of the Lord. Jesus,

reconciles the chastened and subdued t

to the one straight and narrow way
changeth not and leadeth to life. For
the way change when He who is the «o.

eternal, and whose command is, that

should follow His steps? How impen
moreover to beware, lest the coveted ch;

be only in our unhallowed imagination
effort, without the sanction of the Spir:

Truth—our alone guide into all truth.

Scientific Notes.

A new street pavement has been trie

San Francisco. It is called " hydro-earbo
brick," and is made of soft, porous bricks b(

in coal-tar, which, it is said, renders t

tough and hard. A road-bed is made
levelling the sand and packing it with wi

A layer of prepared brick is then laid flat^

each brick being put in boiling tar as it is

down. This is overlaid by a second co
of prepared bricks, put edgewise, each b

dipped as before. The interstices are

filled with boiling tar, and the whole eov
with a thin layer of screened gravel,

cost is about 37 cents per square foot.

An elaborate report has recently been n
by the London City Surveyor on accident

horses, in an attempt to settle the questio

to what was the best pavement for carri

ways. He had notes taken of the numb(
horses fallingontheasphalte, granite andw
paved road-ways of the city. The follov

table indicates the average number of n
ti'avelled by a horse before falling on eac
these three kinds of pavement—both in

and wet weather

:

Asphalte, . . .223 dry. 192 we
Granite, .... 78 " 537
Wood, . . . . 646 « 432
The advantages as to safety appear fc

very decidedly in favor of wood.
A patent has recently been obtained in I

land for the preparation of " Savory Aus
lian Meat." The meat is chopped fine,

gled with condiments, dried at a tempera'
of about 400° Fahr., and then canned in

usual way. The meat thus prepared is

to be excellent in every respect.

Richardson, the Geological Surveyor to
Dominion of Canada, reports in glowing te

of the mineral treasures of Vancouver's Isl

and the neighborhood. Iron, coal, cop
marble, &c., exist in large quantities.

Texada Island, the iron is in the shape of h
mountains, and of fine quality, while He
and bituminous coal are found in abundanc
the immediate vicinity.
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'j new biscuit, composed of one-third rye

,)|', one-third beef reduced to powder, and
ijthird pulverised sauerisraut, was used by
^Russian troops in their recent expedition

[hivii. It is said to have been much re-

ilid by the soldiers, and to have preserved

a in excellent health.

illustration of the mildness of the

winter in Great Britain, at a meeting of

Edinburg Botanical Society, 138 species

wers were laid on the table, which were
ed in the Society's garden on the first

the year. Thirty-five of these were
blooming plants, while the remainder
summer and autumn bloomers not yet

or killed.

e jilanting of cinchona in India is, it is

', proving to bo a profitable speculation,

t from the intrinsic benefits conferred by
increased production of the valuable bark.

recent sale as much as 5s. 9d. per pound
given for a lot of bark. The experiment
altogether about £70,000, including the

snses of Markham's visits to Peru and
The annual sales now realize a profit

etween four and five thousand pounds,

J yielding a satisfactory interest on the

nditure.

he committee appointed by the Eoyal
•icultural Society on the potato-disease

stion, have recommended to the council

he Society, to offer three prizes of £100
a, for disease-proof potatoes. Competi-
1 are to send in a given quantity of their

ers, which the committee will distribute

growers in various parts of the kingdom,
those potatoes which resist the disease the

i year, will be tried for two years more.

zes will also be offered for disease-proof

itoes raised from seed, to compete in 1879.

t !S announced from Vienna, that a pro-

1 for facilitating the fertilization of plants,

proved successful in the botanical gardens

re. The process consists simply in touch-

the end of the pistil—that is, the stigma

1 a flower, with a pencil dipped in honey,

better, in honey having mixed in it some
.en of the plant to be operated on. A
iscus mexicanus, which had never yielded

t, having undergone this treatment, pro-

ed quite a large quantity of good seeds.

;h several fruit trees the process also sue-

led. After operating on certain branches

Y of trees which did not yield fruit, it was
id that fruit formed on these, while the

Dches left in the natural state gave none.

) effect, if real, may be explained by sup-

ing that the honey retains the pollen

ins on the stigma, and thus favors the

nation of a pollen tube, which is indis-

sable to the fertilization,

.sbestos.—This material, prepared in a
3ial manner for steam-packing, is now
ost exclusively used for that purpose by
le large steam companies in Liverpool.

3 manufactured in Glasgow by the " Asbes-

Packing Company," and is in great favor

h several railway companies for cylinders.

5 raw material is imported from several of

Western States of America, and also from
ly, where it exists abundantly.

I

The Birth of an Iceberg.—It would be im-
possible, with more words alone, to convey
any adequate idea of the action of this new-
born child of the Arctic frosts. Think of a
solid lump of ice, a third of a mile deep, and
more than half a mile in lateral diameter,
hurled, like a mere toy, away into the water,
and set to rolling to and fro by the impetus of
the act as if it were nature's merest football;
now down one side, until the huge bulk was
nearly capsized ; then back again ; then down
the other side once more with the same un-
resisting force ; and so on, up and down, and
down and up, swashing to and fro for hours
before it conies finally to rest. Picture this,

and you will have an image of power not to

be seen by the action of any other force upon
the earth. The disturbance of the water was
inconceivable fine. Wavesof enormous mag-
nitude were rolled up with great violence

against the glacier, covering it with spray

;

billows came tearing down the fiord, their

progress marked by the crackling and crumb-
ling ice, which was everywhere in a state of
the wildest agitation for the space of several

miles. Over the smaller icebergs the water
broke completely, as if a tempest was piling

up the seas and heaving them fiercely against
the shore. Then to add still further to the
commotion thus occasioned, the great, wal-
lowing iceberg, which was the cause of it all,

was dropping fragments from its sides with
each oscillation, the reports of the ruptui-e

reaching the ear above the general din and
clamor.

Other bergs were set in motion by the waves,
and tJiese also dropped pieces from their sides

;

and at last, as if it were the grand finale of

the piece—the clash of cymbals and the big

bass drum of nature's grand orchestra—^a

monstrous berg near the middle of the fiord

split in two ; and, above the sound of break
ing waters and falling ice, this last disruption

filled the air with a peal that rang among the
bergs and crags, and, echoing from hill to hill,

died away only in the void beyond the moun-
tain tops, while, to the noisy tune, the ice

bergs of the fiord danced their wild, ungainly
dance upon the waters. It was many hours
before this state of wild unrest was succeeded
by the calm which had preceded the com-
mencement of it ; and when, at length, the ice-

berg that had been born came quietly to rest,

and the other icebergs had ceased their dance
upon the troubled sea, and the waves had
ceased their lashing, it seemed to me that, in

beholding this birth of an iceberg, I had be-

held one of the most sublime exhibitions of

the great forces of nature. It was, in truth,

a convulsion.

—

Br. Hay's Land of Desolation.

A CHEERFUL GIVER.
" Lay up for yourselves Treasures in Heaven.'

Jesus loves the cheerful giver,

And He surely will reward

:

Whosoever givelh freely,

Only lendeth to the Lord.

THE FRIEND.
THIRD MONTH 14, 1874.

There is a certain kind of knowledge which
is gained by experience alone ; and the acqui-

sition of that experience necessai'ily requires

time and opportunity. Hence the common pro-

verb, that "old heads are not to be looked for

on young shoulders." The lesson this teaches

or should teach is, that those who have jiassed

over the " slippery paths" of youth, owe it as

a duty, to make their experience available for

guiding those who are still in those paths, so

as to assist in guarding them from their many
concealed dangers.

Children are soon sensible, and may be early
taught there are two antagonistic principles
in them

; the one natural, prompting to self-

indulgence and sin ; the other spiritual, re-

straining from wrong-doing, and inciting to

do that which is right. The former, afford-

ing or promising immediate gratification, but
succeeded by discontent if not rem(>rse ; the
latter, requiring the denial of self, but when
obeyed, rewarding with lasting peace. The
one speaks as with the wisdom of Solomon,
" Eejoice, young man, in thy youth, and let

thy heart cheer thee in the days of thy youth
;

and walk in the ways of thy heart, and in the
sight of thine eyes ;" while the other, with a
wisdom greater than Solomon's, utters the
warning voice, " But know thou that for all

these things, God will bring thee into judg-
ment. Therefore remove sorrow from thy
heart, and put away evil from thy flesh ; for

childhood and youth are vanity." This im-
plies the doctrine of rewards and punishment,
necessarily, from the condition of things in

this world, not limited to this life, but reach-
ing forward to the life that is to come.
The religion of Christ represents not only

love, light and saving mercy, but equally the
crucifixion of the evil propensities, safe guid-

ance through the thickly strewed dangers of
existence, and support under afflictions of
every kind. The right enjoyment of all these,

is inseparably connected with obedience to the
measure of Divine Grace which He has be-

stowed on all, in order to bring them salva-

tion. It is, therefore, of vital importance that
the minds of children should be early impress-

ed with these truths, if those who have thfeir

training are sincerel}' concerned they shall

secure the blessing of preservation from evil,

and press towards the mark of christian per-

fection in this life, and the eternal reward of

the righteous in the world to come.
The education of the young, if rightly con-

ducted, must then rest on a solid foundation of

religion and virtue. If it is desired that the after

character, shall approximate to the model ofthe

perfect man portrayed in the New Testament,

there must be clearly recognized and rightly

appreciated, this central governing power of

the Grace of God, to mould the whole man to

the pattern set, by its enlightening, restrain-

ing and transforming influence. The acqui-

sition of knoweledge alone, will by no means
suflice, for it may be used in the cause of evil,

as well as in that of good ; and the strength

it affords, unless controlled by this superna-

tural gift, adds, perhaps, as much to the

enormity of crime, as, under that control, it

contributes to the defense and promotion of

virtue.

Were children taught these cardinal chris-

tian principles, not only by persuasive precept,

but by the more impressive instruction of ex-

ample, they would not be slow to understand

and embrace them, and our seminaries would
become not merely schools for obtaining know-
ledge, but the nurseries of piety. The power-

ful influence of habit would lend its aid in

implanting and applying the principles and
practices which make up the christian chai'-

acter ; and so far from there being a disposi-

tion to shrink from acknowledging our self-

denying religion, teachers and pupils would
rejoice in its exhibition, from the heartfelt

conviction that " The fear of the Lord is the

beginning of wisdom, and to depart from evil

a good understanding."

Thus while the intellect was being developed,
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in the efforts to appropriate the knowledge
embodied in the books of study, it would be

kept healthy and in rightly directed growth,

from the impulse received by obedience to the

Bnpernatural Source of christian morals, and
the investigations and discoveries of science

and philosophy, would be rectified and applied

under the influence of that light which ema-
nates from Him who was with God in the

beginning, and without whom nothing " was
made, that was made."

SUMMAEY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—A dispatch has been received at the War

Office, London, from Sir Garnet Wolseley, dated the

7th ult., saying :
" Coomassie has been captured and

burned. The king has fled. The British troops com-

menced their return march unhindered." Another dis-

patch, dated the 9th ult., says: " Ashantee messengers

have just arrived requesting a treaty of peace. I will

remain with the native troops until the 13th or 14th, to

allow time for negotiations." A transport has arrived

at St. Vincent with the first detachment of troops of the

Ashantee expedition returning to Europe.
Lord Northbrook, Viceroy and Governor General

of India, telegraphs to the Indian Office that it is ex-

pected the government will be obliged to maintain three

millions of people for three months. The expenditures

on account of the famine to the end of the Second
month, are estimated at $7,500,000.

The new British Parliament assembled on the 5th

inst. The opening proceedings in the House of Lords
were formal and uninteresting. In the House of Com-
mons a Conservative member proposed that Brand,

Speaker of the last House, be declared Speaker of the

present House. After eulogistic speeches the motion
was carried by an unanimous vote.

Gladstone was most warmly received by the Liberal

members when he entered the hall and took a seat on
the first opposition bench. The impression that Glad-
stone has declined the active leadership of the opposi-

tion during the coming session is confirmed. The
Marquis of Hartington is mentioned as his probable

The search of the cellars of Parliament buildings,

which has been customary since the gunpowder plot,

was made before the assembling of the Lords and Com-
mons.

It is remarkable that the Lord-Mayor of London, the
Lord-Mayor of Dublin, and the Lord-Provost of Edin-
burgh, have all three been returned to serve in the new
Parliament.

Proceedings are about to be instituted against several
prominent persons on the charge of entering into a
conspiracy to get possession of the Tichborne estate.

Charles Orton has made a confession, which is pub-
lished in the Globe, that the claimant is his own brother.
London, 3rd mo. 9th.— Consols 92. U. S. 5 per

cents, 103}.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 7id. ; Orleans, 8Jd. Bed
western spring wheat, lis. id. a l'2s. per 100 lbs.

The reported capture of Bilboa by the Carlist forces

was premature. At the latest dates it still held out,

and the government was making great efTorts for its

relief. Marshal Serrano had arrived in the vicinity of
the beseiged city. The total number of Eepublican
troops operating against the Carlists in the north of
Spain, is stated to be 65,000. Bilboa is subjected to a
constant bombardment from the Carlist batteries.

A Madrid dispatch says : The aggressive movements
of the Carlists has served to arouse a feeling on the part
of the people to aid the government by all the means
in their power to crush the insurrection. Telegrams
have been received from provincial authorities offering
moral and material support.
The German Federal Council has ordered to be dis-

tributed to the States of the Empire, a further instal-
ment of 42,000,000 dollars of the French indemnity.
A Berlin dispatch says : In the Reichstag the motion

under discussion to deprive the Governor of Alsace of
power to declare a state of siege, Bismarck made
strong speech against the motion. He declared that he
never expected that Alsace would greet our institutions
with applause. Alsace shared the responsibility of the
war. The motion was rejected by a vote of 138 to 76.
At Niederplanitz, near Zwickau, in Saxony, a vast

bed of coal has been burning for over three hundred
years. The ground above this subterranean bed of fire

has become thoroughly warmed by this time, and an
ingenious gardener has utilized it by planting upon it

a large nursery garden. Here he raises tropical plants

of all kinds, with exotic fruits, which flourish with a

vigor and luxuriance in the open air that the best forc-

ing-house could not ensure.

A Paris dispatch of the 6th says : An order has been
issued by the Minister of the Interior, prohibiting the

sale of photographs of Count de Chambord.
In the Assembly, to-day, M. Christophle, Radical,

asked why the government tolerated the Figaro news-
paper, which advised President MacMahon to execute

a coup d'etat, and treated with so much rigor the Dix
Neuvieme Siecle for its remarks in regard to the Presi-

dent of the Assembly.
The Duke de Broglie replied that the Figaro sup-

ported the conservative policy, and had promptly dis-

avowed the objectionable article. In the vote which
followed, the Assembly supported the government by
a vote of 388 to 311.

The French Academy's postponement in the con-

templated reception to Emile Olivier is because he per-

sists in retaining in his inaugural address a eulogy of

Emperor Louis Napoleon.
A Berlin dispatch of the 9th says : The arrest of the

Bishop of Treves last week caused much excitement
among the Catholic population. It was followed to-day

by the forcible closing of the Seminary attached to the

Bishop's See, in accordance with the decrees of the
courts and orders of the government.

Dispatches from General Wolseley were received in

London on the 9th, in which he says : No means were
left untried to effect a peaceful solution of the cam-
paign. The kings palace was not touched till the last

hour, and the troops left Coomassia without one article

of plunder. The streams and marshes were swollen by
rain, impeding the homeward movement of the troops.

Of 34 officers sent out from England, four were killed,

seven wounded, and three died of fever.

United States.—J/isc^itoeous.—The Temperance
agitation which commenced recently in the western
States continues, and in .some places has caused many
of the drinking houses to be closed.

In Philadelphia, New York and other cities, where
intemperance is a great curse, the public attention has
been in measure turned to the need of remedies for the
evil. In Philadelphia the law of 1855 prohibiting the
sale of all intoxicating drinks on the first day of the
week, has for a long time been totally disregarded, the
taverns, liquor saloons, &c., being open as usual, and
the sales on that day being larger than any other. The
number of places where such drinks are sold is very
large, amounting, it is stated, to nearly one for every
hundred inhabitants of the city. In consequence of
earnest representations made to "the Mayor, he issued a
proclamation on the 7th inst., inviting the citizens to

co-operate with the authorities in enforcing the law,
and announcing that orders had been issued to the
police force to aid in bringing violators of its provisions
to justice. On the 8th inst. there was a general observ-
ance of the law, there being no outward indications that
many of the saloon-keepers were violating it as here-
tofore.

In New York city last week there were 488 inter-

ments.
In Philadelphia last week there were 311 interments,

including 53 deaths of consumption and 27 inflamma-
tion of the lungs.

According to the report of the chief engineer of the
Philadelphia water works, there was a daily average of
38,967,667 gallons pumped at all the works throughout
the year 1873. The Fairmount works furnished daily
24,077,029 gallons. The engineer thinks that measures
should be taken immediately for a further enlargement
of the water supply.

The bill which passed the House of Representatives
in relation to the Centennial celebration at Philadel-
phia, met with much opposition in the U. S. Senate.
An amendment instructing the committee on appro-
priations to report an appropriation not exceeding
$3,000,000 towards defraying the expenses of the Ex-
hibition, was rejected by a decided vote. As amended
and referred the bill simply reads :

" Be it enacted, &c..
That the President be requested to extend a respectful
and cordial invitation to the Governors of each one of
the United States to be represented and take part in the
National Exhibition, to be held in Philadelphia under
the auspices of the United States, in the year, 1876."
All references to an International Exposition are omit-
ted, and no aid financially is to be expected from the
government.
During the last six months 259 illicit distilleries have

been suppressed, more than half of which were found
in North Carolina and Tennessee.

Millard Fillmore, ex-President of the United States,
died in Buffalo, N. Y., on the 8th inst., aged 74 years.

Travel on the Central Pacific Railroad has

temporarily suspended by a heavy fall of snow
the 9th inst. the snow in Summit Valley lay U
five feet deep on a level. All the freight trains c

in the snow were of necessity abandoned.
The Markets, &c.—The following were the quot

on the 9th inst. New York.—American gold,

U. S. sixes, 1881, 119 a 119.\ ; ditto, 5-20, 1867, ]

119; ditto, 10-40, 5 per cents, 113. Superfine

$5.75 a $6; State extra, $6.35a J6.55; finer b

$7 a $10.75. No. 1 Chicago spring wheat, $1.58

2 do., $1.53; red western, $1.65 ; amber Penna., S

white Michigan, $1.80. Oats, 63 a 66 cts. W
mixed corn, 85 a 88 cts. for new, 88 a 89 cts. fo

yellow 88 a 89 cts. Philadelphia.—Uplands and
Orleans cotton, 16 a 17 cts. Carolina rice, S a 8

Superfine flour, $5 a $5.50 ; extras, $6 a $6.50

;

brands, #7 a $10.25. Red wheat, $1.60 a S
amber, $1.70 a $1.73; white, $1.78 a $1.85. Rye
94 cts. Yellow corn, 79 a 81 cts. Oats, 5S a 6

Lard, 9}^ a 9} cts. About 2500 beef cattle sold a

Avenue Drove-yard, extra at 7^ a 7J cts. per lb

fair to good, 6 a 7 cts., and common, 4i a 5^ cts. S
sold at 5i a 7| cts. per lb. gross, and hogs at $8
$8.37 per 100 lb. net for corn fed. Baltimore.—

C

white wheat, $1.80; Penna. red, $1.67 a $1.72;
and Indiana, $1.56 ; spring, $1.45 a $1.55. We
mixed corn, 81 a 83 cts.; yellow, 78 a 80 cts. Oai

a 59 cts. Chicago.—Spring extra flour, $5.50 a J
No. 1 spring wheat, $1.24; No. 2 do., $1.2U ; 1

do., $1.16. No. 2 mixed corn, 63 cts. No. 2 oats

cts. Rye, 86 cts. Spring barley, $1.38 a $1.52.

Louis.—No. 2 winter red wheat,, $1-60 ; No. 3 red

$1.48; No. 2 spring, $1.23. Corn,_^60 a 61 cts. 1

oats, 47 cts. No. 2 spring barley, $1.75.

TRACT ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS.
The Annual Meeting of the Tract Associatic

Friends, will be held in the Committee-room of .

Street Meeting-house, on Fourth-day, the 25th ins'

at 8 o'clock, p. M. Friends are cordially invited

present. Edward Maris,
Third month, 1874. Cle

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
A teacher is wanted for the Girls' School on Sev

street, to enter upon her duties in the Ninth mo.
Application may be made to

Charles Ellis, 1734 Chestnut street,

Maria B. Taylor, 631 North Seventh stre(

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CONTRIBUTt
TO THE ASYLUM.

A Stated Annual Meeting of the " Contributor

the Asylum for the Relief of Persons Deprived of

use of their Reason," will be held on Fourth-day,

18th of Third month, 1874, at 3 o'clock, P. M., at i

Street Meeting-house, Philadelphia.

William Bettle, Cler

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
As the stations of Superintendent and Matron of

Institution are expected to be vacated at the close of

Winter Session, in the 4th month next. Friends

may feel drawn to undertake the duties attachet

them, are requested to communicate thereon with ei

of the following named members of the Committee
Nathaniel N. Stokes, Cinnaminson Post-of

Burlington Co., N. J.

Charles Evans, No. 702 Race St., Philadelpli

Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. J.

Rebecca S. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth St., Phili,

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelpk

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wor
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients ma}
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boar
Managers.

Died, in Scipio, Cayuga Co., New York, 2d mo. H
1874, aged 54 years, Ann H. Cook, wife of Natl
Cook, a beloved and consistent member of the Teligi

Society of Friends. Her relatives and friends have
comforting evidence and belief that her end was pe;

, in Camden, N. J., on the 24th of Second mot
1874, Rebecca Lewis, in the ninety-second year of

age, a member of the late Southern District Mont
Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRIN-TEB. '

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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St mo. 6th, 1819. Went to Batavia. In
)lace our conductor and three others were
isoned ten days in last month on a mili-

accouut, in cold weather, where they
red more than confinement.

1. Attended Batavia Meeting; most of

I were of other societies, and not much
ainted with silent waiting. I sat a con-

•able time, and then said : I find it neees-

for me to avoid speaking in this way in

>wn will, and also that my own will does
liuder me when I ought to speak ; and took
aion to show that we should learn to know
luty, and to yield obedience to Divine re-

ng. I put forth my own sheep, said the

i Shepherd, and go before them, and my
p hear my voice, but the voice of a

iger they will not follow. I went on to

7, that if we are His disciples, a disciple

scholar, and if we are His scholars, then
hould learn of Him; learn obedience to

. Ye are my friends, if ye do whatsoever
mmand you. If ye love me, keep my eom-
dments.
tier dining at Isaac Shotwell's, in the
ling, most of the heads of the families of

meeting being present, a good opportu-
took place. I repeated the beforesaid

ence, and told them, I thought much de-

led on them, in regard to the welfare and
perity of their meeting. I felt ability to

(Urage to faithfulness. Much tenderness
jared, and I felt thankfulness for the
r."

fter visiting several other meetings in

itern New York, J. Heald says: "15th.
attended a meeting in a dwelling-house,

.r the home of Caleb Macomber, who re-

d about sixteen miles from Rochester]. It

to me a dull, heavy, exercising time. 1

, To our own Master we must stand or fall

went on to show our accountability to our
ter ; that it was better for us to be severe

censorious with ourselves than others

. it would tend more to our true interest,

love would be more our feeling, if we
e more disposed to forgive injuries. Who
;hou that accusest another's servant to his

ter ? Friends, we profess to believe in a

principle of light and truth and grace, which
condemns us in ourselves for wrong doing,

and in doing right we feel no condemnation
;

but profession is one thing, and possession is

another. Each [should be] intent on attend-

ing to his own business, and more exact with

himself than others, knowing that to our own
Master we must either stand or fall. If in

preaching, we are condemned for it in our-

selves, or in withholding we are condemned,

to our own Master we are accountable, and

must every one receive our own reward for

our own work. William Hubbard, I after-

wards understood, was at this meeting, he

who wrote what he called the errors of the

Quakers.
21st. The day .after Farmington Quarterly

Meeting, was a great meeting for worship,

and I thought eminently favored, and in a

distinguished manner overshadowed with

Heavenly regard. In the forepart my feel-

ngs were much tried, but in the latter part,

and while dear Phebe Field was bearing tes-

timony, I sat and comfortably partook of the

repast, as she with demonstrative clearness

and good language, held out the invitation to

join in to help support the glorious cause,

dignified with the crown of immortality. O!
how precious was the season. JSTear the close

I felt it to be my duty to add a little in con-

firmation, and to bind or rivet the testimony.

She then entered into supplication, and thus

sweetly ended this favored meeting.

28th. At Scipio Monthly Meeting, in which
1 delivered a testimony, expressing a fear I

felt, that some were in danger of falling into

disgrace, and piercing themselves through

with many sorrows, and bringing reproach

on the precious cause ; and that the deviation

began in a secret indulgence in wrong prac-

tices. O ! the effects of wrong indulgence.

We lodged at Joseph Tallcot's.

29th. Attended North Scipio Meeting, held

at Charles Gifford's. I soon felt my mind
turned to a remembrance of Pharaoh's butler.

I stood up and said, 'I this day remember my
faults;' and referred to Joseph who was sold

into Egypt ; and in tracing the account several

instructive statements presented,—as his obe-

dience when sent, the effect of resentment in

his brethren, and his faithfulness in resisting

temptation after he was sold into servitude.

When we remember our faults, they afford us

no real satisfaction, but contrariwise a certain

secret dissatisfaction. I had a lengthy labor,

but got through in a way to increase the at-

tention of some who needed to be stirred up.

There is an expectation in the reprover, that

such as are reproved are capable of amending

;

that they are worthy of notice, and not aban-

doned. I believe it is a wrong idea in some
who take ott'ence at rebuke, as if what was
aimed at was degrading them and making
their character odious. This seems to me to

be taking the dark and unfavorable side to

view. If they would consider it as a mark of

attention and regard, and lend an ear to hear.

if the reprover be a wise one, what a benefit

would be gained ; for the reproofs of instruc-

tion are the wayJto life. I was favored to

bring divers important views before the peo-

ple, and the minds of many were brought to

a solemn cj^uiet.

2nd mo. 2nd. Went to Hector. My com-
panion had eaten nothing after meeting at

Salmon Creek [the day before] until he left

me and went back to see a friend. I doubted
the propriety of his going back, but he was
resolute to go as well as not to eat, which
caused unpleasant sensations to those we were
among ; and I have had some sensations not
pleasant, since parting with him. as well aa

before, when thinking he refused to take ad-

vice, but would take his own way.
.3rd. A considerable meeting assembled. I

felt destitute, my companion awaj-, and try-

ing sensations occurred ; but I endeavored to

be quiet, and in a while I felt a renewal of

strength to bear testimony to the all-suffi-

ciency of grace and Truth. My mind was
enabled to rise above the discouragements and
depressions, and I acknowledged the favor

with thankfulness. The minds of the people
seemed to be settled and solemnized, and a

ng of tenderness was, I believed, wit-

7th. Went to Sempronius and attended
their meeting, being First-day. The house was
not large enough, and but few were Friends.

After some time I found my way to engage
in testimony, and I entered on it with fear,

and earnest desire for preservation ; but I was
favored in it to my humble admiration, and
many felt the weight. It was a time of re-

membering favors ; for I showed how some
endured great trials that wo are exempt from,

to have a conscience void of offence toward
God ; and compared their privations with our
favored privileges and enjoyments. How easy

we are while thus favored, as if our own peace

was of less importance to us than theirs to

them. O! how I am filled with love to the

people, but O ! how kind the Heavenly Father
is to supply this love.

8th. Having Job Kenyon for a conductor,

we rode to De Euyter to IBenjamin Mitchell's.

9th. I have walked the floor in silent and pen-

sive thinking on the present situation I am
in, waiting a day for the people to tell one
another that we are come and want to see

them, and thinking too how poor a creature

I am, and how weak an instrument, and
whether I might not have saved a little time

by pressing on ; and in the present (jase, by
having a meeting to-day. O ! the working of

the mind, and especially when deeply trying

exercise is drawing on renewedly to labor

through. How shall expression bring to view
the ideas that now and many other times press

upon my mind. O Lord, thou knowest my
heart, thou knowest I desire to serve thee,

thou knowest how weak my capacity is, and
how limited, how small, my abilities are to

be engaged in so great a work. Thou hast
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seen meet to tiy and humble me too, and now
be pleased to be with me through the deeps,

if through the deeps be the way for me to go.

Eemember in gracious kindness, if it please

thee, my beloved wife, whom thou knowest
that I love, and soothe her sad forebodings,

and comfort her with the incomes of thy kind-

ness and love. And O be pleased to bear up
her mind and save it from sinking in discour-

agement. Be pleased graciously to watch over

my dear children for good. Ah thou knowest
how often the secret breathing prayer of my
heart has been to thee for them. But in order

to be given up to follow thee, I have left these

dear objects of my love, and thou knowest the

feeling of my tried mind on their account."

Of the meeting held at De Euyter the fol-

lowing day, J. Ilcald remarks, that he thought
it an instructive opportunity.

CTo be continaed.3

Animal Character.

(Continued from page 236.)

THE CAT.

One evening before dinner-time the present
writer had occasion to go into a dining-room
where the cloth was already laid, the glasses

all in their places on the sideboard and table,

and the lamp and candles lighted. A cat,

which was a favorite in the house, finding the
door ajar, entered softly after me, and began
to make a little exploration after his manner.
I have a fancy for watching animals when
they think they are not observed, so I affected

to be entirely absorbed in the occupation
which detained me there, but took note of the
cat's proceedings without in any way inter

rupting them. The first thing ho did was to
jump upon a chair, and thence upon the side
board. There was a good deal of glass and
plate upon that piece of furniture, but noth
ing as yet which, in the cat's opinion, was
worth purloining: so he brought all his paws
together on the very edge of the board, the
two forepaws in the middle, the others on
both sides, and sat balancing himself in that
attitude for a minute or two, whilst he con-
templated the long glittering vista of the table.
As yet there was not an atom of anything
eatable upon it, but the cat probably thought
he might as well ascertain whether this were
so or not by a closer inspection, for with a
single spring he cleared the abyss and alighted
noiselessly on the table-cloth. He walked all

over it and loft no trace ; he passed amongst
the slender glasses, fragile-stemmed, like air-

bubbles cut in half and balanced on spears of
ice

;
yet he disturbed nothing, broke nothing,

anywhere. When his inspection was over he
slipped out of sight, having been pei-fectly in-

audible from the beginning, so that a blind
person could onlj^ have suspected his visit by
that mysterious sense which makes the blind
aware of the presence of another creature.

This little scene reveals one remarkable
characteristic of the feline nature, the innate
and exquisite refinement of its behavior. It
would be infinitely diflicult, probably even im-
possible, to communicate a delicacy of this
kind to any animal by teaching. The cat is

a creature of the most refined and subtle per-
ceptions naturally. Why should she tread so
carefully ? It is not from fear of offending
her master and incurring punishment, but be-
cause to do so is in conformity with her own
ideal of behavior ; exactly as a lady would
feel vexed with herself if she broke anything
in her .own drawing-room, though no one

wouldwould blame her maladresse and
never feel the loss.

The contrast in this respect between cats

and other animals is very striking. I will not

wrong the noble canine nature so far as to

say that it has no delicacy, but its delicacy is

not of this kind, not in actual touch, as the

cat's is. The motions of the cat, being always
governed by the most refined sense of touch
in the animal world, are typical in quite a per
feet way of what we call tact in the human
world. And as a man who has tact exercises

it on all occasions for his own satisfaction

even when there is no positive need for it, so

a cat will walk daintily and observantly
everywhere, whether amongst the glasses on
a dinner-table or the rubbish in a farm-yard

The quality of extreme caution, which
makes the cat avoid obstacles that a dog
would dash through without a thought, makes
her at the same time somewhat reserved and
suspicious in all the relations of her life. If

a cat has been allowed to run half-wild this

suspicion can never be overcome. There was
a numerous population of cats in this half-

wild state for some years in the garrets of my
house. Some of these wore exceedingly fine,

handsome animals, and I very much wished
to get them into the rooms we inhabited, and
so domesticate them ; but all m}' blandish-

ments were useless. The nearest approach
to success was in the case of a superb white-

and-black animal, who, at last, would come to

me occasionally, and permit me to caress his

head, because I scratched him behind the ears.

Encouraged by this measure of confidence, I

went so far on one occasion as to lift him a
few inches from the ground : on which he be-

haved himself ver}^ much like a wild cat just

trapped in the woods, and for some days after

it was impossible even to get near him. He
never came down stairs in a regular way, but
communicated with the outer world by means
of roofs and trees, like the other untameable
creatures in the garrets. On returning home
after an absence I sought him vainly, and
have never encountered him since.

All who have written upon cats are unani-
mous in the opinion that their caressing ways
bear reference simply to themselves. My cat
loves the dog and horse exactly with the
tender sentiment we have for foot-warmers
and railway rugs during a journey in the
depth of winter, nor have I ever been able
to detect any worthier feeling towards his

master. Ladies are often fond of cats, and
pleasantly encourage the illusion that they
are affectionate; it is said too that very intel-

lectual men have often a liking for the same
animal. In both these cases the attachment
seems to be due more to certain other quali-

ties of the cat than to any strength of senti-

ment on his part. Of all animals that we can
have in a room with us, the cat is the least

disturbing. Dogs bring so much dirt into

houses that many ladies have a positive horror
of them ; squirrels leap about in a manner
highly dangerous to the ornaments of a draw-
ing-i-oom; whilst monkeys are so incorrigibly
mischievous that it is impossible to tolerate
them, notwithstanding the nearness of the
relationship. But you may have a cat in the
room with you without anxiety about any-
thing except eatables. He will rob a dish if

he can get at it, but he will not, except by
the rarest accident, displace a sheet of paper
or upset an inkstand. The presence of a cat
is positively soothing to a student, as the pre-

sence of a quiet nurse is soothing to the ii

bility of an invalid. It is agreeable tc

that you are not absolutely alone, and it s

to you, as you work, as if the cat took
that all her movements should be noisi

purely out of consideration for your com
Then, if you have time to caress her,

know that there will be purring respo
and why inquire too closely into the sine

of her gratitude ?

All other animals are stiff in compa:
with the felines, all other animals have
tinctly bodies supported by legs, remio
one of the primitive toy-maker's concej

of a quadruped, a cylinder on four sticks,

a neck and head at one end and a tail a

other. But the cat no more recalls this

anatomy than does a serpent. From the

of his whiskers to the extremities of tail

claws he is so much living india-rubber,

never thinks of muscles and bones whilst!
ing at him, but only of the reserved ele

life that lies waiting under the softness o
fur. What bursts of energy the creatu
capable of! I once shut up a half-wild c

a room and he flew about like a fright

bird, or like leaves caught in a whirl?
He dashed against the window-panes
sudden hail, ran up the walls like arr(

water, and flung himself everywhere
such rapidity that he filled as much sj

and filled it almost as dangerously, as tw
flashing swords. And 3'et this incredibly
energy is in the creature's quiet habit
dued with an exquisite moderation. Thi
always uses precisely the necessary
other animals roughly employ what strei

they happen to possess without refercuc

the small occasion. One day I watchc
young cat playing with a daffodil. She
on her hind-legs and patted the flower
her paws, first with one paw and then
the other, making the light yellow bell s

from side to side, yet not injui'ing a pete

a stamen. She took a delight, evidentl;

the very delicacy of the exercise, where
dog or a horse has no enjoj'ment of deli(

in his own movements, but acts strongl}' w
he is strong, without calculating whether
force used may not be in great part su

fluous.

Cats have the advantage of beinj^

highly connected, since the king of beas
their blood-relation, and it is certain th

good deal of the interest we take in the
due to this august relationship. What
merlin or the sparrow-hawk is to the
eagle, the cat is to the great felines of
tropics. The difference between a dome
cat and a tiger is scarcely wider than
which separates a miniature pet dog fro

bloodhound. It is becoming to the di_

of an African prince, like Theodore of Ai
sinia, to have lions for his household

j
The true grandeur and majesty of a bi

man are i-arely seen in such visible suprem
as when he sits surrounded b3^ these terr

creatures, he in his fearlessness, they in t

awe ; he in his defenceless weakness, t

with that mighty strength which they e

not use against him. One of my friends,

tinguished alike in literature and science,

not at all the sort of person, apparently
command respect from brutes who car
estimate intellectual greatness, had one
an interesting conversation with a lion-tat

which ended in a still more interesting
periment. The lion-tamer affirmed that tl
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10 secretin his profession, thaireal cbur-

vlone was necessary, and that any one

had the genuine gift of courage could

r enter the cage along with him. " For

pie, you yourself, sir," added the liou-

r, "if you have the sort of courage I

, may go into the cage with mo when-

you like." On this my friend, who has

3 intellectual coolness and unbounded

tific curiosity, willingly accepted the otfcr,

)aid a visit to their majesties the lions in

)rivacy of their own apartment. They
ved him with the politeness due to a

3 man, and after an agreeable interview

?eral minutes he backed out of the royal

nee with the gratified feelings of a gentl

who has just been presented at court.

For "The Friend.'

Memoirs and Letters of Sarah Hillman.

(Continued from page 229.)

To her Mother and Sisters.

" Baltimore, 10th mo. 1835

sar mother and Sisters,—We arrived here

out accident about half past three p. u
jgh at French Town just as the cars

ped, having reached their destination, the

el of the one next to ours came off. Had
»een going on rapidly as usual, it is likely

ould have been attended with much dan-

Thus we were cared for.

ttended this morning the first sitting of

Tearly Meeting of Ministers and Elders,

little companj' of Friends met, came to-

3r, I believe, under an humbling sense of

stripped and peeled condition ;
and like

multitude that was fed by the blessed Ee-

ner with very small provision, they were

istered unto by His command, I trust,

'Se comforting presence seemed, on taking

seats, to be with us, mercifully sustaining

poor, little, humble, trembling disciples,

t
fulfilling to them His ever gracious pro-

b : ' Lo ! I am with you always, even to the

I of the world.' My heart felt much, but

bout relief.

'ruly there are few of the trees of the

•d's forest left here, so that a little child

Y write them. Yet if there be but a ' few

ries on the top of some of the outmost

fghs,' that same blessed, heavenly Shepherd

b, through the mouth of His prophet said,

Ivineyard of red wine ;
I the Lord do keep

: will water it every moment: lest any hurt

i will keep it night and day,' is very near

bless it, yea, to strengthen the little that

aains that it die not. May He bless and

isper His own work, saith my soul.

iVith dear love to you all, and to all en-

'ring friends, your affectionate

Sarah Hillman."

To her Mother.

"Salem, 5th mo. 31st, 1837.

Dear Mother,—We* arrived here, Clayton

istar's, last eve about half past seven ;
hav-

r attended Woodbury Monthly Meeting on

r way down. It was vei-y small, but I was

xd to be at it. Not that there was an

ounding, but a feeling of Divine mercy

ar to gather and strengthen still to trust

our ever-present Helper. Friends seemed

sased and thankful for even such a poor

sit. Anne Tatum at whose house we lodged

sired her love to you. She was truly sym
.thizing. We dined to-day at J. Whitall's.

* S. H. had for companion in this visit, Mar/ W.

6th mo. 1st. This morning I feel sweetly

efrcshcd under a belief that as I have not

_ntered into this warfare on my own charges.

He who knows the sacrifice, becau.so Himself

prepared it, will condescend to be with and

keep me ; be mouth and wisdom, tongue and

utterance ;
and bring me back in peace.

Dear Clayton and^Martha Wistar seem dis-

posed to do all they can to further the work.

We pui-pose dining after meeting at E. AY.

Miller's, and then proceed to Greenwich this

evenino-. Wc may perhaps visit five families

betweeli here and there on our return.

It is truly no light matter to stand as

ambassadress for Christ : to be entrusted with

any measure of a gift of the ministry or wor

of reconciliation ;
and while I desire mercy to

be found faithful, I crave to be preserved from

saying one word more than is required, in any

shape or in any place. I cannot do less than

believe that every step taken in simple faith,

tends to strengthen in the christian race, and

adds a little to the preparation and meteness

to associate with the spirits of the redeemed

in our Heavenly Father's kingdom.

Mayest thou, my dear mother, be sustained

in my absence by the Great Shepherd and

Bishop of souls ;
and that my very dear sisters

may be increased in heavenly treasure, and

preserved in quiet peace and in health, is the

ncere desire of yours in the bonds of the

S. Hillman.

It;

ipovei

To her Mother.

"Salem, 6th mo. 4th, 1837. child ;

Dear Mother, * * * I think I can say

to the praise of His grace, who never faileth

those who trust in Him, that thus far my
divine Lord and Master has been with me

and strengthened me. There is here a pre-

1

cious little company, who are, I believe, 'pre-

ferring Jerusalem to their chief joy.' And

under discouragements from the many weak-

nesses of flesh and spirit, are endeavoring to

follow on to know Him, who hath loved them

and so marvellously delivered them in days

that are passed, when the blast of the terrible

one beat as a storm against their wall, and

when they found in Him a sanctuary. To

these my heart is united in the bonds of the

gospel. . . .

We attended the meetings as anticipated in

the last letter. Lodged at John Sheppard^s
;

and had a very precious season in his family

before parting. Then rode to Allowaystown

where we visited J. and W. F. Reese's faini

lies and one or two others. We proceeded

yesterday in the engagement allotted us here,

in fearfulness and trembling ; and after meet-

in o- to-day expect to visit two or three fami-

ne's ;
desiring to get through as soon as may

be without improperly making haste
;
but

above all desire so to attend to the directions

of our Almighty Helper as to return m peace,

feeling the answer in our hearts of having

done the little we could.

In C. and M. Wistar I find not only truly

kind, but truly sympathizing friends and

helpers Martha mentioned in the Monthly

Meeting her willingness to join in the work,

such was her unity with it; and her dear hus-

band not less devoted, has given up himselt

to o-o and take us. Thus banded we travel on

harmoniously together. Not, it is true, with

out descending into the deeps again and again,

causing mo to" feel what I am, and what I am

think we might adopt the language of the

poor woman who, when enquired of if she

lacked any thing, at once responded, 'Noth-

ing, Lord.' May our hearts praise Him; for

truly, ' I was brought low and he helped me.'

At evening, after the service of the day is

over, I have enjoyed a little the beauties of

the country around me ; a picture which my
dear sisters would relish very much. The

flowers are abundant; and my ears are en-

gaged very early in the morning with the

notes of the many birds, chanting as it were

their songs of praise to their great Creator.

* * * The day of sifting, and trial

of the foundation upon which we have been

building has come, and is coming ; and none

but those who are buildcd upon the Rock, the

chief cornerstone elect and precious, can

stand. Every mans' work will be tried as by

fire. May we each then be engaged to repair

to this foundation. Let us be willing to come

under the operation of the sword of the Spirit,

which is all-powerful in dividing between the

precious and the vile, and is a discerner of the

thoughts and intents of the heart; that thus

we rnay be prepared to ' discern between the

rio-hteous and the wicked ; between him that

serveth God, and him that serveth him not.'

May the Lord in his mercy enable us to stand

in this evil day, and having done all to stand.

That when the awful, undeniable niessenger

comes, we may be found ready, having oil in

our lamps, and they trimmed and burning.

With love, your affectionate, tribulated

S. Hillman.'

Prepare for Spring,

good rule, and applicable to all men,

„hatever may be their occupation or pursuit

n life, to take a retrospective glance, at each

closing year, in order to avoid in the future,

if it be^possible, errors ofjudgment and defects

in practice. Let us carefully review the past

year and detect, if we can, the origin of failures

—for failures will occur—and also trace the

causes of success. The farmer who is con-

tent to give the past the go-by, and makes no

effort to profit by the experience it affords

will make slow progress in his art. He will

always be behind-hand at seed-time and har-

vest ; the season of active labor will find hi--

ished; while his more thoughtful

not. Through mercy strength for the day

has been aDDortioned to the service ;
and i

has been apportioned

neighbor will get along without vexation or

delay. ^ ,

With the latter every necessary want has

been anticipated ;
the opening spring finds his

implements and machinery in order, the work-

ino- stock well cared for and properly prepared

for the toil which awaits them. There is

usually a great deal of weather during Feb-

ruary and March when out door work cannot

be done, and all bad days can be spent to good

advantage in the shop in finishing up some of

the innumerable little jobs which m summer

were deferred until winter. Repair and oil

harness, and get any new that is wanted ;
see

that the lines, traces, &c., are in good order.

Form some idea of the number of teams to be

worked, and have harness Veady for all. Ex-

amine plows carefully, and replace any broken

or weak parts, tighten the nuts well, and then

o-ive the plow a good painting. Nothing pays

so well as to keep plows, harrows, reapers,

wao-ons, and all implements which are ex-

posed to the weather at times, well painted.

One day's work at painting during each winter
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will save many a dollar in the course of a few
years.

If you need a new reaper, order it now and
set it up, and see that it is all right and ready
for work.

If any new tools are needed it will pay to
buy early, as you generally get a better article,

and then there will be no difficulty in getting
a handsome discount. None but the very best
tools should be used ; they may cost more at
first, but the saving of muscle, to say nothing
about their durability and the difference in
the work done, will soon pay for them. Oil
the handles of all the small tools, such as hoes
forks, rakes, &c., with linseed oil ; it will pre-
vent the wood from shrinking, and the more
they are used the smoother they will get.
Just here let me say that if the mold-board of
plows, and the parts of all other tools that
need to be kept bright, are coated with lin-
seed oil as soon as the season's work is over,
they will be in good order when wanted for
work again. Get the seeds to be used on the
farm ready. Don't wait until planting and
sowing time to make your selection ; or, if the
seeds are to be obtained from a distance order
them at once.

Now is the time to get a supply of wood
for the balance of the winter, and be sure to
get enough to last all next summer and fall. I

Have it cut ready for use, and corded up so itl
will keep dry. You will find such a woodpile
a great convenience in hot weather when you I

are busy with work. Make gates for every
place on the farm where they are needed, and
don't have any tumbledown affairs, but make
good gates and hang them all, so they may
be opened easily. Eepair all the old fences,
and make new ones if needed. There is a
great deal of straw and other things wasted
which would make good manure, and our land
can never be made too rich. Have you an
orchard containing good varieties of fruit
from the earliest to the latest? If not, don't
let another season pass without planting a
good selection of apricots, cherries, peaches
plums, quinces, pears, and, best of all, have a
number of different varieties of apples, so you
will never be without them. Of course, every
body plants grapes, raspberries . and straw-
berries. They require so little attention, if
rightly managed, and reward us so well for
the labor bestowed on them, that no one
should be without them.'
The different things that should be attend

ed to are not too numerous to mention. It is

a good plan to" have a pencil and paper it
your pocket, and whenever you think of any.
thing you want write it down at once. This
will assist you very much in getting the little
things about the place attended to in o-ood
time. Your memoranda will be good to refer
to in bad weather, and will remind you ofwork in the shop. There is nothing helps a
farmer along with his work so well as to have
everything ready, so that when planting time
comes ho has nothing to do but plant and take
care of his crops. Everything seems to work
so nicely

;
there is no vexation or hurry about

the work
;

all is (Jone at the right time: the
crops grow better and there is a wonderful
difference in the amount reahzed for the labor
of the season. We all know that the farmer
works hard for the money he gets- but -^

there were more management, and thino-g
were done at the right time and in the right
way, our farmers would make a great deal
more mocey and make it eaeier.—Rural World

IS THIS THE WAY?
Ho ! Christian pilgrim, ho ! and tell,

Is this the way to Zion's hill ?

I long to find the .shining road.
That leads to glory and to God,
But fear my 'wildered feet do stray
In sin's deceitful, devions way

;

O, if I'm lost, what shall I do?
Then tell me, pilgrim, tell me true.

I love in Kedar's tents to dwell,
I love the courts of pleasure well

;

But God's own fury drove me thence,
I started but I knew not whence.
'Twas on a dark and dreadful track.
The burd^ .still upon my back

;

No stop—no stay, for death was there,
But onward, on, in black despair.

1^0 certain way was in ray range.
But many, wild, divergent, strange

;

The thorns would pierce my bleeding feet,
My strength be overcome with heat,)
Till weary, fainting, I did cry :

'' Save me, O Lord, or else I die !"

'Twas then I heard one sweetly say,
"Come unto me, I am the way."

Methought it was my Saviour's voice
Bidding my weary wandering cease

;A sweet repose—a holy calm
Came o'er me like delicious balm.
Tiiat is God's promised rest, I cried,
I'll pitch my tent and here abide,!
On Pisgah's raptured mount will stand
And gaze into the promised land.

I fondly dreamed my conflicts done,
Bnt ah ! the race was to be won

;

And as toward the goal I hied,
" Eternal good for me," I cried.
I thought I never more should stray
From out the peaceful, narrow way

;

But ah ! I blush with shame to tell

How oft I wandered—oft I fell.

'Tis true I sometimes catch a view
Of Calvary's hill, and glory too

;

But dubious clouds will intervene

—

A veil still darkly hangs between,
A dread enwraps me like a pall
Lest I knew not the way at all

—

Lest I but idly, vainly dream,
The victim of a fevered brain.

Pilgrim, I am lone and chill,
Is this the way to Zion's hill ?
Wilt thou not hold thy lamp on high,
Till I the heavenly road descry?
1 fear lest I mistake the track.
But cannot, dare not turn me back

;

Is this the way thou dost pursue?
Say, Pilgrim, is it thus with you ?

THE TREE.
"""'"''

I love thee when thy swelling buds appear.
And one by one their tender leaves unfold.
As if they knew that warmer suns were near,
Kor longer sought to hide from winter's cold'-
And when with darker growth thy leaves are seen
J o veil from view the early robin's nest,
I love to lie beneath thy waving screen.
With limbs by summer's heat and toil oppressed •

And when the autumn winds have stript thee bare
And round thee lies the smooth untrodden snow
When naught is thine that made thee once so fair
I love to watch thv .shadowy form below

'

And through thy leafless arms to look above
On stars that brighter beam when most we need their

love.

For "The Friend."

Farmers' Granges.

These associations have spread with won
dertiil rapidity over the land, and the number

is now very great. In the
of their members
Western States, where they orfginated, their
attention was at first especially turned to the
question of cheap railroad freights, a question
of great importance to those farmers who have
to send their produce a long distance to mar-

ket.' In the Eastern States, the pric
advantage claimed for them, is that of sa
ing their members with machinery and
merchandize at a cheaper rate than it C!

procured through the ordinary channels
regard to a few articles, this is possible
when we reflect that the margin of prol
most things that are bought and sold is

the average more than a moderate inter
the cajjital invested, and a fair compen,
for the labor bestowed by the merchant
evident that the inflated hopes of the
hers of the Grange cannot be realized, in
large measure. Inevitable disappointi
awaits them.

It is with regret that the writer h..,
informed that several of the members oj
Society of Friends have joined the.se ass
tions. However innocent their mojjves
it is inconsistent with their religious pr
sion to become members of a secret orgai
tion, and they are in danger of finding tl

selves gradually led into things which
did not at first anticipate, and which will
their usefulness in the church, and ex
them to temptations, which it would be
for them to avoid.

In a recent number of the Herald of T,
a paper published by the Mennonites in
diana, is an article on this subject, war;
their members against joining themselve
these societies. The following extracts f

it will show the reasons adduced therefor,
may well cause some of our own membei
reflect seriously before taking such a stej

" The reason why our brethren should 1

no part with the Granges is simply 1. Be
t is a secret organization, and that wh
good need not be hid, nor kept secret. 2
promises or oaths required of them are i

sistent with the doctrines of Christ. See

:

V. 3.3, 38. 3. In uniting with the organ
tion we enter into a league with a promiscu
class of men, believers and unbelieve:
who swear, and drink, and whose lives ar
no way governed by the principles of reli«

(We do not say that all men who join
Granges are bad men ; but that there
enough men of this character among them
oiiecan doubtfor a moment) and such a un
with all kinds of irreligious men, is stric
forbidden, for the christian must have no ci

munion with the unfruitful works of darkn
4. Now these organizations by exciting pul
opinion, holding excitable public meetir
lead step by step to actions, and means wh
are unbecoming to a non-resistant followe:
Christ

; they are led by men who use mc
suasion as long as moral suasion will accc
plish their purpose; but when this fails otl
means will be resorted to, and in this, a c.

scientious follower of Jesus will be led to bri
reproach upon the name of Jesus and cans,
to be evil spoken of.

These organizations as a matter of coui
are laboring to raise public sentiment agai;
railroad companies and speculators, and wh
fully organized and established, the princii
means will be political influence. Candida
for office must be members of Granges,
members of the society must vote for th«
chosen candidates, and in the legislative
semblies these must make their influence f
by adopting measures favorable to the obj<
of the associations. Thus the present Grant
are only laying the foundation of a schemi
political party, similar to several parties
hke character which have existed in yes
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by in tho country; and where is the present, and to come and has often seen meet

le follower of Jesus that can keep his] to try and prove _ those ^He^ loves, to_ keep
able follower

science void of offence under the inituence

nd in confidential union with such parties !

For these reasons we hold that our brelh-

should not unite with these organizations,

also because our Conferences have passed

Dlutions against them. Let us indeed be

ght in the world, and not a stumbhng-

;k in the chui-ch."

Che following letter of Samuel Neale to

wealthy and prominent Friend in Philadel-

a, was written shortly after his return from

eligious visit to this country. The counsel

ich it conveys appears worthy of being

ived at this day.

" Glanmise, the 7th of the 10th mo., 177.3.

Beloved Friend :—My mind is often lookin

wards your land, with a grateful remem-

mce of its inhabitants, and hope that a

aple will be raised up from amongst the

lUitudes resorting thither, that will repair

the ensign of the Lamb set up in Zion.

Dur people have been much favored with the

ngof Light; the Fountain of everlasting

ndness has sent forth its streams immedi-

and instrumentally to enrich and build

I, but it has been too little attended to; much

lins and care have been dispensed by the

epherd of Israel, to preserve and protect

8 visited ;
and if they will not have Him to

lie over them. He will send his call and love

lother way, to gather out of the highway

id hedges, to bring a people to the know-

dge of Him and His beloved Son, that will

and in tho gap, repair the breaches, and

reclaim the day of the Lord. And though

irael will not be gathered, yet will He be

lorious by the manifestation of his own
;rength and power in a people who are now

them unto tho end in faith, in greenness

fidelity, in hospitality and good works, that

they may lay hold on eternal life
;
and if thou

would permit mo to drop a hint, which 1

think I have seen in the opening of the door

of light and intelligence, and which my love

for thee and thine emboldens mo to drop

—

which is, that abounding worldly riches has

made many bankrupts, if I may use the term

in religion ; it has buoyed them up in an ele-

vated state above the lowly seed, and they

have floated in the spirit of the world like a

ship without an anchor; and have been tossed

as from one novelty to another which I com-

pare to rocks, until they have been cast away

as in the dead sea of formal worship and

ease,—very little regardful of the inquiry

approaching, what hast thou done with the

talent ? And if this does not always happen,

in the immediate possessor, it frequently does

in the successor, who steps into fulness and

worldly glory, as at one step, by which they

are raised as with a torrent from the little

footing they had, and are swept into the great

and devouring channel that leads to myste-

ry Babylon, and there sup of the golden cup

that stupefies and keeps in bondage. This

beloved friend, I have seen many instances of

in many, very many, in our Society ;
and what

has been, may be, and a word to the wise may

suffice. I love thy children ;
I believe they

will be tried with one of the greatest trials,

worldly riches, and I ardently desire they

may be blessed with wisdom and stability to

stem the current that has carried so many by

its rapid course into ease and forgetfulness oi

the Lord^s doings fortheir progenitors. There

is nothing more ornamental than the iruth,

it is the strength, riches and wisdom of men,

and as we live in it, we are led to feel the

'^^^^'''''f'-^'^''^:^^^^^^^^

avebcen made partakers of theDivinoLight,

nd powers of the world to come, should lose

lie enjoyment, by adhering to visible glory,

nd things that will not profit in the Lord,

ut scatter from the Lord's inheritance in

ime and in eternity ? 1 fear the inundation

f temporal prosperity amongst the profes-

ors of the blessed Truth, will turn them from

,he pursuit of discipleship, vitiate their relish

sbr Divine worship, and urge many to rest in

jhe shell of barren profession : and though

:mch may cut a figure'among men, yet they

ire destitute of a foundation ;
when trial

jomes their works will be burnt up, and

mourning, lamentation and woe will be their

portion: but how beautiful will be the foot-

steps of those, who with good Joshua can say,

!'let others do as they will, as for me and my
iiouse we will serve the Lord.' I believe, dear

friend, thy desires often run in that channel,

and though Heaven has blessed thee vari-

lOus ways in the enjoyment of temporal feh-

city thou hast often felt the disappointment

and'trial attending the mortal state and the

pilo-rimage through time, [which are] per-

haps permitted in the wisdom of Him that is

nnsearchable.'to balance through the surges

and tossings that are to be met with
;
to be

as ballast in the midst of the great ocean, that

the vessel may get safe to port. I have and

do sympathize with thee, and thy beloved

honorable partner, in what you have met with

towards the evening of your day: which i

hands of those whom the Lord has anointed

for His work and service, and be as a prop

unto them in emergencies, when adversity

hano-3 over them as a cloud ;—then the virtu-

ous ^rich man may arise as a strong man as

a bridegroom coming out of his chamber,

shelter such, be as bread and clo hmg to such,

and build them up when almost broken down,

or ready to fall. Some such may be eaid to

be imprisoned, incapable of service, and the

seed imprisoned in them. Visiting such and

administering to them, is like visiting the

sick, clothing the naked, feeding the hungry,

giving drink to tho thirsty, and feet_ to the

lamefand may multiply the blessing in such

a manner upon his house, that an increase a

hundred fold may be added.
.

I would not throw out any hint that friend-

ship does not authorize, and a Christian near-

ness dictate, but will just add, where much is

given much is required ;
and earnestly desire,

that peace and prosperity in every sense may

attend thee and thine, and that you may bo

honorable as your predecessors m the church

militant, and relinquish the world in the part-

ing moment, with the rising prospect in the

viSion of faith that immortality and^ glory

await you forever. *
,

,.'^
,

„'^.
,

'

Thy affectionate and obliged triend,

Samuel Neale.

To mourn without measure is folly, not to

Science in the Collage.

Under tho title of " Where there's a Will

there's a Way ; or Science in the Cottage."

James Cash has furnished us with a most in-

teresting account of the labors of several

naturalists in humble life, not exactly un-

known to fame, but known only in the inner

ranks of science. Naturally of a retiring dis-

position, and precluded by their social posi-

tion from taking their rightful status in the

world of science, the lives of those men, and

n their very names, are unknown to thou-

ds who have proBted by their labors.

Nearly all of them workingmen in the true

sense of tho term, laboring hard for the sup-

port of their flimilies, they are examples of

what can be done by indomitable energy and

perseverance. These naturalists had none of

the leisure which easy circumstances affords,

and which renders the pursuit of knowledge,

comparatively so easy; they studied science

while fighting in many cases a hard battle tor

life.

George Caley, one of the most zealous ot

the Lancashire botanists of the early part of

the century, was the son of a Yorkshire horse-

dealer who had settled near Manchester. He
.ieems to have had a longer term of schooling

than most of his contemporaries, but still at

early age was doing the drudgery of the

farm. The quackery and ignorance of the

local farriers did not escape his notice, being

the business of his father, and an odd volume

of farriery which he studied seems to have led

to his botanical researches, which first com-

menced in his looking for the useful plants

mentioned in the book. Having acquired a

knowledge ofthe plants of his district—though

not a systematic knowledge—he came into

possession of Dr. Withering's " Botanical Ar-

rangement," and set to work in the winter to

master it. In this he succeeded, and becom-

ino- acquainted with some botanical compan-

ions, he explored every hill and plain within

a day's walk of Manchester, till in process of

time the district was exhausted. About this

neriod of his life, having become acquainted

with Linnajus's "Genera Plantarum," and

'Systema Vegetabilium," he conceived the

dea of travelling to foreign countries, and

took the bold step of writing to bir Joseph

Banks, the president of the Eoyal Society.

After some time he received a reply offering

him employment as a working gardener at

Kew which was not exactly what he desired,

and although he accepted the post, his duties

debarred him from cultivating his mind in

his own way, and it was not long before the

engagement came to an abrupt termination,

after some rather intemperate remonstrances

had been addressed by him to Sir Joseph

Banks. Caley thought, in fixct, that he did

conclude is best, because it is a dispensation _ insensibility,

permitted by Him who knows wtiat is past, mourn at au

not require the training which Sir Joseph

desired him to have, and he withdrew in dis-

gust to his Lancashire hills. He however,

soon recovered his equanimity and yrote to

his patron, who, in reply, suggested that the

"crentlemen of Manchester" should make a

subscription to maintain him ^^^iils search-

ing in the South Seas, offering himself to sub-

scribe and use his best, efforts to induce the

Government to send him out. This proposi-

tion fell through, but a few months after-

wards Caley was summoned to London oy

Sir Joseph, who had obtained permission to

send hini to New South Wales to collect spe-

cimens for his patron and seeds for the gar

Ide^ at Kew. How well Caley did his work
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chased by theLinna-an Son^ ' T^.^f. f„*l'^..^°^A^'l.S°°'«t'''«°f the district

-, — „ ...^ .,^,.vu;,,»c uujieuuon or animals
was purchased bj- the Linnsean Society, and
for a long time constituted the most splendid
portion of their museum. After a few years
residence in England, he was made superin:
tendent of the Botanic Garden at St Vincent
and retired on the breaking up of that estab-
ment, having been altogether twenty-two
years abroad. •'

Edward Hobson, the correspondent of SirU
. J. Hooker, W. Wilson, and Dr. GreviUe

was looked up to by the Lancashire botanists
as their recognized head—an infallible author-
ity to whom they referred their disputes.
The intimate friend of Caley, he survived him
but a few months, dying at the early age of
forty-eight. Hobson's early life is shrouded
in obscurity, save that he left school when
about eleven years of age, and he was notknown amongst tho Lancashire botanists tillhe had acquired substantial knowledge of the
subject, which was speedily recognized for itwas not long before John i)ewhu1-st, growing
feeble resigned the presidency which he had
held furaquarter of a century into his hands.Hobson turned his attention chiefly to eryn-
togamic botany, and became the trusted cor-

ITlTuT °^
^""-H"'

^°^ T=^:^'°'-' tl^e authors
of the "MuscologiaBritannica," by whom he
^ often named as an authority, and fromwhom he received material aid, in the shapeof rare mosses not to be obtained in his noio-h-
borbood when compiling his "Musci Britan-

Hobson Dr. Hooker's admiration of his enthu-siasm and acuteness, accompanied by a pre

whoh°'s'"rr°, 'TA''^' "Mn/JoS^"
llM !^''t.^>''5'<^^

^^'^ borrowed, and a col

— ^^i^d kjuv^icLies oi me a
10 his botanical attainments he added a con
siderable knowledge of astronomy, aU^ebra
and mensuration. He died at an old a<re in 1854'
James Crowther, of Manchester,' was born

'
a cellar, and, like Horsefield, became a

weaver, beginning his working life at the ao-e
of nine. He joined the society of which Dew-
hurst was president, and assiduously devoted
all his spare time to botanizing not without
unpleasant adventures with gamekeepers who
naturally looked upon him with suspicion till
on one occasion he was fortunately arrested
It seems when in search of aquatic plants he
carried a jointed rod resembling a fishino-.rod
save that it had ajjair of hooks at the'' end'
one of which had a sharp edge for cutting the
stems of the plants beneath water. Oncewhen engaged in this quest at Tatton, two
gamekeepers seized him and took him before
Mr. Egorton, who, seeing the tackle was not
adapted for fish poaching, and listening to
Crother s tale, ordered him to be set at liberty
with free permission to roam wherever he
chose on the Tatton estate. Crowther found
the means for following his pursuit by the sale
ot specimens, and by earning a shillino- ortwo after working hours as a porter at'^the
landing-stages, for he never allowed his fam-
ily to suffer by a deduction from his wagesUn one of these evening., while looking out
for a passenger who wanted a parcel carried
he met Sir J. E. Smith, who was in search of
information for one of his botanical works
bir James engaged Crowther to carry his lug-
gage, and asked if he knew one of the neicrh
boring gentry. "Yes," replied Crowth'ei
hes a bit in my way." "What w

We have left ourselves but little roon
speak of George Crozier, botanist, entom
gist, and ornithologist; of Thomas Town
a botanist, and the inseparable friend of (
zier, and of the lesser-known Lancashire
tanists, but these are not less worthy of m
tion than their contemporaries
Of Just and Wilson, Mr. Cash has much

nterest to say, but they were not in hum
life, and we pass on to Samuel Gibson, of H
den Bridge, botanist and ornithoioo'ist a n
intimate also with geology and mineralo
notwithstanding that he had to support
family of nine children by his labor as
w'hitesmith. His splendid collection of fof
shells from the lower coal measures now 1

property of Owens College, is his best men
rial. Gibson was a contributor to the F,
tologist and other magazines ; he never after
ed a day school for a single hour, and did r
comnience his studies till he had reached t
age of twenty-five, and yet he could claim t
respect and attention of such men as Prof.
sors Sedgwick and Phillips.

Mr. Cash's book closes with a brief notice
Mathematicians in humble life," a race \

think, more numerous than even botanists'ai
other lovers of nature, but whose abilities a
hidden in greater obscurity. Butterworth tl
prince ofLancashire geometers, was a fustia
weaver, earning in bis best days miserab
wages, and ekeing out an existence in old atby teaching a few children, whose pern
added slightly to the relief allowed him by
society established in Manchester for the pu
pose of assisting poor scientific meD.—Enali^
Mechanic. ^ "

lection of Jungerman;Lrnd oThel-™.! 2^"%'^' - .my y,> ^.,y^
raia from the New Forest. Hobson waTatifnlr ^"''^'°° ^^'. answer to which led
.|ourneymantoaMr.Eveleigh,himse"famin ifwhrA"'^"^ ^°^ ''^"" "^^"^^^ f°"°d in
eralogist and naturalist of local celebritraLd h m with h

' 7'"^ ^an who could supply

^L-^^-- - ^^^-—een rj^2t ul^lt^^t^^T^lS^S^^totS^ffollowing anecdote of him told by anVnirmrte

hT'^ir-^"
1829 Hobson had distinguired

of^h. m" ^I'^^sir^S portions of the iSuseurn

ofNaturTHT ^'°"l^
''' '''' ^^omotio^or JNatural Histoiy, and it was unanimouslv

resolved to offer him a permanent engaS-ment in that institution with a salary of £100

thitto ^fl
'^'^°^'^^ B^chaposlwafall

h;„^ r y -i^aucasnire Dotanists,

diHnJh-'' f'^r"°^d age, but, unfortunately

privatins
'''''' ""' '"'' '"'^''''^ S''^'

.Ji^"" f\f
°'"' °/?03-to°- who w;i8 regarded

1848 atfhe"'
"^Lf'^^^^hire botany, tied in

1848, at the age of eighty-two. Like most ofhis contemporaries he was a hand-loom wea-ver, but made excursions far beyond his na-

rirf.'„'i^:^"J *---^d th^ Highlandsearn a somewhat precarious living with Mr na'f^ZZTu
""''."^ i;raversea the Highlands

Eveleigh because that gentleman" had been 'nrincln.Tn.'"'.
«'^ .^'mes, ascending\ll the

very kind to him when pro.sperous, and now lhe sold t^^r*^"' ''^''^""'^ °f P'^"*^' ^bichwhen circumstances were altired, h s 86^°°!^ thus ilnt ' ^°°' ^'- ^°°'^*^'' '^''^ others,S 1 r °V?:i°L'l°- ^° Mr. E'veleigh,Tnd It^s'^'"'"^"
^°^-"* *° -PP'^' ^^

he could not think of leaving him
John Horsefield, of Prest#ich, thouo-h notso disunguished as his contemporaries Ca?eyand Hobson, was, nevertheless, an accomphshed botanist. Following th'e occupation

Eichard Buxton, the author of the " Botan

who .7 fh
^""^

''r^?'''"
°^ ^^""'^ worthies,who, at the age of sixteen, found himself"unable to read." To thoroughly feel th

Women's Indian Aid Association.

Hiram W;. Jones, agent, writes ackno;^
ledging receipt of goods, as follows :

Quapaw Ind. Agency, Seneca, Mo.,

_, 3d mo. 10, 1874.
Early on the bright spring morning afte

the receipt of the goods, we repaired to th.camp (about two hundred yards from th.
agency) accompanied by some of the Modo.
boys, carrying the goods for the womer

and children.

We had the chiefs to call up and seat upor
the grass (for it is quite green), around us al
the women and children, except three of tht
former who were sick. We told them bvwhose kindness we were enabled to makethem the presents, and impressed upon them
the desires of their friends that they should
be good, and keep "good hearts." In reply
to the nnfistinn if tK^„ u ^ . , ^ •'

pushed botanist. Following the occupation A^rT ^ ,- ^° thoroughly feel this
of a weaver from morning till night wSrtla'e of'"''k^P'''^'^

*° removelt, and at thebooks and without instructors, ^Horrefield'smfniho^^''" ^' ''''^'''"^ '^^ service of a
first Idea of the uses of wild plants seem, tn i i^ u ? ^PP^ars to have been an herbalisthave been derived from " Culpeper's ^^1 " f

°*^ '!,'^^''* ""'^'^ him his attention wasSand unti his father joined rCkinlan's 'Sn" /" ^°'"u^-
^^ went on for yeli' pbdbotanical society and brought home^^ee•ldl/lT'^'^'^«*"^y«f the science, tilfone

the sclnf'"'' :$"
^"''^"y'" ^' had no idea of enl'Z) ' ^."'^"'^'"g' ^e saw anothe^ personthe science and even that book was like so 'to fe^nn n?!^^'"'' P"^^^'*' ^^o turned outmuch Greek to him. He commenced by writ 'iuiintn f/'

^"^^^ "^"^n Horsefield. An ac-

tion for the great knowledge he afterwards botalist/''''
""^^ '^"' ^'"^ ^"^ "accurate!
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Ihey seom fully to comprehend, that their

imethod of living by the chase is now an

Lssibility, and that hereafter they must

iljnd upon the fruits of their labor,

'he two boxes of garden seeds sent from B.

the Modocs, act as a great stimulus to

y Indians, and they are planting early

,, radishes, onions, lettuce, &c. Many
eties of the smaller seeds are entirely ex-

3ted. There is an increasing disposition

ihe part of most of our Indians to enlarge

r farms. They are making considerable

rovement, in the way of making and lay-

rails in the fence, and breaking fresh land.

he health of this people is very good, con-

riug their exposed condition.

Hiram VV. Jones.

' we are not to take thought what we
1 say when we come before worldly

ces, because it shall then be given us; and
is not wo who speak, but the spirit of our

ivenly Father, that speaketh in us ;
much

can our ability be needed, or ought we to

ly to ourselves forms of speech in our ap-

aches to the great Prince of princes. King
cings and Lord of lords. For if we con-

r his greatness, we ought not by Christ's

imand: or our relation to him as children,

1 not : he will help us, he is our Father:

t is if he be so indeed. Thus, not only the

ith of the body, but of the soul is shut, till

I opens it. The body ought never to go
)re the soul in prayer : his ear is open to

1 requests, and his Spirit strongly inter-

for those that offer them.

—

No Cross no

THE FRIEND.
THIRD MONTH

'he improvement of education has certainly

cle much progress in this country within

;
last twenty years, and the occupation of

iacher has deservedly risen greatly in the

imation of the public. The elements now
essary to entitle to the character of a good
jructor, are so much more numerous and
irly defined than formerly, that those who
ervedly obtain thatcharactei-, rank equally

reputation and social standing with any
er professional adepts: but it is to be re-

tted on many accounts that such teachers

not more numerous among those who
re adopted the profession.

n the advance which general school learn-

has achieved, and amid the high enconi-

8 so commonly passed upon the advantages
be derived from popular education, there

1 been great remissness shown, in devising

i adopting proper means for so applying

! science of education, as to rightly and
)roughly train those who are, or who aim
be the educators of the present generation

children. Such means as would be adapted

discover by practical competition, who do

i who do not possess, the peculiar talents

3essary for excelling in the highest of a"

B ; that of making use most efficiently of

s proper methods and instruments for draw
f out the latent powers of the mind, whil<

llivating the affections of the heart, and
planting the principles and practices of

ristian virtue.

Sow much depends upon the principles, the

talents and the acquirements of teachers, in

forming the characters of those placed under
their care and tuition ! Their responsibility

_ reat ; for they are educating their keen-
sighted disciples, not only when imparting
literary or scientific knowledge, but by the

y tones of the voice, and the impressive in-

struction of every day example. In applying
the art of teaching, unless they possess dis-

criminating minds, and are sufficiently on the

watch to detect and comprehend the charac-

teristic traits of their individual pupils, and
to adapt their modes of instruction, so as to

counteract hurtful propensities or habits, and
to incite intellectual efiort in those who maj'

seem too dull and obtuse to acquire learning

in the ordinary routine method of imparting
t, they may finally dismiss some who have
been long under their tuition, as ignorant

blockheads; who had their mental peculiari-

ties been properly analyzed, and a different

mode of ii\teresting them in the pursuit of

knowledge adopted, might have made credit-

able scholars.

Mental power is not developed in the same
way, and at the same age in all children

;
and

the instances are numerous of persons dis-

tinguised in after life for their acuteness and
learning, who were extremely dull and un-

promising in childhood. It is stated of Isaac

Barrow, who when he was appointed Master
of Trinity College in England, was said to be

one of the best scholars of that time and coun-

try, that in his early school days, he was obsti-

nately opposed to make any eflbrt to learn, per-

sistently devoting himself to rude sports, and
ithal so quarrelsome and ill natured, that his

father, despairing of his son's future worthi-

ness, or usefulness, often said if any child was
to be taken from him, he hoped it would be

his son Isaac. But under the training and
instruction of one who detected good abilities

under his repulsive and discouraging exterior,

and knew how to adapt the method of educa-

tion so as to counteract the evil, and bring out

the good, Isaac Barrow finally excelled in

the acquisition of knowledge, and became the

pride of his family and a benefactor of man-
kind.

Of the celebrated Adam Clark it is recorded,

that it was with the greatest difiiculty he

learned the letters of the alphabet, and though

kept at school and often harshly treated and

upbraided for his stupidity, he was eight years

old before he could spell words of three let-

ters. But, providentially, when between eight

and nine years of age, he was placed under a

teacher, who had the ability and took pains

to make himself acquainted with the mental

capacity and disposition of his pupil; and by

a judicious course of kindness and encourage-

ment, he aroused his dormant energies, and

initiated him fairly into a course of study and

improvement which did not cease through

life.

Oneof our own acquaintance, who for years

before his death, was widely known for his

profound mathematical knowledge, and power
of abstruse calculation, was so dull a boy, that

after being long at school, his teacher—the

late Enoch Lewis—thought it not worth wh"
for him to attempt to go beyond arithmetic,

as it would prove only loss of time.

We hdve no idea that all dull boys or girls

have the capacity to become proficients in

learning, nor that it is always the fault or de-

ficiency of the teacher when they leave school

with little knowledge and stunted intellect.

It however can hardly escape the observation
of those familiar with schools, that the cri-

terion forjudging of competency in a teacher
quires to be more elevated ; and that the art

of teaching and the capaeitj' to comprehend
different phases of youthful character, and
meet the requirements of manifest idiosyncra-

es, is much wanting among the many who
aspire to be the educatorsof children. Parents
are often in fault respecting the time and op-

portunity allowed their children for obtaining
school education

;
and sometimes for interfer-

ug with the course of study prescribed by the
teacher, who knows the ability of the child,

and what is the proper order for him or her
to pursue, in the effort to master the usual

branches of a scholastic course. The brains

of some children do not develop equally with
other parts of their physical system, so that

the size of an adult may be obtained while

the organ for perception and thought is still

that of a child. A skilful teacher soon ob-

tains a knowledge of any such peculiarity,

and understands how much mental labor the

pupil can properly undertake, and what re-

sult may be rightly expected from it. Others

who have not had the opportunity, or have
not made use of the opportunity to acquire

this knowledge, may do great injustice to the

teacher and pupil, by attributing the slow pro-

gress of the latter to want of capability, in-

terest or care on the part of the former, and
undertaking to regulate the studies in their

own way.
In our ordinary intercourse and dealing

with children, we are all too apt to forget,

that to them life and the world are new
;
that

every thing is almost equally unknown and
unexamined, and that until the freshness of

what is presented to the senses has become
somewhat exhausted, there is nothing that

naturally seems more necessary for happiness

than freedom from restraint. Curiosity is a

prominent feature in their intellectual unfold-

ing, urging to give attention to every new
object that presents; to seek enjoyment from

it for a short time, but impeding long deten-

tion with the same subject of thought. Hence
their ideas, however vivid, are disconnected,

and it requires a considerable effort to enable

them to adopt a system, however simple, or

master a complication of even a few elements.

It is onlj' as renewed observation rectifies

former conclusions, and experience gradually

teaches the reality of order, and the necessity

for rules, that consecutive reasoning, and the

capacity to arrive at definite i-esults thereby,

are to be expected. First impressions, whether

of natural objects or the themes of education,

are generally the deepest ; and therefore con-

tinuing longest, may prove, as they are cor-

rect or erroneous, the means of betraying into

future error, or assisting to guide into truth.

It is therefore of great importance, that in

responding to the natural eagerness in chil-

dren for discursive inquiry, care should be

taken not to give a false or ambiguous reply,

however small the matter may appear. It

is far better they should remain in ignorance

about it, than receive false impressions, or en-

tertain the erroneous conceptions of others.

In the one case they will know they are yet

to learn the truth, in the other they may sup-

pose they have already been sufficiently in-

istructed in relation to it.

I

This is preeminently important as respects

the truths of religion, and the principles and

practices connected with it, inasmuch as the
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happiness and value of life depend upon their
right reception and application.

" For reason still, unless divinely taught,
AVhate'er she learns, learns nothing as she ought
The light of revelation only, shows
What human wisdom cannot but oppose

;

That man, in nature's richest mantle clad,
And graced with all philosophy can add
Though fair without, and luminous within,
Is still the progeny and heir of sin.

And without this, whatever he discuss,
Whether the space between the stars and us

;

Whether he measure earth, compute the sea,

Weigh sunbeams, carve a fly, or spit a flea.

The solemn trifler, with his boasted skill

Toils much, and is a trifler still."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Gladstone has i.ssued the customary note

requesting the presence of his supporters on the re-
opening of Parliament. At the same time he has
written to Earl Granville, saying: I desire my political
friends to clearly understand that at my age I must re-
serve my entire freedom to divest mvself of the respon-
sibility of leadership at no distant time. The need of
rest will prevent more than my occasional presence in
the House during the present .session.

- The Times, in a leading article, says so long as Glad-
stone remains in the House of Commons, he is the only
possible leader of the opposition. Every true Liberal
will accept his leadership on his own terms.
The Daily News says Gladstone's name is a tower of

strength. The whole body of Liberals regard him
their natural head. Any other person would only be
the leader of a section.

The Times publishes a long statement signed Charles
Orton, in which the writer confesses that he recognized
the Tichborne claimant as bis brother the last time he
saw him, and his silence was bought with £5
monthly for a year and a promise of a thousand or'two
in addition at the conclusion of the trial.
The Daily News and Telegraph give the following

as a correct account of the treaty of peace with Ashantee:
The king agrees to pay to Great Britain a war indem-
nity of 50,000 ounces of gold ; renounces all claim to
Adansi, Assia, Denkera, Akam and Wassa; withdraws
his forces from parts of the coast belonging to or under
the protectorate of England ; undertakes to maintain a
good road from Coomassie to the Prah river, and to
protect commerce

; will prohibit human sacrifices and
promises perpetual peace with England. General
Wolesley does not expect the entire indemnity will
ever be paid, but regards the other stipulations of vastly
greater importance, and more likely to be adhered to.A garrison will be kept at Prahsn.
The Duke of Edinburg and his bride, entered Lon-

don on the 12th inst., in the midst of a blinding snow
storm.

_
The reception by the people was warm and

enthusiastic, many thousands lined the streets and gave
a hearty welcome in the midst of the storm. A stand
at Charing Cross broke down, throwing some fifty per-
sons to the ground. During the day four persons were
killed and twenty-four injured in consequence of the
pressure of the crowd.
A meeting in favor of Fenian amnesty was held in

Hyde Park on the 1,5th inst., at which 20,000 persons
were present. A petition for the pardon of the Fenian
convicts will be presented to the Queen in person.
A letter of the Pope to the Koman Catholic bishops

ot Austria, exhorting them to combat the pendint' eccle-
siastical bills in the legislature, has been published
Ihe Pope says the measures proposed are calculated to
place the church in ruinous servitude. The Pope has
also written to the Emperor of Austria adjuring him
protect the church within his dominions.
A Madrid dispatch of the loth says, Serrano witharmy of oO.OOO men and 90 guns, is now face to ft

Toon
'^ ^•"'•'''' ^"'.''^ °'^ ^5,.500; while another army of

5000 men is moving on the Carlistrear. Gen. Moriones
has resigned in consequence of illness, and Marshal
berrano has assumed supreme command of the Spanish
force.s in the north. The Govornor of Bilboa has in-

ZZf ?^t'^^^},
Se".r° ""^t ''« '""^ provisions sufii-

cient to last until April, and he will continue vigorously
the defence of that city.

^ •'

In the Committee of the Assembly on the electorallaw a proposition has been made by the Right for the
disfranchisement of the colonies of France. Laboulaye

.W V"R*-f"f '^
remon.strance, warning the members

W h^i^"-f ""fT"' '."^f^^^rica had been alienatedby the denial of the right of representation. The
colonial deputies have unanimously demanded the

A Vienna dispatch says: The Emperor Francis
Joseph has authorized his government to assume a
strong attitude against the ultramontane opposition to
the ecclesiastical laws.

A Constantinople dispatch says : There is great dis-
tress among the poor here, in consequence of a heavy
snow storm. Private charitable organizations, in addi-
tion to the government, are actively at work to relieve
those who are suffering.

Advices from Rio Janeiro report that the Bishop of
Pernambuco has been sentenced to five years in jail for
continued resistance to the laws.

A dispatch from Cape Coast Castle, of the 22d ult.,
says that all the British troops except the Highlanders,
have re-erabarked for home. General Wolseley was to
embark on the 7th inst.

The total number of British troops killed and wound-
ed in the invasion was 3S4.
The steamship Laconia while on the voyage from

Alexandria, Egypt, for Algiers, having as passengers
27S pilgrims returning from Mecca, encountered violent
gales. One large wave which struck the vessel wash
from her deck 117 of the pilgrims, and all were drowned.
A great assemblage of French people took place at

Chiselhurst, England, on the 16th, to celebrate the
eighteenth anniversary of the birth of the son of the
late Emperor Louis Napoleon. Over six thousand
cards of admission were issued, and those to French
persons only. The-Duke of Padua addressed the Prince
in the name of the Frenchmen present, congratulating
him upon having attained his majority. The Prince
made a speech in reply thanking his countrymen for
the faithful remembrance of the late emperor. He
thinks there is an irresistible current of public opinion
in France in favor of a plebiscite, and declares himself
ready to accept its verdict. Among the eminent per-
sons present were the Duke de Grammont and Rouher
and Ollivier, once members of the French Cabinet.
The steamer Queen Elizabeth has been wrecked ofl'

Tariffu. Estimated loss £53-5,000.
London, 3rd mo. 16th.—Consols 92 J. Bank rate of

discount 3i per cent.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 7 15-1 6rf.

City of Mexico advices to the 10th inst. have been
received. A fearful outrage had occurred at Jalisco.
A fanatical priest having advocated the extermination
of Protestants, a mob of his hearers gathered in the
evening and proceeded to the residence of John Stevens
a minister sent out by the Boston Board of Forei<rn
Missions. He was .seized by the mob, killed, and his
body chopped into pieces. They afterwards sacked the
house and carried oil" every thing of value.
The government has sent a detachment of troops to

the place, and orders have been issued for the arrest of
^''^^P^estsin Ahualulcoand the neighboring town
of reshitan. A mob in Saguago, acting under similar
religious frenzy, attacked the small garrison of the
town, burned the archives and pillaged the houses of
the authorities.

The Governor of the district of Mexico has issued an
order prohibiting cock-fighting as a practice unworthy
of a civilized people.
United States.—On the 11th inst. Charles Sumner

Senator from Massachusetts, died in Washington after
a short and violent attack of angina-pectoris He had
reached the age of 63 years, having been born 1st rao
bth, 1811. For many years he occupied a distinguished
positionas the earnest and able advocate of the equal
rights of man
There were 523 deaths in New York city last week.The revenues of the Pennsylvania Railroad, in 1873

from the mani line between Philadelphia and Pitts-
burg, were S>24,886,009, of which $19,608,555 were
charges on goods transported, $5,008,201
mails and expresses, and the balance mis'cell:
ihe expenses were $15,440,305, leaving net earnin<.s of
the year §9,44.5,704. The' gross earning show an in-
crease ot $2,297,683 over the preceding year

•>J ? '"'^rments in Philadelphia last week numbered
.28/, including

on the 16th inst. New Fort.—American gold,
U. S. .sixes, 1881, 119§ a 119i; ditto, 1862, 117

;

1S6S, lis J a 119 ; 5 per cents, 113-J a 114t. Sup
flour, $5.75 a $6.15; State extra, t6.75; finer br
$7 a $10.75. No. 1 Chicago spring wheat, $1.
2 do., S1..51 a $1.53; No. 3 do., $1.46 a $1.
western, $1.62 ; amber do., $1.68 ; white Mich
$1.81. No. 3 western barley, SI. 80. Oats, 61 „ .

Western mixed corn, 86 a 90 cts.
;

yellow, 90
southern yellow, 90 cts.; white, 91 a 95 cts. Phi,
pAia.—Uplands and New Orleans cotton, 16 a 1'

Superfine flour, $5.50 a $5.75 ; extras, $6 a $6..50

;

brands, *7 a $10.25. Western red wheat, $1.60 a $
amber, $1.70 a $1.75. Rye, 95 cts. Yellow c

cts. Oats, 60 a 64 cts. Carolina rice,
Smoked hams, 12 a 14 cts. Lard, 9i a 9J cts. CI
seed, 8 a 10 cts. About 2000 beef cattle were
the Avenue Drove-yard, common at 4J a 5i cts. pe
gross ; fair and extra, 6 a 7J cts.'; a few choice bro
8 cts. Sheep sold at bh a 6} cts. per lb. gross, for (

mon, and 7 a 8 cts. for fair to choice. Hogs $8.-50
per 100 lb. net. Chicago.—^o. 1 spring wheat, $1
No. 2 do., $1.18J ; No. 3 do., $1.15.V. No. 2 m
corn, 61^ cts. Oats, 43} cts. No. 2 spring barley, $
Lard, $8.90 per 100 lb. ^aftmore.— Choice
wheat, $1.85 ; choice amber, $1.80 a $1.85 ; Penna.
$1.75 ; western do., $1.60 a $1.65. Y'ellow corn,
82 cts. St. Loui^.—No. 2 spring wheat,, $1.21
No. 3 fall, $1.40. No. 2 corn, 61 a 62 cts. No. 2
47 a 49 cts.

A young woman Friend, with experience as a tea.
desires a situation as assistant in a Friends' Schoo
Address box 12, Kennett Square, Chester Co., I

TRACT ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS.
"The Annual Meeting of the Tract Associatio

Friends, will be held in the Committee-room of i
Street Meeting-house, on Fourth-day, the 25th inst
at S o'clock, p. M. Friends are cordially invited t

present. Edward Mai
Third month, 1874. cfe

WESTTOW^N BOARDING SCHOOL.
As the stations of Superintendent and Matron of

Institution are expected to be vacated at the close ol
Winter Session, in the 4th month next. Friends
may feel drawn to undertake the duties attachec
them, are requested to communicate thereon wi
of the following named members of the Committee

Nathaniel N. Stokes, Cinnaminson Post-ol
Burlington Co., N. J.

Charles Evans, No. 702 Race St., Philadelpl
Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. J.

S. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth St., PhiL

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) PhUadelph
Physician and Superintendent—Joshua H. AVob

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients ma'

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boar'
Managers.

. , .

fl
~. "nder two years. Of consumption

54 inflammation of the lungs 22, apoplexy 10.

PbTln?! ^^'P^"'i''".'-<=« f the Paid Fire Department ofPhihade phia during the year 1873, amounted to $473 -
-J/. Ihe estimated lo.sses on property destroyed by

3d mf^H °l'/-^nl?^¥^?-
^'^^ ^""allest loss was in thloa month i.2.D,040, the largest in the 9th mo. $182,512

wJ f^'"7'
'''"^'^^de of the Central Pacific Railroadwas fof a few days removed and the trains ran regu-larly when another heavy fall of snow occurred, bury-ing the road to a great depth in portions of the routerhe gross earnings of the Union Pacific Railroad in

<^^\mT ^10.266,103, and operating expenses $] -

9/4,861, leaving net $5,291 242
The Markets, <6c.-The following were the quotations

Died, on the 8th of 12th mo., 1873, at his reside
Adrian, Michigan, Joseph Gibbons, a beloved
honored elder, son of the late Joseph Gibbons, a val

ster of the Southern District Monthly 'Meeti
Our dear friend haying improved his faculti

m of use, dedicated his scientific and other att:'
;s to the good of others. His more advanced
3ne ot varied usefulness, both in the church am

the cooamunity
; manifesting a growth in grace, an

deepening interest in the spiritual welfare of th
around him. His sorrowing relatives and friends h
the consoling assurance that his end was peace.

^TT"' 2nd mo. 17th, 1874, at -her residence, Up
Chichester, Delaware Co., Pa., Mary PexxelL, rt
ot Jo.seph Pennell, in the 79th year of her vK^e a m.
her of Concord Monthly Meeting. Her sufferings w
very severe, which she bore with quiet, patient re
nation, and her friends have the comforting assura
that their loss is her everlasting gain. " Gathered ;

shock of corn fully ripe."

.
at the residence of his parents, near Muscati

iowa, on the morning of the second of Third mor
1^, J '-r"^^'?^'"^'

Eldridge, .son of Abner and Amy
Eldridge, in the 26th year of his age.

wiLLIA.M H. PILE,'PRINTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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To Martha Wistar.

"Philadelphia, 6th mo. 20th, 1837.

ly Dear Friend :—If affectionate remem-
nce be sufficient to prompt us in this way
lold converse with those we love, then sure

ay dip pen in ink and venture on ; other-

3 there seems so many, many cares of one

d or other pressing upon me, I scarcely

)W where to begin, or what to say. Sur-

nded as we are in a city like this, with

roes of sorrow, the heart that is willing in

le little degree to lend its sympathies, ' to

jp with those who weep,' finds many to

urn with, as well as many to mourn over

;

1 is at times permitted too, through unut-

ible mercy, to rejoice with those who re-

:e in believing that the Lord sitteth upon
floods, and that He reigneth, and with the

(oob will reign as King forever.

n looking back upon the solemn engage-

Dtin which thou and thy dear companion*
re been so sweetly banded with me, in ex-

ise and in suffering, however feebly and
BForthily I feel my very best efi'orts, to pro-

te the cause and kingdom of my dear Lord
l-Eedeemer, I am favored to feel a quiet

iceful rest, which is truly grateful, and
rthy of heartfelt acknowledgment to our
nighty Helper.
ilay you, dear friends, be encouraged and
gthened in the work of your day, for

ly the fields are white unto harvest ; and
read that 'He that reapeth receiveth

jes, and gathereth fruit unto like eternal.'

Che burden of the church does rest on a

y few there, and I cannot but believe it

I be felt to fall with increased and increas

weight upon you, my dear friends, as the
r fathers and mothers left, are gathered to

ir heavenly home, and their vacant places

st be stepped into by the nest in the rear,

no break may be left for the enemy's
ven foot. Ah ! then it is we are made to

1 increasingly an awful responsibility; and
rn for ourselves what the apostle meant by
) expression, ' They watch for our souls as

Clayton Wistar, afterwards an elder of Salem
nthly Meeting, N. J.

they that must give account.' This is, and
will be the place in which you, dear friends,

must endeavor to be found faithful. I doubt
not it is your chief concern to be furnished

from Him, in whom are hid all the treasures

of wisdom and knowledge, with counsel and
strength, and wisdom, that thus you may be

enabled to withstand in the evil day, and
having done all—all the little you can—to

stand.

Oh ! may there be raised up a succession of

fishers, fowlers, and hunters, to seek the pro

cious prey of the souls of men ;
that in the

day when inquisition will be made, we may
be found acquitted, and through the mercy of

our adorable Advocate and Eedeemer, be per-

mitted on Mount Zion to stand, and forever

celebrate the praises of our God and Saviour.

Dear looks poorly, and seems bowed
down ; but I believe there will be a lifting up
in the right time. He who knows us alto-

gether, knows what to do with us ;
how to

break us to pieces, and how to make us anew;
and to prepare for the wedding garment—the

ighteousness of our dear Saviour.

Many dear friends are very tenderly in daily

emembrance, of which thou may please in-

form with my love very affectionately. Love
also to your dear children ; for whom I feel

particularly solicitous, that they may be pre-

vailed upon to listen, morning by morning,

to the secret, gentle whisperings of the still

small voice—the pleadings of the Divine Spirit.

That as they grow in years, they may grow
in grace, and become as a field blessed of the

Lord.
And now, dear friends, indebted for many

kindnesses conferred while with you, on poor

unworthy me, demanding my grateful ac-

knowledgment—I, with unfeigned love, sub-

scribe myself your attached friend,

Sarah Hillman."

To Martha Wistar.

" Philadelphia, 2d mo. 2.5th, 1838.

Dear Friend,—Inclination and leisure, per-

haps thou knowest, seldom combine with such

as like myself, have little talent for writing;

and yet love prompts the effort to say to thee

at this late period, thy letter was not only

duly received, but was truly cordial. Many,
many times has my spirit saluted thee, even

amid new and unthought of trials, which have

in these days come upon us. "We have heard

it said, 'The signs of the times are fearful!'

And, ' who shall stand in the day that is ap-

proaching?' Some among us have been going

as with our hands upon our loins and our

mouths in the dust, secretly bemoaning the
' hurt of the daughter of Zion.' We have heard

a sound, but not of peace ; and have been

ready to say, 'alas for the day!' but now it

comes. May the Lord on high shield his own
sheep and lambs everywhere. May He make
himself known amongst them as of old he did

for Israel ; and deliver all that trust in Him.
He is stronger than all. He that delivered

his servant from the paw of the lion and the
bear, who led His chosen Israel through the

sea ; and who his ownself bore our sins, and
carried our sorrows ; who trod the wine-press

alone, and of the people there was none with
him ; He knoweth them that trust in him.

Dear friend, may it be our chief concern to

avail ourselves of the privilege granted the

Lord's dear children—not only to ' believe in

Him, but also to suffer for his sake.' It seems
to me that as many as abide with their dear

Master, as many as dare not make any com-
promise, neither to say with some, ' I am of

Paul ; and I of Apolles , and I of Cephas ;' but

do desire in humility and abasedness of soul

to be bowed in spirit to Christ Jesus, being

willing to suffer reproach for his blessed name
sake, have a great fight of afflictions in store

for them. And oh ! may they be animated to
' hold fast the profession of their faith with-

out wavering,' knowing that He is faithful

that called them. May we, my dear sister, be
found of this number—patient and faithful,

bearing about in the body the dying of the

Lord Jesus,—that His life may be manifested

in us, and that through the power of His re-

surrection, we may know an overcoming of

this present world which lieth in wickedness
;

and be prepared, through the boundless mercy
of our adorable Advocate and Intercessor, to

stand on Mount Zion with that blessed multi-

tude, who in robes of white and with palms
in their hands, forever praise his holy Name.

* * * It is truly a very critical time

with us as a people. Nevertheless I believe

there will be a remnant left or preserved upoa
the ancient foundation of true Quakerism.
There are many ways out, and but one way
or door in to the sheepfold; and this way is

Christ : whom to know, with the Father that

sent Him, He has expressly said, ia life

eternal.

Another object of interest was that of dear

's accepted offering. Ah ! I do believe

he has entered into covenant with his dear

Master by sacrifice. May he bo strengthened

to keep hold of his part of the covenant, and
be made useful and honorable among his

brethren
;
yea, a blessing to his father's house.

If thou please, remember me affectionately to

him : and tell him to persevere, that the prize

is at the end of the race.

Ah! methinks, though myself the very

least in my Father's house, I can very sin-

cerely crave for you dear friends, thou and
thy husband, with whom, in some little mea-
sure, my spirit has travailed, that, notwith-

standing your feeling of unworthiness and
unfitness for the work of the Lord, the arms
of your hands may be strengthened ; that ye
may be clothed upon with the armor of right-

eousness on the right hand and on the left,

and know a being kept, with ray own soul

also, as in the hollow of His hand. That thus
' we may move only in and by the appointment

of the great and blessed Head of the church,

1
who hath said, ' My sheep hearmy voice, and
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I know them, and they follow me : and I give

unto them eternal life ; and they shall never

perish, neither shall any man pluck them out

of my hand.' To His holy care and keeping-

I desire to commend us for time and for eter

nity ; and in the love of the gospel, remain

your attached, sympathizing friend

S. HiLLMAN."
(To continued.)

Animal Character.

(Continued from page 243.)

HORSE—OX—ASS.

It happened to me one night during the late

war in France to ride into the courtyard of

an inn which was full of French artillerymen.

In the bustle and hurry of the time it was
useless to call for the services of an ostler, so

I set about seeking for stable-room myself
In the French country inns there are no stalls,

and the only division between the horses,

when there is any separation at all, is a board
»suspended at one end by an iron hook to the

manger, and at the other hanging from the

roof by a knotted cord. In this inn, however,
even the hanging-board was wanting, and
about fifty artillery horses were huddled to-

gether so closely as almost to touch each other,

so that it was difficult to find an open space
for my mare. At last I found an opening
near a magnificent black animal, which I sup-

posed to be an officer's saddle-horse.

A fine horse is always an attraction for me,
so as soon as I had finished such arrange-
ments as were possible for the comfort of my
own beast, I began to examine her neighbor
rather minutely. He seemed in perfect health,

but at last I discovered a fresh wound on the
near foreleg, evidently caused by the fragment
of a shell. (There had been a battle at the
place the day before.) Turning to an artiller'y

man who was standing by, I asked if the
veterinary surgeon thought he could save the
horse. "No, sir, he is to be shot to-morrow
morning." This decision seemed hard, for the
horse stood well, and was eating his hay tran
quilly. I felt strongly tempted to beg him,
and see what rest and care could accomplish.
At midnight I came back for my own mare.

There was a gi-eat and terrible change in her
neighbor's condition. He lay in the straw,
half under her, the place was so crowded. I

shall never forget his piteous cries and moans,
He could not rise, and the shattered limb wae
causing him cruel pain. His noble head lay
at my feet, and I stooped to caress it.

"So this is the reward," I thought, "that
man gives to the best and bravest servant he
has! A long night of intolerable anguish,
unrelieved by any attempt whatever to soothe
or ease his pain

;
in the morning, the delayed

charity of a rifle-bullet !" This single instance,
which moved me because I had seen it, pex--

haps a little also because the animal was
beautiful and gentle, what was it, after all,

comparison with the incalculable quantity of
animal suffering which the war was causing
in half the provinces of France? These re-
flections filled me with pain and sadness as I
rode over the battle-ground in the frosty
moonlight. The dead horses lay there still,

just as they fell, and for them I felt no pity.
Swift death, sudden oblivion, rest absolute,
unconscious, eternal, these are not evils; but
the pain of the torn flesh and the shattered
bone, the long agony in hunger and cold, the
anguish of the poor maimed brutes, who strug-
gle through the last dark passages ofexistence,

without either the pride of the soldier, the

reason of the philosopher, or the hope of the

Christian—that is evil, pure and unmixed!
Like all who love animals much, I know

and remember them as I know and remember
men.
The powers of aflection in the horse are for

the most part latent. We see faint signs of

them, and there is a general belief that the

horse has such powers, which isfounded partly

on some exceptional examples, and partly on

a subtle satisfaction in believing that we are

beloved by our slaves. But the plain truth

is, that horses, as they live usually in our ser-

vice, have little to love us for, and most com-
monly regard us either with indifference or

dislike. When we come to the active vices,

the hatred and rebellion of the horse against

his master express themselves very plainly,

much more plainly than equine affection ex-

presses itself ever. Many of these vices are

hereditary in the equine blood, and are a tra-

dition of ill-usage. The way in which they
burst forth in horses, apparently of the most
tranquil character, is one of the mysteries of

nature. Three instances have occurred in my
own stable, of animals becoming suddenly and
irremediably vicious, passing in the course of

three or four days from a state like that of

Paris under the Empire to the rage and re

hellion of Paris under the Commune, and
neither in these cases, nor in any other that

has come under my observation, has a real vice

ever been permanently eradicated. Horses
become vicious from many causes; the most
frequent, I think, is idleness, in combination
with confinement and good keep. Out at grass

horse becomes wild rather than vicious, and
mere wildness is easily curable by gentleness

and patience. Tied up in a stable, with plenty
of hay and corn, his system accumulates the
electricity of irritability which ought to have
been regularly expended in work, and it ex
plodes in dangerous violence. Four days'

idleness in an inn-stable, during wet weather,
cost me the most valuable horse I ever pos-

sessed. On the fifth day no man could ride

him, and no man was ever able to ride h
afterwards.

Most horses are fairly good, and in some
races almost all of them are docile. In other
races vices of different kinds are very com-
mon. Take the Corsican ponies, for instance,

a hardy little race of much speed and endur
ance, very useful to drive in pairs in small
phaetons; they are nearly always vicious,

though seldom vicious enough to interfere

materially with their usefulness. A tiny pair
were offered me with a pretty carriage, the
whole equipage suspiciously cheap, but I dis-

covered that one of the charming little crea-

tures would kick and the other bit like a wolf.

Afterwards, I found that these accomplish-
ments were common to the Corsican breed

;

in fact, that they were generally as energetic,

but as wilful and difficult to deal with, as their

little human compatriot. Napoleon. On the
other hand, there are breeds where gentle
tempers and amiable manners are hereditary.
The conspicuous merit of the horse, which

has given him the dearly-paid honor of shar-
ing in our wars, is his capacity for being dis-

ciplined,—and a very great capacity it is, a
very noble gift indeed ; nobler than much
cleverness. Several animals are cleverer than
the horse in the way of intelligence; not one
is so amenable to discipline.

|

tue, patience. And their chief gift or enc

men is strength. No animal known to u

Western Europe has patience comparabl
that of the ox, and for vast strength, stea

exerted, he is above rivalry. The dray-h
is as strong, but he does not possess the

sistent steadiness of trained oxen. The
vines have not the hoi'se's irritability

temper is very calm, slow to anger, and o

finite endurance. They work alway
nature's grand old principle of unhurried
untiring application, pushing on always
pressure equal to their task, as if life in

world were infinite for them, and the he
instead of flying, walked on at their own
pace. Better servants man never had,

notwithstanding their slowness they ach
enormous results,

The animals which work for us show t

character, as men do, in their work ; and th

fore, in speaking of the working animals
me inquire, first, how they acquit themse
in service. The time when these animah
grandest is not, I think, their idle time
the hours they pass in luxurious indolenc

summer noontide, under the shade of wid
spreading trees, but their moments of supr

effort in harness, dragging great

in the late evening, when the sky is chai

with thunder and the harvest is hastily

ered.

The difference of custom in the employe
of oxen cannot be seen in a more str'"

manner than by visiting two old French ci

Sens and Autun, each on a market-day.
the fifteen hundred vehicles that go to

market at Sens, not one is drawn by oj

or if there should be one, it is a chance w
may happen twice in a twelvemonth
Autun, on the contrary, you will find perl

a thousand pairs, all the heavy work b<

given to oxen in that neighborhood,
the light work, requiring speed, is resei

for horses.

In writing about the bovines it seems
it would be an omission not to speak of

most magnificent example of their stren

the rage and fury of the bull, but in tl

papers I intend to confine myself pr
strictly to what I have seen, passing

with the most rapid allusion what I have i

of or heard about, else there would be no

to the subject. Now, I never saw a bull

in a rage except once, and then most of

time, as the reader will see presently, I ne

sarily had my back to him, and could obs

very little. It fell out in this wise. The
sent writer was descending a certain i

lovely trout-stream, in his canoe, on a bea

ful morning in June. In one place the str

passed through a great park-like pasture,

1 the pasture were a herd of oxen with a v

ne tawny-colored bull. This bull took offe

at the canoe and became furious. He be

by galloping alongside and bellowing,

afterwards dashed into the stream. Hac
been a better strategist, he would have d

this below me and cut oft' my retreat, but
road was open before me and I paddled for

The bull got on astonishingly fast, thougl

spite of the rough, stony river-bed. The w;

may have been seven inches deep, the curr

luckily, rapid, but great were my apprel

sions of grounding, for had I once stuck

my enemy would have been upon me.

length we came to a deep pool, with a q
tity of snags. I slipped through these,

The patient oxen! This is theii- main vir-|they stopped the bull, who floundered al
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i'awhile, and by the time he got to shore

tin 1 was safe in an impenetrable cover.

L donkey's temper is closely connected

d the barometer; he is comparatively

able and vivacious when the air is dry,

he subsides into sullen sluggishness under

influences of humidity. As to the state

J.he roads, he is delicate as a prettily-booted

[y. Mud is his abomination ;
he cannot en-

;jfe to splash himself, and will not trot on

ddy macadam till compelled by the cruelty

lis driver.

have never yet seen the donkey which

lid be guided easily and safely through an

ricate crowd of carriages or on a really

igerous road. The deficiency of the ass

y be expressed in a single word ;
it is de-

eney of delicacy. You can guide a good

•se as delicately as a sailing-boat ; when the

Iful driver has an inch to spare ho is per-

tly at his ease, and he can twist in and out

ongst the throng of vehicles when a mo-

ntary display of self-will in the animal

uld be the cause of an immediate accident

s appears to be incapable of any delicate

cipline of this kind. He may be strong

ift, courageous, entirely free from any seri-

3 vice, but he is always in a greater or less

o-ree unmanageable. When he is really

Tious, that is another matter. There is no

d to his inventions, for he is quite as intel-

ent as the horse, and a thousand times more

lifferent to man's opinion or man's punish-

I have seen a donkey feign death so

rfectly as to take in everybody but his

ister, who had been too often a spectator

that little comedy. Many asses are danger-

B biters. It is probable that the idea of

ing the ass for service would scarcely have

curred to any modern nation if it had not

me to us from the East. In hot sunshine

s is at his best, and in the dry atmos-

lere of Palestine or Egypt he may display

permanent activity. Besides, in those coun-

'es he has the immense advantage of posses-

ig a foil to set off such merits as are really

8? People who are accustomed to the camel,

le most stupid of domesticated brutes, may
Imire the ass by contrast, as Sir Samuel

aker did. And there are races of Oriental

3ses far superior in elegance to ours, and

iperior perhaps in delicacy and docility.

ever. On the contrary, it serves many im-

portant uses, some of which I desire here to

enumerate.
In the first place, church discipline, law-

fully and lovingly conducted, tends to reclaim

the offending member.
" This is manifestly a leading object had in

view by Christ himself in the ordinance of

church discipline. It is noteworthy that the

ordinance proper is immediately preceded in

the text by what it is proper to regard in the

light of a touching and significant parable.

The Lord supposes the case of one sheep lost

out of the flock of a hundred. ' Doth not the

owner,' Christ asks, 'leave the ninety and

nine, and goeth into the mountains and seeketh

that'which is gone astray? And if so be that

he find it, verily I say unto you he rejoiceth

more of that sheep than of the ninety and

nine that went not astray. Even so it is not

the will of your Father which is in Heaven

that one of these little ones should perish.'

The provisions ofthe statute regulating church

discipline immediately follow. That tender,

healing, balsamic expression, 'thou hast gain-

ed thy brother,' is another unmistakable note

of the reclaiming object that was prominent

n the thought of the Divine Lawgiver when

CTo be coDtiimed.3

For "The Friend.'

Chnrch Discipline.

A recent number of The Independent eon-

lins some remarks on this subject, by W. C.

Vilkinson, which are much in accordance

nth the spirit of our own Discipline, which

'eeks the restoration of those who have fallen

Into evil, and the preservation of the Church

1,8 an organized body of disciples, exemplify-

'ng in their daily fives, the doctrines they

brofess. The following passages are extracted

irom the article alluded to.

" The law of church discipline is laid down

W the Supreme Lawgiver himself of the

Dhurch, in the eighteenth chapter ofMatth

rhe whole statute is a statute suffused with a

tender spirit of love. There is nothing hard

3r harsh in any of its provisions. It enjoms

forbearance and admonition, and only in the

last degree of its application commands sever-

ance of a member from the body. It is of

church discipline as conducted according to

the letter and in the spirit of this law of the

Lord that I speak. Church discipline thus

conducted does no harm to any interest what.

promulgated the law of his kingdom

Church discipline is primarily, then, only

brotherly watch-care. It begins when the

transgression is recent, and seeks to close be

fore the transgressor that hard path on which

he has entered at his very first step in it. It

leads the transgressor to make confession of

his fault—an act of Christian obedience, with

one exception, the most difficult and at the

same time most fruitful that any Christian

can perform.
_

"In the second place, church discipline,

rio-htly conducted, tends to promote the moral

and spiritual benefit of those who conduct it.

" I know that precisely the opposite opinion

as to the tendency of church discipline is very

current. But this is because the nature itself

of church discipline is radically misconceived.

It is not a judicial procedure. It is a process

of spontaneous peace-making. It is not official.

It is brotherly. And brotherly admonition I

reckon, beyond even the grace of confession,

the highest and hardest and rarest office of

Christfan obedience toward a fellow-disciple.

No doubt it is fatally easy for a brother ag-

grieved to go in a spirit of anger to the author

of the grievance and rate him roundly for his

fault. But this is crimination, not admoni-

tion. It begets recrimination, not confession

To admonish a brother, as a brother, for his

sake, rather than for your own, ah! that is

about the last achievement of grace in a hu-

man heart. But this is what the law of church

discipline requires on the part of those who

conduct it. What courage, coupled with what

humility; what firmness, coupled with what

o-entleness ;
what pureness, coupled with what

sense of fellow-weakness ;
what wisdom, what

patience, what unselfishness, what love does

the proper exercise of church discipline sup-

pose on the part of those who administer it!

To what a pitch of holy endeavor does it re-

quire them to rise

!

" In the third place, church discipline pro

perly administered, has a wholesome admoni

tory and restraining effect upon those mem
bers who do not directly participate in ad

ministering it.

"If discipline undertaken proceeds to its

last degree—the expulsion of the off

member—the law of Christ seems to suppose

that the entire Church, as a body, engagein

All the members, then, are active partici-

pants and none are mere spectators of the

procedure. But the initiatory and interme-

diate steps, although these should, in fulfil-

ment of the manifest intention of Christ, be

as private and confidential as possible, will, in

the nature of things, often inevitably be ob-

served by some members that are not them-

selves implicated in the practical responsi-

bility of the measures. There will somehow

be diffused more or less widely through the

body a sense of an unusual activity in the vis

medicatrix which is lodged in the Church,

working toward a particular member where

there is felt to be a wound. The Church is

one body, and it is not possible for any single

member of it to suffer alone. There will bo

a certain indefinable consciousness spread

throughout a considerable part, at least, of

the Church that a rally aud muster of the re-

served recuperative forces of the organism is

in progress. As far as this is the case so far

there will be experienced a reflected sense of

circumspection and fear on the part of each

member for himself, lest he, too, in his turn,

prove the occasion of a similar disturbance

and a similar effort at self-recovery to the

body. We are all of us so constituted that

we do not like to have the rebuking and cor-

recting offices of others directed toward us.

There is a strange instinct in us all to shrink

from becoming the object of moral reprehen-

sion, however kind and however healing, with

our fellows. The just dread of this is one of

the most effective deterrents from wrong-

doing that the relations of man to man can

furnish. It was the wise purpose of Christ in

legislating for his Church to provide a system

of means by which the scattered rays of moral

public opinion could be promptly gathered

and brought to a focus upon any member m
the body that needed a concentration of ex-

ternal influence to reduce him to propriety m
behavior. It is a sad loss to the good ot all

when this beneficent Divine provision is suf-

fered to fall into neglect and disuse."

"In the exercise of church discipline the

effort is to restore a mutual harmony in some

deo-ree impaired. The remedy is expressly

adapted to the disease. The members them-

selves between whom the breach of relation

has occurred, are set to repairing the breach.

If they fail, then other members are sum-

moned to re-enforce their ineffectual efforts.

Finally, if need arise, the whole body concen-

trates its vital reparative force at the point

of rupture. If the utmost energy of the or-

cranism prove insufficient to restore the offend-

ing member to his place and office, then, with

me supreme agony of self-recovery, the offend-

ng member is cut off."

Fifth month, 1803.—About these days my
situation was that of secret mourning and

lamentation, not for the dead, but for them

that were gone into captivity, and for the

slain of the daughter of my people. O Lord,

by whom shall Jacob's seed arise, seeing it is

so small and oppressed!—iJic/icird Jordan.

How descriptive is the above of the mourn-

ful feelings and plaintive appeals of some in

the present day ! The sorrowful language of

whoso hearts at times is, "The ways of /ion

do mourn," &c. ; " her enemies prosper, to;.

;

" how doth the city sit solitary, that was lull

of people," &c.
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What a comment is the following on the

vanity of riches

!

Nathan Rothschild, of London.—The high
priest of the exchange was not happy, even
in the midst of his overflowing coffers. Natur-
ally enough, he had few friends and number-
less enemies. In later years he suflTered from
constant dread of assassination. He was al-
ways receiving threatening letters, declarino-
that his life depended on his sending certain
sums of money to certain addresses. He
scented murder in every breeze, suspected
poison in every cup. In sleep, he had night-
mare visions of crouching things: in waking
hours, he started at every unexpected noise.
One morning two strangers were announ

ced as having important business with the
banker, and they were shown into his private
office. He bowed to them, and inquired the
nature of their negotiation. Thev bowed and
said nothing, but advanced toward him, thrust-
img their fingers nervously into their pockets.
Eothsehild's alarm was excited at once. They
must be searching for concealed weapons

:

their bearded faces made it clear to his fright-
ened fancy that they were homicidal ruffians.
He retreated in terror behind a large desk
seized a ponderous ledger, hurled it at their
heads, and screamed " murder," at the top of
his voice. A small army of clerks poured into I

the room, and laid violent hands on the
strangers, who proved to be wealthy Polish
bankers, bringing letters of introduction to
the (physically timid) lion of loans. Embar-
rassed by his auriferously august presence—
what IS there in a breathing money-bag capa-
ble ofinspiring awe ?—they forgot their speech
and their common coolness of conduct. They
were nearly as much terrified as the renowned
Israelite

; and, as it was their initial visit to
England, they imagined at first that all
foreigners were deemed robbers and despe
radocs until the contrary was established
The wretchedly rich JSTathan never wen

out alone after dark, never entered an un-
lighted room, had servants within call of his
bed chamber, slept with loaded pistols under
nis pillow.

A fellow-Frankfortei-, dining with him one
evening and, observing the luxury of his
household, remarked: "You must be happy
baron, with the power to gratify every wish ''

" Happy, indeed I" was the response. " Do
you think It happiness to be haunted always
with the dread of murder, to have your appe
tite for breakfast sharpened by a threat to
stab you to the heart unless you enclose a
thousand guineas to some unknown villain '"
On one occasion, when the great financier

had been to an evening party, and had gotten
into his carriage to go home, a friend, wishin<^
to make an appointment, stepped out to speak
to him. The timorous banker mistook his
familiar for a highwayman, and thrust a pistol
out of the carnage window, with his favorite
cry of'' Murder I" before he could be acquaint-
ed with the situation.
As Eothschild grew richer and older his

fears increased. He became almost a mono-
maniac on the subject of assassination, andmany of his relatives thought him in serious
danger of insanity through his constant ap-
prehensions. Most of the menacing messages
were unquestionably sent by his enemies, withwhom he was plentifully supplied. Conscious
of his weakness, they revenged themselves
upon him by inspiring him with baseless ter-
rors. He was repeatedly told so, but he could,

not be induced to believe that he did not dwell
in an atmosphere of poisons, poinards and
pistols.

—

Harpefs Magazine.

MY DARLINGS.
When steps are hurrying homeward.
And night the world o'erspreada.

And I see at the open windows
The shining of little heads,

I think of you, my darlings.
In your low and lonesome beds.

And when the latch is lifted,

And I hear the voices glad,
I feel my arms more empty.
My heart more widely sad

;

For we measure dearth of blessings
By the blessings we have had.

But sometimes in sweet visions
My faith to sight expands,

And with my babes in his bosom,
My Lord before me stands,

And I feel on my head, bowed lowly
The touches of little hands.

Then pain is lost in patience,
And tears no longer flow •

They are only dead to the
And sin of life, I know.

Alice Cary.

PRAYEE FOR STRENGTH.
Father

! before thy footstool kneeling,
Once more my heart goes up to Thee

;For aid, for strength, to Thee appealing.
Thou who alone canst succor me.

Hear me
! for heart and flesh are failing—

My spirit yielding in the strife;
And anguish, wild as unavailing.
Sweeps in a flood across my life.

Help me to stem the tide of sorrow
;Help me to bear Thy chastening rod

;

(jive me endurance ; let me borrow
Strength from thy promise, O my God

!

Not mine the grief which words may lighten :

Not mine the tears of common woe:
The pang with which my heart-strings tighten.
Only the All-seeing One may know.

And I am weak
; my feeble spirit

Shrinks from life's task in wild dismay
Yet not that Thou that task wouldst spare itMy Father, do I dare to pray.

Into my soul Thy might infusing,
Strengthen my spirit by Thine own

Help me—all other aid refusing— '

To cling to Thee, and Thee alone.

And oh ! in my exceeding weakness
Make Thy strength perfect : Thou art strong 1

Aid me to do thy will with meekness.
Thou, to whom all my powers belong.

Saviour
! our human form once wearing,

Help, by the memory of that day.
When painfully Thy dark cross bearing.
E'en for a time Thy strength gave way.

Beneath a lighter burden sinking,
Jesus, I cast myself on Thee

;

Forgive, forgive this useless shrinking
From trials that I know must be.

Oh ! let me feel that Thou art near me
Close to Thy side I shall not fear '

Hear me, O strength of Isr.ael ! hear me;
bustain and aid ! in mercy, hear

!

£,. Selected,
bmce trifles make the sum of human things.And half our misery from our foibles springs

;

Since lite 3 best joys consist in peace and ease.And few can save or serve, but all may please

;

Oil
!
let th ungentle spirit learn from henceA small unkindness is a great ofl^ence.

Large bounties to restore we wish in vain.o- ^-j i-v^ iconjic we wisn in
iJut aU may shun the guilt of giving pain.

Banmlannah More,

For "The Frie

BelievingthefollowingextractfromFrie
Library, entitled "Institution of the Dif
line," vol. 1st page 123, may be interestin
the readers of "The Friend," it is sei
sertion therein.

Jn John Burnyeat's Journal, he obse
thatat the Half-Year's Meeting at Oyster]
on Long Island, in the Eighth month, 1
Friends were much troubled with '

si

who rose up in a wrong spirit,' against
blessed order which Friends were gath(
into and sweetly settling in ; and their e
and bitterness was chiefly against George :

and his papers of wholesome advice, whic
the love of God, he had sent among Frier
These papers were doubtless the Epis
issued by that eminent man on the subjec
discipline, which were received in this cc
try and noticed on the minutes as author
live in the Society. That the Disciplim
instituted by him, was substantially the s£
as that now existing, at least in its princ:
features, the following extracts will illustr
They also evince the comprehensivenest
his mind, which with no other external gr
than the New Testament, marked out a s

tem of church government embracing so ms
important points, and so completely adap
to the various circumstances of the Socu
that, through all the changes which have
curred in a period of more than one hund
and seventy years, it has been found adequ
to meet the wants of the church. These
tracts are rendered more interesting also
the view which they give of the amiable
excellent traits of his character. Love to i

brotherhood and to all mankind—a desire
promote peace and happiness among his bre
ren

;
sympathy for the afflicted

; care for t

destitute
; liberality to the needy; tendern

and forbearance toward the erring, and ki.

1 courtesy to all, are strongly mark
throughout the whole.
No man of unprejudiced mind and com]

tent judgment, can peruse the disciplina
regulations made by George Fox, withe
being struck with the wisdom, moderatic
and christian dignity and propriety which d
tinguished them. ' There is no character
Christian history since the days of its divi
Founder,' says the Annual Eeview and H
tory of Literature, ' more free from spot
stain, than that of George Fox. It is not le
absurd to pronounce him insane from his wr.
ings, than it would be to pronounce Croi
well a fool from his speeches. By their a
tions they are to be judged. No form of cii
polity so unexceptionable in its means ar
end, so beautiful in all its parts, so perfect

:

a whole, has ever been imagined in philosopl
cal romance, or proposed in theory, as t.'

man conceived, established and reduced
[practice.'

Such is the opinion respecting George Fc
and the Discipline, expressed by persons n(
members of the Society of Friends, and coi
sequently not likely to be influenced by se
tarian partialities. It is not surprising if thof
who enjoy the privileges of membership, an
realize the beneficial and happy effects resul
ing from the institution which he was th
instrument of establishing, should love th
character of the man, and cling with religioc
veneration to the principles and practices •

their forefathers, from which they have d<
rived superior advantages for so many generf
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ihanging Climate of the Atlantic Coast—Laws

of the Weather.

;7e have in this city a very skilful and

gaful observer of the weather—Daniel Dra-

i(, director of the Meteorological Observa-

oy at Central Park. Persons who lounge

tough the lower room of the Museum build-

e at the Park, and notice with curiosity

records of the thermometer and barome-

and aneometer, get but a poor idea of the

1 labors of the director. The solid fruits

is toil appear in his annual reports, where
classifies and makes instructive use of the

riad data thus obtained, and deduces re-

of great value. His last report just

ed, is rich in philosophical truths. It

tains not merely what he can pick up at

Park, but laborious comparisons of obser-

Lions for several points on the Atlantic coast

terms of years, and the conclusions justly

ed thereon. D. Draper is the persistent foe

lone popular fallacy—and in this number h

(Isms to demolish it altogether. The fallacy

Ifthis (it is very prevalent among old people)

xtthat the temperature of the Atlantic States

•becoming warmer. This notion, often ex

jessed in current literature, ought to disap

Bar from print after the severe handling it

fceives from this meteorological expert. This

iar he confines his investigations to the

jonths of June, July and August in groups of

re years, at various points on the coast, and
ije give the general results. For New York
ie mean of four groups of five years each for

jj.e mouths given is 71.83 degrees, and the

ijean of the same months for thirty-three

iiccessive years is 72.09. The Philadelphia

Jicords for four groups of five years each

(low a mean of 73.57 degrees, and the mean
if the same months for fifty-six years is 73.79.

ihe Boston observations date back eighty-

i)ur years, and the mean for the three months

I 69.43, and that for the four groups, <fec., is

Is.39. At Charleston, the mean offour groups,

plected from observations between 1750 and

EM is 80.12, and there is no variation worth
lentioning from one end of the scale to the

Ither. The registrations for New Haven
bter a period of eighty-six years, and the

lean is 69.76 degrees, and that for the gi-oup

elections 69.77. Incidentally, we would no

See the difference in the mean temperature
if all these places as follows, for the longest

erms of the observations :—Boston, 69.43 :

^ew Haven, 69.76; New York, 72.09; Phila-

lelphia, 73.79, and Charleston, 80.12. From
ihese tables D. Draper deduces the truth that

here has been no change in the temperature

)f the three hot mouths of the year in the

Ulantic States, thus strengthening the opin-

on maintained by him last year in his inves-

.igations of the winter months, as far back as

we have any records. In the report of 1872

le also showed that, taking the rainfalls in

raccessive periods of ten years each, and com-

jaring them, there is no apparent increase or

liminution in the mean quantity of rain
;
also

;hat the number of days that the Hudson
River had remained closed, taken in periods

)f ten years, from 1817 to 1867, was about 91

innually, and that the mean did not vary

luring the entire period of the record. Sta-

tistics at New Orleans, Cincinnati, St. Paul

ind other places, as far as they go, indicate

a. like stability of climate. Turning from this

subject the author inquires—What is the direc-

tion in which atmospheric fluctuations cross

the United States ? In March, 1872, as thou

sands of persons have unpleasant cause to re-

member, a biting cold wiod from the north-

west swept over a vast tract of country, kill-

ing deciduous and evergreen trees by the

llion. The Central Park alone lost eight

thousand trees by this unseasonable blast.

Our own investigations made at the time
showed a wide-spread destruction all over
Long Island, New Jersey, the New England
States, and West as far as the Eocky Moun-
tains. D. Draper, studjing the history of this

phenomenon, finds that the cold wind made
itself first felt on March 13, in the region be-

tween the Eocky Mountains and the Missis-

sippi. It had a front of at least 1,000 miles,

and a velocity of 500 miles a day, and lowered
the temperature of pices over which it passed

by more than 20 degrees. On the 14th it

traversed the space between the Mississippi

and the Alleghany range ; on the 15th it

swept on to the Atlantic coast, and thence

out to sea. This terrible wind followed a

course perfectly well-defined by barometrical

and thrermometrical records ; and it is the

same course taken by all the great atmosphe
ric waves, cold or warm, which pass over the

Atlantic slope of the United States. Their

uniform direction is tovrards the Bast. Ta-

bles also indicate that while some of the

atmospheric movements are cyclonic, or ar-

ranged round a central point, many are ana-

logous to those exhibited by the ocean waves,

long and straight, with maxima and minima
nes. The great rainstorms over the same re-

gion generally move in an easterly direction.

b. Draper presents tables of the movements
of storms originating in this country and tra-

versing the Atlantic Ocean. Within certain

imits the time of their passage may be pre-

dicted. From a comparison of the registers

at the Central Part Observatory and those

of Valentia and Falmouth he obtains this law

—In the case of an easterly wind which is

travelling about 200 miles in 24 hours, find

the exact time of the lowest reading of the

barometer, and ascertain the speed of th

storm for 24 hours before and 24 hours after

that time, and the mean of these two numbers
will give the rate of progress in 24 hours

then divide 4,200 by this last number, and

the quotient will express the number of dayi

required for the storm to cross from New York

to Falmouth or Valentia. D. Draper gives

one example out of many to demonstrate

this. October 4, 1869, there occurred a low

barometer at the Park Observatory. In the 24

hours previous, the wind had made 313 miles,

and in the next 24 hours it made 286 miles

—

the mean being 299. Dividing 4,200 by this,

the theoretical time of passage across the At-

lantic was 14 days, and the date of its arrival

atFalmouth October 18. The English weather

reports proved that the actual time of its arri-

val was on the calculated daj'. D. Draper

notices the curious occasional fact that storms

leaving this side of the Atlantic several days

apart arrive in the British Island on the same

day ;
also, that there are instances in which

the last storm overpasses the first by several

days. Out of eighty-six atmospheric disturb-

ances expected to cross the Atlantic, only

three seemed to have failed.

—

Journal of Com-

merce.

For "Tlie Friend."

Some of the editorial remarks in the 18th

number of the " Friend," do not dovetail with

some in the 29th number. After a quotation

from Robert Barclay on the subject of Divine

worship, it is said :
'• The pre-arranged read-

ing of the Scriptures, is as much will-worship

and stated service or ritual, as is reading the

liturgy in the ' Established Church.' Much
has been said, both in this country and in

England, to reconcile Friends to having the

Scriptures read in their meetings, but we can-

not see how any one, understanding and hold-

ing the doctrine of Friends in relation to the

spirituality of Divine worship, and the neces-

sity for the direct influence of the Holy Spirit

for every act of worship, can (jive countenance

to such an open violation of that fundamental

doctrine, as to assemble with those who practise

it." In the 29th number, it is said : "While
we believe that those who are in the practice

of those things," (reading the Scriptures or

singing psalms orhymns), "have no valid claim

to the character or name of Friends, yet we
apprehend the time has not come, when those

who adhere to the doctrines and testimonies

which Friends have ever held, and who alone

are the true Society of Friends, are prepared

to determine what further the Head of the

church requires at their hands."

Now, it appears clear to me, that the writer

n the 18th number thought the "time had

come," when Friends thus situated (as describ-

ed) should "determine what further the Head
of the church requires at their hands." A
course to be pursued is even pointed out for

them. " We would suppose they would great-

ly prefer to sit down with their families at

their own homes, and there wait reverently

upon the Father of Spirits, than submit to

such a ceremony, such an impediment to the

most solemn act in which their souls can be

engaged." The views held out in the para-

graph quoted (18th number), are in accord-

ance with those of Eobert Barclay, published

nearly two hundred years ago, and to which

the Society of Friends has set its hand and

seal, believing that he wrote under Divine

direction and guidance, and therefore, the

Head of the church has "determined" for

Friends what they may and ought to do

under such circumstances. So" that we con-

clude with Eobert Barclay, " That where a

people are gathered together into the belief of

the principles and doctrines of the gospel of

Christ, if any of that people shall go from

their principles, and assert things false and

contrary to what they have already received

;

such as stand and abide firm in the faith, have

power by the Spirit of God, after they have

used Christian endeavors to convince and re-

claim them, upon their obstinacy, to separate

from such, and to exclude them from their

spiritual fellowship and communion, for other-

ways if this be denied, farewell to all Chris-

tianity, or to the maintaining of any sound

doctrine in the church of Christ." A.

[The difterence, between those members ofa

meeting, where the reading of the Scriptures

has been introduced as part of its "service,"

worshipping at their own homes, and Friends

as a Society deciding " what further the Head
of the church requires at their hands," is so

clear and decided, that we apprehend few, if

any other of our readers do not see and com-How hard it is for wise people to become
fools ;

indeed it seems as though they would prehend it, and therefore that it is not neces-

rather remain fools than become wise through jsary to enter into any explanation respecting

this medium.

—

Richard Jordan. it.

—

Eds.]
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For "The Friend."

JobD Eeald.

fContinned from page 242.)

« 2d mo. 12th, 1819. At Madison I took up
some time in treating on silent worship, show-
ing that it was nowhere commanded by the
Divine Master, that [his disciples] should
preach at all meetings they came to. The
fashion orcustomofpreacbingas now used may
cause people to think this must be right, and
without examining impartially we are lia

ble to be imposed on. The Master entered
into a synagogue and stood up to read, and
received the book of the Prophet Isaiah, and
when he had read a few lines, returned the
book and sat down, and the eyes of all th
people were fixed on Him. AVas there not a
sitting in silence then? I suppose more can
be said in favor of silent waiting than many
are aware of. When there was silence in
Heaven for the space of half an hour, nothing
is said of its being wrong or unacceptable.
We are instructed to pray. Thy kingdom
come, thy will be done in earth as it is in hea-
ven

;
and we ought to wait to know what the

will of Heaven is, and then endeavor to do it.

Where two or three are gathered together in
my name, there am I in the midst. Here not
a word is said of preaching to them.
Ruth Spencer had notice given of a meet-

ing at a place called Log City, to which we
went. The meeting was in a school-house
which was filled to overflowing. Euth spoke
a short time, and I followed, and in closing
desired them not to put off the necessary pre^
paration for death, until the things concern-
ing their peace be hid from their 63-08; as did
the people formerly whom our Saviour wept
over, saying, O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou
that killest the prophets and stonest them
that are sent unto thee, how often would I
have gathered thy children, even as „ „^^
gathereth her chickens under her wings, but
ye would not; now the things belon'o-ing
to your peace are hid from your eyes. This
is a deplorable state for a poor creature to fall
into. A man made some objection to this, and
wished me to explain the lastsentence. Some
others called on him not to disturb the meet-
ing now. Euth made some pertinent remarks
and said that God's spirit would not always
strive with those who would not be gathered

;

that the destruction of such was of them-
selves. The man again retorted, when she
said she wished none might put off till no
way remained for them to be gathered but
they must be cast off. It was a solemn time
on the minds of the people generally.

18th. We attended the Quarterly Meetin
at Duanesburg. My mind labored under a
exercise in regard to the youth. In many
places, two or three families live detached
from Society, and sometimes a family alone
and schools nearly all made up of other peo-
ple. In attending to the answers to the Que-
ries, there appeared to be divers instances of
deviation in dress and address, and in the un-
necessary use of strong drink

; and so far as
1 had passed, there were very few children
favored with a guarded education, but were
generally put under the care of other people
to be taught. Under a sense of the probability
that they would imbibe some improper views
from their teachers, my mind became deeply
exercised. When I thought of expressing my
concern to the men, I wanted the women to
hear, and I could find no way more likely fto
yield reliefJ than to request that the parti-

tions be opened. This was readily acceded
to, and I opened my concern. I moreover
mentioned that I rejoiced in finding so much
tenderness among the dear young people, that
were preserved as well as they were. When
I had cleared myself, Anna M. Thorn of Nine
Partners, followed, and there was much ten-
derness among both old and young.

23d. At Middlefield, my mind soon felt a
concern of a trying kind. I mentioned the
young man who came to our Saviour, saying,
What good thing shall I do that I may in-
herit eternal life. It seemed he had a serious,
inquiring turn of mind, wanted to enjoy fel

'

city, but when he heard what was to be parted
with, he went away sorrowful. Thus many
are in degree inquiring, O what shall I do
that I may be happy ! Here with many endi
the concern, and it is often forgotten for a
length of time, though it is so clearly seen
that something should be done. It seemed
to me that I never felt so much indifference
in any meeting, and I labored long to gain a
little sober attention, and in a degree of lov(
concluded.

24th. Yesterday afternoon and this morn
ng I felt grieved for the people. Sadness of
heart was my lot, because there seemed to be
no entrance to engage their attention to their
truest interest. Though this was a general
sense, I believe their were some sincere, ten-
der-hearted ones among them.

25th. At Charleston. O how poor I feel
this morning. I do not know but that I have
somehow missed the way that I should go,
and I do not know where it is I have missed,
if I have taken an improper step. It was
dreadful to me to go on toward the meeting,
but we got there in time and sat down.
Some small opening presented to my mind,
and at length it felt as though I must offer
the little, and I said. He that knew his Lord's
will, and did it not, should be beaten with
many stripes. To our own Master, we must
either stand or fall, and He whom we pr "

to serve, knows all our weakness or frailty.
He knows the ability we are furnished with,
and we can hide nothing from Him. Going
on in fear and under a sense of much weak-
ness and some trembling, proceeding carefully
as way and matter opened, I treated of the
attention due from parents to children, and
from children to parents

; and how desirable
to parents, after they have by night and by
day attended to the wants of their dear chil
dron, that when they require them to do
something, they obey with readiness, doing
as well as they know how. But if perverse
disobedience be the way they practise, how
far this is from being acceptable to the pa-
rents, how far from making a grateful return
for so great care. And should not we yield
obedience to the Great Parent? Is it not
ingratitude to neglect to obey Him ? Shall
we receive many blessings and be desirous of
more, and return feigned, pretended obedi-
ence ? As I proceeded I felt strength to in-
crease, and tenderness and solemnity spread
over the assembly, and it became a season of
favor, and my heart breathed thankfulness
and i^raise to the bountiful Giver. Before
parting I bid them an affectionate farewell
and commended them to God and the Word
"His Grace. They appeared after meeting
solemn, not going into light or vain conver-
sation, as in some places I have painfully
witnessed.

Duanesburg. Before the business came >

had a short testimony which was close,
ing, that things will not always be in
way they are in, that such as are liftec

will be brought down, and such as are of
degree will be exalted, those who are wis
their own eyes, and prudent in their own 1

ceit, will be brought down, while the bun
who are little in their own esteem and of
estate are exalted. It was trying exen
but when I had got through I sat down
leased. This communication had consic
able reach on divers that were present.
Last evening we received letters from

connections and friends at home, giving
account of their welfare, which has been
newed cause of thankfulness to the Fathe
mercies, that as he had been pleased to
gage me to leave these dear objects of
love. He had preserved them and me too
being now near six months since receiy
any account from them.

28th. Attended a meeting at Duanesbu
I sat tryingly exercised for some time, tl
arose and said. The winter is gone, the r;

is over and past, the time of the singing
birds is come, and the voice of the turtle
heard in the land. I then intimated that t

description fitly applied to the poor, tried so
that has been tempted and buffeted, and h
passed through these difliculties with confl
and adversity, and begins to feel the gen:
warmth of the Sun of righteousness to aril

Ah how pleasing to realize the winter to
gone, the rain over and past, the time of t
singingof birds to be come and the voice of t
turtle to be heard in the land ! How consolii
how rejoicing, to experience what is no dou
intended to be conveyed by this passage! Tl
preciousness of it is sufficient to cause tl

heart of the widow to sing for joy. But, h
friends, after all this [how sorrowful it wou
be if] there should be a sitting down at eae
a forgetfulness of past favors, and resting sa
isfied in the time of prosperity, the time
adversity and of favor too, forgotten. Th
state of ease is too natural to us, and withoi
watchfulness we are very liable to fall

it; and in the times set apart for our solem
approaches to our Maker to permit the i

to wander, and to stray away after the di

lights of this world, the amusing gratifici
tions of the things of time. I was favored t

bring several ideas feelingly to view, and
believe the minds of many were humblingl
impressed. I wanted that the humble, care
ful travellers should be encouraged, and I b<

lieve they were; and the negligent warned.
(To be continued.)

The Foot of a Horse—The human hand ha
often been taken to illustrate Divine wisdor

and very well. But have you ever examine
your horse's hoof It is hardly less curiou
in its way. Its parts are somewhat more com
plicated, yet their design is simple and ob^
ous. The hoof is not, as it appears to th
careless eye, a mere lump of insensible bone
fastened to the leg by a joint. It is made u]
of a series of thin layers, or leaves, of horn
about five hundred in number, and nicely fit

ted to each other, and forming a lining to th.
foot itself Then there are as many mon
layers, belonging to what is called the " coffin
bone," and fitted into this. These are elastic
Take quire of paper and insert the

27th Wa of+a.,j^j Tir j.^1 Tir ..
""" ^y °°® ^i^'o those of another quire, anc^7th. We attended Monthly Meeting atlyou will get some idea of the arrangement o;
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in his four feet—about four thou-

id all this is contrived, not only for

jonvej-ance of his own body, but for what-
burdens may be laid on him.

—

Rural

For " The Frjenil."

Would you judge of the lawfulness or un-
ulness of pleasure ? of the innocency or
gnity of actions ? take this rule : What-
wealiens your reason, impairs the tender-
ofyour conscience, obscures your sense of
or takes off the relish of spiritual thin

lort, whatever increases the authority of
body over your mind, that thing is sin

)U, however innocent it may be in itself.'

ly moustache is quite a pretty one—it

nicely the general contour of thy face

parts to thee a half-military, and sort of
ui'opean style, which, with thy broad,

re shoulders and good carriage, makes
one that may well be admired. Thy

les, and the selection and arrangement of
jewelry, are certain to attract the atten-

of whoever may be in thj' presence. Thy
ners are suflSciently polished and are quite

ictive. Thy acquirements are considera-

-thou art well posted in Shakespeare,
cens, and many of the poets. Thy associ-

accord thee much attention and prefer-

; the fact is, thou art really very popular,

there is a lustre about thee that impresses.

)y friends caution thee about thy tastes,

t attach too much importance to it, for

forget the claims as well as the charms
3uth—they have had their good time, and
outlived their love for externals ; and if

should listen to all their admonitions,
sels and warnings, thou might pass thy

in gloom, and be shut out from sun-

e the best part of thy day ; No, no, don't

rd them—they will get over it.—And
e than all this, if thou allows thyself to

me too conscientious, thou'lt never get
gin business in the world. Sharp, shrewd
would pluck thee on every side, and leave

away in the rear to be pointed at as one
couldn't make a living,

us has the devil been instructing thee

:

his and more too of a similar nature, has
enemy of thy peace, already persuaded
to believe, is true—thou hast imbibed it

and the poison is now working—that

erness ofconscience which preserved thee
[irlier life is waning—the light that was
(lee is growing less and less, darker and
ier. Gross sins thou wast never guilty

lut, " the little foxes are spoiling the ten-

vine." The vanity of thy mind, thy love

pprobation, thy forgetfulness of thy Crea-

thy ambitious dreams of the future, thy
ne of the Master and His words, thy fear

le cross of a crucified Lord, thy dread of

straight and narrow way, thy refusal to

Y thyself objects and idols which thou
OS to be wrong, are all fast sapjDing thy
itual life, and to-day thou art further from
and His salvation than thou wast a few

rs ago.

here is a way to return which thou art

ignorant of:—forgiveness afresh, and re-

jiliation awaits thee. "Repent, for the
;dom of Heaven is at hand." And " boast

thyself of to-morrow, for thou knowest
what a day may bring forth." Accept
the proffered blessing of divine help : re-

several layers. Now, the weight of the turn again to Bethel where God met with
crests on as many elastic springs as there thee in the beginning; repent, and thy soul
" ;-'-•£ •^--- -u.... r...... .L...

shall yet live. Apply thyself with earnest-
ness to the means appointed in God's mercy
for thy restoration, until enabled to exchange
thy pleasure building of to-day, which hath
only sand for a foundation, for the substantial
and ever enduring felicity of the redeemed
I know thee not by name or place—only as a
brother for whom Christ died, and whose
cause he is even now pleading at the Father's
throne : He loves thee, and wants to save tl

so much, and yet I fear thou " will not."

Sex in Education.—Dr. Clarke, in his little

volume upon this subject, has pointed out
a very impressive way the bearings of science
ui^on a question which has been hitherto
handled with very little reference to scientific

principles. He says that the endurance of
women is not equal to that of men, which
everybody claimed to know before; but he
says that this inequality of endurance must
shape school policy, which has not hitherto
been admitted, and he furthermore disci

the mischievious and fatal consequences that
follow in our schools from practically disre

garding the physical differences of sex. The
effects of exposing girls to the same school
method and discipline as boys are injurious

and often fatal to health, but from their na
ture they are studiously concealed, and in the
present temper of public feeling arc often

persistently denied. The doctor, however,
has studied the question as a physician, and
the book abounds with painful evidences that
he has studied it to some purpose. He shows
what must be the inevitable consequences of
the co-education of the sexes carried out as a

sj'Stem, and maintains that what science pre-

dicts experience verifies. He says : "A phi-

lanthropist and an intelligent observer, who
has for a long time taken an active part in

promoting the best education of the sexes,

and who still holds some sort of official con-
nection with a college occupied with identical

co-education, told the writer a few months
ago that he had endeavored to trace the post-

college history of the female graduates of the
nstitution he was interested in. His object

was to ascertain how their physique behaved
under the stress—the wear and tear of wo-
man's work in life. The conclusion that re-

sulted from his inquiry he formulated in the
statement that "the co-education of the sexes
ntellectually a success, physically a fiailure.'

"

— Galaxy.

A Voice from the Past.

Extract from an Epistle issued by Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting in 1833.

The present period is remarkable for the

great number of undertakings that have for

their object the promotion of moral, religious

or benevolent purposes, and in which the co-

operation of Friends is often solicited. We
believe that a frequent or familiar association

with the world and with those who do not
conform to our principles or practices, whe-
ther by writing or carrying on such plans, or

in our common intercourse among men, is

calculated to have a weakening effect on the

mind, to leaven us into the spirit of the world,

and expose us to temptation, to depart from
our religious testimonies. It behoves us all,

and especially the young convinced, to be-

ware of the great and increasing activity

which pi-evails at the present day, lest by

running into things which are not convenient
for them, their spiritual strength may be
dissipated, and their advancement in the work
of true religion obstructed.
Be on your guard, dear young Friends,

against too readily joining yourselves with
any of these associations. You will find your
safety to consist in stillness and a deep in-
dwelling with the Seed of life in your own
hearts, keeping within the bosom of our own
Society, and in your daily walk in the world,
showing forth a good conversation with meek-
ness of wisdom in all lowliness of mind. Avoid
entering too freely into conversation on re-
ligious topics, or meddling with subjects which
are too high for you

; and rather seek to learn
in the School of Christ, those things which
belong to your own everlasting peace, than
be forward to engage in religious discussion.
Let nothing induce you to slight the pre-

cious testimonies of truth, either in your dress,
language or deportment, but yield yourselves
to the restraining power of the cross, which
will circumscribe j'our desires and give you
solid peace and contentment in a plain and
moderate way of living. This will preserve
you also from seeking after wealth, or engag-
ing in great trade or'business, both of which
are snai-es that have entangled many visited
minds, been productive of sorrowful conse-
quences to them, and brought reproach on our
religious profe.ssion. Finally, dear Friends of
every class, may we all press after an increase
of that heavenly fellowship which stands in
Christ Jesus, our holy head, that, being bap-
tised by one spirit into one body, we may
experience a united and harmonious travail
for the presei-vation of our religious Society
on its original foundation ; for the support of
its testimonies, and the faithful administration
of its discipline ; that thus coming unto Christ
as unto a "living stone, disallowed indeed of
men, but chosen of God, and precious, we also

as lively stones, may be built up a spiritual

house, an holy priesthood, to offer up spii-it-

ual sacrifices, acceptable to God by Jesus
Christ."

(Signed,)

William Evans, Clerk of Men's and
EuTH Ely, Clerk of Women's Yearly

Meeting.

Remarkable Memories.—Mary Somerville, in

her recollections, gives the following instances

which came under her observation :

"There was an idiot in Edinburg, the son
of a respectable family, who had a remark-
able memory. He never failed to go to the
kirk on Sunday, and on returning home could

epeat the sermon word for word, saying,

Here the minister coughed. Here he stopped
to blow his nose. During the tour we made

the Highlands, we met with another idiot

ho knew the Bible so perfectly that if you
asked him where such a verse was to be found,

he could tell without hesitation, and repeat
the chapter. The common people of Scotland
at that time had a kind of serious compassion
for these harmless idiots, because ' the hand
of God was upon them.'

The wise as well as the foolish are some-
times endowed with a powerful memory. Dr.
Gregory, an eminent Edinburg physician,

one of the cleverest and most agreeable men
I ever met with, was a remarkable instance

of this. He wrote and spoke Latin fluently,

and Dr. Somerville, who was a good Latinist,

met with a Latin quotation in some book he
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was reading, but not knowing from whence
it was taken, asked his friend Dr. Gregory.

'It is forty years since I read that author,'

said Dr. Gregory, ' but I think you will find

the passage in the middle of such a page.'

Dr. Somerville went for the book, and at the

place mentioned there it was."

This belief, of the neces-sity of imperfection,

is not only dangerous but hurtful ; for instead

of inciting to endeavors after holiness, it dis-

courages all attempts thereto. For what need
a man set forth towards a city, while be be-

lieves he shall never come there?

—

John
Crook.

THE FRIEND.
THIRD MONTH 28, 1874.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—An analy.sis of the returns of the recent

parliamentary elections in Great Britain exhibits the
remarkable fact that, although the Conservative party
elected the majority of the House of Commons, the
Liberal party had a majority of the popular votes. The
Liberals polled 756,386 votes throughout the kingdom,
and the Conservatives 690,782, a Liberal majority of

65,654, and yet the Conservatives have a majority of
50 in the House.

Parliament rea.«sembled on the 19th, and the mem-
bers of the House of Commons were summoned to the
Chamber of the Peers to hear the Queen's speech read.
Among the subjects referred to in the speech, are the
marriage of the Queen's son with a Russian princess,

which is regarded as a pledge of friendship between
two great empires ; the successful result of the Ashantee
war, and the drought which has atfected the most popu-
lous provinces of the Indian Empire. In reference to
the latter the Queen says: "I have directed the Gov-
ernor-General of India to spare no cost in striving to

mitigate this terrible calamity." Attention is called
to the delay and expense attending the transfer of land
in England, which form a serious obstacle to dealings
in real property, and it is intended to submit measures
for consideration which will, if adopted, remove much
of the evil complained of. A bill will also be intro-
duced dealing with such parts of the acts regulating the
sale of intoxicating liquors as have given rise to com-
plaints. Several local matters are referred to, includ-
ing the working of the act affecting the relationship be-
tween master and servant : the act dealing with offences
connected with trade, and the law of conspiracy. The
Government desires that Parliament before attempting
fresh legislation on these subjects, should be in posses-
sion of all the material facts and know the precise que.s-
tions in controversy, to obtain which knowledge a royal
commission of inquiry has been issued in regard to the
state and working of the laws referred to.

Disraeli gave notice that the government would ask
for the adjournment of the House from the .31st inst. to
4th mo. 13th. He promised that the budget would be
ready on the 16th prox.
On the 20th a remarkably high tide occurred on the

eastern coa.st of England. Ipswich, Yarmouth and Hull,
were partially flooded, and the Thames rose so as in
some places to overflow its banks to the damage of ad-
jacent stores and warehouses. Several persons were
drowned.

General Wolseley and part of the troops of the Afri-
can expedition, have returned to England.
A loan of S.50,000,000 is needed for India, of which

$15,000,000 are wanted immediately.
Disraeli has refused to receive a deputation that came

to ask for the release of the imprisoned Fenians.
A decree has been promulgated in Madrid establish-

ing a national bank, granting it a monopoly of the
issuing of bank notes, and compulsorilv incorporating
with it all other banks in Spain. In return the new
bank is to make large advances to the government.
No important change in the north of Spain is re-

ported. The first movement for the relief of Bilboa,
by way of the river, was a failure. It was found im-
possible to effect a landing, and the expedition returned
to Santander. An ammunition wagon lately exploded
in Serrano's camp, and killed and wounded "fifty men.
The Roman Catholic Bishops in the Austrian Legis-

lature threaten to withdraw if the passage of the eccle

siastical bill is pressed.

The Prussian Reichstag is reluctant to fix the or

dinary strength of the army at the high number de
manded by the government, 400,000 men.
On the" 22d, the Generals of the army waited in ;

body on the Emperor, and congratulated him on the

reaching of his 77th birth day. The Emperor, in the

course of his reply, referred to the army and declared
that he was determined to maintain its strength, and
thereby ensure the peace of Europe.

After a long debate in the French Assembly, the

resolution censuring the government for its action in

reference to the nomination of mayors of cities was de
feated by a majority of 62.

The Duke of Padua and other distinguished persons

who took part in the recent demonstration at Chisel

hurst, have been removed from the mayoralties and
other oSices held by them under the government.
The Russian Oflicial Messenger publishes a statistical

table which shows that the fires in that country in 1873
were 22,476 in number, the damage done being estl

mated at forty-four two-fifths millions of roubles. Out
of that total, five thousand nine hundred and eleven

were caused by acts of imprudence, three thousand one
hundred and forty-one are attributed to malevolence,
eight hundred and sixty-four to lightning.

The diamond fields at the Cape of Good Hope are

now nearly deserted, the majority of the seekers after

wealth having concluded to abandon a quest which en-

tailed severe labor and rarely paid more than expenses
The revenues of the Suez Canal show a steady in-

crease. The receipts of the 2nd mo. 1872 were 1,33.3,-

040 francs, those of the same month 1873, 1,852,132
francs, and those of the last 2nd month 2,011,000 francs.

The Bishop of Iceland has issued a pastoral ordering
a religious celebration throughout the island on the

2d day of Eighth mo. next, in commemoration of th^

thousandth anniversary of the first settlement of the

island. A new constitution granted by Denmark will

go into eflect at the date mentioned.
A City of Mexico dispatch says : A Catholic mob,

the night of March 7th, attacked a Protestant chapel in

Puebla, broke the windows and furniture, destroyed
bibles and stoned the pastor.

Prince Kalakua has been elected King of the Sand
wich Islands, to succeed King Lunalilo. The new ruler
is said to be a man of good character and better abilities

than his immediate predecessors.

A recent census of Japan shows the entire population
to be 33,100,000. The Emperor has ordered that his
own income shall pay tax equally with that of his sub-
jects. The malcontents in Fizen demand that an
pedition shall be sent against Corea. The government
is endeavoring to put down the rebellion, but many of
the military refuse to act against their countrymen.

Seventy English journalists have made an excursion
over the Midland Railroad in the Pullman cars, and
the papers speak in high terms of this improvement of
railway travel. The 'Times says, now that Pullman's
enterprise has crossed the Atlantic, the improvement
will not be limited to England.
On the 23d, the King of Italy received 3000 persons

from all parts of the kingdom, who came to congratu-
late him on the twenty-fifth anniversary of his acces-
sion to the throne.

A protest has been presented in the French Assem-
bly, from Gambetta and others, demanding the dissolu-
tion of the Chamber.
London, 3rd mo. 23d.—Consols 92.
Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 8

',(?.; Orleans, 8 1-lM.
White wheat, 12s. 4rf. a 12s. 6rf. per 100 lbs.; red
western spring, lis. a lis. %d.

United States.—The receipts from internal revenue
has recently diminished in consequence of the temper-
ance agitation in the West, which has lessened the de-
mands on the distillers. While the sale of intoxicating
drinks in large towns has not been much affected, it has
been nearly broken up in many villages and small
towns of Ohio and Indiana.
There were 557 deaths in New Y'ork last week.
In Philadelphia the interments numbered 293. The

total consumption of anthracite coal in this city for
1873, is given as 1,751,871 tons, and of gae and bitu-
minous coal about 375,000 tons, making a total of 2,-
126,871 ton.s, again.st 1,988,439 tons in 1872.

_
Bald Mountain, in the western part of North Caro-

lina, near Tennessee, has for several weeks past given
indications of a volcanic eruption, the ground upon its
slopes trembling, and loud rumbling noises coming
from the mountain.
The New England Freedmen's Aid Societv, which

was organized in 1864, has decided to close its opera-
tions. The society has received and disbursed about

S350,000, and supported seventy teachers amor
freed people of the South.

The whole number of hogs packed in the West
11th mo. 1st last to 3d mo. 1st, was 5,383,8ir

weight 268 pounds ; which is a decrease in numbi
weight compared with last year.

On the 22d a fire broke out in Indianapolis,

consumed a number of valuable buildings. Toti

about $300,000.

On the 23d inst., a large manufactory at New ]

Conn., was burned, and -500 hands were turned
employment. Estimated loss $800,000.

The United States House of Representatives,

vote of 168 to 77, has passed a bill to fix the amo
legal-tender notes for general circulation at S40(
000, said amount never to be exceeded.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quot
on the 23d inst. New York.—American gold,

U. S. sixes, 1881, 119| a 120; ditto, 1868, 119;
5 per cents, 114f. Superfine flour, $5.75 a $6;
extra, $6.25 a S6.50 ; finer brands, $7 a $10.75.

Chicago spring wheat, $1.55; No. 2 do., $1.50;
do., $1.45; white Michigan, $1.82._ Oats, 61 ai

Western mixed corn, 87 a 91 cts. ; white, 91 a

Rye, 98 cts. PhUadelphia.—CottoTi, 16i a 17 i

uplands and New Orleans. Superfine flour, $5 a
extras, $5.75 a $6.50 ; finer brands, $7 a $10.25.

wheat, $1.60 a S1.65 ; amber, $1.70 a $1.73;
$1.78 a $1.83. Rye, 94 a 96 cts. Yellow corn,

Oats, 57 a 68 cts. Sales of 2300 beef cattle. Cht

6J a 7J cts. per lb. gross, and common 4J a 6 cts.

6 a 8J cts. per lb. gross, and hogs S8.50 a $9 pc

lb.net. HalUmore.—Choice white wheat, $1.8'

fair to prime, $1.60 a $1.75; good to prime red,

a $1.80. Y'ellow corn, 78 a 80 cts. Oats, 60 a
Chicago.—Spring extra flour, $5.50 a $6.25.

spring wheat, $1.24} ; No. 2 do., |1.17i ; No.
S1.14J. No. 2 mixed corn, 62 cts. No. 2 spring 1:

S1.41.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee having

of the Boarding School at W^esttown, will be h
Philadelphia on Sixth-day, the .3d of next i

1 p. M.

The Committees on Instruction and Admii
meet at 10 A. M. of the same day.

Samuel Morri
Philada. 3d mo. 24th, 1874. Q

The Visiting Committee meet at the Scho
Second-day evening, the 30th instant. Conve;
will be at the Street Road Station on that day, tc

the trains that leave Philadelphia at 2.30 and"4.4(

A young woman Friend, with experience as a te

desires a situation as .assistant in a Friends' Scho
Address box 12, Kennett Square, Chester Co.,

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
As the stations of Superintendent and Matron <

Institution are expected to be vacated at the close
Winter Session, in the 4th month next. Friend
may feel drawn to undertake the duties attacl
them, are requested to communicate thereon with
of the following named members of the Committ

Nathaniel N. Stokes, Cinnaminson Post-
Burlington Co., N. .7.

Charles Evans, No. 702 Race St., Philadel
Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. J.

Rebecca S. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth St., Ph

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) PhiladeJ^
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wi
INOTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admi-ssion of Patients n
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Bo
Managers.

Died, at his city residence, in Philadelphia,
mo. 20th, 1874, Oliver Parry, in the 80th y
his age, a member of Philadelphia Monthly M(
of Friends for the Western District; and was 1

2d mo. 23d, in " Friends' Solebury Burying-gro
Bucks Co., Pa.

, at West Chester, Pa., on the 2d inst., Jor
TowNSEND, aged near 85 years, a member of Bir
ham Monthly Meeting of Friends.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Animal Cbaracter.

(Concluded from page 251.)

THE PIG—THE WOLF—KIDS.

thcr charms than gastrouomical ones have
n discovered in young pigs by those who

occasionally made pets of them. The
nal, though obstinate and self-willed, is

ly not stupid, and is capable of the warm-
attachment, and of great fidelity to those

oves. All young animals are interesting,

young pigs arc more comical in one re

3t than kids, or lambs, or kittens, or pup-
I mean, in the ludicrous combination of

vy structure with immense activity and
cipitation. They are prudent in an advance,

they always lose their wits in a retreat,

on any decided alarm they hurry awaj'

L general sauoe qui pent. In maturer years
obstinate courage frequently developes

If, and they charge with such force that a

a cannot resist them without using deadly
ipons. I remember trying to get a pig

bridge; we were three men against

1, all armed with sticks, but he charged us

ficrcclj-, that after an hour's bard work,
1 a hundred ineffectual attempts, we were
;ipelled to give in at last, and] his owner
I to seek a wide bridge higher up the river

ich took him nine miles out of his waj-.

this occasion the animal displayed splen-

eourago and indomitable resolution, so

t it would have been impossible to thwart
purpose without inflicting some serious

iry.

remember driving one night in France,
the skirts of a forest, a very lively horse
eed, when suddenly he became livelier

so livelj', in fact, that it was scarcelj-

isiblc to hold him, and would not have been

sible at all had not the road been deeply
ered with snow, that was still silently and
arily falling. It was between midnight
1 one in the morning, and nothing was

'

ht but the black edge of impenetrable

est, with here and there a bit of sedgy
rass, and, on the other hand, miles of tree

s land, all white and untrodden, stretching

«ay till it joined the dark grey skj'. Whilst
"leavoriug to restrain the horse's impatience,

an to have a sort of feeling as if ou
idows accompanied us on that swift course,

i yet our lanterns were not lighted and

there was no moon, nothing but the steady
weird light from the infinite white fields. I

had a lady with me, a Frenchwoman, not

wanting in courage, and she quickly laid her
band on my arm, and said "iesioups/" Yes,

the two moving shades were a couple of large

wolves cantering silently in the same direc-

tion, and in a line strictly parallel with our

own course, not pursuing us, but keeping
steadily in the fields to our left. So wo kept

on for about a league, the horse half mad with

fright, and gallopfngas fast as the snow would
let hira, and still the two black creatures to

the left of us, keeping up with us as it seemed
easily, with that steady silent canter of

theirs over the thickening snow I Whether
they would attack us or not depended simplj-

upon the intensity of hunger they might be

enduring, and we watched them for some
minutes with anxiety, but at length we began
to imagine that the lines of our course were
no longer quite parallel, that the space be-

tween us and the wolves was gradually widen-

ug. Soon afterwards this became a certainty:

the wolves were going on a mission of their

own, probably to some sheepfold in the neigh-

borhood, and did not intend to honor us with

their attention. The parallelism of our lines

of route had been merelj^ an accident, and
our companions grew less and less, till at

length we could only perceive two tiny black

pecks that seemed almost motionless in the

distance, and that nobody who had not seen

them nearer would have suspected to be wolves
at all.

Sometimes, however, the wolves are more
to be feared, even in France. It seldom hap-

pens that a man is in much danger from their

direct attacks, but there is great peril of a bad
carriage-accident when your carriage is pur-

sued by wolves. Hoi-ses have a perfect horror

of these animals, and lose their heads entirely

on such occasions ; so that one has good reason

to dread wolves when driving, especially if

the road is an awkward one.

The character and habits of the wolf have
been carefully studied by many observers,

who agree in admitting his eratt and intelli-

gence, though some of them doubt his courage.

Toussenel tells us that he himself saw six full-

grown wolves crossing the frozen Loire, in

single file, in the winter of 1829, that he ex-

amined their track afterwards, and would
have supposed, if he had not seen six wolves,

that only one animal had crossed the river in

that place, so accurately had the five others

placed their paws in the foot-prints of the

first. The wolf is so suspicious that it is al-

most impossible to poison him. If you place

a poisoned carcase near his own residence he
will not touch it, the only way to get him to

cat of it is to drag it a long distance so as to

make a trail, and then seem as if you had been
anxious to hide it. He will follow the trail

at night and find the carcase. A common
way is to lie in wait for him with rifles round
about the spot where the carcase is, and then

pour a converging fire upon him the moment
of his arrival. Notwithstanding the most in-

tense hunger ho will not eat of anything that

seems to him suspicious, ho will devour earth
'tself first. The same prudence marks his

conduct in all respects ; ho will not uselessly

expose himself, j'et ho is not a coward. Like
all robbers ho enjoys foggy weather. It is

well known that a farm which is close to the
wolf's private residence is safer than one
situated at a distance of a few miles, as he
thinks it best to avoid scandal in his own
neii^hborhood. The wolf knows too, very
well, who are his active enemies, and who are

the people whom, though not friendly, he can
aft'ord to regard with indifference. An in-

stance is on record of a wolf which, quietly

seated on a little eminence, watched the long
line of peasants' carts going to market along
the highroad close to where he was. Hundreds
of anecdotes might be collected in proof of the

wolf's exceeding intelligence in all that con-

cerns the preservation of his life, and every
hunt supplies fresh examples. A family of
young wolves, instructed by their mother,
will mislead the hunters artfully, taking the

dangerous duty by turns for the protection of
the rest. But when a strong, full-grown

animal gets fairly away, out of the ring of

beaters, his policy is simple in the extreme.

He chooses a straight line, and sticks to it

across all obstacles with uncompromising rec-

titude, and the worse the ground the safer he
is, for then the distance rapidly widens be-

tween him and his pursuers. When the

hunters are far behind the wolf relaxes his

pace to a quiet trot, and finally takes a rest,

not troubling himself much if one or two of

the foremost dogs reach him, for he will give

them a sharp bite or two that will deprive

them of any wish to vex him again.

Like all young things, kids are extremely
inquisitive, and whenever one of them thinks

it has made a discovery, the others always
immediately determine to find out all about
the now subject of interest.

Sometimes the experiments made by a set

of inquisitive kids must of necessity be suc-

cessive. For example, if there is a basket in

the place which will hold one of them, and
no more, the others watch him with great

interest; and as soon as ho jumps out (which
ho is never very long in doing), tho others

inevitably jump in and out again by turns.

A game of this kind will last till one of the

kids has a new suggestion to make, which his

brethren are sure to adopt ; for they are always
very ready in adopting any suggestion which
promises a variety in their amusements. It

became the fashion one day amongst my kids

to carry a little sprig of green between the
lips ; and a very pretty fashion it was, from a
painter's point of view, as it supplied a most
refreshing touch of color amongst tho blacks

and greys. There is a certain impudence and
fearlessness about kids which is often both

laughable and charming. One day, whilst I
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was at work sketcliiDg, the kids took it into

their heads to trj- to upset my seat bj' getting

under it, and lifung me up with their not very

Samson-liko shoulders. This they tried in

turn ; but, not being powerful enough to sue

ceed, turned their attention to my great dog,

who lay by me contemplating their gambols

with a sort of half tolerance mingled with

disdain. First one kid came up to Tom, and

brought his tiny visage in contact with Tom"
astonished physiognomj^ ; then another tried

the same experiment; and finally, of course,

the third tried it. At last the dog's dignit3-

could stand it no longer, and he rushed out of

the place, not trusting himself to refrain fn

using his mighty jaws, which would have

crushed a kid's head like a nut-shell.

Most young things (young crocodiles and
some other roptiles excepted) appear to be

reservoirs of pent-up natural energy that finds

vent in irrepressible gambols. Of all active

young creatures intimatel}' known to me, kids

are the most active. When they seem to

perfectly still and reasonable, a spring is

touched, and they bound straight up as if the

earth had suddenly become elastic and thrown
them towards the sky like projectiles. They
pass from moods of venturesome and reckless

frolic to moods of extreme caution. When in

the latter, they studiously examine some ob
ject in the place where they arc confined, and
the boldest of them approaches it first, ready
however, to withdraw upon any appearance
of danger. The others follow behind, at regu-

lar intervals. In all this they are doing in

play what they will have to do in earnest in

after life. The gambols prepare them for the
bold leaping amongst rocks and precipices,

whilst the eclaireur work prepares them for

theduty of a prudent sentinel when the wolves
are near in the mysterious and deceptive
moonlight.

For "The Friend."

Memoirs and Letters of Sarah nillman.
(Continued from page 250.)

To Martha Wistar.

"Philadelphia, 6th mo. 22d, 183S.

My Dear Friend,—Pleasant as it would be
to greet thee and thy dear husband in your
hospitable mansion, the feeling that I am not
my own, forecloses every prospect at present
of social visiting. When at liberty so to do
can assure thee it would be gratei'ul to me to
enjoy with you the freedom of converse.

I trust there are, as thou sayest, preserved,
even in everyplace where Ho has condescend-
ed to place his Name, such as shall cleave to
Him, such as shall speak of the glorious ma-
jesty of his house, such as shall praise him in

the midst of a crooked and perverse genera
tion, yea tell their children of him, and talk
of his greatness. Who will not love their lives
unto the death, but rather strive to be kept
among the number of the fixithful, the chosen,
as well as the called; who shall walk with
their dear Lord, it is written, in white. Ah,
that we may be of this number, let us press
after the attainment, let us strive to be found
worthy. Then shall we realize indeed to our
comfort, that in ever^- place, and in and under
all our afilictions and trials, incense may be
offered to his glorious, holy Name, and from
the bottom of the heart a ' pure offering' pre-
pared by Himself. Truly, my dear friend, wo
need to be girded with the whole armor of
righteousness to stand in this day. Wo go to
oar meeJ,ingH poor and empty, and sit them

through sometimes scarcely sensible of any
rising of the spring, whose waters make glad

all the heritage. And can we expect to re

joice when the Master reigns not? Yet I be

lieve all the sincere hearted, are sustained and
fed; and in His blessed time, will have to ac

knowledge that though they walk through
the valley and shadow of death, they are sus

tained by his rod as well as his staff, and will

rejoice in a coming day, that they have been

brought into suffering—planted with their

dear Master into the likeness of his death

;

that thus they may be prepared to arise, and
walk in newness of life. To walk, even here,

with him in white is, I believe, the privilege

of the King's children ; and I long for the

blessed attainment. May we, with thy dear

C. also, who seems so interwoven with thy
self, that when writing I can scarcely do other

than include him, steadily persevere, as I doubt
not is our united, earnest desire, in the way
cast up for us ; accounting reproaches and
affiictions for Christ's sake greater riches th

the treasures in -Egypt ; and then, let come
what will, we need not fear, but that our
adorable unconquered Captain will keep us;

yea keep that, which through mercy wc have
been enabled to commit unto Him.
Much depends upon the faithfulness of those

who arc engaged in the affairs of the discip-

line of the church. Oh! that strength may
be furnished to my dear friends in their varied

allotments, to go forth, not in the armor which
is not proved, but beinggirt about with Truth;
having on the breast-plate of righteousness.

And may we realize our feet to be shod with
the 'preparation of the gospel of peace;' at

tired also with the shield of faith, with which
we shall be able to quench all the fiery dart:

of the wicked. Taking also 'the helmet of

salvation, and the sword of the spirit, which
is the Word of God,' which liveth and abideth
forever. Thus equipped may wc not humbly
hope to be enabled to withstand in the evil

day, and having done the little we can, (for

truly it is very little) for the precious cause'

sake, to stand to the end of the race; and
finally through the mercy of Him who loved
us and hath given himself for us, to be ad
mitted into the company of saints and angels,

and the spirits of the just made perfect, who
with palms in their hands cease not to praise,

and honor, and adore Him, that sitteth on the
throne, and the Lamb forever and ever.

My love awaits your acceptance, and am
thy sincerely attached friend,

S. HiLLlIAN."

To her Mother.
" Westchester, 10th mo. "th, 1838.

Dear Mother:—Having attended Fallow-
field Meeting by appointment, and ridden 1.5

miles after dinner, we* reached here (Benja-
min Cope's) about half past five. The day
before wo were at West Grove. Friends seem
lad to have us at all the places; though the

prospect of a succession, especially among the
young is truly hopeless. Yet in almost every
place there is a little suffering fow, a remnant
still preserved, bound to the law and the tes-

timony, who feel near to our spirits, and with
whom we have drank in the one cup of spirit-

ual exercise and baptism. There are too,

some among the princes of the people, of the
fathers, who do not unite with any innovation,

" Grace Evans w.is companion for S. H. in this visit
to the meetings composing Concord and Western Quar-
terly Meetings.

and whose eyes are clear sighted to dis

truth from error. Wo have visited some •

Friends in afliiction; one with a cancer in

face, a very precious Friend, whose daug
is in very delicate health also ; while her

band seems sweetly preparing for that b£

country where there is no more pain, nei

-orrow nor crying. My time has been sc

tircly occupied, that when at liberty,

could or can do seems to be to seek rest

that my letters have been short and j
Yours have all been truly acceptable.

Lippincott came here, a few steps from
brother's, and brought them last eve.

* * * To the praise of His grace,

I believe led me out on this mission, I

thankfully say, Ho has been with me to

comfort; has been mouth and wisdom, tot

and utterance, or I had fainted. For tru

is no easy matter to visit the seed which
under oppression, being imprisoned ; and
when the number of those who are di_

in meetings for the arising of the well-sp

of life is very few. Yet there has been, f

season to season, strength furnished to pui

though faint ; and now in looking towards

conclusion of this little service, quiet, peac

poverty seems the clothing of my spii'

The finishing of a work is not less impor
than the commencement; and I desire

kept simply attentive to the unfolding

Divine Wisdom every day, and at all tii

that I may leave nothing undone, neithe

more than is required.

Love to dear M. and E. Bacon, of w
Lind their loss I often think. Also E. C

and hers, with other friends enquiring £

me; and accept the warm feelings, my i

mother and sisters, of your absent
Sarah, in bond

Dear sister E. I had hoped would I

written again. Love to her and to brot

with their little ones."

To William Scattergood*
" Philadelphia, 11th mo. 18tb, 18:

, Thy last letter was truly grati

as it contained intelligence new to me and

sirablc; that for which I trust I may sa

have travailed according to my measure,

that the living child might be brought fo

And now, my dear friend, all that the LI

spake to thee of in early days, will he ace

plish, as thou kcepest hold on thy part of

covenant. Oh ! that thou mayst follow

reservedly and faithfully, the leadings of

Holy Spirit, counting nothing too neai

dear to part with for His blessed name's S£

and when he leadeth again into Jordan,

the very depths of Jordan, be willing to al

there until He speaketh the word, 'Come
hither.' Ah then, thou wilt bring up
stones, living stones of memorial, to the ho

and praise of Him who hath called thee

ofdarkness, and whoso love hath been tow£

thee, I believe, invariably in the very darl

times thou hast known since I knew tl

Things here are truly discouraging as reli

to the church, looking with man's unassis

sight; nevertheless the eye of faith, fi

Pisgah's mount, beholds at seasons the g
land and better times ahead. Then
struggle on, my dear friend, and cast our c

for time and for eternity on Christ Jes

who has in mercy, never to be forgot

visited us in infant years, and kept us it

* Soon after his first appearance in the ministr;

Greenwich, N. J., in 9th mo. 1838.
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|bling sense of our inability to save on
bs; and whose gracious promise, even i

jjarkost moments, has been realized, ' Lo,
ji with you alway,' else we had long cro
Ifallcn a prey to the encmj'. Ah, and He
Ibo with Ilis own to the very ' end of the
id.' ' The mountains maj' depart and the
(be removed, but nij- kindness shall not
irt from thee, neither shall the covenant

7 peace be removed, saith the Lord, that
mere}'- on thee.' Pray for us in this

t city, this tumultuous city, that our f:\ith

lot
;
great are our confJicts, wrestling not

ist flesh and blood only, but againsl
tual wickedness in high places. Our
rings are very largo (a great assemblage

|y people) and often interrupted (I speak
ir), by offerings whereupon the impress
le hand of the High Priest, the great
jtle of our profession, is not seen

; or any
b living virtue, the smell of the ointment
i after hisart, discoverable. May we learn

S content; where the seed suffers we mu'^t
•; my heart is full, * * * hut I must
ionately commend us to the keeping of

I's Shepherd, and say farewell. Thine
lecrity, S. Hii.lman.
S. 'My dear friend, why wilt thou flee

;

t spiritual death painfully to be felt in

' places, where the enemy has not spread
et which causes to fall into unbelief? Ah
inks, ' Woe is me,' may bo very properlj-

mguago nf our spirits, because 'I sojourn
!sechand that I dwell in the tents of Ke-
May ourattcnlion bo directed unto Him
died for us; who has in some measure

ijjht us unto Himself; and made us willing

ter into covenant with Him. Oh ! let us
ily follow His leadings, even though we
be brought into paths we have not seen,

adeth the blind, and He will make dark-
ight before His own, and crooked things
ht. I am sometimes ready to fear for

if, while I thus speak, lest 1 shall never
le to overcome the cnomios of mj^ own
so as to come up in the line which has

marked in my view as the only way for

ito the kingdom of rest and peace. JPray

ly feeble friend, that nothing may op-

to hinder her from being given up, in

soul and spirit, to the guidance and
igs of the blessed Head of the church,
ik my situation is mournful, something
)oor Jeremiah's when he said, ' Cause me

return to Jonathan's house,' &o.

rewell, in near affection, thy attached

S. HlLLMAN."
(To be continued.)

A Texas Ciittle Farm,

i Baltimore American contains an account
tie raising in Texas, furnished by a cor-

ndent, a portion of which we think may
' ;st some of our readers. After speaking
'e wild cattle which range unrestrained
Uat numbers over the prairies, the writer

complete the enclosure was twenty-five miles,
fifty miles being bounded by the watercourses,
[n other words, the boundary of this pasture
is seventy five miles—fifty miles of water and
twenty-five miles of board-fence. Some idea
of the extent of this field may be formed from
ihe fact that from the entrance gate to Mr.
Coleman's house or ranche, the distance is

twenty miles.

The improved appearance of the cattle as
compared with those ' on the range' was too
marked to escape the attention of the most
inexperienced observer. They looked sleek
and comfortable, and those that were not
lying down were standing in the water of the
pond to escape the hoof fly, which is said to
ho very annoying at this time of the year.
The number of cattle in this enclosure at the
present time is 25,000 head, which is regarded
as very near its full complement. Five acres
to the animal is the estimated limit to keep
them in good condition throughout the j-ear,

md anything beyond that is regarded as over-
stocking.

During our drive across the pasture animals
were encountered in great numbers, and could
be seen browsing in the distance, but in such
a vast enclosure, the horizon being to the eye
'ts boundary in every direction, no estimate
could be made of the number. They were all,

however, largo and well-conditioned. They
had but little of the- wild characteristics with
which Texas cattle have been credited, many
of them scarcely deigning to look at us as our
carriages passed within ton feet of them. In-
deed, these Texas cattle seemed to be very
amiable and well behaved animals, their im-
mense expanded horns only making the dif-

feroneo, and giving them a wild appearance.
The proprietors of this immense pasture do

not make the breeding of cattle any special

part of their business, though from seven to

ten thousand calves are annually added to

their stock. They prefer to buy cattle rather
than raise them, as an abundance of herds can
be purchased at the average of five dollars per
head, including beeves, cows and calves.

These they place in their pastures to fatten

and improve their condition, and to await the
steamers for shipping to Now Orleans. In-

stead of raising the calves that thus come into

their possession they ship their yearlings to

New Orleans, where they command from $8
to $17 per head, according to condition ; and
as three calves cost no n^ore to ship than one
beeve, the profits to the shipper are fully

equal. Bosido the number of cattle now hold

n the pastui-e, 25,000, the}' still have on the

range many more of brands which they have
purchased. Parties of 'cow-boj's' aro out
gathering these at so much per head, which
is a vei-y difficult work. A drove of some five

hundred head of these roving cattle were
brought in this morning. This firm have also

another pasture of 3000 acres within two miles

of Kockport. This is a kind of storage pas-

ture, where tbej' drive their picked cattle pre-

paratory to shipping.

In seasons of drought it is very common
for thousands of those animals ' on the range'

to die for want of water. Among the owners
of the herds thus turned loose, there has never
been any combined movement for their com-
fort ; but they have been allowed to live or

die, as the case might be. What is everj'-

body's business is nobody's business, and the

water that falls daring the rainy season is

allowed to find its way to the Gulf, whilst a

trifling expense would effect its storage in
reservoirs scattered over the prairies. The
pasturage system is alreadj'' producing its
fruits, in harmonizing the business; and this
firm have paid great attention to the water
supply of their stock, and have been so suc-
cessful in the formation of lakes, that they
have no fear of drought ; whilst the cattle do
not have to go any great distance for water.
One lake that we passed, at the head of

which is a strong dam lined with stone, is

over two miles in length, the depth of the
water ranging from five to eight foot. They
have constructed two other dams in distant
parts of the pasturage, though not so large as
this one. The water question is regarded as
one of great importance. It is a singular fact

that the accumulations of water even in ponds
on the prairies of Texas, alwaj-s remain sweet
and pure. Hence the storage of winter rains
for summer use is entirely feasible, and is

being done in all the pasturages, while the
animals 'on the range' have to look out for

themselves and stick to the few water courses,

which soon become so crowded in lime of
drought that thej' aro almost starved.

At 4 o'clock wo came in sight of Colonel
Coleman's ranche, the first sign of life visible

being a largo windmill which he has erected
on the banks of the Chultepin river to pump
up water for the purpose of irrigating his

fields. He has several hundred acres here
under cultivation. The land on which the
ranche is located is, however, by no means
level prairie, but rather rolling land, the river

being about forty feet lower than the embank-
ment upon which his windmill is located.

The dew which falls in this countrj^ during
the nights supplies in some measure the ab-
sence of rain in summer, the ground this

morning being quite mucky from the effects

of the dew during the past- clear moonlight
night."

^^^^^^^
From a Testimony of Samuel Scott's, concerning

the Necessity of Timely Preparation for Death.

It is not a bare professing, or talking of re-

ligion only that will avail ; but, how are we
Walking and acting, as in the siajht of the
Omniscient Lord God? ThusgoodKingHeze-
kiah, had attained to the blessed assurance of
the favor of God when an solemn and hum-
bling message was brought unto him, yet we
read he turned his face to the wall ; he turned
from all visible objects. They who have the

greatest shai-e of worldly possessions, what
comforts will they administer at such a time?
Nothing will avail but the mercy of God
through Christ, and the evidence of the Holy
Spirit bearing witness with our spirits, that
we have been walking in the fear of God, as
Hozekiah did, who made his address unto the
Lord, and said ;

" Thou knowost, O Lord ! how
I have walked before Thee in Truth and with
a perfect heart, and have done that which i»

good in thy sight."

And we find the Lord owned him therein,

and spared him, he receiving the message
with weeping, and humbling himself before

the Almighty.
O I this is the way to find favor with God,,

for the lofty ones to come down, and the

proud to bo abased ; so that all flesh may be

iuimbled in the presence of the God of heaven;

for all flesh is compared to grass, and man, in

his greatest strength and beauty, to the flower

of the field, which soon withereth and fadeth

away, as we poor mortals do ; but the word
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of the Lord endureth forever—Ibis word of

the Lord that is revealed in men's hearts, and
is to be known and witnessed as a fire, a ham-
mer, and sword, to burn up the briers and
thorns—that which hath choked the precious

Seed ; to break the hard heart that hath been

hardened through repeated transgressions,

through pride, arrogancy, and walking in the

evil way ; to cut and hew down all superfluity

of naughtiness, and to separate between the

precious and the vile; that thereby men's

hearts may come to be prepared, and they
may recover health of soul, through the opera-

tions of the Divine AVord and Spirit of God,

which in mere}' is come thus nigh unto men,
that they might bo prepared thereby to live

to his glory while on earth, and spend their

few uncertain moments in his fear ; that when
the solemn message comes, that wo are called

hence, to be no longer stewards, but must
give an account of our stewai-dship before the
tribunal of the Majesty on high, it may be
with joy.

If wo have known the work and opei-ations

of this Divine Word, and have waited on and
submitted thereto,'then have we had our fruit

unto holiness, and have been bowing before

the Lord in our meetings. When there has
been no verbal testimony amongst us, wo have
had recourse to the inward law written in our
hearts, we have humbled ourselves, and been
saying, as one did of old :

" How shall I come
before the Lord, the great and mighty One?
or how shall I bear myself before the most
high God? So that 1 may bo accepted of
Him."
O that people had but such considerations!

they would be brought down ; the lofty looks
of men, and pride of all flesh would be abased
and' stained, thoir laughter would bo turned
into mourning, and their joys into heaviness,
if they were but really concerned to be ac-

cepted of the Lord, What think ye? Will
the Lord accept of men and women in their
pride and vain glory, and gay attire and super-
fluity? Such as mine eyes have beheld with
sorrow, upon some in this meeting. I tell ye,
nay ; for such are spotted and stained loith the

spots of this world; they are too much taken
up with, and following the vain fashions and
customs of it, which must bo repented of and
turned from, if they would find mercy with
the Lord, if they are not totally hardened and
resolved to have their own ways till the last

moment of their time.

O! therefore come down all you lofty sons
and daughters in Zion, and put away your
pride and arrogancy, that you may bo pre-

pared for this solemn time and message, and
may come before the Lord with true humility,
and not bo adorned in such manner as was
spoken against by the apostle, which doth not
become a people professing the self-denying re-

ligion of our Lord Jesus Christ. That none
may bo found after such a manner, I must tell

you it is not acceptable to the Lord ; but it is

a contradiction to our Christian profession, if

we hold the Truth in righteousness, and such
a conversation as doth not become tho gospel of
Christ; but may our adorning be that of a
meek and quiet spirit, which in the sight of
God, is said to be precious, or of great price.

Extol not riclies, (hen, the toil of fools,

The wise man's cumbrance, if not snare, more apt
To slacken virtue, and aback her edge,
Thau prompt her to do aught may merit praise.

MUton.

THE TWO ABMIES.

As life's unending column pours,

Two marshall'd hosts are seen,

—

Two armies on the trampled shores,

That Death flows black between.

One marches to the drum-beat's roll,

The wide-mouth'd clarion bray,
And bears upon a crimson scroll,

" Our glory is to slay."

One moves in silence by the stream,
With sad yet watchful eyes.

Calm as the patient planets gleam
That walks the clouded skies.

Along its front no sabres shine,

No blood-red pennons wave;
Its banner bears the single line,

"Our duty is to save.'

0. W.Solmea.

DEEAM OF SUMMER.
Bland as the morning breath of June
The southwest breezes pl.ay

;

And through its haze, the winter noon
Seems warm as summer's day.

The snow plumed Angel of the North
Has dropped his icy spear

;

Again the mossy earth looks forth.

Again the streams gush clear.

The fox his hill-side cell forsakes,

The muskrat leaves his nook,
The bluebird in the meadow-brakes

Is singing with the brook.
'Bear up, O mother Nature! cry

Bird, breeze and streamlet free

;

Our winter voices prophesy
Of summer days to thee !"

So in these winters of the soul.

By bitter blasts and drear
O'erswcpt from Memory's frozen pole,

Will sunny days appear.
Beviving Hope and Faith, they show
The soul its living powers.

And how beneath the winter's snow.
Lie germs of summer flowers.

The Night is motlier of the Day,
The Winter of the Spring,

And ever upon old Decay
The greenest mosses cling.

Behind the cloud the starlight lurks,

Through showers the sun-beams fall;

For God, who loveth all his works,
Has left his Hope with aU.

J. 6. Whitlu

The Palm Groves of Elche.

The English traveller, Augustus J. C. Hare,
who visited Spain in 1872, remarks: Spain is

not a beautiful country. If a traveller ex-

pects to find the soft charm and luxuriant
loveliness of Italy, life in Spain will be a con-

stant disappointment : no hope can possibly'

be more misplaced. Spain is not the least

like Italy: it has not even the beauty of tho
greater i)art of France. Beyond tho Asturias

and tho valleys near; the Pyrenees, there are

few trees in the Peninsula. There is scarcely

any grass, and those who wish to find beauty
must only look for it of an especial kind

—

without verdure, or refinement or color. But
the artist will be satisfied without these, and
will exult in the long lines, in the unbroken
expanses of the stony, treeless, desolate sier-

ras, while every crevice of the distant hills is

distinctly visible in tho transparent atmos-
phere, and tho shadows of the clouds fall blue
upon the pale yellow of the tawny desert, *

* * Except in the Asturias and some parts
of Galicia, I am only aware of two places
where there is anything that may be called

beautiful country in Spain, and these are

Monscrrat, tho noblest, the most glorioi
]

beautiful of rocks, and the palm groves'

Elche,"

Elche is a town of 18,000 inhabitants,

south-east of Spain, about thirteen mile? i:

Alicante, Of the groves which surrounc

Hare says: "After two hour's drive, a

rated lino of palms rose upon the horizon, ;

soon we entered their forests. Far in the

sometimes sixty feet high, rose the beaut
fans, with their enormous pendant bunc
of dates, the golden fruit hanging from stc

of so gorgeous an orange, that no mere
scription of color can give the faintest ide:

their effect when they are lighted up b}-

sun, and backed by a deep blue sky, as

first saw them. Their variety also is n:

beautiful ; some of the older trees grow
perfectly straight, others bending in the m
picturesque attitudes, some buttressed up w
little stone walls, and beside them youn
palm rising in full youthful vigor, tens u]

tens of thousands, for miles around,

Tho male palms are often tied up i

blanched to be cut for tho Palm-Sunduj^fo
vals, and they are also sold to be stuck up

balconies as a protection against lightui

being considered quite as eflScacious, and be

certainly much cheaper than an iron c

ductor. Ton thousand dollars worth are s

annually in Elche for this purpose, and sevei

thousand dollars worth of dates. Tho lat

were gathered during our visit (January)

the clever little hortelanos, who climb

branchless trunk like cats, a rope being pa?

round it and their waists, upon which th

rest their whole weight in a horizontal pc

tion, lowering their baskets when filled, a

raising them again by a pulley. The def

tivo palm leaves are sent to the manufactor

and used as cigarettes. By the road side,-

fore every cottage door, are quantities of da
in baskets, no one watching them ; any pass

by can eat as many as he likes, fill his pock'

and leave his halfpenny in payment. It

generally left, for where Spaniards are trust

they scarcely ever abuse a trust. When
walked in the groves the hospitable peasat

were only too anxiousto load us with branct

of the best fruit, and would accept no ps

ment at all.

Wo spent three days in Elche, whid

though the Eoman Illica, is completely Mot
ish in character. There is a humble but dece

posada (inn). Ever-increasing was our c

light in the enchanting walks; sometim
through the thick groves of magnificent da
palms, where all is richness and splendor

color; sometimes in the deep brown ravin

of the dried up Vinalapo, which reminded
of the Valley of Jehoshaphat, Elche, entire

Moorish, rising above like Jerusalem, wi
its flat roofed houses, old walls and crownii

mosque ; sometimes by tho banks of litl

streams, bordered with prickly pearandpoa
granates; and sometimes out upon the des

late gravelly plain beyond all these, whii

assumes a wonderful color towards sunsi

and where the extreme clearness of the

makes tho most distant objects, even to tli

violet mountains on the horizon appear supe;

naturally distinct."

Andlet this wearing of gold lace, and cost

attire be ended, and clothe the naked, a:

feed the hungry with the superfluity. Ai
turn not your ear from the cry of the poor.-

George Fox.
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For "The Frienii."

John Qeald.

Continnod from page 254.)

:/3d mo. 4tb, 1819. Wo had a meeting in a

ipol-houso, near Eoxbury. The people wore
Mr in collecting, and they appeared to be

.J'insensiblo of the importance of a right re-

kous concern. I felt an impressive concern

flmj'Self and them, and mentioned the in-

ement on my mind to come to this part of

(country. That if all was done for us that

Id be done, and we might now safely set

70 at ease, without any more care, then

1 concern was of no use; but if we are in

ger to come short, then it may be well to

sider timely and seriously of the loss that

y be sustained by neglect. The Divine

Bter had stated, except a man be regen-

ted and born again, he cannot see the

gdom of HcAven ; and the Apostle Paul

stated that circumcision is nothing, and

ftircumcision is nothing. Then it is evident

Isntire change must be made, without which

|ir unsafe are we, and how dangerous to

iLle down at ease, and care no further. The
llnds of the people were solemn.

td mo. Gih. Attended the meeting at Oak-

I, which was large, of Friends and others.

sed encouraging language to the sincere,

lest-hearted, whose disccJuragements were

sat; but I reprehended the neglect of re

ious meetings, and the useof ardent spirits

xning the young to avoid tasting them, as

iting and tasting had, 1 believed, introduced

my to the habitual intemperate use of them
10 were virtuouslj- disposed, and who would

t have believed they would ever have fallen

der this baneful influence. In the after-

on we went on towards New Baltimore, and

me to Edward Hallock's, where we lodged

•nfortably.

7th was First day. We had a precious

3eting at this place, in which I was enabled

bring forth counsel for most cases present,

d I pressed it close home ; and particularly

the dear, precious youth, the persuasive
'

tation flowed sweetly, and they were warned
beware of following that which inclined to

it oft' to a more convenient season.

In the afternoon wc had a meeting as large

in the morning. After my companion had

ood up, his first words were. Too late, too

te. The sense that impressed my mind

as alarming to me. After twice repeating,

00 late, I said these words had rested very

ilemnly on my mind in this meeting, and I

Slieved if such a situation was present, it

ould not be necessary such should be told

:'it, if there was no opportunity to amend and

icape. I wished them tb consider whether

ich a time might not come, that some of

lem might feel the sensation of too late. I

lought the exercise laborious and impressive,

Qd yet wished it to be more so, for it seemed

) me to be too little regarded.

Wo went to Thomas Lawrence's to lodge,

th. Attended Dickinson Meeting. I said,

peak. Lord, for thy servant heareth. This

ad impressed my mind weightily. It seemed

3 if some were ready to conclude, that if they

rere informed as intelligibly as Samuel was,

bey would attend to the requisition. I asked

whether they had not known that some
bings, they were in the practice of, were

rrong, as clearly as they could know if a

ocal sound were heard to inform them. Not
?ith8tanding this is so intelligibly known,
et such is the disposition and inclination to

do wrong, that doing that which is offensive

to the Author of our existence is continued

d very little attention given to please a

kind aud gracious God, as if it was no matter

ther he was pleased or not, and we plead

a want of knowledge too

!

Though I thought it to bo hard work yes-

terday, this seenied to exceed all. I spoke

slowly as it presented, but so great was the

resistance, that it felt to me, though the lan-

guage seemed to bo moving, it had but little

eff'ect. Though I felt love and compassion for

the people, I would willingly have sat down
and left them to take their own way, but could

not find myself dismissed from labor; so I

laboriously waded on through and found a

resting place. Samuel Fausdiek, ofNew Balti-

more,"took up the subject where I left it, and

I thought had heavy" labor; but still the life

felt to me to be low, yet a tenderness appeared

to take hold of many.
We dined at Moses Quinby's, and set out

for Kensellaerville, and got to Nathan Spen-

cer's late. In the morning wo went to Richard

Titus' and had notice given of a meeting at

3i o'clock. It became a very precious time.

I first mentioned, in Eama was a voice heard,

lamentation, mourning and a bitter crying,

Rachel weeping for her children and would

not be comforted. Why should any bring

distress on their own minds, so that when
they are alone the solemn impression is sad-

ness, however the outward appearance may
bo? Why should any try to conceal the

anguish of mind and heaviness of heai-t, by

indulging in the delights of sense ; and feel

lamentation, mourning and bitterness because

of the inclination to indulge in amusements

and delights, when to refrain would be fol-

lowed with satisfaction of mind and true

peace? O how strong the inclination after

vain delights, when it [leads] to the desire to

have remorse taken away, so that nothing be

left to interrupt the enjoyment I If such were

left without control, to go on in the way they

list without remorse, then such as are con-

cerned for them would feel lamentation and

mourning for the innocent life thus lost and

fled. While I was thus employed, pleading

for the precious innocent life, and pointing to

the sad effects of following delusive gratifica-

tions, and that, for a fancied satisfaction, not

a real one; many appeared to be much ten-

dered.

3d mo. 10th. With great difficulty we got

through snow-drifts to Middloburgh. I felt

deep discouragement in my mind, but was

easiest to make some remarks on the ministry,

showing that humility was necessarily con-

nected with a right attention to that service.

3d mo. 11th. Attended meeting at Bern.

The exercise previous to engaging in minis-

try not so trying as I commonly have. I

began with : He that keepeth the word of my
patience, him will I keep in the hour of temp-

tation. It requires a close and faithful atten-

tion in order to obtain the promise of being

kept in the hour of temptation that shall come

on all the world to try them that dwell on

the earth. What a favor it is, and how great

the condescension, so graciously to condescend

to the low, weak state and condition of His

creature, man I I then adverted to the duty

of worship, insisting on sincerity and upright

ness of intention in performing it. Will it be

acceptable to the Object of worship for us to

say, I never knew anything more about it,

than the outside appearance and sanctified

show; I never pretended to an3-thing more?
Will this amount to anything more, than for

the profligate to say at the time of final de-

cision. Lord, I never intended to serve thee,

I intended to indulge and gratify myself in

those delights within my reach ; but now
having done with these, be pleased to receive

mo into those ever-blessed mansions of un-

fading delights?

I believe the meeting, as well as myself,

witnessed the overshadowing love of Israel's

Shepherd to comfort and refresh the souls of

the weary, renewing or strengthening a holy

confidence in redeeming love. And I believe

that many tender hearts rendered undissem-

bled praise to the great King and Lord of all,

who is now and everlastingly worthy there-

of."

Those readers of "The Friend," who have

perused the simple records which John Heald

has left of his travels and exercises, must
have noticed how often he was concerned to

call his hearers to faithfulness and earnestness

in waiting upon and worshipping our Creator.

Happy will it be for those of us who learn

this great lesson ; who, in our every day walk

through life, habitually turn the heart to God,

seeking to feel His presence and sanction in

all that wc do, even in our usual business pur-

suits ! This is in accordance with the apostle's

exhortation : Whether ye eat, or whether ye

drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory

of God. Those who are thus living will often

feel drawn to wait on Him, with the mind

withdrawn from all outward things—endea-

voring to feel themselves as poor, dependent

creatures in His holy presence—so that they

may witness their spirits solemnized, and ten-

dered, if it bo His will, by the overshadowing

of His heavenly wing. When such come to

the public assemblies for Divine worship, their

thoughts will not be directed to the ministers

who are present, looking to them to draw

water from the well of spiritual consolation,

and idly waiting to be refreshed by their

labors ;
but they will feel it to be their duty

on taking their seats, to follow the exhorta-

tion of the Psalmist : My soul, wait thou only

upon God ;
for my expectation is from Him.

They will feel the need of keeping a vigilant

watch against that restlessness of mind which

would lead their thoughts away from the Ob-

ject of our devotion, and if through human
'infirmity they permit them to wander, they

will feel humbled by a sense of their weak-

ness. When it pleases Him, whom they are

endeavoring to serve, to spread over their

minds a feeling of religjious exercise, or a

sense of quiet and solemnity, they will rejoice

in the favor. As they are thus gathered in

spirit, they will be prepared rightly to profit

by such labors in the public ministry as may
be called forth from commissioned and quali-

fied instruments; and will be in less danger

of being deceived and injured by that preach-

infr which is in the enticing words of man's

wisdom, and not in the demonstration and

power of the Spirit.

It may seem to some a trifling matter, but

is there not ground to believe, when we see

the members of a meeting sitting in lounging

positions, with the arms extended on the

backs of the benches, and in other undignified

and careless ways, that such are not in that

frame of mind which exists in a worshipping

assembly? One may behave with the utmost

propriety and dignity in a religious meeting,

and yet the heart be in a worldly state ;
but
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where the heart is rightly exercised our whole
deportment will show it.

(To be continned.)

Sclfnljfjc Notes.

Antiquity of i?eer.—The use of such fer-
mented liquor is so remote, that we have no
dates by which to fix its origin. When, how-
ever, other arts had become more developed,
and the art of writing discovered, wo begin
to obtain some evidence as to its use among
the people of ancient times. Thus wo learn
that Osiris (1961 B.C.) is said to have taught
the use offermented exlractofbarlej'. Tliou<>-h
there must be much of vague tradition in this
account of the Egyptian discovcrj^ yet we
know that Pelusium at the mouth of the Nile,
was distinguished long before the Christian
era, for the excellence of its barley-wine. The
Greeks, who derived the greater part of their
civilization from the Egyptians, obtained from
them the art of brewing"iit a very early period
\Ve find mention, for example, in the writim's
of Arehilochus, about630E.C.. thatthe Greeks
of his day were acquainted with this art. The
Eomans,in very early periods of their history
made use of beer, their "cervisia," prepared
from barley, wheat and other cereals. Taci
tiis, in his work on the manners and customs
of the Germans, mentions their great love for
beer. The ancient Gauls, Britons and Scau-
dmavians were noted for the use of beer in
their festive meetings. At the present time
It is estimated that from 25 to 30 millions ot
barrels of this article are made in Great Bri-
tain alone.

E. A. Proctor, in attempting to give a con-
ception of the Sun's distance (rom us, makes
the following statements. An Armstrong gun
sends a projectile with an initial velocity of
400 yards per second. If that velocity could
bo niaintained, in thirteen years such a bullet
might reach the sun. The sound of th^ rnn.l

employed for the manufacture of milk-beer.
It is prepared as follows: To the new milk,
diluted with one-sixth of its bulk of water, a
quantity of rennet, or what is better, some
koumiss is added, and the whole ia covered
up in a warm place for 24 hours. It is then
stirred or churned together till the curd and
whey arc intimately mixed, and is ao-ain
left at rest for 24 hours. At the end of 'this
lime it is put into a tall vessel, and agitated
till it becomes perfectly homogeneous. It has
now an agreeable, sourish taste, and, in a cool
place, may bo preserved several months
close vessels. It is always shaken up before
it is drunk. This liquid from the cheese and
butter it contains, is a nourishing as well as
exhilarating drink. It has been used as a
wholesome article of diet in cases of dy.spepsia
and general debility,and in some other forms
of disease, and it is said with beneficial results.
The London manufacturers, who use cows'
milk, add a portion of sugar to it, before set-
ting it to ferment.

It is reported that a gardener at Tatten-
ham, England, has succeeded in cultivating the
Cockatoo flower of Madagascar. Angraecum
Elltsa, and that it has recently bloomed. The
flowers are pure white, sweetly scented, and
with tubes or tails six inches in length.
The coral banks of the coast of Algeria are

very rich, and said to produce the most beau-
tiful coral in the world. In the 16th century
France had the privilege of this fishery, and the
coral business flourished greatly at Marseilles.
During the wars of the Empire, however,
England deprived Franco of the right of the
fisheries, which were then abandoned to the
Greeks and Sicilians. At present the industry
has taken root in Italy, where the low cost of
manual labor makes it very prosperous. The
coral fishery off Algeria was in 1871 done by
220 vessels, each of them manned by 8 or 10

bound travels quite slowly. So if those hea u i <u i- ?
then who pra/to the sun could be heard by ' '•

'^' '^''°°^'^!"^ °^

it, some thirteen and a half years would pass

y of new banks on the Sar-
dinian coast being the cause of this diminu-
tion, but, notwithstanding, the fishery was
more productive than the previous year. Di-
vers' jackets and diving-bells have" been for-
bidden, as tending to injure the bottom. Each
bank is divided into 10 parts, only one of
which is gone over in each year

before their petitions could reach it If -,

steel rod connected the earth and sun, and
received the pull ofthesun,that strain would
reach the earth only in three hundred days
J^ eel I ng travels through the nerves one-tenth
as rapidly as sound through the air. So if

000,000 miles long, and that arm stretched
out to touch the sun, he would grow into
youth and manhood, pass the allotted three-
score years and ten, and die without knowing
he had burned his fingers. For it would take
165 years for the nerves to give him that in-
lormation.

^f^nno'f
^°^"'^'^ ^^^ recently offered a prize

ot 1000 francs, for the best essay on the im-
portance of observing one day in the week af
a day of rest, from the hygienic point of view

Koumiss, or milk-bcer.-Milk contains ,
peculiar kind of sugar, less sweet than cane
sugar, to which the name of milk-su-^ar is
given. This sugar, when dissolved in themilk along with the curd and butter, readily
terments, is transformed into alcohol and car-
bonic acid and gives to the liquid an intoxi-
cating quality. This fermentation will take
place spontaneously; but it is hastened by the
addition of yeast, or of a little already fer-mented milk. The fermented liquid is theKoumiss of the Tartars. Mare's milk isrichcrm sugar than that of the cow, and is usually

For " Tho Friend."

A concise account of that eminent and faith-
ful servant of the Lord, John Burnyeat, (copied
from the Else and Progress of Friends in Iro-
and) being his own words.
"In the year 1653, it pleased the Lord to

send his faithful servant Georo-o Fox and
others, into the north of England, and by 'the
cans of their ministry to discover the rinht
liA of //fi» nnta fhnnonnrlo +U„(- •„ "^

had built for several years; and particula
my high profession and conceit of an impi
tive righteousness, and that though / tived
the act of sin, the guilt of it shouid not be v
me, but imputed to Christ, and his riyhleousi.
imputed to me; was now, by the shinings
the discovering light, seen to be but a Bal
lower which God brought confusion upc
a presumption and invention (of man), or 1

like Adam's fig-leaved apron, in which
could not abide God's coming. I then ca
to see the guilt of sin remained, while I

body of death remained, and led into theacr
sin. Then began the warfare of true str
ing to enter the kingdom

; then Paul's st:
was seen, wherein to will was present, but
do, many times power was wanting; th
confusion, amazement, horror and distn
beset mo. O the poverty and want that r

soul saw itself in, through the sprin<rin<T
the discovering light, which also manifest
I he exceeding sinfulness of sin, and the lo!
and burden of it became exceedingly o-i-je

ous, and all the pleasure of it was taki
away from me and many more in that dai
and then wc began to mourn for a Saviou
and cry for a helper and healer, for
ilay of the Lord that made desolate hadove
taken us, and the fire and sword that Chri;
brings upon the earth, by which ho take
away i)eace, had reached unto us. "We ofte
assembled together as the Lord's messengci
had exhorted us, and minding the Light (

Christ in our hearts, and what that discos
cred, and through its assistance warred an
watched against the evil seen therein, an.
according to that understanding received
waited therein upon the Lord, to see wha
ho would further manifest, with a holy reso
lution to obey his will so far as we were able
whatever it cost us. ire valued not the world
nor any glory or pleasure therein, in com pari
son of our souls' redemption from that horroi
and terror wc were in, under the indignatior
of the Lord, because of the guilt of sin thai
was upon us; and so being given up to beat
the indignation of the Lord, because we had
siryicd, wc endeavored to wait until it would
be over, and the Lord in mercy would blot
out the guilt which occasioned wrath, and
sprinkle our hearts from an evil conscience
and wash us with pure water, that we mio-ht
draw near with a pure heart, in the full assu-
rance of faith as the Christians did of old and
waiting in the way of the Lord's judgnaent
we began to learn righteousness, and strongly
desire to walk therein, and could no longer
be satisfied with a talk thereof, and when we
were in our deep fea^-s, and our minds not
well acquainted with cither right strivin<r out
of self, in the Light and seed of Life thattloth
prevail and give the entrance, or true waitino-

isM,"'..*-;.:- -•:;tr ~fe"-"A ".;.-ir„s-.i-'
and the glor
in his appeal
him with the heart, and with the moulh con
less him unto salvation; and God by this the
l^ight ot his blessed Son, which he had lio-ht-
ed mo withal, let mo see the body of dekth
and power of sin which reigned
brought me to feci the
conscience, so

the sins

formed, and we got to some degree of staid-
ncss in our minds, which before had been as
the troubled sea

; and a hope began to appear
in us, and we met often together and waited

.0 ..ci .„. „„„. of U „„„ .n^iiLTLS/iri!,™ SiSits T, IS
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3 sought tho Lord with travailing spirits

h night and day, wiicn wo wcro at our
jlliDgs and upon our beds, being in our as

iblies exercised in tho living judgment that

ling in tho light of our souls, and looking

tho salvation of God, tho wonderful power
m on high was revealed amongst us, and
ny hearts reached therewith, and melted

I broken ; and great dread and trembling

upon many, and the \cvy chains of death

re broken thereby and the promises of the

rd spoken by Isaiah tho prophet, xlix. 9,

I xlii. 7, and Ixi. 1, 2, 3, were lulfillcd unto
Dy, and a heavenly gladness entered the

irts of many, who in the joy of their hearts

ko forth in praises unto tho Lord. Tho
le Comforter our blessed Lord had pro-

ed, John xiv. being now como and received,

teach us to know tho Father and the Son
;

(u were our hearts inclined to hearken to

Lord, and our oars which bo bad opened
Aiear, were bent to hear what tho Spirit's

!3hing was, and what ho said unto the

I rch, who was the chiefShepherd and Bishop
Ithe soul, and thus wcro we gathered into

ght gospel exercise and gospel worship ; and
.•shijiped God who is a Spirit, in tho Spirit

sived from him, according to Christ's ap-

iitment, John iv. 24 ; and thou wo came
500 over all the worships in tho world,
ich were set up either by imitation, or
n's invention, and saw it to bo in vain to

•ship God, and teach for doctrine tho com-
ridments of men, and therctbro wo were
strained to withdraw from them, and
) many of us to go and bear witness
inst them in their invented and traditional

I'ships, where they were ignorant of the
and power of God ; and growing in expo-
ice of the goodness of the Lord, and of tbe
lelness, glory and oscclloncy of his power,
our assemblies, we grew in strength and
1 for our meetings, more and more, and
led tho benefit thereof more than any
•Idly gain: and thus continuing wo grew
re and more into an understanding of di

e things, and heavenly mysteries, through

I
openings of tho power that was daily

ongst us, and wrought sweetly in our
rts, which still united us more and more
God, and knit us together in the perfect

id of love, of iellowship and membership,
that wo bocanio a body compact, made
of many members, whereof Chi-ist was the
.d." S. C.

;iUville, 3d mo. 13th, 1874.

For "The Friend."

n the annexed portion of a letter of John
?clay to Samuel Alexander, there is a close

ssing homo of the indispensable need and

y for all that would attain eternal life, to

t submit themselves to Christ Jesus, taking

yoke or cross upon them, in order to know
ir calling, or what His will concerning
m is, and then to abide in tho same. If we
poor and blind and lost creatures, and can
nothing without the Saviour's grace

—

ugh all-sufficient, and made -perfect in weak-

s; if there bo neither help, nor hope, nor
)piness out of Him, but in Him all things

wisdom, righteousness, sanctification

1 redemption ; if his servants wo are whom
obey, and that obedience is to be " as the

s of servants look unto tho hand of their

sters, and as the eyes of a maiden unto
hand other mistress," then surely the Lord

life and glory should be diligently waited

upon, with close, patient watchfulness unto
pra3'cr in all our stoppings and goings forth,

that His will may bo known, and in our feeble

measure done, which is our sanctification.

'•Dear Friend :—It is pleasant to mo to ac-

cept of thy kind invitation to como to Need-
ham and in any way that I can, bo of use t;j

thoo while there. I make no doubt there will

bo little cause for hesitation on my part. I

could not say as much to many : for many
now-a days press and force themselves and
one another (as thou well knowest) into scr-

ees and plausible things, that have a show
of good, (and are, it may bo good when called

for at their hands) which nevertheless the

Truth in the bottom of their own hearts never
called for, and so will hardly stand them out

n, though tho wrong thing in them may ap-

prove of it, and the world of professors, both

such as bear tho name of Friend and such as

do not, may mightily applaud.

Our dear friend, Benjamin White, has been
amongus asono of tho ancient Christians, or as

ono of our early Friends, rousing tho earthly

minded and lukewarm in such a powerful and
authoritative manner, as we have not been used

to of late years I suppose. Friends seem to

look at one another, half frightened, to bear

such close doctrine, and to bo turned insidi.'

out, as ho has in some instances to my know-
ledge been favoi-od to do. And Friends cannot
ntice him to speak smooth things, nor win

him over to prophesj' deceits: and those that

uu after him or his company are disappointed

n him, for they find nothing attractive or

pleasant to that mind in thorn which should

bo crossed and crucified; but his habitual

watchfulness reproves that which diverts from
tho Truth ; and his silence and reserve (except

when at times otherwise disposed) have been

nstruetive to me, and seasoning: tending to

lead to self-examination and reflection.

Thou wilt not take me to be setting up any
man, nor yet as pleading lor a formal super-

stitious gravity of face and figure. 1 may tell

theo freely, that over since I have known this

way which used to bo 'everywhere spoken

against,' but which now 'all men speak well

of,' I have sought diligently to meet with all

those that lived in tho life and power of those

good things and right principles which thej'

professed in their writings, and which were
once witnessed by a little cloud of witnesses,

and which Truth persuades mo still leads into

and preserves in, where it is heeded. And I

have found but a remnant up and down that

hold tho Truth in the life of it; whoso gar-

ments wore free from tho spots of the world

and its religion, (for the world has taken to

be religious, j'ot still ' lies in wickedness,') nor

have 1 ever found of this remnant but what

has sackcloth underneath, and aro in mourn-
ing because of tho oppression of the enemy:
tho joy of these and tho ground of their re-

joicing stand in the real, not in the apparent

prosperity of tho cause of Truth ; their harps

were hung upon tho willows, their heads hung
down, and their ej-es wore heavy. Among
these I was ready to reckon a Wool man, a

Scott, a Grubb of later years, and I felt as

though I dare not make void their sufferings

for the seed's sake. Having said this much
I am inclined to add, that many things rela-

tive to the state of our Society, past and pre-

sent, seem often to clear up in my view, when
sometimes I have looked least for it; and I

have more than once remembered the descrip-

tion of Ezekiel's vision, when he was brought

first to tho door of tho inner gate of Jerusa-
lem, then toward the gate of tho altar: after-

wards ho had to dig for a door hid ; where-
upon the command was, 'Go in,' &c., and he
was shown yet greater and greater abomina-
tions, more and more hidden ones."

THE FRIEND.
FOURTH MONTH 4, 1874.

"Day unto day uttercth S])eech, and night
unto night showolh knowledge." This scrip-

ture declaration though when uttered, applied
to the revelation of Divine power in the crea-
tion, may be quoted as descriptive of tho pro-
gressive demonstrations of tho fruits of the
now religion struggling for complete control
in tho religious Society of Friends. Forty
years ago Sarah Lyues Grubb, in one of her
letters said, "In tho Quarterly Meeting of

Ministers and Elders [London and Middlesex]
I was enabled to declare plainly what the

fishionable doctrine now preached among us,

would lead to ; and to warn of the danger at-

tached to loaning to our own understanding
in spiritual things." Again in another letter

of the sarao year, " I cannot close my ej-es to

tho wide deviations from our ancient testi-

monies, which are, I believe, fast levelling us
with the world at large." From that time to

this, day unto day has been uttering the fulfil-

ment of what she, and many other dedicated
servants of the Most High, predicted would
follow tho general acceptance of the princi-

ples promulgated by tho Beaconites, by J. J.

Gurno}^ andDr. Ash; until now the change
that has been effected is so great,- especially

In the character and mode of worship and
prayer,—both essential to cohesion in one re-

ligious Society—that it is incomprehensible

how those devoted to the recently introduced

practices, can at the same time claim to be

sincere and to be Friends.

Wo have just received information of doc-

trines preached and circumstances attending

a series of meetings recently hold under pro-

fession of Friend's meetings, altogether incom-

patible with the doctrines and practices which
the Society of Friends has ever professed and
endeavored to carrj' out. At present we think

it not needful to spread the account on our
pages, as our readers have at different times

foiind similar statements in our columns.

The grievances and trials of Friends in tho

present day, may give rise to a want of right
^

ppreciation of the opinions and feelings of

those who, though in membership, differ wide-

ly from those who adhere to tho faith pro-

ulgatod bj' Fox, Ponn, and Barclay ; but it is

an indisputable cause ofjust complaint against

them that thej' show a continuous determina-

tion to enforce, directly or indirectly, their

new principles and practices upon the So-

ciety, which has from its rise, borne an un-

vaiying testimony to tho scriptural faith it

holds, as sot forth by the authors we have
mentioned, and the testimonies springingfrom

that faith. This, too, while knowing that

hose members who still hold to that faith

and those testimonies, and endeavor to reduce

them to ]5ractico in their daily lives, would
athor suffer any wrong and deprivation than

compromise or give tlu'm up.

While all rightly concerned Friends mourn
over the grievous defections and departures

they know have taken and are still taking
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place within the palo of the Society, they per room is Is. lOd. per week, and the net inco

have no desire to interfere with the ricrht of,"^ed from the buildings is about n per ce.hav
liberty of conscience, of each one adopting
the opinions he or she naaj' believe right. But
when a continued course of action shows con

elusive]}- that the original doctrines of Friends

have been abandoned and others adopted, it

cannot be otherwise than that the same in-

consistency that attended a similar abandon-
ment—though in differentpoints—on the part

of the Hicksites, should call forth similar

animadversion.
Where those who are convinced of the

Boundness of the principles of Friends, as they
have been set forth by their approved writers,

and sanctioned by the Society over since their

first publication ; that they are the product
of the Holy Spirit, and that the testimonies

and practices of Friends are an application of

those principles consistent with the will of

the Head of the church, where such find that

the path of duty is continually obstructed by
others, who profess to have found and adopted
something bettor, they cannot but feel they
are subjected to imposition and intolerance,

and that to comply or compromise with what
is called "modernized Quakerism," is to laj'

waste the cause and testimony of Truth
Such have need, in their efforts to maintain
the right, of patience, long-suffuring and eh
tian forbearance

; but it must be borne in mind
that while it is very grateful to have the sj'm
pathy and support of the many, yet the good
opinion of our fellow men is no test of the
value of the cause espoused, or their applause
a criterion of the merit of its supporters,
When thedutyof the hour presents, whether

in accordance with our inclination or not, wi
are required to perform it, and our eternal in
terest is connected with obedience to our con
victions. It is no part of practical wisdom to
waste our energies in unavailing regret that
the circumstances under which we are placed
are not more propitious, or that others have
not conducted themselves so as not to make
it needful for us to differ from or oppose them
The cause of truth and righteousness is of
more value than any thing else we can be en
gaged in, and must not be bartered for any
consideration. It will finally prevail and
triumph over all that may oppose it.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The remains of Dr. Livingstone arrived

at Suez on the 28tli ult., en route to England. It ap-
pears that Livingstone died 5th mo. 4th, 1873, in the
region beyond Lake Hemba, in the Bisa country. He
made the hut entry in his diary on 4th mo. 27lh. After
Stanley's departure the indefatigable explorer left Un-
yamyembi, rounded the south end of Lake Tanganyika,
travelled south of Lake Bemba, crossed it from south
to north, and then proceeded along the east side return-
ing north through the marshes to Mnelsla. All his
papers, sealed and addressed to the Secretary of State,
are in charge of a British merchant of Zmzibar.

Siemens Brothers announce that their new steamship,
the Faraday, built specially for the purpose of laying
cables, will commence on the loth of this month to
take on board the cable which is to be laid direct to the
United States. The Great Eastern will start in the
Eighth month to lay the Portuguese telegraph cable
from St. Vincent, in the Cape de Verde Islands, to Per-
nambuco, Brazil.

Disraeli has consented to receive a deputation of
seventy Irish members of Parliament, who come to urge
the release of the Fenian convicts. Dr. Butt and others
will address the premier. The members of the deputa-
tion are very hopeful of receiving a favorable reply.
There are only sixteen Fenians remaining in confine-
ment.

me de

. . cent, per
annum upon the outlay. Two more blocks for the ac-

commodation of 44 families have been built on the
Blackfriars road estate, which will shortly be opened
while 16 blocks, for 352 families, are in course of erec

tion on the site near Stamford street.

The coal miners of Staffordshire, to the number of

12,000, have struck work. The London papers at-

tribute the prevailing depression in business to the ex-
tensive strikes of the coal and iron miners in various
parts of England.

London, 3rd mo. 30th.—Con.sols 92. U. S. sixe-s,

186-5, 109i ; 5 per cents, 104.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 8Jrf.; Orleans, SJ a 8|d
Breadstuffs quiet .

The French Assembly has resolved to adjourn from
3d mo. 2Sth to -Sth mo. 12th. A deputation of Royalists
will soon visit the Count de Chambord, and make a

l.ist effort to effect a restoration of the monarchy. A
Paris dispatch of the 27th says : In the Assembly to-

day M. Dahirel, Monarchist, moved the Assembly "take
a vote on the first of July to deci(Je the future form of
government. He urged that it was impossible to adopi
a constitution without first settling the question whether
France was to be a monarchy or a republic.
The motion caused great excitement in the chamber

and a heated debate ensued. M. Kerdre and the Duke
de Broglie spoke against the motion and it was rejected

Rochefort and Pascal Grousset have escaped from ths

penal colony of New Caledonia to Australia. They
left in a small open boat, and had been three days at
sea when they were picked up by a British vessel and
taken to Australia.

A Madrid dispatch of the 26th says : A desperate
engagement was fought yesterday before Bilboa. The
Republican army, under the com"mand of Marshal Ser-
rano, attacked the Carlists at 6 o'clock in the morning
and met with a stubborn resistance. The battle was
kept up all day, and was only stopped by the approach
of night, when the Republicans encamped on the posi-
tions they had captured from the Royalists. The loss
of the national troops was 470 men. The contest was
renewed the following day and closed at night with de-
cided advantages for the national forces, who had driven
back the Carlist lines and taken a number of positions
occupied by them.

Dispatches from Carlist sources, on the contrary,
claim success for the insurgents in the two days fight-
ing with Marshal Serrano.
A correspondent of the London Times, at Serrano's

head-quarters, telegraphs that the losses in the battle
before Bilboa were very heavy.
A Vienna dispatch of the 28th says : Several deputies

have prepared a resolution in the lower house of the
Reichstrath, requesting the government to expel from
the country the Jesuits and all orders affiliated there-
with.

The Emperor, Francis Joseph, will visit Naples
where he will meet the King of Italy and accompany
him to Turin.

° J f /

It is reported that King Victor Emanuel burned the
address sent to him from a number of the citizens of
Trieste, because it contained treasonable sentiments
toward Austria, and that he will send to the Austrian
government a disavowal of sympathy with the address
The Carlist Junta at Bayonne, has received dis-

patches from Durango, near Bilboa, claiming that the
Royalists maintain all their positions, and that they
have cut the telegraph wires behind Marshal Serrano''s
rmy. These dispatches state the loss of the Republi-

cans in the recent contest at 4,000 killed and wounded,
'lile that of the Carlists did not exceed 1,000.
A London dispatch of 3d mo. 31st says : There have

been heavy losses on both sides in the battle before
"'Iboa. Santander is crowded with wounded from the
Republican ranks. The Carlist besieging force has
partially suspended the bombardment of Bilboa, in
order to turn their guns against Serrano's army.
United States.—There were 525 interments in New

1 ork last week. The annual report of the New York
Chamber of Commerce shows that the imports of New
York, for the year ending 6th mo. 30th, 1873, amounted
to $426,321,427

; those into all other ports of the United
States $237,295,720. The exports were from New York
$313,129,963; other ports $336,002,600.

In Philadelphia last week tl

The trustees of the London Peabody fund state that ^...^ .„= ,^„a
the number of families residing in the trustees' build- The House of Rei

among the several States. By this bill railroads
ing freight and passengers between different Stati

forbidden to charge more than a fair and reasc
rate for transportation, such rate to be ascertaine
fixed by a Board of nine Railroad Commissioners
appointed by the President, with the advice am
sent of the Senate, and to be residents of each i

nine judicial districts of the United States. Thi
to be disinterested persons, and not to have any in
in the stock, bonds, or property of any railroad or
transportation company.
The total production of coal in the United Sta

1873, according to the Pottsville il/mers' Journax
45,413,330 ton.s, viz: Anthracite 22,828,108 tons
Bituminous 22,585,222 tons. The total increa
1873 over 1872 is 1,962,179 tons.

The towboat Crescent City, with six barges in
blew up on the 23d ult. at Montezuma Island, o
Mississippi river, and sunk immediately. The b
were all consumed. Sixteen per-sons were killed

others badly injured. Loss of property about S30(
A fire at Elmira, N. Y., last week, destroyed i

valuable property. Estimated loss $260,000.
The Assistant Treasurer at New Y'ork, has

directed to sell $-5,000,000 gold during the Fourf:
The Massachusetts Legislature has balloted :

times for U. States Senator to succeed Charles Sui
without effecting a choice. The votes are chiel
vided between Dawes, Hoar and Curtis, the latter
the Democratic candidate. The ballot taken oi

30th ult. resulted as follows: Whole number of
256, necessary to a choice 129. Dawes receivi
vojes. Hoar 73, Curtis 72, scattering 26.
The production of wool in the United States d

the last four years is thus set down bv the Comm.
Bulletin. In 1870, 12-5,000,000 pounds, 1871, 112
000 pounds, 1872, 135,000,000 pounds, in 1873,
500,000 pounds.

The Marktls, &c.—The following were the quota
on the 30th ult. New Fori.—American gold,
U. S. sixes, 1881, Reg. 119|; Coupons 120J

;

1868, 119f ; 5 per cent.s, 115. Superfine flour, $.

£6.20; State extra, *6.35 a $6.60; finer brands,
$10.75. No. 1 Chicago spring wheat, $1.57 ; No.
$1 53 ; red western, $1.62. Oats, 58 a 64 cts.

rye, $1.03. Yellow corn, 88 cts. ; white, 8S a !

Philadelphia.—Cotton, 17 a 17i cts. for uplands
New Orleans. Superfine flour, $5 a $5.50; ej
$5.75 a $6.50 ; finer brands, $7 a $10.25. Red w
$1.60 a S1.65; amber, $1.70 a $1.75; white, $1
$1.90. Bye, 95 cts. Yellow corn, 82 cts. Oats,
65 cts. Rice, 8 a 8J cts. Lard, 9i a 9| cts. A
2200 beef cattle sold at 7} a 7i cts. per lb. gros

, a few choice 8 cts. ; 6}- a 7 cts. for fair to
(

and 4i a 6 cts. for common. Sheep sold at 6 a 8;

per lb. gross, and corn fed hogs at $8.50 a $9 pe:
lbs. net. St. Louis.—No. 2 winter red wheat, $:
No. 2 spring, $1.23. No. 2 corn, 63i cts. No. 2
50 cts. Spring barley,

, $1.28 a $1.45. C/u'co.

Spring extra flour, $5 a $6.75. No. 1 spring
$1.25; No. 2 do., $1.19-}; No. 3 do., $1.17. N
mixed corn, 63 cts. No. 2 oats, 44| cts. No. 2 s[

barley, $1.52 a $1.54. Lard, 9J cts. Cincinm
Wheat, $1.40 a $1.43. Corn, 65 a 68 cts. Oats,
57 cts. Rye, $1.05. Lard, 9i a ^ cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
As the stations of Superintendent and Matron of

Institution are expected to be vacated at the close
Winter Se.ssion, in the 4th month next. Friend
may feel drawn to undertake the duties attache
them, are requested to communicate thereon with ei

of the following named members of the Committee
Nathaniel N. Stokes, Cinnaminson Post-o:

Burlington Co., N. J.
Charles Evans, No. 702 Race St., Philadelpl
Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. J.
Rebecca S. Allen, No. 335 S. Fifth St., Phil

A young woman Friend, with experience as a teac
desires a situation as assistant in a Friends' School

Address box 12, Kennett Square, Chester Co., P
. interments numbered

I

^

On the 24th ult. a destructive fire at Cramp and |

Died, at the residence of her son-in-law.
Sons ship-j-ard consumed property valued at $175,000. Keeve.s, Harford Co., Md., Third month 3d
The recent proceedings in Congress have been mostly Abigail N. Paeker, in the 73d year of her' agnimportant. The Senate has agreed with the House

,

member of Birmingham Monthly Meeting of Frier
1 hxingthe legal tender circulation at $400,000,000.: —~^

ia 882, occupying 1875 rooms. The average reitlhas passed "a bM'r^-^^^ul^teTomme;!." by r^roa^
.epresentatives, by a vote of 121 to 116, WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER.

No. -422 Walnut Street.
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(CoDtiuued from page 259.)

To Martha Wistar.

"Philadelphia, 3d mo. 2nd, 1S39.

)ear Friend :—Amid many and varied dis-

ragements and conflicts both of flesh and
it, my mind this moi'Ding seems to salute

) ; and, in a little renewed feeling of sister-

lympathy and tender affection, desires thy
with that of thy dear companion's en-

•agement and increase in that which is

ading and which lives through death.
Tou have had dear E. Eobson from house
lOUse among j'ou, scattering precious seed

;

I trust in some places, if not many, it will

only take root but spring up, and bring
h fruit to the praise of the great Husband-
1. Ah ! hath He not visited and watered,
sent his servants again and again amongst
But lohat are the fruits, and ivhere are

y ? In this place, things are very discour-

ng. Elders there are who have left their

t love
;
and ministers who are teaching the

pie some easier or other way to the king-
n of Heaven, than the way of the cross

—

waj' which our Divine Lord and Redeemer
isecrated for us—and who are robbing Him
iiis honor by saying, He has not yet come
Spirit. There is notwithstanding, as thou
est in thy last very precious communica-
D, some consolation in the belief, that
ong our dear young Friend.s, there are
ny attracted by the powerful influences of
dne Grace secretly revealed, and are made
ling to wait for Him who is the Resurrec-
a and the Life, where alone He is to be
ingly known—in the heart; and in this

ooi^ are being taught to yield to His all-

msiug power. Some of these there are,

have been of later days constrained to

)ear in the simple garb of the Friend,
_h I doubt not much in the cross to the

rUral will ; but to the realizing of the peace
ich passeth understanding, and does follow
;dience in the day of small things—the
dience of faith. is of this number.
ou knowest him I suppose? His views are

y sound and clear. May he be preserved.
ke have lost a father and a prince in the
loval of dear Jonathan Evans. Ho who
od as a wall of defence on the right' hand

and on the left; and was indeed an elder

worthy of double honor. He was one whom
the archers sorely grieved, and shot at, and
hated ; but whose bow abode in strength, and
the arms of his hands were made strong by
the hand of the mighty God of Jacob. And
when called to' put oft' mortality, his work ap-

peared finished, so that there seemed to be

nothing more to do. The language of con-

duct with him was, 'I have fought a good
fight, I have finished my course, I have kept
the faith ; henceforth there is laid up for me
a crown of righteousness,' &c. Ah! he is

gone. And to some of us to be stripped at

such a season as this of such a prop, such an
unbending pillar, when so many that 'seemed
to be pillars' bend, is at times almost over-

whelming. Yet, dear ti'iend, we have cause

to believe that He whose is the work, and
the power, and the cause too, will not fail

those who put their trust in Him; but that

as He has in mercy visited and called and
chosen many who have gone before us, and
kept them to a happy conclusion in his favor,

and has also mercifully visited, and brought
our souls, with inany, many more, in some
measure acquainted with the teachings of his

Blessed Spirit, so He will continue, in His
adorable mercy, to work in and for us, as well

as in all who receive him and obey his teach-

ings. For truly his grace hath appeared to

all men ; and he hath wrought all that for us

which in early days He spoke to us of, when
our «oul8 were first enamored with his love,

nd He became to us the chiefest among ten

thousand, and altogether lovely.

I have found it necessary since thy last, to

leave my home again a little while to at-

tend the Quarterly Meetings of Concord and
Western. Dear Grace Evans accompanied.
Was at Springfield Meeting two First-days,

and was favored to return with the covering
of quiet, peaceful poverty; for which, un-
worthy as I am, I was thankful. My spirit

does not ascend to the heights as some I have
read of and heard of, yet there is a reward
for every act of faith, and labor of love I as-

suredly believe, if it lae no more than a little

increasing ability to trust in our Heavenlj'
Father's care, and commit our all into his holy
keeping, as into the hands ofa faithful Creator.

The world can afford us no statt' to lean upon.

Its friendships are ofttimes very fluctuating,

oven when based, wo had hoped, upon religion.

But the foundation which is laid in Zion is

immovable; and if we are only builded on
this sure foundation, wo need fear no evil, for

we shall be, as we continue faithful, kept from
the power of the enemj^. May we, saith my
soul, dear friends, be kept each in our lot,

patient and faithful, whatever the permitted
trials of our day maj' be, and they will be

many I doubt not; that thus we may bo pre-

pared to be joined with that blessed company,
who stand on mount Zion, and with palms in

their hands, are ascribing all honor and glory

and praise, to Him who hath loved them and

washed them from their sins in his own pre-

cious blood.

Thy cousin, H.Offley, hasappliedto Friends
of Philadelphia to be received into member-
ship. I called to see her ; she desired her love

to thee. In which desire my dear mother and
sisters unite, with thy afiiectionately attached
friend, S. Hillman."

To William Scattergood.

" Philadelphia, 5th mo. 27th, 1839.

* * * * j£y mind is deeply oppressed
under weights and burdens known only to my
(our I should say) Almighty Helper, who
' weigheth the mountains in scales,' and la

His own way and time bringeth from under
the mountains, removeth the weeds from about
the head, and is afresh felt to be our Wisdom,
Righteousness and Sanctification. Ah ! there

are none, I believe, fully made sensible of

what the poor messengers, who are sometimes
called upon to blow the trumpet in Zion, and
sound an alarm in the Lord's holy mountain,
have to pass through while eating the roll of
prophecy, but thej'- who are baptized into the
same death. Nevertheless they have this sure

consolation, they know He that is in them is

greater than he that is in the world, and that

He will keep that which we have through
mercy been enabled to commit unto Him to

the great day. Then in seasons of great con-

flict let us retire into the strong tower, and
spread our cause before Him whose we are,

who knoweth us altogether, and whom we
desire to serve in the Gospel of His dear Son.

Surely there is nothing in this world worthy
to be compared with the joys of His salva-

tion ; not any thing worthy the energies of

the immortal mind, but the pursuit of those

durable riches and righteousness which are at

His right hand. I can truly tell thee, my
dear friend, that since I saw thee very little

relief has been aftbrded my poor mind ; but

from meeting to meeting I have been wading
in deep waters without any ability to cast

off the burden, or any part of it. Retiring

last eve under much oppression, I was awak-
ened after a little sleep with this gracious

promise, 'I will strengthen thee, yea I will

help thee, yea I will uphold thee with the

right hand of my righteousness.' Thinking
it might prove a little encouragement to theo

also, I freely pen it. Thou art aware that

thy correspondent has long known of bap-

tisms and conflicts, and deaths many ; and
still made slow progress towards the promised
land. Yet to the praise of His grace who has

thus far sustained I can say, that when my
heart has been thoroughly reduced into sub-

mission, He has, blessed be His holy Name,
always showed himself strong. He has burst

the bars of iron in sunder. He has said to

the prisoner, 'go forth.' Yea, and even out of

darkness has brought into light. Peter's situa-

tion, when sleeping between two soldiers,

bound with two chains, has been much before

me. When the angel of the Divine presence
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appeared, a light shined in tbe prison, and; When it was finished, he deserted his capital,

the command was given, ' go, stand and speak 'and made it his principal residence, devoting

in the temple to the people all the words of himself to an eternal penance of fasting and

this life.' Chains could not bind him then

The prison doors opened of their own accord

and we find, that after the angel had conveyed

him through the gate and one street, he de-

parted. Peter was to feel what he was ; he

was to go in the strength of Him who had

called him ; as must we also. And now if thy

neavenly Master is preparing to say to thee,

return to thy country and to thy kindred ;
if

He bid thee come to labor in this thy native

and poor, yet beloved city, come : there are

hearts here open to receive you in the right

time. The harvest is truly great, the faithful

laborers are very few. Though to the out-

ward eye, many laborers there are, and some
labor much. came yesterday to our

meeting and spoke long; then prayed. To
me there was the savor of death. The spirit

that is gone forth, cries, words! words! help,

help ! chiefly to the servants not to the Master.

'It is splendidly delusive,' as S. Fothergill

said ; and cannot distinguish between that

which serveth God, and that which serveth

him not. * * * I am thy attached sympa-
thizing friend, S. Hilljian."

(To be continued.)

The Escnrial and Philip II.

A. J. C. Hare, in his " Wanderings in Spain,"

thus notices the gloomy and magnificent build

ing which occupied so much of the attention

of the bigoted Spanish monarch.
The Escurial may be taken upon the road

northwards, or may form a separate excursion
from Madrid. The station of the name lands
you at the foot of the hill on which this co-

lossus of granite is placed. It is generally
described as standing in a mountain wilder-
ness, but this is not quite true. You ascend
through woods which are pleasant enough,
and where Charles VI. wisely declining to in

habit the " architectural nightmare," built a
pretty little toy palace of his own. But be
hind the Escurial all is a bleak solitude, blue
bleak peaks, capped with snow, and furrowed
by dry torrent beds, or sandy deserts sprinkled
over with boulders of granite. There is no
softening feature. The dismal streets of gran
ite houses, which surround the huge granite
palace and church, have the same lines of
narrow prison-like windows, the same harsh
angular forms everywhere. The main edifice

was thirty-one years in building, and is thi-ee

quarters of a mile round, but each wall is just
like the other, they have no distinguishing
features whatever. It has thirtj^-six courts,
and eleven thousand windows, but they are
all of the same size, and all exactly alike. The
architect, Herrera, was tied down to the most
hideous of plans, that of a gridiron, because
it was the emblem of St. Lawrence, upon
whose day, the 10th of August, the building
was begun after the successful siege of St.

Quentin. The whole is justly looked upon as
a stone image of the mind of its founder,
Philip II. And the interest which encircles
this cruel yet religious, this superstitious yet
brave, character lends a charm even to the
Escurial. Except the extirpation of heretics,
it was the chief object of his earthly ambition.
The seat is shown high among the grey
boulders of the hill-side, whence he used to
watch the progress of the huge fantastic plan,
as court after court was added, each fresh
wing forming another bar of the gridiron.

flagellation, but at the same time boasting

that he governed two worlds from the heights

of his mountain solitude. Hither, when he

felt the approach of death, during an absence

at Madrid, he insisted upon being brought
borne for six days on a litter upon men's
shoulders, and here, during his last hours, h'

was carried round all the halls to take a final

survey of the work of his life.

The main entrance is so featureless as almost

to pass unnoticed. It leads into avast gloomy
court-yard, at the end of which are hu_
statues of the kings of Judah. These decorate

the facade of the church. Its interior is bare

and dismal, but the proportions are magnifi

cent, and though the etfect is cold and oppres
sive, it is not without a certain solemnity of

its own. In high open chapels on either side

of the altar, kneel two groups of figures in gilt

robes. On the left are Charles V., his queen,

his daughter, and his two sisters; on the right

are Philip II., three of his wives (the unloved
Mary of England being omitted), and Don
Carlos. Down a long flight of steps you are

led by torchlight to the Panteon, an octagonal
chamber surrounded by twenty-six sepulchres

of kings or mothers of kings, arranged one
above another like berths in a ship. Charles
V. occupies a place in the upper story. Bran-
tome declares that the Inquisition proposed
that his body should be burnt for having
given ear to heretical opinions. It remains,

though curiosity, not heresy, has twice caused
the coffin to be opened ; the last time in 1871,

during the visit of the Emperor of Brazil,

when hundreds of people flocked from Madrid
to look upon the awful face of the mighty
dead, which was entire even to the hair and
eyebrows, though perfectly black. Philip II.

fills the niche below, lying in the coffin of gilt

bronze which he ordered to be brought to

him, that he might inspect it in his last mo-
ments, and for which he ordered a white satin

lining and a larger supply of gilt nails, with
his last breath. Each of the Austrian kings
seems to have loved to pass hours here in

meditation over his future resting-place. * *

The convent stall is still shown which
Philip II. occupied, and where he was kneel-

ing when the messenger arrived breathless

with eager haste from Don John, of Austria,

to announce the victory of Lepanto, but could

obtain no audience till the monarch had
finished his devotions. From hence it is but

a few steps to the low bare rooms which the

bigot king occupied as a dwelling. They are

full of interest. The furniture is the same,
the pictures, the table, the chairs, the high
stool to support his gouty leg. At the bureau,

which still exists, he was sitting writing when
Don Christoval de Moura came in to announce
the total destruction of the Spanish Armada,
the scheme on which he had wasted a hun-
dred million ducats and eighteen years of his
"

fe. Not a muscle of his face moved. He
only said, " I thank God for having given me
the means of bearing such a loss without em-
barrassment, and power to fit out another
fleet of equal size. A stream can aflbrd to
waste some water, when its source is not
dried up."

The inner room opens into the church by a
butter. At this opening the ghastly figure

of the king was seen present at the public
mass dui-ing his illness, following the prayers

with an agonized fervor of devotion. B
also, he sate on the morning of the 13t

September, 1598, and having summoned
children, Philip and Clara Eugenia Isab

to embrace him, received extreme unc
and even after the power of speech hac
parted, remained with his hands grasping
crucifix which his father Charles V.

when he was dying, and with his eyes f

upon the altar of the church, till those

.

were closed in death.

Selected for "The Friei

And, dear Friends and brethren, I ent
you, that the consideration of these great
weighty things which God hath wrought
you, and among you, may have that deep
weighty influence upon your souls, that

may find yourselves engaged to answer
love and mercy of God in your lives and >

versation, and in all you have to do in

world, that ye may show forth the hone
God in all things; that the light which
shined in you, may shine forth through
unto others, who yet sit in darkness, thai

men may know by your innocent and ha

less conversation, and by j-our close keej

to the Lord, that ye are a people who are

sisted and helped by a supernatural po^

which governs your wills, and subjects tl

to his blessed will, and that guides and or<

your afl'ections, and sets them upon heave

and divine objects, and that gives you po
to deny your own private interests, wl
they happen to stand in competition with
interest of Truth. For these, and these o

will be found the true disciples of our L
Jesus Christ, who can deny themselves, t

up a cross daily, and follow him in the

ance of his regenerating power, which bri

death upon self, and crucifies the old nat

with its aftections and lusts; and raiseth i;

birth in you, that hath a holy will and de

to serve the Lord, and do his will on

earth ; and such as these are instrument

the hand of God for him to work by, anc

do works of righteousness, ofjustice, ofchar

and all other the virtues belonging to a ch

tian life, to the honor of God, and for

benefit and comfort of his church and peo;

Extract from an Epistle by Stephen Crisj

Friends.

Confidence in Animals.

' There are probablj' few persons fami

with farm life," says a writer in the I

England Farmer, " who have not observe

marked contrast between the general chai

ter and appearance of the domestic aninc

kept on ditterent farms within the circU

their acquaintance.
"On approaching some farm houses,

first salutation comes from a noisy, growl
dog, who seems to take you for a trespass

The next, from his master, who divides

energies between welcoming }'OU,and scold;

the dog for not behaving better. You v

the barn, and as you open the door, a frig

ened cat scuds across tbe floor, and with
look back at you from her great green ey

disappears through some hole in the floor,

out at a broken window.
" The horses lay back their ears, squeal, c

kick the sides of their stalls, as much as

saj', 'we feel cross, and can't help acting

out.' The oxen and cows start back as y
pass before them, as if afraid they should

hit with a fork, and the young calves s
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ik scamper to the farthest corners of their

'^8, to bo out of your way, and even the

fckens seem to bo bound you shall have all

tjroom to yourself.
' 'Amonn; such animals, you will find the

(jses baiky and easily frightened, if a har-

:«3 or carriage breaks; the oxen run at the

d of every furrow, either too much gee or

'i much haw ; the cows kick and spill the

ijk; and the hens steal their nests; and
<rly all this trouble is caused by a fractious

ster, who controls not his own temper. If

te is carelessly left open, and the cows get

the garden, the dog and the boys, with
Dty of clubs and stones, arc sent to drive

back. If the oxen are wanted from the

ure, they must be driven into some small

er of the yard, before they can be yoked.

|i strap breaks in the harness, a runaway,
a broken carriage is the result ; all for the

t of confidence between the master and
animals.

I On another farm, the dog welcomes you
•jh a dignified but cheerful wag of his tail,

I leads you to the door, or to the presence

his master. The cat keeps her place in the

•my corner, where she has gone for a nap.

\i horses whinny as you enter the barn,

i. seem glad to see you, while the cattle

ich over to see who has come, or quietly

w their cuds. The calves and the young
tie gather around to see what new dis-

eries can be made—and all this because of

confidence between the master and his

Eals.
If his horse finds the harness com-

iff, or the wagon running too close to his

, he quietly stops to have it fixed. All

i difference and more can be seen any day,

B, few miles drive in almost any part of our
mtry. We can find farms where all the
mals seem to be in constant fear of some-
ng ; while at other places the animals seem
pave a perfect understanding with, and the

lest confidence in their kind ruler.

' Of course there is a difference in the natu-

dispositions of our animals. We should

)Osc those, for breeding especially, that are

;urally quiet and peaceable, and then by
id and reasonable treatment keep them so.

'We cannot begin too early to handle and
i the young animals wo are raising. It is

nderful how soon they will acquire a feel-

,• of confidence, and learn to come to us for

)tection and care. And if we would retain

it confidence, we must never, on any ac-

mt, betray it. It is almost impossible to

;ain perfect confidence in any animal that

a have once cheated or deceived.

'A horse that has run away once, is gener-

y more ready to run again. And the heifer

it has been once frightened or abused, is

3r after on the lookout for danger. If you
luld have your heifei's make good cows,

bat them firmly but kindly. Let them not

Irn to associate milking with pains and
bks, and loud talking. Milking is, to them,
i unnatural performance, and you must have
tienco while teaching them to submit to the

ieration.

"Horses and oxen should have such confi

nee in their drivers, that they will willingly

d repeatedly make all reasonable effort to

as they are bidden. A team should never

told the second time to start an unreason
le load. We don't believe a horse would
cr become balky, if it were never misused
over loading and whipping. It is our best

Tses, those that are full of spirit, that get

balky, and not the ' lunkheads' that don't
know enough to know when they are mis-
used.

" What is it but a feeling of confidence that
makes the patient horse stand for hours in

harness, unhitched, waiting the return of his

master to give him the word to go, before ho
will leave his tracks? And what is it, but this

same confidence in his master, that makes a
well trained horse willing to be driven over
uncertain places, across shaking dilapidated
bridges, and up to noisj^ locomotives, with
their puffing smoke-stacks and screaming
whistles? If it were not so common, wo
should think it wonderful to see the thousands
of jobbing horses that are left standing in our
streets every day, without hitching, awaiting
the delivery of bread or meat or groceries, on
their daily routes. Yet accidents and run-
aways are the exception instead of the rule.

" Wo know our domestic animals may be
made to feai' us, and probably they may some-
times be partially controlled through fear;

and we presume they may sometimes have
feelings almost akin to love for their masters,

yet we believe the one great and strong feel-

ing that should be cultivated above all others,

between the animal and his owner, should be

this perfect feeling of confidence. In this lies

the master's power. With it and patience,

the animal can be taught almost anything,
and will do whatever it is trained to do. With
this confidence between the animals and our-

selves, we can mingle with them, use and con-

trol them—without it we are at their mercy.
"How important then, in training our

steers, our heifers or our colts, that we strive

to make this feeling of confidence perfect be-

tween them and us, and how careful should
we be never to betray that confidence by an
unreasonable word or blow or act. As man
looks up to a Superior Power on which he
can rely in times of trial and doubt, so our
animals seem to look to us as their superior

power, in whose care they are both willing

and glad to trust. If you would govern an
animal well, gain its confidence."

Selected,

Extract from the Memorial of Thos. Evans.

It is a time when many are forsaking some
of those precious testimonies which it pleased

the Lord to lead our early Friends into, and
for the faithful maintenance of which, some
of them suffered deeply. The Scripture Ian

guage of thou and thee to one ; the avoidance

of all fashionable compliments and insincere

language ; the disuse of the vain fashions and
customs of the world ; and carefully observ

ing a plain, simple and inexpensive mode of

living, all of which the ancient Friends were
divinely led into, are now represented by many
as of little account, as no part of christian

duty, and by some are oven derided and con-

demned as sectarian and notional. It is

deeply painful to see these things, and the

fruits to which they lead; many running out

into the ways and fashions of the times, chang-

ing with every change ; while the tenderly

visited minds of the young are puzzled and
perplexed, and they are ready to say, mourn-
ing: " Who shall show us any good." While
sorrow covers my heart in view of these

things, which seem like standard-bearers turn-

ing back in the day of battle, and deserting

I

their banners, I have had to believe that the

'Lord will take care of his own cause and truth;

'and though many of these unfaithful ones

may wholly run out and make shipwreck, and
the Society become much reduced in number,
yet the Lord will preserve a remnant true to

laimself and to his truth, through all the re-

proach and trials they may have to endure,
and cause them to stand in greater ])urity and
integrity; and they will be as an ensign lifted

up for others to rally to, so that in days to

come there will be a gathering to the standard
of ancient Quakerism. For I am firm in the
persuasion, that the precious principles of

Truth will not be permitted to fall, nor stand-

ard bearers be wanting to uphold them before

the nations. Happy will it be for such mem-
bers, who, in an honest and good heart, main-
tain them in all their integrity, not in word
only, but in their whole lives and conduct.

James Veitch and David Brewster.—Mary
Somerville, in her recollections, thus notices

these talented men :

" When at Jedburgh, I never failed to visit

James Veitch, at Inchbonny, a small property,
beautifully situated in the valley of the Jed,

at a short distance from the manse. He was
a ploughwright, a hard-working man, but of

rare genius, who taught himself mathematics
and astronomy in the evenings with wonder-
ful success, for he knew the motions of the
planets, calculated eclipses and oecultations,

was versed in various scientific subjects, and
made excellent telescopes, of which I bought
a very small one ; it was the only one I ever

possessed. Veitch was handsome, with a singu-

larly fine bald forehead and piercing eyes, that

quite looked through one. He was perfectly

awaro of his talents, shrewd, and sarcastic.

His fame had spread, and he had many visits,

of which he was impatient, as it wasted his

time. He complained especially of those from
ladies not much skilled in science, who as he
thought, asked many silly questions. Veitch
was strictly religious and conscientious, ob-

serving the Sabbath day with great solemnity;

and I had the impression that he was stern

to his wife, who seemed to be a person of in-

telligence, for I remember seeing her come
from the washing tub to point out the planet

Venus while it was still daylight.

The return of Halley's comet, in 1835, ex-

actly at the computed time, was a great astro-

nomical event, as it was the first comet of

long period cleaily proved to belong to our

sj'stera. I was asked by John Murray to

write an article on the subject for the Quar-

terly Review. After it was published I received

a letter from James Veitch, reproaching me
for having mentioned that a peasant in Hun-
gary was the first to see Halley's comet, and
for having omitted to say that ' a peasant at

Inchbonny was the first to see the comet of

1811, the greatest that had appeared for a
century. 1 regretted, on receiving this letter,

that I either had not known, or had forgotten

the circumstance. Veitch has been long dead,

but I avail myself of this opportunity of mak-
ing the amende honorable to a man of great

mental power and acquirements who had
struggled through difficulties, unaided, as I

have done mj-self.

Sir David Brewster wasmany years younger
than James Veitch ; in his early years he as-

sisted his father in teaching the parish school

at Jedburgh, and in the evenings he went to

Inchbonny to study astronomy with Jamea
Veitch ; who always called him Davie. They
were as much puzzled about the meaning of

' the word parallax as I had been with regard
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to the word algebra, and only learnt what it

meant when Brewster went to study in Edin-

burgh. They were both very devout men.

Brewster soon turned his attention to science,

and he devoted himself especially to optics.

in which he made so many discoveries. Sir

David was of ordinary height, with fair or

sandy colored hair and blue eyes. He was
by no means good looking, yet with a very

pleasant, amiable expression ; in conversation

he was cheerful and agreeable when quite at

ease, but of a timid, nervous and irritable

temperament, and often at war with his fellow

philosophers upon disputed subjects. I was
much indebted to Sir David, for he reviewed

my book on the ' Connexion of the Physical

Sciences,' in the April number of the Edinburg

Beview for 18.34, and the ' Physical Geogra-

phy,' in the North British Review, both favor-

ably."

Original.

WHAT THE FLOWERS SAID.

I went to the woodi) one morning,
'Twas a sunny April day

;

And laid my ear close to mother earth,

To hear what her pets would say.

I seemed to hear the Arbutus

;

"I fear neither cold, nor snow;
I am waiting beneath my green leaflets,

The coming of footsteps I know."

The Blood-Root said, I am ready,

And waiting, dear mother, thy word,

My snow-white petals are folded,

And the blood in my veins has stirred.

And the Violet seemed to whisper,

I long for the sun and the dew
;

My cup I have painted with sky-tints

—

My cup of cerulean blue.

The Wind-Flower said, I tremble,
I flutter with joy and hope

;

For the wind—my lover, he comes, he comes.
And he kisses my lids till they ope.

The Columbine said, I hasten,
I climb to my rocky height;

And iling out my bells of coral and gold,

That swing to the breezes light.

Said the May-Apple blossom, I linger
'Till sheltering leaflets I see

;

To thee, mother earth, my homage I give

;

I bow my head ever to thee.

The Dandelion said, I tarry,

'Till thy carpet of green be spread

;

I'll stud it all over with stars of gold,

That shall rival the stars o'er head.

Dear mother, the Daisy and Buttercup said,

We'll come when the summer is bright

;

Not all of thy children in regal robes,

Can so gladden the youthful sight.

With summer, we come, the Field-Lily said,

Though we toil not by night, nor by day
;

Yet the dear Heavenly Father he careth for us,

And clothes us in beauty—alway.

Germantown, 4th mo. 1873.

TRUST IN GOD.
My Father, the guide of my youth.
To Thee for direction I flv

;

O grant me Thy light and Thy truth.

Nor ever Thy presence deny.
My pillar of cloud and of fire,

—

While destined to journey Ijelow,

—

What more can a pilgrim desire
Or Thou in thy goodness bestow ?

Raffles.

Oranges and Lemons.—A full-grown orange-
tree yields from 500 to 2,000 fruit annually,
and arrives at the bearing state in three or
five years, as does the lemon-tree ; both grow
luxuriantly in most soils. The plantations

(in the Mediterranean countries) are called

gardens, and vary in size, the smallest con

taining only a small number of trees, and the

largest many thousands. The fruit is gathered
in "baskets, similar to peach baskets, lined

with canvas, the basket being held by a

strap attached and passed around the neck or

shoulders. From the garden the fruit goes to

the repacking magazine, where it is removed
from the boxes, in which it was packed in the

gardens, and repacked for shipment by ex
perieneed female packers, after having been

carefully assorted by women, and wrapped
in separate papers by young girls. As many
as 500 persons (mostly women and children)

are employed by some of the fruit-growers in

their gardens and magazines, in gathering,

sorting, and repacking for shipment, the wages
paid them varying from nine to sixteen cents

a day. In sorting, every fruit that wants a

stem is rejected. The boxes are then securely

covered, strapped, and marked with the brand
of the grower, when they are ready for ship-

ment. Twenty years ago this trade was
nothing in its commercial characteristics, or

the inducements it offered to capitalists. jSTow

it is progressing with giant strides into prom'
nence, and is a considerable source of revenue
to the government.

—

Late Paper.

For " The Friend."

Search the Camp.

It was in coveting an evil covetousness by
Achan and taking a " goodly Babylonish gar-

ment, and two hundred shekles of silver, and
a wedge of gold," and thereby transgressing

the covenant the Lord commanded, that

caused not onlj" his and his family's destruc-

tion, as recorded in the history of the children

of Israel, but thereby also the whole of that
people to be driven back, and to fall before

their enemies; so that their leader, Joshua,
rent his clothes and fell on his face implor-

ingly " before the ark of the Lord until even-
tide, he and the elders of Israel, and put dust
upon their heads."
While the offence or cause may seem small

in proportion to the dire result or punishment,
yet it is good to remember that unconditional
obedience to the voice and will of the Lord is

of paramount obligation ; whether that will

consist in bringing unto Him the tithes of

nt, anise, and cummin, or in the weightier
matters of the law ; whether our sin consist

committing a trespass in the accursed thing,

as did the son of Zerah, so that wrath fell on
all the congregation of Israel, and that man
perished not alone in his iiiiquity ; in a word,
whether faithfulness in the day of small things,

or in that of larger things be the Heavenlj-
requisition or tithe of duty, no progress can
be made in spiritual stature, nor any honor
brought to the treasury- of the Holy One, but
through the low portal of obedience to Him
who became the author of eternal salvation

to all them that obey him. The seal of the
covenant of life being cancelled by disobedi-
ence to the law of God inwardly revealed.
The following record, from the life of

Thomas Story, 1698, is corroborative of the
same practical truth. While, is it not to be
feared, that there are too many in this day in

the situation of the dean of Derry !
" Great

was the resort of people of all ranks, qual-
'ties and professions, to our meetings, chiefly
on account of William Penn ; who was
ever furnished by the Truth with matter
fully to answer their expectations. Many of

the clergy were there, and the people
one voice, spoke well of what they h
Of the clergy, the dean of Derry was
who being there several times, was askoc
his bishop, whether ho had heard anytl
but blasphemy and nonsense

; and whel
he took off his hat in time of prayer, to

with us? He answered, that he heard
blasphemy or nonsense, but the everlasi

truth ; and did not only take off his ha
prayer, but his heart said amen to what
heard. Yet he proved like the stony gro
and brought forth no fruit. He said, tho
lie could die for the principles of religion

Quakers professed
;
yet to lose his living

character for some incidents they are tenac

of, as plain language, plain habits, and ot

distinguishing peculiarities, he did not th
those of svfficient weight, or reasonable.

so came no further in the way of Truth,
proved unfaithful in the day of small thin;

Whether anything after the sin of Ac!
already alluded to, is now prevailing in

midst; whether the " accursed thing"—wl
ever the Lord's controversy is unrnistaka
against—is working weakness and folly in

Israel, so that as a Society we cannot as
once the case, stand before our enemi
which too is causing sorrow and mourni
and putting on of sackcloth with some v

are jealotis for the honour of the Great Na
and His cause, is a question which sho
come close home to the heart of each om
us. It is declared, the Lord " will search Jc

salem with candles" for punishment ; "wh
fire is in Zion, and his furnace in Jerusale:

And wo have no doubt that He will sooner
later institute a search, it may be family
family, and man by man, all in His own gi

way, after that which now so lets and hi

progress, as well as dims our brightness a

religious Society. A Society that in the
ginning was so eminently favored in the ri

ing up of sons for prophets, and your_
for Nazarites, comparable to fine gold." I

surely no light thing, to turn from the pi

ciples and testimonies solemnly committed
to uphold before the world ourselves,

be the means of inducing others to turn, citl

in doctrine or in practice, from that, •«

was so eminentlj' of the Lord, and so inf

tial for good in His hands in the early di

of this people ! And may all remember tl

"t was turyiing back from the statutes

ordinances commanded to their fathers, ti

caused Israel to become a reproach and a I

word, and an astonishment ; so that in ansv
to the query, " Why hath the Lord done tl

unto this land, and unto this house? it sh

be answered. Because they forsook the Lc
God of their fathers, which brought thi

forth out of the land of Egypt, and laid h(

on other gods, and worshipped them,
served them ; therefore hath he brought
this evil upon them."
But notwithstanding this Society may

shaken and tried to the very foundation
Him who '• hath promised saying, yet or

more I shake not the earth only, but :

heaven (that which may seem, in the but p
tially anointed vision of some, to be stal

and true) * * * ^t^^^ those things whi
cannot be shaken may (alone) remain ;" yel

is believed that the Lord God of recompenc
though of compassion and tender mercies ^
return unto a remnant who "are afflicte

and "in bitterness;" as well as set a ma
upon the foreheads of those " that sigh i
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cry" Baying, "How doth the city sit

ry that was full of people ;" how has she

me as a inourDful widow, who can see

ittlo else in some places than desolation

1 return by by-ways to Babylon in the

ind bustle, and boast of these imposing,

ng times. May these keep inward
nble, watchful and prayerful before

eci'et-seeing Holy One ;
and though they

ot sing one of the Lord's songs in a strange

-a land of captivity—yet in his own
as fiiith and patience and hope are kept
all nevertheless " have a song as in the

t, when a holy solemnity is kept : and
less of heart" because of " quiet resting

and because of their being brought
so out of an horrible pit, out of the miry
and the new song put into their mouths,
praises to His name.

Onr American Oaks.

aderisiics of the Different Groups and their

Comparative Value.

tBY
JOSIAH HOOPES, WEST CHESTER,

these progressive arboricultural times.

n almost every agricultural and horticul-

l periodical in the country is advocating

jopular timber question, it seems incum-
upon us to inquire. What shall wc plant

a view to profit in the future? Keeping
specific object prominently before us, we
answer truthfully, the one great genus

'6 all others in aisefulness is that of the

;. No other in the flora of the world, per-

il contains so many valuable species in

t of durability, hardiness, rapidity of

eth (for the oaks are rapid growers when
I fully established), freedom from insects

diseases, as well as pecuniary value in the

ket. Another item to be taken into ac

it is their ready propagation from seeds,

I enabling us to reproduce them in unlim-

numbers at a comparatively trifling cost.

'he Growing.—The grouping of these trees

jnerally well defined ; so well, indeed, that

cquaintance with a single member of most
.he sub-genera, is apt to convey a very
irate impression of the character of all

others belonging to it. The first of these

[nown as the "White Oak group, and is

po.«ed of the well-known and valuable

ite Oak {Quercus alba) ;
Post Oak Q. obtu-

!ia) ; its dwarf southern form {var. parti

i); Burr or ]\Iossy-cup Oak((2. macrocar

; its western form (var. oliva'form'S) ;
and

true Over-cup Oak (Q. lyrata). The
)nd is called the Chestnut Oak group, and

ioraposed of the Swamp "White Oak {Q.

lor) ; Swamp Chestnut Oak {Q. prinus)
;

variety, the Eoek Chestnut Oak (yar.

xticola) ;
another, and well-marked variety.

Yellow Chestnut Oak {var. acuminata) ; a

ithern form var. Michauxii); and the Dwarf
3stnut or Chinquapin Oak (§. prinoides).

! next have what might be termed the Live

k group, although consisting of but one

e Southern species and two other well-

ined dwarf forms. The Live Oak ((). virens)

considered to be the most valuable of the

ole genus, owing to the indestructibility of

timber. The forms alluded to are the Sea-

e Oak (var. maritima) and the Tooth-leaved

k {var'. dentata). All the foregoing are

lat is termed annual fruiting species, that

they perfect their acorns during the Au
nn of the first year on the wood of the same
ison. The group which might be termed

the Willow Oaks form the first of the biennial-

fruited section, or those in which the acorns
arrive at perfection during the Autumn of

the second year. This group embraces the

"Upland Willow Oak (Q. cineria); its dwarf
form {var. pumila) ; the true Willow Oak {Q.
Phellos) ; its two Southern forms (var. lauri-

folia and var. arenaria), the Laurel or Shingle
Oak (Q. imbricaria), a probable hybrid, Lea's

Oak (Q. Zeana), and another of the same
character, most likely a sport from the true

Willow Oak, called Bartram's Oak (Q. hetero-

philla. Wc next arrive at a small group,

having thick, leathery shining leaves, with
from three to five lobes. The first is a true

Southern species, termed the Water Oak (Q.
aquatica) ; it has also a form with longer leaves

and smaller fruit (var. hybrida), the Black
Jack Oak (Q. nigra) ; also two Western forms
called by Dr. Englemann (var. tridentata and

var. quinqueloba). Lastly, wo have the largest

group of all—the Black and Ked Oaks. Two
species belonging to this are classed by them-
selves, owing to the soft downy character of

the under side of the leaves; these are the

Bear or Scrub Oak (Q. ilicifolia), and the

Spanish Oak (Q. falcata). With smooth
leaves we have the Southern Turkey Oak
(Q. Catesba'i), the Scarlet Oak (Q. coccinea)

;

its variety, tine well known Black Oak (var.

tinctoria) ; another form, the Gray Oak (var.

ambigiia; the Eed Oak (Q. rubra); its west-

ern form with small fruit (var. runcinata) ; the

Pin Oak (Q. palustris), and a little shrubby
Southern species, the Georgia Oak (Q. Geor-

giana), completes the list east of the Missis-

sippi. West of this great division the whole
character of our flora appears to undergo a

complete change, and the species of oak bea

a resemblance to those belonging to foreign

countries.

Useful Species.—First let us consider those

of an undoubted hardiness, such, for example,

as will endure the climate of our Northern

and Western States. Commencing with the

well-known White Oak, it seems almost su-

perfluous to attempt a description, so well is

it known to every one in the country, even

to the school-boy who eagerly gathers its

nuts in iieu of a more palatable fruit. The
timber is of the most durable charactei', firm

and fine-grained, hence it is largely in demand
for innumerable uses in the mechanic arts, &c.

To the fiirmer it is invaluable, and enters into

all the routine of his daily duties ;
his fencing

material, his implements, his farm buildings,

and indeed almost every article used in his

vocation. In the market, its timber com-

mands a high price, and is always of ready

sale. The bark is also excellent as an astrin-

gent. The Post Oak grows so slowly, and at

best forms only a second class tree, that I am
in doubt about recommending it for cultiva-

tion, and yet its flne, closely-grained, durable

wood is certainly no mean incentive to the

timber-grower, who is looking to the future

for fencing material. It is mostly found on

high dry soils, but like many other species,

will succeed on the opposite extremes, as has

been fully tested. As a general rule, the

dryer the soil the finer grained and more dur-

able we find the wood. The Chestnut Oaks
cannot be recommended as furnishing the

best quality of timber, although the Eock
Chestnut Oak exceeds them all in this respect,

possibly on account of its higher and dryer

habitat. It is also the best species for fuel.

The form known as the Swamp Chestnut Oak

grows to a large size, and is well worthy of

ultivation. The timber of the Black Oak,
Scarlet Oak, and trde Spanish Oak are neither

of very excellent quality, but the bark of each
is of more or less value for dyes and tanning

;

the latter is said to be the best of all oaks for

tanning hides. The Pin Oak ranks next to

the White Oak in excellence. It is a rapid

grower, makes a firm wood, which is eagerly

sought after by mechanics, and thrives satis-

factoril}' either on dry or moist lands. The
Gray Oak is a true Northern species, being

frequent!}' found in high latitudes, which may
add an additional value to it for cultivation.

The wood is reasonably durable, although not
equal to most of the foregoing. The Shingle

Oak, as its name implies is used throughout
the West, where it is well known, for sawing
into shingles, although its timber is not of

the best quality. "\Ve now reach a species

that is undoubtedly the most valuable of the

genus, but unfortunately it is too tender for

the North and West. \Ve allude to the Live
Oak of the South. The greatest drawback
to its culture is its slowness of growth, hence
the exceeding compactness of its wood. It is

also emphatically a seaside tree, being rarely

found many miles from the coast. Our culti-

vators in the South, where it will succeed,

would be doing a good work by setting out
young plantations of the Live Oak.

Ornamental Species.— For lawn planting

where sufiicient space for perfect develop-

ment, and where the surroundings are exten-

sive enough to warrant the use of our largest

size trees, the oaks are unsurpassed for this

purpose. Nothing can surpass the White
Oak, view it in any light we will, and although

the entire genus are almost unexceptionable

for ornamental planting, still this well-known
species must take preference over all others.

The Pin Oak will perhaps come next, having
rapidity of growth, grace of outline, and
beauty of foliage, as leading characteristics.

The foreign writers on horticulture have pro-

nounced this species to be the finest of the

genus, but we prefer the White Oak. The
Scarlet Oak has so manj' excellencies to re-

commend it that I cannot conceive why it is

not more frequently used. The tree is per-

fection itself, added to which the foliage is

always handsome, whether in the green garb

of Summer or tinted with its scarlet Autum-
nal hue. Its growth is moderately rapid, and
it is well suited for dry locations. The Wil-

low Oak, with its narrow leaves, is at once

curious and attractive. It always forms a

prominent feature in a collection, and maybe
classed as one of the most desirable native

trees for ornament. The Burr Oak is per-

haps more curious than handsome, owing to

the corky bark. It forms a medium-sized

tree, and should be more extensively used.

I have always felt a great partiality to the

Black Jack Oak, rough and rugged-looking

as it is frequently seen its large, wedge-shaped,

shining, dark green leaves contrast well in a

collection. It is a small-sized tree, found

mostly on dry sandy situations. Among the

Chestnut Oaks, I prefer the Yellow Oak, or

as some prefer to call it, the True Chestnut

Oak. Its resemblance to the chestnut tree is

strikingly apparent, in fact to an ordinary

observer the two are scarcely distinguishable.

It also forms a medium sized tree, and looks

well in a group on the lawn. The Eed Oak,

in good soil, grows to a large size, and is one

of our most conspicuous trees dui-ing the Au-
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tnmn months. The deep, almost purplish
crimson hue, makes an effect that cannot well

be surpassed. It is at all times, however, a
fine tree for ornament, and should receive due
regard from planters. Several other species
might be mentioned, whose claims entitle

them to notice, but the foregoing comprise
the best.

Propagation.— All the species are easily

grown from seeds, provided we give them
sufficient care. Acorns should be gathered as
soon as ripe, which is determined by their

hold on the tree. If readily shaken off, they
must be collected at once, and placed in com
paratively dry sand ; that is, with a very
slight amount of moisture. They germinate
easier than almost any of our native trees,

and especially in some instances where I have
noticed them sprouting while attached to the
limb of the parent tree. "When the latter is

the case they must be cautiously dried some
what before placing in sand. It does not
matter about the end of the young root being
shriveled or decayed, as the fibers will start
out fresh from the base of the seed leaves all

right. In the Spring prepare level beds, saj'

about four feet wide, and after sowing the
seed thinly over the surface, cover slightly
with sand, when a few warm days will bring
the young plants through. They should be
left in these beds for two years, keeping them
meanwhile scrupulously clean. The first year
they make but little top, but plenty of roots,
and afterward the top grows rapidly. The
rare forms not propagated from seed may be
grown by means of grafting, as the oak is not
diflScnlt to work. Side-grafting is preferred
close to the ground and then the soil drawn
up and pressed tightlj' around the whole,
allowing only the top bud of the graft to be
uncovered. In some of the European coUec
tions every specimen has been so grown, and
they have proved eminently satisfactory.

For "The friend."

Perseverance.

The following, from Thomas -x Ivempis, is

not only excellent advice in itself, but also
shows that he was a believer in the inward
teachings of the Divine Light, which William
Penn considered to be the distinguishing doc-
trine of Friends. He died, A. D. 1471, about
200 years before the rise of our Society.
"A certain person deeply perplexed about

the state of his soul, and continually fluctua-
ting between hope and fear, came one day to
a church, overwhelmed with grief; and pros-
trating himself before the altar, repeatedly
uttered this wish in his heart: ' O that I cer-
tainly knew I should be able to persevere !'

Immediately the Divine voice speaking with-
in him, answered thus :

' And what wouldst
thou do, if this certain knowledge was be-
stowed upon thee ? Do now that which thou
wouldst then do, and rest secure of thy per-
severance.' Comforted and established by this
answer, he resigned himself to the Divine dis-
posal, and his perplexity and distress were
soon removed. Instead of indulging anxious
inquiries into the future condition of his soul,
he applied himself wholly to know what was
the good and acceptable iv'ill of God, as the only
principle and perfection of every good work.
'Trust in the Lord, and do good,' saith the
royal prophet; 'So shalt thou dwell in the
land, and be fed with the riches of His
Grace.' "

—

John Payne's Translation of Thomas
4 Kempis, Book 1st, Chap. 25.

For "The Friend."

John Ueald.

fContinned from page 2G2.)

"3d mo. 14th, 1819. First of the week
The snow drifted terribly. The meeting [near
Albany] less on this account. I sat under
some exercise for a considerable time. So,
after humbly abiding under it, I believed the
time [to speak] came. I said : A passage or
two among the sayings of the Apostle have
revived with renewed instruction, that the
Apostle had written to them before, in both
of which said he, I stir up the pure mind by
way of remembrance ; not saying, I do the
work for you, but, stir up to the remembrance
The Apostle Paul saith. Examine yourselves,
try yourselves, prove j'ourselves, know ye not
your ownselves, &c. Hero was the stirring
up the mind to attention, and here is the great
purpose of gospel ministry. What does it

avail, if it do not stir up the mind, if it does
not induce to an examination ? If such
examination is entered into, what situation
can we place ourselves in more suitable than
silence? When we consider that we place
ourselves before Him, who sees us as we are,

how solemn ! How suitable is silently ap-
proaching Him, and examining how near we
have come to parting with those things that
we know to be wrong, how near we have
come to giving up our own wills ! When we
see our own insufficiency and inability, and
are humbled down into a supplicating condi-
tion, true prayer is breathed forth, either
secretly or vocally."

19th. John Heald mentions that a man
was to be executed that day at Schoharie for
murder, and expresses his sense of the awfa'
ness of thus sending a fellow-creature to his
final reckoning, whether prepared or unpre-
pared.

"About two o'clock, the meeting at Pitts
town gathered. A large number not of our
Society came. I was in much poverty, and
endeavored to reconcile my mind to pass the
meeting in silence, believing I ought to be
silent, where no way opened to communicate,
and not force myself to make an offering.

Many grew restless, and some went out. This
was very trying to endure, the people being
very earnest to hear testimony, but I could
do nothing of myself I felt very poor, but a
sentiment revived with clearness, which was.
He that reapeth receiveth wages, and gather-
eth fruit to everlasting life. I stated it, and
said it must be labor that was acceptable for
hich we would receive wages and gather

fruit unto eternal life. To me it appeared,
that as well might we say the branch could
bear fruit of itself without abiding in the vine,
as that we could labor in our own wills and
get wages so as to gather fruit to eternal life.

I was enlarged much, and I believe that not-
withstanding the unsettledness and great stu-
pidity or deadness, it became a profitable
meeting, and I thankful for it.

21st. We attended the meeting at Troy.
I felt poor and in need of what I think was
represented by the children of Israel gather-

manna. 'That was to nourish the outward
body, I wanted an inward supply of susten-
ance, and thought for sometime that such a
labor would be enough for me. But after-
wards this was first to be expressed, and I
then told them this would be good employ for
some of them—to labor for the bread which
perisheth not.

25th. Chatham Monthly Meeting was open. I

ed, and several of the Quarterly Meet
committee attended. I had some closi

marks to make, and a testimony to beat

couraging those who were in limited cin

stances not to neglect attending to their

ligious] duty for the sake of increasing 1

property ; and those who were wealthy^ n
neglect their duty [in order] to save "raoi

add to their possessions ; but recommei
both to be faithful in the little. I endeav
to arouse to faithfulness tho^se who live 1

from the ties of religion, who do cot jui

themselves in their conduct, yet by solec

certain parts of the conduct of professo

religion, which they think exceptionable
to satisfy themselves that their own con
will do, and so keep at a distance anc
others manage that concern, while they an
themselves with trifling delights.

30th. At Charles Hoag's. "To-day is a
since I left home, or saw any of my fan

The meeting small and dull. Blessed are

poor in spirit, I mentioned first, but the
a poorness does not come under this dcs(

tion, and that is indifference and lukews
ness. This state is not the one the bles

descends to ; it is offensive to our Heavi
Father, and unprofitable to those who S(

down in ease and indifference. It was trj

'abor, but it ended to my peace.

4lh mo. 2nd. The meeting [near the i

dence of Stephen E. Smith] was large.

sat under exercise, faithfulness in little thi

presented to my view. I entered humbly
the concern to encourage to faithfulnes;

the little. I showed that by attendins
militj' to the little and not exceeding^ the

ward is peace; and here the prediction of
prophet is verified. The work of righteousi

shall be peace, and the effect, quietness
assurance; and the testimony' of the Apo
Peter, I perceive of a truth that God is no
specter of persons, but they that work rij^

eousness are accepted of Him. The testim^

began with little, and enlarged greatly,

O how the precious feelings were extenc
and the sweet ownings of peace were fel

flow with joyful sensations, and the po
extolled that would effect the work, if

ence was faithfully attended to in ',

things."

4th mo. 4th. At Nine Partners, John H(
tated that the Society of Friends had
pensed with the use of water baptism,
dipping and sprinkling, believing, that i

not the putting away'the filth of the fl

but the answer of a good conscience tow
God, that is necessary to be known and
perienced; and have laid aside the eating br

d drinking wine as religious observan
these being outward and reaching only to

body, and not essential to salvation. Yet
believed that to sit idly in silence in time

religious worship, was no better than i

other form ; if we allow the mind to be
gaged in the amusements and gratifieati

of the world, it is time misapplied, it is
j

tending to do a thing and not doing it.

After visiting a few other meetings in

State ofNew York, as the time for holding
Yearly Meeting in Philadelphia approach
he felt drawn to be present on that occasi
Of the incidents that occurred there, he

'

given no particulars, but mentions that Div
favor was experienced, order and condesc
sion observed, and that it ended well.

Soon after this, he felt at liberty to turn
face homeward, and after attending a i
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9 on his wivy, reached his own habita-ithe whirlwind, when
on the 22d of 5th mo., after an abscnco one shall beat aft'ains

)out Iburteen months, and a journey of

I miles.

) remained but a short time at home, be

he was again drawn forth to visit the

lies of New Garden Monthly Meeting,

, about 160 in number, and afterwards

) of Salena, in the same vicinity. Hero
aid about 130 visits. He also, with the

irrence of his Monthly Meeting, held

al )3ublic meetings in Western Pennsyl-
among those who were not members

sown Society. Of these different engage-
he remarks, "The account given is

but much exercise was passed through
complish the labor."

For "The Friend."

Sermon.—By Stephen Grellet.

I know not through what channel the

nng manuscript has been handed down,
here is no doubt of its authenticity and
ral correctness. It has been in the hands

e compiler at least a score and a half of

It is of stirring import. The follow-

Dtroduction and date accompany it:

Lt Burlington Meeting, Sth mo. 5th, 1829,

ubjoiued testimony, in effect, was boi-ne

phen Grellet :

—

arose with saying, he was afraid to

and dare not, for his peace, keep

: ; that his feelings had been so pecu-

and so awful, he scarcely knew how
nvey them. He had remembered that

as while men slept that the enemy
d tai'cs : and while we have been sleep-

arcs have been sown. He then proceed

i) say, that he thought he had seen the

oach of a day of darkness and gloominess,

ading down and dismay ; a day wherein
jord'sdepending ohildren will be closely

and sifted : adding, we have had some

y trials,* but let not any suppose that

jitterncss of death is past. 1 believe a

)f greater trial will come than any we have
rienced ; but whether it will be suddenly,

hether a few days' space may intervene,

t for mo to say ;—the offence comcth

—

though I do not wish exclusively to im-

te the present company, I believe some
witness it.

afraid to speak, and afraid to hold my
The weight of .suffering will be

y on the heads of some ! My feelings

3 description ! O, the distress, the an-

tho bitterness that must attend those

gh whom the offence comet h !—through

oa the storm will descend ! But there

ill an ark to which the faithful may
ir; though these will be deeply proved,

at/ew may stand in the day of storm and
Yet if there is a very close watch-

ss unto prayer, and a single eye kept to

Holy Head, those who are endeavoring

)llow the Lord Jesus in the path where
h will lead them, will realize the bless

and promises contained in the 91st

I, which has been brought to my re-

brance. He recommended the exercised

tribulated seed to read that Psalm
;
say-

he believed it' they continued faithful,

would be enabled, like blessed Noah, to

to the safe refuge, to enter the ark of pre-

lation, and safely to ride the tempest and

idluding, no doubt, to the close searcliingg of heart

the blast of the terrible

nst the wall."

As an instance of the increasing value of
walnut lumber, the Indianapolis Journal notes
that the standing walnut trees on a half sec-

tion of land on Eel River, in Miami county,
Ind., were recently sold to a lumber dealer for

617,000. There is a large amount of other
timber on the tract which is not included,
only the walnut timber being sold. Walnut
lumber is coming more and more into use
throughout this country and Europe, and at

present a very largo business is done in pre-

paring and shipping it from Indiana. The
trees are disappearing rapidly, and no effort

is made to renew the growth, which might
be done with little trouble.

—

Late Paper.

THE FRIEND.
FOURTH MONTH

In the " Private Memoirs of B. and B.

Seebohm," edited by their Sons, we find the
following, on page 196, London Edition. It

is by B. Seebohm :

"20th of 3d month, 1817. The tendency
of the elaborate document, produced and
adopted by the Philadelphia Meeting for

Sufferings, seems to be, to claim a kind of

infallibility on behalf of our early Friends,

and especially Barclay, not only as it regards

the objective doctrines taught, but also as it

relates to their subjective mode of viewing,
enforcing and defending them ; descending to

minute details as to the interpretation of par-

ticular texts of Scripture; which falls little

short of absolute Popery. Whenever such
views prevail, the very essence of genuine
Quakerism is gone, Christ is virtually de-

throned ; and whether it be Fox, Barclay,

Penn, or the whole host of those truly hon-

orable men, worthy of double honor, that are

set up as stand'ards. He does not reign in

the unlimited power of His own Spirit, and
the sum and substance of George Fox's
preaching, "Let nothing come between your
souls and God but Christ," is sacrificed in the

unwise attempt to set up instead, the words
and definitions of fallible man.
Any one acquainted with " An Appeal for

the Ancient Doctrines of the Religious Society

of Friends," the "elaborate document" alluded

to in the above extract, must, we think, see

that it is either altogether misunderstood
or greatly misrepresented by B. Seebohm.
There is no claim in it, nor any tendency to

claim "a kind of infallibility on behalf of our
early Friends." Having been the instruments,

in the Divine hand, to gather the Society of

Friends, embracing and promulgating certain

doctrines, their writings are referred to as the

proper exponents of Avhat those doctrines are.

The object in view, was not to prove those

Friends and their recorded faith true : that

was not a mooted point on the part of the

Meeting for Sufferings. That body, in com-
mon with Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, was
fully satisfied that the doctrines promulgated,

not only by the early Friends, but by the

Society from their day, is the truth as it is in

Jesus. Though convinced that those spiritu-

ally taught and deeply experienced servants

of Christ, had his mind in the doctrines they

^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^ ^ ^ set forth, they set them not up as popes to bind

jjnflTcts'aiidseparationaof 1827—then just past. '|the consciences of any who choObe to differ

from them, but they declared that their doc-
trinal expositions, which the Society had en-
dorsed and published again and again, were
and still remain to be the Standards of " gen-
uine Quakerism," and those who deny them,
and adopt other doctrines, have deserted the
faith of Friends. This is neither dethroning
Christ, nor putting something beside Him
between the soul and God.
Knowing that the Society had a fixed,

clearly defined and well-understood doctrinal
belief, consistent with the truth as revealed
in the Holy Scriptures, and that sentiments
contrary to and subversive of that belief,

"circulated in writings put forth by mem-
bers," were producing disunity and division
among the members, an appeal was made for

the ancient doctrines, and to show the difference

between the two, it was necessary to take
extracts from the published expositions of
both.

Themotivesandobjectsofthe "Philadelphia
Meeting for Sufferings," is thus set forth by
that body, " Under a religious concern for

the restoration of that precious unity which
once characterized us [the Society], and in

discharge of what we apprehend to be a duty
devolving upon us, we have believed it right
to point out some passages in the writings
alluded to, which do not convey the views of
Friends ; in order that our members may be
on their guard against adopting forms of ex-

pression, and modes of defining and explain-

ing doctrines, which differ from the simple
and scriptural methods used by the Society.

By the ti-cquent repetition of such opinions
and modes of expression, the mind may be
gradually led to look upon the ditt'erences we
have referred to, as matters of little moment;
and thus by degrees, imperceptible perhaps
to its clouded vision, the way may be pre-

pared for a departure from a full belief and
acknowledgmentof the truth, as it is in Jesus,

and as it has always been held by our religious-

Society."

The present state of the Society, is an un-

answerable testimony to the correctness of

the apprehension expressed in the last para-

graph.
Let us now see how far B. Seebohm is him-

self clear of the charges he prefers against

the "Philadelphia Meeting for Sufferings,"

when he is speaking of the works of one who
had said, that his Quakerism was not that of

Barclay, Penn and Penington. On page
192, same volume, we find, " 16th of 2d mo.,

18-17, the account of the death of a true

Christian, and, I believe, a sound Quaker, in

our dear and valued friend, J. J. Gurney, is

now confirmed. Though hei-e it is dangerous

even to mention his name, lest thereby we in-

crease prejudice, his record is on high; he is

amongst the blessed, that have died in the

Lord, who rest from their labors, and whoso
works do follow them. His, I fully believe,

will be appreciated and valued in the future,

i'av bej'ond what they have been in his life-

time ; the insignificant blemishes or defects

will not bo suffered to tarnish the beauty and
strengthof the substantial whole; honest Qua-

kers of succeeding generations will appeal, and
will be thankful that they can appeal, to his'

works as evidence of the Christianity of Quaker-

ism, as loell as the Quakerism of Christianity.

It would be folly to look for perfection in any
man, or to exi^ect to find a faultless writer

anywhere. Would that all who live and

write wore equally unblemished in their
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lives; equally free from inconsistencies and
dereliction of the truth, in their -writings."

The italicising is our own. If, as 13. See

bohm here asserts, "honest Quakers of suc-

ceeding generations will be thankful that they
can appeal to the works of J. J. Gurney for

" evidence of the Christianity of Quakerism
and the Quakei'ism of Christianitj-," why
should he charge Philadelphia Meeting for

SuflFerings, and indeed Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting, with "virtually dethroning Christ,"

and sacrificing the doctrine of George Fox,

'Let nothing come between your souls and
God, but Christ,' because they appealed to the

works of the founders of the Society, to show
what " genuine Quakerism" is, and to the

works of J. J. Gurnej' and Dr. Ash to show,
that in man}- places they contain sentiments
adverse to it ? If it were true, that it " falls

little short ofpopery" to quote from the works
of Fox, Barclaj', Penn and their coadjutors, in

order to exhibit the doctrines they promul-
gated ; which the Society they gathered, fully

and openly acknowledged ; would it be any
less near to popery to appeal to the works of

that one man, as " evidence of the Christian-

ity of Quakerism, and the Quakerism of Chris-
tianity?" should "sueeeding generations of
honest Quakers," become so perverted as, in

good faith, to have adopted his errors as
Quakerism? But thus it has ever been, when
the Society has had to contend for its doctrines
and testimonies : those who have deserted
them, have striven to affix the charge of
wrong-doing on those who maintain and de-

fend them ; sometimes, we doubt not, uncon-
scious of the injustice of their course.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—A Calcutta dispatch of the 4th inst. says

:

Eeports from the famine-stricken districts show con-
tinued improvement in the general situation. 'J'he

authorities are now in a condition to hope that the c

ciilties are over, except in the northwestern portion of
Tirhoot, where over live hundred thousand persons are
yet dependent upon the government for food.

The spring crop has yielded well except in Tirhoot.
The reports from the north of Spain, received from

Carlist sources, represent that the attempt of the govern-
ment forces to raise the siege of Bilboa has failed. The
London Times says, it has authentic advices from the
scene of war to 4th mo. 1st, which show that the Re-
publican troops had taken no position since 3d mo. 25th.
A three days armistice, in which Bilboa was not in-

clnded, had been agreed upon for the burial of the
dead, and meantime the bombardment of the city con-
tinued.

_
A Bayonne dispatch of the 4th says : Active opera-

tions before Bilboa were resumed by the Republican
forces on the previous day. Serrano is reorganizing
his forces, and the Carlists are doing all they can to
strengthen their positions. The Carlists have surprised
and captured six hundred Republicans, near Calaf,
forty-five miles from Barcelona.
A Madrid dispatch of the 3d states, that 410 Carlist

oflttcers and men liad deserted General Sante's com-
mand, and come into the Republican lines.

A dispatch from Melbonrn .says ; Henri Rochefort
and his companions refuse to disclose how they suc-
ceeded in getting aboard the vessel which brought them
from New Caledonia, for fear of implicating friends.
The party have, it is stated, left Melbourn for Cali-
fornia.

Advices from Cape Coast Castle, to 3d mo. 12th, have
reached London. The embas.sy from the King of Ash-
antee, numbering with its escort 250 men, had arrived.
It is reported that they refused to discontinue human
sacrifices, but paid the amount of indemnity.
The London Times acknowledges the existence of a

financial panic in London, and attributes it to theefiect
of those with which New York and Vienna have been
visited, combined with the depressing influence of the
famine in India. It says the check to trade is probably
as severe as in any former instance.

Later dispatches from Hong Kong in relation to the
loss of the BteaniBhip Nil, while on a voyage from that

port to Yokohama, say that eighty persons were
drowned.

It is stated that the population of India since it came
under British rule, has increased from 138,000,000 to

206,000,000. The English language is making rapid
progress, and it is anticipated that eventually it will be
spoken throughout that vast empire.

San Domingo advices to the 30th ult. state, that the
British Consul-General at Port au Prince, had been
on a tour of observation to Samana Buy, and had after-

wards visited Santa Domingo with propositions from
the Hay lien government for a treaty between the two
republics. Among the conditions of the proposed treaty,

it is said, were the cession to Hayti of the disputed ter-

ritory on the frontiers, and the annulment of the
Samana Bay Convention made with citizens of the U,
States. President Gonzales subsequently issued a de-

cree annulling the contract with the Samana Bay Com-
pany, giving as a reason that the annuity due by the
company on the first of the year had not been paid, and
he directs that a commission proceed to Samana at once
to take possession of the district and restore therein th(

government and laws of the republic before the con
tract was made. The Samana Bay Company protest

against this summary act as arbitrary and illegal, and
demand an arbitration upon the matters in dispute, a

cording to the terms of the convention.

The Cuban insurgents hold their ground obstinatel

and appear to be as strong now as they were a year
since. General Concha, who has been appointed Gov
ernor General of Cuba and the other Spanish W-India
islands, landed at Havana on the 6th inst. and assumed
the duties of his command.
UsfiTED States.—On the first inst. the Public Debt,

less cash in the Treasury, amounted to $2,152,690,738,
having been reduced 'S2,189,338 during the Third
month. The portion of debt on which no interest is

paid reaches 8519,944,498. The amount of 6 per cent,

bonds is §1,214,633,150, and of 5 per cents $509,243,-
450.

The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered
342, including 70 deaths of consumption, 32 inflamma-
tion of the lungs, and 8 congestion of the lungs.

The mean temperature of the Third month, by thf

Pennsylvania Hospital record, was 41.27 deg., tht

highest during the month 66 deg., and the lowest 20
deg. The amount of rain 1.59 inches. In the first th_ __

months of 1874 the rainfall has been 8.62 inches, against
13.88 inches in the corresponding months of 1873. The
average of the mean temperature of the Third month
for the past 85 years is stated to be 39.16 deg., the
highestmean during that entire period, 48.70 deg., oc-

curred in 1871, the lowe.st, 30 deg., was in 1843.
There were 510 interments in New York last week.
In the State of Michigan there -were 3,300 miles of

completed railroad at the commencement of the year
The roads are valued at $115,000,000. Their gros,
earnings in 1873 were about 832,000,000.
According to the revenue returns, the production of

distilled spirituous liquors in 1873 amounted to 68,
236,567 gallons, in the production of which 19,216,045
bushels of corn, rye and wheat were consumed.
The debt of New York city at the beginning of this

year is stated to have been $106,431,924.
It is probable that New Mexico will soon be admitted

as a State, the House Committee on Territories having
agreed to recommend the passage of a bill for tha°t

object.

The United States Senate, by a vote of 29 to 24, has
passed a currency bill which fixes the amount of U. S
notes at $400,000,000, and provides for an additional
national bank circulation to the extent of $46,000,000.
At the election in Connecticut on the 6th inst., the

Democrats elected their candidate for Governor of the
State, together with large majorities in both branches
of the Legislature. This result insures the choice of
Democratic U. States Senator.
The Massachusetts legislature had not, up to the 6th

inst., been able to elect a Senator. The votes con
tinned divided nearly as when the balloting com
menced.

TAe Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
in the 6ih inst. New yori.— American gold, 113i
U. S. sixes, 1881, Reg. 119|; Coupons 121; ditto
1867, 119i a 120 ; 5 per cents, 114| a 115. Superfine
flour, $5.90 a $6.35 ; State extra, t6.40 a $6.70 : finer
brands, $7 a $10.75. No. 2 Chicago spring wheat,
$1.53 a $1.55; No. 1 Milwaukie spring, $1.63; white
State, $1.75. Oats, 60 a 65 cts. Penna. rye, $1.08.
Western mixed corn, 86 a 89 cts. ; southern yellow, 89
a 90 cts.

;
white, 90 a 93 cts. Philadelphia.—UpUndsand New Orleans cotton, 17 a 17i cts. Superfine flour

^5.d0 a $5.75; extras, $6 a $6.50; finer brands, $7 a
$10.50. Western red wheat, $1.50 a $1.65 ; Penna.

red, $1.68 a 81.72; amber, $1.72 a 81.76 ; white,

Rye, 97 a 98 cts. Yellow corn, 82 a 83 cts. Oal
65 cts. Lard, 9| a 10 cts. Clover seed, 8.V

Sales of 2300 beef cattle at 7} a 7| cts. per lb.

for extra, ; 6} a 7 cts. for fair to good, and 41 a

for common. Wooled sheep sold at 6j a 8J cts.

gross, and clipped at 5J a 6 cts. Corn fed hog
8} ct*. per lb. net. Chicago.—No. 1 spring

81.275; No. 2 do., 81.26i ; No. 3 do., Sl.lSV.

61 Vets. No. 2 oats, 43 cts. No. 2 spring barley,

a $1.55. Lard, $9.45 per 100 lbs. St. Loui«.~
spring wheat, ^1.23J ; No. 2 winter red, $1.47
mixed corn, 63 cts. Oats, 49 cts. Cincinnati.-

flour, S6.60 a $6.85. Wheat, $1.35 a .'S1.38. Co
a 67 cts. Oats, 50 a .57 cts. Rye, $1.05. Baliim
Superfine flour, S4.75a$5; extra, $6 a $6.50;
brand.s, $7 a $10.50. White corn, 84 a 85 cts.

; y
80 a 82 cts. Oats, 61 a 66 cts.

The Committee of the Yearly Meeting to vis

Subordinate Meetings, will meet on the 17th in

the Committee-room, Arch St., at 4 o'clock p. ii.

Five dollars received from a " Friend," to be !

priated as most needed for the Freedmen.
RicuARD Cadbury, Treasi

FREEDMEN'S MEETING.
The Eleventh Annual Meeting of " Friends' As

tion of Philadelphia and its vicinity for the re
Colored Freedmen," will be held in Arch Street

ing-house, on Second-day evening, 20th inst.,

o'clock.

All Friends interested are invited to attend.

John B. Garret
Philada., 4th mo., 1874. Secret

INDIAN AID ASSOCIATION.
The Annual Meeting of the Indian Aid Assoc

of Friends of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, '

held in Arch Street Meeting-house, on Fifth-da
mo. 23d, 1874, at 7.] o'clock p. ii.

Friends generally are invited to attend.

Richard Cadbury, C!

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) PhiJadelj

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. W«
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Bo
Managers.

Died, on the 4th of Third month, 1874, after

illness, Rachel S. Craft, wife of Isaac Craft,

66th year of her age. a member of Frankford Mo
Meeting, Philadelphia. She was the daughter of N
and Anna Vail, formerly of Plainfield, N. J. Tl
ligious and judicious care of her rightly exei
parents, was blessed to her, and from early life s'

strictly conscientious and truthful—loving wha
good, and repudiating insincerity and vice
form. She was marked for a sweet and happy dis

tion, and possessed of a vigorous and well cult!

mind. Being a full believer in the doctrines and
monies of the Christian religion as held by the Sc
of Friends, her daily walk was consistent V
For more than nine years she had charge of Fri
Asylum for the Insane, near Frankford, as Matrt
which .service she felt closely bound ; and being
fitted for the position, she faithfully applied the ta

intrusted to her. She was prompt in her judgme
to her proper course in sudden emergencies, i

sympathy with the inmates prompted her to a cht
and untiring discharge of her duties among.st I

Here, in the midst of her responsibility and useful
.she was cut down. During her illness of less thar
dayi5, her physical sufl^ering was great, but the
the immortal part having been previously attend*
her condition was not aggravated by mental or spii

conflict. Towards the close it was difficult for h
converse

; but she was understood to say that s

lieved there was a place of rest prepared for he
high," and we reverently trust that she has entered
the enjoyment of it.

-; , on the 22d of Third month, 1874, at her
residence, near Montrose, Susquehanna Co., Pa., Sa
M. Walker, in the 75th year of her age, an
member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of P
delphia for the Western District.

WILLIAM H."piLE7PRmf£K.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Vesuvius.

Then this celebrated volcano was in erup-
in 1868, Mary Somerville, then 88 years

ge, was residing in Naples. She observes:
e were much interested in Vesuvius, which,
several months was in a state of great ac-

ty. At first, there were only volumes of
and some small streams of lava, but

se were followed by the most magnificent
jections of red hot stones and rocks rising

D feet above the top of the mountain,
ly fell back again into the crater, but a
e portion were thrown in fiery showers
n the sides of the cone. At length these
atiful eruptions of lapiUi ceased, and the
I flowed more abundantly, though, being
rmittent and always from the summit, it

quite harmless; volumes of smoke and
or rose from the erater, and were carried
he wind to a great distance. In sunshine
contrast was beautiful, between the jet-

sk smoke and the silverj'-white clouds of
At length the mountain returned to

arent tranquillity, though the violent de-

Utions occasionally gave warning that the
n might not last long. At last, one even-

n JSTovember, 1868, when one of my
ghtcrs and I were observing the mountain
3ugh a very good telescope, lent us by a
nd, we distinctly saw a new crater burst
at the foot of the cone in the Atrio del
alio, and bursts of red-hot lapilli and red
)ke poured forth in volumes. Early next
•ning wo saw a great stream of lava pour-
down to the north of the Observatory,
a column of black smoke issuing from the
craters, because there were two, and as-

ling the well known appearance of a pine
!. The trees on the northern edge of the
were already on fire. The stream of

I very soon reached the plain, where it

rwhclmed fields, vineyards and houses,
cas more than a mile in width, and thirty
deep. My daughters went up the moun-
the evening after the new craters were

aed ; as for me I could not risk the fatigue
uch an excursion, but I saw it admirably
Q our own windows.
>uring this year the volcanic forces in the
rior of the earth were in unusual activity,

a series of earthquakes shook the west
St of South America for more than 2,500

miles, by which many thousands of the in-

habitants perished, and many more wore
rendered homeless. Slight shocks were felt

in many parts of Europe, and even in Eng-
land. Vesuvius was our safety-valve. The
pressure must have been very great which
opened two new craters in the Atrio del Ca-
vallo and forced out such a mass of matter.

There is no evidence that water had been con-

cerned in the late eru])tion of Vesuvius; but
during the whole of the preceding autumn
the lall of rain had been unusually great and
continuous. There were frequent thunder-
storms; and on one occabion, the quantity of
rain that fell was so great, as to cause a land-

slip in Pizzifalcone, by which several houses
were overwhelmed; and on another occasion,

the torrent of rain was so violent that the

Riviera di Chiaja was covered to the depth of

half a metre with mud and stones brought
down by the water from the heights above.
This enormous quantity of water pouring on
the slopes ofVesuvius, and percolating through
the crust of the earth into the fiery caverns,

where volcanic forces are generated, being
resolved into steam, and possibly aided by the
expansion of volcanic gases, may have been a

partial agent in propelling the formidable
stream of lava which has caused such destruc-

tion. We observed that when lava abounded,
the projection of rocks and lapilli either ceased

altogether or became of small amount. The
whole eruption ended in a shower of impalpa-

ble ashes, which hid the mountain for many
lays, and which were carried to a great dis-

tance by the wind. Sometimes the ashes

were pure white, giving the mountain the ap-

pearance of being covered with snow. Vapor
continued to rise from Vesuvius in beautiful

ilvery clouds, which, when it ceased, left the

dge of the crater white with sublimations."

In 1871, when Mary Somerville was 91

years old, she witnessed another eruption

which she thus describes: "Early in the

morning I was disturbed by what I thought
loud thunder, and when my maid came at 7

A. M., I remarked that there was a thunder
storm, but she said ' No, no ; it is the moun-
tain roaring.' It must have been very loud

for me to hear, considering my deafness, and
the distance Vesuvius is from Naples, yet it

was nothing compared to the noise later in

the day, and for many days after. My daugh-
ter, who had gone to Santa Lucia to see the

eruption better, soon came to fetch me, and
we passed the whole day at windows in our
hotel at Santa Lucia, immediately opposite

the mountain. Vesuvius was now in the

fiercest eruption, such as has not occurred in

the memory of this generation, lava overflow-

ing the principal crater and running in all

directions. The fiery glow of lava is not very
visible by daylight ; smoke and steam is sent

off which rises white as snow, or rather asj

frosted silver, and the mouth of the great

crater was white with the lava pouring over

it. New craters had burst out the preceding

night, at the very time I was admiring the
beauty of the erupti<in, little dreaming that,

of many people who bad gone up that night
to the Atrio del Cavallo to see the lava (as

my daughters had done repeatedly, and especi-

ally during the great eruption of 1868,) some
forty or fifty had been on the very spot where
the new crater burst out, and perished, scorch-

ed to death by the fiery vapors which eddied
from the fearful chasm. Some were rescued
who had been less near to the chasm, but of

these none eventually recovered.

Behind the cone rose an immense column
of dense black smoke to more than four times

the height of the mountain, and spread out at

the summit horizontally, like a pine tree,

above the silvery stream which poured forth

in volumes. There were constant bursts of

fiery projectiles, shooting to an immense
height into the black column of smoke and
tinging it with a lurid red color. The fearful

roaring and thundering never ceased for one
moment, and the house shook with the con-

cussion of the air. One stream of lava flowed
towards Torre del Greco, but happily stopped
before it reached the cultivated fields ; others,

and the most dangerous ones, since some of

them came from the new craters, poured
down the Atrio del Cavallo, and dividing be-

fore reaching the Observatory, flowed to the

right and to the left—the stream which flowed

to the north very soon reached the plain, and
before night came had partially destroyed the

small town of Massa di Somma. One of the

peculiarities of this eruption was the great

fluidity of the lava; another was the never

ceasing thundering of the mountain. * * *

On April 28th I was surprised at the extreme
darkness, and on looking out of the window
saw men walking with umbrellas; Vesuvius

was emitting such an enormous quantity of

ashes, or rather fine black sand, that neither

land, sea, nor sky was visible; the fall was a

little less dense during the day, but at night

it was worse than ever. Strangers seemed to

be more alarmed at this than at the eruption,

and certainly the constant loud roaring of the

volcano was appalling enough amid the dark-

ness and glow of the falling ashes. The
railroad was crowded with both natives

and foreigners, escaping ; on the other hand
crowds came from Rome to see the eruption.

Wo were not at all afraid, for we considered

that the danger was past when so great an

eruption had acted as a kind of safety-valve

to the pent up vapors. But a report got about

that an earthquake was to take place, and

many persons passed the night in driving or

walking about the town, avoiding narrow
streets. The mountain was quite veiled for

some days by vapor and ashes, but I could see

the black smoke and silvery mass above it.

While looking at this a magnificent column,

black as jet, darted with inconceivable vio-

lence and velocity to an immense height ; it

gave a grand idea of the power that was still

in section in the fiery caverns below.
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Immense injury has been done by this erup-

tion, and much more would have been done

had not the lava flowed to a great extent over

that of 186S. Still the streams ran through!

Massa di Somma, San Sebastiano, and other i

villages scattered about the eouutry, over-

whelming tields, woods, vineyards and houses.]

The ashes, too, have not only destroyed this

years' crops, but killed both vioes and fruit

trees, so that altogether it has been most dis-

astrous. Vesuvius was involved in vapor and

ashes till far on in May, and one afternoon at

sunset, when all below was in shade, and only

a few silvery threads of steam were visible, a

column of the most beautiful crimson color

rose from the crater, and floated in the air."

For " The Friend."

Memoirs and Letters of Sarah fiillmaa.

CCoutinued from page 266.)

To Martha Wistar.

"Philadelphia, 2d mo. 11th, 1840.

My Dear Friend,—Thou hast been so much
the companion of my mind fur days past, ac-

companied with solicitude on account of the

indisposition of thy dear C. W., to whom my
spirit is united in the fellowship of suffering,

that I am induced, poor as I am, to attempt

some little communication. When I saw thee

last thou may remember there was some
trouble in the camp, which with others of

more recent date, kuown to the full only to

Him, who seeth things invisible, have preyed

upon my mind, until the body partaking there-

of, both seemed ready to fail ; but, through the

renewed extension of everlasting mercy, my
heart is afresh animated a little to believe,

that He who called me in very early life, and
enamored my soul as with one chain of his

neck, will never leave his little ones that trust

in Him ; but will yet prove himself to be their

Euck and everlasting foundation ; their Pro-

phet, Priest, and King, who sitteth upon the

flood of trouble, and reigneth Kiag forever;

while of the increase of whose government
and peace, there shall never be an end. Yea,

He will give them to understand that he has

now come in Spirit, and they will be able from
living experience, with the apostles of old, to

testify at seasons, wbea his living virtue is

felt renewing our poor spirits, that He hath
given us an understanding that we may know
him that is true ; and that we are in him that

is true, even his dear Sou. Ah ! this is the

true God ; and in this knowledge is eternal

life. My precious friends, such have been the

trials I have been wading under, and so few
are they to whom I dare unbosom anj', that

I have longed that it might bo put into thy
heart, dear M., to move thy pen for my
benefit; while at the same time 1 was sensi-

ble thou must have a flowing cup. Well it is

an infinite mercy to be instructed to look to the
Fountain of all sure help and consolation

; and
enabled to believe He doeth all things well;

that the descendings are as necessaiy for our
advancement in righteousness, as those more
desirable dispensations, in which the turnings
of the Divine Hand are more easilj' discover-

ed. I have been ready to crave for myself,

that ray heavenly Father might please to cut
short the work in righteousness, and take mo
to himself: lest through me might come some
shade or blemish upon the precious cause of
Truth. Nevertheless, it seems to be my busi-

ness to leave all, as to myself, in his hands
whose we are, and whom 1 think I can say 1

1

desire to serve in the Gospel of his dear Son,

in all things. That my dear C. \V. is favored

with the best of strength, and enabled to take

hold at seasons of the gracious invitation,

'Call upon me in the day of trouble,' &c., I

doubt not; while the secret aspiration of my
soul is, ' The Lord hear thee in the day of

trouble, send thee help from his sanctuary, and

strengthen thee out of Zion,' &c., &c. Ah!
then, whatever may be the permitted or al-

lotted trials of our day, let us keep our eye

fixed upon the Captain of our salvation, and

commit our cause unto Him. He can make
his little ones as David ; lie can, as in a mo-

ment, cause light to break forth out of ob-

scuritj' ; can clothe with the garments of sal-

vation ; and pour out upon us of the spirit of

prayer and praise, to his everlastingly worthy
Name.

1 wrote this at the time of your Quarterly

Meeting; and queried in my mind, Art thou

able to leave dear C? Do let me know soon

how you are, body and spirit? how Friends

in that part of the vineyard fare ? Dear J. G.*

will, 1 suppose, be at meeting. He ministers

with acceptance to the true Israel of God 1

believe, and 1 know not that any are offended

at him. But it seems to me there is no door

open for some of us. They will not hear

;

and yet there are seasons when, whether they

will liear or forbear, we are constrained to

speak the words of truth and soberness. Oh !

do pray for me that my faith may not fail in

this perilous time. 1 remember at seasons

with some consolation, how marvellously In-

finite kindness and mercy wrought for the

Jews, his peculiar people, when Haman de-

signed their overthrow ; and am persuaded to

believe, that in His own time and way. He will

effect his own blessed work and purpose upon
His people. Yes, I believe he has not yet

given us over to death ; but the 3'earnings of

uis bowels are still towards us ; and when He
has sifted as from sieve to sieve, then will He
bring his suppliants from the east and from
the west, from the north, and ffom the south,

and his glorious, holy Name, will be exalted

in and amongst this poor people; so that 'from

the rising of the sun to the going down of the

same, his Name shall be praised !'

in that love which I trust flows from the

Father of Mercies, and unites us together in

the unchangeable truth, I salute thee, with
thy beloved C. W., as companions in tribula-

tion, and remain as ever thine,

S. HiLLMAN.
Dear mother's love awaits your acceptance,

with that of my dear sisters."

To William Scattergood.

" Philadelphia, 3d mo. 19th, 1840.

Dear Friend and Brother:—Thy tender re-

membrancer was received duly and caused a

feeling of thankfulness to arise in my heart,

in which the living children of our Heavenly
Father do participate with each other, in suf-

fering or in rejoicing, and are enabled to bear,

according to their different degrees of experi-

ence, one another's burdens, and so fulfil the

law of Christ. Ah! the burdens of this day
are neither few nor light ; and were it not that

in unutterable mercy, the Divine arm is made
bare from season to season for the help of the

poor, feeble, trembling disciples, as in former
times, some there are, such as thy little sister,

had fainted ere this day. Yea, we had fainted,

unless we bad believed to see the goodnes
the Lord in the land of the living. Bat
truth of the testimony is sealed in the exp
ence of the true Israel of God, that no ' wea'

that is formed against them shall prosper
every tongue that shall rise against then
judgment shall be condemned.' This is

1

the heritage of the servants of the Lord,
cause their righteousness is of Him. V
then should we fear; why should we bai

cast away the shield of faith as though it

not been anointed with oil ? Let us sink d

in the spirit of our minds to the Divine g
not looking so much at the dittieulties t

cross our path, as at the glorious end of

faith, the prize to be won, the crown in stc

then shall we know indeed, the power of

endless life; yea feel that the name of

Lord is a strong tower, and with the rij

eous, run into it and find safety, when
around us speaks trouble. Notwiihslanc
it is a day 01 treading down and of perplc

a day in which many of the standard bea'

have fainted, and the trees of the Lord's fo

seem few, so that a little child may
them ; and a day it is very evident whe
His command concerning Amalek hii

been fulfilled, but instead thereof Agag,
very king seems to rule at seasons as on
throne, I nevertheless cannot but believe

shall live to see a brighter day, wherein
who sitteth in the Heavens will arise

might of His own power, and set His poo
saftty from him that puft'eth at hi

turn again our captivity as the streams in

south. For the Lord hath founded Zion,

the poor of His people shall trust in it ; t

shall this song be sung again, ' We
strong city, salvation hath God appointed
walls and bulwarks ; open ye the gates t

the righteous nation which keepeth the Tr
may enter in.' Ah! then under all thy
couragements, and secluded as thou art

mercy in the back side of the desert, keep
hold of thy covenant, and of the preci

shield of faith, and thou wilt be kept in

feet peace. Thy poor correspondent sei

set as a mark for the arrows; neverthele

murmur not. I know whom I have belies

and to His praise be it spoken, thus far

has helped me : covered my head in the 1

of battle, and strengthened me with might
His spirit, so that the adversary has

gained the ascendency. To His holy 1

and keeping, I desire to commend thee \

my own soul, and remain thy affection!

sympathizing friend in gospel bonds
Sarah Hillman,

(To be 1

Jagob Green, from Ireland.

Yokohama and the Japanese.

The streets of Y''okohama are wide

straight. Each house is built of wood, w
out an atom of paint, and is a real to^'-ho

a Liliputian Swiss chalet, built with a ta

a nicety, and a neatness which are admira
The Japanese are wonderful workers in w(

and it is a pleasure to see the roofs, s

and yet so strong, supported by walls wl
are made like the side-scenes in a theatre

thin strips of wood, over which are paE

sheets of a cottony, transparent paper,

the evenings, when the lanterns dispense tl

soft light round the inside of these white bu

ings, the spectator seems to be looking :

magic-lantern. During the daytime the s:

of the house are slipped out, as side-see

are, and the house becomes only a roof r
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on the four li^lit corner-posts; the whole

rior being thus opened to the air. Every

•t of the bouse is exposed to view, and

irything done in it can be seen, while be-

d it appear the charming verdure, the cas-

les, and the diminutive plantations of the

le gardens situated in the rear.

Che great luxury of the Japanese consists

their mats made of plaited straw. They
perfectly rectangular in shape, about three

hes thick, and soft to the touch. They
never stepped on with shoes, since the

janese go about their houses always bare-

ted. Of furniture they have next to noth-

;; a small furnace in one corner, a closet

!de of side-scenes like the sides of the house,

1 intended to contain the mattresses, a small

of shelves, on which are arranged the lac-

3red plates for rice and fish—this is all the

nishing for these houses, in which they

J, as it were, in the open air. In the mid-

of each house are two articles of general

(among all classes—-the " chitat" and the

obaeco-bon," that is, a brazier and the box
• tobacco. Being great tea-drinkers, great

okers and great talkers, the Japanese

3ir (lays around the brazier; there they can

seen, in groups of seven or eight, seated on

eir heels around the teakettle

In every shop our travellers visited they

ire received with a distinction and polite-

which surpassed even the proverbial

inners of their native country. In walking

rough the city they passed through the

•eet of baths. In Japan, where every one

es as it were in public, the costume of our

St parents in no way shocks the sentiments

the people, who in this matter may be con-

lered as still in the golden ao;e. This street

filled with bathhouses, to which the popula-

m resort, many of them twice or thrice a

,y. Here all sexes, ages and conditions

ingle, fifty or sixty at a time, in each bath-

luse. The passer-by sees them crouched

iwn or dancing on an inclined plane, sur-

unded by pyramids of small tubs made of

pper and filled with hot water. Here they

rinkle and soap each other. Attracted by

sight of the travellers, they come to ask

the noble strangers" politely for a cigarette.

A woman seller of dry goods invited the

,rty to enter, her shop and seat themselves

3on the mats. This was for her a great

Dnor, and as the party entered she saluted

m by bowing until her forehead touched

le floor, then offering them tea in small cups,

brought out tobacco for their pipes, and

resented lighted coals held between two
lopsticks. "I cannot hope," writes the count,

to express to you all the elegance of this

Oman of the people in her slightest move-

,ents ; her features expressed the most simple

omanly affability as her habitual condition.

Tell, in whatever house you may enter, you

be treated with the same distinction, we
! almost stupefied to find it, and confessed

hat this people can rightly call us barbarians.

ave not seen a single fight or dispute in the

treets; all the men, in saluting eath other

?ith profound bows, wear a smile upon their

ps ;
and when we desire to appear amiable,

ve are awkward and ill-bred, in comparison

rith these Japanese, who are gracious with

ut thinking of being so. Among them a man
yho gives way to his anger, or shows it in

lis tone or words, is avoided by his kind as

became animated, the Japanese said, 'Let us

put off this matter for another day ; we can-

not treat with those who are not masters of

themselves.' "

—

Lippincott's Magazine.

For "The Friend."

The following lines were placed in my
hands a short time since by a valued member
of Society, and in offering them for publi-

cation in " The Friend," it is not my wish

to hold out discouraging views, by present-

ng a contrast of the life and spiritual vigor

of days gone by, with the present low slate

of the church as applied to our beloved

Society; but rather to bring into view how
liberally the gifts of the Spirit are poured

forth into the hearts of all, who nothing doubt-

ing, cheerfully submit themselves to be led

thereby, and into whatever vcork may be as

signed" them; whether in the field of active

labor, or in the more retired path of an in

ward, silent walk, speaking the Truth by a

life of humility and faithfulness. Some of

the passages are copied from the writings of

one whose labors were eminently owned by

the Lord. As a goodly tree bringeth forth

her fruit in due season, so did the life of this

remarkable man and steward in the house-

hold of faith, yield a double portion of the

fruits of willing obedience; that Wm. Penn

thought it but just to speak of him as the

great and blessed apostle of his day."
" At an early day after the rise of the re-

gious Society of Friends, we are informed

that a large number felt themselves eon-

trained to declare the truth, as Giorge Fox
expresses it ; or, in other words, they were

called by their Divine Master to proclaim his

gospel to the people ; and under the constrain

uig influence of His love, to travel extensively;

visiting many parts of Great Britain and

places beyond, spreading, by their ministry, a

knowledge of the ever blessed Truth. The

number so called, as early as the year 1654

was about sixty Friends. John Eichardson

who may be said to belong to the next genera-

tion after George Fox and his fellow-laborers,

informs us in his Journal, that the number of

public Friends in Bridlington Monthly Meet

ing, to which he belonged, was so consider

able, that Bridlington was called a school of

prophets.

John Griffith, in his Journal, tells us, that

about the year 1734, there were one hundred

came forth in public testimony in Philada.

Yearly Meeting ;
and it is stated, that about

seventy years ago there were sixteen ministers

belonging to the Northern District Monthly

Meeting of this city. It is certainly deserving

of serious consideration in this our day, what

can be the cause of the waste and dryness,

and disinclination to serve the Lord. We can-

not believe that his gifts have been repented

of, or if they have been withdrawn, it must

be on account of our unfaithfulness, and be-

cause we are preferring our own business and

the cares of this life to His work and service,

Our blessed Saviour declared, ' That the carea

Id, and the deceitfulness of riches.

ove the Lord and his pure and blessed Truth,

ind desire the good and prosperity of Zion.

Mark the prophetic language, 'Strangers

hall stand and feed your flocks, and the sons

of the alien shall be your plowmen and your

vinedressers; but ye shall be named the

priests of the Lord; men shall call you the

linisters of our God ;' and in another place,

1 have set watchmen upon thy walls, O Jeru-

salem, which shall never hold their peace day

nor night
;
ye that make mention of the Lord,

keep not silence, and give Hi ra no rest, till hie

establish and make Jerusalem a praise in the

earth.'

About the year 1650, George Fox wrote

the following: ' The Lord is king over all the

earth ;
therefore, all people, praise and glorily

your king in true obedience, in uprightness,

and in the beauty of holiness. O! consider,

in true obedience, the Lord is known, and an

understanding from Him is received. Mark,

and consider in silence, in lowliness of mind,

and thou wilt hear the Lord speak unto thee,

in thy mind. His voice is sweet and pleasant

;

his sheep hear his voice, and they will not

hearken to another. When they hear his

voice, they rejoiCL' and are obedient ; they also

sing for joy. O! their hearts are filled with

everlasting triumph ! They sing, and praise

the eternal God in Zion ;
their joy, man shall

never take from them. Glory to the Lord

God for evermore.

'

Again, in the year 1657, in one of his epis-

tles, we find the following: -And Friends,

quench not the Spirit, nor despise prophesy-

iugs. where it moves; neither hinder the babes

from crying Hosanna ! for out of their mouths

will God ordain strength. There were some

in Christ's day that were against such, whom
he reproved; and there were some in Moses'

day who would have stopped the prophets in

the camp, whom Moses reproved, and said, by

way of encouragement to them, ' would God,

that all the Lord's people were prophets!' So

I say now to you. Therefore ye that stop it

in yourselves, do not quench it in others,

neither in babe nor suckling ;
for the Lord

hears the cries of the needy, and the sighs

and groans of the poor. Judge not that, uor

the sighs and groans of the Spirit, which can-

not be uttered, least ye judge prayer; for

prayer as well lies in sighs and groans as

otherwise. Let not the sons and daughters,

nor the hand-maidens be stopped in their pro-

phesyings, nor the young men in their visions,

nor the old men in their dreams ; but let the

Lord be glorified in and through all, who is

over all, God blessed forever. So every one

may improve his talents, every one exercise

his gifts, and every one speak as the Spirit

gives him utterance. Thus every one may
minister as he has received grace, as a good

steward tp Him that hath given it him; so

that all plants may bud, and bring forth fruit

to the glory of God ;
' for the manifestation of

the Spirit is given to every one to profit

withal.' See that every one hath profited in

heavenly things; male and female, look into

your own vineyards, and see the fruits ye bear
of this wor.v., -^- . ^ - .. •

, ^ j- i

and the lust of other things, choke the good
|

to God ; look into your own hearts, and see how

seed of the heavenly kingdom, audit becomes they are decked and trimmed ;
see what odors,

unfruitful.' Hence is it not clear that it is] myrrh, and frankincense ye have therein, and

man's own fault, and not through any want' what a smell and savor ye have to ascend to

in Almighty power and goodness, that fruit; God that he may be glorified."

is not brought forth to His praise, and to the|

comfort and edification of his church and

P. B.

f^r "s'ocIetV"' Tiru7" when"-' aTVr'st "our i people. Surely we may well consider and lay' Watch ye, stand fast in the faith, quit you

,otent°S in the diplomatic conferences ' these things seriously to heart, if we do really hke men, be strong.
)lenipotentiaries i
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An Expected Exodus. 'and two millions more in reserve. Besides

A statement litis been poing the rounds of they could not quit Eussia without permission

the newspapers to the etiect that a commu- jof the Government, and it is this difficulty

nity of religionists, numbering between 40,000 which accounts for the ftict of so few Kussians

ind 50,000 persons, intend to emigrate to this

continent in a body, from Southern liussia.

It is said that they have applied to our Gov-

ernment and to that of Great Britain for in-

formation as to the terms on which they can

obtain land, and whether either Government
will advance them money to pay their travel-

ling expenses; also, whether they can have

exemption, for themselves and their descend-

ants, from military service of every kind. It

is because the Eussian Government has re-

cently decreed that the entire male population

of the Empire, between certain ages, shall be

liable to bear arms in case of war, that these

being found among our population.

Q he religionists above mentioned are usu

ally called "Mennonites," after their famous
preacher, Menno Simon, who collected their

scattered and divided communities in the

Netherlands and on the coasts of Germany,
after their dispersion at Munster and Leyden
and for twentj'five years acted as their pastor

until his death, in 1561. Their proper title,

however, is " Anabaptists," which was th

name they adopted, in order to denote their

hostility to infant baptism. It is doubtful

whether the seot arose in Switzerland or in

Germany. Mosheim gives the following sum
people propose to leave their homes for a dis- 1 mary of their tenets: "That the Church of

tant land. Their case, like their history, is a Christ ought to be exempt from all sin ; that

bard one, and this recent edict of the Czar is,

as regards them, a violation of the solemn pro-

mise of the Empress Catharine II., who in-

vited them into her dominions to escape the

military conscription with which they were
threatened in Prussia, she guaranteed them
protection, freedom of worship, and 190 acres

of land to each family, exemption from all

taxes and imposts for ten years, money for

their journey, and money and wood where-
with to establish themselves, freedom of trade

and manufactures, the administration of oaths
in their own way, and exemption forever from
military service. They gratefiilly accepted
this wise and beneficent offer, rejected every
inducement held out by the Prussian Govern-
ment to retain them in Prussia, and settled on
the northern shore of the sea of Azof, in the
neighborhood of the locality where has since

arisen the modern seaport town of Berdiansk,
which owes its existence and its prosperity
mainly to them.
As they are distinguished for their moral

worth, thrift, industry and intelligence, they
would be cordially welcomed as settlers in

any part of the United States ; but as regards
exemption from military service, the spirit of
our laws since the conscriptions during the
rebellion has not granted this to any one on
account of religious scruples. There are mil-

lions of acres in the West waiting for occu-
pants, who could be accommodated with all

they need, and under the homestead laws,
without cost. The only serious consideration
is their request for money to accomplish their
transit from Russia to their new homes. It
would cost, at the lowest calculation for tra-

velling expenses and food $150 to convey each
individual from Berdiansk to Chicago, a dis-

tance of nearly 7000 miles; and this sum mul-
tiplied by say 40,000, would be $6,000, 000. It

has not been the custom heretofore to pay
anything out of the United States Treasur}'
to induce immigration, and such a course could
not in this case be regarded as judicious. In-
dividual States, however, or even associations
of people, anxious to increase the population
of any section, might offer any inducement
they chose to get so thrifty a class, and this
would generally be regarded as commendable.
It is by no means certain, however, that these
people will be allowed to leave Eussia. The
present Emperor is too humane and enlight-
ened a man to drive peaceable and profitable
subjects out of his realm for such a trifling

consideration as the loss, or possible loss, of
the military services of two or three thousand
men, when he already has a million under arms

all things ought to be in common among the

faithful; that all usury, tithes and tribute

ought to be entirely abolished ; that the bap
tism of infants was an invention of the devil;

that every Christian was invested with a power
of preaching the gospel, and, consequently,

that the Church stood in no need of ministers

or pastors ; that in the kingdom of Christ civil

magistrates were absolutely useless, and that

God still continued to reveal Hiswill to chosen
persons by dreams and visions." They also

treated the plan of reformation proposed by
Luther as beneath the subliniitj' oftheir views,

and it is needless to add that they offended

both Lutherans and Catholics by their doc-

trines, and drew down upon themselves the

vengeanceof the civil magistrates, whom they
declared to be unnecessary. They fell into

lamentable excesses, and created the greatest

confusion by their licentiousness and profan-

ity, under the leadership of Munzer and Bock-
holz (better remembered as John of Leyden.)
They were crushed bj^ military force with
merciless severity, and scattered over Ger-

many and the Netherlands in small bands,

after the capture of their stronghold, Munster,
in 1536. But this terrible punishment puri-

fied them of their licentiousness, and modified

their tenets ; and when Menno, a man of pro-

bity and meekness, resigned his rank and
office in the Catholic Church, and publicly

embraced their communion, they willingly

accepted him as their leader. He reunited
their congregations, reformed some of their

tenets, and rejected those which justified poly-

gamy and divorce. In short, he converted
them into an orderly, virtuous and industri-

ous community, who were thenceforth per-

mitted to live in peace in Holland and Prussia
for two hundred and fifty j'ears, and would,
perhaps, have remained there to this day, but
for the tyranny of the Prussian Government,
which, in 1789, compelled them to serve in

the army, and forbade their purchasing landed
property, whereupon they migrated to Eussia.

Selected.

It does not always happen that the indus-

trious accumulate much of this world's riches

;

sometimes their Heavenly Father sees the
need of crosses even in temporals, and ad-
ministers to them losses of various kinds. But
the Lord's dedicated children can often per-
ceive his hand in these dispensations, and
being therewith content, still find godliness
great gain. Our aged friend, Abel Thomas,
was a man active and prudent in his worldly,
business. A Friend who admired his indua-'

try and management, said to him, " I supp
thou art growing rich, Abel."

the old Friend serious

cifuUy blessed with

Maria Eihjeworth and Mary Somervitle —
S. in her " Eecollections" says :

" Maria Ed
worth came frequently to see us when she «

in England. She was one of my most
mate friends, warm-hearted and kind, a ehai

ing companion, with all the liveliness

originality of an Irish-woman. For sevente

j'ears I was in constant correspondence w;

her. The cleverness and animation, as

as affection of her letters I cannot expret

certainly women are superior to men in lett

writing."

Mary Somerville's daughter gives

lowing extract from a letter from Maria Edj
worth to a friend, concerning her mother:

"Beechwood Park, January 17th, 182^

We have spent two days pleasantly hi

with Dr. WoUaston, our ever dear friend M
Marcot, and the Somcrvilles. Mrs. Som
ville is the lady who, Laplace says, is

only woman who understands his wor.
She draws beautifully, and while her head
among the stars her feet are firm upon
earth.

Mrs. Somerville is little, slightly made, fa

ish hair, pink color, small, grey, round, int

ligent smiling eyes, very pleasing countenan
remarkably soft voice, strong, but well-bi

Scotch accent ; timid, not disqualifyingly tim

but naturally modest, yet with a degree
self-possession through it which prevents 1;

being the least awkward, and gives her
the advantage of her understanding, at

same time that it adds a prepossessing chai

to her manner, and takes off all dread of h

superior scientific learning."

Selected f .r "The Friend,

On leaving onr Religious Society.

I believe with some confidence, that 6h</
of those who leave our religious Society, tru

thrive in a spiritual sense: not that I cdnii

true religion to our own profession by ai

means ; but that I believe there is that
,

and truth to be met with, in a diligent ai

patient waiti ng for the teachings of the heave
ly Guide, which they who leave us are in gre

measure unacquainted with, or do not much :

gard or value. This I have found to be t;

case, even with some of the few who profe

to leave us on conscientious grounds. But(
if all left us only for something, which aft

solemn inquiry, they believed to be nearer tl

Truth, how few should we have to lament tl

loss of. I am very earnestlj' desirous for o-

dear young Friends, that they may come u

in the strength and power of the living princij.

of grace and truth, to the help of the grc

cause ; that they might in some measure mat
up for the flagrant deficiency of standar

hearers apparent among us ; even by such
stead}', firm, consistent life and conversatio

by such an abiding in the blessed life ai

power and strength of the gospel, as is now t(

rarely to bo discovered amongst us.

—

From
Letter of John Barclay's.

Not many lives, but only one, have we

—

Frail, fleeting man

!

How sacred should that one life ever be-
That narrow span 1

Day after day fiU'd up with blessed toil,

Hour after hour still bringing in new spo
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For "The Friend."

John Ileald.

(Continued from rage 271.)

a letter written to his friend Benjamin

in the Third month of 1820, John Heald

38 to his previous labors in travelling as

lister, and refers to the danger there is,

quietly resting at home, of sliding away
that state of watchfulness in which pre-

tion is experienced. The letter, some-
condensed, is as follows:

" Fairfield, Columbiana Co., Ohio,
6th mo. 10th, 1820.

rote this in the Zrd month last, butfailed of opportu-

send it.)

esteemed friend, Benjamin Kite':—

I

lately been reflecting on some ofthe vari-

hanges of my life, and among these the

ence in mj' employ through the cold

of this winter, and last. Then I was
3t every day performing something ; and
one thing or service was accomplished,

d pass on to engage in another, whether
mpest or cahn, in rain or snow, seldom
'ng on account of tlie varied changes of

reather : but so far of the present, I en-

tolerably tranquil mind at home. Sel-

away exposed to the inclemencies of the

But not less danger awaits me while

etired retreat, though not so much
sed to the cold of winter ; the various

3 that daily transpire, and which occur

lently, are attended with more or less

of admitting into practice some improper
which might leave compunction on

nd, and uneasiness not readily to be

ved. When I have passed the interme-

5 days between meetings, and have taken

It in one, feeling very poor and destitute

ood, I have been induced to examine all

occurrences that I have been occupied in,

the time has frequentlj- seemed long since

d been a partaker of that which renewed
strength and confidence. Thus conflicts

besetments are attendant on me : but

animating to be permitted again to feel

enlivening spring of undissembling love,

cordial !—what other choice delight is

il to it ? The thought has past my mind,

; if any were to be removed out of time,

Ist feeling the Divine love shed abroad in

heart, before an act had past for which
orse was felt, there is no ground on which
bund a doubt of such entering into the

py abodes; how needful is it, that we be

y circumspect, lest having been favored at

!
time to partake of the good Word of Life,

Should come short and notfeel our strength

luently renewed. To deal with a slack

id in a matter so interesting and important

ourselves, how dangerous. But if after

ng favored the mind becomes easy, uncon-

ned, like him who dealeth with a slack hand

I becomes poor, how probable is it, that

en aifiiction of body comes, a time of dis-

ss of mind will follow ; and though the

lily pain may be great, the uneasiness of

I mind may give more suffering; a release

m such a situation may require great re-

nion to humble the mind into contrition.

Chy letter of 2d of Tenth month last I re-

ved ; and for anything I now remember, it

ne in due course. That beloved Friend,

,nnah Fisher [then recently deceased], I

nember, though my acquaintance with her

,s small, or at least made chiefly in a short

le; I accord with thee in giving her a place

mong the first rank in your city, and I think
n any part of the world also that I know.
Hannah Walton, 1 do not recollect, though
thou hast characterized her as a minister ut

Pallowfield, but it occasions mo to think there

may be many more where I have been a

stranger, that I am ignorant of also. Thou
hast added :

' So the standard bearers in our
Israel, are dropping off one after another ;'

and I may also add, and so it is like to be.

Thou and I must go : and sometimes I have
thought, thus it is likely soon to be with me,
when some of those who knew me may say

to others. Have you heard that he has finish-

d his course in this world ? It may be re-

plied, no ! when did it happen ? and these may
have very little sense of what I have suffered,

or what I at that time may be a partaking of.

Thou added, in the language of intercession,

ay the great Qualifier of his people raise up
those who may be able to go in and out be-

fore the Host acceptably. I do believe this

to be a correct desire, and I do as fully be-

lieve, that the great Qualifier of his people,

n\\ raise up and qualify, and is raising up
nd qualifying many more to stand in digni-

fied places—is calling upon young men and
young women to obey his requiriugs, and if

the visited among these prove but faithful to

him, the excellence and dignity of these will

not only equal those of our time, but I be-

lieve exceed."

In the latter part of this letter, John Heald
refers to the discipline adopted by Ohio Yearly
Meeting, making it a disownable offence, to

become a member of a secret organization,

ke that of the Freemasons; and gives rea-

sons, which, in his judgment, justify this pro
vision of the discipline. Among other things,

he appeals to the test of experience, which
has shown that as persons become truly reli

gious, they feel it their duty to withdraw
from these associations.

We resume the extracts from the journal of

our friend

:

"I left home the 20th of the 6th mo., 1820,

to attend to a concern that I had felt, to make a

visit to mostof the meetings within our Yearly

Meeting, and as way opened, to have meet-

ings in other places. 1 parted with my fam
ily with feeling desires for their preservatiot

and welfare, but no vocal expression of that

desire.

22d. Had an appointed meeting of Friends

and others near Thos. Eotch's, in which I

had some close labor, endeavoring to remove
some false dependences, as on imputed righte-

ousness without a change of heart, without

being regenerated and born again.

7th mo. 20th. We attended Sugar-Grove
Meeting, under the shade of the trees. I

thought a considerable solemnity attended

the silent part of the meeting. At length I

felt the way open to communication, and be-

gan in the little ability, and conveyed some
sentiments to the tender-hearted visited ones;

but soon I was turned to a very hardened

state, and hard to be operated on. Though I

labored until I was weary and spent, it seemed

to me that but little was gained. A good de-

gree of solemnity prevailed, yet I believe but

little entrance was obtained, and feeling my
service in testimony through, I sat down, but

soon felt my mind bowed in supplication, to

which I submitted, though much spent, and
kneeling down, interceded not only for the

humble, seeking souls, but for the careless,

disobedient, hardened ones, that they might

become tender and softened into a compliance

with duty.

1st. Attended Spring Meeting, which was
large. I felt for such as sometimes come to

our meetings. We are many times so desti-

tute of the enjoyment of good, and so poor

Can wo expect that [these visitors] will faro

better than we do. When our unfaithfulness

the cause of our poverty, and they come
id partake with us, I feel for and pity them.

I laid the matter very close, and it was a very

bling, tendering, favored time, in the

course of which the youth were warned of

the consequences of unfaithfulness,—of the

danger and loss to themselves, and of the dis-

advantage also that it might bo to others.

8th mo. 1st. We set out to Westfield. To
this place notice had been sent, but no care

seemed to have been taken, only a few had
heard that we were coming. My feelings

ere much tried from a sense of the neglect.

To me it was a poor, low time, as to the life

of religion. I felt unable to describe my feel-

ngs either in the meeting, or now while I

make this note. I am now advanced in life.

It is difficult for mo to travel in this new
country. I had a desire to see as many of

the neighbors as could well collect together,

and now I expect never to have the opportu-

nity. I have no way to relieve my mind.

Notice has gone on to Elk for to-morrow.

We must go, but I cannot clear. I have en-

deavored to do according to ability, but as I

write, my heart is sorrowful.

13th. The day after Miami Quarterly Meet-

ing, I had to mention that it was comely to

be quiet and still in meetings
;
that the con-

trary was a mark of bad manners, and that

good breeding and politeness would teach

better manners, and so would genuine religion.

I have been exceedingly tried in this journey.

One person has got up and set off, and another

followed, and another, till four or five have

gone out, and sometimes more, and after a

time return ; and others going and returning

almost continually. It appeai-s to me, the

greatest want of good manners that I have

witnessed in all my travels, is in the parts

I have lately been in.

(To be continued.

1

Selected for "The Friend."

Extracts from Letters of James Emlen.
" 12th mo. 22d., 1864.

The decease of ,
will be a solemn event

in the family, and we all desire it may be

turned to their profit, and have the effect de-

signed. We mostly find trouble makes us

either bettor or worse, according as we are

exercised by it—according as our minds are

turned to the Lord, desiring thtit our afflic-

tions may be sanctified to us, and the end and

design realized.
*****

That we should often feel poor and stripped

and sometimes oppressed, are events common
to all, even the best; and it is, no doubt, by

a faithful and patient endurance of such dis-

pensations, that we can adopt the language of

George Fox: 'We are nothing, Christ is all.'

Oh ! that we may all become more and more

familiar with this experience, ' We are noth-

ing, Christ is all,'—this will teach us to be

patient in tribulation, hoping to the end for

the grace that shall be revealed at His com-

ing-"

" I can say from my heart, I have a very

friendly feeling, for a brief and lively minis-

try ; and in this view of the subject, no one
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has any occasion to plead their lack of elo-

quence and their stammering tongue, for it

is not 80 much the words, how good or how
many, but, how lively,—feeding the hungry,
with the true bread, and not with pictures

and descriptions and dry doctrines ; nay, is it

not true, that even ' a word fitly spoken is

like apples of gold, in pictures of silver.' I

have not any doubt, but the time will come,
when a few words, with a right authority and
weight, will be more valued, than much elo-

quence without this. The rehearsal of a text,

with right authority, may have the effect to

gather an assembly unto Christ, the invisible

Teacher, and to settle them upon Him and upon
His teachings, which is all any minister should
desire. So that the calling, if rightly under-

stood, is a very simple one, if we are only
careful to suppress every desire, either to ex-

ceed or fall short, of what is given us in the
life."

The following was found, among the papers
of Mary Passmore, an"~felder and member of
Goshen Monthly Meeting, who deceased in

the Fifth month, 1S73.
" Some expressions of Sarah Emlen's in the

last Yearly Meeting before her death, 4th mo
17th, 1849.

"In a very solemn manner, she said: ']

believe I must deliver what appears a little

message given me for the prisoners of hope
some of the little humble ones now present
It seems to me the door has been opened, and
I have been permitted to sit with them a little

in their prison houses. Have long patience
my sisters. The Lord of Hosts is purifying
bis people. Earnestly do I crave, that I may
be one with you, in patiently waiting all

the Lord's appointed time, that the church
may be thoroughly purified ; for the King's
daughter is all glorious within, her clothing
is of wrought gold, and pure gold, my friends,

we know cannot sustain any loss by the fire.

And some of the obscure ones, I believe, as
they abide in the patience, will be brought to
show themselves to the people—will become
as the golden pipes, which were to convey
the golden oil in the sanctuary, that the har-
mony and unity of the spirit in the bond of
peace would once more prevail. It is my
firm conviction, that nothing would be per-
mitted to hurt or destroy in all the Lord's
holy mountain.

"Accept this exhortation of love, from one
who feels herself standing upon the very brink
of an awful eternity. 1 leave it as a little

legacy of love, to you.'

"Sixth-day afternoon, near the close, she
said :

' And now that we are about to sepa-
rate, each one to our own, I have earnestly
coveted for us all, that the good seed that has
been sown in every heart, may be quickened,
and this prayer raised in each of our hearts

—

Have mercy upon us. Oh, Lord ! have mercy
upon us, lest we should have sorrow upon
sorrow.'

"

known workmen than has been expended by
a large force of men during twenty years at
one of the largest modern copper mines in that
district. Who were these men, and for what
purpose did they procure the copper? It is

a pity that no systematic efforts are made to

procure tools and other remains of these mj-s-

terious workmen, with such facts as might
help to elucidate their history. Antiquarian
research is a vast uncultivated field in America;
and we are fast destroying or obliterating the
relics of our prehistoric races, whose doings
and remains should be of great interest to us.—Late Paper.

Ancient Mines.—Eecent discoveries upon
Isle Royal, Michigan, an island in Lake Su-
perior, show that an ancient race of men, at
some distant period in the past, have done
very extensive mining work. Traces of this"""'"' -• ing are found all through the Lake

Selectfd for " The Friend."

MargaretFothergilljlate wife of John Foth-
ergill, in Wenslydale, Yorkshire, was care-

fully educated, when a child, by her parents,
amongst the people called Quakers

; and while
she was hut very young, not only delighted
to go to Friends' meetings, but came under i

concern of heart, that she might become ac
quainted with the Lord for herself, and be
made a partaker of his quickening power and
virtue in her own soul. This concern the Lord
was pleased to regard, and graciously came
in upon her heart, by his power and love, and
thereby helped her to draw near Him, and
worship Him knowingly, while she was but
very young.
As she grew up, she continued to delight

in waiting upon God, and feeling after his

goodness secretl}% through the pure influence

whereof she came to be clothed with a meek
and quiet spirit, and also helped to show it

forth in a grave, modest and exemplary beha-
viour; because whereof, she was much beloved
by most that knew her. Some time before
she was married, being likely to leave her
own country, she came under some exercise
to exhort Friends, in several of their meet-
ings, to a close walking with, and a true de-
pending upon God; and to beware of an uncon-
cerned mind when they appeared before him
in meetings

; which exercise she made men-
tion of, being fresh in her mind, on her dying
bed.

After she was married, she continued a true
lover of meetings, and an humble waiter for
the resurrection of the life of truth, right well
knowing that therein is all ability for the per-
formance of worship acceptable to the Lord.
As she was often attended with fear and care,
lest anj'thing should divert her mind from the
fervent search after the truth itself, which is

absolutely necessary, so she would often ex-
press her sorrow of heart, concerning a dulness
and indiiferency which she apprehended to be
growing upon some people's minds, who had
long professed the truth.

Notwithstanding her being often unfit for
attending meetings, as she had a good will to
do, especially Monthly and Quarterly meet-
ings, by reason of having young children,
and sometimes being very tender and weakly
as to her constitution of body, yet would she
often express her care, that the affairs of truth

those

At the birth of her last child, she expn
much thankfulness to the Lord, sa}'inE

reverent mind, "How shall we be thai

enough for all his help and wonderful
j

ness !" And although she as hopefully
g

far as at any other time, that being her ei

child, yet she grew suspicious of herself
the third day after discovered her appn
sions of being taken away, in these
"1 wonder that I cannot be troubled t)

am likely to leave my little ones, and my
husband."
These expressions nearly affecting her

band, she added, "They (meaning her
dren) will be cared for, and thou will be

'

ed, and there is a place prepared for i

She continued in a steady expectation oft
taken away, and spoke of things
thereto, with such cheerfulness and
tion, as was much admired. She spot
divers persons in particular, advising the
prize their time, and make a right use of

visitation of God to thet
She also expressed herself in a living

cern that young people, amongst Frie
might not content themselves with b
going to meetings, and said, in a we
manner, "It wiU'not do; it will not do:
and so spoke of her own concern, and d-

to meet with the Lord in her young y.

when she went to meetings; and tliat

could not be content without his presene
his love ; and humbly ackno wledgi-d his m
and goodness to her, from her youth upw
She also said, that she had often thought
self poor and bare, but she followed on i

him, and could not let him alone ; and hue
acknowledged, he had often appeared to

as a morning without clouds. Her heart

hen filled with the love of God, with
speakable joy in the Holy Spirit, she e

praises and hallelujahs to the Lord God,
the Lamb, her Saviour, for his loving kind
and goodness to her, in many respects, til

very time.

Another time, one coming in to see he
whom she quickly took notice, called he
name, and charged her to be careful al

going to meetings among the Lord's pea
and that she did not go in a careless, or
concerned mind, but to sit down at his i

stool, and wait to hear his gracious wO'
She charged her to tell her daughter ther
and spoke further of the sorrow which
seized upon her spirit, because of
cerued mind, and indiffereney, with respe(
waiting for the knowledge of the truth it

that she had seen coming in among Frie;

svhich that day (or thereabouts), she said
well remembered, she had to advise Frie
against, the last time she had anything
say in meetings, before she left her own C{

try. And with great weight further said,

is great or absolute mockery, to go to sit d(

before the Lord in meetings in a care
mind." After some little stillne

strength of the word of life, she said tl

was a terrible day of judgment coming,
hastening upon the backsliders inZion.
that she seemed to be easier in her spii

eetings, might be managed with
table zeal and care for the glory of God

;

sometimes saying she could be glad, and was lying sometime more still, her husband
not without hopes of living to be a little more 'asked her how she was ; she replied, "^W
at liberty to attend those services, and to dis-'or pretty well, my love; I find nothing

a .
-

.
,

=. charge herself more fully amongst Friends, lease and peace."

S^'^nd'TrfT Jn^Ti' r^
""^

f\' ^P^^T"' "g^teousness' sake, whereof she was a Though her weakness had then prevai

rnnn'™nn^nH f ? ° less than! pattern in her conversation, being humbly'much upon her, and she lay pretty still

ilZlTXlllt^^ZTrl^'T^^^^ *^" ^°'^'' '^«ly°a'^« might be some time, yet 'her strength was renewec
18 said to have been performed by these un-i glorified. Ithe power of truth, wherein she broke fc
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•ation, in a very humble and fervent

Wiv the church in general; and also

(1 her little ones.

) lurther said, " Let me be bowed down
3 the Lord, that the fruit of my body

be enriched with the same favor, love

foodness;" and so went on in praising

lorifying God, in the aboundings of his

and mercil'ul goodness, to the tendering

earts of most about her.

er some time, she being entreated to

,vor after rest or sleep, she answered,

,d a fine or easy day yesterday, but this

e a hard day ;"for I think I shall rest

more, till I rest for altogether;" that

about or before the middle of the day.

lontiniied in humble acknowledgments to

ord for his goodness and mercy, and in

18 to him whom she often said was wor-

yorthy of it for evermore, so long as her

i were intelligible.

ough she hada hard struggle with death,

he sting of it being taken away, she

d not to regard it, or complain, her spirit

borne over it by the sense of that joy

asting pleasure, she was near to launch

he full fruition of; and that evening she

•ted, being the 16th day of the Second

h, 1719, in the forty-second year of her

and was buried the 18th day, in Friend.s'

ng ground, accompanied by a great con

iC of people, amongst whom the testi

of truth was borne, in the power and

less of the Lord Almighty, to the com-

nd strengthening of many.

e Bridle.—"Don't go without a bridle

' was my grandfather's favorite bit of

you suppose we were all teamsters or

jockeys? No such thing.

le heard one cursing and swearing, or

1 to much vain and foolish talk, "That
has lost his bridle," he would say. With-

bridle, the tongue, though a little mera-

' boasteth great things." It is " an unruly

full of deadly poison." Put a bridle on,

it is one of the best servants the body and

have. "I will keep my mouth with a

3," said king David, and who can do belter

follow his example?
aen my grandfather saw a man drinking

carousing, or a boy spending all his money
akes and candy, " Poor fellow," he would

e's left off his bridle." The appetite

Is reining; let it loose, and it will run you

luttony, drunkenness, and all sorts of dis-

Be sure and keep a bridle on your

Jtite ; don't let it be master. And don't

ect to have one for your passions. They
ad if they get unmanageable, driving

down a blind and headlong course to ruin,

p the check-rein tight; don't let it slip;

it steady. jStever go without your bridle.

and resolute will. It is a fountain of ext^el-

lenee. It is the cutting and pruning which

make the noble and vigorous tree of chai-acter.

— Child's Pape?:

For *' Tlie FrieDd."

"The preaching of the cross ia to them that peri.-h

foolishness, but unto ua whicli are saved, it ia the power

of God." 1 Cor. i. 18.

How often in the experience of the young,

and to those who have attained to some de-

gree of religious stability, has been felt the

"preaching" of the cross"—the cross to the

natural inclination; it may be in dress, in

language, or in some of those matters which

are accounted by the world as of little mo-

ment! But it is to those that perish that the

preaching of the cross is foolishness: such,

despising obedience in the day of small things,

fall by little and little, but to those who are

saved it is "the power of God." How re-

markably full is this declaration. Oh ! that

all who have felt the controversy of the Lord

to be against certain things, however trivial

they may appear to some. Oh ! that all who
have felt this "preaching of the cross," may
be willing to yield unreserved obedience there-

to, and thus be prepared to take one step

after another in the way of entire dedication

and holiness to the Lord ! Reason not away
the requisitions of the Lord!
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ved in humble waiting upon Him, He
doubtless will condescend to preside over the

assembly, and clothe the watchmen and watch-

women with the spirit of discernment, and

with righteous zeal to lead the flock rightly

forward in the promotion of his cause ; or en-

able them to stand with the ark resting ou

their shoulders, as in the bottom of Jordan,

until the people have passed over.

It need not be concealed that there is much
cause for mourning, and many, from day to

day, are wearing sackcloth underneath, on

account of the unfriendly spirits around, the

famine and the straitness of the siege. But

the very greatness of the departures from

original principles and practices, and the in-

creasingly ominous signs of the times, may
well confirm the faith and confidence of those

who feel bound to maintain the testimony of

Truth against the defections and consequent

innovations of the day, and stimulate them to

the performance of their whole duty in un-

fiinching support of the doctrines and testi-

monies of the gospel, as held by Friends from

the beginning.

The apostle says, " Let all your things bo

done with charity," and it should never be

lost sight of But he precedes this exhortation

by another of equal force, " Watch ye, stand

fast in the faith, quit you like men, be strong."

Love is the fulfilling of the law, but it is

that love which is shown by obeying the com-

mands of Christ. There is a spurious love, or

charity, which fain would cover up and leave

unconderaned the sin with the sinner. The

truth should be spoken with love, but it must

be true love, without partiality and without

hat was the bridle my grandfather meant

bridle of selfgovernment. Parents try to

rain and check their children, and you can

erally tell by their behavior what children

|e such wise and faithful parents. But

bnts cannot do everything. And some

fdren have no parents to care for them

ry boy must have his own bridle, anc

|ry girl must have hers ; they must learn

[heck and govern themselves. Self-govern-

it is the most difficult and the most im

taut government in the world. It becomes

i,er every day, ifyou practice it with steady

"Let thy thummim and thy urim be with

thy Holy One, whom thou didst prove at

Massah, and with whom thou didst strive at

the waters of Meribah." The allusion thus

made by Moses, when addressing the tribe of

Levi, to which pertained the priesthood, to

these mysterious ornaments in the breast-

plate of judgment, to be worn over the heart

of the High Priest, was doubtless to remind

them of the necessity of dependence on the

guidance and power of Him who had again

and again proved His all-suSlcieccy, even in

their extremity. As the high priest was to

iveat his oracular judgment from the mani-

festation of the Divine will through the sacred

breastplate, it was essential therefore that he

hould keep it and resort to its revelations, as

he had been commanded, in entire depend

ence upon the Holy One, whose direction was

sought.
In this gospel day, when every truly anoint-

ed believer is a member of "an holy priest-

hood to offer up spiritual sacrifices, acceptable

to God by Jesus Christ," it is none the less

esr^ential that his thummim and his urim shall

be with his Holy One, as He manifests his

glorious presence in the heart, to give him a

knowledge of his will and the ability to con-

form to it in all things. In conducting the

affairs of the church, this cannot be dispensed

with unless the will and wisdom of man are

to be substituted for the government of Christ,

who is Head over all things in his own church.

This we doubt not is a subject of serious

consideration with many to whom the cause

of Truth, as connected with our religious So-

ciety is precious, as our Yearly Meeting draws

nigh. Should it be gathered in the name of

Jesus, and those who are prepared by the

heart-changing baptisms of the Holy Spirit

to know his voice and" do his will, bo pre-

hypocrisy.

The responsibility resting on Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting is great, and in view of the

many valiant standard-bearers that have been,

within a few years, removed from its ranks,

the query may well arise with those who
are lelt, Who is sufficient for these things?

The best and most gifted are not, unless the

breastplate of righteousness is kept over the

heart, and their thummim and urim are with

the Holy One. " The Lord sitteth upon the

flood, yea the Lord sitteth king forever."

The report of the recent semi-annual exami-

nation at Westtown is a favorable one, to the

effect, that evidence was given of the general

ability and care of the teachers to impart in-

struction, and of a similar willingness and

effort on the part of the pupils, both boys and

girls, to acquire a thorough knowledge of the

different branches of a liberal English educa-

tion, and a competent acquaintance with the

Classics. .

Great improvements have been made in the

Institution within a few years, and a disposi-

tion prevails in the Committee having charge

of it, to continue adding whatever may be

proved to be effective facilities for imparting

a good education.

Where the training of children has not been

very defective at home, there are very few of

those brought to the school, who do not cheer-

fully comply with the rules adopted for its

government ; all of which are designed, as

they soon discover, to maintain good order,

and promote their advancement not only in

the necessary study of literature and science,

but likewise in good habits and happiness.

In providing for the proper culture of

Friends' children at this seminary, the com-

mittee and officers are desirous to carry put
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the intention of the Yearly Meeting in found
ingit; that while literary and scientific teach-

ing is to be liberally afforded, a religious con
cern shall always be cherished and exercised,

to imbue the minds of the scholars with the
sound Christian principles of Friends, and to

train them in the practice of their distinguish

ing testimonies.

It is of great importance that parents and
others sending children to Westtown, should
be careful, in no wise to counteract the rules

adopted by the Yearly Meeting for attainin

the objects proposed, and the labors of those
conducting the school to carry those rules into

effect. Where there is a conscientious care
on the part of all entrusted with the oversight
of children, to co operate in bringing them
into a love for their Saviour and obedience to

his government, enforced by consistent ex-
ample, it is often blessed with success, and
besides a sure foundation being thus laid for

present and future worth and happiness, it

greatly facilitates intellectual improvement,
and its influence for good is felt throughout
life, redounding to the benefit of Society.

It is no small blessing conferred on our
members to have ready access to such a
healthy and attractive seat of learning, where,
at small cost, a liberal education of their off-

spring may be obtained; while great pains are
taken to guard them from any immoral taint,

and to create in them a love for vital religion.

It is, therefore, certainly their interest rightly
to estimate and foster Westtown School,
and to give their aid to strengthen the hands
of its watchful caretakers in their arduous
endeavors to keep it up, or to raise it to the
requirement of the times.

" The Bible Association of Friends in

America," has just issued a medium sized
bible, neatly got up, and well adapted in size
and clear, distinct type, and good paper, for
general use. It is printed from new stereotype
plates, without notes or references, the plates
having cost 63,150.
We think Friends or others would find

themselves well suited by a copy or copies of
this edition, either for their own use or to
give to others. It is to be had at the offl

No. 116 North Fourth St., Philadelphia.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Two of the witnesses for the claimant _..

the late Tichborne trial have been convicted of perjury
and sentenced to penal servitude. Captain Brown, for
five years, and Jean Luis for seven years.
The funeral of Dr. Livingstone will take place on the

18th inst. The remains will be interred in Westmin
ster Abbey, at tlie expense of the government. It ii

proposed to make a subscription for the children anc
two aged si.ster8 of the deceased, who are in straitened
circumstances.

Advices from India state that the famine is every-
where under control. The government has accumu-
lated provisions more than sufficient to meet the defici-
ency, and further subscriptions in England are not
required. There is still great suflering in some dis-
tricts.

A boiler in a factory near Glasgow, exploded on the
9th inst. A large part of the boiler went several hun-
dred feet through the air, and fell into a school-house
full of children. Three of the children were killed in-
stantly, and thirty-one were more or less injured.
The sovereignty of the Figi Islands has been formal-

ly tendered to Great Britain.
In 1868 the number of deaths in the British coal

mines was 1011; in 1869 it was 1116; in 1870 it was
991 ;

in 1871 it w.as 1045 ; and in 1872 it was 1060. It
thus appears that every 110,000 or 115,000 tons of coal
raised costs the life of one man.

The French Transatlantic Company's steamship

York. She sailed on the 27th ult., and six days after
her passengers and crew were taken off by the English
steamship Greece, the Europe being in a sinking con
dition. The value of the steamship Europe was about
$1,250,000, and the cargo was estimated at §1,000,000.

It is stated that the six largest steamers in the world
are the Great Eastern, 678 feet long and 77 broad ; the
Liguria, 460 feet long and 45 broad ; the Britannia, 455
feet long and 45 broad

; the City of Richmond, 453 feet

long and 43 broad ; the Bothnia, 425 feet long and 42J
broad ; and the City of Peking, 6000 tons, 423 feet long
and 48 broad.

Intelligence has been received from the Gold Coast
that the king of Ashantee has signed the treaty sent to
him by Sir Garnet Wolseley, but has given
tee that he will execute its provisions.
Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, S^d. Sales of the day

9100 bales American.
Advices from the north of Spain report no material

change in the situation. On the 7th Serrano renewed
the attack on the Carlist lines before Bilboa, but
little impression upon them. It was reported on the
9th that he had made proposals for a settlement which
the Carlist leaders definitely rejected.

A Madrid dispatch states that Marshal Serrano is to
return to that city, and that General Concha will suc-
ceed him in command of the troops operating against
the Carlists.

The French government has received dispatches from
e Governor of New Caledonia confirming the report

of the escape of Rochefort and his companions, which
was effected with the connivance of several colonists.
Le Temps, of Paris, publishes the dispatch from the

Austrian Premier, Von Benst, to Prince Metternich,
Austrian Minister at Paris, dated July 1870, saying:
" We consider the cause of France our own, but the
alliance of Russia and Prussia prevents armed inter-
vention of Austria." Von Beust advises Metternich to
suggest that the good will of Italy may be obtained and
the mediation of that government in the settlement of
the Franco-German difficulty secured if France will
permit the occupation of Rome by the Italians."
A Berlin dispatch says that a compromise has been

effected on the military bill, by which the most serious
obstacles to its passage are removed. The government
has accepted an amendment proposed by the Liberal

hers of the Reichstag, limiting the strength of the
army to 401,000 men, and the period of service to seven
years. Bismarck had threatened to resign unless the
military question was settled.

The mineral products of Nova Scotia the past year
were 1,051,467 tons of coal, 120,000 tons of plaster
3,o00 tons of iron, 2,820 tons of free stone, and 11 852
ounces of gold. There is a prospect of an increased
product the present year.
A letter from Lima says that the Jesuits who came

to Peru owing to the troubles in Germany, Italy and
Spain, will not be allowed refuge in Peru.
A Vienna dispatch of the 13th says: The Upper

House of the Reichstrath to-day passed the ecclesias-
Ucal bills, whereupon the bishops withdrew in a body
The Emperor has sent a conciliatory reply to the
Pope's recent protest against the ecclesiastical bills
United States.—The interments in Philadelphia

last week numbered 331. The liquor licences applied
for in this city thus far in 1874, are 1,205 less than
those applied for in the same period of 1873

Mortality in New York last week 560.
The production of sal

ed to 4,117,730 bushels.
It is stated that the population of New Orleans h

declining, and that there are about six thousand house'
and .stores now unoccupied. The wealth and commer-
cial importance of this city were at their height just
before the outbreak of the rebellion.
According to the report of the Department of Agri-

culture, the tobacco crop of 1873 amounted to 248 950 -

o26 pounds, valued at $17,698,628 : Pennsylvania re-
turning 14,575,200 pounds, worth $1,778,868.
A dispatch from St. John.s, N. F., says that the

steamer Tigress of the Polaris expedition, while on the
return from a seal fishing voyage on the coast of Labra-
Qor, exploded her boiler, by which twenty-two persons
were killed.

i- " =

On the 13th the steamer Greece from Liverpool,
which port she left on the 25th ult., arrived at New
\ork with 28 cabin and 524 steerage passengers, and
also 37 cabin and 182 steerage passengers, with 160 of
the crew of the wrecked steamer Europe. Wlien
abandoned the Europe was in a sinking condition The
disaster is attributed to disarrangement of the plates.When coming out of Havre the bottom of the steamer

ang

year in Michigan amount

after this it was found the vessel was leakin
No lives were lost.

ITie Markets, &c.—The following were the q
in the 13th inst. New York.—American gob
113i. U. S. sixes, 1881, Reg. 119 ; Coupons 12U
1868, 119|;ditto, 10-405 per cents, 114i a 115. !

fine flour, $5.90 a $6.35 ; State extra, $6.40 a I

finer brands, $7 a $10.50. No. 1 Chicago spring
$1.62; No. 2 do., $1.58 ; No. 3 do., $1.51 a $1.5J
western, $1.69. State barley, $1.95. Oats, 62 a i

Western mixed corn, 86 a 91 cts.
;
yellow, 90 a 9

southern white, 91 a 92 cts. Philadelphia.—\]\
and New Orleans cotton, 17 a 17 J cts. Superfine
$5.25 a $5.75 ; extra.s, $6 a $6.50 ; finer brands
$10.50. Western red wheat, $1.60 a $1.70

; I
red, $1.73 a $1.75; amber, $1.75 a $1.82; white,
a $1.90. No. 1 spring, $1.48;a $1.50 ; No. 2 spring, I

Rye, 98 cts. Yellow corn, 85 cts. Oats, 60 a 65 c

of 2300 beef cattle at Q\ a 7J cts. per lb. groi
extra, and common 5 a 6 cts. Fair to choice shei
a 8J cts. per lb. gross, and common 6 cts. Hogs,
a $8.75 per lb. net for corn fed. Chicago.—No.
wheat, $1.26i ; No. 2 do., $1.23J. No. 2 mixed
62} cts. No. 2 oats, 43J cts. Rye, 90 a 92 cts.

pring barley, $1.65 a $1.70. Lard, $9.65 per 1(

St. Louis.—No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.50; No.
1.36 ; No. 2 spring, $1.24 a $1.25. No. 2 corn,

6o cts. Oats, 48 a 48* cts. Lard, 9 J a 9f cts. BaXl
—Superfine flour, $4.75 a $5.50; extras, $6 a \

finer brand.s, $7 a $10.50. White corn, 88 cts.; y
a 85 cts. Oats, 64 a 70 cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee having

of the Boarding School at Westtown, will be b
Philadelphia on the 18th inst., at 2.30 p. m.

Samuel Morri!
Philada. 4th mo. 15th, 1874. a

FREEDMEN'S MEETING.
The Eleventh Annual Meeting of " Friends' As
m of Philadelphia and its vicinity for the rel

Colored Freedmen," will be held in Arch Street
ng-house, on Second-day evening, 20th inst.
)'clock.

All Friends interested are invited to attend.

^ John B. Garreti
Philada., 4th mo., 1874. Seer

INDIAN AID ASSOCIATION.
The Annual Meeting of the Indian Aid Associ

of Friends of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, wi
held in Arch Street Meeting-house, on P'ifth-da\
-D. 23d, 1874, at 7 J o'clock p. M.

Friends generally are invited to attend.

Richard Cadbury, Ch

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANl
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) PhUadelp
Physician and Superintendent—Joshua H. Wo

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa
Managers.

Europe has been losi in^;^;;;3ie'i^Uv^t;rS^ ^^XS, ^^f^tL::^aS:" '^l^.

DiED,_ on the 24th of 1st mo. 1874, at the re.sider
his son-in-law, Clayton Lamborn, near Winona, Co
biana Co., Ohio, Isaac B. Test, in the 87th ye
his age, a valued member of New Garden Monthl)
Particular Meeting. Notwithstanding the many 1

ships and privations incident to raising a large fa
in a newly settled country, he was always careful
worldly affairs should not hinder him from the ref
attendance of all our religious meetings. He wa
engaged in the perusal of the Holy Scriptures i

approved writings of Friends, from which he dei
great satisfaction

; and thought much newspaper i

ing unprofitable. During his last illness his mind
much engaged to know a preparation for eternity,
dwelling in review upon his past life, saying al

time, "I have nothing to boast of, but if I had liv
forgetfulness of God as some appear to do, what v
be my feelings now?" He bore a painful illness
much patience and resignation, often supplicatini
strength to hold out to the end, saying, " What a hi
release it would be," adding " not my will, but tl

O Lord, be done." He was favored with remark
clearness of intellect during his last mome
quietly departed, leaving with his friends the com
able assurance that his end was peace.

W'LLIAM H. PILE, PRINTEk7
No. 422 Walnnt Street.
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CConticned from page 277.)

8th rao. 17th, 1820. At Moremon Meet-
I be<;an by showing that we do not follow
practice of such, who carry the Scriptures

li them to meetings, to take a text out of :

1 did not observe that Christ or His
sties practiced such a usage, but He began
excellent sermon with, ' Blessed are the

r in spirit;' and Peter with, 'I perceive
; God is no respecter of persons ;' and Paul
ne time quoted some of the heathen poets.

y did not sing, or use many of the prac-

3 used now-a-days by the professors of

istianity. So 1 tbink our neighbors, who
disposed to follow the common usage-",

T hold us excused, as our practice comes
rer being like that of Christ and His
sties.

tth. Attended Clear Creek. My testimony
1 on the internal evidence of the Christian
ion. 1 delivered my belief that, if this

ruetor were duly attended to. Atheism,
versalism, and unconditional Election and
robation, and such like doctrine, would be
le away to the end of the world,
he Yearly Meeting at Mt. Pleasant was
)red in its several sittings with a good de-

3 of Divine regard, and among the weighty
eerns attending wa.s the divi>ion of the
.rl}' Meeting. It was then mutually agreed
stitule a Yearly Meeting at Whitewater,

iana, for that State and the western parts
)hio.

8th. At Cross Creek I was concerned to

w that there are two kinds of builders ; and
kinds of buildings in a religious sense

—

jsoever heareth these sayings of mine and
th them, and whosoever heareth these say-

s of mine and docth them not. The one
t on the rock, and the other on the sand,
lought a solemnity prevailed. We went
r meeting to Joseph Hobson's, and staid

afternoon. Near sundown I felt a concern
ive, that had at times been turning on my
d for several daj's, but not with sufficient

rness; but now I perceived it-was likely

>e followed with condemnation, if delayed
longer. So 1 let my feelings be known,
ch was to have a meeting in a village near,

ed Eichmond. It was soon agreed to and

notice given, and nearly as many as could
accommodated attended. After a time of
silence 1 felt it to rest on mj' mind to state,

that if a man begin to be religious and some-
times to exhort or advise people to do right,

all seemed to be agreed, that he himself should

conduct uprightly, and not advise one thing
and do the contrary; but one who does not
make such pretensions will do well enough
though he be not so particular and exaci.

Has he who gives counsel need to be more
pure, to be fit for Heaven, than other people?
May such as are making little or no profession

be counted suitable for the happy abodes, yet
not 80 correct in their doings, as he is ex-

pected to be who cautions others? Do not

too many neglect the properattention to duty,

d it is thought to be all well enough, be-

cause they are making little pretension to re-

ligion ? Some have room to fear that they
e too much at ease, and in danger of what

befell the slothful servant who neglected to

raprove the talent which he was called on to

occupy until his Lord come; but being (may
I not say) careless, easy and slothful or negli-

gent, was not disposed to observe the com-
mand. Thus some can neglect the attendance
of religious meetings because they are not
making much pretension to religion. la it

not time to consider seriously? Shall we not
each one receive our own reward for our own
works? I had to deal plainly with them, and
there was, I thought, a solemn owning evi-

dence attending.

29th. Early in the morning we set out,

having about forty miles home. I rode home
in the twilight. Our families we found well,

and glad to see us and we them. In this jour-

ney I travelled 1141 miles by computation."
A few days after his return home, John

Heald wrote to his friend Benjamin Kite,

giving him some particulars of his travels. In

his letter he says :

" Our Yearly Meeting was large, and the
Quarterly Meetings of Blue Eiver, White-
water, West Branch, Miami and Fairfield,

renewed the proposal of dividing the Yearly
Meeting. This they did jointly, and when it

came before the meeting, it resulted in an
agreement that those Quarters should com-
pose a Yearly Meeting to be known by the
name of Indiana Yearly Meeting, to be opened
lit Whitewater, on Second-day, after the first

First-day in the 10th mo. 1821, leaving the

three Quarterly Meetings of Eedstone, Short
Creek and Salem, to compose Ohio Yearly
Meeting.

" I have renewed cause to believe that there

is still in our Society a number of livingly

concerned Friends; but too generally the

minds of this people appear to be too loose

from the concerns of religion, too lightly es-

teeming the high privileges they might avail

themselves of to enjoy a comfortable assur-

ance of acceptance with the dear Redeemer.
How trifling are the enjoyments of these to

what they might partake of I Yet so great is

the insensibility, that such appear only to

know in part; so that it might be said to

them, ' O fools and slow of heart to believe.'"

Several of the subsequent letters of John
Heald refer to the concerns of " The Fairfield

Company Store," a co-operative association

which had been organized sometime before in

that neighborhood, and which proved a source

of much trouble and pecuniary loss to many
who were interested in it. Many Friends

were share-holders in it, but many others also

took stock ; and when the time came to pay
the indebtedness that had accumulated, some
removed to other States, or proved irrespon-

sible, so that the burthen fell heavily on the

small number of persons who pos-essed pro-

perty and were too honest to evade their re-

sponsibilities. John Ileal i was not involved

in the difficulty, but his sj'mpathy with his

neighbors led him to intercede with the

creditors residing in Philadelphia, through

his friend Benjamin Kite, for such leniency,

as might enable them to discharge their iri-

debtidness without excessive loss, and addi-

tional legal expenses. The whole amount to

be paid was only about $4,000, but the low

price of produce, and the comparative poverty

of the people then residing in Ohio, made the

difficulty of raising this sum greater than we
can easily imagine. In a letter written 4th

mo. 17th, 1824, J. H. says: "The Company
Store business continues to be accompanied

with much calamity, perplexity and distress.

1 suppose thou hast understood that sixteen

of them were bound in a judgment to pay

near $4,000. Nine of them have paid $265

each, and their property lies as liable to be

seized and sold, as the property of those who
have not paid any. James Boul'ton [his former

travelling companion] has sold horses and

cows to make up his $265, but has no horse

creature left, and still his little piece of land

is liable to go too. While some appear to act

honestly, others practice evasive shifts, and

in addition to this our produce bears a small

price, wheat 50 cents, rye and corn 25, oata

VLh per bushel, butter"6}, [maple] sugar 6}^

per lb. If a map was made to exhibit all the

shades of trouble and comfort, how wide the

spaces of the one, and narrow the limits to

the others, the world affords. To have much
perplexity here, and no comfort hereafter,

how melancholy, what doleful shades!
" Seven members of our meeting are of the

16, and many more are stockholders. It may
be said you should help one another

;
perhaps

many are willing who have but small means.

I, for one, am paying interest on money I had

the use of to bear my expenses when travel-

ling [as a minister of the gospel] and have

not found means as yet to discharge the debt.

The amount however is small—a few dollars."

This case has been referred to here, on ac-

count of the proof it furnishes of the need of

care as to how we enter into business arrange-

ments with those whose standard of integrity,

or whose views in other respects may not be
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in unison with our own. For want of this

care, many liave been led into serious dilfi-

cultiet^, and liave been exposed to influences

and temptations from which they have not

always escaped without moral injury.

(To be coDtinued.J

For " The Friend."

The Heart of Africa, by Dr. Schweinfnrtli.

The explorations recently made in the in-

terior of Africa, by George Schweinfurth,
have furnished an important contribution to

our knowledge of that country. This ex

picker has been from his youth an earnest

student of botany, and led by his zeal for his

favorite science, some ten years ago he spent
two years and a half in collecting plants in

the delta of the Nile, the Highlands of Abys-
sinia, and the Nubian hills and valleys. He
returned to Europe with a splendid herbarium,
but with an exhausted purse. The two years
that intervened before he again entered on
the scenes of his former labors, were spent in

the study and classitication of the specimens
he had gathered. Of the effect of these em
ploymeuts he thus speaks:

' Whoever knows the blameless avarice of
a plant-hunter will understand how these
studies could only arouse in me a craving after

fresh booty. I could not forget that the greater
part of the Nile territory', with the mysterious
flora of its most southern aiBuenls, still re
mained a fresh field for botanical investiga
tions; and no wonder that it presented itsell

as an object irresistibly attractive to my de-

sires. But one who has himself, on the virgin
soil of knowledge in unopened lands, been
captivated by the charm of gathering fresh
varieties, and has surrendered himself to the
unreserved enjoyment of Nature's freedom,
will be prompted to yet keener eagerness
such an one cannot be daunted by any priva
tion he has undergone, nor deterred by any
alarm for his health: he exaggerates the in-

salubrity of a northern climate; he bewails
the wretched formality of our civilised life

and BO, back to the distant solitudes flies his
recollection, like a dove to the wilderness."
Having received pecuniary aid from the

"Humboldt Institution of Natural Philosophy
and Travels," he returned to Africa in 1868,
on an expedition which lasted three years.
Khartoom is situated near the junction of the
Blue Nile, which drains the Abyssinian Mou
tains; and the White Nile, which flows fro
the more southern and western regions. It
is almost the outpost in that direction of
Egyptian civilization, though the authority
of the Turkish government extends consider-
ably beyond it, and the headquarters of a few
wealthy ivory traders, who send out in their
boats armed parties into the remote interior,
in many portions of which they exercise a
controlling authority. On a smaller scale,
they remind one of the operations of the Eno-.
lish East India Company in the valley of the
Ganges, or of the great Fur Companies in
Canadian regions. With one of these merchant
princes, a Coptic Christian, named Ghattas,
Dr. Schweinfurth entered into a contract, by
which he was to be furnished with the means
of subsistence, and with men to act as bearers
and guards. The voyage commenced in the
1st mo. 1869. Their course was up the White
Nile. Our author notices the enormous herds
of cattle which were pastured on the shores,
the snorting of the Hippopotamuses which
were so numerous as greatly to disturb their

night's rest, and the almost unending flocks

of geese which furnished an abundant source

of food. On an island in the river he found
the water-melon in a wild state, showing that
its original home, as well as that of the do-

mestic cat and of the ass, is Africa. He re-

marks :

"A rich variety of animal life is developed
in this wilderness; not only did the shore
swarm with hippopotamuses, whose vestiges

were like deep pit-holes, but the ground was
scooped out in places vacated by rows of croco-

diles, which now basked only thirty paces in

our front. Great iguanas and snakes rustled

in the dry grass. Everywhere under the trees

were snake skins and egg shells ; above in the

branches was heard the commotion of the
mischievous monkeys, whilst birds of many
a species, eagles from giant nests, and hosts
of fluttering waterfowl, gave incessant ani-

mation to the scenery of the shore.
" What, however, most intei-ested me, was

the unlimited variety in the kinds of water
plants which abounded on the floods, the sport
of the winds and waves. Among them the
Herminiera, known under the native name of
ambalch, has already been the subject of
general remark; it plays so prominent a part
in the upper waters of the Nile, that it might
fairly be designated the most remarkable of
the native plants.

"The ambatch is distinguished for the un-
exampled lightness of its wood, if the fungus
like substance of the stem deserves such a

name at all. It shoots up to 15 or 20 feet in

height, and at its base generally attains a
thickness of about 6 inches. The weight of
this fungus wood is so insignificant that it

really suggests comparison to a feather. Only
by taking it into his hands could any one be
lieve that it were possible for one man to lift

on to his shouldei's a raft made large enough
to carry eight people on the water. '1 he
plant shoots up with great rapidity by the
quiet places of the shore, and since it roots
merely in the water, whole bushes are easily
broken oS" by the force of the wind or stream,
and settle themselves afresh in other places.
This is the true origin of the grass-barriers
so frequently mentioned as blocking up the
waters of the Upper Nile, and in many sea-
sons making navigation utterly impracticable.
Other plants have a share in the formation of
these floating islands, which daily emerge like
the Delos of tradition ; among them, in parti-
cular, the vossia grass, and the famous papy-
rus of antiquity, which at present is nowhere
to be found either in Nubia or in Egj-pt.

" The 14th of January was the first day of
luck, which I was myself the means of

bringing about. Early in the morning ac
other boat had joined us ; and the peopl
wished me to allow them to stay awhile that
they might enjoy themselves together. Being,
however, at a spot which seemed to me ex
tremely dull, I urged them to go further, in
order to land on a little island that appeared
ore full of interest. The excursion which I

took was attended by a misfortune which be-
fell one of the two men whom I took to ac-
company me. Mohammed Amin, such was
his name, running at my side, had chanced to
come upon a wild buft'alo, that I had not the
least intention of injuring, but which the man,
unhappily, approached too near in the high
grass. The buffalo, it would seem, was taking
his midday nap, and disturbed from his siesta,
rose in the utmost fury. To spring up and

whirl the destroj'er of his peace in the
was but the work of an instant. There
my faithful companion, bleeding all over,

in front of him, tail erect, stood the bufl

roaring, and in a threatening attitude a
to trample down his victim. However
attention of the infuriated brute was attrae

by the other two men, who stood by look
on speechless with astonishment. I had
gun ; Mohammed had been carrjnng
breech-loader in his hand, and there it i

swinging on the left horn of the buffalo. '1

other man with me, who carried my rifl

immediately taken aim, but the trigger

ped in vain, and time after time the
{

missed fire. No time now for any consu
tion

; it was a question of a moment. ]

man grasped at a small iron hatchet i

hurled it straight at the buffalo's head froi

distance of about twenty paces; the aim i

good, and thus was the pre^- rescued from
enemy. With a wild bound the buffalo thi

itself sidelong into the reeds, tore al

through the rustling stalks with its ponder
weight, bellowing and shaking all the grou
Roaring and growling, bounding violei

from side to side, he could be seen in v

career, and as we presumed that the wl:

herd might be in his train, we seized the gi

and made our quickest way to a neighbor
tree. All, however, soon was quiet, and
next thought was directed to the unfortun
sufferer. Mohammed's head lay as thoi

nailed to the ground, his ears pierced by sh
reed-stalks, but a moment's inspection c

vinced us that the injuries were not fa

The buffalo's horn had struck his mouth, a

besides the loss of four teeth in the upper
j

and some minor fractures, he had sustai

no further harm. I left my other compan
on the spot to wash Mohammed, and haste;

alone to the distant boat to have him fetcl

In three weeks he had recovered, and as
equivalent for each of his four teeth he ha
backsheesh of ten dollars. This liberality

my part wonderfully animated the desire

enterprise amongst my companions, and
them in great good humor towards me lor

future."

Shortly after this, they had anothei
of the excitable nature of the buffalo,

we were sailing in deep water close to
reedy shore, the roar and rustle of our g
sail started up a herd of wild buffaloes, wh;
disappeared from sight, before we had time
seize our rifles. When presently wo w
passing the last camp of the Baggara An
our attention was attracted to a scene *f
citement, at once vivid and picturesque. ^.

entire population, alarmed by an attack
wild buffaloes on some cattle-drivers, was
and in hot pursuit. Hundreds of men arn
with lance or sword, some of them mount
were furiously hurrying to the scene, ur;

on by the frantic shrieks of the exci
women. We could not resist the conclus
that the buft'aloes, which we had disturb
had proceeded to attack the neighbor
drivers. An impression seemed to pre^
that we had fired at the Baggara, but in

tumult nobody exactly understood the >

cumstances. The gale was in our favor, £

we glided rapidly out of reach without lea

ing the precise issue of the disorder."

(To bo continued.)

pr

[e that honoreth not the Son, honor
not the Father that sent Him.
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Substilntes for Drinking Saloons,

'hero are many in all our large cities who
homeless, and others have nothing that

erves that endearing name. Boarding-
ises, usually, are not homes. These home-
ones will have their resorts, where they

y meet their kindhearted fellows. If we
from them the drinking saloons, what
tutes shall we offer them ? Being social

I kindhearted, manj- of them must have
le place where they may meet their com-
ious. If safe places, suited to their posi-

D in life, are not furnished, they will take
h as they can find. It is not because they
more depraved and vicious than muny

ers, that they spend their evenings where
y do, but this want of their social natures

,W8 them together, and often they can find

better. Their genial natures and love of

iety, have proved snares to them and may
ive their ruin. They who fall are those

are worth saving.

Vhere shall they meet? Where shall they
7e their friendly greetings, and yet free

n danger? A few, a very few can meet
the public libraries and reading-rooms
ich have been opened ; but the great mass,

1 those who need them most, cannot. They
re not provided for the great masses, and
poor laboring men would not feel free in

1.

A.t present the poor have few gathering
ices which are safe. No light, warm,
asant, social room invites them. Houses
hich there are snares are always open

—

srays pleasant and inviting. There they are

vays welcome, and can be free and easy.

r the sake of their dimes they are kindly
ated. Publicans are not all heartless, if

3y are in a heartless avocation. In drink-
r saloons, young mi-n find much that is

reeablo to human nature, and much that is

ticing. Though they know that many have
len, they imagine they are strong enough
stand in those slippery places. Did they
spect their own strength, they might not
ensnared. Their strength is their weak-

to drink, ami nothing to intoxicate—nothing
to h;irm. We need manj- houses prepared to'
give cheap, good and safe lodging and board-
ing. We have Sailor's Homes. Many of our
cities, in all parts of them, need Homes for
the homeless and the stranger. Can we not
have them ! Does not the God of the stranger
and the homeless require something of that
kind of His wealthy stewards? In connec-
tion with these eating houses or homes, there
ought to be facilities for reading. With very
little cost, our papers might, well-nigh, meet
this great want. We have many men in our
cities who are abundantlj- able to purchase
houses for that purpose, in proper places, and
then place suitable persons in them. They
can retain possession of the house, and, iti

some locations, the rise of property will make
them profitable investments. But how many,
independent of profit and loss, ought to do
that much for Jesus' sake?
Many manufacturing firms might, in this

way, greatly promote the temporal and spirit-

ual interests of their employes, and thus
greatly advance their own interests. In bene-
fiting others, they would be benefited— in

blessing their dependents, they would be

blessed. Such houses, when rightly establish-

ed, have proved to be selfsustaining. There
is no risk about them. They are not an un-

tried]experiment. But even if there were risk,

and possible loss, they ought to esteem it a
privilege, and gladly do it, for the sake of

doing good. Perhaps the greatest difficulty

will be to find the right men and women to

keep those houses. They ought to be those
who love to do good, who have great kind-

ness and decision, who can say 3'es, and it

means yes ; and no, and it means no. But cer-

tainly our cities have such, and if any city

has not, the trial will develop them. Trial

makes the men and the women for the occa-

sion. They are made for it, and not it for

them. God's cause never wants the right

men and women when they are needed.

This is evidently a time of need. The
shadows of coming events are seen. God's
providence seems, manifestly, to indicate the

speedy destruction of drinking saloons. That
fearful vice is soon to be only a part of his

tory. Then, my fellow Christians, where are

your substitutes? Where can the homeless
meet and receive kind, homelike greetings?

Will we have done our whole duty, when the

last drinking house shall have been closed ?

J. B.

A correspondent writes us from German-
town, Pa.: ''We have here a small public

library, established by the Friends for the

use of their own members, and thrown open

to the public without charge. It is open
twice in the week for delivering and receiv-

ing books, and it is used three evenings in

the week as a reading-room, where the best

scientific and literary periodicals and news-

papers of the day lie upon the tables. This
reading-room is becoming much frequented

by the artisans and working-hands of both

sexes in this manufacturing district of Phila

delphia. The library now contains more than

four thousand volumes of the best publica-

tions—travels, biographies, histories, work^
on morals and religion, and on natural history

and the ph3-sical sciences. It has few works
of imagination, and novels of all kinds are

strictly excluded. It is to the latter circum-

stance that I would call attention. The an-

nual report of the librarian, William Kite, has
just been made, and contains the lolluwing
suggestive passage

:

^
" 'In watching the use of our library as it

is more and more resorted to by the younger
readers of our community, I have been much
interested in its influence in weaning them
from a desire for works of fiction. On first

joining the library, the new-comei's often ask
ibr such books

; but failing to procure them,
and having their attention turned to works
of interest and instruction, in almost every
instance they settle down to good reaching,

and cease asking for novels. I am persuaded
that much of this vitiated taste is cultivated

by the purvej-ors to the reading classes, and
that they are responsible for an appetite they
often profess to deplore, but continue to cater

to under the plausible excuse that the public

will have such works. This furnishing of
unwholesome mental food or poison is gi-ad-

ually pervading our literature to an alarming
extent, from the fictitious Sabbath-school lit-

tle story-book, through our serials, to the more
pretentious novel, vitiating the tiiste and giv-

ing false ideas of life wherever found. Could
the directors of public libraries but see the
evil and aid in checking its spread, they would
be conferring a great benefit on the young
people. Our library is doing a good work in

that direction.' "•

—

The Nation.

•For "The Friend."

Hints Relative to the Training of Cliiidren; from

a Memoir of Deboraii Backliouse.|

Meeting lately with a Memoir of Deborah
Backhouse of York, England, who died the

lOlh of 12th mo., 1827, aged thirty-four years,

it was thought that some extracts from it

would not, perhaps, be unacceptable to the
readers of " The Friend." May it tend to

stir up the pure mind with those in the simi-

larly responsible lelation

!

As appears in the sequel, her father was
early taken from her: but her mother being

a woman of religious experience, and in whose
heart Truth was precious, she prayerfully

sought to promote the growth of the good
seed of the kingdom in the susceptible mind
of her daughter. Thus it is stated that she

endeavored to train the children with whom
she was left "in the nurture and admonition
of the Lord, not only by example, but also by
carefully directing the attention of their ten-

der minds to the manifestation of the Spirit

of Christ in their own hearts," &c. 'J'his,

through mercy from on high, did not prove

like seed sown by the way-side which the

fowls of the air devoured ; neither like that

which was " choked with cares and riches

and pleasures of this life," and brought no
fruit to perfection ; but, on the contrary, be-

ing watered by the tears, and nurtured by the

parental solicitude and watchful prayers of a

piously concerned mother, was blessed with
the manifold increase that God alone giveth.

Thus endeavoring by consistent example, as

well as loving precept, to train up her child

in the way of life and salvation alter the ex-

hortation, " 1 have taught thee in the way of

wisdom ; I have led thee in right jjaths;" she

was rewarded and blessed by that child's tak-

ing " fast hold of instruction," and so walk-

ing in the ways of pleasantness and peace,

that her path became like that of the just

which "shineth more and more unto the per-

fect day."

May all parents, to whom this memoir may
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come, be encouraged to fiiithfiilness in watch

iijg over tlieir respective precious flocks, as be

comes delcg.ited responsible shepherds of s

• jealous Father in heaven ;
knowing that " the

ways of man are before the ej-es of the Lord,

and He pondereth all his goings." That tl

duly heeding the testimony ol George Fox to

Christian Barclaj', respecting the olive-plants

round about her table,—" Thou must answer

the Trwh in them all," and first giving their

ownselves to the Lord, parents might, through

the wa&hingof regeneration and the renewing

of the Holy Ghost, be made instrumental iu

directing, as of primary importance, their be-

loved offspring, as was the case with D. B.,

to a close inward '-attention to the Light, or

manifestation of the Spirit of Christ, in their

own minds; which would very clearly direct

them in all things ; and, if obeyed, produce

that peace which passeth all human under
standing."

MEMOIR, &0.

" Deborah Backhouse, was the daughter of

Richard and Elizabeth Lowe, of Worcester
;

and was born the 29th of the 8th month, 1793.

She lost her father when between two and
three years of age ; but the pious care of her
mother, to train up the children with whom
she was left, in the nurture and admonition
of the Lord, not only by example, but also by
carefully directing the attention of their ten-

der minds, to the manifestation of the Spirit

of Christ in their own hearts
;
greatly made

up to them the loss they sustained, by the
removal of a parent sincerelj' concerned for

their spiritual and temporal welfare.

"In her early years, D'borah exhibited a

disposition requiring much of the exercise of
parental restraint; and when further advanced
in life, she often expressed the deep sense she
had of the blessing, which the care of her
mother over h.r, had been to her.

" Whilst diligent in instructing her offspring

in the principles of Christianitj^, Elizabeth
Lowe was also careful to train them in the

practice of those things, into which true Chris-
tian principles lead ; and, amongst these, a vigi

lance to guard against all such superfluity or
ornament in dress, as should be likely to foster

pride orvanity, and thereby hinder the growth
of religion in the soul, had a prominent place.

This watchfulness against evei-ything that
might be in dangerof leading the minds of her
family, from under the influence of the Spirit

of Christ, which leads in the path of selfde-
nial, had a great influence over them; and
Deborah has been heard feelingly to mention
the condemnation she experienced, when
but young, in making some small alterations
in her dress, in order to gratify a disposition to

be less plain than was the wish of her beloved
mother.

" In the early part of the year 1818, Debo-
rah Lowe had an attack of illness, which con-
fined her to the chamber for several months;
and from which her recovery seemed for some
time doubtful. In the course of it, she evinced
that she had chosen the Lord for her portion,
and the God of Jacob for the lot of her inher-
itance; being frequently engaged in religious
meditation. On one occasion, a hope being
expressed that she was recovering, she sweetly
replied, that she had been thinking, that to
depart and be with Christ would be far better.
Many times after her recovery, she recurred,
with expressions of thankfulness to God, to
the seasons of Divine favor, which she was

permitted to enjoy in the time of her great

weakness.
In the course of the following summer, she

regained her usual health ; and keeping her

attention to the teachings of the Spirit of Christ

in her oivn mind, her religious experience in-

creased ; and submitting patiently to the bap-

tisms of the Holy Ghost and of fire in her own
heart, she became prepared to labor for the

religious edification of others. She first open-

ed her mouth in the ministry, in a meeting at

Towksbury, when on a visit there iu the au
tumn of the year 1819. Her communications
in this line of labor, were neither frequent nor

long, but were clear and editying."

(To be coDtinned.J

LITTLE STREAMS.
Down in valleys green and lowly,

Murmuring not and gliding .slowly
;

Up in mountain-hollows wild,

Fretting like a peevish child
;

Through the hamlet, where all day
In their waves the children play;

Running west or running east,

Doing good to man and beast,

—

Alway.s giving, weary never,

Little streams, I love you ever.

Mary Howilt.

Selected.

"THY KINGDOM COME."
Now, in the heat and burden of the day.
Father 'twere faithle.ss of thy child to pray.

That thou should'st call me to thyself away
;

Nay, rather I will kneel, and kneeling say,
" Father,—' Thy will be done.' "

Yet the work presses, and the hands hang down,
And in much weeping is the good .seed sown

;

Oh ! for the harvest, and the bringing home,
Oh ! for the Master's presence with his own,

Father,—•" Thy kingdom come."

The Magnetic Metals.—It is well known
that, besides iron, there are a few other metals
pos-'essing magnetic properties, viz : Nickel
and cobalt in a strong degree

; manganese and
chromium in a feebler one. In the Philo-

sophical Magazine we find a remarkable article

on this subject by W. F. Barrett, F. C. S., in

which he endeavors to point out the simi-

laiity of these metals to each other in their

physical and chemical properties. Thus, as
to specific gravit_y, that of the thirty-eight
known metals range from lithium 50 to pla-

tinum 21 5, a difference of nearly 21 ; whereas
those of the three strongly magnetic ones are,

iron, 7.8; nickel, 8.3; cobalt, 8.5, where the
extreme difference is only 0.7. Their sp> cific

hcrtt is nearly identical, their atomatic one is

the same, so also, their conductivity for sound,
heat and electricity. Their dilation by caloric

and the amount they lengthen by mechanical
strain are also identical. The enormous co-
hesive power of iron, nickel and cobalt in the
solid state signalizes these substances as the
most tenacious of metals, and their melting-
point is only exceeded by the platinum group
of metals. They are not volatile at the tem-
perature of the hottest furnace, but only by
the electric spark, when they yield very simi-

spectra. As to their chemical properties,
the combining weight of iron is 56.0; nickel
58 5, and cobalt the same. Chemists class
these three metals in the same group from the
similarit)- of their chemical behavior, and also
the identity of their combining energy or
atomidity. What has been said conceVning
the likeness of iron, nickel and cobalt in many
respects holds true of manganese and chrom-l
"im. The former has latterly been used to

replace nickel in the alloy of German sib

The compounds of all these five metals
conspicuous for the brilliancy of their coli

This uniform coincidence suggests the pra

cal inference that nickel and cobalt might
obtained in a malleable and ductile condii

when submitted to a process wmilar to t

by which wrought iron is produced.

—

I
Paper.

Select

Watch to the light, and its discoverie

good and evil, tha1> you may not be ignors

of Satan's devices; so the net will be spn
in vain in the sight of the bird, for watchl
ness will make you in love with a retired

tate ; and the more truly and perfectly a

man knows and understands himself,

better discerning will such have of other rat

as in the beginning when deep silence of
fl< sh was more in use, the spirit of discern]

was more common and quicker, than sinci

hath been neglected ; therefore be sure j
spend some time (at convenient seasons)
waiting upon God in silence, though it

pleasing to flesh; for 1 have bad more cc

tort and confirmation in the truth, on my
ward retiring in silence, than from all woi
1 have heard from others, though I have oft

been refreshed by them also.

—

John Croo

Advice to his Children.

Curious Will.—In 1796 two English gent
men were called upon to act as exeeuto
a common friend just deceased. They fou

the will duly executed, but were extrerai

puzzled, on comparing the schedule of p
perty with the testamentary dispositions

perceive there would be a deficit of a consid^

able sum. The executors were so much t

more surprised as they had always kno\
their friend to be peculiarly accurate, as

as striitly honorable, and they believed h
quite incapableof bequeathing alargeramou
than he possessed. They senrched careful

therefore, in every conceivable place, but wit

out finding any clue to the missing amoui
beyond a scrap of paper on which the meir
randum, "£700 to be taken out of Till."

this sum corresponded with the amount
which they were out of their reckoning, th

naturally concluded that the testator rau

possess some strong box which he designati

by the word "till," as he was not in bus

and could, therefore, only intend it fig

atively
;
still, after the most diligent inquir

no such reserve appeared. Under these ci

cumstances, the eflfects of the testator, furr

ture, plate, library, &<., were sold and tl

proceeds distributed. It was not until son
time after, that, still pondering on the pr
voking m3'stery, it occurred to one of th

ties that the writer of the paper might ha'

meant some book, the author's name of wh
was " Till," the more probably as it was wri
ten with a capital T, and referring to tl

(catalogue he found there inventoried amot
the folios a volume of Bishop Tillotson
mons, a tact which at once threw a new
on the ditticulty. Having communicated h
discovery to his co-executor, they repaire

together to the book-seller who had purchas«
the library, and inquired whether he had
yet disposed of the volume in question, " I hs
arted with it," replied he, " but, as it h

pens, it has been returned on my hands,
the purchaser to whom I sent it in the cou
try objected to pay the price, and I shal
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ifore, be glad to dispose of it to you."

lvalue was agreed on and the book carried

, where, after carefully turning it over,

by page, bank notes to the amount of

Itly £700 were found, as the scrap of paper

stated, " in Till," and the intentions of

istator were carried out.—London News.

For "The Friend.'

Y heart has been drawn to address the

ig peoi)le of our religious Society, parti-

cly those who have given way to attend

is of diversion, believing as I do, that the

idanee thereat, has a tendency to lead the

r into a disesteetn for our principles, and

'to create a relish for the vain amuse-

3 of the age; our familiarity with them,

not render them the less opposed to a

rth in grace. The fashionable gather-

such as teaparties, pic nies, and many
p assemblages so common in our daj', are

to lead those who give way to attend

out of the strait and narrow way, into

vays and manners of the world that lieth

ickedness.

sfore indulging in those pastimes, be en-

,ed to consider, if they are not moulding

more and more into the ways of the vain

d. W^iat good can these things do you?

they be astay or a comfort, when sum-

ed before the judge of heaven and earth ?

t yield any consolation ? nay, veiily, it

t bring remorse. What can all the enjoy-

ts of time and sense, yield to a soul that

out to be ushered into the presence of our

seing Judge unprepared, when a few more
rould be of more value than all the trea-

of this world,—when a few of those

,ed moments, C(mld they be recalled to

pent imploring forgiveness for the past,

Id be more to you than ten thousand

da. Oh ! be wise
;
ponder these things,

begin betimes to endeavor to lay a good

dation against the time to come, that you

lay hold on eternal life: "This is life

aal to know Thee the only true God, and

8 Christ whom thou hast sent." If you

3 but truly concerned to acquaint your-

38 with him and be at peace, you would

onstrained to forsake the follies and van-

of this present evil world, and to walk in

strait and narrow way that alone leads to

By submitting yourselves to be gov

sd and guided by the unerring Spirit, you

find more true joy than in any of the

I of sin, and you will also be found in you

tnient in the end. Thi^refore, my beloved

ng Friends to whom this may apply, turn

ard, and in the silence of all flesh, implore

Dgth to stand and to withstand the temp
>n8 of the enemy ofyour soul's peace ;

who
srer ready with his plausible insinuations,

nLslead and bewilder. There is no place

afety but at the footstool of Divine mercy
;

3 we shall witness preservation. As we
mit to his government, we will know Him
e Wonderful, Counsellor. May you, with

own soul, be thus found seeking at wis-

I's gate, to know the Divine will. If this

he engagement, there will, I believe, be

ed up amongst you those who will stand

the law and the testimony, esteeming the

roach of Christ greater riches than the

isures of this world. Then you will know,
t your precious moments should be spent

honor of your Creator ; and you will

ount it all joj' to be re))roached for the name
of Christ. Then why should any continue to

ling the chains that bind them, but rather give

up yourselves to his service, who hath called

you with a high and holy calling, and is wait-

ng to assist you on your heavenward jour-

ney. But be assured, that it is only as we
submit to the terms, that we can take one
step towards the promised land. To the wili-

ng and obedient soul, the j'oke is easy and
the burden light. Nothing that is good for us

to retain (though much may be called for that
flesh delights in, and is loth to part with)

11 be lost. The joy of his presence will far

more than compensate for all, if we prefer

Him to our chief joy. Then why hesitate to

make a full surrender of all things into his

forming hand, seeing that by it we obtain a

blessed assurance, that the arms of his mercy
II be underneath, amidst all of the trials of

life, and a well-grounded hope will be ours

in the hour of death. The experience of the

Psalmist, is witnessed by the truly dedicated

soul :
" Though I walk through the valley of

the shadow of death, I will fear no evil.''

ut, should j'ou choose to seek for pleasure

in the follies and vanities of this life, turning

a deaf ear to the reproofs of instruction, which
are the way of life, ray soul will mourn for

yon. The lamentation will be applicable :

Oh that thou hadst barkened to my com
mandments, then had thy peace been as a

river." I had fed thee also with the finest

of the wheat, with honey out of the rock

would I have satisfied thee. But instead of

this food, which is the heritage of those that

fear the Lord, your portion will be that of

the prodigal, even the husks that the swine

do eat. But beloved young Friends, I am per-

uaded better things of many of you. And
those of you who feel that you have wander-
ed from your heavenly Father's house, and
are beginning to be in want, and are failing

to satisfy the longings of your immortal souls,

with the husks of an empty profession, re-

member, I beseech you, your Father's house,

where there is bread enough, and to spare.

Humble yourselves to him, and He will open

to you the arms of his mercy, and clothe you
with the robes of his own righteousness, re-

joicing over you in his love. Who can with-

standsuch uniitlerableloveand boundless con-

descension to poor fallen man, or turn away
fiom his reproofs. While you have light be

lieve in the light, that you may be the chil

dren of light, and not walk in darkness, but

may know the works of darkness made man
ifest, and your feet safely planted on the im
mutable rock, Christ Jesus; that when the

tempest beats upon your dwelling, your build

ing may stand ; for a day of trial is at hand,

and our foundations will be tried ; the chaff

will be blown to the wind, and those who are

not safely built on the immutable Rock, will

not stand before the tempest. Youth is the

time for an acceptable sacrifice. Trust not to

a death-bod repentance. Close in with the

offers of redeeming mercy. The visitations

of Divine meraj are not. at our command. Then
if the summons comes in youth, you will be

found read}', and your example may incite

others to seek for the same blessed hope,

which will ever prove as an anchor to the

Koul, both sure and steadfast. And if you are

spared to old age, you may be enabled to glo-

rify Him on earth, and be gathered home in

due season, as a shock of corn fully ripe.

Ohio, the 30th of 3d mo., 1874.

Modern Improvements in the Lands of the
Pharaohs.—Dr. Bekc, when on his way to
Sinai recently, passed through Egj-pt. He
wrote from Cairo to a friend at Geneva an ac-
count of his experience in the land of the
Pharaohs, which is published in the Swiss
Times. The Doctor says :

"When I came to Cairo from Alexandria,
nothing was more striking to me, who have

ted Egj'pt several times, than the many
great changes for the better that have taken
place throughout Egypt. When once Lake
Mareotis and the dreary waste on the western

e of the Rosetta branch of the Nile are
passed, the country, far and wide, exhibits
unequivocal signs of improved and extended
ultivation. 1 am told that whereas in 18.50

there were only two million and a half acres
under culture, there are now at least five

millions. The peasants are busily employed
'n clearing and ploughing the land. In one
instance I saw what I do not remember to

have remarked before—a camel drawing the
plough. Green crops of various kinds are
growing luxuriantly, and it is pleasing to see
the animals—black cattle, asses, sheep and
goats—grazing in the rich pasture without
stint. Trees not only line the road on both
sides, but have been planted so extensively
that many parts of the country have the ap-
pearance of being well wooded. Altogether
the run across the Delta on a lovely, cool but
sunny day, was most delightful; and I am
not in the least exaggerating when I say that

I was often inclined to doubt whether I could

really be in Egypt. The sight here and there

of tall factory chimneys rising out of the
midst of the villages, or trom among the trees,

tended to increase the illusion. The fact is,

that Egypt, though geographically forming a
part of Africa, is rapidly assimilating herself

to Europe, of which she desires to be regard-

ed as a member.
If the changes in the agricultural districts

and in the climate of Egj-pt have been great,

those in and about ihe capital of the country
are not less so. The Khedive seems deter-

mined to make Cairo the Paris of the Levant.

The western portion of the city is being al-

most entirely rebuilt, and extensively enlarg-

ed in the direction of the Nile, whilst new
streets are being opened through the other

quarters. But on this subject I need not di-

late. It is only to be hoped that in his zeal

to modernize and Europeanize Cairo, the Vice-

roy will not deprive it of its Oriental charac-

ter, which constitutes its great charm and at-

traction."

When quite young, I learned the rules, and
was very fond of what is called Sacred Music,

sparing no pains to attend school for that pur-

pose, and the prayer of my heart to be directed

aright, regarding worship, seemed to receive

the first intelligible answer by the way of re-

proof. In this exercise, and when at the head

of a choir of singers, words have occurred that

through the enlightening influence of heaven-

ly goodness (which had long been operating

on my mind) appeared evidently inconsistent

with my own state. I have often, to be un-

observed by the company, kept the tune.along,

while I feared that taking the words into my
mouth and uttering them as worship, to Him
who requires worship of his creature man, in

spirit and in truth, could be nothing short of

solemn mockery from the mind which had

been so far enlightened as to believe that noth-
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int; could be acceptable worship to Almighty

God but what came from Him and through

the medium of his owu Spirit, breathed out

to Him again as the spirit should dictate,

whether in prayer or in praises to his Great

JHnme.—Extract fmn a Testimony of Edward
Cobb.

_ _

Artesian Wells.

The province of Artois, France, known in

ancient times as Artesium, gave to artesian

wells their name. But Artois has not this

honor because such wells were first sunk

within its borders. They were known in

very remote times, and some wnich are now
in active operation, date from far back into

antiquity. The Chinese claim that they were

the first to procure water by this means, and

it is true that such wells are to 'be found in

extraordinarily large numbers throughout the

Chinese Empire. It is said that in the pro-

vince of OuTongKiao, which is about thirty

miles long and twelve wide, thousands of ar

tesian wells exist, some of them reaching to

the depth of two thousand feet. The}' are

found now in all parts of the civilized world

;

and since science has been brought into use for

the purpose of determining where they can be

sunk with successful results, a vast amount of

good has been accomplished through their in-

strumentality.

The most striking instance of this is sup
plied by the operation of French engineers in

Algeria. Some time after the French govern-
ment had obtained supremacy' in that country,

an effort was made to sink wells in the deserts,

with the hope that barren lands might be
made fruitful and the waste places habitable.

In 1856 operations were begun in a spot in the
Sahara, in the province of Constantine. After
a considerable amount of exertion the engi-

neer in charge succeeded in striking water,
which came to the surface and overflowed at

the rate of one thousand gallons a minute.
The natives considered the feat miraculous,
and they came in troops of thousands to see
the wonderful stream, and to lave in it and
drink of it. The Arab priests performed re-

ligious ceremonies over it and blessed it, and
it was known among the people as the Foun-
tain of Peace.

Other wells were subsequently sunk at dif-

ferent places with equally satisfactory result.

One of these, in the oasis of Sidi Eachid, was
put down to the depth of 54 metres, and gave
a continual flow of nearly twelve hundred
gallons a minute. The inhabitants of the
place had suftered much from want of water,
and they were frantic with joy as they be-
held the abundant stream. They rolled in

the pellucid water, shouting and screaming;
mothers dipping their children in it, and the
aged sheikh of the tribe fell upon his knees
and returned thanks to Allah and to the men
who had achieved the work. Around these
wells, which were placed in scores of spots in
the desert, villages sprang up ; and the ground
having acquired fertility from the abundant
moisture, wandering Arabs, who never before
tilled the earth, settled down, and became
better and more useful men than they had
ever been. The artesian well in these cases
became a civilizing agent of incalculable im-
portance, and the wise foresight of the French
government was richly rewarded.

These wells abound in England, particulai-ly
in London and the vicinity. In Trafalgar
Square, they supply ornamental fountains

from boring 393 feet in depth. In 1871 the

total quantitj' of water obtained from these

sources in the city, amounted to more than
fifteen million gallons daily. In the neigh-

borhood of Vienna also wells of this kind are

found in large numbers, and some of them
have been used for centuries. The most
famous one in all Europe, is that of Grenelle,

in the suburbs of Paris. The water rises

in tubing from a depth of 1798 feet at the

rate of 518 gallons every minute, and is ex-

pelled from the mouth with such violence

that it makes a column thirty-two feet in

height. The water, like that in Trafalgar
Square fountain has a warm temperature. At
Grenelle it reaches 82 degrees Fahrenheit.
There are other celebrated wells in France,
among them one at Lillers, which has been
in operation since the year 1126.

Artesian wells are quite com mon in this coun-
try, and there are many in the city of Phila-

delphia, where the water is used almost exclu-

sively for manufacturing purposes. There is

oneattheContinentalHotelin that city, which
furnishes a constant supply for the boilers, and
in various factories and mills ; others give to

the proprietors as much water as is needed in

their establishments. The deepest well in

the world is in St. Louis. It was sunk by the
owners of a large sugar refinery at an enoi'-

mous cost, and after several years of labor.

The work was begun in 1849 and completed
in 1854, when water was reached at the depth
of 2,199 feet. The supply is about seventy-
five gallons a minute, and the temperature is

73 degrees. The water, however, is hardly
fit for use. as it is so strongly impregnated
with sulphuretted hydrogen as to be ex-
tremely otfensivo.

In years past an impression prevailed very
generally that water could be procured b}'

sinking a shaft in the earth at almost any
point. A vast amount of fruitless labor and
useless expense was the result of this belief.

But now science has advanced so far that men
are able to tell with almost unerringcertaintj-
whether water can be obtained in any given
place by such agencies. A peculiar geologi-
cal formation, and a certain relative po,sition

for the well, are the prerequisites for suc-
cess. Water finds its way from the surface
of the earth to the interior, through crevices
and chasms in the rocks, and through the
rocks themselves when thej' are porous. In
nearly all geological formations there are cer-

tain strata, often far down, which are water
tight, and these form the beds of subterra-
nean streams. As the water passes down
from above, it forces the streams along, and
they either burst forth in springs or remain
locked in huge reservoirs. When a well is

sunk until it strikes one of these or hits a
rapid current, the pressure drives the water
to the surface, exacti}' as in our cities tbe fluid
in the storage reservoirs is forced into our
bath-rooms and bedchambers. The geysers
of Iceland and of the Yellowstone Valley are
attributable in part to the same agencies.
They come from natural artesian wells, pro-
bably of vast depth, for the water in many
cases is ejected at boiling heat. Steam, as well
as hydrostatic pressure, is often the power
that operates these extraordinary fountains.
The oil wells in the north-western portion of
this State are artesian wells sunk into the
subterranean chambers in which the petro-
leum has collected.

An artesian well, to be successful must be

placed in a spot lower than the snrrouD

country. The elevation may be distant n

miles ; but if the strata of rocks trend ;

the higher point to the lower, water al

certainly will be obtained. The supply c(

from the upland, and finds its channe,

tween thestrata, pouring down until it rea

the aperture, through which it again ris'

the surface.

There are considei-able differences in

dimensions of the bores of artesian

The diameter of the hole varies in diflfc

cases from four inches to twenty. Th(
of boring is peculiar and interesting,

process is conducted with augers or c

attached to the end of an iron rod, t

connects with screws to another rod
on to any length required. To the uppei

of the rod a transverse handle is attaehei

which the instrument is partly turned n
by two men each time it is raised and c

ped. The cutting edge of the auger or

thus chips a fresh line .across the botto

the hole at each blow. The blow is give

the rod falling by its own weight after

lifted a few inches. The lifting is done bj

men at the transverse bar, helped by auc
man at a higher point, who moves a

horizontal pole, one end of which is sec

in a heap of stones, while the rod is cou

to the center of the pole by a stout rope
chain. The elastic up-springof the pole

the boring rod, the latter is turned half r<

by the men at the handle, the pole is pi

down, and the rod strikes again into the 1

The borer, of course, increases in we
as additions are made to its length, an

eventually, other machinerj- is used to 11

Sometimes there is a windlass with a

coiled around it. When the rod is lifte

this manner, the rope is suddenly loos^

and the borer descends. But even this

not do when great depths are reached, and
chinery is worked by horse-power for the

pose. At the well of Grenelle eight

were hardly able to pull out the rod when
well was sunk far down into the earth

the boring proceeds it is generally necesi

to protect the sides of the well from cai

in, with iron tubes, which ai'e sent down
on another in lengths of half a dozen
one screwing to another, or attached toga

by a kind of collar. If it is required to

u second set of those tubes at a lower de
they must be of smaller diameter, so that 1

may go through the first set. There is a
variety of instruments for enlarging the 1

lifting out the material accumulated by
cuttings, and removing broken drills, tu

&c., and for breaking up the instrum
themselves when they become loose and
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ill is a cylindrical chamber, which by
(.( simple valves, takes up and holds

t)i;ru fragments. As the chain is raised
>\'\iri\, it gives by its tension a turn to

ill, causing it to vary its position at
,ni loUe. When the cylinder requires to

(liarged, it is readily wound up on a
iss.

—

Late Paper.

puted Site of Babel—G. M. Gordon, writ-

n the Church Missionary Intelligencer,

describes the reputed site of the Tower
ibel : A high mound is surmounted by a

d and unfinished tower of brick, the
lit of which is 235 feet above the plain,

xamination of the mound shows that it

raposed of the same elements as the
ds of Babylon—masses of brick and rub-

interspersed with broken pottery. These
8 are all of them inscribed on one side

cuneiform characters. The cuneiform
) ancient Assyrian, and is supposed to be

jidest in the written language in the
One side, where excavations have

made, you may see walls of brick ascend-

ier above tier with masterly ambition,
nother, all is convulsion and disturbance

ge masses of brickwork, rent and over-

d, yet so solid in theii- ruin that it is

to pulverize the brick than to separate

m the mortar. One of these blocks has

1 bodily to the foot of the mound. Others
itritied or fused by a process which can
ne other than electricity or fire. Curi

' enough the Arabs have a tradition that

d been destroyed by fire from heaven,
sides of the mound are pierced with holes

itrewn with bones, which plainly indicate

airs of wild beasts. The view from the

nit at sunrise is distant and varied. The
hoet of the Euphrates winds for many
till loi?t in the distance in a "sea-like

It is difficult to resist the conviciion

I'S Nimrod is the Tower of Babel, the

it ruin in the world. There are those

(like Mr. Kich) believe it to be the Tower
ielus, and regard it as a part of the ruin

abyloii, but I prefer to hold the older tra-

in. And surely it is when standing on
Ind like this that the language of Scrip-

acquires a vividness and reality which
ird.s the toil of patient investigation, and
es the privations of travel forgotten ; and
lice seems to breathe from the resting

e of the prophets beside these might rivers

;h is daily more heard and felt rebuking
sneer of the scoffer and the skeptic.

An Advtnture witii a Lion.

be recent confirmation of the death of Dr.

ngstone, the distinguished African es-

er, calls to mind his perilous adventure

I a lion in South Africa. The circum-

ce is thus related in his travels:

Returning toward Kuruman I selected

beautiful valley of Mabotsa (lat. 25° 14'

,h, long. 26° 30') as the site of a mission-

station, and thither I removed in 1843.

B an occurrence took place concerning

ih I have frequently been questioned in

land, and which but for the importunities

lends, I meant to have kept in store to

my children when in my dotage. The
atla of the village were much troubled

ions, which leaped into the cattle pens by
it, and destroyed their cows. They even
aked the herds in open-day. This was so

iual an oecurrenee that the people believed

they were bewitched,— ' given,' as they said, missed fire in both barrels; the lion imme-
'into the power of the lions by a neighboring diately left me, and, attacking Mebalwe, bit
tribe.' They went once to attack the ani-jhis thigh. Another man, whose life I had
mals; but, being a rather cowardly people, 'saved after he had been tossed by a bufialo,
compared to Bechuaiias in general on such attempted to spear the lion wlxle he was
occasions, they returned without killing any.

J

biting Mebalwe. He left Mebalwe and caught
It is well known that if one of a troop of j this man by the shoulder, but at that moment

lions is killed, the others take the hint and the bullets he had received took effect, and
leave that part of the country. So, the next .he fell down dead. The whole was the work
lime the herds were attacked, I went with of a few moments, and must have been his
the people, in order to encourage them to rid paroxysms of dying rage. In order to take
themselves of the annoyance by destroying out the charm from him, the people on the
one of the marauders. We found the lions on jfollowing day made a huge bonfire over the
a small hill about a quarter of a mile in length, carcass, which was declared to be that of the
and covered with trees. A circle of rnen
formed round it, and they gradually closed up
ascending pretty near to each other. Beinjj

down below in the plain with a native schou:

master, named Mebalwe, a most excellent

man, I saw one of the lions sitting on a piece

of rock within the now closed circle of men.
Mebalwe fired at him before I could, and the

ball struck the rock on which the animal was
sitting. He bit at the spot struck, as a dog
does at a stick or stone thrown at him ; then
bounding away, broke through the opening
circle and escaped unhurt. The men were
afraid to attack him, perhaps on account of

their belief in witchcraft. When the circle

was reformed, we saw two other lions in it;

but we were afraid to fire lest we should strike

the men, and thej' allowed the beasts to burst

through also. If the Bakatla had acted ac-

cording to the custom of the country, they
would have speared the lions in their attempt
to get out. Seeing we could not get them to

kill one of the lions, we bent our footsteps

toward the village ; in going round the end of

the bill, however, I saw one of the lions sit-

ting on a piece of rock as before, but this time
he had a little bush in front. Being about
thirty yards off, I took a good aim at his body
through the bush, and fired both barrels into

it. The men then called out, ' He is shot! he
is shot !' Others cried, ' He has been shot by
another man too; let us go to him!' I did

not see any one else shoot at him, but I saw
the lion's tail erected in anger behind the bush,

and turning to the people said, 'Stop a little

and load again.' When in the act of ramming
down the bullets, I heard a shout. Starting,

and looking half round, I saw the lion just in

the act of springing upon me. I was upon a

little height; he caught my shoulder as be

sprang, and we both came to the ground be-

low together. Growling horribly close to mj'

ear, he shook me as a terrier dog does a rat.

f he shock produced a stupor similar lo that

which seems to be felt by a mouse after the

first shake of the cat. It caused a sort ot

dreaminess, in which there was no sense of

pain nor feeling of terror, though quite con-

scious of all that was happening. It was like

what patients partially under the influence

of chloroform describe, who see all the opera-

tion, but do not feel the knife. This singular

condition was not the result of any mental

process. The shake annihilated fear, and al-

lowed no sense of horror in looking round at

the beast. This peculiar state is probably

produced in all animals killed by the car-

nivora; and if so, is a merciful provision by

our benevolent Creator for lessening the pain

of death. Turning round to relieve myself of

the weight, as he had one paw on the back of

my head, I saw his eyes directed to Mebalwe,
who was trying to shoot him at a distance of

ten or fifteen yai'ds. His gun, a flint one,

largest lion they had ever seen. Besides
crunching the bone into splinters, he left

eleven teeth wounds on the upper part of my
arm.
A wound from this animal's tooth resembles

a gun-shot wound
; it is generally followed by

a great deal of sloughing and discharge, and
and pains are felt in the part periodically ever
afterward. I had on a tartan jacket on the
occasion, and I believe that it wiped off all

the virus from the teeth that pierced my
flesh, for my two companions in the affray

have both suffered from the peculiar pains,

while I have escaped with only the inconveni-
ence of a false joint in my limb."

Selected.

A Friend of Lancashire spoke a few words
in the ministry with which 1 had unity. He
was formerly sailing master of a frigate, in

the time of the American War, but was now
an acknowledged minister; keeps a school for

a livelihood ; and he and his wife walked up
to the Yearly Meeting, London, nearly three

hundred miles, as did also another minister of
Cumberland, who is in the station of a ser-

vant. Several others walked from fifty to

one hundred and fifty miles.

—

Journal of Wil-

liam Savery. 1798.

Loons Under Water.—Passing up a small

bay that opened beyond a narrow inlet, we
saw a female loon with a little one hiding be-

hind her, and our curiosity to see more of the

little family induced us to reel in our lines

and paddle toward them. As we slowly ap-

proached them, the anxiety of the mother
was really touching. She swam alertly about,

seeking in vain to hasten the little one to-

ward the concealment of some friendly sedges,

and coaxed and pushed it by turn, becoming
each moment more alarmed. As the distance

between us lessened, she became the victim

of fear herself, and as equally solicitous for her

fondling, expi-essing it by diving hurriedly

and coining up, rising half upon wing and
dropping again, and with every air of intense

maternal anxiety. We continued nearing

them, until it was evident that the little con-

voy would not reach the reeds before us,

when, with a desperate plunge, the old bird

went under, and in a moment went by our

boat, seeking the open pond by the narrow

and shallow outlet we were in. The depth

was not sufficient to conceal her, and for a

few rods her rapid course was plainly discern-

ible. Her form was as straight as possible,

making her as sharp as a cigar steamer, and

her feet did not seem to be used unless for

steering. Her motion, as rapid almost as the

eye could follow, was derived from her wings,

and probably from the upward and downward
stroke, like sculling. They were powerful,

indeed, inspired by fear, and in a moment the
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dark form was gone like a shadow, seen only

long enough to impress us with wonder and

surprise at this use of the wings under th

water, and at the result.

The little loony remained like a ball of grej'

down, reposing lightly on the water, and was
not at all impressed with instinctive or imita-

tive fear of us. It swam rather to the boat,

and was not unwilling to be closely admired
;

in fact, it so freely accepted our complimen-
tary criticism that when after carefully stu-

dying it, we rowed away, it swam in the eddy
under the stern until it was dislodged and left

behind.

We were not long gone when the fond
mother rejoined it, when her demonstrations
of delight were as unmistakable as her former
distress.— Forest and Stream.

THE FRIEND.
FOURTH MONTH 25. 1874.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Sir Stafford Northcote, Chancellor of thi

Exchequer, has submitted the annual budget to Parlia-
ment. The total gross revenue of the United'Kingilom
for the year ending 3d mo. 31st, 1874, has been £77,-
375,000, and the expenditures for the same period
£76,4.56,000. The expenses include the Geneva award
but not the expenses of the Ashantee war. The Chan-
cellor proposes to reduce the income tax one penny on
the pound, and to abolish the duties on sugar after 5th
mo. 1st.

A resohition for the abolition of the sugar duties was
immediately moved and passed in the House of Com-
mons.
The Queen has sent a message to the House of Com-

mons recommending a grant of £25,000 to General
Wolaeley.
A terrific explosion occurred on the 15th, in a coal

mine at Dunkinfield, Lancashire, by which 53 persons
were killed. One hundred men who were left in the
mine alive after the explosion, were all rescued, but
some of them were badly injured. The disaster is said
to have been caused by the use of naked lights.

The English navy in commission on the first ult.,

comprised 240 ships, carrying 1737 gnn.s, and manned
by 25,170 officers and men, 5981 marines and 2801 boys.
The Atlantic cable of 1866, ceased working during a

hurricane off tbe coast of Ireland, the 14th in.st. There
are still two cables in good working order. The fault
in the cable is believed to be in shallow water only about
twenty-five miles from Valentia.
The French Transatlantic Steamship Company h

met with another heavy loss. The Ville du Havre
went down last winter, tbe Europe a few weeks since,
and now the Amerique is lost. The last named steamer
is said to have foundered during a storm on the 14th
inst., off the coast of Brittany, 26 miles from Brest.
The passengers and crew were rescued by English,
Norwegian, and Italian vessels which were in the
vicinity, and only one person, the second officer, was
drowned. The Amerique was 410 feet in length, and
registered 4500 tons. She was insured in France for
$600,000.

Placards are posted up in the agricultural districts of
England, cautioning intended emigrants to the United
States, and stating on the authority of the British con-
sul at New York, that 40,000 hands are ready to return
to England.
A London dispatch of the 17th savs, a terrific gale

has raged in the English channel during the whole of
the last three days. Many ships have been wrecked,
and all on board lost.

A Berlin dispatch of the 14th says : The Reichstag,
by a majority of 78, hasvoted in favor of the compro-
mise amendments to the army bill. In the course of
the debate General Moltke said, in consequence of the
threats of revenge it was necessary to keep one hand
on the sword. Disarmament would mean war.
The trial of Archbishop Ledoohowski, of Posen, for

aviolation of the ecclesiastical laws, resulted in a con-
viction, and he has been sentenced in conturaacium to
dismissal from bis see. No appeal from this judgment
will be allowed. .

A Vienna dispatch of the 14th says : John .Jay,

American Minister, and his son-in-law. General Schwel-
nitz, the German .\mbasador, will leave here on the
20th inft. for the United States.

The Austrian bishops have published a manifesto
signed by thirty-two of their number, in which they
deny that the State has the right of interfering in re

ligious affairs, and describe the new ecclesiastical bills

The Smyrna Bulletin states that priests belonging to

the order of St. Lazarus and Jesuits, are taking refuge

in Turkey, whither they are emigrating in large num-
bers.

The decision of the International Commission in re

lation to the tolls on the Suez Canal, was very unsatis-

factory to De Lesseps, and he threatened in consequence
to close the canal. The French government, however,
advises submission, and the Porte has authorized the
Khedive of Egypt to keep the Suez Canal in working
order, slujuld De Lesseps persist in his unwillingm
to abide by the decision of the Commission.

Dispatches from Plymouth, Eng., of the 19th and
20th inst., report that the French steamship Amerique,
which was considered lost, has been rescued. On the
15th inst. she was discovered by the steamers Spray
and V. T. Barry, drifting in the trough of the sea with
six or eight feet of water in her engine room, stoke hole
.nnd bunkers, the other compartments of the ship were
dry. The pumps on the Amerique were set at work,
and the two steamers towed her into Plymouth harbor.
On the 20th she was free from water, and it was ex-
pected that nearly all the cargo would be saved.

Captain Rousseau, of the Amerique, in his official

report of the disaster, says that his ship sprung a leak
in a gale o* the 13th, and despite all efforts the water
continued to gain and extinguished the furnace fires,

one after the other. The following day, when the
danger of her sinking became evident, a consultation of
her officers was held, and it was decided to abandon
her immediately.
The funeral of Dr. Livingstone took place on the 18th

inst., in Westminster Abbey, and was largely attended
Dr. Livingstone's grave is near that of Stephenson, the
celebrated engineer.

Dr. Kenealey has applied to the Court of Queen's
Bench for a new trial for Orton, the Tichborne clain
ant, on the grounds of Lord Chief Justice Cockburn
instruction to the jury and interference with testimony,
and that the verdict was contrary to the evidence. The
application was refused as to Lord Chief Justice Cock
burn's conduct, and a decision on the other points ii

held in reserve.

A Madrid dispatch of the 19th says. The army in

the north has been heavily re-inforced, and now nu
bers 40,000 men with 70 pieces of artillery. General
Concha has assumed command of one corps of Serrano's
army. Active operations had been suspended on ac-

count of stormy weather, but were resumed on the 18th

Unitep States.—3IiseeUaneous.—During the quarter
ending 3d mo. 31st, 1874, there arrived at the port of
New York 15,726 passengers, of whom 11,813 were im
migrants, consisting of 7,905 males and 3,908 females.
The U. S. House of Repre.sentatives has passed a bill

authorizing the free circulation through the mails of all

newspapers in the county wherein published.
The House has also passed the Senate bill increasing

the issue of U. S. legal tender notes to $400,000,000,
and a currency bill authorizing $46,000,000 extra circu
lation of National Bank notes. The total action allows
3400,000,000 greenbacks and $400,000,000 bank notes,

exclusive of $47,000,000 fractional currency.
A #30,000,000 mortgage has just been recorded in

New York, made by the F'armers' Loan and Trust Com
pany as trustees of the real estate, franchises, &c., of
the Erie Railway, to secure the second mortgage con-
solidated bonds.

The Bangor Whig says that the amount of shipping
under contract to be built in Maine the present year, is

estimated at 130,000 tons, or about 50 per cent, more
than last year, the only drawback being the scarcity of
laborers and increased wages, which may prevent the
fulfilment of some contracts.

Nine thousand five hundred and fifty-seven per.sona
died in Chicago during the last year—a decrease in the
percentage over the year before.

On the 17th inst. Wm. B. Washburne was elected by
the Legislature of Massachusetts, United States Senator
to fill the vacancy occasioned by the death of Charles
Sumner. On the thirty-third ballot he received 151

ites of 207 cast.

The deaths in New York city last week numbered
610.

2%e Markets, <fec.—The following were the quotations

iin the 18th inst. iVew York.— American gold,

U. S. sixes, 1881, Reg. 119|; Coupons 1211;

1867, coupons, 120J ; ditto, 5 per cents, 114^1- :

Superfine flour, $5.90 a $6.25; State extra, -ti

$6.58 ; finer brands, $7 a $10.40. No. 1 Chicago i

;
wheat, $165; No. 2 do., $1.57 a $1.59; red wt

Sl.70; white Michigan, $1.80. Oats, 61 a 6

Western mixed corn, old, 88 a 90cts. ; new, 86 a i:

white, 90 a 91 cts. Philadelphia.—VpUnds and
Orleans cotton, 17 J a 18 cts. Superfine flour, S
$.5.75; extras, $6 a $6..50 ; finer brands, -7 a $
Western red wheat, $1.65 a $1.72 ; Penna. red

a $1.80; white wheat, $1.90 a $1.95; No. 2

wheat, $1.-50. Rye, *1.03. Yellow corn, 89 a <

Oats, 60 a 65 cts. Cincinnati.—Wheat, $1.40

Corn, 68 a 70 cts. Oats, 47 a 56 cts. Rye, i

Spring barley, $1.55. Lard, 9J a 10 cts. Chia
No. 1 spring wheat, $1.32 ; No. 2 do., $1.26; No.
$1.21. Corn, 64} cts. No. 2 oats, 4.5J cts. St.

—No. 3 red fall wheat, $1.43; No. 2 spring, $1.01

2 corn, 67 cts. Oats, 49 a 50 cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session of the School will comi

on Second-day the 4th of Fifth month.
Pupils who have been regularly entered and

by the cars from Philadelphia, can obtain tick

the depot of the West Chester and Philadelph
road, corner of Thirty-first and Chestnut streel

giving their names to the Ticket-agent there, w
furnished with a list of the pupils for that purposi

such case the passage, including the stage fare froi

Railroad Station, will be charged at the School,

paid for with the other incidental charges at the

of the term. Tickets can also be procured of the

surer, 304 Arch St. Conveyances will be at the St
Road Station on Second and Third-days, the 4tl

5th of the month, to meet the trains that leave F
delphia at 7.50 and 10 A. M., and 12.10 and 2.30 p.

8®°" Baggage may be left either at Thirty-firs

Chestnut streets or at Eighteenth and Market. I

at the latter place, it must be put under the cs

H. Alexander & Sons, who will convey it then
Thirty-first and Chestnut at a charge of 10 centi

trunk, to be paid to them. Those who prefer can
their baggage sent for to any place in the built-up

of the City, by sending word on the day pre
(through the post-office or otherwise) ip H. Ale.xa

& Sons, N. E. corner of 18th and Market St;

chargfe in such case for taking baggage to Thirty
and Chestnut streets, will be 25 cents per trunk
the same charge they will also collect baggage fron

other railroad depots, if the checks are left at their

corner of 18th and Market Sts. Baggage put u
their care, if properly marked, will not require a

tention from the owners, either at the West Ph
phia depot, or at the Street Road Station, but wi
forwarded direct to the School. It may not alwaj
on the same train as tbe owner, but it will go ot

sime day, provided the notice to H. Alexander &
reaches tliera in time.

During the Session, passengers for the School
be met at the Street Road Station, on the arri

first train from the City, every day except First-di

and small packages for the pupils, if left at Fr"

Book Store, No. 304 Arch street, will be forwa;
every Sixth -day at 12 o'clock, and the expense chai

in their bills.

Fourth month 20th, 1874.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelph
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Woi
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients i

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boar
Managers.

Died, on the 12th of Second month last, at his i

dence. West Grove, Chester Co., Pa., Thomas Con.4
in the 67th year of his age. The deceased was a
loved and useful member and overseer of New Gari
Monthly Meeting, being one of tho.se who desire l|

all the principles and testimonies of our religious
ciety should be faithfully maintained. He felt a lii

interest in the right education of the youth, and
deavored in various ways to promote the" welfare of
fellow-creatures. Trusting in the mercy of our
deemer, his end was calm and peaceful.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTE
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Earnest Zeal—John Banks,

rnly there is great need in the present
of more earnest zeal id spreading the

ioin of our Redeemer in the earth. What
titudes there arc (and the number appears
rapidly increasing) who deny, or explain

y as the natural workings of the mind, all

aled religion. And among the professors

hristianity, how great a want of so living

BComesthe self-denying disciples of Christ;

how deficientare many in that earnestcon-
for themselves, and that loving anxiety

,he salvation of others, which would lead

n to labor and to pray for those who are

anger of walking in the broad way that

Is to destruction !

Tho are there among us, of whom such a

imony could truly be borne, as was given

;hat worthy minister, John Banks, who
one of the early members of our Society

le north of England? His friends have
jrdod of him that "he labored night and

the gathering of people to God, and
the settlingof those who were gathered."

was "an incessant laborer in the Lord's

k, both in b(jdy and mind ; rising up early

lying down late, and freely given up to

nd and be spent." " Such was his concern
the Gospel, that he did not spare himself
)romote the truth : he was zealous against

ikewarm spirit, warning Friends, both by
trine and example, to beware thereof;

in reminding tho young people of that fer-

(t love which was among the brethren in

I

beginning." It is not given to us of this

f,
as it was to him, not only to believe, but

iuffer for the testimony of God; in which,

3 stated, "he was preserved firm and true,

the stripping of his goods by the Con-
iticle act, public sale being made of what
had

;
yet the Lord bore him up over all,

.t he was as one of the stakes of Zion, that

was prepared thus to stand forth as a noble

advocate of the Lord's cause, and to bo made
the instrument in his day of turning many to

righteousness. In his journal, he thus de-

scribes his own religious experience: "1 was
put to school when I was seven years of age
and kept there until I was fourteen ;

in which
time I learned both English and Latin, and
could write well. When I was fourteen years

of age, my father put me to teach school one

year at Dissington ; and after that at Mosser
Chapel Dear Pardshaw, where I read the

Scriptures to people who came there on the

first day of the week, and the homily, as it is

called, and also sung psalms and prayed. I

had no liking to the practice; but my father,

with other people, persuaded me to it.

"For this service my wages from the peo-

ple was to be twelve pence a year from every
house, of those who came there to hear me,
and a fleece of wool, and m}- table free, be-

sides twelve pence a quarter for every scholar

I had, being twenty-four. This chapel is

called a chapel of ease, the parish steeple-

house being some miles off. Amongst the rest

of the people who were indifferent where they
went for worship, came one John Fletcher, a

great scholar, but a drunken man ; and he
called me aside one day, and said, ' I read
very well for a youth ; but I did not pray in

form^as others used to do,' and that he would
teach me how to pray; and send it me in a

letter, which he did.

"When it came, I went out of the chapel

d read it ; and when I had done, 1 was con-

vinced of the evil thereof, by the light of the

Lord Jesus, which immediately opened to me
the words of the apostle Paul concerning the

Gospel he had to preach, that he had it not

from man, neither was he taught it, but by
the revelation of Jesus Christ. In answer to

which it rose in me; 'But thou hast this

prayer from man, and art taught it by man
and he one of the worst of many.' So the

dread of the Lord fell upon me, with which I

was struck to my very heart, and I said in

myself, I shall never pray on this wise. It

opened in me, Go to the mooting of tho people

'n scorn called Quakers, for they are the peo-

ple of God : and so I did the next First-day

after, which was at Pardshaw.
" This being before the end of the year,

when I was to receive wages of the people for

such service as I did, I could take none of

hem, being convinced of the evil thereof; nor

did I ever read any more at the chapel.
" When about sixteen years of ago, in the

Tenth month, 165-t, it pleased the Lord to

reach to my heart and conscience, bj' his puredd not be moved. He was afterwards in

son at Carlisle for his testimony; yet re- j living Spirit, in the blessed appearance thereof

aed his integrity and stond faithful, and [in and through Jesus Christ; whereby I re-

iLord was with him, and gave him courage jceived the knowledge of God, and the way of

I to stand firm in bis testimony against ibis blessed truth, by myself alone in the field,

les and hireling priests, not only in word, before I ever heard any one called a Quaker
; in deed and in truth." preach; and before I was at any of their

^t may prove instructive and profitable to ; meetings. But the first day that I went to

ce the process by which this worthy man one, which was at Pardshaw, as afqresaid.

tho Lord's power so seized upon mo in the
meeting, that I was made to cry out in tho
bitterness of my soul, in a true sight and sense

of ray sins, which appeared exceeding sinful

:

and the same day, as 1 was going to an even-
ing meeting of God's pfople, scornfully called

Quaker.'*, by the way, I was smitten to the

ground with the weight of God's judgment for

sin and iniquitj' which fell heavy upon me,
and I was taken up by two Friends. Oh ! tho

godly sorrow that took hold of mo that night

in the meeting; so that I thought in myself
every one's condition was better than mine."

" i may say, as a true witness for God, and
the sufiiciencj' of his power and quickening
spirit, I did not only come to be convinced by
the living appearance of the Lord Jesus, of

the vanity, sin, and wickedness which the

world lies in, and that I was partaker thereof;

but by taking heed thereto, through watchful-

ness and fear, I came to be sensible of the
work thereof in my heart, in order to subdue
and bring down the wild nature in me, and to

wash and cleanse me from sin and corruption,

that I might be changed and converted. But
before I came to witness this work effected,

oh the days and nights of godly sorrow and
" itual pain I travelled through for some

years!"
" Waiting diligently in the light, and keep-

ing close to the power of God, which is there-

in received, I came to experience the work
thereof in my heart, in order to effect my
freedom from bondage, which by degrees

went on and prospered in me, and so I gained

ground more and more against the enemy of

my soul, through faith in the power of God

;

without which no victory is obtained.
" My prosperity in the truth I always found

was by being faithful to the Lord, in what he

manifested, though but in small things; un-

faithfulness in which, is the cause of loss and
hurt to many in their growth in the truth."
" I came clearly to see that it was not safe

for me to sit down satisfied with what I had
passed through, or the victory I had already

obtained ; but to travel on in faith and pa-

tience, and watch diligently in the light of

Jesus Christ, where the true power is still re-

ceived. For notwithstanding tho many de-

liverances, and strength, and victory, I had
experienced, the Lord, according to tbe great-

ness of his wisdom, was pleased to make me
sensible of my own weakness, and that there

was no strength to stand, nor place of safety

for me to abide in, but in his power, and under

a sense thereof, I was humbled, bowed, and
laid low.

" Wherefore I took up a godly resolution in

his fear, ' I will rely upon the sufficiency of

thy power, O Lord, for ever.' About six

j-ears after I had received the truth, through
great exercise and godly sorrow, I came to

be settled in the power of God, and made
weighty in my spirit thereby; and had some
openings from the Spirit of Truth, in silent

waiting apon the Lord ; which tended to min-
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ister comfort and satisfaction to my soul, in a

renewed experience of the dealings of the

Lord witii mc ; and the Lord opened my
mouth with a testimony in the fresh spring of

life, that 1 was to give forth to his children

and people.
" Oh ! then a great combat I had through

reasoning, that I was but a child, and others

were more fit and able to speak, than I. But
the Lord, by his power, brought me into wil-

lingness, and with fear and trembling I spoke
ia our blessed meetings."

For " The Friend."

The Heart of Africa, by Dr. Sciiweinfurlh.

(Continued from page 2S2.;

An Adventure with Bees. — "The dreary
steppe in the neighborhood of Kaka contained

nothing that was worth the trouble of collect-

ing. The dried up remains of vegetation had
been completely annihilated by tire. Accord-
ingly I was anxious to proceed farther the
same day, that I might botanise in some un-

disturbed spot of the primfeval forest ; my
desire was, however, frustrated by an incident

•which I do not even now remember without
a shudder. At the village the shore, as far as

the eye could reach, forms a treeless steppe
;

but at some little distance the river is again
bordered by a dense forest. A place was soon
reached, where the stream takes a remark-
able bend, and proceeds for eight miles in a
north easterly direction. This place has the
singular name of Dyoorab-el-Esh, or the sack
of corn. Now, as the north-east wind of
course was adverse to any north-east pro
gi-ess, it was necessary that the boat should
be towed by the crew. As the rope was being
drawn along through the grass on the banks
it happened that it disturbed a swarm of bees.

In a moment, like a great cloud, they burst
upon the roea who were dragging; every one
of them threw himself headlong into the water
and hurried to regain the boat. The swarm
f )llowed at their heels, and in a few seconds
filled every nook and cranny of the deck.
What a scene of confusion ensued may readily
be imagined.
Without any foreboding of ill, I was arrang

ing my plants in my cabin, when I heard all

around me a scampering which I took at first

to be merely the frolics of my people, as that
was the order of the day. 1 called out to in

quire the meaning of the noise, but only got
excited gestures and reproachful looks in an-
swer. The cry of 'Bees! bees I' soon broke
upon my ear, and I proceeded to light a pipe.

My attempt was entirely in vain ; in an instant
bees in thousands are about me, and I am
mercilessly stung all over my face and hands.
To no purpose do I try to protect my face
with a handkerchief, and the more violentlj'

I fling my hands about so much the more vio-

lent becomes the impetuosity of the irritated
insects. The maddening pain is now on my
cheek, now in my eye, now in ray hair. The
dogs from under my bed burst out frantically,

overturning everything in their way. Losing
well nigh all control over myself, 1 fling my-
self in despair into the river; I dive down,
but all in vain, for the stings rain down still

upon my head. Not heeding the warning of
my people, I creep through the reedy grass
to the swampy bank. The grass lacerates
my hands, and I try to gain the mainland,
hoping to find shelter in the woods. All at
once tour powerful arms seize me and drag
me back with such force that I think I must

be choked in the mud. I am compelled to go
back on board, and flight is not to bethought

In the cooling moisture I had so far re-

covered my self possession, that it occurred
to me to drag a sheet from my chest, and this

at last I found some protection, but I had fii'st

gradually to crush the bees which I had en-
closed with me within this covering. Mean-
time by great self-denial and courage on the
part of my excellent people, my large dog
was brought on board to me and covered with
cloths; the other, an animal from Khartoom,
was unfortunately lost. Cowering down con-
vulsively, I lingered out thus three full hours,
whilst the buzzing continued uninterruptedly,
and solitary stings penetrated periodically
through the linen. Everyone by degrees be
came equally passive as myself; at length a
perfect silence reigned on board; the bees
subsided into quietness. Meanwhile, some
courageous men had crept stealthily to the
bank, and had succeeded in setting fire to the
reeds. The smoke rose to their assistance,
and thus they contrived to scare away the
bees from the boat, and, setting it afloat, they
drove it to the other bank. Had the thought
of the fire occurred at first, our misfortune
would have assumed a much milder character;
but in the suddenness of the attack everyone
lost all presence of mind. Free from further
af)preheneion, we could now examine our in-

juries. With the help of a looking-glass and
pair of pincers 1 extracted all the stings from
my face and hands, and inconvenience in those
places soon passed away. But it was impos
sible to discover the stings in my hair; many
of them had been broken ofi'short in the midst
of the fray, and, remaining behind, produced
little ulcers which for two days were acutely
painful. Poor Arslan [his dog] was terribly
punished, especially about the head ; but the
stings had clung harmlessly in the long hair
on his back. 1 was really sorry for the loss

of mj' nice little dog, which was never
covered, and in all likelihood had been stung
to death. These murderous bees belong to
the striped variety of our own honey-bee. A
mishap like ours has been seldom experienced
in the waters of the White Nile. Consul
Petherick, as his servants informed me, had
once to undergo a similar misfortune. Our
own grievance was not confined to ourselves
every boat of the sixteen which that day were
sailing in our track, was pestered by the same
'nfliction. No imagination can adequately
depict the confusion which must have spread
in boats where were crowded together from
60 to 80 men. I felt ready, in the evening,
for an encounter with half a score of buflTaloes

or a brace of lions rather than have anything
more to do with bees

; and this was a senti-

ment in which all the ship's company heartilj'

concurred. I took my quinine and awoke
refreshed and cheerful ; but several of the ill-

used members of our party were guttering

from violent fever. My own freedom from
fever might perchance in a measure be at-

tributed to my involuntary vapor-bath. I had
been sitting mufHed up for some hours in my
wet clothes through the heat of the day, and
no vapor bath more effectual could be con-
trived. Among the crews of the boats which
followed us there were two deaths, which en-

sued as the result of the injuries which had
been sustained."
" Our second day ofmisadventures came to an

end
; on the following morning we were again

passing along banks void of trees. Tow
\

middaj' we made a pause on the right bi

by a charming gi-ove, where trailing c:

(Leptadenia) dropped their pendants por|

dicularly down, and bound the spr

boughs of the Shubahi acacias (A. verug

to the gi'ound, an apparatus adapted to

gymnastic frolics of the little apes.

Warned by our experience we were (

on the alert against bees, keeping in readii

a bundle of straw and some faggots, in oi

to be able to kindle the dry grass immedia
we had accomplished our excursion on
land. Towards midday we perceived ^
horror more bees in the shore-grass, and
no time in getting across to the left ba

Here we came across numbers of Shillo

fishing in their light canoes of ambat
darting through the water almost as swi
as the fish themselves. This speed does ;

however, prevent them from having a \i

dling movement, something like a duck
their light craft. So light are these car

that one man can carry three of them on
shoulder, although each canoe is capabk
holding three men. From a few dozen she

of ambatch of about three years' growtl
canoe of this kind can be easily produced
about six feet high the stem goes rapidly
to a point, so that a bundle of them ne
only be tied together at the extremities, i

there is at once attained a curve that wo
grace a gondola. To use these cauoes
roitly requires considerable practice, as
least shifting of the centre of gravity is m:
at the risk of a capsize. Nevertheless, tl

afforded me good service by taking me to

bank with dry feet, and by enabling me
make botanical collections from the float

bushes. When the Shillook has come to

end of his voyage, he seizes his gondola 1

an ancient warrior might his shield,

carries it, partly to ensure its safety

partly to allow it to dry, because the ambat
wood easily imbibes moisture and becon
saturated."

CTo be continned.)

SelectI

There ia no enjoyment and no experier
that the human mind is capable of, which
in any way to be compared to an abiding a

living dependence, every day and every ho
upon a merciful and overruling Provident
To feel that He is watching over us contii

ally, that He will not willingly afflict us,

that all things which He permits to overta
us, will work for our good, if we trust in a
seek Him. Here we are preserved from
less, and unsettling fears, from tumultuo
doubts, from comfortless forebodings,

trust in His protection, and all is well,

feel his love and it comforts us. " Oh, th

men would praise the Lord for His goodt
and His wonderful works to the children

:

men."

Family Visits.—Dear Friends, be faithful

the service of God, and mind the Lord's bu
ness and be diligent, so will the power oft
Lord be brought over all those that have gai

sayed it. And all ye that are faithful go i

'

them that have been convinced—from hou
to house—that if it be possible, ye may u

leave a hoof in Egypt. And so every one ,

and seek the lost sheep and bring him to t

fold, and there will be more joy over that o

than the ninety and nine in the fo.

1G68:
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For " The Friend."

I in Relation to Marriage, and on a Prfpa-

tion for the Ministry; from the Memoirs of

liorah Bacl(honse.

jborah Lowe was married to James Back-
.6, of York, in the lltli month, 1822. The
wing extracts from letters show, instruc-

y, her desire to act in accordance with
IJivine will, in taking this important step.

" Tottenham, 18th of 1st mo. 1822.

fan truly say, I have felt the importance
is subject in a manner that is too power-
or description ; so ranch so, that it seemed
fe for me to put a negative upon it, with-

first yielding to the influence of that
er, Avhich can alone effectually subjugate

laiural will ; and having experienced, in

igree, what I have believed to be the
ation hereof, though I am fearful of

ping my feelings too highly, fervent have
the petitions of my soul, unto Him who

th not as man seeth,' that He would gra-

sly condescend to work in me, through
agency of his Holj' Spirit, both to will

to do what is right in his Divine sight."

" Tottenham, Sth of 2d mo. 1822.

am at times thankful in feeling, that to

n accordance with what is right, has been
continues to be, the primary desire of our
•ts; and I desire to cherish the recollee-

that I am not my own ; because this

ideration produces that resigned disposi-

of mind, wherein a peaceful acquiescence
I the disposal of the Divine will is sought
and I may with humble gratitude acknow-
;e, that I am enabled at seasons, to believe

; He who remains to be as a Father to the
erless, has condescended, in abundant
cy, to direct our steps aright.

hough I have said thus much, I cannot
earnestly covet, that we may not relax

ur endeavor to seek after the further un-

ings of that Light, which can alone make
lifest both what to do and leave undone; be-

ing, as we obey its dictates, we shall hap-

experience that blessing to attend us,

ich maketh truly rich ; and unthout which,

real enjoyment can be possessed."

;>ther of her letters, as subjoined, no less

jructively represent the humiliating exer-

18 and preparatory baptisms she passed
ough to fit her for engaging in the very
ponsible work of the ministry. A voca-

i so important that perhaps there is no
er in the church so influential for good or
evil to its members. How careful then
uld such be, that the ground and spring

action be the Holy Spirit of Christ Jesus,

hout which we cannot be His, neither can
do any thing effectually for the cause of

ith and righteousness in the earth. But
en He who ascended up on high and re-

?^ed gifts for men, calls and puts forth into

dignified station, these being taught and
and anointed by Him, the Alpha and

lega and Ruler over all, such are permitted
know Him to go before and prepare the

y, and being enabled to possess their souls

patience, are at times made to rejoice in

n after the experience of the Psalmist :

—

II my springs are in Thee."
t was wisely observed by an ancient ser-

it of the Lord, that " there never was an
•stasy from the life and purity of religion,

ill the ministers and elders gave way."
d, it is a remark of John Griffith concern-

ng ministers as well as others, that " the onlj-

way to preserve the strength, glory, and dig-

nity of a religious Society, is for all who un-
'crtake to be active in it certainly to feel the
Lord leading and directing them in all their

.services ; and, on the other hand, the sure way
to desolation is, when the active members in

eligious things move therein by the strength
of human abilities only."
How inward, watchful and prayerful should

those bo who are called to said active duties,

especially such as are delegated shepherds or

mouths for the people! How careful should
they be to wait for the quickening power from
Him, who is the resurrection and the life;

that thus His cause and kingdom may be
promoted, be it through suffering and baptism
and even " deaths oft" to the poor, unworthy
servant, if thereby any may be turned saving-

ly to the light of Christ in the heart, which,
William Penn writes, "is God's gift for

man's salvation ;" and which, he adds, " gro
upon the obedient."

The letters alluded to are as follows

:

" Peckham, 19th of 3d month, 1822

I believe it may be interesting to thee to

hear, I am at times enabled to appear as a
fool before men, through the constraining in-

fluence of the love of Christ; but it is very
seldom I have thus to avow my love to the
cause ; and I often think it matters not,

whether we do, or suffer silently, if but per-

mitted to be with the dear Master. Ah 1 I

believe those who constantly follow Him,
have to experience what it is to be led as to

Calvarj^'s mount, more often than to accom
pany Him when the triumphant language of

Hosannah! is proclaimed. Let us then en
deavor to encourage each other, to be willing

to suffer all that is needful, both for ourselves

and the Truth's sake ; that we may happily
be prepared to inherit that rest which is pre-

pared for the people of God."

"Tottenham, 11th of 4th month, 1822.

I am confident it is highly needful that
those, in a peculiar manner, who are called

upon at seasons to proclaim the word of the
Lord

;
yea, enabled to tell of his wonders in

the deep ; should be reduced to a state of want,
and total inability to minister, otherwise than
by and through the ability which God giveth.

Alay it, then, be our endeavor to encourage
each other in the hope, that strength will be

from time to time afforded, to endure with
patience every allotted portion

; remember-
ng, as I consolingly do at the present mo-
ment, the gracious assurance, that those who
keep the word of his patience, shall be kept
in the hour of trial and temptation."

"Tottenham, 5th of 6th month, 1822.

* * Though encompassed with mani
fold weaknesses and infirmities, I can and do
rejoice, at times, in the consoling belief, that

our descendings, shall I say as to the very
bottom of Jordan, may enable us to gather
from thence those stones of memorial which,
in days to come, may be erected as a monu-
ment of the wonderful and merciful dealings

of the Most High. But in these seasons of

proving and desertion, how difficult it is, after

having in measure been equipped with that

armor, whereby we have experienced some
ability even to ' fight the good fight' of faith,

to retain this excellent gift I And assuredly,

it is only by keeping the faith, that we can
expect to obtain the victory.

Whilst writing, I am favored to see and feel

the abundant necessity there is, for one so

liable to err as I am, to stand continually upon
the watch-tower, lest 1 should fall by the hand
of the enemy; who remains unwearied in his

endeavors to defeat the feeble ones. But,
though I am thus sensible of my peculiar
weakness, I desire to be preserved from look-

ing too much at it ; for truly the least in the
Lamb's army have nothing to fear ; no, verily!

If but standing in our right ranks, ready to

fulfil every command of our Holy Leader, we
may humbly trust that our all-conquering
Captain, who was never foiled in battle, will

enable us to go on, until the warfare is ac-

complished; when, O animating prospect ! we
may hope to receive a crown of life."

" Dover, 10th of 7th month, 1822.

I believe a state of suffering is often merci-

fully dispensed, in order to deepen us in the
life of religion

;
yea, in order to effect that

baptism unto death, that entire crucifixion of
the natural will, which must ever precede a
resurrection unto life. And experience loudly
proclaims the necessity there is, for poor,

frail, erring man, to witness repeated plunges,

both as regards himself, and to enable him
availingly to enter into sufi'ering with others."

"Dover, 1st of 8th month, 1822.

I humbly yet earnestly desire, ever to be
preserved from placing an undue trust iu any
fleshly arm; knowing assuredly, that nothing '

short of the everlasting Arm, will enable to

render that assistance and protecting care,

which are needful to effect a safe and steady
progress, through the wilderness of this world;
wherein the briers and thorns are so thickly
strewn, that the poor traveller sees, that it is

indeed totally impossible to proceed without
injury, when devoid of the guidance and sup-

port of Heavenly Love ; and the wisdom of

Him, who remains to be undiminished both
in power and goodness, making a way for his

little dependent children, where they can see

no way
;

yea, at times, causing the rough
places to become smooth, and the crooked
paths straight ; thus manifesting, to their un-

speakable consolation, that He hath not for-

saken them. May it then be our constant

endeavor, to look unto Him alone! and O!
may the submissive language of our souls ever

be: 'All that Thou commandest us we will

do ; and whithersoever Thou sendest us we
will go.'

"

(To be coDtinned.)

Thunder and Lightning.—The length of a
flash of lightning is generally under-estimated.

The longest known was measured by M. F.

Petit, of Toulouse. This flash was ten and a

half miles long. Arago once measured a series

of flashes which averaged from seven to eight

miles in length. The longest interval ever
remarked between a flash and the report was
seventy-two seconds, which would correspond
with a distance of fourteen miles. Direct re-

searches have shown that a thunder storm is

seldom heard at a greater distance than from
seven to ten miles, while the average are

barely heard over four to five miles off. This
fact is the more curious as cannon may be
distinctly heard double or treble that distance,

and in special cases much farther. During
the bombardment of Paris, in the winter of

1870, the Krupp guns were heard at Dieppe,

a distance of eighty-four miles. Arago states

that the firing at Waterloo was audible at

Creil, one hundred and twenty miles distant
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Selected.

WHO GIVETH SONGS IN THE NIGHT.

VVhen courting slumber,
The hours I number,
The sad cares cumber

ily. wearied mind

;

This thought shall cheer me,
That thou art near me,
"Whose ear to hear me

Ib still inclined.

My soul Thou keepest,

Who never sleepest,

'Mid gloom the deepest,

There's light above.

Thine eyes behold me;
Thine arms enfold me;
Thv word has told me
That God is love.

BEARING LIFE'S BURDENS.
Oh, there are moments for us here, when seeing

Life's inequalities, and woe, and care.

The burdens laid upon our mortal being

Seem heavier than the human heart can bear.

For there are ills that come withotit foreboding.
Lightnings that fall before the thunder's roll.

And there are festering cares, that, by corroding.
Eat silently their way into the soul.

And for the evils that our race inherit,

Wliat strength is given us that we may endure 1

Surely the God and father of our spirit

Sends not afflictions whichhe cannot cure ?

No : there is a Physician, there is healing,

And light that beams upon life's darkest day.

To him whose heart is right'withjGod, revealing
^he justice of his wav.The wisdom and the ju

Phebe Cary.

The Growth of a Feather.—In the skin of a
bird, vvhere a new feather is to grow, there is

a little pit, and at the bottom of this an eleva-

tion or pyramid ; extending up on one side of
this pyramid is a groove, or furrow, deepest
at the base, and gradually growing shallower
until it disappears near the top ; from each
side of this furrow a great many smaller
grooves extend around to the other side of
the pyramid, and these also decrease in depth,
and at last disappear just as they are about
to meet on the side opposite the largo furrow.
The whole pyramid is covered with skin, and
the surface is made of the same scales, or flat-

tened cells, that are found over the rest of the
surface of the body; but, instead of falling off

when they are pushed out by the new ones
below them, they become united or welded
to each other, so as to form a horn coat over
the surface of the pyramid, with ridges on its

lower or inner surface corresponding to the
grooves on the pyramid

; and, as new cells

grow at the base, this coat or cast of the sur-

face is pushed upward till it breaks at its

thinnest part, which is, of course, the smooth
part without ridges opposite the large furrow;
and then, as it is pushed onward and flattened,
it assumes the form of a feather, the ridge
formed in the main furrow being the shaft,
while the casts^of the side grooves form the
separate barbs of the vane. When all of the
vane has been formed and pushed forward,
the pyramid loses its grooves and becomes
smooth, and the wall now formed on its sur-
face, being of the same thickness in all parts,
doesnot break, but remains tubular, and forms
the quill, which is attached to what is left of
the pyramid. A finger-nail or a hair is formed
from the same kind of scales in the same way,
the process dift'ering only in those features
which give to each organ its special character.
Feathers,- scales, hair, claws and nails are all

made alike from the dead, flattened cells

crowded to the surface by the process of
growth.

—

Popular Science Monthly.

Christian Liberty.

It happened also at other times, that be-

cause of his long hair he [George Fox] was
spoken to, as I have seen myself; but of this

I am fully persuaded, that he had not the
least pride in it; but it seems to me not im-
probable, that he, seeing how some would
make it a kind of holiness to wear short hair,

did the contrary to show that, in some things,
there was a christian liberty, for which we
ought not to judge one another.

—

History of
the People Called Quakers by Wm. Sewel, vol.

i. p. 170. Philada. Ed.

[The abqve has been sent us, we suppose,
as justifying our members in departing from
the use of a plain dress, but the cases are not
inalogous, and G. Fox would have counten
anced nothing that indicated in a member an
unwillingness to be recognized as a Friend,
Eds.] _^^^__
Great Lava Flood.—At a late meeting of

the California Academy of Sciences, Professor
Joseph LeConte, of the Stale University, gave
an extended and deeply interesting lecture on
the great lava flood of the northwest, which
he had studied carefully on several exploring
tours through the lava region. The groat
overflow of lava was one of the most remark-
able convulsions of nature met with on the
face of the earth. The principal point of erup-
tion from the great central cauldron was at
the Cascade mountains, in Oregon, which
were of themselves one solid mass of lava.

From this centre the lava overflowed a great
portion of Oregon, Washington Territory, all

of northern California, and vast sections of
Nevava, ^Montana and Idaho. The lava flood

covered an area of at least 200,000 square
miles, as far as explored, and it would proba-
bly be found to extend over a surface of 300,-

OUO square miles, as its limit northward had
never been determined. The depth of the
lava crust varied from upward of oUOO feet in

the Cascade and Blue Mountain region to one
and two hundred feet, and less at remote
points on the outer edge of the overflow.
Where the tremendous gorge of the Columbia
river cut through the lava bed, it has a depth
of 3500 feet. The explorations of Professor
LeConte had determined that the great lava
flood pertained to a comparatively recent geo-
graphical period, and he assigns the eruption
to the latter part of the miocene, possibly ex-

tending to the post tertiary.

In the great canj'on of the Columbia river,

beneath this immense layer of lava, he had
discovered the petrified stumps of trees, beds
of leaves, and all the evidences of a great
forest once existing on a level corresponding
with the present surface of the river. Above
this forest came a drift period, and it was
buried in a heavy layer of conglomerate be-
fore the overflow of 3000 feet of lava. In
tracing the collateral streams that had cut
deep gorges through the lava, extending a

or two back from the main river, these
conclusions regarding the formation had been
fully verified. Professor LeConte dwelt with
much enthusiasm on the details of his wonder-
iul observations in the Cascade regions, and
he considered it one of the most interesting ^.^.^ ^^.^^ ^, ^^.., ^.^^.^^.^ .^ „c.^
fields for geological study to be found on the

]
BouRon"'iro"i^e oTtrem ;'but some alte'rcation

earth.

For "The Trie

John Ileald.

(Continoed from pai^e 2S3t)

" Fairfield, Columbiana County, Ohio,
9th mo. 14tb, 18!

Endeared friend, Benjamin Kite;—
Yearly Meeting was not quite so large a

some former years, but was favored t

something refreshing as well as strengtl
ing. It was agreed that Short Creek^Qi
terly Meeting be divided, and another Q
terly Meeting be instituted by the name
"Stillwater Quarterly Meeting."

William Foster attended the Yearly M
ing. I expect some benefits to result from
labors, both in the Y^early Meeting and in

lesser meetings. Profitable instructive la

was, I think, bestowed with skill. He d

not appear to enjoy such uninterrupted hei

as some do, but seems devoted in faithful

vice.

Elizabeth Coggshall and Ann Shipley
tended nearly all the Particular Meeti
within Ohio Yearly Meeting, and afterwa
the Yearly Meeting also—a visit of fai

They have gone, I suppose, to Indiana. J(

Paul was with William Foster here, as cc

panion
;
your city loses no credit bj' him.

Our Yearlj^ Meeting had a minute of ad\
drawn up, and ordered 1,000 copies prin

and distributed among its members. (

part of advice is, that Monthly Meetings ei

procure a collection of books, containing
account of the priuciples, rise, and sufferi:

of our Society, to be kept for its members i

others to read, together with a variety of •

journals of Friends, &c. It was apprehenc
that many were too much unacquainted
these respects ; or, in other words, very ig

rant."

" Fab-field, Columbiana County, Ohio,
8th mo. 13th, 1S2

friend, Benjamin Kite:—I mij
ave replied to thy acceptable letter of 7tb

4th month last; but I took a journey to K
stone of about six weeks, from which I

turned less than two ago ; in the time I mt
a visit to the families of Westland 3Iontl

Meeting, it is the same I was a member
twenty years ago. The dysentery began
think, near Eedstone, about the 25th of 1

6th month, and in the course of the mor
many had died of that complaint. I net

knew it to be as common before, and so spre
over all this western country as far as I c

hear, though I think not so much north
us, as south. At Ekrun meeting house, li

than three miles from here, more than twen
persons have been buried within a few weel
perhaps a month, mostly children, thou
several adults, and more are likely to folh

soon; it seems to me, that five years befc

has not produced as many deaths, as o

month past has done.

The summer has been remarkably wai
and dry, and our waters low ; and while th(

continue, it seems likely sickness will ec

tinue. We might learn to profit if we w«
not too dull, or carele

A collector of muster fines came into t

neighborhood a few weeks since and exhibit

a list of fines amounting to more than S4(

which, if collected, must it seems come off

members of our Monthly Meeting, witho
much exception, as I have been told. He to

roperty from three or fourand sold it—Jam
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ktor and some on whom he had demands,

norney was applied to, who said he could

iMlect'the fines before the nexc Court of

ry, or Appeal, but afterwards he mic;ht.

of those fines are of several years

in^, and some large demands against

estates—one, I hear, is more than S3il.

r of nothing going on lately relative to

fines. If those fines are collected now
wheat does not bring forty cents the

il, in cash, I expect a great waste of pro-

to be made at it.

jnath Hunt, and her companions Lydia

I and John Stewart, from North Caro-

came here on a religious visit a few

hs since, and are gone on into Indiana,

have done virtuously here. Dugan

; and Robert McCracken, have since vis-

Meetings, also acceptably. They are

North Carolina too,

B squirrels are now very numerous, and

pears that they are travelling, as they

wimming the Ohio river in abundance, I

Did. It is about twelve j^ears since they

before. The scarcity of nuts and mast,

ars to be the cause oif" their moving, but

stop at our Indian corn fields and do

1 damaije to the corn.

,niel Pucket, was at our Yearly Meeting

Indiana, on a religious visit of large

it, after getting into Baltimore Yearly

log, the meetings north and ea^t are all

in "his prospect as expressed in his certi-

3. I expect him daily to come into these

3, and from here to Bedstone. I conclude

subscribing myself thy friend,

John Heald.

y love to thy wife and family."

. „ letter written 9th mo. 25th of the same

•, S. Heald mentions, that on account of

muster fines above referred to, Bennett

istrong's horse, bridle and saddle had been

n from him, for a claim of some twelve or

teen dollars.

tiently resign to attend to required duty
;

this, I think, I am as fully disposed to do as at

any past time. There is One who knows

best, what is best for me, and to Him let it

be left ; a little of the world, or a little ease to

the flesh, I trust, will not be a means of

keeping mo from enjoying of that which is

infinitely better; if either should, it will be

sad indeed.

It is a time of health generally with us now,

and since the sickness subsided that prevailed

last season, when many were sick and some

died; but it seems "That folly prevails and

wisdom pleads in vain." Though there is a

great stir in several neighborhoods about re-

ligion, a notion lately started here; they at

first assumed the name of "Bible Christians,"

but that title did them only a short time,

when they would be called "Christians

and leave the Bible out of the name of dis-

tinction. They preach, pray and sing in their

meetings, and dip their members in the water,

such as choose ; are averse to discip'ane, only

the New Testament ; have an abundance of

preachers among them, male and female, and

meetings, sometimes eveiy night in the week

round the neighborhood, sometimes at one

house and then another, two a night some-

times ; they have frequently disturbed the

meetings of Friends in several places in this

quarter^ four or five of them have been taken

out of one meeting, one rising after another

to preach, and conducted out one by one; they

then went round the meeting-house preaching

or singing for some time with loud words. I

did not witness this, I only heard it of such

did. Some of our members have joined

them, and have been disowned. It appears

circles, thoy seem to be brimful of warm, joy-

ous life, they al.so delight, especially the old

ones, in lazily turning over and over in tho

swell, scratching and rubbing themselves with

their flippers, exposing as ihey float in the

water but a small portion of their bodies : and

they also sleep upon the surface in the same

short, uneasy slumber so characteristic of

them when on the land. There is nothing

dull or lethargic about the fur seal when
asleep or awake. A healthy seal is never

seen sleeping without an involuntary nervous

muscular twitching and flinching of various

portions of its body, usually an uneasy fold-

ing out and back of its flippers, with quick

crawling movements of its skin, the eyes be-

ing, however, always tightly closed.

Arising from these great bands of herding

seals is a peculiar dull, vibrating roar, the

joint efforts of hundreds of thousands of vigi-

lant and angry males, together with the calls

of their harems, a din which never ceases for

an instant, day or night, during the six or

eight weeks of the breeding season
;

it can

be heard at sea miles away, and frequently

has warned vessels of the dangerous proxim-

ity of land when searching for the islands in

thick, foggy weather. There also comes with

this sound a most disagreeable smell. The

seals themselves do not emit this odor, although

they have a sweetish, oily breath, but they are

constantly stirring up the decaying bodiesof

the dead, on and over which they sleep or in-

cessantly flounder.—fl"arper's Magazine.

Selected.

We are variously modified in our mental

complexions, habits and dispositions; andour

to restrain or restrict; and if a P^json had ma g j^^^^^^ ^ody is touched, some-
not been at a meeting before, and asked to be m^, "«• ouuici .,

" Fairfield, Columbiana County, Ohio.

17th ofthe 12th mo., 1822.

.steemed friend, Benjamin Kite:— Thine

lOth mo. 9th came safe to hand. It was

sptable, as was the intelligence of thy wife

daughter's love,—" Sweet is the love that

les with willingness." Hannah Yarnall,

ys has deceased. Then she has left a

rid in which there is much trouble and

plexity. Rebecca Archer, also. I do not

icmbcT her. Notwithstanding I write as

u seest, it is often with difficulty that I

i myself, my hands and head shake so

'but with the exception of a few infir-

ies, I am favored to enjoy a comfortable

re of health : my wife and family also are

ored with health.

have been but little from home since 1

„ at AVestland ; and at times I think it likely

it I shall be excused from travelling m
ure, unless some short excursions. I have

_„ thought it might be as well, perhaps, if

pould remain in obscurity the little space of

ne here to come. It fatigues me now to ride

1
horse-back ten or twelve miles, as much as

rice the di.stanco did a few years ago. Some-

ms I think of my distant friends with feel

^s of affection, as though I might see them

^in, but I wish to be preserved from at-

mpting anything in a childish manner, of

is kind however: though I hope I shall not

•ove disobedient, no more than in younger

e, but be watchful, and endeavor to

a member, they set him or her down on the

list of members. I think them to be Ranters.

To perceive people running wild in their im-

ao-inations, about so solemn and important a

concern, as that of their own future happi-

ness, leaves sorrowful sensations on my mind.

I remain affectionately thy friend,

John Heald.

Let brotherly love continue."

(To be continued.)

Habits of the Fur Seal—The fur seal never

iprawls out and flounders when moving on

nd, as might be supposed from observing the

times the mind, and sometimes the outward

substance. Our best way, at all events, ap-

pears to me to make haste to get under the

shelter of the wing of Omnipotence, there

contemplating and meditating that all things,

good and evil, are allotted or permitted to us

by Infinite Wisdom, and resigning all to the

d'isposal and ordering hand of our great Bene-

factor and best Friend, we settle in a comfort-

able composure and acquiescence in the Divi ne

Will.

—

B. Shackelton.

An Automatic Wonder.—A. citizen of Lan-

sinburg, N. Y., has completed a remarks

'rg\" "ofof tir ^orh^ir srai o^ theitoy, of^which the following description has

Lnfrary th^s animal carries its body clear appeared : It is intended to represent °j.

n ndfrZ from the o-round, with head and neck measure, the business portion ot a small vi-

erect sLnpi^g Ibr'ward with its forefeet, and
,

lage. There are a series of houses or compar -

^rSinShe hfnder ones up to a fre.sh position ments, each devoted to some spec.a branch

^?"frv.v second step forward. When ex- of industry, and the whole surmounted by a

earm, gaapn.g,
i a

, j_ „'.„:„„;„„ „„„,j^^ intervals theyraise the mugs to their lips,

and a man stands beside a beer keg drawing

to snort and survey the field. The seals will ,
The i

frequently, when in ph^ or sudde^nly s_tartled, 'tutjo,.^

^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^
.

^^^_ ^^.^^ .^^^^^,^

aw mm 18 a fae simile of such an insti-

The log is in its place, and slides along

IP.n from the water'like so many dolphins. !to meet the teeth of the saw which

Ihrvonnt seals are exceedingly frolic- ing up and down, cutting it in two. The at-

some at'^^ea fas also a'reat part ot-fhe time te^dants are all busy in tbeir several duties^

on^and) running acrobatic races in the surf, The grist mill is also going One man^

chasC one another, and whirling in swift tending and feeding the hopper. Every now
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and then he goes back and forth with a tray
upon bis shoulders, the contents of which he
pours into the mouth of the hopper. Th
great water-wheel is moving steadily under
tihe pressure of the water from above,and the
elevator keeps up its showof relieving a canal
boat of its load of grain. The oil mill is a1

work, and the figui-es are all busy about it

performing their several missions. A carpen-
ter walks up and down a ladder while at bis
work. The scissors grinder is engaged at his
vocation. An artist looks out of the window
of his house and offers a pinch of snuff to the
miller's boy, while the old miller sits on a
balcony reading books and papers which an
attendant from time to time brings out to
him. A woman in one house hands a man
a fiddle, on which he is expected to play.
Another woman watches for her lover, but i

watched in turn bj' a jealous villager. The
blacksmithshop is in full operation, the man
at the forge blows the bellows, and the sparks
fly from the fire as natural as life. One man
is engaged in shoeing a horse, and another
welds on the anvil. Oueman is cutting wood;
a girl is watering plants, which gradually
grow, bud and bloom. Other figures are ac-
tively engaged, but they are too numerous to
mention, there being over fifty in all. There
are two fountains, a music box, bells, &c., all of
which operate naturally. The whole forms
a most wondei-ful combination of machinery,
and is operated by means of weights. When
wound up it will run three hours.

—

Late Pa-
per.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 2, 1874.

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting concluded its
session on Sixth-day, the 24th ult. It ^

large on both the men's and women's side of
the house; the large number of young men
and young women being a striking feature in
the assembly. Many of these, by their plain
appearance, showed their appreciation of the
self-denying principles of the Society to which
they belong, and by their serious and con-
sistent deportment, their sense of the import-
ance of the business for which the meetino-
was convened. It is encouraging to have

ings had been held in this city on Fourth and
Fifth-days of the previous week, and who had
remained to be present on this occasion

; some
others had been drawn by a special feeling of
interest to visit their brethren

; and in addi-
tion there were committees of both men and
women Friends who were the bearers of
epistles from the Western Yearly Meeting.

After the opening minute, the calling of the
representatives, and reading the reports from
the Quarterly Meetings. Eobert Hodson, one
of the committee from the Western Yearly
Meeting, in a suitable manner informed us
that they were the bearers of an epistle of
love to our meeting; and laid it, and the ac-
companying minute, on the Clerk's table. The

ng which prevailed towards the meeting
from which the epistle was sent, and towards
the Friends who represented it, was a kind
one, and was freely expressed by many; but
It was soon evident that the judgment of the
meeting was very clear and decided, that
there were obstructions to the opening of a
correspondence with that body, which could
not immediately be removed. These were
clearly expressed by one Friend, who stated,
that we had no official knowledge of the ex-
istence of the body from which the epistle
came, as it had been established by Indiana
Yearly Meetinp- since it,« fnvvaa-nr.-nAc^r,^ -.^i.u

reason to believe, that many among our
young people are seeing more "clearly, "it is a
delu.sion to suppose that those who are asham-
ed to confess by their appearance they a'-e _
Friend.s, will be faithful in the support of united with, by a la^rgrnumbcrVother testimonies which the Society is called
to uphold, or become qualified to take part in
the important affairs of the church.
Having been furnished with the following

account of the proceedings of the meeting,
drawn up by a Friend every way qualified to

early Meeting since its correspondence with
us had been suspended. He thought that
previous to receiving or sending epistles, we
ought to have from Indiana Yearly Meeting
official notice on which to proceed. He went
on to 8a.y, there was no use in disguising the
fact that there were other obstructions that
must first be removed. According to the ac-
counts published, there was evidently a differ-
ence of views entertained by members there
and here, upon the important subject of wor-
ship. What were called general meetings had
been held under the sanction of committees of
that Yearly Meeting, in which, however sin-
cere the actors might be, the proceedings were
entirely at variance with the principles of
Friends. In those meetings singing was prac-
tised, scores of persons were stated to be on
their knees at the same time, and large
numbers were induced to come forward and
place themselves on what were called the
anxious benches. He believed the time would
come in which the sound members in the
different Yearly Meetings would take charge
of them, and put a stop to such proceedings;
but until that did take place, he thought it
was best for our Yearly Meeting to remain in
its present condition as regarded correspond-
ence with them. These views were fully

" our mem-

give It correctly, we lay it before our readers
as being accurate and interesting.

Fourth mo. 20th.— Second-day.—Ab the time
for holding the Yearly Meeting approached,
there had been many evidences that the hearts seriou

hers
;
very little of a contrary sentiment beincr

expressed, the time of the meeting was not
wasted by tedious remarks, nor its harmony
disturbed by a contentious spirit, and it was
soon prepared to pass on to the business next
'- order; which was the reading of the
minutes of the Meeting for Sufferi
A concern had arisen in that body°in regard

to the corrupting effect of Theatrical Amuse-
ments and Horse-Racing. It had obtained

consideration at different times, and

Fifty-five thousand copies of it had been
lished in the Eoglish and ten thousand i,

German lauguage. and nearlj' all had
distributed. The Yearly Meeting fullj
proved of what had been done, and rem
were made by several Friends from cod
neighborhoods, cautioning their fellow-t
hers against countenancing those Agricul
exhibitions, in which the trotting of h(
formed a part of the show.
The distribution of the approved wri(

of members of our religious Society, had
tinned to receive care. The report of the (
mittee of the Meeting for Sufferings on
subject called the atte'ntion of Friends to
importance ofa lively zeal in availing ourse
of this means of spreading our principles,
of promoting practical piety among i

The belief was also expressed, that^'if
members would themselves more freque
read them in a serious spirit, they woul
edified and refreshed by the clear doctr
views, and the lively Christian expe
recorded therein. In addition to the be
sold, the Committee had made donation
libraries and individuals in various part
the United States, and in South America.
Memorials for Hannah Warner, a Minis

and Joseph Snowdon, an Elder
; had been

vised and forwarded to the Yearly Meetii
The proceedings of the Meetings for Su.

ings were approved, and after the appo
ment of a committee to examine the Treai
er's Account, the Memorial for Joseph Sn^
don, above referred to, was read. This ws
brief though full testimony to his charac
and worth, without entering into the hist.

of his life. It pointed out his honest zea
preserve the church from any departure fr
the doctrines and testimonies which it had
lieved in and maintained from primitive tim
his tender, nursing care over the young, wh
had greatly endeared him to many ; and tl

christian humility, which prevented any
pendence on his own works, and led him
the close of life to make the acknowledg;
that not by any works of righteousness whi
he had done, but in great povertj' of spirit,
believed through the mercy of God in Chr
Jesus, he would be saved. After the paf
had been read, affectionate tributes in a f
words were given to the character of the
ceased, and especial reference was made to
practice of sending to those in whose welfa
he had become interested, written salutatio
of love and wise counsel.
Thus closed the first session of the meetin

and many felt that it was cause for gratita
that we had been enabled to transact the bui
ness before us with the degree of harmon
united exercise and solemity, that was felt
exist.

Third-day.—The representatives report)
that they had united in proposing the nam
of Joseph Scattergood for Clerk, and Clarksc'
Sheppard as Assistant Clerk. These are tl

same Friends who have satisfactorily fiUe
those positions for a few years past, and tt
meeting united in their re-appointment. Tt

of the more deeply experienced members were ' had finally ssued in the nf f

''
,

co^^sideration of the state of Society as show
laden with a sense of' the responsibility that

!
Address on those libiects E a1h°"

°^ ^°
L^^

*^' ^''''''"' ^'^'^ '^' ^"^^^''^ thereto, ,

attendstherightperformanceoftheduIiesTf fsncdalirdes^'ned tn n 11 .^^^
^' *^" ''^^^' inclusive, occupied the r.

such a gathering.*^ Under such a feelinc., the'thru"ffil neXs of nf^^^^ r
^"°"*'°° of-mainder of this sitting. During this tim.

meeting convened this day. There we.^e in sions to the«^^^^^^^^ «" *^ ^

^^^'"•'°"' P"''"''" *'^''"'' ^^' ^ «°"'^ ^^'^^^'^^ f«lt and much goo
attendanceanumberofFriLdsfrom different ircTes of?nTuenX^

tings. Several of these were mem. fntZ.Jl^lTl^t^L"^'^^^ ^^ "^^^^^^ unprofitable in their char.^:^^^n^nl^^S:^^^^:^Z:^^-^^Z^ to the meeting.; i^^cai
profitable in their characte
e to the meeting. As a ca

Friend who had attended these anno
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(rings for more than half a century, re-

the counsel which he had heard de-

id therein many years ago, by the late

el Bi-'ttle (who as a wise counsellor had
jperior) to the effect, that the proper ob-

fthe Yearly Meeting was the transaction

e business that came before it. That
'

not a meeting designed for preachin
that those present should therefore be

ul to have their minds gathered into

ng upon God, so that they might receive

y rightly to attend to its varied concerns,

dded, that at the time it was delivered,

ought it to be salutary advice, and he
'od it was no less so now.
e subjects that engaged the attention of

leeting most largely, were the defieien

eported in regard to the attendance of

ngs, especially on week-days, the occa

I attendance of some of our members at

8 of worship where hireling ministers

ited, and a departure from our testimony
iinness of dress and manners,
len the Query on plainness was being
dtred, a Friend, whose ajjpearance cor-

nded with his remarks, said that he fully

tttd the importance of Christian sim-

T in dress, but not the need of any uni-

or distinctive style, which he believed

lot the practice of Friends in the earlier

of the Society. In reply several passages
journals of Thomas Ellwood and Thomas
were referred to, which clearly proved

in their time Friends were known from
by their appearance. Though there

been gradual changes from one genera-

inoiher, j'et a consistent Friend has

j7S been known from a very early period

is dress. The judgment of the meeting
pport of our long-established testimonies

unmistakably evident. While [careful to

in mind, that nothing outward is in any
ie a substitute for the heart-changing

of Divine Grace, yet the preservation of

hedge which had been placed around us

felt to be important.

on the previous day, this sitting was
n which the church was enabled to main-

jits ground, and steadily to move forward
,8 business, though there were trials of

mce, and sadness of heart, at the evi-

es of weakness exhibited.

\urth-day.—At this sitting, the remaining
fies were read. Their consideration did

occupj' much time. A report was read

the committee set apart two years ago
sit subordinate meetings, detailing their

re, and reviewing the state of society as

peared to them after their laborious ser-

1. They also suggested that Quarterly

;ings, where needful, should extend help

leir subordidate meetings by committees
3 incorporated with them, or otherwise,

1 such meetings failed rightly to carry

the provisions of the discipline. The
rs of this committee have been much ap-

iated by Friends generally, and the report

fully united with, and directed to be sent

1 in the extracts, and by minute eom-
led to the observance of inferior meet-
and members.
>e meeting at different times had been

ttled by communications from one of the

bers of that body which separated from
Yearly Meeting, twenty years ago, and
h our Yearly i^leeting had dechned to

jnize. Private labor was stated to have
extended to him by several of the elders,

but without effect. His earnestness seemed to
prevent his seeing the impropriety of obtrud
ing his services on a meeting which could not
acknowledge him as a fellow-member. The
meeting was informed that he had been re-

peatedly advised to refrain from doing so.

Notwithstanding this unpleasant occur-
rence, the meeting was favored with strength
to conduct its business in a solid manner, and
some lively exercise was felt and expressed

;

especially on the duty that rests upon parents
to restrain as well as counsel their children,
while subject to their control; and reference
was made to the solemn language of the
Almighty towards Eli of old, " The iniquity
of the house of Eli shall not be purged with
sacrifice or offering forever, because his sons
made themselves vile, and he restrained them
not."

Fifth-day.—Meetings for worship were held
as usual in three meeting-houses, at 10 o'clock
in the morning. The first business that came
before us in the afternoon, was the report of
the Committee having charge of the Boarding
School at Westtown. This showed the school
to be in a prosperous condition. The average
number of scholars during the past year was
188, three more than the year before. In re-

gard to the health of the children, their ad-
vancement in their studies, and the religious
care exercised over them, the report was satis-

factory and encouraging. The balance sheet
of receipts and expenditures showed a small
gain on the year's operations. The old In-
firmary building had been altered into two
convenient and comfortable dwelling houses,
at a cost of rather less than S6500. These
had been occupied during the winter by two
of the married teachers. The subscription
authorized last year to a fund to increase the
salaries of the teachers, had been responded
to with much liberality by many Friends, and
the amount already subscribed was stated at
over §43,000. In addition to this, two dona-
tions of $20,000 each had been received, the
interest of which was to be applied to strictly

educational purposes, such as the paj^ment of
teachers' salaries, and the purchase of books,
apparatus, &c. The Yearly Meeting fully ap-
proved of the labors of the Committee.

In reference to the individual (not present
at this sitting) whose communications had
given uneasiness the day before, a Friend ex-

plained that he had not taken any part in the
separation which took place in Ohio in 1854,
but that he became connected with what is

called the Binns' Meeting there, as a member
of Alum Creek Quarterly Meeting, which had
been set over to that body by Indiana Yearly
Meeting. This led to some remarks by others,

in which was brought to view the importance
of transacting all our business in the peaceable
pirit recommended by the discipline. The
renewal ofour correspondence with the Yearly
Meeting of Ohio was also referred to, and the

belief expressed that the time for that step

would soon come; but the meeting was evi-|

dently in unison with the sentiment of a'

Friend who said, that when that subject was
acted on, it must come before the meeting in

a different manner from that in which it now
j

claimed attention.
I

The reports on Education showed the whole
,

number of children of school age to be 970

—

21 less than the previous year. About two-
thirds of these were receiving instruction

under the care of members of our Society. A
concern sprang up in the meeting, for those

children who were so located that it was diffi-

cult for their parents to give them a guarded
education

; and it was thought that the church
had a duty to jjerforra towards this portion
of the flock. It resulted in the appointment
of a committee to procure information as to
what help might be needed, in different parts
of the Yearly Meeting, to provide suitable
schools, and to report next year.

The reports on spirituous liquors, showed*
that 54 of our members had at times used
them as a drink during the past year, but of
these, only four appeared to use them habitu-
ally. Considerable remark was made as to
the propriet3^of extending the discipline of the
Yearly Meeting so as to include, not merely
distilled spirits, but all beverages which can
intoxicate, and a proposition was read from
Burlington Quarter to alter the 4th Query by
substituting the words, " intoxicating drinks"
for "spirituous liquors." Way did not open
to make the change, but a few lines were
added to the usual minute on this subject,

advising the members to refrain from the un-

necessary use of any drink that would intoxi-

cate. iNIany felt there was not at that time
in the meeting that degree of settlement and
solemnity, which qualified it for such an im-
portant step as altering or revising the discij)-

line.

A short season of quiet before we sepai*ated

was comforting and refreshing.

Sixth-day.— fhe report of the Indian Com-
mittee evidenced the extension of much labor.

The boarding school had been maintained,
and a larger number of scholars instructed
than in the previous year. The measures
affecting the rights of the Indians, which had
been proposed to Congress, had been closely

watched. Additional eftbrts had been used
to persuade the Indians to divide their lands,

so that each one should hold his own portion
by a separate title, but these efforts had failed

of success. The labors of the Committee were
fully approved, and much encouragement ex-

tended to them. The financial operations of
the past year showed an excess of expendi-
tures over receipts of about §850. The Trea-
surer of the Yearly Meeting was directed to

pay this out of the general stock.

The Committee to examine the Treasurer's

account proposed that §4500 be raised by the
Quarterly iileetings for the needs of the com-
ing year. This was approved with the addi-

tion of §850 (making §5-350 in all) to meet
the deficiency in the Indian Committee's ac-

counts.

A valuable and interesting memorial for

Hannah Warner, a deceased minister, was
read ; showing her fidelity to duty from verj"-

early j-ears. The care which she exhibited

faithfully to occupy her gift in the ministry,

and to guard against any exercise of it that
was not in the line of Divine appointment,

i brought to view. It was instructive to

observe how she had been safely led through
many vicissitudes and trials, by a close atten-

tion to the leadings and teachings of that
Divine Light, the Spirit of our Eedeemer,
which has been given to guide us in the way
of salvation. He whom she had thus en-

deavored to serve through life, was with her
in the weakness of declining health, and in

the hour of death. Though clothed with that

humility which is inseparable from the true

Christian, yet she was cheered with the belief

that her day's work had been accomplished,

and that her Saviour had prepared for her a
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mansion in Heaven. Much solemnity spread

over the meeting, and under this precious

covering, several short but weighty testi-

monies were borne. The remarkable language

of George Fox was impressively revived

:

" When the Lord God and his son Jesus Christ

sent me forth into the world to preach His
everlasting gospel and kingdom, I was glad

that I was commanded to turn people to that

inward light, spirit and grace, by which all

might know their salvation and their way to

God ; even that Divine Spirit which would
lead them into all truth, and which I infallibly

knew would never deceive any." Thanks
were vocally rendered unto our Father in

Heaven for His favors, and petitions offered

for the extension of His saving help.

No business remained, except reading over

the minutes, and the minute for adjournment.

A deep silence prevailed during the intervals,

and under this solemn covering the meeting
concluded its session. It might truly be said

that the best wine was reserved to the last.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FoREiON.—The steamship Faraday has begun to load

the new Atlantic cable.

The Suez Canal difficulty has been settled by De
Lessep's acceptance of the tonnage rates prescribed by

the International Commission.
The Marquis of Salisbury, Secretary for India, has

stated in the Hou.se of Lords that the next harvest in

India promised to be abundant, and the present pro-

vision against famine was undoubtedly ample.
In the House of Commons a member moved that the

suddenness of the late dissohition of Parliament is de-

serving the censure of the House. He declared that

Gladstone had resorted to a stratagem which was un-

generous to his friends, insolent to his opponents, and
barely honest to the nation. Gladstone replied with

warmth and indignation, defending the act of dissolu-

tion which he declared would have been more incon-

venient had it been postponed. The motion was nega-

tived without a division.

Gladstone in a speech on the budget, said he regarded
the reduction in the income tax as an important step

towards its entire abolition. He approved of the re-

moval of the duties on sugar, but opposed the abolition

of house licences and also the method proposed for the

relief of local taxation. The bill abolishing the sugar
duties finally passed the House of Commons.
The House of Commons has voted the grant of £25,-

000 to General Wolseley, recommended in a special

message of the Queen.
The application of Dr. Kenealy for a new trial for

Arthur Orton, on the ground of want of jurisdiction by
the Court, and that the verdict was not in accordance
with the evidence, has been refused, thus finally dis-

posing of the application.

The gross receipts of the British railroads have more
than doubled within fourteen years.

The French steamship Amerique, which was towed
into Plymouth, Eng., after being freed from water was
examined. Her hull was found to be tight, but the
valves were opened. Claims for salvage have been filed

on behalf of the vessels which brought the abandoned
steamer into port. The Admiralty Court have fixed

her bail at £125,000, and on this- being given she will

be allowed to proceed to Havre.
The total number of paupers in London 4th mo. 4th,

was 104,983, of whom 36,073 were in work houses, and
68,910 received out door relief. For several years the
number of paupers has steadily diminished, and is now
30,100 less than it was three years ago.

In the House of Commons the Home Secretary has
introduced a bill amending the licensing act. It fixes

the closing hour of public houses half an hour later at

night.

A Bayonne dispatch says : The Carlists in the north
of Spain have organized a government with a regular
Cabinet, in which General Elio is Minister of War

;

Admiral Vinalet, Foreign Affairs, and Seuor Pinal,
Finance and Interior.

According to Madrid dispatches the Carlists before
Bilboa have been compelled by the heavy fire of the
Eepublican batteries, to abandon their positions at

Portugalete and San Tnrco. A rumor was current in

Madrid on the 26th ult., that the Carlists have asked
Serrano for amnesty ; it was also reported that they had

released all their prisoners of war. Three million reals

intended for the Carlists, have been seized in San-
tander.

Castelar has written a letter in which he declares
himself in favor of a federal republic.

On the 20th ult. the Neva was clear of ice at St.

Petersburg, and n.ivigation had been re-opened.
Later advices from Acheen say that the Dutch troops

attacked the Acheenese entrenchments near Traton,
but were repulsed, losing eight men killed and sixty

wounded.
The authorities of San Domingo have removed the

flag of the Samana Bay Company and resumed posses-

sion of the bay and surrounding territory.

Advices from Hayti are to the eflect that a revolution

is imminent, and the foreigners were transporting their

valuables to the various consulates for safety. The
north has its candidate for the Presidency, but it is

alleged that there is a determination that General
Dominique, the southern candidate, shall be made
President whether duly elected or not.

The emancipated peasants of Russia are gradually
availing themselves of the privilege of purchasing their

homes, with ground attached, secured by the emancipa-
tion acts. On 2d mo. 1st last, among twelve millions
liberated in the western provinces, 7,038,010 had un-
dertaken the redemption in question. In the govern-
ment of the east the proportion was still larger.

London 4th mo. 27th. The rate of discount in open
market for three months bills is 3.V per cent., which is

the same as the Bank of England. Consols 92| a 92J.
Liverpool. Breadstuffs quiet. Middlings cotton, 8^rf.

aS7-16d.
United States.— The bill which passed both

Houses of Congress for increasing the issue of U. S.

legal tender notes and national bank currency, has been
vetoed by President Grant. In his message to the
Senate accompanying the return of the bill, he objects

strongly to any increase of the paper circulation, and
declares that the theory of inflating the currency is a
departure from the true principles of finance, national
interest and national obligation to creditors. The Pre-
sident thinks measures should be taken to enable the
government to redeem its notes in coin at the earliest

practicable moment, and with that view advises that

the revenues of the country should be increased so as

to pay the current expenses, provide for the sinking
fund required by law, and also a surplus to be retained
in-the Treasury in gold.

The veto of this measure has disappointed the expec-
tations of many, but appears to meet with pretty general
approval in all the great centres of trade and business.

The interments in Philadelphia for the week ending
4th mo. 18th, numbered 363, and in that ending 4th
mo. 2oth, 349.

The deaths in New York last week were 439.

An overflow of the lower Mississippi and its tribu-

taries, has devastated extensive districts and caused
much suffering to the inhabitants, thousands of whom
have been deprived of the means of subsistence. Sub-
scriptions for their relief have been opened in several

of the northern cities. The inundated district has about
178,000 inhabitants, and an area of perhaps 5,000,000
acres.

The National Crop Reporter estimates the number of
sheep to be sheared in Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio and Wisconsin, at 11,143,-

000, against 10,016,000 last year.

The principal buildings of the Columbian Flour
Mills, Richmond, Va., have been destroyed by fire, with
the machinery and a large quantity of flour and grain.
Estimated loss 8500,000.
The Louisville, Nashville and Great Southern Rail-

road Company, and the Pullman Palace Car Company,
have leased the celebrated Mammoth Cave Hotel, and
the grounds attached to it, for a period of twenty years,

for $10,000 per annum. They propose to enlarge the
buildings and to construct a" railroad from Glasgow
Junction to the cave.

The Secretary of War asks Congress for an appro-
priation of S-90,000 to enable him to afford relief to the
suflTerers by the overfiow of the Mississippi. No sup-
plies can be spared from the military stations, and tlie

rations will have to be purchased. The estimate is

made on the prospect of feeding 20,000 persons for

twenty-five days.

The total exports of wheat and flour from all United
States ports, and Montreal, Canada, from 9th mo. 1st,

1873, to 3d mo. 14th, 1874, were equal to 52,927,935
bushels of wheat, an increa.se over the corresponding
period 1872—73, of 23,396,799 bushels.

I%e Markets, ifcc.—The following were the quotations
on the 27th ult. New Fori.— American gold, 113J.
U. S. sixes, 1881, Reg. 119Jj Coupons 121}; ditto.

1868, 119} ; ditto, 5 per cents, 114f a 115. Su>

flour, $5.60 a $6; State extra, j6.25 a S6.65;

brands, $7 a $10.30. No. 1 Chicago spring wheat,

No. 2 do., SI.52; red western, $1.60 a SI.62;

Michigan, Sl-80. Oats, 63 a 67 cts. Western
corn, 83 a 87 cts. ; Jersey yellow, 86 cts. ; so

white, 90 a 92 cts. Phila/klphia.—Middlings .

17| a 18} cts. for uplands and New Orleans. Su)

flour, S5.25a$5.75; extras, $6 a $6.50; finer 1;

$7 a $10.50. No. 1 spring wheat, $1.60 a S1.6J

2 do., $1.55 ; western red, $1.65 a $1.70 ; Penn
$1.78 a Sl.SO; western white, $1.85. Rye,

Yellow corn, 85 cts. ; white, S5 cts. Oats, 60 a

Lard, 10} a 10.} cts. Clover-seed, OJ a 10^ cts.

2200 beef cattle sold at 7} a 7| cts. per lb. gro

extra; 6} a 7 for fair to good, and 6 cts. for con

Sheep sold at 6 a 9 cts. per lb. gross, and hogs

per 100 lb. net. Ballimore.—Choice white wheat,

a $1.88 ; fair to prime do., $1.65 a $1.80
;
good

red, S1.75 a $1.80; common to fair do., $1.60

Penna red, $1.80 a $1.82; Ohio and Indiana, $
S1.65. Yellow corn, 82 a 83 cts. ; white, 83 a

Oats, 60 a 64 cts. Chicago.—No. 2 spring wheat,

No. 3 do., $1.19. No. 2 mixed corn, 64 cts.

oats, 46 cts. No. 2 rye, 92 cts. No. 2 spring b

$1.58 a $1.60. St. iouis.—No. 2 winter red •

$1.40; No. 2 spring, $1.26. No. 2 mixed corn,

No. 2 oats, 49 a 50 cts. Cincinnati.—Wheat,
Corn, 65 a 68 cts. Oats, 48 a 56 cts. Rye,
Lard, 10 cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session of the School will com

on Second-day the 4th of Fifth month.
Pupils who have been regularly entered and w

by the cars from Philadelphia, can obtain tick

the depot of the West Chester and Philadelphia

road, corner of Thirty-first and Chestnut stree

giving their names to the Ticket-agent there, v

furnished with a list of the pupils for that purpos
such case the passage, including the stage fare fro

Railroad Station, will be charged at the School,

paid for with the other incidental charges at the

of the term. Tickets can also be procured of the

surer, 304 Arch St. Conveyances will be at the Si

Road Station on, Second and Third-days, the 4t.

5th of the month, to meet the trains that leave ]

delphia at 7.50 and 10 A. M., and 12.10 and 2.30 p

fi®" Baggage may be left either at Thirty-firs

Chestnut streets or at Eighteenth and Market. 1

at the latter place, it nlust be put under the c
H. Alexander & Sons, who will convey it ther

Thirty-first and Chestnut at a charge of 10 cent

trunk, to be paid to them. Those who prefer can

their baggage sent for to any place in the built-u)

of the City, by sending word on the day pre

(through the post-office or otherwise) to H. Alex-

& Sons, N. E. corner of 18th and Market Sts.
'

charge in such case for taking baggage to Thirt;

and Chestnut streets, will be 25 cents per trunk,

the same charge they will also collect baggage fro

other railroad depots, if the checks are left at their

corner of 18th and Market Sts. Baggage put i

their care, if properly marked, will not require aii

tention from the owners, either at the West Phi,

phia depot, or at the Street Road Station, but w
forwarded direct to the School. It may not alwa

on the same train as the owner, but it will go oi

same day, provided the notice to H. Alexander &
reaches them in time.

During the Session, passengers for the Schoo
be met at the Street Road Station, on the arrival <

first train from the City, every day except First-i

and small packages for the pupils, if left at Fri

Book Store, No.^304 Arch street, will be forwi

every Sixth -day at 12 o'clock, and the expense chi

in their bills.

Fourth month 20th, 1874.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANl
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) PhUadelp
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wo
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients m:

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa
Managers.

Died, near Darlington, Harford Co., Marvlan
the 24th of 12ih mo. 1873, Sarah W., wife oV Sa
W. Maris, in the 50lh year of her age.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTEE.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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he Heart of Africa, by Dr. Schweinfurth.
(Continued from page 290..,

owards midday on the 2J:th they reached
oda, and thus after a prosperous progress

red at the limit of the Egyptian empire.
they were detained nine days, waiting
le arrival of other boats, and our author
occasion tb visit some of the villages of

Shiilooks, a tribe of Central Africa, who
pied a territory, extending about 200
3 along the west bank of the Nile. They
ber about 1,200,000 people, and were then

' partially subject to the Egyptian rule

—

southern tribes being quite hostile,

heir villages are clusters of huts so closely

ded together as to suggest the resem
ce to a thick mass of mushrooms or
;i. The men are entirely naked, excepting
ating of ashes with which they are smear-
protect them from insects. The women

r an apron of calf-skin which is bound
id their loins. These people raise oxen,

p, goats, and poultry, and keep dogs which
it in the chase of wild animals. Their
srnment is very well developed. Every
Lge has its overseer, whilst the overseers
fty, or seventy, or sometimes of one hun-
1 villages, are subject to a superintendent,
has the control of a district.

f the natural productions of the country
author remarks :

" The acacia groves pro
5 gum in such unlimited quantities that,

le interests of commerce, they are speci-

worthy of regard. In the winter time,

1 the greatest ease in the course of a day
indredweight of this valuable article could
ollected by one man. They extend over
irea a hundred miles square, and stretch

g the right bank of the stream. The kind
ch is most conspicuous is the A. fistula,

which is as rich as any other variety in

my secretions. I choose this definition

t from its Arabian appellation ' sofiar,'

ch signifies a flute or pipe. From the
se of insects which have worked a way to

inside, their ivory-white shoots are often
arted in form and swollen out at their base
1 globular bladders measuring about an
in diameter. After the mysterious insect

unaccountably managed to glide out of

ircular hole, this thorn-like shoot

'

a sort of musical instrument, upon which the

wind as it plays produces the regular sound
of a flute; on this account, the natives of the

Soudan have named it the whistling-tree. It

yields a portion of the gum known on the ex-

change as gum of Gedaref. It is often found

in lumps as large as the fist ; it is rarely color-

less, and more frequently than otherwise

tinged with the hue of amber.
"Very striking is the sight aftbrded by the

wood of acacias in the months of winter; the

boughs, bare of leaves and white as chalk,

stretch out like ghosts ; they are covered with

the empty pods, which cluster everywhere
like flakes of snow ;

whilst the voices of a

thousand flutes give out their hollow dirge.

Such is the forest of the solfar.

"On the 5lh of February we finally left

the Egyptian encampment, and directed our
course up the stream towards the region of

the papyrus. After sailing all night we stop-

ped just short of the mouth of the Sobat, on
the right bank close to a forest. The progress

of the coming days would lead us through an
insecure territory ; we wanted to make up
our supply of wood, and knew that the hos-

tility of the Shiilooks would, in many places,

render any attempt at landing on our part

unadvisable. Of the boats which were bound
for the Gazelle, only one had arrived. In

order to render us assistance, the Mudir had
charged the owner not to leave my party in

the lurch. This circumstance had a very im-

portant effect upon my whole journey, as it

was the means of introducing me to Moham-
med Aboo Sammat, who was proprietor of

the boat. This magnanimous Nubian was des-

tined to exercise a very considerable influ-

ence on my undertaking, and, indeed, he con-

tributed more to my success than all the

satraps of the Soudan. During my land jour-

ney I had first made his acquaintance, and
now, he invited me to be his guest until he
should have accompanied me to the remotest
tribes, a proposal on his part which made my
blood tingle in my veins. A native of Dar-
Kenoos, in his way he was a little hero. Sword
in hand he had vanquished various districts

large enough to have formed small states in

Europe. A merchant full of enterprise, he
avoided no danger, and was sparing neither of

trouble nor of sacrifice; in the words of the

Horaz, ' he explored the distant Indies, and
compassed sea and land to escape poverty.'

Yet all the while he had the keenestsympathy
with learning, and could travel through the

remotest countries at the bidding of science

to see the wonders of the world.
" We kept quite close to the right bank of

the uninhabited quarter, but on the same day
we found ourselves in full flight before thou-
sands of the native Shiilooks, who, with their

light canoesofambatch, hastened to the bank,
and in thick troops prepared to displace us.

I

As fate would have it, just as we were within

j

sight of the dreaded Shiilooks, our sailyard

broke, and we were compelled to seek the

land. Soon rose the cry, ' They are coming !

they are coming!' for in fact we could see

them dashing over the stream with incredible

celerity, and crowding their canoes as thick
as ants. Hardly had we regained our craft,

and made some speedy preparations for de-

fence against an attack, when the foremost of
the Shillook men, equipped for war, carrying
their tufted lances in their hands,- showed
themselves by the banks which only now we
had quitted. Apparently thej' came to ofl^er

some negotiation with us in the way of traflic
;

but ours was the ancient policy, ' Dauaos
timentes,' and we pushed on.

"Although, including Aboo Sammat's party,

wo numbered fully eighty armed men, we
could not help suspecting that as soon as the
north-east breeze should drop, by whose aid

wo were going along the stream without a
sail, the savages would take advantage of our
bad situation and inadequate fighting force to

make an attack upon us.

" This fear was not without reason ; there

wore here, at a guess, at least 10,000 Shiilooks

on their legs and 3000 ambatcli canoes in mo-
tion on the river. Accordingly we pushed up
the stream, and had an opportunity, from a
more secure neighborhood, to observe the
Shiilooks more accurately, ily telescope aided
me in my investigation. I saw crowds of men
violently gesticulating and contending ; I saw
women burdened with baskets loaded with
poultry clapping their wings. After a while
the Shiilooks, disappointed, began to vacate
the bank which we had left, and on the river

could be seen a redoubled movement of the
canoes, whilst opposite fresh multitudes pour-

ed in, and gave to tte whole scene the appear-

ance of a general emigration of the people.
" Within the last three years the boats had

been permitted with reluctance, and only
when several were together, to approach the

shore at this part of the stream, for here it

had happened in one single season that five

vessels, the property of Khartoom merchants,
as they were coming down the river laden

with ivory, were treacherously attacked one
after the other. The stratagem was employed
of diverting the attention of the crews by an
exhibition of attractive merchandise; while
the Nubians were off their guard, at a given
signal the Shiilooks fell upon them and butch-

ered them without exception. Gunpowder,
rifles, and valuable ivory, all fell into their

hands ; the vessels they burnt. Ghattas him-
self, the merchant who owned the vessel by
which I was travelling, suftered the loss of a
costly cargo, while eighty men on that occa-

sion met with a violent death. Only the lieis

and one female slave escaped to Fashoda.
Betimes they threw themselves into the water,

and concealing their heads with some water
weeds, floated on till the stream carried them
out of the reach of harm.

" On the following morning, after we had
passed the mouth of the Giraffe river, we were
joined by a flotilla of six boats. As we reckon-
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ed now nearly 350 armed men, we felt that

we could venture without risk to enter upon
commercial transactions with the Shillooks.

The disturbed condition of the country had
interfered to prevent them carrying about
their merchandise as usual, and they now
were collected in unusual numbers at the

mart.

"A mile away from the river-bank there

were rows of dome-palms bounding a broad
level, on which was exhibited all the liveli-

ness of ordinary market-clatter. Busy and
bustling, there were thousands congregated to-

gether; but the fear this time was not on our
Bide. From far and near streamed in the na
lives ; many brought baskets full of corn, eggs,

butter, beans, and ostrich feathers ; others
offered poultry, tied together in bunches, for

sale: there was altogether the bustle of such

a market as only the largest towns could dis-

play. The area was hemmed in by a guard
of armed men, whoso lances, like standing
corn, glittered in the sun. The sense of secu-

rity raised the spirits of the light-hearted

sailors, and their merry Nubian songs rose

cheerfully in the air. Two hours slipped

quickly away, while the necessary purchases
were being made, the medium of exchange
being white or red glass beads. Soon after-

wards a favorable breeze sprung up. Every-
thing was still active in the market; fresh

loads came teeming from the villages; the
outcry and gesticulations of the market peo-
ple were as excited as ever, when suddenly
there boomed the signal to embark. The con-
fusion, the noise, the hurrj- which ensued
baffle all description; the Shillooks were in a
panic, and, imagining that it must be all up
•with them, scampered off and jostled each
other in every direction."

CTo be coDtioned.)

For "The Friend."

Memoirs and Letlers of Sarah Hillman.
(Continued from page 274.)

The manuscripts yet remaining of Sarah
Hillman are confined exclusively to letters to

her friends. It is proposed to make a few
selections from these before concluding the
"Memoirs."

" Philada. 3d mo. 2Gth, IS-tO.—Truly the
enemy of all righteousness is seeking to lay
waste the whole heritage; but I believe He
who is mighty to save will arise and put a
hook in his jaws, and say to his oppressed
little ones, 'Fear not, I am thy salvation.'

Sure I am that our Redeemer is mighty, the
Lord of hosts is his name ; He will yet be
jealous for his land and pity his people, and
when the full time is come, such as have been
seeking to overturn, and to lay waste, and to

pull down, and to set up a worship of their
own making, will be made to feel as the Babel-
builders of old, when they were confounded
in their purpose, and could not understand
each other's language, yea the day eometh
when they shall be driven, I believe, unless
they repent and return, as a rolling thing be-

fore the whirlwind.
The prospect of a Yearly Meeting under

Buch circumstances is not without many fears
for the precious cause ; and well knowing my
own unworthiness I can hardly tell thee how
very low my spirit sinks

; but am sometimes
strengthened to desire that I was more wor-
thy to share in the sufferings of this day of
exercise, and more worthy too, at the moving
of the Divine finger, in the might He gives

when He-says, 'Go in this thy might,' to follow
Him wheresoever He leads.

Well then, seeing that we have known that

from Him eometh our salvation, let us not

grow weary of suffering, nor faint in our
minds, for though the mountains may depart
and the hills be removed, we have the un
shaken assurance, ' my loving-kindness shall

not depart from thee, neither shall the cove-

nant of my peace be removed, saith the Lord
that hath mercy on thee.'

Ah then, dear friends, let us gird up the
loins of our minds, be sober, and hope to the

end, for the grace that is to be brought unto
us at the revelation of Jesus Christ. When
he veils his face and seems to be clean gone
for ever we cannot but mourn ; nevertheless
at every renewed revelation of himself in the
secret of our souls, as we thus abide patient

in waiting, we shall be prepared to acknow-
ledge, ' This is He, this is He, whom my soul

loves, the chiefest of ten thousands, the alto

gether lovely. This is the Lord, we have
waited for him, and He will save us ; we have
waited for him, we will be glad and rejoice in

his salvation.'"

"Philada. 3d mo. 19th, 1841.—Thou hast

certainly judged truly that I find it not easy
to bear hardness, and yet if 1 know mj^ own
heart, I do crave mercy to be found faithful,

let the sufferings be never so many, the re-

proach never so great. The day is coming
when it will be seen who they are that have
been on the side of Jesse's favored Son, and
who have turned aside after vanity. Well
will it be for all those who have kt-pt their

first love, who have retained their greenness,

who receiving their sap from the Living Head,
and abiding in the Vine, are found fruit bear-

ing branches to his praise.

I apprehend there never was a day when
there was more need to repair to the strong-
hold, the strong Tower, the Fortress, the ever-

lasting Foundation, than in this day; nor of
watching unto prayer, that so we may keep
unspotted our garments, j'ea keep our habita-

tion in the truth; yet surely 'He who was,
and is, and is to come,' will keep Israel, as the
apple uf his eye. His promises are yea and
amen forever, and of the increase of his gov-
ernment and peace there shall never be an
end. ' Fear not,' says He, to ' worm Jacob, I

will strengthen thee, yea, I will help thee,

yea, I will uphold thee with the right hand
of my righteousness.'

Poor as is thy friend who now addresses
thee, the very prayer of my spirit is to be en-

abled more and more to cast all my care upon
this ever living, ever present Helper of his

people, who knoweth our frame, and remem-
bers that we are dust, and therefore in his

unutterable mercy breaks through the clouds
at seasons, in his own time and way, and so
shines upon our otherwise dark and dreary
lonely way, as to cheer and animate our poor
souls, still to pursue though faint, the mark
for the prize, the path He marked by his suf-

ferings unto death, and is now by his blessed
Spirit leading his faithful sons and daughters
into his everlastingly glorious kingdom.
Are we so happy as to be heirs with those

who have gone before us? The time to some
of us may be very near; and what a speck at
the longest, life is, compared with the count-
less ages of eternity ! How glorious then will

be the recompense for years of sorrow here
;

even joy unspeakable and full of glory, world
without end.

* * * Truly I feel the need of the s

pathy of such as can feel for the trials of

day of treading down. It seems to me
poor servants who have to blow the trun

on the holy hill, may now if ever, adopt
language formerly uttered, ' We are acco

ed as the offscouring and refuse in the

of the people ;' nevertheless there is sometl
within that does keep fi'om sinking, am
times the blessed assurance is, 'Jerusa
shall be inhabited again as towns wit!

walls,' &c., and ' my people shall dwell

dwellings, and quiet resting places, whe
shall hail, coming down on the forest, and
city shall be low in a low place.'

We had a good Quarterly Meeting ; a fi

evidence was then granted that the glor

not wholly departed, and my faith has b

and is, that it never will ; but that there

be brighter days to this people. 1 may not
to see them, but it seems to me children i

born will ; when there shall come many
pie and strong nations, who under a con
tion of the blessedness of the Truth itself,

of the doctrines and testimonies thereo

held and promulgated by George Fox and
cotemporaries of that day, and by all tl

faithful successors since up to this day,

shall have to say as a poor Indian woi

whom C. Healy had visited said, ' What
have heard this day is the eternal trutl

God.' And as some formerly said, ' We
go with you, for we have seen tbat Goi

with you.'

May we each be found faithful at our pc

saith my soul, that we may be favored
'

conclusion of all things here below, to I

the welcome salutation, 'Come ye blesse-

my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared

j'ou from the foundation of the world."
" Philada. 5th mo. 31st, 1841.—I venture

inform my friends on Third-day last, whil

my spirit was pressed to go, which is no
than to the Yearly Meeting of JSTew Engla
this thou wilt feel to be no light or easy t

ter to me; some may perhaps say it is c

a made up concern, as dear E. Pitfieli

similarly circumstanced, and was by woi
Friends united with before I opened my

|

spect, which was without any referenct

her concern at all, not having known
she had any such view, until I had sufferei

much for my rebellion, as to be made wi

to resign all up if so be hope might aj

spring up.

We went together into the men's m
and were set at libertj^. Whilst we st

dear J. Snowden who knew not, I believe

our prospect, expressed a willingness to

company us. Very cordial to us was this O'

and which was united with by the meet:

So we three poor pilgrims are banded toget

and emphatically going forth 'lowing as

go ;' yet under a sensible concern that the

of the testimony may not fall into the ha

of the uncircumcised ; and assured in the

lief that they with whom it resteth, when
they are or however proved, will be blessi

I doubt not our lot will be by the bi

waters of Marah ; but so that we are onl;

our lot, it matters not whether it be a lo

in a garden of cucumbers, or as a besie

city, if wo faint not ; whether sitting in d

humiliation as Mordecai at the gate bewai
our own desolate condition, and the jeopa

of our people; or enjoying more sensible

dences of the Divine mercy and lovingk

ness, all is acceptable to Him who is Lor
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1.8 and King of kings, He truly needeth not

:or any of our poor works to add to his

•y or perfections, yet nevertlieless it hath

ised him, from very early days to make
of means to work his own ends. Shall the

ig formed say to Him, What makest thou?

no I rather, here am I Lord, do with me as

neth good unto thee.

'ruly there is no cause to mourn, but rather

ejoiee in the blessed foretaste of that joy

peakable and full of glory, which in frui-

they who have been faithful in their

eration now enjoy. For,

' Soon shall close our earthly

Soon shall pass our pilgrim days,

Hope shall change to glad fruition,

Faith to sight, and prayer to praise.'

(To be continued.)

Commercial Mania.

1711, six years before Law's Mississippi

npany was formed, Robert Harley, Earl of

ford and Lord Treasurer, procured an Act
Parliament, appointing that, "to the intent

t the trade to the South Sea be carried on

the honor, and increase of the wealth and

les of this realm,", a company should be

ned with the exclusive privilege of trading,

onising, and fighting in the southern seas,

i along the whole western side of South

lerica. The members of this South Sea

mpany were to be the holders of the Gov-

ment bonds for the National Debt, then

ounting to nearly £10,000,000, the interest

which, if not the principal, it was thought

lid easily be paid out of the profits of com-

rce with the gold and silver districts of

ru and Chili. After the company was
raed, it transpired that the King of Spain

imed more than a fourth of their profits

permitting English merchants to deal with

I colonists, and then only sanctioned their

iding one shipload of negroes every year

t even with this limitation great benefits

re anticipated, especially as the English

jkoned that, if they were only allowed to

ide at all, they could make the trade as ex

isive as they liked. The preparations were

rdy, and the first vessel did not leave Eng
3d till 1717 ; then the war with Spain, which

oke out in the following year, made orderly

mmerce with Chili and Peru impossible.

But before this the South Sea stock-holders

(scovered that South Sea traffic was an un-

iportant part of their enterprise. Prom the

!8t, the new company was in favor with the

^blic, and a busy trade was carried on in its

lares. The Mississippi Company, started in

iris in 1717, showed how this trade might

( augmented. The South Sea Company
fered to increase its capital, and so be able

i lend £2,000,000 to the State, and the Bank
England, stirred up to rivalry, made a

milar offer. A fierce war was carried on

itween the Bank and the Company during

ore than two years, and, in their efforts to

itbid one another with the government and

le country, a turmoil of stockjobbing was
jgendered, which received no check frotn

16 wretched failure of the Mississippi scheme

I 1719. By the commencement of 1720 the

outh Sea stock had risen nearly two hundred

Br cent, in value, and all that its holders de-

red was, by promises that could not possibly

I bill was brought into Parliament, authoriz-

ng it to take upon itself the whole national

debt, growing rapidly, and then exceeding
£30,000,000, and the bill became a law in

April.

In vain Sir Robert Walpole warned the

country that "the great principle of the pro-

ject was an evil of first-rate magnitude. It

was to raise artificiallj' the value of stock, by
exciting and keeping up a general infatuation

;

and, by promising dividends out of funds

which could never be adequate to the purpose,

it would hold out a dangerous line to decoy
the unwarj' to their ruin, by making them
part with the earnings of their labor for a

prospect of imaginary wealth." The warnin
was unheeded. The madness of speculation

that had just ruined France had seized Eng-

land, with nearly equal violence.

The South Sea mania, rampant in February,

1720, increased till August, when each £100
share was worth £1,000. 'Change Alley,

swarmingwith professional andamateur stock

jobbers of every rank and of both sexes, was
aptly compared by Swift to a gulf in the South

Sea.

" Subscribers here by thousands float,

And jostle one another down,
Each paddling in his leaky boat.

And here they fish for gold, and drown."

Humbler poets described the mania in street

ballads and coffee-house epigrams without

number. One said

—

" Then stars and garters did appear

Among the meaner rabble,

To buy and sell, to see and hear

The Jews and Gentiles squabble.

" The greatest ladies thither came,

And plied in chariots daily,

Or pawned their jewels for a sum
To venture iu the Alley."

The South Sea bubble was only the greatest

among a crowd of great bubbles. The older

companies shared in the brief show of imagin-

ary prosperity. Ea'^t India Stock, worth £100,

rose to be worth £445 ;
and African Stock, ad-

vanced in value from £23 to £200. There is

extant a list of nearly two hundred principal

bubble companies started in this year of bub-

bles, their nominal capital varying from £1,-

OOn 000 to £10,000,000 apiece, and the total

of the whole exceeding £300,000,000. " Any
mpudent impostor," says the contemporary

historian, "whilst the delusion was at its

height, needed only to hire a room at some

coffee-house or other house near Exchange

Alley for a few hours, and open a subscrip-

tion-book for somewhat relative to commerce^

plantation, or some supposed invention, either'

hatched out of his own brain or else stolen

from some of the many abortive projects of

former times, having first advertised it in the

newspapers of the preceding day, and he

might in a few hours find subscribers for one

or two millions, in some cases more, of im-

aginary stock. Many of these very subscribers

were far from believing those projects feasible.

It was enough for their purpose that there

would soon be a premium on the receipts for

those subscriptions, when they generally got

rid of them in the crowded alleys to others

more credulous than themselves." One com

pany, with a capital of £3,000,000, was "for

000,000, was "for a wheel for perpetual mo-
tion ;" a fourth was for making salt water

fresh ; a fifth was "for planting mulberry-trees

and breeding silkworms iu Chelsea Park;"
and a sixth was designed "to import a num-
ber of large jackasses from Spain, in order to

propagate a larger kind of mule in England"

—

as if there were not already jackasses enough
in London. So preposterous were many of

the genuine projects, that it is hard to say

whether it was in jest or in earnest that an

advertisement was issued announcing that
" at a certain place, on Tuesday next, books

will be opened for a subscription of £2,000,-

000 for the invention of melting sawdust and
chips, and casting them into clean deal boards,

without cracks or knots." Another advertise-

ment invited speculators to pay £2 as a de-

posit on each of five thousand £100 shares in

"a company for carrying on an undertaking

of great advantage, but nobody to know what
it is," the remaining £98 for each share being

due in a month's time, when the details of the

scheme were to be published. The name of

the promoter of this secret company was
never known, but his advertisement drew so

many adventurers on the appointed day that

in less than six hours he had received a thou-

sand deposits of £2 each. With that success

he was satisfied. Instead of waiting for an-

other day, in which his transparent fraud

might be exposed, he pocketed the £2,000,

and decamped the same night.

The South Sea mania lasted a shorter time

and had fewer victims in England than the

Mississippi mania in Prance ;
but it was great

enough to prove a source of ruin to hundreds

of thousands, and of serious national discredit.

During eight months every coffee-house was a

stock exchange, subject to no laws of honesty,

and swayed by rampant folly ; and the milli-

ner's shops were put to like uses by those

ladies who could not stand the crush of the

men's meeting-places.

Quarrels among the South Sea directors

opened the eyes of the public, and the great

bubble and all the lesser bubbles suddenly

collapsed. Early in August, 1720, the South

Sea shares were bought eagerly for £1,000

apiece; late in September they could not be

sold for £150. George I., then in Hanover,

hurried back to England. Parliament made

a searching inquiry into the state of aflairs.

Many ringleaders of the fraud were severely

punished ;
and efforts were made to lessen the

misfortunes of those whom they had beguiled.

In February, 1721, the chief culprit, Aislabie,

the Chancellor of the Exchequer, who had

used his official position to inflate the bubble,

was committed to the Tower ot London, and

a huge bonfire on Tower Hill showed him, on

the first night of his captivity, what sort of

vengeance the London mob would have been

glad to execute on him and bis accomplices.

Great injury was done to multitudes, and the

commerce of the country was crippled during

many years.

—

Bourne.

^ realized,"^to raise the value yet more, and insuring to all masters and mistresses the

) to sell their shares at great profit. In this losses they may sustain by servants;" another

ley succeeded for a time. The Company was "for furnishing merchants and others

•iumphed over the Bank. In February, 1720, 1 with watches ;" a third, with a capital of £1,

How much we are called to suffer as well

as do—the will of God. When I have bid one

of my children sit down quietly and remain

silent during my pleasure, I enjoin him a

much more difficult task than the most active

service ; and yet I expected it to bo done be-

cause 1 ordered it. How is it, that I have

not yet learned to sit still when I am bid.

—

Cecil.
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For "The Friend

Although the following was written for

those whose modes of worship differ materi

ally from that of Friends, yet the latter may
take some useful hints from it, and profit fr

them.
" liONQ PRATERS NOT MOST BENEFICIAL.

The Saviour said, When ye pray, use not

vain repetitions; which is often neglected, par

ticularly in prayer after sermons at funerals,

when the bereft family are remembered. Cer
tain passages are sometimes gone over four

or five times which might be summed up s(

that one or two repetitions would be prefer

able, and answer every purpose, save time,

and not weary the congregation. It is also

often the case in regular church service while

in the act of praj'er to step from prayer to an

admonition, and thus speaking to the congre
gation instead of prayer, thereby taking up
much time, weary the people, and cause them
to speak unfavorable of us.

It is true all conditions of men should be

remembered in our prayers ; but we should

try and sum them up in as few words as pos-

sible, and remember that the Saviour said.

Tour Father knoweth what things ye have
need of before ye ask him. The reason of

writing the above is because we now and then
hear it said, and not without truth, O, he

takes up too much time in prayer, forgets

himself, and falls into preaching. This should
be avoided as much as possible. I am not
speaking of any certain individual, but mean
all.

May God pardon all our shortcomings,

grant us mercy, and receive us in grace for

Jesus' sake."

—

From the Herald of Truth.

Use of Tohacco.—Tobacco belongs to the
class of narcotic and exciting substances, and
has no food value. Stimulation means ab-

stracted, not added force. It involves the
narcotic paralysis of a portion of the func-

tions, the activity of which is essential to

healthy life. It will be said that tobacco
soothes and cheers the weary toiler, and so-

laces the overworked brain. Such may be
its momentary effects, but the sequel cannot
be ignored. All such expedients are falla-

cious. "When a certain amount of brain-work
or handwork has been performed, nature must
have space to recuperate, and all devices for

escaping from this necessity will fail. It is a
bad policy to set the house on fire to warm
our hands by the blaze. Let it, then, be clearly

understood that the temporary excitement
produced by tobacco is gained by the destruc-

tion of vital force, that it contains absolutelj'

nothing which can be of use to the tissues of

the body. Tobacco adds no potential strength

to the human frame. It may spur a wearied
brain or feeble arm to undue exertion for a

short time, but its work is destructive, not
constructive. It cannot add one molecule to

the plasm out of which our bodies are daily

built up. On the contrary it exerts on it a
most deleterious influence. It does notsupply,
but diminishes, vital force. It has been denied
that tobacco leads to organic diseases, but the
evidence is very strong the other way, and it

would be very remarkable if continued func-

tional derangement did not ultimately lead

to chronic derangement of the organs ; that

it causes functional disturbance, no one dreams
of denying; indeed, it has been remarked that

no habitual smoker can be said to have a'

day's perfect health.

—

Popular Sci. Monthly. '

SHINING STARS.
Shine, ye stars of heaven,
On a world of pain !

See old Time destroying
All our hoarded grain

;

All our sweetest flowers,

Every stately shrine,

All our hard-earned glory,

Every dream divine

!

Shine, ye stars of heaven,
On the rolling years !

See how Time, consoling,

Dries the saddest tears

;

Bids the darkest storm-clouds

Pass in gentle rain.

While uprise in glory
Flowers and dreams again !

Adelaide A. Proctor

SPEAK NO ILL.

Nay, speak no ill ; a kindly word
Can never leave a sting behind

;

And, oh, to breathe each tale we've heard
Is far beneath a noble mind

;

For oft a better seed is sown
By choosing thus a kinder plan

;

For if but little good we've known,
Let's speak of all the good we can.

Give me the heart that fain would hide,

Would fain another's fault efface:

How can it please our human pride

To prove humanity but base?
No I let it reach a higher mode,
A nobler estimate of man :

Be earnest in the search of good,

And speak of all the best we can.

Then speak no ill, but lenient be
To others' feelings as your own

;

If you're the first a fault to see,

Be not the first to make it known.
For life is but a passing flood

;

No lip can tell how brief the stay :

Be earnest in the search of good,

And speak of all the best we may.
Living Words.

Probably the oldest timber in the world
which has been subjected to the use of man,

that which is found in the ancient temples
of Egypt. It is found in connection with
stone work which is known to be at least four

thousand years old. This wood, and the only
wood used in the construction of the temple,

s in the form of ties, holding the end of one
stone to another in its upper surface. When
two blocks were laid in place, then it appears
that an excavation about an inch deep was
made in each block, into which an hour-glass

shaped tie was driven. It is therefore very
difficult to force any stone from its position.

The ties appear to have been the tamarisk,

or shittim wood, of which the ark was con-

structed, a sacred tree in ancient Egypt, and
now very rarely found in the valley of the

Nile. These dovetailed ties are just as sound
now as on the day of their insertion. Al-

though fuel is extremely scarce in that coun-

try, these bits of wood are not large enough
to make it an object with Arabs to heave off

laj-er after layer of heavy stone for so small a
prize. Had they been of bronze, half the old

temples would have been destroyed ages ago,

so precious would they have been for various

purposes.

—

E. Post.

Do not err, my beloved brethren, "for the
wrath of man worketh not the righteousness
of God." It is easy to lash vice with an un-
sparing hand, and to speak severe and cutting
things against delinquents; but I question
much, if a single soul was ever yet thus driven
"nto the fold of the good Shepherd.

Fog-Signals.—Prof Joseph Henry, cl

man of a committee on fog-signals, has (

municated a number of interesting obse
tions made by him on the phenomena of sc

as relating to the subject in hand. In sti

ing the subject of fog-signals it becom^
question of importance to ascertain whe
waves of sound, like those of light, are

sorbed or stifled by fog. On this point
servers disagree; and to settle this point i

nitely, the assistance of the pilots of the bi

running between Boston, and St. John, I

Brunswick, has been secured, and they h

promised to note the actual distance of a b
from a given fog-signal when the sound isi

heard on approaching, and again when i

lost on receding from it. Professor He
considers it highly probable that fog c

somewhat diminish the penetrating powe
sound, but only to an exceedingly minute
gree. Among the principal causes of
diminution in this penetrating power are e

merated, the varying density of the atn
phere, the direction of the wind, and the

flection ofthe sound wave from the neighboi
objects, such as hill-sides, forests, houses,

According to General Duane, it appears t

although a reflector, in the focus of whic
steam-whistle or ordinary bell is placed
fleets the sound a short distance, it produ
little or no effect at the distance of two
three miles. In the case of signals that
sounded at the side of a bank with a
house directly in the rear, the roof of wh
would tend to deflect the sound forward,

was shown that this sound shadow vanisl:

at the distance of a mile and a half or

miles, and that at the distance of three mi
the sound was quite loud. The fog-signi

have frequently been heard at the distance

twenty miles, and as frequently cannot
heard at the distance of two miles, and t\

with no perceptible difference in the state of t

atmosphere. This case, although quite abn(

mal, seems to be sufficiently well authenticat

to justify its publication under the author!

of the Lighthouse Board. The instrumeE
employed as fog-signals by this Board
mainly three, all constructed on a princif

of resounding cavities, in which the air is t;

sounding body. These instruments are,

the reed trumpet, the air being condensed 1

a caloric engine: second, the siren trumpe
the revolving disk, being driven by stea

from a high-pressure boiler ; third, the c

dinary locomotive whistle, blown by stea

from a high-pressure body.

—

Harper's Mag

For " The Friend.'

Hints upon the Influence of the Spirit of Truth

the near prospect of Judgment and Eternity, wi

a letter from her Mother; from' a Memoir
Deborah Backhouse.

Solemn are the admonitions of the aposth
Ifjudgment first begin at us, what must tl,

end bo of them that obey not the gospel (I

God ? And if the righteous scarcely be savei:

where shall the ungodly and the sinner a]

pear?" As a deduction from which, W. Pen
in his "No Cross No Crown," says, " The ver

righteous must have a trial for it." Whe
we consider the majesty of that Almight
Power which created us for the purpose <

His own glory; the blind, sin-prone, and loi

condition which we alike inherited by the fal

the richness and greatness, and unspeakabl
value of the price paid for us, whereby " a ne'
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Ivin"- way" is consecrated for us through

'ede'emer's flesh ;
the sanctifying authori-

d power of the Holy Spirit, or the Light

,riPt manifested in the heart, to teach us

incs bring all things needful to our re-

brance, and to guide into all truth
;
and

the truth that at the awful assize, God

)e no respecter of persons, but that each

(very must reap what they sow, and all

and names be embraced in two classes,

pise and the foolish, "him that serveth

and him that serveth him not:' it bc-

8 a matter the most serious and moment

hat can claim our attention, whether we

yielded obedience to the light of the

Jesus, which, says George Fox, is the

step to peace; whether we have known

ment to pass upon the transgressing na-

thron-rh submission to the Saviour's one

,g baptism—the washing of regeneration

,he renewing of the Holy Ghost ;
whether

(lave experienced repentance from dead

C8 to serve the living God; and whether,

Peter we have been experimental wit-

^3 of Christ's words, " If I wash thee not.

.,, 3„<, Of Ue,. f.itb, e,o. .,,, »...«o. .f her
I J^h.

™* ol^ac ..^
soul. . . .. j^ ^^^^ heart, when she expresses herself on

this wise : ' He told me all that ever I did
;
la

not this the Christ?' so does the revelations

of his Spirit in our hearts, bring befn-e us all

ul. J .

The Memoir states that she extended suit-

able advice to the young woman who had the

care of her children ;
reminding her of the ne-

cessity of a daily attention to the dictates of

the Spirit of Truth in her own heart, as the

only means of preparation for rightly doing her

part in watching over and instructing them.

She then had these dear little lambs brought

in, kissed them, and took an affectionate leave

of them ;
calmly enquiring of the elder, it she

knew that dear mother was going to leave

her; and expressing a hope that she would be

a o-ood girl and mind what her dear father

saTd ;
and then she would be very comfortable

and happy. She then, in an affecting man-

ner, commended them to Divine protection

and regard ;
and to the care of those with

whom they were left.

She again adverted to the important station

of parents; saying, she had never felt it so

weic^htily before ;
that much, very much, de-

pended upon their endeavors to bring up their

is represented to be like a retinei nie,
^ ^^_^^ ^

.^^ ^^.^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ j^^^^

asy way to peace and heaven
;
raying in

|^"d^^;^2if^.X having had^strong inclinations

,ight and narrow path none can ^ee, or to her 8,8 ers, w^^^
i know, add their testi-

"-and whU. raiment." ."I '!»• '^^'^ ;tj" bT,h Lowe, .„V B, when aboat fift.eo

01 ni8 opirib ui uui livcvi I/O, "'•"& —
u

our wrong thoughts and actions : and as there

is a "-iving way to this Rfprover, it also gives

power to forsake and overcome every thing

that is wrong. Now my dearly beloved child,

this is worth attending to, therefore do not

put it off; for an early sacrifice is acceptable

to the Almighty. I do long that thou mayest

seek the Lord for thy portion ;
for though He

may appear first as a Reprover, yet as thou

submittest to his chastening power. He will

afterwards afford thee a degree of that peace,

which selfgratification can never give.

My pen is not equal to set forth the desire

I feel, that thou mayest seek to know and be

acquainted with, this inward principle oi Light

and Life, now in early youth ;
that thou

mayest be taught thereby, and enabled to take

up thy cross and follow Christ; which is the

only way, remember, to be his disciple, and

thereby, at last, to be made an inheritor of

that kingdom, whereinto nothing that is im-

pure or unholy can ever enter. It is not a

day to look out at the example of others;

therefore, I entreat thee, turn thy attention

inivard, and wait in our religious meetings, to

feel the actuating of this inward principle

which will teach thee what to do or leave un-

done ;
and as thou becomest obedient thereto,

thou wilt be taught by little and little, and have

to acknowledge, in the secret of thy heart,

that the ways of the Lord are ways ofpleasant-

ness, and all his paths peace ;
for hy this means,

his yoke will become easy and his burden

"i.Tht Thy very affectionate mother,
" •' B. Lowe."

(To be conclnded.J

The Voracity of Insect Life.

Some interesting information relating to

the ravages of insects was given, says the

London Times, by C. O. Groom Napier to the

House of Common's Committee, of last ses-

:r»SV. ; and .heso .„ .ho. who .en™^
, —JS!!,-..minm ooey j-±i-in , a^^ >...v..- -• - .,

;e His yoke upon them and learn ot aim

o was meek and low of heart, unto Hm
lo-able kingdom of rest and unfailing

sm. it IS as luuuwo .

—

" My dear Deborah,—As thou art now sepa-

rated from me, I have several times thought

I would take up my pen, and express to thee

I—& °-
the anxious solicitude I feel, that thou mayest

. r iu „^™t ;n pnrlv life seek to knoio the inward

This was no doubt the experience of the ^°-'
f^/^f^^ ^s,'; who assuredly is nigh to

>cious subjectofthe Memoir now being ex- rm anon m^
attentive to his

,cted from. She was brotight to feel that j
teach thee ^t tu

^.^^^^^ ^ ^^
,wa8nothing,andcoulddonothingforthe,vo.ce and Who

^^^ ^^^^ ,,,,,t

ise of her Lord .'^"d Master,-such was her ,Unds of evil we
^^^g^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^

ise of her own sinful and lost estate,-with-
i^f^'^^ff®' °'

.g^ti^e to all his reproofs, and re-

that submission to His convicting t«^".« '"

l^^^^^j^^^^ffthy Incouragement^hat
' the re-

.
•' > . .1 - ^„tinn onrl tlip life

to numerous a:> i/v^vAv..-^..".." "-- "

large part of the south of England. The

alarm was so great that public prayers were

offered in the churches that the calamity

might.be stayed. The poor were paid one

shilling per bushel for collecting caterpillars

webs to be burned under the inspection of

the overseers of the parish; and fourscore

bushels were collected daily i^«°™'^
I'fJ'^Jf.^-

The brown tail moth is a beautiful little white

insect, about an inch in expanse of wings O.

Napier noticed that in 1853 it defoliated about

fwe^nty foet of a hedge near Parkstone, Poole

and in 1855 the caterpillars riddled and de-

prived of their leaves two plum trees in his

garden at Lewes, one of which died. The

caterpillar of the gamma moth i8 one of the

most injurious to garden plants. It princi-

pally feeds at night, and concealing itself by

I now remember, when young, feeling re- P^^
'^'^^^^^Ji^^d" "He gamma Tnoth over-

morse for offences committed; -^
^

-me|day, isunperc^eived^
^^^^^| ^^^^ ^^^^

with consolation into my mind ^^^^^^^ ^^ J.^^
i'"^" verv lai-e proportion of the crops, but,

in heaven over one sinner that
'f^^'^'^'^^^J^^^^^^^^^^

The
more than over ninety and nine J^f P^I^f" {'^'^/^'S is sometimes extremely destruc-

that need no repentance ;
and as we hf^al antler motn

^^^^ ^^^ ^^,_

sinned and fallen short of the glory of
G^^J' i ^'^° ^°fS[^eL on the Wrekin, and in the fol-

80 all must know a repenting and fo''«aki°g hons of the«^ °°
„f ^^at mountain

ttea^f^r^isrhtr^^^^^^^^ -- ^^^ ^-^^^-^^^
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18 very destructive to filbert plantations,
cherry orchards and other tree plantations.
The buff tip. the cabbage moth and the small
ermines are very destructive to the leaves of
fruit trees and garden shrubs.

But, on the other hand, the benefits derived
from the labor of some insects should not be
overlooked; some species feed only on nox-
ious weeds, and others prey on still more
noxious insects. One of the greatest friends
of the agriculturist is the family of the ich
neumon flies, which lay their eggs in bodies
of living caterpillars, in which they are hatch-
ed, thus destroying them; although the cater-
pillar, after being "ichneumon," has still a
voracious appetite. The caterpillars which
feed on the cabbage eat twice their weight in
a day

;
the larvse of some of the fleck flies eat

a much larger proportion than this. Th
productive powers of insects vary very much.
Some lay only two eggs ; others, such as the
white ant, 40,000,000, laying them at the rate
of sixty a minute. The queen of the hive bee
is capable of laying 50,000 in a season

; the
female wasp 30,000. The majority of insects,
however, lay but about one hundred; in gen-
eral, the larger the insect the fewer eggs it

lays. Most insects have two generations in
the year; some have twenty ; others take seven
years from the time the egg is laid until their
death in a perfect state. But probably not
above five per cent, of the eggs laid become
perfect insects.

Of its kind the daddy-long-legs is one of th
most destructive, especially in France. It
feeds on the roots of grass, and C. Napier, in
1859, noticed meadows in La Manche devas-
tated by it. The starling is a bird most use-
ful in destroying these larvre, and those of the
horse and cattle flies. The orthopterous in-
sects, of which the locust, grasshopper and
cockchafer are examples, are very destructive.
The numerous species of grasshoppers lessen

would be the means of saving millions of
pounds' worth of valuable food every year.
He saj-s that in the United States the im-
portance of this subject is felt, and almost
every State has a government entomologist,
whose business it is to make inspections and
reports of the ravages of insects, and show
the remedy. In France, government returns
were published, from which it appeared that
the damage done in JSTormandy by the cock-
chafer alone, amounted to 25,000,000 francs,
A law was passed in France a few years since
for the protection of birds. Not, however,
that all birds are to be welcomed ; the sparrow
does more harm than good, by feeding so
much on green crops, and the wood pigeon
does much mischief But, on the whole, C.
Napier is certain birds do a great deal more
good than harm.

—

Late Paper.

the amount of our grass crops, l/ocusts are
seldom found in England now in suflicient
numbers to do any damage, but they have
done considerable damage here in former
generations. Their greatest enemies are the
starling and the rose-colored pastor, which
follow them in flocks and decapitate them by
hundreds. The beetles are immensely nu-
merou,s, as regards species. In 157-1 the cock-
chafers gathered in such numbers on the
banks of the Severn as to prevent the work-
ing of the watermills.
On another occasion, in Galway, they form-

ed a black cloud that darkened the sky for
the distance of a league, and destroyed the
vegetation so completely that summer seemed
turned into winter. They made a noise resem-
bling the sawing of wood. The people threat
ened with famine, were obliged to devour
them. In 180-1 they were alarmingly numer-
ous in Switzerland. The female lays about
thirty eggs

;
in six weeks they are hatched,

ihey live from three to four years in the
larvaj state. The first year they do not do a
great amount of damage

; but in the second
they attack the roots of all plants within their
reach. They often ruin the crops of corn
lucerne, strawberries, and various plants on
which man depends for food. Our insectivor-
ous birds are diligent in destroying the larvie
of insects, but they will not do all that is re-
quired

; hand labor is also needed.
C. Napier is of opinion that the extensive

For "The FrieDd."

John Heald.

'Continued from page 293.)

The next letter of J. Heald's to his Philadel
phia friend, was written 4th mo., 1824, at a
time when the exercised members of our So
ciety in these parts, were brought into much
trouble by the unsettlement and disunity
which preceded the separation of 1827. The
humility and inwardness of mind which he
advises, are needed now as well as then. The
following passages are extracted from it. Af-
ter alluding to the unsettled state of Society
he says

:

'

"How good would it be, if due heed had
been given to the principle of our profession;
how certainly it would lead into a quiet reli-
ance on the all-sufiicieney thereof. There
would be enough found to do in an humble,
attentive, watchful state of mind, to shun the
snare of a crafty adversary, and fulfil required
services in such a manner as not to do too
much, nor yet too little. Those who have
honestly endeavored to fulfil their duty, if it
has fared with them as it has with me, I think
must know, that though they have intended
to be watchful and obedient, yet for want of
a more devoted, humble care [they] have felt
secret compunctions for doing more than
should have been done at one time, and the
like for doing less than should have been don
at another time. I greatly fear that some, i

not many, by trusting too much to the power
of human reason, have left the safe guide, and
attempted to fathom that which to them was
unfathomable, and whatever they might have
been enabled to comprehend, had they been
faithful in their own proper places, laborino-
carefully in that they knew. It undoubtedly
requires great care in such as go into great
depths, even where they are rightly led

; and
how very humbling will it bo to them, and
how fearful will they be of being exalted.
WitnessPaul's petitions for preservation when
through the abundance of revelations, he fea
ed being exalted above measure, and thrice
interceded that it might depart from him.
But how readily some can enter into abstruse
difficulties, and attempt to comprehend much,
so that they may pass for wise, while they
overlook or neglect that they do (or might)
know, and would profit by doing. To keep a
single eye to the safe guide, I think to

"

* - . , _ . the
great principle of our profession, or, it is keep-

foliw
°"; S''7*.^°^ ^'\S^ profession to singly „.,„.g ,„ .„ ,„, ,„ ^^, ^auavet.. to Mr

ouiet^esr..H r.T^"^ ^""'t^-' ^^'t
''^'^' '^^° ^^^* '« °'^'- ^^"^7 to do, and to seek for abiquietness and stillness, not into bustles and to do it.

enough to attend to, and are humbled
a sense of the surrounding dangers, an
thereby induced to greater care and w
fulness. As this tends to their safety,
tends to deepen them in true religion,
those who leave theguide, become vain in
imaginations, losing the sense which
perhaps once had, their hearts become
ened and their understandings darkene(
each one had been carefully (and wi
much care as was their duty to take) at
ing to the light of Christ in the heart, m
not his grace have been sufficient to hav(
served them, even all those that gave dil
heed thereunto, so that none would or (

have been able to pluck them out of his )

What tremendous calamities come on u

cause of our carelessness, which so evidi
amount to contempt of his great merciei
ofiered benefits. ' What could have
done more to my vineyard that I have
done in it.' But as I am not induced to tl

that He hath cast away his people, but s
them to be proved, I expect bright and
able characters to rise up amidst this

g
gloom, that has so far extended and sp
abroad, who under such full proof of hoi
hearted sincerity, will stand to, and hold
sound integrity in faith and practice;
thus prepared will stand as on Mount Z
with the harps of God in their hands,
sing the song of Moses and the Lamb, say
great and marvellous are thy works, h
God Almighty

;
just and true are all thy w

thou King of saints, &c."

"Fairfield, Columbiana County, Ohio.
10th mo. loth, 18i

Beloved friend, Benjamin Kite :—Thy
ceptable letter of 5th mo. 7th, I received

;

t seemed strange to me when I read ii

that a number of our members have laid dc
this position, to wit :

' That they are not bo
to believe what they cannot comprehe
And as they cannot comprehend how
Divine and human nature could be unitet
our blessed Redeemer, 'they endeavor to
plain it away.' To me the idea abounds «
folly, and, 1 suppose, the supporters of it

lieve many (I was about to say a thous
things, which they do not nor cannot comj
bend, and I think they will soon believe v>
little, if only what they completely comp
hend is believed by them. I suppose aga
that each one of these have been humbl
brought into tenderness, and they have 1

love. Divine love, with its soft influence sprt
over their minds, andfor a time they were fili

with it; and it was first to the individual
afterward was felt to extend to near and d<
connections and acquaintances, but stopp
not there, it reached to every land, to all

human family; it was incomprehensible,
goodness, as well as greatness

; and wh
these feelings prevailed, the desire to eompi
hend everything was absent, but the contiE
ance of the favored enjoyment, or the i

of it again would be more interesting tbi
the ability to comprehend. I think the ape
tie said, ' Contend earnestly for the faith on
delivered to the saints.' This, I think, ms
be done without a continual prying into eve:
thing, and seeking and studying to find o
and comprehend every thing; secret thin
belong to God

; but those that are reveali
belong to us and to our children. To kno

irorr.^S'«°„o°^'„';.rtSo=GrT\.^:xk:s;."M
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and if in the openings and unfolding of

e counsel more than we have known, is

ted to our view, we then can compre-

moro ; but at last it is very little we do

all the inward conflicts and outward trials

that may altend my steps, may I look to and
rely upon Divine assistance and support ; and
for daily favors and preservation, may I be

enabled to return daily praise and thanks-

vas an account that was grateful to me givings. But still bow humbling the conside-

ir, that your Yearly Meeting was a sea- ration, that the return is so small, and th

'favor. I may say of Ohio Yearly Meet-

hat a solemn feeling attended each sit-

I hope that blessing and glory and

was and is ascribed to the Head of the

h for the unmerited favor.

maj' afford thee or thine some satisfac-

to hear, that 1 went on a visit to the

ngs and families of Friends in Marlbo-

Monthly Meeting, a few months ago.

attended with more difficulty for me
, about than in time past; but in such a

er of opportunities, so many lively ten-

r seasons, and so few dull and dry ones,

; not before been favored to witness; but

ve tliat the extension of favor was for

sople's sake, not mine. In the course of

xercise, I saw Charity Rotch at her late

ing, less than three weeks before her

; we had as solid an opportunity here as,

ps, we had at any place ;
she was sitting

e side of a place she had to lay and rest

i-ing the time we were there, a feeling of

ity attended, that evinced to me that

(vas divinely cared for. She labored

r (as she expressed it) a complication of

aints. I parted with her as not expect-

) see her face again. 1 hope she is gone

3t.

bserve thy account concerning thy wife

aughtcr Mary, that they are more weakly

they recovered of the fever or sickness

St year: I sympathize with them and

Health is a precious gift—a blessing

—

He that gave taketh away, and, 1 have

ght, He sometimes gives a better in itf

better than He took away. His mer
ire manifold.

seems that Mary Hughes is now left fath-

and motherless, except Him who is a

ler to the fatherless and a Judge of the

w. Thy account that she is doing pretty

was pleasing to me. 1 have often felt a

y interested feeling for her, because I be

d she submitted to bear the cross in her

,h ; may she be worthy to be among them
no good thing will be withheld from. H
could be conveyed from me to thee, thy

and children, with as much sweetness as

ve sometimes felt it come to me, it would

my desire. Farewell.

I remain thy friend,

John Heald.
)el Woolman was at James Boulton's, and

gone on his way near an hour when
there ; I now expect to send this in care

ibraham Warrington, who intends going

?hiladelphia and Jersey soon after this

'\, 20th of 11th mo., 1824. J. H."

a a letter written in the 12th mo. of 1826,

n Heald speaks of the infirmities of ad-

cing years, and also of the excitement

ut canals and turnpike roads, which then

(railed in his section of country. He ap-

rsto have been somewhat disturbed by the

lands which these public improvements

ie on him fOr money, which he could but

rly afford to spare. His letter then con-

ies :

It seems to be of but little avail to let

heart be troubled. One thing is need-

through all the varied changes. Through

blessing great ; and yet with what marks of

attention is He graciously pleased to accept

the poor suppliant's little tribute.

Before I conclude, I wish to be remembered
n love to Elizabeth Eobson and Jane Bettle,

fit can be easily done. So long separated,

and so fardistant from domestic tics, detained,

not to gain an earthly crown, but to yield

obedience unto her Lord and Master's call.

While some can scarce spare two or three

hours in a week to devote to their great Cre

ator's service, Elizabeth devotes whole years.

My love to thee, thy wife and family. T. W.
as forsaken his friends and gone from our

Society, but not to another—^he is disowned

—

what a pity.

I remain thy friend,

John Heald."
The account of his closing days, appended

to his journal, speaks of a decline in John
Heald's health about this time, and also of a

nervous affection in his right hand, which

discouraged him from keeping further me-

moranda, though his life was prolonged for

several years. He passed through a severe

illness in 1829, and when attacked by it in the

rhird month of that year, he spoke of the

large number of Friends in different parts,

whom he was acquainted with and loved, and

the desire he felt that they might know on

what foundation he was endeavoring to stand

;

he left for their benefit this testimony :

" I believe in the Lord Jesus Christ in all

His offices, who was conceived by the Holy
Ghost, born of the blessed Virgin Mary, and

suffered death under Pontius Pilate, without

the gates of Jerusalem, for the sins of all

mankind, and rose again for our justification.

I have gone through many close trials and

exercises that I might have avoided, but to

gain His favor, and 1 believe at this solemn

moment, that nothing but His mercy will save

me. I believe that those who have gone from

Friends with the separatists, have gone wrong,

and I hope some of them will be favored to

return. I believe my sins have gone before-

hand to judgment, and [I j hope to be received

into the regions of bliss with Abraham, Isaac

and Jacob in Heaven, and I believe my Sa

viour will never forsake me for one moment,
but will permit me to join the heavenly host

in singing praises to God and the Lamb for

ever and ever."

(To be concluded.)

God often touches our best comforts and

calls for that which we most love, and av

least willing to part with, not that He always

takes it utterly away, but to prove the soul'i

integrity, to caution us from excesses, and

that we may remember Him the Author of

those blessings we possess, and live loose to

them. I speak my experience : the way to

keep our enjoyments is to resign them, and

though that be hard, it is sweet to see them re-

turned, as Isaac was to his father, with more

love and blessing than before. O stupid world
'

The Temple and the Pyramids.

Few persons have adequate ideas of the
massive grandeur of the Temple at Jerusalem.

The great pyramid of Egj'pt has been famtd
tor its magnitude in all the world ; but the

temple has been supposed to be specially note-

worthy for its sanctity and its ancient splendor,

ather than for the magnitude of its fabric.

One reason for this is found in the fact that

the pyramids, standing amid the barren sands
Gheczeh, have been open and accessible to

all, while the superstructure of the temple was
long ago demolished, so that, as Christ pre-

dicted, of all those " goodly stones," not one
was " left upon another that was not thrown
down ;" and the vast substructure, buried be-

neaih the ruins of ages, has been crowned by
a Mohammedan mosque, and jealously guard-

by fanatical Moslems, who have excluded

sight-seers and investigators from its eacred

precincts.

Withiu a few past years, they have relaxed

somewhat the rigorof their exclusiveness, and
opportunity has been afforded for explora-

tions, excavations and researches, which have

shed great light upon the original confines of

the sacred edifice. Says the Edinburgh Re-

view:—
The skill, the art, the mighty toil that has

been devoted to the adornment and to the de-

coration of this most ancient place of worship,

has been of extraordinary magnitude. The
grandest legacy of Egyptian antiquity, the

great pyramid, demanded, indeed, a greater

amount of naked human labor ; but in Moriah
there is a compulsion of the features of Mature
herself to the service of the builder. In act-

ual bulk the great pyramid is to the temple

ock as five to nine, if we descend but as far

as the sills of the five double gates of the

mountain of the house. If we carry the com-

parison down to a level at which the lowest

foundation of the walls is inlaid in the rock

at the angles of the inclosure, the bulk is three

times that of the great pyramid. The cubic

contents of the mason's work may not amount

to a tenth part of that piled up by Souphis.

But the hills have been honeycombed with

chambers and galleries, and the declining

part to the south covered with vaults and

arches to which Gbeezoh can show no paral-

lel. No merely artificial structure could have

so successfully resisted the resolute efforts of

the two greatest military nations of the an-

cient world to destroy its existence and oblit-

erate its memory. No other monument, long

surviving the era of Asiatic and Italian power,

can ever, like the noble sanctuary, mark by

its very ruins the successive periods of its

glory and fall.

If we regard not so much the evidence of

the labor devoted to the work of the temple

as the effect produced on the mind by its ap-

parent magnitude, we may then suggest the

following comparisons: The length of the

eastern wall of the sanctuary is rather more

than double that of one side of the pyramid.

Its height, from the foundation rock at the

south, and near the northern angles, was

nearly one-third of that of the Egyptian struc-

ture. If to this great height of one hundred

and fifty-two feet of solid'wall, be added the

descent of one hundred and forty-four feet to

the bed of the Kedron, and the further eleva-

O worldly Christians! not only strangers but tion of one hundred and sixty feet attained

enemies to this excellent faith! and whilst so by the pinnacle of the temple porch, we have

you can never know the reward of it.-

Cross No Crown.

No & total height of four hundred and twenty-six

ifeet, which is only fifty-nine feet less than
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that of the great pyramid. The area of tb

face of the eastern wall is more than double
that of one side of the pyramid. Thus the
magnitude of the noble sanctuarj' of Jeru
ealein far exceeded that of any other temple
in the world. Two amphitheatres of the size

of the coliseum would have stood within
colossal girdle, and left room to spare. The
coliseum is said to have seated eighty-seven
thousand spectators, and accommodated twen-
ty-three thousand more in its arena and pas
Bagi>8. For such a number to have been
crammed within its circle, the space of each
person must have been limited to seventeen
by twenty inches. Allowing two cubits or
forty-two inches each way, or four square
cubits for each worshipper in the temple, the
sanctuary would have contained thirty thou-
sand persons, and in the priest's court and the
great court and cloisters, there would have
been room enough to make the total reach
more than two hundred and ten thousand
persons, who might have found entrance into
the courts of the Lord.— The Christian.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 9. 1874.

We know not at whom the essay by "A
Young Member" in northern New York is

aimed, but we apprehend it does not apply to
any within the range of our readers, and as it

does not savor as much of a christian spirit as
the subject demands, we think it better to
omit its publication.

The obituary notice of Addison Carter ap-
pears to be unfinished.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The steamship Faraday, with the new

direct Atlantic cable, will sail in aboutten days for Nev
Hampshire. The cable will be landed in Ireland at i

point tifieen miles south of Valentia.
The Bank of England rate of interest has been ad

vanced from 3i to 4 per cent. The bullion in the bank
had decreased £584,000 in the week preceding the ad
vance.

In many parLs of England the agricultural laborers
are becoming dissatisfied with their condition, and are
about emigrating to Canada and the United States. They
allege that their wages are in general so small as to
afford only the most meagre subsistence for themsel
and families.

A Berlin dispatch of the 3d says: The Emperor of
Eussia and the Grand Dukes Alexis and Constant:
have arrived here en route for England.
The House of Commons will take a recess from 5th

mo. 12th to 6th mo. 15th.
Steerage passengers are now carried from Liverpool

to New York for fifteen dollars.
A great strike of miners in Durham Collieries is in

progress. It is estimated that 50,000 men are out of
employment thereby.
London, 4th mo. 4th.—Con.sols 93. U. S sixes

1867, 109i ; do. 5 per cents, 104}.
Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 8} a 8|d ; Orleans, 8Srf

a 8Jd. Breadstuffa quiet.
Intelligence has reached Constantinople that a famine

prevails in Asia Minor, and that many persons are
starving. It is stated that in the town of Angora alone
one hundred deaths occur daily from starvation. The
Eiver Tigris is again swollen by heavy rains, and
further Hoods are apprehended.
A dispatch from Atcheen dated 4th mo. 2oth, says •

In the battle of April 11th, eight thousand natives made
a general attack on the Dutch positions, but were un-
successful at all points. On the 16th they attempted to
carry the works at Kraton by assault, but were repulsed
with heavy loss. All the Dutch forces, with the excep-
tion of a garrison of 2500 men in the Kraton, will re-
turn to Java immediately.
Madrid dispatches state that fighting was resumed

before Bilboa on the 29th ult., and that some advanced
positions of the Carlists had been taken by the Repu
licans. Later advices report further successes of the
government forces, compelling the Carlists to retreat
from before Bilboa. A decree has been issued ii

Madrid calling for a levy of all persons liable to mili
tary service, and over nineteen years of age.
A Madrid dispatch of the 4th announces that Mar

shal Serrano entered Bilboa on the 2d inst. Small de
tached parties of Carlists were surrendering in hope of
receiving amnesty, but the main body of their forces
had retreated toward the Pyrenees. The inhabitants
of Bilboa were without bread during the last week of
the siege.

The Republican troops had defeated bands of Carlist
insurgents in Andalusia, Valencia and New Castile.
A Lisbon dispatch says that much joy was manifested

by the people of that city when news was received of
the entry into Bilboa of the Spanish Republican troops.
Of the fund collected in England for the sick and

wounded during the war between France and Germany,
an unexpended balance remains of £80,000. This has
been invested and is to be used in the event of another
war.

The French indemnity received by Germany has
been distributed among the various States as follows

:

The North German Confederation, 530,118,050 thalers-
Bavaria, 90,200,411 thalers

; Baden, 20,133,132 thalers
;

He,sse, 9,333,674 thalers. Beside this 114,715,810
thalers were taken for the repayment of outlays incur-
red during the war. The German thaler is equal to 75
cents in American coin.

All the French Ministries are once more installed in
Paris, and Versailles can no longer claim to be the seat
of government, although the National Assembly may
convene there.

A serious riot has occurred in the French .settlement
Shanghai, China. A mob of Chinese made an attack

upon the residents of that quarter, and sacked and
burned some of their buildings. The police, in order
to quell the disturbance tired on the rioters, killing
several of them. The Chinese assign as the reason for
their attack, that the French were making a road which
interferred with their cemetery.

It is ofEcially stated that the commission of grave
imes is every where diminishing in Belgium. The

infliction of capital punishment has been almost en-
tirely relinquished during the past twenty-five year.s,
and it is a noteworthy circumstance that for nearly
eleven years no execution has taken place in a country
having a population of about five millions.

Intelligence has been received from Fiji that the king
and the people are unanimously in favor of the cession
of the islands to Great Britain.
United States.—The public debt statement for the

Fourth month shows a decrease of $2,865,451. The I

total debt, less cash in the Treasury, amounted on the
first inst. to $2,149,725,977, of which $1,224,234,50C
bears 6 percent, interest, $509,802,250 bears 5 per cent.
$678,000 4 per cent., $14,000,000 3 per cent., and $ol5,-
000,000 of legal tender notes, fractional currency, Ac,
bears no interest.

The exports from the United States, according to the
official returns for the six months ending 12th mo. 31st,
1873, exceeded the imports by over $15,000,000, while
for the corresponding period of 1872 the imports
ceeded the exports by more than $42,000,000.
The number of interments in Philadelphia for the

week ending 5th mo. 2d, was 267.
The Philadelphia Police and Fire-Alarra Telegraph

transmitted 112,138 messages during the year 1873, and
was the means of restoring 2,363 lost children to their
friends. The number of messages relating to fires was
8,142; beside these many thousand messages were sent
relating to criminals, stolen property, strayed or stolen
animals, &c.
There were 550 interments in New York last week.
The accounts from the southwest indicate that the

present inundation aflfects a wider extent of
than any which has ever occurred in the United States.
A great part of the States of Louisiana and Mississippi
IS reported to be under water, while large districts in
Arkansas, Tennessee and Alabama, and the river coun-
ties of Kentucky and Missouri are suffering by the over-
flow. In some places the water in the Mississippi river

high that from the hills on one side no land can
be seen on the other side as far as the eye can reach.
Opposite Memphis the expanse of water is about forty
miles wide, and the highest lands in that area appear
only as low islands.

When the currency bill came again before the Senate,
34 members voted to pass the bill over the veto and 30
against so doing. The bill falls for want of a two-
thirds vote.

The United States have seventy-five thousand
of magnetic telegraph in use. Russia has thir
thousand, Germany twenty-six thousand. Great E
and Ireland twenty-four thousand, and France tv

three thousand miles.

Several sailing vessels arrived at Chicago on1
inst., and the Straits of Mackinaw are supposed
open for the season. The Erie canal is open th
its entire length.

The U. S. Secretary of the Treasury has direct
sale of $5,000,000 in gold during the Fifth montl
The steamer Vasco de Gama, which arrived a

Francisco the first inst., made the fastest trip on i

between A.sia and the United States, having left

'

on the 4th ult., and Japan on the 14th ult., only 1",

and 8 hours from Yokohama to San Francisco.
The average temperature of the Fourth mon

Philadelphia, by the record kept at the Pennsyl
Hospital, was 44.89 deg. The highest during the n

66 deg., and the lowest 24.50 deg. The amount o
7.50 inches. The average of the mean temperati
the Fourth month for the past 85 years, is stated
50.26 deg., the highest mean during that entire p
was 58.18 deg., in 1871, the lowest 44 deg., was in
The rainfall of the first four months of this ye
been 14.12 inches, against 18.07 inches in 1873.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quot
on the 4th inst. New York.— American gold,
U. S. sixes, 1881, Reg. 119J; Coupons 121|;
1868, reg., 119i ; coupons, 120; ditto, 10-40 5 per
115. Superfine flour, $5.60 a $5.95 ; State extra,
a $6.80 ; finer brands, $7 a $10.30. No. 1 CI
spring wheat, $1.59; No. 2 do., $1.54 a $1.56
western, $1.66; white Michigan, $1.85. Oats, 61

cts. Rye, $1.10 a $1.12. Western mixed corn, 8
cts.

;
yellow, 87 a 88 cts. ; white, 89 a 90 cts. PA.

phia.—Uplands and New Orleans middlings cottoi
a 18J cts. Superfine flour, $5.25 a $5.75 ; extras,"

" 50 ;
finer brands, |.7 a $10.50. Western white v

$1.85; amber, $1.80; western red, $1.50 a $1.65
;

spring, $1.55 a $1.60 ; No. 2 spring, S1.50. Ryi
Corn, yellow and white, 85 a 86 cts. Sales of 220'

cattle at 7} a 7| cts. per lb. gross for extra-
choice at 8 cts. ; 6 a 7 cts. for fair to good, and 4^ a

for common. About 6000 sheep sold at 6J a 9 cl
lb. gross, and 5000 hogs at $8.50 a $8.75 per ] 00 U
Baltimore.—Choice white wheat, $1.85 a $1.88 ; f

prime do., $1.65 a $1.80
; choice amber, $1.85 a $

good to prime red, $1.75 a $1.80 ; western spring,
a $1.53. Western mixed corn, 86 a 87 cts. ; sou
white, 87 a 89 cts. Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat, i

No. 2 do., $1.27 ; No. 3 do., $1.21. No. 2 mixed
65.1 cts. No. 2 oats, 46J cts. No. 2 rye, 92 cts.

$10.35 per 100 lbs.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN]
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelp
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wo
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients m!
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa
Managers.

Died, at his father's residence, in Cherokee cou
Kansas, on the 10th of 5th mo. 1873, Addison Car
son of Milton and Louisa Ann Carter, aged 21 y
lacking ten days, a member of Spring River Mo
Meeting of Friends, Kan. This young man had grt

endeared himself to a large circle of friends and
lives, by his many virtues and upright conversal
being mild, gentle and unobtrusive in his mam
was endowed with good natural abilities, and
anxious to improve his time and talents to the hi

of (he great Giver, as evinced by his usefully i

ing his spare moments, and saying, " I had rather!
a good education than a large estateof this world,
can enjoy it and be useful to others." His bodily
fering for about six days, was at times very great.

-; , on the 13th of the Second month, 1874, at
residence in Exeter township, Berks Co., Pa., in
30th year of her age, Rebecca Lee Chrisman, wi
Isaac F. Chrisman, and daughter of James and L
Lee, a member of Exeter Monthly Meeting. She'
of a meek and inoffensive disposition, and bore her
illness with patience and resignation, and pai
quietly away like one going to sleep ; leaving
friends the consoling belief that she was prepared
-- entrance into the mansions of everlasting rest
peace.

, Fourth mo. 12th, 1874, Eliza E. Stokes,
of Stogdell Stokes, a beloved member of Stroudsb
Particular and Frankford Monthly Meeting of Erie:
Pa., in the 77th year of her age.
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(Concluded from page 303.)

le 15th of 11th mo. 1829, John Heald said

ly as follows : I have been looking over
places vchere I have travelled, and the

r I have been engaged in on Truth's ac-

t, and now my mind seems to be clothed

love to my family, relations and friends.

favor is inexpressible, and j-et I seem
ng to leave them all and become united

18 ever-blessed Redeemer in whom I have
trusted, and whom I have endeavored to

: faithfully in my generation. And now
hope for salvation is in Him, who died for

that through His merits and mediation
the Father, I shall be accepted. I feel

ondemnation, nothing standing in the
between mo and eternal felicity. I abhor
doctrine of E. H., that would not be wil-

to accept of salvation on the terms of

ist dying for his sins. This seems to pro-

from the pride of the human heart. I

Id not be in such a state for all this world
give me, and I believe if all our meeting
imbibed this doctrine, yet the Lord would
ave left tiimself without a witness; others

lid have been raised up who would not have
led Him, but would have stood for His right-

s cause, and would have owned Him as our
fifice for sin, our atonement, Advocate and
srcessor. Some of you have had to pass
bugh sore trials in dealing with and testi-

ig against that spirit of unbelief. I charge
before God and His holy angels that you
nk not from your duty, but be faithful to

Lord and his Christ in all things. I had
'ospect sometime past, that I should soon
^e the body, but that prospect soon closed,

Qgh I had a choice that it should have
a 80, and I believe that if I had then been
en, I might have had an easy passage, but
his I submit to Him who knows what is

; for me, and fully resign all, both soul and

y, into His holy hands, to do with me as

shall see best, for I believe He will never
re me nor forsake me.
.t one time he uttered the following prayer:

idorable Majesty, I am unworthy of the

t of thy favors and mercies, but I implore
i with tears, prayers and strong cries, that

ay know thee the only true God and Jesus

Christ whom thou hast sent. With regard to

outward circumstances, thy will be done. If

thou should see meet to diminish those things
I stand in need of in this state of being, or to

increase them, to give many or few days, are
all in thy hand, who knowest best what
best for me ; and let thy holy will be doc
but O, for thy mercy's sake enable me to know
and do thy holy will, all the days thou shalt

see meet to allow me here.

The following memoranda have been pre-

served of expressions he made use of at dif-

ferent times.

If it is consistent with the holy will, I

should be willing to be released soon. I do
not find that I am charged with sin or trans-

gression. There is to me no condemnation,
and death has no terror. I do not say it in

a boasting way, but for the sake of others.

O Lord, be merciful to me. Thou hast been
merciful, but my mind desires a continuation
of thy tender mercy. Heaven and earth shall

pass away, but my word shall not pass away,
said the dear liedeemer. His word is more
stayed than Heaven and earth.

1 have seen since I have been on this bed
of sickness, with indubitable clearness, that
there is a great deal of deceit amongst many
ho would pass for christians, which will do

them no good, but will one day add to their

condemnation.
I believe that a frequent reading of the

Holy Scriptures in families would be profit-

able.

I have confessed the Lord Jesus before men,
and I believe He will not deny me before His
Father and the holy angels. O, if this was
not impressed on my mind, how painful would
the sensation be. The next day, he said : O
be pleased to release thy poor suffering crea-

ture, nevertheless not my will but thme be
done. May praises be ascribed to thee and
to the Lamb, through the long ages of eter-

nity

!

If I have betrayed any symptoms of impa-
tience, I hope it will be passed by ; and if I have

a preserved, there is nothing duo to me
for it, it is all to be ascribed to the great Pre-
server of His people. Every other considera-
tion is of little consequence, if we can indi-

vidually attain to those happy abodes, where
the wicked cease from troubling, and the
weary soul is forever at rest.

To an elder, he said : O that thou may
never leave nor forsake that cause which thou
hast endured so much sorrow and conflict for.

May the Lord often be pleased to fill thy heart
with His love and favor. If we should not
meet again, remember this was my prayer for

thee, dear friend.

Being asked how he was, he answered, my
poor body suffers, but my mind is mercifully
preserved in quiet, which is a great favor. I

have no language to express it to the full. I

have no objection, but rather a choice, in

taking notice of every neighbor who comes I

to see me. There are some who are too re-

'

miss in attending to their duty, and if any
thing I can do would have a tendency to make
them more diligent, I would willingly do it.

How grateful to my feelings is the language,
"Come ye blessed of my Father, inherit the
kingdom prepared for j-ou from the founda-
tion of the world." I never could adopt the
language of the apostle with so much clear-
ness, as I now sensibly feel it : "I have fought
a good fight, I have kept the faith. Hence-
forth there is laid up forme a crown of right-
eousness, which the Lord, the righteous Judge,
shall give me at that day."
Here end the memoranda appended to the

journal of this worthj^ man, and laborious
minister of the Gospel. The only further
record of his feelings which has reached the
compiler, is a letter addressed to his beloved
friend, Benjamin Kite, bearing date Ist mo.
29th, 1833. Its tremulous and nneven charac-
ters bear evidence of physical decay, and it

was written with evident effort at intervals
during a period of about two weeks from the
time of its commencement; yet it breathes
that spirit of Christian humility and submis-
sion to the divine will, which are the fruits of
true religion. The following passages are
extracted from it.

" You are dear friends, among those that I
look to with affectionate remembrance. The
precious feelings that I am permitted to enjoy,
when remembering some dear friends that I
am no more likely to behold in mutability, is

comfortable to me. It is true I am less capa-
ble of action than I was in time past, but
favors are present, as many or more than I
am sufllciently thankful for. If I have divers
afflictions, there seem to be no more than to
keep me humble.

" When John the Divine, saw a Lamb stand
on Mount Zion, there were many with Him
of the thousands of the redeemed, who could
sing the song of Moses and of the Lamb. I
think they had known a preparation to stand
with the harps of God in their hands ; and we
ought to know a preparation as well as they,
that we may stand in the place alloted us,
when many tribulations are passed, that we
ay know a being redeemed and be prepared

to sing that song, ' The redeemed of the Lord
shall come to Zion with songs and everlasting
joy upon their heads.'

My course draws towards a close, a final
close of time is nigh. Infirmities attend,
bodily ability fails—all indications of a close.
I am not in haste to be away, nor craving to
stay long. I desire to leave the whole unto
Him who always does right, and never wrong.
I do not know when the time may come for
me to do the last little; for in my own esti-

mation my employ has been in little things.
Some have been capable of doing much, and
have done more than others could do; but
when my work is done, I shall be permitted
a release, I expect; and when that time comes,
may I be ready, having done, suffered or en-
dured my alloted share or portion of tribula-
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tion or enjoyments. It is done, or finished.

This when applied to life, how solemn !

" In our Society, how many are as much
defiled as they would have been if they had

had the leprosjy. Our blessed Lord once said,

There were many lepers in Israel at a time he

alluded to, but, said he, none of them were
healed but Naaman the Syrian. There seems

great need of healing in our Society to cause

it to be healthy, comely and clean ;
not pollu-

ted and unclean. When will our defilements

cease ? We have need to do our first works.

We have need to repent and then do our first

works.
" I would willingly send real, sincere love

and good-will to you, my dear, absent friends.

And, as I think this is very likely to be the

last token of love I shall send to you, may
that love that is pure be yours to enjoy. Fare

ye well—and if it should be a long, a last fare-

well—the time is far spent—the long home is

at hand. I thought years ago, that I would
have been in another state of being before

now, but still I am here—^an uncertain stay-

bat sure to go. May the Divine will be done.

I am, affectionately, thy friend

John Heald."

Those of the readers of "The Friend," who
have traced in its pages the course of this

Friend, and observed his labor of love for the

good of others, and his watchful care to per
form the duties required of him; how willing

he was to undergo the needful baptisms to

prepare him for religious service, and yet pre-

ferring to disappoint the earnest expectation

of those who longed to hear him preach, rather

than to venture on such an engagement with

out the sense of Divine requiring; these wil'

feel that the humble confidence in Divine
mercy with which he was favored in his de-

clining years was a fitting close to such a life,

He is one more added to that cloud of wit-

nesses who testify that the service of the Lord
is indeed a good service, and that the wages
received therein are precious, unspeakably
precious.

How the Eye is Swept and Washed.—For us

to be able to see objects clearly and distinctly,

it is necessary that the eye should be kept

clean. For this purpose it is furnished with

a little gland from which flows a watery fluid

(tears), which is spread over the eye by the

lid, and it is afterward swept off by it, and
runs through a hole in the bone to the under
surface of the nose, while the warm air pass

ing over it while breathing, evaporates it. It

is remarkable that no such gland can be found

in the eyes of fish, as the element in which
they live answers the same purpose.

If the eye had not been furnished with
liquid to wash it, and a lid to sweep it o

things would appear as they do when you
look through a dusty glass. Along the edges
of the eyelids there is a great number of little

tubes or glands, from which flows an oily sub-

stance which spreads over the surface of the

skin, and thus prevents the edges from being
sore or irritated, and it also helps to keep
tears within the lid. There are also six little

muscles attached to the eye which enable us

to move it in every direction ; and when we
consider the different motions they are capable
of giving to the eye, we cannot but admire
the goodness of Him who formed them, and
thus saved us the trouble of turning our heads
every time we wished to view an object.

For " The Friend."

The Heart of Africa, by Dr. Schweinfnrtli.

tContinued from page 298.)

We were not long in leaving the Shillook

villages far behind. The inhabited region

ed to recede as our boat made its way
along the water-course. The stream divided

tself into a multitude of channels, which
threaded their way amidst a maze of islands.

The distant rows of acacias on either side were
the only tokens to indicate the mainland.

This was the day on which we first saw the

papyrus. To me, botanist as I was, the event

elevated the day to a festival. Here at a lati-

tude of 9° 30' N. are we now first able to salute

this sire of immortal thought, which centuries

was just as abundant in Egypt as at pre-

sent it is on the threshold of the central

deserts of Africa. I was quite lost in admira-

tion at the variety of production of the sur-

face of the water, to which the antique papy-
rus gave a noble finish. It strikes the gaze

like the creation of another world, and seems

to inspire a kind of reverence : although for

days and weeks I was environed bj' the mar-

vellous beauties which enrich the flora of the

Nile, my eye was never weary of the vision

of its graceful form.

The hindrances to our progress caused by
the excessive vegetation began now to give

us some anxiety. All day long we were be-

wildered not only by the multiplicity of chan-

nels, but by masses of grass, papyrus, and
batch, which covered the whole stream

like a carpet, and even when they opened
gave mei'ely the semblance of being passages

" Thick masses of little weeds float about

the surface of the water, and by forming a

soft pulp, contribute an effectual aid to bind

together the masses of vegetation. Like a

cement this conglomerate of weeds fills up all

the clefts and chasms between the grass and
ambatch islands, which are formed in the back-

water where the position is sheltered from
the winds and free from the influence of the

current.
" On the 8th of February began our actual

conflict with this world of weeds. That en-

tire day was spent in trying to force our boats

along the temporary openings. The pilots

were soon absolutely at a loss to determine

by which channel they ought to proceed. On
this account two vessels were detached from
the flotilla to investigate the possibility of

making a passage in a more northerly direc

tion. Two hundred of our people, sailors and
soldiers, were obliged to lug with ropes for

hours together to pull through one boat after

the other, while they walked along the edge

of the floating mass, which would bear whole
herds of oxen, as I subsequently had an op
portunity of seeing.

" Very singular was the spectacle of the

vessels, as though they had grown in the place

where they were, in the midst of this jungle

of papyrus, fifteen feet high; whilst the

bronzed, swarthy skins of the naked Nubians
contrasted admirably with the bright green
which was everywhere around. The shrieks

and shouts with which they sought to cheer

on their work could be hoard miles away
The very hippopotamuses did not seem to like

it ; in their alarm they lifted their heads from
the shallows in which they had stationed

themselves for respiration, and snorted till

the gurgling around was horrible. The sailors,

concerned lest by their bulk these unwieldy
creatures should injure the boats—not an un-

known occurrence—gave vent to the full: «

of their lungs. This unearthly clamor

indeed the solitary means of defence at

command ; in such a turmoil—men and \^'-

every direction—firing a shot was not

thought of."

After several days of laborious effort,

succeeded in passing this grass barrier,

other difficulty of much magnitude was

countered, and on the 22d of the month
reached the Meshera, where the boats arc

up for the season, and the merchants
mence their journeys by land into diffe

parts of the interior. The elephants

been gradually exterminated or driven a

into remoter regions, by the active

suit which the demand for their ivory

created, and year by year, the enterpri

erchauts push their explorations further

the interior. They purchase of the ni

hunters the ivory which the year's hun
has enabled them to accumulate. The
the price they pay for it is very small, yet

cost of maintaining a large body of sole

for their protection, and the expense incu

in other ways are so heavy, that the ultit

profit is not unreasonably large. By fon

arms they compel the native tribes, who c

under their influence, to furnish provis

and persons to carry their goods from p
to place, for in this part of Africa, man is

only beast of burden. They unscrupulo

plunder the cattle from those tribes who I

them, and regulai-ly organize cattle-stea

expeditions. The number annually seize

this way amounts to several thousand,

magnitude of the operations may be imagi

from the statement of Dr. Schweinfurth, i

the expedition which he followed into thi

terior, numbered about 1000 men.
The first part of their journey was thro

the territory of the Dinka. This is a nut

ous tribe occupying a country of some si

or seventy thousand square miles in ext

They are eminently a grazing people, and

gard their cattle almost with veneration,

them, they are the symbol of wealth. Si

of their cattle-pens will contain 10,000

mals, judging from the number of pegs

which they are tethered. They are m
killed for food, but those that die naturall;

by accident are eaten. The owner himsei

too much afflicted at the loss to partake of

feast. They cultivate several varieties of gi

and roots, and are superior to many of

African tribes in their skill and eleanlii

in cooking. According to Dinka notion

propriety, it is becoming for none but woi

to wear any covering ;
any attire, even of

most moderate description, is considered

worthy of the men. Our author acqui

among them the ironical title of " The Turli

lady," from always appearing in a comp':!

suit of clothes.

Even among these simple people, the in;

ence of fashion is apparent. The wives of

wealthy are often laden with nearly half

hundred weight of iron rings as ornamei

These on their wrists and ankles clank 1

the fetters of slaves. The favorite orname
of the men are massive ivory rings, wb
they wear round the upper part of the art

The next important tribe beyond the Dinl

is the Bongo nation. They are an agrii

tural people, and have been reduced intoci

plete subjection by the ivory merchants,

whole country being partitioned out am(

them. This is indeed their head quart
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they keep throughout the year resident

ts, and their stores of provisions and

handize; and from their fortified places

1 Seribas, their trading parties make long

rsions among the wilder tribes of the in-

Some of these seribas have grown to

magnitude of small towns, and contain

aps 1000 inhabitants.

le Bongo people are not so pure a black

Dinka and more northern tribes, but a

ish brown shade of color. Their soil

nds in iron, of which they are skilful

ufacturers. With a rude bellows, and a

mer, which often is merely a round ball

ebblo stone (though sometimes a little

id of iron without a handle) upon an

1 of stone, with an ordinary chisel and a

of tongs consisting of a split piece of

n wood, they produce arms, tools and or

ts of admirable quality and elegant

kmanship. The most important of their

manufactures are for articles of trade—

-heads, regular spades, and a rough spade

e shape of a flat circle about a foot in

ueter with a short handle. These are the

ulating currency of Central Africa, being

ed up in the treasures of the rich, and

lable for purchases and for the marriage

iions which every suitor is obliged to give.

hey practice basket making and pottery

ufacture, and from the vegetable fibres of

3 of the cultivated plants they twist a cord

ch they use in making fish-nets and snares

birds. The children weave baskets in the

n of long tubes, which they lay flat upon tlie

and in the immediate neighborhood of the

ise-holes; they then commence a regular

Me, when the scared mice, scampering back

•egain their homes, run through the stub-

and often rush into the open traps, where,

fish in a weir-basket, they are easily

ured. In this way the Bongo boys catch

isiderable quantities of meriones, Mus gen-

,
and M. barbarus, which they tie together

their tails in clusters of about a dozen, and

ter them to each other as dainty morsels

hese are our cows,' they would shout to me
,h great glee whenever I met them return

:
after their sport had been successful

other use which is made of the mice which

) captured by this simple artifice is to em
ly them for a bait for securing what they

;eem the especial delicacy of roast cat. On
b narrow paths which traverse the steppes

[e rifts in the long grass, they construct

(ninutive huts out of some twisted reeds

;

j

placing the mice inside these they are very

ten able to entice the cats into a snare.

I" To agriculture men and women alike ap-

Y themselves, devoting their greatest atten-

[u to the culture of their soi-ghum. The
bount of labor they bestow upon this cereal

ivery large. The seed is lavishly broadcast

to trenches which have been carefully pre-

ired for its reception, and when it has ger-

inated and made its appearance above the

•ound, two or three weeks are spent in thin-

ng the shoots and in transplanting them

vay from the spots where they are too thick
;

system which experience has shown can

jry advantageously be applied to maize

ery few vegetables are cultivated, but for

lese the people find a variety of substitutes

1 the wild plants and tubers which abound.

"During the rainy season the country is

3ry prolific in many varieties of funguses,

and then dry and pound them. They use

them for the purpose of flavoring their sauces,

which in consequence are enriched by a hinit

gout, which without depreciation may perhaps

be compared to rotten fish. Throughout the

country I never saw any funguses but what

were perfectly edible, and some of them 1

must confess were very palatable." The
larger species frequently grow to a height of

nine inches, are a foot in diameter, and weigh

nearly fifty pounds.

Our author says: " Whenever a halt is made
upon the marches across the wilderness, the

bearers, as soon as they are liberated from

their burdens, set very vigorously to work
and grub up all sorts of roots from the nearest

thickets. I can myself vouch for a fixct, which

might fairly be deemed incredible, that thirty

Bongo who accompanied me on my return to

.Sabby, at a time when I had scarcely enough

to keep me from starvation, subsisted for six

consecutive days entirely on these roots, and

although we were hurrying on by forced

marches, they lost neither their strength nor

their spirits. Their constitution was radically

sound, and they seemed formed to defy the

treatment of their inhospitable home.
" Already it has been mentioned that there

is an entire deficiency of common salt through-

out the district of the Gazelle. The alkali

that is everywhere its substitute is obtained

by soaking the ashes of the burnt wood of the

Grewia mollis, a shrub common throughout

Bongoland."
(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Reflections upoQ Philadelphia Yearly Meeting,

As the mind dwells upon the occurrences

and feelings that attended the recent meeting

of this body, some things present, which may
be of interest to those who were not present

on that occasion, and which do not properly

belong to a narrative of its proceedings, such

as has already been published in the columns

of "The Friend."

Prominent among these, was the effect pro-

duced by the presence of several friends from

other Yearly Meetings. It has often been the

case that the time of the meeting has been

much wasted, and the patience of those pre-

sent severely tried, by long and unseasonable

discourses, which, however earnest they might

be, were felt to be out of place, and did not

carry with them that evidence of Divine au-

thority which is the accompaniment of true

Gospel ministry. Though we were not free

from some such interruptions in our recent

gatherings on the part of those who were

strangers, yet the dignity, propriety and

weight which marked the demeanor of others

was peculiarly pleasant ; and had a decided

effect in strengthening the feeling of brotherly

love, and in awakening a renewed interest in

the welfare of different parts of the flock.

These Friends, in their private conversations,

fully confirmed many of the reports which

had reached us of the extent to whicL a large

number under our name had departed from

the doctrines and practices of the Society of

Friends. They were evidently bowed under

the weight of these things, and wei-e suffering

with the sutt'ering seed, but they were com-

forted by mingling with those of like views

with themselves, their faith re-animated, and
to maintain the de-they strengthened

heB0Dgo"ha7e TgreVflncy forTh;m7th;y|fence of those principles which they had long

eep them till they are on the verge of decay, I
trusted - -'i -i^-« .rnndness thev hadand whose iness they had

proved. Their company and the unity whicli

they expressed, produced a similar eff"ect on

many here—remindingof the ancient proverb,

Iron sharpeneth iron ; so a man sharpeneth

thecountenanceof hisfriend." Somoamongus
were led to realize more clearly, and to enter

more fully into sympathy with, the trying

position in which they were placed in their

own meetings and neighborhoods ; and to de-

sire with more fervency that the hands of all

such throughout the Society of Friends might

be strengthened, and that the people every-

where, who were wandering from the true

fold, might be brought back, and enabled to

see the delusive nature of that sympathetic

excitement which has to so largo an extent

been mistaken for the true work of grace.

The fact cannot be disguised that there has

in very many cases such a departure

from our doctrinal views as leads to a radical

change in religious practice.

Our ;early Friends, while they fully recog-

zed the atoning efiicacy of the offering of

himself on Calvary, made by the blessed Re-

deemer, steadily directed the attention of

their hearers to the operations in their own
hearts of that Light, Spirit or Grace, which

He purchased for them, and which is the ap-

pointed Guide to lead all to that knowledge

of the only true God, and of Jesus Christ

whom He has sent, which is saving. They
taught the world, that it was by submitting

to and uniting with this Holy Spirit in its

leadings and workings, that they would come

to have true and saving faith, and experience

the real benefit of the sufferings and death of

the Son of God. This teaching was eminently

practical. It did not merely tell the listeners

to " Come to Jesus," as we have so often heard

of latter times, but it pointed out the way to

become His true disciples, even as He himself

had long before shown in those memorable

words :
" If any man will be my disciple, let

him deny himself, take up his daily cross and

follow me." This made them a humble,

watchful, self-denying people, depending from

day to day on the fresh extension of Divine

help for their own preservation, and for all

ability to labor in the cause of righteousness.

Thus their growth in salvation was the effect

of the working within them of that spirit

which was promised as the Leader into all

truth ;
and they were willing patiently to wait

and quietly to hope for its perfect accomplish-

ment.
But now we hear much said of immediate

salvation. It is spoken of as a very easy

matter. A large congregation will be told by

one who presumes to preach, that it is in the

power of every one present to be saved before

they leave the room at the close of t.he meet-

ing. As the saving visitations of Divine grace

are utterly beyond our control, those who
listen to such teaching and believe it to be

true, are in danger of substituting therefor

some intellectual or emotional operation of

the mind, and of relying upon this. Hence

they may become puffed up with an imaginary

conceit of their own attainments—and such

is often lamentably the case. How often have

we known of such persons confidently pro-

claiming that their names were written in the

Lamb's book of life, when it was painfully

evident to others that they did not exhibit

those Christian graces of humility, meekness

and submission to those in authority, which

would have been present, if their professed

attainments had been real ! Such are greatly
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to be pitied. If they undertake to teach others,

it is only the blind leading the blind, to the

danger of falling into a ditch together.

The practical effect of this system too often

is to encourage self-righteousness— the re-

liance really being on something the indi-

vidual does of his own, whatever else he may
suppose. Even where there are real and pre-

cious visitations of Divine love to the soul,

instead of patiently abiding under them, and
permitting them to have their perfect work,

such persons are many times led to enter at

once into some public sphere oflabor for which

they are not prepared, and thus their own
growth in grace is hindered, and the work
being marred, they never attain to that bright-

ness and usefulness in the church which be-

longs to a polished shaft.

The contrast between the sitting of the

Yearly Meeting on P^ifth-day afternoon, and
that on Sixth-day, when it closed its delibera-

tions for this year, furnishes an illustration of

the wisdom of that advice of George Fox :

" Friends, hold all your meetings in the power
of God."
On Fifth-day, the meeting became more

unsettled than was the case at any other time

during the week ;
especially while considering

the proposition from Burlington Quarterly

Meeting, to change the language of the Query
respecting the use of spirituous liquors. No
doubt there was much exercise of mind on the

part of many Friends, and an effort to keep
themselves under the infl uence of that Power,
which alone can enable such a meeting to per-

form its duties to the honor of its Holy Head.
But spiritually, it was a low time; the restrain-

ing influence of Divine Grace was not felt to

be in dominion over the meeting, and several

remarks were made on the subject under con-

sideration which were ill-timed, undigested,
injudicious, or defective in other ways. This
tended to encourage others to simihir exhibi-

tions ; and thus, though the meeting was con-

ducted with decorum, we seemed for a time
in danger of degenerating into the condition
of an ordinary debating assembly. Such is

ever the tendency of that talkative spirit,

which impels Friends to partake in the dis-

cussions of our meetings for business, without
waiting to have the mind seasoned with re-

ligious exercise, so that our words may be
savory.
On Sixth-day, through Divine favor, almost

from beginning to end, a degree of solemnity
was to be felt. This increased as the meeting
progressed. Those who spoke seemed gener-
ally under this influence, and their weighty
and tender remarks were comforting and edi-

fying. When the sitting was ended, there
was a general feeling of rejoicing for the mer-
cies vouchsafed. J.

Selected.

By experience I can speak it, that the ways
of holiness afford more true comfort and peace
to the upright soul, than the greatest pleasures
this world can afford ; the former reaches the
heart and soul, while the delights of this world
are but a show, and appearance only, vanish-
ing like a dream ; and whoever believes other-
wise of them, will certainly find them to be
but lying vanities ; therefore the apostle might
boldly put the question to the converted Eo-
mans, viz :

" What fruit had you in those
things whereof you are now ashamed ? For
the end of those things is death."

—

John
Crook.

WHAT IS PRAYER?
What is prayer ? Converse with God,
The breathing forth of strong desire,

The burning of celestial fire;

A message to the courts above,

Borne on the wings of faith and love.

What is prayer? The hidden spring
That rises in the soul from grace

;

It is the spirit's resting-place,

A symptom of the life within—
A wrestling of the soul with sin.

What is prayer ? The suppliant's voice,

Breathed in a sigh, a stifled groan.

That rises to the heavenly throne
As fragrant incense to his ear,

Who first inspires, then answers prayer.

What is prayer ? A refuge where
The stricken mourner seeks repose;
Looks up and finds amid his woes

A Friend enthroned above the skies,

A Friend who well can sympathize.

What is prayer ? A potent power
That brings down blessings from the skies

;

It is the channel that supplies

The soul with health and peaceful days,

Till prayer is merged in endless praise.

Christian Advocate.

LIVE FOR SOMETHING.
Live for something, be not idle

—

Look about thee for employ!
Sit not down le useless dreaming—
Labor is the sweetest joy.

Folded hands are ever weary,
Selfish hearts are never gay,

Life for thee hath many duties

—

Active be, then, while you may.

Scatter blessings in thy pathway !

Gentle words and cheering smiles,

Better are than gold or silver

With their grief dispelling wiles.

As the pleasant sunshine falleth,

Ever on the grateful earth.

So let sympathy and kindness
Gladden well the darkened hearth.

Hearts that are oppressed and weary

—

Drop the tear of sympathy
;

Whisper words of hope and comfort,
Give, and thy reward shall be

Joy unto thy soul returning.

From this perfect fountain head,
Freely as thou freely givest,

Shall the grateful light be shed.

The Potato-rot.—This disease first made its

appearance, so far as we know, about thirty
years ago. The most destructive season of
that epidemic in this country was in 1844
Previously to that time, the annual crop of
potatoes in the United States amounted to

over one hundred million bushels
; but, in con-

sequence of the blight, it was reduced in some
parts of the country to one-half, or even to
one-quarter of the ordinary yield.

In 1845 it showed itself in England, Scot-
land, and Ireland, and spread with great
rapidity. The disease broke out again in 1854
and 1855, and was destructive in the State of
New York, in Ehode Island, Massachusetts,
Ohio, Illinois, and at various other points, and
about 1865, or ten j^ears later, it made its

appearance for a third time.

This destructive malady was at last found
to be due to the ravages of a microscopic
fungus, called, from its mode of fructification

and its injurious effects, the Peronospora in-

festans.

When the peronospora is placed in contact
with the leaves of a potato-vine, its filaments
penetrate into and through the ejjidermic cells,

and so reach the intercellular tissue of the

leaf and stem ; and there they contint

grow producing a rapid withering and bl

When the parasite has attained a ce

growth, it begins to fructify. Its upright

ments burst through the pores of the le;

and are crowned with the charactei'istic c

of spores. Each spore, when ripe, if sup]

with moisture, produces six or seven
ary zoospores, armed with long vi

cilia, and capable of a rapid spontanec
tion. After moving about for a short t

the zoospore becomes quiescent, throws
an elongated filament, and germinates afr

It is no doubt in this way that the ger
the parasite reaches the tuber of the po
at the root of the vine. For if sound pota
be placed in the ground, and the surfac

the soil be sprinkled witii the spores of
onospora, and then watered from time to t;

the potatoes are found to be infested with
disease in about ten days.

This species affords a good example of

extreme fecundity of parasitic fungi. It

been estimated that, on the under surfac

a potato-leaf, one square line is capable of

ducing over three thousand spores. E
spore supplies at least six zoospores ; so t

from one square line we may have
twenty thousand reproductive bodies, e

capable of originating a new mycelium
;

a square inch of surface may yield nearly th

million such bodies.

The mycelium filaments can penetrate
cellular tissue of a leaf in twelve hours, a

when established there, may grow and
fruit in eighteen hours longer, whih
spores are perfected and ready to germin
in twenty-four hours after they have been
tached and placed in water. This fully

plains the rapidity with which the diseast

known to spread.

—

Address on the origin c

propagation of disease, by Dr. J. C. Dalton.

For "The Friend

Memoirs and Letters of Sarah Hillman.
(CoDtinued from page 299.)

" Philada. 9th mo. 2d, 1842.—Since thy :

visit, again and again has my spirit bend
towards thee in renewed sympathy and aff

tion : yea, in that fellowship which \i\

through death. And earnestly do I desi

whatever be the trials and probations whi
may be permitted or appointed in our passai

through this wilderness, and land of drought

of deserts and of pits, and however ma;
times we may be put as into the furnace hei

ed 'one seven times hotter than it was wo
to be heated,' we may hold on to the litl

grain of living faith, which has in mercy be

granted, and is from time to time renewe
' that so nothing may ever be able to separa

us from the love of God which is in Chri

Jesus our Lord.'

Ah ! my dear friend, we have realized B
Almighty Power to still the mighty ragii

waves, the fiery darts of the wicked one
quench, and to cause the heart that w
shrouded almost in despair to sing to tl

springing up of the well of Life; then wl
should we so often be ready to give over tl

hope that we shall one day be made victoi

ous, yea more than conquerors through Hi
who hath loved us and given Himself for ui

His arm is not shortened that He cannot sav

neither His ear grown heavy that He canm
hear; but with righteousness doth He judj

the poor, and reprove with equity for tl

meek of the earth : and I believe He will arL
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ill His set time is come; and not only

111 the cause of His oppressed people, but

feet them in safety from him that puffeth

kera, and from all their enemies. So that

truth of the declaration will be seen, and
(inquiry go forth, ' How should one chase

usand and two put tea thousand to flight,

pt their rock had sold them and the Lord
shut them up?'

it is a fearful thing to be crushing the

hets and despising the word through

; as it is a fearful thing to be daring to

the Lord saith it, albeit He hath not
en, and when He riseth up to plead whose
t it is; who can withstand Him? No fig-

covering will hide them, neither can any
e ; He can no more be cheated than

vill be mocked ; naked and bare must we
ar before Him, every covering which is

3f His spirit, will be stripped olf : what
it signify then to say, ' We have eaten

drunk in thy presence, and thou hast

ht in our streets,' if the heart is not right

Him, if any idols have taken the place

hich He, as the great Shepherd, Prophet,

st and King, ought to have entire rule,

it to reign and govern.

it seems to me the day is at hand, when
will be a great shaking in the midst of

nd, and if there be but a few berries

few gleaning grapes, two or three as

he outmost fruitful branches, there will, I

persuaded, be a gathering to these ; there

be a gathering to Shiloh, for unto Him,
not to any other, shall the gathering of

people be. I long for myself, and for us all

profess the name of Christ, more especi-

we who sometimes are engaged and con-

ined by the renewings of His grace, and
fresh bubblings up of the well-spring of

ation, to speak a woi-d in His name. I

for our preservation on the immutable
idation, Jesus Christ the righteous, that

her divination nor enchantment may pre-

against us ; that in that awful day when
lisition will be made, we may be found

X of the blood of all men. Oh, how awful

vill be to have deceived any, to have
i any other way or truth, than the

Dh as it is in Jesus our holy Head. To have

a gathering the people to ourselves, or set-

I up forms for substance, or bringing men's
eon into admiration because of advantage.
3 Apostle Paul, who knew the terrors of

Lord (and through His unutterable mercy
has visited our souls and made us to feel

! terrors for sin,') said, ' Woe is unto me if

reach not the Gospel,' and it is truly woe
IS if we preach not the Gospel. Oh ! then

us, my beloved friend, cleave close to the

;ht, and walk closely with our dear Master,

I fearing the fears of the heathen, but keep
our eye single to Him, we shall find that

still keeps that 'man in perfect peace,

ose mind is stayed on Him, because he
steth in Him.' "

'Virginia, 5th mo. IS-iS. * * * Ah! how
rowful to see the children of this people

ttered as they are, as sheep having no
pherd. It seems as if there was none that

lid break a little bread even if the child

:ed it ; too many of whom seem content

;h the flesh pots of Egypt, and having loved

s present woi-ld have little relish for the

ngs of Jesus, the things of the kingdom;
ise things which accompany life and salva-

Q. Oh what will these careless ones do
en God riseth up, and when he appeareth

what will they answer him. I fear it will

be said to some, 'Ye have lived in pleasure
on the earth, and been wanton, &c. ; and even
some who have made a high profession seem
to have grown weary of the way ; they have
run with the footmen, and they have wearied
them, how shall they contend with horses,

with the strong and powerful? and if in the
land of peace, in a state of carnal security

they wearied them, oh ! how will they do in

the swelling of Jordan? in that day when
refuge fails, when there is no way to look,

nor any think to trust to or in but God that
showeth mercy.
As to health, I am as well as when I left

home, and desire to be thankful for this favor.

May we all strive to dwell so near our Divine
Lord and Master, as to be preserved from the
snare of the fowler, and to know our life hid

with Him in all our trials and conflicts, and
when the days of our pilgrimage on earth are

finished, be found of him in peace."
" Fhilada. 5th mo. 3lst, 1843. * * * The

lines of Cowper came sweetly into remem-
brance, 'He is a freeman whom the truth

makes free,' &c., and surely none else are free

indeed. The language seems applicable, ad-

dressed by the prophet speaking in the name
of the Highest to a people formerly, ' I am
pressed under you as a cart is pressed that is

full of sheaves.' Ah! when the great Dasher
in pieces shall come up against them what
will they do? they have lightly esteemed the

sacrifice commanded to be offered in the holy

place, and are yet making high profession of

spiritual attainments, painted as Zion truly,

but where is the life and zeal, and primitive

simplicity for which our forefathers in the

truth were so conspicuous? where is their de-

votion and devotedness to be seen amongst
these people? Oh how sorrowful is the state

of too many among us who yet are taking

upon them to rule in the church, and lord it

over the heritage; who have not been living

witnesses of the sufferings of Christ, as was
Peter, and also partakers of the glory that

shall be revealed."

A great variety of articles, includiug grain

bags, wagon covers, floor covers, ropes, sails,

&c., are made in Russia from the inner bark

of the bass-wood or linden tree, a million of

trees being destroyed annually in the manu-
facture, and the value of the articles produced

amounting to $2,400,000. The bark is col-

lected by the peasants, in May and June,

when the ascent of the sap renders peeling

easy. That of the lower part of the trunk,

generally employed for roofing, is obtained in

pieces about 5i by 3} feet, and is warmed,
and pressed to prevent its curling. That ofthe

upper part of the trunk and of the branches

is tied in bundles and rotted under water until

September, when it is dried by aid of heat

and separated into thio, delicate strips, suit-

able for weaving into matting, and varying

in weight according to the use to be made of

it. The heaviest is sold at the Nishni Nov-
gorod fair at about $24 per hundred weight.
—North American.

" The object, in dealing with oftenders,

should ever be to convince and restore them,

no less than to maintain the testimonies of

Truth, and the discipline of the church. The
heart should yearn after them in a spirit of

restoring love and meekness,"

The subjoined review of the weather for the
past month, is taken from the Philadelphia
North American, and is interesting as it proves
it to have been the coldest Fourth month
since 1798.

Review of the Weather, &c.

FOR FOURTH MO.NTII (APRIL).

1873. 1871.

Rain during some portion of the

twenty-four hour?, . . .14 days. 10 days.

Rain all or nearly all day, . . ^ " 4 "

Snow, including very slight falls, 4 " 3 "

Cloudy, without storms, . . 6 " 9 "

Clear, as ordinarily accepted, . 4 " 4 "

30 " 30 "

TEMPERATURES, RAIN, DEATHS, &C.
1873. 1874.

Mean Temperature of Fourth.

month, per Pennsylvania
Hospital, .... 51.83 degs. 44.89 degs.

Highest point during do. . 70.05 " 66.00 "

Lowest do. during do., do. . 36.05 " 24.50 "

Raix, during the month, do. 4.19 inch. 7.50 inch.

Deaths, during the month,
being/our- current weeks for

each year, .... 1278 1385

Average of the mean temperature of Fourth
month for the past eiyhty-five years, . 50.26 deg.

Highest mean of temperature during that

entire period, 1871, .... -58.18 "

Lowest mean of temperature during that

entire period, 1794 and 1798, . . . 44.00 "

COMPARISON OP RAIN.
1873. 1874.

First month (January), . 6.04 inch. 4.21 inch.

Second month (February), . 5.60 " 2.82 "

Third month (March), . . 2.24 " 1.-59 "

Fourth month (April), . . 4.19 " 7.50 "

Totals for the first four months
of each year, . . . 18.07 " 14.12 "

That the month just closed has been an ex-

ceedingly unpleasant one cannot be denied.

We read from our diary :

Fourth month 3d.—Passengers to the Pacific

by rail breakfast in the Sierras, with twenty
feet of snow around them ; four hours later

they find wheat four inches high, and the next

day see pear and peach trees in blossom.

Fourth month 4th.—Very cold. Ice made
last night, five-eighths of an inch thick by
actual measurement. Yesterday it was re-

ported that " snow from twenty to thirty feet

deep, and solid as ice, is still lying in various

parts of California."

Fourth month 5th.—Snow at Hudson, N.
Y., six inches deep, and still falling. The
same evening three inches fell at Ogdensburg,

N. Y.

Fourth month 9th.—Louisville and Mem-
phis were visited by a severe snow storm, to

the astonishment of their oldest inhabitants,

who could not remember that such a thing

had ever before happened in that latitude in

April. The storm lasted nearly all day at

Louisville, but only two hours at Memphis.
Fourth month iOth.—Snow at Erie, Pa.,

six inches deep.

Fourth month 11th.—We thus note frost

in West Philadelphia this morning. The en-

tire week ending yesterday has been very

cold. This morning everything stiifened up
with it. Plenty of ice about. Froze all day
in the shade.

Fourth month 13th.—Still very cold. We
know of water having frozen solid in pipes

measuring one inch in diameter in the inside,

belonging to a steam engine in the lower part

of the city, splitting said pipes so as to neces-

sitate new ones.
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Fourth month 16th.—Nashville, Tennessee,

was visited by a tornado, which is estimated

to have destroyed property to the amount of

$100,000.

Fourth month 17th.—Snow fell at Bing-
hamton, N. Y., to the depth of four inches.

Chicago reports that "Easter Sunday was
signalized here and throughout the west by a
violent and longeontinued snow storm, which
threatened to interrupt travel."

Fourth month 25th.—Snow storms appear
to have extended over a large surface of

country.

Fourth month 29th and 30th.—New Hamp-
shire was visited by a severe snow storm on
Wednesday night and yesterday, during which
the snow fell to the depth of over a foot on
the level, and was still snowing heavily.

Fourth month 28th.—Snow in New York.
Fourth month 29th.—We hear from Wash-

ington :
" For several hours this morning a

severe snow storm prevailed, which is some-
thing unusual for this city at this season of

the year. At 12 o'clock, however, the snow
had almost entirely disappeared."

On the same day it was reported that snow
fell to the depth of nineteen inches at the
Water Gap and on the mountains south of
Wilkesbarre it was eighteen inches deep, and
that there was frost in Alabama, and that the
iee is still firm between Montreal and Quebec

;

also that a severe storm of snow and rain

visited Delaware, while by private correspond-
ence from Osceola, Penna., we learn that snow
has fallen within a day or two to the depth of
ten and a half inches, and is still falling.

The year 1857 has been referred to by some
from memory as furnishing corresponding
weather with that of the present year for the
month under i-eview. Upon referring to our
diary we find the supposition to be nearly
correct. As we noted on the 6th, " mercury
down to 20 degrees, having fallen thirty de-

grees in one hour, while snow is noted in various
places between the 5th and 10th, but nothing
80 late in the month as those chronicled this

year. The mean temperature of 1857 was
45.29.

It will be seen from the above that cold
weather and late snows have been very exten-
sive this season in almost every section of
country. Terrible inundations and overflows
have also occurred in the west.

J. M. Ellis.
Philadelphia, Fifth mo. 2d, 1874.

Remarks on silent worship by a person not
belonging to the Society of Friends.

" Whatever others may think of silent wor-
ship, I find it valuable, and bind it to my
bosom as an unspeakable treasure many can-
not appreciate. How can the soul open itself

before the Searcher of hearts ; how can it be
as clay in His hands, as a Mary at His feet

;

how can it hear the voice whiel^says: ' This
is the way, walk ye in it,' if it be always
listening to or uttering words? The thing is

contrary to nature, and they who condemn
silence as a means, are themselves obliged to

have recourse to it, if they are seeking to be
among the number of those who enter the
strait gate, who follow their Lord whither-
soever he leads."

Who is the honest man ?

He that doth still and strongly good pursue,
To God, his neighbor, and himself most true :

Whom neither force nor fawning can
Unpin or wrench from giving all their due.

Herbert.

The RulDs of Troy.

Our readers may remember M. Schliemann
and his excavations in the soil of the ancient
Troad. That gentleman is at the point of
publishing a relation of his discoveries, to

gether with two hundred photographic plates

representing the principal objects of his col-

lection. An eminent savant, M. Emile Bur-
nouf, Director of the French School at Athens,
addresses to the Temps an interesting notice

of the antiquities brought to light. After
some introductory remarks, he says:

" B}' his first discoveries M. Schliemann
was led to seek for the site of Troy in the
very spot where antiquity had placed it : that
is to saj', at a locality called Hissarlik, not far

from the sea, and this is what he found : A
modern stratum, containing some Roman re-

lics and some very important inscriptions,

extends over the hill to a depth of two yards.

Besides the Greek antiquities prior to the
Roman epoch, the first layer furnished some
objects in iron, with arms and nails of bronze,

but not a single article of pure copper. Among
the specimens of purely Greek origin and his-

torical date was found a slab of white marble
belonging to the Temple of the Italian Mi-
nerva, the lower part of which building has
been uncovered.
Below the Hellenic stratum, which was the

remains of a colony which must have lasted

more than a thousand years, and only disap-

peared under Constantine II., lies the Trojan
and pre-historic bed, with a depth of as much
as sixteen yards. In this accumulation of
rubbish is found neither bronze or iron ; all

the metal objects are in pure copper, silver,

gold or electron (a very fine mixture of the
two latter). At a depth of nine yards a thin
layer of lead ore and co]>per extends nearly
over the whole mound, which was itself for-

tified. M. Schliemann has cleared away the
principal entrance, which is paved and flanked
by solid buildings ; the wall at the side is not
'ess than thirteen yards in thickness. Near
the spot, in a commanding situation, are the
remains of a large princely edifice, by the side

of which was found the treasure of which I

will presentlj^ speak. The ruins of the town
allow at least three strata to be distinguished

;

the upper one about two yards thick, leading
to a supposition that the houses were of wood,
and that they had been burned. The second
bed contains many walls formed of stones
cemented with mud, similar to those which
we ourselves found at Santorin under the
pumice stone of the volcano. The third layer
contains houses constructed with unbaked
bricks, according to the ancient custom of
Central Asia. All this part shows the traces
of an immense conflagration. The vases and
metals have been calcined or soldei-ed by the
fusion

;
the surface of the bi'icks has been

glazed by the flames of a vast furnace.
This last bed is from seven to ten yards in

thickness. Below the depth just mentioned
there existed a still more ancient city where
walls have been found composed of enormous
stones weighing from one to two tons each.
It was the first founded in that place, for it

rests on the virgin soil, which is a calcareous
ock. A whole volume would be required to
describe the objects brought from the Troad
by M. Schliemann, as the number is more
than 15,000. Many of them are vases in
terra cotta, some turned in a lathe and others
modeled with the hand; none of them are
painted, but most represent a woman with

prominent breasts and the face of an o
like Minerva of Homer, wearing a sort o
met. The worship of the " Glaecopis At!
was manifestly the principal one in the]
for a great number of Palladiums in

cotta, stone or bone have been found, r

senting that divinity, sometimes in a
striking manner. The instruments of
copper, with the molds and crucibles use
their manufacture, tools and weapons of
the remains of Ij'res for seven or four sti

several thousand double cones pierced
a hole, and known under the name of J

oles, for female ornaments, mortars, mill

all form an ensemble such as no museu
Europe can boast of, and will furnish
haustible subjects of study. It is an
feudal civilization now revealed to us.

What we can aflirm is, that the race w
has left these memorials was unacquai
with iron, and was anterior to bronze. It

therefore, also prior to the Illiad, in ^
bronze, tin and iron are frequently mentic
The inhabitants of the place were shut i

a citadel ; twenty wells dug outside b;

Schliemann have demonstrated that t

were no dwellings beyond the walls,

pof)ulation lived under the rule of a fe

lord, whose stronghold has now been bro
to light. Therein have been discovered
side a host of minor objects, several vase

pure gold, silver or electron, two magnifi
necklaces composed of a multitude of c

ments and small chains of a primitive but
advanced manufacture ; several thousand
heads, well cut ; eight bracelets and th
six earrings of the same metal. The
doubt that these valuables belonged to

proprietors of the chateau, and that the i

ter was at the same time the sovereign ol

country. But what was the name of the k
Was it Priam ? I must be excused froa
plying to that question ; for we ought firs

know whether the Illiad is not analogoui
the Ramayana and the Schah-name, in wl
the sun, moon, winds and clouds are n
sented as ancient heroes, and their cog

gonic contests as human events. M. Scl

raann has in any case rendered an import
service to science, and done himself the gr
est honor in employing so nobly a fort

acquired by the rude adventures which
have related."

—

Galignatii's Messenger.

For "The Friei

In glancing over the pages of Penn's
and Progress," I was struck with a passi

where he says, in referring to a class of re

professors called " Seekers :" " They ^

diligent, plain and serious ; strong in sc

ture and bold in profession ; bearing
reproach and contradiction. But that wl
others fell by, proved their hurt. For i

influence spoiled them also, and they rested
much upon their watery dispensation, inst

of passing on more fully to the fire and H
Ghost, which was His baptism, who cs

with a fan in his hand, that he might
roughly (and not in part only) purge his fl

and take away the dross and the tin of
people, and make a man finer than go
When these thoughts were passing throi

the sagacious mind of Wm. Penn, quicke
as his perceptions were with heavenly kn
ledge, could he have seen the distant futi

and followed our beloved Society in its

equal struggle with the influence of the wo
he would have concluded, under a weight
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iw, that the Society of Friends also, whose
ests ho labored so much to promote,

d, in process of time, reproduce the same
ul history in its relation to the effects

iced upon it by an ensnaring world.

e indeed are the inroads which have
made upon the peace and good order,

h otherwise would have prevailed more
ently among us; for it is obvious much
lukewarmness and laxity that exists

;

prevalent indisposition to support any
nony not regarded with popular favor

;

tendency to run after other modes of

ip where gather large and fashionable

ablies ; where the eye and the ear may
itertained, and little may bo heard or

d, calculated to humble pride, and
i in pieces the flinty heart, proceed from
ordinate love of the pleasures, the honors,

the riches of a vain and fawning world,

love of money is declared to be the root

I evil, which refers, I doubt not, to the

i as distinguished from things which be-

to one to come ; a more enduring life.

!e, if we would make any real progress

tually, the world must be kept under our

for " My kingdom is not of this world."

lOrge Fox very often uses this language :

id the Light within ;" and as this comes
le in our hearts, other guests which had
minence, and have exercised lordship

us, will be denied ; and our experionco

e as his was, that the path of integrity

n the path of separation from the world

its spirit. And the wateiy dispensation

e " Seekers," upon which they relied, is

)arable to the condition sadly prevalent

in oar own border8,of substituting for the

bling, baptising operations of the Spirit

ruth, a more superficial religion, consist-

n a literal knowledge of the Scriptures,

historical belief in the one atoning

flee upon the cross.

P. B
iladelphia, 5th mo. 2d, 1874.

and secret breathing for preservation, from
day to day, that we gain the victory.

anguage of the Clouds.—The colors of the

at particular times afford wonderfully

evidence. Not only does a rosy sunset

age fair weather and a ruddy sunshine,

there are other tints which speak with

il clearness or accuracy. A bright yellow-

ky in the evening indicates wind, a pale

ow wet, a neutral gray color constitutes

forable sign in the evening, and an un
rable one in the morning. The clouds

full of meaning in themselves. If th

are soft, undefined and feathery, the

ither will be fine. If the edges are h:

[•p and definite, it will be foul. Generally

[iking, any deep, unusual lines, betoken

d and rain, while the more quiet and deli-

I tints bespeak fair weather.

—

Late Paper

Selected for "The Friend."

Vhat a sweet feeling spreads over the

id, when through the ever watchful Shep
d, we are enabled to maintain a steadfast

,rd over our own spirits under provocation,

I to stifle the rising disposition to anger

. resentment; to suppress even an unkind
lark, and to bear in the meek spirit which

Lord alone can give, whatever is calcu-

)d to irritate even in the small incidents of

that ruleth his own spirit, is better

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 16,

From the character of the worship which
our Lord declared his Father sought from his

endent creature man, it is evident that to

engage in it, or even to endeavor to perform

t, is an act of faith. There must be not only

a belief that He is, and that He is a rewarder

of them who diligently seek him, but that the

Holy Spirit is willing and ready to help our

infirmities, and, if waited on in the obedience

of faith, will prepai-e and enable the soul to

offer the worship that is in spirit and in

truth.

To know this to be accomplished when
gathered in our religious meetings, there

must be silent waiting, in order that the soul

may be in a condition to savor the things

that be of God ;
for flesh and blood can no

more reveal the invisible I Am, than it could

recognize the deity of Christ when He was
bodily present with his disciples. They,

therefore, who go to meetings for divine wor-

ship, absorbed with the thoughts of those

things that belong only to the earthly mind,

or who are unbelieving in the necessity of

preparation of heart, through the operation

of a power superior to their own, if they dis-

regard the duty to struggle for a state of sol-

emn, reverential silence, and patient waiting

in subjection of spirit before the Lord, are not

likely to rise out of a condition unfit to receive

heavenly treasure, either immediatelj- from

Him who is always in the midst of those

who are gathered in his Name, or mediately

through the ministry of his servants, whom
Ho has prepared and put forth to speak on

his behalf.

It is, therefore, an evidence of sorrowful

declension, when, in a Society like that of

Friends—favored as it has been with a true

sense of the nature of Divine worship—hum-

ble, silent waiting before the Lord, loses its

due place or repute, and the notion prevails,

that meetings for worship must be occupied

with preaching or praying, or any other

external service. The currency of such an

opinion, betrays into two great evils—the

waiting of the congregration on those who
are expected to preach or pray; and the

prompting of persons to engage in those sol-

emn services, whom the Head of the Church

has neither commissioned nor prepared for

their performance. The inevitable sequence

of this departure from a practical belief in the

Headship of Christ in his church, and in Him
as the beginning and ending of the saint's faith,

ever has been, and must continue to be a shal

low, emotional religion, accompanied by dry,

wordy, high sounding declamation by way of

preaching, and long, lifeless discursive prayers.

In this way the danger is incurred of promot-

ing ignorance of, if not disbelief in silently

and reverently feeding at the Lord's table,

where those who truly hunger and thirst after

righteousness are favored to partake of the

bread and water which come down from

heaven, and nourish the soul up unto eter

nal life.

The age in which Friends arose, was one
n he that taketh a city." <= , „ r , j

t is only through humble watchfulness, of great dispute about forms of religion, and

largo profession respecting its requirements

and its effects. Among the various sects into

which the visible church was divided and

subdivided, doubtless there were many honest

seekers after truth ; who, as they failed to find

what their souls longed for in one profession,

went to another; until the round of all in

hieh they thought a hope might be indulged

of finding' the lost piece of silver, was ex-

hausted. But alas I how many of them had

to confess, that though there was much talk

about Christ, the atonement He had made for

sin, and justification by belief in him and in it;

though the Scriptures were designated the

ord of God-" and regarded as an indubit-

able rule of faith and practice, to be therefore

studied and taught ; and what are called the

sacraments were deemed efficient means of

grace, yet their hearts I'emained untrans-

formed ; the new birth unto righteousness

was not brought forth, and bondage to the

strong man armed was not done away
;
the

natural result of seeking the living among
the dead.

Most of those who became early promul-

gators of primitive Christianity, as revived by

Friends, came out from among those sincere,

but disappointed seekers, and when they were

favored to see the truth as it is in Jesus, by

the inshining of the Light of Christ on their

darkened hearts, they recognized this as the

divine gift promised by Him, to convict the

world of sin, of righteousness, of judgment,

and to guide his obedient disciples into all

truth. As they became changed men them-

selves, and were prepared for the service

by the Head of the Church, they were com-

missioned by Him to call men to take heed to

this manifestation of the Light of Christ in

the soul, as the only means whereby they

could experience the saving benefits of the

miraculous coming, holy life and meritorious

death of Him who died for them on Calvary.

Thus George Fox, when speaking of the

work he was called to, and the commission

he received, says emphatically :

"When the Lord God and his Son Jesus

Christ, sent me forth into the world to preach

his everlasting gospel and kingdom, I was

glad that 1 was commanded to turn people to

that inward light, spirit and grace, by which

all might know their salvation and their way to

God; even that Divine Spirit which would

lead them into all truth, and which I infallibly

knew would never deceive any."

This was the scriptural doctrine that prin-

cipally distinguished Friends from all other

orthodox professors, and from it sprang the

testimonies they have been called to maintain

before the world. It no more invalidates or

lowers the doctrine of the atonement, media-

tion of, and salvation by Jesus Christ, than does

the declaration of the Apostle, that "the grace

of God bringeth salvation," and is, therefore,

sufficient for bringing salvation ; or that it is

the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus

that sets free from the law of sin and death
;

and is, therefore, suflicient to liberate from

the bondage of sin. They are all equally in

accord with the belief and acknowledgment,

that reconciliation with the Father, his for-

giveness of sin, and justification by the faith

He gives, are all in virtue of the meritorious

sacrifice of His Son without the gates of Jeru-

salem. The benefits of that sacrifice, and of

all the other outward offices of Christ, can be

savingly known in no other way than through

the ministration of this light, spirit, or grace.
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Our Saviour told his disciples that it would be

one of the offices of the Spirit of Truth, when
He was come, to glorify Him, to receive of

mine and show it unto you; and the things

of Christ can be availingly experienced by
no other means. It is only those who walk
in this holy Light that know the blood of

Jesus Christ to cleanse from all sin.

Alas! how many of those now exercising

the office of preachers or teachers in our So-

ciety, appear to have seen no farther than
most of the professors from among whom
Friends were originally gathered; and like

them, are leading their hearers to rest their

hopes of salvation on a self-wrought faith in

the accomplished work of Christ when person-

ally on earth, while knowing little or nothing
of the regenerating, transforming work of his

Spirit on the souh How often do we hear
them calling their listeners to come to Christ
at once—as though sinners could come in

their own time and way—and to know their

sins to be immediately washed away in the
blood shed on Calvary, like those professors of
whom George Fox tells, who would have the
blood only without them, and not within them.
But by obedience to the inward manifestations
oftheLightorSpiritof Christ, he and the other
early Friends were enabled to see the blood
of Christ to "sprinkle the heart and con-

science from dead works to serve the living

God." They preached salvation through
Christ to all to the very ends of the earth, who
would comply with the terms ; repentance
towards God, and faith in our Lord Jesus
Christ, as Ho reveals himself in the soul by
his Light and grace, and as made known in

his several offices through the holy Scriptures,

to those who are blessed with a knowledge of
those sacred records ; and salvation through
Him to those who are not favored with that
knowledge, by obedience to the same Divine
Light bestowed upon all, so far as it and its

requirings are made known.
Friends have always borne testimony against

the doctrine, of men being justified by a faith

in Christ that is not manifested by good works,
and allows them to remain in their sins ; and
have held that unless the regenerating work
of the Holy Spirit is known in the soul, Christ
has died for us in vain. To this transform-
ing work, therefore, have they mainly called

the attention of the people, inasmuch as the
design of Christ's coming in the flesh, was to
save them /mm their sins, and to destroy the
woi-ks of the devil. Yet they fully and grate-
fully acknowledge the mercy of the Father
in giving his dear Son to atone for and ran-
som his fallen creature man, that so, through
grace, the repentant sinner may be justified

freely, by the redemption that is in Christ
Jesus.

Were these scriptural doctrines, as originally
promulgated by Friends, and held by true
Friends ever since, preached to the people by
all, in the demonstration of the Spirit and
power, we should not hear of the excited,
methodistical* scenes, so rife in many places
within the pale of the Society. But the retro-
gression in doctrine and consequent disregard
of testimonies springing from it, is hailed as a
revival, and, unless the Lord had been pleased
to preserve a remnant to uphold Quakerism
in its purity, the whole Society would drift
back into the profession of the difi'erent de-

* This word is not used disparagingly of the respect-
able Society whose tenets admit of these excited scenes.

nominations out of which it was first brought,

and having lost the substance, in the feeling

of unsatisfied want, finally be induced to re-

sort to the shadow, displayed in the beggarly
elements.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The state of affairs in Spain does not ap-

pear to have changed materially. Although the Car-
li.-5ts were compelled to raise the siege of Bilboa, their

forces did not move to any great distance and soon re-

turned to the vicinity. Dispatches from Bilboa say that

General Concha's troops are throwing up fortifications.

Don Carlos and General Elio are reported to be at

Dtirango, thirteen miles southeast from Bilboa. Don
Carlos has issued a proclamation announcing that he
will offer strong resistance to the Republican army in

the Biscay provinces. Bilboa has been completely re-

victualled. It is stated that a body of Carlists under
command of Don Alfonso had been defeated by the Re-
publican troops.

General Manuel Concha has been appointed General-
in-chief of the Republican army of the north.

After the capture of Bilboa the Spanish government
again applied to Germany for the recognition of the
Republic.

In the House of Commons it was stated in reply to

the inquiry of a member that the British government
desires the resumption of diplomatic relations with
Mexico, and is ready to receive overtures to that end.
The coal miners of Durham have yielded to the terms

of their employers, and the strike is ended. The prices
of iron and coal have advanced in consequence of the
strikes. Seventy thousand laborers and miners were
recently out of employment and great distress prevailed
among them.
A meeting has been held in Loudon to urge the dis-

establishment of the Church of England. Goldwin
Smith presided. In his address he advocated the ap-
plication of church endowments to the relief of the poor
and the promotion of education.

The steamship Caspian which left Liverpool for
Quebec on the 6th inst., took out 350 agricultural
laborers for Canada.
The number of co-operative societies in England and

Wales is 746, with 300,587 members.
London, 5th mo. 11th.—Consols 93. U. S. five per

cents, 104J.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 8}A ; Orleans, Sfd.
The American Oriental Topographical Corps, now in

the Holy Land, have reached Jerusalem, after making
successful explorations in the vicinity of Mount Sinai.
They report as very remarkable the fact that they were
detained two days by a heavy snow storm about Mount
Sinai. The expedition will leave for Bashan and Moab.
The annual iron product of the world is 276,500,000

cwt. England produces more than one half of the whole
amount. North America about one-fifth, France about
one-twelfth, and Belgium about one-twenty-fourth,
these four constituting the great iron-producing sections
of the globe.

Severe frosts have done great damage to the vines
throughout France. It is estimated that the grape crop
this year will not be above half an average one.
Many cattle are starving in Nova Scotia. The win-

ters supply of fodder is exhausted, and the backward
spring has kept the grass from growing.
The length of the St. Gothard Tunnel will be 9 miles

and 715 yards. The altitude at the northern entrance
at Goescheuen will be 3703 feet above the level of the
sea, and that of the southern entrance 3850 feet. The
highest point in the interior will be 3873 feet above the
sea level.

A Madrid dispatch of the 11th says : The Carlists,
under Don Alfonso lost 500 men in killed and wounded
in their recent defeat.

A special dispatch to the London Times says General
Concha began his advance from Bilboa on the 11th.
The Carlists are entrenching themselves in the moun-
tain passes. General Elio has issued a decree that all
persons expressing dissent to the pretensions of Don
Carlos will be shot.

Foreign papers brought by the latest mails, report
unusually warm weather all over Europe. In Paris
and London the temperature was higher at the end of
Fourth month than it u.sually is in mid summer.
United States.—J)/isc€«aneo»«.—The deaths in New

York last week were 488, and in Philadelphia 300.
Disastrous fires are raging in the woods on the line

of the Lake Superior Railroad at North Branch and
Pine City, Minn. Fires are likewise reported iu the
forests along the West Wisconsin Railroad, and trains
are delayed in consequence.

A fruit company at Santa Barbara, Cal., have t

cultivation eighty acres of olive, almond and w;

trees. The olive is cultivated with great succe

California, some trees yielding twenty gallons o

The Gloucester fishing fleet, oft' Newfoundland
perienced very rough weather during last mi

Several vessels were damaged and four men
drowned.
The court martial to try the charges preferred agj;

Major General O. O. Howard, has adjourned sin

The decision of the tribunal, after review of the J|(
Advocate General, will be sent to the Presiden

executive action. It is understood that General Ho'|i

is entirely exonerated from all charges.

In Philadelphia there are now 401 public sol

with 1633 teachers ; number of names on the li

registered voters 167,094 ; number of officers in P
Department 1092. The area of the city, includinj

so called rural districts is 129 square miles.

According to a recent statement the number of n

papers and periodicals in the United States has

creased from 4051 in 1860, to 6875 in 1874.
"

these publications have quite a limited circula

others range between 50,000 and 100,000. Of these

are daily papers, 5185 weeklies, and 1053 other i

vals.

A disgraceful contest has been going on in Arkj
for several weeks past between two rival claimant

the office of Governor of the State. No referena

been made to it in the summary because of the i

sibility of giving any clear statement in a few lin

the origin and circumstances of the difficulty. ]

claimant has attempted to support his pretension

violence, and several persons have been killed

wounded in hostile collisions. This state of affain

induced President Grant to advise that the Legish

of the State shall promptly assemble to deteri

whether Baxter or Brooks shall be Governor. He
urgently requests that all forces on both sides be

banded, so that the General Assembly may act free

any military pressure or influence.

ITie Markets, <fec.—The following were the quota'

on the 11th inst. Nerv York.—American gold, ]

U. S. sixes, 1881, Reg. 1195; Coupons 12U; c

1868, Reg., 119J; coupons, 1205; U. S. fives, ]

Superfine flour, $5.40 a $5.95; State extra, J6.

$6.45 ; western shipping, $6 a $6.55 ; finer brands,

$10.25. No. 1 Chicago spring wheat, $1,55; No. 2

$1.48 a $1.50; red western, $1.63 a $1.64;

Michigan, $1.82. Oats, 64J a 66 cts. Yellow
85 cts.; white, 87 a 89 cts. PhUadelphia.—Uph
and New Orleans cotton, 18} a 19 cts. for middli

Superfine flour, $5.25 a $5.75 ; extras, $6 a $6

finer brands, $7 a $10.50. Western red wheat, $1,

$1.65; Penna. $1.72; western white, $1.85; N
spring, $1.50 ; No. 1, $1.55 a $1.60. Rye, 98 cts. (

60 a 65 cts. Yellow and white corn, 85 a 86 cts. E
11 a 11 J cts. Clover-seed, 9| a 10 J cts. Sales of

'

beef cattle at 5 a 6 cts. per lb. gross for common
6| a 7J cts. for fair to choice. Wooled sheep sold in

a 9} cts. per lb. gross, and clipped, 5J a 7J cts. At

6000 hogs sold at $8.75 a $9 per 1 00 lb. net for

Baltimore.—Choice amber wheat, $1.78 ; Ohio and
diana red, $1.55 a $1.57. Yellow corn, 84 cts. ; w)

84 a 87 cts. Oats, 63 a 66 cts. Chicago.—No.
wheat, $1.28 ; No. 2 do., $1.22J ; No. 3, $1.17,

mixed corn, 62 cts. No. 2 oats, 47 cts. No. 2 rye

cts. No. 2 spring barley, $1.40. Lard, $10.25 per

lbs. St. Louis.—Fan wheat, $1.50 a $1.52; N«
spring, $1.27. -No. 2 oats, b'2i cts. No. 2 corn, 67

Omcinna/i.-Wheat, $1.45. Corn, 73 a 76cts. 0!it«

a 58 cts. Rye, $1.08. Spring barley, $1.25 a
"

'

Lard, 10| a 11 cts.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelph

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. WoB
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients maj
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boar
Managers.

Died, at his residence in West Chester, Pa.,

27 th of Third m*. 1874, Davis Reece, aged 72 ye
The deceased was for about thirty-four years usefi

and acceptably engaged as teacher and governor io

boys' department at Westtown Boarding School,
this position he maintained a remarkable degre<

equanimity of temper, blending firmness with kind
and manifested such a consideration for the feeling

others, as to win the regard of both pupils and
]

ceptors. He was favored with patience througl
lingering decline, and his end was peace.
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he Yearly Meeting :
—

le Committee continued at our last Yearly
ting to visit the subordinate meetings,
lit the following rejaort :

—

uring the past J'ear, the different divisions

le Committee have been pretty steadily

:ed in visiting the Quarterly, Monthly
articular Meetings ; and in several places

amilies of Friends, endeavoring with such
ty as has been mercifully afforded, to per-

the duty committed to them, as set forth

e minute of their appointment, viz. :
" To

e Friends to renewed diligence, to show
'n their lives and conversation, a gon-

nt maintenance of all our Christian JJoc-

and Testimonies, that so they may be-

i firmly established on our most holy faith,

be more fully united together in the fel-

hip of the gospel."

e have been made sensible, from time to

of the merciful extension of Divine re-

and help, and introduced into the feeling

ffectionate interest and Christian sym-

y with our members in the different meet-
and in the varied circumstances in which
are placed ; and we trust, that the labor

ive, has been productive of good to both
isitors and the visited.

e have been repeatedly brought under
i exercise, on account of the many defi-

3ies apparent, and the lukewarmness, or
tual deadness, prevailing among many of

members ; so that in some places the lan-

;e is applicable, "The ways of Zlon do
rn, because so few come to the solemn
i:" "Her gates are desolate."

has, however, been felt to be a cause of

itude, that low as the life of religion is in

5 places, there are those preserved, even
re weakness greatly prevails, who are

ly concerned for the salvation of their

Bouls; are sensible of the weakness and
I'tures around them, and are, at times,

lied to labor and to pray acceptably for

emoval of those things that obstruct th
rn of the purity and power which once
nguished our religious Society.

e are tenderly concerned for the encour-

aent of these, and for their growth and
blishment on the immutable Kock and

foundation, Christ Jesus. It is only on such
shoulders, that a real concern for the welfare
of the church can rest; and it is among such
only, that we can look for rightlj" qualified

members to fill the various imjjortant stations

in the Society.

The spirit of the world, by its various de-

lusive presentations, has drawn many away
from submission to the self-denying require-

ments of the gospel of Christ, and prompted
them to devote their time and their talents,

to pursuits which, however lawful in them-
selves, by almost wholly absorbing the atten-

tion, prevent the mind from duly heeding the

reproofs of instruction which are the way of

life, and from being brought under the crucify-

ng power of the cross, so as to lead them to

seek first the kingdom of God and His right-

eousness, trusting to the fulfilment of the

promise, that all things needful shall be added.

As this worldly spirit is allowed to prevail,

t disinclines to that introversion of mind and
retirement before the Lord, which are most
favorable to a sight of our true condition, and
to the experience of being engrafted into

Christ the living Vine, and to our growth in

Him.
When such, in whom the earthly mind pre-

dominates, assemble in our religious meetings,

they feel little or no inclination or qualifica-

tion to enter into that spiritual exercise neces-

ary, to offer the worship that is in spirit and

in truth. Thus it is that our meetings are

often dull and unrefreshing; the spirits of

those who are concerned to labor for the aris-

ng of the well-spring of Divine life, being op-

pressed by others who pass the time, it is to

be feared, in listlessness and unconcern, and

in some instances even in drowsiness.

In this state of mind, excuses are readily

found for omitting this solemn obligation, and

thus it is painfully observable, that in most
places there are numerous deficiencies in re-

gard to the attendance of our meetings for

Divine worship, as well as those for discipline.

We earnestly desire the attention of Friends

may be turned to this subject, and that those

who are negligent and careless, may be arous-

ed to consider the danger of continuing in the

course they are pursuing, and its probable

consequences to themselves and to their fami-

lies, thereby sustaining a loss for which no

amount of outward riches can compensate
them.
We have had to mourn over the tendency

evinced by many to under-estimate the value

and importance of the testimonies of the gos-

pel, which Friends are called to uphold before

the world ; and the manners, habits, fashions

and customs of it, are so far adopted by them
that scarcely anything is left to indicate that

they are endeavoring to follow in the foot-

steps of the self-denying followers of Christ,

and thus the design of the Lord Almighty in

raising Friends up as witnesses to the purity

and the power of the religion of Jesus, is frus-

trated by them.

Wo have been brought under exercise by
the conviction, that many entrusted with the
care and training of children, are not duly
impressed with the solemn duty incumbent
upon them, to bring them up in the nurture
and admonition of the Lord

;
to use parental

authority to restrain them from indulgence

n their evil propensities, and by consistent

example and instruction in the truths of the

gospel, to prepare their hearts for the recep-

tion and growth of the incorruptible seed and
word of God. There is too much disposition

on the part of many, to allow the young to

act according to their own inclination, to in-

"ulge their childish taste for finery and folly,

and thus parents incur the serious responsi-

bility of being instrumental in initiating their

offspring into the associations, modes of dress,

manners and ways of a vain world. Wo do
ffectiouately desire, that heads of families

and others having children under their control,

may be earnestly concerned to seek after a

qualification, rightly to estimate and faith-

ully to discharge the duties that rest upon
them, in the firmness, the meekness and wis-

dom of Him whose heritage children are, and
which He alone can supply.

We have been made sensible that it is a day
ofpeculiar trial and discouragement, especially

to the young and inexperienced. Many of

our dear young people, are often perplexed by
the many voices that are among us. and wo
have been brought into near and tender sym-

pathy with them. There are not a few among
them who give evidence that their hearts

have been tendered and contrited by the love

of Christ their Saviour, raising in them an

attachment to His holy cause of truth and
righteousness, accompanied with the desire

that the true standard may continue to be

upheld among us, and our right place in the

visible church be faithfully maintained; we
are, nevertheless, deeply impressed with the

belief, that in regard to many of this class,

there has been a stopping short, a holding

back, a shrinking from that full and entire

surrender of the heart to the Lord, and to the

loading and government of His pure spirit,

whereby they would have been led to show
themselves more conspicuously to be the hum-
ble, dedicated followers of the Lamb. This

halting course admits concessions to the man-
ners, language, maxims and customs of the

world, and is an effectual hindrance to their

growth in the Truth, and to their attainment

of that peace and joy in the Holy Ghost which

we believe many of our beloved young friends

long for, and which is the blessed experience

of the true believer in, and faithful follower of

our Lord Jesus Christ. It is to this cause, in

great measure, must be attributed the state of

our meetings in many places, and the with-

holding by the blessed Head of the Church,

of those spiritual gifts which He would dis-

pense for the edification and strengthening of

its members.
It is of the utmost importance, that what-
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ever turning and overturning the Lord may
permit to come upon us, our young people, as

well as all others, should be settled in the be

lief, that nothing is so essential for their pre

sent and eternal welfare, as close attention to

the discoveries of the Light of Christ to their

souls, and unreserved obedience thereto. By
this they will be enabled to distinguish be-

tween the voice of the true Shepherd and the

voice of the stranger. The gate is strait and

the way is narrow, but it is the way of hoi'

ness and peace. It is only by offering unto

the Lord the undivided sacrifice of the heart

when He is pleased to call for it, that our

sons can ever become as "Plants grown up in

their youth, and our daughters as corner

stones, polished after the similitude of a

palace." When this becomes our happy and

favored condition, we shall again see judges

raised up as at the first, and counsellors as at

the beginning—and the Lord will comfort
Zion, and her waste places will be built up.

Unless the government of Christ as the

everliving Head of His church, is not only

acknowledged in word but practically wit-

nessed by our members, the will and the wis-

dom of man take the lead ; and thus the unity

of the spirit, which is the only bond of peace

in all the churches of Christ, cannot be main
tained. In this state of things, persons may
be induced to appear in our meetings in the

way of ministry, without the accompanying
evidence of right preparation, and the recep-

tion of a gift for that weighty service. Un-
authorized ministry hurts meetings, and it is

a grief and burden to those who are measur-
ably qualified to try words as the mouth
tasteth meat. We are concerned to express

our desire, that a watchful care may be con-

tinued to guard against the increase of a spirit

which, under this prompting, at length runs
quite out—undervalues vital religious distinc-

tions, and abandons the testimonies of truth

in a creaturely zeal, not according to know-
ledge.

While attending the meetings of ministers

and elders, we have been made sensible of the
need of more fervent religious exercise and
humble dwelling with that invisible Power,
which alone can qualify for service in the
church. If this were attained to, it would
bring the members into more harmonious
labor for the honor of Truth, and lead into

more lively zeal and diligence in the religious

oversight of the flock ; the language of the
apostle being brought to remembrance :

" The
elders which are among you I exhort, who
am also an elder, and a witness of the suffer-

ings of Christ, and also a partaker of the glory
that shall be revealed." "Feed the flock of

God which is among you, taking the oversight
thereof."

The discipline having been established in

Divine wisdom, as a hedge about the mem-
bers, to preserve from the inroads of evil, as
well as to promote Christian care one over
another for good, it requires a measure of the
same wisdom rightly to engage in its admin-
istration. Within the limits of all the Quar-
terly Meetings, there are those preserved con-
sistent in life and conversation, who are con-
cerned for the spiritual welfai-e of their fellow
members, and to support the discipline and
order of the Society. We feel constrained,
however, to acknowledge, that there are meet-
ings wherein, from several causes, the discip-

line does not seem to be carried out with that
promptness and impartiality, which are need-

ful to maintain the precious cause of truth

and to promote the welfare of the body.

While the mere natural wisdom and will of

man have no place in the church of Christ,

we would tenderly encourage the rightly con-

cerned in our Meetings for Discipline, who
may be entrusted with a sentiment on the

business before such meetings, to be simple,

honest and faithful in giving expression to it

in the fear of the Lord, and in the obedience

of faith in Him, yielding themselves up to the

service that may be required at their hands.

This is the way that the talent committed is

to be used and occupied with, and it is the

way to peace and enlargement—being faithful

in a little, we shall be made rulers over more.

Our Yearly Meeting in 1795, declared its

judgment in the following minute of advice :

" We are concerned that the management of

our Christian discipline, be not committed to

hands unclean, particularly of such who allow

undue liberties in their own children and fami-

lies. 'If a man,' said the apostle, 'know not

how to rule his own house, how shall he take

care of the church of God.'" It has been a

cause of sorrow to observe, that in some meet
ings, those are occasionally appointed to sta

tions or employed in services, who make no
appearance of being Friends, and whose man
ner of life is not in accordance with our dis

tinguishing doctrines and testimonies. Hereir

the precious cause we are called to uphold and
promote must suffer.

We apprehend advantage might arise if

Quarterly Meetings would, from time to time,

take into solid consideration the condition of

their subordinate branches, and where from
reduced numbers in some cases, or other

causes in others, meetings appear to need
help or care, separate a few Friends for the
service, who may be incorporated with such
meetings, or otherwise as might appear best

at the time, that thus the hands of faithful

Friends may be strengthened and the cause of

truth upheld. If upon solid consideration in

such cases. Quarterly Meetings should deem it

desirable to have the aid of the Yearly Meet-
ing, they should be encouraged to make ap-

plication for that purpose.
The practice of the frequent reading of the

Holy Scriptures, we trust is general among
our members. 'The gathering of our children

together, and reverently waiting upon the
Lord for the renewal of our spiritual strength,
is attended with a blessing. The seasoning
virtue and sense of the Divine presence, is

often vouchsafed at such times to be the help
and encouragement of the humble follower of
Christ. We would tenderly commend this

subject to the attention of our dear Friends,
especially to those who may be negligent of
this duty.
In thus reviewing the state of our beloved

Society, and in alluding to some of the weak-
nesses and inconsistencies apparent within our
borders, it is far from our design to produce
discouragement, but rather to incite our mem-
bers in every part of the Yearly Meeting to
increased zeal and diligence in the faithful dis-

cbarge of their religious duties, in the love
and in the fear of God. We fervently desire
the encouragement of the humble, watchful
traveller towards Zion,—the city of the great
King—however obscure their situation may
bo, and hidden from the sight of mortals, as
they keep close to the Captain of their souls'

salvation, " their place of defence shall be the
munitions ofRocks, bread shall be given them;

their water shall be sure." We rejoice ;ils i

the belief that a renewed and gracious vi:
i

tion hath been extended to many of our|

loved youth. In these evidences of the <

tinned extension of Divine regard to us ;

people, may we be enabled to thank God
take fresh courage, and be animated stil

contend earnestly for the faith, which
once delivered to the saints. The Lamb
His followers shall have the victory.

The Committee suggest that they be

released.

Signed on behalf of the Committee :

Sarah A. Richie, Charles Evans,
Elizabeth Allen, William Kite,

Phebe W. Roberts, John B. Balderstc

Elizabeth C. Seattergood, John Benington,
Jane Gibbons, Ebenezer Worth,
Abigail W. Hall, Morris Cope,

Hannah F. Wood, Henry Wood,
Susan Evans, Bavid Roberts,

Lydia W. Sheppard, Clarkson Sheppar

Philadelphia, 4th mo. 17th, 1874.

For "The Erie:

The Heart of Africa, by Dr. Schweinfnrtb

CContiDned from page 307.)

"Very few are the people of Central Ai
amongst whom the partiality for finery

ornaments is so strongly shown as with
Bongo. The women wear on their necki

accumulation of cords and beads, and not b

fastidious like their neighbors, will pu'

without regard to shape or color, what
the market of Cartoom can provide,

men do not care much for this particular d

ration, but prefer necklaces, on which <

string some of those remarkable little

msnts of wood which are so constantly fc

in every region of Africa. With the bi

wood hang fragments of roots, which ar

form something like the mandrake, whic
Southern Europe, has been the subject o

strifDge a superstition. Alternating with

roots and wood are the talons of owls
eagles, the teeth of dogs, crocodiles, and ji

als, little tortoise-shells, the claws of the ea

pig (Orycterpus), and in short any of t!

objects which we are accustomed to ston

the cabinets which adorn our salons. T
appear to supply the place of the extr

from the Koran which, wrapped in lea'

sheathes, the Nubians wear by dozens al

their person ; anything in the shape of

amulet being eagerly craved by every Afri'

" The Bongo women delight in distingu

ing themselves by an adornment whicl

our notions is nothing less than a hide

mutilation. As soon as a woman is man
the operation commences of extending

lower lip. This, at first only slightly bo

is widened by inserting into the orifice p
of wood gradually increasing in size, unt
length the entire feature is enlarged to fiv

six times its original proportions. The p!

are cylindrical in form, not less than an
'

thick, and are exactly like the pegs of l

or wood worn by the women of Musgoo.
this means the lower lip is extended hori;

tally till it projects far beyond the up
which is also bored and fitted with a coj

plate or nail, and now and then by a
'

ring, and sometimes by a bit of straw al

as thick as a lucifer match. Nor do
leave the nose intact : similar bits of st

are inserted into the edges of the nostrils,

I have seen as many as three of these on ei:

side. A very favorite ornament for the ci

lag© between the nostrils is a copper
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jilt like those that are placed iu the roses of

tfffaloes and other beasts of burden for the

3rpo80 of rendering them more tractable.

5ie greatest coquettes among the ladies wear

.jj;lasp or clamp at the corners of the mouth,

3 though they wanted to contract the orilice,

id literally to put a curb upon its capabili-

?iS. These subsidiary ornaments are not

Jwevcr found at all universally among the

})inen, and it is rare to see them all at once

lon a single individual: the plug in the

er lip of the married women is alone a

le qua non, serving as it does for an artifi-

il distinction of race. According to the

stom of the people, there need only be a

fling projection of the skin so as to form a

.p or a folil, to be at once the excuse for

iring a hole. The ears are perforated more

any part, both the outer and the inner

jiricle being profusely pierced; the tip of

'le ear alon^e is frequently made to carry half

(dozen little iron rings. There are women
|i the country whose bodies are pierced in

bme way or other in little short of a hundred

'lifferent places.
" Besides the ornaments that I have men-

jned, the toilet of a Bongo lady is incom-

lete without the masses of iron and copper

which she is accustomed to wear on her

rri'sts and arms, and more especially on her

nkles. These rings clank like fetters as she

mlks, and even from a distance the two sexes

be distinguished by the character of the

ound that accompanies their movements,

'hat human patience should ever for the sake

f fashion submit to a still greater martyrdom

eems almost incredible, though hereafter we
hall have sufficient proof when we del"

he habits of the Mittoo, the neighbors of the

Jongo, that such is really the case."

Among the Mittoo, to whom reference is

lere made, it is customary, among the de-

btees of fashion, to insert in the upper lip

. round plate of quartz, ivory or horn, which

3xtends it perhaps three-fourths of an inch

Deyond its natural size ; and to bore the lower

>ip and pierce it with a cone of quartz about

five-eighths of an inch in diameter, and two

and a half inches long. Strange as such de-

vices may seem, they are by no means incredi-

ble. One who calmly reflects upon the lengths

to which many of the women of civilized com-

munities will follow the dictates of fashion,

would expect to see them adorn themselves

with nose and lip jewels, if such should ever

become the custom in the circles in which

they move.
The Bongo games are simple in their charac-

ter. One of these games, as forming excellent

training for the chase, deserves some especial

notice. A number of men are provided with

pointed sticks made of hard wood, which they

use as lances. They form a large ring, and

another man who has a piece of soft wood at-

tached to a long string, runs round and round

within the circle. The others then endeavor

with their pointed sticks to hit the mark
whilst it is being carried rapidly round. As

soon as it is struck it falls to the ground, and

the successful mai'ksman is greeted with a

loud cheer. Another game requires no less

calmness and dexterity. A piece of wood
bent into a crescent has a short string at-

tached to the middle ; this wood is then hurled

by the one end of it with such violence to the

earth that it goes spinning like a boomerang

through the air. The players stand face to

face at a distance of about twenty feet apart.

and the game consists in catching the wood
by the string, a performance that requires no

ittle skill, as there is considerable danger ol

•eceiving a sharp knock.
" Elsewhere, and among other nations with

whom I became acquainted, the number of a

man's wives was dependent on the extent of

his possessions, but amongst the Bongo it

seemed to be limited to the maximum of three.

Here, as in Africa, a wife cannot be obtained

for nothing, even the very poorest must pay

a purchase price to the father of the bride in

the form of a number of plates of iron; un

less a man could provide the premium, he

could only get an old woman for a wife. The
usual price paid for a young girl would be

about ten plates of iron weighing two pounds

each, and twenty lance tips. Divorces, when
necessary, arc regulated in the usual way,

and the father is always compelled to make a

estitution of at least a portion of the wedding-

payment.
" In the disposal of their dead, the custom of

the Bongo is very remarkable. Immediately

after life is extinct, the corpses are placed,

like the Peruvian mummies, in what may be

described as a crouching posture, with the

knees forced up to the chin, and are then

firmly bound round the head and legs. When
the body has been thus compressed into the

smallest possible compass, it is sewn into a

sack made of skins, and placed in a deep grave.

A shaft is sunk perpendicularly down for

about four feet, and then a niche is hollowed

to the side, so that the sack containing the

corpse should not have to sustain any vertical

pressure from the earth which is thrown in

to fill up the grave.
"Agenuineanddownrightbelief in witches

has long been and still continues as deeply

seated here as in any spot upon the face of

the earth, and nowhere are prosecutions more

continually being instituted against them.

As matter of fact, I can affirm that really aged

folks among the Bongo are comparatively

scarce, and that the number of grey-headed

people is, by contrast, surprisingly large

amongst the neighboring race of Dyoor, who
put no faith at all with any witchcraft. The

Nubians are not only open to superstitions

of their own, but confirm the Bongo in theirs

In the Eastern Soudan, which is a Moham
medan country, the conversation -will con

stantly turn upon the ' Sahara,' {i. e., the

witches), and no comparison is more frequent

than that which likens the old women to

hyffinas : in fact, many of the people hold

hard and fast to the conviction that the

witches are capable of going out at night, and

taking up their quarters inside the bodies of

these detestable brutes, without any one being

aware of what is happening. It eh

during my stay in Gallabat, that I killea one

out of a herd of hyfenas, that was infesting

the district ; my fate, in consequence, was to

be loaded with reproaches on the part of the

Sheikh, who informed me that his mother

was a ' hyajna woman,' and that I might, for

all I could tell, have shot her. After this I

was not so surprised as might be expected

when Idrees, the governor of Ghattas's Seriba,

boasted in my presence of his conflicts with

witches, bragging that in one day he had had

half a dozen of them executed. An occasion

shortly afterwards arose, when Idrees was

contemplating putting two old women to

sist from his purpose, was by threatening him
that, in the event of the woman being ex-

ecuted, 1 would poison his water-springs."

For some months our author remained at

the Seribas, busily engaged in collecting and

preserving the botanical curiosities of the

surrounding country. These when made into

packages of convenient size were sewn up

in hides, coated on the outside with the

milky juice of some plants which hardened

into a varnish, and forwarded to Euiope as

opportunity off"ered. He then joined the party

of Aboo Sammat on a long excursion to the

South among the Niam-niam country, and

through their territory to the Monbuttoo, who
live south of the head waters of the Nile, the

streams in their district flow westward into

the central portion of Africa.

Dr. Schweinfurth makes frequent reference

to the misery and decay caused by the oppres-

sion of the Egyptian traders ;
an effect which

he says is found wherever the Mahom medan
religion penetrates in Africa. The slave-trade

accompanies all their movements, though, in

the case of the ivory merchants, it is rather

an incidental than a prominent object. The
Egyptian government, he thinks, will never

be able to eradicate it, unless they first take

possession of Darfoor, the great nucleus of

the Central Africa slave-trade. The follow-

ing passage from his book shows his feelings

for the natives.

"Every mouthful of food that I swallowed

i\ this unhappy country was a reproach to the

conscience, but the voice of hunger drowned

every higher emotion ; even the bread that

we ate had been forced from the very poorest

in the season of their harvest, when their joy,

such as it was, was at its height ; they pro-

bably had neither cow nor goat, and their

little children were in peril of dying of starva-

tion and only dragged out a miserable exist-

ence by scraping up roots. The meat, in the

abundance of which we were revelling, had

been stolen from poor savages, who pay al-

most a divine homage to their beasts, and

who answer with their blood for the stubborn-

ness with which they defend their cows,

which they hold dearer than wife or child."

For "The Friend."

Ilints Touching the Domestic, Social, and Religious

Relations of a Wife and Mother, and the Duty of

Resignation under Trials; from a Memoir of

Deborah Backhouse.

" A cough which Deborah Backhouse had

had from the latter part of 1825, continued so

as to confine her to the house during part of

the following winter; but she was in so im-

proved a state of health, as to get to meetings

in the spring of 1827 ;
and her communica-

tions in the ministry were, at this time, more

frequent than had generally been the case at

any former period.

The great delicacy of her health necessarily

secluded her much from the society of her

friends; but seldom entirely prevented her

attending to the state of her own family. She

was a very affectionate wife and parent, and

was exemplary in the management of her

children ; in whom she was careful to sup-

press, from the earliest period, the appear-

ances of self-will. She was of the judgment,

that as soon as children could understand,

they should be taught to distinguish between

right and wrong ; by having their attention

death at the ^desire of some Bongo, and the! directed in a familiar way, to the operation

only scheme I could devise to make him de-'of the Spirit ot their Heavenly Father in
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themselves ; as causing them to feel comfort
able when they do right, and uncomfortable
when they do wrong ; and this she frequently
endeavored to impress upon the mind of her
daughter, who was but about four years of
age."

AYe have been ready to query sometimes
when dwelling upon the state of our Society,
in view especially of some of our younger
members, whether parents have been suffi-

ciently watchful and ftiithful in the great duty
alluded to by D. B. in the foregoing para-
gragh? Whether the merchandise, the farm,
or the many other relative and social, and
very lawful duties when kept in their proper
place, had not too oft so abstracted or too ex-
clusively engaged the mind, that this very im-
perative and fearfully accountable one had not
been much overlooked!
The influence of parents, and particularly

mothers, over the precious olive plants com-
mitted to them is very great. And in propor-
tion to this influence, whether for good or for
evil, will be their reward or solemn account-
ability in that day for which all other days
were made. If engaged conscientiously to
train them up in the Lord's fear and admoni-
tion, no less by consistent, exemplary walk-
ing in His fear themselves, than by godly
precept coupled with holy restraint, and all

being backed by the heart's earnest, breath
ing petition to the God of knowledge for theii
preservation, then may they confidingly hope
that He will bless their eflforts

; will hear and
accept their prayers even as incense, and the
lifting up of their hands as the evening sacrl-
fic

Parents herein may, in some cases, have to
labor long; to toil on and on and on without
the encouragement of much fruit; yea, even
sometimes to sow in tears.- But the Lord,
whose eye is on the heart, seeth all. It is
written, " Behold we count them happy which
endure:" And, "The husbandman waiteth
for the precious fruit of the earth, and hath
long patience for it, until he receive the early
and the latter rain." As the faith of these
religiously concerned parents fails not, and
the sincere, earnest application of their souls
is, through the help of the Holy Spirit, unto
Him who hath all power in heaven and in
earth. He will, in His own time, either give
them the desire of their hearts in seeing their
dear children preserved steadfast in His new
covenant law, or else He will strengthen with
strength in their souls, and proclaim a bless-
ing, in that they have done what they could.
But oh ! that these, in view of the awful retri-
bution, may be aroused to inwardness, watch-
fulness, and prayer; that feeling the unspeak-
able value of their own immortal souls in the
sight of Him who died to save them, as well
as that of those to so large an extent entrust-
ed to their keeping, they may availingly ask
counsel of Him who "giveih liberally and up-
braideth not," that so, from generation
generation the hearts of the parents may be
turned to the children, and the hearts of the
children to the parents, to the praise and glory
when yielded to, of the Eedeemer's all-suflS-
cient, all-saving, invincible grace.
"Deborah Backhouse was industrious and

orderly in the management of her household
affairs; kind in her manners to her servants •

but preserved, with firmness, a proper au-
thority over them, and endeavored to promote
their spiritual as well as temporal welfare.
She felt much for the poor; and encouraged

her servants to be careful to waste nothing
that might be useful to them. She retired to
rest as well as rose early: often saying, she
had observed things thrown much out of pro-
per order, and much time lost, by the heads
of families sitting up to an unseasonable hour
and rising late.

She was diligent in reading the Holy Scrip-
tures

; and careful to have them read daily,
in the presence of her family and servants.
About this time she was brought into a

very trying baptism of spirit, under a sense
of the withdrawing of the supporting influ
ence of Him, whom her soul loved

; and with-
out whose help, she felt it to be impossible to
be resigned to a separation from the nearest
ties of life; which she apprehended might be
fast approaching. She sometimes remarked,
that she felt as if she could give up to any
thing rather than to die. In this state she
patiently waited upon the Lord for strength
to bow to His holy will ; and He was pleased,
after permitting this season of deep provino-,
to enable her cheerfully to adopt thelanguage

•'

'Not as I will, but as Thou wilt.'

From about the middle of the Eleventh
month, her strength declined more rapidly;
and toward the latter part of it, she gave up
being carried down stairs; having been for
some time unable to walk down. For several!
succeeding days she was brought into the
drawing room, and laid upon the sofa; but
her weakness increasing, she became unequa!
to this exertion

; and on the first of the
Twelfth month remained in bed, expressino-
her apprehension that she should not have
her clothes on again ; which proved to be the
case."

(To be contintled.)

sured, and the variation of the stick fron
straight line can be measured, even thougl
does not exceed one seven-millionth of
inch.

—

Late Paper.

Selecte

" REJOICE IN THE LORD ALWAYS."
Their brows should wear a holy light,
Who front the heavens serenely bright;
And gladness should their steps attend
Who walk with God as witli a friend.

For every footfall of their way
But brings them nearer to the day
That knows no night, and to the joy
Nor grief can mar, nor sin alloy.

Fixed in the path that He hath trod,
Their lives are hid with Christ in God,
And dwell secure from every harm,
Encircled by the Father's arm.

Behind the cloud, above the storm,
His sunlight lingers soft and warm

;

And even through midnight's gloomiest pall
Some beams of mercy gently fall.

However dark the frown of fate,

God -will His promise vindicate,
And in His own good time and way.
Bring in the full and perfect day

—

In whose glad light shall disappear
All that perplexed and troubled here.
And show the weary path they trod,
As the one path whose end is—God

!

The Strength of Materials.—Gold may be
hammered so that it is only 1,.360,000 of an
inch thick. A grain of iron may be divided
into 4,000,000 parts. Still chemistry tells us
that there are ultimate parts called atoms or
molecules, which are absolutely invisible.
These atoms are attracted to each other by
the attraction of cohesion, and repelled by the
force of repulsion. By the action of both
these forces the atoms are kept in a state of
pact. The solidity of a solid depends upor
the fact that each pair of atoms are in thif
state of equilibrium. These atoms are sup
posed to be of an oblate spheroidal form. An
iron bar would support its own weight if
stretched out to a length of 3i miles. A bar
of steel was once made which would sustain
ts weight if extended to a length of 13|

TROUBLE.
'°'"'^'-

Trouble, dear friend, I know her not. God sent
His angel Sorrow, on my heart to lay
Her hand in benediction, and to say,
Restore, O child, that which the Father lent
(For He doth now recall it) long ago.
His blessed angel Sorrow, she has walked
For years beside me, and we two have talked
As cho.sen friends together. Thus I know
Trouble and sorrow are not near of kin.
Trouble distrusteth God, and even wears
Upon her brow the seal of many cares

;

But sorrow oft has deepest peace within,
She sits with Patience in perpetual calm.
Waiting till Heaven shall send her healing bat

Our ideas of great and small are no guide
I be used in judging of what is truly great

and small in nature. The Bunker Hill Monu-
ment might be built over a mile in height
without crushing the stones at its base. When
bars of iron are stretched until they break,
those which are the strongest increase in
length less than the weaker ones. A piece of
wood, having a breadth and thickness of three
inches, and a length of four feet, if supported
at Its ends, would be bent one millionth of an
inch by a weight of three pounds placed at its
centre, and a weight of one-tenth of an ounce
would bend it one seven-millionth of an inch
Professor Norton described a machine for test-
ing the variations of sticks of wood. The
machine consists of levers and screws so con-
trived that the amount of weight brought to
bear upon the stick can be accurately mea-

For "The Friend."

Reflections upon Phiiadelphia Yearly Meeting.
(ContiDTied from page 308.)

During the exercises of the Yearly Meeting
recently held, as well as on the similar occa-
sion last year, there was exhibited on the part
of one or two of our members, a desire to draw
a distinction between simplicity of dress in the
abstract, and any peculiar form of dress which
would distinguish our members from other
people. The propriety of the former was ac-
knowledged, while objection was made to the
enforcement of the latter ; and it was asserted
that in the early days of the Society no such
outward mark existed.

There is no reasonable doubt, that at the
rise of our Society, its members dressed as
sober-minded people of that time did. But
the tendency, which exists so strongly in
many minds, to follow the changes which
fashion introduces, without any consideration
of increased comfort or utility, was very early
condemned by them, as being evil in its origin
and in its effects. Hence but a short time
elapsed, before they became a peculiar people
in dress, not because they had adopted any
special form, but because they felt restrained
from imitating the continual changes of those
about them. A rigid uniformity never has
existed, even among plain people, nor is it
desirable—but from that time to the present,
consistent members of our Society have been
known by their clothing and language, and
t is desirable they should.
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he proof of these positions is abundantly
3ilered through the writings of the Society.

.s?arly as 1654, on!}- seven years after he
) DU'iiced his public labors as a minister ol

1 u' '~]iel, George Fox cautioned Friends
,ii tlieir apparel, and in an epistle issued

1 il.!)7, he uses this language, "All Friends,

e> out of the vain fashions of the world in

pi- api)arcl, and run not after every new
sion Vv hich the world inventeth and setteth

Keep in your plain fashion, that ye may
;e the world's vanity and spirit, in its vain
ions, and show a constant sjiirit in the
h and plainness."

imuel Bownas, who was born in 1676,
tions in his journal, that he was " brought
1 plainness of both habit and speech." In
iccount of a journey into Ireland, he says:

some places I was led to show that it was
Iful to be good examples in jylainness of

(ch, as well as apparel, which many had
ated from ; but nevertheless such there
who, though plain and otherwise strict,

e too much taken up by the world and the
08 of it, making haste to increase their

stance, which was a very great hindrance
heir growth in the life of religion."

Dhn Banks, one of the early ministers of
Society, of whom some notice appeared
The Friend" a few weeks since

;
gave

b a paper against worldly customs, fash-

, &c., in which this passage occurs :
" The

etice of those who truly fear the Lord, is

be plain and decent in their apparel, not

n to change, as they of the world are, nor
?ear anything but what becomes the truth,

may tend to adorn the Gospel of our Lord
lis Christ." And in confirmation of his

cern, he quotes from an epistle of Thomas
wood, who says: "It hath come to pass

t there is scarce a new fashion comes up,

I fantastic cut invented, but some one or

er who professes truth, is ready with the

jmost to run into it. Ah ! Friends, the

Id sees this and smiles, and points the
jer at it ; and this is both a hurt to the

ticular, and a reproach to the Society in

leral."

iVilliam Edmundson, on his death bed, ex-

:8sed his concern on account of the pride

'.t some of the young people were gone into,

ir wide from the humility and plainness

it truth led Friends into in the beginning."

fames Gough mentions that when he went
Ireland, about the year 1737, there were

1 living, "some of the good old stock, both
Disters and elders, who loved God and man-
id." "Their pious care was like a fence

)ut the flock, which kept them together in

irer unity and greater safety, so that the

ing people in most parts were generally
ined up in innocence of manners, and in

inness of habit and speech." He then la-

nts the degeneracy which followed, one of

I marks of which was, that many " run
:k and draw others with them into the

aities of the times, into a conformity with
! world both in dress and address."

Che language of that worthy elder, Joseph
je, is peculiarly explicit and strong, " I bear

testimonj^ that the adorning of the body
ih fine apparel and fashionable cuts, as well

superfluity in household furniture, is utterly

onsistent with that plainness which the

ly Truth leads into. It led our ancients out

such things, and to testify against them."
1 says in another place, that the people

jUowed one another's example, until at

length they came to such fashionable colors

and patterns, that, when I was in some parts
of England, I could not know by their habit,

some women who were called Friends from
those who were not. And with sorrow I speak
the same also of some men Friends."

The following passage from his journal,

states the objections made to the godly con-

cern of the living members of that daj^, in

language, which strongly reminds of the ex-

pressions we have heard used among us of

latter times. Would that all, who have in any
degree been misled by such specious reason-

ings, should deeply ponder the remarks of

this wise elder.

"Though there is a form of godliness with-

out the power, yet the power of Truth leads

into a godly form and order in outward things;

and this is abundantly proved from the Holy
Scriptures, and among the rest, even in out-

ward clothing. Thus, did true religion in the

heart lead our first elders and fathers in the

church, out of the fashions, customs, finery,

and superfluity of apparel, and furniture, and
to testify against it, as not proceeding from
the Spirit of Truth, but from the vain, unset-

tled spirit of this world, as it most certainly

does. But some cavillers have thus argued,
' Where is the standard of plainness and sira

plicity in apparel, furniture, &c., by which we
are to square ourselves, or who are the proper
judges to whom we should submit ourselves ?

How many buttons are we to wear, more or

less, on our coats; what exact fashion in length

and breadth are the parts of our clothes to be

of; how high are our hats to be, or how broad
the brims? And do not yon, who press upon
us this great plainness, differ among your-
selves in your practice? And are not some
things you wear, when strictly examined, not
needful? After all, we are each best judges
for ourselves : we will see for ourselves, and
do as we list, and not be imposed upon by
your injunctions.' These were the arguments
used, to my certain knowledge, by the old

separatists, who in these and various other

respects strongly pleaded for what they called

their Christian liberty ; but at last they dwin-
dled away, and came to nothing. And some
from the very same sj)irit use the same lan-

guage now.
"As to the standard and judge they demand,

I answer, the Spirit of Truth is sufiicient to

guide in these and all other things. Thus the
apostles from the Spirit of Truth advised the

believers not to be conformed to this world,

not to fashion themselves according to therr

former lusts, not to adorn themselves with
outward adorning, costly array, &c. And
thus the same Spirit led our first elders and
worthies to keep to plainness, and to testify

against running into and following after the

customs, fashions, and finery of this world.

As to that frivolous objection, that plain

Friends do not all go exactly alike in these

respects, they never desired nor pressed a
precise conformity in every trivial thing, pro-

vided there was a care and tenderness pre-

served to keep from edging towards, or copy-
ing vain and foolish fashions ; and if the

objectors differed only from plainness, so far

as plain Friends differ from each other, and
kept within the bounds of true moderation,
no fault would be found with them. With
regard to the question. Who shall judge or
decide such things? Certainly not those who
gratify a high, vain spirit, in using such things

as grieve faithful Friends, and who have them-

selves known but little of the work of Truth
upon their hearts. The most proper outward
judges in these things arc rather such as are
spiritual men, whoso ej-es are single to the
Lord, and whose bodies, as saith Christ, are
full of light ; these, as the apostle writes, judge
all things, but themselves are judged of no
man, that is, of no carnal man. Such are good
examples to the flock of God, and having noth-
ingin view but his honor and the good of souls,

may be safely followed, and we are bound to

submit ourselves to them. As to these objectors
not seeing evil in these things, or being con-
vinced of this or that, it maj- be said of them,
' They seeing, see not, neither do they under-
stand ;' and it will be long ere they, while they
continue in this state and spirit, can rightly
see the things that belong to their peace and
safety and growth ;

and it is preposterous in

them to pretend matter of conscience to wear
and use gay clothing," &c.

For " The Fripnd."

Sufferings of a lost Man.

In the "Wonders of the Yellow Stone," a
book published in New York last year, the
following description is given of the region

which Congress has set apart as a National
Park, with the intention that it shall be with-

held from ordinary settlement and preserved
permanently as public property.

In the northwest corner of the Territory of

Wyoming, about half way between the Mis-

sissippi Eiver and the Pacific Ocean, and in

the latitude of Northern New York, the grand"
Rocky Mountain system culminates in a knot
of peaks and ranges enclosing the most re-

markable lake basin in the world. From this

point radiate the chief mountain ranges, and
three of the longest rivers of the continent

—

the Missouri, the Columbia, and the Colorado.

On the south are the Wind Eiver Moun-
tains, a snow-clad barrier which no white man
has ever crossed. On the east is the Snowy
Mountain Range, and the cluster of volcanic

peaks between it and Yellowstone Lake. On
the west is the main divide of the Kocky
Mountains. On the north are the bold peaks
of the Gallatin Range, and the parallel ridges

which give a northward direction to all the

great tributaries of the Missouri from this

region.

Set like a gem in the centre of this snow-
rimmed crownof the continent, is the loveliest

body of fresh water on the globe, its dark-

blue surface at an elevation greater than that

of the highest clouds that fleck the azure sky
of a summer's day, over the tops of the loftiest

mountains of the East. Its waters teem with
trout, and the primeval forests that cover the

surrounding countr3' are crowded with game.
But those are the least of its attractions. It

is the wildness and grandeur of the enclosing

mountain scenerj^, and still more the curious,

beautiful, wonderful and stupendous natural

phenomena which characterize the region,

that have raised it to sudden fame, and caused

it to be set apart by our national government
as a grand national museum, free to all men
for all time.

Evidences of ancient volcanic action are so

abundant and striking throughout the lake

basin that it has been looked upon as the re-

mains ofa mammoth crater, forty miles across.

It seems, however, to have been rather the

focus of a multitude of craters. " It is pro-

bable," says the United States geologist. Dr.

Hayden, with his usual caution, " that during
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the Pliocene period the entire country drained
by the sources of the Yellowstone and the
Columbia, was the scene of volcanic activity

as great as that of any portion of the globe.
It might be called one vast crater, made up
of a thousand smaller volcanic vents and fis-

sures, out of which the fluid interior of the
earth, fragments of rock and volcanic dust
were poured in unlimited quantities. Hun-
dreds of the nuclei or cones of these volcanic
vents are now lemaining, some of them rising
to a height of 10,000 to 11,000 feet above the
sea. Mounts Doane, Longford, Stevenson,
and more than a hundred other peaks, may
be seen from any high point on either side of
the basin, each of which formed a centre of
efi'usion."

All that is left of the terrific forces -which
threw up these lofty mountains and elevated
the entire region to its present altitude, now
finds issue in occasional earthquake shocks,
and in the innumerable hot springs and gey-
sers which form so remarkable a feature of
the National Park.
The first knowledge of the marvels of this

region was made generally known by an ex-
pedition organized in the summer of 1870, by
some of the officials and leading citizens of
Montana. This company, led by General
Washburn, the Surveyor-General of the Ter-
ritory, left Fort Ellis toward the latter part
of the Eighth month, and entered the valley
of Yellowstone River on the 23d. During the
.next thirty daj-s they explored the caiions of
the Yellowstone, and the shores of Yellow
stone Lake; then crossing the mountain, to
the head waters of the Madison, they visited
the geyser region of Firehole River, and as-
cended that stream to its junction with the
Madison, along whose valley they returned to
Montana. Though their route lay through a
terrible wilderness, and most of the party
•were but amateur explorers, only one, an in-
habitant of Helena, Montana, named Everts,
met with a serious mishap. He became sepa-
rated from his company, was lost and bewil-
dered in the mountain wilderness, and during
thirty-seven days endured perils and suffe^
ings such as very rarely fall to the lot of any
one.

'

Everts says :
" On the day that I found my-

self separated from the company, and for
several days previous, our course had been im-
peded by the dense growth of pine forest, and
occasional large tracts of fallen timber, fre-
quently rendering our progress almost impos
bible. Whenever we came to one of these
great windfalls, each man engaged in the pur-
suit of a passage through it, and it was while
thus employed, and with the belief that I had
found one, that I strayed out of sight and
hearing of my comrades. We had had a toil-
some day. It was quite late in the afternoon.
As separations like these had frequently oc-
curred, it gave me no alarm, and I rode on,
fully confident of soon rejoining the company,
or of finding their camp. I came up with the
pack-horse, which Mr. Langford afterwards
recovered, and tried to drive him along. But
iailing to do so, and my eye-sight being de-
tective, I spurred forward, intending to return
with assistance from the partj-. This incident
tended to accelerate my speed. I rode on in
the direction which I supposed had been taken
until darkness overtook mo in the dense forest.
I his was disagreeable enough, but caused me
no alarm. I had no doubt of being with the
party at breakfast the next mornino-. I se-

lected a spot for comfortable repose, picketed
my horse, built a fire and went to sleep.
The next morning I rose at early dawn,

saddled and mounted my horse, and took my
course in the supposed direction of the camp.
Our ride of the previous day had been up a
peninsula jutting into the lake, for the shore
of which I started with the expectation of
finding my friends camped on the beach. The
forest was quite dark, and the trees so close,
that it was only by a slow process that I could
get through them at all. In searching for the
trail I became somewhat confused. The fall-

ing foliage of the pines had obliterated every
trace of travel. I was obliged frequently to
dismount, and examine the ground for the
faintest indications. Coming to an opening
from which I could see several vistas, I dis-
mounted for the purpose of selecting one lead-
ing in the direction I had chosen, and leaving
my horse unhitched, as had always been my
custom, walked a few rods into the forest.
While surveying the ground my horse took
fright, and I turned around in time to see him
disappearing at full speed among the trees.
This was the last I ever saw of him. My
blankets, gun, pistols, fishing tackle, matches
every thing except the clothing on my per-

son, a couple of knives and a small opera-glass
were attached to the saddle.

'

For " The Friend.

A Word by the Way.
The gradual and increasing tendency which,

for a number of years past, has been apparent,
particularly amongst the young and middle'
aged ofour Society, to pattern after the fashions
and customs of the world in various respects,
has, no doubt, been productive of sadness and
mourningto the rightly exercised, wheresoever
scattered throughout the different parts of the
heritage known by the name of "Friends."
Have not these ofttimesgone heavily on their
way, feeling as pilgrims in a "strange land;'
and while their " harps hanged upon the wil
lows," have even " wept when they remem
bered Zion," a fold of simplicity, as 'in former
days. May the prayers of such be, as "of the
righteous which availeth much;" for surely
there is yet " balm in Gilead," and is there
not a "Physician there," who is ever able and
willing to " heal the backslidings of Israel"
as of old, if rightly applied to ? And is there
not the same necessity that the follies of the
times should be testified against, and that
ability should be diligently sought for to do
so, as in the days of our forefathers when
"the world," as it yet does, "like a briery,
thorny wilderness, swelled, and made a noise
like the great raging waves of the sea," where
the " Lord's mighty power" was proclaimed
m renunciation of its doings. In the numer-
ous and valuable accounts which are handed
down to us, of the convincement and religious
experience of our worthy predecessors in th(
truth, I remember no exception to a full con
viction, that the same Almighty power which
condescended to cleanse their hearts from
'all evil," also required them to abstain from
the ever fluctuating superfluities of the world
and faithfully maintain their testimony to the

able for a participation in those things wl
they, for eonseieuce sake, dare not indulge
Have we not unmistakable evidence that
Spirit of Truth has led, and still continual
lead its humble, dependent followers, a^
from the seed of pride, and its influeneei
the heart, into the meekness, lowliness,

:

simplicity of the " Lamb of God," whose f

ment was seamless, and who says of himf
"I am not of this world;" and to hisdiscip
" If ye were of the world, the world wo
love its own

; but because ye are not of
world, but I have chosen you out of
world, therefore the world hateth you? H
strikinglj^ does the language of George F
while yet young in years, and cTweli
under deep inward baptisms, breathe fo
the same spiritual teaching : "And the L
said unto me, thou seest how young peo
go together into vanity, and old people ii

the earth
; thou must forsake all, young j

old, keep out of all, and be a stranger to a
And again, a few years later, he writ
" When the Lord sent me into the world,
forbade me to put off my hat to any, hicrh
low

;
and I was required to thee and thou

men and women, without any respect to ri

or poor, great or small. And as I travel
up and down, I was not to bid people Go
morrow, or Good-evening, neither might I be
r scrape with my leg to any one." * *

For, though thou to a single person was ,

cording to their accidence and grammar rul
and according to the Bible, yet they could i

bear to hear it ; and because I could not
j

oft' my hat to them, it set them all into a ra|

But the Lord showed me that it was an hoc
below, which He would lay in the dust
stain ; an honor which proud flesh looked fi

but sought not the honor which comes frt

God only." And again, in a short episi
written under on earnest concern for the b(
welfare of his friends, but a few months pri
to his death, the same testimony is thus f<

cibly revived :
" When the Lord called _

forth, he let me see that young people gre
up together in vanity, and the fashions oft
world, and old people went downward
the earth, raking it together; and to bo
these I was to be a stranger. And no
Friends, I do too many young peop

plainness and simplicity of the truth in their
outward appearance and intercourse amongst
"^°ti- If our worthy forefathers thus felt it
their duty to bear their testimony against the
spirit of the world, what great change has
since taken place that would render us excus-

that profess the truth grow up into the fas
ions of the world, and too many parents i

dulge them
; and amongst the eider some a

declining downwards, and raking afier t]

earth. Therefore, take heed that j'ou are ni

making your graves while you are alive on
wardly, and loading yourselves with thic
clay. For if you have not power over tl
earthly spirit, and that which leadeth into
vain mind, and the fashions of the world, an
into the earth; though you have often had tf
rain fall upon your fields, you will but brio
forth thistles, briers and thorns, which are f(

the fire. Such will become brittle, peevisl
fretful spirits, that will not abide the heavenl
doctrine—the admonitions, exhortations,
reproofs of the Holy Ghost, or heavenly Spir
of God

;
which would bring you to be coi

formable to the death of Christ, and to h:

image, that ye might have fellowship wit
him in his resurrection. Therefore it is go
for all to bow to the name of Jesus, their Sj
viour, that all may confess him to the glor
of God the Father. For I have had a concer
pon me, in a sense of the danger of you

people going into the fashions of the world
and old people going into the earth, am
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air g'ling into a loose and false libertj-, till

bt tlioy go quite out into the spirit of the

^4 as some have done. The house of such

i been built upon the sand on the sea shore,

tpon Christ the Eock, that are so soon in

eorld again under a pretence of liberty of

;ience. But it is not a pure conscience,

n the Spirit of God, nor in Christ Jesus
;

n the liberty in the Spirit there is the
'which is the bond of jjeace ; and all are

in Christ Jesus, in whom is the true

by, and this is not of the world, for He is

f the world." Od a serious consideration

ch a testimony as this, which accords
the New Testament, and that of all

ful Friends who have written on the

ct—how can any reconcile a belief that
8 is nothing in dress?"—or, that "ou
Friends did not change their garb fror

shion of the times in which they lived,

e sometimes hear alleged?—or, "if the

; is right, the outside appearance matters
Learning as we do, from the best au-

ty, that we " cannot serve God and mam-
" how can a righteous heart, which is

f this world, prefer the world's superflu-

and customs ? If a " tree is to be known
s fruits," can ample returns be relied on
the engrafted branch, while *he budding
blooming continues from the natural
' If we are Christ's disciples, and " not

e world," even as "He is not of the

d," but redeemed from the spirit thereof

spirit, how is it possible, that " the

z of the beast, and the worshippers of his

;e, whose names are not written in the

b's Book of Life," can still be retained ?

not these important and practical con-

ations, and only a few of the many which
1 in close connection with this subject

—

[derations which our early Friends dwelt
htily upon, and sought earnestly for a
vledge of their duty therein, and for

ty to perform it faithfully in accordance

the JJivine will? They, as a "cloud of

esses," which have gone before us, were
led by the purifying operations of the
r Spirit on their hearts, to stand faithful

leir day and generation to the pi'inciples

estimonies which we as a Society yet pro-

o bear to the world ; and, notwithstanding
! appears to be much at the present time to

je the faithful to mourn, yet there is a

pure of consolation in the assurance, that

|Ugh all the trials and besetments which
i been permitted to overtake us as a people,

same pure, scriptural doctrines and priuci-

which George Fox experienced, and pro-

bated in the beginning, have been known
maintained, by the faithful of every gene-

)n, from that day to the present ; and that

noiv the same power which made him and
'aithful co-workers in the cause of Truth,

t they were in their day, still condescends
well in the hearts of all those who truly

unreservedly seek for it, and receive it

he way of its coming. Therefore, dear
nds, wherever situated, or however cir-

stanced—those who are striving after

ifulness in the cause of truth and righte-

less in its primitive purity—dwell not too

h on the discouraging developments of the

but turn inward to the Life and Power,
inspeaking Word, which alone is able to

engthen the things that remain," and re-

the " waste places," to create the heart

V, and make it a " fit temple for Christ

Lord," " the Saviour of men," to dwell in :

who remains to be the same " ever present
helper," the "Alpha and Omega, the begin-
ning and the end," the never failing "Arm,"
both now and forever. F.

Ohio, 5th rao. 12th, 1S7J.
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The relation between parents and children,
requires of both the performance of duties
which influence the whole tenor of life, and
the effect of which, whether intended or not,

will be manifest not only in the present, but
extend far into the future.

The command given to the Israelites \

"Honor thy father and mother," with this

implied promise, " that thy days may be long
in the land which the Lord thy God givetb
thee." It implied the obligation on the part
of the pai-ent, so to conduct in both precept
and example, as to be deserving of the honor
thus enjoined, and springing naturally in the
breast of the child ; and, we apprehend, was
also designed to be so construed, that the
honor should be given by the child not onlj
in the days of youth, but to impress the course
of life through riper years.

So much has been said and written, of the
importance and the responsibility of the
charge of training the mind, during the years
when man is physically and mentally imma-
ture, that it seems hardly worth while to re-

cur to the subject ; but there is one phase ol

the process so lamentably overlooked or dis

regarded, that it can hardly be amiss to recall

attention to it; which is, that whatever it is

the duty of a child to perform, it is the duty ol

the parent to require to be done. This in

eludes the parental duty of restraint as well

as that of prompting.
While there is evil to be shunned, as well

ag good to be embraced, and the capacity to

form correct judgment is yet deficient in the

child, a responsibility which cannot be escap-

ed, rests on those who exercise parental au-

thority, to restrain from that which is wrong
in itself, or which tends to lead into evil,

and so to train the intellectual faculties, and
the moral or religious feelings, as to fix the

habit of self-denial. How great and sad are

the consequences, resulting from pai'ents not

exercising the authority with which Provi-

dence has clothed them, to correct youthful
propensities to indulge in things not right in

themselves, or calculated to betray them into

that which will be hurtful, forgetting that in-

lifference to, or disregard of the proper exer-

cise of the authority to restrain, carries with
t partnership in the wrong committed, and
n the punishment which is sure to follow

sooner or later.

There are two worlds around us ; the ma-
terial, appealing continually to our physical

senses, and the spiritual, addressing itself to

our inward consciousness; both influencing

the tides of feeling, and the currents of pas-

sion, ever ready to assail us as we are passing

down the stream of time, from our first em-
barking on its troubled waters, until landed
at the end of the voyage. Each hour we are

under training for a future state of existence,

nd restraint from evil is equally necessary

as doing good, to give a well grounded hope
that the life to come shall be higher and hap-

• than this.

Cobbett, in his directions to those who write
for publication, uses this language: "As your
pen moves, bear constantly in mind, that it is

making strokes which are to remain forever."
Well would it be for all who are delegated to
watch over and guide the young, never to for-

get, that they are required not only to inscribe
upon their hearts the precepts of Truth, and
impress them by the force of example, but to
prevent these heirs of eternity from learning
lessons or acquiring habits which may blot or
blur the whole page of existence. For want
of due regard to this, there is most lamentable
evidence of the lack of proper maintenance of
true Christian parental dignity and authority,
and declension among our members, from the
simplicity and self-denial which were conspi-
cuous in our predecessors.

Two instances are recorded in the Holy
Scriptures which may be cited as examplars

;

the one illustrating the results of omitting
obedience to the duty of parents to restrain

their offspring from that which is wrong, the
other showing the blessing following its per-

formance, and obedience to the command of a
parent.

Eli was a prophet and the high priest of
the Most High. He had light and knowledge
of that which was right and that which was
wrong, and in his general conduct appears to
have been correct, and he evinced his desire

for the reformation of his sons, by his pater-

nal remonstance with them, " Why do ye such
things? for I hear of your evil dealings by all

this people. Nay, my sons, for it is no good
report that I hear : ye make the Lord's people
to transgress. If one man sin against another
the Judge shall judge him ; but if a man sin

against the Lord, who shall entreat for him."
But, priest as he was, he appears to have
satisfied himself with remonstrance, not heed-
ing that what is the duty of a child to do, is

the duty of a parent to see that it is done.

He used not his authority to restrain, and his

sons honored not his entreaties to desist, and
thus they equally partook of the doom that
followed. "The iniquity of Eli's house shall

not be purged with sacrifice nor oftering for-

ever ;" and why? "Because his sons made
themselves vile and he restrained them not."

The other instance is that of the Rechabites,

whom the prophet by command of the Lord
brought into ot\e of the chambers of the tem-
ple and set wine before them to drink, saying,
" Drink ye wine." But they answered, " We
will drink no wine, for Jonadab the son of

Rechab commanded us, saying. Ye shall drink

no wine, neither ye nor your sons forever."
" Thus have we obeyed the voice of Jonadab-

the son of Eechab our father, in all that he
hath charged us, to drink no wine all our
days, we, our wives, our sons nor our daugh-
ters." And the prophet was commissioned
to say unto them, " Thus sayeth the Lord of
Hosts, the God of Israel, ' Because ye have
obeyed the commandment of Jonadab your
father, and kept all his precepts, and done ac-

cording to all he hath commanded you ; there-

fore thus sayeth the Lord of Hosts, the God
of Israel, Jonadab the son of Rechab, shall not
want a man to stand before me forever.'

"

We have had placed in our hands a pam-
phlet bearing on its title page the following

:

"The principles, methods and history of the

Society of Friends: a discourse delivered in

the church of The Disciples in Boston, on
First-day, 2d mo. 8th, 1874, being the eighth
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of the series upon ' The rniversal Church.'

By Augustine Jones, of Lynn, Mass."

We are entirely unacquainted with the

author, and know nothing of his religious con-

Dection, but the whole tenor of his attempted

dcscriptionof the doctrines of Friends, betrays

either a lack of acquaintance with the writ-

ings of Friends, and the repeated declarations

o"the faith held by the Society, or a deficiency

of care in presenting them. We think the im-

pression made on the minds of the hearers of

thediscourse, must have been, that Friends did

BOt believe in the proper, underived Divinity

of Jesus Christ, nor in the atonement made
by him on Calvary for the sins of the whole
-world ; which is a most serious misrepresen-

tation. While they reject the doctrine of

three persotis in the one God, they fully sub-

scribe to the declaration of Holy Scripture,
" There are three that bear record in heaven,

the Father, the Word, and the Holy Ghost, and
these three are one :" a mj-stery which human
reason cannot comprehend. That the Word
•was made flesh and dwelt among men, and
though thus united to humanity, was yet God
over all, blessed forever: not a mere mmnfes-
tation as Socinius inculcates, and what we un-

derstand A. Jones to represent Friends as be-

lieving. That the Father so loved 'the world
that He gave his only begotten Son that who-
soever believeth on Him may have eternal life;

and the Son—the Word made flesh—with the
same infinite love laid down his life, a propitia-

tory sacrifice, to purchase forgiveness for sin-

ful man, and reconcile him to his Father, and
to obtain for him a greater outpouring of the
Holy Spirit. That while the Light Within,
or measure of the Holy Spirit, is given to all,

for the salvation of all who obey its requirings,

yet its work in the salvation of the soul is in-

separably' connected with what Christ has
done for us without us, and that it is fearful

unbelief in those who have the knowledge of
what Christ thus did and suffered, and yet re
fuse to believe in it as essential to salvation.

The doctrine inculcated in the " Discourse"
is that of the Hicksites and not of Friends.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The hall of the French National Assem-

bly was crowded on the 16th inst., as it was known that
a vote was to be taken on the motion to give priority
of discussion to the electoral law over the mnniclpal
bill, which motion had been made a Cabinet question.
The debate on the motion was continued until a late

hour, and when finally the question was put to the As-
sembly it was found that the government had been de-
feated, the vote standing 317 to 381. The Assembly
then adjourned, and the Ministers soon afterwards
handed their resignations to President MacMahon.
The electoral law proposed by the French Ministry, and
which led to their defeat, was a bold and daring attempt
to disfranchise a portion of the voters, and thus lessen
the strength of the opposition.
The majority vote included all the Republican mem-

bers 331, twenty Bonapartists and thirty Legitimists.
Ex-President Thiers voted with the majority.
A Paris dispatch of the 17th says : President Mac-

Mahon has accepted the resignation of his Cabinet, and
has entrusted to Goulard the formation of a new Minis-
try. Up to the 18th inst. he had not succeeded in form-
ing a cabinet.

The Assembly has approved the postal convention
between France and the United States, arranged by the
late Ministry.

'

A Madrid dispatch of the 13th announces the forma-
tion of a new Spanish Ministry, with Zabalo as Presi-
dent of the Council and Minister of War, Sagasta
Minister of the Interior, with Ulloa and others for the
remaining departments.
The Governors of the several provinces, and many

other high officials, resigned when the change of minis-
ters was made known.
The political situation in Madrid continues critical,

The opposition press violently denounce the new min-
istry.

The large towns show discontent. New ambassadors
have been appointed at Vienna, Lisbon and Berlin.

The government have issued a manifesto, of which
Ulloa, Minister of Foreign Affairs, is the author. They
solicit the support of all sections of the liberal party

;

declare they will only use their powers to repel unjusti-

fiable aggressions
;
pledge all their efforts to the extinc-

tion of Carlistism, and promise to make known the true

state of the treasury and to enforce strict integrity and
rigid economy in the administration of the revenues.

General Concha on the 15th, was moving his forces

to occupy the passes between Biscay and the Guipuzcon
valley. Don Carlos was at Tolasa with the main body
of his forces. A large Carlist force was said to be
marching upon Estella, on the east side of General
Concha's position.

The Emperor of Russia, and his son the Grand Duke
Alexis, landed at Dover on the 13th inst. The Prince
of Wales, and others, were waiting to receive the dis-

tinguished visitors, and conducted them at once to

Windsor Castle.

The London Times of the 16th says : The Czar, at

the reception given by him to the Diplomatic Corps,
declared the policy of Russia is to preserve the peace
of the Continent, and he hoped the principal govern-
ments of Europe would be united in this purpose. The
Czar went to Chiselhurst this inorning to see the ex-
Empress Eugenie. Upon his return this afternoon he
will visit the House of Commons.
A collision is reported at Merther Tydvil, Wales, be-

tween a coal and passenger train. Forty persons were
seriously injured.

The steamship Faraday, with the new Atlantic cable,

has sailed from Gravesend.
The British government proposes to unite Logos and

the Gold Coast into one province, under a Governor,
who will reside forty miles inland from Accra. The
Governor's residence will be the nominal capital of the
consolidated province, and will be protected by native
troops. The government will retain a monopoly of the
sale of arms and ammunition.
The strike among the coal miners and laborers of

Durham has again broken out. The strikers are tur-

bulent and disorderly, and much distress among them
and their families is already to be seen.

In the treaty for the establishment of a British pro-
tectorate over the Fiji Islands it is stipulated that Great
Britain shall assume all financial liabilities, pay the
king f15,000 per annum, with other pensions to various
native chiefs, and recognize the ruling chief as owner
of the lands, which are to be open to settlement by
foreigners within a year.

According to a recent parliamentary report there are
in Scotland 132,230 land-owners. Of these, seventy-
five proprietors own 9,100,000 acres, nearly one-half the
entire acreage of Scotland. The largest "owner is the
Duke of Sutherland, who has 1,176,574 acres, with over
$285,000 a year.

Liverpool, 5th rao. 18th.—Uplands cotton, 8fd. ; Or-
leans, 8|d. California white wheat, 12s. 4d. per 100
lbs. ; red, lis. 2d. a 12s.

Constantinople advices say there is no abatement of
the famine in Anatolia. Reports from all sections of
that country are of the most doleful character, many
per-sons having starved to death.
Some excitement was occasioned in St. Petersburg by

the arrest of the eldest son of the Grand Duke Nicholas,
brother of the Emperor. It was afterwards found that
the circumstance had no political significance, but that
the mother of the unworthy young man having missed
her diamonds, communicated the fact to the police, who
discovered that the perpetrator of the theft was her own
son. Intelligence of the affair coming to the Emperor,
he directed legal proceedings should take their course,
notwithstanding personal considerations. It seems the
diamonds were given by the Prince to a well-known
French actress.

The Turkish authorities have prohibited the circula-
tion of the Bible in the native language.

^

The Swiss Confederation has recently adopted a new
Constitution by the following vote. In favor 321,870
voters and 15 cantons ; against 177,800 voters and 8
cantons. The new organic law makes the Republic a
homogeneous nation, ruled by the same laws all over
the territory. It establishes compulsory secular educa-
tion, and the supremacy of the State over the Church.
It establishes civil marriage, and prohibits the creation
of new bishoprics, the founding of new convents or re-
vival of old ones, without the sanction of the govern-
ment. Not only are the Jesuits excluded, but all other
religious orders the conduct of which is dangerous to
the State or disturbs the peace between creeds.

LfNiTED States.—In accordance with the ad'

President Grant, the Legislature of Arkansas i

Little Rock. One of the rival Governors, Baxtc

pressed his willingness to comply with the Preai

wishes, but Brooks declined doing so. This condii

affairs imposed upon the President the necess

making a decision between the parties, and on th

he issued his proclamation to the effect that as ]

Baxter had been declared duly elected by the G(

Assembly of the State, he ought to be considered

lawful Executive thereof. All turbulent and disoi

persons were commanded to disperse and retire
]

ably to their respective abodes, and submit them
to the lawful authorities of said State. This ste

taken by the President with great reluctance,

wished the dispute to be settled by the people o

kansas for themselves. It however had the di

effect of restoring quiet. Brook's forces surrender

the 16th inst., and Baxter's army will be disband

quickly as the public peace will permit. Both h

of the Legislature have passed a bill providing fc

assembling of the Constitutional Convention on the

of Seventh month.
A terrible catastrophe occurred at Haydenville, ]

on the 16th inst. The bursting of a great water
voir swept away parts of four villages, and dest

property amounting to a million of dollars, and
one hundred and seventy-five lives. The resf

which was built to afford a reliable supply of wa
various industrial works in the vicinity, coverei

hundred and fifty acres of ground the average de{

thirty feet, and was formed by throwing a dam !

one end of the valley through which Mill River fl(

This dam had been repaired, and was known
leaky, but was thought .strong enough to stand. 1

suddenly gave way and the water burst forth

sistless flood, sweeping away stores, houses, pe

bridges and factories.

The 58th anniversary of the American Bible Sc
was held in AVashington the 16th inst. The recei

the year from all sources were $664,436, and the ei

ditures $611,728. Nearly a million volumes
issued during the year, and during the past 58
30,972,786 volumes have been issued.

New York city had 561 deaths last week, and P
delphia 321, including 118 children under two yej

The number of children attending the public scl

is 100,749. The Mayor reports the public de
Philadelphia to amount to 858,364,171. The taxe

the year 1874 aggregate $585,843.
The U. S. Senate has passed a new Finan

place of that vetoed. It has been sent to the Hou
Representatives, where it may probably be modifi(

The inundation of the lower Mississippi count
subsiding. On the 18th the Signal Office reportec

river as having fallen from Cairo to New Orleans.

Cairo the fall for the preceding week had been six

feet, and at Memphis two feet.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quolal

on the 18th inst. Ne!w York.—American g
"

'

'

U. S. sixes, 1881, Registered, 1191 ; do. Coupons, 1

do. 1868, Reg., 119J ; do. Coupons, 120}; do. 10-4]

per cents, 114}. Superfine flour, $5.25 a $5.65
;

extra, J6 a $6.30; finer brands, $7 a $10.25. IS

Chicago spring wheat, $1.53; No. 2 do., $1.46 a $1
red western, $1.54 a $1.56 ; white Canadian, $1.66. (

63J a 68 cts. Western mixed corn, 86 a 87 cts. ; vel

87| cts. PAiZode/pAia.— Uplands and New Orlj

cotton, 19 a 19.V cts. Superfine flour, $4.75 a $5
extras, $5.75 a $6.25; finer brands, S6.75 a $1(;

Penna. red wheat, $1.60 a $1.70; No. 1 spring wl'

$1.50. Rye, 98 cts. Y'ellow corn, 85 cts. Oats,

67 cts. The cattle market was dull. Sales of S

beef cattle at 7 a 72 cts. per lb. gross for extra ;

'

6:} cts. for fair to good, and 5 a 6 cts. for comn
About 8000 sheep sold at 5 a 8i cts. per lb. gross,

5000 hogs at $8.50 a $8.75 per ] 00 lb. net BaiUmoT
Choice white wheat, $1.80; fair to prime do., $1.1

$1.75; good to prime red, $1.65 a $1.72; commo
fair, $1.50 a $1.60. Southern white corn, 88 a 89 (

yellow, 85 cts. Oats, 62 a 70 cts. Chicago—N^
spring wheat, $1.25; No. 2 do., $1.21. No. 2 mi
corn, 61J cts. No. 2 oats, 47* cts. Rye, 99 cts. L
$10.60 per 100 lbs. Cincinnati.—Wheat, $1.37 a $1
Corn, 73 a 75 cts. Oats, 52 a 60 cts. Rye, $1.16. L
10} a 11 cts.

Died, at his residence in Lionville, Pa., on 4th
1st, 1874, William Harry, a member of Uwcl
Monthly Meeting, in the 8l3t year of his age.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER.'
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Salem, Ohio, 9th mo. 18th, 1843. * * *

m abundantly satisfied of the truth, that
withstanding we are a poor people and
e many things amongst us to mourn over
are not according to Truth, the church

Philadelphia is beloved of the Lord, that
has placed his Name there, and that He
bless her and raise up many living wit-

ses in her, who shall have cause to magnify
bless and praise his glorious, holy Name,
his mercy and his Truth's sake. Oh then
t our hearts may be more and more bound
ether in doing any little service which He

pleased to call for at our hands indi-

ually, that in the end we may be permitted
hear the welcome salutation of 'Come ye
3sed of my Father, inherit the kingdom
pared for you fi'om the foundation of the
rid.'

"

Evesham, 1st mo. 16th, 1844. * * * We
getting onward in our arduous service,

1 trust thus far at least have not done
7 thing to hurt the good cause. The hearts
the people in many of the families seem
e the thirsty land to rejoice at the sound
the gospel ; others there are who have little

icern, I fear, about their soul's salvation,

ny of the precious children I believe have
afresh visited, and some I cannot but be-

ve, through faith and faithfulness, will be
pared in this place, to stand in their ranks,
till the vacant places of their honored
hers, now gathered to their everlasting

bitations, and to uphold the standard of
ith, magnifying the name and the power of

•ael's unslumbering Shepherd. Oh how
en has dear E. Collins been brought to my
nembrance; surely it cannot be that she
8 labored in vain. Some fruits of her labor

|d travail will j-et be found hero, and the
arts of the few living stakes in Zion be glad-

ined thereby. It is probable we shall go to

opwell on First-day."
:" Philada., 2d mo. 9th, 1844,— * * * Thou
.st been so often the companion of my
oughts for a few days, I feel inclined to tell

ee so much at least, though destitute of any
alification for writing, except a little love
p the brethren, which I trust will never be-

come extinct in my poor mind while life re-

mains; for this is the badge of discipleship

still, and does not forbid the disciples from
talking together of the things which have
happened in our time, any more than in those

days when it is said of the early believers

when going to Emmaus, their Blessed Lord
enquired of them ' what manner of communi-
cations are these which ye have one with an-

other, as ye walk and are sad?' "We were
talking together of all things which had hap-

pened ; and we find it recorded in earlier days,

that they who feared the Lord spake often

one to another, and He hearkened and heard

it; were it not that He hears our sad com-
munings and bemoanings, and sometimes con-

descends to appear in secret, speaking peace

to our souls, methinks we should sink when
the waters rise high, when the billows roll

over our heads, when mortal aid is vain, when
lover and friend seem afar off. Ah, had not

the Lord then been our help, I had perished

as Job said, in mine affliction. How many
times has He made himself known in the days
of our deep humiliation, and will he now for-

sake us? Ah no, I doubt not there will come
again a day of consolation ; a day wherein the

singing of birds and the voice of the turtle,

will be heard in our land ; a day wherein we
shall again have our vineyards given us from

the wilderness, and know this valley of Achor
to be a door of hope; yea and have to sing

again of the Lord's mercies and of his judg-

ments, and of his everlasting loving kindness,

as in the day when we were first delivered

from under the bondage of Egypt."
" Philada., 9th mo. 3d, 18i6. * * * Oh!

if Thou help us not we must perish. There
is however some little glimmerings of light

discoverable as the bow of promise in the

cloud, which keeps the conflicted mind from

sinking in the gulf below; and in mercy, a

secret belief afforded that when the end is ac-

complished, which the great and ever blessed

Head of his own church, has designed in thus

permitting the daughter of Zion to be covered

as with a cloud, and sorely chastened. He will

again clothe her with the beautiful garments
of righteousness, and bring her up out of her

wilderness condition, and say unto her 'Live.'

Ah ! surely ' He bath loved her with an ever-

lasting love;' and it seems to me the secret

language will be heard, 'Again I will build

thee and thou shalt be built, O virgin of

Israel ! thou shalt again be adorned with thy

tabrets, and shalt go forth rejoicing in him
who hath done great things for thee.' But
then there seems to be a long season of suffer-

ing to be endured bj' the faithful, a great fight

of afflictions and of sorrow to pass through
for them who stand firmly and unflinchingly,

and are valiant for the Truth upon the earth
;

yet oh ! let us not fear this, for whether we
live to see the brighter day or not, we are as-

sured we shall reap the end of our faith, if we
faint not, even the salvation of our poor souls.

I ofttimes remember the Prophet Elijah,

how he was fed even by the ravens, and when
the brook Cherith dried up, he was not left

forsaken, but was directed to arise and go to

Zarepheth, to a widow woman, alike poor
with himself: for when he came he found her
gathering a few sticks at the gate of the city.

His faith however failed not ; and he told her
notwithstanding her scanty store, to bake first

a little cake for him, and after bake for her-

self and for her son ; for thus saith the Ijord,

'the barrel of meal shall not waste, neither

shall the cruse of oil fail until the day that

He sendeth rain upon the earth.' So they
lived by faith: and a good time they had
together."

" Philada., 10th mo. 4th, 18i7. * * * I

can truly add that mourning is often, very
often the clothing of my spirit, because of the

desolations that abound.
While some are busily engaged with their

farms and their merchandize, and others are

marrying wives, and therefore they cannot
come to the marriage supper of the King's
son, many more are using their utmost en-

deavors to root up the outposts that have
stood around us, and to upturn the very foun-

dations, while they remodel and raise a super-

structure more congenial to their modern and
liberal views of Christianity.

Oh ! for such as are standing in the fore-

ranks amongst us at such a time as this, of

rebuke and of treading down, how my heart

craves deep indwelling of spirit before the

Lord, that neither the smiles nor the frowns,

the applause or the censure of those who are

seeking to entrap and to ensnare, may prove
availing or in any wise move any of us from
the steadfastness which is in Christ .Tesus our
Lord and Lawgiver, our Prophet, Priest and
King, who trod the winepress before us alone,

and of the people there was none with him.

Truly wo have to wrestle, not against flesh

and blood only, but against principalities,

against powers, against the rulers of this

world, and against spiritual wickedness in

high places. How diflferont would be the as-

pect of things, as well as the feeling of our
hearts, and the state of our religious assem-

blies, if all those who profess to be united in

the one great pursuit, did but see eye to eye;
methinks then there would be people coming
as the prophet testifieth, of all the languages

of the nations, and laying hold of the skirt of

him that is a Jew, would say, ' We will go
with you, for we have seen that God is with
you.'

But while there is such unsettleraent

amongst us, and such a flood of lifeless minis-

try poured forth, how can we hope for any-

thing else than scattering? It is that that is

of God, which alone gathereth unto him, and
is owned by him, and by his living people.

While that which is of the world, is owned of

the world, and tends only to scatter. Many
are running to and fro, but from the fruits it

does not appear that the knowledge of the

Truth is increased, or Agag slain; but the
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bleating of the sheep and the lowing of the

oxen still sounding in the ears of those who
can bear proclaimed loudly that the command
to destroy Amalek has not been obej-ed. And
until this command is fulfilled we shall not, 1

believe, make progress in our journey towards

the Heavenly City, the new Jerusalem, which

cometh down from God out of Heaven, pre

pared as a bride adorned for her husband.

Ah I surely Agag shall be slain when our Pro
phet taketh unto him his great power and

reigneth, and all that has been saved for sacri-

fice, shall be destroyed also.

May we, my dear friend, be found among
the number of the poor and the afflicted peo-

ple of whom it is said, ' they shall trust in the

name of the Lord ;' that when the overflowing

scourge cometh we may be spared, and bi

prepared to give all the glory to his holy,

glorious, all-powerful Name."

Whirlwinds.

Directly overhead the noonday sun hung
in the hot, hazy sky. As we moodily toiled

over the plain, my attention was arrested by

a dust whirlwind that suddenly sprung up
about fifty yards to our left. The few dry
leaves on the ground began to whirl round
and round, and to ascend ; and in a minute a

spiral column was formed, reaching, perhaps,
to the height of fifty feet, consisting of dust

and dry dead leaves, all whirling round with
the greatest rapidity. The column was only
a few yards in diameter; and it moved slowly
along, nearly parallel with our course, but
only lasting a few minutes; so that before I

could point it out to Velasquez, who had rid-

den on ahead, it had dissolved away. I had
been very familiar wiih these air eddies in

Australia, and had hoped to carry on some
investigations concerning them, begun there,

in Central America; but, though common on
the plains of Mexico and South America, this

was the only one I witnessed in Central
America.
The interest with which I regarded these

miniature storms was due to the assistance
that their study was likely to give in the dis-

cussion of the cause of all circular movements
of the atmosphere, including the dreaded
typhoon and cyclone.
Humboldt had longago ascribed whirlwinds

to the meeting of opposing currents of air.

There is this dynamical objection to the
theory. The movements of the air in whirl-
winds is much more rapid than in any known
straight current, such as the trade winds

; and
it is impossible that two opposing currents
should generate between them one of much
greater force and rapidity. But even if this
fundamental objection to the theory could be
set aside, the small whirlwinds could not thus
arise, as they are most frequent when the air
is nearly or quite motionless.

Then, again, when we turn to Prof. Maury's
theory that the cyclones, having been initiated
by the conflict of contrary currents, are con-
tinued and intensified by the condensation of

vapor in their vortex forming a vacuum, we
find it negatived by the fact that in the smaller
whirlwinds the air is dry, and there is conse-
quently no condensation of vapor ; and yet, in

comparison with their size, they are of as
great violence as the fiercest typhoon. Tylor
describes the numerous dust whirlwinds he
saw on the plains of Mexico, Clarke those on
the steppes of Russia, and Brace those on the

deserts of Africa ; and nowhere is there men-
lion made of any condensation of vapor. I

myself have seen scores of whirlwinds in Aus-

tralia, some of them rising to a height of over

one hundred feet
;
yet there was never any

perceptible condensation of vapor, though
some of them were of sufficient force to tear

oflf limbs of trees, and carry up the tents of

gold-diggers into the air. Franklin describes

a whirlwind of greater violence than any of

these. It commenced in Maryland by taking

up the dust over a road in the form of an in

verted sugar-loaf, and soon increased greatly

in size and violence. Franklin followed it on

horseback, and saw it enter a wood, where it

twisted and turned round large trees : leaves

and boughs were cai'ried up so high that they
appeared to the eye like flies. Again there

was no condensation of vapor.

In Australia I had many opportunities of

studying the dust whi rl winds ; and as I looked
upon them as the initial form of a cyclone, 1

paid much attention to them. On a small

plain, near to Marj-borough, in the province

of Victoria, they were of frequent occurrence
in the hot season. This plain was about two
miles across, and was nearly surrounded by
trees. In calm, sultry weather, during the

heat of the da}', there were often two at once
in action in different parts of it. They were
only a few yards in diameter, but reached to

a height of over one hundred feet, and were
often, in their higher part, bent out of their per-

pendicular by upper aerial currents. The dust

and leaves they carried up rendered their up-

ward spiral movement very conspicuous. No
one who studied these whirlwinds could for a
moment believe that they were caused by con
flicting currents of air. They occurred most
frequently when there was least wind ; and
this particular plain seemed to be peculiarly

suitable for their formation, because it was
nearly surrounded by trees, and currents of

air were prevented. They lasted several

minutes, slowly moving across the plain, like

great pillars of smoke.
When attentively watched from a short

distance, it was seen that as soon as one was
formed, the air immediately next the heated
soil, which was before motionless or quivering,

like over a furnace, was moving in all direc-

tions towards the apex of the dust-column.
As these currents approached the whirlwind,
they quickened and carried with them loose

dust and leaves into the spiral whirl. The
movement was similar to that which occurs
when a small opening is made at the bottom
of a wide shallow vessel of water : all the liquid

moves towards it, and assumes a spiral move-
ment as it is drawn off.

The conclusion I arrived at, and which has
since been confirmed by further study of the
question, was, that the particles of air next
the surface did not always rise immediately
they were heated, but that they often re-

mained and formed a stratum of rarefied air

next the surface, which was in a state of un-
stable equilibrium. This continued until the
heated stratum was able, at some point where
the ground favored a comparatively greater
accumulation of heat, to break through the
overlying strata of air, and force its way up-
wards. An opening once made, the whole of
the heated air moved towards it and was
drained off, the heavier layers sinking down
and pressing it out.

Just as over the little plain at Maryborough,
protected by the sarrounding forest from the

action of the wind, the heated air accumuli

over the surface until carried off in dust

dies; so, though on a vastly larger scale

that great bight formed by the coasts of nc

and south America, having for its apex
Gulf of Mexico, there is an immense are:

the northern tropics, nearly surrounded
land, forming a vast oceanic plain, shut

from the regular action of the trade winds
the great islands of Cuba and Hayti, wl:

the elements of the hurricane accumulate,

.

at last break forth. In this and such 1

areas, the lower atmosphere is gradui

heated from week to week by the direct r

of the sun during the day, by radiation fi

the sea during the night ; and, as in Austrc
the quivering of the air over the hot groi

foreshadows the whirlwind, and in Africa

mirage threatens the simoom, so in the ^
Indies a continuance of close, sultry weatl
an oppressive calm, precedes the hurrici

When at last the huge vortex is formed,
heated atmosphere rushes towards it from
sides, and is drained upwards in a sp

column, just as in the dust eddy, on a gigai

scale. Unlike the air of the dust-eddy, t

of the hurricane coming from the warm i

face of the ocean is nearly saturated w
vapor, and this, as it is carried up and brouj

into contact with the colder air on the oute

of the ascending column, is condensed i

falls in torrents of rain, accompanied
thunder and lightning.

—

Belt's Waturalist

Nicaragua.

For "The Frien.

" Part not with these old Works of true experie;

in them our Fathers wrspt ap wisdom lor tl

sons."

Some twenty-five years ago, a neighl

visiting the city of Penn on business, v

attracted to an auction sale of books,

purchased a parcel for a few cents apiece, a

said there were a number of Friends' ancit

volumes offered : some of which were amo
his package. Not caring for such books,
sent me one—a collection of one hundred a

fifty nine Memorials of Friends, the earll

settlers of this country. The name of 1

former owner had been carefully blotted o
I was told it was not for the want of penn
or houseroom, the children had thus cast aw
what their good father and mother had left

the books of olden time. I prized the o

that had thus fallen into my hands.
In the midst of busy preparation for chat

ing home, difficulties abounding, the old t

nicely bound volume lays before me, claimi

a place of safety among others worthy to

kept. Hastily opening the leaves, a paragra'
in the testimony concerning Ann Koberts i

rested my attention, profitably so, viz :
" Afl

her return from Great Britain, she met wi
great difficulties in respect to outward circui

stances, which she sustained with Christi.

fortitude. A near friend asking her how s

felt under it, she replied :
" While I keep n

eye steadily directed to the object of our chi

regard, it seems as if a wall was on each sic

all is calm, and nothing annoys ; but if I sufl

my eye to wander to the right hand or to i.

left, the enemy breaks in upon me like a U
rent, which hurries me away, and it is wi
great difficulty I recover myself"

It was profitable to be reminded that sni

as were farther advanced in the way of ho
ness, had sometimes to straggle with tl

weakness of the flesh and the power of ti
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jpter, who is permitted to try us, so to re-

)!5r themselves as to keep the eye steadily
cted to the object of our chief regard ; that

biigs the calm, that hushes the disturbing

(8, aud causes the wall of defence to seem
on either side,

[ay the children among us not cast away
lightly, nor hide too carefully, the whole-
e writings of experience our forefathers

e acquainted with ; let them have a place
but for their parent's sake), open them
etirae ; therein is many a little gem for

ight and reflection. Some time they may
store of treasure to thee.

" Fling not away
The shell because unpolished and uncouth,
Lest in so doing thou shouldst fling away
The gem whose lustre lies unseen within."
.ester Co., 5th mo. 1874.

For " The Friend."

Sufferings of a Lost Man.
{Continued from page olS.j

did not yet realize the possibility of a
nanent separation from the company. In-

d of following up the pursuit of their

p, I engaged in an effort to recover my
56. Half a day's search convinced me of
mpracticability. I wrote and posted in

(pen space several notices, which, if my
ids should chance to see, would inform

of ray condition and the route I had
in, and then struck out into the forest in

supposed direction of their camp. As the

wore on without any discovery, alarm
c the place of anxiet}' at the prospect of
ther night alone in the wilderness, and
time without food or fire. But even this

nal foreboding was cheered by the hope
i I would soon rejoin my companions, who
lid laugh at my adventure, and incorporate

thrilling episode into the journal of our
The bright side of a misfortune, as I

id by experience, even under the worst
iible circumstances, always presents some
ures of encouragement. When I began to

ize that my condition was one of actual

il, I banished from my mind all fear of an
avorable result. Seating myself on a log,

icalled every foot of the way I had travel-

ince the separation from my friends, and
most probable opinion I could form of their

ereabouts was, that they had, by a course

little different from mine, passed by the
t where I had posted the notices, learned

my disaster, and were waiting for me to

)in them there, or searching for me in that
inity. A night must be spent amid the

strate trunks before my return could be

omplished. At no time during my period
ixile did I experience so much mental suf-

ng from the cravings of hunger as when,
lausted with this long day of fruitless

rcb, I resigned myself to a couch of fine

age in the pitchy darkness of a thicket of

ill trees. Naturally timid in the night, I

y realized the exposure of my condition,

feered upward through the darkness, but all

js blackness and gloom. The wind sighed

urnfuUy through the pines. The forest

med aiive with the screeching of night

ds, the angry barking of coyotes, and the

Honged dismal howl of the gray wolf
ese sounds, familiar by their constant oc-

rence throughout the journey, were now
. of terror, and drove slumber from mj' eye-

5, but above all this, however, was the hope
.t I should be restored to my comrades the
ct day. _

Early the next morning I rose unrcfrcshed
and pursued my weary way over the prostrate
trunks. It was noon when I reached the spot
where my notices were posted. No one bad
been there. My disappointment was almost
overwhelming. For the first time, I realized

that I was lost. Then came a crushing sense
of destitution. No food, no fire ; no means to

procure either; alone in an unexplored wil-

derness, one hundred and fifty miles from the
nearest human abode, surrounded by wild
beasts, and famishing with hunger. It was
no time for despondency. A moment after-

wards I felt how calamity can elevate the
mind, in the formation of the resolution "not
to perish in that wilderness."

The hope of finding the party still con-

trolled my plans. I thought, by traversing
the peninsula centrally, I would be enabled
to strike the shore of the lake in advance of

their camp, and near the point of departure
for the Madison. Acting upon this impres-
sion, I rose from a sleepless couch, and pur-

sued my way through the timber-entangled
forest. A feeling of weakness took the place

of hunger. Conscious of the need of food, I

felt no cravings. Occasionally, while scram-
bling over logs and through thickets, a sense

of faintness and exhaustion would come over
rae, but I would suppress it with the audible

expression, "This wont do; I must find my
company." De>pondency would sometimes
strive with resolution for the mastery of my
thoughts. I would think of home—of my
daughter—and of the possible chance of star-

vation, or death in some more terrible form
;

but as often as these gloomy forebodingi

came, I would strive to banish them with re-

flections better adapted to my immediate
necessities. I recollect at this time discussing

the question, whether there was not implanted

by Providence in every man a principle of self

preservation equal to any emergency which
did not destroy his reason. I decided this

question affirmatively many times afterwards

in my wanderings, and I record this experi-

ence here, thatan3- person who reads it, should

he ever find himself in like circumstances,

may not despair. There is life in the thought.

It will revive hope, allay hunger, renew en-

ergy, encourage perseverance, and, as I have
proved in my own case, bring a man out of

difficulty, when nothing else can avail.

It was mid-day when I emerged from the

forest into an open space at the foot of the

peninsula. A broad lake of beautiful curva-

ture, with magnificent surroundings, lay be-

fore me, glittering in the sun-beams. It was
full twelve miles in circumference. A wide
belt of sand formed the margin which I was
approaching, directly opposite to which, rising

seemingly from the very depths of the water,

towered the loftiest peak of a range of moun-
tains apparently interminable. The ascend-

ing vapor from innumerable hot springs, and
the sparkling jet of a single geyser added the

feature of novelty to one of the grandest land-

scapes I ever beheld. Nor was the life of the

scene less noticeable than its other attrac-

tions. Largo flocks of swans and other water-

fowl were sporting on the quiet surface of the

lake; otters in great numbers performed the

most amusing aquatic evolutions ; mink and
beaver swam around unscared, in most gro-

tesque confusion. Deer, elk, and mountain
sheep stared at me, manifesting more surprise

than fear at my presence among them. The
adjacent forest was vocal with the songs of

birds, chief of which were the chattering notes
of a species of mocking-bird. Seen under
favorable circumstances, this assemblage of
grandeur, beauty, and novelty, would have
been transporting; but jaded with travel,

famishing with hunger, and distressed with
anxiety, I was in no humor for ecstasy. My
tastes were subdued and chastened by the
perils which environed me. I longed for food,

friends, and protection. Associated with my
thoughts, however, was the wish that some
of my friends of peculiar tastes, could enjoy
this diisplay of secluded magnificence, now
probably beheld for the first time by the eyes
of civilized man.
The lake was at least one thousand feet

lower than the highest point of the peninsula,

and several hundred feet below the level of
Yellowstone Lake. I recognized the moun-
tain which overshadowed it as the landmark
which, a few days before, had received from
General Washburn the name of Mount Everts;

and as it is associated with some of the most
agreeable and terrible incidents of my exile,

I feel that I have more than a mere discovery

right to the perpetuity of that naming. The
lake is fed by innumerable small streams from
the mountain, and the countless hot springs

surrounding it. A large river flows from it,

through a caHon a thousand feet in height, in

a south-easterly direction, to a distant range
of mountains, which I conjectured to be Snake
River; and with the belief that I had dis-

covered the source of the great southern tribu-

tary of the Columbia River, I gave it the

name of Bessie Lake, after the " Sole daughter
of my house and heart." * * * * While
looking for a spot where I might repose in

safety, my attention was attracted to a small

green plant of so lively a hue as to form a
striking contrast with the deep pine foliage.

For closer examination [ pulUd it up by the

root, which was long and tapering, not unlike

a radish. It was a thistle. I tasted it ; it was
palatable and nutritious. My appetite craved

it, and the first meal in four days was made
on thistle roots.

Overjoyed at this discovery, with hunger

allayed, I stretched myself under a tree upon
the foliage which had partially filled a space

between contiguous trunks, and fell asleep.

How long I slept I know not ; but I was sud-

denly roused by a loud, shrill scream, like

that of a human being in distress, poured,

seemingly, into the very portals of my ear.

There was no mistaking that fearful voice. I

had been deceived by and answered it a dozen

times while threading the forest, with the be-

lief that it was a friendly signal. It was the

screech of a mountain lion (the cougar of na-

turalists) so near as to cause every nerve to

thrill with terror. To j^ell in return, seize

with convulsive grasp the limbs of the friendly

tree, and swing myself into it, was the work
of a moment. Scrambling hurriedly from

limb to limb, I was soon as near the top as

safety would permit. The savage beast was
snutHng and growling below, apparently on

the very spot I had just abandoned. 1 an-

swered every growl with a responsive scream.

Terrified at the delay and pawing of the beast,

I increased my voice to its utmost volume,

broke branches from the limbs, and in the im-

potency of fright, madly hurled them at the

spot whence the continued bowlings pro-

ceeded.
(To be continued.)
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A SOXG IN THE NIGHT.

Be still ! and know that I am God,
You tread the paths your fathers trod

;

They found no flow'ry beds of ease

—

They sailed through dark and stormy seas.

The hill of Zion—sweet retreat !

—

Is climbed by none but weary feet:

Whom I would raise I first cast down
;

The conflict first—and then, the crown.

Unchastened sin would shame ray grace.

And leave thy soul a barren waste;

Wisdom must needs be justified

Of the whole race of Israel's tribe.

Be still ! and know that I am God !

A Father's hand employs the rod :

I reign in righteousness, and prove
My blood-bought seed with chastening love.

Selected.

" Let U8 therefore come boldly unto the throne of grace,
that we may obtain mercy, and find grace to help
in time of need."—Hebrews iv. 16.

The " time of need." Ah ! little know'st thou now,
Thou of the laughing lip and sunny brow

;

In the first freshness of thy morning hours.
In the first conscious glow of untried powers.

When such shall be.

No want, no wish, but, soon as felt fulfilled.

No bright hope crushed, no young aspiring chilled.
No trace of tears upon that mantling cheek

—

Thou wonderest that the sacred page should speak
Of need to thee !

Yet will it come, thou know'st not whence or when
;

O ! seek betimes the Grace that can sustain thee then.

For unto all it cometh, soon or late.

Slow creeping change, or sudden stroke of fate.

The wakening from sweet childhood's rainbow trance

—

The bounding spirits quelled as years advance,
By toil and care

;

The sundering of affection's sacred ties

;

The tempest shock when pa.ssion's surges rise;
The syren-voice of pleasure, or the maze
Of folly, with its thousand winding ways;

Each step a snare

;

These will o'ertake, thou know'st not how or when
;O ! seek betimes the Grace that can sustain thee then.

In thine own spirit, in the world around,
By day, by night, thy "time of need" is found;
Perchance when all combine their aid to lend.
Perchance when e'en thy bosom's dearest friend

Suspects it not

:

The heart hath joys and sorrows all its own,
By human sympathy unfelt, unknown

;

And oft the sense of need is heavier there,

Than when with outward ills thou seem'st to share
The common lot.

Then lift thy young heart in its strength and glee.
To seek that grace Divine which then can succor thee.

So shall thou find, in sorrow's darkest hour,
A guiding Light, a sheltering Arm of power.
In pain and sickness on a Hand unseen
Thine aching head in sweet repose shall lean

;And in the vigil by the loved one's bed,
A viewless presence from His wings shall shed

The healing balm.
So through each changeful scene of life below
One place of sure retreat thine heart shall know •

So shall thy faith be steadfast, on the day
'

When the death-angel on thy brow shall lay
His icy palm.

So in that last and sorest " time of need "

That Rock shall fall thee not—that Grace thy cause
shall plead.

S. Bowden.

For "The Friend."

Look not so much on other men's faults
as on thine own. Thou knowest thine own
faults, but it is difficult to know the true na-
ture and degree of the faults of others. A
disposition to judge others turns ihe soul from
its true centre in God, brings it outward, and
takes away its repose. "Judge not, that ye
be not judged." D_

Fifth mo. lOth, 1874.

For "The Friend."

Hints Re sppctiDg the Humbling, Trnnsforming power
of Hivine Urace wlien nearlng the Valley of the

Shadow of Death; from a Memoir of Deborah
Baclthouse.

It is of the greatest importance to a growth
in the Truth, and to a solid religious life and
character, that we remember what we are,
poor, fallen, lost creatures, wholly dependent
upon Divine kindness, and the grace and
mercy of the Redeemer,

—

" In whose favor life is found,
All bliss beside a shadow and a sound."

well to remember, " Who made, who marred,
and who has ransomed man." Remember also,

as says the Prophet, •' The rock whence ye
are hewn, and the hole of the pit whence ye
are digged;" that so we may not look upon
ourselves with any degree of complacency, or
assume that wo have attained immediate sal-

vation either through a self-wrought or intel-

lectual belief in the outward sacrifice of the
Saviour and His imputed righteousness, or
through any other unfounded hope of our
own

; and thence that we are prepared for the
eternal state, without first obedience to the
light of the Lord Jesus manifested in the
heart; without submission to the Saviour's
thoroughly cleansing baptism of fire and the
Holy Ghost; without experiencing repentance
unto newness of life; or without knowing
judgment to pass upon the transgressing na-
ture, and the operation of that omnific Word,
that " is quick and powerful, and sharper than
~" y two-edged sword, piercing even to the
dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and of the
joints and marrow, and is a discerner of the
thoughts and intents of the heart:" which,
through the life and power of Christ the Door,
effects an entrance by the cherubim and
flaming sword, unto the eternal rest and in-

heritance of the redeemed.
The dear subject of this memoir could not

presume upon any thing more than the chas-
tened, humble feeling that she was a poor,
weak creature, a mere worm

; and that it was
through obedience to Divine grace alone, as
it had been measurably extended to her, that
she could derive any solid satisfaction or true
peace. This faith led, as it ever will, to watch-
fulness and care and restraint, both for her-
self and on account of her children, in what
are termed little things, saying, " I have seen
and found that nothing else will do." She also
spoke of the sanctifying operation of the Holy
Spirit of God, and of the importance of an at-
tention to the Light of Christ; which would
very clearly direct in all things; and, if obey-
ed, produce that peace which passeth all hu-
man understanding.
Thesesolemn testimonies ofD.B., suggested

in view of the awful, fast-hastening assize,
are commended to the careful perusal of the
friendly reader.

" In the evening of the 3rd, her mind seemed
sweetly humbled under a sense of her Heaven-
ly Father's love. She said, that she felt her-
self to be a poor, weak creature, nothing but
a poor worm

; and that it was through Divine
Grace alone, as it had been measurably at-
tended to, that she had been made any way
tolerable; earnestly enjoining all around her,
to be very careful not to say one word, that
should possibly attribute anything to her-
and again emphatically saying

am permitted to feel such a portion of iu

pressible peace. For some time past, I h
seemed free from condemnation ; and h
felt comfort in having endeavored to se

the Lord
;
and in doing the little I ha

enabled to do, for the cause of Truth.'
After this, she spoke of the deep cone

she was under, that her precious child
might be trained up in the fear of the Lc
and instructed in Divine things; that tl

tender minds might be closely watched; i

every thing withheld from them, which mi
encourage pride or any other wrong disp
tion. She then remarked that she vie\

children as a very important charge ; and t

a great weight of responsibility attached
parents to whom they were committed.
She spoke much of the necessity of keep

to the simplicity of Truth, in reference
dress, and what may be termed little thii

saying: 'I have seen and found that noth
else will do. If the cause of Truth be s

ported, it must be done in the simpliei
She said she longed that if her dear child
should live to grow up, they might be m
as lights in the world ; that she had ne
desired much of this world's goods for th«

but only a sufficiency to live in a plain to.

that she even dreaded the idea of rid
knowing they were often a great snare i

temptation. She then committed her c

dren and her dear partner, to the care i

keeping of the Lord; expressing her be
that they would be cared for every way.
" She afterwards passed a pretty comforta
night; but on the morningof the 4th appea
to be very faint, and thought she might
going. After a short time she revived

;

and in the course of the day, she imparted
those present excellent counsel, instructi
and warning, adapted to their different stat

endeavoring, in a particular manner, to
press upon them the importance of an att
tion to the Light, or manifestation of
Spirit of Christ, in their own minds; w
would very clearly direct them in all thin,

and, if obeyed, produce that peace wh
passeth all human understanding.
To her sister-in-law, Hannah Backhot

she said :
' I do not seem to have much on

mind to say to thee : knowledge has not b(

wanting ; thou hast seen and felt what
Lord requires of thee.' She, however, exte'

ed en(!Ouiagement to her, to press forward
the path of dedication with increased d
gence; urging, that an implicit obedience in
little thing after another, as manifested to
our duty by the Light in our hearts, is

only loay to make spiritual progress; and a^

ing :
' Delays are dangerous. There is no ti

10 spare.'

This solemn address appeared to have
full effect upon the mind of her sister, -^

was taken ill only a few days after, viz.,

the 10th of the same month, and died on 1

2.3rd
; having, there is good ground to belie

submitted her will and affections to the san(
fying operation of the Holy Spirit of Gi
whom she desired to serve; and who
pleased to cut short the work in righteousnc
and, we trust, to grant her a place amon;
all those, who have witnessed their robes

washed and made white in the blood of 1

Lamb."
CTo be coDtlnned.]

. ,. I am noth-
.

ing at all but a poor worm. I have not one| If some have to sit in dust and ashes, i(

scrap of my own,—no ! not one scrap to trust not to be marvelled at. Why should we wi
It IS of Divine grace and mercy, that I to be but where the Master is.
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For "The Friend.'

[jflections upon Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.

(Concluded from page 317.)

was, on one occasion, in the recent

ering, an illustration of the unedifyinfi;

[acter of the scenes which we may expect,

e practice of reading Scriptures in our

.ings for Divine worship, as a part of the

leedings thereof, should be introduced and

[Dlished amongst us. An effort to effect

change is now being made in England,

should succeed, it would doubtless stimu

some in thiscountry to follow the example,

sin one sense, if one memberofthe Church

r, all the members suffer with it.

altered through the journals of our early

nds, are to bo found several instances in

ih they felt it right to produce in public

'ious meetings, a copy of the Bible, and

jfer to its pages in proof of the assertions

made. They were much misrepresented,

many false charges made against them,

hat they rejected or undervalued these

ed writings, &o. ; and they were occasion

led in this way to stop the mouths of

sayers. One of the most striking cases

he kind is that recorded in the Life of

uel Bownas, who, at the funeral of a

nd in Dorsetshire, England, felt impelled

ddress the people with a Bible in his hand,

hich he referred for proof of his doctrines,

luel, after the company had dispersed, was

rmed that there had been present a Bap-

preacher, who in his sermons had been

istomed to say that Friends denied the

iptures, and did not use the Bible to prove

thing. At another time, when travelling

Lmenca, he had a public meeting at New-

y, Massachusetts. The people were very

'n their behavior, and the assemblage

ly largo. Samuel stood up, and took out

Bible. This attracted their attention, and

r a time, a degree of quiet having been re-

red, ho said that, " Eeligion without right-

sness was useless, and could not profit

so who possessed it. And going on, I

ae in the course of my service to recite the

at improvement true religion made in the

tids of those who lived in it, by giving them

iver over their lusts and passions ;
repeat-

• that text in James i. 26, 'If any man

oni' you seem to be religious, and bridleth

i hfs tongue, but deceiveth his own heart,

s man's religion is vain.' One out of the

on"- said, ' Sir, you impose upon us, there

QO such text.' I made a full stop, and turn-

to it; and many Bibles then appeared. 1

)eated chapter and verse, and they turned

it Then I asked them, if they had it?

ey replied, they had. Then I read both

i twenty-sixth and twenty-seventh verses,

d asked if it was so in their Bibles; they

ored it was. I then desired them to con-

ler whether I that repeated the text, or he

at said there was no such text, was most in

i<Tht. I went on with my opening, care-

Illy minding my guide ; and in the course of

e doctrine I had in my view, I came to treat

faith, and distinguished between true and

se faith, showing, that notwithstanding we

ight trive our assent to the truth of what

ai called the apostle's creed, or any other

ado and drawn up by men, and might be

;alous to dispute and contend for the truth

• these creeds, in the wording of them; yet

r all that, if we did not lead Christian lives,

still but unbelievers ;
' for faith with

these last words ono cried out, 'j'ou impose

pon us, there is no such text.' I immediately

stopped and turned to it, and quoted it, and

all who had Bibles made search. There being

a profound silence, 1 read the text, asking, if

"t was so in their books? They all replied, it

was. I made the same remark as before
;
and

then I wont on, distinguishing between true

and false faith, plainly dmonstrating from

Scripture, that faith was very different from

what many took it to be. Truth was emi-

nently preached that day, and there was a

considerable tenderness amongst the people,

and the meeting ended well."

While I believe that Samuel Bownas was
rightly directed in these cases, and that in oui

days there may be occasions when a similai

course would be proper
;
yet I am equally cer-

tain, that, in common with the great body of

the Society from its rine, he would have con

demned the practice of regularly reading any

thing in our meetings for worship, as u par

of their proceedings; as a step backward

towards that formality in worship out of

which our early Friends were gathered.

Robert Barclay says, that when assembled

for Divine worship, "The great work of one

and all ought to be to wait upon God : and

returning out of their own thoughts and im

aginations, to feel the Lord's presence, and

know a gathering into His name indeed, where

He is in the midst, according to His promise

"And as every one is thus gathered, and so met

together inwardly in their spirits, as we
outwardly in their persons, there the secret

power and virtue of life is known to refresh

the soul, and the pure motions and breathin

of God's spirit are felt to arise ; from which,

as words of declaration, prayers or praises

arise, the acceptable worship is known, which

edifies the church, and is well pleasing to

God." This is that true and spiritual wor

ship, practised by those who found " no out

ward ceremony, no observations, no words

yea, not the best and purest words, even Ihe

words of scripture, able to satisfy their weary

and afflicted souls ; because where all these

may bo, the life, power and virtue, which

make such things effectual, may be wanting.

Such were necessitated to cease from all ex-

ternals, and to bo silent before the Lord."

Curious Phenomena of Taste and Habit.

Everybody has probably noticed a resem

bianco in the strong, pungent taste and odor

of the highly esteemed condiments to food,

mustard and horseradish. It is worth notice

that these substances, so dissimilar in their

appearance, contain the same chemical com

pound, allyle, which imparts to both their

penetrating odor, burning taste and blistering

quality. The chemical compound, allyle, com

bined with sulphur, imparts the strong dis

acrreeable odor to iho onion, garlic, and even

to assafcelida, though the latter is much

stronger and more disagreeable to Europeans,

owing to its peculiar fetid smell.

In horseradish the allyle is combined not

only with sulphur, but also with another or-

ganic substance, cyanogen or prussic acid.

Prussic acid is well known as ono of the most

-irulent poisons in existence, a very small

combination with other substances become

perfect!}^ harmless.

The presence of prussic acid in iho horse-

radish deprives the volatile oil which may be

distilled from this plant of the fetid odor so

characteristic of the onion, garlic and assa-

(oetida, while at the same time it would appear

to impart the pungent taste. The plants

which may be de^ignated as the onion family

yield upon distillation the same essential oils

which give off an odor similar to the original

plant in a highly concentrated and conse-

quently in a highly disagreeable form. The
intensity of the odor of this oil may bo infer-

red from the fact that from thirty to forty

pounds of the most highly flavored garlic are

necessary to produce a single ounce of the oil.

A much largeraraount of onion and a smaller

amount of the as^afoetida would be required

to give the same amount of this oil.

Natural instinct seems to have led the in-

habitants of different countries to eat these

plants more for their medicinal properties

than because they were especially pleasant to

the taste. There are thousands of people in

this country who cannot endure the taste or

smell of onions; but, on the other hand, a large

number, more particularly of the working

classes, are very fond of them. In England

the onion is more highly esteemed, as a gen-

eral thing, than in this country ;
but not one

Englishman in a thousand is fund of garlic.

In France a considerable portion of the popu-

lation is fond of garlic, and it is very frequently

used in small quantities to give a mild garlic

flavor to various dishes.

In Spain and Portugal garlic is almost as

common a dish as potatoes are with us
;
and

in the countries lying on the borders of Asia

the sap of the assatffitida plant is carefully

collected and highly esteemed as a condiment

or flavoring for food. The eastern Asiatics

used assafa^tida to the entire exclusion of both

of the milder forms of onion and garlic. From

the Bible wo learn that the ancient Israelites

were fond of onions and garlic ;
for in the wil-

derness they murmured, saying, " We remem-

ber the cucumbers and the melons, the leeks,

the onions and the garlic;" while the Egyp-

tians regarded the onion as a sacred plant

d worshipped it.—Exchange.
*""*

For "The Friend."

dose being suflbcient to cause >death ; but every

know^s that horseradish can bo eaten with

perfect impunity. We mention this particu

Ministers and Elders.

Since our last Yearly Meeting, the subjoin-

ed has been sent to the writer by a friend.

Though especially addressed to the meeting

of Ministers and Elders, it seems to be of more

general application ;
containing suggestions

that may well claim the solid consideration of

our members everywhere. May none within

our own borders, neither elsewhere, suffer

themselves to become so wise in their own

eves, as not to be willing to heed the precepts

and pleadings-so calculated to stir the pure

mind by way of remembrance—of former and

better days.
, ,i ^

While "it is most surely believed that no

sincere endeavor to servo the Lord in humil-

ity, contrition and prayer will ever be un-

heeded by Him, wo may nevertheless here

express the conviction, that never was the

truth more sealed upon the mind than during

the sittings of our late annual assembly, that

wliat is so much needed amongst us, and es-

pecially with some would-be modern reformers

is a return to the first principles of this reli-

ft wks^'i; dVad/'as'the text tells us. At I
which are poisonous

arly because we often called the attention of

>ur readers to the fact ^^^^^^^l^Q-^^-^H^eni^^^ obedience to the
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Light of Christ Jesus, manifested in the secret

of the heart, as "God's gift for man's salva-

tion ;" then would all the testimonies proceed-
ing therefrom, and most surely committed to

this people, be kept to and upheld in their
ancient purity; then too, would the power of

the Lord, undiminished and the same that
ever it was, be afresh felt to overshadow, as

of old, our religious assemblies; then would
" the righteousness thereofgo forth as bright
ness, and the salvation thereof as a lamp that
burneth;" and the shout of a king be again
heard, to the rejoicing and joy of our sou
The manuscript alluded to, with some

abridgment, is;—"At a Yearly Meeting of

Ministers and Elders, held in Philadelphia,
for Pennsylvania, New Jersey, &c., in Ninth
month, 1787.

It being the sense of this meeting, that the
revival of these pertinent and weighty ad-
vices, issued by our brethren in London, in
their Yearly Meeting, 1775, for the especial
use and notice of Ministers and Elders, may
tend to our improvement and solid instruc
tion, it is therefore recommended to our sev-
eral select Quarterly Meetings, to promote
the reading and considering of them at such
proper times and seasons, as may appear to
them m.ost likely to answer the valuable pu
pose for which they were intended. The
Clerk of this meeting, is desired to furnish
each Quarter with a copy of these advices
Extracted from the minutes of said meeting,
by Henry Drinker, Clerk.
Against undue and restless behavior under

the ministry of any Friend, whilst in the unity
of the body.
That all be cautious of using unnecessary

preambles, and laying too great a stress on
their testimony, by too positively asserting a
Divine motion, and frequently repeating the
same, seeing no such pretensions will obtain
credit, were it not manifestly so ; and where
it is so, the baptizing power of Truth accom-
panying the words, is the best evidence.

Against misquoting and misapplying the
Holy Scriptures; and it is desired, that all
those concerned (in the ministry), be frequent
in reading them.
Against hurting meetings toward the con-

elusion, by unnecessary additions when the
meeting (subject) was left well before.

Against unbecoming tones, sounds, ges
tures, and all affectation, which are not ao-ree
able to Christian gravity.

"

Against undertaking or remaining in em-
ploynients they have not knowledge of, as
some have done to their own hurt, the injur\
of others, and the reproach of their religious
profession: but to employ themselves in busi
ness they are acquainted with, and to avoid
an idle life.

Not to speak against persons, or repor.
things upon hearsay; but to treat with the
parties concerned, and thereby prevent sow
ing discord.

That their apparel, and the furniture of
their houses, their tables and way of livinrr
be with decency, moderation and temperanc^
th.ot they be therein good examples toothers

ihat ministering Friends be careful not to
hinder one another's service in public meet-
ings, but every one have a tender regard for
others, that nothing bo offered with a view to
popularity, but in humility and the (ear ofGod

Ihat ministers, when they travel in the
service of Truth, be careful not to make their
visits burdensome, or the gospel chargeable

That all ministers and elders, be careful to
keep their whole conversation unspotted, be-
ing examples of meekness, temperance, pa-
tience, and charity. And lastly, as supplica-
tion to God, is an especial part of worship, it

must be performed in spirit and in truth, with
a right understanding, seasoned with grace.
Therefore, let ministers be careful how and
what they offer in prayer; avoiding many
words and repetitions, and not to run from
supplication into declaration, as though the
Lord wanted information. And let all be
cautious of too often repeating the high and
holy Name, or His attributes, in a long con-
clusion ; nor let prayer be in a formal and
customary way to conclude a meeting, with-
out an awful sense of Divine assistance attend-
ing the mind.

For "The Friend."

The Heart of Africa, by Dr. Schweinfartii.

(CoDtinaed from page 315.)

Though our author made frequent use of
his gun as a means of supplying himself and
his attendants with food, yet he does not ap-
pear to have been one of those sportsmen
who wantonly destroy life. Hence hunting
achievements are but seldom recorded in his
pages. Yet he mentions some incidents that
illustrate the habits of the wild animals, into
whose abodes he penetrated. The formidable
charact,er of the lion, and the terror it i

book
shown in the following passage of hi

"AS we were preparing to continue our
march, some people came to meet us with
some dismal intelligence from the neighborimr
village of Geegyee. They said that on the
previous night
himself down
paces from the thorn hedge, had been seized
by a lion, and before he could raise an alarm
had been dragged off, no one knew whither.
1 now learnt, that this district had for some
years been infested with lions, and that lately
the causalties had been so frequent that the
greater part of the inhabitants of Geegyee had

see it fall, when I heard a sudden bleat o
guish, and it was gone. Forcing my
through the rank grass, I made the el
scrutiny all around the place, where but a
minutes since, I had seen the wounded i

lope, but my search was all in vain. [

encumbered in my movements by bavin
carry a couple of guns : but knowing that
area of the ground was bounded by the
rifts that enclosed it, I felt certain that
search would not be without success,
length I discovered the antelope almost at
feet, but it was fixed immovably; it was!
ened to the ground by what seemed to
first the filthy skirt of one of the negr
Looking more closely, however, I soon
that the creature had been seized by an
mense serpent, that had wound itself tl
times round its body, leaving its head proj
ing and drawn down so as well nigh to to
the tail. I retreated far enough to takt
effectual aim, and fired. The huge pytl
immediately raised itself bolt upright,
made a dash in my direction, but it was i

only to erect its head; the hinder parts
trailing on the ground, because the vertel
connection was destroyed. Seeing the st
of things, I loaded and fired repeatedly, «
ing aim almost at random, for the evolut^
of a snake are as difficult to follow
flight of the goat sucker. I comple
capture; the return to my quarters was mi
in triumph

; the double booty formed a d ^

burden, the snake on one side of the doni
and the antelope on the other, balancing
other admirably.
When in the Niam-uiam country, mak

It at a hamlet, my two companions di
t a Nubian soldier, who had laid my attention to a valuable production of tUf
at the dopr of his hu.t, about five

|

land. Underneath one of the granaries, wh
was supported in the usual way upon poi
was a great pile of firmly pressed clay,
this an old woman was hammering with
pestle belonging to her mortar, and ha\r
knocked a hole, she drew out some tuberf
a kind that I did not recognize. I
wards found that it was the Coloeasia,migrated in c^onsequence The entire village I is cultivated very freely throughout the Nwould have been transplanted long ago, but niam country, and which when boiled m

Zlr. T been always found to follow a very excellent vegetable. The thick coievery change of position. At seven o'clock in 'ing of clay is put over them not onlythe morning we reached the -omened ipot
the poorest of neglected villages, surrounded
by woods. A thorn hedge formed its enclosure,
but nowhere could we discover an entrance!
Although the sun was now high, the inhabi-
tants, terrified lest the lions should be near,
were still sitting either on the tops of their
roofs or on the piles that supported their gra-
naries. Speechless, and depressed with fear,
my people proceeded on their journey : every
one kept his gun in hand, and the bearers,
listening anxiously at every rustle that broke
the stillness, peered carefully after any traces
of the dreaded foe. I

On

keep them moist in the drj' season, but"
to defend them from the ravao-es of r
worms, and white ants. Whenever anj
the tubers are required it is only needful
knock a hole through the clay, which can
plastered up again with a fnw haudfuli
fresh mud. The same plan is also adopte
the rainy season to protect the crops £
damp and rot.

The arrangements of the Niam-niam hi

are much the same throughout the lai

Two, or at most three, families reside c!(

together. Generally from eight to twe

Un one nnr-iatr.,. T u ^ ^ . , l^"^^ ''™ clustered round one common oi

attended bv one of Lk f"' out to hunt, space, which is kept perfectly clean, and

rnkev of whi.b [h^
Nubians, who rode a the centre of which is reared a post up

earivh^mewh.l
supposed office was to which the trophies of the chase are hu%

mvsCt Tlef nw«?'^ . ''i'^ri^^ °^ '^^ '''''' kind, splendid horns 1
^aSv ouJ of sT/h

''°';^

'^u
''"'^''"^

'""'^^''^P^^ '^"'^ ^'"ff"'"^^ are attached to thii

rifts inThe soil roTreseZH T\ !l''""'
^wo standard, and, it must be added, skulls of mea
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ng. Further in the background might
;iced a perfect enclosure of paradise figs

in wider circumference the plantations
oiocand maize

; and, lastly, the outlying
of eleusine extending to the compound
jeyond.

s social position of the Niam-niam wo-
liffers materially from what is found
:8t other heathen negroes in Africa,
iongo and other women are on the same
ar terms with the foreigner as the men,
he Monbuttoo ladies are as forward,
itive, and pr3'ing as can bo imagined

;

e women of the Niam-niam treat every
Cer with marked reserve. It is one of

traits of the Niam-niam that they

y an affection for their wives which is

alleled among natives of so low a grade,
" whom it might be expected that they
have been brutalized by their hunting
arlike pursuits. A husband will spare
irifice to redeem an imprisoned wife.

Sebweinfurth remarks that bis personal
ranee aroused the most vivid interest

B part of these people. Their curiosity

d insatiable, and they never wearied in

nquiries as to his origin. To their minds,
ystery was as to where he could have
from ; his hair was the greatest of enig
) them ; it gave him a supernatural look,

ccordingly they asked whether he had
Iropped from the clouds, or was a visitor

the moon, and could not believe that
ing like him had been seen before. It

Y seemed to be the color of the skin that
id their astonishment, for even in the
est regions of Central Africa, tribes

lave no conception of an ocean are

of the existence of white men; but it

Dvariably the long straight hair that
i their chief surprise. He had purposely
ed his hair to gi-ow to an unusual length,

le might be identified at once amid all

)untles8 shades of complexion that were
among the Nubians.
botanical zeal gave him the epithet of

f-eater," which he retained during the
nder of his journey, and some marvel-
ccountsof his performances in that line,

le current among the natives. It was
that he had a habit of getting into a
thicket where he imagined he was un-

seed, and that then he used in great haste
ther and devour enormous quantities of

and that he invariably came forth

the woods with an exhilarated expres-

nd quite a satisfied look,

e dominant idea which seemed to be im-
Bd upon the natives by his botanical

f, concentrated itself upon their convic-

ts to the character of the country where
'hite man has his home. According to

belief, this could show neither grass nor
and consisted of nothing better than
T plain and stony flat. Those amongst
who had been carried away as slaves

e ivory expeditions, and had returned

i from Kbartoon, had brought strange

ints of the desolation and drought of the

3m lands over which they had passed
;

vhat, they asked, must be the condition

8 still remoter countries of the Frank, of

Q they only knew that he kept the Turk
ied with cotton-stuffs and guns ?

ke small streams, are first begun
;

carce seen they rise, but gather as they run
;

lines that from their parallel decline,

tore they proceed the more they still disjoin.

Selected for "The Friend."

[Witli one or two verb.il cUanges not aflecting tlie sense.]

Dear friends and brethren :—I have some-
thing further in my heart to communicate
unto you in dear and tender love, and in de-

sire of your preservation out of the snare of
your adversary ; and that is, to exhort you
all to dwell in the pure judgment of the Truth,
which is a defence upon your glory ; and lot

none bereave you of this under any pretence
whatsoever. But as you come to a true feel-

ing of the life in yourselves, to which alone
the certain judgment appertaineth, so let this

life have freedom, and stop it not from judg-
ing all that which is at enmity with the life,

and tends to the hurting of the true plant of
God. For I have seen a harm bath come to

many who have parted with their judgment,
and so have become unarmed, and the enemy
hath prevailed upon them, under a pretended
tenderness to permit or suffer such things as

were hurtful to themselves and others ; and
though the Lord hath given them judgment
and discerning in the matter, yet were bereaved

of that gift, and so by little and little were
beguiled.

Oh dear Friends! Consider these days are
perilous times, and it is needful for every one
10 watch in that same eternal light to which
j'ou were first turned, that by its righteous
judgment ye may be preserved from every-
thing in yourselves that appears contrary to

that precious Life of which yon have tasted.

All beware of that affected tenderness that cries

out, be tender to all, and pray for all, and mind
the good in all, and love all, and judge none,
but leave judgment to God, etc. I say, heed
not the plausible words of that spirit, which,
to save its own head from a stroke, would be-

reave you of a judgment which God hath given
you ; and is truly His judgment, and is to be
administered in His wisdom and power for

the cleansing and keeping clean his sanctu-

ary. Such as have no judgment in their

goings, are they that know not the true way
of peace, but make them crooked paths. He
that goeth in them, shall not know peace : Isa.

lix. 8. But some may say, was not Christ
meek and lowly ? and ought not all to be like

unto Him?
It is true, my friends: but there is a dif-

ference between the seed's suffering and its

reigning, and there are times for them both.

When it doth please God to permit the hour
and power of darkness in the open perse-

cutors, to exalt itself against his seed and peo-

ple by persecution, or such like; then they
are led by His spirit to appear in meekness
and quietness, as a sheep before the shearer.

But what is this, to suffering those that appear
under pretence of the Truth, and yet are out of the

Truth and really enemies to its prosperity, striv-

ing to exalt and set up another thing instead of the

Truth ? Such as these the Lord doth require

you to use not only patience and meekness
towards ; but if that will not reclaim them,
they must know the judgment of the Truth,
and you in it must stand over them ; for in

this ease the exaltation of Christ is come, and
God is crowning Truth with dominion over
every false spirit, and corrupt practice thereof.

Dear friends, in that which keeps out the
defiler and the betrayer, all wait upon the

Lord, that you may have your armor on, and
be fortified with the strength, with the might,
and with thejudgmentof God. Keep that under
in every -place, which underpretence of tenderness

andforbearance, would make void the testimony of

Truth—or make the offence of the Cross to
cease in anything wherein j'ou have been re-

stricted from the beginning: that the Lord
may behold and see judi^ment established and
be pleased : Isa. lix. The Lord looked, and
there was no judgment, and it displeased him ;

for thereby deceit got up, which with it, is to
be kept down.
So the Lord God of power and wisdom pre-

serve you faithful, fitted for every good word
and work,—the strong to watch over the
weak in singleness, and the weak to be sub-
ject to the strong in the Lord, that so the
pure plant of righteousness and truth, may
grow in and among you all, to his praise that
hath called j'ou,— to whom be glory and
honor forever. Amen.

—

Stephen Crisp. 1666.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH

Looking over some writings of Friends
within a few days, we were struck with the
following exhortation from the pen of William
Penn, and we think it deserving of being re-

vived at the present time, as applicable to

many among us.

There are many in different meetings, who
are morally correct in their lives and conver-
sation, and who not unfrequcntly express
themselves as being wellwishers to the truth,

but who appear to think there is no responsi-

bility resting upon them to do, or not to do
anything for its promotion or defence. They
are honest and diligent in business, and care-

ful in the observance of outward religious

duties, but they would hardly expect any one
to suppose they are fervent in spirit, serving

the Lord. These seem not to believe, or at

least not to realize that every member of the

church is called to let his or her light so shine

before men, that others seeing their good
works may glorify our Father who is in

heaven, on their account.

It is not talking a great deal about religion,

or engaging in stated performances as re-

ligious works, that is required, or most effi-

cient in spreading the Redeemer's kingdom
;

but to show forth his transforming, preserv-

ing and sanctifying power, by a constant,

consistent walk in the strait and narrow way
to life eternal.

George Fox records, " The Lord said unto
me, if one man or woman were raised by his

power, to stand and lire in the same Spirit

that the prophets and apostles were in who
gave forth the Scriptures, that man or woman
should shake all the country in their profes-

sion for ten miles round." Such an effect was
not to be confined to that day: if our mem-
bers would stand and live in that Spirit, it

might be manifested now, as well as formerly.

So soon as any one has been brought under
the regenerating power and government of

Christ, through obedience to the requirements

of bis Spirit in the heart, he becomes deeply

interested in the welfare of his church. He
feels bound to give his countenance and aid

in maintaining its order; to illustrate the

purity of its doctrine by his example ; to bear
witness that Christ's kingdom is not of this

world, and to the sufficiency of his yoke to

restrain from its corrupt spirit, manners and
worships. Thus, without indulging in irreve-

rent, or flippant speaking of sacred things,

such are loud preachers, and are living wit-
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nesses that the Son of God is come, and halh

given them an understanding, that they may
know Him that is true, and that they are in

Him that is true, even in his Son Jesus Christ.

The church is standing greatly in need of

Buch witnesses for Jesus, and the spirituality

and power of his gospel. The call of William
Penn may well be addressed to many of our

members, and may it incite each one to in-

quire honestly how far it is applicable to him-

self or herself.

" Wherefore I cannot but cry and call aloud

to you, who have long been professors of the

Truth, and know the Truth in the convincing

power of it, and have a sober conversation

among men
;
yet content yourselves only to

know Truth for yourselves, to go to meetings,

and exercise an ordinary charity in the church,

and an honest behavior in the world ; and
limit yourselves within these bounds, feeling

little or no concern upon your spirit, for the

glory of the Lord, in the prosperity of his

Truth in the earth, more than to be glad that

others succeed in such service. Arise ye, in

the name and power of the Lord Jesus: be-

hold how white the fields are unto harvest in

this and other nations, and how few able and
faithful laborers there are to work therein.

Tour country folks, and neighbors, and kin-

dred, want to know the Lord and his Truth,
and to walk in it. Does nothing lie at your
door upon this account? Search and see, and
lose no time, I beseech you, for the Lord is at

hand.
"I do not judge you; there is One that

judgoth all men, and his judgment is true.

You have mightily increased in your outward
substance ; may you equally increase in your
inward riches, and do good with both, while
you have a day to do good. Your enemies
would once have taken what you had from
you, for his name sake, in whom you believed

;

wherefore He has given you much of the world,
in the face of your enemies. But, O, let it be
your servant, and not your master! Your
diversion, rather than your business ! Let the
Lord be chiefly in your eye, and ponder your
ways, and see if God has nothing more for

you to do. And if you find yourselves short
in your account with him, then wait for his

preparation, and be ready to receive the word
of command; and be not weary of well doing,
when you have put your hand to the plough

;

and if you faint not, j'ou shall assuredly reap
the fruit of your heavenly labor, in God's
evei-lasting kingdom."

8UMMAEY OF EVENTS.
FoKEiGN.—Eepeated attempts of Goulard to form a

new French Ministry failed, and finally President Mac-
Mahon decided to choose one himself. It now consists
of General Cissy, Minister of War and Vice-President
of the Council; Decases, Minister of Foreign Affairs;
Fourton, Interior; Magne, Finance ; General Caillaux,
Public Works; Louis Gurart, Commerce; Viscount
DeLamont, Public Instruction; Adrian Tailhand, Jus-
tice. The Marquis of Montaignac is appointed Minister
of Marine. A majority of Assembly appear disposed
to support the new Ministry. The Paris papers gener-
ally think that the Ministry is more of a business one
than representative ofany distinct political programme.
On the '23d the new German Ambassador to France,

Prince Hohenlole, presented his credentials to Presi-
dent MacMahon. The usual assurances of friendly
feelings on both sides were given.
A Paris dispatch of the 24th says: Ex-Pre.sident

Thiers to-day received a deputation from the Depart-
ment of the Gironde, and in reply to their address said
the monarchy which he was overthrown for not estab-
lishing was impossible. A Conservative Republic alone
could reorganize and pacify France. He hoped that
after its recent experience the Assembly would admit

the necessity of making the country the sovereign ar-

biter. If it persisted in sitting while powerless to

attain any definite result it would exceed the bounds of

i At a recent election in the Department of Nievre, to

fill a vacancy in the Assembly, Bourgoing, a Bonapartist,

j
was elected, receiving 5000 votes more than his Repub-
lican competitor.

i
In the north of Spain the struggle between the Car-

: lists and the government forces is still undecided,
numerous sanguinary convicts on a small scale are of

almost daily occurrence. In the contest for the posses-

sion of the heights commanding Bilboa, it is claimed
that the Carlists have gained some successes. In other

collisions they appear to have suffered most. A Madrid
'dispatch of the 20th says : There was a severe skirmish
between the Republicans and Carlists yesterday in the

neighborhood of Bilboa. The insurgents were repulsed

with heavy loss. One hundred Republicans were killed

[and wounded. Thirty Carlists were taken prisoners.

One of the 25th says that General Concha was concen-
trating his forces for an attack on the Carlists who were
entrenched in the forest near Estella.

A City of Mexico dispatch of the 18th states that the
Alcalde of Iscolo, in the State of Sinalva, has officially

reported to the Prefect of his district that on the 4th of

last month he arrested, tried and burned alive, Jose
Maria Borulla and his wife, Dioga, for sorcery, it hav-
ing been proved that they had bewitched one Aliestro

.Zacarias. The Alcalde says the people were exasperated

I
against the sorcerers, and demanded that they should
be burned. The sentence was executed with his ap-
proval, and he adds that he has his eye on other sor-

cerers against whom complaints have been made.
The Official Diairo of Mexico confirms the Alcaldes

statement, and says that he has since caused another
old woman and her son to be burned for the same cause.

The general government has taken measures to stop
these atrocities.

A railroad is building from Naples to the crater of
Vesuvius, or as near thereto as possible. The journey
from Naples to the crater can then be made in about an
hour and a quarter.

The Parliamentary election in Durham has been an-

nulled on account of bribery, and the election in Galway
on account of intimidation of electors.

Opperheim & Schrader, merchants, have failed.

Liabilities estimated at $3,000,000.
The Czar left England on the 21st, on his return to

The dispute between the agricultural laborers and
their employers in the eastern counties, is reported to

be in the way of adjustment. The protracted " lock
out" of the farm laborers in Lancashire has been ended
by a settlement, which will probably be adopted in the
other agricultural districts of England.
The public debt of Great Britain is said to be in a

satisfactory state. For the first time since the great
French war it stands at less than £780,000,000; and
more than £51,000,000 of this sum represents the value
of a series of temporary annuities, which will expire
chiefly in 1885. The permanent debt of the country,
then, amounts to about £728,000,000.
A violent thunder storm passed over London and

the midland counties of England the 25th inst. Some
lives were lost, and considerable damage was done to
the crops.

The President of Hayti has resigned, and transferred
the government to Dominguez the Vice-President, who
has the support of the army, and insists that the As-
sembly shall declare him Executive of the island.

I

Intelligence from Calcutta is generally reassuring.
.There has been beneficial rain in Tirhoot and part of
Bangulpore; public health is good; local transport
arrangements are working well ; and no fresh deaths
from famine are recorded.

I

From the census of Japan for the year 1872, just
published, we learn that the total population of the is-
lands is 3.3,110,825, of whom 16,796,158 are males and
16,314,687 are females.
Unitep States.—The House of Representatives by

a vote of 160 to 54, has passed a bill for the admission
of New Mexico as a State.

!

The U. S. Senate, after long discussion, has passed

I

the Civil Rights bill which was so zealously urged by
the late Senator Sumner. The bill enacts: That all

I

citizens and other persons within the jurisdiction of the

I

United States, shall be entitled to the full and equal
enjoyment of the accommodations, advantages, facilities
and privileges of inns, public conveyances on land or
water, theatres and other places of public amusement,
and also of common schools and public institutions of
learning or benevolence, supported in whole or in part
by general taxation, and of cemeteries so supported,

and also the institutions known as agricultural co

endowed by the United States, subject only to th

ditions and limitations established by law, and
cable alike to citizens of every race and color, rt

less of any previous condition of servitude.

It is supposed that a majority of the members
House of Representatives are in favor of the bil

passed the Senate, but it is doubtful whether it t

passed the present session. Congress having agri

adjourn on the 22d of Sixth month, and there
many measures which will take precedence in the
lar order of business. A motion to suspend the
and take up the bill was lost yeas 153, nays 84
two-thirds voting in the affirmative.

The Legislature of Connecticut has elected AVn
Eaton as U. S. Senator, to succeed Senator Bucking

Later advices respecting the Mill River disast

duces the total number of victims to 138. Of the.'

bodies of all but 14 have been recovered. The wt
clearing up the debris and preparing for build

been commenced, and the restoration of the deso
villages is already assured. About 150 families
left utterly destitute.

The principal importations of sugar and mo
come from Cuba and Porto Rico. Thus the val

these articles imported in 1873 from the islands a
was $73,503,766, and from all the rest of the
$19,072,920.
The interments in Philadelphia for the week

5th mo. 23d, numbered 299, including 100 chi
under two years. There were 43 deaths of cons
tion, 26 inflammation of the lungs, 15 disease o

heart, and 14 marasmus. On the afternoon of the
inst. a heavy rain and hail storm accompanied by
der and lightning, visited the city. Manv secti

the city were flooded where the drainage is insuffi

especiuUy a portion in one of the northeastern i

Considerable damage was done to the trees in the 1

Henri Rochefort, who escaped from the penal C(

of New Caledonia to Australia, has made his way
thence to San Francisco, Cal. He expected to

New York on the 30th inst.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quota
on the 25th inst. New York.—American gold,

U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 120|; coupons, 121

J

1868, registered, 119J; coupons, 120J; do. 10.

per cents, 115. Superfine flour, $5.25 a $5.70;
extra, 16.15 a $6.35 ; finer brands, $7 a $10.25. ]

Chicago spring wheat, $1 50; No. 2 do., $1.45 a $
No. 3 do., $1.43; red western, $1.56; white Cana
$1.63. Canadian barley, $2 a $2.10. Oats, 62 a 6.

Western mixed corn, 83 a 86 cts. ; vellow, 86 a 8'

white, 88 a 90 cts. PAi/ode/pAia.—Uplands and
Orleans cotton, 18J a 19} cts. for middlings. Sup€
flour, $4.75 a $5.50 ; extras, $5.50 a $6.25 ; finer br
6.50 a $10.25. No. 1 spring wheat, $1.43 a *:

Penna. red wheat, $1.60 a $1.65; western red, SI
$1.65. Rye, $1. Yellow corn, 86 a 88 cts. Oats,

69 cts. Smoked hams, 13 a \ih cts. Lard, llj
cts. Clover seed, 9 J a lOJ cts. About 2100 beef c

were sold at 7 a 7 J cts. per lb. gross for extra ;
6'

cts. for fair to good, and 5 a 5J cts. for com
Sheep, 5 a 8 cts. per lb. gross, and hogs $8.50 a $i

100 lb. net. Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.2'

2 do., $1.19; No. 3 do. $1.13. No. 2 mixed com
cts. No. 2 oats, 45.V cts. No. 2 rye, $1. No. 2 s[

barley, $1.60. Lard, $10.75 per 100 lbs. St. Lm
No. 2 spring wheat, $1.20 ; No. 3 fall, $1.35. N
mixed corn, 56 cts. Cincinnati.—Wheat, $1.3<:

corn, 70 cts. ; white, 75 cts. Oats, 54 a 60 ci

$1.16. Milwaukie.—No. 2 spring wheat, $1.22. 1

oats, 45 cts. Corn, 57 cts. Eye, 96J cts. No. 2 s{

barley, $1.6a

THEATRICAL AMUSEMENTS AND HORi
RACING.

A new edition of the above named Address ha
struck off and is now at Friends' Book Store, No
Arch street.

Friends in the country can obtain whateve
of copies may be needed for distribution in their rei

five neighborhoods.

Died, at his residence in Westmoreland, Oneida
N. Y., on the 12th of 4th mo. 1874, Paul C. Macom
in the 81st year of his age, an esteemed member
elder of Westmoreland Monthly Meeting. He
through a long life firmly attached to the princ
and testimonies of the religious Society of Friends,
was much esteemed by a large circle of friends
acquaintance, for his unswerving integrity and thf

rightne.ss of his life. He passed away like a " shoi
corn fully ripe, gathered in in its season."
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istrations of Scripture by Means of Ancient

Monuments.

first f;reat stride made in the path of
lical Archteology was in Egyptian re-

ch. Egypt was the first ancient land re-

overed in modern times; its antiquities

monuments were the first examined by
)lars and men of letters. No real advance
d, however, be made till the ancient lan-

ge of the hieroglyphs was able to be in-

reted. It is here necessary to recollect

philology is the handmaid of history,

that the truth of history depends on the

iracy of philological inquiries. In the de-

erment of an unknown language all de-

ls upon the standpoint, and the care with

eh the induction is made. The language

) interpreted, the historical results follow

matter of course. In the success which
nded the efforts of the first inquirers to

rpret the hitherto occult monuments of

pt lay the failure or success of deterrain-

the chronology and history ; the struggle

over the hieroglyphy, the spoil was the

tion of the historical problem. It was then

overed that the Egyptians were not only

ost highly civilized and most ancient peo-

but that their history was of the highest

ortance for the study of biblical archae-

;y. The discoveries of GhampoUion proved

; the conquest of the Jews by Shishak had
1 recorded in the temples of Thebes, and
t the names of the towns subjected to his

n Judea had been inscribed on the wall

he great temple of Ammon. Those of thi

3ol of Charapollion who have continued

research have thrown additional light on

relations between the Jews and the Egyp-
18, and M. Chabas has discovered, in the

"atic papyri of the Museum of Leyden the

3tenee of the Hebrews in Egypt in the days

Rameses II, and a subsequent notice of

m under a later monarch of the same line

Ramessids on the rocks of El Hamamat.
under the 19th and 20th dynasties that

influence of the Aramaean nations is dis-

itly marked ; and not only by blood and
ances had the Pharaohs been closely united

These points have an important bearing on
the contested point of the period of the exode
of the Hebrews. So important have been
those studies of the synchronistic historj' of
the two nations, that it will be impossible
hereafter to adequately illustrate the history

of the Old Testament without referring to the
contemporaneous monuments of Egypt; and
not alone the history, but the laws, institu-

tions, and even turns of thought and expres-

sions, have many points of resemblance in the

two nations. It is wonderful, all things con-

sidered, that the Hebrews have not taken
more from Egyptian sources than they did,

not that they were so much imbued with
Egyptian ideas.

Assyria has been still more prolific in monu-
ments having historical and other information
relative to the history of the Old Testament.
Turning to it and the other rivals of Egypt

the most remote times, Babylonia, the

cradle of Semitic civilization, stands promi-

nent as highly civilized and densely populated
at a period when Egypt was still in its youth-
ful prime. From Babylon are to be drawn
important illustrations of the history of the

Old Testament, and the discoveries of students
nquirpi-s into tho cuneiform have won

valuable information from the evidence of the

inscriptions. The brilliant discoveries of Sir

H. Rawlinson, followed up by those of MM.
Oppert and Menant, Mr. Norris and G. Smith,

have restored much of the early history of

Babylonia. They have discovered the names

of many ancient kings, amongst others the

Chedorlaomer, or his successor, of the days of

Abraham, and been able to identify many of

the sites of ancient cities of Babylonia, the

names of which are household words, such as

Ur of the Chaldees, the birthplace of Abraham
and cradle of the Hebrew race, and Erech,

founded by JSfimrod. Babel has, of course,

been discovered, Borsippa, Nineveh, Calah

and other sites identified, and many of the

traditions point to the diluvian and antedi-

luvian records of the two great Semitic races.

If the monuments necessary for the elucida-

tion of the early contemporaneous history of

Babylonia are scanty, such is not the case

with those of Assyria, of which many histori-

cal remains, from their being composed of

terra cotta, have survived the destructive fury

of fire and sword, and the cupidity or malice

of conquerors. Descending the stream of his-

tory, the oldest Assyrian historical monument
has been translated by four different scholars,

which is the cylinder of Tiglath-Pileser, B. c.

1120, published in the Transactions of the

Royal Society of Literature. Subsequent to

that period, and in the reign of Shalmaneser,

the Jewish kings Omri, Ahab, Jehu, and the

Assyrian raonarchs Benhadad and Hazael, are

mentioned in the annals of the reign, about

B. c. 850, as conquered or tributary to the

of Assyria. Under the successor of
1 the princes of Palestine and Syria, but

language of the period abounds in Semitic empi ,>,... . ,

Irds quiti different from the Egyptian with Shalmaneser Vulnirari, Assyria not only con-

ich they were embodied and intermingled. 'quered the land of Omn, or Samaria and

Edom, but extended its conquests over Syria
and Damascus in the halfcentury subsequent
to the time of Shalmaneser. Under the next
monarch of Assyria, Tiglath-Pileser II, illus-

trations of the history of the Old Testament
continue to increase, and mention is found in

the inscriptions of Azariah, Menahc m, Pekah,
Hoshea, and Rezin, king of Damascus, with
whom the Assyrian monarch carried on war.
All these, be it recollected, are mentioned on
contemporaneous monuments, b. c, 750. We

thus important illustrations of events
hitherto known from other sources, which
the Assyrian monuments either confirm, or on
hich they shed a brighter light by the de-

tails which they give of the wars from the
cuneiform history and archives. As the page
of history is unrolled, the annals of Sargon,
about B. c, 720, record the conquest of Samaria,
and the capture of the city of Ashdod, men-
tioned by the prophet Isaiah. Some remark-
able historical cylinders in the British Museum
contain the annals of Sennacherib, his expe-
dition against Jerusalem, and the events of
the reign of Hezekiah, the tribute exacted by
the conqueror from the king of Israel, with
all the details of the troops employed for the

contemporaneous monumental history down
to the seventh century b. c. ; and soon after,

under the reign of his successor, Esarhaddon,

about B. c, 680, the Assyrian inscriptions con-

tain an important notice of Manasseh, king of

Judah. The successor of Esarhaddon was
Asshurbanipal, the Sardanapalus of the classi-

cal writers, the greatest of the Assyrian mon-
archs, for his conquests extended beyond

Palestine ; he added Egypt to the dependen-

cies of Assyria, and defeated the Ethiopian

monarch Tirhakah. Besides historical results,

some important discoveries have been made
in philology ;

for not only have the grammar
and dictionary been eliminated, but the exist-

ence of a second language contemporaneous

with the Assyrian, and called, for want of a

more definite nomenclature, the Akkad, has

been discovered. This language has been re-

ferred to the Turanian rather than the Semitic

family, but its affiliation is obscure. Surely

these are astounding results, liberal contribu-

tions to biblical archaeology, an ample tribute

to historical truth, won in the last thirty years,

by the genius and industry of Assyrian schol-

ars, from the monuments of Assj'ria. Could

anything cause the formation of such a So-

ciety as the present, these facts should do so,

dug out of the plains of Mesopotamia, rising

as witnesses to corroborate or enlarge the his-

tory of Central Asia. They ought to rally

round the Society all who take an interest in

the comparative study of biblical history.

To this portion of the subject belongs the

lend of the Assyrian empire under the last

'monarch. Assur-ebil-ili, when the scene of

history shifts once more to the monuments of

the revived or second empire of Babylonia.

It is much to be regretted that, although full
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information has been thus obtained of the

general historyof Assyria, which can be traced

from 1120 to 630 b. c, yet up to the present

moment there is a great deficiency in the con

temporary history of Babylonia as derived

from the monuments. As the excavations of

MM. Layard, Eassam, Loftus, and Sir H. C.

Eawlinson exhumed the remains of the great

archival library of Asshurbanipal at Ivouy

UDJik, consisting of more than 20,000 frag

menta, many of which have been put together

by arebasologists and scholars, and give

general idea of the literature and history of

Assyria; so it may be hoped that, at a future

period, the library of Nebuchadnezzar, or

some other monarch of his dynasty, will

recovered. Then, and not till then, will be

revealed, in its full extent, the more primitivt

civilization and the older annals of the Baby
lonians; for this early nation there are as yel

no contemporaneous annals, although there is

some material for the history of Nebuchad
nezzar, who comes on the scene about b. c,

604, after the fall of Nineveh. Many cylinders

of that renowned monarch, whose name has

passed into a household word, and is familiar

to all, have indeed been found, yet, notwith
standing the frequent recurrence of his name
on numerous monuments, no contemporaneous
annals of his reign have been discovered

Nebuchadnezzar was indeed a great religious

restorer, more so even than a conqueror, anc

his inscriptions record the endowment of tem
pies, their repairs, his pious offerings to the

gods, but no historical facts. These are still

to be searched for in the plains of Mesopo
tamia, and the day is probably not far distant

when the interest excited by these studies
"

—ttio ^^f^t^Y .^:ii -^.r,a,Tr oT.-nQpntiansi si,milar to
those already mentioned, which were formerly
made with such success on the sites of the
cities of ancient Assyria. That they may be
continued until they evolve the whole pro-
gramme of the ancient civilization of man-
kind, and resolve the problem whether the
civilization of the East started from the plains
of Assyria or the valley of the Nile, will be
the earnest desire of every student of early
history.

It is true that these results have not been
obtained without difficulties. There has been
some conflict between Assyrian and Jewish
history, and although Assyrian scholars, deal-
ing with the special subject of Assyria, natur-
ally lean with favor to the information the
monuments of Nineveh afford, it is by no
means sure that the Assyrians, especially in
speaking of foreign nations, may not have re-
corded errors. As the research advances the
difficulty of reconciling the chronology of the
Assyrians and the Jews will melt away before
the additional monuments that may be ob-
tained, or the more correct knowledge that
may be acquired. There is nothing to alarm
the exegetical critic in the slight discrepan-
cies that always present themselves in the
world's history when the same fact is dif-
ferently recorded by the actors in some na-
tional struggle. For truth the whole evidence
is required, and the monuments of antiquity
too often reach our hands as broken pieces of
an imperfect puzzle. Is it, then, wonderful
that the reconstruction should be embarrass-
ing?— CAurcA of England Magazine.

There is great strength in true unify, and
a single desire for each other's religious wel-
fare.

For " The ITiend."

Hints concerning the Swift Witness for Truth in

her closing hours, with an account of that close

;

from a Memoir of Deborah Backhouse.

Deborah Backhouse, it would seem, was
now nearly ready to be offered, and the time

of her departure at hand ; but the Witness
for Truth again, even at this late period,

brought her under exercise of mind and con-

demnation with regard to •' some little things

in her own house and family which were not

enough in the simplicity that (she then saw)
the Truth required." She scrutinized these;

regretted not having been more faithful to

the Light of Christ in the heart, which would
have made manifest the things reprovable.

She, in allusion to them and in addressing her
Father in heaven said, " I do most sincerely

repent, and implore Thy forgiveness."

May none, then, make light of scruples that

have been coexistent with this Society ; or

deem but cunningly devised fables restraints

begotten in the secret of the hearts of those,

who in the smaller or the larger tithe and
sacrifice dare not limit the Holy One of Israel,

in His humbling discipline of self-denial and
the cross, for their refinement, and for the

forthcoming of that "ornament of a meek and
quiet spirit, which in the sight of God is of

great price." May none likewise contemn,
either in themselves or others^ the day of small

things, which is declared to be the sure way
to fall by little and little. But rather letting

childlike obedience keep pace with knowledge
in the day thereof, be enabled to grow there-

by in the Truth from stature to stature in its

progressive manifestations— first as babes,

then young men, then strong men, unto pillai'S

in the Lord's house, which shall so no more
out. iue iruun will never fail of application,
neither lack significance in the sight of the
All-seeing :

" He that is faithful in that which
is least, is faithful also in much." And again,
to be "faithful in a few things," (whatever
called for) is the way to be made " ruler over
many things." Moreover, we presume, if the
beginning of our religious life is not laid here,—in self-renunciation as with the mouth in
the dust and all laid low, and a willingness
wrought to follow the dear Master in the way
and by the stepping stones of His own direct-
ing and ordering, — we shall never make
straight steps nor speed well toward that
establishment in the Truth as it is in Jesus,
that will bring support and rest in trouble, or
prove an anchor to the soul when the storms
and waves of trial beat.

The Memoir resumed :
—" The dear invalid

was led to make thankful acknowledgments
to her gracious Lord, for his goodness, mercy,
and love, so variously manifested; saying, it

was all of his rich, unmerited mercy; and
that she had nothing good of herself. ' No!
nothing at all. All is thy goodness, O Lord

!

and what shall I render unto Thee for all thy
benefits ! Unto Thee is all the praise and the
glory.'

At another time she made instructive re-
marks in reference to her continuance ; con-
cluding it might be for some purpose which
would yet be manifested. She frequently ex-
pressed a desire, that we would unite with
her, in craving that her patience might be
continued to the end.
Again she said: 'I have a clear view of the

outward sufferings of our blessed and holy
Eedeemer. I see the bleeding cross, and the
mangled body

;
yes I the mangled limbs : O,

let me adore ! All this for poor, fallen,

;

man, that he may be saved.' Another fri

coming in, silence again ensued ; and al

awhile she said, that the view of the outw
sufferings had a little returned, but was wi

drawn; and her mind turned to the inw
work of Christ, which was a great and nei

sary work. She then spoke of the necesi

of faithfulness ; repeating: ' Nothing else '

do—I hope the words will go to those
whom they are intended.'

Soon after this, she supplicated thus: 'N
Holy Father I if the work be fully finis!

be pleased to take me to Thyself;—if thai

fully finished which Thou hast given me
do.'

Subsequently, she was brought under c

siderablo exercise of mind ; and expresse

belief that it was right for her to wait
'

Light, to discover the cause. After a sh

time she said, there were some little tht

in her own house and family, which were
enough in the simplicity that Truth requii

which, had she been sufficiently attentiv(

the Light of the Eedeemer, would not b

been given way to. She appeared closelj

scrutinize every little thing; and again t£

fied that if the Light of Life was atten

to, it would show clearly what was or

not, in conformity to the Divine will,

acknowledged, in an humble, affecting n

ner, her regret at not having been more fa

ful in these things, sayiug :
' Yes, Lord ! I f

and if I had paid more attention to the Li,

of Christ Jesus, I should have seen long

and I do most sincerely repent, and impl

thy forgiveness.'

Some time after, she remarked to her i

band, that though a little shade had b'

periuicted, it was all withdrawn ; and
she again felt the showers of heavenly I

descending as before ; and said, that it

no wonder that she. should seem unable
enter a state of blessedness, whilst that
mained to be done.

In the course of the night, she fervently s

plicated thus: ' O, gracious Father! be Tl
pleased to help me in this trying hour
be near to support, and preserve me fr

bringing any shade upon thy holy Trut
adding soon after :

' I believe Thou wilt

:

leave me, nor forsake me, unto the end.'

On another occasion, she said :
' O, my d'

sister! help me to praise the Lord: for

has given me the victory over death, I

and the gravel' And during the remo
time of her continuance in this state of ej

tence, it appeared as if all was joy and pea
not interrupted even by bodily' suffering.

Between five and six o'clock of the afternc
died, and when so weak that articulati

was difficult, she bore a last and consoling tei

mony to her love to the blessed cause of Trai
expressing her willingness to give up all thit

f it might in any way be promoted therel

Then inquiring what time it was, and bei

told it was six o'clock, she emphatically i

Within two hours the end will come.' So
afterwards, she seemed to fiill into a slumb
from which she did not appear to arouse; I

gradually became weaker, till about a quar
past seven o'clock, when she ceased to breatl

and her redeemed and liberated spirit ascei

ed, no doubt, to the place prepared for it,

that glorious kingdom, of the joys of whi
she had been permitted such a precious
taste.

Her remains were interred in Friends' buri
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)nnd, in York, in the 16th of the r2th mo.,

, after a large and solemn meeting. She
IS in the 35th year of her age.

For "The Friend."

Safferings of a Lost Ulan.

(Continued from puge 323.)

Failing to alarm the animal, which now
^an to make the circuit of the tree, as if to

ect a spot for springing into it, I shook,

th a strength increased by terror, the slen-

!• trunk until every limb rustled with the

tion. All in vain. The terrible creature

rsued his walk around the tree, lashing the

Dund with his tail, and prolonging his howl-

almost to a roar. It was too dark to see,

t the movements of the lion kept me ap-

sed of its position. Whenever I heard it

one side of the tree I speedily changed to

opposite—an exercise which in m}^ weak-

ed state, I could only have performed under
mpulse of terror. All my attempts to

ghten it seemed unavailing. Disheartened

persistency, and expecting every mo-
jnt it would take the deadly leap, I tried to

llect my thoughts, and prepare for the fatal

counter which I knew must result. Just at

is moment it occurred to me that I would

y silence. Clasping the trunk of the tree

;th both arms, I sat perfectly still. The lion

this time ranging round, occasionally snuf-

g and pausing, and all the while filling the

oods with the echo of his bowlings, suddenly

litated my example. This silence was more
•rible, if possible, than the clatter and crash

his movements through the brushwood, for

)w I did not know from what direction to

cpeot his attack. Moments passed with me
ke hours. After a lapse of time which I

mnot estimate, the beast gave a spring into

le thicket and ran screaming into the forest.

y delivei-ance was efifccted.

Had strength permitted, I should have kept

y perch till daylight, but with the conscious-

ess of escape from the jaws of the ferocious

rute came a sense of overpowering weakness
^hich almost palsied me, and made my de-

ent from the tree both difficult and danger-

is. Incredible as it may seem, I laj^ down
my old bed, and was soon lost in a slum-

,er so profound that I did not awake until

fter day light. The experience of the night

pemed like a terrible dream ; but the broken

imbs which in the agony of consternation I

ad thrown from the tree, and the rifts made
a the fallen leaves by my visitant in his

ircumambulations, were too convincing evi-

lences of its reality."
' On the day succeeding this night of peril,

ma of those dreary storms of mingled snow
^nd rain which are frequent in that region

^et in, and increased greatly the sufferings of

ooor Everts. He could find no better shelter

.ban the spreading branches of a spruce tree

inder which covered with earth and boughs,

ae lay for two days, during which the storm

continued. While thus exposed, and suffering

Prom cold and hunger, a little benumbed bird

not larger than a snow-bird hopped within his

reach. He instantly seized and killed it, and

after plucking its feathers ate it raw and

found it a delicious morsel. The narrative

continues: "Taking advantage of a lull in the

elements on the morning of the third day, I

rose early and started in the direction of a

large group of hot springs which were steam-

ing under the shadow of Mount Everts. The
distance I travelled could not have been less

than ten miles. Long before I reached the

wonderful cluster of natural caldrons, the

storm had recommenced. Chilled through

with my clothing thoroughly saturated, I lay

down under a tree upon the heated incrus-

tation until completely warmed. My heels

and the sides of my feet were frozen. As soon

as warmth had permeated my system and I

had quieted my appetite with a few thistle-

roots, I took a survey of my surroundings,

and selected a spot between two springs, suffi-

ciently asunder to afford heat at my head and

feet. On this spot I built a bower of pine

branches, spread its incrusted surface with

fallen foliage and small boughs, and stowed

myself away to await the close of the storm.

Thistles were abundant, and I had fed upon

them long enough to realize that they would,

for a while at least, sustain life. Inconvenient

proximity to my abode was a small, round,

boiling spring, which I called my dinner pot,

and in which, from time to time, I cooked my
roots.

This establishment, the best I could impro

vise with the means at hand, I occupied seven

days—the first three of which were darkened

by one of the most furious storms I ever saw

The vapor which supplied me warmth satu

rated my clothing with its condensations. I

was enveloped in a perpetual steam-bath. At
first this was barely preferable to the storm,

but I soon become accustomed to it, and be-

fore I left actually enjoyed the steaming.

I had little else to do during my imprison-

ment but cook, think, and sleep. Of the

variety and strangeness of my reflections it

is impossible to give the faintest conception.

Much of ray time was given to devising means
for escape. * * * *

Nothing gave me more concern than the

want of tire. I recalled every thing I had

ever read or heard of the means by which fire

could be produced; but none of them were

within my reach. An escape without it was

simply impossible. It was indispensable as a

protection against night attacks from wild

beasts. Exposure to another storm like the

one just over would destroy my life, as this

would have done, but for the warmth derived

from the springs. As I lay in my bower
anxiously awaiting the disappearance of the

now which had fallen to the depth of a foot

or more, and impressed with the belief that

for want of fire I should be obliged to remain

among the springs, it occurred to me that I

would erect some sort of monument, which

might at a future day, inform a casual visitor

of the circumstances under which I had per-

ished. A gleam of sunshine lit up the bosom
of the lake, and with it the thought flashed

upon my mind that I could with the lens from

my opera-glasses, get fire from Heaven. Oh,

happy, life-renewing thought ! Instantly sub-

jecting it to the test of experiment, when I

saw the smoke curl from the bit of dry wood
in my fingers, I felt, if the whole world were

offered me for it, I would cast it aside before

parting with that little spark. I was now the

happy possessor of food and fire. These would

carry me through. All thoughts of failure

were instantly abandoned. Though the food

was barely adequate to my necessities—a fact

too painfully attested by my attenuated body

—I had forgotten the cravings of hunger, and

had the means of producing fire. I said to

myself, " I will not despair."

My stay at the springs was prolon

several days by an accident that befel me on

the third night after my arrival there. An
unlucky movement while asleep broke the

crust on which I reposed, and the hot stream,

pouring upon my hip, scalded it severely be-

fore I could escape. This new affliction, added

to my frost bitten feet, already festering, was
the cause of frequent delay and unceasing

pain through all my wanderings. After ob-

taining fire, I set to work making prepara-

tions for as early departure as my condition

would permit. I had lost both knives since

parting from the company, but I now made
a convenient substitute by sharpening the

tongue of a buckle which I took from my
vest. With this I cut the legs and counters

from mj' boots, making of them a passable

pair of slippers, which I fastened to my feet

as firmly as I could with strips of bark. With
the ravellings of a linen handkerchief, aided

by the use of the buckle-tongue, I mended my
clothing. Of the same material I made a fish-

lino, which, on finding a piece of red tape in

one of my pockets better suited to the pur-

pose, I abandoned as a "bad job." I made
of a pin that I found in my coat a fish-hook,

and, by sewing up the bottoms of my boot-

legs, constructed a very good pair of pouches

to carry my food in, fastening them to my
belt by the straps.

Thus accoutred, on the morning of the

eighth day after my arrival at the springs I

bade them a final farewell, and started on my
course directly across that portion of the neck

of the peninsula between mo and the south-

east arm of Yellowstone Lake. It was a beau-

tiful morning. The sun shown bright and

warm, and there was a freshness in the at-

mosphere truly exhilarating.

As I wandered musingly along, the con-

sciousness of being alone, and having sur-

rendered all hope of finding my friends, re-

turned upon me with crushing power. I felt

too that those friends, by the necessities of

their condition, had been compelled to aban-

don all efforts for my recovery. The thought

was full of bitterness and sorrow. I tried to

realize what their conjectures were concern-

ing my disappearance ; but could derive no

consolation from the long and dismal train of

circumstances they suggested. Weakened by

a long fast, and the unsatisfying nature of the

only food I could procure, I knew that from

this time onward to the day of my rescue, my
mind, though unimpaired in those perceptions

needful to self-preservation, was in a condi-

tion to receive impressions akin to insanity.

I was constantly travelling in dream-land, and

indulging in strange reveries such as I had

never before known. I seemed to possess a

sort of duality of being, which, while con-

stantly reminding me of the necessities of my
condition, fed my imagination with vagaries

of the most extravagant character. * * *

A change in the wind and an overcast sky,

accompanied by cold, brought with them a

need of warmth, I drew out my lens and
touchwood, but alas! there was no sun. I sat

down on a log to await his friendly appear-

ance. Hours passed; he did not come. Night,

cold freezing night, set in and found me ex-

posed to all its terrors. A bleak hill-side,

sparsely covered with pines, afforded poor ac-

commodations for a half-clad, famishing man.

I could only keep from freezing by the most

active exertion in walking, rubbing, and strik-

ing my benumbed feet and hands against the

logs. It seemed the longest and most terrible

night of my life, and glad I was when the ap-
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proaching dawn enabled me to commence
retracing my steps to Bessie Lake. 1 arrived
there at noon, built ray first fire on the beach,
and remained by it recuperating for the sue
ceeding two days."

(To be continned.)

Selected.

FAITH.
We know not what shall be deemed best

While passing through
This life below, for that of rest

We have in view.

The chosen path for man'a weak mind.
Too often tends

The thorny way, with fears behind,
Before it ends.

But wisdom .shows the better way

—

One, only one

—

'Tis faith in God, by night and day,
Through his dear Son.

Yes, faith supplies the inmost souh
With every good,

Direct from Him who makes it whole,
And is its food !

He's sure to feed the hungry child
Who looks above,

And asks of him in accents mild,
And trusts his love.

What though the sky be overcast

!

We will not fear;

There often is a stormy blast.

But God can hear.

He loves to hear his children pray.
It has been said.

That he may "give us day by day
Our daily bread."

Should folly come and try to break
Our hold on God,

His love may see it best to take
The chastening rod.

Then, when it comes, we'll
Without a fear

That he is still unehanged-
And always near.

bless his name,

-the same.

BE YE ALSO READY.
O

!
to be ready when death shall come,

O ! to be ready to hasten home !

No earthward clinging, no lingering gaze,
JNo strife at parting, no sore amaze;
No chains to sever that earth hath twined
No spell to loosen that love would bind.

'

No flitting shadows to dim the light
Of the angel pinions winged for flight.
No cloud-like phantoms to fling a gloom
Twixt Heaven's bright portals, and earth's
But sweetly, gently, to pass away
From the world's dim twilight into day.

To list to the music of angel lyres.
To catch the rapture of seraph fires,
To lean in trust on the risen One,
Till borne away to a fadeless throne •

O
!
to be ready when death shall come,

O ! to be ready to hasten home.

Mimetic Forms.
On the leaves of the bushes there weremany curious species of Buprestid*, and I

struck these and other beetles off with my
net as I rode along. After one such capture
I observed what appeared to be one of the
black stinging ants on the net. It was a small
spider that closely resembled an ant, and so
perfect was the imitation that it was not until
1 killed it that I determined that it was a
spider and that I need not be afraid of it sting-
ing me. What added greatly to the resem-
blance was, that, unlike other spiders, it held
up Its two forelegs like antennaa, and moved

I

them about just like an ant. Other species of
spiders closely resemble stinging anls; in all

of them the body is drawn out long like an
ant, and in some the maxillary palpi are
lengthened and thickened so as to resemble
the head of one.

Ant-like spiders have been noticed through
out tropical America and also in Africa. The
use that the deceptive resemblance is to them
has been explained to be the facility it affords
them for approaching ants on which they prey.
I am convinced that this explanation is incor-
rect so far as the Central America species are
concerned. Ants, and especially the stinging
species are, so far as my experience goes, not
preyed upon by any other insects. No dis-

guise need be adopted to approach them, as
they are so bold that they are more likely to
attack the spider than a spider them. Neither
have they wings to escape by flying, and gen-
erally go in large bodies easily found and ap-
proached. The real use is, I doubt not, the
protection the disguise affords against small
insectivorous birds. I have found the crops
of some humming birds full of small soft-
bodied spiders, and many other birds feed on
them. Stinging ants, like bees and wasps,
are closely resembled by a host of other in-

sects; indeed, whenever I found any insect
provided with special means of defence I

looked for imitative forms, and was never dis
appointed in finding them.

Stinging ants are not only closely copied in
form and movements by spiders but by species
of Hemiptera and Coleoptera, and the resem-
blance is often wonderfully close. All over
the world wasps are imitated in form and
movements by other insects, and in the tropics
these mimetic forms are endless.

It is to be remarked that the forms imitated
have always some kind of defence against in
sectivorous birds or mammals ; they are pro

d with stings or unpleasant odors or
flavors, or are exceedingly swift in flight
cepting where inanimate nature is imitated
for concealment. Thus I had an opportunity
of proving in Brazil that some birds, if not all,

reject the Heliconii butterflies, which are
closely resembled by butterflies of other fami-
lies and by moths. I observed a pair of birds
that were bringing butterflies and dragon flies
to their young, and although the Heliconii
swarmed in the neighborhood and are of weak
flight so as to be easily caught, the birds never
brought one to their nest. "l had a still better

IS of testing both these and other insects
that are mimicked in Nicaragua. The tame
white-faced monkey I have already mentioned
was extremely fond of insects, and would
greedily munch up any beetle or butterfly
given to him, and I used to bring to him any
insects that I found imitated by others to see
whether they were distasteful or not. I found
he would never eat the Heliconii. He was
too polite not to take them when they were
offered to him, and would sometimes smell
them, but invariably roll them up in his hand
and drop them quietly again after a few mo-
ments. A large species of spider (JVephila)
also used to drop them out of its web when I
put them into it. Another spider that fre-
quented flowers seemed to be fond of them,
and I have already mentioned a wasp that
caught them to store its nest with. There
could be no doubt, however, from the monkey's
actions, that they were distasteful to him.
Amongst the beetles there is a family that

IS just as much mimicked as the Heliconii are

amongst the butterflies. These are the Lam
ridse, to which the fireflies belong. Ma_
the genera are not phosphorescent, but
appear to be distasteful to insectivorous i

mala and birds. I found they were invaria
rejected by the monkey, and my fowls wo
not touch them.
The phosphorescent species of Lampym

the fireflies, so numerous in tropical Ameri
are equally distasteful, and are also mi
mimicked by other insects. I found differ
species of cockroaches so much like then.
shape and color that they could not be r

tinguished without examination. These co
roaches, instead of hiding in crevices
under logs like their brethren, rest duri
the day exposed on the surface of leaves,
the same manner as the fireflies they mim
The movements, as well as the shape a

color of the insect imitated, are mimicked.
one day observed what appeared to be
hornet, with brown semi-transparent wir
and yellow antennas. It ran along the grou
vibrating its wings and antenna? exactly li

a hornet, and I caught it in my net, believi
it to be one. On examining it, however
found it to belong to a widely different ord
It was one of the Hemiptera {Spiniger lut

cornis, Walk.), and had every part colored li

the hornet (Priocnemis) that it resembled.
its vibrating, colored wing cases it depart
greatly from the normal character of t
Hemiptera, and assumed that of the home

All the insects that have special means
protection, by which they are guarded fro
the attacks of insectivorous mammals ai

birds, have peculiar forms, or strongly co
trasted, conspicuous colors, and often mal
odd movements that attract attention to thei
There is no attempt at concealment, but, c

the contrary, they appear to endeavor to mat
their presence known. The long narrow win;
oftheHeliconii butterflies, banded with blac
yellow, and red, distinguish them from
others, excepting the mimetic species. Ti
banded bodies of many wasps, or the rich m
tallic colors of others, and their constant jerk
motions, make them very conspicuous. ~
announce their presence by a noisy hummiD)
The beetles of the genus Calopteron hav
their wing cases curiously distended, am
move them up and down, so as to attract a'

tention
;
and other species of LampyridsD ar

phosphorescent, holding out danger signal
that they are not eatable. The reason i

these cases appears to be the same, as Mi
Wallace has shown to hold good with bande.
and brightly colored caterpillars. These ar
distasteful to birds, and, in consequence o
their conspicuous colors, are easily knowi
and avoided. If they were like other catei
pillars, they might be seized and injured be
fore it was known that they were not fit fo
food.

Amongst the mammals, I think the skunK
is an example of the same kind. Its whiti
tail, laid back on its black body, makes it verj
conspicuous in the dusk when it roams about
so that it is not likely to be pounced upon bj
any of the carnivora mistaking it for othei
night-roaming animals. In reptiles, the beau
tifully banded coral snuke (Elaps), whose bit«
is deadly, is marked as conspicuously as any
noxious caterpillar with bright bands of black,
yellow, and red. I only met with one other
example amongst the vertebrata, and it was
also a reptile. In the woods around Santo
Domingo there are many frogs. Some are
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fiin or brown, and imitate green or dead

jees, and live amongst foliage. Others are

j}^ earth colored, and hide in holes and
er logs. All these come out only at night

led, and they are all prej'ed upon by snakes
birds. In contrast with these obscurely

red species, another little frog hops about
iie daytime dressed in a bright livery of

and blue. He cannot be mistaken for any
r, and his flaming vest and blue stockings

17 that he does not court concealment. He
!ry abundant in the damp woods, and I

convinced he was uneatable as soon as I

le his acquaintance and saw the happy
e of security with which he hopped about.

)ok a few specimens home with me, and
i my fowls and ducks with them ; but

would touch them. At last, by throw-
down pieces of meat, for which there was
eat competition amongst them, I managed
ntico a young duck into snatching up one

he little frogs. Instead of swallowing it,

'ever, it instantly threw it out of its mouth,
went about jerking its head as if trying

brow off some unpleasant taste,

mongst the insects of Chontales none are

worthy of notice than the many curious

iies of Orthoptera that resemble green and
d loaves of trees. I have already described

species that looks like a green leaf, and
uch so that it even deceived the acute

sesof the foraging ants; other species, be-

ting to a closely-related genus i^Pteroch-

), imitate leaves in every stage of decay,

B being faded-green blotched with yellow;

ers, resemble a brown withered leaf, the

mblauce being increased by a transparent
3 through both wings that looks like a

e taken out of the louf. In many butter-

that resemble leaves on the under side of

ir wings, the wings being raised and closed

ether when at rest so as to hide the bright

)r8 of the upper surface, there are similar

Qsparent spots that imitate holes; and
ers again are jagged at the edge, as if

ues had been taken out of them. Many
ysalides also have mirror-like spots that

emble holes ; and one that I found hanging
na the under side of a leaf had a real hole

ough it, formed by a horn that projected

m the thorax and doubled back to the body,

ving a space between. Another insect, of

ich I only found two specimens, had a

nderful resemblance to a piece of moss
ongst which it concealed itself in the day
le, and was not to be distinguished except
en accidentally shaken out; it is the larva

ge of a species ofPAasma.

—

Belt's Naturalist

Nicaragua.

j

Selected.

pying on my couch at an interval of ease,

Ibrm a project for some work : I trace the

od effects which it ought to produce, and
7 to myself: Why do wo sit still till we die ?

.tart up to find pen and paper, and at the
)ment my painful complaint arrests afresh

hile I fainting recline again, I seem to hear,

Lnow, feeble worm, that even God's work
ist wait." How much activity belongs to

ne natures, and that this nature is often

staken for grace—for God's call, time and
ength.— Cecil.

It is not well for us to cherish the habit of

celling too much on the faults and short-

mings of those with whom we live. It

ikes U8 more critical than generous.

For "The Friend."

Something more about Animal Character.

The extracts from a work by P. G. Ham-
erton, which appeared in " The Friend" not
long since, under the title of "Animal Char-
acter," were read with interest, though some
of the views therein given, were at variance
vith my own, on the points treated ; which
n the following remarks and incidents, writ-

ten some weeks since, I have ventured to ex-

press. Perhaps, if thought suitable, they may
be acceptable to the younger readers of " The
Friend," who feel an interest in Natural His-

tory. The short quotations given, with a few
exceptions are, as will be seen, taken from the
above named article. While uniting with the

writer in the belief that we often form very
mistaken impressions i-especting the intelli-

gence or non-intelligence of the mere animal
creation—their apparent feelings, the motives
which seem to influence them, &o., it is not
easy for me to believe that many persons of

reflection, have really supposed the tiger, the

wolf, the falcon, or any large carnivorous an-

imal,—merely because it has a natural desire

for flesh for food, and is led to destroy life,

consequently to inflict suffering to obtain it,

—

to be any more " cruel or blamable" than the

smaller animals, '' our pets," the birds, &c.,

that feed on worms and insects. AYe are, it

is true, in the habit of speaking of such ani-

mals as fierce, cruel, savage, &c.,—they are

very powerful, and were we to encounter
them unprotected, they might, tear us in

pieces. But do we really suppose them to be

any more seemingly cruel even, in proportion

to their size and power than our sweet little

songsters. See one of these little charmers
tearing a locust to pieces ; which while dying,

is suffering agonies in proportion to the per-

fection of its organization,—and which are

inflicted as pitilessly' by its voracious mur-
derer,—equal to those endured by the gentle,

graceful deer of the forest, when slaughtered

by the "savage" wolf for a similar purpose.

But do brutes appreciate, have they any con-

ception whatever of the sufferings they in-

flict? Do we not all suppose, that even the

man-eating tiger of India, makes choice of

him, merely because his flesh is palatable to

him? Not because he has any dislike to man,
or desire to destroy him. And wo are told,

that when not hungry, and not attacked or

provoked by man, the so-called savage animals

will harmlessly pass him by. True they some-
times fiercely fight each other ;

and it would
be curious to know by what motives or feel-

ings they are influenced—self-defence? re-

venge ?—for surely they can have no enjoy-

ment in it. How wonderful is the endurance
of intense suffering by domesticated animals,

rather than yield in acknowledged defeat.

How almost impossible is it to separate two
desperately fighting dogs ; or two self-con-

coited lords of the poultry yard, though they

may have been fighting—as I have known
them to do—until half dead with suffering

and exhaustion, and the feathers and skin are

torn from their blooding heads.

It may be well, in mercy possibly to some
poor brutes in future, to recall a case which
was published some years ago, where a most
eft'ectual remedy was found to suddenly put a

stop to such a battle between two dogs. Every
effort of strength and water-drenching had
been used to no purpose, when a dainty " Ex-
quisite" entered the crowd that had gathered,

exciting a laugh of derision at his seeming

impotency, when ho said, " Let me separate
those dogs!" Then opening his gem of a
snuff-box with hands " gloved in yellow kids,"

he tossed the contents into their faces. All
potent indeed ! Instantly they separated,
and ran off yelping more piteously at this

administration to their eyes and noses, than
they had during all the time they had been
tearing each other's flesh. " Our pets," the
birds, are in like condemnation. Already this

Spring have I witnessed many a persistent
battle between our little city sparrows, as
fierce as the domestic cock.

But is not man more truly cruel ? What
cares he for sufterings of which he has a full

conception, which are inflicted on the numer-
ous varieties of animals that are slaughtered,
not always for his need, but often merely to

gratify his fastidious taste ; and some, how fre-

quently, simply for sport. And alas! it may be
added, he too tights, for the destruction of his

fellow creatures—and ho is a rational being !

Yea, he has an immortal soul ! P. G. H., after

speaking of " the impossibility of knowing the
real sensations of animals," and saying, "None
of us can imagine the feelings of a tiger when
his jaws are bathed in blood, and he tears the
quivering flesh," adds, "The passion of the
great flesh-eater, is as completely unknown
to civilized man, as the passion of the poet is to

the tiger in the jungle.{\) It is far more than
merely a good appetite, it is an intense emo-
tion. A quite faint and pale shadow of it still

remains in men with an ardent enthusiasm
for the chase, who feel a joy in slaughter; but
this to the tiger's passion is as water to whis-
key." How does he know all this? He has
just said, "it is impossible to know the sensa-
tions of animals." Surely bis comparisons
just quoted are very extravagant ; and I can-

not but hope for the credit of human nature,

that the sentiment conveyed in the last is not
altogether just. While having always from
my heart adopted the language of the purest
and sweetest of poets, when he speaks of the
chase as a

" Detested sport

!

That owes its pleasure to another's pain."

Yet I had never supposed,—neither did I ima-

gine Cowper had,—that the lovers of this

contemptible sport, really felt any "joy in

slaughter." (The slaughter of a poor little

frightened fox!) But that the pleasure was
wholly in the excitement, the dash and rival-

ry, the skilful management of horses and
dogs, running at almost lightning speed, and
the final success ; all which pleasure, neces-

sarily causes " another's pain." As to the
" tiger's passion," I am inclined to believe it

is much the same in kind as man's. Intensi-

fied of course
;
just as one man's merely sen-

sual enjoj'ment exceeds that of another, ac-

cording to their inclination for, and cultiva-

tion of sensual or intellectual pleasures

—

doubtless partly due to a natural difterence.

The tiger has never been induced to cultivate

his taste for cooked meat, nor the use of a

knife and fork ; consequently he must eat raw,
bleeding flesh, and tear it with his claws and
teeth in a manner not very refined, to render

it at all available for his food. He is very
large and powerful, and needs a big meal ; and
of course when he is hungry, he seems to go
to his necessary preparations with great en-

ergy and gusto. But were it not " impossible

to know" the onjoj-ment of each, I think we
should find that of the Esquimaux, gorman-
dizing his raw fish blubber, and of the tiger
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at his dinner, were very much alike. And
what shall we say of the " civilized" gour-

mand, gloating o'er his rich varied repast

from his " tables groaning wilh costly pile^

of food?" among which he often finds the

favorite dish, choice rare beef—and which
while feasting upon, ' his jaws" (men have

jaws) "are bathed" in the bright red so-called

juice which is floating in the dish. Ofltimes

too he indulges in a lunch of raw oysters,

literally just " quivering" from the shell.

How often have I seen refined gentlemen
standing beside the oyster-cart, luxuriating

in this " delicious treat."

But while thus disposed to stand a little on

the defensive in behalfof flesh-eating animals,

I think I have yet to learn that I "morally
esteem" cats for catching mice. Though we
have an uncommonly fine one in our family,

who is unquestionably a pet ; and he has some
claim to be so if any one has. Gentle, playful,

very large, very beautiful
; symmetrical in

proportion, with neat little hoad and ears

—

tail as bushy as a grey squirrel's, and such
symmetry in the decorations of his rich dark
silky fur, from the head to the feet and tip of

the tail, as to be a fit type of the " royal fam-

ily;" and withal rejoices in catching mice,

whenever he has the opportunity ; which,
thanks to his watchfulness, does not often

occur, as they generally keep at a safe dis-

tance from the premises. But in truth while
willing to give him all possible credit for

knowing what a nuisance mice are in our
dwelling, and for thinking it is his duty to try

to rid us of them, in gratitude for kindness
received, and to pay a little for his board, I

verily believe that puss in general, and he as

well, has not often even the excuse of the
tiger,—that of the calls of hunger,—for the
slaughter she commits. But that she catches
mice merelj' for sport, as she very seldom eats

them. Such at least has been our experience
;

and it is thought, I believe, that the best fed

cats are the best " mousers," having more en-

ergy and spirit probably. Our pet is as eager
in the pursuit of his prey as if he were half
famished. But he keeps the panic-stricken
little mouse he may have caught, alive and un-
injured fora long time; watching intently, and
playing with it most gracefully—sitting by it,

and patting it now and then with his big soft

paw as gently as little pussdid the daffodil, spo-

ken of in the extracts,—hardly rumpling a
hair. But when the poor wee thing, presuming
upon this tender treatment, ventures to start
for a run, quickly he gives chase, seizes it in his

mouth, and holds it for awhile, but as tenderly
as mamma puss does her baby kitten

;
gently

he releases it again, and while the subdued
little prisoner, quietly cuddles up close to the
wall, down he throwshiraself at his full length
—no trifle—upon the floor, with outstretch-
ed limbs, and an air the most thoroughly a
I'abandon, as saucily tossing back his head, he
turns his twinkling eyes—speaking an ecstacy
of delight—alternately upon his captive and
me. They sometimes escape from him

; then
soon succeeding his seeming nonchalance,
comes tribulation

; as while running to and fro,

peeping behind doors, under furniture, &c.,

he has a mournful glance for all whom he
meets, and the seeming appeal in his plaintive
cry of, " what has gone with my mouse I"

Yet while thus casting doubts upon the mo-
rale, or even the hunger-promptings in seek-
ing for mice, I cannot unite with " all who
have written upon cats," that the idea of their

being affectionate "is an illusion." Why
should we suppose their apparent love for us
" bears reference simply to themselves," any
more than that of other brutes'?

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

"The Harvest is ready, but who is to gather it."

Our late Yearly Meeting was, to many, a
season of profitable instruction ; the evdence
having been granted from time to time,

during its several sittings, that He who has
been the Helper of His people in every age,

condescended to unite and comfort the meet-
ing in many of its weighty deliberations, be-

yond anything of which we are worthy. The
attendance was large on 3rd, 4th and 5th
days; and an increasing interest in the wel-

fare of the body was evinced, by a larger

number of young men, and youths from the
countrj-, being present than had been witness-

ed for several years. Amid the many causes
for discouragement, which in part have their

origin in the small number of faithful laborers,

so fdw having submitted themselves to the
yoke and discipline of the cross, which can
alone fit them for usefulness in the church

;

j-et, the order and earnestness that marked the
deportment of this class, caused man j^ to rej oice

in the hope that the number of watchmen and
watchwomen may be increased. The com-
pany of Friends, ministers and others, from
most of the Yearly Meetings professing with
us on this continent, a majority of whom were
exemplary in their appearance, grave and
dignified in manner, was very pleasant, and
in favorable contrast with what has been ob-

served on some former occasions. Though it

is well understood, a number of the strangers
then with us, some of them occupying the
station of ministers, approved of the irregu-

larities adopted in their respective meetings,
tending, it is to be feared, to a mere conven-
tional belief, yet, I cannot but think, a much
larger number represented those who are en-

deavoring to be faithful in the various meet-
ings to which they belong, and who are strug-
gling according to their measure, to restore
the beauty and propriety that once character-
ized Friends in those parts. Their presence
among us had the effect to bring them and
Friends here, I trust, into greater nearness, and
to awaken heartfelt longing that the number of
such may be increased, and all in every place
who truly exemplify our testimonies and doc-
trines, enabled to stand fast in their integrity.

Thus would others be attracted to the an-
cient standard ; the former paths would be
sought, and many drawn out of the delusive
snare of substituting for the work of Divine
grace, the unsanctified promptings of the
human heart, acted upon, though "it may be
by the impulses of a warm nature, and a de-
sire to be doing something as a reformatory
worker, and not being thoughtful to observe
the injunction that was given to some in an
early age of the church, to tarrj' at Jerusalem
until they should be clothed with power from
on high. The practical danger that lies in

the path of these is self-righteousness. When
our own wills are laid in the dust, and every
emotion kept in abeyance, which is born of
the creature; when every thought looking to
our own promotion in the sight of other men
is cast out; then indeed will that inftillible

Teacher become the guest of our souls, bring-
ing us into harmony with truth, and direct-
ing us in the right use of the talents commit-

ted to our care. How very many thert

even among those upon whom largo
have been conferred, and who reall}' c

their own spiritual advancement, and th«

welfare of all, who overlook this most e

tial qualification for real usefulness.

The day is one of unusual temptati(

this direction. It is a danger more alar

than any other which now threatens ui

cause it presents a bright and easy pat!
of reconciliation, without coming to the c

and suffering His baptism of fire to ri

our hearts. Herein only are we quick
and made truly alive; and to such as
chosen to dwell with Him in suffering, fa
perfection of their faith, will He not give
them beauty for ashes, and at the end ol

race a crown of rejoicing? Many of
meetings in different parts of the Soi

have passed very much under the influen

those in membership there, who have
and continue to be, the cause of deep spir

exercise and mourning on the part of the

left, a very small company indeed in (

places, whose hearts are so united to

which is spiritual and vital in religion

they cannot let Quakerism go, but feel it 1

place to stand for its defence. These ar

be deeply felt for, and they have the
sympathy and support, as far as it can bi

tended, of upright Friends every where.
some of these meetings, if not in nearly a
them, there may have been no public disavi

of the doctrines of our early Friends; in(

is it not asserted they occupy the same/M
mental ground

; but where members are le

adopt radical changes in religious prac
setting aside some of our most important
monies, is it not clear they have forsaken
Spirit which wrought conviction upon
hearts of our predecessors, that it was a
cessary part of their Christian duty toobsf
them. This is the offence, "they have
saken Me, the Fountain of living waters,

hewn out to themselves cisterns, broken
terns, that can hold no water."

Oh ! that Friends, all who bear the na
could see eye to e}-e, and thus walk
shining footsteps of those humble minded,
truly dignified men and women in the 1

century, who so nobly adorned that era-

church intolerance; when to uphold the i

versality of the Light of Christ in the hei]

and the gospel liberty inseparable therefml

was by no means an easy thing ; and noth
short of the Divine Arm, and a sense in tl

souls that they were sustained thereby, CO

have enabled any to withstand the suf

ing, the obloquy, and contradiction the ea

Friends underwent in behalf of these primi

religious truths. They knew of a truth, "

work of righteousness to be peace, and
effect quietness and assurance forever." Tl
could testify when brought under true i

lasting conviction and sorrow for sin, that'

Divine Lawgiver in the heart, was as a ha

mer there, to break in pieces its stony natu

and to renew and change it into a heart
flesh, bringing it as the clay in the hands
the potter, into conformity and obedience, <

of its former state of alienation and rebelli*

And as they dwelt under this Power, tb

were given to see step by step, there wi

many things which their Holy Leader woi
have them shun, and testify against. A
thus it is in the Divine counsel, that somes
chosen to plead His cause, into whose moul
are placed the gospel message of encouraj
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, or warning. May we not forget their

teaching, and the testimony of such as

truly represented them throughout our

Jul history ; and in nowise embrace the

n that is in danger of being widely ro-

d, that we of the present generation, may
' the substance of their faith, without

; conformed to them in life and practice,

lannot too often recur to their example;
lot until we return as penitent children,

formed and fashioned according to His
ioncerning us individually, shall we as a

;h be able to come up out of the wilder-

and revive in our midst, something of

urity and religious fervor that attended

arly Friends, in their labor in behalf of

itive Christianity.

CTo be concluded.J

For "Tlie Friend."

be Heart of Africa, by Dr. Schweinfurth.

(Coulinned from page .'527.)

Monbuttoo, the most southern of the

an people, whom Dr. Schweinfurth visit-

?ere the most civilized of all. Their

try is thickly inhabited and well culti-

l. The plantain, cassava, sweet-potato,

colocasia and earth-nut are the most im-

nt of the plants they use for food. They
no domestic animals except poultry and

but depend for their supply of animal

principally on hunting and fishing, and
andering expeditions against more south-

bes, who are cattle breeders. In intel-

and judgment, our author regards them
iperior to most of the African races.

) years before the Ivory-traders had at-

ted to force an entrance into their coun-

but were repulsed with considerable loss,

after his accession to power, Munza, the

ing sovereign, had invited Aboo-Sammat
stend his trading journeys into his do-

ons, and the ivory traffic was thus corn-

ed under conditions of peace, which had
ined undisturbed.

e country itself is described in glowing

3 :
" The Monbuttoo land greets us as an

upon earth. Unnumbered groves of

ains bedeck the gently-heaving soil ; oil-

8, incomparable in beauty, and other

irchs of the stately woods, rise up and

id their glory over the favored scene

;

^ the streams there is a bright expanse

arming verdure, whilst a grateful shadow
overhangs the domes of the idyllic huts,

general altitude of the soil ranges from

to 2800 feet above the level of the sea : it

sts of alternate depressions, along which
ivulets make their way, and gentle eleva-

I, which gradually rise till they are some
Ired feet above the beds of the streams

N."

This was Mohammed's third visit to the

try, and not only interested motives

apted the king to receive him warmly,

real attachment ; for the two had mutu-

pledged their friendship in their blood,

called each other by the name of brother.

The 22d of March, 1870, was the memor-
date on which my introduction to the

occurred. As we approached the huts,

Irums and trumpets were sounded to their

St powers, and ihe crowds of people press-

forward on either hand left but a narrow
age for our procession. We bent our steps

ne of the largest huts, which formed a

I of palatial hall open like a shed at both

Waiting my arrival here was one of

the officers of state, who, I presume, was the

master of the ceremonies, as 1 afterwards ob-

served him presiding over the general festivi-

. This official took me by the right hand,
and without a word conducted me to the in-

terior of the hall. Here, like the audience at

, concert, were arranged according to their

ank hundreds of nobles and courtiers, each
occupying his own ornamental bench and
decked out with all his war equipments. At
the other end of the building a space was left

for the royal throne, which differed in no re-

spect from the other benches, except that it

tood upon un outspread mat ; behind this

bench was placed a largo support of singular

construction, resting as it seemed upon three

legs, and furnished with projections that

served as props for the back and arms of the

sitter: this support was thickly studded with

copper rings and nails. I requested that my
own chair might be placed at a few paces from
the royal bench, and there I took up my posi

tion with my people standing or squatting

behind me, and the Nubian soldiers forming
a guard around.

The hall itself was the chief object that at-

tracted my attention. It was at least a hun-

dred feet in length, forty feet high, and fifty

broad. It had been quite recently completed,

and the fresh bright look of the materials

gave it an enlivening aspect, the natural

brown polish of the wood-work looking as

though it were gleaming with the lustre of

new varnish. Close by was a second and
more spacious hall, which in height was only

surpassed by the loftiest of the surrounding

oil-palms ; but this, although it had only been

erected five yeai-s previously, had already be-

;un to show symptoms of decay, and being

inclosed on all sides was dark, and therefore

ess adapted for the gathering at a public

spectacle. Considering the part of Africa in

which these halls were found, one might truly

be justified in calling them wonders of the

world ; I hardly know with all our building

resources what material we could have em
ployed, except it were whalebone, of sufficient

lightness and durability to erect structures

like these royal halls of Munza, capable of

withstanding the tropical storms and hurri

canes.

Selected

Love and Truth, whose light and blessing every reverent

heart may know,
Mercy, Justice, which are pillars that support this life

below,

—

These, in sorrow and in darkness, in the inmost soul

we feel,

As the sure undying impress of the Almighty's burn

ing seal.

THE FRIEND.
SIXTH MONTH 6. 1874.

We have received a communication dated

"Hughesville, May the 16th," referring to an

article that appeared in the 31st number of

the current volume of "The Friend," headed
" Farmer's Granges," the greater part ofwhich

article is taken from " The Herald of Truth,"

published in Indiana by Mennouites; design-

ed to discourage their members from joining

those associations. The communication is ac-

companied by a written recommendation of

its publication, signed by four persons who

wo suppose are members of the religious So-

ciety of Friends.

As we entirely disapprove of secret socie-

ties, and of our members or others entering
nto fellowship with those who are banded
and held together by undivulged promises,

oaths or affirmations, we are unwilling to open
our columns for their promotion or defence;

nor yet to afford means for controversy re-

specting the merits of such societies. Never-
theless we do not object to let our readers

know the points upon which the author of

the essay received comments, and as they all

refer to what is contained in the extract from
" The Herald of Truth," that journal is the
appropriate place for the reply.

The writer says, one object of the Granges
is to do away with agents or middlemen, who
come between the producer and the consumer;
whom he declares are worse than useless, and
stigmatizes them as drones, adding only to

the expenses and burdens of society : except-

ing, however, merchants and manufacturers.

Another object is to add dignity to labor,

and thus increase willingness to engage in it.

Another to promote more free and general

social intercourse among farmers and their

families, and as there are high minded and
religious women among the members, to

stimulate and elevate the irreligious and the

depressed by diffusing good sentiments and
reputable association.

In reference to the oaths or affirmations

said to be taken by those who become mem-
bers of Granges, all this writer alleges is, that

bringing forward the command of our Saviour

not to swear, bj' the writer in " The Herald
of Truth," as a barrier against joining these

societies, " proves- conclusively that the refer-

ences to the obligation, were made without
one single ray of light, as to its true charac-

ter;" which appears to us rather to confirm

than disprove what that writer objects to. It

is also stated that the teachings of the Bible

are strictly adhered to in all well regulated

Granges.
From the whole tenor of the article we are

confirmed in the opinion there is nothing

good to be gained by joining these Granges,

that is not better attained by those who rely

simply upon leading a religious life ; that

being secret societies they are unworthy the

patronage of a christian people ; that by sub-

jecting the members to concealed obligations,

whether or not enforced by oaths or affirma-

tions, they destroy free agency and tempt to

injustice and deceit, and that it is especially

objectionable for members of our religious

Society to be connected with them.

It is with sincere regret we find that the

Legislature of Pennsylvania has added an-

other to what are termed " legal holidays ;"

this last being the day appointed for decora-

ting the graves of the soldiers who perished

in the late war.

It is a saddening reflection that at this late

period in the nineteenth century of the chris-

tian dispensation—which is designed to put

an end to all war and bloodshed,—and in a

community professing to believe in the re-

ligion of Jesus Christ, the Prince of Peace,

the representatives of the people should volun-

teer to take such a step; the practical effect

of which must be to cherish and propagate

the spirit of war, by perpetuating the as-

cription of such an honor, as it is called,—.
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childish though it really is—to the memory
of those who died while engaged in actions

springing from the lusts that war in our mem-
bers, and which are alwaj's opposed to the

benign spirit and precepts of the Saviour of

men.
But independent of the object sought to be

attained by this enactment, all experience in

both Europe and this country, demonstrates

that these legal holidays are an injury to the

community. They encourage persons of all

descriptions to break off from the various em-
ployments by which they obtain the means
necessary for the subsistence of themselves

and families, and they add greatly to the fre-

quency and power of the temptation to waste
their time, their health and their money in

idleness or degrading conviviality. Thus
wasteful and dissipating habits are prompted
or nurtured, often betraying those who have
been steady and industrious, into practices

that mar the happiness of themselves and
families.

When will the people, or the leaders of the

people, learn that strict conformity to the re-

quirements of the gospel of Christ is the alone

way to promote the well-being of communities
as well as of individuals I

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—^The struggle in Spain between the Car-

lists and Republicans remains undecided. The former
appear to be numerically weaker, but they still prolong

the contest with unyielding firmness. On the 28th ult.

a Carlist army under the immediate command of Don
Carlos, was before Hernani, eight miles south-east of

San Sebastian. Another large Carlist force was near
Estella, in the province of Navarre. The Republican
general Concha, with 25,000 men and 64 guns, was in

the vicinity. On the 24th ult. he attacked the Carlists

with part of his troops, but met with a repulse. Disease
prevails in Concha's army, and many of the men are
incapacitated thereby from service.

Diplomatic relations have been formally resumed be-

tween Spain and Mexico by the presentation to Marshal
Serrano of the credentials of Gen. Corona as Minister
from the latter country.

The Spanish government forbids the press to attack
its financial schemes.
The French Assembly has settled the following as

the order in which the important business before it is

to be taken up : First, the municipal election bill

;

second, the municipal organization bill, and third, the
general electoral bill.

The members of the Left have resolved that the mo-
tion for the dissolution of the Assembly shall be pressed,

and that overtures be made to other sections of the
chamber to secure their co-operation in this movement.
The sale and circulation of the Slede has been pro-

hibited in several departments.
Increased activity is shown on the part of the Bona-

partists. Prince Napoleon has been nominated for the
Assembly in three Departments.
The Left Centre of the Assembly, at a meeting the

first inst., took action toward an alliance with the Right
Centre. A motion was drawn up declaring in favor of
the establishment of a Republican government which
all the members of the Left will sign, in hope that the
Eight Centre will support it when submitted to the As-
sembly.
The Bank of England rate of discount has been re-

duced to Z\ per cent.

The American Pullman Palace cars are being placed
on several of the main lines of travel in England.
An editorial of the London Times states that last

year the amount spent in public houses was no less than
£146,000,000, and of this prodigious sum about £97,-
000,000 came from working people. This expenditure
was principally for beer and alcoholic drinks.
On the 30th ult. Queen Victoria's birth-day was cele-

brated by the ringing of bells and military parades, &c.
In the evening London was illuminated.

Dispatches received in London from Calcutta, state
that there is still much distress in India. Nearly three
millions of people were dependent upon the govern-
ment for food. Many are employed on the relief works
and others, are supported by advances on sales of grain.

Rain has been general north of the Ganges, and por-

tions of the country south of the river have been visited

with rain.

The Emperor of Brazil opened the Chamber on the

5th ult. with a speech from the throne. He said he

had hopes of the conclusion of a definite treaty of peace

between Paraguay and the Argentine States, which
would put an end to the present complications.

Alluding to the religious troubles, he declared that

the punishment of the Bishops of Olinda and Para was
necessary because they had transgressed the laws and
constitution of the Empire. The government, by the

exercise of moderation, and with the support of the

Chambers, would, he believed, be able to terminate the

conflict between Church and State.

A Madrid dispatch of the 1st inst. says : A Spanish
frigate has arrived at Oram, Algiers, to take on board

and bring to this country, the convicts who escaped

from Cartagena at the time of the suppression of the in-

surrection in that city.

A Melbourne, Australia, dispatch of the 30th ult.

says: The ship British Admiral, from Liverpool for

this port, went ashore on King's Island, in Bass Strait,

and became a total wreck. She had on board 44 pas-

sengers and a crew of 38 men, all of whom were lost

except four passengers and five seamen. King's Island

is uninhabited and very dangerous to shipping, several

vessels having gone ashore there and become totally

lost.

London, 6th mo. 1st.—The rate of discount in open
market for three months bills is 3 per cent., which is J-

per cent below the Bank of England rate. Consols 92}.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 8|d. a Syd. ; Orleans,

8|d.

United States.—Miscellaneous.—The annual report

of the Common Schools of the State of Ohio, shows the

total number of pupils to be 704,017. During the year
542 school houses were built, at a cost of $1,608,786.

There are 11,094 Public School-houses in the State, of

the estimated value of $17,659,276. The number of

teachers employed is 21,899. The expenditures of the

year were $7,431,967.
An act of the Legislature of Oregon makes it unlaw-

ful to kill or offer for sale any deer, moose or elk, dur-

ing the five months preceding 7th mo. 1st, and prohibits

the killing of these animals at any time for the sole

purpose of obtaining their horns and skins.

The U. S. Senate has passed the bill from the House
of Representatives requesting the President to extend
an invitation to other nations to be represented and
take part in the International Exposition to be held at

Philadelphia under the auspices of the government of
the United States, in the year 1876, with an amendment
providing that the United States shall not be liable,

either directly or indirectly, for any expenses attend-
ing the said Exposition.
The bill for the reduction of the army, which has

passed the House of Representatives, directs the num-
ber of regiments of cavalry to be reduced to nine, artil-

lery to four, and infantry totwenty. The total number
of enlisted men is to be reduced to 25,000 before the
close of the present year.

On the first in.st. the President sent to the United States
Senate for confirmation the nominations of Benjamin
H. Bristow, of Kentucky, to be Secretary of the Trea-
sury, in place of William A. Richardson at the same
time nominated a Judge of the Court of Claims.
The Public Debt statement published the 1st inst.,

shows a decrease during the Fifth month of 44,456,839.
The total debt, less cash in the Treasury, being $2,145,-
268,438. The balance in the Treasury consisted of
$81,958,979 coin, and $11,177,704 currency.

There were 282 interments in Philadelphia from the
23d to the 30th of Fifth month, including 51 deaths of
consumption, and 19 inflammation of the lungs.
The mean temperature of the Fifth month, according

to the Pennsylvania Hospital record, was 62.08 deg,

$1.56; white Canadian, $1.62. Oats, 60i a 66

Western mixed corn, 78 a 80; white, 83
Philadelphia.—UidAVings cotton, 18} a 19 cts. fo

lands and New Orleans. Superfine flour, $4.75 a $
extras, $5.50 a $6.25; finer brands, S6.50 a Si

Penna. amber wheat, $1.57 a $1.60 ; do. red, Si

$1.55; No. 1 spring wheat, $1.40. Rye, 98 c

Western mixed corn, 80 a 82 cts.
;
yellow, 82

Oats, 63 a 66 cts. Sales of 2500 beef cattle at 7}

ct,s. per lb. gross for extra ; 6} a 7 cts. for fair to
|

and 5 a 6 cts. for common. About 7000 sheep
5 a 6J cts. per lb. gross, and 5000 hogs at $8.7

per 1 00 lb. net. Baltimore.—Choice white wheat, $
fair to prime do., $1.50 a $1.60 ; choice amber, $1
$1.65

;
good to prime red, $1.50 a $1.60 ; western sp

$1.35 a $1.40. Southern white corn, 90 a 93 cts.

low, 76 a 78 cts. Oat.s, 62 a 72 cts. Rye, $1.08 a $
Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.21 ; No. 2 do., $
No. 3 do. $1.13. No. 2 mixed corn, 56 cts. li

oats, 42* cts. Lard, $10.60 per 100 lbs. St. Lou
No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.35 ; No. 2 spring, $
No. 2 corn, 53 a 54 cts.

THEATRICAL AMUSEMENTS AND HOB
RACING.

A new edition of the above named Address has
struck off and is now at Friends' Book Store, No
Arch street.

Friends in the country can obtain whatever nui

of copies may be needed for distribution in their r©
tive neighborhoods.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANI
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) PhUadelp,
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wo:
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients i

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa
Managers.

the highest during the month 86 deg., (

38 deg. Rain during the month 2.f

Died, near St. Louis, Missouri, on the 27th of T'

mo. 1874, in the 56th year of her age, Caeolin:
wife of the late George Fitzwater, and daughte
Richard and Susanna Chambers, a member of

Garden Monthly Meeting, Chester Co., Pa.
, on the 25th of Fifth month, 1874, Mam

wife of John W. Biddle, in the thirty-second year ol

age, a member of the Monthly Meeting of Frien(

Philadelphia for the Northern District. Being
cheerful and amiable disposition, she endeared he
not only to her immediate family, but also to a 1

circle of friends?, both old and young. Her health
been declining for a number of years, and for more
twenty months past she was confined to her bed. Du
this period her Christian character was fully i

fied by patient, humble resignation to the will of
Heavenly Father. She was often brought undei
ligious exercise on account of herself and family, d'

ing her work might keep pace with the day ; rememi
ing that " the night cometh, wherein no man can
Especially solicitous for the welfare of the lambs c

mitted to her care, she was concerned to bring theti

in the nurture and admonition of the Lord, and
frequently engaged to commit them to the keepin
the unslumbering Shepherd of Israel. Shi

ous, above all other things, to realize in her own
perience, " the washing of regeneration, and
of the Holy Ghost," and although her faith was clo

tried, she was, from season to season, enabled to

in the mercy and loving kindness of her holy Redeei
often expressing her thankfulness for the many me
and favors received from His all-bountiful hand,
was preserved in a quiet state of mind : never
plaining, or considering her situation a hard one

.d tlie lowest
°'^'®° remarked, it was-all right and she would notl

_ ^ ..,_ _.„„ inches The P'
otherwise. For some weeks before her death

veral'e of the mean 'tenj"p"erature"'of'the Fifth month ^fe^ied much redeemed from the world and the th

for the past 85 years, is stated to be 62.76 deg. The
I

'''^'"^"'^
!
frequently expressing a desire to he relea

highest mean during that entire period was 71 deg and i^"''"
"^'^ "°P^ '"*' ^^"^ patience might continue to

the lowest 51.75 deg. The mean temperature of the ^?^- .0"„ ^K« ^^y ^^^°^^ ^V^ departure, being

three spring months of 1874 has been 49.41, which is

li deg. below the average of the past 85 years.
A fire in Chicago the first inst., destroyed merchan-

dise and buildings valued at $400,000.
The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations

on the fir.st inst. New York.—American gold, 112^,
U.S.

that the final change was at hand, she said impressi\
" Farewell, farewell," lo all who came near her. She
before her close she uttered, in a clear manner, " Ha]
Happy ! Happy I" and soon passed peacefully
leaving her family and friends the comfortable

that through redeeming love and mercy,
into that rest which is preps

, registered, 116|; do. coupons, 121 J; do.'
been permitted to e

1868, registered, 116^; coupons, 120|; U. S. 5 per for the people of God.

cents, 1 15|. Superfine flour, $5.10 a $5.45 ; State extra,
j ^"^"^'{irTrTiAT^'^ii^TV^r^^T^fr^ii'ir'

$6 a $6.35 ; finer brands, $6.50 a $10.25. No. 1 Chicago WILLIAM H. PILE, PRENTEE.
spring wheat, $1.50; No. 2 do., $1.45; red western, I No. 422 Wahiut Street.
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For " The Friend."

Sufferings of a Lost Man.

(Continued from page 332.)

A.fter considering the difficulties by which
was surrounded and the several possible

ans of escape, our explorer determined that
would endeavor to reach the settlements

the Madison Valley by climbing the Madi-
D mountain range. This route, if practicable

all, was much the shortest of any. He
178:

Filling my pouches with thistle roots, I

ok a parting survey of the little solitude

at had afforded me food and fire the pre-

ding ten daj-s, and with something of that
alancholy feeling experienced by one who
ives his home to grapple with untried ad-
ntures, started for the nearest point on
sllowstone Lake. All that day I travelled

er timber heaps, amid tree tops, and through
ckets. At noon I took the precaution to

itain fire. With a brand which I kept alive

frequent blowing, and constant waving
and fro, at a late hour in the afternoon,

int and exhausted, I kindled a fire for the
ght on the only vacant spot I could find

nid a dense wilderness of pines. The deep
oom of the forest, in the spectral light which
ivealed on all sides of me a compact and un-

iding growth of trunks and an impervious
mopy of sombre foliage

; the shrieking of
ight birds; the unnaturally human scream of

le mountain lion, the prolonged howl of the
olf, made mo insensible to all other forms of
Offering."

I The burn on his hip was so inflamed that
'e could only sleep in a sitting posture, with
is back leaning against a tree. Once during
ae night, in a fitful slumber, he fell forward
ato the fire and inflicted a severe burn on one
f his hands. The next morning he was
heered by bright sunshine, reached the shore
f Yellowstone Lake before evening, kindled
fire on its sandy margin and had a night of
efreshing sleep. On the following day he
esumed his weary journey along the shore,

nd at noon found the camp last occupied by
is friends on the lake. A thorough search
3r food in the ground and trees revealed
lOthing, and no notice to apprise him of their

lovements could be seen. A dinner fork,

?hich he afterwards found of great service in

digging roots, and a half pint tin can which
he converted into a drinking-cup and dinner-

pot, were the only evidences that the spot had
been visited by civilized man. He selected

for a landmark the lowest notch in the Madi-
son range, and two daj'S of painful effort

brought him near enough to it to discover
that it was utterly impracticable. Nothing
could be seen but an endless succession of in-

accessible peaks and precipices rising thou-
sands of feet sheer and bare above the plain.

No friendly gorge or gully or eaiion invited

such an effort as he could make to scale the
rocky barrier.

He turned back sad and discouraged toward
the foot of Yellowstone Lake, and when cold

and hungry on the afternoon of the fourth

day after leaving the Madison range, he gath-

ered the first food he had eaten in nearly five

days (not finding even thistles), and lay down
by a fire near the debouchure of the river, all

hope of escape was nearly abandoned. He
however used all the little strength still re-

maining in renewed efforts to get away by
the route of the Y'ellowstone Eiver valley.

About this time Everts says : "I lost all sense

of time. Days and nights came and went,
and were numbered only by the growing con-

sciousness that I was gradually starving. I

felt no hunger, did not eat to appease appetite

but to renew strength. I experienced but
little pain. The gaping sores on my feet, the

severe burn on my hip, the festering crevices

at the joints of my fingers, all terrible iu ap-

pearance, had ceased to give me the least con-

cern. The roots which supplied my food had
suspended the digestive power of the stomach,
and their fibres were packed in it in a matted,
compact mass. Not so with my hours of

slumber. They were visited by the most
luxurious dreams. I would apparently visit

the most gorgeously decorated saloons ofNew
York and Washington ; sit down to immense
tables spread with the most appetizing viands;

partake of the richest oyster stews and plump-
est pies; engage myself in the labor and
preparation of curious dishes, and with them
fill range upon range of elegantly furnished

tables," &c.

At one time he found part of a gull's wing
which may have been left by some bird of

prey. He plucked the feathers, crushed the

bones, and with the aid of his tin cup suc-

ceeded in making a little soup, which he found
refreshing. At another he caught with his

hands some minnows which were swarming
in a small brook that issued from a hill side,

these were eaten raw and highly relished, but

they proved unwholesome, causiug sickness

and great pain. He supposed they were
poisoned by some mineral impregnation of the

water in which they lived. As the weak and
weary man persevered in the endeavor to es-

cape, still clinging to the resolve that he would
not perish in the wilderness, and still making
a little progress towards the river, day fol-

lowed day and nights of wretchedness suc-

ceeded each other. It was a cold gloomy day
when ho arrived in the vicinity of the falls.

He says : "The sky wa.'^ overcast, and the snow
capped peaks rose chilly and bleak through
the biting atmosphere. The moaning of tho
wind through the pines, mingling with the
sullen roar of the falls, was strangely in uni-

son with my own saddened feelings. I had
no heart to gaze upon a scene which a few
weeks before had inspired me with rapture
and awe. One moment of sunshine was of

more value to me than all tho marvels amid
which I was famishing, but the sun had hid

his face and denied me all hope of obtaining

fire. The only alternative was to seek shelter

in a thicket. I penetrated the forest a long
distance before finding one that suited me.
Breaking and crowding mj'' way into its very
midst, I cleared a spot large enough to re-

cline upon, interlaced the surrounding brush-

wood, gathered the fallen foliage into a bed,

and lay down with a prayer for sleep and for-

getfulness. Alas ! neither cauie. The coldness

increased through the night. Constant fric-

tion with my hands and unceasing beating

with my legs and feet saved me from freez-

When day began to dawn he found his limbs

so stiffened with cold as to be almost immov-
able. Fearing lest he should become wholly
paralyzed, he dragged himself through the

woods to the river, and seated near the verge
of the great eaiion below the falls, anxiously

awaited the appearance of the sun. "That
great luminarj'," he says, "never looked so

beautiful as when, a few moments afterwards,

he emerged from the clouds and exposed his

glowing beams to the concentrating powers
of my lens. I kindled a mighty flame, fed it

with every dry stick and broken tree-top I

could fiud, and without motion, and almost

without sense, remained beside it several

hours. Tho great fiiUs of the Yellowstone

were roaring within three hundred yards, and
the awful canon yawned almost at my feet

;

but they had lost all charm for me."

At some of the streams on his rout^ hours

wore spent in endeavoring to catch trout, with

a hook fashioned from the rim of his spec-

tacles, but in no instance with success. The
country abounded with game, he saw large

herds of deer, elk, antelope, occasionally a

bear and many smaller animals. Ducks, geese,

swans and pelicans, inhabited tho lakes and
rivers, but with no means of securing any of

them for sustenance, their presence was a per-

petual aggravation.

One afternoon he came upon a large hollow

tree which he recognized as the den of a bear.

It was a most inviting place of rest. Gather-

ing the needful supply of wood and brush, he

lighted a circle of piles around the tree,

crawled into it and passed a nightof unbroken
slumber. On rising the next morning he

found that during tho night the fires had
communicated with the adjacent woods and
burned a large space in all directions, doubt-
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less intimidating the rightful proprietor of the

nest, and saving him from another midnight

danger.
(To be concluded.)

For "The Friend."

Memoirs and Letters of Sarah Hiilman.

(Continned from page 32*2.)

=' Cherry Hill, 7th mo. 21d, 1848. * * *

I know not that any thing strange has hap-

pened unto us, although so sorely proved.

The disciples of Jesus of old have been ac-

counted 'turners of the world upside down,'

and have been accused of being deceivers

while yet true, they have been a poor and an

afflicted people, and been desolate and tor-

mented, yet through faith ' obtained promises,

wrought righteousness, quenched the violence

of fire, escaped the edge of the sword, waxed
valiant in fight, turned to flight the armies of

the aliens!

Let us then hold on, and hope ever, that

thus we may with those of old, through faith

overcome, and receive the end thereof, even

the salvation of our souls."

" 1849. * * * Are not all these tribula-

tions designed to wean us from sublunary en-

joyments, even those of the higher order,

which yet change ; and to induce us to flee to

the strong Tower, the refuge of the righteous

in all ages of the world? Ah! raethinks there

are many up and down who have run to th'

Tower and are safe there, though the arrows
of the arch enemy are shot thick about them

;

and at seasons these are delivered from the

noise of archers and are constrained to

hearse the righteous acts of the Lord in the

places of drawing water, not only towards us,

but to our fathers in days of old. And are

not such as these knit together by that which
every joint supplieth, although outwardly
separated, and enabled to sympathize one
with another, yea and to bear one another's

burdens, thus fulfilling the law of Christ."
" 6</i mo. 1852. * * * A stricken deer

I feel myself, but He of whom Cowper spake,
' who drew the arrows forth from his side, and
healed and bade him live,' has in mercy con-

descended to sustain, and to the rolling wave
has said 'thus far shalt thou come,' else my
poor soul had sunk into the abyss. Can it be

there ever was a time when the enemies of

Truth were more busilyemployed in taunting,

and saying 'what do these feeble Jews,' &c.,

methinks not ; but as I dreamed night before

last, so 1 think awake. It matters little what
man's judgment respecting us be, if we can
only in holy confidence look up as Hagar did

to our Father in Heaven, saying, ' Thou, God,
seest me.' Since Yearly Meeting my mind
has been satisfied that the Good Shepherd
was with us at that season, as a wall of fire

round about, preserving from the jaws of the

devourer ; and at times there has a tribute of

thankfulness arisen, I doubt not, from many
hearts unto him for his goodness to us, poor
unworthy dust as we are, and for his wonder-
ful works to the children of men. And I can-

not but believe, my beloved friend, that in the
turnings and overturnings which have been
permitted us as a people to pass under and
through, his gracious design is to do us good,
and eventually to work for the honor of his

own glorious, holy name. It is written (and
'the gifts and callings of God are without re-

pentance') 'the Lord will have war with
Amalekfrom generation to generation.' There
are many who seem willing to believe that

past ; they are altogether insensible that Agag
still lives and reigns, and the bleating of the
sheep and the lowing of the oxen, is not dis

cernible by them, because their ears are un-

circumcised and they cannot hearken. Oh, 1

long for myself and for all of us, that we may
come down into the littleness, the abasedncss
of self, where the voice of the true Shepherd
is clearly distinguished, and that He would
condescend to undertake for us, strip us, and
gird us, yea make us quick of understanding
in his fear? That we might know him as in

the days of our youth, as in the day when in

mercy infinite, ere we asked it of him, he took
us as it were by the hand and led us up out
of Egypt. Is he not the same that ever he
was? 'The Lord, the Lord God merciful and
gracious, long-suffering, and abundant in good-
ness and truth

;
keeping mercy for thousands,

forgiving iniquity and transgression and sin,

and that will bj' no means clear the guilty:'

yea, surely; and doubtless he will keep that
which we have been enabled to commit unto
Him, though we may have to pass through
the furnace again and again. For acceptable
men are tried in the furnace of adversity

; and
have to drink the bitter water of affliction

;

yet their King and Saviour, their Rock
whom they trust is with them, and delivereth
them out of all their tribulations, and gives
them in the end to sing the song of victory

"

"P/iiYada., 10</i TOO. 7^A, 1852. * * * I

have been thinking some of the bitter trials

we have to pass through, known only to the
full to our dear Father in heaven, are among
the tribulations designed to work out for us a
far more exceeding and eternal weight of
glory. Let us press on, though faint, trusting
in the same Chieftain, who led his people in

days of old through the sea, who conquered
Pharaoh and his mighty host, and gave Israel

to sing on the banks of deliverance ; who sup
ported David by his rod and by his staff, and
remains to be the King of saints, everlastingly
worthy.

It seems to me that this people shall be

purified : much dross and tin and reprobate
silver will be purged away, and after that
shall come a time when the watchmen will

hear the command upon mount Ephraim,
'Arise ye,' and have to say unto theij; fellows
' let U8 go up to Zion unto the Lord our God.'
Now many seem unwilling to believe the voice
of the Shepherd, and of course believe not his

servants; but sure as the records of Heaven
fail not, there will be a time when all will

have to bow, (may it be in the day of mercy,)
lest the unbelievers should be ground to

powder."
May our hearts cleave to him forever saith

my soul, that we may find a refuge in the day
of trouble, and having endured as seeing him
who is invisible, the storms, the adverse winds,
the deaths many, appointed the believers in

Jesus, find anchorage ground at last in him,
the Hock immovable, the Eock of Ages, on
whom angels and arch angels, prophets and
apostles, and the martyrs of every age and
generation builded,"

" 11//!. mo. 26th, 1852. What though many
and great are the trials and conflicts atten-
dant upon us in this day of exercise, let us
remember for our encouragement there has
no new thing happened us. Afflictions have
been the lot of the righteous from generation
to generation ; different in their nature per-
haps from those we have to endure, yet not

to pass through. the fire and through
water, who have known a being ' washed ;

sanctified, and justified in the name of

Lord Jesus, and by the spirit of our God.'

then this be the blessed effect wrought u)

each of us, my dear cousin, by our close pi

ing conflicts, bereavements and tribulatic

we shall have to bless the name of Lord
all, for every stroke, even the severe."

No date. * * * "If He who was bei

Abraham does not interpose for his peop
sake what will become of our Society ?

thinks there is great occasion for us as abi:

is furnished to pray without ceasing, thoi

we may not be able in everything to g
thanks

;
yet possibly as we endeavor to p

sess our souls in patience, even this also n
be experienced in the Lord's time. And
that day Jacob shall no more be asham
neither shall his face then wax pale ; but, wl
he seeth his children, the work of the Loi
hand, in the midst, he will magnify the Na
of Israel's unslumbering Shepherd, and tr

Him for all that is to come. Ah, my d

friend, wci-e it not that

—

'Trials make the promise sweet.

Trials give new life to prayer,
Trials bring us to his feet.

Lay us low and keep us there ;'

should we not in some of our varied tribe

tions, be ready to say, we can strug^

longer, and cast away the shield as thougl
had not been anointed with oil? but this

' Faith in the dark
Pursuing its mark
Through many sharp trials of love,

Is the sorrowful waste
That is to be passed

In the way to the Canaan above,'

dear Sarah Cresson used often to say;
when I remember her, and her many triba

tions, with many many more who have
tered the blissful abodes of the righteous, i

heart desires to hold fast the shield, and tl

all my dear fellow pilgrims who have come
put their trust under the shadow of the wic
of Immanuel, may persevere in the way a
work of salvation, assuredly believing

shall reap in the end, if we faint not, a bless

recompense."

Iguanas and Lizards.— The road pass

along a sandy ridge only a little elevat

above the waters of the lake, and the grou
on both sides was submerged. As we trav

led on we were often startled by hearing si

den plunges into the water not far from
but our view was so obstructed by bushes tb

it was some time before we discovered t

cause. At last we found that the noise w
made by large iguana lizards, some of the

three feet long, and very bulky, droppii

from the branches of trees, on which they li

stretched, into the water. These iguanas a

extremely ugly, but are said to be delicio

eating, the Indians being extremely fond
them. The Carca Indians, who live in t

forest seven miles from Santo Domingo, tra\

every year to the great lake to catch iguani

hich abound on the dry hills near it. Th
seize them as they lie on the branches of t

trees, with a loop at the end of a long stic

They then break the middle toe of each foi

and tie the feet together, in pairs, by t

broken toes, afterwards sewing up the raou

of the poor reptiles, and carrying them in tl

state back to their houses in the forest, whe
Amalek i« slain, the bitterness of death is less trying to them, for all seem to have had 'they are kept alive until required for foo
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have turned away
1, racoon-liko" pisoti" is also fond of them, enced naturalist before believing it, for all my temptation, even when

lie has to [experience has led mo to the opinion that any and dishonored his cause. 1 herctore, snouia

animal endowed with special means of protec-

tion from its enemies is always either con-

spicuously colored, or in other ways attracts

attention, and does not seek concealment.

—

Belt's Naturalist in Nicaragua.

^cannot so easily catch them

ijib every tree, and then, unless he can sur-

pe them asleep, they drop from the branch

ilhe ground and scuttle off to another tree,

oce'saw a solitary pisoft hunting for igu-

1(3 amongst some bushes near the lake where

17 were very numerous, but during the

rter of an hour that I watched him, he

er caught one. It was like the game of

89 in the corner." He would ascend a

11 tree on which there were several; but

n they would drop when he had nearly

!hed them, and rush off to another tree,

iter "Pisoti," however, seemed to take all

disappointments with the greatest cool-

I, and continued the pursuit unflaggingly.

ibtless experience had taught him that his

severance would ultimately be rewarded:

t sooner or later he would surprise a cor

3nt iguana fast asleep on some branch, or

late in dropping from his resting place,

ho forest I alwaj's saw the " pisoti" hunt

in large bands, from which an iguana

lid have small chance of escape, for some

searching along the ground whilst other

ged over the branches of the trees.

)ther tree lizards also try to escape their

mies by dropping from great heights to

ground. I was once standing near a lai

3, the trunk of which rose fully fifty feet

3re it threw off a branch, when a green

Ms dropped past my face to the ground

owed by a long green snake that had been

•suing it amongst the foliage above, and

1 not hesitated to precipitate itself after its

y. The lizard alighted on its feet and hur

i away, the snake fell like a coiled-up

tch-spring, and opened out directly to con-

he pursuit; but, on the spur of the mo-

at, I struck at it with a switch and pre-

ited it. I regretted afterwards not having

)wed the chase to continue and watched

I issue, but I doubt not that the lizard,

ive as it was, would have been caught by

1 swift-gliding snake, as several specimens

the latter that I opened contained lizards.

Lizards are also preyed upon by many
ds, and I have taken a large one from the

imach of a great white hawk with its wings

i tail barred with black {Leucopternis ghies-

\ghti) that sits up on the trees in the forest

ietly watching for them. Their means of

Fence are small, nor are they rapid enough

their movements to escape from their eno-

es by flight, and so they depend principally

• their protection on their means of conceal-

jnt. Tho different species of Anolis can

ange their color from a bright green to a

rk brown, and so assimilate themselves in

pearance to the foliage or bark of trees on

lich they lie; but another tree-lizard, not

icommon on the banks of the rivers, is not

ly of a beautiful green color, but has folia-

ous expansions on its limbs and body, so

at even when amongst the long grass it

oks like a leafy shoot that has fallen from

e trees above. I do not know of any lizard

atenjoys impunity from attack by thesecre-

)n of any acrid or poisonous fluid from its

in, like the little red and blue frog that I

ive already described ; but I was told of one

at was said to be extremely venomous. As,

>wever, besides being said to give oft' from

le pores of its skin poisonous secretion, it

as described to be of an inconspicuous brown

For "The Fiiond

The Harvest is ready, but who is to gather it.

CConcludfd from pass 3:a.)

It is not there is less for the faithful servant

to do ; it is there ai-e so few who are obedient

to tho call, and willing to bo prepared for the

work, bj'such means as are needed to qualify

them for the service allotted. And yet, such

is His power and goodness, even toward those

who have wandered far away upon the barren

mountains of an empty profession, or, perhaps,

iu paths of open disobedience, that He does

sometimes reveal Himself in mercy or in

judgment with convicting authority to these,

without the intervention of any instrumental

means ; that knowing His power to be over

all the powers of darkness, will He not in His

own duo and appointed time, open a way in

the hearts of His people, for the extension of

His kingdom and cause.

Truly we are encompassed about with many
infirmities, common to human nature, and not

the least of these, is the desire to be known
as having apart with others in their religious

undertakings ; such as are actively at work,

and upon whom the public eye may be rest-

ing with favor. Their work may be within,

or it may be beyond our Society, but if it is not

of His preparing, it cannot prosper ;
and here-

n is the danger to which their sympathizing

fellow members are exposed, of being led,

under excitement, to engage with them, or to

embark in something oi their own, thinkini

blessing could not fail to rest upon a labor

meritorious in itself. It is the Lord alone

who can appoint and qualify for any work

that is intended to promote His cause, and to

such as are worthy to receive His call He will

verify in their experience the ancient promise

:

" Fear thou not, for I am with thee ; I will

strengthen thee, yea I will uphold thee with

tho right hand of my righteousness.".

Oh ! if Friends had been careful in this one

thing, to abide each in his own tent, how
sweet would be our fellowship ;

we should

have everywhere, been kept a united people,

and the work which was so well commenced,

of gathering souls that His name might be

magnified, would have spread. We should

have grown to be a spiritual landmark indeed,

one of tho greatest among the cedars of Leba-

non, under whose ample shade many weary,

worn seekers and pilgrims would have contin-

ued to come, as when we were first gathered

from among the formal professors of that day.

I long for such a consummation. That it was

His design to make Friends more eminently

instrumental in carrying forward His work in

the earth, and that He will bring it to pass,

I do not doubt; if not by us, others will bo

chosen. Wo have been abundantly favored

as a people, and blessed beyond anything we
deserve ;

light and knowledge; a free gospel

ministry, yet upheld in many places; ample

education for all ; liberal institutions of gov-

ernment; and a generous feeling of respect and

kindness maintained on the part of other

professors ; that we have great reason to

not be hopeful ; not looking too much to

the sorrowful effects of our own disobedience;

but leaving the things that are behind, press

forward toward the mark for the prize, know-

ing, as we surely do, that His storehouse is

fiUed with good things, and that He stands

ready to dispense them. This Yearly Meet-

ing, and its faithful members, I have no doubt,

will always welcome honest-hearted Friends,

from whatever quarter they may come, re-

gardless of what may be tho prevailing ten-

dency of things in a religious point of view,

in their own meetings at home, and I believe

by thus putting ourselves in the way of know-

ing their trials, we shall help them and re-

ceive strength ourselves, and learn the better

how to temper our own spirits to make a

righteous warfare with those of our own
household, who want to be known as Quakers,

while they would overlook the restraints of

the cross, and by specious argument, strive to

wriggle out from under its keeping. And it is

not enough, that we should be convinced of

the value of any of our testimonies, that we
are qualified vocally to defend them, or to re-

prove a brother who may have gone astray
;

St be drawn thereto by a measure of

the same love wherewith we are loved by

Him who is tho Light of tho world. " Greater

is he that ruleth his own spirit, than he that

taketh a city." ?• B.

Philadelpliia, 5th mo. 23rd, 1874.

For "The Friend."

Scientific Notes.

The Waves of the Sea.—In a recent lecture

at the Eoyal Institute, London, the lecturer

pointed out that the advance of the wave was

not necessarily or generally accompanied by

any corresponding advance of the water itself.

Largo models of screws were exhibited, and

the lecturer pointed out that when the barrel

on which the screw was cut was simply turned

round without advancing, the screw-thread

appeared to advance like a series of waves.

But when the screw worked in a nut, so that

the screw advanced, then tho screw-thread re-

mained apparently at rest. In the same way,

in sea-waves which appeared to advance rapid-

ly the water had no sensible motion of ad-

vance ;
while in the scries of waves which are

often seen below a bridge or shoal in a rapid

iver the water did advance, and the waves

stood still. What really constituted a wave

was that each particle of water should go

through the same little dance of itsown, while

the successive particles took up the dance in

regular order. There would then be a wave

or'^series of waves, whether there was any

current or general movement of the water or

not.

McFarlane has been experimenting upon

tho coloring matter used for tapers. The yel-

low and blue are harmless, being colored with

chromateofload, and ultramarine respectively.

The red and green are highly poisonous, the

former containing vermilion and the latter

arsenious acid, which are dissipated in burn-

in o-, and their dangerous fumes liable to be

)lor, and to hide under logs, I should require ^ number our blessings, and to rene

A natural deposit of Glauber's salts has re-

cently been discovered in the Caucasus. la

tho trial hole that was sunk, the first foot

furnished marl, then gray moist clay 2i feet,

d"evo'-|dark gray bituminous salty clay 9 in., and
)lor and to hide under logs, i snouia require numuoi uui uic^^iuf^o, u.^^^ uw .^^^., v--. — „ ., u^„^a 4nfn fi fopt

!me confirmation Of the slory by an experi-ition to Him who has followed us in every I
pare Glauber s.salts bored into 5 feet
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E. Matbiea and V. Urbian have found that
when the serum of blood ia completely freed
from ga^, an albuminous liquid is obtained
which does not coai^ulate even at the boiling,'

point of water. They bhow that carbonic
acid is the agent which effects the coagula-
tion of albumen under the influence of heat.
The stimulating and tonic effect of coffee

alone is well-known, also the value of milk
alone as an aliment. Moigno states that when
mixed they form an indigestible compound.
He attributes this to the fact that coffee is

rich in tannin, and that its mixture with milk
transforms the albumen and caseine into a
leathery substance similar to that formed by
placing skins of animals in a tan vat.
The Giant Puff-ball {Lycoperdon giganfeuni),

is said to be one of the best of the edible mush-
rooms. It should be eaten while young and
white—before it has perfected its spores. Re-
cently, some of the spores were accidentally
swallowed, and in an hour and a half after-
wards, a sharp attack of illness with violent
pains, followed, which did not yield till the
ninth day. Medical authorities thought that
the irritation was kept up by the spores.
A writer in the Revue Industrielle, has been

making an analytic study of that colossal
literary work (probably the largest in th(
world) the Spec 'Jicafions of Patents for Inven
tions, published by the Royal Commission of
English Patents since the year 1617. It con-
tinues increasing at the rate of about 10 blue
covered parts dail3^ The total number of
specifications from 1617 to 31st 12th mo. 1870,
is 72,586 ; the whole forming 2,533 thick 8vo'
volumes, with a value of £2,448. In 1862
there was a change in the patent law

; patents
must thereafter apply to a single determinate
invention

;
previously one patent might have

several applications. During the first period
of 235 years, the number of patents taken out
was 20,669; and in the period 1862-69 it rose
to 138,665

;
giving the enormous total of 159,-

334. Some curious facts appear on examin-
ing the classifications. There are some sub-
jects that attract the attention of inventors in
a constant way

; such are apparatuses of pre-
caution against accidents ; they have furnished
1,347 patents. Improvements in brushes fur-
nish 1,062

; fire-arms, 1,877. The manufac-
ture of needles properly dates from 1650

; and
the first patent relative to this useful imple

'"° the date 1755. Notwithstanding
numerous improvements attested by 212

patents, the polishing (a process which vic-
timises so many), continues to be done in
ShetHcld pretty much as in the past. The
manufacture of pins dates from 1543, and the
first patent is in 1795. Aeronautical science
occupies a whole volume of the index- 91
patents refer to it. Artificial arms and 'le^s
date back to a patent of 1790, taken out by
one Mann, of Alsacian oriirin. Machinpo fm-

ment h;i

the

origin. Machines for
manufacture of tobacco furnish a eontinfrent
of 393 patents

; lighting, 404
; printing presses,

1,949; railway carriages 3,254; paper manu-
facture, 1,480; gutta-percha and caoutchouc,

n '^H ' ?T apparatus^ l,m
; electric machines;

work,
„. , , smokeconsuming apparatus, 1,733 ; railway signals,

1,283; metallurgy, 6,217; steam engines, 3,197!-'

-,--. ,f;u--a|ijj;uai,u«, i,ut>i; electric maci
1,010

;
telegraphy, 1,027 ; wheelwrights' i

1,207; weaving, 5,009; spinning, 4,155 ;s

boilers, 2,367; machines of (

and motor
)mpressedair.

general, 4,23

THE CHILD'S HEART.
The young child's heart ! Oh ! there is nought
So full of Heaven on earth below.

With its clear depths of earnest thought,
Its pure affection's ardent glow;

Its artless trust, its cloudless glee,
Its guileless truth, its fancy free.

Fell not the tenderest blessing spoken
By holiest Lips, on childhood's head?

When to His own the unerring token
Those sacred lips announcing said,

—

" Who seeks me not with childlike heart,
Hath in my Heavenly Realm no part."

Childhood, that boasts not to be wise
Beyond its parent's word and will

;

That in its helplessness relies
On stronger strength and higher skill;

That pillows on its mother's breast,
In its bright present safe and blest.

Childhood, whose love in love confides,
Unreasoning and unquestioning;

Whose breast no guilty secret hides;
Whose pleasures have no serpent-sting

;

Whose every shade of look and tone,
Is language from the heart alone.

On such Thy blessing? Saviour! yes!
Of such Thy kingdom well may be

—

Nought doth this fallen world possess
So near to Heaven, so near to Thee.

And none may share Thy Heaven on earth,
Till thus new-born in second birth.

Not for its free and joyous mien,
Its ringing laugh, its sunny brow

—

Oh ! not for these, from life's stern scene
Would I return to childhood now

;

But for the heart that knew not yet,
Beside the good the evil set,

—

The heart that in a world of sin,

Kept its first innocence unstained,
Ere yet that traitor-guest within.
By conijuest sure his empire gained ;

—

The conscience at whose lightest word
The spirit's inmost depths were stirred.

And hast thou lost. Oh ! child of toil

!

'Mid earlh's low cares, this priceless gem?
More precious than the jewelled spoil
Of loftiest monarch's diadem,

—

Oh
! grudge no cost—no sacrifice

If haply to regain the prize.

And thou, whose young life's flowering spring
Must give to radiant summer place—

Oh ! cherish well that tender thing, '

And bear it onward thro' the race.
A child thou canst not be again
The childlike heart thou may'st retain.

For 'twas for this that Christ the Lord,
Himself a little child became;

That from our fallen birth restored,
Thro' faith in His atoning name.

The child's heart, sanctified, subdued
Made meet his dwelling place to be,

In Christian holiness renewed
^Beyond its infant purity;
Kept by His power within us here.
To Him hereafter called to soar,

'

Once more that gracious word may hear,
" Of such my kingdom evermore."

S. Bowden.

For "The Friend.

The Heart of Africa, by Dr. Schweinfartli.
(CoDtiaaed from page 335.)

"Posts were driven into the ground, and
long poles were fastened horizontally across
them; then against this extemporized scaffold
ing were laid, or supported crosswise, hun-

.97;|dreds of ornamental lances and spears, all of
91 ;

pure copper, and of every variety of form and

^uT^'^u '1 '^P°'"^' ""^^ ^P*"^^*^ °f you» live so
that nobody may believe them.

y variety of form and
Ihe gleam of the red metal caught

the rays of the tropical noontide sun, and in
the symmetry of their arrangement the rows
ot dazzling lance-heads shone with the glow

of flaming torches, making a backgrount
the royal throne that was really maguifict
The display of wealth, which according
Central African tradition was incalcula
was truly regal, and surpassed anythin
the kind that I had conceived possible.
A little longer and the weapons are all

ranged. The expected king has left his hoi
There is a running to and fro of hera
marshals, and police. The thronging mai
flock towards the entrance, and silence is i

claimed. The king is close at hand. T
come the trumpeters flourishing away on tl
huge ivory horns; then the ringers swing
their cumbrous iron bells; and now, wit
long firm stride, looking neither to the rij

nor to the left, wild, romantic, pictures!
alike in mien and in attire, comes the tavi
Caisar himself! He was followed by a nt
berofhis favored wives. Without vouchsaf
me a glance, he flung himself upon his unt
tending chair of state, and sat with his e
fixed upon his feet.

Agreeably to the national fashion a plun
hat rested on the top of his chignon, t

soared a foot and a half above his head
; t

hat was a narrow cylinder of closely-plai
reeds; it was ornamented with three lay
of red parrots' feathers, and crowned wit!
plume of the same; there was no brim, 1

the copper crescent projected from the frt
like the vizor of a JN"orman helmet.
muscles of Munza's ears were pierced
copper bars as thick as the finger inserted
the cavities. The entire body was smeai
with the native unguent of powdered ca
wood, which converted the original brio
brown tint of his skin into the color that is

conspicuous in ancient Pompeian halls. W
the exception of being of an unusually fi

texture, his single garment differed in no :

spect from what was worn throughout t
country; it consisted of a large piece of
bark impregnated with the same dj-e tb
served as his cosmetic, and this, falling
graceful folds about his body, formed breech
and waistcoat all in one. Round thongs
buftalo-hide, with heavy copper balls attach
to the ends, were fastened round the waist
a huge knot, and like a girdle held the cos
which was neatly-hemmed. The material
the coat was so carefully manipulated that
had quite the appearance of a rich motf
antique. Around the king's neck hung a co
per ornament made in little points' whi<
radiated like beams all over his chest; c

his bare arms were strange-looking pend'an-
which in shape could only be compared
drumsticks with rings at the end. Halfwa
up the lower part of the arms and just belo
the knee were three bright, horuy-lookir
circlets cut out of hippopotamus-hide, lik
wise tipped with copper. As a symbol of b
dignity Munza wielded in his right hand tb
sickle-shaped Monbuttoo scimitar, in this casft
only an ornamental weapon, and made
pure copper.
As soon the the king had taken his sea

two httle tables, beautifully carved, wei
placed on either side of his throne, and o
these stood the dainties of which he contim il

ally partook, but which were carefully coi
cealed by napkins of fig-bark : in addition t
these tables, some really artistic flasks of po:
ous clay were brought in, full of drinkin
water.

Such was Munza, the autocrat of the Mot i

buttoo, with whom I was now brought faci \
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36. He appeared as the typo of (hose

nylhical potentates, a species of Mwata
or Great Makoko, whose names alone

penetrated to Europe, a truly savage

irch, without a trace of anything Euro-

or Oriental in his attire, and with noth-

ictitious or borrowed to be attributed to

ter some conversation with his European

jr, and the reception of presents, th-

ireh tertained the stranger by musical

ances, both instrumental and vocal,

by the tricks of professional jesters, like

curt fools of the middle ages of European

ry. He afterwards delivered an oration,

:h was loudly applauded by the audience.

16 of the most remarkable things in th

ts of the Monbuttoo, and especially S'

I we consider the degree of civilization

have attained to, is the prevalence among
of cannibalism. Of this, Dr. Schwein

\ remarks: " The cannibalism of the Mon-

30 is the most pronounced of all the known
)n8 of Africa. Surrounded as they are by

itnber of people who are blacker than

selves, and who, being inferior to them

dture, are consequently held in great con-

3t, they have just the opportunity which

want for carrying on expeditions of war
lunder, which result in the acquisition of

oty, which is especially coveted by them,

isting of human flesh. The carcases of

rho fall in battle are distributed upon the

le-field, and are prepared by drying for

sport to the homes of the conquerors,

icontrovertible tokens and indirect evi-

3es of the prevalence of cannibalism were

itantly turning up at every step we took,

one occasion Mohammed and myself were

Munza's company, and Mohammed de-

ledly turned the conversation to the topic

uman flesh, and put the direct question to

king how it happened that just at this

ise time while we were in the country

was no consumption of human food.

aza expressly said that being aware that

1 a practice was held in aversion by us, he

taken care that it should only be carried

in secret.

he numerous skulls now in the Anatomi

Museum in Berlin are simply the remains

their repasts which I purchased one after

Ither for bits of copper, and go far to prove

t^the cannibalism of the Monbuttoo is un-

passed by any nation in the world. But

't all, the Monbuttoo are a noble race of

men who display a certain national

de, and are endowed with an intellect and

gment such as few natives of the African

derness can boast; men to whom one may
; a reasonable question, and who will return

easonable answer. The Nubians can never

' enough in praise of their faithfu

bndly intercourse and of the order and

ibility of their national life. According to

^ Nubians, too, the Monbuttoo were their

beriors in the arts of war, and I often heard

^ resident soldiers contending with their

mpanions and saying, ' Well, perhaps you

a not afraid of the Monbuttoo, but I confess

it I am ;
and I can tell you they are some-

ing to be afraid of.'

To those who brought the skulls, I thought

expedient to explain that we wanted them,

that in our far-ofl" country we could learn

about the people who dwelt here, and that

s were able, from the mere shape of the

ad, to tell all about people's tempers and

dispositions, their good qualities and their

bad; and that for this purpose we gathered

skulls together from cvc'r}-^ quarter of the

;lobe. When the Khurtoomers saw that the

oUection was now going on for a second

year, they were only the more confirmed in

their belief that 1 submitted them to a certain

process by which I obtained a subtle poison.

From the more dense and stupid natives, the

idea could not bo eradicated that I wanted
all the bones for my food."

The Niam-Niams who live to the north of

the Monbuttoo, are also addicted to cannibal

ism, but not to the same extent as theii

southern neighbors. The other African tribes

with whom our author came in contact, look

upon the practice with detestation.

For "Thu Friend

The Seed of the Kingdom in Man.

There surely never was a day wherein the

mindsof Friends needed more to bo turned to

the solid, weighty consideration of the follow

ng apophthegm by Robert Barclay, in refer

ence to the seed of God and the things of the

kingdom. For while man may put human
reason in the place of heavenly light, and may
apprehend in an outward, notional v/ay a

knowledge of God and spiritual things ; it is

at the same time highly important to remem
ber the testimony of Holy Scripture: "The
natural man rece'iveth not the things of the

Spirit of God: for they are foolishness unto

him : neither can he know them, because they

are spiritually discerned." And, " In that

hour Jesus rejoiced in spirit, and said, I thank

thee, O Father, Lord of heaven and earth,

that thou hast bid these things from the wise

and prudent, and hast revealed them unto

babes: even so, Father; for so it seemed good

in thy sight." " Indeed," says R. Barclay in

his Apology for the True Christian Divinity,

"the great cause of the apostacy hath been,

that man hath sought to fathom the things of

God, in and by the natural and rational prin-

ciple; and to build up a religion in it, neglect-

ing and overlooking this principle and seed ol

God, in the heart: so that hei-ein, in the most

universal and catholic sense, hath anti-Christ

in every man, set up himself, and sitteth in the

temple of God, as God, and above every thing

that is called God. For man being the temple of

the Holy Ghost, as saith the apostle, 1 Cor

iii. 16, when the rational principle sets up

itself there above the seed of God, to reign

and rule as a prince in spiritual things, wh'
the holy seed is bruised and wounded, there

is Antichrist in every man, or somewhat exalted

above and against Christ."

For "The Friend."

Something more about Animal Character.

(Continned from page S3-t )

The dog is acknowledged to bo an excep-

tion to all others, in his unmistakable self-

sacrificing love for his master under most cir-

cumstances. Yes, and a noble example is hf

often to the master, manhimself; butwhenever

I have had opportunity of observing, the dog

is the pet, much more than the cat. He
owned and valued by his master, provided

with comfortable quarters, more carefully fed

treated with much more respect, and is much

more noticed than the cat ; while poor puss is

much oftener left to shift for herself. And
why it should be taken for granted that a

ways" are purely selfish

bo partly so as well; they show no love for

strangers, generally much the reverse. Who
does not love most, where kindness and love

are bestowed upon them ? And icherefore, wo
would ask, should the cut love a dog or a horse

with "a more tender sentiment than we have
for foot-warmers?" It is very seldom, I im-

agine, that she has the chance of loving them
for a similar reason. Woe betide her, indeed,

should she often dare to snuggle up to the

I'ormer for cosy comfort; unless in rare cases

where they have been playmates from their

babyhood. And how does the dog show his

love for the cat ? By snarls and growls, snatch-

ing her food from her, and the delight he takes

in chasing and tormenting her '! And the

horse—he perfectly ignores her—kindly sees

her not. It is well known that the dog too

delights in "foot-warmer" comforts. I have

seen indulged pet dogs twice the size of a cat,

bound unbidden into the lap of their master

or mistress, or any one who would kindly per-

mit it—is it love induces them to do this?

yes, just the same as prompts the cat—the

love of being in a warm, cozy place. And I

believe if he were encouraged he would seek

it as often as the cat; and huge fellows where
they are acquainted, will come bumping up
against one to be patted and stroked, just

because it feels good to them. In short I do

believe that puss feels an affection for her .

friends. Our pet does not care often to be

taken into the lap
;
(therefore he does not love

us as " foot-warmers") this may be because he

is seldom indulged in that way, as he would

probably enjoy a soft warm place to lie in as

well as any other cat, or as the dog, and ho

ives sufficient evidence in other ways of loving

all who are kind to him. It is not I who take

the charge of feeding him, but I have taken

that of chastising him for any misdemeanor,

and have repeatedly switched him pretty

sharply; which he patiently submits to with-

out scolding or scratching,—though I hold

him fast the while,—only uttering a low,

mournful " mou" of entreaty ;
and he seems

to love me as well as if I did nothing but pet

him and give him danties. It is true I sel-

dom meet him without giving him a kind

word or two, with often a few strokes or pat

on the head. He follows me about the house,

runs to me when he hears my voice, welcom-

ing me with the low trilling "cur-r-r!" with

which mamma puss greets her kitten when
she frisks into her arms ;

loving to be near me
apparently, purring softly as he arches hia

back and looks dreamily into my face, now
and then, while he walks round close at my
feet ; his demonstrations as expressive as those

of the dog, butdifterent; and we have yet

to understand why it is to be taken for granted

that one is less sincere than the olht-r.

We have said it is impossible to under-

stand the feelings of animals—the cat as well

as many others. They evincing an intelligence

at times so nearly allied to reason it is diffi-

cult to ascribe it to any other power. For

instance, when I first gave our cat the oppor-

tunity of seeing his reflection in a mirror, he

took it for another cat of course—was startled,

first inclined to run ofl^', and then to attack it.

This was the ca«e for a few times on allowing

him to repeat his visits to the glass. But he

soon appeared to come to the conclusion that

it was a mystery he could not understand,

and though not frightened, it seemed for a

time to make him uneasy ; he would not look
cat's "caressing ways" are purely selfish is time to maKe mm uneasy

,
uo «^u.u..v. o.

not very apparent—nor why a dog's may not! at either himself or me, and struggled to get
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awaj' from rao. But now one might think it

offended his dignity, for no longer excited by
it, ho coDdescends to take one look while
making a quiet eftbrt to get away, with an atr

that seems to say— " Oh that is an old story,

now let me get down." (It is probable most
cats may act thus.) Some days since how-
ever, I held him close to the glass until his

face touched his image—perfectly unmoved
b}' this—but suddenl}', while in this position,

catching a sight of the reflection of the white
draperies hanging on the bed cornice, not seen
at first, he quickly turned his head round
behind, looking brightly over my shoulder at
thereat thing with which he was familiar;
then taking a peep back into the mirror, with
a perfectly satisfied air, seemed to put thing
and thing together, and at once wanted q nietly

to get down from my arms. What now are we
to suppose passed through his brain, during the
witnessing of these several mysterious appear-
ances in the glass? Why should he not have
continued to flunk, as he naturally did at first,

that there was another cat somewhere behind ?

He did not know his own face, but he knew
mine, and could recognize my whole person

;

and with the exception of the face, his own
form was familiar enough, wiL,h the beautiful
fur coat he had so often curried and polished.
Who knows then but that he had come to
reason thus ?—" That somebody in there, looks
just the same as my mistress—the cat in her
arms has a coat on the vqtj same as mine,
and they both move at the very instant, and
in the same manner that we do—and I do just
believe that they are the images of her and
me." Having thus some time before arrived
at this logical conclusion, when on the last

occasion he unexpectedly saw so large an ob-
jpct as a white curtained bedstead precisely
like the one behind him, he quicklj' turned
round to look for further confirmation to his
former conclusion

; was then satisfied, ready
to dismiss the matter, and retreat.

A young cat we once had, apparently saw
her own reflection for the first time in a large
black waiter, the bright polished surface of
which made a pretty good mirror. It was
leaning up against the wall under a table in
the room where she was capering about. The
instant she saw the kitten in the waiter, she
bounded up to have a good time with the'new
come playmate

; but defeated and bewildered
for a time, soon she concluded that little pus;
was on the other side—and then went, cau
tiously at first, round behind ; only to be dis
appointed and come back amazed, on finding
the vision still in the same place

;
gazed

awhile, then dashed behind quickly, to make
sure of catching the slippery little sprite

—

trying this several times to no purpose until
utterly confounded, she seemed to take the
mysterious matter into grave consideration

;

and who shall say, she may not like a rational
being have reasoned upon it thus—'- If there
is a kitten behind there, I surely can feel her
with my paw, if I can but stand where I can
reach her, at the same time that I can see her
face." For after pondering awhile, she de-
liberately walked up and stood by the very
edge of the waiter, where by a little stretch-
ing of her neck she brought her face round in
front, and could see the reflection of it, at the
same moment, —which doubtless she knew,—
that she was extending her arm, let it 'be
called, on the under side far beyond the head

relative to these explorings in the dark ; but
what conclusions with regard to the mj'stery,
this little searcher after truth, arrived at, we
shall never be informed. It was evident how-
ever, that her experiment was entirely satis
factory to herself; for she very soon quietly
withdrew, and never from that time con
descended to notice the cat in the waiter. It
was to me a most interesting exhibition. And
I believe, could -we suppose a child of even
ten years of age to have been so situated, as
never to have seen or heard of such reflec-
tions, we should consider it evidence of a
bright inquiring mind should he act thus, on
first witnessing his own.
We once had a tame canary bird, who was

allowed his liberty in the room with us, and
seemed much to enjoy amusing himself in
various ways : sitting upon the head, and
pulling at our hair—or picking at a crumb
held towards him in the mouth, while he
rested on our shoulder. But one of his great-
est delights appeared to be the gazing at him-
self in the looking glass. The first time he
saw his reflection, there is no doubt he took
it for another bird. When however this con-
clusion proved unsatisfactory, he would often
cling for a long time, to the edge of the lower
part of the frame, and there entertain himself
by " making faces" as children would saj^

—

twisting his pretty little head back and forth
right and left, opening his mouth, gaping and
squirming his beak about in a manner
ceedingly droll. Now, was this done "just
for fun ?" Or was it in part to test the mat-
ter, as the kitten did, in some measure to solve
the mystery?

CTo be continoed.)

4 i\orlhern Sun-set.

Far away to the north, almost at the head
of the Gulf of Bothnia, the river Lulea makes
its way from the western or Swedish side
into the gulf. At the mouth of this rugged
stream stands the town of the same name,
Lulea. As it lies nearly as far north as the
arctic circle, the sun does not dip so much
below the horizon in mid-summer as to cause

deeper darkness than a mild twilight.
Thomas Shairp, who was there in the mid-
dle of the Seventh month, 1871, thus describes
sun-set he witnessed :

"Mjijlkoberg [a hill near the town] is a
bare rock of red granite, some ninety or a
hundred feet high, rising directly out of a pine
forest, which struggles to climb its inhospit-
able sides, but fails to find much footinc in
the bard and sterile stone. A devious "and much ener<Tv " All this is ino-Pnimna Knf '.

after all, but the farmer's faith will do i

me." So true is that observation, that

higher land
;
while to the north you look

the interminable forests of pine which sti

for miles inland.

The sun has just gone down, dipped,
were, behind the forest, and great shee
eflfulgont crimson stretch up to the hie
extent of the vast ethereal concavity,
brightness brilliantly reflected on the sf
ling water, and even repeated on the fa

opposite horizon, until earth, sky, and w
all seem one mass of ruby, bright and lusti
To appreciate the beauty of sun-sets, sue
one sees up in these northern latituc
must actually witness them—description'
not convey so vivid a picture to the mi
eye. They have, moreover, this charm-
while further in the south a sun-set, how
grand, is seen for but half an hour at the i

here they linger on for one, two, or t
hours, and are only succeeded by the d
brilliant, although not so gorgeous effect
duced by the rising again of the great li

nary of day.

Much is thought of the midnight sun,
travellers who happen to have seen it imaj
that they have beheld one of the most bea
ful effects that nature can produce. But
a mistake. There are none of those gr
and glorious tints east upon the heavens
the sun is above the horizon, which api
when he has descended below. The sui
midnight is no doubt curious, and a thing '

worth a long journey to see
; but for beaiil

tints and glorious mysterious colorings,
as delight an artist, at the same time as
fill him with wonder, nothing can comj:
with a Lapland sun-set."

—

Up in the JVorti

Faith.—A late king ofSweden was, it see
under serious impressions for some time bel
his death. A peasant being once, on a

{
ticular occasion, admitted to his presence,
king, knowing him to be a person of singi
piety, asked him what he took to be the t

nature of faith. The peasant entered dee
into the subject, and much to the king's C(

fort and satisfaction. The king at last, ly
on his death bed, had a return of his dou
and fears as to the safety of his soul ; and e

the same question was perpetually
mouth to those about him, " What
faith?" His attendants advised him to 86
for Archbishop Upsal ; who, coming to
king's bedside, began in a learned, logr
manner to enter into the scholastic definiti
of faith. The prelate's disquisition lasted
hour. When he had done, the kins said, w

among the trees to the bald sumit of the hill,

whence may be obtained a glorious view of
the surrounding country. Owing to the pe
culiar formation of the land on the sea-shore,
which is intersected or indented with creeks
and bays and gulfs in every imaginable man
ner, the mountain seems to be surrounded by
an infinity of islands, itself forming one of an
archipelago. Such, however, is not absolutely
the case, although there are a great number
of islets springing like oases in the desert, out
of the brackish water of the Bothnian Gulf.
Far away to the south 3'ou see the restless
sea beating eternally the rock-bound coast;
while on your right hand, over across the bay,
the town seems hiding away from the fury of
the waves, which

'

, u • 1 I .
"•' "- — "** — ' ^" "" '>• great storm, such asshe was so brightly gazing at. it did not take often visits these shores; would dash almost »x.„»ii.„^ I •.•

. ^ .u •

ligion is a plain thing
; and indeed it wants

metaphysical subtleties, no critical
tions, no laborious reasonings, to set it'ii

clear light.

—

Buck's Anecdotes.

Birds' nests.—Selection of site.—Oa
Sontuli, the road led over mountain pastui
and through woods of the evergreen
draped from top to bottom with the gr
moss-like Tdlandsia, which hung in long f
toons from every branch, and was wou:
around the trunks, like garlands, by the win
the larger masses, waving in the breeze, hn:
down for four or five feet below the branch.
The small birds build in them, and they foi
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liiDumerons enemies. I had often, when
tli tropics, to notice the great sagacitj' or

tict of the small birds in choosing phtces

,ieir nests. So many animals: monkeys,
^!ats, racoons, opossums, and tree-rats,

tonslantiy prowling about, looking out

;gs and young birds, that, unless placed

great care, their progeny would almost

nly be destroyed. The different species

apendula or Orioles (Icteridce) of tropical

ica choose high, smooth-barked trees,

JDg apart from others, from which to

their pendulous nests. Monkeys cannot
; them from the tops of other trees, and
redatory mammal attempting to ascend
nooth trunks would be greatly exposed
attacks of the birds armed, as they are,

strong sharp-pointed beaks. Several

birds in the forest suspend their nests

the small but tough air roots that hang
from the epiphytes growing on the

hes, where they often look like a natural

I of moss growing on them. The vari-

ickly bushes are much chosen, especially

ull's-horn thorn, which I have already'

bed. Many birds hang their nests from
xtremities of the branches, and a safer

could hardly be chosen, as with the sharp
8 and the stinging ants that inhabit them
animal would, I think, dare to attempt
scent of the tree. Stinging ants are not

nly insects whose protection birds secure

ilding near their nests. A small parrot

5 constantly on the plains in a hole made
i nests of the termites, and a species of

tcher makes its nest alongside of that of

f the wasps. On the savannahs, between
apo and Nancital, there is a shrub with
curved prickles, called Viena paraca,

> here; by the Spaniards, because it is

It to extricate oneself from its hold when
ress is caught : as one part is cleared an-

will be entangled. A yellow and brown
tcher builds its nest in these bushes, and
ally places it alongside that of a banded

,
so that with the prickles and the wasps

veil guarded. I witnessed, however, the

1 of one of the birds from the very means
d chosen for the protection of its young,
ng harriedly out of its domed nest as we
passing, it was caught just under its bill

be of the carved hook-like thorns, and in

g to extricate itself got further entangled,

uttering disturbed the wasps, who flew

ji upon it, and in less than a minute stung
'death. We tried in vain to rescue it, for

wasps attacked us also, and one of our
7 was severely stung by them. AVe had
lavo it hanging up dead in front of its

whilst its mate flew round and round
iming out terror and distress. I find that

r travellers have noted the fact of birds

ling their nests near colonies of wasps for

action. Thus, according to Gosse, the

squit of Jamaica {Spermophila olivacea)

i selects a shrub on which wasps have

, and fixes the entrance to its domed nest

I to their cells; and Prince Maximilian
wied states in his "Travels in Brazil,"

he found the curious purse-shaped nest

ne of the Todies constantly placed near
nests of wasps, and that the natives in-

ed him that it did so to secure itself from
attacks of its enemies. I should have
ght that when building their nests they
id be very liable to be attacked by the

)3. The nests placed in these positions

ar always to be domed, probably for

security against their unstable friends.

—

Belt's

Naturalist in Nicaragua.

Anecdote of Richard Jordan.—In the prose-

cution of a religious visit, it happened that a
minister who entertained a diffident opinion
of herself, expected to pass through a part of

the country, in which another who was noted
for his much speaking had just been holding
large crowded meetings. She apprehended
that her services would be regarded with little

esteem by those who measured ministry ac-

cording to the number of words—and felt

some discouragement at the prospect. On
mentioning it to R. Jordan, he remarked, that

a little with the Master's blessing would feed

multitudes, but without that it required wagon
loads.

THE FRIEND.
SIXTH MONTH 13.

Desirous of doing no injustice to Augustine
Jones, w'hoso Discourse on the Principles,

Methods, and History of the Society of Friends
we noticed in our fortieth number, we com-
ply with his request to publish the following

from his pen. After reciting a part of our
editorial ho says:

"The words in the essay which are sub-

jected to this criticism are these. ' But they
[Friends] admitted three manifestations of

one person. Therefore Jesus Christ, Christ-

within, the Spirit and God, referred to the
same person.'

It was intended to express in those words,

'that the Father, the Word, and the Holy
Spirit are one, in divine being inseparable,

one true, living, and eternal God blessed for-

ever,' 'one essence,' 'one substance,' 'one
nature,' 'one will,' 'one life,' ' one wisdom,'

'one power.'

Elisha Bates used the word manifestations

in the same connection. He says ' I do not

consider it proper to enter upon an inquiry

into the Divine Nature or how it- subsisted

in its different manifestations.''—Doctrines of

Friends, p. 115.

We find in Scripture that the Father, the

Word and the Holy Spirit were and are mani-

fested. ' God was manifested in the flosh,'

1 Tim. iii. 16. 'For this purpose the Son of

God was manifested that he might destroy

the works of the devil,' 1 John, iii. 8. ' But
the manifestation of the Spirit is given to

every man to profit withal,' 1 Cor. xii. 7.

The same word in the original is used in

each of these texts, and its meaning is to

manifest, bring to light, disclose, show forth,

make known, reveal. The writer means pro-

bably Socinus and not Socinius.

Socinus taught that the Trinity was a pagan
doctrine, and that Christ was a created and in-

ferior being who had no existence before he

was conceived by the Virgin Mary. And the

Hicksites teach substantially the Sociniau

doctrines.

But the words of the essay do not admit of

such construction; on the contrary thej^n-

eulcate the doctrine of three revelations of

the same being. The Father, the Word, and
the Holy Spirit, one God blessed forever.

That Christ was ' the Lamb slain from the

foundation of the world,' who has been 'in

every man of every capacity in every age of,

the world.'
|

The essay takes issue also with another
error of the Hicksites respecting the author-
ity of the Scriptures. It says 'the infallible

Scripture is not contradicted.' Therefore,
for these and other reasons I must decline a
place among the Hicksites. I was a little sur-

prised at this criticism from 'The Friend,'

as only the week before I found my views ex-
cellently well stated in what I thought to be
an editorial, in the issue of 5th mo. 10, 1874,

pages 311, 312."

Again we object to what the author here
says "the words of the essaj'" inculcate, as

failing short of declaring what Friends believe

on the points referred to, vi;5 : "They incul-

cate the doctrine of three revelations of the
same being. The Father, the Word, and the
Holy Spirit, one God blessed forever. That
Christ was 'the Lamb slain from the founda-
tion of the world' who has been in every man
of every capacity in every age of the world."

It is true that the three are one God, blessed

forever ; but Friends never believed the Three
were mere revelations or manifestations of the
triune God. They have always believed and
taught there is a distinction between the
Father, the Word, and the Holy Spirit, but
have refused to depart from the language of

Scripture in which the Holj' Spirit has ex-

pressed that distinction and oneness, because

the hypostatic union is beyond the compre-
hension of the finite powers of man.
Thus George Fox says " We believe con-

cerning God the Father, Son and Spirit ac-

cording to the testimony of Holy Scripture,

which we receive and embrace as the most
authentic and perfect declaration of Christian

faith—being indited by the Holy Spirit of

God that never errs. First, That there is one
God and Father, of whom are all things.

Secondly, That there isone Lord Jesus Christ,

by whom all things were made; who was glori-

fied with the Father before the world began,

who is God over all blessed forever : that there

is one Holy Spirit, the promise of the Father
and the Son, the Leader, and Sanclifier, and
Comforter of his people. And we further

believe, as the Holy Scriptures soundly and
sufliciently express, that these three are One,
even the Father, the Word and the Spirit."

This is very diff"erent from their being merely

three revelations or manifestations. The
latter part of the paragraph wo have quoted
is true in itself, but it does not set forth the

belief of Friends on the points at issue, viz:

the Atonement and Deity of Christ.

It is true that Christ is "the Lamb slain

from the foundation of the world." That is,

as the Apostle declares, " Who verily was
foreordained before the foundation of the

world, but was manifest in these last times

for you," the believers, who were redeemed
" with the precious blood of Christ, as of a

Lamb without blemish and without spot."

This redeeming sacrifice, the propitiation for

the sins of the whole world, Friends have
always believed was made when Jesus Christ

was crucified without the gates of Jerusalem,

and "bore our sins in his own body on the

tree, that we being dead to sins should live

unto righteousness ; by whose stripes we are

healed." It is true that a measure of the

Holy Spirit, or Spirit of Christ is vouchsafed

to every rational being to profit withal; but

not as it was in Jesus Christ, who was God
himself manifest in the flesh, having the God-

head dwelling in him bodily ;
not merely^ a

manifestation or revelation of the Holy Spirit,
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as it is mercifully granted unto ue. William

Penn thus expresses the faith of Friends on
this point.

'•Tliey never said that every divine illumina-

tion or manifestation of Christ in the hearts

of men was whole God, Christ, or the Spirit,

which might render them guilty of that gross

and blasphftinous absurdity, some would fasten

upon them : but that God, who is light, or the

Word, Christ, who is light, styled the second

Adam, the Lord from Heaven, and the quick-

ening Spirit, who is God overall, blessed for-

ever, hath enlightened mankind with a meas-
ure of saving light ; who said, I am the light

of the world, and they that follow me shall

not abide in darkness, but have the light of

life. So that the illumination is from God, or

Christ the Divine Word; but not therefore

that whole God or Christ is in every man,
any more than the whole sun or air is in every
house or chamber. There are no such harsh
and unscriptiiral words in their writings. It

is only a frightful perversion of some of their

enemies, to bring an odium upon their holy
faith. Yet in a sense the Scriptures sajMt;
and that is their sense, in which only they
say the same thing. I will walk in them and
dwell in them. He that dwelleth with you
shall be in you. I will not leave you com-
fortless, I will come to you. I in them and
thou in me. Christ in us the hope of Glory.
Unless Christ be in j-ou, ye are reprobates."

Works, vol. ii, p. 780.

In like manner Eobert Barclaj^ after speak-
ing of " a measure of Divine and glorious Life"

being in all men, as a seed, continues:
"'This is that Christ within which we are

heard so much to speak and declare of, every
where preaching him up and exhorting people
to believe in the light and obey it, that they
may come to know Christ in them to deliver

them from all sin.' 'But by this we do not at
all intend to equal ourselves to that holy man,
the Lord Jesus Christ, who was born of the
Virgin Mary, in whom all the fulness of the
Godhead dwelt bodily; so neither do we de-
stroy the reality of his present existence, as
some have falsely caluminated us. For though
we affirm that Christ dwells in us, yet not im-
mediately but mediately, as He is in that seed
which is in us : whereas He, to wit, the eter-

nal Word which was with God, and was God,
dwelt immediately in that holy man. He
then is as the head, and we as the members,
He the vine, and we the branches.'"—p. 137,
139.

On reading over the editorial of 5th mo.
16th, we can discover nothing that conveys
views similar to those we have objected to in

the "Discourse" as misrepresenting the belief
of Friends.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Party spirit runs higli in France, and the

polilical situation is considered critical. On the 4tli

inst. the electoral bill passed to a .second reading by a
vote of 393 to 318, notwithstanding the earnest opposi-
tion of ihe Republican members.
The Right Centre has issued a programme drawn up

by the Duke de Broglio and others, favoring the imme-
diate organization of the powers of President'MacMahon
for the continuance of the term of the President of the
Republic and the maintenance of a political truce until
the end of the present seven years' term ; or in the
event of the occurrence of a vacancy in the Presidency
in the mean time.

The Republicans demand the proclamation of a defi-
nite republic, or a dissolution of (he Assembly and the
election of new members. They are also tiiking mea-
sures to warn the people against the designs of the
^onapEU-tbts. Documents exposing the sophistries and

recounting the fatal history of the imperialist party, will

be thoroughly circulated in Paris and the provinces.

A Paris dispatch of the 8th says: The proposal for

the dissolution of the Assembly has been signed by 12-5

Deputies, who have hopes of securing in addition the

signatures of 195 members forming the Left Centre.

The motion for dissolution will be presented in the

Chamber at the earliest opportunity.

A Madrid dispatch of the 7th says: The Gaceta pub-
lishes a circular addressed by the Minister of Foreign
Afiairs to the diplomatic representatives of Spain. It

promises the re-establishment of peace in Spain and
Cuba, and when the present exceptional condition of

affairs is terminated, the complete establishment of

representative institutions will become a guarantee of

moral order.

A Bayonne dispatch of the 7th says : Don Carlos has
issued a decree authorizing the provinces now occupied

by his forces to elect members of a council, which is to

personally attend him in Spain. The Carlist troops are

concentrating at Tudela to save Estella, and Concha is

moving to attack them.
The recent military operations in the north of Spain

have not been attended with any important results.

San Sebastian was attacked by the Carlists, but rein-

forcements arrived in time to prevent its capture. San
Vicenti Tarragona, was also attacked by them, but the
assailants were repulsed.

Five hundred convicts who were engaged in the re-

bellion at Cartagena, have been embarked on a Spanish
steamer at Oran, to be taken back to Spain. Over
$200,000 worth of money and other valuables were
found in their possession.

The Bank of England rate of discount has been re-

duced from 3J to 3 per cent. Loans are made at the
Stock Exchange and in open market at still lower rates.

The labor troubles in England continue. The owners
of the Durham coUeries are evicting large numbers of

their tenants who were working miners. Many of these
being unable to find other dwellings are camping in the
fields with their families.

The House of Commons has adopted the proposition
of the Disraeli ministry that the public houses in Lon-
don shall be kept open on week days from 7 o'clock in

the morning until half an hour after midnight.
The House also, by a vote of 3S2 against 42, approved

the government's proposal that such houses shall be
open on the same days in towns having over 2500 i

habitants, from 7 A. M. to 11 p. M., and in towns of a
less number of people from 6 A. m. to 10 p. m.
Some anxiety was felt in London on account of the

unexplained disappearance of the Earl of Yarborough,
who had been missing for a number of days. It is

alleged that the Earl makes free use of intoxicating
drinks.

London, 6th mo. 8th.—U. S. six percent bonds, 1081:
fives, 104i.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 8|d.
The Catholic Episcopate of Bohemia has determined

to resist the ecclesiastical laws of the Austrian empire.
A Vienna dispatch reports an extensive inundation

in the province of Banat and elsewhere in Hungary
Many villages have been swept away.

_
The Khedive of Egypt has entered upon the negotia-

tion of commercial treaties with foreign powers iude
pendently of Turkey.

It is expected that the Czar Alexander will visit the
Emperor of Germany, at Ems, the present month.
A dispatch from Bombay says that the wet season

has fairly set in. The rains are heavy and there
much rejoicing at their prospective beneficial effect

upon the crops.

An International Conference to discuss measun
prevent the spread of cholera, and for the regulation of
quarantines, and to study the causes of that disease,
was to meet in Vienna on the 15th inst. All the
European powers have accepted invitations to send
delegates.

United States.—The nomination of General Bris-
tow as Secretary of the Treasury, was promptly and
unanimously confirmed by the Senate. Thatof the ex-
Secretary, Judge Richardson, as Associate Justice of
the Court of Claims, was not so well received, but was
finally confirmed by a small majority.

President Grant has distinctly announced his oppo-
sition to any further increase of the paper circulation,
and his desire that early measures should be taken for
the restoration of a sound currency. It is understood
that the new Secretary of the Treasury is in entire
accord with the President's views on this subject.
The House of Representatives, by a vote of 159 to 55,

has passed a bill reported by the Judiciary Committee
in relation to courts and Judicial officers in Utah, the
design of which is to render effective the provisions of

the common law against polygamy. Those who
tise polygamy or believe in the rightfulness of the.

are to be excluded from juries in cases arising i

the operation of the law referred to. The Hous
also passed the bill for the admission of Colorad(

State.

The National Convention of Brewers was recen

session at Boston. A number of statistical facts

put forth to show the great industrial imporlancec
brewing business. The number of barrels of ferm

liquors brewed and sold in the United States di

1873, was 8,910,823, being an increase over 18

910,854 barrels. The capital in breweries wasstal

be about 889,891,000, in malthouses $16,708,000. .

under cultivation for barley 1,113,853 acres, aa
hops 40,099 acres.

The interments in New Y^ork city last week i

bered 489, and in Philadelphia 264, including
consumption and inflammation of the lungs, 14 in

mus, and 10 drowned.
The suffering from the overflow has abated oi

lower Mississippi, but is still severe in Atchafs
Lafourche, and Wachita valleys. On the 8th
New Orleans relief committee was still issuing 4
daily rations.

Vie Markets, &c.—The following were the quota
on the 8th inst. New York.—American gold,

U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 116 ; do. coupons, 121

1868, registered, 116| ; coupons, 120; 5 per cents,!

tered and coupon, 113| a 113|. Superfine flour, i

a $5.45; State extra, j6 a $6.30; finer brands,
$10.2-5. No. 1 Chicago spring wheat, $1 48; No.
$1.43 ; No. 3, $1.41; red western, $1.56; white Mich
$1.70. Canada barley, $2.10. Oats, 62 a 69 cts,

$1.07. Western mixed corn, 81 a 83 cts. ; white,

89 cts. Philadelphia.—Cotton, 18J a 19 cts. for upl

and New Orleans. Superfine flour, $4.75 a $5.50 ; ei

$5.50 a $6 ; finer brands, 46.50 a $10.25. Westeri
wheat, $1.40 a Sl.48 ; Pennsylvania do., $1.-50 a $.

amber, $1.57 ; white spring, $1.45. Rye, 95 cts.

low corn, 78 cts. Oats, 60 a 64 cts. Lard, llj^

cts. Sales of 2800 beef cattle. Common at 5 a 6 otj

lb. gross; fair and extra, 6 a 7 cts., and a few choios

cts. About 8000 sheep sold at 5 a 6J cts. per lb.
g

and 5000 hogs at $8 a $8.50 per 100 lb. net. Baiii
—Superfine flour, $4.-50 a $5.25 ; extra, $5.-50 a. $1

finer brands, $7 a $10. Choice white wheat, $i

fair to prime do., $1.50 a $1.60; Penna. red, $1.

S1.60 ; western spring, $1.35 a $1.40. Chicago.—

I

spring wheat, $1.20i ; No. 2 do., $1.19 ; No. 3 d<
*

No. 2 mixed corn, 58 cts. No. 2 oats, 45 cts

85 cts. Lard, $10.90. St. Louis.—No. 3 red

$1.25 ; No. 2 spring, $1.01. No. 2 mixed corn, 51

No. 2 oats, 45J cts. Lard, lOJ cts, Cincinnt

Wheat, $1.27 a $1.30. Corn, 65 a 67 cts. Oats,

51 cts. Rye, 98 cts. a $1.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL,
A Stated Meeting of the Committee having ch

of the Boarding School at Westtown, will be heldt
on Fourth-day, the 17th inst., at 9.30 A. M.
The Committee on Admission will meet at 7.3(

same morning, and that on In.struction at 7 o'clock

preceding evening.

The Visiting Committee attend at the School
Seventh-day the 13th inst.

;

Samuel Mokris,
Philada. 6th mo. 8th, 1874. Cta

For the accom modation of the Committee conveya
will be at the Street Road Station to meet the tl

that leave Philadelphia on Seventh-day, the 13th i

at 2.30 and 4.45 p.m., on Third-day, the 16th,.«

A. M., and 2.30 and 4.45 p. m., and on Fourth-<fl
7.25 A. M.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The next Term will commence on Fourth-day,

rao. 2nd, 1874. Applications for admissions shoul
addressed to Samuel J. Gummere, Preside)

Haverford College, Montgomery Co., P

THEATRICAL AMUSEMENTS AND H0R6
RACING.

A new edition of the above named Address has I

struck off and is now at Friends' Book Store, No.
Arch street.

Friends in the country can obtain whatever nun
of copies may be needed for distribution in their res
five neighborhoods.

WILLIAM H:7piLE,'PRINTERr
No. 422 Walnut Street, ,
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Heart of Africa, by Dr. Schweinforth.

IContinoed from page 341.)

PYGMIES.

ancient Greek writers refer to a race
gmies occupying Central Africa ; and as
uthor slowly ascended the Nile, his ser-

often conversed about such a race of
as still existing. His curiosity became
excited, but it was not till he reached

)urt of Munza, that an opportunity pre-

i of seeing for himself that such a race
to be found. He thus describes his in-

irse with them: "Several days elapsed
my taking up mj- iec<ido,»oo tj^ vi.<^ i^^iace

) Monbuttoo king without my having a

e to get a view of the dwarfs, whose

had so keenly excited my curiosity. My
" owever, assured me that they had

,hem. I remonstrated with them for not

g secured me an opportunity of seeing

yself, and for not bringing them inlo

ct with me. I obtained no other reply

lat the dwarfs were too timid to come.

a few mornings my attention was ar-

by a shouting in the camp, and I

d that Mohammed had surprised one of

ygmies in attendance upon the king, and

conveying him, in spite of a strenuou"

ance, straight to my tent. I looked up,

here, sure enough, was the strange little

ure, perched upon Mohammed's right

der, nervously hugging his head, and

ig glances of alarm in every direction,

immed soon deposited him in the seat of

A royal interpreter was stationed at

ide. Thus, at last, was I able veritably

ist my eyes upon a living embodiment of

lyths of some thousand years!

gerly, and without loss of time, I pro

id to take his portrait. I pressed hiir

innumerable questions, but to ask for in

tion was an easier matter altogether

we succeeded so well that in a couple of hours
the Pj'gmy had been measured, sketched
feasted, presented with a variety of gifts, and
subjected to a minute catechism of searching

His name was Adimokoo. He was the head
of a small colony, which was located about
half a league from the royal residence. With
his own lips I heard him assert that the name
of his nation was Akka, and I further learnt
that they inhabit large districts to the south
of the Monbuttoo between lat. 2° and 1° N.
A portion of them are subject to the Mon-
buttoo king, who, desirous of enhancing the
plendor of his court by the addition of any

available natural curiosities, had compelled
several families of the Pygmies to settle in

the vicinity.

My Niam-niam servants, sentence by sen-
tence, interpreted to me everything that was
said by Adimokoo to the Monbuttoo inter-

preter, who was acquainted with no dialects

but those of his own land.

In reply to my question put to Adimokoo
as to where his country was situated, point-

towards the S.S.E., he said, ' Two days'
journey and you come to the village of Mum-
mery ; on the third day you will reach the
River Nalobe ; the fourth day you arrive at

What do you call the rivers of your coun-

try ?'

They are the Nalobe, the Namerikoo, and

the Eddoopa.'
' Have you any river as large as the Welle ?'

' No
;
ours are small rivers, and they all flow

to the Welle.'
' Are you all one people, or are you divided

into separate tribes'?'

To this inquiry Adimokoo replied by a sud

sture, as if to indicate the vastness of

their'extent, and commenced enumerating the

tribes one after another.

'How many kings?' I asked. ' Nine,' he

said.

At length, after having submitted so long

to my curious and persistent questionings,

the patience of Adimokoo was thoroughly

exhausted, and he made a frantic leap in his

endeavor to escape from the tent. Surrounded,

however, by a crowd of inquisitive Bongo and

Nubians, he was unable to eflFect his purpose,

and was compelled, against his will, to remaiu

for a little longer. After a time a gentle per-

suasion was brought to bear, and he was in-

duced.to go throughsomeof thecharacteristic

evolutions of his war-dances. He was dressed,

like the Monbuttoo, in a rokko-coat and

plumed hat, and was armed with a miniatu
to get an answer. There was the greatest

,
, j u

alty in inducing him to remain at rest, 'lance as well as with a bow and arrow. H
[could only succeed by exhibiting a store I height I found to be about 4 feet 10 inches,

esents. Under the impression that the and this I reckon to be the average measure-

rtunity before me might not occur again, ment of his race.

bed the interpreter to exercise his influ- Although I had repeatedly been astonished

to pacify the little man, to set him at his at witnessing the -war-dances of the Niam-

and to induce him to lay aside any fear niam, I confess that my amazement was

lethat he might entertain. Altogether greater than ever when I looked upon the

exhibition which the Pygmy afforded. Adi-
mokoo's agility was perfectly marvellous, and
I could not help wondering whether cranes
would ever be likely to contend with such
creatures. The little man's leaps and attitudes
were accompanied by such lively and grotesque
varieties of expression that the spectators
shook again and held their sides with laughter.
Adimokoo returned home loaded with pre-

sents. I made him understand that I should
be glad to see all his people, and promised
that they should lose nothing by coming. On
the following day I had the pleasure of a visit

'rom two of the younger men.
After they had once got over their alarm,

some or other of the Akka came to me almost
every day. As exceptional cases, I observed
that some individuals were of a taller stature

;

but upon investigation I always ascertained
that this was the result of intermarriage with
the Monbuttoo amongst whom they resided.
My sudden departure from Munza's abode in-

terrupted me completely in my study of this

nteresting people, and I was compelled to
leave before I had fully mastered the details

of their peculiarities. I regret that I never
hanced to see one of the Akka women, and

still more thatmy visit to their dwellings was
postponed from day to day until the oppor-

I am not likely to forget a rencontre which

I had with several hundred Akka warriors,

and could very heartily wish that the circum-

stances had permitted me to give a pictorial

representation of the scene. King Munza's

brother Mummery, who was a kind of viceroy

in the southern section of his dominions, and

to whom the Akka were tributary, was just

returning to the court from a successful cam-

paign against the black Momvoo. Accom-

pamed by a large band of soldiers, amongst

whom was included a corps of Pygmies, he was

conveying the bulk of the booty to his royal

master. It happened on the day in question

that I had been making a long excursion with

my Niara-niam servants, and had heard noth-

ing of Mummery's arrival. Towards sunset

1 was passing along the extensive village on

my return to ray quarters, when, just as I

reached the wide open space in front of the

royal halls, I found myself surrounded by

what I conjectured must be a crowd of impu-

dent boys, who received me with a sort of

bravado fight. They pointed their arrows

towards me, and behaved generally in a man-

ner at which I could not help feeling some-

what irritated, as it betokened unwarrantable

liberty and intentional disrespect. My mis-

apprehension was soon corrected by the Niam-

niam people about me. ' They are Tikkitikki,'

said they; 'you imagine that they are boys,

but in truth they are men ; nay, men that can

fight.'

A brief account may now be given of the

little Pygmy that I carried oft' and kept with

me during the remainder of my wanderi. gs

till I was again in Nubia, who for a year and
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a half became my companion, thriving under

my care and growing almost as affectionate

as a son.

Notwithstanding all my assiduity and at-

tention, I am sorry to record that Nsewue

died in Berber, from a prolonged attack ot

dysentery, originating not so much in any

change of climate, or any alteration in his

mode of living, as in his immoderate excess

in eating, a propensity which no influence on

my part was sufticient to control.

During the last ten months of his life, my
protege did not make any growth at all. 1

think I may therefore presume that his height

would never have exceeded 4 feet 7 inches,

which was his measurement at the time of his

death."

The Akka appear to be a branch of a series

ofdwarf races, which exhibit all the character

istics of an aboriginal stock, and extend along

the equator entirely across Africa. They are

probably closely allied to the Bushmen of

South Africa.

For "The Friend,

Oa Dress.

That devoted and faithful laborer in the

Church of Christ, Sarah Grubb, writes thu
" From a fear of being instrumental in settling

down young people especially, in the form of

godliness without the power, and urging them

to an appearance which might create self-

complacence, and reconcile them to an appre-

hension that they are further advanced in the

•work of religion than is really the case, 1 have

often forborne to drop such advice upon the

subject of dress amongst those who were in

consistent in their appenrance, as sometimes I

felt the testimony of Truth to dictate; a, depar

ally obvious. At large meetings particularly,
where Friends from distant parts are col
lected, there is a considerable appearance of in

consistency in clothing and demeanor which, vnth
many other things, indicate a love of the world
and afellowship with it, but though a regulation
herein is only a small part of the good tree, yet
it is as assuredly a part, as the more striking con
stituents of a Christian." What will our young
fiery, Arminian Quakers reply to that.

Thos. Shillitoe relates an account of a young
man, a member of the Society, appearing be
fore a judge, in England, n fused the oath,
(as by the laws of England Friends only were
allowed an affirmation), questioned whetbei
a person fashionably attired could bo one,
when being assured thereof, he remarked :

" The time was lehen those people were known by
their dress, but that it appeared no longer to be
so." But alas! it is no longer with us as it

was with Thos. Elwood at his first convioce-
ment (who as yet had not conformed to the
simple plain dress), being taken at a meeting
of Friends, and having on a fashionable moun-
taineer cap, was more hurt to hear the people
remark, "They would warrant he was no
Quaker," than he cared about imprisonment;
nevertheless, "the tree is known by its fruit."
O that the spirit of our predecessors mayibe
revived, who were not ashamed of, but gloried
in that cross by which they were crucified to
the world and the world to them, for it is as
we are faithful in these matters, that we shall
grow stronger and stronger; but if we are un-
faithful in small matters we shall not be ac-
counted worthy of more. It is only as we
pay attention to the drawings of the Spirit of
Christ- in our own hearts that we can be

Christ's, and he will prove us and try us,

and eventually give us to sit with hira in the

heavenly places; yet only so as we are weaned

as from the breast of the world, and our hearts

and affections given up to him, to mould us

and fashion us after his blessed self We can-

not serve two masters, we cannot be of the

world and of Christ too ;
if we love the world

and the ways of it, we cannot love him who
came to redeem us therefrom. What if the

world hate us, we shall be loved of God. To

be esteemed by the Saviour, and to be per-

itted to lean on his bosom, is worth more

than this world can give us. Let us be like

M.oses, who preferred the reproach of Christ

much beyond all the riches and grandeur ol

Egypt. Moses never could have been the de

liverer of Israel if he had not first refused to

be called the son of Pharoah's daughter, and

cast his lot with the Lord's oppressed people;

neither can any be valiant for Christ now
only as they thoroughly decide to manifest

by all their actions that they are his
;
and 1

am not without hopes that the Lord will pre-

pare a people, by whom the truth shall arise

and spread, even as the orb of day dispels th

darkness of the night, yet only so as we ar

made willing to give up all for his sake, an*

to be by a vain profes^ing people, accounted

as fools for Christ's sake ; there is certainly a

shaking in Babylon, she must fall, for the

Lord hath said it. S. C.

Orleans Co., N. Y., 6th mo. 4th, 1874.

For *' The Friend.'

Sufferings of a Lost Maa.

(Concluded from page 338.)

The melancholy narrative proceeds: "At

in capturing a grasshopper, and the remainder
in a fruitless effort to catch a mess of trout
In the agony of disappointment, I resolved to
fish no more. A spirit of rebellion seized me
' Why is it,' I asked of myself, 'that in the
midst of abundance, every hour meeting with
objects which would restore strength and
vigor and energy, every moment contriving
some device to procure the nourishment my
wasting frame required, I should meet with
these repeated and discouraging failures ?

Thoughts of the early teachings of a pious
mother suppressed these feelings. Oh ! how
often have the recollections of a loved New
England home, and the memories of a happy
childhood, cheered my sinking spirits, and
dissipated the gathering gloom of despair!
There were thoughts and feelings and mental
anguishes without number, that visited me
during my period of trial, that. never can
known to any but my God and myself Bitter
as was my experience, it was not unrelieved
by some of the most precious moments I have
ever known."
Soon after leaving "Town Falls," Everts

entered the open country. Pine forests and
" "sn timber were changed for sage brush and
desolation, with occasional tracts of stunted
verdure, barren hill-sides, and ravines filled

with the rocky debris of the adjacent moun-
tains. Eising one morning he found the
ground white with snow, and the air filled
with the failing flakes. He became bewil-
dered and lost the course of travel. Nothing
remained tor him but to fiqd the river and fol-

low its current. After a few hours of stum-
bling and scrambling among rocks he came
to the side of the deep canon thi'ough which]

t ran, and with great difficulty descended

the margin. After drinking copiously he

beside the river a long while, wailing for

storm to abate so that he could make a i

Finally he concluded to return to the p!

he had spent the previous night, where

round a few embers in the ashes, and

persevering effort at last kindled a fla

Here, on this bleak mountain side, he thi

he must have passed two nights beside

fire in the storm. Many times during e

night, he crawled to the little clump of t:

to gather wood and brush, and the bro

of fallen tree-tops. Before leaving

forest he had filled his pouches with thi

roots, knowing that he should not find an

them in the open country, and these for

the whole of his subsistence during the

ainder of his wanderings. A few more c

of anxiety and extreme suffering succee

when at last, on the thirty-seventh day s

he lost the exploring party, he was fou

two men who were in search of him.

occurrences of the day of rescue must be

in Evert's own words. He says :
" I resu

my journej^ the next morning, with the b

that I should make no more fires with

lens. I must save a brand, or perish,

day was raw and gusty ;
an east wind cha

with storm, penetrated me with irrits

keenness. After walking a few miles

storm came on, and a coldness unlike

other I had ever felt seized me. It enl

all my bones. I attempted to build a fin

could not make it burn. Seizing a bra:

stumbled blindly on, stopping within

shadow of every rock and clump to rt

energy for a final conflict for life. A so

conviction that death was near, that at
pc.-„„ ,„3T limbs would refuse further ser

and that I should sink helpless and dyii

my path, overwhelmed me with terror, i

all this tumult of the mind, I felt that J

done all that man could do. I knew th
two or three days more I could effect m
liverance, and 1 derived no little satisfa

from the thought, that, as I was now ii

broad trail, my remains would be found
my friends relieved of doubt as to my
Once only the thought flashed across my
that I should be saved, and I seemed to

a whispered command to ' struggle on.' G
ing along the side of a hill, I became sudd
sensible of a sharp reflection, as of burn
steel. Looking up, through half closed

two rough but kindly faces met my gaze
' Are 3'ou Mr. Everts ?'

' Yes ; all that is left of him.'
' We have come for you.'
' Who sent you ?'

' Judge Lawrence and other friends.
' God bless him and them, and you

saved!' and with these words, powerle
further effort, I fell forward into the art

my preservers, in a state of unconscious
I was saved. On the very brink of the
which divides the known from the unkn
strong arms snatched me from the final pit

and kind ministrations wooed me back to

Baronet and Prichette, my two preser
by the usual appliances, soon restored n
consciousness, made a camp on the spot,

while one went to Fort Ellis, a distanc

seventy miles, to return with remedies t

store digestion, and an ambulance to co
me to that post, the other sat by my side

with all the care, sympathy, and solicitu

a brother, ministered to my frequent nee
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\\i. In two days 1 was sufficiently recovered

iDtrength to be moved twenty miles down

||, trail to the cabin of some miners who
(jre prospecting in that vicinity. From these

r'n 1 received every pos-ible attention which

(lir humane and generous natures could

rise. A good bed was provided, gume was

led to make broth, and the best stores of

sir larder placed at my command. For

ir daj'8, at a time when every day's labor

invaluable in their pursuit, they aban

Ded their work to aid in my restoration,

ving to the protracted inaction of the sys-

n, and the long period which must transpire

fore Prichette's return with remedies, my
ends had serious doubts of my recovery.

The night after my arrival at the cabin,

lile suffering the most excruciating agony

d thinking that I had only been saved to

mong friends, a loud knock was heard at

e cabin door. An old man in mountain coa

me entered—a hunter, whose life was spent

aong the mountains. He was on his way
find a brother. He listened to the story of

r sufferings, and tears rapidly coursed each

her down his rough, weather-beaten face,

ut when he was told of my present necessity,

ghtening in a moment, he exclaimed

:

Why, Lord bless you, if that is all, I have

le very remedy you need. In two hours'

me all shall be well with you.'

He left the cabin, returning quickly with a

ick filled with the fat of a bear which he had

lied a few hours before. From this he ren-

ered out a pint measure of oil. I drank the

'hole of it. It proved to be th6 needed

imedy, and the next day, freed from pain,

•ith appetite and digestion re-established, I

it that good food and plenty of it were only

ecessary for an early recovery.

day or two I took leave of my kind

For " Tlie Friend.''

Memoirs and Letters of Sarah Hiliman.

to proclaim salvation. Perhaps the present

dispensation through which our poor Society

ccoitinuBd irom pftirn 33S.) is passing, is as grievous as the time of Israel's

" 7th mo. 2d, 1853. Ob ! how few there are bond service in Egypt ;
yet it is yood to re-

to whom we dare •tneak unreservedly in this 'member 'He (the Lord) brought them out of
' . . . , . . ' , , 1 . I . _L J C A U /,r,K«r^ thaxr

day; really it does sink one's heart to see

those we love, so ready to doubt the motives

by which we are actuated, let us do as we may:

however, one assurance comforts me, that

'the foundation of God standeth sure, having

this seal, th

h

darkness and the shadow of death (when they

cried unto him), and brake their bonds in

sunder.'
"

" Phflada , 1st mo. 23d, 1854. * * * It

seems to me that the rich, and the great, and

=^,, .^^ Lord knoweth them that are
j

the wise of this world, are as much opposed

Let then our feeble endeavors for the to the simplicity of the truth as it is in Jesus,

promotion of the kingdom of our Blessed Re- las they were in that day when our blessed

deeraer, be judged of by criticizing, cavilling "--^

ones, who have little conception of the con-

flicts of our spirits, if we can only keep hold

of the confidence that we have acted faithfully

as in his sight (however feebly it may have

been) we need not fear but that through

mercy, support will be administered unto us,

and strength according to our day.

Oh, would that everything that brings

death might be purged away from our hearts

individually, that we might become united

together in the holy fear of the Lord, having

one blessed point in view, that so the nanio

of our Father in Heaven might be glorified in

and amongst us ; that that day might arive,

poken of by the prophet, when 'Ephraim

hould not envy Judah, nor Judah vex Eph-

raim;' and nothing be found in all the Lord's

holy mountain to hurt or destroy
'

''Philada., 2d mo. 1st, 1853. * * * Another

champion for the blessed cause of triith and

riu-hteousness has ceased to lift up his voice

among the sons of men. Will not some of the

words spoken to and respecting dear Hinch-

man Haines, rise up again in remembrance in

the minds of some, and cause bitter regret

that an aged patriarch, who could say with

Obadiah 'I, thy servant, ft-ar the Lord from

Dg as life.

Meeting the carriage on my -way, I pro-

pded to Boseman, where I remained among
)ld friends who gave me every attention until

ny health was sufficiently restored to allow

ne to return to my home at Helena.

My heartfelt thanks are due to the mem-
bers of the expedition, all of whom devoted

seven, and some of them twelve days to the

search for me before they left Yellowstone

Lake; and to Judge Lawrence, of Helena,

d the friends who co-operated with him in

the offer of reward which sent Baronet and

Prichette to my rescue.

My narrative is finished. In the course of

events the time is not far distant when the,--, -- m „„, :„ Hpnth Oh how ten-

what is done unto his children and servants,

his poor, as done unto himself; inasmuch as

ye did it, or did it not to one of the least of

these my brethren, ye did or did not to Me.

Sweetly and peacefully has he finished his

course and joined the angelic throng around

the mercy seat I have no doubt, in celebrating

the praises of that God and Saviour whom he

delighted to servo on earth, and who has

honored him many times in the assemblies of

his people, while he, dear man, could acknow

ledge ' I am all unworthy,' to thy name be th(

glory He testified on one occasion lately the

faith in which he had lived he hoped to die

t was sufficient for him in life, and it

and novelty in natural scenery, and its majes

tic waters become the abode of civilization

and refinement ; and when that arrives, I hope

in happier mood and under more auspicious

circumstances to revisit scenes fraught for me
•with such thrilling interest; to ramble along

the glowing beach of Bessie Lake ;
to sit down

amo^ng the hot springs under the shadow of

Mount Everts ; to thread unscared the mazy
forests, retrace the dreary journey to the

Madison Range, and with enraptured fancy

ly were thy dear paren

remembrance, as I sat and gaz >d upon his clay

cold face. They have poured forth their souls

together as water, thought I, for themselves

and for Jerusalem's progeny, and now their

work is finished, and they are together sing-

ing Alleluia, Alleluia!

The storm, methinks, has not spent its

might, and the champions, valiant for the

Truth, many of them, are called from the field

What remains for us to do ? Ah, there is little

any of us can do, but endeavor to watch unto

were
Redeemer thanked his Father that he bad hid

the mysteries of the kingdom from them, and

revealed them unto babes. And they would

fain have a separate altar, and not mingle

with any but the wise and great. Is he

wealthy? Is he intellectual? or learned or

talented, then we must keep caste. Well all

this must die the death. The foundation of

God standeth sure, having this seal affixed

upon it, ' the Lord knoweth them that are

his.' Oh, how precious is this seal. May it

be fixed upon us, my dear friend, that with

the apostle in holy confidence we may be en-

abled to say, 'Who shall separate us from the

love of Christ?' even though wo should have

to suffer more than we have ever yet known ;

of being killed, as he said, all the day long,

and accounted as sheep for the slaughter ;
if

haply we may also be qualified to add as did

the great apostle from living experience, 'in

all these things we are more than conquerors

throut'-h Him that loved us.'"

'' Philada. Sth mo. ?>d, 1854. * * How-

solemn are the sermons we daily meet; even

many in a day. As Leighton says, the bill of

mortality is truly very large. Though among

our friends there is no sickness that I know

of partaking of the nature of the epidemic.

' Leaves have their time to fall,
, . ,, . ,

And flower.s to wither at the north wind s breath,

And stars to set—but all,

Thou hast all seasons for thine own, O Death

!

The poet's description is abundantly evinced

n the experience of each one of us at this

solemn season, when the Lord's voice is cry-

ing unto the city, and the men of wisdom will

his name. Oh, may we all hear the rod

and Him who hath appointed it, that while his

judgments are abroad in the earth the inhabi-

tants of the world may learn righteousness

;

and thus by hearkening to the Lord's voice,

as did the people of Nineveh, the threatening

judgment may in mercy be averted, and many,

many more be prepared to magnify the mercy

of their dear Lord and Saviour, who bought

us with his blood : even He who was spoken

of by the loved disciple as ' the Lamb of God,

who taketh away the sins of the world. Oh,

how great is his goodness, how long-suffering

his mercy! would that every precious soul

might be brought unto His footstool, that we

might obtain pardon and reconciliation with

God the Father through him, and thus come

to be numbered amongst the ransomed and

redeemed ones, whose names are written in

the Lamb's book of life.

No matter then how soon the tender thread

of existence be severed, the life that never

ends being secured, an inheritance among

all them that are sanctified being obtainediQison xtange, anu wi.u '?""^t",";-"
'""^^^P „raver and stand in readiness when the sound all them that are sanct.nea ocing oouam«^

ze upon the mingled glories and terrors oJiP^y';'^';^"^
i^ heard in the tops of the mul- through grace. * * * At seasons when

,„e great falls and "laiwelous canon and of the go.ng is he^^^^^ ^^P
^^ ^^^ holy it would seem as though faith would fail, it is

to enjoy in happy contrast with the trials
^''^"f^j^'^'h^ h^,\ ,i„ht to dispose of his ser-lgood to bear in mind that 'our Redeemer .9

they recall, their power to delight, elevate,
^^^^^^ ^i.^geth hPm whether to remain as Long, the Lord of Hosts is his name; He

and overwhelm the mind with their wondrous i^^^^^^^^ pots for aTong season, or whether , ^m thoroughly plead the cause of his people,

and majestic beauty. iBmuu^ t; o
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Bmsmsms^msB.omforted in mourniD£r,'from"a little view oi
a better day to come. 1 may not live to see it,

but It seems sealed upon my spirit that there
shall come a time to the Lord's dear children
when their garments of mourning shall be ex-
changed for those of gladness, and they shall
8ing with joy in their hearts of the dealings
of the Lord with them, in the day when he
led them as it were into darkness, but not into
light.

It seems to me that dear
, in his late

trial, will be favored to see the hand of mercy,
^ay It be sealed to his soul's salvation, and
blessed to his house."

(To be continued.)

_ . ,.,. ,,
For "The Friend"

Scientific IVotes,

At the border of the Lake of Geneva are
observed occasional risings and sinkings of
the water surface. These have been frequently
studied at Geneva, and Vaucher (more especi-
al y in the beginning of the century) made a
full investigation of the subject, in which he
was led to the result that these variations are
produced by changes in the air pressure, and
so must occur in other lakes also. When attwo different parts of the water-surface, the
atmosphere pressure is different—when it di-
minishes at one part, while at another it re-
mains unaltered or rises, the water at the
former will ri.se, and at the latter it will sink.
-the time of the appearance of these chancres
and their coincidence with sudden barometric
variations harmonized perfectly with this ex
planation.

Large Tunnels.—The great tunnels in Ger-many have been all made for mining purposes.That at Freiberg is 24 miles long; the Ernst-August and Georg at Clausthal, 13i and lOJmiles respectively
; the Joseph IL, at Schem-

mtz, 9J miles; the Rathschonberg, at FreibergSmiles; the Mount Ceni.s, 7* miles whichabout completes the European list.
'

In theUnited States, the Hoosac, in Massachusetts,
IS five miles long. The Sutro, in Nevada, fo.opening up the celebrated Comstoek lode al-though only four miles long, will, with itsbranches to the different mines, prove one Sthe most important in America. The SierraMadre tunnel, at Black Hawk, commenced

xJ,TrT' y"^""' ^*" ^' 12 miles long.

IrinM r P"'?"-'''""*
/<" Water-proofing.John Macintosh, whose name is very familifrin connection with the use of water-proof

fabrics, has recently patented a compound oIndia-rubber with carbon, which promises tobe very useful. He mixe; about fourZts of

Chouc" Th'
fi"'' P«-der with one of' caoutchouc The mixture is accomplished by pass

about 250 These rollers are very powerfuland fixed in strong bearings. They arrnrovided with spiral cutters. The result I fhn;
the rubber will be cut, torn and Tst. ted r„'

d^'tl'':,''^-''^"
"^'y ^•^'''°°' '•^"d expelledfrom the delivering end of the machine in ahot, plastic, homogeneous mass, whence itmay be conveyed to the feeding end fbr asecond and more complete treatm^ent. ItiLy

effects of the atmosphere.
A new mode of noting the direction of the wind

at a7iyaltitude.~Wii\daer, Professor of Mathe-
matics at Osthofen, Germany, while engaged
in examining the solar spots some yearf ago
had his attention attracted to an immense
number of small white particles, which sud-
denly came into view. He found that they
vyere ice-crystals or snow-flakes, floating like
the clouds in aerial currents. In the lower
part of the atmosphere there are suspended
in the air particles of an organic nature, asmay be seen by admitting a beam of sunlight
into a darkened room. It is proposed by
nieans of these floating matters to determine
the direction and force of the wind at different
altitudes on cloudless days, by simply adjust-
ing a telescope so as to give a distinct vision
at two, three or more thousand feet, and to
note the direction and rapidity of the particles,
which will then clearly be seen as they cross
the field of view.

The behavior of metals under strain.—SeriouB
weakness is often found in large masses of
metals by what is termed internal strain If
a large iron casting is allowed to cool rapidly
the outer particles quickly become solid, and
the crystallization of the interior particles is
effected under the pressure and restraint of
the solid exterior portions. The result is adegree of strain which often materially lessens
the strength of the mass, and sometimes pro-
duces cracks in the casting. The same con-
dition of things exists in a less degree even inwrought iron. Some time ago, steel rods
several inches in thickness were attempted to
be used in the construction of a large bridge
but they were found to possess relatively buta small portion of the strength of the same
steel cut into smaller bars. This subject has
recently been investigated by Prof. Thurston,who finds the harder metals more affected by
this source of weakness than the soft and
ductile metals, probably because the particles
of the latter more readily arrange themselves
into such positions as to relieve the strainupon them. If a bar of metal is placed underthe action of an external force, as the bearing
of a heavy weight, some particles are morestrained than others. If lift in this condronhe particles graduallyshift positions, until thest.an IS equalized, and thus become capableo sustaining a pressure, which, if suddenly
applied, would have broken the bar. On the

the're«H? '/"'iiT'
'°'' °^ resistance is often

blows
^^'''''°' ''' ^^'-"^ '"'''^'''^ ^y

Vinegar-producing Polype.—A present waskey made to the Jardin d'Acclimatisation fn
t-aris, of a polype. The day after its intro-duction into the Aquarium it was found to

a'und h^Th''^ "r"" '' '^^ '"^^ --=^''

I v^in r H
" «-^Pl=^Dation was had on ana-

was o^nenf Tu '
°*' ^^"^ ^^«^^'- The polype

when 1 T ''"' ''"^""^^ ^^^^^ l^odies,when mmersed in pure water, change it intoa solution of acetic acid,

Selected.
BE OF GOOD CHEER-BE NOT AFRAID.

When the sky is dark and low'ring,
And the tempest raging high,

Billows swelling, breakers roaring,
Christian, fear not—God is nigh'.

Tossed amid the wild commotion,
Winds nor waves can thee o'erwhelm

;Thy frail bark shall stem the ocean-
Christ is sitting at the helm.

What though mighty waves are rolling,
And all human help is vain ?

There is one the storm controlling
Over all thy God doth reign.

Child of God, thou'rt not forsaken
Thou art still thy Father's care-'

Let not faith in him be shaken, '

He doth hear and answer prayer.

'Tis in love that he doth chasten,
To draw closer to his breast;

Stormy winds thy voyage hasten
To thy bright, eternal rest.

Soon shall end thy tribulation,
Soon shall dawn a brighter day

;

Rest in Christ's sweet consfolation,
" Lo, I am with thee alway."

Yes, in safety he will guide thee
Over life's tempestuous sea

;

He knows all that doth betide thee,
And will thy sure refuge be.

Even now the coast thou'rt nearing;
Soon thy feet shall touch the strand;

See the mountain tops appearing,
Bathed in light—Emmanuel's land.

THE BIRTH RECORD.
^"'

Sitting to-night in my old arm-chair,
With my Bible on my knee,

I read from its record page of birth
The names of children three;

And written beneath, in the same strong hand
While the heart was breaking with pain, '

" The Lord hath given and taken away "

But " blessed be his name."

With two, the record of life was short,
Like a summer's day of joy

;

I can see them now, with these dim old eyes
My little girl and boy;

And I think of them when I read the words
In an old, old book, which saith,

"They were lovely and pleasant in their lives
And divided not in death."

'

For the other—" my baby" I call him still-
Though he grew to manhood tall.

When they told me God had taken him,
I felt he had taken my all:

And long I cherished rebellious thoughts,
Before I could learn to say,

'Blessed be the Lord. 'Twas he that gave,
'Tis he that hath taken away."

So when I take this .sacred Book
Where God h.ath writ his will,

I can read in peace my children's names
While I say, " My heart, be still

!"

And the dear, dear hand that wrote those names
Grasps mine in trust and love

;

Dear wife, their names are also writ
In the Book of Life above !"

t7;rii;7,7*"''" T'^'^'y '° ^^^^ surface of a ciousthfnJ'^' ''"'''^'I'-'^'odeedapre-
textile fabric, such as canvas.s, by passincr i, hn "! ^'""f-/*

rare gem-hard to find. It isunder heavy pressure through hefti^ roK J^H J""' 'Z
^' ""'' ''''^ '^^re below. It sBy th.8 process, the compound is foix^ed nto LoHn "^'t^ ',' '^' '"''''' from which

the interstices of the fabric, and so becomeXrecXd ^^^^' '' "1"^"^ 1^°°^" and ap-ae It were incorporated with it. The ca^-bon iH lr„J
° P'"°"P«'-'^y '-^"d in adversity.l

Palm-wine.—On the warmer plains, the
...ne-palm (^Cocos butyracea) is grown. I saw
many of them near San Ubaldo. The wine
is very simply prepared. The tree is felled,

jand an oblong hole cut into it, just below the
crown of leaves. This hole is eight inches
deep, passing nearly through the trunk. It
IS about a foot long and four inches broad
and in this hollow the juice of the tree im-
mediately begins to collect, scarcely any run-
ning out at the butt where it has been cut
off. This tendency of the sap to ascend is
well shown in another plant, the water liana
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then she would quickly spring down, and be 'and roof of his house, certainly exhibited al-

ready to run up the stairs, when the doorat the jtogether, a most remarkable tram of appar-

footof them was opened. Hero then seemed ent reasoning and decision, which would be

to be reasoning and drawing conclusions. She no discredit to human intellect.

had observed that when the bell in the kitchen

was rung, the door was opened; and when
on some occasion, indulging the cat propen-

ty for climbing on high places, she had hap-

pened to ring the bell by bending the wire

while walking on the top of the wood pile,

she observed cause and effect ; and soon my
lady availed herself of her acquired knowledge

and ability to profit by it, and rang the bell

when she wished some one to wait upon, and
open the door for her.

Though numerous instances are recorded of

the intelligence of the dog, some so extra

ordinary, that they would be considered, had

man been the actor, as no small evidence of

the brightness of his intellect;—some indeed

The account given in the first extracts from

P. G. II. on animal character, of the cow who
was 30 restive her owner could not milk her

without letting her have a calf to lick, was

somewhat curious. But there did not seem to

me anything very remarkable about it, nor

calculated to " grate on our sensibilities,"

that the cow, when she accidentally ripped

open the bag made of the skin of her calf that

had died,—which had been filled with hay, by

her master, and given her to lick to keep her

quiet,—should immediately eat the hay—the

provender she was in the habit of feeding

upon ;
the delicious fragrance of which would

at once speak for its identity, though it was

found in so queer a place ; for I do not believe

too muth'so to'bVattributed to his reasoning I she took it 'for her calf at all. It died so

all, but rather, to the immediate! soon—on the day of its birth—she could

fi get the water from this it must be cut first

i high as one can reach ; then about a foot

W the ground, and out of a length of about

i?en feet, a pint of fine cool water will run
;

jt if cut at the bottom first, the sap will as-

jQd so rapidly that very little will be ob-

;ined. In three days after cutting the wine-

Im the hollow will l^e filled with a clear

Uowish wine, the fermented juice of the

36; and this will continue to secrete daily

r twenty days, during which the tree will

ive yielded some gallons of wine. I was

Id that a very large grove of the trees was

t down by the Government near Grenada, on

count of the excesses of the Indians, who
led to assemble there on their festivals, and

!t drunk on the palm wine. The Indians

Nicaragua, when the Spaniards first came

Qongst them, objected to the preaching of

16 padres against intemperance. They said,

yetting drunk did no man any harm."

—

elt's Naturalist in Nicaragua.

<'Keep the Heart Alive."

The longer I live, the more expedient I find

to endeavor more and more to extend my
mipathies and affections. The natural ten-

ancy of advancing years is to narrow and

jntract these feelings. I do not mean that

wish to form a new friendship every day, to

icrease my circle of intimates ;
these are very

ifferent affairs. But I find it conduces to

»y mental health and happiness to find out

11 I can which is amiable and lovable in

hose I come in contact with, and make the

lost of it. It may fall very far short of what

was once wont to dream of; it may not sup-

.ly the place of what I have known, felt, and

asted, but it is better than nothing. It seems

o keep the feelings and affections in exercise

;

t keeps the heart alive in its humanity ; and

mtil we shall all be spiritual this is alike our

iuty and our interest.—Bernard Barton.

For " The Friend."

Something more about Animal Character.

(Continaed from page 342.)

Speaking of cats exhibiting intelligence

,imes, as marked as other animals, I am
Binded of one that lived in the family of one

)f my relatives who evinced frequent

itances of it ; and on repeated occasions at

)no time, she certainly showed remarkable

ihrewdness. They had been again and again

mnoyed by having the front door bell rung,

3,nd on its being promptly attended to, find

mg no one there. Concluding it was pro

bably done by some runaway boys, one day

when it had been repeated pretty quickly in

succession, one of the family determined to

watch from the parlor window, to detect, if

he could, the offender. Soon the bell rang

again, but no one had gone near the door step.

The mystery was now to be solved in some

other way ;
when one of the girls in the

kitchen—which I think was in the basement-

happened to observe that sometimes as soon

as she opened the kitchen stair door, to at-

tend to the ringing of the front door bell, puss

would dash through and up the stairs They
,7;7.7;"^f^t;;""^-;ht"„et out unoS the [greatest deception Satan practised upon man-

then feeling satisfied, that she was at least on up the ^tans they m^ ht t i fe._^^^
^^. ,^^ ersuaded them that they could

the alert for these opporiun.ties she wa ^°°f
\«

d° ^iis a^^^^^

watched; and was soon discovered c imbing f.1^^^^^°
,^'f^,!f,^i^i^/^i^^^^^^ appearances, baptism, but it was his express desire, that

up to the top of a high wood pile in the eel- he should fo\t^w th in ter ti om appea
|

H
- deceived ; but be willing

po
influence of an overruling Providence,—yet

many more might doubtless be added to the

list. I remember one instance which was re-

lated by the owner of the dog to a member
of our family, which was certainly very re-

markable. The dog one evening had been

lying quietly before an open fire-place—ap-

parently asleep. When he suddenly started

up and stood for a short time as if listening.

He then went to the door and seemed anxious

to get out ; on its being opened he immediately

went through, and ran rapidly up the stairs

all the way to the garret door. It being sin-

gular, and so rare for him to act thus, and

being a very intelligent dog, he was followed

on opening the door, for which he was eagerly

waiting, he went in paused awhile as if listen-

ing or dissatisfied, then soon came back, and

dashed down the stairs again to the front

door. Appearing impatient to go out, hit

master promptly opened it ; when outside,

he waited on the neighbor's step which

joined that of his master, and seemed to en-

treat to have their door opened. His whole

conduct was so unaccountable, that they at

once rang the neighbor's bell—when he darted

in without ceremony, running up their stairs

as he had done up his master's, and was fol-

lowed. I do not now remember what were

his demonstrations when be was admitted into

their garret room ; but they were such as in-

duced them to open the window; when the

cause of his excitement and anxiety was soon

made manifest, by the discovery of a man

who was hiding behind the stack of chimneys

between the two houses, where he had gone

with the intention of entering one, or both of

them for the purpose of robbery. How little

could the robber have imagined, that the

small noise ho might make as he ensconced

himself closely to the chimney, would be com-

mnnicated bv the flue to the parlor where the -, ^, -,,.-.,, x-n

fTmiir at. But that this dog should not only days before his decease, he desired the folow-

he^r it, but should so promptly decide whenceling testimony to be taken down in wilting.

hardly have known it as her calf, certainly

not long enough to be expected to love it.

And just supposing the unnatural dismal look-

ing lump, "without head or feet," had hap-

pened to have rolled towards her, it is most

probable she would have been so startled, she

would have attacked it with her horns. It is

no wonder " mamma first opened enormous

eyes," and slowly stooped her head towards

it. But seeing that it laid still, and the quite

probably faviiliar smell, bringing it home to

her as it were, she with the enjoyment that

cows seem to feel in licking each other, which

we so often see, soon began to indulge her

propensity with just the " delightful tender-

ness" she would feel in licking any calf not

her own, or another cow—nothing more :

(love apparently, often having nothing to do

with it, though where love exists it may en-

hance the pleasure.) And she having taken

such special deliiiht in this soothing indul-

gence that, " a calf," not it would seem ne-

cessarily her own, had to be brought to keep

her quiet when being milked. And why
should she manifest " surprise" on finding the

hay? The surprise was experienced, and

manifested, when she first saw the strange look-

ing ma-s—having a recognized smell, which

may have influenced her rather sooner, under

such odd circumstances, to indulge her in-

clination forlicking her kind; but not because

she really took it for a living calf, much less

for her own offspring ;
and doubtless she was

the more inclined to continue so doing from

day to day, because she perceived the refresh-

ing odor of the hay from the carelessly made

bag, with the promise, or an indefinite hope

of the coming feast from within.

Extract from a Testimony of Miami Quar-

terly Meeting concerning John Simpson.—A few
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For "The Friend."

From a new English work on " The Uni-
verse," byEichard A.Procter, " recently con-
firmed by the chief astronomers of Great
Britain," the following portions have been
selected and offored for insertion in " The
Friend." In selecting what is believed will
most interest the general reader, it has been
found necessary occasionally to change a few

cessively towards different parts ofthe heavens
he counted the number ofstars which were visi
b:e at any single view. The field of view of
this reflector was 15' in diameter, so that the
portion of the sky included in any one view
was less than one-fourth of that covered by
the moon. He found the number of stars
visible in different parts of the heavens, in a

Id of view of this size to be very variable
words in order to make suitable connection Sometimes there were but two or three stars
of diff-erent parts

;
but it is believed that in no in the field ; indeed, on one occasion he count, d

case has any change of idea resulted. Many
ideas and theories entirely new, are pro-
pounded respecting the construction of the
starry heavens ; and these are illustrated
80 clear and forcible a manner, and withal
Buch strict accordance with recent discoveries,
as cannot fail to render the work from which
these selections are made, of great interest
and value to those who are at all interested in
the grand and noble science of astronomy.

Star Streams.

To those who rightly appreciate its mean-
ing, the Milky Way is the most magniticent
of all astronomical phenomena. However
opinions may vary as to the configuration of instruct
the -" ' ..... I

only three stars in fuur fields. In other parts
of the heavens the whole field was crowded
with stars. In the richer parts of the galaxy
as many as 400 or 500 stars would be visible
at once, and on one occasion he saw as many
as 588. He calculated that in one quarter of
an hour, 116,000 stars traversed the field of
his telescope, when the richest part of th
galaxy was under observation. Now, on the
as.sumption above named, the number of stars
visible when the telescope was pointed in
any given direction was a criterion of the
depth of the bed of stars in that direction.
Thus, by combining a large number of ob-
servations, a conception—rough, indeed, but

,. - 'iinstructive—might be formed of the fiii-ure of

HnnK^ ;""r°'"P°''"° '^'^ ''^^^'''' °o that Stratum OfItars Within Which our sun idoubt now exists among astronomers that "

^u uui buu is

the Milky Way consists really of suns, some
doubless falling short of our own sun in bril-
liancy, but many probably surpassing it.

Around these suns, we may fairly conceive,
there revolve systems of dependent orbs, each
supporting its myriads of living creatures.
AVe have afforded to us a noble theme for con-
templation, in the consideration of the endless
diversities of structure, and of arrangement,
which must prevail throughout this immen-
sity of systems.

I propose to examine what is known ofi
this marvellous object, and to present some
con.siderations which appear to me to have
an important bearing on the views we should
form of its structure.

Galileo was the first to prove, though earlier
astronomers had entertained the notion, that
the Milky Way is compo.sed of a vast nu
ber of stars, crowded closely together. But
no attempt was made to ofl'er a theory of its
structure until, in 1754, Thomas Wright, in
his 'Theory of the Universe,' propounded
viewsclosely according with those entertained
later by Sir. W. Herschel. Wright, havino-
examined a portion of the galaxy with a re^-

flecting telescope, only one foot in focal length,
came to the conclusion that our sun is in the
midst of a vast stratum of stars; that it is
when we look along the direction in which
this stratum extends, that we .see the zone of
light constituting the Milky Way; and that
as the line of sight is inclined at a greater
and greater angle to the mean plane of the
stratum, the apparent density of the star-
grouping gradually diminishes.
But It is to Sir. W. Herschel, and the sup-

plementary labors of Sir. J. Herschel, that we
owe the more definite views now commonly
entertained respecting the Via Lactea. The
older Herschel, whose nobly speculative views
ot nature were accompanied by practical com-mon sense, and a wonderful power of patient
observation, applied to the heavens his cele-
brated method of gauging. He assumed as a
first principle, to be modified by the results
of observation, that there is a tolerable uni-
formity in the distribution of stars through
Hpaee. Directing his twenty feet reflector sue-

situated

Herschel had noticed, so early as 1785, that
there is a tendency in the Milky Way to clus-
ter around definite regions of the heavens

;

and he saw that the fact of such clusterino^

suit agreeing, in a most remarkable man
with those obtained by Sir William Hersc
It appeared, however, that the southern h(
sphere is somewhat richer in stars than
northern, a result which has been accej:
as indicating that our system is pmba
somewhat nearer the southern than the no:
ern part of the galactic nebula. Moreo'
Sir J. Herschel was led to believe that
sidereal system forms a cloven flat ring rat
than a disc.

Combining the results obtained by the t

Herschels, we should assign to the stratuir
stars a figure somewhat resembling that o

lid cloven disc.

The main difficulties in attempting to fo
an estimate of the real configuration of
galactic system are those which have be
already mentioned. Have we evidence ci

firming or disproving (1) the tendency
clustering suggested by the elder Herscl:
(2) the possible variability among star-mi
nitudes, and (3) the action of influences i

erted by large stars in guiding or swayi
others? It appears to me that there are
dications of a very obvious and importa
character, which have been either altogeth
unnoticed, or much less noticed than they (

If any connection should appear betwe
the configuration of our galaxy, and the s

rangement of stars which are assumed to

^ . ^ ^ ., much nearer to us than the Milky Way,was sufficient to account for many irregulari- will be obvious that we must somewhat modi

^b.nlntP L,f"rv'^!K'%V';f'Pw'''''^ °^
^^^l^^''

^'^'^« ^^^'^ by the two Herschels respec
ab.solute extent of the Milky Way in space, ing the sidereal system.
If we are looking from a height at the lights Now, I think one can trace a connecti(
of a laige town, we may fairly assume that a between the stars readily visible to the nak«

ot many lights very closely ranged, lies eye, and that stream of nebulous light whic
Iter distance from us than another the view we are examinino- tenr-hps";,. f« .«,,, -J , , I

^1'^'^^' we are examining teaches us to coi
hts more widely dispersed, |sider as at an enormous distance beyond thof

row
at a greater
row containinc
,v u _ '-' ^. . •' .

— •—— -1 1"'"^' "o 111' au ciiui luuuB uisiauce oeyona mof

III the If,.p!f°'V *^rPr'' "'f
throughout stars. In the northern portion, pei-haps, th

sILrnfpH h H- / ^ ^""^^ ^-^^ ''^'^'^ are connection is not very remarkable. We seseparated by distances approximately equal, 'that a large number of the bricrhter stars lut if we have reason to suspect that there on or near the Milky Way, but the relatioare some streets lighted more fully th
others, the inference would be no longer valid.
And again, Her.schel suspected that there are
stars so large as to bear a sort of sway among
other stars by superior attractive influence.
Here, then, was another element of difficulty,
since it becomes clear (1) that the brilliancy
of a star is no positive evidence of proximity

;

and (2) that there may be (besides the obvious
clusterings already considered) laws of sys-
tematic distribution, which might laro-ely

Por'i^«^ ''^''^'"r"^°''^^'i''{ ^tar-gauging, unconnected with the neighboring stream o'For instance, returning to the illustration >e Milky Way. But in^he somhern por
,

It we have reason to suspect tion the arrano-PmRnt ;= ,-»t r,,^,.,. ^„„„„i 'ki.

IS not so marked that we can regard thi,

rangement as positive evidence of aggregs
tion. However, I think no one who has a'

tentively examined the glories of Orion, th
richly-jeweled Taurus, the singular festoon c

stars in Perseus, and the closely set stars o
Cassiopeia, but must have felt that the asso
elation of splendor along this streak of thi

heavens is not wholly accidental. The Starr
here seem to form a system, and a syste
which one can hardly conceive to be whollj

given above,
that the

suspectjtion the arrangement is yet more remarkabh

ms wholly impossible not to con.
nect with the background of nebulous light

liancv"in'some"n"^J'^^' f '"^'""1 ^"'>°d m^nificant. From Scorpio, oveiThe^fed

fmhp; hp
° P °^ "" *''''°,' ^""^ that 'of the Centaur, over the keel of Argo, to Cani.luither there are in some streets laws of ar-| Major, there is a clustering of brilliant starsrangement among the lights, or that there are I which it

ciu. ter.ng ot biilliant stars

irregularities of surface-contour, which pro-lnect witL

shorteXt'hnVw""?/ ^'i?''" r 'r f°'-«^'Itisnoteworthy:aTs"o;;hat^his7t;e"am;f";ta«

we houTd^iave TaitZ U
"" ' ^'^'S^'^''^^, merges into the stream commencing with the

iToints n attemntin f
;^"°^'^°c« tor these 'group of Orion already noticed. i?or is thispoints in attempting to form an estimate of all It

' ' -'

the distances at^whieh^the different parts of, marked au.sence oi orignt stars in tt

and Cor-

ino mstinppa ot ^i,;„u n, ^-^ .
-mpossible not to be struck bv the

the' town are remlv ,'f o„' t ''"'''
°'l T/^'k "'""'^t

"' ^"-'^^^ ''''' ^" ^^« -'^''-

Still the rPs.TJKfliK o- T.r T. ^^ the heavens between Algol, Crux, and Cor-

sche have verv nrnnpH"'^
^^ ^''- ^^ ?''-

I"^^- ^^^ ^^' ^^e impression that 'the stars

Sinr'Se^XeLfT",'''"?'"'^ ^'\^r^
^'''^ ^"'•^^'^d towards the region of

Sir J "hTscM dSnfh?f ^^H
^'''''';

..
'^' '''''''^ indicated, so as to leave this space

r.,np ^rr 1 LT
'
'^''"°g bis residence at the comnarativelv h.nrp

^
Oape of Good Hope, carried out an extensive
series of observations of the southern heaver

the, comparatively bare.

CTo be contlnoed.)

Applying his father's method of gauging, with
a telescope of equal power, he obtaTned a re-

God will never fail those who truly rely
and depend on Him to the end.
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For "The Friend."

he following remarks upon the testimony
he early Methodists against a conformity
the spirit of the world, are taken from
number of the Christian Advocate :

[t was especially ia the departments of
seraents and of dress, that 'old-fashioned

hodism' made its protests against the
land fashionsof the world. To the super-

I this may seem to indicate a narrowness
iew, and capricioiisness of selection, but
jr observation will detect a deep religious

Dsophy in it. The temptations that most
iinly lead Christians astray are those that
in the form of allurements to pleasure

—

lusts of the flesh, the lusts of the eye, and
)ride of life—and these all find their grati-

ions in amusements, and gay equipage,
depth of religious convictions, and the
estnpss of purpose to lay hold on eternal

hich especially characterized the ori-

1 Methodists, impelled them to get as far

")le out of the way of temptations by
ding whatever might draw them toward
world.

was not, therefore, merely a blind su-

tition and asceticism that impelled them
he singularities that distinguished them.

y dreaded the very appearance of evil,

carefully avoided its forms ; and recogniz
hemselves as leading a life hid with Christ

•od, they were not ashamed to appear as

rims and strangers in the sight of those
knew them not. The earnest desire,

amounting to a passion, manifested for

ly array, and for fashionable amusements,
some professed christians, are infallible

cations of the decay of all deep religious

iction and earnest impulses toward the
istian life. It is only when the heart is

lOut the rich consolations of religion that
gers and thirsts after the pleasures of

world. * * * We are not of those who
plate without painful alarm the preva-

e of the spirit and the practices of worldly
'ty

The Hero of Niagara.

ihe

following detailed account of the rc-

; accident at Niagara, and the gallant

ue of the victim, is given by the Buffalo

rier ; William McCullough, a painter by
e, aged about sixty years, and a respected
^n of Niagara Falls, was engaged in paint-

|the middle bridge which spans the torrent
I rushes between the first and second of
! Three Sister Islands. He occupied a
ftion, with a companion, on a scaffold

ich had been swung down on the lower
! of the bridge. Approaching his fellow-

'kman, he asked him for some putty, and,
jiving the same, he stepped back just a
e too far, and in an instant was on his

k at the bottom of the torrent. The other
•kman and George B. Curtis, who wit-

sed the accident, and who were paralyzed
what seemed to be the inevitable fate of
DuUough, watched the disappearing form
it was swept out of the more rapid current
) a small eddy, from the midst of which
3 a rock. Against this rock, which is

ly submerged, McCullough was thrown,
ing been rolled over on his face just before

ching it, and, with the instinct of a drown-
man, he clung to it. At the rock the water
)etween four and five feet deep, and, al-

ugh stunned by the fall and exhausted by
angry waters which had borne him about I

fifteen hundred feet in the direction of a
grave, he had strength enough remaining to
enable him to climb the rock and to seat him-
self upon it.

The plan of a rescue was not easy to solve,

and the question of the power of endurance
remaining to the old man was a serious one.
Fortunately Mr. Pettibone had informed the
people at the Cave of the Winds that a man
had fallen from the bridge, and Thomas Con-
roy, one of the guides, heard the remark. He
knew he was the only man that could save
McCullough. Some distance above the rock
he found awaiting use a coil of rope, about an
inch in thickness, and passed it into the hands
of about a dozen or fifteen men. He con-

sulted nobody—he asked no one's advice ; but,

with as much coolness as if he were proceed-

ing to his dinner, he took one end of the rope in

his left hand, told them to play it out to him,

descended the bank, and proceeded into the
river, only taking the precaution to divest

himself of his boots.

About forty feet from the shore he discov-

ered that the rocks over which he picked his

way were too slippery in the strong current,

and ho returned. He sent to the Cuve of the

Winds for his felt shoes, and these were
brought to him with the utmost despatch.

These donned he again started on his perilous

journey from a point about two hundred feet

above the rock on which sat McCullough.
Cautiously, but with imperturbable coolness,

he moved out in an oblique direction till he had
reached a point beyond the line of the rock,

the waters at every step threatening to sweep
him out of sight. Carefully he picked his

way, now in shallow water and now in deep,

and down with the angry tide he went till he
reached the rock, and found awaiting his

coming a man shivering, exhausted, and al-

most incapable of utterance.

He tied the rope about McCullough's waist,

took hold of it himself with his left hand sim-

ply, and both started for the shore. For a

hundred feet or so Conroy had not only to

look out for himself, but for the enfeebled old

man in his charge. It was hard work, but

thry made this distance without accident.

The end was not yet, however, for as they
entered the torrent which ran between the

shore and the rock both were swept off their

feet and buried in the mad waters. The men
on shore pulled the rope as rapidly as was
safe, and McCullough and his rescuer were
dragged ashore. The paper mill whistle blew
the hour of noon just as Conroy and McCul-
lough reached the bank, and simultaneously

with this huzzas rent the air and ecstasy

usurped the place of dread anxiety. The
crowd, wishing to testify promptly and sub-

stantially to their appreciation of Conroy's
heroism, took up a collection for him, and
about $200 were handed to him.

W. McCullough's condition was found to

be quite serious, partial delirium having set

in, but no fatal consequences are anticipated.

The hero was born in Ottawa, Canada,
twenty-five years of age, of Irish parentage,

but spent his early boyhood in Montreal. For
seven years he was a sailor along the New-
foundland coast, and only about seven years

have elapsed since he first became a citizen

of Niagara Falls. In the fall of 1872 he made
an excursion with Professor Tyndall under

the Falls, in a report of which the eminent
scientist showed his appreciation of Conroy's

heroic qualities. He is a quarter of an inch

over six feet in height, and weighs now 209
pounds, although his full avoirdupois is 220.

He has a powerful frame, a quiet pair of eyes,

brown hair and sandy mustache.
Ho has enormous strength and unfailing

courage, and seems unwitting of the posses-

sion of any great qualities of body, mind or
heart, all of which are pre-eminently his. He
has a wife and three children, of whom he is

proud, and works hard as a guide at the Cave
of the Winds for their maintenance.

—

Late
Paper.

Selected.

I well remember, said an eminent minister
in North Wales, that when the Spirit of God
first convinced me of my sin and danger, and
of the many difficulties and enemies I must
encounter, if ever I intended reaching heaven,
I was often to the last degree in fear ; the
prospect of the many strong temptations and
allurements, to which my youthful years
would unavoidably expose me, greatly dis-

couraged me. I often used to tell an aged
soldier of Christ, that I wished I had borne
the burden and heal of the day like him. His
usual reply was, that so long as I feared and
was humbly dependent upon God, I should
never fall, but certainly prevail. I ha,\& found
it so. O, blessed be the Lord, that I can now
raise up my Ebenezer, and say, "Hitherto
hath the Lord helped me."

—

Remarkable Provi-

dences.

Antiquarian Discovery in the Crimea.—The
Cologne Gazette says: "Last year, near
Kertch, three catacombs were discovered.

One of them is situated on the northern slope

of the Mithridates Mount, and its interior is

decorated with stucco work and pictures in

fresco, in which various animals and hunting
scenes are represented. At the entrance there

are visible on the side walls, where the stucco
has fallen off, symbols, monograms, and figures

of animals, cut vvith sharp tools. Mr. Lueenko,
the director of the Kertch Museum, has since

opetied two catacombs, which, however, have
proved less interesting. In the opinion of an-

tiquaries, the paintings found in the catacom.bs

belong to an Oriental people. As evidence of
this are pointed out the high headdresses and
helmets of the warriors, and the short manes
of the horses, which are represented as they
are on the Assyrian monuments. As the
bright colors of the pictures were becoming
dimmed through contact with the damp at-

mosphere, the entrance to the catacombs has
for a time been closed in order to protect the
pictures from entire destruction. In the re-

presentations of battles, fighting men of two
different nationalities are clearly distinguish-

able. One class have round beardless faces,

and wear armor which covers the whole body
and extends down to the ankles. Their arms
consist of two lances and a round shield. The
other class, their opponents, have beards and
thick long hair. They are armed with bows,

lances and square shields. The bearded men
appear to be besieged, whence it may be con-

cluded that these frescoes are the productions

of their beardless assailants. On other pic-

tures are represented bears, wild boars, stags,

birds of various kinds, and plants witb large

broad leaves. Especially remarkable is a pic-

ture which represents an animal resembling

a lion, and behind in the air a winged Cupid
in a sort of Roman drapery. Besides these

frescoes there have been found two small

statuettes of clay, one of which represents the
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Bitting figure of a woman, who holds in her
right hand a flat, cup shaped vessel, and wears
a high three-cornered head dress. This figure

has a remarkable resemblance to the stone

figures of women found in the grave mounds
of the steppes. The other statuette, also that

of a woman, likewise wears a remarkable
three-parted head dress."

Ticks.—No one who has not lived and moved
about amongst the bush of the tropics can
appreciate what a torment the different para-

sitical species of acarus or ticks are. On my
first journey in northern Brazil, I had my
legs inflamed and ulcerated from the ankles
to the knees, from the irritation produced by
a minute red tick that is brushed oif the low-

shrubs, and attaches itself to the passer-by.
This little insect is called the " Mocim" by
the Brazilians, and is a great torment. It is

80 minute that except by careful searching it

cannot be perceived, and it causes an intolera-

ble itching. If the skin were thickly covered
with hair, it would be next to impossible to
get rid of it. Through all tropical America,
during the dry season, a brown tick {Ixodes
bovis), varying in size from a pin's head to a
pea, is very abundant. In Nicaragua, i n April,
they are very small, and swarm upon the
plains, so that the traveller often gets covered
with them. They get up on the tips of the
leaves, and shoots of low shrubs, and stand
with their hind legs stretched out. Each foot
has two hooks or claws, and with these it

lays hold of anj' animal brushing past. All
large land animals seem subject to their at-

tacks. I have seen them on snakes and igu-
anas, on many of the large birds, especially on
the curassows, and they abound on all the
larger mammals, together with some of the
small ones. Sick and weak animals are par-
ticularly infested with them, probably because
they have not the strength to rub and pick them
off, and they must often hasten, if they do not
cause their death. The herdsmen or " vac-
queros," keep a ball of soft wax at their houses,
which they rub over their skin when they
come in from the plains, the small " garra-
patos" sticking to it, whilst the larger ones
are picked off.

—

Bdt's Naturalist in Nicaragua.

To pass through life without sorrow, would
naturally speaking be good ; but patiently to
bear sorrow, and profit by it, is still better;
the former is a temporary good, the latter
eternal.

THE FRIEND.
SIXTH MONTH 20. 1874.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—It is reported thai the steamer Queen

Ehzabeth, recently lost near Gibraltar, had on board
one of the moat valuable cargoes ever shipped from
Calcutta. The entire value of the cargo is estimated at
$2,540,000, including $1,650,000 worth of indigo, $250 -

000 worth of tea, and $115,000 of silk, shellac, and
other article.^. The vessel was valued at $135 000
making the aggregate loss $2,77-5,000. The vessel' and
cargo were insured for nearly $2,000,000.
The authorities of London, after careful scientific in-

vestigation, have concluded to pave the streets with
wood and asphalt exclusively.

In the House of Commons, Gladstone has presented
a. petition to Parliament, signed by 86,000 laborers, ask-
ing for the assimilation of county and boroueh fran-
chises.

^

In the House of Commons, Bourke, Under-Secretary
for Foreign AffairB, in reply to a question from John

Simon, said the draft of a code sent by the government
of Russia for consideration by the Congress upon Inter-

national Law, soon to assemble at Brussels, relates to

the exercise of military authority in an enemy's coun
try, the distinction between combatants and non-com-
batants, various modes of warfare, reprisals, &c. Bourke
added that the British government had not yet decided
whether it would .send delegates to the Congress.

I An excellent registration system of births, marriages

I

and deaths in the British isles enables the Registrar
General to make an annual estimate of the population
that is nearly as accurate as the regular census. For
the vear 1874 the estimate is 32,412.010, an increase of
928,'319 since the last census in 1871. There is an in-

crease of 936,363 in England and Wales, and 102,898
in Scotland, and a decrease of 111,093 in Ireland. The
largest cities are London, with 3,400,700 inhabitants

;

Liverpool, 510,640; Glasgow, 508,109; Birmingham,
360,892; Manchester, 355.339; Dublin, 314,666; Leeds,
278.798 ; Sheffield, 261,029 ; Edinburg, 211,691 ; Bristol,

1192,889.

I

A Calcutta dispatch of the 9th says: Advices from
the famine-stricken districts are more favorable. Cases
of actual starvation are now rare. Numbers of persons
employed at various relief works are leaving in conse-
quence of rains, which prevail everywhere.
The purchase of livings in the Established Church of

England is once more the subject of much attention in
that country. As at present, any man who has taken
the necessary degree at the Univer.-^ity, and has money
enough, may buy a living, the consequence is that many
men unfit for the position, obtain them in this manner.
The population of Sweden at the end of 1867 was

4,19.5,000
;
in 1869, onlv 4,158,000 ; 1870, 4,168,000, and

in 1872, again 4,250,000.
London, 6th mo. 15th.—Consols 924. U. S. sixes,

1865, 108^
Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 8 5-16d.
A Vienna dispatch of the 11th says: The Inter-

national Sanitary Congress has been postponed until
January 9, 1875.

The Spanish government has authorized its generals
commanding the national forces in the north, to grant
pardons to Carlists who give in their submi-ssion to the
government.
A dispatch from the Spanish frontier says that numer-

ous bands of the Basque provinces have revolted against
Don Carlos, demanding peace. Don Carlos has ordered
that upon capture they shall be shot.
A special to the Times from Spain says, General

Concha and staff have left Logrono for Tisdela. Thirty
thou.sand national troops are marching to the Comescras
valley. The Carlist army under Dorregaray numbers
24,000 men.

It is reported that eighteen Carlist officers have been
shot at Toloza, by order of Don Carlo.s, for mutiny.
The French National Assembly continues violently

excited. The feeling is especially bitter between the
Bonapartists and Radical Republicans. It was neces-
sary to place a strong guard on the train which con
veyed the deputies from Versailles to Paris, the even
ing of the 10th inst., to protect the Bonapartists from
Gambetta's supporters. The Imperialist journals con-
tain violent attacks on the Left. On the return of the
Deputies from Versailles, Count St. Croix struck Gam
betta across the face with a stick, for which he was
promptly arrested. For this outrage the Count was
fined and sentenced to six month's imprisonment
The Left claims 330 members, pledged to vote for the

dissolution of the As.sembly, and they only require 30
more to carry the motion, which they intend to intro-
duce at an early day.
On the 10th the Assembly, by a vote of 348 to 337,

adopted an amendment to the municipal electoral bill,

fixing the age of electors at twenty-one instead of twenty
five years as proposed by the government, which was
thus defeated on a vital provision of the bill.

On the loth a constitutional bill prepared by the Left
Centre was introduced by Casimer Perier, who moved
its consideration be declared " urgent." He said the
country demanded the termination of the provisional
state. He urged union against Bonapartism and dema-
gogues. Laboulaye supported the motion for" urgency."
He said recent events had shown the dangers of a pro-
visional condition. A monarchy was impossible, and
the Empire would only lead to the invasion and op-
pression of France. The Republic was the government
of all for all, and its establishment would inspire the
country with confidence. The vote was then taken on
the motion for urgency and it was agreed to, yeas 34.5,
nays 341, all the ministers voting against it, but in their
capacity as members of the Assembly only, the motion
not being made a cabinet *=--

After this vote a resolution from the extreme Eight

was read amid profound silence. It dtelares tha
government of France is a monarchy ; the thron<
longs to the head of the house of France ; Kai
MacMahon may assume the title of Lieutenant o
kingdom, and the national constitution be determ
by agreement between the king and national repri

tatives. A motion that the resolution should be reft

to a committee was defeated by a large majority.
United States.— The House of Represents

has passed the bill appropriating S-500,000 for th
lief of the .sufferers by the floods in the Mis
Alabama and Tombigbee rivers.

The Senate and House have been unable to agre
the currency bill. It seems to be well understood
any measure increasing the paper circulation wil
vetoed by the President. The majority of Con{
seems bent on inflation, while the President
committed against that course, and favors contrac
as one of the steps toward a resumption of specie
ments.
A recent law of Mississippi requires that no pe

shall be licensed to retail .spirituous liquors
has first secured the recommendation of more than
the men over twenty-one years of age, and more
half the women over eighteen years of age in the
poration or township where he desires the licen.se.

There were 480 deaths in New York city last w
and 314 in Philadelphia.
The " Day Express" train on the Pennsylvania I

road now leaves Pittsburg at 7.45 A. M., and arrive
Philadelphia at 6.40 P. M. There are two stops
at which the engines are changed, at Altoona and I

risburg, the former being five minutes and the Is

twenty minutes, so that the train actually runs this
tance, 3.54 mile.s, in 10 J hours.

I%e Markets, <fec.—The following were the quotat
on the 15th inst. New York.—American gold, 1

U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 116|; coupons, :'""

1868, registered, 116} ; coupons, 120} ; U. S 5 p_
113.!. Superfine flour, $4.85 a $5.30 ; State extra, »

a $6.25 ; finer brands, $6.50 a $10.2-5. No. 1 Chi{
spring wheat, $146; No. 2do., $1.40; No. 3,$1.39;
western, $1.50 a $1.52 ; white Ohio, $1.58. Oats, t

71 cts. Western mixed corn, 84 a 86 cts.
;
yellow

a 86| cts. ; white, 90 a 92 cts. Carolina rice, Si t

Rangoon, 6J a 7} cts. PhUaihlphia.—Vplands and I

Orleans cotton, 18} a 18} cts. Superfine flour, $4.:
$5.50; extras, $5.50 a $6 ; finer brands, *6.50 a $10
Penna. red wheat, $1..50 a $1.53 ; amber, $1.57 ; west
red .*1.40 a $1.48 ; white spring, $1.45; No. 1

*1.35. Rye, 95 cts. Yellow corn, 80 a 82 cts. Oats, i

63 cts. Lard, llj a 11| cts. Clover-seed, 9| a 10}
About 2600 beef cattle were sold at 7} a 7|cts. pei
gross for extra, 6} a 7 cts. for fair to good, and 5
cts. for common. Sheep sold at 5 a 6} cts. per lb. gr
Receipts 8000 head. Corn fed hogs $8.25 a $8.50
1 00 lb. net. Receipts 4000 head. Baltimore.—\Vi
superfine flour, $4.50 a $5.25 ; family flour, $6.50 a :

finer brands, $8 a $11. Western red wheat, $1.4
$1.46; western spring, $1.30 a $1.37. Southern wl
corn, 90 a 91 cts.

;
yellow, 81 a 82 ct.s. Oats, 66 a

cts. Chicai/o.—'No. 1 spring wheat, $1.20 ; No. 2
$1.18. No. 2 mixed corn, 62 cts. Oats, 47 cts. N
rye, 84 cts. St. Louis.—No. 3 fall wheat, $1.20 ; Nt
spring, $1.08J. No. 2 mixed corn, 60 a 61 cts.

47 a 48 cts. Rye, 75 cts. Cleveland.—'^o. 1 red whi
$1.38 ; No. 2 do., $1.30. Corn, 70 a 71 cts. Oats, 5
55 cts.

RASPBERRY STREET COLORED SCHOOl
FOR GIRLS.

Wanted, an energetic competent Teacher for
above School, to commence 9th month l.st. Apply

Eliza B. Edwards, 516 Spruce street,

Rachel S. Maris, 127 South Fifth stre<

Sarah E. Smith, 1110 Pine street.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The next Term will commence on Fourth-day, I

mo. 2nd, 1874. Applications for admissions should
addressed to Samuel J. Gdjimeee, President

Haverford College, Montgomery Co., Pa

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) PhUadelphi
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. WoB!
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Star Streams.

(Continued from page 350.)

ow, this last circumstance would appear
remarkable if the paucity of stars here
ced were common also in parts of the
vens far removed from the Milky Way.
this is not the case. Beyond this very

on, which we find so bare of stars, we
le upon a region in which stars are clus-

d in considerable density, a region includ-

Crater, Corvus, and Virgo, with the con-

uous stars Algores, Alkes, and Spiea. But
it is very remarkable, while we can trace

)nnection between the stream of bright

over the Milky Way, and the stream of

uloiis light in the background, it is obvious
the two streams are not absolutely coin-

nt in direction. The stream lies on one
of the Milky Way near Scorpio, crosses

1 the neighborhood of Crux, and passes to

other side along Canis Major, Orion, and
rus. Does the stream return to the Milky
fr? It seems to me that there is clear evi-

36 of a separation near Aldebaran, one
ich curving through Auriga, Perseus, and
9iopeia, the other proceeding (more nearly

he direction originally observed) through
(throwing out an outlier along the band

'isces), over the square of Pegasus, and
\g the streams which the ancients com-
jd to water from the urn of Aquarius (but

oh in our modern maps are divided between
arius and Grus). The stream-formation
1 is very marked, as is evident from the
nomenon having attracted the notice of

onomers so long ago. But modern travels

e brought within our ken the continuation

he stream over Toucan, Hydrus, and Reti-

im (the two latter names being doubtless

jested by the convolutions of the stream
lis neighborhood). Here the stream seems
nd in a sort of double loop, and it is not
ttle remarkable that the Nubecula Major
within one loop, the Nubecula Minor with-

he other. It is also noteworthy that from
foot of Orion there is another remarkable
am of stars, recognised by the ancients

er the name of the Kiver Eridanus, which
seeds in a sinuous course towards this

e region of the Nubecula.
[aving thus met with evidence—striking

east, if not decisive,—of a tendency to

aggregation into streams, let us consider if, in

other parts of the heavens, similar traces may
not be observable. We traced a stream from
Scorpio towards Orion, and so round in a

spiral to the Nubecula. Let us now return

to Scorpio, and trace the stream (if any ap
pear) in the contrary direction. Now although
over the northern hemisphere star streams
are not nearly so marked as over the southern,

yet there appears a decided indication ot

stream-formation along Serpens and Corona
over the group on the left hand of Bootes to

the Great Bear. A branch of this stream,

starting from Corona, traverses the body of

Bootes, Berenice's Hair, the Sickle in Leo,

the Beehive in Cancer, passing over Castor
and Pollux in Gemini, towards Capella. A
branch from the feet of Gemini passes over
Canis Minor, along Hydra (so named doubt-

less from the obvious tendency to stream-

formation along the length of this constella-

tion), and so to the right claw of Scorpio.

One other remarkable congeries of stars is

to be mentioned. From the northern part of

the Milky Way there will be noticed a pro-

jection towards the north pole from the head
of Cepheus. This projection seems to merge
tself in a complex convolution of stars form-

ng the ancient constellation Draco, which
doubtless included the ancient (but probably
less ancient) constellation Ursa Minor. After

following the convolutions of Draco, we reach

the bright stars Alwaid and Etanin of this

constellation, and thence the stream passes

to Lyra, where it seems to divide into two,

one passing through Hercules, the other along

Aquila, curving into the remarkable group
Delphinus.
The streams here considered, include every

conspicuous star in the heavens. But the

question will at once suggest itself, whether
we have not been following a merely fanciful

scheme, whether all these apparent streams

might not very well be supposed to result

from mere accident. Now, from experiments

I have made, I am inclined to believe that in

any chance distribution of points over a sur-

face, the chance against the occurrence of a

single stream as marked as that which lies

(in part) along the back of Grus, or as the

curved stream of bright stars along Scorpio,

is very great indeed. I am certain that the

occurrence of many such streams'is altogether

improbable. And wherever one observes a

tendency to stream-formation in objects ap-

parently distributed wholly by chance, one is

led to suspect, and thence often to detect the

operation of law. I will take an illustration,

very homely perhaps, but which will serve

admirably to explain my meaning. In soapy
water, left in a basin after washing, there will

often be noticed a tendency to the formation

of spiral whorls on the surface. In other cases

there may be no definite spirality, but still a

'tendency to stream formation. Now, in this

'case, it is easy to see that the curved bottom
of the basin has assisted to generate streams

in the water, either circulating in one direc-

tion, or opposing and modifying each other's

effects, according to the accidental character
of the disturbance given to the water in the
process of washing. Here, of course, there

can be no doubt of the cause of the observed
phenomena ; and I believe that in every case

in which even a single marked stream is seen
in any congeries of spots or points, a little

consideration will suggest a regulating cause

to which the peculiarity may be referred.

It is hardly necessary to say that, if the

stream-formation I have indicated is con-

sidered to be really referable to systematic
distribution, the theory of a stratum of stars

distributed with any approach to uniformity,

either as respects magnitude or distance, must
be abandoned. It seems to me to be also quite

clear that the immense extent of the galaxy
as compared with the distances of the 'lucid'

stars from us, could no longer be maintained.

On this last point we have other evidence,

which I will briefly consider.

First, there is the evidence afforded by clus-

terings in the Milky Way. I will select one
which is well known to every telescopist,

namely, the magnificent cluster on the sword-
hand of Perseus. No doubt can be entertained

that this cluster belongs to the galactic sys-

tem, that is, that it is not an external cluster:

the evidence from the configuration of the

spot and from the position it occupies, is con-

clusive on this point. Now, within this spot,

which shows no stars to tht! naked eye, a

telescope of moderate power reveals a multi-

tude of brilliant stars, the brightest of which
arcof about the seventh magnitude. Around
these there still appears a milky unresolved

light. If a telescope of higher power be ap-

plied, more stars are seen, and around these

there still remains a nebulous light. Increase

power until the whole field blazes with almost

unbearable light, yet still there remains an
unresolved background. ' The illu^triou-* Her-
schel,' says Professor Nichol, 'penetrated, on
one occasion, into this spot, until he found
himself among the depths, whose light cmild

not have reached him in much less than 4,000

years; no marvel that he withdrew from ibe

pursuit, conceiving that such abysses must be

endless.' It is precisely this view that I wish
to controvert. And I think it is no difficult

matter to show at least a probability against

the supposition that the milky light in the

spot is removed at a vast dista'ice behind the

stars of the seventh magnitude seen in the

same field.

The supposition amounts, in fact, to the

highly im|)robable view that we are looking

here at a range of stars extending in a cylin-

drical stratum directly from the eye—a stra-

tum whose section is so very minute in com-
parison with its breadth, that, whereas the

whole field within which the spot is included

is but small, the distance separating the near-

est parts of the group from the farthest, is

equivalent to the immense distance supposed
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to separate the sphere of seventh magnitude

stars from the extreme limits of our galaxy.

And the great improbability of this view is

yet further increased, when it is observed that

within this spot there is to be seen a very

marked tendency to the formation of minor

streams, around which the milky light seems

to cling. It seems, therefore, wholly impro-

bable that the cluster really has that indefi

nite longitudinal extension suggested by Pro-

fessor Nicbol. In fact, it becomes practically

certain that the milky light comes from orbs

really smaller than the seventh magnitude
stars in the same field, and clustering round
these stars in reality as well as in appearance.

The observations applied to this spot may
be extended to all clusters of globular form

;

and where a cluster is not globular in form,

but exhibits, on examination, either (1) anj-

tendency within its bounds to stream-forma-
tion, or (2) a uniform increase in density as

we proceed from anypart of the circumference

towards the centre, it appears wholly incon-

ceivable that the apparent cluster is, not really

a cluster, but a long range of stars extending
to an enormous distance directly from the eye
of the observer. When, in such a case, many
stars of the higher magnitudes appear within

the cluster, we seem compelled to admit the

probability that they belong to it ; and, in any
case, we cannot assign to the farthest parts

of the cluster a distance greatly exceeding
(jproportionally) that of the nearest parts.

Of a like character is the evidence afforded

by narrow streams and necks within the

galaxy itself. If we consider the convolutions

over Scorpio, it will seem highly improbable
that in each of these we see, not a real convo-
lution or stream but the edge of a roll of stars.

For instance, if a spiral roll of paper be viewed
from any point taken at random, the chances
are thousands to one against its appearing as

a spiral curve, and of course the chance against
several such rolls so appearing is very much
greater. The fact that we are assumed to be
not very far from the supposed mean plane
of the Milky Way would partly remove the
difficulty here considered, if it were not that
the thickness and extent of the stratum, as
compared with the distances of the lucid stars,

must necessarily be supposed very great, on
the assumption of any approach to uniformity
of distribution.

Evidence pointing the same way is afforded
by circular apertures in the galaxy, or indeed
by apertures of other forms, since a moment's
reflection will show the improbability of any
tunnelling (so to speak) through the star
stratum, being so situate as to be discernible
from the centre. Another peculiarity of these
cavities is also noticeable; whereas on the
borders of every one there are many lucid
stars, or in some cases two or three very bright
stars, within the cavity there is a marked
paucity of stars. This phenomenon seems to
indicate a much closer connection between the
brighter stars, and the milky light beyond,
than is supposed on the stratum theory. One
can hardly conceive the phenomenon to be
wholly accidental.

(To bo continned.)

Being an acknowledged minister amongst
Friends, and frequently engaged in Gospel
labors for the good of others, Peter Yarnall
found it needful to watch against his natural
eloquence and the fervor of bis own spirit in
*Kq r.^n^'o cause.the Lord'!

For "The Friend."

Something more abont Animal Cbaracter.

(Conclod'sd from page 349.)

We have in truth I believe, many sufficient

evidences of the genuine affection of the cow,

as well as most other animals of whose charac-

ter we can form any estimate, not only for

their oflTspring, but also for companions with
whom they have been intimately associated

;

and it is cause -of regret that any doubts

should be suggested. Why does the cow,

when her calf has been taken from her for

slaughter, bewail her loss for many days, in

tones so mournful as to sadden the human
hearts of all the household who hear her ;

not

only all the day long, but even through the

night season, when others are at rest, if it is

not love for her offspring? Why does the

hippopotamus stand still in the water, steadily

opposing her huge body as a wall of de-

fence for her young when attacked by the

merciless hunter, man, until her sides are

pierced all over with cruel bristling darts, if

it is not love for her offspring ? Patient, self-

sacrificing love and endurance to save her
child, which we should deem most touching
and noble in a human mother. And the cat

that discovered her four young kittens lying

by the pond, where they had been drowned,
what, if it was not love for her offspring,

could have prompted her in her then weak
state, to carry them one by one to her home,
quite a long distance off, thus travelling eight

times back and forth ; so that when her pain-

ful task was done, she laid down by them, and
died from suffering and exhaustion ? Both
well authenticated cases, and many more such
might be related.

We had at one time a pair of canary birds,

who appeared to be a very loving little couple,

building their first nest in much harmony,
the happy wife doing her part as faithfully,

and showing herself as capable as her spouse;
and ere long they reared a family of fine

children. In due time, after harmoniously
clearing out the old nest from their nurse
basket, they proceeded to build a new one
But soon the little dame, for some iinaccounta
ble reason, began tossing out their building

materials as soon as they had begun to re-ar
range them. Her mate bearing this strange
behavior, and helping her to begin anew to

build, again and again, with a patience that
we thought was truly commendable,—for her
conduct seemed entirely inexcusable,—until

finally it seemed to become past patient en-

durance any longer
;
and this little lord of his

creation deemed it his right to exercise some
authority ; attempting by chastisement to

compel her to do her work properly; and he
pecked her several times pretty severely.

Before she had time however to profit much
by his corrections, evening came on, and they
both went quietly to their perches to sleep

for the night. But alas, when I first went to

the cage the next morning, the poor little

wife was crouching on the floor of it, the top
of her head bare of feathers and bathed in

blood, and her companion sitting mournfully
on his perch. I immediately took her out,

hoping she might not be seriously injured,

and that some healing application might re-

store her. But before I could do anything
for her, she made a sudden convulsive move-
ment and died on my hand. I then took her
back and put her into the cage. Her mate

feathers—then took hold of her and pi(

her a little, back and forth ; but no, he (

not arouse her ; then he began running ar

her, while singing incessantly, until fii:

all bis efforts were vain, he returned to i

perch : from that time, all through the

he refused nourishment of any kind, am
maiued almost immovably with bowed
on his lonely resting place. The folio

morning I found him stretched out lifeles

his cage floor. Some, perhaps may say,

is not a very telling instance in support
faith in true affection between animals.

I believe it is. This canary bird had be(

kind, loving partner to his beautiful li

mate ; but her strange conduct about so

portant a business, was enough to wear
the patience of the best of husbands,
though I was sorely grieved, that he she

have taken her life, I felt he was not to be i

demned as unmerciful or unloving. He k:

of but the one way to endeavor to convince
of her error—if she was demented, he wa;

judge of that—he " knew nothing of the

atomy" of the head, that pecking would bi

out feathers, make the blood flow, Ac-
he was not aware that it would cause p:

much less death, as he had never experience
nor even witnessed it before. So that w
he became conscious of his bereavement,-
possibly—that he had brought it upon h

self,—he was overwhelmed with grief, refu

to be comforted, and died of a broken he
So many instances have been known wb

it would appear that the peculiar conduct
animals could be attributed alone to the
istence of strong affection for each other, i

not easy to understand why any should
willing to question it, merely because of sc

occasional apparent inconsistencies; at o:

drawing the inference therefrom, that tf

"entirely paint the brute;" instead of end
voring to account for them in some ot!

equally, if not more natural manner, and >

that would not ''grate upon our sensibilitit

Seeing, as P. G. H. observes, "the impoi
bility of knowing the real sensations of a

mals," let us rather encourage the belief, tl

the All-wise, Beneficent Creator, having
constituted the nervous system of the br

animal, that he is not only alive to phyi

'

suffering, but also to painful feelings ve
nearly allied to mental sorrow—as i

often apparent—while conferring upon t

human, in addition to the unspeakable blessi

of spiritual consolation and joy, the
soothing happiness arising from our wai
affections for each other, has also in his

bounded goodness, bestowed this last precio
boon, this merciful compensation, upon
the higher orders of the brute creation. Th
He has not so nearly limited their enjoyma
to the grosser sensual pleasures of eatin

&c. Let us never believe otherwise than th

they really know of the happiness of lo^

That the endearing tenderness always com
to the mother's heart, on the occurrence
"one of the most touching incidents in i

ture" ; and it becomes a special source
happiness to her. That she knows, and loT

her own because it is her own—though und
some circumstances she may adopt anoth
fondling—which, with many known cases,

even different species of animals becomir
strongly attached to each other, where tht

ave been closely associated, is added q\

gazed at her a little while, then came downidence, that as their existence will termina
irom his perch and first pecked gently at her I here, the merciful author of it has desigae
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'it while they live—as far as their nature

ill admit—this world shall be to them a

ppy world.

Selected for "The Frieml."

Fourth day, 4:th of Third month, [1807.] We
ve now been nearly two weeks ver}' closely

gaged in our arduous service of visiting the

nilies of Friends in Grace-Church-Street

)nthly Meeting, and my beloved and honor-

le companion [Mary Pryor] and myself,

ve hitherto been enabled to move along in

ich harmony and concoi-d. I feel it very
ieving to my exercised, and often deeplj-

ed mind, to have the company and help of

e whose religious experience has been much
ger than my own. One who, after so long

warfare under the banner of the Captain of

vation, can frequently testify that he is

irthy to be obeyed to the utmost of our

ility; that verily his "yoke is easy, and his

rden light." Mat. xi. 30. I think I never

Id more feelingly subscribe to the same
icious truth, than since the commencement
the present engagement ; for though, at

les, the faithful laborer must be brought
;o a state of bondage, when and where the

re seed is kept in captivity
;
yet it is a favor

be found worthy to suffer with a suffering

»rd. I believe all the exercises which dedi

ted minds may be permitted to pass through
themselves and for others, are not so great

those which are often imposed, by th

emy of all good, upon such as are pursuing

i vain and delusive pleasures of the world
Man/ Alexander, Friends' Library, vol. xiii,

ge 88.

Scientific Notes.

JTow colds are caught.—There are several

ill-known processes by which a cold may be

ught. As a disease, there is nothing so com-
on ; and yet it is only very recently that

lything like an approach to a knowledge of

athology has been attained. There is

)w, however, a large accumulation of evi-

nce which points very strongly in the direc-

on that "taking cold" is actually "being
Id."

Rosenthal has very carefully investigated

le relations of the body-heat, and has de-

onstrated the existence of a central heat-

poducing area, and an external heat-radia-

ng surface. A rise in temperature is due to

le disturbance of the balance normally ex
ting betwixt these two antagonistic areas,

excessive heat-production may produce
iver ; or this may be due to an impairment
the cooling processes, so that heat accumu-

tes. Precisely the opposite of this leads to

lowering of the body-temperature: if the

eat be lost more rapidly than it is produced,

len a "chill" results.

Let us see how this applies to colds, so fre-

uently caught from a wetting. The clothes

'6 wear are good non-conductors of heat, and
) prevent the loss of body-heat which would
ecur without them. But let them become
loist or saturated with water, and then they

me heat-conductors of a much more active

haracter, and a rapid and excessive loss of

ody-heat follows. Nothing is more certain,

owever, than that prolonged exposure in

vet clothes is commonly followed by no evil

esults ; that is, so long as there is also active

xercise. The loss of heat is then met by in-

reased production of heat, and no harm re-

ults. But let the urchin who has been

drenched on his waj' to school sit in his wet
clothes during school-hours, and a cold follows.

No matter how inured to exposure the person

may be who, when drenched, remains quiet

and inert in his wet clothes, he takes a cold.

Here there is an increased loss without a cor-

responding production of heat, and the tem-

perature of the body is lowered, or the person

catches cold."

The effect of exorcise in producing heat is

well known. Unless the surrounding air bo

of a low temperature and the clothes light,

the skin soon glows with the warm blood cir-

culating in it, and then comes perspiration

with its cooling action. Hei-e there is a direct

loss of heat induced to meet the increased

production of heat. Exercise, then, in wot

clothes, produces more or less a new balance,

and obviates the evil consequences which

would otherwise result.

The loss of heat is more certainly induced

f the skin be previously glowing and the cir-

culation through the skin, the cooling area,

be active. Thus a person leaves a ball-room

with his cutaneous vessels dilated, and a rap'
'

loss of body-heat follows, unless there be a

thick greatcoat or a bj-isk walk ; if the clothes

become moistened by rain or be saturated

with perspiration, the radiation of heat is still

more marked. Such is the causation of the

cold commonly caught after leaving a heated

ball-room. It is probable that exhaustion is

not without its effect in lowering the tonicity

of the vessels, and so those of the skin do not

readily contract and arrest the loss of heat.

Rosenthal found that a rabbit exposed to a

temperature of 100 dog. Pahr., for some time

had a lowering of the body-temperature of no

less than 2 dog. for two or three days after-

wards. The dilated cutaneous vessels had not

sufficiently recovered their tone to contract

and arrest the loss of heat. Those who live

in superheated rooms readily take cold on

So a sudden sharp cooling, and a longer and

slower process, alike produce tho.se lowered

temperatures which lead to severe and often

fatal consequences.

But if "taking cold" is " being cold," how,

t may be asked, docs a feverish condition re-

mit? It is the normal course of a cold to

cause a high temperature and then to de-

fervesce. This is due to a want of prompt-

ness in the regulatory arrangements.

Where there are an increased loss and an

increased production of heat simultaneously,

they neutralise each other. When there is

much muscular exercise, there is perspiration ;

where there is much loss of heat, there is in-

creased production of heat. In those inured

to exposure, an immediate increase in the pro-

duction of heat probably exists. In others, a

lack of promptness in the heat-producing pro-

cesses occurs, a delay indeed, and then the chill

and lowered temperature are followed by a

time of increased production of heat, and a

feverish condition results. Instead of the

evolution of heat being instituted at the time

of the excessive loss of heat, it comes on

slowly and forms a reactionary disturbance

—

an oscillation of the balance ;
being much de-

pressed, it rocks to an equal extent in the op-

posite direction. Habit endows the system

with an educated power of maintaining the

balance ;
disuse lessens the power. The niore

people take care, in the common way, against

cold, the more susceptible they become, and

the less exposure is sufficient to disturb their

more mobile body-balance.

The practical considerations which are the

out-comes of this review of the pathology of

cold are these. Never to wear wet clothes

after active muscular exertion has ceased, but

to change them at once ; to meet the loss of

the body-heat by warm fluids and dry clothes;

to avoid long sustained loss of heat which is

not met by increased production of heat
;
to

exposure. There exists a condition of the 1 increase the tonicity of the vessels of the skin

cutaneous vessels which gives a tendency to by cold baths, &c., so educating them to con-

lose heat, and less exciting causes will induce tract readily on exposure—by a partial adop

a cold

A damp bed gives a cold, because the moist

bed-clothes are much better conductors of

heat than are the same clothes when dry.

The temperature of the body is lowered, and

a cold results. Long exposure in bathing

leads to similar consequences. The second

feeling of cold in bathing tells that the body

is becoming chilled, and that the production

of heat is insufficient to meet the loss. A run

on the river-bank, or a brisk walk after dress-

ing, commonly restores the lost balance.

The plan of permitting the wet clothes to

dry on the wearer is very objectionable. The
abstraction of heat from the body by the

evaporation of moisture in the clothes pro-

duces a marked depression of the body-tem-

perature, and a severe cold. This is most

strikingly seen in the effects of a wetting in

the Tropics. The smart shower or downpour
is quickly followed by a hot sun and a breeze,

and the loss of heat under these circumstances

is considerable. The person is "chilled to th

bone," and the effects are felt for a long time

afterwards. The effects of the evapo'ration

under these circumstances is illustrated by

the Tropical plan of placing water in a vessel

of porous clay, wrapping a wet cloth round

it, and exposing it to a breeze. The water

becomes distinctly cold.

tion, indeed, of the "hardening" plan; to

avoid too warm and debilitating rooms and

temperatures; to take especial care against

too great a loss of heat when the skin is glow-

ing.

Crentle TForcZs.—Who has not felt the in-

fluence of a gentle word? what person have

they not overcome with a greater power than

harsh words or taunting remarks ? Tet how
few are in the habit of using them. Persons

of the most trying dispositions, breaking forth

in loud exclamations of anger, without any

regard for the feelings of the individual for

whom they were intended, become as calm as

a summer's day, when the answer in return was

all gentleness ; they become ashamed and hum-

bled before their victim. Again, wo see those

who have met with others like themselves,

answering each other tauntingly, and so keep

up the controversy for hours, when a gcntlo

word would have settled all difficulties. What
worlds of luxury do they aftord the weary

culprit ; he receives with heartfelt gratitude

one little word in kindness spoken ; they re-

vive the bettor feelings of his heart. To the

old they are a balm of consolation that will

light up the aged features with a smile beau-

tiful to behold. They bind the links of affec-

tion we h.ave for our children nearer to our
to pal-

The effect of a strong impression is equiva- 1 hearts, and cause their little breasts

lent to a longer action which is not so marked. I pitate with joy ; so it is with every one, even
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the mnst depraved. Why, then, should we
not endeavor to pmile sweetlj' upon all, and
ever strive to use gentle words to those that
surround us? They are little words that re-

quire neither wealth nor exertion upon our
part to bestow.

NOT ALONE.
Not alone, however dreary,
Sad and cruel seems my fate,

Angels yet may hover near me.
Spirits from the heavenly gate;

And the cry which rose in sorrow
From ray heart, " I am alone,"

Shall be stifled, if the morrow
Give me wisdom to atone.

"Not alone," the flowers tell me;
" Not alone," the birds declare.

As with music they o'erwhelm me,
Warbling in the perfumed air.

Forest, mountain, glade and river,

Studded firmament above.
Whisper to my soul, "Ah ! never
Doubt thy Heavenly Father's love !"

Thus no more I'll sadly ponder
On my short-lived earthly wrongs.

But with faith, and love, and wonder.
Seek that which to Heaven belongs.

Man's oppression cannot hurt me;
Jesus' love arrests my fear

;

Not alone, though men desert me

;

"Not alone," for God is near.

Selected.

TEACH ME PATIENCE, LORD TO WAIT.
When beneath Thy chastening rod.

Let me feel Thy love so great

;

Subject only to Thy will.

Teach me patience, Lord, to wait.

Give me of Thy richest grace

;

Teach me all my sins to hate

;

Let my life be wrapt in Thee:
Teach me patience, Lord, to wait.

When, forgetful of Thy care.
Trial seemeth long and great;

Teach rae then. Thy time is best,

Teach me patience, Lord, to wait.

Lord, for me Thy sufferings were;
Without Thy trials, what my fate?

A heaven, a crown is ofl^ered now •

Teach me patience. Lord, to wait.

When at last Thy will is wrought,
Open wide the golden gate;

For rest, celestial joy and peace,
Then shall I no longer wait.

The Acicia and its Ants.

One low tree, very characteristic of the
dry savannahs, T have only incidentally men
tioned before. It ix a species of acacia, belong
ing to the section Gummiferw, with bi-pinnate
leaves, growing to a heightof tifteen or twenty
feet. The branches and trunk are covered
with strong curved spines, set in pairs, from
which it receives the name of the bull's-horn
thorn, they having a very strong resemblance
to the horns of that quadruped. These thorns
are hoHoiv, and are tenanted by ants, that
make a small hole for their entrance and exit
near one end of the thorn, and also burrow
through the partition that separates the two
horns; so that the one entrance serves for
both. Here they rear their young, and in the
wet season every one of the thorns is tenanted-
and hundreds of ants are to be seen running
about, especially over the young leaves. If
one of these be touched, or a branch shaken
the little ants (Psnidomyrma hicolor, Guer

)

swarm out from the hollow thorns, and attack
the aggressor with jaws and sting. They
sting severely, raising a little white lump that

does not disappear in less than twenty-four
hours.

These ants form a most efficient standing
army for the plant, which prevents not only
the mammalia from browsing on the leaves,
but delivers it from the attacks of a much
more dangerous enemy—the leaf-cutting ants
For these services the ants are not only se-

curely housed by the plant, but are provided
with a bountiful supply of food

; and to secure
their attendance at the right time and place,
this food is so arranged and distributed as to
effect that object with wonderful perfection
The leaves are bi-pinnate. At the base of
iach pair of leaflets, on the midrib, is a crater-
formed gland, which, when the leaves are
young, secretes a honey-like liquid. Of this
the ants are very fond; and they are con-
stantly running about from one gland to an-
other to sip up the honey as it is secreted.
But this is not all ; there is a still more wonder-
ful provision of more solid food. At the end
of each of the small divisions of the Compound
'eaflet, there is, when the leaf first unfolds, a
ittlo yellow fruit-like body united by a point
at its base to the end of the pinnule. Ex-
amined through a microscope, this little ap-
pendage looks like a gulden pear. When the
eaf first unfolds, the little pears are not quite
ripe, and the ants are continually employed
going from one to another, examining them.
When an ant finds one sufiiciently advanced,
it bites the small point of attachment; then,
bending down the fruit-like body, it breaks
it off and bears it away in triumph to the
nest. All the fruit-like bodies do not ripen
at once, but successively, so that the ants are
kept about? the young leaf for some time after
it unfolds. Thus the young leaf is always
guarded by the ants ; and no caterpillar or
larger animal could attempt to injure them
without being attacked by the little warriors.
The fruit-like bodies are about one-twelfth of
an inch long, and are about one-third of the
size of the ants; so that the ant bearing one
away is as heavily laden as a man bearing a
large bunch of plantains.
Both in Brazil and Nicaragua I paid much

attention to the relation between the presence
of honey-secreting glands on plants, and the
protection the latter secured by the attend-
ance of ants attracted by the honey. I found
many plants so protected; the glands being
specially developed on the young leaves, and
on the sepals of the flowers. Besides the bull's
horn acacias, I, however, only met with two
other genera of plants that furnished the ants
with houses, namely, the Cecropice and some
of the Melastonue; but I have no doubt that
there are many others. The stem of the
Cecropia, or trumpet-tree, is hollow, and di-
vided into cells by partitions that extend
across the interior of the hollow trunk. The
ants gain access by making a hole from the
outside, and then burrow through the parti-
tions, thus getting the run of the whole stem.
They do not obtain their food directly from
the tree, but keep brown scale-insects ( Coccidce)
in the cells, which suck the juices from the
tree, and secrete a honey-like fluid that exudes
from a pore on the back, and is lapped up by
the ants. In one cell eggs will be found, in
another grubs, and in a third pupaj, all lying
loosely In another cell, by itself, a queeS
ant Will be found, surrounded by walls made
of a brown waxy-looking 8ub.stance, along
with about a dozen coccidw to supply her with
food. I suppose the eo-o-s arA Tnmr.TTo/t „= ^^—

as laid, for I never found any along with
queen-ant. If the tree be shaken, the t

rush out in myriads, and search about for
molester. This case is not like the last c

where the tree has provided food and she
for the ants, but rather one where the ant
taken possession of the tree, and brought w
it the coccidce ; but I believe that its prese
must be beneficial. I have cut into so
dozens of the cecropia trees, and never co
find one that was not tenanted by ants,
noticed three different species, all, as far a

know, confined to the cecropice, and all fai

ing scale-insects. As in the buU's-horn the
there is never more than one species of ant
the same tree.

In some species of Melastomse there
direct provision of houses for the ants,
each leaf, at the base of the laminas, the petit
or stalk, is furnished with a couple of pouch
divided from each other by the midrib. Ii

each of these pouches there is an entrai
from the lower side of the leaf. I notit
them first in Northern Brazil, in the provii
ofMaranham ; and afterwards at Para. Evf
pouch was occupied by a nest of small bla
ants ; and if the leaf was shaken ever so litt

they would rush out and scour all over it

search of the aggressor. I must have test

some hundreds of leaves, and never shook o

without the ants coming out, excepting o
sickly-looking plant at Para.
Amongst the numerous plants that do ;

provide houses, but attract ants to their lea's

and flower-buds by means of glands secreti
a honey-like liquid, are many epiphytal
chids, and I think all the species of Passifloi
I had the common red passion-flower growii
over the front of my verandah, where it w
continually under my notice. It had hone
secreting glands on its young leaves and i

the sepals of the flower-buds. For two yea
I noticed that the glands were constantly
tended by a small ant {Pheidole), and, nig.
and day, every young leaf and every flowe
bud had a few on them. They did not stic

but attacked and bit my finger when I louche
the plant. I have no doubt that the primal
object of these honey-glands was to attrai
the ants, and keep them about the mosttendi
and vulnerable parts of the plant, to prevet
them being injured

; and I further believe ths
one of the principal enemies that they serv
to gaard against in tropical America is th
leaf-cutting ant, as I have noticed that th
latter are very much afraid of the small blac
ants.

If the facts I have described are suflicien
to show that some plants are benefited b
supplying ants with honey from glands o'

their leaves and flower-buds, I shall not hav

suppose the eggs are removed as soon
I

much difficulty in proving that manj' plani
lice, scale-insects, and leaf-hoppers, that als
attract ants by furnishing them with honey
like food, are similarly benefited. My pine
apples were greatly subject to the attacks o
a small, soft-bodied, brown coccus, that wa
always guarded by a little, black, stinging an
(Solenopsis). This ant took great care of thi

scale-insects, and attacked savagely anyoni
interfering with them, as I often found to mi
cost, when trying to clear my pines, by bein|
stung severely by them. Not content witi
watching over their cattle, the ants brough
up grains of damp earth, and built dome<
galleries over them, in which, under the vigL
lant guard of their savage little attendants;
the scale-insects must, 1 think, have bee*
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ire from the attacks of all enemies.

—

Belt's

Ifuralist in Nicaragua.

Chinese Etiquette.

|he Flowery Land, as the inhabitants love

|ill it, gives to Europeans the idea of a
^sal petrification ; it is as unchanged in

justoms and in its maxims as when the

(s were first opened to our merchandise.
Hooks upon the barbarians with incredi-

scorn, very trying to an Englishman's
esteem. It seems to have conquered
le by the extent of its empire, and time
ts duration, and to have been far above us

any inventions as well as in bringing its

8 of social life to a highbred standard,
of the peculiarities in their manners

I be described for the amusement of our
lers in the following papers.

he dinners given by the higher classes

very grand affairs, and consist of an in-

ible number of dishes. Such a feast must
ireceded by three invitations, consisting

otes written to each invited guest. The
is sent the evening before, the second
he morning of the day of the repast, to

ind the guests of the request made to

Q, and begging them not to fail ; the third

pes when all is ready, and the master ex-

ises his extreme impatience to receive

Q. Following their ancient customs the

e of honor is given to strangers, the one
1 the greatest distance taking precedence,

1st the head of the house accepts the hum-
t position. He introduces his guests into

dining room, salutes them one after

ther, and, pouring wine into a china cup,

es a low bow to the highest in rank, and
rs it to him. But the guest must, in all

teness, prevent his doing so, and, taking
ther cup of wine, try to carry it to the

occupied by the host, who in his turn

lers him with the usual terras of civility,

en they sit down everything is reversed

n our European fashion. A splendid des-

is handed round, all the beautiful fruits

tgrow in that warm climate, pines, oranges,

icots, plums, almonds, peaches, and many
nown to us. The steward, kneeling on
knee, begs everyone to enjoy themselves,

his request each one takes his cup of wine
h both hands, and first raising it as high
lis head, then lowering it below the table,

srwards drinks it slowly, the master finish-

first, and showing them that his cup is

pty, every one following his example. The
rses of meat which succeed are indescriba-

; but as the Chinese generally excel in

kins;, they are by no means objectionable

m English palate. There are birds' nests,

Irms of all kinds, fishes, entrails, lichens.

bh are the simplest of the dishes ; others

I
so minced and changed in character, that

Ude himself would have been perplexed

vf to define them. At the beginning of the

ond course each guest has a small red

per bag brought to him by his own servant,

ieh contains a little silver money as a fee

the cook, the steward, the comedians, and
)80 who wait at table. More or less is

en, according to the rank of the entertainer,

t it is not expected unless the feast is ac-

npanied by a comedy. Of course the host

,kes many objections to accepting the ofifer-

r; but this is only one of the shams of social

!, and never listened to. When all is over
ip is handed round as a conclusion, and
ring the whole course of the dinner, which

lasts some two hours, large quantities of hot
tea are drunk, and the fiugers are wiped on
pieces of paper instead of napkins.
These rules of politeness are all regulated

at Pekin by the tribunal of rites, who watch
over their observance with as much jealous

anxiety as a political body in Europe does
over the maintenance of a constitution. In
case you wish to pay a visit to a mandarin,
the proper thing to do is to send in your card.

This is a small piece of red paper on which
your name is inscribed, followed by a polite

sentence such as this: "The tender and sin-

cere friend ofyour lordship, and the perpetual
discijile of your doctrine, thus presents him-
self to pay his respects and to bow before you
to the earth." If the mandarin is willing to

receive you, he goes forward and asks you to

pass before him. You are expected to make
the humble reply "I dare not ;" and after an
infinity of gestures, which are all arranged,
and obligatory phrases, the master of the

house bows to a chair, and slightlj' dusts it

with the corner of his robe, upon which you
are at length seated. The difficulties are

much increased when ten or a dozen man
darins call upon an Englishman at once, and,

according to custom, 'tea is ofl^ered. begin

ning at the one of the highest rank. He pre

tends to offer it to the next, then to the third,

and so on to the last. All having politely re

fused, he permits himself to drink it. The
second, in his turn, has to offer his cup to the

others, and thus the farce proceeds, until all

have gone through the wearisome task. The
whole scene passes with imperturbable grav
ity, and it requires the greatest self-command
not to smile at such etiquette.

(To be concluded.)

For "The FrieDd.'

The Culture of a Strawberry-bed.

In my garden is a strawberry-bed which
yields a bountiful supply of fruit. But it has

furnished a full illustration of the truth of the

common remark, that nothing valuable is to

be obtained without corresponding labor and
pains. The proper preparation of the ground,

the selection and setting out of the plants,

and their subsequent cultivation till they had
overspread the plot assigned them, and had
obtained the age and vigor requisite to enable

them to produce a large amount of luscious

berries, are not the only things that experi

ence has shown to be needful. After the first

full crop was borne, and the plants were left

to throw out their runners, and renew their

strength for the production of fruit in the fol

lowing year, it soon became apparent that

various unwelcome intruders had established

themselves in the bed, and if not removed
would overshadow the rightful occupants of

the soil, hinder their growth, and rob them
of their proper nourishment. The slende

spears of grass of several varieties, the heads

of clover, and the stems of weeds of many
kinds, were to bo seen thickly projecting

above the leaves of the strawberry plants.

Some of these were easily removed
;
others

clung so tenaciously to the earth, and were so

deeply rooted, that unskilful force merely de

tached the part above ground and left the

subterranean portions still alive. One of the

most troublesome was the cotnmon sheep-

sorrel {Rumex acetosella), which throws out,

just under the surface of the earth, long roots.

These wander over the bed, ancj send up at

intervals leaves and stems.

AVhile removing these hurtful weeds, and
thus assisting in the development of the future
crop, the mind found some relief from the
tediousness of the labor, by reflecting on the
lessons which it naturally suggested. The
sacred writings often compare the church and
its members to outward and visible things

—

" A garden enclosed is my sister, my spouse."
" The daughter of Zion is left as a cottage in

a vineyard, as a lodge in a garden of Cucum-
bers." " Thou shalt be like a watered gar-
den." The Prophet Isaiah in figurative lan-

guage speaks of the church as a vineyard, of
which he says, " I the Lord do keep it ; I will

water it every moment : lest any hurt it, I

will keep it night and day," and continuing
the same metaphor he adds, " He shall cause

them that come of Jacob to take root : Israel

shall blossom and bud, and fill the face of the
world with fruit."

My strawberry-bed might be compared to

a church (or to an individual member of it,)

which had experienced the operations of the
Lord's hand, by which it had in measure been
reclaimed from its former neglected condition.

The fallow-ground has been broken up; the
rampant growth of evil propensities, words
and actions, has been cut down, and good
seed has been sown in the heart, which under
the fostering care of the Heavenly Gardener
has taken root and grown. Through the aid

of His Holy Spirit and the renewed visitations

thereof, which descend on the soul as the dew
and the rain, the plant of Heavenly origin

hasbornefruit, it may be of humility asshown
in a meek and humble behavior, of kindness
to all, of quiet submission to severe trials, or

of more conspicuous, because public, labor for

the religious welfare of others. Those who
ai'e thus exercised, especially those engaged
in the great work of proclaiming the gospel

of light and salvation, are exposed to some
trials of a peculiar nature—and it is wise for

such to prize and improve the intervals of rest

from active service which are granted by the

Lord of the vineyard. Let them, as well as

all others, examine the gardens of their own
hearts. They will find young weeds coming
into view here and there among the good
plants, which must be removed or they will

soon grow and destroy the beauty, and lessen

the fruitfulness of their fruit beds. They may
discover that the kindness and sympathy of

their friends, and the favor with which their

ministrations have been received, have nour-

ished a disposition to appropriate to thera-

Sfilves the honor which belongs only to the

Giver of all our gifts; and that, like the sorrel,

this hurtful weed has been secretly insinua-

ting its fibres into their hearts, until it has so

developed that its acid leaves are being shot

up into sight. They may find that they have
relaxed in that tenderness of conscience and
watchful care to avoid the first approach to

evil, into which they were led in the day of

their espousals ; when, yielding themselves

fully into the Divine hand, they followed Him
into the wilderness, and "Israel was holiness

unto the Lord, and the first-fruits of his in-

crease." From this neglect may have followed

too much indulgence to the appetites of the

body, too much latitude in the range of the

thoughts, and too little restraint on the ex-

pressions of the tongue. The danger of this

is especially great, if in earlier years they have
yielded to corrupting influences. Through
submission to Grace, they may have been en-

abled to remove all visible signs, and faith-
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fully to reject all temptations to indulge in

the sins, which at one time so easily beset

them. But their roots remain long in the
ground, and in an unguarded hour often mani-
fest their presence. What sad examples have
we seen of persons who for a series of years
had maintained an unblemished reputation,

and yet have afterwards yielded to tempta-
tions, which at onetime thej-probably thought
they had fully mastered! Let him that
thinketh he standeth, take heed lest he fall

;

and let us all feel the importance of the apos
tolic injunction, to work out our salvation

with fear and trembling—a fear lest by any
means we should come short of that heavenly
rest which has been set before us.

The evil seeds which grow in the heart of
man are as multifold in number and form, as
the weeds which spring up in our garden
Some make their appearance in the early
springtime of life, others flourish more luxuri-
antly in the meridian of our strength and
vigor, and others again find a congenial
climate in the autumnal period. There is no
way in which our gardens can be kept clean,
but by heeding the injunction which our Sa-
viour has so emphatically given, as of uni-
versal application, "What I say unto you, I

say unto all, Watch." As this holy watch is

maintained, our eyes will be anointed to see,
and strength will be given to remove those
things which are of evil tendency. J

For " The Friend."

The Heart of Africa, by Dr, Schweinfurth.
(Continued from page 346.)

_

In the return of our travellers from the ter
ritoriesof the Monbutto, they passed through
the country of the Niam-niam, and designed
gathering u]) the ivory which they had pu
cha'ied on their outward journey, and left i

store to await their return. Wando, the chief
in whose dominions the ivory had been de-
posited, determined to keep the ivory, and if
possible destroy Aboo Sam mat's party and
po.ssess himself of all their treasures. As the
Nubians approached his dominions they found
suspended over their pathway, a stalk of
maize, a feather and an arrow, emblems of
defiance, and an oflScial declaration of war.
Soon after entering the country they were met
by some of his men, who professed that they
could give them a safe conduct, and offered
their services as guides. The result Dr.
Schweinfurth thus describes.

Starting afresh, Mohammed led the way
lie was himself unarmed, but he was attended
by his 3'oung armor-bearers, and followed by
a detachment of his black body guard. Next
in order and close behind were the men who.se
mediation and offers of guidance had yester-
day been accepted. Somehow or other I could
not get rid of my presentiment that these fel-
lows were not to be trusted, and aceordingljr,
contrary to my custom, I took good care' to
keep my trusty rifle in my hand. It struck
me as very remarkable that in the villages
which we passed the men, women, and chUd
ren wore all assembled in crowds, and calmly
watched our progress, just as though there
was no rumor or thought of war.

After about half a league, I was at the head
of a column of bearers, but I had fallen some
hundred paces behind Mohammed. All at
once several shots fired in rapid succession
made me aware that something unusual had
happened in front. Looking to the right
I saw some natives rushi ng away at full speed

across the steppes ; a hasty fire was opened
upon the fugitives, and their savage yells of
painbetrayed that some ofthem were wounded
although they contrived to make good their
escape. Another moment and I caught sight
of Mohammed being carried back towards us
with a broad streak of blood acro.ss his white
sash, and close beside were the two little

armor-bearers writhing with their faces to
the ground, their backs pierced by the native
lances. It was a ghastlj^ sight. Dashing up
to Mohammed I ripped up his clothes, and
discovered at a glance that my poor friend
had received a deep spear-cut in his thigh. I
did not lose an instant in adopting what
measures I could. I had a box of insect
needles in my pocket. Water, of which we
were always careful to have a supply, was
close at hand. Mohammed's own muslin
.scarf was just the thing for a bandage. Hav-
ing carefully been washed, and then bound
together with half-a-dozen of the strongest of
the pins, and finally enveloped in the scarf
and tied with j'arn, the gaping wound was
completely dressed, and began to heal almost
as soon as it was closed.

The sad event had occurred in this way.
One of the pretended guides forced his way
between Mohammed and his young shield
bearers, and brandishing his lance cried out,
" The people of Yuroo are for peace, toe are
for war." Mohammed instinctively made a
sidelong movement to escape the falling blow,
and thus probably saved his life. Meanwhile
the other natives attacked the boys and
stabbed them between the shoulders. Al-
though Mohammed had escaped the direct
blow that was designed, the htige lance, with
its head a foot and a half in length, had sunk
deep into his flesh. With the fortitude of
desperation he dragged the murderous weapon
from the wound, hurled it after the fuo-itive
assassin, and then fell senseless to the earth.
The injury caused by the barbs of the spear
(which were an inch long) was miserably ag-
gravated by the impetuous fury with whicli
the weapon was extracted. The wound was
broad and deep enough to admit my whole
hand, and had only just escaped the kidney
which was visible through the open flesh.

'

In their first surprise at the sudden attack,
Mohammed's personal retinue had fired almost
at random after the fugitive traitors

; but as
their guns were only loaded with deer-shot,
they for the most part hit the enemy without
killing them. Immediately upon this there
ensued a general chase, and during the time
that I was engaged in binding up Moham-
med's wound, I could hear the report of fire-
arms along the whole line of our procession.
And now again a halt was ordered, the col-

umns of bearers were collected, their loads were
deposited in piles upon the ground, and the sio--
nal was given for a general plunder. Joy-
fully enough was the order hailed

; it was
especially welcome to the hungry Bongo after
their scanty fare on the previous days.
By sundown the whole region about was

clear of the enemy, and as darkness came on
the bearers returned within the shelter of
our abittis, laden richly with spoils that they
had secured in the adjacent villages. Sentries
and watch-fires were established, and the
night was passed in a stillness that was rarely
broken by a stray and distant shot. With
the exception of a fe ~songo bearers, who.
yielding to their marauding propensities
had pushed too far into the hamlets, we had

loss. Two of the Nubians,
ever, had received severe lance-wounda,
had to be carried back to the camp on lit

It was currently reported among the na
that Mohammed was mortallj^ wounded,
couraged by the accession of fresh conting
during the night, they once again made
woods re-echo with their savage war-c
amidst which could be heard the vilest
most abusive Arabic invectives that
seemed to have learnt for the mere pur
of vituperating their enemies. Mba
death, however, was the burden of
chorus. "Mbahly! Mbahly! Give us Mba
We want meat." Mohammed would not
mit to these taunts. In spite of his weak
he in,sisted upon showing himself Witb
wound firmly bandaged, he was convf
beyond the camp to a white ant-hill, f

whence he could be seen far around,
nearly a quarter of an hour he stood
this elevation swinging his scimitar,
shouting with the full strength of his v(
"Here I am, Mbahly is not dead yet."
then challenged thetii to come with a hunc
lances if they dare, and retorted upon tl

in jeering scorn their cry of, " Puish
pushyo I" (meat, meat), always using
Niam-niam dialect, in which he was tolers
fluent.

The tribe who had attacked then
the A-Bango. They had been instigated
Wando, and waited for his arrival with
inforcements. But Wando had had an
propitious augury at the beginning of
fray, and had abandoned his scheme. *:

A-Bango therefore withdrew, and the Nub
party thus made their escape from the
ger which had been so threatening, but mi
of their ivory remained in the hands of th
enemies.

Another portion of Mohammed's men
into an ambush in the Niam-niam count
and it was with difficulty that they mi
their escape after losing several of their nt
ber, and nearly all of their ivory, and hav
many wounded. Dr. Schweinfurth says:

It was while they were crossing one
the bi-ooks overhung with the dense fore
which now for so long I have designated
galleries that the fatal attack took place ; \

consternation of the defenceless bearers, a

consequently the confusion of the whole par
would seem to have been very terrible. T
first discharge ofNiam-niam lances had stre'
the ground with dead and wounded, the c

umn of the unfortunate bearers furnisbi
the larger proportion of the victims. P
vious to the attack not a native had been s

Nothing could be more crafty than their _
bush. Some of them had taken up their p(l

tion behind the larger trees; some had c(

cealed themselves in the middle of the bush(
whilst others, in order to get an aim frc

above, had ensconced themselves high up, cc

triving to lie full length upon the overhangi:
boughs where the network of creepers cc
cealed them from the keenest vision. Badrj
recital brought vividly to my mind the bl

ties with the Indians in the primeval forel
of America, where similar stratagems ha
been continually resorted to.

The soldiers kept up their fire with em
getic vigor; they are accustomed to carry
number of cartridges arranged like a gird
right round their waist, and having their ai

munition thus conveniently at hand they ke
up their discharges unintermittingly uni
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,1 had collected their -wounded ;
but the

8 of those who had been actually killed

11 into the hands of the assailants and

carried otf without delay, all attempts

lovering thcni being utterly unavailing,

the' irregularity of the ground pro-

d any organized plan of attack.

I bearers, meanwhile, had flung away
heavy loads, and in wild flight had re-

ed to an adjacent hill that rose above the

here they were in a short time joined

he Nubians, who sought the eminence

mmanding a view whence they might

sy their position and concert measures for

future protection. Most of the deserted

-, of course, had become the prey of the

)ut some of the Nubians had taken the

lution of burying the burdens in a swamp
in the gallery, nnder the hope that they

it recover it in the following year. Thus

ived of their proper occupation, the bear-

fere at liberty to carry the wounded, and

!aty was concluded with the enemy so

the party ventured to quit their quarters,

natives, however, were utterly treacher-

they were bent upon the annihilation

e intruders, and so, reinforced from the

hboring district, they made a fresh and

ge attack. In consequence of this the

ians were compelled to come to a stand

open plain, and lost no time in collecting

tever faggots they could get to make an

tis.

hind this abattis they had to hold out

arce entire days. The excited Niam-niam

3vered in harassing them with unwearied

ilts; and as three independent chieftains

summoned their entire forces for the at-

,
the combined action was unusually for-

ible ; not until the store of lances and

ws was all used up were the furious sal-

brought to an end and the Nubians per-

ed to go upOD their way. The enemy, it

lid displayed such unabated energy that

all their ordinary lances had been spent

procured a supply of pointed sticks,

3h they proceeded to hurl with all their

bt against the Nubian band ;
it was, more-

•, asserted that the quantity of shields

lances was so large that the besieged used

ther fuel for their camp fires during the

"e period of their detention. Besides the

pons that were burnt, the negroes attached

le caravan brought away a considerable

bcr of lance-heads, which they had tied

1 bundles of nearly a hundred and de-

ed for trophies to decorate their own huts,

one cause for the unusual hostility ex-

ted by the Niam-niam towards the ivory

ers, our author mentions the fact that th"

iers had carried off as slaves some of their

nen. This aroused them to the highest

•ee of exasperation, for the afi'ection these

)le exhibit for their wives is most un-

do be coDtinned.J
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other writings, we doubt not that good men
and women who lived in obedience to the

government of their Divine Jluster, have been

influenced by Him at times to pen descrip

lions of their religious experiences, and to

instructions in righteousness, which have

been made instrumental in throwing light on

the path of the newly enlisted and unprac-

tised traveller in the way towards the city of

the great King, in confirming the faith of the

sincere but doubting believer, and in comfort

ng and strengtheniug those who were weary,

and sorely tried with the difliculties and subtle

temptations that beset their spiritual pro-

gress.

It is thus that the records of the lives and

varied exercises of those servants of the Lord,

who have felt themselves called to narrate in

simplicity and faithfulness the dealings of the

Lord with them in the great work of regenera-

tion and sanctification, are often made useful

to those who come after them, by giving them

to see, when under suffering, stripping and

manifold temptations, that no strange thing

has happened to them, but that the fiery trial

they have to endure has been the common lot

of all who submit to Christ's baptism, and are

thus made to partake of his sufferings; and

thus incite them to persevere in the strait

and narrow way, with the blessed hope that,

like those who have gone before, they too shall

experience, when his glory is revealed they

will be glad also with exceeding joy.

Those who are familiar with the writings

left by many of the men and women in our

own religious Society, who attained to a firm

tablishment in the unchangeable Truth

ust have observed as a striking feature in

them, the uniform testimony they bear to the

indispensable necessity of giving up every

thing that springs from or ministers to th°

corrupt spirit of the world ; which spirit falle:

human nature is prone to worship and take

delight in, as it and its products are congenial

with its own carnal propensities and lusts. Thus

the lessons given them in the school of Christ,

though taught perhaps in ways diff'ering ac-

cording to their individual character, had the

same object ; to learn them to deny themselves

—their own natural will and inclination—to

take up the daily cross, and thus become as

strangers and pilgrims, shunning the fashions

and friendships of the world, which are at

enmity with Him they desired to serve.

The fervent love with which their hearts

glowed to Him who visited them with his Day-

spring from on high, convinced them of sin,

brought them under condemnation and heart-

felt repentance therefor, and for- His own
mercy's sake forgave their past transgres-

sions, made them willing to sell all and follow

Him away from the forms and practices of

religion, which unregenerate men have con-

trived as a substitute for the crucifying, heart-

changing religion of Christ. Thus their state

at times was analogous to that of the church

when the Most High speaks of her in these

words: "1 will allure her, and bring her into

the wilderness, and speak comfortably unto

her. And I will give her her vineyards from

thence, and the valley of Achor for a door of

hope; and she shall sing there as in the days

of her youth, and as in the day when she

came up out of the land of Egypt."

It was to such as these, and often when
under these dispensations, that the bles:

Head of the church, not only gave a clear

He required of them, but revealed to thik ^-^

condition of the church, and in times oV^^i^.

versity, the causes for which He covcrcc"

daughter of Zion with a cloud, and cast dov

from heaven unto the earth the beauty

Israel, and remembered not his footstool, ia^

the day of his anger.

We have been instructed in reading some
of the letters of that wise woman and deeply

experienced handmaiden of the Lord, Deborah
Bell, written near the beginning of the eigh-

teenth century ; showing the sense given her

f the causes which were betraying the So-

ciety of Friends in England into the low state

that marked its history a little later. Solo-

on truly says there is nothing new under

the sun; the same causes, if allowed to act,

produce the same effects, and perhaps some

of our readers may be able to draw similar

nstruction as ourselves from the following

extracts, and applying them to the state of

things in the Society in our day.

I think I do daily see more and more need

to cry out, O ! this inwardness, this inward-

ness, is what has been too much wanting in a

o-eneral way, and is still wanting. For it seems

to me, that many are in the high road to ruin for

want of this true inward wailing to know the

Spirit of Truth to leaven and subdue their own
spirits, and also to open in them such things

as might be serviceable and beneficial in the

churches of Christ, both with respect to doc-

trine and discipline." " It is but a few in com-

parison, who have an ear open to hear what

the Spirit doth say to the churches; but when
the Spirit doth speak through any, O how do

they kick, and even make a mock at it, and

at such as are led and guided by the dictates

thereof. So that things are in a lamentable

condition, and it seems to me the true church

is returning into the wilderness again, where

she sits solitary and mournful. Yet the

Lord sees her in her disconsolate state; and

my faith is firm, that the time will come,

in which He will bring her back, and sheshall

be seen to lean upon the breast of her be-

oved ; for in him is all her hope and trust.

Many who once were members of her have

forsaken the Lord, and trusted to and leaned

upon the arm of flesh ; so that it may be

said, with the prophet iu former days, one

has builded a wall, and another has daubed

it with untempered mortar. And I believe

the day is coming, in which the wall, which

men have in their own wisdom and strength

been building for a shelter to them, shall fall,

and the foundation thereof shall be discovered
;

and both the builders and the daubers shall

be confounded in that day. For the Lord will

overturn all that is not upon the right foun-

dation, in the day when He will arise in his

power to cleanse his churches and purify his

iemple."
*****

" The church is in my judgment in a poor

condition, and many of her living members

are almost overborne and crushed by those

who are in such a state as renders them in-

capable of membership in that body which has

a holy Head, and is made all holy by the vir-

tue and power which flows from Him and cir-

culates through every member. But such is

the declension of this age, that I fear too many
who are accounting themselves members of

this holy body, know very little what holiness

is, at least as to the practice of it. It is as if

some now-a-days did not believe that text.

Without holiness none shall see the Lord,'

sight of their own condition and the service I
except they think holiness consists in talking
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3d things now and then. Indeed, talk

i the highest attainment some are com
ad by their fair speeches and feigned

/ords they deceive the simple, but cannot d

ieive such as have a true discerning, and are

minding more how they walk than how they
talk"
"According to my sense and judgment, she

[the church] is in a very mournful state, and
is rather going into than returning out of the
wilderness. And that which most deeply
affects my heart, is, that too many who pre-

tend to be watchmen upon her walls are ex-

ceedingly ignorant of her condition, and in-

stead of giving a faithful warning of ap-

proaching danger, and seeking to make up
the breach and stand in the gap, are with
might and main seeking to make the breach
wider. Bj- this means a door is opened to

let in a flood of wickedness, which if the Lord
God of Zion do not, by a mighty hand, put a
stop to, I am afraid will prove a flood of utter
ruin to abundance [of persons.]" "The cross
is very little borne now-a-days, except by a
small remnant, and these are by the others
accounted a narrow-spirited people, who say
they make the way more narrow than there
is need for. But sometimes I am ready to fear,

such have either never entered in at the strait

gate, or else after sometime have returned
back into the broad way again. Such may
well be numbered among some of old, whom
the apostle calls foolish, because thej' did not
obey the Truth after it was revealed, but
having begun in the Spirit, sought to be made
perfect by the flesh. This seems to be the
state of many in our day; and what will be
the consequence of these things is known unto
Him that knows all."

SUMMAKY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The 20tli inst. being the thirty-seventh

anniversary of Queen Victori.i'.s accession to the throne
of Great Britain, the day was observed by the usual
noisy demonstrations, such as ringing of bells, firing of
cannon, &c.

The success of the Congress of International Law,
called to meet at Brussels, is said to be very doubtful.
The governments of England, France and Austria, raise
objections to the scheme, and Switzerland extends to it

but feeble support.

The London Observer publishes the text of a resolu-
tion which Dr. Isaac Butt, M. P., for Limerick, pro-
poses to move in the House of Commons on the 30th
inst., in substance as follows : That in the opinion of
the House it is expedient and just to restore to the Irish
nation the power of managing exclusively Irish aflairs

in an Irish Parliament, provision being made at the
same time for maintaining the integrity of the empire
by leaving to the Imperial Parliament control of Im-
perial affairs.

The strike in which more than 10,000 miners were
engaged in Cleveland, Yorkshire, has ended by the men
accepting the master's terms, which impose a reduction
of 12.V per cent, in wages.
The House of Commons has passed a licensing act

by a vote of 328 to 39.

The British Ministry have decided to defer the re-
cognition of the Spanish government until its reorgani-
zation has the appearance of greater permanency.

Liverpool, 6th mo. 22d.— Uplands cotton, 8J a SJd.
BreadstufFs firmer.

Recent votes in the French Assembly have encour-
aged the hopes of the Republican members, and pro-
bably the motion for a dissolution of the Assembly will
not be urged at present. On the 19th an amendment
to the municipal organization bill was adopted by a
vote of 379 to 341, which completes the defeat of the
measure. The amendment in eflect maintains tlie ex-
isting system of municipal elections. This vote was
unexpected and caused great surprise. A Paris dispatch
says: " The Right" is deeply discouraged by the recent
votes in the Assembly. It feels that its power is gone,
and the majority which it was hitherto able to com-
mand ia broken up.

On the 20th the municipal organization bill was again
before the Assembly, and the Minister of the Interior
announced thatthe government had accepted theamend
ment proposed to the bill, which extends for two years
the operation of the present law providing that nomina
tions for mayors shall be made by the government
The amendment was thereupon adopted by a vote of
358 to 329.

A Calcutta dispatch says, that the prospects for the
future crops are greatly improved by copious rains now
falling throughout the country. Three hundred thou-
sand persons are still being fed by the government.
The steamer Africa has returned, after successfully

submerging her section of the Brazilian cable. The
line has been tested and found to work well. Tele-
graphic communication is now complete to the Cape
Verde Islands, and thence to Brazil.

Advices from Rio Janeiro to the (ith inst., state that
the yellow fever had broken out in Bahia, and was
raging with great violence.

Military operations in the north of Spain have been
temporarily suspended on account of inclement weather
and sickness in the army of General Concha.
The frontier town of Fliqueras, in Gerona, is closely

invested by the Carlists. They still hold Estalla with
a strong force.

The Pope has delivered an address to the Cardinals,
in which he renews his protest against the annexation
of the Papal States by Italy, the abolition of religious
corporations, and other usurpations. He says he has
received overtures of reconciliation, but declares that
he cannot make peace with enemies of the church. He
exhorts the cardinals to imitate the conduct of foreign
bishops, especially those of Germany and Brazil.
The Turkish vessel, Kars, was run into on the 19th,

in the sea of Marmora, by an Egyptian vessel, the
Behra, and sunk in a few minutes. There were 340
persons on board the Kars, only 20 of whom were saved.
On the 21st inst. a great water-spout formed in the

harbor of Havana, and passed through the shipping
causing much damage. The Russian bark Jenny was
capsized, and several small boats were sunk. The
column was dissolved by the firing of a ship of war.
A slave-ship, with 225 negroes aboard, from Mozam-

bique bound for Madagascar, has been captured by an
English man-of-war. The slaves were put aboard with
only two days' provisions. The voyage was prolonged
to eight days, and their suflferings were indescribable.
Many died before they returned to Africa.

It appearsthat in the ten days ending the 10th inst.,

forty-five ships of the aggregate burden of seventy
thousand tons, passed through the Suez Canal. The
transit revenue collected in the same period amounted
toS171,200.
The Porte has prohibited the circulation of the Bible

in Turkey.
United States.—The two Houses of Congress have

passed another bill in relation to the currency. The
vote in the Senate was 43 to 19, and in the House of
Representatives 221 to 40. The bill fixes the maximum
issue of greenbacks at $382,000,000, and reqi
amount to be kept in circulation. It forbids further
increase of the National Bank currency, and provides

U. States on terms of equality with British vei
It is understood that the President will call no
session for the consideration of this treaty at pr
but that he will byjproclamation, convene the £
for that purpose about ten days before the meeti
Congress in the Twelfth^month next.

The Markets, &c.—The' following were the quoU
on the 22d inst. New Fori.—American gold,
U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 116J; do. coupons, 121
5-20, registered, 1868, 117 ; do. coupons, 121; 5 per.
114. Superfine flour, $5 a $5.-55 ; State extra,
a S6.40; finer brands, $7 a $10.25. No. 1 Ch
spring wheat, $1.47; No. 2 do., $1.42; red wei
Sl.45 a $1.52 ; white Indiana'$1.62. Oats, 62 a 6
Western mixed corn, 81 a 82} cts. ; white, 9(
Philadelphia.—Middlings cotton^ 17J a 18} cts. fo
lands and New Orleans. Superfine flour, $4.75 a $
extras, $5.50 a $6 ; finer brands, *6.50 a $10.25

' eat, $1.58 a $1.60 ; Penna. red $1.50 a$1.53 ; we
red $1.40 a $1.45. Rye, 95 cts. Yellow corn, 8C
Oats, 58 a 63 cts. Sales of about 2500 beef cattl. .

a 7| cts. per lb. gross for extra, 8 cts. for a few ch
6} a 7 cts. for fair to good, and 5 a 6 cts. for com
About 8000 sheep sold at 4}a 6f cts. per lb. gross
4000 hogs at $8.50 a $8.75 per 100 lbs. net. Chica
No. 1 spring wheat, $1.28 ; No. 2 do., $1.22.i ; i

do., $1.17 J. No. 2 mixed corn, 60J cts. No. 2
46 cts. No. 2 rye, 85 cts. Lard, 10 1-10 cts. St. I

No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.32; No. 2 spring, $
No. 2 corn, 59 cts. Oats, 45 cts. Cincinnati.—

M

corn, 62 a 64 cts. Oats, 50 a 57 cts. Rye, S

Lard, 10} cts. Baltimore.—Western red wheat,
$1.45; western spring, $1.30 a $1.37. White

87 a 90 cts. Oats, 65 a 67 cts.

RASPBERRY STREET COLORED SCHOC
FOR GIRLS.

Wanted, an energetic competent Teacher for
above School, to commence 9th month 1st. Applj

Eliza B. Edwards, 516 Spruce street,

Rachel S. Maris, 127 South Fifth stri

Sarah E. Smith, 1110 Pine street.

WANTED.
An unmarried Friend to take the position of Govei

at Westtown Boarding School, on or before the clos
the present session, in the 10th month next.
Apply to

Clarkson Sheppard, Greenwich, New Jersey
Joseph Walton, Moorstown, "

Charles Evans, 702 Race street, PhiladelphL

WANTED
A young man of energy and perseverance, to

charge and oversight of the farm belonging to
Wyandott Mission, situated near Teneca, in the S
of Missouri ; also a woman well qualified to ^;:
place of Matron in the Boarding School. Erie
would be preferred. For further information appl

that
I
John S. Stokes, Office of "The Friend," Fourth ali

Arch street.

for the redistribution of $55,000,000 of said currency to
be taken from States having more than their fair pro- Married, on the 27th of Fifth mo. 1874, at Friei
portion, and given to those which have less than their Meeting-house, Flushing, Ohio, Ulysses A. McGb;
share. The bill makes no reference to a resumption of "^ Cedar Co., Iowa, to Susan, daughter of Aa
specie payments, or for the retirement under any cir-

Frances Branson, of Barnesville, Ohio,
cumstances of any portion of the government issues, ^^^^^"^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^r^^
The bill has been signed by the President. Died, on the 12th of the First month, 1874, aAmong the acts of the recent session was one to ad- seventy-two years, Nathan Hall, a member and el
mit free of duty, articles intended for the International of Short Creek Monthly Meeting, Ohio. He was fin
Exhibition of 1876. The Senate and House disagreed ' attached to the doctrines and testimonies of the Gof
on the Geneva award bill, and a committee of confer- ; as held by Friends, and felt constrained to bear
ence was appointed. The report of the committee as testimony against the modern innovations thereon,
adopted, leaves out the insurance companies entirely

,

life and conversation were consistent with the pro
provides only for the payment of undisputed claims sion he made, and though paralysis prevented cc

ol ship owners, less the amount they have received for munication by speech, his friends have a consoling
'

ranee. The provisions of this bill will not take lief that through the mercy of his Redeemer '
'

more than four millions out of the fifteen awarded by I

was peace.
the Geneva arbitrators and paid by England. The] , at the residence of his son, Chester A. Wea^
claims of the insurance companies must go over till Smyrna, Chenango Co., N. Y., John H. Weav:
next session

_ |

formerly of Hopkinton, R. I., on the 3rd of Fifth mon
Un the 22d in.st., which had been fixed as the day of 1874, being his ninety-fourth birth-day. He had 1('

adjournment much business was hurried through, but: borne a testimony against the many innovations in <'

so much still remained that it was found necessary to religious Society, often remarking thereon. He wal
extend the session another day.

I
steady attender of meeting through nearly all his Ic!

1 here were 399 deaths in New York city last week, life; though during the last two vears he was able
and 2, in Philadelphia. meet with Friends but .seldom. He spent much of

i-resident Grant has laid before the U. S. Senate for
i

time in reading the Holy Scriptures and the Journi
consideration

: "A treaty for the reciprocal regulations of Friends. One of his relatives remarking she »
the commerce and trade between the United States glad to see him so quiet and peaceful, he answered,

'

and Canada, with provisions for the enlargement of the have long tried to get into a lamb-like state." I,
Canadian canals, and for their use by the vessels of the ) friends have the consoling belief that his end was peai
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Star Streams.

(Continued from page 354.)

The stellar h^aven8 present us with a pro-

of vast difficulty—the problem of deter-

ig the laws according to which those

triads of orbs which the unaided eyes can
I, or which the telescope reveals, are dis-

buted throughout space.

My purpose in the present paper is to pur-

B an inquiry (commenced by me some five

ars ago) into a certain peculiarity of the

angement of objects within the star-depths,

lich appears to promise some insight into

real laws of stellar aggregation. I refer

the circumstance that there may be ob-

•ved among the stars a tendency to arrange

int in streams, of greater or less length, and
)re or less distinctly recognizable. We re-

gnize so clearly within our solar system
ch motions and such laws of distribution as

ggest a process of evolution, that the mind
d to inquire whether the motion of the

irs and their arrangement throughout space

ly not indicate the action of a yet higher

der of evolution. If the genesis of a solar

Stem has been or is being revealed to us,

iy not the genesis of a galaxy be one day
ealed in like manner?

X^et us now turn to the discussion of those

served facts, simply, which seem to show
at the stars in certain i-egions have been
thered into streams.

The reader is aware that the six stars which
dinary powers of sight recognize in the

eiades are but a few among a very large

mber which are seemingly collected toward
e particular region of the heavens in this

ice. Now, if we consider only two stars of

e Pleiades, considerablj' unequal in magni
de, it must be regarded as not only possible.

It (on A priori considerations) highly pro-

,ble, that these two orbs lie at very different

stances from the earth, and are not physi-

illy associated. But we are not ii-ee to ex-

nd this reasoning, which is admissible in the

ae of two stars, to ihe whole group of the

.eiades, and to argue that, because we have
) means whatever of determining the actual

stances of the orbs in that group, we are not

I liberty to assume that they form a real

astering aggregation of stars. In so doing,

should undoubtedly be losing sight of evi-

dence which absolutely demonstrates the clus-

tering nature of the Pleiades. We have only
to consider the mathematical probability that

so many orbs would be gathered together

thin a certain portion of the heavens in the

Pleiades, when the total number of stars be-

tween the same limits of magnitude is such

and such, to see that we have not to do with
an accidental phenomenon due merely to the

pparent association of stars of many orders

of distance in nearly the same direction, but

with a real aggregation of stars into a definite

cluster, surrounded on all sides by compara-
tively vacant regions. We know that William
Mitchell, more than a hundred years ago, by
mply considering the six brighter stars of

the Pleiades, was able to show that the odds
are about half a million to one against the

association of these stars being apparent only.

No w it is worthy of notice that, even among
stars of the first three or four orders of magni-
tude, signs of aggregation are discernible,

which appear too marked to be due to mere
chance distribution. For instance, if we take

an equal surface (isogrnphic) chart of the

northern heavens, showing all stars down to

the fourth magnitude inclusive, we are struck

by the singular vacancy lying where modern
tronomers place the constellation of the

Camelopard. Within an oval space, having
Polaris and Castor as the ends of its longer

diameter, Dubhe and 6 Aurigse as the ends of

is shorter diameter, there are but three stars

ibove the fifth magnitude, although this re-

gion extends over some fifty-eight degrees in

length and about thirteen degrees in breadth.

But it is when we consider the stars down
to the fifth magnitude inclusive that we first

begin to recognize the existence of a marked
tendency to stream-formation. It is among
these stars, in fact, that we find those streams
which the ancients recognized when they

gave to certain star-groupings such names as

Hydra, Draco, Serpens, the River Eridanus,

and when they marked down among the

constellation-pictures two streams from the

water can of Aquarius and a band connecting

together the two fishes. The prolongations

of some of these streams of lucid stars have

been recognized by those modern astronomers

who gave to certain southern star-groupings

the names Hydrus, Reticulum, and the like

Now, the chief question which has to be

answered, in considering the evidences of

stream-formation, is whether the streams are

apparent only or real ; and, in order to answer
this question, we have to inquire what form

or degree of streaminess (so to speak) might
be expected among the 1,500 stars, down to

the fifth magnitude inclusive, if these were

really spread at random over the eelestia

sphere. In another of these essays I have in

dicated the means whereby 1 have tested this

matter, and the conclusion to which I have

been led

—

this namely, that although among
1,500 or 2,000 points distributed at random
over a surface of any kind, certain groups re-

sembling streams might be recognized, such

streams would not be nearly so well marked
as the streams actually observed among the

stars down to the fifth magnitude. But, on
the other hand, it is not to be expected that

the star streams actuall}' recognized should

be so exceedingly well marked and regular,

or should be traceable over such great dis-

tances, that the reality of the stream-forma-

tion would be obvious at once. Had this been

the case, indeed, the reasoning Ijy which I

have endeavored to establi-ih the reality of

the phenomenon would not have been re-

quired. The first astronomers would have
recognized the phenomenon as clearly as we
can do. Therefore I do not consider the argu-

ments which have been chiefly urged against

these streams of lucid stars, regarded as hav-

ng a real existence, as needing refutation.

It has been urged that the streams can only

be traced over such and such distances; that

they can be carried this way or that, accord-

ing to fancy, and so on. This, however, was
to be expected ; if it were otherwise, the reality

of the streams would long since have been re-

cognized : and apart from this, remembering
that we are looking into the depths of space,

d that, supposing star streams really to

exist, we must see them foreshortened—in

many instances projected on a background of

stars less systematically distributed, and in

other eases ?nixed up seemingly with other

trearas, either nearer or farther oft'—the won-

der rather is that any well-marked portion of

any stream should be recognizable, than that

no stream should be traceable over very large

areas on the heavens, and still less from its

beginning to its end. That the reader may
form his own opinion as to the reality of the

streams traceable among stars down to the

fifth magnitude, I give the case of the stars

forming the connecting band of Pi.-ices, a star-

group which is certainly not the most remark-

able for streaminess, but chances to be more

convenient for the purposes of illustration

than most others. We have certain lines

along which the stars are plentifully strewn,

while the adjacent spaces are relatively vacant.

This feature, recognizable not only in this

case, but in others, and even more markedly in

several instances, is one which cannot reason-

ably be ascribed to mere coincidence. Let it

be noted, moreover, that whatever significance

we attach to it, when considering the stars of

the first five orders of magnitude, must be en-

hanced if, as we proceed, we recognize a simi-

lar feature, (on a different scale, however)

among stars of lower orders of magnitude.

Before leaving the connecting band of

Pisces, however, I would invite special atten-

tion to the manner in which the two star

streams are conjoined. We see these streams

converging upon a single star brighter than

those which form the streams themselves;

and we may also trace, not indistinctly, a cer-

tain general equality of distribution among
'the stars of the two streams. The former
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feature is, hoivever, the only one I care at

present to dwell upon; and it i8 to this parti-

cular arrangement of streams—two or more
(but usually two) proceeding from a single

star—or of branches proceeding, as it were,
from a single stem, that I have given the title

of star sprays. In searching among the star-

depths revealed by telescopes of considerable
power, many eases may be noticed in which
such star sprays exhibit a singular uniformity
of structure. The stars of the leading magni-
tudes are too few in number to afford many
well-marked instances. I may note, however,
the arrangement of the stars in Coma Bere
nices as one illustra,tion of this sort; the stars

y, l-t and 13, forming the stalk of the spray.
Another illustration may be recognized in the
stars forming the poop of Argo and the hind-
quarters of Canis Major. The streams from
the water can of Aquarius form a more exten-
sive, but perhaps less satisfactory, illustration
of the Same peculiarity.

I may say with confidence that it is wholly
impossible to regard them as accidental ; they
indicate beyond all possibility of question th
existence of some real cause which has led to
a drifting of the stars towards certain regions

(To be cODtinned.)

not avoid remaining (say) ten minutes, and I

remained no longer than that time.

I have thought it worth while to call atten-

tion to this universal error because all with
whom I have discussed it begin by ridiculing,

and end by admitting it.

—

Evening Post.

The Two Hoses.—Being with my friend in
a garden, we gathered each of us a rose. He
handled his tenderly; smelt to it but seldom,
and sparingly. I always kept mine to my
nose, or squeezed it in my hand ; whereby, in
a very short time it lost both its color and its

sweetness
; but his still remained as sweet and

fragrant as if it had been growing upon its
own root. These roses, said I, are the true
emblems of the best and sweetest creature-
enjoyments in the world—which, being moder-
ately and cautiously used and enjoyed, may
for a long time j'ield sweetness to the pos-
ses.sor of them

; but if once the affections seize
too greedily upon them, and squeeze them too
hard, they quickly wither in our hands, and
we lose the comfort of them ; and that, either
through the soul surfeiting upon them, or the
Lord's righteous and just removal of them,
because of the excess ofour affections to them^
It is a point of excellent wisdom, to keep the
golden bridle of moderation upon all the affec
tions we exercise on earthly things; and never
to let slip the reins of the affections, unless
they move towards God, in the love of whom
there is no danger of excess.

—

Flavel.

"No More Than You Can Avoid."

Some observations on the utility of a " not."

I have noticed for years that careful gram-
marians and good writers use this absurd ex-
pression, as thus: "Slay no longer than you
can avoid," " Say no more than you can help,"
&c. A recent editorial article in one of the
city morning papers wound up with advice to
the sea-sick to " be as little below as you can
possibly help."

The absurdity is perfectly evident on ex-
amination. One "can avoid" staying a life-

time, and he " can help" saying a great deal
or being below deck the whole passage. The
correct expression required by the meaning
is "than 3'ou cannot avoid." This will be
seen by substituting " than you are compelled
to," to which the latter expression is equiva-
lent. Or analyze the sentence into two parts,
and it will be plain that, for instance, " I re-
mained no longer than I could not avoid," is

correct, be^cause the meaning is that I could

For " The Friend."

Memoirs and Letters of Sarah flillman.

(CoDtinued from page 34S.)

''Philada.,Sthmo.Qth,lSM. *** Gladly
would I sit awhile with and his sick

daughter, were it practicable, feeling tender
sympathy with him in his afflictions, which
doubtless are in mercy designed for hisfurther-
ance in the way of life and salvation ; and
may they be blessed to his beloved companion,
and to his tender offspring. I cannot but be
lieve there is a blessing in it. There is but
one way to the kingdom of Heaven, and that
is the way of the -weeping cross.' Oh, then,
that his precious mind may be brought into
holy resignation to the Divine will ; may he
be enabled to take the cup which his heaven-
ly Father giveth him, that he may experience
the peace of God which passeth all understand-
ing to keep his heart and mind, and thus ex-
emplify the blessed fruits of the religion ol

his dear Lord and Saviour, who 'came that
we might have life, and that we might have
it more abundantly.'

* * * Surely it is good for usio be afflicted,

if we may only be brought nearer to our
Father in Heaven through this medium, and
instead of trusting for consolation to creature
comforts, which are mutable and will soon be
removed, come to look to the Lord Jesus, the
everlasting fountain of light and life and bliss.

Very often do I remember some lines of
Heber, where he says :

' Oh ! help us Lord each hour of need.
Thy heavenly succor give;

Help us in thought and word and deed,
Each hour on earth we live.

Oh ! help us when our spirits bleed,
By contrite anguish sore

;

And when our hearts are cold and dead,
Oh ! help us Lord the more.

Oh ! help us through the prayer of faith
More firmly to believe

;

For still the more the servant hath.
The more shall he receive.

If strangers to thy fold we call,

Imploring at thy feet,

The crumbs which from thy table fall,

'Tis all we dare entreat.

Yet be it Lord of Mercy all,

So thou wilt grant but this.

The crumbs which from thy table fall.

Are light and life and bliss.

Oh ! help us Jesus from on high.
We know no help but thee.

Oh ! help us so to live and die,

As thine in Heaven to be.'

This is the ultimatum of our wishes. Let
us then so run, so fight, so persevere in faith,

that we may through mercy obtain the prize
at the end of the race."

" Philada., 9th mo. 10th, 1854. * * Well,
we have to know another separation in Ohio
Yearly Meeting! Where these separations
will end, or where land us all, is beyond the
limits of my finite vision. One thing is cer-
tain, if the Lord do not help us, we shall find
other helpers will fail. May He in his mercy

The
yet so

arise and turn again our captivity,
cumstances and manner of it, are
indefinitely known here, it is vain to make
any attempt at delineation.* Some perhaps

* For a full and explicit account of this lamented ' '^^^P Concern upon every truly sensfble
separation, see "The Friend," Vol. XXVIII., pp. 7-8, i

doubtless, and sleeping or waking, many :u^

30—
2, and 41— 3. I the aspirations of even the junior member

are rejoicing, while it seems more accords
with the feelings of my poor spirit to ci

'Tell it not in Gath, publish it not in t

streets of Askelon, lest the daughters of t

Philistines rejoice, lest the children of the t

circumcised triumph !' Truly there is of ll

class among us uncircumcised in heart a
ear, to whom the word of the Lord is a :

proach, and they have no delight in it: w
are laying wait for and watching for our ha
ing. ' What will these do when God rise

up, and when he appeareth what will thi

answer him?' How we shall be affected bj
is a question I cannot fathom

; neither w!

will unite! Still my faith remains firm
Israel's unslumbering Shepherd, and sure

he will sustain us if we cleave, close to hir

sometimes He hides his face from us when 1

can but mourn ; and again he condescends
come as the clear shining after the rain, wh
His poor feeble, trembling, afflicted little on
can sing praise to the springing up of t

well spring of the waters of life."

"Philada., l.stmo. 10th, 1855. =*= * * Oh! he
low and insignificant do all mundane thin
appear, in comparison of winning Chri
.Jesus, and being found of Him in peace. Ho
I long to be able in my measure, small as it

to say 'The work which thou gavest me
do I have finished, through Christ strengthe
ng me ;' and yet, dear , my faith is

reduced I hardly dare believe it will be. K
only hope is in the mercy of my dear Loi
md Saviour, who I know can make up n
deficiencies, and blot out of his book of i

membrance all my sins of omission and '

commission, as well as lead me in the pati

of righteousness, for his holy name's sake.

"

May we all, my dear friend, be brought
entire reliance upon his almighty A
still worketh wanders for his people who tri

in Him. Then I trust He will in his unut
able mercy make a way through the sea
a path through the mighty waters, and
unto the proud waves ' Cease from y(

raging,' and Israel shall go over the sea
shod."

"Philada., 3d mo. Ibth, 1S55. *

lie upon my sofa, my mind embraces a
variety of concerns relative to the state of
Society, and the plaintive language arii

If the Lord do not help us, whence shall

other do it?' Oh ! were it not for the
of having access through our blessed Savi
to the Father of mercies in such tim^

treading down and perplexity, what shi

we do? Methinks the door is open wid'
all the suppliants to come and plead and plj

again for themselves and for their people :

Jesus the Saviour, the Sent, the Anointed,
Exalted One, is near to support all who
unto him in faith, and the day is coming w
such as have continued with Him, who hi

had to partake ofvinegar mingled with myi
will have to sing of his everlasting lovii

kindness to their poor souls ; for the voice'

rejoicing and salvation will be heard in

tabernacles of the righteous, while the
Shushan will be perplexed. * * May
the counsel of Ahithophel be turned into fo^

ishness, and that work only stand which I

wrought by the appointment of the suprem'
Ruler of the universe, who saith, ' Hearke)
unto me my people,' &c., &c.
The approach of Yearly Meeting brinf i

:e.J

wl
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111 llie elder ones, that Jerusalem maybe
own to be a quiet habitation, and the taber-

le^ of robbers may not prosper: and it

niK 111 me that some, of whom it might be
il, Strangers have devoured his strength,

i hf know it not,' begin to feel that it is so,

i are desiring to find a resting place while
5 flood of waters is upon the earth. Oh,
,y they return to the ark where alone is

ety. Mfij- each one of us be brought clearly

discover our real situation, and in humility
1 godly sincerity apply to the Physician of

;ue for a remedj^. There is but one sure

y to the kingdom, one blessed Shepherd,
i one true sheepfold."

'6th mo. 5th, lS5o. * * * Oh, to be en-

ed to keep the faith, and to fight the good
ht thereof to the end of the race, let come
at may, and at the conclusion of all ter-

trial things, to be found of Him who is the
ng eternal, immortrtl, invisible in peace,

at an unspeakable blessing; what a mercy
1 it be! Let us, my dear friend, press on-

rd, and still onward ; let us venture on his

ghty Name, who hath cut Eahab and
lunded the dragon. He is able to deliver,

d his love is still the same.
Samuel Leeds, I hear, is very poorly; so

it we may perhaps never hear the sound
his voice agaiii in our religious assemblies,

it I trust his spirit will be centred forever
h the myriads of the redeemed around the

POne, uniting in the one unceasing song of
aise to him who loved them, and hath
ished them from their sins in his own pre-

)U8 blood, and hath made them kings and
iests unto God and his Father. This is

)rth living for, and worth suffering for, and
to this glorious end are we called."

CTo be conclnJed.3

Chinese Etiquette.

I (Conclnd'd from page 357.)

Iln case you wish to write to a person of
:mc rank, white paper must be used, folded

n or twelve times like a fan; the letter is

!gun on the second fold, and the signature
placed on the last. The smaller the charac-
r in which it is written, the more respect-

1 is it considered. When finished, it is put
a small paper bag, outside which is writ-

n, "The letter is within." If it be a busi-

!ss paper sent to court, a feather is fastened
the paper ; a symbol indicating to the mes-
nger that he must have wings. Such min-
;e formalism makes Europeans seem to these
fined mandarins a people of very vulgar
anners and incongruous mode of life. What
itonishment thej- experience, for example,
hen we take off our hats to salute them !

I the mere fact of uncovering the head the}'

!em a serious impertinence. In order to

raform to this usage, the Roman Catholic
issionaries thought it necessary to send to

16 Pope for permission to adopt, whilst cele-

•ating mass, a peculiar kind of cap, resem-
ing the state head dress of the mandarins.
Amidst the general shipwreck of all kinds
'belief that has taken place in China, obi'di-

ico to parents, and the high value the child-
ren attach to preserving their remains, is

jry remarkable. The horrible crime of par-

eide is considered a iniblic misfortune, and
le flourishing town of Loujtcbeou has become
jserted and the home ot bandits, owing
lis having occurred there. Not only do they
irow down the cities which are polluted by
,
but they go so far as to put to_death the

mandarins for not having prevented it. These
unfortunate beings are declared culpable for

having allowed the hearts of the people to

become depraved by their bad administration.
A son who raises liis hand against his father
does more than outrage nature ; he shakes
with the same blow the political system, which
stands on the double base of filial submission
and of paternal authority. There arises from
it, on the one side, the strictest dependence,
and on the other, limitless and uncontrolled
power, the consequences of which are almost
nsupportable in the family circle; but the
doctrine is as dear to a Chinese as the idea of
divine right was to our kings of old.

If it should happen that a man die at a dis-

tance from his home, a son would be dis-

graced, especially in his family, if he failed

"u'ing the body to the tomb of his ances-

tors, and refused to place his name in the hall

where they honor them. Thus it often oc-

curs that j'ou meet solemn convoys crossing

various parts of the empire, and weighing
ith heavy bui'dens on the people, as they are

compelled to offer the manadrins who accom-
pany them gifts suitable to the rank of the
corpse they are taking to its last resting place.

During life it is the duty of each to prepare
the coffin for the time of death, and the

poor receive, with the warmest expressions

of gratitude, a small present to go towards its

purchase, which, if it bear the name of a
celebrated maker, is a very costly luxury.

Not unfrequently you will see the coffin al-

ready tenanted and placed in the outhouse
here the pigs live, and close to the cooking

apparatus, awaiting its burial. After the

harvest is over, and time is more plentiful, as

well as money to spend in the obsequies, the

children will think about burying the father.

Travelling in China is not very agreeable,

owing to the extremely dirty state of the

inns; men and animals share the same lilLhy

floor in miserable proximity. The manure
heap charms the eye of this agricultural peo-

ple without annoying their sense of smell;

and they are too utilitarian in their ideas of

its value to banish it to a reasonable distance.

The Chinese themselves only stop at a hotel

to sleep or to smoke opium ; through the half-

closed doors you may see, by the light of the

little lamp from which the lover of the noxious
drug never separates himself, men lying on a

mat breathing the white vapor, which by its

faint perfume seems almost to intoxicate the

looker-on. Happy indeed is he who does not

give way to the seductive vice ; once begun,

it seems as if it could not be conquered, and
the wretched votaries entreat the European
physicians to give them something which will

help them to refuse it, but in vain. Some-
times the only beds in the hotels are couches

of granite with sculptured pillows, on which
travellers spread their own mattress, sheet,

and eiderdown covering, which they manage
to pack on their horses. The inn-keeper
sometimes furnishes a straw mattress, which
is a miserable substitute, as every traveller!

leaves his tribute of insects ; these harbor and
]

increase to such a degree that the clothes of

the unfortunate occupier have to bo boiled

and his limbs rubbed with rice brand}', in

which tobacco has been soaked, before he can
continue his journey at his ease.

In ordinary cases the room for travellers is

but a dark den. where a light must be burned
at mid-day, and having no opening but into

the stable. But occasionally something bet-

ter is found, when the rooms look on to a
gallery running round an interior court. On
one occasion the miseries and fatigues of the
day were forgotten in such a comlbrtablo
resting place, and some one suggested that a
bowl of punch should be attempted with the

wretched brandy of the country. Setting it

on fire the flame was blown about by the
wind entering the cracks in the walls, and the

passers by looking through the torn paper
which covered the windows, and seeing a man
with a long red beard stirring up a fantastic

fire, which seemed to run over the table, took
us for a party of sorcerers composing a philtre,

and fled away in alarm. The innkeepei',

hoping to gain the favor of strangers versed

in the occult sciences, immediately began a
serenade which is used in honor of the man-
darins, and in which an old drum and iron

pan were the chief instruments.

In the town of Hocli-tcheou the people
were still celebrating the New Year, though
ten days had already passed. It is a great

festival with the Chinese. Triumphal arches

of painted wood crossed the streets, rising at

short intervals in the midst of a gaping crowd.

The small low houses, the wooden fronts of

which were decorated with many colored

lanterns, had the appearance of booths hastily

put up for a fair. An acrobat, with his face

concealed by a grotesque mask, exhausted
himself with contortions on a pyramid of tres-

tles, but notwithstanding his efforts to retain

his admirers, thoy all followed the more won-
derful exhibition of real Europeans. Only
too frequently they stone strangers, making
it unsafe to traverse an inland town. The
military mandarins and the soldiers do not
show the same pride and disgust to foreigners

as the literary ranks. Though the former
have rude manners, they are ordinarily more
humble, and not being familiar with the

classics, they do not worship the past. They
recognize fully our superiority in war, as well

as in the excellence of our arms. It has cost

them much to accede to this, and abandon
the errors which their natural vanity led them
into; but they console themselves by the

thought that they still preserve an intellectual

superiority. Yet those mandarins who have
grown gray over their books, and have pain-

fully arrived at the end of their career by
writing and deciphering all the eighty thou-

sand characters of their written language,

guess that in scientific knowledge, and, above

all, in our method of writing, we are far before

them, and that if we were to substitute a sys-

tem of phonetic writing, -so that the young
men in our schools could read English, French,

and Chinese in the same characters, their in-

fluence would have passed away forever.

In a country like China, where an emperor
has burned all the libraries, and thrown the

learned men into the fire, it may be possible

to hope that a wiser ruler may take under his

protection a Eui-opean alphabet, without con-

sulting or caring for the desperate resistance

of the learned men. Although this scarcely

seems probable at present, they evidently an-

ticipate it, hating us by instinct, and covertly

encouraging the populace to break out in vio-

lent attacks on strangers.— Church of England
Magazine.

A farmer was walking with a friend through

a beautilul meadow, when he chanced to ob-

serve a thistle growing thriftily on the oppo-

site side of the fence. Immediately he sprang
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over and cut it off close to the ground. " Is
that your field ?" asked the other. " O, no

;

but bad weeds don't care ma(th for fences.
If I should leave that thistle to blossom in

my neighbor's field I should soon have plenty
in my own." His answer may serve as a hint
to fathers and mothers. It is of importance
to them how their neighbor's children turn
out. Heart weeds care less than thistles for
boundary fences. Boys and girls who go to
the same school, or who live in the same
neighborhood, catch many a trait from each
other. It is our duty as well as our interest
to do what we can for the benefit of our neigh-
bors' children.

—

Late Paper.

The Nitrate of Soda District of Pern.

It very rarely rains at any point on the
Peruvian coast, the nearest approach to it

being a heavy mist, and there is in conse-
quence scarcely a spot near the sea, away
from the immediate banks of the few streams,
that would not be, without irrigation, practi-
cally a desert. The soil is generally very
prolific, and only needs irrigation to produce
abundantly, but the lack of water supply con-
fines the cultivated portion of the country
west of the Cordilleras to narrow limits. In
the province of Tarapaca, however, in which
the nitrate of soda is now worked, the soil if

apparently utterly barren, and the configura
tion of the country so peculiar, that it is hard
to conceive of vegetation being possible, even
with abundant irrigation or regular rain fall.

Between the ocean and the great pampa of
Tamarugal, a distance of nearly thirty
in a direct line, the country is very broken,
consisting of small pampas with hills and
mountains tossed up in endless confusion.
The less elevated places and pampas are more
pits than valleys. In former ages, as the sea
subr^ided, it would appear that these pits
formed a series of salt water lakes, pools, and
marshes, in which the saline constituents of
the sea accumulated, from which the nitrate
of soda is supposed to have been derived
through the agency of carbonate of lime and
decomposing vegetable matters. No vegeta-
tion is met with in this region, with the ex-
ception of a few cacti which derive their sup-
port from the heavy fogs, which in the winter
season hang for a large portion of the time at
the top of high cliffs facing the sea. Its ap
l^earance is indescribably dreary and desolate,
but there are spots nevertheless where the
scenery is fine—even grand—and with certain
lights, the mountains, barren as they are,
with their many colored tints have a beauty
of their own.
The western limits of the district on which

the nitrate of soda is worked is generally ten
miles from the coast, and extends for about
twenty miles in width to the edge of the great
pampa of Tamarugal. Its northern limit is
about fifty miles north of Iquique, and its
southern limit about thirty miles to the south
of this point, which is the chief port through
which it enters commerce. The deposits of
the salt are supposed to extend still further
south to the border of Bolivia; and a large
district in the latter country is also known to
contain it.

The excessive dryness of the atmosphere in
this region is extraordinary ; the days arc al-
most invariably clear and very warm, timber
and plank become warped in an astonishingly
short space of time, and books, even with
heavy covers, cannot be left exposed for

twenty-four hours on a table without their
covers warping. This feature is also observed
in the adjoining pampa of Tamarugal, which
is in several respects quite remarkable. This
plain is over 3000 feet above the sea level, is

-ome thirty miles in width and over two hun-
dred in length, and to the eye is as level as
the ocean. It is bounded on the east by the
Cordilleras, which rise abruptly to a height of
10,000 feet above the plain. The view on
coming in sight of this pampa is very strik-
ing; the immense height of this long range
of mountains, and the distinctness with which,
on a clear day, they can be seen, even in their
minute details, make it difficult for one to be-
lieve that they can be over five or six miles
distant instead of thirty. Until the Cordillera
are approached this pampa is as destitute of
rain as the region nearer the coast, and parts
of it are covered for miles in extent with a
coating of common salt, so rough and angular
in its surface, that it is almost impossible to
take a horse or mule through it without
laming them. In some spots, however, where
the upper crust to a depth of one or two feet,

has been removed, a very rich and fertile soil
has been found, capable with irrigation, of
raising vegetables and fruits.

The deposits of nitrate of eoda are by no
means continuous over this large district of
1500 square mile.s, in which it is'now worked
It is generally obtained from the covering of
earth, upon the bottoms or edges of the val
leys or pits, or at the foot of the hills skirting
the pampa of Tamarugal. But the deposit is

very irregular, being more in a series of
pockets than a continuous stratum.
Almost every where in the valleys, where

the actual rock does not reach the surface, is

found a layer of indurated gravel. Beneath
this gravel is found the nitrate of soda stra
turn, which varies in thickness from the thin
nest layers to beds of 12 feet deep. The
amount of the salt contained in it differs
reatly, being sometimes as much as seventy

five percent., but the average quantity would
probably not exceed fifty per cent. Its
traction is performed on the spot, by boiling
the crude material for several hours, with
water obtained from the deep wellssunkin the
neighborhood of the factories. The turbid
liquid is then run out to settle, and after the
mud has been deposited the solution is drawn
off into shallow crystallizers. After the nitrate
of soda has been collected from these vessels,
it is packed in bags, and transported to Iquique
for shipment.

—

Condensed from a vaner bu T
F. Flagg.

f ^ a

food
;
the unusual indulgence of any appet

or passion ; a sudden fit of anger ; an impro]
dose of medicine— any of these, or otl

similar things, may cut off a valuable li

an hour, and leave the fair hopes of usefuln
and enjoyment but a shapeless wreck.—Poj
lar Science Monthly.

Selecte

THE SECRET SPRING.
"He shall be as a tree planted, and tbat spread

out her root.s by the river, and .shall not see when h
Cometh, but her leaf shall be green." Jer. xvii. 7, i

The gentle moon was silvering
The outline of the trees,

The lullaby of nature
Was whispered in the breeze.
'Twas not a time for talking,
Or speculations high:
I wanted to be quiet,

And hear that lullaby.

I wanted to be .silent,

And watch the waving grass,
vSo gracefully inclining
To let the breezes pass.

It seemed to grow in beauty,
The more it bowed its head.
Like penitential murmurs
On saintly dying bed.

I marvelled at its beauty
So manifold, so sweet,
Like rainbow colors blending
In harmony complete,
And while I looked, and wondered
What made it grow so high,
The question rose within me.
Is there a hid supply ?

For it was taller, fairer.

Than all the grass around
;

What made it thus to differ

From cumberers of the ground ?

At last, the whispering breezes
This answer seemed to bring,
(Its echoes rang within me,)
" There is a Secret Spring .'"

Thou canst not see the waters
By which the grass is fed

;

Thou canst not .see the brooklet.
Within its little bed

;

Thou canst not even hear it.

So quiet is its flow

;

And yet, tho.se hidden waters
Have made the grass to grow !

Then " planted by the waters,"
O Saviour, let me be,

That I may thus be fruitful.

And glory bring to Thee !

Not unto me be glory !

Thy praises would I sing :

Yes, for the gfass were nothing
Without the Secret Spring.

Be Careful in Old Age.—An old man is like
an old wagon; with light loading and careful
usage it will last for years, but one heavy load
or sudden strain will break it, and ruin it for-
ever. Many people reach the age of fifty,
sixty or even seventy, measurably free from
most of the pains and infirmities of age, cheery
in heart and sound in health, ripe in wisdom
and experience, with sympathies mellowed by
age, and with reasonable prospects and op-
portunities for continued usefulness in the
world for a considerable time. Let such per-
sons be thankful, but let them also be careful.
An old constitution is like an old bone—broken
with ease, mended with difficulty. A young
tree bends to the gale, an old one snaps and
falls before the blast. A single hard lift; anl'^'''''^^ "'^''l^o*'''"^ "^''oK'ed

;
how joyful thestrain,-

hour of heating work ; an evenino- of exposure ^'°'"-^' b'essing and power to the Lamb that was slain,

to rnin r,r Hnmn - o =„„„_„ „i,;ii
.'^ L ^ For He suffer'd for us, and with Him we shall reign."

James 0. Small.

COME TO ME.
What strains of compassion are heard from above.
Calling sinners to flee to the bosom of Love !

"Tis the voice of the Saviour who speaks from on high—:
' Turn ye, turn ye, poor wanderers, O why will ye die-
Turn, turn, ere ye perish, for judgment is nigh."

What a sweet invitation is heard from above,
'Jailing children to fly to the bosom of Love I

Tis the voice of the Shepherd ! how kind is its tone—
" Come ye young ones to me, ere life's spring time b<'

flown
;

I will take you and bless you, and make you mine own."

What accents of comfort are heard from above.
Calling mourners to rest on the bosom of Love!
'Tis the voice of our tender and faithful High Priest—

|

" Come to me, ye who labor, with sorrows oppress'd :

Come, and learning of me, your tired souls shall findi

rest.

What songs of rejoicing are rising above,
From the blest who repose on the bosom of Love !

to rain or damp; a severe chill; an excess of|
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Selected.

jhe following article is from the pen of the

Known entoQiologist, Eathvon, of Lan-

jr county, Pa]
I The Colorado Potato Bug.

,e Colorado potato bug, or Doryphora

ilineta, has for several years past made

aing ravages in the potato crops of the

ern section of this country. Some forty

3 ago, it was known in the Rocky Moun-

,
where it seemed to be indigenous, feed-

,'pon the rostratum, or wild potato. When
|;ommon tuber was introduced in that re-

j,
the beetle soon attacked it, and spread-

i-om one field to another, in 1859 it had

aed a point one hundred miles west of

ha. In 1861 it invaded Iowa, and crossed

tlississippi in 1864-65.

le beetle lays its eggs on the under side of

)Otato leaf. These are speedily hatched,

larvffi, when full grown, is over half an

long, very thick in the middle, and taper-

.owards the head and tail. It is of a pale

iw color, often dusky or freckled on the

ith small blackish dots, and along each

are two rows of large black dots. Tbe

are black, and the head black and shin-

mature insect, the beetle itself, is nearly

1 inch long and a quarter of an inch

Its shape is oval, very convex above

flat beneath ; of a hard crustaceous tex-

looth and shining, and of a bright

iv color, the head and thorax being some-

tawny yellow ;
head and thorax marked

black spots ;
the wing cases with black

)e8 arranged longitudinally, five on each

Tbe antenna are twelve-jointed ;
the

vc joints are pale or tawny yellow, the

aiuing joints black, the last joint being

11, and sunk into the penultimate one

legs are tawny yellow, the hips, knees

feet being usually black. It requires less

month to pass from the egg to the

le state.

here the bug once gets a footing, it speedi-

estroys the entire crop. It is believed to

3t all its transformations in fifteen days, so

; a single pair would, if unmolested, pro-

3 sixty millions of progeny in a single sea-

Various modes of preventing its ravages

3 been suggested. Brushing or shaking

larvffl from the haulm into a vessel, is

etimes tried, but this is a laborious and

gerous operation. Dusting the leaves with

te hellebore powder is an effective remedy

m it is well done ;
the powder must, how-

-, be freshly ground, as it loses its efficacy

i'n kept too long. Paris green is also re

imended, but both powders are irritating

those applying them, while the latter is

remely poisonous. Birds, it is said, will

destroy the bugs, as the emanations from

ir crushed bodies are noxious even to hu-

Q beings, and, it is said, have caused several

ths. The symptoms resemble those caused

the bite of a rattlesnake. The beetle has

eral insect enemies, especially some varie-

) of ladybird, which prey upon its eggs and

786.
.

'here has been considerable alarm in Eng-

d lately, lest the pest should be imported

ther in American potatoes, and official in-

tigations have been made in order to de-

mine the advisability of prohibiting impor-

ions of the vegetable. The report, how-

sr, points out that the larva of the parasite

not deposited in the tubers or conveyed

by them, and that with the exercise of proper

are no danger need be apprehended from

American potatoes imported into England.

S. S. Rathvon, the well known entomologist

of Lancaster, has furnished the Morning Re-

y«>!(' with the following:

Without entering into a description or his-

tory of this scourge of the potato plant, we
will give only a synopsis of the possibilities

of its increase, and adduce what has, so far,

been the most successful artificial remedy for

its arrest and destruction.

In the latitude of Southern Pennsylvania

this insect is capable of producing certainly

two distinct broods during the spring and

summer season, but it is more than probabli

it would produce three broods. Each female

beetle, during her life-time, deposits one thou

sand eggs, at different times, within a period

of about forty days. Applying the rule of

simple multiplication, should a fertilizor-

either by ordinary or extraordinary means-

find her way into a thrifty potato field, the

result would possibly be the following

The first brood would be five thousand, the

one-half of which would be females, and very

probably more than one-half. Multiply one

thousand by five hundred, and we have five

hundred thousand as the second brood, all pro-

ceeding from a single female at the beginning

of the season. But, suppose an early spring

late autumn should occur, we might rea-

sonably look for the development of a third

brood which, by the simple rule above stated,

would then reach the almost incredible num-

ber of tivo hundred and fifty millions. If these

are the prolific possibilities originating

single gravid female, what would the ease be

if ten, twenty, fifty, or a hundred such f>

males were to be distributed over a potato

field at the same time? That such an ex

ted result would not be likely to fol

contact with. When the insects are yet young,

they will be found in groups, and then a small

quantity of the mixture will give them their

uietus. When the weather is windy, the

operator should have the wind blowing from

him, in order not to inhale any of the dust.

Paris Green may also be used in liquid sus-

pension (it is insoluble in water) in the pro-

portion of one tablespoonful of pure Green to

an ordinary bucketful of water, and sprinkle

over the plants with any instrument best

adapted to that purpose. An instrument has

been patented in the West, through which

the liquid is blown in the form of spray. Al-

though in this form the remedy is quite as

effectual as it is in the form of powder, yet it

is considered less economical, heavier to carry,

and requires constant stirring, as the tendency

of the Green is to settle on the bottom.

Ducks, geese and turkeys are said to feed

on these insects, but of course it would not

be prudent to allow fowls to enter a field

where Paris Green had been used.

agg

As soon as th

vanished, '

^

For "The Frienii."

The Comet.

evening twilight has entirely

the sky is sufficiently free

from cloud and haze, there may now be dis-

ned in the northern part of the heavens,

one of those mysterious visitants which wo
call comets. This stranger was first discovered

by Coggia, at Marseilles, as long ago as the

17th of Fourth month. For the last ten days

or two weeks it has been visible to the naked

eye, except where the moonlight has been too

bright for it. With the aid of a glass of low

power, however, it can readily be seen even

when the moon is shining. Tbe writer has

viewed it in this way almost every evening

for a week past. It can be found at any time

of the night by the following description of

its position. The Xorth star, the star of the

''Dipper" nearest to the North star, and the

comet, form very nearly an equilateral triangle.

Calling the line joining the two stars the base

of this triangle, then the comet or apex of the

triangle is below tbe base in the evening and

to the right of it in the morning. Its apparent

position among the stars changes at present

very slowly. Hence it is coming pretty di-

rectly towards us. Owing to this foreshorten-

ing of its path, there is as yet an uncertainty

as^to the exact course it is pursuing. Accord-

ing to some observations and the calculations

founded thereon, the comet should pass its

perihelion about the 18th or 20th of the

Seventh month, and be nearest to the earth

about the 4th of Eighth month ;
while other

sets of observed positions indicate an orbit

that would bring it to its perihelion about the

5lh of Seventh month. This uncertainty is

to be expected in undertaking to determine

the track of a body so very distant under cir-

cumstances so unfavorable. We may then

expect our comet to become brighter for a

week or two, or perhaps for a month or more

yet. Should it continue to approach us for a

month, it will no doubt be quite a conspicuous

object, as its brilliancy will in that case in-

crease to some twelve "or fifteen times its pre-

sent brightness. This evening, the moonlight

being out of the way, the comet is pretty dis-

tinctly visible to the unassisted eye, but, owing

in part to a slight haze in the atmosphere, it

is difficult to discern the faint brush of light

above it which constitutes its tail.

, is no more reason for the farmers of tbe

__ntryto be indifferent, or relax their efforts

to destroy or check the increase of the insect

than would be their omission to make any

provisions for the future winter, on the ground

that such a winter might not come, or to lead

a life of moral indifference, on the ground

that there might be no further tribunal before

which an account is due.

To counteract these possibilities, there are

some helps in the economy of nature, but the

probabilities must be provided for by human

energy, in the application of artificial reme-

dies.

The best remedy thus far discovered, is

" Paris Green," and the one that is chiefly re-

lied on by those longest and best acquainted

with the insect and its habits. This poison

duly prepared for use, is kept for sale by the

druggists of the Western States, but here in

Penn'sylvania the demand for it has not yet

sprung up. There is very little use in trifling

with other remedies, losing time and crop

both, where the latter is seriously infested.

Vigilant hand picking, early in the spring,

befbre the eggs are laid would be very useful.

Take one pound of (good quality) Paris

Green, and twenty pounds of wheat, rye, or

buckwheat flour, and mix thoroughly unti'

the poison is equally distributed. Take i

common "tin cup," with a perforated lid or

bottom to it, (like a common pepper box) and

apply the remedy in the morning while the

dew is on the plants, or after a shower of rai

Se'tlctrdt/EuTian'^oVetl'^l'-Tho.; .re»e..s-..- .he orbit ot Coggi.'.
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Comet, which make its perihelion passage
about the 4th of Eicrhth month, sufficiently

resemble the elements of a comet observed in

1737 to render it possible that we are witness-
ing a return of that body. " If this be so," to
quote from an article in an English periodical
from which some of the above information is

taken— " what strange changes have passed
over this England of ours since this bright
haze last shed its pale gleam over it ! George
the Second was then on the throne ; "\Yalpole
was Prime Minister, and the elder William
Pitt had just made his entry into political
life. It would be vain to speculate as to the
condition of things which will obtain when
it shall next reveal itself to the gaze of the
earth's inhabitants in the year 2011."

Philada. 6th mo. 30tli, 1874.

THE FRIEND.
SEVENTH MONTH 4, 1874.

LONDON YEARLY MEETING.
The British Friendcontains an account ofthe

proceedings of, and the speeches made in, this
Yearly Meeting

;
which occupies over thirty

of its closely printed pages. There are two
subjects, each of which called forth much dis
cussion, that involve principles of primary im
portance to the well being, and we may say
to the existence, of the religious Society of
Friends, as the present representatives of the
faith held bj' its founders, and preserved by
the truly convinced and converted members
in the succeeding generations, to the present
day.

A Testimony respecting Edward Ash was
sent up from Bristol and Somerset Quarterly
Meeting. The endorsing of this by the Yearly
Meeting was strongly opposed by several
Friends, and as strongly advocated by a larger
number. To furnish our readers with a cor-
rect view of the ground taken against and
for the Yearly Meeting giving its usual sanc-
tion to this memorial, we give the followino-
extracts. ' ^

" When I consider that the energy of this
man had been exerted during his whole life
(I mean, of course, since he became a public
character) to overthrow the very foundation
of our faith, and to bring into disrepute the
most holy faith delivered to our forefathers,
I am not less grieved than surprised to hear
such a laudatory testimony presented con
cerning him. Would it be po.ssible to say
more for the most faithful member we ever
had? We are told in the testimony that
he was 'a faithful minister of Christ.' Friends,
I believe he was no such thing. It cannot be ;'

for he denied the very, and the onlv, means
by which any man can ever rightly know
God and Christ Jesus. How could he be
a minister of Him whom he denies the
power of knowing. lie also flatly denied
the universality of the love and grace of

,

God. Can it be possible, that the Almighty
Maker of us all will ever bring into existence
a single human being, and such shall be with-
out the circle of His love? Such a supposi
tion is utterly untenable, and repugnant to
our best feelings, being alike contrary to Holy
Scripture, contrary to sound reason, contrary
to common sense. We are told that he re-
signed his membership because he had ' very
strong objections' to several parts of Barclay's
'Apologj;.' We are also told he was re-

instated in membership—but it is very care
fully kept out of the testimony whether hi^

views had changed, and he had confessed his
error before such re-instatement. As to his
doctrine, he is exactly on the same ground,
and runs closely parallel with a bitter enemy
to the Truth and Friends, who lived some
150 or 170 years ago, who wrote a book called
Bennett's 'Confutation of Quakerism,' which
was ably replied to by Benjamin Lindley and
other early Friends. In this book are to be
found passages almost exactly agreeing, ver-
batim, with some in E. Ash's last work— his
attack on George Fox. Bennett tBlIs us, 'As
for immediate instructions from the mouth of
God, there is no promise that the saints shall
enjoy them.' Edward Ash says, 'Nothing
's anywhere said in the New Testament which
mpiies the continuance of immediate revela-
tion to Christ's followers,' and so on. Now.
f the Scriptures are to be believed, such doe-
trine is false; and yet this testimony is in
adulation of the very man whose last work
was to publish and circulate such doctrine

!

To let such a testimony go forth is to deny
the testimony of the fathers in our Society,
long since called to their everlasting rest; for
if what E. Ash says is correct, their doctrine

fals

Dr. Ash was not in unity with Friends, and
was instrumental in drawing many from
Friends. It was not possible to be a Friend
and out of unity with the body. 'Barclay's
Apology' came freshly to him every time be-
took it up."

One "referred to the term 'accurate know-
ledge of Holy Writ,' which the document men-
tioned as belonging to Dr. Ash as implying
that his views were correct, or in harmony
with those of Friends. It was afterwards
explained that the possession of accurate
knowledge was not the same as accurate
views. He would have us to be consistent,

d reminded us that we had not always
printed the Testimonies."

And as to our friend having been a good
Christian, that would apply to the Arch-
bishop of York. Our testimony against war,
hich Dr. Ash controverted, was a very im

portant one."
' We authorize the publication of a docu

ment, and by so much we become responsible
for it. Friends spoke of liberty of conscience !

It is for that we desire to suffer, but it is a lib-
ertj'in accordance with the ancient principles
of this body. We were sitting within these
walls to uphold the profession of truth which
has been made by this bodj^—not a profes
sion which has been made by any other body.
It was to support these views that we met—
not to circulate testimonies concerning a man
as a Christian minister, but as a minister
holding the principles of our Society."
"Our late friend's mind was one of the finest

texture, which could not accept at once what
it had been taught, but was impelled to con
stant investigation. No man had lived more
marked by humanity, charity, and conscien
tiousness of character. It was impossible to
take any Friend from the Society whose loss
would be more felt. There were many here
now he might not quite unite with, and there
were things which he had held, opinions which
he had declared, and paragraphs he had
written with which he could not agree. We
must not expect that we all could agree. It
was not intended. Our minds wouid not be
so diverse as they are if it were. He could

not help saying to such Friends as ha
jected that when they got to heaven—

1

hoped they would—they would find
;

persons there they never expected to
The testimony he thought admirable in (

respect."

" Dr. Ash had been a faithful minister, e

in doctrine, and his clear bold writings
been a very great help to himself"
"Some Friends had impugned Dr. .

character because he did not agree wit
that was in 'Barclay's Apology.' He (I
hoped he was not bound to believe all

was in ' Barclay's Apologj-' to be a raei

of this Yearly Meeting; were it so, he w
at once send in his resignation. He did
believe in some things written b}' Bar
nor yet in other writings of the early Fri<
What we had now to contend for was free
of conscience. He would give Friends lit

to express their opinions in public. We
not to consider whether Dr. Ash's opii
were good, but was this Friend a true,

,man—a faithful child of God. He wa
through his life one of the most remark
specimens of a real Christian the world
ever known. He would ask Friends to
fine themselves to the question, 'Is this
timony true ?'

"

" George Fox never intended that he sh
be a pope, or that Barclay should be a p
His object was, 'to lead men to Christ,
leave them there.' Such must be our
guage still. We must not be tied to
writings of the early Friends. Scripture
our outward guide, the Holy Spirit our
ward guide."

"And since then [Dr. Ash resigning on
count of the republication of Barclay's A
o,a;y] the Yearlj- meeting had come rounc
the exact conclusion which Dr. Ash at 1

time maintained. The Meeting for Sufleri
was not publishing any books but those iss

by the Yearly Meeting. He hoped the
timony would go down with the others."

" The Clerk stated that the prepondera
of the judgment of Friends seemed to be
favor of dealing with this testimony in
usual way."

It appears to have been supposed that
many of the members saying they did
hold the views of Dr. Ash, the meeting,

,

its action in this peculiar ease, might esc:

the imputation of officially endorsing all t

Dr. Ash had written ; but it certainly est
lished the principle, that opposition to !

controverting the doctrines and testimoc
originally promulgated by Friends as fun
mentals and heretorore accepted as the fa

of Friends, do not disqualify a writer fr

being recognized as a worthy and consisti
member, entitled to a memorial published
the Yearly Meeting, provided he was thouj
to be a good man.
The Clerk the next day, referring to 1

passing of this and other memorials, utten
among other things, the following extraord
ary sentiments.
"So far from regarding this diversity

something to be surprised at, or to stural

us, we should see in these very varied ex
riences the fullest assurance of the tri

of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, applicable
very varying minds, and capable of head
fruit in a great variety of ways. He b

thought much yesterday of the wonderful
scription in the book of Eevelation of i

full chorus which gladdens the skies—

1
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not of one man, but of a great multi-

-of great waters and mighty thunder-

uniting in one volume of praise in

ig, 'Alleluia! the Lord God Omnipotent
etb.' Surely this must be uttered by
voices. There were probably no two

S exactly alike, even in heaven, but all

attuned so that one chorus resulted

;

n earth, as it were, there was but an

rfect rehearsal of this; so that there must
me voices out of tune, and some which

ot keep time very well—some too fast,

ome too slow. If God bears with these

rfections, his servants surely ought to do

While we remain here, our ears will

y be 80 perfectly tuned with this hea-

isie as to be able to say what is real

rd and what is 'harmony not under-
.' Hence we need charity."

is certainly is charity that will not only
• any multitude of sins against the faith

lends, but prevent the church from de-

g as to whether anything is 'Teal dis-

or merely " harmony not understood."

proposition from Bristol and Somerset

terly Meeting that no written answers

d hereafter be given to the 2d, 3d, -Ith,

nd 8th Queries, and a proposition from

am of the same import in relation to all

Queries elicited much debate, and th

subject of the Queries was referred to

aference to be composed of committees

ted by all the Quarterly Meetings.

hen that portion of the report of the Con
;e which sat in the 11th month last, that

to the reading of the Scriptures in meet
for worship, was under consideration,

Braithwaite said :
" He could not take

gle particle of the responsibility of intro-

g this question into our religious Society

loked upon the basis of public worship as

which is ourcommon standpoint—to pre

ourselves before the Lord in the name of

no Mediator. He would appeal to Friends

insider well before giving way from this

brm. Every member in England, L-eland,

lat vast continent beyond the Atlantic,

in those rising Colonies, which will in

days represent the Anglo Saxon race,

y member has a vested interest in the

jes of two centuries, and has a right to be-

that when he goes to a Friends' Meeting

in present himself before the Lord with-

the harmony of true worship being dis-

ed. Were we to think ourselves bold

gh to enter into nay scheme of alteration

ir Christian practice?"

Bright, who appears to have taken un-

1 interest in the proceedings of the Yearly

.ing this year, and to have exerted much
ence, remarked: "It would be almost

iishness simply to endorse the report of

Conference, for it did not meet the views

ny considerable portion of Friends. It

Id make the law more strict than ever on

morning meetings, while at the same time

fturning the system of our afternoon meet-

I. At any rate, it gives to persons desirous

aange in any meeting great influence, de-

d from the supposed opinion of the Yearly

ting. Thus in many places it would in-

uce discord, which would be fatal, and

Ch this Yearly Meeting would soon deeply

\et. One thing was clear, that some

jnds were dissatisfied with the present

le of conducting worship in our meetings

that they were groping, if not in the dark

something better. If it was to be found at

all, it would be found in process of time—in

process of discussion—in our meetings and at

houses. But it was better, he thought, to

let the question rest until that something had
been found. The better course for the Yearly

Meeting was to accept this portion of the Re-

port of the Conference, and thus let it rest

—

not to sanction or endorse it in any way. The
Conference had expressed our first thoughts

on the subject: the Yearly Meeting is to re-

present our second thoughts. Almost every

person present would agree that we were not

in a condition to decide this question. There
was a feeling in the Society that some change
must take place. The whole question must
be silted, and sifted again, for a year—it might

be some years—before it was decided. If you
make any move in the direction which is pro-

posed, you necessarily make a first step in a

direction ending a very long way indeed from

the point at which you start. He did not ad-

vise the Yearly Meeting by any means to take

that step. He would therefore recommend
the course proposed by T. Harvey—that we
should accept but give no sanction to thi'^ por-

tion of the Report ; allowing whatever liberty

now exists still to exist ; allowing the good

men and the good women in our meetings to

take what steps may seem to them good in

their own meetings. And then the time would

some day come when some better decision

could be arrived at."

. J. Hodgkin said, " the prohibition of the

reading of the Scriptures in Meetings for

Worship would be a great infringement of

liberty. Some had said that if they were thus

opened, it would be inconsistent with the pre

sidency of our Lord and Saviour. Did w(

disapprove of the example He had set us?

There was nothing in His saying.s, or in th

writings of the apostles, which implied w
were to be in a better spiritual state than they

exhibited. He went with most of those who
agreed with T. Harvey. A difference was
implied between morning and evening meet-

ings which he could not sec right. The result

must be rather of compromise than of spiritual

judgment, and he hoped a minute would be

made allowing liberty."

"A minute was read, saying the subject of

the first part of the report from the Confer-

ence had been seriously considered, and had

elicited large expression. While appreciating

the Christian concern of the Conference, we
did not see our way to adopt it. In some

places. Friends had adopted the reading of a

portion of Scripture in some of their Meet-

ings for Worship. With regard to this prac-

tice, we had come to no united judgment, but

there had been a prevalent desire not to in-

terfere with any liberty in this respect rightly

enjoyed amongst us. Nevertheless, we felt

an earnest concern that Friends everywhere

should be watchful that any liberty thus ex-

ercised be exercised in connection with a faith-

ful upholding of our testimony to the nature

of pure spiritual worship under the gospel of

Christ."

After the reading of the minute a Friend

proposed striking out all of it after the first

two sentences. " It was," he said, " serious

to recognize such a liberty in subordinate

meetings. The only course for the Yearly

Meeting was to ignore these innovations on

the established mode of conducting our meet-

ngs for worship—these irregular proceedings

ny rate in the twilight, hoping to find I under separate organizations."

J. Bright opposed alteration of the minute,

and observed: " A very strict law either way
would not be desirable. We must acknow-
ledge what existed, and not condemn it as a

violation of liberty. It went on to otFer a
arning to meetings in any changes they

were making, to be very cautious that they

were right. What was done in the country,

depended on the country, not on the Yearly
Meeting. Whether what was done were right

or wrong depended on the wise judgment of

ds in individual meetings, and touched

the matter just where it ought to be touched,

and left it just where it ought to be left. The
Yearly Meeting in passing the minute, there-

fore, could rely on the judgment of all that

nothing extravagant and wide of the mark
would be done. There were some meetings

where it had been discussed ; some objected

to any change, and had great weight in their

districts. Unless there was much unanimity

in a meeting as to the practice, nothing would

be done. When that took place, the Yearly

Meeting would be in a very different position

if it endeavored to withstand it."

J. B. Braithwaite remarked "that were

this an Epistle to a meeting, it would have

been carefully considered by a committee, yet

have no influence on our testimony or practice

except as a message from one church to an-

other. Here, where there was no Second
Chamber, where there was no 1st, 2d, or 3d

reading, we seemed on occasions of this kind

to be so undeliberate in the final utterance

of what might aflTect, in such a Society as this,

our children's children for many generations.

Were we quite prepared for this? We must

weigh well what might become the action of

this meeting. If we were to consider this as

the final judgment of this meeting, he trusted

the observations made by our friend John
Bright would have due weight. That part

was carefully looked at in the Report of the

Conference. Our arrangements as to church

government were not congregationalist, but

every meeting had a due relation and subor-

dination to other meetings. This might be

right or wrong; but if it were wrong, let it

be deliberately considered and looked at in

all its bearings before it were set aside. Wc
knew where particular meetings, without con-

sultation, had taken their own course in this

matter; and after they had taken such a

course it would require great wisdom, tender-

ness, and watchfulness to know what would

be the right course for such meetings. Friends

would, he hoped, act in forbearing love, and

particular meetings should not think them-

selves justified by this minute in acting with-

out the pretty unanimous concurrence of the

meeting with which they were associated."

As this is the most important step yet taken

by a Y'early Meeting, in abandoning the prin-

ciples and practices of Friends, we have given

more space in our columns to the notice of

it, than we should otherwise have done ;
for

as one Friend truly observed in reference to

the compromise, " Let us pause before adopt-

ing it. If we did [adopt it] farewell to Qua-

kerism, farewell to consistency, and—as had

been said—we should prepare for dissolution

in order to avert destruction."

The substance of the minute* as given in

The British Friend, is a singular specimen of

a record of inconsistent conclusions. The

Yearly Meeting shrinks from the responsi-

bility of sacrificing a fundamental principle in

the system of Christianity as held by Friends,
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by accepting the report, but clothes its com- State in Bavaria,

pooent—and heretofore considered inferior

meetings—with authority to do so, if a ma-
jority of their members so will, and at the
same time cautions them against violating the
testimony to spiritual worship.

Truly this is placing the Yearly Meeting
and its authority on a low level. What J.

Bright's proposed plan for elaborating a fur-
ther change in Friends' mode of worshipping
will produce, time will divulge.

SUMMAEY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—During the past fifteen years the

of Russia, Germany, France, Austria and Italy, have
grown from 4,229,950 to 6,110,690, an increase of 1,880,-
740 soldiers. The cost of the armies of Europe last
year, when they were generally upon a peace footing,
was more than one-fifth of the gross revenues of all the
governments from every source.
The successful laying of the submarine cable bring-

ing Brazil into telegraphic communication with Europe
and the United States, has been the occasion of much
rejoicing in the first named country. Messages of con-
gratulation have passed between the Emperor and Pre-
sident Grant, and the governments of the principal
countries of Europe.
According to the official agricultural statistics, it

would seem that of the whole surface of England and
Wales less than four per cent, or only 1,453,000 acres
out of a total of 37,319,000 acres, is occupied by woods,
coppices and plantations. The southeastern counties-
Sussex, Hampshire, Kent and Surrey—are by far the
most densely wooded.

Intelligence has been received in London of the loss
of the emigrant ship British Admiral, 1743 tons, be-
longing to the British Shipowners' Company, and bound
for Melbourne. Seventy-eight lives are said to have
been lost, and only nine persons were saved.
The bill for the regulation of public worship

passed the British House of Lords. The measure .._„

vehemently opposed by the Marquis of Salisbury and
other Tory members who declared it useless and danger-
0U.S, affecting questions of doctrine unfavorably, attack-
ing ritualists unfairly, and putting the union of Church
and State in jeopardy.

It is now stated that the meeting of the Brussels Con.
gress on International Law will take place. Great
Britain has apparently waived her objection.
A deputation of 100 locked-out farm laborers started

from New Market on the 29th ult., on a journey through
the agricultural districts, in the course of which they
will stop at the principal towns and plead the cause of
the laborers.

Liverpool, 6th mo. 29th.—Uplands cotton, 8
Orleans, 8 5-16d.
The French National Assembly has passed a bill

granting 26,000,000 francs indemnity to sufferers by th:
late war.

Courbet, the artist, has been condemned to pay the
cost of the reconstruction of the Vendome column.

Domiciliary visits have been made by the police to
the oflSces of the Imperialist journals and to the resi-
dences of prominent Bonapartists, and important docu-
ments have been seized.

The Budget Committee have rejected the bill sub-
mitted by M. Magne, Minister of Finance, providing
for an increase of direct taxation, and have declared in
favor of reducing payments to the Bank of France.
The Journal Official publishes a table of the receipts

of French railways during the first quarter of the pre-
sent year. They amount to 174,871, 188f., or 8,184,646f.
le.ss than in 1873.

General Omandean will represent France in the
Brussels Congress.
The Bonapartists are making vigorous efforts to in-

fluence public opinion and turn it to their own account.
They are organizing committees in every department,
establishing a newspaper organ, and distributing public
documents and petitions urging the restoration of the
empire. The government is doing something to check
the bold proceedings of the Bonapartists. Several
members of their committees in the Departments have
been arrested.. A government order has been issued
prohibiting the distribution in France of photographs
of the Prince Imperial.

In the Bavarian Chamber of Representatives the
Ultramontain party attempted to carry an expression
of censure against the Minister of Public Worship by
moving the rejection of his estimates, alleging that he
was the author of the conflict between Church and

The motion was defeated by a small

he Russian Emperoras a punishment to his nephew,
the Grand Duke Nicholas, son of his brother Constan-
tine, for the theft of his mother's diamonds, has ban-
ished him to the Caucasus for life, and deprived him
of the cross of St. George, which was conferred upon
him for his achievements in the Khiva campaign.
A Calcutta dispatch says: It is believed that the dis-

tress from famine has been stayed everywhere, and the
hopes of the people are reviving.
Pullman palace cars are to be placed immediately

on all trains and lines of railroad in upper Italy.
The relations between Turkey and Persia are not

friendly. It appears the Persian government has re-
fused to compel the return to Turkish territory of a
tribe numbering 2000 families, which has been subject
to the Porte, but escaped across the Persian frontier,
and that a number of Turks have been maltreated by a
band of Persian pilgrims. The Turkish government 66i
threatens to force Persia to give up the persons who Sl'f
have abused its subjects, and to surrender the revolting
tribe. Unless an accommodation is speedily effected
the relations of the two countries will become critical.
The reports of military operations in Spain vary ac-

cording to the source from which they come. A Madrid
dispatch of the 27th ult. states that 10,000 Carlists
under command of Prince Alpbonso, had been defeated
at C'halva, north-west of Valencia, by a smaller force of
Republicans, and that General Concha had executed a
successful flank movement on the Carlists resulting in
the capture of several important positions. Advices
from the Carlist head-quarters at Estella, on the con-
trary, say there had been some fighting but without im-
portant results.

On the 29th ult. intelligence of serious disasters to
the Republican army reached Madrid. It appears that
General Concha after forcing the Carlists from their
first line of defences at Estella, attempted to carry by
assault the heights immediately commanding that place.
The attack failed and the assailants were repulsed with
heavy loss. General Concha and other officers of high
rank were killed. According to the Carlist reports the
total_ loss of the Republicans in killed, wounded and
missing was 4000, but the government dispatches esti-
mate it at less than half that number.
A Paris dispatch says : The death of General Concha

IS considered here an event of great political import-
ance. It IS believed that Concha intended to proclaim
l-sabella s son. Prince Alphonso, king as soon as the
campaign was brought to a successful issue. The
Madrid government deeply mistrusted him.
Very destructive fires have occurred in the govern-

ment of VoUiigma, Russia. A fire one day destroyed
600 houses in a town inhabited chiefly by jews. The
next day nearly as many more dwellings were burned,
and the following days the ravages were continued,
making thousands of persons homeless.
United States.—The interments in New York last

week numbered 492, and in Philadelphia 240. Both
cities have so far continued remarkably healthy not-
ithstanding the recent high temperature.
Postmaster General Creswell, after more than five

years of faithful and efficient service, tendered his resi.'-
nation to the President. It was accepted, and Eugene
Hale, of Maine, was nominated to fill the position.
The Post-Office Department has been officially in-

formed of the ratification of the postal

the army last year $31,750,000, this year -S:

legislative last year $23,750,000, this year %'iy},t

The amount of retrenchment on all the bills aes
$27,763,787.

^^

The finances of the government appear to .

more favorable condition than they were at tl

mencement of the year, so that it is considered p
the current expenditures will be more than met
receipts. The customs duties have not as yet c
to the estimates, but the internal revenues hj
ceeded them.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the que
on the 29th ult. New Fori.-A merican gold
U.S. sixes, 1881, registered, 1171; do. couuons 1

1868, registered,
1133 a" -

coupons, 120| ; do. 5 pe)

. Superfine flour, $0 a $5.60 ; State
-5.80 a $6.40; finer brands, $6.50 a $10.2-5.
Chicago spring wheat, $1,44; No. 2 do., $1.37
western, $1.44; white Michigan, $1.60. Oats,

Western mixed corn, 80 ct.s. ; southern
Carolina rice, 7| a 8.? cts. PhOodelphia.

lands and New Orleans middlings cotton, 18 a 1
Superfine flour, $4 a $4.50 ; extras, $5 a $6 ; finer 1

^6.50 a $9.50. Western red wheat, *1.40 a
Pennsylvania, $1.50 a $1.53; amber, $1.58 a
No. 1 spring, $1.35. Rye, 95 cts. Yellow corn
83 cts. Oats, 62 a 65 cts. Clover-seed, 8-^ a 1
Chicago.—i^So. 1 spring wheat, $1.21 ; No. 2 do..
No. 3 do., $1.10. No. 2 mixed corn, 60J cts.
oats, 45 cts. Lard, 11 cts. Cincinnati.—Corn, i
cts. Oats, 48 a 55 cts. Lard, 11^ a H| cts.

FRIENDS' DISCIPLINE.
The Committee having charge of Friends' L

are desirous of procuring copies of the different ee
of the Discipline of Baltimore Yearly Meeting,
that of the late Yearly Meeting of Virginia. An
son who may be able to supply any of the abov
please communicate with Edward Maris, M.

127 South Fift

WANTED,
A woman Friend, competent for Principal 1

Aimwell School. Apply to

SUrah E. Smith, No. 1110 Pine St.
Rebecca W. Fry, 908 North Fifth S:

Rachel S. Maris, 127 South Fifth S-
Mary D. Allen, 833 North Seventh

RASPBERRY STREET SCHOOL FOR COLO
GIRLS.

Wanted, an energetic competent Teacher fo
above School, to commence 9th month 1st. App

Eliza B. Edwards, 616 Spruce street

Rachel S. Maris, 127 South Fifth st
Sarah E. Smith, 1110 Pine street.

WANTED.
An unmarried Friend to take the position ofGov

at Westtown Boarding School, on or before thecli
the present session, in the 10th month next.
Apply to

Clarkson Sheppard, Greenwich, New Jerse
Joseph Walton, Morestown, "

Charles Evans, 702 Race street, Philadelpb

WANTED
young man of energy and perseveranc

„ ,
- -- r convention be-

tween !< ranee and the United States, by the French
.\.ssembly. The charge for letters from France to the u 3 i- '-
United States, will be ten cents for the third of an

^^arge and oversight of the farm belonging t<

ounce, and from the United States to France nine cents I r'V^"
.Mi^^.^on. situated near Teneca, in the

per half ounce. Unpaid letters to pay the above rates °L %°"m ', ^ ''T^l "^l^-
l^'^''^^'^ »« «•

with five cents additional.
""^^ ""''' place of Matron in the Boarding School. Fr;

A sad calamity occurred in Syracuse, N. York, the ' Tl, s aP'i!''*''' nffl ^"/.f'-!.'","'^^
information apf

evening of the 23d. A strawberry festiv.-il w,s h»in! ''°^? ^: ^'°'^^«' Office of "The Friend," Fourth a,

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The next Term will commence on Fourth-daj

Applications for admissions shouX 2nd, 1874.

held i5 a Baptist meetingrho-u-se-^in^^-hlt'cUy: wtn"
^^"^ ^'^^^

without any warning the floor gave way, precipitating
those gathered into the room below which was also
blled with people. Fourteen persons were killed in-
stantly, and many more received injuries, some of which
may probably prove fatal. More than one hundred ,*'*°''«^=^'^ '° Samuel J. Gummere, Preside
per-sons altogether were injured. The building was of Haverford College, Montgomery Co., ]

recent erection, and as the event shows was badly built. ,Among the measures which failed to pass at the late '
Married, on the 24th of Sixth mo. 1874, at Fri.

session of Congress, for want of time to discu.ss and di,s-
Meeting-house, Twelfth Street, Philadelphia, Thc

pose of them in the regular course of proceedings, were I^™BER to Mary E. Shearman, both of th
the Supplementary Civil Rights bill, those for the ad-
mission of New Mexico and Colorado as States, for the Died, Third month 28th, 1874, Mary W Rb
reorganization of the army, for the construction and wife of William F. Reeve, in the 71st year of her
repairs of Mississippi levees and many others. a member of Salem Monthly Meeting of Friends

"

Xhe appropriation bills were considerably reduced —" '.'

from last year. Thus the naval appropriation bill last WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
year was $22,150,000, and this year only $16,750,000; I No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Star Slreams.

(Continued from page 302.)

Including both hemi.'fpheres, there are visi-

B to the naked ej-e, uiidor the most favor-

le circumstances, about 5,000, or at the most
)00, fixed stars. If these and the fixed stars

sible in the most powerful telescopes were
disappear, and the eye to acquire the Ijght-

.theriog powerof Herschel's 20-feetreflector,

ere would be seen scattered over the vault

heaven—instead of the fixed stars now visi-

B—about as many nebulfe—"feebly shining,

3ud-like patches, often of strange and fan-

Stic forms."

The faint illumination of nebulas, the close

owding of stars in many that are resolvable,

d other circumstances, have appeared to

infirm the view that these objects shine from
stances far beyond those of the farthest

sed stars. It has been considered that ne

ila' are (for the most part, at least) aggrega-

ons of suns (" island-universes," as a Gorman
lilosopher has expressively termed them),

rming galaxies similar to our own " Milky
'^ay," and reduced, notwithstanding the im-

ensity of their dimensions, by a yet greater

imensity of distance, to the appearance of

int specks of light, which the slightest haze
our skies is sufficient to conceal from us.

he important discoveries effected by Dr.

"uggins, which have shown that manynebulaj
fe gaseous in composition—nineteen out of

xty observed presenting the spectrum of

right lines separated by dark spaces which
idicates the gaseity of the source of light

—

ave modified these views. Without giving

bsolute support to the speculations of Sir

Ilerschel, respecting the condition and
hanges of condition of nebula, Huggins's
iscoveries show that the views on which
[erschel founded his speculations were well

rounded. The distinctions Herschel drew
etween the different classes of nebula? have
een confirmed, so far as spectrum analysis

as yet proceeded. Every planetary nebula

et observed, for instance, has been proved to

e gaseous. The process of generalization,

?bich had been commenced by many eminent
stronomers, and in which scarcely any dis-

inctions but those depending on the resolva-

lility of nebulffi were recognized, has been

[.bruptly checked. It is to be noticed, how-

ever, that many German astronomers, and
some, at least, of our most distinguished Eng-
lish observers (amongst others, the late Ad-
miral Smyth) had looked with more than
doubt on the view that, with suflicient optical

power, all nebu'ffi are resolvable into stars.

The first point I shall dwell upon is the

distribution of nebula; over the heavens. In

the northern heavens there will be observed
ry decided clustering in the region be-

tween llh. and 14h. of E.A. This is the nebu-

region in Virgo, extending over Coma
Berenices, and the tail of Leo, curving (to the

right) over Canes Venatici, thence (to the left)

over the tail and hind quarters of Ursa Major,

thin about 12° of the pole near the tail

of Draco. The borders of this stream or cluster

of nebulfe extend dispersedly over the two
Leones, Cancer, Gemini, Lynx, and Ursa
Major on one side, and over Bootes and Corona
on the other. As there seems to be a decided

break in the stream—or rather, perhaps, as

the stream decidedly comes to an end near

the pole—we must return to the point from
" ich we commenced, and thence follow the

streams in the contrary direction. The con-

tinuation of the stream presently divides into

two, the right-hand stream passing over the

left hand of Virgo, the tail of Hydra, and
nearly the whole extent of Centaurus, to Crux
and Musca ; the left-hand stream passing over

Crater, to Antlia, and the mast and sails of

Argo. The gap which bounds the northern

group seems continued, but not in quite so

marked a manner, by the space comparatively

clear of nebulae which runs round the right-

hand stream (of the two just described) across

the pole. Eeturning to the northern heavens
we notice a less distinctly marked grouping
over part of Perseus and Andromeda, passing

(to the right) over the square in Pegasus to

the southernmost of Pisces, and (to the left)

over the band in Pisces, across Cetus, Eri-

danus, and Dorado, in a distinctly-marked

stream leading to the Nubecula Major. The
right-hand stream, which we had followed as

far as Pisces, seems to have a continuation

towards the Nubecula Minor, and also to

throw out a convolution over the tail of Piscis

Australis, over Indus et Pavo, towards Apus
and Musca.
There remains to be noticed a clustering of

nebula" towards the portion of the Milky Way
occupied by Scorpio. Sir John Herschel con-

siders that many ofthese nebulse belong to the

Milky Way, as they are wanting in the gap
between the two branches of the galaxy in

this neighborhood.
The first inquiry which suggests itself, on

a review of the distribution of nebulse, is the

question, whether there is any indication of

a connection between nebula? and fixed stars?

The theory that nebuhx; are galaxies similar

to our own Milky Way would, of course, re

j

quire that we should dissociate

'any connection with our galaxy, ,...

tween the fixed stars and the sun. And further,

although it would not be impossible that a
tendency to systematic arrangement should
be apparent among ihe nebula, yet the dis-

tances separating nebula from nebula would
(on this theory) be so vast, compared with
the distances separating star from star, or

even with the dimensions of our galaxy, that

it would clearly be very improbable that such
arrangement should be discernablo by terres-

trial astronomers. As, however, the theory
is very generally held, I shall present, as I

proceed, some considerations which seem op-

posed to it. We seem, rather, to have evi-

dence that most of the nebula?—if not all of

them—are much nearer to us than has been
commonly maintained.

When we consider those regions of the
heavens in which nebula? are markedly de-

ficient, we find an arrangement which cannot
be 'wholly accidental. I refer to the zone,

very marked in the northern hemisphere, and
not indistinctly traceable in the southern,

which has been already described. This zone
is not quite coincident, in direction, with the

Milky Way, but follows almost exactly a cir-

cular band, which includes more lucid stars

than any corresponding band on the heavens.

Now, it appears to me that those who have
speculated on the subject of nebula have been

too apt to content themselves by looking for

zones and streams of aggregation, not noticing

apparently that zones along which nebula are

sparingly distributed, may be as marked in-

dications of sj'stematic distribution as zones

of aggregation. I consider that the zone

mentioned in the preceding paragraph is a

phenomenon scared}' less distinct in character

than the zone of the Milky Way itself; and I

look on the connection between the former

zone and the zone of brilliant stars as a very
noteworthy circumstance.

It has been already noted by astronomers

that all nebula of irregular form and great

extent are found along a zone nearly coincid-

ing in direction with the Milky Way. The
great circle along which such nebula are ac-

tually found is, in fact, no other than that

along which nebula in general are conspicu-

ously wanting. It is also worth noticing that

where this zone, and the zone of the Milky
Way intersect, we find the singular nebula

round i Argus in one hemisphere, and in

the other the remarkable nebular region in

Cygnus.
The discovery that the great irregular

nebula in Orion is gaseous, renders it probable

that the other irregular nebula are so like-

wise. Whether they are so or not, it is clear

that they are totally different in character

from regular nebula. Therefore, we may
look on their aggregation on the great circle

found as a cir-iilong which few nebul

eumstance (1) not opposed to the evidence of

ulffi from systematic distribution founded on that peeu-

„ ^, _ ?e a rela-'liarity
; (2) as itself indicative of a law as.so-

|tion corresponding to that which holds be- eiating nebula? with the stellar system.
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One peculiarity of tlie irregular nebula; de
serves to be especially dwelt upon. All of
them exhibit a t' ndency to arrange themselves
around fixed stars.

As respects the great nebula in Orion, while
the proportion of stars whose connection with
the nebula has not been traced is somewhat
greater, 5-et nearly every marked condensa
tion in the nebula is associated with conspicn
ous stars (that is, with stars conspicuous
among those visible in the same field of view
with the nebula). Everj^ telescopist also is

familiar with the fact, that the central con-
densation of the nebula clusters round the
trapezium of stars, within which there is

either no nebulous light or very little. The
association is not likely to be an accidental
one. Herschel himself remarks that the star
£ Orionis is involved in strong nebulositj'.

"probably connected with the great nebulji,'

while he was able to trace a faint extension
of the nebula as far as the double star ' Orionis,
which it involves, so that the star is rendered
nebulous.

Turn we now to the region of irregular
nebulfe of Sagittarius. The first nebula men-
tioned by Sir J. Herschel is described by him
as " singularly trifid, consisting of three bright
and irregularly formed nebulous masses, gradu-
ating away insensibly externally, but coming
up to a great intensity of light at their in-

terior edges, where they enclose and surround
a sort of three-forked rift, or vacant area, ab-
ruptly and uncouthly crooked, and quite void
of nebulous light. A beautiful triple star is

situated precisdy on the edge of one of these
nebulous masses, just where the interior va-.

cancy forks out into two channels. A fourth
nebulous mass spreads like a fan or downy
plume /rom a star, at a little distance from the
triple nebula.

As respects the nebula of Cygnus, I may
simply quote Sir J. Herschel. He describes
the region as " consisting, first, of a long, nar
row, curved, and forked streak, and secondly,
of a cellular effusion of great extent, in which
the nebula occurs intermixed with, and adhering
to, stars around the borders of the cells, lohde
their interior is free from nebula, and
from stars."

I have already drawn out this paper to a
much greater length than 1 had proposed, and
yet seem scarcely to have entered upon my
subject. Let me, instead of proceeding to
treat cursorily of the remaining branches of

that subject, here pause and "report progress."
We have found a law of aggregation of uebulse
in regions removed from the Milky Way, and
thus a law of contrast, which amounts in re-

ality to a law of connection between nebulas
and the starry .system. We have found that,
in the southern hemisphere, this law of con-
trast is further exhibited in an aggregation of
nebulaj over regions in which stars are want-
ing, and vice versa ; lastly, we have seen that
over a ~o«e of the heavens in which nebulfc
are all but absolutely wanting, there is a
marked aggregation of lucid stars, that on the
same zone all the irregular nebuise are col-

lected, and that these irregular nebulai, all

occurring in regions very richly bestrewn
with fixed stars, exhibit in their configura-
tion a correspondence with the configuration
of the fixed stars in the same field, which can-
not be wholly accidental.

CTo be contiDned.)

Use temporal things but desire eternal.
I

Selected for " The Friend."

Report of the Committee for the Civilization and
Improvement of the Indians.

To the Yearly Meeting:—The Committee
for the civilization and improvement of the
Indian natives, Eeport : That for several
months during the early and middle JDart of
last year, the Institution at Tunessassa re-

mained under the care of Abner Woolman,
who took charge temporarily at the request
of the Committee, upon the withdrawal of
George W. Mott, and his wife, as mentioned
in our last report. The duties of Matron
were performed during the summer session
by Catharine Battin, who several years pre
viously had been acceptably engaged in the
Institution. Since the Tenth month last, the
stations of Superintendent and Matron have
been filled by our friends Aaron P. Dewees
and his wife p]unice Dewees, of Ohio, who
under a sense of duty had offered them
selves for this service. Mary Vail was re
leased at her own request at the close of
the winter session. Her place has been sup-
plied by Miranda Dewees, whose husband
Aaron Dewees, Jr., has also been engaged to
assist in the care and cultivation of the farm
The Friends last named, have entered upon
their duties within the past few weeks.
The School has been continued under the

efficient charge of Louisa Smith, who has re-

mained at the Institution by the request of
the Committee during the past winter, but
who, it is expected, will return home in the
early part of next month

; a young woman
Friend, having been engaged in her place to
take charge of the school at the opening of
the summer session. It is cause of encourage-
ment that the several vacancies which have
occurred, have thus been filled with less de-
lay, than at some former periods, and that
the Friends engaged have had their minds
drawn to the respective services, with desires
to be helpful to the Indians.
The largest number of children in attend-

ance at the School at one time has been 29:
viz. 2-1 girls and 5 boys; the average number
of pupils during the past year has been 25,
viz : 26 for the summer, and 24 for the win-
ter session, which is 7 more than last year.
At the close of the winter session, nearly all

of the scholars were able to read, more than
half had made some progress in geography
and arithmetic, and several had studied ele-

mentary philosophy and grammar. Nearly
all of the children were in the practice of com-
mitting portions of the Scriptures to memory.
In addition to the instruction thus imparted,
the girls acquire a knowledge of sewing and
general housework, which may materially
assist in rendering their homes comfortable,
and improving their social condition in future
years. We hope there is an increasing ap-
preciation on the part of parents of the ad-
vantage to the children of placing them at
the Institution.

Meetings for Divine worship are held on
First and Fifih-day mornings, as heretofore

;

'n which the conduct of the children has been
generally satisfactory. The Holy Scriptures
are read in the family daily, and Youthful
Piety, and other religious books, occasion-
ally, and we trust that profitable impressions
have been, at times, made upon the minds of
the children, in these opportunities.
Upon an examination of the Treasurer's

account, it appears there was due him, Third

securities in his hand.s, the par value of wl
is $15,236.66, the same amount as last
ported.

The receipts during the year have been
From interest on invested funds

;

one-third of the income of John
Parrish's legacy, and contributions
of three Friends, $1,671

Estimated profit of saw and grist
mill, 150

Making a total of 1,822
The expenditures have been :

For Family Expenses, . $1,457 73
Salaries, and travelling ex-

penses of Friends under
appointment at the In-
stitution, 917 14

Incidental Expenses, . . 109 62
Books and Stationery, . 28 30
Bepairs and Improvements 108 65
Loss on Farm Account, 33 62

Making the total expenses
of the Institution, . .$2,655 06

There has been paid for a
stove for the school at
the Corn Planter Settle-

ment, &c., 18 76

Making the total expendi-
tures, $2,673 82

And showing a deficiency in the
biisinessof the year of .... $850
The Indians on the Allegheny Eeservati

have the opportunity of sending their chi
ren to the day schools, supported by t

State of New York, of which there are sev
located upon their land. These are each i

tended by some of the children living in thi

respective neighborhoods; and two of the
have been taught by Indians.
The general condition of the Indians upi

this Reservation has not materially chang
since the date of our last report. 'Althouf
some land is cleared up annually, yet thi

continue to be slow in availing themselves
the advantages which steady industry wou
afford. It is often the- case that the attenti<

of many of the young men is diverted fro

agricultural pursuits during the planting se

son, by the high wages to be obtained at thi

time, by rafting lumber
; and who thus loi

the opportunity for the cultivation of the sc'

during an important period of the j'ear, b

sides being thrown into company often of
demoralizing character. The less rapid in

provement of the natives on this Eeservatio
as compared with their brethren at Cattaiai
gus, may in part, we believe, be attributed (

this cause.

The diflSculties arising from the occupanc
of their land by white settlers, under lease

made to them in good faith by Indians, bu

which have been decided by the Courts t

be illegal, remain in an unsettled conditio!

and continue to produce feelings of insect

rity and apprehension to many" After th

failure of the bill, containing several obje(

tionable features, proposed to settle these diflfl

culties as mentioned in out last report, a com
munication was received by the Councillor
of the Seneca Nation, from a member of th'

Ogden Land Company, proposing the appoint
ment of a Committee of the Councillors b
confer with that company in reference to ex
tinguishing this alleged claim to their landB

month let, 1874, 8260.77, and that there are' Upon the reception of this communicatioi
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advice was requested by the President of

;|i Nation ; in reply to which an address was
ijipared, stating our reasons for not approv-

i of such a course, and our views in relation

lithe ]ilan which we thought should be pu

d ;
all of which were in accordance with

(advice previously given them on these sub

ts. This Address was presented by two of

( Committee, who had several interviews

th Councillors and other influential Indians,

which the questions now agitating them
re freely discussed. A great want of unan-

ity was found to exist among them.

The advantages to be derived to the Indians

lividuall}', as well as in the settlement of

ir difficulties as a nation, by a division of

ir lands and holding them in severalty,

der proper restrictions, have often been

)ught to their consideration by the Com-
ttee ;

and a considerable number on both

vations appear to be fully aware of them,

hers, however, influenced by the prejudices

rived from their ancient customs and tradi-

ns, and the fear of losing their tribal organ-

ition, are still averse to this course ; the un-

Uingness of whom retards their progress as

) in this direction.

The importance of action on their part to

ure favorable legislation on several points

ecting their interests, during the present

jsion of Congress, induced the Committee
make another effort last autumn, to en-

urage them to memoralize that body for the

actment of a law under carefully guarded
ovisions to accomplish the ends in view

;

d two members of the Committee met the

dians in Council for that purpose in the

nth month last. Owing, however, in part

the feelings to which we have alluded, only

70 of the eleven Councillors present ap-

ared to be in favor of the course recom
ended; but, in announcing their decision not

take the advice which had been given

em, they d<'sired that Friends might not be

scouraged from endeavoring to assist them,

id requested the further efforts of the Com-
ittee for their welfare,

As had been expected, a bill has since been

troduced into Congress, prepared in the

)ecial interest of the white settlers, to con

?m the leases under which they now hold

tie from the Indians. It also provides for

division of their lands under the regu

tion of the Secretarj- of the Interior, and

e extinguishment of the pre-emption claim

the United States. This bill has been re-

prred to the Committee on Indian Affairs of

\ie House of Eepresentat-yes; and it is our

itention to watch its progress with a view

f remonstrating against its passage, should

;, when reported, appear to be detrimental to

be interest of the Indians,

A bill has also been introduced into the

enate of the United States, for the settl

lent of the claims of the New York Indians

3 lands in Kansas, on the basis of a sett

lent of similar claims with the Tonawandas,
1 1857. This hill is intended to carry out

he design of a Treaty for the adjustment of

hese claims made in 1S6S, but not ratified.

Il^ its terms are more favorable to the Indians

han those of the Treaty alluded to, it will

probably be satisfactory to them in this re-

pect, if carried into effect.

The descendants of Corn Planter continue

be well satisfied with the late division

if their land. The improvement made by
lifferent individuals since the allotment, is

very manifest, amounting it is thought, to as

much as had been made for six or eight years

eviously. The school located on their tract

las been regularly maintained, and more in-

terest appears to be taken by the parents in

promoting the instruction of their children.

Under the authority given by the Yearly

Meeting last year, 50 acres of the land at

Tunessassa has been sold.

Though the Indians are yet unwilling to

idopt a course which appears so likely to

contribute to their settlement and improve-

ment as a people, there is no doubt that the

assistance rendered them in various ways by
he Committee has been, and will, under the

Divine blessing, continue to be highly bene-

ficial ; and the confidence which they continue

to feel in the integrity of our motives, affords

ground for encouragement, to continue to

labor for their prosperity both as individuals

and collectively, as far as may be in our power.

On behalf and by direction of the Com-
mittee. George J. Scattergood,

Clerk for the day.

Philadelphia, 4th mo. 17th, 1874.

For " Thu Friend."

Memoirs and Letters of Sarah Hillman.

(Coucluded from page 363.)

Philada., 6th mo. I6fh, 1855. * * Lon
don Y'early Meeting read the epistle signed

by J. Binns. The issue of all these thi

seen by the great Almighty One, who seeth

the end from the beginning; but methinks

our poor finite vision, even the most enlight

ened, can only perceive as through a glass

darkly, a very small part indeed
;
and well

may we as between the porch and the altar,

cry unto the Lord for help in this time of

groat tribulation. Surely this is the time of

Jacob's trouble ; if we be only made experi-

mental witnesses of the truth of the promise,
' he shall be saved out of it,' it will be a great

mercy, and call for humble thankfulness.

It seems as though it was the will of the

great Controller of events, who holdeth the

wind in his fist, who measureth the waters in

the hollow of his hand, and meteth out the

heavens with a span, to show forth his sov-

ereign power while He thus unfoldeth unto

us our total unworthiness and incapacity to

do any thing. Ah! He can overturn the moun-
tains, and set bounds to the sea, which it can-

not pass; and although my faith is oft times

ready to fail, and my heart to sink within me,

there are seasons, my precious friend, when
my poor spirit can rejoice in the renewed

assurance that He who first raised up this

people for the honor of his own Name, ever-

lastingly glorious, and for the exaltation of

his Truth, is and will be with them, and will

yet raise up unto them princes and judges,

prophets and rulers, taught of Him, and quali

fied to teach others the use of the bow, and

send forth from among them many fishers and

fowlers and hunters, to hunt the precious prey

of the souls of men. So let us labor to hold

on ourselves, and to attract others unto Christ,

being clothed with such a measure of th

meekness and gentleness w&ich is in Him, the

Blessed Head over all to his church, as it shall

please him w clothe us with.

My poor tabernacle is as well as it is pro

bable it ever will be ; the cough is not as bad

as in the spring; but oh ! I pray that as the

outward man decays, some degree of assur-

ance may, through unutterable mercy, from

time to time be granted that there is a bouse

not made with hands prepared for the im-

mortal soul; and that faith to believe in the

nfoldings of Divine wisdom, as to the mea-

uro of duty or of service called for at my hand
may be furnished, so that as a servant in wait-

, I may be found of my L'.rd, (if such a

poor worm might say my,) and obedience be

yielded unto all his requisitions. For sure

'eye hath not seen nor ear hi-ard, what He
hath prepar.d for him that waiteth for him.'

We have now att:»ined, ni}' dear , to

more than three score years, and the time is

lirawing nigh, when we must put off mortality.

Doubtless as dear Richard Jordan and others

of that generation* who beheld in the visions

of light the storm that was approaching, and
expressed their willingness to continue on the

stage a little longer, if haply they might see

the church flourish again in brightness, so it is

the heartfelt petition of some in these days,

who are secretly saying, ' Spare thy people,

O Lord, and give not thy heritage to reproach;'

at the same time that they are almost ready

to desire with the prophet that their lives

might be accepted for a prey."

The -'Memoirs and Letters of Sarah Hill-

man" having now been brought to a conclu-

sion, it remains but for the compiler to add

his little testimony to her inwardness, her

straightforwardness, her faithfulness, her live-

ly spiritual walk and warfare, as set forth in

the preceding compendium. Though of a re-

tiring, self-distrustful nature, j-et when her

dear Master's call was heard, and the way
made plain before her, she was prompt and

executive; and, in proportion to her feeble

bodily ability, untiring in the required duty

of her day. Going forth by day and by night,

when called upon, to visit the sick and afflict-

ed, or to help to soothe the dying pillow of

such as she, through the grace that was given

unto her of God, could thus become a fellow-

helper unto through Him.
Though Sarah Hillman, as these Memoirs

fail not to represent, had her baptisms and

aried trials; even, spiritually, her "stripes,"

her " prisons," her " deaths oft," with more-

over her " perils among false brethren ;" yet

we doubt not her experience, through the

Redeemer's unfailing mercy, was like that of

the Psalmist :
" In the day when I cried Thou

answeredst me, and strengthenedst me with

strength in my soul ;" and also like the pro-

mise of the Matter to his Apostle :
" My grace

is sufficient for thee : for m}^ strength is made
perfect in weakness."

* Richard Jordan died in the Tenth month of 1826.

A short time previous to which, "his mind was much
engaged in contemplating the present situation of the

Society of Friends; lamenting with much feeling, the

deviations from simplicity and plainness which were

conspicuous in many of the members, the avidity with

which they pursued the pleasures and riches of the

world, and the apparent want of religions concern on

their own account, and for the welfare of the church.

Much labor, he remarked, had been bestowed upon

them ; spiritual and temporal blessings had been dis-

pensed with a liberal hand, and yet disobedience and

ingratitude had been too generally returned for all these

favors; and he feared lest those who might be considered

as the children of the kingdom, if they persisted in this

course, would be cast out, and others raised up, as from

the stones of the streets, to support the doctrines and

testimonies given to Friends to bear. He however ex-

pressed, that gloomy as the prospect of a succession of

upright standard bearers seemed, he had faith to be-

lieve, that those doctrines and testimonies never would

fall to the ground ;
* * but that those who continued

to maintain the ancient faith and disciiiline of Friends,

would be preserved as a distinct body of Christian pro-

fessors."'
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Thus in heights and in depths; " by evil

report and good report ;" "as sorrowful j-el

always rejoicing;" "as pooryet making many
rich," " as having nothing, and yet possessing
all things;" and finally having like those for
merly "come out of great tribulation, and
washed their robes, and made them white in
the blood of the Lamb," it is believed that
our dear friend was enabled to finish her
course with joy, and at the close to adopt the
precious, comprehensive language, "Thanks
be to God who giveth us the victory througb
our Lord Jesus Christ."
She died on the 11th of the Ninth month,

1855, aged 61 years.

Migration of Butterflies.—As we rode along,
great numbers of a brown tailed butterfly^
{Timetes chiron) were flying over to the south-
east. They occurred, as it were, in columns.
The air would be comparatively clear of them
for a iev^ hundred yards, then we would pass
through a band perhaps fifty yards in width,
where hundreds were always in sight, and all
travelling one way. I took the direction
several times with a pocket compass, and it
was always south-east. Amongst them were
a few yellow butterflies, but these were not so
numerous as in former years. In some seasons
these migratory swarmsof butterflies continue
passmg over to the south-east for three to five
weeks, and must consist of millions upon rail-
lions of individuals, comprising many different
species and genera. The beautifil green tailed
and gilded day-flying moth {Urania leilus)
also joins in this annual movement. When
in Brazil, I observed similar flights of butter-
flies at Pernambuco and Maranham, all travel-
ling south-east. E. Spruce describes a migra-
tion which he witnessed on the Amazons in
November, 1849, of the common white and
yellow butterflies. They were all passing to
the south-south-east. Darwin mentions that
several times when off the shores of Northern
Patagonia, and at other times when some
miles off the mouth of the Plata, the ship was
surrounded by butterflies; so numerous were
they on one occasion, that it was not possible
to see a space' free from them, and the seamen
cried out out that it was "snowing butter-
flies." These butterflies must also come from
the westward. I know of no satisfactory ex-
planation of these immense migrations. They
occurred every year whilst I was in Chontales
and always in the same direction. I thought
that some of the earlier flights in April mi^ht
be caused by the vegetation of the Pacific side
of the continent being still parched up, whilst
on the Atlantic slope the forests were green
and moist. But in June there had been abun-
dant rains on the Pacific side, and vegetation
waseyerywheregrowingluxuriantly. Neither
would their direction from the north-west
bring them from the Pacific, but from the
tenor of Honduras and Guatemala. The d
cully IS that there are no return swarms. If
they travelled in one direction at one season
ol the year, and in an opposite at another, we
might suppose that the vegetation on which
the caterpillars feed was at one time more
abundant in the north-west, at another in the
south-east; but during the five years I was in
Uentral America, I was always on the look-
out for them, and never saw any return
swarms of butterflies, so that their migration
every year in one definite direction is quite
unintelligible to mo.—Belt's Naturalist in
JSicaragua.

_

, _ „ Selected,

LE.\FLESS TREES.
Leafless and stripped, yet are they whole
They mind me of a Christian soul,
Whose daily strife is almost o'er.
Waiting for entrance at the door.
Greenness and verdure underlies
What seems so poor to mortal eyes.
And what they are, or what have been
Is naught, if so the sap within
The roots, has grounded strong and firm,
'Gainst autumn blast, or winter storm.
How well defined their outlines lie
Against the back-ground of the sky !

And here again a type we see
or what a Christian's course should be,
Bislinct, and clear, that ail may trace
His shadow and abiding place.

Oh ! leafless trees—unto my heart
How sweet the lessons ye impart.
The fragrance of your early spring,
Your summer days of blossoming

;

The flushing of your Autumn dyes,
Ne'er brought you quite so near the skies
As now, when desolate you seem
Against the Heaven itself to lean,
Oh ! all our crowns we cast aside,
All ornaments of human pride.
And passing underneath the rod.
Stand naked in the sight of God.
Not blasted, only stripped and bare,
That we may know how weak we are.

Oh ! leafless trees, your strength renew,
For all the sunshine covers you

;

Naught now your symmetry can mar,
Ye stand before us as ye are

;

Your branches lifted as in prayer.
As tho' ye felt your need of care

;

And from His treasury old and new
With garments God will dower you ;

For when the keenest storm winds blow,
Y'our branches shall be wrapt in snow,

'

And ye shall stand within his sight
Serenely clad in robes of white

;

While even the descending rain
Shall beat upon you not in vain.
For what more beautiful can be
Than wintry frost-work on the tree.
When cold and rain their work have done'
All glorious beneath the sun
Transparent in the risen light
Ye shine, e'en in the Father's sight.

Melt snow into the hardened bole,
As melts God's word into the soul.
Yet e'en the quickening germs of life

May sometimes need the pruning-knife-
For by their fruits alone we see

'

The value of the grafted tree,
" As by their fruits" alone ye know
God's children in this world below.

May seeking souls the lesson take,
And give up all for Christ's dear sake

;

He asks the blossoms of your Spring
First tithe of every offering

;

'

Your Summer day in all its prime,
The glory of your Autumn time,—
For ye must stand beneath His eye,
Like leafless trees against the sky.
Disrobed of self, and shorn of pride,
Your sins laid on the Crucified.

Hannah Lloyd Neal.

For "The Friend."

The Heart of Africa, by Dr. Schweinfurth.
(Continaed from page 350.)

After Dr. Scbweinfurth's return from his
excursion to tho south among the Niam-niam
and the Monbuttoo, he established himself for
a time in one of the Seribas belonging to
Ghattas. In describing this, he says: "The
colony consisted of about six hundred huts
and sheds, which were built almost entirely
of straw and bamboo. In the intervals be-
tween the huts were erected the large sun-
screens known as "rokooba," which were
made of the same materials; and, to separate
allotment from allotment, there were lono-
lines of fences, which were likewise composed

of straw, and these were arranged so close
each other that they scarcely admitted t
narrowest of passages, perhaps but a few fe
across, to run between them. Everythi:
that human ingenuity could contrive seem
to have been done to insure that, with t
cessation of the rainy season there shoa
commence a periodoftheextremest peril, an
for myself, I can avow that fear of fire becac
my bugbear by day and my terror by nigl
In spite of my remonstrances I saw the cro^
ing together of the huts continually becon
more and more dense, and the enclosure pac
ed full to the utmost limits of its capacity,
became a manifest impossibility in the case
the occurrence of fire, on however small
scale, to prevent it spreading into such a co
flagration that the safety of the whole estai
liflhment must be imperilled. The materij
of the structures, dried in the tropical het|
would accelerate and insure the devastatit
that must necessarily ensue.
The catastrophe, which I had dreaded wii

such ominous apprehension, befell us at mi
day on the 1st of December.
This most disastrous day of my life hi

opened in the accustomed carrying out of i

routine. I had been enaged all the mornir
with my correspondence and in arranging tl
notes of the various occurrences that had tra
spired since the despatch of my previoi
budget. I had partaken of my frugal midda
meal, and was just on the point of resumin
my writing, when all at once I caught tt
sound of the excited Bongo shrieking ot
poddu, poddu' (fire, fire!) Long, how Ion
none can tell, will the memory of this burst (

alarm haunt my ear. It makes me shudde
even now. Eager to know the truth, and t

ascertain how far the ill-omened apparition c

misfortune had already spread, I rushed t
the doorway of my hut, and beheld that th
devouring element was doing its work at
distance of only three huts from my own

; th
flame was rising fiercely from the top of ;

hut
;
there was no room for hope

;
just at tha

time of day the north-east wind always blev
with its greatest violence, and it was only tot

plain that the direction of the gale was bring
ing the fire straight towards my residence
The space of a few minutes was all that re
mained for me to rescue what I could.

Without an instant's delay, my peoph
flocked to the scene of the alarm. Withou:
stopping to discuss what was most prudem
or to consider what was most valuable, thej
laid hold upon anything that came to hand
The negro-boys took particular care of all the
stuff's, and of their own clothes as being of the
greatest consequence in their estimation, and
by their means all my bedding and two of my
leathern portmanteaus were carried safely out
of the Seriba. I myself flung my manuscript
into a great chest which had already been
provided against any accident of the sort, but
my care was of no avail. My servants suc-
ceeded in hastily conveying five of my largest
boxes and two cases to the open space of tho
Seriba where the direction of the wind made
us presume they were out of danger; but we
only too soon learnt our mistake; the wind
chopped and veered about, and the hot blasts
fanned the flames in every direction till there
was hardly a place to stand, and it was hopeless
to reckon upon any more salvage. A prompt
retreat became absolutely necessary; greatl
masses of burning straw began to fall in every I
quarter, and the high fences of straw left but|
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ijow avenues by which we could escape. The
oraetimes seemed to rise to a height

hundred feet above the combustible struc-

I of dry grass, and then all at once they

d descend, but only to lick with destruc-

fury some adjacent spot, while a perpetual

er of hot sparks glared again in the roar-

lir. The crowds, as they rushed away
e the advancing fiaraes, were like a swarm

tea

buzzing; around a lighted torch. I cast

k towards the remnant of my property

h we had thought we had rescued, and to

lorror I perceived that the chests were
loped in smoke, and immediately after

Is were encircled by the flames. It was
)ment of despair. How my heart sank at

light none can imagine, for those chests

lined all my manuscripts, journals, and
"ds, in comparison with which the loss of

le effects in my hut appeared utterly in-

ificant, though they were the burdens

lundred bearers. Reg;irdless of theshower
parks, which singed off my very hair, I

3 a frantic rush forward, the dogs, with

feet all scorched, howling at my side,

breathlessly stopped under a tree, where
ind a shelter alike from the raging of the

nt flame and from the noonday glare. In

ionfusion of the flight I had been unable

3t my hat, and was thus fully exposed to

midday heat.

fter a while I succeeded in getting to my
:en, which, bereft of the greater part of

3cently coDstrncted hedge of bamboo, pre-

ed a truly melancholy aspect. As the sun

: low we began to make a search for any-

g that might have been spared amidst the

glowing embers of the huts. I had saved

i beyond my life. I had lost all my clothes,

runs, and the'best part of mj' instruments.

IS without tea and without quinine. As
lod gazing upon the piles of ashes I could

lelp reckoning up the accumulation of my
rs which had there, beneath them all,

I buried in this hapless destiny. All my
larations for the projected expedition to

Niam-niam ; all the produce of my recent

ney ; all the entomological collection that

d made with such constant interest; all

examples of native industry which I had
tured by so much care ; all my registers of

leorological events which had been kept

I by day and without interruption ever

B my first departure from Suakin, and in

ch I had inscribed some 7000 barometrical

jrvations; all my journals, with their de-

jd narrative of the transactions of 825

s; all my elaborate measurements of the

ies of the natives, which I had been at so

fh pains and expense to induce them to

pit; all my vocabularies, which it had
1 so tedious a business to compile ; every-

ig, in the course of a single hour: every-

ig was gone, the plunder of the flames. It

been for the sake of better protection, as

lought, that I had resolved not to part

h my journals, and had kept my collection

nsects in my own possession; I had been

,id of any misadventure befalling them
;

now they might just as well have been at

bottom of the Nile.

'here I sat amongst my tobacco-shrubs

n my stock of bedding that had been

!ued from the flames ; but I fear that I

Id not boast of overmuch of the spirit of

gnatiou. The entire I'emnant of my pro

by was soon reckoned up ; it consisted of a

pie of chests, my three barometers,

azimuth-compass, and the ironwork which
survived from the different productions of the
Niam-niam and Monbuttoo.
Evening drew on : just as usual, the cow

with her calf came and provided me with two
glasses of milk. I had a yam or two, a pick-

ing from the inside of a half-burnt tuber, a
morsel from a similarly half-burnt lump of

pickled meat, and I had come to the end of

my slender stock of provisions. My dogs kept
up a continual howling; their sufferings from
their burnt feet must have been excessive, and
they whined in concert with the general deso-

lation. The servants, however, were as calm
and undisturbed as usual. Neither the Nu-
bians nor the negroes seemed to be much con-

cerned
; and why should they? They had

just nothing to lose."

This disastrous fire and the subsequent de-

feat of the Nubians in a second expedition

into the Niam-niam country, convinced our
author that there was no hope of his being
able to penetrate further into the central re-

gions of Africa. But as several months would
elap-ie before the trading boats would start

on their return journey down the Nile, he con
eluded to visit Dar Ferteet, which was to the

west of his then residence, and accordingly
started on his tour on the first day of the

year 1871. Of this section of Afi'ica he thus
speaks:

" The uninhabited wilderness stretching to

the west of the Pongo, a district long known
to the inhabitants of Darfoor and Kordofan
under the name of Dar Ferteet, represents one
of the oldest domains of the slave-trade, and
at the present day, as far as regards its abori

ginal population, presents to the eye of i

traveller the aspect, of what may be described

as 'a soldout land." Only within the la

fifteen years have the Khartoom tradin

companies penetrated into the district watered
by the Gazelle, but long before that numbers
of slave-dealers had already formed settle

ments in Dar Ferteet, then as now streaming
into the country from Darfoor and Kordofiin

accompanied by hundreds of armed men, and
coming, year after year, in the winter months
so as to accomplish their business and get back
to their homes before the rainy season again

set in. Some of them, however, did not re

turn, but remained permanently in the land,

and, under the sanction of the more i

tial chieftains, founded large establishments

(Dehms) to serve as marts or depots for their

black merchandize. As soon as the ivory

traders, with their enormous armed bands,

made their appearance in the country, th

Gellahbas received them with open arms ;
and

the N ubians, in order to provide for the stor-

ing of their ivory and ammunition, forthwith

combined their Seribas with the Dehms al

ready established, so that in the course of

lime these places assumed the appearance oi

the market towns of the Soudan. The Gel

lahbas by remaining in their old quarters

reaped a twofold advantage : in the first place,

the large contingents of armed men that were
now introduced into the country relieved them
from the necessity of maintaining troops of

their own ; and, secondly, they were exonera-

ted from the heavy imposts that they had been

compelled to pay to the native Kredy chief-

tains, as these were very speedily reduced by
the Nubians to the subordinate position of

mere sheikhs or local overseers of the natives.

In the course of my tour through Dar Perfect

1
1 became acquainted with five of these towns,

which represented so many centres of the

slave trade in this part of the country.

But although the various Khartoom com-
panies who had thus taken up their quarters

in the Dehms sent out expeditions every year
to the remotest of the Kredy tribes in the

west, and oven penetrated beyond them to

the Niam-niam in the south-west, it did not
take them very long to discover that the an-

nual produce of ivory was altogether inade-

quate to defray the expenses of equipping and
maintaining theirarmed force. Finding, how-
ever, that the region offered every facility for

the sale of slaves, thi^y began gradually to

introduce this unrighteous traffic into their

commercial dealings, until at length it be-

came, if not absolutely the prime, certainly

one of the leading objects of their expeditions;

thus the people whom the professional Gel-

lahbas had at first hailed as friends grew up,

ere long, to be their most formidable rivals.

For example, Seebehr Rahama himself, who
had to maintain a fighting force of a thousand
men on his territories, had, as the result of his

ivory expedition in the previous year, gained
no more than 300 loads or 120 cwt., a quan-

tity which realized but little over 2300/. at

Khartoom ; but at the same time he sent pro-

bably as many as ISOO slaves direct to Kor-
dofan, there to be disposed of on his own ac-

count."
(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Respect for the departed is evidence of a
Christian feeling pervading our minds, and
may be properly manifested bj^ refraining from
much activity in our secular engagements,
and endeavoring after inwardness and quiet-

ness of mind and body, during the time the

lifeless tabernacle dwells in our midst. Abra-
ham was permitted to mourn for his dead by
a cessation from business; and time was
granted to mourn for Moses, that faithful and
devoted servant of the Most High ; and shall

we, who live under the purest and most per-

fect dispensation, not be so mindful of our
bereavements as not to dwell at home in the

quiet, endeavoring to profit by the lesson :

" Oh that my people were wise, that the}' un-

derstood this, that they would consider their

latter end."

For "The Friend."

The following letter has been sent to us for

publication, many of our readers being in-

terested in the writer as well as in the work
in which he is engaged.

Wichita Agency, Indian Territory,

Anadarlio, 6th mo. 14tb, 1874.

Thomas "Wistar,—My Dear Friend:—Mar-
garet and I reached the Agency in safety, last

evening was a week. We came from Wichita

in our own conve3'ance which met us there :

and as there had been robberies committed on

the road, recently, and it was reported that the

"trail" was infested with horse thieves and des-

peradoes, we thought it prudent to join some
freighters, with whom we were acquainted,

and we came through, as far as the Cheyenne
Agency, with them. We therefore travelled

slowly, and were about two days longer on the

rotid than we would have been had we come
alone. We were also detained one day al the

Cheyenne Agency by high water.

1 returned yesterday from a visit to Agent
Ilaworth. 1 found them, there, in a slate of

anxiet}'. The friendly Indians reported " bad

talk" at the "medicine dance," just held, by
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the Cheyennes and some of the Comanches
;

and there have been some threatenintj de-

monstrations. Ag-'nt Haworth had his mules
run of from his corral, and while I was at

Sill there were persons (no doubt Indians) at

the Post corral, but the "guard" firing a vol-

ley they left without accomplishing anything.

Asa-bab-it was here yesterday, before 1

came home, and left word for me to keep our

stock well guarded, and to instruct our peo-

ple not to expose themselves, by sitting at

the windows after night, with the light burn-

ing. He said he would come to see me again

to day. He reports three or four white men
having been killed by Indians, at distant

points. It appears they have been freely

supplied with whisky, from some point—re-

port saying that they have barrels of it at

their "Medicine dance." The Kiowas' "Med-
icine dance" is just about to commence, and
I am told it is doubtful what course Lone
Wolf will take, as he is mourning for the death
of his son. AH the Apaches and the Pene-
tethka Comanches are coming in and settling

near together. Indeed, the most of them
have remained at the places they have se-

lected, within reach of the Agencj', but the
Apaches have left their fields and camped close

to Asa-toyet. Asa-hab-it went there to attend
the "dance" but when the pipe (for hostili-

ties) was handed around he and a number of

other chiefs left. They were followed by
those who favored hostilities, with a view of
making them return, and threatened to kill

their horses. But I believe Asa-hab-it gave
them to understand that something else would
he done first, and they desisted.

2d day morning, the loth.

A number of Indians met here yesterday
and the appearance of things among the
Cheyennes and Comanches was talked over.

Nothing new was elicited—the Indians seem
to think that there is no reason to apprehend
any trouble, more than has occurred in pre-
ceding years.

Col. Davidson commanding at Fort Sill,

informed that there were Indians at his cor-
ral, as I have above stated.

We are as well as usual and things are
quiet. The Indian crops are encouraging, and
the Indians are more than ordinarily inter-

ested in them.
I would just say that we do not feel alarmed

at all, about the Indians depredating upon us,

and I think we have a trust, that all will be
wisely ordered.

I hesitate about sending this letter—it is

defective and unsatisfactory—but the facts
as stated are correct.

Very truly thy friend,

JONA. ElCHARDS.

Arabic Names.—Here in Syria we have the
house of " Wolt." the house of " Stuffed Cab-
bage," Khowadji Leopard, the lady " Wolves,"
and one of our fellow villagers in Abeih where
we spend the summer is Eman ed Deen
" faith-of-religion," although he has neither
faith nor religion.

Among the boj-s' names are Selira, Ibrahim,
Moosa, Yakob, Ishoc, Mustafa, Hanna, Yusef,
Ali, Saieed, Assaf, Giurgius, Faoor, and Abbas.
I once met a boy at the Cedars of Lebanon,
who was named Jidry, or "Small-pox," be-
cause that disease was raging in the village
when ho was born. It is very common to
name babies from what is happening in the
world when they are born. A friend of mine'

in Tripoli had a daughter born when an
American ship was in the harbor, so he called

her America. When another daughter was
born there was a Russian ship in port, so he

called her Russia. There is a young woman
in Silk el Ghurb named Fetneh or Civil War,
and her sister is Hada, or Peace. An old lady

lately died in Beirut named Feinus or Lan-
tern. In the Beirut school are and have been
girls named Pearl, Diamond, Morning Dawn,
Dew, Eose, Only One, and Mary Flea. That
girl America's full name was America Wolves,
a curious name for a Syrian lamb!
Sometimes children are named, and if after

a few years they are sick, the parents change
their names and give them new ones, think-

ing that the first name did not agree with
them. A Druze told me that he named his

son in infancy Asaad (or happier) but he was
sickly, so they changed his name to Ahmed
(Praised) and after that he grew better! He
has now become a Christian, and has resumed
his first name Asaad.

I once visited a man in the village of Brum-
mana who had six daughters, whom he named
Sun, Morning, Zephyr breeze. Jewelry, Agate,

and Emerald. I know girls named i^tar.

Beauty, Sugar, One Eyed, and Christian Bar-
barian. Some of the names are beautiful, as
as Leila, Zarifeh, Lulu, Selma, Luciya, Mi-
riam and Fereedy.— Women of the Arabs.

Deborah Waring.

In "Piety Promoted" there is a short ac-

count of this Friend, in which it is stated that
she was a native of Alton, in Hampshire, was
religiously educated in the piinciples of truth,

and being favored with an early visitation of
its sanctifying influence, was, by yielding
obedience thereto, qualified for public service.

About the eighteenth year of her age, it

pleased the Lord of the harvest to call her
into the work of the ministry; in which ser-

vice she was an unwearied laborer ; and under
the renewings of heavenly virtue, her doc-
trine frequently dropped like dew to the con-
solation of the right minded, and edification

of the body in love. She was often led, in an
awful manner, to press the necessity of a
reverent waiting for the fresh opening of the
spring of all good; that everj' individual might
be brought from all exterior d. pendence, to
know the Lord for themselves; and witness
the revelation of his dear Son, the minister of
the Santuary, in their own hearts; and she
recommended this doctrine to others by her
own example.
She was a very diligent attender of meet-

ings, both for worship and discipline ; and not
only at home and in her own country, but
under the prevailing influence of divine love,

she was engaged at various times to visit

Friends in other countries, having the unity
of her Monthly Meeting in that weighty ser-

vice
; and, by some remarks of her own, it ap-

pears, that the Lord's blessed presence was
with her, and strengthened her from day to
day.

She was of a tender, sj'mpathizing disposi-
tion, and was enabled to fill up the several

]

relative duties in life with great proprietj^,
|

and to continue fresh and lively in old age.
It having pleased the Lord to remove her

husband Samuel Waring, (with whom she had
long lived in much unity and affection) about'
a year before her, she was divinely supported
under that great trial. Her health soon after

began to decline, and her faculties suffer

abatement of their usual strength. D
six months gradual decline, she was presi

in much innocence; frequently aspiring
that which, from her youth up she had
ferred to all created excellence, and des

to be preserved to the end, in a sense of
power which had been her morning light

her guide through the vicissitudes of lift

She one day observed, " My poor m
tossed, and I long to be fixed, fixed.

There is One who can walk upon the sea

command a calm," and then commended
self to the compassionate regard of the (

Shepherd.
She quietly and peacefully departed

3d of the Second month, 1776, at the a
78 years, having been a minister about
years.

Every-day Electricity.

A communication in the Louisville Coi
Journal makes some interesting staten

with regard to the aggravation of disea

city houses. The writer recalls the fact

Professor Loomis some years ago, in a
of scientific papers, called attention " t<

effect of friction of shoe leather on woller

pets in houses warmed by hot-air furnae
steam in cold weather, in the productic
negative electrical excitement," and he qi

from a book of Professor Silliman the a
tion that the young people in the Profes
house found a source of amusement
weather in giving electrical shocks (by k

and otherwise) to unwary friends, or in 1

ing the gas by a spark from a finger or

handle after rubbing it briskly over the
pet. An anecdote of a lady in Frank
Kentucky, who was able to light the ga
applying her knuckle to the burner, finii

the writer's stock of illustrations that
|

tricity in large quantities enters into ourj

tems under certain conditions when we|
merely following the routine of our everyi

lives. He then says: "It is possible
j

amid the learned labors that are goinj

touching the remedial uses of this powt
agent, the inmates of tens of thousand,
American houses are being left to a baj

influence of it which is receiving no at

tion.

The physiological effects upon a childi

licking upon a carpet, in a furnace-heatei:

steam-heated house, or upon a lady traveri

the house in her domestic duties, until chai

with electricity sufficient to give a sens

shock to persons touched, or to ignite the

may be judged of somewhat bj-theeffectSB

a boy on a stool isolated bj' glass legs

electrified until able to ignite a cup of e'

presented to his knuckles. He experienc

prickly heat and glow of the skin, his

flushes, his hair stands out from his head
breaks into perspiration, a touch gives hi

shock like touching the conductor of the <

trical machine in action, and he feels al

ward a lassitude like that subsequent 1

strain of the muscles or excitement of

nerves of sensibility. When persons, yo
or old, are subjected to such a process aln

daily for a long season, and often a nun
of times in a day, can it be without seri

effects, for good or evil, upon the health

constitution ?

When it is considered that a person £

trifled in this manner is not like the Ley
jar which gathers and holds the electric
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ifis like the electrical machine constantly

iliarging the electricity silently in the
(bsphore, the presence of such an amount

- |ny one moment suggests how great a

:|itity must be emitted by a single person

;
leh circumstances in a single daj'. Gath-

6 into a battery of jars and discharged at

i| through a large animal, it would pro-
'\y kill instantly, or would shiver a tough
ik of wood an inch in thickness. The
ii;ment of its chemical effects, although
I'l comparatively to its mechanical effects

ito the effects ot electricity in other forms,
1 1 he made equally startling.

hat iiiiw must be the influence of such an
it, ox)>orienced in such measure, upon the
ical health and mental constitution of
L daily subjected to it? The children in

q homes encounter not merely the general
ivating influence of luxury, but even a
;3 formidable foe to health aod intellectual

iigth. Compare this pale, precocious boy
fJDur furnace heated house with the bare-

id, rosy-cheeked boy in the laborer's cabin,

the less luxurious country home. The
|rence is not all in the softer clothing and
le rearing of your boy ; upon his nerves
btle and powerful agent is almost con-

usly at work to excite his sensibilities

waste his strength. Observe the distress

, with attention, may be read on the face

lie fretful child in your electrical hot-bed,

give it the relief which nature craves, in

anadulterated air outside your doors."

Lost Life.—The news of the abandon-
t of the French steamer L'Amerique, was
wed by the announcement that the first

er had committed suicide. The act was
sh ; it was a confession; but it was not
itural. The unhappy man reflected ; "I
J lost all. I had a trust committed to me

;

andoned it ; I did it needlessly. With it

t honor, opportunity, prospects, all. All

>8t, and all is my own fault." We may
imagine how maddening were these

ights.

he remembrance of lost opportunity is

lys terrible. And how frightful must be
contemplation of a lost life. Suppose a
\ who has spent all his days in the pur-

of wealth, or in the quest of pleasure, or
he service of ambition, whether political,

iterary, or social, or in seeking any other
ely worldly end. He draws near to the
of life. He looks back upon his days,

says, " I have had opportunities. 1 have
life. It was given to me to use for God
for man. It was my only life. It was
all. And what have I done? I have lost

It is gone; I have got nothing in ex-

nge; I lost it needlessly; I can blame no
but myself: and now all is over ; the mis-

3 can never be corrected ; the lo88 is irre-

ible."— TAe National Baptist.

here are many curious facts about vege
le life, says the Massachusetts Plowman,
can, for example, graft the apricot on the
n, and the peach on the apricot, and thus
may produce a tree with plum roots and
end leaves. The wood, however, of the

Q will consist of four distinct varieties,

iigh formed from one continuous layer.

3w the almond wood and the bark we shall

e perfect peach wood and bark, then per-

apricot wood and bark, and at the bottom
ibct plum wood and bark. In this curious

instance we see the intimate correspondence
between the bark and the loaf, for if we should
remove the almond branches we might cause
the several sorts of wood to develope buds
and leafj' twigs each of its own kind. Each
section of the compound stem has its seat of
life in the cambium layer, and the cambium
of each reproduces cells of its own species out
of a common nutrient fluid.

The Lord inspires counsel and courage, or
sends infatuation and dismay as He pleases;
so that the battle is not to the strong; but
all calculations are strangely proved errone-
ous when this secret influence is not taken
into accouut.— 2'. Scott.

The wonder at Winchendon, (Mass.) just
now is a floating island of about five acres
which is voyaging around Lake Monomonauk,
a sheet of water of about 2500 acres in extent

'yi"S partly in AVinchendon and partly in

Kindge, N. H. It formerly claimed a resi-

dence in Winchendon, but toward the latter

partof May the little island was one morning
discovered to have changed its place and
moved about two miles up the lake beyond
the State line

; then it floated back nearly to

its old place, only, a day or two after, to sail

north again. Its soil is firm, and many peo-
ple have approached it by boats and travelled
over it: the entire surface is covered by a
thrifty vegetation; there are more than 400
trees bj' count, varying from 5 to 25 feet in

height, scattered over its surface. Floating
islands are not uncommon in the lakes of this

region, but one so large as this, and given to

so long voyages, is remarkable.

—

Ledger.
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" Whether therefore ye eat or drink, or whatsoever ye
do, do all to the glory of God." 1st Cor. x. 31.

The season usually devoted to relaxation

from the cares of business and recreation by
sea side and mountain has again arrived, in

the course of the revolving year, to those
whose means and duties will admit of such
indulgence.

The ordinary routine of business life, with
its absorbing cares, is no longer pursued, for

a fortnight or so, and new channels of thought
and action draw the mind with fresh force.

How important to the spiritual life is it, un-

diT such circumstances, that we should keep
in mind, that "we are not our own, but are

bought with a price," and are bound to glorify

God in our bodies and our spirits which are

His. That ail we do is to be directed to His
honor. Thus we shall not feel at liberty to

indulge in those hurtful pleasures that tend

to close up the eye of faith, which should be

daily directed towards its Leader, as the eye
of the servant is to the hand of his master.

If the love of Christ glows in the soul, the

new scenes which are presented to the eye,

as we wander amid Nature's wonders, will

ail conspire to fan the holy flame, and lead

us to adore their Divine Author. What a

beautiful apostrophe to his Maker the roj'al

Psalmist has recorded, by the shores of the

Mediterranean, whilst the grand peaks of

Lebanon towered above him from the east!

''Who laid the foundations of the earth that

it should not be removed forever. Thou

coveredst it with the deep as with a gar-
ment. The waters stood above the moun-
tains. At thy rebuke they fled; at the voice
of thy thunder they ba-<ted away. They
go up by the mountains, they go down by
the valleys unto the place which thou hast
founded for them. The trees of the Lord are
full of sap, the cedars of Lebanon which he
hath planted. O Lord, how manifold are thy
works! in wisdom hast thou made ihem all:

the earth is full of thy riches. So is this

great and wide sea, wherein are things creep-
ing innumerable, both small and great beasts.

The glory of the Lord shall endure forever
;

the Lord shall njoice in His works. I will

sing unto the Lord as long as I live, I will

sing praise to my God while I have my being.

My meditation of Him shall be sweet, I will

be glad in the Lord !" How different is the
state of mind thus exhibited from that of

mere pleasure seekers, who pace the ocean
strand with eye intent on their apparel or
that of their companions, and thought and
conversation directed to idle gossip, or the
vanities of the evening dance. Even those

who are sober and careful in their home life

may at times be tempted, when absent at

summer resorts, to indulge in doubtful means
of recreation. The readable romance is per-

haps taken up as a pastime, which may be
excused just now although condemned in

general. A friendly game of tenpins or bil-

liards may be thought allowable for exercise,

whilst overlooking the poisoned fountain of
evil that lurks near by in the drinking bar,

and the eftect of our mere presence at such
places in giving countenance to gamblers and
tipplers.

If the mind is truly transformed by the
renewing influence of JJivine Grace, it will be
so deeply imbued with love and gratitude to

Him who has purchased us with His own
blood, that each opportunity of withdrawal
from the necessary pursuits of business will

find it seeking its central object of attraction.

No sweeter relaxation, no more refreshing

recreation than this will be desired by those

who love Him with all their heart, under-

standing, and strength.

" Admitted once to His embrace,
Thou shalt perceive that thou wast blind before:

Thine eye shall be instructed ; and thine heart
Made pure shall relish, with divine delight

'Till then unfelt, what hands divine have wrought."

" These look from nature up to nature's God."
" Whose eye they fill with tears of holy joy,

Whose heart with praise, and whose exalted mind
With worthy thoughts of that unwearied love

That planned, and built, and still upholds a world
So clothed with beauty, for rebellious man 1"

The sentiments of gratitude thus instilled

will not fail to bear practical fruit in works
of charity and love to our less favored fellow

heinijs. The suffering and needy will bo

sought out and cheered by the counsel, or re-

lieved by the means, of those who feel them-
selves but stewards of the manifold grace of

God. "A concern will be felt that others

should taste and see that the Lord is good,

and that a cross bearing life and conversa-

tion shall show forth tho praises of Him who
hath called us out of darkness into His mar-
vellous light. The distribution of well selected

Religious Tracts, when associating with others

awaj' from home, is one method of spreading

the Truth—that may be adopted by the most
humble and unassuming. A watchful con-

cern that our conversation in public places

should not degenerate into frivolity, or gossip
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of a personal character, seems needful, where

80 much time is at our disposal. It may be

laid down generally as a rule, that it is more

elevating and free from dissipating influences

to converse about things than persons. To
dissect character and comment upon the ac-

tions of others may have a keener relish than

literary observations, or the discussion of

questions of science or statesmanship, but the

former ofc carry with them an edge of cutting

criticism which may wound both speaker and

listener. "Let your speech be always with

grace, seasoned with salt." If we go abroad

under such influences, not trusting to our own
prudence or supposed religious attainments,

but in humility watching daily unto prayer

lest we enter into temptation, we may with

innocent cheerfulness enjoy that repose which
nature demands for bodily and mental re-

cuperation, and gain renewed energy for future

toil, whilst we hold forth a profitable example

to others "in word, in conversation, in charity,

in spirit, in faith, in purity."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The new lelegraph cable of the Anglo-

American Company was completed on the 4th inst.

The Great Eastern is to leave to lay the cable between

Ireland and Newfoundland on the 27th inst.

On the first inst. Dr. Butt moved his resolve in the

Honse of Commons in favor of home rule for Ireland.

It met with little favor in the House, and after debate

was defeated by a large majority, the vote being 458

to 61.

The emigration from Liverpool in the Fifth month
was 17,293. In the corresponding month 1873, the

number was 35,364, or more than double.

The cost of the London Metropolitan Police for the

last official year was $5,089,965, of which $3,776,665
was for salaries and pay of policemen.

Liverpool, 7th mo. 6th.— Uplands cotton, ^\d.\ Or-
leans, 8| a ?>ld. Sales of the day 15,000 bales. Bread-
stuffs quiet.

A committee of the French Assembly have drawn up
a new constitutional bill. The measure provides for

the continuance of the title of " President of the Re-
public ;" for the creation of a second Chamber ; for the

organization of a purely personal Septennat, which is

to terminate with the expiration of President Mac-
Mahon's term, or sooner in case of his death or resigna-

tion. No provision is made for a successor to the Pre-
sident, and it is thought that the object of the omission
is to leave an opportunity for the restoration of the

monarchy, which may be possible when the Septennat
ceases.

The Count de Chambord has issued a manifesto in

which he places his right to the throne of France upon
his birth, which he says made him its king. He will

admit the existence of two Chambers, one nominated
by the king and the other elected by the nation, accord-

ing to legally established suffrage. He says, " I wish
the representatives of the nation to be vigilant auxili-

aries for the examination of questions submitted to

them, but will not have barren parliamentary struggles

from which a sovereign often issues powerless and
weakened."
The French and English press generally consider

that this manifesto of the grandson of Charles X., makes
it impossible for him to become King of France. The
Paris newspaper which first published Chambord's
manifesto has been suspended for two weeks by order of
the government. This step gives great offence to the
Legitimests who will use every effort to unseat the pre-
sent Ministry.

Passports are no longer required of Americans, who
are placed on the same footing in this respect as sub
jeets of countries adjacent to France.

The North German Gazette (oflicial organ) pays a

warm tribute to George Bancroft. It says the Gen
government sees his departure with regret—a feeling
which is lively and general in private as well as official

circles—and declares that since Frederick the Great re-

ceived Franklin, the mutual understanding between
Germany and the United States has never been more
profound than at present.

In the Bernese Jura, the manufacture of watches ii

continually increasing. Twelve thousand three hun^
dred persons find employment through this industry

The yearly production is 1,290,000 watches of the value

of 20-25 francs, representing about 30,000,000 francs.

The situation in Spain does not appear to improve.

The Carlists hold Estella with a force of 38,000 men,

they have also again invested Bilboa on all sides except

toward the sea. Don Carlos has fixed his residence at

Tolosa, fifteen miles from San Sebastian.

The Madrid government propose making a fresh levy

for the purpose of sending 30,000 men to reinforce the

army in the north of Spain.

Dispatches of the 6th report great activity on the part

of the Carlists, who now threaten Santander, Castro,

and other places. On the 4th about 4000 of them at-

tacked Ternel, but were repulsed with the loss of 300

The British Minister at Constantinople has tendered

his good offices as mediator between the Persians and

Turks in the complications which have recently arisen.

United States.—The Public Debt statement pub-

lished on the first inst., shows a reduction of $2,180,196

during the Sixth month. It now amounts, less cash in

the Treasury, to $2,143,088,241. The Treasurer held
'

in coin $74,205,304, and in currency $14,576,010.

During the first six months of the present year the .

interments In Philadelphia consisted of 3894 males, and
3702 females—total 7596, which is 973 less than in the

corresponding portion of 1873. There were 1177 deaths

of consumption, and 657 inflammation of the lungs.

The interments of the last week numbered 234.

The mean temperature of the Sixth month, by the

Pennsylvania Hospital record, was 75.53 deg., the

highest during the month 97.50 deg., and the lowest

55 deg. The amount of rain 2.66 inches. The average

of the mean temperature of the Sixth month for the

past 85 years, is stated to be 71.84 deg., the highest

mean of temperature during that entire period was in

1870, 77.21 deg,, and the lowest was in 1816, 55 deg.

The rain fall of the first half of the present year has

been 21.47 inches, against 23.73 inches in the first six

months of 1873.

Eugene Hale, who was nominated by the President

to fill the oflice of Postmaster General, declined the ap-

pointment on account of impaired health. It was then

tendered to Marshall Jewell, of Connecticut, at present

Minister to Russia, who answered by telegraph that he

accepted the position. The office will be filled until

his return, by the first assistant in the Department.

The crevasses in the river bank of the Mississippi,

above New Orleans, have at length been closed, the

flood in the great river having subsided with the ad-

vance of the summer. Vast amounts of property have

been destroyed by the inundation, which is said to have

covered about one-fourth of Louisiana.

On the 4th inst. a new iron bridge across the Schuyl-

kill, at Girard Avenue, Philadelphia, was opened for

public use. This beautiful structure is 1000 feet in

length and 100 feet wide, and was built at a cost of $1,-

404,44-5. The same day the corner-stone of the great

Public Buildings, at the intersection of Market and

Broad Streets, was laid. The work upon this siructure

began nearly two years since, and many more will pro-

bably elapse before its entire completion. The build-

ing, which is to be of white marble and massive con-

struction, is 486 feet from north to south, and 470 feet

from east to west, and will probably cost not less than

ten millions of dollars.

The assessed value of real and personal estate in the

city and county of New York the present year, is $1,-

754,000,000.

The Markets, &e.—The following were the quotations

on the 6th inst. Nem TorA.—American gold, 110.

U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 116J; coupons, 116|; do.

1868, 116} a 116i ; do. 10-40 5 per cents, 113. Super-

fine flour, $4.65 a $5.10 ; State extra, *5.60 a $6 ; finer

brands, $6.50 a $10.2.5. No. 1 Chicago spring wheat,

$1.37; No. 2 do., $1.32; No. 3 do., $1.28. West Canada
barley, $2. Oats, 59 a 64 cts. Western mixed corn,

75 a 76 cts.
;
yellow, 77 a 77 J cts. ; white, 83 cts. Pkila-

delphia.—Cotton, 17J a 18} cts. for uplands and New
Orleans middlings. Superfine flour, $4 a $4.50; extras,

$5 a $6 ; finer brands, $6.50 a $9.50. Pennsylvania red

wheat, $1.40 a $1.45 ; western red, $1.25 a $1.35 ; No. 1

spring, $1.30. Rye, $1. Yellow corn, 80 cts. Oats,

63 a 67 cts. Lard, 11| a 12 cts. Clover-seed, 9| a lOi

cts. About 3300 beef cattle were sold at 7 a 7 J cts. per

lb. gross for extra ; 5J a 6 ct.s. for fair to good, and 3i
a 5 cts. for common. Sales of 8000 sheep at 4 a 5J cts.

per lb. gross, and 5500 hogs at $9 a $9.25 per 100 lbs.

net. Chicago.—No. 2 spring wheat, $1.12; No. 3 do.,

$1.06. No. 2 mixed corn, 59 a 60 cts. No. 2 oats, 43
a 43i cts. No. 2 rye, 83 cts. Spring barley, $1.10 a

$1.20. Lard, 11} cts. Cmci'nnad'.—Red wheat, $1.10;
white, $1.20. Corn, 63 a 66 cts. Oats, 47 a 65 cts. St.

Louis.—Ho. 1 mixed corn, 58i cts. No. 2 oats, 53 cts.

SHELTER FOR COLORED ORPHAN!
Wanted, by the 1st of 10th mo. next, a si

Friend for Matron for the above institution.

Application may he made to

Hannah R. Newbold, 641 Franklin St.

Mary Wood, 524 South Second St.

Mary Randolph, 247 North Twelfth St

i Anna W. Lippincott, 460 North Severn

WANTED.
An unmarried Friend to take the position of Go'

at Westtown Boarding School, on or before the cl

the present session, in the 10th month next.

Apply to

Clarkson Sheppard, Greenwich, New .Jers

Joseph Walton, Moorestown,
Charles Evans, 702 Race street, Philadelp

WANTED
A young man of energy and perseverance, tc

charge and oversight of the farm belonging I

Wyandott Mission, situated near Teneca, in the
of Missouri; alsoawomin well qualified to fi

place of Matron in the Bo;irding School. Fi

would be preferred. For further information ap
John S. Stokes, Office of " The Friend," Fourth '.

Arch street.

FRIENDS' DISCIPLINE.
The Committee having charge of Friends' Li

are desirous of procuring copies of the different e"
of the Discipline of Baltimore Yearly Meeting,
that of the late Yearly Meeting of Virginia. An-
son who may be able to supply any of the above
please communicate with Edwakd Maris, M.

127 South Fift

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The next Term will commence on Fourth-da

mo. 2nd, 1874. Applications for admissions shov

addressed to Samuel J. Gummere, Presid

Haverjbrd College, Montgomery Co.,

WANTED,
A woman Friend, competent for Principal Oi

Aimwell School. Apply to

Sarah E. Smith, No. 1110 Pine St.

Rebecca W. Fry, 908 North Fifth i

Rachel S. Maris, 127 South Fifth St

Mary D. Allen, 833 North Seventh

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN'
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) PhUadelfl
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wc
INOTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients ml

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Bos,

Managers.

Died, the 22d of 5th mo. 1874, Martha Makse
in the 5Sth year of her age, a member and el(

Kennett Monthly Meeting, and daughter of the

William Walter. This dear Friend was one who
what it was to descend into deep baptisms of spirit

she might know Christ and the power of His resi

tion ; and, by her humble consistent walking and
cated life, as well as her peaceful close, we are in(

to believe, that through His mercy, she has en
among those redeemed ones, " who have washed
robes and made them white in the blood of the Ll

therefore are they before the throne of God, and i

Him day and night in His temple."
, suddenly, at lier residence in Westmore

Oneida Co., New York, on the morning of the 11

6th month, 1874, Eliza D. Naramore, wife of I
Naramore, and daughter of Henry A. and 1

Knowles, of Iowa, in the thirty-ninth year of hei

a beloved member and elder of Westmoreland Moi
Meeting. She had long been engaged to seek firs

Kingdom of Heaven and the righteousness thi

The last two or three years of her life she seemed r

ing for the Kingdom, and more abundantly filled

that love that thinketh no evil, but is full of genti

and good works. AVhen the midnight call was
denly heard, it found her ready to go forth with j
meet the Bridegroom, speaking of the love and f

ne.ss of God, and resting in a full assurance of recei

through mercy, an entrance into that blessed city n

walls are salvation and whose gates are praise.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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The Little land of Appinzdl.

Appenzell, a canton in the N. E. of Switzer-

ind, has an area of 153 square miles, and in

850 contained 54,8G9 inhabitants. The peo
lie are in general very industrious, contented
,nd orderly, and strongly attached to their

llpine home. It was visited by Bayard Taj--

3r a few years ago, and we have thought
ome of his observations respecting the A|)-

enzi'llers, and their peculiar mode of govern-
nent, might be interesting to our younger
eaders.

He says :
" The traveller who first reaches

he Lake of Constance at Lindau, or crosses

bat sheet of pale grern water to one of the

)Orts on the opposite Swiss shore, cannot fail

notice the bold heights to the southward
hich thrust themselves between the opening
f the Rhino Valley, and the long, undulating
idges of the Canton Thurgau. These heights,

)roken by many a dimly hinted valley and
avine, appear to be the front of an Alpine

iable-land. Houses and villages, scattered

[jver the steep ascending plane, present them-
selves distinctly to the eye ; the various green

i)f forest and pasture land is rarely interrupted

5y the gray of rocky walls ; and the afternoon

iun touches the topmost edge of each succes-

iive elevation with a sharp outline of golden

light, through the rich gloom of the shaded
jlopos. Behind and over this region rise the
serrated peaks of the Sentis Alp, standing in

idvance of the farther ice-fields of Glarus,

ike an outer fortress, garrisoned in summer
by the merest forlorn hope of snow.
The green fronts nearest the lake, and the

lower lands falling away to the right and left,

belong to the Canton of St. Gall ; but all alolt,

beyond that frontier marked by the sinking

3un, lies the 'Little Land of AppenzL-ll.'

If, leaving the Lake of Constance by the

Rhine Valley, you ascend to Ragatz and the

baths of PfefFers, thence turn westward to the

Lake of Wallenstatt cross into the valley of

the Toggenburg, and so make your way north-

ward and eastward around the base of the

mountains back to the starting point, you will

have passed only through the territory of St.

Gall. Appenzell is an Alpine island, wholly
surrounded by the former canton. From
whatever side you approach, yoa must clipib

in order to get into it. It is a nearly circular

tract, falling from the south towards the north,

but lifted, at almost every point, over the ad-

joining lands. This altitude and isolation is

an historical as well as a phy.'ical peculiarity.

When the Abbots of St. Gall, after having re-

duced the entire population of what is now
two cantons to serfdom, became ^ore oppres-
sive as thiir power increased, it was the
mountain shepherds who, in the year 1403,

struck the first blow for liberty. Once fi-ee.

they kept their freedom, and established a
rude democraity on the heights, similar inform
and spirit to the league which the Forest
Cantons had founded nearly a century before.

An echo from the meadow of Grutli reached
the wild valleys around the Sentis, and Ap-
penzell, by the middle of the fifteenth century,
became one of the original states out of which
Switzerland has grown.

I find something touching and admirable in

this fragment of hardly noticed history. The
people isolated themselves by their own act,

held togethei-, organized a simple yet sufii-

cient government, and maintained theirsturdy
ndependence, while their brethren on every
side, in the richer lands below them, were fast

bound in the fetters of a priestly despotism.
Individual liberty seems to be a condition in-

separable from mountain life; that once at-

tained, all other influences ai-e conservative

in their character. The cantons of Unter-
walden, Schwytz, Glarus, and Appenzell, re-

tain to-day the simple, primitive forms of

democracy which had theirorigin in the spirit

of the people nearly six hundred years ago.

Twice had I looked up at the little moun-
tain republic from the lower lands to the
northward, with the desire and the determi-

nation to climb one day the green buttresses

which support it on every side; so, when I

left St. Gall on a misty morning, in a little

open carriage, bound for Trogen, it was with
the pleasant knowledge that a land almost
unknown to tourists lay before me. The only
summer visitors are invalids, mostly from
Eastern Switzerland and Germany, who go
up to drink the whey of goats' milk ; and, al-

though the fabrics woven by the people are

known to the world of fashion in all countries,

few indeed are the travellers who turn aside

from the near highways. The landlord in

St. Gall told me that his guests were almost
wholly commercial travellers, and my subse-

quent experience among an unspoiled people

convinced me that I was almost a pioneer-in

the paths I traversed.

It was the last Saturday in April, and at

least a month too soon for the proper en-

joyment of the journey ; but on the following

day the Assembly of the People was to be

held in Hundroyl, in the manner and with

the ceremonies which have been annually

observed for the last three or four hundred
lyears. This circumstance determined the

time of my visit. I wished to study the
' character of an Alpine democracy, so pure

that it has not yet adopted even the repre-

sentative principle,—to be with and among a
portion of the Swiss people at a time when
they are most truly themselves, rather than
look at them through the medium of conven-
tional guides, in lines of travel which have
now lost everything of Switzerland except
the scenery."

He reached Hundroyl before evening and
lodged there.- The following morning the
narrative continues: "In the village there
were signs of preparation but not a dozen
strangers had arrived. Wooden booths had
been built against some of the houses, and the
owners thereof were arranging their stores of
gingerbread and coarse confectionei-y in the
open, grassy square; in front of the parsonage
stood a large platform, with a handsome rail-

ing around it, but the green slope of the hill

n front was as deserted as an Alpine pasture.

Looking westward over the valley, however,
I could already see dark figures moving along
the distant paths. The morning was over-

cast, but the Hundi'oj'l Alp, streaked with
snow stood clear, and there was a prospect of

good weather for the important da}'. As I

"oitered about the village, talking with the

people, who, busy as they were, always found
time for a friendly word, the movement in the

"andscape increased. Out of firwood, and
over the ridges, and out of the foldings of the

hills, came the Appenzellers, growing into

groups, and then into lines, until stead}' pro-

cessions began to enter Hundroyl by every
road. Every man was di-essed in black,

with a rusty stove-pipe hat on his head, and
sword and umbrella in his hand or under

his arm.
From time to time the church bell chimed;

a brass band played the old melodies of the
Canton ; on each side of the governing Lan-
damman's place on the platform stood a huge
two-handed sword, centuries old, and the

temper of the gathering crowd became earn-

est and solemn. Six old men, armed with
pikes, walked about with an air of import-

ance ; their duty was to preserve order, but

they had nothing to do. Policeman other

than these or soldier was not to be seen ; each
man was a part of the government, and felt

his responsibility. Carriages, light carts, and
hay wagons, the latter filled with patriotic

singers, now begun to arrive, and I took my
way to the "Crown," in order to witness the

arrival of the members of the Council.

In order to make the proceedings of the day
more intelligible, I must first briefly sketch cer-

tain features of this little democracy, which it

possesses in common with three other moun-
tain cantons—the primitive form which the

republican principle assumed in Switzerland.

In the first place the government is only
representative so far as is required for its

permanent, practical operation. The highest

power in the land is the General Assembly of

the People, by whom the members of the

Executive Council are elected, and who alone
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can change, adopt or abolish any law. All

citizens above the age of eighteen, and all

other Swiss citizens after a year's residence in

the Canton, are not only allowed, but required

to attend the Landsgemdnde. There is a

penalty for non-attendance. Outer-Ehoden
(the larger division of Appenzell) contains

48,000 inhabitants, of whom 11,000 are under
obligations to bo present and vote, from be-

ginning to end of the deliberations."

CTo be continued.)

Selected for " The Friend."

Report of the Committee who have charge of the

Boarding School at Westtoion.

To the Yearly Meeting:—The Committee
who have charge of the Boarding School at

Westtovvn, Report : That in the Summer term
of 1873, there were 84 boys and 89 girls, and
during the Winter session 124 boys and 79

girls who entered the School, exclusive of day-

scholars. The average number of both sexes

for the whole year being 188, which is an in-

crease of thi-ee over the previous year. The
new admissions were 47 boys and 46 girls.

The expenditures chargeable to the year
ending on the 4th instant, were as follows:

—

For Provi>^ions, ....
" Fuel, Gas and Laundry Ex-

penses, ....
" Furniture and Miscellaneous

Family Expenses, .

" Salaries and Wages (exclu-

sive of wages charged to

the Laundry and Gas ac-

counts), ....
" Incidental Expenses, .

" Repairs and Improvements,

Making together, . . 840,513 90
The average cost of each pupil for the year,

obtained from the above data is 6215.50, which
is S5.37 less than last year.

The charges for board and tuition

S16,029 99
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iNotwithstanding the diflBculties

[hd the conducting of this Seminal
culties which at-

ijid the conducting of this Seminary, where

fere is 80 great diversity of disposition and

.bits among the pupils, yet the beneficial in-

ence which it has had upon the children of

jmbers of our Yearly Meeting, should en-

urage those to whose care it is committed,

.thfully to maintain it in conformity with

r religious principles and testimonies, not

lubting as this is done in hurailil}^ the Di-

ne blessing will continue to i-est upon it.

On behalf of the Committee,
Samuel Morris, Clerk.

Philadelphia, 4th mo. ISlh, 1874.

Star Streams,

At the end of the last century astronomers

cognized in the solar system a mechanism

an uniform and symmetrical character,

round a central orb they saw revolving a

mily of dependent globes, vast in their ab-

lute dimensions, but minute in comparison

ith the massive globe which sways their

ovements. Amongst these bodies they saw

sveral attended upon by yet smaller globes,

rming secondary systems, which resemble

many respects the great system of which

16 Sun is the controlling centre. The late

iscovery of Uranus had led them to recog

ize the possibility that beyond the known
lanets there may exist others, perhaps by no

leans the least important membersofthesolar

^stern. Little was known, however, that

iffered in kind from what had been known
Aratns, Hipparchu^ or Piolemy. When

ire have named the ring of Saturn and a few

(eriodic comets, which were looked on rather

.8 accidental solar attendants than as forming

normal feature of the system, we have inen-

ioned all that the last thret^ centuries had re-

ealed which differed in character from what

ad been recognized for two thousand years.

Very startling is the contrast when we turn

;o consider the views at present held respect-

ing the solar domain. We no longer see a

system which, however complex, might yet

be very adequately represented by human
mechanisms. We recognize, within a sphere

exceeding manifold in diameter the orbit of

idistant Neptune, a variety and complexity ol

formation of which the human mind is unable

to form adequate conceptions.

The increase in the number of primary at-

tendants upon the Sun, though far from being

the most remarkable discovery which has

been made during the present century, is well

worth dwelling upon for a moment. Lately

the 98th asteroid was discovered (1869*), and

yet it was but on the opening day of the cen

tury that the first of these bodies was dis-

covered. In these new members of the solar

system we recognize characteristics which

had not hitherto been presented to the notice

of astronomers. We see a series of bodies,

primaries of the planetary system, which yet,

instead of travelling in distinct and widely-

separated orbits, revolve in paths closely in-

terwoven. Even when but forty had been

discovered it was truly said that if each orbit

were represented by a hoop, it would be im

possible to lift any one of these hoops without

lifting the whole set. We may fairly assume

that for each discovered asteroid there are to

be reckoned tens, perhaps hundreds, which

will remain for ever undiscovered.

* The number now known is 137.

It has been found, also, that there exist

within the solar system myriads of dependent

comets. Revolving around the Sun in orbits

of the most varied figure, differing among
themselves in size and charactei-, and present-

ng—some of them—the most singular pheno-

mena that have ever rewarded astronomical

ob-ervation, these objects remain among the

mysteries of science. The only two which

have as j'et been submitted to the searching

analysis of the spectroscope are found to con-

sist of a gaseous nucleus attended by a coma
which probably shines by reflected light; but

whether this is the case with all or even the

generalitj' of comets it would be assuming too

much to assert.

The most remarkable feature of modern
astronomical discovery remains yet to be men-

tioned. A phenomenon which men had long

been in the habit of looking upon as a meteor-

ological one has been at length recogniz-d

in its true light, and has been found wonder-

fully to enhance our appreciation of the com
plexity of the systems which exist within the

solar domain. Meteors, shooting-stars, and

aerolites have taken their place among the

attendants of the Sun ;
and in several instances

the orbits they have followed before they

reached the earth have been approximately

determined.
But it is rather as members of systems than

as individual bodies, that these objects acquire

their chief interest and meaning. There was

not much, perhaps, to attract attention to

them when they were supposed to form one

or two rings occupying a position in space

very nearly coincident with that of the earth's

orbit. But it has now been placed beyond a

doubt that the earth encounters fifty-six sys-

tems, at least, of these small bodies. And
these systems are found (in the only instances

yet examined) to be—not circular rings—but

ovals of great eccentricity extending far into

pace—even in some cases beyond the orbits

of Uranus and Neptune. It is clear, then,

that we can no longer look on these systems

as resembling, in the remotest degree, the as-

teroidal zone. We are forced, too, to take

nto consideration an important question of

probability. What is the likelihood that if

there were but a few hundreds of such sys-

tems, the earth would encounter so many as

fifty-six? The probability may be reckoned

"almost at naked nothing." And therefore

we are compelled to admit as a legitimate A

posteriori deduction, the extreme probability,

we may almost say the certainty, that such

systems are to be reckoned—not by hundreds

and thousands—but by millions on millions.

Nor is this all. Within the last few months

the startling discovery has been made that

two of the meteoric systems at least, and pro-

bably many others, coincide throughout their

calculated extent with the orbits of known

comets. Accordingly we are led to trace an

intimate connection, if not an absolute iden-

tity, between comets and shooting-star sys-

tem's. And when we find that a s3-8tem,

which has afforded such grand displays of

star-falls as the well-known November shoot-

ing-star sj'stera, isidentified-not with a large

and conspicuous comet—but with one which

has only lately been detected, though it must

have been in close proximity to the earth

some thirty times during the last thousand

scopes, we are led to recognize the import-

ance of such comets as Newton's, Halley's,

and Donati's.

The result to which these considerations

lead is clearly this:

—

The interplanetary spaces, bo far from being

looked upon as untenanted, save by an occa-

sional wandering comet, must be considered

crowded with various forms of cosmical

matter. I would not be understood as using

the term " crowded" in a sense implying abso-

ute proximity between the various members

of the cometic or meteoric systems. On the

contrary, the evidence that we have assures

us that the sum of the volumes of all the mem-
bers of a system must bear an indefinitely

small proportion to the total space occupied

by the system. But if an eye, armed with

new powers of vision, and placed at some far

distant point, could see at one glance all the

systems which occupy the solar domain, they

would appear as a complicated network form-

ed by interlacing streams of cosmical dust.

And amidst the streams of misty light repre-

senting cometic or meteoric systems, the

planets would shine forth as distinctly and as

brilliantly as the brighter stars upon the back-

ground of the Milky Way.
There is no reason whatever for supposing

that there are not multitudes of undetected

comets whose perihelia lie far nearer to the

Sun than any yet discovered. On the con-

trary, we have distinct evidence of a rapid in-

crease in the number of perihelia, with de-

crease of distance down to and within the

neighborhood of the earth's orbit; and, re-

membering the probability that comets whose

perihelia lie nearer to the Sun would escape

observation altogether, we have every reason

for supposing that this law of increase is con-

tinued—as why should it change?—right; up

to the immediate neighborhood of the Sun.

And further, we may confidently assume that

that obedience to planetary laws which, as we
have seen, begins to be exhibited by comets

.. .thin the orbit of Saturn, becomes yet more

marked among comets nearer to the Sun.

Therefore, it seems highly probable that co-

metic orbits, and especially those which are

nearest to the Sun, show a marked tendency

towards aggregation near the medial plane of

the solar system.

A celestial phenomenon, of which we have

not hitherto spoken, appears to gain a far

easier explanation from the considerations

above adduced, than from the theories ordi-

narily adopted respecting it. The zodiacal

light has been accounted for in three ways.

There are some who hold that it is an atmo-

phere of the sun; others that it consists of a

ing of cosmical particles, travelling around

him in a nearly circular orbit; and others

that it consists of a lenticular disc of cosmical

dust, each portion of which travels in a nearly

circular orbit. The remarkable phenomena

presented by the zodiacal light, its strangely

fluctuating figure, its varying position, and

the singular increase and diminution noticed

in its distinctness, are not accounted for by

any of these theories. But if we recognize in

the zodiacal light merely the effect of the

above-considered aggregation among the co-

metic or meteoric systems which exist within

the solar domain, the variations I have men-
A multi-

D„ay uM,«s uux.ug .... ...ou ........... tioned become readily explical

with a comet, in fact, which is abso-|tude of bodies travelling in orbits of every

nvisible to the naked eye, and far from degree of ellipticity and magnitude but with

- ' marked aggregation in the neighborhood ol

years,

lutely . .

I being a conspicuous object in powertul tele
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the Sun, and with a yft more marked aggre-

gation iu the neighborhood ofthe medial plane

of the solar system, would, in the first place,

exhibit precisely such an appearance as the

zodiacal light; and, in the second place, the

general illumination resulting from the con-

gregated comets would be liable to continual

variation. Comets would be continually arriv-

ng within and passing away from the region" trial her patience and resignation manifested

within which their light would assist in form-

ing the appearance we are considering. At
one time the pnss of arrivals would tempor-
arily increase the density of cometic aggrega-
tion ; at another, the reverse would hold for a

while, and the zodiacal light would wax and
wane accordingly, precisely as it is observed
to do. So also its figure and apparent posi-

tion would be liable to changes corresponding
to those which are actually presented. There-
fore, without denj'ing positively that the zo-

diacal light is caused by the existence of a
multitude of minute bodies travelling in orbits

of small eccentricity around the Sun, 1 hold
that the phenomena correspond far more
closely with those which would be presented
if there is in the neighborhood of the Sun a

great increase in the density with which
cometic and meteoric systems are congregated
together in the neighborhood of the medial
plane of the solar system. And this corre
spondence becomes a strong argument
favor of such an increase of density when
is remembered that, as wo have seen, there
exist independent reasons for believing a
aggregation of this sort to be not only possi

bio, but highly probable.
But whatever opinion we may form onthi

and kindred questions, there is no dubiety
whatever about the general results which
have been presented above. Our conception
of the solar domain are different, indeed, from
those formed of old. " There was true p
pbecy," as has been well remarked by the late
Professor JS'ichol, " in the exclamation of La-
place, who, although knowing more of the
celestial mechanism than any man then living,

said earnestlj', on his death bed, 'That which
we know is little ; that which wo know not is

immense.'"

(To be coDtinned.)

helper to her brethren; of a weighty and dis

cerning spirit, accompanied with diligence ir

laboringforthe advancementof Truth; though
often pressing through great discouragements
arising from bodily infirmities, which fre

quently rendered her incapable of attending
meetings. She suffered great pain of body
for the last six months of her life, under which

the happy effects of faithful labor in the day
of ability. Being steadfast in her dependence
on the author of her faith, she had at times
access to the fountain of life; under the sen
sible enjoyment whereof, she said, "O how I

long to be relieved; 1 have no doubt but I

shall be mercifully relieved." To a friend who
visited her, she said, " I have been in a good
degree faithful in our meetings, and have not
to charge myself with omitting one journey
when it was made known to be my duty. O
how have we gone forth poor and empty

;
yet

we have not lacked : the Supporter hath been
near and richly furnished."

She departed this life the 28th of Third
month, aged about sixty-five years,

Selected.

tShort account of Hannah Ludgater, taken from
the M volume of Piety Promoted.

This Friend, who was the wife of Eobert
Ludgater, of Coggeshall in Essex, had her
education among Friends; but in her early
days she left the Society, and frequented other
places of worship. In this unsettled state, it

pleased the Father of Mercies to enlighten
herunderstanding; so that through the power-
ful operation of his love, she saw wherein she
had missed her way, became again united to
Friends, and in due time her mouth was
opened to tell others what she had felt, and
to invite them to come, taste, and see how
good the Lord is. In this service she was
engaged to travel both before and after her
marriage.

She resided for some time in the Isle of
Wight, and afterwards, on her first comini;
to London, lived as housekeeper with a per
eon not in religious profession with Friends;
where her innocent and virtuous deportment
gained her much esteem, and the Society for
her sake. She was an affociionato wif-, and
much concerned to promote the discipline of

Friends among her own sex, and was a true

Shipping Elephants.

A Calcutta newspaper says ; The hoistin,

into the air and lowering elephants into th
hold of a ship is not only an unusual sight to
most men, but also a strange experience to
most elephants. They were lashed with
strong ropes, slung as far as practicable
slings, hoisted up with crane with three-foot
tackle, and lowered into the steamer's hold
like a bale of cotton. When in the hold, they
were placed in pens built of strong teak tim
ber bulks, bolted to the ship's side to prevent
ihem breaking loose. The fear the animal?
suffered was the only pain they underwent,
and by watching the eyes of the poor beasts
their terror was very manifest. Tears trickled
down their mild countenances, and they
roared with dread, more especially when being
lowered into the hold, the bottom of which
was sanded for them to stand upon. We are
told that one female elephant actually fainted,
and was brought to with a fan and many
gallons of water. At sea it appears that they
got into a curious habit of occasionally

—

evidently with a preconcerted signal— setting
to work rocking the ship from side to side,

by giving themselves, simultaneously, a swing
motion as they stood athwart the ship, the
vessel rolling heavily, as if in a seaway. This
they would do for a spell of an hour or more,
and then desist for several hours until the
strange freak took them again. When they
reached port they were hoisted out of the
hold and swam on shore, thirty-five being thus
safely landed without any accident whatever.
When they were released from the slings it

was a supreme moment for the mahout, who
was always on the elephant's neck from the
time of its touching the water to letting go.
.Is the word was given to let go, each of the
elephants, either from lightness of his heart
at being freed from his floating prison, or
from his own weight, we are not sure whieh

—

ghtness of heart, like lightness of head,
iuses elephants and men to play pranks

—

plunged down deep into the water, the ma-
hout on his neck. The anxiety on the face
of the mahout just one second before the
plunge was a study; so, to ), was it when
lephant and man rose to the surface again,

the former blowing water from his trtink and
the latter from his nose.

TOO LATE.
Morn's palpitating wings did smite

And fan to ii:ime

Tlie starry embers of the night.

From sun-rise hills surpassing sweet
New throbs of air

Poured over me from head to feet.

An angel whispered: " It is morn,
Get to thy work,

And gather in God's golden corn !"

"Go bind the yellow sheaves of love
For Him who keeps

The limitless garner-house above."

But wrapped in sweet repose I lay
Delightedly

Through the full measure of the day.

Then, as night came, my languor fled,

I sprang to work :

"There's naught to do," the angel said,

"For the strong reapers of the morn
Have SH'e[)t the fields,

And now bear home God's golden corn.'

Selected.

"SPEAK, LORD, THY SERVANT HEARS.'
Speak, Lord, Thy servant heareth,

Thy gentle voice I know,
Thou dust not chasten gladly,

Thou bear'st Thy children's woe,
And often midst llieir anguish,
And thro' their falling tears,

The quick reply is ready

—

" Speak, Lord, Thy servant hears."

The waves of sorrow gather.

The tempest thickens round,
The mountain tops are covered,

No olive-leaf is found :

Yet still will we remember
Thy love in former years.

We listen for Thy still, small voice

—

" Speak, Lord, Thy servant hears."

There is an Ark of refuge,

There is the Sacred Dove

—

Thy Holy Spirit, o'er the soul

Is brenthing words of love:

And tho' the night continueth long,

We hope amid our fears,

Thy "Peace, be still," will soon go forth,
" Speak, Lord, Thy servant hears."

How often when Thy voice is heard,

Amid the cares of life,

We lose its gentle teaching
Mid restlessness and strife

;

Then in the hallowed chamber
Thy watchful care appears;

All hushed the spirit learns to say
" Speak, Lord, Thy servant hears."

We thank Thee, Heavenly Father,
That thus Thou deigns to guide.

When in the silence of the soul

No voice is heard beside.

Oh! teach us still to follow on
Alike through smiles and tears,

And still in childlike trust reply,
" Speak, Lord, Thy servant hears."

On leaving Bath, I was persuaded that not-
thstanding the great dissipation abounding
the place, the Lord hath a considerable

number of sincere hearted, seeking children
there, though our Society is indeed, at a very
low ebb. Looking back at my visit among
the people, thankfulness covered my mind,
that the Lord had preserved me, as I hum-
bly hope, from wounding the blessed cause
of Truth, which is at times, above all things
dear to me. I had dreaded going there, but
was convinced that the Lord is sufficient for
his own work.— William Savery, 1798.

be the Lord God, the God of Israel,

who only doeth wondrous things.
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objects near him. He drank with difficult)-, hands to write with the left, but until he tried

and observed that the sight of water distressed he did not conceive it possible to teach Laliy,

him more than the pain in his throat ; whence who had neither ri>;;ht nor left, to use the pen.

he thinks that by shutting the eyes any one Lahy has for years been a reader of the most

suffering from hydrophobia can always drink, useful books in the library at the Athenaium,

The fits came on every five minutes, and and having bravely and patiently done all ho

thinking his course was then preservative,
|

could to fit himself for life, is now seeking an

not curative, he took a bath, and found that opportunity to earn a livelihood,

hen it had reached a temperature of 52° C.

'; Jifw Remedy for Ilydropiiobia.

inew, simple, and, as it is stated, infallible

Jdy for hydrophobia has been recently

I
shed in the Salut Publlque of Lyons, and

\i author is a physician (Dr. Buisson), it

jftbly merits more attention than the iiu-

|ius remedies which crop up perennially,

buttercups in a meadow. The terrible

se which apparently invariably follows

er or later the bite of a mad dog, is as

ingly fatal as the envenomed fang of the

i di capello ; for it has defied alike the

of the physician and the surgeon, arid

Materia Medica has been ransacked in

for a drug to counteract the effects of the

I upon the blood. Under these circura-

)es, it is not surprising that every village

er and the gossips of the countryside have

biding faith in that one of the hundred

'dies which they have heard descrihed as

lible by their ancestors, and the marvel-

cures effected by which they are never

I of repeating. Many of these so-called

jdies are of the most ridiculous character,

sre are afraid that a majority of those

read the description of Dr. Buisson'i

edy will regard it as equally ridiculous

the rationale of Dr. Buisson's method

18 based on something more than its sim

ty. It consists, in effect, of eliminating

poison, or, at least, rendering it inert by

ing the patienlintoa profuse perspiration.

IS, his directions are that when a person

been bitten by a mad dog he must, for

n successive days, take a vapor bath of

63° G. (134 to 144° Fahr.) This he calls

preventive remedy. When, however, the

ase has declared itself, which we presume

in future happen only when the preven-

ramedy has been neglected, he states that

sufficient to take one vapor bath in which

temperature is made to rise rapidly to

C. (98° Fahr.) and then slowly to 53° C.

7° Fahr.), the patient keeping his room

the cure is complete. The simplest form

7apor bath is quite as effectual as the most

borate. A few red-hot bricks placed in a

1 of water over which the patient siis on a

e-bottomed chair, a large blanket covering

1 in, from his shoulders down to the floor

)Oth simple and handy, and will answer the

pose admirably.

Dr. Buisson's remedy is the outcome of his

n experience, for he is personally acquaint-

iwith the first stage of hydrophobia, and

th the marvellous effects of the bath. It

ms that he once attended a female patient

the last stage of the madness, and impru-

itly wiped his hands on a handkerchief

jpregnated with her saliva. A slight abra-

,n on one of his fingers warned him of his

relessness: but confident in the powers of

1 bath, he merely washed the part with

iter, and believing, as he then did, that the

ilady would not declare itself till the fortieth

y, he performed his usual routine of visits,

. On the ninth day, however, he began to

ffer the consequences of his neglect ; for be

t a pain in his throat, and a greater one
'

3 eyes. His body seemed so light that he

It he could jump a prodigious height, or that

thi-own out of the window, he would be able

sustain himself in the air. Saliva kept

rming in his mouth continuously ;
even

ight movement of the air inflicted pain upon
,. , , . -^u i

^HH't!^^!ct^C;^:tsiJe t:'S^K^^^ >s'^>:ch^ Station time is indicated by the a^n^earance. of the

.d bitr-t hSln Sings^ but'aTimVlsZ in teaching soldiers who had lost their right, worm. If, on holding one up to -"— -

(125° Fahr.), the symptoms disappeared as if

y magic, and never reappeared. Since then,

e has attended more than 80 persons bitten

by mad animals, and has not lost a single case.

In his own case, this evidence is, of course, of

the negative character ; for there is no proofj

of an attack of rabies, but merely symptoms
of it, which might have yielded to other

remedies. Still, of the 80 cases mentioned it

is tiot possible to assume that they were all

of this character; and bearing in mind the

number of deaths that do occur from the bites

of mad animals, we must allow that a percent-

age of these ca^es were bona fide cases of hy-

drophobia, and were consequently cured by

the vapor bath. The effects of violent exer

cise and profuse perspiration in enabling the

constitution to throw off the effect of poisons

are well known, for instances are on record

of fever patients and others being cured by

the violent exercise they have taken during

rium. The effects of the bite of the Taran

tula are said to be overcome by dancing, anc

amongst the cases mentioned by Dr. Buisson

that of an American who, while some eight

leagues(?) from home, was bitten by a rattl

snake, and, wishing to die in the bosom of his

family, ran the greater part of the distance,

and on getting to bed, perspired profusely,

and found himself cured. We do not, how
ever, put much faith in these alleged " cures;'

still, Dr. Buisson's remedy is so simple that

there is no trouble in trying it ; and if the re-

sult is not satisfactory to the patient, that is

only what is to be expected from any of the

other suggested remedies.

—

Eng. Mechanic.

I have been led to think that the only sub-

stantial source of consolation in times of

trouble, is a firm and abiding faith in our

Maker and Eedeemer. Whatever anguish a

ncere Christian may groan under, whatever

wretchedness is permitted to come upon him,

yet, "let him trust in the name of the Lord

and stay upon his God." Let us then, in the

midst of the most acute and poignant grief,

never despair, but rather with upright Job,

let us endeavor to attain to that lowly, sub

missive frame of soul, which leads us to com

t ourselves to the disposal of an Almighty

Creator and Merciful Father.—J. Barclay.

Michael Lahy who lately graduated from

the Pittsfield high school at the age of twenty

one is a remarkable young man. When a

child, while playing on the railroad track, he

was run over by a train and it was necessary

to amputate both arms so close to the shou'

(lerthat no perceptible slumps are left. Never-

theless he has persevered in his studies, ha^

not been absent or tardy once in his four years'

course at the high school, and has become

a proficient in the highest branches there

taught, turning the leaves of his book with

his tongue. He has also acquired a very

legible and even handsome style of penman-
'

' mouth. E.

Silk Cuitore in ralifornia.

The San Jose (Cal.) Mercury, gives the fol-

lowing description of the silk culture, as car-

ried on in Santa Clara County of that State.
'• William Paul's ranch of 260 acres is locat-

ed on the northwestern border of the town.

It contains 7,000 mulberry trees, '.^50 fruit

trees of different varieties, 2,000 grapevines,

about 50 acres in grain, and the remainder in

hay and jiasture. For several j-ears Wm.
Paul has made a specialty of silk growing,

for which bu.-iness this soil and climate is

specially adapted. A short description of the

process may not be uninteresting. We are

to suppose that the mulberry trees are suffi-

ciently grown to furnish fuod for the worms.
" The first thing is to hatch the eggs. This

is accomplished by placing them in a case

with a tin bottom, arranged with shelves like

a bookcase; this case is heated by means of

a spirit-lamp placed underneath, at first to 20

degrees Centigrade or 75 degrees Fahrenheit

;

the temperature is increased each day by
placing a sheet of paper under the lamp, thus

gradually elevating it until the theremometer

marks the required heat. If the eggs are

good they will hatch in from ten to twelve

days. When they begin to hatch they will

nearly all come out in one day ; a few, how-

ever, will not hatch until the second day. If

the eggs have been exposed to variable tem-

eralure during the winter, a longer time will

e required. Before the eggs are placed in

the case, however, they must be Lathed.

This is done by placing them in salt water,

he proportion of half a pound of salt to a

gallon of water, if the eggs are old; if new,

he proportion of salt is reduced one-half.

They remain in the bath about five hours, and

then are rinsed in fresh water seven or eight

times.
" After the young worms are out they are

placed on shelves in a well-ventilated apart-

ment, with the temperature kept uniform at

from 1 8 to 20 degrees Reaumur, and fed every

three hours during the day, and at least once

in every four hours during the night. la

feed ng young worms the mulbeiry leaves

must be cut up almost as fine as hair ;
as they

get older and stronger the leaves are fed with

little or no cutting. The leaves are picked at

least twelve hours before feeding. Every day

or two a quantity of refuse leaves accumulates

on the shelves and must be removed. This

is done by laying over the worms sheets of

thick paper perforated with holes large enough

for them to pass through. On the top of the

paper leaves are spread and the worms com-

ing up through the holes to get the feed, can

be lifted to one side and the shelf cleaned out.

Thisprocess also serves to separate the healthy

from the unhealthy worms ; ifa worm is not in

good condition it will not have energy enough

to go through the holes, and can by this

means be detected an'i rejected.
'• After the worms have been fed eighteen

or twenty days they will begin to spin ;_this

" ranco of

the light he
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appears full of water, this is the time for mak-

ing the web. Mustard stalks, with the brush

on them, are set up between the shelves, the

worms crawl up on them, spin a web. roll

themselves up in it and spin another web on

the inside, thus formins; the cocoon. With
good attention and under favorable circum-

stances this process requires about twelve

or thirteen daj's ; if the weather is very warm
it will reqiire about eighieen days. This can

be ascertained bj' shaking the cocoon
;
if it

rattles the worm has finished it ; if not it is

eitht^r unfinished or the worm is dead ; and by
i>pening onoor two cocoons j'ou can tell what
is the matter. If silk is the object, the cocoons

are then picked and placed in an oven with

a sufficient temperature to kill the chrysalis
;

but if it is intended to raise eggs, the cocoons

are placed on a table, the ragged ( nds of silk

picked off carefully, and the butterfly allowed

te eat its wny out. As the butterflies come
out the males and females are pared otf and
placed in a dark, ool room, on sheets of pa-

per, letting them remain about six hours.

The males are then destroyed, and the females

placed OQ linen cloth, stretched vertically.

They are placed on the upper edge of the

cloth, about a quarter of an inch apart, and
lay their eggs as they descend ; each piece of

cloth is marked with its weight before the

eggs are placed on it, and by weighing it after

the eggs are deposited, the weight of the egjs
can be ascertained. The butterflies should

be handled only by boj's or girls, their hands
being more tender than those of adults. They
are allowed to remain on the cloth but one
day. One butterfly will produce about 500
eggs, and there are about 50,000 eggs in an
ounce. These eggs will keep several }-ears,

and, if they are known to be good, can be
readily sold for §8 per ounce; but if they are
not well known, cannot generally be sold at

any price. Three average trees will furnish
feed for an ounce of eggs. The superintendent
of Wm. Paul's silk business, is Signor Paolo
Consonno, whose family in Milan, before the
Garibuldian troubles, constituted the first silk

house in Ital}'.

" He says the climate and soil in this locality

is much belter adapted to sericulture than
that of France or Italy; that our leaves eon-
tain more sugar and resin, two primary ele-

ments, than those of any other country. It

is necessary for every farmer to set out a few
trees, and either raise his own cocoons or sell

the leaves to others. By doing a little every
year the country would in a short time work
into an industry that would give profitable
employment to thousands of men, women and
children, and add immensely to our general
wealth. He estimates that an average boy
can thoroughly learn all the details of silk-

growing in two seasons. If one member of
each family should take the trouble to do this,

he could take charge of a few worms and
trees on his home place, and teach other
members of the family, until in a very short
time the whole household will be skilful seri-

culturists. This is the way it is done in Eu-
rope, and is the only way in which silk-grow-
ing and silk manufacturing can become an
industry of the country. We understand that
Mr. Larco will set up in Mayfield this fall a
machine for reeling silk."

" Young persons should not only embrace
the admonitions of the aged, but also imitate
their virtues and shun their vices."

Mary SomerTlile und "Jlecaniqne C'lfste."

The "Personal Recollections" of Mrs.

merville have doubless revived the interest of

the public in this remarkable woman. It is

our purpose in the present article to ti-ace the
history of this lady in her mathematical stu

(lies, liy which 'she qualified herself to read,

understand, and explain the "Mecanique Ce-

le.'^te"—a work of extraordinary merit and un
paralleled difficulty, the product of the great-

est mathematical genius of the ages. This is

the more important since Mrs. Somerville's

great fame and subsequent success m:iinly

rest on her successful accomplishment of this

work.
Lord Brougham in the year 1827, in the

very month in which La Place, the renowned
author of the above mentioned work, died,

requested Dr. Somerville to prevail on his

wile to write an account of the celebrated

work of the French mathematician for the
•'Society for Diffusing Useful Knowledge."
In his letter he pays a high tribute to her
rare ability in the following words :

" In Eng-
land there are not twenty people who know
this great work, except by name, and not a
hundred who know it even by name. My firm
belief is that Mrs. Somerville could add two
ciphers to each of these figures." This re-

quest and the flattering terms in which it was
made, greatly surprised Mrs. Somerville, and
led her to think that Lord Brougham had
mistaken her abilities. She consented, how-
ever, and set about the task on certain con-

ditions, which be«poke her great modesty.
She remarks: "Thus suddenly and unex
pectedly the whole character and course of
my future life was changed." The result was
the appearance in due lime of her work en-

titled "Mechanism of the Heavens," which
placed her in the front ranks of the scientific

world. She was courted and feted on every
hand. Everybody was enthusiastic over this

wonderful achievement of woman's genius.
This work was commenced in the forty-

seventh year of her age, amid the responsi-
bilities of domestic life. It seems from her
" Recollections" that she did not enter on the
study of the higher mathematics, which was
necessary to qualify her to feel her way
through the intricate formulae of Celestial

Mechanics, till she was about thirty-three
years of age. Earlier in life she had been
perplexed to find out the meaning of the
strange word "Algebra." "I saw strange
looking lines mixed up with letters, chiefly
x's and y's." Still later she was devouring
Euclid with avidity, while probably the Fresh-
men of Oxford and Cambridge were engaged
in the " burial service." She says: " I arose
early, pla}-ed on the piano, and painted dur-
ing the time I could spare in the day-light
hours, but I sat up very late reading Euclid."
The servant told her mother, "It was no
wonder the stock of candles was soon ex-
hausted, for Miss Marj' sat up reading till a
very late hour." (What do the j^oung ladies
of the present generation read by gas light
at a late hour?) . Whereupon an order was
given to take away her candle as soon as she
was in bed. She had gone through the six!

books of Euclid at this lime. She says : i

"I was thrown on my memory, which I
exercised by beginning at the first book, andj
demonstrating in my mind a certain number
of problems every night, till I could nearly
go through the whole." Her father became

I alarmed, and said to his wife, " Peg, we must I

put a stop to this, or we shall have Mar
a strait-jacket one of these days." Du
her first married life she seems not to I

accomplished much in her studies. At
commencement of her first widowhood, at

age of twenty-seven, she had studied p
and spherical trigonometry, conic secii

and Fergusson's Astronomy. She now
sumed her studies with new vigor,

plunged into " Newton's Principia," but fo

it difficult. She returned to her task
rather diversion, with great assiduity, w
numerous notes and observ.ations on the W'

She had not, however, as yet found the
to the mysteries of La Place. The Eng
mathematicians, out of regard for New
still clung to the geometrical methods rat

than adopt the analj'lical methods of C

linen lal astronomers. The Calculus as a me
of maibemalical investigation of the

]

blems of physical astronomy had provec
superiority. Soon after this, on the reC'

mendation of Professor Wallace, of the I

versily of Edinburgh, she secured am'
other worksof higher mathematiC'S, La Cro
"Algebra and Differential and Integral (

cuiu'*."

Having conquered these, she was prepa
to wade through the interminable form
and leap the awful chasms found in " ;

canigue Celeste." She engaged Professor V\

lace's brother to read wiih her this work,
soon found that she understood the subj

as well as he. This gave her confidence

her abilities and courage to persevere,

had advanced but little in this work bef

her marriage with Mr. Somerville put an
to scientific pursuits for a time.

In -her second husband she found a CC!

panion who sj'inpathized with her in

studies, though she was not free from int

ference from some of his relatives. O
her husband's sisters, younger than hersi

wrote her an impertinent letter, saying "6

hoped she would give up her foolish mam
of life and studies, and make a respectable a

useful wife to her brother." As might be <

peeled, she resented such impertinence.
We know not how soon after her marria

she resumed her great work. We find her cu

.

vating the fine arts, taking lessons in min
alogy and botany. She is mingling in t

society of the greatest astronomers, J. Hci
chel and Caroline Herschel. She gives a :

mark of Veilch, who was somewhat annoy
by the various questions of his many visitc

who were not skilled in science: " Wh
should they do but ask silly questions, wh
they spend their lives in doing nothing b
' spatting muslin ?' "

About five years after her marriage at t

age of thirty-seven, she seems to have coi

pleted the reading of " Mecanique Celes
Arago and Biot, distinguished French ph
osophers, were in London, and Mrs. Som(
ville was invited to meet them. They h:

been told of her turn for science, and that s

had read the works of La Place. Biot e

pressed his surprise at her youth. Sometit
after this she had the great pleasure, while i

a visit to France, to make the acquaintan
of the celebrated man whose genius she w
prepared to appreciate after j'cars of study
his works. Arago had lold La Place al

that Mrs. Somerville had read the Mecaniq
Celeste." "So they had a great deal of co

versiition about astronomy."
We find her at this time in the midst
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illiant constellation of French savans,

whom she seems to be a star of the

agnitude. Besides La Place, Biot,

;o, Bouvard, Poisson, and others make up
oinpany. Such were the training, the
"

ps, the successes, which prepared Mrs.

srviile to accept of the invitation of Lord
ghara to write a work on Celestial Me-
ies, which has given her a lasting fame,

)nly as a woman of extraordinary genius,

m eminent scientist.

e was perfectly astonished at her success.

Drs and commendatory letters poured in

her from every quarter. The professors

tronomy at Cambridge set about making
gements to imroduce her book in the

culum of the Universit)'. Among her

p honors she esteemed none more highly

that of being elected honorary member of

Eoj'al Astronomical Society" at the same
as Caroline Herschel, herself a distin-

led astronomer. And what is perhaps
remarkable of all, is the fact that she

ned her wonderful mathematical powers
she had entered her nineties. It is re-

ng to find in these days of scientific

ticism that Mrs. Somerville maintained a

)und belief in the truths of religion. "No-
has afforded me so convincing a proof

e unity of the Deity as these purely men-
onceptions of numerical and matbemati-
jience which have been by slow degrees

hsafed to man, and are still granted in

) latter times by the Differential Calculus,

perseded by the Higher Algebra, all

hich must have existed in that sublimely

scient Mind from eternity."

—

Tke Chris-

Advocate.

Selected.

ory not in riches, though they increase

thee; nor in thy friends, because they

)Owerful; but glory in God, who giveth

riches, and friends, and all things; and,

is more than all, desireth to give thee

elf. Be not vain of the gracefulness,

gth, and beauty of thy body, which a

sickness can weaken and deform. Please

thyself with flattering reflections on the

3ness of thy natural wit, and the sweet-

of thy natural disposition, lest thou dis

p God, who is the author of all the good
nature can dispense. Do not think thou

setter than others, lest, in the sight of

ho only knowelh what is in man, thou

ound worse. Be not proud of that in

h thou art supposed to' excel, however
red and esteemed by men; for the judg-

t of God and the judgment of men are io-

ily diff'erent; and that displeaseth Him
h is commonly pleasing to them. What-
good thou art truly conscious of, think

! highly of the good of others, that thou

est preserve the humility of thy spirit;

ace thyself lower than all mankind, can

lee no hurt; but much hui't may be done,

referring thyself to a single individual,

tetual peace dwelleth with the humble,

y. indignation, and wrath, distract the

t of the proud.— Thomas A'Kempis.

Dur birthright in the Society of Friends,

the privileges which attach to it, may
y be compared to a precious inheritance

based for us by the stripes and sufferings

XV ancestors : it becomes us therefore, to

proportionate value upon it, and permit
ing to rob us of so rich a treasure."

From "The Natiorml Baptist."

The " Heathen Chinee" and the Jewel Cjn.sistency.

Sixteen thousand citizens of California have
sent by their senator a petition to Congress,
praying it to take such measures as will ])re

vent Chinese immigration. Mr. Sargent, in

presenting the petition enlarged upon the
evils of paganism, and foretold the time when
the government would find it necessary to

act in relation to it.

It docs not appear that he referred to the
fact that Christian cannon blew open the
gates of pagan China, and that these heathen
hordes were let out by the same policy which
let us in.

To them we were the barbarians, and our
religion the unclean thing which threatened
contamination and defilement.

We did not think it worth while to consult

their prejudices, or to heed their laws. We
were resolved on their conversion, and we
sent in one missionary, with the military

power of Great Britian and the United States

at his back, to teach the natives the peacea-

ble ways of righteousness.

We have found it a good thing to establish

trading posts in the cities and sea-ports ot

China and .Japan, and to make snug liitle for-

tunes from the products of John's land and
labor. John has learned that it is a good
thing for him to come to us to wash our shirts

at SI.50 per dozen, or to work upon our high-

ways for a moderate compensation.
Well, we are a people zealous for the Lord,

and a pure faith. We were not alarmed when
our black heathen were imported direct from
Africa, with their superstitions and their idol-

atries. We were even amused at the know-
ledge that they^ practiced somewhat secretly

their ancient rites; but then, we trusted that

might be the Lord's method of bringing about
their salvation, and a heathen that is worth
from $1,000 to $1,500 in open market, is not

a bad piece of property. John keeps his

money in his own pocket, and there alway.-

was and always will be a difference " 'Twixt
tweedledum and tweedledee."

We have recently read a letter from a

Chinese resident in the United States to a

lady in our city, and, as the views of one who
speaks from within may be of interest to

those who look at the question from without,

we have obtained permission to make an ex-

tract.

The writer says: "I am connected with
the Chinese Government Educational Mission.

After twenty years' persuading that govern-

ment to establish such a mission, to send

youths to this country to be instructed in the

arts and sciences of the Western world, we at

last succeeded, and this is the result of our

effort—one hundred and twenty youths are

to spend fifteen years in this country for the

completion of their studies. One million and

a half of money have been appropriated for

this purpose. These boys are doing well in

their studies. I expect to remain with them
all these years, and superintend their edu-

cation. Our students are not selected from

any one city or province. Some are from
Canton, some from Ningpo, and others from
Shanghai. Government calls upon the gentry

everywhere to send their sons. I think the

Chinese government taking such an import-

ant step as this, is one of the greatest epochs
in the history of China. Do think of a body
of men all highly educated (as would be the

natural consequence) in law, in engineering, I

in military and naval tactics, in ship-building,
in medicine, chemistry, and in other useful
knowledge, to be the oflScers who shall exert
an influence in that great empire. These will

be the pioneers in Chinese civilization. After
I see these young men, one by one, return to
their native land, I can take up the language
of old Simeon, and say :

' JSiow lettest thou thy
servant depart, for mine eyes have seen thy
salvation.' Besides, these youth will carry
back with them pure Christian principle, as
well as arts and sciences. Can any one doubt
China's future destiny ?" Of the writer's

sons, one is soon to enter Harvard, and
another the scientific school at Yale College.
When wo get ready to drive out the in-

dustrious thousands from our Western coasts,

what shall we do with the hundred and twenty
who are distributed among our institutions of
learning? And what will the "Biothcr of
the Star" think of our Christian philanthropy ?

A good man showeth favor and lendeth ; he
will guide his affairs with discretion. Surely
be shall not be moved forever; the righteous
shall be in everlasting remembrance. He
shall not be afraid of evil tidings : his heart
is fixed, trusting in the Lord.

THE FRIEND.
SEVENTH MONTH 18, 1874.

In the editorial columns of our last issue,

attention was drawn to the impirtance of
keeping our hearts open to the influences of
the Ho!}' Spirit, and living always as in the
Divine Pre«ence. This was especially pressed,

on those who are absent from their usual

homes, seeking relaxation and renewal of
physical strength at the mountains, or sea
shore, or other places of summer resort—not
that such care is unnecessary to those who
remain at their ordinary places of abode, but
because there is greater temptation to travel-

lers to relax in that watchful frame of spirit,

which is the only safe dwelling place for the
Christian. Since those remarks were written

and printed, a sad occurrence has covered th-e

minds of a large circle of relatives and friends

with sorrowful and solemn feelings. We al-

lude to the drowning at Atlantic City on the

10th inst., of five of our fellow beings, who
were on a sailing excursion on the ocean. The
high wind and heavy seas rendered the boat
unmanagable as it was crossing, on its return

to shore, a bar which projects far out from
the land. The boat was overturned, and of
eight persons in it, only three were rescued

by the vessel sent out for that purpose. The
others, after holding on for a time, were over-

powered by the beating of the waves, and
lost, before the arrival of as-istance. Four of

these were of one family—father, mother, son
and daughter. The other was a young woman
who had been invited to accompany them in

the excursion.

A few minutes before this blow fell upon them,
it is probable, not one of those who were lost

felt themselves to be in any especial danger

—

at least such is the testimony in regard to

herself of the only woman who was rescued.

How forcibly should this solemn and striking

event press home upon our hearts the injunc-

tions of our Saviour, "In such an hour a-> ye
think not, the Son ofman cometh." " What
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I say unto you, I say unto all, Watch."

"Watch and pray." He who has yielded to

the drawings of the Spirit of God, and given

up his heart to love and serve his Redeemer,

and is endeavoring in his daily walk to live

under a sense of the Divine Presence, and so

to act as may be well-pleasing in His sight,

may go wherever duty calls him ;
in humble

reliance upon Him whom the winds and the

seas obey, and who will enable His dependent

and faithful children to accomplish all that

He designs they should perform. This reliance

will not lead them rashly to incur needless

danger, but will sustain their minds in every

position into which they are rightly brought;

for though they may feel that their lives are

in peril, and that the work of their redemption

from sin bus not j-et been effected, yet their

trust is in Him who is all powerful, and who
can preserve them in every danger, and accom-

plish His gracious designs for their everlasting

good. Sincerely do we desire that such may
be the lesson taught to many by this solemn

occurrence ; and that the bereaved relatives

and friends of the deceased may bo enabled to

bow in true resignation to the Divine will,

and thus come to feel the sustaining help of

Him, who, when on earth, wept by the grave

of Lazarus, and was touched with the feeling

of our infirmities.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—By a late collision on the Lanca?hiie and

Yorkshire Railway, five persons were killed and several

others injured.

The London Standard, reviewing the proposed reci-

procity treaty between the United States and Canada,

says, if adopted it will establish a separate North
American Zollverein in regard to all essential articles

of trade between the United States and the Dominion,
excluding England from the Canadian markets like

foreign and less favored nations. The Canadian fron-

tier will be virtually obliterated, and the absorption of

the British North American Provinces by the United
States becomes only a question of time.

Heavy rains have fallen in England greatly benefit-

ing the growing crops. A violent thunder storm passed

over London on the 11th inst., causing some fatal acci-

dents.

London, 7th mo. 13th.—U. S. bonds, 1867, lOSJ. The
rate for money at the Stock Exchange on government
securities is two per cent.

Liverpool.—Red western spring wheat, 10s. 2d. a 10s.

llrf. per 100 lb.s. Uplands cotton, 8K
Political excitement still runs high in France. An

article in the Figaro's issue of the 11th inciting a revolt

against the decisions of the As.sembly, occasioned much
irritation among the D^'puties. There was a warm de-

bate on the suliject, during which it was announced that

the Figaro had been suspended for two weeks. A mem-
ber of the extreme Left moved that the writer of the
objectionable article be called to the bar of the House,
and accused the government of partiality in its punish-
ment of offeniling journals. The motion was rejected

after a speech by Gamhetta, in which he intimated that

the .\ssembly was a corpse fit for the grave digger.
The Left Centre anticipates a majority of fifteen for

Cassimir Perrier's bill which proposes the organization
of a definite Republic.
The Committee of Thirty have appointed sub-com-

mittees to draw up bills on the organization of the
executive powers and the establishment of a Senate.
The Lnndon Times' special dispatch from Paris says,

that the Right and Left Centres have agreed upon the
order of the day declaring that the Assembly is deter-
mined to defend Marshal MacMahon's powers from
every attack of their opponents.
The Cabinet still has a majority of fifty in the As-

sembly, but the Bmapartists and a portion of the
Moderate Rights, who are able to turn the scale, are
wavering. If the government is defeated a dissolution
of the Assembly is inevitable.

Duval's demand for urgency on his motion for a dis-
solution of the Assembly after voting on the bills, re-

ceived only 180 votes.

President MacMahon sent a message to the Assembly
on the »th inst., in which he says :

" The country de-

mands the organization of public powers, and questions

hich were reserved must be settled ; further delays

ill depress trade and hamper the prosperity of the

country. I hope the Assembly will not fail to fulfil its

obligations. I adjure it in the name of the highest in-

terest in the country to deliberate without delay upon
questions which must no longer remain in suspense.

" The Assembly and the government are jointly re-

sponsible. I am desirous of accomplishing all my
duties, and my most imperative duty is to insure to the

country definite institutions, security and calm."

Hostilities continue in the north of Spain, but the

recent military operations have been mostly unim-
portant. It is evident that no progress has been made
towards suppressing the Carlist insurrection.

A Constantinople dispatch says: The Sultan has

written to the Khedive of Egypt in terms cordially con-

firming the good relations between the Porte and Egypt.

A Postal Congress is to be held in Switzerland in the

9th month, in which fifteen governments will be repre-

sented. The delegates from France and Denmark have
"ready been appointed.

Statistics recently published concerning the ascent of

Mont Blanc show that from the time of the first ascent

by Balmat in 1786, 724 persons have reached the .sum-

mit, but for some years after the earliest attempts by
Balmat and De Saussure long intervals elapsed during
hich no one ventured upon the hazardous enterprise.

There were no ascents between 1788 and 1802, and be-

tween 1802 and 1809. Since 18-50, however, the sum-
it has in no year been altogether unvisited.

The German Emperor is on a visit to Bavaria. He
reached Munich the 13th inst., where he was received

by the king and escorted to the royal palace.

On the 13th an attempt was made to assassinate

Prince Bismarck as he was driving in the country near
Kissingen, by a man named Kullman who belongs to

Magdeburg. The ball aimed at Bismarck grazed his

wrist, inflicting a slight wound. Kullman was quickly
arrested.

United States.—The interments in Philadelphia
last week numbered 368, including 63 deaths from
cholera infantum, and 156 children under one year old.

According to the Auditor General's report, the cost

of building the fifteen Passenger Riilwavs of Philada.,

was $7,202,085 ; length of miles 214; cars 851; horses

5,066; passengers carried last year 73.771,995; ex-
pen.ses $3,356,4.36

;
gross receipts $4,622,351 : nominal

profits $1,265,915, or more than 17 per cent, on the cost

of the roads.

On the 10th inst., during a violent thunder storm,
the lightning struck an oil tank at the Weehawken Oil
Works, New Jersey, opposite Thirty-fourth street. New
York. The etfect was to set this tank and an adjoining
one on fire, instantly causing both to explode with ter-

rific force. The tire spread until all the tanks, number-
ing seventeen, were destroyed, with about three millions
of gallons of petroleum. It is estimated that the loss

will be about $700,000, including damage to adjacent
property.

The steamship Grenada arrived at San Francisco on
the 10th inst., from Hong Kong and Y'okohama,
Japan, making the actual running lime from Japan to

San Francisco in seventeen days and nine hours, which
is the shortest voyage yet made.
A terrible calamity has befallen the people in the

northern part of Minnesota, the locusts having devour-
ed every kind of crop and left the country in many
places perfectly bare.

The Union Pacific Railroad Company has bored six
artesian wells in the arid districts to obtain water sup-
plies for their locomotives. All of them were success-
ful, and from several the water rises above the surface.
At Rock Springs the water ri.ses from a depth of 1145
feet, twenty-six feet above the surface, and discharges
571 gallons per hour, and at the surface 916 gallons.
During the six months ending on the first inst., 1101

buildings were erected in St. Louis, at a cost of $7,360,-
000.

Much damage has been caused in western Massa-
chusetts by heavy rains on the 11th and 12th inst.,

which caused a rapid rise of the rivers, the destruction
of bridges and buildings, and in two instances the
breaking of large reservoirs in which water was stored
for the use of manufactories. No lives were lost. The
total loss is estimated between three hundred and four
hundred thousand dollars.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 13lh inst. New Fori.—American gold, 109J.
U.S. sixes, 1881, registered, 1151; do. coupons, 117;
do. 1868, 116 a 116J; do. 5 per cents, 112J. Super-
fine flour, $4.90 a $5.50; State extra, -5.80 a $6.15;
finer brands, $6.50 a $10.25. No. 1 Chicago spring
wheat, $1.39; No. 2 do., $1.35 a $1.37 ; No. 3 do., $1.33

;

White Ohio, $1.45. Canada barley, $1.95 a :

61 a 67 cts. Yellow corn, 80 a 83 cts. ; weste

78 a 79 cts. PAi/adc/pAia.—Uplands and Ne
cotton, 17 J a 18 cts. Superfine flour, $3 .50 a $4

;

$4 a $4.50; finer brands, r5a$9.50. Amberwhes
a $1.47 ; Penna. red wheat, $1.40 ; No. 1 spring

Rye, $1. Western mixed corn, 80 cts.
;
yello

82 cts. Oats, 65 a 69 cts. Lard, 11| a 12 cts.

seed, 10 a 11 cts. The cattle market was dull,

of 3500 beef cattle at prices ranging from 3J cts.

gross to 7} cts. About 8000 sheep sold at 4.V a

per lb. gross, and 4500 hogs at $9.37^ a $9
'

lbs. net. Chicago.—No. 2 spring wheat, $1.16

do., $1.08 a $1.10. Corn, 61i cts. No. 2 oats,

Rye, 86 a 88 cts. BaUimore.—Choice whii

$1.45 a $1.50 ; fair to prime red, $1.35 a $1.43;

old, $1.45 a $1.52. Yellow corn, 82 a 83 cts.

;

93 a 95 cts.

SHELTER FOR COLORED ORPHAN
Wanted, by the 1st of 10th mo. next, a

Friend for Matron for the above institution.

Application may he made to

Hannah R. Newbold, 641 Franklin St
Mary Wood, 524 South Second St.

Mary Randolph, 247 North Twelfth S
Anna W. Lippincott, 460 North Sever

WANTED.
An unmarried Friend to take the position ofGc

at Westtown Boarding School, on or before the<

the present session, in the 10th month next.

Apply to

(Jlarkson Sheppard, Greenwich, New Jei

Joseph Walton, Moorestown,
Charles Evans, 702 Race street, Philadel]

WANTED
A young man of energy and perseverance,

charge and oversight of the farm belonging
Wyandott Mission, situated near Seneca, in th

of Missouri; also a woman well qualified to 1

!
place of Matron in the Boarding School, i

would be preferred. For further information a]

John S. Stokes, Ofiice of "The Friend," Fourth
Arch street.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The next Term will commence on Fourth-*

mo. 2nd, 1874. Applications for admissions sh(

addressed to Samuel J. Gcmmere, I
Haverford College, Montgomery Co.,

WANTED,
A woman Friend, competent for Principal

Aimwell School. Apply to

Sarah E. Smith, No. 1110 Pine St.

Rebecca W. Fry, 908 North Fifth

Rachel S. Maris, 127 South Fifth I

Mary D. Allen, 833 North Seventh

Married, on the 9th of 4th mo. 1874, at IFi

Meeting-house, Germantown, Benjamin C. S/
.THWAiTB, of Bucks County, Pa., and Elizabb
French, of Philadelphia.

Died, Sixth month loth, 1874, Lcke W. M
I aged 16 years, son of Samuel and Lydia S. Mc
Olney, Philadelphia. This dear youth had at

himself to a large circle of friends by the integ

I

his character, his consideration for the com fort of

and a genial disposition. Yet while mourni
early removal from a life which gave promise of

I and usefulness, they " sorrow not as those who h
hope ;" for during the protracted sickness wl
pleased Infinite Wisdom to dispense, the toi

patience with which he bore his sufferings, bis n
tion to the Divine will, together with his pray
Heavenly help, and his remarks as made from t

time, have afforded a grateful evidence that thi

of purification was steadily going on within. Tl
.reverently believe that, through the redeeming
of that Saviour whom, to use his own expressioi

often felt to be very near him," he h.as obtai

blessed "inheritance among all them that are

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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The Little Land of Appfnzell.

CContinued from page 378.)

n Glariis and Unlerwalden, where the

ulation is smaller, the right of discuRsions

aill retained by these assemblies, but in

Denzell it has been found expedient to

lish it. An}' change in the law, however,
irst discussed in public meetings in the

iral communities, then put into form by
Council, published, read from all the pul-

for a month previous to the coming to-

ber of the Lnndsgemeinde, and then voted
But if the Council refuses to act upon

suggestion of any citizen, and he honestly

aiders the matter one of importance, he is

wed to propose it directly to the people,

fided he do so briefly and in an orderly

ner. The Council, which may be called

executive power, consists of the governing
damman and six associates, one of whom
the functions of the treasurer, another of

tary commander,—in fact a ministry on
mall scale. The service of the persons

ted to the Council is obligatory, and they
ive no salaries. There is, it is true, a

dary Council, composed of the first, and
sentatives of the communities, one for

ry thousand inhabitants, in order to ad-

ister more intelligently the various depart-

its of education, religion, justice, roads,

ilitary system, the poor, &c. ; but the

bly of the People can at any time rejtcl

Bverse its action. All citizens are not only
il before the law, but are assured liberty

onscience, of speech, and of labor. The
it of support only belongs to those who
born citiz-ns of the Canton. The old re-

Jtion to this class of the claim to be sup-

:ed at the expense of the community in

I of need, prevails all over Switzerland,

^ppenzell a stranger can only acquire the

it, which is really the right of citizenship,

paying twelve hundred francs into the
Lonal treasury.

he governing Landamman is elected for

years, but the other members of the
ncil may be re-elected from year to year,

ften as the people see fit. The obligation

lerve, therefore, may sometimes seriously

mmode the person chosen ; he cannot re-

, and hia only chance of escape lies in

leaving the Canton temporarily, and publish

ing his intention of quitting it altogether ir

case the people refuse to release him from
office. This year it happened that two mem
hers of the Council bad already taken thif

step, while three others had appealed to the
people not to relMect them. The Assembly of

the People was now to decide upon all these
applications, and therefore promised to be of

more than usual interest. The people had
had time to consider the matter, and it was
suppo.*ed had generally made up their minds

;

yet I found no one willing to give me a hint

of their action in advance.
The two remaining members presently made

their appearance, accompanied by the Chan-
cellor to whom I was recommended. The
latter kindly offered to accompany mo to the
parsonage, the windows of which, directly in

the rear of the platform, would enable me to

hear as well as see the proceedings. The
clergyman, who was preparing for the service

hich precedes the opening, showed me the

nail upon which hung the key of his study,

and gave me liberty to take possession at any
time. The clock now struck nine, and a
solemn peal of bells announced the time of

service. A little procession formed in front

of the inn, first the music, then the clergyman
and the few members of the government bare-

headed and followed by the two apparitors,

who wore long mantles, the right half white,

and the left half black. The old pikemen
walked on either side. The people uncovered

as the dignitaries took their way around to

the chancel door; then as man}' as could be

accommodated entered at the front.

I entered with them taking my place on

the men's side,—the sexes being divided, as

is usual in Germany. After the hymn and
the prayer, the clergyman took a text from
Corinthians, and proceeded to preach a good
sound political sermon. I noticed with sur-

prise that most of the men put on their hats

at the close of the prayer. Only once did

they remove them afterwards— when the

clergyman, after describing the duties before

hem, and the evils and difficulties which be-

set every good work, suddenly said, " Let us

pray to God to help and direct us!" and in-

terpolated a short prayer in the midst of his

sermon. The effect was all the more impres-

,
because, though so unexpected, it was

entirely simple and natural. * * *

When the service was over, I could scarcely

ike my way through the throng which had
meanwhile collected. The sun had come out

hot above the Hundroyl Alp, and turned the

sides of the valley into slopes of dazzling

been. Already every table in the inns was
tilled, evei-y window crowded with heads, the

quare a dark mass of voters of all ages and
ilasses, lawyers and clergymen being packed
together with grooms and brown Alpine herds-]

men; and after the government had been

solemnly escorted to its private chamber, four

musicians in antique costume announced with

drum and fife, the speedy opening of the As-
sembly.

I took my place in the pastor's study, and
inspected the crowd. On the steep slope of

the village square and the rising field beyond,
more than ten thousand men were gathrred,

packed as closely as they could stand. The
law requires them to appear armed and "re-

spectably dressed." The short swords, very

much like our marine cutlasses, which thej'

carried, were intended for show rather than

service. Very few wore them; sometimes
they were tied up with umbrellas, but gener-

ally carried loose in the hand or under the

arm. The rich manufacturers of Trogen and
Herisau and Tenfen, had belts and silver-

mounted dress swords. With scarce an ex-

ception, everj' man was habited in black, and
wore a stove-pipe hat, but the latter was in

most cases brown and battered. Both cir-

cumstances were thus explained to me : as the

people vote with the uplifted hand, the hat

must be of a dark color as a back-ground to

bring out the hands more distincll.y; then

since rain would spoil a good hat (and it rains

much at this season), they generally take an

old one. I could now understand the adver-

tisements of " second hand cylinder hats for

sale," which I had noticed the day before in

newspapers of the Canton. The slope of the

hill was such that the hats of the lower ranks

concealed the faces of those immediately be-

hind, and the a.ssembly was the darkest and
densest I ever beheld.

With solemn music, and attended by the

apparitors in their two colored mantles, and

the ancient pikemen, the few officials ascend-

ed the platform. The chief of the two Lan-
dammaner present took his station in front,

between the two-handed swords, and began to

address the assembly. Suddenly a dark cloud

seemed to roll away from the faces of the peo-

ple; commencing in front of the platform, and
spreading rapidly to the edges of the compact
throng, the hats disappeared, and the ten

thousand faces in the full light of the sun,

blended into a ruddj' mass. But no; each

head retained its separate character, and the

most surprising circumstance of the scene was
the distinctness with each human being held

fast to his individuality in the multitude.

Nature has drawn no object with so firm a

hand, nor painted it with such tenacious clear-

3 of color, as the face of man. The in-

verted crescent of sharp light had a different

curve on each individual brow before me; the

little illuminated dot on the end of the nose

under it, hinted at the form of the nostrils in

shadow. As the hats had before concealed

the faces, so now each face was relieved against

the breast of the man beyond, and in front of

me were thousands of heads to be seen, touch-

ing each other like so many ovals drawn on a

dark plane.

The address was neither so brief nor so

practical as it might have been. Earnest,

well meant, and apparently well received,
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there was nevertheless much in it which the

plain half educated men in the assembly could

not possibly have comprehended; as, for in-

stance, "May a garland of confidence be

twined around your deliberations I" At the

close the speaker said, "Let us pray!" and

for a few moments there were bowed head^

and utter silence. The first business was the

financial report for the year, which had been

printed and distributed among the people

weeks befoi-e. They were now asked whether

they would appoint a commission to test its

accuracy, but thej' unanimously declined to

do 80. The question was put by one of the

apparitors, who first removed his cocked hat,

and cried in a tremendous voice, " Faithful

and beloved fellow-citizens, and brethren of

the Union !"

£To be coDclnded.)

Selected.

" We will not hide them from their children, showing

to the generation to come the praises of the Lord
and his strength and his wonderful works that He
hath done."

As an individual, I confess that I have de-

rived much instruction, comfort and strength,

from the living memorials left us by many
Christian brethren and sisters now removed
from works to rewards; not only from their

Journals and from Memoirs of them, but even

from testimonies of Monthly Meetings. But
especially I have to notice, that the expres-

sions of those who have arrived near the con-

fines of the invisible world, have sunk deep in

ray remembrance; nor do I know any other

instrumental means, that have proved to me
80 searching, softening, effectual and abiding

as thatlast mentioned description of memorial.

I believe that the profitable i mpressions which
are made, particularly on the minds of well

disposed children and young persons, remain
with them for the most part, through life ; so

that many amongst us, now grown up, can
testify, that incidents and sayings, which
childhood they had heard or read, of truly

excellent characters, do even at this day con-

tinue to have a beneficial effect on their minds:

and even in cases where young people have
wandered far froip the line of duty, these

things not unfrequently arise in their remem
brance. I speak from some degree of experi

enco, however small it may be, compared
with that of some others; for I have been a

wanderer in my time, yet can testify that

even when most widely separated by wicked-
ness, from the Author of all good, the recur

rence of the wisdom of the wise and of the

sayings of the dying, to my thoughtless heart,

has not been either unfrcquent or unseason
able. But the advantages which my soul has

received in recent times, are still more de-

cided. Many may think themselves unfit to

tell of the Lord's goodness to them in their

early youth, as well as under trials and
troubles and great variety of circumstances,
even to their old age; but such humble-
hearted ones are the very persons who are
perhaps most fit, or most called upon, to

make mention in some form or other, of the
providences and mercies and many deliver-

ances which they have met with. Often when
I hear of the death of eminent servants of the
Lord, I long that their wisdom and the weight
oftheir long experience may not die with them,
but that some memorial may have been left

by them, for the instruction of those who are
still travelling on their wearisome way.

—

John Barclay.

For "The Friend."

The Heart of Africa, by Dr. Schweinfurth.

(Concluded from page 373.)

With some further extracts referring to the

same trade, as observed by our author, we
will dismiss this valuable and interesting

book. He says

:

"The sheikh Seebehr complained bitterly

of the great rush of Gellahbas to his establish-

ment, and told me that his corn was so nearly

exhausted that his land was threatened with

famine. From his own mouth I learnt that

during the winter two large caravans had

come through Shekka, and had brought into

the country the enormous quantity of 2000 of

these petty adventurers; by the middle of

January the number was still larger, and at

the beginning of February was swollen again

by 600 or 700 more.
All these traders break their journeys across

the steppes of the Baggara by making a

lengthened stay at Shekka, for the purpose

of purchasing oxen both for riding and for

carrying burdens; here also it is their prac-

tice to lay in a stock of butter for bartering

in the Seribas, where it is in great demand.
The goods that they bring into the Seriba

districts are principally calico, 'trumba,' a

coarse material woven in Sennaar, and Eng<
lish cotton of two sorts, 'amerikani and
moor;' they also make a market of a number
of firearms, mostly ordinary double-barrelled

guns, of Belgian manufacture, worth from ten

to twenty dollars apiece ; in addition to these

they frequently carry on a brisk trade in all

kinds of knick-knacks—pipes, looking-glasses,

Turkish slippers, red fezzes, and carpets.

Every Gellahba, according to his means,

takes into his service a number of the Bag
gara, to whom he entrusts the training and
management of his cattle. Camels invariably

succumb to the climate in a very short time,

and are consequently but rarely used as j

means of transport. All the traders ride asses

and it may safely be asserted that they pass

the greater part of their lives on the backs of

these animals ^in fact, a petty pedlar of the

Soudan without his donkey would be a sight

almost as remarkable as a Samoyede without
his reindeer. Besides its rider the donkey
will carry not much less than ten pieces of

cotton ; if it survives the journey it is ex
changed in the Seribas for a slave, or perhaps
for two; its load of goods will bring in three

more, and thus, underfavorable circumstances,

a speculative vagrant, who has started with
nothing beyond his donkey and five pounds'
worth of goods, will find himself in possession

of at least four slaves, which may be disposed

of in Khartoom for 250 dollars (50L) The
return journey is always made on foot, and
the unfortunate slaves have to carry all the

though strictly the term Faki belongs c

to those whose profession it is to explain

Scriptures ; it is, however, an indispuiuble

that the slave-trade is included amongst
secondary occupations of this clas-i, and

matter of fact, they are all more or less so

with the defilements of this scandalous b

ness. In the larger towns, and especial

Khartoom, there is every opportunity for

serving their doings, and things often c(

to light which, except they were actu.

witnessed, would seem perfectly incredi

Never did I see slaves so mercilessly trea

as by these fanatics, and yet they wc
confer upon the poor souls, whom they

purchased like stolen goods, for a mere br

telle, the most religious of names, such
' Allagabo' {i. e. given by God.)

The history of Islamism has ever bee

history of crime, and to Christian mora
alone do we owe all the social good that

enjoy.

It must not, however, be supposed that

minor retail trade in slaves is uniformly lui

five. The smaller Gellahbas are expoBe(

numberless mischances ; if their ox or

should die upon the journey, they must

once dispose of their other property at ;

price; then, again, they are liable to

from a lack of corn during their journey aci

the wilderness; and, what is perhaps

sorest disaster that can befall them, tl

slaves so frequently run away, that their
]

fits are dispersed before they are reali

Their powers of endurance are truly wonc

ful. I repeatedly asked them what indu

them to leave their homes, to change tl

mode of living, and to suffer the greatest hs

ships in a strange land, all for the sake of f

suing an occupation that only in the rai

cases would keep them from absolute w£
' We want " groosh" ' (piastres), they wo
reply ;

' so why should we live at home ?' A

when I further urged that they had far bel

lead respectable lives, and either grow ci

or breed cattle, they answered, 'No, t

wouldn't answer our purpose ; when we
at home, we are exhausted by the dcmandi

the Government, and corn doesn't bring us

any money.' Not that the Government
really BO hard upon the people as they asse

the fact is that they are incorrigibly lazy, a

have so great a dislike to work of any s:

that they do not care to be able to pay th

taxes, which do not much exceed those tl

are usually demanded in Egypt proper,

expect that these slave-traders should

nounce oftheir own accord the business wh
suits them so completely, and for which tb

will endure any amount of hardship, would

almost as unreasonable as to expect Esq
maux to grow melons.

All trade is undeniably in a very stagns

condition in the Egyptian S )udan ; the ri

man gives nothing away, but lives like a d<

and has no desire beyond that of privati

i-ticles necessary for travelling.

But quite apart from the-^e pettifoggring

traders, whose innate propensity for traflick-

ing in human beings can only be compared to

the ineradicable love of usury that charac [amassing wealih ; of domestic comfort,

terises the itinerant Polish Jews, there are luxury even on the limited Oriental scale,

numbers of more important investors, who, has not the faintest conception. There is c(

protected by a large retinue of armed slaves [sequently no demand for labor, no circulati

and accompanied by long trains of loaded of money in wages, and it is manifestly!
oxen and asses, carry on a business which 'possible for trade to flourish as long as 1

brings many hundreds of their follow-crea-
j rich man consumes nothing ; and equally i

tures into the market. These more wholesale possible for the poor man to thrive while 1

dealers have their partners or agents perraa- rich man keeps his retinue of slaves, who
nently settled in regular establishments in the all he wants without requiring payme
[large Seribas. More frequently than not these, Thus slavery itself ever reproduces slaver

I agents are priests, or Pakis as they are called, I One material alleviation to the position
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) Gellahbas is the 0])en hospitality they

et with in all the Sei-ibas. Besides the

ircenaries of the various ivory companies

—

3 controllers, clerks, agents, storekeepers,

d other officials—they find numbers of their

patriots and brethren in the faith who
B taken up their abode in these lands, and

10 subsist free of expense on what is gained

the sweat of the negroes ; mere idle drones,

it were, living on the produce of the work-

!. The rabble thus collected consists partly

escajjed convicts and partly of refugees or

tlaws who are evading their proper punish-

snt, and if they could be swept from off the

of the land, there would then be food

gh for half a score of regiments, should

e Egyptian Government determine to sta-

in them in the country.

Just in the same way as in the Egyptian

udan, the actual cost of travelling in these

ids is next to nothing ; every now comer to

3eriba is treated to kissere and melah, and

aves and donkey are provided with corn

ough to keep them from starvation. Wber-

er they go the Gellahbas may stay as long

they please, and accordingly they wander

over the district from the west to the east,

far as the Eobl and the Dyemit, and only

3t before the commencement of the rainy

ason they re-assemble at their common place

rendezvous in Seebehr's Seriba, where they

•organize their caravans, and make their

lal preparations for starting for Kordofan.

The worst feature in the case is the depapu-

tiou of Africa. I have myself seen whole

acts of country in Dar Ferteet turned into

irren, uninhabited wildernesses, simply be-

kuse all the young girls have been carried

it of the country. Turks and Arabs will

rge that they are only drawing off useless

lood, that if these people are allowed to in-

rease and multiply, they will only turn round

od kill one another. But the truth is far

therwise. The time has come when the vast

jntinent of Africa can no longer be dispensed

ith ; it must take its share in the commerce

f the world, and this cannot be effected until

avery is abolished. Sooner than the natives

hould be exterminated, I would see all Turks,

rabs, or whatever else these apathetic na-

|ons may be called, vanish from the face of

earth ; they are only occupying the place

f their betters ; and negroes, if they only

ork, are their belters.

I
I travelled in the Nile countries from 1863

io 186G, and again from 1868 to 1871 ;
on my

irst journey Tvisited all the ureat mark, ts of

[he slave trade, Cairo, Si.'Ut, Djiddah, Suakin,

ttatamma in Gallabat, Khartoom, and Berb'r;

jn my second 1 reach.-d its sources in the

lands' to the south of Darfoor and Kordofan.

rhroughout my wanderings I was ever puz

ding out schemes for setting bounds to this

inhuman traffic. The traveller in these lands

is kept in one perpetual state of irritation by

what he sees; on every road he meets long

troops of slaves; on the sea and round the

coasts he comes in contact with Arab boats

crammed full of the same miserable creature:

Whilst exploring the coasts of Nubia and

Egypt in 1864 and 1865, 1 spent eight months

on the Red Sea. The slave-trade there was

then in a flourishing condition, but the ac-

counts of what I saw attra'Jted no more atten-

tion than the complaints made by my prede-

cessors. The consuls in Djiddah and other

pean policy, and consequently Arabs were a contempt of serious things and serious per-

allowed to carry on that which amongst sons. In compliance with his lather s wishes,

Spaniards and Portuguese would have been he however continued to attend religious

considered piracy. Not a man-of-war was to meetings, in one of which his attention was

be seen cruising on the water, and yet onejcaught by a preacher, whose subject was the

sin-le gunboat would have sufficed to keep alpassage from 1 Pet. iv. 18: "II the righteous

check upon the intercourse between the op- scarcely be saved, where^shall the ungodly

posite coasts, and to make the slave-trade an

impossibility. A change has now been effected,

and all the Powers that are interested in the

matter have done their utmost to remedy the

evil ; but even on the Red Sea there still re-

mains much to be done, and even now there

are far too many secret landing-places and

loopholes which escape the vigilance of the

authorities.

Many a time, under the consciousness that

alone I was utterly powerless as a vindicator

of humanity, I have restrained myself from

the temptation to rescue slaves with my own

hands. Once, between Khartoom and Berber,

a lot of slaves was being brought from Kor-

dofan, and I cut in two the leather thongs

that bound them to their sheyba ;
but an ugly

squabble was all that resulted from my inter-

ference. At other times I have vehemently

remonstrated with the slave-dealers, when I

have been a witness of any cruelty in their

treatment of their property ;
but all to no pur-

pose. It may therefore be imagined that a

traveller in his fury and disgust will be led

to devise all manner ofschemes for eradicating

the system
The dark cloud of barbarism still lowers

over the innermost regions of Africa, and

Egypt, the oldest and richest land of the his-

to'i-ical world, has its mission to perform. A
great revolution has already begun, and al-

though at present it affects only the surface,

there is scarcely any reason to doubt that pro

gress, alike spiritual and humane, will ulti-

mately claim the victory. But the task is

gigantic, and no one can be more sensible of

this than the traveller who has lingered at

any of the sources of the slave-trade. One

point there is in which all are unanimous

—

that from Islamism no help can be expect.-d,

and that with Islamism no compact can be

made. The second Sura of the Koran begins

with the prescription :
' To open the way of

God, slay all those who would slay you
;
but

be not yourselves the first to commence hos

tilities, for God loves not sinners; slay them

wherever you meet them ;
drive them away

from the spot from which they would drive

and the sinner appear." lie was immediately

filled with awe, and with a light which dis-

covered to him clearly his sinful condition
;

and he was broken into many tears. He soon

after attempted to shake off these impressions

;

but in vain; he sunk under the contest and

then was tempted to despair. He confessed

you, for temptation forse than a death

blow.' Islamism, the child of the deserts, h

everywhere e^pread desolation, and wherever

it has penetrated, deserts have arisen bleak

and bire as the rocks of Nubia and Arabia,

and under its influence every nation from

Morocco to the ISles of Sunda has congnaled

into a homogeneous m:iss; inexorably it brings

all to one level, remorselessly obliterating all

traces of nationality or race."

Selected for '-The Friend."

Thomas Rnller.

This Friend, who was an inhabitant of

Bristol, England, departed this life in a lively

hope of the mercy of Christ, the 2nd of the

Ninth month, 1803, aged 59 years. He had

been a minister from his youth, having flr,-t

come forth in obedience to what he regarded

as a requiring of the Lord for that service

was about eighteen years of ag-^

ports on the Red Sea were afraid to take any
|

Previously to this, in his quite early days, he

measures that were not sanctioned by Euro- 1 had fallen into the paths ot vice and folly, and

however in his mind, that he had been di-

vinely visited ; and being sensible that noth-

g short of the arm of Omnipotence could

save him from being lost, he sought it earn-

estly with humble supplication. He read the

Scriptures, often sought retirement, and was

very diligent in public worship
;
but his soul

was long detained in a mournful slate.

At length his mind was gradually enlarged
;

the ministry of two Friends was useful to

him and he made them a visit, supposing that

they would feel for his state, and would com-

fort and instruct him, but being di-sappointed

he was led to cry, " Lord, if thou help me not

I perish ; for vain is the help of man." When
after this gradual preparation, it pleased In-

finite Kindness to afford him a sense of favor,

the current of love was so strong, that he

knew not how to forbear calling on every

creature to join him in the song of prai.se.

For a time he felt no evil, had an almost con-

tinual sense of the Lord's presence, and hastily

concluded that the work of regeneration was

complete. But temptations again beset him,

and he soon felt the further necessity of daily

watchfulness and prayer. Religion appeared

to be a very deep work, but he was supported

in the path of patience by some portion of

comfort, and by the secret presence of the

Almighty.
It was not long after he was brought into

this watchful state, that he felt his mind

strongly impressed to speak by way of exhor-

tation to others. From this service he vyas

very averse; and endeavored, with contrition

and tears to examine his call, and, like Gideon,

_. try the fleece. The more he examined, the

more the evidence was confirmed, till after

various baptisms, he gave up to obey, should

urther nquirings be manifested. This was

not, however speedily the case. Ho under-

went a further trial of apparent desertion,

which he humbly received as a chastisement

f .r his delay ; but at length more full resigna-

tion brought pace, and he found an engage-

ment to "come forch with these words:—
'Christ's sheep hear his voice. Let us wait

to hear the voice of Christ." After this also

he sunk very low in his mind, but was gradu-

alb' enlarged, and soon became a zeahtus,

reachinsr and acc.-ptable minister. In the ex-

ercise of bis gift he travelled in most parts of

England and Wales, where there are Friends,

and was twice in Ireland.

During his last illness which was painful,

and borne with Christian foriitude, be uttered

many expressions, showing his faith and his

resignation; and he bemoaned the situation

of such as defer to the time of sickness, the

important concerns of their soul's well-being.

" The pains of the bod}'," said he, " are enough

to struggle with." Speaking of himself, he

said, " i have nothing to glory in but my in-

firmities. I have known something of that
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law of grace, whereby boasting is excluded. 'is true, righteous, and just. My heart feels
foment in me: All of grace! All of the par-

1 interested in those I have long loved, that
don and favor which are in Christ. Oh ! that! they may be found walking worthy of the high
I had the tongue of an archangel, to sound vocation wherewith we are called.—*S L
forth this glorious truth, that it is ' not by
works of righteousness, which we have done;
but according to his mercy he saved us, by
the washing of regeneration, and renewing
of the Holy Ghost.'"
He frequently said, "I never was more

deeply sensible of my own unworthiness; and
that all is of mercy, mere mercy !" A little

before his departure he signified his assurance
of an admittance into the kingdom of eternal
rest; and at his close was mercifully favored
with an easy release from the pains of mor
tality.

The Perforating Power of Roots.—It
deed wonderful how easily the roots of plants
and trees bore through hard, impacted soils
in search of nourishment. They use for this
purpose a sort of awl, of immense power,
situated at the end of the root, and capable,
with the aid of the other root machinery, of
thrusting aside heavy weights and getting
through almost any obstruction. Yet the
awl consists only of a mass of microscopic
absorbent cells formed by protoplasm or vege-
table mucus—the fluid in which vital action
IS first set up. The roots of the elm and the
maple will bore through the hardest soil of
walks or streets, enter drains, twine about
waper pipes, and penetrate through the seams
of stone and brick structures. The roots of
some plants have been known to pass through
eighteen inches of solid brick-work, and make
their appearance in a wine-cellar belosv. Plants
have a vast power in overcoming obstac
when foraging for food. They are like a
hungry animal which no fences can restrain
when there is food beyond. The movements
of roots in soils proceed on certain primiples
of utility in connection with the welfare of
the plant. Some need much more moisture
than others, and the roots will drive throuo-h
rocks to obtain it; others need silicious food,
and will penetrate through a clay bank to
reach the desired foraging ground. The
urgency with which nature drives plants and
animals in pursuit of food is almost irresist
ble.

—

Journal of Chemistry.

Selected.

bhall not we who are parents, endeavor to
see in the light which deeeiveth not, how
IS in our own families, as well as in the church'^
And is it not for us to labor with our dear
children, to bring them to a just sense of the
necessity of taking up their daily cross, if
they would have a crown of everlasting right-
eousness and joy; and if indeed they would
be owned by the Saviour upon earth, as his
people? I often fear lest I should not say in
the loud language of example, "Follow ye me,
as I follow Christ;" yet it is my earnest de-
sire to bear about in this body the dyino- of
the Lord Jesus, that his blessed life may also
be made manifest in my mortal flesh. JSTothino-
will do after all our speculations, but a dyin?'
to selfand living that life, of which an eminent
christian speaks, "I live; yet not I, but
Christ hveth in me." If we are without this
knowledge of the great work of regeneration
It will nevertheless manifest itself through
others

; for the true church must take the place
of the false, and all that appertains to "Mys-
tery Babylop" must fall, as certainly as God

WATCHING.*
BY CELIA THAXTER.

In childhood's season fair,
On man}- a balmy, moonless summer night
While wheeled the light-house arms of dark and bright

Far through the humid air.

How patient have I been,
Sitting alone, a happy little maid,
Waiting to see, careless and unafraid,

My father's boat come in.

Close to the water's edge,
Holding a tiny spark, that he might steer
{So dangerous the landing far and near)

Safe past the ragged ledge.

I had no fears—not one
;

The wild, wide waste of water leagues around
Washed ceaselessly; there was no human sound

And I was all alone.

But Nature was so kind !

Like a dear friend I loved the loneliness
;My heart rose glad as at some sweet caress

When passed the wandering wind.

Yet it was joy to hear
From out the darkness, sounds grow clear at last,
Of rattling row-lock, and of creaking mast,

And voices drawing near!

" Is't thou, dear father? Say !"

What well known shout resounded in reply,
As loomed the tall .sail smitten suddenly

With the great light-house ray !

I will be patient now,
Dear Heavenly Father, waiting here for Thee
I know the darkness holds Thee, .shall I be

Afraid, when it is Thou ?

On Thy eternal shore
In pauses, when life's tide is at its prime
I hear the everlasting rote of Time

"
" forevermore.

Shall I not then rejoice?
Oh never lost or sad should child of thine
Sit waiting, fearing lest there come no sign.

No whisper of thy voice.

WORDS.
"""""""

The cruel and the bitter word
That wounded as it fell,

The chilling want of .sympathy.
We feel, but never Jell.

The hard repulse that chills the heart,
Whose hopes were bounding high,

In an unfading record kept,

—

These things shall never die.

Let nothing pa.ss; for every hand
Must find some work to do

;

Lose not a chance to waken love
;

Be firm and ju.st and true.
So shall a light that cannot fade
Beam on thee from on high.

And angel voices say to thee,
'

" These things shall never die !"M the Year Round.

* 'The light-house referred to stands upon White
Island, one of a group constituting the Isles of Shoals
lying in the Atlantic, about ten miles east of Ports-
mouth, New Hamp..hire, where years ago, before the
building of this house, many vessels were lost. Celia
Ihaxter dwelt here when a child with her father
mother, and two brothers ; and her fondness for nature

and the minute, appears to have been great
IS we learn from her own account of her childhood,
pent upon this and neighboring islands. She speaks

of frequently waiting alone on the rocks with a lantern
5r hand for her father's boat. The bright rays from

the ower above her, reaching far into the ocean, seem-
ing to make the darkness below greater.

Recreations of the Brain-Workers.
Those who toil hard with brain and

are those who especially need, not minu
but hours of agreeable recreation. Cha
of employment is not always sufficient
this purpose. You need, as the country

]

son says, in substance, sometimes to sit o
fence and look down and see how green
gras.s is, and look -up and observe how I

the sky is. Let the mind lie as perfectly
rest as it is in your power to do. But n
brain-workers need besides some active ph
cal exercise to restore the exhausted powi
A great translator, after his eight hour,'

study, would busy himself in the cultivat
of trees. Dr. Samuel Clarke used to am
him.self by jumping over chairs and table;
a very vigorous style of gymnastics, and (

that might have made common lookera-o
'ittle suspicious of the good man's sanity, ]

it served his purpose well.
Dean Swift took a rather milder form o

similar exercise. He would run up and do
the steps of his deanery, even when almi
broken down with age and infirmity.
A learned father, who was engaged in m(

profound studies for many hours each di
made it a rule to rise methodically at the e
of every second hour and twirl bis chair 1

five minutes. What amusement he got out
that it would be hard to see; but tastes a
fancies are as varied as the people who indul
them.
The poet Shelly had a passion for makii

little boats oftwisted paper, and sending the
afloat upon the water. His pockets we
rifled of all their contents to furnish materif
for the sport. The correspondence of h
friends was his main stock. Then came tl

fly leaves of the books which he made cot
panions of his rambles; but learning was tc

sacred for him to encroach upon the printt
pages. Once, it is said, he found himself o
the banks of a river without a scrap of papc
except a fifty-pound bank note. He hesitate
long, but finally twisted it up with the greatch
care, and set it afloat, watching anxiously o
the opposite shore for it to touch the ban!
which it did at last, to his extreme satisfao
tion. He had a double excitement and cot
sequent enjoyment in that day's sport. Bu
it was a lottery in which he would not lib
often to take chances.

Manj' good and great men have enjoyed ai
hour of hearty recreation with their childrei
after hours of severe study, and have found i

very conducive to their own and the children']
well-being.

Cowper, in his hours of leisure, took grea
delight in the care and training of his pei
hares.

A celebrated painter kept a colony of catf
for his diversion, and took his meals in com-
pany with them. He seldom worked without
his favorite, Minnette, sitting by his side, oi
snuggled down in the back of his neck.
A great book-worm, and a man of the most

eraarkable memory, would never allow a
pider's web in his room to be touched, and
is couch was heavilj- tapestried by these in-

diistrious weavers, whose habits he watched
with the deepest interest and friendliness.
His visitors were not always as considerate,
and his first charge to them usually was, " not
to hurt his spiders." As out of taste as we
might regard such a fancy, it was blotter than
the recreation of Spinoza, who used to train

I.spiders to fight with each other. So interested
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grow in these contests, that he was

heard to break out into immotU-rate fits

ughter, as one or another gained an ad-

age over its adversary.

the matter ofrecreation, as in everything

good common sense is an excellent guide,

.i general thing, physical exercise of a

erate character is the best restorer of the

em's equilibrium after severe mental toil.

)0d brisk walk with a pleasant companion

srhaps the best of all. Wholesome, nour-

_ food, taken in very moderate quantities,

so a vital point with them who would re-

he exhausted brain-power. To do its

k the food should be appetizing. Because

great man studied and wrote well on

meal porridge, it is no sign that you can

he same. A fine bit of broiled steak, with

and of nice toast and a cup of coflee, are

more likely to do the business for you.

f you add on to the toast and beef be-

se it pleases the palate, you will probably

your mind effectually clouded and be-

ibed for that day. Each one shoidd study

own system and observe what habits ot

Y and mind are most useful in his own
1, and then strictly adhere to them. Every
should make the mostot the powers which

I has given him, and not consider anything

that will help to develop th'ise powers

he highest degree.

—

Southern Observer.

For "The Friend."

The Lost Child.

LB I passed along the streets of our city to-

, 1 was startled by the sudden out-cry of

ttle child. The tones indicated that the

rt was filled with terror. Instinctivt-ly

ng to see who it was, and what was the

! of its alarm, I found that its older care-

er had turned the coiner of a street, so as

oe out of sight of the infant ; and the sense

iesertion and the feeling of being without

•otector.had nigh overpowered the feelings

the little one, and brought forth the pas-

nate cry which was at once the expression

ts fright, and the appeal for relief

Jow vividly does the course of this little

! recall our own spiritual steps. Like it we

s sent out into the world with a Guide and

mion ever near to help and direct

at Holy Spirit, which our Saviour promised

send to his disciples, and which should lead

m into all truth, is indeed as Wm. Penn

jresses, "God's gift for man's salvation."

raises the warning voice when wo are in

Dger of being led astray by any temptation

citing a feeling of uneasiness in the mind,

icb, if heeded, would preserve us from evil,

e more watchfully we observe its monitions,

I the more foitbfuUy we heed them, the

)re fully will our lives be under itsinfluence,

d the more safely will we move through

e varied snares and dangers that may await

But it 100 otten happens, that like a child

lowing its caretaker, we are diverted by

me of the pleasing things that life presents
;

r eye is withdrawn from our Leader ;
the

ntle warnings given us are unheeded amid

e loud callsof the world that surrounds us;

J stop in our onward path to partake in the

nusements and excitements that abound
;

itil we seem entirely to have lost sight of

Heavenly Guide, and our thoughts are

)sorbed in our temporal matters, and we
)me to live almost as if there was nothing

syond this present world. We recognize in

ords the claims of religion, but it has no

ruling power in our hearts. AVe do not daily

and hourly bring our thoughts, words and ac-

tions to bo tried'by the test :
" Is it well-pleas-

ing to my Heavenly Father." That most

precious language of the Psalmist: "May the

words of my mouth, and the meditations of

my heart, be acceptable in thy sight, O Lord,

my strength and my Redeemer," is no longer

the breathing of our spirits. Thus wo some-

times go on for a long time, really walking

in the '• Broad Way" that leads to destruction,

though we may be unwilling. to admit it even

to ourselves ;
and having wandered far from

that path that leads Zionward. It is in the

infinite mercy of llini, who willeth not the

death of the sinner, but that all men should

return, repent and live, that His love reaches

to us even in this state of wandering and for-

getfulness of God. Sometimes Ho permits

heavy outward calamities to assail us—our
business prospects may be blasted, disease

may invade our powers, or the dearest of our

earthly companions may be taken away. At

other times his judgments maybe more in the

secret of our own hearts. Our sins may he

set in order before us, and the awful con-

sciousness that we have been rejecting the

proffered mercies ofour God, may press heavily

upon us. We are awakened to a sense of our

condition, we feet that we have lost our Guide,

and that there is no other who can help us or

ave us from the consequences of our own
foolish ways. What then is left for us, but

like the lost child, to cry out from the depth

of the heart for the return of our Guide, and

to say :
" Lord be merciful to me a sinner."

So great is the Divine goodness, that such

a cry,°uttered in sincerity, is never unheard
;

but "He who puts the prayer into the heart, is

ready to answer it in His own way and time.

For "joy shall be in Heaven over one sinner

that repentelh, more than over ninety and

nine just persons which need no repentance."

The Pressure of the Armor.

The leading statesman of Hungary, M.

Francis Deak, recently remarked to Henry

Richard, when the latter called upon him at

BudaPeslh: "The present condition of Eu-

rope, with its enormous armaments, reminds

mo of the state of things in the Middle Ages,

when men wore coats of mail, which, in the

supposed necessity of more effecttial selfde

fence, they went on increasing in weight,

until at last they became so crushingly heavy

as to weigh down their wearers altogether,

and then, from 8hef«r necessity, the custom

was abandoned." The burden of the present

o-igantic system of peace-armaments in Eu

rope is indeed very generally felt to be ap

proximating that condition when, according

to a familiar proverb, " The last straw breaki

the camel's back."

The grand tottd of the offensive and defen

sive armies of Europe, in 1874, amounts to

5,094,370 men—equivalent to the population

of Ireland, or of Belgium—all able-bodied and

vigorous, the very flower of the population,

and representing all the bread-winners of

some hcenty million people, at the very lowest

estimate. All tho homes of people equal to

those of five cities, each the size of the vast

British Metropolis, are thus obliged to yield

up all their adult males to military service,

vast empire of Brazil (ten millions). Esti-

maiing the cost of each soldier at only £30

per annum (whilst under arms), those armies

swallow up, in a totally unproductive way,

double the revence of tho United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Ireland.

In addition to all this, is the cost of guns,

war-ships, barracks, armor-plate, and a score

of other descriptions of military and naval

apparatus. Herr Krupp, of Germany, is rais-

ing a loan of some millions to enable his work-

shops to turn out an increasing number of big

guns. England, not content with producing

Uie "Woolwich Infant," a huge 35-ton gun

(loaded with an enormous cone of 700 lbs.

weight and 112 inches in area al the base), is

now preparing an 81-ton gun. One of its

projectiles will weigh half-a ton, and every

time it is fired will consume two barrels of

gun-powder! It will leave the gun with a

momentum of fifteen thousand tons !

So exhausting is the drain upon the toiling

populations whose bread-winners are compel-

led, literally in millions, to abandon home for

he army, and so cruel is the strain upon the

peaceful taxpayers, that a deep low groan,

as of despair, is bi-ginning to make itself heard

throughout tho nations.

It is this sense of intense dissatisfaction

which caused Henry Richard to be received

with such enthusiasm in some of the Conti-

nental cities, during his late journey in the

interest of peace and international arbitra-

tion.

The diffusion of the same feeling is also

making itself known in ways which are forc-

ing themselves upon the attention of the lead-

ing journalists and statesmrn of the world.

The Times newspaper remarks that " the

pectacle we now witness is one of needless

preparation on all sides, where no danger

threatens, or rather where the only dang.T is

such as arises necessarily from mistaken efforts

of security. If such a'state of things is per-

d to continue, it will be a disgrace to

European statesmen." The Belgian corre-

spondent of the same journal remarks that

the military pressure now weighs upon every

family on the Continent. In many countries

the rich too, as well as the p.ior, are begin-

to feel the pinch severely, through the

abolition of substitutes, and the establishment

of universally compulsory service.

Even tho manly martial Germans are flinch-

ing visibly from the screw. Scores of thou-

sands are emigrating and fleeing from their

loved homes and kindred, to America or Great

Britain, to escape conscription. Their jour-

nals are altering their tone, too, towards the

advocates of peace, despite the despotic mili-

tary censorship and espionage exercised by

the Bismarck typo of officials. The Berlin

Exchange Gazette, in a recent article, advo-

cates a Court of International Arbitration,

because it would take away many of the ex-

cuses that are apt to be raised by ambitious

or quarrelsome nations. It remarks,—" None

of the belligerent powers could any longer

place their hands upon their hearts and ex-

claim : The war is not our fault?" For such

an International Court would, as the editor

observes, take away the excuse for wars by

offering a reasonable and legal substitute.

Another German journal says " These Peace

Societies and Leagues have their importance,
mnorarilv or permanently ! Five millions Societies and i^eagues nave ine.r uui^u. a^..,

™P!1!
7„ll F.?« .,fnlt and efficient male however tho.se who doubt and ridicule them.

spresen

population of England andWales (population
I

may shake their l^^^i^ds.'' The Italian .jour

twenty-three millions), or double that of tho'nals are far more united and outspoken, than
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the German, in their appreciation of move
ments for the relief of war burdens. But
everywhere throughout Europe, it is manifest
that the old spirit of ridicule and scorn towards
such movements is steadily f^iving way to a
respectful regard, even where the stage of
sympathetic union has not yet been attained.
Another significant sign is the increase of

Conferences and Congresses for amelioration
of the existing evils. The meetings at Ghent
and Brussels last year, brought together some
of the foremost jurists of Europe. Now we
hear of another Brussels Conference origi-
nated by the "Alliance Universelle," and sane

continuous coating. The inventor suggests
numerous applications of his invention, which
he thinks will be useful.
A letter has recently been published on the

utilization of the sewage of Dantzic. The
land on which it is applied is nearly pure
sand, and the yield of the Sugar Beet grown
on It is described as "enormous," while the
percentage of sugar is equal to that obtained
from roots grown in the best soil in Germany.
The decrease in the death rate of the town is
considerable, and waste lands have been made
to bea remunerative crop.

Europe, who will send representatives. Its" - • — ' ">^«=" '""ouuoea into

object is to seeli to obtain a general consent
of the various Governments to rules for a
more humane treatment of prisoners of war.
From another quarter we hear that the North
German merchants have held a Congress
Bremen, and have memorialized Prince Bis-
marck in favor of a convention of the Maritime
Powers to draw up an international code of
Maritime Law. And there is reason to believe
that the German Government is disposed to
take some practical steps in this direction

These and various similar movements of
the present time show that whilst, on the one
hand, there is a deepening and very pressing
sense of the burdens of peace armaments,
there is growing up, collaterally, a widely ex-
tended desire for any movement in the direc
tion of relief, and an increased appreciation
of the value of international conferences and
combined efforts for the amelioration of the
crushing evils of the great armaments and
the war system in general.— TAe Herald of
Fence.

Sek-Lted.

I would just remark, that in some of the
counties in which 1 have been, some dear
young people, who were libertine in the show
of pride and finery of the world, became sober,
solid and exemplary. One young woman in
particular was so reached, as I sat in a Friend'i
house, thouc;h I had nothing by way of tes
tiniony in words to her condition; yet the
weight and exercise attending my mind at
that time, so reached her understanding, she
became a plain solid Friend, and before1' left
England, I heard her in the ministry at a
meeting, and as I thought, to the general
satisfaction of Friends present.—Jburna/ of
Daniel Stanton.

Scienllfic Noles.

According to a Government report there
are more than two and a half millions of
Cinchona trees in the plantations on the
Neilgherry Hills. From these about 80,000
pounds of bark are obtained annually,
A patent has recently been obtained for

utilizing asbestos. This remarkable mineral
IS found (often associated with serpentine) in
the form of slender, silklike fibers; and is
almost indestruciible in fire. Us want ot
tenacit.y alone prevents it from being spun
and woven into a cloth, which would be ex-
ceedingly useful in situiitions exposed to heat.
The patent is for associating the asbestos with
metallic wire or plates which shall furnish the
strength in which this mineral is deficient.
Theasbestos is fastened upon the wire hyp
sure through grooved rollers, or the

the Paris Pharmacopceia. It is said to be of
especial benefit in cases of fever, produeino
perfuse perspiration iu a more beneficial man"^
ner than other known drugs.
An Anglo-Swiss company are manufactur-

ing preserved milk, near Lucerne, Switzer-
land. They use the milk of 2000 cows, which
IS furnished by the peasants owning them,
under a contract. The concentrated milk
contains one-third of its weight of sugar.
Several of the tin cases, in which it is packed,
were opened for analysis, and kept open and
exposed for several months. A crystalline
crust formed at the surface, owing to the dry-
ing, but the mass underwent no change, and
the taste was as good as ever.

It appears from statistical documents (says
Les Mondes) that the eleven principal com-
mercial nations of the world, viz : Great
Britain, United States, France, Germany Bel
gium, Austria, Eussia, Ital}^ Spain, Holland
and Sweden, have more than doubled their
commerce in less than twenty years. Their
exterior commerce in 1855, was about $4,000 -

000,000; in 1872 it was $9,000,000,000. 'The
population of the same countries was in 18G5
271,443,000; in 1872 it was 311,620,000. Glad-
stone recently said he supposed that durino-
the last 15 years. Great Britain had accumu^-
lated more wealth than during the whole
period of her history.
The Strait Times says that the natives of

Java use the poison of the Bamboo against
their enemies, and obtain it by cuttin"^ the
bamboo at a joint, and detaching from the
saucer-shaped cavity, formed by the cane at
such portions, some small black filaments
which are covered with almost imperceptible
needles. The filaments constitute the venom
When swallowed, instead of passing through
the stomach, they appear to catch in the
throat and work their way to the respiratory
organs, where they produce a violent cou"-h
followed by inflammation of the lungs.

'

Helmholtz, in detailing his experiences of
"hay fever," says he has detected vibrios in
the nasal secretions at that period of the y

proaching changes in the weather. He pon a window-ledge an eight-ounce phial
taining a leech and about six ounct s of w
and watched it daily. According to his
cription, when the weather continued 8(
and beautiful, the leech lay motionless a
bottom of the phial, rolled in a spiral 1

When it began to rain at noon, or a littl
fore or after, the leech was found at the
of its lodging, where it remained until
weather became settled. When wind was
proaching, the leech galloped about its lir

habitation with great liveliness, seldom
ing until the wind became violent. Wh
thunderstorm was about to appear, the
mal .sought a lodgement above the level ol
water, displayed great uneasiness, and m(
about in convulsive-like threads. In c

frost, as in fine summer weather, it lay
stantly at the bottom

; whereas, in sn.
weather, like as in rain, it dwelt at the v
mouth of the phial. The observer cov,
the mouth of the phial with a piece of li

and changed the water every week or 1

He seems to have had faith in the correct
of his own observations and conclusions

;

went no further in the attempt at explana
than to saj', " What reasons may be assigj
for these movements, I must leave phil
phers to determine; though one thing is

dent to everybody—that the leech musti
affected in the same way as the mercury
spirit in the weather-glass

; and has doubt
i

a very surprising sensation, that change

|

weather, even days before, makes visible
\

teration in its manner of living." This lee
philosophy appears to have had many bel

'

ers in the last century.
In a letter to Lady Hesketh, dated 17

Cowper wrote in one of his (too-rare) ch(
ful moods, and among other gossip sa
" Mrs. Throckmorton carries us to-morrow
her chai.se to Chichely. The event must, h<
ever, be supposed to depend on the elemei
at least on the state of the atmosphere, wh
is turbulent beyond measure. Saturday
thundered, last night it lightened, and
three this morning I saw the sky red a
city in flames could have made it. I havt
leech in a bottle that fortells all these pro
gies and convulsions of nature; not, as y
will naturally conjecture, by articulate utt;
ances of oracular notices, but by a variety
gesticulation, which here I have not room
give an account of.

Suffice it to say that no change of weath
surprises him, and that, in point of the ei
liest and most reliable intelligence, he is wor
all the barometers in the world. None
them all, indeed, can make the least prelen
to foretell thunder, a species of capacity

eh he has '

'

rhirVh v7„r rr T 'T ,

'"" y*'^''' '^'^'''^ ^'^ ^^^^ S'^en "le most unequivocalt

^h ;M^ r.f;Vl^; 'l""i!i!^''r./'---
^--- I g-o .but Sixpence for\im, whThey required a good

ob
• ~

of a weak

croscope f,. .„^„
observation. This sugge.sted the application

neutral solution of suipliato of
quinine to the nasal cavities, which always
gave him immediate though temporary relief

Weatherwise.—That there is a sensitiveness
to atmospheric changes in the leech is gene-
rally admitted

; and the idea of using this little

groat more than the market price ; thou;
he is, in fact, or rather would be, if leech
were not found in every di'ch, an invaluab
acquisition."—CAam6er,s' Journal.

Be not troubled at disappointment, for
they may be recovered, do it, if theycann
trouble is vain, if you could not have help,
it be content; there is often peace and procreature as a sort of weather glass arose long 'in subraittin:^ to Providence for aftiic io

^ :i efhime: 'o7th7'Gent? '" °"V' ''' ^"^^'^^^^^'^^ ^^'^^- IfJou^Jd^ht^etliS; ^ri
may be ground into a gummy pulp, whichlcorresDondentnfth^?! m ^^""S^'"'"^- A not your troubleexceed instructionforanoth
will adhere to the wire, Ind being submit ed I thrtifTleech he ll^^^^

these rules will carry you with firr

to the requisite pressure, will form% firm andi;Slyfi^lirwith\\TeVrwi\tr^^^^^^^^^
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have been requested to insert the fol-

ng notice :

le fire in Chicago on the 14th of this

tb, destroyed not only the homes of a

) number of the colored people, hut three

heir meeting-houses. Several Friends

been engaged in First-day schools in

lection with them. The people are very

and aid in rebuilding the houses or fur-

ing books, &c., for the schools, will be

acceptable.

lends disposed to contribute for either of

) purposes may send to Richard Cad
, 2:21 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

THE FRIEND.

SEVENTH MONTH 25.

this artificial manipulation, bj' the modern
graphers of our early Friends."

This is a most serious charge, and one we
believe to be untrue, and unsupported by the

contents of the works referred to. As to the

uses of the pre.sent confused condition"

of the society of Friends, they are, the in-

tion and spread among its members of

doctrines widely ditt'ering from those of early

Friends ; and a departure of many from that,

which the Societj^ from its origin down to

a very recent period, has always held and ac-

knowledged ; and also the unfaithfulness in

practice of those who are doctrinally sound.

This departure has not arisen from " partial

and modified editions of the lives and writings

of members of our Society;" on the contrary,

those who were among the earlier advocates

of "modified Quakerism," felt the inconsis-

tency of their views with the writings re-

ferred to, and more or less openly endeavored

to controvert some of the Scriptui-al truths

advocated in them. This effort at change has

increased, until it is notorious that for years

past, open opposition has been made in some

quarters to the well known and repeatedly

endorsed work, Barclay's Apology, which

from the earliest period of our historj^, has

been recognized and sanctioned as a fair state-

ment of the religious doctrines of Friends

showing, that in proportion as a people de-

cline from their primitive purity in ftvith and

practice, they become prepared to disregard

or lightly esteem the writings which uphold

the original standard.

Of course, we do not certainly know what
' partial and modified editions of the lives and

vritings of members of our Society, who have

ong passed away," may have been in the

nind of the writer of this pamphlet, but as

he speaks of them as "recent," it seems pro

bable that he refers to the series published

some years ago under authority of Philade'

phia Meeting for Sufferings by William and

Thomas Evans, under the title of " Th*

Friends' Library." This is the only exten

sive reprint of latter time, though there have

been several isolated Journals separately

printed. If the charge is meant to refer to

this series, we believe it safe to say, that it

exhibits a recklessness of statement on serious

matters, which is very surprising. In re-

printing the Journals of our early Friends,

there was some abridgment, but this was

principally in the omission of legal documents

pertaining to their persecutions and imprison-

ments, and in an allowable conden^auon,

which would render certain portions of them

less tedious to the general reader. There was

no attempt to " modify" their views, or to

"stretch" or to "clip" them to suit any "ideal

standard," or " bed of Frocustes;" and so far

from "serious injustice to the characters" of

our early Friends, having been done by what

ever abridgments were made, we are well satis

fled that a careful reading and comparison of

the original editions and the reprint, would not

in any one of their Journals or Works, show

any difference in the religious doctrines main-

tained by the authors, as exhibited in the

respective editions.

We consider therefore, the charge of "artifi-

cial manipulation," grossly unjust, if it is

meant to be so applied; if it is not meant to

more cau

show how fully and unreservedly be accept-

ed the doctrine of reconciliation with God,

through the death and sufferings of our Sa-

viour, Jesus Christ ; and no doubt these might

have been much increased, if it had been

needful ; or if the pamphlet was designed for

circulation among those of Unitarian ten-

dencies. We suppose there are few, indeed,

of those who arc members of our Society, who
need to be convinced of the views of Friends

on this fundamental doctrine. The members
of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting at least, would

be without excuse for ignorance, since the

oflScial documents of that body, from the early

recollection of the present generation down
to the present time, contain numerous avow-

als of Friends' belief in it.

ut when we come to the vitally important

pamphlet has recently been published

s city with the title, " George Fox, an

itle of evangelical spiritual Christianity,"

rhich a number of extracts from the Jour-

and writings of that eminent man are

ight forward.

'e believe that much advantage would

3 from the circulation at the present time

selection from the writings of George
which would exhibit in a clear and con

3ed form the prominent features of hii

siou and teachings, and give to its readers

such a view of his doctrines as they

ht acquire from an honest, serious and in-

gent perusal of his collected works. As
pamphlet alluded to gives but a one-sided

V of his religious faith, we do not think

can be said of it.

the introductory remarks, occurs the

Dwing passage:

One great cause of the present confused

dition of this branch of the Christian

irch, in our land, has been the recent in-

luetion of partial and modified editions of

'ives and writings of members of our

iety, who have long passed away.
However excellent the intentions of these

iern compilers may have been, their prac-

has resulted in great detriment to the

ith itself, as well as in the most serious in-

ice to the characters of the parties so un-

intionally misrepresented. Nay more, the

iry has been lasting and widespread, to all

se who have attempted to follow these im-

nary examples, and to govern their own
on, or to modify their own views, by an

exible adherence to certain precise stand

8 of docirine and practice, thus incorrectly

d forth for our imitation.

To such an extent has this been done that

tead of our forefathers being shown to us

they really were, (and, as Paul and Barna-

declarid to the men of Lystra, they were

0,) ' men of like passions as ourselves,"

ise eminent patterns of our human nature

been almost canotiized as saints, and have

;n ibi-eed to appear in one uniform and im-

<8ible character.

Like the bed of Procustes, this ideal stand

1 of these compilers must be conformed to

all their subjtcts; if they were too short

it, they were lovingly stretched to fit it,

they were too long, they were judiciously
j

be so applied it ought to have

pped to the needed measure until all in-tiously worded.

riduality of character and independence ofl The pamphlet contains numerous quota

ought, seemed to have been lost sight of, in
I

tions from the writings of George Fox, to

question, of how we, as individuals, are to

rticipate in the saving effects of the oflfer-

r of Christ, the teaching of the pamphlet is

not satisfactory. It considers it a tincture of

Unitarian heresy to believe that by the aid of

the Light within, men can work out their own
salvation ;

and its tendency is to uphold the

doctrine which Philadelphia Yearly Meeting

cautioned its members against, by an epistle

issued in 1870,—that we may experience con-

version and forgiveness of our sins, through

such a belief, and trust in the merits and

offering of Christ, as may exist in the mind,

. thout the heart being turned from sin and

brought into a degree of union with God,

through the work of the Holy Spirit.

George Fox himself says: "The Lord God
opened to me by His invisible power, how
'every man was enlightened by the divine

Light of Christ.' I saw it shine through all,

and that they that believed in it came out ot

condemnation to the Light of life, and became

the children of it; but they that hated it, and

did not believe in it, were condemned by it,

though they made a profession of Christ."

'• 1 i-aw Christ died for all men, was a pro-

pitiation for all, and enlightened all men and

women with His divine and saving Light

;

and that none could be true believers, but

those who believed therein."

In an address to magistrates issued in 1656,

he says: "Every man of you being enlight-

ened with a light that cometh from Christ,

the Saviour of people's souls, to this Light all

take heed, that with it ye may see Christ,

from whom the Light cometh
;
you may see

Him to be your Saviour, by whom the world

was made, who saith, 'Learn of me.' But if

ye hate this Light, ye hate Christ, who doth

enlighten you all, that through Him ye might

believe. This Light is your xcay to solvation,

if you walk in it; and this Light is your con-

demnation, if you reject and hate it. You
can never come to Christ, the Second Priest,

until you come to the Light, which the Second

Priest hath enlightened'you withal."

Indeed, it may be truly (-aid that the great

mission of George Fox to the world, was to call

their attention to the Light of Christ in the

heart, as the appointed way by which they

were to be led out of sin to Christ, to know
Ilim in all his offices, and to receive power to

become the sons of God. Hundreds of pas-

sages might be cited to prove this, for it per-

vades all his writings and teachings. With-

out obeying and uniting with this Divine

Light, aud thus being led into practical holi-

ness, he taught that we could not experience

the forgiveness of our sins. Thus in his re-

ply to Philip Taverner, he says :
" So far as
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a man is sanctified, so far is he justified, and
no iarther, for the same that sanctifies a man
justifies him."

SUMMAEY OF EVENTS.
FoKEiON.—The Atlanticiablelaidin]866,and which

for a considerable time had been unserviceable, was re-

paired on the 14th inst., and is said to be now in per-

fect working order.

A serious break occurred in the canal near Glasgow
on the 15th inst. The waters overflowed the neighbor-
hood causing damage to the amount of $500,000.
The Admiralty Court has awarded ihe owner of the

steamer Spray S77,000; E. T. Barry $10,000, and the

Auburn $2500, salvage for towing into port the aban-
doned French steamship Amerique.

In the House of Commons the Earl of Caernarvon,
Colonial Minister, has stated that the government is

ready to accept the cession of the Fiji Islands, if made
unconditionally, but sixteen conditions proposed by
Fiji were not acceptable. The Governor of New South
Wales had been instructed to suliuit the views of the
English government to the king and inhabitants of the
Fiji Islands.

The House of Commons ha.s passed a bill abolishing
church patronage in Scotland.

An explosion took place in a colliery at Wigan
the 18th inst., by which fifteen miners were killed.

The Queen has sent a message to Parliament asking
for a grant for her son Leopold, who attained his
jority several months since.

London, 7th mo. 20th.—Consols 92J. The rate of
discount in the open market for three months bill:

2} per cent, per annum, which is J per cent, below the
Bank of England rate.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 8J a 8\d.
The French Assembly has rejected a proposal to

increase the tax on salt, made by Magne, Minister of
Finance. This caused the resignation of Magne. Four
ton, Minister of the Interior, has also resigned. It ii

stated that the latter differed with his colleagues in re^

gard to the policy determined upon by them of consti-

tuting a definite government until the expiration of
MacMahon's term.
The Committee of Thirty has reported on the various

constitutional propositions referred to the committee.
The report stales that the committee recognizes the irre-

vocability of President MacMahon's power.s, but de-
clares the septennate merely a peace to parties for seven
years. The committee decides to set aside Perrier's
bill and substitute their own, which consists of six
clauses. The first maintains the title of President of
the Republic; .second establishes ministerial responsi-
bility; third confers legislative power upon the two
Chambers, the appointment of members of the Upper
House or Senate to be the subject of a future bill. The
fourth provides that the President alone is authorized
to dissolve the Lower House, or Chamber of Deputies;
fifth prescribes that a Congress of both Chambers shall
provide for the continuance of the government in case
Marshal MacMahon dies, resigns or reaches the end of
his term of office.

The sixth says that no modification of constitutional
laws is to be allowed unless first proposed by the Pre-
sident. It is not believed the plan of the committee
will be adopted, as it pleases neither Eepublicans nor
Legitimists.

An official note was published in Paris on the 15!h
inst._, warning agriculturists and others against emi-
grating without making inquiry of the administration
in reference thereto. It is stated in the note that this
course is taken because a number of emigrants have
made application to the government for assistance to
enable them to return to France, having discovered that
they had been greatly deceived by emigration agents.
On the 20th the Assembly was notified that the vacan-

cies in the French Ministry had been filled. There
are now no Bonapartists in the Cabinet.
Madrid dispatches say that sickness is prevalent

among the national troops, causing a delay in active
operations. Cnenca, 84 miles southeast of Madrid, has
been attacked by the Carlists. At Puycorda, near the
base of the Pyrennees, the Carlists suffered a repulse
and abandoned the siege of the town. The blockade of
Bilboa by land is complete and stringently maintained
by the Carlist forces.

Decrees have been issued in Madrid declaring all
Spain in a state of siege; sequestrating the property of
Carlists whose estates will be sold, liable to heavy pen-
alty to the relatives of Republicans slain, and finally
creating a special reserve of 120,000 men. Charges of
iedition or-conspiracy against the State will be tried

by court-martial, and persons convicted of interfering
with the railways and telegraphs shall suffer death.
A fire broke out in Galata, a suburb of Constanti-

nople, the 16th inst, and destroyed about 200 houses.
The loss by the fire is estimated at $2,000,000.
Kullman, who attempted to shoot Prince Bismarck,

has had an interview with the latter, in which he as-

serts that he hiid no accomplices and was not instigated
by any one. His statement is not believed to be true,

rhe Berlin press declare that this attempted assassina-
tion proves the necessity of repressing ultramontane
teachings. The government has already taken mea-
sures for further restricting ultramontane agitations,

and keeping a close watch on disloyal clubs. Bismarck
has received upwards of a thousand telegrams congratu-
lating him upon his escape. The wound upon bis wrist
though superficial, caused suffering and inconvenience
for a few days.

A Carlist telegram from Bayonne, received in Lon-
don the 20th, declares that Don Alphonso entered
Cuenca on the 16th inst., and levied a contribution of
£32,000 sterling. Two thousand of the garrison fell

prisoners into his hands.
A Calcutta dispatch of the 19th says : The rivers from
isam to Oude have overflowed their banks, and the

country is flooded. The damage done is very great.
Mexican advices say there are now ninety-eight Pro-

testant churches in Mexico : five years ago there were
only six.

United States.—Chicago has suffered from another
terrible conflagration which burned over an area abou
half a mile long and a little less in width. The burned
district contained a number of large and valuable build
ings, but most of those destroyed were wooden houses
of no great value. The district which has been laid in
ruins was one of the worst left by the great fire, and
contained a vast number of low drinking houses. The
fire broke out on the afternoon of the 14th inst., and
was extinguished early next day. Only seven person
are known to have perished. The total loss amounts
to four millions of dollars, more than half of which is

covered by insurance.

During the fiscal year just closed the issues of postage
stamps, stamped envelopes and postal cards amounted
in value to $23,837,526.62, an increase of $3,001,046.85,
or 14.40 per cent, over the previous fiscal year.
The published reports of a large number of leading

railway companies in the United States, show a decrease
for the Sixth month of $449,832 in the gross earning;
The foreign imports at the port of New York, for the

six months ending 6th mo. 30th, were $218,572,998, ai

compared with a total of $221,047,982 in the cor
responding period of the year 1873. The revenue from
customs at New York for the last six months was $56,
887,853, as compared with $61,981,516 for the same
period last year. The exports from New York to
foreign ports, in the half year ending 6th mo. 30th last,

amounted to $193,0.50,275, which is *25,743,110 greater
than in the fir.st half of 1873.
The rapid increase of population in the State of

Illinois is shown by the census returns. In 1830 it

had 157,445 inhabitants; in 1840, 476,183; 1850, 851,-
470; 1860, 1,711,961; 1870,2,539,891. In 1874 they
doubtless number more than three millions. The set-

;lement of this large and fertile State has been pro-
moted by its ample railroad facilities, which have been
extended to nearly every part of the country.

Marshall Jewell, the retiring Minister at St. Peters-
burg, left that city on the 19th on his return to the U.
States to assume the duties of Postmaster General. He
expected to sail from Liverpool for New York on the
first of Eighth month.
The interments in Philadelphia for the week ending

on the 18th inst. nun)bered 416, including 238 children
inder two years. There were 106 deaths of cholera in-
fantum, and 24 marasmus.

The Markets, Ac—The following were the quotations
on the 20th inst. New Fm-i.-American gold, llOJ
U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 116; do. coupons, 118
do. 1868, reg., 116|; coupon, 117 J; do. 10-40 5 per
cents, 112 a 112^. Superfine flour, $4.90 a $5.25;
State extra, r 5.70 a $6.25; finer brands, $6.50 a f9.25.
No. 1 Chicago spring wheat, $1.33; red western, $1.32
1 $1.33; new do., $1.40. Oats, 63i a 69 cts. Yellow
corn, 80 cts. ; white, 88 a 89 cts. Philadelphia.—Qolloa,
1\ a 17f cts. for uplands and New Orleans. Superfine
our, $3 50 a $4; extras, f4 a $4.50 ; finer brands, -5
$9.50. Western red wheat, $1.25 a #1.40; Penn-

vlvania, $1.40; amber, $1.45 a $1.50; No. 1 spring,
$1.30. Rye, $1. Western mixed corn, 82 cts.

;
yellow,

84 cts. Oats, 70 a 73 cts. Carolina rice, ^ a 8J cts.

Lard, llj a 12 cts. Sales of 2600 beef cuttle, common,
5 a 5} cts. per lb. gross, and choice 7 a 7| cts. About
14,000 sheep Bold at 3J a 5J cts. per lb. gross, and 6000

hogs at $9.62 a $9.75 per 100 lbs. net for con
Chicago.—No. 2 spring wheat, $1.11 a $1.12 ; No.
$1.04. No. 2 mixed corn, 62} cts. No. 2 oats, 5

No. 2 rye, 80 cts. Spring barley, $1. Lard, |
per 100 lb. Si. Louli.— No. 2 winter red wheat, :

a $1.20; No. 3 do., $1.08 a SI. 10. No. 2 mixed
64 a 65 cts. Oats, 60 a 62 cts. No. 2 spring bi

$1.12. Rye, #1 a S1.05. Baltimore.—Choice '

wheat, $1.45
;
good to prime red, $1.35 a S1.42. 11

corn, 92 a 93 cts.; yellow, 83 cts. Oats, 63 a 75 o

WANTED.
A suitable Friend to take the position of Wr

Teacher and Assistant Governor at Westtown Boai
School—for next Ses.sion. Apply to

Charles Evans, 702 Race street, Philadelph
Clarkson Sheppard, Greenwich, New Jerae

Joseph Walton, Moorestown, New Jersey.

SHELTER FOR COLORED ORPHANS.
Wanted, by the 1st of 10th mo. next, a sui

Friend for Matron for the above institution.

Application may be made to

Hannah R. Newbold, 641 Franklin St.

Mary Wood, 524 South Second St.

Mary Randolph, 247 North Twelfth St.

Anna W. Lippincott, 460 North Seventh

WANTED.
An unmarried Friend to take the position ofGove

at Westtown Boarding School, on or before theclo
the present session, in the 10th month next.

Apply to

Clarkson Sheppard, Greenwich, New Jerse
Joseph Walton, Moorestown, "

Charles Evans, 702 Race street, Philadelph;

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The next Term will commence on Fourth-day.

mo. 2nd, 1874. Applications for admissions shoul

addressed to Samuel J. Gdmmere, Preside,

Haverford College, Montgomery Co., p

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,} Philadelph

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Woi
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients ;

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boat
Managers.

Makeied, on the 22d of Fifth month, 1874,

Friends' Meeting-house, New Garden, Columbiana i

Ohio, ElishaB. Steer, of Colerain, Belmont Co., O
to Ellen C. Gilbert, of the former place.

Died, on the 26th of Sixth month, 1874, Will
R. Tatum, in the 63d year of his age, a beloved

ber of Woodbury Monthly Meeting, N. J. Tho
the final call came at an unexpected moment, we h

the consoling belief that he was found as one waili

for his Lord. A few weeks previously he remar
that he had " a comfortable assurance that if taken t

lenly all would be well. He was not anxious at

;he time, but would leave it all in the hands of

Saviour." He was beloved and respected in a mar
degree by the community in which his life had b

5sed. The widow and the orphan ever found in 1

ympathising friend. " Given to hospitality," in

house the stranger found a welcome, especially sue!

had gone forth in the service of their Lord ;
and

ryday claims and cares of life were cheerfully '

aside to help these on their way. As was justly sai<

is funeral, he was "endowed with the gifts of a m'l

nd quiet spirit, and of christian courtesy, and was
'

abled to wear these ornaments to the praise of

Giver."

— , at the residence of his son-in-law, Joseph
Lupton, Belmont Co., Ohio, on the 27th of Si:i

th, 1874, James Steer, a member and elder

Short Creek Monthly and Concord Particular Meeti
aving nearly completed his ninety-third year. T,

dear Friend was concerned to maintain the doctri

d testimonies of our religions Society, as upheld'
early Friend.s. He appeared entirely aware of

situation, and conscious until near the close; he •

not express much, but bore his sufferings with gr

patience and calmness. His friends feel that they hi

well-grounded hope that after a long life of usefuln

; has been permitted, through the mercy of God
Christ Jesu.s, to enter one of the many
pared for the righteous of all generations.
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A New Theory of the Universe.

(Continued from page 380.)

Chere are other features of the sidereal

tern which are well deserving of a careful

iitiny. The existence of variable stars, and
binary and multiple systems, the sudden
ng forth of temporary stars, some of

ich have excelled even Sirius in splendor,

eputed existence of dark orbs,—all these

I many other evidences suffice to show how
ch variety there is amongst the denizens
itellar regions. That there should be such
iety is what our contemplation of the solar

tern leads us to expect. And indeed, when
[•emember how largely the resources of

ronomy have been taxed for the detection

he known peculiarities of the solar system,
that, for aught we know, not a tithe of

various orders of bodies which form that

tern have yet been revealed to us, surely it

ms little likely that what we know of the

real system affords the faintest conception
the wondrously varied forms of creation

ich doubtless exist within the stellar spaces,

iut we have yet to consider those mysteries

aysteries—the nebula?,

ccording to one view, which was main-
ed until quite recently as by far the most
bable theory, nebulas were looked upon as

reality composed of suns, resembling our
in magnitude and splendor, and sepa-

;d from each other by distances compar-
e to, perliaps, surpassing, the distances

ch separate our sun from neighboring
sd stars. Nebulas, in fact, were looked upon
galaxies resembling our own, some exceed-

it, others falling short of it, in richness

splendor: but all of them "island uni-

ses," to use Humboldt's expressive ver-

ge, and all of them—even the nearest

—

lOved from us by distances which exceed,

m enormous proportion, the dimensions of

galaxy. The resolvable clusters were of

'se considered to be the nearest of the out-

ig universes. Accordingly, when it is re-

mbered that some of these are clearly re-

red bj' pigmy tubes, while there exist

ssolvable nebulae of great apparent extent,

ich have defied the power of the great

:8on8town reflector, it will be seen how
jely—on the hypothesis we are consider-

ing— the "island universes" vary in their
distances from us, and in their own dimen-
sions.

According to the other hypothesis, multi-
tudes of the nebulffi are outlying universes,

but not all of them. Admitting that the ma-
jority of the nebulfe are aggregations of suns,

rendered nebulous only through excessive
distance, Herschel was led to the belief that
many nebulro are formed in reality—as in ap-

pearance—from cosmical vapor. He pointed
out the remarkable contrast that exists be-

tween the small yet easily resolved clusters,

and such objects as the great Orion nebula,

and the "queen of the nebulfe" in Andromeda
Both of these are distinctly visible to the
naked eye, and are yet absolutely irresolvable

even in those monster tubes which the Her-
schels directed towards the heavens.

Herschel propounded the hypothesis that
many of these unresolved nebulas are not
sidereal systems, but are formed of a nebulous
fluid resembling in some respects that which
is assumed to form the substance of comets.
He held, as a natural corollary to this view,
the opinion that nebulas thus composed are
not necessarily far removed beyond the limits

of our own galaxy, but may be situated amidst
the interstellar spaces. He showed further
how there may be traced among the different

orders of vaporous or fluid nebulse the stages
of a process of development leading upwards,

held, to the formation of suns resembling
our own.
But the marvellous revelations afforded by

the spectroscope, in the able hands of Dr.
Huggins, have shown that the one great mis-

take into which it had been assumed that
Herschel had fallen, was in reality one of the
most remarkable of his many anticipations of
modern discoveries. We cannot, indeed, as-

t that Herschel's speculations respecting
the genesis of stars have been confirmed.

They have not, however, been disproved.

And the great fact which he considered as the
legitimate deduction from his observations

has been placed beyond a doubt. The spectro-

scope tells us, in a manner which admits
neither of doubt nor cavil, that many of the

nebulas are composed of luminous gas, and
amongst these are to be included the Orion
nebula and all the planetary nebulse which
have as yet been observed. The Andromeda
nebula, about which Herschel expressed no
decided opinion, is found to shine with stellar

light. The same is the case with all the
cluster-nebula; which have yet been examined
with the spectroscope.

In dealing with the accepted views respect-

ing the sidereal and nebular systems, I have
treated the two systems separately. In fact,

according to the received opinions—whether
wo take the theory of those who look upon
all nebulas as " island universes," or that of

those who consider that some few are to be
excepted—the sidereal system is but a mem-
ber of the nebular system. Just as the Sun

is one among the stars, so the Milky Way is

held to be one among the nebuhe.
In presenting the views I have been led to

entertain respecting the constitution of the
universe, I shall consider the two systems to-

gether—for this reason, simply, that I believe

them to form but one system.
I would not be understood to assert that

all the nebula^ lie within the confines of the
Milky Way. There may be some few which
really are external systems. For instance, I

think it not improbable that the spiral nebulfe

are galaxies resembling our own. But that
the majority of the nebulas, and especially

such objects as the great star-cluster in Her-
cules, are to be looked upon as external uni-

verses, I am disposed wholly to deny.

I think, indeed, that I shall he able at once
to show the extreme improbability that even
such an object as the Andromeda nebula is an
external universe on the assumption that the

accepted view of the sidereal system is the
true one. Let us consider. In the Milky Way
we are supposed to have an aggregation of

suns separated from each other—throughout
the whole extent of the galaxy—by distances

comparable with the distance which separates

our Sun from the nearest fixed stars. But so

widely are the outer parts of the Milky Way
separated from us, that^though composed in

this manner—they appear even in our most
powerful telescopes as mere patches of filmy

light. Now if the outer parts of the sidereal

disc, removed from, us by only the radius of

the disc, present so faint an appearance to us

as has been described above, how inconceiv-

able would be the faintness of the whole disc

when removed to a distance exceeding itsown
diameter many hundreds of times. It would
not only not be resolvable into discrete stars

by any telescope yet constructed, but it would
be absolutely invisible in a telescope exceed-

ing the Parsonstown reflector a hundred-fold

in power.
We must therefore either admit that the

outer parts of our galaxy differ wholly in con-

stitution from the parts which lie in our neigh-

borhood, or we must deny that the assumed
external clusters bear the slightest resem-

blance to our own sidereal system.

The irregular nebulas are objects differing

altogether in character from all other nebulas.

They cover a far larger space on the celestial

vault, and are associated in the most singular

manner with fixed stars in the same field of

view. The wisps and sprays of nebulous light

which stream from the central convolutions

of such nebula\ correspond, quite closely in

many instances, with streams of small fixed

stars. In many of these nebulas, also, there

are streams of faint nebulosity extending

towards fixed stars, and acquiring a sudden
brightness around them. Now it seems to me
that we cannot without utter improbability

'consider such an arrangement as accidental.

For instance, if the bright stars £ and < Orionis

'were wholly disconnected with the great
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nebub in Orion, how enormous would be the

antecedent improbability that these orbs

should appear—as they do—involved in strong

nebulosity, connected by streams of faint nebu
losity with the great nebula. And even if we
assumed this to be possibly due to the effects

of chance-distribution, how should we explain

the fact that similar phenomena are observed

in the other irregular nebuls, and notably in

that mysterious object which surrounds Eta
Argus, the most remai-kable variable in the

heavens.
I pass over the association often observable

between those remarkable objects the double

nebulieand double stars, though the phenome-
non is sufficiently significant. But there is one

other well-established phenomenon which de-

serves attentive consideration. Nebuhe have
been observed to vary in light, or even to dis-

appear. Hind, d'Arrest, and Schmidt record

many such instances. Are we to suppose that

whole galaxies of suns have suffered in this

manner total or partial extinction? Such a

supposition is absolutely incredible. Nor can

I look on the alternative that some opaque or

semi-opaque substance has intervened between
us and these objects as having any reasonable

claim to acceptance.

The phenomena I have been discussing

seems to point to conclusions very different

from those which have been usually accepted
respecting the visible universe. Instead of

separating the stars and nebulaj into distinct

systems, or rather of looking on the stellar

system as a member of the system of nebulfe,

we seem compelled to look on almost every
object visible even in the most powerful tele-

scope as a portion of one system, which com-
prises within its range single, multiple, and
clustering stars, irresolvable nebulje, gaseous
bodies of symmetrical and unsymmetrical
figure, and in all probability myriads of other
forms of matter as yet undetected.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Selections from the New Testament and from

several Autiiors, on the parsait of riches and

love of the world.

It is written " the mouth of the just bringeth

forth wisdom." May we duly heed the pre-

cepts not only primarily of the Saviour and
His apostles but of those, our contemporaries

or of a generation preceding, who opened
their mouths with wisdom, viz : a Woolman,
a Shillitoe, a Scott, and a Barclay. It truly

becomes a solemn inquiry for us individually

to make, whether we are not pandering to the

spirit of this world, even in what are termed
its lawful things, and, under proper restric-

tions, allowable pursuits; its business, its

cares, its profits, its honors, its amusements!
It was the testimony of the Saviour respect-

ing the seed of the kingdom which fell among
thorns, that the cares of this world, and the

deceiifulness of riches, and the lusts of other

things within us, choked the word and it be-

came unfruitful. Seeing which, another tes-

timony of our Divine Lawgiver was never
more safe, never more needed :

" Watch and
pray lest ye enter into temptation."

The extracts are subjoined :

—

"Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon
earth, where moth and rust doth corrupt, and
where thieves break through and steal ; but

lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven,
where neither moth nor rust doth corrupt,

and where thieves do not break through nor

steal : for where your treasure is, there will your

heart be also." Matt. vi. 19—2L
"Godliness with contentment is great gain.

For we brought nothing into this world, and
it is certain we can carry nothing out. And
having food and raiment, let us be therewith

content. But they that will be rich, fall into

temptation, and a snare, and into many foolish

and hurtful lusts, which drown men in de-

struction and perdition. For the love of

money is the root of all evil; which while

some coveted after, they have erred from the

faith, and pierced themselves through with

many sorrows."

—

The Apostle Paul.
" Charge them that are rich in this world,

that they be not high-minded, nor trust in

uncertain riches, but in the living God, who
giveth us richly all things to enjoy."

—

Ibid.

jVo man that warreth entangleth himself

with the affairs of this life ; that he may please

him who hath chosen him to be a soldier."

—

Tbid.
" O that our eyes may be single to the Lord!

may we reverently wait on him for strength
to lay aside all unnecessary expense of every
kind, and learn contentment in a plain simple

life. May we in lowliness submit to the lead-

ings of his Spirit, and enter upon any outward
employ which he graciously ^Oinis out to us,

and then whatever difficulties arise in eonse

quence of our faithfulness, I trust they will

work for our good. Small treasure to a re-

signed mind is sufficient. How happy is it to

be content with a little, to live in humility, and
feel that in us, which breathes out this lan-

guage, Abba! Father." "As our understand-

ings are opened by the pure light, we experi-

ence that through an inward approaching to

God, the mind is strengthened in obedience;

and that by gratifying those desires which are

not of his begetting, these approaches to him
are obstructed, and the deceivable spirit gains
strength." " I often feel pure love beget long-

ings in my heart, for the exaltation of the

peaceable kingdom of Christ, and an engage-
ment to labor according to the gift bestowed
on me, for promoting an humble, plain, tem-
perate way of living : a life where no unneces-
sary cares or expenses may encumber our
minds, or lessen our ability to do good ; where
no desires after riches or greatness may lead

into hard dealing; where no connexions with
worldly minded men, may abate our love to

God, or weaken a true zeal for righteousness : a
life wherein we may diligently labor for re-

signedness to do and suffer whatever our
Heavenly Father may allot for us, in recon-

ciling the world to himself."

—

John Woolman.
" The world hated our first Friends, because

they maintained a faithful protest against its

spirit, its maxims and manners; but in pro-

portion as we put away from us the weapons
of the Christian's warfare, and join in league
with the world, a wider door of admittance
into all companies and all societies will be
opened to us. Thus we have, indeed, occa-

sion to look well to our stoppings and stand-
ing ; remembering, that so far as we join our-

selves to the world in any respect we shall be

condemned with the world. ' If ye were of
the world,' said our blessed Lord to his im-

mediate followers, ' the world would love its

own ; but because ye are not of the world, but
1 have chosen you out of the world, therefore
the world hateth you.'" "How should our
conduct give proof of our belief in this incon-

trovertible truth, that a man's life' or the true
enjoyment of it, consisteth not in the abund.

ance of the things which he possesseth. I

us learn that essential lesson of contentment w
little things as to this world, remembering tl

He, whom we profess to take for our lead

declared respecting himself, although Lord
the whole world, ' The foxes have holes a

the birds of the air have nests, but the Son
man hath not where to laj- his head,' so vi

was he of any earthly inheritance."

—

Thor)

Shillitoe.

"My weary soul abhors the idea, thai

Christian can ever be at liberty, while un(

the influence of Heavenly good, to seek,

even desire, much wealth ; though this c

position, in direct opposition to the life a

doctrine of Christ, has gone far towards 1

destruction of true spiritual religion, I belie

in almost every religious society in the worh
—Job Scott.

" It was the remarkable testimony of

eminent elder in the Truth, 'Not all the p
secutions, not all the apostates, nor all t

open or private enemies we have ever h.

have done us, as a Christian Socieij', t

damage that riches have done.' And the ju

ne»8 of this observation has been in succei

ing times most abundantly verified and ill

trated on every hand, in the desolation tl

has generally followed the inordinate purs
of riches and worldly greatness, both to 1

victims of this snare and to their posterit;—John Barclay.

Palm-oil.—The process of obtaining the
is as follows. When the nuts are ripe tb

are about the size of a walnut, of an orar;

color, and full of oil. They are gathered a

thrown into troughs made by marking of

small area, generally about six feet squa
beating the earth smooth with wooden m
tocks, and raising a wall of swish about eij

teen inches high round the floor thus p
pared. When the pit is about one-third f

the kernels are extracted from the husk, a

a workman, or workwoman, getting into

slaps the husks with her feet. This process

continued until the oil and husks are mingl

and smashed into a kind of pudding, when t

mass is put into vessels containing water a
a fire lighted beneath. The oil separati

from the husks rises to the top, and is ski

med off into earthen chatties containing abo

five gallons. The husk is used for tinder a:

manure, and not unfrequently is twisted

to form lamp wicks. The oil thus obtaini

is sometimes again clarified and used for cot

ing purposes; but the bulk is sold to Eu;

peans and is used in the manufacture of soi

candles, and railway grease.

Tree of Bats.—On the far side of this squs

are several huge cotton-trees, amongst whi
is the celebrated " Tree of Bats;" although
one tree can appropriately receive this app
lation, since there are several cotton-trees

Whydah which are the constant resort

bats. The species is nearly three feet ac«
the expanded wings, and the body is as lat

as that of a small chicken. They hang
clusters from the branches of the trees, f

quently two or three deep, and when a greal

number than usual attach themselves tc

branch, their weight will often break off t

limb, although as thick as a man's leg. 1
trees they frequent are entirely stript of leav

although in the day-time they appear to

observer at a distance to be covered with gi

foliage, owing to the immense number of bi

upon them. The head of the species bear:
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nsiderable resemblance to that of a fox, and
hole build of the animal denotes con-

lerablo sti-ength. The bats rooac all day
lon the trees, rarely flying about unless dis-

rbed by a snake, and about sunset com-
ence a series of niazj^ wheelings round the

At this time they utter a sharp chirrup,

mething like the squeak of a rat, but very
uch higher in pitch, so high, indeed, that I

•ve frequently come across individuals whose
oustic powers had not sufficient range to

rmit of their hearing the note, and on more
an one occasion I have said to Beecham,
What a noise those bats are making;" upon
hich he has observed to me, " Bats have no
ouths for talking," he being perfectly un-

nscious of their vocal powers.
The Snake Temple.—Opposite Agauli, hid-

a from profane eyes by a thick grove of

;-trees, which form but a mere undergrowth
ben compared with several tall bombaxes
their midst, is the far-famed snake house,

" Dahn hweh" as it is usually called. The
me is derived from Dahn, a snake, and
weh, a residence. It is sometimes called

'i-hveh, i. e., the fetiche house ; and, again,

Danhgbwe-hiveh." or the big snake (python)
luse. I was much disappointed at this re-

wued fetiche, for instead of a respectable

mple, I found nothing but a circular swish
It, with a conical roof ; in fact, an enlarged

odd of the parian inkstand to be seen in

ery toy-shop. There was a narrow door-

ay on the eastern side leading to the interior,

e floor of which was raised a foot above the

rect. The walls and floor were whitewashed,
d there were a few rude attempts at reliefs

swish. From the roof there depended
veral pieces of colored cotton yarn, and
veral small pots containing water were dis

ibuted about the floor. The roof was raised

)Ove the circular walls by short projectin

eces of bamboo ; and, coiled up on the top of

le wall, or twining round the rafters, were
rontytwo pythons. The creatures were the

'dinary brown and pale yellow reptiles,

hose greatest length is about eight feet

he}'' were the sacred Danhgbwes, whose
3wer was relied upon to save the kingdom
om the conquering armies of Agajah. It

as the tutelary saint of Whj'dah, and when
lat kingdom was conquered, was introduced

ito the Dahoman Pantheon.
So recent as the late king's reign, if a native

ad the misfortune to accidentally (for no one
ould have the temerity to purposely) kill a

lanhgbwe, he was at once sacrificed, and his

ives and property confiscated to the church,

t the present time, the defaulter has to un-

ergo a foretaste of the sufferings of his por-

on hereafter. A meeting of all the fetichists

the neighborhood is convened, and a hut

sticks, thatched with long dry grass, is

rected in the open space before the snake-

ouse. Within this structure the victim is

ated, his clothes and body being well daubed
rith palm-oil mixed with the fat of the mur-
ered deity. At a given signal the hut is

red, and as the materials are dry as tinder.

16 whole edifice is at once in a blaze, while

le clothes of the victim of this salamandrine

ite are soon on fire. The poor wretch rushes

ut of the blazing hut and makes for the near-

8t water with all speed, but the " Banhgbwe-
0," snake mothers, or " Danh-si," snake wives,

€., fetiche priests, are prepared with sticks,

ellets of swish, and other missiles, to merci-

38sly belabor the luckless oflfender the whole

of the distance. Few are able to run the

gauntlet, but are literally clubbed to death by
the furious priests. No wonder the people

stand in awe of a creature, the killing of which
entails so fearful a punishment.

" The "omnipotent" doth.—The mats cover-

ng the massive basket that had been brought

n by the Tononun were then removed, and a

gigantic piece of patchwork was unrolled.

This was the Nun-u-pwe-to, or " omnipotent"

cloth, formed of samples of every kind of

textile fabric that is imported into the king

dom. It is the duty of the Degan, or custom
house officers, to levy a piece of every diftercnt

kind of cloth, to augment this "able-to do-

anything" robe. Its formation was commenced
by Gezu, and it has assumed the enormous
length of four hundred yards and a breadth

of about ten feet. The pieces are not of uni-

form size, varj'ing from a square foot to a full-

sized piece, three feet by nine. The various

kinds of cloth, such as denhams, chintzes,

silks, vento-pullams, velvets, &c., are arranged

hap-hazard, and are of every hue and design

that can be imagined. Reds, blues, greens, yel

lows, browns, blacks, and whites are mingled
indiscriminately; while striped, checked, plaid,

and figured patterns add to the medley.

—

Dahomey as it is.

For "The Friend."

Reform School at Jamesbnrg, Jf. J.

Some years ago a few benevolent individuals

became interested in the condition of those

young people in New Jersey, many of them
mere children, who were brought before the

Courts of Justice for potty stealing and other

offences against the laws. To commit them
to the ordinary prisons for detention, where
they would be associated with older criminals,

and would be almost destitute of mental or

moral training, seemed almost like consigning

them to hopeless degradation. An attempt

had already been made to establish an institu-

tion for the care of such, under the authority

of the State, but had failed through misman-
agement or from becoming involved in party

politics. After making some preliminary in-

quiries and consultations, a few friends called

on Joel Parker, at that time the Governor of

the State, and urged him to introduce into

his message to the Legislature, a paragraph

calling attention to the urgent need which
existed for action on this subject. His message

had already been written and sent to the

printer ; but influenced by the representation

ade to him by disinterested men, who were
evidently actuated by no partisan motives, he

recalled the message, and added a few lines

as ho had been requested. This was in the

First month of 186-t. The proposition was
favorably received and a commission of three

persons appointed,- who visited institutions

established elsewhere for similar purposes,

and collected such information as enabled

them to make a report to the Legislature re

commending the founding of a Reform School

under the care of the State, for the reception

of juvenile criminals. An act was passed al-

most without opposition, in accordance there-

with. Trustees appointed, and 315,000 appro-

priated to carry out the scheme. After mature
deliberation, a farm of 500 acres was selected

near Jamosburg, on an open, elevated, and

gently rolling country, a building site chosen

near the centre of the tract, and an additional

appropriation of $60,000 obtained from the

State. The school was opened for tho recep-

tion of inmates in tho summer of 1867,

The writer was much interested in a recent

pisit to this institution. There were about

160 boys there, of whom some 10 were colored.

In addition to the main building, there were
two large dwellings, containing each a school-

room, lodging rooms, &c. One of those was
yet unfinished. The other was occupied by a

man and his wife, who had in their family

about 40 of the boys, who by their good con-

duct had been deemed worthy of being so

favored. It is designed to extend these family

arrangements, so as to bring more and more
of the boys under a home-like influence. Tho
rooms were light, well ventilated, and cheer-

ful. The windows were not obstructed with

bars and gratings, and there were no indica-

tions of physical restraint. The buildings were

constructed, and the family arrangements

made as in any ordinary boarding school.

The personal influence of the officers, the re-

straining eff'ect of regular discipline, the kind

but firm treatment of the boys, and the com-

forts with which they were surrounded, ap-

peared to be relied on, instead of bars and

bolts, to prevent them from leaving the place.

Occasionally, one of them becomes unsettled

and runs away ; but these cases are not numer-

ous, and the absconding one is generally soon

brought back. The great mass of the chil-

dren" probably live in much greater comfort

and happiness than they enjoyed befoi-e com-

ng to the institution, and they seem to regard

t as their home and to identify themselves

n measure with its interests.

Nearly all of the work of the farm, the care

of the house, and much of the cooking is done

by the boys. This furnishes employment for

many of them. Others are engaged in can-

^ chair seats, shoemaking and sewing. The
time appropriated to school is about three

hours a day.

It was late in the afternoon when wo reached

the place. One company of boys was work-

ing in the long lane that leads from the public

road to the buildings. They had been cutting

the grass on the road-side, gathering it up to

be hauled to the barn, and'^ giving the whole

lane a neat and clean appearance. Others

were hauling in hay from tho more distant

fields. They had already housed about 100

tons. On the play-grounds, a number were

amusing themselves at base-ball, and others

lying in groups on the ground conversing, or

watching the players.

When supper-time came, all those on the

play-ground formed into a line, and all the

absentees were accounted for. Then at "a

given signal, the whole line faced towards the

school building, and at a second signal each

with regular and measured step, quietly moved
onward. This systematic movement is carried

out in all their collections and in changing

from one room to another, and greatly helps

in tho prevention of confusion and the preser-

vation of good order among so large a com-

pany.
The schools were taught by women, so far

as we observed, though it is probable the

superintendent and his assistant may help in

them. The children are graded according to

their degree of advancement.
When collected in the large room, prior to

being dismissed to their beds, the first thing

done is the reading of the reports from the

different rooms, showing the marks for merit

or demerit which have been earned during the

day. These marks form an important item

in the influences brought to bear on the chil-
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d ren, since their average represents the general
character of the boy, and to some extent re-

galates the amount of privileges allowed him.
On this occasion, one colored boy received 25
marks of merit, for being the best behaved
boy in his class; others, a smaller number for
especial proficiency in their lessons ; and some
had from 5 to 10 marks of demerit for lying,
and tearing their clothes through carelessness
or rough play. This is usually following by
religious exercises of some kind. On the pre-
sent occasion, the Superintendent, who had
been absent for a few days, made a short
speech expressing his gladness to see them
once more, &c. A time of silence followed,
after which some remarks of a religious nature
were made.
Nothing like disorder or insubordination

was witnessed during any part of our sUy,
and the general impression made upon us was
decidedly favorable. When one considers the
comparatively favorable situation in which
these boys are placed, their opportunities for
intellectual and moral improvement, the prac-
tical business training tbey receive, and the
health-giving effect of open air and regular,
abundant and simple food—and compares it
with the former lot of the same class of chil-
dren, shut up in the common jails in contact
with hardened criminals

; a feeling of satisfac-
tion arises at the progress of reform in this
direction, and of respect for those individual
whose persistent effort, thoughtful study and
watchful care have brought the institution
thus far on its path of usefulness.

And soon in ponderous showers the spray,
Struck from the granite, reared and sprung.

And clutched at tower and cottage grey,
Where overwhelmed they clung

Half drowning, to the naked rock
;

But still burned on the faithful light,
Nor faltered at the tempest's shock,
Through all the fearful night.

Was it in vain ? That knew not we,
We seemed, in that confusion vast

Of rushing wind, and roaring sea.
One point whereon was cast

The whole Atlantic's weight of brine.
Heaven help the ship should drift our way I

No matter how the light might shine
Far on into the day.

When morning dawned above the din
Of gale and breaker, boomed a gun !

Another ! We who sat within,
Answered with cries each one.

The following Poem is from the pen of Celia Thaxter
whose father had charge of the light-house on White
Island, one of the Isles of Shoals, off New Hampshire
C.T. often assisted her father in lighting the lamps
and the poem alludes to the wreck of the brig Pocha-
hontas, lost on the neighboring shore.

I lit the lamps in the light-house tower.
For the sun dropped down, and the day was dead,

Ihey shone like a glorious clustered flower,
Ten golden and five red.

Looking across, where the line of coast
Stretched darkly, shrinking away from the sea,

The lights sprang out at its edge,—almost
They seemed to answer me.

O warning lights, burn bright and clear.
Hither the storm comes ! Leagues away

^' and thunders low and drear,

—

3urn till the break of day !

Good night ! I called to the gulls that sailed
Slow past me thro' the evening sky

;

And my comrades, answering shrilly, hailed
Me back with boding cry.

A mournful breeze began to blow.
Weird music it drew thro' the iron bars

The sullen billows boiled below,
And dimly peered the stars

;

The sails that flecked the ocean floor
From east to west, leaned low, and fled

;

They knew what came in the distant roar
That flUed the air with dread

!

Flung by a fitful gust, there beat
Against the window a dash of rain,

Steady as tramp of marching feet
Strode on the hurricane.

It smote the waves for a moment still,

Level and deadly white for fear
;

The bare rock .shuddered,—an awful thrill
Shook even my tower of cheer.

Like all the demons loosed at last.

Whistling and shrieking, wild and wide,
The mad wind raged, and strong and fast

Kolled inthe rising tide.

Into each other's eyes with fear
We looked, thro' helpless tear-s, as still.

One after one, near and more near.
The signals pealed, until

The thick storm seemed to break apart.
To show us, staggering to her grave,

The fated brig. We had no heart
To look, for naught could save

!

One glimpse of black hull, heaving slow.
Then closed the mists o'er canvass torn

.4nd tangled ropes, swept to and fro
From masts that raked forlorn.

Weeks after, yet ringed round with spray,
Our island lay, and none might land

;

Though blue the waters of the bay
Stretched calm on either hand.

And when at last from the distant shore
A little boat stole out to reach

Our loneliness, and bring once more
Fresh human thought and speech.

We told our tale, and the boatman cried
'"Twas the Pocahontas,—all were lost!

For miles along the coast the tide
Her shattered timbers tost."

Then I looked the whole horizon round,

—

So beautiful the ocean spread
About us, o'er tho.se sailors drowned !

"Father in Heaven," I said,

A child's grief struggling in my breast,
"Do purposely thy creatures meet

Such bitter death ? How was it best
These hearts should cease to beat ?

O, wherefore ! Are we naught to thee ?

Like senseless weeds that rise and fall

Upon thine awful sea, are we
No more then, after all ?"

And I shut the beauty from my sight.
For I thought of the dead that lay below

;

From the bright air faded the warmth and light
And there came a chill like snow.

Then I heard the far-ofi"rote resound.
Where the breakers slow and .slumberous rolled

And a subtle sense of thought profound
'

Touched me with power untold.

And like a voice eternal spake
That wondrous rhythm, and " Peace be still,"

It murmured
;
" bow thy head, and take

Life's rapture and life's ill.

And wait. At last all shall be clear."
he long, low, mellow music rose

And fell, and soothed my dreaming ear
With infinite repose.

Sighing, I climbed the light-house stair,
Half forgetting my grief and pain

;

And while the day died, sweet and fair,

It is of the Lord's mercies that we are not
consumed, because his compassions fail not.
They are new every morning; great is thyl
faithfulness.

"

Ancient JRiiins in Arizona.—A letter to
St. Louis Republican gives the following in
esting account of some ruins recently disc
ered in Arizona:
"A careful examination of extensive ru

found some miles east of Florence, on
Gila Eiver, has been made. Lieutenant W
was the first explorer who came upon
desolate remains of once imposing an
tectural pile. It has been deserted pern
for more than a thousand years, and has b
crumbling away in the wilderness. [

Apache even never pitched his tent upon
spot so thickly strewn with fragments of
work of a perished race. The principal r
is a parallelogram fortification, six hund
feetinwidthbysixteen hundredfeet in leng
The walls, which were built of stone, h.

long been overthrown and are overgrown
trees and vines. In many places a mere ri'

indicates the line of the wall, the stones I
ing disappeared beneath the surface. Wit
the inclosed area are the remains of a gres
structure, 200 by 260 feet, constructed
roughly-hewn stones. In some places
walls remain almost perfect to a height of so
twelve feet above the surface. On the €

side of the granda casa there are two op|
ings of an oval shape which doubtless seni
the purpose of windows. On the inner si

of the walls of the palace, for such it douj
less was, there are yet perfectly distinct tii

ings of the image of the sun. There are t

towers, at the southeast and southwest c

ners of the great enclosures, still standi
one of which is twenty-six and the otl

thirty-one feet high. These have evide
been much higher, as the broken tops
the amount of debris near their base indica
A few copper implements, some small golc
ornaments—one being an image of the 6

with a perforation in the middle—and so
stone utensils, and two rudely-carved stc
vases, much like those found at Zupetaro i

Copan, in Central America, are all the woi
of art yet discovered. No excavations ha
been made as yet to determine fully the
tent and character of these ruins.

' The ruins are situated in a small pla
elevated nearly two hundred feet above t

I

bed of the Gila. Just west of the walls of tl

[fortification there is a beautiful stream
water having its source in the mountaii
which crosses the plain, and by a series
cataracts falls into the Gila about two mil
below. The fragments of pottery and p
ished stone reveal a condition of civilizati'i

among the builders of these ruins analogo
to that of the ancient Peruvian, Central A)
erican and Mexican nations. The count
in the vicinity is particularly wild and
usually desolate. No clue to the builders
this great fortified palace, with its towers ai

moat, has been, or is likely ever to be discc
ered. One thing, however, is apparent, th
this whole country was once peopled I

a race having a higher grade of civilizatii

than is found among anj- of the native trib
of the later ages. But whether this race we
the ancestors of the Pimos, or some extin
people, is not, and cannot certainly be know
The ruins on the Gila are another uncoven
Palenque, another Copan, an Atlan expos
at last to bewilder and confound. It is i

derstood that these extensive ruins will
thoroughly explored within the present year

Believers faith is more precious than goh
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The Phenomena of Sleep.

Egbert Guernsey, in the Medical Union,
(3 discourses of sleep, from a physician's

it of view.
" [ow is sleep induced, and what is the con-
Dn of the brain during this period of rest

ch occupies nearly one-third of our lives,

questions not merely of curiosity but of
practical use. Either the nervous mass
whole is quiescent, undisturbed by cur-

3 of nervous energy, or currents are still

|t up, but at an even, unaltering pace,

latter conclusion seems the most plausi-

and is more distinctly borne out by facts.

||i nervous system is seldom allowed to fall

entire somnolence, but however profound
slumber, the mind still seems to retain

'ting impressions, and is to a certain extent
er their influence even in sleep. A person

ii 1 very much fatigued, who has previously
bpstomed himself to that self discipline, will

into a deep and sound slumber, and yet
:e up promptly at a time specified in his

dng moments, notwithstanding he might
I slumbered for hours had it not been for

act of the will. A gentleman, who in the
Becution of his business is obliged to travel

stantly, taking the train at all hours, and
hing his sleep when and where he can get
nforms mo he never has any trouble, how-
much fatigued he may be, in waking at

specified time. Even without this strong
rcise of the will power, the brain, however
foundly quiescent, is keenly alive to cer-

Bounds, however oblivious it may be to

ers. The physician hears the first tap of
night-bell, though be might sleep on un-

urbed while a band of music was playing
ront of his windows, or the roar of the
nder or the crash of artillery was making-
windows rattle and the bed tremble be-

th him. The mother starts from her deep
mber at the first ci-y of her child, her ear
ckly catching, however profound may be
sleep, almost its altered breathing,

t is said of a young man, a midshipman,
ihing to commend himself to the command-
spent eighteen hours out of the twenty-

'n watching and recording the signals,

y retiring to rest when utterly exhausted,
en his slumber was so profound that the
dest noise would produce no impression,

5 simply whisper in his ear the word " sig-

," and in an instant he was on his feet,

ie awake and ready for duty. We are all

ailiar with a kind of waking sleep, in which
lerfect stillness or some monotonous sound
Is us into a kind of semi-unconsciousness,

y disturbing element may rouse up the
rents of nerve force into full activity, but
thout them consciousness gradually disap-

irs, according as the nerve currents are un-

tied in their degree, until sleep, more or
s profound, is produced.
Facts such as we have stated are in favor
a certain low degree of nerve action as ex-

ng under every variety of state, from the
ht sleep to the most profound. On this

pothesis, when all the currents of the brain

1 equally balanced and continue at the same
ch, when no one is commencing, increasing
abating, consciousness or feeling is null and
) mind is quiescent. A disturbance of this

te of things wakens up the consciousness
a time; the variety of stimula in the
king state forbidding this perfect equili-

urn from being attained. * * * *

Sleep is a positive necessity. It is a period

of recuperation, during which there is a res-

toration of what has suffered collapse, waste
or disturbance during the period of waking
activity. The tired brain and the aching
muscles regain, by rest, strength and power
to obey the mandates of the will. The de-

mands of the material form for rest are so
great as often to defy the action of the mind.
During the cholera summer of 1849, while
prasticing in the country, so constant and
fatiguing were my professional labors that I

have often ridden for miles on horseback sound
asleep. Almost every physician in active

practice during periods of epidemics, when
his strength was taxed to the utmost, has
dropped into a sleep, as I have done many
times, while walking in the streets.

During the battle of the Nile many of the
boj's engaged in handling ammunition fell

asleep even while the roar of the battle was
going on around them. It is said in the re-

treat to Corunna whole battalions of infantry
slept while in rapid jnarch. Even the most
acute bodily sufferings are not always sufficient

to prevent sleep. The worn-out frame of the
victim of the Inquisition has yielded to its in-

fluence in the pause of his tortures upon the
rack, and for a moment he has forgotten his

sufferings. The Indian burned at the stake,

in the interval between the preliminary tor-

ture and the lighting of the fire, has sweetly
slumbered, and been only aroused by the
flame which was to consume him curling

around him.

Three Good Lessons.—"One of my first

lessons," said Sturgis, the eminent merchant,
"was in 1813, when I was eleven years old.

My grandfather had a fine flock of sheep,

which were carefully tended during the war
of those times. I was the shepherd boj-, and
my business was to watch the sheep in the
fields. A boy who was more fond of his book
than the sheep was sent with me, but left the

work to me, while he lay under the trees and
read. I did not like that, and finally went to

my grandfather and complained of it. I shall

never forget the kind smile of the old gentle-

man as he said :

"Never mind, Jonathan, my boy ; if you
watch the sheep you will have the sheep."

"'What does grandfather mean by that?'

I said to myself. 'I don't expect to have
sheep.' My desires were moderate, and a
fine buck was worth a hundred dollars. 1

could not exactly make out in my mind what it

was, but I had great confidence in him, for he
was a judge, and had been to Congress in

Washington's time; so I concluded it was all

right, and I went back contentedly to the

sheep. After I got into the field I could not
keep his words out of my head. Then I

thought of Sunday's lesson :
' Thou has been

faithful over a few things; I will make thee

ruler over many things.' I began to see

through it. ' Never you mind who neglects

his duty; be you faithful, and you will have
your reward.',

" I received a second lesson soon after I

came to New York as a clerk to the late Ly-
man Reed. A merchant from Ohio, who
knew mo, came to buy goods, and said

:

' Make yourself so useful that they cannot do
without you.' I took his meaning quicker
than I did that of my grandfather.

" Well, I worked upon these two ideas until

Lyman Eeed offered me a partnership in the

business. The first morning after the part-

nership was made known, James Geery, the
old tea merchant, called to congratulate me,
and he said :

' You are all right now. I
have only one word of advice to give you.
Bo careful who you walk the streets with.'
That was lesson number three.

And what valuable lessons they are! Fi-

delity in all things; do your best for your
emploj'ors

; carefulness about your associates.
Let every boy take these lessons home and
study them well. They are the foundation
stones of character and honorable success.

For " Tlie Frien.l."

The Little Land of Appenzell.

CConcluded from page 386.)

Now came the question of releasing the
tired Landammaner of the previous year from
office. The first application in order was that
of the governing Landamman, Dr. Ziircher.

The people voted directly thereupon
; there

was a strong division of sentiment, but the
majority allowed him to resign. His place
was therefore to be filled at once. The names
of candidates were called out by the crowd.
There were six in all; and as both the mem-
bers of the Council were among them, the
latter summoned six well known citizens upon
the platform, to decide the election. The first

vote reduced the number of candidates to two,
and the voting was then repeated until one of
these received an undoubted majority. Dr.
Roth, of Teufen, was the fortunate man. As
soon as the decision was announced several

swords were held up in the crowd to indicate

where the new governor was to be found.
The musicians and pike men made a lane to

him through the multitude, and he was con-

ducted to the platform with the sound of fife

and drum. He at once took his place between
the swords, and made an address, which the
people heard with uncovered heads. Ho did
not j'et, however, assume the blacksilk mantle
which belongs to his oflice. He was a man
of good presence, prompt, and self possessed

in manner, and conducted the business of the
day very successfully.

The election of the remaining members oc-

cupied much more time. All the five appli-

cants were released from service, and with
scarcelj'a dissenting hand ;.wherein I thought
the people showed very good sense. The case

of one of these officials, Euler, the treasurer,

was rather hard. The law makes him per-

sonally responsible for every farthing which
passes through his hands. Having, with the
consent of the Council, invested thirty thous-

and francs in a banking house at Rheinock,
the failure of the house obliged him to pay
this sum out of his own pocket. He did so,

and then made preparations to leave the Can-
ton in case his resignation was not accepted.

For most of the places, from ten lo iburteea

candidates were named, and when these were
reduced to two, nearly equally balanced in

popularfavor, the voting became very spirited.

The apparitor, who was chosen on account of

his strength of voice, had hard work that day.

The same formula must be repeated before

every vote, in this wise: " Herr, Landamman,
gentlemen, faithful and beloved fellow citi-

zens and brethren of the Union, if it seems
good to you to choose so and-so as your trea-

surer for the coming year, so lift up your hands!"
Then, all over the dark mass, thousands of

hands flew into the sunshine, rested a mo-
ment, and gradually sank, with a fluttering

motion, which made me think of leaves flj'ing
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from a hill side forest in the autumn winds.
As each election was decided, and the choice
was annouced, swords were lifted up to show
the location of the new official in the crowd,
and he was then brought upon the platform,
with fife and drum. Nearly two hours elapsed
before the gaps were filled, and the govern
ment was again complete.
Then followed the election of judges for the

judicial districts, who in most cases wore al-

most unanimously re-elected. These are re-

peated from year to year, so long as the peo-
ple are satisfied. Nearly all the citizens of
Outer lihoden were before me ; I could dis

tinctly see three-fourths of their faces, and I

detected no expression except that of a grave
conscientious interest in the proceedings.
Their patience was remarkable. Closely
packed, man against man, in the hot, still

sunshine, they stood quietly for nearly three
hours, and voted two hundred and seven times
before the business of the day was completed.
A few old men on the edges of the crowd
slipped away for a quarter of an hour, and
some of the younger fellows also, but they
generally returned and resumed their places
as soon as refreshed.

The close of the Landsgemeinde was one of
the most impressive spectacles I ever wit-
nessed. When the elections were over, and
no further duty remained, the Pastor Etter
of Hundroyl ascended the platform. The
governing Landamman assumed his black
mantle of office, and after a brief prayer, took
the oath of inauguration from the elergym __.

He swore to further the prosperity and honor
of the land, to ward off misfortune from it, to
uphold the constitution and laws, to protect
the widows and orphans, and to secure the
equal rights of all, nor through favor, hostility,
gifts or promises, to be turned aside from do
ing the same. The clergyman repeated the
oath, sentence bj^ sentence, both holding up
the oath-fingers of the right hand, the peopl
looking on, silent and uncovered.
The governing Landamman now turned to

the assembly, and read them their oath, that
they likewise should further the honor and
prosjjerity of the land, preserve its freedom
and its equal rights, obey the laws, protect
the council and Jibe judges, take no gift or
favor from any prince or potentate, and that
each one should accept and perform, to the
best of his ability, any service to which he
might be chosen. After this had been read,
the Landamman lifted his right hand, with
the oath-fingers extended; his colleagues on
the platform, and every man of the ten or
eleven thousand present did the same. The
silence was so profound that the chirp of a
bird on the hill side took entire possession of
the air. Then the Landamman slowly and
solemnly spoke these words: "I have well
understood that—which has been read to me

;— I will always and exactly observe it,—faith
fully and without reservation,—so truly as I
wish and pray—that God help me !" At each
pause, the same words were repeated by every
man, in a low, subdued tone. The hush was
80 complete, the words were spoken with such
measured firmness, that 1 caught each as it

came, not as from the lips of men, but from
a vast supernatural murmur in the air. The
effect was indescribable. Far off on the hori-
zon was the white vision of an Alp, but all
the hidden majesty of those supreme moun-
tains was as nothing to the scene before me.
When the last words had been spoken, the

hands sank slowly, and the crowd stood
moment locked together, with grave faces and
gleaming eyes, until the feeling that had de
scended upon them passed. Then they dis
solved

; the Landsgemeine was over. * * *

Since the business was over, I judged that
the people would be less reserved—which in-
deed was the case. Nearlj' all with whom I
spoke, expressed their satisfaction with the
day's work. I walked through the crowds in
all directions, vainly seeking for personal
beauty. There were few women present, but
I was surprised at the great proportion of
undersized men

; only weaving in close rooms,
for several generations, could have produced
so many squat bodies and short legs. The
Appenzellers are neither a handsome nor a
picturesque race, and their language harmon-
izes with their features

; but I learned, during
that day at Hundroyl, to like and respect
them.
The people of each parish, I learned, elect

their own pastor, and pay him his 8ala^3^ In
municipal matters, the same democratic sys-
tem prevails as in the Cantonal government.
Education is well provided for, and the morals
of the community are watched and guarded
by a committee, consisting of the pastor and
two officials elected by the people. Outer-
Rhoden is almost exclusively Protestant, while
Inner-Ehoden—the mountain region around
the Sentis—is Catholic. Although thus geo-
graphically and politically connected, there
was formerly little intercourse between the
inhabitants of the two parts of the Canton,
owing to their religious differences; but now
they come together in a friendly way, and are
beginning to intermarry.
Taking a weaver of the place as guide, I

set off early the next morning for the village
of Appenzell, the capital of Inner-Ehoden.
The way led me back into the valley of the
Sitter, thence up towards the Sentis Alp,
winding around and over a multitude of hills.

The same smooth, even, velvety carpet of
grass was spread upon the landscape, covering
every undulation of the surface, except where
the rocks had frayed themselves through
There is no greener land upon the earth.
The grass, from centuries of cultivation, h
become so rich and nutritious, that the i

habitants can no longer spare even a little
patch of ground for a vegetable garden, for
the reason that the same space produces more
profit in hay. The green comes up to their
very doors, and they grudge even the foot
paths which connect them with their neigh
bors. Their vegetables are brought up from
the lower valleys of Thurgau. The first mow
ing had commenced at the time of my visit,
and the farmers were employing irrigation
and manure to bring on the second crop. Bj^
this means they are enabled to mow the same
fields every five or six weeks. The process
gives the whole region a smoothness, a mel-
ow splendor of color, such as I never saw
elsewhere, not even in England. * * *

Early in May the herdsmen leave their
s'inter homes in the valleys, and go with their
cattle to the lofty mountain pastures. The
most intelligent cows, selected as leaders for
the herd, march, in advance, with enormous

,
sometimes a foot in diameter, suspend-

ed to their necks by bands of embroidered
leather; then follow the others, and the bull,
who, singularly enough, carries the milking
pail garlanded with flowers, between his horns!
brings up the rear."

The Appenzeller goes joyously up fr

summer labor and makes his herb-chee
the heights, while his wife weaves an(
broiders muslin in the valley until his r(

Rushing to Death.—Eeturning from ai
joyable trip to the country, accompanied
lady friend, we had the misfortune to los
train, arriving at the depot Justin time t

it moving off; whereupon my friend, wit
agility which might have delighted me u
other circumstances, risked her life bj
tempting to spring on the steps of the
car. Perhaps her leap might have ended
cessfully; perhaps life or limb been endai
ed

:
but I frustrated the rash attempt

edified her with a moral lecture concer
the suicide while we waited for the
train. I think that it is better to lose tw
minutes, or even half an hour, than to ri

fe
;
yet we everywhere read of people

run these fearful risks too often unsuccessf
Very recently a distinguished graduate
Virginia university wanted to deposit ah
in the post-office on the other side of the
road track. A locomotive was approacl
he thought he could cross before the pot
ous engine could come along. He m
lated the speed. In another moment he
a shapeless mass. Had he waited two min—half a minute—the train would have pa
along, and he could have deposited his le

A young lady wished to show her friends
easily she could cross in front of a locomot
she did cross, but her streaming dress
in the passing wheels, drawing her back ui

its crushing weight.
One day a young wife looked from

chamber-window and saw her husband 1(

the cars, which daih' passed her home,
ran down the stairs to greet him at the d
but when she reached it he was not th
She thought he was playing her a little tr

she called for him playfully, but ther
no answer. She saw a crowd of men apprc
the gate, open it, come up the path with
dead husband. He did alight from the
and safely step upon the platform befor
station. There was a train in an oppo
direction ; he thought he had plenty of t

to cross in front of it, and did cross excep*
one single inch

; the wheel struck the hee
his boot, wheeled him around under the
and all was over; one minute longer and
could have crossed with the locomotive
hind him. Limbs are broken, lives are
every year, in any large city, by attempt
to cross in front of moving horses or vehic
And all this foolhardy daring that a few :

ments of time may be saved.

—

N. A. and
S. Gazette.

Gospel Love.—Oh, that every awake
soul would daily seek after the sweet
ences of gospel love I It sweetens society
begets its likeness in others; it excites gr
tude

;
and even if bestowed on the ungrati

(as saith our dear Eedeemer, love's holy j

exhaustless fountain, the rain falls on the
j

and on the unjust,) it brings its own sweet
ward with it ; for it attracts the approbat
of God. Where then will be contempt ? wb
the indulgence of evil surmisings and h
thoughts? where, either studied or care
detraction ? where, even the needless disi

sure of real failings? where the least pi
for any enmity?
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le Hermit Bird.—Francis Legiiat, flying

France with a Protestant party, came
91 to the Island of Eodriguez, till then
plored, and lived there two years. The
• of our compatriot's " Travels and Ad-
ares" has been published ; we find in it

iescriplion of the fine bird called by him
lermit {Pezophaps solitarixis). Of all the

I in Eodriguez Island, Leguat says this

e most remarkable species. The males
ariously feathered with gray and brown,
the feet of a turkej-, and the bill shaped
a turkey's also, but a little more hooked.
7 are almost tailless, and their rump is

' and covered with feathers, higher on
egg than the turkey ; they have a straight

rather long neck, a black sparkling eye,
' ad without crest or tuft. The female,

traveller says, is admirably beautiful
;

are blondes and brunettes among them,
ced on the forehead with a stripe like a
w's band, and on the breast with plumage
er than the rest of the body. They walk
such a mingling of pride and graceful-

thatone cannotavoid admiringand loving

, so that their good looks often saves their

Not a feather lies uneven on their

le body, such pains do they take to smooth
arrange their plumage with their bills,

ie hermit-birds do not fly ; they only use

wings, which are too small to bear the

ht of the body, either in fighting or

ming when calling each other. Leguat
that they are taken with great difliculty

e woods ; but in open places it is easy to

them down, as they are not very swift.

om March to September they are ex-

ely fat, and the taste, especially of the

ones, excellent. Some among the males
ound weighing forty-five pounds. These
3, intending to build a nest, choose a clear

collect a few palm leaves, and raise the

ture a foot and a half above the surface
;

hatch but one egg at a time, and the

and female sit alternately during seven

ks, the period of incubation, and for some
ths longer the j'Oung bird needs assis-

from the old ones. These beautiful

called hermits because they seldom go
ocks, were abundant in the island at the

of the 17th century, when the French
ralist expressed such admiration for them,
few years they have all perished, and

jiing but bones crusted with stalagmite

pitted us to ascertain that the species de-

oed b}^ Legaut was of a kind unknown
where. When an English explorer, New-
undertook to examine the caves and

gy lands of the island, more than 2000
ments, the last traces of the extinct bird,

e collected.

he study of these relics was made with the

itest care, and we now know that the her-

bird represented a special type, having
B affinities with the dodo and the pigeon,

ngular detail leads us to place full reliance

Jeguat's observations. Our traveller had

,
in speaking of the males of this bird :

le wing of the pinion thickens at its end,

forms a little round mass like a musket
under the feathers, this, with the bill, is

bird's chief defence." This little round
s has been found in the shape of a bony
ninence on that part of the limb called

metacarpus.

—

Popular Science Monthly.

he testimony of our Society to a simple,

al and not expensive manner of dressing

and living, is grounded in the Truth, and in

novations will never be able to sap the founda-
tion, or overthrow it.

—

H. Hall.

Underground London.— Underground the
city of London is certainly the most wonder-
ful in the world. It is a labyrinth of drain-
pipes, waterjjipes, gas-pipes and under-ground
railways. There are points in the soil of
London where it would be extremely difficult

to find room for another pipe. One company
alone—the Gas-light and Coke Company

—

supplies two districts with nearly four hundred
miles of pipes, varying in diameter from three
inches to four feet. 'These are the main pipes
merely, and from them every house and street

lamp receives on an average six or eight feet

of small piping. In addition to these, and the
underground telegraph wires, there are no
less than twenty-five hundred miles of drain
pipes of various dimensions. Less familiar to

us, but no less important, are the lead and iron

tubes— leaden pipes with outer casings of
iron—along which written messages, packed
in gutta percha cases, are blown from station

to station. The convenience of these mes-
sages is immense. A steam-engine forces in

a blast of air, and in about a minute it travels

a distance of nine hundred and eighty yards.

There are at present thirteen stations on the
underground railway ; and as the people walk
upon the streets of London electricity is flash-

ing messages above their heads, and little

missives are whizzing and darling just under
their feet. As many as fifteen hundred mes-
sages pass to and fro in a day. 'The drainage
system of London presents a world of under-
ground streets, some two or three thousand
miles in extent. All the drains empty into

three great sewers running parallel with the
Thames, which sewers connect in the neigh-

borhood of Victoria Park, and through Bark-
ing creek discharge into the river. Men are

constantly employed keeping these drains in

repair. Londoners never pour a pail of water
down a drain but at the depths of that myste-
rious aperture somebody is making way for

it. A stranger, properly costumed, can ex-

plore these depths, which resemble vaulted

galleries, in the sides of which are traps

forming various small channels. When the

storm waters come, as they sometimes do dur-

ing a thunder-plump, the torrent is fearful

—

80 much so that upon several occasions men
have lost their lives.

—

Late Paper.

THE FRIEND.
EIGHTH MONTH

We find in the number of The British Friend
for 7lh month, the following editorial remarks
on the proceedings of the late London Yearly
Meeting. We welcome it as a testimony to

the spiritual character of the worship enjoined

by our Saviour, and preached in later times

by George Fox and his true successors in the

church. We believe there is need for this tes-

timony to be repeatedly held up to the view
of many, who are in danger of substituting

for it, or mingling with it, such outward per-

formances as may interest the intellect, or

excite the emotional feelings, and thus relieve

them of that patient waiting for the spirit of

Christ to operate on their hearts, which has

become irksome to many superficial profes-

sors. Without this inwardness of spirit is

maintained, we are in danger of running with-

out being sent, and of warming ourselves with
sparks of our own kindling—the end of which
is sorrow. The feeling of religious exercise,

which only qualifies to enter into public labor
for the good of others, is one that is not at
our own command. He who has been rightly

taught in .the school of Christ, even though
he may often have been commissioned to
speak to the people, will endeavor on every
such occasion to wait on his Divine Master
for spiritual food for himself or others ; and
he will not venture to break the silence of a
meeting, unless ho is sensible that the Heaven-
ly Shepherd breaks the bread and gives it to

him to hand forth to the people. As our
worthy elder, George Fox, declared: "The
intent of ail speaking is to bring into the life,

and to walk in, and to possess the same, and
to live in and enjoy it, and to feel God's pre-

sence, and that is in the silence, (not in the
wandering, whirling, tempestuous purt of man
or woman) fur there is the flock lying down
at noon-day, and feeding of the bread of life,

and drinking at the springs of life, when they
do not speak words ; for words declared are

to bring people to it, and confessing God's
goodness and love, as they are moved by the
eternal God and His Spirit."

The remarks referred to are as follows:

—

"There has always been and there still is

a liberty to read a portion of Scripture in
meetings for worship, just the same as there
is a liberty for any one rightly called and
qualified to speak as a minister—that is, under
the leading and guiding of the Head of the
Church, through the Spirit. But we submit
there is no authority for making reading a
necessary and formal part of a meeting for

worship. The principle of Friends, as we
conceive, is this—to come together to wait
upon the Lord, and to be led according to His
will both as to silence and utterance, neither

predetermined to be silent, read, or to speak.

There is no question that acceptable worship
may arise at other times—in family or indi-

vidual silent retirement, or in social Scripture

reading—but it is to be specially borne in

mind, in considering this subject, that the
Society of Friends has a special testimony to

uphold before the Christian world to the

spiritual nature of Gospel worship, as opposed
to all merely human contrivances and formal
exercises, whether reading or lecturing on
Scripture, preaching, praying, or singing.

" A number of Friends objected to the re-

commendation in the Conference Report re-

specting First-day Morning Meetings, since

the 'liberty,' spoken of was equally available

in these as in afternoon or evening meetings.

But we apprehend this liberty was never used

at any period in the Society's history in the

way now desired by some, viz , the reading

of Scripture as a formal and necessary part

of public worship. Those who advocate this

course cannot assume a higher veneration for

the inspired records than those who are op-

posed to it, because the latter are favorable

to the reading of Scripture on all suitable oc-

casions, both private and public, provided
simply that it does not contravene the testi-

mony to the spirituality of worship as here-

tofore held by Friends.

''After a very full expression of opinion, a

minute was made to the effect that the meet-

ing did not adopt the recommendation of the

Conference in regard to the manner of hold-

ing meetings for worship; that, while pro-
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nouneing no opinion on the practice in some
localities of Scripture reading in these meet-

ings, and being unwilling to interfere with

any liberty rightly enjoyed amongst us, an

earnest concern had prevailed that this liberty

should be exercised in connection with a faith-

ful upholding of the Society's Scriptural tes-

timony to the nature of pure spiritual worship

under the Gospel dispen-^ation.
" \Vc doubt not, it would have been more

satisfactory had the minute defined the libertj^

which was so much contended for, there be-

ing reason to fear its being -supposed that,

provided Friends are only pretty unanimous
in any place, they are left to do as they

choose. Unanimity is good, but not in every

case; people may be unanimous in what is

wrong, as well as in what is right."

SUMMABY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The Committee of the Agriciiltural La-

borer's Union advi.se the locked-oiit laborers in the

eastern counties of England to emigrate. The com-
mittee is negotiating for easier terms of emigration to

Canada.
The estimated value of all the diamonds which have

been taken from the diamond fields of South Africa

during the last three years, does not fall far short of

$50,000,000. Many of the gems are of inferior quality.

The value of diamonds in the European market has

been greatly depreciated by the great number sent from
the Cape of Good Hope.
In the House of Lords Earl Kussell asked whether

the government had made any remonstrance to France
against the connivance of her authorities in violations

of the Spanish frontier by the Carlists. He also urged

the formal recognition of the Spanish government by

Great Britain. Lord Derby replied that Spain had not

asked England to interfere. He considered the recog-

nition of the Spanish government at present premature.

When the time arrived it would be better that such re-

cognition should be the collective act of the European
powers.

In the House of Commons, Disraeli moved an annual
grant to Prince Leopold of $7.5,000. Gladstone second-

ed the motion, which was adopted almost unanimously.
The annual payments to Queen Victoria and her chil-

dren aggregate $3,091,745, beside which the Queen has

an income of several hundred thousand dollars from
other sources.

London, 7th mo. 27th.—Consols 92J. U. S. 5 per

cents, 104J a 105J.
Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 8J a ?i\d. ; Orlean.s, 3fd.

A Vienna dispatch gives an account of a fearful storm
in Moravia, in which the town of Azagra was over-

whelmed by a torrent and many of the inhabitants

perished.

The International Congress convened in Brussels the

27th ult., and decided that its sittings should be held
with closed doors.

Dispatches from Kissingen state that the wound of

Bismarck is still unhealed, but his health was improv-
ing. He is unable to write.

The Bishop of Posen has been arrested for violation

of the ecclesiastical laws, and condemned to fifteen

months imprisonment.
A Berlin dispatch says : Marshall Jewell, the newly

appointed Postmaster General of the United States, has
arrived here on his way home. He is engaged in in-

specting the German postal service, and says he finds

some arrangements which may be applied with advan-
tage to the American postal system. He leaves shortly

for Paris.

The North German Gazette says, the German squad-
ron now ofT Rye, England, has been ordered to cruise

off the northern coast of Spain, and that these orders
were given in consequence of the shooting of Captain
Schmidt, a German newspaper correspondent, and other
German subjects by the Carlista. The Daily Telegraph's
special from Berlin says it is reported that the German
Government is making strenuous endeavors to stop
supplies, weapons and money to the Carlists, and has
called the attention of the Versailles Government to

the subject.

The dispatches from India say that the prospect of
the crops is favorable notwithstanding the recent tioods.

Many deaths from cholera are reported in B;iridnap.
A recent article in the Imparcial, of Madrid, favoring

an Iberiaa union, has developed the existence of a

strong opposition to that project in Portugal. Lisbon

advices state that the article of the Imparcial was re-

ceived there with the greatest disfavor.
\

Don Carlos has issued a manifesto guaranteeing tolera-

tion, engaging not to disturb the sales of church pro-

perty at present completed, promising representative

but not revolutionary government, undertaking to re-

store the finances of the country, and insuring liberty

so far as it is consistent with order.

The Carlists did not eflfect the capture of Cuenca
[

without a severe struggle. They report their losses at

150 men killed and 700 wounded. After the town was
taken they sacked and burned many houses, levied

heavy contributions and destroyed the fortifications.

The volunteers who surrendered were decimated, and
every tenth man was put to death.

_ |

According to Madrid dispatches the Carlists have
suflfered severely in several recent encounters with the

government forces.

It is anticipated that the French budget will occupy
I

the Assembly until 8th mo. 8th, .at which time the

House will adjourn for more than three months.

The Deputies in favor of dissolution are confident of

success after the recess, as their opponents now control

only a bare majority of the Assembly. The Committee
of Thirty have adopted, and the government has ac-

cepted, the proposition of Pages-Duport, introduced in

the Assembly on the 15th ult., for the creation of a

Senate, which provides that the Senate shall consist of

100 members nominated by the President, and 130
selected from and by the Assembly; cardinals, mar-
shals and admirals to be members ex-officio ; also that

the President of the Senate shall become Provisional

President of the Republic in the event of a vacancy,

and that the President of the Republic be empowered
to dissolve the Assembly with the approval of the

Senate. It is not however supposed that this or any
other bill making constitutional changes can be adopted
by the Assembly as it is now constituted.

United States.—The interments in New York for

the week ending the 25th ult., numbered 873, and in

Philadelphia 469, including 154 of cholera infantum.
This great increase of mortality is attributed to the

heat, which has been attended with the usual summer
diseases cholera infantum, cholera morbus, &c.

In the week ending the 18th ult., the total of anthra-

cite and bituminous coal sent to market was 318,964
tons, and for the year 11,559,858 tons, against 11,833,096
tons to the same time last year, being a decrease of

323,318 tons.

The 27th anniversary of the arrival of the Mormons
in Utah, was celebrated at Salt Lake City the 25th ult.

The great Tabernacle was crowded, there being, it is

stated, 10,000 school children in the body of the build-

ing, and 3000 spectators in the galleries.

A water-spout burst in Nevada on the 24th ult., de-
stroying considerable property in the town of Eureka,
and causing the death of from 25 to 30 persons. The
same deluge of water wrecked an emigrant train on the
Central Pacilic Railroad. The track was washed away
and five passengers lost their lives.

On the 22d ult. another fire in Chicago destroyed
property to the value of $250,000.

It appears from returns to the Department of Agri-
culture, that an increase in the area cultivated in Indian
corn is apparent of fully 2,000,000 acres. The increase

is chiefly in the South and West.
Returns received from all parts of Minnesota show

that the grasshoppers have already destroyed about
1,500,000 bushels of wheat, and may probably destroy
another half million.

The U. S. Secretary of the Treasury has received
proposals for the balance of the 5 per cent, funded loan.

The total amount of formal bids was $76,000,000 ; but
many of them did not conform to the Treasury circular
or had conditions which made them inadmissible. Bids
were accepted for $10,118,.550, chiefly for home invest-

ment. It is supposed some of the others will be modi-
fied to meet the requirements of the circular.

Pittsburg dispatches of the 27th ult. state that a tre-

mendous rain storm, the previous night, had caused
great destruction of property and lo.ss of life, in and
near that city. The deluge of rain which fell caused a
rapid rise of all the streams, converting rills into rivers,

and sweeping away houses with all their inhabitants.
The total loss of life had not been ascertained. At
Butcher's run and Allegheny City, it is stated that 219
persons were drowned.

XJie Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
7th mo. 27th. New Fori. —American gold, 109.V.

U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 117; coupons, 118|; do.
1868, registered, 116; coupon, 118; do. 10-40 5 per
cents, 112| a 113i. Superfine flour, $4.85 a $5.15;
State extra, $5.55 a $6 ; finer brands, $6.60 a $9.20.

No. 1 Chicago spring wheat, $1.34; No. 2 do., SI

$1.30; red western, $1.32; amber, $1.36; white
tucky, $1.50. Oats, 68 a 75 cts. Rye, 90 a 9i

Western mixed corn, 79 a 80 cts.
;
yellow, 80 a 80;

white, 90 cts. Philadelphia.—Cotton, 17j- a 17J ct

uplands and New Orleans. Superfine flour, $3 50 i

extras, $4 a $4.-50 ; finer brands, *5 a $9.50. ]

spring wheat, $1.30 ; white spring, $1.35 ; amber i

S1.45 a $1.50 ; Western red, $1.25 a $1.37. Rye, S

Yellow corn, 83 a 84 cts. Oats, 70 a 79 cts. Lard
a 12i cts. Clover-seed, 10 a 11 cts. The receij

beef cattle were large, reaching about 3500 head,

market in consequence was dull and prices 1(

Sales of fair and extra at 6J a 7} cts. per lb. g
and common 4 a 6 cts. Sheep sold at 5| a 5} cts

lb. gross. Receipts, 16,000 head. About 4500
sold at $10 a $10.25 per 100 lbs. net for corn

Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.11 J ; No. 2 do., $
No. 3 do., $1.01 a $1.02. No. 2 mixed corn.

No. 2 oats, 47 cts. Bye, 90 cts. Barley, $1.05. I

$11.90 per 100 lbs. £a/(imore.—Choice white w
$1.40 a $1.45

;
good to prime red, $1.30 a $1.38;

and Indiana, *1.20 a $1.30. Oats, 55 a 58 cts.

Louis.—Choice fall wheat, $1.20 a $1.25; me
$1.08 a $1.10. Corn, 62 cts. Oats, 40 a 41 cts.

WANTED.
A suitable Friend to fill the station of Govern

W&sttown Boarding School. Apply to

Elizabeth C. Scattergood, West Chester, ]

Lydia L. Walton, Moorestown, N. .1.

Hannah Evans, 322 Union St., Philadelp

WANTED.
A suitable Friend to take the position of Wi

Teacher and Assistant Governor at Westtown Boai
School—for next Session. Apply to

Charles Evans, 702 Race street, Philadelph
Clarkson Sheppard, Greenwich, New Jerse.

Joseph Walton, Moorestown, New Jersey.

SHELTER FOB COLOBED OBPHANS.
Wanted, by the 1st of 10th mo. next, a

Friend for Matron for the above institution,

cation ma;
Hannah
Mary Wood, 624 South Second St.

Mary Bandolph, 247 North Twelfth I

Anna W. Lippincott, 460 North Seventh

WANTED.
An unmarried Friend to take the position of Gove

at Westtown Boarding School, on or before the clo

the present session, in the 10th month next.

Apply to

Clarkson Sheppard, Greenwich, New Jerse

Joseph Walton, Moorestown,
Charles Evans, 702 Bace street, Philadelph;

HAVEBFOBD COLLEGE.
The next Term will commence on Fourth-day,;

mo. 2nd, 1874. Applications for admissions shoul*

addressed to SamuelJ. GnsiiiERE, Pi-eside<

Haverford College, Montgomery Co., I

FBIENDS' ASYLUM FOB THE INSANI
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Phiiadelpl

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Woi
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients msi

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa
Managers.

Died, at the residence of his son, in Perrv <

Schuyler Co., New York, on the 14th ult., Jos
Tripp, in the eighty-ninth year of his age, a min
in the Society of Friends from early life.

-, on the 15th of 7th mo., at her resident

Chester Co., Pa., Sallie E., wife of Abiah Cope,
daughter of William and Margaretta Windle, in

28th year of her age, a member of New Garden Mor
and West Grove Particular Meeting. This dear y<

Friend possessed a loving and cheerful disposi

which greatly endeared her to her family and fri(

to whom she was strongly attached ; but by submii
to the sanctifying operations of Divine Grace in

heart, she was enabled to resign all into the ban
her Heavenly Father, and to experience a prepars

for an entrance into the Heavenly City, of whi
blessed foretaste was mercifully given her.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTEB.
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Slar-Drift.

(Coutiuiied from page 394.)

Of all the discoveries effected by Sir W.
erschel, none gave greater evidence of his

[ill in dealing with observed facts than his

iscovery that the solar system is sweeping
iwards with enormous velocity through in-

rsidereal space. The problem had been

•tacked a year or two before by an eminent
erman astronomer without success. Mayer
d, indeed, announced definitively that the

»llar motions afford no evidence to counten-

ice the view that our sun is speeding through
)ace. No other evidence lay before Hersehel
an Mayer had possessed, nor was there any
iw in Ma}-er's mode of reasoning. Undoubt-
lly the full evidence which Hersehel bad to

!al with was unfavorable to the idea of solar

otion. But no one knew better than Sir

''illiam Hersehel that in questions of thissort

d Hesiod's proverb is applicable, that '-Half

often more than the whole." By throwing
;ide half the evidence, though that evidence

eady seemed sufficiently meagre, he de-

iced a result which all the exact and recon-

te processes of recent inquiry have scarce!}^

;en able to improve upon. He pointed to a

irtain region among the stars as that towards
hich our Sun is travelling, and around that

gion all the best determinations of modern
mes have ranged themselves.

The only evidence we can have respecting

16 movements of the Sun is that to be de-

ved from the apparent motions of the objects

hich surround him. There is no irregularity

his stately progress through space to im-

"ess upon us who move with him the fact

lat he is not at rest. But the stars which
B on all sides around his path, must be affect-

1 with apparent motions unless they travel

ith him, not only in the same direction, but

; equal speed. To the unaided eye no signs
' stellar motion are apparent. There are

ot, indeed, ten stars in the heavens whose
otion in a thousand j'ears would cover an
"M that the naked eye could estimate. But
le skilfully constructed instruments in use in

odern observatories enable the astronomer
) measure even the seemingly evanescent
lovements of the so-called fixed stars. In
sn years, or in twenty, no change in position

may be apparent; but when the observations
of our day come to be compared with those
which were made a hundred years ago, the
traces of stellar motion become in many in-

stances unmistakable.
Our San, sweeping ever onwards through

space, tells us of a great law of motion to

which his fellow-suns also must be subject.

He is but one among many, when viewed in

relation to the galactic sj-stem. Nay, it is

doubtful even whether among the suns which
shine upon us from beyond the vast domain
over which our own Sun bears sway, there
be not many which as far surpass him in mag-
nitude as the giant members of the solar

scheme—Uranus and Neptune, Saturn and
Jupiter—surpass our tiny Earth and its fel-

lows among the minor planets. Nor is there
aught in the Sun's position to lead us to as-

cribe to him alone swift, motion throughout
space. That, as ive view the galaxy, he seems
to occupy a central position is true enough;
but it is conceivable, if not certain, that there

is not a single sun among all the stars which
deck our skies, from which the same sort of

scene is not visible as that which is presented

to the inhabitants of our Earth.
And this is not all. The very evidence Sir

William Hersehel had made use of proved that
our Sun is not the sole moving star of the

galaxy. Had he been able, bj' assigning a

certain direction to the Sun's motion, to have
accounted for the motions of all the stars his

processes dealt with, he might then indeed
have inferred the possibility that those stars

at least are at rest. But this was not the case.

The direction he assigned to the Sun's motion
was that which accounted best for the stars'

motions, not that which explained them fully.

The balance of motion which remained unac-
counted for could be explained only by sup-

posing that the stars Hersehel had considered

were themselves sweeping rapidly through
pace. This view was directly involved in

the statements Sir William Hersehel laid be-

fore the scientific world.

If the Sun is moving now in a definite direc-

tion, it can by no means be inferred that this

motion will alwa3-s continue to be directed
|

towards the same region of space. All the

analogies which surround us teach us to be-

lieve rather that his path is of the nature of

gantic curve re-entering into itself may-
hap like the planetary orbits, or possibly of a

complex figure, resembling the paths of those
j

comets which belong indeed to the solar

scheme, but are swayed continually into new
orbits by the attractions of the larger planets.

Whichever of these views is correct, it is cer-

tain that the part of his path which the Sun'
is at present describing, must be looked upon
as a portion of a gigantic circle. For, no
matter what the figure of an orbit may be,]

any small portion of the curve may always be

regarded as belonging to some definite circle.

'

And astronomers have set themselves to in-

j

quire into the nature of the vast circle on

which, for present purposes, we are to regard
the Sun as travelling.

The ingenious German astronomer Mildler,

by a process of inquiry into which I need not
here enter, has been led to regard the star

Alcyone, the "brilliant" of the Pleiades, as
the true centre of the Sun's motion.
Here then, if bis assumptions were correct,

we were to recognize the central orb of the
sidereal scheme ; not indeed, the central orb
in the sense which our Sun is the central orb
of the solar scheme ; not a globe which, by
its magnitude, could be held to sway the mo-
tions of all the stars which lie around it.

Alcyone, according to MiiJler's theory, is

simply the star which occupies the centre of
the sidereal scheme, but without rule or gov-
ernance over its fellow-stars.

These speculations of Miidler's form, I be-

lieve, the sole attempt which has yet been
made to co-ordinate the motions of the stars

into one systematic whole. They have not
been looked upon as successful, nor has the
consideration of the subject led astronomers
to believe that the problem Mildler attacked
is one which can be mastered in the present
state of our knowledge.
As the apparent motions of the stars were

examined with greater and greater care, it

became more and more evident that every
star is rushing swiftly through space ; for,

although everj' fresh determination of the na-
ture of the Sun's motion showed a general
agreement with Herschel's result, j^et there
was a sufficient divergence to prove that some
causes other than variations in the method of
calculation are at work in causing the dis-

cordance.

But it is onlj^ in comparatively recent times
that it has been shown demonstratively, how
largely the apparent motions of the stars are

due to the real movements of these bodies in

pace. Mr. Airy argued that, if we are to

obtain a really conclusive answer to the great
question of the Sun's motion in space, we must
remember that the stellar motions, though
apparently taking place upon the celestial

phere, have really no relation at all to that
imaginary surface. We must look upon them,
he said, as taking place in reality in space,

and applj' to them the mathematical processes

which result from that consideration.

The point towards which the Sun was found
to be moving, accorded most satisfactorily

with the results which bad been obtained by
other methods. The rate assigned to the solar

motion was also in close accordance with that
which the younger Struve had obtained by a
different process. It appcirs from the re-

searches of Otto Struve ou the one part, and
those ofthe Astronomer Eoj-al and Mr. Dunkia
on the other, that the Sun is moving at the
rate of about a hundred and fitly millions of
miles per annum. Although this velocity

seems enormous, it is in reality smaller than
the velocities we notice in many parts of the

solar system. Our own Earth mores mor9
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than three times as fast in her orbit, as the scene of utter barrenness and desolation, the that professes to remove all difficulties oul

Sun on his path through space. Indeed, the | star-system will doubtless have exhibited a seeking sinner's way. Having reach

diameterof the Earth's orbit is thirty millions many changes. But only when millions of fifty-eighth thousand, we may accept it a.

of miles greater than the distance annually scons have passed, and the earth is nearing fair sample of popular divinity, a pattern be

traversed by the Su
In some regions' large groups of stars are

seen to be drifting bodily in a definite direc-

tion. The most remarkable instance of this

sort occurs in the stars which form the con-

stellations Gemini and Cancer. All these,

amounting in number to seventy or eighty

are drifting towards the neighboring part of

the Milky Way, with the exception of three

stars, which seem to belong to another sys-

tem.
Of the seven bright stars in the Great Bear,

five are travelling in a common direction with
uniform velocity. The other two are travel-

ling in another direction and also with a com-
mon velocity. 'We cannot doubt that the first

five, at any rate, form a system, drifting along
bodily. For let us sum up the evidence.

First, we have the comparatively weak evi-

dence derived from the general equality of

the five stars, a peculiarity which has in all

ages led observant men to entertain the im
pression that these stars are in some way as

sociated. Next, we have the fact that the five

stars are travelling in the same apparent d

rection, and the significance of this point it

is easy to estimate, because the antecedent
probability that, taking the direction of one
star of the five as a standard of reference, the
other four would be found to be travelling in

the same direction, is demonstrably minute
Lastly, we have the evidence derived from the
equality of the motions of the five stars, and
here again the antecedent probability of the
coincidence is so minute as to force upon us
the opinion that the actual coincidence is not
accidental. The combination of the th
lines of evidence leads to a feeling of absolute
certainty that the five stars are associated
into a single scheme or system.
That this whole system revolves around its

centre of gravity is of course certain. But
there are numberless ways in which the revo-
lution may take place, depending on the rela-

tions between the weight and velocity of the
difl:erent orbs forming the system. Any two
of the five may really form a pair, any three
may form a triplet. We cannot tell where
the centre of gravity of the scheme may be.

We have no knowledge of the true relative
positions of the five orbs. We cannot guess
what the real direction of their orbital mo-
tions may be. We are, in fact, altogether in

doubt on every subject connected with the
system, except the main fact that the whole
system has a drift carrying it bodily forwards
at the rate of many millions of miles per an-
num. It is in this connection that the appear-
ance of such systems as these in the heavens,
seems to me so interesting—I may almost
say, so imposing a phenomenon. The life of
man is a period too short to tell us anything
even of the subordinate motions of such a
scheme ; but the duration of the human race,

nay, of the solar system itself, may be out-

lasted by a single revolution of the great star-

system placed out yonder in the celestial

depths. From the far-off times of the Chal-
dfean shepherds the great Septentrion star-

system has looked down with seemingly un-
changing aspect on the rise and fall of many
nations and races of men. When the human
race has perished from this globe, when the
earth has become what the moon now is, a

the scene of its final absorption beneath the among a large number of the Christian cc

solar oceans, will the statelj' motions of the munity, who wish tl»eir own or their nei,

star-system have begun to work out the full
^

bor's soul's difficulties to be removed. I

series of ej^clic changes appertaining to a this is only one of a numerous tiibe of lit

scheme so extensive and so complicated.
j

books and leaflets, the drift of which is

But the star-drift in Ursa Major is only one 'make people comfortable, and to heal '

instance out of many. Looking more closely 'diseased, the wounded, the sick,' in the Chui
than we have yet done into thesidereal scheme jof God. A few quotations will show us i

of which our Sun is a member, we see it break- [way in which the great majority of teach
ing up into subordinate star systems of greater

or less extent. Our Sun himself may not be

a solitary star as has been commonly sup-

posed. From among the orbs which deck our
skies, there may be some which are our Sun's

companions on his path through space, though
countless ages perhaps must pass before the
signs of such companionship will be rendered
discernible. On every side we see drifting

star-schemes, and comparatively few stars are

to be recognized as voyaging in solitary state

through space.

(To be continned.)

For "The Friend."'

False Shepherds.

The following is condensed from an article

with the above title, published recently in

The Episcopalian of this city. It is pleasant

and cheering to meet with sound doctrine,

especially when it comes from those, who in

some points may differ from us

"Among many grave charges brought by
the Lord against the shepherds in Ezekiel'i

day, we have them summed in these words
'The diseased or wounded haveye not strength
ened, neither have ye healed that which was
sick, neither have ye bound up that which
was broken.' God's people in all ages answer
to this description. When the spirit of the
Lord begins to work in them, they are wound-
ed, sick, broken. True, they know not what
is the matter ; they cannot believe God is at

work in their soul ; on the contrary, they
think death and hell await them, that God
abhors them, that they are too vile to be saved.

Not for a moment does it enter the mind that

this is the beginning of blessing. At this

crisis in the experience of a believer it is made
wonderfully manifest that there is a distinc-

tion between false and true shepherds, between
those who have felt the terrors of the law
and the burden of sin ; and the formal pro-

fessor, who has no vital experience. Some
tell the sinner to believe, to take the promise,

to embrace Christ, to come to ttfe blood, to

receive the atonement, just as one might tell

another to perform any physical act he was
perfectly capable of doing. Then they shelter

themselves under the word of God, in such
wise as, 'Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ,

and thou shalt be saved.' To set poor con-

vinced sinners right as to the method and
way of salvation, is widely different from the

usual mode of turning Gospel into law, and
telling sinners to believe, receive, and enjoy
Christ. There are loads of big and little books
circulated now, the aim of which is to com-
fort distressed souls, but from which, taken on
the whole, we venture to say, law-condemned,
spirit-quickened souls will never find peace.

The drift of these books is to urge the dis-

tressed sinner into peace by the letter of the

word, without the power of the Spirit.

magine this is to be brought about

:

" ' In the death of Jesus there is mercy p
claimed wide and far to apy one who wisi

for it. You may at once, without delay,

cept it. You may believe that God's mei
is even now toward you, for He has declai

it in not sparing His own Son.'

Again we read thus:

—

"
' If once you are assured that the L(

Jesus, God's blessed Son, was given by G
Himself, even unto death, in order that i

payment and satisfoction might be made
that death for your innumerable sins, th

you will have the feeling of rest and pej

that you desire, for if you believe that all

settled in Christ's death, you cannot havt
feeling of doubt and uncertainty.' Again,

" ' Be strong in the assurance of God's W(
drous love and power on your behalf. C;

away doubts and uncertainties, because th

are dishonoring to Him, and weakening
yourself; meet every whisper of Satan by t

fact that Christ has died and risen aga
You have but to know yourself a sinner, y
haveonly to plead yourcomplete ruin andyc
consciousness of that very ruin is, upon Goi

authority, your title to say Christ Jesus cat

into the world to save you. The Apos
Paul himself realized the value of this fail

ful saying, and was resolved to put hims
down in the list of those for whom Chr
died.'

" That all this is a most speedy and co

fortable way of travelling to heaven for pi

fessors and letter-informed religionists, no o

can deny. Facts of Scriptures believed, ai

the letter or written word of promise duly i

ceived into the mind, may afford immen
support and comfort to an unexercised hea;i

It will set a man high above the profane,

the tremblers in Zion, who are passing throuf
the valley of humiliation and crying out und
the power and weight of an awakened co

science. 'God be merciful to me a sinnei

but a faith in facts, and a belief in the print"

letter of the word, will never stand a stori

Satan, the world, and the power of evil, w.
prove too strong for such a faith as this.

'But, say some, where lies the error in the^

and kindred statements, that one hears ai

reads every day, when sinners, under awake:
ngs of some sort or other, are addresse

It lies here, the absence of the work of G(
the Spirit in all these and such like stat

ments. Man in ignorance, or enlightened

feel his awful condition as a sinner befo

God, is appealed to in all these sorts of a

dresses, as if he could do the work, and w;

equal to the task of quickening or comfortii

his own soul. ' No man can come unto n

except the Father draw him,' was our Lord
declaration, and the promise of the Spirit

on this wise : 'He shall take of mine, and sbo
- _ -^ it unto you.' But in all these and simili

cull a few extracts from a small book I statements, as quoted, where do we find reco.
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zed tliesovereimity ot'God in 'the drawings
the Father,' and the power, and Godhead
the Spirit, in revealino; the things of Christ

sinners? To supply tho place of the Holy
host, the man is addressed as if he needed
) h'^ip be3'ond his eyes to read the word, and
8 natural intellect to receive and understand
to his comfort.

"But, say some, are there not marks and
idences in the Bible to which distressed

nls may be directed for comfort, and through
ese ascertained marks, may not peace be

itained ? The answer we resign to abler

nds, in an extract from the writings of an

i and blessed divine of former years, who
ys.

Men do puzzle themselves extremely,

hile they go about to satisfy their own spirits

marks and signs, that, if they deal faith-

lly with themselves, will never resolve the

fully to give true and well grounded rest

ito their souls.

" ' The revealing evidence is the great evi-

nce which determines the question, and
Its au end to all objections, even the voice

God, the Spirit speaking particularly to the

sart of a person :
' Son, be of good cheer,

y sins are forgiven thee,' or the like. When
saith this to the soul, there shall be never

objection worth a rush, while this voice is

ceived, to disquiet and disturb it. Till the

)irit of the Lord come immediately Himself
id speak thus to a soul, all the world shall

jver be able to satisfy it. In brief, you shall

low that your sins are laid upon Christ by
le Spirit of the Lord speaking this to you

;

id, till He do this, all the signs and marks
the world are mere darkness, mere riddles,

)r can a soul understand them.'"

Fol- ' The Friend."

Indian Affairs.

Most of the readers of " The Friend," may
smember reading the subjoined telegram in

e pulilic newspapers on the day after its

espatch to Washington. As it marks an

jportant phase of affairs among four of the

ibes which are under the care of Friends ir

he Indian Territorj', we think it may be in

Sresting to those who have not read it, to

ublish it, and add some information respect-

ng the consequent action taken by the asso-

iated E.xeeutive Committee of the different

Tearly Meetings on Indian Affairs. The tel-

gram is as follows:

at King Fisher's rancho, and proceeded north.

We took all the men and stock to Lee & It.'y-

nold's ranche, on Turkey Creek, and on July

the Indians attacked this ranche, but were
repulsed, getting only some horses. Four

les north of Baker's ranche we found four

men, Pat Hennessey, George Ford, Thomas
Callaway, and one unknown, lying murdered
n the road. They bad three waji;ons, loaded

with sugar and coffee for Agent Haworth, all

of which was destroyed or taken away. All

the men were scalped. Hennessey had been

tied to his wagon and burned. The fire was
still burning. We gave them a hasty burial

and proceeded to the next ranche, where we
found teamsters, stages, &c., concentrated.

They reported a war party of about 100 hav-

passed north and east that morning. The
ranche men had driven them off. We took a

woman and child from this place, and gave

the men all the ammunition we could spare.

The next ranche was reached after dark.

Tho Indians had gone into camp four miles

east on Skeleton creek. I advised all the

ranchemen and freightmen to abandon their

places, which they did, and by making good

use of the night, we reached Caldwell j'ester-

day at noon. We found Lattiin's ox train at

Pond Creek, 25 miles south of Caldwell, and

I fear this train, loaded with subsistence for

three agencies, will be captured, as we saw
nine hostile Indians in that vicinity, and the

party had only three guns. My chief clerk
"

n command of the party.
' There are now but two ranches occupi^

on this road, and we fear their fate before

help can reach them. I have no doubt the

Indians will clean every thing until repulsed.

This is their proclamation. I have offered

my own life in passing through their lines to

save others, and now I ask, and shall expect

to receive at once, two or three companies of

cavahy, one to be stationed at Baker's ranche,

to protect Government interests on this road,

and one at the Agency.
'These troops should be despatched as

quickly as possible to Wishita by railroad,

and no hostile Indians shall be quartered at

the Agency, and I must have the troops to

back it up. Let the hostile element be struck,

and with such power as shall make our work
quick and effectual. I now go to Leaven-

worth, awaiting instructions, and ready to

consult with General Pope. Signed,

John D. Miles, Indian Agent.'

Miles is a Quaker, and is considered by the

Interior Department to be a cool and tho

roughly reliable agent. His request for troops

has' been endorsed and recommended for im

mediate attention by the military authorities

of the war department.

The hostile Indians referred to are estimated

to number 2000, composing about one-fourth

of the Cheyenne, Kiowa and Arrapahoe tribes.

It will be remembered that Commissioner

Smith recommended last year that these tribes

who had then been raiding extensively in

Texas, should be brought into thorough sub-

jection, and compelled to give up their raid

ing leaders. This was not done, and trouble

no"w proceeds from the same turbulent po

tions of tho tribes, three-fourths of whom are

peaceably located at Fort Sill reservation,

where also Satanta, Big Tree, and their othei

prominent chiefs are still remaining in com
pliance with their agreement."

The
- - . .

Friends, and circulated throughout the land

by the public press, naturally excited much
neasincss in the minds of those Friends who

had taken an interest in the peaceable mis-

ion among the Indians delegated to our So-

ciety a few j-ears ago by President Grant.

The members of the executive committee

felt it their duty to consult with each other

upon tho occasion, and a meeting of that body
was accordingly called, at Lawrence, Kansas,

on tho 15th of tho 7th month. Eleven Friends

from eight yearly meetings met at tho time

appointed. The feeling among them was
unanimous that the sentiments expressed by

the telegram were inconsistent entirely with

the views always entertained by our religious

Society, respecting a resort to military force,

and in contravention of the spirit in which

we had undertaken the task of bringing the

red man within the influence of peaceful in-

dustry and Christian kindness.

They felt it to be due to the Society and the

public to repudiate all responsibility for the

acts of agent Miles, in calling for troops and.

recommending retaliatory warfare, as signi-

fied by his despatch, and to this end the fol-

lowing minute was unanimously agreed upon.
" While we recognize the exigencie^i of the

situation in which our agent, John D. Miles

has been placed, as set forth in the telegram

of the 7th instant to the commissioner of In-

dian affairs, and consider that great allowance

is due to him under these trying circumstan-

ces, in judging of bis course, yet it is the con-

clusion of this committee, after having given

him a full personal hearing, that some of his

actions, and the warlike tenor of the despatch

bove referred to, show that he is not suffi-

ciently in harmony with the principles upon

which our work among the Indians is based,

and hence we would kindly request his resig-

nation.

It is with great regret that the committee

have been forced to the above conclusion, and

they desire in communicating it to him to as-

sure him of their feelings of personal kind-

ness.

Information received shows that of the

tribes under their charge, a large proportion

are in a prosperous condition, civil order is

well preserved among them, schools and in-

dustrial operations are flourishing. In the

three southwestern agencies, chiefly owing to

the intrusion of while men who kill buft'alo,

trade in whisky and steal horses, some of the

chiefs and young men of a few of the tribes,

have resolved upon retaliation. Small war
parties have attacked one train, a few ranches,

and the bufialo hunters in the pan-handle of

Texas.
We are hopeful that order and quiet may

soon return."

By direction of the Committee,
CrRUS Beede, Clerk pro tern.

CTo be contlnoed.)

"The strongest argument for the truth of

Christianity is the true Christian; the man
filled with the spirit of Christ. The best^roof

of Christ's resurrection is a living Church,

which itself is walking in new life, and draw-

ing life from Him, who hath overcome death.

Before such arguments, ancient Eome herself,

the mightiest empire of tho world, and tho

most hostile to (,'hi-istianity, could not stand.

Let us live in like manner, and then, though

arlike tone'of this telegram, coming hell should have a shortlived triumph, even-

as it did from a member of the Society of tually must be fulfilled what St. Augustiue
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says, 'Love is the fulfilling of the truth.' "

—

Professor Christlieb at the Christian Alliance,

New York, 1873.

For "The Frienil "

The California Wood-rat.

The following statement respecting the sin-

gular habits of the California Wood-rat, is

])ublished in the last number of Sdliman's
Journal. It is from a letter written by A. W.
Chase, Assistant U. S. Coast Survey, to B.
Silliman, dated "Anaheim, California, May
27, 1874."

" While on the northern coast I noticed a fact

in natural history to me quite curious, regard-
ing the habits of the so-called California wood-
rat. I am not sufficiently versed in such mat-
ters to give you the name of this interesting
creature. It is a little larger than an ordinary
Norway rat, dark-brown in color, with large
lustrous eyes, and a tail covered with thin
hairs. I should call it intermediate between
squirrel and rat. This creature builds its nest
in the woods, sometimes on the ground, more
frequently in the lower branches of trees
They accumulate a surprising quantity of

dried twigs, which they interlace to form a
dome-shaped structure, often ten or twelve
feet high and six or eight feet in diameter
Openings in the mass lead to the centre,

where is found the nest, consisting of the finely
divided bark of trees, dried grass, &c. But
it is to the peculiar thievish propensity of

this little creature that I wish to call atten
tion.

To make my story intelligible, I would first

state that I am partial owner of some prop
erty on the Oregon coast, on which a saw-mill
had been placed, but which, owing to various
causes, has never been in operation. On this
property was a dwelling house for the hands,
in which, on work being discontinued, were
stored a quantity of stuff, tools, packing for
the engine, six or seven kegs of large spikes

;

in the closets, knives, forks, spoons, &c. A
large cooking stove was left in one of the
rooms.

This house was left uninhabited for two
years, and, being at some distance from the
little settlement it was frequently broken into
by tramps who sought a shelter for the night.
When I entered this house I was astonished
to see an immense rat's nest on the empty
stove. On examining this nest, which was
about five feet in height, and occupied the
whole top of the stove (a large range), I found
the outside to bo composed entirely of spikes,
alUaid with symmetry so as to present the
points of the nails outward. In the centre of
this mass was the nest, composed of finely
divided fibers of the hemp packing. Inter-
laced with the spikes, we found the following:
About three dozen knives, forks and spoons,
all the" butcher knives, three in number, a
large carving knife, fork and steel; several
large plugs of tobacco ; the outside casing of a
silver watcl; was disposed of in one part of
the pile, the glass of the same watch in an-
other, and the works in still another; an old
purse containing some silver, matches and to-

bacco
; nearly all the small tools from the

tool closets, among them several large augers.
Altogether, it was a very curious mixture of
different articles, all of which must have been
transported some distance, as they were ori-

ginally stored in difi'orent parts of the house.
The ingenuity and skill displayed in the

construction of this nest and the curious taste

for articles of iron, many of them heavj-, for

component parts, struck me with surprise.

The articles of value were I think stolen from
the men who had broken into the house for

temporary lodging. I have preserved a sketch
of this iron-clad nest, which I think unique
in natural history.

Many curious facts have since been related

to me, concerning the habits of this little crea-

ture. A miner told me the following: He
once, during the mining excitement in Sis-

kyiou county, became in California parlance
' dead broke,' and applied for and obtained
employment in a mining camp, where the
owners, hands and all slept in the same cabin.

Shortly after his arrival small articles com-
menced to disappear; if a whole plug of to-

bacco were left on the table, it would be gone
in the morning. Finally a bag, containing
one hundred or more dollars in gold dust, was
taken from a small table at the head of a

"bunk," in which one of the proprietors of
the claim slept. Suspicion fell on the new
comer, and he would perhaps have fared
hardly; for, with those rough miners, punish-
ment is short and sharp; but, just in time, a
large rat's nest was discovered in the garret
of the cabin, and in it was found the missing
money, as well as the tobacco and other arti-

cles supposed to have been stolen."

Original.

THE COMET.
Stupendous orb ! with wonder and surprise

We see thy fiaming train illume the skies,

As thou intent on thy ethereal race,

Careerest through the realms of boundless space

—

Proclaiming to earth's tribes as in amaze
They on thy radiant form astonished gaze.

That there is an Almighty God above,
The source of power, of goodness, light and love,

Who wheels thy rapid flight among the spheres
And marks thy round of centuries of years,
Where worlds o'er worlds in beauteous order roll,

Obedient unto His supreme control.—i--^— ^•

For "The Friend."

The Cross.

From the time the rich man came runninj
to Jesus to know what he should do to in

herit eternal life, to the present, the cross has
been a stumbling and an offence to poor fallen

human nature. The honors, the riches, and
the false pleasures of this perishing world
seem to stand in the waj' oftaking up the daily
cross and walking in the strait and narrow
way that leadeth unto life eternal. But the

swer that was made to that young man
formerly, is made to us—to sell all that we
have, to part with all for Him, give all up to
his disposal, not only our outward substance,
but our own wills, our lives, our time and the
talents that He has committed unto us; and
take up the cross and follow Him as ho is

pleased to lead. All must be given up. This
may seem hard to flesh and blood, but this is

nevertheless still the way to eternal life.

Yet there are now, as there ever have been,
n every age of the world, those who, when
they hear these conditions of entering into
"fe eternal, go away very sorrowful, and say.
Who then can be saved ? They take the per-
ishing things of this world for their portion,
and follow their own wills and ways. And
also in every age there will be found some,
who, like Moses, will choose rather to sufi'er

affliction with the people of God, than to en-
joy the pleasures of sin for a season, esteem-
ing the reproach of Christ greater riches than
the treasures of Egypt, having respect unto

the recompence of the teward. In the earl

days of our Society—the cross seemed heavj
especially to the rich and great—who had th

riches and honors of this world before thei

—as was the case with Wm. Penn, and man
in that time, who seemed to have to part wit
all, when they joined in fellowship with th

poor despised Quakers, who were every whor
spoken against, calumniated and persecutec
They indeed gave up all to follow their Lor
and Master, and sold all they had to purchaa
the Pearl of great price.

Yet in that day, there were some convince
of the truth of their principles who did no
publicly espouse their cause before the world
and I believe there are many such now, wh
are striving to find some easier way, so as t

evadethecross and still be considered Quaker!
Instead of saying with Peter to our Lord an
Master, "lo! we have left all to follow thee,

they are ashamed to be accounted fools fo

Christ's sake, and so likeNicodemusformerh
they would be willing to come to Jesus b
night, when no one would see them, but woul
not be seen by the world or the chief priesl

following the carpenter's Son in the light c

day. But in order to attain to eternal life

the cross must be borne openly before th

world. Not those little crosses that the Pi

pists invented, made out of wood or meta
that could be carried in the pocket an
could be taken out and used when it wa
convenient, but the cross that Paul referre

to, when he said, " God forbid that I shoul
glory—save in the cross of our Lord Jesu
Christ, by whom the world is crucified unt
me and I unto the world," and again, " I ar

crucified with Christ: nevertheless I live, ye
not I, but Christ liveth in me—and the lif

which I now live in the flesh, I live by th

faith of the Son of God, who loved me, an
gave himself for me."
We must deny ourselves the sinful gratiSca

tions of time and sense, and even some thing
which may be accounted by others of no
much consequence ; as conforming to the w'orl

in making use of the world's language am
compliments, instead of the plain languag
made use of in scripture by the holy men ant

women of old ; and using the names of heathei

deities in designating the days of the weel
and months of the year ; and also in followinji

the vain and changeable fashions of the world
in our apparel ; and having gay and costlj

furniture in our houses, and an expensive styli

of living in our families, providing expensivt
marriage entertainments; and other thing
that might be enumerated, that do not becomn
a disciple of a meek and crucified Lord ant

Master, who wore a seamless garment ant

had not where to lay his head, though he wai
Lord of all. "We must be willing to take uj

the cross in these things, as well as in thosi

that may be accounted of greater moment
We must be willing to own Him and hii

cause before men, for it is said he that ii

'ashamed of me, and of my words, in thii

adulterous and sinful generation, of him alst

shall the Son of man be ashamed when h(

Cometh in the glory of his Father with th(

holy angels."

It is not so much acknowledging Christ ii

words, that is needed, as in our lives and oui

daily walk and conversation before the world
in our example is the way to let our lighi

shine. It is a contradiction to say that W(
have renounced the world, when at the sami
time we are conforming ourselves to it, in iti
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,it.f.,liesa.dit.Binf.lg.atifieations;|fbujKUo^^

that loveth the world the love of the cotic properties By
'^^"^^^^"gf'-?™^^,'^^ 'f

"

•isuotinhim. The Apostle Paul says,

lOt ashamed of the Gospel of Christ, for

e power of God unto salvation to every

at believeth. Then let us not be asham-

own Christ and his Gospel before men
• lives and conversation, and to show by

alk be'bre men that wc are indeed His

era, who said, my kingdom is not of this

,
And we, as a Society, and as indi-

1 members thereof, should not be asham-

own our principles, and to walk con-

bly thereto; though it may be in the

,0 oar natural inclinations : for I believe

rinciples of Friends, as originally held

L- predecessors in the Society, and by

d Friends down to the present time, are

inciples of the Gospel of Christ, and are

worth suffering for. No part thereof

i be let fall, but all should be faithfully

ained.

e cross seems to stand in the way of some

idmit the truth of those principles, for

seem to think we might dispense with

they call our minor testimonies, which

to be a great cross to them. They think

are not needed in this enlightened age

s world, but I do not see but what they

8 much needed now as they ever were

testimony against the sinful practices ol

world that still "lieth in wickedness.'

le who think them little things should

;mber that our Saviour says, " He that is

ful in that which is least is faithful also

uch, and he that is unjust in the least is

St also in much." In accor.lance with

speriencc has shown in our Society that

that are unfaithful in what they term

^ smaller testimonies, are often unfaithful

he rest. They consider one thing small

let it drop; and after awhile something

is deemed a small matter, and so they_

rress, until they finally consider there is

much in any of our principles, and leave

Society altogether, or, if they stay with

are dead weights to those who do stand

hful-

^

„ ^ . .

the principles of the Society of Priends

naintained at all by this and succeeding

erations, in a Society capacity, they must

as a whole, not by parts ;
for there is such

onnection between the different parts of

principles, that to take one part aAvay,

ikens the entire structure. Therefore,

ends, let us faithfully uphold those princi-

J. H.

its few drops ofjuice, Dr. M. procured a suffi

cient quantity of it, with which to test its iu-

toxicaling effects with houseflies and other

nsects. He says, "some twenty flies were

experimented with. At first the fly makes an

eft'ort to escape, though apparently he never

uses his wings in doing so, the fluid though

seemini/ly not very tenacious, seems quickly

to saturate them, and so clings to them and

clogs them as to render flight impossible. A

strike themselves against the opposite sides

of the prison house, either upward or down-

ward, generally the former. Obtaining no

perch or foothold they rebound off from this

velvety, 'microscopic chcvaux de frise,' which

lines the inner surface still lower, until by a

series of zigzag generally downward falling

flights, they finally reach the coarser and

more bristly pubescence of the lower cham-

ber, where entangled somewhat, they slrug-

jrle franticalU', and eventually slide into the

though they

ape, as the fluid seems to run from its wings
;

|
may cease ,u »m u.^s-, -- —" '^"1',''' '.'^''

'

of these escaped from the bath of the ' drowned flies,' yet are they only asphyx.at-

fly when thrown in water is very apt to es- pool of death. And ev
•^

. ., • . -. nfromits wings; may cease to struggle, ana

but non
Sarracenia secretion. In their efforts to es-

cape they soon get unsteady in their move-

ments, and tumble sometimes on their bacUs;

they make more active and frantic efforts,

k..f „„,.,. r,,iif.Hv Htiinor seems to overtake

in all their parts,

hio, 7th month 28th, 1874.

For " The Friend."

Curious Observations on the Pitclier Plant.

The leaves of the Sarracenia variolaris, or

cher plant, of the Southern States, have

ig been known to act as a kind of fly trap,

me recent observations made by Dr. Melli-

amp, of South Carolina, indicate the exis-

ice of some peculiarities in the plant which

B certainly very curious, and show an adap-

tion of structure for the apparent purpose

entrapping insects, not hitherto suspected,

watery fluid has long been known to collect

the bottom of the pitcher shaped leaf, in

hich the insects found there were supposed

have been drowned, which, it is ascertain-

1, is a true secretion of the plant, bland and

taste, but leaving in the

but very quickly stupor seems to ov

them, and they then turn upon their sides et-

her dead, (as I at first supposed,) or in pro

found anaistbesia." After some time the in

sects recovered from the stupor, and when

placed in a convenient position were able to

crawl away. From the peculiar form of the

cup in which this secretion accumulates, no

opportunity would present for the escape of

the insects, who thus form in time a mass of

decomposing matter, fitted to nourish the

plant. .

One of the objects of the secretion, how-

ever appeared to be to act as a macerating

liquid, in which the bodies of the insects might

be more readily decomposed, and assimilated

to that condition in which they could aid in

promoting the growth of the plant; forming

in fact a liquid fertilizer.

Another interesting feature of this plant is

a suo-ary exudation near the top of the pitch-

er shaped leaf, which was very attractive to

insects, and as far as was observed, not poison-

ous. This appears to act the part of a lure,

to entice them into the cup, which on the in-

side is covered with a coating of hairs, soft

and delicate near the top, and pointing down

wards, but more rigid and bristly below, and

from which, when once entered, it appeared

almost impossible to escape. This sugary ex-

udation was also found to extend along the

outside of the leaf, nearly if not quite to the

around. "One can now readily understand

why ants should so frequently be found

anion <^ the earliest macerated insects at the

base of the tube. Their fondness for saccha-

rine juices is well known, and while recon-

noite'ring at the base of the leaf and bent on

plunder, they are doubtless soon attrac.ted by

the sweets of this honeyed path lying right

before them, along which they may eat as

they march, until the mouth is reached

certain destruction awaits them."

neyed pathway leading from the ground up

to the laro-er feeding ground to which the ants

are thus enticed, may well be compared witl

the trail of corn with which hunters are wont

to entice wild turkeys into their trap.
^_

One

cannot imagine anything more curiotis.

In reference to the entrapment ol the m
sects by reason of the peculiar conformation

of the leaf, Dr. M. remarks :
" The nectar be-

in<r found below the lower lip for a halt irica

or^more, when the fly is satiated and makes

for flight he must do so immediately upward

for a ?ery short distance, and then somewhat
.,t „;.,!,. nnrrlps to (ret throuiih thc outlct—

a

After continued asphyxia they die, and

after maceration they add to the vigor and

sustenance of the plant. And this seems to

bo the true use of this fluid, for it does not

seem to be at all necessary to the killing of

the insects, although it does possess that pow-

er, the conformation of the funnel of the fly

trap is sufficient to destroy them. They only

die the sooner, and the sooner become

manure."

mid

For "The Frieua."

Drought and Rain.

Many portions of our country in the vicinity

of Philadelphia, as well as in other situations,

have experienced during the present summer

the eff.'Cts of a prolonged withholding of those

refreshing showers, which are so essential to

the maintenance of vegetable life, and the

health and comfort of us all. In some neigh-

borhoods, the broad leaves of the Indian corn

had rolled up, and presented that parched as-

pect so distressing to the farmer; the pasture

fields had become brown and dry, and fur-

nished but little food for the animals that fed

in them ;
and the cucumber, melon and simdar

vines wilted under the hot suns. In many of

the fields, near the lines of the different rail-

roads, the grass was set on fire by the sparks

of the passing engines, and partially con-

sumed. One who listened to the conversa-

tion of those who met in rural districts, would

hear sage comments on the weather, doubts

as to the future of the potatoe and tomato

crops and discussions as to the amount ot

drou.rht that corn would bear, and the neces-

sity Sf moisture when the silk and tassel ap-

peared on it, and the grain was about deve op-

ing Even those not directly interested in

farminjT concerns, could not but enter into

sympathy with their friends and neighbors.

It often required some effort to refrain from

indultring in impatient longings for rain, and

to maintain that state of quiet submission to

the Divine will, which, when associated with

due diligence in the performance of our al-

loted labors, is the safest resting place for

short-sighted, dependent mortals.

The rains which have recently reached us.

have made a great change. A fresher green-

ness clothes the fields of grass, and the curled

corn-blades open out their broad surfaces as

they feel the influence of this " sweet reviver

of the famished land." The spirits of the

people are as much enlivened as iheir fields

and they now look forward with confident

hopes of receiving a reward for their labors

and care.

Can wc not see in all these things an em-

blem of the condition into which the church

"•"'rni'SKf oV-bif^rbuEwtiS riffzror the .pi-it.., b..b„d„e..

rhere

This ho-
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The seed which is sown, remains in the hearts
apparently without germinating—the soil ap
pears to be without moisture, and no growth
is visible. The hoe of church discipline may
indeed cut down the weeds that spring up,
but it cannot supply that penetrating an'd all-

powerful Grace, which alone gives spiritual
greenness and life to the plants. Dishearten-
ing as it may seem to the workman in such a
Held, it is still his duty faithfully to stir the
ground, prune the straggling branches, watch
over and care for the poor shrivelled plants,
as the Master of the vineyard may direct. In
th" ~' '

' ' " '

body of water flows from Cape S. Roque to
the Carribean Sea, turns round into the Gulf
ot Mexico between Cuba and Yucatan, and
comes out between Florida and the Bahamas
propelled onwards by a vis a fergo, or force
Irom behind, of the Equatorial Current, which
the Challenger proves to be very shallow anc
confined to the surface, not extendino- below
one hundred fathoms. But part of the Equa
tonal Current does not enter the Gulf of
Mexico, but makes a circulation of its own
and duly returns to the Bight of Biafra, en^

e vicissitudes of the heavenly "seasons, the 3Tnown 'l.i^^rfa.-itr^'
^'\''\''^- '"

l''^
^"tartic region there is nothing

rains will descend and water the groui^d- dismayed the naHners^orCnllh
^okevfere w>th the free flow, and thus th^

there will come a time when it will please the whose lar
™''^"°«^8 »* Columbus, and neratnr^ nP th« K.f ^.u„o,...u ,

turer stated that he had illustrated thii
experiment of a glass trough, placing
end a hot plate,"at the other a metal
freezing mixture. If a coloring substa
dropped into the water midway betv

nds it flows to the cold end, then
to the bottom, and rises when it com

th the hot plate. We find that the
Atlantic ocean bed is colder than the
ern, for in the north the communicatior
the Polar area is narrow, the only cI
being between Greenland and Iceland,
n the Antartic region there is nothino-

Lord of the harvest, not only to send forth
laborers, but to visit His Church with a re-
newed ontpouriDg of His Grace and good
Spirit. Then indeed the toiling husbandmen
will see of the travail of their souls and be
satisfied. Sons and daughters, who had wan-
dered far from the safe inelosure of the sheep-
fold, will be brought back ; new growth will
be developed in some who had seemed lik(
stunted plants; and heavenly life and beauty
will again adorn the garden of the Lord.

The "Challenger" Expedition.

This lecture was delivered at S. Geor<re's
Hall. Langham-place, London, bv Dr. wf B
Carpenter, F.R.^., on the " First Fruits of the
Challenger Expedition—Temperature Survey
of the Atlantic." The lecturer commenced
by stating that among the objects of the
Challenger expedition sent out in the beo-in-
mng of last year, none was more importlint
than the examination of the temperature of
the various ocean basins, not merely at the
surface and the bottom, but at different ocean
depths, in order to collect data for the differ-
ent ocean currents. The chief great move
ment i.s that which brings warm water from

VaV ^'^ °"'' chores and to the Hebrides
and Norway, which is commonly supposed to
be brought by the Gulf Stream, but it will be
shown that the real Gulf Stream dies awa\
in the mid-Atiantic. The first great principle
of the movement of ocean water is horizonta
by wind. If yve take a circular vessel of wa
ter and introduce a current of air in a side
direction, it will drive the water round the
vessel, and though some of its force will be
expended in striking against the walls of the
vessel, Its movement will continue toward^
the point whence it started

; and thus if the
wind in certain parts of the ocean blow away
the water, this is constantly replaced by re-
turn currents. But if we blow the air straight
across the circular vessel, its cfi^ect will be" to
turn the water right and left at the opposite
side and these two currents will again mee
at the point where the air was introduced
Xhis is important to remember, as it explainsmany of the ocean currents, and is applicable
to the surface of the Atlantic, where the trad
winds blow continually from Africa to Am
erica, and in the Pacific from America to
^bina and Japan. These trade winds im-
pel a strong current, known as the equatorial
current, which reaches from the Equator to
iat. 20= or 2.3=', the variation depending upon
the season. This current flowing from the
Bight of Biafra strikes the coast line of South
America and only a projecting small portion
goes to the south, while the greater part slants
to the north

; the result is that an enormous

rge area of vegetation doubtless plays
an important part in nourishing the animals
below. The South Atlantic has no Gulf
btre:im, and the current after its divergence
at Cape S. Roque goes southward under thename of the Brazil Current, and as the Con-
necting Current returns to the Bight of Biafra
In inquiring the reason of this movement we
find that It is helped by wind, and that the cur-
rent recrosses the Atlantic in that direction
because of the anti-trade winds, and their
prevalent direction being from west to east
they produce a movement in that direction
it we turn a terrestrial globe the point on
the Equator moves faster than any other
part, therefore anything passing from the
Equator would carry with it an excess by
easterly momentum, and conversely a body
of water coming from the Pole towards the
Equator would have a deficiency of easterly
momentum, and would turn to the west. At
Africa the prevalent wind is from the south
and renders the circulation complete The
same principle prevails in the Pacific, where
the Equatorial current rolls from South Am-
erica to the Indian Archipelago, and is de-
flected into the Japan Current towards Beh-
ring straits and returns by Mexico to whence
It came. The common saying that the Gulf
Stream passes through the Mid-Atlantic, strik-
ing the shores of Britain, and moving up to
Ireland, is based on the unquestionable fact
ot the gradual movement of a body of warm
water, and which according to the isothermal
nes (lines of equal heat) drawn by Dr
'Ptp,.m.,,n^ passes nearly straight across the

peratnre of the bottom of the South At:

Peter:

Atlantic, turning upwards aftei^passhigNew!
toundlarnl and is as warm at Iat. 70 as at
Newfoundland; these lines follow ihe coast
lines, and thus the harbors of Norway are
never blocked by ice in the winter, thouo-h
there is often ice in the port of New York
the harbors on one side of Iceland are also
open, though those of Greenland are often
blocked even in summer. Some assert thiswarm current to be the Gulf Stream, but after
passing Halifax and Nova Scotia the Gulf
stream spreads out into a thin superficial
film.

Dr. Carpenter proceeded to state that be-
fore the departure of the Challenger he put
orth certain general conclusions and predic-
tions, one hypothesis being that in the great
ocean beds are two strata, one, the deeper
moving from the Pole to the Equator and
moving quickly; the other at the top, movin-
slowly from the Equator to the Pole Th"
sustaining force is found in the heaviness of
the water induced by Polar cold, which pro-
duces a downward movement,and the excess
of lateral pressure causes an outflow of water
from the bottom towards the Equator, which
also occasions a surface indraught. The lec-

is lower, and there is a greater evidei
the Polar flow and of Polar water close 1

Equator.
The first section of the Challenger's vc

was from Tenerifte (Iat. 28 N.) to S. Th
(18 N.,) and when they found water at a
perature so low as 34 there weresuspicio
Antartic water, which it seems flows a
north of the Equator as S. Thomas. It
be remembered that depth has nothin
do with temperature, the temperature
ing determined by the mean winter temi
ture of the locality or by the coldest m
that can get in. This is well proved bv
uniformity of the Mediterranean, where
the surface is aff'ected by the summer sun
temperature from 50 fathoms downward
mainmg at 54° all the year. Why should
water in the Mediterranean be 55° while
of the Atlantic, only just outside it, is at
actly the same depth .35°, if the water
not come from a Polar basin? FromS.Tho
the Challenger vfont to Bermuda, and just
hundred miles due north of S. Thomas fo
the deepest water she had yet met with, 3,
fathoms, both thermometers being crushec
the extraordinary pressure of 4| tons on
square inch. From the Bermudas she pas
to New York and Nova Scotia, passini
broad band of about 60°, which contains
turn of the equatorial current, bringing- ht
although it be not the Gulf Stream. Betwi'
the Gulf Stream and the coast line is a bs
of cold water called the "cold wall," and
sharp is the line of division that a ship ni
have her stem in the one water and her stc
in the other. In the Equatorial section oft
Ctiallenger's explorations there was found 1

Paul's Rock (lying almost on the Eqiiatori
long. 30° W.) an extraordinary thinness
surface water, while the low temperature
the bottom water shows that it must be pure
Antarctic water ; therefore at the Equator t
water has the hottest surface and the colde
bottom. The question now remains ho
the heat of the Atlantic current acts upon i
Ofi- Portugal it is rather below the norm
temperature, but as it moves northward
carries its temperature with it, and oiilv tl

heat of the surface is lowered, the rest reiai
ing its temperature as far as the Faroe Ish
(where it is above the winter temperature <

lands, themselves,) thus carryintr a
enormous body of heat, and 500 fathoms is
more eflfective heater than a film of 50 fat)

such as the Gulf Stream would be, eve
though It might be hotter water. Anothe
instance where a cold stratum of water com*
up to the surface was observed by Dr. Meyoi
who has given much attention to the Balti
and North Sea. The North Sea is exeeec
ingly shallow, never exceeding 100 fathom
except in one channel extending alonir th
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:oast ofNorway as far as the Skagcrack.

the west side of this channel flows a

.ream from the Arctic Ocean. This

jes over the bed of the North Sea up to

r Bank, where in a very short space

3 a difference of 15° Fahrenheit between

item and w^estern slopes. An effect of

OQOvements, more important than the

ration of climate, is to prevent stagna-

In the bottom of the Mediterranean

lolo is a stagnant mass of water, desti-

animal life. Dr. Carpenter added that

first visit to the Mediterranean he ox-

to find a large fauna, and on reasoning

disappointment concluded that this

e of life was due to a deficiency of oxy-

r want of aeration to remove the car-

icid. Accordingly on his second visit

k instruments to analyse the gases, and

that where oxygen was in the Atlantic

portion of 20 to 100 it was but 5 in the

srranean, and where carbonic acid in

rmer was 45 in the latter it was 60.

irtical circulation prevailing in the At-

brings every drop of bottom water to

p, and, still more important, carries

drop of surface water to the bottom,

irrying nutrition from the Sargasso to

I life in the depths. The Challenger

ations have also discovered that accord

the indications of specific gravity the

3 water and the bottom water corres

nuch more closely at the Equator than

other place. This affords a very strik

iication of the ascent of bottom water

1 the surface, which on the theory of

rtical circulation would take place in

luatorial region where the two under

from the Poles meet. The lecturer con

1 by remarking that the Challenger was
)ursuing a prosperous voyage in th

Pacific, her latest researches being be

Melbourne and Kerguelen's Land.—
h Mechanic.

countrj', but there are several that have not

come under its influence, but are still stand-

ing for the principles of the Gospel as pro-

fessed by Friends."

first with a gro&s temptation. A largo log

and a candle may safely be left together. But,

bring a few shavings, and then some small

sticks, and then some larger, and soon you may
bring the green log to ashes.

History of Stoves.—During the seventeenth

century in England, as well as this continent,

although great fires blazed in the royal cham-

bers and halls, and the parlors of the wealthy,

the domestics were almost perishing with

cold. This discomfort did not proceed from

selfish or stingy housekeejiing, but rather

from an affectation of hardihood, particularly

among the lower classes, where effeminacy

was reckoned a reproach. This may account,

n part, for the slow introduction of chimneys.

Walls were rarely hithed and plastered, ceil-

ngs were just beginning to be boarded in the

best houses; doors, sash, and window-shutters

were of the most wretched fit; and tongue

floor boards did not come into use until 1670.

About the .same time, from Germany, came
the grand invention of hanging, by a cord,

weight and pulleys, the lower sash of a win

dow.
In 1658 Sir John Winter invented a fire-box

for burning coal or coke inside a chimney-

place, with a hole above, covered with a

moveable plate. This was similar to one sug-

gested by Savot, in France, and was probably

the origin of the first coal grate. An im-

provement was made on this by Jorevin de

Rochford, in London, whereby greater econo

my was obtained, and the smoke better dis

posed of; but this was again exceeded by the

one placed in his chamber by Prince Rupert,

in 1768. In this, instead of a hole directly

over the grate, the draught went out at the

back, until the fire was well kindled, when
a damper in the flue was pulled forward, which
forced the smoke down a short distance, and

then allowed it to rise in the chimney, behind

a low partition in the middle of the flue.

The first of all our present coal stoves seems

to have been one described by M. Justel to

the Royal Society as the invention of M.

Dalesme, and which was exhibited at the fair

of St. Germain, near Paris, in 1680. It was

made of wrought iron, and consisted of a deep

basin or vase,"seated on and connected with

a square box, and from the rear part of the

latter a curved pipe rose into the chimney at

a height considerably above the top of the

vase. On starting the fire the iron pipe re-

quired to be first well heated to make a down
ward draft through the coals. Justel is quite

enthusiastic about it. Beside its ventilating

a room, he says: "The most fa?tid things,

matters which stink abominably when taken

out of the fire, in this engine make no ill scent

;

neither do red herrings broiled thereon."

That was the erperimentum crucis verily, and

we don't wonder he liked the new "engine."

Glauber, who discovered the salt which

bears his name, claims the discovery of the

front cover or " blower" for a grate, leaving

space below for the a'r to enter. This was

a great triumph, and the vocation of the bel-

lows was ended. He declared that so disgusted

was he with the pufling of fires and the smells

and drudgery of his laboratory, that he was

about to discard it forever, when he made th

happy discovery; and he ends with a devout

prayer of thanks to heaven for the same.

—

Late Paper.

Leave thy fatherless children, 1 will ])re-

serve them alive, and let thy widows trust in

THE FRIEND.
EIGHTH MONTH

Gradual Temptations the Most Powerful—
Seldom will Satan come to the Christian at

"The Journal of William Penn, while visit-

ing Holland and Germany in 1677." This is

the title of one of William Penn's smaller

works, recently re printed by the Meeting for

Sufferings, in a neat duodecimo form, and
bound in cloth. It is for sale at the Book-

store, No. 304 Arch St., at the low price of

40 cents.

The narrative is an interesting one, especi-

ally that part of it connected with the visit

to the Court of Princess Elizabeth at Her-

werden. The lively account of his religious

exercises, of which he has preserved a record,

is calculated to be useful to young and old.

The republication at this lime of this little

book, is the result mainly of a concern for the

younger branches of our Society ; that in read-

ing it, they may see the way in which the

Spirit of the Lord worked on the hearts of a

former generation, led them into the Heavenly
fold, enriched them with spiritual blessings,

and clothed them with a dignity surpassing

that of mere rank or station. Happy indeed

will it be for them, if they are in any measure

influenced thereb}^ to yield their hearts to

the gracious visitations of Divine love, and so

to walk in the footsteps of the flock of Christ's

companions. This path is thus beautifully

pointed out by Wm. Penn in an epistle con-

tained in this journal:

"It is the exhortation of my life at this

time, in the earnest and fervent motion of the

power and Spirit of Jesus, to beseech you all,

who are turned to the Light of Christ, which

shineth in your hearts, and believe in it ; that

you carefullj^ and faithfully walk in it, in the

same dread, awe and fear in which you began;

that that holy poverty of spirit, which is pre-

cious in the eyes of the Lord, and was in the

days of your first love, may dwell and rest

with you; that you maj' daily feel the same
heavenly hunger and thirst, the same lowli-

ness and humility of mind, the same zeal and

tenderness, and the same sincerity and love

unfeigned; that God may fill you out of His

heavenly treasure with the riches of life, and

crown you with holy victory and dominion

over the god and spirit of this world
;
that

your alpha may be your omega, and your

author your finisher, and your first love your

last love ; that so none may make shipwreck

of faith and of a good conscience, nor I'aint by

the way."
The presenting of such a book to a young

friend, may have a useful effoct, in manifest-

ing that interest in their welfare which seeks

to draw them to the Heavenly fold ;
and may

also be of advantage to the giver in strength-

ening, by exercise, that sympathy and care

which ought to be extended by the older to

the younger members of the church.

The Book Committee have also recently
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had printed and bound in muslin, the "1st
and 2Dd Propositions of Barcla3''s Apology on
the True Foundation of Knowledge and Im-
mediate Revelation," price 10 cents ; and also

the "5th and 6th Propositions on Universal
and Saving Light," price 15 cents. This was
done in compliance with a request from con-
cerned Friends in one of our western Yearly
Meetings ; who desired to have something in

a concise form for circulation among those of
their members who needed information as to

the principles of our Society on some points.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—On the 28lh ult., in the House of Cora

mons, Disraeli said the government had received satis

factory assurances from the conferring Powers in regard
to the Brussels Congress, and delegates had been sen
on behalf of Great Britain under instructions already
made known to the House.

R. Bourke, Under Secretary of State for Foreign
Affiirs, said it was believed that a German squadron
had been sent to the coast of Spain merely to protect
German residents.

The King of Ashantee has paid a further instalment
to Great Britain on the war indemnity.
A destructive fire occurred in Liverpool the 28th ult.

by which the Prince's Dock landing stages were entirely
destroyed. The damage is estimated at S1,000,000.
The Bank of England rateof discount has been raised

to 3 per cent., but loans are made in open market at

much lower rates.

The public worship regulation bill has passed its

third reading in the House of Commons.
Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, SJd. ; Orleans, 8|<f.

A Brussels dispatch says: It is understood that a
majority of the delegates to the International Congress
favor the exclusion of all points relating to naval war,
and a strict adherence to matters strictly connected with
the amelioration of human suffering in time of war.
The damage done by the recent storms in Moravia,

far exceeds the earlier estimates. Eleven villages and
two towns were devastated. The government will ex-
tend aid to the inhabitants.

It is stated that Italy has made a demand upon
France for the recall of the war ship Orennque, which
has been permanently stationed at Civita Vecchia, as a
refuge for the Pope in case of necessity.

The Pope, in a recent address, intimated that he had
been offered an asylum in America, but said he .should
remain in Rome " until the moment when God him.self
will make known His will and the order of Provi-
dence."

Vienna journals say .Austria has received a circular
note from Germany, urging the great Powers to com-
bine to prevent the continuance of Carlist atrocities in
Spain, and has given a favorable reply.
The Morning Post asserts that Germany will propose

in the Brussels Congress the recognition of the present
government of Spain.
The Cologne Gazette says Prince Hohenlohe, the Ger-

man Minister at Paris, has unofficially informed the
Dnke de Cazes that if France fails to act stringently
toward the Carlists, a German squadron will be sent to
the Spanish coast, and Germany is resolved to take
measures against the Carlists.

The Imparciai, of Madrid, specifies the following
among other grounds of complaint against France.
Arms bearing the royal initials of Don Carlos have
been publicly sold at Bayonne; a manufactory at Bor-
deaux has been allowed to make contracts for supply-
ing the Carlist army with boots and shoes. The Prefect
of the Department of the Lower Pyrenees, who per-
mitted the public entry of Carlists into Spain, is still

retained in office, and thousands of armed recruits for
the Carlists have crossed the frontier. Finally two
cargoes of arms from France have been landed in Spain
for the Carlists.

The Spanish delegates to the Brussels Congress have
been instructed from Madrid not to participate in the
deliberations because the government is yet unrecog-
nized by the European Powers.
The Carlists claim a great victory over the Republi-

cans, between Castle Folliet and'pigueras, near the
frontier. The losses were heavy on each side. The
Carlists deny the truth of the reports charging them
with atrocilies at Cuenca and other places.
The telegraph office at S-ntander has refused to ac-

cept any dispatches relating to miUtary operatioas and
•yents of the war.

The Portuguese authorities have taken active mea-
sures to prevent any violation of the frontier by the
Carlists.

The French Assembly on the 29th, voted on a reso-
lution for dissolving the chamber. It was defeated by
332 yeas to 374 nays. After much excited discussion
during successive days, it was finally voted by a large
majority to adjourn from 8th mo. 6th to 11th mo. 30th.
The permanent committee of the Assembly, which is

to sit during the recess, has been elected.
'

It is com-
posed of six Legitimists, ten members of the Afoderate
Right and Right Centre, and nine of the left. The
Bonapartists are whollv excluded.
United States.—Negotiations for the balance of

the five per cent, funded loan have been concluded bv
the Secretary of the Treasurv with August Belmont &
Co., in behalf of the Rothschilds of London, and I. & L.
Seligman & Co., on behalf of themselves and their as-

sociates. These parties make an absolute subscription
for forty-five millions of dollars, coupled with the op-
tion of taking the remainder of the loan at any time
within six months. The loan is taken at par to be paid
for in coin or six per cent, bonds. The balance of the
loan, which it is supposed will be taken bv the same
parties, is $124,000,000. If the proposed substitution
of 5 per cent, bonds for those bearing 6 per cent, takes
place to the extent anticipated, it will effect a reduction
of §1,790.000 annuallv in the interest charges.
The San Francisco 'Bulletin anjH : The surplus wheat

for export this year from California will hardly be less

than 600,000 tons. Probably about 1,000 tons is an
average cargo. A fleet of six hundred ships will there-
fore be required to export this surplus. A large num-
ber of ships to arrive have already been chartered at

$4 per ton and upward. At this rate the freight money
to be paid on this wheat will amount to 52,400,000.

_
The grasshoppers or locusts continue their devasta-

tions in various parts of Minnesota, but are now mov-
ing eastwards. Great numbers of this destructive in-
sect have also appeared in western and south-western
Kansas, where they devour every green thing in their
line of movement.
The Public Debt of the United States, less cash in

the Treasury, amounted on the 1st inst. to $2,141,805,-
5, having been reduced SI,282,866 during the pre-

ceding month. The interest on the public debt paid
ing the year ending 6th mo. 30th last, was §107,-

119.815.

The interments in Philadelphia for the week ending
h mo. 1st, were 36.5, including 201 children under two

The mean temperature of the Seventh month by the
Pennsylvania Hospital rocord, was 78.48 deg., which
's one degree less than that of the Seventh mo. 1873.
The highest temperature during the month was 94 deg.,
nd the lowest 64 deg. The amount of rain 2.75 inches.
The rain fall of the first seven months of this year has
been 24.22 inches, against 29.28 inches in the corres-
ponding months 1873. The average of the mean tem-

re of the Seventh month for the past 85 years is

stated to be 75.93 deg., the highest mean during that
entire period occurred in 1872, and was 82.31 deg., the
lowest 68 deg., was in 1SI6.

I%e Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 3d inst. New York. — American gold, 109|.
U. S. sixe,s, 1881, registered, 117] ; do. coupons, 118i;
do. 5-20, 1868, registered, 110 ; do. coupon, 113}; do.
5 per cents, llli a 111 J. Superfine flour, $4.70 a $5

;

State extra, $-5.40 a $5.80; finer brands, $6 a $9.20.
No. 1 Chicago spring whe.at, $1 29; No. 2 do., $1.25

;

amber Tennessee, $1.34; white Kentucky,$1.45a S!1.50.
Old oats, 80 a 87 cts. ; new, 65 a 70 cts. Rve, 94 cts.

Mixed and yellow corn, 78 a 79 ct.s. ; white, 89 a 90 cts.

PhUaddphia.—Colion, \1\ a. 17f cts. for uplands and
New Orleans. Superfine flour, $3.50 a $4; extras, $4.60
a $5 ; finer brands, J5.50 a $9.50. Western red wheat.
$1.25 a $1.30; Pennsylvania, $1.40; do. amber, *1.45

$1.50; No. 1 spring wheat, $1.20. Rye, 93 a 95 cts.

Yellow corn, 81 a 82 cts. Old oats, 78 a 80 cts.; new,
2 a 73 cts. Lard, 12.} cts. Clover-seed, 10 a 11 cts.

The market for beef cattle w.as better. Sales of 1700
head at 7} a 7 J cts. per lb. gross, for choice, 6f a 7 J cts.

for fair to good, and common 4J a 6J cts. Sheep sold
at i\ a 5| cts. per lb. gross for fair to good. Receipts
1 6.000 head. Corn fed hogs sold at $10.50 a $10.75 per
100 lbs. net. Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.06;
No. 2 do., $1.02. No. 2 mixed corn, 63 cts. New oats,
46 cts. Rve, 70 cts. Spring barley, $1.05. Lard,
2\ cts. Omcinnah".—Family flour, $5.10 a $5.40. Red
heat, $1.03 a $1.05. Corn, 65 a 67 cts. New oats,
i a 52 ct-. Lard, 13 cts. Baltimore.—Choice white
heat, $1.40 a $1.45; prime red, $1.35 a $1.40.

Southern white corn, 90 a 92 cts. : yellow, 82 a 83 ets.

Oats, 66 cts.

WANTED.
A suitable Friend to fill the station of Govi

Westtown Boarding School. Applv to

Elizabeth C. Scattergood, West Chesti

Lydia L. Walton. Mnorestown, N. J.

Hannah Evans, 322 Union St., Philac
Hannah Richardson, Wilmington, D(

WANTED.
A suitable Friend to take the position of

'

Teacher and Assistant Governor af Westtown B
School—for next Session. Apply to

Charles Evans, 702 Race street, Philadel
Clarkson ShepparH, Greenwich, New Je
Joseph Walton, Moore.stown, New Jerse

SHELTER FOR COLORED ORPHAli
Wanted, by the 1st of 10th mo. next, a

Friend for Matron for the above institution.

Application may be made to

Hannah R. Newhold, 643 Franklin i

Mary Wood, 524 South Second St.

Mary Randolph, 247 North Twelfth S

Anna W. Lippincott, 460 North Sevei

WANTED.
An unmarried Friend to take the position of Gi

at Westtown Boarding School, on or before the
the present session, in the 10th month next.
Apply to

Clarkson Sheppard, Greenwich, New Je
Joseph Walton, Moorestown,
Charles Evans, 702 Race street, Philadel

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The next Term will commence on Fourth-d

mo. 2nd, 1874. Applications for admissions sh
addressed to Samuel J. Gdjimere, Pr(

Haverford College, Montgomery Co,

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAl
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadt
Physician and Superintendent^Joshua H. 'Vt'

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the ':

Managers.

Died, at Jamestown, Rhode Island, on 3rd
74, after a short illness, Sarah Foster, \

George W. Carr, aged sixty-six years. Of whose
ness and unassuming piety it might be said, " d
in business, serving the Lord," to whom the prii

of Friends in their purity were very precious,
and resigned to the last, we believe her end was

, at Flushing, Ohio, on the 1st of 4th mo|
Rebecca, wife of Wm. C. Williams, in the 6U
of her age, a member of Flushing Monthly an;

ticular Meeting. She was as a mother affections
firm, as a neighbor kind and helpful, as a wife
and faithful in an eminent degree. She exprei^

times that she believed her work was done, and a
nothing stand in her way, and had nothing tor
watch and wait her Master's time. This dear J

was firmly attached to the doctrines and testimcj
the Society of Friends, and exemplified the samji
humble and Christian walk among men. She'
tained her faculties to the last, and was favored t

with Christian fortitude the approach of the pat
senger, supplicating just at the last moment, th

gracious Master might be pleased to say thai

enough
; which was mercifully granted. Her f

have a well grounded hope that her end was pea
, on the 16th of 5th mo. 1874, in the 75ti

of his age, Charles Ellis, a beloved member
Western District Monthly Meeting, Philadelpbij
natural amiability and politeness, sanctified b
Holy Spirit, formed a character of more than
loveliness. The afflicted, whether of body or
found in him a sympathizing friend. Toward a!

loved the Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity, whatevel
doctrinal creed or church connection, his love was
tested freely; yet his attachment to the princi]
our own religious Society was strong. Hissumm
leave this life was sudden, yet we believe was jo
received. He trusted not in works of righleoc
hut in the atoning blood of Chri.st, in whom hit

had long been fixed. " Blessed is that servant
his Lord, when he cometh, shall find so doing."
^'"'

WILLIAM nrPILE, PRINTER.
'"

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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News from the Stars.

(Concluded from page 402.)

larly four j'ears ago, Dr. Huggius suc-

d in showing that the bright star Sirius

veiling at an enormously rapid rate away
us. In other words, besides that rapid
rt motion which is shifting the place of
star upon the heavens, the star has a rapid
n of recession. I propose here briefly

iscribe and explain the method,
neeive that a person, standing on the
of a steadily-flowing stream, throws corks
it at regular intervals—say one cork per
d. These would float down the stream,
iuing always separated bj' a constant
nee. Thus, if the stream were flowing
! feet per second, the corks would be a
apart (supposing, for convenience of illus-

Dn, that each cork was thrown with
Llj' the same force and in exactly the
I direction.) Now, if a person a mile or

wn the stream saw these corks thus float-

jast, he could infer that they had been
;vn in at regular intervals ; and, more-
if he knew the rate of the stream, and
the corks were thrown in by a person
ling at the river's edge, he would know
the interval between the throwing of

38sive corks was one second. But, vice

,
if he knew the rate of the stream, and

the corks were thrown in at intervals of

second, he could infer that the person
ng them was standing still. For let us

ider what would happen, if the cork-

wer sauntered up-stream or down-stream
throwing corks at intervals of one

id. Suppose he moved up-stream at the

of a foot per second
;
then, when he has

svn one cork, he moves a foot up-stream
e he throws the next; and the first cork
ioatcd three feet down stream ; hence the
id cork falls four feet behind the first.

the common distance between the corks
w four feet instead of three feet. Next
ose he saunters down-stream at the rate

bot per second; then, when he has thrown
cork, he moves a foot down-stream before

irows the next; and the first cork has
ed three feet down-stream ; hence the
id cork falls only two feet behind the

Thus the common distance between the

corks is now two feet instead of three feet.

It is clear, then, that the person standing a
mile or so down-stream, if he knows that the
stream is flowing three feet per second, and
that his friend up stream is throwing one cork
in per second, can be quite sure that his friend

is standing still if the corks come past with a
common interval of three feet between them.
Moreover, ho can be equally sure that his

friend is sauntering up-stream if the corks
come past with a common interval exceeding
three feet ; and that he is sauntering down-
stream, if the common interval is less than
three feet. And if, by some process of measur-
ing, he can find out exactly /lOW much greater

or how much less than three feet the interval

is, he can tell exactly how fast his friend is

sauntering up-stream or down-stream. It

ould not matter how far down-stream the

observer might be, so long as the stream's rate

of flow remained unchanged; nor, indeed,

would it matter, even though the stream
flowed at a diff"erent rate past the observer
than past the cork-thrower, so long as neither

of these two rates were liable to alteration.

Now, we may compare the emission of light-

waves by a luminous object to the throwing
of corks in our illustrative case. The rate of

flow for light-waves is indeed infinitely faster

than that of any river, being no less than
185,000 miles per second. The successive

light-waves are set in motion at infinitely

shorter time-intervals, since for extreme red

light there are no less than 458,000,000,000,-

000 undulations per second, and for extreme
violet no less than 727,000,000,000,000; but
these specific diflPerences do not affect the

exactness of the illustration. It is obvious

that all that is necessary to make the parallel

complete is that the flow of light-waves shall

reach the observer at a constant rate (which
is the actual case), and that he shall know,
in the case of any particular and distinguish-

able kind of light, what is the rate at which
the wave-action is successively excited, and

be able to compare with this known rate the

rate at which they successively reach him.

If they come in quicker succession than from

a luminous body at rest, he will know that

the source of light is approaching as certainly

as our observer down-stream would know
that his friend was sauntering towards him
if the corks came two feet apart instead of

three feet. If, on the contrary, the light-

waves of a particular kind come in slower

succession than from a body at rest, the ob-

server will know that the source of light is

receding, precisely as the river side observer

would know that his friend was travelling

away from him if the corks came past him
four feet apart instead of three.

Now, the stellar spectroscopist ca/i dis-

tinguish among the light waves of varied

length which reach him, those which have a

particular normal length. He analyses star-

light with his spectroscope, and gets from it

a rainbow-tinted streak crossed by dark lines.

These dark lines belong to definite parts of
the spectrum ; that is, to such and such parts

of its red, or orange, or yellow, or green, or
blue, or indigo, or violet portion. Thus they
correspond to light having a particular wave-
length. And inany of these lines in stellar

spectra are identifiable with the lines due to

known elements. For instance, in the spec-

trum of Sirius there are four strong dark lines

corresponding to the known bright lines of
the spectrum of hydrogen. Thus the wave-
length corresponding to any one of these dark
lines is perfectly well known to the spectro-

scopist from what he has already learned by
examining the bright lines of hydrogen. Now,
if Sirius were receding very rapidly, the wave-
length corresponding to one of these lines

would be lengthened ; it would correspond, in

fact, to a part of the spectrum nearer the red
end or the region of longer light-waves, and
thus the dark line would be shifted towards
the red end of the spectrum: whereas, on the

contrary, if Sirius were very rapidly approach-
ing, the dark line would be shifted towards
the violet end of the spectrum. All that

would be necessary would be that the rate of

approach or recession should bear an appre-

ciable proportion to the rate at which light

travels, or 185,000 miles per second. For, re-

verting to our cork-thrower, it is clear that if

he travelled up-stream or down-stream at a
rate exceedingly minute compared with the

stream's rate of flow, it would be impossible

for the observer down stream to be aware of

the cork-thrower's motion in either direction,

unless, indeed, he had some very exact means
of measuring the interval between the succes-

sive corks.

Now the spectrum of a star can bo made
longer or shorter according to the dispersive

power employed. The longer it is, the fainter

its light will be ; but, so long as the dark lines

can be seen, the longer the spectrum is, the

greater is the shift due to stellar recession or
approach ; and therefore the more readily may
such recession or approach be detected. But,

with the instrument used by Dr. Hiiggins

four years ago, it was hopeless, save in the

case of the brilliant Sirius (giving more than
five times as rniich light as any other star

visible in our northern heavens), to look for

any displacement due to a lower rate of reces-

sion than some hundred miles per second

(little more than the two-thousandth part of

the velocity of light). What was to bo done,

then, was to provide a much more powerful
telescope, so that the stellar-spectra would
bear a considerably greater degree of disper-

sion. With admirable promptitude the Royal
Society devoted a large sum of money to the
construction of such an instrument, to be lent

to Dr. Huggins for the prosecution of his re-

searches into stellar motions of approach and
recession. This telescope, with an aperture

of fifteen inches, and a light-gathering power
somewhat exceeding that usual with such an
aperture, was accordingly completed, and pro-
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vided with the necessary spectroscopic appli-

ances. Many months have not passed since

all the arrangements were complete.
Jn the meantime, I had arrived at certain

inferences respecting the proper motions of
the stars, on which Dr. Huggins's researches

by the new method seemed likely to throw
an important light.

I had constructed a chart in which the pro.-

pcr motions of about 1 200 stars were pictured.

To each star a minute arrow was affixed, the
length of the arrow indicating the rate at

which the star is moving on the celestial vault.

while the direction in which the arrow point-

ed shows the direction of the star's apparent
motion. This being done, it was possible to

study the proper motions much more agree
ably and satisfactorily than when they were
simply presented in catalogue. And certain

features, hitherto ;^unrecognized, at once be-

came apparent. Amongst these was the pecu-
liarity which I have denominated "star-drift;"

the fact, namely, that certain groups of stars

are travelling in a common direction. This
was indicated, in certain cases, in too signifi-

cant a manner to be regarded as due merely
to chance distribution in these stellar motions

;

and I was able to select certain instances in

which I a.sserted that the drift was unmis-
takable and real.

Amongst these instances was the one before
alluded to of a very remarkable kind in the
" seven stars" of Ursa Major. Now when the
proper motions of these seven stars had been
mapped, I found that whereas Alpha and Eta
are moving much as they would if the Sun's
motion were alone in question, the other five

are all moving at one and the same rate, in
almost the exactly opposite direction. More-
over, a small star close by Zeta, is moving in

the same direction and at the same rate as
the rest of this set. And besides this star
Zeta has a telescopic companion which ac-

companies him in his motion on the celestial

sphere.

It remained, however, that the crucial test

of motion-measurement should be applied.

In the middle of May last (1872), I received
a letter from Dr. Huggins announcing that
the five are all receding from the earth. He
found that Alpha is approaching. As to Eta
he was uncertain as to the direction of motion,
and mentioned that "the star was to be ob-
served again." He subsequently found that
this star is receding. But whereas all the
five are receding at the enormous rate of 20
miles per second, Eta's recession was so much
smaller that, as we have seen. Dr. Huggins
was unable to satisfy himself at a single obser-

vation that the star was receding at all.

We have at length, then, evidence, which
admits of no question—so obviously conclu-

sive is it—to show not only that star-drift is

a reality but that subordinate systems exist

within the sidereal system. We moreover
recognize an unquestionable instance of a
characteristic peculiarity of structure in a
certain part of the heavens. For, though star-

drift exists elsewhere, yet every instance of
star-drift is quite distinct in character—the
drift in Cancer unlike that in Ursa, and both
these drifts unlike the drifts in Taurus, and
equally unlike the drift in Aries or Leo.
Much more, indeed, is contained in the fact

now placed beyond question, than appears on
the surface. Rightly understood, it exhibits
the sidereal system itself as a scheme utterly

unlike what has hitherto been imagined. The

vastness of extent, the variety of structure
the complexity of detail, and the amazing
vitality, on which I have long insisted, are all

implied in that single and, as it were, local

feature which I had set as a crucial test of my
theories.

For "The Friend."

Fidelity Hull.

The following interesting account of one
who was called in early life from the trials

and temptations of time to a better inherit-

ance, is given in the third volume of Piety
Promoted.
"She was the daughter of Thomas and Eliza-

beth Stark, and in her early years she was in

some degree inclined to indulge herself in a
deviation from the simplicity of her religious

profession
;
yet not by any means in such a

degree as is usually termed gay or extrava
gant. This deviation her more enlightened
judgment afterwards disapproved. About the
twentieth year of her age she was married to

Samuel Hull, of Uxbridge, Eng., and became
the mother of two children, from whom, how
ever, she was soon separated, a period of de
dining health ending in death, about the
twenty-third year of her age.

Early in her illness her heart became more
and more disposed to seek for the knowledge
of the Lord; and when her disease gained
ground, she entertained much doubt of re
covery; yet said that she should not much
mind the leaving of this world, if she had an
assurance of happiness hereafter.

She now saw the vanity of indulging in

dress
;
also the pernicious tendency, to young

people, of reading novels and similar produc
tions. Pernicious indeed is this practice,
Simply considered it is a waste of time. It

likewise indisposes the mind for the serious
concerns of real life; and for its truest, greatest
concern, the preparation for a better, through
the grace and redemption of Jesus Christ our
Lord. Her anxiety on this account was mani
fested by a letter which she wrote to a rela

tion ; in which she entreated her, that if she
had any such books, they might be destroyed
for the sake of her children. Similar advice
she also left in writing, for such as might
have committed to them the care of her own
son and daughter.
A few months before her'decease, a Friend

called to visit her ; and believed it right to
address her with a few words of encourage
ment. She was at that time preserved in a
good degree of resignation, though she had
not yet that full assurance of happiness which
she had longed for. Nevertheless, at the time,
his words were particularly consoling; and in

a subsequent opportunity, he was made instru-

mental of more complete relief to her much
tried mind. She broke out as it were in rap
ture, ' Why does the Lord deal thus bounti-
fully with me, a poor sinful creature, unde-
serving the least of his mercies ? What is this

I feel ? Thou hast healed me of all my mala-
dies, both inwaj-dly and outwardly. O my
Lord, and my God, how sweet is thy presence!
What shall 1 render unto thee? Oh ! this is

what I wanted. Now I am happy. I thank
thee, O Lord ; for thou indeed art good.'
She then paused ; but soon she turned her

eyes affectionately on her mother, saying.
Thou hast no need to sorrow for me, for it

will be well with me.' Nor was this merely
a sudden perception of unexpected relief, and
a transient effusion of joy. The next day she

told some visitors of her favored state,

expressed herself in a very tender man:
' The Lord,' said she, 'is good. Yesterday
a memorable day to me. I think I shall nc

forget it. M}^ bonds are unloosed. Ther
balm in Gilead. I feel more sweetness t!

I can express in words.' She also expret

her hope that her visiting friends could

something of the same ; and she entreated
husband to give her up freely.

But although her consolation was t

great, and at one time, as we have seen

transcendent as to supersede her senst

bodily infirmity and pain ; her disease

vanced, and her consequent suffering was ol

felt and acknowledged, though not repi:

at. She once said, ' My tribulation is

Oh, how careful we had need be, to make
Lord our friend ; for if I did not feel him n

I could not support myself under this gr

affliction.' Nevertheless, she had a wore
oncourageraent to most of those who visi

her, and she often exclaimed that God is lo

and that those who dwell in him, dwell
love.

She had once an opportunity of confere

with two Friends. The}' were encourag
her not to withhold any thing she might hi

to communicate to them. Making a pai

she replied to this effect: 'I cannot spi

unless power is given to me. I have fe'

this season much stripped, and expect to

tried with the buffetings of Satan. What i

I say to the Lord's servants ; but that tl

should hold on their way, and they will

perience peace and joy for evermore.'

Various admonitory and encouraging
marks were written or uttered by her in •

course of her illness. She told some of 1

relations, by letter, that if they could feel

peace which she felt, they would leave all'

transitory enjoyments of this world to

deavor after it. She often earnestly desii

those about her to keep near to the Almigh
and said that he would do great things

them. Once she said, ' It is clearly presen

to my view that the gates of heaven are oj

to receive me.' She frequently remark
that the peace and comfort of her mind ov

balanced her very great bodily afflictions a

infirmities.

Once when some of her relations returr

from meeting, she addressed them thus:;

hope you have had a comfortable opportun'

together ;' and she remarked that though ;

me time she had been prevented from goi

to meeting, yet she was often comforted
the divine presence. * * *

About three daj'S before she departed, 1

husband's father and other relatives bei

present, after a solemn pause, she was raif

n a wonderful manner in praises and pra]

to the Almighty ; and gave such good adn
'tions to those around her, as were the mes

of greatly humbling and contriting tl^

'nds. She departed in great peace the :

of the Third month, 1792."

The Earthworm.

About twenty years since, an eminent 1

turalist, while visiting a friend in the count:

was surprised to hear from his host, that

some pasture-land which ho possessed, an t

accountable change had taken place in 1

character of the soil, which in various fiel

had, without apparent cause, materially

creased in depth during the previous yeai

and that cinders and other substances, whi<
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oi'ifj;inally been thrown upon the surfaeo,

apparently sunk to a considerable depth
the soil. Curiosity induced him to try a

experimeats in order to ascertain the

3C of this strange phenomenon, and with
view he dug several holes in different

is ; in these he found similar indications of

radually increasing thickness in the sur-

soil, and beneath, an accumulation of

bles, cinders and lime, which had origin-

been deposited on the surface. In one
1, for instance, the cinders which had been
)wn on the surface three years previously,

buried to the depth of an inch ; in an-

or they were buried three inches deep, and
ned a layer an inch in thickness. But let

five the narrative in his own words:

—

The appearance in all the above cases was
r (in the language of farmers who are ac-

nted with these facts) the fragments had
rked themselves down.' It is, however,
•cely possible that cinders or pebbles, and

3s powdered quicklime, could sink

)ugh compact earth and a layer of matted
,8 of vegetables, to a depth of some inches,

explanation of these facts which occurred
Sir. Wedgewood" (his host), "though it

pear trivial at first, I have no doubt
correct one, namely that the whole

ration is due to the digestive process in the
mon earthworm. On carefully examin-
between the blades of grass in the fields

vo described, I found scarcely a space of

inches square without a little heap of

ndrical castings of worms. It is well

wn that worms in their excavations swal-
earthy matter, and that, having separated
portion which serves for their nutriment,
7 eject at the mouth of their burrows the
ainder in little intestine-shaped heaps.

le partly retain their form until the rain

thaws of winter spread the matter uni-

ly over the surface. The worm is unable
iwallow coarse particles, and as it would
irally avoid pure or caustic lime, the finer

h, lying beneath the cinders, burnt marl
me, would be removed by a slow process

ho surface. This supposition is not ima-
iry, for in the field in which thei cinders

been spread out only half a year before,

ctually saw the castings of the worms
pcd on the smaller fragments. Nor, I re

t, is the agency so trivial as at first it

ht be thought, the great number of earth-

ms, as every one must be aware who has
r dug in a grass field, making up for the
^nificant quantity of the work which each
orms.

On the idea of the superficial mould hav-
been thus prepared, the advantage of old

ure-land, which, it is well known, farmers
England are particularly averse to break

explained, for the length of time re-

•ed to form a thick stratum must be con-

rable. In the peaty field, in the course of

en years, about 3J inches had been well

lared ; but it is probable that the process
Dntinued, though at a very slow rate, to a

ih greater depth. Every time a worm is

'en, by dry weather or any other cause, to

3end deep, it must bring to the surface,

1 it empties the contents of its body, a
particles of fresh earth. Thus the ma-

es added by man, as well as the constituent
ts of the soil, become thoroughly mingled

nearly homogeneous character is given
the soil. Although the conclusion may
)ear at first startling, it will be difficult to

deny the probability, that every particle of

earth, forming the bed from which the turf in

old pasture-land springs, has passed through
the intestines of worms, and hence the term
animal mould' would in some respects be

more appropriate than that of ' vegetable
mould.' " He concludes by remarking, •' that

griculturist, in ploughing the ground,

follows a method strictly natural ; ho only

tales in a rude manner, without being able

either to bury the pebbles, or to sift the fine

from the coarse earth, the work which Nature
daily performing by the agency of the

earthworm."
With regard to the latter portion of these

eraarks, exemplifying, as they do, in a forci-

ble manner the principle to which wo have
more than once alluded in the course of this

short history, namely that Nature has not

bestowed all these pains on the formation of

the worm without some useful end, we would
pow also add a few words in concluding this

section of our treatise.

Those who know what astonishing results

e produced by the labors of the minute and
(compared with the worm) still more humble
Madrepore polyp, commonly known as the

Coral insect ; how in the course of ages it

builds up continents in the midst of the ocean
;

will not for an instant be inclined to doubt

that the worm aids in the deposition of the

surface-soil, simply on the score of its appa-

rent insignificance; and although the traces

of the Annelide in the geological formations

of past ages are but slight, yet it is believed

by reflecting observers that the little creature

has (as in the case of the polyp just referred

to) pursued its labors from a very early period

in the earth's history.

But be that as it may; suppose its opera-

tions have only been confined to the deposi-

tion of a portion of the existing mould, a cir-

cumstance which we believe to be placed be-

yond doubt; still our assertion holds good,

that its history affords a striking exemplifica

tion of the divine truth, that no creature has

been formed without its special ends, and that

the humblest are frequently selected to carry

out the most gigantic natural operations.—

The Earthworm and Housefly.

For " The Friend."

The following narrative has been prepared

for the readers of "The Friend," in hop
may be of use to some in this day who are

looking outward for that which alone will be

found within.

In the eastern part of the State of Ohio
there lived a young man in the year 1842,

who at that timo had not quite reached the

twenty first year of his age, and during this

critical period of his life, he was much ex-

posed to the corrupting influence of the world,

and was led away by the example of those

around him, into many things inconsistent

with the conduct of a true christian. Though
he had a birth-right membership in the So-

ciety of Friends, yet, living some miles from
any meeting of Friends, he at that time sel-

dom attended their meetings ; but still he did

not feelsatisfied without some kind of religion,

and sometimes attended the meetings of other

religious professors, and was quite taken with
their preaching and performances, and at

'oung man lived, and in the evening stopped

,t his mother's, who was then a widow, to

tay over night. Though an entire stranger

to the family, he seemed soon to be brought
under exercise, and before they retired fortho

night he spoke at considerable length to some
one in the little company present, in a par-

ticular manner, and quoted the saying of our
Saviour, who, in answer to the query, when
the kingdom of God should come, replied :

The kingdom of God cometh not with ob-

rvation, neither shall they say, Lo ! here,

', lo! there, for behold the kingdom of God
within you." He said that there wore

many saying, as it were, in this day, lo ! hero

8 Christ, and lo ! he is there ; but go not after

them, nor follow them, for the seed of the

kingdom will be found within, and not by
outward observation. Eeligion did not con-

st in outward performances, but in knowing
the heart-changing power of the Holy Spirit.

There was in this day too much of a looking

outward for that which only would be found

thin. Ho added much more on this subject,

which is not now remembered, and, in the

morning, when he was about starting away,

he again spoke, for the most part on the same
subject, which made a lasting impression on

that young man's mind, which he remembers
distinctly to this day. It was the beginning

fa change in his life, which still continues,

for he is now, and long has been, endeavoring

to walk in that strait and narrow way that

leadeth unto life eternal, though he has noth-

ing to boast of
Wm. Evans in his Journal says but little in

regard to the circumstance, merely stating

that he staid that night with a widow, and

had some service in the morning, before ho

left, and said he realized the truth of the say-

ing: he that watereth others shall be watered

himself. He, no doubt, was divinely com-

missioned to speak to that young man, and

was sent to that house for that purpose.

J.H.
Ohio, Till montli 30th, 1874.

Mecanique Celeste.

Those who took the trouble to read in a re-

cent number of the Advocate an article entitled

"Mary Somerville and Mecanique Celeste,"

may wish to know something about the great

work of M. La Place, bearing the above title.

It is hardly to be presumed that the state-

ment of Lord Brougham relative to the igno-

rance concerning this book and its contents

holds true at the present time
;
yet it is a fact

that very few even among scholars know any
thing about it except the name, and only a

very small fraction of this number are ac-

quainted with the merit and extent of the

work. Mecanique Celeste may be regarded

as a comprehensive commentary on the law

of gravitation, reducing all the known phe-

nomena of the motions of the heavenly bodies

to this wonderful law of nature, the grandest

generalization of the human mind. The work
is divided into two parts. In the first arc

given the methods and formuhr for determin-

ing the motions of the centers of gravity of the

heavenly bodies, their figures, the oscillations

of the fluids which are spread over them, and
the motions about their centers of gravity.

In the second part, these formuliB are ap-

times felt almost ready to join in with them plied to the planets, the satellites, and the

About this time our beloved Friend \ym. Evans, comets.

visited the meetings of Ohio Yearly Meeting, I The celebrated problem of these bodies is

and was at the meeting nearest to where this investigated in all its detail. Each planet
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and satellite is tracked through the heavenly

spaces, notwithstanding it is influenced by all

the rest, directly as the mass, and inversely

as the square, of their distance from it. The
solution of this problem enables the astrono-

mer to give the position of a heavenly body

at any time past, or predict its place during

the ages to come. The perturbations of the

heavenly bodies, giving rise to changes in the

position of their orbits in space, also the form

of the orbits, are calculated. These elements,

which in ordinary descriptive astronomy, are

regarded as fixed and constant, are subject to

slow changes, running through vast ages.

To investigate the laws, periods and limita-

tions of these changes taxed the highest pow-

ers of the human mind.

The solution of this difficult problem by

La Grange and La Place furnishes one of the

most interesting chapters in Celestial Mechan-

ics. By it we learn that the stability of the

solar system is secured for all time. « Newton
predicted the ultimate wreck of our system

in consequence of these changes running on

indefinitely in one direction.

The secular inequalities of the motions of

Jupiter and Saturn, maj^ serve to illustrate the

remarkable law of equilibrium prevailing

among the celestial bodies. The orbits of these

planets gradually approach to and recede from

each other, making a complete vibration by

returning to the same relative position in

space in about 50,000 years. The variation

of the modes and inclinations are confined

within narrow limits.

The eccentricities of these planets are also

subject to secular changes, which, if continued

in one direction would eventually entirely

change their climate. The cycle is completed

in about 70,000 years. These changes are

likewise confined within certain narrow limits.

The elliptical orbit of the earth for thousands

of years has been approaching a circle, by

virtue of which the moon's mean motion has

been accelerated for a corresponding time.

After a while it will reach its limit and then

begin its return.

The rotary motion of the heavenly bodies

has caused them to assume a spheroidal form.

This figure, deviating slightly from the sphere,

has given rise to many interesting phenomena,
such as the precession of the equinox, which
makes a complete revolution in about 25,000

years ; also the libration and mutation of the

moon. Thus the figure of the heavenly bodies

gives rise to many interesting problems in

physical astronomy.
The theory of the moon, which investigates

the many inequalities in the motion of that

luminary in consequence of the powerful at-

traction of the sun as the disturbing body, fills

one book. The comparison of the preceding

theories with observation is interesting as

showing the correctness of theory and the

truthfulness ofthe law ofgravitation, on which
it is founded.

The theory ofthe satellites ofJupiter, filling

another book, is interesting and important.

On account of the quickness of their revolu-

tions, all the great changes which time would
not develop, except with great slowness, in

the planetary system, are passed through in

a few years, thus enabling the astronomer
to test the correctness of theorj^ by observa-

tion. The theories of cometary motion and
Saturn's rings are developed in all their full-

ness.

Such are some of the most important sub-

jects discussed in the "Mecanique Celeste."

In the original there are ten books and half

as many volumes. In this country we have

a translation, with very extended comments
and expositions, by Nathaniel Bowditch, one

ofthe most eminent mathematicians our coun-

try has produced. This translation makes
four large quarto volumes of about 90 J pages
each. In order to read this translation, so

fully elucidated, the graduate from our colleges

will find it necessary to go farther in trigo-

nometery and calculus than his professors

have taken him. He will then need all his

resources in mathematical science, and a mea-
sure of mathematical genius besides.

Let it be remembered, therefore, that Mrs.

Somerville, without the aids afforded the stu-

dent of the present day, by the force of her

incomparable genius, not only read but wrote
an account of this ponderous and abstruse

work. Without aid from other mathematical
minds she leaped the immense chasms left by
La Place in his equations and formula?, and
which Bowditch has bridged for the bene-

fit of other students of physical astronomy.
No wonder the simple fact that she had ac-

complished such a task made her famous in the

eyes of those who were at all qualified to ap-

preciate the magnitude and difficulty of her
achievement.— Christian Advocate.

Selected for " The Friend."

A Plain Exterior.

" To accuse any Monthly Meeting of fre-

quently prefering individuals for service in

the church, simply or chiefly for their exterior

plain appearauce, is very unjustifiable. We
imagine no one can possibly suppose that a

plain exterior is in itself, sufficient qualifica-

tion [for service in the church] ; but other

things being equal, there can be no question

of its being a recommendation—if it does not

qualify, neither of itself, does it rfi'squalifj'.

Whereas a fashionable exterior, with or with-

out the requisite essentials, must be, in itself,

a forbidden element in the character."

—

British Friend, vol. xxiv. p. 119.

Taxation that Kills.

In a recent number of Scribner's Magazine,

Dr. S. G. Holland makes the following com-
ments upon the statistics contained in the

report for 1873, of Ruffner, Superintendent of

Public Instruction in Virginia : showing the

destructive efi"ect8 upon its prosperity, in every
sense, of the consumption of ardent spirits,

within its limits. He says: "There are 2856

retail liquor shops in the State. If these shops

sell the average amount of liquor sold by the

liquor shops of the United States, and there

is no reason to suppose they do not, the an-

nual amount consumed is $10,622,888. There
are additions to be made to thisTrom whole-

sale dealers and patent medicines which are

bought and consumed for their alcohol, that

raise the aggregate to $12,000,000. There is

no doubt that the sum total exceeds these

terrific figures, which leave out entirely the

alcohol used for mechanical and manufactur-
ing purposes. This sum exceeds the total

value of all the farm productions, increase in

live stock, and value of improvements, ofthe
year 1870, according to the U. S. Census, in

the seven best counties of the State, and by
just about the same amount, the value of the
productions of forty-five smaller counties dur-

ing the same year. The wheat crop of Vir-

ginia, for 1870, was, in round numbers, 8,C

000 bushels. This, at $1.50 per bushel, wl
is more than was received, makes exac
812,000,000. In brief, Virginja drank uj

entire wheat crop to the last gill

!

Euffner presents other illustrative cstit

but nothing can add to the force of tl

which we have cited. He then goes
show that the total taxation for State

]

poses, including legislation, salaries, cou
institutions for dumb, blind, and insane,

j

lie schools and interest on the public (

only reaches the sum of 83,500,000, whih
add to this sum all the local taxation,
not equal the burden which the people vo
tarily lay upon themselves. But this is

all. The injury done to public order,
private health and enterprise, is to be ta
into account. Euffner believes that the t

wasted, the injury done to business, and
cost of crime, pauperism, insanity and lit

tion resulting from intemperance, would
more costly than the liquor itself. Then
Superintendent, with figures furnished by
distinguished actuary, Nelson, in the inter
of life insurance, shows how much valut
life is thrown away in the State. Betw
fifteen and twenty years of age the numbe
deaths of temperate and intemperate pen
is as 10 to 18 ; between twenty-one
thirty, 10 to 51 ; between thirty and forty
to 40. At twenty years of age a tempei
person's chance for life is 41.2 years—intem]
ate, 15.6; at thirty, the temperate man's cha
is for 36.5 years, intemperate, 13.8; at
years, the proportionate chances are 18.

J

11.6 years. Thus money, health, moral
industry, good order, and life itself, in et

mous sums, go into this bottomless caldr

Is their any return of good for all this

penditure? None. The loss is entire, !

irredeemable. If the whole had gone o
Niagara Palls, something would be picked
on the shore below, but nothing is left fr'

this waste. A bushel of grain traosforn

into alcohol, and swallowed as a beverage
a bushel of grain annihilated. If all thai

spent for liquor were put into a huge furnj

and burned, we should have the ashes; I

as it is, we have no ashes except such as, w
shame and tears, we are obliged to bury.

We have not displayed these figures tor t

special purpose of reading a lesson to Virgic

for that State is no worse than the rest of
|

States of the Union ; but one of her faith

officers has brought out the statistics, and
j

country ought to feel very much obliged!

him for them. They give us the facts tl

account for all our public distress. We c(

sume as a nation, §600,000,000 a year in sf

ituous liquors, a sum which only needs a ve

few multiplications to pay the whole puB
debt of the country. Liquor is at the botti

of all our poverty. If the tax for it wi

lifted, there would not need to be a man, i

man or child without bread. If it could

lifted from the Southern States alone, it woi

not take five years to make them not oi

prosperous but rich."

The business in which we cannot ask t

protection and assistance of God, cannot

an innocent pursuit; the amusement for whi

we dare not thank Him, cannot be an innoce

pleasure.

Stand in awe and sin not: commune wi

your own heart upon your bed and be still
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For "Tho Friend."

Indian Affairs.

(Continued from page 403.)

he present unsettled condition of somo of

triljcs of Indians in the Territories, has
acted public attention to this suhject, and
fragmentary incidents related in the news-

ers from week to week, whilst exciting

sral interest, have also tended in some
sure to produce confused ideas of the

)le truth respecting these people, and es-

ally of what is known as the " peace pol-
' inaugurated by President Grant in 1869,

partially entrusted to the Society of

snds to put in practice in governing the

irigines. With the hope of spreading some
rmation before the readers of"The Friend,"

;ho subject, it is proposed to give an out-

of the origin and progress of the " mission

k" and government agency now being car-

l on by tho Society of Friends in this con-

tion. In doing this, a brief sketch of tho

ory of the Indian tribes west of the Mis-

ippi since 1851, seems necessary for a clear

erstanding of the subject. The following

racts from the Annual American CycloptB-

for 18G7, will furnish this information.

Up to the year 1851, the vast uninhabited

ns eastward of the Rocky Mountains were
aitted to be Indian territories, and numer-
tribes roamed at will from Texas and

sico to the northern boundary of the terri-

r of the United States. At that time the

overy of gold in California drew a tide of

nigration across this wide reservation ;
and

?as found necessary to make a treaty with

eral tribes, according to the provisions of

ich a broad highwaj- was opened to Cal-

nia, and the tribes restricted within cer-

1 limits, bat with the privilege of ranging

r the belt reserved as a route of travel, in

ir hunting-excursions. The Government,
reover, agreed to pay the Indians $50,000

ear, for fifteen years, in consideration of the

vilege granted to immigrants to cross the

ins without molestation.

The boundaries assigned by this treaty to

Cheyennes and Arrapahoes included the

jger part of the present Territory of Colo

tlo, while the Crows and Sioux were to oe^

py tho tract of land now traversed by the

[wder River route to Montana. Some yeare

ier the treaty above mentioned was made,

[id and silver were discovered in Colorado

ion the Indian reservations, and settlers pour

I

in regardless of the rights of these tribes

jd when the lands were in great part taken

I

by the intruders, another treaty was made
[secure them in their possessions. This took

ace on the 18th of February, 1861. By this

w treaty these Indians gave up a large ex-

Dt of territory, and agreed to confine them
Ives to a small district, situated upon both

les of the Arkansas River, and along the

)rthern boundary of Xew Mexico ; and the

nited States was to protect them in these

issessions, and pay an annuity of $30,000 to

ch tribe for fifteen years, and to furnish

em with stock and agricultural implements.

•om this time to April, 1864, no difficulties

eurred between these tribes and the white

habitants of Colorado.
" During the summer of 1864 complaints

ere made of Indian depredations and rob-

iries upon the property of settlers. Colonel

tiivington, who had command of the troops

ationed at Denver, permitted a subordinate

Beer to set out with a detachment of men to

punish tho Indians for this offence. Tho
Cheyenne village of Codar Bluffs was attack-

ed, and 26 Indians killed, 30 woundod, and
their propert}' distributed as plunder among
the soldiers. After this potty hostilities wore
kept up during the summer and fall, but the

Indians professed a desire for peace, and ap-

plied to the commander of Fort Lyon, Major
VVynkoop, to negotiate a treaty to secure it.

The Indians were commanded by that officer

to collect their people about the fort, and wore
assured of safety. They gathoi'ed about 500

men, women and children to this place, and
while there, under promise of protection, these

defenceless people were attacked by Colonel

Chivington and slaughtered without mercy.
This atrocious affair, known as the Sand
Creek massacre, was perpetrated on the 29th

of November, 1864. A war with these tribes

immediately ensued, which drew 8,000 men
from tho forces then engaged in suppi'ossing

the insurrection in the South, and absorbed

$30,000,000 of the treasure of the country.

No more than fifteen or twenty Indians were
killed during the entire campaign of 1865,

and tho attempt to obtain peace by means of

war proved utterly futile. Commissioners
wore accordingly appointed in the autumn of

that year (1865), to procure a council with

the hostile tribes, and, if possible, settle upon
tho terms of a treaty. The Commissioners

mot tho chiefs of the Cheyennes and Ar-

rapahoes, and other tribes of that region, at

the mouth of the Little Arkansas, in October,

1865, and induced them to give up their reser-

vation upon tho Arkansas, and accept another

in tho State of Kansas, with the privilege of

ranging over the uninhabited plains which

had formerly been their own. When this

treaty came before the Senate for ratification,

it was so amended as to exclude these tribes

entirely from the State of Kansas, and they

were left with nothing but their hunting privi-

leges on the unsettled lands of the plains. Not
withstanding this material defect in the rati-

fied treaty, the peace was strictly preserved

by these southern tribes through the year

1866.

"During the fifteen years for which annui-

ties had been promised by the treaty of 1851,

the Sioux and Crows to the north of the great

line of overland travel remained unmolested

by the whites. The Crows had been driven

into Montana by the Sioux, and the hitter

tribe now occupied tho wide range of territo-

ry originally assigned to both. Territories to

the south had become populous with immi-

grants, and civilization was crowding toward

them from the East, when wild rumors of

rich mines in Montana, beyond them to the

northwest, attracted the fatal" stream of im-

migration acrosstheir lands. Thoirrich hunt-

ing-srounds were now narrowed down to the

valley from the north of which flowed the

Powder River. Their annuity from the Gov-

ernment of the United States had ceased, and

it was more than ever important that tho

remnant of their bun ting-ranges should remain

undisturbed, for they would bo dependent on

them altogether for subsistence.

"At this juncture of their affairs, orders

were issued by the commanding officers of the

Military Departments of the Missouri and of

Platte, to establish several military posts along

the new route of travel to the Territory of

Montana. On the 15th of June, 1866, the

necessary orders were given to garrison Forts

Reno, Phil Kearney, and C. F. Smith. Fort

Phil. Kearney was established on the 15th of

July, and C. F. Smith on the 2d of August.
Tho Indians notified tho troops from tho first,

that the occupation of this territory would bo
resisted. Their warning was disregarded,

iind a sharp warfare raged all along this route

through the late summer and the autumn of

this year, culminating in tho slaughter of a
detachment of soldiers at Fort Phil. Kearney
on tho 21st of December. A wagon train had
been sent a short distance from tho fori, at-

tended by an escort, to procure lumber, when
they were set upon by a party of Indians.

Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel W. J. Fctterman
was then ordered out with forty-nine men to

the rescue of the wagon train, and the whole
company, including its commander, wore kill-

ed.

"Associated with these hostile tribes engag-

ed in tho Sioux war in the north, was a tribe

of Cheyennes related to the Cheyennes of the

south ; and no sooner did tho news of the open
hostilities on tho Powder River trail roach

the kindred tribes of Nebraska and Colora-

do, than the greatest apprehension prevailed

that war would be kindled also on the lino

of the Pacific Railroad. When this oxcito-

mont first began. General St. George Cook,
in command at Omaha, forbade tho sale of

arms and ammunition to tho Indians within

the limits under his command. This only in-

creased the irritation of the Cheyennes and
Arrapahoes, for they depended upon their

regular supplies of ammunition for the uses of

the chase.
" Such was the state of things at the open-

ing of the year 1867. The Sioux and Cheyen-
nes of the north had exasperated and alarmed
the ti-oops on the Powder River route, and
offers which had been made to treat with

them, they would not listen to, until tho

forces should be withdrawn. In tho south the

Cheyennes and Arrapahoes, and the kindred

tribes of the Kiowas, Camantdies, and Apa-
ches, had not yet forgotten the cruel massa-

cre of Sand Creek. They had been forced

from tho rich lands of Colorado, they had been

left with only the poor privilege of ranging tho

plains for buffalo and other game ; and finally

this privilege was rendered worthless by tho

order forbidding the sale of arms and ammu-
nition, which was made early in January at

the Arkansas posts also. There was a feeling

of mutual distrust, and threats wore muttered

by the leading chiefs of the Indian tribes of a

general warfare at the opening of spring.
" Tho United States forces were under tho

command of Lieutenant-General William T.

Sherman, of the Military Division of the Mis-

souri. This division was divided into three

departments, that of Dakota to the north,

commanded by General A. H. Terry
;
that of

the Platte, in the middle, commanded by
General C. C. Augur; and that of the Missou-

ri, to tho south, commanded by General W. S.

Hancock.
" The Indians engaged in the war were the

northern Cheyennes and Arrapahoes, about

800 warriors ; and various bands of the great

Sioux tribe, numbering 1,200 or 1,300; these

were engaged in the north, and were respon-

sible for the Fort Phil. Kearney slaughter.

On the plains to the south were about 500

warriors of the southern Cheyennes and Arra-

pahoes. The Kiowas, Camanches and Apa-

ches, have substantially observed the stipu-

lations of the treaty of 1865.

"Military operations against these tribes
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were entirely ineffectual in suppressing hos
tilities; and according to thie testimony of
General Shornaan, 50 Indians could 'check
mate' 3,000 soldiert--. The same officer recom-
mended peaceful negotiations as the only
means of putting an end to the ravages on the
plains.

"An act of Congress was passed on the 29th
of March, in which there was a provision for
repealing 'all laws allowing the President,
the Secretary of the Interior, or the Com
eioner of Indian Affairs to enter into treaties
with any Indian tribe ;' but this part of the
act was repealed in June following, and on the
2(lth of July an act was passed 'to establish
peace withcerlain hostile Indian tribes,' which
provided for the appointment of commisioners,
with a view to the following objects:

" 1. To remove if jjossible, the causes of
war.

"2. To secure, as far as practicable, our
frontier settlements, and the safe building of
the railroads looking to the Pacific.

" 3. To suggest or inaugurate some plan
for the civizilation of those Indians.

" The northern tribes of Indians to the east
of the Rocky Mountains number upwards of
60,000, and include the powerful bands of the
Siou.x, Crows, northern Cheyennes and Ar-
rapahoes, besides numerous less important na-
tions. The southern tnbes include the large
nations of the Cherokees, Creeks, and the
Choctaws, as well as the Kiowas, Camanches,
and southern Cheyennes and Arrapahoes, and
various lesser bands, forming a sum total of
more than 85,000. Each of these two grand
divisions is collected on a reservation of their
own; the northern districC bounded on the
north by the46th parallel,ea8t by the Missouri
river, south by Nebraska and west by the
104th meridian

; the ^^outhern district bounded
north by the State of Kansas, east by Arkansas
and Missouri, south by Texas, and west by the
lUOth or 101st meridian."

CTo be continned.)

For "The Friend."

Li-sten, youthful reader, to the voice that is
mightier than the noise of many waters. Art
thou faithful in little things ? or art thou seek
ing to do something great, and to accomplish
much in thy own way? Art thou willing to
take up thy cross daily in the paths of self
denial, and follow a crucified Saviour whither-
soever He may lead ; for He has cast up a
holy way for all his humble, faithful disciples
to walk in. Art thou obedient like Moses,
who when the command was given, "put off
thy shoes from off thy feet, for the place
whereon thoustandestis holy ground," obeyed
the word of the Lord. There may be a cover-
ing of the mind, not acceptable in the Divine
sight, and the command to thee may be to put
it offfVom thee. My youthful reader! remem-
ber, " obedience is better than sacrifice, and to
hearken to the voice of the Lord, than the fat
of rams." q jj

The Life of an Indigo Planter.~¥ov some
SIX months in the year the indigo planter in In-
dia is in the saddle from six o'clock in the morn-

lil noon, superintending the ploughing.

water into other vats, and the treatment of
the stuff through variousstagesuntilitemerges
from the " presses" veritable indigo, worth
ever so many rupees a pound. "Mahaye"
occurs in the very hottest part of the Indian
year; but the indigo planter must disregard
the heat if he is to keep up his character and
earn commission. He spends hours every
day in a little shed perched high over his vats,
whence he can superintend the labors of the
coolies, and see for himself that the mashing
is thorough and the running off takes place in

the nick of time. He must generally pervade
the presshousie, and it will not do for him to
be dainty over a stain of blue on his hands or
face. He must superintend the storing, for
the mild Hindoo is not proverbial for honesty,
and feels sorely tempted when the chance
offers to carry off a piece of indigo which will
hardly make a knot in his cummerbund, and
yet for which he can realize a rupee. When

' Mahaye" is over the cold weather is think-
ing of setting in, and then, after giving a start
to his cultivation, the indigo planter feel
himself a free man for a season. His holiday
time has come.

—

Late Paper.
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We know of nothing more apt to lead
young man into an evil course than a prize at
a Church fair. When in place of a dollar he
gains an article worth twenty, and is con
gratulated on every hand on his good fortune
he is led to suppose himself born under a
" lucky star," and to think the securing of a
fortune by a lottery ticket a far better way
than the painful plodding of earnest industry.
And when the Church has told him it was
right in her service to ignore his conscience
concerning raffling, can it blame him if he does
it for his own, and when, perhaps, he promises
himself that in case of success the Church
hall largely share the benefit ?

Salt in Sickness.—Dr. Scudder remarks : " I
1 satisfied that I have seen patients die from

deprivation of common saltduringa protract-
ed illness. It is a common impression that
the food for the sick should not be seasoned,
and, whatever slop may be given, it is almost
innocent of this essential of life. In the m..„
diet that I recommend in sickness, common
salt is used freely, the milk being boiled and
given hot. And if the patient cannot take the
usual quantity in his food, I have it given in
his drink. This matter is so important that
it cannot be repeated too often, or dwelt upon
too long. The most marked example of this
want of common salt I have ever noticed h
been in surgical disease, especially in op(.„
wounds. Without a supply of salt the tongue
would become broad, pallid, pufty, with a ten-
aiious, pasty coat, the secretion.s arrested, the
circulation feeble, the effusion at the point of
injury serous, with an unpleasant watery
pus, which at last becomes a mere sanies or
chor. A few days of a free allowance of salt
would change all this, and the patient sret
along well."

sowing, the weeding and th reaping,
Aboutthe end of June, says theLondon News
"Mahaye" begins, and lasts until the begin-
niug of September. " Mahaye" is the manii-
tacture of the indigo, the mashing and beat-
ing of It in great vats, the running off of the

In the "Christian Worker" for 7th i

15th, there is published an article by Lt
Woodard, entitled "Ecclesiastical Impea
ment," in which exception is taken to so
remarks made in Philadelphia Yearly Mt
ing, as shown by the account thereof ci

tained in this journal under date 5th mo.
The passage which is made the subject of co
ment is that, where it speaks of what i

called "General Meetings" having been he
"in which, however sincere the actors mio
be, the proceedings were entirely at vaii:u
with the principles of Friends. In those nie

'

ings, singing was practised, scores of pcrsoj
\yere stated to be on their knees at the sai
time, and large numbers were induced to coi
forward and place themselves on what we
called the anxious benches."
The author of the article appears to und<

stand the expression, "the proceedings we
entirely at variance with the principles
Friends," to mean, that everything connccti
with those meetings was inconsistent wi
our principles

; and he hence draws the co
elusion that Philadelphia Yearly Meeting co
demns "the intervals of silence, vocal p'l-ay'

by a single individual at a time, vocal mini-ir'
including doctrinal exhortation," &c., whic'
were found in them, "in addition" to the sp!
cific matters objected to. One might ixaso •

ably have supposed that the immediate eo
'

text, in which " singing," "anxious benches
and the practice of scores of persons iaIliD

on their knees at the same time, are speeitici
would have shown L. W. that the meaninijc'
the speaker was to condemn those praiiic-^

as entirely at variance with our prineiMie>
and not to censure other matters coniieeto
with the meetings, to which no allusion wa
nade or intended. Before drawing such a
uforence, it would have been well to hav
practised some of that "charity" to which J

refers, of which it is said, "It thinketh i

evil."

It is satisfactory to find that he admits tl

correctness of the description given of whi
has taken place at these General Meetins
In reference to the first thing mentioned,— tl

practice of singing in them—he attempts
justify it, by quoting as follows from Eobo
Barclay: " We acknowledge this to be a pa
of God's worship, very sweet and refreshing,
There is no comment made on this, and i
leaves the reader to infer that singing as no'
practised was a customary part of the wo
ship of our early Friends, which is entire!
"at variance" with the truth. The won
quoted are the commencement of a senteuo
and the qualifying clause which immediate!
follows, and is essential to a proper uude
standing of what precedes it, is omitted. I
view of the importance of this subject at th
present time, we quote the greater jDart (

this section from The Apology :

4.8 to the singing ofpsalms, there will noi
be need of any long discourse; for that th<
ease is just the same as in the two former ol

preaching and prayer. We confess this to be
a part of God's worship, and very sweet and

Kof ;„ fi I ; • "-"I '"^f^^Gshing, when it proceeds from a true sorisfl

^iTbe::ZZiri:\^^^^^^^
aour of God's feVe in theLart. and arise.s f^-^m h

slriwtK K ? barrels made from the divine influence of the Spirit which leadsstraw the wheat grew on.-Late Paper.
\ souls to breathe forth either a sweTt harmony!

Paper flour barrels are being made in Iowa.
They are said to be air-tight and waterproof
to weigh much less than the ordinary wooden
barrels, and to be able to stand more rough
usage. One of the manufacturers predicts

Vi> Vf>*irfl Oiroj'Tr Kn»»nl .rxi"" -. £ a _
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vords suitable to the present condition
;

ither they bo words formerly used by the

ts, and recorded in scripture, such as the

Inis of David, or other words ;
as were the

ins and songs of Zucharias, Simeon, and
blessed Virgin Mary. But as for the

lal, customary way of singing, it has no

idation in scripture, nor any ground in

Christianity: yea, besides all the abuses

dent to prayer iiV)d preaching, it hath this

B peculiar, that oftentimes great and hor-

ies are said in the sight of God : for all

mer of wicked, profane people, take upon
n to personate the experience and condi-

8 of blessed David ; which are not only

}, as to them, but also as to some of more
•iety, who utter them fjrth ; . . . . such

ing doth more please the carnal ears of

1, than the pure ears of the Lord, who ab-

i all lying and hypocrisy.

That singing then that pleaseth him must
:eed from that which is pure in the heart

m from the Word of Life therein) in and
vhich, richly dwelling in us, spiritual songs

hymns are returned to the Lord, accord-

to that of the apostle. Col. iii. 16.

But as to their artificial music, either by
ins, or other instruments, or voice, we have
her example nor precept for it iu the New
tanient."

Robert Barclay would not have used such

;uage if artificial music by voice (which is

ordinary way of singing) had been cus-

ary or approved among his fellow profes-

1. The writings of our early Friends con-

; numerous passages in which the practice

formal singing in meetings is condemned
)eing inconsistent with the spiritual nature

Divine worship as proclaimed by our Sa-

iir himself. Such a practice seems never

lave been introduced among them, and it

lot sanctioned bj- the very few examples
ecord, where persons were led " from

sense of God's love in the heart," "to
athe forth a sweet harmony." The fallow

are the principal instances of this which
' come to remembrance.
)uring the cruel persecution of Friends in

tlaud, when many of them were imprison-

at Aberdeen, the poor suiferers were favor-

with a remarkable visitation of Heavenly
e, which appears to have been accompanied

h a breathing forth of that "sweet har-

ny" to which R. Barclay i-efers. There is

.hing to show that any words were uttered,

drew Jatfray, one of the number, thus

aks of it. " When thirty or forty of our

iient Friends were shut up in prison, I

inot but remember this particular instance,

it when we were all met in the low Tol-

)tb, and not a word had been spoken among
either in prayer or preaching,—we breath-

; in our hearts for power to do the Lord's

II ;—his power at last broke in among us as

a wonderful manner, to the melting and

idering our hearts. And though 1 was kept

y empty a long time, yet at last the glori-

i" power of God broke over the whole meet-
r, and upon me also, and ravished my heart,

jrea, did appear as a ray of Divine glory to

3 ravishing of my soul, and all the living

es in the meeting. So that some of those

the town council above us, confessed to

ne of our number with tears, that the break-

5 in of that power, even among them, made
^m say one to another, ' O I how astonish-

^ it is, that our ministers should say, the

takers have no psalms in their meetings
j

for such an hoavenlj^ sound we never heard
n either old or new church.' "

George Fox, when a prisoner at Carlisle,

was cruelly treated by his gaoler. He says

n his journal :
" Once he came in a great rage

and beat me with his cudgel, and as he beat

me, he cried, come out of the window ;
though

I was then far from it. While he struck me,

I was moved to sing in the Lord's power,

which made him rage the more. Then he

fetched a fiddle and set him to play, thinking

to vex me ; but while he played, 1 was moved
n the everlasting power of the Lord God to

sing; and my voice drowned the noise of the

fiddle, struck and confounded them, and made
them give over fiddling and go their way."
There is another passage in his writings,

which he mentions that some Friends in

prison were moved to sing ; no doubt to the

confusion^of their persecutors, who saw these

nnocent victims of cruel usage thus rejoicing

n tribulation from a sense of the Divine love

extended to them ; even as Paul and Silas,

when they had been beaten and thrust into

the inner prison, sang praises to the Lord.

We think, therefore, that neither the pre-

cepts nor the example of our predecessors in

religious profession, can justly be brought for-

ward to defend the introduction of singing

into our meetings for worship, as has been in

some cases attempted of latter times; and

that the Friend who spoke of it in Philadel

phia Yearly Meeting as one of the evidences

of departure from our principles, was justified

in so considering it.

With reference to scores of persons falling

on their knees at one time, L. Woodard con-

siders it as simply a return to primitive prac

tice, and that such persons are merely show
ing by the gesture of their bodies that they

concur in an act of prayer. In other words,

they merely kneel instead of standing up in

time of prayer. The practice of the congre

gation rising when a minister kneels in prayer,

has so long been established among us, that

it seems undesirable to make any change

therein, unless for some manifest advantage
;

yet we know not that there is anj' point of

principle involved in the special attitude

adopted. But this has nothing to do with

the case before us. That which was justly

condemned, was, not that many kneeled to

express their unity with some vocal address

to the Throne of grace, but that a state of

mental excitement was indulged and fostered

which led scores to prostrate themselves at

one lime in attempted prayer—contrary to

the advice of the Apostle that "all things b^

done decently and in order." For God is not

the author of confusion.

The same evasive style of reasoning is

hibited by L. W. in commenting on the ob

jection made to persons being "induced to

come forward and place themselves on what
were called anxious benches." That we may
not seem to do him injustice, we quote

own language: "This is but a repetition of

the former charge, varied a little in language

and referring to this point of difference : in

stead of kneeling at their seats, the individuals

who, as Barclay says, felt ' that they could

pray together with one accord,' came together

in some convenient place, which of course

must be in one of the aisles. How any infrac-

tion of the principles of Friends is involved in

this unconstrained choice of individuals, with

reference to a particular locality in the meet-

ing-house, I am unable to see." •

It is difficult to see how a person familiar

with the customs of our Society, could sup-

po.se, that the Friend who made the remarks

which led to the article written by L. \V., had

any reference to persons occupying any par-

ticular part of the house for the usual and

iroper purposes of a meeting of Friends.

The real objection is to the imitation of a

practice in use among the Methodists, and
perhaps some other religious denominations,

where persons are encouraged to come for-

ward and place themselves in view of the

congregation, and be made recipients of the

advice, exhortations, and prayers of all in-

terested, with the expectation that they will

then and there experience conversion and for-

giveness, and become the redeemed children

of God. Whatever of sincerity may exist in

the minds of those who thus act, and in what-

ever degree that sincerity may be owned by
the Searcher of all hearts, we cannot unite

with such innovations ; for their effect is al-

most inevitably to encourage a state of sym-
pathetic mental excitement, having its root

in our natural faculties, and not proceeding

from the Spirit of Grace ; and to direct the

attention outward to our fellow beings for

help, instead of looking to Christ as revealed

in the heart, by whom only the work of re-

demption can be accomplished.

The practice of Friends has ever been on

such occasions to retire inward, and endeavor

to feel the presence of the Lord ;
and to wait

in true submission on him, so that they may
receive such degrees of spiritual light and re-

freshment as He sees meet to administer. In

such a gathered state, they are prepared to

derive comfort and help from such outward

ministry as proceeds from the Divine gift in

others, and is owned by the Spirit of Truth

in themselves; but all other ministry they

experience to have a scattering and withering

effect. For, as Isaac Penington says, "There

is a spirit of delusion as well as of truth ; this

works in the heart as a minister of righteous-

ness, in a seeming light, and warming the

heart with a wrong fire, brings it into a

wrong bed of rest, and administers to it a

wrong peace, hope and joy; setting up there

a wrong sense, belief and judgment concern-

ing itself and others."

The defence of the truth, in the present in-

stance, has been felt to be a painful duty, for

it is far more pleasant to speak in the lan-

guage of praise than of reproof; to find evi-

dences of unit}', than of disagreement. And
we have also been sensible, that the difficul-

ties in our Society, of which some of the pro-

ceedings above considered are only a partial

exemplification, are not to be removed by
argument. In the language of Samuel Fother-

gill, "There is a spirit that is gone forth into

the camp, and is splendidly delusive. This

spirit leads into notions, it snuffs up the wind,

and lives in commotions itself raises." There

is but one power that is able to keep us from

being led astray, even "that Holy Spirit

which was and is the ground of truth for-

ever." May all be brought under its guid-

ance, and preserved therein.

Our subscribers are reminded that with the

present number, the Forty-seventh volume

ends, and that our terms are Two dollars a

year, payable in advance. Remittances may
be made to the Agent, John S. Stokes, JSIo.

116 North Fourth St., either direct, or by-

post-office money order.
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The British Parliament was prorogued

on tlie 7th inst. by a me.'i.iage from tlie Queen, which
was read by royal commission. The Queen thank
both Houses for voting the annual grant to her sot

Prince Leopold. She states that the relations with all

foreign Powers are friendly. She laments the condi
tion of Spain, and earnestly desires the restoration of

)ieace and order in that country, but considers

interference as most conducive thereto. The mes
proceeds to congratulate Parliament upon its work, and
expresses pleasure because of the reduction of taxation

;

at the passage of the factory act, by which the health of

women and children will be promoted ; at the passage
of the act reforming church patronage in Scotland,

which will conduce to the religious welfare of the peo-
jile, because it removes the cause of controversy ; and
at the passage of the public worship regulation bill,

which will settle the form of worship of the Established
Church. The gross public income of the United King-
dom in the year ending 6th mo. 30th last, was £77,327-
003. The total ordinary expenditure amounted to

£74,974,891. The balance in the exchequer at that
date was £5,314,879.

There has been a terrible gale off the coast of Scot
land. Hundreds of fishing boats are over due, and it

is feared that many of them have been lost.

Before the British government consented to be repre-

sented in the Brussels conference, it was stipulated that
there shall be no change in the recognized rules of in-

ternational law, and that no restrictions shall be placed
upon the conduct of naval operations. England re-

serves the right to accept or reject any recommendation.'
which the conference may make.
The Bank of England rate of discount has been ad-

vanced from 3 to 4 per cent.

The British government intend immediately to effect

a complete re-armament of the fortresses of Gibralta
and Malta.

A serious riot occurred in Portsmouth the 8th inst.,

in consequenceof the pier authorities closing a thorough
fare. Several thousand persons were engaged in the
riot which was finally suppressed by the military.

Advices from New Zealand state that six thousand
emigrants from Great Britain arrive in that colony
every month.

Liverpool, 8th mo. 10th.—Uplands cotton, 8Jd. ; Or-
leans, S'i a Sid.
London.—Consols 92J. U. S. sixes, 1865, 108|; new

five per cents, 104}.

^

A Paris dispatch of the 7th says : The attitude of the
Spanish representatives here is most conciliatory, and
difliculties with Spain are at an end. Senor Castelar is

expected at Versailles, charged with the mission of
negotiating for the recognition of the Republic of Spain.
The Duke De Gazes, French;Minister of Foreign Affair.i,

denies absolutely the Spanish charges of connivance
with the Carlists. The Duke .says, Lizarroga's escape
from arrest while passing from Bayonne to Perpignan,
was due to a misunderstanding of the local authorities.
The Carlist officer.s seen in uniform at Bayonne, and
elsewhere in French territory, had passports signed by
the Spanish authorities. The Carlists obtained their
supplies of arms and other war material by sea, through
the remi.ssness of the Spaniards in watching the coast.
The Duke, in conclu.sion, assures Spain that the in-

structions to the prefects of the .southern departments
to be vigilant have been explicitly renewed, and the
government will see that the inferior authorities scru-
pulously respect them.
A special dispatch to the DaiVi/ iVews says the French

government has seized 32,000 cartridges on the Spanish
frontier destined for the Carlists.

The wife of Don Carlos has arrived at Bordeaux.
It is said the French troops guarding the Spanish

frontier have been reinforced, and vigorous measures
are ordered to prevent uniformed Carlistg from crossing
the boundary.
A Versailles dispatch of the 6th says : The govern-

ment has informed the permanent com'inittee of Assem-
bly that it will communicite immediately the details
of any .serious foreign question that may arise during
the Legislative recess.

The Cologne Gazette publishes a telegram from Paris
stating that in a superior council of war General De
Cissey, Minister of War, demanded an immediate credit
of 4,000,000 francs, and an eventual credit of 1,000,000,-
000 francs (one milliard) for army purposes.
A Madrid dispatch of the Gth says : The circular note

in relation to the Carlist insurrection has been sent to
the different European Powers by Ulloa, Minister of
Foreign Affairs, and is published to-day. Ulloa says
that the Carlists, under pretext of defending religion,
are guilty of incendiarism, assassination and pillage,

and in support of this statement instances th
at Cuenca and Olof.

According to a Bayonne dispatch of the 10th, the
Carlist General Dorregary has captured the town of
Lagnardia, and is advancing on Puebla, with the inten-
tion of cutting the railway between Miranda and
Logrono.
The Popolo Romano newspaper says that the Cabinet

of the Vatican is negotiating to obtain from the govern-
ments of Austria, France and Portugal the renuncia-
tion of their right of excluding candidates at the Papal
elections.

The Cologne Gazette says the French government has
agreed to recall the war ship Orenoque from Civita
Vecchia, and that the vessel will forthwith quit the
station she has so long occupied.
The London Daily Telegraph says it is reported that

Ru.ssia has consented to recognize the Republic of
Spaiii, and that all the other Powers will follow.

It is also reported that the German government
notified its represeutatives abroad -that the time has
arrived to recognize the Spanish Republic.
A Vienna dispatch states that a circular note had

been received from the German government proposing
that the great Powers take under consideration the ex-

pediency of recognizing the Spanish government.
On the 10th inst. the inhabitants of Barcelona were

greatly alarmed in consequence of the approach of large
bodies of Carlists, and there being no force in readiness
to oppose them.
United States.—In New York city last week there

were 721 interments.

The mortality in Philadelphia numbered 346, in
eluding 183 children under two years. During the
Seventh month 1,-562,602,586 gallons of water were
pumped at the several water-works belonging to the
city. The Fairmount works furnished about half of
the total supply.

The wool clip of the State of Michigan this year
amounts to about 6,000,000 pounds.
The steamer Pat Rogers was burned on the Ohio

river on the 5th inst., near Aurora, Indiana. The
disaster was attended with great loss of life, no less than
47 persons, mostly women, having perished. The boat
and cargo, the latter consisting of cotton, cattle, sheep,
&c., were totally destroyed. The fire commenced in
the cotton, which it is supposed took fire from sparks
that fell from the chimneys.
The devastation committed by locusts on the crops

is causing a great deal of suffering among the poorer
class of settlers in northwestern Iowa.
The imports into the U. States for the ten months

ending 4th mo. 30th last, were merchandize $469,769,-
679, and specie and bullion $25,534,697 : total $49-5,-

304,376. During the corresponding period, 1873, the
total imports were $556,567,409. The exports for the
ten months referred to in 1874 were, merchandize
$479,775,710, and specie and bullion $39,17.5,676 : total

$518,951,386, which is $23,647,010 more than the im-
ports in that period.

The Bureau of Statistics publishes the following
statement in relation to the foreign trade : Number
and tonnage of vessels engaged in the foreign trade
which entered into and cleared from the United States
during the twelve months ended April 30th, 1874 and

Entered. Cleared.
1874. No. Tons. No. Tons.

American vessels, 11,808 3,877,634 12,032 3,984,661
Foreign vessels, 21,023 9,147,504 20,989 9,071,310

' Of sheep 16,000 sold at 4.5 a 5J cts. per lb. gross forf
I to choice. Hogs, $10.56 a $10.75 per 100 lbs. net
'corn fed. Receipts, 4.500 head. Baltiviore.—Si\feri
flour, f4 a $4.75 ; extra, $5 a $5.75 ; family flour, $3
a $9.2.5. Choice white and amber wheat, $1.40 a $L
'good to prime red, $1.30 a $1.38; Pennsylvania

j

$1.28 a $1.32. Yellow corn, 81 a 82 cts. ; white, (

92 cts. Oats, 50 a 55 cts Chicago.—No. 1 spring wh
]$1.10; No. 2 do., $1.04i ; No. 3 do., fl.Ol. Corn
I
cts. No. 2 oats, 4U cts. St. Louis.—J^o. 2 red wli

$1.16 a $1.17 ; No. 3 do., $1.08 a $1.10. No. 2 «
55 cts. Oats, 48 cts. Lard, 14| cts.

RECEIPTS.
Received from William Hancock, Pa., $2, vol.

'

from S. E. Haines, Pa., $2, vol. 48, and for .Je-sse Haii
$2, vol. 48; from Sarah Ann Corse, Del., per W.
Corse, $2, vol. 48 ; from Samuel Chadbourne, N.
$2, vol. 48 ; from Isaac Child, lo., $2, vol. 48 ; fr(

Dr. George Thomas, Pa., $2, to No. 24, vol. 49, and
J. Preston Thomas, $2, to No. 23, vol. 49, and Richi
M. Thomas, Enos Morris, John Webster, and Joi
Ogilsbe, $2 each, vol. 48 : from Thomas S. Pike, N.
per G. J. S., $2, vol. 48.

WANTED.
A suitable Friend to take the position of Writ

Teacher and Assistant Governor at Westtown Board

Total, . . 32,831 13,025,138 33,021 13,055,977
1873.

American vessels, 12,073 3,609,420 11,227 3,743,497
Foreign vessels, 19,6.55 7,831,577 19,875 7,875,011

Total, . . 30,728 11,440,997 31,102 11,618,505
The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations

on the 10th inst. New Fori.—American gold, 1091.
U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 117}; do. coupons, 118}

;

Jo. 1868, registered, 116; coupon, 117J ; 5 per cents,
Ills. Superfine flour, $4.80 a $5.10 ; State extra, $5.40
a $5.75 ; finer brands, $6 a $10. No. 1 Chicago spring
heat, $1.30; No. 2 do., $1.24; new amber western,

$1.33
;
white Kentucky, $1.38. Old white oats, 82 a 85

cts.
;
new mixed, 60 a 65 cts. Western mixed corn, 82
white, 91 a 92 cts. Carolina rice, 8^ a 91 cts.

Rangoon, 6} a 6| cts. Philadelphia.—Middling up-
lands and New Orleans cotton, 17} a 17J cts. Super-
fine flour, $3.50 a $4.25 ; extras, $4.50 a $5.75

; finer
brands, S6 a |g^. r)ld amber wheat, $1.50 ; new red,

"

"^c ^^^•Mlk O^€»#|co''n. 84 cts. Oats,
58 cts. Ti^e^* l[«ef>i!tle were 3505 head.

The range of piW& IBS frdffi 4jHrTlote. per lb. groas.

School—for next Session. Apply to

Charles Evan.s, 702 Race street, Philadelphi
Clarkson Sheppard, Greenwich, New Jersey
Joseph Walton, Moorestown, New Jersey.

SHELTER FOR COLORED ORPHANS.
Wanted, by the 1st of 10th mo. next, a suita

Friend for Matron for the above institution.

Application may be made to

Hannah R. Newbold, 643 Franklin St.

Mary Wood, 524 South Second St.

Mary Randolph, 247 North Twelfth St.

Anna W. Lippincott, 460 North Seventh

WANTED.
An unmarried Friend to take the position ofGovei

at Westtown Boarding School, on or before theclos
the present session, in the 10th month next.
Apply to

Clarkson Sheppard, Greenwich, New Jersey
Joseph Walton, Moorestown,
Charles Evans, 702 Race street, Philadelphii

HAVERFORO COLLEGE.
The next Term will commence on Fourth-day, ^_

mo. 2nd, 1874. Applications for admissions shoulc
addressed to Samuel J. Gdmmere,

Haverford College, Montgomery Co.,

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE."
Near Frqf^kford, [Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia.'

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Worth-
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may be

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board oi

Managers.

Died, on the 3d of 7th month, 1874, at her late resi-

dence in Medford, N. J., Mary S. Lippincott, an

elder and overseer of Upper Evesham Monthly Aleefr

ing, in the 83rd year of her age. This dear Friend was

under severe physical affliction during the la.<t nine

years of her life. This she endured with much chris-

tian resignation, not the slightest murmur being luade

against what she accepted as the Divine will concern-
ing her. She was diligent in the attendance of her re-

ligious meetings when able, and even when reduced to

comparative helplessness, she solicited and obtained
the assistance of others to enable her to perform this

important duty, saying, '• I must do what I can." It)

her last illness she was engaged in earnest supplicatioPi
for a mansion in Heaven, saying, " Oh ! Holy FatI

'

be pleased to look down upon me with an eyeof pit> ,'

and an evidence was granted her that He who carefll

for his children, however little in their own eyes, wM
with her, shielding her with His arm of Almighty
power. Very near the close with a peaceful and serene

countenance, she raised her feeble arms and sweetly
said, ''Come, come, come very quickly." "Blessed
are the pure in heai^, for they shall see God."

'wiLLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER^
~

No. 422 Walnut Street.














